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Brisbane
Bundaberg ...
Cardwell ...
Clermont ...
Dalby ...
Geham
Goondiwindi
Gympie
Ipswich
Mackay ..
Mary borough
at St.
Land
1188
1008, 1188,
1437, 1977, 1978, 2139
... ... 1548, 1977,
1978
...255, 296, 658,
839, 1188, 1327, 1437,
1514,  1548, 1620, 1732,
1766, 1977,  1978,  2139
... ... ... ... 1438, 1514
... ... 1515
... ... ... ... 1977
... ... 1438
1514
... ... ... ... 1327
... ... 839, 1327,
1438,  1515, 1620
... ... ... ...57, 839, 1188,
1327, 1438,  1620,  1766,  1978, 2139
1438, 1977
... ... ...255, 296, 866,
934, 1327, 1438, 1978
INDEX.
Crown Lando Alienation  Act of  1868-continued.
Forfeited Selections in the following Land
Agents'  Districts - continued.
Page.
Rockhampton ... ... ... ... 984, 14;8,
2139
St. Lawrence ... ... ... ... 571, 934
Toowoomba ... ... ... ... 57, 232, 255,
Warwick
717, 839, 866, 933, 1008,
1438, 1514, 1978, 2139
... ... 255, 1188,
1438
Forfeited Mineral Selections ... ... 127
Lands reserved under-vide "Lands reserved."
Lands withdrawn from Selection ... ... 719, 2174
Leases lying at Land Agents' Offices  ...  464, 900,
1370, 1552, 1624
List of Rents  due on Sugar  and Coffee Selec-
tions ...  ... ... ... ... 434
List of payments due under 51st clause ... 341
List of payments due under 67th clause ... 435
Notification-
Land Court, Rockhampton ... 2093
Postponement of Court Sittings  at Been-
leigh ... ... ... ... ... 572
Petition ... ... ... ... ... ... 536
Sittings of Commissioners  ... ... ... 18, 63, 1518
Surveyors Licensed-
Bradbury, C. E. ... ... ... ... 1425
Clements , W. C. ... ... ... ... 1386
Desgrand , J. V. S. ... ... ... 1004
Desmond , T. A. ... ... ... ... 1288
Hamilton , J. E. ... ... ... ... 971
King, H. E. ... ... ... ... 1650
Reid, J. ... ... ... ... ... 2074
Walter, S. ... 219
Wood, H. S. 1609
Trustees appointed under-vide " Trustees."
Cuckow, G., Notice in Goods ... ... ... 250
Cumner, I., Notice in Will ... ... ... ... 2020
Cumings, T. M., Notices in Insolvent Estate 860, 893
Curtis, P. C., appointment as Commissioner for
Affidavits ... ... ... ... 1884
Curtis, R. W., appointment as Port Gauger ... 2102
Customs Act ... ... ... ... ... ...  1097
Customs Department-
Appointments  in-vide  "Appointments."
Broad Sound proclaimed a Warehousing Port 1933
Boarding Stations appointed  ... ... ... 2102
Overtime Goods to be  sold  ... ... ... 596, 1074,
1213, 1420, 1727
Port Gain
Ware
appointed ... 2102
Queen's houses-
Brisbane ... ... ... ... 1386
Stanthorpe ... ... ... ... ... 249
Regulations-
Border Customs  ... ... ... ... 21
Gold Duty ... ... ... ... ... 241
Cuthbert, W. P.-
Appointment as Acting Clerk of Petty Ses-
sions ...  ... ... .... ... 1188
Resignation as Magistrate  ... ... ... 1326'
D.
Daly, J. E. 0.,  Resignation ,  Volunteer Brigade ... 2174
Dalrymple, G.  E., appointment as-
Gold Commissioner  ... ... ... ... 204
Returning Officer  ... ... ... ... 7.16
Damon, C.,  appointment as Boatman  Pilot ... 570
Dandie, Rev .  A., Registration under  Marriage  Act  1357
Darroch, W.,  Notice in  Will ... ... ... 90
Darvall, F.  0.,  appointment as Commissioner on
System  of Public  Accounts  ... 1008
barley ,  F. A., appointment ,  Telegraph Department 1977
Davidson ,  J. E., appointment as Member of Road
Trust  ... ... ... ...  469
Davis, F .,  appointment ,  Telegraph Department ... 56
Davis ,  Harris, and Co., registration  of Deed of
Assignment  ... ... ... ... 313
Davis ,  M.,  appointment  as Commissioner for
Affidavits ... ... ... ... 1214
Deacon, W. T., appointment ,  Telegraph  Depart-
ment  ...  ... ...  ... ... 1062
Dear, J .  W., appointment ,  Telegraph Department 1476
Debentures ,  Tenders invited for ... .. 1816
Deeds of Assignment - vide  " Supreme Court."
vu.
rage.
Deeds of Composition-vide " Supreme Court."
Deeds, Errors in-vide " Lands Department."
Deighton, E., appointment, Works Department ... 11
Denman , R. J., Notice  in Insolvent Estate  ...  771; 790
Deane, J. L., appointment as Poundkeeper ... 858
Denyer, C., Notice in Estate ... ... ... 1469
Desgrand, J. V. S., Licensed as Surveyor ... 953, 954
Desprez, F., appointment as Bailiff... ... ... 249
Desmond, T. A., Licensed as Surveyor ... ...  1288
Despatches-
Australian Colonies Duties Act  of 1873 1362
Brisbane Grammar School and University of
London... ... ... ... ... 51
Cases pending before Her Majesty in Council 1731
Directory and Regulations of London, and
Annual International Exhibition ...  1836
Expulsion of Emigration Agents from Ger-
many .. ... ... 1846
Extradition Treaty with King of the Belgians 7
Extradition Treaty with King of Italy ... 1059, 1361
Extradition Treaty with King of Denmark  ... 1833
Extradition Amendment Act ... ..  1846
Merchant Shipping Act  and French Vessels 1361
Regulations for Examination of Indian Civil
Servants  ... ... ... ...  2088
Remounts for Indian Government 688, 1325
Revised Regulations,  re  Land Privileges to
Military and Naval Officers... ... 2087
Spanish Flag  ... ...  ... ... ... 800
Dettmer, C., Notice in Will ... ... ... 132
Dickens, G. L., admission as Chemist and Druggist 1498
Dickson, J., Notice in Will  ...  ... 1426
Dickson, J. R., notification of Return for Enoggera 2139
Diseases in Cattle Act,  Proclamation prohibiting
Importation of Stock  ...  10, 11, 550
Diseased Animals Act,  Proclamation prohibiting
Importation of Cattle, Sheep, and
Pigs ... ... ... ... 1187, 1363
Diseases in Stock Act  (Victoria) ... ... ... 195
Diseases in Sheep Act-
Annual Meeting of Owners ...
Appointment of Sheep Directors-
242
Goondiwindi ... ... ... ...  620, 1935
Mitchell ... ... ... ... ...  1639
Peak Downs ... ... ... ... 800
Springsure ..: ... ... ... ...  838
Various Districts ... ... ... 729
Warrego ... ... ... ... ... 800
Crossing Places ... ... ... ...  ..  1895
Notice to  Sheep Owners  ... ... ... 1090, 1213
1720
Special Meeting, Goondiwindi... ... ... 1719
Distillation -v ide  "  Licenses."
District Courts-
Bailiffs appointed-
Bri sbane  ... ... ... ... ...  647
Mackay ... ... ... ... ... 1539
Maryborough ... ... ...  1256
Stanthorpe ... ... ... ... ...706, 818, 954,
1214, 1968
Proclamations-
Establishing Court at Stanthorpe ... 333
Extending Criminal Jurisdiction to
Mackay ... ... ... ... 931
Extending  Criminal Jurisdiction to Mill-
chester  ... ... ... ... ...  1668
Withdrawing Criminal Jurisdiction from
Roma ... ... ...  ...  603
Registrars appointed-vide "Appointments."
Sittmgs-
Metropo litan ... ... ... ... 1927
Northern ... ... ... ... ... 1358, 2201
Western ... ... ... ... ... 36, 593, 1752
Writs of  Fi..Fa.-
Appoo 'v. Kimm ... ... ... 567
Mason  v. Goppy . .
...
... 1090
Dixon, J. C., appointment as Magistrate  ... ...  535
Dodwe ll ,  G. W., appointment as-
Clerk of Petty  Sessions ...
Commissioner  for Affidavits ...
Customs Officer  ... ... ...
Deputy Sheriff ... ... ...
Done, Rev. J.-
Notice of  Removal
Registration under  Marriage Act
135
566, 648
255
472
1213
706
INDEX.
Page.
Dorsey ,  A., appointment as-
Magistrate  ... ... ... ... . • •  535
Officer  to determine, &c. ... 447
Sub-Gold Commissioner ... ... ... 447
Downey and Co., Notice in Insolvent Estate ...  648, 679
Dowzer, J., appointment as Poundkeeper... ... 858
Doyle, R., a pointment as Magistrate ... ... 1062
Drew , G. W., Notice  in Insolvent Estate ... ...  324, 531
Drew, W. L. G., appointment as-
Commissioner on Aborigines ... ... 1582
Commissioner  on Public Accounts ... ... 1008
Driver, C., Notice in Will ... ... ... ... 273
Dunning, J. F., Notice in Will ... ... 893
Dunham, Revd. F. A. W., Notice of Removal ... 1565
Dutton IL, appointment as Sheep Director ... 1639
Dutton ,  F., appointment as Magistrate  ... ...  1854
E.
Eager , Revd. C. H., removal from List of Minis-
ters of Religion ... ... ... 2168
Sales, G., appppointment  as Bailiff  ... ... ...  1256
Easton,  H. E., appointment  as  Sheep Director .. 1935
Edmondstone, G., Notification of Return for
Wickham ... ... ... ... 1935
.Ediucatioa Act,  Regulations for Primary Schools... 1225
Edwards, D., Notice in Will ... ... ... 1427, 2130
Elcock, H. B., Notice in Will ... ... ... 2075
Electoral Rolls, Revision of -  vide  " Petty
Sessions."
Elections-
Appointment of day for sending in Claims-
Burke ... ... ... ... ... 10
Warrego  ...  ... ... ... ... 163
Courts of Petty Sessions appointed for
Revising Lists-
Georgetown ... ... ... ... 535
Mackay ... ... ... ... 838
Mi llchester ... ... ... ... ... 255
Nanango ... ... ... ... ... 571
Stanthorpe ... ... ... ... ... 447
Declaration of Validity-
Balonne ... ... ... ... ... 2137
Bowen  ... ... ... ... ... 1931
Brisbane ... ... ... ... 1933
Gympie  ... ... ... ... ... 1932
Mitchell  ... ... ... ... 1934
South Brisbane ... ... ... ... 1975
Springsure ... ... ... ... ... 1934
Meetings  for Revision and Examination of
ElectoralRolls-vide "PettySessions.
Polling Places appointed-
Beagle ... ...
Blackall ... ...
Brisbane ...
Bungill Saw Mills ...
District of Burke ...
Eulo Reserve ...
General Lists ...
Redbank Plains ... ...
Thurgominda ... ...
Waterworks
Wivenhoe
Polling Places Cancelled-
Authorpe ... ... ...
Ball oo ... ...
District of Burke ..
Intersection of Cleveland
Roads ... ... ...
Listowell Downs ... ...
1854
... 1582
... 1896
... 1854
... 1706
1732
1473, 1582,
1659, 1707, 1764
... 1973
... 1620
... 1764
... 1582
and Logan
Tillbooroo ... ... ... ... ..
Returning Officers appointed-vide " Return-
ing Officers.'
Substitution of Georgetown for Gilberton as a
Court of Revision ... ... .
Writs of Election-
Burnett ... ... ... ... ...
Ipswich ...
Elliot, A. J., correction in List of Magistrates ...
Elmy, J., appointment as Assistant River Pilot ...
Epple, M., Notice in Will ... ... ... ...
Equity Procedure Act ...
Equity Notices-vide Supreme Court."
Error in Deeds-vide " Lands Department."
Evans  and Co., Partnership Notice
Exhibition , London International, Notice re Wines
1620
1620
1706
1896
1732
1732
1548
2085
291
295
56
1651
1161
1468
1639
p,
Page.
Farquharson, C., appointment  as Municipal  Auditor 570
Fanning M. P. B., appointment  as Magistrate  ...  1062
Faust, P. J., Notice in Will . ' ... ... 132
Feenaghty, P., appointment, Police Department... 134
Feez, A., Notice in Will ... ... ... ...  1652
Feez, S., Notice in Will  ... ... ... ... 1692
Ferries-
Proclaimed-
Broughton Crossing ... ... ... 718
Bundaberg ... ... ... ... ... 508
Coomera River ... ... ... 508
Mingo, Burnett River ... ... ... 1404
Regulations-
Beenleigh  ... ... ... ... 1997
„ and Waterford ... ... ... 1414
Bundaberg  ... ... ... ... ...  518,1016
Coomera  ... ... ... ...  582
Mingo  ... ... ... ... ...  1412
Waterford ... ... ...  1995
Tenders  for-vide  " Tenders Invited."
Ferguson, Rev. J., Registration  under  Marriage
Act  ...  ...  ... ... 1600
Fieldberg and Keith, Partnership Notice ... ... 1754
Finlayson, J., Notice in Goods ... ... 740
Fitzgerald, R., appointment as Poundkeeper 131
Fitzgerald, T. H., Notification of Return for Bowen 1896
Fitzgerald and Co., Partnership Notice 1967
Flannagan , J. and F., Notice in  Insolvent  Estate 707,790,1091
Fletcher, J., appointment  as Magistrate .., 838
Flynn, W., Registration of Deed of Composition 199
Foote, J., Notification of Return for West Moreton 1973
Forbes, J., Notice in Will ... ... ... 1044,1506
Forbes, W., Notice in Goods ... ... ...  819
Forrest, E. B.-
Appointment  as Commissioner  on Public Ac-
counts  ... ... ... ... 1008
Approval of appointment  as Consular Agent... 255
Forsythe, W., appointment  as Magistrate 506
Foster, H. L., appointment, Telegraph  Department 570
Fouley, Rev. D., Notice of Removal...  1425
Fowles, J., Resignation, Volunteer  Brigade 1260
Fraser , G., Notice in Goods ... ... 90
Fraser and  Wright, Partnership  Notice 859
Fraser, S., Notification of Return for Bundanba...  2139
Frost, R. R., appointment  as Magistrate ... 838
Fryar, W., Notification of Return  for East Moreton 1935
Furlong, C. S. W., appointment, Telegraph De-
partment ... ... ... ... 716
G.
Gaden, R. W., appointment  as Poundkeeper  ...  1288
Gallwey,  D., appointment as-
Deputy Sheriff ... ... ... ... ... 815
Registrar , District Court ... ... ...  535
Gaols-
Cancellation  of Regulations  ... ... 1600
Regulations  ... ... ...  1452 ,1497,1600
Garbutt, A. H., Notice in Will ... ... ... 771
Gardner, Rev. W., Registration  under  Marriage
Act ... ... ... ... ...  219
Gardner, W. G. A., appointment  as Polynesian
Agent ... ... .. ... 800
Gardner, Kean,  and Williams ,  Partnership  Notice 979
Gardner and Keid, Partnership  Notice  ... ... 1044
Gardner, R., Notice in Will ... ... ... 1358
Garnett, H.,  appointment as-
Magistrate  ... ... ... ... . , , 838
Sheep Director  ... ... ... ... 1639
Gates, Notices of Intention to Erect-
Barwe ll , C. H. A. ... ... ... ... 90
Bell, J.  S. ... ... ... ... ... 1358
Bradley, E. ... ... ... ... ... 272
Burt, A. ... ... ... ... ... ...  323
Burn, J. ... ... ... ... ... ...  1468
Caird, Paterson, and Co. ... ... 1214
Carpendale, Vanneck, and Co.... ... 597
Conlan, E. M., and others ... ... 1540,1577
Drinan, P. ... ... ... ... ... 1578
Friend, H. ... ... ... ... ... 1358
Graham, J. L. ... ... ... ... ... 2129
Hooper, H. ... ... ... ... 131
Hopkins, A. 1019
Jones, D. M. and G. H
„..
. ,, 1090
Joyner, W. C. ... ..,. 530
INDEX.
Gates, Notices of Intention to  Erect - continued.
Lack, E. N. ... ... ...
Lutton, C. ... ... ...
Moody, A. ... ... ...
Munro, C. ... ... ...
Petford, J. M. .. ... ...
Thompson, A. P. ... ...
Towns and Co. ... ... ...
Walker, J. G. ... ...
Wildash and Hutchinson ...
Wood, E. G.
Gausted, Rev. C., Notice of  Removal
Geary, J., Notice in  Insolvent Estate
Page.
... 1214
... 729
... 1691
... 789
... 530
1452
... 1426
1468
...219,220,228
Gebbie, W., Notice in Will ... ... ... ...
Gedye, P. H., appointment as Polynesian Agent
George, H., registration of Deed of Assignment
Gilfoyle, J., Notice in Will  ...  ... ... ...
Gilligan, J., appointment as Parliamentary Short-
hand Writer ... ...
Gill, F.,  appointment as-
Assistant Gold Commissioner ...
Magistrate ... ...
Officer to determine, &c. ...
Gold Fields-
Lists of Leases ready for issue
Notice, Miners' Rights, Brisbane
Palmer Gold Field proclaimed
Regulations-
Charters, Broughton, and Cape River ...
General
Ravenswood ... ... ... ...
Gore, F. A., appointment as Returning Officer
Gore, St. G. R., appointment, Registrar-General's
Department
Gorton, W., appointment, Telegraph Department
Gough, H. B., appointment, Police Department...
Govitt, J., appointment as Sheep Director
Government Printer-
Notices-
1426
462
955
770
1062
339
1005
933
1620
1620
1620
1777, 1868,
1948, 2189
2046
213
1821
456
1008
135
838
56
1639
Plan of Wide Bay Bar on Sale ... 845
Remittances  by Poundkeepers ... ... 48
Scale of Charges ... ... ... ... 48
Grammar School Scholarships ... ... ... 1419, 1966
Graham, H., Notice in Will ... ... ... 2169
Graham, R. W., appointment  as Magistrate ... 535
Graham, Hon. C. J.-
Appointment as-
Member of Executive Council ... ...
Minister  for Lands ... ... ...
Notification of Return for Clermont ... ...
Grant and Hall v. MacDonald, Writ of  Fi. Fa....
Gray, Revd. W., Registered under  Marriage Act
Gray, C. G., Notice in Will... ... ... ...
Gray, H. J., appointment  as Magistrate ...
Gravel-vide " Lands  reserved."
Greene, M. C.,.appointment as-
1096
1096
1935
1754
462
196:)
535
Clerk of Petty Sessions ... .. ... 1260
Registrar of Births, Marriages, and Deaths... 1753
Gregory, A. C., appointment as-
Comnlissioner on Aborigines ... ... ...
Gold Commissioner ... ... ... ...
Officer to determine, &c. ... ... ...
Gregson and Prebble, Notice in Insolvent Estate
Gregson, W. A. F.,' Notice in Insolvent Estate ...
Greenside, H., appointment as-
Clerk of Petty  Sessions ...
Commissioner for Affidavits ...
Griffith, S. W.-
Appointment as Commissioner under  Civil
Procedure Reform Act ... ...
Notification of Return for Oxley ... ...
Grogan, M .,  Notice in Goods ..
Groom, W. H., notification of Return for Too-
woomba  ... ... ... ...
Groundwater, G., appointment as Acting Sea Pilot
Gulland, J., appointment as Returning Officer ...
R.
Hacket, T. R., appointment  as Mining  Surveyor
Hagger, W. C., appointment, Surveyor-General's
Department ... ... ...
Hammond, E., appointment as Polynesian Agent
Hamilton ,  J. E., Licensed  as Surveyor ... ...
1582
55
66
772
955, 1092,
1506
166, 658
789
1476
1973
1578
1896
570
1008
447
604
1476
971, 1004
is.
ra`e
Hamburger, J. F., Notice in Will ...  1661
Hanbury, W. G., appointment as Land Agent ... 535
Hansen, Rev. J. H., registration under  Marriage
. Act ... ... ... ... ...  1498
Hanmer, T., appointment as Magistrate under
Marriage Act... 472
Hart, J., and Co., Partnership Notice ... ...  954, 2128
Harding, E., appointment as Magistrate ... ...  1854
Harding and McDonald, Partnership Notice ... 892
Hardgrave, S., appointment  as Magistrate  ...  1326
Harris, H., resignation as Magistrate ... ...  506
Harley, H. R., Notices in Insolvent Estate ...  1928, 2076
Hartley, P., Notice in Will... ... ... ...  47,1289
Haswell, R., Notice in Will... ... ... ... 2076
Hassall, Rev. J., Notice of Removal 1498
Haseller, L. F., appointment, Telegraph Depart-
ment ... ... ... ... ...  1658
Haslam. T. P., Notice in Insolvent Estate ... 1755, 1818
Hausmann, Rev. J. G.-
Appointment as Commissioner on Aborigines 1582
Notice of Removal ... ... ... ... 971, 2168
Registration under  Marriage Act .. ...  815, 846
Hay, H. S. D., appointment as Shipping Inspector 570
Havard, W. K., appointment, Volunteer Brigade 1260
Health Act  of 1872-
Instructions to Local  Boards  ... ... ...  826
Proclaimed in force in Brisbane  ... ...  800, 1895
Regulations  ... ... ...  821
Heeney, J. P., admission as Chemist  and Druggist 462
Heeney, F. X., appointment  as Commissioner,
Crown Lan ds ... ... ... ... 1854
Heffernan, J., Notice in Will .. . ... 159
Hegarty, S., Notice in Insolvent Estate ...  1359, 1606
Hemmant, W., Notification of Return for Bulimba 2139
Hennessy, E. J., appointment, Customs Depart-
ient . .. ... ... ...
Henry, A., appointment as-
570
Police Magistrate  ... ... .. ...  1973
Gold Commissioner ... ... ... ...  2138
Officer to determine, &c. ... ... ... 2138
Henry, Rev. J. W., Notice of Removal ... 1425
Henzell, T. S., appointment, Postal Department .. 716
Hertzberg, A., appointment as Municipal Auditor 933
Higgens, A., Notice in Goods ... ... ... 1091
Hoare, F. A., admission as Chemist and Druggist 1019
Hobbs, J., appointment, Telegraph Department ... 933
Hodgson, A., appointment as Commissioner,
Universal Exhibition ... 447
Hogan, P., Notice in Goods  ... ... ... 859
Hogan, M., Notice in Will ... ... ... ... 1215
Holidays appointed ... .. .. ... 744, 1764
Holly, E. F., Notice in Insolvent Estate ... ...274, 473, 790,
1258
it, G. R., appointment as Polynesian Agent ... 958
Holmes and Ramsden, Notice in Insolvent Estate 1290, 1358,
1611
Holberton, W. B., admission as Chemist and
Druggist ... ... ... ...
Homestead Areas Act-
Lands open to Selection in the following Land
Agents' Districts-
Brisbane ... ...
Bundaberg ... ...
Dalby
Toowoomba ...
Warwick ...
Lands resumed ...
Lands withdrawn
1498
... 1766
2141
... 1434, 1707
109, 838,
1009, 1434, 2140
... 109
1433, 1707,
1979
232,1435,
Proclamation relative to Unsold Lots ...
Hopkins ,  T., Notice in  Insolvent  Estate .. ...
Hopkins ,  R. A. R., appointment  as Magistrate ...
Hopkins, W., Notice in Insolvent Estate
Horrocks, C. C., appointment as Secretary, Medi-
cal Board  ... ... ... ...
Horan, Rev. J., Notice of  Removal
Horan, Rev. A.,  registration  under  Marriage Act
Horsey, T. K., appointment  as Municipal  Auditor
Hoszfeldt, G. H., Notice in Insolvent Estate
Hocking ,  T., appointment  as Magistrate ... ,,,
Hospitals-
Lands reserved for-vide "Lands  reserved."
Members of Committee appointed-
Brisbane  ... ... ...
Toowoomba
..• N.
1979
1364
707,893
1062
1969
56
729, 2168
1531, 2130
933
2076
1062
447
570,  l091
x.
Hospitals -- eoetixived.
Provisions  of Act, 29 Vic., No. 19, extended to
Hospitals at-
Charters  Towers ... ... ... ...
Stanthorpe ... ... ... ...
Regulations-
Brisbane  ... ... ... ... ...
Charters Towers ... ... ... ...
Kennedy ... ... ... ... ...
Maryborough  ... ... ...
Howden, J., Notice in Insolvent Estate ... ...
Howell, E. J., Notice in Goods ... ... ...
Howlin, J., appointment as Magistrate under
Marriage Act ... ... ... ...
Hubie, T., Notice in Intestate Estate ..
INDEX.
Page.
1975
2174
995
2066
1780
969
.:51,1387
893
818
789
Hughes,  Rev. H. P. W., registration under  Mar-
riage Act ... ... ...  158
Hughes,  J., appointment as-
Acting Sub-Collector of Customs ... ... 447
Commissioner  for Affidavits ... ... ... 191
Hughes, F ., Notice in Insolvent Estate 791
Hughes , C. H., admission as Chemist and Druggist 1650
Hugi ll, Rev. W. J., registration under  Marriage
Act ...  ... ... ... 1600
Hutton , G. W. H., Notice in Will ... ... ... 249
Hyde, F.  H., appointment , Railway Department 898
Hyland , J., appointment, Telegraph Department 1977
I.
I'Erson, Rev . T. W., registration under  Marriage
Act ... ... ... ... ...
Immigration-
List of Payments due on Land in excess of
Land Orders .. ...
List of Forfeited Selections ...
Notice to Remittance Passengers
Impoundings-
Allora ...
Banana ...
Beenleigh
Blacka ll  ...
Bowen ...
Brisbane ...
Charleville
Clermont
Condamine
Cunnamulla
Dalby ...
Gayndah ...
Gladstone
Goondiwindi
Gympie ...
Ipswich ...
Inglewood
Leyburn  .... ...
Millchester ...
Mitchell Downs ...
Muyborougb
917
143
1439
26
... 48, 92, 193,
275, 325, 532, 773, 1388, 1427, 1579,
1971, 2021, 2077
... ... ... ...709, 791, 861,
1005, 1360
... ... ... ... 475, 568, 679
,,, ... ... 861, 956,
1290, 1756, 1885, 2077
... ... ...649, 922, 981,
1258
... ... ... ...221,773
'
792,
894, 922, 1005, 1359, 1693, 1756,
1970,2131
,,, ,,. ... 50, 92, 160,
221, 252, 275, 474, 475, 532, 567,
599, 708, 820, 861, 895, 922, 1092,
1360, 1388, 1428, 1507, 1612, 1652,
1693, 1730, 2022, 2171
... ... ... ... 49, 221, 474,
568, 599,  708, 742, 773, 860,  861, 922,
981, 1359, 1360, 1470, 1507, 1580,
1652, 1886, 2202
... ...221, 708, 861,
1819
,,, ... ... ...132, 221, 325,
474, 532, 599,  1427,  1652, 1730,1929,_
2171
.. ... ... 649, 861, 956,
1092, 17 55
... ...160, 193, 741,
792, 820, 861, 894, 1359, 1580, 1730,
1970, 2021, 2131, 2202
... ...275, 679, 792,
1427, 1.970, 2131
...599, 650, 709,
742,  862, 1756, 1929,  2022
... 773
.. 92, 221, 252,
325, 475, 650, 773, 819, 956, 981,
1258, 1388, 1470, 1542, 1579, 1730,
1756, 1929, 1970, 2077, 2131
... 49, 567, 679,
742, 861, 922, 956, 1005, 1756
,,, ... ... ... 49, 193, 649,
742, 773, 792, 820, 861
... 2021
,,, ,,, ... ... 2170
,., ,,, 1005, 1470
1862,  1729, 1885
age.
Impoundings- continued.
Mackay ... ... ... ... ... ...  474, 475, 649
Nebo ... ... ... ... ... ...  192, 325, 599,
980, 981, 2203
Rockhampton ... ... ... ... ...  49, 221, 252,
Rolleston
Roma
St. George
275, 474, 568, 599, 742, 1427, 1428,
1542, 1579, 1756, 2132
... 474, 568, 599,
600,  709',"792,  1216, 1360,  1470,  1507,
1652, 2077, 2203
48, 60, 160,
193, 221, 275, 475, 531, 567, 650, 773,
792, 820, 895, 1258, 1290,  1360,14289
1542,  1579, 1612, 1652, 1730, 1766,
1929, 1971, 2022
252, 475, 648,
742, 1428, 1542, 1580, 1886, 1971,
2131
Springsure ... ... ... ... ...193, 326, 792,
Stanthorpe
922, 1005, 1216,  1258,  1693, 1929,
1970,2077
... • • . ... 2022, 2132,
2171
Surat  ... ... ... ... ... ... 49, 92, 252,
TamboI
Taroom
3`26, 631,  600, 708, 742, 862, 1360,
1507, 1542, 1819, 1929, 1970
.. 92, 221, 252,
275, 325, 474, 568, 648, 709, 773, 791,
792, 922, 956, 1542, 1694,  1886, 1929,
2132, 2202, 2203
... 60,132, 221,
252, 568, 791, 792, 861, 1044, 1258,
1428, 1470, 1579, 1612,  1652, 1693,
1730, 1970, 2131, 2202
Toowoomba ... ... ... ...  48, 92, 221,
Townsville
326, 474, 568, 600, 649, 772,  791, 896,
1044, 1729, 2022, 2171
... ... ... 474, 1694,
1756
Warwick ... ... ... ... ... 49,92,  325,
326, 475, 531, 532, 599, 600, 649, 741,
860, 861,  894, 922, 1819,  1886, 1929,
1971, 2021, 2022, 2171
Yaamba ... ... ... ... ... 92, 160, 667,
649, 966, 1092, 1359, 1693, 2077
Inglis, J. A., Notice in Insolvent Estate ... ... 791, 1215
Insolvency Notices-vide " Supreme Court."
Intestate Estates-vide " Supreme Court."
Intercolonial Conference, proceedings of ...
Irvine, Revd. J., Registration under  Marriage Act
Iwers, J. H., Notice in Goods ... ... ...
J.
Jaap, J., appointment  as Magistrate
Marriage Apt ... ...
Jager, W., Notice in Insolvent  Estate ...
under
James, G. V., appointment  as  Magistrate ...  ...
Jardine, F. L., appointment  as Shipping Master
Jensen , 0., Notice in  Intestate Estate .
Jenkins, H. A., Notice  in Insolvent Estate
Jesson, A., Notice in  Insolvent Estate ... ...
Jewell, R., Notice  in Goods  ... ... ...
Johnstone,  R. S., appointment ,  Police Department
Jones, C.,  appointment as Municipal  Auditor ...
Jones, S., Notice in Goods ... ... ... ...
Jones,  D. M., appointment  as Magistrate .. ...
Jury Act,  appointment  of Deputy Sheriffs-vide
" Appointments."
Jury Lists,  Revision  of-vide  " Petty  Sessions."
Ju Luck v. Deian, Notice in Equity
Justices Act  of 1850  further Amendment Act ,,.
Justices Marrying Act-
St. George  If.,  appointed as
under ... ... ...
K.
Magistrate
Keane, J., appointmentas Marshal, Vice Admiralty
Court ... ... ... ... ...
Kellot, R., Notice in Goods ... ... ...
Keller, T. E., Notice in Will  ...
Kennedy, N., Admission as Medical Practitioner
Keogh, C., Notice in Insolvent Estate ...
Keogh, D. T., Notice in Insolvent Estate
277
1247
1469
1468
1541, 1818,
2076
1326
506
1359
1507, 1612
1817
47, 251
598
838
571
1358
838
1540
1177
447
159
707
2021
1357
791
921,1092,
1906
INDEX.
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Kerr, R., appointment as Sheep Director ... ... 1639
Kewleyy, W., appointment as Poundkeeper .. 1(04
Kildahl, Revd. W., Notice of Removal 529
Kilgour, W., appointment as Sheep Director ... 800
King, G. B., appointment as Returning Officer ... 166
King, W. S., Notice in Insolvent Estate ... ... 274
King, G. J., appointment, Telegraph Department 1008
King, J., a pointment as Poundkeeper ... ... 1468
King, H. E., Licensed as Surveyor ... 1635, 1650
King, G., Notice in Goods ... ... ... ... 2130
Klein, M., Notice in Will ... ... ... ... 90
Knight, E., Notice in Goods ... ... 473
Kortum, A. II. F. B., Admission as Medical Prac-
titioner ... ... ... ... 1357
Rosa, H. F., Notice in Intestate Estate .. ... 789
Kosvitz, A. J., Notice in Insolvent Estate ... 1928
Krebs, H. F., Notice in Insolvent Estate ... .. 159, 274
" Krishna ," proceedings relative to, in Vice-
Admiralty Court ... ... ... 597, 648,
707, 770, 846, 917,
954, 1044, 1214, 1257
L.
Laing ,  Revd . A. A., Notice  of Removal  ... .. ,  953
Land Orders - vide " Immigration."
Lanham ,  D., Notice in Will ...  ...  ... 1692
Landing Places - vide " Lands reserved."
Lands open to Selection ,  &c.-vide " Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1868 "  and  " Home-
stead Areas Act."
Lands Department-
Notifications-
Amending Boundaries of Mineral Lands 206
Applications to have Land brought for-
ward at Auction  ...  ... 19
Appointment of Hon .  C. J. Graham  ...  1096
Assistance to Persons Selecting  Sugar
Lands  ...  19
Classification of Lands ,  District of Cook 1976
Error in Deeds  ... ... ... ...  987, 1480,
1481, 1759, 1982
Facilitating Transaction of Business at
Land Offices  ... ... ... ...  19
Immigrants seeking suitable Selections... 19
Land Court Sittings at Stanthorpe 15
Leasing old Military Barracks ,  Hobart
Town  .. ... ..  449
Offices for Receipt of Applications for
Mineral Lands  .. ...  16
Postponement of Land Court Sittings  ...  1437
Pub lication of Map  ... ...  18
Receipt of  Applications  for Mineral
Lands  by land Agent,  Cardwell 15
Receipt of Applications for Mineral
Lands by Police Magistrate,
Gilberton  .. ...  718
Removal of Land Office from Tambo to
Blackall  ... ... ... ...  1558
Renewal of Pastoral Leases  ... ... .19
Resignation of Hon .  J. M. Thompson  ...  1095
Revocation of Temporary Reservation ... 13
Unauthorised Occupation of Crown Lands 18
Lands Reserved-
Ba llast for Ra ilway Purposes  ... ... ...  719, 1480
Benevolent Asylum ,  Rockhampton ... 801
Botanic Gardens ,  Maryborough  ... ...  1769
Camping Grounds and Pasturage-
Beauaraba  ... ... ... ... ...  1405
Blythe 's Creek ,  Dalby and Roma Road... 719
Boroon Run ... ... ... ... ...  1769
Dalby and Roma Road  ... ... ...  13
Dawson River  ... • ... ... ...  14
Gregory River ... ... ... ...  1586
Lower Herbert  ... ... ... ...  205
Main Towsvi lle Road  ... ... ...  839
Near Burleigh  ... ... ...  449
Pernambuco  ... ... ... ...  1011
Riverstone ... ... ... ... ...  1768
Sputters '  Creek  .. ... ... ...  257
Station Creek, Rod's Bay ... ... ...  1768
Top of Hervey 's Range  ... ... ...  1586
Warra  Warra ... ... ... ...  1979
Cemeteries-
Bundaberg  ... ... ... ...  1769
Cashe's Crossing ... 2048
Lands  Reserved - continued.
Cemeteries-continued.
Cawarral ... ... ... 17
Chinaman's Creek ... ... ... ... 536
Cleveland ... ... ... ... ...  12
Clifton ...  1939
Drayton and Toowoomba ... ... ...  868, 1406
Goondiwindi ... ... ... ... 17
Harrisville ... ... ... ... 17
Inglewood  ... ... ... ... ... 18
Leyburn ... ... ... 12
Moggill ... 1480
Ravenswood ... ... ... ...  720
Stanthorpe ... ... ... ... ... 1406
Tiaro ... ... ... ... ...  448
Wa lloon ... ... ... ... ... 1236
Westwood ... ... ... ...  868
Commissioner's Camp, Stanthorpe ... .
... 206
Customs-
Bundaberg ... ... ... ... ...  961
Stanthorpe ... ... ... ... ... 206
Gravel-
Albert River ... ... ... ... 1938
Brisbane and Waterford Road ... ... 1709
Parish of Bribie ... ... ... ... 1405
Parish of Mooloolah ... .. ... 1405
Harbor, Townsville ... ... ... ...  868
Hospital, Stanthorpe ... .. ...  867
Ipswich and West Moreton Agricultural and
Horticultural Society
Landing Places-
720
Baker's Creek ... ... ... ...  1480
Heath's Creek ... ... ... ...  1586
Mouth of Herbert River ... ... ...  13
Parish of Kelsey  ... ... ... ... 1586
Lock-up, Teningering ... ... ... ...  206
Magazine , Townsville ... ... ... ...  888
Mineral Lands Office, Stanthorpe ... ...  205
National Schools-
Alfred ... ... ... ... ...  112
Allanstown  ... ... ... ... ...  112
Bowen  ... ... ... ... ... 18
Bulimba  ... ... ... ... ...  1586
Bundamba ... ... ... ... ...  1586
Bundamba Creek ... ... ... ... 17
Calliope ... ... ... ... ...  1480
Coomera  ... ... ... ... ... 12
Gowrie ... ... ... ... ...  448
Killarney ... ... ... ...  1769
Moggi ll  ... ... ... ... ... 16,1437
Normanby ... ... ... ... ... 901
One Mile, Gympie... ... ... ... 16
Parish of Mackenzie ... ... ... 17
Parish of Moggill ... ... ... ...  16, 1437
Pine River  ... ... ... ,.. ... 720
Stanthorpe ... ... ... ... ...  1328
Swan Creek ... ... ...  1625
Tallebaggera ... ... ... ...  448
Tent Hill ... ... ... ... ... 901
Toow oomba ... ... ... ... ... 17
Townsvale ... ... ... ...  720
Wa lloon  ...  ... ... ...  1236
Public Buildings,  Bundaberg  ... ... ...  2143
Public Purposes-
Baker's Creek  ... ... ... ... 1405
Clifton  ... ... ... ... ... 1982
Goodna ... ... ... ... ...  13
Gympie Road .. ... ... 1011
Herbert River, Cardwell ... 205
Lands on the Johnstone River , Settled
District of Cook ... ... ... 2177
Mount Perry Run, Burnett ... ...  1328
Parish of  Bundaberg  ,.. ... ...  606
Parish of  Gutchy ... ... ... ...  2143
Parish of  Tarampa  ... ... ...  1734
Peel Island  ... ... ... ... ...  839
St. David' s Falls  Runs,  Burnett  ... ... 2177
Terrica Run ... ... ... ...  1734
Townsville ... ... ... ... ... 1709
Wetheron and Wateranga Runs, Burnett 2178
Police Magistrates, Camp, Stanthorpe ... • 449
Police Paddocks-
Goondiwindi ...
Inglewood ... ...
Murphy's Creek ...
Rockhampton
Boma ...
719
719
14
1709
15
INDEX.
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Lands  Reserved- continued.
Police  Paddocks-continued.
Springfield  ... ... ...  ...  ... 14
Stanthorpe  ... ... ... ... ...  257
Veresdale .. ... ... ... 1938
Police Purposes-
Bynoe River  ... ... .. ... 14
Fort Cooper ... 205
Millchester ... ... .. ... 1065
Townsville  ... ... ... ... ...  899
Pounds-
dah ... ... ... 1480rEhester . . .
Stanthorpe ... . . ... ... 1405
Post and Telegraph Offices, Stanthorpe i 17, 111
Quarantine Grounds-
... ... ...  1899Curtis Island'
Great Sandy Island ... ... 2093
Moggill Road ... ... ... 1938
Quarries-
Near Mount Mulgooai  ... ... ...  16
Parish  of Buaraba  ... ... ... ... 15
Esk ... ... ... 15
„ Wivenhoe ... 15
Rockhampton  ... ... ...  868
Springsure  ... ... ... ... 719
Stanwell ... 719
Racecourses-
Bnndaberg ... ... ... 1769
Maryborough .. ... 1825
Ravenswood  ... ... .. 1709
Railway Laborers' Camps-
Parish of Clifton ... 206
Ipswich ... ... 162591
Railway Purposes ... ... 1011, 1982
Recreation-
Iswich .. ... ... 206
Ridley ... ... ... 1938
Maryborough 1939
Rockhampton ... .. ... 112
Roma 14
Residence Area, Black Snake, gilkivan ... 449
Road Purposes-
Kangaroo Point ... ... 801
Logan Road ... ... 14
Parish of Elphinstone ... ... 206
Normanby .. ... 2143
Wivenhoe and Brisbane Roads ... 16
Schools of Arts-
Mackay ... ... ... ... 719
Stanthorpe  ... ... ... ... ...  112
Timber-
Albert River ... ... ... 1938
Crow's Nest Run ... ... ... 14
Helidon Run ... ... ... 14
Near Grandchester ... ... 206
Maroochy 1768
Parish of Bribie ... .. ... 1405
Bundanba and Stapylton ... 256
Bunya .. ... 606
Crow's Nest and Murphy ... 1328
Enoggera and Indooroopilly ... 267
Kedron  ... ... ... ... 606, 1011
Kholo and Moggill ... 257
Mooloolah ... ... 1405, 1768
„ Redland ... .. , 267
Tingalpa  ... ...  257
Wivenhoe 15
Yeerongpilly ... ... 256
Stradbrook Island ... ... ... ... 2143
Town Hall, Clermont  ... ... ... ...  1328
Town Common, Mackay ... ... 1191
Township  Reserves-
Barolin  Run, Wide Bay ... ... 232
Burleiggh  (Extension ) ... ...  635
Gunggadoon ... 717
gariboe, Port Curtis ... ...  256
Mungai, Burnett River  .., ... 1190
Norman Mouth ... 935
Penang Run, Burnett .. ... 1065
Teebar, Wide Bay ... ... ... 295
Terries Run  ... ... ... 1767
Viewforth ... ... ... ... 535
Water Reserves-
Banana ... 15
Beauaraba  ... ... ... ... ... 1405
Beenleigh  ... ... ... ...  1709
Lands  Reserved - continued.
Water  Reserves- continued.
Galloway' s Plains ..
Ipswich Agricultural  Reserve
gilkivan  ... ... ..
Main Townsville Road ...
M aroochy ...
Maryborough ...
Near Mount Coora ...
Parish of Clarendon ...
Tiuana ... ...
Tooth ... ...
Wivenhoe ...
Splitters' Creek ... ...
Warra Warra ... ...
Water Works ... ... ...
Water Supply, Townsville ...
Wharves-
Maroochy ... ...
Ma borough ... ...
Works Department
Land Sales-
Errors in Proclamations ...
Notices
Alteration of areas ...
Improvements
Increase of upset price ...
Sales at  the following  places-
Beenleigh ... ... ...
Bowen ...
Brisbane ...
Bundaberg ...
Cardwell
Charleville ...
Clermont ...
Condamine ...
Cunnamu lla
Dalby ...
Fort Cooper
Gayandah ...
Gladstone .
Goondiwindi
Gympie ...
Inglewood ...
Ipswich ...
Leyburn ...
Mackay
Maryborougb
Nanango ...
Rockhampton
Roma
Springsure...
St. George ...
St. Lawrence
Surat ...
Tambo ...
Taroom
Teningering
Toowoomba
Townsville ...
Page.
1480
839, 840
14
839
1405
1625
ill
15
2143
1938
15
267
1982
16
17
1405
1769, 1939
1586
629, 596,
1357, 1650, 1720
1753
1720
1213
... 331, 477,
1051, 1613
492
327, 1052, 1613
1617
332, 1618
485
330, 491, 1364
... 488
... 486
... 1616
... 493
... 332, 491
... 1064
... 485
... 328, 490,
1054,'1617
... 487
328, 477,
1056,1614
... 478
... 331, 1616
3.29, 490,
1053, 1617, 2135
... 483
330, 495,
1052,1617,
Warwick ... ... ... ... ...
Laurie A. S., appointment  as Sheep Director ...
Lawrence D. IT., Notice in Goods .. - ...
Layard L. F., appointed  as Commissioner for
Affidavits
Letters of Administration-r'ide "Supreme Court.'
Leasing Act of  1866-
Corrections in List of Rents ... ... ...
List of Rents .. ...
Notice  re  Deed Fee ••• •••
Leggatt J., Notice in Insolvent Estate ... ...
Leuihan P., appointment as Poundkeeper ...
Levee, Postponement of ... ... ... ...
Lewthwaite , J. M., Notice in Will 141
1936
479, 492,
1617
482
480
493
480
486
482
330,1055
3.28, 1053,
1616
329, 1053,
1614
328, 1064,
1614
838
598
1728
2167
2025
2074
1884
647, 1817
800
1289
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Licenses-
Auctioneers' ... ... ... ... ... 69, 214, 667,
783, 944, 1.345, 1494, 1671, 1954
Bi ll iard and Bagatelle  ... ... .. ... 69, 214, 668,
783, 944, 1345, 1494, 1671, 1954
Distillation ... ... ... ... 214, 783, 1954
Miners' Rights  and Business  Licenses issued
at-
Boombyjan ... ... ... ... ... 119
Boyne and Calliope ... 119, 240, 517,
695, 806, 943, 1071, 1371, 1524, 1667,
Brisbane ...
Mount  Perry ...
1952, 2154
... 119, 695,
1071, 1715
967, 1071, 1952
... ... 907, 1489
... ... 65, 547, 695,
782, 1243, 1342, 1667, 1952
Gympie .. . ...  ...  ...  119, 517, 806,
967,1018, 1071,1411,1524, 1667, 1952, 2116
K ilkivan  ... ... ... ... ...  1952
Marengo and Mount  Wyatt ... ...  65, 547
Mount  Wyatt ... .. ... ...  695, 908,
Gilbert Ranges ...
Gilberton ... ...
Cania and Kroombit ... ... 580, 943, 967,
1071, 1411
Cape River, Charters' Towers, and
Broughton River .. 65, 211, 517,
580, 781, 908, 993, 1267, 1488, 1524,
1741, 2062
Chowey ... ... ... 806
Clonourry ... ... ... ... ... 967
Etheridge .. ... .. ... 66, 546, 695,
782, 908, 993, 1342, 1489,1667, 1868, 2154
Gayndah and Yarrol ... ... ... 265, 580, 696,
1071, 1592,  1741, 2062
Normandy  and Bowen  .. 65, 211, 517,
547, 695, 908, 1071, 1524, 1592, 1741,
Peak Downs
Upper Mary
Warwick
2062
... 173,696,87
967, 1243, 1592, 1741, 1952, 2188
Ravenswood ... .. .. ... 211, 517, 546,
907, 993,  1243,  1488,  1592, 1741, 2062
Rockhampton ... ... ... ... 173, 580, 695,
907, 993, 1243,1444,1558,1715,1952, 2154
Talgai, Canal Creek, and Lucky Valley 173, 211, 943
Teningering ... ... ... ... 1.20, 265, 580,
696, 806, 1071, 1411, 1524, 1667, 1952
... ... 696, 1715, 1952
... 617, 695, 806,
1071, 1411, 1558, 1715, 1952, 2116
West Moreton ...
Yarrol ... ...
Packet ... ... ...
Publicans' General ...
Retail Spirit Dealers ...
119, 173
1071,1524,2154
... 1954
... 69, 1345
.. 21 t, 667, 783,
944, 1343, 1494, 1671, 1954
Timber , Applications  made for, at-
Banana ...
Bowen ...
Cardwell ...
Charleville ...
Clermont ...
Condamine ...
Copperfield ...
Cunnamulla...
Dalby ...
Gatton ...
Gilberton ...
Gladstone ...
Goodna
Goondiwindi
Gympie ...
Inglewood ...
Leyburn ...
Mackay ...
Normanton
Rockhampton
Roma ...
Springsure ...
Stanthorpe ...
St. Lawrence
St. George ...
Surat
Taroom ...
Teningering..,
joowoomba.::
... 71, 1346
... 216, 1346
... 216
... 308, 1346
... 177, 1246
... 71, 1019
... 177, 1245
... 1199
... 1200
... 1073
... 789
... 71, 1199
72
71,1346,1531,1674
... 125, 1199
... 216
1090
... 125, 1200
1346
... 71, 1347
... 176, 1246
... 177, 1199
... 72, 1019
... 248, 1247
... 1073
72, 1073
125, 1073
308, 1246
71, 1073
Page
Licenses-continued.
Wholesale Wine and Spirit  Merchants  .. 69, 214, 667,
Lilley, C.-
783, 944, 1345, 1494
Appointment as Commissioner under  Civil
Procedure Reform Act  ... 605
Notification of Return for Fortitude Valley.. 189d
Resignation as Commissioner under  Civil
Procedure Re orm Act ... ...  1476
Lillis P., appointment as Magistrate ... ... 1062
Lloyd, H. P., Notice in Goods ... ... ... 1651, 1692,
2129
Logan, J., Notice in Goods ... ... ... ... 1611, 1729
Long, Hon. W. H., appointment as Member of
Legislative Council ... ... 506
Long, J. H., admission as Medical Practitioner ... 2073
Lord, E., appointment as Sheep Director... ... 620
Lord, R. S., Notification of Return for Gympie ... 1896
Low, J., appointment as sheep Director ... .. 620
Lukin, G. L., appointment as Visiting Justice,
Roma Gaol ... ... ... ...  296
Luya, A. F. and Co., Partnership Notice  ... ... 529
Lynch, R., appointment as Municipal Auditor  ... 1548
N.
Macalister, Hon. A.-
M
Notification of Return for Ipswich  ... ... 1936
Registration of Deed of Assignment ... ... 313
Macalister, J., appointment, Railway Department  55,1854
Macalister, T., Notice in Insolvent Estate ...  1729, 1818
Macarthur, P., appointment as-
Deputy Sheriff ... ... ... ... ...  296
Police Magistrate  ... ... ... ... 135
Visiting Justice, Rockhampton Gaol ... 296
MacDonald, P. F., Notification of Return for
B l ack all ... ... ... ...  2139
MacDonald, J. G., appointment  as Commissioner
for Affidavits  ... ... ... ... 666
Macdonnell, E., appointment as Returning Officer 1008
Mackay, J., Notice in Insolvent Estate ... ...  980, 1258
Mackay, F. G., appointment as Poundkeeper  ... 1256
Mackenzie, A. P., appointment as Magistrate ... 1062
Mackrell, C. W., appointment as Clerk of Petty
Sessions ... ... ...  1232
Maclaren, W., Notice in Will ... ... ... 1969
Maclean, A., Notice in Will ... ... ... 1257
MacPherson and Lyons, Partnership Notice ...  1214
MacPherson, P., appointment as Railway Arbitrator 109
Magistrates of the Territory-
Appointed-
Atherton, J. ... ... ... ... 1062
Bailey, A. C. 838
Beddome, C. E. ... ... ... 1703
Beit, R. ... ... ... ... ... 1854
Bennett, I. ... ... ... ... ... 1062
Birkbeck, C. ... ... ... 1062
Bramston, Hon. J.... ... ... ... 2139
Burkitt, H. ... ... ... ... 536
Callaghan, J. ... ... ... 535
Cardew, W. C. ... ... ... 2174
Clifton, W.... ... ... ... ... 506
Cowl, T. H. ... ... ... ... 506
Croker, J. ... ... ... ... 958
Crosby, H. J. ... ... ... ... 838
Dixon, J. C. ... ... ... ... 535
Dorsey, A .... ... ... ... 535
Doyle, R. ... ... ... 1062
Dutton, F. ... ... ... ... ...  1854
Fanning, M. P. B.... ... ... ... 1062
Fletcher, J. ... ... ... 838
Forsythe, W. ... ... ... ... 506
Frost R.  R. ... ... ... 838
Garnett, H. ... ... ...  ...  838
Gill, F. ... ... ... ... ... 1620
Graham, R. W. ... ... ... 536
Gray. H. J. ... ... 536
Hard grave,  S. ... ... ... ... 1826
Harding, E. ... ... ... ... 1854
Hosking, T. ... ... ... ... 1062
Hopkins, R. A. R.... ... ... ... 1062
James, G. V. ... ... ... ... 1326
Jones, D. M. ... ... ... ... 838
Lillis, P. ... ... ... ... ... 1062
Mackenzie, A. P. ... ... ... ... 1062
Marsh, J.  M. ... ... ... ... 838
McClevarty, G. ... ... ... 888
Morcom, A. .., ... ... 1854
Magistrates of the Territory - continued.
Appointed - continued.
Murray , J.... ... ... ... ...
Nicholson, F. V.
Nolan, C. ... ... ... ...
Palmer, H.  W. ... ... ... ...
Payne ,  H. H. ... ... ... ...
Pocock,  W. ... ... ... ...
Pringle , J. ... ... ... ... ...
Pryde, T. ... ... ... ...
Pyne ,  T. S. L. ... ... ...
Ryan . J. ... ... ... ...
Smit] ;, W. . ... ... ...
Smith, E. O.
Somerset ,  F. W. H. ... ... ...
Sutherland, A.
Sutherland, J. ... ...
Tag g,  T. F.  . ... ... ...
Taylor, W. J. ... ... ... ...
Taylor ,  R. T ... ... ... ...
Thomson ,  P. ... ... ... ...
Trebeek ,  P. N. ... ... ...
Tu lloh,  W. H. T.... ... ... ....
Waraker ,  S . C. ... ... ... ...
White, W. G. ... ... ...
Witham , J. D. ... ... ...
Appointed under  Justices Marrying Act-vide
"Justices Marrying Act."
Appointed under  Marriage Act-vide " Mar-
riage Act."
Corrections and Omissions - vide  ,Corree-
tions."
General List ...
Resi nned-
Blackiston , A. T. ... ... . ...
Burne ,  F. N. ... ... ...
Cuthbert , W. P. ... ... ...
Harris,  H. ... ... ...
Mi ller ,  H. C. ... ... .,.
Nicholson , J. ... ... ... ...
Ph illips, L . ... ... ... ...
Sexton, R. ... ... ... ...
Magistrates,  Police-vide  "  Appointments."
Mahony, J., appointment as Bai liff ... ...
Maine, D., Notice in Wi ll  ... ...
Maitland, D. H., Notice in Will ... ...
Mann ,  G. F., appointment ,  Railway Department
Margetts ,  F., appointment as Magistrate, under
Marriage Act ... ... ... ...
Mariners ,  Notices to-
Alteration of Lights ,  St. Vincent 's Gulf, S. A.
'Alteration  in Tidal Signals ...
Bunbury Lighthouse ,  Western Australia ...
Bird Island  Lights ... ... ..
Bright Light ,  T4para Reef ,  Spencer's Gulf
Change in Light at Bird Island, Cape of Good
Hoe ... ... ... ... ...
Danger between Percy Islands and H. H.
Group ...
Danger in Inner Route to Torres Straits ...
Lighthouse ,  Glenelg Jetty ... ...
Light on Lady E lliot 's Island  ... ... ...Lights in South Channel  (Victoria ) ... ...
Middle Channel ,  Moreton Bay ... ...
Nereus Shoal  .... ... ... ...
Ocean Islands  ... ... ... ... ...
Position Light ,  Shoalhaven  ... ... ...
Reef, Princess Charlotte 's Bay ... ...
Reef and Sandbank ,  Torres  Straits ... ...
Rocky Patch ,  Port Darwin ... ...
Shoal near Cartier 's Island ... ...
Soouth Australia - Spencer's Gulf
sunken Rock off Noosa Head... ...
Sunken Wreck in Channel to Tweed River ...
.Sunken Rock ,  Northumberland Group .
Temporary  Light,  Burnett River ...
Temporary Light, Flat Top Island ... ...
'Temporary Light, Cape Bowling Green ...
Tidal Signals ,  Cleveland Bay .
Upper Brisbane ,  Notice to Masters of Vessels
Volcanic Island  ... ... ... ...
West Channel ,  River Brisbane ,  Tidal Signals
Ma riage Act-
List of Ministers of Religion registered .,.
Magistrates appointed-
Ascough W. N,
Callaghan, J, ...
INDEL
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1062
1062, 1326
838
1062
535
1854
1062
535
838
1326
506
838
134
1326
838
1859.
1854
134
1062
1062
1062
838
1326
1854
1
1706
1658
1326
506
571
1008
1658
1764
818, 954
2075
1506
204
472
1597
2000
305
807
175
305, 909
770
994,1347
1597
968, 1467
175
1871, 2128
121
121
944
2200
175
668
968
1597
1494
1597
1914
1467
2200
1576
267
1494
121
25
153
1505
1927
Marriage Act-continued.
Magistrates appointed-continued.
Cardew, P....
Cribb, B.
Croker, J. ...
Hanmer, T....
Howlin, J. ...
Jaap, J.
Margetts, F.
Moriset, A. S.
Pinnock, P....
Roche, F. W.
Townley, W.
Ministers registered-
Abrahams, T.
Amos, C. E.
Antonini, M.
Brentnall, F. T.
Campbell, H. J.
Capra, P. ...
Copal, F. ...
Dandie, A. ...
Done, J.
Ferguson, J.
Gardner, W.
Gray, W.
Hansen , J. H. ...
Hausmann , J. G. ...
Horan, A.
Hugill, W. J.
Hughes, H. P. W....
I'Erson, T. W.
Irvine, J.
Mather, W. B.
Meiklejohn, W. D.
O'Brien, T....
:Porteus, D....
Robinson, C. W.
Spence, J. ...
Terdozzi, 0....
Tripp, F.
Warr, J. W.
Williams, L. C.
Ministers removed from List-
Eager, C. H.
Pearce, R.
Notices of Removal-
Agnew, P. P.
Alkin, T. V.
Black, J. K.
Done, J.
Dunham, F. A. W.
Fouley, D. ...
Gaustad, C....
Hassell, J.
Hausmann , J. G. ...
Henry, J. W.
Horan, J. J.
Kildahl, W.
Laing, A. A.
Midgley, A.....
Parkinson, W. H....
° Parkinson, M. H....
Richmond, F.
Scortechini, B.
Tanner, E.
Taylor, W. G.
W iles, C. ...
Woodhouse, H.
Notice relative to Rev. F. Copes
Marsh, H., Notice in Insolvent Estate ...
Marsh, J. M., appointment as Magistrate
page.
472
818
1505
472
818
1468
472
859
472
472, 818
1610
770
1727
1009.
770
2168
1004.
1531
1357
706
1600
219
462
1498
815
1531
1600
158
917
1247
815
47
1665
660
2168
• 816
1004
1565
963
892
2168
2168
1967
1213
1565
1425
462
47
168,671
1498
971, 2168
1425
729, 2168
629
953
706
671
706
953
1247
131
622
706
706,892
267
1289, 16W
Marsen, C., Notice in  Insolvent Estate
)Martin,  H. S., appointment ,  Railway Department
Martin ,  C., Notice in  Will ...
Mason v: Goppy, Writ of  Pi. Fa....
Massie ,  H., appointment ,  Ranger of Crown Lands
Mather , Rev. W.  B., registration under  Marriage
Act
Mattinson , J. W., Notice  in Insolvent Estate
Maunse ll, S. G., Notice  in Insolvent Estate
Maxwe ll, T., Notice in Will
Mayne, J., appointment ,  Telegraph Department...
McCleverty,  G., appointment as Magistrate
McDonald , A., Notice in Will
McDonne ll,  J., appointment as Commissioner on
system of Public Accounts ...
838
698
56
249
1090
108
815
869, 894
530
1692
2139
838
250
1008
INDEX.
Page:
McEwen,  T., appointment as Pilot ... . 800
McEvoy, J., Notice in Will ... ... ... 1928
McGill, J., Notice in Goods ... ... .. 220
McGhie, Luya, and Co., Partnership Notice ... 529
McGinty, Rev. W., Notice in Goods ... ... 273
McGrath, J., Notice in  Intestate Estate  ... 90, 251
McGrath, H. F., registration  as Medical  Practi.
tioner  ... ... ... ... ... 770
Mellwraith, T., Notification of Return for Maranoa 2139
McKay, H., Notice in Goods .. ... 1427
McKenna ,  J., admission as Chemist  and Druggist 1357
MeLaren, W., Notice in Will .. ... 47
McLean, J. D., Notice in Will ... ... 132
McLean, D., Notice in Will ... 1214
McLean, P., appointment, Member of Road Trust 2189
McLellan , A., Notice in Goods ... .... ... 473
McLoughran, J. G., appointment, Telegraph De-
partment ... ... .. 1977
McManus ,  J., appointment , Customs .. ... 204
McMahon, P., Notice in Goods ... 1358
McSweeny , E., Notice in Insolvent Estate ... 708, 790,
1728
McWhirter, G., appointment, Telegraph Depart-
ment ... ... ... ... 1977
Mearns, R . L., admission as Chemist and Druggist 770
Meecham, R ., Notice in Will ... ... ... 1257
Medical Practitioners-
Admitted as duly qualified-
Kennedy, N. ... ... ... ... 1357
Kortum , A. H. F. B. ... ... ... 1357
Long, J. H. ... ... ... ... 2073
McGrath, H. F. ... ... ... ... 770
Sentfleben, H. ... ... ... ... 1357
List of ... ... ... ... ... ... 190
Meiklejohn, Rev. W. D., registration under  Mar-
riage  Act ... .. ... 47
Mein,  C.  S., appointment  under  Civil Procedure
Reform Act .. ... ... ...  505
Meng , J. L., Notice in Goods ... ... 1755
Mercer, J., Notice in Goods ... ... 2020
Meteorological-
Observations at-
Brisbane  ... ... ... ... ...128, 128,561, 758,
857, 916, 1027, 1212, 1383, 1573,
Cape Moreton
1680, 1922, 2125
179, 1266,
1352, 1504, 1803
Ravenswood ... ... ... ... 86, 633, 1279
Toowoomba ... ... ... ... 38, 244, 978,
1649, 1750
Summaries  of Rainfall ... ... ...151, 594, 735,
788, 884, 951, 1003, 1083,  1422, 1608,
172492008
Midgle , Revd. A., Notice of Removal ... ... 706
Milford, G., appointment as Bailiff... ... ... 647
Milford, J., appointment as Bailiff... ... ... 706
Miller, H. C., appointment as Magistrate... ... 571
Miners' Rights-vide " Licenses."
Mineral Lands Act-
Amendments of boundaries given in applica-
tions ... ... ... ... ... 206
Appointment of Court Sittings at Stanthorpe is
Description of Areas for Mining Licenses ... 776, 962,
1365, 1768
Forfeited Selections open to re-selection ... 2161
List of Leases ready for issue... ... ... 1777, 1868,
1948, 2189
List of rents due ... ... ... ... 2068
Offices for receipt of applications ... ... 16, 718
Regulations ... ... ... ... 572
Ministers of Religion-vide  "Marriage Act."
Mitchell,  IT.,  Notice in Insolvent Estate .. ... 1387, 1506
Moffatt, A., resignation Volunteer Brigade ... 1260
Mole, G., Notice in Intestate Estate ... ... 2075
Money Order Offices-vide " Postal Department."
Mooney, J., Notice in Will ... ... ... ... 1541, 2075
Moore, J., Notice in Goods ... ... ... 90, 132
Morgan, J., Notification of return for Warwick... 1854
Morcom, A., appointment as Magistrate ... ... 1854
Morisset, A. S., appointment as Magistrate,
under  Marriage Act ... ... ... 859
Morehead, B. D., Notification of return for
Mitchell ... ... ... ... 1935
Moriarty, M., Notice in Insolvent Estate... .. 741
Moreton,  Hon . B. B., Notification of Return for
Marlborough ... ... ... ...  1985
Morton, It., Notice in  Insolvent Estate ...
Mowbray,  W. M., appointment as-
Assistant Registrar ,  Births and Deaths
Clerk  of Petty Sessions ...
Commissioner  for Affidavits ... ...
Gold  Commissioner 's Clerk
Registrar District  Court ...
Municipal  Contracts  Act ... ... ...
Munic ipalities-
Aldermen appointed-
Clifton, W.... ... ... ...
Pocock, W.... ... ...
Auditors  appointed-
1565
1548
1651
1514
2139
1159
744
1935
Bowen ... ... ... ...  933
Drayton ... ... ...  570, 1548
Gayndah  ... ... ... ... ... 1062
Roma ... ... ... ... ...  933
Toowoomba ... ... ... ... ... 571
Townsvi lle ... ... ... ... ... 571
Balance Sheets-
Allora ... ... ... ... ...  156, 1207
Bowen ... ... ... ... ... 217, 1366
Brisbane ... ... ... ... ... 88, 1277
Clermont ... ... ... ... ...  634, 1574
Copperfield ... ... ... ... ... 247, 1356
Dalby ... ... ... ... ...  1355, 1648
Gayndah ... ... .. ... ... 189, 1424
Gladstone ... ... ... ... 248, 1357
Ipswich ... ... ... ... ... 157, 1384
Mackay ... ... ... ... ... 739, 1278
Maryborough ... ... ... ... 470, 1253
Rockhampton ... ... ... ...  248, 1425
Roma ... ... ... ... ... 864
Toowoomba ... ... ... ... ... 129, 1207
Townsville ... ... ... ... ... 528, 1574
Warwick ... ... . , . ... ...  129, 1206
Bye-laws-
Allora ... ... ... ... ...  587
Copperfield ... ... ... ... ...  1565
Dalby ... ... ... ... ... 1497, 1672
Gayndali ... ... ... ... ... 1247
Ipswich ... ... ... ... ...  620, 874
Maryborough , .. ... ... ...  875, 876
Rockhampton ... ... ... ... 877
Toowoomba ... .... ... ... 71, 148
Warwick ... ... ... ... ... 1497
Inspector of Slaughter-houses  appointed,
Maryborough ... ... ... ...  462, 1577
Inspector of Weights and Measures appointed,
MaryFk rough ... ... ...  1968
Lands  to be  Sold for Non-payment of Rates... 1956
Petition from Stanthorpe ... ...  22
Reserves placed under Control of ... ... 205, 1734
Wharves placed under Control of ... 1768, 1935
Murray, J., appointment  as Magistrate  ... ...  1062
Museum-
Contributions Solicited ... ... ...  66
Notice to Visitors ... ... ... ... . 47
N.
Nash, F . E., Notice  in Insolvent Estate  ... ... 893,980
National Bank  v.  Osborne ,  Writ of  ca. re.  91
National School  Lands-vide  " Lands Reserved."
Newbould, F. G., Notice in Will ...
Nicholson, J.-
Appointment as-
250
Clerk of Petty Sessions ... ... ... 958
Commissioner for Affidavits ... ... 1257
Deputy Sheriff ... ... ... ...  1565
Registrar District Courts ... ... ... 1328
Resignation as Magistrate ... ... ... 1008
Nicholson, J. V., appointment as Magistrate ... 1062, 1326
Nihill P., appointment as Bailiff ... ... ... 1214, 1386
Nolan, C., appointment  as Magistrate  .. ...  838
Nind, P. H., Notification of Return for Logan ... 213p
Normington T., Notice in Goods ... ... ... 921
North, J., appointment as Returning Officer ... 1008
Notices--
` Blue Book," To Civil Servants and others 70
Chart of Cook Harbor, on Sale ... 2169
Closing of Accounts for 1872 ... ... ... 241
Documents on Sale-"  vide  Government
Printing  Office."
rH.
Notices - continued.
Increase  of Upset Price of Land ...
Land Court, Rockhampton
Meetings  of Companies-
Folkstone Tin Mining Company... ...
Munna Copper Mining Company
New Dolcoath Tin Mining Company ...
Potosi Silver Mining Company ... ...
T. S. Tin Mining Company ... ...
Overtime  Goods-ride " Customs."
Par liamentary  Notices  ... ... ...
Payment of  Public Accounts... ...
Postponement  of Land Court ... ...
Publication  of Map by Lands Office ... ..
Relative  to Lands-vide  " Crown Lands
Alienation Act."
Removal of  Gravel from Public Roads
Rewards  for Recovery of Animals, Goods, &c.-
List of Stolen-
Austin, W. ... ... ... ...
Bragg, S . ... ... ... ...
Brennan, P . ... ...
Clark, J. ... ...
Dougherty, C. ... ... ... ...
Folds, N.
Foot, T.,  and Sons ... ... ...
Hughes, J . M.... ... ... ...
Hunt, J.  ...  ... ...
Johnston, J. ... ... ... ...
Love and Company ... ... ...
McGill, J.
Moore,  J. ... ...
Moriarty, E. .. ... ... ...
Proprietor  Border Post
Valiance, D.
Wood, W. ... ... ... ...
Young, W.
Statistical  Register, to Civil Servants and
others ... ... ...
To Persons  having Claims against the Attor-
noy-General's Department ... ...
Trade  Mark, Champion and Co. ...
Unclaimed  Property  in possession  of Police
0.
Obbard, P., a ointment as Polynesian Agent ...
O'Brien, M., Notice in Insolvent Estate ... ...
O'Brien , Rev. T., registration under  Marriage Act
O'Connor, W., appointment, Telegraph Depart-
ment
Okeden ,  D. P., appointment as Registrar Births,
Marriages , and Deaths
Okeden , W. E. P., appointment as Police Magis-
trate ...
Olivey, W., Notice in Insolvent Estate ...
O'Malley, M., appointment as-
Clerk of Petty  Sessions  ... ... ...
Commissioner  for Affidavits ... ... ...
Deputy Sheriff  ...
O'Malley, J., Notice in Will ...
O'Neil, D., Notice in Insolvent Estate ..
Oppenheimer and Co., Partnership Notice ...
O Reilly, M., Notice in Goods
Orr, G. G., appointment, Telegraph Department...
Overtime Goods-ride  "  Customs."
P.
Packer,  R. K., appointment,  Telegraph Depart-
ment ..
Packet Licenses- vide "Licenses."
Palmer, Hon. A. H.-
Appointment as Minister  for Works ... ...
Noti fication  of Return for Port Curtis ...
Resignation as Minister  for Works .. ...
Palmer, H -  W., appointment  as Magistrate
Panton,  W. H., appointment,  Telegraph Depart-
ment  ...
Parkinson, Rev. M. H., Notice of Removal ...
Parliament-
Aots-
Acting Judges Act ...
Apprer' ialCion Act .., ... ... ...
INMUC,
Page.
1213
2093
323
818
1357,1884
1967
1967
917,  2020
2127, 2201
2121
1437
18
579
892
1715
90
917
1214
1764
1357
1727
2129
917
1727
1677
1468
529
1289
272
159
566
70
1925
324
954, 1926
1548
921, 1092,
1606, 16 i 1
1565
933, 1658
1531
1935
2076
135
789
858
2130
921
90
1005
1658
Parliament - continued.
Acts -continued.
Customs Act
Equity Procedure Act
Jastires Act Amendment Act
Municipal Contracts Act ...
Opening Speech ... .. ...
Proclamation of Session ...
Prorogation ... ...
Prorogation Speech
Assembly-
Dissolution ... ... ...
Members returned-
Bailey, W. G. ...
Bell, Hon. J. P. ,..
Brameton , Hon. J. ...
Buzacott, C. H.
De Satge, 0.
Dickson, J. R. , .
Edmondstone, G. ..
Fitzgerald, T. H. ..
Foote, J.... ... ...
Fraser, S. ...
Fraar, W.
Graham, Hon. C. J.
Griffith, S. W. ...
Groom, W. H. ...
Hemmant, W. ...
Lilley, C....
Lord, R. S. ...
Macalister , Hon. A. ...
MacDonald, P. F. ...
Mcllwraith, T. ... ...
Morehead, B. D.
Moreton, Hon. B. B. ...
Morgan, J.
Nind, P. H. ..
Palmer, Hon. A. H.
Pechey, E. W. ...
Pettigrew, J.
Pring, Hon. R. ...
Royds, E. M.
Scott, J. ...
Scott, W ....  ... ...
Stephens , T. B....
Stewart, R. M. ..
Thompson, Hon. J. M....
Thorn, H. ...
Thorn, G.
Walker, A. ... ...
Walsh, W. H. ,..
Wienholt, F.
Returning  Officer's Notice
Council-
Member appointed , W. H. Long
Prorogations ... ...
Parliamentary  Notices ... ...
Partnerships-
Notices of Dissolution-
Adcock and Bell ,.. ...
Berkelman and Co. ... ...
Birtwistle and Knight ... ...
Bolwarra Tin Mining Company ...
Brigg and Donovan ... ,,,
Burne and Co.
Carpendale, Vanneck, and Co. ...
Clapperton and Jones ... ...
Clarke and Cooper ... ,..
Evans and Co. .. ... ...
Fielberg and Keith ... ...
1977 Fitzgerald and Co. ..
Fraser and Wright
Gardner, Kean,  and Williams ...
1067 Gardner and Keid
1896 Harding and McDonald ... ...
1095 Hart, J., and Co. ... ...
1062 Luya, A.F., and Co. ... ...
MacPherson and Lyons ... ...
716 Oppenheimer and Co.
671, 706 Powell and Co. .. ...
Pringle ,  Bros.,  and Sbankie ...
Quinlan, Donnelly, and Co. ...
1179 Robinson  Bros. ...
1181  Slater and Co. ..
Page
1097
1161
1177
1159
863
714, 2024
10, 229, 601,
1259
1093
1472
1935
1896
1896
2139
1935
2139
1935
1896
1973
2139
1935
1935
1973
1896
2139
1896
1896
1935
2139
2139
1935
1935
1854
2139
1896
1896
2139
2139
]935
1935
2139
1976
1936
1973
1935
2139
2139
1896
1854
1605
506
713, 1471,
1767, 2023
917, 2020,
2127, 2201
1214
1043
979
1884
596
191
2074
1967
249
1468
1754
1967
859
979
1044
892
954
529
1214
90
471
2169
19:6
1926
131
INDEX.
Partnerships - continued.
Notices of  Dissolution - continued.
Stevenson and Anderson  ... ... ...
Turner and Missing  ... ... ...
Notices  of having entered into-
Hart, J., and Co. ...
McGhie, Luya,  and Co. ... ... ...
Warry, R. S., and Co.
Partridge , W., Notice in  Insolvent Estate
Pastoral Districts  of North and South Gregory,
Boundaries  of ... ...
Pastoral Leases  Act-ride  " Runs."
Pasturag e-- vide  "  Lands  reserved."
Patton, 11.,  appointment  as  Sheep Director
Payne, H. H., appointment as Magistrate ...
Pearce, J .  S., appointment as Polynesian  Agent ...
Pearce, Rev .  R., removal from  List of  M in isters
of Religion
Pechey, E. W., Notification of Return for Aubigny
Peggy ,  J. F., appointment  as Municipal  Auditor...
Penny , J., Notice in  Insolvent Estate ...
Petersen  and Miller ,  Notice  in Insolvent Estate...
Petitions -vide "  Crown  Lands and Municipalities
Acts."
Pettigrew ,  J., Notification  of Return for Stanley
Petty Sessions-
Clerk  of, appointed - vide "  Appo intments."
Inspector of  Weights  and Measures ap-
pointed at  Warwick ... ... ...
Instruction  to C. P.  S. ...
Notices of Meetings for consideration of
Page. Pigs.
Pub li cans '  Licenses at-
Banana  ... ... ...
Blacka ll  ... ... ...
Brisbane  ... ... ...
Bundaberg  .
Charters '
Towers ... ...Charlevi ll e  ... ... ...
Clermont  ... ... ...
Condamine  ... ... ...
Cunnamulla ... ... ...
Dalby ... ... ...
Gladstone  ... ... ...
Goodna  ... ... ...
Gympie  ... ... ...
s burn
Marybo ro ugh
Marathon  ... ... ...
Nanango ... ...
Rockhampton ... ...
Roma  ... ... ...
Springsure  ... ... ...
Stanthorpe  ... ... ...
St. George  ... ... ...
St. Lawrence ... ...
Surat ... ... ...
Tambo  ... ... ...
Taroom  ... ... ...
Teningering ... ... ...
Toowoomba  ... ... ...
Warwick
Revision of Electoral Rolls at-
Beenleigh ... ..
Blackall  ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Clermont ... ...
GGlaladdspptone  ... ... ...
Maryborongh
Nanango ...
Rockhampton ... ...
Stanthorpe ...
St. George ...
St. Lawrence ...
Taroom  ... ... ...
Toowoomba...
Warwick ...
Revision of Jury Lists at-
Brisbane  ... ... ...
Clermont  ... ... ...
Dalby  ... ... ...
Gladstone  ... ... ...
Pap"G
•  Petty  Sessions - continued.
Revision of Jury Lists  at-continued.
789 Maryborough ... ... ... ... 471
1610 Rockhampton ... ... ... ...  566, 597
Roma  ... ... ... ... ...  647
2128 Stanthorpe  ... ... ... ... ...  671,706
529 Toowoomba  ... ... ... ... ...  597
789 Warwick ... ... ...  472
251 Places appointed for Holding Courts-
Mitchell Downs ... ... ... ...  1260
1857 N ormanby ... ... ... ... ...  1932
Palmer River Gold Fields ... ...  2139
Phillips, L., Resignation  as Magistrate  ...  1658
838 Phillips and Prince ,  Notice in  Insolvent Estate ... 1729, 1969,
535 2130
1973 Philp, J., appointment as Sheep Director... ...  838
Pinnock, P., appointment as-
2168 Gold Commissioner  ... ... ... ...  295
1896 Magistrate  under  Marriage Act ... ...  472
1062 Officer to Determine , &c. ... ... ... 295
1885, 1928 Police Magistrate  ...  ... ..  135
707, 1215 ,  Pitts, 0 .  W., appointment  as Registrar of Births,
1590,  1817 Marriages , and Deaths  ... ...  1385
Pocock, W., appointment as-
Alderman ... ... ... ... ... ... 1935
2139 Magistrate  ... ... ... ...  1854
Polling Places appointed-vide  "  Elections."
Police Paddock-vide " Lands  reserved."
Police-
1257 Additional Regulations ...  ... ... ... 969
1850  Bounda ri es  of Districts  ... ... ...  1313, 2065
Cancellation of Regulations ... ... ... 838
Unclaimed Property ... ... ... ...  954, 1926
565 Poole, T., Notice in Will  ... ... ... ... 819
566 Poore ,  J., appointment ,  Telegraph Department ... 56
565 Porteus , Rev. D ., Registration under  Marriage
565 Act  ... ... ... ... ...  550
647 Postal  Department-
597 Appo intments  in-vide "  Appointments."
267 Interference  with Dalby  Telegraph Wire-
565  £25 Reward  ... ... ... ...  23
530 Late Fee  on Loose Ship Letters ... ... 584
530 Money Order Offices opened-
471 Mi llchester ... ... ... ... ...  308
530 One-mile  Creek ... ... ... ...  2201
565 St. Lawrence  ... ... ... ...  1347
565 Packets  and Letters  containing Jewe llery ... 845
566 Reduction of Intercolonial Postage  ... ...  267, 2122
471 Registration  of Letters  ... ... ...  945
565 Telegraph Regulations  ... ... ...  23, 846
471 Unclaimed Letter Lists ... 40,183,  313,
565 634, 760, 885,  1029, 1281, 1460
647 1681, 1806, 2009
565 Poulden ,  F. M., appointment ,  Telegraph Depart-
471 ment ... ... ... 1977
647 Pound  Sales, Days appointed for ... ... ... 1764
647 Pounds-
530 Lands Reserved  for-vide  "  Lands Reserved."
647 Proclaimed at-
530  Gayndah  ... ... ... ... ...  1746
471 Mi ll chester  ... ... ... ... ...  1620
596 Mitche ll  Downs ... ... ... ... 933
471 Stanthorpe  ... ... ... ... ...  800
Poundkeepers appomted-
818, 868  Banbury,  E. J. ... ... ... ... ... 1691
858 Binney , J. C. ... ... ... ... ... 917
770,789  Bradley, E. ... ... ... ... ... 1650
859 Chase,  W. D. ... ... ... ... ... 1426
858 Deane ,  J. L. ... ... ... ... ... 858
858 Downer ,  J. ... ... ... ... ... 858
892 Fitzgerald, R. ... ... ... ... ... 131
858 Gaden,  R. W. ... ... ... ... 1288
858  Kewley,  W. ... ... ... ... ... 1004
858 Kin gg,  J. 1468
818, 858 Lenihan, P. .. 647, 1817
917 Mackay ,  F. G. ... ... ... ... ... 1256
789 Raymond ,  T. ... ... ... ... ... 1817
818, 858 Scott,  W. J. ... ... ... ... ... 1256
858 Skiffins, R. ... ... ... ... ... 471
818,868  Somer,  P. ... ... ... ... ... 2020
Southerland,  D. S. ... ... ... ...  770
566, 597 Stewart, J. ... ... ... ... ... 1539
267,472 Symons,  W.  G. ...  ... ... ... ... 954
529  Wallis, W. ... ... ... ... ... 706
471 Watson,  J. ... ... ... ... ... 630
666,697 Weekes,  G. ... ... ... ... ... 1817
566,697  Whipham,  R. A. ... ... ... ... ],968
aviii. INDEX.
Pound k eepers  appointed -continued.
1505Whitman, W.
Wil liams, H. S.... ... ... ... ... 1468
Wilson, J. ... .. ... ... ... 1357
Powell & Co., Partnership Notice ... ... ... 471
Powell, J. S., Notice in Will 1692
Pratt, J. M., appointment as Municipal Auditor 933
Prebble, H., Notice in Insolvent Estate ... ... 790
Pringle and Shankie, Partnership Notice ... .. 2169
Pring, on. R., Notification of Return for Car-
narvon ...
Pringle, J., appointment as Magistrate  ... ... 1062
Prisons-vide " Gaols."
Privy Council Notice,  re  Appeals ... ... 1577
Proclamations-
Appointing Commissioners under  Civil Pro-
cedure Reform Act ... 505
Appointing Broad Sound a Warehousing Port 1933
Extending Provisions of Act 11 Vic., No. 69, to
Charters Towers Hospital . ... 1975
Extending Provisions of Act 2 ,Vic., No. 2, to
Roma
...
2137
Connected with-
Crown Lands Alienation Act-vide
" Crown Lands Alienation Act."
Diseases in Sheep Act-vide " Diseases in
Sheep Act.'
Diseases in Cattle Act-vide " Diseases
in Cattle Act."
District Courts-vide "District Courts."
Elections - vide " Parliament."
Ferries - vide  "  Ferries."
Gold Fields-vide " Gold Fields."
Health Act-vide "Health Act."
Municipalities - vide " Municipalities."
Parliament - vide " Parliament."
Public Prisons-vide "Public Prisons."
Quarantine-vide " Quarantine."
Town Commons-vide  " Town Commons."
Town Reserves - vide  "  Town Reserves."
Proudfoot, Rev. A., Notice in Will ... ... 741
Pryde, T., appointment as Magistrate  ... ...  535
Purves, W., Notice in Will ... ... ... 1651
Pyne, T. S. L., appointment as Magistrate 838
Public Pounds, Lands Reserved for-vide " Lands
Reserved."
Public Purposes ,  Lands Reserved  for-vide  "Lands
Reserved."
Publicans '  Licenses - ride "Licenses."
Publicans' Licenses, Meeting for Consideration of
Application  for--vide  "Petty Ses-
sions.
Publicans - Proclamation extending Provisions of
"An Act to Amend the Publicans
Act of  1863 " to Cloncurry ... ...  569
Pugh, J. W. E., appointment, Railway Department 66
Pullur, A. G., Notice in V ill ... ... ... 771
Q..
Quarantine-
Peel Island proclaimed a Quarantine Station 54,1429
Vessels ,  Persons,  &c., prohibited approaching
Peel Island ... ... ... ... 64
Regulations  ... ... ... ...  ...  335
Revocation of Proclamation relative to Peel
Island  ... ... ... ... ...  688,1582
Lands Reserved  for-vide  " Lands Reserved."
Quar ri es-"  vide  " Lands Reserved."
Queen 's Warehouses - vide  "  Customs."
Quinlan,  Donnelly, and Company,  Partnership
Notice  ... ... ... ...
R.
Racecourses-
Lands Reserved for-vide Lands " Reserved."
Trustees appointed for-"  ride  Trustees."
Gaff ,  A., appointment as Official Assignee and
Curator of Intestate Estates 1932
Gains ,  F. E., appointment ,  Telegraph Department 2139
Railways-
Lands Reserved -vide " Lands Reserved."
Lost or Unclaimed  Property  ... ...  466,468, 815
1275, 1572
Pale.
Railways - continued.
Notices-
Approval of Books of  Reference-
Brisbane  and Ipswich ... ... ... 20, 118, 543,
724, 1667, 1717, 1913, 1951, 2158
Northern ... ... ... ... 806, 1017
Carriage of Goods in Wagons .. ... 1998
Claims for Compensation ... ... 1594
Goods Classification ... ... 241
Loading and Unloading Goods ... ... 20
Time Tables ... ... ... ... ... 39, 40, 1502
Traffic Earnings... ... ... ... ... 76, 127, 150,
180, 245, 270, 311, 468,  626, 564, 593,
631, 678, 705, 739, 760, 786, 813, 854,
881, 913, 950, 976, 1001, 1029, 1088,
1204, 1251, 1274, 1379, 1424, 1457,
1500, 1535,  1572, 1606, 1648, 1678,
1726, 1881, 1924,  1962, 2005, 2072,
2127, 2165
Ramsay , R.., Notice in Will ... ... 1928
Ramsay, J. P. B. H., appointment as Gold Com-
missioner  ... ... ... ...  295
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Lytton  ...  ... ... ... ... 750
Ravenswood ... ... ... ... 456
Teningering... ... .. ... 456
Workmen's Cottages, S. and W. Railway ... 616
Tenders Invited-
Additions to-
Lunatic Reception House, Brisbane ... 457
Police Station, Goodna ... .,, ,,, 665
Page.
Tenders  Invited-continued.
Additions  to-continued.
Port Office, Brisbane ... ... ... 19
Public Works Office ... ... ... 873
Australian Mutton ... ... ... ... 2197
Balcony, Telegraph Office, Maryborough ... 1342
Bridges-
Balonne River ... ... ... ... 2154
Iron Pot Creek ... ... ... ... 1778
Purga Creek ... ... ... ... 616
Sandy Creek ... ... ... ... 1778
Swan Creek ... ... ... ... 1668
Wambo Creek ... ... ... ... 581
Conveyance of Timber ... ... .. ... 66
Conveyance of Mails ... ...  ...  ... 725, 1347,
1376, 1417, 1562
Court Houses-
Gladstone . , .
Mackay
Custom Houses-
Brisbane ...
Cardwell
Debentures
Extension  of Jetty,
Ferries-
Beenleigh ...
Bulimba ...
Bundaber
Coomera River
Logan River
1490, 1912
20
... ... ... 666
... ... ... ... 457
... ... ... ... 1816
Cardwell ... ... ... 25, 190
Mingo Crossing
Upper  or  Carter's, Albert River .
Waterford ... ... ... ...
Flour for Indian Government ... ...
Kiln, &c., Woogaroo
Lease of Military Barracks, Hobart Town
Lighthouse, Cowan and Comboyura ...
Lock-up-
Clermont  ... ... ...
Gladstone  ... ... ...
National Schools-
Cedar Creek ... ...
Killarney
Petrie Terrace
Warwick  ... ... ...
Painting School, Eagle Farm ...
... 2118
... 2060
... 456
1668
1410,1445,1632
... 1445
... 1593
... 263, 457
... 1800
... 906
... 449
... 1870
1490
1072, 1490,1912
1650
1966
2168
2073
2167
2167
117
845
Painting School, Moggill .. ... ..,
Passenger Station , &c., Toowoomba ... ...
Pilot  Buildings , Port  Denison... ... ...
Police  Barracks-
Dalby ... ... ... ... ...
Ipswich ... ... ... ... ...
Rockhampton ... ... ... ...
Warwick ... ... ...
Powder  Magazine , Mount Perry ... ...
Public Offices, Maryborough ..
Regulating  Clocks, &c., S. and W. Railway ...
Railway Station, Brisbane ... ...
Roads' Offices, Rockhampton ... ...
Sentry Towers, Brisbane Gaol ...
Station Master's House, Goodna ...
Stores-
Northern Railways
Railway Department, Ipswich
Sub-Collector's Residence, Cardwell ...
Supplies for Civil Service ... ...
Telegraph Office-
Camboon ...
Gin Gin and Teningering ...
Lytton  ...  ...
Ravenswood
Telegraph Lines-
Gin Gin to Bundaberg
Gin Gin to Gladstone
Roma to Charleville
Springsure to Tambo
Toowoomba to Dalby
303
696
19
1716
1489
1017, 1994
1995
1669
1490
750
173
...  20,1694
1448
456
281, 1887, 1914
Timber for Ceylon .. ...
Verandah, Post and Telegraph Offices, Mary-
borough ... ... ... ...
Wharf, Broad Sound ... ... ... ..
Workmen's Cottages, Railway Line ... ...
Tenders withdrawn, Conveyance of Mails .
Terrance, J. W., appointment as Sleep Director
Terdozzi, Rev.  0.,  Registration under  Marriage
Act ... ... ...  I..
1490
66, 666
457
66
547
24
307
306
24
945
1669
529, 1213
173
1417
800
1004
INDEX.
Thistlethwaite .F. C. N., appointment as Deputy
Sheriff ... ... ... ... ...
Thompson, Hon. J. M.-
Page.
Trustees--continued.
Page.
472
Appointment as Minister for Public Works ... 1095
Notification of Return for Bremer ... ... 1973
Resignation as Minister for Lands .. ... 1095
Thompson, P., appointment as Magistrate 1062
Thomas, J., appointment, Telegraph Department 2139
Thompson, G. J., Notice in Will ... 920
Thomas, A.,`appointmeut, Railway Department ... 1764
Thomson, H., appointment, Telegraph Department 570
Thondley, J. B., appointment, Telegraph Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... 838, 1977
Thorrold, R., a ppointment as Commissioner for
Affidavits ... ... ... ... 192, 1651
Thorn„G., Notification of Return for Fasaifern ... 2139
Thorpe, J., appointment, Telegraph Department 56
Thorn, H., Notification of Return for Northern
Downs ... ... ... ... ...
Timber Licenses-vide " Licenses."
Timber Reserves-vide ".Lands Reserved."
Titles of Land Act-
1935
Error in Deeds ... ... ... ... ... 987, 1480
1481, 1759
Tolano, R., Notice in Insolvent  Estate  ... 1427, 1611, 1886
Tom, H., a ointment as Sheep Director... ... 800
Townley, W., appointment as-
Deputy Sheriff ... ... ... ... ... 295
Magistrate under  Marriage Act ... ...  1610
Police Magistrate ... ... ... 135
Townsend, W., appointment as Member of Marine
Board ... ... ... ...  255
Towns, R., Notice in Will ... ... ... ... 1215
Town Reserves, Proclamation  rescinding  previous
Proclamations ... ... ... ... 1765
Township  Reserves , Lands Reserved  for--vide
" Lands Reserved."
Toussaint, C. W., appointment as Sheep Director 800
Trade Marks-
Bass and Co. ... • ... ... ... ... 1578
Champion and Co. ... ... ... ... 324
Raff, G., and Co. ..r ... 1578
Scott, Dawson, and  Stewart  ... ... ... 954
Treasury Bills, Notice ... ... ... ... 1671
Treasury Department-
Abstracts of Disbursements ... ... ... 98, 684,1222,
1700
Accounts Current,  Consolidated  Revenue ... 1208
Accounts Current, Loan Fund ... 1209
Appointment of Commission on Public
Accounts ... ... ... ... 1008
Comparative  Statements  ... .. ... 93, 96, 681,
1217, 1220, 1695, 1698
Customs and  Ad Valorem  Collections ... 98, 684
Notices-
Closing of Accounts for 1872 ... ... 241
Designs for Wharves ... ... ... 874
Plan of Wide  Bay Bar . .. ... ... 845
Public Accounts ... ... ... ... 2121
Treasury Bill s ... ... ... ... 1671
Receipts and Payments ... ... ... 1675
Regulations-
Border Customs ... ... ... ... 21
Duty on Gold ... ... ... ... 241
Trust Fund  Statements  ... ... ... 1210
Trebeck, P. N., appointment  as Ma  strate ... 1062
Trimble, J., appointment, Customs Department ... 204
Tripp, Rev. F., registration under  Marriage Act  1565
Trollope, E. P., appointments, Telegraph Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... 933, 1658
Trustees-
Botanical  Gardens-
Maryborough ... ... ... ... 1764
Rockhampton ... ... ... ... 1935
Cemeteries-
Bowen ... ... ... ... ... 1403
Gladstone ... ... ... ... 604
Ipswich ... ... ... ... ... 11, 716
Mackay ... ... ... ... ...  838
Ravenswood ... ... ... ... 716
Rockhampton ... ... 716
Stanthoupe  ... ... ... ... ... 2091
Taroom ... ... ... ... ... 108
Error in Notification ... ... 109
Eastern Downs Agricultural and Horticul-
tural Association  ... ... ... 933
Pasturage and Water  Reserves  ... ... 204,296
Racecourse,  :Bundaberg  ... ... ... 1982
Recreation Reserve, Maryborough ... ...  1936
Reserve for-
Aboriginals  ... ... ... ... ... 1062
Water, Beenleigh ... ... ... ... 1706
Resignation-
Hawthorne, S. ... ... ... ... 11
Warry, R. S. ... ... ... ... 1764
Schools of Arts-
Y
pie 984
borough 1432
Stanthorpe ... ... ... ... 1706
Town Common, Leyburn ... ... ... 111
West Moreton Horticultural and Agricultural
Association ... ... ... ... 1402
Tully, W. A., appointment  as Nominal  Defendant 109,604
Tulloh, W. H. T., appointment  as Magistrate  ... 1062
Turner, W. B., Notice in Will ... ...  1289
Turner and  Missing , Partnership Notice ... ... 1610
U.
Uhr, R. C. H., appointment  as Returning Officer 295
Unclaimed Letter List-vide " Postal Department."
Unclaimed Property-vide "Police."
V.
Vaillent R.,  admission  as Chemist and Druggist... 917
Veivers, R., Notice in Will ... ... ...  955
Vernor, R., Correction  in appointment as Magis.
trate  ... ... ... ... ...  688
Vice -Admiralty Court-
Delegation of Powers to Mr. Justice Lutwyche 979
Notices of Meeting held ... 471,  697, 648,
707, 770, 846, 917, 954, 1044, 1090,
1214, 1257, 1606, 1610, 1754, 2075
Notices of Meetings to be held .. ..  249, 530,
1358, IM,  1691,  2020, 2129
Keane, J., appointment  as Marshal  ... ... 159
Regina v. " Krishna " ... ... ... ... 597, 648, 707,
770, 846, 917, 954, 1044, 1214, 1257
Volunteers-
Bedford, J. W., appointment ... ... ...  1260
Campbell, A. D., appointment ... ... ... 1260
Daly, J. E. 0., resignation ... ... 2174
Fowles, J., resignation ... ... ... ... 1260
Havard, W. K., appointment ... ... ... 1260
Moffatt, A.,  resignation  ... ... ...  1260
Ross , J. R., resignation ... ... ... 2114
Ross, M. L., appointment ... ... ... 1260
Skinner, J., appointment  ... ... ... 1260
Snelling, W. H., appointment ... ... ... 1260
Wakeling, W. C., Notice in will ... ... 1540
Walker, A., Notification of return  for Balonne ... 2139
Walker, J., Notice in Insolvent  Estate 1969, 2131
Walker, S. F. and Co., Notice in Insolvent Estate 91,  274, 893,
1091
Walker, T. G., appointment as Sheep Director ... 838
Walker, A., Notice in Goods .. ...  192
Wallace, D. S., appointment as Sheep Director ... S00
Walter, S., licensed as Surveyor ...  ... ... 219, 249
Walthardt, A., appointment, Works Department 658
Walton, G. E., Notice in Insolvent Estate ... 1044, 1215,
1611
,Wallis, W., appointment as Poundkeeper... ... 706
Walsh, Hon. W. H.-
Notification of return for Warrego ...  1896
Resignation as-
Member of Executive Council ... ... 1057
Minister for Works ... ... ... 1057
Want, G. F., correction  in appointment as
Magistrate ... ... ... ... 1658
Waraker, J. C., appointment  as Magistrate ... 838
Warr, Rev. J.; pP., registration under  Marriage
Act. ... ... ... ... ...  953
Warman, W. H., notice in Insolvent Estate ... 91,250
Warner, F. H., appointment  as Mining  Surveyor  204,447
Warry, R. S., Partnership notice ... ... ... 789
Watson, B. H., appointment Telegraph Department 56
Watson, J., appointment as Poundkeeper... 530
Watt, W.G., appointment  as Inspector  otWeights
and Measures ... ... ... ... 1257
xziv.
Watson, J. D., Notice in Insolvent Estate
Water Reserves-wide " Lands Reserved."
Weekes, G., appointment as Poundkeeper
Welford, R., Notice in Goods ... ...
Werner, L., Notice in Will ...
Wharfage-
Description of Wharfage Allotments ...
Designs for ... ... ...
Lands Reserved  for-vide  " Lands Reserved."
Placed under Control of Municipal Councils
Regulations
Whish, C. B., Notice in Insolvent Estate ...
White, F., apppointment as Municipal Auditor ...
Whitman, W., appointment as Poundkeeper ...
Whitley, H. J.-
Appointment  as Curator  and Official Assignee
Removal from Offices of Curator and Official
Assignee  ... ... ... ...
White, W. G., appointment  as Magistrate
Whipham, R. A., appointment as Poundkeeper
Wholesale Wine and Spirit  Licenses -vide " Li-
censes."
Wienholt, E., Notification of Return for Darling
Downs ... ... ... ...
Wilson, G., Notice in Will... ...
Wiles, Rev. C., Notice of Removal ...
Wills-vide " Supreme Court."
Wilson,  R., Registration  of Deed of Assignment
Wilson, J., appointment  as Poundkeeper ... ...
Williams, D., Notice in Insolvent  Estate ... ...
Williams, H. S., appointment as Poundkeeper ...
Williams,  L., Notice in  Insolvent Estate ... ...
Williams, J., Notice in Goods
Williams, C. B., appointment  as Polynesian Agent
Williams,  D., appointment  as Pilot ...
Williams, Rev. L.  C., Registration under  Marriage
Act ... ... ... ... ...
INDEX.
Page. Page
2170 Williams, J., Admission as Chemist and Druggist 1357
Williamson, J., Notice in Goods ... ... ...  980
1817 Winter, J., Notice in Intestate  Estate 859
324 Winniett, C. M., appointment, Telegraph Depart-
1817 ment ... ... ... ... 1476
Wine and Spirit Licenses-vide " Licenses."
1188 Witham, J. D appointment  as Magistrate ... 1854
874, 1072 Woodthorpe, T., Notice in Goods ... ... 1091
Woodhouse, Revd. H., Notice of Removal  ... 706, 892
1768, 1935 Woods, J., Notice in Insolvent Estate ... 261, 707
1636 Wood, T., appointment as Polynesian Agent ... 571
1578, 1611 Wood, H. S., Licensed as Surveyor 1609, 1635
933 Woodroffe, A. J., appointment Customs Depart-
1506 ment ... ... ... ... ... 2174
Woolston, W. P., appointment as-
135, 161 Inspector of Slaughter-houses ... ... 462, 1677
Inspector of Weihts  and Measures ... ... 1968
1932 Works Department-
1326 Notifications-
1968 Appointment of Hon. A. H. Palmer ... 1067
1854
1969,  2021
706
Hon. J. M. Thompson...  109511
Removal  of Gravel, &c. ...
Resignation  of Hon. W. H. Walsh ... 1057
„ Hon. A. H. Palmer ... 1096
Writs of  Fi. Fa.  and  Ca.  Re.-vide  " Supreme
and District Courts."
Wriggles, E., appointment, Telegraph Department 1977
84 Wyborn, W. J., appointment,  Customs  ...  ... 56
1357 Wyndham, A. 0., appointment  as Sheep Director 620
2170
1468
1387, 1507
159
635
Y.
800 Yarrawis, Notice in Intestate  Estate 1369
Yonge, A. K. D., appointment  as Sheep Director 620
892 Youren, S., Notice in Will ... ... ... 2169
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VOL. XIV.] THURSDAY, 2ND JANUARY , 1873. [No. 1.
VICTORIA ,  BY THE GRACE OF GOD, OF THE UNITED
KINGDOM OF GREAT  BRITAIN AND IRELAND,
QUEEN, DEFENDER OF THE FAITH ,  AND 80
FORTH.
To all to whom these Presents shall come, Greeting,-
To
Abbott, Henry Palmer, Brisbane
Abbott, Thomas Kingamill, Sydney
Adams, Francis  Somerset , Sydney, New South Wales
Adams, Henry John, Bogandina
Addison, Glentworth Walsh Frazer, Police Magistrate,
Tenterfield, New South Wales
Aland, Robert, Toowoomba
Aldham, William, North's Pocket, Brisbane River
Alexander, Robert, Proston
Allan, James Thomas, Inniskillen, Mitchell District
Allen, William Thomas Bryant, Barcoo River
Amhurst, Francis Tys,.en, Foulden, Mackay
Anderson, Charles James, Toowoomba
Andrew, John Leishman, Araby Downs
Andrews, Alexander Livingstone, Ipswich Agricultural
Reserve
Anning, William, Mount Sturgeon
Antill, James Alexander, Gympie
Aplin, Christopher D'Oyley Hay, Maryborough
Aplin, William, Townsville
Armour, Robert, Brisbane
Armstrong, David William, Maryborough
Armstrong, :Maxwell, Acting Police Magistrate, Mitchell
District
Ascough, William Nicholson, Palm-tree Creek
Auerbach, John Joseph, Tambo
Aumiiller, Karl, Beaufort, Clermont
Ball, Albert Throckmorton, Haselwood, Mackay
Balls, Charles  William, Warwick
Barker ,  Francis  Lindsay, Rockhampton
Barker , William, Tamrookam
Barker, John, Walla, Maryborough
Barlow, Alexander, Warkon, Condamine
Barnett , John Wallace, United  States Consul , Brisbane
Barnett, John Frederick, Glenora, Springsure
Barron, Thomas Henry Bowman, Acting Commissioner
of Police, Brisbane
Barton, Augustus P., Moolboolaman, Wide Bay District
Barton, Hugh Hawthorn, Ravenswood
Barton ,  Robert  Crofts, Toweran ,  Port Curtis
Barton,  William, Sydney
Barwell, Charles H. Arthur, Rockhampton
Bays, Frank Buckle, Surat
Bean, James, Yenda
Beardmore ,  Owen Charles Joseph ,  Tooloomba
Beardmore, Francis John Wathen,  St. Lawrence
Beardmore, George Oakes, Oakey Creek
Beddek, Frank Newell, Rockhampton
Bedwe ll , Edward P., Commander R. N., B ri sbane
Begge, Joseph Thomas, Stanthorpe
Bell, Donald, Bowen
Bell, The Honorable Joshua Peter, Brisbane
Bell, The Honorable John Alexander,  England
Bell, Hugh, Brisbane
Bell, James Thomas Marsh, Umbercolie
Bell, Robert North, Tambo
Bernays, Lewis Adolphus,  Brisbane
Bernstein, Ludwig, St. Lawrence
Berkleman, William Furlong, Listowell, Mitchell District
Betts, Henry, Fairlight, Flinders River
Biddulph, John Linden, Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Warrego District, New South Wales
Bigge,  The Honorable Francis Edward, England
Bignell, Edmund, Dillalah, Warrego District
Biscoe, Henry, Wooroonga, Fitzroy Downs
Black, Joseph Hume, Eaglefield, Nebo
Black, John Richard, Yamala, Peak Downs
Blackiston, Arthur Tyton, Toowoomba
Bligh, John O'Connell, Police  Magistrate , Gympie
Bode, Henry Markham, Leichhardt Downs
Bode, Frederick Robert, Strathdon, Kennedy District
Booker, Charles Edward Sydney, Maryborough
Borthwick, John, Carpentaria Downs
Borten, Frederick,  Burrandowan
Bowman , William McArthur, Mount  Brisbane
Bowman, Alexander ,  Oaklands ,  New South Wales
Box, William Draper ,  Brisbane
Bracker, Henry, Warroo
Bramston, Henry, Police  Magistrate , Leyburn
Bray, Joshua, Wollumban, Tweed  River, New South
Wales
Brewster, John, Sydney,  New South Wales
Bridgeman ,  George Francis ,  Fort Cooper
Broadbent ,  John ,  Widgee
Brodie, John Bissett ,  Donor 's Hill, Flinders River
Brookes ,  William, Brisbane
Brooks ,  Fitzherbert ,  Werie -Ela, Warrego District
Brown ,  Alfred Henry, Gin Gin
Brown,  John, Tempe  Downs, Burke District
Brown, Nugent Wade, Wide Bay
Brown, John ,  Babillora ,  Warrego District
2Brown,  Arthur,  England
Brown,  John Dowling, Superintendent of Police,
New South Wales
Brown,  David Laughlan, Brisbane
Brown, Charles Fenwick, Melbourne, Victoria
Brown,  James Edwin, Maryborough
Browne,  Henry, Travelling Superintendent of Police
Brown, Thomas Henry, Bogabilla, McIntyre River
Brown,  William Agnew, Bowen
Brown , Charles, Warrego
Browne, Cornwallis Wade, Bolingbroke, Nebo
Buchanan , Archibald Berdmore, Orion Downs, Spring-
sure
Buchanan,  Benjamin , Sydney, New South Wales
Buchanan,  James , Police  Magistrate , Tenterfield, New
South Miales
Buckland, Charles James, Gympie
Buckley, Henry,  Brisbane
Bullmore, Edward Augustus, Oakwood
Burkitt, Alexander Horace, Cleveland
Burns,  Henry, Maranoa District
Burns , Felix Nield, Metoura, Warrego
Buttanshaw , Henry Reginald, Police Magistrate, Bowen
Butler, William, Albinia Downs
Buzaeott , Charles Hardie, Rockhampton
Byerley, Frederick John, Rockhampton
Byrnes,  James, Sydney, New South Wales
Daintree , Richard, London
Dalrymple, George Elphinstonc, Gold
ld F" 1dG
Commissioner,
Cadell, James John, Ideraway, Burnett District
Cain , George, Nulls Nulla, Upper Burdekin
Callaghan,  William, Rockhampton
Callan , Albert J., Toowoomba
Cameron , Alpin Grant, Waterton, Taroom
Cameron,  Hugh, Callandoon
Cameron,  John, South  Brisbane
Cameron , John,  Enniskillen Downs
Cameron, Alexander Stewart, Jingi Jingi, Dalby
Campbell, Murdoch, Sorghum Downs, Cloncurry River
Carman, Kearsey, Brisbane
Card ell, Henry, Teiryboo
Cardew, Pollet, Police Magistrate, Stanthorpe
Carpeudale, Victor, Grantham
Carr, John Cuthbert, Cardigan
Challinor, Henry, Brisbane
Charters, William Skelton Ewbank Melbourne, Gold
Commissioner
Chase, Richard William, Fort Cooper North
Chatfield, William, jun, Natal Downs, Kennedy District
Chatfield, William, Sydney, New South Wales
Christoe, John Penrose, Clermont
Christian, William, Wilangi, St. Lawrence
Clappcrton, George, Tarong, Nanango
Clark, William Peter, Mooloolah
Clarke, George, Warwick
Clarke, William, Bowen
Clarke, John Kerr, Leichhardt District
Clarke, Duncan, Leichhardt District
Clarke, Francis, Bowen
Clarke, Charles James, Gold Commissioner, Gympie
Clarke, Charles, Talgai
Clarke, William Thomas, Ipswich
Codrington, John Frederick, M.D., Copperfield
Compigne, Alfred William, Police Magistrate, Tenttin-
gering
Connolly, John, Gayndah
Cooper, Harry, Talgai, Leichhardt District
Corfield, Henry Cox, Stanton Harcourt, Wide Bay
District
Cory, Gilbert Gostwyck, Cecil Plains
Coutts, Thomas, North Toolburra
Cowlishaw, James, Brisbane
Cowper, Charles, jun., Water Police Magistrate, Sydney,
New South Wales
Cowper, The Honorable Charles, Agent-General for
New South Wales, London
Cooper, Sedgwick S., London
Cox, Charles Clarendon, Mudgee, New South Wales
Cozen, Charles, Brisbane
Cozen, Henry William, England
Crace, Edward Kendall, Franklin Vale
Cran, Robert, Yengarie, Wide Bay District
Cribb, Benjamin, Ipswich
Cribb, Robert, Brisbane
Cribb, Benjamin, jun., Police Magistrate, 'l ownsvill-
Crombie, James, Blackall
Cudmore, Daniel, Argyle, Kennedy District
Cunningham, Edward, Molonglong, Kennedy District
Cunningham, Michael, Burdekin Downs, Kennedy
District
Curr, Montague, Cardigan
Cuthbert, William, Pinkerton, Bowen
o to sGilbert  Ranges
Dalrymple, David Hay, Mackay
Dangar, Thomas, Sydney, New South Wales
Dangar, Thomas Gordon, Maranoa District
Danger, Frederick Holkham, Sydney, New South Wales
Darvall, Frederick Orme, Brisbane
Davidson, William Montgomerie, Maryborough
Davidson, J. P., Claverton, Warrego District
Davidson, John Ewan, Cardwell
Davis, Sydney Beavan, Rockhampton
Day, Edward Denny, Maitland, New South Wales
Davy, John, Beenleigh, Albert River
Dean, William Handley, Ipswich
Degraves, William, Melbourne, Victoria
Dennis, Josiah, Clermont
Do Salis, Leopold William Fane, Strathmore
De Satge, Oscar, Wolfang, Clermont
De Satge, Henry, Wolfang Downs, Clermont
Dicken, Charles Short, Police Magistrate, Springaure
Dickson, James Robert, Brisbane
Dixon, Joseph Black, Brisbane
Dorsey, William McTaggart, Ipswich
Dorsey, William Augustus, Inspector
Customs Patrol
Douglas, John, Brisbane
Douglas, Robert, Brisbane
of Border
Douglas, Bloomfield, Government Resident, Port Darwin
Dowling, Vincent, Warrego District
Drew, William Leworthy Goode, Brisbane
Drury, Edward Robert, Brisbane
Dutton, Charles Boydell, Eingindah, Leichhardt District
Dutton, Henry, Tambo
Eaton, John, Maryborough
Easton, Henry Edward, Billa Bills
Easton, Frederick Charles, Spring Creek, Darling Downs
Edmondstone, George, Brisbane
Edwards, Charles, Burketown
Edwards, Charles, Fort Burke, New South Wales
Eldred, William Henry, Sydney, New South Wales
Elliot, Ansley John, Langton Downs, Leichhardt District
Eliott, Gilbert William, Police Magistrate, Toowoomba
Eliott, Thomas, Tilpal, Rockhampton
Emmelhainz, Ernest, Brisbane
Ettershank, John, Melbourne, Victoria
Evans, Augustus, St. Ruth's
Faircloth,  George,  Police Magistrate, Maryborough
Faithful, William Percy, Maryborough
Fattorini, Charles Lamonieri D., Sydney
Feez,  Albrecht, Rockhampton
Fenwick, John, Brisbane
Ferrett, John, Wallan, Condamine
Fitz, The Honorable Henry Bates, Brisbane
Fitzgerald, Thomas Henry, Mackay
Fitzsimmons, Charles, Mackay
Foote, James, Ipswich
Forbes, Fred. Augustus, Ipswich
Forbes, George Edward, Colinton, Ipswich
Ford, Frederick, Bonara, Burnett District
Forrest, William, Wombab, Kolonga
Forrest, Edward Barrow, Brisbane
Fox, George, St. Lawrence
Fraser, John, Kooingal, Leichhardt District
Fraser, Simon, Brisbane
Friend, Henry, Gladstone
Frith, Charles, Sydney
Fullerton, George, Maranoa District
Gaden, Thomas Brocklebank ,  Sydney
Gaden ,  William Henry ,  Gladstone
Geary, Edward Montagu, Claverton ,  Warrego District
Gedye, Charles Townsend, Sydney
Gibson, Andrew Faithful, Goulburn ,  New South Wales
Gibbon,  The Honorable James, Brisbane
Giblin, Vincent Wanostrocht ,  Sydney, New South Wales
Gibson, James ,  Tire Tire ,  Albert River
Gibson,  James ,  Saxby Plains ,  Flinders River.
Goertz ,  Ernest, Brisbane
Goodall,  William Robert ,  Police Magistrate ,  Mackay
Goodehap ,  Frederick ,  Gympie
Goodwin ,  Alfred ,  Bogari ll a
Gordon, James ,  Sub-Collector of Customs ,  Townsville,
Cleveland Bay
Gerry, Christopher ,  Ipswich
Govett, John ,  Barcoo River
Graham, Charles James ,  Clermont
Graham, John ,  Gayndah
Graham, John Vetch, Euthe ll a, Roma
3Graham, Wil liam, North Branch, Darling Downs
Graham, Peter, Maryborough
Graham, Lockwood, Upper Calliope
Grant, Alexander, Rockhampton
Grant, Alexander, Ogilvie, Burke, New South Wales
Gray, Charles George, Ipswich
Gray, Robert, Immigration Agent, Brisbane
Gray, Samuel William, Tweed River, New South Wales
Gray, Robert Huendon, Flinders River
Green, Charles Henry, Goomburra, Warwick
Green, William B., Mondure
Greene, Rawdon, Peak Downs
Grecnup, Alfred, Maryland, Tenterfield, New South
Wales
Gregory, Augustus Charles, Brisbane
Gregory, Francis Thomas, Darling Downs District
Gregson, Jesse, Rainsworth, Leichhardt District
Gregson, Francis  John,  Springsure
Griffiths, George Neville, Nardoo, Springsure
Gunn, Donald, Pikedale
Grimes, John Watts, Toowoomba
Hackett, Thomas Ridge, Gold Commissioner, Ravenswood
Haig ,  Farrand, Herbert River
Hall, Thomas Scarratt ,  Rockhampton
Halloran,  Arthur Edward , Sheriff ,  Brisbane
Haly, Charles Robert, Taabinga
Hamilton ,  Douglas Douglas, Brisbane
Hammond, Henry, Fort Burke, New South Wales
Hammond, Henry Wi ll iam, Balonne River
Hanmer, Thomas, Talgai, Warwick
Hann , William, Bluff Downs, Kennedy District
Hannell, James, Newcastle, New South Wales
Haman, Patrick Francis, Townsville
Harden, Charles, Rockhampton
Hardgrave, John, Brisbane
Harlin, Thomas, Brisbane
Harpur, Richard Donovan Speer, Barmundoo, Gladstone
Harris, The Honorable George, Brisbane
Harris, John, London
Harris,  Henry, Warwick
Harriott, Thomas Ware, Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Armidale
Hart, John,  Brisbane
Hart, The Honorable Frederick Hamilton, Brisbane
Hay, Houston Stewart Dalrymple, Sub-Collector of
Customs, Mackay
Hayloek, Alfred, Sonoma, Burdekin
Hays, Enoch Price Walter, Richmond Downs
Hazard, Robert, Ballallynd, Moonie River
Headley, Walter Balls, Warwick
Headrick , John, Rockhampton
Heath, George Poynter, Brisbane
Heeney, Francis Xavier, Ipswich
Heeney, Francis Xavier, Police Magistrate, Charleville
Helsham, Douglas, Gootchie, Wide Bay District
Hemmant, William, Brisbane
Hendren, William, Ipswich
Hennine, Edward Biddulph, Sydney
Henry, Ernest, Burke District
Henry, Alfred, Police Magistrate, Tambo
Herbert, Robert George Wyndham, London
Herbert, Arthur Orpen, Brisbane
Iletzer, Martin, Saxby River, Burke District
lleussler, The Honorable John Christian, Brisbane
Hewitt, Alfred, Mackay
Higginson, James Clinton, Moura
Hill, Charles Lumley, Barcoo River
Hill, Thomas, Eurambah, Narran River
Hirst, Augustus Frederick John, Taroom
[first, George Aldborough Prettie, Darling Downs
Hobbs, The Honorable William, Brisbane
Ilobler, Francis Helvetius, Westwood
Hockings, Albert John,  Brisbane
Hodgson, The Honorable Samuel, Ipswich
Hodgson, Arthur, London
Holmes, Alexander Scott, Albert River
Holt, William Harvey, Kolonga, Gayndah
Hood, Alexander, Currawinga, Paroo River
Hooper, Harry, Ipswich
Hope, The Honorable Louis, Cleveland
Horsley, Charles John, Pilliga, New South Wales
Hovell, William Hilton, Goulburn, New South Wales
Howlin, James, Dalby
1luesman, Augustus ,  Brisbane
Hughes, Joseph, Police Magistrate, Bundaberg
Hughes, Robert Maurice, Fort Burke, New South Wales
Hume, Walter Cunningham, Stanthorpe
Hunter, Robert Miller, Rockhampton
Hunter, William, St. George
Hunter, I-ferbert, Redford,  Maranoa
Hurst, William, Melbourne, Victoria
Hutchinson, Albert Maxwell, Sub-Collector of Customs,
Ipswich
Isambert , John, Ipswich
Jaap, John, Goodna
Jamison, Hosea, Mount Emu Plains, Burke District
Jardine, John, Gold Commissioner, Rockhampton
Jardine, I'rank Lascelles, Police Magistrate, Somerset
Jaffray, Murdo, New South Wales
Jenkins, Richard Lewis, Calandoon
Jones, Richard, Mount Perry
Jones, Thomas, Brisbane
Jones, Henry, Rockhampton
Jordan, E':enry, Tygum, Logan River
Josephson ,  Thomas Francis ,  Albinia Downs
Kellett, Bobert,  Brisbane
Kelsey ,  Joseph Francis, Bowen
Kemball,  Arthur Clark, Sydney
Kent, William, Jondaryan, Darling Downs
Kerr, Robert, Tower Hill, Mitchell District
Kilgour, William, Gordon Downs
Kilner, Frederick, Rockhampton
King, George, sen., Sydney, New South Wales
King, He-iry Edward, Gympie
King, George Beresford, Gowrie
King, William Selwyn, Sydney, New South Wales
Lacy, Dyson, Aramac Creek
Laidley, James, Sydney, New South Wales
Lelor , James, Roma
Lamb, Edward William,  Brisbane
Lamb, Charles, New South Wales
Lambert, The Honorable William Frederick, Rockhamp-
ton
Lemond, William  Og il vy,  Stairwell,  Rockhampton
Lawson, W. C., Warrego
Lee, Archibald, Police  Magistrate ,  Nanango
Lenneberg, Theodore,  Pimpama
Lennon, William James, Sydney, New South Wales
Lester, Leonard Edward, Rosenthal, Warwick
Lethem, Basil Roberton, Pine River
Littleton, Honorable Henry Stuart , Gigoomgau
Livermore, Edward Pike, Rockhampton
Living, John, Port Curtis
Long, Edward Maitland, Mackay
Long, William Houstoun, Mackay
Lord, Frederick, Darling Downs
Lord, Robert  Stewart,  Ravenswood
Lossberg, Henry Von, Ipswich
Low, Jacob, Welltown, McIntyre River
Lukin, George Lionel, Police  Magistrate , Leyburn
Lyon, George Owen, Fairy Plains, Paroo River
Macarthur, Patrick, Police  Magistrate , Ipswich
Macartney, John Arthur, Glenmore, Rockhampton
Macartney, Sir John, Bart., St. Helen's, South Kennedy
Macartnev, William, Bloomsbury, Kennedy District
Macdonald, Campbell, Livingstone, Logan River
Macdonald, William Martin, Flinders River
Macdonald, Peter Fitzallan, Yaamba
Macdonald, Chesborough Claudius, Cadarga
Macdonald, Neil Hugh,  Mount Margaret ,  Wilson River
Macdonnell, Randall, Brisbane
Macdouncll, Edmund, Brisbane
MacFarlane, John, Leichhardt District
Mackay, Colin, Morinish
Mackay, Eric Henry, Huntley ])owns
Macintosh, Peter, Leichhardt District
Mackenzie, Sir Robert Ramsay, Bart., Coul, N.B.
Mackenzie , James, Cardwell
Mackellar, Alexander, Richmond River,  New South
Wales
Maclean, Cottnam Walter, Caboolture River
Macrae, John, Ipswich
McArthur, John, Glenelg, Warwick
McAuley, Peter Milling, Boombah
McConnell, John, Durundur
McConnell, David, Cressbrcok, Ipswich
McCord, William Foster, Coonambula, Gayndah
Mfcl)ona.ld, John Graham, Gold Commissioner, Charters
Towers
McDonald, William, Leicbberdt Downs
4McDonald, John McPherson, Callandoon
McDonald, Hugh,  Frazer 's Creek, Asford, New South
Wales
McDonnell, John, Brisbane
McDougall, The Honorable John Frederick, Rosalie
Plains, Drayton
McDowall, Archibald, Commissioner Crown Lands,
Darling Downs District
McFarlane, Henry T., Bendemere
MCGhie, James, Gympie
McIlwraith, Thomas, Warrego District
McKay, Duncan Forbes, Nindigully, Moonie River
McLean, George Robertson, Brunel Downs, Maranon
District
McLean, Jonathan, Bendango
McLerie, John, Inspector-General of Police, Sydney,.
New South Wales
McManus,  John Charles, Maranoa District
Maine, Crawford, Victoria
Major, Thomas, Dalgangal, Burnett District
Manchee, John Charles, Doondie, Maranon District
Manning, John Edye, Sydney, New South Wales
Manning,  Arthur Wilcox, Brisbane
Mant, George, Gigoomgan
Mar ggetts , Frederick, Warwick
Marlay, Edward Fische, Darling Downs
Marlow , John, Inspector of Police, Kennedy District
Marsh, William, Bowen
Marshall, Charles, Glengallan
Marshall, Sampson, Goondiwindi
Marten,  George Nisbet, Branscombe, Mackay
Martindale, Charles Clewley, Oxley Creek
Massie,  Hugh Hamon, Brisbane
Matveiff, Alexey Frotoff, Bowen
Mayne, Edward Graves, Waverley
Mayne,  Robert  West, Jimbour
Mayne, William Colburn, Birkhead, Mitchell District
Martin, Arthur, Brisbane
Mellish, Richard, Mount Hutton
Merritt, William, Highfields
Miles, William, Dulacca, Condamine
Miles , Michael, Cleveland, Kennedy District
Miller, Hugh Cameron, Clermont
Milman , Hugh, Elizabeth Creek, Barcoo
Milson, James, junior, Sydney
Mitchell, James Sutherland, Sydney, New South Wales
Mitchell, James, Bedouri, Banana
Moffatt,  Samuel , Cumkillenbar, Dalby
Molle, George Blaxland, Dalby
Moore, Thomas, Gulnabar, Maranoa District
Morehead, Boyd Dunlop, Bowen Downs, Mitchell
District
Moran, Charles Ignatius, Roma
Morey, Edmund, Police Magistrate, Banana
Morgan, Frederick, Leyburn
Morgan,  James,  Warwick
Morisset, Edric Norfolk Vaux, New South Wales
Morisset, Aulaire S., Police Magistrate, Burke and
Normanton
Morisset, Rudolf R., Carpentaria
Mort, Henry, Sydney, New South Wales
Moreton, Honorable Berkeley Basil, Gayndah
Moreton, Honorable Seymour, Gayndah
Mullen, Honorable John, Brisbane
Mulligan, Daniel Thomas, Rockhampton
Munce, William John, Brisbane
Murray, George Pulteney Malcolm, Police Magistrate,
Clermont and Copperfield
Murphy, John, Police Magistrate, Goondiwindi
Myles, Frederick William, Leichhardt River
Myles, George T., Inspector of Sheep and Cattle,
Goondiwindi
Mylne, Graham, Amby Downs, Maranoa
Mytton, Edward, Oak Park, Cook District
Neame, Frank, Cardwell
Neil, Robert, Consuelo, Gainsford
Neill, William, Sydney
Nicholson, John, Kedron
Nelson,  Hugh, St. Ruth, Dalby
Newton, Richard, Redland Bay
Nicholls, John, Dulacca, Condamine
Nind, Philip Henry, Pimpama
Nixon, Forster Fitzherbert, Yengarie
North, Joseph, Ipswich
North, William, Ipswich
Norton, Albert, Rodd's Bay, Port Curtis
Nutting , John Bligh, Inspector Police, Roma
O'Connell, The Honorable Sir Maurice Charles, Brisbane
O'Doherty , Kevin Izod, Brisbane
.Ogg, Edwarti, Ipswich
Okeden, William Edward Parry, Police  Magistrate,
Cunnamulla
Ord, David, Burenda
Osborne, John A., Mitchell Downs, Roma
Osborne, Abraham Shorland Rawlins, Mount Perry
O'Reilly, Henry, Brisbane
O'Shanassy, The Honorable John, Melbourne, Victoria
Paige, Thomas Henry,  Brisbane
Palmer, The Honorable Arthur Hunter,  Brisbane
Palmer, Henry, Maryborough
Palmer, Richard Edward, Bundaberg , Burnett
Parbury, Alfred, Sydney
Paterson, Robert Laidlaw, Nive Downs
Pattison, William, Rockhampton
Patton, Robert, Leichhardt District
Paul, William, Sheffield, Springsure
Perry, William,  Brisbane
Petrie, Jobn,  Brisbane
Pettigrew, William, Brisbane
Peyton, Nicholson, Mundubbera, Gayndah
Phillips, Lewis, Stanthorpe
Pinnock, Philip, Police Magistrate, Dalby
Pocklington, B. Mitford, Mackay
Porter, Christopher, Doughboy Creek , Brisbane
Powell, Charles, Fanning Downs
Powell, Charles, Maryborough
Praed, Arthur Campbell Mackworth,  Monte  Chrieto,
Gladstone
Prior, The Honorable Thomas Lodge Murray,  Brisbane
Prior, Thomas de Montmorenci Murray, Logan
Pugh, Theophihis  Parsons, Brisbane
Quinlan, Michael, Brisbane
Rae, Augustus James, Springsure
Raff, George,  Brisbane
Rafl; Alexander,  Brisbane
Ramsay, John Bonar Peter Hamilton, Police  Magistrate,
Ravenswood
Ramsay, Percy, Tinana Creek, Maryborough
Ramsay, The Honorable Robert, Eton Vale, Drayton
Ranken, John, Police Magistrate, Gayndah
Ranken, John Logan Campbell, Afton, Flinders River
Ranken,  John L., Herbert River
Ranken, John Thomas Campbell, Bowen Downs
Ranking, Robert A., Eldersleigh, Albert River
Rawlins, Frederick, Police Magistrate,  Brisbane
ct 0
Rawson, Charles, Shamrock Vale, Mackay
Raymond, Gerald William, Burton Downs, Leichhardt
District
Raymond, Robert Peel, Sydney, New South Wales
Raven, Joseph William, Ban Ban, Burnett District
Reid, Mark Watt, Woodstock, Townsville
Rice, Lionel Knight, Waverley
Rich, Charles W., Sub-Collector of Customs, Gladstone
Richards, William Hewisou, Springsure
Ridler, John Clement, Cania, Burnett District
Roberts, Edwin, Toowoomba
Robertson, Thomas, Bale Creek, Port Curtis
Robertson, The Hon. John, Sydney, New South Wales
Robertson, Robert Reid Cunningham, Wellington Vale,
Armidale, New South Wales
Robertson, John, Mount Abundance
Robinson, James W., Lady Elliot Island
Robinson, Edwin Woodward, Toowoomba
Robinson, Arthur Anth )ny, Coomers
Robinson, Richard Josias, Rockhampton
Robinson, John, Gatton
Roche, Frederick William, Dalby
Rolleston , Christopher, Sydney, New South Wales
Rome, Thomas, Northampton Downs
Romilly, Charles C., Plewstowe, Mackay
Ross,  John L., Warwick
Ross,  Donald, Nooroondo, Maranon District
Rowe, Frederick, Ipswich
Rowland, Thomas, Ipswich
Royds, Edmund Molyneux, Juandah, Dawson River
Royds, Charles James, Juandah,  Dawson River
Rule, John, Mitchell District
Rundle, Matthew Sandoe, Rockhampton
Rutherford, John, Fort Burke, New South Wales
Sadlier, Thomas John, Police Magistrate,  Tarcom
Salmond, David, Rockhampton
Sams, Albert James Dawson, Entalli,  Corni  Paroo Rimer
Sandeman , Gordon,  Burenda
5Sandrnck, George Frederick, Sub-Collector  of Customs,
Bowen
Scarr, Frank, Commissioner Crown Lands, Burke
Scholefield, Richard William, Alice Downs, Barcoo
Scott, Arthur Jervoise, Alton, England
Scott, David Charles Frederick, Sydney, New South
Wales
Scott, James Hall, Kennedy District
Scott, James Hamilton, Brisbane
Scott, Walter Jervoise, Valley of Lagoons, Kennedy
District
Scott, John, Brisbane
Scott, Walter, Taromeo, Nanango
Scott, Henry, Brisbane
Selheim, Philip Alexander, Valley of Lagoons,  Kennedy
District
Sexton, Richard, Dalby
Seymour, David Thompson,  Commissioner  of Police,
Brisbane
Sharkey, John Philip,  Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Bowen
Shaw, George Barnsley, Rockhampton
Sheade, Roger Hall, Marathon, Flinders River
Shenton,  Samuel , Ipswich
Sheridan, Richard Bingham, Sub-Collector  of Customs,
Maryborough
Sheridan, Brinsley Guise, Sub-Collector  of Customs,
Cardwell
Sheridan, Henry Antoine, Maitland, New South Wales
Sherwood, Thomas Henry, Richmond River, New South
Wales
Simpson , John Macneil, Armidale, New South Wales
Simpson , The Honorable Henry George,  Brisbane
Simpson, George Morris, Dalby
Sinclair , Duncan McDiarmid, Warwick
Skelton, James, Dalby
Skinner, Henry George, Gowrie, Charleville
Skinner, Robert Alfred, Charleville
Slade , William Ball, Chiverton
Sly, William, Mungy, Burnett
Smel li e,  Robert R., Brisbane
Smith, Henry Fletcher, Lyndhurst,  Upper Burdekin
Smith, Harold Selwyn, Melbourne
Smith, Richard Joseph, Ipswich
Smith, George, Bowen
Smith, Thomas, Gympie
Snell, John Cooke, Ellangowan,  Darling Downs
Southerden, William, Maryborough
Sparrow, Robert, Ipswich
Spencer, James  Sturtevant, Brisbane River
Spry, James, New South Wales
Spiro, Henry ,  Toowoomba
Steel, James ,  Fairfield, Banana
Stephens ,  Thomas Blacket ,  B ri sbane
Sterling ,  Robert, Mackay
Stevens, Ernest James,  Tintinchilla,  Bulloo River
Stevens, William Playne, Gympie
Stevenson,  John ,  Rockhampton
Stewart, James  C., Melbourne
Stewart , Robert, Southwick, Kennedy District
Stone, Henry  Wortley ,  Cardwell
Steward, Henry ,  Maryborough
St. George,  Howard ,  Gold Commissioner,  Gilberton
Strathdee,  Robert ,  Gayndah
Stuart , Alexander, Sydney, New South Wales
Stuart , Richard Wingfield, Mitchell Downs
Sturt, Evelyn P. S., Melbourne, Victoria
Sullivan, Alexander Falconer, T ilbooroo, Warrego River
Sutherland,  James , Mount Walker, Flinders River
Sutherland , Joseph, Melbourne, Victoria
Swan, James, Brisbane
Taylor ,  The Honorable James, Toowoomba
Taylor, Frederick William, M.D., Clermont
Thomson, Alexander ,  Brisbane
Thompson ,  Abraham Ham il ton ,  Toowoomba
Thompson ,  Harry Herbert, Copperfield
Thompson ,  Wi ll iam, Rockhampton
Thompson ,  Thomas James, Taurus Downs
Thomson, Matthew Charles,  Springsure
Thomas , Alfred Cayley
Thorn, George, Ipswich
Tho rn , George ,  junr .,  Ipswich
Thorn, Henry, Warra Warra, Dalby
Thorn, Charles, Normanby
Thornton, The  Honorable William, Brisbane
Thornton ,  Edmond Lambert, Warwick
Thornton ,  Thomas ,  Cunnamu ll a
Tiffin, Charles, Brisbane
Tom, Charles, Forest Vale
Tom, Henry, Yeulba,  Maranon Dist rict
Tooth, Robert,  Yengarie,  Maryborough
Tooth, William Butler, Clifton
Touissaint, Charles Walter, Nebo
Townley, William, Police Magistrate, Rockhampton
Townsend, William, Sandgate, Brisbane
Travers, Roderick, Malvern Downs, Clermont
Travers, Samuel Smith, Gordon Downs, Leichhardt
District
Travis, Robert, Maryborough
Trundle, Charles Joseph, Brisbane
Tullob, William Henry, Townsville
Tulloh, Arthur Robertson, Cape River Gold Fields
Tully, William Alcock, Brisbane
Turnbull, William, Bullemon, Moonie River
Turner, John Sargent, Brisbane
Turner, William, Helidon, Ipswich
Tyson, James, Warrego District
Uhr, Edmund Blucher, Brisbane
Uhr, Reginald Charles Heber ,  Police Magistrate, St.
George
Verner, Robert, Chien, Brisbane River
Vignolles, Francis Durell, Western Creek,  Darling Downs
Voss, Houlton Harris, New South Wales
Waddell, George Walker, Clermont
Walker, Thomas Gabriel, Lewra, Leichhardt  Districts
Walker, William, Maryborough
Wallace, Donald, Emerald Downs
Waller, Edwin Shepherd, Cardwell
Walter, Frederick, Delallah, Warrego River
Want, Frederick, Sydney
Warde, St. Andrew, Brisbane
Warland, William, Springdale, Ipswich Reserve
Warren, William Stanley, Windaroo, Albert River
Warry, Richard Symes, Bowen
Watkins, William, Pilton, Darling Downs
Watt, John Brown, Sydney
Weaver ,  Charles Thomas ,  Po li ce Magistrate ,  Kempsey,
New South Wales
Welsby, Samuel  Pearson , Redbank Plains
Wessen, Theodore Van, Peak Vale
Wheeler, Frederick, Marlborough
Wheelright, John Hanley, Burncluith, Dalby
Whish, Claudius Buchanan, Brisbane
Whitchurch, John Samuel, Toowoomba
White, The Honorable William Duckett,  Tingalpa
White, Ernest, Beaudesert, Logan River
Wienholt, Arnold, Maryvale, Warwick
Wienholt, Edward, Jondaryan,  Darling Downs
Wienholt, Arthur,  Fassifern
Wildash, Frederick John Cobb, Warwick
Williams, Edward, Yandilla
Williamson, Walter ,  Tower Hill ,  Burdekin River
Wilmington, Alfred Hipporcine, Salisbury  Plains, Bowen
Wilson, John George Hannay, Orion Downs
Wilson, George Harrison, Ipswich
Wilson, William, Pilton,  Darling Downs
Wilson, David, Raglan, Gladstone
Witt, Alfred, Miriam Vale, Gladstone
Wolfe, James Ephraim,  Maitland
Wonderley, Joseph, Toowoomba
Wood, Edward, Lake Victoria, Leichhardt District
Woodcock, Charles Alexander John, Tinana Creek
Woodhouse, William, Coppermines, Clermont
Woore, John Charles,  Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Albert District, New South Wales
Wrench, Edward, Sydney, New South Wales
Wright, Albert Andrew, Nulalbin, Leichhardt  District
Wyndham, Alexander , Winton, McIntyre River
Wyndham, Guy ,  Arthur's Seat, Ashford, New South
Wales
Yaldwyn, John, Humboldt Creek, Leichhardt District
Yaldwyn, The Honorable William,  Warwick
Young, John, Sydney ,  New South Wales
Zieman Ju lius,  Condamine.
FIRST Assignment.-KNOW Ye, that We have
assigned you, and each and every of you, Our
Justices ,  to keep Our Peace, in Our Colony of Queens.
land and its Dependencies ,  either alone or in conjunction
with one or more of Our Justices that have been
appointed ,  or hereafter sha ll  be appointed ,  in our said
Colony and its Dependencies, and to keep and cause to
be kept all  Ordinances and Statutes for the preservation
6of the Peace , and for the quiet rule and government of
Oar people, made in all and singular their articles in
Our said Colony and its Dependencies, according to the
form and effect of the same, and to punish all persons
offending against the said Ordinances and Statutes, or
any of them, in the said Colony and its Dependencies,
and to cause to come before you all those within Our
said Colony and its Dependencies who, to any one or
more of Our people, concerning their bodies or the
firing of their houses, shall have used threats, to find
security for the peace or their good behaviour towards
Us and Our people. And if they shall refuse to find
such security, then them in Our prisons, until they shall
find such security ,  to cause  to be  safely kept.
Second Assignment.-We have also assigned you,
either alone  or with any one or more of such Justices
appointed or to be appointed  as aforesaid , to inquire
the truth more fully by all lawful  means  by which the
truth of the matter shall be better known, of all and all
manner  of felonies ,  poisonings , trespasses ,  or extortions
whatsoever, and of all and singular other crimes and
offences, of which the Justices of Our Peace may or
ought lawfully to inquire, by whomsoever and after
what manner  soever , in the said Colony and its depen-
dencies, done or perpetrated, or which shall happen to
be done or attempted. And also of all those who in
the aforesaid Colony or its Dependencies,  in companies
against Our peace, in disturbance of Our people, with
armed force, have gone or rode, or hereafter shall
presume to go or ride. And also of all those who have
there lain in wait, or hereafter shall presume to lie in
wait, to maim or cut or kill Our people. And also of
all Victuallers, and all and singular other persons, who
in the abuse of weights and measures, or in selling
victuals against the form of the Ordinances and Statutes,
or any of them, therefore made for the common benefit
of the  said  Colony or its Dependencies, and Our people
thereof, have offended, or attempted, or hereafter shall
presume, in the said Colony or its Dependencies, to offend
or attempt. And also of all Sheriffs, Constables, Keepers
of Gaols ,  and other officers, who ,  in the execution of
their offices  about the  premises  or any of them, have
rudely behaved themselves ,  or hereafter  sha ll  presume to
behave themselves  rudely,  or have been  or shall happen
herea ft er  to be  careless ,  remiss ,  or negligent in Our
aforesaid  Colony or  its Dependencies .  And of all and
singular articles and circumstances ,  and other things
whatsoever that concern the premises, or any  of them, by
whomsoever and after what manner soever in  Our said
Colony  or its Dependencies ,  done or perpetrated ,  or which
hereafter shall happen to be done or attempted in what
manner soever. And to inspect all indictments what-
soever so before you, either alone or in conjunction with
such Justice or Justices aforesaid taken or to be taken,
or before others late Our Justices of the Peace in the
aforesaid Colony or its Dependencies,  made or taken and
not yet determined. And to make and to continue
processes thereupon, against all  and singular the persons
so indicted, or who before you hereafter shall happen to
be so indicted, until they can be taken, surrender them-
selves, or be outlawed .  And to hear and determine all
and singular the felonies, poisonings ,  trespasses ,  extor-
tions, unlawful assemb li es ,  and indictments aforesaid.
And all  and singular other the premises according to.
the Law and  Statutes of England ,  and of the said
Colony and its Dependencies,  as in the like case it has
been accustomed or ought to have been done. And the
same  offenders and every of them for their offences,
by fines ,  ransoms ,  amerciaments ,  forfeitures ,  and other
means, as according  to the Law  and Customs of England,
or the Forms of the Ordinances and Statutes aforesaid
it has been accustomed ,  or ought to have been done, to
chastise and punish. Provided always that if  a case of
difficulty upon the determination of any premises before
you shall happen to arise, then let judgment  in no wise
be given thereon before you ,  unless in the presence of
Our Justices of the Supreme Court of the said Colony.
And therefore we command you, that to keep the Peace,
or Ordinances and Statutes, and all  and singular other
the premises, you diligently apply yourselves, and at
certain days and places duly appointed, or to be appointed
for these purposes, into the premises you make inquiries.
And all and  singular the premises hear and determine,
and perform and fulfil them in the aforesaid form, doing
therein what to Justice appertains, according to the Law
and Customs of England, saving to  Us the amerciaments
and other things thereto belonging. And We command
Our Sheriff of the said Colony , at certain days and
places  duly appointed,  or to be appointed as aforesaid, to
be aiding  by all  lawful means in the performance and
due execution of the premises.
In testimony whereof,  We have caused these Our
Letters to be made  Patent,  and the  Great Beal of
the Colony  to be thereunto affixed.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. H. PALMER.
By Authority :  JAxxa 0. Bast, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1873.
ITS l+;acellency the Governor directs the sub-
joined Despatch, received from the Secretary
of State for the Colonies, to be published for general
information.
A. H. PALMER.
CIRCULAR.]
Downing street,
22nd October , 1872.
Stn,-I have the honor to  transmit  to you, for
publication in the Colony  under your  Government,
a copy of a treaty between Her Majesty and the
King of the  Belgians  for  the mutual  surrender of
fugitive criminals ,  as well as a copy of  the Order in
Council of the 15th October, for  carrying  into effect
that treaty.
I have, &c.,
KIMBERLEY.
The Officer A dministering
the Government of Queensland.
EXTRADITION.
Order in Council, dated October 15, 1872, for
carrying into effect a treaty between Her
Majesty and the King of the Belgians, for the
Mutual Surrender of Criminals, signed at Brus-
sels, July 31, 1872.
At the Court at Balmoral, the 15th day of October,
1872.
Present :
The Queen's Most Excellent Majesty in Council.
WHEREAS by an Act of Parliament made and
passed in the session of Parliament holden in
the thirty-third and thirty-fourth years of the
reign of Her present Majesty, intituled  " An Act
for Amendin flee taw relating to the Extradition of
criminals,"  it wai amongst other Lhiri e enactcd,
that where an a, rangeinent has been made iritb
any foreign state -wi ith respect to the surrender to
such  state of any fugitive  criminals , Her Majesty
may, by  Order in Council, direct that the said Act
shall a per in the case of such foreign state ; and
that Her Majesty may, by the same or any subse-
quent order ,  limit the operation of the order ,  and re-
strict the same to fugitive criminals who are in or
suspected of being in the part of Her Majesty's
dominions specified in the order, and render the
operation thereof subject to such conditions, excep-
tions, and qualifications as may be deemed expe-
dient :
And whereas a treaty was concluded on the
thirty-first day of July last between Her Majesty
and the King of the Belgians ,  for the mutual extra-
dition of fugitive criminals, which treaty is in the
terms following
Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland, and His Majesty the
King of the Belgians, having judged it expedient,
with a view to the more complete prevention of
crime within their respective territories, that persons
charged with or convicted of the crimes hereinafter
enumerated, and being fugitives from the justice of
their country, should, ender certain circumstances,
be reciprocally delivered up ; their  said  Majesties
have named as their plenipotentiaries to concude a
treaty for this purpose, that is to say :
Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland, John Savile Lumley,
Esquire, Her Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary to His Majesty the King of the
Belgians ;
And His Majesty the King of the Felgians, the
Count d'Aspremont Lynden, Officer of His Order of
Leopold, Commander of the Order of the Ernestine
Branch of the House of Saxony, Grand Cross of
the Orders of Charles III, of the Med'idie, and of
the Saviour, member of the Senate, His Minister
of Foreign Affairs ;
Who, after having communicated to each other
their respective full powers, found in good and due
form, have agreed upon the following articles :-
ARTICLE I.
It is agreed that Her Britannic Majesty and His.
Majesty the King of the Belgians, shall, on requisi-
tion made in their name by their respective diplo-
matic ar;cnt, deliver up to each other reciprocally,
any persons, except as regards Great Britain; native
born and naturalized subjects of Her Britannic
Majesty, and except  as regards  Belgium, those who
8are by birth or who may have become citizens of
Belgium, who, being accused or convicted as prin-
cipals or accessories before the fact, of any of the
crimes hereinafter specified, committed within the
territories of the requiring party, shall be found
within the territories of the other party :
1. Murder (including assassination ,  parricide,
infanticide ,  and poisoning ),  or attempt to murder.
2. Manslaughter.
3. Counterfeiting  or altering money, or uttering
counterfeit or altered money.
4. Forgery ,  counterfeiting ,  or altering or uttering
what is forged or counterfeited or altered.
5. Embezzlement or larceny.
6. Obtaining money or goods by false pretences.
7. Crimes by bankrupts against bankruptcy law.
8. Fraud by a bailee, banker ,  agent, factor, trus-
tee, or director, or member or public officer of any
company, made criminal by any law for the time
being in force.
9. Rape.
10. Abduction.
11. Child  stealing.
12. Burglary or housebreaking.
13. Arson.
14. Robbery with violence (including intimida-
tion).
15. Threats by letter or otherwise with intent to
extort.
16. Piracy by law of nations.
17. Sinking or destroying a vessel at sea, or
attempting , or conspiring to do so.
18. Assaults on board a ship on the high seas
with intent to destroy life or to do grievous bodily
harm.
19. Revolt or conspiracy to revolt by two or
more persons on board a ship on the high seas
against the authority of the master.
Provided that the surrender  sha ll be made only
when, in the case of a person accused, the com-
mission of the crime shall be so established as that
the laws of the country where the fugitive or per-
son accused  shall be found would justify his appre-
hension and  commitment for  trial if the crime had
been there committed ; and, in the case of a person
alleged to have been convicted, on such evidence as,
according to the laws of the country where he is
found, would prove that he had been convicted.
In no case can the surrender be made unless the
crime shall be punishable according to the laws in
force in both  countries  with regard to extradition.
ARTICLE II.
In the dominions of Her Britannic Majesty,
other than the colonies or foreign possessions of
Her Majesty, the manner of proceeding shall be as
follows :-
I. In the case of a person accused-
The requisition for the surrender shall be made
to Her Britannic Majesty's Principal Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs by the Minister or other
Diplomatic Agent of His Majesty the King of the
Belgians, accompanied by a warrant of arrest or
other equivalent judicial document, issued by a
judge or magistrate duly authorized to take cog-
nizance of the acts charged against the accused in
Belgium, together with duly authenticated deposi-
tions or statements taken on oath before such judge
or magistrate, clearly setting forth the said acts,
and containing a description of the person claimed,
and any particulars which may serve to identify
him. The said Secretary of State shall transmit
such documents to Her Britannic Majesty's Prin-
cipal  Secretary of State for the Home Department,
who shall then, by order under his hand and seal,
signify to some police magistrate in London that
such  requisition  has been made, and require him, if
there be due cause, to issue his warrant for the
apprehension of the fugitive.
On the receipt of such order from the Secretary
of State, and on the production of such evidence as
would, in the opinion of the magistrate, justify the
issue of the warrant if the crime had been com-
mitted in the United Kingdom, be shall issue his
warrant accordingly.
When the fugitive shall have been apprehended.
he shall be brought before the police magistrate:
who issued the warrant, or some other police magis-
trate in London. If the evidence to be then pro-
duced shall be such as to justify, according to the
law of England, the committal  for trial  of the pri-
soner, if the crime of which he is accused had been
committed in England ,  the police magistrate shall
commit him to prison to await the warrant of the
Secretary of State for his surrender  ;  sending imme-
diately to the Secretary of State a certificate of the
committal and a report upon the case.
After the expiration of a period from the com-
mittal of the prisoner ,  which shall never be less than
fifteen days, the Secretary of State shall, by order
under his band and seal, order the fugitive criminal
to be surrendered to such person .  as may be duly
authorized to receive him on the part of the Govern-
ment of His Majest the King of the Belgians.
II. In the case o7a person convicted-
The course of proceeding shall  be the same as in
the case of a person accused, except that the war-
rant to be transmitted  by the  minister or other
diplomatic agent in support of his requisition shall
clearly set forth the crime of which the person
claimed has been convicted, and state the fact,
place, and date of his conviction. The evidence to
be produced before the police magistrate shall be
such as would, according to the law of England,
prove that the prisoner was convicted of the crime
charged.
After the police magistrate shall have committed
the accused or convicted person to prison to await
the order of a Secretary of State for his surrender,
such person shall have the right to apply for a writ
of  habeas corpus;  if he should so apply, his sur-
render must be deferred until after the decision of
the court upon the return to the writ, and even
then can only take place if the decision is adverse
to the applicant. In the latter case the court may
at once order his delivery to the person authorized
to receive him, without the order of a Secretary of
State for his surrender, or commit him to prison to
await such order.
ARTICLE III.
In the dominions of His Majesty the King of the
Belgians, other  than the colonies or foreign pos-
sessions of His said  Majesty ,  the manner of pro-
ceeding shall be as follows
I. In the case  of a person accused-
The requisition for the surrender shall be made
to the Minister for Foreign Affairs of His Majesty
the King of the Belgians by the Minister or other
Diplomatic Agent of Her Britannic Majesty, accom-
panied by a warrant  of arrest issued  by a judge or
magistrate  duly authorized  to take cognizance of
the acts charged against the accused in Great
Britain, together with duly authenticated deposi-
tions or statements  taken on oath before such judge
or magistrate, clearly setting forth the  said acts,
and containing a description of the person  claimed,
and any other particulars which may serve to iden-
tify him.
The Minister for Foreign Affairs shall  transmit
the warrant  of arrest , with the documents thereto
annexed, to the Minister of Justice, who shall for-
ward the same to the proper judicial authority, in
order that the warrant  of arrest  may be put in
course of execution by the Chamber of the Coun-
cil  (Chambr•e du Conseil)  of the Court of First
Instance of the place of residence of the accused,
or of the place where he may be found.
After issue of the order  for arrest , and on exhi-
bition of the warrant of arrest, the foreigner may
be provisionally arrested, and the Juge d'Instruction
is authorized to proceed according to the rules pre-
scribed by the  Code d' Instruc•lion Crirrrinelle.
The foreigner may claim to be provisionally set
at liberty in any case in which a Belgian enjoys
that right, and under the same conditions. The
a )plication shall be submitted to the Chamber of
the Council  (Chambee de Conseil).
The surrender shall not be granted unless on pro-
duction of the order of the Chamber of the Coun-
cil  (C/iambre du Conseil),  of the decree of the
Chamber of Indictments or Investigation  (Chambre
des liises en AIccuscrtion),  or of the act of criminal
procedure  (acts tie procedure crini'nelle),  issued by
the competent judge, formally decreeing, or neces-
sarily involving the sending of the accused before a
9criminal court  (la juridiction rfpressive )  delivered
in original or in an authenticated  copy,  and after
having taken the opinion of the Chamber of In-
dictments or Investigation  (Chambre des Mires en
Accusation)  of the Court of Appeal, within whose
jurisdiction the foreigner shall have been arrested.
The hearing of the case shall be public, unless
the foreigner should demand that it should be with
closed doors.
The public authorities and the foreigner shall be
heard. The latter may obtain the assistance of
counsel.
Within a fortnight from the receipt of the docu-
ments ,  they shall be returned ,  with  a reasoned
opinion to the Minister of Justice, who shall decide,
and may order that the accused be delivered to the
person duly authorised on the part of the Govern-
ment of Her Britannic Majesty.
II. In the case of a person convicted-
The course of proceeding shall be the  same as in
the case of a person accused, except that the con-
viction or sentence of condemnation issued in ori-
ginal or in an authenticated copy, to be transmitted
by the Minister or other Diplomatic Agent in sup-
port of his requisition, shall clearly set forth the
crime of which the person claimed has been con-
victed, and state the fact, place, and date of his
conviction. The evidence to be produced before
the magistrate charged with the investigation of the
case shall be such as would. according to the Bel-
gian laws, prove that the prisoner was convicted of
the crime charged.
ARTICLE IV.
A fugitive criminal may, however, be apprehended
under a warrant issued by any police magistrate,
justice of the peace, or other competent authority
in either country, on such information or complaint,
and such evidence, or after such proceedings as
would, in the opinion of the person issuing the
warrant, justify the issue of a warrant, if the crime
had been committed or the prisoner convicted, in
that part of the dominions of the two contracting
parties in which he exercises jurisdiction : Provided
however that, in the United Kingdom, the accused
shall, in such  case,  be sent as speedily as possible
before a police magistrate in London. He shall be
discharged,  as well in  the United Kingdom as in
Belgium, if within fourteen days a requisition shall
not have been made for his surrender by the Diplo-
matic Agent of his country, in the  manner  directed
by Articles II and III of this Treaty.
The same rule shall apply to the cases of persons
accused or convicted of any of the crimes specified
in this treaty, committed on the high  seas, on
hoard any vessel of either country which may come
into a port of the other.
ARTICLE V.
If the fugitive  criminal  who has been committed
to prison be not surrendered and conveyed away
within two months after such committal (or within
two months after the decision of the Court upon
the return to a writ of  habeas corpus  in the United
Kingdom), he shall be discharged from custody
unless sufficient  cause  be shown to the contrary.
ARTICLE VI.
When  any person shall  have been surrendered
by either of the High Contracting Parties to the
other, such person shall not, until he has been
restored  or had an opportunity of returning to the
country from whence he was surrended, be triable
or tried  for any  offence committed in  the other
country prior to the surrender, other than the
particular offence on  account of  which  he was sur-
rendered.
ARTICLE VII.
No accused or convicted person shall be sur-
rendered, if the offence  in respect  of which his
surrender is demanded shall he deemed by the party
upon  which  it  is made  to be a political offence,  or to
be an act connected with  (connex e a)  such an offence,
or if he prove to the satisfaction of the police
magistrate, or cf the court before which he is
brought on  habeas corpus,  or to the Secretary of
State, that the requisition for his surrender has
is fact been made with  a view  to try or to punish
him for an offence of a political character.
ARTICLE VIII.
Warrants ,  depositions ,  or statements on oath,
issued or taken in the dominions of either of the
two high contracting parties, and copies thereof
and certificates of or judicial documents stating the
fact of conviction, shall be received in evidence in
proceedings in the dominions of the other, if pur-
porting to be signed or certified by a judge , magis-
trate, or officer of the country where they were
issued or taken.
Provided such warrants ,  depositions ,  statements,
copies, certificates ,  and judicial documents are
authenticated by the oath of some witness, or by
being sealed with the official seal of the Minister of
Justice, or some other Minister of State.
ARTICLE IX.
The surrender shall not take place if ,  since the
commission of the acts charged ,  the accusation, or
the conviction, exemption from prosecution or
punishment has been acquired by lapse of time,
according to the laws of the country where the
accused shall have taken refuge.
ARTICLE X.
If the individual claimed by one of the two High
Contracting Parties in pursuance of the present
treaty should be also claimed by one or  several
other powers, on account of other crimes committed
upon their  respective territories ,  his surrender
shall be granted to that state whose demand is
earliest in date ; unless any other arrangement
should be made between the Governments which
have claimed him, either on account of the gravity
of the crimes committed, or for any other reasons.
• ARTICLE XI.
If the  individual claimed should be under prose-
cution, or condemned for a crime or offence com-
mitted in the country where he may have taken
refuge, his surrender may be deferred until he shall
have been set at liberty in due course of law.
In case he should be proceeded against or detained
in such country, on account of obligations con-
tracted towards private individuals, his surrender
shall nevertheless take place, the injured party
retaining his right to prosecute his claims before the
competent authority.
ARTICLE XII.
Every article found in the possession of the
individual claimed at the time of his arrest, shall, if
the competent authority so decide, be seized, in
order to be delivered up with his person at the time
when the surrender shall be made. Such delivery
shall not be limited to the property or articles
obtained by stealing or by fraudulent bankruptcy,
but shall extend to every thing that  may serve as
proof of the  crime.  It shall take place even when
the surrender, after having been ordered, shall be
prevented from taking place by reason of the escape
or death of the individual claimed.
The rights of third parties with regard to  the
said property or articles are nevertheless reserved.
ARTICLE XIII.
Each of the High Contracting Parties shall defray
the expenses occasioned by the arrest within its
territories, the detention, and the conveyance to
its frontier, of the persons whom it may consent to
surrender  in pursuance  of the present treaty.
ARTICLE XIV.
The stipulations of the present treaty shall be
applicable to the colonies and foreign possessions of
the two High Contracting Parties.
The requisition for the surrender of a fugitive
criminal who has taken refuge in a colony or foreign
possession of either party, shall be made to the
Governor or chief authority of such colony or
possession by the chief consular officer of the other
in such colony or possession ; or, it' the fugitive has
escaped from a colony or foreign possession of the
party on whose behalf the requisition is made, by
the Governor or chief authority of such colony or
possession.
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Such requisitions may be disposed of, subject
always, as  nearly as may be, to the provisions
of this treaty, by the respective governors or
chief authorities, who however shall be at liberty
either to grant the surrender, or to refer the matter
to their Government.
Her Britannic Majesty shall, however, be at
liberty to make special  arrangements  in the British
colonies and foreign  possessions  for the surrender
of Belgian criminals who may there take refuge, on
the basis,  as nearly as  may be, of the provisions of
the present treaty.
ARTICLE XV.
The present treaty shall come into operation ten
days after its publication in conformity with the
laws of the respective countries.
Either party may at any time terminate the
treaty on giving to the other six months' notice of
its intention.
ARTICLE XVI.
The present treaty shall be ratified, and the
ratifications  shall be exchanged  at Brussels as soon
as may be within  six weeks  from the date of
signature.
In witness  whereof, the respective plenipoten-
tiaries  have signed the same, and have affixed
thereto the  seals of their arms.
Done at  Brussels, the  thirty-first day of July, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-two.
LL.S.J J. SAVILE LUMLEY.
And whereas the ratifications of the said treaty
were exchanged  at Brussels  on the twenty-nint
day of August last :
Now, therefore, Her Majesty, by and with the
advice of Her Privy Council, and in virtue of the
authority committed to Her by the  said  recited Act,
doth order, and it is hereby ordered, that from and
after the twenty-eighth day of October, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-two, the said
Act shall apply  in the case  of the said treaty with
the King of the  Belgians.
EDMUND HARRISON.
QUZENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . S Honorable GEOinGE Aucusrus
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all  in  the Countv of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave  or
New Ross, in the County of Wexford.
(LS.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Mcuiher
NORHANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colon-,- of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
W HEREAS the Parliament of Queensland
now stands  Prorogued to Tuesday, the
Seventh day of January  instant, and  it is expedient
further to Prorogue the same : Now, therefore, I,
GEORGE  AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of
Normanby,  in pursuance  of the power and authority
in me vested  as Governor of the said Colony, do
hereby further Prorogue the said Parliament to
TUESDAY, the Eighteenth day of February now
next.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this second day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUERN!
QUEENSLAND , 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit . S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the  County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS, by the seventeenth section of anAct passed in the thirty-sixth year of the
rein of Her Sovereign Majesty Queen Victoria,
intituled  " The Electoral Districts Act of  1872,"
it was enacted that with all convenient speed after
the passing of the said Act, the Governor should
appoint and notify b7 Proclamation in the  Gazette,
a day (not being earlier than three months from the
date of such Proclamation) for sending  in claims
for the Electoral District of Burke, before which
day all persons claiming to be placed on the Elec-
toral Roll for that District should make their
claim, as required by  " The Elections Act of  1872,"
and that the first Electoral Roll of the said district
should be made up of and from the names of such
of the said applicants as shall be entitled to have
their names inserted therein : Now, therefore, I,
GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of
Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, by virtue of
such recited Act, and in pursuance of the power
and authority in me thereby vested, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and appoint TUESDAY, the
first day of April, A.D. 1873, to be the day for send-
ng in claims for the Electoral District of Burke.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-two,
and in  the thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
"IT,
Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
susequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
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cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will he
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QI'EFRSLAND, I Proclamation  by The Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Z or-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in  the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in thb Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
T N pursuance of the powers vested in me by
1 " The  Diseases  in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1873.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
to be Acting Chief Clerk in the Department of
Public Works, in the room of Reginald Jennings,
absent on leave.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  2nd January, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
I of the  Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
KARL THEODORE STAIGER,
Analytical Chemist and Custodian, Brisbane
Museum.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
CHARLES GOREY,
to be a Trustee of the Ipswich General Cemetery,
in the room of John Johnston, deceased ; and has
accepted the resignation by
STUART  HAWTHORNE
of his appointment  as Trustee  of the same Cemetery.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the Town Clerk to the Municipal Coun-
cil of Townsville, to be a Bailiff of Crown Lands
under the 117th  clause  of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of 1868."
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 28th December, 1872.
rr'' IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to promote
Mr. JOHN SMITH, Coxswain of the Pilot schooner,
Port Curtis,
to be Pilot for Wide Bay and the southern portion
of Great Sandy Island Straits.
This appointment to be effective from the 1st
September last.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of clause  forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"  I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor  aforesaid , with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands  hereunder
described  shall be open to Selection ,  under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after THURS-
DAY, the sixth day of February, 1873, at the
Warwick Land Office.
Description of the boundaries of the leased half of
the Glengallan Run, in the District of Darl-
ing Downs, which, by  reason  of forfeiture for
non payment of rent,  is  available  for Selection
in pursuance of " The Crown Lands Aliena-
tion Act of  1868."
17,605 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Glen-
gallon Pre-emptive purchase No. 63, and bounded
thence by a line bearing south about half-a-mile to
the watershed separating Freestone Creek from
Swan Creek ; thence by said watershed easterlyy
about seven miles ; then by a line bearing north
passing through a spot two hundred and sixty
chains east from the east corner of portion No. 1A.
parish of Deuchar , crossing  Freestone Creek to the
watershed separating Freestone Creek from Glen-
gallan Creek ; then by said watershed westerly
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about three  and a-half miles  ; then by a line bear-
ing north  eleven degrees  west about two miles to
the south boundary of Selection 185, and by that
boundary  bearing west  five chains to the south-
west corner  ; then by the southern boundaries of
Selections  187,186,190,68A, 68, and 188, bearing south
twenty-four chains fifteen links, west twenty-four
chains fifty  links , south  sixteen  chains eighty links,
west' twenty-six  chains fifty links, north  six chains
eighty  links, west  twenty-eight  chains , south nine
chains twenty links,  west thirty -five chains, north
one chain  thirty- five links , west thirty-seven chains
fifty-eight links,  south seventeen  chains twenty-five
links, west forty chains, north  seven  chains thirty
links ; then - by Glengallan Creek west sixteen
chains ; then by the east boundary of the Gladfield
Town Reserve  south eighty- five chains , the south
boundary bearing west  one hundred and twenty
chains,  and the north boundary bearing north about
thirty-fi ve chains  ; then by Glengallan Creek
west five chains  ; then by the east boundaries of
Glengallan Pre-emptive Purchases Nos. 69 and 60,
bearing south one hundred and thirty-six chains
ten links  ; then by the northern boundaries of
portions  46, 47, 42, 35, 34, 17, 16, 4, 5, 6, 2, 1, and
lA, parish of Deuchar, bearing east forty- six chains
seventy- one links , south  twenty  chains, east twenty
chains , south thirty-three chains seventy-two links,
north eighty-five  degrees east  one hundred and
fifty-two chains, south five degrees east twenty-
four chains fifty links, north fifty-three d grees
east sixty-eight chains, south thirty-seven degrees
east twenty- five chains  fifty  links, north seventy-
five degrees east thirty-seven chains ten links,
north eighty-eight degrees fifteen minutes east
fourteen  chains  twenty links, north seventy-six
degrees thirty  minutes east  seventeen chains eighty-
four links, north one hundred and four degrees
thirty minutes east fifteen chains, north seventy-
seven degrees  forty-five minutes east twelve chains,
north one hundred and seven degrees forty-five
minutes east  twelve  chains,  and north one hundred
and forty- five degrees  east forty-eight chains to
Freestone  Creek ; then by that creek westerly
about three chains; then by the southern boun-
daries of portions Nos, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 0, 7, 13, 14, 15,
16, and 17, parish of Robinson and Glengallan
Pre-emptive Purchases Nos. 64 and 63, bearing
south nineteen degrees thirty minutes west twenty-
four chains sixty links, south seventy-four degrees
west thirty- eight chains  forty-two links, south
sixty- six degrees  west seventy-eight chains, south
eighty-two chains seventy links, and west one
hundred and ninety chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
December, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-two, and in
the thirty-s xth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  3 Honorable GEORGE AUGUsTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Norlnanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave , all in the County of
York,  in the  Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross. in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoEMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEoiuu
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council , do, by this  my Proclamation,
notify  and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described  shall be open to selection ,  under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after WEDNES-
DAY, the  fifteenth day of January ,  1873, at the
Mar-borough Land Office.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name  of Lessee. Area.
Land
Aaent's
District.
A. R- P.
421 W. F. Newmann ... 78 3 21 Mary-
borough
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of December,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-two, and in the thirty.
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd January, 1873.
'[)(WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of „The
1 11  Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
• notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive  weeks  : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved and set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHOOL SITE, COOMERA.
County of Ward, parish of Coomera, town of
Coornera, section 4. -
16 acres 2 roods 20 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by a street
bearing northerly twelve chains and twenty links ;
on the north by a street bearing easterly at right
angles to a street thirteen chains and sixty-three
links ; on the east by part of the west boundary
line of portion 264, bearing southerly parallel with
a street twelve chains and twenty links to a street ;
and on the south by that street bearing westerly
thirteen chains and sixty-three links to the point of
commencement.
CEMETERY  AT LEYBUBN.
County of .Merivale, parish of Leyburn.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about north
sixty degrees east, and distant 1,250 links from the
north- east  corner of section No. 1, town of Leyburn,
and bounded thence on the west by  a line  bearing
north ten chains ; on the north by a line bearing
east ten chains ; on the east by a line bearing south
ten chains ; and on the south by a line bearing
west ten chains to the point of commencement.
CEMETERY AT CLEVELAND.
County of Stanley, parish of Cleveland, town of
Cleveland.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Wellington
and Coburg streets, and bounded thence on the
east by Wellington street bearing northerly ten
chains ; on the north by Russell street bearing
westerly ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing
southerly parallel with Wellington street ten chains
to Coburg street ; and on the south by Coburg
street bearing easterly  ten chains  to the point of
commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES, GOODNA.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna.
27 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of the
Reserve for Gravel Pits, and bounded thence on
the east by part of portion 292 and a line bearing
north eight chains and twenty links; on the north
by part of portion 173  bearing west  twenty-seven
chains and thirty links ; on the south-west by
portion 174 bearing two hundred and twenty
degrees thirty  minutes thirteen  chains and fifty
links; on the west by a line bearing south one
chain and fifty links to the aforesaid reserve ; on
the south- west and  south- east  by that reserve bear-
ing sixty- six degrees  twenty- one minutes  twenty-
four chains and forty-five links, and one hundred
and thirteen degrees thirty minutes fourteen chains
and eighty-seven links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE  FOR PUBLIC  PURPOSES,  GOODNA.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion 293.
81 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-west corner of portion 270, and bounded
thence on the south by portions 270 and 286 bear-
ing east twenty-eight chains and twenty links,
south five chains and five links, and east eighteen
chains and sixteen links ; on the east by part of
portion 294 bearing north twenty-one chains and
forty-eight links to a reserve ; and on the north
and north-west by that reserve bearing two hun-
dred and ninety-three degrees thirty minutes four-
teen chains and eighty-seven links, two hundred
and forty-six degrees twenty-one minutes twenty-
four chains and forty-five links, and two hundred
and twenty degrees twenty minutes sixteen chains
and eighty-four links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1872.
r 1HE following amended description of the
Camping Reserve, county of Derby, Dalby
and Roma Road, is substituted for that published in
the Government Gazette,  of the 12th October,
1872.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING,  DALBY AND ROMA ROAD.
County  of Derby.
102 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of the south side
of a road ten chains wide with the western boun-
dary of  D.R.  32; and bounded thence on the east
by part of  that boundary bearing south  forty-four
chains and seventy-four links ; on the south-west
by a line hearing three hundred and sixteen degrees
to the aforesaid road ; and on the north by that
road bearing ninety-seven degrees to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th  December, 1872.
T  is hereby noti fied for general information,
I that application under the twenty-seventh
section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation, Act of
1868 " (31 Vic., No. 46), has been made for the
closing of  the under -mentioned Roads  ;  and all
perabns who may consider their interests affected
thereby, are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.I App licant
James Josey
Situation. Parish .  I Area.
Road  separating  Portions
Nos. 175 and 176.
Goodna
A. A. P.
4 0  2,61
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th December, 1872.
\ %THEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
11 1  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published  in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive  weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the  expiration  of the period
aforesaid the lands hereunder described will be per-
manently reserved for the purpose of a Landing
Place.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR LANDING PLACE, MOUTH OF HER-
BERT RIVER.
County of Cardwell.
23 acres  3 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of the Herbert
River about 122 chains north-westerly from a post
in Selection 65, at mouth of Enterprise Channel,
and bounded thence on the south-east by that
river downwards ; on the north-east by a mangrove
swamp north-westerly to an estuary ; on the north
by that estuary westerly to  a mangrove swamp ;
and on the south-west by that swamp south-easterly
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th December, 1872.
IT is hereby notified for  general information, that
the lands comprised  in the  accompanying
description, being part of the  area resumed from
the North Toolburra  Run, as  proclaimed in the
Government Gazette  of the 30th November, 1872,
are temporarily reserved from  selection.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
DEscaIPTioN.
Commencing at the north-west corner of pre-
emptive purchase No. 4, and bounded thence partly
on the west by a line bearing north forty-four
chains ; thence west two chains ; thence north
about twenty-two chains to a surveyed line ; thence
on the north by that surveyed line east about 142
chains ; thence by a line south to the north
boundary of pre-emptive purchase No. 16 ; thence
by a line west about thirty-five chains to the east-
ern boundary of portion 68; thence north to the
north-east corner of portion 68 ; thence west about
103 chains to the starting point.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  11th December, 1872.
1
T is hereby  notified for general information, that
the temporary reservation of Portion 287,
County of  Merivale, Parish of Robinson ,  as notified
in the  Government Gazette,  of  the 11th  September,
1869, page  1177 , has been revoked sofaras toallow an
area not exceeding five acres thereof to be excluded
therefrom and offered at auction.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th December, 1872.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOE ROAD PURPOSES , LOGAN ROAD.
County of  Stanley , parish of Yeerongpilly.
640 acres.
Commencing at a point forty chains south, and
thence four  chains east  from the south-west corner
of portion 168, and bounded thence on the north
by a line  bearing east  eighty chains ; on the east
by a line being south eighty chains ; on the south
by a line bearing west eighty chains ; and on the
west by a line bearing north eighty chains to the
point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK, SPRINGFIELD.
4 square m il es.
Commencing at the junction of the Kirknee
Creek with the Bogie River, and bounded thence
on the -west by a north line two hundred chains ;
thence on the north by an east line one hundred
and sixty chains; thence on the east by a south
li ne to the Kirknee Creek, and thence by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
WATER RESERVE, KILKIVAN.
County of Lennox, on Silkivan Run.
3 acres 20 perches.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of selection
`203, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
li-ie bearing two hundred and forty-seven degrees
ltiventy-seven mi utes  ten chains and sixty-two
links ; on the south-west by a line bearing one
hundred and thirty-four degrees forty-two minutes
four chains and twenty-six links ; on the south-cast
by a line bearing twenty-one degrees twenty-seven
minutes ten chains and ninety links ; on the east
by a line north five chains and fifty- nine  links ; on
the north-east by a road one chain wide, being
three hundred and fourteen degrees forty-two
minutes one  chain and forty-one links ; and on the
west by  a line bearing  south about five chains to
the point  of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR POLICE PADDOCK, MURPHY'S CREEK.
County of Cavendish, parish of Murphy.
132 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Murphy's
Creek, at the termination or a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the west by that road,
being nineteen  degrees  fifteen chains and eighty
links, three hundred and forty-seven degrees
fourteen chains and eight links, and three hundred
and forty-nine degrees thirty minutes thirty-one
chains and seventy-one links to another road one
chain wide ; on the north by that road  bearing east
twenty-eight chains and six links ; on' the east by
a line bearing south fifty-five chains and eighty
links to Murphy's Creex ; and on the south by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
CAMPING  RESERVE,  DAWSON RIVER.
25 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Dawson
River, at the junction of Herbert's Creek ; bounded
thence on the north-west and west by said river
downwards about one mile and forty-four chains
in a direct line ; thence on the north by an east
line about four  miles and  sixteen chains ; thence
on the east by a south line five miles ; thence on
the south by a west line to the south bank of the
Dawson River, at the north-west corner of the Rio
Run ; and thence again on the west by the right
bank of said river downwards to the point of coin.
mencement ,-exclusive of all town or other reserves.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PURPOSES, BYNOE RIVER.
Commencing on the Bynoe River, about fifteen
chains below  a tree  marked broad-arrow over BIII,
at a point where a small creek joins that river, and
bounded thence partly on the south by that creek
to its junction with the Bynoe Lagoon ; partly on
the east by that lagoon bearing northerly about
twenty chains to a tree marked broad-arrow over
ND conjoined ; again on the south by a line thence
crossing the lagoon and bearing east one mile forty
chains ; again on the east by a line bearin north
one mile twenty chains ; partly on the north by a
line bearing west about one mile forty chains to a
saltwater creek; again on the east and north by
that creek to its junction with the Bynoe River ;
and on the west by that river upwards to the point
of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
On Crow's Nest Run, County of Cavendish.
Containing about 54 square miles.
Commencing at a point in the dividing line of
Crow's Nest Run, distant about one mile northf
westerly from intersection with Crow's Nest Creek-
and bounded thence on the south-east by a line
bearing forty-five degrees 160 chains ; on the north-
east by a line bearing 315 degrees about 190 chains
to the watershed dividing the waters of Cressbrook
Creek from Emu Creek ; on the north-west by that
watershed south-westerly about 190  chains ; and on
the south-west by the dividing line of Crow's Nest
Run aforesaid south-easterly about 215  chains to
the point  of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR  RAILWAY PURPOSES.
Parishes of Crowds Nest and Marphy, county of
Cavendish.
Commencing on Perseverance Creek, at a point
bearing east from the north boundary of portion
No. 741, and bounded thence on the east by that
creek upwards to its source ; thence on the south
by a line bearing west about five and a-half miles
to the summit of the Main Range ; on the west by
the summit of that range northerly to a point
bearing west from the north boundary of portion
No. 741 aforesaid ; and on the north by a line
bearing east about six miles to the point of corn-
mencement ,-exclusive of all alienated and sur-
veyed lands.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Helidon Run, county of Churchill.
Commencing on Flagstone Creek, about four and
a-half miles from its junction with Lockyer's Creek,
at a tree blazed and marked F.5., and bounded
thence on the north-east by a line bearing one
hundred and thirty-five degrees forty chains ; on
the south-east by a line bearing two hundred and
twenty-five degrees four  miles ; on  the south by a
line bearing west about five miles to the summit of
the Main Range, and by the Summit of that range
westerly to the head of Flagstone Creek aforesaid ;
and on the north by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of all alienated
or surveyed lands.
Department of Public. Lands,
Brisbane, 5th December, 1872.
d j HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  " The
11  Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall. be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described shall  be
permanently reserved and set apart for the purposes
named with respect o each.
.J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RECREATION RESERVE, R•OMA.
County rf Waldegrave, parish, of  Roma , portion  81A.
50 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
south-cast  corner of portion No. 82, and bounded
thence  on the west  by the east boundary of that,
portion bearing north 2,537 links ; on the north by
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a line bearing east fifteen chains ; thence by a line
bearing 127 degrees 34  minutes 1,533 links to a
road 150 links wide; on the south-east by that
road bearing 225 degrees 2,266 links to the first-
mentioned road ; and on the south by that road
bearing west  1,096 links to the point of  commence-
ment.
WATER RESERVE, BANANA.
County of Ferguson, parish of Banana, town of
Banana.
25 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection  of Bowen street
and Gregory street, and bounded thence on the
west  by Bowen street bearing north  ten chains ; on
the north by Scott street bearing east twenty-five
chains  any seventy  links; on the east by a
street bearing south ten  chains ; and  on the south
by Gregory street bearing  west  twenty-five chains
.and seventy links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1872.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TIMBER AND QUARRY RESERVE.
County of Cavendish, parish of TV-ivenhoe.
160 acres.
Commencing on the south-west side of the sur-
veyed road from Wivenhoe to Cressbrook, about
121 chains from the crossing of Logan's Creek, at a
point bearing 322 degrees distant twenty-two links
from an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over R,
and bounded thence on the east by a line bearing
north  3,500  links; on the north by a line bearing
west 4,000 links ; on the west by a line bearing
south 4,000 links ; and on the south by a line
bearing east 4,000 links ; and again on the east by
a line bearing north 500 links to the point of com-
mencement.
WATER RESERVE.
County of Cavendish, parish or Wivenhoe.
40 acres.
Commencing  on the south-west side of the sur-
veyed road from Wivenhoe to Cressbrook, about
275 chains from  the crossing of Logan's Creek, at a
point bearing 195 degrees 30 minutes distant thirty-
four links from an ironbark-tree marked broad-
arrow over R, and bounded thence on the west by a
line bearing south 2,000 links; on the south by a
line bearing east  2,000 links ; on the east by a line
bearing north 2,000 links; and on the north by a
line bearing  west 2,000 links to the point of com-
mencement.
QUARRY RESERVE.
County of Cavendish, parish of Esk.
40 acres.
Commencing on the south-east side of the sur-
veyed road from Gatton to Cressbrook, at the point
where the said road intersects the north-west
boundary of selection No. 28, and bounded thence
on the south-east by part of the north-west boun-
dary of the aforesaid selection, being a line bearing
70 degrees 13 minutes 193 links, and a line bearing
41 degrees 5 minutes 1,566 links, and a line  bearing
86 degrees  23 minutes 791 links ; on the east by a
line bearing north 1,558 links ; on the north by a
line  bearing west 2,000 links ; and on the west by a
line bearing south 2,855 links to the point of com-
mencement.
QUARRY  RESERVE, NEAR  MOUNT MULG00AI.
County of Cavendish, parish of Buaraba.
40 acres.
Commencing on the south-east side of the sur-
veyed road from Gatton to Cressbrook, at a point
bearing 92 degrees 15 minutes 32 links from a
bloodwood-tree marked broad- arrow  over R, and
bounded thence on the nenth  by q line bearing
west 1,500 links ; on the west by a line 'bearing
south 2,000 links ; on the south by a line bearing
east 2,000 links ; on the east by a line bearing
north 2,030 links to a point on the south -east side
of the aforesaid road ; and again on the north by
that road bearing 266 degrees 30 minutes 500 links
to the point of commencement.
WATER  RESERVE.
County of Cavendish, parish of Clarendon.
40 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Spring Creek,
at a point distant about 14 chains below the cross-
ing of the surveyed road from Gatton to Cress-
brook, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing south 1,500 links ; on the south by a line
bearing west 2,000 links ; on the west by a line
bearing north 2,000 links, crossing Spring Creek ;
and on the north by a line bearing east 2,000 links;
and lastly  again on  the east by a line bearing south
500 links,  re-crossing  Spring Creek, to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  QUARRY.
County of Cavendish, parish of Buaraba.
40 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Yellow Gully
(a branch of Buaraba Creek) at a point distant
eight chains below the crossing of the surveyed
road from Gatton to Cressbrook, and bounded
thence on the east by a line crossing Yellow Gully
bearing south 3,000 links ; on the south by a line
bearing west 1,333 links ; on the west by a line
bearing north 3,000 links, re-crossing Yellow
Gully ; and on the north by a line bearing east
.1,333 links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
OFFICE FOR THE RECEIPT OF APPLICA-
TIONS FOR MINERAL LANDS, UNDER
" THE MINERAL LANDS ACT OF 1872."
T1 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that on and after THURSDAY, the 2nd
January, 1873, the Land Agent at Cardwell will
be authorised to receive Applications for Mineral
lands within his district.
J. MALBON  THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, bold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation  of or otherwise dealing with  Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th  November, 1872.
IN pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for a Police Paddock:
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
POLICE PADDOCK, ROMA.
Maranon District, county of Waldegrave, parish
of Roma.
About 700 acres.
Commencing on the east bank of Bungil Creek,
opposite the south-east corner of allotment No.
22 (old Police Paddock), and bounded thence on
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the south by a road forming the northern bounda-
ries  of portions Nos. 75 and 76 south-easterly ;
on the south-east by a road along the western
boundary of selection No. 59 bearing north-easterly
about eighty-five chains ; on the north-east by a
line north-westerly to Bungil Creek, opposite the
north-east corner of portion No. 7, containing
thirty-three acres ; and on the west by Bungil
Creek southerly to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th October, 1872.
TN pursuance of the 24th section of  " The Crown,
1 rands Alienation Act of  1868," it is hereby
notified for general information that the lands here-
under described have been temporarily reserved for-
the purposes named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1872.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved  from sale for any public
purpose, notice  thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be reserved for a School site.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Moggill.
15 acres.
(Part of forfeited selection No. 1191, Brisbane
District.)
Commencing on the south boundary of portion No.
228, parish of Moggill (forfeited selection No. 1191),
at its intersection by the east side of a reserved road
about nine chains east from the south-west corner
of said portion ; and bounded thence on the west
by that road bearing north ten degrees east about
ten chains sixteen links ; on the north by a line
east 1,412 links ; on the east by a line bearing south
ten chains ; and on the south by a line bearing
west 1,588 links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1872.
OFFICES FOR THE RECEIPT OF APPLICA-
TIONS FOR MINERAL LANDS UNDER
"THE MINERAL LANDS ACT OF 1872."
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the existing arrangements with respect
to the receipt of applications for Mineral Lands
shall continue until the end of the present year ;
and that on and after THURSDAY, 2nd January,
1873, the following arrangements shall take effect:-
The Land Agents at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Dalby,
Maryborough, Gympie, Gladstone, Rockhampton,
Mackay, St. 'Lawrence, Bowen, Townsville, Nor-
manton, Clermont, and Bundaberg (the latter for
the portion of the district not included in the Police
District of Tenningering) will be authorised to
receive applications for Mineral Lands within their
respective districts.
The Police Magistrates at Gayndah and Tennin-
gering will also receive applications for Mineral
Lands within their respective districts.
Applications for Mineral Lands within the follow-
ing Unsettled Pastoral Districts will be received by
the Officers hereunder mentioned :-
Leichhardt District-Land Agent, Rockhampton.
North Kennedy District-Land Agent, Towns-
ville.
South Kennedy District-Land A gent, Bowen.
Warrego District-Commissioner of Crown Lands
Charleville.
Mitchell District-Commissioner of Crown Lands
Tambo.
Burke District-Land Agent, Normanton.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR ROAD PURPOSES-WIVENHOE AND
BRISBANE ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Kholo.
7 acres.
Commencing at a point on the west boundary
line of portion 55, three chains and fifty-three links
north from the south-west corner, and bounded
thence on the south-east by lines bearing seventy-
seven degrees sixty-six links, eighteen degrees thirty
minutes six chains and seventy links, fifteen degrees
four chains and thirty links, seventy-one degrees
thirty minutes three chains and fifty links, and
seventy degrees two chains and ten links; on the
north-east by lines bearing two hundred and
seventy-nine degrees five chains and thirty links,
three hundred and forty-three degrees four chains
and forty links, and three hundred and forty-two
degrees six chains and seventy links ; on the north
by a line bearing two hundred and fifty-eight
degrees one chain and fifty links ; and on the west
by lines bearing one hundred and sixty-two degrees
two chains and ninety-seven links, and south twenty
chains and seventy-six links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR THE USE OF THE BOARD OF
WATERWORKS.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane, town
of Brisbane, allotment 6 of section 23.
2 roods 28 perches.
Commencing at the west corner of the section,.
and bounded thence on the north-west by Turbot
street north-easterly three chains; on the north-
east by a line south-easterly, at right angles to
Turbot street, two chains and twenty-five links ;,
on the south-east by a line south-westerly, parallel
with Turbot street, three chains to Albert street ;,
and on the south-west by that street north-westerly
two chains and twenty-five links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th October, 1872.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "Tlie
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is,
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE, ONE-MILE, GYMPIE
ROAD.
County of March, parish of Tinana, positions  12
and  13  of'section  131.
36 acres 3 roods 22 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south corner of portion 11, and bounded thence on
the north-west by part thereof bearing thirty-eight
degrees thirty-four minutes twenty-two chains and
twenty-three links ; on the north-east by portion
14 bearing one hundred and twenty-eight degrees
thirty-four minutes twenty chains and forty-five
links to the Brisbane Road one chain and fifty
links wide ; on the south-east by that road bearing
two hundred and eighteen degrees thirty-four
minutes fourteen chains and fourteen links to the
road first aforesaid ; and on the south-west by that
road bearing two hundred and eighty-six degrees
five minutes twenty-one chains and ninety-two
I links to the point of commencement.
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RESERVE FOR CEMETERY, CAWARRAL.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cawarral, por-
tion  18.
5 acres.
Commencing at a point being about two hundred
and seventy-five d grees and distant about thirty
chains from the north-west corner of Mineral Selec-
tion 177, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing north five chains ; on the north by a line
bearing west ten chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south five chains ; on the south by a line
bearing east ten chains to the point of  commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th October, 1872.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
"The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereinafter described
will be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
by part of portion 397 bearing west five chains to a
road one chain wide ; on the west by that road
bearing north eight Chains and seventy-six links to
the road first aforesaid ; and on the north-west by
that road bearing sixty-six degrees five chains and
fifty links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A PRIMARY SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Mackenzie.
8 acres 3 roods 15 perches.
Commencing in the angle formed by two roads,
one of one chain wide, and one of one chain and
fifty links wide, and bounded thence on the south
by the first-mentioned road bearing 271 degrees
fifteen minutes nineteen chains and forty-five links ;
on the west by a line bearing north one degree
fifteen minutes east five chains ; on the north by a
line bearing ninety-one degrees fifteen minutes
fifteen chains and ninety-four links to the road last
aforesaid ; and on the north-east by that road bear-
ing 145 degrees forty-nine minutes six chains and
four links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER SUPPLY, TOWNSVILLE.
County of Elphinstone, Parish of Coonambelah.
45 acres.
CEMETERY , HARRISVILLE:
County of Churchill, parish of Flinders, part of
portion  142A.
20 acres.
Commencing at the crossing of two roads each
one chain wide at the south-west corner of portion
142A, and bounded thence on the west by one of
said roads bearing north ten chains ; on the north
by a line bearing east twenty chains ; on the east
by part of portion 144 bearing south ten chains to
the other aforesaid road ; and on the south by that
road bearing west twenty chains to the point of
commencement.
CEMETERY, GOONDIWINDI.
County of Marsh.
8 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Goondi-
windi Town Reserve, and bounded thence on the
north by part of the north boundary line thereof
bearing west eight chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south ten chains ; on the south by a line
bearing east  eight chains ; and on the east by part
of the east boundary line of aforesaid reserve
bearing north ten chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  POST AND  TELEGRAPH OFFICES,
STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanth.oipe, town of
Stanthorpe,  allotment  8 of section 7.
1 acre.
Commencing on the west side of Marsh  street at
the north-east corner of allotment 7, and bounded
thence on the east by that street northerly three
chains ; on the north by south boundary line of
allotment 9  westerly at right angles to Marsh
street three chains and thirty-four links ; on the
west by parts of the east boundary lines of allot-
ments 10 and 5 southerly parallel with Marsh
street three chains ; and on the south by the
north boundary lines of allotments 6 and 7 easterly
at right angles to Marsh street three chains and
thirty-four links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A PRIMARY SCHOOL, BUNDAMBA
CREEK,  BRISBANE  AND IPSWICH ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich, portion  400.
4 acres 3 roods 35 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain and fifty links
wide at the north-west corner of portion 399, and
bounded thence on the east by that portion bearing
south eleven chains and twelve links ; on the south
Commencing on the left bank of a tributary to
Ross Creek at the termination of a road on e chain
wide, and bounded thence on part of the west by
that road bearing north  one chain  and forty-one
links to another road two chains wide ; on the
north-west by that road bearing fifty-three  degrees
thirty minutes ten chains ; on part of the east by a
line bearing south six chains and sixty links ; on the
north-east by a line bearing 108 degrees twenty-
nine chains ; on the remainder of the east by a line
bearing south eleven chains ; on the south by a line
bearing west fifteen chains to Ross Creek ; and on
the south-west by that creek upwards to the tri-
butary creek aforesaid, and by that creek upwards
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th October, 1872.
THEREAS , by the twenty -fifth section of
V  Y  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any pub lic
purpose, notice the re of shall  be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereinafter described
will be permaDently reserved and set apart for a
site for a National School, in lieu of the land
previously reserved for that purpose by Notice
in the  Government Gazette, of  the 16th September,
1871.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
County of Aubigny, parisla of Drayton,,  town of
Toowoomba, allotments 14, 15,  16,  17, and  18,  of
section 56.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the north by
Arthur street westerly five chains ; on the west by
the east boundary line of allotments 19 and 23 at
right angles to Arthur street five chains southerly ;
on the south by the north boundary line of allot-
ment 13 parallel with Arthur street five chains
easterly to Mary street ; and on the east by Mary
street five chains northerly to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th October, 1872.
IVHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public,
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
is
Notice is hereby given that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid the lands hereinafter described
will be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
CEMETERY, INGLEWOOD.
County of Clive, parish of Inglewood.
8 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing east and distant
eighty-six chains from the south-west corner of
Inglewood Town Reserve, and bounded thence on
the south by a line bearing east ten chains ; on the
east by a line bearing north eight chains ; on the
north by a line bearing west ten chains ; and on the
west  by a line bearing south eight chains to the
point of commencement.
PRIMARY SCHOOL SITE, BOWEN.
County of Herbert, parish of Piing, section 28,
Town of Bowen.
5 acres 1 rood 8 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Gregory and
Kennedy streets, and bounded thence on the north-
west by Kennedy street, at right angles with
Gregory street, ten chains north-easterly to Herbert
street ; on the north-east by Herbert street, parallel
with Gregory street, five chains and thirty links
south-easterly to Poole street ; on the south-east by
Poole street, at right angles to Gregory street, ten
chains south-westerly to that street ; and on the
southwest by five chains and thirty links of
Gregory street north-westerly to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd August, 1872.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
I the Commissioners of Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in September, 1872, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At -the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in October, 1872, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the  Land Office,  Gayndah, the second
Tuesday  in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in August, 1872, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in October, 1872, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in September, 1872, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF BIIRKE.
At the Land Office, Norman River Settle-
ment, on the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in September, 1872, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alterpate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in September, 1872, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in October. 1872, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont,  on the last
Thursday in August, 1872, and thereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office,  Springsure , on the fourth
Monday in August, 1872, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
THE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
shewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
I. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd November, 1871.
UNAUTHORISED OCCUPATION OF
CROWN LANDS.
PUBLIC NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, that persons erectingbuildings or her improvem nts on Crown
Lands, without authority ,  will not be entitled to
any protection in the event of the land being sold
at auction or selected by lease ; and that in the case
of persons occupying town or suburban lands,
whether surveyed or not, unless specially authorised
by this Department ,  under the  hand of  the Minister,
the only right conceded to them will be that of
removing their improvements within two months
from date of sale, if they de not become the
purchasers of the land.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
PERSON S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance  and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
F
OR the convenience of persons desirous to have
lands, whether surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward for sale by auction, it is hereby notified
for general information, that instructions have been
issued to the Land Agents to open in their respec-
tive offices, a cook, in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration f the Minister
for Lands, when, if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in the next proclamation of sale.
.J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
1' TITH  the view  of facilitating the transaction of
business  at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible  assistance  is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for land or seeking
information on matters connected with the working
of the Land Acts-even to the extent of filling up
forms of application and transfers, &c., for illiterate
persons, if there is time at the officer's disposal;
and that any Land Agent, or other officer, receiving
and appropriating fees for clerical assistance to his
own use, on the matter being reported, will be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however. of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner , and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer,  a tracing  or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary  for Public Lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS SEEKING SUITABLE SELEC-
TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS.IMMIGRANTS or others who do not possess
sufficient local knowledge to enable them to
• select land in suitable situations without visiting
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that arrangements will be made, if induce-
men tS offers , to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
may be indicated, to assist them in their search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
All persons requiring  assistance  of this nature
are requested to advise this Department, in writing,
as to the locality they wish to settle in, and also
forward a fee of ten shillings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor, when, if a sufficient number
of persons are found to join, the Government will
immediately  undertake to organize  one or more
parties.
In the event  of there being no party despatched,
the fee  of ten  shillings will  be returned , on applica.
tion, to the person paying same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands  Office,
B ri sbane, 21st  July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions  of the 41st section of "  The Pastoral
Leases Aet  of  1869" for renewed le a., for ;our-
teen years  of the runs in tbeunsettled aislrid s, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be  obtained at his office. Those Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the  e,.isting
leases , as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE BARRACKS, ROCKHAMPTON.
F
RESH Tenders will be received at this Office
and at the Police Magistrate's Office, Rock-
hampton, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
31st instant, from persons willing to contract for
erection of Police Barracks at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Barracks, Rockhampton,"
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the
sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender, as,
security for the due performance of the contract,
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event, that he will execute and
deliver, at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor,
in Brisbane, within fourteen clays from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance, otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
V'M. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Buildings Branch,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1872.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO PORT OFFICE, BRISBANE.
T
will be received at this Office, until
j Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 17th
January, 1873, from persons. willing to contract
for erection of Additions to Port Office, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Additions,
Port Office, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the. time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at  the foot of  every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for
the due performance of the contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
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Department of Public Works,
Buildings Branch,
Brisbane, 6th December, 1872.
COURT HOUSE, MACKAY.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Police Magistrate's Office, Mackay,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th
January, 1873, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Court House at Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Court
House, Mackay."
Plan, Specification, and Form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Police Office, Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification off accept-
ance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 3rd January, 1873.
TENDERS ACCEPTED.
THE  following Tenders have been acceptedunder this Department, viz.:-
Lunatic Reception House, Rockhampton-
J. Ferguson.
Additions to the Police Quarters, Toowoomba
-John Garget.
Bridge over Kelly's Creek, Oxley Farms Road
-G. Bashford.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1872.
yTOTICE is hereby given, that on and after the
L' 1st January, 1873, all articles included in
the exceptional class of the Goods Classification,
Southern and Western Railway (save Black Sand
or Tin Ore),  as well as
Firewood
Hay and Straw, loose
Drain Pipes and Tiles
Lime and Limestone
Salt, Rock
Slates,
shall be loaded and unloaded by the owners.
Should the Railway Department be required to do
the work, the charges will be as follows, viz.:-
For loading ... 2s. 6d. per ton
For unloading 2s. 6d.
Also that HIDES and SKINS, in bales, bundles,
or tied up singly, will be charged for under the
head of Special Class.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 13th December, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, under the 14th
section of  - An Act to make provision for the
Construction by the Government of Railways, and
for the Regulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Map and Book of
Reference of the proposed new line from Ipswich
to Brisbane-from 2 miles 30 chains (near Ban-
damba Creek) to 7 miles 60 chains (near Redbank).
The map or plan, and book of reference, can be
seen at this Office, and all parties interested in
the lands to be affected by the said intended Rail-
way are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in writing, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objection which may exist to
the adoption of the said line of Railway, or any
part thereof, or of any works proposed in con
nection therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 24th December, 1872.
TO STOREKEEPERS, IRONMONGERS,
AND OTHERS.
STORES, Exc., REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF
THE NORTHERN RAILWAY, ROCKHAMP.
TON.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office
J' until  Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
24th January next, from persons willing to contract
for the supply of the whole or any of the under-
mentioned  Stores, &c., in  such  quantities as may
be required during the year 1873, upon the condi-
tions hereafter specified, to be delivered at the
Railway Stores, Rockhampton.
Printed forms of Tender, with lists and further
particulars  specified, may be obtained at this Office,
or at the Railway Office, Rockhampton ; and at the
foot of every Tender there  must be a memorandum
signed by the party tendering, and two  responsible
persons as sureties ,  agreeing  to be answerable for
the due performance of the contract, in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event, that they will severally  execute and
deliver, at the office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within  seven days  from the usual  noti fica-
tion of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty in the
penal sum of £100, for securing such performance,
otherwise the Tender will not be taken  into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
The Stores to be of the very best description f
their several kinds.
The probable quantities of each article required
are given for the guidance of persons concerned,
but it must be understood that they are only
approximate, and the contractors must supply more
or less of each article, as required.
This notice does not apply to stores  and material
of every description required for the construction
of new works.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF ARTICLES AND PROBABLE QUANTITIES
REQUIRED  TO BE TENDERED FOR. •
Adzes, handled, per doz. (1 dozen)
Augurs, Matheson's screw, inch to 2 inches, per
doz. (12 dozen)
Axes, American, per dozen (1 dozen)
Alum, per lb. (12 lbs.)
American cloth, best (50 yards)
Bolts, flush, for doors (28 lbs.)
Borax  (3 lbs.)
Brass,  - inch (1 sheet)
Brooms, hair (2 dozen)
„ bass (2 dozen)
Brushes, scrubbing (2 dozen)
Buckets, galvanized iron (6)
Canvas, best brands, No. 4 (500 yards)
Chalk (50 lbs.)
Chisels, carpenters' large panel (1 dozen)
21
Copper, sheets, -h inch (1 sheet)
Chamois leathers (1 dozen)
Dusters, flannel, per yard (1 dozen)
„ linen, „ (1 dozen)
Emery, ground, per lb. (30 lbs.)
Files, assorted, as per Sheffield list (4 dozen)
Felt roofieg, Scroggin's (100 yards)
Glasses, kerosine lamp (1 dozen)
Hammers, hand, handled (1 dozen)
Handles, American axe, per dozen (2 dozen)
„
„
beaters (5 dozen)
adzes (2 dozen)
hammer (3 dozen)
sledge-hammer, 3 feet ' 3 inches long (2
dozen)
Iron, round and square, best Best Staffordshire (80
cwt.)
angle, best Best Staffordshire (40 cwt.)
flat, „ (40
plate, „ (5 )
sheet, Nos. 10 to 20, wire gauge (40 cwt.)
„ BBH, crown over (40 cwt.)
Leather, best belting (150 feet)
Lead, per cwt. 420 cwt.)
Nails,  wire, assorted sizes
01 clouts,
1, wrought ironassorted sizes
Oil, rape (20 gallons)
linseed, boiled and raw (50 gallons)
kerosine, approved brands (20 gallons)
„ neat's foot (50 gallons)
„ sweet (100 gallons)
Paint, white lead (5 cwt.)
Potash, American (28 lbs.)
Rope, best Europe 2 (1 cwt.)
„ Manilla s
Rivets and washers, copper, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Steel, blister, best brands, per cwt. (28 lbs.)
round, square, hexagon, best brands, per cwt.
(3 cwt.)
„ spring, best brands, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
cast 1P 1P (5 cwt.)
Saws, hand (6)
Screws, all sizes, as per printed list (20 gross)
Screw-drivers (1 dozen)
Shovels, No. 4, round nose, T handles (4 dozen)
Soap, soft (1 cwt.)
Sponges, common (2 dozen)
Tacks, tin, per lb.
cut, „ (6 lbs.)
„ iron, „
Tallow, best, for lubricating (5 cwt.)
Tarpaulins, 25 x 172 feet (12)
Tar, coal, per hhd. (500 gallons)
Stockholm, per gallon (50 gallons)
brushes (1 dozen)
Twine, tarred (28 lbs.)
11 packing (10 lbs.)
Waste, white cotton (8 cwt.)
Wire, copper I
brass (20 lbs.)
steel
Zinc, sheet (1 cwt.)
Timber, pine, per 100 feet superficial
hardwood
cedar, per foot
cudgeree, per 100 feet superficial
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 28th December, 1872.
. BORDER CUSTOMS DUTIES.
REFUNDMENT OF DUTIES PAID ON SPIRITS AND
TOBACCO TAKEN FROM BONDED WAREHOUSE
LAND.FOR EXPORTATION  OVERLAND.
HE following Regulations respecting the Re-
fundment of Duties paid upon Spirits or
Tobacco transmitted from Bond in Brisbane or
Ipswich into New South Wales, for consumption
there, having been approved by His Excellency the
Governor in Council, are published for general
information :-
1st. The person paying duty upon such spirits
and tobacco, intended for transmission overland to
New South Wales, shall, at the time of making
such payment, notify to the Customs Authorities his
intention to apply for a refundment of duty upon
the goods reaching that colony.
(3 cwt.)
2nd. The proper Customs Officer shall thereupon'
examine the said goods, regauge and ascertain
strength thereof by tykes' Hydrometer, or reweigh,
as the case may be, and take down the numbers
and marks of the packages, and shall embody this
and other necessary information in a despatch note.
A copy of this despatch note shall be given to the
person in charge of the goods for presentation to
the New South Wales Border Officer, and the
original shall be filed in the Custom House.
3rd. If within three months from the date of its
issue , the despatch note which accompanied the
goods shall be returned to the Collector of Customs
with an endorsement thereon by a New South
Wales Border Officer, certifying that be identifies
the goods mentioned therein, and that they have
been imported into the Colony of New South Wales
in exactly the same condition as to marks, quantity,
strength, or weight, as specified in despatch note,
and that duty has been paid thereon to that
Government, the amount of the duty originally
paid to the Customs Authorities at Brisbane or
Ipswich shall be thereupon refunded.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 16th December, 1872.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to
direct that a Branch of the Government Savings
Bank be opened at Milchester, Charters' Towers,
under the charge of Mr. H. GREENSIDE, Acting
Clerk of Petty Sessions at that place.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
NOTICE TO DEPOSITORS IN THE GOVERN-
MENT SAVINGS BANK.
j T is hereby notified that applications for the
L Withdrawal of Deposits cannot be received
between the 1st and 7th January inclusive, during
which time the Head Office will be closed for the
purpose of preparing the Annual Savings Bank
Accounts.
Deposits will, however, be received as usual dur.
ing the above time.
Attention is also called to the regulation that
Pass-books must be sent to the Treasury on or
before the 31st January, in order that interest may
be entered, &c.
W. L.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  16th December, 1872.
G. DREW.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 7th November, 1872.
NOTICE TO SAVINGS BANK DEPOSITORS.
REFERRING to recent Notice from this Officecalling the attention f Depositors to the
Amended Savings Bank Act of last session, by
which it is provided that the interest to be allowed
Depositors in the Government Savings Bank, from
and after the 1st January, 1873, upon deposits
exceeding the sum of 0100, shall be reduced to
4 per cent. per annum, and that no interest shall
be allowed on deposits exceeding £200: The atten-
tion of Savings Bank Depositors is now invited to
Treasury advertisement of this date calling for
Tenders for Queensland Government Debentures ;
and such Depositors as may, in consequence of the
alteration in the rate of interest, wish to withdraw
their deposits, and to invest the same in Govern-
ment securities, are hereby informed that Notices
of Withdrawal, on the prescribed Savings Bank
Form, will be received as cash in payment for
Debentures purchased from the Government, and
that moneys so withdrawn will carry interest to
the 31st December next inclusive.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
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NOTICE TO SAVINGS BANK DEPOSITORS.
EPOSITORS in the Government Savings
Bank are required to take notice that from
and after the 1st January, 1873, the interest pay-
able to parties then being Depositors, or thereafter
making deposits, in the Government Savings Bank,
will, in accordance with the Act 36 Victoria, No. 6,
assented to on the 2nd August, 1872, be as fol-
lows, viz.:-
On deposits not exceeding £100, at the rate of
FivE POUNDS per cent. per annum.
On deposits exceeding £100, but not exceeding
£200, at the rate of FIVE PouNDS per cent. per
annum on £100, part thereof ; and at the rate of
FOUR P OUNDS per cent. per annum on the remainder.
On deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
13th September, 1872.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 12th August, 1872.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANKS.
B
RANCHES  of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Bowen (Port Denison), Bris-
bane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Cardwell, Charle-
ville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine, Cunnamulla,
Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah,
George Town, Gilbert Gold Fields, Gilberton, Gladstone,
Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie Creek, Ipswich, Jimna,
Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marlborough, Maryborough,
Mount Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Norman-
ton, Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), Springsure, Stanthorpe, St. George, St.
Lawrence, Surat, Tainbo, Taroom, Toowoomba, Towns-
ville, Warwick, and Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, in the Government Savings Bank ;
provided the total amount standing in such depositor's
name does not exceed five hundred pounds (£500)
exclusive of interest.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at any
of the above Branches during ordinary office hours,
and on Saturday evenings.
Interest at tlse rate of S per cen!. per annum is allowed
to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at any
of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th Novenber, 1872.
PETITION UNDER " THE MUNICIPAL INSTI-
TUTIONS ACT OF 1864."
IJIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, in pursuance of
the Act of Council 28 Victoria, No. 21, has directed
the publication of the substance and prayer of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency as hereinafter
set forth, signed by one hundred and thirteen
householders resident in the township of Stanthorpe,
praying for the erection of their locality into a
municipality.
A. H. PALMER.
Petitioners state-" That immediately adjoining
the township of Stanthorpe, and situate between
two parts thereof, is a township, known by the
name of Stannum, which last-mentioned township
is situated on purchased land, and that the two town-
ships of Stanthorpe and Stannum form in reality
one town, containing not less than one thousand
inhabitants;" and the Petitioners are desirous of
the same being established a Municipal District
to be called " the Municipality of Stanthorpe," and
that the limits and boundaries thereof may be
defined according to the following description:-
Commencing on the right bank of Kettle Swamp
Creek at the north-east corner of mineral selection
number 428, and be bounded thence by the north
boundary of that selection bearing west about
seventy-eight chains and fifty links to the Maryland
road ; thence on the north-west by that road bearing
south-westerly about twenty chains ; thence by a
line bearing weet to the north-east corner of mineral
selection number 317. and by the north boundary
of that selection about 112 chains ; thence by the
west boundary of that selection bearing south
about ten chains to mineral selection number 345 ;
thence by the north boundary of that. selection
bearing west ten chains ; thence by its west
boundary bearing south four chains ninety links to
mineral selection number 346; thence by the north
boundary of that selection bearing west ten
chains ; thence by its west boundary bearing south
three chains to mineral selection number  368;
thence by the north boundary of that selection
bearing west ten chains ; thence by a line bearing
south forty degrees west about eighty chains to the
north-west corner of mineral selection number
368, 4; thence by the west boundary of that selec-
tion and mineral selection number 330A bearing
south about forty-one chains eighty links to the
" Broadwater ; " thence by that creek downwards
easterly and south-easterly to its junction with
Quart Pot Creek into the Severn River ; thence by
that river downwards south-easterly to the south-
west corner of mineral selection number 316 ;
thence by the south boundary of that selection and
its prolongation easterly about 180 chains ; thence
by a line bearing north to the south-east corner of
mineral selection number 284; thence by the east
boundary of that selection and mineral selection
number 285, and its prolongation northerly about
137 chains to Kettle Swamp Creek ; and thence by
that creek upwards in a northerly direction to the
point of commencement.
William H. Groom, M.L.A.
J. F. G. Foxton
David Murray
Jno. Conquest
M. Connell
Geo. Wilson
Hy. Browne
J. McInnes
A. Isaacs
John Walter
B. Tyson
R. Dawson
Alfred Green
W. Curtis
A. Simpson
J. T. Smith
11. Wood
Geo. Barton
William Philipps
T. Lawson
Andw. Weston
F. Smith
Geo. Autill
Chas. P. Waters
Henry P. Gray
A. V . Halloran
G. Ware
C. C. Williams
Hy. George
Robt. Austin
T. F. Merry
J. Davidson
W. Hawe
E. W. Hollinworth
St. G. Ralph Gore
John Sheahan,per J. C.
D. W. Julyd
Robert Wilson
C. W. Pitts
J. Horwitz and Co.
Edward Marlay, J.P.
David Evanslee
Samuel Levy, per Davis
Harris
Saml. Cochrane
Wm. C. Grant
M. It. C. Spriggs
Daniel Grigg
R. Cy. Cowper
John E. Elliott
W. Hardy
Horace Le Ransome
S. P. Scowen
Henry Weeding
Norris Hill
Paul Modini
H. B. Mason
W. H. McQuaker
John Gould
James Scanlan
John McNeave
Jeremiah Allman
John D. Larkin
Alfred Ash
Alexr. McLeod
Michael Wood
P. Lubin
George Cooper
Dudley Rushh
J. Miason
James Hobson
David Groom
George Campbell
F. P. Stewart
Martin Jos. Keogh
A. Pittman
George Scott
A. Keilar, per G. S.
James Moloney
E. Campbell
John Young
Daniel Donovan
Thos. Kelly
Martin Kelly
William Jack
Daniel Sullivan
Alex. Wood
Peter Peut
George Simms, comedian
M. O'Sullivan
E. H. Washington
J. W. Thompson
D. Quinlan
John Newlan
W. A. F. Gregson
Hy. Prebble
J. H. Schott
Churchill O. Evens
Wm. Brown
C. F. Clarke
C. Whitby
Michael Mooney
H. R. Gibbs
W. Emeret
Fredk. Bergan
M. Quinlan
P. Connell
C. Grant
S. Phillips
J. Smith
P. Murphy
M. J. Smith
F. J. Johnson
Thomas  Nelson Rose
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Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 31st December, 1872.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 A of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve the cancellation of existing Regulation
8, under which telegraphic messages may be trans.
mitted in the Colony of Queensland, and that the
following be inserted in its stead.
A. H. PALMER.
RxauLATiox 8.-If desired, messages of conse-
quence can be repeated from stations at which
received to stations from which originally sent, on
payment of an additional half-rate ; but no responsi-
bility will be undertaken, nor any claim for com-
pensation entertained, for any errors or mistakes in
transmission or delay in delivery of messages,
whether repeated or unrepeated, nor for non-
transmission or non-delivery of messages from
whatever cause such errors or mistakes in trans-
mission or delay in transmission or delivery or non-
transmission or non-delivery may arise.
Postmaster-General's O ffice,
Brisbane , 31st December, 1872.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council , has been pleased
to  approve  of  the following  Regulations as to the
working  of  " Telegraphic Messages Act of  1872."
A. H. PALMER.
1. In cases where receivers may require  messages
to be endorsed, to the effect that " such  message
was received by telegraph, and issued by the
department," officers in charge of Telegraph Stations
are directed to endorse the message accordingly,
and. sign and date the endorsement. Persons
making  this request must produce the original
copy issued.
2. In the same manner, when the sender may
require a certified copy of a message which
has been sent, officers in charge of Telegraph
Stations  are authorised to issue to the sender, or
his duly authorised agent, a copy of the original
message,  with the following endorsement :-
I hereby certify that this is a true copy  of a message
received at Telegraph Station, at
(time) 187 . And that the sum of
was paid as fee for transmission.
Officer in charge, Telegraph Station.
Date, 187 .
3. For such certificate on message sent or
received, the fee of one shilling is to be paid by
the applicant, such fees to he paid into General
Revenue.
4. The contents of any writs, warrants, rules,
order, authority, or other communication requiring
signature or seal, may be transmitted by Electric
Telegraph, if signed by-
The Governor
The President of the Legislative Council
The Speaker of the Legislative Assembly
The Judges of the Supreme Court or District
Courts
The Ministers of the Crown
The Auditor-General
The Under-Secretaries to any Department pre-
sided over by a Minister
The Collector of Customs
The Clerk of the Legislative Council
The Clerk of the Legislative Assembly
The Sheriff
The Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs
The Registrar-General
The Registrar of the Supreme Court
The Commissioner of Police
The Chief Inspector of Distilleries
The Registrar and Marshal of the Vice-
Admiralty Court
The Returning Officers appointed under the
Elections Act  for the purposes of Returns
to Writs of Election, but not otherwise
Any Attorney or Solicitor.
5. Provided that the original document shall be
delivered at the Telegraph Station in the presence,
and under the inspection of, a Justice of the Peace,
who shall endorse to that effect (form A). The
message must be  written continuously  on the form
provided for that purpose, and must be in accord-
ance with the  Regulations  for the transmission of
telegraphic business.
6. The message to be issued to the receiver, on
a form (B) specially provided for the purpose, and
shall state the name of the Justice of the Peace in
whose presence it was originally delivered.
7. The person to whom the  message is  delivered
will cause a copy (form C) to be delivered at the
Telegraph office which issued the message on form B,
to be repeated back to the sender, charges at half-rate
being collected from the original sender; and such
copy intended to be repeated shall be delivered at
the Telegraph Station in the presence and under
the inspection of a Justice of the Peace, who shall
endorse the message to that effect, and the repeated
copy is to be delivered (form D) to the sender of
the original  message.  In the event of any error
the process is to be repeated under the like super-
vision, until it shall appear that a correct copy of
the original document has been received by the
person to whom it shall have been sent.
S. When it shall appear that such true copy has
been so received, such first-mentioned justice shall
endorse upon the original document (form A) a
certificate to that effect, and shall forthwith, by
message (form E), inform such person that such
certificate has been so endorsed.
9. The person so receiving such true copy shall,
upon receiving information of such certificate,
(form F), endorse upon the original document
received by him (forms B and C) a certificate that
the same has been duly received ; this certificate
to be signed by the receiver and the justice who
previously countersigned the message delivered
(form C).
10. Every original document sent under these
instructions (form A) shall be kept at the Telegraph
Station at which it was delivered, and shall, after
the expiration of two days from  the transmission
of message (form E), be open to inspection to the
public between the hours of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.,
on payment of a fee of one shilling.
11. Attention is called to the penalties imposed
by sections 7, 8, 9, and 10 of "  Telegraphic Messages
Act of  1872," on any person wilfully delivering
message to the wrong person, on any person
signing a telegram for another person without
lawful authority, or for any false certificate of
sending  message , under section 4.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane , 24th December, 1872.
TWENTY-FIVE POUNDS REWARD.
HEREAS, on or about the night of the 11th
instant, a piece of fencing  wire was mali-
ciously hooked on to the two Electric Telegraph
wires, at a point about five miles from Dalby, with
intent to impede the use of the line :. Notice is
hereby given, that a reward of £25 will be paid
by the Government for such information as will
lead to the conviction of the offender or offenders.
A. H. PALMER.
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Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane , 18th December, 1872.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
TOOWOOMBA TO DALBY, WITHIN RAILWAY
FENCES.
TENDERS  will be received at the office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until noon on MONDAY, the tenth day of
February next, from persons desirous of contract-
ing for the supply of all material, except wire,
insulators , and iron poles,' and all workmanship
necessary for the erection of the undermentioned
work, according to the terms, general conditions,
and specifications appended hereto.
For a line of poles from Toowoomba to Dalby
within the railway fences-the poles between Too-
woomba and  the locality of Gowrie Junction to be
of wood, and for the other portion of the distance
with a few exceptions, to be of iron to be supplied
by the Government.
Iron poles and insulators to be supplied by the
Government and delivered to the contractor at
Brisbane.
Tenders must  state  separately-
1. Price each for supplying and erecting
wooden poles and affixing three insu-
lators.
2. Price each for erecting iron poles and
affixing three insulators.
3. Price per foot for extra length wooden
poles where required.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within (3) three months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL  C ONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
(75) seventy-five per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but notwithstanding
such report, and payment on account, the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other officer
appointed by him in that behalf, shall have full
power at any time afterwards, before final payment
shall be made, of rejecting and condemning any of
the work or  materials  in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  "The Electric Telegraph Act"  for ob-
taining materials ,  on signing  a bond indemnifying
the Government against any  claims  for compensa-
tion  arising from  the action of the contractor, and
providing for any claims being paid by the Super.
intendent from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible  for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
pproperty, caused by the erection of the  line, also
f' or damage so caused to roads ; and if  such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates. to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all  sums of money which may be due to the
contractor, together with all materials and imple-
ments  in his  possession  on the ground, and all sums
of money whether named in the bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be
considered  as ascertained damages  for breach of
contract. Attached to each tender there must be a
memorandum  signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking, in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance  of the Tender, a bond to Her Majesty in
a sum  equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount
of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
Any clearing necessary to be provided for under
special agreement.
Wooden poles to be heavy straight saplings of
the best description of approved hardwood (no
spotted gum or Moreton Bay ash being allowed),
with the bark removed,  not less  than nine (9)
inches in diameter, at five (5) feet from the butt,
and five (5) inches in diameter at the top, and
twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to be carefully and
thoroughly charred from the base upwards over a
space of six (6) feet, and well coated with the best
coal tar; the top to be firmly bound at one (1) inch
from its extremity with good hoop iron, not less
than one (1) inch wide.
The top of each wooden pole to be served with a
thick coating of white lead.
The top of the pole to be bored as directed, to
receive  the insulating pin.
At angles, or other places where required,  struts
or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed as
directed. The poles to be not more than sixty-six
(66) yards apart,  unless  by special permission, to
be sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a
perpendicular position, and well rammed with
rubble and earth.
The iron poles to be erected as directed, the base
to be sunk not less than four (4) feet in the ground.
The insulators to be firmly fixed as directed,
three on each pole.
All materials used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, must be of the best
quality, and, together with the workmanship,
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Superin.
tendent of Electric Telegraphs , Brisbane.
A. H. PALMER.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 6th December, 1872.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
GIN GIN TO GLADSTONE.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of
the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the 6th day
of January next, from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of all Material, except wire
and insulators, and for all workmanship necessary
for the erection of the  under -mentioned line of
Telegraph, according to the terms, general con-
ditions, and specifications appended hereto.
From Gin Gin to Gladstone, a distance of one
hundred and  twenty  (120) miles,  more  or less.
The insulators to be supplied by the Goverii-
Rient, and delivered to the contractor at Brisbane.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price per mile for clearing, timber-work,
and affixing  insulators.
2. Price each for extra poles, where neces-
sary.
3. Price per foot for extra-length poles,
where necessary.
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Ths whole contract to be completed, and handed
over to the Government, within six (6) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwith-
standing such report, and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " The Electric Telegraph Act,"  for
obtaining materials on signing a bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion, arising from the action of the contractor, and
providing for any claims being paid by the Super-
intendent from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property, caused by the erection of the line, also for
damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims are
not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised to
pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the execu-
tion of, or to complete the work in the manner and
at the rate of progress required by the Government,
it shall be in the power of the Government, by a
notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,  to
terminate the contract as far as relates to the work
remaining to be done, and to enforce the penalties
for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and all sums
of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all materials and implements in his
possession on the ground, and all sums of money,
whether named in the bond to be entered into by
the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for the
non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited to
the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of con-
tract. Attached to each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and  undertaking  in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Bris-
bane, within ten (10) days from the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred,
from the base upwards, over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop iron, of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be served with a
thick coating of white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles, or other places where required,
struts, or supports of wood, to be supplied, and
fixed as directed.
Insulating pins (to be provided by contractor)
to be osplit iron-bark, according to pattern sup-
1 plied, and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the
insulator to be not less than one inch from the top
of the pole.
All maters .l used in the construction of this work,
or any part d£ it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject to
the final approval or rejection of the Superintendent
of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed by
him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application, at the office of the Super.
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
WEST CHANNEL, RIVER BRISBANE.
r 1HE Cuttings in the West Channel across the
1 Bar havincr been deepened to 10 feet 6 inches
at low water, the Tidal Signals made from the
Lightship will now show 18 inches more water in
the Cuttings than previously notified, and will be
as follow .-
DAY SIGNALS.
On Bar. In Cutting.
No. 6  flag at mast head ... ... 6 feet 121 feet
„ at half mast  ...  61 „ 13 „
No. 7 flag  at mast head  ... ...  7 „ 131
„ at half mast  ... ...  71 „ 14 „
Ball at mast head  ... ... 8 „ 141 „
Ball half mast  ... ...  81 „ 15 „
Two balls at mast head  ... ...  9 „ 151 „
Two balls at half mast ... . 9-, „ 16 „
Ba ll , with red  flag under, at mast head 10 „ 164
Ball, with red flag under ,  at half mast  104 „ 17
Two balls, with red flag under ,  at mast
head ...  ... ... ... 11 „
Two balls, with red flag under ,  at half
174 „
mast  ... ... ... ... 114 „ 18
NIGHTMajesty in a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on
the amount  of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
A ll  trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle track, of not less than eight (8) feet in
width, to be left open within the clearing. Any
branches overhanging from trees beyond the dis-
tance mentioned, which, in the judgment of the
inspecting officer, might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadw#ty. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings, of the best
description of approved hardwood, (no spotted gum
SIGNALS.
,,
Red, with green under 6 feet 121 feet
Two white lights, vertical 7 „ 13 „
Green light ... ... 8 „ 141 „
Red light ... ... 84 „ 15
White light .. 9 „ 151",
White, with red under 91 „ 16 „
Red, with white under 10 „ 161
White, with green under 104 „ 17
Green, with white under 11 „ 171
Green, with red under 114 „ 18
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1872.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1872.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
EXTENSION OF JETTY, CARDWELL.
IIENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Noon on SATURDAY, the 1st FebruaryI
next, from persons willing to contract for the
extension of the Jetty at Cardwell, 900 feet.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Jetty 1'xtens6n, Port
Hinchinbrook."
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Plan and Specification may be seen, and further
particulars obtained, at the Port Office, Brisbane,
and at the Harbor Offices, Port Hinchinbrook and
Rockhampton.
Tenders must state the time within which it
is proposed to complete the work, and at the foot
of every Tender there must be a memorandum
signed by the person tendering, agreeing to deposit
the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender, for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event that he will execute and deliver, at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification
.of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
IMMIGRATION ACT Of 1872."
REMITTANCE PASSENGERS.
P
ERSONS  resident  in Queensland, wishing to
obtain P assages to  the Colony for their
Friends or Relatives in Europe, can do so under
the provisions of the New Immigration Act, by
paying to the Immigration Agent in Brisbane, or
to any of the Clerks of Petty Sessions in the
Colony,  amounts  in accordance with the following
scale:-
Males and Females, between 1 and 12, each... £1
Males, between 12 and 40, each ... ... 2
Females, between 12 and 40, each ... ... 1
Males and Females, above 40, each
... ...
4
Infants under 12 months,. FREE.
HIRE OF LABORERS IN EUROPE.
Employers of Labor in the Colony are directed
to the liberal provisions contained in the New Act.
whereby Mechanics, Laborers, or Servants,  engaged
through Agents in Europe, will be provided with
Passages  to the Colony by the Agent-General.
Applications from employers will be received by
the Immigration Agent in Brisbane, or by any of
the Clerks of Petty Sessions in the Colony, from
whom further particulars and -all necessary forms
can be obtained.
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Agent.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane , 12th August, 1872.
NOTICE.
TELEGRAPHIC COMMUNICATION,  VIA  SOUTH
AUSTRALIAN OVERLAND LINE.
THE following are the Rates of Charges forTransmission of Messages by the above
route.
All that the sender writes to be transmitted,
including Name, Address, and Signature, enters
into the number of words charged for. All charges
must be prepaid.
The name of Station where Telegram is banded
in, and  the date and time at which the Message is
received at that Station, are transmitted without
charge.
FOR A MESSAGE OF TWENTY WOBLS FROM ANY
TELEGRAPH STATION IN  QUEENSLAND TO-
£ s. d.
Aden ... ... ... ... ... 9 10 6
Algeria ... ... ... ... 9 11 0
Austria and Hungary ... ... 9 13 6
Barbary (Tripoli and Benghazi) ... 9 8 6
Belgium ... ... ... ... ... 9 14 0
China  (Hong  Kong) ... . ... ... 7 19 6
It (Shanghai) .... ... ... 9 4 6
Cobhiu China  ... ... ... ... 6 16 0
Corfu  ... ... ... ...
Denmark ... ... ...
Egypt ... ...
France ...  ... ... ...
Germany  ... ... ... ...
Gibraltar ..
C.neat  Britain and Ireland and Channel
£  TO.  d.
9 14 0
9 13 6
10 10 6
9 14 0
9 13 6
9 17 u
Islands ... ... ... ... 9 17 6
Greece (Mainland ) ... ... ... 9 15 0
Holland . ... 9 14 0
India (stations  west of Chittagong) 7 10 6
(stations  east of Chittagong and
Ceylon) ... ... ... ... 7 14 6
Italy ...  ...  ... ... ... 9 11 6
Japan (Nagasaki)... ... ... ... 10 4 6
Java (Banjoewangie ) ... ... ... 4 5 0
(stations east of Samarang) 4 6 0
(Samarang, and stations west of
ditto) ... ... ... ... ... 4 8 0
London ... ... ... ... ... 9 16 6
Luxemburg  ... ... ... ... 9 14 0
Malta ... ... ... ... ... 9 7 0
Norway 913 6
Penang  ... ... ... ... ...  6 5 6
Portugal ... ... ... ... ... 9 17 0
Russia,  Europe 9 14 0
Caucasus ... ... ... ... 10 0 6
1st Division .. ... ... 10 4 6
2nd Division .  ...  ... 10 11 0
3rd Division ... ... 11 3 611
Servia ... ... ... ... ... 9 12 6
Singapore ... ... ... ... 5 9 6
Spain ... ... ... ... ... 9 16 0
Sweden ... ... ... ... ... 9 13 0
Switzerland ... ... ... ... 9 12 6
Syria ... ... ... ... ... 9 14 6
Turkey, E urope ... ... ... ... 9 14 0
Asia, Seaports ... ... ... 9 18 0
„ Inland ... ... ... 10 1 6
United Principalities ... ... ... 9 11 6
Zante, Ithaca, Cephalonia, and Spezzia 9 16 6
Nara .- Of this amount ,  10s. is for transmission  to South
Australia ,  and 21 for transmission over South Australian Line to
Port Darwin.
Half rates for every ten words, or part of ten
words, additional.
Postage on Messages to South America from
Lisbon, one shilling ; on Messages to Mauritius and
Reunion from Aden, and on Messages to all parts
of China and Japan from Hong Kong, Shanghai,
or Nagasaki, one shilling and sixpence, in addition
to the rates to those Stations.
MESSAGES  To AMERICA.
In addition to the Rate to London the Charges
are-
£ s. d.
To New York-10 words (inclusive of
names  and addresses) 2 0 0
and 4s. for every additional word.
To San Francisco-10 words (inclusive
of names and addresses) 2 12 6
and 5s. 3d. every additional word.
To Havanna (Cuba)-10 words (inclusive
of names and addresses ) . ... 3 2 6
and 6s. every additional word.
To Kingston (Jamaica)-10 words (in-
clusive of  names  and addresses) 3 12 6
and 6s. 9d. every additional word.
Information as to charges to other parts of
America and the West India Islands may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of L+lectric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
The Government will not undertake responsi-
bility,  or entertain claims for compensation- for
errors, non-transmission ,  or delay in transmission.
W. J. CRACKNELL,
Superintendent  of Electric  Telegraphs.
Queensland Electric Telegraph Department,
Superintendent 's Office,  Brisbane,
21st  Octbberr. 1872.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd January, 1873.
IT is  hereby notified for general information , that the interests of the previous  occupants in the Leases ofthe under -mentioned Runs, which have been subd vided,  or are  held under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act o/  1868," have been transferred. during the Quarter  ending  31st December,
1872, with  the sanction  of the Secretary for Public Lands, to the parties hereinunder  particularised.
J. MViALBON THOMPSON.
Name of Run .  Transferror. 'rransferree.
Grantham ... ... ...
MORETON DISTRICT.
... I Gilchrist, Watt, and Co. ... ... I Vanneck, Carpendale, and Vanneek
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
Conandalc ... ... ... ... James Gibson ... ... ... ... I John McConnell
Marlborough ...
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
Wm. Tucker ... ... I W. J. and H. A. Uther
Bong Bong  ... ... ...
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Mayne and Rice Rice  and Tumor
Strathbogie  ... ... ... ... Gilchrist, Watt, and Co. L. F. de Salis
Woodhouse ... ... ... ... Ditto ... ... Watt and Cunningham
Northeote ... ... ... .... Ditto Ditto
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane, 11th Decem ber, 1872.
T is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868"  (31 Victoria,  No. 46 ),  has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads  ;  and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department  their  objections .  in writing ,  within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCREDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.  Situation .  Pari sh. Area.
A. R.  F.
1 Robert  Logan Road separating portions 206 from port ions Moggill... ... ... ... 8 1 20
76, 77, 78,  197, 198, and 205
2 Robert;Logan ... ... liRoad separating  part  of portion 206  from  Moggill  ...
parts of po rt ions 205 and 208
... ... ... 1 1 12
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th November, 1872.
IT is  hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the twenty-seventh section of
" the Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868 " (31 Victoria , No. 46),  has been made for the closing of
the under -mentioned Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are required
to transmit to this Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCREDtrLE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1 A. M. Hutchinson ... ... Road reserved through portion 38
south-easterly from the west boun-
dary... ... ... ... ...
2 A. M. B utchinsou ... ... Road reserved through portions 38
and 39, commencing about five
chains southerly from England's
Creek and running south-easterly
to east boundary of portion 39 ...
3 J. Moraa ,., .. Road separatiug portion ], from por-
tion 3 ,.. .-. ... ...
App licant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. E. P.
Burnett ... 6 0 12
Burnett ... ... 15 2 32
Tenthill ... ... ,.. l 3 0 21
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that the interest of the previous occupants in the under-
mentioned Runs of Crown Lands, situated in the Unsettled Districts, has been transferred, during
the Quarter ended 31st December, 1872, with the sanction of the Government, to the persons hereunder
particularised.
Transferror.
The Commercial Banking
of Sydney
E. G. Mayne and L. K Rice
J. H. Yaldwyn ,.. ...
F. Collard ... ...
Transferree . !  Name of Run.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Company  Thomas  Wheeler Gilliam ... ... Baffle Block
Lionel Knight Rica and Christopher Herbert Eff ,  Runwater ,  and  ))one-
Turner for-Watch
The Bank of New South Wales
1Frederick Houghton ... ... Mimosa
... Messrs.  Duncan and Andrew Urqu- Wandoo
hart, and John Finlayson
... Samuel  Smith Travers ...
J. F. McMullen, as Inspector, Union
Bank  of Australia
W. Barton ...
J. Cochrane and T. Moore
J. D. Moore, J. Moore,  and W. Turnbull
J. Read and It. H. Blarney ...
H. Tom  ...  ... ... ...
W. W. Scafe ... ... ...
W. Tucker ...
J. Gilchrist, J. B. Watt, J. Young, and
R. B. Dickson
Mort, Cameron, and Buchanan ...
J. Rule and  D. Lacy ...
Ditto ...
Alexander Campbell and John Hay
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Mary Anna Spencer ...
George  Kirk ... ...
Charles  Lloyd Williams
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Joseph  Read ... ...
'John Ashburn ... ...
= Ditto ... ...
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Leopold William Pane De Salis and Strathmore, Mount Wickham, East
Rudolph Farm De Salis Downs, and West Downs
John Brown Watt and Edward West Blackheath
Cunningham
Johnston Allingham ... ... Westerage, Tarilla, and Yandilla
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Lower Laguna, Belcong, Booree,
Pastorale No. 1, Pastorale No. 2,
Misslone No. 1, Berbeth , Gordon-
stone, Devon, Blackadder, West
Esmond, and South Berbeth
Lower Tualka , Upper  Tualka,
Wagoon No. 3, and Turtle Creek
No. 4
Armadilla and Armadilla No. 2
Currie, Gulnarbar, Retro Gulnarbar,
Gulnarbar North, and Gulnarbar
West
Yourangle, Youraugle No. 3, Barri-
gomallah, and Crinilus Topaz
Ooloowooloonoo  and Onay  Angellala
...
I
Chesterton No. 3
Hogonthulla No. 1
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Roderick Travers and Edward Ingberry, Pelican Creek, and Byarri
Gibson }
Dyson Lacy ... ... ... Bellabad, Coreena, and Whalton
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1873.
I T is hereby notified that, in accordance with the provisions of  " Ike Pastoral Leases Act of  1869"
(33 Victoria, number 10), the annual Rents of the under-mentioned Runs, situated in the
Unsettled District, from the first to the fourth year, both inclusive, have been appraised for renewed
Leases from the dates, and at the amounts specified hereunder.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Name of Ran. Name of Lessee.
Date of Available
Commencement of Area
Renewed  Lease.  in SquareMiles.
Annual Rent
for  first  four
Years under
Renewed Lease.
£  is.  J.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Speculation ... ... Joshua Richmond Young, Jacob Levi ' let July, 1872 ... 45 45 0 0
Montefiore, and Jeremiah Brice Rundle i
Charley's Creek West Ditto ... .. 1st July, 1872... 33 33 0 0
29
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 30th December, 1872.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
IT is hereby notified for general information ,  that in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-seventh clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869 ,"  and of the Regulation  of the 27th Mayy,
1870, established under said Act, relating to the Sale by Auction of Forfeited or Vacated Runs,  Y.
boundaries of which have not been defined by actual survey, the unexpired terms of the Leases of Un-
surveyed Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described ,  which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise,
will be offered for Sale by Public Auction ,  at the Auction Rooms of Arthur Martin ,  Queen street, Bris-
bane, on  TUESDAY, 4th  February ,  1873, at Eleven o'clock, a.m.
The right ,  title, and interest of the previous Lessee in the unexpired Lease of each of the Runs
will only be sold; and the Government will not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of the
area or boundaries of any Unsurveyed Runs so offered.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name
in the appended Schedule, according to the estimated area in each case; and the highest amount bid
shall be the annual Rent for the unexpired period of the Leases ,  ending as stated in the Schedule
annexed.
Sale.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
The purchaser of the remainder of any  of the  Leases enumerated below shall be allowed six
months to stock the country  ;  failing in which; or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon,
as prescribed  by the Act, the  Lease may become cancelled.
Full information respecting the boundaries and situation  of the  Runs, so far as is known, may be
obtained  by application  to the Chief  Commissioner  of Crown Lands , Brisbane.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE AT TAE AUCTION Rooms OF A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE, ON TUESDAY, 4TH FEBRUARY,
1873, AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK, A.M.
Lot. Name of Run. District.
Available Are
in Square  pUps ter
a Unexpired Term Date  of Expiration of per S PriceSquare
Miles. of Lease .  Lease. Mile.
£ s. d.
1 Kyearing West ... Warrego 25 7' years  31st December, 1880 0 12 0
2 Wyara ... ... „ 25 8  30th June, 1881 ... 0 12 0
3 Alicia 25 7  ... 30th June, 1880 ... 0 12 0
4 Werie Eta ... 25 17  ... 30th June, 1890 ... 0 12 0
5 Werie Eta West ... „ 25 17 0 12 0
6 Pine-tree Creek Burke 30 61  31st December, 1879 0 10 0
7 Aspasia No. 1 .. „ 25 17  ... 30th June, 1890 ... 0 10 0
8 Aspasia No. 2 25 17 „ 0 10 0
9 Bauhinia Vale No. 1 25 17 0 10 0
10 Bauhinia Vale No. 2 25 17 „ 0 10 0
11 Drina ... 60 7  ... 30th June, 1880 0 10 0
12 Merton Vale 38 71  ... 31st December, 1880 0 10 0
13 Ravenedale .. 30 71 „ 0 10 0
14 Beppo ... 38 30th June, 18807 0 10 0
15 Surbiton No. 2 ... South Kennedy 25 61 31st December, 1879 0
1
12 0
16 1Vine Creek No. 2  „ 25 6  30th June, 1879  ...  0 12 0
17 Tregoning ... Maranon 40 41  I  31st December, 1877 u 12 0
18 Tregoning No. 1  11 25 1 71 31st December, 1880 0 12 0,
1n T E astyes omng 25 41  31st December, 1877 0 12 0
20 Bundaberinia ... Mitchell 50 1 19  30th June, 1892 0 10 0
Nore.-when the Survey of the foregoing Runs is effected, the Purchasers of the interest in the unexpired terms of lease or their
.assignees , will have to defray the cost , at the rate of 6s. per  square mile, on the gross area.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
r1AKE Notice,  that application has been made  to bring the  Land described below  under the
provisions  of "  The Real Property Act  of 1861." An person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or  his attorney, a Caveat in form B of sai yd  Act, on  or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant.
Registrar-General.
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
19 6-10 perches,  being  part of portion 66, parish of James Robert Dickson, John 4th February, 1873.
North  Brisbane, county  of Stanley Lloyd Bale, and John
Massey
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 30th December, 1872.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-seventh clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," the unexpired terms of the Leases of the
Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described, which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, will be
offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on
TUESDAY, 4th February, 1873, at Eleven o'clock.
The upset price  per square mile at  which each Run will be offered  is inserted opposite to its name
in the appended Schedule, according to the estimated area in each  case ;  and the highest amount bid shall
be the annual  Rent for the unexpired period of the Leases ending  as stated  in the  Schedule annexed.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale, together with the Survey Fee chargeable on each Run.
The purchaser of the  remainder  of any of the Leases enumerated below shall be allowed six months
to stock the country ; failing in which, or not thereafter  maintaining  the amount of stock thereon as
prescribed by the Act, the Lease may become cancelled.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALR AT THE AUCTION. ROOMS OF A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE, ON TUESDAY, 4TH FEBRUARY,
1873, AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK, A.M.
Lot. Name of Run. Description of Boundaries.
Years.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
I
£ s. d.;£ s. d.
I Gayndell
South ... 24 Commencing at a point on the Moonie River
where the boundary between the  Maranoa and
Darling Downs Districts  crosses  that river, and
opposite  a tree  marked broad- arrow  over DDM;
bounded on the west by a south line about one
hundred and ten chains ; on the south by an
east line about eight hundred chains ; on the
east by a north line about two hundred and
eighty-five chains to the Moonie River at a
tree marked broad- arrow  over B ; and on the
north by the left bank of that river downwards 1874
to the point of commencement 11 31 Dec.... 0 15 0 7 4
WARREGO DISTRICT.
2 Upper Eulo
Right ... 25
SO
Commencing at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over P in triangle  on its east  side situated on
the left bank of the Paroo River, at the Rule
Waterhole, in latitude twenty-eight degrees
thirteen minutes thirteen seconds south ;I
bounded thence on the south by a west line
two miles forty-five chains ; thence on the
west by a north line ten miles ; thence on
the north by  an east  line seven miles thirty-five
chains to the Paroo River, at a koolabah-tree
on the right bank marked broad-arrow over 1
in triangle on its west side ; and thence on the
east by the right bank of the said river down-
wards to the marked tree hereinbefore first
desc ri bed,-exclusive  of all town and other
reserves ...
Date of
Expiration
of Lease.
,. survey Fee
Payable.
I
P
-
5
1878
30 June... 0 12 0
Commencing at a guns-tree on the left bank of
the Yowah Creek marked broad-arrow  over
Y5 in triangle on its north side situated at the
north-west corner of the Bargoon Run; bounded
thence on the south by an east line two miles
seventy-seven chains; thence on the east by a
north line ten miles; thence on the north by  a
west line seven miles three chains  to the Yowah
Creek at a koohtbah-tree on the left bank
marked broad-arrow over  17  in triangle on its
south side ; and thence on the west by the said
creek downwards to the marked tree herein-
before first described ,. 17
1890
30 June... 0 12 0
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UNEXPIR ED TERMS OF  LEAsis- continued.
tL
m
f  RN
..
g Date of
O 0
V A Survey  Fee
.o ame o un. Description of Boundaries . w 0 8
aF.a
Expiration
of  Lease. Payale.
G
_
a p m
Years. £  a. d. $ s. d
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
4 Tar ro ni  ...  47 Commencing at a tree marked bro ad-arrow over
LI on the right bank of the Burdekin River at
the junction of Gray Creek with that river ;
bounded thence on the north by the right bank
of said  ri ver downwards to a t re e marked
bro ad -arrow over XXXVII ,  being the north-
west corner of the Merino Downs Run ;  thence
on the east by a south  line  five miles sixty
chains ,  said line cro ssing Christmas Creek at a
point about six chains west of a tree marked
broad -arrow over IV ; thence on the south by
a  li ne beari ng north seventy -eight degrees west
thirteen miles sixty -four chains, said line cross-
ing Christmas Creek at a point  be aring north
j  fifty -five degrees east from a tree on the right
bank of said cre ek marked broad -arrow over
VIII distant about thirty chains to a point on
the  ri ght bank of Gray Creek ,  opposite to a
tree on the left bank marked bro ad-arrow over
VI;  and thence on the west by the  ri ght
bank of last named creek downwards to the 1877
point of commencement  ... ... ...  4'J 31 Dec ....  0 15 0 24 6 0
6 Chance Hays 48 Commencing at a point on the left bank of the
Basalt River ,  where there is a tree marked
XIII .,  being also the south -western boundary
of the Red Bluff Run  ;  bounded thence on the
east by part of the western boundary of that
run in a northerly direction six miles ;
thence on the north by a west  line ten
miles  ;  thence on the west by a south line 'six
miles to the left bank of the Basalt River, at
a tre e marked XXVII; and thence on the
south by the left bank of said river down-
wards to the marked tree herein be fore first 1876
described. ... ... ... ... ... 31 31 Dec.... 0 15 0
6 Ban Ban  ...  28 Commencing at a point opposite to a tree marked
H on the  ri ght bank of the Basalt River, at
the south -east corner of the Red Bluff Run ;
and bounded thence on the west by a north
line five miles seventy chains ; thence on the
north by an east line six miles to the western
boundary of the Westerage Run ; and thence
on the east by a portion of said boundary in
a southerly direction four miles and a quarter
to the left bank of the Basalt River ; and
thence on the south by the left bank of that
river upwards to the marked tree hereinbefo re
first desc ri bed .... ... ... ... ... 4
7 Arthur ' sPeak 25 Commencing at a point at the north -west corner
of Burdekin Downs Run ,  and bounded thence
on the north-west by the south-eastern
boundaries of Tala and Dotswood Rune,  be ing
a  li ne bea ri ng north -east nine miles seventy
chains; thence on the north by the southern
boundary of Dotswood Run, being a line
bea ri ng east ,  and passing through a point about
forty chains north of a tree on track marked
broad-arrow over III to the western boundary
of Avoca Run  ;  thence on the east by a portion
of that boundary ,  being a  line  be aring south,
and passing through a point about thirty chains
west of a tree on track marked bro ad-arrow
over II to the north boundary of Salisbury
Run seven miles ; thence on the south by
portion of the north boundary of that run and
the north boundary of Burdekin Downs Run
be ing a  li ne bearing west ten miles ten chains
to the point of commencement : ... ... 4
8 Caerphilly ...  64 Commencing at a gum -tree marked CAER-
PHILLY in oblong on the le ft  bank of the
Suttor River ,  and opposite the junction of
Chexley 's Creek with that river;  bounded thence
on the north by a west line eight miles ; thence
on the west by a south line ten miles . crossing
St. George 's Cre ek at a bloodwood -tre e marked
CAERPHILLY in oblong ;  thence on the south
by an east  li ne nine miles to a gum -tree marked
CAERPHILLY  in oblong on the left bank of
the Suttor River ; and thence ou the cast by the
1877
30 June... 0 15 0
1877
30 June ...  0 10 0 13 16 0
left bank of that river  downwards  to the 1877
marked tree hereinbefore first described  ...  4; 31 Dec. ... 10 10
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UNE$PIEED TEEMS OF  LEASES - continued.
Lot.) Name of Run.
U
.q 8 6 Date  of r`d
Description of Boundaries.  Expiration m m
p E N of Lease.
_ -
Years. £ s. d.
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT- continued.
9 Tempe ... I 70 Commencing at the south-west corner of the
Gunnawarra Run, being a point one mile south
from a tree marked broad -arrow over VII on
the track leading  fr om  Monemusk  Station to
Gunnawarra Station ,  and also being about two
and a-half miles north from Mount Salton ;
bounded on the south by a west line seven
miles thirty-four chains ; on the west by a
north line fourteen Yniles ; on the north by an
east line seven miles thirty chains to Rudd
Creek about one mile above a tree marked
broad-arrow over IX ; on the east by the left
bank of that creek upwards for about six and
three-quarter miles in a direct  li ne to a point
near its head about thirty chains above a tree
marked broad -arrow over I, and bounded,
thence again on the east by a south line seven 1879
miles to the point of commencement ... ... 61  31  Dec.... 0 10 0
Survey Fee
Payable.
£  jr.  d.
10 Froyle ... 25 Commencing at a point on the right  bank of
Rudd Creek where there  is a tree  marked XVI,
being also  the north-eastern corner of the
Gunnawarra  Run ; and bounded thence on
the west by a south line  nine miles sixty i
chains ; on  the south  by an east  line five miles
forty chains ; on the east by a north line about
five miles to the right  bank  of the Upper
Herbert River at a tree  marked broad -arrow
over VIII  ; thence again on the  east and onj
the north by the right bank of the Upper
Herbert River upwards to the junction of
Rudd Creek with said river ;  and thence again
on the north by the right bank of Rudd Creek 1879
upwards to the point of commencement .. 64 31 Dec.... 0 10 0 7 10 0
11 Guunawarra  80 Commencing on the right bank of Rudd  Creek, a
western tributary of the Upper Herbert  River,
at atreemarkedbroad -arrowoverXVl; bounded
thence on the east by a south  line fifteen miles
thirty  chains ;  on the south  by a west line six
miles thirty  chains to  the south- eastern  corner
of the Tempe Run, being a poirft  one mile
south from  a tree  marked broad-arrow over VII
on the track  leading  from Monemuek Station to
Gunnawarra Station, and  also being  about two
and a-half miles north from Mount  Salton ;
bounded on the west by a portion of the eastern
boundary of that run, being a north line seven
miles to the right bank of Rudd Creek at a point
about thirty chains above a tree marked broad-
arrow over I; and bounded thence  again on,
the west  and also  on the north by the right
bank of that creek downwards to the point of, 1879
commencement ... . 61131  Dec.... 0 10 0
12 Walters
Plains  40.. 70 Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Tempo Run, being a point one mile south from'
a tree marked broad-arrowover VII,onthetrack
leading  fr om Monemuek Station to Gunnawarra
Station, and also being about two and a-half
miles north from Mount Salton ; and bounded
thence on the north by the south boundary of
Gunnawarra Run and a prolongation thereof,
being an cast line eleven miles six chains ;
thence on the east by a south line five miles
thirty-two chains ; thence on the south by a
west line eighteen miles forty chains, passing
through a point about twenty chains south'
from a tree marked broad-arrow over I on the
track from Monemusk Station to Gunn warra,
Station ; thence on the west by a north line 1
five m iles  thirty-two  chains  ; thence  again on'
the north by an east line seven miles thirty- 1879
four chains to the point of commencement  ...  6 30 June 0 10 0 14 19 0
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U NEXPIRED  TEEMS OF  LR .SEs-continued.
Lot. Name of Run. Description of Boundaries.
£ s. d.
Survey Foe
Payable.
£ s. d
o Date of
ON' Expiration
q H
of Lease.
Years.
13
BURKE DISTRICT.
Prairie No.2 33 Commencing on the north bank of the Flinders
River opposite a point sixt chains above ay
tree marked broad -arrow  over XXXV, and
bounded thence on the east by a line being
part of the  west  boundary of Prairie No. 1
Run, bearing north six  miles ; on the north by I
a line bearing west ten miles to Harvey Downs
Run ; on the west by part of the east boun-
dary of that  run, bearing south four miles
forty chains to the north bank of the F linders!
River, opposite to a point  one mile  ten chains
below  a tree  marked broad-arrow over XXIV ;
and on the south by the north  bank of the,
Flinders River upwards to the point of com- 1879
men cement  ... ... ... ...  61 31 Dec.... 0 8 0, 7 10 0
14 Chillon ... 25
15
16
Commencing on the south-west bank of the
F li nders River at a point ten chains below a
tree marked broad-arrow over XLIII, and
bounded thence on the north-west by a line
being a portion of the south-east boundary of
Manfred Run bearing south-west five miles
sixty chains ; on the south-west by a line
bearing south-east eight miles ; on the south-
east by a  line bearing north -east seven miles
to the left bank of the Flinders River, at a
point fifteen chains below a tree marked
broad-arrow over LII, being also the northern
corner of Mazeppa Run ; and on the north-
east by the left bank of the Flinders River 1880
downwards to the point of commencement ... 7 30 June... 0 8 0 7 4 0
Mazeppa ... 25 Commencing on the south-west bank of the
Flinders River at a point fifteen chains below
a tree marked broad-arrow over LII, and
bounded thence on the north-west by a line,
being a portion of the south- east  boundary of
Chillon Run bearing south-west five miles
twenty chains ; on the south-west by a line
bearing south -east eight  miles ;  on the south-
east by a line bearing north- east seven miles
forty chains to the left bank of the Flinders
River ,  at a tree marked  broad-arrow over
LXI., being also the northern corner of
Parisina Run ; and on  the north- east by
the left bank of the  Flinders River downwards 1880
to the point of commencement ... ... 7 30 June... 0 8 0 7 4 0
Parisina ... 25 Commencing on the south -west bank of the  Flin-
ders  River at a tree marked broad -arrow over
LXI, and bounded thence on the north-west
by a line being a portion of the south-east
boundary of Mazeppa Run, bearing south-west
six miles ; on the south-west by  a line bearing
south-east ten miles ; on the south-east by a
line bearing north -east ,  crossing  Alick' s Creek
three miles  forty  chains to  the left bank of the
Flinders River at a point ten chains below a
tree marked broad-arrow over LXXIII ; and
on the north-east by the left bank of that
river downwards to the point of commence- 1880
ment 7 30 June... 0 8 0 7 4 0
17  Gregory
Downs
No. 1. 40 Commencing on the left or west bank of the
Gregory River at a point opposite to a tree
marked broad-arrow over XLII, said point
being distant about four miles thirty-two
chains in a direct line above or up the river
from its junction with the Nicholson River ;
bounded thence on the north by a  west line
four miles ; thence on the west by a line bear-
ing south thirty degrees west eleven miles
seventy-seven chains; thence on the south by
an east line four miles to the left bank of the
Gregory River at a point opposite to a tree
marked broad-arrow over XXXI ; and thence
on the east by the left bank of last-mentioned
river downwards to the point of commence-
meat .. ., 6f
1879
31  Deo...,  0 8 7 10 0
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BURKE DISTRICT- continued.
18 Gregory
Downs
No. 2 30 Commencing  on the west or left bank of the I
Gregory River at a point opposite  to a tree
marked broad-arrow over XXXI, said point
being distant about  sixteen miles and a-quarter
in a direct line above or up the river from its
junction with the Nicholson  River , bounded
thence on the north by a west line four miles ;
thence on the west by a south line eleven and
a-half miles ; thence on the south by an east
line five  and a-half miles to the left bank of the
Gregory River at a point opposite to a tree
marked broad-arrow over XVIII ; and thence
on the east by the left bank of  last-mentioned
river downwards to the point of commence-
19 Gregory
Downs
No. 3 .... 30
20 Gregory
Downs
1890
17 30 June... I  0  8 0 7 10 0
Commencing on the left or west bank of the
Gregory River at a point opposite to a tree
marked broad-arrow over XVIII, said point
being distant about twenty-six  miles  thirty-
two chains in a direct line above or up the
river from its junction with the Nicholson
River, said point being also distant about four,
miles in a direct line below or down the first-
named river from the junction on the opposite
bank of the Tozer Creek ; bounded thence on
the north by a west line five and a-half miles ;
thence by a south-east line fourteen miles;
thence on the south by an east line three and
a-half miles to the left bank of the Gregory
River at a point opposite to a tree marked
broad -arrow over  VII; and thence by the left
bank of last-mentioned river downwards to the 1879
point of commencement  ... ... ...  6i} 31 Dec.... 0 8 0 6 0 0
No. 4 ... 40 Commencing on the west or left bank of the
Gregory River at a point opposite to a tree
marked broad -arrow  over VII,  said point being
distant about  eight  and a-half miles in a direct
line above or up the river from the junction on
the opposite side of the Tozer Creek with said
river ; and also about five miles in a direct line
below or down the river from the junction of a
western effluent of said river called Macadam
Creek ; bounded thence on the north by a west
line to miles; thence on the west by a south
line eleven and three-quarter miles ; thence on
the south by an east line five and a-half miles
crossing the aforesaid Macadam Cre ek to the
left bank of the Gregory River at a point
opposite to a tree marked broad -arrow over
LXXVIII ; and thence on the east by the left
bank of said river downwards to the point of 1579
commencement  ... ... ... ... ...  6'J 31 Dec.... • 8 0 8 t 0
21 Albeit Downs
No.  1 ... 40 Commencing on the right or east bank of the
Gregory River at a tree marked broad-arrow
over XXXVI situated about ten miles in a
direct line above or up the river  fr om its
junction with the Nicholson River ;  bounded
thence on the north by an east  line four miles
twenty -eight chains crossing  Beanies'  Brook at
about two and a-half miles ; thence by a line
bearing south twenty -five  degrees  fift y minutes
west eleven and a-half  miles cro ssing Beames'
B ro ok at about one mile forty -eight chains;
thence on the south by a west line three miles to
the right bank of the Gregory  River,  about half-
a-mile in a direct line below or down tbea river
from a tree marked broad-arrow  over XXIV;
and thence on the west by the right bank of
said river downwards  to the  point of com- 1879
mencement  ... ... ... ... ...  6; 31 Dec.... 0 8 0 7 19 0
e
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22 AlbertDowns
No. 2 ... ! 30
23 AlbertDownsl
Description  of Boundaries.
BURKE  DISTRICT- continued.
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Commencing on the right or east bank of the
Gregory River at a point about half-a-mile in
a direct line below or down the river from a
tree marked broad-arrow over XXIV, said
point being also distant about nine miles thirty-
four chains in a direct line below or down the
river from the junction of Tozer Creek with
said river; bounded thence on the north by an
east line five miles thirty chains ; thence on
the east by a south line  ten miles  ; thence on
the south by a west line one mile and a quarter
to the right bank of the Gregory River at a
point about one mile thirty-two chains in a
direct line above or up the river from the
junction of Tozer Creek; and thence on the
west  by the right bank of the said river down- 1890
wards to the point of commencement ... ... 17 80 June... 0 8 0 6 12 0
No. 3 ... 26 Commencing on the right or east bank of the
j Gregory River at a point about one mile thirty-
two chains in a direct line above or up the
river from the junction of Tozer Creek with
said river ; bounded thence on the north byan
east line nine  miles  thirty chains  crossing
Beames'  Brook out three miles in a direct
24 AlbertDowns
line above or up the brook from the effluence
of Barclay River; thence on the east by a,
south  line eleven miles thirty chains; thence'
on the south by a west line one mile fifty
chains to the right bank of the Gregory River
at a tree marked broad-arrow over LXX, said
tree being distant about sixty-four chains in a
direct line above or up the river from the
effluence of Beames' Brook from said river ;
and thence on the west by the right bank of
the Gregory River downwards to the point of 1879
commencement ... ... ... ... 6 12 31 Dec.... 0 8 0 4 4 0
No. 4 ... 40 Commencing on the right or east bank of the '
25 Maryan Vale
No. 1 ... 40
Gregory River  at a tree  marked broad-arrow
over LXX, situated about sixty-four  chains in
a direct line above or up the river from the
effluence of Beames' Brook from said river ;
bounded thence on the north by an east line
four miles and a-quarter ; thence on the east
by a south line eleven  miles  thirty chains ;
thence on the south by a west line seven miles
to the right bank of the Gregory River at a
tree marked broad arrow over LXXXIV
situated about four miles sixteen chains in a
direct line below or down the river from the
effluence on  the opposite side of the Macadam
Creek ; and thence on the west from last-
mentioned marked tree by the right bank of
the Gregory River downwards to the point 1879
of commencement ... ... ... ... 6J 31 Dec.... 0 8 0 7 10 0
Commencing on the left or west bank of the
Barclay River, an eastern effluent of the
Beames ' Brook, at a point about twelve miles
in a direct line above or up the Barclay River
from its junction with the Albert River, said
point being also situated about thirty-two
chains in a direct line below or down the
Barclay River from a tree marked broad-arrow
over BXV ; bounded thence on the north by a
west line four miles twenty-eight chains ;
thence on the west by a line bearing south
twenty-five degrees fifty minutes west eleven
miles  and a-half ; thence on the south by an
east  line six miles sixteen chains crossing
Beames' Brook at about four miles thirty-two
chains to the left bank of the Barclay River
opposite to a tree marked broad-arrow over
BXXIV ; and thence on the east by the left
bank of the Barclay River downwards to the 1879
point of commencement ... ... ... 61 31 Dec.... 0 8 0 7 7 0
26  Maryan Vale
No. 2 ... 30 iCommencing  on the left or west bank of the
Barclay River ,  an eastern  effluent of the
Beames' Brook , at a point opposite to a tree
marked broad- arrow over  BXXIV, situated
about seven miles ten chains in  a direct line
below or down the Barclay River fro m its
36
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BURKE  DISTRICT- continued.
effluence from the  Bea nies' Brook  ;  bounded
thence on the north by a west line three miles !
seventy chains,  crossing Bea ni es '  Brook at
about one mile sixty-four chains; thence onl
the west by a south line ten miles ; thence on
the south by an east line four miles to the
left bank of Beanies' Brook at a point opposite
to a tree marked broad-arrow over ALAI ;
and thence on the east by the left bank of
Beames' B ro ok downwards to the effluence of
the Barclay River ; and from thence by the
left bank of the Barclay River downwards to 1890
the point of commencement ... ... ... 17 30 June... 0 8 0 5 14 0
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
27 Llandilo ... 25 Commencing on the right bank of Tomahawk
Creek about half-a-mile above a hill called i
Langton Edge, at a spot bearing south-east from
a point four hundred chains south-west from':.
the summit of a hill called Mount Livingstone ;
and bounded thence on the south-west by  a
line bearing south-east o the left bank of  Car-
bine Creek ; on the south-east by the left bank I
of Carbine Creek downwards in a north-easterly
direction to its junction with Theresa Creek ;
on the north-east by the right bank of Theresa
Creek upwards in a north-westerly direction
about six miles to the junction of Tomahawk
Creek ; and on the north by the right bank of
Tomahawk Creek upwards in a westerly direc-
tion to the point of commencement ... ...
1874
1 30 June... 0 15 01
=PURSUANT to the Act of the thirty-first Victoria, number thirty, and the powers therein contained,
L I do appoint the following times and places at which Courts are to be held in the Western District,
in the Colony of Queensland, for the year  1873;  that is to say-
CRIMINAL JURISDICTION. CIVIL JURISDICTION.
District  and Town. Day of the Week.  Data. District  and Town .  Day of the Week .  Date.
1873. 1873.
Roma ... Wednesday 15 January
23 April
Roma ... ...  Wednesday ... 16 January
23 April
9 July
22 October
„ 9 July
22 October
Condamine ... Tuesday 21 January Condamine :.. ... Tuesday ... 21 January
29 April „ 29 April)1
15 July
28 October
„ 15 July
28  October
i
Dalby ... Friday 24 January Dalby .. ... I Friday ... 24 January
2May „ 2May
11 18 July „ 18 July
„ 31 October „ 31 October
Warwick ,.,  Tuesday ... 28 January Warwick ... Tuesday ... 28 January
„ 6May „ 6May
22 July „ 22 July
,, 4 November' ! „ 4 November
Toowoomba ... ... Thursday ... 30 January I Toowoomba ... ... Thursday 30 January
Friday 9 May Friday 9 May
Thursday ... 24 July Thursday 24 July
Friday 7 November { Friday 7 November
Description of Bounda ri es.
c
Ipa
Given under my  Hand,  this second day of November ,  1872 ,  at Dalby ,  in the Colony aforesaid.
CHAS. W. BLAKENEY,
Judge of the Western  District Court.
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Department of Public Works,
Roads  Branch,
Brisbane, 13th December, 1872.
NEW ROAD-LLrAD NG TO THE WHARF RESERVE, HOTHAM RIVER.
FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road leading to the Wharf Reserve, Hotham River : Notice is hereby given, that
in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this Colony,
a Plan and Book of Reference, skewing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane , and at the Police Office, Beenleigh ; and all  persons
interested therein are requested  to transmit , in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road
in question.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
(72-3987W.)
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF A ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS  NOS. 12, 13, AND 28, PAursH OF PIMPAMA, ANL
THROUGH SELECTION  No. 14,  PARISH OF DARLINGTON , COUNTY OF WARD , TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF  COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
,J
_I
I
Portion of  Road .  Reputed Owner.
Commencing  on the W .  D. White
west boundary of  Sol.
12, parish of Pimpams,
running north-wes-
terly to its N. W.
corner
2 Commencing on Pim -  J. Murtha
pama River ,  bearing
easterly to the east
boundary,thenoesouth-
westerly to the west
boundary of Bel. 13,
pariah of Pimpama
3 Commencing on the I .  Harding
east boundary of Bel.
28, parish of Pimpama,
runningeouth-weaterly
to Pimpama River
Occupier. Bearings. Lengthin Chains.
W. D. White ... 297° 30'
308° 5'
303° 47'
307° 30'
283° 50'
12° 15'
67°
J. Murtha
chg.  W.
7 26)
10 68
4  19
Bre adth
of Area.  Remarks.
Road
Chg. lke. I A. R. P.
7 22 1 50
5  781
5  402
12 61)
100° 40' 9 46)
104° 50' 9  891 ;
214° 30' 11 32 }I 1 50
223° 9 10
245° 6 14J
1.  Harding  2450 7 62
4 Commencing  on Pim- it. J. Jones  ...  it. J. Jones ... 261° 45'
pama River ,  r» ng 216° 50'
south-westerly through 242° 5
Be]. 14,  parish of Dar-
lington
1 50
11 85 I
24 59 , 1 50
4 27  j
7 0 5 Cattle  Station.Open ridge.
Partly  alluvial fiat,
8 0 19 partly open forest.
Unimproved.
1 0 17 Unimproved forestland.
Partly cultivated
5 3 28  land, partly open
fore st.
Department  of Public Works,
Roads  Branch,
Brisbane, 6th December, 1072.
NEW ROAD-IPSWICH TO THE UPPER LOGAN,  VIA  DUGANDAN.
FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road leading from Ipswich to the Upper Logan, vict Dugandan : Notice is
hereby given, that in conformity with Ithe provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force
in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, spewing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
BooK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD  FROM  IPSWICH TO THE UPPER LOGAN,  via  DUGANDAN, TO BE PRO-
CLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. II.
Register
No.! Portion of (toad. No.  of
selec-
tion.
Deviation tit rough 496
portion 91, parish
of Normanby,l
county of C hurob
ill, district of  West;
Moreton I
IReputed Occupier. Bearings.Owner.
Length I
in Chain..
Breadth
of Road. 1rea. Remarks.
chg. lks. ch. ]ks.
The. Venal] The. Verrall N. 421111E. 10 81 1 50 ' 4 0 This deviation now
17° 13'E. 13 62 fo llows the  original
48° 24' 4 02 dray track  ;  and was
180° 2 007 found  necessary, on
228124' 2 27 account of the boggy
197° 18' 13 54 nature of the ground,
222° 11' 0 791 near the  south-east
270° 2 0.27 corn or of portion 91
General Post Office,
Brisbane, Queensland, 27th December, 1872.
THE following
 SIIMMARIES
 of OBsERvATroNs taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION, ToowooMBA, during the Months of July, August, and September, 1872, are published for general
1 information.
By His Excellency 's Command,
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster -General.
SUMMARIES OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT TOOWOOMBA, DURING THE MONTHS OF JULY, AUGUST, AND SEPTEMBER, 1872.
LAT., 27° 34' S.; LONG., 152° 10' E.; HEIG$T OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE
 MEAN SEA  LEVEL,  1,960 FEET ; DISTANT FROM SEA-COAST,  80 MILES.
BAROMETER.
Cor. to 32° Fahr .  Temperature of
Air.
a a v I a a
N
 OD  m N
JULY. I
Maximum ... . .. ... ... ...
 28,167  28.124 28.132 57.0 6910
Mean ... ... ... ... ... 27977 27'919 27.9-149; 461  5613
Minimum ... ... ... ... ... 27.729 27.625127.664 31.0 47.0
AUGUST.
Maximum
 ... ... ...
Mean ,,, ...
Minimum ... ... ...
maximum
Mean
Minimum
SEPTEMBER.
JULY,
AUGUST,
SEPTEMBER,
a
m
HYGROMETER.
Temperature of
Evaporation.
8
d
m
5710
 55-01  60.0
44.2 439 1 48.9
37'0 30.0 38.0
'8'201
 .., 28.25I ,28.169 66.0 69.0 61.0 62.0
.. 28.005 27.950 127.997 46.4 58.2 46'0
 433
7.807 27.739 27.895 35.0
 48,01  36'0 33.0-
A. a
m m
Humidity.
a
N
•86 '93 133.0
60 •83 111:5
•41 61 60.0
55.0 •93
42.0 •84
38.0 •72
67'0
50.3
45.0
52.0  1.00 i  -87
42.1 •79 1 •58
34.0 '571 '41
... 128.303 78.250
 128.309
 61-0 75-0  65.0 58.0 66.0
... 28.075 28.009 '28'058 55.2
 65-41  541  529 59.5
... 127'819 271 7 27'825
 47.0 67.0 4&0 45'0 50.0
1872.- Mean Shade Temperature of Month ,  489 degrees.
1871.
 50-2
1870. 50.3
1869. 50.8
1872.- Mean Shade Temperature of Mouth ,  50.0 degrees.
1871• 55.0
1870. 52.8
I869. 5E•8
1872.-Mean  Shade Temperature of Month, 58:3  degrees.
1871. „ 80.0
1870.
 59.5
1869. 65`7
62.0 94 •94
51.4 •85 '67
43.4 '74 '49
Bain fell on 5 days.
5 „
11
Rain fell on 4 days.
18
3
Rain fell on 5 days.3 „
10
7
2'0? 240.0
75 123'3
'54 71.0
'93  11.52-0
'78  1324
'89 70.0
SELT-REGISTERING
THEEMOMETEBS.
8
.AIN.
0
cg
0
I
91.0
 47-01  69-0  47.0
11
31.5 •680
78.6 35.4 58.1 37.8 80.3 '057
59.0 (18.0 49.0 26'01 9*0 •000
204.0 49.0 70.0
86.2 321  68.9
67.0 20.0 60.0
135.0 58.0
108.9 44.1
68.0 25.5
79.0
67.4
58.0
Total Rainfall ,  1.76 inches.
1.66 „
4.09
1'37
Total Rainfa ll ,  1.24 inches.
0.68 „11
11  6.20
0.29
Total Eainfail ,
 292 inches.
1.54
1'84
0'85
46.0 34.5 •500
36'0 22.9 •040
27.5 10.0 •000
54'0 30.0 1.29011
474  20.0 •062
33*0 11.0 •000
mAm
ONO
WIND.
Summary of  Direction.
8 am. 2 P.M. 8 p.m.
NO NW3
W5 SWII
8 1 BE 4
E0 NE O
No NW3
W7 8W13
SO SE3
MO NEI
NO NW2
W2BW15
NO NWOI
W3 SW13
s0 8E4'
E S NE I
NO NWOI
W I SW 14
CLOUD.
0-10.
10 10 10
3-7  3-1 2.9
0 0 0
OZONE.
10 10 10 ...
3.5 91  2.4 ...
0 0 0 ...
BE4S1 BE4 SO 8E5
NEO E2 NEI E0 NEO
NO NWOINI NWO NO NW  01
10
W1 SW5 W1 SW7 W1 SW S'
5.
S1 SE 13 SI BE 10 81 SE 171
E3 NE2 EO NE4 EO NE0
Electrical Observations -- 69 Positive  ;  24 Negative.
84 „ 9 „
78 „ 6
63 18
Electrical Observations-75 Positive  ;  18 Negative.
89 „ 4
90 „ 3
29 6
Electrical Observations-71 Positive; 22 Negative.
82 „ 8
87 „ 3
27 3
The readings of the Barometer at Toonoomba
 (1,960 feet over Mean Sea Leve l)  are corrected to 329 Fahrenheit only.
3
0
10 10 ...
4'1 4.3 ...
0 0 ...
Prevailing Winds, S.W.
B.W.
S.W., E.
8.W., E.
Prevai ling  Winds, S.W.
S.W.,  S.E.
B.W.
B.1S E.
Prevailing Winds, B.E.
8.E., S.W.
S.W., E.
E.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government
 Meteorological  ObserT Ir.
TIME TABLE,
SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.--On  and alter  MONDAY,  9th September,  1872, the fc.:owing  Timc  Table will
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
Commissioner  for Railways'
 Office,
Brisbane, 30th August,
 1872.
come into operation  until  further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
IIILxS. UP TRAINS. Al IL AF. DOWN TRAINS.
.TArioNA, STATIONS.
From Too- No.1, j No.2, i No. 3, No . 4, No.5, No. 6, From From No.1, I No.2, No.3, No.4, No. 6. No.  13.1Ipswich. 1roomba. Goods. Mixed.  Mixed. Goods. Mixed. Mixed. Dalby. Warwick. Goods. Mixed. Mixed. Mixed. Goods. Mixed.
A.M.
 A.M.
 A.M.
Ipswich ... ... 10.0
P.M. P.M. P.M.
4.40 Dalb e
A.M. A.M. A.M.  A.M.
 A.M.
... ! 840
P.M.
8 Walloon 10.28 *5.8 3 Blaxland's Siding
12 Rosewood ... A A A 16 Bowenvillc ...
13 Western Creek ... A A A 24 Jondaryan ... ...  9-58
21
25
*11.8arrive
Grandchester
... 11'12depart
Victoria Tunnel ... ... ... A
11.49
A
5.47 I
5.51 1A
6. 8
I  33
1  40
45
...
...
Oakey Creek ,..
Gowrie
Gowrie Junction
...
...
arrive
... 10.30
... A.
29 Laidley  ... 2 1, --
38 Gatton  ... 12.18 6.57 ! ... .. Warwick 8.5  5.5
l arrive  ... 12.53 7.32 ... 3 Lyndhurst Road. A A A49 Helidon ... 1.8ldepart.
arrive  *14.8
7.47 ...
...
12
23
Allora ... ...
Clifton
8.45 5.45
9 22 *6.23
59
69
Murphy's Creek
*8.30 1.52depart
9.22 2.44Hi hfields
2.7 ...
2.59
8.27 'II ...
9.19
25
34
K ing's  Creek ... ...
Emu Creek Sidin
9.32 6'33
A
78
...g ...
{ arrive  10.10 3'32T b
...
3.47
 10.7 ... 41
g ...
Cambooya .. ... 10.25 7-26 co
82.35
oowoom a ... 10.50. depart
4B BtM h ' G
... 3.55 49
52;
Westbrook Crossing ...
For Williams' Cam
A A
d A
... A
A
86 7
sa one a ey
Gowrie Junction ... arrive *11.16
... ...
58
p... .
Gowrie Junction  ... arrive
50.45 Mahoney's Gate ... ... B ... ... B
85 7 Gowrie Junction ... depart  *1125 4.20 ...
901 121 For Williams' Camp ..  A A 1 Gowrie Junction ...depart ... ... 1
*11.25 1*11.16 8.26
94 16 ...  AWestbrook Crossing ... A i
11.65 11.44 8.56
102 24
...
Cambooya ..  12'25 525 20 ce65 Toowoomba ... { de p 6.30 6.60 1 12.4 11.50
109 31 Emu Creek Siding ... ...  A A  61 , Highfields ... .. 720 7.40 12.54 12.40
118 40 1'18's CreekKin 6.13 f arrive 108 1.44 1.30g ... ... ...
120  42 Clifton , 1'28
...
1
71
... *6.23 ... Murphy's Creek l depart
.
*8.30 { *1.48 ...
131  53 Allora 2.5 70 arrive 9.10 2.28... ...
140  62 Lyndhurst Road A
,.,
81
... A ... Helidon ... depart 925 2'43
143
 F5 Warwick ... ... ... 2.45 ... 7'40  92 ... Gatton ... 10.0 3.18
101 ... Laidley  ... ... 10.29 3.47
86  Gowrie Junction ... depart  4.30 105 ... Victoria Tunnel A A
90  Gowrie A . ... arrive 11'4 4.22...
97  Oakey Creek ... 5.8
.. 109 ... Grandchester depart *11.8 4.26
106  Jondaryan ... ... . 5.38 112 ... Western Creek  ... .. A A
114  Bowenville .. ... A 118 Rosewood .. .... ... A A
127  Blaxland's Siding A 122 Walloon ... ... .. ... 11'49 06-8
130  Dalby ,,, .,. ,. 6.50 130 ... Ipswich ... ... 12.17 5.36
4
* Trains meet here.
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo ll owing Monday.
Nousa - The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, wi ll  stop by signal to take up passengers only, who wi ll  be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to ali ght at those places can
only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.(I3.) The Nos. 2 and 3 Up,  and 3 and 6 Down Trains only,
 will, for the present,  stop at this Crossing,  subject to the foregoing regulation.
Goods Trains will be run when necessary.
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Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and  after MONDAY, the 14th  instant, the following Time
Table will come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rook-
hampton.
Stations Up Train,Mixed.
Miles
from West-
wood.
Stations. Down TrainMixed.
a.m. P.M.
Rockhampton ... 11. 0 Westwood ... 3.30
6 Gracemere ... 11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing ... ... A
15 Stanwell  12. 0 15 Stanwell  ... ... ... 4.30
24 Rosewood Crossing  A 24 Gracemere ... ... ... 5. 6
30 Westwood ...  1. 0 30 Rockhampton... ... ... 5.30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  fro m the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
General Post Office,
Brisbane , 31st December, 1872.
No. 12.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF DECEMBER, 1872.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, are requested to
give the correct number of the page on which  they  may have observed their Names,  as such
reference  will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons  in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required  for transmission ; and, in addition to the former  particulars, are
requested  to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission  of Letters
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster -General.
NOTE.- The DEAD LETTER BRANCH  of'  the General  Post  Office is opened for delivery ,  daily, Saturday
excepted ,  from Ten a.m. to Four p .m.: on Saturday ,  from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
A.
1 ABELL H., Gilberton ni
2 Adams (brewers), Inglewood s
3 Adams P. F., Stanthorpe o c (2)
4 Ahlers Johann H., Brisbane f
5 Ainger Edward, Gympie u k
6 Aland T., Townsville c
7 Albridge H., Maryborough c
8 Alexander J. (farmer), Warwick c
9 Alexander Robert, Emu Vale c
10 Allanson H., Brisbane u k
11 Allen Mrs., Warwick u k
12 Allen and Woods, Mooloolah c
13 Allen Alexander E., Maryborough c
14 Allen Miss Jessie, Brisbane c
15 Allen Joseph, Chinchilla c
16 Allen T. J., Gympie o c
17 Aloung -, Barcaldine Downs c
18 Althaus Paul, Toowoomba f
19 Anders Mrs., Brisbane c (2)
20 Anderson George, Maryborough o c
21 Anderson Harold, Maryborough p o
22 Anderson J., Stanthorpe c
23 Anderson James, Maryborough o c
24 Anderson P., Newstead c .
25 Anderson Peter, Stanthorpe c
26 Anderson W., Walloon o c
27 Anderson W., Westwood c
28 Anderson William, Rockhampton c
29 Andrews B., Ravenswood c
30 Andrews Stephen, Euroombah c
31 Ankinson Mrs., Stanthorpe c
32 Annsley  Miss  J., Brisbane u k
33 Armstrong R. J. L., Home Creek o
34 Arnold Henry John, Noorindoo c
35 Arwin John, Tingalpa c
36 Ashford -. Helidon c
37 Ashton James, Stanthorpe s
38 Attenborough George, Townsville a (2)
39 Austin  Miss,  Ipswich s
B.
1 BACK G., Toowoomba c
2 Bacon Ward, Toowoomba c
3 Badley G., Mitchell Downs u k (3)
4 Baggett Andrew, Copperfield c
5 Bailey -, Ipswich s
6 Bailey George, Brisbane uk (2)
7 Bailey Joseph, Aramac u k
8 Baines G., Brisbane u k
9 Baird S., Ellangowan c
10 Baker -, Brisbane ni
11 Baker George, Ravenswood c
12 Balfe Mrs. Walter, Ravenswood c
13 Ball A. T., Brisbane p o
14 Banks W. C., Stantlorpe c (2),
15 Barker Richard, Stanthorpe c
16 Barkly Alfred, Ravenswood s
17 Barklay J. D., Brisbane c
18 Barnes W., Dalby c
19 Barnett Henry, Banana c
20 Barnett John, Stanthorpe c
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21 Barry Mrs .,  Townsville c 8 Cameron Duncan ,  Burenda m
22 Bartlett  Mrs. Eliza, Copperfield o  9 Cameron  S. D., Ipswich c
23 Bastet  W., Ravenswood c (2) 10 Cameron  Thomas, Brisbane c
24 Baston Henry, Rockhampton u k 11 Campbell John, Brisbane c (2)
25 Batten John, Ipswich u k 12 Campbell George D., Stanthorpe c
26 Bauer  A., Walloon o c 13 Campbell John, Maryborough o c
27 Bawden John, Copperfield a in and c (6) 14 Campbell W., Copperfield c
28 Baxter Samuel , Townsville c 15 Cann George,  Blacka ll  c
29 Beare James,  Lakes Creek s 16 Carey Benj amin , Copperfield c
30 Beazley Charles, Ravenswood c 17 Carmody Barney, Stanthorpe c
31 Bedford Robert, Townsville it k 18 Carthen William, Townsville o
32 Bedsor Mrs., Brisbane u k 19 Carver Joseph, Warwick c
33 Beech John, Stanthorpe s 20 Caselow William, Stanthorpe c
34 Beitz W., Logan River c 21 Casey G. B., Copperfield c
35 Bell A. B.; Maryborough s  22 Castils  John, Maryborough s
36 Bennet Henry, Stanthorpe c 23 Castle Joseph, Warroo c
37 Bennet J. S., Coondara c 24 Caton Thomas, Stanthorpe c
38 Bennett James, Copperfield c  25 Changham Jack, Maryborough o c
39 Bennison John, Toowoomba c 26 Chantrill W., Dalby u k
40 Benson Thomas,  Brisbane s  27 Chapman -,  Brisbane c
41 Bergan Miss Mary, Warwick o c 28 Chapman G., Stanborough s
42 Bergin William, Ravenswood c (2) 29 Chaumette F. T., Townsville a (2)
43 Berry John, Warwick c 30 Christenson A. C., Ravenswood c
41 Bertheau Charles E., Blackall c 31 Christensen S., Townsville c
45 Betzold -, Warwick c 32 Christian W. B., Brisbane s
46 Beutel August, Maryborough f 33 Christo J. P., Clermont c
47 Bird and Taylor, Ipswich c  34 Clare John, Stanthorpe c
48 Bishop  Francis,  Toowoomba c 35 Clark -,  Brisbane c
49 Blackwell George, Copperfield c  36 Clarke Joseph, Stanthorpe c
50 Blitz A., Rockhampton s 37 Clarke Patrick, Warwick c
51 Bloxham E. J., Roma s 38 Clegg Andrew, Brisbane o
52 Bokelman Timothy, Toowoomba c 39 Cleghorn and Chapman, Stanthorpe s
53 Bolger J. M., Rockhampton c 40 Clements J. F., Stanborough s
54 Bome (Polynesian), Rockhampton e 41 Clermont -, Peak Downs c
55 Bond Frank, Ravenswood it k (2) 42 Clifford C., Roma c
56 Bone John, Copperfield s 43 Cluett G., Maryborough u k
57 Bone Thomas, Ravenswood e 44 Clyde W. H., Brisbane in
58 Booth W., Morinish c (2)  45  Coal Thomas,  Brisbane m
59 Borger Jacob, Stanthorpe c 46 Cockerill -, Cape York it k
60 Bott Henry, Warwick o c 47 Colings John, Ravenswood c
61 Boulter C. J., Stanthorpe c 48 Colley -, Copperfield c
62 Boulton Henry, Blackall s 49 Collins -,  Glengallan c
63 Bourk Thomas, Nerang Creek o 50 Collins Mrs. C. M., Brisbane c
64 Bourne  Ramsden J., Brisbane c 51 Collins Mrs. D., Brisbane it k
65 Bower  Felick, Maryborough c 52 Collins  Joel, Rockhampton u k
66 Bowie  Miss, Brisbane c 53 Conn W. R., Claverton c
67 Bowman  Jesse, Stanthorpe c 54 Connah Mrs. Tom, Brisbane u k
68 Boyer Hans ,  Townsville s 55 Connel James , Stanthorpe o c
69 Bray John H., Copperfield a 56 Connelly Mrs., Toowoomba c
70 Breakey John D., Rockhampton u k 57 Connor Daniel, Stanthorpe c
71 Brennan Thomas, Rockhampton c 58 Connors J., Warwick o c
72 Brian J.,  Brisbane o c 59 Connor Mrs. Owen, Stanthorpe c
73 Brien John, Warwick c 60 Conohan Peter, Stanthorpe c
74 Brimelow  James,  Maryborough it k 61 Conroy Edward, Ravenswood  c and s (2)
75 Brooks E., Copperfield c 62 Cooch J., Ravenswood o
76 Brooks Miss  Mary A., Ipswich o 63 Cook -, Copperfield c
77 Brooks Robert, Ballendean u k 64 Cook Charles, Walloon u It (2)
78 Brown Mrs .,  Brisbane  c 65 Cook F., Ipswich o c
79 Brown Dr.,  Queensland s  66 Cook H., Brisbane f
80 Brown Emanuel, Wide Bay s 67 Cooke Jeremiah, Wide Bay s
81 Brown Fuller, Brisbane
It
k 68 Cooksey John, Maryborough o c
82 Brown Captain G., Maryborough s 69 Cooper B., Brisbane c
83 Brown J., Toowoomba c 70 Corn Miss Catherine, Brisbane c
84 Brown John, Glamorgan Vale o c 71 Costellow Michael, Stanthorpe c
85 Brown Robert, Warwick c (2) 72 Couper A., Ravenswood c
86 Brudger Young, Ravenswood s 73 Cousins Isaac, Stanthorpe c
87 Bryson  Samuel,  Lily Vale u k 74 Cox Mrs. Thomas, Copperfield u k
88 Buchanan Daniel, Townsville a 75 Craig Mrs. Mary, Brisbane o c
89 Buehler  Heinrich, Rockhampton e 76 Crate W., Fassifern c
90 Burchett William, Westwood c 77 Crawford George, Dalby c
91 Burke Miss Ellen, Maryborough c 78 Crighton George, Stanthorpe s
92 Burns Mrs., Rosewood c 79 Croman John, Stanthorpe c
93 Burns Thomas, Ipswich c 80 Cronin Cornelius, Warwick o c
94 Burrows T. F. T., Mitchell Downs o  81  Crossman Joseph, Gympie it k
95 Busch Henry, Brisbane c 82 Crowdy F., Stanthorpe c
96 Buttler Mrs.,  Brisbane c  83  Crowley Jeremiah,  Ravenswood a
97 Butler Michael, Stanthorpe c. 84 Crozier Robert, Rockhampton c (2)
98 Byrne Daniel, Ravenswood in 85 Cullen Daniel, Stanthorpe c
86 Cullum .James, Stanthorpe o c
C. 87 Cumming  Simon , Maryborough o c88 Cundlen Martin, Stanthorpe c
1 CADDICK Miss K., Brisbane c 89 Curtis -, Albert River c
2 Cahill Michael, Logan c 90 Curvey  Benjamin , Copperfield e
3 Cahoo William, Clermont c D.4 Caine Mrs., Brisbane u k
5 Cair James, Stanthorpe c 1 DAILY Miss, Rockhampton c
Ui Calligan H., Gympie c 2 Dallimore H , Maryborough m
7 Cameron D., Ipswich c :1 Dalrymple H., Warwick o c
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4 Dalton Grant, Brisbane s 18 Fitzsimmons John, Brisbane s
5 Danaher Denis, Stanthorpe p o 19 Flanagan James, Stanthorpe c
6 Daniels Sylvanus, Townsville m 20 Flanagan Mrs. Mary Jane, Warwick o c
7 Darcy John, Gympie s 21 Fletcher Harriet, Brisbane u k
8 Davey John, Copperfield u k (5) 22 Foley Mrs. Michael, Cape River u k
9 David J. W., Mount Clara c 23 Forbes John, Ravenswood u k (3)
10 Davidson Adam, Toowoomba c (2) 24 Fox Henry, Brisbane u k
11 Davies -, Westwood c 25 Fox Thomas, Copperfield c
12 Davies David, Copperfield a 26 Fraley H. A., Brisbane w a
13 Davis Edward A., Copperfield f and c (2) 27 Frampton James, Ipswich u k
14 Davis  IT.,  Gracemere o c 28 Francis Thomas, Rockhampton o c
15 Dawe G., Brisbane s 29 Francklyn Henry E., Brisbane u k
16 Dean J., Townsville in 30 Frankland S. M., Toowoomba c
17 Deering Andrew, Stanthorpe c 31 Franks O. H., Brisbane s
18 Delaney Michael, Junr., Ipswich v  32 Fredericks A. E., Brisbane f (9)
19 Denny J. 0., Warwick in 33 Freeman E. N., Stanthorpe c
20 Desmond T., Brisbane c 34 French Luke L., Toowoomba c
21 Devenish John, Dalby n k 35 French T. W., Brisbane a
22 Devine John, Brisbane o 36 Froggatt Mrs. Win., Brisbane u k
23 Devine Patrick F., Rockhampton u k 37 Fryer A., Bowen c
24 Diamond Mrs. Lawrence, Stanthorpe c 38 Fulford Miss E., Brisbane u k
25 Dick David, Dalby c
26 Dickson Mrs. James, Kedron Brook s G.
27 Dixon Mrs. Clara E., Euston p o
28 Dodd David, Brisbane a 1 GABRIEL Jean, Copperfield c
29 Dolan Peter, Blackall u k 2 Galton George, Brisbane u k
30 Donovan Denis, Warwick o c 3 Gannon M. B., Brisbane c
31 Donovan T., Brisbane c 4 Garbutt W., Kanaga s
32 Donovan Timothy, Euthella c 5 Gard John, Townsville s
33 Donovan Thomas, Caamboon e li Gardner James, Warwick c (2)
34 Doolan P. C., Banana c 7 Garret George, Clermont c
35 Doran Michael, Maryborough c (2) 8 Geddie John, Brisbane c
36 Dorman John, Stanthorpe c (5) 9 Gee  Ting, Inglewood s
37 Dougan -, Westwood c 10 Gerlee -, Brisbane c
38 Douglas -, Ravenswood e 11 Giffin James, Copperfield c
39 Douglas J., Stanthorpe c 12 Giffen John, Clermont a
40 Douglas John, Brisbane e 13 Gillham G., Stanthorpe c
41 Doyle John, Ravenswood ni 14  Gilbertson Revd. Jas., Stanthorpe m
42 Doyle Miss Kate, Brisbane e 15 Gillis Joseph, Copperfield a (2)
43 Drane Mrs., Brisbane u k 16 Gilshenan Patrick, Brisbane f
44 Dredge W. C., Stanthorpe s (4, 17 Glennie Thomas, Oxley c (3)
45 Driscoll John: Brisbane c (2) 18 Glissan -, Fassifern c
46 Dunne H. H., Rockhampton o 19 Godden Mrs., Maryborough s
47 Dunn J., H elidon c 20 Gold C. J., Brisbane u k
48 Dunne Michael, Ravenswood u k 21 Gomez G. C., Stanthorpe c
49 Dyer Miss, Warwick s 22 Goodby Wm., Toowoomba e
50 Dyer Mrs. Ellen, Stanthorpe c 23 Goodfellow -, Redland Bay c
51 Dysart -, Stanthorpe c 24 Goodwin Samuel, Brisbane u k
25 Gordon -, Ipswich he
Ravenswood c26 Gordon Fred .,E. 27 Gorry James, Ravenswood c
1 EABORN Miss E., Glengallatt e 28 Gorston Mrs. Jane, Albany o
2 Eales William H., Ravenswood a 29 Graham David, Mount Clara s
3 Edding Mrs., Toowoomba c 30 Graham John, Brisbane u k
4 Edgar Miss Mary, Brisbane u k 31 Grainer Francis, Ravenswood c
5 Edgar Robert, Brisbane u k 32 Grant Mrs., Toowoomba c
6 Edwards James, Dalby c (2) 33 Grant John, Halliford c (2)
7 Egan Dennis, Townsville c 34 Gregerson Peter, Maryborough in
8 Egeart Robert, Ipswich c 35 Gregorek M., Ipswich o c
9 Eggert Christian, Walloon o c 36 Griffiths David, Queensland u k
10 Ellice Captain, Kedron Brook u k 37 Griffiths William, Ravenswood c
11 S., Brisbane eElliot John, Stanthorpe c 38 Grimley T.
12
+
Ellis Mrs. Rose, Warwick o c and e (2) 39 Gronnin C. . P., Caboolture c and o (2)
13 Elsholz Wilhelm, Rockhampton o 40 Groves W., Coomera c
14 Ettenger Henry, Stanthorpe c 41 Gubel Carl, Rockhampton c (2)
15 Evans C. Evan, Townsville c
16 Evans George Little, Moreton Bay u k H.
17 Ewart Robert, Blackall c (2)
1 HADE Patrick, Warwick o c
F. 2 Hadley Joseph, Canal Creek u k3 Haven Ole S., Ravenswood f
1 FAADEN Mrs. F., Rockhampton c 4 Haig William, Brisbane p o
2 Fage William James, Brisbane c 5 Hall John, Dalby c
3 Fannon Alexander, Copperfield c 6 Hamilton J. R., Rockhampton c
4 Farley Nicholas, Laurel Bank u k 7 Hamlet Henry, Ravenswood in
5 Farrar John, Brisbane in (2) 8 Hanan William, Toowoomba c
6 Farrow Mrs., Brisbane u k 9 Hancock Jobn, Ipswich u k (3)
7 Faulkner James, Dalby c 10 Hanley J., Warwick a
8 Feeling Mrs. A., Brisbane c 11 Hansen Chryline, Maryborough c
9 Fenton Frederick, Maryborough  in 12 Hansen C. Y., Warwick c
10 Fergusson Mrs. Charles, Home Creek c 13 Hansen Sannisb, Rockhampton f
11 Ferguson James, Brisbane u k and c (4) 14 Harbottle Thos., Rockhampton s
12 Ferguson Mrs. M., Brisbane o c 15 Harden H. S., Brisbane s
13 Finlson Donald, Stanthorpe a 16 Harding F., Herbert River c
14 Finton William, Stanthorpe c 17 Hargrave Alexander, Rockhampton a
15 Fitzgerald J. W., Maryborough e 18 harper George, Ravenswood c
16 Fitzgerald Miss M., Brisbane o c L9 Harris G. W., Stanthorpe c and o c (3)
17 Fitzpatrick Miss B., Dalby o c 20 Hartnott Henry, Brisbane o
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21 Harvey  Robert, Stanthorpe c 19 Jones George D., Stanthorpe s
22 Harvey Thos. S., Rockha mpton c 20 Jones James, Maryborough m
23 Haswell Henry, Ruby Creek e 21 Jones William, Warwick s
24 Hawkins Samuel, Stanthorpe c 22 Joseph Isaac, Brisbane s
25 Hay August, Stanthorpe o 23 Joyce James, Maryborough n z and e (2)
26 Hay Edward, Caboolture c 24 Judge Hugh, Mitchell Downs c
27 Hay William, Copperfield c 25 Judge J., Stanthorpe c
28 Hayes Bernard,  Ravenswood u k 26 .Turgens George, Brisbane m
29 Hayward A., Ipswich o
30 Heagarty Jeremiah,  Ravenswood a K.
31 Healy Miss Margaret, Rockhampton u k
32 Hearly John, Stanthorpe c 1 KAIN James, Toowoomba c
33 Hearn F., Brisbane o 2 Karen Maria, Townsville c
34 Hedges Miss Eliza, Oxley o 3 Karle -, Sandy Creek e
35 Heid J. H., Walloon o c 4 Kavanagh Mrs., Dalby c
36 Heilbronn Miss Louisa , Brisbane c 5 Kavanagh A. B., Rockhampton c
37 Henning Frank, Brisbane c 6 Kavanagh Pat, Brisbane e
38 Henderson George, Gympie u k  and c (2)  7 Kay Mrs., Toowoomba c
39. Henderson Thomas, Copperfield c 8 Kearney Michael, Stanthorpe c
40 Hendry John X.Y.Z., Brisbane u k (2) 9 Keating W., Westwood c (3)
41 Henratty Patrick, Warwick u k 10 Keefe Thomas, Copperfield c
42 Henson Joseph, Stanthorpe c 11 Keeleher Daniel, Darling Downs f
43 Hesse Wilhelm, Brisbane f 12 Kelly Miss Katherine, Warwick o c
44 Hewitt James, Rockhampton  u k and c (2) 13 Kelly Michael, Ravenswood c
45 Hicks George, Stanthorpe a 14 Kelly William E., Stanthorpe c
46 Hicks H., Crocodile Creek s 15 Kenafick Thomas, Wallann c
47 Higham C. L., Rockhampton u k 16 Kennedy Archibald, Ravenswood e
48 Hitry Miss Louise, Cambooya c 17 Kennedy Henry, Townsville m
49 Hill Edward, Tallebudgeree u k 18 Kennedy J., Kedron Brook c (2)
50 Hill Mrs. S. F., Ipswich u k 19 Kennedy Thomas, Blackall c
51 Hill W., Ravenswood c 20 Kenely Daniel, Walloon c
52 Hillyer J., Rockhampton c 21 Kennett Richard, Ravenswood c
53 Hinds Alfred, Warwick o c 22 Kent John, Hornet Bank c
54 Hiron James, Copperfield u k (3) 23 Kerry Henry, Doughboy Creek u k (2)
55 Hironymus Nicholas, Walloon o c 24 Kertland C., Maryborough s
56 Hirschel William, Toowoomba c 25 Killie John, Maryborough c
57 Hisinberg -, Warwick c 26 Kime Thomas, Copperfield c
58 Hoare-, Brisbane c 27 King -, Maryborough s
59 Hobson John, Townsville n z 28 King William, Stanthorpe c
60 Hodges James, Stohen c 29 Kitchard Miss E., Gympie p o
61 Hodgson C., Dalby c (4) 30 Klober -, Brisbane c
62 Hodgson Oswald, Stanthorpe u k (2) 31 Kluver C., Brisbane c
63 Holcomb C. H., Stanthorpe s 32 Knighton H. S., Townsville u k
64 Hollinworth E. W., Warwick c 33 Knobs David, Ravenswood c
65 Holm Mrs. Fanny, Ravenswood o 34 Knust Fred., Ravenswood c
66 Holt W., Brisbane c 35 Kocho Joseph, Roma c
67 Homer -, Lake's Creek u k 36 Kole George, Ipswich c
68 Hook F. J., Brisbane m 37 Konig Anton, Tarong o
69 Hope F., Cleveland c 38 Kraft Christian,  Bannaro c
70 Hopkins Thos., Townsville s 39 Kynoch D., Stanthorpe c
71 Horsburgh Mrs., Brisbane c
72 Houston -, Brisbane c I,.
73 Houston D., Stanthorpe c
74 Howe William James, Brisbane u k 1 LACON E. B. K., Moggill o c
75 Howley F. W., Stanthorpe s 2 Lalor William,  Bengalla c
76 Huddy George, Ravenswood s 3 Lamb Patrick, Stanthorpe o c
77 Hughes Richard, Stanthorpe c 4 Lambert Mrs. Louis, Stanthorpe c
78 Hulbert Mrs., Ravenswood e 5 Lamond Roger, Brisbane o c
79 Hunter James, Rockton u k 6 Lancaster Thomas, Stanthorpe c
80 Huntley Win. H., Brisbane it k 7 Langton John, Ravenswood  s and c (2)
81 Hutchinson Eli, Brisbane c 8 Langure -, Maryborough o c
9 Lannan Miss Ann, Brisbane o c
10 e cLa worth James Stanthorr1 p pp,. 11 Larhay Mrs. Elizabeth, Warwick o
1 INGOLD George, Ipswich s 12 Larkin Thos. S., Warwick n z
2 Irish S., Stanthorpe c 13 Lawson John, Pimpama u k (2)
3 Isakson Carl, Copperfield f 14 Leaver John, Brisbane u k
15 Lee E., Townsville u k
J. 16 Lee Joseph, Stanthorpe c (2)17 Lee P., Stanthorpe a
1 JACKSON George, Gracemere o r 18 Lee Richard, Maryborough e
2 Jackson John, Rockhampton c 19 Lehman Mrs. J. L., Toowoomba c
3 Jenkins William, Rockhampton u k 20 Lenehan Michael, Oxley o c
4 Jensen Miss Johanne, Rockhampton c 21 Lennan -, Oxley c
5 Jensen Ludwig, Maryborough o c 22 Leonard Austin, Toowoomba a
6 Jepson Edward, Ravenswood c 23 Lewis Mrs. G., Ravenswood c
7 Jinkins John, Cooroora o 24 Lincoln N., Mitchell Downs a
8 Johnson Miss Ann, Cleveland f 25 Lipsett Robert, Maryborough c
9 Johnson Captain, Stanthorpe s 26 Little James, Ipswich u k
10 Johnson Mrs. Ellen, Townsville e 27 Lloyd and Smith, Copperfield c
11 Johnson Y. N., Ipswich c 28 Logan Captain, Townsville c
12 Johnson Miss Sarah, Stanthorpe o c 29 Long Frank, Mooroochie c
13 Johnston John, Dundathu o 30 Lopdail John, Gordon Downs c
14 Joice James, Taroom c (2) 31 Lord Edward, Helidon c
15 Jones --, Townsville s 32 Lotz August, Stanthorpe o e
16 Jones Edwin, Ravenswood o 33 Louis L., Tingalpa c
17 Jones Miss Eliza, Toowoomba u k 34 Lowe John, Ravenswood s
18 Jones Miss Emma A., Brisbane c 36 Low Richard, Oxley o c
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36 Lowndes J., Warwick a 79 Morrissey M., Brisbane c
37 Lucas Alfred ,  Ha ll iford o 80 Morrissey Mrs. T .,  Dalby c
38 Lukkis  -,  Stanthorpe c 81 Mortimer James, Ipswich u k and c (4)
39 Lundbergh Ernest, Ipswich s and f (2) 82 Morton J., Warwick c
40 Lynch Thomas ,  Stanthorpe c (2) 83 Moss Mrs. John, Brisbane u k (2)
41 Lynch William ,  Ravenswood c 84 Moynihan Patrick ,  Toowoomba  it  k
42 Lyons David ,  Toowoomba  in  and  it  k (2) 85 Mulbach Mrs. E., Boogo o c
43 Lyons Miss Fannie, Rockhampton  it  k 86 Mulholland Edward ,  Consuelo o
87 Mullen Charles, Copperfield c
M. 88 Milll er F., Walloon o c
1 MADSEN Chr.,  Brisbane c 89 Mu ll in George, Stanthorpe c
2 Madsen Niels, Maryborough c 90 Munt Charles, Maryborough s
3 Magee Bernard ,  Stanthorpe c 91 Murphy A., Copperfield c
4 Maguire Timothy, Ravenswood c 92 Murphy Mrs. G., Stanthorpe c
5 Mahar Thomas ,  Stanthorpe c (2) 93 Murphy Charles, Maryborough c
6 Maitland E. A. Brisbane c. 94 Murphy Miss Ellen, Cleveland  it k and e (3)
7 Malcolm Alexander ,  Ravenswood n z 95 Murphy Henry, St. George c
8 Malcolm Andrew ,  Townsville  in 96 Murphy J. B., Brisbane s
9 Maloney James ,  Toowoomba c 97 Murphy Martin ,  Blackall s
10 Manning  -,  Brisbane c 98 Murphy Nicholas, Townsville c (4)
11 Manobey liichard ,  Ravenswood c 99 Murray Mrs. Bridget, Brisbane o c
12 Manson Andrew, Crocodile  Creek u k 100 Murray Richard ,  Gympie c
13 Manson Thomas ,  Rockhampton  it  k and m (2) 101 Murray W., Enniskillen c
14 Manuel Mrs .,  Gympie c 102 Mutton Henry ,  Maryborough s
15 Margetts A., Stanthorpe o c 103 Myles Miss  Hannah,  Brisbane o
16 Marks Mrs. Henry ,  Warwick s
17 Marrs Christian ,  Nerang Creek c Mc.
18 Marsden H., Brisbane  it  k 1 McARGAM  J., Ravenswood c19 Marsh Charles ,  Townsvi lle o 2 MeAvoy John,  Oxley c20 Marsh M .  H., Folkestone o c 3 MeBurney James ,  Rockhampton c and p o (2)21 Marsh Samuel ,  Stanthorpe c 4 McCaffrey  Margaret ,  Brisbane u k and p o (2)22 Martel Thomas, Brisbane o c and s (2) 5 McCall William ,  Ravenswood c23 Martin  --,  Caboolture c 6 McCarthy Mrs., Dalby c24 Martin Mrs. John ,  Maryborough s 7 McCarthy  Timothy, Rosewood c25 Marwedel and Digby ,  Stanthorpe o c 8 McCleverty George Stanthorpe c
26 Mason Frederick ,  Rockhampton m 9
,
McColough James, Roma c27 Matthews Frederick ,  Rockhampton o 10 McCormack John Copperfield c28 Mathew John, Dalby u k 11
,
McCormack Wil liam,  Copperfield e (3)29 Mathews George, Barodine Creek s 12 McCosker  0.,  Highfields s30 Mathewson John, Stainburn Downs c 13 McCra John Rub Creek s31 Mathison A., Stanthorpe c 14
,
MeCrystal  John,  Brisbane u k32 Mathison Kenneth ,  Ravenswood s and c (2) 15 McCulloch Donald Maryborough m33 Maund and Co. R. H., Stanthorpe o c 16
,
McCulloch George, Ravenswood  it  k34 Maunsell George S., Brisbane c (2) 17 McDermott C. Copperfield c35 Mawby -, Eight-mile Plains c 18
,
McDonough Miss, Brisbane c36 Mayne E .  V. C., Severn River s (2) 19 McElroy  - Copperfield  e37 Mayo Henry ,  Brisbane ca 20
,
McFadden James , Ipswich  c c38 Meade John, Stanthorpe c (2) 21 MacFarlane James Stanthorpe c39 Merfield J. W., Brisbane m 22
,
McGavin Charles ,  Ravenswood o40 Meston J. A., Myra c 23 McGee Joseph ,  Stanthorpe c41 Michelmore.P. C., Warra Warra o c 24 McGee Lawrence ,  Blackall o c42 Mi ll George H.,  Cleveland c 25W McGill John ,  Ravenswood c (2)43 Millar J . . W., Townsville c 26 McGowren Patrick, Ravenswood c44 Miller Richard ,  Ravenswood s 27 McGrath E., Gympie c45 Millon T .,  Stanthorpe c 28 Moggill o cMcGrath J.46 Millward Wm., Warwick c 29 , Ravenswood oMacGregor J.47 Millwood H. E., Mungindi a 30 ,McGuire William, Stanthorpe c48 Milne G. L., Bowen  it  k (3) 31 Machan Matthew, Maryborough  it  k49 Milne W .  J., Roma c 32 McIntosh William, Mobbo c50 Milon John ,  Townsville c 33 McKay Andrew, Stantborpe c51 Minehan Denis, Toowoomba s (6) 34 McKay Angus ,  Dalby u k52 Minelcan Denis, Toowoomba s 35 Mackay Hugh, Rookwood it  k (2)53 Missing Henry, Stanthorpe c 36 McKearn Alexr., Warwick a
54 Mitche ll  James, Rockhampton a 37 McKee William ,  Ravenswood m55 Mitchell M. A., Maryborough  it  k 38 Mackenzie  John,  Brisbane  in56 Moffatt Samuel, Stanthorpe c 39 McE enzie Richard, Maryborough m57 Moller Alexander ,  Toowoomba f 40 McKenzie William, Stanthorpe c58 Mollison Mrs., Townsville c 41 Brisbane o cMcKeown J.59 Monahan Eugene, Townsville c 42
,
McKinnon James, Dalby m60 Monce Alexander ,  Pilton p o 43 McKirnie G., Stanthorpe c61 Montgomery John, Stanthorpe e 44 McLachlan A., Gympie c62 Moody Thomas ,  Brisbane c 45 McLady John, Stanthorpe c and s (2)63 Moore - ,  Rockhampton c 46 McLaren Wm, Ravenswood o64 Moore Miss Anne, Stanthorpe c 47 McLaughlin Mrs. Ann, Brisbane o c65 Moore G., Rockhampton  it  k 48 McLean  -,  Moreton Bay c66 Moore Robert L .,  Warwick c 49 McLeish Peter B .,  Stanthorpe c67 Moran E., Clifton o c 50 McLennan Miss Mary Brisbane c
.68 Moran Michael ,  Barcaldine c 51
,
McManore Michael, Roma c69 Morgan W. P., Brisbane c 52 McMullen John ,  Stanthorpe c70 Morgan Wi ll iam ,  Kilkivan c 53 McNamara Miss Hannah Brisbane c71 Morgenwell Wilhelm, Toowoomba c 54
,
McQuaig Miss, Brookfield c72 Morris Mrs. Aaron ,  Warwick c and o c (3) 55 McWalters Mrs. Ellen , Maryborough o e,73 Morris John ,  Maryborough e
74 Morris Robert, Tart ha u k N.75 Morris Samuel ,  Warwick o c
76 Morris Thomas ,  Townsville m 1 NAGEL  John, Brisbane m
77 Morrison F. S., Tingalpa c (2) 2 Napier .Toseph, Brisbane za k
78 Morison  & Co. K . J., Maryboroughi o e 3 Nathan W .  B., Roma s
45
4 Neale T.,  B ri sbane c Q.
5 Nealy Matthew, Townsville o 1 Brisbane oQUINN James6 Ness Peter, Gympie c 2
,
Stanthorpe cQuirk Miss Kate
7 Netter John, Brisbane u k ,
8 Nevin Michael, Warwick c R.9 Newell James, Stanthorpe c
10 Nichol Francis, Springsure c and u k (3) 1 RADFORD James, Ipswich c
11 Nicholas Benjamin, Townsville o 2 Ralph J: L., Rockhampton c
12 Nickoele -, Beenleigh o c 3 Rankin R., Ravenswood c
13 Nicol J., Brisbane o 4 Ratcliff T., Copperfield c
14 Nicson -, Townsville a 5 Read Wyatt, Brisbane u k and f (2)
15 Nielsen Niels, Mooroochie o 6 Ready Patrick, Ipswich o c
16 Norris C., Toowoomba c 7 Reek Mrs. Thomas, Copperfield c
8 Redmond -, Stanthorpe c
9 Redmond William, Ravenswood o
0.  10 Reegan Philip, Ravenswood c
11 Rees John, Ma borough s1 O'BRIEN John, Warwick c (2) 12 Reeves Henry W. J., Warwick s
2 O'Connors Anthoney, Ravenswood c 13 Rehren Charles, Rockhampton c
3 O'Connor John, Brisbane f 14 Reid Thomas H., Ravenswood in
4 O'Connor Michael M., Ravenswood u k 15 Reilly Miss M. Brisbane c5 O'Donnell H. E., Gympie o c 16
,
Ravenswood cRevell Robert6 O'Donnell Michael, Dalby c 17
,
Reynolds W. H., Warwick in
7 O'Grady Austin, Townsville m 18 Richman John, Consuelo c
8 O'Kean James, Rockhampton c 19 Rick M., Ipswich o c
9 O'Keeffe Mrs. Ann, Brisbane o c 20 Rider Mrs., Queensland u k
10 Olsen Hans, Brisbane f 21 Ridland James, Townsville in
11 Olsen Jons, Toowoomba f 22 Ring John,  Brisbane c
12 O'Neil -, Brisbane c 23
'
Riordan James, Ravenswood a and o (2)
13 O Neill Cornelius, Redland Bay e 24 Ritchie John, Maidenhead s
14 Orme Richard, Walloon o c 25 Roach Isaac, Brisbane c
15 Orr James B., Rockhampton c 26 Roberts Mrs., Brisbane s
16 O'Sheil J., Ravenswood in 27 Roberts Edwin, Maryborough o c (2)
17 Owens James, Rockhampton c 28 Roberts Mrs. Elizabeth, Ipswich u k (2)
29 Robinson Frank R., Brisbane u  k and c (2)
30 Brisbane oRobinson Peter
P. 31
,
Rochford Samuel, Kyanga c
32 e sers Charles StanthorRo1 PAGE Miss F. Glengallan c pg ,
2
,
Warwick c 33Page Robert Rogers Galbraith, Broadsound o c, 34 Ro Toowoomba cers James3 Page William Kyanga u k g ,
4
,
Yatala c 35Palk George Roger W. J., Brisbane u k, 36 Brisbane cRogers W L5 Palmer A. Rockhampton s . .,, 37 Townsville aRohlborn F C6 Pardee G. If., Brisbane u k 38
. .,
Rose Hugh L Gympie u k7 Parker George Brisbane u k .,, 39 ht-mile Plains oRose John Ei8 Parrot A. Stanthorpe c , g
9
, 40Partridge Miss E. A Brisbane o Rosemund A., Walloon o c., 41 Beenleigh o cRoss Archibald10 Pasley James Stanthorpe c ,, 42 Ross W. Brisbane s11 Passmore Hugh, Stanthorpe c (4) 43
,
Rockhampton sRotamah -12 Paterson -, Oxley c (3) 44
,
Cleveland eRuddle -13 Paterson Robert, Maryborough a ,
14 borough s 45Paterson Miss S. R. Mar Russell Tingalpa c (2), y 46 Russell John Brisbane u k15 Pattison Joseph Townsville o ,
16
, 47Payne Robert Stanthorpe c Russell John W., Rockhampton c, 48 Ryan Mrs Dalby c17 Pearce Thomas, Copperfield s and a (2) 49
.,
Townsville sR an Daniel18 Peard John Ravenswood  in ,y, 50 Copperfield cRyan James19 Pease Miss Margaret Rockhampton o ,, 51 Stanthorpe cRyan John20 Pengelley Mrs., Ipswich u k (2) 52
,
Ryan John Brisbane o c21 Penney Geo. H. S. Brisbane s ,, 53 Brisbane fRyan John Joseph22 Percy Wm. One-mile Creek in ,
23
,
Dalby c 54Perkins L Ryan Pat., Warwick c
24
.,
Maryborough e ,55Petersen Christine Ryan Peter, Dalby u k, 56 Rockhampton u kR an Mar Ann25 Petersen Jorgen, Maryborough o c 57
y ,y
Oxley cRyan Timothy26 Petrie John, Stanthorpe c (3) ,
27 Petsk Frederick, Copperfield c S28 Pfeffer Michael, Ipswich o c .
29 Pfeffer Rudolph, Ravenswood o 1 SAGE D., Brisbane c
30 Phelan James, Ravenswood in 2 Samuels Henry, Copperfield a
31 Phillips Mrs. R., Toowoomba a 3 Sandiford John, Hehdon a (2)
32 Phipps Charles, Inglewood c 4 Saunders Miss, Mitchell Downs c
33 Pietrowski Valentin, Rockhampton f 5 Saunders Philip, Townsville c
34 Pierantoni Rev. J., Brisbane f 6 Savage -, Gowrie c
35 Pike Bayley, Warwick in 7 Savage Michael, Clifton c
36 Pilloweel Jas., Ravenswood c i 8 Scarborough Tom, Townsville c (2)
37 Plant John, Toowoomba c 9 Schaig Kaspar, Maryborough c
38 Platt James, Brisbane u k 10 Scholz Heinrich, Maryborough c
39 Pohlman Harry, Dalby c 11 Schdh John, Maryborough c
40 Pointon Thomas, Imbil u k 12 Schulze Friedrich, Rockhampton f
41 Pollard -, Ravenswood e 13 Schumacher John, Warwick o c
42 Poole S., Rockhampton c 11 Schweizer William, Moogoone a (2)
43 Poore James E., Rosewood c 15 Scott Thomas, Maryborough c
44 Pope James, Brisbane in 16 Sealy Miss Elizabeth, Warwick o
45 Portor Lawrence G.; Stanthorpe o 17 Searle F. J.. Townsville in
46 Potts Richard, Brisbane o c 18 Seivrer Joseph, Blackall o
47 Poulter G., Maryborough c 10 Sergent Charles, Brisbane u k
48 Poultney -, Kedron Brook o c 2b Shanks A., Stanthorpe c
49 Powles Henry, Stanthorpe p o 21 Sharp and Barton, Townsville a
60 Pratt Captain W., Brisbane s and o (2) 22 Sharpe William, Kelvin Grove o c
b1 Primrose A. J., Brisbane a 23 Sheila Conrad,  Toowoomba c
46
24 Sheppard Mrs., Townsville c 3 Taylor Miss  Margaret ,  Brisbane c
25 Sherlock -, Warwick c 4 Taylor R., Stanthorpe s
26 Shoenwald  Fred., Hornet Bank c 5 Taylor W., Gympie a
27 Short Alexander, Maryborough m 6 Teage H., Rawbelle c (2)
28 Simmonds  -, Chinchilla c 7 Thiessen Christian,  Brisbane s
29 Sing Ling, Enthulla o c (3) 8 Thomas Daniel, Maryborough c
30 Singo  -, Ipswich c 9 Thomas John, Brisbane c
31 Sitently John, Copperfield p o 10 Thomas William, Townsville c
32 Skelton James, Warwick c (2) 11 Thompson -, Goodna c
33 Skiffington Hugh, Stanthorpe e 12 Thompson David, Redbank c
34 Skinner Charles, Clermont c 13 Thompson Mrs. Henry, Brisbane c
35 Slenney G. Harrison, Brisbane o 14 Thompson John, Copperfield s
36 Smidcher Fredlin, Ipswich c 15 Thompson Thomas, Townsville c
37 Smith C., Ravenswood c 16 Thomsett Alfred,  Brisbane u k
38 Smith Charles, Stanthorpe c 17 Thornton -, Rosewood c
39 Smith D., Woolloon c 18 Thornton J., Isla e
40 Smith Mrs. E., Brisbane s 19 Thornton J., Clermont s
41 Smith E.,  Brooklands c 20 Tindall Ed., Gympie o c
42 Smith E. P., Boggo c 21 Tomlinson K., Toowoomba c
43 Smith George, Blackall c 22 Tompson  John, Toowoomba c
44 Smith J., Warwick u k 23 Tonkin Charles, Townsville c
45 Smith J. G., Brisbane c 24 Toohey  Thomas,  Gympie c
46 Smith J. R., Palm- tree  Creek u k 25 Toomey T., Warwick a
47 Smith J. S., Rockhampton u k 26 Tooth A., Rockhampton s
48 Smith James ,  Brisbane c 27 Tooth Robert, Rockhampton s
49 Smith Johann, Warwick c 28 Toy W. H., Townsville in
50 Smith John,  Pimpama o c 29 Tranter William, Copperfield a
51 Smith John S., Warwick c 30 Travis F. W., Ipswich c
52 Smith Mrs. Joseph, Dalby  o and s (2) 31 Trehy John, Rockhampton u k
53 Smith Joseph,  Ballendean a 32 Treloar Nicholas,  Brisbane  in
54 Smith Mrs. Maria, Maryville u k  33 Tresselt Hugo, Ravenswoodf
55 Smith Robert, Inglewood c 34 Trousdell Dr. Chas., Maryborough u k
56 Smith Robert  James,  Warwick c 35 Trueman Michael, Ruby Creek p o
57 Smith Samuel, Copperfield c 36 Tully Charles,  Brisbane p o
58 Smith Thomas, Severn River c (2) 37 Tunnie Robert, Warwick o c
59 Smith Dr. W., Oxley c 38 Turner George, Chinchilla c
60 Smith W. C., Stanthorpe c 39 Turner Henry, Oaky Creek s
61 Smith William, Goodna o c 40 Turner John, Stanthorpe c
62 Smith William C., Mount Perry c 41 Tweed Alexander, Ravenswood c
63 Smyth C. G., Ruby Creek c 42 Tyrrell A., Brunel Downs c
64 Smyth E. P., Boggo c
65 Sneyd James, Ipswich c U.66 Sob A., Ravenswood c
67 Soden John, Eight- mile Plains u k  I UHLMANN  T., Brisbane o c
68 Somers  T. H., Brisbane in 2 Underwood Mrs., Toowoomba c
69 Somerville -, Cresabrook u k 3 Uren William,  Townsvi lle c
70 Sorensen Asmus , Stanthorpe c
71 Sorensen  Johannes, Gympie c V.
72 Sorensen  0., Rockhampton c
73 e o c 1Sparks Joseph, Gympi VENNER Mrs., Brisbane u k
74 Sparks  Samuel , Eurell c 2a Viash Alfred, Eton Vale s
75 Sparrow  T. H., Brisbane u k (2) 3 Vye Oliver,  Townsvi lle s
76 Spiller J. W., Brisbane a
77 Spooner  James , Ravenswood c W.
78 Spunger  M., Townsville a
79 Stacey  James ,  Stanthorpe c 1 WADE William, Townsville e
80 Stahl Detlef,  Boggo o c 2 Wade William, Stanthorpe c
81 Stanesby Arthur J., Ravenswood u k 3 Waldron C. V., Stanthorpe s
82 Stanke George,  Stanthorpe o e 4 Walker -, Rockhampton c
83 Stapleton  Walter, Daandine c 5 Walker -,  Brisbane c
84 Staubesand  T. F., Ravenswood o 6 Walker Charles,  Brisbane,c
85 Steffens  J. H., Sandy Creek f 7 Wallace J., Stanthorpe c
86 Stein -, Toowoomba s 8 Wallace P., Helidon c
87 Stejanberg X iss  Marie, Glengallan e 9 Walsh Martin, Ravenswood c
88 Stephens  Henry, Maryborough c 10 Walsh Mary, Toowoomba c
89 Stephenson  R., Westwood c 11 Walsh Mrs. Mary, Ipswich o
90 Stevens Charles, Maryborough u k 12 Ward Charles, Ipswich c
91 Stewart -,  Brisbane c 13 Ward George , Brisbane w a
92 Stewart John, Brisbane u k 14 Ward James William, Dalby c
93 Stewart  Robert, Townsville s 15 Ward John, Copperfield c
94 Stewart W. M., Lower Logan c 16 Ware William, Clermont o
95 St. George Mrs., Brisbane c 17 Watson Alexander, Stanthorpe c
96 Storie John,  Brisbane o c 18 Watson J., Cooper' s Plains o c
97 Storke P., Caamboon c (3) 19 Watson John, Brisbane u k
98 Strangman  R. H., Copperfield c 20 Webb G. Henry, Brisbane u k
99 Stuart John, Roma o 21 Webber Edward, Warwick f
100 Sullivan Th., Coppe;field c 22 Webber John, Ipswich c (2)
101 Sullivan Timothy, Stanthorpe c 23 Webster John, Ravenswood c
102 Sully Charles, Oakey Creek u k 24 Weir John, Townsville c
103 Sutton S., Dalby c 25 Wells John Walton, Mitchell Duwus
104 Swall ow  J. R., roowoomba c 26 Wenham Charles, Stanthorpe c
105 Sweeting  Robert, Toowoomba u k 27 Weiske Alexander, Maryborough t'
106 Sword R., Brisbane c 28 Wesfahl Fritz, Brisbane f
29 Wesley -, Copperfield c
30 Whalle John Brisbane u kT. 31
,y
Wheeler Aston,  Brisbane u k
1 TANNER Noble John,  Townsville  in 32 White Mrs. Isherwood, Oxley Ti k
9 Taylor E .  H., Stanthorpe a  33 White John,  Brisbane o
47
34 White John, Stanthorpe c I 57 Wolff Friedrich, Toowoomba f35 White Thomas, Brisbane in (2) 58 Wood A., Brisbane c
36 Whitton W., Rockhampton c 59 Wood Robert Wm., Lion Creek u k
37 Wick A., Sandy Creek c 60 Woodbury James, Maryborough s
38 Wilkinson Edward, Copperfield c 61 Woodhouse Henry, Toowoomba c
39 Willett George, Freestone Creek c (2) 62 Woollet G., Warwick c
40 Williams H., Doughboy Creek c 63 Wester Charles, Ravenswood o c
41 Williams J., Doughboy Creek c 64 Wright James, Brisbane u k
42 Williams R. A., Roma o c and c (2) 65 Wright J., Oxley in
43 Williams T., Copperfield c 66 Wright Joseph, Tingalpa o c
44 Williams Thos., Blackall s (5) 67 Wright Captain Walter M., Rockhampton
45 Willmott H., Tiaro p o u k  (3)
46 Wills Edric, Rockhampton s
47 Wilson Mrs. E., Brisbane s Z.48 Willson Mrs. J., Rockhampton s
49 Wilson John, Ravenswood c 1 ZIMMER Frank, Maryborough o e50 Wilson John H., Toowoomba u k (2)
51 Wilson R., Maryborough o
52 Wilson William, Toowoomba a Initials, Etc.
53 Windsor William, Ravenswood s (2)
54 Winkel Christian, Brisbane f 1 N.N., Postmaster Townsville c
55 Winterheld John Peter, Kyanga c 2 Secretary Wide Bay Minstrels, Gympie c
56 Wissmann Albert, Maryborough o
General Registry  Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd January, 1873.
N OTICE.-In  accordance  with the fifth  section
of  " The Marriage Act"  (28 Vie., N o. 15), it
is  hereby notified that
The Reverend  WILLIAM  DAVID MEIKLEJOHN,
Presbyterian Minister , Murphy's Creek,
is duly registered  in this office  as a Minister of
Religion authorised  to celebrate  Marriages in
Queensland.
HENRY SCOTT;
Registrar -General.
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing  his  last examination ,  and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed
to the Insolvent  ;  and a Second Public Sitting of
the Court ,  at the same place, on  MONDAY, the
10th day of March, A.D. 1873, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said Estate ,  and for such other matters connected
with the Estate as may be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 4th day of January,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
General Registry Office, ALEXANDER RAFF,
Brisbane, 30th December, 1872.
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Official Assignee.
6s. 6d.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified that the Revd .  PHILIP P.
AGNEW, Minister of the Free  Church of
England ,  who is registered as a Minister of Religion
authorised to celebrate Marriages in Queensland,
has removed from the Registration District of
Brisbane to that of Maryborough ,  and has given
me due notice of his change of residence.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
QUEENSLAND MUSEUM.
T
HE  Public are respectfully informed that the
rooms at the Parliamentary Building, tem-
porarily set apart for the purpose of a Museum,
will be open to Visitors from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays.
Admission can be obtained by application at the
Legislative Assembly Messenger's Room.
Contributions of Geological and Natural History
specimens, and also of anything else of possible
interest, will be thankfully acknowledged by the
undersigned, who will be happy to afford any
information at his disposal as to the scope and
object of the Institution now under formation.
C. COXEN,
Acting Curator.
6th October, 1871.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Andrew Jesson, laborer,
of Tiaro, near Maryborough.
Y V
WIfEREAS the said Andrew Jesson was, on
the 31st day of December, 1872, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the 10th day of February, A.D. 1373, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to de-
termine whether any or what allowance for support
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the matter of  the Will of Peter  Hartley, late of
Brisbane, in  the Colony  of Queensland, free-
holder ,  deceased.
i N
OTICE  is hereby given, that accounts of the
administration .  in the above Estate from the
first day of January ,  one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-one, to the thirtieth day of June, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-two ,  having
been filed in the office of the Registrar by Daniel
Foley  Roberts and William Thornton ,  the Executors
of the Will of the said deceased  ;  all persons
having claims ,  or being otherwise interested therein,
may come in before me at my Office, Supreme
Court House, Queen street, Brisbane, on or before
the third  day of  February next, to inspect the said
accounts ,  and if they shall think  fit, object thereto.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this 2nd day of January, A.D.
1873.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
DANIEL FOLEY  ROBERTS,
Proctor for the Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
17 6s. 6d.
in the Supreme Court of Queensland.
i ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William McLaren, late of Blackall
Copper Mines, in the Colony of Queensland,
storekeeper, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
! \ tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed William McLaren, deceased, may
be granted to James Reid, of Rookwood, near
Westwood, in  the  colony aforesaid, grazier, one of
the Executors named in the said Will ; Roderick
48
McLeod, one of the Executors named therein,
having renounced the trusts of the said Will ;
reserving leave for Hector Soutar, the remaining
Executor and Trustee named in the said Will, who
resides out of the jurisdiction of the said Honorable
Court, to come in and prove at any time hereafter.
Dated at Rockhampton, this fourteenth day of
December, A.D. 1872.
REES R. JONES AND BROWN,
Proctors for the said James Reid,
Fitzroy street, Rockhampton.
By their Agent-
W. E. MuarsY,
Queen street, Brisbane.
19 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estate of Thomas Parkes, late of Ravens.
wood ; James Sutherland, late of New Banca ;
Edward F. Bellamy, late of Grassmere ;
Richard Nixon, late of Cunnamulla; Ah
Hock, late of Taroom ; William Cook, late
of Hughenden Station ; Charles Smith, late
of Glenlee ; Catherine Fitzgerald, late of
Gilberton ; James Butler, late of Quart Pot
Creek ; John Cook, late of Wetherly's
Waterhole ; Charles Henry Cheshire, late
of Tilbooroo Station ; Michael Welsh, late
of Rawbelle Station ; James Brown, late of
Gympie; Frederick Coleman and William
Mallon, late of Townsville; William Roots,
late of Copperfield ; Campbell Macfarlane,
late of Normanton ; Charles Norman, late
of Greenbank Station ; Hugh Sutherland,
Charles McDonald, and Samuel Shanks, late
of Brisbane ; and John Day, late of Roma.
PURStTANT to Act of Parliament, 31 Victoria,
No. 10, all persons having any claims against
the Estate of any one of the abovenamed deceased
persons, are to come in and prove their debts at my
office, Queen street, Brisbane, on or before the
fourth day of March next ; or in default they will
be peremptorily excluded from all benefit accruing
from the said Estates.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, 4th day of
January, A.D. 1873.
16 6s. 6d.
NOTICE.
T
HE Scale of Charges for the  insertion  of Advertise.
ments  in the  Queensland  G overnment  Gazette  is
as
follows:-
Advertisements relatng to Insolvent C,Intestate
Estates, or Letters of Administration, 6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relating to Impounded Stock, Is.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eight lines (or under),
and 3d. for every additional line, allowing ten
words  to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No ADVERTISEMENT
mL $E ihLRRTLD in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the  cost  of its insertion
according to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
POUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice, thatall Remittances on acco nt of Imp unding
Advertisements, over five shillings, must be made by
Post-Office Order, or casli ; otherwise the advertisements
will be retacnen.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printe r.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER  acknowledges  the receipt
of the following amounts:-
. .
1872.
Dec. 30.-W. Wallis ... 0 0 8
30.-G. Weekes ... 0 3 0„
31.-W. J. Scott... 1 0 0
„ 31.-M. A. Spencer .. ... ... 0 10 0
„ 31.-Craig, Simmie, and Fraser ... 2 0 0
„ 31.-E. Bradley ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
„ 31.-W. J. Scott ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 31.-E. Bradley ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
1873.
Jan. 2.-Gilchrist, Watt, and Co. ... ... 2 0 0
2.- J. Thomson ... ... 1 0 0
2.-P. Lenihan 1 10 0
2.-J. King ... ... 0 1 0
2.-Hughes and Cameron ... ... 1 0 0
2.-J. Watson ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
2.-T. B. Dowling ... ... 0 5 0
„ 2.-G. Clarke ... 2 0 0
2.-F. G. Mackay ... ... ... 0 6 0
2.-C. Lambley ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
2.-F. G. Mackay ... ... ... 0 1 0
2.-G. Barnard ... ... ... ... 0 14 0
2.-A. McLeod ... ... ... ... 0 6 0
2.-T. Bloodworth ... ... ... 2 0 0
3.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 6 0
3.-Cribb and Foote ... ... ... 0 10 0
IEmpaunbing%.
Z,W Poundfceepers  are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SnILIINO PER ANIMAL;  and no such  advertise-
ment will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accompanied
by  a remittance  .sufcient  to cover the  cost of its  insertion .
IMPOUNDED  at Toowoomba ,  from Eton Vale, on
28th December ,  1872 ,  by order of Messrs. Hodgson
and Ramsay .  Driving, 2e. each.
One bay mare , T over  JC off shoulder ,  small star.
One brown mare, FS near shoulder ,  W near thigh,  li ke
D over  MC over ItA off shoulder, D off thigh.
One chesnut horse, 66 over WB over T near shoulder,
0 near thigh, star.
One chesnut mare, 22 over illegible brands near shoulder,
2 near thigh, star ,  near fore foot white.
One bay filly, DS6 near shoulder ,  near hind foot and off
bind fetlock white, star.
One bay  mare, 'b over  h  near shoulder, W in G near
thigh ; black colt foal at foot.
If not  re leased on or before the 25th January, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
HANNAH LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
18 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Allora, from the Allora Commonage,
on the 30th December, 1872, by the Inspector, Mr.
H. Rinehart. Driving, Is, per head.
One yellow-bay mare, JI over  603 near shoulder, star
and stripe, both hind feet white, off hip slightly
down.
One bay horse, VN or YN off shoulder,  like a  brand near
shoulder, etar, both hind feet white, saddle- marked
If not released on or before the 25th January, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
11
CHAS, LAMBLEY , Poundkeeper.
2s.
jj MPOUNDED at Roma, from Blythdale, on 26th
1. December, 1872, by order of R. Pope, Esquire.
Driving, 2s.
One bay colt, hind feet white, indistinct brand like AC
(the A writing capital) near shoulder and thigh,
like 0 off shoulder.
One bay mare, TOM over 9 near shoulder, M over T
off shoulder.
One brown mare, D over AR over PL near shoulder, C
over BR near thigh, collar-marked.
One bay horse, off hind foot white, GW near shoulder,
t7 over tj off shoulder, A off rump.
One bay mare, M over 2M near shoulder, M. near cheek.
One bay mare, like BJ conjoined upsidedown over indis-
tinct brand like W near shoulder; foal at foot.
If not released on or before 5th February, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
5 6s.
B s d
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IMPOUNDED at Inglewood, from Bodumba, on the
26th December, 1872, by order of J. Kennedy,
Esquire.  Driving expenses, 49.6d. each.
One bay horse,  star , off fore foot white, SH over like TH
near  shoulder, 2 off shoulder.
One bay horse, short tail, four white feet, brand indistinct
like JF conjoined near shoulder.
One bay horse,  small star , like writing W over E near
shoulder, a or  j  in circle near thigh, WO off
shoulder.
One bay mare, WC near shoulder ; bay colt foal at foot,
unbranded.
If not released on or before 25th. January, 1873, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
T. B. DOWLING, Poundkeeper.
9 4s.
IMPOUNDED  at Surat, from  Noorindoo, on the 24th
December, 1872, by order of D. Ross, Esquire. Driv-
ing, 2s. 6d.
One yellow bullock, white marks on back, JG near
shoulder, like blotch  brands near  ribs, like blotch off
ribs,  slit off ear.
One brindle cow, rope on neck, HC or HO near rump,
like 0  near ribs , piece off  near ear.
If not  released on or  before the 25th January, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JOS. WATSON, Poundkeeper.
10
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, from Gracemere, on
17th December, 1872, by Messrs. Archer and Co.
Driving, Is. per head.
One bay mare, star, W near shoulder, W near rump,
188 near saddle, WS oft' shoulder.
Ono bay gelding, star, bind feet white, 9 near shoulder,
A near neck.
One roan mare, M near hip.
One bay gelding, star, near hind foot white, R in circle
over W near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, near hind foot white, OC over 7 near
ribs, 48 off ribs.
One bay mare, star, RD off shoulder ; Chesnut colt foal,
white face, progeny of above, unbranded.
One chesnut mare, white face, FZ near shoulder, GT off
shoulder.
One chesnut mare, white face, hind feet white, JH
conjoined near shoulder, IL off shoulder, off hip
down ; bay filly foal, progeny of above, unbranded.
One chesnut gelding, star, hind feet white, J near
shoulder.
One brown gelding, star, JMD off shoulder.
One bay cob gelding, star, like J crossing A sideways
JH near shoulder.
One brown mare, star, off hind foot white, no visible
brand.
One bay mare, P near shoulder ; bay filly foal, star, off
fore foot white, progeny of above, no visible brand.
One bay colt, hind feet white, no visible brand.
If not released on or before 15th January, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
GEO. BARNARD, Poundkeeper.
13 14s.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from Langton Downs, on
14th December, 1872, by A. J. Elliott, Esq.
Driving expenses, Is. 6d. per head.
One bay mare, long tail, TH over 7 near shoulder, 7 near
thigh, like C over WC indistinct brands over like
rr (the first J reversed) off shoulder.
One black gelding, short tail, near hind fetlock white,
small star, like g W near shoulder, like AN
conjoined (indistinct) off shoulder.
One chesnut mare, strip down face, long tail, TS with
indistinct brands over and under near shoulder.
One bay mare, blaze face, switch tail, ST near shoulder.
One bay mare, blind near eye, scum on off eye, JD over
blotch near shoulder, short switch tail.
One brown mare, switch tail, like J over J near
shoulder, like D over  -_ off shoulder; colt foal at
foot, unbranded.
If not released on or before 15th January, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
A. YcLEOD, Poundkeeper.
14 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick , from Seventeen- mil e,
Glenelg, on 20th December, 1872,  by order of John
McArthur, Esq. Damages and driving  expenses, 7s. 61L
per head.
One black filly, JF conjoined over JJ  near shoulder ;
foal at foot unbranded.
One brown filly, unbranded, off hind foot white.
One bay filly, like J near thigh, oft hind and  near fore
foot white, star and stripe.
One black  mare,  J over J  sideways  off shoulder, like C
near  shoulder ; brown foal at foot, unbranded.
One grey colt, ML conjoined off thigh, star.
One grey filly, 666 near shoulder, bald  face, off hind
foot white.
One bay filly, blotch brand and like C or G blotched
near  shoulder, like T near rump, star.
One roan mare,  star, 2 near  thigh, S near ribs.
One bay  fi lly, LR or LK off shoulder.
One brown horse, W over V conjoined near shoulder.
One bay mare, illegible brand and D near shoulder ; foal
at foot, unbranded.
One brown horse, TD off shoulder, TDTD off neck.
One grey horse, JW near shoulder.
One bay horse, blotch brand near shoulder, 2 over like
11 near ribs,  star, near  bind foot white.
One bay mare, 65 near saddle, like JR upside  down near
shoulder ; foal at foot, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 25th January, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
PATK. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
6 15s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, fromthe Ugly Mountain,
on 19th December, 1872, by order of Mr. Martin
Crane. Damages and driving expenses, 4s. 6d. per head.
One brown horse, WT off thigh, club brand off shoulder,
EW over like CG or GG and illegible brand near
shoulder, EW near thigh.
One grey snare, like SD over illegible brand near shoul-
der, J in horse-shoe off shoulder; brown foal at
foot, unbranded.
One bay mare, JH over Z in circle near shoulder, star,
WD off shoulder.
One black horse, writing W over GG near shoulder, 44
near thigh, star.
One chesnut horse, CS over JMC (the JIVI conjoined)
over like 236 (the 6 upside down) near shoulder,
star, off hind foot white.
One bay  filly, T over J sideways near shoulder.
One bay mare, W near shoulder, 1 near thigh, star and
snip.
One grey horse, 40 near saddle, stirrup-iron brand off
shoulder, 4 off ribs, blind near eye.
One brown rig, RIP sideways near rump, like WR or
WK blotched off shoulder. Damages, 20s.
One bay horse, 2 near rump, 2 over blotch near shoulder.
One iron-grey colt, CG og GG near shoulder.
One bay colt, LM conjoined (the L reversed) near
shoulder, + off thigh, star, hind feet white.
One bay filly, P near shoulder, star, hind feet white.
If not released on or before the 25th January, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
PATK. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
7 13x.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Rosenthal, on the
22nd October, 1872, by order of Mr. Septimus
Keable. Driving, Is. 5d. Wrongly described in a
former  Gazette.
One bay mare, GB over EC near shoulder, F upside-
down off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th January, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
PATK. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
8 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn, from Yandilla , on 26th
November, 1872, by order of F. A. Gore, Esquire.
Damages and driving expenses, as. 8d.
One grey colt, like writing A over K:,r near shoulder,
blaze, like 2 near rump ; damages and  driving
expenses, £2 3s. Sd.
One chesnut mare, JP conjoined near shoulder,  slit in
ear.
One bay horse, 44D over like M-M near shoulder, like
trend off ribs.
If not released on or before 5th January, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
GEO. WEEKES, Poundkeeper.
430 3s.
50
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Mitchell Downs, on the
26th December, 1872, by order of  W. R. Stuart,
Esq. Driving , 10s. 6d.
One chesnut horse, off hind foot white,  ZY over like 8 in
circle over .1 over w of shoulder.
If not released on or before the 6th February, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
F. G. MACKAY;  Poundkeeper.
12 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom ,  from Taroom ,  on the 21st
December ,  1872 ,  by order of  the police.
One grey horse ,  fistula mark on wither ,  stripe and
snip ,  H over CN near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th January, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses,
4
W. J. SCOTT,  Poundkeeper.
1.
IMPOUNDED  at Charlevi lle,  from Ellen Vale, on the
16th December ,  1872, by order of Mr. E. Bradley,
senior, for trespass .  Driving ,  2s. 6d.
One black horse ,  writing W over JM over m near
shoulder ,  near hind foot white ,  sma ll  star on fore-
head.
If not released on or  before  the 25th January, 1873,
will  be  sold  to defray  expenses.
E. BRADLEY, Junr.,  Poundkeeper.
1 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Gowrie, on the
16th December, 1872, by order of Mr. IT. Skinner,
for trespass.
One black mare, like I over 0 near shoulder, LC near
thigh, L off shoulder, saddle -marked.
One bay colt ,  JCS near shoulder, near hind foot white,
star  on forehead.
One ohesnut colt, R5 near shoulder ,  two hind feet white,
off fore foot white, white face.
If not released on  or before the 25th January, 1873,
wi ll  be sold to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY ,  Junr .,  Poundkeeper.
2 38.
IMPOUNDED  at Charlevi lle, from Ellen Vale, on the
21st December ,  1872 , by order of  Mr. E. Bradley,
senior, for trespass .  Driving ,  2s. Gd.
One bay horse ,  short tail ,  saddle -marked, off hind foot
white ,  off fore  foot white ,  small star on forehead,
like JM  conjoined near shoulder ,  F off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th January, 1873,
wi ll  be sold  to defray  expenses.
E. BRADLEY,  Jun., Poundkeeper.
3 1s.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs the pub-
lication of the subjoined Despatch from the
Secretary of State for the Colonies, together with
a copy of a reply received from the Registrar of
the University of London, on the subject of a
request made on the part of the Trustees of the
Brisbane Grammar School, that the school might
be brought into connection with the University by
annually holding the Matriculation Examination at
Brisbane, under its Regulations.
A. H. PALMER.
(Queensland, No.  53.) Downing street,
1st November, 1872.
MY LORD,-I referred, for the consideration of the
Senate of the University of London, your Despatch,
No. 47, of the 9th of July last, with the application
which accompanied it from the Trustees of the
Brisbane Grammar School, to the effect that the
school might be brought into connection with the
University, with the object of having Examinations
So October, 72.  held in Queensland under its regulations ; and I
transmit to you, herewith, a copy of the reply
which has been received from the Registrar of the
University.
Governor
I have, &c.,
R. G. W. HERBERT,
For the Earl of Kimberley.
The Most Honorable
The Marquis of Normanby,
&c., &c., &c.
[COPY.
DR. CARPENTER  to  MR. HOLLAND.
University of London,
Burlington Gardens, W.,
30th October, 1872.
SIR,-Referring to your letter of the 12th ultimo,
I avi directed by the Senate of the University of
London to inform you that they will be glad to
comply with the request made on the part of the
[No. 3.
Board of Trustees of the Brisbane Grammar
School, by annually holding the Matriculation
Examination at Brisbane, under the conditions
which obtain in regard to the examinations carried
on at other colonial capitals.
It should be distinctly understood-
(1.) That this examination will be open to
all  candidates qualified by age to present
themselves at it.
(2.) That it will be conducted without charge
to the University by a responsible super-
intendent appointed by the Governor of
Queensland.
(3.) That the Matriculation Fee of each candi-
date will be paid to the University.
The Papers for the next June Examination, at
Brisbane, will be forwarded in due course, with
those for Tasmania, through the Colonial Office.
I enclose six copies of the Matriculation Regula-
tions for transmission to the colony.
And remain, &c.,
WILLIAM B. CARPENTER,
Registrar.
H. T. Holland, Esq.
UNIVERSITY  OF LONDON.
REGULATIONS  FOR MATRICULATION.
[All  Communications must be addressed  "  To the
Registrar of the University of London, Lon-
don, W."-25th July,  1872.]
EXAMINATIONS IN 1872-73.
THE following are the dates at which the several
Examinations for the year 1872 - 73 wi ll  com-
mence
Matriculation .- Monday,  January 8, and Monday,
June 24,  1972 ;  and Monday ,  January 13,
1873.
Bachelor  of  Arts.- First B.A., Monday ,  July 15 ;
second B.A., Monday ,  October 28.
Master  of  Arts .- Branch I .,  Monday, June  3;
Branch II .,  Monday, June  10;  Branch III.,
Monday, June 17. 1
Doctor of Literature.  - First D.Lit. ,  Monday,
June  3;  second D .Lit., Tuesday, October 8.
Scri pptural Examinations.-Tuesday,  November 26.
.Bachelor of Science.-First  B.Sc., Monday, July
15;  second B.Sc., Monday ,  October 28.
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Doctor of .Science.--Within  the first twenty-one
days of June.
Bachelor  of  Laws.-First LL.B. and second LL.B.,
Tuesday, January 9, 1872, and within the
first fourteen  days of January, 1873.
Doctor of  Laws.-Thursday, January 18, 1872, and
in the week following the LL.B. pass exami-
nations in  January, 1873.
Bachelor  of Medicine.  - Preliminary Scientific,
Monday, July 15 ; first M.B., Monday, July
29 ; second  M.B., Monday, November 4.
Bachelor  of Surgery.-Tuesday,  November 26.
Master in Surgery.-Monday,  November 25.
Doctor of Medicine.-Monday,  November 25.
Examination  for Women.-Monday,  May ,6.
REGULATIONS.
MATRICULAT IO N.
[N.B.-Candidates for any Degree granted by this
University  (with the exception of such as have graduated
in Arts either in the  University of Sydney or in that of
Melbourne )  are required  to have passed the Matricula-
tion Examination.
This examination is accepted  (1) by the Council of
Military Education  in lieu of the entrance  examina-
tion otherwise  imposed on  candidates for admission to
the Royal Military College at Sandhurst ; and (2) by the
College of Surgeons  in lieu of the preliminary  examina.
tions otherwise  imposed on candidates for its Fellowship.
It is also among those examinations  of which some one
must  be passed (1) by every Medical Student on com-
mencing his  professional studies ; and (2) by every
person.  entering upon Articles of Clerkship to an
Attorney,-any such person Matriculating in the First
Division being entitled to exemption from one year's
service.]
THERE shall be two examinations for Matricula.
tion in each year ; one commencing on the second
Monday in January, and the other on the last
Monday in June.*
No candidate shall be admitted to the Matricula-
tion Examination  unless  he have produced a cer-
tificatet showing that he has completed his six-
teenth year. This certificate shall be transmitted
to the Registrar at least fourteen days before the
commencement  of the  examination.
A fee of two pounds shall be paid at Matricula-
tion. No candidate shall be admitted to the exami-
nation unless  he have previously paid this fee to
the Registrar.$ If a candidate withdraw or fail to
pass the examination , the fee shall not be returned
to him, but he shall be admissible to any  two  sub-
sequent Matriculation Examinations without the
payment of any additional fee, provided that he
give notice to the Registrar at least  fourteen days
before the commencement of the examination.
The examination shall be conducted by means of
printed papers ; but the examiners shall not be pre-
cluded from putting, for the purpose of ascertaining
the competence of the candidates to pass,  vied voce
questions to any candidate in the subjects in which
they are appointed to examine.
Candidates shall be examined in the following
subjects:-
MATHEMATICS.
Arithmetic-
The ordinary Rules of Arithmetic.
Vulgar and Decimal Fractions.
Extraction of the Square Boot.
Algebra-
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, and
Division of Algebraical Quantities.
Proportion.
Arithmetical and Geometrical Progression.
Simple Equations.
Geometry-
The First Four Books of Euclid, or the sub-
jects thereof.
• These examinations  may be held  not only at  the University of
London ,  but also, under special arrangement  (see Appendix), in
other parts of the United Kingdom, or in the Colonies.
t A. certificate from the Registrar- General  in London or from
the Superintendent Registrar of the District ,  or a certified copy of
the Baptismal Register ,  is required  in every case in which ii  can
possibly be obtained.  In other cases the best evidence procurable
is admitted .  The certificate  of each  candidate  is returned to him
when be enters his name on  the Register; for which entry a time
is appointed, of which he is informed when the receipt of his cer-
tificate of age is acknowledged by the  Registrar.
Payment of the fee is not expected  until the candidate enters
his name on  the Register of the University.
NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.'
Mechanics.-
Composition and Resolution of Statical Forces.
Simple Machines  (Mechanical Powers) :-
Ratio of the Power to the Weight in each.
Centre of Gravity.
General Laws of Motion, with the chief
Experiments by. which they may be illus-
trated.
Law of the Motion of Falling Bodies.
Hydrostatics, Hydraulics, and Pneumatics.-
Pressure of Liquids and Gases, its equal diffu-
sion, and variation with the depth.
Specific Gravity, and modes of determining it.
The Barometer, the Siphon, the Common
Pump and Forcing-Pump, and the Air-
Pump.
Optics.-
Laws of Reflexion and Refraction.
Formation of Images by Mirrors and Simple
Lenses.
CHEMISTRY.
Heat-its sources. Expansion. Thermome-
ters-relations between different Scales in
common use. Difference between Tempera-
ture and Quantity of heat. Specific and
Latent heat. Calorimeters. Liquefaction.
Ebullition. Evaporation. Conduction. Con-
vection. Radiation.
Chemistry of the Non-Metallic elements ; in-
cluding their compounds as enumerated
below-their chief physical and chemical
characters - their preparation-and their
characteristic tests.
Oxygen, Hydrogen, Carbon, Nitrogen. Chlo-
rine,  Bromine, Iodine, Fluorine. Sulphur,
Phosphorus, Silicon.
Combining Proportions by weight and by
volume. General nature of Acids,  Bases,
and Salts. Symbols and Nomenclature.
The Atmosphere-its constitution ; effects of
Animal and Vegetable life upon its  composi-
tion.
Combustion. Structure and properties of
Flame. Nature and composition of ordi-
nary Fuel.
Water. Chemical peculiarities of Natural
waters, such  as rain-water , river-water,
spring-water,  sea-water.
Carbonic Acid. Carbonic Oxide. Oxides and
Acids of Nitrogen. Ammonia. Olefiant
Gas, Marsh Gas, Sulphurous and Sulphuric
Acids, Sulphuretted Hydrogen.
Hydrochloric Acid. Phosphoric Acid and
Phosphuretted Hydrogen.  Silica.
CLASSICS.
The Greek and Latin Languages.-
One Greek and one Latin subject, to be
selected by the Senate one year and a-half
previously from the works of the under.
mentioned authors :-t
Homer  ... One book.
Xenophon ...  One book.
Virgil  ... One book of the Georgics, and
one book of the ,e neid.
Horace  ... Two books of the Odes.
Sallust  ... The Conspiracy of Catiline, or
the War with Jugurtha.
Ccesar  ... Two books of the Gallic War.
Livy  ... One book.
'-  The questions in Natural  philosophy  wi ll  be of a strictly ele-
mentary character.
tThe Classical subjects for 1873 and 1874, are-
For January ,  1873 :  Xenophon,  Anabasis ,  Book  IV.;  Virgil,
Georgics ,  Book II., and  1Lneid, Book XII.
For June, 1873:  Homer,  Iliad, Book XVI. ;  Lie p.  Book
XXXIX., or  Virgil,  Georgics ,  Book I., and A(neid, Book
IX.
For January. 1874:  Homer,  Iliad , Book XXIV.;  Cicero,  De
Senectute ,  and the Tnird  Catilinariau  Oration.
For June, 1874:  Xenophon.  Anabasis,  Book  V. ;  Viryil,
Georgics ,  Book  IV., and  2Eneid, Book VI.
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Cicero  ... De Senectute or De Amicitifi,
with one of the following Ora-
tion s-Pro Lege Manilifi, either
of the four Catilinarian Ora-
tions,  Pro Archifi, Pro M.
Marcello.
Ovid  ... One book of the Metamorphoses,
and one  book of the Epistles
or Heroides.
The Paper in Greek shall  contain passages to be
translated  into English, with questions in Gram-
mar, History, and Geography. The Paper in
Latin shall  contain passages  to be translated into
English, with questions in History and Geography.
A separate Paper shall be set containing questions
in Latin Grammar, with  simple and easy sentences
of English to be  translated  into Latin.*
The English Languaye.-
Orthography : Writing from Dictation : The
Grammatical  Structure of the Language.
Outlines  of English History and Modern Geo-
gra hy.-
History of England to the end of the Seven-
teenth Century, with questions in Modern
Geography.
The French or the German Language,  at the option
of the candidate. t
The Papers in French and German shall contain
passages  for translation into English, and questions
in Grammar (limited to the Accidence) on subjects
furnished by those  passages.
Candidates shall not be approved by the Exami-
ners  unless they have shown a competent know-
ledge in each of the following subjects :-
1. Classics, including the
j t
and Latin
Languages, with Grammar, History, and
Geoggrraphy ;
2. The Li'nglish Language, English History,
and Modern Geography ;
3. Mathematics ;
4. Natural Philosophy ;
5. Chemistry ;
6. Either the French or the German Lan-
guage.
The examinations shall be conducted in the fol-
lowing order :-
Monday.-
Afternoon, 2 to 4. Latin Classic.
4to6. Latin Grammar and Com-
osition
Tuesday.-
Morning, 10 to 1.
.p
Greek Classic and Gram-
Afternoon, 3 to 6.
mar.
French or German.
Wednesday.-
Morning, 10 to 1. Arithmetic and Algebra.
Afternoon, 3 to 6. Geometry.
Thursday.-
Morning, 10 to 1. English Language.
Afternoon, 3 to 6. English History.
Friday.-
Morning, 10 to 1. Natural Philosophy.
Afternoon, 2 to 5. Chemistry.
On Monday morning, at nine o'clock in the week
next but one ensuing, the Examiners shall publish
a list of the Candidates who have passed, arranged
in alphabetical order. And on the Monday morn-
ing next following, at nine o'clock, the Examiners
shall publish a list of the Candidates who have
passed arranged in three Divisions :- in the
Honours Division, in the order of proficiency ; in
the First and Second Divisions, in alphabetical
order.+
A Pass Certificate, signed by the Registrar,
shall be delivered to each candidate who shall
apply for it, after the Report of the Examiners
shall have been approved by the Senate.
' Special stress  is laid on accuracy in the answers to the ques-
tions in Greek and Latin Grammar.
t Candidates can obtain credit for only one of these languages.
The places of candidates in the Honours Division are deter-
mined by their respective degrees of proficiency in the subjects of
the Pass Examination  taken collectively.
If, in the opinion  of the examiners ,  any candi-
dates in  the Honours Division  of not more than
twenty years of age at the  commencement of the
examination,  shall  possess sufficient merit , the first
among such candidates shall  receive an  exhibi-
tion of thirty pounds per  annum for  the next two
years ; the second among such candidates shall
receive an exhibition of twenty pounds  per annum
for the next two years ; and the third  shall receive
an exhibition of fifteen pounds per annum for the
next two years ; such exhibitions to be payable in
quarterly  instalments , provided that  on receiving
each instalment, the exhibitioner  shall declare his
intention  of presenting himself either at the two
examinations  for B.A., or at the two examinations
for B.Sc., or at the first LL.B. examination, or
at the Preliminary Scientific and first  M.B. exami-
nations, within three Academical years* from the
time of his passing the Matriculation  examination.
Under  the same circumstances , the fourth among
such candidates shall receive  a prize to  the value of
ten pounds in books, philosophical  instruments, or
money ; and the fifth and sixth  shall each receive a
prize to the value of five pounds in books, philoso-
phical instruments, or money.
Any candidate who may obtain a place in the
Honours Division at the Matriculation  Examina-
tion in January shall be admissible to the first B.A.
or to the first B.Sc. examination in the following
July. But such candidate shall not be admissible
to the second B.A. or to the second B.Sc. examina-
tion in the ensuing year,  unless  he shall have
attained the age of eighteen years.
APPENDIX.
I.
PROVINCIAL  EXAMINATIONS  FOR MATRICULATION AND
FOR THE DEGREES  OF B.A.  AND B.Sc.
These examinations are carried on simultaneously with
the examinations in London, under the supervision of sub-
examiners appointed by the Senate. The answers of the
candidates at the provincial  examinations  are reviewed by
the examiners at the same time with the answers of the
candidates examined in London ; and a list of the candi-
dates who have passed at each provincial  examination is
published, at the time fixed by the Regulations, at the
place where such examination has been held.
In 1872 the June Matriculation Examination,-the
first B.A., first B.Sc., and preliminary scientific (M.B.)
pass examinations,-and the second B.A. and second
B.Sc. pies examinations, will be held at Owens College,
Manchester.
The regulations respecting the transmission of certifi-
cates to the Registrar, the fees payable to the University,
the times and the mode of conducting the examinations,
and the arrangement of the candidates after examination,
are the  same for all  candidates.
II.
G ILCHRIST SCHOLARSHIPS.
1. British Scholarships:-
1. A. scholarship of the value of fifty pounds per
annum, and tenable for three years, is annually awarded
to the highest among those candidates at the June
Matriculation Examination who have been approved by
the Principal of University Hall as fit to be received
into that Institution with a- view to the prosecution of
their studies in University College for graduation in one
of the four Faculties of the University of London ; pro-
vided that such candidate pass either in the Honours
List or in the First Division. Particulars may be
obtained on application to the Principal of University
Hall, Gordon square, W.C.
2. A similar scholarship is annually awarded to the
candidate from the Royal Medical College, Epsom, who
at the June Matriculation Examination stands highest
among the candidates approved by the Head Master of
that Institution, and who passes either in the Honour.
By the term  " Academical Year" is ordinarily meant the
period intervening between any  examination and an examination
of a higher  grade in the  following year; which  period may be
either  more  or Ices than  a Calendar  year.  Thus the interval
between the  first  examinations  in Arts ,  Science, and Medicine,
and the  second  examinations of the next year in those  Faculties
respectively, is about sixteen months; whilst  the interval between
the second B.A. examination and the M. A. examination of the
next year, or between the  second B .Sc. examination and the D.Sc.
examination of the next year, is less than  eight months .  Never-
theless, each of these intervals  is counted as an "Academical
Year."
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List or in the First Division ; on condition of his prose-
outing his studies  during the tenure of his scholarship
with a view  to graduation in one of the four Faculties of
the University of London.-Particulars may be obtained
on application  to the Secretary of the Royal Medical
College, 37, Soho square, W.
3. A similar  amount is  annually offered to candidates
intending to pursue, at Owens College, Manchester, their
studies for  graduation in one of the four Faculties of the
University of London ; a single scholarship of fifty
rounds per annum for three years being awarded to the
highest  of those candidates at the Juno Matriculation
Examination  who shall have been previously approved by
the Principal of Owens College, provided that he pass in
the Honours  Division ; or, in  case no  candidate should
so pass, two  scholarships, each of twenty-five pounds per
annum, being  awarded to the two candidates  as afore-
said  who shall stand highest in the First Division.-
Particulars  may be obtained on application to the Prin-
cipal of  Owens College, Manchester.
II. Colonial Scholarships:-
1. A scholarship of one hundred pounds per annum,
and tenable  for three years, is annually awarded to the
highest among  those candidates at the Matriculation
Examination  carried on in the Dominion of Canada, who
pass either  in the Honours or in the First Division, and
who are desirous  of prosecuting their studies either at
the University of Edinburgh, or at University College,
London, with a view to graduation in one of the four
Faculties of the University of London.
2. A similar  scholarship, under the same conditions, is
annually awarded to the candidate who passes the
highest at the Matriculation Examination carried on in
the West India Colonies.
3. A similar  scholarship, under the same conditions,
is bienially awarded to the candidate who passes the
highest at the Matriculation Examination carried on at
Cape Town, South Africa.
4. A similar  scholarship, under the same conditions,
is bienially  awarded to the candidate who passes highest
at the Matriculation Examination carried on at Hobart
Town ,  Tasmania.
6. A scholarship of one hundred pounds per annum,
tenable for  three years, is annually awarded to the
Bachelor of Arts of one of the Universities of Sydney
and Melbourne  (alternately ) who may be nominated by
the authorities  of those Universities ,  and who is desirous
of prosecuting his studies either at the University of
Edinburgh  or at  University College, London, with a
view to graduation  in either of the four Faculties of the
University of London.
III. Indian Scholarships
Two scholarships, each of the value of one hundred
pounds per annum ,  and tenable for five  years, are
annually awarded to the two candidates who pass
highest in the examination carried  on at  the three Presi-
dential capitals,  and corresponding with the Matricula-
tion Examination ,  except  in the omission of Greek and
French ; provided that such candidates pass either in
the Honours or in the First Division,  and are  desirous of
prosecuting  their studies, either at the University of
Edinburgh or at University College, London, with a
view to graduation in one of the four Faculties of the
University of London.
Particulars of the  Colonial and Indian Scholarships
may be obtained on application to the Secretary to the
Gilchrist  Educational  Trust, University of London, Lon-
don, W.
QUEENSLAND, I Proclamation by the Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE Al usrUs
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normauby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoUMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act  passed in  the twenty-
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign, inti-
tuled  "  An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws
relating to Quarantine ,"  it is amongst other things
enacted , that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by proclamation in the  Government
Gazette,  to appoint stations or places within the
Port of Moreton Bay, or within or near any other
harbor, port, or place within the said Colony, for
the performance of Quarantine under the said Act,
where all vessels liable to Quarantine, and the
crews,  passengers , and persons on board thereof
shall perform the same : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
in pursuance of the power so vested in me as
Governor of the said Colony, do, by this my Pro-
clamation , issued with the advice of the Executive
Council, appoint the Island in Moreton Bay, known
as Peel Island, to be  a station  for the performance
of Quarantine, under and for the purposes of the
said Act.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of January,
in the year. of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QIIEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit. I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTA NTINE. Marquis of Normanby;
Earl of Mulgrave, T''scount Nor-
manby, and Barer, Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's` Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-
seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled
An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relat-
ing to Quarantine,"  it is amongst other things
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, by pro-
clamation in the  Government Gazette,  to prohibit
all persons, vessels, and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of any station which, by any order of the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been or may be assigned for the performance
of Quarantine ; and whereas by my Proclamation.
bearing even date herewith, issued with the advice of
the Executive Council, the Island in Moreton Bay,
known as Peel Island, has been appointed  a station
for the performance of Quarantine under the said
Act : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CoN-
STANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, in pursuance of
the power so vested in me as Governor of the said
Colony, do, by this my Proclamation, issued with
the advice of the Executive Council, hereby prohibit
allpersons, vessels, and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of the said proclaimed station, under the
penalties contained in the said Act, until this my
Proclamation shall have been rescinded.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation by Tho Most
to wit . Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Nornianhy,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount N or-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoEMANSY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS, by the seventeenth section of anAct passed in the thir y-sixth year of the
rein of Her Sovereign Majesty Queen Victoria,
intituled  " The Electoral Districts Act of  1872,"
it was enacted that with all convenient speed after
the passing of the said Act, the Governor should
appoint and notify by Proclamation in the  Gazette,
a day (not being earlier than three months from the
date of such Proclamation) for sending in claims
for the Electoral District of Burke, before which
day all persons claiming to be placed on the Elec-
toral Roll for that District should make their
claim,  as required  by " The Elections Act of  1872,"
and that the first Electoral Roll of the said district
should be made up of and from the names of such
of the said applicants as shall be entitled to have
their names inserted therein : Now, therefore, I,
GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of
Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, by virtue of
such recited Act, and in pursuance of the power
and authority in me thereby vested, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and appoint TUESDAY, the
first day of April, A.D. 1873, to be the day for send-
ing in  claims for the Electoral District of Burke.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-two,
and in the thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND , 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  3 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normauby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby , and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave , all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
wander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of the powers  vested in me by
" The  Diseases  in Cattle  Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that  behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
b y sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation  has been altered  or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation , may be  seized  and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or iu -
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the  year  of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
1\OICMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
i N pursuance of the powers vested in me by
1 " The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
.Tune, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUERN I
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1873.
rr 77 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1.1 of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to appoint
JOHN MACALISTER,
to be an Assistant in the Railway Store Department,
Rockhampton.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  9th January, 1873.
IS  Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
AUGUSTUS CHARLES GREGORY, Surveyor-General,
Brisbane,
to be  Gold Commissioner.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1873.
HIS  Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN WILLIAM EDFORD PUGH,
to be Chief Clerk in the Chief Engineer's Office,
Northern Railway.
Appointment to date from 1st January, 1873.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 7th January, 1873.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the -Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
HENRY SHUBBICK  MARTIN,
to be Cashier, Northern Railway.
Appointment to date from 1st January, 1873.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to
ppoint
Mr. WILLIAM  JAMES  WYBOI N, Tide-Waiter in
the Customs Department,
to be Junior Locker at Brisbane,  vice  S. Williams,
promoted.
Appointment to be  effective  from 1st instant.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1873.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. THOMAS ELMY, Boatman Pilot, Moreton
Bay,
to be Acting Assistant River Pilot.
Appointment to be effective from 1st instant.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane , 9th January, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following appointments in the Electric
Telegraph Department, viz.:-
Mr. JAMES F.  BRIERS,  Superintendent's Office,
to be Check Clerk, Brisbane ;
Mr. JAatES THORPE, Operator, Rockhampton,
to be Clerk, Superintendent's Office,  vice
Briers ;
Mr. PATRICK JOSEPH CANTY, to be Operator,
Rockhampton,  vice  Thorpe ;
Mr. ALFRED SwANN, to be Fifth Operator, Bris-
bane;
Mr. JAMES POORE, to be Booking Clerk, Bris-
bane;
Mr. R. H. WATSON, Supernumerary Operator,
Brisbane, to be Junior Operator, Mary.
borough,  vice  Cecil.
The appointment of Mr. Canty to date from the
1st December, 1872, and the oibers from the 1st
instant.
A. H. PALMER.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the undermentioned changes in the Elec-
tric Telegraph Department, viz.:-
Mr. RICHARD ST. CLAIR BELFORD,  Station Master,
Goondiwindi,
to be transferred to Dalby
Mr. FRANCIS DAvis, Station Master, Dalby,
to be Line Repairer in Charge, Goondiwindi.
These changes to take effect from the 1st Decem-
ber, 1872.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 8th January, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to promote
HENRY B. Gouun, Acting Sub-Inspector of
Police,
to the rank of Sub-Inspector; such promotion
to have effect from 1st January instant,
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 8th January, 1873.
[T IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
J 1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
FREDERICK ROBERT BANBURY,
to be Clerk in the Office of the Registrar-General.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 7th January, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES Honnocss , Clerk in the  Immigration
Office,
to be Secretary to the Medical Board, in the room
of Mr .  Henry S. Martin ,  resigned .  Such appoint-
ment to  take effect from 1st January  instant.
A. R. PALMER.
QUrF'  BLAND , Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, 'Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom.; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.S.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBv, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony- of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of  clause forty- one of  "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with, the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
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provisions  of the said Act, on and after THURS-
DAY, the 13th day of February, 1873, at the Too-
woomba Land Office.
Register
No. of
Applies
tion.
QUEENBLAND, 2  Proclamation by The Most
to wit.  S Honorable GEoRGE AUG USTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, -Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in  the Peerage  of the United
A. B. P.
255 J. G. Sims 160 0 0 Toowoomba
502
...
Joseph Carter 80 0 0 ditto (L.s.)
NoRnIANBY,
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent's
Dist ri ct.
Given  under my Hand and Seal .  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this third  day of January,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three ,  and in  the thirty-
sixth year of Her  Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by the Most
to wit. I Honorable GEORGE AuausruS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of.
Queensland and its Dependencie s.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after THURS-
DAY, the 13th day of February, 1873, at the
Brisbane  Land Office.
Register
No ofpiiesa Name of Lessee.Appl
tion.
Area. Land  Agent's
District.
Part o A. R.. P.
914 William Samwe ll  11,454 0 0 Brisbane
Being  the lands  as  under:-
DESCRIPTION.
About 1,454 acres.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
Commencing on the  main  road from Brisbane to
Gympie, at the north-east corner of portion 21, parish
of Maroochy, and bounded thence on the east by that
road bearing north 20 degrees east, 12 chains 29 links ;
thence bearing north 357 degrees east, 8 chains 40 links ;
thence bearing north 29 degrees east, 8 chains 23  links ;
thence bearing north 52 degrees east, 3 chains 96 links ;
thence bearing north 15 degrees east, 5 chains 21 links ;
thence bearing north 330 degrees east, 5 chains 87 links ;
thence bearing north 312 degrees east, 9 chains 53 links ;
thence bearing north 344 degrees east, 29 chains ; on the
north by a line bearing west 188 chains ; on the west by
a line bearing south. 73 chains 97 links ; and on the
south by a line bearing east 194 chains 32 links to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
in the  Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor  and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of the sixty-
first  section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1868 ," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis
of Normanby, the Governor  aforesaid , with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the leases  of the following
selections  of land, under the said Act,  are declared
forfeited.
Register
No. ca-
Applica
tion.
Name of Lessee. . Area. Land Agent's
District.
1498
I
George Hunt... f
A.
122
n.
2
P.
0 Ipswich
255 J. G. Sims ... 1 160 0 0 Toowoomba
502 Joseph Carter 80 0 0 Ditto
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.S.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY. of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868 ," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor  aforesaid , with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
M071
of the said Act, on and after THURS.
DAY, the sixth day of February, 1873, at the
Warwick Land Office.
Description of the boundaries of the leased half of
the Glengallan Run, in the District of Darl-
ing Downs, which, by reason of forfeiture for
non-payment of rent, is  available  for Selection
in pursuance of " The Crown Lands Aliena-
tion Act  of 1868."
17,605 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Glen-
gallan Pre-emptive purchase No. 63, and bounded
thence by a line bearing south about half-a-mile to
the watershed separating Freestone Creek from
Swan Creek ; thence by said watershed easterly
about seven miles; then by a line bearing north
passing through a spot two hundred and sixty
chains east from the east corner of portion No. 1A
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parish of Deuchar,  crossing  Freestone Creek to the
watershed separating Freestone Creek from Glen-
gallan Creek ; then by said watershed westerly
about three and a-half  miles ;  then by a line bear-
ing north eleven degrees west about two miles to
the south boundary of Selection 185, and by that
boundary bearing west five chains to the south-
west  corner  ; then by the southern boundaries of
Selections 187,186,190;68A.,68,  and 188, bearing south
twenty-four chains fifteen links,  west  twenty-four
chains  fifty links, south  sixteen  chains eighty links,
west twenty- six chains  fifty links, north six chains
eighty links, west twenty- eight chains , south nine
chains twenty links, west thirty-five chains, north
one chain  thirty-five links, west thirty-seven chains
f fty eight  links, south seventeen  chains twenty-five
links, west forty chains, north  seven  chains thirty
links ; then by Glengallan Creek west sixteen
chains ; then by the east boundary of the Gladfield
Town Reserve  south eighty-five chains, the south
boundary bearing west one hundred and twenty
chains, and  the north boundary bearing north about
thirty-five chains ; then by Glengallan Creek
west five chains ; then by the east boundaries of
Glengallan Pre-emptive Purchases Nos. 59 and 60,
bearing south one hundred and thirty-six chains
ten links ; then by the northern boundaries of
portions 46, 47, 42, 35, 34, 17, 16, 4, 5, 6, 2, 1, and
IA, parish of Deuchar, bearing east forty-six chains
seventy-one links, south twenty chains, east twenty
chains, south thirty-three chains seventy-two links,
north eighty-five degrees east one hundred and
fifty-two chains, south five degrees  east  twenty-
four chains fifty links, north fifty-three degrees
east sixty-eight chains, south thirty-seven degrees
east  twenty-five chains fifty links, north seventy-
five degrees east thirty-seven chains ten links,
north eighty-eight degrees fifteen minutes east
fourteen chains twenty links, north seventy-six
degrees thirty minutes east seventeen chains eighty-
four links, north one hundred and four degrees
thirty minutes east fifteen chains, north seventy-
seven degrees forty-five minutes east twelve chains,
north one hundred and seven degrees forty-five
minutes east twelve chains, and north one hundred
and forty-five degrees  east  forty-eight chains to
Freestone Creek ; then by that creek westerly
about three chains; then by the southern boun-
daries of portions Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 6, 7, 13, 14, 15,
16, and 17, parish of Robinson and Glengallan
Pre-etnltive Purchases Nos. 64 and 63, bearing
south nineteen degrees thirty minutes west twenty-
four chains sixty links, south seventy-four degrees
west thirty-eight chains forty-two links, south
sixty-six degrees west seventy-eight chains, south
eighty-two chains seventy links, and west one
hundred and ninety chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
December, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-two, and in
the thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by the Most
to wit. ' Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave ,  all  in the County of York,
in the Peerage of the United King-
dom ; and Baron Musgrave of New
Ross, in the County of Wexford, in
the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
(L.s.) of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
NORMANBY,  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com.
Governor .  mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE ,  Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described shall be open to selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after WEDNES-
DAY, the fifteenth day of January, 1873, at the
Maryborough Land Office.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
421 W. F. Newmann 78 3 21 Mary.
borough
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of December,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-two, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD  SITE  THE  QUERN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1873.
1
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "T4e
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the ex iration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved and set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHOOL SITE, COOMERA.
County of Ward, parish of Coomera, town of
Coo mere,  section 4.
16 acres 2  roods 20 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by a street
bearing northerly twelve chains and twenty links ;
on the north by a street bearing easterly at right
angles  to a street thirteen chains and sixty-three
links ; on the east by part of the west boundary
line of portion 264, bearing southerly parallel with
a street twelve chains and twenty links to a street ;
and on the south by that street bearing westerly
thirteen chains and sixty-three links to the point of
commencement.
CEMETERY AT LEYBUBN.
County of Merivale, parish of Leyburn.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about north
sixty degrees east, and distant 1,250 links from the
north-east corner of section No.1, town of Leyburn,
and bounded thence on the west by  a line  bearing
north ten chains ; on the north by a line bearing
east ten chains ; on the east by a line bearin south
ten chains ; and on the south by a line fearing
west ten chains to the point of commencement.
CEMETERY AT CLEVELAND.
County of Stanley, parish of Cleveland, town of
Cleveland.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Wellington
and Coburg streets, and bounded thence on the
east by We llington street bearing northerly ten
chains ; on the north by Russell street bearing
westerly ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing
southerly parallel with Wellington street ten chains
to Coburg street; and on the south by Coburg
street bearing easterly ten chains to the point of
commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd January, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC PURPOSES, GOODNA.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna.
27 acres 1 rood.
Commencing  at the north-east corner of the
Reserve for Gravel Pits, and bounded thence on
the east by part of portion 292 and a line bearing
north eight  chains  and twenty links ; on the north
by part of portion 173 bearing west twenty-seven
chains  and thirty links ; on the south-west by
portion 174 bearing two hundred and twenty
degrees thirty  minutes  thirteen chains and fifty
links; on the west by  a line bearing south one
chain and fifty links to the aforesaid reserve ; on
the south-west and south-east by that reserve bear.
ing sixty- six degrees  twenty-one minutes twenty-
four chains and forty-five links, and one hundred
and thirteen degrees thirty minutes fourteen chains
and eighty-seven links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES, GOODNA.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion  293.
81 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-west corner of portion 270, and bounded
thence on the south by portions 270 and 286 bear-
ing east twenty-eight chains and twenty links,
south five chains and five links, and east eighteen
chains and sixteen links ; on the east by part of
portion 294 bearing north twenty-one chains and
forty-eight links to a reserve ; and on the north
and north-west by that reserve bearing two hun-
dred and ninety-three degrees thirty minutes four-
teen chains and eighty-seven links, two hundred
and forty-six degrees twenty-one minutes twenty-
four chains and forty-five links, and two hundred
and twenty degrees twenty minutes sixteen chains
and eighty-four links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  19th December, 1872.
HE following amended description of the
T Camping  Reserve, county  of Derby, Dalby
and Romh lload, is substituted for that published in
the  Government Gazette ,  of the 12th  October,
1872.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOE CAMPING, DALBY AND ROMA ROAD.
County of  Derby.
102 acres.
Commencing  at the  intersection  of the south side
of a road  ten chains  wide with the western boun-
dary of D.R. 32, and bounded thence on the east
by part of that boundary bearing south forty-four
chains  and seventy-four links ; on the south-west
by a line bearing three hundred and sixteen degrees
to the aforesaid road ; and on the north by that
road bearing ninety-seven degrees to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December,  1872.
IT is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the twenty-seventh
section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868" (31 Vic., No. 46), has been made for the
closing of the under-mentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby, are required  to transmit to this Depart.
ment their  objections ,  in writing , within  two months
from this date.
No.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS  TO BE  CLOSED.
Applicant.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
James Josey
situation.
Road separating Portions
Nos.  175  and 176.
Parish.
Goodna
Area.
A. H. P.
4 0 267
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  19th December, 1872.
W
HEREAS, by  the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown  Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid the lands hereunder described will be  per-
manently reserved for the purpose of a LaLding
Place.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR LANDING PLACE, MOUTH OF HER-
BERT RIVER.
County of Cardwell.
23 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of the Herbert
River about 122 chains north-westerly  from a post
in Selection 65, at mouth of Enterprise Channel,
and bounded thence on the south-east by that
river downwards ; on the north- east  by a mangrove
swamp north-westerly to an estuary ; on the north
by that estuary westerly  to a mangrove swamp ;
and on the south-west by that swamp south- easterly
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1872.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands comprised in the accompanying
description, being part of the area resumed from
the North Toolburra Run, as proclaimed in the
Government Gazette  of the 30th November, 1872,
are temporarily reserved from selection.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
DESCRIPTION.
Commencing at the north -west corner of pre-
emptive purchase No. 4, and bounded thence partly
on the west by a line bearing north forty-four
chains; thence west two chains ; thence north
about twenty-two chains  t'd a surveyed  line ; thence
on the north by that surveyed line east about 142
chains ; thence by a line south to the north
boundary of pre-emptive purchase No. 15 ; thence
by a line west about thirty-five chains to the east-
ern boundary of portion 68; thence north to the
north-east corner of portion 68 ; thence west about
103 chains to the starting point.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th December, 1872.
1
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the temporary reservation of Portion 287,
County of Merivale, Parish of Robinson, as notified
in the  Government Gazette,  of the 11th September,
1-869,  page 1177, has 1weu revoked no far as toallow an
area not exceeding five acres thereof to be excluded
therefrom and offered at auction.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th December, 1872.
7N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
11 " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,
it is  hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo.
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR ROAD PURPOSES, LOGAN ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Yeerongpilly.
640 acres.
Commencing at a point forty chains south, and
thence four chains east from the south-west corner
of portion 168, and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing east eighty chains ; on the east
by a line being south eighty chains ; on the south
by a line bearing west eighty chains ; and on the
west by a line bearing north eighty chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PADDOCK,  SPRINGFIELD.
4 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of the Kirknee
Creek with the Bogie River, and bounded thence
on the west by a north line two hundred  chains ;
thence on the north by an  east line one  hundred
and sixty chains ; thence on the east by a south
line to the girknee Creek, and thence by that
creek  downwards  to the point of commencement.
WATER RESERVE, KILKIVAN.
County of Lennox, on Kilkivan Run.
3 acres 20 perches.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of selection
203, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing  two hundred and forty-seven degrees
twenty-seven minutes ten chains and sixty-two
links ; on the south-west by a line bearing one
hundred and thirty-four degrees forty-two minutes
four chains and twenty-six links ; on the south-east
by a line bearing twenty-one degrees twenty-seven
minutes ten chains and ninety links ; on the east
by a line north five chains and fifty-nine links ; on
the north-east by a road one chain wide, being
three hundred and fourteen degrees forty-two
minutes one chain and forty-one links ; and on the
west by a  line bearing  south about five chains to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR POLICE PADDOCK, MURPHY'S CREEK.
County of Cavendish, parish of Murphy.
132 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Murphy's
Creek, at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the west by that road,
being nineteen degrees fifteen chains and eighty
links, three hundred and forty-seven degrees
fourteen chains and eight links, and three hundred
and forty-nine degrees thirty minutes thirty-one
chains and seventy-one links to another road one
chain wide ; on the north by that road bearing east
twenty-eight chains and six links ; on the east by
a line bearing south fifty-five chains and eighty
links to Murphy's Crees: ; and on the south by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
CAMPING RESERVE , DAwsoN RIVER.
25. square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Dawson
River, at the junction of Herbert's Creek; bounded
thence on the north-west and west by said river
downwards about one mile and forty-four chains
in a direct line ; thence on the north by an east
line about four miles and Pixteen chains ; thence
on the east by a south ]me live miles ; thence on
the south by a west line to the south bank of the
Dawson River, at the north-west corner of the Rio
Run ; slid thence again on the west by the right
bank of said river downwards to the point of com-
iuencement,-exclusive of all town or other reserves.
RESERVE  FOR POLICE PURPOSES, BYNOE RIVER.
Commencing on the Bynoe River, about fifteen
challis belo*  a tree marked broad-arrow over BIII,
at a point where a small creek j oins  that river, and
bounded thence partly on the south by that creek
to its junction with the Bynoe Lagoon ; partly on
the east by that lagoon bearing northerly about
twenty chains to a tree marked broad-arrow over
ND conjoined ;  again  on the south by a line thence
crossing  the lagoon and bearing east one mile forty
chains ;  again  on the east  by  a line bearing north
one mile  twenty  chains ; partly on the north by a
line bearing  west about one mile forty chains to a
saltwater creek ;  again on  the east and north by
that creek to its junction with the Bynoe River ;
and on the west by that river upwards to the point
of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
On Crow's Nest Run, County of Cavendish.
Containing about 6;  square miles.
Commencing at a point in the dividing line of
Crow's Nest Run, distant about one mile northf
westerly from intersection with Crow's Nest Creek-
and bounded thence on the south-east by a line
bearing forty-five degrees 160 chains ; on the north-
east  by a line bearing 315 degrees about 190 chains
to the watershed dividing the waters of Cressbrook
Creek from Emu Creek ; on the north-west by that
watershed south-westerly about 190 chains ; and on
the south- west  by the dividing line of Crow's Nest
Run aforesaid south-easterly about 216  chains to
the point of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Parishes of Crow's Nest and Murphy, county of
Cavendish.
Commencing  on Perseverance  Creek,  at a point
bearing east  from the north boundary of portion
No. 741, and bounded thence on the east by that
creek upwards  to its source  ; thence on the south
by a line  bearing  west about five and a-half miles
to the summit of the Main Range ; on the west by
the summit of that range northerly  to a point
bearing west from the north boundary of portion
No. 741 aforesaid ; and on the north by a line
bearing east  about six  miles to  the point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive  of all alienated and sur-
veyed lands.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Helidon Run, county of Churchill.
Commencing on Flagstone Creek, about four and
a-half miles  from  its junction  with Lockyer's Creek,
at a tree blazed and marked F.5., and bounded
thence on the north- east  by a line  bearing one
hundred and thirty-five degrees forty  chains ; on
the south-east by  a line  bearing two hundred and
twenty-five degrees  four miles  ; on the south by a
line bearing  west about five miles to the summit of
the Main Range, and by the summit of that range
westerly to the head of Flagstone Creek aforesaid ;
and on the north by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement,- exclusive  of all  alienated
or surveyed lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th December, 1872.
1THEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
1V' 1V  Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands  are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive  weeks :  Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described shall be
permanently  reserved and set  apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RECREATION  RESERVE, ROMA.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Roma, portion  81A.
50 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide; at the
south- east corner  of portion No. 82, and bounded
thence on the west by the east boundary of that
portion bearing north 2,637 links ; on the north by
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a line bearing east fifteen chains ; thence by a line
bearing 127 degrees 34 minutes 1,533 links to a
road 150 links wide; on the south-east by that
road bearing 225 degrees 2,266 links to the first-
mentioned road; and on the south by that road
bearing west 1,096 links to the point of commence-
ment.
WATER RESERVE, BANANA.
County of Ferguson, parish of Banana, town of
Banana.
25 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of Bowen street
and Gregory street, and bounded thence on the
west by Bowen street bearing north ten chains ; on
the north by Scott street bearing east twenty-five
chains and sevent links; on the east by a
street bearing south ten  chains ;  and on the south
by Gregory  street bearing  west twenty-five chains
and seventy links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1872.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of .
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TIMBER AND  QUARRY RESERVE.
County of Cavendish, parish of Wivenhoe.
160 acres.
Commencing on the south-west side of the sur-
veyed road from Wivenhoe to Cressbrook, about
121 chains from the crossing of Logan's Creek, at a
point bearing 322 degrees distant twenty-two links
from an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over R,
and bounded thence on the east by  a line  bearing
north 3,500 links ; on the north by a line bearing
west 4,000 links ; on the west by a line bearing
south 4,000 links ; and on the south by a line
bearing east  4,000 links ; and again on the east by
a line bearing north 500 links to the point of com-
mencement.
WATER RESERVE.
County of Cavendish, parish of TWvenhoe.
40 acres.
Commencing on the south-west side of the sur-
veyed road from Wivenhos to Cressbrook, about
276 chains from the crossing of Logan's Creek, at a
t bearing 195 degrees 30 minutes distant thirty-
F10211 links from an ironbark-tree marked broad-
arrow over R, and bounded thence on the west by a
line bearing south 2,000 links; on the south by a
line bearing east 2,000 links; on the east by a line
bearing north  2,000 links ;  and on the north by a
line bearing west 2,000 links to the point of com-
mencement.
QUARRY RESERVE.
County of Cavendish, parish of Esk.
40 acres.
Commencing on the south-east side of the sur-
veyed road from Gatton to Cressbrook, at the point
where the said road intersects the north-west
boundary of selection No. 28, and bounded thence
on the south-east by part of the north-west boun-
dary of the aforesaid selection, being a line bearing
70 degrees 13 minutes 193 links, and a line bearing
41 degrees 5 minutes 1,566 links, and a line bearing
86 degrees 23 minutes 791 links ; on the east by a
line bearing north  1,558  links; on the north by a
line bearing west 2,000 links ; and on the west by a
line bearing south 2,855 links to the point of com-
mencement.
QUARRY RESERVE, NEAR MOUNT MULOOOAI.
County of Cavendish, parish of Buaraba.
40 acres.
Commencing on the south-east side of the surt
veyed  road from Gatton to Cressbrook, at a poina
bearing 92 degrees 15 minutes 32 links from a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over It, and
bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west 1,500 links ; on the west by a line bearing
south 2,000 links ; on the south by a line bearing
east 2,000 links ; on the oast by a line bearing
north 2,030 links to a point on the south-east side
of the aforesaid road ; and again on the north by
that road bearing 266 degrees 30 minutes 500 links,
to the point of commencement.
WATER RESERVE.
County of Cavendish, parish of Clarendon.
40 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Spring Creek,
at a point distant about 14 chains below the cross-
ing of the surveyed road from Gatton to Cress-
brook, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing south 1,500 links ; on the south by a line
bearing west 2,000 links ; on the west by a line
bearing north 2,000 links, crossing Spring Creek ;
and on the north by a line bearing east  2,000  links ;
and lastly again  on the  east by a line bearing south
500 links, re-crossing Spring Creek, to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR QUARRY.
County of Cavendish, parish of Buaraba.
40 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Yellow Gully
(a branch of Buaraba Creek) at a point distant
eight chains below the crossing of the surveyed
road from Gatton to Cressbrook, and bounded
thence on the east by a line crossing Yellow Gully
bearing south 3,000 links ; on the south by a line
bearing west 1,333 links ; on the west by a line
bearing north 3,000 links, re-crossing Yellow
Gully ; and on the north by a line bearing east
1,333  links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
OFFICE FOR THE RECEIPT OF APPLICA-
TIONS FOR MINERAL LANDS, UNDER
" TIIE MINERAL LANDS ACT OF 1872."
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that on and after THURSDAY, the 2nd
January, 1873, the Land Agent at Cardwell will
be authorised to receive Applications for Mineral
lands within his district.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
1TOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
1 Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1872.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo.
rarily reserved for a Police Paddock.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
POLICE PADDOCK, RomA.
Maranoa District, county of Waldegrave, parish
of Roma.
About 700 acres.
Commencing on the east bank of Bungil Creek,
opposite the south-east corner of allotment No.
22 (old Police Paddock), and bounded thence of
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the south by a road forming the northern bounda-
ries of portions Nos. 75 and 76 south-easterly ;
on the south-east by a road along the western
boundary of selection No. 59 bearing north-easterly
about eighty-five chains ; on the north-east by a
line north-westerly to Bungil Creek, opposite the
north-east corner of portion No. 7, containing
thirty-three acres ; and on the west by Bungil
Creek southerly to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1872.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of" The Crown Lands Ali ation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration'of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be reserved for a School site.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Moggill.
15 acres.
(Part of forfeited selection No. 1191, Brisbane
District.)
Commencing on the south boundary of portion No.
228, parish of Moggill (forfeited selection No. 1191),
at its intersection by the east side of a reserved road
about nine chains east from the south-west corner
of said portion ; and bounded thence on the west
by that road bearing north ten degrees east about
ten chains sixteen links ; on the north by a line
east 1,412 links ; on the east by a line bearing south
ten chains ; and on the south by a line bearing
west 1,588 links to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1872.
OFFICES FOR THE RECEIPT OF APPLICA-
TIONS FOR MINERAL LANDS UNDER
"THE MINERAL LANDS ACT OF 1872."
H
IS  Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  directs it to be
notified ,  that the existing arrangements with respect
to the receipt of applications for Mineral Lands
shall  continue until the end of the present year ;
and that on and after THURSDAY ,  2nd January,
1873 ,  the following arrangements shall  take  effect:-
The  Land Agents at Ipswich ,  Toowoomba ,  Dalby,
Mar borough,  Gympie, Gladstone ,  Rockhampton,
Mackay ,  St. Lawrence ,  Bowen, Townsville, Nor-
manton, Clermont, and Bundaberg  (the latter for
the portion of the district not included in the Police
District of Tenningering) will be authorised to
receive applications for Mineral Lands within their
respective districts.
The Police Magistrates at Gayndah and Tennin-
gering will also receive applications for Mineral
Lands within their respective districts.
Appli cations for Mineral Lands within the follow-
ing Unsettled Pastoral Districts will be received by
the Officers hereunder mentioned :-
Leichhardt District - Land Agent ,  Rockhampton.
North  K ennedy District - Land Agent, Towns-
ville.
South Kennedy District - Land Agent, Bowen.
Warrego District - Coin missioner of Crown Lands
Charleville.
Mitche ll  District-Commissioner of Crown Lands
Tambo.
Burke District - Land Agent, Normanton.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th October, 1872.
WJET HEREAS , by the twenty-fifth  section of  "The1 Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOE SCHOOL SITE ,  ONE-MILE, GYMPIE
ROAD.
County of March, parish of  Tinana, portions  12
and  13  of section  131.
36 acres 3 roods 22 perches.
Commencing on a road one  chain wide at the
south  corner  of portion 11, and bounded thence on
the north-west by part thereof bearing thirty-eight
degrees  thirty-four minutes twenty-two  chain s and
twenty-three  links ; on  the north- east  by portion
14 bearing one hundred and twenty-eight degrees
thirty-four minutes twenty  chains and  forty-five
links to the  Brisbane  Road one chain and fifty
links wide ; on the south-east by that road bearing
two hundred and eighteen degrees thirty-four
minutes fourteen  chains and  fourteen links to the
road first aforesaid ; and on the south-west by that
road bearing two hundred and eighty-six degrees
five minutes  twenty- one chains  and ninety-two
links to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY, CAWARRAL.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cawarral, por-
tion  18.
5 acres.
Commencing at a point being about two hundred
and seventy-five degrees and distant about thirty
chains from the north-west corner of Mineral Selec-
tion 177, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing north five chains ; on the north by a line
bearing west ten chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south five chains ; on the south by a line
bearing east ten chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th October, 1872.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale f'or any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereinafter described
will be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
CEMETERY, HARRISVILLE.
County of Churchill, parish of Flinders, part of
portion  142A.
20 acres.
Commencing at the crossing of two roads each
one chain wide at the south-west corner of portion
142A, and  bounded thence on the west by one of
said roads bearing north ten chains ; on the north
by a line bearing east twenty chains ; on the east
by part of portion 144 bearing south ten chains to
the other aforesaid road ; and on the south by ths:,
road bearing west twenty chains to the point of
commencement.
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CEMETERY, GOONDIWINDI. -
County of Marsh.
8 acres.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of Goondi-
windi Town Reserve, and bounded thence on the
north by part of the north boundary line thereof
bearing west eight  chains ; on  the west by a line
bearing south ten chains; on the south by a line
bearing east eight chains ; and on the east by part
of the east boundary line of aforesaid reserve
bearing north ten chains to the point  of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICES,
STANTHOEPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthospe, town of
Stanthorpe,  allotment  8 of section 7.
1 acre.
Commencing on the west side of Marsh  street at
the north- east corner of  allotment 7, and bounded
thence on the east by that street northerly three
chains; on the north by south boundary line of
allotment 9  westerly at right angles to Marsh
street three  chains  and thirty-four links ; on the
west  by parts of the east boundary lines of allot.
ments  10 and 5 southerly parallel with Marsh
street three chains ; and on the south by the
north boundary lines of allotments 6 and 7 easterly
at right angles to Marsh street three chains and
thirty-four links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A PRIMARY SCHOOL, BuNDAMBA
CREEK, BRISBANE AND IPSWICH ROAD.
bearing south eleven chains  ;  on the south by a line
bearing west  fifteen  chains to Ross Creek ; and on
the south- west  by that  creek upwards to  the tri-
butary creek  aforesaid , and by that  creek upwards
to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th  October, 1872.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for an pub lic
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is  hereby given, that at the  expiration of the
period aforesaid ,  the lands hereinafter described
will be  permawtintly reserved and set apart for a
site for a National School ,  in lieu of the land
previously reserved for that purpose  by Notice
in the  Government Gazette,  of the 16th September,
1871.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
County of Aubignv, parish of Drayton, town of
Toowoomba, allotments  14, 15, 16,  17, and  18,  of
section 56.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the north by
Arthur street westerly five chains ; on the west by
the east boundary line of allotments 19 and 23 at
right angles to Arthur street five chains southerly ;
on the south by the north boundary line of allot-
ment 13 parallel with Arthur street five chains
easterly to Mary street ; and on the east by Mary
street five chains northerly to the point of com-
mencement.
County of Stanley, parish, of Ipswich, portion  400.
4 acres  3 roods 35 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain and fifty links
wide at the north-west corner of portion 399, and
bounded thence on the east by that portion bearing
south  eleven  chains and twelve links; on the south
by part of portion 397 bearing  west five chains to a
road one chain wide; on the west by that road
bearing north eight  chains and  seventy-six links to
the road first aforesaid ; and on the north-west by
that road bearing sixty-six degrees five chains and
fifty links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A PRIMARY SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Mackenzie.
8 acres  3 roods 15 perches.
Commencing in the angle formed by two roads,
one of one chain wide, and one of one chain and
fifty links wide, and bounded thence on the south
by the first-mentioned road bearing 271 degrees
fifteen minutes nineteen chains and forty-five links ;
on the west by a line bearing north one degree
fifteen minutes east five chains ; on the north by a
line bearing nicety-one degrees fifteen minutes
fifteen chains and ninety-four links to the road last
aforesaid ; and on the north-east by that road bear-
ing 145 degrees forty-nine minutes six chains and
four links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR WATER SurPLY, TOWNSVILLE.
County of Elphinstone, Parish of Coonambelah.
45 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of a tributary to
Ross Creek at the termination of a road one chain
wide, and bounded thence on part of the west by
that road bearing north one chain and forty-one
links to another road two chains wide ; on the
north-west by that road bearing fifty-three degrees
thirty minutes ten chains ; on part of the east by a
line bearing south six chains and sixty links ; on the
north-east by a line bearing 108 degrees twenty-
nine chains ; on the  remainder  of the east by a line
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1873.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands, under  "The
Grown Lands Alienation Act. of  1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
A t the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CuRTIs DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
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WIDE  BAY AND BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BuaNETT DISTRICT.
&t the Land Office, Gapndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF Bvuxr.
&t the Land Office, Norman River Settle-
ment, on the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MABANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in February, 1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, andthereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Laud Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special  sittings ,  when necessary ,  in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
T HE first sheet of the New Maki of the Colony,
chewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s,
1.  MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  2nd November, 1871.
UNAUTHORISED  OCCUPATION OF
CROWN LANDS.
any protection in the event of the land being sold
at auction or selected by lease ; and that in the case
of persons occupying town or suburban lands,
whether surveyed or not, unless specially autharised
by this Department, under the hand of the Minister,
the only right conceded to them will be that of
removing their  improvements  within  two  months
from date of sale , if they do not become the
purchasers  of the land.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
PERSONS desirous of selecting  Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared  and issued  to them, requesting the officer
in charge  of the district to afford them every
assistance and information  in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
F
OR the convenience of persons desirous to have
lands, whether surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward for sale by auction,  it is  hereby notified
for general information, that instructions have been
issued to the Land Agents to open in their respec.
tive offices, a cook, in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration of the Minister
for Lands, when, if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in the next proclamation  of sale.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
W
ITH the  view  of facilitating  the transaction of
tltl 11  business at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony,  it is  hereby notified  that instructions
have been issued to the officers  in charge, to the
effect  that every possible  assistance  is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for land or  seeking
information on matters connected with the working
of the Land Acts-even to the extent  of filling up
forms of application and transfers, &c., for illiterate
persons, if there is time at the officer' s disposal;
and that any Land Agent, or other officer,  receiv ing
and appropriating fees for  clerical assistance to  his
own use, on the matter  being  reported, will be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however,  of persons requir-
ing copies of plans,  arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner, and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or coy of the plan
required will be prepared  and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
3. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary for Public Lands.
PUBLIC NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, that persons erectingbuildings or ther improvements on Crown
Lands , without authority, will not be entitled to
TO PARTIES ABOUT TO SEARCH FOR GOLD.MTNEIRS' RIGHTS can beobtained from the
-Survsyor-General, Survey Office  Brisbane.
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GOLD FIELD.CHARTERS TOWERS &c., ,
Department  of Public Lands,
1872.the Month ended 30th NovemberDurin ,gBrisbane, 30th August, 1870.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
NOTICE .
No. Name.  No. Name.
TO IMMIGRANTS SEEKING SUITABLE SELEG 54 771 Mo. WymessWilliams696 G R54 ,. .,TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS. 54,772 Wm. Perry54,697 J. S. TurnerIMMIGRANTS or others who donot possess 54,698 William Richardson 64,773 Jas. Cook
sufficient local knowledge to enable them to 54,699 John C. Niel 54,774 Rd. Eads
select land  in suitable situations without visiting 54,700 Frenchuard Lom- 64775 Owen Laughclin
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor, are hereby  burger.  54,776 Jos. Naylor
informed that arrangements will be made, if induce- 54,701 - Nates 54,777 Bank  Nielson
ment offers, to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to 54,702 Robert Williams 54,778 Thomas Williams
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as 54,703 William C. Giloy  54,779 Geo. Edwards
may be indicated, to assist them in their search, 54,704 Edward Seymour 54,780 Henry Kyle
and in drawing  up the descriptions of the lands they 54,705 J. Coeley 54,781 Jas. Freel
desire to select. 54,706 H. Nicholson 54,782 J. A. McDonald
All persons requiring  assistance  of this nature 54,707 Aus. Kavanagh 54,783 Hy.  Kenwick54,708 Thomas Seuchard 54,784 James Woodward
are requested to advise this Department, in writing,
and also 54,709 Edward  Massarath  54,785 AndrewMeFarlaneas to the locality they wish to settle in , 786 Chas. W. Denford54 710 Michael Donne 54 ,,forward a fee often shillings to cover the cost of
if a sufficient number 54,711 Joseph Hocking 54,787 Robert McCartneya Surveyor whenem lo in , ,p y g 54,712 John Kinliyside  54,788 John Cranethe Government willersons are found t o joinof ,p 54,713 Janet McGregor 54,789 James Craneimmediately undertake to organize one or more 54 714 Thomas McGirr 54790 Thomas Deleharty,
parties. 54 715 Richard Adams 54,791 Duncan Grant,
In the event  of there being no party despatched, 54,716 John Webster 54792 E. Preis
the fee of  ten shillings  will be returned ,  on applies. 54,717 John Burrows 54,793 Alf. Campbell
Lion, to the person paying same. 64,718 Morris Brick 64,794 G. E. Clarke
Giffin795 Wm64 719 David Turnbull 54, .,J. MALBON THOMPSON. 64,196 John Fogerty54,720 James Hewett
54,721 James Marshal 54,797 Peter Smith
64,722 Geo. Muurby 64,798 James  Sennors
Department of Public Works, 54,723 Hy. Harrington 64,799 P. A. F. Turner
Gold Fields Branch, 54,724 Alfred Straker  54,800  Sleander Stevens
Brisbane, 8th January, 1873. 54,725 C. J. E. Straker  04,801  Robert  Roberts
54,726 H. Franck 54,802 Jas. D. C. Pattern
MINERS' RIGHTS AND BUSINESS 54,727 Hy. Halzhauel 54,803 Edward George
LICENSES. 54,728 Martin Tomsen 54,804  W. McElranna
54,729 Hans Anderson 805 Andrew Gillespie54IT is hereby notified or general information, that54,730 Patrick Callenall ,54,806 John McCaughey
the under-mentioned Miners' Rights and Busi- 54,731 Martin Welch 54,807 Edward Mahony
ness Licenses have been returned as issued at the  54,732 Austin Lysaght 54,808 Edward Holywood
Gold Fields respectively specified. 54,733 Chas. J. Blake 54,809 George  Hawkins
54 734 Austin Droney 54810 Michael  McIntyre,WILLIAM HENRY WALSH. 54,735 John Gillisby 54,811 J. R. Smith
54,136 Wm. Doherty 54,812 Ralph Whitehead
54,737 Wm. Marks 54,813 H. Kohler
NORMANBY, MARENGO, A14D MOUNT WYATT 64,738 John Ingram 54814 John Duncan
GOLD FIELDS. 54,739 Geo. M. King 64,815 John Dickie
64,740 Patrick Ryan  54 816 Harry Grant,
During the Month ended 30th November, 1872. 54,741 B. P. Watkis 54,817 Charles  McDonald
54742 Geo. Brouks  54 818 Thos.  Morgan
'
,MINERS RIGHTS. 54,743 J. P. McLean 54,819  James Hager
No. Name .  No. Name. 54,744 A. Browne 54,820 Richard Long
37,853 Michael Hurley 37,860 W. Ericksen 54,745 John Monson 64,821 James Abrahams
37,854 Peter Land 37 861 W. A. Brown 54,746 Thomas McCut•  54,822 Peter Davis,
37 855 Frank Clifton 37 862 William Jackson chion 54,823 August  Meintz-, ,
37 866 James Dow 37 863 Robert Murry 54,747 N. J. Peyton  hausen, ,
37,857 Robert Heron 37,864 Samuel Lyons 54,748 Robert Beals 54,824 William Parsons
865 G. A. Clifton 54,749 Benjamin Gilbert 54,825 J .  M. Francis858 Benjamin Toll 3737 , ,
37,859 John Grim 54,750 C. Elnhardt  64,826 Peter Byrnes
54,751 Danl. Miller 54,827 Michael  Connors
BUSINESS  LICENSE. 54,752 J. B. Sovenson  54,828 Patrick King
54,753 G. A. Edmonds 54 829 David Coughlan,No. Name. 54,754 David O'Leary 54,830 John  Griffiths
2,336 John Palmer and Co. 54,755 Thomas Williams  54,831 Isidor Liasner
54,756 J. Carey  54,832 Louis Gallo
54,757 Isaac Chappell  54,833 Fredk. Brady
54,758 Edward Dlay 64,834 L. J. Young
54,759 James Sweeney 64,835 Lau  Christians
GILBERTON GOLD FIELD. 54,760 Danl. Collins 54,836 Thomas Read
54,761 William Han well 54,837 Henry  Domeyer
During the Month ended 30th November, 1872. 54,762 Patrick McCullock 64,838 John O'Flynn
MINERS'  RIGHTS. 54,763 Ml :  Morris 54,839 Thomas Stannard
64,764 Wm.  Cameron 54,840 George Cornish
No. Name. No. Name.  54,765 Peter  Paul Holz. 54,841 Henry Carp
45,144 Sue Song 45,151 Jo Hen knecht 54,842 Thomas Quin
46,145 Alfred Ives 45,152 Ralph Ramsay 54,766 E.  S. Greenson 64843 Charles Freestone
45,146 Wm.  McKenzie 45,153 Janet  Cameron 54,767 J.  T. Parker 54,844  John James
45,147 Lin Hung 45,164 J. C. Cameron 54,768 Wm. J. Foster 54,846 Patrick Henry
45,148 John Robson 45,155 Robert  Fitzmaurice 54,769 Jae .  S. Foster 64,846 George Bawling
46,149 Jun How 46,156 Wm. J. Warne 54,770 H.  W. Tachan
45,150 Ah Wah
Buani ssa Llozasas.
B Lu sINEss IOENSas.
No Name.  No. Name.
2,100  Benton ,  Cameron,  2,601 John Blair
and Fitzmaurice  2,502 Johh  Cameron
N'O. Ndine.
4,178 R.  W. Jenkins
4,176 J. F. Cbckfield
4,174 Charles Tayldr
4;176 Peter Shettel
4,176 John Trevbthan
4,177  d.. S. Reid
0o,178 Thomas $axris
No. Name.
4,119 G. E. broadie f
4,190 John Can even
4,1$1 John 1 blef
4,182 Chen Bak
4;183 J. M; Frhncie
4,184  John  Wieemat}
Wilkie
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GOLD  FIELDS- continued.
ETHERIDGE GOLD FIELD.
During  the month ended 30th November, 1872.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name.
40,717 C. Percival
40,718 Thos. Smith
40,719 R.  Prosser
40,720 J. Attmore
40,721 J. G. Berry
40,722 J. Cosgrove
40,723 J. D re a
40,724 T. Parr
40,725 P. Bennett
40,726 Ali How
40,727 Ah Sam
40,728 E. Deshon
40,729 L. Baddskeo
40,730 R. Loyd
40,731 J. G. Hannon
40,732 J. Kelso
40,733 G. Fletcher
40,734 M. Donald
40,735 H. Leovens
40,736 R. Pritchard
40,737 C. Bridson
40,738 Ah Low
40,739 Ali Hoey
40,740 C. Rodgers
40,741 J.  Menzies
40,472 G. Muller
40,473 H. Russler
40,474 M. O'Keef
No. Name.
40,475 S. Blake
40,476 R. Jones
40,477. C. Christosero
40,478 W. Harvey
40,479 E. L. D. Fattorini
40,450 F. Kellerman
45,651 J. Kohn
45,652 W. Shirlow
45,653 M. Sponea
45,654 Ah Him
45,655 T. Parks
45,656 W. 0. Hodgkinson
45,657 D. M. Rodgers
45,658 Ah Wee
45,659 A. Hudson
45,660 P. Reynolds
45,661 Hin Lip
45,662 A. Hodgkinson
45,663 J. Ryan
45,664 J. Sutherland
45,665 A. B. H. Wigley
45,666 A. Woodward
45,667 W. Auld
45,668 E. Depol
45,669 J. McKenzie
45,670 J. Kennedy
45,671 W. Lincoln
45,672 D. Roberts
BusiNEss  LICENSES.
No. Name. No. Name.
12,144 T. L. Martell 2,148 Peter Timony
2,145 Ah Lum 2,149 Clifton and Aplin
2,146 Ali Sam Brothers
2,147 Sin Ali Lee
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th January, 1873.
TO OWNERS OF VESSELS AND OTHERS.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock.p.m., on FRIDAY, the 24th instant,
from persons willing to contract for Conveyance of
170 tons measurement (more or less) Timber in
Scantling and Boards, and about 10 tons weight of
Roofing Iron, from Brisbane to Townsville.
Loading to be taken from the Government
Reserve, Alice street.
Further particulars may be obtained at the Public
Works Offices, George street.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
IN pursuance of the provisions contained in the
Act of Parliament of New South Wales,
20th Victoria, No. 29, intituled  " An Act to Amend
the  Laws  Relating to Gold Fields,"  His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Au usrUS CHARLES GREGORY, Surveyor-General,
Brisbane,
to be an officer for determining the extent and
position of the claims to which each person is
entitled under any Miner's Right, Lease, or License
issued under the provisions of such Act, and for
marking out such extent.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1873.
1T
is notified for general information that Mr.
KARL THEODOR STAIGER has been appointed
Analytical Chemist at the Laboratory to be
attached to the Brisbane Museum, and that, as
soon as practicable, a scale of fees to cover the
expenses incidental to assaying and reporting upon
earths, rocks, fossils, minerals, &c., will be duly
published. In the meanwhile, contributions of
animals, birds, minerals, shells, &c., to enlarge the
present collection at the temporary museum, are
respectfully solicited, and when forwarded from
distant places, and with the consent of the Curator,
cost of transit will be defrayed by Government.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, RAVENSWOOD.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 14th
February next, from persons wi ll ing to contract for
the erection of Telegraph Office at Ravenswood.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tenders for Telegraph
Office,  Ravenswood." .
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court Houses at Townsville and
Ravenswood.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the  work,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount  of Tender,  as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that he will severally execute and deliver at
the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ,  otherwise the Tender wi ll  not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICES, GIN GIN AND
TINENERING.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th Febru-
ary, from persons willing to contract for the  erec-
tion of Telegraph Offices at Gin Gin and Tinenering.
Tenders to be enclosed,  " Tenders for Telegraph
Oces, Gin Gin and Tinenering."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Tinenering.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the
party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten
per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the
e performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that be will severally execute and deliver at
the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  3rd January, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE BARRACKS, ROCKHAMPTON.
F
RESH Tenders  w ill be received at this Office
and at the Police Magistrate 's Office, Rock-
hampton, unt il  Four o'clock p.m . on FRIDAY, the
31st instant ,  from persons wil ling to contract for
erection of Police Barracks at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Barracks ,  Rockhampton."
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Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further part iculars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work,  and at  the foot of every
Tender there must be  a memorandum  signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the
sum of 10 per cent,  on amount  of Tender, as
security for the due performance of the contract,
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event, that he will execute and
deliver, at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor,
in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance, otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Buildings Branch,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1872.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that on and after the
1st January, 1873, all articles included in
the exceptional class of the Goods Classification,
Southern and Western Railway (save  Black Sand
or Tin Ore), as well as
Firewood
Hay and Straw, loose
Drain Pipes and Tiles
Lime and Limestone
Salt, Rock
Slates,
shall be loaded and unloaded by the owners.
Should the Railway Department be required to do
the work, the charges will be as follows, viz.
For loading ... 2s. 6d. per ton
For unloading ... 2s. 6d. „
Also that HIDES and SKINS , in bales ', bundles,
or tied up sing] p will be charged for under the
head of Special Class.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1872.
ADDITIONS TO PORT OFFICE, BRISBANE.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 17th
January, 1873, from persons willing to contract
for erection of Additions to Port Office, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Additions,
Port Office, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for
the due performance of the contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such- performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 13th December, 1872.
N OTICE is hereby given, under the 14th
section of  "An Act to make provision for the
Construction by the Government of Railways, and
for the Regulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Map and Book of
Reference of the proposed new line from Ipswich
to Brisbane-from 2 miles 30 chains (near Ban-
damba Creek) to 7 miles 60 chains (near Redbank).
The map or plan, and book of reference, can be
seen at this Office, and all parties interested in
the lands to be affected by the said intended Rail.
way are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in writing, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objection which may exist to
the adoption of the said line of Railway, or any
part thereof, or of any works proposed in con-
nection therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
TO STOREKEEPERS, IRONMONGERS,
AND OTHERS.
STORES, ETC., REQUIRED  FOR THE USE OF
THE NORTHERN RAILWAY,  ROCKHAMP.
TON.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office
ll until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
24th January next, from  persons  willing to contract
for the supply of the whole or any of the under-
mentioned Stores, &c., in such quantities as may
be required during the year  1873,  upon the condi-
tions hereafter specified, to be delivered at the
Railway Stores, Rockhampton.
Printed forms of Tender, with  lists  and further
particulars specified, may be obtained at this Office,
or at the Railway Ottice, Rockhampton ; and at the
foot of every Tender there must be  a memorandum
signed by the party tendering, and two responsible
persons as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for
the due performance of the contract, in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event, that they will severally  execute and
deliver, at the office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within seven days from the usual notifie -
tion of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty in the
penal sum of £100, for  securing  such performance,
otherwise the Tender will  not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
The Stores to be of the very best description of
their several kinds.
The probable quantities of each article required
are given for the guidance of persons concerned,
but it must be understood that they are only
approximate, and the contractors  must  supply more
or less of each article, asrequired.
This notice does not apply to stores  and material
of every description required for the construction
of new works.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST or ARTICLES AND PROBABLE QUANTITIES
REQUIRED  TO BE TENDERED FOR.
Adzes, handled, per doz. (1 dozen)
Augurs, Matheson's screw, a inch to 2 inches, per
doz.(12 dozen)
Axes, American, per dozen (1 dozen)
Alum, per lb. (12 lbs.)
American cloth, best (50 yards)
Bolts, flush, for doors (28 lbs.)
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Borax  (3 lbs.)
Brass , inch (1 sheet)
Brooms, hair  (2 dozen)
bass (2 dozen)
Brushes,  scrubbing (2 dozen)
Buckets , galvanized iron (6)
Canvas, best brands, No. 4 (500 yards)
Chalk (50 lbs.)
Chisels, carpenters' large panel (1 dozen)
Copper, sheets,
.
inch (1 sheet)
Chamois leathers (1 dozen)
Dusters, flannel, per yard (1 dozen)
it linen, „ (1 dozen)
Emery, ground, per lb. (30 lbs.)
Files,  assorted , as per Sheffield list (4 dozen)
Felt roofing, Scroggin's (100 yards)
Glasses , kerosine lamp (1 dozen)
Hammers , hand, handled (1 dozen)
Handles, American axe, per dozen (2 dozen)
„
„
beaters (5 dozen)
adses  (2 dozen)
hammer (3 dozen)
sledge-hammer, 3 feet L3 inches long (2
dozen)
Iron, round and square, best Best Staffordshire (80
cwt.)
It
flat,
best Best  Staffordshire (4(Aicwt.)
It at, „ (40
plate, „ (5
sheet, Nos. 10 to 20, wire gauge  (40 cwt.)
„ BBH, crown over (40 cwt.)
Leather, best belting (150 feet)
Lead, per cwt. (20 cwt.)
Nails,  wire, assorted sizes
clouts, „ (3 cwt.)
wrought iron, assorted sizes
Oil, rape (20 gallons)
„ linseed, boiled and raw (50 gallons)
kerosine, approved brands (20 gallons)
„ neat's foot (50 gallons)
„ sweet  (100 gallons)
Paint, white lead (5 cwt.)
Potash, American (28 lbs.)
Rope, best Europe ) (1 cwt.)
It
Manilla
Rivets and washers, copper, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Steel, blister, best brands, per cwt. (28 lbs.)
round, square, hexagon, best brands, per cwt.
(3 cwt.)
spring, best brands, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
„ cast  (5 cwt.)
Saws,  hand (6)
Screws, all sizes, as per printed list (20 gross)
Screw-drivers (1 dozen)
Shovels , No. 4, round  nose , T handles (4 dozen)
Soap, soft (1 cwt.)
Sponges, common (2 dozen)
Tacks, tin, per lb.
cut, ,, (6 lbs.)
iron
Tallow, best, for lubricating (5 cwt.)
Tarpaulins, 26 x 1714 feet (12)
Tar, coal, per hhd. (500 Qallons)
Stockholm,  per gall'on  (50 gallons)
„ brushes (1 dozen)
Twine, tarred (28 lbs.)
„ packing  (10 lbs.)
Waste, white cotton (8 cwt.)
Wire, copper
brass  (20 lbs.)
„ steel
Zinc ,  sheet  (1 cwt.)
Timber, pine, per 100 feet superficial
hardwood It
cedar, per foot
„ cudgeree, per 100 feet superficial
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 28th December, 1872.
BORDER CUSTOMS DUTIES.
REFIINDMENT  OF DUTIES PAID ON SPIRITS AND
TOBACCO  TAKEN  FROM BONDED WAREHOUSE
FOR EXPORTATION OVERLAND.
THE following Regulations respecting the Re-
fundment of Duties paid upon Spirits or
Tobacco transmitted fro m Bond in Brisbane or
Ipswich into New South Wales, for consumption
there, having been approved by His Excellency the
Governor in Council, are published for general
information --
1st. The person paying duty upon such spirits
and tobacco, intended for transmission overland to
New South Wales, shall, at the time of making
such payment, notify to the Customs Authorities his
intention to apply for a refundment of duty upon
the goods reaching that colony.
`2nd: The proper Customs Officer shall thereupon
examine the said goods, regauge and ascertain
strength thereof by dykes' Hydrometer, or reweigh,
as the case may be, and take down the numbers
and marks of the packages, and shall embody this
and other  necessary  information in a despatch note.
A copy of this despatch note shall be given to the
person in charge of the goods for presentation to
the New South Wales Border Officer, and the
original shall be filed in the Custom House.
3rd. If within three months from the date of its
issue , the despatch note which accompanied the
goods shall be returned to the Collector of Customs
with an endorsement thereon by a New South
Wales Border Officer, certifying that he identifies
the goods mentioned therein, and that they have
been imported into the Colony of New South Wales
in exactly the same condition as to marks, quantity,
strength, or weight, as specified in despatch note,
and that duty has been paid thereon to that
Government, the amount of the duty originally
paid to the Customs Authorities at Brisbane or
Ipswich shall be thereupon refunded.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
NOTICE TO SAVINGS BANK DEPOSITORS.
DEPOSITORS  in the Government Savings
J Bank are required to take notice that from
and after the 1st January, 1873,  the interest pay-
able to parties then being Depositors ,  or thereafter
making deposits ,  in the Government Savings Bank,
will, in accordance with the Act 36 Victoria, No. 6,
assented to on the 2nd August ,  1872, be as fol.
lows,  viz. :-
On  deposits not exceeding  £ 100, at the rate of
FIVE Pouxns per cent. per annum.
On deposits exceeding  £ 100, but not exceeding
£200, at the rate of FIvE POUNDS per cont. per
annum on £100 ,  part thereof  ;  and at the rate of
FouR POUNDS per cent. per annum on the remainder.
On deposits exceeding  £ 200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the  .residue.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
13th September, 1872.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
.{PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the 41st  section  of "  The Pastoral
Leases  Act of  1869" for renewed leases for four-
teen years  of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration  of the existing
leases,  as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown lauds.
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The Treasury, Queensland,
31st December, 1872.
IT is hereby notified for general informations,
that Licenses from the Treasury have been
issued to the under-mentioned persons during the
months  of  November and December,  1872.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
Name.
Emmerson, J. ...
Fishley, H.
Manning, S. ...
Morrison, S. ...
Wolter, Geo. ...
Archer, M. ...
Pan, G. Ah ..,
Ah Sue, G. ..
Bracewell, Jno. ...
Bridwell, A. ..
Davey, W. H.
Davis, J. H. ...
Francis,  J. M. ...
Hand, R. .
Henery, D. ...
Hogan, P. ...
James, Percival ,..
Kitchen, F. ...
McKollop, Jno. ...
Monoghan, P.
Nolan, J. C. ..
Owens, W. ...
Pack, W.
Pratt, J. M. ...
Tierney, J. ..
Wo, S.
Zoert  de, H. ...
Horst, T. ..
Harris, J. W. ...
Laulor, J. ...
Taylor, G. Hy.
Beamish, C.
Burgers, J. J.
Foy, Jno. ...
Fletcher, Geo.
MacDermott, P. .,.
McGroarty, J.
McKeegan, H.
Nee, Sam
O'Brien, P. ...
O'Dowd, J.
Prosser, R.
Reed, Jas.
Smith, Wm. ...
Swan , Jno. ..
Cahill, Jno. ..
Birch, Thos. ...
McGrory, Rob. ...
Percy, Geo. ...
Brown, R. S. P. ...
Bagley, W. ...
Landells, W. ...
Ready, Js. ..
McConkey, E. L....
Bolger, E. ...
Eiseman, E. ...
Fenz, J. ...
Hanrahan, M.
McDonald, E. J....
Thompson, W.
Bouden, H. .
Dunn, R. ...
Ellis, R. ...
Grout, Ed. ...
Higgins, P. ...
Hogan, M. ...
Hackett, A. ..
Irving, A.
Long, J.
Lynch, J.
Liddy, P.
Mitchell, J.
Mara, M.
O'Hallaran, M. ...
Quinlan, M. ...
Remilton, Jno.
Watson, J.
place.
PvnLIOANS.
Bowen
Brisbane
ditto
ditto
ditto
Bundaberg
Capeville
Charters'  Towers
ditto
ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
,,. ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Clermont
Gayndah
ditto
ditto
ditto
Gladstone
Georgetown
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
rlitin
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Gympie
Ipswich
ditto
ditto
Mackay
ditto
ditto
ditto
Maryborough
Rockhampton
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Stanthorpe
ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
,.. ditto
,, , ditto
.., ditto
... ditto
.., ditto
.., ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditty
PUBLICAxs'  LIenxsms - continueft.
Name. Name.
Cook, Robt, ... ... St. Laurence
Cox, Thos. ... ,.. Tenningering
Guilfoy, Jno. ... ... ditto
Mitchell, Wm. ... ... ditto
Roffey, Albert ... ditto
Smith, Mich. ... ditto
Wedemeyer, G. H. L. ditto
Evans, Js- ... Townsville
Handcock, W. ... ... Toowoomba
Moriarty, M. ... ... ditto
Watson, Robt. ... ... ditto
Kries , Henry ... ... Warwick
Avcxroxssas. YBAa 1872.
Woolf, Hy.
Jamieson ,  R.T. .,.
Lamond ,  Chs. G. ,,.
Mi ll e, Jno. ...
Prince ,  A. N. ...
Tissington, G. A....
Ruston, Jno.
Haylock , Harry ...
Curtis, Geo.
B ro wn, W. H.
Gannon, M. B.
Cameron ,  Jno. ...
Kent ,  W. H. ..
Martin, A.
Hutchins ,  Thos. ...
Smith , Geo. ...
Alexander, A. E....
Curtis, G. S. ...
Gannon, M. B.
Grimes, J. W.
McIntyre, J. S.
Robinson ,  Thos. G.
Nutt, Edwin ...
Ransome, H. C. ...
Beenleigh
Charters Towers
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Ipswich
Mackay
Rockhampton
Stanthorpe
Toowoomba
YEAR 1873.
Brisbane
ditto
ditto
Maryborough
Mackay
Rockhampton
ditto
Toowoomba
ditto
ditto
ditto
Tenningering
Warwick
WHOLESALE SPIRIT DsAnaas.-YsAa 1872.
Clifton Aplin Bros.
McGroverty and Co.
Morrison, ..,
Sullivan, P.
Wing On
... I
4
Georgetown
ditto
ditto
ditto
Mfln
YEAR 1873.
Harris; J. and G. ,., ... Brisbane
Oliver, R. ,.. ,,, ditto
Raff, G. and  Co ....... ,ditto
Wilson and Co., G. H. ... Dalby
Harris, J. and G.... ... Ipswich
Horwitz and Co.... ... Leyburn
Eyles, Thos, Rolleston
Benjamin and Co., D. .., Roma
Palmer and Co., J. ... Rockhampton
Reid and Co., W.... ... ditto
Walton, W. F. ... ... ditto
Meyer, L. .. ... Springsure
Thompson, M. C.... ... ditto
Davis, Harris, and Co. ... Stanthorpe
Horwitz and Co..,. ,.. ditto
Bays, F. B. ... Surat
Benjamin and Co., D. ... Toowoomba
Davis, Harris, and Co. .., Warwick
Horwitz and Co.  ...  ... ditto
S ring, J. .
Hunter, A. J. ...
Kitchen, F. ...
West, W. ...
Evans,  S. W. ...
Lucas, Alfred ...
Walker, C. E. ...
Lynch, J. ..
Green, Chas.
Monaghan, Robt.
Casey, E. ...
Btt.T.TARnS.
Bowen
Charters Towers
ditto
ditto
Gladstone
Toowoomba
ditto
Townsville
BAaATSLLs.
Brisbane
ditto
Rockhampton
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1873.
"BLUE BOOK."
IT IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified to all Heads of Departments, and other
Civil Servants of the Government, that the Returns
required from them for the purpose of enabling
the Registrar -General to compile the Annual
" Blue Book"  must  be forwarded to him, correctly
and fully filled up with the necessary information,
on or before the 31st January instant.
The Registrar-General has been directed to
report to the Government the names of all Officers
who may fail to furnish the required Returns in
accordance with this notification.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  10th January, 1873.
"ANNUAL 'STATISTICAL REGISTER."
WHEREAS it is of importance  that the Annual
Statistics  of Queensland should be laid
before Parliament at the earliest possible date : His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, directs it to be notified to all
Heads of Departments, Officers of the Police Force,
and other Civil Servants of the Government, that
the returns required from them  by the  Registrar-
General, for the purpose of enabling him to compile
the Statistics, must be forwarded to the Registrar-
General, correctly and fully filled up, before the 1st
March next.
The Registrar-General has been directed to
report to the Government the names of all persons
who may fail to furnish the required returns in
accordance with this notification.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 14th Novenber, 1872.
PETITION UNDER " THE MUNICIPAL INSTI-
TUTIONS ACT OF 1864."
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, in pursuance of
the Act of Council 28 Victoria, No. 21, has directed
the publication of the substance and prayer of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency as hereinafter
set forth, signed by one hundred and thirteen
householders resident in the township of Stanthorpe,
praying for the erection of their locality into a
municipality.
A. H. PALMER.
Petitioners state -"  That immediately adjoining
the township of Stanthorpe ,  and situate between
two parts thereof, is a township, known by the
name of Stannum ,  which last-mentioned township
is situated on purchased land, and that the two town-
ships of Stanthorpe and Stannum form in reality
one town ,  containing not less than one thousand
inhabitants," and the Petitioners are desirous of
the same being established a Municipal District
to be called " the Municipality of Stanthorpe," and
that the limits and boundaries thereof may be
defined according to the following description:-
Commencing on the right bank of Kettle Swamp
Creek at the north-east corner of mineral selection
number 428, and be bounded thence by the north
boundary of that selection bearing west about
seventy-eight chains and fifty links to the Maryland
road ; thence on the north-west by that road bearing
south-westerly about twenty chains ; thence by a
line bearing west to the north-east corner of mineral
selection number  317A and by the north boundary
of that selection about 112 chains ; thence by the
west boundary of that selection bearing south
about ten chains to mineral selection number 345 ;
thence by the north boundary of that selection
bearing west ten chains  ; thence by  its west
boundary bearing south four chains ninety links to
mineral selection number  346;  thence by the north
boundary of that selection bearing  west ten
chains  ;  thence by its west boundary bearing south
three chains to mineral selection number 368;
thence by the north boundary of that selection
bearing west ten chains  ;  thence by a line bearing
south forty degrees west about eighty chains to the
north-west corner of mineral selection number
368, 4; thence by the west boundary of that selec-
tion and mineral selection number  330A  bearing
south about forty-one chains eighty links to the
" Broadwater ; " thence by that creek downwards
easterly and south -easterly to its junction with
Quart Pot Creek into the Severn River ; thence by
that river downwards south-easterly to the south-
west corner of mineral selection number 316 ;
thence by the south boundary of that selection and
its prolongation easterly about 180 chains ; thence
by a line bearing north to the south-east corner of
mineral selection number 284; thence by the east
boundary of that selection and mineral selection
number 285, and its prolongation northerly about
137 chains to Kettle Swamp Creek ; and thence by
that creek upwards in a northerly direction to the
point of commencement.
William H. Groom, M.L.A.
J. F. G. Foxton
David Murray
Jno. Conquest
M. Connell
Geo. Wilson
H v.Browne
J. McInnes
A. Isaacs
John Walter
B. Tyson
R. Dawson
Alfred Green
W. Curtis
A. Simpson
J. T. Smith
H. Wood
Geo. Barton
William Philipps
T. Lawson
Andw. Weston
IF. Smith
Geo. Antill
Chas. P. Waters
Henry P. Gray
A. V. Halloran
G. Ware
C. C. Williams
Hy. George
Robt. Austin
T. F. Merry
J. Davidson
W. Hawe
E. W. Hollinworth
St. G. Ralph Gore
John Sheahan, per J. C.
D. W. Julyd
Robert Wilson
C. W. Pitta
J. Horwitz and Co.
Edward Marlay, J.P.
David Evanslee
Samuel Levy, per Davis
Harris
Saml. Cochrane
Wm. C. Grant
M. R. C. Spriggs
Daniel Grigg
R. Cy. Cowper
John E. Elliott
W. Hardy
Horace Le Ransome
S. P. Scowen
Henry Weeding
Norris Hill
Paul Modini
H. B. Mason
W. H. McQuaker
John Gould
James Scanlan
John McNeave
Jeremiah Allman
John D. Larkin
Alfred Ash
Alexr .  McLeod
Michael Wood
P. Lubin
George Cooper
Dudley Rushh
J. Miason
James Hobson
David Groom
George Campbe ll
F. P. Stewart
Martin Jos. Keogh
A. Pittman
George Scott
A. Keilar, per G. S.
James Moloney
E. Campbell
John Young
Daniel Donovan
Thos. Ke lly
Martin Ke lly
William Jack
Daniel Sullivan
Alex. Wood
Peter Pent
George Simms ,  comedian
M. O'Su ll ivan
E. H. Washington
J. W. Thompson
D. Quinlan
John Newlan
W. A. F. Gregson
Hy.' Prebble
.J.  H. Schott
Churchill O. Evens
Wm. Brown
C. E. Clarke
C. Whitby
Michael Mooney
H. R. Gibbs
W. Emeret
Fredk. Bergan
It. Quinlan
P. Connell
C. Grant
S. Phillips
J. Smith
P. Murphy
M. J. Smith
F. J. Johnson
Thomas Nelson Rose
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  7th January, 1873.
T
HE following Bye-law ,  made by the Municipal
Council of Toowoomba ,  having been confirmed
by His Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  under his Hand, in ac-
cordance with the 74th section of  " Tlse Municipal
Institutions  Act of  1864," the same is hereby pub-
lished in the  Government Gazette.
A. H. PALMER.
BYE-LAW NO. 17.
In pursuance of the power vested in the Council
of the Municipality of Toowoomba, under the pro-
visions of  " The Municipal Institutions Act of
1864," the said Council do make the following Bye-
law:-
Any person who shall discharge any fire-arms
without any lawful cause, or let off any fireworks,
at or in anpublic or private road, street, path,
lane, or right-of-way, or on any ground, whether
enclosed or not enclosed, or on any waste, reserved,
or other ground, of or belonging to the said muni-
cipality, or in any part of or in any place within
the boundaries of the said municipality, shall, upon
conviction thereof before any one or more justice or
justices of the peace, forfeit and pay for every such
offence a penalty or sum not exceeding five pounds
(£5) sterling, and not less than one pound (£1)
sterling ; and further, that any person committing
such offence on Sunday, Christmas Day, or Good
Friday, shall, upon conviction thereof before any
one or more, justice or justices of the peace as
aforesaid, forfeit and pay for every such offence a
penalty or sum not exceeding twenty pounds (£20)
sterling.
Passed by the Toowoomba Municipal Council,
on the 4th day of December, 1872.
R. GODSALL, Mayor.
JoHN M. FLYNN, Town Clerk.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's Reign.
NORMANBY.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1873.
R
ETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Con-
damine, from the first day of July, 1872, to the
31st day of December, 1872, both inclusive.
A. H. PALMER.
Applicant 's Name.
Christian Ryle
James K ing ,,,
Description of
Whether
granted  or
License. re fused.
Hardwood... Granted
Amount
of Fee.
1
1
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 10th  January, 1873.
R
ETURN  of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates ,  at Glad-
stone, from the 1st day  of July, 1872, to the
31st day of December , 1872, both  inclusive.
A. H. PALMER.
Applicant 's Name. Description of WhetherLicense. granted or
refused.
Thomas Fox ... Hardwood Granted
Amount
of Fee.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1873.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber  Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Rock.
hampton, from the 1st day of July, 1872, to the
31st day of December, 1872, both inclusive.
A. H. PALMER.
Applicant 's Name. Description ofLicense
Whether
granted orAmoof
unt
Fee, refused. .
Conrad Tonges Hardwood Granted 1
William Hall ... 1
Hugh Boyle 1
Terence Mayne
...
1
R. Swan ... „ 1
Ah Sue... .. 1
William Buxton „ 1
Thomas Buxton 1
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  10th January, 1873.
ETITRN of  all Applications foj Timber Licenses
iL made to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Banana, from the lst day  of July,  1872, to the
31st day of December ,  1872, both inclusive.
A. H. PALMER.
Applicant 's Name. Description ofLicense.
Whether
granted or
refused.
Amount
of Fee.
Michael Pearse ... Hardwood Granted
Colonial Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane , 10th January, 187 3.
ETURN of all Applications for Timber  Licenses
Il made to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Toowoomba, from the 1st day of July, 1872, to the
30th day of October, 1872, both inclusive.
A. H. PALMER.
App licant 's Name. Desc ri ption of
Whether Amount
License. granted of Fee.
Edward W. Pechey .., Cedar ... Granted 2
Ditto ... ... .. „ „ 2
Ditto ... ...  ...  Hardwood
Ditto .. .. „ „ 1
Emanuel Hall 1
August Kirstenfeldt ... „ „ 1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1873.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Goon-
diwiadi, from the 1st day of July, 1872, to the 31st
day of December, 1872, both inclusive.
A. H. PALMER.
'
Description  of Whether AmountApplicant s Name. granted  or
of FeeLicense. .refused.
Robert McGee Hardwood... Granted 1
William McKenzie 1, 1
Charles W. Bailey General 2
James Moore .,. Hardwood... 1
John Morris
,1 1
W. Hope Balmain „ 1
Stephen Dwyer „ 1
John Brennan... 1
72
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1873.
11  ETURN of all Applications for Timber  Licenses
LL made to the Bench of Magistrates ,  at Surat,
from the 1st day of July, 1872, to the 31st day of
December, 1872, both  inclusive.
Applicant 's Name.
J. Brindley ,,,
John Williams
John Williams
A. H. PALMER.
Description of whether (Amount
License. granted or , of Fee.refused.
Hardwood... Granted
Employer's
hardwood
„
Colonial Secretary's Office,
1
1
1
Brisbane , 9th January, 1873.
R
ETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to  the Bench of Magistrates, at Goodna,
from the 1st day of July, 1872, to the 31st day of
December, 1872, both  inclusive.
A. H. PALMER.
Applicant 's Name. Description ofLicense.
whether
granted or
refused.
Amount
of Fee.
William Holmes, junr. Hardwood Granted
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1873.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses' madet  theBench of Magistrates, atSta -
thorpe, from the 1st day of July, 1872, to the 31st
day of December, 1872, both inclusive.
A. H. PALMER.
App li cant 's Name.
WhetherDesc ri ption of granted or
License. refused.
Amo
of
unt
Fee.
William Paix ... ... Hardwood Granted 1
John Winter ... 1
Michael May ...
„
„
1
Robert Boodle... » 1
Jonas Riebelt ... „ 1
Robert Owen ... „ 1
Stephen Each ... „ 1
Augustus  Bartz ... 1
John Ferguson ,., „ » 1
William Waterson .. „ „ 1
Henry Leo Pentecost ...
» 1
Joseph Summers ...
„
1
Edward Hannah ... „ 1
Frank Kohnel ... „ 1
James Outram ... » 1
Alfred Russell ... „ 1
Fred. S. Davey ... „ 1
William Milward ... „ 1
Henry Kelhm ... 1
Peter Flegler ... » 1
George Smith ... 1
James Walton .,.
„ 1
Henry  Riebelt „ „ 1
Charles Dass ... 1
George  Syer ... 1
David Ward „ „ 1
Peter K. Forrest ... 1
William Veile ... „ 1
James Frampton ... „ 1
Sylvester Devlin 1
John Ryan ... 1
John Riebelt ...
„ 1
Henry Sherd ... » 1
Win. Henry Sherd
„ 1
David Dynoch... ... is  „ 1
John Francis Butler ...
„ 1Samuel Barnes ... „ 1
Henry Windmill
.., ,, 1
Joseph Millard ...
„ 1
John Davis ,.. „ 1
Charles Plummer
„ 1
Henry Thomas Vines ... 1
John Harris ... ... „ 1
Owen Harris ... 1
Michael May .. Employer's,
hardwood
1
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 31st'Deeember, 1872.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve the cancellation of existing Regulation
8, under which telegraphic  messages  may be trans-
mitted in the Colony of Queensland, and that the
following be inserted in its stead.
A. H. PALMER.
REGUTATIO1 8.--If desired,  messages  of conse-
quence can be repeated from stations at which
received to stations from which originally sent, on
payment of an additional half-rate ; but no responsi-
bility will be undertaken, nor any claim for com-
pensation entertained, for any errors or mistakes in
transmission or delay in delivery of messages,
whether repeated or unrepeated, nor for non-
transmission or non-delivery of messages from
whatever cause such errors or mistakes in trans.
mission or delay in transmission or delivery or non-
transmission or non-delivery may arise.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 31st December, 1872.
TT IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following Regulations as to the
working of  " Telegraphic Messages Act of  1872."
A. H. PALMER.
1. In cases where receivers may require  messages
to be endorsed, to the effect that "such message
was received by telegraph, and issued by the
department," officers in charge of Telegraph Stations
are directed to endorse the message accordingly,
and sign and date the endorsement. Persons
making this request must produce the original
copy issued.
2. In the same manner, when the sender may
require a certified copy of a message which
has been sent, officers in charge of Telegraph
Stations are authorised to issue to the sender, or
his duly authorised agent, a copy of the original
message, with the following endorsement
I hereby certify that this is a true copy of a message
received at Telegraph Station, at
(time) 187 . And that the sum of
was paid  as fee  for transmission.
Officer in charge, Telegraph  Station.
Date, 187 .
3. For such certificate  on message sent or
received, the fee of one  shilling is  to be paid by
the applicant, such fees to be paid into General
Revenue.
4. The contents of any writs,  warrants ,  rules,
order, authority, or other  communication requiring
signature or seal,  may be  transmitted  by Electric
Telegraph, if signed by-
The Governor
The President of the Legislative Council
The Speaker of the Legislative Assembly
The Judges of the Supreme Court or District
Courts
The Ministers of the Crown
The Auditor-General
The Under- Secretaries  to any Department pre-
sided over by a Minister
The Collector of Customs
The Clerk of the Legislative Council
The Clerk of the Legislative Assembly
The Sheriff'
The Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs
The Registrar-General
The Registrar of the Supreme Court
The Commissioner of Police
The Chief Inspector of Distilleries
The Registrar and Marshal of the Vice-
Admiralty Court
The Returning Officers appointed under the
Elections Act  for the purposes of Returns
to Writs of Election, but not otherwise
Any Attornnv  or Solicitor.
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5. Provided  that  the original document sha ll  be
delivered at the Telegraph Station in the presence,
and under the inspection of, a Justice of the Peace,
who sha ll  endorse to that effect  (form A). The
message must be  written continuously  on the form
provided for that purpose ,  and must be in accord-
ance  with  the  Regulations  for the transmission of
telegraphic business.
6. The  message to be issued to the receiver, on
a form  (B) specia lly provided  for the  purpose, and
sha ll  state the name of the Justice  of the  Peace in
whose presence it was originally delivered.
7. The  person to whom the message is delivered
will  cause  a copy  (form  C) to be  delivered at the
Telegraph  office which  issued the message on form B,
to be repeated  back to the  sender , charges at half-rate
being collected  from the original  sender; and such
copy intended  to be  repeated shall be delivered at
the Telegraph Station in the presence and under
the inspection of a Justice  of the Peace ,  who shall
endorse the message  to that effect ,  and the repeated
copy is to be delivered  (form D )  to the  sender of
the original message. In the event of any error
the process is to be repeated under the like super-
vision, until it shall appear that a  correct copy of
the original document has been received by the
person to whom it shall have been sent.
8. When it shall  appear  that  such true copy has
been so received ,  such first -mentioned justice shall
endorse upon the original document  (form A) a
certificate  to that effect ,  and shall  forthwith, by
message  (form E), inform such person that such
certificate has been so endorsed.
9. The  person so receiving such true copy shall,
upon receiving information of such certi ficate,
(form F ),  endorse upon the original document
received  by him  (forms B and C) a certificate that
the same has been duly received  ;  this certi ficate
to be signed by the receiver and the justice who
previously countersigned the message delivered
(form C).
10. Every  original document sent under these
instructions  (form A)  shall be kept at the  Telegraph
Station at  which it  was delivered, and sha ll , after
the expiration  of two  days from the transmission
of message  (form E ),  be open to inspection to the
public  between the  hours of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.,
on payment  of a fee of  one shilling.
11. Attention  is called to the penalties imposed
by sections 7, 8, 9, and  10 of  "  Tele,qraphic  Messages
Act of  1872 ,"  on any person wilfu lly deliver ing
message to the wrong person ,  on any person
signing a telegram for another person without
lawful  authority ,  or for any false certificate of
sending message ,  under section 4.
Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  24th December, 1872.
TWENTY-FIVE POUNDS REWARD.
WHEREAS,  on or about  the night of the 11th
instant, a piece of fencing wire was mali-
ciously hooked on to the two Electric Telegraph
wires, at a point about  five miles from Dalby, with
intent to impede the use of the line : Notice is
hereby  given ,  that a reward of £25 will  be paid
by the  Government for such information as will
lead to the conviction of the offender or offenders.
A. H. PALMER.
Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  18th December, 1872.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
TOOWOOMBA  TO DALBY, WITHIN RAILWAY
FENCES.
T
ENDERS will  be received  at the office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until noon  on MONDAY ,  the tenth day of
February  next, from persons desirous of contract-
ing for  the supply  of all material ,  except wire,
insulators ,  and iron poles ,  and all workmanship
necessary for the erection  of the undermentioned
work ,  according  to the  terms, general conditions,
and specifications  appended hereto.
For a line of poles from  Toowoomba to Dalby
within the  railway fences-the  poles between Too-
woomba and  the locality of Gowrie Junction to be
of wood, and for the other portion  of the  distance
with a few exceptions ,  to be of iron to be supplied
by the  Government.
Iron poles and insulators to be supplied by the
Government and delivered to the contractor at
Brisbane.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price each for supplying and erecting
wooden poles  and  affixmg three insu-
lators.
2. Price each for erecting iron poles and
affixing three insulators.
3. Price per foot for extra length wooden
poles where required.
The whole contract  to be completed and handed
over to the Government within  (3) three months
from  the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENEEAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
(75) seventy -five per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same  ;  but notwithstanding
such report, and payment on account ,  the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or other officer
appointed by him in that behalf ,  shall  have full
power at any time afterwards ,  before  final payment
shall be made, of rejecting and condemn ing any of
the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have  be en made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed  to the  satisfaction of the
Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facili ties
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for ob-
taining materials ,  on signing a bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor, and
providing for any claims being paid by the Super-
intendent from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all  claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property ,  caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed ,  the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the  contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment ,  it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done ,  and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums of money which may be due to the
contractor ,  together  with  all materials and imple-
ments in his possession on the ground ,  and all sums
of money whether named in the bond to be entered
into by the  contractor or otherwise ,  as penalties for
the non -fulfilment of the contract ,  shall  be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount sha ll  be
considered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract .  Attached to each tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated ,  in the event of the
Tender being accepted  ;  and undertaking, in that
event, that they w ill  severally  execute and deliver,
at the office of the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within ten (10)  days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender ,  a bond to Her Majesty in
a sum equal to twenty  (20) per cent .  on the amount
of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor ,  under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
Any clearing necessary to be provided for under
special agreement.
Wooden poles to be heavy straight saplings of
the best description of approved hardwood (no
spotted gum or Moreton Bay ash being allowed)
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with the bark removed, not less than nine (9)
inches in diameter, at five (5) feet from the butt,
and five (5) inches in diameter at the top, and
twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to be carefully and
thoroughly charred from the base upwards over a
space of six (6) feet, and well coated with the best
coal tar  ; the top to be firmly bound  at one  (1) inch
from its extremity with good hoop iron, not less
than one (1) inch wide.
The top of each wooden pole to be served with a
thick  coating of  white lead.
The top of the pole to be bored as directed, to
receive the insulating pin.
At angles, or other places where required ,  struts
or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed as
directed. The poles to be not more than sixty-six
(66) yards apart, unless by special permission, to
be sunk five (5) feet in the -ground, placed in a
perpendicular position, and well rammed with
rubble and earth.
The iron poles to be erected as directed, the base
to be sunk not less than four (4) feet in the ground.
The insulators to be firmly fixed as directed,
three on each pole.
All materials used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, must be of the best
quality, and, together with the workmanship,
subject to the final approyal or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed  by him  to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
A. H. PALMER.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane ,  6th December, 1872.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
GIN GIN TO GLADSTONE.
T
ENDERS  will be received at the Office of
the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the 6th day
of January next, from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of all Material, except wire
and insulators, and for all workmanship necessary
for the  erection  of the  under-mentioned line of
Telegraph, according to the terms, general con-
ditions, and specifications appended hereto.
From Gin Gin to Gladstone, a distance of one
hundred and twenty (120) miles, more or less.
The insulators to be supplied by the Govern-
ment, and delivered to the contractor at Brisbane.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price per mile for clearing, timber-work,
and affixing insulators.
2. Price each for extra poles, where neces-
sary.
3. Price per foot for extra-length poles,
where necessary.
The whole contract to be completed, and handed
over to the Government, within six (6) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same  ; but, notwith-
standing such report, and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall  be made ,  of rejecting and condemning
any of the work  or materials  in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " The Electric Telegraph let,"  for
obtaining materials on signing a bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion, arising from the action of the contractor, and
providing for any claims being paid by the Super-
intendent from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property,  caused  by the erection of the line, also for
damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims are
not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised to
pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the execu-
tion of, or to complete the work in the manner and
at the rate of progress required by the Government,
it shall be in the power of the Government, by a
notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,  to
terminate the contract as far as relates to the work
remainin g to be done, and to enforce the penalties
for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and all sums
of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all materials and implements in his
possession on the ground, and all sums of money,
whether named in the bond to be entered into by
the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for the
non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited to
the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of con-
tract. Attached to each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally  execute and  deliver
at the Office of the Crown  Solicitor ,  in Bris-
bane, within ten (10) days from the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her
Majesty in a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on
the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away,  and a  good straight
bridle track, of not less than eight (8) feet in
width, to be left open within the clearing. Any
branches overhanging from trees beyond the dis-
tance mentioned, which, in the judgment of the
inspecting officer, might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings, of the best
description of approved hardwood, (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred,
from the base upwards, over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop iron, of not  less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be served with a
thick coating of white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles, or other places where required,
struts, or supports of wood, to be supplied, and
fixed as directed.
Insulating  pins  (to be provided by contractor)
to be of split iron-bark,  according to pattern sup-
plied, and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the
insulator to be  not less than  one inch from the top
of the pole.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject to
the final approval or rejection of the Superintendent
of Electric 'T'elegraphs, or any officer appointed by
him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application, at the office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
TIME TABLE,
Commissioner for Railways' Once,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1872.
until further notice.
SOUTHERN A,,, ;D WESTERN RAILWAY.- On and after  MONDAY,  9th September, 1872,  the following Time Table will come into operation
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
MILES.
Fro m { Too-
Ipswich, woomba
STATIONS.
Ipswich ..,
8 Wa lloon ... ...
12 ... Rosewood ..
18 ,., Western Creek
21 Grandchester
25 Victoria Tunnel
29 Laidley .,,
38 ... Gatton ,.,
49 ... Ilelidon ...
59 Murphy's Creek
69
78
arrive
depart
arrive
{ depart
5 arrive
depart
Ilighiields ,,.
Toowoomba
 ... depart
82.35  Mahoney's Gate
No.1, No. 2,
Goode.  Mixed.
A.M.
*8.30
9.22
10.10
UP TRAINS.
No. 3,
Mixed.
A.M. A.M.
10.0 ...
10.28 ...
A ...
•11.8 ...
1112 ...
A ,,.
11.49
12.18
12.53 ..,
1.8
*1.48
1.52
2.44
3.32
4.5
B
10.50
B
*11.16
INo.4, I No.5, No.6,
Goods.  Mixed .  Mixed.
P.M. P.M. P.M.
,.. 4.40
... *5.8
A A
A A
5.47
5.51
A A
... 6.28
... 6.57
... 7.32
7.47
2.7 ... 8.27
2.59 ... 9.19
3.47 ... 10.7
... 3.55 ...
85 7 Gowrie Junction ... arrive ... ...
85 7 Gowrie Junction ... depart ... ..
901 121 For Williams' Camp ..
94 I 16 Westbrook Crossing...
102 24 Cambooya ... .
109 31 Emu Creek Siding ...
118 40  King's Creek ..
120 42 Clifton
131 53 Allora ...
140 62 Lyndhurst Road ...
143 65 Warwick ... ... ... .••
86
90
97
106
114
127
130
Gowrie
 Junction
 ...  depart  .. .
Gowrie ...
Oakey Creek ...
Jondaryan ,..
Bowenville
Blaxland's Sidin g
Dalby ... ... ...
*11.25 4.20
A ... A
A A
12.25 5 20
A A
1.18 ... 6.13
1.28 *6.23
... 2.5 ... 7.0 ...
... 2.45 ... 740 ...
4.30
5.8
5.38
A
A
6.50
MILES.
From From
Dalby.  Warwick.
STATIONS.
Dalby ... ...
3 ... Blaxland' s Siding ... ...
16 Bowenville ... ... ...
24 ... Jondaryan ,.. ...
33 ... , Oakey Creek ... ... ...
40 ... Gowrie .
45 ... { Gowrie Junction
 ... arri ve
Warwick ... ...
3 Lyndhurst Road ... ,..
... 12 Allora ,.. ...
23 Clifton ... ... ...
25 King's Creek ... ... ...
34 Emu Creek Siding ... ...
... 41 Cambooya ... ...
49 { Westbrook Crossing ... ...
52 For Williams' Camp...
... 58 Gowrie Junction ... arrive
50.45 Mahoney's
 Gate
... ... Gowrie Junction
52 65 Toowoomba ,,,
61 ... Highfelds ..,
71 ... Murphy's Creek
81
92
101
105
109
112
118
122
130
* Trains meet here.
Ilelidon
... Gatton
Laidley
... Victoria Tunnel
Grandchester
'Western  Creek
... Rosewood ...
Walloon
Ipswich ,
,.,depart
arrive
Idepart
J arrive
1 depart
arrive
{depart
arrive
depart
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
No. I,  No.
Goods. Mixed.
A.M. A.M.
... ...
DOWN  TRAINS,
No. 3,
Mixed.
A.M.
No. 4,
Mixed.
No. 5.
Goods.
No. 6.
Mixed.
A.M.
8'40
A
A
9.58
10.30
A
8.45
9.22 {
9.32
,,, 1P•25 ,.,
.,. A A
A  A.
B
*11.25 #11.16
...
11.55 11.44
6.30 6.50 ... 12.4
7'20 7.40 I .., 12.51
8'10 ... ... 1.44
*8.30 ... *1.48
9.10 ... 2.28
9.25 2.43
10.0 ... 3.18
10.29 ... 3.47
... AA.
... 11.4 ... 4.2 2
... *11.8 ... 4.26
A ... A
11.49 ..,  #518
.. 12.17 5.36
A.M.
11.50
12.40
1.30
P.M.
B
8.26
8-56
All Day Tickets  issued on  Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
NoTz.-The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) 1 he Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey  terminates .  Passengers  requiring to alight at those places can
only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking,  fr om the  place  at which they join the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
(13.) The Nos. 2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down Trains only, will, for the present, stop at this Crossing, subject to the foregoing  regulation.
Goods Trains will be  run when necessary.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC  EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
stock.
Parcels and
Misce llaneous. Total.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.I £ jr. d..
Week ending  December 28th, 1872 ... 631 5 2 1,026 1 2 63 13 1 1,720 19 6•
Corresponding  week last year... ... 292 11 9 695 17 6 26 6 1 1 1,014 15 4
---
Increase
Decrease
' 338 13 5 330 3 8 37 7 0 706 4 1
Week ending  January 4th, 1873 505 7 4 1,222 11 0 57 19  0 1,785 17 4
Corresponding  week last year... 241 2 9 946 2 9 32 5 11 1,219 11 5
Increase
Decrease
2664 4 7 276 8 3 25 13 1 566 5 11
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
G
REAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after  MONDAY, the 14th  instant, the following Time-
Table wi ll  come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Book-
hampton.
Stations Up Train,Mixed.
Miles
from West-
wood.
Stations. Down TrainMixed.
a.m. P.M.
Rockhampton ... 11. 0 Westwood ... 3.30
6 Gracemere ... 11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing ... A
15 Stanwell 12. 0 15 Stanwell ... 4.30
24 Rosewood  Crossing A 24 Gracemere ... ... 5. 6
30 Westwood ... 1. 0 30 Rockhampton... ... 5.30
All Day Tickets issned on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
station to  the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1872.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the twenty-seventh section of
" The Brown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868" (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of
the under-mentioned Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are required
to transmit to this Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON..
No. i Applicant.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS To BE CLOSED.
Situation .  I Parish; Area.
1 A. M. Hutchinson ... ... Road reserved through portion 38
south -easterly from the west boun-
dary... ... ... ... ... 1 Burnett ...
2 A. M. Hutchinson  ... ...  Road reserved through portions 38
and 39, commencing about  five
chains  southerly  from England's
Creek and running south-easterly
to east boundary of portion 39 ... Burnett ...
3 J. Moran ... . .. ...  Road separating portion 1 from por-
tion 3  ... ... ... .. . Tenthi ll  ...
A. R. P.-
6 0 12-
,,, ... 15 2 32
3 021
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th December, 1872.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868" (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
'transmit to this Department their objections. in writing, within two months from this date.
J.MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A.E.  P.
1 Robert Logan Road separating portions 206 from portions Lioggill ...  8 1 20
76, 77, 78, 197, 199, and 205
2 Robert,' Logan  Road separating part of portion 206 from
parts of portions 205 and 208
Moggi ll ... ... ... ... 1 1 12
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 30th December, 1872.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-
seventh clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act  of 1869," and of the Regulations of the 27th May,
1870, established under said Act, relating to the Sale by Auction of Forfeited or Vacated Runs, the
boundaries of which have not been defined by actual survey, the unexpired terms of the Leases of Un-
surveyed Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described, which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise,
will be offered for Sale  by  Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of Arthur Martin, Queen street, Bris-
bane, on TUESDAY, 4th February, 1873, at Eleven o'clock, a.m.
The right, title, and interest of the previous Lessee in the unexpired Lease of each of the Runs
will only be sold ; and the Government will not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of the
area or boundaries of any Unsurveyed Runs so offered.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name
in the appended Schedule, according to the estimated area in each case ; and the highest amount bid
shall be the annual Rent for the unexpired period of the Leases, ending as stated in the Schedule
annexed.
Sale.
A Deposit of the whole  amount bid, being the  first year 's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall be allowed six
months to stock the country ; failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon,
as prescribed by the Act, the Lease may become cancelled.
Full information respecting the boundaries and situation of the Runs, so far  as is  known, may be
obtained by application to the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE  AT THE AUCTION  ROOMS OF A .  MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE ,  ON TUESDAY ,  4TH FEBRUARY,
1873, AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK, A.M.
Lot. Name of Run. District,
Kyearing West ... Warrego
Wyara ...
Alicia ... ..
Werie Ela  ...
Werie Ela West
Pine-tree Creek ... Burke
Aspasia No. 1 ...
Aspasia No. 2
Bauhinia  Vale No. 1
Bauhinia  Vale No. 2
Drina ...
Merton Vale
Ravensdale ...
„
„
„
Beppo
Surbiton No. 2 ... 11South Kennedy
Vine Creek No. 2 ... „ ,..
Tregoning ... Maranoa ...
Tregoning No. 1 .
Tregoning East
11Bundaberinia ... Mitchell ...1
Available Area Unexpired Termin Square
Miles of Lease..
7l years
8
„
7 „
17
17
61
17
17
17
17
7
71
7;
7
61
6
4a
71
4t
19
Date of Expiration of Upset Price
Leam per SquareMile.
31st December, 1880
30th June, 1881 ...
30th June, 1880 ...
30th Jane, 1890 ...
31st December, 1879
30th  June,  1890 ...
„
„
30th June, 1880
31st December, 1880
30th June, 1880
31st December, 1879
30th June, 1879 ..
31st December, 1877
31st December, 1880
31st December, 1877
30th June, 1892 ...
£ s. d.
0 12 0
0 12 0
0 12 0
0 12 0
0 12 0
0 10 0
0 10 0
0 10 0
0 10 0
0 10 0
0 10 0
0 10 0
0 10 0
0 10 0
0 12 0
0 12 0
0 12 0
0 12 0
0 12 0
0 10 0
Norr. -when the Survey of the foregoing Runs is effected, the Purchasers of the interest in the unexpired terms of lease or their
Assignees, will have to defray the cost, at the rate  of 6s . per square mile, on the  gross area.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 30th December, 1872.
SALE OF THE' UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-
I seventh clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act  of 1869," the unexpired terms of the Leases of the
Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described, which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, will be
offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on
TUESDAY, 4th February, 1873, at Eleven o'clock.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name
in the appended Schedule, according to the estimated area in each f;ase ; and the highest amount bid shall
be the annual Rent for the unexpired period of the Leases ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale, together with the Survey Fee chargeable on each Run.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall be allowed six months
to stock the country  ;  failing  in which, or  not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon as
prescribed  by the Act, the  Lease may become cancelled.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE AT THE  AUCTION  ROOMS  OF A. MARTIN, QUEEN  STREET, BRISBANE , ON TUESDAY, 4TH FEBRUARY,
1873, AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK, A.M.
Lot.
1
WARREGO DISTRICT.
2 Upper Eulo
Right ... 25 Commencing at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over P in triangle on its east side situated on
the left bank of the Paroo River, at the Eulo
Waterhole, in latitude twenty-eight degrees
thirteen minutes thirteen seconds south ;
bounded thence on the south by a west line
two miles forty-five chains ; thence on the
west by a north line ten miles ; thence on
the north by an east line seven miles thirty-five
chains to the Paroo River, at a koolabah-tree,
on the right bank marked broad-arrow over 1
in triangle on its west side; and thence on the
east by the right bank of the said river down-
to the marked tree hereinbefore first
described,-exclusive of all town and other 1878
reserves ... ... ... ... ... 5 30 June ...  0 12 0
3• Jero  ...  50 j Commencing at a gum-tree on the left bank of
the Yowah Creek marked broad-arrow over
Y5 in triangle on, its north side situated at the
north-west corner of the Bargoon Run; bounded
thence on the south by an east line two miles
seventy-seven chains; thence on the east by a'
north line ten miles ; thence on the north by a
west line seven miles three chains to the Yowah
Creek at a koolabah-tree on the left bank';
marked broad-arrow over Y7 in triangle on its
south side ; and thence on the west by the said
creek downwards to the marked tree herein-! 1890
before first described 17 30 June... 0 12 0
Name of Run. Desc ri ption of Boundaries.
I Years.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Date of
Expiration
of Lease.
a u
Survey Fee
Payable.
£ s. d.I £ s. d.
Gayndell
South ... 24 Commencing at a point on the Moonie River
where the boundary between the Maranoa and
Darling Downs Districts crosses that river, and
opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over DDM;
bounded on the west by a south line about one
hundred and ten chains ; on the south by an
east line about eight hundred chains ; on the
east by a north line about two hundred and
eighty-five chains to the Moonie River at a
tree marked broad-arrow over B ; and on the
north by the left bank of that river downwards 1874
to the point of commencement ... ... 11 31 Dec.... 0 15 01 7 4,
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Lot. Name of Run.
UNEXPIRED TERMS OF  LEASES-continued.
mo
Description of Boundaries.
Date of
Expiration
of Lease.
a
Survey Fee
d a Payable.
a  
G
m
Years. 12  s. d.l! £ s. d.
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
4 Tarroni ... 47 Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow over
LI on the right bank of the Burdekin River at
the junction of Gray Creek with that river ;
bounded thence on the north by the right bank
of said river downwards to a tree marked
broad-arrow over XXXVII, being the north-
west corner of the Merino Downs Run; thence
on the east by a south line five miles sixty
chains, said line crossing Christmas Creek at a
point about six chains west of a tree marked
broad-arrow over IV ; thence on the south by
a line bearing north seventy-eight degrees west
thirteen miles sixty-four chains, said line cross-
ing Christmas Creek at a point bearing north
fifty-five degrees east from a tree on the right
bank of slid creek marked broad-arrow over
VIII distant about thirty chains to a point on
the right bank of Gray Creek, opposite to a
tree on the left bank marked broad-arrow over
VI ; and thence on the west by the right
bank of last named creek downwards to the
point of commencement ... ... ... 4a
5 Chance Hays 48 Commencing at a point on the left bank of the
Basalt River, where there is a tree marked
XIII., being also the south-western boundary
of the Red Bluff Run ; bounded thence on the
east by part of the western boundary of that
run in a northerly direction six miles ;
thence on the r.orth by a west line ten
miles ; thence on the west by a south line six
miles to the left bank of the Basalt River, at
a tree marked XXVII; and thence on the
south by the left bank of said river down.
6
wards to the marked tree hereinbefore first
described. ... 3a
Ban Ban ... 28 Commencing at a point opposite to a tree marked
H on the right bank of the Basalt River, at
the south-east corner of the Red Bluff Ran ;
and bounded thence on the west by a north
line five miles seventy chains ; thence on the
north by an east line six miles to the western
boundary of the Westerage Run; and thence
on the east by a portion of said boundary in
a southerly direction four miles and a quarter
to the left bank of the Basalt River ; and
thence on the south by the left bank of that
river upwards to the marked tree hereinbefore
first described.... ... ... ... ... 4
1877
31 Dec....  0 15 0 24 6 0
1876
31 Dec.... 0 15 0
{
1877 I
30 June... 0
O
15
7 Arthur'sPeak 25 Commencing, at a point at the north-west corner
of Burdekin Downs Run, and bounded thence
on the north-west by the south-eastern
boundaries of Tala and Dotswood Runs, being
a line bearing north-east nine miles seventy
chains; thence on the north by the southern
boundary of Dotswood Run, being a line
bearing east, and passing through a point about
forty chains north of a tree on track marked
broad-arrow over III to the western boundary
of Avoca Run ; thence on the east by a portion
of that boundary, being a line bearing south,
and passing through a point about thirty chains
west of a tree on track marked broad-arrow
over II to the north boundary of Salisbury
Run seven miles ; thence on the south by
portion of the north boundary of that run and
the north boundary of Burdekin Downs Run I
I being a line bearing west ten miles ten chains
1877to the point of commencement. ... ... 4  30  June... 0 10 0 13 16 0
8 Caerphilly... 64 Commencing at a guns-tree marked CAER-
PHILLY in oblong on the left bank of the
Suttor River, and opposite the junction ofl
Charley's Creek with that river; bounded thence
on the north by  is  west line eight miles ; thence
on the west by a south line ten miles crossing
St. George's Creek at a bloodwoed-tree marked
CAERPHILLY in oblong ; thence on the south
by an east line nine miles to a gum-tree marked
CAERPHILLY in oblong on the left bank of
the Sutter River ; and thence on the east by the
left bank of that river downwards to the 1877
marked tree hereinbefore first described .. 4; 31 Dec.... 0 10 0
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Lot.
9
10
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Name of Run.
UNEXPIRED TERMS OF  LEASES-continued.
Description  of Boundaries.
o Date of
°i 6 3 Expiration
cw iu d
of Lease.
p p m
Years.)  £ s. d.
NORTH KENNEDY  DISTRICT- continued.
Tempe ... 70 Commencing at the south-west corner of the
Gunnawarra Run, being a point one mile south
from a tree marked broad-arrow over VII on
the track leading from Mouemusk Station to
Gunnawarra Station, and also being about two
and a-half miles north from Mount Salton ;
bounded on the south by a west line seven
miles thirty-four chains ; on the west by a
north line fourteen miles ; on the north by an
east line seven miles  thirty  chains to Rudd
Creek about one mile above a tree marked
broad-arrow over IX ; on the east by the left
bank of that creek upwards for about six and
three-quarter miles in a direct line to a point
near its head about thirty chains above a tree
marked broad-arrow over I, and bounded
thence again on the east by a south line seven
miles to the point of commencement.,. ...  6
Froyle ... 25 Commencing at a point on the right bank of
Rudd Creek where there is a tree marked XVI,
being also the north-eastern corner of the'
Gunnawarra Run; and bounded thence  on:
the west by a south line nine miles sixty
chains ; on the south by an east line five miles'
forty chains ; on the east by a north line about
five miles to the right bank of the Upper!
Herbert River at a tree marked broad-arrow!
over VIII ; thence again on the east and on
the north by the right bank of the Upper
Herbert River upwards to the junction of l
Rudd Creek with said river ; and thence again
on the north by the right bank of Rudd Creek
upwards to the point of commencement ... 62
1879
31 Dec.... 0 10 0
Survey Fee
Payable.
£ s. d.
1879
31 Dec.... 0 10 0 7 10 0
Gunnawarra 80 Commencing on the right bank of Rudd Creek, a
western tributary of the Upper Herbert River,
at atree marked broad-arrow overXVI; bounded
thence on the east by a south line-fifteen miles !
thirty chains ; on the south by a west line six
miles thirty chains to the south-eastern corner
of the Tempe Run, being a point one mile
south from a tree marked broad-arrow over VII
on the track leading from Monemusk Station to
Gunnawarra Station, and also being about two
and a-half miles north from Mount Salton ;
bounded on the west by a portion of the eastern
boundary of that run, being a north line seven
miles to the right bank of Rudd Creek at a point
about thirty chains above a tree marked broad-
arrow over I; and bounded thence again one
the west and also on the north by the right!
bank of that creek downwards to the point of 1879
commencement ... ... ... .. ... 6 1 31 Dec.... 0 10 0
12 Walters
Plains ... 70 Commencing at the south-east corner of the l
Tempe Run, being a point one mile south from :1
a tree marked broad-arrowover VIl,onthetrack
leading from Monemusk Station to Gunnawarra
Station, and also being about two and a-half
miles north from Mount Salton ; and bounded
thence on the north by the south boundary of
Gunnawarra Run and a prolongation thereof,
being an east line eleven miles six chains
thence on the east by a south line five miles
thirty-two chains ; thence on the south by a
west line eighteen miles forty chains, passing
through a point about  twenty  chains south
from a tree marked broad-arrow over I on the
track from Monemusk Station to Gunnawarra
Station; thence on the west by a north line
five miles thirty-two chains ; thence again on
I I the north by an east line seven miles thirty- 1879
four chains to the point of commencement 6 30 June 0 10 0 11 19 0
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Lot. Name of Run. cd Description of Boundaries .
4i c  m I Date of
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BURKE DISTRICT.
13 Prairie No.2 33 Commencing on the north bank of the Flinders
River opposite a point sixty chains above a
tree marked broad-arrow over XXXV, and
bounded thence on the east by a line being
part of the west boundary of Prairie No. 1
Run, bearing  north  six miles; on  the north by
a line bearing west ten miles to Harvey Downs
Run ; on the west by part of the east boun-
dary of that run, bearing south four miles
forty chains to the north bank of the Flinders
River, opposite to a point one mile ten chains
below a tree marked broad-arrow over XXIV ;
and on the south by the north bank of the I
Flinders River upwards to the point of com- 1879
mencement  ... ... ... ... ...  6f 31 Dec ....  0 8 7 10 0
14 Chillon ... 25 Commencing on the south-west bank of the
Flinders River at a point ten chains below a
tree marked broad-arrow over XLIII, and
bounded thence on the north-west by a line
being a portion of the south-east boundary of
Manfred Run bearing south-west five miles
sixty chairs ; on the south-west by a line
bearing south-east eight miles ; on the south-
east by a line bearing north-east seven miles
to the left bank of the Flinders River, at a
point  fifteen chains below a tree marked
broad-arrow over LII, being also the northern
corner, of Mazeppa Run ; and on the north-
east by the left bank of the Flinders River 1880
downwards to the point of commencement ... 7 30 June... 0 8 0 7 4 0
15 Mazeppa  ... 25 Commencing on the south-west bank of the
Flinders River at a point fifteen chains below
a tree marked broad-arrow over LII, and
bounded thence on the north-west by a line,
being a portion of the south-east boundary of
Chillon Run bearing south-west five miles
twenty chains ; on the south-west by a line
bearing south-east eight miles ; on the south-
east by a line bearing north- east seven miles
forty chains to the left bank of the Flinders
River, at a tree marked broad-arrow over
LXI., being also the northern corner of
Parisina  Run ; and on the north-east by
the left bank of the Flinders  River downwards 1880
to the point of commencement ... ... 7 30 Juno...  0 8 0 7 4 0
16 Parisina  ...  25 Commencing  on the south-west bank of the Flin
ders River at a tree marked broad-arrow over
LXI, and bounded thence on the north-west
by a line being a portion of the south-east
boundary of Mazeppa Run, bearing south-west
six miles  ; on the south-west by a line bearing
south-east ten miles ; on the south-east by a
line bearing north- east ,  crossing  Alick's Creek
three  miles  forty chains to the left bank of the
Flinders River at a point ten chains below a
tree marked broad-arrow over LXXIII ; and
on the north-east  by the left bank of that
river downwards to the point of commence- 1880
ment ... ... ... ... ... ... 7 30 June... 0 8 0 7 4 0
17 Gregory
Downs
No. 1. ... 40 Commencing on the left or west bank of the
Gregory River at a point opposite to a tree
marked broad-arrow over XLII, said point
being distant about four miles thirty-two
chains in a direct line above or up the river
from its junction with the Nicholson River;
bounded thence on the north by a west line
four miles ; thence on the west by a line bear-
ing south thirty degrees west eleven miles
seventy-seven chains; thence on the south by
an east line four miles to the left bank of the
Gregory River at a point opposite to a tree
marked broad-arrow over XXXI ; and thence
on the east by the left bank of last-mentioned
river downwards to the point of cornmence-
6;
1879
31 Dec.... 0 8 7 10 0
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BURKE DISTRICT-continued.
18
e
.
Gregory
Downs
No. 2 ... 30 Commencing on the west or left bank of the
Gregory River at a point opposite to a tree
marked broad-arrow over XXXI, said point
being distant about sixteen miles and a-quarter
in a direct line above or up the river from its
junction with the Nicholson River, bounded
thence on the north by a west line four miles ;
thence on the w+•est by a south line eleven and
a-half miles ; thence on the south by an east
line  five and a-half miles to the left bank of the
Gregory River at a point opposite to a tree
marked broad-arrow over XVIII ; and thence
on the east by the left bank of last-mentioned
river downwards to the point of commence- 1890
ment ... ... ... ... ... ...1 17 30 June,.. 0 8 0 7 10 0
19 Gregory
Downs
No. 3 ... 30
20 Gregory
Downs
No. 4 ... 40
Commencing on the left or west bank of the
Gregory River at a point opposite to a tree
marked broad-arrow over XVIII, said point
being distant about twenty-six miles thirty-
two chains in a direct line above or up the
river from its junction with the Nicholson
River, said point being also distant about four
miles in a direct line below or down the first-
named river from the junction on the opposite
bank of the Tozer Creek ; bounded thence on
the north by a west line five and a-half miles ;
thence by a south-cast line fourteen miles;
thence on the south by an east line  three  and
a-half miles to the left bank of the Gregory
River at a point opposite to a tree marked
broad-arrow over VII; and thence by the left
bank of last-mentioned river downwards to the
point of commencement ... ...
1879
62 31 Dec.... 0 8 0
Commencing on the west or left bank of the
Gregory River at a point opposite to a tree
marked broad-arrow over VII, said point being.
distant about eight and a-lialf miles in a direct
line above or up the river from the junction on
the opposite side of the Tozer Creek with said
river; and also about five miles in a direct line
below or down the river from the junction of a
western effluent of said river called Macadam
Creek ; bounded thence on the north  by a  west
line two miles ; thence on the west by a south
line eleven and three-quarter miles ; thence on
the south by an east line five and a-half miles
crossing the aforesaid Macadam Creek to the
left bank of the Gregory River at a point
opposite to a tree marked broad-arrow over
LXXVIII ; and thence on the east by the left
bank of said river downwards to the point of 1879
commencement ... ... ... ...1 621  31 Dec....
21 AlbettDowns
No. 1 ... 40 Commencing on the  right or east  bank of the
Gregory River at it tree marked broad-arrow
over XXXVI  situated about ten miles in a
direct line above or up the river  from its
junction  with the Nicholson  River ; bounded
thence on the north by an east lire four miles
twenty-eight  chains crossing Beames' Brook at
about two  and a-half miles ; thence by a line
bearing south twenty-five degrees fifty minutes
west eleven  and a-half miles  crossing  Beanies,
Brook at about one mile forty- eight chains;
thence on the south by a west line three  miles to
the right bank of the Gregory River, about half-
a-mile iii a direct line below or down the river
from a tree marked broad-arrow over XXIV;
and thence on the west by the right bank of
said river downwards to the point of com-
mencement  ... ... ... ... . ... 6;
1879
31 Dec....
6 0 0
0 8 0 817 0
0 8 0 7 19 0
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Lot. Name of Run. Description of Boundaries.
Years.
22 Albert Downs
No. 2 ... I
23 Albert Downs
BURKE  DISTRICT- continued.
I
Po m
pF
Date of
Expiration
of Lease.
o
m
£ s. d.
Survey Fee
Payable.
£ s. d.
30 Commencing on the right  or east  bank of the
Gregory River at a point about half- a-mile in
a direct line below or down the river from a
tree marked broad-arrow over XXIV, said
point being also distant about  nine miles  thirty-
four  chains  in a direct  line  below or down the
river from the junction of Tozer Creek with
said river; bounded thence on the north by an
east line five miles thirty  chains ; thence on
the east by  a south line ten miles  ;  thence on
the south by a west  line one mile  and a quarter
to the right bank of the Gregory  River at a
point about one mile thirty -two chains in a
direct line above or up the river from the
junction of Tozer Creek ; and thence on the
west by the right bank of the said river down- 1890
wards to the point of commencement ... ... 17 30 June ...  0 8 0 6 12 0
No. 3 ... 26 Commencing on the right or east bank of the
Gregory River at a point about one mile thirty-
two chains in a direct line above or up the
river from the junction of Tozer Creek with
said river ; bounded thence on the north byan
east  line nine miles thirty  chains crossing
Beames '  Brook about three miles in a direct
line above or up the brook from the effluence
of Barclay River ;  thence on the east by a
south  line eleven miles thirty chains; thence
on the south by a west line one mile fifty
chains to the right bank of the Gregory River
at a tree marked broad-arrow over LXX, said
tree being distant about sixty -four chains in a
dire ct line above or up the river from the
effluence of Beames'  Brook from  said river ;
and thence on the west by the right bank of
the Gregory River downwards to the point of 1879
commencement  ... ... ... ... ...  6 31 Dec.... 0 8 0 4 4 0
24 AlbertDowns
No. 4 ... 40 Commencing on the right or east bank of the
Gregory River at a tree marked broad-arrow
over LXX, situated about sixty-four chains in
a direct line above or up the river from the
effluence of Beames '  Brook from said river ;
bounded thence on the north by an east line
four miles and a-quarter; thence on the east
by a south line eleven miles thirty chains ;
thence on the south by a west line  seven miles
to the right bank of the Gregory River at a
tree marked broad- arrow  over LXXXIV
situated about four miles sixteen chains in a
direct line below or down the river from the
effluence on the opposite side of the Macadam
Creek ; and thence on the west from last-
mentioned  marked tree  by the right bank of
the Gregory River downwards to the point 1879
of commencement  ... ,.. ... ...  6} 31 Dec.... 0 8 0 7 10 0
25 Maryan Vale
No. 1 ... 40 Commencing on the left or west bank of the
Barclay River,  an eastern  effluent of the
Beames'  Brook, at a point about twelve miles
in a direct line above or up the Barclay River
from its junction with the Albert River, said
point being also situated about thirty-two
chains in a direct line below or down the
Barclay River from a tree marked broad-arrow
over BXV ; bounded thence on the north by a
west line four miles twenty-eight chains ;
thence on the west by a line bearing south
twenty-five degrees fifty minutes west eleven
miles and a-half ; thence on the south by an
east  li ne six miles sixteen chains crossing
Beames'  Brook at about four miles thirty-two
chains to the left bank of the Barclay River
opposite to a tree marked broad-arrow over
BXXIV ; and thence on the east by the left
bank of the Barclay River downwards to the 1879
point of commencement ... ... ... 6 21  31 Dec.... 0 8 0 7 7
26 Maryan Vale
No. 2 ... 30 Commencing on the left or west bank of the
Barclay River, an eastern effluent of the
Beames'  Brook, at  P.  point opposite to a tree
marked broad-arrow over BXXIV, situated
about seven miles ten chains in a di re ct line
below pF dow4 the Earclay River from its
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BURKE  DISTRICT - continued.
effluence from the Beames' Brook ; bounded
thence on the north by a west line three miles
seventy chains, crossing Beames '  Brook at
about one mile sixty-four chains ; thence on
the west by a south line ten miles ; thence on
the south by an  east  line four miles to the
left bank of  Beanies'  Brook at a point opposite
to a tree marked  broad-arrow over ALIII ;
and thence on the east by the left bank of
Beames' Brook downwards to the effluence of
the Barclay River ; and from thence by the
left bank of the Barclay River downwards to 1890
the point of commencement ... ... i 17 30 June... 0 8 0 6 14 0
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
27 Llandilo ... 25 Commencing on the right bank of Tomahawk
Creek about half-a-mile above a hill called
Langton Edge ,  at a spot bearing south -east  fr om
a point four hundred chains south-west from
the summit of a hi ll  called Mount Livingstone ;
and bounded thence on the south-west by a
line bearing south-east to the left bank of Car-
bine Creek ; on the south-east by the left bank
of Carbine Creek downwards in a north-easterly
direction to its junction with Theresa Creek ;
on the north-east by the right bank of Theresa
Creek upwards in a north-westerly direction
about six miles to the junction of Tomahawk
Creek ; and on the north by the right bank of
Tomahawk Creek upwards in a westerly direc- 1874
tion to the point of  commencement ... ... 1 30 June... 0 15
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice, that  application has been made  to bring the Land  described below under the
provisions  of "  The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or  his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act,  on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land.
2 roods 1 perch ,  being subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4 of
suburban portion 240 , parish of North  Brisbane,
county of Stanley
Name of Applicant.
Robert Creyke
Date  within which  a Caveat
may be lodged.
11th February, 1873.
N accordance with the provisions  of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25,  section 173, it is notified  that the
I under-mentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered  in this Office:-
No.  Date of Deed.
1873.
218 9th January.
Names and  Description of Parties.
Robert Wilson, of Stanthorpe, in the Colony
of Queensland, storekeeper, carrying on
business  under the style or firm of
" Wilson and  Co.," of the first part ;
Michael Quinlan and St. Andrew Warde,
both of the City of Brisbane, in the said
colony merchants (who are thereinafter
designated  "the said Trustees"), of the
second part  ;  and all the Creditors of
the said Robert  Wilson, of the third
part.
Nature  and Effect of Deed.
Deed of Assignment of all the
real and personal estate,
credits, and effects of the
said Robert Wilson, in
trust for the benefit of the
Creditors of the said
Robert Wilson.
Date of
Registration.
Lodged in the
office of the Re-
gistrar of the
Supreme Court
of Queensland,
on Friday, the
tenth day of
January, A.D.
1873, at five
minutestotwelve
o'clock in the
forenoon. En-
tered and regis-
tered  same day.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  10th January, 1873.
THJ following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES  and ASSETS  of the UNION BANK OF AUSTRALIA,  within the  Colony Of QUEENSLAND, during the Quarter
from the 1st
 OCTOBER to the 31st  DECEMBER, 1872, is published in conformity with the third  clause of  the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
A. H. PALMER.
GENERAL ABSTRACT ,  shewing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the UNIoN BANS or AUSTRALIA,  within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from the several Weekly
Statements during the Quarter  fr om the 1st OcToBEB to the 31st Dsosiesa, 1872.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT.
Notes in Circulation
I
Not bearing Interest ...
Searing , Interest
Bills in Circulation ..
I
Not bearing Interest ... ...
Bearing Interest
Balance due to other Banks ...
Deposits
 ...............
Not  bearing Interest ...
i, Bearing Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date ...
ToTALs.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
101,653 1 10
23,883 1 6
5,357 5 8
279,036
 14  4
 380,689 16  2
... ... £ 409,930 3 4
... £1,250,000 0 0
Rate of
 the last Dividend  declared to the Shareholders
... 13 per cent .  per annum.
Amount of  the last Half-yearly Dividend declared ...
... 81,250 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring  such Dividend ... 485,674 19 10
ASSETS . AMOUNT. TOTALS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion or
 Bars ... ...
Landed Property
 ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other  Banks
 ... ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes,
Bills of Exchange ,
 and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description ,  excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
£  s. d. £  S.  d.
128,390 4 9
239 10 2
15,500 0 0
3G1 11 2
12,980 3 0
145,412 6 4
£  302,823 15  5
A. THOMSON ,  Manager.
A. WOOLDRIDG E, Accountant.
I, Alexander Thomson,
 make oath,  that, to the best  of my knowledge and belief ,
 the foregoing Abstract
 is a true and  faithful Account of the Average Amount of  Assets and  Liabilities  of the above
Bank during  the period  specified  ;
 and that the
 same was made  up from the Weekly Statements thereof,
 kept in pursuance of the provisions
 of the Act of the  Governor and  Council ,  4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
Sworn before  me, at Brisbane,  this 10th day of January, 1873.
J. S. Tu&NSa,  Justice of  the Peace.
A. THOMSON.
I, the undersigned,  being the Manager of the Th ioN BANS
 Or AUSTRALIA,  do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps,  under Act 30 Victoria,  No. 14, Section 9, the sum of  £ 179 2s.  5d., for the
duty after the rate of
 £3 per cent.  per annum upon the sum of £23,883 1s.  6d., being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the Notes in circulation of the
said Bank,  in the Colony  of Queensland, according to the annexed Return.
Dated this
 9th day
 of January, 1873.
A. THOMSON,  Manager.
HE following
 SUMMARIES  Of OBSEBYATIONS taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION, RAVENSWOOD,T  information.
d
P.
ANEROID
BAROMETER.
Inches.
JULY.
Maximum ...
Mean ...
Minimum
AUGUST.
Maximum
SUMMARIES OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT RAVENSWOOD ,  DURING THE MONTHS OF.JULY ,  AUGUST, AND  SEPTEMBER, 1872.
LATITUDE,  200 20' S.; LONGITUDE,  146° 50'
 E.;  HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEPEL,  600  FEET ;  DIBTANOE FROM SEA-OOABT, 70 MILES.
THERMOMETERS.
Temperature of Temperature of
Air. Evaporation.
Oi H
... 29.65029.550 29.550 79.0 91.0
I
... 29.510 29.42029.410 66.0 80.0
... 29.400  29-320 9,300 58.0 70.0
29-700 29.600129.580  78-0
 90.0
Mean ... ... ... ...
.29.570 29.470 29.470 67.0 79.0
Minimum ... ... ... 29 '400.28 .350129 '350 51.0 73.0
SEPTEMB ER.
Maximum ...
Mean ...
Minimum
29.700
 29-600
29.590 29.460
29.500 29.350
29-600 86.0
29.480
 76-0
29-350  70-0
a
a m
6
H
C
a
HYGROMETER.
Elastic Force of
Vapor.
R C,
w m
67.0 73.0 74.0 66.0 '707 701
60.0 60.0 67.0 56.0 '452  1 10
45-0  52.0 59'0 41.0  1 81 •386
4 d
w w
Humidity.
8
P.
•622 1.00
•424 •68
169 44
6
m
m$
General Post Office,
Brisbane,  Queensland,  30th December, 1872.
during the Months of July, August ,
 and September ,  1872, are published  for general
By His Excellency's Command,
THOMAS L .  MUREAY -PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
SELY -REGISTERING
THBRMOMETERS.
RAIN.
.84  -94  135.0 60.0 93.0 60.0 550 •350
•49 •78 121.0 41.0 83.0 44.0 35.5 '011
•37 •49 105.0  23-0  74.0 25.0  11-0  '000
72.0 72'0 80.0  70-0  '681  833 '696  '83 .94  04 136.0  59-0  04.0
58.0 60.0 67.0 54'0 449 •527  401  65  1 2 •79 124.0  38,0  83.0
49.0
 50-0  52.0  42-0  •280 247  •225 •43  1 2 •91 112.0  WO  72'0
96-0
85.0
800
71'0
67-0
610.
73.0 78.0
66.0 70.0
60,0  02.0
66'0 664
62.0 •521
57.0 •343
'772
•521
•342
•606
.406
323
'79 •50
56 •40
'37 •28
•88 148.0
•72  138-0
44
 129-0
63.0 98.0
520 92'0
43.0  83-0
64-0 62-0  •150
40.0 44.3 •026
24.0
 12-0  •000
64.0 52.0
54.0 38.2
46.0  22-0
•000
000
'000
WIND.
Summary of Direction.
Movement
during
24 hours,
in miles. 9 a m.
148
67
21
164
95
31
240
126
55
3 P.M. 9 P.M.
NO  NW0IN0 NW O NO NWO
W3SW10)W4 8W2 WO 8W4
84 SEI 84 SE 5 SO SEO
E2 NE11E6 NE8 Ell NE8
NO NWO NO NWO NO NWO
W1SWIO W1 SW7 WO SW1
82 5E3 81 SE1 SO 8E0
E2 NE4 E4 NE8 E2 NE 17
N O  NWO  NO  NW I
Wo SWO W1 SW3
82 8E4 80 SEO
E9 NE14 E8 NE15
CLOUD.
 OZONE.
0-10.
0.
m m
8 9
2.7
 2-5
0 0
8 7
2.2 2.5
0 0
NO NWO
W18W0
SO BEO
E3 NE25
8
3.5
0
ma
9 ...
1.5 ... 5
0 ... 4
8
1.4
0
9
7
4
8
4.3
0
8
1.0
0
JULY ,  1872.- Mean Shade Temperature of Month ,  68.7 degrees .  Rain fell on 2 days .  Total Rainfall, 0.43 inches .
 Prevailing Winds ,  N.E., E.
1871 ,  70.3 No rain fel. 11
 „ E
AUGUST ,  1872.- Mean Shade Temperature of Month, 680 degrees. Rain fell on 2 days. Total Rainfa ll , 0.25 inches .  Prevailing Winds, N.E.1871  ,. „  73.3 „ No rain fell. „ „ „ E.
SEPTEMBER ,  1872.- Mean Shade Temperature of Month ,  76.0 degrees .  No rain fe ll. „ 11  Prevailing Winds ,  S.W., N.E.
1871
 .1  750 „ Rain fe ll  on 2 days . 11  1.83
11
„ „ „ E.
The actual reading of the Barometer  ( an Aneroid of good construction and large size )  is given without reduction or correction.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
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A RETURN  in Intestacy ,  showing gross amount received ,  gross amount paid ,  and the balance in
hand in each Estate, fro m the 1st day of July to the 31st day of December, 1872, inclusive.
Name of Intestate.
James Long ...
William Andrews ... ...
Joseph Mu ll er ,.. ..,
Sarah Palmer ... ... ...
Patrick Keane
John Winter .,.
John Keenan
Henry Ha ll  ... ...
Thomas Currie ... ...
Charles Hogan ...
Joseph Osborne
A. H. Blair ... ...
Thomas Renny
Hugh Mackay .,. ...
Matthew Baker
Richard Welford
John Corbett .,. ...
C. H. Lambert ... ,..
Henry Batho
John  G oodwyn
Thomas Normington.,.
E. W. Walker .., ...
John Weir ... ...
Sammy ... ,..
William Winter ... ,..
Wil liam McGinty ... ...
Henry Blake ... ...
James W il son ... ...
Sing Cong Long ..
James Gray or Grey  (returns)
Thomas Baxter
Unknown, deceased  (Bald Hills)
William Thomas ... ...
Alexander Malcolm ,,, .,.
Charles Fleming ... ...
Nare or Ned .., ...
John Croker
Richard Jordon
Robert Luke  ... ...
Ah Sue  ... ... ...
Daniel Ryan  .. . ... .,
Charles Knox... ...
Michael D 'Arcy  (returns) ...
David Edwards,
Al fr ed Hallet ,..
John Ramsay ,..
Edward Bowman ...
Nicholas E ll gin ,,. ,..
John Brereton ... ...
George Westell ... ...
Michael  D oyle ... ...
Jemmy Hock ... ...
W. M. G. Pitt
John Grahame
James Cu llen ,.. ...
James Whittaker ... ...
.Louis Louensten ... ...
Thomas Parkes
John Kennedy ...
Peter Hansen
Fredirick Ritz
Frank Bittner ... ...
Cordel Brell ... ...
Henry Cro ssan ... ...
Frederick Maier
James Sutherland ...
Richard Nixon
Ah Hock ... ...
Ne il  McQueen
H. E. El li ce ... ...
John Cook ...
Catherine Fitzgerald... ...
James Butler
Thomas Winter ... ...
Michael Welsh .., ...
Wil liam Roots ... ...
Charles Smith ,.. ...
W illiam Russe ll  ,.. ...
George Banfield
Henry Murdoch
Charles McDonald ... ...
John Day ... ...
James Brown
Woman,  deceased,  Bowen ,.,
Frederick Coleman .., ...
Received. raid. Balance.
£ a, d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
7 7 6 513 0 114 6
0 7 3 0 7 3
... .,. 8611 3 22 8 7 64 2 8
... .., 419 0 415 0 0 4 0
1 8 0 88 14 10
... ...  200  10  0 7816 6  121  13  6
... ... 8 7 0 5 15 7 2 11 5
.,. ... 1619 6 3 15 0 13 4 6
... ... 5615 11 5 9 5 51 6 6
0 14 4 0 14 4
.., ... 47 11 0 47 11 0
0 15 0 0 15 0
5 7 0 5 5 2 0 110
... .., 355 17 2  47 12  9  307 11  7
... ,.. 1319 6 11 2 0 217 6
... ... 2,882 0 5 45213 6  2,428  18  8
75 3 10 925 11 9
253 18 5 47 13 5 206 5 0
5 17 7
9 7 6
.., ... .,, .,. 6 5 0 9112 0 197 1 9
8 6 6
3 8  6 2 10 10 0 17 8
316 0 0 4 2 6 5 9
19 19 1 3 5 5 16 13 8
151  12  0 9 2 6  3,578 13  2
9 2 3 713 6 1 8 9
1 1 0 1 1 0
73 13 1 73 13 1
12 9 9  818 5  311 4
39 3 4 614 8 32 8 8
0 18 0 0 18 0
0 13 0 O Y3 0
2 7 3 2 6 8 0 0 7
16 11 0 4 19 2 11 11 10
13 15 6 4 3 10 9 11 8
4 0 0 4 0 0
1715 4 5 9 9 12 5 7
17 0 0 219 9 28 4 0
1019 3 510 6 5 8 9
17 10 0 6 14 0 10 16 0
4 2 2 2 11 4 1 10 10
9 9 0 181 4 3
575 12 3 43 12 3 532 0 0
58 10 0 15 17 8 42 12 4
3 10 0 3 10 0
1 1 0 1 1 0
3 1 0 3 1 0
22 0 0 10 6 8 11 13 4
4912 4 5 8 5 44 311
7 17 0 7 13 5 0 3 7
6.0 0 214 3 3 5 9
7 0 0 210 2 4 910
719 4 5 1 0 218 4
2 5 0 2 5 0
10 0 6 10 0 6
4 6 6 2 9 7 11611
... 91 19 0 3210 8 59 8 4
0 3 0
115 0 1 9 8 0 5 4
0 15 8 0 16 5 10 19 10
... ... 16 3 4 12 15  10 193 13 3
71 15 8 13 19 0 57 16 8
218 8 1 8 0 110 8
... ... 46 2 3 11 7 1 3415 2
15 3 0 510 6 912 6
1 7 0 1 7 0
1 11 0 1 11 0
... ... 2 10 0 1 9 2 1 0 10
... 62 2 6 461510 15 6 8
0 4 8
31 18 0 11 5 6 20 12 6
312 5 312 5
1 9 0 1 5 3 0 3 9
7 111 514 7 1 7 4
6 8 1 7 1 2 6 8 1
6 8 0 1 16 2 3 11 10
,.. .,. 99 17 9 1 1 0
... ... 16 6 1 7 0 7 9 5 6
,,, ,,. 9 0 0 0 9 0 1216 7
16 1 6 2 0 1 14 1 5
1 4 0 1 4 0
8 9 6 7 1 6 1 8 0
... ... ... 0 10 1
1 3 7
Name  of  Intestate.
James Hagerty  (re turns) ,,.
E. S. Campbe ll
Chinaman ,  deceased ,  Gayndah
Richard Brady ,,,
George Hutchins ...
C. C. Vero
Hugh Bradley
Martin Dwan
Wil liam Hafey
John McDevitt
George Barrett
George Chapman ... ...
Joseph Church
Charles Vahrenkamp  (re turns)
Elizabeth Rowland ,,, ...
Henry Smith ...
Benjamin Scho field
T. R. Pugh
Wil li am Ke lly
James McKeon
Charles Emerson
George Kaminisky
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INTESTATE  ESTATES - Continued,
Received.
Martin Donnelly  ... ... ... ... ...
Tommy Cow ,-. ... ... ...
Balances of sixty-one Estates, paid into Treasury
Six years '  Interest  ... ... ... ... ...
£ s. d.
3 7 6
Paid. Balance.
£ s. d.
31 14 7 32 19 1
2 2 0 31 16 11
£ s. d.
61 11 11
0 4 10
0 6 0
2 7 4
49 15 0
26 1 0
43 8 6
35 10 0
1 3 10
1 14 6
10 13 0 30 15 6
23 17 0 28 0 0
5 17 8
7 4 1
.., 23 5 5
..- 10 12 1 1 16 0
1 14 8
... 13 14 3
... 12 3 0 87 6 3
2 10 2
3 0 2
5 0 0 011 3
... 1,007 4 0
... 261 17 4
In accordance  with  section twenty -one of  " The Curator of Intestate  Estates  Act of  1867," 31
Victoria, No. 10.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this 9th day of January ,  A.D. 1873.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of BRISBANE  MUNICIPAL  COUNCIL , from 1st July
to 31st December ,  1872:-
July 1. £ s.
To cash in hand, as  per last statement ... 3 9
December 31.
To rates received-
East Ward  ... £964 14 0
West Ward  ...  499 19 8
North Ward ... 471 14 1
South Ward  ...  187 18 1
Valley Ward 349 8 6
Kangaroo Point Ward 177 9 3
,,
„
„
2,651 3
Watering streets  ... ... ...  118 18
Lighting streets  ... ... ...  237 13
Ferry rents  re ceived-
South  ... ...  195 0 0
Ali ce  street  ... ...  300 0 0
Edward st re et  ...  106 0 0
Kangaroo Point  ...  137 10 0
Turbot st re et  ...  16 10 0
- 755 0
„ Town Ha ll  rents  ...  531 9
„ Market rent  ... ... ... ...  80 0
„ Wharfage  re nts ... ... ... ... 27 10
Corporation Sale yards  ... .,.  30 11
Licenses - cabs, drays , &c. ... ... 37 5
„ Police fines  ... ... ... ...  18 14
„ Bridge lands rent  ... ..,  64 0
Brisbane waterway construction ac-
count ,  on account sale of lands  ...  1,125 6
Cr.
d. July 1. £ a d,
2 By Bank overdraft,  as per last statement...  17 14 0
December 31.
By Improvements-
East Ward  ... ... £ 459 1 3
West Ward ... ...  176 3 0
North Ward  ...  366 9 6
South Ward ... ...  167 10 11
Va lley Ward 282 19 7
Kangaroo Point Ward 106 13 6
7 - 1,55817 9
6 „ Watering streets ... ... ... 105 0 0
6 „ Lighting streets .., ... ... ...  244 6 2
Town Hall - interest, &c. 857 17  4-
Creek  and Eagle street culvert and
filling  ... ... ... ...  1,211 14 8
Bridge account-wages , &c. ... ... 205 6 0
Market -house interest  ... ... ...  75 0 0-
Metal  account - stock  ... ... .,,  110 0 0
0 „ Fire Brigade ... ... ... ... 35 0 0
0 „ Ferry approaches  ... ... ...  12 10 0
0 „ Salaries  ... ...  1(543 10 0
0 „ Contingencies-
8 Printing ,  advertising,
0 and stationery ... 62 12 5
0 Timber , &c.... 15 15 5
0 Ironmongery ,andtools 31 7 10
Auditors ,  petty ex-
6 penes, &c. ... 83 1 1
Serving summonses, -
&c. ... ... 17 18 6 '
200 15 3
„ Interest  ,,, ... ... ... ...  437 8 0-
Cash  in Bank  ... ...  55 3 0
„ Cash in hand  ... ...  0 18 9
56 1 9
£5,671 0 11 £5 ,671 0 11
I hereby certify the foregoing statement to be correct.
E. J. BAINES, Mayor.
We hereby certify that we have examined the books and vouchers kept by the Brisbane Municipal
Council, and  that the above  statement  corresponds therewith.
W. EwING ORR, Town Clerk.
Brisbane ,  3rd January, 1873.
23
JOHN CROWTHER,
JOHN HALL, I Auditors.
27s.
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Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1872.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
EXTENSION OF JETTY, CARDWELL.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Noon on SATURDAY, the 1st February
next, from persons willing to contract for the
extension of the Jetty at Cardwell, 900 feet.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Jetty Extension, Port
Hinchinbrook."
Plan and Specification may be  seen,  and further
particulars obtained, at the Port Office, Brisbane,
and at the Harbor Offices, Port Hinchinbrook and
Rockhampton.
Tenders must state the  time  within which it
is proposed to complete the work, and at the foot
of every Tender there must be a memorandum
signed by the person tendering, agreeing to deposit
the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender, for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event that he will execute and deliver, at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
"IMMIGRATION ACT OF 1872."
REMITTANCE PASSENGERS.
PERSONS resident in Queensland, wishing toobtain Pa sages to th  Colony for their
Friends or Relatives in Europe, can do so under
the provisions of the New Immigration Act, by
paying to the Immigration Agent in Brisbane, or
to any of the Clerks of Petty Sessions in the
Colony, amounts in accordance with the following
scale :-
Males and Females, between 1 and 12, each ... £1
Males, between 12 and 40, each ... ... 2
Females, between 12 and 40, each ... ... 1
Males and Females, above 40, each ... ... 4
Infants under 12 months, FREE.
Belgium ... ... ... ... ...
China (Hong Kong) ... ... ...
„ (Shanghai) ... ... ...
Cochin China ... ... ... ...
Corfu ... ... ... ... ...
Denmark ... ... ... ... ...
Egypt ...
France ... ... ... ... ...
Germany ... ... ... ...
Gibraltar ... ... ... ... ...
f--:yeat Britain and Ireland and Channel
Islands ... ... ... ... 9 17 6
Greece (Mainland) ... ... 9 16 0
Holland ... ... ... 9 14 0
India (stations west of Chittagong) 7 10 6
„ (stations  east  of Chittagong and
Ceylon) ... ... ... ... 7 14 6
Italy ... ... ... ... ... 9 11 6
Japan (Nagasaki)... ... ... ... 10 4 6
Java (Banjoewangie) ... ... ... 4 5 0
(stations east of Samarang) 4 6 0
„ (Samarang , and stations west of
ditto) ... ... ... ... ... 4 8 0
London ... ... ... ... .•. 9 16 6
Luxemburg ... ... ... ... 9 14 0
Malta ... ... ... ... ... 9 7 0
Norway ... ... ... ... 9 13 6
Penang ... ..6 5 6
Portugal ... ... ... ... `917 0
Russia, Europe .,. 9 14 0
„ Caucasus... ... ... ... 10 0 6
„ 1st Division ... ... ... 10 4 6
„ 2nd Division ... ... ... 10 11 0
3rd Division ... ... ... 11 3 6
Servia ... ... ... ... ... 9 12 6
Singapore ... 5 9 6
Spain  ... ... ,.. ... ... 916 0
Sweden ... ... ... ... 9 13 0
Switzerland ... ... ... ... 9 12 6
Syria ... 9 17 6
Turkey, Europe ... ... ... ... 9 14 0
„ Asia, Seaports ... ... ... 9 18 0
„ Inland ... ... ... 10 1 6
United Principalities 9 11 6
Zante, Ithaca, Cephalonia, and Spezzia 9 16 6
NOTE.- Of this amount, 10s.  is for transmission to South
Australia, and El for transmission over South Australian Line to
Port  Darwin.
Half rates for every ten words, or part of ten
words, additional.
Postage on Messages to South America from
Lisbon, one shilling ; on Messages to Mauritius and
Reunion from Aden, and on Messages to all parts
of China and Japan from Hong Kong, Shanghai,
or Nagasaki, one shilling and sixpence, in addition
to the rates to those Stations.
MESSAGES TO AMERICA.
In addition to the Rate to London the Charges
are-
HIRE OF LABORERS IN EUROPE.
Employers of Labor in the Colony are directed
to the liberal provisions contained in the New Act.
whereby Mechanics, Laborers, or Servants, engaged
through Agents in Europe, will be provided with
Passages to the Colony by the Agent-General.
Applications from employers will be received by
the Immigration Agent in Brisbane, or by any of
the Clerks of Petty Sessions in the Colony, from
whom further particulars and all necessary forms
can be obtained.
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Office,
Immigration Agent.
Brisbane , 12th August, 1872.
---- -----
NOTICE.
TELEGRAPHIC COMMUNICATION,  VIA  SOUTH
AUSTRALIAN OVERLAND LINE.
T
HE following are the Rates of Charges for
'Transmission of Messages by the above
route.
All that the sender writes to be transmitted,
including Name, Address, and Signature, enters
into the number of words charged for. All charges
must be prepaid.
The name of Station where Telegram is handed
in, and the date and time at which the Message is
received at that Station, are transmitted without
charge.
FOR A MESSAGE OF TWENTY WOELS FROM ANY
TELEGRAPH STATION IN QUEENSLAND  TO-
E  s. d.
Aden ... ... ... ... ... 9 10 6
Algeria ... ... ... ... ... 9 11 0
Austria and Hungary ... ... ... 9 13 6
Barbary (Tripoli and Benghazi) ... 9 8 6
£ s. d.
To New York-10 words (inclusive of
names  and addresses) 2 0 0
and 4s. for every additional word.
i l iT S F i d us veo ranc sco-10 wor s ( ncan
of names and  addresses) 2 12 6
and 5s. 3d. every additional word.
To Havanna (Cuba)-10 words (inclusive
of names and addresses )  ...  ... 3 2 6
and 6s. every additional word.
To Kingston (Jamaica)-I0 words (in-
clusive of names and addresses)  3 12 6
and 6s. 9d. every additional word.
Information  as to charges  to other parts of
America and  the West India  Islands may be
obtained  on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent  of Electric  Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
The Government will  not undertake responsi-
bility,  or entertain claims for compensation for
errors, non-transmission ,  or delay in transmission.
W. J. CRACKNELL,
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs.
Queensland Electric Telegraph Department,
Superintendent 's Office ,  Brisbane,
21st October, 1872.
£ s. d.
9 14 0
7 19 6
9 4 6
6 16 0
9 14 0
9 13 6
1010 6
9  14  0
9 13 6
9 17 0
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QUEENSLAND MUSEUM.
T
HE Public are respectfully informed that the
rooms at the Parliamentary Building, tem-
porarily set apart for the purpose of a Museum,
will be open to Visitors from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays.
Admission can be obtained by application at the
Legislative Assembly Messenger's Room.
Contributions of Geological and Natural History
specimens , and also of anything else of possible
interest, will  be thankfully acknowledged by the
undersigned, who will be happy to afford any
information at his disposal as to the scope and
object of the Institution now under formation.
C. COXEN,
Acting Curator.
6th October, 1871.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
heretofore subsisting between the undersigned
as merchants , under the style or firm of " Oppen-
heimer  and Company,' was this day dissolved by
mutual  consent . All debts due to the firm will
be received by Mr. John Slater.
Dated at Melbourne, this 23rd day of December,
1872.
JOSEPH OPPENHEIMER.
JOHN SLATER.
Witness-G.  DUaOENDEE,
Solicitor, Melbourne.
25 5s.
NOTICE forEnclosing a Road inDistrict
of Rockhampton, Colony of Queensland.-
I hereby give notice that I intend applying to the
Bench of Magistrates at Rockhampton, on the
fourteenth day of January, 1873, fora License
to erect one Gate,  not less  than sixteen feet wide,
on the road passing through my land, in the Dis-
trict of Rockhampton, on the Station called Wood-
lands ; which gate is to be placed on the road from
Rockhampton to Byfield, about thirty-two miles
from town and two  miles  from my head station of
Woodlands, being between  said  station and Mary-
vale.
Dated at Woodlands, this 11th day of December,
1872.
CHAS. H. A. BARWELL.
40 5s.
£1 REWARD.
L
OST from Holly Mount, Moonie River, a Brown
Draught Mare, branded S in heart (the heart
reversed) near shoulder and near thigh.
The above reward will be paid on delivery, either
to Messrs. S. Benjamin and Co., Dalby, or Mr. P.
Brennan, Holly Mount.
26 3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of the Act of Parliament, 31 Vic.,
No. 10, and of the Personal Estate of James
McGrath, late of Charters Towers, deceased.
To a Father and Brother, residing at Gympie.
T
AKE notice that, unless you apply for and
obtain Letters of Administration to the Per-
sonal Estate of James McGrath, deceased, intestate,
or show cause within one calendar month after the
date hereof, to the satisfaction of the Supreme
Court of Queensland, or the Judge thereof, why an
order should not be made for me to collect, manage,
and administer the said Estate of the said James
McGrath, I shall, at the expiration of the said one
calendar month, apply by Petition to the said Court,
or the Judge of the said Court, for such order, and
the same will be made accordingly.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, the 9th day of January, 1873.
MEMORANDUM:-Cause will be expected to be
shown by you, if at all, oh Monday, the tenth day
of February, at 10 o'clock, before the Judge then
sitting, in  Chambers, at the Court House, Queen
street, Brisbane.
35 6s.6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Darroch , late of Rockhamp-
ton, in the  Colony  of Queensland ,  bank clerk,
deceased.
k'
N OTICE is hereby  given, that after the expira.
Lion of  fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application  will be  made to the
said Honorable Court ,  that Probate  of the Will of
the above -named Wil liam Darroch ,  deceased, may
be granted  to William Woodd,  of Rockhampton
aforesaid ,  bank clerk ,  the sole Executor named in
the said Will.
Dated at Rockhampton, this thirty -first day of
December ,  in the year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two.
REES  It. JONES AND BROWN,
Proctors for the said  William Woodd,
Fitzroy  street, Rockhampton.
By their Agent-
W. E. MUEPHY,
Queen street, Brisbane.
31 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will  of Martin  K lein ,  late of Mar borouggh,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  laborer , deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the xpira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Martin Klein, deceased, may be
granted to Bertha Klein, of Maryborough, in the
Colony aforesaid, widow, the sole Executrix named
in the said Will.
Dated this 30th day of December, 1872.
ROBERT KER MACNISH,
Bazaar street, Maryborougb,
Proctor for the said Bertha Klein.
24 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of George Fraser, late of Carnarvon,
near  Springsure, in the Colony of Queensland,
grazier, deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this Honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Letters
of Administration of all the goods, chattels,  credits,
and effects of the above-named George Fraser,
deceased, may be granted to John Fraser, of Car-
narvon aforesaid, the brother of the said deceased.
Dated at  Brisbane , this 9th day of January,
A.D. 1873.
32
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Proctors for the said John Fraser,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of James Moore ,  late of Goondiwindi,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  carrier, deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that after the  expira-
tion of  fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,  appli -
cation will be made to the said Honorable Court,
that Letters of Administration of all the goods,
chattels ,  credits, and effects of the above-named
deceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted to
Mary Moore ,  of Goondiwindi ,  aforesaid ,  widow of
the said deceased.
Dated this ninth day of January, A.D. 1873.
33
MACALISTER AND MEIN,
Proctors for the said Applicant,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Henry War-
man, innkeeper, of Petrie Terrace,  near Bris-
bane.
W HEREAS the said William Henry Warman
was, on the 2nd day of January, 1873,
adjudged to be an  Insolvent, I  hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House,  Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 10th day of February, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven o clock, for the proof of
debts against the said Estate, and for the election of
a Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to
determine whether any or what allowanco for sup-
port shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time
of passing his last examination, and whether any
and what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed
to the Insolvent ;  and a  Second Public Sitting of
the Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the
10th day of March, A.D. 1873, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said Estate, and for such other matters connected
with the Estate as may be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 11th day of January,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
34
Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Frederick Bryant, trading
as " F . Bryant and Co.," of Maryborough,
auctioneer  and commission agent.
W HEREAS the said Frederick  Bryant was, on
the 31st day of December, A.D. 1872,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 10th day of February, A.D.
1873, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts  against the  said Estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee if required, and also to
determine  whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination , and whether
any and what  tools and wearing  apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent;  and a  Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on MON-
DAY, the 10th day of March, A.D. 1873, to com-
mence  at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the  said Estate, and for such other matters
connected with the Estate as may be required to
be brought before the Court.
Dated  at Brisbane , the 31st day of December,
A.D. 1872.
A. J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MISKIN,
36
Official  Assignee.
Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Spencer Frederick
Walker and Frederick Augustus Fryer, trading
as " S. F . Walker and Co.," of Townsville,
Ravenswood, and Millchester (Charters Towers),
storekeepers.
WHEREAS the  said S . F. Walker and Co.
11 were , on the 2nd day of January, A.D.
1873, adjudged to be insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 10th day of February, A.D. 1873,
to commence  at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said Estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee if required, and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for sup-
port shall be made to the Insolvents up to the time
of passing their last examination, and whether any
and what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed
to the Insolvents; and a Second Public Sitting of
the Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the
10th day of March, A.D. 1873, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against he
said Estate, and for such other matters connected
with the Estate as may be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 3rd day of January, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MISSIN,
37
Official Assignee.
Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Between the Queensland National Bank Limited,
Plaintiffs, and Samuel Osborne, Defendant.
1
W HEREAS an action has been  commenced in
this Court, at the suit of the above-named
Queensland National Bank Limited, against the
above-named Samuel Osborne, to recover the sum
of two thousand and twenty-one pounds nineteen
shillings and eight pence, for money payable by the
Defendant to the Plaintiffs, for money lent by the
Plaintiffs to the Defendant, and for money paid by
the Plaintiffs for the Defendant at his request, and
for interest upon money due from the Defendant to
the Plaintiffs and forborne at interest by the
Plaintiffs to the Defendant at his request, and
for money found to be due from the Defendant to
the Plaintiffs on accounts stated between them; and
it being alleged that the said Samuel Osborne does
not reside within this Colony or its dependencies, a
writ of foreign attachment has been  issued, return-
able on WEDNESDAY, the twenty-second day of
January instant, wherein Peter MacPherson and
Maurice Lyons, of Queen street, in the city of
Brisbane, Solicitors, are Garnishees : Notice is
hereby given thereof ; and if at any time after final
judgment in this action, the said Samuel Osborne
(or any person on his behalf) will give the security
and notice and file the appearance and plea required
by "The Common Law Process Act of  1867," the
attachment may be dissolved.
Dated this eighth day of January, A.D. 1873.
GRAHAM LLOYD HART,
27
Plaintiffs' Attorney,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
IN.
NOTICE.THE Scale of Charges for the insertion of Advertise-
ments in the  Queensland Governm ent Gazette  is
as follows
Advertisements  relating  to Insolvent  of Intestate
Estates, or Letters of Administration , 6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements  relatmg to  impounded  Stock, Is.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged  for at the
rate of 3e. for the first eight lines  (or under),
and 3d. for every additional  line, allowing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No  ADV BTISSmmNT
WILL  BE INSERTED  in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover  the oost of its inse rt ion
according  to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. REAL,
Government P ri nter.
NOTICE.
POI NDKEEPERS  are requested to take notice, that
all  Remittances on account of Impounding
Adve rt isements ,  over five shillings ,  must be made by
Post-Office Order,  or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will  be retttrneu.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Prints,.
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The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges  the receipt
of the following  amounts:
4.-Municipal Council, Maryborough...
6.-C. H. Humphrey ... ... ...
6.-T. Holt ... ...
6.--J. M. Simpson ...
6.-C. Lambley ...
7.-D. L. Brown and Co.
8.-G. Foster
8.-Howard Smith ...
8.-R. Fitzgerald
9.-E. Bradley ...
9.-P. Lenihan...
9.-J. Watson ...
9.-P. Brennan ...
10.-A. L.  Bourcicault
10.-H. Lloyd ...
10.-A. Geddes ...
Imilounbings.
£ s. d.
2 0 0
1 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
1 0 0
2 0 0
0 3 0
1 0 0
0 3 0
1 0 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 10 0
0 9 0
0 3 0
0 10 0
0 1 0
0 8 0
SW Poundkeepers  are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no  such advertise-
ment will be inserted  in the  Gazette  unless accompanied
by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the  cost of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the leased land
of Mr. John Curtis. Driving expenses,  3s. 6d.
(Wrongly described in former advertisement.)
One grey mare, W over 34 near shoulder.
If not released on  or before 5th February, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
HANNAH LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
38 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Allora, from the Allora Commonage,
on 2nd January, 1873, by the Inspector, Mr. H.
Rinehart. Driving, is. per head.
One bay  mare,  Pi over R  near  shoulder.
One black  mare,  RR (the first  R reversed) near shoul-
der, star.
One roan  mare,  F'i over R near thigh.
If not  released on or before the 5th day of February,
1873, will be sold to defray  expenses.
CHAS. LAMBLEY, Poundkeeper.
20 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Pine Mountain, on
the 27th December, 1872, by order of Mr. Joseph
Jones. Driving, ls.2d.
One bay mare, A over H near shoulder, star in forehead,
off hind foot white.
Also, from Ten-mile Swamp, on the 31st December,
1872, by order of D. McGrath, Esq. Driving, Is. 8d.
One bay  mare, star in  forehead, M over M near shoulder,
5 over C off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th January, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
21 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Tambo Station, on the
19th December, 1872, by order of R. Bell, Esq.
Driving, 2d. per head.
One bay horse, (ID conjoined  near  saddle,  2 over 67 off
saddle, near  hind foot white.
One chesnut mare, a off shoulder.
One brown colt foal, W (writing  capital )  near  thigh, near
ear split, star on forehead.
If not released on or before the 15th January, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
GEORGE FOSTER, Poundkeeper.
22 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Gowrie, on the
30th December, 1872, by order of IT. G. Skinner,
Esquire,  for trespass.
One Chesnut horse, like JF S (sideways) over S near
shoulder, collar and saddle marked,  star  on fore-
head, near  hind foot white.
One Chesnut  horse, no visible brands, saddle- marked,
star and snip , near hind foot white.
If not  released on  or before the 5th February, 1873,
will be sold  to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY, Poundkeeper.
28 2s.
IMPOUiMED at Yaamba, from Planted Creek, on
31st December, 1872, by R. E. Lovell, Esq. Driving
expenses, 2s.
One old brown or dark-bay horse, near hip down,
JI over T near shoulder.
One dark-grey filly, + over 0  conjoined near shoulder.
Also, from Lake Learmouth, on 31st December, 1872,
by A. J. Terry, Esq.
One chesnut horse, white face, four white feet, B over K
over ORR near shoulder, K near thigh.
One roan mare, star and snip, fore foot white, B over
writing A over writing A near shoulder.
One black horse, PN over SB  near  shoulder,  and like
writing over - off shoulder.
Also, on 1st January, 1873, by A. J. Terry, Esq.
One chesnut saddle mare, white face, off fore foot white,
no visible brand.
Also, from Canoona,  on 3rd  January, 1873, by A. J.
Terry, Esq.
One fat strawberry bullock, alit right ear,  writing N
off rump, 2 off shoulder.
One fat roan and white bullock, slit  near  ear, 0 over -
conjoined near rump.
If not released on or before 5th February, 1873, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
A. GEDDES, Poundkeeper.
39 8s.
IMPOUNDED at Surat, from Oberinia, on the 30th
December, 1872, by order of R. J. Adams, Esq.
Driving, 3s. 4d.
One dark-bay mare, dock tail, like A over  R near shoul-
der, R near thigh.
One bay filly, J like 4 over A near shoulder (the J
writing capital).
One chesnut colt, small  star  and snip, AR near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th January, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
Also, from Spring Grove, on the 2nd January, 1873,
by order of Chrs. Marton, Esq. Driving, 8d.
One brown horse, blind near eye, WHP conjoined near
shoulder, W over i- off shoulder, saddle-marked.
One brown horse, y in circle over like p.4 over R W near
shoulder , R near  thigh, like E off  ribs , fistula-
marked, star , off hip down.
One bay mare,  star , JW near shoulder.
One bay  horse, star , hind feet white, like BAS over MR
near shoulder, near thigh.
One strawberry poley bullock, like + off rump, like 8 off
thigh, tutu nder off ear.
One red bullock, bald face, like GF near ribs, pieces of
near ear.
If not released  on or  before the 5th February, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JOSEPH WATSON, Poundkeeper.
29 9s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Swan Creek, on the
27th December, 187 2 , by order of Mr. M. Brewer.
Driving, is. 6d. per head.
One brown horse, 2 over like EC (the centre bar of E
not visible) near shoulder, DS (the D reversed) near
thigh, C off shoulder.
One grey mare, 317 near saddle,  0  near thigh, illegible
brand and R over like JHC conjoined over HR near
shoulder, collar-marked.
Also, from same place, on the 27th December, 1872,
by order of Mr. John Morris. Driving,  is.  8d. per head.
One brown colt, unbranded, star.
One bay mare, T in diamond  near  shoulder, star ; bay
colt foal at foot, unbranded.
One bay colt, unbranded, near hind and off fore foot
white.
One brown filly, D over Oa  near  shoulder, T near thigh.
One brown horse, like yM conjoined and blotch brands
near shoulder, like H6 conjoined near thigh, star.
One brown filly, like JK off shoulder, hind feet white,
star and large snip.
One black colt, BB off shoulder.
One brown horse,  A.  over  0  near ribs, blind off eye.
If not released on or before the 5th February, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
PATK. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
30 lOs.
BRISBANE:
Printed  and Published by JAMES 0. BEAL, Government Printer,
William street, 11th January, 1873.
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT  of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE Of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND
and of the SPECIAL FUNDS paid into the TREASUEY, at BRISBANE ,  during the QUARTERS ended
31st DECEMBER,  1871, and 31st DECEMBER ,  1872 ,  respectively ,  showing the INCREASE or
DECREASE under each head thereof.
Quarter ended Quarter ended
31st December ,  31st December,
1871. 1872.
CUSTOMS-
Spirits .., ... ,.. .,
Wine ,.. ... ...
Methylated  Spirits  ,..
Ale, Porter ,  Vinegar, &c.
Oils .. ...
Tobacco ,  Snuff ,  and Cigars ...
Opium ... ... ... .,.
Tea ...
Coffee, Chicory, &c.
Butter ,  Cheese, Dried Fruits, &e-
Rice, Oatmeal , &c. ... ...
Salt
Potatoes ,  Onions, Hay, Chaff
Coals ...
Wheat ,  Barley, Bran ,  and Pollard ...
Bottled Fruits ,  Pickles, and Mustard
Ad valorem  ... ... ...
EXCISE-
Duty on Colonial Spirits
Decrease.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £  s.
25,745 11 2 36,625  8 10
3,607 0 4 5,670 9 2
12 13 7 5 12 6 7 1
4,297  6 2 6,496 19 8 ! ...
909 6 0  1,624 15  5  I ...
10,713 10  2  111642 15  8  1 ...
916 7 0 1,340 7  6  ...
6,588 4 0 7,507 11  9 ...
598 10 10 950 19 10  ...
4,995 15 2 7,646 16  9 ..
1,49215 9 1,450 1 6 4214
6019 1 47  10,  4 13 8
561 8 4 343  9 7 217 18
1,677 11 6 1,396 19 10 180 11
122 11 7 258 17 11  ..,
74 13  5 131  18 6 ...
1,415 15  2  2,234 10  6  •..
253 11  7  278 10  2 ...
18,195 13  5  29,926 17  9 ...
82,139 4 3  115,579 13  2  461 14
3,681 2 5 4,687 6 1
5,651 5 6  8,598  1 5 ...STAMP  DUTY ... ...
Increase.
d. I £ s. d.
10,879 17 8
2,063 8 10
1
2,199 13 6
715 9 5
929 5 6
424 0 6
919 7 9
352 9 0
2,650 1 7
3
9 ...
9 ...
8
136 6 4
57 6 1
818 15 4
24 18 7
11,731 4 4
6 33,902 3 5
856 3 8
2,941 15 11
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF QUARTER'S  REVENUE -continued.
Quarter ended Quarter ended
Slat  December ,  Slat  December ,  Decrease.
1871. 1872.
£  s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
GOLD-
Duty on Gold ... ... ...  2,744 12
Miners' Rights and Business Licenses 1,309 0
Other Receipts ... ... ... .... 1,104 10
LAND REVENUE-
Proceeds of Land  Sales ... ...
Mineral Selections
Rents of Conditional Purchases,  " Aliena-
tion Act of  1868"
Rests of Homestead Selections,  Aliena-
tion Act  of 1868"
Selections under  "Leasing Act of  1866" ...
Rents of Land for Pastoral Purposes
A ll  other Rents ... ... ...
Assessment on Runs... ... ... ...
Mining Licenses .,. ... ... ...
Survey Fees ... ... ...
Transfer Fees ... ... ...
POSTAGE
COMMISSION ON POST OFFICE ORDERS
LICENSES-
To cut Timber,  make  Bricks, &c. ...
To Auctioneers ... ...
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers ... ...
To Distil ... ... ... ... ...
To Bonded Storekeepers ...
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors
To Publicans, for Billiard and Bagatelle
Tables ... ... ... )
To Hawkers and Pedlars ,.. ...
All other Licenses ... ... ...
FEES OF OFFICE-
Certificates of Naturalization
Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds
Registrar-General ...
*Registrar , Supreme Court... ... ...
*Registrars  of District Courts ...
Sheriff ... ... ... ...
Courts of Petty  Sessions  ... ... ...
Shipping Master ,,. ... ... ...
All other Fees ... ... ... ...
FINES AND FORFEITURES-
Sheriff ... ... ... ... ... ...
Courts of Petty Sessions
Proceeds of Sale of Confiscated and
Unclaimed Property ,..
Crown's Share  of Seizures  ... ... ...
All other Fines ,.. .. ... ...
RENTS , EXCLUSIVE OF LAND-
To ll s and Ferries ... ...
Government Buildings and Premises
HARBOR DUES AND FEES-
Pilotage ,,, ,,,
Light  Dues  ... ... ...
Marine Board
3 2,522  0 8 22211 7
0 1,735 0 0 ...
7 1,909 18 5
5,158 2 10 6,166 19 1 222 11 7
5,459 12 7 1,834 13 1 3,624 19 6
1,035 0 0 9,292 10 0 ...
7,376  6 10 10,080 10 1 . , .
Increase.
£ s. d.
426 0 0
805 7 10
1,231 7 10
8,257 10 0
2,704 3 3
499 0 3 252 11 3 246 9 0 ,,,
13,942  4  11 10,865 11 10 3,076 13  1 ,,,
6,59317 5 6,152 6 7  441  10 10
6815 0 33 0 0 3515 0 ,,,
230 0 0 10 0 0 220 0 0
29 12 6 ... 29 12 6
3,457 7 0  4,674  16  6 ... 1,217 9 6
106 17  0  142  17  0 ... 36 0 0
38,769 1 0 43,368  8 10  7,645 7 5  12,244  15  3
4,693 1811 6,345 2 7 ... 1,651 3 8
212 10 0 323 11 0
218 0 0 268 10 0 ...  50 10  0
109 7 7 131 9 2 ... 22 1 7
410 0 0 510 0 0 100 0 0
75 0 0 75 0 0
748 17 6 878 9 1 ...  129 11  7
486 14  0 1,225 13  9 ... 73819 9
150 0 0 170 0 0 .,,
110 0 0 100 0 0 10 0 0
80 1 4 124 16 0 ...
2,388 0 5 3,408 18 0 85 0 0
20 0 0
44 14 8
1,105 17 7
1 9 0 2 9 0 1 0 0
84 18 6
19 8 3
23 15 0
1,575 5 0 1,295 16 9  408  10  01 129 1 9
327 10 0 133 5 0 194 5 0
762 8 7 696 1 10 66 6 9
11 11 6 ... 11 11 6
118 12 0 1.18 12 0
50 18 9 33 4 0 17 14 9
222 14 2 307 12 8
63 13 6 83 1 9 ...
16 7 6 40 2 6 ...
818 0 2 0 0
394 12 3 343 3 6
58 7 7 36 6 3
4 10 6 59 12 4
24 12 1 13 0 4
491 0 5 454 2 5
13 10 0 33 15 0
55 0 0 35 0 0
54 15 7 73 1 11
123 5 7 141 16 11
1,024  11  0  1,265 15  5
853 6 10 770 7 6
37 0 0 40 0 0
1,914 17 10 2,076 2 11
6 18 0
51 8 9
22 1 4
91 19 10
55 1 10
55 1 10
20 5 0
20 0 0
18 6 4
20 0 0  l 38 11'4
82 19 4
82 19 4
241 4 5
3 0 0
244 4 5
Fees now paid in Duty Stamps
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF QUARTER'S  REVENUE- continued.
RAILWAY RECEIPTS-
Goods Traffic ...
Miscellaneous Receipts
Quarter ended  Quarter ended
31st December ,  31st  December ,  Decrease .  Increase.
1871. 1872.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £  s. d. £ s. d.
4,054  19  3 7,11516 5 ...  3,060 17  2
18,965 2 11 21,781 0 10 ... 2,815 17 11
505 18 7 601 13 11 ... 95 15 4
23,526 0 9  29,498  11  2 ...  5,972 10  5
I
CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION FUND 418 3 7 408 17  4 9 6 3
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS ...
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale of Government Property ...
Government Printer ... ... ... ...
Balances  in hands of Public Officers Refunded
Surcharges  Recovered ... ... ...
Letters of  Registration  ... ... ...
Other Misce ll aneous Receipts ... ..
3,034 9 9 3,738 0 7 ... 703  10 10
1,044 8 4  247  15  4  796 13  0
142 9 9 149 11 7 ... 7 1 10
30 111 33 1 4 .,, 219 5
5 13 2 5017 2 45 4 0
87 0 0 27 0 0 60 0 0 ...
1,005 0 0 477 12 6 527 7 6
j  2,314  13  2 985 17 11 1,384 0 6 55 5 3
TOTAL REVENUE  PROPER  £ 176,091 15' 226,922 6 2 10,411  9 5 61 ,242 14 2
Deduct Decrease ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £ 10,411 9 6
Increase of Revenue Proper on corresponding Quarter, 1871 ... £ 50,831 4 9
SPECIAL RECEIPTS.
Immigration Collections, London ...
Immigration Collections, Colony ...
Scab  Assessment  ... ... ...
Brands Act  Fund ... ...
Pound Sales ...
Assurance Fund,  Beal Property Act
Police Reward Fund... ...
Police Superannuation Fund .
Gold Fields  Homesteads  Act  Fund
Post Office Trusts  Funds ...
Sinking Fund .
Brisbane  Waterway Construction Act
TOTAL  SPECIAL RECEIPTS
2,160 11 0
510 4 6 1 735 10 6
1,188 0 5 1,238 3 4
660 17 11
f)6,18  0 77 4 3
279 12 9 273 3 6
85 7 4 152 17 0
332 16 7 ' 368 2 1
11 18 0 0 10 0
36 15 2
15,980 2 1 18,9321211
... 90 0 0
£ 20,682  5 10
2,160 11 0
22,629 1 6
19 13 9
6 9 3
11 8 0
36 15 2
225 6 0
50 2 11
660 17 7
67 9 8
35 5 6
2,952 10 10
90 0 0
2,234  17  2 4y0811210
Deduct Decrease  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £  2,234 17 2
Increase of Special Receipts on corresponding Quarter, 1871 ... £  1,846 15 8
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
F. O. DARVALL,
Auditor-General.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 6th January, 1873.
CASH and LAND ORDERS received on account of Sales and Rents of Land ,  under  "  Alienation Act of  1868,"
and  "Leasing  Act  of 1866."
QUARTER ENDED 31ST
DECEMBER, 1871.
Proceeds of Land Sales ...
Under  "Alienation  Acl )f 13i .... ...  Conditional Purchases ...
Homestead Selections ...
selections under  " Leasing Act  Qf 1866"
Land Orders. Cash.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
2,9261611  2,533 15  8
953 13 2 6,422 13 8
95 18 6 403 1 9
298 11 3 13,643 13 8
QUARTER ENDED 31 9T
DECEMBER, 1872.
Land Orders. Cash.
623 7 5 1,211 5 8
9510 0 9,985 0 1
2 12 6 249 18 9
115 5 0 10,760 6 10
mineral selections  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1,036  0 0 ... 9,292 10 0
£  4,273  19 10  24,038 4 9 838 14 11 31,489 1 4
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the  CONSOLIDATED REVENUE  of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND
and of the  SPECIAL  FUNDS paid into the TREASURY, at BRISBANE, during the YEARS ended
31st DECEMBER, 1871, and 31st  DECEMBER, 1872, respectively, showing the INCREASE or
DECREASE under each  head thereof.
Mead of Revenue or Receipt.
Year ended
31st December ,
Year ended
31st December,  Decrease. Increase.
1871. 1872.
CUSTOMS- £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Spirits ... ... ... ... 104,995 19 4 128,824 10 11 23,82811 7
Wine . ... ... ... 12,370 9 8 16,775 17 6 4,405 7 10
Methylated Spirits ... 49 14 7 18 3 0 31 11 7
Ale, Porter, Vinegar, &c. ... 14,597 4 8 20,218 9 10 6,621 5 2
Oils ... ... 4,134 10 4 5,503 8 11 1,368 18 7
Tobacco,  Snu ff, and Cigars ... ... 40,801 8 6 45,319 15 7 4,518 7 1
... 3,970 10 9 3,794 17 8 175 13 1
... 26,589 3 0 29,33418 6 2,745 15 6
Coffee and Chicory, &o. ... 2,992 17 2 4,047 17 6 1,055 0 4
Dried Fruits &c.Butter Cheese 16 314 0 9 20 468 9 7 1544 8 10, ,,
...
,
7,919 6 3
,
7,359 10 8 559 15 7
,
... 215 18 2 223 17 10 7 19 8
Rice , Oatmeal, &c. ... ... ... 1,648 10 2 1,721 0 9 72 10 7
Salt .. ... 5,702 10 8 5,470 13 4 23117 4
"Potatoes ,  Onions,  Hay, and Chaff .,. ... 1,746 1 1 2,089 10 8 ... 343 9 7
Coals  ... ... 318 1 5 414 12 1  ... 96 10 8
Wheat,  Barley ,  Bran, and  Pollard ... ... 2,585 4 3 5,565 16 10  ... 2,980 12 7
Bottled Fruits,  Pickles, and Mustard ... 759 3 4 907 2 5 ... 147 19 1
Ad valorem ... ... 76,368 0 11 105,582 3 10 1  ... 29,214 2 11
EXCISE-
Duty on Colonial Spirits
STAMP DUTY ... ...
GOLD-
Duty  on Gold . .. ... ... ...
Miners' Rights and Business Licenses
Other  Receipts ... ... ... ...
LAND REVENUE-
Proceeds  of Land Sales ... 48,163 18  4 13,195 7 5
Mineral Selections ...  2,440 5 0 45,990  12  0
Rents  of Conditional Purchases,  Alienation 75,401 9 5 114,930 3 5Act  of 1868 .. .
Rents  of Homestead Selections,  Alienation
Act 51238 3 3 6,119 19 10of 1868
Selections under  Leas ing  Act of  1866
Rents of  Land for  Pastoral purposes
All other Rents  ... ... ...
Assessment on Runs ... ...  ...
Mining Licenses ... ... ...
Survey Fees ... ... ... ...
Transfer Fees ... ... ... ...
POSTAGE  ... ... ... ... ...
,946 4 6 11,31810 812
45
643 0 010 0  6, 43,,221
,278  3 5 5,4501811
... 21.094 12 1 25,085 9 1
... 107,491 18 6 111,772 3 9
... 624 13 0 295 1 3
... 3,634 9 5 932 16 3
... ... 29 12 6
... 14,399 16 9 20,447 6 6
... 381 19 0 615 1 0
278,871 4 9 339,363 13 0
... 19,310 17 3 22,407 8 4
COMMISSION  ON POST OFFICE ORDERS 811 3 0  1,051 5 6
LICENSES-
To out Timber, make Bricks, &e. ... 1,328 10 0 1,539 10 0
To Auctioneers  ...  ... ... 448 4 3 530 18 7
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers... ... ... 2,650 0 0 2,740 0 0 ``
To Distil ... ... ... ... ... 173 0 0 191 0 0
To Bonded Storekeepers .. ... 3,015 0 9 3,375 1 7
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors 16,040 2 5 16,963 15 5
Licenses to Publicans for Billiard and Baga- 695 0 0 825 0 0telle Tables
To Hawkers and Pedlars ,.. ... .., 660 0 0 470 0 0
All  other Licenses ... ... ... 1,286• 0 2 1,453 9 8
FEES OF  OFFICE-
26,295 17  7  28,088 15  3
Certificates of Naturalization 7 4 6 11 3 0
Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds 1,326 0 0 1,165 19 0
Registrar -General ... ... ... ... 3,044 4 9 2,896 6 2
*Registrar , Supreme Court ... ... ... 41 17 6 2 4 0
"Registrars  of District Courts... ... ... 397 11 2 94 3 10
Sheri ff  ... ... ... ... ... 197 17 9 112 3 6
Courts of Petty Sessions .., ... ... 845 2 4 908 3 3
Curator of Intestate Estates.,. ... ... 58 14 11 54 6 2
Shipping  Master  ... 224 14 0 275 0 0
A ll  other Fees... ... ... ... 231 4 6 166 3 6
6,37411 51 6,68512 5
0  403,640  17 5 998 17 7 ,561 0 080,
13,30811 0 16,212 3 5 ... 2,903 12  5
22,81215 10 3 6 ... 5,406 7 8
1,627  13 10
... 1,42110 0
1,172 15  6
22,4451711 23,412 9 7 1,627 13 10 2,594 5 6
35,018 10 11
... 43,550 7 0
39,52814 0
... 881 16 7
... 3,990 17 0
4,280 5 3
329 11 9 ...
2,701 13 2
... 29 12 6
... 6,047 9 9
... 233 2 0
38,049 15 10 98,542 4 1
31096 11  1
240 2 6
211 0 0
82 14 4
90 0 0
18 0 0
360 0 10
923 13 0
1
130 0 0
190 0 0
167 9 6
190 0 0 1,98217 8
160 1 0
147 18 7
39 13 6
303 7  4
3 18 6
8514  3
63 0 11
4 8 9
50 6 0
65 1 0 1 ...
806 4 5 117 5 5
0  Fees now paid  in Duty  stamps.
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF YEAR'S REVENUE- continued.
Head of Revenue or Receipt.
FINES AND FORFEITURES-
Year ended
31st December,
1871.
Year ended
31st December,
1872.
Decrease.  Increase.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Sheriff  ... ... .,
...  46 16 6
Courts of Petty Sessions 1,416 5 10
Proceeds of Sale of Confiscated and}
126 12  9Unclaimed Property  ... ... f
Crown's Share of Seizures  ... ...  295 0 7
A ll  other Fines  ... :.. ... ...  134 6 1
2,019 0 9
£ s. d.
18 0 0
1,4,07 8 3
134 10 1
194 19 2
71 5 7
1,826 3 1
RENTS, EXCLUSIVE OF LAND-
Tolls and Ferries  ... ... ... ... 399 5 4 349 2 5
Wharves ... ... ... ... ... 162 0 0 97 0 0
Government Buildings and Premises ...  268 13 7 206 4 0
HARBOR DUES AND FEES-
28 16 6 ...
8 17 7 ...
7 17 4
100 1 5 ...
62 19 6 ...
-200 15 0 7 17 4
60 2 11
66 0 0
62 9 7
829 18 11 652 6 5 177 12 6
Pilotage ... ... ... ... 4,664 13 -4 5,472 6 0 ... 807 12 8
Light Dues ... ... ... ...  3,252 16 3  2,956  12 0 296 4 3
Marine  Board ,.. ... ... ... ... 165 14 0 204  0 0 ... 38 6 0
8,083 3 7 8,68218 0 296 4 3 84518 8
RAILWAY RECEIPTS-
Fares ... ... ... . .. ... ...  16,995 19  1  23,798 17  3 ...  6,802 18  2
Goods Traffic ... ... ... ... ...  57,538 8 4 63 ,384 17 7  ... 5,846 9 3
Misce ll aneous  Receipts ... ... ..,  1,632 2 9 2 ,531 9 11 ...  899 7 2
76,166 10 2 89,715 4 9  13,648 14 7
CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION FUND 1,694 10  8 1,626 4 11 68 5 9
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS ... 11,605 5 4 16,525 8 11 ... 4,920 3 7
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale of Government Property ... 1,948 15  4 1,683 3 1 265 12 3 .,.
Government Printer ... ... ... 700 9 1 681 1 11 19 7 2 ...
Balances in  hands of Public Officers 233 15 4 59 15 3 174 0 1Refunded ... ... "'
Surcharges Recovered ... ... 50 18 1 136 16 4 ... 85 17 3
Letters of Registration ... ... ... 217 1 0 493 0 0 ... 275 19 0
Balances of  Intestate  Estates .. . ... 627 17 11 315 7 10 312 10 1
Other Miscellaneous Receipts  ... 4,682 6 6  5,894 15 6 ... 1,212 9 0
8,461 3 3, 9,263 18 11 771 9 7 1,674 6 3
TOTAL REVENUE PROPER ... £ 823,169 6 5 996,323 13 5 43,186 18 9 216,341 5 9
Deduct Decrease ... ... ... ... ... ... ...£  43,186 18 9
Increase of Revenue Proper on corresponding Year, 1871 £ 173,154 7 0
SPECIAL RECEIPTS-
Immigration Collections, London ... ... 5,184 13 11 4,792 3 8 392 10 3 ...
Immigration Collections, Colony ... ... 2,563 10 6 3,269 0 6 .. 705 10 0
Scab Assessment ... ... ... 1,688 14 11 1,686 4 0 2 10 11
Brands  Act  Fund ... ... ... ... ... 2,682 7 11 ... 2,682 7 11
Pound Sales ... ... ... ... ... 427 6 1 , 423 19 10 3 6 3
Assurance Fund,  Real Property Act  .. 627 17 6 455 6 3 172 11 3
Police Reward Fund ... ... ... ... 495 18 0 592 15 3 ... 9617 3
Police Superannuation Fund... ... 1,072 13 7 1,175 1 1 ... 102 7 6
Gold Fields Homesteads  Act Fund ... ... 51 18 0 66 16 6 14 18 6
Post Office Trust Funds ... ... ...  36 15  2 .. 36 16 2 ,,.
Sinking Fund ... ... ... ... 30,841 5 4 18,932 12 11 11, 908 12 5
Brisbane  Waterway Construction Act ...  ... 544 13  6 ... 544 13 6
TOTAL SPECIAL RECEIPTS ... £ 42,990 13 0 34,621 1-5 12,516 6 3 4,146 14 8
Decrease  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £  12,616 6 3
Decrease of Special Receipts on corresponding Year,  1871 ... £ 8,369 11 7
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer,
F. O. DARVALL,
Auditor -General,
The Treasury,
Queensland, 6th Jguary,1873,
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CASH and LAND OaDERs received on account of Sales and Rents of Land, under  "  Alienation  Act of  1868"
and  " Leasing  Act of  1866."
YEAR  ENDED
31sT DECEMBER, 1871.
31st December ,  31st December.
1871. 1872.
Land Orders. Cash. Land Orders Cash.
8 a. d. £ e. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
Proceeds of Land Sales 20,665 4 3 27,49814 1 3,426 2 10 9,719 4 7
Con ditional Purchases 2,730 0 8 72,671 8 9 1,328 6 7 113,6016 10
Under  " Alienation Act  of  1868" ...
Ho mestead Selections ... 388 11 7 4,849 11 8  92 17 3 6,027 2 7
II. Min eral Selections ... 2,440 5 0 14 1 9 45,976 10  3
Selections under  "  Leasing Act of  1866" ... ... ... ... ... 380 8 3 20,714 5 10 2,673 7 8 22,512 1 5
24164 2 9 128,1745 4 7,434 16 1 197,83615 8
CUSTOMS  and  Ad Valorem  COLLECTIONS received from each Port in the Colony, for the Quarterand Year ended 31st December, 1872.
Port
FOB QUARTER  ENDED  31sT DEOe.MBon, 1872. FOR  YEAR ENDED  MST  DECEMBER, 1872.
.
Customs. Ad valorem. Total. Customs. Ad Valorem. Total.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Brisbane  ... ... 40,360 11 4 17,673 2 0 58,033 13 4 139,747 10 4 60,758 2 0 200,50512 4
Ipswich ... ... 7,224 11 6 1,789 14 0 9,014 5 6 23,873 8 4 7,952 10  0 31,825 18 4
Maryborough ... 6,347 19 7 2,129 12 0 8,477 11 7 24,776 1 2  8,187 18  0 32,963 19 2
Burnett River ... 313 16 1 29 4 0 343 0 1 786 12 5 118 12 0 905 4 5
Rockhampton ... 11,200 19 4 2,419 18 0 13,620 17 4 42,288 18 9  9,732 12  0 52,021 10 9
Gladstone ... 568 5 8 186 2 0 754 7 8 2,08011 7 48916 0 2,570 7 7
Mackay ... ... 1,387 18 1 202 10 0 1,590 8 1 4,695 1 0  1,442 16  0 6,137 17 0
St. Lawrence ... 2,278 14 2 1,521 18 0 3,800 12 2 6,784 9 8 3,459 8 0 10,243 17 8
Cleveland Bay ... 13,239 10 6 2,832 2 0 16,071 12 6 42,990 13 3 10,295 8 0 53,286 1 3
Port Hinchinbrook 90 11 4 15 8 0 105 19 4 858 16 6 113 18 0 972 14 6
Baffle Creek ... 198 6 1 47 0 0 245 6 1
Port Denison ... 1,205 10 0 355 12 0 1,561 2 0 5,083 6 11  1,638 4 0 6,72110 11
Sweer's Island ... 1,359 4 2 629 14 0 1,988 18 2 3,197 1 4' 992 4 0 4,189 5 4
Border Customs... 75 3 8 142 1 9 217 6 5 697 16 3 353 15 10 1,051 12 1
TOTAL ... 85,652 15 5 29,926 17 9 115,579 13 2 298,058 13 7 1105,582 3 10 403,64017 5
The Treasury,
Queensland , 6th January, 1873.
TREASURY STATEMENT.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND.
ABSTRACT  of DISBVBSE t TB  for the Quarters and Years ended 31st December, 1871, and 31st December,
1872, respectively.
QUARTERS ENDED
No. 1.--SCREDULEs.
8ehedale  4  ... ... ... ...
Schedule B ... ... ... ...
Schedule C ... ...
Interest on Loans ...
Sinking Fund ... ...
No. 2.-ExECtTIvE AND LEGISLATIVE.
His Exce llency  the Governor
The Executive Council  ... ... ...
The Legislative Council ... ...
The Legislative  Assembly ... ... ...
The Legislative Council and Assembly ...
YEAR ENDED
31ST DECEMBER, 1872.
YEARS ENDED
31st December, 31st December,
1871. 1872.
£  s. d.  £ s. d. 1  £ a. d. £ s. d.
1,000 0 0 1,000 0 01  3,940 17  1 4,059  2 11
3,241 7  0  3,353 17  0  13,37516 4  13,533 6 4
137 10 0 116 13 4 1  512 10 0 378 8 4
. 15,980 2 1
20,358 19 1
345 1 3
111 5 0
867 18 10
671 2 9
832 17 3
2,828 5 1
221,971 0 0 241,937 3 4
18,932 12 11 i 15,980 2 1 18,932 12 11
23,403 3 3
194 9 4
127 4 6
688 1 9
694 2 5
875 19 10
2,579 17 10
255,780 5 6  278,840 13 10
1,287 1 11 1,070 4 10
413 12 11 560 13 6
2,455 10 7 2,810 0 11
2,729 19 11 2,827 15 10
2,983 7 5 3,192 3 4
9,869  12  9 10,46018 5
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CONSOLIDATED REVENUE  FUND -continued.
QUARTERS ENDED
No. 3.-CoLoNILL  SECRETARY.
Colonial Secretary's Department ...
Registrar-General ... ... ...
Immigration ... .. ... ...
Steamer "Kate" ... ... ..,
Police ... ... ... ...
Penal Establishment ... ...
Medical ... ... ... ...
Education ... ... ... ...
Stores ... ... ...
Government Printing ... ...
Charitable Allowances ... ...
Benevolent Asylum ... ...
Orphan  Schools ... ... ...
Lunatic Asylum
Endowments  to Municipalities ...
Harbor of Refuge,  Somerset .,.
Admiralty Survey ...
Volunteers ... ...
Census ... ..,
Miscellaneous ..,
No. 4.-ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.
Law Officers of the Crown ...
Supreme Court
District Courts
Sheriff ... ... ...
Miscellaneous ...
31st December,
1871.
£ s. d.
587 10
... 439 8 1 421
... 1,098 17 1 1,175
2,689 13 0 2,089
750 5 8 552
... 17,381 5 8 21,453
... 1,24018 6 1,602
... 1,312 6 1 1,432
... 281 16 7 311
...  9,462 12  2 10,014
... 2,029 3 6 3,548
2,286 16  8 1,882
2,460 14  6 3,756
... 496 8 11 904
... 1,330 19 2 1,354
... 1,802 15 1 2,462
... 510 12 5 262
... 502 9 5 589
... 165 0 0 587
... 71 10 3 62
... 3,884 3 4
... 1,544 1 2 1,630
51,741 17 3 55,994
YEARS ENDED
31st December,
1872.
s. d. £ a. d. £ s. d.
5 4 1,797  9 11 2,070  14  7
9 6 4,21816 2  4,412 0 6
6 1 9,729 4 1  6,796 13  9
3,672  6 10  5,335 21116 0 I
11 1 71,972 0 11
10 10 5,410 9 4
17 10 5,655 13 3
12 7 1,047 10 5
0 4 36,217 8 5
4 11 11,801 15 4
13 11 10,393 11 10
10 9 9,867 9 3
4 1 1,834 8 5
5 0 5,02613 4
17 3 7,373 9 3
11 0 5,601 13 5
0 8 1,180 3 9
6 9 1,287 1 10
10 0 313 3 7
4,001 16 2
12 8 3,478 11 9
6 7 201,880 19
80,523 4 0
5,706 6 9
6,841 14 1
1,092 19 11
38,249 11 4
14,311 7 1
10,210 4 6
12,684 17 4
2,532 14 3
6,784 3 0
8,870 19  6
5,300 14 7
2,005 2 0
2,403 16 2
183 6 8
819 5 9
7,849 12 1
3  223,984 10  8
696 14 0 384 8 3 1,854 16 9 1,674 11  4
789 11 7 690 0 0 3,018 14 8 3,969 9 2
1,634 7 10 1,504 6 1 6,033 12 4 6,168 13 7
468 11 4 538 4 3 2,469 5 7 2,628  3 11
174 1 6 18015 0  668 19  9 1,620 8 0
3,663 6 3  3,297 13  7 14,045 9 1 16,061 6 0
No. 5.-COLONIAL  TREASURER.
Treasury, Stamp, and Lithographic Office...
Customs ... ...
Excise ... ...
Harbor Department... ... ... ...
Interest, Commission, and Exchange
Superannuation Allowances ... ,..
Refundments and Drawbacks ... ...
Unrendered Claims ... ... ... ...
Dredge Plant, Brisbane and Rockhampton
Misce ll aneous  ... ... ... ...
No. 6.-SECRETARY FOR LANDS.
Department of Lands ,,. ... ...
Survey and  Sale  of Lands ...
Occupation of Lands ...
Botanic Gardens ... ...
Miscellaneous
917 1 3 1,249 19 11 3,637 10 10 5,083 4 10
4,927  14  11  5,209 1 9 19,389 5 0 19,691 1 9
650 18 5 776 3 10  2,594  16  3  3,018 17 10
4,238 19 6 6,117 19 11 17,534 11 4 21,037 19 8
6 11 1 2,283 14 1 2,525 19 0 6,446 18 10
788  12  2  174 5 3  1,799 16  4 1,179 5 1
1,300 10  6 2,892 7 7 6,896 7 6 10,594 5 9
1,772 4 3 96 6 0 5,69418 0 3,712  4  11
236  2  10  94 14  0 1,228 7 1 1,166 3 7
2,783 18 4 1,628 3 5 7,732  0  2 5,198 9 6
17,622 13 3  20,522  15  9 69,033 11 6 77,12811 9
615 19 2 766 18 6 2,624 9  2 2,489 19 9
6,769 4 0  8,232 15 10  25AS  14  7  27,560 12  0
958 0 11 796 14  8 3,861  14 10  3,670 1 9
283 9 1 314 9 4 1,400 8 7 1,591 19 7
,,. 85  6 10  ... 412  6 10  203 7 2
8,702 0 0 10,110 18 4 83,587 14 0 85,516 0 3
No. 7.-SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC WORKS.
Department  of Public  Works  ... ... .., 740 19
Railways  ... ... ... ... ... ... 14,946 1
Roads and Public Buildings - Departmental  ... 776 13
Public  Works and Buildings  ... ...  3,808 18
Roads and Bridges-Southern Division 3,632 0
Roads and Bridges-Central Division - Depart-
mental ... ... ... ...
Roads and Bridges-Central Division-Construc-
tion and Maintenance ... ... ...
Roads and Bridges-Northern Division-Depart-
mental
Roads and Bridges-Northern Division-Construc-
tion and Maintenance ,., ,,, ... 4,030 9
Gold Fields ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,708 5
Geological Survey ... ... ... ... 200 0
No. 8,-POSTMA STER- G ENE B AL.
31st December ,  31st December,
1872,  1871.
£
7 1,023 15 0 2,897 14 2 3,931 11 8
0 22,452 13  1 64,878 6 10 69,098 13 6
7 667  2 6  2,964 17  3  2,839 19  1
7 5,870 5 8 13 ,671 2 5  14,883 11  2
9 8,193 14 0 16,174 13 9 25,210 0 9
674 16  2 ...  2,575 15 11
2,263 0 3  5,067 13  4
2 160 19 4 2,447 14 10 477 16 7
9  1,278  18 6  12,335  12 11 2,031 0 7
6 2,36914 7 8,258 0 9 8,824  9 11
0 ... 1,998  011 350 0 0
30,430 18 11 44,954 19 1 125,626 3 10 135,280 12 6
Post Office ... ... ... ... ... ... 3,440 7 1 3,440  3 11 13,283 5 7 12,488 14 6
Conveyance  of Mails .  14,085  2 10 9 ,814 7 2 36 ,630 16 11 35 ,329 14 1
Electric Telegraph ... ... ... ... ... 4,915 0 10 6,516 4 4 19 ,147 5 6 23,645 0 0
22,440 10  9  19,770 15  5 69,061 8 0 71,458 8 7
No.  9.-A  uD ITOR-  GENERAL.
Department ... ... ... ... ... ... 670 1 2 941 3 9 2,806 12 2 3,324 15 1
Grand Total ... ... ... £ 158,458 11 9 181,675 12 7 781,691 16 1 852,055 17 1
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LOAN EXPENDITURE.
ABSTRACT  of DISBUBSEMBNTS for the Quarters and Years ended 31st December, 1871, and 31st December,
1872, respectively.
gUAETEas ENDED YEARS  ENDED
31st December, 31st December, 31st  December , 31st December,1871. 1872. 1871. 1872.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ T. d. £ s. d.
Immigration ... ... ... ... 8,035 6 0 16,040 18 0 28,306 6 10 37,715 1 3
Electric Telegraph .. ... 4,378 8 10 1,074 8 9 27,246 6 7 19,014 15 5
Southern  and Western  Railway ... 2,636 4 9 5,513 13 10 39,625 4 0 28,662 5 3
650 3 1 93 10 2 719 5 3Great Northern Railway ... ... ...
Lighthouses ... ... ... ... 45 9 5  3 1 0 426 5 11 43 11 11
Harbors and Rivers  ... ... ... ... 1,112 9 0 2,347 7 5 4,419 6 4 7,522 18 10
Municipa li ties 660 6 6 8,060 6 6 9,265 0 0
Steamer "  Governor Blackall" 18,173 9 9 ...
Roads and Bridges-
Southern Division of the Colony ... 12,676 16 9 6,593 6 4 27,726 16 2 25,084 0 1
Northern  Division  of the Colony ... 3,723 18 4 3,121 15 8 5,146 12 1 18,066  0 11
Miscellaneous  ... ... ... ... 19 10 3  5,607 12 4 95 0 6 7,04419 8
TOTAL ... 33,288 8 10 40,952 6 5 1159,319 4 10 153,137 18 7
SPECIAL EXPENDITURE.
ABsTBSer of DISBUBSEMENTS  for the Quarters and Years ended 31st December, 1871, and 31st  December,
1972, respectively.
QUARTERS ENDED
Sheep Account ...
Pleura-pneumonia  Fund ... ... ...
Poundage  ... ... ... ... ...
Police Reward Fund ... ... ...
Police Superannuation  ... ... ...
Immigration Remittances  ... ...
London Immigration Collections ... ...
Polynesian Immigration ..
Parliamentary and other Buildings ...
Sinking Fund  ... ... ... ...
Brands Act ... .. ...
Brisbane Waterway Construction Act ...
TOTAL ...
31st  December, 31st December,
1871. 1872.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
624 17 5  405 9 5
3 18 3
17 19 8 24 3 10
270 13 6 141 17 8
56 15 10 42  5 10
303 6 6 801 8 8
3,114  16  4  759 18 11
311 17 3, 174 6 9
800 0  01
f
940 0 0
... I
88 6 '19  9
50 0 0
£ 5,500 6 6 4,230 9 1
YEARS ENDED
31st December,
1871.
£ s. d.
2,320 7 1
704 16 0
286 3 6
174 0 10
1,379 14 5
9,251 9 0
1,048 1 4
2,560 2 6
4,000 0 0
21,724 14 8
31st December,
1872.
£ s. d.
3,981 6 10
3 18 3
908 10 4
382 18 6
213 3 8
2,511 8 9
11,341 19 5
640 14 9
6,734 13 9
1,933 19 3
450  0 0
29,102 13 6
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 8th January, 1873.
By Authority :  JAUES C. BEAS,  Oorernment  Printer ,  William street,  Brisbane.
SUPPLEMENT
TO THE
QUEENSLAND
OF SATURDAY,  11TH  JANUARY, 1872.
PUBLISHED  BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XIV.] THURSDAY,  16TH  JANUARY, 1873. [No. 5.
"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
T
HE following Statement of Brands, being those Registered during the month of December  last, is  published  for general
information, in accordance with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners, whose Names, Address, or Brands may be incorrectly stated, are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar  ; and in all such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate  of Registration
must be given.
P. R. GORDON,
Office of Registrar  of Brands ,  Registrar of Brands.
Brisbane, 13th January, 1873.
Brand
Bs isterod.
I
No. of i_
Certificate;
abruineut Saette
FORMER  BRAND . i  PROPRIETOR.
Horses. Cattle.
3 AD
7AQ
2953
4499
4724
Name.
i
J fish  H .. I Same .  John Hamlyn
Nil , Nil ... Senior Scott
JF near shoulder ... JF near shoulder and James Faults
hip
CS over6nearshoulder CS over 6 o ff  rump...
JO off side  ... ...  JO off side ... ...
Nil ... ... Nil
WB near shoulder  ...  WB near shoulder ...
Nil  ...  BB off side ... ...
TD conjoined  overVA  Nil ... ...
aAQ 4718
9 A Q 4737
A 4 R 4738
A b R 4745
A 7 R 4746
A8R 4747
A 9 R 4748
4 A R '4749
5 A R 4750
b A R, 4751
7 A R 4775
a A R 4784
near shoulder, T
near thigh
Nil ... ... L near rump
Nil ... ... Nil ...
Various . .. Various ...
T near  shoulder ... Nil
Various ... Various ...
W  over ',Z,'  near shoul -  Same off  ruin)
der
Charles Smith ...
James Hoare ...
William Murray ...
William Butcher ...
William Bu ll  ...
James Baldock ...
James Andrew Page
Joseph Fletcher ...
John McLean ...
John 't'weed ...
James Hurley ...
William Hunt ...
9 A R 4793 JM  ... ... JMC (the MC con- John  McIntosh
joined)
Run or Farm where  ' Nearest Post  T 6m
Brand  is to be used. of Bun or Farm.
Hartly Vale ... Highflelds
Maryborough ... Maryborough
Reserve ... ... Gayndah
... Warwick ... ... Warwick
Three-mile Creek ... Ipswich
... Oaklands ... ... Ipswich
... Town Common ... Townsville
.., near Emu Park ... Rockhampton
.. Drayton ... ... Drayton
Craigie ... ... Dalrymple
Town Common ... Townsville
Commonage ... ... Townsville
Greendale .. ... Tambo
Luckey Valley .. Warwick
Farm, Kolan River... Bundaberg
Brisbane River ... Wivenhoe
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Brand
Registered.
No. of
Certificate
Horses.
AoS
ASS
A9S
GAS
SAS
A2T
A3T
A4T
AST
AbT
A7T
AST
AST
CAT
1AT
2AT
3AT
4AT
SAT
bAT
7AT
SAT
AU2
AU3
AU7
A 18
AU9
A1U
A2U
A3U
A4U
AbU
5AW
g ...
JD near shoulder  .. JD off hip ... James Dwyer ...
over C off shoulder  V over W  off ribs  ... William Winks ...
I 1 1
4794 Cy near shoulder, 5 PHO off rump ... ' John Myers ...
off shoulder
4795 Ace of hearts . Nil ... .., Alfred Australia Hart
X (writing capital) ... George Jones ...4796 X (writin capital)
4818
4819
4821  Nil . ... AL off rump . Andrew Larkin ...
4822 Various  . ... Various .. ... + William Burge ...
4823  Nil A over A  off ribs .. Isaac  Adsett ...
4810 Nil  ... AJT off hip ... I Alfred John Taylor
4830 JT near shoulder  ...  JT off ribs  ... ... Robert, Thomas ,..
4831 JD near shoulder  ...  JD near rump  ... John Davis
4851
4861
4862
4863
4882
4883
4890
4891
4714
4892
4893
4894
4895
4896
4897
4910
4911
4923
4924
4925
4932
4933
4934
4968
Various .. ... JN off rump ...
JM over boot ... Same ... ...
J.B over J ... ... Nil
JT near shoulder ... JT near ribs and rump
1111 near shoulder ... 1111 near ribs, H near
JH near shoulder ...
Nil ...
PC and TC near shoul-
der and ribs
AT2 near rump
Nil
JA
JM
g, over
der
MC ..,
YORKER BRAND.
near shoul-
Various ... ...
Nil ... ... ...
over CS ...
WH near shoulder ...
WS ...
AM ... ... ...
Nil ... ... ...
Nil ... ...
J R  over S ... ...
Various ... .,.
4970 Nil
4971 ',J over H over 8
4965 S over 2 near or off
shoulder
4972 Various ...
4984 Nil ...
4985 m over JM conjoined
4986 Various ...
5000 MD near shoulder ...
4926 Nil ... ... ...
B  Q,3  4987
B F 4 4912
Ba3 4947
4809B  JS
B 4860
BO J
4785
B b J 4959
B M Q 5001
B M 5 4619
B M b 4872
BR4 4849
B S 1 4825
B S 3 4927
B 2 S 4752
BT4 4826
5 B T 4978
b B T 4979
7 B T 4980
B2W
BiY
8
SD2
Various
,-over anear shoulder
Various ... ...
Nil ... ... ...
Nil ... ... ...
JB near shoulder ...
BM near shoulder ...
BM near shoulder ...
M near shoulder ...
Nil ... ...
Various
JJoverB near shoulder
5 over JS (the J re-
versed) near shoulder
TB near ribs, T near
WBT & JFG ...
M plus H
WB7 near shoulder,
JF near shoulder, G
near thigh
4786 WB near shoulder ,,,
4997 Pa number underneath
Cattle.
rump
Nil .., ...
Various .
PC near shoulder,ribs,
and thigh
AT2 off rump ...
HH over 2 near rump
Nil
JM ...
P4 over h near thigh
and ribs
MC ... ... ...
Various ... ...
JCD ...
Same ...
WH near ribs ...
AM ... ...
JB ... ... ...
Nil ,.. ... ...
Same ...
G near hip , td near
ribs
Various ...
W over H over 8 ...
S over 2.3 off hip ...
Various ... ...
D .. ...
Same and various ...
Various ... ...
MD near rump ...
AV and AVA ...
BD ...
BF ...
JB conjoined off rump
Various ...
-  over JOB near
rump and ribs
JB off hip and rump
BM off rump ...
BM off ribs ... ..
M near rump and ribs
Nil
BS ...
Nil .. ...
Same off ribs ...
Same
TOO over TH near
ribs
M plus H near ribs ...
TOO over TH near
ribs, M plus H, ML
(conjoined) and JF
near ribs, G near
thigh
JMC near  rump and
ribs, the JM con-
joined
Same ... ...
Nam e.
William Smith
James Cooper Martin
Jessie Brittian ...
John Tedford ...
Jerry Holmes ...
John Howes ... ...
William Harris ... ...
Edward Carney ...
Aaron Thompson ...
Henry Hutchins ... ...
Joseph Aste ll  ... .,.
John McLachlan ..,
James Ryan ...
Michael Carrigg ...
John Martin
Jane Charlotte Dougherty
Conrad Sc]metzerling ...
William Hutchison ,,,
William Sprint ...
Augest Miller .,.
James Burns ...
James Rankin
John Richardson ...
John Byers ... ...
Joseph Butler ..,
Henry William Poulton...
John Smith
Michael Doolin ...
James Meakiii ...
John Marshall ...
Alexander  Kemp ...
Martin Dwyer ...
Alexander  Weir ...
Edward Doherty ...
Bernard Ferrelly ...
Robert Boag ...
John Burnett ...
John Beattie ...
James O'Brien ...
Johnn  Bil li an ...
Bernard McManus
Bernard Mackay ...
Peter Mathewson...
Bridget Rafter ...
Benjamin Slack ...
John Jones Banks
John Silber ...
Thomas Brown ...
William Butler Tooth
William Butler Tooth
William Butler Tooth
William  Burns ...
Askin Edward Bonney
4913 Various . Nil ... Christopher Dale ... ...
4943 Nil Nil ,.. Charles William Little ...
4956 Nil  ,,, ,,. Various ... ... Christena McLean ...
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where Nearest Post Tow,
Brand is to be used. of Run or Farm.
I
Commonage ... ... Dalby
Maryborough  ... Maryborough
Belmont ... ... Tiaro
Reserve .,.  ... Warwick
Bowenville ... ... Jondaryan
Five-mile Water ... Ipswich
Commonage ... ... Allora
Goodna ...  ... Goodna
South Pine ... ... Brisbane
Bowen ... ,,. Bowen
Rockhampton .,. Rockhampton
Wivenhoe ... ... Wivenhoe
Town Reserve ... Nanango
Main Range... ... Murphy's Creek
Jimbour ... ... Dalby
Umah ... .. Dalby
Brassall ... Ipswich
Canning street ... Ipswich
Reserve ... ... Dalby
Rocky Waterholes ... Rocky Waterholes
Dusthole Farm ... Gootehy
Mount Enniskillen ... Tambo
Musket Flat... ... Maryborough
Reserve ... ... Dalby
Tambo ... Tambo
Little Ipswich ... Ipswich
Redbank ... ... Gayndali
Warwick ... ... Warwick
Woolton ... ... Banana
Goondool ... ... Condamine
Jeeroopilly ... ... Ipswich
Drumbess ... Toowoomba
Shepperd's Hill ... Owanilla
Carrier  ...  ... Clermont
Little Black Soil ... Ipswich
Banana ... ... Banana
Main Range... ... Toowoomba
Teabinga ... ... Jondaryan
Pine Mountain ,.. Pine Mountain
Eden Farm... ... Wivenhoe
Rosenthal ... Warwick
Swan Creek Reserve Warwick
Sugar Loaf Creek ...  Stanthorpe
Lagoons ... ...  Condamine
Warroo ... ... Leyburn
Rosewood ... ... Ipswich
Burncluth ... ... Dalby
Burpengarry ... Brisbane
Coomera River ... Coomera
Peak Mountain
..  Ipswich
Pimpama Island ... Yatala
Inglewood ... ... Inglewood
Thornhill .. . Ipswich
Morningside ... Gympie
Townsvale ... ... Logan Reserve
I eebropilly ... ... Ipswich
Goomburra, ... . Allora
Bowen ... Bowen
Glen Vale ... ... Spring Creek
Talavera ... ... Surat
Brucedale ... ... Roma
Clifton ... ... Clifton
Warwick ... ... Warwick
Toorbul ... ... Caboolture
Dragon street Warwick
Logan Downs Clermont
Castle Hill ,., Tingalpa
Brand
Registered.
No. of
ertifteate
FORMER BRAND.
Horses.
8 C M 4963 Nil
C 1 N 4982
C 3 R 4966
5 C T 4920
C U 4938
4754 DC over and C ...
4700 Nil ... ...
5003 QD ... ...
5004 DD ... ...
4716 Various ...
4722 (ID near shoulder ...
4732 TA near shoulder  ...
4884 (IL conjoined off
shoulder
4753 M ... ...
4773 Nil ... ...
4816 DP ...
4937 DP near shoulder ...
4734 Nil ...
4953 W near shoulder ...
20W 4983 Nil
DbC
7DC
DbD
D7D
1DE
bDM
9DM
DON
1  DIN
D2P
1DP
DT O
DWS
E1A
E4B
5EB
7EB
3EC
7ED
EE5
EEb
EF5
2EF
2EG;
EK4
E® 1
FOR
E2R
ET9
EW4
EZb
FA3
F2B
bFB
FD5
FD7
1FD
bFF
FR9
3FR
F T
F4W
'F  Z,3
3 B
Q 2 C
QG19
baaa
9 G; H
401J
G: 2 K
G;Pb
(n6R
H A4
HA5
HOB
H8B
5  HB
4744 Nil
4975
4797
4991
4755
4928
4854
4855
4815
4869
4880
4973
4798
4846
4879
4914
4929
JB near rump or
shoulder
Nil ...
EB, TB, BB ...
W in circle .. ...
ED off shoulder ...
E ... ...
E ...
Various ...
EF near shoulder ...
EG near shoulder ...
Nil ...
EM near shoulder
E in circle off shoulder
Nil ... ...
R over ER .. ...
THY near shoulder...
4885 WEW ... ...
5006 Nil ... ...
4886 FA near shoulder ...
4811 FB near rump ...
4958 Nil ... ...
4951 Various ... ...
4967 Various ... ...
4908 FD off shoulder
4781 FF near shoulder
4814 Nil
4757 R3 near shoulder
4962 Nil ...
4756 F rump and ribs
4881 Nil
4844 FZ  near side
4922 Nil ... ...
4813 Nil ...
4843 AG near shoulder ...
4992 GG near shoulder ...
4740 Various ... ...
4729 Nil ...
4960 JG near shoulder ...
4842 Various
4940 GP near shoulder, P
near thigh
4720 G in square ... ...
4812 HA  near shoulder ...
4974
Various
Various
Nil
AH near shoulder ...
4853 Nil
4847 Various
4759 Nil
Cattle.
103
Various ... ...
CR off ribs ... ...
Various
FC near side, M off
side
CW off rump ...
Name.
DC over TARA Daniel Henry Cudmore
Nil ... William Cumming
Sauce ... ... David Death ...
Same ... ... Archibald McDonald
Various ... ... John Joseph D'Evlin
([D  off rump ... Donald McLaran...
DMC off ribs,  0  rump Denis McCarthy ...
HMH off ribs ... David McLoughlin
Nil ... ... Thomas Barclay Millar
DN ... ... David Neill
DP ... ... David Pfrunder
Same ... ... Daniel Phelps
Nil ..  ...  David Thomas
W near side and off David Williams
rump
Nil
Nil
... Trustee of Eliza Maria
Alexander
... John Brown ... ...
5 over EB near ribs...
TB
Same
Same
E
Nil
Various ...
EF near rump and ribs
EG off hip ... ...
Various
EM near ribs or hip
Same off rump ...
Nil ...
Various
Same near ribs,
shoulder
Various ...
E over FZ ,..
FA off rump...
Same ...
Nil ...
Nil
Various ...
Y
Various ... ...
FF off rump or near
shoulder
FR
R3 near
ribs
rump
FR off rump
F rump and ribs
ff  off rump ...
FZ near ribs...
and
Various ... .
Go near hip and ribs
Various .. ..
Writing F and B off
off  shoulder
Various .. ...
GH near ribs ...
JG off ribs ... ..
Nil ...
GP off rump, GP over
G near ribs
Same ...
HA off ribs ... ...
AH near and off rump
and off ribs
HBB ... ...
Various ... ...
BB off side ... ...
Dick-
Mary Carr ... Indooroopilly ...
John Cran ... ... Irvingdale ... ...
Christoph Friedrich Runge Jeproopilly ... ...
Carl Teitzel ... ... Rosenthal ... ...
William Charles Borlase Woodford ... ...
Wilson
Charles Webb ... ... River terrace, Hillend
Robert Barry ... ...
Edward Brown .. ...
W. S. E. M. Charters ...
Edward Davis ... ...
Edward Edwards ... ...
Edward Edwards, Junr....
Edward Nicholas Freeman
Thomas James Jenkins ...
Andrew Gooda ll  ...
Elizabeth  K ane ...
Edward Moran ...
Robert Reid .
Edward Andrew Rees
Edwin Randall ...
Edward Thynne ...
William Welton ...
Elizabeth Fitz ...
Thomas Armstrong
Francis Buttner ...
Frederick Billian ...
Franklin Douglas ...
Frederick Christian
man
Felix Dolan ...
Frederick Fowler ...
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Avoca Plantation ...
Eton Vale ...
Goondiwindi ...
Glengarry ...
Sexton street ...
Frogmore ... ...
Middle Ridge ...
Middle Camp Farm
Avoca Plantation
Portland Farm
Mudgeraba ...
Springsure ...
Grandchester
St. Lawrence
Proston
Glenelg
Rockhampton
Condamine ...
Broughton ...
Hodgson
Sheridan's Gully
Sheridan's Gully
Pic Nic Hill
Retreat Farm
Cleveland ...
Banana ...
Clifton ...
Echo Hills ...
Reserve ...
Cribb street...
Claremont ...
Ridgelane street ...
Hurstvale ... ...
Riverdale ... ...
Leyburn ...
Alberton Junction ...
Reserve ...
Normanby Reserve ...
,,. Oxley Creek
,,, Yendon ...
Francis Reilley ... ... Melon Hut ...
Francis Rilly ... ... Commonage ... ...
Frederick Rotenberg ... Kedron ...
Eugene Fitzalan ... ... Willow Vale ...
Frederick Waldmann ... Rocky Waterholes ...
Davidson and Company ... Alexandra Plantation
Thomas and George Bycroft
George Cuffe ... ...
Andrew Grieve ...
John George Goodrich ...
John Glashan
George Hayes
John Gross
George Kelly
George Parr
Moggill
Sandy Creek...
Farm, Wa lloon
Warroo ...
Rosenthal ...
Reserve
Pimpama Island
Roma ...
Lion Creek ...
Frances Gore ... ... Lyndhurst ...
Henry Abbott . Grantham ...
AlexanderGibson Hamilton Belmont ...
Hugh Barnett ... ... Commonage ...
Henry  Burgess  ... ... Commonage ...
Hugh Buchanan ... ...  near  Emu Park
Nearest Post Towa
of Run or Farm.
Brisbane
Jondaryan
Ipswich
Warwick
Mackay
South Brisbane
Lower Herbert
Cambooya
Goondiwindi
Gracemere
Brisbane
Dalby
Toowoomba
Ipswich
Lower Herbert
Sandgate
Nerang Creek
Springsure
Ipswich
St Lawrence
Dalby
Leyburn
Rockhampton
Condamine
Charters Towers
Roma
Ipswich
Ipswich
Ipswich
Drayton
Cleveland
Banana
Clifton
gsureo
Roma
Ipswich
Ipswich
Ipswich
Clifton
Logan  Reserve
Leyburn
Yatala
St. George
Ipswich
Oxley
Nerang Creek
Ipswich
Dalby
German Station
Bowen
RockyWaterholes
Mackay
Moggill
ph i
Ipswich
Leyburn
Warwick
Roma
Yatala
Roma
Rockhampton
Warwick
Gatton
Banana
Dalby
Townsville
Rockhampton
Brand No. of
Registered.  Certificate
4 H B 4904
b H C 4889
H D 8 4776
1H F 4961
H 1 4758
3 H (n 4918
5 H _a 4743
S HM MM 4717
HP4 4905
4
H
R
4902
O H S 4788
H U O 4899
4 H W 4783
bHW 4964
b H Z 5007
J E b 4954
J E 7 4969
J 1 E 4820
5 J J 4868
bJJ 49888 J J 4989
4 J K 4733
5 J K 4760
8 J K 4990
3 J N 4761
5 J (\I  4762
b  d  N 4763
8JN 4998J Z 2 4950
K D G 4887
G K E 4873
K Y J  4878
L C 2 4852
L E 2 4981
LU3 4799
L M4 4779
L M 7 4765
1 L P 4742
1 L W 4764
M A b 4876
M8B 4877
M 9 B 4994
5 M B 4766
2 M (n 4931
7 M J 4811
4 M K 4800
5 M K 4871
b M K 4728
b M L 4900
MSS  4906
M3W 3208
M4W 4828
M) (1 4916
MY7 4957
N B 3 4840
1 N B 4850
N  D,3  4780
N 'F  8 4790
®C2 4801
® K 2 4919
®L 2 4730
700  4731
® P 1 5005
®  X1  4848
P A b 4977
Bb  4736
PS H 4901
POBMSB BRAND.
Horses
HB ...
HC near shoulder ...
HD near shoulder ...
Various ...
over G near thigh
HG near shoulder ...
A ... .
HM over W ...
Nil ...
P off shoulder ...
4 ... ...
HS near shoulder ...
AH near hip ...
HW near shoulder ...
Cattle.
HB ...
Nil ...
Same ...
HF both rumps
Nil ...
HG near rump
A ...
Same ...
HM off ribs...
P off shoulder
Nil ...
Nil ...
HW off ribs...
JE conjoined near hip
JA near shoulder ...
M near shoulder ...
Various ... ...
JJ ... .
JK over 8 off  shoul-
der
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
R +
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ...
IS near shoulder
Nil ... ...
Nil
2 near shoulder
C near shoulder
Nil ... ...
LM conjoined near
shoulder
L in circle near shoul-
der
GLP ... ... ...
W (writing) ...
Nil ...
Nil
MOB .. ...
MB near ribs ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ...
over K
MK over 2 near shoul-
der
Various ...
YRC over N near
shoulder
Nil ... ...
WM .... ...
Various
LM conjoined (the L
reversed)
M ...
NB conjoined ...
Nil ,,,
ND off shoulder ...
NF near shoulder
U over C near shoul-
der
Nil ... ...
Various ... ...
Nil ...
JM near shoulder ...
R
Various ... ...
Nil ,
PH near shoulder ...
HF conjoined over Z
Same near thigh and
shoulder
JA off rump
M near shoulder and
rump, wine glass
near ribs
Various ...
Various ...
Nil ... ...
Various
Nil ,,,
Nil ... ... ...
Nil .,, ... ...
Nil ... ... ...
IS off side, JN off
rump
KD off rump ...
2 off ribs ...
Various .. ...
LEE off ribs ...
LG near rump ...
Same off hip...
Nil ... ...
Same ... ...
Nil ... ... ...
Nil ... ... ...
J over MB conjoined
off side
MOB .. ...
MB near ribs ...
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
over K ...
MK over 2 of rump
and ribs
MK off rump ...
Nil ...
SM off ribs ...
WM ...
MW off rump
Same ...
M ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
ND off rump
NF off ribs ...
Nil ...
WOK ... ...
Various ... ...
Nil
JP conjoined in circle
off rump
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
HH near rump, MQ
ribs
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Name.
Henry Bond ... ...
Henry Cionk ... ...
Henry Dreagcr ...
Henry Franklin
William Henry Gaden ...
Hector Go ll an ... ...
John Horstmann ... ...
Hermann Mewing ...
Henry  Moss ... ...
Henry Patrick ... ...
Henry Richards ... ...
Henry Sinfield ... ...
Andrew Hutton ... ...
Wil liam Stanley Warren ..
Wilson Hol liday .. ...
Henry Buckley Fitz ...
John Roderick Edwards ...
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Wahpoo ...
Brown's Pla in s ...
Harrisville ... ...
Fenwyke ...
Molangool ... ...
Town Commonage ...
Lake Elphinstone ...
Pimpama Island ...
South Brisbane ...
Spring Hill Farm ..,
Springsure ... ...
Bedford Farm
The Prairie ...
Windaroo ... ...
Maggie Vale... ...
Hurstvale ... ...
St. Lawrence ...
John Eiclistadt ... ...
Jane A. Julia Ambrose ...
Joseph Jones ...
Fortitude Valley ...
Logan River... ...
Town Reserve ...
Joseph Jenkins ... ... Geham Creek
John Johnson  ...  ... Warrell Creek
James Kelly ... ... Dalby ...
James Kidney ...
James Raymond Cairns ...
Ralph Cliolmendeley G.
Johnson
John O'Brien ... ...
James Nicholls ... ...
James Newman ... ...
Jane Schneider ... ...
John Dolule
David Parry Okedeu
John Kelly ...
Andrew Connolly...
Joseph Walsh Lee
Lawrence Geck ...
Louis Muller ...
Commonage ...
Euthulla
The Folly Farm
Warra Warm ...
Commonage ... ...
Caboolture ... ...
Darkcy Flat... ...
Eagle Farm ... ...
Cunnamulla ... ...
Commonage ... ...
Helidon
Cabbage-tree Creek ...
A llora ... ..,
Rosenthal ... ...
William Ogilvy Lamond... Stanwell ...
George Love Pratten  ...  Ferncliffe
Edmund George Lethbridge Calliungal ...
Wood
Frederick Smith, M.A., Reserve ...
M.D.
John Baillie
Michael O 'Brien ...
Michael Britt ...
John McGilvery ...
John Moore ...
Michael Kelly ..
Michael Kuehr ...
Leyburn
Woodmount...
Don River ...
Reserve ...
Rawbelle .
Mort's Creek
Commonage ...
Matthias Krebs ...
John Lyons ...
Milson de Satge and Com-
pany
William Meehan ... ...
Robert Worley ...
Alexander McLennan .,,
Hugh Mahoney ...
Nugent and Browne ...
Isaac Markwell ...
Neilson and Downnan' ...
Neil Fletcher ...
Olivia Mary Connolly ...
William O'Kecffe ... .
John Frederick Olleuborg
Elliot Brothers ... ...
Jemima Powe ... ...
William Richardson
Patrick Ahearn ...
Peter  Betz ...
Patrick Hallman ...
Alberton ...
Banana ...
Wolfang
Farm, Walloon
Nerang Creek
Rosehough ...
Cunningra ...
Clermont '...
Ingleby
Mona Park ...
Reserve ...
Rockhampton
Commonage...
Mort's Creek
Townsvale ...
Commonage .
Farlcigh ...
Bremer River
Albert. River
Reserve
Nearest Post Town
of  Run  or Farm.
War wick
Brown's Plains
Ipswich
Beenleiglr
Maryborough
Warwick
Nebo
Yatala
Brisbane
Gympie
Springsurc
Maryborough
Gladstone.
Beenleigh
Beenleigh
Clifton
St. Lawrence
Brisbane
Village of Logan
Gayndah
Highfields
Ipswich
Dalby
Townsville
Roma
Bowen
Dalby
Copperfield
Caboolture
Warwick
Breakfast Creek
Cunnamu lla
Allora
Helidon
Sandgate
Allora
Warwick
Rockhampton
Coomera
Westwood
Roma
Leyburn
Helidon
Bowen
Nanango
Gayndah
Grandchester
Warwick
Beenleigh
Banana
Clermont
Walloon
Nerang Creek
Mackay
Beenleigh
Clermont
Logan Reserve
Village of Logan
Dalby
Rockhampton
Dalby
Ipswich
Logan Reserve
Gladstone
Mackay
Ipswich
Beenleigh
Dalby
105
No. of
FORMER BRAND.
Rci,tcred.  Certi6cate
I
P KS
6P M
7P M
8PM
9PM
Pap
P0S
P 1 S
PT7
P1W
8PW
Horses.
4721 MP near shoulder and
thigh
4802 PM near shoulder ...
4838 M over M ...
4917 PM over 2 near shoul-
4907  P near shoulder, M
thigh
4875 Nil ... ...
4735 PO  over S near shoul-
der
4723 Various
4804 Nil ... ...
4803 Nil ... ...
4719  Various
7 R B 4725
8 R B 4949
4 R C 4789
R 6 J 4726
5 R L 4857
R 5 M 4805
R
7b M
4832
R N 6 4777
R R B 4942
7 R R 4767
R 8 S 4865
R T 8 4898
R I T 4741
P,4 W  4827
3 RW 4768
S 2 B 4946
S E 4 49185
1 S R1 4952
S 6 J 4727
S 7 J 4859
S K 4 4787
S 1 L 4936
S 2 M 4836
2 S M 4945
S®0 4824
S Y 2 4769
T A 7 4792
TAB  4944
1 T D 4770
TE5 4839
T F 8 4806
T  1"F 4903
T  7-F  4909
T 6 (n 4791
T2G' 4778
T3 („ 4993
T 5 H 4807
T 8 H 4996
2 T M 4935
T@5
T@8
T
0
5R
1TR
5TR
5TS
5TY
4837
4856
4995
4715
RB ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil . ...
LR conjoined (L re-
versed )  near rump
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ...
Various ... ...
Nil ... ...
T over - ... ...
Nil .. ...
W near shoulder and
thigh
Various ...
Cattle.
PK off ribs ...
Same ...
M ...
PMP off rump
P
PSP
Same off ribs
Various ... ...
Nil
PW near ribs, P near
shoulder
Various ...
RB ..
RB near ribs
Nil ...
Various ...
Nil
,
over M
Nil
Nil
RN ribs
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Same
Nil
C2 near shoulder ... Nil ... ...
Nil ... ... Various ...
SE near shoulder ... SE of rump... ...
S in diamond ... Nil ... ...
Various ... ... SS off ribs, S of rump
Various ... Various ... ...
SK near shoulder ... SK off ribs and rump
Nil ... ... SL near rump
Various ... ... Various ...
SMS near shoulder ... Same ... ...
JB conjoined off Same of ribs ...
shoulder
S off shoulder ... Same ... ...
Horse shoe near shoul-
der
A over TA ... ...
TD near and off shoul-
der
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
Various ... ...
Nil ... ...
Various ... ...
TG ... ...
Various ...
CF over MP near
shoulder
Various ...
M in circle near shoul-
der, 4 near neck
TOS near shoulder ...
Nil
TO near shoulder ...
Various ...
4833 Nil ... ...
4921 Nil ...
4866 WS off rump and ribs
4858 Nil ... ...
Writing TA conjoined
off rump
BB ribs and rump, JA
near rump
D near ribs and rump
Nil ...
TF conjoined
JD near shoulder, C
near rump
TW over F near ribs
Various ...
V arious ... ...
SE of side ... ...
T off rump, H off ribs
T near neck,  8 near
ribs, E i near rump
TOS ribs ... ...
Nil ...
TO off rump and ribs
JR of  ribs  (the R re-
versed)
Nil ... ...
JW ...
JS  of  rump and ribs
JH6 ... ...
Name.
Patrick Kearns
Phillip Mellous ... ...
John Monaghan ... ...
Patrick Moroney ...
Patrick McElroy ... ...
The Bank of New South
Wales
Patrick O'Sullivan ...
Michael Short ...
Patrick Toohey ...
Patrick Woods
Patrick Walker ...
Robert Barnard
Richard Brien
Robert Christie
James Orr
Robert Largo
William Joseph Hutchinson
Robert McCu lla ... ...
Robert Montgomery
Richard Neill ... ...
Richard Rendall ...
Edward Rokeherot Roberts
Robert Shedden ... ...
R. Towns and Company ...
William  Rait ...
Robert Gordon Walker ...
William  Royal Wi ll is ...
Charles Ba lland ...
Carl Stabe ...
Sydney Elver ...
Simon Flynn ...
John Shields ...
John Sankey ...
Stephen Kirby ...
Emmanuel Su ll ivan
Mary Farrall ...
Siles Symes ...
John Jones Brown
Charles  George Vines
Thomas Amies
John Aitkin
Thomas Boyce Dowling
Thomas Elvins ... ...
Thomas Feeby ...
Thomas Floyd ... ...
Thomas William Fraser...
Thomas Gittens ... ...
Te rence Go llogly ... ...
Thomas Green ... ...
Thomas Hallay ... ...
Thomas Hurly
Thomas E. Mitchell
Thomas O'Sullivan
Thomas Overs ...
Patrick Toomey ...
Thorpe Riding
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where Nearest Post Town
Brand is to be used. of Rim or Farm.
Toowoomba ... ... Toowoomba
Reserve ... ... Dalby
Commonage... ... Dalby
Summer Hill ... Laidley
Cedar Creek ... Brisbane
Pimpama Plantation Brisbane
Grandchester ... Ipswich
Gayndah
Tarong
Gatton
Gayndall
Jondaryan
Gatton
Reserve
Gayndah
Quart Pot Creek
Graham's Cre ek
Pimpama
Amby Junction
Sanders ...
Hawkwood ...
Quarry Reserve
Mackay ...
Bundaberg ...
Dalrymple ...
Quarry  Reserve
Retro Downs
Tent Hill ...
Anchorcairn
Dalby
Gayndah
Stanthorpe
Maryborougl
Pimpama
Mitche ll  Downs
Gainsford
Gayndah
Murphy's Creek
Mackay
Bundaberg
Dalrymple
Murphy's Creek
Gainsford
Gatton
Gympie
Bell's Creek ... ... Mackay
Cashmere
Cabbage-tree Creek...
Farm, Duganda.n ...
Maryborough ...
Langside ...
Cooper's Plains ...
Burnett River ...
Cawarral ... ...
Urmston ... ...
Cumkilleubar ...
Laidley ...
St. George
German Station
Ipswich
Maryborough
Brisbane
Brisbane
Bundaberg
Cawarral
Clermont
Dalby
Laidley
Wells Farm... ... Mackay
Commonage ... ... Warwick
Werribon ... ... Surat
Inglewood ... ... Inglewood
Logan Downs ... Clermont
Norman Norman
Carpenter's Waterhole Clermont
Four-mile Swamp ...
Upper Logan ...
Newtown Farm ...
Rosewood Gatehouse
Bowenvi ll e ... ...
Brisbane
Village of Logan
Murphy's Creek
Ipswich
Jondaryan
Luckey Valley ... Warwick
Racecourse  ... ...  Rockhampton
Ralaheena ... ... Spring Creek
Reserve ... St . George
Luckey Valley ... Warwick
Bulimbs ... ...  Bulimba
Thomas  Russe ll ... ... Don River ... Bowen
Thomas Ridley ... Bderum Mountain ... Mooloolah
William Thomas Statham Glennevis Farm ... Ipswich
William John Harlin Moore Foyle View ... ... Mitchell Downs
U 1 J 4771 B near shoulder ... B off rump ... ... William Berry ... Boroondara ... ... Gainsford
U) (1 4845 Small circle on top of Same ... ... Fitzgerald and Others ... Meadowlands ... Mackay
large semicircle
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Brand 1 FORMER BRABD.No. of PROPRIETOR.Registered. Certificate'
Horses. Cattle. Run or Farm whereName. Brand is to be used.
Nearest Pe-' Town
of Run or Farm.
V D1 4834 VD Nil ... Vincent Davis Reserve ... ... Gayndah
W As 4941 W over A near shoul-
d
Nil Walter Adams Bundaberg ... ... Bundaberg
WaD
er
4930 WD near shoulder ,,, WD near r ibs ... William Dean ... Victoria Farm ... Ipswich
5002 WD  near shoulder ... WD near shou lder ... William Dwyer Sugarloaf  Creek ... Stanthorpe
5 F 4955 WF conjoined off
shoulder
Same near side ...  William Folkman... St. Lawrence ... St. Lawrence
3WGt 4976 Nil Various .-. ... William  Gibson ... Banana Banana8WG 4874 N over WG near
shoulder
WGNN  ne ar side ...  William  Gunn .., Running Creek Laidley
WN9 4939 00 William Neal .. ... Mary River ... OwanillaWiN 4829 WW over off ribs William Winterbottom ... Hill End ... Brisbane
bWP 4774 Nil .. , William Pidd ... ... Pimpama . Pimpama
W7T 4888 W over off shoulder  off ribs .. ... William Webber ... ... Brown' s Plains Brown's Plains3W
4835 WT off shoulder ... WT near r ibs ... Walter Toll ... Bowen ... Bowen
4870 Nil ... ... William Thompson ... Commonage ... Toowoomba
4808W
® 4867 WYous ::: M over + over N off
William Yates
Edward Silvester  Hickson
Townsville .
Spring Creek
Townsville
Toowoomba
>(Y2 4772
rump, 2
C near shoulder  Ace of hear
8
T off ribs
ts near ribs,
hi h
William Cullen ... .. Keilambete ... Clermont
ZZ7, 4817
near t
Nil ... ... Nil ...
g
... Albert William Duckett
White
I Beaudesert ... Village of Logan
2ZZj 4948 Nil ... ...  Z near rum
der
p  and shoul- Brodribb and Company ... Kurrawat ,.. Dalby
BRANDS TRANSFERRED  during Month  of DECEMBER, 1872.
Brand. I No. ofCerti ficate. Transferror. Transferee.
Name of Run where Brand
is to be used. Nearest Post Town.
S A 7 2022 William Degraves and Company Rourke and Munro ... ... St. Ann's ... Bowen
D G T 2021 William Degraves and Company Rourke and Munro ... ... Dotswood ...
l
Townsville
hG dP C 1 76 Duncan Forbes McKay ... ... Herbert Briston Hughes aayn... Womba i ...
J D 1 293 Drinan Brothers ... ... ... Herbert Briston Hughes . Nockatunga Thorgomindah
J 1 Y 404 John Hinds Yaldwyn ... John Whitehead Yaldwyn Walton Gainsford
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
By Authority :  hues C BEAL,  Government Printer,  William  street,  Brisbane.
-\
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QUEENSLAND , '  Proclamation by the Most
to wit . ) Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CoNsTAwTnNE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(t,.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoEMANEY, of Her Majesty' s Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
rHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-
seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign, inti-
tuled  "An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws
relatinq to  Quarantine,"  it is amongst  other things
enacted , that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by proclamation in the  Government
Gazette,  to appoint  stations  or places within the
Port of Moreton Bay, or within or near any other
harbor, port, or place within the said Colony, for
the performance of Quarantine under the said Act,
where all  vessels  liable to Quarantine, and the
crows,  passengers ,  and persons  on board thereof
shall perform the same : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
in pursuance  of the power so vested in me as
Governor of the said Colony, do, by this my Pro-
clamation , issued with the advice of the Executive
Council, appoint the Island in Moreton Bay, known
as Peel Island, to be a station for the performance
of Quarantine, under and for the purposes of the
said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
QUEENSLAND , Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTIIS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ; a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
wander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-
seventh year of Her Majesty 's reign, intituled
" An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relat-
ing to Quarantine,"  it is amongst other things
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, by pro-
clamation in the  Government Gazette,  to prohibit
all persons, vessels, and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of any station which, by any order of the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been or may be assigned for the performance
of Quarantine ; and whereas by my Proclamation,
bearing even date herewith, issued with the advice of
the Executive Council, the Island in Moreton Bay,
known as Peel Island, has been appointed  a station
for the performance of Quarantine under the said
Act : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CON-
STANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,  in pursuance of
the power so vested in me as Governor of the said
Colony, do, by this my Proclamation,  issued with
the advice of the Executive Council, hereby prohibit
all persons , vessels, and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever,  within the
limits of the  said proclaimed station ,  under the
penalties  contained in the said Act, until this my
Proclamation shall have been, rescinded.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this tenth day of January
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN! GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . S  Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount N or-
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all in the  County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ; a Member
NoRMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most  Honorable
Governor . Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS, by the seventeenth section of an
Vv VV Act passed in the thirty-sixth year of the
rein of Her Sovereign Majesty Queen Victoria,
intituled  " The Electoral Districts Act of  1872,"
it was  enacted that with all convenient speed after
the passing  of the said Act, the Governor should
appoint and notify by Proclamation in the  Gazette,
a day  (not being  earlier  than three months from the
date of such Proclamation) for sending  in claims
for the Electoral District of Burke, before which
day all persons claiming to be placed on the Elec-
toral Roll for that District should make their
claim , as required by  " The Elections Act of  1872,"
and that the first Electoral Roll of the said district
should be  made  up of and from the names of such
of the said applicants as shall be entitled to have
their names  inserted therein : Now, therefore, I,
GEORGE  AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of
Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, by virtue of
such recited Act, and in pursuance ofthe power
and authority in me thereby vested, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and appoint TUESDAY, the
first day of April, A.D. 1873, to be the day for send-
ing in  claims for the Electoral District of Burke.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House ,  Brisbane , this twentieth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-two,
and in  the  thirty-sixth year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit . s Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland;  a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases  in Cattle  Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked' by a
subsequent  Proclamation : And  I do further  notify
and proclaim  that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation , may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned  in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUERNsLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount For.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRnzANnr, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under mr Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
j;y Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1873.
TT IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN ASHTON
LUDWIG  HENNINGES
AIIGIISTIIS  FREDERICK JOHN HIRST
JAMES MCCOBLEY, and
MARTIN ZERBE,
to be Trustees of the Taroom General Cemetery.
A. H. PALMER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th January, 187 3.
iIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
l1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HENRY  MASSIF,
to be a  Ranger of Crown Lands in the  East and
West Moreton and Darling Downs Districts.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1873.
T
HE Name  Of CHRISTOPHER GoaaY is sub-
stituted for " Charles Gorry" in the notice
of appointment of Trustees for Ipswich Cemetery,
the latter  name having  been inserted in error in
the  Gazette  of the 4th  instant.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th January, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
PETER MACPHERSON,
to the  office  of Railway Arbitrator, under  " The
Railway Amendment Act of  1872."
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 17th January, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  and in accord.
ance  with the provisions of  " The Claims  against
Government  Act,"  29 Victoria, No. 23,  has been
pleased to appoint
WILLIAM ALcocx TULLY, Under Secretary for
Public Lands,
to be Nominal Defendant in the matter of the
Petition of Hurtle Fisher, for the purposes of the
said Act.
(For the  Colonial Secretary,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit.  S Honorable GEoRGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave , all in the County of
York, in  the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross , in the County of Wexford,
(L.e.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872 ," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be and are hereby set  apart as  Homestead Areas,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall be open to selection as Home-
steads, and not otherwise, at the Land Offices of
the Districts in which they are respectively situated,
on and  after WEDNESDAY, the twelfth day of
February, 1873.
No.
Portion. Parish. Area. Remarks.
I I A R. P.I
ToowooMBA LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
8 Pilton ... 1 84 0 0
15 103 2 0
16 „ 103 2 0
20 93 0 0
21 „ 90 0 0
22 136 0 0
23 101 2 0
24
„
84 0 0
25 87 0 0
HOMESTEADS OPEN TO  SELECTION - Continued.
No. of
Portion. Parish. Area. I  Remark.
A. R. P. I
TOOWOOMBA  LAND AGENT' S  DISTRICT - Continued.
27 Pilton 83 0 0
28 88 0 0
29 84 0 0
30 86 0 0
31 82 0 0
32 123 0 0
33 93 0 0
71 Felton 100 0 0
72 „ 100 0 0
73 120 0 0
74 120 0 0
75 100 0 0
80 106 0 0
81 100 0 0
82 106 0 0
83 „ 100 0 0
84 106 0 0
682 Drayton 17 2 0
683 31 0 0
684
"
30 3 16
685 21 0 0
686 „ 21 1 10
687 35 1 14
688 17 3 30
689
„
20 1 26
690 20 2 0
691 22 2 28
39 Westbrook... 290 0 0 That portion of it
No. of to west of Railway
Selee-
tion.
226 Taylor ... 160 0 0 Forfeited  Selection
No. 226, Too-
622 Geham 105 0
woomba
0 Forfeited  Selection
No. 622, Too-
woomba
No. of
Portion.
WARWICK LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
13 Pratten 34 2 33
14 30 2 24 A. E. P.
17 40 0 0 About 206 to be
reserved for
road
18 40 0 0 „ 2 1 0 ditto
19 40 0 0 „ 2 1 0 ditto
20 40 0 0 „ 2 1 0 ditto
21 52 1 22
22 „ 48 1 12
23  44 1 3
24 40 0 33
25 49 1 11
26 „ 47 1 6
27 43 0 36
28  39 0 27 A. R. P.
29 „ 40 0 0 About 2 1 0 to be
reserved for
road
30  40 0 0 „  2 1 0 ditto
31  40 0 0 „  2 1 0 ditto
32  40 0 0 „ 3 0 0 ditto
33  35 3 0
34  46 0 0
35 36 3 19
36 50 0 19  A.B.  P.
37 68 0 0 About 4 0 O tobe
reserved for
road
38 „ 63 3 28 „ 4 0 10 ditto
39  59 3 19 „ 4 0 10 ditto
40  65 3 9  „  3 0 0 ditto
41  40 0 0 „ 02 Oditto
42  40 0 0
43  40 0 0
44  40 0 0
45  29 0 0
46 ,, 28 0 0
47  27 0 0
48  20 0 0
48A 46 0 0
49  44 2 20
60  40 2 11
61  36 2 052  32 1 32
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HOMESTEADS OPEN TO  SELECTION - continued.
No. of
Portion. Parish.
i
WARWICK LAND
Area. Remarks.
F--
I
A. R. P. 1
AGENT's DiSTRICT-continued.
53 1Pratten .. 80 0 0
54 11 80 0 0
61 38 0 0
62 41 0 0
63 11 40 0 0
64 11 44 0 0
66 11 13 0 0
67  11 66 1 0
143 Allure, Re- 45 3 0
serve
144 11 40 0 0
No. of
Selec-
tion
276 County, Meri- 640 0 0 Forfeited Selection
vale I No. 276, Warwick
361 11 560 0 0 Forfeited Selection
No. 361, Warwick
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMIER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEENI
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit, f Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of "  The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with, the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after THURS-
DAY, the 13th day of February, 1873, at the Too-
woomba Land Office.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
255
502
Name  of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDist ri ct.
A. B. P.
J. G. Sims .. 160 0 0 Toowoomba
Joseph Carter 80 0 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN ;
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit.  S  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of clause  forty- one of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"  I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor  aforesaid , with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify  and proclaim  that the  lands  hereunder
described shall be open  to Selection ,  under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after THURS-
DAY, the 13th day of February, 1873, at the
Brisbane  Land Office.
Register
No. of Name of Lessee. Area.Applica-
tion.
Land Agent's
District.
Part o A. R. P.
914 William Samwell 1,454 0  0 Brisbane
Being the lands as under :-
DEsCRIPTIO\.
About 1,454 acres.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
Commencing on the main road from  Brisbane to
Gympie, at the north- east  corner of portion 21,  parish
of Maroochy, and bounded thence on the east by that
road bearing north 20 degrees east, 12 chains  29 links;
thence bearing north 357 degrees  east,  8 chains 40 links ;
thence bearing north 29 degrees  east, 8 chains  23 links ;
thence bearing north 52 degrees  east,  3 chains 96 links ;
thence bearing north 15 degreess east, 5 chains 21 links ;
thence bearing north 330 degrees east, 5 chains 87 links ;
thence bearing north 312 degrees cast, 9  chains 53 links ;
thence bearing north 344 degrees  east,  29 chains ; on the
north by a line bearing west 188 chains ; on the west by
a line bearing south 73 chains 97 links ; and on the
south by a  line bearing east 194 chains 32  links to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NoRMANBY. of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
F,xeclltiva Qollncil, do, by this my  Proc1auia0 op,
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notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described  shall be open  to Selection , under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after THURS-
DAY, the sixth day of February, 1873, at the
Warwick Land Office.
Description of the boundaries of the leased half of
the Glengallan Run, in the District  of Darl-
ing Downs ,  which, by reason  of forfeiture for
n on-payment of rent, is  available  for Selection
in pursuance  of " The Crown Lands  Aliena-
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1873.
N pursuance of the 5th section of the Ad-
ditional Commonage Regulations of the 26th
September, 1870, established under  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is hereby notified
for general information, that the undermentioned
persons  have been elected Trustees of the Leyburn
Town Common under said regulations, and that the
Secretary for Lands has confirmed the appoint-
ments :-tion  Act  of 1868."
17,605 acres.
Commencing  at the south- west corner  of Glen-
gallan Pre-emptive purchase No. 63, and bounded
thence by a line bearing south about half-a-mile to
the watershed separating Freestone Creek from
Swan  Creek ; thence by said watershed easterly
about seven miles; then by a line bearing north
passing through a spot two hundred and sixty
chains east from the east corner of portion No. Al
parish of Deuchar, crossing Freestone Creek to the
watershed separating Freestone Creek from Glen-
gallan Creek ; then by said watershed westerly
about three and a-half miles ; then by a line bear-
ing north eleven degrees west about two miles to
the south boundary of Selection 185, and by that
boundary bearing west five chains to the south-
west corner ; then by the southern boundaries of
Selections 187,186,190, 68A, 68, and 188,bearing south
twenty-four chains fifteen links, west twenty-four
chains  fifty links, south  sixteen  chains eighty links,
west twenty- six chains  fifty links, north  six chains
eighty links, west twenty-eight chains, south nine
chains twenty links, west thirty-five chains, north
one chain thirty-five links, west thirty-seven chains
fifty-eight links, south seventeen chains twenty-five
links, west forty chains, north seven chains thirty
links ;  then by Glengallan Creek west sixteen
chains ; then by the east boundary of the Gladfield
Town Reserve south eighty-five chains, the south
boundary bearing west one hundred and twenty
chains,  and the north boundary bearing north about
thirty-five chains ; then by Glengallan Creek
west five chains ; then by the east boundaries of
Glengallan Pre-emptive Purchases Nos. 59 and 60,
bearing south one hundred and thirty-six chains
ten links ; then by the northern boundaries of
portions 46, 47, 42, 35, 34, 17, 16, 4, 5, 6, 2, 1, and
1A, parish of Deuchar, bearing east forty-six chains
seventy-one links, south twenty chains, east twenty
chains, south thirty-three chains seventy-two links,
north eighty-five degrees east one hundred and
fifty-two chains, south five degrees east twenty-
four chains fifty links, north fifty-three degrees
east sixty-eight chains, south thirty-seven degrees
east twenty-five chains fifty links, north seventy-
five degrees  east  thirty-seven chains ten links,
north eighty. eight degrees fifteen minutes east
fourteen chains twenty links, north seventy-six
degrees thirty minutes east seventeen chains eighty-
four links, north one hundred and four degrees
thirty minutes east fifteen chains, north seventy-
seven degrees forty-five minutes east twelve chains,
north one hundred and seven degrees forty-five
minutes east  twelve chains, and north one hundred
and forty-five degrees east forty-eight chains to
Freestone Creek ; then by that creek westerly
about three chains; then by the southern boun-
daries  of portions Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 0, 7, 13, 14, 15,
16, and 17, parish of Robinson and Glengallan
Pre-emptive Purchases Nos. 64 and 63, bearing
south nineteen degrees thirty minutes west twenty-
four chains sixty links, south seventy-four  degrees
west thirty-eight  chains  forty-two links, south
sixty-six degrees west  seventy-eight chains, south
eighty-two chains seventy links, and west one
hundred and ninety chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
December, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-two, and in
the thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
(,fop  SAVR T4R Q,7au  !
MATTHEW LIDDY,
MICHAEL MURPHY,
ALEXANDER MCLEOD,
JAMES CRONIN, and
FRAN% BUTTNER.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1873.
NOTICE.
T
HE  accompanying Amended Description of the
Reserve for Post Office at Stanthorpe, is
substituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 19th October, 1872.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE  FOR  POST OFFICE ,  STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck, town of Stanthorpe,  allotment
20  of section 3.
2 roods 19 perches.
Commencing on the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by Marsh
street northerly one chain and eighty- one links ;
on the north by the south boundary  line of allot-
ment 19 easterly at. right angles to Marsh street
three chains and thirty-four links ; on the east by
part of the west boundary  line of allotment 21
southerly parallel with Marsh  street one  chain and
ninety-one links to Lock street ; and on the south
by that street westerly three chains and thirty-four
links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th January, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period  aforesaid , the lands  hereunder described
will be permanently reserved  for the purposes
named with respect to each.
A. H. PALMER.
WATER RESERVE  NEAR MT. COOEA.
County of Lennox.
1 acre 3 roods 7 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing  south seventy
links, and thence  two hundred  and twenty-seven
degrees forty-nine minutes twelve chains and sixty-
four links from the north- east corner of mineral
selection No. 263; and bounded thence on the
north by a line bearing two hundred and seventy
degrees forty -one minutes six chains  and twenty.
two links ; on the west by  a line  bearing one hun-
dred and eighty degrees forty-one minutes five
chains and fifty-one links to a road one chain wide ;
and on the south-east by that road bearing sixty-
one degrees thirteen  minutes one  chain, and forty-
seven degrees forty-nine  minutes seven chainsand
thirty links to the point of  commencement,
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RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL OF ARTS. STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe,  town of
Stanthorpe,  allotment  7 of section 7.
2 roods 6 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
section, and  bounded thence on the east by Marsh
street bearing north three  chains  and twenty-eight
links ;  on the north by a line bearing west at
right angles to Marsh street one chain and sixty-
seven links ; on the west by  a line  bearing south
parallel with Marsh street three chains and twenty-
three links to Lock street ; and on the south by
Lock street easterly one chain sixty-seven links to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL, ALLANSTOWN.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
portion  No. 48.
9 acres 1 rood 16 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
No. 48A, and bounded thence on the east by a road
two chains wide bearing north five chains ; on the
north by a line bearing west eighteen chains and
seventy links ; on the west by a road one chain
wide bearing south 6 chains ; and on the south by
the north boundary of No. 48i aforesaid bearing
east eighteen  chains and seventy links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL, ALFRED.
County of Churchill, parish of Alfred.
6 acres  2 roods 3 perches.
Commencing at the intersection cf two roads each
one chain and fifty links wide, and bounded thence
on the north-west by one of said roads, bearing
eighteen  degrees  twenty-three minutes nine chains
and ninety-six links ; on the north by a line bear-
ing ninety-one degrees thirty minutes six chains
and twenty-seven links ; on the south-east by a
line bearing one hundred and ninety-eight degrees
twenty-three minutes eleven chains and seventy.
eight and three-quarter links to the other aforesaid
road ; and on  the south-west by that road bearing two
hundred and eighty-eight degrees twenty-three
minutes six chains  to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of  "The
I Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described  have  been temporarily
reserved  for Recreation.
A. H. PALMER.
RESERVE FOR  RECREATION-ROCHHAMPTON.
County of Livingstone, parish of Graeemere.
15 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Scrubby Creek
at the crossing of a road four chains wide, and
bounded thence on the north by that road bearing
two hundred and seventy-one degrees three minutes
twenty-three chains and seventy-fi,ie links; on the
south-west by a line bearing one hundred and
eighteen  degrees  fifty-three minutes twenty-seven
chains and eighteen links to Scrubby Creek ; and
on the east by that creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof  shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for  thirteen  consecutive  weeks : Notice is
hereby given , that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved and set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHOOL SITE, COOMFUL.
County of Ward, parish of Coomera, town of
Coomera, section 4.
16 acres 2 roods 20 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by a street
bearing northerly twelve chains and twenty links ;
on the north by a street bearing easterly at right
angles to a street thirteen chains and sixty-three
links ; on the east by part of the west boundary
line of portion 264, bearing southerly parallel with
a street twelve chains and  twenty  links to a street ;
and on the south by that street bearing westerly
thirteen chains and sixty-three links to the point of
commencement.
CEMETERY AT LEYBuRx.
County of 'ferivale, parish of Leyburn.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about north
sixty degrees east, and distant 1,250 links from the
north-east corner of section No. 1, town of Leyburn,
and bounded thence on the west by a line bearing
north ten chains ; on the north by a line bearing
east ten chains ; on the east by a line bearing south
ten chains ; and on the south by a line bearing
west ten chains to the point of commencement.
CEMETERY AT CLEVELAND.
County of Stanley, parish of Cleveland, town of
Cleveland.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Wellington
and Coburg streets, and bounded thence on the
east by Wellington street bearing northerly ten
chains ; on the north by Russell street bearing
westerly ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing
southerly parallel with Wellington street  ten  chains
to Coburg street ; and on the south by Coburg
street bearing easterly ten chains to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act o/'  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo.
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES, GOODNA.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna.
27 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Reserve for Gravel Pits, and bounded thence on
the east by part of portion 292 and a line bearing
north eight chains and twenty links ; on the north
by part of portion 173 bearing west twenty-seven
chains and thirty links ; on the south-west by
portion 174 bearing two hundred and twenty
degrees thirty minutes thirteen chains and fifty
links ; on the west by a line bearing south one
chain and fifty links to the aforesaid reserve ; on
the south-west and south-east by that reserve bear-
ing sixty-six degrees twenty-one minutes twenty-
four chains and forty-five links, and one hundred
and thirteen degrees thirty minutes fourteen chains
and eighty-seven links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES, GOODNA.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion  293.
81 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-west corner of portion 270, and bounded
thence on the south by portions 270 and 286 bear-
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ing east twenty-eight chains and twenty links,
south five chains and five links, and east eighteen
chains and sixteen  links  ;  on the east  by part of
portion 294 bearing north twenty-one chains and
forty-eight links to a reserve; and on the north
and north-west by that  reserve  bearing two hun-
dred and ninety-three degrees thirty minutes four-
teen chains and eighty-seven links, two hundred
and forty- six degrees  twenty-one  minutes  twenty-
four chains and forty-five links, and two hundred
and twenty degrees twenty minutes sixteen chains
and eighty-four links to the point of  commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1872.
1
THE following amended description of the
Camping Reserve, county of Derby, Dalby
and Roma Road, is substituted for that published in
the  Government Gazette,  of the 12th October,
1872.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOB  CAMPING, DALBY AND ROMA ROAD.
County of Derby.
102 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of the south side
of a road ten chains wide with the western boun-
dary of D.R. 32, and bounded thence on the east
by part of that boundary bearing south forty-four
chains and seventy-four links ; on the south-west
by a line bearing three hundred and sixteen degrees
to the aforesaid road ; and on the north by that
road bearing ninety-seven degrees to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1872.
T is hereby notified for general information,
I that application under the twenty-seventh
section  of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868" (31 Vic., No. 46), has been made for the
closing of the under-mentioned Roads; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby, are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. I Area.
James Josey Road separating Port ions
Nos. 175 and 176.
Goodna
A. 8. P.
4 0 28A
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1872.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved from  sale  for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in  the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid the lands hereunder described will be pper-
manently reserved  for the purpose of a Lai.ding
Place.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOB  LANDING PLACE, MOUTH OF HER-
BERT RIVER.
County of Cardwell.
23 acres  3 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of the Herbert
River about 122 chains north-westerly from a post
in Selection 65, at mouth of Enterprise Channel,
and bounded thence on the south-east by that
river downwards ; on the north-east by a mangrove
swamp north-westerly to an estuary ; on the north
by that estuary westerly to a mangrove swamp ;
and on the south-west by that swamp south-easterly
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1872.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands comprised in the accompanying
description, being part of the area resumed from
the North Toolburra Run, as proclaimed in the
Government Gazette  of the 30th November, 1872,
are temporarily reserved from selection.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
DEscan"TIoN.
Commencing at the north-west corner of pre-
emptive purchase No. 4, and bounded thence partly
on the west by a line bearing north forty-four
chains ; thence west two chains ; thence north
about twenty-two chains to a surveyed line ; thence
on the north by that surveyed line east about 142
chains; thence by a  line south to the north
boundary of pre-emptive purchase No. 15 ; thence
by a line west about thirty-five chains to the east-
ern boundary of portion 68; thence north to the
north- east corner  of portion 68 ; thence west about
103 chains to the starting point.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th December, 1872.
I
T is hereby notified for  general  information, that
the temporary  reservation  of Portion 287,
County of Merivale, Parish of Robinson, as notified
in the  Government Gazette,  of the 11th September,
1869, page 1177, has been revoked sofaras  to allow an
area not exceeding five acres thereof to be excluded
therefrom and offered  at auction.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th December, 1872.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR ROAD PURPOSES, LOGAN ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Yeerongpilly.
640 acres.
Commencing at a point forty chains south, and
thence four  chains east  from the south- west corner
of portion 168, and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing  east  eighty  chains ; on the east
by a line being south eighty  chains ; on  the south
by a line bearing west eighty  chains ; and on the
west by a line bearing north eighty chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK,  SPRINGFIELD.
4 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of the Kirknee
Creek with the Bogie River, and bounded thence
on the west by a north line two hundred  chains;
thence on the north by an  east  line one hundred
and sixty chains; thence  on the east  by a south
line to the Kirknee Creek, and thence by that
creek downwards to the point  of commencement.
WATER RESERVE, KILKIVAN.
County of Lennox,  on .ilkivan Run.
3 acres 20  perches.
Commencing at the south- east corner of selection
203, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing  two hundred and forty -seven degrees
twenty- seven minutes  ten chains and sixty-two
links ; on the south-west by a line bearing one
hundred and thirty-four  degrees  forty-two minutes
four chains and twenty -six links  ; on the south-east
by a line bearing twenty-one degrees twenty seven
minutes ten chains and ninety links ; on the east
by a line north five chains and fifty- nine  links ; on
the north-east by a road one chain wide, being
three hundred and fourteen degrees forty-two
minutes one chain and forty-one links ; and on the
west by a line bearing south about five chains to
the point of commencement.
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.  ZESBRVE  FOR  POLICE PADDOCk, MURPBY's CRESS.
County of Cavendish, parish of Murphy.
132 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Murphy's
Creek, at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the west by that road,
being nineteen degrees  fifteen chains and eighty
links, three hundred and forty-seven degrees
fourteen chains and eight links, and three hundred
and forty-nine degrees thirty minutes thirty-one
chains and seventy-one links to another road one
chain wide ; on the north by that road bearing east
twenty-eight chains and six links ; on the east by
a line bearing south fifty-five chains and eighty
links to Murphy's Creex ; and on the south by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
CAMPING RESERVE, DAWSON RIVER.
25 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Dawson
River, at the junction of Herbert's Creek ; bounded
thence on the north-west and west by said river
downwards about one mile and forty-four chains
in a direct line ; thence on the north by an east
line about four miles and sixteen chains ; thence
on the east by a south line five miles ; thence on
the south by a west line to the south bank of the
Dawson River, at the north-west corner of the Rio
Run ; and thence  again  on the west by the right
bank of said river downwards to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive  of all town or other  reserves.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PURPosEs, BYNOE RIVER.
Commencing on the Bynoe River, about fifteen
chains below a tree marked broad-arrow over BIII,
at a point where a small creek joins that river, and
bounded thence partly on the south by that creek
to its junction with the Bynoe Lagoon ; partly on
the east by that lagoon bearing northerly about
twenty  chains to a tree marked broad-arrow over
ND conjoined ; again on the south by a line thence
crossing the lagoon and bearing east one mile forty
chains  ;  again on  the east by  a line  bearing north
one mile twenty chains ; partly on the north by a
line bearing west about one mile forty chains to a
saltwater creek ; again on the east and north by
that creek to its junction with the Bynoe River ;
and on the west by that river upwards to the point
of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
On Crow's Nest Run, County of Cavendish.
Containing about 5 square miles.
Commencing at a point  in the dividing line of
Crow's Nest Run, distant about one mile north-
westerly  from intersection  with Crow's Nest Creek,
and bounded thence on the south-east by a line
bearing forty-five degrees 160 chains ; on the north-
east by  a line  bearing 315 degrees about 190 chains
to the watershed dividing the waters of Cressbrook
Creek from Emu Creek ; on the north-west by that
watershed south-westerly about 190 chains ; and on
the south-west by the dividing line of Crow's Nest
Run aforesaid south-easterly about  215 chains to
the point of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Parishes of Crow's Nest and Murphy, county of
Cavendish.
Commencing on Perseverance Creek, at a point
bearing east from the north boundary of portion
No. 741, and bounded thence on the east by that
creek upwards to its source ; thence on the south
by a line bearing west about five and a-half miles
to the  summit  of the Main Range ; on the west by
the summit of that range northerly to a point
bearing west  from the north boundary of portion
No. 741 aforesaid ; and on the north by a line
bearing  east about six miles to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive  of all alienated  and sur-
veyed lands.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Helidon Run, county of Churchill.
Commencing on Flagstone  Creek ,  about four and
a-half miles from its junction  with Lockyer 's Creek,
at a tree blazed  and  marked F .5., and bounded
thence on the north-east by a line bearing ohe
hundred and thirty-five degrees forty  chains ; on
the south-east by a line bearing two hundred and
twenty-five degrees four miles ; on the south by a
line bearing west about five miles to the summit of
the Main Range, and by the summit of that range
westerly to the head of Flagstone Creek aforesaid ;
and on the north by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of all alienated
or surveyed lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th December, 1872.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  " The
11  Crown  .Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described shall  be
permanently reserved  and set  apart for the purposes
named with  respect  to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RECREATION RESERVE, ROMA.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Roma, portion  81A.
50 acres.
Commencing on a road  one chain  wide, at the
south-east corner of portion No. 82, and bounded
thence on the west by the east boundary of that
portion bearing north 2,537 links ; on the north by
a line bearing  east  fifteen chains ; thence by a line
bearing 127 degrees 34 minutes 1,533 links to a
road 150 links wide; on the south-east by that
road bearing 225  degrees  2,266 links to the first-
mentioned road; and on the south by that road
bearing  west 1,096 links to the point  of commence-
ment.
WATER  RESERVE,  BANANA.
County of Ferguson, parish of Banana, town of
Banana.
25 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of Bowen street
and Gregory' street, and bounded thence on the
west by Bowen street bearing north ten chains ; on
the north by Scott street bearing east twenty-five
chains and seventy links; on the east by a
street bearing south ten chains; and on the south
by Gregory street bearing west twenty-five chains
and seventy links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1872.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is  hereby  notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been  tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TIMBER AND  QUARRY  RESERVE.
County of Cavendish, parish of Wivenhoe.
160 acres.
Commencing on the south-west side of the sur-
veyed road from Wivenhoe to Cressbrook, about
121 chains from the crossing of Logan's Creek, at a
point bearing 322 degrees distant  twenty-two  links
from an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over R,
and bounded thence on the east by  a line  bearing
north 3,500 links ; on the north by a line  bearing
west 4,000 links ; on the west by a line  bearing
south 4,000 links ; and on the south by a line
bearing east 4,000 links ; and again on the east by
a line bearing north 500 links to the point of com-
mencement.
WATER RESERVE.
County of Cavendish, parish of Wivenhoe.
40 acres.
Commencing on the south-west  side  of the sur-
veyed road from Wivenhoe to Cressbrook, about
275 chains from the  crossing  of Logan' s Creek, at a
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in'point bearing 195 degrees 30 minutes distant  thirty-
from an ironbark-tree marked broad-
arrow over  R, and bounded thence on the west by a
line bearing south 2,000 links ; on the south by a
line bearing  east  2,000 links ; on the east by a line
bearing north 2,000 links; and on the north by a
line bearing west 2,000 links to the point of com-
mencement.
QUARRY  RESERVE.
County of Cavendish, parish of Esk.
40 acres.
Commencing on the south -east side of the sur-
veyed road from Gatton to Cressbrook, at the point
where the said road intersects the north-west
boundary of selection No. 28, and bounded thence
on the south- east  by part of the north-west bourn.
dary of the aforesaid selection, being a line bearing
70 degrees 13 minutes 193 links ,  and a line bearing
41 degrees 5 minutes 1,606 links, and a line bearing
86 degrees 23 minutes 791 links ; on the east by a
line bearing north 1,558 links ; on the north by a
line bearing west 2,000 links ; and on the west by a
line bearing south 2,855 links to the point of com-
mencement.
QUARRY RESERVE, NEAR MOUNT MuLGOOAI.
County of Cavendish, parish of Buaraba.
40 acres.
Commencing on the south-east side of the surt
veyed road from Gatton to Cressbrook ,  at a poina
bearing 92 degrees 15 minutes 32 links from a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over R, and
bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west 1,500 links ; on the west by a line bearing
south 2,000 links ; on the south by a line bearing
east  2,000 links; on the east by a line bearing
north 2,030 links to a point on the south-east side
of the aforesaid road ; and again on the north by
that road bearing 266 degrees 30 minutes 500 links
to the point of commencement.
WATER RESERVE.
County of Cavendish, parish of Clarendon.
40 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Spring Creek,
at a point distant about 14 chains below, the cross-
ing of the surveyed road from Gatton to Cress-
brook, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing  south 1,500 links ; on the south by a line
bearing west  2,000 links  ; on the west  by a line
bearing north 2,000 links,  crossing  Spring Creek ;
and on the north by a  line  bearing east 2,000 links ;
and lastly again on the east by a line bearing south
500 links ,  re-crossing  Spring Creek, to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  QUARRY.
County of Cavendish, parish of Buaraba.
40 acres.
Commencing on  the  left bank of Yellow Gully
(a branch of I3uaraba Creek) at a point distant
eight chains below the crossing of the surveyed
road  from Gatton to Cressbrook, and bounded
thence on the east by  a line crossing  Yellow Gully
bearing south 3,000  links  ; on the south by a line
bearing west 1,333 links ; on the west by a line
bearing north 3,000 links, re-crossing Yellow
Gully ; and on the north  by a line bearing east
L,333 links to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 21st November, 1872.
OFFICE FOR THE RECEIPT OF APPLICA-
TIONS FOR MINERAL LANDS, UNDER
" TIIE MINERAL LANDS ACT OF 1872."
T3 IS Exce llency  the  Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that on  and after  THURSDAY, the 2nd
January, 1873, the Land Agent at Cardwell will
be authorised to receive Applications for Mineral
lands within his district.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st  November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY  in every
month, hold his Court  Sittings ,  as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with  Mineral
Lands within certain districts  proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872,  at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1872.
1 f
THEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The  Crown  Lands Alienation Ant of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be reserved for a School site.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Moggill.
15 acres.
(Part of forfeited  selection  No. 1191, Brisbane
District.)
Commencing  on the south boundary of portion No.
228, parish of
Moggill (forfeited  selection  No. 1191),at its intersection  by the  east side of a reserved road
about nine chains east from the south-west corner
of said portion ; and bounded thence on the west
by that road bearing north ten degrees east about
ten chains sixteen links  ;  on the north by a line
east 1,412 links  ;  on the east by a line bearing south
ten chains  ;  and on the south by a line bearing
west 1,588 links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1872.
OFFICES FOR THE RECEIPT OF APPLICA-
TIONS FOR MINERAL LANDS UNDER
" THE MINERAL LANDS ACT OF 1872."
j j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified ,  that the existing  arrangements with respect
to the receipt of  applications for Mineral Lands
shall continue  until the end of the  present year ;
and that on and after THURSDAY,  2nd January,
1873, the following  arrangements  shall take effect:-
The Land Agents at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Dalby,
Maryyborough, Gympie, Gladstone,  Rockhampton,
Mae ay, St. Lawrence,  Bowen , Townsville, Nor-
manton ,  Clermont ,  and Bundaberg  (the latter for
the portion of the district not included in the Police
District  of Tenningeri ng) will  be authorised to
receive applications for Mineral  Lands within their
respective districts.
The Police  Magistrates  at Gayndah  and Tennin-
gering will also receive  applications for Mineral
Lands within their  respective districts.
Applications for Mineral  Lands within the follow.
ing Unsettled  Pastoral Districts will  be received by
the Officers  hereunder mentioned :-
Leichhardt District-Land Agent, Rockhampton.
North Kennedy District-Land Agent , Towns.
Ville.
South Kennedy District-Land  Agent, Bowen.
Warrego District - Commissioner of Crown Lands
Charleville.
Mitchell District -- Commissioner of Crown Lands
Tambo.
Burke  District- Land Agent, Normanton.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th October, 1872.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
RESERVE  FOR SCHOOL  SITE,  ONE-MILE, GYMPIE
ROAD.
County of March, parish of Tinana, portions 12
and  13  of section  131.
36 acres 3 roods 22 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south corner of portion 11, and bounded thence on
the north-west by part thereof bearing thirty-eight
degrees thirty-four minutes twenty-two chains and
twenty-three links ; on the north-east by portion
14 bearing one hundred and twenty-eight degrees
thirty-four minutes twenty chains and forty-five
links to the Brisbane Road one chain and fifty
links wide; on the south-east by that road bearing
two hundred and eighteen degrees thirty-four
minutes fourteen chains and fourteen links to the
road first aforesaid ; and on the south-west by that
road bearing two hundred and eighty-sin degrees
five minutes twenty-one chains and ninety-two
links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY, CAwARRAL.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cawarral, por-
tion  18.
5  acres.
Commencing at a point being about  two hundred
and seventy -five degrees  and distant about thirty
chains  from the north- west  corner of  Mineral Selec-
tion 177, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing  north  five chains  ; on the north by a line
bearing west ten chains  ; on the west by a line
bearing  south five  chains ; on  the south by a line
bearing east ten chains  to the point  of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1873.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, thatthe Commission rs f Crown Lands, under  "Th.e
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East  Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DowNs DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, TooR oomba, on the second
Monday in each mol.th.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
WIDE BAY AND  BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed.
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BUEHE.
At the Land Office, Norman River Settle-
ment, on the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
At the Land  Office,  St. George, the third Tues-
day in February, 1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in  every  alternate month.
LRICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, andthereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
dap.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
T HE  first sheet of the New Map of the Colony.1 shewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief, Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
ublished. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MIALBON THOMPSON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd November, 1871.
UNAUTHORISED OCCUPATION OF
CROWN LANDS.
PUBLIC NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, that persons erecting
buildings or other improvements on Crown.
Lands, without authority, will not be entitled to
any protection in the event of the land being sold
at auction or selected by lease ; and that in the case
of persons occupying town or suburban lands,
whether surveyed or not, unless specially authorised
by this Department, under the hand of the Minister,
the only right conceded to them will be that of
removing their improvements within two months
from date of sale, if they de not become the
purchasers of the land.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
P
ERSON S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in  charge of the district o afford them every
assistance  and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
F
OR the convenience of persons desirous to have
lands, whether surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward for sale by auction, it is hereby notified
for general information, that instructions have been
issued to the Land Agents to open in their respec-
tive offices, a oook, in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration of the Minister
for Lands, when, if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in the next proclamation of sale.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands.
Brisbane, 18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
WITH the view of facilitating the transaction ofbusiness at the Land Offices through ut
the Colony,  it is  hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible assistance is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for land or seeking
information on matters connected with the working
of the Land Acts-even to the extent of filling up
forms of application and transfers, &c., for illiterate
persons, if' there is time at the officer's disposal;
and that any Land Agent, or other officer, receiving
and appropriating fees for clerical assistance to his
own use, on the matter being reported, will be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however,  of persons requir-
ing copies of plans,  arrangements  have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner, and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that  officer, a tracing  or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual  requiring the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary  for Public Lands.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1870,
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS SEEKING SUITABLE SELEC-
TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS.
IMMIGRANTS or others who do  not possesssufficient local knowl dge t  enable them to
select land in suitable situations without visiting
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that arrangements will be made, if induce-
ment offers, to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
may be indicated, to assist them in their search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
All persons requiring  assistance  of this nature
are requested to advise this Department, in writing,
as to the locality they wish to settle  in, and also
forward a fee of ten shillings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor, when, if a sufficient number
of persons  are found to join, the Government will
immediately  undertake to organize one or more
parties.
In the event  of there being no party despatched,
the fee of  ten shillings  will be returned , on applica.
tion,  to the person paying same.
J. 31ALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869,"
IT is hereby notified  that  Applications under the
provisions  of the  41st section  of "  The  Pastoral
Leases Act  of  1869" for  renewed  leases for four-
teen years  of the  runs in the  unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which  will  expire  on and after the
31st December , 1870.,  may be  addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands,  Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions  will require to be lodged not  later than three
mouths prior to the expiration  of the existing
leases, as  prescribed in the said Act.
W. ABCOCK TULLY,
Chief Comr.iissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th January, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
(MENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on MONDAY, the 17th
February, 1873, from persons willing to contract
for erection of a new Passenger Station and Plat-
forms, at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Passenger
Station, 7oowoomba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Brisbane,  and at  the office
of the Assistant Engineer, Toowoomba, on and
after Tuesday, the 21st instant.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time wthin which  it is  proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for
the due performance of the contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within seven days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for  securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted,
WM. HENRY WALSH,
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICES, GIN GIN AND
TINENERING.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th Febru-
ary, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Telegraph Offices at Gin Gin and Tinenering.
Tenders to be enclosed,  " Tenders for Telegraph
Offices, Gin Gin and Tinenering."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Tinenering.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the
party tendering, agreeing_ to deposit the sum of ten
Kr
cent. on amount of ender, as security for the
e performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will severally execute and deliver at
the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALH{.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, RAVENSWOOD.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th
February  next ,  fro m persons  willing to contract for
the erection of Telegraph Office at Ravenswood.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tenders for Telegraph
Office, Ravenswood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further  particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses at Townsville and
Ravenswood.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering , agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent.  on amount  of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will severally  execute and  deliver at
the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
aeceptance , a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise  the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 3rd January, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE BARRACKS, ROCKHAMPTON.
FRESH Tenders willbe received at his Officeand at the Police Magistrate's Office, Rock-
hampton, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
31st instant , from persons willing to contract for
6reetion  of Police Barracks at Rockhamptotl.
Tenders  to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
8'pcks, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper Rrinted forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the
sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender, as
security for the due performance of the  contract,
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event, that he will  execute and
deliver, at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor,
in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance, otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 14th January, 1873,
-
OTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
1 and Book of Reference of the proposed line
of Railway, Brisbane  Extension , from 2 miles 30
chains to 7 miles 60 chains, has been approved and
confirmed without any alteration ; and that in
pursuance of the 17th section of the Act 27 Victoria,
No. 8, the Government intend to proceed with the
construction of the line of Railway  (Brisbane
Extension) from 2 miles 39 chains to 7 miles 60
chains, according to the Map or Plan and Book of
Reference so confirmed, to be seen at this office,
and copy thereof at the office of the Clerk of Petty
Sessions at Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th January, 1873.
TO OWNERS OF VESSELS AND OTHERS.
TENDERS will be received  at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m., on FRIDAY,  the 24th instant,
from persons willing to contract for Conveyance of
170 tons measurement (more or less ) Timber in
Scantling and Boards, and about 10 tons weight of
Roofing Iron, from  Brisbane  to Townsville.
Loading to be taken from the Government
Reserve, Alice street.
Further particulars may be obtained at the Public
Works Offices, George street.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1873.
IT is notified for general information that Mr.
KARL THEODOR STAIGER has been appointed
Analytical Chemist at the Laboratory to be
attached to the Brisbane Museum, and that, as
soon as practicable,  a scale  of fees to cover the
expenses incidental to assaying and reporting upon
earths, rocks, fossils, minerals, &c., will be duly
published. In the meanwhile, contributions of
animals, birds, minerals, shells, &c,, to enlarge the
present collection at the temporary  museum, are
respectfully solicited, and when forwarded from
distant places, and with the consent of the Curator,
cost of transit will be defrayed by Government.
WM, KiENRY WALSH,
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Department  of Public Works,
Gold Fields Branch,
Brisbane , 13th January, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS AND BUSINESS
LICENSE.
T T is hereby notified for  general  informatioi , that
j the  under -mentioned Miners' Rights  and Busi-
ness License have been returned as issued at the
Gold fields respectively specified.
WILLIAM HENRY WALSH.
BRISBANE GOLD FIELD.
During the Quarter ended 31st December, 1872.
MINERS ' RIGHTS.
No. Name.
42,343 J. Alfred Imrie
42,394 E. J. Borrowes
42,345 Henry Davies
42,316 D. Macpherson
42,347 Wm. F. Reed
42,348 William Reed
42,349 James  Perry, junr.
42,350 Peter Early
58,751 John Wilson
58,752 G. Farrell Remfry
58,753 Maurice Lyons
58,754 Sylvanus White
58,755 Robert Oxland
58,756 C. if. Sigley
58,757 George Cowlishaw
58,758 Thomas Cowlishaw
58,759  James Martin
58,760 James Gibbon
58,761 John Blake
68,762 Michael Beardon
58,763 W. Buckley
58,764 Jesse Paten
58,765 George  Reading
58,766 William Reading
58,767 John Paten
68,768 Arthur White
58,769 Robert Green
68,770 J. Brimblecombe
58,771 Whitmore Logan
68,772 Robert Logan
68,773 Alfred Logan
58,774 William Hall
68,775 G. Thorn, Junr.
68,776 Thomas Burdett
58,777 George Riggs
58,778 Charles Gregory
58,779 William Harle
58,780 John Fenwick
58,781 Reuben Oliver
68,782 D. Pringle Milne
58,783 Mathew Burton
58,784 John A. Buchanan
58,785 Thomas Logan
58,786 George Logan
58,787 Charles Upton
58,788 T. Lewis Ballard
58,789 John Ballard
58,790 Thos. Isaac Jones
58,791 William  Samwell
58,792 William Mansell
58,793 George O'Cock
58,794 Robert Forsyth
58,795 L. Mary Davis
58,796 Henry  Arkinstall
58,797 R. Muter Stewart
58,798 Daniel Lyons
58,799 Michael Geary
58,800  Samuel Wilmott
58,801 William Butler
58,802 John Butler
58,803 Patrick Pacey
58,804 Thomas Moran
58,805 Malcolm McPhail
58,806 Frederick Reed
58,807 J.  Beaumont Sweet
58,808 AuguatusHuesman
68,809 George R. Fife
58,810 James Shields
58,811 Thomas - hicl,la
58,812 Michael Shields
58,813 William Shields
68,814 James  Shields
58,815  Eli Bedgood
48,816 Rvhplt 1'13rphsso
No. Name.
58,817 Thomas Harding
58,818 Frederick Perry
58,819 Joseph Buckle
58,820 Adam Fiebig
58,821 Thomas Walters
58,822 S .  F. Paris
58,823  S. W. Chandler
58,824  Samuel Hammel
58,825  Harry Powles
58,826 John Robert Jones
58,827 Edwarb James
58,828 William Allen
58,829 Charles Crampton
58,830 George Rylatt
58,831. Edwin Rylatt
68,832 John Kerr
58,833 John Evans
58,834 William Renleigh
58,835 Richard G. Petty
58,836 George Taylor
58,837 Hugh Strain
58,838 Thomas Strain
58,839 William Bradley
58,840 Thos. Taylor, junr.
58,841 Thomas Taylor
58,842 James Taylor
58,843 William Lovelock
58,844 M. Lovelock
58,845 James Bedgood
58,846 W. Henry Paten
58,844 Samuel Stain
58,848 James Bradley
58,849 William Watt
68,850  Samuel  Heathwood
60,151 S. Heathwood Jun.
60,152 James Hunt
60,153 J. Henry Hunt
60,154 William Stanwell
60,155 Harry Wright
60,156 John Davis Burton
60,157 Henry Dose
60,15S Charles Parish
60,159 Hugh Roberts
60,160 Siegmund Berens
60,161 Armand Rauniger
60,162 William Perry
60,163 John Auerbach
60,164 Fdk- Kellerman
60,165 Win. Kellerman
60,166 Joseph Kohn
60,167 Robe rt Roberts
60,168 Frederick Parish
60,169 James Watt
60,170 Win. Fishbourne
60,171 Sam. Cosey
60,172 Ah Hong
60,173 William Ramsey
60,174 John Jones
60,175 J. MeC. McKellar
60,176 Robert Heathwood
60,177 Edward Jarrett
60,178 Joseph Silver
60,179 Abel Rossiter
60,180 Hugh Hamilton
60,181 Edward Crosser
60,182 Thos. M. Walters
60,183 William Stewart
60,184 Pearce J. Bardo
60,185 Francis Harlin
60,186 Donald Cameron
60,187 B. H. Holloway
60,188 R. M. Stewart
601189 Rdwgrd gfale'
BOYNE AND CALLIOPE  GOLD FIELD.
During the  Month ended 31st December, 1872.
MINIMS'  RIGHTS.
No, Name. No. Name.
36,292 Richard Vincent 36,295 R. Montgomery
46,293 James  McDougall  36,296  John Hall
36,294 A. Auleebrook
BUSINESS LICENSE.
No. Name.
927 M. A. Sutherland.
WEST MORETON GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 31st December, 1872.
MINEBB'  RIGHTS.
No. Name.  No. Name.
42,178 Joseph Dickenson 42,181 Adam Hayes
42,179 William North 42,182 Richard Stanley
42,180 Robert North
GYMPIE GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 31st December, 1872.
MINaas' RIGHTS.
No, Name.
53,231 Adam Black
53,232 Alexander Black
53,233 Robert F. Drew
53,234 Gilbert G. Muir
53,235 Emma Meadows
53,236 Maurice Casey
53,237 James Wise
53,238 F. L. Henzel
53,239 Edwin Dowdney
53,240 F. J. Hunt
53,241 James Dawson
53,242 Catherine Nagle
53,243 Michael Purcell
53,244 T. J. Flemming
53,245 James McCabe
53,246 Robert Lyndon
53,247 Johu Paul
53,248 William Rattray
53,249 George Ashford
53,250 Henry Ling
47,275  William Ross
47,276 Thomas Durham
47,277 John Paul Lawless
'17,278 Wm. B. Lawless
47,279 Ellen Lawless
47,280 Caroline Lawless
47,281 L. Lawless Pync
47,282 Robert Connor
47,283 August Wieland
47,284 Louis Sphor
47,285 Kate Lewis
47,286 George Allen
47,287 John Phair
47,288 William Clarke
47,289 Patrick McArow
No. Name.
47,290 T. Henry Hughes
47,291 Charles Smith
47,292 Moses Shields
47,293 Thomas Cain
47,294 Frank Luck
47,295 Robert Smith
47,296 Alexander Porter
47,297 Ah Kie
47,298 J. Griffiths
47,299 M. A. Pritchard
47,300 Patrick Manley
47,301 James  Stephenson
47,302 S. McCormick
47,303 Denis Whouley
47,304 C. .P. Smith
47,305 R. P. Copp
47,306 Joseph Jew
47,307 John Richardson
47,308 Patrick  Barry
47,309 J. E. Bonney
47,310 John Mahoney
47,311 C.  H. Hensley
47,312 John Denis
47,313 M. Corcorran
47,314 William Dean
47,315 Andrew Rowand
47,316 John Roger
47,317 Thomas Mosley
47,318 Wlduric  Dusablon
47,319 Joseph Poncine
47,320 J.  Benstead
47,321 James Walker
47,322 Donald  McQueen
47 323 John  Brennan
47,324 Gilbert Muir Neal
BOONBYJAN GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 31st December, 1872.
MINERS'
No. Name.
23,541 J .  J. Gwynne
23,542 Geo .  Stedman
23,543 C.  F. Lawless
23,544 Carl Guin
23,545 Robert Alexander
23,516 William Rowse ll
23,547 Harry  S. Harrison
23,548 Briggs Cary
23,549 Wm .  James Green
23,550 F ri tz F ri cke
40,101 Alex.  Stephenson
40,102 George Steadman
40,103 George Fitter
40,104,  Charles Smith
40,106  E. B. C. Corser
40,106 H. W. W. Echlin
$0,107  W,  1400
RIGHTS.
No. Name.
40,108  W. H. Carter
40,109 B.  C. Dickson
40,110 G. M. Smith
40,111 J.  J. Power
40,112 S. Osborne
40,113 D. P. Okeden
40,114 E. A. C. Olive
40,115 J. Connolly
40,116 H. J. St. John
40,117 J. A. McKillop
40,118 E. F, Wood
410,119 James Walker
40,120 G. T. No, t
40,121 E .  Bloomfield
400,123 Mieha 1 Short
40,123 Thomas Sadlier
40,17+4 J. W. RareA
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BOONBYJAN GOLD  FIELD-continued.
During the Month ended 31st December, 1872.
. MINERS' RIGHTS- continued.
No. Name. No. Name.
40,125 John Faulkner
40,126 H .  F. Kosa
40,127 0. Kosa
40,128 Edmund Hodgson
40,129 W. More
40,130 Robt. Barnard
40,131 Frank Lee
40,132 William Brown
40,133 William Page
40,134 B. B. Mcreton
40,135 S. Moreton
40,136 W. Whelan
40,137 E. Burgas
40,138 J. J. Cadell
40,139 Thomas Black
44,140 D. J. Laird
40,141 H. Vogt
40,142 W. Black
40,143 Joseph Bushnel
40,144 Wm. Eaton
40,145 Robert Lions
40,146 Thomas Pugh
40,147 Charles Christmas
40,148 A. Morsenger
40,149 R. W. Powel
40,150 Sylvester Brown
60,451 John Charles
60,452 John Ricd
60,453 Wm. Sly
60,454 H. J. St. John
60,455 Emily C. Sly
60,456 G. P. Elliot
TENNINGERING GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 31st December, 1872.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
52,270 Joseph Hopkinson 52,274 Eugene Lenihan
52,271 Thomas Shankie 52,275 William Thompson
52,272 Thomas Thompson 52,276 James Thompson
62,273 Henry Thompson
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that on and after the
1st January, 1873, all articles included in
the exceptional  class of  the Goods Classification,
Southern and Western Railway (save Black Sand
or Tin Ore),  as we ll  as
Firewood
Hay and Straw, loose
Drain Pipes and T iles
Lime and Limestone
Salt, Rock
Slates,
shall be loaded and unloaded by the owners.
Should the Railway Department be required to do
the work, the charges will be as follows, viz.:-
For loading... 2s. 6d. per ton
For unloading ... 2s. 6d.
Also that HIDES and SKINS, in  bales, bundles,
or tied up  singly , will be charged for under the
head  of Special class.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 24th December, 1872.
TO STOREKEEPERS, IRONMONGERS,
AATD OTHERS.
STORES, ETC., REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF
THE NORTHERN RAILWAY, ROCKHAMP-
TON.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office
' until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
24th January next, from persons willing to contract
for the supply of the whole or any of the under-
mentioned Stores, &c., in such quantities as may
be required during the year 1873, upon the condi-
tions hereafter specified, to be delivered at the
Railway Stores, Rockhampton.
Printed forms of Tender, with lists and further
particulars specified, may be obtained at this Office,
or at the Railway Office, Rockhampton ; and at the
foot of every Tender there must be a memorandum
signed by the party tendering, and two responsible
persons as sureties , agreeing to be answerable for
the due performance of the contract, in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event, that they will severally execute and
deliver , at the office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane ,  within seven  days from the usual  notifica-
tion  of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty in the
penal sum of £100, for  securing  such performance,
otherwise  the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
The Stores to be of the very best description of
their several kinds.
The probable quantities of each article required
are given for the guidance of persons concerned,
but it must be understood that they are only
approximate, and the contractors must supply more
or less of each article, as required.
This notice does not apply to stores and  material
of every description required for the construction
of new works.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF ARTICLES AND PROBABLE QUANTITIES
REQUIRED  TO BE TENDERED FOR.
Adzes, handled, per doz. (1 dozen)
Augurs, Matheson's screw, - inch to 2 inches, per
doz. (12 dozen)
Axes, American, per dozen (1 dozen)
Alum, per lb. (12 lbs.)
American cloth, best (50 yards)
Bolts, flush, for doors (28 lbs.)
Borax (3 lbs.)
Brass,  11-oinch (1 sheet)
Brooms, hair (2 dozen)
„ bass (2 dozen)
Brushes, scrubbing (2 dozen)
Buckets, galvanized iron (6)
Canvas, best brands, No. 4 (500 yards)
Chalk (50 lbs.)
Chisels, carpenters' large panel (1 dozen)
Copper, sheets,
-
inch (1 sheet)
Chamois leathers (1 dozen)
Dusters, flannel, per yard (1 dozen)
„ linen, „ (1 dozen)
Emery, ground, per lb. (30 lbs.)
Files, assorted, as per Sheffield list (4 dozen)
Felt roofing, Scroggin's (100 yards)
Glasses, kerosine lamp (1 dozen)
Hammers, hand, handled (1 dozen)
Handles, American axe, per dozen (2 dozen)
beaters (5 dozen)
adzes (2 dozen)
hammer (3 dozen)
sledge-hammer, 3 feet L3 inches long (2
dozen)
Iron, round and square, best Best Staffordshire (80
cwt.)
angle, best Best Staffordshire (40 cwt.)
flat, (40
plate, „ (5
sheet, Nos. 10 to 20, wire gauge (40 cwt.)
BBH, crown over (40 cwt.)11
Leather, best belting (150 feet)
Lead, per cwt. (20 cwt.)
Nails, wire, assorted sizes
„ clouts, (3 cwt.)
wrought iron, assorted  sizes ))
Oil, rape (20 gallons)
linseed, boiled and raw (50  gallons)
kerosine, approved brands (20 gallons)
neat's foot (50 gallons)
„ sweet (100 gallons)
Paint, white lead (5 cwt.)
.Potash, American (28 lbs.)
Rope, best Europe ) (1 cwt.)
Manilla
Rivets and washers, copper, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Steel, blister, best brands, per cwt. (28 lbs.)
round, square, hexagon, best brands, per cwt.
t3 cwt.)
spring, best brands, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
„ cast (5 cwt.)
Saws, hand (6)
Screws, all sizes, as per printed list (20 gross)
Screw-drivers (1 dozen)
Shovels, No. 4, round nose, T handles (4 dozen)
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Soap, soft (1 cwt.)
Sponges, common  (2 dozen)
Tacks , tin, per lb.
cut, ,, (6 lbs.)
iron, „
Tallow, best, for lubricating (5 cwt.)
Tarpaulins, 25 x 17a feet (12)
Tar, coal, per hhd. (500 gallons)
Stockholm, per gallon (50 gallons)
brushes (1 dozen)
Twine, tarred (28 lbs.)
to packing (10 lbs.)
Waste, white cotton (8 cwt.)
Wire, copper
brass (20 lbs.)
„ steel
Zinc, sheet (1 cwt.)
Timber, pine, per 100 feet superficial
„ hardwood
cedar, per foot
„ cudgerce, per 100 feet superficial
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndab, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Ipswich,
Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marlborough,
Maryborough, 117ilchester, Mount Perry, Murphy's
Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office (Brisbane),
Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St.
George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and  Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to  interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the  rate  of five pounds per cent. per
annum ;  on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per  annum  on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can ue made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 28th December, 1872.
BORDER CUSTOMS DUTIES.
REFUNDMENT OF DUTIES PAID ON SPIRITS AND
TOBACCO  TAKEN  FROM BONDED WAREHOUSE
FOR EXPORTATION OVERLAND.
T
HE following Regulations respecting the Re-
fundment of Duties paid upon Spirits or
Tobacco transmitted from Bond in Brisbane or
Ipswich into New South Wales, for consumption
there, having been approved by His Excellency the
Governor in Council, are published for general
information :-
1st. The person paying duty upon such spirits
and tobacco, intended for transmission overland to
New South Wales, shall, at the time of making
such payment, notify to the Customs Authorities his
intention to apply for a refundment of duty upon
the goods reaching that colony.
2nd. The proper Customs Officer shall thereupon
examine the said goods, regauge and ascertain
strength thereof by tykes' Hydrometer, or reweigh,
as the case may be, and take down the numbers
and marks of the packages, and sha ll  embody this
and other  necessary information in a despatch note.
A copy of this despatch note shall be given to the
person in charge of the goods for presentation to
the New South Wales Border Officer, and the
original  shall be filed in the Custom House.
3rd. If within three months from the date of its
issue, the despatch note which accompanied the
goods shall be returned to the Collector of Customs
with an endorsement thereon by a New South
Wales Border Officer, certifying that he identifies
the goods mentioned therein, and that they have
been imported into the Colony of New South Wales
in exactly the same condition  as to marks , quantity,
strength , or weight, as specified in despatch note,
and that duty has been paid thereon to that
Government, the amount of the duty originally
paid to the Customs Authorities  at Brisbane or
Ipswich shall be thereupon refunded.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
NOTICE TO SAVINGS BANK DEPOSITORS.
DEPOSITORS in the Government SavingsBank are required to take notice that from
and after the 1st January, 1873, the interest pay-
able to parties then being Depositors, or thereafter
making deposits, in the Government Savings Bank,
will, in accordance with the Act 36 Victoria, No. 6,
assented to on the 2nd August, 1872, be as fol-
lows, viz.  :-
On deposits not exceeding £100, at the rate of
FIVE POUNDS per cent. per annum.
On deposits exceeding £100, but not exceeding
£200, at the rate of FIVE POUNDS per cent. per
annum on £100, part thereof ; and at the rate of
FouR PouNDS per cent. per annum on the remainder.
On deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
13th September, 1872.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  17th January, 1873.
SHE following  Notice to  Mariners is published
for  general information.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
Office of the Marine Board of New South Wales,
Sydney, 12th December, 1872.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
1olcanic Island, Lat.  20° 33'  If.,  Lon.  144° 49' E.
CAPTAIN Almond, F.R.A.S., of the British barque
" Decapolis," reports the  existence  of a Volcanic
Island in latitude 20° 33' north, longitude 1440 49'
east.
The Island (P Guy Rock) is estimated to be from
three to four miles in circumference and 900 feet
high. It is of a conical shape, and was in active
eruption on the 11th of July, 1872; a quantity of
ashes was blown on board the " DecaIolis " as she
passed about three miles to leeward of it.
Supposed error in position of the Ocean Islands.
The " Decapolis " on her passage from Yokohama
to Sydney, on the 20th of September, 1872, passed to
the eastward of a dangerous group of Islands, the
southernmost of which, from  reliable observations,
was found to be in latitude 91 0' north, longitude
165° 47, east. This group extends N.N.W. and
S.S.E. about thirty miles,  and appears to be some-
what similar to the description of the Ocean  Islands,
although found to be  situated  considerably to the
westward of the position given  to those islands on
the chart.
Nereus  Shoal.
Captain Almond also  reports sighting  the doubtful
Nereus Shoal,  and considers  it to be near the posi-
tion assigned  to it on the chart.
FRANCIS HIXSON,
President.
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Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane , 11th January, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAP$ REGULATIONS,
QUEENSLAND.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to cancel the  Electric Telegraph Regulations pub-
lished on the 28th March, 1861, 18th September,
1869, 30th July, 1870, and Atli January, 1873,
and to  approve of the following Regulations in
lieu thereof, which are hereby published under
the provisions of  " The Electric Telegraph At of
1867."
To take effect on and after the 1st February,
1873.
A. H. PALMER.
REGULATIONS UNDER WHICH TELEGRAPHIC
BUSINESS  MAY BE TRANSACTED IN THE
COLONY OF QUEENSLAND.
1. All messages will be held  strictly confidential.
2. Messages  tendered for transmission must be
written with ink, in & legible manner, in plain
language, on  the proper form, and  the  address
must contain  all information necessary to avoid
delay and ensure delivery. The signature of the
sender will be required in authentication of each
message, and  as subscribing to the conditions
imposed . To ensure greater accuracy, all amounts
must be expressed in words as well as figures.
Charge will be made for the words only.
3. Payment of all  charges  in advance will be
required, except for replies to interrogatory mes-
sages,  which ecntain the words  " Reply paid ,for,"
but in all such cases the interrogatory message
must be produced. In cases of emergency or
distress , special arrangements may be made for the
receipt of  messages  payable by the receiver, if the
sender deposits the amount of charges with the
transmitting  station ; in such cases, the word
" Collect"  must be inserted in the address imme-
diately before the name of the terminal station.
This deposit will be returned in full if the receiver
pays on delivery. Press reports to be paid for at
receiving station  on delivery.
4. All that the sender writes to be transmitted is
included in reckoning the cost. The name of the
original sending station, and the date, hour, and
minute of the deposit of the message will be
officially transmitted free to the receiver. When
the sender wishes to pay for a reply, have the
message repeated  or posted, instructions are to be
inserted in the address immediately before the
name  of the terminal station. Messages can be
posted to any address on prepayment of postage
for registered letter in addition to the ordinary
charge for transmission.
6. Messages may be transmitted in  cypher  in the
Eng lish  language or  secret language, but cypher
words  must not contain more than three syllables,
and words in secret language must  not average
more than five letters ; an additional charge of fifty
per cent . to be made for messages containing cypher
or secret language.
6. Messages will be transmitted in the order of
their reception, unless on the service of the State,
or matters relating to the administration of justice,
in which cases precedence may be given.
7. Messages will be delivered free within one
mile of the station to which transmitted. If beyond
that distance, according to the instructions con-
tained in the address, charges for porterage, cab
hire, or boat hire, payable by the receiver, will be
made for messages  delivered beyond one mile.
8. The sender or receiver of message, on proving
their identity, may receive certified copies of mes-
sages on giving  the date and paying a fee of one
shilling for each copy.
9. In the event of any interruption to communi-
cation by which messages may be unusually
delayed, it will be optional with the senders, on
application  Lefore  transmission ,  to withdraw their
messages and  receive back the amount paid.
10. The originals  of messages received, and
dupli cates of messages  issued, will be kept for six
months,after  the expiration of which period they
will  be  burned in the  pretence  of officers  in charge
of btatibad.
11. If desired,  messages of consequence can be
repeated from stations at which received  to stati ons
from which originally sent, on payment  of an addi-
tional half rate ; but no responsibility will be
undertaken, nor any claim for compensation enter-
tained for any errors or mistakes  in transmission or
delay in delivery of  messages , whether repeated or
unrepeated, nor for non -transmission  or non-delivery
of messages from whatever cause such  errors or
mistakes in transmission or delay in  transmission
or delivery or non- transmission  or non-delivery may
arise.
Telegraph Stations in Queensland will be open to
receive business from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily,
Sundays excepted. On special occasions, when
messages may be received after office  hours, an
additional charge of 50 per cent. on ordinary rate
is to be made. On Sundays officers are in  attend-
ance at 9 a.m. for the reception of messages, in
cases of extreme urgency or necessity.
At Railway Stations, where no Electric Telegraph
office is opened, and where there may be a telegraph
instrument in circuit on the line of the Railway
Department, Railway Station Masters will receive
messages to be transmitted to the nearest Telegraph
Station by railway wire, and from thence forwarded
to  their destination by Electric Telegraph Depart-
ment. Railway Station Masters will collect the
charges due to the Telegraph Department,  and, in
addition ,  one shilling  on each message for trans-
mission by railway line. In  the same manner
messages  for Railway Stations, where no Electric
Telegraph Station is opened, and where there may
be a telegraph instrument in circuit on the line of
the Railway Department, will be received at any
Electric Telegraph Station, the additional char e
of one shilling for each message being prepaid for
transmission by railway line. Message forms may
be obtained at any such Railway Station, and the
Station Master will furnish information as to cost
of transmission.
At country post towns, where no Electric Tele-
graph Station is opened, Postmasters have been
appointed receivers of messages, which they will
forward for transmission to the nearest Electric
Telegraph station, by first post.  Persons desirous
of using this means of communication will hand
their messages to the Postmaster, together with the
cost of transmission, twopence (2d) for postage,
and sixpence (6d.) Postmaster's fee. Message
forms may be obtained on application at any such
Post Office, and the Postmaster will furnish infor-
mation as to the cost of transmission.
Scale of Charges.
Between any two Stations  in Queensland  where the
distance does not exceed thirty (30) miles-
a. d.
For every  message of  twenty (20) words,
including address and signature ... 1 0
For every additional ten (10) words or
part of ten (10) words ... ... ... 0 6
Where the distance xceeds thirty (30) mi
For every message of twenty (20) wor
including address and  signature
les-
ds,
... 2 6
For every additional ten (LO) words
part of ten (10) words ... ...
or
... 1 3
One-half ordinary charges for  press messag es  intend ed
for publication.
Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane, 31st December, 1872.
]] IS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
l of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to approve of the  following Regulations as to the
working of " Telegraphic Messages Act of  1872."
A. H. PALMEER.
1. In cases where receivers may require  messages
to be endorsed, to the effect that "  such message
was received by telegraph, and issued by the
department ," officers in charge of Telegraph  Stations
are directed to endorse the message accordingly,
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and sign and  date the endorsement. Persons
making this request must produce the original
copy  issued.
2. In the same manner, when the sender may
require a certified copy of a message which
has been sent, officers in charge of Telegraph
Stations are authorised to issue to the sender, or
his duly authorised agent, a copy of the original
message,  with the following  endorsement :-
I hereby certify that this is a true copy  of a message
received at Telegraph Station, at
(time ) 187 . And that the sum of
was paid as fee for transmission.
Officer  in charge , Telegraph Station.
Date, 187 .
3. For such certificate  on message sent or
received, the fee of one shilling is to be paid by
the applicant,  such fees  to be paid into General
Revenue.
4. The contents of any writs,  warrants ,  rules,
order, authority, or other communication requiring
signature or seal , may be transmitted by Electric
Telegraph, if signed by-
The Governor
The President of the Legislative Council
The Speaker of the Legislative Assembly
The Judges of the Supreme Court or District
Courts
The Ministers of the Crown
The Auditor-General
The Under-Secretaries to any Department pre-
sided over by a Minister
The Collector of Customs
The Clerk of the Legislative Council
The Clerk of the Legislative Assembly
The Sheriff'
The Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs
The Registrar-General
The Registrar of the Supreme Court
The Commissioner of Police
The Chief Inspector of Distilleries
The Registrar and Marshal of the Vice-
Admiralty Court
The Returning Officers appointed under the
Elections Act  for the purposes of Returns
to Writs of Election, but not otherwise
Any Attorney or Solicitor.
5. Provided that the original document shall be
delivered at the Telegraph Station in the presence,
and under the inspection of, a Justice of the Peace,
who shall endorse to that effect (form A). The
message must  be  written continuously  on the form
provided for that purpose, and must be in accord-
ance with the  Regulations  for the transmission of
telegraphic business.
6. The message to be issued to the receiver, on
a form (B) specially provided for the purpose, and
shall state  the name of the Justice of the Peace in
whose presence it was originally delivered.
7. The person to whom the message is delivered
will cause  a copy (form C) to be delivered at the
Telegraph office which issued the message on form B,
to be repeated back to the sender, charges at half-rate
being collected from the original sender ; and such
copy intended to be repeated shall be delivered at
the Telegraph Station in the presence and under
the inspection of a Justice of the Peace, who shall
endorse the message  to that effect, and the repeated
copy is to be delivered (form D) to the sender of
the original  message.  In the event of any error
the process is to be repeated under the like super-
vision, until it shall appear that a correct copy of
the original document  has been  received by the
person to whom it shall have been sent.
8. When it shall appear that such true copy has
been so received, such first-mentioned justice shall,
endorse upon the original document (form A) a
certificate to that effect, and shall forthwith, by
message  (form E), inform such person that such
certificate has been so endorsed.
9. The person so receiving such true copy shall,
upon receiving information of such certificate,
(form  F), endorse upon the original document
received by him (forms B and C) a certificate that
the same has been duly received ; this certificate
to be signed by the receiver and the justice who
previously countersigned the message delivered
(form C).
10. Every original document sent under these
instructions (form A) shall be kept at the Telegraph
Station at which it was delivered, and shall, after
the expiration of two dais from the  transmission
of message (form E), be open to inspection to the
public between the hours of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.,
on payment of a fee of one shilling.
11. Attention is called to the penalties imposed
by sections 7, 8, 9, and 10 of "  Telegraphic Messages
Act  of 1872," on any person wilfully delivering
message to the wrong person, on any. person
signing a telegram for another person without
lawful authority, or for any false certificate of
sending message, under section 4.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 31st December, 1872.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve the cancellation of existing Regulation
8, under which telegraphic  messages  may be trans-
mitted in the Colony of Queensland, and that the
following be inserted in its stead.
A. H. PALMER.
REGULATION 8.-If desired,  messages  of conse-
quence can be repeated from  stations  at which
received to stations from which originally  sent, on
payment of an additional half-rate ; but no responsi-
bility will be undertaken, nor any claim for com-
pensation entertained, for any errors  or mistakes in
transmission or delay in delivery  of messages,
whether repeated or unrepeated, nor for non-
transmission  or non-delivery  of messages from
whatever  cause  such errors or mistakes  in trans-
mission  or delay in transmission or delivery or non-
transmission or non-delivery may arise.
Postmaster-General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  24th December, 1872.
TWENTY-FIVE POUNDS REWARD.
WHEREAS,  on or about the night of the 11thinstant ,  a piece of fencing wire was mali-
ciously hooked on to the two Electric Telegraph
wires, at a point about five miles from Dalby, with
intent to impede the use of the line : Notice is
hereby  given ,  that a reward of £26 wi ll  be paid
by the Government for such information as will
lead to the conviction of the offender or offenders.
A. H. PALMER.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1872.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
TOOWOOMBA TO DALBY, WITHIN RAILWAY
FENCES.
T
ENDERS will be received at the office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until noon on MONDAY, the tenth day of
February next, from persons  desirous  of contract-
ing for the supply of  all  material ,  except wire,
insulators ,  and iron poles ,  and all  workmanship
necessary for the erection of the undermentioned
work, according to the  terms, general  conditions,
and specifications appended hereto.
For a line of poles from Toowoomba to Dalby
within the railway fences-the poles between Too-
woomba and the locality of Gowrie Junction to be
of wood, and for the other portion of the distance
with a few exceptions, to be of iron to be supplied
by the Government.
Iron poles and insulators to be supplied by the
Government and delivered to the contractor at
Brisbane.
,
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Tenders must state separately--
1. Price each for supplying and erecting
wooden poles and affixing three insu-
lators.
2. Price each for erecting iron poles and
affixing three insulators.
3. Price per foot for extra length wooden
poles where required.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within (3) three months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
(76) seventy-five per  cent . on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but notwithstanding
such report, and payment on account, the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other officer
appointed by him in that behalf, shall have full
power at any time afterwards, before final payment
shall be made, of rejecting and condemning any of
the work or  materials  in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for ob-
taining materials ,  on signing  a bond indemnifying
the Government  against  any claims for compensa-
tion arising  from the action of the contractor, and
providing for any  claims being  paid by the Super-
intendent  from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property, caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the  same  from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums  of money which may be due to the
contractor, together with all materials and imple-
ments in his possession  on the ground ,  and all  sums
of money whether  named  in the bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be
considered  as ascertained damages for  breach of
contract . Attached to each tender there must be a
memorandum  signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible  persons as sureties , agreeing to be
answerable  for the due  performance  of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking, in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the'
acceptance of the Tender, a bond to Her Majesty in
a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount
of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
Any clearing necessary to be provided for under
special agreement.
Wooden poles to be heavy straight saplings of
the hest description of approved hardwood (no
spotted gum or Moreton Bay ash being allowed)
with the bark removed, not less than nine (9)
inches in diameter, at five (5) feet from the butt,
and five (5) inches in diameter at the top, and
twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to be carefully and
thoroughly charred from the base upwards over a
space of six (6) feet, and well coated with the best
coal tar; the top to be firmly bound at one (1) inch
from its extremity with good hoop  iron, not less
than one (1) inch wide.
The top of each wooden pole to be served with a
thick coating of white lead.
The top of the pole to be bored as directed, to
receive the insulating pin.
At angles, or other places where required, struts
or supports of wood to be supplied,  and fixed as
directed. The poles to be not more than sixty-six
(66) yards apart, unless by special permission, to
be sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a
perpendicular position, and well rammed with
rubble and earth.
The iron poles to be erected as directed, the base
to be sunk not less than four (4) feet in the ground.
The insulators to be firmly fixed as directed,
three on each pole.
All materials used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, must be of the best
quality, and, together with the workmanship,
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric  Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect  the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1873.
"BLUE BOOK."
H
IS Excellency the Governor,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified to all Heads of Departments, and other
Civil Servants of the Government, that the Returns
required from them for the purpose of  enabling
the Registrar-General to compile the Annual
" Blue Book" must be forwarded to him, correctly
and fully filled up with the necessary  information,
on or before the 31st January  instant.
The Registrar-General has been directed to
report to the Government  the names of all  Officers
who may fail to furnish the required Returns in
accordance with this notification.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1873.
"ANNUAL STATISTICAL  REGISTER."
WHEREAS it is of importance that the Annual
11 Statistics of Queensland should be laid
before Parliament at the earliest possible date : His
Excellency the a Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, directs it to be notified to all
Heads of Departments, Officers of the Police Force,
and other Civil Servants of the Government, that
the returns required from them by the Registrar-
General, for the purpose of enabling him to compile
the Statistics, must be forwarded to the Registrar-
General, correctly and fully filled up, before the 1st
March next.
The Registrar-Generel  Las  been directed to
report to the'Government the names of all perso;
who may fail to furnish the regad retgr?#e ui
accordance with this notification:
A. H. VAL7 l R,
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 11th January, 1873.
R
ETURN of all Applications for Timber  Licenses
made  to the  Bench of Magistrates, at
Taroom ,  from  the 1st day of July, 1872, to the 31st
day of December , 1872, both  inclusive.
A. H. PALMER.
Applicant 's Name. Description ofLicense.
I "IMMIGRATION ACT OF 1872."
REMITTANCE PASSENGERS.
PERSONS resident in Queensland, wishing toobtain Pa sages to th  Colony for their
Friends or Relatives in Europe, can do so under
the provisions of the New Immigration Act, by
paying to the Immigration Agent in Brisbane, or
to any of the Clerks of Petty Sessions in the
Colony,  amounts  in accordance with the following
scale :-
Males and Females, between 1 and 12, each ... £1
Males, between 12 and 40, each ... ...  2
Females, between 12 and 40, each ... ... 1
Males and Females, above 40, each ... ... 4
Infants under 12 months, FREE.
Whether Amountgranted or of Fee.
refused.
Christy Mohr ... ... Hardwood... Granted 1
James  Ashton... „ „ 1 I
William Wilson ... „ 1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1873.
RETITRN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Mackay, from the 1st day of July, 1872, to the
31st day of December, 1872, both inclusive.
A. H. PALMER.
Applicant 's Name. Description ofLicense.
Whether
granted or
refused.
Amount
of Fee.
George Vines  ... ... Hardwood Granted 1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1873.
R
ETURN  of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Gympie, from the 1st day of July, 1872, to the
31st day of December, 1872, both inclusive.
A. H. PALMER.
Applicant's Name. Description ofLicense.
Whether
gra Amount,
of Fee.usdsed.
refu
£
John Overland ... Hardwood Granted 1
Thomas Appleby ...
Henry Tucker... ...
John Jefferson ...
James Donnell ...
James Clarke  ... ...
James Hammon ...
John Smith ... ...
John Copsen ... ... Pine ... „ 2
Henry Pouting .. „ „ 2
Henry Schmalfeldt ... 2
Henry Schmalfeldt ... 2
Charles Euston ... 2
Charles Euston ... 2
Albert H. Wilkin ... 2
Benjamin  Tyrrell ... Hardwood  1
Joseph quthers ...
Francis McMah ...
Samuel31orwitch ... Pine ... „ 2
George Cart er ... 11 „ 2
William Gibson ... Hardwood „ 1
Richard Dudley ... Bricks „ 110s
Wi ll iam Casemore ... Hardwood „ 1
William Elworthy ... Pine ... 2
James Mellor ... 2
John D. Barklay ... 2
Abraham F. Luva ... Hardwood ., 1
John Olfen ... ... Pine „ 2
William Hiller
Robert Dath ...
...
.. 4
John Bell  ... .. 2
Andrew Templeton ... 2
William Greigg ... Hardwood „ 1
James Holbeck ... 1
John McCarthy ... I
HIRE OF LABORERS IN EUROPE.
Employers of Labor in the Colony are directed
to the liberal provisions contained in the New Act,
whereby Mechanics, Laborers, or Servants,  engaged
through Agents in Europe, will be provided with
Passages to the Colony by the Agent-General.
Applications from employers will be received by
the Immigration Agent in Brisbane, or by any of
the Clerks of Petty  Sessions  in the Colony, from
whom further particulars and all necessary forms
can be obtained.
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Office,
Immigration Agent.
Brisbane , 12th August, 1872.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 14th Novenber, 1872.
PETITION UNDER " THE MUNICIPAL INSTI.
TUTIONS ACT OF 1864."
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, in  pursuance of
the Act of Council 28 Victoria, No. 21, has directed
the publication of the substance and prayer of a
Petition addressed to His Excelleiicy  as hereinafter
set forth, signed by one hundred and thirteen
householders resident in the township of Stanthorpe,
praying for the erection of their locality into a
municipality.
A. H. PALMER.
Petitioners  state -" That immediately  adjoining
the township of Stanthorpe,  and situate between
two parts  thereof,  is a township , known by the
name of Stannum ,  which last-mentioned  township
is situated  on purchased  land, and  that the two town-
ships of Stanthorpe  and Stannum  form in reality
one town ,  containing not less  than one  thousand
inhabitants ," and the Petitioners  are desirous of
the same being established a Municipal District
to be called " the Municipality of Stanthorpe," and
that the limits and boundaries thereof may be
defined according to the following description :-
Commencing on the right bank  of Kettle Swamp
Creek at the north -east corner of mineral selection
number 428 , and be bounded thence by the north
boundary of that  selection bearing west about
seventy-eight  chains  and fifty links to the Maryland
road ; thence on the north- west  by that road  bearing
outli-westerly about twenty chains ; thence by a
line bearing west to the north- east corner  of mineral
selection number 317A and by the north boundary
of that selection about 112 chains ; thence by the
west boundary of that selection  bearing south
about ten chains to  mineral selection  number 345 ;
thence by the north boundary of that selection
bearing  west  ten chains ; thence by  its west
boundary bearing south four chains ninety  links to
mineral selection  number 346; thence by the north
boundary of that selection bearing  west ten
chains ; thence by its west boundary bearing south
three chains to mineral selection number 368;
thence by the north boundary of that selection
bearing west ten chains ; thence by a line bearing
south forty degrees west about eighty chains to the
north-west corner of mineral selection number
368, 4 ; thence by the west boundary of that selec-
tion and mineral selection number 330A  bearing
south about forty-one chains eighty links to the
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Broadwater ; " thence by that creek downwards
easterly and south-easterly to its junction with
Quart Pot Creek into the Severn River ; thence by
that river downwards south-easterly to the south-
west corner of mineral selection number 316 ;
thence by the south boundary of that selection and
its prolongation easterly about 180 chains ; thence
by a line bearing north to the south-east corner of
mineral  selection number 284; thence by the east
boundary of that selection and mineral selection
number 285, and its prolongation northerly about
137 chains to Kettle Swamp Creek ; and thence by
that creek upwards in a northerly direction to the
point of commencement.
WilliamH.Groom,M.L.A. W. H. McQuaker
J. F. G. Foxton John Gould
David Murray James  Scanlan
Jno. Conquest John McNeave
M. Connell Jeremiah Allman
Geo. Wilson John D. Larkin
H v.Browne Alfred Ash
J. McInnes Alexr. McLeod
A. Isaacs Michael Wood
John Walter P. Lubin
B. Tyson George Cooper
R. Dawson Dudley Rushh
Alfred Green J. Miason
W. Curtis James Hobson
A. Simpson David Groom
J. T. Smith George Campbell
H. Wood F. P. Stewart
Geo. Barton Martin Jos. Keogh
William Philipps A. Pittman
T. Lawson George Scott
Andw. Weston A. Keilar, per G. S.
F. Smith James Moloney
Geo. Antill E. Campbell
Chas. P. Waters John Young
Henry P. Gray Daniel Donovan
A. V. Halloran Thos. Kelly
G. Ware Martin Kelly
C. C. Williams William Jack
Hy. George Daniel Sullivan
Robt. Austin Alex. Wood
T. F. Merry Peter Pent
J. Davidson George Simms, comedian
W. Hawe M. O'Sullivan
E. W. Hollinworth E. H. Washington
St. G. Ralph Gore J. W. Thompson
John Sheahan, per J. C. D. Quinlan
D. W. Julyd John Newlan
Robert Wilson W. A. F. Gregson
C. W. Pitts Hy. Prebble
J. Horwitz and Co. J. H. Schott
Edward Marlay, J.Y. Churchill O. Evens
David Evanslee  Wm. Brown
Samuel Levy, per Davis C. E. Clarke
Harris C. Whitby
Saml.  Cochrane Michael Mooney
Wm. C. Grant H. R. Gibbs
M. R. C. Spriggs W. Emeret
Daniel Grigg Fredk.  Bergan
R. Cy. Cowper M. Quinlan
John E. Elliott P. Connell
W. Hardy C. Grant
Horace Le Ransome S. Phillips
S. P. Scowen  J. Smith
Henry Weeding P. Murphy
Norris Hill M. J. Smith
Paul Modini F. J. Johnson
H. B. Mason Thomas  Nelson Rose
NOTICE.
TELEGRAPHIC COMMUNICATION,  VIA  SOUTH
AUSTRALIAN OVERLAND LINE.
THE following are the Rates of Charges forTransmission of Messages by the above
route.
All that the sender writes to be transmitted,
including Name, Address, and Signature, enters.
into the number of words charged for. All charges
must be prepaid.
The name of Station where Telegram is handed
in, and the date and time at which the Message is
received at that Station, are transmitted without
charge.
FOR A. MESSAGE OF TWENTY WORLS FROM ANY
TELEGRAPH  STATION IN QUEENSLAND TO-
2  s. d.
Aden ... ... _
... ... ... 9 10 6
Algeria  ... ' ... 9 11 0..
£ s. d.
Austria and Hungary ... ... ... 9 13 6
Barbary (Tripoli and Benghazi) ... 9 8 6
Belgium ... ... ... ... ... 9 14 0
China (Hong Kong) ... ... ... 7 19 6
11 (Shanghai) ... ... ... 9 4 6
Cochin China ... ... ... ... 6 16 0
Corfu ... ... ... ... ... 9 14 0
Denmark ... ... ... ... ... 9 13 6
Egypt ... ... ... ... ... 10 10 6
France ... ... ... ... ... 9 14 0
Germany ... ... ... ... ... 9 13 6
Gibraltar ... ... ... 9 17 0
G.;eat Britain and Ireland and Channel
Islands  ... ... ... ... 9 17 6
Greece (Mainland) ... ... 9 15 0
Holland ... ... ... ... ... 9 14 0
India (stations west of Chittagong) 7 10 6
(stations east of Chittagong and
Ceylon) ... ... ... ... 7 14 6
Italy ... ... ... ... ... 9 11 6
Japan (Nagasaki)... ... ... ... 10 4 6
Java (Banjoewangie) ... ... ... 4 5 0
(stations east of Samarang) 4 6 0
(Samarang , and stations west of
ditto) ... ... ... ... ... 4 8 0
London ... ... ... ... ... 9 16 6
Luxemburg ... ... ... ... 9 14 0
Malta ... ... ... ... ... 9 7 0
Norway ... ... ... ... ... 9 13 6
Penang ... ... ... ... ... 6 5 6
Portugal ... ... ... ... ... 9 17 0
Russia, Europe ... ... ... ... 9 14 0
f)
Caucasus ... ... ... ... 10 0 6
1st Division ... ... ... 10 4 6
2nd Division ... ... ... 10 11 0
It 3rd Division ... ... ... 11 3 6
Servia  ... ... ... ... ... 9 12 6
Singapore  ... ... ... ... ... 5 9 6
Spain  ... ... ... ... ... 9 16 0
Sweden  ... ... ... ... ... 9 13 0
Switzerland ... ... ... ... 9 12 6
Syria ... ... ... ... ... 9 17 6
Turkey, Europe ... ... ... ... 9 14 0
„ Asia,  Seaports  ... ... ... 9 18 0
„ „ Inland ... ... ... 10 1 6
United Principalities 9 11 6
Zante, Ithaca, Cephalonia,  and Spezzia 9 16 6
Nara .- Of this an ount,  IN.  is for transmission to South
Australia ,  and LI for transmission over South Australian Line to
Port  Darwin.
Half rates for every ten words, or part of ten
words, additional.
Postage on Messages to South America from
Lisbon, one shilling ;  on Messages  to Mauritius and
Reunion from Aden, and  on Messages to all parts
of China and Japan from Hong Kong,  Shanghai,
or Nagasaki, one shilling and sixpence, in addition
to the  rates to those Stations.
MESSAGES  TO AMERICA.
In addition to the Rate to London the Charges
are-
£ s. d.
To New York-10 words (inclusive of
names  and addresses) 2 0 0
and 4s. for every additional word.
To San Francisco-10 words (inclusive
of names and  addresses) 2 12 6
and 5s. 3d. every additional word.
To Havana (Cuba)-10 words (inclusive
of names and  addresses ) ... ...  3 2 6
and 6s. every additional word.
To Kingston (Jamaica)-10 words (in-
clusive of names and addresses) 3 12 6
and 6s. 9d. every additional word.
Information as to charges to other parts of
America and the West India Islands may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
The Government will not undertake  responsi-
bility, or entertain  claims  for compensation for
errors,  non-transmission , or delay in  transmission.
W. J. CRACKNELL,
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs.
Queensland Electric Telegraph Department,
Superintendent's Office, Brisbane,
21st  October, 1872.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th  January, 1873.
NOTICE.
/jIRE under-mentioned Mineral Selection having become forfeited by reason of non-comp liance with
the conditions prescribed in  " The Crown  Land:  Alienation  Act of  1868 ,"  it is hereby notified that
the same will  be open to selection as Mineral Lands, according to the surveyed boundaries thereof, on and
after TUESDAY,  25th February, 1873.
(For the Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Register
No.
161
Selected by
Thomas Henry Steele Perkins
and Henry Bri dson
On
14th March, 1870...
Locality. Area.
About four miles from the
Town of  Marlborough
A. B. P.
40 0 0
Department  of Public Lands,
B ri sbane, 11th December, 1872.
T is hereby  notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section  of  "The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868" (31 Victoria, No. 46),  has been mane for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads  ;  and all  persons who may consider their interests affected  thereby,  are required to
transmit  to this Department  their  objections , in writing,  within  two months  from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BB CLOSED.
No.
1 Robe rt  Logan
Robert ,Logan
Applicant.
A. 1. P.
Boad separating po rt ions 206 from po rt ions Moggill  ... ... ... ...  8 1 20
76, 77, 78, 197,  198, and 206
Road separating part of po rt ion 206 from Noggin  ... ... ... ...  1 1 12
pa rt s of portions 206 and 208
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Pas senger
Fares,
£ :. d.
Goods and Live  Parcels and
Stock.  i Miscellaneous.
£ a. d.
Total
£ a. d. £ s. d.
Week ending January 11th, 1873
... 472 13 3 1,383 0 2 5815 41 1,914 8 9
Corresponding  week last year... ... 226 2 0 946 5 7 26 10  8 1,198 18  3
Increase
Decrease
246 11 3 436 14 7 32 4 8 716 10 6
EDWD. DEIGHTON,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
T
AKE Notice, that  applications have been made to  bring the Lands  described below under the
provisions  of "  The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land .  Name of Applicant.
36 perches, being allotment 18 of section 29, parish and John Bramston ,  as mortgagee
town  of North  Brisbane ,  county of Stanley exercising power of sale ;
and Robert  Cribb,  Edward
Barton Southorden, and
John Markwell ,  trustees of
the Will of  Francis Ede,
exercising powers of sale
32 perches, being allotment 1 of section 26, parish and
town of Ipswich, county of Stanley
Frederick Ludgater ...
36 perches, being allotment 13 of section 7, parish and
town of North Brisbane ,  county of Stanley
Mary Jane Brodie ... ...
Situation .  Parish. Area.
Date within  which a Caveat
may be lodged.
18th February, 1878.
Ditto.
Ditto.
General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,
 10th January, 1873.
T HE following SIIMMABY of OBs nvA1roNB taken at the METEOROLOGICAL ,STATION,  BBIsBA1fE,  during the Month of  DECEMBER,  1872 ,  is published for general information.
By His  Exce llency 's Command,
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOE,
 Postmaster-General
SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT BRISBANE ,  DURING THE MONTH OF DECEMBER, 1872•
LATITUDE,  270 28' 3" S.1 LONGITUDE,  1530 16' 16" E. HEIGHT 010 OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN  SEA LEVEL,  140  FEET ;  DISTANCE FROM SEA-OOABT,  10 MILES.
BAROMETER .  HYGROMETER. sELr - HLOISTEBInO I RATN_I WIND. r anvn . I I  OZON&
THEBMOMETEBR
Corrected to 320
U
Fahrenheit ,
 and Temperature Temperature of .d 0q 0 I m 0 " -I
 a
 Summary of Direction .  0-10.reduced to mean of Air. Evaporation , Humidity . d m 6
I
+
? psea levl
 I m a I ca as me a
Qaia  dd g !3 m ° go { a a
m 6 q a6  ' d+ fl a l E3 f 9 d 9 N  $  K q c > °  Sam. 8p. P.M.  p03 d ca d d a a ci m a a W A7 a b l or a m m a W COi e
Maximum  ... ... ...  130.080 30.028 30.156 87.5  9220  80.0 77.0 78 .5 174.6  '94 •89 ' •96  154,0! 133,0 63'0  84.0 96,0 72 '5 ! 30.0 4.560 270  N 4 NW 2 N 2 NW  0N 6 NW 1 10 10 10 340
i
7 11 00
R'0 SWOW I 8Wo
,  83Mean ... ... ... „ I28'91829 .852 28.805  8.4 80.7 72.8  71-6 72-3  89.3 f,9 81 134.71118.1 57.8  77-8 86'6 681 17 4 284 127
8 6 8E 81
6.0 4.7  4-4  '262 3.3 63
8 3 SE 10
.. 29.749
I
29.51Minimum
 l  0 29.666 65'5 6l 0  66.5 640 66'0 83.0 52 44 59  80-01  700 440  71-5  69'0 59.0I  5 *0 000 65 E 6 NE S  E 6  NE  121E 4 NEB 1  1 0 110 1 4
Summary of December , [872 Mean Shade Temp ., 77.2 degrees. Bain fe ll on 15 days. Total Rainfa ll,  8.94 inche s. Evaporation ,  8.120 inches .  Elect rical Obse rvations - 62 Positiv e ;  41 Negative .
1871 ,. „ 76.0 13 ,. „ 9.23 7.960 78 „ 16
1870 „ ,. 78.0 9 ., „ 4142 8'246 51 „ 42
,. „ 186 SO.7 16 5.53 8,680 67 ., 36 •,
.. 1868 SO'I 6 „ ,. 0150 10.216 „ ,• ,• 61 „ 82
1867 ,. „ 82.7 7 ., 2.77 7049 .. ,, „ 85 „ 8 ••
., .. 1886 748 11 „ ,• 9.50 5.667 ,. .• „ 33 „ 60 ,.
1865 „ 7710 2 0'35
1864 ,. ,. 77.6 ,. .. 8 „ 2'34 6 794 ..
1863 „ 73.4 „ 11 ., ,. 19 3 „ 8 351 .. ,. ., ... .. ... ,.
„ 1863 „ ,. 79.0 10 3.88 8.765 69 „ 24
Prevailing Winds , S.E. N.E.
.. N.E.
N.E.
„ „  N.E., N.
N.E.. E.
,. •, N.E., N.
,. „  H.E.,  S.B.
..
 N.E. N.
.. ,. B.E., S.
,. „  N.E.. E.
The weather has been warm ,  but a little lees so than usual during the month  ;  the mean shade temperature ,  77.2°, being 0.8° under the average of  this  month for the previous ten years, and 1.0° under the previous three years .  The highest
reading in shade ,  96'0°, was on the 19th ;  the lowest on grass ,  440°, was on the morning of the 23rd .  The mean barometric readings have been much below the average of the month ;  the highest ,  30.156, was at 9 p.m. on the 10th ,  and the lowest,
119.510, at 3 p.m. on the 22nd .  Rain  (which  varies  much In quantity during "this month )  fell on 15 days ;  the total fall, 8.98 inches, was the greatest during one month since December ,  1871, being4 •SO over the average ;  an unusual amount fell on the 30th,  0 5
inches in 24 hours .  For further information as to the rainfall of the Colony , see the general  summary published monthly in the  Government  Qaeette.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Obeerrer.
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REVENUE and EXPENDITURE of the M NICIPALITY of ToowooMBA,  for the Half -Year ending Slat
DECEMBER, 1872.
Dr.
£ a. u.
To Government endowment on
rates for half -year, ending
30th June ,  1872  ... ..  149 17 8
Government endowment on
lands  sold, 1871  ... ...  27 17 6
Government Printer - ex-
cass of charge in amount
forwarded for publishing
half-yearly statement of
accounts  ... .... ...  0 3 6
Impressions of Corporation
seal .. 7 16 0
Rent,  Corporation sale
yards and market dues ... 5 0 0
Licenses ,  drays and cabs  ...  14 0 0
Debentures issued ... ... ...
„ Rates collected ...
Balance,  No. 2 account,
A.J.B. Bank ...
Cr.
£ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
By Balance  ... ... ... ...  125 19 3
Town Clerk's salary  ... ...  108 8 B
Wages - day labor 119 19 0
Government loan  ... ... ...  27 17 6
Auditors'  andAseessors '  fees 10 12 0
177 16 2 „  Printing ,  advertising, and
subscribing to local papers 26 17 4
„ Law costs ... .. ... 60 0 0
Insurance ... ... ... 7 10 0
Interest  ... ... ...  112 0 9
„ Town Hall ... ... ...  5 8 2
Incidental and petty ex-
penses  ... ... ..  3418 9
267 7 0
Bathurst  Burr 3 2 4
Improvements ,  North Ward 128 14 9
26 18 6  ditto Central Ward 90 8 9
600 0 0 „ ditto South Ward 90 3 6
674 1 6  - 309 2 0
New Queen ' s Park  ...  12 10 0
0 13 11 i „ Debentures retired  ... ...  400 0 0
Balance ,  No. 1 account,
A.J.S. Bank  ... ...  116 5 2
Cash on hand  ... ... ...  0 0 1
£1,479 9 0 21,479  9 0
JoHN M. FLYNN, Town Clerk. a R. GODSALL, Mayor.
We, the undersigned,  having examined the Books and Vouchers in connection with the above
Account, do hereby certify the same to be correct.
B. J. BEIRNE,
J. S. McINTYRE, I Auditors.
Toowoomba Municipality,  January, 1873.
48 18s. 6d.
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of theto 31st December,  1872:-
1872. Dr.
August 12.
To Government Endowment
December 31.
Carriers'  licenses, &c.
Use of Corporation seal
Police  court  fines ...
„ Rates rece ived ... ...
„ Balan ce  ... ...
WARWICK MUNICIPALITY ,  from the 1st July
1872.
£ i. d.  July 1. £ a d.
96 11 0 By Balance  ... ... ...  648 12 6
„ Cheque not presented last half-year ... 1 9 0
10 18 0 December 81.
1 1 0
6 0 0
265 0 0
415 17 4
„ Day labor  ... ... £ 21 17 0
„ Cartage of gravel and stone
for repair of streets  ..  37 17 6
„ Burning and  removing
carcases  ... ... 2 16 0
„ Acclimatisation Society ...
„ Improvements-
Clearing road to the Pocket
Repairs to Culvert, Gore's
lane .. ...
Clearing road to the Race-
coarse  ... ... ...
Watering place near Bur-
£6 10 0
0 16 0
6 0 0
nett .  Bridge  ...  2 16 0
Clearing road to the Par-
6 0 0
Prin tin g and advertising  ...  3 12 6
„ Office expenses  ... ...  4 14 7
Carriage of plants  ... ...  0 15 6
Repairing tools  ... ...  1 4 0
121 7 0
62 10 8
6 6 0
20 1 0
10 6 7
Cheque book  and exchange  ... ...  0 16 10
Interest  ... ... ... ... ...  28 18 11
£794 7 4 £794 7 4
I hereby certify this statement t4 be correct.
SAMUEL EVENDEN ,  Maygy.
We hereby  certify  that we have examined the Books of Accounts and Vouchers connected therewith,
kept by the Warwick  Xunicipal  Council ,  and that the above statement correspond, therewith.
THOMAS HORSMAN, 2 Apditor.ARCHA. STEWART, JSi
Cr.
FRANCIS B. Woons, Town Clerk.
Municipal  Chambers ,  Warwick,
1Uth January, 1873.
TIME TABLE.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.- On and after  MONDAY,  9th September,  1872, the following Time Table will come
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
Commissioner for Railwa s' Once,
Brisbane ,  3Oih August, 1872.
into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner
 for Railways.
riLxr. UP TRAINS. Muse. DOWN TRAINS.
KTATioJK. sTATION$.
From 'Coo.
lpwich. woomba.
No.1,
Goods.
No.2,
Mixed.
No.  3,
Mixed.
No. 4, No.5, No . 6,
Goods.
 Mixed .  Mixed .
From
Dalby.
From  No.1,
Warwick.  Goods.
No. 2.
Mixed.
No.
 S.
Mixed.
No. 4,
 No. 5.
Mined, Goods.
No. 6.
Mixed.
I---
Ipswich
AM. A.M.
10.0
A.M. I P.M. P.M. R.M.
... 4.40
A.M.
Dalby ... ...
A.M. A.M. A.M. A.M.
8.40
P.M.
Walloon ... 10.28 *5•8 3 Blaxland ' s Siding ... ... A
12
 Rosewood .. A A A 16 Bowenvillo  ... ... ... A
L9 ...  ` Western Creek A A A 24 Jondaryan ... . ... ... 9.58
arrive *11.8 5.47 33 Oakey Creek ... ... ... 10.30
21 Grandchester
i!3 ...  Victoria Tunnel
depart 1112
A
5.51
A A
40
45
Gowrie
Gowrie Junction ... arrive
A
29  Laidley . . 11.49 6.28.
38  Catton 12.18 C'57 Warwick ... ... ... 85 6.5...
arrive 12.53 7.32 3 Lyndhurst Road ... .. A A A
49  Helidon ... { depart 1.8 7.47 12 Allora ... ... ... 8.45
.22
... 5.45
*&5arrive *148 23 Clifton ... 9 ... 2359
59
Murphy's Creek
Highfelds
depart *8.30
9.22
1.62
2.44
2.7 ... 8 27
2.59 ... 9.19
25
34
I
King's Creek
 ... ...  ...
Emu Creek Siding  ...
9.32
A A
6 *33
A
i- A
i...
5 arrive 1010 3.32 3'47 10.7 41 1Cambooya .. ... . 1025 7.2678 Toowoomba ... depart
.
4.5 10.60 ... 3.65 ... 49
 1Westbrook Crossing ... A A A
W35 Mahone 's Gate B B 52; For Williams' Camp... A A A
85
y7
Gowrie Junction ... arrive ••• .•• *11.16 58 Gowrie Junction .,. arrive
I
SO-45 e tM Gh B By sa a eon
85 7 Gowrie Junction ... depart *11.25 ... 4.20
.16* .25 *1 .2901 121 ! For Williams' Camp A  A Gowrie Junction ...depart ,,, ,,, 11 1 8 6
94  16 Westbrook Crossin A  A arrive 11.65 11.44 8.56
102  24
g...
Cambooya 12.25 5.20
52 65
 Toowoomba ... departI 6.30 6.50
..
... 12.4
12.64
11.50
.109  31 Emu Creek Siding .. .. A  A 61 ...  Highfields ... 4020 77 ... 12 40
118  40
120  42
King's Creek ,,.
Clifton
.
... ..
.
1.18 6.13
1.28  *6.23 71
arrive  8.10 ...
...
 Murphy's Creek
I depart  ... *8.30
... 144,
*1.48
1.30
131  53
...
A llora
... .
2.5
 7.0 arrive  ... 9.10 ... 2.28
140  62 Lyndhurst Road
... ...
...
A A
81 Helidon • ..•
... 9.26{ depart ...  2'43
143  65 Warwick ... . 2.45 7.40 92 Gatton ... ... ...  ... 10.0 ... 3'18... ..
101 Laidley ... ... ,,, 10.29 ... 3.47
85 ... Gowrie Junction ... depart 4.30 105 Victoria Tunnel ... A A
90 ... Gowrie ...
... ...
A 109 Grandchester arrive
11.4 ...  4.2.2
97 Oakey Creek 5.8 depart *11 8 4.26
106 ...
...
Jondaryan ... ... ... 6.38 112 'Western Creek ... ... A
114 ... Bowenvil] e ... ... A 118 Rosewood  ... ... ... ... A A
127 ... Blaxland ' s Siding A 122 Walloon ... ... 11.49 *5-8
130 ... Dalby ... ... 6.50 130 Ipswich ... 12.17 ... 536
* Trains meet here.
All Day Tickets issued  on Saturdays available to return on the fo llowing Monday.
NOTE.- The Trains  will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains  marked thus ,  A, wi ll  stop by signa l  to take up passengers  only, who  will be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to ali ght at those places can
Zw1y  do so by giving notice  at the pre ceding Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  fr om the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they propose to ali ght.
(13.) The Noe . 2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down Trains only, will ,  for the present ,  stop at this Crossing ,  subject to the foregoing regulation.
Goods Trains will be run when necessary.
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Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
a
G
BEAT NORTHERN RAIL WAY.-On and after MONDAY, the 14th instant, the following Time
Table will come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Aiilos from
Rock-
hampton.
. 6
15
24
30
Stations Up Train, from West.Mixed. wood.
a.m I
Stations.
Rockhampton  ... ... ...  11.0 Westwood
Gracemere  ... ... .... 11.24 6  Rosewood Crossing ...
Stanwell ... ... ...  12'  0 15 Stanwell ... ...
Rosewood Crossing  ... ....  A 24 Gracemere ... ...
Westwood 1 0 30 Rockhampton... ...
Police Department,
Ipswich, 10th January, 1873.
THE Bench of Magistrates, Ipswich, have
appointed Mr. ROBERT FITZGERALD to be
Poundkeeper at Ipswich. The appointment to
date from the 20th December, 1872.
W. FRANCIS,
Sub-Inspector.
All  Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
Department of Ports and Harbors, I
Brisbane, 24th December, 1872. 1
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
EXTENSION OF JETTY, CARDWELL.TENDERS will bereceived at his Office, until
Noon on SATURDAY, the 1st February
next, from persons willing to contract for the
extension of the Jetty at Cardwell, 900 feet.
Tenders to be endorsed " Jetty .Extension, Port
Hinclsinbrook."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and further
particulars obtained, at the Port Office, Brisbane,
and at the Harbor Offices, Port Hinchinbrook and
Rockhampton.
Tenders must state the time within which it
is proposed to complete the work, and at the foot
of every Tender there must be a memorandum
signed by the person tendering, agreeing to deposit
the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of ''ender, for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event that be will execute and deliver, at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
QUEENSLAND MUSEUM.
I IHE Public are respectfully informed that the
rooms at the Parliamentary Building, tem-
porarily set apart for the purpose of a Museum,
will be open to Visitors from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays.
Admission can be obtained by application at the
Legislative Assembly Messenger's Room.
Contributions of Geological and Natural History
specimens, and also of anything else of possible
interest, will be thankfully acknowledged by the
undersigned, who will be happy to afford any
inforfr.tion at his disposal as to the scope and
object of the Institution now under formation.
C. COXEN,
6th October, 1871.
Acting Curator.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1873.
NOTICE.
T
HE  Revd. EDWARD TANNER, a Minister of
Religion registered as authorised to celebrate
Marriages in Queensland, has removed from the
Registration District of Mackay to that of Mary-
borough.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
' NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
.L which existed between George Slater and
John Ure McNaught, as Booksellers, Stationers,
&c., under the style of " Geo. Slater and Co.,"
has this day been dissolved by mutual consent ; and
that the said Business will be continued by George
Slater, under the same style of " Geo. Slater and
Co.'
GEO. SLATER.
JOHN URE McNAUGHT.
Witness-W. WILLIAMS.
Brisbane, 15th January, 1873.
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Down Train
Mixed.
P.M.
3-30
A
4.30
5• 6
5.30
3s. Gd.
To the Worshipful the Justices of the Peace in and
for the District of Gatton.
I
HEREBY give notice that I intend to make
application to the Court of Petty Sessions at
Gatton, on  WEDNESDAY, the 26th day of
February ,  1873, for a license to erect Swing Gates
across the road between portions 54 and  57,  parish
of Tent Hill ,  in accordance with the terms  of  "Tlie
Closing of  Roads Jet,"  28  Vic., No. 19.
HARRY HOOPER.
Tent  Hill, 7th  January, 1873.
41 3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the  Matter of the  Act of Parliament , 31 Vie.,
No. 10, and of the Personal Estate of James
McGrath, late of Charters Towers, deceased.
To a Father and Brother ,  residing at Gympie.
(SAKE notice that, unless you apply for and
1 obtain Letters of Administration to the Per-
sonal Estate of James McGrath, deceased, intestate,
or show cause within one calendar month after the
date hereof, to the satisfaction of the Supreme
Court of Queensland, or the Judge thereof, why an
order should not be made for me to collect, manage,
and administer the said Estate of the said James
McGrath, I shall, at the expiration of the said one
calendar month, apply by Petition to the said Court,
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or the Judge of the said Court, for such order, and
the same will be made accordingly.
ALEXANDER R.A FF,
Curator of  Intestate Estates.
Brisbane , the 9th day of January, 1873.
MEUORANDVx :-Cause will be expected to be
shown by you, if at all, on Monday, the tenth day
of February, at 10 o'clock, before the Judge then
sitting, in Chambers, at the Court House, Queen
street, Brisbane.
35 Gs. Gd.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Charles Dettmer, late of Ipswich,
in the Colony of Queensland,  slater , deceased.
'NT OTICE is hereby given, that after the  expira-
I lion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Cou;;t, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Charles Dettmer, deceased, may
be granted to Gustav Edward Meyer and Charles
Christopher Cameron, both of Ipswich aforesaid,
the Executors and Trustees named in the said Will.
Dated at Ipswich, this fifteenth day of January,
A.D. 1873.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Brisbane street, Ipswich,
Proctor for the said Gustav Edward Meyer and
Charles Christopher Cameron.
By his Agent-
G. V. HxLLICAI,
Town Hall,  Brisbane.
45 Gs. Gd.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of John  Moore, late of I3ooval, near
Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland ,  farmer,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
.1 tion of fourteen days from the date of' the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named John Moore, deceased, may be
granted to Barbara Moore, tf Booval, near Ipswich,
aforesaid, widow, the sole Executrix named in the
said Will.
Dated at Ipswich, this fifteenth day of January,
A.D. 1873.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Brisbane  street,  Ipswich,
Proctor for the said Barbara Moore.
By his Agent-
G. V. HELLICAR,
Town Hall, Brisbane.
46 Gs. Gd.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of John Donald McLean,
late of Brisbane, in the Colony  of Queensland,
Esquire, deceased.
I
TOTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts in
the above Estate have, this day, been filed
in my Office ; and all parties having any  claims on
the said Estate, or being otherwise' interested
therein, are required to cone in before me, at my
Office, Supreme Court House, Queen  street, Bris-
bane, on or before TUESDAY, the 18th day of
February next, and inspect  the said accounts, and
if they should think fit, object thereto; and if no
exception shall be taken to such accounts ,  the same
will be duly inquired into, at my said Office, on the
above day, at the hour of Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon.
Dated this  16th day of January, A.D. 1873.
(For J. MACKENZIIE SHAW, Registrar,
Supreme Court of Queensland,)
GRESLEY LUKIN,•
Chief' Clerk.
LITTLE AND BRow er,
Solicitors for the Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
50 Gs. Gd.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Peter Joseph Faust,  late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, farmer,  deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
Lion o£ fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will' be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Peter Joseph Faust,  deceased,
may be granted to John Godfrey Hausmann, of
Brisbane, gentleman, the Executor and Trustee
named in the said Will.
Dated the 13th day of January, 1873.
ROBERTS AND DALY,
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the said John Godfrey  Hausmann.
44 Gs. 6d.
NOTICE.POUNDKFEPERS are requested to take notice, that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements, over five shillings, must be made by
Post-Office Order, or cash ; otherwise the advertisements
will be returnee.
J. C. BEAT,,
Government Printer.
The GovrnNaimcr PRIN.TI:u acknowledges  the receipt
of the following amounts:-
£ s.d.
1873.
Jan. 11.-Municipal Council,Toowootnba 3 0 0
14.-A. Stacey ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
„ 11-.-1I.  Hooper  ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
14.-W. J. Scott ... 0 8 0
15.-Warwick Municipal Council ... 3 10 0
E111paunbingo.
Poundkeepers are reminded that  Advertiserents
of Tin pounded Stock  will be charged  for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING ran ANIMAL;  and no such  Advertise-
weat will  be inserted  in the  Gazette  unless accompanied
by a re,nittanee  sufficient  to cover  the  cost  of  its insertion,
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Carrabah, on the 4th
January, 1873, by order of A. F. J. Hirst,  Esquire.
Driving, 2s. per head.
One chesnut mare, small star, white spots on back, near
hind foot white, IR near shoulder, AE  near thigh.
One chesnut  snare, stripe in  face, blind near eye, like p
over n conjoined near shoulder.
One bay filly,  star and snip , like AL conjoined (the L
reversed)  near  shoulder.
One brown horse, saddle-marked, HN conjoined near
shoulder, I off shoulder.
One roan mare , white face, near hind foot white, JB
near shoulder, and JB over 2 off shoulder ; brown
filly foal at foot, unbranded.
One chesnut horse, white face, hind feet white, TD off
neck, TD off shoulder.
One bay filly, star and snip, K near shoulder.
One bay colt, hind fetlocks white, blotched brand off
shoulder, ribs, and thigh.
If not released on or before the 15th February, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
W. J. SCOTT, Poundkeeper.
32 8s.
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from Hoodsville, on the
1st January, 1873, by order of Walter Hood, Esq.
One brown  horse, star  forehead, J P near shoulder, JP
off shoulder.
One yellow-bay  mare,  star forehead, WJ over S near
shoulder.
One flea-bitten grey horse, EW near shoulder, blotch
brand like O-C off shoulder.
One bay horse, star forehead, 0 over SC conjoined over
O off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th February, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ALEX J. STACEY,  Poundkeeper.
43 4s.
BRISBANE :
Printed and Published by JASIEs C. Be;At, Governmentl 'rin toy,
William  strce t, 19th January,1873.
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QUEENSLAND, '  Proclamation  by the Most
to wit.  S  Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baro n Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in  the County of
York,  in the Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.S.) in the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NORM .wBT,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy  Council, Governor  and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed  in the twenty-
seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign, inti-
tuled  " An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws
relating  to Quarantine ,"  it is amongst other things
enacted , that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by proclamation in the  Government
Gazette,  to  appoint stations  or places within the
Port of Moreton Bay, or within  or near  any other
harbor, port, or place within the said Colony, for
the performance of Quarantine under the said Act,
where a ll  vessels liable  to Quarantine, and the
crews, passengers ,  and persons  en board thereof
shall perform  the same :  Now, therefore, I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
in pursuance  of the power so vested in me as
Governor of the said Colony, do, by this my Pro-
clamation, issued with the advice of the Executive
Council, appoint the Island in Moreton Bay, known
as Peel Island, to be  a station  for the performance
of Quarantine, under and for the purposes of the
said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
QUEENSLAND , '  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  I Honorable  GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby.
Earl of Mulgrave , v'scount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(Li.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoRILLNEY, of Her  Majesty's  Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of, the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
" An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relat-
ing to Quarantine,"  it is amongst other things
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, by pro-
clamation  in the  Government Gazette,  to prohibit
all persons, vessels, and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits  of any. station which, by any order of the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been or may be assigned for the performance
of Quarantine ; and whereas by my Proclamation,
bearing even date herewith, issued with the advice of
the Executive Council, the Island in Moreton Bay,
known as Peel Island ,  has been appointed  a station
for the performance of Quarantine  under the said
Act : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CoN-
STANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,  in pursuance of
the power  so vested in me as Governor  of the said
Colony, do, by this  my P ro clamation ,  issued with
the advice of the Executive  Council , hereby prohibit
all persons ,  vessels ,  and boats whatsoever, fro m
going, under  any pretence whatsoever ,  within the
limits of the  said proclaimed station ,  under the
penalties contained in the said  Act, until this my
Proclamation  shall have  been rescinded.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government
House,  Brisbane ,  this  tenth day  of January
in the year of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three,  and in the  thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN! GOD SAVE TEE QUEEN .?
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QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by the Most
to wit .  Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave,  all  in  the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoaMANEY, of Her Majesty' s Most  Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies
HEREAS, by the seventeenth section of an
W Act passed  in the thirty-sixth year of the
rein of Her  Sovereign  Majesty Queen Victoria,
intituled  " The Electoral Districts Act of  1872,"
it was enacted that  with all convenient speed after
the passing  of the said Act, the Governor should
appoint and notify by Proclamation in the  Gazelle,
a day (not being  earlier  than three months from the
date of such Proclamation) for sending  in claims
for the Electoral District of Burke, before which
day all  persons  claiming to be placed on the Elec-
toral Roll for that District should make their
claim, as required by  " The Elections Act  of 1872,"
and that the first Electoral Roll of the said district
should be made up of and from the names of such
of the said applicants  as shall  be entitled to have
their names  inserted therein : Now, therefore, I,
GEORGE  AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of
Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, by virtue of
such recited Act, and in pursuance of the power
and authority in me thereby vested, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and appoint TUESDAY, the
first day of April, A.D. 1873, to be the day for send-
ing in claims  for the Electoral District of Burke.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and seventy-two,
and in the thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit. 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of York,
in the Peerage of the United King-
dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New
Ross, in the County of Wexford, in
the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
(L.s.) of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
NORMANRY, Privy Council, Governor and Com-
Governor.  mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation  : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle ,  in violation  of this my Proclamation, will be
li able to a fine not exceeding  fifty  pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. Honorable • GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN  pursuance  of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
Juno, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1873.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
PATRICK FEENAGHTY,
to be Clerk in the  Office  of the Commissioner of
Police. This appointment to have effect from 1st
January instant.
(For the Colonial Secretary),
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1873.
R
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned gentlemen to be
Magistrates of the Territory :-
FITz-RoY W. H. SOMERSET, Brisbane ;
RICHARD TARGET TAYLOR, Surat.
(For the Colonial Secretary),
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
RICHARD TARGET TAYLOR,
to be Police Magistrate at Surat, under the pro-
visions of the Act of Council 20 Victoria, No. 32.
(For the Colonial Secretary),
WM. HENRY WALSH.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to
make the following appointments:-
PHILIP PINNOCR, Police Magistrate, Dalby,
to be Police Magistrate, Warwick, in the room of
Duncan McDiarmid  Sinclair , resigned ;
BENJAMIN  CRIBB, junior, Police Magistrate,
Townsville,
to be Police Magistrate, Dalby, in the room of
Philip Pinnock, transferred ;
PATRICK  MACARTHUR, Police Magistrate, Ipswich,
to be Police Magistrate, Rockhampton, in the
room of William Townley, transferred ;
WILLIAM TOWNLEY, Police Magistrate, Rock-
hampton,
to be Police  Magistrate , Ipswich, in the room of
Patrick Macarthur,  transferred ;
FITZ-ROY W.  H. SOMERSET,
to be Police Magistrate, Townsville, in the room of
Benjamin Cribb,  junior , transferred.
Such appointments  to take effect on 1st Feb-
ruary  now next.
(For the Colonial Secretary),
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1873.
i IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceLI of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following appointments :-
GEORGE W. DODWELL, Clerk of Petty Sessions,
Ipswich,
to be Clerk of Petty Sessions, Warwick ;
MICHAEL O'MALLEY, Clerk of Petty Sessions,
Warwick,
to be Clerk of Petty Sessions, Ipswich, in the room
of George W. Dodwell, transferred.
Such appointments to take effect on 1st February
now next.
(For the Colonial Secretary),
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1873.
HHIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ST. GEORGE RALPH GORE,
to be Clerk in the Office of the Registrar-General.
Such appointment to take effect on 1st February
now next.
(For the Colonial Secretary),
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1873.
TT IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
l11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to cancel the appointment of
Mr. HENRY JOHN WHITLEY,
as Acting Official Assignee, during the absence, on
leave, ofMr. Alexander Raff, notified in  theGovern-
ment Gazette  of Saturday, 21st December, 1872.
(For the Attorney-General),
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1873.
I
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to cancel the appointment of
Mr. HENRY -JOHN WHITLEY,
as Acting Curator of Intestate Estates, during the
absence, on leave, of Mr. Alexander Raft, notified
in the  Govern;nent Gazette  of Saturday, 21st
December, 1872.
(For the Attorney-General),
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane ,  24th January, 1873.
[J IS  Excellency the Governor ,  with the adviceA- of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WALTER CLARE CARDEW,
to be  Registrar of the Metropolitan District Court,
in the room of Fitz-Roy W. H. Somerset .  Such ap-
pointment to take effect on 1st February now next.
(For the Attorney -General),
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Qi-rrx i.AsD, Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  )  honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CuxiTANT[Tr, Marquis  ofNormauby,
l :ari of Mu1;,rave, Viscount Nor-
manbr, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mul;rave, all in the County of
York, in t11e Peerage of  the United
Kingdom; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Boss, in the County  of Wexford,
in the Peerage  of Ireland ;  a Member
r n r. i A c v, of Her Majesty's Most  Honorable
ti .eer-,ur.  Privy  Council, Governor and Com-
Inander •in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause one of  " The HomesteadArea  Act  of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be and are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall be open to selection as Home-
steads, and not otherwise ,  at the Land Offices of
the Districts in which they are respectively situated,
on and after WEDNESDAY ,  the twelfth day of
February, 1873.
No.
Portion. Parish. Area. Remarks.
l I A R. P.i
TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
8 Pilton  ... 84 0 0
15 „  ... 103 2 0
16 „  ... 103 2 0
20 „  ... 93 0 0
21 „  ... 90 0 0
22 „  ... 136 0 0
23 „  ... 101 2 0
24 „  ... 84 0 0
25 ... 87 0 0
27 Pilton ... 83 0 0
28 „ ... 88 0 0
29 „ 84 0 0
30 „ ... 86 0 0
31 „ ... 82 0 0
32 „ ... 123 0 0
33 „ ... 93 0 0
71 Felton ... 100 0 0
72 „ ... 100 0 0
73 „ ... 120 0 0
74 „ ... 120 0 0
75 „ ... 100 0 0
80 „ ... 106 0 0
81 „ ... 100 0 0
82 „ ... 106 0 0
83 „ ... 100 0 0
84 „ ... 106 0 0
682 Drayton ... 17 2 0
683 „ ... 31 0 0
684 „ ... 30 316
685 „ ... 21 0 0
686 „ ... 21 1 10
687 „ ... 35 1 14
688 „ ... 17 3 30
689 „ ... 20 1 26
690 „ ... 20 2 0
691 .. 22 2 28
39 Westbrook... 290 0 0 That portion of it
No. of to west of Railway
selec-
tion.
226 Taylor ... 160 0 0 Forfeited Selection
No. 226, Too-
522 Geham  105
woomba
0 0 Forfeited Selection
No. 522, Too.
woomba
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HOMESTEADS OPEN TO  SELECTION - Continued.
No. of
Portion Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
Remarks.
WARWICK LAND AGENTS DISTRICT.
No. of
Portion.
13 Pratten 34 2 33
14 It
ll
.' I 30 2 24  A.B.P.17
„ 40 0 0 About 2 0 6 to be
reserved for
road
18 40 0 0 „ 2 1 0 ditto
19
„
40 0 0 „ 2 1 0 ditto
20 It 40 0 0 „ 2 1 0 ditto
21
„
62 1 22
22 „ 48 1 12
23
„
44 1 3
24 „ 40 0 33
25 „ 49 1 11
26 47 1 6
27  H 43 0 36
28  „ 39 0 27 A. R. P.
29 ,, 40 0 0 About 2 1 0 to be
reserved for
road
30 n 40 0 0  2 1 0 ditto
31 40 0 0 2 1 0 ditto
32 40 0 0 „ 300ditto
33 35 3 0
34 „ 46 0 0
36 36 3 19
36
„ 50 0 19  A. R. P.
37 68 0 0  About 4 0 0 to be
reserved for
road
38 „ ... 63 3 28
„ 4 0 10 ditto
39 „ ... 59 3 19 „ 4 0 10 ditto
40 „ ... 55 3 9  3 0 0  ditto
41 „ ... 40 0 0  0 2 0 ditto
42 „ ... 40 0 0
43 „ ... 40 0 0
44 „ ... 40 0 0
45
... 29 0 0
46
... 28 0 0
47
... 27 0 0
48  „
... 20 0 0
48A  „
... 46 0 0
49  „
... 44 220
60 40 2 11
61 36 2 0
52 32 1 32
53 Pratten ... 80 0 0
64
... 80 0 0
61 38 0 0
62
... 41 0 0
63 40 0 0
64
„ 41 0 0
66 13 0 0
67  „ 66 1 0
143  Allora
serve
Re- 45 3 0
144  „
No. of
Selec
... 40 0 0
-
tion.
276 County, Meri . 640 0 0 Forfeited Selection
vale No. 276, Warwick
361 „ 560 0 0 Forfeited  Selection
No. 361, Warwick
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit . Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgravc of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.e.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NOBMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanb
X;the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described, shrill be open to Selection, under the
provisions3 of the said Act, on and after THURS-
DAY, the 13th day of February, 1873, at the Too-
woomba Land Office.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of  Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. B. P.
255 J. G. Sims ... 160 0 0 Toowoomba
502 I Joseph Carter
1
80 0 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, '  Proclamation by the Most
to wit.  I Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of  Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in  the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Roes, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy  Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief  of the  Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after THURS-
DAY, the 13th day of February, 1873, at the
Brisbane Land Office.
Register
No. of Name  of Lessee.Ap-
tion.
Area. Land Agent's
Dist ri ct.
Part o A. $, R.A. H. PALMFR,
914 William Samwell 1,464 0 0 Brisbane
00-P BAVS T88 QUEEN I
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Being  the lands as under:-
DESCRIPTION.
About 1,454 acres.
County of Cannifeq, parish of Maroochy.
Commencing on the  main  road from Brisbane to
Gympie, at the north-east corner of portion 21, parish
of Maroochy, and bounded thence on the east by that
road bearing north 20 degrees  east,  12 chains 29 links ;
thence bearing north 357 degrees  east,  8 chains 40 links ;
thence bearing north  29 degrees  east, 8 chains 23 links ;
thence bearing north  52 degrees  east, 3 chains 96 links ;
thence bearing north 15 degrees  east,  5 chains 21 links ;
thence bearing north 330 degrees east, 5 chains 87 links ;
thence bearing north  312 degrees east , 9 chains 53 links ;
thence bearing north 344 degrees  east, 29 chains ; on the
north by a line bearing west 188 chains ; on the west by
a line  bearing south 73 chains 97 links ; and on the
south by a line bearing east 194 chains 32 links to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave. Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Musgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after THURS-
DAY, the sixth day of February, 1873, at the
Warwick Land Office.
links  ; then by Glengallan Creek west  sixteen
chains ;  then by the east boundary of the Gladfield
Town Reserve south eighty-five chains, the south
boundary bearing west one hundred and twenty
chains, and the north boundary bearing north about
thirty-five chains ; then by Glengallan Creek
west five chains ; then by the east boundaries of
Glengallan Pre-emptive -Purchases Nos. 59 and 60,
bearing south one hundred and thirty- six chains
ten links ; then by the northern boundaries of
portions 46, 47, 42, 35, 34, 17, 16, 4, 5, 6, 2, 1, and
]A, parish of Deuchar, bearing east forty-six chains
seventy-one links, south twenty chains, east twenty
chains, south thirty-three chains seventy-two links,
north eighty-five degrees east one hundred and
fifty-two chains, south five degrees east twenty-
four chains fifty links, north fifty-three degrees
east sixty-eight chains, south thirty-seven degrees
east twenty-five chains fifty links, north seventy-
five degrees  east  thirty-seven chains ten links,
north eighty, eight degrees fifteen minutes east
fourteen chains twenty links, north seventy-six
degrees thirty  minutes east seventeen  chains eighty-
four links, north one hundred and four degrees
thirty minutes east fifteen  chains , north seventy-
seven degrees  forty-five  minutes east twelve chains,
north one hundred  and seven  degrees forty-five
minutes  east  twelve chains, and north one hundred
and forty-five degrees  east  forty-eight chains to
Freestone Creek ; then by that creek westerly
about three chains; then by the southern boun-
daries of portions Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13, 14, 15,
16, and 17, parish of Robinson and Glengallan
Pre-emptive Purchases Nos. 64 and 63, bearing
south nineteen degrees thirty minutes west twenty-
four chains sixty links, south seventy-four degrees
west thirty-eight chains forty-two links, south
sixty-six degrees west seventy-eight chains, south
eighty-two chains seventy links,  and west one
hundred and ninety chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
December, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand  eight hundred and seventy-two, and in
the thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN  1
Description of the boundaries of the leased half of
the Glengallan Run, in the District of Darl-
ing Downs, which, by reason of forfeiture for
non payment of rent, is  available  for Selection
in pursuance of" The Crown Lands Aliena.
tion  Act of  1868."
17,605 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Glen-
gallan Pre-emptive purchase No. 63, and bounded
thence by  a line  bearing south about half-a-mile to
the watershed separating Freestone Creek from
Swan Creek ; thence by said watershed easterly
about seven miles ; then by a line bearing north
passing  through a spot two hundred and sixty
chains east from the east corner of portion No. Al
parish of Deuchar, crossing Freestone Creek to the
watershed separating Freestone Creek from Glen-
gallan  Creek ; then by said watershed westerly
about three  and a-half  miles ;  then by a line bear-
ing north eleven degrees west about two miles to
the south boundary of Selection 185, and by that
boundary bearing west  five chains to the south-
west corner ; then by the southern boundaries of
Selections 187,186,190, 68A, 68, and 188, bearing south
twenty-four chains fifteen links, west twenty-four
chains fifty links, south sixteen chains eighty links,
west twenty-six chains fifty links, north  six chains
eighty links, west twenty-eight chains, south nine
chains  twenty links, west thirty-five chains, north
one chain thirty-five links, west thirty-seven chains
U
-eight li nks, south seventeen chains twenty-five
S, west #'orty Plus ls, uo#h seven chairs thirty
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th January, 1873.
NOTICE.
THE accompanying Ame ded Description of the
Reserve for Post Office at Stanthorpe, is
substituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 19th October, 1872.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOB POST OFFICE, STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinek,  town  of Stanthorpe,  allotment
20  of section 3.
2 roods 19 perches.
Commencing on the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by Marsh
street northerly one chain and eighty-one links ;
on the north by the south boundary line of allot-
ment 19 easterly at right angles to Marsh street
three chains and thirty-four links ; on the east by
part of the west boundary line of allotment 21
southerly parallel with Marsh street one chain and
ninety-one links to Lock street ; and on the south
by that street westerly three chains and thirty-four
links to the point of co ?e14QQI4eTt,
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ; 9th January, 1873.
W HEREAS,  by the twenty-fifth section of  "TheCrown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that  before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved  from sale for any public
purpose ,  notice thereof  shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby  given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will  be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with  re spect to each.
A. H. PALMEli.
WATER RESERVE NEAR  MT. COORA.
County of Lennox.
1 acre 3 roods 7 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing south seventy
links, and  thence two hundred and twenty-seven
degrees forty-nine minutes twelve chains and sixty-
four links from the north-east corner of mineral
selection  No. 263; and bounded thence on the
north by a line bearing two hundred and seventy
degrees forty- one minutes  six chains and twenty-
two links ; on the west by a line bearing one hun-
dred and eighty degrees forty-one minutes five
chains and  fifty-one links to a road one chain wide ;
and on the south-east by that road bearing sixty-
one degrees  thirteen minutes one chain, and forty-
seven degrees forty-nine minutes seven chains and
thirty links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL OF ARTS, STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe,  allotment 7  of section 7.
2 roods 6 perches.
Commencing  at the south-east corner of the
section,  and bounded thence on the east by Marsh
street bearing  north three chains and twenty-eight
links ; on the north by a line bearing west at
right angles  to Marsh street one chain and sixty-
seven links  ; on the west by a line bearing south
parallel with Marsh street three chains and twenty-
three links to Lock street ; and on the south by
Lock street  easterly  one chain sixty-seven links to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR SCHOOL, ALLANSTOWN.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
portion  No. 48.
9 acres  1 rood 16 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
No. 48A, and bounded thence on the east by a road
two chains wide bearing north five chains ; on the
north by a line bearing west eighteen chains and
seventy links ; on the west by a road one chain
wide bearing south 5 chains ; and on the south by
the north boundary of No. 48A aforesaid bearing
east eighteen chains and seventy links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR SCHOOL, ALFRED.
County of Churchill, parish of Alfred.
6 acres 2 roods 3 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain and fifty links wide, and bounded thence
on the north-west by one of said roads, bearing
eighteen degrees twenty-three minutes nine chains
and ninety-six links ; on the north by a line bear-
ing ninety-one degrees thirty minutes six chains
and twenty-seven links ; on the south-east by a
line bearing one hundred and ninety-eight degrees
twenty-three minutes eleven chains and seventy-
eight and three-quarter links to the other aforesaid
road  ; and on the south-west by that road bearing two
hundred and eighty-eight degrees twenty-three
minutes six  chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th January, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of  " The
I Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for Recreation.
A. H. PALMER.
RESERVE FOR REC&EATION-ROCK HAMPTON.
County of Livingstone, parish of Graeemere.
15 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Scrubby Creek.
at the  crossing  of a road four chains wide, and
bounded thence on the north by that road bearing
two hundred and seventy-one degrees three minutes
twenty-three chains abd seventy-five links ; on the
south-west by a line bearing one hundred and
eighteen degrees fifty-three  minutes  twenty-seven
chains and eighteen links to Scrubby Creek ; and
on the cast by that creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
'Brisbane, 2nd January, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of  1868,"  it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved and set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHOOL SITE , COOMERA.
County of Ward, parish of Coomera, town
Coo,nera,  section 4.
16 acres 2 roods 20 perches.
of
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by a street
bearing northerly twelve chains and twenty links ;
on the north by a street bearing easterly at right
angles  to a street thirteen chains and sixty-three
links ; on the east by part of the west boundary
line of portion 264, bearing southerly parallel with
a street twelve chains and twenty links to a street ;
and on the south by that street bearing westerly
thirteen chains and sixty-three links to the point of
commencement.
CEMETERY AT LEYBtTBN.
County of Merivale, parish of Leyburn.
10 acre s.
Commencing at a point bearing about north
sixty degrees east, and distant 1,250 links from the
north- east  corner of section No. 1, town of Leyburn,
and bounded thence on the west by  a line  bearing
north ten chains ; on the north by a line bearing
east ten chains ; on the east by a line bearing south
ten chains ; and on the south by a line bearing
west ten chains to the point of commencement.
CEMETERY AT CLEVELAND.
County of Stanley, parish of Cleveland, town of
Cleveland.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection  of Wellington
and Coburg  streets,  and bounded thence on the
east  by Wellington  street  bearing northerly ten
chains ; on  the north by Russell  street  bearing
westerly ten  chains ; on  the west by  a line bearing
southerly parallel with Wellington street  ten chains
to Coburg street ; and on the south by Coburg
street bearing easterly ten chains to the point of
commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1873.
IN pursuante of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES, GOODNA.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna.
27 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Reserve for Gravel Pits, and bounded thence on
the east by pkrt of portion 292 and a line bearing
north eight chains and twenty links ; on the north
by part of portion 173 bearing west twenty-seven
chains and thirty links ; on the south-west by
portion 174 bearing two hundred and twenty
degrees thirty minutes thirteen chains and  fi fty
links; on the west by a line bearing south one
chain and  fi fty links to the aforesaid reserve; on
the south-west and south-east by that reserve bear-
ing sixty-six degrees twenty-one minutes twenty-
four chains and forty-five links, and one hundred
and thirteen degrees thirty minutes fourteen chains
and eighty-seven links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES, GOODNA.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion  293.
81 acres 2 roods.
Commencing oh a road one chain wide at the
north-west cornet of portion 270, and bounded
thence on the south by portions 270 and 286 bear-
ing east twenty-eight chains and twenty links,
south five chains and five links, and east eighteen
chains and sixteen links ; on the east by part of
portion 294 bearing north twenty-one chains and
forty-eight links to a reserve ; and on the north
and north-west by that reserve bearing two hun-
dred and ninety-three degrees thirty minutes four-
teen chains and eighty-seven links, two hundred
and forty-six degrees twenty-one minutes twenty-
four chains and forty-five links, and two hundred
and twenty degrees twenty minutes sixteen chains
and eighty-four links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1872.
T
HE following amended description of the
Camping Reserve, county of Derby, Dalby
and Roma Road, is substituted for that published in
the Government Gazette,  of the 12th October,
1872.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING, DALBY AND ROMA ROAD.
County of Derby.
102 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of the south side
of a road ten chains wide with the western boun-
dary of D.R. 32, and bounded thence on the east
by part of that boundary bearing south forty-four
chains and seventy-four links ; on the south-west
by a line bearing three hundred and sixteen degrees
to the aforesaid road ; and on the north by that
road bearing ninety-seven degrees to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1872.
T is hereby notified for general information,
I that application under the twenty-seventh
section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868" (31 Vic., No. 46), has been made for the
closing of the under-mentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby, are required to transmit to this Depart.
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. App licant.
James Josey
Situation. Parish. Area.
Road separating Portions
Nos. 175  and 176.
Goodna
A.H. P.
4 0 261
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  19th December, 1872.
WHEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth section of" The  Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid the lands hereunder described will be  pper-
manently reserved for the purpose of a Lal.ding
Place.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR LANDING PLACE, MOUTH OF HER-
BEET RIVER.
County of Cardwell.
23 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of the Herbert
River about 122 chains north-westerly from a post
in Selection 65, at mouth of Enterprise Channel,
and bounded thence on the south-east by that
river downwards ; on the north-east by a mangrove
swamp north-westerly to an estuary ; on the north
by that estuary westerly to a mangrove swamp ;
and on the south-west by that swamp south-easterly
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1872.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands comprised in the accompanying
description, being part of the area resumed from
the North Toolburra Run, as proclaimed in the
Government Gazette  of the 30th November, 1872,
are temporarily reserved from selection.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
DESCRIPTION.
Commencing at the north-west corner of pro-
emptive purchase No. 4, and bounded thence partly
on the west by a line bearing north forty-four
chains ; thence west two chains ; thence north
about twenty-two chains to a surveyed line ; thence
on the north by that surveyed  line east  about 142
chains ; thence by a line south to the north
boundary of pre-emptive purchase No. 15; thence
by a line west about thirty-five  chains  to the east-
ern boundary of portion 68 ; thence north to the
north- east  corner of portion 68 ; thence west about
103 chains to the starting point.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th December, 1872.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the temporary reservation of Portion 287,
County of Merivale, Parish of Robinson, as notified
in the  Government Gazette,  of the 11th September,
1869, page 1177, has been revoked sofaras toallow an
area not exceeding five acres thereof to be excluded
therefrom and offered at auction.
J. MALBON THO MPSON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th December, 1872.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR ROAD PURPOSES, LOGAN ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Yeerongpilly.
640 acres.
Commencing at a point forty chains south, and
thence four  chains east  from the south-west corner
of portion 168, and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing east eighty chains; on the east
by a line being south eighty chains ; on the south
by a line bearing west eighty chains ; and on the
west by a line bearing north eighty chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK,  SPRINGFIELD.
4 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of the Kirknee
Creek with the Bogie River, and bounded thence
on the west by a north line two hundred chains ;
thence on the north by an east line one hundred
and sixty chains ; thence on the east by a south
line to the Kirknee Creek, and thence by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
WATER  RESERVE , KILKIVAN.
County of Lennox, on %ilkivan Run.
3 acres 20 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of selection
203, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing  two hundred and forty-seven degrees
twenty-seven minutes ten chains and sixty-two
links  ; on the south-west by a line bearing one
hundred and thirty-four  degrees  forty-two minutes
four chains  and twenty-six links ; on the south-east
by a line bearing twenty-one degrees twenty seven
min utes ten chains and ninety links ; on the east
by a line north  five  chains and  fifty -nine links ; on
the north- east  by a road one chain wide, being
three hundred and fourteen degrees forty-two
minutes  one chain and forty-one links ; and on the
west by a line bearing south about five chains to
the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR POLICE  PADDOCK, MURPHY' S CREEK.
County of Cavendish, parish of Murphy.
132 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Murphy's
Creek, at the  termination  of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the west by that road,
being nineteen degrees fifteen chains and eighty
links, three hundred and forty-seven degrees
fourteen chains and eight links, and three hundred
and forty-nine degrees thirty minutes thirty-one
chains and seventy-one links to another road one
chain wide ; on the north by that  road bearing east
twenty-eight chains and six links ; on the east by
a line  bearing south fifty-five chains and eighty
links to Murphy's Creelr ; and on the south by that
creek upwards to the point of  commencement.
CAMPING RESERVE, DAWSON RIVER.
25 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Dawson
River, at the junction of Herbert's Creek; bounded
thence on the north-west and west by said river
downwards about one mile and forty-four chains
in.  a  direct line ; thence on the north by an east
line about four miles and sixteen chains ; thence
on the east by a south line five miles ; thence on
the south by a west line to the south bank of the
Dawson River, at the north-west corner of the Rio
Run ; and thence again on the west by the right
bank of said river downwards to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all town or other reserves.
RESERVE  FOB POLICE PURPOSES, BYNOE RIVER.
Commencing  on the Bynoe River, about fifteen
chains below  a tree marked broad-arrow over BI1I.
at a point where a small creek joins that river, and
bounded thence  partly on the south by that creek
to its junction with the Bynoe Lagoon ; partly on
the east by that lagoon bearing northerly about
twenty chains to a tree marked broad- arrow over
ND conjoined ;  again  on the south by a line thence
crossing the lagoon and bearing east one mile forty
chains ;  again  on the east by a line bearing north
one mile twenty chains ; partly on the north by a
line bearing west about one mile forty chains to a
saltwater  creek ; again on the east and north by
that creek to its junction with the Bynoe River ;
and on the west by that river upwards to the point
of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
On Crow's Nest Run, County of Cavendish.
Containing about 54 square miles.
Commencing at a point in the dividing line of
Crow's Nest Run, distant about one mile north-
westerly from intersection with Crow's Nest Creek,
and bounded thence on the south-east by a line
bearing forty-five degrees 160 chains ; on the north-
east by a line bearing 315 degrees about 190 chains
to the watershed dividing the waters of Cressbrook
Creek from Emu Creek ; on the north-west by that
watershed south-westerly about 190  chains ; and on
the south-west by the dividing line of Crow's Nest
Run aforesaid south-easterly about 215 chains to
the point of commencement.
TIMBER  RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Parishes of Crow's Nest and Murphy, county of
Cavendish.
Commencing on Perseverance Creek, at a point
bearing east from the north boundary of portion
No. 741, and bounded thence on the east by that
creek upwards to its source ; thence on the south
by a line bearing west about five and a-half miles
to the summit of the Main Range ; on the west by
the summit of that range northerly to a point
bearing west from the north boundary of portion
No. 741 aforesaid ; and on the north by a line
bearing east about six miles to, the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive  of all alienated  and sur-
veyed lands.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
Helidon Run, county of Churchill.
Commencing on Flagstone  Creek, about four and
a-half miles  from its  junction with  Loekyer 's Creek,
at a tree blazed and marked F.5., and bounded
thence on the north-east by a line bearing one
hundred and thirty-five  degrees  forty chains ; on
the south-east by a line bearing two hundred and
twenty-five degrees  four miles  ; on the south by a
line bearing  west about  five miles  to the summit of
the Main R ange, and by the summit  of that range
westerly to the head of  Flagstone  Creek aforesaid ;
and on the north by that creek downwards to the
point of  commencement ,- exclusive  of all  alienated
or surveyed lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th December, 1872.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  " The
11 11  Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands  are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described shall be
permanently reserved and set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RECREATION RESERVE, ROMA.
County of Tlraldegrave, parish of Roma, portion  81 A.
50 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
south-east corner of portion No. 82, and bounded
thence on the west by the east boundary of that
portion bearing north 2,537 links ; on the north by
a line bearing east fifteen chains ; thence by a line
bearing 127 degrees 34 minutes 1,633 links to a
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road 150 links wide; on the south-east by that
road bearing 225 degrees 2,266 links to the first-
mentioned road ; and on the south by that road
bearing west 1,096 links to the point of commence-
ment.
WATER RESERVE, BANANA.
County of Ferguson, parish of  Banana , town of
Banana.
25 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of Bowen street
and Gregory  street , and bounded thence on the
west by Bowen street bearing north ten chains ; on
the north by Scott  street bearing east  twenty-five
chains and seventy links ; on the east by a
street bearing south ten chains ; and on the south
by Gregory  street bearing  west twenty-five chains
and seventy links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th November, 1872.
IN pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified  for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the  purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TIMBER AND  QUARRY RESERVE.
County of Cavendish, parish of Wivenhoe.
160 acres.
Commencing on the south- west  side of the sur-
veyed road from Wivenhoe to Cressbrook, about
121 chains from the crossing of Logan's Creek, at a
point bearing 322 degrees distant twenty-two links
from an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over R,
and bounded thence on the east by  a line  bearing
north 3,500 links ; on the north by a  line bearing
west 4,000 links ; on the west by  a line  bearing
south 4,000 links ; and on the south by a line
bearing east  4,000 links ; and again on the east by
a line bearing north 500 links to the point of com-
mencement.
WATER RESERVE.
County of Cavendish, parish of Wivenhoe.
40 acres.
Commencing on the south- west side  of the sur-
veyed  road from Wivenho3 to Cressbrook, about
275 chains  from the crossing  of Logan's Creek, at a
point bearing 195 degrees 30 minutes distant hirty-
four links from an ironbark-tree marked broad-
arrow over R, and bounded thence on the west by a
line bearing south 2,000 links ; on the south by a
line bearing east 2,000 links ; on the east by a line
bearing north 2,000 links ; and on the north by a
line bearing west 2,000 links to the point of com-
mencement.
QUARRY RESERVE.
County of Cavendish, parish of Fsk.
40 acres.
Commencing on the south- east side  of the sur-
veyed road from Gatton to Cress brook, at the point
where the  said  road intersects the north-west
boundary of selection No. 28, and bounded thence
on the south- east  by part of the north-west boun-
dary of the aforesaid selection, being a line bearing
70 degrees 13 minutes 193 links, and a line bearing
41 degrees  6 minutes  1,506 links,  and a  line bearing
86 degrees  23 minutes  791 links ; on the east by a
line bearing north 1,558 links ; on the north by a
line bearing  west  2,000 links ; and on the west by a
line bearing south 2,855 links to the point of com-
mencement.
QUARRY RESERVE ,  NEAR MOUNT  MULOOOAI.
County of Cavendish, parish of Buaraba.
40 acres.
Commencing on the south-east side of the surt
veyed road from Gatton to Cressbrook, at a poina
bearing 92 degrees 15 minutes 32 links from a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over R, and
bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west 1,600 links  ;  on the west by a line bearing
south 2,000 links ; on the south by a line bearing
east 2,000 links ; on the east by a line bearing
north 2,030 links to a point on the south-east side
of the aforesaid road ; and again on the north by
that road bearing 266 degrees 30 minutes 500 links
to the point of commencement.
WATER RESERVE.
County of Cavendish, parish of Clarendon.
40 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Spring Creek,
at a point distant about 14 chains below  the cross-
ing of the surveyed road from Gatton to Cress-
brook, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing  south 1,500 links ; on the south by a line
bearing west 2,000 links ; on the west by a line
bearing north 2,000 links, crossing Spring Creek ;
and on the north by a line  bearing east  2,000 links ;
and lastly  again on  the east by a line bearing south
500 links,  re-crossing  Spring Creek, to'the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR QUARRY.
County of Cavendish, parish of Buaraba.
40 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Yellow Gully
(a branch of Buaraba Creek) at a point distant
eight chains below the crossing of the surveyed
road from Gatton to Cressbrook, and bounded
thence on the east by a line crossing Yellow Gully
bearing south 3,000 ]inks ; on the south by a line
bearing west 1,333 links ; on the west by a line
bearing north 3,000 links, re-crossing Yellow
Gully ; and on the north by a line bearing east
1,333 links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1872.
W
HEREAS,  by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be reserved for a School site.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Moggill.
15 acres.
(Prt of forfeited  selection  No. 1191,  Brisbane
District.)
Commencing on the south boundary of portion No.
228, parish of Moggill (forfeited  selection  No. 1191),
at its intersection by the east side of a reserved road
about  nine chains east  from the south- west corner
of said portion ; and bounded thence on the west
by that road bearing north ten degrees east about
ten chains  sixteen  links ; on the north by a line
east  1,412 links ; on the east by a line bearing south
ten chains ;  and on  the south by a line bearing
west 1,588 links to the point of commencement,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1872.
OFFICES FOR THE RECEIPT OF APPLICA-
TIONS FOR MINERAL LANDS UNDER
"THE MINERAL LANDS ACT OF 1872."
TT IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
L1 of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the existing  arrangements  with respect
to the receipt of applications for Mineral Lands
shall  continue  until the end of tale present year ;
and that on  and after  THURSDAY, 2nd January,
1873, the following  arrangements  shall take effect
The Land Agents at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Dalby,
Maryborough, Gympie, Gladstone, Rockhampton,
Mackay, St. Lawrence, Bowen, Townsville, Nor-
manton ,  Clermont ,  and Bundaberg  (the latter for
the portion of the district not included in the Police
District of Tenningering) will be authorised to
receive applications  for mineral Lands within their
respective districts.
The Police Magistrates at Gayndah and Tennin-
ering will  also receive  applications for Mineral
ds within their respective districts.
Applications for Mineral Lands within the follow.
Unsettled Pastoral Districts will be received by
V Officers hereunder mentioned -
Leichhardt District-Land Agent, Rockhampton.
North Kennedy District-Land Agent, Towns-
ville.
South Kennedy District-Land Agent, Bowen.
Warrego District-Commissioner of Crown Lands
Charleville.
Mitchell District-Commissioner of Crown Lands
Tambo.
Burke District-Land Agent, Normanton.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th October, 1872.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  " The1 1  Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE ,  ONE-MILE ,  GYMPIE
ROAD.
County of March, parish of Tinana, portions  12
and  13  of section  131.
36 acres 3 roods 22 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south corner of portion 11, and bounded thence on
the north-west by part thereof bearing thirty-eight
degrees thirty-four minutes twenty-two chains and
twenty-three  links  ; on the north- east  by portion
14 bearing one hundred and twenty-eight degrees
thirty-fnnr minutes twenty chains and forty-five
links to the Brisbane Road one chain and fifty
links  wide ; on the south- east  by that road bearing
two hundred and eighteen degrees thirty-four
minutes fourteen chains and fourteen links to the
road first aforesaid  ;  and on  the south-west by that
road bearing two hundred and eighty-six degrees
five minutes twenty-one chains and ninety-two
links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY,  CAWARRAL.
County of Livingstone, parish of Ca.warral, por-
tion  18.
5 acres.
Commencing at a point being about two hundred
and seventy-five de ees and distant about thirty
eh uu from the uorth-west aoruer of Mineral $elee
tion 177, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing  north five chains ; on the north by a line
bearing west  ten chains  ; on the west by a line
bearing south five chains ; on the south by a line
bearing east  ten chains to the point  of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1873.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," will hold the
Sittings  in pursuance  of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following dates :--
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DowNs DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba,  on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on  the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine,  the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CviTls DISTRICT.
At the Land O&&ce, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in l+'ebruary,1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE  BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in  every  month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BDUNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and  every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville,  the second
Thursday in January, 1873,  and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
Qt the Land Office,  Norman River Settle-
iuent, on  the secQi!d 1l;esd?7 ill every
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MABA oA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there.
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues.
day in February, 1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LuICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
n holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings ,  when necessary ,  in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  28th May, 1872.
THE first  sheet of the New Map  of the Colony,
showing the boundaries  of the  Surveyed
Runs , &c., prepared  under the  supervision of
the. Chief  Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published.  Copies may  be had at the Public
Lands Office,  George street. Price, 3s.
1. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd November, 1871.
UNAUTHORISED OCCUPATION OF
CROWN LANDS.
PUBLIC NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified ,  that persons erecting
buildings or other improvements on Crown
Lands, without authority ,  will not be entitled to
any protection in the event of the land being sold
at auction or selected by lease  ;  and that in the case
of persons occupying  town or suburban lands,
whether surveyed or not, unless  specially  autl:orisod
by this Department ,  under the hand  cfthe  Minister,
the only right conceded to them will be that of
removing their improvements within two months
from date of sale ,  if they do not become the
purchasers of the land.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
P
ERSOiN S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance  and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
F
OR the convenience of persons desirous to have
lands, whether surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward for  sale by auction ,  it is  hereby notified
for general information, that instructions have been
issued to the Land Agents to open in their respec-
tive offices, a cook, in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration f the Minister
for Lands, when, if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in the next proclamation of sale.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
W
W  ITH the view of facilitating the transaction of
business  at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony, it is hereby notified that  instructions
have been  issued  to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every  possible assistance is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for  land or seeking
information  on matters  connected with the working
of the Land Acts- even  to the extent of  filling up
forms of application  and transfers , &c., for ill iterate
persons ,  if there  is time  at the officer 's disposal ;
and that any Land Agent, or other officer,  receiving
and appropriating fees  for clerical assistance to his
own use, on the matter being reported, will  be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience ,  however .  of persons requir-
ing copies  of plans , arrangements have been made
by which, on  application  to the District Land Com-
missioner ,  and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer,  a tracing  or copy of the planrequired will be prepared  and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary  for Public Lands.
Depa rt ment  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS SEEKING SUITABLE SELEC-
TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS.
IMMIGRANTS or others who do  not possess
sufficient local knowledge to enable them to
select land  in suitable  situations  without visiting
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that arrangements will be made, if induce-
ment  offers, to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
may be indicated, to assist them in their search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
All persons requiring  assistance  of this nature
are requested to advise this Department, in writing,
as to the locality. they wish, to settle  in, and also
forward a fee of ten shillings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor, when, if a sufficient number
of persons are found  to join, the  Government will
immediately  undertake to organize one or more
parties.
In the event of there being no party despatched,
the fee of ten shillings will  be returned ,  on applica.
tion, to the person paying same.
J. MACRON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
"PASTORAL  LEASES  ACT OF 1869."
T is hereby notified that Applications under the
LLea
es oAct  of  1869'
for renewed
of
le11ases  ors four.
teen years  of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands,  Brisbane, on
forms  to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the  existing
leases , as prescribed in the said Act.
If W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner  of Crown Iands.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 15th January, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on MONDAY, the 17th
February, 1873, from  persons  willing to contract
for erection of a new Passenger Station and Plat-
forms, at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for Passenger
Station ,  Toowoombs."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer 's Office, Brisbane, and at the office
of the Assistant Engineer, Toowoomba, on and
after Tuesday ,  the 21st instant.
Tenders must  be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per  cent .  on amount  of Tender, as security for
the due performance of the contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within seven days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 9th January, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICES, GIN GIN AND
TINENERING.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th Febru-
ary, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Telegraph Offices at Gin Gin and Tinenering.
Tenders to be enclosed,  " Tenders for Telegraph
Offices, Gin Gin and Tinenering."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Tinenering.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which  it is  proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the
party tendering, agreeing_ to deposit the sum of ten
per cent. on amount of ender, as security for the
e performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will severally execute and deliver at
the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works, 4
Brisbane, 9th January, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, RAYENSWOOD.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th
February  next, from persons  willing to contract for
the erection  of Telegraph Office at Ravenswood.
Tenders  to be endorsed  " Tenders for Telegraph
Office,  Ravenswood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses at Townsville and
Ravenswood.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will severally execute and deliver at
the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 3rd January, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE BARRACKS, ROCKHAMPTON.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this Officeand at the Police Magistrate's Office, Rock-
hampton, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
31st instant, from persons willing to contract for
erection of Police Barracks at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Barracks, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the
sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender, as
security for the due performance of the contract,
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event, that he will  execute and
deliver, at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor,
in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance, otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department  of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  14th January, 1873.
N OTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference  of the  proposed line
of Railway ,  Brisbane Extension ,  from 2 miles 30
chains to 7 miles 60 chains ,  has been approved and
confirmed without any alteration  ;  and that in
pursuance  of the 17th  section of  the Act 27  Victoria,
No. 8, the  Government intend to proceed with the
construction of the line of Railway  (Brisbane
Extension )  from 2 miles 30 chains to 7 miles 60
chains, according to the Map or Plan and Book of
Reference  so confirmed ,  to be seen at this  office,
and copy thereof at the office  of the Clerk of Petty
Sessions  at Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th January, 1873.
TO OWNERS OF VESSELS AND OTHERS.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m., on FRIDAY, the 24th instant,
from persons willing to contract for Conveyance of
170 tons measurement (more or less) Timber in
Scantling and Boards, and about 10 tons weight of
Roofing Iron, from Brisbane to Townsville.
Loading to be taken from the Government
Reserve, Alice street.
Further particulars may be obtained at the Public
Works Offices, George street.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1873.
1T is notified  for general  information that Mr.KARL THEODOR S TAIGE  has  been appointed
Analytical Chemist at the Laboratory to be
attached to the  Brisbane  Museum, and that, as
soon as  practicable,  a scale of fees  to cover the
expenses incidental to assaying  and reporting upon
earths,  rocks, fossils,  minerals,  &c., will be duly
published. In the meanwhile, contributions of
animals, birds,  minerals , shells, &c., to enlarge the
present collection at the temporary  museum, are
respectfully solicited, and when forwarded from
distant  places , and with the consent of the Curator,
cost of transit will be defrayed by Government.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Commissioner for Railways ' Office,
Brisbane , 27th December, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that on and after the
1st January,  1873, all articles  included in
the exceptional  class  of the Goods Classification,
Southern and Western  Railway  (save  Black Sand
or Tin  Ore), as well as
Firewood
Hay and Straw, loose
Drain Pipes and Tiles
Lime and Limestone
Salt, Rock
Slates,
shall be loaded and unloaded by the owners.
Should the Railway Department be required to do
the work, the charges will be as follows, viz.
For loading 2s. 6d. per ton
For unloading ... 2s. 6d.
Also that HIDES and SKINS, in bales, bundles,
or tied up singly, will be charged for under the
head of Special Class.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayyton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone , Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Ipswich,
Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marlborough,
Maryborough, Milchester, Mount Perry, Murphy's
Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office (Brisbane),
Springsure, S..and W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St.
George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per  annum  on the  remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 28th December, 1872.
BORDER CUSTOMS DUTIES.
REFDNDMENT  OF DUTIES  PAID ON SPIRITS AND
TOBACCO TAKEN  FROM BONDED WAREHOUSE
FOR EXPORTATION  OVERLAND.
T
HE following  Regulations  respecting the Re-
fundment of Duties paid upon Spirits or
Tobacco transmitted from Bond  in Brisbane or
Ipswich into New South Wales, for consumption
there, having been approved by His Excellency the
Governor in Council, are published  for general
information -
1st. The person paying duty upon such spirits
and tobacco, intended  for transmission  overland to
New South Wales, shall, at the time of making
such payment, notify to the Customs Authorities his
intention to apply for a refundment of duty upon
the goods reaching that colony.
2nd. The proper Customs Officer shall thereupon
examine  the said goods,  regauge and ascertain
strength thereof by dykes' Hydrometer, or reweigh,
as the case  may be, and take down the numbers
and marks of the packages, and shall embody this
and other  necessary  information in a despatch note.
A copy of this despatch note shall be given to the
person in charge of the  goods  for presentation to
the New South Wales
Border Officer, and theoriginal shall be filed in the Custom House.
3rd. If within three months from the date of its
issue, the despatch note which accompanied the
goods shall be returned to the Collector of Customs
with an endorsement thereon by a New South
Wales Border Officer, certifying that he identifies
the gcods mentioned therein, and that they have
been imported into the Colony of New South Wales
in exactly the same condition as to marks, quantity,
strength, or weight, as specified in despatch note,
and that duty has been paid thereon to that
Government, the amount of the duty originally
paid to the Customs Authorities at Brisbane or
Ipswich shall be thereupon refunded.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane , 11th January, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH REGULATIONS,
QUEENSLAND.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to cancel the Electric Telegraph Regulations pub-
lished on the 28th March, 1861, 18th September,
1869, 30th July, 1870, and 4th January, 1873,
and to approve of the following  Reilations in
lieu thereof, which are hereby published under
the provisions of  " The Electric Telegraph. Act of
1857."
To take effect on  and after the 1st February,
1873. .
A. H. PALMER.
REGULATIONS  UNDER  WHICH TELEGRAPHIC
BUSINESS MAY BE TRANSACTED IN THE
COLONY OF QUEENSLAND.
1. All messages  will be held  strictly confidential.
2. Messages tendered  for transmission must be
written with  ink, in a legible manner ,  in plain
language , on the proper form, and the address
must contain all information necessary to avoid
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delay and ensure delivery. The signature of the
sender will be required in authentication of each
message , and as subscribing to the conditions
imposed. To ensure greater accuracy, all amounts
must be expressed in words as well as figures.
Charge will be made for the words only.
3. Payment of all charges in advance will be
required, except for replies to interrogatory mes-
sages,  which contain the words  " Reply paid.for,"
but in all such  cases the interrogatory message
must be produced. In cases of emergency or
distress, special arrangements may be made for the
receipt of  messages  payable by the receiver, if the
sender deposits the amount of charges with the
transmitting  station ; in such cases, the word
" Collect"  must be inserted in the address imme-
diate]y before the name of the terminal station.
This deposit will be returned in full if the receiver
pays on delivery. Press reports to be paid for at
receiving station on delivery.
4. All that the sender writes to be transmitted is
included in reckoning the cost. The name of the
original sending station, and the date, hour, and
minute of the deposit of the message will be
officially transmitted free to the receiver. When
the sender wishes to pay for a reply, have the
message repeated or posted, instructions are to be
inserted in the address immediately before the
name of the terminal station. Messages can be
posted to any address on prepayment of postage
for  registered  letter in addition to the ordinary
charge for transmission.
6. Messages may be transmitted in  cypher  in the
Eng lish language or  secret language, but cypher
words must not contain more than three syllables,
and words in secret language must not average
more than five letters ; an additional charge of fifty
per cent. to be made for messages containing cypher
or secret language.
6. Messages  will be transmitted in the order of
their reception, unless on the service of the State,
or matters  relating to the administration of justice,
in which cases precedence may be given.
7. Messages  will be delivered free within one
mile of the station to which transmitted. If beyond
that distance, according to the instructions con-
tained in the address, charges for porterage, cab
hire, or boat hire, payable by the receiver, will be
made for messages  delivered beyond one mile.
8. The sender or receiver of message, on proving
their identity, may receive certified copies of mes-
sages on giving  the date and paying a fee of one
shilling for each copy.
9. In the event of any interruption to communi-
cation by which messages may be unusually
delayed, it will be optional with the senders, on
application  before transmission,  to withdraw their
messages  and receive back the amount paid.
10. The originals  of messages  received, and
duplicates  of messages  issued, will be kept for  six
months,  after the expiration of which period they
will  be burned in the presence off' officers in charge
of stations.
11. If desired,  messages  of consequence can be
repeated from stations at which received to stations
from which originally sent, on payment of an addi-
tional half rate ; but no responsibility will be
undertaken, nor any claim for compensation enter-
tained for any errors or mistakes in transmission or
delay in delivery of messages, whether repeated or
unrepeated, nor for non-transmission or non-delivery
of messages from whatever cause such errors or
mistakes in transmission or delay in transmission
or delivery or non-transmission or non-delivery may
arise.
Telegraph Stations in Queensland will be open to
receive business from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily,
Sundays excepted. On special occasions, when
messages  may be received after office hours, an
additional charge of 60 per cent. on ordinary rate
is to be made. On Sundays officers are in attend-
ance at 9 a.m. for the reception of messages, in
cases  of extreme urgency or necessity.
At Railway Stations, where no Electric Telegraph
office is opened, and where there may be a telegraph
instrument in circuit on the line of the Railway
Department , Railway Station Masters will receive
messages  to be transmitted to the nearest Telegraph
Station by railway wire, and from thence forwarded
to their destination by Electric Telegraph Depart-
ment. Railway Station Masters will collect the
charges due to the Telegraph Department,  and, in
addition, one shilling on each message for trans-
mission by railway line. In the  same manner
messages  for Railway Stations, where no Electric
Telegraph Station is opened, and where there may
be a telegraph instrument in circuit on the line of
the Railway Department, will be received at any
Electric Telegraph Station, the additional charge
of one shilling for each message being prepaid for
transmission  by railway line. Message  forms may
be obtained at any such Railway Station, and the
Station Master will furnish information as to cost
of transmission.
At country post towns, where no Electric Tele-
graph Station  is opened ,  Postmasters have been
appointed receivers of messages, which they will
forward for  transmission  to the nearest Electric
Telegraph Station, by first post. Persons desirous
of using this means of communication will hand
their messages to the Postmaster, together with the
cost  of transmission , twopence (2d.) for postage,
and sixpence (6d.) Postmaster's fee.  Message
forms may be obtained on application at any such
Post Office, and the Postmaster will furnish infor-
mation as  to the cost of  transmission.
Scale  of Charges.
Between any two Stations in Queensland where the
distance does not exceed  thirty (30) miles-
s. d.
For every  message  of twenty (20) words,
including address and  signature ... 1 0
For every additional ten (10) words or
part of ten (10) words ... ... 0 6
Where the  distance exceeds  thirty (30) miles-
For every  message of  twenty (20) words,
including address and  signature ... 2 6
For every additional ten (10) words or
part of ten (10) words ... ... ... 1 3
One-half ordinary charges for  press messages  intended
for publication.
Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  31st December, 1872.
IS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
l of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to approve of the following  Regulations as to the
working of  " Telegraphic Messages Act of  1872."
A. H. PALMER.
1. In cases where  receivers  may require  messages
to be endorsed, to the effect that  " such message
was received by telegraph, and issued by the
department," officers in charge of Telegraph Stations
are directed to endorse the message  accordingly,
and sign and date the endorsement. Persons
making this request must produce the original
copy issued.
2. In the  same manner , when the sender may
require a certified copy of a message which
has been sent, officers in charge of Telegraph
Stations are authorised to issue to the sender, or
his duly authorised agent, a copy of the original
message, with the following endorsement -
I hereby certify that this is a true copy  of a message
received at Telegraph Station, at
(time) 187 . And that the sum of
was paid  as fee for transmission.
Officer in  charge,  Telegraph  Station.
Date, 187 .
3. For such certificate on message sent or
received, the fee of one shilling is to be paid by
the applicant, such fees to be paid into General
Revenue.
4. The contents of any writs, warrants , rules,
order, authority, or other communication  requiring
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signature or seal , may be  transmitted  by Electric
Telegraph , if signed by-
The Governor
The President of the Legislative Council
The Speaker of the Legislative Assembly
The Judges of the Supreme Court or District
Courts
The Ministers of the Crown
The Auditor-General
The Under- Secretaries  to any Department pre-
sided over by a Minister
The Collector of Customs
The Clerk of the Legislative Council
The Clerk of the Legislative Assembly
The Sheriff
The Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs
The Registrar-General
The Registrar of the Supreme Court
The Commissioner of Police
The Chief Inspector of Distilleries
The Registrar and Marshal of the Vice-
Admiralty Court
The Returning Officers appointed under the
Elections Act  for the purposes of Returns
to Writs of Election, but not otherwise
Any Attorney or Solicitor.
5. Provided that the original document shall be
delivered at the Telegraph Station in the presence,
and under the inspection of, a Justice of the Peace,
who shall endorse to that effect (form A). The
message must  be  written  conti nuously  on the form
provided for that purpose, and must be in accord-
ance with the  Regulations  for the transmission of
telegraphic  business.
6. The message to be issued to the receiver, on
a form (B) specially provided for the purpose, and
shall state the name of the Justice of the Peace in
whose presence it was originally delivered.
7. The person to whom  the message  is delivered
will  cause  a copy (form C) to be delivered at the
Telegraph office which issued the message on form B,
to be repeated back to the sender, charges at half-rate
being collected from the original sender; and such
copy intended to be repeated shall be delivered at
the Telegraph Station in the presence and under
the inspection of a Justice of the Peace, who shall
endorse the  message  to that effect, and the repeated
copy is to be delivered (form D) to the sender of
the original  message.  In the event of any error
the process is to be repeated under the like super-
vision, until it shall appear that a correct copy of
the original document has been received by the
person to whom it shall have been sent.
8. When it shall appear that such true copy has
been so received, such first-mentioned justice shall
endorse upon the original document (form A) a
certificate to that effect, and shall forthwith, by
message  (form E), inform such person that such
certificate has been so endorsed.
9. The person so receiving such true copy shall,
upon receiving information of such certificate,
(form F), endorse upon the original document
received by him (forms B and C) a certificate that
the same has been duly received ; this certificate
to be signed by the receiver and the justice who
previously countersigned the message delivered
(form Q.
10. Every original document sent under these
instructions (form A) shall be kept at the Telegraph
Station at which it was delivered, and shall, after
the expiration of two days from the transmission
of message  (form E), be open to inspection to the
public between the hours of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.,
on payment of a fee of one shilling.
11. Attention is called to the penalties imposed
by sections 7, S, 9, and 10 of "  Telegraphic Messages
Act  of 1872," on any person wilfully delivering
message  to the wrong person, on any person
signing a telegram for another person without
lawful authority, or for any false ceptifieate of
weudiug xupasage, tiRdpf sept#p{F 4
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1872.
TWENTY-FIVE POUNDS REWARD.
W
HEREAS, on or about the night of the 11th
instant, a piece of fencing wire  was mali -
ciously hooked on to the two Electric Telegraph
wires, at a point about five miles from Dalby, with
intent to impede the use of the line : Notice is
hereby given, that a reward of £25 will be paid
by the Government for such information as will
lead to the conviction of the offender or offenders.
A. H. PALMER.
Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1872.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
TOOWOOMBA TO DALBY, WITHIN RAILWAY
FENCES.
T
ENDERS will  be received at the office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until noon  on MONDAY,  the tenth day of
February next, from persons desirous of contract-
ing for the supply of all material, except wire,
insulators ,  and iron poles ,  and all workmanship
necessary  for the  erection of the undermentioned
work ,  according to the terms, general conditions,
and specifications appended hereto.
For a line of poles from Toowoomba  to Dalby
within the railway fences - the poles between Too-
woomba and the locality of Gowrie Junction to be
of wood ,  and for the other portion of the distance
with a few exceptions ,  to be of iron to be supplied
by the  Government.
Iron poles and insulators to be supplied by the
Government and delivered to the contractor at
Brisbane.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price each for supplying and erecting
wooden poles  and  affixing three insu-
lators.
2. Price each for erecting iron poles and
affixing three insulators.
3. Price per foot for extra length wooden
poles where required.
The whole  contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within  (3) three months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
(76) seventy-five per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but notwithstanding
such report, and payment on account, the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other officer
appointed by him in that behalf, shall have full
power at any time afterwards, before final payment
shall be made, of rejecting and condemning any of
the  work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for ob-
taining materials ,  on signing  a 'bond indemnifying
the Government  against any claims for compensa-
tion arising  from the action of the contractor, and
providing for any  claims being  paid by the Super-
intendent  from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise settled.
The contractor will be  responsible for all  claims
for compensation  for damage to fences  or other
property, caused by the erection of the  line, also
for damage  so caused  to roads ; and  if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the  rate of progress  required by the Govern-
Fgept, it shall be w, tk p  rowef o#' the Gov.+rAptept,
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by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work remaining  to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all  sums  of money which may be due to the
contractor, together  with all materials  and imple-
ments in his  possession  on the ground ,  and all sums
of money whether named in the bond to be entered
into by the contractor  or otherwise , as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be
considered as ascertained amages for breach of
contract. Attached to each tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible  persons as sureties , agreeing to be
answerable  for the due  performance  of the contract
within the  time stipulated , in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking, in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance  of the Tender, a bond to Her Majesty in
a sum equal  to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount
of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
Any clearing necessary to be provided for under
special agreement.
Wooden poles to be heavy straight saplings of
the best description of approved hardwood (no
spotted gum or Moreton Bay ash being allowed)
with the bark removed, not less than nine (9)
inches in diameter, at five (5) feet from the butt,
and five (5) inches in diameter at the top, and
twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to be carefully and
thoroughly charred from the base upwards over a
space of six (0) feet, and well coated with the best
coal tar; the top to be firmly bound at one (1) inch
from its extremity with good hoop iron, not less
than one (1) inch wide.
The top of each wooden pole to be served with a
thick coating of white lead.
The top of the pole to be bored as directed, to
receive the insulating pin.
At angles, or other  places  where required, struts
or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed as
directed. The poles to be not more than sixty-six
(66) yards apart,  unless  by special permission, to
be sunk five (6) feet in the ground, placed in a
perpendicular position, and well rammed with
rubble and earth.
The iron poles to be erected as directed, the base
to be  sunk not less  than four (4) feet in the ground.
"Me' insulators to be firmly fixed as directed,
three on each pole.
All materials used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, must be of the best
quality, and, together with the workmanship,
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect  the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Superin.
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1873.
T
HE following Bye-law, made by the Municipal
Council of Toowoomba, having been confirmed
by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, under his Hand, in ac-
cordance with the 74th section of  " The Municipal
Institutions Act of  1864," the same is hereby pub-
lished in the  Government Gazette.
BYE-LAW No. 16.
In pursuance  of the power vested in the Council
of the Municipality of Toowoomba, under the pro-
visions of  " The Municipal Institutions Act of
1864,"  the said Council  do make the following Bye+
law I-•
1. Any person who shall unlawfully and wan-
tonly or maliciously cut, break, bark, root up, or
otherwise damage or destroy the whole or any
part of any tree, sapling, shrub, or underwood
planted or preserved by the said council, or that
may hereafter be planted or preserved by the said
council, in, along, or upon any street in the said
municipality, or in any preserve or plantation
within the said municipality, of whatever  nature or
value the  damage may  be, shall, upon conviction
thereof before  any one  or more justice or justices of
the peace, forfeit and pay for every such offence,
over and above the amount. of injury done, a
penalty or  sum not  exceeding twenty pounds (£20)
sterling, and not less than two pounds (£ 2) ster-
ling.
2. Any person who shall unlawfully and wan-
tonly or maliciously cut, break down, impair, dis-
figure, or in anywise  damage  or destroy, or use
for the purpose of tying or tethering any horse
or other animal or thing; or otherwise how-
soever, any fence or guard erected, put, or
preserved by the said council, or that may
hereafter be erected, put, or preserved by the
said council, to protect any tree,  sapling , shrub,
or underwood as aforesaid, of whatever nature or
description the said fence or guard may be, or any
wall, stile, or gate, or any part thereof respectively
erected, put, or preserved by the said council for
any purpose whatever, shall, upon conviction
thereof before any one or  more  justice or  justices
of the peace, forfeit and pay for every such offence,
over and above the amount of injury done, a
penalty  or sum  not exceeding ten pounds (£10)
sterling, and not less than one pound (£1) sterling.
Passed by the Toowoomba Municipal Council,
on the 6th day of November, 1872.
R. GODSALL, Mayor.
JOHN M. FLYNN, Town Clerk.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s Reign.
NORMANBY.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1873.
" BLUE BOOK."
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified to all Heads of Departments, and other
Civil Servants of the Government, that the Returns
required from them for the purpose of enabling
the Registrar-General to compile the Annual
"Blue Book" must be forwarded to him, correctly
and fully filled up with the necessary information,
on or before the 31st January instant.
The Registrar-General has been directed to
report to the Government the names of all Officers
who may fail to furnish the required Returns in
accordance with this notification.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1873.
"ANNUAL STATISTICAL REGISTER."
WHEREAS it is of importance that the Annual
Statistics  of Queensland should be laid
before  Parliament  at the earliest possible date, His
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Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, directs it to be notified to all
Heads of Departments, Officers of the Police Force,
and other Civil Servants of the Government, that
the returns required from them by the Registrar-
General, for the purpose of enabling him to compile
the Statistics, must be forwarded to the Registrar-
General, correctly and fully filled up, before the 1st
March next.
The Registrar-General has been directed to
report to the Government the names of all persons
who may fail to furnish the required returns in
accordance with this notification.
A. H. PALMER.
"IMMIGRATION ACT OF 1872."
REMITTANCE PASSENGERS.
P
ERSONS  resident in Queensland, wishing to
obtain Passages to the Colony for their
Friends or Relatives in Europe, can do so under
the provisions of the New Immigration Act, by
paying to the Immigration Agent in Brisbane, or
to any of the Clerks of Petty Sessions in the
Colony, amounts in accordance with the following
scale
Males and Females, between 1 and 12, each ... £1
Males, between 12 and 40, each ... ...
Females, between 12 and 40, each ... ...
Males and Females, above 40, each
Infants under 12 months, FREE.
... ...
2
1
4
HIRE OF LABORERS IN EUROPE.
Employers of Labor in the Colony are directed
to the liberal provisions contained in the New Act.
whereby Mechanics ,  Laborers ,  or Servants ,  engaged
through Agents in Europe, will  be provided with
Passages  to the Colony by the Agent-General.
Applications from employers will be received by
the Immigration Agent in Brisbane, or by any of
the Clerks of Petty Sessions in the Colony, from
whom further particulars and all necessary forms
can be obtained.
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Agent.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane , 12th August, 1872.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 14th Novenber, 1872.
PETITION UNDER " THE MUNICIPAL INSTI-
TUTIONS ACT OF 1864."
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  in pursuance of
the Act of Council 28 Victoria, No. 21, has directed
the publication of the substance and prayer of a
Petition  addressed  to His Excellency  as hereinafter
set forth, signed by one hundred and thirteen
householders  resident  in the township of Stanthorpe,
praying for the erection of their locality: into a
municipality.
A. H. PALMER.
Petitioners state That immediately adjoining
the township of Stanthorpe ,  and situate between
two parts thereof, is a township, known by the
name of Stannum, which last-mentioned township
is situated on purchased land, and that the two town-
ships of Stanthorpe and Stannum  form in reality
one town, containing not less than one thousand
inhabitants," and the Petitioners are desirous of
the same being established a Municipal District
to be called " the Municipality of Stanthorpe," and
that the limits and boundaries thereof may be
defined according to the following description
Commencing on the right bank of Kettle Swamp
Creek at the north-east corner of mineral selection
number 428, and be bounded thence by the north
boundary of that selection bearing west about
seventy-eight chains and fifty links to the Maryland
road ; thence on the north-wort by that road bearing
south-westerly about twenty  chains ; thence by a
line bearing west to the north-east corner of  mineral
selection number 317A and by the north boundary
of that selection about 112 chains ; thence by the
west boundary of that selection bearing south
about ten chains to mineral selection number 345 ;
thence by the north boundary of that  selection
bearing west ten  chains  ; thence by its west
boundary bearing south four chains ninety links to
mineral selection  number 346; thence by the north
boundary of that selection bearing west ten
chains ; thence by its west boundary bearing south
three  chains  to mineral  selection  number 368;
thence by the north boundary of that selection
bearing west ten chains ; thence by a line bearing
south forty  degrees  west about eighty chains to the
north -west corner of  mineral selection number
368,4; thence by the west boundary of that selec-
tion and mineral selection  number 330A bearing
south about forty-one chains eighty links to the
Broadwater ; " thence by that creek downwards
easterly and south-easterly to its junction with
Quart Pot Creek into the Severn River ; thence by
that river downwards south-easterly to the south-
west corner of mineral  selection  number 316;
thence by the south boundary of that  selection and
its prolongation easterly about 180 chains ; thence
by a line bearing north to the south -east corner of
mineral selection  number 284; thence by the east
boundary of that  selection  and mineral selection
number 285, and its prolongation northerly about
137 chains to Kettle Swamp Creek ; and thence by
that creek upwards in a northerly direction to the
point of  commencement.
W ilham H. Groom, M.L.A.
J. F. G. Foxton
David Murray
Jno. Conquest
M. Connell
Geo. Wilson
H v.Browne
J. McInnes
A. Isaacs
John Walter
B. Tyson
R. Dawson
Alfred Green
W. Curtis
A. Simpson
J. T. Smith
H. Wood
Geo. Barton
William Philippa
T. Lawson
Andw. Weston
F. Smith
Geo. Antill
Chas. P. Waters
Henry P. Gray
A. V . Halloran
G. Ware
C. C. Williams
Hy. George
Robt. Austin
T. F. Merry
J. Davidson
W. Hawe
E. W. Hollinworth
St. G. Ralph Gore
John Sheahan, per J. C.
D. W. Julyd
Robert Wilson
C. W. Pitts
J. Horwitz and Co.
Edward Marlay, J.P.
David Evanslee
Samuel Levy ,  per Davis
Harris
Saml. Cochrane
Wm. C. Grant
M. R. C. Spriggs
Daniel Gri gg
R. Cy. Cowper
John E. Elliott
W. Hardy
Horace  Le Ransoms
S. P. Scowen
Henry  Weeding
Norris Hill
Paul Modini
f. B. Mason
W. H. McQuaker
John Gould
James Scanlan
John McNeave
Jeremiah Allman
John D. Larkin
Alfred Ash
Alexr. McLeod
Michael Wood
P. Lubin
George Cooper
Dudley Rushli
J. Miason
James Hobson
David Groom
George Campbell
F. P. Stewart
Martin Jos. Keogh
A. Pittman
George Scott
A. Keilar ,  per G. S.
James Moloney
E. Campbell
John Young
Daniel Donovan
Thos. Kelly
Martin Kelly
William Jack
Daniel Sullivan
Alex. Wood
Peter Pout
George Simms,  comedian
M. O'Sullivan
E. H. Washington
J. W. Thompson
D.  Quinlan
John Newlan
W. A. F. Gregson
Hy.' Prebble
J. H. Schott
Churchill O. Evens
Wm. Brown
C. E. Clarke
C. Whitby
Michael Mooney
H. R. Gibbs
W. Emeret
Fredk .  Bergan
M. Quinlan
P. Council
C. Grant
S. Phillips
J. Smith
P. Murphy
M. J. Smith
F. J. Johnson
Thomas Nelson Rosw
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th  January, 1873.
NOTICE.
THE under-mentioned Mineral Selection having become forfeited by reason of non-compliance with
the conditions prescribed in  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is hereby notified that
the same will be open to selection as Mineral Lands, according to the surveyed boundaries thereof, on and
after  TUESDAY, 25th February, 1873.
Register
No.
151
Selected by
Thomas Henry  Steele  Perkins
and Henry Bridson ,
(For the Secretary  for Public Lands),
WM. HENRY WALSH.
On Locality. Area.
14th  March, 1870... About four  miles from the
A. R. P.
40 0 0
Town of Marlborough
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th  December, 1872.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  "The CrownLands Alienat on Act  of 1868" (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for th  closing of the under.
mentioned Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SommuiE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
N o. Applicant. Situation. Pariah, Area
A. it. P.
I Robert  Logan Road separating po rt ions 208 from po rt ions Moggill ... 8 1 20
76, 77. 78, 197, 199, and 206
0 Robert Logan Road separating pa rt  of portion 208 from Moggi ll  ... 1 1 12
pa rt s of port ions 205 and 208
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
passenger
Fares,
Goods and Live
Stock .
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Week  ending January  18th, 1873
... ... 406 7 8 1,089 2 7 45 10 1 1,541 0 4
Corresponding week last year ... ... ... 311 3 6 1,106 10  3 27 14 0 1,445 7 9
Increase  ... ... ... 95 4 2 ... 17 16  1 95 12 7
Decrease  ... ... ... ... 17 7 8 ...
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of  " The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveatmay be lodged.
11; perches ,  being subdivision 5 of eastern  suburban James Francis Doyle ... 25 March, 1873.
allotment 10, parish of South Brisbane, at Kangaroo
Point, county of Stanley
27k perches, being subdivision 5 of portion 220, parish William Pettigrew,  as mort-  25 February, 1873.
of North Brisbane, county of Stanley  gagee  exercising power of
sale
36; perches ,  being subdivision  22 of section  2 of eastern William Mason  ... ...  Ditto
suburban allotment 54, parish of North Brisbane,
county of Stanley
9- perches, being re-subdivision A of subdivision 26 of Anne Eaton ... ... 25 March, 1873.
eastern suburban  allotment 87, parish of North
Brisbane ,  county of Stanley
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General Post OBice,
Brisbane,  Queensland,  17th  January, .1873.
THE following  SiummASIas of RAINFALL,  taken at the under-mentioned Stations throughout the
Colony,  during the  Month  of NovsnsaxR,  1872,  are published for general information.
By His Excellency's Command,
THOS. L. MURRAY PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER, 1872.
SHOWING the Latitude  and Longitude ,  and distance from Sea-coast  of each  Station ; also ,  the maximum
fall during 24 hours,  and date of same, the number  of days on which Rain fell, and Total  Rainfall of
the Month.
This Table  wi ll  be continued monthly, and the returns obtained  from  new Stations  added to it
as received.
Name of Station . Latitude (Soutb ).  Longitude  (East).
Distance from
Sea-coast.
Maximum in 24
hours ,  and date .
No.
days Rain
fell.
Total
Rainfall,
Banana  ... ... ... 24° 30' 150° 10'
Miles.
80
Inches.
1.65
Date.
27th 9
Inches.
4.20
Beenleigh (Windaroo) ... 27 49 153 8 10 1.64
.
28th 11 6.60
-Bloomsbury ... ... 20 39 148 32 12 1 50 21st 11 6 03
Bowen ... ... ... 20 1 148 16 on coast 1-15 14th 10 3.42
Brisbane ... ... 27 28 153 6 10 0.90 22nd 16 6.25
Caamboon ... ... 25 1 150 25 105 1.35 27th 8 3.94
Cabulture ... 27 7 152 55 5 1.90 Sth 11 6.80
Cape Moreton ... ... 27 1 153 28 on coast 1.47 29th 14 6.86
Cardwell ... .. 18 6 146 0 on  coast 2 .47 27th 15 5.98
Cashmere ... .. 18 3 145 13 50 0.85 28th 11 4.56
Charleville ... ... 26 35 146 6 350 1.45 27th 4 2-57
Clermont ... ... 22 45 147 38 130 2-10 27th 6 4.45
Cleveland ... ... 27 32 153 18 on coast 1.05 22nd 13 4.52
Condamine ... ... 26 57 150 6 180 1.74 26th 8 5.28
Craven*  ... ... 23 10 147 0 180
Creen Creek* ... ... 18 0 142 0 119
Dalby ... ... ... 27 30 151 15 112 4-00 29th 7 6.15
Durah* ... ... ... 26 20 150 28 135
Enoggera Reservoir ... 27 27 152 55 16 1-41 10th 11 5.77
Gayndah ... .. ... 25 38 151 36 72 2-03 10th 8 6.13
George-tn,Ethridge River 17
7*
57 143 40 176 0144 8th 4 1.09
Gilbert River ... ... 1 54 143 0 133
Gladstone ... ... 23 50 151 20 on coast 5-12 28th 8 13.57
Goodna ... ... ... 27 36 152 56 21 1.80 9th 12 6.58
Gppmmppie ... ... ... 26 12 152 38 30 1.25 23rd 10 5.07
Belidon ,.. ... ... 27 39 152 3 60 1-54 28th 12 6.34
Ipswich ... 27 38 152 48 28 1-73 28th 10 6.25
Junction Creek* ... 17 45 144 9 78
Keppel Bay ... ... 23 28 151 4 on coast 5.00 27th 6 8.90
Lytton ... ... ... 27 25 153 11 on coast 2 .20 10th 13 7.71
Mackay ... ... ... 21 10 149 6 5 1-11 28th 12 4.63
Marlborough ... ... 22 57 150 1 40 1-03 20th 9 7.65
Maryborough ... ... 25 35 152 43 18 2-11 29th 13 4.69
Nebo .. ... ... 21 55 148 10 50 1-34 10th 7 4.68
Normanton ... ... 17 38 141 25 38 1-19 26th 7 2-18
Norman-mouth ... 17 28 141 0 on coast 0-38 28th 3 0.68
Ravenswood ... ... 20 20 146 50 70 1.12 13th 6 3.05
Rockhampton ... ... 23 25 150 25 20 2-17 11th 5 5.57
Roma  ...  ... ... 26 37 148 42 230 1.59 20th 9 4.32
Sandy Cape* ... 24 48 153 25 on coast
Springsure  (Rainworth) 24 30 149 0 180 1.33
-
27th 7 4.18
.St. Lawrence ... ... 22 21 149 30 8 1 87 28th 8 4 73
Stanthorpet ... ... 28 40 152 0 ... 1-40 27th 3 3-42
Taro om  ... ... ... 25 38 149 45 160 1.05 21st 6 2.31
Toowoomba  ... ... 27 34 152 10 80 1-35 27th 9 6-22
Townsville ... 19 18 146 50 on coast 2 .27 14th 8 6-68
Vale of Herbert* ... 18 36 146 6 30
Valley of Lagoons ... ... ... ... 1.02 6th 8 3-41
.Warwick ,.. ... 28 12 152 16 90 ... ... 8 2 84,
Waterview* ... 18 5 146 10 5
Westwood ... ... 23 38 150 8 45 2 35 27th 13 9.93
Woody Island ... ... 25 21 152 57 on coast 2.80 5th 11 8-12
•  No Return received.  f New station.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
Colonial Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane,  23rd January, 1873.
R X following General Abstract of the Average Amount of
 the LIABILITIES and AssETs of the QuEENSLAND  N ATIONAL BANK LIMITED ,  within the Colony Of QUEENSLAND, du ringT
T the  Quarter from the 1st  OCTOBER to the 31st DECEMBER,  1872, is published in conformity with the third  clause of  the Act of Council ,  4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
A. H. PALMER.
GENERAL ABSTRACT ,  showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the Qua assnsrD NATIONAL BANS LIMITED, within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from  the several  Weekly
Statements during the Quarter from the 1st OCTOBER to the 31st  DEOBMa B, 1872.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation J Not bearing  Interest
...1Bearing Interest
Bills in Circulation .. C
Not bearing Interest
...Bearing Interest
Balance due to other Banks ... ...
AMOUNT.
£ s.
 d.]
TOTALS. ASSETS. AMOUNT .  TOTALS.
Deposits
 ...............
Not bearing Interest .... ...
i Bearing Interest ... ...
Total Amount of Liabili ties
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ...
Rate of  the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ...
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ...
£ s. d.
12,003 12 4
73 14 2
5,449 3 5
45,164  16  2
31,893 2 0 1 77,05718 2
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
94,584 8 1
£105,826 0 0
Nil.
Nil.
Nil.
Coined  Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals... ...
Gold and Silver in Bul li on and Bare ... ...
Government Securities  (Stamps ) ... ... ... ...
Landed
 Property
 .. ... ... ... ...
Notes and  B ills of other Banks
 ... ... ... ...
Balances due f ro m other Banks ... ..
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bi ll s of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description ,  excepting Notes, Bi ll s ,  and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
£ d. d. £ S.  d.
69,341 14 3
5,642 14 5
124 2 6
2,614 17 5
60 12 8
66,362 16  8
64,963 10 1
... £ 199,110 8 0
E. R. DRURY, General  Manager.
Brisbane ,  22nd January, 3873, JOHN H .  RYLAND ,  Accountant.
I, Edward Robert
 Drury ,
 make oath ,  that ,
 to the best of my knowledge and be li ef ,  the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and. Liabi li ties of the above
Bank during the period specified
 ;  and that the same was made up from
 the Weekly
 Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the
 Act of the
 Governor and Council of the Colony of New South
Wales ,  4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
Sworn
 before  me, at Brisbane ,
 this 22nd  day of January, 1873.
JOHN
 F'ax riot, Justice  of the Peace.
E. R. DRURY.
I, the
 undersigned ,  being the General Manager of the QUFENsLAND NATIONAL BANS LIMITED,  do hereby offer to pay  to the  Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, Section 9, the sum of
£90 0 7d ., for the duty after  the rate of £3 per cent .  per annum upon the sum  of
 £12 ,003 12s. 4d., being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average  of  the money value of the Notes
in circ tion of the said Bank, in the Colony of Queensland ,  according to the annexed Return.
Dated this 22nd day of January,
 1873.
E. R.  DRURY.
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General  Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd January, 1873.
N
OTICE.-In accordance with the provisions of the 6th Section of  " The Marriage Act "  (28 Vic.,
No. 15), it is hereby notified that the undermentioned are Registered  in this  Office, as  Ministers
of Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in the Colony for the current year.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Name of Minister .  Re ligious Denomination. Residence . Registration District,
Adams ,  James ... Church of England... ... Townsvi lle ... Townsvi ll e
Addison, John ,., Primitive Methodist ... Ipswich .. Ipswich
Agnew ,  Phi li p Peter ... Free Church of England ... Maryborough ... Maryborough
Alkiu, Thomas Verrier .,, Church of England... . Toowoomba ,.. Toowoomba
Anger ,  Charles Augustus Independent  G erman Church Drayton ... Toowoomba
Black,  James K.,  M.A., T.C.D. Church of England... Bowen ... Bowen
Brun, Henry Roman Catholic ... Ipswich ... Ipswich
Bucas ,  Peter ,,. Roman Catholic Mackay ... Mackay
Buckle ,  Joseph Primitive Methodist Brisbane ... Brisbane
Barghard ,  Wilhelm Lutheran ... German Station  ... Brisbane
Byrne ,  Denis Joseph ... Roman Catho li c , Dalby ... Dalby
Campbell , Henry J. ... Church of England... Allora ... Warwick
Cani, John ... Roman Catholic ... Brisbane ... Brisbane
Carson ,  James .., Presbyterian ... Rockhampton .,, Rockhampton
Clementoni ,  Nazarino ., Roman Catho li c ... Bowen ... Bowen
Conno ll y ,  James Patrick Maria ... Roman Catholic ,.. Townsvi lle ... Townsvi lle
Copse, Frederick ... ... Lutheran .,, Maryborough ... Maryborough
Court ,  David Alexander ... Church of England... Kangaroo Point ... Brisbane
Crawford ,  Archibald Presbyterian ,,, Gympie .., Gympie
Craig, Thomas ... ... Presbyterian . Ipswich ... Ipswich
Creyke,  Robert ... ... Church of England... Brisbane ... Brisbane
Draper ,  Wil liam .. ... Congregationa li st ... Dalby ... Dalby
Dunham, Robert FitzWi ll iam . Roman  Catholic ...  Rockhampton
A Fiti tD Fh
... Rockhampton
ugus usranc sam , z-un
Wi ll iam Roman Catho li c ... .,. Charters Towers ... Ravenswood
Dunne, Robert ... ... Roman Catholic Toowoomba ... Toowoomba
Eager, Clifden Henry ... ... 'United  Methodist  Free Church Ipswich .. Ipswich
Fletcher ,  Wi ll iam ... Wesleyan Methodist ... Brisbane ... Brisbane
Fouhey, Denis ... ... Roman Catho lic ... Brisbane ... Brisbane
Fu ller,  Edward ... ... Primitive Methodist ,..  Noose  ... ... Brisbane
James Ivel ... .,,Gammie Congregationa li st .. ... Roma ... Roma,
Gardiner ,  John ... ... Wesleyan Methodist Fortitude Valley  ... Brisbane
Gaustad ,  Christopher ... ... Lutheran  ... ,.. ...  Warwick ... Warwick
Gerard, Thomas ... ... Particular Baptist ... .., Ipswich . .. Ipswich
Gilbertson ,  James ... Church of England... .. Brisbane ... Brisbane
Glennie ,  Benjamin ,  B.A. ... (Archdeacon )  Church of Eng- Drayton ... Toowoomba
land
Gray, Elder  ... ... ,.. Presbyterian  Bald Hills ... Brisbane
Griffith,  Edward ... Congregationa list Brisbane ... Brisbane
Hampe, Godfried Daniel ... Lutheran  ... ,. ,..  Toowoomba ... Toowoomba
Harding Isaac ... Wesleyan Methodist ,,, Pimpama ... Logan
Harte,  William  Thomas ,.. Church of England... ... South Brisbane ... Brisbane
Hartley, Robert ... ... Primitive Methodist Rockhampton ... Rockhampton
Hasse ll , James Samuel... ... Church of England... ... Travelling in North-
Hausmann ,  John Godfried ...
ern Districts
Lutheran ... ,.. Albert River ... Logan
Hausmann ,  John Godfried, junr. Lutheran ... ... South Brisbane
t B iP i bb
... Brisbane
iB bs aneres er an ... ryHay, Alexander ,  A.M.... ... ... r s ane
Heiner ,  Ernest Christian , F.T. ...  Lutheran ... ... Ipswich ... Ipswich
He llmuth ,  Carl Gottfried ... Lutheran , ,,, Logan Reserve ... Logan
Hely, Wil liam ... Roman Catho li c ... Brisbane ... Brisbane
Henry, Joseph Wilson ... ... Congregationa li st ... Goodna ... ... Goodna
Horan ,  Mathew ... ,.. Roman Catho li c ... Maryborough ... Maryborough
hMar borR C th liJ Mar borou hyoman a o ougc ..Horan ,  James
Hughes ,  Henry Phi li p William, Church of England Brisbane
...
...
y g
Brisbane
LL.D.
Jamieson ,  Leslie ... ... Congregationa li st ... Gympie .., Gympie
Jenkyn, Thomas ,  M.A.... ... Congregationa list .. Rockhampton ... Rockhampton
Jones ,  Thomas  Church  of England Brisbane ... Brisbane
Kaercher ,  Francis Xavier Georg... Roman Catholic Brisbane ... Brisbane
Kildahl,  William ... ... Church of England Ravenswood ... Ravenswood
Kingsford ,  Thomas Presbyterian ... Warwick ... Warwick
Kingsford, John Particular Baptist ... Brisbane ... Brisbane
Knipe, Joseph Irwine .. ... Presbyterian ... Maryborough ... Maryborough
Laing ,  Adam Arbuthnot Presbyte ri an .., Springsure ... Springsure
Lange be cker ,  Theodore Franz H. J.  Lutheran ... ..  Toowoomba
h
... Toowoomba
Mar borou hLavers, Henry J. ... ... Wesleyan Methodist Maryboroug ... y g
Leigh, Richard ... Church of England Rockhampton ... Rockhampton
Love, James Church of England  Warwick ... Warwick
MacGuinness ,  Patrick Joseph Roman Catho li c ,.. George Town ... Gilbert
Mackay, Isaac Presbyterian ... Warwick ... Warwick
Wi ll iamMackenzie Presbyterian  Cardwe ll ... Cardwell,
Matthews ,  James ... Church of England Fortitude Valley  ... B ri sbane
Meiklejohn ,  Wi ll iam David ... Presbyte ri an Murphy 's Creek  ... Ipswich
Alfred ...Midgley ... Wesleyan  Methodist Ipswich ... Ipswich,
Moberley, Edmund George ... Church of England... Dalby  ... ... Dalby
'`Mjoffatt, Jathes Robert Church of England... Brisbane ... Brisbane
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Name of Minister.
LIST OF  MINISTEB8 - continued.
Religious Denomination.
Milton ... Brisbane
Ipswich ... Ipswich
Ipswich ... Ipswich
Rockhampton ... Rockhampton
Brisbane ... Brisbane
Stanthorpe ... Stanthorpe
Mackay... ... Mackay
Brisbane ... Brisbane
Warwick ... Warwick
Brisbane ... Brisbane
Toowoomba ... Toowoomba
Brisbane ... Brisbane
Brisbane ... Brisbane
Mount Perry ... Gayndah
Warwick ... Warwick
Toowoomba ... Toowoomba
Logan ... ... Logan
Gladstone ... Gladstone
Brisbane ... Brisbane
Ipswich ... Ipswich
Clermont ... Clermont
Nanango ... Nanango
Gayndah ... Gayndah
South Brisbane ... Brisbane
German Station ... Brisbane
Warwick ... Warwick
Cardwell ... Cardwell
Ipswich Agricultu- Ipswich
ral Reserve
Roma ... ... Roma
Ipswich .., Ipswich
Brisbane ... Brisbane
South Brisbane ... Brisbane
Maryborough ... Maryborough
South Brisbane ... Brisbane
Maryborough ... Maryborough
Warwick ... Warwick
Brisbane ... Brisbane
German Station ... Brisbane
Toowoomba ... Toowoomba
Rockhampton ... Rockhampton
Gympie ... Gympie
Brisbane ... Brisbane
Gympie... ... Gympie
Brisbane ... Brisbane
Moore, Wil li am ... ...
Mosely, John...
Mossop, Daniel ... ...
Murlay, Charles ... ...
Myers, Jonas Meier ... ...
McAra ,  John ... ...
McCleverty, James
McCu lloch,  Colin ...
McDonough, Stephen Henry
McGavin ,  Matthew, A.M.
Nelson ,  Wi ll iam Lambie , LL.D. ...
Ogg, Charles  ... ... ...
O'Reilly, John
Orr, John Flanagan ...
Orton, Richard Watson
Parkinson, Matthew Henry
Pearce, Robert ...
Proudfoot, Alexander ...
Quinn, Right Rev. James
Richmond, Frederick ...
Rogers, James Henry ...
Romani, Joseph ...
Rossolini, Constantino ...
Savage, Samuel
Schermeister, C. F. A. F.
Scortechini, Benedict ...
Scott, Charles James ...
Shanks, Philip ...
Residence .  Registration  District
0
Baptist ..
Church of England ...
Congregationalist ...
Roman Catholic
Jewish
Presbyterian ..
Church of England ...
Presbyterian ...
Roman  Catholic ...
Presbyterian ...
Presbyterian ...
Presbyterian ...
Roman Catholic
Wesleyan Methodist
Wesleyan Methodist
Wesleyan Methodist
Wesleyan Methodist
Presbyterian
Bishop, Church of Rome
Church of England...
Wesleyan Methodist
Roman Catholic
Roman Catholic
Congregationalist ...
Lutheran ... ...
Roman Catholic ..
Church of England ...
Congregationalist ...
Spencer, Charles ... ... Free Church of England
Stephinson, William George R.  ...  Wesleyan Methodist ...
Sutton, John ... ... ... Church of England ... ...
Thatcher, Thomas ... ... Primitive Methodist ...
Tanner, Edward ... ... Church of England... ...
Taylor, William George ..: , Wesleyan Methodist ...
Tissot, Paul ... ... Roman Catholic
Townson, William Parker, B.A. Church of England...
Tuffnell, Edward Wyndham, D.D. Bishopof theChurchof England
Wagner, Gottfried ... ... Presbyterian ... ...
Waraker, John Thomas... ... Congregationalist ... ...
Wiles, Charles ...
Williams,  James ...
Wilson, Benjamin Gilmore
Woodhouse, Henry ...
Woolcock, William ...
... Wesleyan Methodist
... Primitive Methodist
... Baptist
... Wesleyan Methodist
... Bible  Christian ,.,
TIME TABLE.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1870.
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after  MONDAY, the  14th instant,  the following Time
Table wi ll  come into .: operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles  from
Rock-
hampton.
stations Up Train,Mixed.
Miles
from West-
wood.
Stations. Down TrainMixed.
a.m. P.M.
,.. Rockhampton ... ... ... 11. 0 Westwood 3.30
6 - Gracemere  ... ... ... 11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing A
15 Stanwell ... ... 12.0 15 Stanwell ... ... ... 4.30
24 Rosewood Crossing ... ... A 24 Gracemere  ... ... ... 6. 6
30 Westwood ... ... ... 1. 0 30 Rockhampton... ... ... 5.30
All Day  Tickets  issued on Saturdays available to return on  the following Monday.
(A.) The  Trains marked  thus, A, will stop by  signal to  take  up passengers  only, who  will be charged  the fare to  the Station at
which their journey  terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at  the time of  booking , fr om the place at which  they join  the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
TIME TABLE.
4k
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1872.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.- On and  after MONDAY, 9th September, 1872, the following Time Table will come into operation until further notice.
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA , DALBY, AND WARWICK.
MILE5.
From  Too-
Ipswich. woomba.
sTATIOi S.
Ipswich ...
8 ... Walloon ...
12 ... Rosewood
18 ... Western Creek
21 ... Grandchester
25 ... Victoria Tunnel
29 ... Laidley ...
$8 ... Gatton ...
49 ... Helidon ...
69 ... Murphy ' s Creek
69 ... Highfields ...
78 ... Toowoomba ...
58'35 Mahoney 's Gate
85 7 Gowrie  Junction
arrive
depart
arrive
{depart
5 arrive
depart
arrive
depart
... arrive
No.1, No.2,
Goods. Mixed.
UP TRAINS.
No. 3, No.4,
Mixed. Goods.
MILES.
No. 5, No .  6,  From From
Mixed.  Mixed.
A.M. A.M .  A.M. P.M .
 P.M. P.M.
10 0 ... 4.40
... 10.28 ... ... ... * 5.8
... A ... ... A A
A ... ... A A
*11.8 ... 5.47
11.12 ... ,,. ... 5.51
A ... ... A A
... 11.49 ... ... ...  6.28
Dalby. Warwick.
STATIOWS.
Dalby ... ...
3 ... Blaxland ' s Siding . .. ...
16 ... Bowenvi ll o ... ...
24 ... Jondaryan ... ...
33 ... Oakey Creek ... ... ...
40 ... Gowrie ... ...
45 ... Gowrie Junction  ...  arrive
... 12.18 ... ... ... 6.57 ... ... Warwick ...
... 12.53
 ... ... ...  7.32 ... 3 I{yndhurst Road
1.8 ... ,.. ... 7.47 ... 12 Allora ...
*1.48 ... ... 23 Clifton ...
*8.30 1 .52 ... 2 7 827 25 King 's Creek ...
9.22 2 .44 ... 2.69 ... 9 .19 ... 34 Emu Creek Siding ...
10.10 3.32
 ...  3.47 10 .7 ... 41 Cambooya .. ...
4.5 10 .50 ... 3.55  ... ... 49 Westbrook  Crossing ...
B B ... .., ... 52I For Williams'
 Camp...
... ... *11.16 .,. ... ... ... 58 Gowrie Junction ...
86 7 Gowrie Junction
 ...  depart  ... ... * 11.25  ...  4'20
50.45 Mahoney' s Gate ...
901 12 1  For Wil li ams '
 Camp
 ... ... ...
 A ... ... ... Gowrie Junction
94 16 Westbrook Crossing ,.. ... ... ...
 A ... A ..• 52 65 Toowoomba
102 24 Cambooya ... ... ... ... 12.26 5'20
109 31 Emu Creek Siding  .. ...  A ... A ... 61  ...  Highfields ...
118 40  King's  Creek
 ... ... ... ...
 118 ... 6 .13 ... 71
 ...  Murphy's  Creek
*6.231'2820 42 Clift ,,,...on  ... ... ... ... ...1
131 63 Allora
 ... ... ... ...
 2.5 ... 7.o ,..
140 62 Lyndhurst Road ... ... ... ... A ... A ,,,
143 65 Warwick  ... ... ... ... ...  2'45 ... 7'90 .,.
85 ... Gowrie Junction
 ...  depart
90 ... Gowrie  .., .,. ...
97 ... Oakey Creek ... ... ...
106 ... Jondaryan  ... ... ...
114 ... Bowenvi ll e  ... ... ...
127 ... Blaxland ' s Siding ... ...
130 ... Dalby  ,,, ,,, .,.
4.30
a
5.8
5.38
A
A
6-50
81
92
101
105
109
112
118
122
130
* Trains meet here.
Helidon ...
arrive
...depart
arrive
1. depart
f arrive
1 depart
arrive
{depart
Gatton
 ... ... ...
Laidley ... ...
Victoria Tunnel ...
Grandchester arriveI depart
Western Creek ... ...
Rosewood
 ... ... ...
Wa ll oon  ... ... ...
Ipswich ... ... ...
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
DOWN TRAIN.
No.1,
Goode.
No. 2, No.3,
Mixed .  Mixed.
No. 4,
Mixed.
No. 5.
Goods. M
No. e.'
ixed.
A.M.
•••
...
...
...
A.M. A.M. A.M.
8.40
A
9.68
10.30
A
A.M.
...
...
...
...
...
P.M.
8.5 ...
A A
8.45 ...
9.22 ...
9.32 ...
A A
10.25  ...
A A
A A
B ...
...
...
...
...
*
...
...
...
...
...
...
5'5
A
545
6.23
6'33
A
7'26
A
A
B
.., *11.25 * 11.16 ... 8.26
11.55 11.44 8.66
6.30 6.50 ... 12.4 11.50 ...
7'20 7.40 ... 12.54 12.40 .,.
8.10 ... 1.44 1.30 ...
... *8.30 ,,, *1.48 ... ...
9.10 ... 2.28
9.25 ... 2.43
10.0 ... 3.18 ...
10.29
 ... 3.47
A ... A
11.4 .,. 4.22
*11.8 ... 4'26
A ...  A l ... ...
11.49 ... * 5'8
...
12.17 ...
 6'36 ... ...
All Day Tickets  issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
NoTS.- The Trains will stop
 only at those places at which  they  are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains  marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal  to take up passengers  only, who will  be charged  the fare to the Station at which their  Journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can
Wily  do so by giving notice at the preceding  Station  to the Guard of the Train,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  fro m the place at which they join the Train to the place  at which they  propose to  alight.(B.) The Noe.  2 and 3 Up,  and 3 and 6  Down  Trains only,  will, for the present , stop  at this  Crossing,  subject to the foregoing  regulation.
Goods Trains will  be run when necessary.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 24th January, 1873.
T
HE following Abstract of the Receipts and Expenditure of the Brisbane General Cemetery, for the
Year ended 31st December, 1872, is hereby published for general  information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT  Of RECEIPTS  and EXPENDITURE  of the BRISBANE  GENERAL CEMETERY,  for the Year ended
31st December, 1872.
REOBIPTs.
£  S.  d.
To balance from the year 1871  ... ...  188 9 11
£188 9 11
December 31.
By Salaries ... ...
„ Imp ro vements-
Shriek' s lane ,  and cross-
£ s. d.
Salary of Secretary 12 12 0
Balance in hand, 31st December ,  1872  ...  175 17 11
ing at Hendon 19 18 6
Drayton street, and
Dank 's lane  ... ... 111 5 0
Culvert and approaches,
Bradfield 's  lane ... 19 10 0
Box drain ,  Drayton street 9 10 0
Fencing, Shannon's and
Cook's lanes ... ... 11 10 0
Gravelling Goomburra
road ... ... ... 11 8 0
We, the Trustees of the Brisbane General Cemetery ,  do solemnly and sincerely declare the above
to be a true and correct statement of the Receipts and Expenditure  connected with  said Cemetery, and
we make this solemn declaration ,  conscientiously  believing the same  to be true, and  by virtue of the
provisions  of  " The  Oaths  Act  of 1867."
JOHN PETRIE,
G. EDMONDSTONE,  } Trustees.
WILLIAM PERRY.
Declared before me, at Brisbane ,  this 23rd  day of January. 1873.
J. WALLACE BARNETT, J.P.
REVENUE and EXPENDITURE of the ALLORA MUNICIPALITY, from the 1st JULY to the 31stDECEMBER, 1872.
Dr. Cr.
1872.  £  s. d. £ s. d.1872. d£  s
July 1. To  Balance, as per last statement
..
359  10 2
Aug. 8. „  Interest ,  deposit account ... 9 10 9
Sept. 20 . „ Government endowment ... 76 9 4
Dec. 31 . „  Commonage fees  ... ... 23  8 0
Rates received  ... ... 80  3 9
Misce llaneous receipts ... 3  1 9
£552 3 9
I certify the above statement to be correct.
A. CAMERON,  Town Clerk.
£552 3 9
SAMUEL GORDON, Mayor.
We, the  undersigned,  having examined the Books  and Vouchers in connection with the above
Accounts, do hereby certify the  same to be correct.
WILLIAM DEACON, 2 Auditors.ROBERT COOKE, S
I Dam, commonage  ... 76 10 0
Pump, &c., Drayton  street 8 3 0
EXPENDITURE.
£188 9 11
79 19 7
267 14 6
Books, printing , and adver-
tising ... ... ... 9 15 9
„ Burning caresses  ... ... 4 0 0
„ Day labor ... ... 3 9 0
Incidental and petty ex-
penses ,  including post-
age stamps, exchange,
&c. ... ... 3 17 10
- 21 2 7
„ Balance  ... ...  183 7 1
Municipal Chambers ,  January, 1873.
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BALANCE SHEET of the MUNICIPALITY of IPswicn, to 31st DECEMBER, 18'12.
1872. Dr.
July 1.
To Balance of Government
Dec. 31.
To interest to date
July 1.
To Balance ...
Dec. 31.
To General Revenue-
Rent of wharves and
frontages ... ... 85 6 8
Rent of cottage  ...  ... 4 0 0
Rent of Corporation store 3 12 0
Market and weighbridge 9 15 0
Water reserve .. ... 16 0 0
Baths and waterworks ... 33 0 8
Corporation wharf dues... 5 7 0
Corporation saleyard dues 38 9 0
Police lines ... ... 2 0 0
Licenses-Drays... ... 16 15 0
Cars ... ... 1 10 0
Rates  on assessment ...
To overdraft ...
5,539 0 7
175 3 5
£6,014 4 0
1872. Cr.
Dec. 31.  £ s. d. £ s d.
By Endowment on Rates to
June 30th ... ... ... 79 5 11
„ Balance ... ... ... ... 5,934 18 1
July 1.
By overdraft ...
£6,014 4 0
429 15 9
9 8 9 Dec.31.
By Salaries-
f)
214 15 4
727 6 8,
59 14 10
£1,011 5 7'i
TQwn Clerk, five months 62 10 0
Rate Collector, five months 50 0 0
Auditors ... 7 10 0
- 120 0 0
Rent of offices ... ... ... 15 0 0
Public Worlis-
Labor and cartage ... 232 8 2
Smith, carpenter, &c. ... 73 0 5
Timber, metal, &c. ... 51 15 0
357 3 7
Printing, stationery, and advertising... 17 6 3
Legal expenses  ... ... ... ... 5 4 0
Incidental charges, lighting , &c. ... 35 4 8
Insurance  ... ... ... ...  8 2 6
„ Interest  on  overdraft  ... ... ...  8 8 3
Cash in  hand ... ... ... ... 15 0 71,
I certify that the above  statement is correct.
R.  J. KENDALL , Town Clerk.
£1,011 5 7,
SAMUEL SHENTON, Mayor.
We have examined the Books and Vouchers of this Municipality , and certify the above  statement
to be correct.
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WILLIAM  HAVARD, Auditors.WILLIAM DUESBERY,
24s. 6d.
BALANCE SHEET  of the  IPSWICH SCHOOL OF ARTS, to 31st  DECEMBER, 1872.
Dr. Cr.
1872.  £ s. d. £ s. d.  1872. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Dec. 31. Dec. 31.
To Loan from Government ... 2,600 0 0 By Secretary's salary, seven
-- months ... ... 32 1 8
July 1. „ Printing, advertising, &.c. ... 0 19 0
To Balance-Bank ... ... 157 6 F. „ Improvements and repairs ... 23 7 6
Cash ... ... 5 3 0 „ Library and reading room ... 57 3 8
Dec.  31.
To Subscriptions
„ Hire of rooms
„ Rent of offices
„ Balance in Bank ... ... 16 8 8
Cash in hand ... ... 26 17 0
162 9 6  „ Incidentals , including li ght-
ing ... ... ... ... 35 13 3
41 5 0  „ Interest  on Government
70 18 6 loan ... ... . .. ... 117 0 0
52 17  9 „ Insurance  ... ... ... ... 18 0 0
£327 10 9
43 5 8
£327 10 9
SAMUEL SHENTON, Mayor  and President.
I certify that the above statement  is correct.
R. J. KENDALL, Town Clerk.
We have examined the Books and Vouchers of this Municipality, and certify the above statement
to be correct.
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£ s. d. £ s. d.
WILLIAM HAVARD, Auditors.WILLIAM DUESBERY,
15s. 6d.
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NOTICE.
TELEGRAPHIC COMMUNICATION,  VIA  SOUTH
AUSTRALIAN OVERLAND LINE.
1
THE following are the Rates of Charges for
Transmission of Messages by the above
route.
All that. the sender writes to be transmitted,
including Name, Address, and Signature, enters
into the number of words charged for. All charges
must be prepaid.
The name of Station where Telegram is handed
in, and the date and time at which the Message is
received at that Station, are transmitted without
charge.
FOR A MESSAGE OF TWENTY WORDS FROM ANY
TELEGRAPH STATION IN QUEENSLAND TO-
£ s. d.
Aden 9 10 6
Algeria ... ... ... ... ... 9 11 0
Austria and Hungary  ... ...  ... 9 13 6
Barbary (Tripoli and Benghazi) ... 9 8 6
Belgium ... ... ... ... ... 9 14 0
China (Hong Kong) ... ... ... 7 19 6
„ (Shanghai) ... ... 9 4 6
Cochin China ... ... ... ... 6 16 0
Corfu ... 914 0
Denmark ... ... ... ... ... 9 13 6
Egypt  10 10  6
France ... ... ... ... ... 9 14 0
Germany ... ... ... ... ... 9 13 6
Gibraltar ... ... ... ... ... 9 17 0
G, eat Britain and Ireland and Channel
Islands ... ... ... ... 9 17 6
Greece (Mainland) ... ... ... 9 15 0
Holland ... ... ...  9  14 0
India (stations west of Chittagong) 7 10 6
(stations east of Chittagong and
Ceylon) ... ... ... ... 7 14 6
Italy ... ... ... ... ... 9 11 6
Japan (Nagasaki)... ... ... ... 10 4 6
Java (Banjoewangie) .. ... 4 5 0
(stations east of Samarang) 4 6 0
(Samarang, and stations west of
ditto) ... ... ... ... ... 4 8 0
London ... ... ... ... ... 9 16 6
Luxemburg ... ... ... ... 9 14 0
Malta ... ... ... ... ... 9 7 0
Norway ... ... ... ... ... 9 13 6
Penang ... ... ... ... ... 6 5 6
Portugal ... ... ... ... ... 9 17 0
Russia, Europe ... ... ... ... 9 14 0
„
Caucasus ... ... ... ... 10 0 6
1st Division ... ... ... 10 4 6
2nd Division ... ... ... 10 11 0
„ 3rd Division ... ... ... 11 3 6
Servia ... ... ... ... ... 9 12 6
Singapore ... ... ... ... ... 5 9 6
Spain ... ... ... ... ... 9 16 0
Sweden ... ... ... ... ... 9 13 0
Switzerland ... ... ... ... 9 12 6
Syria ... ... ... ... ... 9 17 6
Turkey, E urope ... ... ... ... 9 14 0
Asia, Seaports ... ... ... 9 18 0
„ „ Inland ... ... ... 10 1 6
United Principalities 9 11 6
Zante, Ithaca, Cephalonia, and Spezzia 9 16 6
Nona .- Of this amount ,  10s. is for transmission  to South
Australia ,  and £1 for transmission  over South Australian Line to
Fort  Darwin.
Halt rates for every ten words, or part of ten
words, additional.
Postage on Messages to South America from
Lisbon, one shilling ; on  Messages  to Mauritius and
Reunion from Aden, and on  Messages  to all parts
of China and Japan from Hong Kong, Shanghai,
or Nagasaki, one shilling and sixpence, in addition
to the rates to those Stations.
MESSAGES  TO AMERICA.
In addition to the Rate to London the Charges
are-
£ s. d.
To New York- 10 words  (inclusive of
names and addresses) 2 0 0
and 4s. for every additional word.
To San Francisco - 10 words  (inclusive
of names and addresses) 2 12 6
and 5s. 3d .  every additional word.
£ s. d.
To Havanna  (Cuba)-10 words (inclusive
of names and addresses ) ... ...  3 2 6,
and 6s. every additional word.
To Kingston  (Jamaica )-10 words (in-
clusive of names and addresses) 3 12 6-
and 6s. 9d. every additional word.
Information as to charges to other parts of
America and the  West  India Islands may be
obtained on application  at the Office of  the Super-
intendent  of Electric  Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
The Government will not undertake responsi.
bility, or  entertain claims for compensation for
errors, non-transmission ,  or delay in transmission.
W. J. CRACKNELL,
Superintendent  of Electric Telegraphs.
Queensland Electric  Telegraph  Department,
Superintendent 's Office,  Brisbane,
21st  October, 1872.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1872.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
EXTENSION OF JETTY, CARDWELL.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Noon on SATURDAY, the 1st February
next, from persons willing to contract for the
extension of the Jetty at Cardwell, 900 feet.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Jetty -Extension, Port
Hanc1iinbrook."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and further
particulars obtained, at the Port Office, Brisbane,
and at the Harbor Offices, Port Hinchinbrook and
Rockhampton.
Tenders must state the time within which it
is proposed to complete the work, and at the foot
of every Tender there must be a memorandum
signed by the person tendering, agreeing to deposit
the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender, for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in,
that event that he will execute and deliver, at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
General  Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd January, 1873.
NOTICE.
IN accordance with the fifth section of  "  TheMarriage Act"  (28 Victoria ,  N . 15), it is
hereby noti fied that
The Revd .  HENRY PHILIP WILLIAM HUGHES,.
LL.D., Minister of the Church of England,
Brisbane,
is duly registered in this office as a Minister of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in
Queensland.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 22nd January, 1873.
NOTICE.IT is hereby notified thatthe Revd. THOMAS V.
ALHIN, Minister of the Church of England,
has removed from the Registration District of
Warwick to that of Toowoomba, and has given me
notice of such change, as required by  "The Mar-
riage Act."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
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Crown Law  Offices,
Brisbane ,  17th January, 1873.
T
HE  Board of Examiners  for Attorneys hereby
notify that  they  have appointed Tuesday,
Wednesday ,  and Thursday , the 4th, 5th,  and 6th
March;'arch ; Tuesday, Wednesday ,  and Thursday, the
20th, 21st , and 22nd  May ; Tuesday ,  Wednesday,
and Thursday ,  the 2nd, 3rd ,  and 4th September ;
and Tuesday ,  Wednesday ,  and Thursday ,  the 2nd,
3rd, and 4th December next, for Examination of
Candidates for admission as Attorneys of the
Supreme Court of Queensland.
JOHN KEANE,
Secretary to the Board.
VICE-ADMIRALTY  COURT  OF  QUEENSLAND.
Wednesday, 22nd January, 1873.
IT is hereby notified that his Honor Sir James
Cockle, Knight, Chief Justice of Queensland,
and Judge of the Vice-Admiralty Court of Queens-
land, has, with the approval of His Excellency
the Governor, appointed
JOHN KEANE, Esq., Secretary to the Attorney-
General,
Marshal of the Vice-Admiralty Court of Queensland.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
QUEENSL AND MUSEUM.
T
HE  Public are respectfully informed that the
rooms at the Parliamentary Building, tem-
porarily set apart for the purpose of a Museum,
will be open to Visitors from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays.
Admission can be obtained by application at the
Legislative Assembly Messenger's Room.
Contributions of Geological and Natural History
specimens, and also of anything else of possible
interest, will be thankfully acknowledged by the
undersigned, who will be happy to afford any
information at his disposal as to  this  scope and
object of the Institution now under formation.
C. COXEN,
Acting Curator.
6th October, 1871.
BAY HORSE LOST, branded )MB over JBnear  shoulder, TMD near side. A reward of
20s. will be given for information that will laid
to the recovery of said horse.
52
W. WOOD,
Golden Fleece  Hotel, Dalby.
3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Joseph Williams ,  late of the City of
Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  whole-
sale fruiterer ,  deceased.
ATOTICE is hereby given ,  that after the expira.
l tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court , that  Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels ,  credits, and effects of the above-
named Joseph Williams, deceased ,  who died
intestate ,  may be granted to Elizabeth Williams, of
the city of Brisbane, in the said colony, the widow
of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane , this 25th  day of January,
A.D. 1873.
W. E. MURPHY,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Applicant.
62 Gs. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Heffernan, late of Warwick,
in the Colony of Queensland, storekeeper,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that fourteen days
L  after the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honorable Court, that Probate of
the Will of the above-named John Heffernan may
be granted to Rosa Anne Heffernan and Patrick
Heffernan, the Executrix and Executor in the said
Will named.
Dated at Warwick aforesaid, this twenty-second
day of January, A.D. 1873.
MATTHEW O'SULLIVAN,
Proctor for the said Executor and Executrix,
Palmerin street, Warwick.
Brisbane Agents-
Messrs. ROBERTS and DALY.
63 Gs. Gd.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Hans Frederick Krebs
of Logan, laborer.
[I HEREAS the said Hans Frederick Krebs
' was, on the 15th day of January, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House,  Brisbane,
on MON DAY, the 10th day of February, A.D.
1873, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said Estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee if required, and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the, Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on MON-
DAY, the 10th day of March, A.D. 1873, to com-
mence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts,
against the said Estate, and for such other  matters
connected with the Estate as may be required to
be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 17th day of January,
A.D. 187 3.
A. J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. Mr9KIN,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
61 Gs. Gd.
NOTICE.
1
THE Scale of Charges  for the  insertion of Advertise.
meats in the  Queensland Government Gazette  is
as  follows:-
Advertisements relatin^r, to Insolvent c, Intestate
Estates, or Letters of Administration, 6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relat in g  to Impounded Stock, I..
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eight lines (or under),
and 3d. for every additional line, allowing ten
words to each hue.
Advertisers are reminded that No ADVEETrsrHFNT
WILT, BF INSEETED in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of  its insertion
according  to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
POUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice, thatall Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over five shillings ,  must be made by
Post-Office  Order ,  or cash  ;  otherwise the advertisements
will be returnees.
J. C. SEAL,
Government Printer
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The GovERNw 1NT PRINTIIB acknowledges  the receipt
of the following amounts
a. d.
1873.
Jan. 20.-Municipal  Council, Gayndah
20.-T. Black. ...
21.-Municipal Council, Allora
22.-W. Wood ... ...
22.-T. Black .
23.-Municipal Council, Ipswich
23.-F. Bradley ... ... ...
23.-F. G. Mackay ... ...
23.-A.  Geddes  ...  ... ...
24.-Daly and O'Sullivan ...
EmpaunbingL.
Poundkeepera are reminded that Advertisemenfa
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL, ;  and no such Advertise-
ment will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accompanied
by a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of its  insertion
AZPOUNDED at Roma, from Waroonga, on 7th
I January .  1873 ,  by order of G. H. Biscoe ,  Esquire.
Driving, 8s. 4d.
One bay horse, 5 over over Al if such ,  is blotched,
near shoulder, hind feet white.
One dark-chesnut or brown mare ,  hind legs white, off
fore leg white ,  short tail ,  WK near shoulder.
One brown mare, DK near shoulder, near hip down.
Also, from Blythdale ,  not claimed by supposed owner.
One grey mare ,  flea-bitten , ..  over W near shoulder, 253
near ribs ,  HL conjoined off  shoulder  ;  foal at foot.
Also, from Rockybank, not claimed by supposed owner.
One chesnut Inare ,  white face ,  indistinct brand like PL
near shoulder ,  MC near thigh ,  indistinct brand off
shoulder  ;  foal at foot.
If not released on or before the 15th February, 1873
will be sold to defray expenses.
F. G. MACKAY,  Poundkeeper.
57 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Gowrie, for trespass,
on the 6th January, 1873, by order of Mr. H. G.
Skinner. Driving, 5s.
One red and white cow, LC near ribs, piece out of near
ear ; red and white heifer calf at foot.
One red cow, LC near ribs, piece out of near ear.
One roan and white cow, like . in circle off rump, piece
off near ear.
One red cow, white face, white legs, like e-,G or z X off
rump, tiG or c.aC off thigh, slit both cars.
One white cow, FD near ribs, FD near rump, piece out
of near ear.
One red and white cow, WY near ribs, piece off near ear.
One red and white cow, like  It  over square conjoined off
rump, off ear slit.
One red cow, LC near ribs, piece out of near ear.
One brindle cow, HIL near ribs, W near neck, blotched
brand like circle near back, JML off ribs, piece off
near ear.
One white cow, red ears, spot on neck, like LC (the C
blotched), piece out of near ear.
One red and white cow, like WR off rump, blotched
brand like X or K off shoulder, piece off off ear.
If not released on or before the 15th January, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY, Poundkeeper.
54 11s.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Oney Angelalla, for
trespass, on the 6th January, 1873, by order of J.
Reid, Esq. Driving, 7s. Gd.
One brown horse, like indistinct M near shoulder, JC or
JG over M near rump, indistinct brand like H off
shoulder, II off rump, collar and saddle-marked,
small star on forehead.
If not released on or before the 15th February, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY, junr., Poundkeeper.
55 Is.
AIPOUNDED at Gayndah. from the Municipality o
Reserve, Gayndah, on the 7th January, 1873, by
order of the Municipal Council.
One bay colt, q in circle near shoulder, star, docked.
Also, from Ideraway Run, on the 10th January, 1873,
by order of Messrs. Cadell and Kennedy.
One bay mare, over S near thigh, HC off shoulder.
One chesnut mare, PC near shoulder, CM off shoulder.
One dark-bay  filly, over - of shoulder, star, rope on
neck.
One brown pony mare, LW near shoulder.
One bay mare, GF over W over S over over A over S
(the S in A) near shoulder, GF near thigh.
One bay filly, P near shoulder, star.
One chesnut mare, D and writing M over J near shoul-
der, blaze down face.
One bay filly, unbranded, star.
One bay filly, JS over ti over rn off thigh.
One bay mare, like DD over L (the first D and L con-
joined) near shoulder, 52 near thigh.
If not released on or before the Nth February, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
THOS. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
51 11s.
2 2 0
0 11 0
1 0 0
0 3 0
0 12 0
2 0 0
1 n 0
0 5 0
0 3 0
0 6 6
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from the Municipality or
Reserve, on the 7th January, 1873, by order of the
Municipal Council.
One black horse, ML conjoined near shoulder,  -  over S
off shoulder, docked.
One brown or (lark-bay horse, writing A over B near
shoulder, like I near cheek, TIM conjoined over
indistinct brand in circle off shoulder, star, near
fore foot white.
One brown mare, .. over JC near shoulder, small star.
One bay mare, LW over LW near shoulder, LW off
shoulder.
One chesnut filly, 2 over CR (the 2 over R) near shoulder,
small star.
One bay mare, over -i off check, AJ off shoulder, indis-
tinct brand near shoulder.
One brown colt, indistinct brand near shoulder, three
white feet.
One grey colt, T near shoulder and rump, docked.
One chesnut horse, CD near shoulder.
One brown horse, like xl over ',.4  near shoulder.
One bay mare, over A over S and .. over A over S
near shoulder.
One bay colt  -(  over J off shoulder, docked.
If not released on or before the 15th February, 1873,
will be sold to  defray  expenses.
THOS. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
53 12s.
I
MPOUNDED  at Charleville, from Gowrie, for
trespass, on the 30th December, 1872, by order of
Mr. IT. G. Skinner. (Readvertised on account of brands
appearing.)
One chesnut horse, like H H indistinct near shoulder,
saddle-marked, star and snip, near hind foot white.
If not released on or before the 15th February, 18 7 3,
will be sold to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY, junr., Poundkeeper.
56 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Yaamba, from Leura Station, on the
19th January , 1873,  by A.  J. Terry, Esq.
One brown horse, blind off eye, small star, off hind foot
white, like JA conjoined or writing capital A near
shoulder
One hay horse, white face, blotch like 4 or 9 near shoul-
der, and indescribable brand like I across
-
off
shoulder.
One bay horse, small star, hind feet; white, - off
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th February, 1373,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
60
A. GEDDES, Poundkeeper.
3s.
ERI53ANR ;
Printed and Published by JAME, C. 13EAt., GoverntnentPrinter,
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Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 27th January, 1873.
I1 1S Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1ILL of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. HENRY JOHN WHITLEY,
to be Official Assignee of Insolvent Estates in the
place of Mr. Alexander Raft' who has left the
colony and during the absence on leave of the
said Alexander Raff from the colony.
(For the Attorney-General),
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane ,  27th January, 1873.
-jj IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. HENRY JOHN WHITLEY,
to be Curator of Intestate Estates in the place
and room of Mr. Alexander Ruff who has left the
colony and during the absence on leave of the said
Alexander Ra.fl' frolp the colony.
(For the Attorney-General),
WM. HENRY WALSH.
By Authority;  JAMES C. BEAL, Goverinueut Printer, widiam Stroet ,  Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all  in  the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
r I HEREAS, by the sixteenth section of an Act
1 passed  in the thirty-sixth year of the reign
of Her Sovereign Majesty Queen Victoria, intituled
" The Electoral Districts Act of  1872," it is
enacted  that so  soon as  the first electoral roll under
" The Elections Act  of 1872," for the Electoral
District of Warrego shall have been perfected the
Governor shall appoint and notify by Proclama-
tion in the  Gazette a  day (not being earlier than two
months from the date of such proclamation) for
sending in claims  for the Electoral District of
Warrego, created by the said  "Electoral Districts
Act of  1872," and that on or before such day all
persons claiming  to be placed on the electoral roll
for the said Electoral District of Warrego shall
make  their  claims as required  by  " The Elections
Act of  1872" and that the first Electoral Roll of
the said new District of Warrego shall be made up
of and from  such  of the  names on  the said first
Electoral Roll of the present district as shall not,
upon due notice given or upon proof of death be
duly expunged therefrom and the names of
such of the  said claimants  as shall be entitled to
have their  names  inserted in the said Electoral
Roll : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CoN-
STANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid , by virtue of such recited Act, and in
pursuance  of 'the power and authority in me vested,
do, by this  my proclamation , notify and appoint
TUESDAY, the first day of April, A.D. 1873, to be
the day for  sending in claims  for the said Electoral
District of Warrego.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
[No. 9.
QIIEENSLAND , 2  Proclamation by the Most
to wit. ) Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ;  a Mem be r
NORMANDY,  of Her  Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
W HEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-
seventh year of Her Majesty' s rei ggn, intl-
tuled  " An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws
relating to  Quarantine,"  it is  amongst other thngs
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by proclamation in the  Government
Gazette,  to appoint stations or places within the
Port of Moreton Bay, or within or near any other
harbor, port, or place within the said Colony, for
the performance of Quarantine under the said Act,
where all vessels liable to Quarantine, and the
crews, passengers , and persons en board thereof
shall perform the same : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
in pursuance  of the power so vested in me as
Governor of the said Colony, do, by this my Pro-
clamation, issued with the advice of the Executive
Council, appoint the Island in Moreton Bay, known
as Peel Island, to be  a station  for the performance
of Quarantine, under and for the purposes of the
said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND, '  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all  in the  County of
York, in the  Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.e.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoRMANBY,  of Her  Majesty's  Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-
seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled
" An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relat-
ing to Quarantine,"  it is amongst other things
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, by pro-
clamation in the  Government Gazette,  to prohibit
all persons, vessels, and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of any station which, by any order of the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been or may be  assigned  for the performance
of Quarantine ; and whereas by my Proclamation.
bearing even date herewith, issued with the advice of
the Executive Council, the Island in Moreton Bay,
known as Peel Island, has been appointed a station
for the performance of Quarantine under the said
Act : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CoN-
8TANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, in pursuance of
the power so vested in me as Governor of the said
Colony, do, by this my Proclamation, issued with
the advice of the Executive Council, hereby prohibit
all persons ,  vessels,  and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of the said proclaimed station, under the
penalties contained in the said Act, until this my
Proclamation shall have been rescinded.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of January
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND,  2 Proclamation  by the Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies
WHEREAS, by the seventeenth section of anAct passed in the thir y-sixth year of the
reign of Her Sovereign Majesty Queen Victoria,
intituled  " The Electoral Districts Act of  1872,"
it was enacted that with all convenient speed after
the passing of the said Act, the Governor should
appoint and notify by Proclamation in the  Gazette,
a day (not being earlier than three months from the
date of such Proclamation) for sending in claims
for the Electoral District of Burke, before which
day all persons claiming to be placed on the Elec-
toral Roll for that District should make their
claim, as required by  " The Elections Act of  1872,"
and that the first Eectoral Roll of the said district
should be made up of and from the names of such
of the said applicants as shall be entitled to have
their names inserted therein : Now, therefore, I,
GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of
Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, by, virtue of
such recited Act, and in pursuance ofthe power
and authority in me thereby  vested, do, by this my
Proclamation , notify and appoint TUESDAY, the
first day of April, A.D. 1873, to be the day for send-
ing in claims  for the Electoral District of Burke.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane , this twentieth day of
December , in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and seventy-two,
and in the  thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit. I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of York,
in the Peerage of the United King-
dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New
Ross, in the County of Wexford, in
the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
(L.s.) of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
NoaHANBY, Privy Council, Governor and Com-
Governor.  mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
mp Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
i liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be  recovered as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred  and severity -two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. Honorable  GEORGE AUGUBTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York , in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage  of Ireland  ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
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than ten pounds, to be recovered as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House; Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
.Tune, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Qu ENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby , and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANDY, of  Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
1 N pursuance  ofrclause  one of  " The Homestead
AreasxAct of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be and are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall be open to selection as Home-
steads , and not otherwise, at the Land Offices of
the Districts in which they are respectively situated,
on and after WEDNESDAY, the twelfth day of
February, 1873.
No.
Portion. Parish. Area.
Remarks.
TOOWOOMBA
A
LAND
D. P.I
AGENT' S DISTRICT.
8 Pilton ... 84 0 0
15 „ 103 2 0
16 „ .. 103 2 0
20 „  ... 93 0 0
21 „  ... 90 0 0
22 „  ... 136 0 0
23 „  ... 101 2 0
24 „  ... 84 0 0
25 „ ... 87 0 0
27 Pilton ... 83 0 0
28 „ ... 88 0 0
29 „ ... 84 0 0
30 „ ... 86 0 0
31 „ ... 82 0 0
32 „ ... 123 0 0
33 „ ... 93 0 0
71 Felton ... 100 0 0
72 „ 100 0 0
73 „ ... 120 0 0
74 „ ... 120 0 0
75 „ ... 100 0 0
80 „ ... 106 0 0
81 „ ... 100 0 0
82 „ ... 106 0 0
83 100 0 0
84 „ ... 106 0 0
682 Drayton ... 17 2 0
683 „ ... 31 0 0
684 „ ... 30 316
685 „ ... 21 0 0
686 „ ... 21 1 10
687 „ ... 35 1 14
688 „ ... 17 3 30
689 „ ... 20 1 26
690 „ ... 20 2 0
691 „ .. 22 2 28
39 Westbrook... 290 0 0 That portion of it
NO.or to west of Railwal
Se1ec-
tlon.
226 Taylor ... 160 0 0 Forfeited  Selection
622 Geham ... 105
No. 226, Too-
woomba
0 0 Forfeited  Selection
No-1 522, Too-
woomba
HOMESTEADS OPEN TO SELECTION-COn
No. of
Portion. Parish. Area.
Remarks.
A. R. P.
WARWIcR L
No. df
Port ion.
13 Pratten
AND  A
34
GENT'S DISTRICT.
2 33
14  „ 30 2 24 A. B. P.
17 40 0 0 About  2 0 6 to be
18  „ 40
reserved for
road
0 0 „ 2 1 0 ditto
19 40 0 0 „ 2 1 0 ditto
20 40 0 0 „ 2 1 0 ditto
21 52 1 22
22  „ 48 1 12
23 44 1 3
24 40 0 33
25  ,, 49 1 11
26 47 1 6
27 43 0 36
28  „ 39 0 27 A. R. P 
29 40 0 0 About 2 1 0 to be
30 40
re served for
road
0 0 „ 2 1 0 ditto
31 40 0 0 „ 2 1 0 ditto
32 40 0 0 „ 3 0 0 ditto
33 35 3 0
34 „ 46 0 0
35 36 3 19
36 „ 50 0 19 A. R. P.
37
,f 68 0 0 About 4 0 0 to be
38 „ 63
reserved  for
road
3 28 „ 4 0 10 ditto
39 „ 59 3 19  „ 4 0 10 ditto
40 „ 55 3 9  „  3 0 0 ditto
41 40 0 0 „ 0 2 0 ditto
42 „ 40 0 0
43 40 0 0
44 40 0 0
45
„
29 0 0
46  „ 28 0 0
47 27 0 0
48 20 0 0
48A 46 0 0
49 H 44 2 20
50 40 2 11
51 36 2 0
52 32 1 32
53 Pratten 80 0 0
54 „ 80 0 0
61 „ 98 0 0
62 41 0 0
63 n 40 0 0
64 44 0 0
66 „ ... 13 0 0
67 „ 66 1 0
143 Allora Re- 45 3 0
serve
144
„
40 0 0
No. of
Selec-
tion.
276 County, Meri-  640 0 0 Forfeited Selection
vale No. 276, Warwick
361 „ ... 560 0 0 Forfeited  Selection
No. 361, Warwick
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEENI
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st January, 1873.
T7 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
ij of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned gentlemen to be
Returning Officers for the several Electoral Dis-
tricts mentioned in connection with their respective
names , under the provisions of  " The Electoral
Distribution Act of  1872."
Darling Downs-GEORGE  BERESFORD  KING, in
the room of A. G. Brabazon, resigned ;
Leichhardt-THOMAS JOHN  SADLEIR , in the room
of Jesse Gregson, resigned ;
Northern Downs-RICHARD SEXTON, in the room
of Frederick William'Roche, resigned;
Stanley-RICHARD JOSEPH SMITH, in the room
of Arthur William Bowman, resigned.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st January, 1873.HIS Excellency the Governor directs ittobe
notified that the name of
ARCHIBALD JOHN RICHARDSON, Rockhampton,
was inadvertently omitted in the list of Magistrates
for 1873, published in the  Government Gazette Ex-
traordinary  of the 2nd January, 1873.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 31st January, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the name of
HENRY MOORE ALDHAM, Newland, Upper Brisbane
River,
be substituted for William Aldham, North's Pocket,
Brisbane River, which appeared in the general
Commission of the Peace published in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  Extraordinary  of 2nd January, 1873.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 31st January, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Executiv Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HERBERT GREENSIDE, Acting Clerk of Petty
Sessions,
to be Clerk of Petty  Sessions  at Charters Towers.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st January, 187 3.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
JOSEPH CALLAGHAN, Mem. R. Coll. Pbys., Edin.,
to be Medical Officer for the Police District of
Springsure.
Such appointment to have effect from the 1st
January instant.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
WM. HENRY WALSH•
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. WALDRON BURROwES,
to be Registrar of the Northern District Court at
Bowen,  vice  Henry Reginald Buttanshaw, resigned.
(For the Attorney-General,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.. ' Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(LS-) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after THIIRS-
DAY, the 13th day of February, 1873, at the Too-
woomba Land Office.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent's
District.
255
502
A.  B.  P.
J. G. Sims ., 160 0 0 Toowoomba
Joseph Carter 1 80 0 0 ditto
I
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit. I Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
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described shall be open to Selection ,  under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after THURS-
DAY, the 13th day of February, 1873, at the
Brisbane  Land Office.
Register
No. ofica-
Appl Name of Lessee. Area.
tion.
Land Agent's
District.
Part o A. R. r.
914 William Samwelll 1,454 0 0 Brisbane
Being the  lands as  under:-
DESCRIPTION.
About 1,454 acres.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
Commencing on the main road from Brisbane to
Gympie, at the north-east corner of portion 21, parish
of Maroochy, and bounded thence on the east by that
road bearing north 20 degrees  east, 12 chains 29 links ;
thence bearing north 357 degrees  east , 8 chains 40 links;
thence bearing north 29 degrees  east , 8 chains 23 links ;
thence bearing north 52  degrees east , 3 chains 96 links ;
thence bearing north 15 degrees  east , 5 chains 21 links ;
thence bearing north 330  degrees east , 5 chains 87 links ;
thence bearing north  312 degrees  east, 9 chains 53 links ;
thence bearing north 344  degrees east , 29 chains ; on the
north by a line bearing west 188 chains ; on the west by
a line bearing south 73 chains 97 links ; and on the
south by a line bearing east 194 chains 32 links to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, .Brisbane, this third day of January
in. the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty.
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND , I Proclamation by Tho Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after THURS-
DAY, the sixth day of February, 1873, at the
Warwick Land Office.
Description of the boundaries of the leased half of
the Glengallan Run, in the .District of Darl-
ing Downs, which, by reason of forfeiture for
,non-payment of rent,  is  available for Selection
in pursuance of " The Crown Lands Aliena-
tion Act of  1868."
17,605 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Glen-
gallan Pre-emptive purchase No. 63, and bounded
thence by a line bearing south about half-a-mile to
the watershed separating Freestone Creek from
Swan Creek ; thence by said watershed easterly
about seven miles; then by a line bearing north
passing through a spot two hundred and sixty
chains east from the east corner of portion No. Al
parish of Deuchar, crossing Freestone Creek to the
watershed separating Freestone Creek from Glen-
gallan Creek ; then by said watershed westerly
about three and a-half miles ; then by a line bear-
north eleven degrees west about two miles to
lung south boundary of Selection 185, and by that
boundary bearing west five chains to the south-
west corner ; then by the southern boundaries of
Selections 187,186,190,68A, 68 and 188, bearing south
twenty-four chains fifteen links, west twenty-four
chains  fifty  links; south  sixteen  chains eighty links,
west twenty-six chains fifty links, north six chains
eighty  links , west twenty-eight chains, south nine
chains twenty links, west thirty-five chains, north
one chain thirty-five links, west thirty-seven chains
fifty-eight links, south seventeen chains twenty-fivel nks, west forty chains, north seven chains thirty
links ; then by Glengallan Creek west  sixteen
chains ; then by the east boundary of the Gladfield
Town Reserve south eighty-five chains, the south
boundary bearing west one hundred and twenty
chains, and the north boundary bearing north about
thirty-five chains ; then by Glengallan Creek
west five chains ; then by the east boundaries of
Glengallan Pre-emptive Purchases Nos. 59 and 60,
bearing south one hundred and thirty-six chains
ten links ; then by the northern boundaries of
portions 46, 47, 42, 35, 34, 17, 16, 4, 5, 6, 2, 1, and
LA, parish of Deuchar, bearing east forty-six chains
seventy-one links, south twenty chains, east twenty
chains, south thirty-three chains seventy-two links,
north eighty-five degrees east one hundred and
fifty-two chains, south five degrees east twenty-
four chains fifty links, north fifty-three degrees
east sixty-eight chains, south thirty-seven degrees
east twenty-five chains fifty links, north seventy-
five degrees east thirty-seven chains ten links,
north eighty-eight degrees fifteen minutes east
fourteen chains twenty links, north seventy-six
degrees thirty  minutes east  seventeen  chains  eighty-
four links, north one hundred and four degrees
thirty minutes east fifteen chains, north seventy-
seven degrees forty-five minutes east twelve chains,
north one hundred  and seven  degrees forty-five
minutes east  twelve chains, and north one hundred
and forty-five degrees  east  forty-eight chains to
Freestone Creek ; then by that creek westerly
about three chains ; then by the southern boun-
daries of portions Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13, 14, 15,16,
and 17, parish of Robinson and Glengallan
Pre-emptive Purchases Nos. 64 and 63, bearing
south nineteen degrees thirty minutes west twenty-
four chains sixty links, south seventy-four degrees
west thirty-eight chains forty-two links, south
sixty- six degrees  west seventy-eight chains, south
eighty-two chains seventy links, and west one
hundred and ninety  chains  to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
December, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand  eight hundred and seventy-two, and in
the thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th January, 1873.
NOTICE.
THE accompanying Amended Description of the
Reserve for Post Office  at Stanthorpe, is
substituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 19th October, 1872.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR POST OFFICE,  STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck, town of Stanthorpe,  allotment
20  of section 3.
2 roods 19 perches.
Commencing on the south-west  corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by Marsh
street northerly one chain and eighty- one links ;
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on the north by the south boundary line of allot-
ment 19 easterly at right angles to Marsh street
three chains and thirty-four links ; on the east by
part of the west boundary line of allotment 21
southerly parallel with Marsh street one chain and
ninety-one links to Lock street ; and on the south
by that street westerly three chains and thirty-four
links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period  aforesaid , the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
A. H. PALMEL.
WATER RESERVE NEAR MT. COORA.
County of Lennox.
1 acre 3 roods 7 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing south seventy
links, and thence two hundred and twenty-seven
degrees forty-nine minutes twelve chains and sixty-
four links from the north-east corner of mineral
selection No. 263; and bounded thence on the
north by a line bearing two hundred and seventy
degrees forty-one minutes six chains and twenty-
two links ; on the west by a line bearing one hun-
dred and eighty degrees forty-one minutes five
chains and  fifty-one links to a road one chain wide ;
and on the south-east by that road bearing sixty-
one degrees  thirteen minutes one chain, and forty-
seven degrees forty-nine minutes seven chains and
thirty links to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOB SCHOOL  of ARTS, STANTHOBPE.
County of  Bentinek , parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe,  allotment 7  of section 7.
2 roods 6 perches.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of the
section, and  bounded thence on the east by Marsh
street bearing  north three chains and twenty-eight
links ; on the north by a line bearing west at
right angles to Marsh street one chain and sixty-
seven links  ; on the west by a line bearing south
parallel with  Marsh street three  chains and  twenty-
three links to Lock street ; and on the south by
Lock street easterly one chain sixty-seven links to
the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL, ALLANSTOWN.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
portion No. 48.
9 acres 1 rood 16 perches.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of portion
No. 48A, and bounded thence on the east by a road
two chains wide bearing north five chains ; on the
north by a line bearing west eighteen chains and
seventy links ; on the west by a road one chain
wide  bearing south 5  chains ;  and on the south by
the north boundary of No. 48A aforesaid bearing
east eighteen  chains and seventy links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL, ALFRED.
County  of Churchill, parish of Alfred.
6 acres 2 roods 3 perches.
Commencing at the intersection  of two  roads each
one chain and fifty links wide, and bounded thence
on the north -west by one of said roads ,  bearing
eighteen degrees twenty-three minutes nine chains
and ninety-six links ; on the north by a line bear-
ing ninety-one degrees thirty minutes six chains
and twenty-seven links ; on the south-east by a
line bearing one hundred and ninety-eight degrees
twenty-three minutes eleven chains and seventy-
eight and three-quarter links to the other aforesaid
road ; and on the south-west by that road bearing two
hundred and eighty-eight degrees twenty-three
minutes six chains to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th January, 1873.
N pursuance  of the twenty-fourth section of  "The
I Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
hereby notified  for general information  that the
lands hereunder described  have been temporarily
reserved  for Recreation.
A. H. PALMER.
RESERVE FOB RECREATION-ROCEHAMPTON.
County of Livingstone, parish of Gracemere.
15 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Scrubby Creek,
at the crossing of a road four chains wide, and
bounded thence on the north by that road bearing
two hundred and seventy-one degrees three  minutes
twenty-three chains and seventy-five links ; on the
south-west by a line bearing one hundred and
eighteen degrees fifty-three  minutes  twenty-seven
chains and eighteen links to Scrubby Creek ; and
on the  east  by that creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th January, 1873.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
I the Commissioners of Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates -
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigh , the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land O$ce, Warwick,  on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there.
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday,in February,  1873,andthereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
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WIDE BAY AND  BUBNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BUR-NETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office,  Bowen,  the fourth Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs.
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in  each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BUTRKE.
At the Land Office, Norman River Settle.
ment, on  the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there.
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land  Office,  Surat,  on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in February, 1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHAEDT DISTEICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont , on  the  last
Thursday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday , the sitting will be held on the following
".Special sittings ,  when necessary , in addition to
the above , will be duly notified from time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd January, 1873.
W  1'
HEREAS ,  by the twenty -fifth  section of  ,The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma.
nently reserved  fr om sale for  any  public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive  weeks:  Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration  of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved and set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHOOL SITE ,  COOMERA.
County of Ward, parish of Coomera, town of
Coomera, section 4.
16 acres 2 roods 20 perches.
Commencing at the south -west corner of the
section ,  and bounded thence on  the west by  a street
bearing  northerly  twelve chains  and twenty links ;
on the  north by a street bearing easterly at right
an les to a street  thirteen chains and sixty-three
links ; on the east  by part of the west boundary
line of portion 264, bearing southerly parallel with
a street twelve chains and twenty links to  a street ;
and on the south by that street bearing westerly
thirteen chains and sixty-three links to the point of
commencement.
CEMETERY  AT LEYBUBN.
County of Merivale,  parish  of Leyburn.
10 acres.
Commencing  at a point  bearing about north
sixty degrees east,  and distant  1,250 links from the
north- east corner  of section No. 1, town of Leyburn,
and bounded thence on the west by a line bearing
north ten  chains ;  on the north by a  line bearing
east ten  chains ; on the east by  a line bearin south
ten chains  ;  and on  the south by a line bearing
west ten chains to  the point  of commencement.
CEMETERY AT CLEVELAND.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Cleveland, town of
Cleveland.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Wellington
and Coburg streets, and bounded thence on the
east by We llington street bearing northerly ten
chains ; on the north by Russell  street bearing
westerly ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing
southerly parallel with Wellington  street ten chains
to Coburg street ; and on the south by Coburg
street bearing easterly ten  chains to  the point of
commencement.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd January, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of
I " The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby noti fied for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES,  GOODNA.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna.
27 acres I  rood.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Reserve for Gravel Pits, and bounded thence on
the east by part of portion 292 and a line bearing
north eight chains and twenty links ; on the north
by part of portion 173 bearing west twenty-seven
chains and thirty links ; on the south-west by
portion 174 bearing two hundred and twenty
de ees  thirty  minutes thirteen chains and fifty
links; on the west by a line bearing south one
chain and  fifty links to the aforesaid reserve ; on
the south-west and south-east by that reserve bear-
ing sixty-six degrees twenty-one minutes twenty-
four chains and forty-five links, and one hundred
and thirteen degrees thirty minutes fourteen chains
and eighty-seven links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC  PURPosEs , GOODNA.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion  293.
81 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-west corner of portion 270, and bounded
thence on the south by portions 270 and 286 bear-
ing east twenty-eight chains and twenty links,
south five chains and five links, and east eighteen
chains and sixteen links ; on the east by part of
portion 294 bearing north twenty-one chains and
forty-eight links to a reserve ; and on the north
and north-west by that reserve bearing two hun-
dred and ninety-three degrees thirty minutes four-
teen chains and eighty-seven links, two hundred
and forty-six degrees twenty-one minutes twenty-
four chains and forty-five links, and two hundred
and twenty degrees twenty minutes sixteen chains
and eighty-four links to the point of commence-
ment.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1872.
T
HE  following amended description of the
Camping Reserve, county of Derby, Dalby
and Roma Road, is substituted for that published in
the  Government Gazette,  of the 12th October,
1872.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING , DALBY AND  ROMA ROAD.
County of Derby.
102 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of the south side
of a road ten chains wide  with the  western boun-
dary of D.R.  32, and bounded thence on the east
by part of  that boundary bearing  south forty-four
chains and seventy -four links  ; on the  south-west
by a line bearing three hundred and sixteen degrees
to the aforesaid road ;  and on the  north by that
road bearing ninety-seven degrees to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1872.
T is hereby notified for general information,
I that application under the twenty-seventh
section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868" (31 Vic., No. 46), has been made for the
closing of the under-mentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby, are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  I Situation .  I Parish. I Area.
James Josey Road separating  Portions
Nos. 175 and 176.
Goodna
A.E. P.
4 0 26J
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1872.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid the lands hereunder described will be per-
manently reserved for the purpose of a Lai_ding
Place.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR LANDING PLACE, MOUTH OF HER-
BERT RIVER.
County of Cardwell.
23 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of the Herbert
River about 122 chains north-westerly from a post
in Selection 65, at mouth of Enterprise Channel,
and bounded thence on the south-east by that
river downwards ; on the north-east by a mangrove
swamp north-westerly to an estuary ; on the north
by that estuary westerly to a mangrove swamp ;
and on the south-west by that swamp south-easterly
to the point of commencement.
the North Toolburra  Run, as  proclaimed in the
Government Gazette  of the 30th November, 1872,
are temporarily reserved from selection.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
DESCRIPTION.
Commencing at the north-west corner of pre-
emptive purchase No. 4, and bounded thence partly
on the west by a line bearing north forty-four
chains ; thence west two chains ; thence north
about twenty-two chains to a surveyed line ; thence
on the north by that surveyed line east about 142
chains ; thence by a line south to the north
boundary of pre-emptive purchase No.  15;  thence
by a line west about thirty-five chains to the east-
ern boundary of portion  68;  thence north to the
north-east corner of portion 68 ; thence west about
103 chains to the starting point.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th December, 1872.
1T is hereby notified for general information, thatthe t mporary reservation of Porti  287,
County of Merivale, Parish of Robinson, as notified
in the  Government Gazette,  of the 11th September,
1869, page 1177, has been revoked sofaras toallow an
area not exceeding five acres thereof to be excluded
therefrom and offered at auction.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th December, 1872.
N pursuance  of the twenty- fourth section of
I " The  Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby noti fied for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR ROAD PURPOSES, LOGAN ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Yeerongpilly.
640 acres.
Commencing at a point forty chains south, and
thence four chains east from the south-west corner
of portion 168, and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing east eighty chains ; on the east
by a line being south eighty chains ; on the south
by a line bearing west eighty chains ; and on the
west by a line bearing north eighty chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PADDOCK, SPRINGFIELD.
4 square miles.
Commencing at the Junction of the Kirkneo
Creek with the Bogie River, and bounded thence
on the west by a north line two hundred chains ;
thence on the north by an east line one hundred
and sixty chains; thence on the east by a south
line to the Kirknee Creek, and thence by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
WATER RESERVE, KILKIVAN.
County of Lennox, on Kilkivan Run.
3 acres 20 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of selection
203, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing two hundred and forty-seven degrees
twenty-seven minutes ten chains and sixty-two
links ; on the south-west by a line bearing one
hundred and thirty-four degrees forty-two minutes
four chains and twenty-six links ; on the south-east
by a line bearing twenty-one degrees twenty-seven
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1872.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands comprised in the accompanying
description , being part of the area resumed from
minutes ten chains and ninety links ; on t e east
by a line north five chains and fifty-nine links ; on
the north-east by a road one chain wide, being
three hundred and fourteen degrees forty-two
minutes one chain and forty-one links ; and on the
west by a line bearing south about five chains to
the point of commencement.
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RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK,  MURPHY'S CREEK.
County of Cavendish, parish of Murphy.
132 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Murphy's
Creek, at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded  thence  on the west by that road,
being nineteen  degrees  fifteen chains and eighty
links , three hundred and forty-seven degrees
fourteen  chains and  eight links, and three hundred
and forty-nine degrees thirty minutes thirty-one
chains and seventy-one links to another  road one
chain wide ; on the north by that road  bearing east
twenty-eight  chains  and six links ; on the east by
a line  bearing south fifty-five chains and eighty
links to Murphy's Creest ; and on the south by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
CAMPING RESERVE, DAWSON RIVER.
25 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Dawson
River, at the junction of Herbert's Creek ; bounded
thence on the north -west and west by said river
downwards about one mile and forty-four chains
in a direct line ; thence on the north by an east
line about four miles and sixteen chains ; thence
on the east by a south line five miles ; thence on
the south by a west line to the south bank of the
Dawson River, at the north-west corner of the Rio
Run ; and thence again on the west by the right
bank of said river downwards to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all town or other reserves.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PURPOSES,  BYNOE RIVER.
Commencing on the Bynoe River, about fifteen
chains below a tree marked broad-arrow over BIII,
at a point where a small  creek joins that river, and
bounded thence partly on the south by that creek
to its junction with the Bynoe Lagoon ; partly on
the east by that lagoon bearing northerly about
twenty chains to a tree marked broad-arrow over
ND conjoined ;  again on  the south by a line thence
crossing the lagoon and bearing east one mile forty
chains ; again on the east by a line bearing north
one mile twenty chains ; partly on the north by a
line bearing west about one mile forty chains to a
saltwater creek ; again on the east  and north by
that creek to its junction with the Bynoe River ;
and on the west by that river upwards to the point
of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
On Crow's Nest Run, County of Cavendish.
Containing about 5'1 square miles.
Commencing at a point in the dividing line of
Crow's Nest Run, distant about one mile north-
westerly from intersection with Crow's Nest Creek,
and bounded thence on the south-east by a line
bearing forty-five degrees 160 chains ; on the north-
east by a line bearing 315 degrees about 190 chains
to the watershed dividing the waters of Cressbrook
Creek from Emu Creek ; on the north-west by that
watershed south-westerly about 190 chains ; and on
the south-west by the dividing line of Crow's Nest
Run aforesaid south-easterly about 215 chains to
the point  of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Parishes of Crow's Nest and Murphy, county of
Cavendish.
Commencing on Perseverance  Creek,  at a point
bearing east  from the north boundary of portion
No. 741, and bounded thence on the east by that
creek upwards to its source  ;  thence on the south
by a line bearing west about five and a-half miles
to the summit of the Main Range ; on the west by
the summit of that range northerly to a point
bearing west  from the north boundary of portion
No. 741 aforesaid ; and on the north by a line
bearing east about six miles to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all  alienated and sur-
veyed lands.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
Helidon Run, county of Churchill.
Commencing on Flagstone Creek, about.four and
a-half m iles from its junction with Lockyer's Creek,
at a tree blazed and marked F .5., and bounded
thence on the north-east by  a  line bearing one
hundred and thirty-five degrees forty chains ; on
the south-east by a line bearing two hundred and
twenty-five degrees four miles ; on the south by a
line bearing west about five miles to the summit of
the Main Range, and by the summit of that range
westerly to the head of  Flagstone  Creek aforesaid ;
and on the north by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement ,- exclusive of all  alienated
or surveyed lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th December, 1872.
W r r HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of "  The1 1  Crown.Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks  :  Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid,  the lands hereunder described shall  be
permanently reserved and set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RECREATION RESERVE, ROMA.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Roma, portion  81A.
50 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
south- east  corner of portion No. 82, and bounded
thence on the west by the east boundary of that
portion bearing north 2,637 links ; on the north by
a line bearing east  fifteen chains ; thence by a line
bearing 127 degrees 34,  minutes 1,533 links to a
road 150 links wide; on the south-east by that
road bearing 225 degrees 2,266 links to the first-
mentioned road  ;  and on the south by that road
bearing west 1,096  links to the point of commence-
ment.
WATER RESERVE, BANANA.
County of Ferguson, parish of Banana, town of
Banana.
25 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of Bowen street
and Gregory street, and bounded thence on the
west by Bowen street bearing north ten chains ; on
the north by Scott street bearing east twenty-five
chains and seventy links; on the east by a
street bearing south ten chains ; and on the south
by Gregory  street bearing west twenty -five chains
and seventy links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st November, 1872.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District  of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY  in every
month, hold his Court Sittings ,  as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation  of or otherwise  dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts  pro claimed on the
31st October, 1872,  at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th November, 1872.
W
% THEREAS, by the twenty -fifth section of
1 1  " The Crown Landa Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before  any Cro wn Lands are
permanently reserved  fr om sale for any public
purpose ,  notice thereof shall be published m the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is  hereby  given, that at the expiration of
the period  aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be  reserved for a School site.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Moggill.
15 acres.
(Prt of  forfeited selection  No. 1191 ,  Brisbane.
District.)
Commencing on the south boundary of portion No.
228, parish of
Mo •gill (forfeited selection No. 1191),at its intersection by  the east side of a reserved road
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about nine chains east from the south-west corner
of said portion ; and bounded thence on the west
by that road bearing north ten degrees east about
ten chains sixteen links ; on the north by a line
east 1,412 links ; on the east by a line bearing south
ten chains ; and on the south by a line bearing
west 1,588 links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1872.
OFFICES FOR THE RECEIPT OF APPLICA-
TIONS FOR MINERAL LANDS UNDER
"THE MINERAL LANDS ACT OF 1872."
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the existing  arrangements  with respect
to the receipt of applications for Mineral Lands
shall continue until the end of the present year ;
and that on and after THURSDAY, 2nd January,
1873, the following  arrangements  shall take effect:-
The Land Agents at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Dalby,
Maryborough, Gympie, Gladstone, Rockhampton,
Mackay, St. Lawrence, Bowen, Townsville, Nor-
manton , Clermont, and Bundaberg (the latter for
the portion of the district not included in the Police
District of Tennin  ering ) will be authorised to
receive applications  for Mineral Lands within their
respective districts.
The Police  Magistrates  at Gayndah and Tennin-
gering will  also receive  applications for Mineral
Lands within their respective districts.
Applications for Mineral Lands within the follow-
ing Unsettled Pastoral Districts will be received by
the Officers hereunder mentioned :-
Leichhardt District-Land Agent, Rockhampton.
North Kennedy District-Land Agent, . Towns-
ville.
South Kennedy District-Land Agent, Bowen.
Warrego District-Commissioner of Crown Lands
Charleville.
Mitchell District-Commissioner of Crown Lands
Tambo.
Burke  District-Land Agent, Normanton.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 28th May, 1872.
T
HE  first sheet of the  New Map of the Colony,
shewing  the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared  under the  supervision of
the Chief  Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published .  Copley may be had  at the Public
Lands Office,  George street .  Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Pub li c Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd November, 1871.
UNAUTHORISED OCCUPATION OF
CROWN LANDS.
PUBLIC NOTICE.
IT is hereby  notified, that persons erecting
buildings or other improvements on Crown
Lands, without authority ,  will not be entitled to
any protection in the event of the land being sold
at auction or selected by lease  ;  and that in the case
of persons occupying town or suburban lands,
whether surveyed or not ,  unless specia lly authorised
by this Department ,  under the hand of the Minister,
the only right conceded to them  will be that of
removing their improvements within two months
fr om date of sale, if they do not become the
purchasers of the land.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
P ERSONS desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed  to the Land  Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared  and issued  to them, requesting the officer
in charge  of the district to afford them every
assistance and information  in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
FOR the convenience  of persons desirous to have
lands, whether surveyed or otherwise, broht
forward for sale by auction, it is hereby notified
for general information, that instructions have been
issued to the Land Agents to open in their respec-
tive offices, a oook, in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration f the Minister
for Lands, when, if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in the next proclamation of sale.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
WITH the  view  of facilitating  the transaction of
business  at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony , it is  hereby notified that instructions
have  been issued  to the officers in charge, to the
effect that  every possible assistance is to be given
gratuitously  to persona  applying  for land or seek in g
information  on matters connected  with the working
of the Land Acts- even  to the extent of filling up
forms of application  and transfers , &c., for illiterate
persons,  if there is  time at the officer's disposal;
and that any Land Agent, or other officer,  receiving
and appropriating  fees f'or clerical assistance to his
own use, on the matter being reported, wi ll  be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience ,  however ,  of persons requir-
ing copies  of plans, arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner ,  and on payment  of a fee to  be estimated
by that officer,  a tracing or  coy of the plan
required will be prepared  and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary for Public Lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS SEEKING SUITABLE SELEC-
TIONS,  OR HOMESTEADS.
MMIGRANTS or others who do not possess
I sufficient local knowledge to enable them to
select land in suitable situations without visiting
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor ,  are hereby
informed that arrangements will  be made, if induce-
ment offers, to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion  of the  Moreton District, as
may be indicated ,  to assist them '  in their search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
All  persons requiring assistance of this nature
are requested to advise this Department ,  in writing,
as to the localit they wish to settle in ,  and also
forward a  fee of ten  shillings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor ,  when, if a sufficient number
of persons are found to join, the Government will
immediately undertake to organize one or more
parties.
In the event of there being no party despatched,
the fee of ten shillings wi ll  be returned ,  on applica.
tion,  to the person paying same.
J. MAT, ON TH OMPSON.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
T is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions  of the  41st  section of "  The Pastoral
Leases Act  of 1869" for renewed  leases  for four-
teen years  of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms  to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions  will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the  existing
leases , as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Gold Fields Branch,
Brisbane, 28th January, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS AND BUSINESS
LICENSES.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the under-mentioned Miners' Rights and Busi-
ness Licenses have been returned as issued at the
Gold Fields respectively specified.
WILLIAM HENRY WALSH.
ROCKHAMPTON GOLD FIELDS.
During  the Month ended 31st December, 1872.
No. Name. No. Name.
48,176 Ali Fatt 48,191 Emanuel  Sullivan
48,177 James Dobbins 48,192 John Lane
48,178 Patrick Dobbins 48,193 D. McDowell
48,179 Louis Heitmuller 48,194 J. F. Boysen
48,180 George Weir 48,195 Peter Pederson
48,181 A. Delandelles 48,196 Robert Sharples
48,182 David Nichols 48,197 Charles Bovel
48,183 John McDonnell 48,198 Arthur Bell
48,184 William Marsh 48,199 Peter McDonald
48,185 Peter Clements 48,200 John Dalton
48,186 John  Barrett  48,201 W. Linklater
48,187 William Cook 48,202 John Dunn
48,188 John Yates 48,203 Charles Price
48,189 John Cross 48,204 W. Whyte
48,I90 P .  F. Bodkins
BusINEss LICENSES.
No. Name .  No. Name.
3,261 Richard Ireland 3 ,262 Peter McDermott
PEAR DOWNS GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 31st December, 1872.
MINERS'
No. Name,
54,285  Henry Blakeney
54,286 Joseph Johncour
54,287 James Mont
54,288 Richards Griffiths
54,289 John Swan
54,290 Thomas Weaver
54,291 Michael McGrath
54,292 Robinson Mich
54,293 William Dunn
54,294 Richard Edwards
54,295 William McCall
54,296 Michael Burns
54,297 Con. O'Ne il
54,298 Neil Ferguson
54,299 James Hogan
54,300 J. G. S. Smith
54,301  Ali  Chu
54,302 Charles Grote
54,303 Paul Johnson
54,304 Francis Freidricks
54,305 John Hall
54,306 Charles Partridge
54,307 John Ward
RIGHTS.
No. Name.
54,308 Edward Rice
54,309 Edward Price
54,310 William Biosher
54,311 Alex. McDonald
54,312 Peter Gillice
54,313 Tommy Ali Loo
54,314 Ali Toong
54,315 George King
54,316 William Kelly
54,317 Edward Mead
54,318 James Marsh
54,319 Charles Kelly
54y320 Andrew Ferguson
54,321 Ben Carr
54,322 William Williams
54,323 Edward Gray
54,324 John Griffiths
54,325 John Fitz
54,326 John Hagan
54,327 John Ferguson
54,328 Ah Pow
54y329 John Rogers
BusINEss LICENSES.
No. Name. No. Name.
3,720 C. W. Grainer 3,722 Young Wan
3,721 Tommy Ah Soo 3,723 Charles Rhodes
WEST MORETON GOLD FIELD.
During the Mouth ended 31st January, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name.  No. Name.
42,183 Robt. Vernor 42,185 W. H. Aldham
42,184 Henry M. Aldham 42,186 H. Aldham
TALGAI, CANAL CREEK, AND LUCKY VALLEY
GOLD FIELDS.
During the Month ended 31st December, 1872.
MINxn 's RIGHT.
No. Name.
58,853 William Wilson
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st January, 1873.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on' FRIDAY, the 21st
February, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of about forty Workmen' s Cottages, on
the Lines from Toowoomba to Dalby and Warwick.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Workmen's
Cottages, S. and W. Railway."
Plan, Specification, and Form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and at the  Engineer's
Office, Toowoomba, on and after WEDNESDAY,
the 5tb February.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the contract, in the event of the
render bein  ac ted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver, at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor , in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notifica-
tion of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing such performance, otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 31st January, 1873.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-
BRISBANE EXTENSION.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th
February, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Station Master's House at Goodna.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Station
Master's House, Goodna."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, on and after MON-
DAY next, the 3rd February.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is pro-
posed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the contract, in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th January, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS,  AND
OTHERS.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on MONDAY, the 17th
February, 1873, from persons willing to contract
for erection of a new Passenger Station and Plat-
forms, at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Passenger
Station, 7oowoomba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and at the office
of the Assistant Engineer, Toowoomba, on and
after Tuesday, the 21st instant.
Tenders must be on proper printed form , and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for
the due performance of the contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within seven days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALS$.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICES, GIN GIN AND
TINENERING.
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses at Townsville and
Ravenswood.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent.  on amount  of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that be will severally execute and deliver at
the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for  securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 14th January, 1873.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the proposed line
of Railway, Brisbane Extension, from 2 miles 30
chains to 7 miles 60 chains, has been approved and
confirmed without any alteration ; and that in
pursuance of the 17th section of the Act 27 Victoria,
No. 8, the Government intend to proceed with the
construction of the line of Railway (Brisbane
Extension) from 2 miles 30 chains to 7 miles 60
chains, according to the Map or Plan and Book of
Reference so confirmed, to be seen at this office,
and copy thereof at the office of the Clerk of Petty
Sessions  at Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th Febru-
ary, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Telegraph Offices at Gin Gin and Tinenering.
Tenders to be enclosed,  "Tenders for Telegraph
Offices, Gin Gin and Tinenering."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Tinenering.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the
party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten
per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for theno
performance  of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will severally execute and deliver at
the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the lender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 9th January, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, RAYENSWOOD.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th
February next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Telegraph Office at Ravenswood.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tenders for Telegraph
Office,  Ravenswood."
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1873.
IT is notified for  general information  that Mr.
KARL THEOnoR STAIGER has been appointed
Analytical Chemist at the Laboratory to be
attached to the Brisbane Museum, and that, as
soon as  practicable,  a scale of fees  to cover the
expenses  incidental to assaying and reporting upon
earths, rocks, fossils,  minerals, &c., will be duly
published. In the meanwhile, contributions of
animals, birds, minerals, shells, &c., to enlarge the
present collection at the temporary  museum, are
respectfully solicited, and when forwarded from
distant places, and with the consent of the Curator,
cost of transit will be defrayed by Government.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 27th December, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that on and after the
1st January, 1873,  all articles  included in
the -exceptional  class  of the Goods Classification,
Southern and Western Railway (save  Black Sand
or Tin Ore),  as we ll  as
Firewood
Hay and Straw, loose
Drain Pipes and Tiles
Lime and Limestone
Salt, Rock
Slates,
shall be loaded and unloaded by the  owners.
Should the Railway Department be required to do
the work, the charges will be as follows, viz.
For loading ... 2s. 6d. per ton
For unloading 2s. 6d.
Also that HIDES and SKINS, in bales, bundles,
or tied up singly, will be charged for under the
head of Special Class.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
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The Treasury,
Queensland ,  1st January, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS  BANK.
B
RANCHES  of the above are now open at A llora,
Banana, Beenleigh ,  Bowen  (Port Denison),
Brisbane ,  Bundaberg ,  Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charlevi lle,  Clermont ,  Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla ,  Curriwi llinghi ,  Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah ,  George Town ,  Gilberton, Glad-
stone ,  Goodna ,  Goondiwindi ,  Gympie ,  Ipswich,
Jimna , K ilkivan ,  Leyburn ,  Mackay, Marlborough,
Maryborough ,  Milohester ,  Mount Perry Murphy's
Creek ,  Nanango ,  Nebo, Normanton ,  Ravenswood,
Rockhampton ,  Roma ,  Shipping Office  (Brisbane),
Springaure ,  S. and W. Railway ,  Stanthorpe, St.
George ,  St. Lawrence ,  Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba ,  Townsvi ll e,  Warwick ,  and Westwood.
Deposits of five shill ings upwards wi ll  be received
from any depositor ,  subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100 ,  at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding  £ 100, but not
exceeding  £ 200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof ,  and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceedin g  £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can. be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  28th December, 1872.
BORDER CUSTOMS DUTIES.
REFUNDMENT OF DUTIES PAID ON SPIRITS AND
TOBACCO TAKEN FROM BONDED WAREHOUSE
FOR EXPORTATION OVERLAND.
THE following Regulations respecting the Re-
fundment of Duties paid upon Spirits or
Tobacco transmitted from Bond in Brisbane or
Ipswich  into New South Wales, for consumption
there, having been approved by His Excellency the
Governor in Council, are published for general
information :--
1st. The person paying duty upon such spirits
and tobacco ,  intended for transmission overland to
New South Wales, shall, at the time of making
such payment, notify to the Customs Authorities his
intention to apply for a refundment of duty upon
the goods reaching that colony.
2nd. The proper Customs Officer shall thereupon
examine  the said goods,  regauge and ascertain
strength thereof by Sykes' Hydrometer, or reweigb,
as the case  may  be, and take down the numbers
and marks of the packages, and shall embody this
and other necessary information in a despatch note.
A copy of this despatch note shall be given to the
person in charge of the goods for presentation to
the New South Wales Border Officer, and the
original shall be filed in the Custom House.
3rd. If within three months from the date of its
issue, the despatch note which accompanied the
goods shall be returned to the Collector of Customs
with  an endorsement thereon  by a New South
Wales Border Officer, certifying that he identifies
the goods mentioned therein, and that they have
been imported into the Colony of New South Wales
in exactly the same condition as to marks, quantity,
strength, or weight, as specified in despatch note,
and that duty has been paid thereon to that
Government, the amount of the dut originally
paid to the Customs Authorities at Brisbane or
Ipswich shall be thereupon refunded.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  29th January, 1873.
THE following Notice to  Mariners is publishedfor general information .
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
South Australia.
TIPARA REEF, SPENCER'S GULF.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MASTERS of vessels trading to or from Spencer's
Gulf are hereby informed that on and after the 10th
instant a  temporary Bright Light (visible eight
miles )  will be exhibited until the necessary  repairs
to the Light Vessel are effected.
The temporary Light Vessel will (at a distance)
appear  to be a three -masted schooner.
R. H. FERGUSON,
President of the Marine Board
of South Australia.
Marine Board Offices,
Port Adelaide, 6th January, 1873.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  29th January, 1873.THE following Not ce to Mariners is published
for general information.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
NOTICE TO  MARINERS -VICTORIA.
THE accompanying  Notice  is published for general
information.
EDWARD COHEN,
Commissioner of Trade and Customs.
Department of Trade and Customs,
Melbourne , 6th January, 1873.
LIGHTS IN THE SOUTH CHANNEL.
Notice is hereby given, that on or about the 1st
of May next it is intended to exhibit two (2) fixed
leading Lights for the purpose of facilitating the
navigation of the South Channel.
The Eastern Light,  which will be a fixed fourth-
class dioptric light ,  will be shown immediately
under Arthur 's Seat, from a height of eighty (80)
feet above high-water level, and will be visible
about fourteen  (14) miles.
The Western Light  will also be a fixed fourth-
class  dioptric light, placed at No. 10 buoy in the
South Channel, and shown from a height of twenty-
seven  (27) feet above high-water level. It will be
visible about ten (10)  miles.
The lights will be cut to guide vessels clear of
the " Middle Ground," of which further particulars,
as well as sailing directions ,  will be published.
CHARLES B .  PAYNE,
Chief Harbormaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Melbourne, 3rd January, 1873.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
TORRES STRAITS.
R. JARDINE, the Harbor  Master at Somer-
set, reports the existence  of the following
dangers  in Torres  Straits, viz.
A Reef about 150 or 200 yards in diameter,lying
in the fairway  between  the Brothers Hills Island
and the  pearl fisheries  at Banks and Mulgrave
Islands. This reef dries at low water  springs, and
from it-
Cap Island (highest point) bears .. E. 2' N.
Brothers Hills Island (west point)... N.E. a N.
A Sand-bank lying a short half-mile N.N.W.
from Albany Rock,  near  the position of the 5
fathom sounding marked on the plan of Port
Albany. The bank is about 200 yards long east
and west, very narrow, steep to, and nearly awash
at low water springs.
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Also,  that  the shoal ground marked on the
Admiralty Charts as lying about one mile to the
westward of the northern Mount Adolphus
Island, - but with no sounding less than 4 fathoms,-
has very little water on it at low water springs, the
" ripples "  being caused by rocky and foul ground.
A deep channel ,  however ,  exists between this
danger and the West point of the Island.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane ,  28th January, 1873.
Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane ,  18th December, 1872.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
TOOWOOMBA TO DALBY, WITHIN RAILWAY
FENCES.
T
ENDERS will be received at the office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane ,  until noon on MONDAY ,  the tenth day of
February next, from persons desirous of contract-
ing for the supply of all material ,  except wire,
insulators ,  and iron poles ,  and all workmanship
necessary for the erection of the undermentioned
work, according to the terms ,  general conditions,
and specifications appended hereto.
For a line of poles from Toowoomba to Dalby
within the railway fences-the poles between Too-
woomba and the locality of Gowrie Junction to be
of wood ,  and for the other portion of the distance
with a few exceptions ,  to be of iron to be supplied
by the Government.
Iron poles and insulators to be supplied by the
Government and delivered to the contractor at
Brisbane.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price each for supplying and erecting
wooden poles and affixing three insu-
lators.
2. Price each for erecting iron poles and
affixing three insulators.
S. Price per foot for extra length wooden
poles where required.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within (3) three months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENEBAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
(75) seventy -five per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but notwithstanding
such report ,  and payment on account ,  the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or other officer
appointed by him in that behalf, shall have full
power at any time afterwards ,  before final payment
shall be made ,  of rejecting and condemning any of
the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
Shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for ob-
taining materials ,  on signing a bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising  from the action of the contractor, and
providing for any claims being paid by the Super.
intendent from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property ,  caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed ,  the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done ,  and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all  sums  of money which may be due to the
contractor ,  together with all materials and imple-
ments in his possession on the ground ,  and all sums
of money whether named in the bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise ,  as penalties for
the non -fulfilment of the contract ,  shall be forfeited
to the Government ,  and the amount shall be
considered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract. Attached to each tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated ,  in the event of the
'Tender being accepted  ;  and undertaking ,  in that
event, that they will severa lly  execute  and deliver,
at the office of the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within ten  (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a bond to Her Majesty in
a sum equal to twenty  (20) per cent .  on the amount
of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor ,  under the direction of the inspect in g
officer.
Any clearing necessary to be provided for under
special agreement.
Wooden poles to be heavy straight saplings of
the best description of approved hardwood (no
spotted gum or Moreton Bay ash being allowed)
with the bark removed ,  not less than nine (9)
inches in diameter ,  at five  (5) feet from the butt,
and five  (5) inches in diameter at the top, and
twenty- five  (25) feet in length ; to be carefully and
thoroughly charred from the base upwards over a
space of six  (6) feet, and well coated with the best
coal tar ;  the top to be firmly bound at one  (1) inch
from its extremity with good hoop iron,  not less
than one  (1) inch wide.
The top of each wooden pole to be served with a
thick coating of white lead.
The top of the pole to be bored as directed, to
receive the insulating pin.
At angles, or other places where required ,  struts
or supports of wood to be supplied ,  and  fixed as
directed .  The poles to be not more than sixty-six
(66)'yards apart ,  unless by special permission, to
be sunk five  (5) feet in the ground ,  placed in a
perpendicular position ,  and we ll  rammed with
rubble and earth.
The iron poles to be erected as directed, the base
to be sunk not less than four  (4) feet in the ground.
The insulators to be firmly fixed as directed,
three on each pole.
All materials used in the construction of this
work ,  or any part of it, must be of the best
quality ,  and, together with the workmanship,
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms ,  and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 30th January, 1873.
17 ETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Roma, from the let day of July ,  1872 ,  to the 31st
day of December ,  1872, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name.
George Phipps
William Campbe ll
Joseph Moore
Jeremiah Coll ins
Fredk .  Fielding
John Funke
Francis Gusto
Description of
License.
Hardwood...
„
„
General .
Hardwood
Whether Amountgranted or
of Fee.
refused.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 30th January, 1873.RETURN of all App lications  for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench  of Magistrates, at Cler-
mont, from the  1st day of July, 1872, to the
31st day of December , 1872, both  inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  30th January, 1873.
RETURN of  all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Copperfield ,  from the Ist day of July, 1872, to the
31st dap of December ,  1872, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Description of whether Amount
Applicants Name . License .  rum r of Fee. Applicant 's Name.
Description of Whether Amount
License . granted of Fee..
£ £
Thomas Jarrold Hardwood Granted 1 Aspen, Henry ... Hardwood... Granted 1
Duncan McLean ,,  1 Hottenkot, John 1
Duncan McLennon » 1 Baker, James » » 1
Wilm. Johnston » 1 Shelley, Thomas ,, 1
Charles Robinson  1 Glee, Peter » 1
Owen Davis  1 Petroski, John » 1
Robt. McDonnell It  1 Redmond, Thomas „ 1
John Roberts »  ,1 1 Plate, August » 1
W. C. Miller » „ 1 Ecke, Charles » 1
T. C. Miller 1,  91 1 Madge, Adolph » 1
John Fulton „  1, 1 Walter, Jacob » 1
Henry Burton  „  1, 1 Robertson, George 1
Patrick Wall 20  ,1  1 Schroder, Christy „ „ 1
James Akers  „ „ 1 Geddes, Robert 11  „ 1
Joseph Wise „ 1 Kolber, John „ 1
Henry Warnholtz » 1 Bennett, Joseph „ » 1
August Klaproth „  ,, 1 Peter, Henry ,, 1
Sutherland Smith  1 Mullens, Daniel 1
„
John Cooper
„  1, 1 Mitchell, George » 1
Robert App „ I Gellis, Alexander » 1
Patrick Weider
,1 1 Gandry, John ,, 1
John McCau ll  ,,  is  1 Thompson, Peter » » 1
Win.  McCaull ,, 1 Cross, James „ 1
James Foot it I Hannah, James „ 1
Matthew Brown  1 Keating, Edward 1„
James Briggam  » 1 Paterson, Alexander 1
Henry Earp  1 Seeley, John » 1
Thomas Malherb ,, 1 Grade, John de 11 „ 1
W. H. McKean Employers' » 1 Smith, Joseph „ 1
hardwood Frederitch, Samuel » 1
Ditto » 1 Jeffries, Henry » 1
Daniel Sheehy Hardwood 1, 1 Rice, Henry 1
Patk. Knox „ 1 Hodgen, William 1
Henry Thompson » 1 Daley, Thomas
Thomas Kelly  1„ „ Hennes Patrick „
Edwd. Rigney  1 Weitz, Gotfred
George Cowey „ 1 Lowrey, E. M.
Edwd .  Mackintosh Employers' » 1
hardwood
Baron, Robert
Baron, John
Robert Kemp Hardwood » 1 Kennedy, Timothy „
W. Gordon » 1 Thornton, James „
J. Tomlinson
,1  » 1 Weishert, John „ » I
Win. Burns
,,  » 1 Downing, Joseph
Charles Rhodes ,, 1 Bishop, John ,1 „ 1.
Barringer ,  Charles It ,, 1
'
Ryan, Timothy
,,
Nelson John
„ 1
1Colonial Secretary s Office,
Brisbane, 30th January, 1873.
,
,,
Raper, Noah ...
„
Piesse, Charles Henry
„
„
» 1
ETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses McFarland, John ... It » 1R
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Browne, James ... » » 1
Springsure, from the let day of July, 1872, to the Smith, John ,,. „ » 1
31st day of December, 1872, both inclusive. Bailey, George ... » I » 1Roberts, Lewis ...
» „ 1
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Roberta, R. ...
Folater, Manx
Benson, Chas. ..
Johncour, Jacob
„ 1
Description of WhetherAmountApplicant 's Name. License . granted or of Fee
Fletcher, Hugh ...
„
Hanna,
,,
,> 1
„ 1
.refused. Kendle, Joseph ...
,,
Burn Thomas
n 1
, ...
,, 11 1
Miller, Wilhelme ...
»
Cameron, James ..
„ 1
1Charles Edwd. Wallis Employer's Granted  1 . „Weinholt, Johannes ...
„ I
,,
1hardwood Folater Jasper „ 1Charles Edwd. Wallis Hardwood  1
Timothy Boyle ... i
,
»
Lute, Harry
Kaste , William
` »
1William Palmer ... 1 Goldfinch, John 1,
William Fleming ... 1 McInnes, Angus
George Chipperfield ... 'Employer's,  1 Jackson, Joseph » 1hardwood Swaine, George
„
»
» 1George Chipperfield ... Hardwood
,, 1 Bopf, Anthony 1Henry Ilea ... „ 1 Power, Francis
Robert Holyoske ... „  1
,, Dillon, MichaelJohn Clarke ... „
„ 1 Edwards, Richard
„ ,: 1
McLean, Thomas
TIMBER LICENSES  (COPPERFIELD) - Continued.
App licant 's Name. Desc ription of
whether Amount
License. grrefuseed.r of Fee.
White, Charles ... Hardwood Granted 1
Leader, Henry 1
Robertson, John ... 1
Beveridge , Ro bert ... 1
Warnholtz, Claus ... 1
Toogood, William
...
1
Chiconi, John ... „ 1
Croft, William 1
Barber ,  Benjamin .
Gandry, Chas. Willm.
T ranter, William ... 1
Rice ,  Thomas ... 1
Bennett, W. H. .. 1
Smith, John
...
1
Pent, Henry 1
Murphy, Thomas
...
1
Wilson,  George ... 1
Lavini ,  August ... 1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1873.
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south-westerly about twenty chains ; thence by a
line bearing  west  to the north-east  corner  of mineral
selection number 317A and by the north boundary
of that selection about 112  chains ;  thence by the
west boundary of that selection bearing south
about ten  chain s to mineral  selection number 345 ;
thence by the north boundary of that selection
bearing  west ten chains  ;  thence by its west
boundary bearing south four chains ninety links to
mineral selection number 346; thence by the north
boundary of that  selection  bearing west ten
chains ; thence by its west boundary bearing south
three chains  to min eral selection  number 368;
thence by the north boundary of that selection
bearing  west ten chains  ; thence by  a line bearing
sou forty  degrees west  about eighty chains to the
north-west  corner of mineral selection number
368, 4 ; thence by the west boundary of that selec.
tion and mineral selection number 330A  bearing
south about forty-one chains eighty links to the
Broadwater ; " thence by that creek downwards
easterly and south-easterly to its junction with
Quart Pot Creek into the Severn River ; thence by
that river downwards south-easterly to the south.
west corner of mineral selection number 316 ;
thence by the south boundary of that selection and
its prolongation easterly about 180 chains ; thence
by a line bearing north to the south- east  corner of
mineral  selection number 284; thence by the east
boundary of that selection and mineral selection
number 285, and its prolongation northerly about
137 chains to Kettle Swamp Creek ; and thence by
that creek upwards in a northerly direction to the
point of commencement.
"ANNUAL STATISTICAL REGISTER."
WHEREAS it is of importance that the Annual
11  Statistics of Queensland should be laid
before Parliament at the  earliest  possible date : His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, directs it to be notified to all
Heads of Departments,  Officers  of the Police Force,
and other Civil Servants of the Government, that
the returns required from them by the Registrar-
General, for the purpose of enabling him to compile
the Statistics, must be forwarded to the Registrar-
General, correctly and fully filled up, before the 1st
March next.
The Registrar-General has been directed to
report to the Government  the names  of all persons
who may fail to furnish the required  returns in
accordance  with this notification.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane, 14th Novenber, 1872.
PETITION UNDER  11 THE MUNICIPAL INSTI-
TUTIONS ACT OF 1864."
`[T IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
.Ll of the Executive Council, in pursuance of
the Act of Council 28 Victoria, No. 21, has directed
the publication of the substance and prayer of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency as hereinafter
set forth, signed by one hundred and thirteen
householders resident in the township of Stanthorpe,
praying for the erection of their locality into a
municipality.
A. H. PALMER.
Petitioners state-"That immediately adjoining
the township of Stanthorpe, and situate between
two parts thereof, is a township, known by the
name of Stannum , which last-mentioned township
is situated  on purchased land, and that the two town-
ships of Stanthorpe and Stannum form in reality
one town, containing not less than one thousand
inhabitants," and the Petitioners are desirous of
the same being established a Municipal District
to be called " the Municipality of Stanthorpe," and
that the limits and boundaries thereof may be
defined according to the following description.-
Commencing on the right bank of Kettle Swamp
';reek at the north-east corner of mineral selection
number 428, and be bounded thence by the north
boundary of that selection bearing west about
seventy-eight chains and fifty links to the Maryland
road ; thence  on the north-west by that road bearing
William H. Groom,M.L.A.
J. F. G. Foxton
David Murray
Jno. Conquest
M. Connell
Geo.  Wilson
H v.Browne
J. McInnes
A. Isaacs
John Walter
B. Tyson
R. Dawson
Alfred Green
W. Curtis
A. Simpson
J: T. Smith
H. Wood
Geo. Barton
William Philipps
T. Lawson
Andes. Weston
F. Smith
Geo. Antill
Chas. P. Waters
Henry P. Gray
A. T . Halloran
G. Ware
C. C. Williams
Hy. George
Robt. Austin
T. F. Merry
J. Davidson
W. Hawe
E. W. Hollinworth
St. G. Ralph Gore
John Sheehan, per J. C.
D. W. Julyd
Robert Wilson
C. W. Pitts
J. Horwitz and Co.
Edward Marlay, J.P.
David Evanslee
Samuel Levy, per Davis
Harris
Saml. Cochrane
Win.  C. Grant
M. It. C. Spriggs
Daniel Grigg
R. Cy. Cowper
John E. Elliott
W. Hardy
Horace Lo Ransome
S. P. Scowen
Henry Weeding
Norris Hill
Paul Modini
H. B. Mason
W. H. McQuaker
John Gould
James Scanlan
John McNeave
Jeremiah Allman
John D. Larkin
Alfred Ash
Alexr. McLeod
Michael Wood
P. Lubin
George Cooper
Dudley Rushh
J. Miason
James Hobson
David Groom
George Campbell
F. P. Stewart
Martin Jos. Keogh
A. Pittman
George Scott
A. Keilar, per G. S.
James Moloney
E. Campbell
John Young
Daniel Donovan
Thos. Kelly
Martin Kelly
William Jack
Daniel Sullivan
Alex. Wood
Peter Pent
George Simms ,  comedian
M. O'Sullivan
E. H. Washington
J. W. Thompson
D. Quinlan
John Newlan
W. A. F. Gregeon
Hy. Prebble
J. H. Schott
Churchill O. Evens
Wm. Brown
C. N. Clarke
C. Whitby
Michael Mooney
H. R. Gibbs
W. Emeret
Fredk. Bergen
M. Quinlan
P. Connell
C. Grant
S. Phillips
J. Smith
P. Murphy
M. J. Smith
F. J. Johnson
Thomas  Nelson Rose
General  Post  Office,
Brisbane,  Queensland, 27th January, 1873.
THE following  SUMMARIES Of OBSERVATIONS taken at the  METEOROLOGICAL STATION, CAPE  MORETON, during  the Months of July, August,  and September , 1872, are published  for generalT information.
By His Excellency' s Command,
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
SUMMARIES OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT CAPE MORETON, DURING THE MONTHS OF JULY, AUGUST, AND SEPTEMBER, 1872.
LAT., 27° 1' S.; LONG., 153° 28' E,; HEIGIIT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL, 320  FEET  ; ON SEA-COAST.
JULY.
BAROMETEII.
Cer, to',32°
 Pahl . Temperature of
sand red.
 to Sf.d.lovel . Air.
M
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
AUt1U9T.
... ... ...Maximum
Mean ... ... ...
SIinimum
 ... ... ...
0263  30'225  30206
... 30060 29038
 30010
,•
 -n-'(36  29.672  29-733
,•• p30-319130-293 0305
,,,
 30,101  30.025  30-079
?9867129695 29'778
SEPTL•' 1BER.
Maximum ... ... ... ... ... :301.7.5 3) 100  30119
Slcan ... ... ... ... ... 30'1574301173 301-19
Minimum ... ... ... '-0867129'807 29'871
63.0 690 66.0
575 1 64 3 606
520  50'0 550
61.0
57.6
73-0  1 00.0
616 60.9
51.0 520-17-0
690
615
50.0
IIYGROMETEII.
Temperature
 of
Evaporation.
67-0
586
61.0 61 0
 630  1.00 1.00
53'6
 1  58'0 55-5 78 70
41'0 51'0
 48'0  -57  49
61-0
529
43.0
610 '96
55'0 - -70
41.0 1 '19510
75.0
 69-0  660 73.0 67.0
63-5 618 I 608 640
 61-6
62.0 6110
I
550
 590 5510
JULY, 1872.-Mean shado Temperature of Mouth, 60.8 degrees.
1871. „ „ 638 „11
1870. 61'2
AUGUST, 1872.-Mean Shade Temperature of Month, 01.0 degree,,.
1871. 65511 11
1870. 62.6
SEPTEDIBER, 1872.-Mcan 8hado Tmeycratrrc of Montle, 66 2 degrees.
1871. „ „ 669 „
1070. „ „ 6419
-9-1 1110
77 1261
•56 101.0
humidity. R q o
X,d
SELF- REGISTERING
THERMOMETERS.
93.0
83.8
63'0
•90 •96  134'0 1 99.0  510
105-0
'J6'1
75'0
68 •77 1212 88'1 43.8 66.4
•50 •50 91.0 71.0 35'0 58'0
90 '90
73'0
52-0  75.0 61.0 10-0 13.310
413
 6519 51-3 11 G •201
37.0
 60-0  49.0 5.0 '000
56-0
51'5
450
60.0
54.6
4.6'0
RAIN,  I W IND.
19.0 1'030
122 '101
5.0 000
C
9 p.m,9 am. 3 p.m.
NO NW5 1N1 NW7 NO
W5
 SW16I  W6  SW 8  W2
S 2
 5112 184  SE3 S2
E1 NEOIro NE2 E1
N1 NW5 N4 NW5
IWL SW9W1 SW5
58 SE2 33  SEW
E1 NE 0! E1 NE2
Ni NW31N4 NWO
W3 SW3IW1 SW2
S4 SE4S0 S339
Ell NE11E III  0642
76.0 65-0
719 61'4
65-0  56.0
I
Total Rainfall, 6,40 inches.
„ 1•5i „
8-20
Total  Rainfall ,  3.24 inches.
186
3-70
Total Rainfall, 1-60 inches.
Rain  fell on 7 days.
7 „
14
Rain fell on  10 days.
6 „11 11
11 11 11
Rain fell
 on 8 days.
7 1.81 „11
„ 13
 201
Electrical Observations-79 Positive ;
„ 67
3711
Electrical Observations-82 Positive;
59
55
Electrical Observations-66 Positive;
61
50
Summary of Direction. 0-10. I I
CLOUC.  I OZONE.
8 w
C1 M
 Cl  - Co
NW2
10 10 10 ...
58614
SE  3
NE 1
N6  NW I
W2  SW 7
S3  SE (S
E3 NE3,
N3 NW0
IVI SW2
S I SE 8
E11
 NE  41
1 4.1 43 3'4
0 0 0 ... ...
10
4-0
0
10
U5
10 10
4.6 3.2
0 0
1
14 Negative. Prevailing Winds, S.W.
26 S.W.
56 S.W., S.
11 Negative. Prevailing Winds, S.W.,S.E.
31 „ „ „ N.
38  S. W., N.W. " 11
24 Negative. Prevailing Winds, E.
29 E.
40 „ S.W.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1873.
NOTICE.
THE  under -mentioned Mineral Selection having become forfeited by reason of non-comp liance withthe conditions prescribed in  " The Croton Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is hereby notified that
the same will  be open to selection as Mineral Lands ,  according to the surveyed boundaries thereof, on and
after TUESDAY ,  25th February, 1873.
(For,the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Register
No.
151
Selected by
Thomas Henry Steele Perkins
and Henry Bridson
On
14th March, 1870...
Locality.
About four  miles  from the
Town of Marlborough
A. B. P.
40 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  11th December, 1872.
T T is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under  the 27th  section of  "The Crown
j Lands Alienation  Act of  1868"  (31 Victoria, No. 46 ), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads  ;  and all persons who may consider  their  interests  affected thereby , are required to-
transmit to this Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within  two months  from this date.
J. MALBON'THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO nE CLOSED.
No, Applicant. Situation. Parish.  Area.
A.  R.  P.
1 Robe rt  Logan Road separating portions 206 from portions Moggill ...  8 1 20
76, 77, 78, 197, 198, and 205
2 Robert Logan Road separating part of  portion  206 from Moggi ll  ...  1 1 12
parts of portions 205 and 208
REAL PROPERTY  TRANSFER  NOTICE.
TAKE Notice,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under  the
provisions  of " Tie  Real  Property Act  of  1861 ."  Any person desiring to oppose must do  so  by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation  of Land . I Name of Applicant.
12 acres, being the whole of subdivisions 8 and 9 of James Isaac Markwell
portion 5, and subdivision A of portion 6, parish
of Bulimba, county of Stanley
16 perches, being subdivision 19 of portion 188, parish Louis Stamm
of North Brisbane, county of Stanley
Date  within which  a Caveat
may be lodged.
28 February, 1873.
2 March, 1873.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
Total.
£ a. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
Week ending 25th January, 1873 ... ... 573 9 6 1,374 0 0 41 12 1 1,989 1 7,
Corresponding  week last  year... ... ... 350 0 6 1,190 9 2 25 2 3 1,565 11 11
Increase  ... ... ... 223 9 0 183 10 10 16 9 10 423 9 8,
Decrease  • . ... ...
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
TIME TABLR,
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.- On and after  MONDAY,
 9th September, 1872, the following Time Table will come
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
MILES.
From  I  Too-
Ipswich. woomba.
8
12
18
21
25
29
38
49
59
69
78
82.35
85 7
85 7
901 12$
94 16
102 24
109 31
118 40
120 42
131 53
140 62
143 65
85
90
97
106
114
127
130
STATIONS.
Ipswich .,.
Walloon ,,.
Rosewood
Western Creek
Grandchester
Victoria Tunnel
Laidley .,,
Gatton ,,.
Helidon
Murphy's Creek
Higlifields .,.
Toowoomba ,,.
Mahoney's Gate
Gowrie Junction
arrive
depart
f arrive
depart
5 arrive
depart
arrive
depart
... arrive
Gowrie Junction ... depart
For Williams' Camp ...
Westbrook Crossing...
Cambooya ,,, ,,,
Emit Creek Siding ,., ,,,
King's Creek ... ...
Clifton ,., ,,,
Allora „ ,,,
Lyndhurst Road ... ,,,
Warwick ,,. ,,, ,,,
Gowrie Junction ... depart
Gowrie .,,
Oakey Creek ... ...
Jondaryan ... ...
Bowenville
 ... ...
Blaxland ' s Siding ,,. ..,
Dalby ,,. ,,, ,,,
lIP TRAINS.
No.1, No.2, No. 3, No. 1,
Goods.  Mixed.  Mixed.
 Goods.
A.M.
 A. M.
... 10.0
... 1028
... A
... ' *11.8
... 11.12
... A
... 11'49
12.18
12.53
... 1.8
1 *1.48
*8.30 152
9.22 2.44
10.10 3.32
4... B
A.M. r.M.
,.. 2'7
2.59
3°47
10.50 ...
B ...
*11.16
*11.25 ...
A ...
A
12.25 ...
A
1.18 ...
1.28
2.5 ,.,
A
2.45 ...
4.30
A
5.8
5.38
A
A
6-50
All  Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
NOTE -The Trains will sto onl at those laces at which the are timed to sto
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1872.
into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
MILF.,. DOWN TRAINS.
STATIONS.
No 5 No 6 From From No.1, No. 2, No. 3, No. 4, No. 5. No. 6.1. ,
Mixed.
. ,
Mixed. Dalby. Warwick. Goods. Mixed. Mixed. Mixed. Goods, Mixed.
P.M. r.M. A.M.  A.M. A.M. A.M. A.M. P.M.
4.40 Dalby ... ... ... 8.40 ...
,., *5.8 3 ... Blaxiand's Siding ... ... A ...
A A 16 ... ... ...Bowenvillo A ...
A A 21 ...
...
Jondaryan ... ••• 9.58 ...
5.47 33
...
Oakey Creek ... ... ... 1030 ...
. 5.51. 40 ... Gowrie ... ... A,
A A 45
...
... Gowrie Junction ... arrive ...
6.28.,.
6.57 .., ...Warwick 8.5 ... ... 5.5
... 7'32
...
3 Lyndhurst Road ... ,.. A A A
... 7.47 12 Allora ... ... ... 8.45 ... .,, 5-45
23 Clifton ... ... ... 9.22 ... ,,, * 6.23
'
... 827 25 King's Creek ... ... ... 9.32 ... •.. 336
9.19 34 Emu Creek Siding ... ,.. A  A...
...  10.7 41 Cambooya ... 10'25 ... .. 7 26
3.55 ... 49  Westbrook Crossing ... ... A A A
52 For Williams' Camp... . A A A
58
 Gowrie Junction ..  arrive.
50.455 M th ' G B 13ea oney s a
4.20
A Gowrie Junction ,..depart *11.25 *11. 16 ... 8.26
A arrive5
11.55 11.44• 8.56
.5 20 .. 52
J6 Toowoomba ... depart 6.30 6.50 ,.. 1214 11.50 ...
,,,A 61 ... Highfields .., 7.20 7'40 ,,, 12.54 12.40 ...
6.13 8.10arrive 1.44 1.30 ...
*6.23 ::; 71 ... Murphy's Creek departI *8.30 *1.48 ...
7.0 I arrive 9.10 ,,, 2'28
"'
A
81 ... Helidon 9.25t depart 2.43
7'40 ... 92 ... Gatton .., 10.0 ,,, 3.18 ...
101 ... Laidley 10.29 7
J105 ... Victoria Tunnel A A... ...
arrive 11.4 ,,, 4.22 ...
"' 109 ... Grandchester
*11.8depart 4'26
.. 112 ... Western Creek A
... 118 ... Rosewood ,.. ,,. A A
... 122 ... Walloon ,.. ,,, 11.49 ... *5.8 ...
130 ... Ipswich ... ... 12.17 ... 5.36 ...
* Trains meet here.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey  terminates .  Passengers  requiring to it at those places
only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the  place at  which they join the Train to the place at which the propose to alight.
(13.) The Nos. 2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down Trains only, will, for the present, stop at this Crossing, subject to the foregoing  regulation.
Goods  Trains will
 be run when necessary.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY, the 14th instant, the following Time
Table will come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock- Stations Up Train,
Miles
II, from West- II  Stations.dM
Down Train
hampton. ixe . wood. Mixed.
a.m. p.m.
Rockhampton ... ... 11. 0 Westwood ... ... ... 3.30
6 Gracemere ... ...  11.24 6  Rosewood Crossing ,,, ,,. A
15 Stanwell ...  12. 0 15 S tanwel l ... ... ... 4.30
24 Rosewood Crossing ...  A 24 Gracemere ... ... ... 5. 6
30 Westwood ... ,,.  1. 0 30  Rockhampton  ... ... ... 5.30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to  the Station at.
which their journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice  at the preceding
Station to  the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they  join the Train to the placer
at which they propose to alight.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 31st January, 1873.
No. 1.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY, 1873.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, are requested to,
give the correct number of the page on which they may have observed their Names,  as such.
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications,
with the amount of postage required for transmission; and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tendingto.
prevent an unnecessary transmission of Letters.
THOMAS L. MURRAY- PRIOR,
Postmaster -General.
NOTE.-The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the General Post Office is opened for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.m. to Four p.m.: on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
A. 4 Bain Peter, Jondaryan o
1 ADAMS Mrs. Sophia, Gympie u k (2) 5 Baines John, Stanthorpe c
2 Adams Mrs., Stanthorpe s 6 Baker John, Pratten o e
3 Adam Yams Jules, Mackay f (2) 7 Baker John T., Mackay c
4 Adcock -, Dalby c 8 Ball Mrs. George, Rockhampton o
5 Adderley William J., Kilkivan u k 9 Banister Miss Elizabeth, Brisbane e
6 Adsett Mrs. Mary, Kedron Brook o c 10 Banning A., Stanthorpe c
7 Agnew William, Bowen s 11 Barker F., One-mile c
8 Ali Sam, Stanthorpe o c 12 Barrate James, Maryland  Stangan c
9 Ali Sue, South Creek s 13 Barrett John, Brisbane s
10 Ainger Edward, Gympie u k 14 Barton J., Petrie terrace c
11 Aitken Mrs., Brisbane c 15 Batstone Abel, Brisbane u k
12 Aldridge William, One-mile c 16 Batten John, Walloon u k
13 Alfred John, One-mile c a 17 Baynham Miss Emily, Brisbane o
14 Allan James, St. Hollana n z 18 Beaulieu Mrs., Brisbane u k
15 Allan R., Bowen Bridge c 19 Beck Cristy, Rockhampton c
16 Ancell Wm., Mackay c 20 Beck Martin, One-mile Swamp c
17 Anderson -, Rockhampton c 21 Beetie Robert, Brisbane c
18 Anderson Alfred, Brisbane o 22 Beirn James, Stanthorpe c
19 Anderson David, Mackay c 23 Bell C., Condamine c
20 Anderson J. W., Mackay c 24 Bell James, Stanwell c
21 Andersen Als. John, Maryborough f 25 Bell Nicholas, Colinton c and o c (3)
22 Anderson Richard, Alderley c 26 Bell N. H., Mackay c
23 Andrews Robert, Brisbane u k 27 Bell P. T., Mackay c
24 Ankinson John, Stanthorpe c 28 Belough Miss, Milton c
25 Anthony Wm., Brisbane u k 29 Benkie C., Mackay c (2)
26 Apjohn -, Stanthorpe c 30 Bennett Charles, Dalby s
27 Appleton C., Brisbane c (3) 31 Bennett J., Rockhampton u k (2)
28 Arnell Mrs. A., Queensland s 32 Bennett J. W., Stanthorpe c
29 Ascher Albert G., Brisbane c 33 Benson Charlotte, Rosewood o c
30 Asquith Mrs., Drayton c (2) 34 Berghoffer Henry, Boggo f
31 Atkinson George, Warwick o 35 Best E., Mackay c
32 Austin James, Tenterden c 36 Best Fredk. James, Brisbane f
37 Beufer Fredk. Brisbane o cB. 38
,
Beveridge Robert, Rockhampton p o
1 BACKER Henry, Bowen c 39 Bibbs B., Gympie u k
2 Bacot H. L., Brisbane c 40 Bienke F. W., Brisbane c
3 Badley George, Brisbane f 41 Bird and Taylor, Gympie c
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42 Bird Thomas ,  Stanthorpe s 26 Cayzer Eli, Toowoomba c
43 Bishop W. F., Toowoomba c 27 Chaldner Miss Sarah ,  Spring Hi ll  s
44 Brackenbridge Neil, Laurel Bank c 28 Chalmers Robert, Mackay u k
45 Blair John ,  Mile  Township  u k 29 Chantrill Wi lliam, Stanthorpe c and u k (2)
46 Blake William ,  Brisbane s 30 Cheevers Thomas, Brisbane p o
47 Blatchly Mrs. Grace ,  Drayton o 31 Chick Annie ,  Brisbane u k
48 Bleizuer August, Rosewood c 32 Chiverton H., Brisbane u k
49 Bohan Mrs. Ellen ,  Brisbane u k 33 Christensen Lorens ,  Mackay f
50 Bolger George ,  Strathmore in 34 Clarke Mrs .  Emma, Stanthorpe o e
51 Bourke  -,  Stanthorpe c 35 Clark George, Brisbane  in
52 Bow David ,  Brisbane a 36 Clarke Henry Eve, Stanthorpe m
53 Bowden Mrs. Hannah ,  Ravenswood c 37 Clark John, Cardwell c
54 Bowels Win ., Mooney  Mooney s 38 Clarkson William, Stanthorpe s
55 Bowman F. M., Stanthorpe c 39 Cleghorn and Chapman ,  Stanthorpe s (2)
56 Bradley P., Jimbour c 40 Cliford C., Dalby c
57 Brandskov L. H., Drayton o and c (2) 41 Clinton Miss ,  Stanthorpe c
58 Breard Mrs., Gympie  in 42 Clynch Thos .,  Stanthorpe c
59 Breard Miss Margaret ,  Gympie  in 43 Clyne Peter, Stanthorpe c
60 Breitt M., Mackay c 44 Coates John, Stanthorpe u lc
61 Brennan  T.,  Five-mile Water c 45 Cobbo Charles ,  Combaning Station c
62 Brice Edwin ,  Condamine o 46 Cockerell  -,  Cape York u k
63 Broadfoot John, Mackay c 47 Coghlan Thomas ,  St. Lawrence c
64 Broderick P.,  Brisbane o 48'  Coleman John  R.,  Lake Elphinstone c
65 Brodziak and Rogers , Mackay c 49 Coleman William, Stanthorpe c (2)
66 Brooks Mrs., Maryborough u k 50 Collins C.,  Mackay s
67 Brooks John, Dalby c and m (3) 51 Collins Mrs. C., Brisbane c
68 Brown  (shoemaker ),  Spring Hill c 52 Collins  G., Mackay c
69 Brown  -.  Fortitude Pa lley c 53 Collins John ,  Toowoomba c
70 Brown and Co., Mackay c 54 Collins  Al.,  Stanthorpe c
71 Brown Mrs. Anne L .,  Mackay c 55 Collins Robert, Gympie o c
72 Browne C. J., Gympie c 56 Collins Thomas J., East Talgai c
73 Brown J. 1I., Brisbane o c 57 Collins William  (carrier) ,  Stanthorpe c
74 Brown James, Brisbane o c 58 Collyns  B.  M., Yatton m
75 Brown  James (shearer ),  Jimbour c 59 Colonis  John, Westwood c
76 Brown James  (merchant ),  Mackay c 60 Cols A., Gympie c
77 Brown John ,  Mackay u k 61 Connell Miss  Lizzy,  Brisbane c
78 Brown Samuel S., Warwick s (3) 62 Connor John, One-mile e
79 Bruck Charles ,  Mackay c 63 Connor ,  Patrick, Roma o
80 Bryant Miss Emma ,  Brisbane c 64 Cook Joseph ,  Mackay c
81 Bryant Robert  It.,  Mackay u k and c (2) 65 Cooke R., Toowoomba o c
82 Bryson Robert D., Gympie u k and m (3) 66 Cook Thomas ,  Toowoomba c
83 Buchanan  Wni., Mackay  c (2) 67 Corbet Timothy, Brisbane u k
84 Buckley T., Fortitude Valley o c 68 Corrie Thomas, Mackay c
85 Budgen F., Mackay c 69 Costigan Mrs., Toowoomba c
86 Bull Mrs. Thomas ,  Brisbane n z 70 Costigan  P., Mackay c
87 Bunn George ,  One-mile u k 71 Coughlin .John, Warwick c
88 Burklebank G., Dalby c 72 Courtman John, Normanby c (2)
89 Burley Joseph ,  Brisbane o c 73 Cowan Samuel, Westwood c
90 B Ed Md k 74 Co )l - ( G i (2urns war ay c, ac w surveyor ,ey ymp e o c )
91 Burn Henry ,  St. Ruth c 75 Crameri Peter, St. Lawrence c (2)
92 Burns John ,  Stanthorpe c 76 Cramp R., Brisbane e
93 Burns Matthew, Goomburra e 77 Crane Stephen ,  Drayton c
94 Burns Thomas ,  Stratton p o 78 Crane Thomas ,  Canal Creek o
95 Burrell William ,  Gympie c 79 Crannick Henry ,  Rorna c
96 Burry Patrick ,  Mackay c 80 Crawford 1)., Stanthorpe o
97 Butler John Francis, Stanthorpe c Si Creighton J., Mackay c
98 Buttenshaw H.  It.,  Mackay c 82 Cridlancl B., Mackay c
99 Byrn Mary, Mackay c 83 Criifin W., Barambah c
100 Byrns J. S., Stanthorpe c 84 Crisp Alfred ,  Toowoomba u k
101 Bytheway J. T., Ipswich c (2) 85 Crocker George, Brisbane u k
86 Crompton James, Redeliffe Bay c
87 Cross T E Macka cC. 88
. ., y
Crozier Robert, Rockhampton c and u k (2)
1 CAIN John,  Juandah c 89 Cudmore Daniel, Toowoomba e
2 Callaghan Denis, Maryborough c 90 Cullin Simon ,  Stanthorpe  in
3 Callan A. J .,  Drayton c 91 Cumberland  -, Mackay c
4 Callan Miss Ellen, Rockhampton c 92 Cumming Mrs. George ,  Gympie c
5 Cameron John, Rockhampton c 93 Curry -  (publican ),  Warwick s
6 Campbell Alister H .,  Gilberton u k and f (3)
7 Cameron A. 13. One-mile o
8
,
Campbell Anne Beatrice ,  Brisbane c (2) D.
9 Campbell Duncan, Jimbour c 1 DALE Charles ,  Warwic k  c
10 Capes T .,  Stanthorpe c 2 Dalhunty J. B., Mackay c
11 Carey Miss Anne, Toowoomba o 3 Dalhunty R. G., Mackay e
12 Carey Thomas ,  Mackay c 4 Dalton Pat .,  Spring Creek c
13 Carmichael Mrs., South Brisbane c 5 Dalziel John, Callide u k
14 Carmody Bernard, Warwick c 6 Darcy -, Mackay c (2)
15 Carmody Martin, Grandchester c 7 Darcey M .,  Warwick s
16 Carnell G .,  Stanthorpe u  It 8 Dark Miss .  Sp;ing Hill c
17 Carroll Alexander ,  Warwick f 9 Davis Mrs. Bridget ,  Rockhampton e
18 Carroll James ,  Bandamba Creek c 10 Davis H .  H., Gainslord c and s (2)
19 Carson Thomas W., Roma o 11 Davison John, Brisbane u k (2)
20 Carter and Co., Condamine c 12 Daw Thomas, Rockhampton c
21 Carter Charles James ,  Gympie s 13 Day Estcourt ,  Brisbane u k
22 Carter W., Ipswich c 14 Dean Charles ,  Ipswich o
23 Cary Arthur ,  Brisbane u k 15 Deane George ,  Cowrie c
24 Caskie Thomas ,  Spring Creek c 16 Dean James , "  Polmaise, "  Rockhampton f
25 Cawley Charles, Rockhampton s 17 Denfb d Charles ,  Gilberton a
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j18 Devon-ay John, Brisbane c 41 Freeman Abraham, Brisbane f
19 Devoy J., Brisbane c 42 Freeman Charles, Glamorgan Vale o e
20 De Zoet Mrs. H., Bocl:hampton c 43 Frost William, Leichhardt Downs c
21 Diamond John, Toowoomba u k 44 Fri, Henry, Burenda P. (2)
22 Dignan Oliver V., Stanthorpe c 45 Fraar -, Mackay c
23 Dillon James, Leichhardt Downs o 46 Fulford J., Lyndhurst c
24 Dillon Thomas, Nornianby c 47 Furness George, Stanthorpe c
25 Dineen John, Warwick o 48 Fyfe -, Maryborough o
26 Dingin John, Toowoomba c
27 Dingle William, Calliope u k G.
28 Dippie J. D., Blenheim c 1 GALLAHER James, Brisbane c
29 Dohherty James, Boggo o c 2 Gallienne Thos., Charlotte street c
30 Doherty Patrick, Dalby s 3 Galligan W., Rookwood c
31 Doherty William, Warwick o c 4 Gath Mrs. E ]Drayton o
32 Donald George, Stanthorpe c 5
,
Geddes George, Mackay c
33 Donald W., Brisbane u k 6 Gee Edward, Hamilton Plains c
34 Donnelly -, Mackay c 7 George J., Mackay o c
35 Doolan John, Sandy Creek c 8 Gibson Patrick, Brisbane c
36 Douglass Alexander, Brisbane s 9 Gill George, Chinchilla s
37 Dove John, Stanthorpe c 10 Gill G. H., Emu Creek c
38 Down M. H., Kilkivan o 11 Gillie Miss, Spring Hill it k
39 Dredge John, Mackay c 12 Gilliver  George. Toowoomba o
40 Dredge W. C., Stanthorpe s 13 Gilmore John, Gilberton c
41 Drew C., Rockhampton c 14 Gist Miss, Rockhampton u k
42 Drocverock, F. Wallan c 15 Gleeson -, Lucky Valley c
43 Dryden Patrick, Iiidgelands c 16 Glins -, Maryborough c
44 Duf .John, Ipswich o and c (2) 17 Goldstein Isaac, Brisbane m
45 Duffle Ellen, Maryborough c 18 Gooden Mrs., Albert River c
46 Duffy Andrew, Warwick c 19 Goodwin Miss E., Brisbane o
47 Duke Henry, Warwick o c 20 Goodwin James, Stanthorpe c
48 Duncan James, Stanthorpe o 21 Gordon David, Mackay c
49 Dunne Henry W., Morinish o 22 Gordon James, Brisbane c and s  (3)
50 Dunne Hugh H., Rockhampton o 23 Gordon William, Tilbooroo e
51 Dunn J., Mackay c 24 Gordon William, Stanthorpe s
52 Dunn Richard, Toowoomba f 25 Gorman D., Jimbour c
53 Durbidge H., Mackay u k 26 Covey Penis, Darky Flat c
27 Graham Arthur, Laurel Bank s
E. 28 Graham It. D., Stanthorpe o c
1 EBENSTON Joshua, Brisbane c 29 Grant Alexander, Daiby c
2 Edgar Robert, Brisbane u k 30 Grant George. Roma c
3 Edwards John, Mackay c 31 Grant Henry, Roma c
4 Erle Mrs., Brassill c 32 Grant James, Roma is k (2)
5 Each Stephen, Toowoomba f 33 Grant John Daniel, Roma c
6 Etchells John, Brisbane o 31 Gray Arthur, Maryborough c
35 G l - Ti b7 Evans G. B., Cardbeign c reas ey , erey oo c
36 Greaves George, Mackay in (2)
F. 37 Green Alfred, Brisbane u k
38 Green Charles N., Gympie o (2)
1 FARRELL James, Brisbane c 39 Greening G. H., Ipswich c
2 Farrola J., Brisbane s 40 Greenland B. Beenleigh s
3 Fawcett Tom, Brisbane s 41
,
Greener - (watchmaker) Stanthorpe c4 Feilder Mrs. Ellen, Brisbane o 42
,
Grenier Wm., Eight-mile Plains o c
5 Ferguson J., Brisbane c (2) 43 Grieve James, Jimbour o
6 Ferguson James, Stanthorpe c (2) 44 Grieve Robert Eight-mile Plains c
7 Ferguson John, Brisbane u k 45
,
Griffiths Mrs. Brisbane u k
8 Fernandez Joseph, Brisbane in 46
,
Griffiths John Lloyd, Brisbane p o
9 Fienburg Louis, Stauthorpe p o 47 Griffiths William, St. Lawrence u k
10 Finleson Donald, Stanthorpe c 48 Griger Fred. Mackay c
11 Firmiety John, Stanthorpe c 49
,
Guer A. Stanthorpe c
12 Fish Miss, Brisbane c 50
,
Guest J. Stanthorpe c
13 Fisher Henry, Eight-mile Plains c 51
,
Guthrie Gilbert, Brisbane s
14 Fitzgerald William, Toowoomba o
15 Dalby fFitzsimons Patrick
16
,
Flach Clemens, Bowen f H.
17 Flanagan P., Stanthorpe c 1 HAGUE G., One-mile o
18 Foan Edmond, Mackay c and in (3) 2 Hall G. H., Stanthorpe c
19 Few George (Chinese), Toowoomba e 3 Hall It. J., Stanthorpe o c
20 Foley Miss A. M., Dalby c 4 Hall Thomas, Cooranga o
21 Foley E., Bridge Inn s 5 Halvorsen Thomas, Mackay c
22 Foote Callaghan, Warwick o c 6 Hamilton D., Warwick c
23 Forbes James, Bowen o 7 Hamilton John, One-mile c
24 Forbes Julan, Brisbane cc k 8 Hamilton Thomas, One-mile c
25 Forrest James, Allen's Town c 9 Hammond George, Reserve e
26 Forsyth James, Brisbane o e 10 Handcock Mrs. Thomas, Bodo, f
27 Forsyth Samuel, Mackay c 11 Handley -, Toowoomba c
28 Fortescue Charles, Stanthorpe c 12 Handlon Redmond, Ipswich u k
29 Foster James, Stauthorpe o 13 Hannam W., Drayton s
30 Foster Mrs. Sarah Ann, Brisbane o 14 Hansen Fredk. C. G.. Brisbane o
31 Fox Miss Mary Jane, Maryborough o 15 Hansen Hans Peter, Toowoomba c
32 Francis W. J., Maryborough o 16 Hansen L., Maryborough o c
3:3 Francisco John, i\Iaryborough a (2) 17 Hansen Michael, Bowen c
34 Francklhn Henry E., Brisbane u k 18 Hare John, Brisbane f
35 Frankland S. F., Mackay e 19 Hargreaves R., Stanthorpe c
36 Franklin William, Stanthorpe c 20 Harlow Mrs. Rhoda, Suttor River o
37 Fraser Mrs. Isabella, Brisbane u k 21 Harries Samuel, Stanthorpe c
38 Fraser John, Mackay u k (2) 22 Harrington William, Broken River c
39 Frazer R., Mackay c 23 Harris - (publican), Nebo c
40 Fredriksen Fred., Brisbane f 1 24 Harris George, Mackay c
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25 Harris M., Drayton c 12 Johnson John, Stanthorpe c (2)
26 Harris W. J., Berlin p o 13 Johnson Louis Zenna, Maryborough s
27 Hart A fred .Iustralia, JVaryborosigh o c  14 Johnson Miss Margaret, Brisbane o c
28 Hart James, Pikedale c 15 Johnson Thomas, Stanthorpe s
29 Hartigan John, Stanthorpe c 16 Johnson W., Brisbane c
30 Hatfield Edmund, Maryborough o 17 Johnston F. W., Ipswich c
31 Hawkes John, Toowoomba  s and c (2)  18 Johnston James, Brisbane c
32 Healy John, Stanthorpe c 19 Johnston Thomas, Brisbane c
33 Heeney J., Warra Warra c 20 Johnston Thos. J., Stanthorpe c
34 Heidlemann August, Rockhampton c 21 Johnston W. F., Stanthorpe c
35 Heller Hans, Toowoomba c 22 Johnstone William, Wyaga c
36 Hennessy W., Maryborough c 23 Jones Mrs., Brisbane u k (4)
37 Henwood William, Maryborough m 24 Jones Edward, Bowen s
38 Herne - (tailor), Dalby c 25 Jones Edward XI., Brisbane f
39 Hesselbein Heinrich, Roma c and o c (2) 26 Jones Mary, Mackay f
40 Hickey Mrs. J., Toowoomba c 27 Jordon Henry, Mackay c
41 Hickey M., Toowoomba c 28 Josling H., Mackay c
42 Hickey Michael, Western Creek s 29 Joungway Mrs, .Daniel, Condamine c
43 Hilderbrand Miss, Westwood c 30 Jubb W., Dalby c
44 Hill Charles, East Talgai c 21 Juergens George, Stanthorpe c
45 Hill Miss Sarah, Toowoomba c 32 Jule James, Toowoomba c
46 Hill S. F., Rockhampton c
4:7 Hilliary Miss E., Maryborough c K.
48 Hilton Thomas, Warwick c  and s (4) 1 KALLESEN Auguste Bowen c49 Hindley George, Brisbane u k 2
,
Kavanagh Mrs. James Dalby u k50 Hoare W. George, South Pine u k 3
,
Rockhampton u k (3)Kaye H. P.51 Hobday U., Nebo u k 4
,
Kaye John Mackay c52 Hodgson -, Stanthorpe c 5
,
Keannely P. J. Stanthorpe c53 Hodgson W., Normanby c 6
,
Kearney Mary Brisbane u k54 Hoepfner William, Rockhampton c 7
,
Stanthorpe cKearns -55 Holindale John, Coomera c 8
,
Keefe John Maryborough c56 Holley Miss S., Stanthorpe s 9
,
Keefer David Pikedale c57 Holmes C. F., Stanthorpe c 10
,
Kelly - (drover) Maryborough e58 Holmes James, Mackay c 11
,
Stanthorpe Telegraph Party cKelley -59 Holmes John, Brisbane o 12
,
Kelly Mrs. West street c60 Holowery Frederick, Roma e 13
,
Kelly J. Brisbane c61 Holt W., Brisbane c 14
,
Kelly John Gympie s62 Holter Jacob H., Waroonga c 15
,
Kelso William. Warwick s63 Homophat -, Roma c 16 Kennedy J. Denison Town s64 Hooper H., Allora o 17
,
Kennedy It. Sandy Creek c65 Hopgood Samuel, Brisbane c 18
,
Kennedy Robert J. Maryborough o c66 Hopkins Frederick, Nerang Creek c 19
,
Kerr Miss Caroline, Brisbane o (2)67 Horan T., South Brisbane u k . 20 Kerr Daniel Kilkivan m68 Hore Thomas (butcher), Maryborough c 21
,
Kerr Edward Collaroy o
69 Horning -, Stanthorpe s 22
,
Kerr G. H. Wetheron m
70 Horning Jacob, Mackay c 23
,
Kerr Wm., Mackay e (2)
71 Hort John, Maryborough o c 24 Killoran James Canning Downs s
72 Horton C. H., Rockhampton c 25
,
King Miss C. Bowen s73 Hosking Thomas, Stanthorpe c 26
,
King Henrick Stanthorpe c
74 Howard James, South Brisbane c 27
,
King Mrs. Mary Aun Sugar Plantation u k
75 Houligban Miss M., Gympie c 28
,
Kinnear James Blyth Mount Hogan u k76 Houriban John, Rockhampton c 29
,
Kirley John Calliope c77 Hughes Mrs. Bridget, Rockhampton o 30
,
Kjoer P. C., Mackay f (2)78 Hughes Mrs. Catherine, Dalby o 31 Kjoge Laura Emilie Queensland f
79 Hughes Charles L., Rockhampton c 32
,
Klube Louis Stanthorpe c80 Humphries Thos. H., Brisbane c 33
,
Klupfel Peter Walloon c81 Hunt Charles. Brisbane u k 34
,
Knoblock Henry, Mackay c (2)82 Hunt J. W., Ipswich s 35 Kong Dee -, Calliope c (2)83 Hunter W., Mackay c 36 Korn Jacob, Stanthorpe c84 Huntley Mrs. Win. Hodgson, Brisbane u k 37 Krebs L. Rosewood Scrub c85 Hurley John, Roma o c 38
,
Krenz Pauline Queensland f86 Hurst. John, Warrill Creek c 39
,
Krieger Heinri Jimbour s87 Hurst M. R., Imbil t 40
g,
Kuder Fred. Toowoomba s88 Hutchinson James, Mackay c 41
,
Kyho D. Bowen c89 Hutchinson Robert, Mackay c ,
90 Hyland Henry, Mackay o L.
1 LAIRD D. J. Nanango cI. 2
,
Lalande Joseph, One-mile c
1 ILLIDGE -, Petrie Terrace School c 3 Lamond R., Brisbane o c
2 Imhoff Philip, Spring Creek c 4 Lane Mrs. S. E., Indooroopilly c
3 Irwin Robert, Stanthorpe c 5 Larkins Thomas, Stanthorpe c (3)
4 Isbister David, Bee Creek c 6 Larsen Lauritz, Rockhampton o
5 Ives William, Mackay u k 7 Latter P., Stanthorpe o c
6 Ivin Thomas, Rockhampton u k 8 Law Jacob, Stanthorpe c
9 Law Robert, Gympie c
J. 10 Lawler -, Stanthorpe c
1 JACKSON John, Brisbane u k 11 Lawlor M. S., Euthulla o
2 Jackson Thomas, Ipswich n l: 12 Lawlor P., Jondaryan c
3 Jameson Miss Margeret, Brisbane u k 13 Lawson R., Mackay c
4 Janin Charles, Mackay o c 14 Leeland Miss Maria, Maryborough c
5 Jeffrey Miss Jessie F., Maryborough c 15 Lelcasana Fernan, Pimpama c
6 Jensen Jocom Otto, Brisbane River s 16 Lengren John, Stanthorpe p o
7 Johnson Adam, Stanthorpe c 17 Lenihan Patrick, Rosewood c
8 Johnson Miss Jane, Brisbane c 18 Leroy Leon, Brisbane u k and f (2)
9 Johnson Miss Johanna, Brisbane o 19 Liebig E., Rockhampton o
10 Johnson John,  Brisbane s 20 Lindo S., Bowen c
11 Johnson John, Ipswich c 21 Lindsay R., Tiereyboo c
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22 Lindsley James, One-mile c 62 Morrell Mrs. Robert, Brisbane s
23 Lister T. P., Mackay s 63 Morris Aaron, Killarney c
24 Little Will., Brisbane c 64 Morris Cosmo, Brisbane u k
25 Livingstone John, Rockhampton c 65 Morrissey J., Condamine e
26 Lock  James,  Mackay c (2) 66 Morrissey Matthew, Jinrbour u k
27 Lohr Peter, Bowen s 67 Morrison Wm., Mackay c
28 Lohse Claus. Queensland s 68 Mort T. S., Stanthorpe c
29 Lonas Miss, Rockhampton c 69 Morton James, Maryland Gap c
30 Long Mrs., Brisbane e 70 Moynahan J. J., Fortitude Valley c
31 Long D.. Warwick e 71 Muir George, Gibbow s
32 Long Matthew, Warwick c 72 Mulbach Mrs. E., Boggo o c
33 Long William, Brisbane c 73 Muldoon John, Rockhampton c
34 Lott Walter N., Brisbane u k 74 Mulholland James, Westwood u k
35 Louder James, Stanthorpe c 75 Mullane M., Mackay c
36 Loughren John, Toowoomba o 76 Mullens J., Stanthorpe s (3)
37 Lovett E. J., Stanthorpe e 77 Mullins Mrs. Edwin, Brisbane f
38 Lovit John, Rockhampton e 78 Mundy R., Mackay c
39 Lower Edwin, Brisbane o c 79 Munroe -, Mondure c
40 Lowrey Robert, Toowoomba c 80 Murphy Mrs., Stanthorpe s
41 Lundbergb Ernst, Stanthorpe o 81 Murphy Penis, Ballcndcan s and m (2)
42 Luttrel Michael, Mackay c 82 Murphy Miss Celia, Rockhampton c
43 Lynch - (saddler), Stanthorpe c 83 Murphy J.,Toowoomba c
44 Lynskey Mary, Brisbane u k 84 Murphy Mary, Queensland u k
45 Lyons Mrs., Brisbane c 85 Murray John, Warn ick c
86 Murray Mrs. Stanhope, Maryborough u k
M. 87 Myles T. (solicitor), Mackay c
1 MAACK Henry, Bowen f
2 Maddick John, Ipswich c Mc.
3 Madigan Mrs. Kate, Toowoomba o 1 MACANSH A., Maryborough c
4 Magee John, Spring Creek o c 2 McAuley Wm. J., Cooroora c.
5 Magney H., Mackay C 3 McCaffrey Margaret, Fortitude Valley u k
6 Magnusson John, Rockhampton s 4 McCarthy Mrs., Toowoomba o
7 Maher Martin, Mackay c 5 McCarthy Edmond, Toowoomba u k
8 Maher Mrs. M. MVM., Brisbane o e 6 McCarthy James, Brushy Peak Inn c (2)
9 Mahere Thos., Stanthorpe e 7 McCauley Thos. G., One-mile c
10 Mahoney Miss Anne, Jirnbour u k 8 McColam Michael, Rocky Waterholes c
11 _12air J.R., Brisbane o e 9 McComb Daniel and Pedwell M., Sanford o  e.
12 Mallon N., Mackay e 10 McCormack' Mrs., Stanthorpe c
13 Manning -, Logan road c 11 McCullagh J. WA'., Dalby o
14 Marshall Chas. ll., Brisbane c 12 1MeDiarmid A., Rosalie Plains c
15 Marshall .James, Rockhampton c 13 McDonald Donald, Canal Creek s
16 Marshall Joseph, Mackay c 14 McDonald Jolur, Coorindoo Creek c (2)
17 Marshall T., Rocklampton e, 15 McDonald S., One-mile c
18 Marks Mrs. Henry, Warwick s 16 McDonald Thomas, Rockhampton o c
19 Marsland Hugh, Beenleigh c 17 McDonald Wm. J., St. Lawrence c
20 Martin Mrs., ICoclcharnpton c 18 McDonald William, Rockhampton e
21 Martin John, Cooroora u k 19 iNIcDonall J., Toowoomba o
22 Martin W., Stanthorpe in 20 McDonnell Robert, Jimbour c
23 Martin William S., Wallan f s and u k (3) 21 McElwain James, Toowoomba c
24 Mathewson Mrs., Kangaroo Point c 22 Mcainnery James, Rockhampton c
25 Maunsell S. G., Brisbane c 23 McFiernan Clarence, Mackay c
26 May Mrs. Mary, Maryborough c 24 McGee Captn. J., " Currambene," Mackay s
27 Meakin ,James, Noosa road c 25 McGivern Mary, Brisbane u k
28 Meicklejohn John, Allora e 26 McGlynn Bernard, Ipswich c
29 Meilcle William, Waterton e 27 McGrath John, Stanthorpe c
30 Melchior Henry, Mackay u k 28 McGregor Duncan, Rumblonr Station s
31 Mendle A. R., Mackay c 29. McGuinness Bridget, Gaipdle u it
32 Mengel Jost, Stanthorpe c 30 McGuinness P. F., Brisbane o
33 Mercer G., Brisbane s 31 McGuire Mrs., Warwick o
34 11'Ierifold Ihdward, Brisbane c 32 McGuire William, Stanthorpe c
35 1Terlehan C., Stanthorpe c 33 McInernv Miss Anne, Toowoomba c
36 Merrilees Charles, Rockhampton f 34 McIntosh D., Waverley o
37 Merrill -, Garibaldi Gully m 35 ;McIntosh David, Toowoomba u k
.48 Merritt M., Stanthorpe c 36 McIntyre David, Westbrook c (2)
39 Middlemas Mrs., Mackay e 37 McIntyre F., Coomera c
40 Miley Patrick, Bowen s 38 McIntyre John, One-mile Swamp c
41 Mill John, Toowoomba in 39 Mclvor Alexr., Rockhampton c
42 Miller H., Stanthorpe c 40 McKean -, Brisbane c
43 Miller 11. C., Brisbane s 41 McKeivers D., Stanthorpe c
44 Mills Joseph, Samford Creek e 42 McKelson Mrs. Mary, Maryborough c
45 Mitchell. ., Roger street o c 43 McKenna Miss K., Maryborough s
46 Mitchell James, Morinish u k 44 McKenzie Mrs. Alexr., Rockhampton e
47 MMoeser B, Stanthorpe c 45 McKenzie James, Townsville a
48 lMohmd Sarah, Townsville c 46 McKenzie J. P., Stanthorpe c
49 M511er Alexander, Bellevue c 47 McKenzie R. M., Maryborough m
50 Moloney Miss Ellen, Toowoomba'o 48 McKenzie Simon, Laurel Bank m
51 Moloney James. Toowoomba o 49 McKenzie William, Stanthorpe e
52 Moodbey Bridget, Mar; borough e 50 McKe-nan George, Jondaryan c
53 Moodie A., Toowoomba c 51 McKettel P., Mackay e
54 Moody James, Toowoomba c 52 Mackie Janes, Brisbane s
55 Moore -, Warwick o e 53 McKie Peter, Warwick c
56 Moore Miss Anne, Stanthorpe e 54 Mickmack C., Mackay e (2)
J57 Moore C., " Winefred," Brisbane u k 55 McLauchlan Duncan, Bowen street e
58 Moore Thomas, Mackay c 56 McLean A., Stanthorpe c
59 Morgan John, Warwick s 57 McLean John, Mackay u k
(i0 Morgan R. G., Brisbane m (3) 58 McLean Robert, Euston u k
61 Morgan William, Mackay c 59 McLean Thomas, Mackay c
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60 McLeod J., Stanthorpe c (2) 29 Phipps Henry, Coble Coble c
61 McLeod John, Mackay c 30 Pingel Peter, Jimbour c
62 McMahon P., Toowoomba c 31 Pitt James, Sandy Creek c
63 McManus James, Barambah c 32 Pittman -, Stanthorpe c
64 McManus John, Cooroora c 33 Plant Mrs. A., Warwick c
65 McMillan Mrs. Jane, Mackay c 34 Pollard William, Brisbane s (2)
66 McMullon Duncan, Wallan c (2) 35 Poncett P., Mackay c
67 McNeil Donald, Broadsound Road c 36 Porter E. G., Ipswich c
68 McNicol Nicol, Ipswich f 37 Porter Henry, Mackay c
69 McPhail Hector, Gilberton u k 38 Prestridge Mrs. E. A., Maryborough u k
70 McSherry H., Mackay c 39 Prewitt Joseph, Brisbane m
71 McVay  Miss  Anna, Rockhampton c 40 Price Mrs. Catherine, Mackay c
72 McVeigh George, Allora c 41 Pryde James, Brisbane u k
42 Purton H., Toowoomba c
N. 43 Pym R. E., Mackay c
1 NATHAN John, Normanby o c
2 Naylor Samuel, Rockhampton  c and s (2) Q.3 Neil Richard, Maryborough o c
4 Nelson Henry, Stanthorpe c 1 QUIN -, Mount Walker c
5 Nelson Henry, Maryborough f 2 Quinn -, (Telegraph Officer), Stanthorpe c
6 Newey William, Mackay c 3 Quinn Charles, Oakey Creek u k
7 Newman Miss C., Toowoomba o 4 Quinn Mrs.  Sarah , Dalby c
8 Newton Andrew,  Brisbane u k 5 Quinn Thomas, Brisbane u k
9 Nicholson Frank J.,  Brisbane o
10 Heifer Station cNicolas - (farmer)
11
,
Notte Joseph, Jimbour c R.
12 Brisbane u kNunn  E.
13
,
Ipswich a 1Nutt - (chemist) RAABE W., Walloon c, 2 Rabbitt C., Brisbane o
0. 3 Radall -, Mackay f (2)4 Raleigh W. J., Rookhampton c
1 O'BRINE Anthony, Dalby Line c 5 Ramsey John,  Bowen s
2 O'Brian  Mrs. Edward, Toowoomba c 6 Randand C. B., Warwick s
3 O'Brien J., Gympie c 7 Ranking L. (surgeon), Brisbane u k
4 O'Brien Lucius, Eskdale s 8 Ransley F., Marlborough s
5 O'B rien  Miss Mary, Rockhampton o 9 Read J. W., Dalby p o
6 O'Brien Mrs. Mary,, Petrie Terrace o c 10 Reeves Wm., Mackay c
7 O'Brien Richard, Stanthorpe c 11 Reimer Edward Ipswich c
8 O'Cannan Arthur, Maryborough o c 12
,
Renney -, Brisbane c9 O'Conor -, Jondaryan c 13 Rennie William, Brisbane u k
10 O'Donnell J., Mackay c 14 Reville Robert, Inkerman Downs c
11 O'Donohue J., Dalby c 15 Reynolds B., Bowen c
12 O'Farrell  Laurence , Brisbane c 16 Richards Thos. H., One-mile in
13 Ohl Margaret, Rockhampton c 17 Richardson J. Gilberton u k
14 O'Keefe W. (wheelwright), Stanthorpe c 18
,
Richardson Mrs. Mary Ann, Mackay c
15 Okern George, Stanthorpe c 19 Rietell John, Stanthorpe c
16 One Boye (Chinese), Ipswich c 20 Riley John, Mackay c
17 O'Neill and Campbell, Mackay c (2) 21 Riley Patrick, Mackay c
18 Orange G., Maryborough n z 22 Rind Thomas, Condamine c
19 Orr R., Travellers' Rest o 23 Ritcher George, Byewin c
20 O'Ryan James F., Rockhampton o 24 Robert Georges, Eagle Farm o c
21 Osborne Chas. Wm., Warwick u k 25 Roberts Miss Jane, South  Brisbane u k
22 Osborne Richard, Rockhampton c 26 Roberts John, Berlin c
23 Osborne Thomas, Mackay c 27 Roberts Captn. John,  Brisbane o c
24 Otto Wm., Toowoomba c 28 Roberts John Ambrose, Gympie u k
25 Owens Robert, Gubberamunda c 29 Robertson Donald, Warwick Gap c
30 Robinson Mrs., Brisbane c
P. 31 Robinson G., Gilberton u k
1 PADGET - (carrier ), Rockhampton c 32 Robinson Mrs. J., Brisbane u k
2 Page Harry Barnard, Toowoomba c and s  (3)  33 Robinson Mrs. M., Kedron Brook o c
3 Page James, Queensland u k 34 Robinson W. L., Brisbane o c
4 Page Samuel, Brisbane u k 35 Robisson Fredrech, Bowen f
5 Paice Mrs. S., South Brisbane t 36 Rodinger -, Toowoomba c
6 Paisley P. W. C. T., Stanthorpe c 37 Roendolf Heinrich, Dalby o
7 Palmer A., Rockhampton s 38 Rogers Mrs., South Brisbane c
8 Palmer Edward, Stanthorpe c 39 Roger Mrs., Mackay c
9 Palmer W. P., Stanthorpe c 40 Rollinson Robert, One-mile u k
10 Parker Mrs. Elizabeth, Brisbane o c 41 Rolls Christopher, Warwick c
11 Parker George, Bowen c 42 Ronan Cornelius, Townsville c
1•L Parker Joseph, Drayton c 43 Ronchetti J., Condamine c
13 Parker Mrs. Sarah, Drayton o 44 Rosenstreter Johann Christoph,  Brisbane f
14 Partridge E. A., S ring Hill u k 45 Ross Archibald, Beenleigh o c
15 Pascoe John, Mackay c 46 Ross C., Normanby c
16 Patrick Fredrick, Allora c 47 Ross John, Gympie c
17 Patrick Thomas, Westwood c 48 Rowling George, Gympie u k (2)
18 Paulsen Peter, Toowoomba c 49 Rowlison Thomas, One Mile c
19 Payne Robert, Warwick c 50 Russell -, Brisbane s
20 Pender James, Dalby s 51 Russell J. (baker), Toowoomba c
21 Petersen Christine, Maryborough f 52 Russell Joseph, Rockhampton u k
22 Pedersen J. (carpenter), Maryborough c 53 Russell Mrs. M., South Brisbane o
23 Peterson John, Jimbour o 54 Ruth -, Fraser's Creek o
24 Peterson Nils, Mackay c (2) 55 Rutherford James, Mackay  c and u k (2
25 Petersen Miss Theodora, Marlborough f and 56 Ryan Miss Ellen, Toowoomba o
c 3) 57 Ryan Francis, Stanthorpe c
26 Pherson N., Brisbane c 58 Ryan James, Cawarral u k
27 Phillips -, Ipswich c 59 Ryan Michael, Mackay o
28 Phillips E ., Brisbane u k  60 Ryan W., Warra Warra c
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S. 87 Suet Mrs. H., Toowoomba e
88 Sullivan Mrs., Clay and Thomas'  Station c1 SACHAN Henry, Mackay c 89 Sullivan D., Condamine o
2 Savage James, Brisbane c 90 Sutton -, Stanthorpe o
3 Savage John, Rockhampton c 91 Swanson George J., Stanthorpe c
4 Saxby J., Mackayy c (2) 92 Sweeney Bridget, Ipswich a
6 Scally Michael, Maryborough c 93 Sword Messrs., Rockhampton u k (2)6 Scantlebury -, Mackay c
7 Schiller Philip, Calliope u k T.8 Schneider Fred., Ipswich o c
9 Schock Christian, Warwick o c 1 TAIT Charles, Ithaca Creek o c
2S• h l l fi ld 2 Tandakon A. J. Maryborough  o c and f (2)10
11
c ( )o es J., Eagc e e
Rockhampton sSchriedrub Jacob 3
,
Tanner J. C., Rockhampton  c and  in  (2)
12
,
Scott J. Moncrieffe, Gympie c 4 Tanning Elizabeth,  Brisbane c
13 Scott J. W. Mackay c 5 Taylor Alfred, Townsville c
14
,
Mackay cScott Thomas A. 6 Taylor It., Stanthorpe a
15
,
Scull  John, Stanthorpe c 7 Taylor Walter  James, Rockhampton o
16 Seckington H. C. Northbrook c 8 Teasdale Hugh, Ipswich u  k and o (2)
17
,
Serocold - Mackay c 9 Teirman James, Mackay 0
18
,
Toowoomba oSexton Miss Agnes 10 Telmen Harry, Bride Creek c
g19
,
Sexton J. Warwick c 11 Termansen Peter, M ar borough o c
20
,
Shaninan F., Rockhampton s 12 Thiele Christoph, North Pine o
21 Sheehy Wm. Toowoomba o 13 Thomas Barzillai, G_ ympie in and p o (2)
22
,
Gympie cSherlock Thomas 14 Thompson Alfred, Myrtle Creek o
23
,
Shirley W. Toowoomba a 15 Thompson Conway, Brisbane c, 16 Thompson Miss Elizabeth Brisbane u k24 Shoenwald F., Stanthorpe c (2) 17
,
Thom son F h o cMar borou25 Maryborough oShorrocks Mrs. M. p ., y g
26
,
Short Miss Ellen Warwick o 18 Thompson G. E., Nanango c
27
,
Short Thomas Mackay c 19 Thompson Henry, Mackay u k
28
,
StanthorpeShyne Patrick 20 Thompson Joseph, Ipswich c
29
,
Stanthorpe cSimes Thomas 21 Thompson Joseph S.,  Brisbane c
30
,
Simmon H., Highfield c 22 Thompson Mary, Ipswich c
31 Mackay cSimmons Miss Mary 23 Thompson Mrs. Mari Anne, Warwick o c (2)
32
,
Simpson - Stanthorpe c 24 Thomsett Alfred,  Brisbane u k
33
,
Brisbane cSimpson  Arthur 25 Thomson John, Jimbour c
34
,
South Brisbane cSimpson John 26 Thonard Mrs., One-mile o
35
,
Sims J. G. Nanango c 27 Throckmorton C. L., Stanthorpe  m a and c (6)
36
,
Sims  Richard Brisbane o 28 Thrutchleyy - (smith ), Brisbane c
37
,
Toowoomba oSin San Fan Charles 29 'Berman W., Mackay c
38
,
Warwick oSkelly Thomas 30 Till Mrs. Annie,  Brisbane c
39
,
Slater - Mackay c 31 Tilson Joseph W., Bowen a
40
,
Toowoomba cSlattery Lawrence 32 Tinney A., Queensland c
41
,
Sloane Peter G mpie c 33 Tipping John, Mackay f, 34 Todd Mrs. J. Gilypye u k42 Sloane W. G.,
Queensland f (2) 35
,
Todd James Dalb c43
44
Small -, James street c
Allora cSmith - (bootmaker) 36
,
Tom Tee (Chinese), Jimbour c
45
,
Ipswich aSmith - (teacher) 37 Tooey Thomas, One-mile o, 38 Tooth A. Rockhampton a46
47
Smith A. B., Mackay c
Smith A. W. S Gympie c 39
,
Towzey J., pie cG m
., 40 Trahey J T ab era c48 Smith D. Mackay c .,, 41 Treverton John, Stanthorpe m (3)49 Smith E. T. P., Boggo o a and c (3) 42 Trutmann Xavier Albert River c50 Smith F Stanthorpe cJ ,
51
. .,
Smith J Rockhampton cW 43 Tubbs Miss Amelia, Ipswich c
52
. .,
Coomrith cSmith John (carrier) 44 Tucker George, Mackay c
53
,
Coomera road cSmith Mrs R 45 Tully Charles, Oakey Creek u k. ., 46 Tupper W. Mackay c54 Smith Robert H., Gympie u k (2) 47
,
Turmun W Macka u k55 One Mile u kSmith Thomas ., y, 48 Turner Mrs Windmill  street o56 Smith W. C., Jimbour c (3) 49
.,
K angaroo Point cTurtle Miss Mary57
58
Smith William, Mackay c
Smyth - Mackay c 50
,
Tutty Edward, Maryborough u k
59
,
Spalding Wm., Condamine c 51 Tyson J.,  Brisbane s
60 ar Fred Macka cS
61
yp .,
Speedy Robert, Brisbane u k U.
62 Speiler  Adolph, Mackay c (2) '1 USHER J.,  Townsville s
63 Spence  James,  Brisbane c (2)
64 Spencer  E., Brisbane c V.
65 Spiller J. W., Brisbane s 1 VACHELL Montague,  Brisbane u k (2)
66 Spillers William, Stanthorpe c 2 Warwick cValiance D.67 Stacey W. H., Dalby c 3
,
Vallon Miss Y., Stanthorpe p o
68 Stanley  F., Bowen a 4 Vaughan C. D., Coomera c
69 Stanley James, Stanthorpe m 5 Veitch J. A., Chiverton c
70 Stedman Henry W., Maryborough u k 6 Veron Eugene, " Winifred,"  Brisbane o
71 Steele A., Mackay c 7 Voll Joseph, Stanthorpe c
72 Steinman  M., Brisbane o c
73 Stephenson Mrs., Mackay c W74 Stevens Mrs. F., Ipswich s .
75 Steven James, Monsildale c 1 WAANEMYNDE Mathias,  Bowen c
76 Stevens Mrs. Joseph, Allora o 2 Wain Charles, Logan River c
77 Stevenson  and Stuart ,  Brisbane u k 3 Walden -, Mackay c
78 Stewart  William,  Brisbane a 4 Waleing  James, Stanthorpe a
79 Stirling R., Mackay c 5 Walker Alex.,  Mackay c (2)
80 Stockbridge T. (baker), Toowoomba c 6 Walker J. Y., Brisbane c
81 Stone Samuel, Brisbane c 7 Walker William, Warra Warra u k
82 Straiton VV., Brisbane c 8 Wallace Henry,  Brisbane u k (2)
83 Stratton -, Stanthorpe c 9 Walsh John F., Toowoomba c
84 Strectifus Christian, Warwick o c 10 Walsh Richard, Normanby c
85 Struthers  Thomas, Gympie u k 11 Walter Gottlieb, North Pine f
86 Sue Mrs.,  Nanango c 12 Walters James, Mackay c
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13 Walters Wm., Dawson Ferry s 55 Wilson Miss R., Brisbane c (2)
14 Ward - (carpenter), Langmorn c 56 Wilson W., Warrill Creek o c
15 Warrell Mrs. James, Brisbane c 57 Wilson William, Toowoomba s
16 Watson Miss Eliza, Brisbane o 58 Windeleff Christi, Mackay s
17 Watson R., Condamine Bridge c 59 Winkle -, Mackay c
18 Watson Robert, Stanthorpe c 60 Winspear Miss A., Toowoomba s
19 Watson W., Gilberton u k 61 Winspear George, Toowoomba.o
20 Watt David, Mackay s 62 Wittkowski Julius, Brisbane s
21 Watts James, Jondaryan c 63 Woards Mrs. John, Brisbane u k
22 Watts John (shepherd), Brisbane o c 64 Wohlsen Johannes, Brisbane o c
23 Webb G: M., Rockhampton s 65 Wood George (comedian), Warwick o
24 Webster Mrs., Slack's Logan road c 66 Wood Miss Sarah, Brisbane c
25 Weeb Miss Anne, Warwick s 67 Woods T., Stanthorpe c
26 Weeks Henry, Daandine s 68 Wood Theodore, Maryborough u k
27 Weiche Henry, Mackay c 69 Woodcock Herbert, Toowoomba a
28 Wiess -, Carrabah c 70 Woodcroft Charles, Dalby c
29 Whase Povy, Albert street o c 71 Woodward R. C., Gympie o c
30 Wheele Richard G., Maryborough u k 72 Worth -, Mackay c
31 Wheeler Aston Thos., Brisbane u k 73 Worth J., Calliope c (2)
32 White Mrs., Oxley c 74 Wren C. J., Bendina Station s
33 White John, Stanthorpe c 75 Wright -, Jondaryan o c
34 Whiteley Henry, Stanthorpe c 76 Wright Mathew, Mackay u k
35 Whitmore Thomas, One-mile c 77 Wright William, Gilberton c
36 Whyte Henry, Spring Hill u k 78 Wyatt George, Linbian c
37 Wiffler John, Jimbour c 79 Wyvill James, Brisbane c
38 Wilkins -, Stanthorpe c
39 Wilkinson Wm., Mackay c Y.
40 Wilkson James, Stanthorpe c 1 YONG Gom Gympie c41 Willan R., Grandchester o 2
,
Dalby u kYoung Samuel42 Williams Christi, Drayman o c 3
,
Sugarloaf cYunker M.43 Williams George Brisbane s ,
44
, 4Williams George P., Bowen c Yun On, Western Creek a
45 Williams John Harcourt street o c
46
,
Williams W., Philip street c Z.
47 Williams William, Harcourt street o c 1 ZELLER Joseph, Dalby c (2)
48 Williamson -, Mackay c 2 Zimmermann Ch., Gilberton s
49 Willies John, Mackay c 3 Zonca Giovanni, Rockhampton f
50 Willing G., Mackay c
61 Wills W. Warwick o c
52
,
Willy John, Sugarloaf c Initials, Etc.
53 Wilson Miss Ann, Maryborough u k 1 R. B., Post Office, Brisbane s
64 Wilson James, Gympie c 2 Secretary, Road Trust, Westwood e
S
TATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE
31st DECEMBER, 1872.
of the GAYNDAH MUNICIPALITY, from 1st JULY to
1872.-July 1. £ s. d.
To Balance in hand ... ... ... 17 0 11
„ Ditto in Bank  ... ... ...  58 13 7
„ Rates ,  half -year  ... .. ...  57 15 3
Assessment on Stock ,  half-year  ...  16 4 6
Endowment  ... ... ... 26 9 11
Government Grant ,  Barambah Road ...  125 0 0
Licenses ... ... ... 2 15 0
Bxpenses  on Summonses , &c.... ... 0 7 6
„ Balance to Bank ...  ... ...  35 3 9
1872.-Dee 31. £ ,a. d.
By Improvements  ... ... ...  254 12 0
Salaries  ... ... ...  37 6 0
Commission on Rates  .. ...  4 6 0
Printing ,  Advertising, Stationery, and
Stamps  ... ... ,..  4 9 0
Rent, &c. ... ... ... 5 14 0
Auditors ... ... ...  5 0 0
Ferryman ... ... ... 5 0 0
Stockman  ... ... ...  2  10 0
Interest  ... ... ...  11 10  7
Contingencies  ... ... ...  2 11 4
In hand  ... ... ...  6 12 6
£339 10 5 £339 10 5
I hereby certify this Statement to be correct.
DUN. MACxEE, Town Clerk. JAMES MILLER, Mayor.
We hereby certify that we have examined the Book s of Account, and Vouchers connected there-
with, kept by the Municipal Council, and that the above corresponds therewith.
75
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1873.
1
THE Board of Examiners for Attorneys hereby
notify that they have appointed Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday, the 4th, 5th, and 6th
March; Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, the
20th, 21st, and 22nd May ; Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday, the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th September ;
and Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, the 2nd,
3rd, and 4th December next, for Examination of
Candidates for admission as Attorneys of the
Supreme Court of Queensland.
JOHN KEANE,
Secretary to the Board.
HARRY BRYMAN, Auditors.J. F. PIZZEY,
15s.
QUEENSLAND MUSEUM.
T HE Public are respectfully informed that the
rooms at the Parliamentary Building, tem-
porarily set apart for the purpose of a Museum,
will be open to Visitors from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays.
Admission can be obtained by application at the
Legislative Assembly Messenger's Room.
Contributions of Geological and Natural History
specimens, and also of anything else of possible
interest, will be thankfully acknowledged by the
undersigned, who will be happy to afford any
information at his disposal as to the scope and
object of the Institution now under formation.
C. COXEN,
6th October, 1871.
Acting Curator,
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NOTICE TO TENDERERS.
JETTY EXTENSION, CARDWELL.
THE period for receiving Tenders for the above
work is hereby extended from the 1st, to
Noon, on MONDAY, the 10th February.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , 28th January, 1873.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1872.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
EXTENSION OF JETTY, CARDWELL.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Noon on SATURDAY, the 1st February
next , from persons willing to contract for the
extension  of the Jetty at Cardwell, 900 feet.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Jetty Extension, Port
Hinchinbrook."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and further
particulars obtained, at the Port Office, Brisbane,
and at the Harbor Offices, Port Hinchinbrook and
Rockhampton.
Tenders  must state  the time within which it
is proposed to complete the work, and at the foot
of every Tender there ' must be a memorandum
signed  by the person tendering, agreeing to deposit
the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender, for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event that he will execute and deliver, at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance  ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane , 1st February, 1873.
1 IST of Medical Practitioners qualified to prac-
ti se;  n Queensland ,  under  " The Medical Act
of  1867," and who have been enrolled as such up
to the present time :-
Armstrong ,  Wi ll iam, C.,  N.S.W.
Anderson ,  Charles J .,  M.D., Lie.  R. Coll.  Burg., Irel. ;
Lic. R. Coll. Phys., Irel.
Bailey, William Lee, Lie. Soc. Apoth ,  Lond .,  1830.
Ba ll s-Headly ,  Walter. M.B.,  1864;  Mast .  Burg., 1865;
M.D.,  1868;  Univ. Camb., Mem. R. Coll. Phys.,
Loud., 1866.
Bell, Hugh, L.A.C., Lond. ; M.D., Lond. ; F.R.C.S.,
Eng.
Benson ,  John R., M.D. of Queen 's College, Kingston,
Canada.
Barnett, Henry C., Mem.  R. Coll. Burg.  Engl.,  1854;
Lic. R.  Coll. Phys., Edin.,  1860.
Brock ,  Frederick George, Lie. R .  Coll. Burg., Edin.,
1829.
Burke, Stephen John,  Mem. R.  Coll. Surg., Engl .,  1856;
Lie. K. Q,. Coll. Phye., Irel., 1862.
Bellinfante,  Simon, Mem. R. Coll. Burg.,  Engl., 1859;
M.D., Univ. St. And., 1861.
Begge,  Joseph Thomas, Lie. K. Q. Coll. Phys., Irel.,
1866; Lie.  R. Coll. Burg.,  Irel., 1866.
Buckni ll,  Ebenezer ,  Mem. R . Coll. Surg., Eng., 1859 ;
Lic. ,Soc. Apoth., Lend., 1859 ; M.D., Univ. St.
And., 1862.
Bancroft,  Joseph,  M.D. Univ. St. Andrew,  1859 ; Mem.
R. Coll. Surg., Engl.,  1859;  Lic. Boo. Apoth.,
Lond, 1859.
Bu ll eu, Francis  D., Lic. R. Coll.  Burg ., Edin.
Berneastle , Julius, Lie. R. Call. Burg., Edin.
Byrne, Theodore, Edgar Dickson, Mem. R. Coll. Surg.,
Eng.,  1858;  Lie. R. Coll.  Phys.,  Edin., 1859.
Blunde ll ,  John Wilton Frankland ,  M.D., Giessen, 1851 ;
Lie. R. Coll.  Phys.,  Edin., 1859.
Brown, Wi ll iam Agnew ,  Lic., 1863  ;  Lic. Midwif., 1863 ;
R. Coll.  Surg ., Irel. ; M.D. Q. Univ., Irel., 1863.
Bull, Geo .,  M.B. Camb .  and Melbourne.
Canaan, Kearsey, F. R. Coll.  Burg.,  Bug., 1837,
Cumming ,  Frederick ,  M.D., C., N.S.W.
Cunningham ,  Charter Lennox ,  Lic. R .  Coll . Surg .,  Edin.,
1857; Lic. Soc. Apoth., Lond,  1859.
Challinor, Henry, F. R. Coll.  Surg. ,  England.
Callaghan, William, Mem. R. Coll.  Surg .,  Eng., 1858.
Callan, John Bartholomew , Mem. R. Coll . Burg., Eng.
Candiottis, Spiridion, Diploma, Corfu.
Costerton, Horatio,  Mem. R . Coll. Burg.,  Eng., 1852 ;
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond., 1857 ; Lic. R. Coll. Phys.,
Lond.,  1868.
Callaghan, Joseph, Lie. Fac. Burg.,  Glasg . ;  Mem. R.
Coll. Phys., Edin.
Codrington, John Fredk., Mem. R.  Coll . Burg., Eug.,
1867; Lic. R .  Coll. Phys .,  Edin .,  1867  ;  Lio. Soc.
Apoth., Lond, 1867; Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Lend.,
1867.
Clayworth, Charles Creasey, Mem. R. Coll.  Surg., Eng.,
1865; Lic. R. Coll. Phys ., Edin., 1866.
Carter, William Fitzwilliam, Lie. R. Coll. Burg.  Irel.,
1863; Lic. R. Coll. Phye., Edin.,  1865.
Dorsey, William McTaggart, M.D., 1857; C., N.S.W.
Dixon, Frederick B., Mem. R. Coll.  Burg .,  Eng. ; Lie.
Soc. Apoth., Lond. ; M.D., Aberd. ;  Mem. R. Coll.
Phys., London.
Doudney ,  Edwin,  Mem. R .  Coll.  Surg.,  Eng., 1870.
De Negri, Aethuodore ,  Mem.,1861; Lic .  Midwif ., 1861;
R. Coll. Burg., Eng. ; Lic. Soc. Apoth., Lond., 1862;
M. B. Univ., Lond.,  1863.
Ewington, William Frederick,  Mem. R. Coll.  Burg.,
Eng., 1853; Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond.,  1861.
Fullerton, George, M.D., C., N.S.W.
Ford, Branthwayte  B., Mem . R. Coll.  Burg .,  Eng., 1860.
Fotheringham, Thos.,  Mem. R .  Coll. Burg .,  Eng., 1856
Forbes, Arthur Litton Armitage, Lie. R. Coll. Phys.,
Edin., 1870; Lic., Fac. Phys.  Burg., Glasg., 1870.
Gunn,  Ronald, M .D., Glasg . ;  Mem. R .  Coll . Surg., Eng.
Geiger, Heinrich,  States Examination.
Hobbs, William, M. R. Coll.  Burg., London, 1843.
Hancock, Robert, Mem. R. Coll.  Burg.,  Eng.,  1858;  Lic.
Soc. Apoth., London, 1860.
Harrison, Henry Edward,  Mom. R . Coll. Burg.,  Eng.,
1865.
Homan,  Frederick , C., N.S.W.
Huntley, William Albert,  Mem. R .  Coll . Burg., Eng.
Keeney,  Francis Xaverius , M.D., Univ.,  Glasg .,  1839.
Howitt ,  William G .,  Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng.
Howden, James ,  M.D., Univ. ,  Edin .,  1862.
Hodgkinson , Edward B., Univ.,  Calcutta  ; K ing's Coll .,
London.
Jeep, John, M.D. Univ., Glasg., 1858;  Mem. R. Coll .
Burg.,  Eng., 1861.
Jones , Richd. Thos., Glasg. and Edin.
Jones , James Aberdeen, Lie. R.  Coll . Surg .,  Edin. ; Lie.
R. Coll. Phys.,  Edin.
Keogh, Patrick Mooney, Mem. R.  Coll . Burg .,  Eng,1856.
Kempf, Joseph, Surgery, Medicine,  and Phil osophy.
Lyons, Michael J.,  Mem. R .  Coll . Burg, Irel.
Lansdowne ,  Joseph R .,  Mem. R .  Coll . Burg., Eng.,
1858; Lie. Fee .  Phys. Burg.,  Glasgow, 1858; Lie.
R. Coll. Phys., Edin., 1860.
Luce, James J., Lic. Soc. Apoth.,  Lond ., 1838;  Mem.
R. Coll .  Burg .,  Eng., 1840; Lic .  R. Coll . Phys.,
Edin., 1860; M.D. Univ.,  St. And., 1861.
Lossberg ,  H. von ,  Diploma of Hesse- Cassel
Lane, John Pearse , Mem. R. Coll .  Burg .,  Eng., 1845.
Lang ,  Ludwig ,  M.D. Heidelberg.
Mason, John  Bridges ,  Mom.,  1868;  Lie. Midwif .,  1869;
R. Coll .  Burg .,  Eng. ; Lie .  R. COIL Phys .,  Edin.
1860.
Margetts ,  Frederick ,  Lic. Soc .  Apoth .,  Lend.,  1837 ;
Mem. R .  Coll. Burg .,  Eng., 1838.
McPherson ,  Charles  H., Lic.  Fee.  Phys.  Burg .,  Glasg.,
1857.
McNeeley, Hugh ,  M.D., 1860 ;  Mast. Burg.,  1860;  Univ.,
Glasg.
Moran ,  Chas .  Ignatius ,  Lie. R .  Coll . Surg .,  Ire! .,  1861.
Mondelet, Win. Hy., ,Mem. R .  Coll . Burg ., Eng. ; Lic.
Soc. Apoth., Lond.,  1868.
Mullen, J. J., Lie. R. Coll.  Burg.,  Irel., 1860  ; Lic. K. Q.
Coll. Phys., Irel., 1861.
Morton ,  Selby B.,  Mem. R.  Coll. Burg., Eng.,  1862;  Lic.
Soc. Apoth., Lond., 1863.
McBurney,  Robert, M.D., Lie. R. Coll.  Burg., Edin. ;
Lie. R. Coll. Phye., Edin.
O'Doherty, Kevin I., Fell. R . Coll . Burg. ,  Irel.,  1867;
Lie., 1859; Lic. Midwif., 1859; K. Q. Coll. Phys.
Irel.
O'Grady, Tb-os. J., Lie. R. Coll. Burg.,  Edin., 1856.
Oldmeadow, John Henry P., Mem. R. Coll. Surg., 1861.
Palmer, Edward F., C., N.S.W.
Paynter,  George  W., Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1851.
Purdie, Robert, M.D., Univ., Edin., 1834; Lie. Soc.
Apoth., Lond., 1841; Mew. R, Co ll . Phys., Lond„
1862,
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Prentice ,  Chas., Mem .  R. Coll .  Burg.,  Eng., 1867.
Power, John Joseph ,  Mem. R .  Coll . Surg .,  Eng. ; Lio.
Med. K. Q .  Coll ., Irel.
Poulden, Fredk. George, Mem. R.  Coll. Surg.,  Eng.,
1854;  Lie. Soc.  Apoth.,  Lend.,  1858.
Robinson,  Archibald C., C., N.S.W.
Rowlands ,  Thomas ,  R. Coll .  Surg . ;  Lie. Soc .  Apoth.,
London.
Roach ,  William Augustine ,  Mem. R .  Coll . Surg., Eng.
Roberts ,  Edwin, Mem. R .  Coll . Surg .,  Eng., 1863.
Sachse ,  Otto ,  M.D., C., N.S.W.
Shaw,  Alfred,  Lie. Apoth.  Hall, Dubl .,  1856; Lie. R.
Coll. Surg.,  Irel.,  1861; Lie. R .  Coll. Phys .,  Edin.,
1863.
Stacey, John Edward, C.,  N.S.W.
Spencer ,  John ,  Mom.  R .  Coll .  Surg .,  Eng., 1841.
Scharffenberg ,  John Adolph ,  M.D., States Examination.
Salmond, David ,  Lie. Fac. Phys .  Surg .,  Glasg .,  1840.
Smith, Wil liam James ,  Mast. Surg .,  M.D., Aberdeen.
Smith ,  Frederick ,  Lie. Soc. Apoth .,  Lond.,  1866 ;  Lic. R.
Coll. Surg.,  Edin.,  1867; Lie. R. Coll .  Phys.,  Edin.,
1867.
Thon, Guido ,  States Examination ,  Weimar.
Thane ,  Charles Seymour, Mem. R .  Coll . Surg .,  Eng.,
1865; Lie. Soc .  Apoth .,  London, 1858.
Taylor, Wm. Fredk.,  Lie. Soc.  Apoth .,  Lend.,  1862;
Mem. R.  Coll. Surg.,  Eng., 1867.
Ward,  Joseph  H .,  Mem. R .  Coll . Surg .,  Eng., 1853;
M.D. Univ .,  St. Andrew.
Ward,  Wi lliam J.,  Mem. R.  Coll. Surg.,  Eng.,  1840;
Lic. Soc.  Apoth.,  Lond.,  1840.
Waugh,  John N .,  Mem. R.  Coll. Surg.,  Eng.,  1840;
M.D. Univ .  St. And., 1856; Lie. Soc. Apoth.,
Loud.,  1866.
Webster, Marshall H., Mem .  R. Coll .  Surg .,  Eng., 1861.
Wilke ,  O. A. G., M .D., Berlin ; States Examination.
Wilson ,  Jacob A .,  Mem. R .  Coll . Surg .,  Eng., 1859.
Wuth, Ernest Magnus ,  M.D., Melbourne.
Wigg, Henry Carter,  M.B., 1866; M.D., 1869 ; Univ.
Edin. ;  Fell. R .  Coll. Surg.,  Eng., 1869.
List of Chemists and Druggists under the same Act :-
Barnes, Richard M.
Berkeley, James
Block, Frederick
Buse ,  Thomas
Brocklebank ,  Wil li am
Bruce, Alexander K.
Brown, James Gompertz
Clarke, David
Cavanagh ,  Charles Inns
Carmichael ,  Laughlin
Coumbes ,  Edward
Challinor, Wil liam Henry
Costin, Wi ll iam J.
Coffey, Michael C.
Cotham, Lawrence
Cripps, Charles  IF.
Connell, E.
Cowley, W. R.
Clayton ,  Wil li am
Dalrymple ,  David Hay
Davidson, John
Drew, Thomas C.
Dent ,  Thomas
Drake, Francis S.
Davies, Charles
Ernst, Gustavus
El li ott ,  John Edward
E ll is,  George
Fitzgibbon, J. H.
Flynn, John William
Hart, Wil liam
Henning, Cecil
Hunter, Bdward H.
Hughes, T. H.
Hoare ,  Thomas
Hopkinson ,  Joseph
Jackson ,  William George
Jones, James
Jenning , C.  R. M.
Kilner, Henry
Kenway, E. L.
Laughter, C. H.
Long, M. H.
Maitland ,  Duncan H.
Merritt ,  Franklin Martin
Moffatt ,  James Campbe ll
Mitchell, Graham
Marks, S. N.
Mi ller, Robert
Nelson, Samuel M.
Nutt, Edwin
Pring ,  Edward J. L,
Page ,  Wi ll iam J.
Palmer ,  Edward F.
Poore ,  James E.
Power ,  John Baptist
Rowland ,  Walter
Rutherford, H. H.
Rutherford ,  John F.
Rutherford, E. S.
Rice ,  Edmund
Row, Edward R.
Sabine, John Randolph
Saunderson ,  Wm. Hutchinson
Smith , George S.
Stafford ,  William
Scott, J. S.
Smith, B. B.
Steele ,  Wi ll iam
Smith, Peter
Saunders, James
Saunders ,  Samuel
Taylor, Edward
Taylor,  Walter
Thomas,  Benjamin
Whelan, Philip
Wonderley ,  Joseph
Ward, Moses
Woolcott ,  Henry C.
Wilson, John
Weeding ,  Henry.
K. KANNAN ,  President.
C. C. HORROCKS ,  Secretary.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnershiphitherto  subsisting between t e undersigned
as Station Owners and Graziers ,  carrying  on
business at Lansdowne, in the District  of Warrego,
in the Colony  of Queensland ,  under the name,
style ,  and  firm of  "  Burne and Co.," has been
this day dissolved by mutual consent .  The busi-
ness henceforth will  be carried on by the  under-
Sped, WILLIAM COLBUBN MAYNE and EDWARD
WOLSTENHOLME WARD, who will receive all
moneys and accounts and discharge all  liabilities
in connection with the said Partnership.
Dated this thirty-first day of December, A.D.
1872.
W. C. MAYNE.
FELIX NEILD BURNE.
Signed  by the said William Colburn
Mayne and Felix Neild Burne,
in the presence of
STAUNTON SPAIN,
a Commissioner  appointed  by the
Supreme Court of
Queensland fortaking Affidavits in New South
Wales.
E. W. WARD.
And by the  said  Edward Wolsten-
holme Ward, in the presence of
ROB. HADBN SMITH,
a Commissioner of the Supreme
Court of Queensland for taking
Affidavits.
74 7s. 6d.
The Chief Justice 's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane ,  29th January, 1873.IT is hereby notified that JOSEPH HUGHES, of
Bundaberg,  in the Colony of Queensland,
Esq., Police Magistrate ,  has been appointed a
Commissioner for Affidavits , &c., such commission
being determinable on his ceasing to hold the above
appointment.
Also, it is hereby notified that JOHN B.
SHERIDAN,  of Adelaide ,  in the Colony of South
Australia, Esq., solicitor ,  has been appointed a
Commissioner for Affidavits , &c., sucfi commission
being determinable on his ceasing to reside at or
within twenty miles of Adelaide, or to remain on
the roll  of Attorneys of the Supreme Court of
South Australia,
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Also, it is hereby notified  that ROBERT Tnoa-
ROLD, Esq., Associate to his Honor Mr. Justice
Lutwyche ,  has been appointed  a Commissioner for
Affidavits , & c., such commission  being deter-
minable  on his  ceasing  to hold the above appoint-
ment.
Also, it is hereby notified that HENRY REGINALD
BUTTANSHAW, of Bowen, in the Colony of Queens-
land, Esq .,  Police  Magistrate ,  has been  appointed
a Commissioner  for Affidavits, &c., such commission
being determinable on his ceasing  to hold the above
appoin tment.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to his  Honor the Chief Justice.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Archibald Walker, formerly of
Tonbridge Wells, in the County of Kent, in
England, but lately residing  at Buckhurst,
near Sydney , in the Colony of New South
Wales, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Accountsin the  above Estate have, this day, been
filed in  my Office, and all parties  having any claims
on the said Estate, or being otherwise interested
therein, are required to come in  before me, at
my Office, Supreme  Court House ,  Queen street,
Brisbane, on or  before FRIDAY, the twenty.
eighth day of February next, and inspect the said
Accounts, and, if they should think fit, object
thereto ; and  if no exception  shall be taken to such
Accounts,  the same wi ll be duly inquired into at
my said Office , on the above day, at the hour of
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of January, A.D.
1873.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar ,  Supreme Court of Queensland.
LITTLE AND BROWNS,
Solicitors for the Administrator,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
71 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Beit, late of Westbrook, in
the Colony  of Queensland , Esquire, deceased.
N
OTIC E is hereby given, that  the accounts in
the above  Estate have , this day, been filed in
my office, and all parties having any claims on the
the said Estate, or being otherwise interested
therein, are required to come in  before me, at my
office, Supreme  Court House ,  Queen street, Bris-
bane, on or  before FRIDAY, the twenty-eighth
day of February  next, and inspect the said accounts,
and, if  they should think fit, object thereto; and if
no exception shall  be taken to such accounts, the
same will  be  duly inquired  into at my said office,
on the above day, at the hour of Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of January, A.D. 1873.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar, Supreme Court  of Queensland.
LITTLE AND BROWNS,
So licitors for the Executors,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
72 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will  of Henry Charles Rawnsley ,  late of
Milton, near Brisbane , in the Colony of
Queensland ,  gentleman, deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
ereof, application will be made to this Honor.
able Court ,  in its  Ecclesiastical  Jurisdiction, that
Probate of the Will of the above- named Henry
Charles Rawnsley,  deceased ,  may be granted to
James Gibbon and William Leworthy Good Drew,
both of Brisbane  aforesaid ,  the Executors and
Trustees named in the Will of the  said deceased.
Dated this 29th day of January, A.D.1873.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
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Proctors for the  said Executors,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
NOTICE.
T
HE Scale  of Charges for the insertion of Advertise.
ments in the  Queensland Government Gazelle  is
as  follows:-
Advertisements  relating to Insolvent of Intestate
Estates, or Letters of Administration ,  6s. 6d.
each.
Adve rt isements relat in g to Impounded Stock,  Is.
per animal.
All other Advertisements  will be charged for at the
rate of 3s . for the first  eight lines  (or under),
and 3d .  for every additional  line, all owing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that NO  ADVERTISEMENT
WILL BE INSERTED  in the  Gazette  unless  accompanied by
a reinittctnee sufficient to cover the cost of  its inse rt ion
according to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
P
OUNDKEEPERS  are requested to take notice, that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over five shillings ,  must be made by
Post-Office Order , or cash ; otherwise the adve rt isement.
will  be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Print.?
The GOVERNMENT  PRINTER acknowledges  the receipt
of the following  amounts
£ s. d.
1873.
Jan. 28.- G. F. Mackay ... ... 0 2 0
„
28.-C. S. D. Melbourne 2 0 0
„ 28.-A. Goode ... ... ... 0 2 0
28.-G. Weekes ... ... ... 0 1 0
28.-M. C.  Thomson ... 0 2 0
28.-Municipal Council, Allora... 0 3 0
28.-Municipal Council ,  Gayndah 1 0 0
29.-C. Lambley ... ... ... 0 3 0
29.-T. Black  ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 31.-W. Hart ... ... ... 0 8 0
ifmpaunbingo.
dW Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded  Stock will be charged  for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and  no such Advertise-
ment will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accompanied
by a remittance .rut oient  to cover the cost  of its  insertion
IMPOUNDED at Nebo, from Oxford Downs, on the
6th January ,  1873 ,  by order of C. W. Tuissaint,
Esq. Driving ,  2s. 10d.
One chesnut horse, NP over N near shoulder ,  star in
forehead, hind feet white.
At the same time ,  from the same place .  Driving, is. 8d.
One bay mare ,  WI over P near shoulder, X near thigh,
star in forehead, hind feet white.
If not released on or before the 5th February, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
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A. GOODE,  Poundkeeper.
2a.
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IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from the Municipality or
1 Reserve, Gayndah, on the 13th January, 1873, by
order of the Municipal Council.
One bay mare ,  WK near shoulder ,  star and stripe,
docket taiil  ;  black foal at foot ,  unbranded.
If not released on or before the 25th February, 1873,
will be sold to pay  expenses.
THOS. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
70  is.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn,  from  Bodumba, on 21st
January, 1873, by order of Wildash and Hutchin-
son.
One grey mare ,  '- over JS near shoulder ,  like other
brands not legible.
If not released on or before 15th February, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
GEORGE  WEEKS, Poundkeeper.
66 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Blythdale, on 10th
January, 1873,  by order of Richard Pope, Esq.
Driving, 2s.
One Chesnut horse, blotched brand like D over W near
shoulder, JB off shoulder, R near thigh.
One dark-bay horse ,  ZH off shoulder ,  indistinct brand
near shoulder ,  short tail.
If not  released on or before 25th February, 1873,
wi ll be  sold to defray expenses.
64
F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Allora, from the Allora Common, on
the 23rd January, 1873, by the Inspector, Mr. H.
Rinehart .  Driving ,  is. per head.
One light or yellow bay mare,  Z near  cheek, Z near
shoulder, scar off flank.
One brown filly, KG near shoulder.
One grey or roan colt, like ':J over '=J near shoulder,
blaze, near  hind foot white, roach back.
If not released on or before the 25th February, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
CHAS. LAMBLEY, Poundkeeper.
69 3s.
IMPOUNDED  at Springsure , from Glenlee Cattle
Station ,  on 31st December ,  1872 ,  by order of D. L.
Williams, Esq .  Driving ,  6s. per head.
One dark -bay horse ,  saddle -marked, like writing A near
shoulder.
One light- brown mare,  hind feet white,  like 22 near
shoulder,  writing M over near ribs.
If not  released on  or before  5th February, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
M. C. THOMSON,  Poundkeeper.
65 2s.
BRISBANE :
Printed and Published by JAUae 0. Bair ,  Government Printer,
William street ,  1st February, 1873.
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VICTORIA.
" DISEASES IN STOCK ACT,  1872."
A
N Act passed by the Parliament of Victoria,
in the thirty-sixth year of the reign of Her
Majesty Queen Victoria, and numbered 451, for
.the prevention of Diseases in Stock, together with
the Regulations made under the said Act, is hereby
published for general information.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
FPM. HENRY WALSH.
VICTORIA.
ANNO TEICESIMO SEXTO
VICTORI E REGINA:.
No. CCOCLI.
An Act for the Prevention of Diseases in Stock.
[17th December ,  1872.]
B
E  it enacted by the Queen 's Most Excellent
Majesty by and with the advice and consent
of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly
of Victoria in this present Parliament assembled
and by the Authority of the same as follows (that
is to say) :-
Title of Act.
1. This Act  shall be called  and may  be cited as
The Diseases in Stock Act  1872."
Repeal.
2. Part III. of  " The Prevention of Diseases of
Animals Statute  1864" and  " The Prevention of
Diseases of Animals Statute  '1872" No. 418 are
hereby repealed.
Interpretation.
3. In the construction of this Act the following
words shall if not inconsistent with the context or
subject matter have the meanings hereby respec-
tively assigned to them (that is to say) :-
"Inspector of stock" shall include the Chief
Inspector of Stock :
" Stock " shall include any bull cow ox calf
stallion mare gelding foal ass mule ram ewe
wether lamb pig goat dog or other animal
whatsoever :
" Drive " shall mean drive conduct or convey
whether by land or by water :
"Disease" shall mean any contagious or in-
fectious disease towhich any animal is subject
whichthe Governor in Council may from time
to time by order declare to be a contagious
or infectious disease for the purposes of this
Act :
" Diseased stock " shall mean all stock pro-
claimed by the Governor in Council to be
diseased:
" Fittings " shall mean any sheep pens cattle
or horse boxes and any materials used for
penning yards or confining stock as also any
halters brushes clothers buckets or other
articles whatever which shall have been
brought in contact with any diseased stock :
" Place " shall mean and include any defined
division or portion of the colony :
" Fodder" shall mean any food or bedding used
or which shall have been brought in contact
with any imported stock.
Governor in Council snay make regulations.
4. The Governor in Council may from time to
time make such regulations under this Act as may
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be deemed expedient for all or any of the following
purposes and may rescind the same :-
For extending all  or any of the sections of this
Act to  any particular stock or kind of stock :
For prohibiting the introduction into the colony
either by sea or land of any stock found to
be diseased :
For regulating and fixing the conditions upon
which certain kind of stock may be intro-
duced into the colony :
For the inspection of newly introduced stock :
For taking such steps as may be deemed expe-
dient to prevent the spread of any disease
which may have obtained a footing in the
colony and to eradicate  it:
For placing any stock in quarantine for such
periods at such places or buildings and
within such limits as may be deemed ex-
pedient and for declaring any such place or
building a quarantine district :
For the purpose of subjecting any stock to such
restrictions or remedial measures as may be
deemed necessary to prevent the introduc-
tion and spread of disease:
For the seizure and destruction of any diseased
stock :
For the purpose of proclaiming any portion of
the colony a quarantine or a clean district :
For prohibiting or regulating the introduction
into the colony of any fodder or  fittings and
for the seizure sale or destruction of any
such fodder or  fittings landed without the
written authority of an inspector of stock.
Governor in Council to appoint inspectors and other
persons.
5. The Governor in Council may  from  time to
time appoint and remove a chief inspector of stock
inspectors of stock and such other officers as may
be necessary to carry out the provisions of this
Act.
-Powers of inspector and penalty for hindering and
obstructing hint.
6. Inspectors of stock shall have power to enter
at any time into any ship or on any land or into
any building not being a dwelling house for the
purpose of inspecting any stock or enforcing the
provisions of this Act or the regulations made in
pursuance hereof Any person who shall obstruct
or hinder any inspector in the performance of his
duty shall on conviction before two justices of the
peace forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding Fifty
pounds for every such offence.
Charge on inspection of newly introduced stock.
7. Stock newly introduced either by sea or land
shall not travel until it has been inspected by an
inspector appointed for that purpose the cost of
such inspection and of carrying out the several
provisions of this Act shall be defrayed by a
charge to be imposed of One shilling per head for
every bead of cattle and horses Sixpence per head
for every head of calves and foals and One penny
per bead for every head of sheep and pigs so
inspected and such charge may be recovered in a
summary way before any two justices.
Driving stock into clean district without written
authority of inspector.
8. Any person who shall allow to stray or shall
drive or cause to be driven any newly introduced
stock which has not been inspected or any stock of
the kind for the time being subject to contagious
or infectious disease into a quarantine or clean
district without the written authority of an inspec-
tor of stock shall on conviction before two justices
of the peace forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding
One hundred pounds for every such offence.
Introduction  of fodder  and fittings into the colony.
9. Any person who shall introduce into the colony
any fodder or fittings without the written authority
of an inspector of stock shall on conviction before
two justices of the peace forfeit such fodder and
fittings and pay a penalty not exceeding fifty
pounds for every such offence.
Diseased stock may be destroyed.
10. Whenever the Governor in Council  shall  be
satisfied upon the report of  an inspector  of stock
and otherwise that any stock  is diseased be may
order the destruction of the same  and the owner
thereof shall have  no claim for compensation for
their destruction.
Expenses connected with diseased  stock to be borne
by the owner.
11. Whenever the Governor in Council  shall
have ordered that any stock shall be  placed in
quarantine or under restrictions  for the purposes
of this Act or that remedial  measures shall be
taken to prevent the introduction or spread of
disease  the cost and expense thereby,  incurred shall
in every case be borne by the owner of the stock
dealt with if it shall be proved to the satisfaction
of the Governor in Council that such  stock are or
have been diseased and such  cost and expense may
be recovered in a summary manner before any two
justices of the peace on complaint  of an inspector
of stock.
Driving stock into quarantine districts  and removal
from same of fodder 4'c.
12. Any person who shall drive  or cause to be
driven into through or out of  any quarantine
district or shall remove from any quarantine
district any fodder or fittings or any  soil sand or
other material upon which any diseased  stock have
been kept or any dairy produce of diseased stock
without the written authority  of an inspector of
stock shall upon conviction before  two justices of
the peace forfeit and pay a penalty  not exceeding
Fifty pounds for every such offence.
Breach of regulations.
13. Any person who shall be guilty of a breach
of any of the regulations made under this Act by
the Governor in Council shall on conviction of the
same  before two  justices  of the  peace forfeit and
pay a penalty not exceeding One hundred pounds
for every such offence.
Effect of regulations.-Duration of Act.
14. Any regulation  made or to be made under
this Act shall have the full force  of law unt il  the
same shall have been disallowed by resolutions of
both  Houses of Parliament and $berenpon such
regulation or any part  thereof so  disallowed shall
cease to have  any force  or effect in law Provided
also and be it enacted  that this  Act shall continue
in force until the thirty-first day of  December one
thousand eight hundred and  seventy-three and
until the end  of the then next  ensuing session of
Parliament.
REGULATIONS UNDER  "THE DISEASES IN
STOCK ACT,  1872."
WwEannes by  " The Diseases  in Stock Act,
1872,  " it is amongst other things enacted
that the Governor in Council may from time to
time make such regulations as may be deemed
expedient for all or any of the purposes  mentioned
in the  4th section of the said Act : N ow therefore
His Excellency the Governor, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, doth by this
present Order, in exercise of the power conferred
by the above recited Act, and every other power
enabling him in that behalf ,  make the regulations
following, that is to say :
1. The diseases mentioned in the first schedule
hereto are hereby declared to be contagious or
infectious diseases ,  and all stock affected with such
diseases are hereby declared to be diseased stock
for the purposes of  " The Diseases in Stock Act,
1872."
2. All the sections of the said Act shall extend
to all stock of the kinds mentioned in the second
schedule hereto.
3. The introduction of any stock mentioned in
the second schedule hereto into the colony, either
by sea or land, known to be suffering from any of
the diseases mentioned in the first schedule hereto,
is prohibited.
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INTRODUCTION OF STOCK FROM THE AUSTRALASIAN
COLONIES AND NEw ZEALAND.
Stock not to be introduced into the colony without
a written authority.
4. No one shall introduce into the colony, either
by sea or land, any stock of any kind mentioned
in the second schedule hereto, coming from any of
the Australasian colonies or New Zealand, without
the authority in writing of an inspector of stock,
and except in accordance with the conditions of
such authority.
Stock to be landed and introduced at certain places
only.
5. Such authority may be granted to introduce
such stock at any of the places mentioned in the
fourth schedule hereto, but shall not, unless under
special circumstances, be granted to introduce
stock at any other place.
Steps to be taken by inspectors before authorising
stock to travel.
6. No inspector shall authorise any of the said
stock to be introduced or to travel until lie has
inspected such stock, and is satisfied that it is free
from any of the diseases mentioned in the first
schedule hereto, and has received a statutory de-
claration made by the owner or person in charge,
stating the number and description of stock which
he is desirous to import, and that the same have
been free from disease and from contact with any
diseased stock for the space of not less than thirty
days,  and has counted the same, or been otherwise
satisfied in regard to the number of stock to be so
imported, and received the charge imposed by the
7th section of the said Act in respect thereof, for
which charge a receipt shall be given in the form
of the third schedule hereto.
Authority to introduce saddle and draught horses,
working bullocks, cf'c.
7. In the case of the introduction of saddle
horses, draught horses, pack horses, and working
bullocks, used  bond fide  for the purpose of riding,
draught, or carrying burdens, having been once
inspected and paid the charges specified in the said
section, special authority may be granted by an
inspector  and continue in force until revoked by a
notice from such inspector, to enable such horses
or bullocks to pass and repass, without further
inspection or payment of the said charges, between
any portions of either of the adjoining colonies and
this colony.
INTRODUCTION INTO THE COL01Y OF STOCK FROM
PLACES OTHER THAN THE AUSTRALASI AN COLO-
NIES  AND NEW ZEALAND.
Stock from outside the Australasian Colonies to be
landed at Sandridge.
8. No stock of any kind mentioned in the second
schedule brought by sea to the colony from any
place other than one of the Australasian Colonies
or new Zealand shall be introduced at any other
place than Sandridge, or without the authority, in
writing, of an inspector of stock, and except in
accordance with the conditions of such authority.
Stock to be certified to by a veterinarian before
introduction.
9. Before authorising the introduction of any
such stock the inspector shall be furnished with a
certificate in the form or to the effect of the fifth
schedule hereto from some veterinary surgeon in
whom he has confidence that such stock are in his
opinion free from any of the said diseases, and a
statutory declaration from the master of the vessel
in which such stock have been brought to this
colony that they have not suffered from any such
disease during the voyage, and be satisfied that
the said stock are free from any of the said
diseases.
Inspector may authorise removal  from  quarantine.
10. No  inspector shall authorise the removal
from any quarantine ground of any stock ordered
to have been  placed  in quarantine until they have
been twice disinfected to his satisfaction ,  and have
been detained until lie is satisfied  that they appear
to be free from any of the said diseases.
Introduction  of fodder  and fittings.
11. No inspector shall authorise the introduction
into the colony of any fittings until they have been
properly disinfected to the satisfaction of the
in spector ,  nor of any fodder other than oilcake,
bran, barley ,  beans, or pease, except for the purpose
of burning such other fodder on the beach.
Fodder, c'c.,  not to be thrown overboard in port.
12. No fodder or fittings shall be thrown over-
board from any ship in any port of the colony.
The Governor in Council to appoint quarantine
places ,for stock.
13. The places or buildings at which stock may
be kept in quarantine may be from time to time
determined and varied by the Governor in Council,
and on the publication in the  Government Gazette
of an order of the Governor in Council declaring
any place or building a place at which stock may
be kept in quarantine ,  and defining the boundaries
of such place or building, such place or  building,
together with any adjoining land, the boundaries
whereof are defined by such order and declared to
form parb of the district hereinafter mentioned,
shall become ,  and until the variation or revocation
of such order ,  continue a quarantine district.
To PREVENT THE SPREAD OF DISEASE IN THE
COLONY.
The  inspector may direct that premises on which
he has discovered disease shall be a quarantine
district.
14. Where an inspector finds any of the said
diseases to exist in stock, he, shall forthwith make
a statutory declaration thereof under his hand and
deliver a notice under his band of such declaration
to the occupier of the premises where the diseased
stock is found, and thereupon such premises and all
lands and buildings contiguous thereto in the same
occupation ,  and all other lands and buildings the
inspector may think  fit to include, and on the
occupiers of which, if any,  be  shall serve notice,
shall become a quarantine district until the deter-
mination and declaration of the Governor in Council
relative thereto.
Steps to he taken by an inspector after discovery of
diseased stock.
15. When an inspector makes a statutory
declaration of the existence of disease ,  he shall
forthwith forward a copy thereof and a notification
of the boundaries of the quarantine district as fixed
by him, to the chief inspector of stock ,  and the
Governor in Council may either declare such
district a quarantine district and prescribe the
boundaries thereof, or that such district be released
from quarantine ,  and, on the publication of such
declaration in the  Government Gazette,  such
district shall either continue a quarantine district
with the boundaries prescribed by the Governor in
Council, or shall cease to be a quarantine district,
as the case may be.
Owners of  diseased  s tock  may be required to keep
notices  affixed.
16. The inspectors may from time to time direct
persons in the occupation of any premises included
in a quarantine district to allix and keep affixed
notices to such effect, on such portions of such
premises and in such manner as the inspector may
order ,  and such persons shall affix and keep affixed
the same accordingly.
17. Where an inspector finds diseased stock, he
may seize the same and take such steps as he may
deem expedient to ensure the isolation and sate
custody of such stock ,  and lie shall at once report
the circumstances to the Chief Inspector.
Quarantine districts may be altered.
18. The Governor in Council may by order alter
from time to time ljie boundaries of or abolish any
quarantine district.
Stockanot  to  be removed from quarantine without
authority.
19. No stock shall be moved out of any quarantine
district without the written authority of an in-
spector.
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Inspector may order premises, fittings, 4c., to be
disinfected.
20. The inspector may direct any quarantine
district or any portion thereof, or anything thereon,
or that has been in contact with any diseased stock,
or any clothes of anyone who has been in contact
with any diseased stock to be disinfected in such
manner as be may think fit, and all persons shall
permit the same to be disinfected accordingly.
Owners  to  disinfect and treat stock for diseases.
21. The inspector may direct the owners of any
stock of any of the kinds mentioned in the second
schedule to subject them to any treatment for the
cure of any of the said diseases or for the purpose
of disinfecting them, and the owners of such
stock shall with all diligence carry out such direc-
tions.
Stock illegally moved out of quarantine to be taken
back.
22. Any constable may require that any animal
mentioned in the second schedule hereto or thing
moved out of a quarantine district in contravention
of these regulations or of the said Act be forthwith
taken back at the cost of the owner within the
limits of such district, and may enforce and execute
such requisition.
Diseased stock not to be exposed for sale at markets
or travelled,  cf'c.
23. If any person exposes in a market or other
public place where stock are commonly exposed for
sale, or exposes in any sale yard, whether public or
private, or places in any lair or place adjacent to
or connected with any market, or where stock are
commonly placed before exposure for sale, or sends
or causes to be carried on a railway or on a canal
or river, or by any other inland navigation, or on a
coasting vessel, or carries leads or drives or causes
to be carried led or driven on a highway or
thoroughfare, or keeps on any common or on the
side of a highway, or unless such stock be con-
stantly followed and kept in sight on any unenclosed
land, or in any field or other place insufficiently
fenced, any stock of any of the said kinds affected
with any of the said diseases, he shall be deemed
guilty of an offence against these regulations unless
he show to the satisfaction of the justices before
whom he is charged that he did not know of the
said stock being so affected, and that be could not
with reasonable diligence have obtained such
knowledge.
Owner of diseased stock required to give notice
thereof:
24. The owner or the person having the charge
or custody of any stock affected with any of the
said diseases shall forthwith give notice to the
chief inspector, and if any inspector shall find any
stock to be diseased before such notice has been
given, every such owner and person shall be deemed
guilty of an offence against these regulations,
unless be show to the satisfaction of the justices
before whom he is charged that be did not know
of such stock being diseased, and that he could
not with reasonable diligence have obtained such
knowledge.
Persons not to transgress these regulations.
25. No person shall do, or cause to be done, or
assist in doing any act forbidden by these regula-
tions ; or obtain, or endeavour to obtain, or assist
anyone in obtaining or endeavouring to obtain by
fraud any authority under these regulations, or
forge any authority purporting to be issued under
these regulations, or make use of any forged
authority, or fraudulently grant or issue any such
authority, or obstruct, or refuse to carry out the
directions of any inspector or other  person acting
under the authority of these regulations.
I
FIRST SCHEDULE.
Catarrh Smallpox in sheep
Cumberland disease Pleuro-pneumonia
Foot and mouth disease Rinderpest
Glanders Murrain.
SECOND SCHEDULE.
Bull  Ass
Cow Mule
Ox  Rain
Calf Ewe
Stallion Wether
Mare Lamb
Gelding Pig.
Foal
THIRD SCHEDULE.
" Diseases in Stock Act, 1872."-Aut 7tority to travel
Stock.
No.
This is to authorise the stock  particularised below,
the property of Mr. , of ,
now in charge of Mr. , which  has been
inspected, to travel from , to
viz.:-
Particulars of Stock.
No.
Cattle,
Calves,
Foals.
Sheep,
pigs,
at is.
at  as.
at 6d.
at ld.
at ld.
Horses ,  fee received at Is. per head
Total received per Treasury receipt or by cash £
(Signed)
Stationed at
Amount
received.
£ e. d.
Inspector of Stock.
FovRTu SCHEDULE.
By land.
Apsley Echuca
Tubbut Tocumwall
Euston Albury.
Swan Hill
The point where the direct road from  Penola to
Casterton crosses the boundary line of South
Australia and Victoria.
By sea.
Sandridge.
FIFTH SCHEDULE.
Certfcate.
This is to certify that  I have examined
and am of opinion that they  are fre e from all infe o-
tious  and contagious  diseases.
(Signed)
Dated-
Brand.  Sex. Description.
Veterinary  Surgeon.
By Authority: TAXES C. BEAL,  Government Printer, William  Street, Brisbane.
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Nature and E ffect of Deed.
N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, section 173, it is notified that the
I+ under-mentioned Deed of Composition has been registered in this Office
No.
1
Date of Deed. Names and  Description of Parties.
1873.
219 16th January. William Flynn, of Gympie, in the Colony
of Queensland, licensed victualler, of the
one part ; and the several Creditors of the
said William Flynn, of the other part.
[No. 11.
Date of
Registration.
Deed of Composition whereby Lodged in the
the Creditors of the said office of the Re-
William Flynn, whose gistrar of the
names and  seals are  sub- Supreme Court
scribed and affixed to the of Queensland,
schedule thereto, have on Saturday, the
agreed to accept a compo- first day of
sition of two shillings in February, A.D.
the pound upon the 1873, at fifteen
amount of their respective minutes past
debts, payable  at the times eleven  o'clock in
and in the manner in  said  the forenoon.
deed mentioned. Entered and re-
gistered same
day.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar  of the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
ab ernnuut
By Authority  :  JAMES  0. BEAw.,  Government  Printer, William street ,  Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
Co TANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS, by the sixteenth section of an Act
11  passed in the thirty-sixth year of the reign
of Her Sovereign Majesty Queen Victoria, intituled
The Electoral Districts Act  of 1872," it is
enacted that so soon as the first electoral roll under
" The Elections Act of  1872," for the Electoral
District of Warrego shall have been perfected the
Governor shall appoint and notify by Proclama-
tion in the  Gazette a  day (not being earlier than two
months from the date of such proclamation) for
sending in claims for the Electoral District of
Warrego, created by the said  "Electoral Districts
Act of  1872," and that on or before such day all
persons claiming to be placed on the electoral roll
for the said Electoral District of Warrego shall
make their claims as required by  " The Elections
Act of  1872" and that the first Electoral Roll of
the said new District of Warrego shall be made up
of and from such of the names on the said first
Electoral Roll of the present district as shall not,
upon due notice given or upon proof of death be
duly expunged therefrom and the names of
such of the said claimants as shall be entitled to
have their names inserted in the said Electoral
Roll : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CON-
STAN TINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, by virtue of such recited Act, and in
pursuance of the power and authority in me vested,
do, by this my proclamation, notify and appoint
TUESDAY, the first day of April, A.D. 1873, to be
the day for sending in claims for the said Electoral
District of Warrego.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEE;'
[No. 12.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave -of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross,  in the County  of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANIY, of Her  Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council,  Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the  Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-seventh year of Her Majesty's reign, inti-
tuled  " A  n Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws
relating to Quarantine,"  it is amongst other thugs
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by proclamation in the  Government
Gazette,  to appoint stations or places within the
Port of Moreton Bay, or within or near any other
harbor, port, or place within the said Colony, for
the performance of Quarantine under the said Act,
where all vessels liable to Quarantine, and the
crews, passengers, and persons en board thereof
shall perform the same : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
in pursuance of the power so vested in me as
Governor of the Said Colony, do, by this my Pro-
clamation, issued with the advice of the Executive
Council, appoint the Island in Moreton Bay, known
as Peel island, to be a station for the performance
of Quarantine, under and for the purposes of the
said Act.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUERN ]
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QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit.  ) Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and  Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(t.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS byan Act passed in the twenty-
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
" An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relat-
ing to Quarantine,"  it is amongst other things
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, by pro-
clamation in the  Government Gazette,  to prohibit
all persons, vessels, and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of any. station which, by any order of the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been or may be assigned for the performance
of Quarantine ; and whereas  by my  Proclamation,
bearing even date herewith, issued with the advice of
the Executive Council, the Island in Moreton Bay,
known as Peel Island, has been appointed a station
for the performance of Quarantine under the said
Act : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CoN-
STANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, in pursuance of
the power so vested in me as Governor of the said
Colony, do, by this my Proclamation, issued with
the advice of the Executive Council, hereby prohibit
all persons, vessels, and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of the said proclaimed station, ender the
penalties contained in the said Act, until this my
Proclamation shall have been rescinded.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of January
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.S.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS, by the seventeenth section of an
y Act passed in the thirty-sixth year of the
reign of Her Sovereign Majesty Queen Victoria,
intituled  " The Electoral Districts Act of  1872,"
it was enacted that with all convenient speed after
the passing of the said Act, the Governor should
appoint and notify by Proclamation in the  Gazette,
a day (not being earlier than three mouths from the
date of such Proclamation) for sending in claims
for the Electoral District of Burke, before which
day all persons claiming to be placed on the Elec-
toral Roll for that District should make their
claim, as required by  " The Elections Act of  1872,"
and that the first Electoral Roll of the said district
should be made up of and from the names of such
of the said applicants as shall be entitled to have
their names inserted therein : Now, therefore, I,
GEORGE AUGT STUS CONSTANTINF, Marquis of
Normanby ,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by virtue of
such recited Act, and in pursuance of the power
and authority in me thereby vested, do, by this niy
Proclamation ,  notify and  appoint TUESDAY, the
first day of  April,  A.D. 1873, to  be the day for send-
ing in claims for the Electoral District of Burke.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twentieth day of
December ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-two,
and in  the thirty- sixth  year  of Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of York,
in the Peerage of the U" ed King-
dom; and Baron Mulgrave of New
Ross, in the County of Wexford, in
the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
(L.s.) of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
NORITANBY, Privy Council, Governor and Com-
Governor.  mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
INpursuance of the powers vested in me by" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proelamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit. I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgravc, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
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than  ten  pounds, to be  recovered as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(a.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
]\ OiAi.ANav, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
G, vcrna .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its  Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause one of  " The Homestead
I Areas Act of  1872," 1, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be and are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall be open to selection as Home-
steads, and  not otherwise, at the Land Offices of
the Districts in which they are respectively situated,
on and after WEDNESDAY, the twelfth day of
February, 1873,
No.
Portion. Parish. Area.
Remarks.
A E. P.1
T00w00MBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
8 Pilton .., [ 84 0 0
15 103 2 0
16 103 2 0
20 93 0 0
21
„
90 0 0
22 136 0 0
23 101 2 0
24 84 0 0
25 87 0 0
27  Pilton 83 0 0
28 88 0 0
29 84 0 0
30 86 0 0
31 82 0 0
32 123 0 0
33 93 0 0
71  Felton 100 0 0
72 100 0 0
73 ... 120 0 0
74  ... 120 0 0
75 100 0 0
80 „ ... 106 0 0
81 „ ... 100 0 0
82 „ ... 106 0 0
83 „ ... 100 0 0
84 „ ... 106 0 0
682 Drayton  ... 17 2 0
683 „ ... 31 0 0
684 „ ... 30 3 16
685 „ ... 21 0 0
686 „ ... 21 1 10
687 „ ... 35 1 14
688 „ ... 17 3 30
689 „ ... 20 1 26
690 „ ... 20 2 0
691 .. 22 2 28
39 Westbrook... 290 0 0 That portion of it
So. of to west of Railwai
Selec-
tion.
226 Taylor ... 160 0 0 Forfeited Selection
522 Geham  ,.. 105 0 0
No. 226, Too-
woomba
Forfeited Selection
HOMESTEAD  OPEN To  SELECTION -Continued.
• No. of
Portion.. Parish. Area. Remark.
WARWICK LAND AGENTS  DISTRICT
No. of
Portion.
13 Pratten 34 2 33
14 „ 30 2 24 A.  R. P.
17 „ 40 0 0 About 2 0 6 to be
reserved for
road
18 40 0 0  „  2 1 0 ditto
19 40 0 0 „ 2 1 0 ditto
20 „ 40 0 0  „  2 1 0 ditto
21 „ 52 1 22
22 48 1 12
23 44 1 3
24 „ 40 0 33
25 49 1 11
26 47 1 6
27 43 0 36
28 39 0 27 A.  R.  P.
29 40 0 0 About  2 1 0 to be
reserved for
road
30 40 0 0 „  2  1 0 ditto
31 40 0 0 „  2 1 0 ditto
32 40 0 0 „ 3 0 0 ditto
33 35 3 0
34 46 0 0
35 36 3 19
36 „ 50 0 19 A. B. P.
37 68 0 0 About 4 0  O to  be
reserved for
road
38 63 3 28  „  4 0 10 ditto
39 59 3 19  „  4 0 10 ditto
40 55 3 9 „ 3 0 0 ditto
41 40 0 0 „ 0 2 0 ditto
42 40 0 0
43 40 0 0
44 40 0 0
45 29 0 0
46 28 0 0
47 27 0 0
48 20 0 0
48A 46 0 0
49 n 44 2 20
50 40 2 11
51 „ 36 2 0
52 32 1 32
53 Pratten 80 0 0
54 80 0 0
61 38 0 0
62 41 0 0
63
„
40 0 0
64 44 0 0
66 13 0 0
67 66 1 0
143  Allora
serve
Re-  45 3 0
144 40 0 0
„
No. of
lecS
I
e -
tion.
276 County , Meri- 640 0 0 Forfeited Selection
vale No. 276, Warwick
361 „ ... 560 0 0 Forfeited Selection
No. 361, Warwick
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this thirteenth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-sixth year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
No. 522, Too-
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!woomba
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th February, 187 3.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
lg of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
GOTHER FREDERICK MANN,
to be District Engineer, construction Brisbane and
Ipswich Railway Extension.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1813.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
GEORGE ELPHINSTONE DALEY3MPLE,
to be Gold Commissioner.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
FREDERICK HORATIO WARNER,
Mining Surveyor, Charters Towers, Broughton,
and Cape River Gold Fields.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 4th February, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. GEORGE  F. SANDROCK, Sub-Collector of Cus-
toms, Bowen,
to be Shipping  Master  also for that Port.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 31st January, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following appointments and pro-
motions in the Customs Department, viz.:-
Mr. DAVID SPENCE, First Clerk of the Mary-
borough Customs,
to be Second Officer, Townsville,  vice  R.  W. Irving,
superseded;
Mr. FRED. G. SYMES, Clerk in the Maryborough
Customs,
to be First Clerk,  vice  Spence, promoted ;
Mr. WM. ANTHONY,
to be Clerk, Maryborough,  vice  Symes, promoted ;
Mr. JOHN MCMANUS, Extra Clerk and Tidewaiter,
Townsville, to be Locker at that Port ;
Mr. EDWARD E. SMITH, Gauger, Brisbane,
to be Fourth Landing Water, Brisbane,  vice  James
Kellett, resigaed ;
Mr. JOHN THIMBLE, Locker, Brisbane,
to be Gauger and Weigher,  vice  Mr. Smith, pro-
moted ;
Mr. THOMAS ALLAN, Extra Tidewaiter, Brisbane,
to be Junior Clerk at Townsville.
The above appointments to be effective from the
1st instant.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th February, 1873.
I1 IS Excellency the Governor,  with the advice
AA1 of the Executive  Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
HENRY MITCHELL,
GEORGE ECKHARDT, and
JAMES BURNS,
to be Trustees  of the  Reserve for Pasturage and
Water ,  set apart by notice in the  Government
Gazette  of the 24th December ,  1870 ,  containing
1,440 acres ,  and known as the Sandy Creek Re-
serve.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. S Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANEY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
wander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of "  The Crown
IN  Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTIIS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after THURS-
DAY, the 13th day of February, 1873, at the Too-
woomba Land Office.
Register
No. of
Applica-,
tion. I
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
255 J. G. Sims 160 0 0 Toowoomba
502 I Joseph Carter I 80 0 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
QUEENSLAND , 2  Proclamation by the Most
to wit .. S  Honorable  GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANRY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council,  Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
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the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after THURS-
DAY, the 13th day of February, 1873, at the
Brisbane Land Office.
Register
O.  of
Applica-
Name of Lessee. Area.
tion.
Land Agent's
Dist ri ct.
Part o A. R. P.
914 William Samwell 1,454 0 0 Brisbane
Being the lands as under:-
DESCRIPTION.
About  1,454 acres.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
Commencing on the main road from Brisbane to
Gympie, at the north- east  corner of portion 21, parish
of Maroochy, and bounded thence on the east by that
road bearing north 20 degrees east, 12 chains 29  links;
thence bearing north 357 degrees east, 8 chains 40 links ;
thence bearing north 29 degrees east, 8 chains 23 links ;
thence bearing north 52 degrees east, 3 chains 96 links ;
thence bearing north 15 degrees east, 5 chains 21 links;
thence bearing north 330 degrees east, 5 chains 87 links ;
thence bearing north 312 degrees east, 9 chains 53 links ;
thence bearing north 344 degrees east, 29 chains ; on the
north by a line bearing west 188 chains ; on the west by
aline bearing south 73 chains 97 links ; and on the
south by a line bearing east 194 chains 32 links to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this third day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year Of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J: MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1873.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
-I IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
JJ of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified for general information, in pursuance of the
fifty-fifth clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of
1869," that the lands hereinunder described have
been resumed from the lease of the Mount Marling.
spike Run, in the Leichhardt Unsettled District,
and reserved for the purposes of a Police Camping
Ground.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE  PURPOSES, FORT COOPER.
4 square miles.
Commencing at a bloodwood-tree marked three
notches in shield, situated at the junction of Cattle
Creek with Cooper Creek, and bounded thence on
the south by an  east  line about one hundred and
fifty-two chains ; on the east by a line bearing
north two miles ; on the north by a line bearing
west  crossing  Cattle Creek about one hundred and
seventy-six  chains  to the left bank of Cooper Creek
at a gum-tree  marked C over 34 in shield ; and
thence on the west by the left bank of Cooper
Creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information that
the Recreation Reserve at Mackay, set apart
by notice in the  Government Gazette  of the 14th
May, 1870, has been placed under the control of
the Municipal Council of that town.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereinunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
(For the  Secretary for Public Lands,)
I'VM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ,  HERBERT RIVER,
CARDWELL.
About 76 acres.
Commencing  at the  most eastern corner of selec-
tion No. 35 (J. Mercer' s 80 acres ), on the right
bank of the Herbert River, and bounded thence by
a line bearing  ninety-five degrees thirty minutes
for twelve chains twenty- six links  ; thence by a line
north to the Herbert River ; thence by the right
bank of the Herbert River upwards to the lower
boundary of selection No. 35; thence by a line
bearing 135 degrees for thirty-seven chains eighty
links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING, LOWER HERBERT RIVER.
Townsville and Cardwell Road, county of Cardwell.
624 acres 1 rood.
Portion A, 585 acres 1 rood.-Commencing at a
point west, and distant 302 links from the south-
west corner of selection No. 32 (D. H. Cudmore's
640 acres), and bounded thence by a line west sixty-
nine chains sixteen and a-half links ; thence by a
line north seventy-two chains forty- seven  and a-half
links ; thence by a line bearing  seventy-seven
degrees for twenty- seven chains  sixty-eight and
a-half links ; thence by a line bearing eighty-seven
degrees fourteen minutes for thirty -nine chains
eighteen links ; thence by a line bearing eighty-
seven degrees fourteen minutes for thirty-nine
chains eighteen links ; thence by a line bearing 159
degrees for seven chains ; thence by a line  bearing
eighty-seven degrees fourteen m inutes  for nine
chains ; thence by a line bearing 159 degrees for
twenty-three chains fifty-five links ; thence by a
line bearing  240 degrees for thirteen chains ninety-
six and a-half links ; thence by a line bearing 186
degrees  for forty-five chains seventy-seven and
a-half links to the point  of commencement.
Portion B,  27 acres  1 rood.- Commencing where
the northern side of the  road crosses  Log Bridge
Creek, and bounded thence by  a line  bearing eighty-
seven degrees fourteen minutes  for twenty-six
chains  five links ; thence by a ;line north for 143
links  to Log Bridge Creek ; thence by Log Bridge
Creek to the  point of commencement.
Portion C, 11 acres  3 roods.-Commencing where
the main road  crosses  Palm Creek, at Hawkins'
homestead selection  No. Z 18, and bounded thence
by a line bearing 267 degrees 14 minutes for sixteen
chains fifty links ; thence by a line north for
thirteen chains eighty links ; thence by a line east
for fifty links to Palm Creek ; thence by Palm
Creek to point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  MINERAL LANDS OFFICE.
()bunts/ of Bentinck, parish of  Stanthorpe, town
of Stanthorpe,  allotment  9 of section 7.
1 acre.
Commencing on the north-east corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the north by
Corundum street westerly three chains and thirty-
four links ; on the west by part of the east
boundary line of allotment ten southerly at right
angles to Corundum street three chains ; on the
south by the north boundary line of allotment 8
easterly parallel with Corundum street three chains
and thirty-four links to Marsh street; and on the
east by that street northerly three chains to the
point of commencement.
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RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS. ,
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe,  allotment  19  of section 3.
2 roods.
Commencing on the east side of Marsh street, at
the south- west  corner of allotment 18, and bounded
thence-,on the west by, that street southerly one
chain and fifty links; on the south by the north
boundary line of allotment twenty easterly at right
angles  to Marsh street three chains and thirty-four
links ; on the east by part of the east boundary line
of allotment 21 northerly parallel with Marsh
street one chain and fifty links ; and on the north
by the south boundary line of allotment 18 westerly
at right angles to Marsh street three chains and
thirty-four links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR COMMISSIONER'S CAMP.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthor pe, allotments  21  and  22  of section 8.
1 acre 1 rood 23 perches.
Commencing on the north side of Connor street,
at the south-east corner of allotment 1, and
bounded thence on the south by that street easterly
three chains and eleven links ; on the east by the
west boundary line of allotment twenty northerly
at right angles to Connor street four chains and
fifty links; on the north by the south boundary
lines of allotments 8 and 7 westerly parallel with
Connor street three chains and eleven links ; and
on the west by the east boundary lines of allot-
ments 3, 2, and 1, southerly at right angles to
Connor street four chains and fifty links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  LOCK-IIP, TENNINGERING.
About 3 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of Burra Burra
street and Edward street, and bounded thence on
the south-east by Burra Burra street south-easterly
five chains ; on the south- east  by a line north-
easterly about one chain at right angles to Burra
Burra street ; on the north-east by a line north-
westerly to Edward street ; and on the north-west
by Edward  street  south-westerly about two chains
to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES
NEAR GRANDCHESTER.
Parishes of Grandchester, Laidley, and Rosewood.
Commencing on the north side of the Southern
and Western Railway, at a point bearing south
from the south- east  corner of selection No. 2,374,
Ipswich Register, parish of Laidley, and bounded
thence on the west by a line north about forty
chains, and by portions Nos. 2,446, 170, 171, 173,
172, 174, 177, 182, 183, 190, 191, and Reserve, and
by portions in the parish of Rosewood Nos. 1, 2, 3,
8, 9, 10, 12, and 11, to the south-east corner of
portion No. 11; on the north-east by a line bearing
south-easterly about eight miles ten chains to the
south-west corner of portion No. 522, in the parish
of Grandchester, and bounded on the east by that
portion and Nos. 524, 520, 519, 495, 422, 424, 512,
474, 503, 87, 86, 85, 80, 72, 69, 68, and 67; and on
the south by portions Nos. 180, 454, 65, 90, 92,
2,449, 66, 91A, 88, 72, 76, 76, 346, to the south-west
corner of the last-mentioned portion on the Southern
and Western Railway aforesaid ; and thence by
that line of railway westerly to the point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of all alienated or surveyed
lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for  general information
that  in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands  are desirous , before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments  must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the  lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that, before any Crown Lands are
permanently. reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will  be permanently set apart for the purposes
named with respect o each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR  ROAD  PURPOSES.
112 acres 1 rood.
County of Aubigny, parish of Elpliinstone,
portion  99.
Commencing  at the south- east corner  of portion
ninety-eight, and bounded thence on the north by
the south boundary thereof bearing  west  fifty-four
chains and eighty links to a road one chain wide ;
on the west by that road bearing south twenty
chains; on  the south by the north boundary of
portion one hundred bearing east fifty-seven chains
and sixty links ; and on the north-east by a line
bearing three hundred and fifty-two degrees twenty
chains and twenty links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY LABORERS' CAMP.
County of Aubigny, parish of Clifton.
About 41 acres.
Commencing on the east side of the railway line
from Toowoomba to Warwick, and bounded thence
on the north by the westerly continuation of the
road forming the northern 'boundary of portion
number fifty, parish of Clifton, bearing east thirty
chains ; on the east by a line bearing south fifteen
chains  ; on the south by a line bearing west to the
railway line ;  and on  the west by that railway line
bearing northerly to -the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION,  NORTH IPSWICH.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich.
17 acres 31 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing two hundred and
seventy-four degrees fifty- five minutes  and distant
one chain and seventy-three and a-half links from
the west corner of section 40, and bounded thence
on the north-east by Quarry street bearing one
hundred and fifty-three degrees thirty- five minutes
five chains and ninety-two links, one hundred and
thirty-four degrees fifty-nine minutes  seven chains
and thirty-two links ; on the south by Quarry
street west bearing  west  twenty-one chains and
fifty links ; on the west by a line bearing four
degrees fifty-five  minutes  eight chains and eighty'-
three and a-half links to Grey street ; and on the
north-west and north- east  by that street bearing
sixty-seven degrees nineteen minutes six chains
and half-a-link, and ninety-four degrees fifty-five
minutes seven chains and  forty-one links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th January, 1873.
NOTICE.
T
HE accompanying Amended Description of the
Reserve for . Post Office  at Stanthorpe, is
substituted for that published  in the  Government
Gazette  of the 19th October, 1872.
(For the Secretary for Public  Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR POST OFFICE , STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck, town of Stanthorpe , allotment
20  of section 3.
2 roods 19 perches.
Commencing on the south-west  corner of the
section , and bounded thence on the west by Marsh
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street northerly one chain and eighty-one links ;
on the north by the south .boundary line of allot-
ment 19 easterly at right angles to Marsh street
three chains and thirty-four links ; on the east by
part of the west boundary line of allotment 21
southerly parallel with Marsh street one chain and
ninety-one links to Lock  street ;  and on the south
by that street westerly three chains and thirty-four
]inks to the point of commencement.
eighteen degrees twenty-three minutes nine chains
and ninety -six links ; on the north by a line bear-
ing ninety -one degrees thirty minutes six chains
and twenty -seven links ; on the south -east by a
line bearing one hundred and ninety -eight' degrees
twenty-three minutes eleven chains and seventy-
eight and three-quarter links  to the  other aforesaid
road  ;  and on the south-west  by that  road bearing two
hundred and eighty-eight degrees twenty-three
,minutes six chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved  from sale  for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
A. H. PALMER.
WATER  RESERVE NEAR  MT. COORA.
County of Lennox.
1 acre 3 roods 7 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing south seventy
links, and thence two hundred and twenty-seven
degrees fort -nine minutes twelve chains and sixty-
four links from the north- east corner  of mineral
selection No. 263 ; and bounded thence on the
north by a  line bearing  two hundred and seventy
degrees forty- one minutes six chains  and twenty-
two links ; on the west by a line bearing one hun-
dred and eighty degrees forty-one  minutes five
chains and fifty-one links to a road one chain wide ;
and on the south-east by that road bearing sixty-
one degrees thirteen  minutes one  chain, and forty-
seven degrees forty-nine minutes seven chains and
thirty links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR SCHOOL OF ARTS,  STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe,  allotment  7 of section 7.
2 roods 6 perches.
Commencing  at the south-east corner of the
section, and  bounded thence on the east by Marsh
street bearing  north three chains and twenty-eight
links ; on the north by a line bearing west at
right angles to Marsh street one chain and sixty-
seven links  ; on the west by a line bearing south
parallel with Marsh street three chains and twenty-
three links to Lock  street; and  on the south by
Lock street  easterly one  chain sixty-seven links to
the point  of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR SCHOOL, ALLANSTOWN.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
portion No. 48.
9 acres 1 rood  16 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
No. 48A, and bounded thence on the east by a road
two chains wide bearing north five chains ; on the
north by a line bearing west eighteen chains and
seventy links ; on the west by a road one chain
wide bearing south 5 chains ; and on the south by
the north boundary of No. 48A aforesaid bearing
east eighteen chains and seventy links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL, ALFRED.
County of Churchill, parish of Alfred.
6 acres 2 roods 3 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain and fifty links wide, and bounded thence
on the north-west by one of said roads, bearing
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th January, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of  "The
I Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
hereby notified for general information that the
lands  hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for Recreation.
A. H. PALMER.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION-ROCR:HAMPTON.
County of Livingstone, parish of Gracemere.
15 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Scrubby Creek,
at the crossing of a road, four chains wide, and
bounded thence on the north by that road bearing
two hundred and seventy-one degrees three minutes
twenty-three chains and seventy-five links ; on the
south-west by a line bearing one hundred and
eighteen degrees fifty-three minutes  twenty-seven
chains and eighteen links to Scrubby Creek ; and
on the east by that creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th January, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners  of Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," will hold the
Sittings  in pursuance  of the fourth section of the
above-recited  Act at the  under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates -
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office,  Brisbane , on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba,  on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick,  on the second
Wednesday  in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine,  the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIB DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
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WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in  each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURRE.
At the Land Office, Norman River Settle-
ment , on the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Laud Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in February, 1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHBAEDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, andthercafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special  sittings , when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from  time  to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1873.
W  v
HE1tEAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved and set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHOOL SITE , COOMERA.
County of Ward, parish of  Coomera, town
Coomera ,  section 4.
16 acres 2 roods 20 perches.
of
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by a street
bearing northerly twelve chains and twenty links ;
on the north by a street bearing easterly at right
an' les to a street thirteen chains and sixty-three
links ; on the east by part of the west boundary
line of portion 264, bearing southerly parallel with
a street twelve chains and twenty links to a street ;
and on the south by that street bearing westerly
thirteen chains and sixty-three links to the point of
commencement.
CEMETERY AT LEYRUEN.
County of  Merivale , parish, of  Leyburn.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about north
sixty degrees east, and distant 1,250 links from the
north -east corner of section No. 1, town of Leyburn,
and bounded thence on the west by a line bearing
north ten chains ; on the north by a line bearing
east ten chains ; on the cast by  aline  bearing south
ten chains  ;  and on the south by a line bearing
west ten chains to the point of commencement.
CEMETERY AT CLEVELAND.
County of  Stanley, parish of Cleveland, town df
Cleveland.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Wellington
and Coburg streets, and bounded thence on the
east by Wellington street bearing northerly ten
chains ; on the north by Russell street bearing
westerly ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing
southerly parallel with Wellington street ten chains
to Coburg street ; and on the south by Coburg
street bearing easterly ten chains to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES, GOODNA.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna.
27 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of the
Reserve for Gravel Pits, and bounded thence on
the cast by part of portion 292 and a line bearing
north eight chains and twenty links ; on the north
by part of portion 173 bearing west twenty-seven
chains and thirty links ; on the south-west by
portion 174 bearing two hundred and twenty
degrees thirty minutes thirteen chains and fifty
links ; on the west by a line bearing south one
chain and fifty links to the aforesaid reserve ; on
the south-west and south-east by that reserve bear-
ing sixty-six degrees twenty-one minutes twenty-
four chains and forty-five links, and one hundred
and thirteen degrees thirty minutes fourteen chains
and eighty-seven links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE rou PUBLIC PURPOSES, GOODNA.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion 293.
81 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-west corner of portion 270, and bounded
thence on the south by portions 270 and 286 bear-
ing east twenty-eight chains and  twenty  links,
south five chains and five links, and east eighteen
chains and sixteen links ; on the east by part of
portion 294 bearing north twenty-one chains and
forty-eight links to a reserve ; and on the north
and north-west by that reserve bearing two hun-
dred and ninety-three degrees thirty minutes four-
teen chains and eighty-seven links, two hundred
and forty-six degrees twenty-one minutes twenty-
four chains and forty-five links, and two hundred
and twenty degrees twenty minutes sixteen chain;>
and eighty-four links to the point of commence-
ment.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1872.
T is hereby notified for general information,I that application under the twenty-seventh
section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation. Act  of
1868" (31 Vic., No. 46), has been made for the
closing of the under-mentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby, are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant.  I  Situation.  I  Parish.  I  Area.
James Josey Road separating  Portions
Nos. 175  and 176.
Goodna
A. H. P.
4 0 261
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  19th December, 1872.
W
by the twenty -fifth  section of
11  "  The Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid the lands hereunder described will be  pper-
manently reserved for the purpose of a LaL.ding
Place.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR LANDING PLACE, MOUTH OF HER-
BERT RIVER.
County of Cardwell.
23 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of the Herbert
River about 122 chains north-westerly from a post
in Selection 65, at mouth of Enterprise Channel,
and bounded thence on the south-east by that
river downwards ; on the north-east by a mangrove
swamp north-westerly to an estuary ; on the north
by that estuary westerly to a mangrove swamp ;
and on the south-west by that swamp south-easterly
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1872.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands comprised in the accompanying
description, being part of the area resumed from
the North Toolburra Run, as proclaimed in the
Government Gazette  of the 30th November, 1872,
are temporarily reserved from selection.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
DESCRIPTION.
Commencing at the north-west corner of pre-
emptive purchase No. 4, and bounded thence partly
on the west by a line bearing north forty-four
chains ; thence west two chains ; thence north
about twenty-two chains to a surveyed line ; thence
on the north by that surveyed line east about 142
chains ; thence , by a line south to the north
boundary of pre-emptive purchase No. 15 ; thence
by a line west about thirty-five chains to the east-
ern boundary of portion 68; thence north to the
north-east corner of portion  68;  thence west about
103 chains to the starting point.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th December, 1872.
1T is hereby notified for general information, thatthe t mporary reservation of Porti  287,
County of Merivale, Parish of Robinson, as notified
in the  Government Gazette,  of the 11th September,
1869, page 1177, has been revoked so far as to allow an
area not exceeding five acres thereof to be excluded
therefrom and offered at auction.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th December, 1872.
W \ 7 HEREAS,  by the twenty-fifth  section of "The
1V T  Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described shall be
permanently reserved and set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RECREATION RESERVE, ROMA.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Roma, portion  81A.
50 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
south-east corner of portion No. 82, and bounded
thence on the west by the cast boundary of that
portion bearing north 2,537 links ; on the north by
a line bearing east fifteen chains ; thence by a line
bearing 127 degrees 34 minutes 1,533 links to a
road 150  links wide; on the south-east by that
road bearing 225 degrees 2,266 links to the first-
mentioned road ; and on the south by that road
bearing west 1,096 links to the point of commence-
ment.
WATER RESERVE, BANANA.
County of Ferguson, parish of Banana, town of
Banana.
25 gcres 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of Bowen street
and Gregory street, and bounded thence on the
west by Bowen street bearing north ten chains ; on
the north by Scott street bearing east twenty-five
chains and seventy links; on the east by a
street bearing south ten chains ; and on the south
by Gregory street bearing west twenty-five chains
and seventy links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth  clause  of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1872.
W
IIEPEAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be reserved for a School site.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOE SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Moggill.
15 acres.
(Part of forfeited selection No. 1191, Brisbane
District.)
Commencing on the south boundary of portion No.
228, parish of Moggill (forfeited selection No. 1191,)
at its intersection by the east side of a reserved road
about nine chains cast from the south-west corner
of said portion ; and bounded thence on the west
by that road bearing north ten degrees east about
ten chains sixteen links ; on the north by a line
east 1,412 links; on the east by a line bearing south
ten chains ; and on the south by a line bearing
west 1,588 links to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1872.
OFFICES FOR THE RECEIPT OF APPLICA.
TIONS FOR MINERAL LANDS UNDER
"THE MINERAL LANDS ACT OF 1872."
H
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified; -that the existing arrangements with respect
to the receipt -of applications for Mineral Lands
shall continue until the end of the present year ;
and that on and after THURSDAY, 2nd January,
1873, the following arrangements shall take effect :-
The Land Agents at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Dalby,
Mar borough, Gympie, Gladstone, Rockhampton,
Mackay, St. Lawrence, Bowen, Townsville, Nor-
manton, Clermont, and Bundaberg (the latter for
the portion of the district not included in the Police
District of Tenningering) will be authorised to
receive applications for Mineral Lands within their
respective districts.
The Police Magistrates at Gayndah and Tennin-
gering will also receive applications for Mineral
Lands within their respective districts.
Applications for Mineral Lands within the follow-
ing Unsettled Pastoral Districts will be received by
the Officers hereunder mentioned :-
Leichhardt District-Land Agent, Rockhampton.
North Kennedy District-Land Agent, Towns-
ville.
South Kennedy District-Land Agent, Bowen.
Warrego District-Commissioner of Crown Lands
Charleville.
Mitchell District-Commissioner of Crown Lands
Tambo.
Burke District-Land Agent, Normanton.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
Tr HE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,1 showing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief' Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
1
FOR the convenience of persons  desirous to have
lands, whether surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward for sale by auction, it is hereby notified
for general information, that instructions have been
issued to the Land Agents to open in their respec.
tive offices, a cook, in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration of the Minister
for Lands, when, if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in the next proclamation  of sale,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
WITH the view of facilitating the transaction of
business at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible assistance is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for land or seeking
information on matters connected with the working
of the Land Acts-even to the extent of filling up
forms of application and transfers, &c., for illiterate
persons, if there is time at the officer's disposal;
and that any Land  Agent,  or other officer, receiving
and appropriating fees for clerical assistance to his
own use, on the matter being reported ,  will be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner, and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary  for Public Lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd November, 1871.
UNAUTHORISED OCCUPATION OF
CROWN LANDS.
PUBLIC NOTICE.
IT is  hereby notified ,  that persons erecting
buildings or other improvements on Crown
Lands, without authority ,  will not be entitled to
any protection in the event  of the  land being sold
at auction or selected by lease ; and that in the case
of persons occupying town or suburban lands,
whether surveyed or not, unless specially  authorised
by this  Department ,  under  the hand cf  the Minister,
the only right conceded  to them will be that of
removing their improvements within two months
from date  of sale, if they  do not  become  the
purchasers of the land.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
PERSON S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS SEEKING SUITABLE SELEC-
TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS.IMMIGRANTS or others who do not possess
sufficient local knowledge to enable them to
select land  in suitable  situations without visiting
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that arrangements will be made, if induce-
ment offers, to despatch a Licensed Surveyor, to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
may be indicated,  to assist  them in their  search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
All persons  requiring assistance  of this nature
are requested to advise this Department, in writing,
as to the locality they wish to settle in, and also
forward a fee of ten shillings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor, when, if a sufficient number
of persons are found to join, the Government will
immediately undertake  to organize one or more
parties.
In the event  of there being no party despatched,
the fee  of ten shillings  will be returned,  on applica.
tion, to the person paying same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TO PARTIES ABOUT TO SEARCH  FOR GOLD.
(INERS' RIGHTS can  be obtained from the
111 rwey.or-General, Survey Office Brisbane.
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Department of Public Works, CAPE, CHARTERS' TOWERS, AND BROUGHTON
Gold Fields Branch, GOLD FIELD.
Brisbane, 6th February, 1873. During the Month ended 31st December, 1872.
MINERS'  RIGHTS AND BUSINESS MINERS' RIGHTS.
LICENSES. No. Name. No. Naive.
T is hereby notified for general information, that 54,847 Alexr. Thompson 54,093 John JeckI
the under-mentioned Miners' Rights and Busi- 54,843 Thomas Owens 54,904 Leopold Stamp
ness Licenses have been returned as issued at the 54,849 Michael Gavin 54,905 W. H. Buchanan hGold Fields respectively specified. 54,850 John Kelly54 851 Arthur Andrews
54,906 Sam. Butterwort
54 907 J. F. Bowes,
WILLIAM HENRY WALSH. 54,852 Morice Power
,
54,908 Wm. Stewart
M hW54,853 James Moblison onin. a54,909
TALGAI, CANAL CREEK, AND LUCKY VALLEY 54,854 Mich]. McLoughlin 54,910 Charles Swach
GOLD FIELDS. 54,855 James McLoughlin
54,856 George FullerDuring the Month ended 31st January, 187.31. 54 857 William Lane
54,911 Joseph W. Tully
54,912 F. A. Cooper
913 Michael O'Connor54,
MINERS' RIGHTS. 54,858 Will. Attwater
,
54,914 S. P. Taylor
No. Name.  No. Name. 54,859 Charles Scarbro 54,915 John Shea
58 854 George Hoffman 58 858 William Barton 54,860 John Charles 54,916 Robertson Soyer,
58 855 William O'Brien
,
58 859 J. H. Zabel 54,861 G. J. Carter 54,917 Wm. Slattery,
58 856 Gustav Voiglit
,
58 860 Charles Forteseue 54,862 John Moulding 44,918 Win. Lee,
58,857 Adolphus Barton
, 54,863 Joseph Bunting
52,864 Neil McLean
54,865 John Hutchison
54,919 Charles Leshl
54,920 Jesse Wood
54,921 Thomas Lanport
54,866 Benjamin Andrews 54,922
RAVENSWOOD GOLD FIELD. 54,867 Wm. Baynes
54,868 J. D. Symes
54,923 Win. Smith
54,924 Fred. Lachman
During the Month ended 31st December, 187 2. 54,869 Win. Fraser 54,925 Patrick Flannery
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No.  Name. No. Name.
54,870 James Dobbins
54,871 Maurice Solomon
54 872 John Willson
54,926 Michl. McNamara
54,927 John Barry
928 Timothy Hanlon54
53,742  H. H. Barton 53,776 Ali Kunk
,
54 873 Isaac Moss
,
929 Wm. Parsons54
53,743  Geo. Webb 53,777 Win. Himmann
,
54 874 Daniel Sutherland
,
930 W. H. Johnson54
33,744, John Leaney  53,778  Ali  Nee
,
54 875 John Bourke
,
931 Ralph Weate5453,745  Ali  Nang 53,779 Ali Fook ,54 876 George Sommerton
,
932 Gifford Weate54
53,746  Frank Tottenham 53,780 C. Schaffar
,
54,877 Charles Hughes
,
933 Wm. Hancock54
53,747  Adam Tottenham 53,781 T. Galjens 54 878 John Muller
,
934 John Hunter54
53,748 Ali  Sarm 53,782 Fred. Smith
,
64,879 A. J. Goldic
,
935 James Kelly54
53,749  John Wilson 53,783 R. B. Heard 54,880 W. Holman
,
54,936 Jonathan A.
53,750  Thos. Fredrickson 53,784 W. T. Williams 54 881 W. Burn Thornton
53,751  Thos. Mitchell 53,785 J. G. Harris
,
54 882 Michael Chushan 937 George Burns54
53,752  John Raleigh 53,786 R. V. Smyth
,
54,883 John Tully
,
938 John Patterson54
53,753  Wm. McPhearson 53,787 Thos. Flannigan 54 884 Michael Simpson
,
939 T. 0. Jones5453,754  Ali  Gee 53,788 D. Kark]ick ,54 885 George Turner
,
940 D. Casay54
53,755  E. J. Finch 53,789 D. Karkhick
,
54 886 C. Kelly
,
941 James McKenna54
53,756  F. 0. D. McDevitt 53,790 Geo. Nicholas
,
54,887 John Breaky
,
942 Win. Farrell54
53,757  Get Home 53,791 Js. Matthews 54,888 John Grieves
,
943 Donald Campbell54
53,758  Par Gow 53,792 P. J. Manjan 54,889 Leicester Grieves
,
944 Solomon Scoweroft54
53,759  John Seible 53,793 Ben Morgan 54,890 Samuel Weaks
,
915 John Gubel54
53,760  Je. Baines 53,794 Ali Chin 54,891 Fredk. Cuzner
,
946 Charles Gubel54
53,761  Thos. McMahon 53,795 Ali Ji 54,892 Julius Larsen
,
947 Martin Massa54
53,762  John Dungan 53,796  Emma  Adams 54,893 Jens Henniksen
,
54,948 Thomas Smith
53,763  Thos. Boyle 53,797 Coon Sing 54,894 Win. Knowles 949 Allen McDougal54
53,764  Geo.  Hind 53,798 Fred. Frank 54,895 Thomas Knowles
,
950 John McKillon54
53,765  Geo. McKenzie 53,799 John Cullen 54 896 John Moore
,
951 John Griffin5453,766  Ali  Wall 53,800 Ali Foo
,
54 897 John Moran
,
952 John Arming5453,767 John Ploughdon 53,801 Ali Jon ,54 898 James Hannan
,
953 Charles Webb5453,768  Ali Chum 53,802 J. Smith
,
54,899 James Thornton
,
954 John Mahony5453,709  J. F. Labatt 53,803  Ali  Fung 54,900 J. D. Cunningham
,
955 Wm. Tierney54
53,770  Ali Jew 53,804 A. Trentfield 54,901 Michael Boyle
,
956 Edward Palmer54
53,771  C. May McCuddy 53,805 Hugh Ross 54,1902 Joseph Edwards
,
957 Christopher Stout5453,772  F. H. Broadley 53,806  Win.  Smith ,
53,773  Jong Sing 53,807 Ali Om BUSINESS LICENSES.
53,774  Ali  Min 53,808 Stephen Fountain No. Name. No. Name.
53,775  Can Moo 53,709 Reuben Williams 4,185 Thomas Owens 4,193 A. G. Hi llyard
4,186 Issidor LissnerBUSINESS LICENSES.
4 187 I id Li
4,194 Lewis Hyams
Yi4 195 W, ss or ssnerNo. Name. No. Name. 4 188 Thomas Mills
y ng,
Jauetzk4 196 Mar,
4,220 A. F. Low 4,228 Cecil Henning 4,189 William Taylor
y y,
197 Gee Hob4
4.221 Ali Sam 4,229 Bateman and Heu. 4,190 L. Borghero
,
198 J. H. Davis4
4,222 Brodziak and Rogers R. C. Hill 4,191 S. F. Walker
,
4 199  Ali  Chong
4,233 Wong Jam 4,230 Tin Ki 4,192 Patrick King
4,224 Hy. Paige 4,231 Annie Smith
,
4,200 James C. Hutton
4,225 Coon  Hoe 4,232 S. F. Walker
4,226 Stuart and Lucas 4,233 Bank N. S. Wales Department of Public Works,
4,227 An Jon Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
NORMANBY GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 31st December, 1872.
MINERS ' RIGHTS.
No. Name.
37,629 Wm. McGavock
37,630 Arthur MCGavock
Edmund Eyres
George Manson
37,86& Andrew Greally
No. Name.
37,867 Elie Sieber
37,868 W. Anderson
37,869 Robt .  Seanegliam
37,870 William Duffy
37,871 Antony  Silver
BUSINESS  LICENSES.
No. Name.
2,337 John Campbell
No. Name.
2,338 Warry and Co.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatthe following Tender h s been accep ed,
viz.:-
For Additions to Port  Office,  Brisbane, by Mr.
W. Macfarlane.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the following Tender has been accepted,
viz.  :-
For Painting Brisbane Hospital-Mr. John
Leach.
W.K. HENRY WALSH.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  1st February, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the following Tenders have been accepted,
viz.:-
For the supply of Stores to the Road  Depart-
ment,  Central Division ,  Rockhampton - Messrs.
R. M. Hunter and Co.
For Iron and Blacksmith 's Work to same Depart-
ment - Mr. John Joyce.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st January, 1873.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 21st
February, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of about forty Workmen's Cottages, on
the Lines from Toowoomba to Dalby and Warwick.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Workmen's
Cottages, S. and W. Railway."
Plan, Specification, and Form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and at the Engineer's
Office, Toowoomba, on and after WEDNESDAY,
the 5th February.
Tenders must be ou proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that le will execute and deliver, at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notifica-
tion of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing such performance, otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th January, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on MONDAY, the 17th
February, 1873, from persons willing to contract
for creation of a new Passenger Station and Plat-
forms, at Toowoomba.
Tenders to been dorsed  "Tender for Passenger
Station, Toowoomba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and at the office
of the Assistant Engineer, Toowoomba, on and
after Tuesday, the 21st instant.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for
the due performance of the contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within seven days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st' January, 1873.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-
BRISBANE EXTENSION.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
T LENDERS will be received at this Office until
1 Four o 'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the  14th
February ,  from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Station Master's House at Goodna.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Station
Master's  House, Goodna."
Plan, Speci fication ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at the Chief
Engineer 's Office, Brisbane ,  on and after MON-
DAY next, the 3rd February.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is pro-
posed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the contract ,  in the event of
the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICES, GIN G1N AND
TINENERING.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th Febru-
ary, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Telegraph Offices at Gin Gin and Tinenering.
Tenders to be enclosed,  " Tenders for Telegraph
Offices, Gin Gin and Tinenering."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Tinenering.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the
party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten
per cent. on amount of Tender, as security f'or the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that lie will severally execute and deliver at
the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, RAVENSWOOD.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th
February next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Telegraph Office at Ravenswood.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tenders for Telegraph
Ofce, Ravenswood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses at Townsville and
Ravenswood.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the suns of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will severally execute and deliver at
the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not
he taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 7th February, 1873.
ii IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to establish the following Regulation and Schedule
of Fees under the provisions of the Act of Parlia-
ment 20 Victoria, No. 29, in amendment of the
Regulations now in force, in so far only  as concerns
the Charters Towers, Broughton, and Cape River
Gold Fields, and neighboring workings.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
CHARTERS TOWERS, BROUGHTON, AND CAPE
RIVER GOLD FIELDS REGULATION.
Each application for a Lease of Auriferous Tract
lodged with the Gold Commissioner at Charters
Towers, Broughton, and Cape River Gold'Fields
shall be made in the form provided by the exist-
ing Gold Fields Regulations, accompanied by the
amount of deposit thereby required for a first or
second-class lease respectively ; and in addition,
the applicant shall further deposit the requisite
Survey Fee, as per subjoined schedule.
All Surveys for Auriferous Leases shall only be
executed by the Mining Surveyor appointed by the
Government for that purpose.
SCHEDULE  or SURVEY FEES,
to be collected by the Gold' Commissioner, Char-
ters Towers, Broughton, and Cape liiver, for surveys
required to be executed by the Mining Surveyor.
SURVEY OF LAND APPLIED FOR As AURIFEROUS
LEASE.
For 1 acre and under ... ...
„ 5 acres „ ... ...
,, 10 ... ...
15 ... ...
20 „ .. ...
£ s.
2 0
3 10
5 0
6 10
7 10
For any area exceeding 20 acres, as
by special arrangement.
For Traverse Connection Lines, at
per mile... ... ... ... 1 15
For Survey of Underground Work-
ings, at  per  them  .. 5 5
For travelling  expenses  of Mining
Surveyor, for every mile or
part of a mile from  the Mining
Surveyor 's Office, after  the first
three mn iles, at per mile one way 0 4
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  14th January, 1873.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the proposed line
of Railway, Brisbane Extension, from 2 miles 30
chains to 7 miles 60 chains ,  has been approved and
confirmed without any alteration  ;  and that in
pursuance of the 17th section of the Act 27 Victoria,
No. 8, the Government intend to proceed with the
construction of the line of Railway (Brisbane
Extension )  from 2 miles 30 chains to 7 miles 60
chains, according to the Map or Plan and Book of
Reference so confirmed, to be seen at this office,
and copy thereof at the office of the Clerk of Petty
Sessions at Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1873.
IT is notified for general information that Mr.KARL TiIEODOR STAIGER has been appointed
Analytical Chemist at the Laboratory to be
attached to the Brisbane  Museum,  and that, as
soon as practicable, a scale of fees to cover the
expenses incidental to assaying and reporting upon
earths, rocks, fossils, minerals, &c., will be duly
published. In the meanwhile, contributions of
animals, birds ,  minerals ,  shells, &c., to enlarge the
present collection at the temporary  museum, are
respectfully solicited, and when forwarded from
distant places, and with the consent of the Curator,
cost of transit will be defrayed by Government.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 1st January, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above  are now open  at Allora,
Banana , Beenleigh,  Bowen  (Port Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, -Goondiwindi, Gympie, Ipswich,
Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marlborough,
Mary borough, Milchester, Mount Perry, Murphy's
Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton,  Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office (Brisbane),
Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St.
George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds  per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the  remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further intormation can be obtained by applying,
either by letter  or in person , at  the  Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 31st January, 1873.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
I Licenses from the Treasury have been granted
to the under-mentioned persons during the month
of Jaibtaley; 1873.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
Name.
WHOLESALE SPIRIT  DEALERS-Continrued.
Place.
Name.
Harris , B. D. ...
Gregson, R. ...
Maruedel, E. ...
Spiro, Hy. ...
Brodziak and Rogers
Burns, James ..
Clifton  Aplin Bros.
Hanran, P. F.
Wingon and Co. ...
Anderson, John ...
Place.
Tambo
Toowoomba
ditto
ditto
Townsville
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Warwick
WHOLESALE SPIRIT DEALERS.
RETAIL S PIRIT  DEALERS.
Kates, F. ... ... I
Fitzpatrick,  E. ...
Allora
Banana Purcell, F. A. ... Bowen
Armour and Co. ... . Brisbane Silver, Antony ... ditto
Berens,  Ranniger , and ditto Soevern, S. ditto
Co. Zimmerman, P. ... ditto
Brabant  and Co. .. ditto Ali Sue ... ... Cloncurry
Bright  Bros .  and Co. ., ditto Haines,  Thos. ... ditto
Barker and  Co. .. ditto Coon Yon ... Charters Towers
Burns,  J. and J. ... ... ditto Gee Wall ditto
Corrigan , N. ... ditto
...I  Gane, If. F. .. ditto
Clarke,  Hodgson,  and ditto Hing Wing W. P. dittoCo. ,McDougal, A. ditto
Donkin and  Co., H.  ... ditto Pettigrew, D. K. C. ditto
Goertz and Co., R. ditto Patten, Elinor ... ditto
Woodward and Co. .. ditto Phillips, J. ... ditto
Young, E. and J.... .. ditto Draper, John ... Gympie
Inglis, J. A. .. ... Bnndaberg Cook Jane Mackay
Baird, J. C. .. .. Cardwell
,
MacDonald, A. ... ditto
Brodziak,  Rogers , and Charters Towers Spicer, George ... ditto
Ezmel Johnson, Geo. ... Mat;yborough
Wingon and Co. ... ditto Odgers, John ... Rockhampton
Skinner , H. A. Charleville Manning, Thos. .. Toowoomba
Benjamin and  Co., D. and
J.
McDonald,  A. B.... ... i
Benjamin and Co. ...
Condamine
Copperlield
Dalby AUCTIONEERS.
Clarke,  Hodgson,  and
Co.
ditto
Morris, G. R. i Bowen
Landy Bros. ... ., ditto Dickson J. R. ,,, I BrisbaneGraham, John ...
,
Gayndali Eyre John ditto
Friend, H. .. .
,
Gladstone Sexton,  R. Dalby
McCollim, E. .. dit  to Friend Henry ,,, GladstoneCullinane, J. S. ...
,
Gympie Booth E. II. Gympie
Kennedy and Hawley ...
,
ditto Harris, Morris ditto
Landy  Brothers  ... ... ditto Hughes D. Ipswich
O'Brien, David ...
,ditto Salkelo W. dittoScott, William ... ,ditto Duncan J. Marvborough
Clarke, Hodgson, and
„
Ipswich Bailey D. RomaCo. , Alexr.Steuart dittoCribb and Foote ... ditto , R. L.Dibdin Rockhampton
Foote,  James  ... .. ditto ,Brown W. H. Stanthorpe
Johnston, Mary ... .,
,
ditto Rose F. N. ditto
Pettigrew , John ,ditto Morris W. T. Townsville
Wilson, G. H. and Co. ...
,
ditto Balls W. C. Warwick
Brodnitz, B. ..
,
Mackay Emson if. R. ditto
Brunberg  and Co., S.
,
ditto Marlay Edwd. ditto
Brown, J. E. ...
Corser ,  Ecklin ,  and Co. „
Murdoch and Co.... ..
Palmer  and Co. ... ....
,
Maryborough
ditto
ditto
ditto BILLIARDSTravis and Co. .. I
Graham, John ... ...
Brodziak and Rogers  ...
ditto
Mount  Perry McGrath, J.Ravenswood (Up Camp) Sue Ga ll
.
Charters Towers
dittoBrodziak and Rogers
..
ditto (Middle Camp) Land P DalbyBrodnitz, B. ..
Beckerleg , J. F. ... ..
Caporn, W. G. ... ..
Feez,  A. .. ..
enriques , A. Q..... .,
.y,Rockhampton
ditto
ditto
ditto
% ditto BAGATELLE.
Hunter ,  R. M. and  Co. ..
Headrick  and Co., John ...
ditto
ditto Ruddle, W. Brisbane
Wing Wah and Co. ... ditto Boyer, A. Rockhampton
Bassett and Skinner
Lewin  and Co.,  R. ...
Ash, Alfred ... .
George, Henry
Roma
ditto
Stauthorpe
ditto To DISTIL,
Haur  and Co., W.
Phillips  and Prince
ditto
ditto  Raff, Geo. ... Brisbane  (Moray field)
Hinton  Bros.  ... .. Springsure Davidson and Co.... Mackay
Cavanagh, Jas. ... . ... St. George Hewitt and Co. ... ditto
Zi hboron1 MavtherBRdi ro s...amsayeman Bros. tto
Auerbach, J. J. ... ... I Tambo Tooth and Cran ...
gy,,,
ditto
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NOTICE '10 MARINi li S.
TORRES STRAITS.
- It. JARDINE, the Harbor Master at Somer.
set, reports the existence of the following
dangers in Torres Straits, viz. :-
A Reef about 150 or 200 yards in dianieter,lying
in the fairway between the Brothers Hills Island
and the yearl fisheries at Banks and Mulgrave
Islands. This reef dries at low water springs, and
from it-
Cap Island (highest point) bears  ...  E.  Y.
Brothers Hills Island (west point) ... N.E. O ti .
.A Sand-bank lying a short half-mile N.N.W.
from Albany Rock, near the position of the 5
fathom sounding marked on the plan of Port
Albany. The bank is about 200 yards long east
and west, very narrow, steep to, and nearly awash
at low water springs.
Also, that the shoal ground marked on the
Admiralty Charts as lying about one mile to the
westward of the northern Mount Adolphus
Island,-but with no sounding less than 4 fathoms,-
has very little water on it at low water springs, the
" ripples " being caused by rocky and foul ground.
A deep channel, however, exists between this
danger and the West point of the Island.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 28th January, 1873.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1872.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
TOOWOOMBA TO DALBY, WITHIN RAILWAY
FENCES.
T
ENDERS will be received at the office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until  noon  on MONDAY, the tenth day of
February next, from persons desirous of contract-
ing for the supply of all material, except wire,
insulators, and iron poles, and all workmanship
accessary for the erection of the undermentioned
work, according to the terms,  general  conditions,
and specifications appended hereto.
For a line of poles from Toowoomba to Dalby
within the railway fences-the poles between Too-
woomba and the locality of Gowrie Junction to be
of wood, and for the other portion of the distance
with a few exceptions, to be of iron to be supplied
by the Government.
Iron poles and insulators to be supplied by the
Government and delivered to the contractor at
Brisbane.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price each f'or supplying and erecting
wooden poles and affixing three insu-
lators.
2. Price each for erecting iron poles and
affixing three insulators.
3. Price per foot for extra length wooden
poles where required.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within (3) three months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
(75) seventy-five per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but notwithstanding
such report, and payment on account, the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other officer
appointed by him in that behalf, shall have full
power at any time afterwards, before final payment
shall be made, of rejecting and condemning any of
the work or  materials  in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by "T1'ie Electric Tel2grapi Act"  for ob-
taining materials, on signing a bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor, and
providing for any claims being paid by the Super-
intendent from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property, caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; an4 if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums of money which may be duo to the
contractor, together with all materials and imple-
ments in his possession on the ground, and all sums
of money whether named in the bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be
considered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract. Attached to each tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking, in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a bond to Her Majesty in
a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount
of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
Any clearing necessary to be provided for under
special agreement.
Wooden poles to be heavy straight saplings of
the best description of approved hardwood (no
spotted gum or Moreton Bay ash being allowed)
with the bark removed, not less than nine (9)
inches in diameter, at five (5) feet from the butt,
and five (5) inches in diameter at the top, and
twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to be carefully and
thoroughly charred from the base upwards over a
space of six (6) feet, and well coated with the best
coal tar ; the top to be firmly bound at one (1) inch
from its extremity with good hoop iron, not less
than one (1) inch wide.
The top of each wooden pole to be served with a
thick coating of white lead.
The top of the pole to be bored as directed, to
receive the insulating pin.
At angles, or other places where required, struts
or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed as
directed. The poles to be not more than sixty-six
(66) yards apart, unless by special permission, to
be sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a
perpendicular position, and well rammed with
rubble and earth.
The iron poles to be erected as directed, the base
to be sunk not less than four (4) feet in the ground.
The insulators to be firmly fixed as directed,
three on each pole.
All materials used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, must be of the best
quality, and, together with the workmanship,
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
A. H. PALMER.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th February, 1873.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Bowen,
from the 1st day of July, 1872, to the 31st day of
December, 1872, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary..
Applicant' s Name. Description of
License.
Whether
granted  or
refused.
Amount
of Fee.
William  Lott ... Hardwood... Granted 1
south-westerly about twenty chains; thence by a
line  bearing west  to the north-east corner of mineral
selection  number  317A and by the north boundary
of that selection about 112 chains; thence by the
west boundary of that selection bearing south
about ten chains to  mineral selection  number 345 ;
thence by the north boundary of that selection
bearing  west ten chains ; thence by  its west
boundary bearing south four chains ninety links to
mineral selection  number 316; thence by the north
boundary of that selection bearing west ten
chains ; thence by its west boundary bearing south
three  chains to mineral selection number  368;
thence by the north boundary of that selection
bearing west ten chains  ; thence by a line  bearing
south forty  degrees west  about eighty chains to the
north-west  corner of mineral selection number
368, 4; thence by the west boundary of that selec-
tion and mineral selection number 330A bearing
south about forty-one chains eighty links to the
' Broadwater ; " thence by that creek downwards
easterly and south-easterly to its junction with
Quart Pot Greek into the Severn River ; thence by
that river downwards south-easterly to the south-
west corner of mineral selection number 316 ;
thence by the south boundary of that selection and
its prolongation easterly about 180 chains ; thence
by a line bearing north to the south-east corner of
mineral selection number 284; thence by the east
boundary of that selection  and mineral  selection
number 285, and its prolongation northerly about
137 chains to Kettle Swamp Creek ; and thence by
that creek upwards in a northerly direction to the
point of commencement.
Williamll.Groom,  M .L.A. W. It. McQuaker
J. F. G. Foxton John Gould
David Murray James Scanlan
Jno. Conquest John MeNeave
M. Connell Jeremiah Allman
Geo. Wilson John D. Larkin
H v.Brownc Alfred Ash
J. McInnes Alexr. McLeod
A. Isaacs Michael Wood
John Walter P. Lubin
B. Tyson George Cooper
R. Dawson Dudley Rushh
Alfred Green J. Miason
W. Curtis James Hobson
A. Simpson David Groom
J. T. Smith George Campbell
H. Wood F. P. Stewart
Geo. Barton  Martin  Jos. Keogh
William Philipps A. Pittman
T. Lawson George Scott
Andw. Weston A. Kcilar, per G. S.
F. Smith James Moloney
Geo. Antill E. Campbell
Chas. P. Waters John Young
Henry P. Gray Daniel Donovan
A. V . Halloran Thos. Kelly
G. Ware Martin Kelly
C. C. Williams William Jack
Hy. George Daniel Sullivan
Robt. Austin Alex. Wood
T. F. Merry Peter Pont
J. Davidson George Simms ,  comedian
W. Halve M.  O'Sullivan
E. W. Hollinworth E. H. Washington
St. G. Ralph Gore J. W. Thompson
John Sheahan, per J. C. D. Quinlan
D. W. Julyd  John Newlan
Robert Wilson W. A. F. Gregson
C. W. Pitts IIy. Prebble
J. Horwitz and Co. J. H. Schott
Edward Marlay, J.P. Churchill O. Evens
David Evanslec Win. Brown
Samuel Levy, per Davis C. E. Clarke
IIarris C. Whitby
Saml. Cochrane Michael Mooney
Win. C. Grant H. R. Gibbs
M. R. C. Spriggs W. Emeret
Daniel Grigg Fredk. Bergin
R. Cy. Cowper Al. Quinlan
John E. Elliott P. Connell
W. Hardy C. Grant
Horace Le Ransoine S. Phillips
S. P. Scowen J. Smith
Henry Weeding P. Murphy
Norris Hill 31. J. Smith
Paul Modiui F. J. Johnson
H. B. Mason Thomas Nelson Rose
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th February, 1873.
R
ETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates. at Card-
well, from the first day of October, 1872, to the
31st day of December, 1872, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant's Name.
William Eggebredt ...
WhetherDescription of Amount
License. granted or of Fee.?
refused.)
General ... Granted 2
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 7th February, 1873.
RETURN of  all Applications  for Timber  Licensesmade to the Bench of Magistrates ,  at Ingle-
wood, from the 1st day  of July, 1872, to the 31st
day of December ,  1872 , both  inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
Applicant 's Name.
George Porter...
Description of
License.
Hardwood...
Whether
granted or
refused.
Granted
Amount,
of Fee.
1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th Novenber, 1872.
PETITION UNDER " THE MUNICIPAL INSTI-
TUTIONS ACT OF 1864."
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, in pursuance of
the Act of Council 28 Victoria, No. 21, has directed
the publication of the substance and prayer of a
Petition addressed to His -Excellency as hereinafter
set forth, signed by one hundred and thirteen
householders resident in the township of Stanthorpe,
praying for the erection of their locality into a
municipality.
A. H. PALMER.
Petitioners state-" That immediately adjoining
the township of Stanthorpe, and situate between
two parts thereof, is a township, known by the
name of Stannum, which last-mentioned township
is situated on purchased land, and that the two town-
ships of Stanthorpe and Stannum form in reality
one town, containing not less than one thousand
inhabitants," and the Petitioners are desirous of
the same being established a Municipal District
to be called " the Municipality of Stanthorpe," and
that the limits and boundaries thereof may be
defined according to the following description:-
Commencing on the right bank of Kettle Swamp
Creek at the north-east corner of mineral selection
number 428, and be bounded thence by the north
boundary of that selection bearing west about
seventy-eight chains and fifty links to the Maryland
road ; thence on the north-west by that road bearing
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1873.
NOTICE.
T
HE under -mentioned Mineral Selection having become  forfeited  by reason of non-compliance with
the conditions prescribed  in "  The Crouse Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868 ,"  it is hereby notified that
the same will be open to selection as 'Mineral Lands, according  to the  surveyed  boundaries thereof, on and
after TUESDAY,  25th  February, 1873.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Register
Yo. Selected by i On
151 Thomas Henry Steele Perkins 14th March, 1870...
and Henry lkridson
Locality. Area.
A. R. P.
About  four miles from the j 40 0 0
Town of  Marlborough i
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th December, 1872.
T is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  "The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868" (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections. in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE or ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 Robert Logan
2 Robert Logan
situation.
.,. .. Road separating portions  20e from portions
76, 77, 78.197, 199, and 205
... ... Road  separating  part  of portion 206 from
parts of portions 206 and 208
STATEIIENT Of RECEIPTSand DISBURSEMENTS  by the COUNCIL Of the MINICIPALITY of BoweN,
for the Half-year ending December 31, 1872.
RECEIPTS.
July 1, 1872. £ a. d.
To cash on hand ... ... ... 4 15 3
,,  Balance  in A.J.S. Bank ... ... 80 5 1
December 31.
To Rates ... ... ... ... ... 307 18 6
Town Common fees and Government
allowance  ... ... ... ... 20 4 0
„ Government endowment on rates for
the half-year ending 30th June ... 71 12 9
„ Dray  licenses ... ... ... ... 7 5 0
Jetty Wharfages (old accounts £25 Ss.
„
lOd., last half year £294) ... ... 319 8 10
sale of tar and spikes  ... ... 5 16 9
use of winch ... ... ... 1 0 0
DISBURSEMENTS.
Dec. 31, 1872.  £ a. d.
By incidental expenses  ... ... ... 9 4 0
Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... 127 15 8
Town Common-Inspector's salary ... 5 0 0
Printing and advertising ... ... 13 17 0
Building account ... ... ... 2 1 4
Jetty- wages, wharfinger ' s salary, in-
surance, tarpaulin, rent , &c., &c. .. 199 10 3
„ Horse expenses ,  including purchase of
horse ... ... ... ... 35 4 7
Stationery ... ... ... ... 7 2 0
Herbert street-day labor ... ... 31 2 9
George street, ditto ... ... ... 71 6 3
Gregory street, ditto ... ... ... 21 5 3
Powell  street , ditto ... ... ... 23 14 3
Quay street, ditto ... ... ... 3 18 9
Thomas street, ditto ... ... ... 1 11 6
Implements ... ... ... 5 5 4
Deficit account-cash re-
ceived for rates, common
fees, &c., as per receipts
produced ... £35 6 1
Less amount written of,
June  30, 1872...  ... 9 10 1
„
Cash in hand ...
Bank N. S. W., balance
R. H. SMITH, Town Clerk.
25 16 0
4 0 10
230 10 5
£818 6 •'
W. CLARKE, Mayor.
We have, this day, examined all the Books and Vouchers of the Bowen Municipality that have been
exhibited to us, and find that they correspond.
Bowen, January 16, 1873.
83
£818 6  2
HENRY FIELD, 2 Auditors.T. K. HORSEY, f
25s.
TIME TABLE,
Commis
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.- On and after  MONDAY,  9th September, 1872,  the following Time Table will come into operation
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
MILLS.
Frets Too.
Ipswich woomba.
STATIONS.
A.M.
Ipswich ... ... ...
8 ... Wa lloon ... .. ..
12 ... Rosewood ... ... ...
18 ... Western Creek ... ... •••
21 ... Grandchester arrive •••depart ...
25 ... Victoria Tunnel .,,
24 ... Laidley ... ... ... ...
38 ... Gatton ... ...
49 ... Helidon ...
59
69
78
82.35
85 7
85
90'-
944
102
109
118
120
131
140
143
85
90
97
106
114•
127
130
Murphy's Creek
Highfields ...
Toowoomba ...
Mahoney's Gate
Gowrie Junction
arrive
{depart •••
arrive
depart *8.39
arrive
depart
.., arrive
7 Gowrie Junction ... depart
1211 For Williams' Camp ...
16 Westbrook Crossing...
24 Cambooya ... ...
31 Emu Creek Siding ... ...
40 King's Creek .,, ... ...
42 Clifton
53 Allora
62 i Lyndhurst Road ... ...
65 Warwick ... ... ...
... Gowrie Junction .. depart
... Gowrie ... ...
Oakey Creek ,., ... ...
Jondaryan ... ... ...
Bowenville ... ...
Blaxland' s Siding .,, ,..
Dalby ... ... ...
9.22
10.10
A.  M.
10.0
10.28
A
A
*11.8
11.12
A
11.49
12.18
12.53
1.8
*1.48
1.52
2.44
3.32
4.5
B
4.30
5.8
5.38
A
A
6.50
UP TRAINS.
No. 3, No.4, I No. 5, No.6,
Mixed. Goods. !  Mixed.  Mixed.
A.M.
1050
B
*11.16
P.M. P.M.
A
A
A
3.55
P.M.
4.40
*5.8
A
A
5.47
5.51
A
6.28
6.57
7.32
7.47
8.27
9.19
10.7
*11.25
A
A
12.25
A
1.18
1.28
2.5
A
2.45
2.7
2.59
3.47
4.20
A
A
520
A
6.13
*6.23
7.0
A
7.40
MILES.
From From
Dalby. Warwick.
3
16
24
33
40
45
... 3
... 12
...
50.45
23
25
34
41
49
52
58
STATIO\S.
Dalby ... ...
Blaxland's Siding ... ...
Bowenville ... ... ...
Jondaryan ... ... ...
Oakey Creek ... ... ...
Gowrie
Gowrie Junction ... arrive
sioner for Railways' Office,
No. 1,
Goods.
Brisbane , 30th August, 1872.
until further
 notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
No. 2,
Mixed.
DOWN  TRAINS.
No. 3,
Mixed.
A.M.
Warwick  ...  ... ... ...
Lyndhurst Road ... ... ...
Allora ... ... ...
Clifton ... ... ... ...
King's Creek ... ... ...
Emu Creek Siding ... ... ...
Cambooya
1 Westbrook Crossing... ... •••
For Williams' Camp... ... ...
Gowrie Junction ... arrive
Mahoney's Gate ... ... .•.
Gowrie Junction
52 65 Toowoomba ...
61 ... Highfields ...
71 ... Murphy' s Creek
81 ... Helidon
92 ... Gatton ...
101 ... Laidley
105 ... Victoria Tunnel
109 ... Grandchester
112 ... Western Creek
118 ... Rosewood ...
122 ... Walloon ...
130 ... Ipswich ...
* Trains meet here.
..depart ...
arrive
{depart 6.30
7.20
{
arrive I 8'10
depart
1 arrive ...
Z depart ...
... ..
..
arrive
depart
A.M.
6.50
7.40
*8.30
9.10
9.25
10.0
10.29
A
114
*11.8
A
A
11.49
12.17
No. 4,
Mixed.
A.M.
8'40
A
A
9'58
10'30
A
A
A
A
A
A.M.
8.5
A
8'45
9.22
9'32
A
1025
A
A
B
No. 5.
Goods.
A.M.
No. 6.)
Mixed.
P.M.
5
... A
5.45
*6-23
... 6.33
... 7.26 W
*11.25 *11.16 8.26
11.55 11.44 ... 8.56
... 12.4 11.50 ...
,,, 12.54 12.40 ...
... 1.44 1.30 ...
... *1'48 ...
2'28
2.43 ,. ...
... 3'18
3.47
,., A
4'22
4.26
A
... A
...  *5-8
... 5.36
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available  to return  on the following Monday.
NOTE.-The Trains will stop only  at those places  at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by  signal  to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can
only do so by giving notice at the preceding  Station  to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they oin the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
(l P.) The Nos. 2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down Trains only, will, for the present, stop at this Crossing, subject to the foregoing regulation. J
Goods Trains will be run when necessary.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
G
REAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY,  the 14th instant ,  the following Time
Table will  come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations
MilesUp Train,
Mixed. from West-
wood.
stations. Down Train
Mixed.
a.m. P.M.
Rockhampton... 11. 0 Westwood ...
... ...
3.30
6 Gracemere ... 11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing ... ... A
15 Stanwell 12. 0 15 Stanwell  ...
... ...
4.30
24 Rosewood Crossing A 24 Gracemere  ...
... ...
5. 6
30 Westwood ... 1. 0 30 Rockhampton...
... ...
5.30
All Day Tickets Issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo llowing Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked  thus, A, will  stop by signal to take up passengers only, who wi ll  be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey  terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying thq fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which they  propose to  slight.
General Registry Office,  NOTICE TO  TENDERERS.
Brisbane ,  7th February, 1873.
NOTICE.
IN accordance with e 5thsection of " The
Marriage Act"  (28  Vic., No.  15), it is hereby
JETTY EXTENSION, CARDWELL.
I
HE period for receiving Tenders for the above
work is hereby extended from the 1st, to
Noon, on MONDAY, the 10th February.
notified that G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
The Rev. WILLIAM GARDNER, Presbyterian Portmaster.
Minister, Clermont, Department of Ports and Harbors,
is duly registered in this Office as
Religion authorised to celebrate
Queensland.
a Minister of
Marriages in
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1873.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I intend on or
after the twenty-second day of February
instant, in conformity with the provisions of the
117th section of "  The Real Property Act of  1861,"
to issue, in the name of Charles Kennedy, of West
Kempsey, McLeay River, in the Colony of New
South Wales, blacksmith, at present residing in
Brisbane, a Provisional Certificate of Title for 322
perches of land situated in the county of Stanley,
and parish of Ipswich, being allotment 20 of sec-
tion 40, and more particularly described in the
Register Book, vol. 64, folio 128 ; the original certi-
ficate of title having been lost.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
T
HIS  is to certify that Mr. SAMUEL WALTER,
having exhibited evidence of competency as a
Surveyor, has been Licensed to effect Surveys under
the provisions of"  The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of 1868, " and subject to the rules of this Depart-
ment.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor -General.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane , 17th January, 1873.
THE Board  of Examiners  for Attorneys herebynotify that they have appointed Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday, the 4th, 5th, and 6th
March ; Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, the
20th, 21st, and 22nd May ; Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday, the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th September ;
and Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, the 2nd,
3rd, and 4th December next, for Examination of
Candidates  for admission  as Attorneys of the
Supreme Court  of Queensland.
JOHN KEANE,
Secretary to the Board.
Brisbane, 28th January, 1873.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1872.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
EXTENSION OF JETTY, CARDWELL.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Noon on SATURDAY, the 1st February
next, from persons willing Jo contract for the
extension of the Jetty at Cardwell, 900 feet.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Jetty Extension, Port
Hinchinbrook."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and further
particulars obtained, at the Port Office, Brisbane,
and at the Harbor Offices, Per H inchinbrook and
Rockhampton.
Tenders  must state  the time within which it
is proposed to complete the work, and at the foot
of every Tender there must be  a memorandum
signed by the person tendering, agreeing to deposit
the sum of 10 per cent.  on amount  of Tender, for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event that he will execute and deliver, at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor  in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
NOTICE.
W E intend to apply, on TUESDAY, March4th, 1873, to the Bench  of Magistrates, at
Warwick, for permission  to erect a  Gate on the
road from Killarney to Warwick,  situated on the
western boundary of Portion 66, in the parish of
Cunningham.
WILDASH AND HUTCHISON.
Canning Downs,
January 28th, 1873.
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NOTICE.
W E intend to apply, on TUESDAY, March4th, 1873, to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Warwick, for permission to erect a Gate on the
road from Killarney to Warwick, situated on the
western boundary of Portion 415, in the parish of
Cunningham.
WILDASH AND HUTCHISON.
Canning Downs,
January 28th, 1873.
87 Is.
NOTICE.
E intend to apply, on  TUESDAY, March
W 4th,  1873, to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Warwick ,  for permission to erect a  &ate on the
road from Killarney to Warwick ,  situated 2e. chains
south from the north -west corner of Portion 73, in
the parish of Cunningham.
WILDASH AND CUNNINGHAM.
Canning Downs,
January 28th, 1873.
88 3s. Gd.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the  Estate  of Martha Eliza Norris, and
George Bland, late of Bowen ; John Chow,
late of Gayndah ; English (Polynesian),
Peter Gorn, and John Legget, late of Towns-
ville ; Hartvy Erichsen, and Martin John-
son, late of Mackay ; James McGrath, late
of Charters Towers ; William Johnson, late
of Beaufort ; John Ryan, late of Hogun-
thulla Downs ; John Smith, late of Murilla
Station ; Joseph Carton, late of Yo Yo
Barracks, Warrego ; Martin Christopherson,
late of Saudgate  ; James Britton, Alexander
Lyle, and William Jackson, late of Ravens-
wood ; William Pritchard, late of Light
House (Georgetown) ; Alexander Waugh,
late of s.s. " Leichhardt" ; Thomas Wood-
thorpe, late of Warwick Agricultural
Reserve ; and  Philip Horne, late of Well-
town.
P
URSUANT to Act of Parliament, 31 Victoria,
No. 10, all persons having any claims  against
the Estate of any one of the above- named  deceased
persons , are to come in and prove their debts at
my office, Queen street, Brisbane, on or before the
Eighth day of April next, or in default they will be
peremptorily excluded from all benefit  accruing
from the said Estates.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1873.
95 Gs. Gd.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of John McGill, late of Bowen, in
the Colony of Queensland, carrier, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this Honorable
Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named John McG ill, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to James McGill, of Bowen, in the
said colony, carrier, brother of the said deceased.
Dated this sixth day of February, A.D. 1873.
JOHN ALEXANDER GREGORY,
. Herbert street, Bowen,
Proctor for the said James McGill.
Agent-WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Solicitor, Queen street, Brisbane.
-94  1 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Qu=_%sland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Harvest Baldwin, formerly of the
Windsor and Richmond Road, in the Colony
of New South Wales, and since of Boah,
Balonne River, in the Colony of Queensland,
deceased.
1TOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion, with the exemplification of the Will of the
said deceased annexed, of all the goods, chattels,
credits, and effects of the above-named deceased,
may be granted to Kezia Baldwin and Alfred
Harvest Baldwin, the Executrix and Executor, and
the Trustees named in the said Will, who reside
out of the jurisdiction of the said Honorable Court.
Dated this eighth day of February, 1873.
W. K. MACNISH,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Kezia Baldwin
and Alfred Harvest Baldwin.
85 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
In the Goods of Kipling Coates, late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby  given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court , that  Letters of Administration of all
the goods ,  chattels, credits ,  and effects of the above-
named Kipling Coates, deceased ,  who died intestate,
may be granted  to John Kipling  Coates, the only
son of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this 31st  day of  January,
A.D. 1873.
H. J. WYATT  BOWKER,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said John Kipling Coates.
93 6s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the  Will  of Catherine Shiels, late of Clearview,
near Mackay, in the  Colony of  Queensland,
deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fou rt een days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made  to this  Honorable Court,
in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction ,  that probate of the
Will of the above- named Catherine Shiels, deceased.
may be granted to Alfred Hunt  Lloyd and
Alexander Shiels , both of  Mackay, aforesaid,
Executors named and appointed in the said Will.
Dated this third  day of February ,  A.D. 1873.
MACALISTER AND MEIN,
84
Proctors for the said Applicants,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
NOTICE.
/'I1HE Scale  of Charges for the insertion of Advertise.
1.. ments in the  Queensland Government Gazette  is
as fo llows :-
Advertisements relating to Insolvent m Intestate
Estates ,  or Letters of Administration ,  6s. 6d,
each.
Advertisements relating to Impounded Stock, .s.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eight lines (or under),
and 3d. for every additional line, allowing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No ADVERTISEMENT
WILL BE INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of its insertion
according  to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges  the receipt
of the followin  amounts:-
1873.
Feb. 4.-G.  Barnard ... ...
4.-E. Bradley ...
4.-Municipal Council, Bowen...
4.-G. Foster  ... ... ...
4.-Municipal Council, Copper field
4.-W. J. Scott ... ... ...
4.-A. J. Stacey ... ...
4.-J. King . .. ... ...
4.-A. McLeod ... ...
5.-A. J. Gray ... ... ...
6.-F. G. Mackay ... ...
6.-R. Fitzgerald ... ...
7.-H. Lloyd ... ...
7.-G. H. Wilson
3Fmpounbing,a.
£ s. d.
0 1 0
1 0 0
1 5 0
0 1 0
1 0 6
0 1 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 1 0
2 2 0
0 7 0
0 3 0
0 2 0
1 0 0
fW  Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PEE ANIMAL;  and no such Advertise-
ment will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accompanied
by a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of its insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from Towa Station, on
21st November, 1872, by order of Robt. Doyle,
Esq.
One brown mare, over W over R over 2 near shoulder,
e-i over J off rump.
One roan mare, M near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th February, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
ALEX. J. STACEY, Poundkeeper.
79 2s.
CORRECTED BRAND.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Tambo Station, on
19th December, 1872, by order of R. Bell, Esq.
Driving, 2d.
One bay horse. W near saddle, 2 over 67 off saddle,
near hind feet white.
If not released on or before 15th January, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
GEORGE FOSTER, Poundkeeper.
77 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Condamine, from Tieryboo, on the
30th January, 1873, by order of H. Cardell, Esq.
Driving, Is.; damage, Is. each.
One red and white steer, like indistinct brand near ribs,
piece off under side near ear, three slits off ear.
One red and white steer, TP (a good distance apart)
over L off ribs, slit under side off ear.
One spotted heifer, JR off ribs and rump, two slits off
ear, piece off middle slit.
If not released on or before 25th February, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
82
JAS. KING, Poundkeeper.
3s.
I
MPOUNDED at Charleville, from Gowrie, on 20th
January, 1873, by order of H. G. Skinner, Esq.,
for trespass.
One red and white steer,  slit near  car, diamond near
rump, 0 near thigh.
One white heifer, slit near ear, diamond near rump,
like 0 blotched near thigh.
One roan cow, piece out of near ear, LC near ribs ;
red bull calf at foot.
One strawberry cow, piece off near ear, HC near shoul-
der, HC near rump, like q near ribs, blotch like
MA off ribs.
One red and white heifer, piece out of off ear, M off
ramp.
One white heifer, piece off both  ears, like  JML con-
joined near  ribs, MA off ribs.
If not  released on or before  5th March, 1873, will be
sold  to defray  expenses.
E. BRADLEY, junr., Poundkeeper.
80 6s.
IMPOUNDED  at Roma , from Amby  Downs ,  on 31st
January, 1873, by order of H. Cameron, Esq.
Driving, 6s. 8d.
One brown mare, short tail, C over W near shoulder,
W near thigh.
One grey horse, M over .. over B near shoulder, like
785 near saddle, indistinct brand off shoulder.
One bay mare, M over R near shoulder and near thigh.
One bay horse, star, hind feet white, EC (the E reversed)
near shoulder, 5 off cheek and off thigh.
One dark-bay horse, short tail, fore feet and off hind
foot white, JW over AH over WD near shoulder,
indistinct brand off shoulder.
One brown mare, indistinct brand like RB upside-down
and reversed near saddle, near hind foot white.
One bay horse, C near shoulder and near thigh.
If not released on or before 5th March, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
89 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, fromAlbro, on the 7th
January, 1873, by Messrs. J. and R. McMaster.
Driving, 15s.
One chesnut gelding, few white hairs in forehead, switch
tail, S near shoulder, like  JO  or JO indistinct off
shoulder.
If not released on or before 15th February, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
A. MCLEOD, Poundkeeper.
70 Is.
IMPOUNDED  at Taroom , from Carrabah, on the
27th January, '1873, by order of A. F. J. Hirst,
Esq.
One chesnut horse, stripe and snip, saddle -marked,
white spots under saddle ,  near hind fetlock white,
AJ upside- down  (the J  reversed )  over W near
shoulder.
If not released on or before 5th March ,  1873 , will be
sold to defray  expenses.
W. J. SCOTT,  Poundkeeper.
81 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, from Morinish, on
23rd January, 1873, by C. Mackay, Esq.
One bay mare, star, like KD near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th February, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
GEO. BARNARD, Poundkeeper.
78 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Ten-mile Swamp, on
30th January, 1873, by order of D. McGrath,
Esq. Driving, Is. 8d. per head.
One brown horse, DYR near shoulder, GP off shoulder.
One yellow mare, W3P near thigh, star and streak.
Also, from Nelson's Ridges. Driving, Is. 2d.
One black mare, two white blotches under mane,
illegible brand near thigh, star, near hind foot
white.
If not released on or before the 25th February, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
91 3s.
IMPOUNDED at North  Brisbane, from theald
Hills, on 30th January, 1873, by Mr. Hall.
One brown and white bull, J near ribs, AA over MM off
rump, M and like bell on off ribs.
If not released on or before the 25th February, T873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
E. HUGHES, Poundkeeper
90 is.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the grass paddock
of E. Marwedel, Esq., on the 4th February, 1873.
Driving and damages, 2s. 8d. per head.
One bay filly, p over FF near shoulder, stripe down face,
off fore and near hind foot white.
One strawberry heifer, CS or GS over 2 in circle off ribs,
CS or GS (the C or G reversed) off rump, GS
sideways off thigh, two slits off ear, tip near ear.
If not released on or before the 5th March, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
HANNAH LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
92 2s.
BRISBANE :
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"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
T
HE following Statement of Brands, being those Registered during the month of January last, is published for general
information, inaccordance with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners , whose Names, Address, or Brands may be incorrectly stated, are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar ; and in all such notifications either the -Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate of Registration
must  be given.
P. R. GORDON,
Office of Registrar of Brands, Registrar of Brands.
Brisbane, 4th February, 187;i.
TSr;.ul No. of
1Lcg;•lercd. Certificate
105)1L:I: r;: 1l  11. 1  11  501'l115 1  0 H.
Horses.
A U 5 5085
A7U 5012
ABU 5013
A9U' 5014
6AU 5015
1AU 5016
2AU 5033
3AU 5034
4AU 5035
SAU, 5036
b A U 5037
7AU! 5043
8AUi 5044
9AU 5063
AVG 5075
AV1 5074
AV2 5092
Nil ...
Various
JR wear  shoulder
our JL ...
JC near shoulder ,,.
JB over 2 near ellonl-
dcr
AF over 3 near shoul-
der
CY near shoulder
JC near  shoul('er, 1
neck
Nil ,..
AD near shoulder
Nil
JR near  shoulder ,..
JG near shoulder ,..
KK near shoulder ...
Various ... ...
Ce:11 c. Nanle. Run or Fain where Neare<t Post TownBrand is to  be used. I of Itun or Farm.
Nil ... ...
Various ... ...
Nil ... ...
over JL
5 B oft' ribs,  hip, and
shoulder
JC oft'  shoulder and
1-1111j p
Same off  ribs ...
Al' over  3 off ribs ...
WCY ribs ...
JC runup, Y rump .,.
MMC conjoined ,. .
AD near ribs ...
W near ribs and rlunp
N it
JG off ribs ... ...
KK near  1,111111)  ...
88$ off rump ...
John Towzev ...
Michael Callen ...
James Robertson ...
James  Lipsett ..,
Johanna Brennan,.,
Jane Cooke
Poison ...
Longford ...
Jimbour
Slaty Creek ...
Town Couunon
Maryborough
Mackay
Dalby
Gvmpie
`j arwick
Reserve ... ... Mackay
John Brennan  ... ... 1 Nelson's Ridges ... Ipswich
Alexander  Forbes...
William Casey
John Casey
Castle Hill ... ... Ipswich
Norinunbv Gully ... Ipswich
Nornuunby  Gully ...  Ipswich
Daniel McEw -an Hunter ...
Alexander  Duncan ...
William  Winstanley
Jacob Reichie ...
James  Giddis ... ...
John Matheson  ... ...
William Rutter  Seaton ...
Six-mile Creek ...  Ipswich
Old Deer Farm  ...  Gatton
Rutherford 's Farris ... Rockhampton
Toowoomba ... ...  Yandilla
Cairn Castle Farm ...  Murphy' s Creek
Rosenthal  .. ...  Warwick
Barr 's Scrub .. Beenlcigh
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Brand No. of
Rsycwtered.  Certificate;
AV4 5093
FORMER BRAND.
Horses.
li near shoulder
Cattle.
JJ (second J to left)
conjoined off rump
Various ... ,.. . Nil ... ...A Yb 5094
A V 7 5095
AV S 5107
A V9  5102
A GV 5108
A1V 5109
A 2V 5118
A 5-\r 5137
A4Y 5138
A5Y 5139
AbY 5140
A7Y 5141
ABY 5154
A9Y 5161
OAY 5170
l A Y 5177
2AV 5178
3AY 5179
4AY 5180
5AV 5181
b A V 5192
7AY 5193
8 A V 5206
9AV 5207
AbW 5152
AM 5208
bAW 5153
A Z 2 519-1
BK5
2BL
BT6
2BW
4CM
C9W
3CW
CZ8
23 B
DDBI
3DL
2DP
DR5
EA2
E7D
E J 3
1EL
E7M
E3S
FA4
F C5
-
cG7FOU
I''a
FL8
AD . SAD ...
h over J near  shoul-  -a  over J near
der and ribs
Nil .,, JS off rump
ACG near shoulder... ACG off ribs
Nil „ ... Nil .,,
WW near shoulder... WW near ribs
Various ... . JC off rump...
MP ... ... PtG ...
Nil Nil ...
Nil ... , Nil ,.,
Nil ... . Nil ...
JG near shoulder • MB near ribs
12 over JC near shoal- Nil ...
der
Anchor over S ...
JJ ...
Nil ..,
Nil ...
Nil .,.
over JW ...
AS near shoulder, S
near thigh
Il near shoulder and
ribs
rump
Name.
John Kilham ...
John McHugh
Andrew Dully ...
James Johnson ...
James Shea
Andrew Gillum ...
.-. Patrick Maguire .
... William Wilkins ...
James Culley ...
John Joseph Power
Jonathan Murray...
James Murphy ...
Jalnes Paterson ...
James Gleeson ...
James Cronin ...
Nil ,..
Nil ...
JG rump ..,
Nil .., ..,
Nil ...
over  JW•• ...
S over AS off ribs ..,
Nil ...
MC near shoulder  ... Nil ... ...
JH near shoulder ... JH or MH ofl'rump
AW conjoined  ...  Nil
JF near shoulder ...  JF off rump and ribs
Nil ... ... AW ... ...
Ar conjoined
5197 JB ...
5143 1Various ...
5018 Nil .
5136 TB near shoulder
5117 Nil
Nil ... ...
...  JB
LL off  rcunp and Loin
Nil ,
,,, TB near shoulder mini
hip
Nil
5OS7 CII
5128 CK near shoulder .,,
5032  1  Various ... ...
5202 Various ... .,,
5182 WC near shoulder ...
5017 Nil .,. ,..
5212 Nil ...
5166 DB near  shoulder .,.
514.6
5215
5031
5119
5047
DD near shoulder ...
(IL conjoined near
shoulder
Various
E over EE near
shoulder
DR near shoulder ...
5086 -I ...
5100 1Nil ,,,
5069 SJ ...
5163 EJ
CB .,.
CK off ribs ...
Various ...
JC off run(p,
off ribs
John Smith ,..
Joseph John ...
Joseph Geiger ...
John Mezger ,,.
Patrick Murtagh ,,.
Joseph Wilton ...
Andrew Smitl( ...
Thomas Merritt ,,,
Morgan Cavanagh
James Hayden ...
Alexander Walls ,.
Joseph Frecstoue...
Andrew Waters ,.
John Abbott ...
Pro('RILTOR.
Run or Farm where Nearest Post Town
Brand  is to be used .  of Run or Farm.
., I Hume street
.., Drayton
Campell's Plains
... Greehill's Farm
... Walloon
Spring Creek
near Racecourse
Goodna
,.. Ipswicll ...
.., Maryborough
_Maryborough
. Town Reserve
... Tiaro ...
1'artulla ..
.. Leyburn ...
Kanewell ...
Lillyvale
Pink Lilly Lagoon
Beaufort ...
Nebo
Trcnl-pot Creek
Dalbv ...
John Black
William Locke ...
Benaiali Bradford ...
Thomas Bones ...
William Billing Bailey .,
FWC
Charles Bigger
Henry  and Josepl ( Clad e
William Cooke ...
William Clask ...
Stockyard ...
Commonage;...
Commonage...
View  Field .,,
Inglewood ..,
Reserve ..,
Abbotsford ,,,
Toowoomba
Drayton
Warwick
. •
Ipswich
Walloon
.,, Spring Creek
Toowoomba
,,, Goodna
Ipswich
Maiyborough
Marvborough
Dally
Tiaro
Surat
Leyburn
Dalbv
Lillvvale
Rockhampton
Beaufort
Nebo
Ipswich
•..  Dalbv
,.. Condamine.
,.. Dalbv
.,, Warwick
,,, Rockhampton
... Inglewood
... Roma
... Allora
Copperfield
Killarney ... .  . Warwick
Cargoon Hotel ...  Townsville
Commonage ... ... ( Leyburn
Hotham Creek Pimpania
Lagoon Pocket . Gympic
Northampton Farm.. . Spring Creek
lIossdale ... ... Jondaryan
Monkland Reef ... I Gympic
North Park ...  ...  Gracemere
Normanby Gold Field Norman
C over AJ off ribs William Couaghau
Nit ... ... Charles Theodor Ziegcler
Nil
D11 near rump and
ribs
DD rump and ribs ...
Same over L off ribs
Nil
DI' off ribs ...
DR near rump
Daniel O 'Brien  ... ... Connnonagc...
David Bngdcn ,  senior  ...  Rosenthal ...
Daniel  Dwyer ... ...  Bald Ridges ...
Daniel Lynch
Donald Matheson...
David  Payne .,
Commonage...
Rosenthal ...
Reserve ...
Warwick
Warwick
Glamorgan Vale
Dalby
Warwick
Warwick
Denis Ryan ... ... Reserve
...  l A2  ,,, ,,, James Atkinson
•,• 1 \il ... ... Ed and McDonald
SJ Ennna Jones
EJ ... Edward Lankester
.5209 E and No. shoulder..  Is in au-e of hearts , i Richard  E ll is ...
No. shoulder and
... i Dalby.
Farnham ... .. i Cardwell
Cressbrook .. Ipswich
Bear's Green Crlaccnure
Coobaregore ...  ... Mar borough
Town Reserve ... Stanthorpe
near
thigh
cheek,  31  near \IOORFuffribs ... Edw;u•dlloorc ... ... Warrill Creek ... Ipswich5097 1; near
shoulder,  0
thigh
5110 Various . . . . . . V a r i o u s arious Edwin Phillips ... lpswicll ... Ipswicll
5181 Nil Various James Ernest Sncith ... Coorooman Creek ... C'awarral
5185 I Nil  .N i l
5171 Various .,  I  Various - .,.
5111 Various FG off rump
5127 JF conjoined  .., Nil .•.
51'13 S nyc'. M I' rear shoal- Nil
der
5078  Nil ,,, .,, Nill
Frank Aneou Beaufort
Cameron mul Fitzmaurice Commonage.,.
.. Frederick Globe ... ... Warroo
.. Joint Fogarty Black Ci;d1y...
Alexander Fiddes Grcig ,.. Gay,idah
Adolph Fewerriegel ... I Lutwycltc ...
Beaufort
Townsville
Inglewood
Toowoomba
Gayndah
Brisbane
Brand
'Registered.
No. of
erti fleate'
Horse..
FM8
5FW
G 6  A
G5B
Gb1
7GB 1
01 D.3
GD7
G: 7 H
5K
5GGK
GbL
Q4M
GGN
G R5
5QR
5aS
2GW
H4J
bHJ
H7M
H8M
HOG
H4P
H4R
1 HY
H OW
H3W
HbW
5159
5131
5019
FORMER  BRAND.
FL ...
FM near shoulder
Nil .,.
5133
5020
5198
5011
5135
5042
5183
5169
5196
5077
JG near  shoulder
Various
Nil
Nil
N it
Nil
GI)
y ariolls
Nil
Various
5028 Nil
5038  -Nil
5131 Nil
5082 Various ...
5216 Nil
5058 GS near shoulder
5041 Nil ..,
5021 Various ,..
5161 HB ..,
5101, Nil
5022 HD conjoined
5112 Nil
5129 Nil
5073 H off shoulder
5115 1JR near ribs5026  Nil ...
5030  Writing  over writ-
ing M near shoul-
der
5145  Nil ...
5`201  in  ... ,..
5167  Various .. ...
5099  GP ... ...
5088  HLP ... ...
5201 HR ... ...
5123  Th (script)
5199 JH near shoulder ...
5151 11 over W
5008  1.3  near  shoulder, F
near rump
H Y 2 5076 HY
H Y 3 5083 Nil ... ...
J E91
J2E
JbN
-J9N
9 JN
JQ7
'I 5
KM7
KVG
bLJ
LGL
L S3
L U1
L Z
5090
5096
5103
5015
5046
5081
5113
5060
5214
5116
5061
5050
5155
JP] conjoined off hip
Various ...
Various
3  K
Various ...
V;i'inlts ...
Various
JN n,ar should
JQ,r•arrump
Nil ,,,
Nil
K over MD ...
AK. KV ...
5188
5072
5190
5106
5200
5121
5057
H near siiouirler
Nil
Various
LS near ribs
Nil
Various
Various
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Writing .11 near ribs
and  rump
FL ...
... Flt off ribs ...
... I Nil ...
Name.
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where Nearest Post Town
Brand is to be used. of Rim or Farm.
Thomas Lapthorn ... Condamine
,,, Frank Mandelkon ... Harrisville
... I Frederick Willmington ... Eton Vale
James Goane, senior ... 11Dinner Camp
George Huples Boulton ...' Toowoomba
George Josiah  Bridges  ... German Station
William Gibson ,,, Canindah ..
George Booth ... South Brisbane
George Duncan ... Old Dreer Farm
JG near runup, 5
over JG near ribs
... 31 over NIM off side
... GB over  off ribs ,..
.. Nil .., ,,,
... Nil
... GD near ribs, GAD
near ribs
... GD ... ...
.. Various .. ...
... MD near ribs .
... JK off ribs, 5 OF
shoulder
... GL off rump, 4 off
thigh
... GM near ribs and
rump
JG near ribs
... Various ... ...
... Nil ...
... GS near rump ...
... GW off ribs ...
B off ribs
JIB
,.. Various
.. Sallie .. . ..  George William Dart
T E  conjoined off ribs Henry Denning ..,
IIE conjoined  ON Henry  Evans ...
shoulder, 5 offrump
,.. If off shoulder and
thigh
JH near ribs ...
... ` over J11 over
off rump
r
over
ribs
ill
Nil
Sane
HR
Cattle.
rump andy-
Nil ...
JII over II off rump
H over W ... ...
Stine ... ...
Nil ...
1111  off  rump
San (,  ...
Various ...
J r off rump ...
JK ...
Various
JN off shoulder
AWN off side
-Nil  ...
3Q off  romp
Various ..,
... Yl
... Kover _IID...
1... (1D. ,1K. kV.
Gordon  and Davis
George Alexander Hope ...
George Arthur Leong ...
Gotlib Klnmpp ... ...
Criuam
Currumgul ..
near Warwick
Burnett Swamp
George Love ... ...
George -McKay ... ...
James Goalie,  junior .
George Harding  Rawlins
George Row ... ...
George Smith ... ...
Godlip Walter ...
,. Henry  Bell ...
... James Bufley
... Henry Carothers ...
James Hawthorne
John Hayes
John Hodge
Henry  Morrow
Hugh i11ePherson
John Hodson ...
Jimmy Hoo ...
Hannah Pullen .
Henry Lear  Penticost
Henry Rayner
Thomas Harlin ...
Joseph How
Phillip Hansen
William Higgins ...
Henry Yeoman ...
Henry Heiner ...
Andrew lf aisel ...
James Knight
James Jones ...
John K elly ...
John O'Neil
John McNeven ...
Joseph  Nairn ...
John Nolan ...
Catherine  Salkev...
John Vaughan
... J. Kenney  .. .
Benny  IIIc•Douald
Andrew Kohler ...
Logan
Clifton
Dinner Camp
Town Common
Boah
Eton Vale
Mount Samson
Bellevue
Stockport ...
Bulimba ...
Tiaro ...
Goodna
Canning street
Condamine
Ipswich
Cambooya
Ipswich
Toowoomba
German Station
Gayndah
Brisbane
Gatton
Lillyvale
Nerang Creek
Warwick
Brisbane
I3ulimba
Clifton
... Ipswich
... Warwick
St. George
Cambooya
Bald Hills
Townsville
Yengarie
Buliniba
Tiaro
Goodna
Ipswich
Commonage ... ... Gladstone
Reserve .. ... Dalby
Cedar Creek ... ... Brisbane
Darkey Flat ... ... Wei  AN irk
Town Commonage  ... Dalby
Coomera River  ...  Coomera
Leybnrn  ... ...  Leyburn
Gayndal l  ... ... Gayndah
Main Range  ... ...  Toowoomba
Tenthill ... Owanilla
Cluen  .. ...  Wivenhoe
Oxley  Creek... ...  South Beisl,uie
Yaamba  ... ...  Yaamba
Ilalliford  ... ... Daffy
Mount Perri  ... Mount Pcrrv
lloggill M oggill
3lnlberrv Garden . ..  Maokav
Shelly' s  Farm  ... Ipswich
Glean  Cottage Farm  Laidley
Peak  Mountain ...  Ipswich
Bremer Creek  ... Ipsii ieii
Cleanuiount  ,..  Bald 11 ills
Rosewood Scrub  ...  Ipswieli
South Brisbane  .  Brisbane
Campbell ' s Camp  ...  Dalby
Hothani Creek Pinnp;una
Canning Creek ... Lenbu m
halfway house ...  Roekltanpfoil
Pink Lilly Gardens  ...  Roekhai:ptom
Nil  . Louis Ha•trer ... ... Venda ...
Nil ... James Mehau ]dam ... Cauooa Diggings ...
H off runup, No. of R. Daintrce mind Company Lohyortlt ... ...
year  ofl'ribs
.. S,,Iiv ...
JL off runup ...
Nil .
Nil ...
Luke Smit.li ... .,. Rosdiill ...
Janes Lihou ... Boggie Creek
Edmund A.  C.  Olive  ...  Gayndah ...
William Shepherd Burnell Springsure ...
Gayud:lb
Yaamba
Dalrymple
... Ipswich
... Breakfast Creek
... Gayndali
.. .  Spring_ sure
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Bread
Registe red.
No. of
Certificate'
Horses.
7MB
bMH
M9J
1MN
7IM T
2MW
7MW
M Y4
FORMER BRAND.
Cattle. Name.
5187 MB conjoined
5055 Bar in circle
5203 '- over H,
JW conjoined
5176 Nil
5160
5059
5027
5211
5051
5126
5172
5080
N1 A 5010
Same ... ... Maurice  Bow er ss  ,,,
Nil .. ... MeGavin Brothers
and over H and JW Marv Downey Henry
conjoined
JMI off ribs, it off John Murphy ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ...
Nil
ALT near shoulder ...
Various
Ml' near shoulder...
Various
MY near shoulder ...
Ni
rump
Nil ...
Nil
Various ..
MT off ribs ...
MW
MW near and
rump
W off rump,  77
ribs
Nil ...
... AN eonjoined near Alexander Norris...
rump
200
1QX
PF8
P8
P2H
IPKb
PLb
R3C
3RC
RFb
7R G:
SRH
bRM
R 0P7
R5W
5052 MOD near shoulder MOD near rump
5217 C over C ... ... C over C
5148 N. rump,  0  ribs ... X near shoulder
5165 PF near shoulder ... PF off ribs ... ...
5039 Nil ... ... PG off  side ...
5098 Nil ... ... Nil ... ...
5064 PB near shoulder ... Nil
5101 Various ... ... PL off rump and ribs
5067 Various ... ... Various ... ...
5053 ggI near shoulder  ..  gg near ribs ..
5210 RC over 1 near sboul- RC over 1 near rump
der
5147 Nil ... ...  JHC conjoined
5091 Nil ... . .. Nil ...
5023 RG near shoulder  ...  Nil ... ...
5213 Nil ... ... Nil ... ...
5066 RAI  near shoulder ...  RM and MR near rump
5150  N ... ... N off'  rump ... ...
5173  WR near ribs  ...  Same ...
5122 1 Nil ... ,.. Various
5054 RW near  shoulder  ... FB and  RW off rump
1S  A 5174
S B 9 5089
S E 9 5130
2S G' 5168
7SG
SJ9
2SR
7S E
S I Y
4TC
3TF
T4Q
5144
5049
5056
5065
5191
5157
5125
5105
Michael O'Donnell
Bedeley Walker  ...
Cowper and Crozier
Julius  Fr,} ...
Patrick Gaffriey .,.
Patrick  Haley ...
Patrick Kilroy ...
Peter  Lynch  ...
Patrick O ' Sullivan
Robert Ballatitrc ...
Robert Christie ...
John Hannah Campbell ...
-Robert Fulcher ... ...
Robert Gordon ...
Robert Hutton ...
Matthew Paterson Muir ...
Robert  Nos-worthy ...
William Robertson ...
Richard George  Petty ...
Robert Williams ... ...
A near shoulder ... A off rump, t off ribs Samuel Arrdren"s ...
Nil . SB near ribs and hip John Brodhauer .,
AJS off ribs... Same Alfred James Sealy
SG near shoulder and SG off ribs and rump Spencer Griffiths ...
thigh
SG and WG... ...
Various ... ...
Nil ... ...
N it ... ...
R near  shoulder ...
S near ribs ... ...
.. over S near thigh
Various ... ...
5186 Nil
5070 Nil
5132  TM over C near  slioul-
der
4 T G' 5114
TM 51568 5156
8TM
TbR
TbS
5024
5071
TG near shoulder ...
Nil ...
Same
Various
JS near shoulder
thigh
Nil ...
R near rump
S near ribs
Nil
S off  shoulder
rump
Michael  Nugent ...
.. John Mann ...
.. Martha Smith ...
... Mary Ann Tambling
Martin Walsh
off Mark Wagland ...
off Michael Whealan...
... James Murray
Steel Greer
Charles Smith
and i John  Sweeney
and
Nil .
TF conjoined off
shoulder and near
rump
TM over C  off  rump
Nil
Nil
T over M near shout- Sauce ...
der
RL ... ... Nil
It over ti near shout- M over E off
der
5205 Nil
5175  Nil
and ribs
Nil
ITRS ...
rump
5158 Nil ... Nil ..
5068 Nil . FF conjoined (first F
to left) off hip
Wang Sing
Samuel Roberts
Robert Smith
John Scully
John Sully
Thomas Nash Castle
Thomas Fletcher ...
Terrence McGurin
Thomas Gavin ... ...
Thomas Lake ... ...
Thomas John McDonough
Thomas McNamara
Tirnotlry Murphy...
Thomas Raleigh ...
Travers and Gibson
John and William Taylor
James Tutton ,..
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where
Brand  is to  be used.
Iron-pot Creek
Commonage
Reserve ,..
T
Nearest Post Town
of Bun or Farm.
Ipswich
Clermont
Drayton
Kent street Brisbane
Gowrie Creek . Toowoomba
Eton Vale .. ... Cambooya
Lytton road...  ... Brisbane
Darken Flat ... ... Warwick
Mayfield ... ... 11laryhorougls
Leyburn ... ... 1 Leyburn
lbloukland Reef ... Gympic
Piuipaina .. ... Pimpama
Mountain View ... Bald It ills
Reserve ... Dalby
Gleueagle .. i Village of Logan
Windab ... ... Westwood
Warroo .. ... Ley'brsi
South Toolburra ... Warwick
Farrar, Walloon ... Walloon
Kilmorey .. ... Roma
South Brisbane . Brisbane
Spring % al e, ... ... Toowoomba
Lagoon Farr. ... Gatton
Pine-tree Creek ... Logan Reserve-
Saltwater Creek ... Maryborougli
Kelvin Grove ... Brisbane
St. Ann's ... ... Bowen
Pikedale ... ... Stauthorpe
Benowa ... ... Nerang Creek
Mount Oxley ... Oxley
Eel Creek ... ... Gympie
Cootlra  ...  Brisbane
Glenelg Leyburn
Tallabngera ... ...  Neraiig Creek
Reservo . .. Gayndalt
Vallitta Farm  Fassifern
Leyburn ... ...  Lei burn
Tiaro ... ... Tiaro
Rosewood .., Wa lloon
Western Creek ... Ipswich
Reserve ... ... Roma
Hotloun Creek ... Pimpama
near Yaamba, ... Rockhampton
Codrington ... ... Jondaryau
Lytton and Tingalpa Tingalpa
Booroondara ...
Crocodile Road
Gainsford
Rockhampton
Harrisville ... ... Ipswich
Reserve ... ... Dalbh
Pikedale ... ... Leyburn
Commonage ... ... Rockhampton
Reserve ... Nanan go
Single Tree ... ... Warwick
Pie Creek Farm ... Gympic
Malvern Downs and LillyvaLe
Car lnnnr
Cooroora ... ... Dalby
Bankeea ... ... Yaamba
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Brand No, of
P.egatcred.  Certificate.
TbW
7TW
V S 1 5189
Cattle. Name.
Same ... ... R. Towns and W. S.
Walker
TW off ribs, T of Thomas Wall .,. ...
rump
Nil
1 V Y 5025 'Nil ... ... Nil
W1A
4WF
Horses,
FORMER BRAND.
-
5218  RT over P ...
5029 T over W ON shoul-
der
5009 1 Various ... ... A off rump ...
5084 Nil ,.. WF off rump
WC near shoulder .,.
W 5 Q 5120  WG near shoulder ... Nil ,..
2 W J 5195  Nil ... ... Nil ...
W 3 K 5040 TK near shoulder ... TK off rump...
6048 W ... W
5WP 5162  P near shoulder ... Pw off' hip ...
Wly 5124 Nil ,.. Nil ...
)(7)( 5149 XX near shoulder ... XX near rump
1 Y Y 5079 WS near shoulder ... Nil
... William Cairns ...
... Martin and Rawson
... William and Isaac Andrews
William Finlay ...
William Gardiner ...
William  Jameson...
William King
Euetace Wintsel)-mitt
Walter Power ,..
.. William Winks ...
PROPRIETOR.
_
J - -
Run or Farm where  Nearest  Post Town
Brand is to be used, of Run or Farm.
Towmsvae ... ... Village of Logau
Hamilton Paddock Brisbane
and James street ...
Graeemere ...
The Hermitage
Gracemere
Mackay
Ta llebudgerry Creek Nerang Creek
Moggill ... ... Moggi ll
Carrier ...
Pioneer Farm
Brener River
Cania
Willow Park
Mount Flinders
... Walter John Biddulph ... Windah
... William Smith ... ... Dotswood ...
BEANDs TRANaFEEEED  during the Month of JANIIAEY, 1873.
Brand. No. ofCertificate.
G A S 4819
1 L  L 703
Trensferror.
William Winks
R. Daintree  and Company
Transfe re e.
John Standrin ...
Richard Daintree...
Name of  Run  where Brand
is to be used.
Bowenville...
Lolworth ...
... + Dalby
Walloon
Ipswich
Gayndah
Western Creek
Ipswich
Westwood
Townsville
Nearest Post Town.
Jondaryan
Dalrymple
P. R. CORDON,
Registrar of Brands,
8y Authority : JAYae 0.  BUT.  Government Printer,  William  street, Brisbane.
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QIIEBNSLAND,  ' Proclamation  by The 2fo t
to wit . S Honorable GEoaur Acoi-sTrus
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of \ or.naiib.y,
Earl of Aulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manbr, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mender -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
the Parliament of Queensland
11 now stands  Prorogued to Tuesday the
eighteenth day of February instant and it is
expedient further to Prorogue the same : Now
therefore I GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE
Marquis of Normanby in pursuance of the power
and authority in me vested as Governor of the said
Colony do hereby further Prorogue the said
Parliament to TUESDAY the eighth day of April
now next.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Y andilla,
this eighth day of February, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three, and in the thirty-sixth year of
Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Colonial Secretary)
WMl. HENRY WALSH.
GOD SAvr  =E QCxa-. !
[No. 14.
Qua SLAND, 2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the  County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Coln-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
H-EREAS, by the sixteenth section of an Act
passed in the thirty-sixth year  of the reign
of Her Sovereign Majesty Queen Victoria, intituled
" The Electoral .Districts Act of  1872," it is
enacted that so soon as the first electoral roll under
"  The  Elections Act  of 1872," for the Electoral
District of Warrego shall have been perfected the
Governor shall appoint and notify by Proclama-
tion in the  Gazette a  day (not being earlier than two
months from the (late of such proclamation) for
sending in claims for the Electoral District of
Warrego, created by the said  " Electoral Districts
Act of  1872," and that on or before such day all
persons claiming to be placed on the electoral roll
for the said Electoral District of Warrego shall
make their claims as required by  " The Elections
Act of  1872" and that the first Electoral Roll of
the said new District of Warrego shall be made up
of and from such of the names on the said first
Electoral Roll of the present district as shall not.
upon due notice given or upon proof of death be
duly expunged therefrom and the names of
such of the said claimants as shall be entitled to
have their names inserted in the said -Electoral
Roll : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE Aucusxus CoN-
STANTINL, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, by virtue of such recited Act, and in
pursuance of the power and authority in me vested,
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do, by this my proclamation, notify and appoint
TUESDAY, the first day of April, A.D. 1873, to be
the day for sending in claims for the said Electoral
District of Warrego.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, I Proclamation by Tho Mostto wit . Honorable GEOiiGE: AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount N or-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the
county of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANEY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS H REAS by an Act passed in the twenty-
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign, inti-
tuled  " An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws
relating to Quarantine,"  it is amongst other thngs
enacted , that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by proclamation in the  Government
Gazette, to appoint stations or places within the
Port of Moreton Bay, or within or near any other
harbor, port, or place within the said Colony, for
the performance of Quarantine under the said Act,
where all vessels liable to Quarantine, and the
crews, passengers, and persons en board thereof
shall perform the same : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
in pursuance of the power so vested in me as
Governor of the Said Colony, do, by this my Pro-
clamation ,  issued  with the advice of the Executive
Council, appoint the Island in Moreton Bay, known
as Peel Island, to be a station for the performance
of Quarantine, under and for the purposes of the
said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, iiscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHERE AS by an Act passed in the twenty-seventh year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
An Act to Amend and Consolidate tae Laws relat-
my to Quarantine,"  it is amongst  other things
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the  Governor,
with the advice of the Executive  Council, by pro-
clamation in the  Government  Gazette ,  to prohibit
all persons, vessels, and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever,  within  the
limits of any station which, by any order of the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive  Council,
has been or may be assigned for the  performance
of Quarantine ; and whereas  by my Proclamation,
bearing even date herewith, issued with  the advice of
the Executive Council, the Island  in Moreton Bay,
known as Peel Island, has been appointed  a station
for the performance of Quarantine  under the said
Act : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS Cox-
STANTINE, Marquis of Normanby , in pursuance of
the power so vested in me as Governor  of the said
Colony, do, by this my Proclamation , issued with
the advice of the Executive Council, hereby prohibit
all persons , vessels, and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever,  within the
limits of the said proclaimed  station, under the
penalties contained in the said Act, until this my
Proclamation shall have been rescinded.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of January
in the  year  of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty.
sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QULENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby.
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulrravo of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANRY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com•
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS, by the seventeenth section of anct passed in the thir y-sixth year of the
reign of Her Sovereign Majesty Queen Victoria,
intituled  " The Electoral Districts Act of  1872,
it was enacted that with all convenient speed after
the passing of the said Act, the Governor should
appoint and notify by Proclamation in the  Gazette,
a day (not being  earlier  than three months from the
date of such Proclamation) for sending  in claims
for the Electoral District of Burke, before which
day all  persons claiming  to be placed on the Elec-
toral Roll for that District should make their
claim, us required by "  The Elections Act of  1872,"
and that the first Electoral Roll of the said district
should be  made  up of and from the names of such
of the said applicants as shall be entitled to have
their  names inserted  therein : Now, therefore, I,
GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of
Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, by virtue of
such recited Act, and in pursuance of the power
and authority in nie thereby vested, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and appoint TUESDAY, the
first day of April, A.D. 1873, to be the day for send-
ing in claims for the Electoral District of Burke.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Governmeit
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-two,
and in the thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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QUEENSLAND,  ' Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  3 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross. in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
wander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND , 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit.  S Honorable GEouGE AUGUSIUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORrtexBY, of lf cr Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation; may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, wil. be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. 5 Honorable . GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
wander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUES-
DAY, the 8th day of April, 1873, at the Clermont
Land Office.
Description of the boundaries of lands open to
selection under  " he  Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868."
TOWN  RESERVE OF CLERMONT-- EXTENSION.
99 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Douglas Creek,
at a  point  two miles above the junction of Sandy
and Douglas Creeks ; and bounded thence on the
north and north-east by the last-named creek down-
wards about seven miles and three -quarters in a
direct line bearing south fifty-nine degrees east;
thence on the south -east by a line bearing south
forty-three degrees west about three miles forty
chains, being part of the north -west boundary of
the Slateford Run, to a point bearing north sixty
degrees west from the summit of Mount Misery ;
thence by a continuation of said boundary of last-
named run ,  being a line bearing south-west and
passing through a spot bearing south-east distant
five miles from the summit of a hill called Mount
Pleasant to the right bank of Theresa Creek ;
thence by that creek downwards to the junction of
Tomahawk Creek ; thence by Tomahawk Creek
upwards in a westerly direction to a point on the
left bank about half-a-mile above a hi ll  called
Langton Edge ; thence on the south -west by a line
bearing north -west about five hundred and seventy-
five chains to the right bank of Theresa Creek, at
a point bearing south-east from a spot four hundred
chains south -west from the summit of Mount
Livingstone  ;  thence on the north -west by Theresa
Creek downwards in a north -easterly direction
about three miles and three-quarters in a direct
line to the south -west corner of Theresa Creek
Run ; thence by the south boundary of that run,
being an east line about four miles  forty  chains to
Theresa Creek at a point bearing east from the
summit of Mount Pleasant  ;  thence by last-named
creek upwards to the eastern corner of Killarney
Run at a point bearing north-west from the summit
of Mount Livingstone  ;  thence again on the south-
west by a part of the north -east boundary of
Killarney Run, being a north-west line about one
hundred and twelve chains to the watershed
between Douglas and Theresa Creeks, said water.
shed being also the south boundary of the Clermont
Reserve Extension  No. 1 ; thence  by said water-
shed boundary easterly about five miles ; thence on
the north-west by a line bearing north forty-three
degrees east about two miles fifty chains to the
right  bank of Douglas Creek ,  being the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Yandilla,
this eighth day of February ,  in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three ,  and in the thirty-sixth year of
Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY  WALSIL
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN !.
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QUEENSLAND,I Proclamation by the Mostto wit. Honorable GEoROE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of York,
in the Peerage of the United King-
dom; and Baron Mulgrave of New
Ross, in the County of Wexford, in
the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
(I..s.) of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
NORMANBY, Privy Council, Governor and Com-
Governor.  mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N
pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
first section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1868,"  I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Lease of the following
Selection of Land, under the said Act, is declared
forfeited.
Register
v  ofo. Name  of Lessee.Applica-
tion.
522 J. R. Davis
Area.
A. R. P.
105 0 0
Laud Agent's
Dicta'el.
'lbowoomba
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Yandilla, this
eighth day of February, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy three, and in the thirtv•aixth year of
1ferMajesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit. S Honorable GEoRGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
Inanby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANBI', of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Gorcrn.or.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested,
I and in accordance with the provisions of
the third section of  " The Homestead Areas Act
of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the lands here.
under described  shall be  and are hereby withdrawn
from the Homestead Area on the Barolin Run, in
the Settled District of Wide Bay and Burnett,
proclaimed  on the second December, 1872 ; and I
do further notify and proclaim that the said lands
shall be and are hereby  set apart  for township
purposes,  under  the provisions of section eighteen
of " The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868."
Description of Lands withdrawn from the Home-
stead  Area on Barolin Run, in the Settled
District of Wide Bay and Burnett, and set apart
for Township purposes.
1,400 acres.
Commencing on the coast line of Barolin Run
at  the south -east corner  of' a pre-emptive selection
of 850 acres by Arthur Brown, and bounded on the
north by the south boundary of that selection
bearing west about one hundred and three  chains ;
thence on the west by a line south about one
hundred and eighty chains to the Elliott River;
thence on the south by the Elliott River to its
confluence with the sea north-easterly about one
hundred and fifty chains in a straight line ; and
thence by the coast line in a northerly direction
about one hundred chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Yand illa,
this eighth day of February, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three, and in the thirty-sixth year
of Her  Majesty's  reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
Will. HENRY WALSH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1873.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 . of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified for general information, in pursuance of the
fifty-fifth clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of
1869," that the lands hereinunder described have
been resumed from the lease of the Mount Marling-
spike Run, in the Leicliharft Unsettled District,
and reserved for the purposes of a Police Camping
Ground.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALS11.
hl.SERVE ran POLICE  PURPOSES , FORT COOPER.
4 square ,miles.
Commencing at a bloodwood-tree marked three
notches in shield, situated at the junction of Cattle
Creek with Cooper Creek, and bounded thence on
the south by an east line about  one hundred and
fifty-two chains ; on the east by a line bearing
north two miles ; on the north by a line  bearing
west crossing Cattle Creek about  one hundred and
seventy-six chains to the left bank of Cooper Creek
at a gum-tree marked C over 3,1  in shield ; and
thence on the west by the left bank of Cooper
Creek downwards to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th February, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information that
the Recreation Reserve at Mackay, set apart
by notice in the  Government Gazette  of the 14th
May, 1870, has  been placed under the control of
the Municipal Council of that town.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1973.
Ni  pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for  general information, that
the lands hereinunder described have been tempo.
rarily reserved for the purposes  named  with respect
to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE  FOR PUBLIC PuRposEs,  HERBERT RIVER,
CARDWELL.
About 76 acres.
Commencing at the most eastern corner of selec-
tion No. 35 (.T. Mercer's 80 acres), on the right
bank of the Herbert River, and bounded thence by
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a line bearing  ninety-five degrees thirty  minutes
for twelve chains twenty-six links ; thence by it line
north to the Herbert River ; thence by the right
bank of the Herbert River upwards to the lower
boundary of selection No. 35 ; thence by a line
bearing 135 degrees for thirty-seven chains eighty
links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING, LOWER HERBERT RIVER.
Townsville and Cardwell Road, county/ of Cardwell.
624 acres 1 rood.
Portion A, 585 acres 1 rood.- Commencing at a
point west,  and distant  302 links from the south-
west corner of selection  No. 32 (D. H. Cudmore's
644) acres ), and bounded thence by  a line  west sixty-
nine chains  sixteen and a-half links ; thence by a
line north seventy-two chains forty-seven and a-half
links;  thence by a line bearing seventy-seven
degrees for  twenty-seven chains sixty -eight and
a-half links ; thence by a line bearing eighty-seven
degrees fourteen minutes for thirty-nine chains
eighteen links ; thence by a line bearing eighty-
seven degrees fourteen minutes for thirty-nine
chains eighteen  links;  thence by a line bearing 159
degrees for seven chains  ;  thence by a line bearing
eighty-seven degrees fourteen minutes for nine
chains ; thence by a line bearing 159 degrees for
twenty-three chains fifty-five links ; thence by a
line bearing 240 degrees for thirteen chains ninety-
six and a-half links ; thence by a line bearing 186
degrees for forty-five chains seventy-seven and
a-half links to the point of commencement.
Portion B, 27 acres 1 rood.-Commencing where
the northern side of the road crosses Log Bridge
Creek, and bounded thence by a line bearing eighty-
seven degrees fourteen minutes for twenty-six
chains five  links  ; thence by  a line  north for 143
links to Log Bridge Creek ; thence by Log Bridge
Creek to the point of commencement.
Portion C, 11 acres 3 roods.-Commencing where
the main road crosses Palm Creek, at Hawkins'
homestead selection No. Z 18. and bounded thence
by a line bearing 267 degrees 14 minutes for sixteen
chains fifty links ; thence by it line north for
thirteen chains eighty links ; thence by a line east
for fifty links to Palm Creek ; thence by Palm
Creek to point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR MINERAL LANDS OFFICE.
County of BentincA, parish of Stanthorpe, low n
of Stanthorpe, allotment 9 of section 7.
1 acre.
Commencing on the north-east corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the north by
Corundum street westerly three chains and thirty-
four links ; on the west by part of the east
boundary line of allotment ten southerly at right
angles to Corundum street three chains ; on the
south by the north boundary line of allotment 8
easterly parallel with Corundum street three  chains
and thirty-four links to Marsh street; and on the
east by that street northerly three chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS.
County of Bentinek, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthoy pe, allotment  19  of  section  3.
2 roods.
Commencing on the cast side of Marsh street, at
the south-west corner of allotment 18, and bounded
thence on the west by that street southerly one
chain and fifty links ; on the south by the north
boundary line of allotment twenty easterly at right
angles to Marsh street three chains and thirty-four
links ; on  the cast by part of the east boundary line
of allotment 21 northerly parallel with Marsh
street one chain and fifty links ; and on the north
by the south boundary line of allotment 18 westerly
at right angles to Marsh street three chains and
thirty-four links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR COMMISSIONER'S CAMP.
County  of  Bentinek, parish of Stanthorype, town of
Stanthoype,  allotments  21  and 22 of section 8.
1 acre 1 rood 23 perches.
Commencing on the north side of Connor street,
at the south-east corner of allotment 1, and
bounded thence on the south by that street easterly
three chains and eleven links ; on the east by the
west boundary line of allotment twenty northerly
at right angles to Connor street four chains and
fifty links ; On the north by the south boundary
lines of allotments 8 and 7 westerly parallel with
Connor street three chains and eleven links ; and
on the west by the east boundary lines of allot-
ments 3, 2, and 1, southerly at right angles to
Connor street four chains and fifty links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR LOOS-up, TENNINGERING.
About 3 roods.
Commencing at the intersection  of  Barra  Burra
street and Edward street, and bounded thence on
the south-east by Burra Burra street south-easterly
five chains ; on the south-east by a line north-
easterly about one chain at right angles to Burra
Burra street ; on the north-east by a line north.
westerly to Edward street ; and on the north-west
by Edward street south-westerly about two chains
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES
NEAR  GRAN DCIR ESTER.
Parishes of Grandehester, Laidley, and Rosewood.
Commencing on the north side of the Southern
and Western Railway, at a point bearing south
from the south-east corner of selection No. 2,374,
Ipswich Register, parish of Laidley, and bounded
thence on the west by a line north about forty
chains, and by portions Nos. 2,446, 170, 171, 173,
172. 17 4,  177,  182, 183, 190, 191, and Reserve, and
by portions in the parish. of Rosewood Nos. 1, 2, 3.
8, 9, 10, 12, and 11, to the south-cast corner of
portion No. 11; on the north-east by a line bearing
south-easterly about eight miles ten chains to the
south-west; corner of portion No. 522, in the parish
of Grandehester, and bounded on the east by than
portion and Nos. 524, 520, 519, 495, 422, 424, 512,
474, 503, 87, 86, 85, 80, 72, 69, 68, and  67;  and on
the south by portions Nos. 180, 454, 65, 90, 92,
2,419, (16, 91h, 88, 72,  75,  76, 346, to the south-west
corner of the last-mentioned portion on the Southern
and Western Railway aforesaid ; and thence by
that line of railway westerly to the point of comn-
mencement,-exclusive of all alienated or surveyed
lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
T is hereby notified for general information
that in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous, before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lauds,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation. Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands ]hereunder described
will be permanently set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR  ROAD  PURPOSES.
112 acres 1 rood.
County of Aubigny, parish of Elphinstone,
portion  99.
Commencing at the south-east  corner  of portion
ninety-eight, and bounded thence on the north by
the south boundary thereof bearing  west  fifty-four
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chains and eighty links to a road one chain wide ;
on the west by that road bearing south twenty
chains ; on the south by the north boundary of
portion one hundred bearing east fifty-seven chains
and sixty links ; and on the north-east by a line
bearing three hundred and fifty-two degrees twenty
chains and twenty links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY LABORERS' CAMP.
County of Aubigny, parish of Clifton.
About 41 acres.
Commencing on the east side of the railway line
from Toowoomba to Warwick, and bounded thence
on the north by the westerly continuation of the
road forming the northern boundary of portion
number fifty, parish of Clifton, bearing east thirty
chains ; on the cast by a line bearing south fifteen
chains ; on  the south by a line bearing west to the
railway line; and on the west by that railway line
bearing northerly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  RECREATION, NORTH IPSWICH.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich.
17 acres 31 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing two hundred and
seventy-four degrees fifty-five minutes and distant
one chain  and seventy-three and a-half links from
the west corner of section 40, and bounded thence
on the north- east  by Quarry street bearing one
hundred and fifty-three degrees thirty-five minutes
five chains  and ninety-two links, one hundred and
thirty-four degrees fifty -nine  minutes seven chains
and thirty-two links ; on the south by Quarry
street west bearing west  twenty-one  chains and
fifty links ; on the west by aline bearing four
degrees  fifty-five minutes eight chains and eighty-
three and a-half links to Grey street ; and on the
north -west and north- east  by that street bearing
sixty-seven degrees nineteen minutes six chains
and half- a-link , and ninety-four degrees fifty-five
minutes seven chains  and forty-one links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1873.
NOTICE.
T
HE  accompanying Amended Description of the
Reserve for Post Office at Stanthorpe, is
substituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 19th October, 1872.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR POST OFFICE, STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinek, town of Stanthorpe,  allotment
20 of section 3.
2 roods 19 perches.
Commencing on the south-west corner of' the
section , and bounded thence on the west by Marsh
street northerly one chain and eighty-one links ;
on the north by the south boundary line of allot-
ment 19 easterly at right angles to Marsh street
three chains and thirty-four links ; on the east by
part of the  west  boundary line of allotment 21
southerly parallel with Marsh street one chain and
ninety-one links to Lock street ; and on the south
by that street westerly three chains and thirty-four
links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th January, 187:).
W  1'
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice  thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
A. H. PALIJEK.
RATER RESERVE  NEAR  MT. COORA.
County of Lennox.
1 acre 3 roods 7 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing south seventy
links, and thence two hundred and twenty-seven
degrees fort -nine minutes twelve chains and sixty-
four links from the north-east corner of mineral
selection No. 263; and bounded thence on the
north by a line bearing two hundred and seventy
degrees forty-one minutes six chains and twenty-
two links ; on the west by a line bearing one hun-
dred and eighty degrees forty-one minutes five
chains and fifty-one links to a road one chain wide;
and on the south-east by that road bearing sixty-
one degrees thirteen minutes one chain, and forty-
seven degrees forty-nine minutes seven chains and
thirty links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL OF ARTS, STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinek, parish of Stanthorpe,  town  of
Stanthorpe,  allotment  7 of section 7.
2 roods 6 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the east by Marsh
street bearing north three chains and twenty-eight
links ; on the north by a line bearing west at
right angles to Marsh street one chain and sixty-
seven links ; on the  west  by a line bearing south
parallel with Marsh street three  chains  and twenty-
three links to Lock street ; and on the south by
Lock street easterly one chain sixty-seven links to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL , ALLANSTOWN.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
portion No. 48.
9 acres 1 rood 16 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
No. 48A, and bounded thence on the east by a road
two chains wide bearing north five chains ; on the
north by a line bearing west eighteen chains and
seventy links ; on the west by a road one chain
wide bearing south 5 chains ; and on the south by
the north boundary of No. 48A aforesaid bearing
last eighteen chains and seventy links to the point
of ecommencement.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL, ALFRED.
County of Churchill, parish of Alfred.
6 acres 2 roods 3 perches.
Commencing  at the intersection  of two roads each
one chain  and fifty links wide, and bounded thence
on the  north-west  by one of said  roads, bearing
eighteen degrees twenty-three  minutes nine chains
and ninety-six links ; on the north by a line bear-
ing ninety-one  degrees thirty  minutes six chains
and twenty-seven links ; on the south-east by a
line bearing one hundred and ninety-eight degrees
twenty-three minutes eleven chains and seventy-
eight and three- quarter  links to the other aforesaid
road ; and on the south-west by that road bearing two
hundred and eighty-eight degrees twenty-three
minutes six chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th January, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of"  The
Crown Lands Alienation  Art of  1868, " it is
hereby notified for general information that the
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lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for Recreation.
A. H. PALMER.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION-ROCE.HAMPTON.
County of Livingstone, parish of Gracemere.
15 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Scrubby Creek.
at the crossing of a road four chains wide, and
bounded thence on  the  north by that road bearing
two hundred and seventy-one degrees three minutes
twenty-three chains and seventy-five links ; on the
south-west by a line bearing one hundred and
eighteen degrees fifty-three minutes twenty-seven
chains and eighteen links to Scrubby Creek ; and
on the east by that creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th January, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
T is hereby  notified for public information, that
I the Commissioners of Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of  1868,"  will hold the
Sittings  in pursuance  of the fourth section of the
above -recited Act at the under- mentioned offices, on
the following  dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
Last Moreton.
At the Land Office,  Brisbane ,  on the first
Tuesday in  each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigh , the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
A t the Land Office,  Toowoomba ,  on the second
Monday  in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick,  on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine,  the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday  of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in  each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence,  on the first
Monday  in each month.
WIDE BAY AND  BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bnndaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT D ISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in  each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay,  the second Thurs.
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville , the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
S ETTLED DISTRICT OF BURBE.
At the Land Office, Norman River Settle•
ment,  on the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office,  Surat , on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday  in each alternate month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in February, 1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in every alternate 'month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, andthereafter
on the last Thursday  in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873,  and thereafter
on the fourth Monday  in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days  falling on
a holiday, the  sitting  will be held on  the following
day.
Special sittings ,  when necessary ,  in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from  time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1873.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public  purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive  weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the  expiration  of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved  and set  apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHOOL  S ITE, COOMERA.
Count/ of Ward, parish of  Coomera, town of
Coomera, section 4.
16 acres 2 roods 20 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section ,  and bounded thence on the west by a street
bearing northerly twelve chains and twenty links ;
on the north by a street bearing easterly at right
angles to a street thirteen chains and sixty-three
links ; on the east by part of the west boundary
line of portion 264, bearing southerly parallel with
a street twelve chains and twenty  links to a street ;
and  on the south by that street  bearing  westerly
thirteen chains and sixty -three links to the point of
commencement.
CEMETERY  AT LEYBURN.
County of Merivale, parish of Leyburn.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about north
sixty  degrees east ,  and distant  1,250 links from the
north-cast corner of section No. 1, town of Leyburn,
and bounded thence on the west by a line bearing
north ten chains ; on the north by a line bearing
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cast ten chains ; on the cast by a line bearing south
ten chains ; and on the south by a line bearing
west ten chains to the point of commencement.
CE)II:TEItY AT CLEVELAND.
County of Stanley, parisk of Cleveland, town of
Clereland.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Wellington
and Coburg streets, and bounded thence on the
cast by Wellington street bearing northerly ten.
chains ; on the north by Russell street bearing
westerly ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing
southerly parallel with Wellington street ten chains
to Coburg street ; and on the south by Coburg
street bearing easterly ten chains to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of" The Crown Lands Alienati n Art of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON  THOMPSON.
ItisnitvE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES, Uoon\_c.
County of Simile,, parisk of Goodna.
27 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at the north-east corner of [lie
Reserve for Gravel Pits, and bounded thence on
the east by part of portion 292  and a line bearing
north eight chains and twenty links ; on the north
by part of portion 173 bearing west twenty-seven
chains and thirty links ; on- the south-west by
portion 174 bearing two hundred and twenty
degrees thirty minutes. thirteen chains and fifty
links ; on the west by a line bearing south one
chain and fifty links to the aforesaid reserve ; on
the south-west and south-east by that reserve bear-
ing sixty-six degrees twenty-one minutes twenty-
four chains and-forty-five links, and one hundred
and thirteen degrees thirty minutes fourteen chains
and eighty-seven links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PunposEs, GOODcA.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion  293.
81 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-west corner of portion 270, and bounded
thence on the south by portions 270 and 286 bear-
ing east twenty-eight chains and twenty links,
south five chains and five links, and east eighteen
chains and sixteen links ; on the east by part of
portion 294 bearing north twenty-one chains and
forty-eight links to a reserve ; and on the north
and north-west by that reserve bearing two hun-
dred and ninety-three degrees thirty minutes four-
teen chains and eighty-seven links, two hundred
and forty-six degrees twenty-one minutes twenty-
four chains and forty-five links, and two hundred
and twenty degrees twenty minutes sixteen chains
and eighty-four links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1872.
T is hereby notified for general information,.
I that application under the twenty-seventh
section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868" (31 Vic., No. 46), has been made for the
closing of the under-mentioned Roads; and all
persons who may consider their interests a:ffccted
thereby, are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant. i Situation. Parish. Area.
James  dosey  i Roadieparatth Particu Goodna 4 C 26**
X05. 176 and 1S6.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December ,  1872.
11EREAS, by the  twenty-fifth section of
W  "  /'ke Crown  Lands  Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby  given ,  that at  the  expiration of the period
aforesaid the lands hereunder described will be per.
manently reserved for the purpose of a LaLding
Place.
J. MALBON THOMPSO N,.
RESERVE FOR LANDING PLACE, MOUTH  OF  HER-
BERT RIVER.
County of Cardwell.
23 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of the Herbert
River about 122 chains north-westerly from a post
in Selection 65, at mouth of Enterprise Channel,
and bounded thence on the south -east by that
river downwards  ; on  the north -east by a mangrove
swamp north -westerly  to  an estuary  ;  on the north
by that estuary westerly to a mangrove swamp ;
and on the south-west by that swamp south.easterly
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  20th December , 1872.
jT is hereby  notified for  general  information, that
JL the lands comprised in the accompanying
description ,  being part of the area resumed from
the North  Toolburra  Run.  as proclaimed in the
Government  Gazette  of the 30th November, 1872,
are temporarily reserved from selection.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
DESCRIPTION.
Commencing at the north-west corner of prc-
cmptive purchase No. 4, and bounded thence partly
on the west by a line bearin north forty-lour
chains ; thence west two chaigns ; thence north
about twenty-two chains to a surveyed  line  ; thence
on the north by that surveyed line east about 142
chains ; thence by a line south to the north
boundary of pre-emptive purchase No. 15 ; thence
by a line west about thirty-five chains to the east-
ern boundary of portion 68; thence north to the
north-east corner of portion 68 ; thence west about
103 chains to the starting point.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th December, 1872.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
1- the temporary reservation of Portion 287,
County of Merivale, Parish of Robinson, as notified
in the  Government Gazette,  of the 11th September,
1869, page 1177, has beenrevoked sofaras toallow an
area not exceeding five acres thereof to be excluded
therefrom and offered at auction.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th December, 1872.
W% T HEItEAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  " TheY  Crown.Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described shall be
permanently reserved and set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RECREATION  RESERVE, ROMA.
Count' of Waldegravc, parish of Roma, portion  81A.
50 acres.
Commencing  on a road one chain wide, at the
south-east  corner  of portion No. 82,  and bounded
thence on the west by  the east boundary of thatI
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portion bearing  north 2,537 links ; on  the north by
a line bearing cast fifteen chains ; thence by a line
bearing 127 degrees 31 minutes 1,533 links to a
road 150: links wide; onkthe}south-east by that
road bearing 225  degrees  2,266 links  to the first-
mentioned road ; and on the south by that road
bearing west 1,096 links to the point of commence-
meat.
WATER RESERVE, BANANA.
County of  Ferguson , parish of  Banana , Iowa of
Banana.
25 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection  of Bowen street
and Gregory street, and  bounded thence on the
west by Bowen street bearing north ten chains ; on
the north by Scott street bearing cast twenty-five
chains and seventy links; on the east by a
street bearing south ten chains  ; and on the south
by Gregory street bearing west twenty-five chains
and seventy links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1872.
OFFICES FOR THE RECEIPT OF APPLICA-
TIONS FOR MINERAL LANDS UNDER
"THE MINERAL LANDS ACT OF 1872."
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the existing arrangements with respect
to the receipt of applications for Mineral Lands
shall continue until the end of the present year ;
and that on and after THURSDAY, 2nd January,
1873, the following arrangements shall take effect :-
The Land Agents at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Dalby,
Mar borough, Gympie, Gladstone, Rockhampton,
Mackay, St. Lawrence, Bowen, Townsville, Nor-
manton, Clermont, and Bundaberg (the latter for
the portion of the district not included in the Police
District of Tenningering) will be authorised to
receive applications for Mineral Lands within their
respective districts.
The Police Magistrates at Gayndah and Tennin-
gering will also receive applications for Mineral
Lands within their respective districts.
Applications for Mineral Lands within the follow-
ing Unsettled Pastoral Districts will be received by
the Officers hereunder mentioned :-
Leichhardt District-Land Agent, Rockhampton.
North Kennedy District-Land Agent, Towns-
ville.
South Kennedy District-Land Agent, Bowen.
Warrego District-Commissioner of Crown Land s
Charleville.
Mitchell District-Commissioner of Crown Lands
Tambo.
Burke District-Land Agent, Normanton.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
T
HE  first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
skewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, Sc., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd November, 1871.
UNAUTHORISED OCCUPATION OF
CROWN LANDS.
PUBLIC NOTICE.
I T  is hereby notified, that persons erecting
buildings or other improvements on Crown
Lands, without authority, will not be  ciftitled  to
any protection in the event of the land being sold
at auction or selected by lease ; and that in the case
of persons  occupying  town or suburban lands,
whether surveyed or not. unless specially  authorised
by this  Department; under the hand of the Minister,
the only right conceded to them will be that of
removing their improvements within two months
from date of sale , if they  do not become the
purchasers of the land.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
P
ERSOiN S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS BROUGi1T
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
FOR the convenience of persons desirous to Lave
lands, whether surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward for sale by auction, it is hereby notified
for general information, that instructions have been
issued to the Land Agents to open in their respec.
tive offices, a cook, in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration of the Minister
for Lands, when, if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in the next proclamation of sale.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
WITH the  view of facilitating the transaction of
business at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible  assistance  is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for land or seeking
information on matters connected with the working
of the Land Acts-even to the extent of filling up
forms of application and transfers, &c., for illiterate
persons, if there is time at the officer's disposal;
and that any Land Agent, or other officer, receiving
and appropriating fees for clerical assistance to his
own use, on the matter being reported ,  will be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however. of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner, and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary  for Public Lands.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS SEEKING SUITABLE SELEC-
TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS.IMMIGRANTS or others who do not possess
sufficient local knowledge to enable them to
select  land in suitable situations without visiting
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that arrangements will be made, if induce-
ment offers, to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
may be indicated, to assist them in their search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
All persons requiring assistance of this nature
are requested to advise this Department, in writing,
as to  the locality they wish to settle in, and also
forward a fee of ten shillings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor, when, if a sufficient number
of persons are found to join, the Government will
immediately undertake to organize  one or more
parties.
In the event  of there being no party despatched,
the fee  of ten shillings wi ll be returned , on applica-
tion ,  to the person paying same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
. Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1873.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
THE Lessees of the under-mentioned Runs
situated in the UNSETTLED DISTRICTS,
having made application for the Instruments of
Lease to be issued to them by the Government, the
following descriptions of the boundaries thereof are
hereby published in pursuance of the 58th section
of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said descriptions, must forward their
objections, in writing, to this Office, before the 11th
May, 1873.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Aranbanga.
Claimants  of Lease-Alexander McDonald and
Charles Smith.
Estimated Area-66 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Aranbanga
Creek, at a point halfway between Ward's Hut and
a tree marked  broad-arrow over XIV in triangle,
said  point being twenty-three chains north-west
from said marked tree ; and bounded thence on the
north-west by a south- west line, said  line also form-
ing a part  of the south- east  boundary of the " Mal-
maison " Run, to the watershed separating the
Aranbanga Creek waters from tributaries bf the
Boyne River; thence on the south,  east,  and north-
east by the watershed of Aranbanga Creek and
its tributaries to a spot bearing north-east from
starting  point ; and thence  again  on the north-west
by a south-west line to the point of commence-
ment.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Name of  Run-Langley.
Claimants of Lease - The Commercial Banking
Company of Sydney
Estimated Area - 45 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Crinum Creek
with the Mackenzie River ,  and bounded thence on
the south -east by a line bearing north forty-five
degrees east 240 chains ;  on the north -east by a line
bearing north forty-nine degrees west 400 chains;
on the north by a line bearing west 367 chains to
the junction of Belcomb  Creek and  Crinum Creek,
then by prolongation of said west  line 367  chains;
on the south-west by a line bearing, south forty-
nine degrees east about 765  chains  to the  Mackenzie
River ; and on the south by the Mackenzie Riser
downwards to the junction of Crinum  Creek, being
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Chalgrove.
Claimants of Lease-The Commercial  Banking.
Company of Sydney.
Estimated Area-34 square miles.
Commencing at Crinum Creek at a  tree marked
JAL, said tree being a short distance below a water-
hole known as Crinum Waterhole, and bounded
thence on the north by  a line  bearing west 320
chains; on the west by a  line bearing south seven
degrees west about eight  and a-half miles crossing
Belcomb Creek ; on the south by a line bearing east
320 chains to the junction of Belcomb and Crinum
Creeks, where there is a tree marked broad-arrow *;
and on the west by Crinum Creek upwards to the
point of commencement,-excepting such portion as
is included in the Town Reserve of Lily-vale.
Name of Run-Cuddesden.
Claimants of Lease-The Commercial Banking
Company of Sydney.
Estimated Area-34 square miles.
Commencing at Crinum Creek, at a tree marked
JAL, said tree being a short distance below a
waterhole known as Crinum Waterhole, and
bounded thence on the north by  a line  bearing east
320 chains ; on the east by a line bearing south
seven degrees west about eight and a-half miles ;
on the south by a line bearing west 320 chains to
the junction of Belcomb and Crinum Creeks,
where there is a tree marked broad-arrow *;
and on the west by Crinum Creek upwards to the
point of commencement,-excepting such portion
as is  included in the Town Reserve of Lilyvale.
Name of Run-Ensham.
Claimants of Lease-The Commercial Banking
Company of Sydney.
Estimated Area-47 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Crinum Creek
with the Mackenzie River, and bounded  thence on
the north-west by a line bearing north-east three
mles ; on the north-east by a line  bearing south
sixty degrees  east six miles  seventy chains  ;  thence
on the  east  by a south line about two and a-quarter
miles to the Mackenzie River at  a poin t about
half-a-mile below the island on said river ; thence
again on the north-east by the right bank of
the Mackenzie River downwards to a point about
one and a-half miles below the island  aforesaid ;
thence on the south-east by a line bearing south-
west two miles forty chains ; thence on the south-
west by a line bearing north  sixty degrees west
about 920  chains  to the  Mackenzie  River at a
point about three  miles  above the junction of
Crinum Creek ; and thence  again on the  north-west
by the Mackenzie River downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-East Cuddesden.
Claimants of Lease-The  Commercial Banking
Company of Sydney.
Estimated Area- 25 square miles.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of the Cud-
desden Run, being a point  320 chains east of a tree
marked JAL on Crinum Creek,  a short distance
below the Crinum Waterhole; bounded thence on
the west by a part of the east boundary of that run,
being a line bearing about south  seven degrees west
about seven miles twenty-eight chains; thence on
the south by an east line to the watershed separating
the waters of Crinum Creek from those of Koo-
roorah Creek; thence on the east by that water-
shed in about a general north-north-westerly
direction to a point east of the starting  point; and
thence on the north by a west line to the point of
commencement.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Whalton.
Claimant of Lease-Dyson  Lacy.
Estimated Area-38 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the
Coreena Run, and bounded thence on the east by a
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portion of the west boundary of that run being a
south line seven  miles  ; thence on the south by a
west line five miles forty chains passing through a
point about one mile twenty chains south of a
tree marked broad-arrow over P over III on Politic
Creek; thence on the west by a north line crossing
.aid creek seven miles ; and thence on the north by
an east line crossing Politic Creek at a tree marked
broad-arrow over P over II five miles forty chains
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Rider.
Claimants of Lease-Roderick Travers, Marcus
Travers, and Edward Gibson.
Estimated Area-40 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow over
J at the junction of Bullock Creek with Corindah
Creek, bounded thence on the south by a west line
three miles forty chains ; thence on the west by a
north line eight  miles sixteen  chains ; thence on the
north by an east line five  miles crossing  Bullock
Creek about two miles thirty chains above a tree
marked broad-arrow over B ; thence on the east
by a south line seven miles sixteen chains to
Corindah Creek at a point about one mile sixty
chains above its junction with Bullock Creek ;
and thence on the south-east by Coriudah Creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Corinda.
Claimants of Lease-Roderick Travers, Marcus
Travers, and Edward Gibson.
Estimated Area-67 square miles.
Commencing on Corinda Creek at the northern
corner of Stainburn Downs about three miles forty
chains above a tree marked broad-arrow over C,
bounded thence on the south-west by a south-east
line four miles forty chains; thence partly on the
south-east by a north-east line abort eight miles
twenty chains to the western boundary of the
Byarri Run; thence on the east by that boundary
northerly to a point south-east from a tree marked
broad-arrow over C over III at the head of Corinda
Creek; bounded on the north-east by a north-west
line to Corinda Creek at the marked tree aforesaid
and by a prolongation of the same to a point two
miles twelve chains from Corinda Creek; bounded
on the north-west by a south-west line ten miles;
bounded again on the south-west by a south-east
line two miles forty chains to the point of com-
mencement.
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Rimbanda.
Claimants of Lease-William Duckett White
and Ernest White.
Estimated Area-32 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Basalt
River, at the western boundary of the Westerage
Run ; bounded thence on the east by a south line
five miles fifty chains; thence on the south by a
line bearing west fifteen degrees south six miles ;
thence on the west by a north line about five miles
forty-eight chains to the Basalt River at a tree
marked H ; and thence on the north by said river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Crown  Lands Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
(T is hereby notified that Applications under the
i provisions of the 41st section of "  The Pastoral
Leases Act  of 1869" for renewed leases for four.
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
(?hies (`onnnissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tion w ill require to be lodged not later than three
inornii3:; prior to the expiration of the existing
leases, as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner  of Crown Lando.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 19th July,
1872, folio 1072,  Government Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of a New Road from Murphy's
Creek to Flagstone Creek, parish of Taylor, and no
objections having been received to the same : Notice
is hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyer-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
72-3199.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th February, 187 3.
NEW ROAD-SECOND  -NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice, dated 11th
October,  1872,  folio 1651,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road as a Branch
Road from Ipswich and Upper Logan Road to
Coochin Coochin Station, and to which no objection
has been received : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency, the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open
and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intendin
to claim compensation in respect of the sail
road, are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty
days from the date hereof; in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore.
closed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
72-3437.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
reference to the Notice, dated 6th
W1 December, 1872, folio 2013,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a New Road
from Ipswich to the Upper Logan,  vi4  Dugandan,
and to which no objection has been received :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the
Act 4 William IV., No.  11,  that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of
road; and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as areprovided
in the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
72-4060-W.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  11th February, 187 3.
NEW ROAD- SECOND  NOTICE.
WITH reference  to the Notice issued from thePublic Works Department ,  dated 13th
December ,  1872 ,  folio 2074,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road leading
to the Wharf Reserve ,  Hotham River ,  and no ob-
)ections having been received to the same :  Notice is
hereby given ,  in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11,  that His Exce ll ency the Governor, with
the advice oftbeExecutive Council ,  has been pleased
tb confirm the saidportion of road; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and the Police Office,
Beenleigh  ;  and all persons intending to claim coin-
pensation in respect of the said road ,  are hereby re-
minded that notice must be served upon the Colonial
Secretary ,  within forty days from the date hereof,
in such manner and form as are provided in the
sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they
mill be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
WM.  HENRY  WALSH.
73-49-W.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 11th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
T
ITH reference to the Notice, issued from
the Public Works Department, dated 11th
October, 1872, folio 1651,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road from
Brisbane towards West Milton, and no objections
having  been received to the same : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4
William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the- Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according  to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at  the Office of the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will he forever foreclosed
from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-114-W.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.W ITH reference to thNotice, ssued from
the Public Works Department, dated 2nd
August, 1872, folio 1163,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road leading from
Warwick to Goondiwindi,  viii  Leyburn, and no
objections having been received to the same: Notice
is hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Goondi-
windi; and all persons intendinc to claim compensation
in respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such man-
ner and form as are provided in the sixth section of
the Act above referred to, or they will be forever
foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-539-W.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  11th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W IT] 1  reference to the Notice dated 20th
November ,  1872, folio 1967,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a New Road
from Pratten towards the Allora Railway Station,
parisb of North Toolburra ,  and no objections having
been received to same : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 Wi lliam IV .,  No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been  pleased  to con-
firm the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to  be  seen at the  Office  of the Surveyor-
General ,  Brisbane ,  and the Police Office,  Warwick ;
and all  persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road ,  are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretar yy
within forty days from the date hereof, in stsch
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-268.
Department of Public Works,
Gold Fields  Branch,
Brisbane , 11th February, I873.
1MMINERS' RIGHTS.
1 is hereby notified for general information, that
I the under-mentioned Miners' Rights have been
returned as issued at the Gold Fields specified.
WAI. HENRY WALSH.
BOYNE AND CALLIOPE GOLD FIELDS.
During the Month ended 31st January, 1873.
No. Names.
36,297 James  Templeton
36,298 Samuel Templeton
36,299 George Ferguson
36,300 Valentine Vallas
36,301 Ralph W. Clarke
36,302 John Drury
36,303 3t. Ghee .
No. Names.
36,304 Francis  Pujolas
1 36,305 James Bell
36,306 William Bell
36,307 George Board
36,308 Charles Nitz
36,309 George Smith
36,310 Alexr. Macarthur
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st January, 1873.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY-
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
MENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 21st
February, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of about forty Workmen's Cottages, on
the Lines from Toowoomba to Dalby and Warwick.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for IVork-men's
Cottages, S. and W. Railway."
Plan, Specification, and Form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained , at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and at the Engineer's
Office, Toowoomba, on and after WEDNESDAY,
the 5th February.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performanee of the contract, in the. event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that be will execute and deliver, at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notifica-
tion of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty f'or
securing such performance, otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 7th February,  1873.
TT IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to establish the following Regulation and Schedule
of Fees  tinder the provisions of the Act of Parlia-
ment  20 Victoria, No. 29, in amendment of the
Regulations  now in force ,  in so far only as concerns
the Charters Towers ,  Broughton ,  and Cape River
Gold Fields,  and neighboring workings.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
CHARTERS TOWERS, BROUGHTON, AND CAPE
RIVER GOLD FIELDS REGULATION.
Each  application for a  Lease of Auriferous Tract
lodged  with  the Gold Commissioner  at Charters
Towers, Broughton , and Cape River Gold Fields
shall be made  in the form provided by the exist-
ing Gold Fields Regulations, accompanied by the
amount of  deposit thereby required  for a first or
second -class lease respectively  ;  and in addition,
the applicant shall further deposit the requisite
Survey Fee ,  as  per subjoined  schedule.
All Surveys  for Auriferous Leases shall only be
executed  by the Mining Surveyor appointed by the
Government for that  purpose.
SCHEDULE OF SURVEY FEES,
to be collected by the  Gold Commissioner, Char.
ters Towers ,  Broughton ,  and Cape River, for surveys
required to be executed by the Mining Surveyor.
SrRvEy of LAND APPLIED FOIL AS AvRIFEROUs
LEASE.
£ s.
For 1 acre and under  ...  .. 2 ll
5 acres , ... ... 3 10
10 „ „ .. 5 0
15 t; 10
„ 20 ,. ... 7 10
For any area exceeding 20 acres, as
by special arrangement.
For Traverse Connection Lines, at
per mile... ... ... 1 16
For Survey of Underground Work-
ings, at per diem  ...  5 5
For travelling expenses of Mining
Surveyor ,  for every mile or
part of a mile from the Mining
Surveyor 's Office, after the first
three miles ,  at per mile one way 0 1
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  6th January, 1873.
IT is notified for general information that Mr.
KARL THEODOR STAIGER has been appointed
Analytical  Chemist at the Laboratory to be
attached to the Brisbane  Museum,  and that, as
soon as practicable ,  a scale of fees to cover the
expenses incidental to assaying and reporting upon
earths, rocks ,  fossils, minerals, &c.,  will be duly
published .  In the  meanwhile, contributions of
animals, birds ,  minerals ,  shells, &c., to enlarge the
present  collection at the temporary  museum, are
respectfully  solicited ,  and when forwarded from
distant places ,  and with the consent of the Curator,
cost of transit will be defrayed by Government.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  13th February, 1873.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
GOODS CLASSIFICATION.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that on and after the
17th  instant , the Note at the foot of Agri-
cultural Class, Southern  and Western Railway,
Goods Classi fication , viz., "Articles marked
thus-'  M inimum  weight, 2 tons ,' "  will be altered
to read thus -"  Articles marked thus, '  Minimum
weight,  10 cwt: ;  and carried at the convenience
of the Department. "
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissionerzfor  Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 14th February, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that the Public Accounts of the past
year  (1872)  shall be finally closed on the 31st
proximo.
All claims against the several Departments on
account of the year in question are to be rendered
to the proper officers, in time to enable the Vouchers
to be examined and paid before that date.
By Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury.
Queensland, 13th February, 1873.
HE following Regulations for determining the
amount of  Duty payable on Gold alloyed with
other substances, have been approved by His Ex-
cellency the Governor in Council ,  and are published
for general information ,  in terms of clause 3 of the
Act 36 Vic.. No. 4.
By Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
REGULATIONS RESPECTING THE PAY]IENT Or DUTY
ON THE EXPORT OF  GOLD  ALLOYED WITH
OTIIER SUBSTANCES.
In the event of a dispute arising between any
exporter of gold and an officer of Customs as to the
amount of duty payable in consequence of the gold
being mixed or alloyed with other substances, the
exporter shall pay to the officer such duty as such
officer shall, in his estimation of the amount of such
alloy, consider to be the proper duty.
The exporter ,  should he continue dissatisfied with
the decision of the officer,  shall thereupon give
notice of his intention to have his gold tested at the
Mint  in Sydney ,  with a view to accurately deter-
mining the amount of alloy contained in such gold.
In such case ,  the officer who may have received
the duty shall carefully seal up the gold with
Customs'  seal ,  sign the package containing the
same, and transmit the duty to the Treasury, to be
held in suspense until the certificate shall have  been
received from the Mint, when the proper duty shall
he appropriated ,  and the balance be refunded to the
exporter .  Provided ,  however ,  that no refundment
shall be payable unless the certificate sha ll  be pre-
sented at the Treasury ,  Brisbane ,  within three
months  fr om the date of payment of duty.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury, 13th February, 1873.
The Treasury,
1 d 1 tJ 1873Queens  an , s anuary, . .
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,Banana, Beenleigh ,  Bowen  (Port Denison),
Brisbane ,  Bundaberg, Calliope ,  Cape River,  Card-
well,  Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland ,  Condamine.
Cunnamulla ,  Curriwillinghi ,  Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton ,  Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna ,  Goondiwindi, Gympie ,  Ipswich,
Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Iarlborougb,
Maryborougb ,  Milchester ,  Mount Perry ,. Murphy's
Creek, Nanango ,  Nebo, Normanton ,  Ravenswood,
Rockhampton ,  Roma ,  Shipping Office (Brisbane),
Springsure ,  S. and  W. Railway,' Stanthorpe, St.
George ,  St. Lawrence ,  Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba,  Townsville ,  Warwick, and Westwood .
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor ,  subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest  will  be allowed on deposits not exceed.
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ;  on deposits exceeding  £ 100, but not
exceeding  £200, at the rate of  five pounds per cent.
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per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the  remainder;
on deposits  exceeding 9200. the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be  made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Colonial's Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1873.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
ANNUAL MEETING OF OWNERS.SHEEP-OWNERS competent to vote for the
Election of Directors under the provisions of
section seven of  the above-recited Act, and of
section one  of the Amendment Act (31 Vic., No.
42), are  required to meet at the Police Offices in
the undermentioned towns and places within their
respective districts, on SATURDAY, the twenty-
ninth day of March next, for the Election of Sheep
Director for the current year, namely
Place of Meeting.
Burke ... Normanton
Burnett ... Gayndah
Dalby ... Dalby
Dawson ... Taroom
Gladstone ... Gladstone
Goondiwindi  Goondiwindi
Kennedy ...  Bowen
Maranoa ...  St. George
Mitchell ... Tambo
Moreton ...  Ipswich
Peak Downs Clermont
Rockhampton  Rockhampton
Springaure ... Springsure
Warwick ... Warwick
Warrego ,.,  Charleville
Wide Bay ... Maryboroiigh
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
WM. HENRY  WALS11.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 14th  Novenber, 1872.
PETITION UNDER  "  THE MUNICIPAL INSTI-
TUTIONS ACT OF 1864."
H
IS  Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  in pursuance of
the Act of Council 28 Victoria , No. 21,  has directed
the publication of the substance and prayer of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency as hereinafter
set forth ,  signed by one hundred and thirteen
householders resident in the township of Stanthorpe,
praying for the erection of their locality into a
municipality.
A. H. PALMER.
Petitioners state-" That immediately adjoining
the township of Stantborpe, and situate between
two parts  thereof, is a township, known by the
name of Stannum, which last-mentioned township
is situated on purchased land, and that the two town-
ships of Stanthorpe and Stannum form in reality
one town, containing  not less than one thousand
inhabitants," and the Petitioners are desirous of
the same  being established a Municipal District
to be called " the Municipality of Stanthorpe," and
that the limits and boundaries thereof mabe
defined according to the following description':-
Commencing on the right bank of Kettle Swamp
Creek at the north- east  corner of mineral selection
number 428, and be bounded thence by the north
boundary of that  selection  bearing west about
seventy-eight  chains  and fifty links to the Maryland
road ;  thence on  the north-west by that road bearing
south-westerly about twenty  chains ; thence by a
line bearing west to  the north- east corner of mineral
selection number 317i and by the north boundary
of that selection about 112 chains ; thence by the
west boundary of that selection bearing south
about ten chains to  mineral selection  number 345 ;
thence by the north boundary of that  selection
bearing  west  ten chains ; thence by its west
boundary bearing south four chains ninety links to
mineral selection number 346; thence by the north
boundary of that selection bearing west ten
chains ; thence by its west boundary bearing south
three chains to mineral selection number 368;
thence by the north boundary of that selection
bearing west ten chains ; thence by  a line  bearing
south forty  degrees  west about eighty chains to the
north-west corner of mineral selection number
368, 4; thence by the west boundary of that selee.
tion and  mineral  selection number 330.E bearing
south about forty-one chains eighty links to the
`Broadwater; " thence by that creek downwards
easterly and south-easterly to  its junction with
Quart Pot Creek into the Severn River ; thence by
that river downwards south-easterly to the south.
west corner of mineral selection number 316 ;
thence by the south boundary of that selection and
its prolongation easterly about 180 chains ; thence
by a line bearing north to the south- east corner of
mineral selection number 284; thence by the east
i boundary of that selection and mineral  selection
number 285, and its prolongation northerly about
137 chains to Kettle Swamp Creek ; and thence by
that creek upwards in a northerly direction to the
point of commencement.
William H. G room, M.L.A.
J. F. G. Foxton
David Murray
Jno. Conquest
M. Connell
Geo. Wilson
H v.Browne
J. McInnes
A. Isaacs
John Walter
B. Tyson
R. Dawson
Alfred Green
W. Curtis
A. Simpson
J. T. Smith
H. Wood
Geo. Barton
William Philippe
T. Lawson
Andw. Weston
F. Smith
Geo. Antill
Chas. P. Waters
Henry P. Gray
A. V . Halloran
G. Ware
C. C. Williams
Hy. George
Robt. Austin
T. F. Merry
J. Davidson
W. Home
F. W. Hollinworth
St. G. Ralph Gore
John  Sheaban , per J. C.
D. W. Julyd
Robert Wilson
C. W. Pitts
J. Horwitz and Co.
Edward Marlay, J.P.
David Evanslee
Samuel Levy,  per Davis
Harris
Saml. Cochrane
Wm. C. Grant
M. R. C. Spriggs
Daniel Grigg
R. Cy. Cowper
John E.  Elliott
W. Hardy
Horace Le Ransoms
S. P. Scowen
Henry Weeding
Norris Hi ll
Paul Modini
S. B. Mason
W. H. McQnaker
John Gould
James Scanlan
John McNeave
Jeremiah Allman
John D. Larkin
Alfred Ash
Alexr. McLeod
Michael Wood
P. Lubin
George Cooper
Dudley Rushh
J. Miason
James Hobson
David Groom
George  Campbell
F. P. Stewart,
Martin Jos. Keogh
A. Pittman
George Scott
A. Keilar, per G. S.
James Moloney
E. Campbell
John Young
Daniel Donovan
Thos. Kelly
Martin Kelly
William Jack
Daniel Sullivan
Alex. Wood
Peter Pent
George Simms ,  comedian
M. O'Sullivan
E. H. Washington
J. W. Thompson
D. Quinlan
John Newlan
W. A. F. Gregson
Hy. Prebble
J. H. Schott
Churchill O. Evens
Wm. Brown
C. E. Clarke
C. Whitby
Michael Mooney
H. R. Gibbs
W. Emeret
Fredk. Bergan
Al. Quinlan
P. Connell
C. Grant
S. Phillips
J. Smith
P. Murphy
M. J. Smith
F. J. Johnson
Thomas  Nelson Rose
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th February, 1873.
r111E following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OF SYDNEY,  within the Colony Of QUEENSLAND,  during the
Quarter from 1st OCTOBER,
 to 31st DECEMBER,
 1872, is published in conformity with the third clause of the Act of Council ,  4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
H. H. MASSIF,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT ,  skewing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and•AsSETS of the COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OF SYDNEY, within the Colony Of QUEENSLAND,  taken from the several Weekly
Statements ,  during the Quarter from the 1st OCTOBER,  to 31st DECRMBEE, 1872.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation
c
Not bearing Interest ...
Bearing Inte re st
Bills in Circulation Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest ...
Balance due to other Banks  ... ... ...
Not bearing Interest ...Deposits
 ............... 1. Bearing Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabi li ties
AMOUNT.
I
TOTALS.
£  a. d. £ x. 3. £ s. d.
116,989 4 8
316 6 6
. , ... ...23 273 13 0 Coined  Gold  and Silver and other Coined Metals I
3,481 12 0
66,150 17  5 183,140 2 1
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ...
Bate of the last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders ...
Amount of the last Dividend and Bonus declared  ... ... ...
A.
£ 210,211 13 7
-.I
400,000 0 0
20 per cent .  per annum
40,000 0 0
170,000 0 0
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Total Amount of Assets...
I
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
46,939 17 6
11,200 0 0
3,160 4 7
355 5 6
173,677 16 8
£ 235,333 4 3
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at  the time  of declaring  such  Dividend and Bonus
Brisbane , 10th  February, 1873. THOS .  H. PAIGE,  Manager.T. T. FAUNCE ,  Accountant.
I, Thomas Henry Paige ,  make oath, that ,  to the best of uiy knowledge and belief ,  the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabi li ties of the
above Bank ,  during the period specified  ;  and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof ,  kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South
Wales ,  4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
THOS .  H. PAIGE.
Sworn before me ,  at Brisbane ,  this 10th day of February, 1873.
JOHN FENwicx ,  Justice of the Peace.
I, the  undersigned ,  being  the Manager  of the  COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY of SYDNEY,  at Brisbane ,  do hereby  offer to  pay to the  Commissioner of Stamps ,  under Act 30 Victoria ,  No. 14, section 9,
the sum , of £174 11s .,  for the duty after the rate of £3 per  cent .  per annum upon the sum of £23 ,273 13s., being one quarter ' s composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the  money
Gold and Silver ,  in Bu ll ion or Bars  ... ... ... ...
Landed Prope rt y
 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks.
Balances due
 fr om other Banks ..
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes,
Bi ll s of Exchange ,
 and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bi ll s, and
Balances due to the said Bank
 fr om other Banks
value of the notes in circulation of the said Bank in the Colony of Queensland ,  according to the annexed return.
Dated this 10th day of February,  1873. THOS.  H. PAIGE, Manager.
' HE
 following SUMMARIES Of OBSERVATIONS taken at
11 general information.
i
the METEOROLOGICAL  STATION, Toow001IBi,
SUMMARIES
 OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
 TAKEN AT TOOWOOMBA, DURING THE MONTHS OF OCTOBER, NOVEMBER, AND DECEMBER, 1872.
LATITUDE,
 270 34 ' S.;  LONGITUDE,  1520 10 ' H.;  HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL,  1,960 FEET ;  DISTANCE FROM SEA-COAST,  80 MILES.
BAROMETER.
Cor. to 32° Fahr. Temperature of
Air.
HYGROMETER.
Temperature of $,y,nidity.
orationEva p .
S
m
General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  10th February, 1873.
during the  Months of  October, November ,  and December ,  1872, are published for
By His Exce llency 's Command,
THOMAS L. MURRAY- PRIOR,
Postmaster -General.
SELF-REGISTERING
TIIERMO]IETERS.
be
m
m
WIND.
Summary of Direction.
a.lll, p.m.
S as!e
a a, d a ai a,
m N m m vi I m N m
ka<irhum
Mean  ...
Minimums
OCTOBER.
... ... ...
,,, ,,,
...
...
28204
... .28.016
... 27,668
28.153,28.193 69.0
I
27.94227.999 60'0
21'608 27-659 480
83.0
70.4
52.0
70-0
58-3
46'0
65-0 71-0  67.0 1
56.6 61'8
 54-5
46.0
 46.0 441)
'941  •94
•81 1 •59
•63 •47
-94
.79
59
153-0
137.7
98.0
1300
105-8
82.5
NOVEMBE R.
Maximum ... ... ... ... ... 128.099-81044,28-081 71-0 80.0 71-0 69-01 71-0  II 69.0 -94  .91 •94 159-0
1
1300
Mean  ,., ,,. ... ... ... '27955 27-888 27-941  65'0 74-9 67-0 60-7 65'0 5815 •77  60 •76 136.9 118.3
1 bAwuln ... . .. ... ... ... 27'779 .27693 27.763 60.0 65.0 51'0 51.0 60-0  49.0 •51  -99,  •57 88.0 82-0
Maalma.n
DECEMBER.
27.97727'731:27'963 77-0 870 78-0 71-0 75'0 77-0 1-00  •89 •94 161-0 126.0
Mean ,,, 27-837
 27.791 127.806 68.6 77-8
11
68.1 6€•5 69.6 64.1 •82 •64 •79
I
141-0 119.5
Minimum 27.67127.630 !27.613 5910 64.0 1 58.0 58.0 60.0 54.0 •63 -16 ! •63 91.0 78.0
O(TOBER, 1872.- Mean Shade Temperature
 of Month, 62.9 degrees. Rain fell on  7 days.
1871 „ .,  62-5
1870. , 64'0 9 „
1869,
 83-7 9
NOVE MBER ,  187$.-Mean Shade Temperature of Month ,  6819 degrees. Rain fell on 9 days.
1871. 67'3 8„
 11
1870. 668
„11  „
12 „
1869.
 677 8
 ,
DECEMBER, 1872.-Mean Shade Temperature of Month,
 71.5 degrees. Rain fell on 16 days.
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1870.
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SWS iWO
SE121SO
NE 1 El
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in miles. 8
88.0 61.0 380 '460
72.5 50.3 22'5 •030:
65-0  40.0
 13-01 -000  1
60 *5
47.5
38.0
67.0
53.3
3910
84-0  67,0 31,0  1.350
77-1  54 9  22-3  -200
I
080
 47-0  105 •000
Total Rainfall , 0.99 inches.
2.31
7'39
3.59
Total  Rainfall,  6.22 inches.
,. 1.91 ,.
„ 6.19
4'3911
Total Rainfall , 7,24 inches.5 „ ,. 1'58
,. ,. 8 „ ,. .372
11 ., „  5-41
N O NW O _ N W
'WO  SW3 WOSW2 WO
82 SE19 82 SE14 SO
E0 N1: 3 EO NE2 EO
NO NW1
Wo SW5
S O SE 18
NO NW1N0
,W0 SW3 WO
82 SE15 SO
El NE1 jE0 NE2iEO
Electrical Observations-81 Positive ;R 12 Negative.
79 „ 14
67 „ 24
29 2
Electrical Obserlations-56 Positive; 34 Negative,
78 „ 15
66 „ 6
81 9
Electrical 0bs(-rvations-57 Positive ; 36 Negatil e.
73 „ 20
77 „ 2
76 „ 12
B a. G,
N N m -i N
XWO,
SW3
SE9
NF.2
NWOI
10 10 10 ...SW 3
SE 22 5'7 1
5-3  5•1 ...
0 0 0NE I
NWO
10 13 10 .,.
SW 3
6'6 1.9 5.0
51116
00 ( .,.
\E1
Prevailing Winds,. SE.
S.E.
N.E.
W., E.
Prevailing Winds, B.E.
B.E.
N.E.
N.E., B.W.
Prevailing Winds, S.E.
., „ 8.E., S.W.
N.E.
N.E.
The readings  of the Barometer at Toowoomba !1,^60 feet over Mean Sea Level) are corrected to 32? Fahrenheit only.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1873.
NOTICE.
T
HE under- mentioned Mineral Selection  having become forfeited by reason  of non-compliance with
the conditions prescribed in  " The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," it is hereby notified that
the same will be open  to selection  as Mineral Lands, according to the surveyed  boundaries  thereof, on and
after TUES I IAY, 25th February, 1873.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Register Selected Ui On Locality AreaNo. . .
151  Thomas Henry Steele Perkins 14th March, 1870... About four miles from the
A. R. P.
40 0 0
and Henry Bridson Town of Marlborough
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th December, 1872.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  "The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868" (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been  made  for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 Robert Logan
2 Robert  Logan
Situation .  Pari sh.
Road separating portions  We  from portions Moggill ...
76, 77,  78, 197, 199. and 205
,., ... ... Road separating pa rt  of portion 206 from Moggill...
parts of po rt ions 205 and 208
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE. -
TAKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
of "  The Real Property Act  of 1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description  and Situation  of Land .  Name  of Applicant.
18 perches ,  being subdivision A of allotment 1 of section
12, parish and town of North Brisbane, county of
Stanley
1 rood 8 perches, being subdivision A of eastern subur-
ban allotment 68, parish of North Brisbane, county
of Stanley
2 roods  161 perches, being allotment 5 of section 104,
parish and town of Maryborough, county of March
36 perches, being allotment 2 of section 3, parish of
South Brisbane, city of Brisbane, county of Stanley
29 perches, being subdivision 16 of portion 153, parish
of North Brisbane, county of Stanley
Robert Ramsay , as Attorney
for Arthur  Hodgson, mort-
gagee exercising power of
sale
Frederick  Orme Darvall, as
Attorney for Emily Mary
Barton, mortgagee exer.
cising power of sale
James Robertson ... ...
George  Booth ... ..,
Robert Little,  as mortgagee
exercising power of sale
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
15th April, 1873.
15th  March, 1873.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Area.
A. E. F.
8 1 20
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger  Coods  and Live Parcels and
Fares. Stock.  Miscellaneous.
£ s. d.I £ s.  d.
Week  ending 8th February, 1873
... ... 457 9 0 1,793 7 4
Corresponding week last  year... 247 17 9 900 13  9
Increase .,. ... ... 209 11 3 892 13 7
Decrease .. ... ... ...
Total.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
49 16 7 2,300 12 11
32 15 8 1,181 7 2
17 011 1,119 5 9
EDAVD. DFEIGHTON,
For Commissioner for  Railways.
TIME TABLE.
SOUTHERN 1v D WESTERN RAILWAY. -On and
 after MONDAY, 9th September,  1872,  the following Time
3
"16
24
33
40
45
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DA&BY, AND WARWICK.
From Too
Ipswich.  woomba.
8
12
18
21
25
29
38
49
69
69
78
82.35
65
85
901
94
102
109
118
120
131
140
143
8TATIO\,+.
Ipswich ...
Walloon ... ...
Rosewood
Western Creek
Grandchester
Victoria Tunnel
Laidley ...
Gatton ...
Helidon ...
arrive
depart1
arrive
{depart
arrive
depart)
arrive
.depart)
... arrive
... Murphy's Creek
... Highfields
.,, Toowoomba •..
Mahoney's Gate
7 Gowrie Junction
7 Gowrie Junction .., depart
1214 For Williams' Camp ..
16 Westbrook Crossing...
24 Cambooya ..,
31 Emu Creek Siding ...
40 i King's  Creek ,,,
42 Clifton ... ,..
53 Allora
62 Lyndhurst Road .,.
65 Warwick .•, •..
..
No.1,
Goods.
85 ,., Gowrie  Junction depart ...  4.30
90 Gowrie A
97 ... Oakey Creek ... ...  ...  ...  I 5.8
Jondarvan I 5 38106 I...
114
127
Bowenville A
Blaxland's Siding A
L30 Dalby ... ... •.. ... 6'50
*11.25 ... 4.20
A ... A
A A
12.25 ...  5-20
A A
1.18 ... 6.13
1.28 *6.23
-o2.5 ,.. 7
A
a
2.45 7'40
. ••.
P.M.
440
*5.8
A
A
5.47
5.51
A
6.28
6'57
7.32
7.47
827
9.19 1i
10.7
3
12
23
25
34
41
49
52
58
50'45
Table  will come
TATIOV5
Commissioner
 for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1872.
into operation  until further notice.
Dalby ... •..
Blaxland's Siding ... ••.
Bowenville ...
Jondaryau ... .., ...
Oakey Creek ... •.. ...
Gowrie ..• .•.
Gowrie Junction ... arrive
1 Warwick
Lyndhurst Road ...
Allora ... ...
Clifton ... ... ...
King's Creek ... ... ...
Emu Creek Siding ..• .•.
Cambooya ... ... ...
Westbrook Crossing ... ...
For Williams' Camp...
Gowrie Junction ... arrive
Mahoneys Gate ... ...
•.. Gowrie Junction
52 65 Toowoomba ...
61 .,, Highfields
71 ... Murphy's Creek
81 ... Helidon ...
92 ,., Gatton ...
101 ... Laidley
105 ... Victoria Tunnel
109 ... Grandchester
...depart
J arrive
. depart
J arrive
1. depart
arrive
i depart
arrive
depart
112 ... Western Creek ... ..
118 ... Rosewood ...
122 Wa ll oon ...
130 Ipswich ... ...
* Trains meet here.
No.1, No.2,
Goods.  Mixed.
A.M. A.M.
6.30 6.50
7.20 I 7'90
8.10 ...
,,, 98.30
... 9.10
9.25
10.0
10.29
A
11.4
*11.8
A
A
,,, 11.49
._. 12.17
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
DOWN TRAINS.
No.3, I No.4,
Mixed. Mixed.
8.45
9'22
A.M.
8.40
A
A
9'58
10'30
A
No. 5.
Goods.
A.M.
I
A A
8.5
A.M.
B
*11.25 '11.16
11.55 11.44
,,, 12'4
12.54
... 1.44
*1.48
2.28
2.43
3.18
3.47
A
4.26
4.26
,,, A
95.8
... 5.36
11.50
12.40
1B0
No. 6
Mixed.
P.M.
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
Norx.-The Trains will stop only  at those places  at which they  are timed  to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by  signal to  take  up passengers  only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey  terminates. Passengers requiring  to alight at those places 'n
only do so by  giving notice at the preceding  Station to  the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the  time of booking , from the place at which they join  the Train  to the place at which they propose to alight.
(13.) The Nos. 2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down Trains only, will, for the present, stop at this Crossing, subject to the foregoing regulation.
G oods Trains  will be  run when necessary.
No. 2,
Mixed.
A.M.
10.0
10.28
A
A
*11.8
11'12
A
11'49
12.18
12.53
18
UP TRAINS. 11 MILES.
No. 3, No.4, No. S, No.6,
 From From
Mixed.  Goods.  Mixed.
 Miaed.  Dalbp.  Warwick.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
... ... •A
...
A
A
*1.52 2 7
2.44 2 .59 ...
3.32 ..• i 3'47
4.5 10 50 3.55
$ * 11-13. :6  ...
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Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane .  8th November, 1870.
TIME 'GABLE.
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after  MONDAY, the  14th instant,  the following TimeTable  wi ll  come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
'Miles from
Rock-
hamptnu.
Station, Up Train
nixed.
Miles
from West-
wood.
Stations. !Down TrainI Mixed.
a.m. p.m.
Rockhampton... ... 11. 0 .,. Westwood  ... 3.30
6 I Gracemere ... ... ... 11.24 6 Rosewood  Crossing A
15 Stanwell ... ... ... 12. 0 15 Stanwell 4-30
24 Rosewood Crossing ... ... A 24 Gracemere ... ... .. 5. 6
30 Westwood ... ... ... 1. 0 30 Rockhampton... ... ... 5.30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo llowing Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who w il l be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of hooking .  f ro m the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which tbey  propose to  alight.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 11th February, 1873.
/i1 HE following Abstract of the RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE Of the MUTDAPILLY  GENERAL CEMETERY'
1 for  the year ended 31st December. 1872, is hereby published  for general information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
.18ST5ACT Of RECEIPTS  and EXPENDITURE  of the MUTDAPILLY  GENERAL CEMETERY  for the year 1872.
Dr. C r.
s. d. £ s. d.
To Balance in hand ... ... ... ... 7 10 0 By grubbing and burning oft' all trees in
Loan from Colonial Treasurer ... .. 25 0 0 Cemetery .. ... 30  1 5 ti
Fees for Burial , &c. ... ... 5 12 6  „  Repairing fence  ...  0 12, ( 
„ Advertisement, , .. ... ... ... 0 5 0
„ Sexton's fees . .. ... ...  1 2 6
„ Cash in hand ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
Balance in A.J.S. Bank, Ipswich ... 4 18 0
£38 2 6 £38 2 6
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Mutdapilly General Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the appended Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure for the year ending 31st December, 1872'
is correct ; and we make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by
virtue of the provisions  of  " The Oatlcs Act  of 1867."
EDWIN JOHN SEALY.
V. HANDLEY DEAN.
H. FULLEKRUG.
Declared and signed before me, this  7th day of February, 1873.
A. L. ANDREW, J.P.
V OPPERFIELD MUNICIPALITY:  BALANCE SHEET for half-year ending December 31st, 1872•
Dr. Cr.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
To Rates 186 0 2 By Town Clerk's salary ... 12 10 0
Carriers '  licenses ... ... 5 10 0 „ „ commission ,  collecting  rates11
'
8 9 6
Balance  . ... ... ... ... 68 2 4 „ Assessorsfees ... ... ... ... 9 3 0
Printing and advertising ... ... 6 18 0
Law expenses ... ... ... ... 5 5 0
„ Day labor ... ... 51 11 6
„ Repairs  to streets ... ... 27 18 0
Purchase of land ... ... 19 17 0
„ Office  expenses  ... ... ... ... 49 18 9
„ Miscellaneous expenses ... ... 6 0 0
Repairing and excavating dam .. 56 9 0
Cash in hand  ... ... ... ... 5 12 9
£259 12 6 1 £259 12 6
H. H. TAwsE, Town Clerk.
Town Clerk 's Office,
Copperfield,  25th January , 187:3.
123
G. W. KETTLE,  Mayor.
Audited and found correct.
WILLIAM TENNA.NT, IAuditors.T. NICHOLLS,
15$.
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BALANCE SH ET of the GLADSTONE Mt'NICIPALITY, for the Half- year ending 31st December,
1872.
Dr. £ s. d.
1872.
To Balance  at A. J.  S. Bank  ... ... 27 10 3
In Town Clerk ' s hands 0 4 4
„ Rate endowment  to 30th June ,  1872 ... 54 15 11
„ Rates for  half-year  ending 31st Decem-
ber, 1872 ... ... ... ... 129 9 9
£212 0 3 j
1872.
Cr. £ s. d.
By Cheque not presented
...  15 0 0
„ Making roads ,  bridges, and repairs  ...  88 5 6
General stores ,  kerosine , &c. ... ... 2 6 2
„ Salaries and fees 35 12 6
Stationery ,  stamps ,  and advertisements 11 16 0
Half year 's interest  on Government
loan ... ...
Commission and interest at A. J. S.
3 12 0
Bank , &c. ... ... ... 2 17 3
„ Cash at A.  J. S. Bank  ... ... ... 48 11 9
Cash in Town  Clerk' s hands  ... ...  3 19 1
£212 0 •3
JAMES HAWTHORNE,  Mayor.
Compared with the Books  and Vouchers, and found  correct.
THOMAS S. BLOMFIELD, I Auditors.ROBERT HARVEY,
C. W. RICH, P.M.
WY. HIGGIN8, Town Clerk.
31st January, 1873.
100
DISBURSSM6NTS.  £ a. d
By Repairs ,  toll-house,  & c. ... ... 19 10 3
„ Yeppen Pumps ... ... 2 17 0
„ Interest on loan and o.d. ... ... 202 11 6
STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and D ISBURSEMENTS  of the CORPORATION of ROCKHAMPTON, for theHalf-year ending 31st  December, 1872.
Rzcal'Ts. £  S.  d.
To Cash in hand,  30th June, 1872 ... 107 7 8
Wharfage dues collected ... ... 949 17 0
Misce ll aneous receipts ... ... 13 16 10
Carriers'  licenses  .. 27 0 0
Rent of tollgate  (Wiseman 's Bridge) 71 9 6
Ditto Yeppen  Pumps  ... ... ... 27 1 8
„ Receipts  of punt, ferry ,  licenses , &c. 286 13 5
,, Loan from Government ... 4,000 0 0
Market account ,  rents received  ... 134 15 11
Rates accounts-
Leichhardt Ward- collected £207 6s.,
endowment  £ 39 8s . 10d.... 246 14 10
ArcherWard-collected £ 83815s. 6d.
endowment  £ 102 3e .  3d. ...  . 940 18 9
Fitzroy Ward - collected  £ 196 3s.,
endowment  £ 27 15s .  9d.... ... 223 18 9
Rate of 1864 - collected  £ 3, endow-
ment £1 1s . 3d. ... ... ... 4 1 3
£7,03315 7
Repairs,  &c., to offices ... ...  6 11 5
Cleaning streets as per contract N  o.  126 87 10 0
Market Reserve account ... ... 1 7 6
Punt and ferry account ... ... 327 17 5
Salaries ... ... ... ... ... 521 1 6
Charges ,  accounts ,  printing, advertis-
ing, tools, &c. ... ... 426 5 0
Charges,  commission  on wharfage ... 118 14 7
Leichhardt Ward-re-
pairs and works 975 0 9
Archer Ward-repairs
„
and works  ...  ... 1,436 0 3
Fitzroy  Ward-repairs
and works  ... 499 10 10
River fro ntage account
-repairs and  works 578 1 3
„
„
Broken metal account
Repaid A. J. S. Bank... ... ...
Balance in bank £1,245 2s. 4d.; in
15s.
3,488 13 1
92 19 9
227 15 10
hand £264 18s . 9d. ... ... 1,510 0 11
£7,033 15 7
Wx. DAvis, Town Clerk. EDWARD P. LIVERMORE,  Mayor.
Rockhampton, 3rd February, 1873.
We have, this day,  audited  the Corporation Accounts
1872 ,  and find the same correct.
99
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 14th February, 1873.
R
ETURN of all Applications for Timber  Licenses
made to the Bench  of Magistrates, at St.
Lawrence  from the 1st day of July, 1872, to the
31st  day of December, 1872, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name. Description ofLicense.
Whether IAmountgranted  or
of Fee.refused.
Rich. Cook ...
James Roberts...
James Quinn ...
Richd.  Davis ...
Charles  K ell er...
F. T. Tagg ...
£
Hardwood ... Granted 1
1
for the Half-year  endin g 31st December,
R. L. DIBDIN, Auditors.SAMUEL PART, I
20s. 6d.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane , 15th February, 1873.
`  T
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that I intend, in  con-
formity  with the provisions of the 95th sec-
tion  of "  The Real  Property Art  of  1861 ,"  on and
after  the first  day of March next, to dispense with
the production of a Deed of Grant in the name of
James  Hull for forty-eight  acres of land situated in
the county of Stanley and parish of Mackenzie,
portion  No. 48,  and more particularly described in
the Register  Book ,  vol. 162 , folio  162, and will
cause a memorial of registration of transfer of the
said land to be endorsed on the duplicate Deed of
Grant in the  Register  Book aforesaid  ;  such endorse-
ment when so made completing a transfer of
the said land to William Parker ,  of Brisbane, the
original Grant having been lost or mislaid.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
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Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane , 8th February, 1873.
El V NOTICE.
1; R. SAMUEL WALTER is this day licensed as a
1 Surveyor duly qualified to act under the
provisions and for the purposes of  " The Real
Property Act of  1861."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1873.
ruI HE Board of Examiners for Attorneys hereby
I. notify that they have appointed Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday, the 4th, 5th, and 6th
March ; Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, the
20th, 21st, and 22nd May ; Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday, the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th September ;
and Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, the 2nd,
3rd, and 4th December next, for Examination of
Candidates for admission as Attorneys of the
Supreme Court of Queensland.
JOHN KEANE,
Secretary to the Board.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
heretofore subsisting between Alfred Edward
Clarke and Henry Cooper ,  as sheep -farmers, on the
Talagi Station ,  in the Colony of Queensland, has
been this day dissolved by mutual consent ; and
that all debts due to and by the said Firm will be
received and paid by the said Henry  Cooper.
Dated this thirteenth day of September, A.D.
1872.
ALFRED EDWARD CLARKE,
By his  Attorney, CHAS. LoNG.
HENRY COOPER.
Witness -W. K. D'ARcv,
Solicitor ,  RocLhampton.
118 4s. 6d.
M
R. FREDERICK DEsPRuz has  this day been ap-
pointed Bailiff of the Court of Requests at
Stanthorpe ,  vice  Thomas Nelson Ross,  resigned.
(By order of the Bench,)
D. GALLWEY,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Stanthorpe, 5th February, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Customsbuilding recently erected on allotment 14 of
section 3, in the town of Stanthorpe, is set apart
for the purposes of a Queen's Warehouse.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 10th February, 1873.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLANI).
ASITTING of the above Court will be held atthe Supreme  Court House,  Brisbane , before
His Honor  Sir James  Cockle, Knight, Chief  Justice
of Queensland ,  and Judge  of the said Vice-
Admiralty Court, on WEDNESDAY, the 19th day
of February.
By Order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane , 15th February, 1873.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
CONNOLLY v. SKELTON THOMAS.
SAME v. SAME.
T
0 ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice, that Writs of  fieri facias  have been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff in
the above action, and that all Defendant's right,
title, and interest (if any) of, in, and to, all those
allotments, numbers 1, 2, and 3, of section 5, town
of Fife Barnett, one rood thirty-five perches, com-
mencing  at the north corner of allotment 4, and
bounded thence on the south-east by the north-
east  boundary line of that portion bearin5 south-
west one  chain and twenty links to Smelter s Creek
on the north- east ; again , starting from,the point of
commencement by a street bearing 314 degrees
thirty minutes east two chains seventy links ; on
the north-west by another street bearing sixty-two
degrees fifty minutes west one chain ten links to
Smelter's Creek ; on the south-west by that creek
downwards to the west end of first-mentioned line.
Allotments 1 and 2 of section 6, as above, com-
mencing on the south-east side of a street at the
north corner of allotment 12; bounded thence on
the north-west by that street bearing south sixty-
two degrees fifty minutes west one chain seventy.
six links ; on the south-west by another street
bearing  east  forty-four degrees thirty minutes
south; on the south-east by the north-west boun-
dary line of allotment 3 north-easterly one chain
forty links ; on the north-east by the south-west
boundary line of allotment 12 north-westerly one
chain eighteen links to the point of  commencement
-area , 291 perches,-Will be sold by the Sheriff
of Queensland, by public auction, at the Mount
Perry Hotel, Mount Perry, on TUESDAY, the
eighteenth day of March next, at Twelve o'clock,
noon, unless these  executions  are previously satis-
fied.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff.
11s. 9d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
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Queen street, Brisbane.
Proctor for the said Executors.
6s. 6d.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George William Haly Hutton,
formerly of Taabinga, in the Burnett District,
but lately residing at , Bundall, Nerang Creek,
in the Colony of Queensland, gentleman,
deceased.
N
OTICE ishereby given, that after the expiration
of fourteen days from the date of thepublication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Probate of the Will of the above-
named George William Haly Hutton, deceased, may
be granted to Charles Robert Haly, of Taabinga
aforesaid, grazier, and John Woodward Wyndham
Jackson, of Bundall, Nerang Creek,  in said  colony,
grazier , the Executors named in the said Will.
Dated this 13th day of February, A.D. 1873.
W. E. MURPHY,
109
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Catherine Martin, late of Mackay,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  widow, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
L' tion of  fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court ,  that Probate of the Will of
the above -named Catherine Martin ,  deceased, maybe
granted to Mary Ann Ryan, of Mackay aforesaid,
the Executrix in the said Will named.
Dated this  seventh  day of  January, A.D. 1873.
GILBERT WRIGHT,
Wood street ,  Mackay,
Proctor for the said Mary Ann Ryan.
By his AGENT-
TuoMAS  BUNTON,
110 queen street, Brisbane. 6s. 6d,
250
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Archibald McDonald, late of the
town of Mackay ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
pub lican, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given ,  that after the  expira-
tion  of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application  will be  made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above -named Archibald McDonald ,  deceased,
may be granted to David Hay Dalrymple, of the
town of  Mackay,  aforesaid ,  chemist, and Donald
Ross, of Calrossie ,  near Mackay ,  aforesaid ,  farmer,
the Executors and Trustees named in and appointed
by the Will  of the said deceased.
Dated this eleventh day of January ,  A.D. 1873.
GILBERT WRIGHT,
Wood street, Mackay,
P roctor for the said Executors.
By his Agent-
TuostAs BuNTON,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
11l Gs. 6d.
In  the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Wi ll  of Wi ll iam Brown, late  of  No.  6,
Pembridge Square, Bayswater ,  in the County
of Middlesex ,  in England ,  Esquire, deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application wi ll  be made to this Honorable
Court ,  in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction ,  that Pro-
bate ,  with the Exemplification of Probate of the
Will of  the above -named deceased thereto annexed,
may be granted to Edward Chisholm , of Sydney,
in the Colony of New South  Wales,  the duly con-
stituted attorney of Charlotte Isabella Brown,
Thomas Brown ,  and Edward  1'lryld, the  Executrix
and Executors named in and appointed  by the Will
of the said deceased.
Dated this 14th day of February , A.D. 1873.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Proctors  for the said  E dward  Chisholm,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
119 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Wi ll  and Codicil of  Francis George Newbould,
late of Toorilla Plains, near Rockhampton, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  grazier ,  deceased.
J-r
N OTICE is hereby given ,  that after the  expira-
tion  of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable  Court, that Probate of the Will
and Codicil of the above-named Francis George
Newbould ,  deceased ,  may be granted to the Honor-
able Alfred James Peter Lutwyche ,  Esquire,  one of
the  Judges  of the Supreme Court of  Q ueensland,
and Robert Miller Hunter ,  of Rockhampton afore-
said ,  merchant ,  two of the Executors named in the
said Will and Codicil respectively  ;  leave being
reserved to the Reverend John Rogers, Clerk in
Eloly Orders ,  of Stonage Park ,  Brampton Brain,
Herefordshire ,  England ,  the other Executor named
in the said Will, to come in and prove the said Will
and Codicil at any time hereafter.
Dated this eleventh day of February ,  A.D. 1873.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Proctors for the said  Alfred  James Peter  Lutwyche
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and Robert Miller  Hunter.
6s. 6d.
in the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the  Will  of Heinrich Schnitkir ,  late of Stan.
thorpe ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  tobacco-
nist, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given ,  that after the expira.tion of  fou teen days from th  date of the
publication hereof, application will be made  to  this
Honorable Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction,
that Probate of the  last Will and  Testament of the
above-named Heinrich Schnitkir may be granted to
Theodor Prussong ,  of Warwick ,  in the said colony,
tobacconist ,  the sole Executor named in and
appointed by the said Will.
Dated this third day of February ,  A.D, 1873.
JOHN CONQUEST,
Proctor for the said Theodor Prussong,
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Stanthorpe.
(is.  6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of John Smith ,  late of Murilla, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  sheep overseer ,  deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court ,  that Letters of Administration of all the
goods,  chattels ,  credits, and effects of the above-
named John Smith, deceased ,  who died intestate,
may be granted to George Smith ,  of Wallan Station,
in the said colony, the brother of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this thirteenth day of Feb-
ruary,  A.D.  1873.
GRAHAM LLOYD HART,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said George Smith.
108 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of George Cuckow, late of Brisbane,
in theColony of Queensland ,  gardener ,  deceased.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court ,  that  Letters of  Administration of all
the goods, chattels ,  credits, and effects of the above-
named George Cuckow ,  deceased ,who died intestate,
may be granted to Eliza  Cuckow, of  Brisbane afore-
said ,  the widow of the said deceased.
Dated  at Brisbane ,  this eleventh day of February,
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
ROBERTS AND DALY,
I
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Proctors for the  said  Eliza Cuckow,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Insolvent Estate  of Henry Warman, of
Petrie  Terrace, Brisbane ,  late innkeeper, out
of business.
V
WREREAS  the said Henry Warman was, on
the second day of  January ,  A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a
Third Public  Sitting ,  to be holden  before me, at
the Supreme  Court House ,  Brisbane ,  on MON-
DAY, the twenty-fourth day of March, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven o clock, for the last examina-
tion of the Insolvent, and unless  the  Court shall
otherwise direct,  for the  Insolvent to make an
application for his Certificate.
Dated  at Brisbane , the 10th day of February,
A.D.  1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J.  WHITLEY,
Official  Assignee,
Judge.
117 6s, 6d,
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In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John McGrath, of
• Widgee Road, Gympie.
% J HEREAS the said John McGrath was,
on the 10th day of February, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to  be an Insolvent , I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before  me, at  the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 3rd day of March, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said Estate, and for the election of
a Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to
determine  whether any or what allowance for sup-
port shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time
of prising his last examination , and whether any
and what tools  and wearing apparel shall be allowed
to the Insolvent ;  and a Second  Public Sitting of
the Court, at the  same place , on MONDAY, the
7th day of April, A.D. 1873, to commence at
Eleven o 'clock, for the proof of debts  against the
said Estate , and for such other  matters connected
with the Estate as may be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane. the 15th day of February,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J . P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
112 +s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Howden, of
Stanthorpe, joiner.
UTHEREAS the  said James Howden was, on
the twenty -ninth day of November, A.D.
1872 ,  adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint
a Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
i In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Woods, of Too-
woomba, storekeeper and publican.
W
IIEREAS the said James Woods was, on the
second  day of December, A.D. 1872, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House. Brisbane, on MONDAY, the twenty-
fourth day of March, A.D. 1873, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 11th day of February,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J .  WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
114
Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Partridge, of
Ipswich, carpenter.
WHEREAS the said William Partridge was,
on the seventh day of December, A.D. 1872,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the twenty-fourth day of March, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the last examina-
tion of the Insolvent, and unless the Court shall
otherwise direct, for the Insolvent to make an
application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 10th day of February,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
115 6s. 6d.
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the twenty-fourth day of March, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the  last examina-
tion of the Insolvent,  and unless  the Court shall
otherwise direct, for the insolvent to make an
application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 10th day of February,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
113 6s. dd.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Andrew Jesson ,  of Tiaro,
near Maryborough ,  laborer.
[THEREAS the said  Andrew Jesson was, on
Y " the thirty -first day of December ,  A.D. 1872,
adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting ,  to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the twenty -fourth day  of March,  A.D. 1873 ,  to com-
mence at Eleven o 'clock ,  for the last examination
of the Insolvent ,  and unless the Court shall other-
wise direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
For his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane . the 10th day of February,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
HENRY  J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
116 6s. 6d.
NOTICE.THE8w0 0' Char es for the insertion of Ldvertise.
ments in the  QueeMlaed G overnment  Gazette  is
as fo ll ows ;-
Advertisements  relating  to Insolvent c Intestate
Estates, or,Letters of Administration ,  6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relating to Impounded  Stock, 1s.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first  eight  lines (or under),
and 3d. for every additional line, allowing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No ADVERTISEMENT
WILL BE INSEUTED in the Gazette unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of its  insertion
according  to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Prints=
The GOVERNMENT PAINTER  acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts
£ s. d.
1873.
Feb. 8.-Municipal Council, Gladstone ... 0 15 0
8.-Municipal Council, Rockhampton ... 3 10 0
11.-E. Bellgrove ... ... ... ... 0 0 8
11.-E. Bradley ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
11.--W. J. Scott ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
13.- A. McDowall... ... ... ... 0 4 0
13.-G. Fraser ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
13.-G. Foster 0 2 0
13.-R. Fitzgerald... ... ... 0 10 0
13.-E. Bradley ... .. 0 1 0
13.-G. Foster 0 6 0
13.-J. Watson ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
14.--Municipal Council, Copperfield ... 1 0 0
14.-G. Barnard ... 0 7 0
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Empaunbfngo.
Poundkeepers  are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no such  Advertise-
ment will be inserted in the  Gazette unless  accompanied
by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the  cost of its  insertion
•
IMPOUNDED  at Charlevi ll e,  from Ellenvale ,  on 23rd
January ,  1873, by  order  of Mr .  E. Bradley ,  senr.,
for trespass .  Driving ,  2s. 6d.
One bay  horse,  y over writing M near shoulder, R off
shoulder ,  white spots along back ,  star on  forehead,
like fistula on neck.
If not  released on  or before 5th March ,  1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY, junr .,  Poundkeeper.
98 ls.
I
MPOUNDED at Ipswich ,  from Mount Walker, on
5th February ,  1873, by order of D. McGrath,
Esq. Driving ,  2s. 4d. per head.
One bay horse ,  CH near shoulder ,  5 under saddle, two
white spots under saddle.
One bay mare, short tail, blotch off shoulder.
One chesnut colt, JJJ and H conjoined near shoulder,
blaze in face.
Also, from Hempstead Station, on 5th February, 1873,
by order of Mr .  W. Coleman. Driving, 8d. per head ;
damages,  2s. 6d .  per head  ;  damages on entires ,  £2 each.
One grey mare, JG over ci near shoulder ,  2 near thigh,
ML,G (the L and E conjoined )  off shoulder, (; over
t'+ off thigh  ;  foal at foot.
One bay horse, Pl over G near shoulder ,  P over G near
thigh, star.
One black entire colt ,  star ,  like C3 near shoulder.
One roan entire ,  blotch off shoulder ,  star ,  white spot on
nose.
One bay colt, unbranded.
Also, on 6th February ,  1873, from Mr. Daiscy 's, Bris-
bane  road. Driving, 4d.
One black horse ,  JM near shoulder ,  off hind and two
fore feet white.
Also ,  from Opossum Creek ,  on 7th February ,  1873, by
order of Mr .  James Josey. Driving, 2s.
One bay filly, SF near shoulder ,  rear fore and hind feet
white, inside of off hind fetlock white, star and snip.
If not released on or before 5th March, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
104
R. FITZGER4LD ,  Poundkeeper.
10s.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Tambo Station, on
30th January ,  1873,  by order of  Messrs. Bell and
Dutton. Driving, 2d .  per head.
One grey horse ,  MD near  shoulder.
One bay horse, like RP near shoulder ,  D near neck, 1
near ribs.
If not released on  or before the 25th February, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
GEORGE FOSTER ,  Poundkeeper.
, 106 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, on  24th  January ,  1873, by
order of Messrs .  Bell and Dutton. Driving, 2c1. per
head.
One white  cow, LL off  rump, A off ribs, off ear marked ;
calf at foot, unbranded.
One yellow  bullock ,  0 off rump, 2 off thigh ,  0 off ribs,
2 off shoulder ,  H near rump ,  like t4O over  ttO (both
brands conjoined)  near thigh,  near ear marked.
One red bullock ,  LL off rump ,  A off ribs, off  ear marked.
One red and white bullock ,  A over - near  ribs, off ear
marked.
One strawberry cow, 0 near  shoulder ,  T near rump.
If not released on or before  the 25th February, 1873,
wi ll  be sold to defray expenses.
GEORGE FOSTER , Poundkeeper.
107 6s.
MPOUNDED at Taroom, from Carrabah, on tho
4th January ,  1873 ,  by order of A. F. J. Hi-
Esq. Driving ,  2s. per head.
One chesnut mare ,  small star, white spots on back, near
hind foot white ,  M near shoulder ,  AF (the F upside
down )  near thigh. •
If not released on or before 5th Maluh, 1873 ,  will be
sold to defray expenses.
W. J. SCOTT,  Poundkeeper.
97  is.
IMPOUNDED  at Charleville ,  from Brunnell Downs,
on 27th January ,  1873 ,  by order of Mr. McFarlane,
for trespass .  Driving, lls. 8d.
One red bu llock  (worker ),  like K with J over - over J
near shoulder, DOB off loin, star on forehead, white
spots under belly.
If not released on or before the 15th March ,  1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY,  jour., Poundkeeper.
103 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Surat, from Oberinia ,  on the 3rd
February, 1873, by order of R. J. Adams, Esq.
Driving, 3s .  4d. per head.
One yellow cow ,  like XY off rump.
One red steer, like TP over L off ribs.
If not released on or before 5th March, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
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JOS. WATSON ,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at St. George,  from Warroo ,  on the 5th
February, 1873,  by R. McDougall, Esq. Driving
fees, 6s.
One bay mare ,  AG near saddle, S over ra over H over
WS near shoulder, JC near rump ,  collar marks.
One bay horse, RD near shoulder ,  RD near ribs, JC near
rump, collar marks.
One bay horse , +  over 0 off shoulder ,  B over G over G
near  shoulder .  A near ribs ,  hollow backed ,  saddle
and collar marksOne chesnut horse, Op near shoulder ,  near thigh,
blaze down face, dock tail, saddle marks.
One brown horse, J near shoulder ,  P2 near thigh,
saddle marks.
One bay horse, like bottle near shoulder ,  off hind foot
white.
One bay cob, + over 0 (blotched) off shoulder, gY off
rump ,  F near rump ,  saddle marks.
If not released on or before the 5th March ,  1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
102
GEO. C.  FRASER,
pro W.  D. CHASE ,  Poundkeeper.
7e.
MPOUNDED at Rockhampton ,  from Caliungal, on
I the 30th  January, 1873 ,  by E. G.  Woos, Esq.
Driving, 9s .  2d. per head.
One chesnut colt, S near neck, stripe down face, off  fore
and hind feet white.
One bay horse,  like  C or G over writing X near shoulder,
indistinct brand like WA (the A within the W)
off shoulder ,  hind feet white, saddle -marked, short
tail.
One bay mare ,  black points ,  E near shoulder, L off
shoulder, L off thigh ,  near hind leg crooked.
One chesnut filly, S near neck.
One bay colt, star ,  like 3 or B under  -  near shoulder.
One dapple -grey filly, like H near shoulder, H off shoul-
der, blind near eye.
One bay horse ,  ZK near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th February, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
GEO. BARNARD ,  Poundkceper.
121 7s.
BRISBANE :
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QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit. 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONsrANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.S.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS, by the sixteenth section of an Act
passed  in the thirty-sixth year of the reign
of Her Sovereign Majesty Queen Victoria, intituled
" The Electoral Districts Act  of 1872," it is
enacted that  so soon as  the first electoral roll under
" The Elections Act of  1872," for the Electoral
District of Warrego shall have been perfected the
Governor shall appoint and notify by Proclama-
tion in the  Gazette  a  day (not being earlier than two
months from the date of such proclamation) for
sending in  claims for the Electoral District of
Warrego, created by the said  " Electoral Districts
Act  of 1872," and that on or before such day all
persons  claiming  to be placed on the electoral roll
for the said Electoral District of Warrego shall
make  their claims  as required by  " The Elections
Act  of 1872" and that the first Electoral Roll of
the said new District of Warrego shall be made up
of and from such of the names on the said first
Electoral Roll of the present district as shall not,
upon due notice given or upon proof of death be
duly expunged therefrom and the names of
such of the said claimants as shall be entitled to
have their names inserted in the said Electoral
Roll : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CON-
STANTINE, Marquis of Normauby, the Governor
aforesaid, by virtue of such recited Act, and in
pursuance of the power and authority in me vested,
do, by this my proclamation, notify and appoint
TUESDAY, the first day of April, A.D. 1873, to be
the day for sending in claims for the said Electoral
District of Warrego.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
aaette.
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QUEENSLAND, ' Proclamation by The Most
to wit.  .) Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Rbss, in the County of Wexford,
(n.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NOEMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign, inti-
tuled  " An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws
relating to Quarantine,"  it is amongst other thngs
enacted, that it shall be' lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by proclamation in the  Government
Gazette,  to appoint stations or places within the
Port of Moreton Bay, or within or near any other
harbor, port, or place within the said Colony, for
the performance of Quarantine under the said Act,
where all vessels liable to Quarantine, and the
crews, passengers, and persons en board thereof
shall perform the same : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
in pursuance of the power so vested in me as
Governor of the said Colony, do, by this my Pro-
clamation, issued with the advice of the Executive
Council, appoint the Island in Moreton Bay, known
as Peel Island, to be a station for the performance
of Quarantine, under and for the purposes of the
said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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QUEENSLAND , 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Vscount Nor.
manby ,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANDY,  of Her Majesty's  Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-
seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled
An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relat-
ing to Quarantine,"  it is amongst other things
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, by pro-
clamation  in the  Government Gazette,  to prohibit
all persons,  vessels,  and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of any station which, by any order of the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been or may be assigned for the performance
of Quarantine ; and whereas by my Proclamation.
bearing even date herewith, issued with the advice of
the Executive Council, the Island in Moreton Bay,
known as Peel Island, has been appointed a station
for the performance of Quarantine under the said
Act : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CoN-
STANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, in pursuance of
the power so vested  in me as  Governor of the said
Colony, do, by this my Proclamation, issued with
the advice of the Executive Council, hereby prohibit
all persons ,  vessels,  and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of the said proclaimed station, under the
penalties contained in the said Act, until this my
Proclamation shall have been rescinded.
Given under my Hand and Beal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of January
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty.
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
of the said applicants as Shall be entitled to have
their names inserted therein : Now, therefore, I,
GEORGE AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of
Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, by virtue of
such recited Act, and in pursuance of the power
and authority in me thereby vested, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and appoint TUESDAY, the
first day of April, A.D. 1873, to be the day for send-
ing in claims for the Electoral District of Burke.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and  seventy-two,
and in the thirty-sixth year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QIIEENSLAND, I Proclamation  by The Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, 'Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council,. Governor and Com.
wander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its  Dependencies.
HEREAS, by the seventeenth section of an
V V Act passed in the thirty-sixth year of the
reign of Her Sovereign Majesty Queen Victoria,
intituled  " The Electoral Districts Act of  1872,"
it was  enacted that with all convenient speed after
the passing of the said Act, the Governor should
appoint and notify by Proclamation in the  Gazette,
a day (not being  earlier  than three months from the
date of such Proclamation) for sending  in claims
for the Electoral District of Burke, before which
day all persons claiming to be placed on the Elec-
toral Roll for that 'District should make their
claim, as required by "  'l he Elections Act of  1872,"
and that the first Electoral Roll of the said district
should be made up of and from the names of such
I QIIEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by The Most
to wit .  I Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUs
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor.
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in  the Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross. in  the County  of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANDY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the  Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the  powers vested in me by
"The Diseases  in Cattle Act,"  and of all  other
powers enabling  me in that  behalf, I, the  Governor
aforesaid , with the  advice of the Executive Counc il ,
do hereby prohibit  the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned  cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of  Queensland ,  until this
my Proclamation  has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent  Proclamation  :  And I do further notify
and proclaim  that  any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony  of Queensland ,  contrary to this my
Proclamation , may be seized and forfeited : And
any  person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation,  or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle ,  in violation  of this  my Proclamation ,  will be
liable to a fine  not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds ,  to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane ,  this twenty -first day of
June, in the year of 'our  Lord one thousand
eight hundred  and seventy -two, and in the
thirty-sixth  year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
QIIEENSLAND, Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE Auousrus
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
LioRMANSy, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
i IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
1 " The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,.
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
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South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  Q.UREN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th February, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
r of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
The POLICE MAGISTRATE  at Surat,
to act as Land Commissioner at that place, so far
as relates  to dealing with selections under the Act
31 Victoria, No. 46.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  20th February, 1873.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM TOWNSEND ,  Esquire,
to be a member of the Marine Board of Queensland,
vice  Alexr .  Raff, Esquire ,  absent from  the Colony.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 20th February, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. GEORGE W. DODWELL, Clerk of Petty
Sessions , Warwick,
to be Customs Officer also at that place,  vice  Mr.
M. O'Malley, transferred to Ipswich.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1873.
R
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. RICHARD T. TAYLOR, Postmaster, Surat,
to have charge of the Government Savings Bank,
Surat,  vice  Mr. Henry Tracey, resigned.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1873.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified, that Her Majesty the Queen has
been pleased to approve of the appointment of
EDWARD BARROW FORREST, Esquire,
as French Consular Agent at Brisbane.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
} of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the Court of Petty Sessions at Mill-
cheater, Charters Towers Gold Field, to be a Court
for preparing find revising the Lists of the Electoral
District of Kennedy, in addition to the Court of
Petty Sessions at Townsville, under the provisions
of Section 24 of  " The Electoral Districts Act of
1872."
A. H. PALMER.
QUEENSLAND , I Proclamation  by The Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
wander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies. .
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
first section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1868," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Selections of Land, under the said Act, are declared
forfeited.
Register
No. of Name of  Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sApplica-'  District.
tion.
A. R. P.I
964 J. Considine ... 64 3 0 Brisbane
269 M. May ... 40 0 0 Toowoomba
276 C. Y. Wall ... 640 0 0 Warwick
361 Ditto ... 560 0 0 ditto
506 J. Royston ... 160 0 0 Maryborough
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of Feb-
ruary, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QCFv.NSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. 3 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normauby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NoI3IANBY, of Her Majesty's Most  Honorable
Guvervor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, andin accordance  with the eighteenth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I,
GEORGE AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Nor-
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manby, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and pro-
claim that the lands hereinunder described shall be
reserved for Township purposes.
TOWN RESERVE, KARIBOE.
County of Pelham, Port Curtis District.
About 2,500 acres.
Commencing  at the south-west corner of mineral
selection No. 924, and bounded thence on the
north by the south boundary of that land, bearing
east ; thence by part of the east boundary of same
land, bearing north ;  again  on the north by the
south boundary of mineral selection No. 923, and
a line  bearing east ; on the east by a north and
south line, distant two  miles east  from commencing
point ; on the south by an  east  and west line, dis-
tant two miles south from south boundary of
mineral  selection  No. 923, aforesaid; and on the
west by a north and south line, distant two miles
west from the east boundary to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of Feb-
ruary, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation  by the Most
to wit. I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," 1, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUES-
DAY, the 8th day of April, 1873, at the Clermont
Land Office.
Description  of the boundaries of lands open to
selection  under  "  the Cronin  Lands Alienation
Act of  1868."
TOWN  RESERVE OF CLEEMONT--EXTENSION.
99 square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of Douglas Creek,
at a  point two miles above the junction of Sandy
and Douglas  Creeks ; and bounded thence on the
north and north- east  by the  last-named  creek down-
wards about  seven miles  and three- quarters in a
direct line  bearing south fifty-nine degrees east ;
thence  on the south- east  by a line bearing south
forty-three  degrees west  about three miles forty
chains , being  part of the north-west boundary of
the Slateford Run, to a point bearing north sixty
degrees  west from the  summit  of Mount Misery ;
thence by  a continuation  of said boundary of last-
named run ,  being a line  bearing south-west and
passin through  a spot bearing south-east distant
five miles from the summit  of a hill called Mount
Pleasant  to the right bank of Theresa Creek ;
thence  by that creek  downwards  to the junction of
Tomahawk Creek; thence by Tomahawk Creek
upwards  in a westerly direction to a point on the
left bank about half-a-mile above a hill called
Langton Edge ; thence on the south- west by a line
bearing north-west about five hundred and seventy-
five chains to the right bank of Theresa Creek, at
a point bearing south- east from a  spot four hundred
chains south-west from the summit of Mount
Livingstone ; thence on the north- west  by Theresa
Creek downwards in a north -easterly direction
about three miles and three- quarters in a direct
line to the south-west corner of Theresa Creek
Run ; thence by the south boundary of that run,
being an east line about four  miles  forty  chains to
Theresa Creek  at a point bearing east from the
summit of Mount Pleasant ; thence  by last-named
creek upwards to the eastern  corner of  Killarney
Run at a point bearing north -west from the summit
of Mount Livingstone ;  thence again  on the south.
west by a part of the north -east boundary of
Killarney Run, being a north-west line about one
hundred and twelve chains to the watershed
between Douglas and Theresa Creeks,  said water-
shed being also the south boundary of the Clermont
Reserve Extension No. 1; thence  by said water-
shed boundary easterly about  five miles ; thence on
the north-west by  a line  bearing north forty-three
decrees  east  about two miles fifty  chains to the
right bank of Douglas Creek, being the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Yandilla,
this eighth day of February, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three, and in the thirty-sixth year of
Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified that the lands hereunder des-
cribed have been temporarily  reserved  for public
purposes.
(For the Secretary for Public  Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish of Yeerongpilty.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of portion
No. 390, and bounded thence on the north by part
of portion No. 254, and portions Nos. 259, 270, 275,
and 276; on the east by portions Nos. 277, 278,
279, and 280; on the south by portion No. 274 and
ppart of portion No. 392 ; and on the west by portion
No. 390 to the point  of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parishes of Bundanba and
Stapylton.
Commencing at the south  -  west corner of
portion No. 187, in the parish of  Bundanba, and
bounded thence on the north by portions in that
parish Nos. 187, 201, and 168A, and by  portions in
the parish of Stapylton Nos. 19, 15, 4, and 19A ; on
the west by portions Nos. 19A, 4, 5, and. 12 ; on
the north-east by portion No. 45 in the parish of
Woogaroo, and from the south-east corner of that
portion by a line bearing south-easterly about 150
chains to the north-west corner of portion 10A
(W. Moody's selection), in the parish of Stapylton ;
on the  east  by that portion to Oxley Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards to the north- east  corner of
portion No. 16, in the parish of Stapylton, and by
portions in that parish Nos. 16, 18, and 14, back to
Oxley Creek ; thence on the south-east by that
creek upwards to its intersection with the northern
boundary line of'portion No. 206, parish Bundanba ;
on the south by that portion and by a line bearing
westerly about twelve chains from its north-west
corner to the south-east corner of portion No. 203,
in the parish of Bundanba ; again on the west by
portions in that parish Nos. 203, 197, 193, 204, 202,
179, 174,181, 199, to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.
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TiMEER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parishes of Enoggera and
Indooroopilly.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
231 in the parish of Indooroopilly, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion and portions
223 and 241, in the parish of Indooroopilly ; on the
north by portions in the parish of Enoggera Nos.
448, 674, 823, 824, 679, 834, 833, 832,  831,-830,683,
and 682;  on the east by portion No. 674A, the
General Cemetery, and portions 676, 295,  296, all in
the parish of Enoggera, and by portion 679 in
the parish of Indooroopilly ; on the south by
portions in the parish of Indooroopilly, Nos. 680,
681, 229, 216, 215, 208, 214, 225, 262, 243, 270,
268, 269, 240, and 261 to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Parish of Tingalpa,  county  of Stanley.
Commencing  at the south- east corner  of portion
No. 355, and bounded thence on the  east  by a line
bearing southerly about one hundred and thirty-
four  chains to the  north-east corner of portion
No. 351; on the south by that portion and portion
No. 352; on the west by portions Nos. 338, 339,
350, 321, 320, 319, and 318; and on the north by
portion No. 355 to the point of  commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parishes of Kholo and Moggill.
Commencing  at the north- east  corner of por-
tion No. 43 in the  parish  of Kholo, and bounded
thence on the north- west  by a line bearing north-
easterly about eighty -six chains  to the south corner
of portion No. 202 in the parish of Moggill, and by
that portion and part of portion 194 ; on the east
by portions in the parish of Moggill, Nos. 240, 242,
231, 234,  230, 235, 225 , 242, 227, and 221 ; on the
south by portions in the parish of Moggill, Nos.
169, 170, 171, 238, 172, 173, 179, 180, and  181;
and by portions in the parish of Kholo, Nos. 55
and 61; and on the west by portions in the parish
of Kholo, Nos. 62, 48, and 43, to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all alienated  or surveyed.
lands.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
Parish of Redland, county of Stanley.
Commencing  at the north -west corder of portion
No. 148, in the  parish of Mackenzie , and bounded
thence on the west by a line  bearing north one
hundred and  sixty chains  ; on the north by a line
bearing east  about  one hundred  and eighty chains
to the western  boundary of portion No. 120, in the
parish of Redland ;  on the east  by that portion to
its south -west  corner, and  thence by  a line bearing
southerly to the north- east corner  of portion No.
178 in the parish of  Mackenzie , about one hundred
and eighteen chains  ;  and on  the south by portions
in the parish of Mackenzie, Nos. 178, 177, 176, and
by portions in the parish of Redland, Nos. 121,
122, 139, 118, 117, and  again  by portions in the
parish of Mackenzie, Nos. 149 and 148, to the
point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for  general  information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes of a Police Paddock.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands),
WM. HENRY WALSH.
POLICE PADDOCK,  STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck.
168 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
three chains east and one chain north from the
north-west corner of the Cemetery Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south by that reserve bear-
ing east fifty-six chains and eighteen links ; on the
east by a line bearing north thirty chains and.four
links ; on the north by a line bearing west fifty-six
chains and eighteen links ; and on the west by a
line bearing south thirty chains and four links to
the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 13th February, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth  section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified  for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily  reserved  for Water  and Camping.
(For the  Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR WATER AND CAMPING.
Splitter's Creek, Mount Perry and Bundaberg
Road.
EXTENSION.
1,300 acres.
Commencing on Splitter's Creek twenty chains
below a tree marked broad-arrow over T over V in
shield ; thence north seventy-five chains ; thence
east one hundred and eight chains; thence south
thirty-six chains ; thence north two hundred and
twenty-five degrees east thirty-four chains to
Splitter's Creek ; thence by the right bank of
Splitter's Creek downwards sixty chains in a direct
line ; thence west one hundred chains to Splitter's
Creek ; thence by Splitter's Creek down about
forty-five chains to point of commencement,-includ-
ing two hundred and ninety-one acres already
gazetted as a Water Reserve.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1873.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceI
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified for  general  information, in pursuance of the
fifty-fifth  clause  of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of
1869," that the lands hereinunder described have
been resumed  from the lease of the Mount Marling-
spike Run, in the Leichhardt Unsettled District,
and reserved for the purposes of a Police Camping
Ground.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PURPOSES, FORT COOPER.
4 square miles.
Commencing at a bloodwood-tree marked three
notches in shield, situated at the junction of Cattle
Creek with Cooper Creek, and bounded thence on
the south by an east line about one hundred and
fifty-two chains ; on the east by a line bearing
north two miles ; on the north by a line bearing
west crossing Cattle Creek about one hundred and
seventy-six chains to the left bank of Cooper Creek
at a gum-tree marked C over 3 in shield ; and
thence on the west by the left bank of Cooper
Creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information that
the Recreation Reserve at Mackay, set apart
by notice in the  Government Gazette  of the 14th
May, 1870, has been placed under the control of
the Municipal Council of that town.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th February, 1873.
7 N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
j " The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereinunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the  purposes named  with respect
to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE  FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES, HERBERT RIVER,
CARDWELL.
About 76 acres.
Commencing at the most eastern corner of selec-
tion No. 35 (J. Mercer's 80 acres), on the right
bank of the Herbert River, and bounded thence by
a line bearing ninety-five degrees thirty minutes
for twelve chains twenty-six links ; thence by a line
north to the Herbert River ; thence by the right
bank of the Herbert River upwards to the lower
boundary of selection No. 35; thence by a line
bearing 135 degrees for thirty-seven chains eighty
links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING, LOWER HERBERT RIVER.
Townsville and Cardwell Road, county of Cardwell.
624 acres 1 rood.
Portion A,  685 acres  1 rood.-Commencing at a
point west, and distant 302 links from the south.
west corner  of selection No. 32 (D. H. Cudmore's
640 acres), and bounded thence by a line  west  sixty-
nine chains sixteen and a-half links ; thence by a
line north seventy-two chains forty-seven and a-half
links ; thence by a line bearing seventy-seven
degrees for twenty-seven chains sixty-eight and
a-half links ; thence by a line bearing eighty-seven
degrees fourteen minutes for thirty-nine chains
eighteen links ; thence by a line bearing eighty-
seven degrees fourteen minutes for thirty-nine
chains  eighteen links ; thence by a line bearing 159
degrees for seven chains ; thence by a line bearing
eighty-seven degrees fourteen minutes for nine
chains ; thence by a line bearing 159 degrees for
twenty-three chains fifty-five links ; thence by a
line bearing 240 degrees for thirteen chains ninety.
six and a-half links ; thence by a line bearing 186
degrees for forty-five chains seventy-seven and
a-half links to the point of commencement.
Portion B, 27 acres I rood.-Commencing where
the northern side of the road crosses Log Bridge
Creek, and bounded thence by a line bearing eighty-
seven degrees fourteen minutes for twenty-six
chains five links ; thence by a line north for 143
links to Log Bridge Creek ; thence by Log Bridge
Creek to the point of commencement.
Portion C, 11 acres 3 roods.-Commencing where
the main road  crosses  Palm Creek, at Hawkins'
homestead selection No. Z 18, and bounded thence
by a line bearing 267 degrees 14 minutes for sixteen
chains fifty links ; thence by a line north for
thirteen chains eighty links ; thence by a line east
for fifty links to Palm Creek ; thence by Palm
Creek to point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR MINERAL LANDS OFFICE.
County of Bentinck, paria4 of Stanthorpe, town
of Stanthorpe,  allotment  9 of section. 7.
1 acre.
Commencing on the north-east corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the north by
Corundum street westerly three chains and thirty-
four links ; on the  west  by part of the east
boundary line of allotment ten southerly at right
angles  to Corundum street three chains ; on the
south by the north boundary line of allotment 8
easterly parallel with Corundum street three chains
and thirty-four links to Marsh street; and on the
east by that street northerly three chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CUSTOMS.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe, allotment  19  of section 3.
2 roods.
Commencing on the east side of Marsh street, at
the south-west corner of allotment 18, and bounded
thence on the west by that street southerly one
chain and fifty links ; on the south by the north
boundary line of allotment twenty easterly at right
angles to Marsh street three chains and thirty-four
links ; on the east by part of the east boundary line
of allotment 21 northerly parallel with Marsh
street one  chain and fifty links ; and on the north
by the south boundary line of allotment 18 westerly
at right angles to Marsh street three chains and
thirty-four links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR COMMIaSIONEH's CAMP.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe,  allotments  21 and  22  of  section  S.
1 acre 1 rood 23 perches.
Commencing on the north side of Connor  street,
at the south-east corner of allotment 1, and
bounded thence on the south by that street easterly
three chains and eleven links ; on the east by the
west boundary line of allotment twenty northerly
at right  angles  to Connor street four chains and
fifty links; on the north by the south boundary
lines  of allotments 8 and 7 westerly parallel with
Connor street three chains and eleven links ; and
on the west by the east boundary lines of allot-
ments 3, 2, and 1, southerly at right  angles to
Connor street four chains and fifty links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR Locx-UP, TENNINOERINO.
About 3 roods.
Commencing at the intersection  of Burra Barra
street and Edward street, and bounded thence on
the south-east by Barra Burra street south-easterly
five chains; on the south-east by a line north-
easterly about  one chain  at right angles to Burra
Burra  street  ; on the north-east by a line north.
westerly to Edward street ; and on the north-west
by Edward street south-westerly about two chains
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR TIMBER  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES
NEAR GRANDCHESTER.
Parishes of Grandchester, Laidley, and  Rosewood.
Commencing on the north side of the Southern
and Western Railway, at a point bearing south
from the south-east corner of selection No. 2,374,
Ipswich Register, parish of Laidley, and bounded
thence on the west by a line north about forty
chains, and by portions Nos. 2,446, 170, 171, 173,
172, 174, 177, 182, 183, 190, 191, and  Reserve, and
by portions in the parish of Rosewood Nos. 1, 2, 3,
8, 9, 10, 12, and 11, to the south-east corner of
portion No. 11; on the north -east by a line bearing
south-easterly about eight miles  ten chains to the
south-west corner of portion No. 622, in the parish
of Grandchester, and bounded  on the east by that
portion and Nos. 524, 520, 519, 495, 422, 424, 512,
474, 503, 87, 86, 85, 80, 72,  69, 68, and  67;  and on
the south by portions Nos. 180,  464, 66, 90, 92,
2,449, 66, 91f, 88,  72,  75, 76, 346, to the south-west
corner of the last-mentioned portion on the Southern
and Western Railway aforesaid ; and thence by
that line of railway westerly to the point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of all alienated or surveyed
lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for general informationthat  in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous, before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments  must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the  lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently  set apart  for the purposes
named with respect to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR ROAD PURPOSES.
112 acres 1 rood.
County of Aubigny, parish of Elphinstone,
portion  99.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
ninety-eight, and bounded thence on the north by
the south boundary thereof bearing west fifty-four
chains and eighty links to a road one chain wide ;
on the west by that road bearing south twenty
chains; on the south by the north boundary of
portion one hundred bearing east fifty-seven chains
and sixty links ; and on the north-east by a line
bearing three hundred and fifty-two degrees twenty
chains and twenty links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY LABORERS' CAMP.
County of Aubigny, parish of Clifton.
About 41 acres.
Commencing on the east side of the railway line
from Toowoomba to Warwick, and bounded thence
on the north by the westerly continuation of the
road forming the northern 'boundary of portion
number fifty, parish of Clifton, bearing east thirty
chains ; on the east by a line bearing south fifteen
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west to the
railway line ; and on the west by that railway line
bearing northerly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION,  IPSWICH.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich.
17 acres 31 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing two hundred and
seventy-four degrees fifty-five minutes and distant
one chain and seventy -three and a-half links from
the west corner of section 40, and bounded thence
on the north-east by Quarry street bearing one
hundred and fifty-three degrees thirty-five minutes
five chains and ninety-two links, one hundred and
thirty-four degrees fifty-nine minutes seven chains
and thirty-two links ; on the south by Quarry
street west bearing west twenty-one chains and
fifty links ; on the west by a line bearing four
degrees fifty-five minutes eight chains and eighty-
three and a-half links to Grey street ; and on the
north-west and north-east by that street bearing
sixty-seven degrees nineteen minutes six chains
and half-a-link, and ninety-four degrees fifty-five
minutes seven chains and forty-one links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th-January, 1873.
NOTICE.
T
HE accompanying Amended Description of the
Reserve for Post Office at Stanthorpe, is
substituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 19th October, 1872.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE  FOR POST OFFICE, STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck, town of Stanthorpe,  allotment
20 of section 3.
2 roods 19 perches.
Commencing on the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by Marsh
street northerly one  chain and  eighty-one links ;
on the north by the south boundary line of allot-
ment 19 easterly at right angles to Marsh street
three chains and thirty-four links ; on the east by
part of the west boundary line of allotment 21
southerly parallel with Marsh  street one chain and
ninety-one links to Lock street ; and on the south
by that street westerly three chains and thirty-four
links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be  permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
A. H. PALMER.
WATER  RESERVE NEAR  MT. COORA.
County of Lennox.
1 acre 3 roods 7 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing south  seventy
links, and thence two hundred  and twenty-seven
degrees forty-nine minutes twelve chains and sixty-
four links from the north-east corner  of mineral
selection No. 263 ; and bounded thence on the
north by a line bearing two hundred and seventy
degrees forty- one minutes  six chains and twenty-
two links ; on the west by a line bearing one hun-
dred and eighty degrees forty- one minutes  five
chains and  fifty-one links to a road one  chain wide ;
and on the south-east by that road bearing sixty-
one degrees thirteen minutes one chain, and forty-
seven degrees forty- nine minutes seven chains and
thirty links to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL OF ARTS , STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe,  town of
Stanthorpe,  allotment  7 of section 7.
2 roods 6 perches.
Commencing at the south- east corner of the
section , and bounded  thence on  the east by Marsh
street bearing  north three  chains and  twenty-eight
links ; on the north by a  line bearing west at
right angles to Marsh street one chain and sixty-
seven links  ; on the west by a line bearing south
parallel with  Marsh street three chains  and twenty-
three links to Lock  street  ; and on the south by
Lock street easterly one chain sixty- seven  links to
the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL, ALLANSTOWN.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
portion No. 48.
9 acres 1 rood 16 perches.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of portion
No. 48A, and bounded thence on the east by a road
two chains wide bearing north five chains ; on the
north by a line bearing west eighteen chains and
seventy links ; on the west by a road one chain
wide bearing south  5 chains ; and  on the south by
the north boundary of No. 48A aforesaid  bearing
last eighteen  chains  and seventy links to the point
of ecommencement.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL, ALFRED.
County of Churchill, parish of Alfred.
6 acres  2 roods 3 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain and fifty links wide, and bounded thence
on the north- west  by one of said roads,  bearing
eighteen degrees twenty-three minutes nine chains
and ninety-six links ; on the north by a line bear-
ing ninety-one degrees thirty minutes  six chains
and twenty-seven links ; on the south-east by a
line bearing one hundred and ninety-eight degrees
twenty-three minutes eleven chains. and seventy-
eight and three-quarter links to the other aforesaid
road ; and on the south-west by that road bearing two
hundred and eighty-eight degrees twenty-three
minutes six  chains to the point  of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th January, 1873.
I
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth  section  of"  The I
Crowe Lands Alienation Act  of 1868, "it is
hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder  described have been temporarily
reserved for Recreation.
A. H. PALMER.
RESERVE POE RECREATION- ROCSHAMPTON.
County  of Livingstone, parish of  Gracensere.
15 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Scrubby Creek,
at the crossing of a road four chains wide, and
bounded thence on the north by that road bearing
two hundred and seventy-one degrees three minutes
twenty-three chains and seventy-five links ; on the
south-west by a line bearing one hundred and
eighteen degrees fifty-three minutes twenty-seven
chains and eighteen links to Scrubby Creek; and
on the east by that creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
I the Commissioners of Crown Lands, under  "The
crown  Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868," will hold the
Sittings  in pursuance  of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following  dates :-
MORETON  DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office,  Brisbane , on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigh , the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in  each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there.
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BUENETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the s•3ccud
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office,  Bowen , the fourth Thurs-
day in February, 1873,  and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873 , and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville,  the second
Thursday  in January,  1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the  second Wed.
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land  Office ,  Norman River  Settle-
ment,  on the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MARANOA  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Roma, on  the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
clay in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday  in each alternate month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in February, 1873, and thereafter onthe
third Tuesday  in  every alternate month.
LEICHHAEDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office,  Springsure , on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the  event  of any of the above days  fall ing on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings ,  when necessary , in addition to
the above, will be duly  notified  fronr time  to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1873.
W HERE' AS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "Tho
Grown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in  the Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved and set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHOOL S ITE, C00MERA.
County of Ward, parish of Coomera, town
Coomera,  section 4.
16 acres 2 roods 20 perches.
of
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by a street
bearing northerly twelve chains and twenty links ;
on the north by a street bearing easterly at right
angles to a street thirteen chains and sixty-three
links ; on the east by part of the west boundary
line of portion 264, bearing southerly parallel with
a street twelve chains and twenty links to a street ;
and on the south by that street bearing westerly
thirteen chains and sixty-three links to the point of
commencement.
CEMETERY AT LEYBuxN.
County of Merivale, parish, of Layhurn.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about north
sixty degrees salt, and distant 1,250 links from the
north-east  corner  of section No. 1, town of Leyburn,
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and bounded thence on the west by a line bearing
north ten  chains ;  on the north by a line bearing
east  ten chains ; on the east by a line bearing south
ten chains  ; and on the south by a line bearing
west ten. chains to the point of commencement.
CEMETERY  AT CLEVELAND.
County of Stanley, parish of Cleveland, town of
Cleveland.
10 acres.
Commencing  at the intersection of Wellington
and Coburg  streets, and  bounded thence on the
east by Wellington street bearing northerly ten
chains ; on the north by Russell  street bearing
westerly  ten chains  ; on the west by a line bearing
southerly parallel with Wellington street ten chains
to Coburg  street ;  and on the south by Coburg
street bearing easterly ten chains to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
11EsnuVE FOR PUBLIC PUEP0SEs, GOODNA.
Couiaty of Stanley, parish of Goodna.
27 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Reserve for Gravel Pits, and bounded thence on
the east by part of portion 292 and a line bearing
north eight chains and twenty links ; on the north
by part of portion 173 bearing west twenty-seven
chains and  thirty links ; on the south-west by
portion 174 bearing two hundred and twenty
degrees thirty minutes thirteen chains and fifty
links ; on the. west by  a line  bearing south one
chain and fifty links to the aforesaid reserve ; on
the south-west and south-east by that reserve bear-
ing sixty-six degrees twenty-one minutes twenty-
four  chains  and forty-five links, and one hundred
and thirteen  degrees  thirty minutes fourteen chains
and eighty-seven links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE  FOB  PUBLIC PunrosEs, GooDNA.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna,  portion  293.
81 acres 2  ro ods.
Commencing on a road one chain  wide at the
north-west corner of portion 270, and bounded
thence on the south by portions 270 and 286 bear-
ing east twenty-eight chains and twenty links,
south five chains and five links, and east eighteen
chains and sixteen  links ; on the east by part of
jortion 294  bearing  north twenty-one chains and
torty-eight links to  a reserve  ; and on the north
and north- west  by that  reserve  bearing two hun-
dred and ninety-three degrees thirty minutes four-
teen chains and  eighty-seven links, two hundred
and forty- six degrees  twenty-one minutes twenty-
four  chains  and forty-five links, and two hundred
and twenty degrees twenty minutes sixteen chains
and eighty-four links to the point of commence.
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1872.IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands comprised in the accompanying
description, being part of the  area  resumed from
the North Toolburra Run, as proclaimed in the
Government Gazette  of the 30th November, 1872,
are temporarily reserved from selection.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
DESCRIPTION.
Commencing at the north-west corner of pre-
emptive purchase No. 4, and bounded thence partly
on the west  by a line bearing north forty-four
chains ; thence west two chains ; thence north
about twenty-two chains to a surveyed line ; thence
on the north by that surveyed line east about 142
chains; thence by a line south to the north
boundary of pre-emptive purchase No.  15;  thence
by a line west about thirty-five chains to the east-
ern boundary of portion 68; thence north to the
north-east corner of portion 68 ; thence west about
103 chains to the starting point.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  19th December, 1872.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid the lands hereunder described will be  per-
manently  reserved for the purpose of a Lai-ding
Place.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR LANDING} PLACE, M01JTH OF HER-
BERT RIVER.
County of Cardwell.
23 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of the Herbert
River about 122 chains north-westerly from a post
in Selection 65, at mouth of Enterprise Channel,
and bounded thence on the south-east by that
river downwards ; on the north-east by a mangrove
swamp north-westerly to an estuary ; on the north
by that estuary westerly to a mangrove swamp ;
and on the south-west by that swamp south-easterly
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1872.
IT is hereby notified for general information,that applica on under th  twe ty-seventh
section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868" (31 Vic., No. 46), has been made for the
closing of the under-mentioned Roads ; and all
persons who_ may consider their interests affected
thereby, are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. App li cant .  Situation .  Pa ri sh. Area.
A. H. r.
James Josey Rose separating Port ions Goodna  4  0 261
Nos. 175 and 176.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th December, 1872 .
1' is hereby notified for general information, that
I the temporary reservation of Portion 287.
County of Merivale, Parish of Robinson, as notified
in the  Government Gazette,  of the 11th September,
1869, page 1177, has been revoked sofaras toallow an
area not exceeding five acres thereof to be excluded
therefrom and offered at auction.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th December, 1872.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "TileWHEREAS,Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described shall  be,
permanently reserved and set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RECREATION  RESERVE, ROMA.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Roma, portion  81A.
50 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
south -east corner  of portion No. 82, and bounded
thence on the west by the east boundary of that
portion bearing north 2,537  links ; on  the north by
a line  bearing east fifteen chains ; thence by a line
bearing  127 degrees 34 minutes 1,533 links to a
road 150 links wide ; on the south-east by that
road bearing  225 degrees  2,266 links to the first-
mentioned road ; and on the south by that road
bearing west  1,096 links to the point of commence-
ment.
WATER RESERVE, BANANA.
County of Ferguson, parish of Banana, town of
Banana.
25 acres  2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of Bowen street
and Gregory street, and bounded thence on the
west by Bowen street bearing north ten chains ; on
the north by Scott street bearing east twenty-five
chains  and seventy links ; on the east by a
street bearing  south ten chains ; and on the south
by Gregory  street bearing west  twenty-five chains
and seventy  links  to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
l Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1872.
OFFICES FOR THE RECEIPT OF APPLICA-
TIONS FOR MINERAL LANDS UNDER
" THE MINERAL LANDS ACT OF  1872."
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the existing arrangements with respect
to the receipt of applications for Mineral Lands
shall continue until the end of the present year ;
and that on and after THURSDAY, 2nd January,
1873, the following arrangements shall take effect :-
The Land Agents at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Dalby,
Mar borough, Gympie, Gladstone, Rockhampton,
Mackay, St. Lawrence, Bowen, Townsville, Nor-
manton, Clermont, and Bundaberg (the latter for
the portion of the district not included in the Police
District of Tenningering) will be authorised to
receive applications for Mineral Lands within their
respective districts.
The Police Magistrates at Gayndah and Tennin-
gering will also receive applications for Mineral
Lands within their respective districts.
Applications for Mineral Lands within the follow-
ing Unsettled Pastoral Districts will be received by
the Officers hereunder mentioned :-
Leichhardt District-Land Agent, Rockhampton.
North Kennedy District-Land Agent, Towns-
ville.
South Kennedy District-Land Agent, Bowen.
Warrego District-Commissioner of Crown Lands
Charleville.
Mitchell District-Commissioner of Crown Lands
Tambo.
Burke District-Land Agent, Normanton.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands, .
Brisbane ,  28th May, 1872.
T
HE first sheet of the  New  Map of the Colony,
showing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief  Commissioner  of Crown  Lands, is now
published.  Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office,  George street .  Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd November, 1871.
UNAUTHORISED OCCUPATION OF
CROWN LANDS.
PUBLIC NOTICE.
IT is  hereby notified, that persons erectingbuildings or her improvem nts on Crown
Lands, without authority ,  will not be entitled to
any protection in the event  of the  land being sold
at auction or selected by lease ; and that in the case
of persons occupying town or suburban lands,
whether surveyed or not, unless specia lly authorised
by this  Department ,  under  the hand of  the Minister,
the only right conceded to them will be that of
removing their improvements within two months
from date of sale, if  they  do not become the
purchasers of the land.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
PERSON  S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony  are  hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands ,  Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district  they  wish to inspect ,  will be
prepared and issued to them ,  requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Land:,
Brisbane, 30t.h August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IRIl1I1GItANTS SEEKING SUITABLE SE,LEC•
TIONS, OIL }IOMESTEADS.
MMTGRAINTS or others who do not possess
sufficient local knowledge to enable them to
select land in suitable situations without visiting
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that arrangcnients will be made, if induce-
uient offers, to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
may be indicated, to assist them in their search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
All persons requiring assistance of this nature
are requested  to advise  this  Department ,  in writing,
as to the locality they wish to settle  in, and also
forward a fee of ten shillings to cover the cost of
employing  a Surveyor ,  when ,  if a sufficient number
of persons are found to join ,  the Government will
immediately undertake to organize one or more
parties.
In the event of there being no party despatched,
the fee of  ten shillings will be returned ,  on applica.
Pion, to the person paying same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
F
FOR the convenience of persons desirous to have
lands, whether surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward for sale by auction, it is hereby notified
for general information, that instructions have been
issued to the Land Agents to open in their respec-
tive offices, a book, in which applications to have
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lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such  applications  at the end of
each month for the consideration f the Minister
for Lands, when ,  if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in the next proclamation of sale.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
11 W
ITH  the view  of facilitating  the transaction of
business  at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible  assistance  is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for land or seeking
information on matters connected with the working
of the Land Acts-even to the extent of filling up
forms of application  and transfers , &c., for  illiterate
persons, if there is time at the officer's disposal;
and that any Land Agent, or other officer , receiving
and appropriating fees  for clerical  assistance to his
own use, on the matter  being  reported, will be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans ,  arrangements  have been made
by which, on application to the District Land.Com-
missioner, and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary  for Public Lands.
Crown  Lands Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
TT is hereby notified that Applications under the
j provisions of the 41st section of " The Pastoral
Leases Act  of 1869" for renewed leases for four-
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
monthsi prior to the expiration of the existing
leases, as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1873.
WATERFORD FERRY, LOGAN RIVER.
TO BOATMEN, FERRYMEN, &c.
MENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, 21st March,
from persons willing to contract for the Lease, for
a period of Three (3) years, of the following Public
Ferry, viz.:-Waterford Ferry, Logan River.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender far Waterford
Ferry."
Conditions of Lease, and Regulations for working
the Ferry, can be seen on application at the Clerk
of Petty Sessions' Office, Beenleigh, or at this
Office.
At the foot o;' each Tender there must be a
memorandum sigied by the party tendering and
two responsible Fersons as  sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the 'render being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute and deliver at the Office of the Civil Crown
Solicitor, in Bris )ane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty in a penal sum of such amount as may be
hereafter determined upon, for securing such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 3rd Feb-
ruary, 1871, folio 161,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road from Allora
to the Town Commonage, through pre-em tives 19
and 29, parish of Goomburra, county of Merivale,
and no objections having been received to the same:
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
72-3305.
By  Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 19th July.
1872, folios 1072 and 1073,  Government
Gazette,  relative to Reserved Road through portions
322, 2s, 291, 290, 295, 217, 226, 219, and 286, and
of several branch roads on Murphy's Creek, parish
of Taylor, and no objections having been received
to the same: Notice is hereby  given, in accordance
with the Act .4 William IV., No. 11, that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the
said portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the office of the Surveyer-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Too-
woomba ; and  all persons  intending to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary within forty days from the date
hereof , in such manner  and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will  be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
72-3199.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice, issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 26th July,
1872, folio 1107,  Government Gazette,  relative to the
opening of a New Road leading from Kedron
Brook, through  selections  on the upper South Pine
River, parishes of Bunya and Warner, and no
objections having been received  to the same:
Notice is hereby given,  in accordance  with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the  advice  of the. Executive  Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion  of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred  to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be  seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,  and the
Police Office, Brisbane ;  and all persons  intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice  must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such  manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73.414-W.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
reference to the Notice dated 19th July,
1' 1872, folio 1072,  Government Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of a New Road from Murphy's
Creek to Flagstone Creek, parish of Taylor, and no
objections having been received to the same : Notice
is given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm  the said portion of road; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect  of the said  road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof ,  in such manner and form as are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
•claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
72-3199.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  11th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.WITH reference to the Notice, dated 11th
October, 1872 ,  folio 1651 ,  Government  Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road as a Branch
Road from Ipswich and Upper Logan Road to
Coochin Coochin Station ,  and to which no objection
has been received  :  Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 Wil liam  IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor ,  with the
advice of the Executive Counc il,  has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open
and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and the
Po lice Office,  Ipswich  ;  and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said
road, are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary ,  within forty
days from the date hereof ,  in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore.
closed  fr om such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
72-3437.
Departmentvof Public Works,
Brisbane , 11th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice issued from the
Y Public Works Department, dated 13th
December, 1872, folio 2074,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road leading
to the Wharf Reserve, Hotham River, and no ob-
ections having been received to the same: Notice is
hereby given , in accordance  with the Act 4 William
IV., No.11, , that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference,  to be  seen  at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Beenleigh  ;  and all persons intending  to claim com-
pensation in respect  of the said road, are hereby re-
minded that notice must be served upon the Colonial
Secretary, within forty days from the date hereof,
in such manner  and form  as are  provided in the
sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they
will be forever foreclosed from  such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-49-W.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th February,  1873,
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice, issued from
the Public Works Department, dated 11th
October, 1872, folio 1651,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road from
Brisbane towards West Milton, and no objections
having been received to the same : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4
William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-114-W.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 11th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice, dated 6thDecember, 1872, folio 2013,  Government
Gazette,  relative  to the  opening  of a New Road
from Ipswich to the Upper Logan,  vid  Dugandan,
and to which no objection has been received :
Notice is hereby given,  in accordance  with the
Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of
road  ;  and it  is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make  the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Ipswich ;  and all  persons intending to
claim  compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are provided
in the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
72-4060-W.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice, issued from
V the Public Works Department, dated 2nd
August, 1872, folio 1163,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road leading from
Warwick to Goondiwindi,  vid  Leyburn, and no
objections having been received to the same: Notice
is hereby given, in accordancewith the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ggondi-
windi ;  andallppersonsintendingtoclaim compensation
in respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such man-
ner and form  as are  provided in the sixth section of
the Act above referred to,  or they  will be forever
foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-539-W.
I
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W("fir ITH reference to the Notice dated 20th1 November, 1872, folio 1967,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a New Road
from Pratten towards the Allora Railway Station,
parish of North Toolburra, and no objections having
been received to same : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William I V., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to con-
firun the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Warwick ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as  are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-268.
Department of Public Works,
Gold Fields Branch,
Brisbane ,  18th February, 1873.
MINERS ' RIGHTS AND BUSINESS
LICENSE.
T is hereby notified for general informatio n,  that
the under -mentioned Miners '  Rights and Busi-
ness License have been returned as issued at the
Gold Fields respectively specified.
WILLIAM HENRY WALSH.
Towers, Broughton, and Cape River Gold Fields
shall be made in the form provided by the exist-
ing Gold Fields Regulations, accompanied by the
amount of deposit thereby required for a first or
second-class  lease  respectively ; and in addition,
the applicant shall further deposit the requisite
Survey Fee, as per subjoined schedule.
All Surveys for Auriferous Leases shall only be
executed by the Mining Surveyor appointed by the
Government for that purpose.
SCHEDULE OF SURVEY FEES,
to be collected by the Gold Commissioner, Char.
ters Towers, Broughton, and Cape River, for surveys
required to be executed by the Mining Surveyor.
SURVEY OF LAND  APPLIED FOR As AURIFEROUS
LEASE.
For 1 acre and under
„ 5 acres
„ 10 „
„ 15 „
„ 20 „ „ .. ...
For any area exceeding 20 acres, as
by special  arrangement.
For Traverse  Connection Lines, at
£ .r.
2 0
3 10
5 0
6 10
7,10
per mile  ... ...  ... 1 15
For Survey of Underground Work-
ings ,  at per diem  .. 5 5
For travelling  expenses  of Mining
Surveyor, for every mile or
part of a mile from the Mining
Surveyor's Office, after the first
three miles, at per mile one way 0 4
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1873.
IT is notified for general information that Mr.
KARL THEODOR STAIGER has been appointed
Analytical Chemist at the Laboratory to be
attached to the Brisbane Museum, and that, as
soon as  practicable,  a scale of fees  to cover the
expenses incidental to assaying and reporting u on
earths ,  rocks ,  foss ils,  minerals, &c., will be duly
published. In the meanwhile, contributions of
animals , birds,  minerals , shells, &c., to enlarge the
present collection at the temporary museum, are
respectfully solicited ,  and when forwarded from
distant places , and with the  consent of the Curator,
cost of transit wi ll  be defrayed by Government.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
TENNINGERING GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 31st Jauuarr, 1873.
MINERS '  RIGHTS.
No.
52,277
52,278
52,279
52,280
52,281
52,282
Name.
Joseph Thompson
W. H. Cogzell
George Wood
W. H. Leach
Henry Yeoman
John Phelan
No. Name.
52,283 James Croyden
52,284 Jos. Sparks, junr.
52,285  Joseph Prewett
52,286 Thomas Batts
52,287 Richard Sehrielier
BusINEss LICENSE.
No. Name.
4,003 Ah Sum
GAYNDAH GOLD FIELD.
During the Month  ended 31st January, 1873.
MINERS'  RIGHTS.
No. Name.
60,457 David Stewart
60,458 Daniel Murphy
60,459 Adolph Newman
60,460 M. J. Makinson
60,461 Js. Brown
60,462 K. J. Morison
60,463 James Dunn
60,464 Wm. Kelly
60,465 J. F. Davies
No. Name.
60,466 John Silby
60,467 Win. Ovens
60,468 J .  B. Evan
60,469  Win.  Joss
60,470 Thomas Coleb
60,471 George Colch
60,472 T. H. Linklater
60,473 Win. Plummer
60,474 E. A. Plummer
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th February, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to establish the following Regulation and Schedule
of Fees under the provisions of the Act of Parlia-
ment 20 Victoria, No. 29, in amendment of the
Regulations now in force, in so far only as concerns
the Charters Towers, Broughton, and Cape River
Gold Fields, and neighboring workings.
By Command,
WllM. HENRY WALSH.
CHARTERS TOWERS, BROUGHTON, AND CAPE
RIVER GOLD FIELDS REGULATION.
Each  application  for a Lease of Auriferous Tract
lodged with the Gold Commissioner at Charters
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane,  13th February, 1873.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
GOODS CLASSIFICATION.
NOTICE is hereby given, that on and after the17th instant, the Note at the foot of Agri-
cultural Class ,  Southern and Western Railway,
Goods Classi fication ,  viz., " Articles marked
thus- '  Minimum weight ,  2 tons, ' "  wi ll  be altered
to read thus-" Articles marked thus, `Minimum
weight, 10 cwt.'; and carried at the convenience
of the Department. "
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 14th February, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to direct that the Public Accounts of the past
year (1872) shall be finally closed on the 31st
proximo.
All claims against the several  Departments on
account of the year in  question are to be rendered
to the proper officers,  in time to enable  the Vouchers
to be examined and paid before that date.
By Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
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The Treasury,
Queensland , 13th February, 1873.
1
THE  following Regulations  for determining the
amount  of Duty payable on Gold alloyed with
other substances , have been approved by his Ex-
cellency  the Governor in Council,  and are  published
for general information ,  in terms of  clause 3 of the
Act 36  Vic., No. 4.
By Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
REGULATIONS RESPECTING  THE PAYMENT OF DUTY
ON THE E X PORT  OF GOLD ALLOYED WITH
OTHER SUBSTANCES.
In the event of a dispute arising between any
exporter of gold and an officer  of Customs as to the
amount  of duty payable  in consequence  of the gold
being mixed  or alloyed with other substances, the
exporter  shall pay to the officer such duty as such
officer  shall, in his estimation of the amount of such
alloy, consider  to be the proper duty.
The exporter, should he continue dissatisfied with
the decision  of the officer, shall thereupon  give
notice of  his intention  to have his gold tested at the
Mint in Sydney, with a view to accurately deter-
mining the amount of  alloy contained in such gold.
In such case , the officer who may have received
the duty shall carefully  seal up  the gold with
Customs'  seal , sign the package containing the
same, and transmit  the duty to the Treasury, to be
held in  suspense  until the certificate shall have been
received  from the Mint, when the proper duty shall
be appropriated, and the balance be refunded to the
exporter . Provided, however, that no refundment
shall be payable unless the certi ficate  shall be pre-
sented at  the Treasury,  Brisbane , within three
months from  the date of payment of duty.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial  Treasurer.
The Treasury, 13th February, 1873.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh , Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane , Bundaberg, 'Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone , Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Ipswich,
Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marlborough,
Mar borough, Milchester, Mount Perry, Murphys
Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office (Brisbane),
Springsure , S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St.
George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not. exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits  exceeding £100, but not
exceeding  £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annuizi on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Colonial's Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1873.
" DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
ANNUAL MEETING OF OWNERS.SHEEP-OWNERS competent to vote for the
Election of Directors under the provisions of
Ieotiou seven  of the above-recited Act, and of
I section one of the Amendment  Act (31 Vic., No.42), are required to meet at the Police Offices in
the undermentioned towns and places within their
respective districts , on SATURDAY,  the twenty-
ninth day of March next, for the Election of Sheep
Director for the current year, namely :-
Sheep  District. I Place of Meeting.
Burke ... Normanton
Burnett ... .., .. Gayndah
Dalby ,.. ... ... Dalby
Dawson ... ,,, .. Taroom
Gladstone ... Gladstone
Goondiwindi Goondiwindi
Kennedy ... Bowen
Maranon ... St. George
Mitchell ... ,,, ... Tambo
Moreton . Ipswich
Peak Downs ... Clermont
Rockhampton Rockhampton
Springsure... Springsure
Warwick ... ,,, ... Warwick
War ego .... Charleville
Wide Bay ... ,,, ,., Maryborough
(For the  Colonial Secretary,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th Novenber, 1872.
PETITION UNDER " THE MUNICIPAL INSTI-
TUTIONS ACT OF 1864."
H
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  in pursuance of
the Act of  Council 28 Victoria , No. 21,  has directed
the publication of the substance and prayer  of'  a
Petition addressed to His Excellency as hereinafter
set forth ,  signed by one hundred and thirteen
householders resident in the township of Stanthorpe,
praying for the erection of their locality into a
municipa li ty.
A. H. PALMER.
Petitioners state That immediately adjoining
the township of Stanthorpe, and situate between
two parts thereof, is a township, known by the
name of Stannum, which last-mentioned township
is situated on purchased land, and that the two town-
ships of Stanthorpe and Stannum form in reality
one town, containing not less than one thousand
inhabitants," and the Petitioners are desirous of
the same being established a Municipal District
to be called " the Municipality of Stanthorpe," and
that the limits and boundaries thereof may be
defined according to the following description :-
Commencing on the right bank of Kettle Swamp
Creek at the north- east  corner of mineral selection
number 428, and be bounded thence by the north
boundary of that selection bearing west about
seventy-eight chains and fifty links to the Maryland
road ; thence on the north-west by that road bearing
south-westerly about twenty chains ; thence by a
line bearing west to the north-east corner of mineral
selection number 317A and by the north boundary
of that selection about 112 chains; thence by the
west boundary of that selection bearing south
about ten chains to mineral selection number 345 ;
thence by the north boundary of that selection
bearing west ten chains ; thence by its west
boundary bearing south four chains ninety links to
mineral selection number 346; thence by the north
boundary of that selection bearing west teu
chains ; thence by its west boundary bearing south
three chains to mineral selection number 368;
thence by the north boundary of that selection
bearing west ten chains ; thence by a, line bearing
south forty degrees west about eighty chains to the
north-west corner of mineral selection number
368, 4 ; thence by the west boundary of that selec-
tion and mineral selection number 330A bearing
south about forty-one chains eighty links to the
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` ` Broadwater ; " thence by that creek downwards
easterly and south-easterly to its junction with
Quart Pot Creek into the Severn River ; thence by
that river downwards south-easterly to the south.
west corner of mineral  selection  number 316;
thence by the south boundary of that selection and
its prolon ation easterly about 180 chains ; thence
by a line bearing north to the south- east  corner of
mineral  selection  number 284 ; thence by the east
boundary of that selection and mineral selection
number 285, and its prolongation northerly about
137 chains to Kettle Swamp Creek ; and thence by
that creek upwards is a northerly direction to the
point of commencement.
William H. Groom, M.L.A. W. H. McQuaker
J. F. G. Foxton John Gould
David Murray James  Scanlan
Jno. Conquest John Meffeave
M. Connell Jeremiah Allman
Geo. Wilson John D. Larkin
H v. Browne Alfred Ash
J. McInnes Alexr. McLeod
A. Isaacs Michael Wood
John Walter P. Lubin
B. Tyson George Cooper
R. Dawson Dudley Rushh
Alfred Green J. Miason
W. Curtis James Hobson
A. Simpson David Groom
J. T. Smith George Campbell
H. Wood F. P. Stewart
Geo. Barton Martin Jos. Keogh
William Philipps A. Pittman
T. Lawson George Scott
Andw. Weston A. Keilar, per G.  S.
F. Smith James Moloney
Geo. Antill E. Campbell
Chas. P. Waters John Young
Henry P. Gray Daniel Donovan
A. V . Halloran Thos. Kelly
G. Ware Martin Kelly
C. C. Williams William Jack
Hy. George Daniel Sullivan
Robt. Austin Alex. Wood
T. F. Merry Peter Pent
J. Davidson Geore Simms,  comedian
W. Haws M. 0 Sullivan
E. W. Hollinworth E. H. Washington
St. G. Ralph Gore J. W. Thompson
John Sheahan, per J. C. D. Quinlan
D. W. Julyd John Newlan
Robert Wilson W. A.-F. Gregson
C. W. Pitts Hy. Prebble
J. Horwitz and Co. J. H. Schott
Edward Marlay, J.P. Churchill O. Evens
David Evanslee Win. Brown
Samuel  Levy, per Davis C. E. Clarke
Harris C. Whitby
Saml.  Cochrane Michael Mooney
Win. C. Grant H. R. Gibbs
M. R. C. Spriggs W. Emeret
Daniel Grigg Fredk.  Bergan
R. Cy. Cowper M. Quinlan
John E. Elliott P. Connell
W. Hardy C. Grant
Horace Le  Ransoms S . Phillips
S. P. Scowen J. Smith
Henry Weeding P. Murphy
Norris Hill M. J. Smith
Paul Modini F. J. Johnson
H. B. Mason Thomas Nelson Rose
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1873.
REDUCTION OF POSTAGE ON LETTERS
FROM QUEENSLAND TO VICTORIA.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it obe
notified for general information, that arrange-
ments have been made under which the rates of
postage on letters from Queensland to Victoria will,
on and after the let March next, be reduced to the
following:-
By  Sea.-Threepence (3d.) per half ounce.
Overland.-Fourpence (4d.) per half ounce, to
consist of the following stamps, viz., Queensland
twopence (2d.), New South Wales twopence (2d.)
THOS. L. MV RAY-PRIOR.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  20th February, 1873.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified thatthe name of the Revd.
Fayaexcs COPAS, Lutheran Minister, Mary.
borough, was erroneously included in the list of
Ministers of Re li gion registered as authorised to
celebrate  Marriages in this Colony,  published in the
Queensland Government Gazette,  on the 25th
January, 1873, under the provisions of the 6th
section of  "  I'he Marriage  Act of  1864 " ;  the said
Frederick Copas having previously ,  under the 4th
section of the same Act ,  forfeited his right to be
deemed so registered ,  by prolonged absence from
his district without causing me to be informed
thereof.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
TIDAL SIGNALS, CLEVELAND BAY.
ON and after the 1st March, the following Tidal
Signals will be exhibited from the Flag-staff
near the mouth of Ross Creek, when vessels require
to cross the Bar during the night.
Depth of
water on
Bar.
Signals.
Pt. In.
6 0 Red Light
6 6 Green Light
7 0 Red Light over White
7 6 Red Light under White
8 0 Green Light over White
8 6 Green Light under White
9 0 Red Light over Green
9 6 Red Light under Green
10 0 Two Red Lights Vertical
10 6 Two Green Lights Vertical
11 0 Two Red Lights Horizontal
11 6 Two Green Lights Horizontal
12 0 Red and Green Lights Horizontal
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 18th February, 1873.
REVISING THE JURY LIST.
-T OTICE is  hereby given ,  that a Special Court
of Petty Sessions ,  for revising the Jury List
for the Northern District  Court at  Clermont, for
the year 1873, will be holden at the Court House,
Clermont, on  SATURDAY,  the 12th day of April
next.
All Justices residing within forty miles of the
Court are required to attend ,  under the Act
31 Vic., No. 34.
WM. CAVE,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Court House, Clermont,
9th February, 1873.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Meeting of the Justices of the Peace,  acting
in and for the Police District of Clermont,  will be
holden at the Court House, Clermont, on TUES.
DAY, the 18th day of April next, for the purpose
of consideringNoApplications for Licenses, under the
Acts 27 Vic., . 16, and 34 Vic., No. 7.
Applications must be lodged with the undersigned
on or before the 25th day of March.
M. CAVE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House, Clermont,
9th February, 1873.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1873.
T
HE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the AuSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, during the
Quarter from the 30th SEPTEMBER to the 31st DECEMBER, 1872, is published in conformity with the third clause of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
A. H. PALMER.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation (
Not bearing Interest...
Bearing  Interest
Bills in Circulation
C
Not bearing Interest
C Bearing Interest ...
Balances  due to other Banks ...
Deposits ... CNot bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabilities ...
of the  LIABILITIES and ASSETS  of the
 AUSTRALIAN  JOINT STOCK.  BANS , taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from
the 30th  Sarw.tEEB  to the 31st  DECEMBER, 1872.
AMoim T.
£ s. d.
269330 18  0
103,646 4 9
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date .., ... ...
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ...
Amount of the last Dividend declared ,.. ..,
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
19,386 4 10
19,159 14 3
Total Amount of Assets
AMOIINT.
£ s. d.
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
79,60715 3
11,210 17 3
28,314 17 8
4,552 18 10
• 391,100 18 6
£ 514,787 2 6
WIL. JNO. TAYLOR, Assistant Manager.
J.  CANE, Sub-Accountant.
I, William John Taylor, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank
during the period specified; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council, 4 Victoria,
 No.  13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this 19th day of February, 1873.
JNO. FERRETT, Justice of the Peace.
WIL. JNO. TAYLOR.
I, the undersigned, being the Assistant Manager of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANS, do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, section 9, the sum of
£631  19s.  3d., for the duty, after the rate of £3 per cent. per annum, upon the sum of £85,328 9 5.  64.  being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the notes
OTlLS.
£ s. d.
85,328 9 5
704 4 7
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver, and other Coined Metals
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars
Landed Property ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ...
Balances
 due from other  Banks  ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the  Bank,  including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
372,977 2 9
459,009 16 9
484,656 0 0
8 per cent. per annum
in circulation of the said Bank in the Colony of Queensland, according to the annexed return.
Dated this 19th day of February; 1873. WIL. JNO. TAYLOR.
Colonial Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane,  20th February, 'S73.
HE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the  LIaBILITIao and Ass$Ts of the BANS or AUSTRALASIA,  within the Colony  Of QUEENBLAND,  during  the Quarter from
T the 1st  OCTOBER to the 31st  DEciuBES,  1872, is published in conformity with the third clause of the Act of Council ,  4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
A. H. PALMER.
GENERAL ABSTRACT ,
 showing the Average Amount of the LIABLLITIE9  and AseuTS  of the BANK or AUSTRALASIA,  within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements
during the Quarter  from the 1st OcToNim to the 31st DEOmmae, 1872.
LIABILITIES.
Nows in Circulation Not bearing Interest
...lBearing Interest
pills in  circulation..
c
Not bearing Interest
...Bearing  Interest
Natanoe  due to other Banks ...
Deposits
 ............... I
Not bearing Interest ...
Bearing Interest
Total Amount of Liabilities ...
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date ...
sate  of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ...
AMOUNT. TOTALS. ASSETS .  AMOUNT.
£ S. d. £ a. d.
6,615 16 11
47,219 2 8
56,482 14  0
2,128 5 3
108,701 16 8
... ... ... £  112,445  18 10
... £1,200,000 0 0
... ... 8 per  cent. per annum
Amounts  of the Rederved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
48,000 0 0
319,038 16 6
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined
 Metals ... ...
Gold and Silver in Bul lion or Bare
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ...
Stamp Account... ... ... ... ...
 ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ...
Balances  due from other
 Banks ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the  Bauk ,  including Notes,
Bi ll s  of Exchange ,  and all  Stock and Funded Debts of
every description ,
 excepting  Notes ,  Bi ll s, and Balances
due to  the said Bank
 from
 other Banks
Total Amount  of Assets
ToTAns.
£ S. d. £ S. d.
......... 31,869 15 10
......... 9,000 0 0
......... 87 15 11
......... 117 19 6
.........
240,174 5 5
£
 281,249 16 8
JOSH. B. DIXON,
 Manager.
A. H. BARLOW,
 Accountant.
I, Joseph Black Dixon, make oath, that,  to the best of my knowledge and belief,  the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and.  Liabilities of the above
Bank during the period specified  ;  and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council,  4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane,  this  19th  day of February,  1873. JOSH .  B. DIXON.
Gao. RApa,  Justice of the Peace.
I, the undersigned ,  being the Manager of the BANK or Ausra n.asIA,  do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps ,  under Act 30 Victoria ,  No. 14,  Section 9,  the sum of  £ 49 12s. bd.,  for the
duty after the rate of £3 per cent. per annum upon the sum of £6,615 16s. lld.,  being  one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual  average  of the money value of the Notes in circulation of the.
said Bank , in the Colony  of Queensland ,  accord in g to the annexed Return. JOSH .
 B. DIXON.
Dated this 7th day of January, 1873.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th February,  1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned  Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit  to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 P. Thomson ... Roads separating  portions 13,  14, 15, Wivenhoe  7, 1 16
2 Pollet Cardew ...
and 16
Road  separating  portion 2 from por • Purga ...  1 2 0
3 W. M. Davidson ...
tion 4
Road separating  portions  36 and 37 Tinana ...  3 3 18
from portions 38 and 39
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1873.
NOTICE.
T
HE under-mentioned Mineral Selection having become forfeited by reason of non-compliance with
the conditions prescribed in  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is hereby notified that
the same will be open to selection as Mineral Lands, according to the surveyed boundaries thereof, on and
after  TUESDAY, 25th February, 1873.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Register
No.
151
Selected by
Thomas Henry Steele Perkins
and Henry Bridaon
On
14th March, 1870 ...
Locality.
About four miles from the
Town of Marlborough
A. R. P.
40 0 0
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice, that application has been made to bring the Land described below under the
provisions of  " The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Descri ption and Situation of Land.
32 perches ,  being allotment 7 of section 9, parish and
town of Ipswich ,  county of Stanley
Name of Applicant.
Henry Hadley
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
22nd March, 1878.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
Total.
£ s. d. £ S. d. £ S. d. £ a. d.
Week ending 15th February, 1873 ... 472 19 6 1,433 18 9 53 16 8 1,960 14 11
Corresponding week last year... ... 254 9 0 971 3 6 25 19 11 1,251 12 5
Increase 218 10 6 462 15 3 27 16 9 709 2 6
Decrease ... ...
EDWD. DEIGHTON,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
TIME TABLE.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1372.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY, 9th September, 1872, the following Time Table  will come  into operation until further notice. ---
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
X[116.
From Too-
1,.swich. woomba.
5IAIIOns.
No.1, No.2,
Goods. Mixed.
A.M. A.M.
... 10.0
... 10.28
A
A
... *11.8
... 11'12
... A
... 11.49
... 12.18
... 12'53
... 1.8
*1.48
*8 30 1.52
9.22 2.44
10'10 3.32
... 4.5
'Ipswich ...
8 Walloon ...
12 ... 1 Rosewood
18 ... Western Creek
21 ... Grandchester
25 ... Victoria Tunnel
29 ... Laidley ...
38 ... Gatton ...
49 ... Helidon ...
59 ... Murphy's Creek_
69 ... Highfields ...
78 ...
 Toowooniba
 ...
82.35  Mahoney's Gate
arrive
{ depart
4
arrive
depart
arrive
depart
85 7 Gowrie Junction ... arrive
85 7
901 121
94 16
102 24
109 31
118 40
120 42
131 53
140 62
143 65
B
UP TRAINS.
No. 3, No. 4,
Mixed.  Goods.
No. 5,
Mixed.
No. 6, From From
Mixed .  Dalby. Warwick.
A.H. P.m .
I
P.M. P.M.I
4-40
*5.8 3
... A A 16
... A A 24
5.47 33
... ... 5.51 40
... A A 45
,.. ...
 6-28
... ... 6'57 ...
... ... 7.32 ...
... ... 7.47 ...
2.59 ...  9-19
 ....7 8.27
10.50
B
*11.16
Gowrie Junction ... depart ... ... *11.25
For Williams' Camp ... ... ... A
Westbrook
 Crossing ... ... ... ... A
Cambooya .. ... ... ...  ... 12.25
Emu Creek
 Siding . .. ... ...  A
King's Creek . .  1.18
Clifton ... ... ... ... I ...  1.28
Allora ... ,.. .,, ... ...  2.5
Lyndhurst
 Road
 ... ... ... A
Warwick 2.45
85 ... Gowrie Junction
 ...  depart  ... I  4.30 ...
90 ... Gowrie ... ... ... ...  A ...
97 ... Oakey Creek ... ... ... ...  5.8 ...
106 ... Jondaryan  ... ... ... 5.38 ...
114 ... Bowenville ... ... ...  A ...
127 ... Blaxland ' s Siding
 ... ... ...
 A ...
130 ... Dal by ... ... ... ...  6.50 ...
3.47 ... 10.7 ...
... 3.55
... 4'20
A
520
A
,..  6-13
,,, *6.23
7.0
... 7'40
81
92
101
105
109
112
118
122
130
3
12
23
25
34
41
49,
52
58
50.45
* Trains meet here.
relicts.
Dalby ... ...
Blaxland 's Siding ... ...
Bowenvillo  ... ... ...
Jondaryan ... ... ...
Oakey Creek ... ... ...
Gowrie ... .
Gowrie  Junction ...  arrive
Warwick ... ...
Lyndhurst Road ... ...
Allora ... ... ...
Clifton ... ... ...
King's Creek ... ... ...
Emu Creek  Siding ... ...
Cambooya .. ... ...
Westbrook  Crossing...
For Williams' Camp... ...
Gowric Junction ...  arrive
Mahoney's Gate ... ...
Gowrie Junction
Toowoomba ...
Highfields ...
Murphy ' s Creek
Helidon ...
Gatton ,..
Laidley
Victoria Tunnel
Grandchester
Western Creek
Rosewood ...
Walloon ,,,
Ipswich ...
.,.depart
arrive
1. depart
arrive
l. depart
arri ve{depart
I
arrive
depart
No.1,
Goods.
A.M.
6.30
7.20
8.10
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
X0.2'
nixed.
A.M.
6.50
7.40
*8.30
9.10
9.26
10.0
10.29
A
11.4
*11.8
A
A
11'49
12.17
DOWN  TRAINS.
No.3, No.4, No. 5.
Mixed. Mixed. Goods.
A.H. A.M.
8.40
A
A
9.68
10'30
A
A.M.
No. 6
Mixed.
P.M.
8.5 ... ... 5.5
A A ... A
8.45 ... ... 5.45
9.22 ... ... *6.23
9-32  ... ... 6'33
1025  ...  7.26
A A ... A
A A ... A
B ... ... ,B
*11.25 * 11.16 ,,. 8.26
11-55  11.44 ... 8.56
.,. 12.4 11.50 ...
,,, 12.54 12.40 ...
1.44 1.30 ...
*1.48
,,, 2.28
2.43
.,, 3.18
347.:
A
4.22
4.26
,., A
,,, A
... *5.8
... 5.36
All Day Tickets  issued on Saturdays available  to return on the following Monday.
Nors. - The Trains will stop only  at those places  at which they  are timed  to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to  take up passengers  only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their  Journey terminates .  Passengers  requiring to alight at  those places can
only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare  at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they  join the Train  to the place at which they  propose to alight.
(13.) The  Nos.  2 and 3 Up ,  and 3 and 6 Down Trains  only, will, for the present ,  stop at this  Crossing,  subject to the foregoing regulation.
Goods Trains will be run when necessary.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , Sth November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after  MONDAY, the  14th instant,  the following Timk T`I
Table will come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Miles from
Rook-
hampton.
Stations U
Milesp Train, from West- Stations.Mixed.
wood.
Down Train
Mixed.
p.m.
. Rockhampton I 11. 0 Westwood 3.80
6
...
Gracemere  •..
...  ...
•.. 11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing ... A
i6 Stanwell ... 12 0 15 Stanwell ... ... 4.30
24 Rosewood Crossing
... A 24 Gracemere 6. 6
30 Westwood 1. 0 30 Rockhampton... ... 5.30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only ,  who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only  do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station
to
the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the tare at the time of booking, from the place at which they join the Train to the plat e
at which they propose to alight.
NOTICE TO POLICEMEN, POUNDKEEPERS, Non-contentious matters.
AND OTHERS. 1. Application for an order to collect,  manage,
LOST, from Stanthorpe, on the 19th November,
and administer any estate, may be by petition.
1872, one Bay Mare, branded RP  near 2. No such order will be made except upon an
shoulder, P near rump, hind feet white, small star; affidavit of the death of the person whose estate is
one Brown Horse, branded SW over 2 or WS liable to be collected, or upon an affidavit disclosing
over 2, with other brands, on near shoulder, hind such facts as will satisfy the Court or Judge that
foot white, small star ; both draught. the person is dead.
Two pounds will be paid for each of the above 3. Affidavits of death, and orders to collect,
horses, on delivery. to Messrs. Balls and Dunlop, manage, and administer, may respectively be in
Warwick, or David Valiance, Helidon; or twenty the forms No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3, in the schedule.
pounds, if stolen, on conviction of the thief or 4. The Curator of Intestate Estates shall be
thieves. entitled to retain to his own use the fees set out in
DAVID VALLANCE,
Helidon.
Table I. of the schedule.
5. No fees shall be charged upon petitions,
or other documents filed in theordersaffidavits ,,
17th February, 1873. office of the Supreme Court, by or on behalf of the
128 5s. 3d. Curator in non-contentious  matters.
To the Worshipful the Justices of the Peace in and
for the District of Charleville.
I HEREBY give notice, that I intend to make
application to the Court of Petty Sessions, at
Charleville, on the 81st day of March next, in
accordance  with theprovisions of  "The Roads Closing
Act," 28  Vic., No. 19, for a  license  to erect Swing
Gates across  the road from Charleville to Roma,
which passes through my Run, called Ellenvale,
held under  provisions  of Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
E. BRADLEY.
Charleville, 8th February, 1873.
124. 5s.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Customs
building recently erected on allotment 14 of
section 3 , in the town of Stanthorpe,  is set apart
for the purposes of a Queen's Warehouse.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane , 10th February, 1873.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
As OF THURSDAY.  THE 19TH DAY OF DECEMBER,
A.D.  1872.
REGULIE GENERALES.
T
HE Honorable Sir JAMES COCKLE, Knight, the
Chief Justice of Queensland, and the Honor-
able ALFRED JAMES PETER LuTWYCHE, a Judge
of the Supreme Court of Her Majesty's said Colony,
do hereby, in pursuance of  " The Curator of Intes-
tate  Estates Act  of 1867," and of all powers and
authorities enabling them in that behalf, order and
direct in manner following -
Contentious business.
6. In contentious business every petition sha ll
be veri fied by an affidavit referring thereto. Such
affidavit shall be made by the petitioner ,  or by one
of the petitioners ,  if more than one, and shall be
filed, together with the petition, within three days
after the petition is presented ,  and at least three
clear days before the day appointed for hearing the
petition.
7. A copy of  every such petition shall be served
upon the 'Curator of Intestate Estates at least hree
clear days before the day appointed for the hearing
thereof.
8. In contentious matters the Registrar of the
Supreme Court and his officers sha ll  collect the fees
set out in Table II .  of the schedule.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
THE SCHEDULE.
Fomr No. 1.
Petition for order to collect, manage, and administer.
In the Supreme Court Z
of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of  " The Curator of Intestate Estates Act
of  1867 ;" and in the Matter of the Personal Estate
of , late of , deceased.
To the Honorable Sir James Cockle, Knight, thb Chief
Justice of Queensland, and the Honorable Alfred
James Peter Lutwyche, Esquire, a Judge of the
Supreme Court of Her Majesty's said Colony.
The Humble Petition of Alexander Raff, of Brisbane,
in the said Colony, Curator of Intestate
Estates,
SHRW&TH,
That the above-named died on or about
the day of , in the year of our,
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seven ty-
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leaving personal estate within the Colony of Queensland
liable to be collected by your petitioner.
Your petitioner therefore humbly prays that an order
may be made authorising him to collect, manage, and
administer the personal estate of  the said
And your petitioner shall ever pray, &c.
Curator of Intestate Estates.
FORM No. 2.
A9idavit of Death.
In the Supreme  Court)
of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Matter of  " The Curator of Intestate Estates let
of 1867  ;"  and in the  Matter of the Personal Estate
of  , late  of , deceased.
I, , of , in the Colony  of  Queens-
land,  , being duly sworn ,  make oath and Say,
that-
1. The above -named died on or about the
day of  ,  in the year  of our Lord
one thousand  eight hundred  and seventy - ,  and as
I have heard ,  and verily believe ,  intestate ,  leaving
next of  kin to him in this Colony.
2. The said deceased  has left  some personal estate
exposed and  li able to waste within  the said Colony.
Signed and sworn, &c.
POEM  No. 3.
Order to collect ,  manage, and administer.
In the Supreme Court j
of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Matter of  "The Curator of Intestate Rstates Act
of  1867 ;" and in the Matter of the Personal Estate
of  ,  late  of , deceased.
Upon the petition of the Curator of Intestate Estates,
and upon reading the affidavit of , I do order
that the Curator of Intestate Estates do collect, manage,
and administer ,  the personal estate of
deceased.
Dated this  day of A.n, 187
Judge.
SCHEDULE.
TABLE I.
Feet  to be retained  to  his  own use by  the Curator of
Intestate Estates.
When  the Assets realised in the
Estate amount to--
For procuring order to
collect, manage, and
administer  (in addi-
tion to sums paid for
advertising ,  &o.) ...
For passing accounts ...
On payment of moneys
to personal represen-
tatives ... ...
Under  £ 25. £25  and
under £50,
£50 and
upwards.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
0 5 0 010 6 1 1 0
0 7 6 015 0 1 1 0
0 5
I
0 1 0 10 6 1 1 0
TABLE II.
Fees  to he collected  in the office of the Registrar of the
Supreme Court in contentious matters.
£ s. d.
For filing every petition .. 0 5  0
For filing every affidavit or other document 0 1  0
For setting down any matter for hearing ... 0 1 0
For every order .., ,,, ,,, 0 5  0
For every  search ... ... 0 1 0
For making all office and  other copies, per
0 0 4
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of the Reverend William McGinty.
late of Bowen, Port Denison, in the Colony of
Queensland, Roman Catholic clergyman, de-
ceased.
N
OTICE  is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all  the
goods, chattels ,  credits, and effects of the above-
named deceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted
to Charles McGinty, at present of the City of
Brisbane , in the Colony of Queensland, the only
brother of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this 20th day of February,
A.D. 1873.
141.
W. E. MURPHY,
Queen street, Brisbane.
Proctor for the said Applicant.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Charles Driver, late of Doughboy
Creek, near Brisbane, in the Colony of Queens.
land, landowner, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-Lion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Charles Driver, late of Doughboy
Creek, nearBrisbane aforesaid, landowner ,  deceased,
may be granted to Harriett Driver, of Doughboy
Creek  aforesaid ,  widow ,  sole Executrix named in
the said Will.
Dated this nineteenth day of February, 1873.
WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Proctor for the said Harriett Driver,
131
Queen street,  Brisbane.
es. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Joseph Bewsher Rudd,
of Warwick, in the Colony of Queensland,
storekeeper.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that application w ill
be made on  MONDAY, the tenth day of
March, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
three, to his Honor the Judge in Insolvency, that a
Certificate  under  "  The Insolvency.Act of 1864" may
be granted to the above-named Insolvent.
Dated this fifteenth day of February, A.D. 1873.
133
WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will  of William Clarke ,  late of Gympie, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  carter, deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publi cation hereof, application wi ll  be made to the
said Honorable  Court, that  Probate  of the Will
of the above -named W illiam Clarke, late of Gympie,
aforesaid ,  carter, deceased, may be granted to Mary
Clarke, sole Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated this  28th day  of January, 1873.
HORACE TOZER,
By his  Agent-
for  the said  Mary  Clarke.
WALTE R  HORATIO WILSON,
132
Queen  street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Charles Edward Birbeck,
of Brisbane ,  laborer.
W
HEREAS the said Charles Edward Birbeck
was, on the ;14th day of February, A. D .1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me at the Supreme  Court  House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 3rd day of March, A.D. 1873, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate ,  and for the election of a
Creditors '  Assignee ,  if required ,  and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
sha ll  be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination ,  and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel sha ll  be allowed to
the Insolvent  ;  and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same  place, on MONDAY, the 7th
day of April, A.D. 1873, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
Estate, and for such other matters connected with
the Estate as may be required  to be brought before
Court.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 22nd day of February,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Edward Fanshawe
Holley, formerly of Mt .  McConnell ,  gentleman.
W HEREAS the said Edward Fanshawe Ho lley
was, on the 12th day of February ,  A.D.1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court ,  to be holden
before me ,  at the Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane,
on MONDAY , the 3rd day of March, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven o'clock ,  for the proof' of
debts against the said Estate ,  and for the election of
a Creditors '  Assignee ,  if required ,  and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for sup-
port shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time
of  passing his last examination ,  and whether any
and what tools and wearing apparel shall  be allowed
to the Insolvent  ;  and a Second Public Sitting of
the Court ,  at the same place, on MONDAY,  the
7th day of April ,  A.D. 1873 ,  to commence at
Eleven o'clock ,  for the proof of debts against the
said Estate ,  and for such other matters connected
with the Estate as may be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 12th day of February,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MISKIN,
Official  Assignee.
134 .6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William S. King, of
Ipswich, publican.WHEREAS the said William S. King was,
on the sixth  day of December, A.D. 1872,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public  Sitting , to be holden before me, at
the Supreme  Court House,  Brisbane , on MON-
DAY, the twenty-fourth day of March, A.D. 1873,
to commence  at Eleven o'clock, for the  last examina-
tion of the Insolvent,  and unless  the Court shall
otherwise direct, for the Insolvent to make an
application for his Certificate.
Dated  at Brisbane , the 15th day of February,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MrsSIN,
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Benjamin Skipper, of
Brisbane ,  fruiterer.
WT HEREAS  the said Benjamin Skipper was, onY 1 the  second day of December, A.D. 1872,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint i
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the twenty-fourth day of Marcb, A.D. 1873, to com-
mence at Eleven o'clock ,  for the last examination
of the Insolvent,  and unless  the Court shall other-
wise direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 15th day of February,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Assignee.
135 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent  Estate of Hans  F. Krebs, of
Logan, laborer.
WHEREAS the  said Hans  F. Krebs was, on
the fifteenth day of January, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the twenty-fourth day of March, A.D. 1873,
to commence  at Eleven o'clock ,  for the last  examina-
tion of the Insolvent,  and unless  the Court shall
otherwise direct, for the Insolvent to make an
application for his Certificate.
Dated at  Brisbane , the 15th day of February,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
Judge.
6s. 6d.
W. H. MI5KIN,
Official  Assignee.
139 6a. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of S. F. Walker and Co.,
of Townsville, &c., storekeepers.
(7 HEREAS  the said S . F. Walker and Co.
yV  were,  on the 2nd day of January, A.D.
1873, adjudged to be Insolvent, I hereby appoint
a Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the twenty-fourth day of March, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven o' clock ,  for the last examina-
tion of the Insolvent ,  and unless  the Court shall
otherwise direct ,  for the insolvent to make an
application for his Certi ficate.
Dated  at Brisbane , the 15th day of February,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.Judge.
W. H. MIBxIN,
Official Assignee.
136 6s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Frederick Bryant,
trading as " F. Bryant and  Co.," of Mary-
borough ,  auctioneer, &c.
W
HEREAS  the said Frederick Bryant was, on
the  thirty-first day of December, A.D. 1872,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme  Court  House, Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the twenty-fourth day of March, A.D. 1873, to
commence at Eleven o'clock,  for the  last examination
of the Insolvent,  and unless  the Court shall other-
wise  direct, for the  Insolvent to make an appli-
cation for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 15th day of February,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
6s. Bd.
W. H. Mrsxlx,
Official Assignee.
137
Judge.
6s. 6d.
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NOTICE.
THE Scale of  Charges  for the inse rt ion of Advertise. H. Rinehart .  Driving, Is. per head.ments in the
Qseensland  G ove rn ment  Gazette  is One brown mare,  like DC or DG  near shoulder, 2 nearw foll ows t- cheek.
Advertisements relating to Insolvent m Intestate One roan mare,  pe,  over R near shoulder  (the top pg,
Estates ,  or Letters of Administration, 6s. 6d , between shoulder and ribs ),  star ,  off hip down.
each. One chesnut mare, p4 over R over JB over blotch near
Advertisements relat in g to Impounded Stock, Is. shoulder ,  s li ght star.
per animal. If not released on or before the 15th March, 1873
All other Advertisements wi ll  be charged for at the w ill be sold to defray expenses.
rate of 3s .  for the  first eight lines  (or under),
and 3d .  for every additional  li ne, all owing ten CHAS . LAMBLEY,  Poundkeeper.
words to each line. 127 3e.
Adve rt isers are reminded that No ADVERTISEMENT
WILL BR INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a  re mittance sufficient to cover the cost of its insertion
I
MPOUNDED  at Roma ,  from Mount Abundance,
according to the above scale. returned to Pound on 11th February,  1873, by
supposed owner ,  not being his property .  Driving, 5s.
By Order, One dark-bay mare, blotched brand  like IMD over in.
JAMES C. BEAL, distinct brand like HP2 near shoulder.
Government Printer. If not released on or befo re  the 26th March, 1873, wi ll
be sold to defray expenses.
The G ovEBNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the  re ceipt F. G. MACKAY,  Poundkeeper.
of the following amounts:-
£ s. d. 126 Is.
1873.
Feb. 18 .- F. G. Mackay  0 1 0 MPOUNDED  at Roma, from Gubberamunda, on theI
18.-E. Bradley ...  0 10 0 14th February , 1873, by order  of James Lalor,
„ 18.-R. Fitzgerald...  0 7 6 Esquire .  Driving, 4s. 2d.
18.-E. Bradley ...  0 1 0
19.-D. Valiance ...  0 10 6 One bay filly ,  star ,  snip ,  near fore and off hind feet
19.-C. Lambley ...  0 2 0 white , $  over td near  shoulder.
20.-E. Bradley ...  0 2 0 One chesnut mare ,  strip down face, SWB over indistinct
20.-F. G.  Mackay  0 4 0 brand near shoulder.
20.-T. Rya lls ..  0 1  0 One brown mare ,  JO over H in circle near shoulder,
20.-Cribb and Foote  2 0  0 star.
„ 21.-Geo .  Foster ...  0 5  0 One bay filly,  5 near thigh.
„
21.-Geo .  Barnard  0 9 0  If not  re leased on or before the 25th March, 1873,
ill b ld d frw e so to ay expenses.e
I mpaunbfnp . F. G. MACKAY,  Poundkeeper.
130 4s.
OW  Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded  Stock will be charged  for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no such  Advertise-
ment will be inserted  i n the  Gazette  unless accompanied
by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the cost  of its  insertion
I
MPOUNDED at Gladstone, from Riverstown Station,
on the 18th February, 1873, by order of Mr. H. R.
Buchanan. Driving, 4s.
One roan bullock, like circle with four concentric lines
on the off rump.
If not released on or before the 15th March, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
T. RYALLS, Poundkeeper.
142 Is.
I
MPOUNDED at Charleville, from Oney Angelalla, on
6th January, 1873, by order of J. Reid, Esq., for
trespass . Driving, 7s. 6d. Readvertised 2nd February,
1873,  on account  of fresh brands  appearing.
One brown horse, like M near shoulder, JC or JG over
M near rump , H over t4 off shoulder, H off rump,
collar and saddle marked ,  small star  on forehead,
blind near eye.
If not released on or before the 15th March, 1873, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
E. BRADLEY, junr., Poundkeeper.
125 Is.
I
MPOUNDED at Charleville, from Gowrie, on the
11th February, 1873, by order of H. G. Skinner,
Esquire, for trespass.
One chesnut mare, WF near shoulder, WF near thigh,
white face, hind legs white, near fore leg white.
One bay horse, like MAN near thigh (the M indistinct),
kb over td off shoulder, saddle-marked, white spots
on back.
If not released on or before the 25th March, 1873,
will be sold  to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY, junr., Poundkeeper.
129 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Elizabeth Creek, on
4th February, 1873, by order of W. F. Berkleman,
Esq. Driving, 6s. 8d. per head.
One roan horse, HC over T near shoulder, T near thigh.
One chesnut horse, W near shoulder.
One grey mare, like WF near shoulder.
One mouse-colored filly, T in heart near shoulder.
One bay horse, WM near shoulder, blind near eye, bald
face, fore feet white, off hind foot white.
If not released on or before 5th March, 1873, w ill be
sold to defray expenses.
GEORGE FOSTER, Poundkeeper.
144 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, from  Gracemere
Cattle Station, on 7th February, 1875, by Mr. E.
Cross. Driving, 3s. per head.
One bay horse,  star , saddle-marked, like J sideways over
three blotched letters near shoulder, D near rump,
heart near thigh.
One chesnut filly, faint brand like M near thigh.
One bay  mare,  LH near shoulder, like K or X over
r74 D coin jjoined off shoulder, scar off thigh.
One bay yearling colt,  star , off hind foot white , no brands
visible.
One bay mare, like CAR over N (the AR conjoined and
partly on the N) near shoulder, C near hip.
One brown  mare, star , ace of clubs  over 8 near  shoulder.
One mouse-colored more,  like  FV over P near shoulder,
125 near saddle , aMS conjoined  near  thigh, white
face, hind feet white.
One bay mare,  small star , dock tail, G off shoulder, white
spot near saddle.
One bay horse, black points, like CW over like JM con-
joined near shoulder.
If not released on or before 15th March, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
GEO. BARNARD, Poundkeeper.
143 9s.
BRISBANE :
Printed and Pub li shed by J18Ee  C.  BEAL, Government Printer,
William  str ee t,  22nd February, 1871.
MPOUNDED at Allora, from the  Allora Commonage,I on the 15th February, 1873, bythe Inspector, Mr.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  22nd February, 1873.
HIS Excellency  the Governor has been pleased to direct the publication of the subjoined
Paper,  agreed  to by  the Representatives of the Colonies  of New  South Wales, New
Zealand,  Queensland,  South Australia, Tasmania, Victoria ,  and Western Australia ,  at the late
Interoolonial Conference held in  Sydney, New  South Wales.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. H. PALMER.
REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE INTERCOLONIAL CONFERENCE,
HELD AT SYDNEY ,  NEW SOUTH  WALES,  DURING THE MONTHS  OF JANUARY  AND FEBRUARY, 1873.
This Conference was convened at the instance of The Honorable Henry Parkes ,  representing the
Government of New South Wales, for the consideration, primarily, of the following subjects :-
1. A scheme of Ocean Mail Services which would meet the demands of all the Australian
Colonies and New Zealand.
2. The policy of Intercolonial Free Trade, and the objections thereto advanced by the
Secretary of State, in Despatches of July 13, 1871, and April 19, 1872.
3. Telegraphic Communication, more  especially in relation to submarine cables.
All the colonies of Australasia ,  including Tasmania and New Zealand ,  responded to the invitation,
and sent the undermentioned gentlemen as their representatives
On behalf of New South Wales-
The Honorable Henry Parkes ,  Colonial Secretary.
The Honorable Saul Samuel, Vice-President of the Executive Council.
On behalf of New Zealand-
The Honorable  Julius Vogel, C.M.G., Colonial  Treasurer.
The Honorable  W. H. Reynolds,  Commissioner of Customs.
On behalf of  Queensland-
The Honorable A. H. Palmer, Colonial Sec re tary.
The Honorable J. M. Thompson ,  Secretary for Lands.
On behalf of South Australia-
The Honorable Sir Henry Ayers, K.C.M.G., Chief Secretary.
The Honorable J. H. Barrow,  Treasurer.
On behalf  of Tasmania-
The Honorable F. M. Innes, Treasurer.
The Honorable J. M. Wilson, President of the Legislative Counc il .
On behalf of Victoria-
The Honorable J. G. Francis, Chief Secretary.
The Honorable Edward Langton ,  Treasurer.
On behalf of Western Australia-
The Honorable F. P. Barlee, Colonial Secretary.
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The Conference assembled at the Treasury, Sydney  ;  the first sitting being on  Wednesday-,
January 22 ,  and the last on Friday ,  February 14.
At the first meeting, the Honorable Henry Parkes was unanimously  elected  chairman , and A. C.
Budge, Esq .,  Clerk of the Executive Council, was appointed secretary.
The subjects discussed by the Conference were the  following:-
I.-THE  GALLE POSTAL SERVICE.
With reference  to this question , it was decided, after several days' deliberation, that the proposal
of the  Lords of  the Treasury for the establishment and maintenance of a four-weekly service between
Gallo and Australasia be accepted , on the following conditions:-
(1.) That  Melbourne be the terminus  of the service.
(2.) That the cost of all the requisite branch services be considered as part of the cost of the
whole service.
(3.) That the  several Australasian  Governments shall contribute to the cost of the whole
service, in  proportion to the correspondence conveyed by such mail service from each
colony.
(4.) That the  Governments of the colonies requiring branch services make the necessary
arrangements  for their respective services with the Government or Governments of the
colony or colonies  negotiating the contract for the  mail service  from Galle.
(5.) That the Government of Victoria make all payments for the main and branch Gallo
services ,  rendering  quarterly  estimates  of the amounts to be contributed by the several
colonies , with annual final adjustments of accounts.
(6.) That Cockburn Sound, in Western Australia, be substituted for King George's Sound as
a port of call for the  ocean mail  steamers, provided arrangements can be made to obviate
material  delay, or increase of cost of the service.
(7.) That the  ocean  mail  steamers  call at Glenelg, South Australia, to receive and deliver
mails.
During the discussion a resolution was passed that if, during the sittings of the Conference, the
representatives  of New South Wales concurred in the action of the Conference with regard to the Galle
service, the arrangements  respecting it should be left to the Governments of New South Wales, Victoria,
and South Australia. New South Wales, however, refusing to concur, and protesting against the
terminus  being at Melbourne, the arrangements for the negotiation of the service to remain with Victoria
alone.
The decision that the terminus be at Melbourne was arrived at on the following division :-Ayes:
Messrs . Francis, Langton, Vogel, Reynolds,  Innes,  Wilson, Barlee, Barrow, and Sir Henry Ayers.
Noes :  Messrs . Palmer, Thompson,  Samuel , and the Chairman (Mr. Parkes). The general  resolution
approving of the Galle  service  was then adopted by the votes of all the delegates, except those from
New South Wales, who explained that their votes were given in opposition  because it  had been decided
that the terminus should be at Melbourne. At a subsequent meeting of the Conference the question
of the terminus being at Melbourne was re-discussed, on a motion by Mr. Innes to the effect that the
arrangement  for the  transmission  of the New South Wales  and Queensland mails, as  embodied in the
motion of Mr. Langton, adopted January 27th, was " not satisfactory." A division was taken on Mr.
Innes ' motion with the following result :-For the motion :  Messrs. Innes , Palmer, Thompson,  Samuel,
and the Chairman (Mr. Parkes). Against the motion :  Messrs . Francis, Langton, Vogel, Reynolds,  Barlee,
Barrow, and Sir Henry Ayers-Mr. Wilson declining to vote. The result  was, therefore , to affirm the
former decision  that the terminus be at Melbourne. Upon this , Messrs .  Parkes and Samuel,  on behalf of
New South Wales, lodged a protest, which together with memoranda on the  same subject  by the repre-
sentatives  of Victoria and New Zealand will be found in the Minutes of Proceedings.
II.-THE  TOBBES STRAITS SERVICE.
A resolution was adopted in favor of the establishment of a Mail Service between Singapore,
Brisbane , and Sydney, provided the total cost should not exceed £25,000 per annum, the cost to be
divided between all the colonies in proportion to the number of letters they dispatch by this route. The
Imperial Government to be asked to contribute £5,000 per annum towards the subsidy. It was further
decided that the negotiations for the establishment of the  service  be left to the Government of Queens-
land.
III.-THE S" FnA clsco  SERVICE.
The Conference agreed to move the Imperial Government to pay all charges  upon the transmission
of mails  to and from London and San Francisco (retaining all postages collected in the  United Kingdom
on account  thereof ),  and to contribute  £ 20,000 annually towards  a San Francisco service, to  be agreed
upon  between the Governments of New Zealand and New South Wales.
IV.-POSTAL  RATES AND ARRANGEMENTS.
With reference  to postal charges  and the further  facilities  required in this department of the
Public Service ,  the Conference adopted  resolutions  to the following  effect :-
(1.) That the  rates  of postage to the United Kingdom, by any of  the services agreed  to by the
Colonies-already established or to be established-shall be the  same as at  present by the
Southampton route  ;  the Brindisi charge also  remaining as at present.
(2.) That there be, on  and after  1st January, 1874, a uniform  intercolonial  letter rate of 2d.
per half-ounce, both overland and by sea; and that a uniform intercolonial parcel and
book-packet rate be also adopted, according to a scale agreed upon.  (Vide  Minutes.)
(3) That after 31st March next, captains of vessels be permitted to have a box or bag for the
reception of letters up to the time of sailing, provided such letters are sufficiently
stamped, and also bear the late-fee stamp ; such letters to be delivered without extra
charge  by the postal authorities of the colonies to which they are addressed.
V.-THE TELEGRAPH  SERVICE.
The Conference considered  various  questions connected with the Telegraph service, and came to the
following conclusions :-
(1.) That in view of the serious inconvenience that would result from the stoppage of tele-
graphic  communication  with Europe, it is desirable, to construct a cable between Singapore
and the terminus  of the Queensland  lines  at Norman Mouth.
(2.) That a memorial  be transmitted to the Right Hon. the Secretary of State for the Colonies,
informing  him that the several Australasian Governments are very desirous of co-operating
with the Imperial Government in the acquisition or construction of through lines of
telegraphic communication  between Great  Britain, India ,  and Australasia.
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(3.) That on and after November  first next , the charge for telegraphic  messages within each
of the Australasian colonies be one shilling for ten words (exclusive of address  and signa-
ture), and one penny for every additional word, but that these charges  are not  to include
messages on the lines from Port Augusta to Port Darwin, from Bowen to Norman Mouth,
nor the cable charge between  Tasmania  and Victoria.
(4.) That  messages  for New Zealand and Western Australia be received at all Australian
stations, the proper charge being made for their  transmission  to the port or place from
which  they  are to be posted, and  vice versa  with regard to telegrams posted in New
Zealand and Western Australia to the telegraph operator at any port in Australia ; and
that arrangements should be made for the collection of telegraph charges on all such
messages.
It was proposed,-" That in order to obtain a reduction in the charge for telegrams between Great
Britain, India, and Australasia, the Imperial Government be requested to join with the Colonies in a
temporary subsidy not exceeding £25,000 per annum, for the purpose of securing that object, and that
the Governments of South Australia and Victoria be requested to take the necessary steps to give effect
to the above recommendation ;" on which question the numbers for and against were equal.
A resolution was also proposed in reference to the above motion,-" That, in addition, a free Press
message of  fifty words per diem from London to Australia be furnished," which was negatived.
VI.-INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL RECIPROCITY.
The Conference, after duly considering Lord Kimberley's Despatch of April 19, 1872, and the other
correspondence on this subject, resolved to again urge upon the attention of his Lordship the claims of
the Australasian colonies, and adopted a memorial in favor of the removal of the restrictions which prevent
two or more colonies entering into arrangements for the admission, within their respective territories, of
articles the growth, produce, or manufacture of any part of Australasia, upon terms of which they may
mutually agree.
VII.-INTERCOLONIAL CUSTOMS UNION.
The question of adopting a uniform tariff throughout the Australasian colonies was discussed by
the Conference, and a resolution was passed affirming the desirableness of such a course, on the under-
standing that the " Union" should be established on the principle that Customs duties ought to be levied
for purposes of revenue only, and not for the purposes of protection. On this question there was much
diversity of opinion, and the motion was carried by a majority of one.
VIII.-THE MURRAY RIVER DUTIES.
The Conference passed a resolution affirming the desirableness of abolishing the present system of
collecting Customs duties on the Murray, and substituting the payment of lump sums, to be arranged on
an equitable basis by the colonies more immediately concerned.
IX.-COAST LIGHTS.
The subject of Coast Lights having been brought under the attention of the Conference, a com-
mittee was appointed to consider whether it would be desirable to establish a General Board for the
Australasian colonies, similar to the Trinity Board of London. The committee reported that the time
had not yet arrived when an independent Board, possessing executive functions, could be advantageously
appointed in these colonies ; but it was recommended that the principal marine officers of the several
colonies should meet in conference to consider the whole question of the Coast Lights, and to report as
to their efficiency and economical management; also, whether new lights were required, and in what
proportion the several colonies should contribute to the general lighting-up of the coast. The report of
the committee m as adopted by the Conference, and several independent motions on the subject of light-
houses, and the liability of the different Governments for their payment, were then withdrawn, in order
that they might be referred to the proposed Nautical Committee. The Conference, further, passed a
resolution to the effect that the risk to life and property occasioned by the existence of dangerous groups
of islands, known as " The Snares," and the Auckland Islands, southward of New Zealand, rendered the
erection and maintenance of a light-house in that vicinity eminently desirable, and that it be a recom-
mendation to th-- Imperial Government, and to the several colonial Governments, to contribute to the
expense of such light in proportion to the tonnage of the shipping, inwards or outwards, in Great
Britain, and in each colony deriving benefit from the same.
X.-AUSTRALIAN WINES.
In consequence of the Treaty with France, which limits the alcoholic strength of wines admitted
into the United Kingdom at one shilling per gallon duty to twenty-six degrees of proof spirit, virtually
precluding the exportation of the most suitable class of Australian Wines, the Conference  appointed a
committeee to prepare a memorial _to the Home Government on the subject. The committee brought up
a report, praying that the strength ofwines to.be admitted at the one shilling duty might be increased to
thirty-five degrees ; and the memorial, having been discussed and considered, was adopted by the Con-
ference.
XI.-REMEDIES AGAINST ABSCONDING DEBTORS AND  CRIMINALS.
These subjects having occupied the attention of the Conference,  it was resolved  that the Government
of South Australia be requested to undertake the preparation  of a measure  to remedy the defects in the
law regarding ausconding debtors, and that the Government of Queensland be requested to prepare a bill
on the subject of the extradition of criminals. The conference undertook  to use their  best endeavors to
get such bills passed into law, subject to their being approved by the law officers of the  several colonies.
XII.-TRUST FUNDS.
The Conference adopted  a memorial  to the Secretary of State for the Colonies, praying that Her
Majesty's Government would take the necessary steps to enable trustees in the United Kingdom to invest
trust funds in Colonial Government securities.
XIII.-REFUGE  FOR DISTRESSED SEAMEN AT SOMERSET.
It was decided by the Conference that the various colonies should contribute  to the maintenance of
Somerset, in proportion to their tonnage passing through Torres  Straits , and that an application be made
to the Imperial Government to continue their present subscription to the said settlement, Queensland
undertaking to defray one-third of the total cost.
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XIV.-DIs .sEs  IN STOCK.
The Conference having taken into consideration the great danger to which Australian live stock
are exposed from the importation of animals from countries in which infectious diseases prevail, it was
resolved that it is expedient to prohibit, for the period of two years, the landing of cattle, sheep, and pigs,
from any places beyond the limits of the Australasian colonies, and that such prohibition should take effect
from and after the publication of a notice in the London  Times.
XV.-THE Fiji  ISLANDS.
The question of Her Majesty's Government assuming the protectorate of the Fiji Islands was
discussed, and it was resolved that the state of affairs in the Fijian Islands urgently demanded, in the
interest of the Australasian colonies, and in that of the British Empire generally, the immediate attention of
the Imperial authorities.
XVI.-COLONIAL  STATISTICS.
With  a view to facilitate comparison  between the official  statistics of the various Australasian
colonies, it was resolved  by the Conference that it is expedient to have all such  statistics framed, as far as
possible, upon a uniform system, and  that the Governments of Victoria  and New  South Wales be
requested to prepare a plan and submit  a draft thereof to the several  Governments for consideration.
Several other questions were discussed  by the Conference ,  on which no definitive action was taken.
(Signed ) HENRY PARKES,
Colonial  Secretary, New South WalesSAUL SAMUEL,
Vice-President  of the Executive Council,
JULIUS VOGEL,
Colonial Treasurer and Postmaster -General, New Zealand.WILLIAM H. REYNOLDS,
Commissioner of Customs,
A. H. PALMER,
Colonial Secretary. Queensland.J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary of Public Lands,
HENRY AYERS,
Chief Secretary, South Australia.JOHN H. BARROW,
Treasurer,
FREDK. M. INNES,
Colonial Treasurer . Tasmania.J. M. WILSON,
President of Legislative Council,
J. G. FRANCIS,
Chief Secretary , Victoria.EDWARD LANGTON,
Treasurer,
FRED. P. BARLEE,
Colonial Secretary,
The Treasury, Sydney, 14th February, 1873.
I Western  Australia.
By Authority  ;  Jsuae C. BEST„ Government Printer, William  street, Br isbane.
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T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until Noon, on MONDAY, 31st March  next, from persons
willing to contract for the Supply of Stationery, Surveyors' Materials, Ironmongery, Ship Chandlery,
Upholstery, and Brushware, as per accompanying lists, during the year 1874, in such quantities as may
be required from time to time by the Colonial Storekeeper, in Brisbane, from whom printed forms of
Tender and all necessary information can be obtained.
It will be optional for persons to tender for any one or more of the classes into which the supplies
are divided, but no tender can be received for only a portion of the articles enumerated  in each class.
Ad valorem  duties to be included in the prices quoted.
A sample of each article to be tendered for will be kept open for inspection in the Colonial Stores,
and each article supplied must be in every respect equal to the sample.
The Tenders must state the price at which each separate article tendered for is to be supplied.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering and two
responsible  persons as  sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due performance of the contract in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in such case that they will severally execute and
deliver, at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance, in the sum of
one hundred pounds.
The probable quantities of each article required are given for the guidance of persons  concerned,
but it must be understood that they are only approximative, and the contractors must supply  more or less
of each article as required.
The Government does not bind itself to accept the lowest or any Tender.
Probable Quantities .  Articles.
S_T..._PPLEMENT
QUEENSLAND
SUPPLIES FOR CIVIL SERVICE, 1874.
A. H. PALMER.
STATIONERY.
25 reams
25
100
100
100
200
25
25
20
100
100
... Paper-demy, blue, plain ... ...
„ ruled ...
foolscap, cream laid, plain ...
• . „ „ „ ruled ...
blue laid, plain ...
„ ruled ...
letter, cream laid
... „ „ blue „ ...
note, cream laid, best ...
11 „ common ...
per ream
„ „ blue laid ,..
Probable  Quantities.
10 reams
25
25
15
20
50
50•
f,
„
„
f,
„
5,000  skins
2,000  IF
200  IF
50 lbs.
240 dozen
60
120
120
100
12
40
6
boxes
50 ...
25 ...
400 quarts ..,
25 pints ...
100 quarts ...
100 „
300 pints
50 dozen ..,
24 „ ...
15 lbs ...
100 ... ...
25 dozen ..,
10 „ ...
60  packets  ,,,
1,000 boxes ...
1,000
100
100
100  IF
48 cards
36 dozen
0
„
60  to
60 „
20 ...
20
25 cards
30 pieces
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Articles.
STATIONERY- continued.
Paper -brief, hand made ...
IF brown, large best ...
IF common ...
small  ,,
blotting, white, best ...
„ ,, „ •••
It  It red
Parchments-18 x 28 ... ...
„ 18 x 24 ... ...
„ 18x20 ...
Gum Arabic, best ..
Pencils-Rowney's, ordinary letters
red and blue  in one ...
„ red ... ... ...
blue ... ... ...
Elastic bands-Perry's No. 6 ...
Balances -Salter's letter, 8-oz....
IF „ „ 16-oz....
It Mitchell's 16-oz....Date boxes .
Bodkins-handled, with eye ...
Is
.
11 plain ... ...
Damping brushes ... ...
Ink-black, Blackwood's best ...
„ blue „ „ ...
„ blue-black, Stephen's ...
„ copying, Blackwood's
„ red, Cochran' s ... ...
Ink powders-black ...
11 red... ... ...
India rubber ...
Knives-Mappiri s ivory desk ...
IF „ cocoa erasing
Millboards-foolscap, paper-covered
„ demy IF
Pounce ... ...
Pens-Mitchell's S ...
it  „ N ...
IF Gillot's broad nibs ...
medium nibsP, 11
...  It  „ fine IF  ...
... to lithographic, steel crow-quill ...
Penholders-India rubbers ... ...
„ cedar, long-tapers ... ...
.., „ short
... ,, „ common ... ...
Copy-presses-foolscap  size ...
„ stand of cedar, with drawer
Ribbon-green silk, --inch
...  Ferrett-  t IF
per ream
IF
per'lb.
per dozen
per box
each
1,
per quart
per pint
per quart
sper pint
per dozen
per lb.
each
per dozen
per packet
per box
to
to
IF
„
per card
per dozen
„
each
per card
per piece
30 f, IF
IF
f, 4
40 Ebony rulers , 12 inch ,., each
40 ... to  ,, 18 „ ... It
40 ... ,, f, 24 „ It
50 ... Scissors - Ma ppin's-9-inch It
50 ... „ „ 5-inch 91
50 ... Clips-hand letter ,.. to
160 ,., It foolscap
10,000 ... Envelopes-c artridge , large, cameo ... ... per thousand
10,000 to IF medium ... of
10,000 It foolscap „ ... „
5,000 ... official, blue wove f,
120,000 ... to foolscap „ „ OF
120,000 ... „ cream laid, IF ... f,
250,000 ... „ letter, blue wove, IF ...
5,000 ... It „ „ plain
100,000 ... It „ cream laid, cameo
5,000 ... „ „ plain
10,000 ... note , blue wove, cameo
5,000 ... „ „ plain
10,000 ... „ „ cream laid, cameo
5,000 ... „ ,, plain
2,000 ... „ demy, blue wove, cameo
2,000 . ... „ „ f, plain
50 dozen ... ... Faber 's ink a
ld
nd pencil  erasers ... per dozen
h25 ... ... Paper fo ers -ivory, 10-inch ... eac
25 ... ... It knives 11 11
50 ... ... .,, „ files, 9-inch OF
50 ... ... „ „ 11 „ ... 11
50 ...
. IF to  16  It 11
Probable Quantities.
10 dozen
150 ...
24 ...
12 ...
10 ...
50 ...
100 ...
100 ...
20 gross
20 „
20
50 boxes
75 „
1,600 lbs.
50 „
10,000 ...
...
25 ...
...
200 .. ...
12 boxes
...
24
24
24
24
24
24 ... ...
100 ... ,,,
24 ... ...
12 ..
... ...
25 lbs. ...  ...
10 cwt. ...
1,000 sheets ...
24 dozen ...
24 ... ...
24 ... ...  ...
24 ... ...  ...
6 ...  ...
40 quires ... ...
6  rolls ...
24 ...
36 bottles ... ...
24 cakes
... ...
24
...
24
24
24
24  to  ...
6
24
24
24
12
36
24
24 ... ...
24
24 ...
36 ...
36 ...
24 ...
36 ...
24 bottles
24 cakes
20
24 nests
6 ...
6 ...
6 ...
6 ... ...
6 ...
6 ...
3 boxes ...
3
6 ... ...
75 ...
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Articles.
„ ,f  04  ... ... ... ... ... „
It It 05 ... ... ... ... ... to
It  „ 06 ... ... ... ... ... „
„
07 ... ... ... ... ... „
„ 08 ... ... ... ... ...  to
STATIONERY-co ntinued.
Ink wells for pewter  inkstands  ... ... ... ... ... per dozen
Mucilage-bottles of, and brush ... ... ... ... each
Hones-in wood  cases  ... ... ... ... ... ,.. each
Inkstands-ebony... ... ... ... ... ... „
to square pewter ... ... ... ... ... „
It round „ plain.. ... ... ... It
„ , cap and plate ... ... ... to _
glass,  spring top  ... ... ... ... ...  to
Red tape-broad,  linen  ... ...  per gross
middle „ ... ... ,,, ... ... ...
narrow „ ... ... ... ... ... ... „
Wafers-common, red ... ... ... ... ... ... per box
„ legal  seals  ... .... ... ... ... ... „
Wax-best red ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per lb.
„ common red  ... ... ... ... ... ... „
Quill pens-best cut ... ... ... ... ... per thousand
Water wells-for letter- press  ... ... ... ... ...  each
Oil sheets-foolscap  size  ... ... ... ... ... ... „
Paper binders-Perry's, 03 ... ... ... ... ... per box
Glass gum bottle and brush ... ... ... ... ... each
Paper weights ... ... ... ... ... ... ... to
Hair pen cleaners ... ... ... ... ... ... ... It
Canton strops ... ... ... ... ... ...  to
Waste card... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per lb.
„ paper ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per cwt.
Press drying paper ... ... ... ... ... ... per sheet
SURVEYOR'S MATERIALS.
Pentagraph pins ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per dozen
Scales and offsets, ivory 2 ... ... each... ... ...
2 0
„  It It 45! ... ... ... ... ... „
U
... ... ... ... ...to  „ „
a
s o
„ architects' „
Tracing paper, double crown ... ... ... per quire
linen, 24 inches wide ... ... ... ... ... per roll
„ „ 36 ,. ... ... ... ... ...  to
Ox gall, Newman's liquid ... ... ... ... ... per bottle
Colors, Windsor and Newton's-gambogs ... ... ... per cake
to „ „ burnt sienna  ... ... „
„ „ „ raw .. ... ... „
„ It „ Prussian blue ... ...
raw umber  ... ... ...
sepia  . ... ... ...
„  to  „ vermil li on .. ... ...
„ „ It neutral tint  ... ... ... ,.
... „ „ „ cobalt ... ... ... to
burnt umber ... ... „91 It to
„ „ to crimson lake  ... ... to
... it „ to carmine  ... ... ..  It
... Camel hair brushes, large ... ... ... ... ...  each
.•. to It „ medium  ... ... ... ...  ...  „
••.  It  „ „ small  ... ... ... „
Sable brushes,  brown, Windsor and Newton's-
... Large swan quill ... ... ... ... ... ...
... Medium „ „ ... ... ... ...
... Small ... ... ... ... ...
.. Compasses  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Drawing pens, ivory ... ... ... ...
Instrument oil ... ... ... ... ... ...
Indian ink  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
j Measuring tapes ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
;ttea ... ... ...
„
,.
or
per bottle
per cake
each
per nest
... j Parallel rulers,  ivory edge, 12 inches  ...  each
„ „  to  ,, 18 „ ... ... ... ... to
„ „ „ „
24 „ ... ... ... ... of
„ „ brass, 12 inches... ... ... ... ... of
„  It  „ 24 ,. ... ... ... ...
Color boxes ,  complete - Windsor  and Newton's-18 cakes  ...  per box
or  „ „ 1 to 12„. .., „
Surveyor's chains, complete  ... ... ...  ...  each
IRONMONGERY.
Axes, American,  Sharp's ,.. ... ... ... ... ... each
„ „  it 18 „ ... ... ... ... ...  11
to
24 ... ... I Baskets,  waste-paper  ... ... ... ...
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Probable Quantities.
12
12
24
12
6
24 quires ...
36 ...
36 ...
12 ...
24 ...
700 ..
300 lbs.
24 ...
24 ...
50 cwt.
20 cwt.
6 ...
150 pairs ...
100 ... ...
100 ...
50 ...
200 pairs ...
20 ,f ...
50 ... ...
12 ... ...
24
24
24
12
24 ...
5 gross
5
12
24
24 ...
25 cwt. ...
50 packets ...
50 ...
500 gallons ...
24 ... ...
12  ... ...
12 ... ...
24
6
6 ... ...
6
6
24
24
25
25 ... ...
50 ... ...
250 ... ...
150 ... ...
75 .. ...
48 dozen ...
20 cwt. ...
20 cwt. ...
500 lbs. ..
24 ... ...
24 ... ...
24 ... ...
12 ...
24 ...
24 ...
24 ...
100 bushels ...
24 ... ...
24 ... ...
SUPPLIES  FOR CIVIL  SERVICE ,  1874-continued.
Articles.
IRONMONGERY-continued.
Boilers-oval, iron and tinned, large ... ... ...
to to  11 11  small ... ...
Cash boxes-Chubb's, 11-inch .., ... ... ...
Marching chains, for 6 men ... ...
Chisels, " Sorby," handled, firmer, 2-inch
t,I,
4.•. It I, f, „ 1 11
...  of to  „ ,f 14 tt
12 t,
...  11  It  to  OR
... f,  to to socket,  ,I
... ft I, „  It  4 I1
... t,  to  „ ,, 1 ,,
... f, t1 11 14 t,
to
... n f, ,,
It cold
Emery cloth ...
Files, cross-cuts ...
hand-saws ...
pit-saws
Fry pans ...
Lamp- glasses,  assorted
Glue, best London
Hammers claw,
it  1
12
of ca enters' ... ...
Iron-assorts , round, flat, and square... ... ...
to  hoop ... ... ... ... ... ...
Leg-irons  ... ...  ... ...
Handcuffs, best hard ... ... ... ... ...
Handles, axe, American ... ... ... ... ...
broom ... ... ... ...
,t mo ... ...
... Knives and forks, dinner
... t, it carving ... ... ... ...
... „ butchers' ... ... ... ...
... Lamps, kerosene, large ... ... ... ... ...
... 1, „ medium ... ... ...
91  It small  ... ... ... ...
... „ hand, "Archer's" ...
... Lanterns, bull's eye ... ...
...  It stable ... ... ... ... ...
... Matches, wax, in 250-boxes ... ... ...
... „ wood, patent safety ... ... ...
... Door-mats, No. 6, large ... ... ...
„ No. 5, medium ... ... ...
... „ No. 4, small ... ... ... ...
... Wire nails ... ... ... ... ... ...
... Tin tacks ... ... ... ...
... Iron „ ... ... ... ... ...
... Kerosene oil, Devoe's ... ... ...
... Saucepans (tinned), 4 quarts ...
11  to 2 ,1 ... ...
Saws , Gray's or Sorby's, hand ...
„ „ cross-cut
It 19  pit ...
Saw-sets, hand ... ...
It cross-cut ... ...
pit ... ... ...
Barbers' scissors ... ... ...
Screw drivers
Shovels, American, short... ...
11 long ... ...
Spades ... ... ... ...
Spoons, iron ... ... ...
11 horn ... ... ...
Tomahawks ... ...
Lamp-wicks, assorted ... ...
Galvanized iron, 24-inches gauge
11 " 26 „ ...
Whiting
Iron rakes ...
Plyers
Side braces...
Scythes
„ stones
Splicers ...
Stable forks
Climbing ropes
Charcoal ...
Iron-pots ...
Camp ovens
each
per quire
each
per lb.
each
,I
per cwt.
each
per pair
each
per pair
19
each
It
,t
it
I,
to
per gross
each
it
of
per cwt.
per packet
11
per gallon
each
,t
tf
1f
If
per dozen
per cwt.
11
per lb.
each
11
91
11
„
per bushel
each
to
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SUPPLIES FOR CIVIL SERvIcE,  1874-continued.
Probable Quantities. Articles.
IRONMONGERY- continued.
100
100
24
48
24
24
24
50
50
50
100
100
50
Curry-combs ... ...
Mane-combs ... ...
Hand-vyces ... ...
Hoes, breaking-up ...
chipping, large ...
medium ...
small ...
Brace-bits, - inch ...
Chamber pots, iron, enamel
Cups  and sauoers
Plates
Soup-basins
SHIP  CHANDLERY.
50 yards ...
1,000 „ ...
500 11
200
100 gallons ...
100
50
25
10
25
5
141
144
50
5
5
2
50
1
20
40
50
12
200
50
25
25
10
5
2
2
feet
„
cwt.
lbs.
cwt.
lbs.
gallons
lbs.
11
gallons
„
2
200 lbs.
25 gallons
50 lbs.
25
20
50
125
100
25 ...
25 ...
25 ...
25 ...
100
50
150
150
100
24
24
11
... Bunting - red, white ,  and blue  ... ... ...
... Canvas -No. 1 ... ... ... ... ...
No. 2 ... ... ...
No. 3 ... ... ... ... ...
... Oil (Blunde ll  and Spence )- raw linseed
pine ... ... ...
Paint-white lead, No. i...
(bell brand)--machine
Oars-ash ...
Pitch
Rope-Europe
„ Manilla
Resin
Signal halliards
Tallow ...
Turpentine ...
Twine-roping
boiled ... ...
sweet ... ...
castor ... ...
colza ... ...
neatsfoot ... ...
... each
per yard
per gallon
1
perfoot
„
per cwt.
per  lb.
per cwt.
per  lb.
per gallon
per lb.
...
...
...
„ seaming
Coal Tar .
Stockholm Tar
Varnish-bright
copal
brown
Cotton waste
Soap lees .
Engine packing
I
per gallon
per  lb.
per gallon
per lb.
Chalk ...
Bees wax ...
„
„
...
Burnt umber
Yellow ochre
Spun yarn ...
Hay mattresses
UPHOLSTERY.
each
... „ pillows
... Fibre mattresses
... Flag 11
... Fibre pillows
... Flax „ „
Brooms, bass ... ...
BRUSHWARE.
... ..
each
„ mi llet ... ... ...
„ hair ... ... ...
Brushes, scrubbing ... ...
whitewash (copper-bound)
11
„ zinc,  best, No. 1 ...
Patent dryers ... ...
black ... ...
red,.. .. ..
Peacock's patent ...
paint, 2.0 ... ...
3.0 ... ...
„
„
Probable Quantities.
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SUPPLIES FOR CIVIL  Ssavrc ,  1874-- continued.
Articles.
BRUS  HWARE-continued.
12  Brushes, paint, 4.0 each
t25 sets  „ shoe per se
25 ... hand each
50 ... horse. „
50 ...  „ water .. „
50 ,.. dandriff ... ... ...
25 ... ... battery .. ... ...
25 ... instrument
12 ... tar (handled) ... „
25 ...  deck scrub (handled) ...
75 ...  Mops, white wool, 16 ozs. ...
$7 Luth*i4i y  Juts. Q 8xu, Government 1'rinter, Willia,n street, Brisbane.
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REGULATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANKS.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  24th February, 1873.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the following amended Regulations ,  made under the authority
of the Act of Parliament 28 Victoria ,  No. 2, intituled  " An Act to grant additional
"facilities  for depositing  small savings at interest ,  with the security  of the  Government
" for du e repayment  thereof."
By Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
[No. 18.
REGULATIONS.
1. Every office, at which the Governor in Council shall permit deposits to be Hours of business.
received for remittance to the Treasury, shall be open for the transaction of business from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays; from 10
a.m. to noon on Saturdays; and in Brisbane from 6 to 8 p.m., and country offices for one
hour, on Saturday evenings.
2. Deposits of five shillings or upwards will be received from any depositor, subject Amount of deposits.
to the conditions as to interest in clause 8.
N a o po, and to be3. Every depositor, on making a first deposit, shall be required to specify his patinson of d depositor to be
christian name and surname, occupation, and residence, to the officer appointed to receive furnished.
the deposit, and shall sign the following declaration, to be witnessed by the officer appointed by den sitorsobe made
to receive deposits, or by a justice of the peace. If the depositor cannot write, he shall affix
his mark, which must be witnessed in a similar manner :-
Depositor's Book.
Place_
No.
FORM OF DECLARATION TO BE SIGNED BY DEPOSITOR  Form of declaration.
ON MAKING FIRST DEPOSIT.
I, of do hereby declare
that I am desirous on my own behalf to become a depositor in the Government Savings Bank, and that
I append the following as my usual signature.
Witness my hand, this day of 18
Occupation,
Signed by the  said depositor in the presence of me,
I
4. Persons desirous of lodging money in the Government Savings Banks, and who, Deposits direct to
by reason of residing at too great a distance from the nearest Branch Office, are precluded Treasury by post.
from depositing in the manner prescribed by clause 3 of the Regulations, may remit their
deposits by post direct to the Treasury. The Government will, however, undertake no
responsibility under this clause, in the event of the remittance miscarrying.
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Deposits, how received,
entered, reported to ti.
Colonial Treasurer, and
acknowledged.
Form of acknowledg-
ment.
5. Every deposit received by any officer appointed for that purpose shall be entered
by him at the time in a numbered book, and the entry shall be attested by him, and by the
stamp of his office; and the said book, with the entry so attested, shall be given to the
depositor and retained by him as primary evidence of the receipt of the deposit. The
amount of each deposit, and the name, occupation, and residence of the depositor, shall, by
the first mail after the receipt thereof, be forwarded to the Colonial Treasurer, and the
acknowledgment of the Colonial Treasurer for the said deposit, signified in the following
form, by the officer whom he shall appoint for the purpose, shall be forthwith transmitted by
post to the depositor as the conclusive evidence of his claim to the repayment of the deposit,
with interest thereon :-
Depositor's Book. I
Place
No.
TREAsuar ,  BRISBANE, 18
The of having reported the receipt by him of your
deposit of £ that amount has been placed to the credit of your account in the
books of this Department.
Examined-
To
Acknowledgment not
received in due course
to be  applied for.
Advice of remittance to
be sent to Auditor-
General.
Monthly statement of
collections.
Interest.
Annual transmission of
depositor 's book to
Treasury.
Tract accounts.
Form of declaration.
Miners.
Should the depositor not receive the said acknowledgment within the ordinary course of
post, he shall apply for the  same  to the Colonial Treasurer by letter, and, if necessary, be
shall renew his application to the Colonial Treasurer until he receives the said acknowledg-
ment, as,  unless  such application  shall have been  made, the risk of the loss of such deposit
will lie with the depositor for not taking the precaution pointed out to him.
6. A Report, Form M, shall be filled in and forwarded to the Auditor-General on
every occasion of a remittance to the Treasury.
7. Every officer appointed to receive deposits under the Act shall, on the first day of
each month, forward to the Colonial Treasury a detailed  statement  of his collections during
the preceding month, on the printed form supplied for the purpose.
8. Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceeding £100, at the rate of five
pounds per cent. per annum; on deposits exceeding £100, but not exceeding £200, at the
rate of five pounds per cent. per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of four
pounds per cent.  per annum  on the remainder; on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates
of interest shall be payable on £200 part thereof, but no interest whatever shall be payable
on the residue. Interest shall be computed from the first day of the calendar month next
following the day on which a complete pound shall have been deposited, or on which deposits
of a less amount shall have made up a pound, up to the first day of the calendar month in
which moneys are withdrawn. The interest will be calculated on the 31st December in
every year, and will then be added to, and become part of, the principal money. .
9. Every depositor shall, once in each year, on or before the end of January,
forward his book to the Treasury, in order that the entries in the said book may be compared
with the entries in the books of the Treasury, and that the interest due to the depositor
may be inserted in his book.
10. Deposits may be made by a trustee on behalf of another person, and on repay-
ment  of the same or any part thereof, the receipt of such trustee shall be deemed a valid
discharge for such repayment : provided that the Colonial Treasurer may, if be thinks it
advisable, require the signatures of both parties before any payment is made.
Depositor's Book. 11
Place
No.
SAVINGS BANx DEPARTMENT,
FORM OF DECLARATION TO BE SIGNED BY THE TRUSTEE
OF A DEPOSITOR.
I, of do hereby
declare othat I  am desirous  of becoming a dep sitor in the Government  Savings  Bank,  as the Trustee
Witness my  hand, this day of
Signed by the said Trustee in the presence of nle,
18
11. Deposits may be made by any person under twenty-one years of age, or by a
parent or other relative of a person under twenty-one years of age, in the name and on
behalf of :: ,:;h person ; and repayment -,hall be made to such minor in the same manner as
if he were of full age.
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12. Deposits may be made by married women, and deposits so made,  or made by maried women.
women who shall afterwards marry, shall be repaid to any such woman,  unless her husband
shall give notice in writing to the Colonial Treasurer,  requiring payment to be made to
him.
13. If any depositor shall lose his book, such loss shall be reported to the Colonial Loss of  pass book to be
Treasurer by letter, stating the number of the book,  and the circumstances under which it reported.
was lost, and enclosing postage stamps of the value of one shilling, to pay for a new book,
which the Colonial Treasurer shall cause to be issued, if, upon enquiry, the circumstances of
the case prove to be as stated by the applicant.
14. Any depositor wishing to withdraw the whole or part of the sum deposited by withdrawals.
him, shall make application for the same to the Colonial Treasurer,  in the following form (a
printed copy of which may be obtained at any Government Savings Bank),  which must
be signed in the presence of a Savings Bank officer,  or a justice cf the peace, or,  in case of
sickness,  of the medical attendant.
Depositor ' s Book.
Place
No.
Date day of 187 .
To TsR Cozoxlsn  TnEesvaan ,  BBI$BANB.
I hereby give notice that I wish to withdraw the sum of from my
deposit account,  and request that payment may be made to me of the above-named sum at the
Government Savings Bank, at
£
Witness to signature-
DEPOSITOR 'S RECEIPT.
Signatu re  1
Occupation  -  of depositor.
Address I
I hereby acknowledge the receipt of the above-named sum of £
(Signature of depositor.)
amOA
Date of Payment.
15. Repayment shall be made only to the depositor in person ,  or to the bearer of Repayment to a
an order under his hand, signed in the presence of a justice of the peace, or, in case of depositor unable to
sickness,  of the medical attendant .  If the depositor be resident abroad, his signature must attend personally.
be verified by some constituted authority of the place in which he resides .  The following
is the form of order to be signed by the depositor on such occasions.
FORM OF ORDER.
To be signed by a Depositor who cannot attend personally to receive payment.
Depositor's Book.
Place..
To the Officer in Charge of the Branch Savings Bank.
I, the undersigned ,  do hereby authorise and direct
the bea re r of this order ,  to receive ,  on my account ,  the sum of £
due to me on account of deposit withdrawn from the Government Savings Bank, for which sum the
re ceipt of the above -named person shall be a good and sufficient discharge.
Witness,
As witness my hand ,  this day of ___187 .
Signature Signature " o
Occupation Occupation } 5,
Address ° Address J
order.
16. The Colonial Treasurer will endeavor to prevent fraud, and to identify every Fraud.
depositor transacting business with the Government Savings Bank; but if any person shall
fraudulently represent himself to be a depositor, and by forwarding the proper notice of
withdrawal,  and by presentation of the depositor's book, and compliance with the rules of
the department,  shall obtain any sum of money belonging to that depositor,  the Government
will not be responsible for the loss thereof.
17. In order to meet the convenience of persons residing at a distance from Brisbane,  withdrawals by
and to save a long course of post,  depositors so circumstanced may make application •legram.
to withdraw the whole or any portion of their deposits by electric telegraph message,
at the  reduced uniform charge of one shilling .  The depositor shall be required to
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sign the  usual  withdrawal  notice in  the presence of a Savings Bank officer, by whom the
message  will be forwarded to the Treasury;  but no officer shall forward any  such  message
unless  the depositor is personally  known to him, or unless  he  produces satisfactory evidence
that he  is  the person entitled  to withdraw,  and shall  produce his pass-book.  In all cases
where notification of withdrawal is received from a depositor by electric telegraph message,
under the above  regulations , authority to pay  the amount  claimed shall be forwarded to the
local office by telegraph free of  cost,  beyond the one shilling originally charged under
present regulations for sending  such first  message.  The officer receiving such authority
shall at once pay the amount withdrawn frorq funds in his hands, retaining the telegraphic
message, and Form I  receipted, as his voucher pending the arrival of the money, which will
be forwarded by the first  mail following  the despatch of the telegram, when the receipt is
to be forwarded to the Treasury with the original telegraphic  message.
Payment on death of a 18.  If any depositor, being illegitimate, shall die intestate, leaving any person or
depositor being illegiti.  persons  who, but for the illegitimacy of such depositor, or of such person or persons, would
mate and dying
intestate. be entitled to the money due to such  deceased  depositor, it shall be lawful for the Colonial
Treasurer, with the authority, in writing, of a Judge of the Supreme Court, to pay the
money of such  deceased  depositor to any one or more of the persons who, in his opinion,
would have been entitled to the  same, according  to the Statute of Distributions, if the said
depositor,  and such person or persons, had been legitimate.
Incapacitated epositor. 19. If any depositor shall become insane or otherwise incapacitated to act, and the
same  shall be proved to the satisfaction of the Colonial Treasurer, and if the Colonial
Treasurer shall be satisfied of the urgency of the case, he may authorise payment, from time
to time, out of the funds of such depositor, to any person whom he shall judge proper, and
the receipt of such person shall be a good discharge for the same.
Settlement ofdisputes. 20. If any dispute shall arise between the Colonial Treasurer and any individual
depositor, or any executor, administrator, next of kin, or creditor,  or assignee  of a depositor
who may become bankrupt or insolvent, or any person claiming to be such executor,
administrator, next of kin, creditor,  or assignee, or to be entitled to any money deposited in
the Government Savings Bank, then, and in every such  case,  the matter in dispute shall be
referred, in writing, to a Judge of the Supreme Court; and whatever award, order, or
determination  shall be made by the said Judge shall be binding and conclusive on all
parties, and shall be final to all intents and purposes, without any appeal.
' Savinee Sank Branch  " 21. All communications or returns, addressed to the Treasury upon Savings Bank
to be
envelope.orsed on business, shall have the words  " Savings  Bank Branch" legibly written or printed on the
left-hand upper  corner  of the covering envelope.
Postage. 22. No charge for postage shall be made upon the depositors for the transmission of
their books to the Treasury, or for the return thereof to them, or for any applications they
may have to make for acknowledgments of deposits, or for any application or necessary
letter of enquiry respecting the sums deposited by them, or for the replies thereto, provided
the words " Savings Bank Branch"  are written  on the covering  envelope as  above directed.
Secrecy. 23. The officers  engaged in  the receipt or payment of deposits shall not disclose the
name of  any depositor,  nor the amount  deposited or withdrawn by him, except to the
Colonial  Treasurer, or to such of his  officers as  may be appointed  to assist  in carrying out
the provisions of  " The Government Savings Bank Act."
Interpretation. 24. In the  construction  of these Regulations, unless there  is something  in the subject
or context repugnant thereto, every word importing the singular number only shall mean
and include several persons or things , as well as  one person and thing, and the converse;
and every word importing  the masculine  gender only shall mean and include a female as
well as a male; and the  word month shall refer  to a calendar  and not to a lunar month.
By Authority :  JAMES C. BEAT„ Government Printer, Wil liam Street  $ rlsbane.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 27th February, 1873.
T
HE  Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued, and
the following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member to
serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of IPSWICH, in room of The Honorable ARTHUR MACALISTER,
whose seat in the said Assembly bath become vacant by reason of the
resignation thereof by the said
Place of Nomination
Date of Writ ...
Date  of Nomination
Honorable ARTHUR MACALISTER.
Polling Day
Return  of Writ ...
Ipswich.
27th February, 1873.
6th March, 1873.
8th March, 1873.
15th March, 1873.
By Command  of the Honorable  the Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
By Authority :  JAmxa  C. REAL, Government Printer ,  William street,  Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND, ' Proclamation by The Most
to wit. I Honorable GEORGE AUGus•rus
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mugrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mul rave of
New Ross, in the County of ZWexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS, by the sixteenth section of an Act
passed in the thirty-sixth year of the reign
of Her Sovereign Majesty Queen Victoria, intituled
" The Electoral Districts Act of  1872," it is
enacted that so soon as the first electoral roll under
The Elections Act  of 1872," for the Electoral
District of Warrego shall have been perfected the
Governor shall appoint- and notify by Proclama-
tion in the  Gazette a  day (not being earlier than two
months from the date of such proclamation) for
sending in claims for the Electoral District of
Warrego, created by the said  "Electoral Districts
Act of  1872," and that on or before such day all
persons claiming to be placed on the electoral roll
for the said Electoral District of Warrego shall
make their  claims as  required  by " The Elections
Act of  1872" and that the first Electoral Roll of
the said new District of Warrego shall be made up
of and from such of the  names on  the said first
Electoral Poll of the present district as shall not,
upon due notice given or upon proof of death be
duly expunged therefrom and the names of
such of the said claimants as shall be entitled to
have their names inserted in the said Electoral
Roll : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CON-
STANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, by virtue of such recited Act, and in
pursuance of the power and authority  in me  vested,
do, by this my proclamation, notify and appoint
TUESDAY, the first day of April, A.D. 1873, to be
the day for sending in claims for the said Electoral
District of Warrego.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majest y's reign.
By Command.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
[No. 20.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. ' Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of, the United
Kingdom; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
i THERE AS by an Act passed in the twenty-
? 1 seventh year of Her Majesty's reign, inti-
tuled  " An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws
relating to Quarantine,"  it is amongst other thugs
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by proclamation in the  Government
Gazette,  to appoint stations or places within the
Port of Moreton Bay, or within or near any other
harbor, port, or place within the said Colony, for
the performance of Quarantine under the said Act,
where all vessels liable to Quarantine, and the
crews, passengers, and persons en board thereof
shall perform the same : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
in pursuance of the power  so vested in me as
Governor of the said Colony, do, by this my Pro-
clamation, issued with the advice of the Executive
Council, appoint the Island in Moreton Bay, known
as Peel Island, to be a station for the performance
j of Quarantine, under and for the purposes of the
said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by The Most
to wit . Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl  of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all  in  the County of
York, in  the Peerage  of the United
]Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council,  Governor  and Com.
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.WHEREAS by anAct passed in the twenty-
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relat-
ing to Quarantine,"  it is amongst other things
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, by pro-
clamation  in the  Government Gazette,  to prohibit
all persons, vessels, and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of any station which, by any order of the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been or may be assigned for the performance
of Quarantine ; and whereas by my Proclamation.
bearing even date herewith, issued with the advice of
the Executive Council, the Island in Moreton Bay,
known as  Peel Island, has been appointed a station
for the performance of Quarantine under the said
Act : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CON-
STANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, in pursuance of
the power so vested in me as Governor of the said
Colony, do, by this my Proclamation, issued with
the advice of the Executive Council, hereby prohibit
allpersons, vessels, and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of  the said proclaimed station, under the
penalties  contained in the said Act, until this my
Proclamation shall have been rescinded.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House,  Brisbane , this tenth day of January
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty.
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, '  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. 3 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the  Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS, by the seventeenth section of an
Act passed in the thirty-sixth year of the
reign of Her Sovereign Majesty Queen Victoria,
intituled  " The Electoral Districts Act of  1872,"
it was enacted that with all convenient speed after
the passing  of the said Act, the Governor should
appoint and notify by Proclamation in the  Gazette,
a day (not being earlier than three months from the
date  of such Proclamation) for sending in claims
for the Electoral District of Burke, before which
day all persons claiming to be placed on the Elec-
toral  Roll for that District should make their
claim,  as required by  " The Elections Act of  1872,"
and that the first Electoral Roll of the said district
should be made up of and from the names of such
of the  said  applicants as shall be entitled to have
their names  inserted therein : Now, therefore, I,
GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of
Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, by virtue of
such recited Act, and in pursuance of the power
and authority in me thereby vested, do, by this my
Proclamation , notify and appoint TUESDAY, the
first day of April, A.D. 1873, to be the day for send-
ing in claims for  the Electoral District of Burke.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and seventy-two,
and in the thirty-sixth year of ller Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN!
QIIEENSLAND , 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross. in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland;  a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its  Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers Tested in me by«
The Diseases in Cattle Act,  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
QIIEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com•
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or imp .:r,h„u
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
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South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding  fifty  pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th  February, 1873.
j ' IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
11 of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
HENRY MITCHELL,
GEORGE  ECKHARDT, and
JAMES  BURNS,
to be Trustees of the Reserves for Pasturage and
Water set apart by notices in the  Government
Gazette,  dated 24th December, 1870, and 24th
February, 1872, and known as the Sandy Creek
Reserve.
J. 11ALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
PHILLIP PINNOCK (Police Magistrate, Warwick),
to be Gold Commissioner.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  26th February, 1873.
jj IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the  Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN BONAR PETER HAMILTON RAMSAY,
to be a Gold Commissioner.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
IN pursuance of the provisions contained in the
Act of the Parliament of New South Wales,
20th Victoria, No. 29, intituled  " An Act to Amend
the Laws  relating to  Gold Fields,"  His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased  to appoint
PHILLIP PINN0cK  (Police Magistrate, Warwick,)
to be an officer for determining the extent and posi-
tion of the  Claims to  which  each person is entitled
under  any Miners '  Right, Lease ,  or License issued
under the provisions of such Act , and for marking
out such  extent.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 28th February, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
GEORGE LIONEL LUKIN,
to be Visiting Justice of the Gaol at Roma.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 28th February, 1873.
f 1
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
PATRICK MACARTHUR,
to be Visiting Justice of the Gaol at Rock-
hampton.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 28th February, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that the  names of
AYNSLEY JOHN ELLIOT, and WILLIAM FREDERICK
TAYLOR,
be substituted for
ANSLEY JOHN ELLIOT,  and FREDERICK  WILLIAM
TAYLOR,
appearing in the general Commission of the Peace,
published in the  Government Gazette Extraordi-
nary,  of Thursday, 2nd January, 1873.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th February, 1873.
[j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
t j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
REGINALD CHARLES HEBER UHR,
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Balonne, in the room of Henry William
Hammond, resigned.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1873.
$$ IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint the Court of Petty  Sessions  at Mill-
chester, Charters Towers Gold Field, to be a Court
for preparing  and revising  the Lists of the Electoral
District of Kennedy, in addition to the Court of
Petty  Sessions  at Townsville, under the  provisions
of Section 24 of  " The Electoral Districts Act of
1872."
A. H. PALMER.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane , 27th February, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
I of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
PATRICK MACARTHUR, Esquire, Police  Magistrate,
Rockhampton,
to be Deputy Sheriff at that place ;  to perform
only the duties usually discharged by the Sheriff
when personally present and  conducting  the duties
of his office in connection with the sittings of the
Circuit Court there.
JOHN  BRAMSTON.
Crown Law  Offices,
Brisbane ,  27th February, 1873.
IIIS  Excellency the Gove rn or,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM M. TOWNLEY,  Esquire, Po li ce Magistrate,
Ipswich,
to be Deput y,  Sheriff at that place ; to perform
only the duties usually discharged by the Sheriff
when personally present and conducting the duties
of his office in connection with the sittings of the
Circuit Court there.
JOHN BRAMSTON.
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QUEENeLAND, 2  Proclamation  by The Moat
to wit.  S Honorable GEouuu AvavsTUs
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor•
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the  County of
York, in the  Peerage  of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her  Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mender-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of the sixty.
first section  of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of 1868," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE,
Marquis  of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and  proclaim that  the Leases of the following
Selections  of Land, under the said Act , are declared
forfeited.
Register
No. of Name of Lessee.Applica-
tion.
Are a. Land  Agent's
District.
A. E. P.
217 D. Gordon ... ` 57 0 0 Brisbane
33 D. Featherly ... I 56 0 0 Maryborough
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of Feb-
ruary, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND , I Proclamation  by The Mostto wit . Honorable GEORGE AvoUSTCs
CONSTANTINE, Marquis ofNor_naubs,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgravve of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York. in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave or
New Ross, in the County of \Vesfo:'d,
(L.s.) in the  Peerage of Ireland ; a N ember
NORNANBY , of Her Majesty's Most llonorablo
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Coui-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority  in  we  vested, and
in accordance  with the eighteenth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I,
GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Nor-
manby, the Governor  aforesaid , with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and  proclaim  that the lands hereinunder
described  shall be reserved  for Township purposes.
Country  of Lennox-Wide  Bay District.
434 acres.
chains to Boompa Creek; thence by Boompa
Creek upwards in a north-westerly direction about
twelve chains to north-east corner of mineral
selection No. 1163 ; thence by the north boundary
of that selection west eighteen chains ; thence north
forty- one chains  ; thence  east  about 1,050 links to
the north-east corner of mineral selection 1164;
thence west by the north boundary of that selection
2,150 links ; thence north twenty-one chains to
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of Feb-
ruary, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
GOD SAVE TIIR  QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit. I Honorable GEORGE AuausTVs
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
.New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANEY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief . of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies
N pursuance of clause forty- one of  "  The Crown
I Lands  Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor  aforesaid; with the  advice  of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open  to Selection , under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUES.
DAY, the 8th day of April, 1873, at the Clermont
Land Office.
I
Description of the  boundaries  of lands open to
.selection  under " the Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868."
TOWN RESERVE OF CLERMONT-- EXTENSION.
99 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Douglas Creek,
at a point two miles above the junction of Sandy
and Douglas Creeks ; and bounded thence on the
north and north-east by the last- named  creek down-
wards about seven  miles  and three- quarters in a
direct line bearing south fifty -nine  degrees east;
thence on the south-east by it line bearing south
forty-three degrees west about three miles forty
chains, being part of the north-west boundary of
the Slateford Run, to a point bearing north sixty
degrees west from the summit of Mount Misery ;
thence by a continuation of said boundary of last-
named run, being a line bearing south-west and
passing through a spot bearing south-east distant
five miles from  the  summit of a hill called Mount
Pleasant to the right bank of Theresa Creek ;
thence by that creek downwards to the junction of
Tomahawk Creek; thence by Tomahawk Creek
upwards in a westerly direction to a point on the
left bank about half-a-mile above a hill called
Langton Edge ; thence on the south-west by a line
bearing north-west about five hundred and seventy-
five chains to the right bank of Theresa Creek, at
a point bearing south-east from a spot four hundred
chains south-west from the summit of Mount
Livingstone ; thence on the north-west by Theresa
Creek downwards in a north-easterly direction
about three miles and three-quarters in a direct
line to the south-west corner of Theresa Creek
Run ; thence by the south boundary of that run,
being an  east  line about four miles forty chains to
Commencing  at a point east 1501inks from north-
east corner  of mineral selection No. 1111, thence
east sixty- one chains  ; thence south about seventy-
five chains  to Sandy Creek ; thence up that creek
in a south -westerly direction about thirty-three
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Theresa Creek at a point bearing east from the
summit of Mount Pleasant ; thence by  last-named
creek upwards to the eastern corner of Killarney
Run at a point bearing north-west from the summit
of Mount Livingstone ; thence again on the south-
west by a part of the north- east  boundary of
Killarney Run, being a north-west line about one
hundred and twelve chains to the watershed
between Douglas and Theresa Creeks, said water-
shed being also the south boundary of the Clermont
Reserve  Extension No. 1; thence by said water-
shed boundary easterly about five miles ; thence on
the north-west by a  line bearing  north forty-three
degrees  east  about two miles fifty chains to the
right bank of Douglas Creek, being the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Yandilla,
this eighth day of February, in the year of
our Lord one  thousand  eight hundred and
seventy-three,  and in the  thirty-sixth year of
Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 21st February, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified that the  lands  hereunder des-
cribed have been temporarily reserved for public
purposes.
(For the  Secretary  for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish of Yeerongpilly.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
No. 390, and bounded thence on the north by part
of portion No. 254, and portions Nos. 259, 270, 275,
and 276; on the east by portions Nos. 277, 278,
279, and 280; on the south by portion No. 274 and
part of portion No. 392; and on the west by portion
No. 390 to the point of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parishes of Bundanba and
Stapylton.
Commencing at the south - west corner of
portion No. 187, in the parish of Bundaiba, and
bounded thence on the north by portions in that
parish Nos. 187, 201, and 168A, and by portions in
the parish of Stapylton Nos. 19, 15, 4, and 19A ; on
the west by portions Nos. 19A, 4, 5, and 12; on
the north-east by portion No. 45 in the parisli of
Woogaroo, and from the south- east  corner of that
portion by a line bearing south-easterly about 150
chains to the north-west corner of  portion  10A
(W. Moody's selection), in the parish of Stapylton ;
on the east by that portion to Oxley Creek;' ; thence
by that creek upwards to the north-east corner of
portion No. 16, in the parish of Stapylton, and by
portions in that parish Nos. 16, 18, and 14, back to
Oxley Creek ; thence on the south-east by that
creek upwards to its intersection with the northern
boundary line of portion No. 206, parish Bundanba ;
on the south by that portion and by a line bearing
westerly about twelve  chains  from its north-west
corner to the south- east corner  of portion No. 203,
in the parish of Bundanba;  again  on the west by
portions in that parish Nos. 203, 197, 193, 204, 202,
179, 174,181, 199, to the point of commencement,-
exclusive  of all  alienated  or surveyed lands.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR  ]RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Stanley,  parishes  of .Enoggera and
Indooroopilly.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
231 in the parish of Indooroopilly, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion and portions
223 and 241, in the parish of Indooroopilly ; on the
north by portions in the parish of Enoggera Nos.
448, 674, 823, 824, 679, 834, 833, 832, 831, 830, 683,
and 682; on the east by portion No. 674A, the
General Cemetery, and portions 676, 295,  296, all  in
the parish of Enoggera, and by portion 679 in
the parish of Indooroopilly ; on the south by
portions in the parish of Indooroopilly, Nos. 680,
681, 229, 216, 215, 208, 214, 225, 262, 243, 270,
268, 269, 240, and 261 to the point of commence-
inent,-exclusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Parish of Tingalpa, county of Stanley.
Commencing at the south -east  corner of portion
No. 355, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing southerly about one hundred and thirty-
four chains to the north- east  corner of portion
No. 351; on the south by that portion and portion
No. 352; on the west by portions Nos. 338, 339,
350, 321, 320, 319, and 318; and on the north by
portion No. 355 to the point of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parishes of Kholo and Moggill.
Commencing at the north-east corner of por-
tion No. 43 in the parish of Kholo, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a line bearing north-
easterly about eighty-six chains to the south corner
of portion No. 202 in the parish of Moggill, and by
that portion and part of portion 194 ; on the east
by portions in the parish of Moggill, Nos. 240, 242,
231, 234, 230, 235, 225, 242, 227, and 221; on the
south by portions in the parish of Moggill, Nos.
169, 170, 171, 238, 172, 173, 179, 180, and 181;
and by portions in the parish of Kholo, Nos. 55
and 61; and on the west by portions in the parish
of Kholo, Nos. 62, 48, and 43, to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all alienated or surveyed
lands.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Parish of Redland, county of Stanley.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
No. 148, in the parish of Mackenzie, and bounded
thence on the west by a line beating north one
hundred and sixty chains ; on the north by a line
bearing east about one hundred and eighty chains
to the western boundary of portion No. 120, in the
parish of Redland ; on the east by that portion to
its south-west corner, and thence by a line bearing
southerly to the north-east corner of portion No.
178 in the parish of Mackenzie, about one hundred
and eighteen chains ; and on the south by portions
in the parish of Mackenzie, Nos. 178, 177, 176, and
by portions in the parish of Redland, Nos. 121,
122, 139, 118, 117, and again by portions in the
parish of Mackenzie, Nos. 149 and 148, to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " 1'he Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes of a Police Paddock.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands),
WM. HENRY WALSH.
POLICE PADDOCK,  STAIQTHORPE.
County of  Bentinck.
168 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
three  chains east and one chain north from the
north-west corner of  the Cemetery  Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south  by that  reserve bear-
ing east  fifty- six chains and eighteen links ; on the
east by a line bearing north  thirty  chains and four
links  ;  on the  north by a  line bearing west fifty-six
chains and eighteen links  ;  and on the west by a
line bearing  south thirty  chains and four links to
the point of commencement,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 13th February, 1873.
I
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Croton Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for Water and Camping.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR WATER AND CAMPING.
Splitter's Creek, Mount Perry and Bunstaberg
Rnad.
EXTENSION.
1,300 acres.
Commencing  on Splitter's Creek twenty chains
below a tree marked broad-arrow over T over V in
shield ; thence north seventy-five chains ; thence
east one hundred' and eight chains; thence south
thirty-six chains ; thence north two hundred and
twenty-five degrees east  thirty-four chains to
Splitter's Creek ; thence by the right bank of
Splitter's Creek downwards sixty chains in a direct
line ; thence west one  hundred chains to Splitter's
Creek ; thence by Splitter's Creek down about
forty- five chains  to point of commencement,-includ-
ing two hundred and ninety-one acres already
gazetted as a Water Reserve.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1873.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
rIIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
J of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified for general information, in pursuance of the
fifty-fifth clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of
1869," that the lands hereinunder described have
been resumed from the lease of the Mount Marling-
spike Run, in the Leichhardt Unsettled District,
and reserved for the purposes of a Police Camping
Ground.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE  PURPOSES , FORT COOPER.
4 square miles.
Commencing at a bloodwood-tree marked three
notches in shield, situated at the junction of Cattle
Creek with Cooper Creek, and bounded thence on
the south by an  east line  about one hundred and
fifty-two chains ; on the east by a line bearing
north two  miles  ; on the north by a line bearing
west  crossing  Cattle Creek about one hundred and
seventy-six  chains  to the left bank of Cooper Creek
at a gum-tree  marked C over 34 in shield ; and
thence on the west by the left bank of Cooper
Creek downwards to the point of commencement.
for twelve chains twenty-six links ; thence by a line
north to the Herbert River ; thence by the right
bank of the Herbert River upwards to the lower
boundary of selection No. 35; thence by a line
bearing 135 degrees for thirty-seven chains eighty
links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING, LOWER HERBERT RIVER.
Townsville and Cardwell Road, county of Cardwell.
624 acres 1 rood.
Portion A, 5$5 acres 1 rood.- Commencing at a
point west, and distant 302 links from the south.
west corner of selection No. 32 (D. H. Cudmore's
64k) acres), and bounded thence by a line west sixty-
nine chains sixteen and a-half links  ; thence by a
line north seventy-two chains forty- seven and a-half
links ; thence by  a line bearing  seventy-seven
degrees for twenty -seven  chains sixty-eight and
a-half links ; thence by a line bearing eighty-seven
degrees fourteen  minutes  for thirty-nine chains
eighteen links ; thence by a line bearing eighty-
seven degrees fourteen minutes for  thirty-nine
chains eighteen links; thence by a line bearing 159
degrees  for seven  chains ;  thence by a line bearing
eighty-seven degrees fourteen minutes  for nine
chains ; thence by a line bearing 159 degrees for
twenty-three chains fifty-five links ; thence by a
line bearing 240 degrees for thirteen chains ninety-
six and a-half links ; thence by  a line  bearing 186
degrees for forty-fire chains seventy-seven and
a-half links to the point of  commencement.
Portion B, 27 acres 1 rood.-Commencing where
the northern side of the  road crosses  Log Bridge
Creek, and bounded thence by a line  bearing  eighty-
seven degrees  fourteen minutes  for twenty-six
chains five links ; thence by a line north for 143
links to Log Bridge Creek ; thence by Log Bridge
Creek to the point of commencement.
Portion C, 11 acres 3 roods.-Commencing where
the main road  crosses Palm Creek, at Hawkins'
homestead selection No. Z 18, and bounded thence
by a line  bearing  267 degrees 14 minutes for sixteen
chains fifty links ; thence by a line north for
thirteen chains eighty  links;  thence by  a line east
for fifty links to Palm Creek ; thence by Palm
Creek to point of  commencement.
RESERVE  FOR  MINERAL LANDS OFFICE.
County of Bentinck,  parish  of Stanthorpe, town
of Stanthorpe,  allotment  9  of  section 7.
1 acre.
Commencing on the north- east  corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the north by
Corundum street westerly three chains and thirty-
four links ; on the  west  by part of the east
boundary line of allotment ten southerly at right
angles to  Corundum street three chains ; on the
south by the north boundary line of allotment 8
easterly parallel with Corundum  street  three chains
and thirty-four links to Marsh street; and on the
east by that street northerly three chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CUSTOMS.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town
Stanthorpe,  allotment  19  of  section 3.
2 roods.Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereinunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC PURPOSES ,  HERBERT RIVER,
CARDWELL.
About 76 acres.
Commencing  at the most  eastern  corner of selec-
tion  No. 35 (J. Mercer's 80 acres), on the right
bank of the Herbert River, and bounded thence by
a  line bearing  ninety-five degrees thirty minutes
of
Commencing on the east aide of Marsh street, at
the south-west corner of allotment 18, and bounded
thence on the west by that street southerly one
chain and fifty links ; on the south by the north
boundary line of allotment twenty easterly at right
angles to Marsh street three chains and thirty-four
links ; on the east by part of the east boundary line
of allotment 21 northerly parallel with Marsh
street one chain and fifty links ; and on the north
by the south boundary line of allotment 18 westerly
at right angles to Marsh street three chains and
thirty-four links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR COMMISSIONER'S CAMP.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe,  allotments  21  and 22 of section 8.
1 acre 1 rood 23 perches.
Commencing on the north side of Connor street,
at the south-east corner of allotment 1, and
bounded thence on the south by that street easterly
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three chains and eleven links ; on the cast by the
west boundary line of allotment twenty northerly
at right angles to Connor street four chains and
fifty links ; on the north by the south boundary
lines of allotments 8 and 7 westerly parallel with
Connor street three chains and eleven links ; and
on the west by the  east  boundary lines of allot-
ments 3, 2, and 1, southerly at right  angles to
Connor street four  chains  and fifty links to the
point of  commencement.
RESERVE  FOR Locx-uv, TENNINGERING.
About 3 roods.
Commencing  at the  intersection  of Burra Burra
street and Edward  street,  and bounded thence on
the south- east  by Burra Burra street south-easterly
five chains ; on the south-east by a line north-
easterly about one chain at right angles to Burra
Burra street ; on the north- east  by a line north-
westerly to Edward street ; and on the north-west
by Edward street south-westerly about two chains
to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  TIMBER  FOR RAILWAY PURrOSES
NEAR GRANDCIIESTER.
Parishes of Grandchester, Laidley, and Rosewood.
Commencing on the north side of the Southern
and Western Railway, at a point bearing south
from the south-east corner of selection No. 2,374,
Ipswich Register, parish of Laidley, and bounded
thence on the west by a line north about forty
chains, and by portions Nos. 2,446, 170, 171, 173,
172, 174, 177, 182, 183, 190, 191, and Reserve, and
by portions in the parish of Rosewood Nos. 1, 2, 3,
8, 9, 10, 12, and 11, to the south-east corner of
portion No. 11; on the north -east  by a line bearing
south-easterly about eight miles ten chains to the
south-west corner of portion No. 522, in the parish
of Grandchester, and bounded on the east by that
portion and Nos. 524, 520, 519, 495,  422, 421,  512,
474, 503, 87, 86, 85, 80, 72, 69, 68, and 67; and on
the south by portions Nos. 180, 454, 65, 90, 92,
::,449, 66, 91A, 88, 72, 75, 76, 346, to the south-west
corner of the last-mentioned portion on the Southern
and Western Railway aforesaid ; and thence by
that line of railway westerly to the point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of all alienated or surveyed
lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
1T is  hereby notified for general informationthat in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous, before survey ,  of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from  sale for  any public
purpose, notice thereof shall bP published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid,  the lands  hereunder described
will be permanently  set apart  for the purposes
named with respect  to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR ROAD PURPOSES.
112 acres 1 rood.
County of Aubigny, parish, of Elphinstone,
portion  99.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of portion
nicety-eight, and bounded thence on the north by
the south boundary thereof bearing west fifty-four
chains and eighty links to a road  one chain wide ;
on the west by that road bearing south twenty
chains; on the south by the north boundary of
portion one hundred bearing east fifty- seven chains
and sixty  links ; and  on the north- east by a line
bearing three hundred and fifty-two degrees twenty
chains and twenty links to the point  of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY LABORERS' CAMP.
County of Aubigny, parish of Clifton.
About 41 acres.
Commencing on the east side of the railway line
from Toowoomba to Warwick, and bounded thence
on the north by the westerly continuation of the
road forming the northern 'boundary of portion
number fifty, parish of Clifton, bearing east thirty
chains ; on the east by a line bearing south fifteen
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west to the
railway line ; and on the west by that railway line
bearing northerly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION, IPSWICH.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich.
17 acres 31. perches.
Commencing at a point bearing two hundred and
seventy-four degrees fifty-five minutes and distant
one chain and seventy-three and a-half links from
the west corner of section 40, and bounded thence
on the north-east by Quarry street bearing one
hundred and fifty-three degrees thirty-five minutes
five chains and ninety-two links, one hundred and
thirty-four degrees fifty-nine minutes seven chains
and thirty-two links ; on the south by Quarry
street west bearing west twenty-one chains and
fifty links ; on the west by  a line  bearing four
degrees fifty-five minutes eight chains and eighty-
three and a-half links to Grey street ; and on the
north-west and north-east by that street bearing
sixty-seven degrees nineteen  minutes six chains
and half-a-link, and ninety-four degrees fifty-five
minutes seven chains and forty-one links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1873.
NOTICE.
THE accompanying Amended Description of the
Reserve for Post Office at Stanthorpe, is
substituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 19th October, 1872.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR POST OFFICE ,  STANTHOHPE.
County  of  Bentinek ,  town  of Stanthorpe,  allotment
20  of section 3.
2 roods 19. perches.
Commencing on the south -west corner of the
section ,  and bounded thence on the west by Marsh
street northerly one chain and eighty-one links ;
on the north by the south boundary line of allot-
ment 19 easterly,  at right angles to Marsh street
three chains  and thirty- four links ; on the east by
part of the west boundary line of allotment 21
southerly parallel with Marsh street one chain and
ninety-one links to Lock street ; and on the south
by that street westerly three chains and thirty-four
links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th January, 1873.
'WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
1Y1  Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the,
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
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the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
A. H. PALMER.
WATER RESERVE NEAR MT. COOEA.
County of Lena or.
1 acre 3 roods 7 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing south seventy
links, and thence two hundred and twenty-seven
degrees  forty-nine  minutes twelve -chains and sixty-
four links from the north- east  corner of  mineral
selection No. 263; and bounded thence on the
north by a  line bearing  two hundred and seventy
degrees forty-one minutes six chains and twenty-
two links ; on the west by a line bearing one hun-
dred and eighty degrees forty-one minutes five
chains and fifty-one links to a road one chain wide ;
and on the south-east by that road bearing sixty-
one degrees  thirteen minutes one chain, and forty.
seven degrees forty-nine minutes seven chains and
thirty links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL OF ARTS, STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinek, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe,  allotment  7 of section 7.
2 roods 6 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the east by Marsh
street bearing north three chains and twenty-eight
links ; on the north by a line bearing west at
right angles to Marsh street one chain and sixty-
seven links ; on the west by a line bearing south
parallel with Marsh street three chains and twenty-
three links to Lock street ; and on the south by
Lock street. easterly one chain sixty-seven links to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR SCHOOL, ALLANSTOWN.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
portion No. 48.
9 acres 1 rood 16 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
No. 48A, and bounded thence on the east by a road
two chains wide bearing north five chains ; on the
north by a line bearing west eighteen chains and
seventy links ; on the west by a road one chain
wide bearing south 5 chains ; and on the south by
the north boundary of No. 48A aforesaid bearing
last eighteen chains and seventy links to the point
of ecommencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL, ALFRED.
County of Churchill, parish of Alfred.
6 acres  2 roods 3 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain and fifty links wide, and bounded thence
on the north-west by one of said roads, bearing
eighteen degrees twenty-three minutes nine chains
and ninety-six links ; on the north by a line bear-
ing ninety-one degrees thirty minutes six chains
and twenty-seven links ;  on the south-east by a
line bearing one hundred and ninety-eight degrees
twenty-three minutes eleven chains and seventy-
eight and three-quarter links to the other aforesaid
road ; and on the south-west by that road bearing two
hundred and eighty-eight degrees twenty-three
minutes six chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th January, 1873,
N pursuance  of the twenty-fourth  section  of"  The
I Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868, " it is
hereby notified for  general information  that the
lands hereunder  described have been temporarily
reserved  for Recreation.
A. H. PALMER.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION-R0cRHAMPTON.
County of Livingstone, parish of Gracemere.
15 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Scrubby Creek.
at the crossing of a road four chains wide, and
bounded thence on the north by that road bearing
two hundred and seventy-one degrees three minutes
twenty-three chains and seventy-five links ; on the
south-west by a line bearing one hundred and
eighteen degrees fifty-three minutes twenty-seven
chains and eighteen links to Scrubby Creek ; and
on the east by that creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1873.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OP COMMISSIONERS.
TT is hereby notified for public information, that
j the Commissioners of Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates:-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane ,  on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh ,  the  first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office,  Ipswich ,  the  first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office ,  Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Offieei Warwick ,  on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby ,  on the  first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office,  Condamine ,  the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office,  Goondiwindi ,  the  first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office ,  Rockhampton,  oft  the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office ,  Gladstone ,  the third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of  every  alternate
month.
At the  Land Office,  St. Lawrence ,  on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE  BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the  Land Office ,  Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the  Land Office, Gympie ,  the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the  Land Office ,  Bundaberg ,  the first Tues.
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office ,  Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office ,  Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in February ,  1873 ,  and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office ,  Mackay ,  the second Thurs-
day in February ,  1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office ,  Townsvi lle ,  the second
Thursday in January ,  1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office ,  Cardwell, the second Wed.
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURxE.
At the Land Office, Norman River  Settle-
ment,  on the second Tuesday in every
third month.
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MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office,  Surat, on  the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in February, 1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LFicHHARDT  DISTRICT.
At the Land -Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from  time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of "  The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved and set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHOOL SITE,  C00MERA.
G'ounty of Ward, parish of  Coomera,
Coonnera, section 4.
16 acres 2 roods 20 perches.
town of
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by a street
bearing northerly twelve chains and twenty links ;
on the north by a street bearing easterly at right
angles  to a street  thirteen  chains and  sixty-three
links ; on the east by part of the west boundary
line of portion 264, bearing southerly parallel with
a street twelve chains and twenty links to a street;
and on the south by that street bearing westerly
thirteen chains and sixty-three links to the point of
commencement.
CEMETERY AT LEYBUBN.
County of Merivale, parish of Leyburn.
10  acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about north
sixty  degrees east , and distant 1,250 links from the
north-east corner of section No. 1, town of Leyburn,
and bounded thence on the west by a line bearing
north ten chains ; on the north by a line bearing
east ten chains ; on the east by a line bearing south
ten chains ; and on the south by a line bearing
west ten chains to the point of commencement.
CEMETERY AT CLEVELAND.
County of Stanley, parish of Cleveland, town of
Cleveland.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Wellington
and Coburg streets, and bounded thence on the
east by Wellington street bearing northerly ten
chains ; on  the north by Russell street bearing
westerly ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing
southerly parallel with Wellington street ten. chains
to Coburg street ; and on the south by Coburg
street bearing easterly ten chains to the point of
COmmenbement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd January, 1873.
IN pursuance  of the twenty -fourth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby noti fied for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC  PuaPosEs , GOODNA.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna.
27 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Reserve for Gravel Pits, and bounded thence on
the east by part of portion 292 and  a line bearin r
north eight chains and twenty links ; on the north
by part of portion 173 bearing west twenty-seven
chains and thirty links ; on the south-west by
portion 174 bearing two hundred and twenty
degrees thirty minutes thirteen chains and fifty
links; on the west by  a line bearing south one
chain and  fifty  links to the aforesaid  reserve ; on
the south-west and south- east  by that  reserve bear-
ing sixty-six degrees twenty-one minutes twenty-
four chains and forty-five links, and one hundred
and thirteen degrees thirty minutes fourteen chains
and eighty-seven links to the point  of commence-
ment.
Rusuavu von PUBLIC PURPosEs, GOODNA.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion  293.
81 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-west corner of portion 270, and bounded
thence on the south by portions 270 and 286 bear-
ing east twenty-eight chains and twenty links,
south five chains and five links,  and east eighteen
chains and sixteen links ; on the  east  by part of
portion 294 bearing north twenty- one chains and
forty-eight links to a  reserve ;  and on the north
and north-west by that reserve bearing two hun-
dred and ninety-three degrees thirty  minutes four-
teen chains and eighty-seven links, two hundred
and forty-six degrees twenty- one minutes  twenty-
four chains and forty-five links, and two hundred
and twenty degrees twenty minutes sixteen chains
and eighty-four links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1872.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands comprised in the accompanying
description, being part of the area resumed from
the North Toolburra Run, as proclaimed in the
Government Gazette  of the 30th November, 1872,
are temporarily reserved from selection.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
DESCRIPTION.
Commencing at the north -west  corner of pre-
emptive purchase No. 4, and bounded thence partly
on the west by a line  bearing  north forty-four
chains ; thence west two chains ; thence north
about twenty-two chains to a surveyed  line ; thence
on the north by that surveyed  line east about 142
chains ; thence by a line south to the north
boundary of pre-emptive purchase No. 15; thence
by
a lie
west about thirty-five chains  to the east-
ern boundary of portion 68; thence north to the
north-east corner of portion 68 ; thence  west about
103 chains to the starting point.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th December, 1872.
W Y HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of•' Vie  Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in  the Government
Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive  weeks : Notice is
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hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid the lands hereunder described will be per-
manently reserved for the purpose of a Lai.ding
Place.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR LANDING PLACE, MOUTH OF HER.
BERT RIVER.
County of Cardwell.
23 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of the Herbert
River about 122 chains north-westerly from a post
in Selection 65, at mouth of Enterprise Channel,
and bounded thence on the south-east by that
river downwards ; on the north-east by a mangrove
swamp north-westerly to an estuary ; on the north
by that estuary westerly to a mangrove swamp ;
and on  the south-west by that swamp south-easterly
to the point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th December, 1872.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of " The
11 11  Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described shall be
permanently reserved and set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOM PSON.
RECREATION RESERVE, ROMA.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Roma, portion  81A.
50 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
south-east corner of portion No. 80, and bounded
thence on the west by the east boundary of that
portion bearing north  2,537  links ; on the north by
a line bearing east fifteen chains ; thence by a line
bearing 127 degrees 34 minutes 1,533 links to a
road 150 links wide; on the south-east by that
road bearing 225 degrees  2,266 links to the first-
mentioned road; and on the south by that road
bearing west 1,096 links to the point of commence-
ment.
WATER RESERVE, BANANA.
County of Ferguson, parish of Banana, town of
Banana.
25 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of Bowen street
and Gregory street, and bounded thence on the
west by Bowen street bearing north ten chains ; on
the north by Scott street bearing east twenty-five
chains and seventy links; on the east by a
street bearing south ten chains ; and on the south
by Gregory street bearing west twenty-five chains
and seventy links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
I Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lends,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
T
HE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
shewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd November, 1871.
UNAUTHORISED OCCUPATION OF
CROWN LANDS.
PUBLIC NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified,  that persons erecting
buildings or other imp ro vements  on Crown
Lands, without authority ,  will not be  entitled to
any protection in the event of the land being sold
at auction or selected by lease  ;  and that in the case
of persons occupying town or suburban lands,
whether  surveyed or not ,  unless specially  autho rised
by this  Department ,  under the  hand of  the Minister,
the only  right conceded to them  will be that of
removing their improvements within two months
from date of sale , if they do  not become the
purchasers  of the land.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
PERSON S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance  and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS SEEKING SUITABLE SELEC-
TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS.
IMMIGRANTS or others who do not  possess
sufficient local  knowledge to enable them to
select land in suitable situations  without visiting
the ground  accompanied  by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that arrangements will be made, if induce-
ment offers , to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
may be indicated, to assist them in their search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to  select.
All persons requiring  assistance  of this nature
are requested  to advise this Department, in writing,
as to the localit they wish to settle  in, and also
forward a fee oten shillings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor, when, if a sufficient number
of persons  are found to join, the Government will
immediately undertake to organize one or more
parties.
In the event  of there being no party  despatched,
the fee of ten shillings  will be  returned ,  on applies.
Lion, to the person paying same.
J. MAT-BON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL  LEASES ACT OF  1869.11
rT is hereby notified that Applications under the
.1- provisions of the 41st section df "  The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869" for renewed  leases  for four.
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica.
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing
leases, as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th  September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 20th February, 1873.
WATERFORD FERRY, LOGAN RIVER.
TO BOATMEN.  FERRYMEN, &c.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office until
1 Four o 'clock p .m. on FRIDAY,  21st March,
FOR ,  the convenience of persons desirous to havelands, whet er surveyed or otherwise ,  brought
forward  for sale -by  auction ,  it is hereby notified
for general information, that instructions have been
issued to the Land Agents to open in their respec.
tive offices, a oook ,  in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration f the Minister
for Lands ,  when, if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in the next proclamation of sale.
J.  MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
WITH  the view  of facilitating  the transaction of
business  at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been  issued  to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every  possible assistance  is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for land or  seeking
information  on matters  connected with the working
of the Land Acts- even  to the extent of filling up
forms of application and transfers, &c., for  illiterate
persons, if there  is time  at the officer's disposal;
and that any Land Agent, or other officer, receiving
and appropriating fees for clerical assistance to his
own use, on the matter being reported, will be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however.  of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
nmissioner, and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
iudividual requiring the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary for Public Lands.
TO PARTIES  ABOUT TO  SEARCH FOR GOLD.
A INERS '  RIGHTS can be obtained from the
111 Srrv-yor- General ,  Survey Office Brisbane.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th February, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE BARRACKS , DALBY.
T
will be received at this Office, until
j Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 28th
March,  from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Police Barracks  at Dalby.
Tenders  to be endorsed  "  Tender for  Police Bar-
raeke at Dalby."
Plan,  Specification,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and furt her particulars obtained ,  at this  Office,
and at the Court House ,  Dalby.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender ,  as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ,  otherwise  the Tender  will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted,
WNW. KENRY WALSH,
from persons willing to contract for the Lease, for
a period of Three (3) years, of the following Public
Ferry, viz. :-Waterford Ferry, Logan River.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Wate)ford
Ferry."
Conditions of Lease, and Regulations for working
the Ferry, can be seen on application at the Clerk
of Petty Sessions' Office, Beenleigh, or at this
Office.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute and deliver at the Office of the Civil Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty in a penal sum of such amount as may be
hereafter determined upon, for securing such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM.HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 19th July,
1872, folio 1072,  Government Gazette,  rela-
tive to a Road through Rd. Savage's Homestead
Selection on Murphy's Creek, parish of Taylor,
and no objections having been received to the
same : Notice is hereby  given , in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at  the Office of the Surveyor- General, Bris-
bane, and the Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all
persons intending to claim compensation in respect
of the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must  be served  upon  the Colonial  Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof,  in such manner
and form  as are  provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed from  such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
72-3199
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  21st February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference  to the Notice dated 3rd Feb-
ruary,  1871,  folio 161,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road from ,  Allora
to the Town Commonage ,  through pre -emptives 19
and 29, parish of Goomburra ,  county of Merivale,
and no objections having been received to the same:
Notice is hereby given ,  in accordance  with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11 , that His Excellency the
Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the  Surveyor-General ,  Brisbane ,  and the
Police Office,  Warwick; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded  that  notice must be served
upon the colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof ,  in such manner and form as are
provided  in the sixth section of the Act above
referred  to, or they  will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
72.3305,
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH,
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 19th July,
1872, folios 1072 and 1073,  Government
Gazette,  relative toReserved Road through portions
322, 2s, 291, 290, 295, 217, 226, 219, and 286, and
of several branch roads on Murphy's Creek, parish
of Taylor, and no objections having been received
to the  same:  Notice is hereby given, in accordance
with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the
said portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the office of the Surveyer-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Too-
woomba; and all persons intending to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
72-3199.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice, issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 26th July,
1872, folio 1107,  Government Gazette,  relative to the
opening of a New Road leading from Kedron
Brook, through selections on the Upper South Pine
River, parishes of Bunya and Warner, and no
objections having been received to the same :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Brisbane; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-414-W.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE. -
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 19th July,
1872, folio 1072,  Government Gazette,  rela-
tide to the opening of a New Road from Murphy's
Creek  to Flagstone Creek, parish of Taylor, and no
objections having been received to the same : Notice
is hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons intending to
claim  compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
72-3199.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 11th  February, 187 3.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference  to the Notice,  dated 11thOctober, 1872,  folio 1651 ,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening  of a New Road  as a Branch
Road from Ipswich and  Upper  Logan Road to
Coochin Coochin Station, and to which no objection
has been received  :  Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William  IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor , with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open
and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and the
Police Office,  Ipswich-;  and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said
road ,  are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary ,  within forty
days from the date hereof; in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore.
closed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
72-3437.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice, dated 6thDecember, 1872, folio 2013,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a New Road
from Ipswich to the Upper Logan,  vid  Dugandan,
and to which no objection has been received :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the
Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of
road; and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are provided
in the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
72-4060-W.
Department, of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 13th
December, 1872, folio 2074,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road leading
to the Wharf Reserve, Hotham River, and no ob-
jections having been received to the same: Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No.11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient o open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Beenleigh ; and all persons intending to claim oom-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby re-
minded that notice must be served upon the Colonial
Secretary, within forty days from the date hereof;
in such manner and form as are provided in the
sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they
will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-49-W.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  11th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
Y FJ
ITH reference to the Notice, issued from
. the Public Works Department ,  dated ' 11th
October, 1872 ,  folio 1651,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road from
Brisbane towards  West Milton,  and no objections
having been received to the same :  Notice is
hereby given,  in accordance with the Act 4
William  IV., No.  11, that His Exce ll ency the
Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road,  are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-114-W.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.WITH reference to thNotice, ssued from
the Public Works Department, dated 2nd
August, 1872, folio 1163,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road leading from
Warwick to Goondiwindi, vid Leyburn, and no
objections having been received to the same: Notice
is hereby given, in accordancewith the Act 4William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Goondi-
windi; and all persons intending to claim compensation
in respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such man-
ner and form  as are  provided in the sixth section of
the Act above referred to, or they will be forever
foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-539-W.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 20th
November, 1872, folio 1967,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a New Road
from Pratten towards the Allora Railway Station,
parish of North'Toolburra, and no objections having
been received to same : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to con-
firm the said portion of road ;  and it is  therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General,  Brisbane , and the Police Office, Warwick ;
and all persons  intending  to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice  must  be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and  form as are  provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from  such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-268.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1873.
IT is notified for general information that Mr.
KARL THEODOR STAIGER has been appointed
Analytical Chemist at the Laboratory to be
attached to the Brisbane Museum, and that, as
soon as practicable, a scale of fees to cover the
expenses incidental to assaying and reporting upon
earths, rocks, fossils, minerals, &c., will be duly
published. In the meanwhile, contributions of
animals, birds, minerals, shells, &c., to enlarge the
present collection at the temporary museum, are
respectfully solicited, and when forwarded from
distant places, and with the consent of the Curator,
cost of transit will be defrayed by Government.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 13th February, 1873.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
GOODS CLASSIFICATION.
i OTICE is hereby given, that on and after the
.L  17th instant, the Note at the foot of Agri-
cultural Class, Southern and Western Railway,
Goods Classification, viz., " Articles marked
thus-Minimum weight, 2 tons,' " will be altered
to read thus-" Articles marked thus, `Minimum
weight, 10 cwt.' ; and carried at the convenience
of the Department. "
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The 'treasury,
Queensland, 27th February, 1873.
T 1HE following Notice to Mariners is published
1 for general information.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
CHANGE IN LIGHT AT THE BIRD ISLANDS,
CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a fixed White Light
of the Third Class, Dioptric, will be substituted
for the present Double Lights at the Bird Islands
early in the year 1873, of which further notice,
with Sailing Directions prepared by Mr. Skead,
the Harbour Master at Port Elizabeth, will be
published, when the precise date of change is known.
M. R. ROBINSON,
Chief Inspector of Public Works.
Public Works Department,
Cape of Good Hope, 1st November, 1872.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th February, 1873.THE following Notice to Mariners is published
for general information.
JOSHUA. P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
(.'i•om the Western Australian Government Gazette,
18th June,  1872.)
WESTERN AUSTRALIA.
NOTICE TO  MARINERS.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Perth, 15th June, 1872.
THE following Notification is published for the
information of Masters of Vessels and the public
generally.
MALCOLM FRASER,
Surveyor -General.
BUNBURY LIGHTHOUSE.
The true  bearing of  Bunbury lighthouse from
Cape Naturaliste is 64°  28' East  of North. The
height of the light above ordinary high water mark
is 117 feet ;  and supposing  the eye to be 15 feet
above sea  level, it may be visible for about fifteen
and a-half nautical miles.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 14th February, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that the Public Accounts of the past
year (1872) shall be finally closed on the 31st
proximo.
All claims against the several Departments on
account of the year in question  are to  be rendered
to the proper officers,  in time  to enable the Vouchers
to be examined and paid before that date.
By Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANG.
B
RANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana,  Beenleigh, Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Ipswich,
Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marlborough,
Maryborough, Milchester, Mount Perry, Murphy's
Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office (Brisbane),
Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St.
George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per  cent . per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200. the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits- can be made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane , 25th February, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
SPRINGSURE TO TAMBO.
TENDERS will be received at the office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until  noon on  MONDAY, the 28th day of
April next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and
insulators, and for all workmanship necessary for the
erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications appended hereto.
From Springsure to Tambo, a distance of one
hundred and forty (140) miles, more or less.
The insulators and wire to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor at
Brisbane, about three months after the notification
of the acceptance of the tender.
Tenders  must state  separately-
1. Price per mile for clearing and timber work.
2. Price each for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price per foot for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price per mile for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
The whole contract to be completed, and ha:,ded
over to the Government, within  nine  (9) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender,
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be  made  monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed  to inspect  the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report, and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final
payment shall be made, of rejecting and condemn-
ing any  of the work  or materials  in respect of
which such report  and payments  may have been
made . The total  balance will  be paid when the
entire contract shall have  been completed to the
satisfaction  of the  Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing  a bond indemnifying
the Government  against any claims  for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor, and
providing for any claims being paid by the Super-
intendent from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise settled. .
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences, or other
property, caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums of money which may be due to the
contractor, together with all materials and imple-
ments in his possession on the ground,  and all sums
of money, whether  named  in the bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered  as ascertained damages
for breach of contract. Attached to each Tender
there must be a  memorandum  signed by the party
tendering, and two  responsible persons as sureties,
agreeing  to be answerable for the due performance
of the contract within the time stipulated, in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and under-
taking in  that event, that they will severally exe-
cute and deliver at the office of the Crown Solicitor,
in Brisbane , within ten (10) days from the notifica-
tion of the  acceptance  of the Tender, a Bond to
Her Majesty  in a sum equal  to twenty (20) per
cent. on the  amount  of the Tender.
The Government  -does not  bind itself to accept
the lowest  or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the  inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle track, of not  less than  eight (8) feet in
width, to be left open within the clearing. Any
branches overhanging from trees beyond the dis-
tance mentioned, which, in the judgment of the
inspecting officer, might endanger the-line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In eases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings, of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted
gum or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the
bark removed, not less than nine (9) inches in
diameter at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5)
inches in diaieter at the top, and twenty-five (25)
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feet in length ; to be carefully and thoroughly
charred, from the base upwards, over a space of
six  (6)  feet, and well coated with the best coal tar ;
the top to be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its
extremity with good hoop  iron , of not less than one
(1) inch  wide.  The top of each pole to be served
with a thick coating of white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles, or other places where required,
struts , or supports of wood, to be supplied, and
fixed as  directed.
Insulating pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of s lit ironbark, according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be  not less than  one inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two posts shall not exceed two (2)
feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed, and
the wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to  inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
THOS . L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane,  25th February, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
ROMA TO CHARLEVILLE.
T
r ENDERS will be received at the office of
 the  Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon, on MONDAY, the 28th clay
of April next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply  of all material , except wire and
insulators , and for all workmanship necessary for
the erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications appended hereto.
From Roma  to Charleville , a distance of one
hundred and ninety (190) miles ,  more or less.
The wire  and insulators  to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor at
Brisbane, about three months after the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender.
Tenders must state separately:-
1. Price per mile for clearing and timber work.
2. Price each for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price per foot for extra-length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price per mile for affixing  insulators and
stretching wire.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government, within ten (10) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstanding
such report and payment on account, the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other officer
appointed by him in that behalf, shall have full
power at any time afterwards, before final payment
shall be made, of rejecting and condemning any of
the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  `  Tlie Electric Telegraph dot "  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor, and
providing for any claims being paid by the Superin.
tendent from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise settled.
The contractor  will be  responsible for all  claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property, caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
uteut, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums of money which may be due to the
contractor, together with all materials and imple-
ments in his possession  on the ground, and all sums
of money, whether named in the bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
hall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be consideredas ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agree in g to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the  time stipulated , in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking, in
that event, that they will  severally execute and
deliver at the office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her
Majesty in  a sum  equal to twenty (20) per cent. on
the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle track, of not less than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing. Any branches
overhanging from trees beyond the distance men-
tioned, which, in the judgment of the inspecting
officer, might endanger the line, to be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track. Poles
to be heavy straight saplings, of the best description
of approved hardwood (no spotted gam or Moreton
Bay ash being allowed), with the bark removed, not
less than nine (9) inches in diameter at five (5)
feet from the butt, and  five (5)  inches in diameter
at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to
be carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over a ssiace of six (G)  feet,  and well
coated with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly
bound at one  (1) inch  from its extremity with good
hoop iron, of not less than one (1) inch wide. The
top of each pole to be served  with a  thick coating
of white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5)  feet in the ground ,  placed in a  perpen-
dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth.  At  angles ,  or other  places where required,
struts , or supports of wood, to be supplied, and
fixed  as directed.
Insulating pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark, according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
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to be not less than one inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two posts shall not exceed two
(2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the bust quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster-General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th February, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information,
that a Money Order Office will be established
at Milchester ,  on the 1st April next.
THOS.  L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane ,  20th  February, 1873.
REDUCTION OF POSTAGE ON LETTERS
FROM QUEENSLAND TO VICTORIA.
TT IS,  Excellency the Governor directs it to be
11 notified  for general information ,  that arrange-
ments have been made under which the rates of
postage on letters from Queensland to Victoria will,
on and after the 1st March next, be reduced to the
following
By  Sea.-Threepence  (3d.) per half ounce.
Overland.-Fourpence  (4d.) per half ounce, to
consist of the following stamps ,  viz., Queensland
twopence  (2d.), New South Wales twopence (2d.)
THOS.  L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  26th February, 1873.
R ETURN of  all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates ,  at Tennin-
gering, from the 1st day  of July, 1872,  to the 31st
day of December ,  1872 ,  both inclusive.
A. H. PALMER,
Colonial Secretary.
Applicant' s Name. Description ofLicense.
Whether Amountgranted or
of  Fee.
refused.
John MacNamar
Wm. Wakefield
John Williams
John Lyndie
J. A. Brown
Wm. Crabb
John Heiner
George Butcher
Wilfred Teal
John Thomas
Oliver Getharley
Thos. Steward
'James Peckham
Wm. Savorn
Micl. Moran
John Hartinanschaff ..,
Arek Dame
Hans Kosson
Stephen Hilliar
Nelse Massan
Charles Lode
Fred. Kinkel
F. W. Steine
J. P. Curian
General ...
v
,f
Hardwood
„
General ..,
„
Hardwood
... General ..
Granted 2
11
11
„
„James 'Shekleton
A. Shekleton Hardwood
Fred. Norman . G cueral ...
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1873.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Charleville, from the 1st day of July, 1872, to the
31st day of December, 1872, both inclusive.
A. H. PALMER,
Colonial Secretary.
Description of WhetherApplicant' s Name. License. granted orrefused.
Amount
of Fee.
N. Nolan and J. Gardner General ... Granted 1
Thomas Marrett ... Hardwood... 1
Charles Crouch,  senior... 1
junior,..Charles Crouch, 1.
Henry Neil .. 1
Henry Duffy 1
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1873.
N
OTICE is hereby given that I intend, in
conformity with the provisions of the 117th
section of  " The Real Property Act of  1861," on
or after the 15th day of March instant, to  issue in
the name of Edward Turner, of Maryborough,
bricklayer, a Provisional Certificate of Title for
37' perches, being subdivision 35 of section 140,
situated in the county of March, and parish of
Maryborough ; and more particularly described in
the Register Book, vol. 122, folio 171, the original
certificate of title having been lost.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
TIDAL SIGNALS, CLEVELAND BAY.
ON and after the 1st March, the following Tidal
Signals will be exhibited from the Flag-staff
near  the mouth of Ross Creek, when vessels require
to cross the Bar during the night.
Depth of
water on
Bar.
Signals.
Ft. I n.
6 0 Red Light
6 6 Green Light
7 0 Red Light over White
7 6 Red Light under White
8 0 Green Light over White
8 6 Green Light under White
9 0 Red Light over Green
9 6 Red Light under Green
10 0 Two Red Lights Vertical
10 6 Two Green Lights Vertical
11 0 Two Red Lights Horizontal
11 6 Two Green Lights Horizontal
12 0 Red and Green Lights Horizontal
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane ,  18th February, 1873.
REVISING THE JURY LIST.
N OTICE is hereby given,  that a Special Court
of Petty Sessions ,  for revising the Jury List
for the Northern District Court at Clermont, for
the year 1873 ,  will be holden at the Court House,
Clermont, on  SATURDAY,  the 12th day of April
next.
All Justices residing within forty miles of the
Court are required to attend, under the Act
31 Vic., No. 34.
WM. CAVE,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court I-louse, Clermont,
9th February, 1873.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th February, 1873.
j T is  hereby notified  for general information ,  that application under  the 27th  section of  " 27te Crown
1 Lands Alieru ition  Act of  1868  " (31 Victoria ,  No. 46),  has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads  ;  and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation.  Parish. Area.
1 George  King  .., ...  Road separating portions 23, 37, and
38, from portions 22 and 39, and a
reserve on Gowrie Creek ... ... Isaac ,., ... 40 1 23
2 George King
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  13th February, 1873.
IT is  hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868  " (31 Victoria ,  No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing ,  within two months from this date.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Road separating portions 16, 17, and
43, from portion 44, and Gowrie
pre-emptive purchase No. 2, and a
reserve on Gowrie Creek  ... ...  Isaac
A. B. P.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. a. P.
1 P. Thomson Roads separating portions 13 ,  14, 15 ,  Wivenhoe  7 1 16
2 Pollet Cardew ...
and 16
Road separating portion 2 from por- Purga  1 2 0
3 W. M. Davidson ...
tion 4
Road separating portions 36 and 37 Tinana  3 3 18
from portions 38 and 39
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice ,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
I provisions of "  The Real Property Act  of 1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of  Applicant. Date within which a  caveat
may be lodged.
9- perches ,  being re-subdivision A of subdivision 26, of Anne Raton ... ... ... 25th March, 1873.
eastern suburban allotment 87 ,  parish of North
Brisbane ,  county of Stanley
11; perches ,  being subdivision 6 of easte rn  suburban James  Francis Doyle ... Ditto.
allotment 10, parish of South Brisbane ,  at Kangaroo
Point, county of Stanley
1 rood, being allotment 18 of section 103, parish and Wm. Henry Walsh,., ... let April, 1873.
town  of Maryborough ,  county of March
TIME TABLE.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1872.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-On and,"after MONDAY, 9th September, 1872, the following Time Table  will come into operation  until further notice.
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
UP TRAINS. ffiLZ-. DOWN TRAINS.
STATIO\8.
trim I Too-jyrwicL, wocmba. No.1,Goods.
-I
No. 2,
Mixed.
No. 3,
Mixed.
I No.4, No.5,
Goods. Mixed.
No. 8,
Mixed.
STATIONS.
From From
Dalby. Warwick.
No.1,
Goods.
No.2, No.3,
Mixed.  Mixed.
No. 4, No. 5.
Mixed.  Goods.
No. 8
Mixed.
A.M A.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. A.M. A.M. A.M. A.M. A.M. P.M.
Ipswich ... 10•b 4.40 Dalby ... ... 8.40 .,.
8 Walloon ... 10.28 *58 3 Blaxland's Siding ... ...
4 12 Rosewood A A A 16 ,., Bowenvillo ...
18 Western Creek A A A 24 ... Jondaryan ... ... 9-58 ...
21 G d he ter arrive
*11.8 5.47 33 .., Oakey Creek ... ... ... 10.30 ... ...
ran sc
Cdepart 11.12 5.51 40 Gowrie A
26 .., Victoria Tunnel A A A 45 ... Gowrie Junction ... arrive ... ...
29 Laidley 11.49 628
38 ... Gatton .,, 12.18 6.57 ... Warwick ... 8.5 ... ,.. 5.5
arrive 12.53 ... 7.32 Lyndhurst Road ... A A ... A49 Helidon ... { depart 1.8 7.47 ... 12 Allora ... ,.. 8.45 ... ...
.
6.45
*6.23
5 arrive *1.48 Clifton ... .,.
22 ... ...9
69
69
Murphy's Creek
Highfielde!
1 depart *8.30
9.22
1.52
2.44
.,. 2.7 ... 8.27
2.59 ... 9119
... 25 King's Creek ... ...
... 34
 Emu Creek Siding ... ...
...
...
9.32 ... ... 6.33
, ...
arrive 10.10 3.32 3.47 10.7 ... 41 Cambooya .. ... ... 10-25 7 26 t..i
7s Toowoomba ... depart 4.5 10.50 ... 3.55 ... ... 49  Westbrook Crossing ... ... ... A A ... A O
.35$ th GM ' B B ... ...... ... ... 52; For Williams' Camp A A A2
85 7
es aa oney
Gowrie Junction . arrive *11.16
...
.., ...
I
58
...
Gowrie Junction ... arrive ...
...
..
50.45 hM ' G B Bate ... ...a oney s ...
85 7 Gowrie Junction ... depart *11.25 4.20
* * .90$ 121 For Williams' Camp ,,.
: I
A A Gowrie Junction .depart ... 11.16 ...11.25 268
94  16 Westbrook Crossing... ... ... I A A 52 65 arriveToowoomba 1. . 11.65 11.44124 115.5 .8.56102  24 Cambooya ,., 12.25 520 ... depart 6 30 0 06
109  31 Emu Creek Siding
...
•..
...
,.. ,,, A A 61 Highfielde ... 7.40 12.64 12.40 ...
118  40 Kin 's Creek 1.18 6.13 ! arrive 8'10 1.44 1.30 ...g ...
120  42 Clifton ...
...
...
...
...
,,.
... 1.28 *6.23 71 Murphy's Creek l depart *8.30 *1.48 ... ...
131  53 A ll ora
2
7.0 arrive 9.10 2.28 ... ...
..
140  62 Lyndhurst Road
...
,..
...
... ... A A
81
 ,., I Helidon ... {depart 9.25 2.43 ..,
143  65 Warwick ... 2.45 7.40 92  ... Gatton ,.. 10.0 ... 3.18 ...
101
 .,, Laidley 10.29 3.47 ...
86  Gowrie Junction ... depart 4.30 ... 105  ... Victoria Tunnel A A
90  Gowrie arrive 114 4 *22...
Oakey Creek97
... ...
5.8 ... 109 ...
I
Grandchester depart *11.8 ,,, 4.26
... ,..
Jondaryan ...106
 .
5.38 ... 112 ... Western Creek ... .. i ... A A
..
114  ,.. Bowenville .. ... ... 118 ,,. Rosewood ,.. A ,.,
127
 .,, Blaxland's Siding ,•. ... A ... 122 Walloon ... 11.49 ...  *5-8
130
 ... Dalby ... ... ... 6.50 130 Ipswich ,,, 12.17 ... 5.36 1
I
* Trains meet here.
All Day Tickets issued. on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
NoTE.-The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those placed can
.nly  do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they join the Train to tke place at which they propose to alight.
(13.) The Nos. 2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down Trains only, will, for the present, stop at this Crossing, subject to the foregoing regulation.
Goods Trains will  be run when necessary.
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TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
I Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Week  ending 22nd  February ,  1873 ,.. 373 14 0 1,58716 5 61 12 11 2,013 2 4
Corresponding  week last year... ... 295 3 0 1,071 8 0 36 5 6 1,402 16 6
Increase
Decrease
78 11 0 516 7 5 15 7 5 610 6 10
EDWD. DEIGHTON,
Pro  Commissioner for Ra ilways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
G
REAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after  MONDAY, the  14th instant,  the following Time
Table will come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Ra ilways.
Miles f ro m
Rock-
hampton.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Stations Up Train,Mixed.
a.m.
11.0
11.24
12. 0
A
1. 0
I Miles
from West- Stations. Down TrainMixed.
P.M.
Westwood  ... ... ...  3.30
6 Rosewood  Crossing  ,,, .,.  A
15 Stanwell ... ... ... 4.30
24 Gracemere  .., .,, ,..  6. 6
30 Rockhampton  ... ... ...  6.30
Rockhampton ,..
6 Graeemere
16 Stanwe ll
24 Rosewood Crossing
30 Westwood ...
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 24th February, 1873.
1HE following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure of the Maryborough General Cemetery, for the
year ending the 31st day of December, 1872, is published for general information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE Of the MARYBOROUGH GENERAL CEMETERY,  for the
year ending the 31st day of December, 1872.
Dr.
1872.  £ s. d.
January 1.-To credit balance ... ... 14 4 1
Government grant  ...  .. 200 0 0
Fees-Interments and labels 121 3 0
„ Monuments , &c. ... 2 2 6
Police Court fine-Infringe-
ment of regulations ... 1 0 0
£838 9 7 2338 9 7
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Maryborough General Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the appended Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure for the year ending the 31st day of
December ,  1872 ,  is correct ;  and we make this solemn declaration  conscientiously believing  the same to be
true, and by virtue of the provisions of  " The Oaths Act of  1867."
ROBT. TRAVIS.
H. MACDERMOTT.
GEORGE HORSBURGH.
Declared  and signed  before me this 8th day of February, 1873.
C. WILLIAM WEBER.
H. PALMER, J.P.
Cr.
1872.  £ s. d.
By Clearing account, new cemetery ... ... 65 5 0
Promissory note retired ... ... 60 0 0
„ Sexton's fees for interments  ... ...  42 17 0
„ Advance on contract for cottage at new
cemetery ... ... ... ... 30 0 0
Secretary's salary ... ... ... ... 29 3 6
Iron labels ... ... ... 15 5 9
„ Denominational division of new cemetery 12 10 0
Discount and stamp on promissory note 1 17 8
„ Balance of fencing account  ... ...  1 13 4
Printing and advertising ... ... ... 1 9 0
„ Deed box ... ... ... ... ... 1 5 0
Attorney's Police Court fee ... ... 1 1 0
Coffin bier ... ... ... ... ... 0 16 0
Petty cash ... ... ...  1 10 6
December 31.
By balance in Bank and hand  ... ...  93 15 11
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 24th February, 1873.
T
HE following Abstract of Receipts  and Disbursements  by the Trustees of the Ipswich General
Cemetery, for the year 1872, is hereby published for general information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT of RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS by the TRUSTEES of the IPswICH GENERAL CEMETERY,
for the year 1872.
RECEIPTS. DISBURSEMENTS.
1872. £ s. d. 1872. £ s. d.
To Balance on hand as per last Statement  ...
C
23 19 4 By Shrubs ,  ornamental and shade trees ... 27 3 2
emetery receipts for Interments , &c. ... 196 4 0 „ Planting  same  ... ... ... ... 20 3 11
Grant from Government  ... ... 50 0 0  „  Formation of new roads ... .... ... 19 8 6
Printing and advertising  ... ... ... 2 7 6
Sexton  ... ... ... ... ... 83 15 0
Secretary ... ... ... ... ... 35 2 6
Stamps and stationery ... 0 7 6
Gravel for  roads  ... ... ... ... 1 12 0
Timber  ... ... ... ... ... 1 18 4
„ Trolly ... ... ... ... ... 6 19 7
Cartage on trees, &c. ... ... ... 0 9 0
„ Cash in bank  ... ... ... ... 69 3 4
„ Cash in hand  ... ... ... ... 1 13 0
£270 3 4 £ 270 3 4
Ipswich, 17th February, 1873.
WM. HENDREN, Secretary.
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Ipswich General Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely declare
that the Accounts, as per Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure of the above Cemetery, for the year
ended 31st December, 1872, is correct; and we make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the
same  to be true, and by virtue of "  The Oaths Act  of 1867."
Declared  and signed  before me, at Ipswich, this 17th
day of February, 1873.
JAMES FOOTE, J.P.
SAML. SHENTON,
CHRISTR. GORRY,
ITRUSTEES.F. W. CURNOWGEO. if. WILSON,
GUSTAV WEISE, J
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th February, 1873.
T
HE  following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure of the Rockhampton Cemetery, for the year
ended 31st December, 1872, is hereby published for general information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
ABSTRACT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the ROCKHAMPTON CEMETERY,  for the year ended 31st
December , 1872.
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d.
1st January to 31st Decem ber, 1872-
Balance in hand ,  1st January ,  1872 28 18 11
Cash received for interments and ground
for family vaults, &c. ... ... ... 177 12 6
£206 11 5
EXPENDITURE.
£s.d.
1st January to 31st December, 1872-
.Cash paid to Sexton, W. H. Smith, to 31st
December, 1872 ... .. ... 117 0 0
Cash paid to Secretary, T. O'Kane, to 31st
December, 1872 ... ... ... ... 20 0 0
Improvements, printing, stationery, and
sundries ... ... ... ... ... 21 16 9
Balance ... ... ... ... ... 47 14 8
let Jannary, 1873-
Balance  in hand  ... ... ... ... 47 14 8
£206 11 5
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Rockhampton Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely declare
that the appended Abstract of the Receipts and Expenditure of the Rockhampton Cemetery, for the year
ended 31st December, 1872, is correct; and we make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the
same to be true , and by virtue of the provisions of "  The Oaths Act of  1867."
ALEX. GRANT,
CHARLES PYBUS,  TRUSTEES.
JOHN FERGUSON,
Examined and found  correct,
28th January, 1873.
WM. G. JACKSON,
Auditor.
Witness to Signatures :
ALBRECHT  FREZ, J.P.
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N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, section 173,  it is  notified that theI under-mentioned Deeds of Assignment hav  been registered in this Office:-
No. Date  of Deed. Names and Description of Parties. Nature and Effect of Deed. Date of
Registration.
220
1Li7s. !
14th Feb- Isaac Barnard Davis, and Henry Harris,
rnary. trading at Warwick and Stanthorpe, in
the Colony of Queensland, as merchants,
I under the name, style, or firm of " Davis,
Harris, and Co," of the first part ; Robert
Mater Stewart, of Brisbane, in the said
Colony of Queensland, merchant, and
Henry Prince, of Sydney, in the Colony I
of New South Wales, merchant, of the
second part ; all the joint creditors of
the said firm of Davis, Harris, and Co.,
of the third part; all  the separate
creditors of the said Isaac Barnard
Davis, of the fourth art ; and all the
separate  creditors ofp the said Henry
Harris, of the fifth part.
221 27th Feb- Arthur Macalister, of Ipswich, in the
ruary.
firColony ofst
part ; Alexander Arsolicitor, of the
cher, of Bris-
bane, in the sai  colony, Inspector in
the said  colony of the Corporation of
the Bank of  New South Wales, and
the Honorable James Taylor, of Too-
woomba ,  in the said  colony, grazier, of
the second  part ; and the several persons
and bodies  corporate ,  whose  names and
seals are  hereunto subscribed and affixed,
being respectively creditors either in
their own right, or in co-partnership, or
attorneys or agents of creditors of the
said Arthur  Macalister , and all other the
creditors  of the said Arthur Macalister,
of the third part.
Deed of Assignment by the
said Isaac  Barnard Davis
and Henry Harris, to the
said trustees, of all and
singular  the. real and per-
sonal estate, property, and
effects, whatsoever and
wheresoever, of them, the
said assignors, upon the
trusts, and to and for the
ends, intents, and purposes
in the said Deed of Assign-
ment expressed and de-
clared of and concerning
the same.
Deed of Assignment and
Release, whereby the said
Arthur, Macalister, the
debtor, grants and  assigns
unto the said Alexander
Archer and James Taylor,
their heirs, executors, ad-
ministrators , and assigns,
all the real and personal
property, credits, and
effects, whatsover and
wheresoever, and whether
legal or equitable of him,
the debtor (except such
parts of the said personal
property as are of a lease-
hold tenure, or consist of
the household furniture or
wearing apparel of himself
or his family), in trust for
the benefit of the creditors
of the said Arthur Mac-
alister.
Lodged in the
Office of the
Registrar of the
Supreme Court
of Queensland,
on Tuesday, the
twenty-fifth day
of February,
A.D. 1873, at
three o'clock in
the afternoon.
Entered and re-
gistered same
day.
Lodged in the
Office of the
Registrar of the
Supreme Court
of Queensland,
on Thursday,
the twenty-
seventh day of
February, A.D.
1873, at half-
past twelve
o'clock in the
forenoon. En-
tered and regis-
tered same day.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 28th February, 1873.
No.2.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY, 1873.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, are requested to
give the correct number of the page on which they may have observed their Names, as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission; and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent  an unnecessary transmission  of Letters.
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster -General.
NOTE.-The  DEAD LETTER BRAxca of the General Post  Office  is opened for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.m. to Four p.m.: on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
A. 25 Alston Alexander, Charters Towers a (4)
1 ABRAM J., Margaret street c 26 Ambling J., Mar borough c
2 Ackerley  Samuel , Brisbane o c 27 Anders Francis, Ravenswood c (3)
3 Affleck G., Logan Vale o c 28 Andersson A. H.. Gympie f
4 Ah Ching, Cadargah s 29 Andersson Carl Edvin, Ravenswood c
5 Ah Chow (gardener), Gayndah s 30 Anderson F. F., Don River c
6 Ah Foo, Lornands c 31 Andersen Martin, Rockhampton o
7 Ah Fung (gardener), Yandilla c 32 Andersen Peter,  Brisbane s
8 Ainger Edward, Gympie u k 33 Angus W., Maryborough c
9 Aitken William,  Brisbane s 34 Anthony Wm., Charters Towers c
10 Albreit F. (potter), Lutwyche c 35 Ap'ohn -, Stanthorpe c
11 Alderson Henry, Charters Towers m 36 Aplyn D., Stanthorpe c
12 Aldis E. C., Cardwell c (2) 37 Armstrong Thomas, Brisbane u k
13 Alexander John, Charters Towers c 38 Arthurs -, Logan road c
14 Alexander Marcus, Townsville s 39 Arwan William, Rocky Waterholes c
15 Alford C. G., Maryborough e 40 Ash Thomas, Charters Towers s (2)
16 Allan George, Charters Towers s (2) 41 Ashbury Albert, Walloon o
17 Allanson H., Brisbane u k e_2 Ashford C. H., Townsville s
18 Allen W. Fred., Charters Towers n z 43 Atkins Mrs., Oxley c
19 Alles James, Townsville s 44 Attwell Harry, Charters Towers s
20 Alleyne Henry, Townsville m 45 Austin Wm. Honey, Brisbane u k
21 Allis James, Townsville s B.
22 Allsopp A. R., Rockhampton o 1 BACKER Henry, Bowen e
23 Allan William, Westwood c 2 Bager Hans, Charters Towers s
24 Allum G., Maryborough e 3 Bailey Reuben, Charters Towers c
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Bain John ,  Brisbane  it  k
Bakem Wm., Charters Towers e
Baker Mrs., Stanthorpe c
Baker Alfred. Brisbane n k
Baker John, Brucedale o
Ba ll ard  G. T., Bundaberg u k
Baillie Alexr., Charters Towers e
Bannon  -,  Charters Towers t.
Bare John, Rockhampton c
Barlow John, Gympie u k
Barnes  Edwd., Stauthorpe c
Barnes Edward ,  Charters Towers e
Barnett Catherine ,  Ipswich o c
Barrett Samuel, Toowoomba c
Barron  Henry,  Charters Towers c '
Barrowman William, Charters  Towers c
Barry Martin ,  Brisbane p o
Barry William, Stanthorpe c
Bartlat Mrs., Ipswich c
Barton William, Gilberton c
Bateman G. H., Charters Towers a
Bates  William (carrier ), Roma c
Batten James, Charters Towers c
Batten John , Walloon u k
Beck H .  W., Brisbane s
Beer  J., Lake's Creek c
Beh Gottlieb, Townsville o e
Behen Michael, Townsville m
Be ll  James , Dalby c (2)
Bence  W., Bundaberg s
Benda H .,  Charters  T owers c
Bene  John, Rocky Waterholes n k
Benke Conrad, Ravenswood s
Bennett A .,  Elizabeth stre et c
Benson Thomas ,  Charters Towers s
Bentley Thomas, Toowoomba e
Berrey Jane ,  Ravenswood c
Bewglas Miss Emily, Brisbane u k (2)
Billiard -, Ma borough c
Bimrose  Richard, Townsville c (2)
Bing, Harris , & Co., Brisbane u k (2)
Bias Job, Ravenswood c
B'ornebye B., Charters Towers n z
Blackman Wm., Gayandah o
Blake  J. G., Rockhampton  c
Bliss John ,  Charters Towers c
Bloomfield  -,  Nanango c
Bock Miss Catherine ,  Bundaberg e
Boisen Niels Peder, Rockhampton f
Boland Michael, Charters Towers c (2)
Bolger James ,  Brisbane c
Boon Mrs. D., Brisbane o
Booth Win., Charters Towers m
Boreham W .,  Dangalgal c
Berton and Cox, Banana c
Bourke Edmond ,  One-mile c
Bowden Evelyn, Charters Towers e
Bowden J. (carrier), Townsville c
Bowe Thomas, Gympie c
Bower - ,  Mary street c
Bowman F. M., Stanthorpe c
Boyd Reginald B., Miriam Vale e
Boys Mrs. Esther ,  Brisbane o
Braaten Ole Hansen, Townsville f
Bradford C., Brisbane u k (2)
Bradford G., Brisbane u k
Bradford G. B., Yandilla f
Bradburst George, Townsville s
Bradley Denis, Felton e
Bradley Joseph, Weranga o
Bradshaw -, Kedron Brook c
Bragg  David, Charters Towers c
Braham John, Charters Towers c
Braidwood Samuel, Ravenswood c
Brannan Janies or Stewart, Ravenswood u k
Bremen H. von, Charters Towers s
Brennan Eugene , Five-mile Water c
Brennan  Mrs. T., Five-mild Water c
Brenstedt Frederick, Gayndah o
Brereton  T. A., Warwick s
B re win  Richard, Charters Towers e
Brien E ., Solworth c
Brien Mrs. Sally, Brisbane o c
Briggs  Mrs. Mary Ann, Brisbane u k
Brimblecomb James, Brookfield e
Brimelow James, Townsville c
Brodie -, Mary street c
Brodie Wm .,  Brisbane 0
92 Brokman F., Maryborough e
93 Broman John, Elizabeth street c
94 Brooks George C., Brisbane s
95 Brook Henry, Milchester s
96 Brooks John (bootmaker), Dalby c
97 Brooks W., Charters Towers c
98 Broomfield  -,  Maryborough e
99 Brophey  Miss  C., Townsville c
100 Brough John, Roma u k
101 Brown -, Brisbane c
102 Brown A., One-mile c
103 Brown C. A., Elizabeth street c (2)
104 Brown C.  H.,  Charlotte  street c
105 Brown G., Maryborough c (2)
106 Brown James, Charters Towers c (2)
107 Brown James Leipton, Charters Towers in
108 Brown  John,  Charters Towers m
109 Brown John, Margaret street c
110 Brown Joseph, Bundaberg c
111 Browne Mrs. Mary, Ipswich o
112 Brown Richard, One- mile c (3)
113 Brown Richard, Charters Towers c
114 Brown W., Gayndah o c
115 B ro wning  J. A., Redbank c
116 Bruce Thomas, Eton Vale c
117 Bryant Miss Emma, Brisbane c
118 Bryson Robert Dunlop, Charters Towers m (2)
119 Buchanan D., Bowen c
120 Buckley T., Valley o c
121 Buckley Timothy, Brisbane u k
122 Budge Frederick ,  Townsville a
123 Buehler Heinrich, Rockhampton e
124 Bunting Jacob, Gayndah c
125 Burgess Miss H., Brisbane o e
126 Burgess Joseph, Brisbane u k
127 Burghardy W., Townsville n z
128 Burke John, Highfields c
129 Burke Mrs. Mary, Brisbane o
130 Burke T., Maryborough c
131 Burkinstein Mrs. C., Brisbane e
132 Burns Henry, Ravenswood c
133 Burns  Patrick, Toowoomba p o
134 Burn Robert C., Townsville n z
135 Burownscombe Mrs., Gympie n k
136 Bursta ll  H. T., Charters Towers e
137 Butler Miss J., Brisbane c
138 Butt James ,  Charlotte street c
139 Butterfield Christian ,  Brassall c
140 Byrne John, Roma c
1 41 Byrne Luke, Roma c
C.
1 CAFFERY Owen, Maryland e
2 Cairns T., Maryborough c
3 Calear James ,  Brisbane u k
4 Campbell Mrs., Ravenswood c
5 Campbell Alexander, The Barnet s
6 Campbell Alister H., Charters Towers u k (2)
7 Campbell C., Bundaberg c
8 Campbell  P., Bowen s
9 Candrigan  Wm., Warrill Creek e
10 Cantwell John, Gayndah c
11 Caplice John ,  Brisbane o c
12 Carlile Miss Anne, Weranga a
13 Carmichael A., Yatala c
14 Carnegie John, Brisbane c
15 Carolan John, Stanthorpe o e
16 Carr -, East street c
17 Carr R., Maryborough c
18 Carrington Wm. (carrier), Townsville c
19 Carrol Patrick, Felton c
20 Cartagi Domenico, Charters Towers s
21 Carthiew William, Charters Towers c
22 Casey Miss M., Toowoomba v
23 Cash James, South Pine c
24. Cashen.T., Maryborough e
25 Cassey D., Maryborough e
26 Cassey E., Maryborough e
27 Cassey William, Malvern Downs c
28 Cather Henry, Bundaberg c
29 Cauper J. W., Gayndah o c
30 Cavanagh John, Dalby c
31 Chant Ishmael, Newtown c
32 Chapman -, Eagle  Farm c
33 Chapman. Tames, Townsville c
34 Charles  (Kanaka ),  Townsvi lle c
35 Chartress  -,  Breakfast Creek e
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36 Chaumette F. T. de la, Charters Towers o c 6 D'Arcy Mrs .  W. K., Brisbane o
and s (2) 7 Daunt Thomas A., One-mile o
:37 Chinchin H. R., Charters Towers s 8 Davidson Mrs. P .  J., Ipswich e
38 Chippendale R., Ravenswood c 9 Davies Wm. L., Maryborough u k
39 Chippendale W., Ravenswood c 10 Davis -, Rosa li e Plains c
40 Chiverton H., Brisbane u k 11 Davis David, Oakey Creek c
41 Christman W., Maryborough e 12 Davis Miss E. or Mary, Toowoomba p o
42 Christy John ,  Bandambah c 13 Davis Edward ,  Charters Towers c
43 Church C. E. S., Dalby u k (2) 14 Davis F., Ipswich c
44 Clarke Mrs. A .  M., Brisbane o 15 Davise H. G., Charters Towers s
45 Clark Joseph, Bundaberg e 16 Davis John, Scrub Camp e
46 Clarke Joseph ,  Broughton c (3) 17 Davis William ,  Maryborough c
47 Clarke Peter ,  Charters Towers e 18 Dawis Edward A., Charters  Towers c
48 Clarke Richard ,  Albert street c 19 Dawson J., Charters Towers o
49 Clarke W. P., Yandilla c (2) 20 Day D., Fortitude Va lley c
50 Clausen Charles ,  Ravenswood s 21 Day Estcourt ,  Brisbane u k
51 Clayton R. J., Bundaberg n z 22 Day Miss Maggie, Brisbane c
52 Clayton Thomas ,  Bundaberg e 23 Deane  -,  Brisbane u k
53 Cleary John, Queensland a (2) 24 Deane C. B., Brisbane c
54 Cloake Mrs. John ,  Ipswich o  25 Deavy Thomas ,  Stanthorpe c
55 Clossy Miss Jane, Brisbane f  26 Decker John ,  Brisbane u k
56 Cloyde J., Maryborough c 27 Demack Samuel ,  Gympie u k
57 Clulow Captain J .  L., Townsvi lle s 28 Dempster R., Marybo ro ugh c
58 Coane John ,  Ravenswood c 29 Derin J . (blacksmith ),  Charters Towers c
59 Cockere ll -,  Brisbane u k 30 Derrick G., Oxley c
60 Cocks C., Stanthorpe c 31 Desborough D., Brisbane u k
61 Cogeen Thomas ,  Gympie p o  32 Devine John, Stanthorpe c
62 Coleman Andrew ,  Malvern Downs c 33 Devis W. E., Townsvi lle o c
63 Coles Richard  (baker ),  Brisbane o e 34 Devitt Patrick ,  Rockhampton c
64 Collins E .,  Gladstone s 35 Devitt  Win.,  Albert street c
65 Collins Elias, South Pine u k 36 Devlin  -,  Maryborough c
66 Collins Patrick, Charters Towers e 37 Diamond John ,  Charters Towers c
67 Comming Walter, Brisbane c 38 Dickson Mrs. G. A., Brisbane road c
08 Conley John ,  Charters Towers c 39 Dickson Joseph, Charters Towers s
69 Conne ll  James, Ravenswood c 40 Dietrich John, Charters Towers c
70 Conne ll  W. H., Maryborough c 41 Di llon Michael ,  Ravenswood c
71 Connolly John, Charters Towers c 42 Dixon  &  Co. J., Bundaberg e
72 Connolly Wi ll iam, Cockatoo Creek c (2) 43 Dixon Joseph ,  Stanthorpe s
73 Conroy Wm., Ipswich c 44 Dobbeli Mrs. F .,  Oxley c
74 Cook Mrs .,  Walloon c 45 Dobbin Wi lliam ,  Stanthorpe m
75 Cook James ,  Bundaberg c 46 Dobloo Henry, Ipswich e
76 Cook John ,  Bandambah c 47 Dobson  -,  Oxley c (2)
77 Cooke Richard, Toowoomba o c 48 Doherty Patrick, Dalby p o
78 Cook Mrs. W., Mary street u k 49 Doherty William,  Dalby a
79 Coolie Joseph, Townsville c 50 Donald William ,  Brisbane m (2)
80 Cooper George ,  Burnett a (2) 51 Donna lly Mrs. C.,  Brisbane c
81 Cooper Thomas, Bundaberg o c 52 Donohoe Richard ,  Charters Towers s
82 Corbet Miss ,  Fassif'ern c 53 Dore Jeremiah ,  Broughton p o
83 Corn ish Wi ll iam ,  Stanthorpe s 54 Dosh Frederick  (farmer ),  Oxley e
84 Cornwall  (bricklayer ),  Maryborough c 55 Dougherty Robert ,  One-mile c
85 Corr Miss M., Degilbo c 56 Doughty  - (farmer), Dalby c
86 Couch George ,  Townsvi lle s 57 Douglas C., Ravenswood c (2)
87 Court Alfred ,  Townsville s 58 Douglas James, Charters Towers c (2)
88 Court Thomas, Maryborough c .59 Douglas Robert, Charters Towers  in
89 Cowen Joseph C. C., Charters Towers s (2) 60 Dower Henry, Ravenswood  in
90 Cowley Edward E .,  Rawbe lle u k 61 Dowling Michael  (baker ),  Charters Towers
91 Cox A. L .,  Maryborough c c (2)
92 Cox G. J., Townsvi lle  in  62 Downey P. Maryborough c
93 Cox George ,  Charters Towers c 63 Downing Charles, Brisbane u k and c (2)
94 Coxan J .,  Maryborough e 64 Doyle Charles, Ideraway u k
95 Craig  Mrs. Max, Brisbane  o e 65 Doyle John  (carrier), Roma e
96 Craig William ,  Stanthorpe e 66 Doyle John Ralph,  Ruby Creek s
97 Craig Wi lliam,  Cardwe ll in  67 Doyle Martin  (builder), Stanthorpe c
98 Crawford W. (baker ),  Brisbane 68 Draper J. Maryborough c
99 Creagh J., Townsvi lle o c (2) 69 Draper W., Marybo ro ugh e
100 Cribb A. H., Rosewood c 70 Drinkwater A., Charters Towers s
101 Crighton D. D., Charters Towers s and c (3)  71 .Dromanl  John  Nelson ,  Townsvillef
1.02 Croft Miss, South Brisbane c  72 Droney  Luke,  Toowoomba c
103 Croft Mrs., Kelvin Gro ve road c 73 Drummond George W .,  Charters Towers c
104 Croizer Mrs., Rockhampton c 74 Duffey Miss, Ravenswood e
105 Cronin Jeremiah ,  Brisbane a 75 Duggan Mrs. E llen, Pine Mountain o
106 Crooks J., Maryborough c 76 Dunbar Samuel ,  One-mile e
107 Cross Carl, Stone Quarry e 77 Dunn  -,  Logan c
108 Cullaugh Patrick, Charters Towers e 78 Dunn James ,  Moggi ll c
109 Cunningham J. D., Townsvi lle c (2) 79 Dunn Michael, Charters  Towers c
110 Cunningham R., Charters Towers c 80 Dwinge Claus, Banana f
111 Currahy James ,  Toowoomba c 81 Dwyer Philip ,  Yandi lla c
112 Curram Mrs. Mary, One -mile Creek o a 82 Dwyer S .,  Maryborough c
113 Cuskelly  Thomas ,  Toowoomba c 83 Dwyer Stephen, Charters Towers c
114 Cutlack Augustus ,  Brisbane u k (2) 84 Dysert John, Toowoomba m
115 Cutler W.  IT., Townsvi lle c E.
D.  1 EALES Hugh S., Brisbane u k
1 DAGG Charles ,  Stanthorpe c 2 Eales, Wm. H., Charters Towers a
2 Dall Neils, Maryborough f 3 Early M .,  Maryborough c
3 Daly  Al.  B., Ravenswood e 4 Eastaugh Ch. D., Toowoomba c
4 Damel Edward, Rockhampton u k 5 Eccles Joseph ,  Charters Towers e
5 D'Arcy  -,  Stanthorpe 0 (2) 6 Edwards Mrs., Brisbane c
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7 Edwards Jacob, Townsville in 3 Gaches James, Townsville f
8 Egan Alexander, Charters Towers c (2) 4 Gainbet James, Townsville c
9 Eggert Christian, Walloon o c 5 Galbraith Robert, Charters Towers c
10 Ehlers Peter, Brisbane f 6 Gallagher John, Brisbane o c
11 Eisel C., Brisbane o 7 Gallen John, Ravenswood u k
12 Elley Joseph, Brisbane u k 8 Galion George, Brisbane u k
13 Ellingham A., Toowoomba o 9 Galven Miss Kate, Brisbane it k
14 Charters Towers e 10Ellison J. (blacksmith) Gane John, Townsvale n z
15
,
Elver Sydney, Brassall c 11 Gard John, Charters Towers s
16 Emery -, Brisbane c 12 Gard Robert, Charters Towers s
17 Endersby John, Brisbane u k 13 Gardener C., Charters Towers c
18 England Stephen, Pimpama c 14 Garnham William, Ravenswood u k
19 Etherton James, Charters Towers p o 15 Garrigan John, Figtree Pocket s
20 Evans, Charles Henry, Leyburn s and u k (2) 16 Garvin Mrs., Seventeen-mile Rocks a
21 Evans M. A., Brisbane c 17 Gaskill Miss F. L., Gympie a
22 Evans Miss M. A., Eight-mile Plains u k 18 Gates A., Bundaberg c
23 Evans S. W., Maryborough c 19 Gatjens Jochim, Charters Towers c (2)
24 Evensen Ole, Charters Towers c 20 Gaynor John (farmer), Brisbane o
25 Ezzey Mrs., Redbank c 21 Gaynor Patrick, Brisbane u k
22 Gaynor Patrick, Brisbane a
23 Gerhardt Henry, Cooyar c
F.  24 Gerlee J. G., Boggo c
25 Gibbard C., Brisbane u k1 FACE A. D., Maryborough c 26 Gibbeson Thomas, Charters Towers s
2 Fack Muck, Dalby c 27 Gibbon James, Brassall c
3 Falkiner Robert, Stanthorpe s 28 Gibbs Joseph, Ellangowan c
4 Fallan J., Maryborough c 29 Gibbs Mrs. W., Gladstone c
5 Fallen Michael, Blackwall c 30 Gibson -, Chrrters Towers c
6 Farrell James, Charters Towers s (2) :31 Gibson A., Churchill c
7 Farrelly Mrs. Edward, Charters Towers c 32 Gilbert Geo. W. B., Stantborpe s
8 Feige George, Rocky Waterholes c 33 Gilbert William, Copperfield s
9 Ferguson Alexr., Pine Mountain c 34 Gilder Dr. S., Bowen c
10 Ferguson James, Stanthorpe c 35 Gilespy H., Stanthorpe c
11 Ferguson John, Brassall c 36 Gillon Robert Townsville c
12 Fergusson John, Toowoomba s 37
,
Ginty Patrick, Ravenswood c
13 Ferguson Peter, Georgetown m 38 Giesler -, Maryborough c
14 Fienburg Louis, Stanthorpe s 39 Glainsford John, Albert street e
15 Filliman Mrs. H., Bridge Creek c 40 Glenn John Banana c
16 Firth J., Maryborough c 41
,
Glennie -, Oxley c
17 Fishon G. V., Maryborough c 42 Glennon Miss Mary Ann, Roma c
18 Fitzgerald E., Mary street c 43 Glissan Mrs., Fassifern c
19 Fitzgerald John, Felton c 44 Gloat J., Maryborough c
20 Fitzgerald Miss Mary Jane, Brisbane o 45 Glossop John, Stanthorpe a
21 Fitzsimmons J., Mary street c 46 Gliinster Carl, Bundaberg f
22 Flach Chr., Colinton c 47 Goble Ashley, Ravenswood it k
23 Flag Charles, Brisbane c 48 Godfrey John, Brisbane u k
24 Flannigan C., Maryborough c 49 Good John, Maryborough c
25 Flannagan -, Spring Creek c 50 Goodair A., Stanthorpe c
26 Flannery Margaret, Ravenswood c 51 Goodenough Henry P., Brisbane it It
27 Flavelle and Charet, Brisbane c 52 Goodwin G. P., Brisbane c
28 Fletcher W., Mitchell Downs a (2) 53 Goold Francis, Dalby o c
29 Flint Charles, Brisbane road c 54 Gordon W., Brisbane o c and c (2)
30 Floyd A. B., Charters Towers o 55 Gordon William, Stanthorpe s
31 Flynn Miss Ellen, Brisbane o (2) 56 Gough Mrs. B., Townsville c
32 Flynn John A., Charters Towers c 57 Goundry Ralph, Charters Towers s
33 Foggarty D., Charters Towers c 58 Gowing Thomas Bandambah e34 Fo ler Joseph, Campbell's Gully c 59
th
,
Graham - (surveyor), Stanthorpe c
35 Fo ard -, Stanthorpe c 60 Graham Edward Hughes, Stanthorpe c
36 Fortiscue -, Stanthorpe c 61 Graim Mary, Charters Towers c37 Foster Charles, Charters Towers c (2) 62 Grant J. D., Mary street c38 Foster Oswald, Brisbane s 63 Grant John, Warwick road c
39 Fowles Miss, Bowen Bridge road o c 64 Gray Colin Bowen m
40 Francis H. J., Maryborough c 65
,
Green Mrs. B., Townsville n z
41 Franks John, Stanthorpe 4 66 Green J. B., Charters Towers s
42 Franks Mrs. Maria, Brisbane u k 67 Green John, Yandilla c
43 Frech T., Maryborough c 68 Green Thomas, Charters Towers c (2)
44 French R. Owen, Dalby u k 69 Green Thomas (farmer) Crick u k45 French W. G., Elizabeth street c 70
,
Greenup A., Toowoomba o e
46 Freud John, Townsville s 71 Greetheme Mrs. Charters Towers c47 Fritch Hermann, German Station u k 72
,
Gregory S. Millchester c
48 Fritz A., One-mile Swamp c 73
,
Grieve Thomas Brisbane c49 Frost George, Brassall c 74
,
Griffin James H., Ravenswood s
50 Fry Charles, Charters Towers c 75 Griffiths J. L., Townsville s (2)51 Fry Mrs., Gayndah c 76 Griffiths James, Broughton s52 Fry Mrs. E., Townsville c (2) 77 Griffiths John, Toowoomba s53 Fry John, Brisbane u k 78 Griffiths P. Maryborough c54 Fuerson Jens Jasper, Broughton s 79
,
Grisbrooke William, Upper Mary it k (2)55 Fuller Henry M., Tooloombah u k 80 Grogan H. Maryborough c56 Fuller Wm., Gayndah s 81
,
Grogan T., Brisbane o c57 Fullerton Robert, Cardwell a and n z (2) 82 Grogan Thomas Kilmorey c58 Funck Mrs. H., Ravenswood f 83
,
Grose William, Broughton m59 Fungry Miss M., Walloon c 8-1 Groves William, Charters Towers n z (2)60 Fyffe Benjamin, M.D., Queenland u k 85 Guil foy Mrs., Bundaberg c
86 Guilfoyle John, George street c
G.  87 Guilfoyle John, Charters Towers a
88 Guimell Anthony, Charters Towers in
1 GABBETHY John, Charters Towers in 89 Gulio John, Townsville m (2)
2 Gabriel J., Charters Towers a 90 Gusamann Jacob, Nagilda o
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H. 87 Hoban Martin, Charters  Towers c
88 Holland William, Charters  Towers e
1 HADLEY Joseph, Stanthorpe e 89 Hollingsworth James, Townsville c
2 Hague Henry, Townsville m 2) 90 Holmberg Axil. H., Charters Towers m (3)
3 Haines Charles, Ipswich u k 91 Holt James (baker), Townsville  in
4 Haire -, Pine River c 92 Honeton G., Charters Towers m
5 Hall Captain, George street c 93 Hook John, Charters Towers m
6 Hall James, Mount Coora s (2) 94 Hopkins and Gate, Townsville %
7 Hall Robert, Elizabeth  street c 95 Hopkins Mrs. Fanny, Kedron Brook o e
8 Hall S., Charters Towers s 96 Here Wm., Ipswich u k
9 Hall Thomas, Charters Towers c 97 Horsley C. Hp, Brisbane a
10 Hamer William, Glencoe, Rockhampton t 98 Horton P. D., Charters Towers s
11 Hamilton John,  One-mile a 99 Hoskins T., Brisbane c
12 Hamilton John, Townsville m 100 Hoskin William, Collinton u k
13 Hammond Alfred, Charters Towers c 101 Hound Martin, Brassall c
14 Handcock Arthur Perceval, Stanthorpe e 102 Hourahan Matthew, Yandilla c
15 Hanly John, Albert street c 103 Houston (tinsmith), South Brisbane c
16 Hannan Edward, Stanthorpe c 104 Now Miss, South Brisbane c
17 Hannon F. (carrier), Ravenswood c 105 Howard Charles, Dalrymple c
18 Hansen N iels, Gayndab o c 106 Howard Mrs. Emma, Valley c
19 Hanson Thomas, Brisbane c 107 Howard Harry, Dalby o
20 Harden -, Manilla s 108 Howard Stephen, River Donn k
21 Harding Joseph, Three-mile Creek e 109 Howe Morgan, Yandilla c
22 Hargreaves E. W., Toowoomba c 110 Howell -, Toowoomba c
23 Harman  James, Charters Towers c 111 Howell W. H., One-mile u k
24 Harrington John, Ipswich c 112 Hoy George, Charters Towers c
25 Harris George, Rockhampton c 113 Hudson G., Brisbane o
26 Harris J., Maryborough c 114 Huggins George, Ravenswood p o
27 Harris John, jun., Brisbane o c 115 Hughes Miss Anne, Bowen u k
28 Harris Thomas, Gympie s 116 Hughes Archibald, Bundambah c
29 Harris Thomas, Charters Towers c 117 Hughes H., Maryborough c
30 Harris Wm., Brassall e 118 Hughes J., Maryborough c
31 Harrison Mrs. E., Brisbane o 119 Hughes John, Charters Towers s (2)
32 Harrison F., Charlotte street c 120 Hughes John, Mount Walker c
33 Harrison James, Doughboy Creek s 121 Hughes P., Mount Walker c
34 Hart Daniel, Charters Towers c 122 Hughes William, Brisbane o
35 Hartfield Charles, Sutherlands c 123 Hume - (surveyor), South Brisbane c
36 Hartley Wm., Creek street c 124 Hume Henry, Brisbane u k (2)
37 Harvey -, Maryborough a 125 Humphries Thos. H., Brisbane c
38 Hattinkar Charles, Brisbane e 126 Hunter Mrs. G., Brisbane o
39 Hawkins Samuel, Stanthorpe c 127 Huntly G., Mary street c
40 Hayes Daniel, Townsville  in 128 Hurford Wm., Dalby c
41 Hayes George, Rockhampton u k 129 Haskell Alfred, Charters Towers  in
42 Hays Hamilton, Stanthorpe m 130 Hutchinson -, Charters Towers o c
43 Hayes Mrs. K., Brisbane o 131 Hutchinson James, Brisbane u k
44 Hayes Robert, Brisbane c 132 Hutchinson W. G. J., Brisbane c
15 Hays Thomas, Stanthorpe c 133 Huxley Andrew, Charters Towers c
46 Haywood George, Charters Towers m 134 Hygeson J., Charters Towers m
47 Healy George, Charters Towers c 135 Hyland Mrs., South Brisbane c
48 Heeney Wm., Consuelo c (2) 136 Hyland Jesse, Stanthorpe c
49 Heffernan Patrick, Campbell's Gully c 137 Hyman B., Gympie s
50 Heffernan William, Campbell,s Gully c 138 Hymes Edward, Valley c
51 Heigold G., Eidswold c I52 Heinemann Dr., Charters Towers c .
53 Hemme M., Townsville f 1 IRLAM George, Oakey Creek c
54 Henderson Mrs. J., Charters Towers c 2 Isle Theo., Charlotte street e
55 Henderson F., Maryborough c 3 Iversen Ole, Townsville f
56 Henderson James, Mullalie c J.
57' Henry P., Burenda c 1 JACOBSON A. C., Beenleigh f
58 Herring Henry, Eton Vale u k 2 Jackson Charles, Dalrymple c
59 Hesse Valentine, Four-mile Swamp o c 3 Jackson Miss Grace Anna, Townsville c
60 Hethorn J. H., Brisbane u k 4 James P. (carrier), Townsville c
61 Hewit John, Banana c 5 Jameson Wm., Moggill c
62 Hexton James, Albert street c 6i .Tangan Johan, Warrill Creek c
63 Hey August, Stanthorpe c 7 Jeffreys John, Coomrith c
64 Hickey Charles, Charters Towers s 8 Jeffrey John, Bowen u k
65 Hickey Patrick, Townsville u k (2) 9 Jenkins John, Stanthorpe u k
66 Hicks W., Charters Towers c 10 Jenner Joseph, Charters  Towers s (2)
67 Hilem R., Maryborough c 11 Jensen C. F., Charters Towers c
68 Hiley Peter, Warrill Creek c 12 Jervis H., Maryborough e
69 Hill Edward, Talebudgera u k 13 Jeun -, Townsville c
70 Hill George, Blacksoil c 14 Johanson Erick G., Coomera c
71 Hill W. E., Queensland u k 15 Johansen N. M., Toowoomba p o
72 Hilton T., Crow's Nest c 16 Johnson - (police),  St. Helena o
73 Hindmarsh (gardener ), Toowoomba c 17 Johnson --, Oxley c (2)
74 Hinman C., Milchester c 18 Johnson Charles, ;Margaret  street c
75 Hinxman R., Charters Towers m 19 Johnson If., Maryborough e
76 Hoban Martin, Charters Towers c 20 Johnson Hermann, Charters Towers o
77 Hobbs Henry, Charters Towers c 21 Johnson Captn. J., Stanthorpe a
78 Hobbs Richard J., Charters Towers  in 22 Johnson  John Cursitor, Charters  Towers s
79 Hodge A. J., Stanthorpe c and a (3)
80 Hodges  Miss  Charlotte, Brisbane s (2) 23 Johnson Thomas, Stanthorpe s
81 Hodges D., Stanthorpe c 24 Johnson William P., Ipswich u k
82 Hodgkinson  E., Brisbane m 25 Johnstone -, Oxley a (4)
83 Hodgson C., Brisbane c 26 Johnston George Etheridge c (2)
84 Hoff Mrs: Catherine, Charters Towers e (2) 27 Johnston Charles, Townsville o
85 Hogg Francis, Condamine u k 28 Johnston D. F., Brisbane s
86 Hogg Robert Young, Cardwell u k 29 Johnston Joe, Townsville s
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30 Johnston M., Yellow Springs s 29 Leichman James, Millchester c
31 Johnston W. F., Stanthorpe c 30 Lejanhusund Albert, Charters Towers c
32 Johnstone William, Yandilla c 31 Lemon Mrs., Charters Towers s
33 Joist K., Maryborough c 32 Lemon William, Townsville m (2)
34 Jones Arthur, Yandilla c 33 Lent Archibald, Stanthorpe c
M Jones Miss C., Gainsford c 34 Leslie M. H., Brisbane n z
36 Jones IF. E., Stanthorppe c (3) 35 Levy A. H., Charters Towers s
37 Jones H. junr., Yandilla c 36 Levy Celestin, Townsville m (3)
38 Jones Robert P., Ravenswood u k 37 Lewis James, Warwick c
39 Jordan John, Old Warwick road c 38 Leybourn -, Rocky Waterolhes c
40 Joss James, Bundagan c 39 Leyburn William, Gayndah c
41 Juergens G., Brisbane m 40 Limnell G., Townsville f
42 Jurgens Miss Christine, Bowen f 41 Lindsay John, Charlotte street c
43 Jurgens Hans, Weranga c 42 Linklater G. R., Gympie e
43 Liscombe James A., Roma c (4)
K. 44 Lister and Co., Brisbane s
1 KARL John Stanthorpe c 45 Lloyd Thomas, Brisbane u k
2
,
Karnary Patrick Brisbane s 46 Lockyer Mrs., Brisbane c
3
,
Kavanagh Thomas Townsville m 47 Lodor John S., Brisbane f
4
,
Kearsley George, Broughton c 48 Logan Captain Alexr., Rockhampton e
5 Keatin Mrs. Alice M. Brisbane o 49 Lomax T., Maryborough c (2)g , 50 Lomatrom Francis, Charters Towers c (2)6 Keerie Thomas, Strathern u k (3) 51 Lon Ga ndah cG B7 Keimer Miss Ipswich c g y. .,
8
,
Keller T. Maryborough c 52 Longland George, Brisbane c
9
,
Kellett E. Stanthorpe c 53 Lott W. N., Brisbane u ,k
10
,
Kellick James Charters Towers c 54 Loughran Miss Mary, Townsville u k
11
,
Kelso John Ravenswood f 55 Lovejoy W., Warwick u k
12
,
Kendall William Brisbane s 56 Lovell  -,  Bandambah c
13
,
Brisbane cKendrick Jose h 57 Lowe John, Charters Towers c
14
p ,
Kennedy Mrs. Kedron Brook c 58 Lube Carl, Mutdapilly c
15
,
Kennedy Mrs Bridget Townsville o 59 Lucas Robert, Rockhampton u k
16
. ,
Kennedy Jeremiah Charters Towers m 60 Luchterhand Christian, Gayndah f
'17
,
Kenington Thomas Charters Towers c 61 Luke Henry, Campbell s Gully c
is
,
Kerr G. W., Townsvale f 62 Lund Miss Martha, Windah o
19 Kershaw.Joseph Peak Downs f 63 Lurcock Arthur John, Tambo u k (2)
20
,
Kiel F. Toowoomba o 64 Lurka Miss, Dalby c
21
,
Kiemann Heinrich Pimpama o 65 Lutchye --, Kangaroo Point e
22
,
Killham Edward Beaufort o 66 Lyell George, Charters Towers s and c (3)
23
,
Kinder Mrs.. Townsville e 67 Lynch -- (saddler), Stanthorpe e
24 King -, Stanthorpe s 68 Lynch Thomas, Charters Towers c
25 King - , Bundaberg_ c
26 King B. E., Charters Towers e M.
27 King George, Rockhampton c 1 MADDEN James Campbell's Gully c28 Kirkland W., Maryborough c 2
,
Madsen Cbr., Doughboy o and a (2)29 Kitzelmann Julius, Ipswich f 3 Maggs -- Stanthorpe c30 Kol Ferdina, Rockhampton c 4
,
Mahaffer Wm. Brassall•o31 Klien Edward, Walloon c 5
,
Maher D., Malvern Downs c (2)32 Kleine John, Brassall c 6' Maher Miss Mary Ipswich u k33 Knight Mrs., Bowen Bridge e 7
,
Maher Thomas, Maryland road c (2)34 Knight G., Bunya o c 8 Mahon John Roma o e35 Knight Henry, Brisbane o 9
,
Stanthorpe cMahoney Mrs. Jos.36 Korner Thomas, One-mile s 10
,
Mahoney Marcus Ravenswood e37 Krager Carl. Ravenswood c 11
,
Brisbane fMaier George38 Krebs Loring, One-mile Bridge c 12
,
Brisbane cMaloney Mrs.39 Kries Joseph, Toowoomba o 13
,
Malon James, senior, Warrill Creek cey40 Kunstler Hermann, Georgetown c (2) 14 Warrill Creek cMalon ey John41 Kyall Joseph, Gympie m 15
,
Maloney Michael, Warrill Creek c
16 Warrill Creek cMaloney William
L. 17
,
Manderson James, Brisbane u k (2)
1 LAING John, Toowoomba o 18 Manley John, Wetheron c
2 Lake Thomas, Stanthorpe o c 19 Manley John, Peak Downs m
3 Lambert L., Elizabeth street c 20 Manning Mrs., Logan road c
4 Lamble John, Charters Towers m (2) 21 Manning John, Bundaberg c
5 Lander Peter, Charters Towers c 22 Manning S., Queensland u k
6 Landsborough W., Stanthorpe c 23 Manning Thomas, Stanthorpe s (2)
7 Landres Johann P., Roma c 24 Manning Thos., Cawarral c
8 Lane John, Highfields c 25 Marcusen F. P., Townsville f
9 Lang Theod., Charters Towers c 26 Mardell Wm., Rockhampton c
10 Langan Pat., Malvern Downs c (2) 27 Markwell James, Ingleby c
11 Lantour George, Townsville s 28 Mark-well S., Brisbane c
12 Lapthorne Thomas, Bundaberg m 29 Marsh Charles, Normanby o
13 Lass Henry, Brassall c 30 Marsh Samuel, Stanthorpe e
14 Lather -, Eagle Farm c 31 Marshall Charles H., Brisbane c
15 La Touche Thos. D., Cape River u k (2) 32 Marshall George, Albert street e
16 Laurence Jules, Charters Towers m 33 Marshall Robert, Charters Towers c
17 Lavery Bernard. Morinish u k and m (3) 34 Marston D., Maryborough c
18 Lawler --, Rockhampton c 35, Marston Wm., Boggo o c
19 Lawler John, Townsville s 36 Martin G., Townsville s
20 Lawless Mrs. E., Brisbane p o 37 Martyen Joseph, Stanthorpe c
21 Lawrie William, Rockhampton s 38 Mason L. H., Musket Flat o c
22 Leach Wm., Bingera o 39 Massie R. S., Mary street c
23 Leadlow Miss E., Brisbane c 40 Matthews A., Townsville a
24 Lean Lewie, Ravenswood c 41 Mathews James, Ravenswood c
25 Lee F., Brisbane street s 42 Mathewson J., Bundaberg c
26 Lee Mrs. John, Bundaberg c 43 Matthewson James, Brisbane u k (2)
27 Leggoe Charles, Dalby o e 44 Mathewson Wm., Brisbane e
28 Leibinger Gustav, Charters Towers a and s (3) 45 Mayer S., Brisbane s
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46 Maynard S., Brisbane c
47 Mayne Mrs. M., Brisbane c
48 Mayne R .,  Brisbane c
49 Mead Henry ,  Charlotte street c
50 Meakin James, Stanthorpe c (2)
51 Meany Mrs .,  Brisbane u k
52 Meddleton - (farmer ),  Indooroopi lly c
53 Medler Wm .,  Mary street c
54 Mee C.,  Townsville o c
55 Mehan John ,  Charters Towers c
56 Mehir Patrick ,  Charters Towers  in
57 Meikle G., Townsvi ll e  in
58 Melville J .,  Stanthorpe c
59 Menassian J., Cawarral c (2)
60 Mercer  Alfred H.,  Charters Towers c
61 Messener Adam, Burenda c
62 Middlemiss Mrs. C.,  Bowen u k
63 Mill John ,  Ipswich u k
64 Mi ll er Mrs .,  Roma c
65 Mi ller A .,  Roma c
66 Mi ll er C.  K., Ravenswood  in
67 Mi ll er T .,  Brisbane  in
68 Mi ller Thomas, Roma s
69 Mi ),lett James ,  Brisbane c
70 Mills H., Bald Hills a
71 Mi lls Wm. (seaman ),  Milton o c
72,  Milne James ,  Fig-tree Pocket c
73 Miner  - (farmer),  Redbank Plains e
74 Missing J., Bulimba c
75 Mitchell James, Morinish u k
76 Mitchell Wm., Rockhampton c
77 Moffatt Robert, Ravenswood  in
78 Molles  John, Auburn c
79 Moloney James ,  senr., Warrill Creek e
80 Monckton George, Stanthorpe m
81 Monks William, Townsville o c
82 Monro Mrs .  F., One-mile c
83 Mooer  G., Rockhampton u k
84 Moore Jomes, Rocky Waterholes u k
85 Moore Richard ,  Brisbane c
86 Moran James ,  Townsville u k
87 Morcombe  John, Charters  Towers c
88 Morgan Matthew, Charters Towers c
89 Morgan R. G., Toowoomba p o
90 Morney  Thos.,  Bowen Bridge c
91 Moroney James , Yandilla c
92 Morriss  Mrs. Edith,  Brisbane c
93 Morris George, Rosewood c
94 Morris 1-l., Pikedale s
95 Morris Thomas, Townsville u k and s (3)
96 Moses Lewis ,  Gympie s
97 Moxham Z. S., Charters Towers c
98 Moynihan D., Stanthorpe c
99 Muir  John,  Brassall c
100 Mulbach Mrs. Elise, Boggo o c (2)
101 Muldowney  John,  Ravenswood s
102 Mulholland  -,  Charters Towers o
103 Mullen  Michael, Kilmorey c
104 Mu ll en  Philip,  Ipswich o
105 Murie  Peter, Charters  Towers o
106 Murphy Denis or John. Ipswich u k
107 Murphy E., Charters  Towers o
108 Murphy  F., Albert street c
109 Murphy G. B., Townsvi lle s
110 Murphy James, Boombijan c
111 Murphy John, Bowen s
112 Murphy John, Rockhampton s
113 Murphy John ,  Jimbour u k
114 Murphy Nicholas ,  Charters Towers c (2)
115 Murray J., Charters Towers  in
116 Murray J. B., Rockhampton s
117 Murray James, Coomera o c
118 Murray  John W.,  Charters Towers m
119 Murray T., Toowoomba e
Mc.
1 McALISTER Coll ., Ravenswood u k
2 McAndrew James ,  Cabbage-tree o e
3 Macansh  A.,  Bundaberg c
4 Macansh A., Bundaberg c
5 McArrey  -,  Cawarral c
6 Macaulay  -,  Brisbane c (2)
7 McBennett Mrs. Mary, Three -mile Creek c
8 McBride Shan, Townsvi lle s
9 McCaffrey James ,  South Pocket c
10 McCamm - ,  Elizabeth street c
11 McCann Mrs. Sarah ,  Rockhampton o
12 McCarly  -,  Rockhampton c
McCarroll S. If., Brassall c
McCarthy Edward, Campbell's Gully c
McCarty H., Jimbour c
McCarthy Thomas, Charters Towers c
McCarthy Wm., Campbell'Gully c
McCaul Neil, South Pocket c
McClosky Henry, Rockhampton o
McCollim E., Queensland s
McCowan Captain, Bowen c
McCra John, Raby Creek s
McCrone James, Maryborough u k
McCristol John, Ipswich u k
McCrystal John, Brisbane u k
McCulla Alexander, Warrill Creek c
McCulloch -, Brisbane c
McDonald A., Charters Towers in
McDonald A. B., Copperfield c
McDonald Alex., Oxley u k
McDonald Alex. Duncan, Rockhampton u k
McDonald Andrew, Brisbane f
McDonald Fanny, l3romelton u k
McDonald Frank, Warrill Creek c
McDonald J. M., Millchester c
MacDonald John, Gympie c
McDonald John, Sandy Creek c
McDonald P., Morinish c
McDonald Thomas, Townsville a
McDonald Win., Ipswich c
McDonnell Alexander, Oxley o c
McDonell Wm., Gayndah c
McElroy Patrick, Cedar Creek o c
McEnary Bridget, Brisbane c
McEnery John, Warrill Creel- c
McEvoy Richard, Charters Towers s
McGann W., Maryborough c
McGavock W. M., Townsville o
McGee Charles, Stanthorpe s
McGetrick J., Ravenswood s
McGhee J., Elizabeth street c
McGovern John, South Pocket c
McGrath James, Brisbane o c
McGrath J. G., Charters Towers c
McGrath Mrs., Coomera c
MacGregor D., Charters Towers u z
McGuire John, Charters Toworsc
Mcllroy William J., Brisbane n z
McInerney Thomas, Charters Towers m
McIntosh Peter, Moorsland in
Mclniyre Mrs., South Brisbane c
Mclvor P., Albert street c
MacKay -, Wallindbeen s
McKay Hugh, junr., Five-mile Water c
McKellar John, Brisbane n z
McKenzie James, Valley of Lagoons u k (2)
McKenzie John, Bundaberg c (3)
McKeon Fred,, Yatala c
McKeown John, Bowen s
MacKreth Charles, Charters Towers c
McLaren James, Gympie in
McLeish J., Hopefield c
McLeish John, Rockhampton u k
McLennan James, senr., Brisbane o
McLelland John, Ipswich c
McLellan J. D., Charters Towers c
McLeod -, Valley c
McLeod Donald W., Townsville s
McLoud Roderick, Charters Towers c
McMahon Patrick, Charters Towers in
McMahon Richard, Bandamba c
McMahon Thos., Bandamba c
McManus James, South Pocket c
McManus Joseph, South Pocket c
McMillan A., Charters Towers c (2)
McMullen Alex., Jimbour c
McMullen James, Oxley c
McMur H., Maryborough c
McNamara James, Wetheron c
McNamara Michael, Charters Towers a (2)
McNamara Patrick, Ipswich c
McNeill W. J., Rockhampton o
McNellie Alexander, Moggill o
McNichol A., Charters Towers s
McPhail Hector, Gilberton u k and n z (2)
McPherson A. H., Charters Towers in (2)
McPhile --, Gordon Dovi as c
McQueeny M., Ipswich c
McReady James, Moggi ll  c
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N. 10 Parr James, Charters Towers c
1 NAPIER Joseph, Oxley u k 11 Parr J. William, Charters Towers c
2 Naughton Thomas, Dalby o 12 Pascoe William (carrier), Stanthorpe c
3 Nealer John, Gympie o 13 Passmore H., Queen street c
4 Neate C., Townsville c 14 Patch Captain, Eagle street c
5 Nelson Charles, Rockhampton f 15 Paten George, Moggill c
6 Nelson James, Dalby a 16 Patrick Thomas, Charters Towers s  and c (3)
7 Neundroff August, Jeebropilly c 17 Patterson C., Brisbane c
8 Neville Thomas, Oxley o 18 Patterson Mrs. James, Rockhampton u k
9 Newboult H., Ipswich c 19 Patterson William, Townsville c
10 Nicholas A., Ipswich c 20 Patton Frederick, Brisbane u k and s (2)
11 Nicholas S. G., Charters Towers m 21 Paul George, Rockhampton s
12 Nicholson John,  Brisbane c 22 Payne F., Charters Towers c
13 Nicklin C. B., Townsville s 23 Payne William, Junr., Brisbane c
14 Nibling L., Walloon c 24 Pearson Thomas, Ipswich c
15 Niehuns Johann, Ravenswood n z 25 Pearson  Wm., Newtown c
16 Nielsen Mrs. A. C., Ipswich o 26 Pedersen Mrs. Frederick, Normanby c
17 Nielsen Cecilie, Rockhampton f 27 Pedersen  Hans,  Brisbane f
18 Nielson Mrs., Brisbane s 28 Peek S. J., Charters Towers s (5)
19 Night William, Ravenswood c 29 Pendlebury Edward, Charters Towers c
30 William Charters Towers cPerc20 Nihill Anthony, Charters Towers c (2) y ,
21 Nixon Thomison, Gayndah s 31 Perrett Albion, Charters Towers c
22 Noble Wm. A., Moggill c 32 Perrett Miss E., Yandilla c
23 Nolan James, Yandilla s 33 Pert Mrs. Mary, Gympie o
24 Nolan John, Charters Towers c 34 Peters Maas. 11., Toowoomba f
25 Nolan Michael, Brassall c 35 Peterson G. M., Brisbane o c
26 Noone --, Townsville c 36 Peterson R., Townsville o
27 Norris Mrs., Charters Towers c 37 Petrey David, Townsville c
28 Norris Charles, Bowen c 38 Petrie John, Stanthorpe c
29 Norris George, Ravenswood o c (2) 39 Petrie Joseph (farmer), Brisbane  o c and a (2)
30 Norris R. B., Townsville c 40 Pettigrew -, Bowen c
31 Nugent William, Brisbane u k 41 Petegrew D., Charters Towers c
32 Nunn Daniel, Brisbane road c 42 Petty Mrs Mary, Rockhampton o
43 Phillips Miss Emily, Townsville o
0. 44 Phipps J. H., Stanthorpe c45 Piadowe -, Charters Towers s1 O'BRIEN John, Maryborough e 46 Pickering John Townsville m
2 O'Connell Miss, Ravenswood m 47
,
Pickering Miss Sarah Jane, Kedron Brook o
3 O'Connor Mrs., One-mile c
'
48 Piers Edward J. K., Rockhampton u k (2)
4 O Donnell F., Charters Towers s 49 Platz Joseph, Jeebropilly c
5 O'Flynn John, Stanthorpe c 50 Plunket James, Roma u k (2)
6 Ogbe Miss, Bulimba c
'
51 Po son Fred., Brisbane o
7 O Grady Austin, Townsville  in  (2) 52 Pollard William, Brisbane s
8 O'Grady J. P., Harvest  Home  in  (2) 53 Porrosvitz H., Charters Towers c
9 O'Hara Wm., Charters Towers s (2) 54 Porter -, Edward street c
10 O'Heran Patrick, Ravenswood c 55 Potts Richard, Brisbane o e
11 Ohl Miss Margaret, Rockhampton e 56 Powell B., Toowoomba c
12 O'Keeffe James, Western Creek c 57 Powell Charles, Rockhampton m
13 O'Leary Cornelius, Brisbane o 58 Powell George, South Brisbane f
14 Oliphant Charles, North Pine o 59 Power Eugene, Beaufort o
15 Olsson Ellen, Westwood c (2) 60 Power Lawrence C., One-mile c
16 O'Neill George, Townsville u k 61 Power Mrs. Ruth, Townsville o
17 O'Neill George, Townsville it k 62 Powers Thomas, Charters Towers s and c (4),
18 O'Neill M., Petrie Terrace c 63 Power W. H., Charters Towers o e
19 O'Neill T. M., Townsville m 64 Prendergast T. Townsville s20 Onslow -, Dalby u k 65
,
Presho John J., Roma o
21 Organ Frank, Townsville m 66 Presser Philip, Charters Towers m (2)
22 O'Reilly M., Charters Towers c 67 Price E., Rockhampton s
23 O'Reilly Miss, Brisbane c 68 Price Miss Mary Ann, Charters Towers a.
24 O'Reilly Mrs., Margaret street c
'
69 Price William, Townsville m (2)
25 O Reilly Mrs., Brisbane c 70 Pringle Alexander, Brisbane c
26 O'Rilley Mrs. C., Ravenswood c 71 Consuelo cPritchard George
27 Ormandy H. W., Yandilla o 72
,
Prichard James, Charters Towers c
28 O'Rowse F., Maryborough c 73 Proctor William, Ravenswood u k
29 Orr -, Bald Hills road c 74 Pryor T., Westwood c
30 Orr J. B., Broughton o 75 Purcell Andrew, Toowoomba s
31 Osborne Anton, Stanthorpe c 76 Purcell Joseph, Jeebropilly c
32 Osbourn Donald, Brisbane o 77 Purdie Mrs., Maryborough c
33 Osbourne J., Bowen Hills c 78 Purtle James, Ravenswood c
34 Osborne Mrs. Shorlan, Waverley o 79 Eye William, Copperfield u k
35 O'Shea M., Stanthorpe c 80 Pyers -, Ravenswood c
36 O'Sullivan Michael, Charters Towers c
37 Ott Willi M t P
38
o am, oun erry c
Owen Mrs., Dalby c a.
39 Owenhead A. H., Charters Towers c 1 QUEALE Henry, junr., Oxley e (2)
40 Owens E. (carrier), Dalby s 2 Quinn James,  Basin  Pocket c
3 Quinn John, Basin Pocket c
P. 4 Quinn Miss Mary, Brisbane u k5 Quinger Nicholas, Jeebropilly c
1 PAGE C., Charters Towers s 6 Quinton J., Maryborough c
2 Palmer A. E., Charters Towers c
3 Palmer Bryan W., Brisbane u k R.4 Palmer C., Pine Mountain c
5 Pamer Jorge, Roma c 1 RALEIGH J. H., Brisbane s
6 Palmer  H. Wyndham, Townsville c 2 Ramsden William, Charters Towers c
7 Park Maitland, Brisbane o c 3 Randle -, Bulimba c
8 Parker F., German Gardens c 4 Rantel R., Bundaberg c9 Parker Michael, Yandilla c 5 Rassel Philip, Oxley c
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6 Rockhampton fRave Edward , S.7 Rawlings  George, Dalby u k
8 Rawlins James, Stanthorpe e SADDINGTON  F. J., Townsville m
9 Raydons William, Stanthorpe c Sadler  H. R., Charters  Towers  in
10 Reading' G., Maryborough c Sales George, Townsville s
11 Ready Patrick, Bandambah c Salmon George  M., Cadargah u k (3)
12 Reddy James, Ipswich c Salter  Peter  (smith ),  Stanthorpe c
13 Reddy John,  Brassa ll  c Sampson S . L., Maryborough c
14 Reed Thomas Vanstone, Townsville u k Sanders  Walter, Townsville c
15 Rees Actain, Gayndah o c Sanderson  T. J., Townsville m (2)
16 Rees Rees, Roma c (3) Sands  J., Breakfast Creek c
17 Reeve W. M., Charters Towers c Sassassiges  A., Ravenswood c
18 Reichter -, Beenleigh c Saunders  Wm., Jebropilly c
19 Reid R., Brisbane o Savage John,  Brisbane c
20 Reid Stewart, Brisbane u k Savage  P., Clifton c
21 Reilly John, Stanthorpe c Scanlan  D., Ravenswood c
22 Relph Wm., Oxley u k (6) Scanlon Joseph, Dalby o
23 Reynolds James, Highfields u k Schacht Charles,  Brisbane a
24 Rich Mrs .  C., Brisbane o Schaffer Henry, Charters  Towers c (2)
25 Richanbury J., Maryborough c Schindle George, Churchill c
26 Richards Mrs. E. M., Indooroopilly o c Schipp Johann, Brisbane o
27 Richards Thomas H ., Gympie u k Schnepel  C., Gayndah f (2)
28 Richardson  Mrs. G.,  Canal Creek s Schwickert Johan, Gayndah o c
29 Richardson  Luke, Mount  Hutton c Scott Mrs. Agnes, Milton o c
30 Richardson  P. (engineer ),  Brisbane u k Scott Mrs. Charles, Taroom c
31 Richardson  Thomas, Black Snake o Scott Henry, Charters Towers t
32 Rickard  Charles, Ban Ban c Scott Mrs. Henry, Kedron Brook f
33 Rief Carl, Mutdapilly c Scott John, Charters Towers c (2)
34 Rief Jonathan, Mutdapilly c Scott John, Warrill Creek c
35 Rielly  Michael, Roma c Scott T.. Brisbane c
36 Rigby John, Ravenswood c Scott Wm., Warrill c
37 Rigber Michael,' South Pine -c Scott William, Normanby c
38 Rigney  Mrs. Mary Ann, Brisbane s Scrivener Mrs., Kianga m
39 Rigney Pa rick, Roma u k Seamer  W., Rockhampton u l:
40 Riley --, Stanthorpe c Searson W., Charters Towers c
41 Riley Miss 1VI. T., Charters Towers e Segrove Mrs. W., Rockhampton it k
42 Riley P., Maryborough c Seibers L., Elizabeth  street c
43 Ripley Thomas S., Townsville  u k and c (4) Sewell Miss M., Oxley o
44 Rising  Robert Arthur, Nictor c Sexton John, Stanthorpe s (2)
45 Ritchie H. C., Gymppie c Sexton Richard, Warwick c
46 Roach Miss Sarah Maryborough c Shadforth H. S., Ravenswood s
47 Roach Mr. Wm.. Brisbane c Shairp Chas. Norman, Townsville u k
48 Roads W., Leichhardt Downs c Shallehn C., Brisbane a k
49 Roberts J, A. and Pritchards 0., Charters Shargent Charles, Stanthorpe e
Towers c Sharkey John, Walloon o c
50 Roberts John, Ravenswood c Sharp Mrs. D., Stanthorppe s
51 Roberss Samuel, Moggill c Sharrington Thomas, K oloan c
52 Roberts William, Moggill c Shaw ii., Fassifern c
53 Roberts Wm. Geo., Charters  Towers c Shaw J., Brisbane c
54 Robertson James, South  Brisbane o c Sheffield Jacob, Moggill c
55 Robertson R. F., Townsville m Sheds Henry, Rockhampton u k
56 Robeson John, Bundaberg c Shenton and Co. S., Stanthorpe o c
57 Robinson Miss, Boggo c Shepson W., Stanthorpe c
58 Robinson Charles, Brisbane p o Sherlock Thomas,  Brisbane c
59 Robinson Henry G., Charters  Towers m Sherring James, Moggill c
60 Robinson Mrs. M., Brisbane c Sherring John, Warrill Creek c
61 Robinson M. J., Colothon Creek s Sherwoode George, Broughton c
62 Robinson Mrs. Mary, Kedron Brook o c Shields Henry, Ravenswood o
63 Robinson R., Rockhampton e Shield  M., Brassall o c
64 Robinson S. B., Maryborough c Shields R. T., Charters  Towers c
65 Robinson Thomas, Stanthorpe c Shields  Robert, Goongarry c
66 Robinson W. H., Charters  Towers s Shier James ,  Charters  Towers c
67 Rodgers E., Maryborough c Shine  Daniel  (storekeeper), - c
68 Rodger John G., Brisbane u k Shone W., Maryborough c
69 Roff Thomas, Townsville m (2) Shoosmith David, Charters  Towers m
70 Rogers Mrs., South  Brisbane c (2) Short Thomas , senr .,  Brisbane o
71 Rogers James, Moggill c Short William ,  Cabbage-tree o c
72 Rogers Richard,  Brionne u k Shortall William , Stanthorpe c
73 Roles Charles, Charters Towers c Shue Man -, Gayndah c
74 Roock Oliver, Ipswich o Siemon Johann ,  Rockhampton f
75 Roper James F., Moggill c Simsons  Mrs., Gayndah c
76 Roper Thomas, Moggill e Simlee Ah ,  Albert street c
77 Rose John 0., Maryborough c Simonsen Hans ,  Gayndah o c
78 Rosemargy  John,  Charters Towers u k Simonsen K. Gustav, Townsvi lle o
79 Rosenthal  J. M., Gympie o Simpson James ,  Brisbane m
80 Rossler  Harry, Towoomba c Simpson Thomas ,  Townsvi lle c
81 Rouen M .,  Rockhampton c Singer Joseph , Warwick u k
82 Roulston  Robert, Ipswich c Sin Quee  -,  Gayndah o
83 Rowe  Frederick ,  Warrill Creek c Slater John ,  Charters Towers c
84 Rowland J. E. B., Clifton u k (2) Sloan J. F .,  North Logan s
85 Royle E. N., Brisbane u k Small A .,  Charters Towers u k
86 Ruhl - ,  Rockhampton c Smith -  (baker ),  Toowoomba o e
87 Range  David, Brassall e Smith -  (shoemaker ),  Toowooinba  s
88 Russell Reuben ,  Ravenswood u k (2) Smith -  (carrier),  Townsvi lle e
89 Rutledge Thos.,  Stanthorpe c Smith A.,  Brisbane s
90 Ryan Miss Hanorah,  Brisbane u k Smith Miss Augustine ,  Gympie e
91 Ryan James, Jeebropilly Smith C.,  Rockhampton u k
92 Ryan John, Cumbabah c Smith Charles ,  Ipswich c
93 Ryan Martin, Stanthorpe c Smith Charles ,  Brisbane c
94 Ryan Thomas,  Burenda c Smith Chas.,  or Evans W .,  Mount  Hutton e
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89 Smith E. P., Boggo c T.
90 Smith Edgar, Stanthorpe c 1 TAENKE Johan, Brisbane f
91 Smith Edmund, Brisbane u k 2 Tangen D. H., Vulture street o c
92 Smith Miss  Emma, Brisbane o e 3 Tanner J. C., Townsville p o
93 Smith Ewan, Oxley e 4 Tate  and Smith , Brisbane c
94 Smith Frank, Bowen c 5 Tate D., Townsville c
95 Smith George, Hughenden c (3) 6 Tayler Charles, Brisbane u k (3)
96 Smith G. and Bros., Stewart's Creek c 7 Taylor James W. W., Charters  Towers m
97 Smith George, Warwick road c 8 Taylor John, Townsville s (3)98 Smith Henry Sprinks, Charters  Towers  in 9 Taylor W. J., Ipswich c99 Smith J. G., Etheridge in 10 Taylor Winterbottom, Five-mile Water c
100 Smith J. S., Margaret street c 11 Tempe Mrs. Christian,  Brisbane o c
101 Smith  James, Bundaberg o c 12 Charters Towers cTenter Carlo
102 Smith John, Kedron Brook o c 13
,
Terrell  -,  Bowen a
103 Smith John, Warwick road c 14 Thompson J., Townsville a (2)
104 Smith John Sidney, Toowoomba s 15 Thompson J. C., Brisbane c
105 Smith Pat., Charlotte  street c 16 Thompson Robert, Yandilla s
106 Smith R., Mary street c (2) 17
Thompson Robert, Logan Reserve o (2)107 Smith Richard, Brisbane u k 18 Thompson Wm., Elizabeth  street c
108 Smith Thomas, Charters Towers c 19 Ravenswood sThomson George
109 Smith William, Bundaberg c 20
,
Thomson M. C., Rockhampton c
110 Smith William, Charters Towers o c 21 Thomsen Th. W., Townsville  f and c (2)
111 Smith William, Brisbane u k (2) 22 Thormohler T., Bowen c
112 Smith William H., Charters Towers s 23 Thorne W., Gayndah c
113 Smooker -, Gayndah c 24 Thorngrien H., Charters Towers c
114 Sneath James, Ravenswood u k 25 Thornton Mrs. J. A., Ravenswood n z
115 Snowdon J. J., Townsville in 26 Throckmorton -, Stanthorpe c
116 Solomons Joseph, Brisbane in 27 Thrower Matthew,  Brisbane o c
117 Somerset W. J., Valley e 28 Thrower, W. D., Ravenswood a
118 Sonnicksea George, Charters Towers s 29 Thward James, Charters Towers c
119 Sorensen Miss Christine, Townsville c 30 Tibby John, One-mile c
120 Sorensen  Ole, Rockhampton f 31 Tighe Michael, Charters Towers c
121 Sourron N., Maryborough -e 32 Timmerman Henry,  Brassall c
122 Southern R., Gayndah e 33 Tinsley Wm., Toowoomba s
123 Speed W. J., Stanthorpe s 34 Tiquin Mrs. Mary Ann, Brisbane o
124 Spongia Marco, Townsville n z 35 Tobrie James, Goolman c
125 Spring John, Yandilla c 36 Tomeson N. C., Charters Towers e
126 Stack Patrick, Euthulla c 37 Tomlins T., Toowoomba o c
127 Stacy Miss, Brisbane u k 38 Tonge Richard, Proston o
128 Stahl Claus, Ravenswood c 39 Toohey Patrick, Five-mile Water e
129 Stail Christian, Bundaberg c 40 Toole Mrs. John, Stanthorpe c
130 Stalker -, Brisbane c 41 Tooth A., Rockhampton s
131 Stamp Carl, Cooper's Plains c 42 Tooth Robert, Rockhampton s
132 Stanbery James, Charters Towers c 43 Towey James, Charters  Towers o
133 Stanesby Arthur John, Ravenswood u k 44 Town T. J., Ridgelands u k
134 Stanton J. M., Stanthorpe o 45 Toxley Henry, Rockhampton c
135 Stapleton  Walter, Jeebropilly c 46 Toy Michael, Charters  Towers  in
136 Startz Fredk., Jeebropilly c (2) 47 Toy Richard, Charters Towers a
137 Staunton Thomas, Logan River c 48 Trebeck P. N., Brisbane a (2)
138 Stay Joseph, Stanthorpe c 49 Trebeck T., Brisbane s
139 Steiglitz  Bros.,  Ravenswood c 50 Trevethan Adolphus, Townsville c
140 Steinhage George, Gympie c 51 Trevoe Edward, Charters Towers c
141 Stephens  Miss Eliza  Kelly, Toowoomba o 52 Tucker Captain J., Charters Towers c
142 Stephens Thomas H., Charters Towers 53 Tundskov Anders J., Maryborough f
c (2) 54 Tupper Hugh James, One-mile in
143 Stevens George H., Ravenswood u k 55 Turkoff August, Jebropilly c
144 Stevenson Charles, Bowen c 56 Turner Joseph, Townsville in
145 Stevenson S., Burnett River c 57 Turner W. H., Calliope c
146 Stewart James, Ipswich c 58 Twine Wm. R., Moggill c
147 Stewart John A., Stanthorpe c 59 Tyrrell John, Townsville in (2)
148 Steward Mrs. K., Brisbane  street a
149 Stewart Win., Moggill c U.
150 Steyer C., Charters Towers s
151 St. Ledger James, Maryborough c 1 UDDERSBACK Philip, Little Pocket c
152 Stone James Maryborough c 2 Uhlmann Mrs.  R., Brisbane o e
153
,
Storey W. C., Normanby c 3 Uhr John, Gayndah c
154 Strachan Thomas, Stanthorpe c 4 Underwood R. H., Ipswich c
155 Straiton W., Gayndah c 5 Usher Daniel, Townsville in
156 Streliz Doctor, Townsville in  and a (2)
157 Stuard -, Toowoomba c V.
158 StiimkeJohan, Ipswich c 1 VANZEUR Benedict , Brassall c
159 Sue Thomas, Cape River c 2 Vennart John, Charters Towers in
160 Suhr Ludwig, Broughton c 3 Vickers Thomas, Charters Towers c
161 Sulifin Leo, Roma c
162 Sullivan Mrs., Fortitude V alley c W.
163 Sullivan Denis Roma c
164
,
Sullivan Miss Ellen Cambonder c 1 WAITE Archibald, Gympie in and p o (4), 2 Waite Archibald Gym pie  in165 Sullivan Fanny Goganjo f ,
166
,
Sullivan H. Brisbane s 3 Wait J. C., Charters Towers in, 4 Brisbane cWakefield Henr167 Sullivan James Dalgangal c y,
168
,
Sullivan Martin ( olice) ie u kG m 5 Walker A., Charters Towers mp , y p 6 Malvern Downs eWalker Alexander169 Sullivan Philip, Normanby c (2) 7
,
Brisbane u k and c (3)Walker Fredk. C.170 Sutton Peter, Moggill c 8
,
Walker J Kolann cG171 Swanson George senr Black Snake o . .,, ., 9 Walker J. T Edward street e172 Swanson John, Stanthorpe c (2) 10
.,
Walker John Worcester Townsville n173 Sydney H. Maryborough c ,
174
,
Symes H. Stanthorpe c 11 Walker Patrick, Dalby o c, 12 Walker W. G., Bundaberg c
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13 Walker W. J., Toowoomba o c 70 Wilander Charles, Charters Towers c
14 Walker William, Ravenswood u k 71 Wiles Henry, Ravenswood c
15 Walkey Joseph, South Brisbane c 72 Wilke Heinrich, Brisbane f
16 Wale Charles, Townsville c 73 Wilkins Dr., Gayndah c
17 Wall J. B., Rockhampton c 74 Wilkins James, Edward street c
18 Wallace Charles, Ravenswood o c 75 Wilkins P., Maryborough c
19 Wallace Mark, New Zealand Gully a 76 Wilks Andrew, Ravenswood c
20 Wallace Thomas C., Bundaberg c (2) 77 Williams -, Stanthorpe c
21 Wallen Fred., Charters Towers c 78 Williams and (-oepfner, Burenda s (2)
'22 Wallis J., Leyburn o c 79 Williams A., Rockhampton c
23 Walsh Edward, Charters Towers c 80 Williams C. H., Brisbane o c (2)
24 Walsh John, Kilmorey c 81 Williams Mrs. Charles, Brisbane o
25 Walsh John L., Charters Towers c 82 Williams E. C., Stanthorpe o e
26 Walten James, Jeebropilly c 83 Williams H., Nerang Creek c
27 Walten John, Jeebropilly c 84 Williams J. Fred., Brisbane o
28 Walten Samuel, Jeebropilly c 85 Williams J. H., Brisbane u k
29 Walters C. P., Queen street c 86 Williams Wm. Henry, Townsville e
30 Walter Christopher, Mutdapilly c 87 Williamson Thomas, Etheridge c (2)
31 War E., Townsville c 88 Wills Miss F., Dalby c
32 Ward .James, Townsville c 89 Wills John, Charters Towers in
33 Ware John, Stanthorpe c 90 Wilmot Mrs., Stanthorpe c
34 Warner Mrs. Mary, Dalby c 91 Wilson Charles J., Charters Towers s
35 Warren Duncan, Dalgangal c (3) 92 Wilson George, Townsville c
36 Warwick J., Stanthorpe m 93 Wilson J., Elizabeth street c
37 Watson Mrs., Dalby c 94 Wilson John, Ravenswood c
38 Watson James, Yandilla o 95 Wilson Samuel, Mutdapilly c
39 Watson John, Brisbane u k 96 Winkler A., Maryborough c
40 Watson John, Mary street c 97 Winterbottom -, Charters Towers c
41 Watson Joseph, Rockhampton u k 98 Wirth John, Rockhampton c (2)
42 Watt James, Brisbane o c (2) 99 Woods Henry, Townsville c
43 Watt Neil, Charters Towers s 100 Wood J. C., Roma c
44 Watt W. W., Maryborough c 101 Woods M., Maryborough c
45 Weaber William, Stanthorpe c 102 Wood Michael, Stanthorpe c
46 Webb Charles (baker), Charters Towers s 103 Woodcock Herbert S., Toowoomba u k (2)
47 Webber John, Brisbane a and u k (3) 104 Wollett H. J., Valley p o
48 Webster James, Ipswich u k 105 Woolley George, Ravenswood c
49 Webster John, Brassall c 106 Works Andrew, Ravenswood c
50 Wehr --, Ravenswood c 107 Worroll James, Rockhampton c
51 Weigand John, Four-mile Creek c (3) 108 Wright B., Doughboy Creek s
52 Weir Wm., Brassall c 109 Wright Edwin, Stanthorpe u k
53 Wells W. R., Charters Towers m 110 Wright G., Maryborough c
54 Welsh Henry, Nerang Creek c 111 Wright George, Bundamba o
55 Wensley W., Stanthorpe c 112 Wright R., Bulimba c
56 Wenzell Sebastian, Brassall c 113 Wright William, Stanthorpe u k
57 Werner John, Jeebropilly c (2) 114 Wyatt Thomas, Breakfast Creek o and c (2)
58 Wheeler Aston T. F., Brisbane u k 115 Wy Hung-, Hugh River Diggings c
59 Wheeler Wm., Charlotte street e 116 Wylde Robert, Charters Towers in
60 Whelan James, Charters Towers c 117 Wynne James, Moggill c
61 White Mrs. C., Oxley c
62 White Charles, Charters Towers c (2) Y.
63 White Mrs. Ellen, Gympie o 1 Townsville cYATES Edward64 White J., Edward street c 2
,
Capeville sYoung James65 White John, Stanthorpe c ,
66 Whitehouse L. A., Stanthorpe c Z.67 Wicker Edwin, Townsville o
68 Wickham J. W., Charters Towers m 1 ZAHN Carl, Bundaberg c (3)
69 Wight F. G., Brisbane in
Aramac, 11th January, 1873.I HEREBY give Notice, thati  is my intention
to apply to the Court of Petty Sessions, holden
at Marathon, for a License to enclose the Roads
mentioned below, and to erect thereon Four Gates,
according to the Act in such cases made and pro-
vided.
1. Road from Marathon to Clermont.
2. Road from Marathon to Blackall.
161
A. BURT,
Aramac.
4s. 6d.
FOLKESTONE TIN MINING COMPANY
(LIMITED).
NOTICE is  hereby given, that the foll owing
Special Resolution was passed at a Special
General Meeting of Shareholders ,  held on Tuesday,
21st January last, and confirmed at a subsequent
Special General Meeting, held for that purpose on
Thursday ,  20th instant :-
" That the Folkestone Tin Mining Company
(Limited )  be voluntarily  wound up."
Mr. M. B. Gannon was appointed sole Liquidator.
M. B. GANNON,
Toowoomba, 20th February, 1873.
Secretary.
162 5s.
NOTICE TO POLICEMEN ,  POUNDKEEPERS,
AND OTHERS.
L
OST,  from Stanthorpe, on the 19th November,
1872, one  Bay Mare, branded RP near
shoulder ,  P near rump ,  hind feet white, small  star ;
one Brown Horse, branded SW over 2 or WS
over 2, with other brands, on near shoulder, hind
foot  white, small star ; both draught.
Two pounds will  be aid for each of ,  the above
horses, on delivery to
pMessrs.  B lls and Dunl p,
Warwick ,  or David Valiance ,  He lidon ; or twenty
pounds, if stolen ,  on conviction of the thief or
thieves.
DAVID VALLANCE,
Helidon.
17th February, 1873.
128  5s.  3d.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Customs
lr building recently erected on allotment 14 of
section 3, in the town of Stanthorpe, is set apart
for the purposes of a Queen's Warehouse.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 10th February, 1873.
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The Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1873.
ITis hereby notified, thatWALTEa C ARE CARDEW,of Brisba e, in he Colony of Queensland,
Esquire, Registrar of the Metropolitan District
Court, has been appointed a Commissioner for
Affidavits, &c., at Common Law, and by Statute
and in Equity ; such Commission to be terminable
on his ceasing to hold the above appointment.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honor the Chief Justice.
Supreme  Court Office,
Brisbane , 24th February, 1873.
TRADE MARK.
IT is  hereby noti fied  that  Messrs. McPherson
and Lyons ,  of Queen street ,  Brisbane ,  Solici-
tors for and on behalf of Messrs .  Champion and
Company , of No. 115, City Road, London, in
England ,  have, in pursuance  of the fourth  section
of  " The Trade Marks Act of  1864," applied to
register  a Trade Mark of the following  descrip-
tion :-
24
C
CHAMPION,
being the mark with which Messrs. Champion and
Company now brand, and propose to brand and
use on all their half hogsheads containing Brown
Vinegar of their own manufacture, as a special
mark for such half hogsheads.
Notice is hereby given, that unless it be shewn
to my satisfaction before the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, that such Trade
Mark has been previously registered, or that some
other person is entitled to such Trade Mark, or
that such Trade Mark is so like some other Trade
Mark that it may be mistaken for the same, a
certificate will, in pursuance of the provisions of
the said Act, be issued to the said Messrs. Champion
and Company, certifying that they are entitled to
the use of the same.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Richard Welford, late of Walton,
Barcoo, in the Colony of Queensland, grazier,
deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named Richard Welford, deceased, who died intes-
tate, may be granted to Charles Lumley Hill, of
Isis Downs, Barcoo, Queensland, Esquire, the duly
constituted attorney of Jane Welford, of Allesley,
Warwickshire, widow, sole executrix of the Will of
Richard Griffiths Welford, late of Allesley afore-
said, Esquire, the father of the said Richard
Welford, deceased.
Dated the 27th day of February, A.D. 1873. -
ROBERTS AND DALY,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Charles Lumley Hill.
153 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Cyril Allies, late of
Boomia Station, grazier.
W
the said Cyril Allies was, on
1 1 the 24th day of February, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an  Insolvent, I  hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 3rd day of March, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof' of
debts against the said Estate, and for the election of
a Creditors '  Assignee , if required,  and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for sup-
port shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time
of passing his last examination ,  and whether any
and what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed
to the Insolvent  ;  and a Second  Public  Sitting of
the Court ,  at the same  place, on MONDAY, the
7th day of April, A.D. 1873,  to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said Estate ,  and for such other matters connected
with the Estate as may be required  to be  brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane , the 24th day  of February,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. Mlsrue,
Official Assignee.
154 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of George Watson Drew,
of Brisbane, coach-painter.
W V1'IfEREAS the said George Watson Drew1 was , on the 26th day of February, A.D.1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 10th day of March, A.D. 1873, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the 7th
day of April, A.D. 1873, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
Estate, and for such other matters connected with
the Estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 1st day of March, A.D
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J. WEITLEY,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
155 6s. 6d.
NOTICE.
T
HE Scale of Charges for the insertion of  Advertise-
ments  in the  Queensland Government  G azette  is
as fo ll ows :-
Advertisements relating to Insolvent aI Intestate
Estates ,  or Letters of Administration ,  6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relat in g to Impounded Stock, is.
per animal.
All other Advertisements wi ll  be charged for at the
rate of 3s .  for the first eight lines  (or under),
and 3d. for every additional  li ne, all owing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No ADVERTISEMENT
WILL BE INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of its insertion
according to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
POUNDKEEPERS are requested  to take notice, that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements, over five shillings, must be made by
Post-Office Order, or cash; otherwise the advertisement
will be retu-neu.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
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The GovEENMENT PRINTER acknowledges  the receipt
of the following  amounts :-
1873.
Feb. 22.-Chas. Lambley
25.-A. J.  Stacey ...
25.-T. Hanmer ...
26.-P. Lenihan ...
27.-C. Lambley ...
27.-R. Fitzgerald...
„ 27.-J. Watson ...
28.-H. Lloyd ...
28.-M. C. Thomson
28.-A.  Goode ...
28.-A. Burt ...
28.-Geo. Foster ...
28.-H. Smith ...
28.-M. B .  Gannon
1Empounbfngo.
£ s. d.
0 3 0
0 1 0
0 0 9
1 5 0
0 1 0
0 18 0
0 4 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 4 0
0 4 6
0 12 0
0 3 4
0 5 0
S Pouudkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded  Stock will be charged  for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING  FEB  ANII[AL  ;  and no such Advertise-
ment  will be inserted  in  the  Gazette  unless accompanied
by a remittance  suffi cient to cover the cost of its insertion.
IMPOUNDED  at Ipswich ,  from Fassifern ,  on 24th
February ,  1875 .  Driving ,  6s. per head.
One grey  horse,  TS near,  I off shoulder ,  four white fet.
locks; had bell  on.
One bay  horse, JJ over I off shoulder.
One ba  filly ,  DMD near shoulder.
One yellow-bay horse,  K over M near shoulder, off hind
foot white.
One bay mare,  NL near shoulder, 0  in circle  off shoul-
der, star,  heel of near hind fetlock white.
One black horse ,  -  over F near shoulder , ..  over F near
thigh ,  small star, near hind  fetlock white.
One bright- bay horse, TH over DYR near shoulder, star,
two hind feet white.
One bay filly ,  over F near shoulder , .-.  over F near
thigh,  small  star.
One chesnut horse, 0 in circle off shoulder, bald face,
near hind  fetlock white.
One ohesnut  ma re , S .B off shoulder, star.
One bay  mare ,  W over-IC near shoulder.
One bay mare , like W over 35 off rump.
One grey horse ,  J cross C near shoulder ,  two fore and
near  hind fetlocks white.
One bay horse ,  YP near shoulder.
One bay horse, W near shoulder, W near thigh, bumble
foot.
One bay horse ,  W over WF of shoulder ,  W near shoul-
der, sma ll  star.
One brown filly, TK near shoulder, TK near thigh.
One bay  ma re , N near  cheek ,  N near rump ,  star and snip,
off hind foot white ; bay foal at foot unbranded.
If not released on or before the 25th March, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
152 18s.
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from  Gongala Station,
on the 10th February, 1873, by order of Williams
Brothers.
One brown mere ,  like r sideways over TM near shoul-
der, T near neck.
If not released on or before the 26th of March, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
ALEX. J. STACEY,  Poundkeeper.
145 1s.
IMPOUNDED  at Surat , from Noorindoo, on the 17th
February, 1873, by order of D. Ross, Esq. Driving,
2s. 6d.
One brown horse, SB over IM  near  shoulder, like 54
near saddle ,  Q off neck ,  saddle-mark.
One brown horse, blaze, hind feet white, WL near
shoulder (the W writing capital), p4 over 2 off
shoulder, like collar-mark.
One brown  ma re , star , like A over pg over triangle over
n  over T near shoulder.
One bay filly, 0 near thigh.
If not released on or before the 25th March, 1873,
will be sold to  defray expenses.
161
JOS. WATSON,  Poundkeeper.
4p.
IMPOUNDED at Allora, f om the Allora Commonage,
on the 23rd January, 1873, by the Inspector, Mr.
H. Rinehart. Driving, Is. per head. Wrongly de-
scribed in a former advertisement.
One brown filly, like KG near shoulder, star and snip.
If not released on or before the 25th March, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
CHAS. LAMBLEY, Poundkeeper.
160 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Allora, from the Allora Commonage,
on the 19th February, 1873, by the Inspector, Mr.
H. Rinehart. Driving, 6d. per head.
One Chesnut mare, S over like D near shoulder, like
brands near and off saddle, or saddle marked, both
hind feet white,  white spots in various parts.
One roan horse, M over JC) near shoulder, like .0H off
shoulder ,  collar and saddle marked.
One bay horse  pony, JW  over cross near shoulder, star,
near hind foot white.
If not released on or before the 25th March, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
CHAS. LAMBLEY, Poundkeeper.
146 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from the Warwick Com-
monage, on the 11th February, 1873, by the Inspec-
tor. Driving expenses ,  8d. per head.
One strawberry  stag , blotch over D near rump, top off
off ear.
One strawberry steer ,  ill egible brand off rump and ribs.
If not released on or before 15th March, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
PATRICK LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
147 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Nebo, from Oxford Downs, on the
13th February, 1878, by order of C. W. Tuessiant,
Esquire. Driving, 1s. 8d. per head.
One strawberry heifer, W. off rump, W. off ribs, top off
near ear.
One white  steer , W. off rump, W off ribs, top  off near ear.
One red and white heifer, W. off rump, W off ribs, top
off near ear.
One  red steer, W  of  rump,  W off ribs, top off near ear.
If not  released on or before the 25th March,  1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
ABIJAH GOODE, Poundkeeper.
158 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Nive Downs, on the
8th February,  1873 , by order  of T. Brodie, Esq.
Driving, 8s. 4d. per head.
One bay horse, TK over blotch near shoulder,  0  near
thigh, near hind foot white.
One Chesnut ma re , C near shoulder, F near thigh ,  blaze,
four white feet.
One  chesnut  mare, EA over 0 near shoulder, EH off
shoulder.
If not released on or before  the 5th March, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
159
GEORGE FOSTER, Poundkeeper.
Be.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo,  from Mataura  Downs, on
the 11th February, 1873, by order of F. Burn, Esq.
Driving, 2s. per head.
One black mare, T off shoulder, diamond off thigh ; foal
at foot.
One bay  ma re , T near  shoulder.
One bay filly, unbranded.
One roan horse, N over like L near shoulder, BD heart
in circle near thigh.
One chesnut horse, like - over X over H over G near
shoulder, blaze, had fistula.
One bay colt, 4F near shoulder, 0 near cheek.
One chesnut filly, WK near thigh, star on forehead.
One chesnut colt, :IF  near  shoulder, WK near thigh,
blaze.
If not released on or before the 15th March, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
GEORGE FOSTER ,  Poundkeeper.
160 8s.
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IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, fr  the land ofMartin
Kelley, on 26th February, 1873. Damages on
entire, £2.
One bay entire, d over tg near  shoulder, hind feet white,
of knee white, white face.
If not released on or before the 25th March, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
HANNAH LLOYD, Pouudkeeper.
156 is.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Cardbeign, on 13thFebruary, 1873, by order of Robt. Patton, Esquire.
Driving, Is.  6d.;  damages, 2e. 6d.
One bay mare, JS over like m or e, near shoulder, 2
near neck, off hind foot white.
If not released on or before the 25th March, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
M. C. THOMSON, Poundkeeper.
157 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from the Warwick Com-
monage, on 8th February, 1875, by order of the
Commonage Inspector, Mr. F. J. Bolton. Driving
expenses , 8d. per head.
One grey  mare , like ED near shoulder, three blotch
brands of shoulder, star.
One grey filly, like C over C near shoulder, star.
One roan colt, 6 upsidedown over 67 near shoulder.
One bay mare, 34 near shoulder, JH conjoined near
thigh.
On same date, from same place. Driving expenses
6d. per head.
One taffy mare, like p4 over SH near shoulder, small
stripe , off hip down ; piebald foal at foot,
unbranded.
Also, from  same place , on 10th February, 1873.
Driving expenses, 8d. per bead.
One Chesnut horse, X of thigh, TB over X off shoulder,
DYR near thigh, star and snip, near hind foot
white.
One bay rig, like LB conjoined (the L reversed) over
blotch and like 2 near shoulder, star.-Damages,
£1.
One bay colt, like M near shoulder, hind heels white.
Also, from same place, on 10th February, 1873.
Driving expenses, ed. per head.
One red and white steer,  M near thigh.
One red and white steer,  M near rump.
If not released on or before 15th March, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
P. LENIHAN,  Poundkeeper.
149 10s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, fromPikedale enclosedland, on 8th February 1873, by order of D. Gunn,
Esq. Damages and driving expenses,  IN. 10d.  per head.
One bay mare, J W over 20 near shoulder,  star, near
hind heel white.
One bay mare, like CJM (the JM conjoined  sideways)
of shoulder, star.
One Chesnut mare, TC over S sideways near shoulder, S
sideways off shoulder, near hind foot white,  blaze.
One brown horse, P in triangle near shoulder, 3 white
feet, star.
One brown horse, M over M near shoulder,  D near neck,
D over like 4 of shoulder, hind feet white, bald
face.
One  grey  mare, RF of shoulder.
One bay horse, T over MH over like 7 near shoulder,
small star.
One roan mare, 6 near cheek, .. over M near shoulder,
4 near  thigh, hind heels white.
One bay horse, C over TA near shoulder.
One dark-bay horse, .T sideways over M over diamond
and  13  near shoulder, C near thigh.
One bay mare, JA of shoulder, blotch of cheek, star.
One bay mare, WB over T near shoulder, 374 near ribs,
small stripe.
One Chesnut horse, 5 over D sideways  near shoulder,
star, hind feet white.
One bay mare, C in circle over JH conjoined near
shoulder, AH conjoined of  shoulder.
One black more, A near shoulder.
One brown horse, G+ over JC near shoulder, CW over 2
off shoulder, near fore foot white.
One black horse, like HH near shoulder, WC over H
near ribs ,  star , off hind heel white.
One roan mare, C over C sideways over HL near
shoulder, JM6 (the M6 conjoined) over  0  near
thigh.
One brown horse, C over C  now  shoulder, like ED  over
2 near thigh, X in a square of shoulder.
One bay colt, like  99 over 6 near  shoulder,  small star.
One Chesnut mare, WW  over IB near  shoulder,  IB near
ribs, stripe down face, off hind foot white.
One bay mare,  F reversed near shoulder,  blaze,  near
hind foot white.
One bay horse,  like 2 near shoulder,  B near thigh.
If not released on or before the 15th March, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
PATRICK LENIHAN,  Poundkeeper.
148 23s.
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SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,
BRISBANE,
ON MONDAY, THE 31ST DAY OF MARCH, 1873.
SUPPLEMENT
TO THE
QUEENSLAND
oberuiuut aetti
OF SATURDAY, Ism MARCH, 1873.
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XIV.] SATURDAY, 1sT MARCH, 1873. [No. 21.
QUEENSLAND , 2 Proclamation by The  Most
to wit.  S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgravo of
Mnlgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgravo of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
wander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, sad
in accordance with the provisions  of the Act 31
Victoria ,  No. 46, respecting the Ali enation of Crown
Lands, I, the GOVERNOR aforesaid ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the following Lots of  land  will be
offered for sale by public  auction , at the under-
mentioned place ,  at Eleven o'clock, on the day
specified ,  at the upset price affixed to each Lot
respective ) . (Deposit 20 per cent.)
And I further notify  and proclaim  that such of
the said Country  Lots as may remain unsold shall,
at and after Eleven o'clock on the day following
such auction ,  be open to selection by purchase, at
the upset price ; and that on and after the thirtieth
day following  such auction  sale, the Country Lots
which may  remain unsold ,  and are not  withdrawn
from  We,  shall be open to selection by lease, at the
annual rent  established by the Act for the class to
which the land may belong.
NoTE.-Portions under 40 acres cannot be
selected by lease, except as Homesteads.
The Deed Fees and Survey Fees on the under-
mentioned Lots will be charged according to the
following scale:-Under 1 acre, £1 12s. ; 1 acre and
under 5 acres , £ 1 18s . ;  5 acres and under 10 acres,
£2 12s . ;  10 acres and under 15 acres , £2  18s.;  15
acres and under 20 acres,  £ 3  4s.;  20 acres and under
30 acres , £3 12s . ;  30 acres and under 40 acres,
£3 18s.; 40 acres and under 50  acres , £4 Ss. ; 50
acres and under 60 acres,  £ 4 139. ;  60 acres and
under 80 acres,  £ 5 Is. ; 80 acres and under 100
acres , £617x .;  100 acres and under 120 acres, £6 2s. ;
120 acres and under 160 acres, £6 14s. ; 160 acres
and under 240 acres, £7  6s.;  240 acres and under
320 acres, £7 14s. ; 320 acres and under 480 acres,
£8 10s. ;  480 acres and under 600 acres , £ 9 8s. ;
500 acres and under 640 acres, £9 18s. ; 640 acres,
£10 ; above 640  acres and not exceeding 1,000
acres, £14.
r
No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment
0
No. of
Portion. Area.
A. R. P.
Price
per Acre.
£ s.
COUNTRY  LOTS.-CLASS  AGRICULTURAL LAND.
On Kangaroo Island ,  an island in Moreton Bay.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
1 .. 262 60 0 0 0 15
2  ... 263  51 0 0 0 15
3 264  56 0 0 0 15
4 265  60 0 0 0 15
5 ... 266 71 0 0 0 15
6 ... 267 , 51 1 0 0 15
7 268 53 0 0 0 15
8 ... 269 48 0 0 0 15
9 ... 270 51 0 0 0 15
10 ... 271 51 0 0 0 15
11 ... 272 51 0 0 0 15
12 273 50 0 0 0 15
13 ... 274 50 0 0 0 15
14 ... 275 52 0 0 0 15
15 276 50 0 0 0 15
16  _ 277  64 0 0 0 15
17 ... 278 62 0 0 0 15
18 ... 279 64 0 0 0 15
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
*19  ... 1 47 120 0 0 0 15
•  Lot 19, forfeited  Selection ,  No. 1,064.
County of Stanley, parish of Caboolture.
*20 ... 1 37 1 100 0 0 1 0 15
• Lot 20,  forfeited Selection ,  No. 308.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane, town
of North Brisbane.
Allot. Sec. Per Lot.
21 1 31 0 0 ]8f 750 0
22 18 31 j 0 0 12 250 0
23 19 31 0 0 12 250 0
24
25
20
21
31
31
0
0
0 71 11
0 7i
300 0
250 0
26 22  11 31 0 0 7+ 250 0
Lots 21 to 26 are offered for sale in pm•stiance  of the prmiiions
of  11 The Bl iebsne Watc-,way  Construction  Act of  1870."
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COUNTRY LOTS-CLASS AGRICULTURAL LAND.
No. of
Lot.
No. of No. of
Po rt ion. Area.
Price per
Acre.
27
28
29
30
A. R. P. 1  2 S.
County Stanley,  parish Redclifle.
Portion.
48
383
... 390
... 396
40 1 0
45 0 20'
56 2 12
72 1 3
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, WARWICK,
ON WEDNESDAY ,  THE 2ND DAY or APRIL, 1873.
No. of No. of  No. ot  --_-_--`_- I  Price  per
Lot. Allotments Section. Area. Acre.
A. U. P. I  £ a.
TOWN LOTS.
County  of Merivale, parish  of Warwick,  town of
Warwick.
1 1 75A 1 0 0
2 2 75A 1 0 0
3 3 75A 1 1 0 0
4 4 75A 1 0 0
5 5 75A 1 1 7
6 6 75A 1 0 8
7 7 75A 1 0 18
8 8 75A 1 0 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, IPSWICH,
ON MONDAY ,  THE 31ST DAY OF MARCH, 1873.
COUNTRY LOTS: CLASS AGRICULTURAL LAND.
County of Churchill,  parish of Mutdapilly.
1 1 ... I 228 I 149 0 39 10 15
Parish of Walloon.
114121 81 3 17 0 15
141
3
9 9 75A 1 0 30 8 0
10 10 75A 1 0 28 8 0
11 2 76A 1 0 0 8 0
12 3 •76A 1 0 0 8 0
13 4 76A 1 0 0 8 0
14 5 76A 1 0 0 8 0
15 6 76A 1 0 0 8 0
16 7 76A 1 0 0 8 0
17 8 i 76A 1 0 0 8 0
18  9  76A 1 0 30 8 0
19 2 77 1 0 0 8 0
20 3 77 1 0 0 8 0
21 4 77 1 0 0 8 0
22 5 77 1 0 0 8 0
23 6 77 1 0 0 8 0
24 7 77 1 0 0 8 0
25 8 77 1 0 0 8 0
26 14  77 1 0 0 8 0
27 15 77 1 0 0 8 0
28 16  77 1 0 0 8 0
29 17 77 1 0 0 8 0
30 ]8 77 1 0 0 8 0
31 19 77 1 0 0 8 0
32 20 77 1 024 8 0
33 1 78 1 0 0 8 0
34 2 78 1 0 0 8 0
35 3 78 1 0 0 8 0
36 4 78 1 0 0 8 0
37 5 78 1 0 0 8 0
38 6 78 1 1 4 8 0
39 7 78 1 2 12 8 0
40 8 78 1 128 8 0
41 9 78 1 0 0 8 0
42 10 78 1 0 0 8 0
43 11 78 1 0 0 8 0
44 12 78 1 0 0 8 0
45 13 78 1 0 0 8 0
46 14 78 1 0 0 8 0
47 1 79 1 0 0 8 0
48 2 79 1 0 0 8 0
49 3 79 1 0 0 8 0
60 4 79 1 0 0 8 0
51 5 79 1 1 24 8 0
52 6 79 1 1 16 8 0
53 7 1 79 2 0 0 8 0
54 1 80 1 320 8 0
55 2 80  1 1 020 8 0
56 3 80 1 0 3 0 8 0
57 4 80 1 1 0 8 0
58 5 80  1 130 8 0
453 50 0 0 0 15
Parish of Brassall .
4
5.
6
7
171A
504
505
506
69 2 0
41 2 0
36 0 0
21 2 0
o 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
Lot 1,  foraalted Selection, No. 749
2, „ 1,704
3, „ 1,826
4. 635
Parish of North.
8 I ... 1 158  I 122 2 0 I 0 16
County of Cavendish, parish of Wivenhoe, near
Brisbane River.
9 .. 20 168 0 0 0 15
10  ...  11 45 2 0 0 15
11 ... 12 I 42 0 0 0 15
Parish of Lockyer, on Lockyer Creek.
12 I ... 1 140 I 120 0 0 0 15
Lot 8,  Forfeited Selection,  No. 1,498
9, ,. „ 1,664
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TOO.
WOOMBA,
ON MONDAY,  THE 31ST DAY OF MARCH, 1873.
COUNTRY LOTS.- CLASS AGRICULTURAL LAND.
County of Aubigny, parish of Watt.
1
2
3
*4
*5
26
30.
31
674
85 3 8 0 15
73 128 0 15
112 1 25 0 15
128 0 0 0 15
• Forfeited Selection,  No. 674.
Parish of Gebam.
1 I 253 1 42 2 12 1 0 15
Forfeited Selection,  No, 60.
Parish Jondaryan.
6  ...  26A ; 639 3 37 0 15
7 ... I 27A 640 0 0 0 15
*8
parish Toowoomba.
1 135 1 40 0 0 1 0 15
Forfeited Selection No. 269.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, GYMPIE,
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 2ND DAY OF APRIL, 1873.
TOWN LOTS.
County of March, parish of Gympie, town of
Gympie.
1 7 E 0 024 8 0
2 8 I E 0 024 8 0
3 9 1 >, I 0 0 24 8 0
4 10 E 0 024 80
I
829
TOWN  LOTS-COntinUed.
No, of
Lot.
No. of No. of
Allotment Section Area
Price per
Acre..) .
A. B. P.
6 11 B 0 0 24
6 12 B 0 024
7 13 B 0 0 24
8 2 a 0 038
9 3 a, 0 1 4
10 4 P 0 3 16
11 3 B 0 1 22
12 23 F 0 0 12
13 5 a 0 0 33
14 9 32 0 1 0
15 12 32 0 1 0
16
SUBURBAN LOT.
Portion.
I ... I 76A I 7 1 24
2 .1.
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
I 2 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE,
TOWNSVILLE,
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 16TH DAY OF APRIL, 1873.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah'
town of Townsville.
6
6
9
12
12
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
No. of
Lot.
SUBURBAN  LOTS- continued.
No. of No. of
All otment Section. Area
Price per
Acre.
I I I A. B. P.
*37 4 130 14 3 3
*38 5  130 17 2 32
*39 1 133 9 3 35
*40 2 133 16 2 18
•41 3 133 24 2 15
42 4 133 22 1 8
43 5 133 10 1 3
44 4 134 23 3 32
45 5 134 27 0 5
46 1 135 29 1 36
47  2  135 20 2 20
48 3 135 15 3 13
49 4 135 9 3 13
50 1 136 41 3 4
51 2 136 41 3 4
52 3 136 41 3 4
53 4 136 41 3 4
54 5 136 42 1 17
55 6 136 41 1 0
56 7 136 41 0 0
57 8 136 41 1 0
58 9 136 41 1 0
59 1 137 41 3 4
60 2 137 41 3 4
61 3 137 41 3 4
62 4 137 41 3 4
63 5 137 42 1 17
64 6 137 42 1 17
65 7 137 41 3 4
66 8 137 41 3 4
67 9 137 41 3 4
68 10 137 41 3 4
•  -Near Mary River.
69
COUNTRY LOTS :  CLASS AGRICULTURAL LAND.
On and near Tinana Creek.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, MARY.
BOROUGH,
ON THURSDAY,  THE 3RD DAY  OF APRIL, 1873.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of March, parish of Tinana.
1 1 125 54 0 39 0 15
2 2 125 51 2 7 0 15
3 1 126 40 2 25 0 15
4 2 126 43 2 0 0 15
5 3 126 43 2 0 0 15
6 4 126 43 2 0 0 15
7 2 127 29 3 11 0 15
8 3 127 29 3 11 0 16
9 4 127 28 3 14 0 15
10 5 127 29 3 11 0 15
11 6 127 29 3 11 0 16
12 7 127 29 3 11 0 16
13 8 127 29 1 6 0 15
14 1 128 28 1 10 0 15
15 2 128 29 0 0 0 15
16 3 128 29 0 0 0 15
17 4 128 29 0 0 0 16
18 5 128 29 .3 30 0 15
19 6 128 29 3 30 0 15
20 7 128 29 3 30 0 15
21 8 128 29 0 33 0 15
22 1 129 29 2 10 0 15
23 2 129 27 1 2 0 15
24 3 129 24 0 33 0 15
25 4 129 21 024 0 15
26 1 132 26 3 3 0 15
27 2 132 19 1 3 l1 0 15
28 3 132 15 3 5 0 15
29 4 132 24 2 0 0 15
30 5 132 24 2 0 0 15
31 6 132 24 2 0 0 15
32 7 132 24 2 0 0 15
33 8 132 23 1 20 0 15
34 9 132 20 3 29 0 15
35 10 132 21 3 22 0 15
*36 3 130 11 2 28 0 15
70 ... 113 61 0 0
71 ... 114 74 0 0
72 ... 115 95 0 0
73 ... 116 70 3 0
74 ... 176 37 3 0
75 ... 177 38 2 0
76 ... 178 38 3 0
77 ... 179 38 3 0
78 ... 180 41 3 0
79 ... 181 41 3 0
80 ... 182 41 3 0
81 ... 183 40 2 0
82 ... 184 37 0 0
83 ... 185 41 3 0
84 ... 186 41 3 0
85 ... 187 41 3 0
86 ... 188 41 3 0
87 ... 189 41 3 0
88 ... 190 41 3 0
89 ... 191 36 3 0
90 ... 192 34 2 0
91 ... 193 38 2 0
92 ... 194 38 1 0
93 ... 195 38 0 0
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
£  R.
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 16
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
Portion.
... 43 I 37 3 0 0 16I
I 0 150 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15'
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
Near Mary River and Tirana Creek.
52 59 0 0 0 15
100 45 0 0 0 15
101 45 0 0 0 15
102 45 0 0 0 15
103 42 0 0 0 15
104 45 0 0 0 15
105 45 0 0 0 15
106 45 0 0 0 15
107 45 0 0 0 15
108 45 0 24 0 15
109 44 2 12 0 15
110 49 3 32 0 15
111 38 3 27 0 15
County Lennox,  parish Dumora.
X107 1 1 1 1 160 0 0 1 0 15
*Forfeited Selection No. 506.
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SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, ROCL
HAMPTON,
ON FRIDAY ,  THE  4T H DAY  OF APRIL, 1873.
No. of
Lot.
No. of I No. of
Portion. Area.
A. R. P.
Price
per Acre.
£ s.
COthNTRY  LOTS.-CLASS  AGRICULTURAL LAND.
County of Livingstone, pariah of Gracemere.
*1
Portion.
40 I ... I 127 0 0 1 0 15
*  Forfeited selection,  No. 318.
Parish Gavial, on Fitzroy River.
2( 133  ( ... I 66 0 0 1 0 15
Parish of Nicholson, near Fitzroy River and Black
Gin Creek.
18
t4 I 226590  I ... I 18 0 0 I 0
0 15
15
t  Part of Forfeited  Selection ,  No. 1, under  Immigration Act,  1869.
TOWN LOTS.
County Livingstone ,  on Cawarral Run, town of
Yeppoon.
Allotment.  Section.
1
2
1
1
1 2
2 2
3 2
4 2
5 2
1 3
4 3
5 3
8 3
9 3
1 4
2 4
3 4
4 4
5 4
6 4
1 5
2 5
3 5
4 ' 5
1 6
2 6
3 6
4 6
5 6
1 7
2 7
3 7
4 7
5 7
1 8
2 8
3 8
4 8
5 8
1 9
2 9
3 9
4 9
5 9
1 10
2 10
3 10
4 10
5 10
1 11
2 11
3 11
4 11
5 11
0 134 I 8 0
0 226  8 0
0 3 0 8 0
0 3 16 8 0
0 3 32 8 0
1 0 9 8 0
1 0 25 8 0
0 3 8 8 0
0 3 8 8 0
0 3 8 8 0
0 38 8 0
0 3 8 8 0
0 2 31 8 0
0 3 6 8 0
0 3 21 8 0
0 3 35 8 0
0 2 14 8 0
0 230 8 0
0 2 14 8 0
1 1 2 8 0
0 3 26 8 0
0 3 33 8 0
1 0 7 8 0
0 3 33 8 0
0 3 17 8 0
0 3 0 8 0
0 2 24 8 0
0 2 19 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
0 3 21 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
COUNTRY LOT.-C LASS  AGRICULTURAL LAND.
County Livingstone, parish Gracemere.
Portion.
57 1237A I ... I 19 2 32 10 15
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, CLn .
MONT,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 8TH DAY  OF APRIL, 1873.
No of N. of No. of
Area. Price PerLot. '. All.1 .1. secti cr.. Acre.
A. R. P.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Clermont, parish of Clermont, town of
Clermont.
1 42
2 42
3 42
4 42
6 42
6 42
7 42
8 42
9 42
10 42
1 43
2 43
3 43
4 43
5 43
6 43
7 43
8 43
9 43
10 43
1 44
2 44
3 44
4 44
5 44
6 44
6 48
7 48
8 48
9 48
10 48
1 49
2 49
3 49
4 49
5 49
6 49
7 49
8 49
9 49
10 49
0  2  0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
a.
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
9 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
SALE AT POLICE OFFICE, TENINGERING,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 8TH  DAY OF APRIL, 1873.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Bowen, parish of Mount Perry, town of
Teningering.
3 1
7 1
8 1
14 1
15 1
18 1
20 1
4 2
5 2
6 2
7 2
8 2
13 2
14 2
15 2
16  2
17 2
1 7
2 7
3 7
4 7
5 ; 7
6  7
7 7
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2  0  8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 1 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
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8 1 7 0 1 0 8 0
9 7' 0 1 0 8 0
10 7 0 1 0 8 0
11 7 0 1 0 8 0
12 7 0 1 0 8 0
13 7 0 1 0 8 0
14 7 0 1 0 8 0
15 7 0 1 0 8 0
16 7 0 1 0 8 0
17 7 0 1 0 8 0
18 7 0 1 0 8 0
19 7 0 1 0 8 0
20 7 0 1 0 8 0
No or  No. or No. or  Price
Allotment  Section . Area . per Acre..
A. B. P.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, BEEN.
LEIGH,
ON WEDNESDAY ,  THE 2ND DAY OF APRIL, 1873,
COUNTRY LOTS .-- CLASS AGRICULTURAL LAND.
County of Ward, parish of Boyd, on left bank of
Albert River.
Portion.
1 ( 132 40 0 0 ( 0 16
Parish of Coomera.
2 ( 40 ( ... ( 19 0 0 ( 0 15
Parish of  Albert.
3  1  127 1 ...  1  100 0 0  1  0 16
4 (
TOWN  LOTS - Continued,
Parish of Mudgeeraba.
6 ( ... ( 120 0 0 ( 0 15
Lot 1,  Forfeited Selection No. 20.
Lot 2, „  No. 28.
Lot 3,  No. 137.
Lot 4, „ „  No. 150.
County of Ward ,  parish of Nerang ,  near the
village of N erang.
5 6 ... 4 0 36 1 10
6. 7 ... 5 0 0 1 10
7. 8 ... 5 2 32 1 10
8. 9 ... 6 2 0 1 10
9 10 ... 5 0 0 1 10
10 11 ... 4 0 0 1 10
At Nerang Township.
Allotment.  section.
11 1 12 1 0 0 4 0
12 2 12 1 0 0 4 0
13 3 12 1 0 0 4 0
14 4 12 1 0 0 4 0
15 5 12 1 0 0 4 0
16 6 12 1 0 32 4 0
17 7 12 1 0 38 4 0
18 1 13 1 0 0 4 0
19 2 13 0 3 10 4 0
20 3 13 0 1 16 4 0
21 4 13 0 2 16 4 0
22 1 14 1 024 4 0
23 2 14 1 024 4 0
24 3 14 1 024 4 0
25 4 14 1 024 4 0
26 6 14 1 024 4 0
27 6 14 1 0 24 4 0
28 7 14 1 0 24 4 0
29 8 14 1 024 4 0
30 9 14 1 024 4 0
31 10 14 1 0 24 4 0
32 1 15 1 024 4 0
33 2 16 1 024 4 0
34 3 16 1 0 24 4 0
35 4 15 2 0 30 4 0
36 5 15 1 2 36 4 0
37 6 15 1 024 4 0
88  7 15  1 024 4 0
39 1 8 15 1 0 24 4 0
No. of
Lot
SUBURBAN LOTS.
No. or I No. or
Allotments Section Area.
Price
per Acre.
A. R. P. I  s. d.
County of  Ward, parish  of Mudgeeraba,  town of
Burleigh, on and near Tallebuggera Creek.
40 1 1 1 0 0 2 0
41 2
42 3
43 4
44 8
45 9
46 10
47 11
48 2
49 3
50 4
51 5
62 1
53 2
54 3
55 . 4
56 5
57 6
68 7
59 8
60 9
61 10
62 1
63 2
64 3
65 4
66 5
67 6
68 7
69 8
70 9
71 10
72 11
73 12
74 13
76 1
76 2
77 3
78 4
79 5
80 1
81 2
82 3
83 , 4
84 5
85 6
86 7
87 8
88 9
89 10
90 5
91 6
92 7
93 8
94 9
95 10
96 11
97 12
98 13
99 14
1 1 0 0 2 0
1 1 0 0 2 0
1 1 0 0 2 0
2 1 1 12 2 0
2 1 0 36 2 0
2 1 1 2 2 0
2 1 2 5 2 0
3 1 0 0 2 0
3 1 0 0 2 0
3 1 0 0 2 0
3 1 0 0 2 0
4 1 0 0 2 0
4 1 0 0 2 0
4 1 0 0 2 0
4 1 0 0 2 0
4 1 0 0 2 0
4' 1 0 0 2 0
4 1 0 0 2 0
4 1 0 0 2 0
4 1 0 0 2 0
4 1 0 0 2 0
5 1 0 0 2 0
5 1 0 0 2 0
5 1 0 0 2 0
5 1 0 0 2 0
5 1 0 0 2 0
5 0 3 8 2 0
5 0 3 39 2 0
5 1 0 28 2 0
5 1 0 37 2 0
5 1 0 24 2 0
5 1 0 13 2 0
5 0 3 38 2 0
5 0 224 2 0
6 1 0 0 2 0
6 1 0 0 2 0
6 1 0 0 2 0
6 1 0 0 2 0
6 1 0 0 2 0
7 1 2 3 1 10
7 1 2 33 1 10
7 1 3 32 1 10
7 1 2 17 1 10
7 2 2 4 1 10
7 1 124 1 10
7 1 124 1 10
7 1 1 24 1 10
7 1 1 24 1 10
7 3 2 0 1 10
1 1 0 0 2 0
1 1 0 0 2 0
1 1 0 0 2 0
1 1 0 0 2 0
1 1 0 0 2 0
1 1 0 0 2 0
1 1 0 0 2 0
1 1 0 0 2 0
1 1 0 0 2 0
1 1 0 0 2 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, MACKAY,
ON WEDNESDAY ,  THE 16TH DAY OF APRIL, 1873.
SUBURBAN  LOTS.
County  of Carlisle,  parish of Howard,  near Race•
course Reserve.
Portion.
1
I
228
2 229
20 0 0 1 10
20 0 0 I 1 10
TOWN LOTS.
County  of  Carlisle, parish  of Howard,  town of
Mackay.
Allotment section.
3 1 21 0 2 0 8 0
4 2 21 0 2 0 8 0
6 3 21 0 2 0 8 0
6 7 21 0 2 0 8 0
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TOWN  LOTS -continued.
No.  Of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
N
Sec
o i of
ton. Area
Price pe
Acre.
r
Ii I I
A. R. P.
7 8 21 0 2 0 8 0
8 9 21 0 2 0 8 0
9 1 26 0 2 0 8 0
10 2 26 0 2 0 8 0
11 3 26 0 2 0 8 0
12 4 26 0 2 0 8 0
13 5 26 0 2 0 8 0
14 8 26 0 2 0 8 0
15 9 26 0 2 0 8 0
16 10 26 0 2 0 8 0
17 10 48 0 2 0 8 0
COUNTRY LOTS- CLASS AGRICULTURAL LAND.
Parish Greenmount,  near  road to Fort Cooper.
Portion.
*18 106 I ... I 88 3 0 0 15
• Forfeited Selection, No. 27.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, CARD.
WELL,
ON THURSDAY ,  THE 17TH DAY or APRIL, 1873.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Cardwell, parish of Ellerbeck, on and
near Attie Creek.
1 1 5 10 0 0 0 15
2 2' 5 10 0 0 0 15
3 3 5 10 0 0 0 15
4 4 5 10 0 0 i 0 15
5 1 6 10 0 0 0 15
Lots I and 2-part of Forfeited Selection ,  No. 27 and 28.
Lot 3- pa rt  of Forfeited Selection ,  No. 27 and 28.
Lot 4- part of Forfeited Selection ,  No. 28.
Lot G- pa rt  of Forfeited Selection ,  No. 27.
The purchaser of Lot 1 will have to pay 240 for Improvements.
The purchaser of Lot 2 will  have to  pay 250  for improvements.
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, GAYN.
DAH,
ON WEDNESDAY ,  THE 9TH DAY OF APRIL, 1873.
TOWN LOTS.
County  of Wicklow ,  parish of Rawbelle, town of
Rawbelle.
TOWN  LOTS-- continued.
No. of  I
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
No . of Area. Price perAcre.
A. R. P. 2 s.
29 10 3 0 2 0 8 0
30 1 4 0 2 0 8 0
31 2 4 0 2 0 8 0
32 3 4 0 1 32 8 0
33 4 4 0 2 0 8 0
34 5 4 0 1 27 8 0
35 1 5 0 2 0; 8 0
36 2 5 0 2 0 8 0
37 3 5 0 2 0' 8 0
38  4 5 0 2 0 1 8 0
39 5 5 0 2 0 8 0
40 6 5 0 2 0 8 0
41 7 5 0 2 0 8 0
42 8 5 0 2 0 8 0
43 9 5 0 2 24 8 0
44 10 5 0 2 0 8 0
45 11 5 0 2 8 8 0
46 1 6 0 2 0 8 0
47 2 6 0 2 0 8 0
48 3 6 0 2 0 8 0
49 4 6 020 8 0
50 5 6 0 2 0 8 0
51 6 6 0 2 0 8 0
52 7 6 0 2 0 8 0
53 8 6 0 2 0 8 0
54 9' 6 0 2 14 8 0
55 10 I 6 0 2 0 I 8 0
56 11 6 0 2 1 8 0
67 1 7 0  2  0 8 0
68 2 7 0 2 0 8 0
59 3 7 0 2 0 8 0
60 4 7 0 2 12 8 0
61 5 7 0 2 0 8 0
62 6 7 0 2 23 8 0
63 1 8 0 2 0 8 0
64 2 8 0 2 0 8 0
65 3 8 0 2 0 8 0
66 4 8 0 2 0 8 0
67 5 8 0 2 0 8 0
68 6 8 0 2 0 8 0
69 7 8 0 2 0 •8 0
70 8 8 0 2 0 8 0
71 9 8 0 230 8 0
72 10 8 0 .2 0 8 0
73 11 8 0 3 2 8 0
74 1 9 0 2 0 8 0
75 2 9 0 2 0 8 0
76 3 9 0 2 0 8 0
77 '4 9 0 2 0 8 0
78 5 9 0 2 0 8 0
79 6 9 0 2 0 8 0
80 7 9 0 2 0 8 0
81 8 9 0 2 0 8 0
82 9 9 0 2 0 8 0
83 10 9 0 2 0 8 0
84 1 10 0 2 0 8 0
85 2 10 0 2 0 8 0
86 3 10 0 2 0 8 0
87 4 10 0 2 0 8 0
88 5 10 0 2 0 8 0
89 6 10 0 2 0 8 0
90 7 10 0 2 0 8 0
91 8 10 0 2 0 8 0
92 9 10 0 2 0 8 0
23 10 10 0 2 0 8 0
1 1 1 0 2 0 8 0
2 2 1 0 2 0 8 0
3 3 1 0 2 0 8 0
4 4 1 0 2 0 8 0
6 5 1 0 2 0 8 0
6 6 1 0 2 0 8 0
7 7 1 0 2 27 8 0
8 8  1 0 2 0 8 0
9 9  1 0 2 35 8 0
10 1  2 0 2 0 8 0
11 2  2 0 2 0 8 0
12 3  2 0 2 0 8 0
13 4  2 0 2 0 8 0
14 5  2 0 2 0 8 0
15 6  2 0 2 0 8 0
16 7  2 0 2 0 8 0
17 8  2 0 2 0 8 0
18 9  2 0 2 0 8 0
19 10  2 0 2 0 8 0
20 1 3 0 2 0 8 0
21 2 3 0 2 0 8 0
22 3 3 0 2 0 8 0
23 4 3 0 2 0 8 0
24 5 3 0 2 0 8 0
25 6 3 0 2 0 8 0
26 7 3 0 2 0 8 0
27 8 3 0 2 0 8 0
28 9 3 0 2 0 8 0
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -seventh day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's.
reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
By:&uthorIty :  JAMS. O, BzAL, 00vernmeat Printer ,  William street ,  Bykbane.
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QUEENSLAND
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PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XIV. MONDAY,  3RD MARCH ,  1873.  [No. 22.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. $Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
mauby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of York,
in the Peerage of the United King-
dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New
Ross, in the County of Wexford, in
(L.s.) the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRmANBT, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Qom-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
W Y 1HEREAS, by an Act of the Parliament of  Queensland styled  " The District Courts
Act of  1867," it is amongst other things enacted
that it shall be lawful for the Governor in Council
from time to time to order, by proclamation in the
(Gazette,  that Courts to be called District Courts
shall be holden at such towns and places as he shall
think fit, and to alter the place for holding any
such Court : And whereas, by the said  last-men-
tioned Act it is further enacted that it shall be law-
ful for the Governor in Council to divide the
Colony into districts for the purposes of the said
Act, and from time to time to alter such districts :
And whereas, by the said  "District Courts Act of
1867," it is further enacted that it shall be lawful
for the Governor in Council from time to time, by
procla mation in  the  Gazette,  to declare that any
District Court shall be a Court  possessing  criminal
jurisdiction, and by the  same  or any subsequent
proclamation to declare  at what place or places the
said .jurisdiction shall be  exercised , and that any
District Court  named in any  such proclamation
shall, after three calendar months from the publi-
cation  thereof in the  Gazette,  possess  Jurisdiction
in respect of crimes ,  misdemeanors ,  and offences as
therein more particularly is mentioned : And
whereas ,  amongst others, a District Court has been
dal created having jurisdiction within a district
called the Western District ,  the limits whereof
were duly defined in and by a certain proclamation
under my hand and the seal of the Colony bearing
date the twelfth day of February ,  A.D. 1872: And
whereas I  did by  m said proclamation order and
direct that the said Court should be holden at
the towns and places therein mentioned ,  and that
the saio Court should be a Court possessing crimi-
nal jurisdiction ,  and that the said jurisdiction should
be exercised at the several towns and places in the
said proclamation mentioned : And whereas it is
necessary that the said Court should be holden at
another town or place within the said Western
District ,  namely ,  the town or place of Stanthorpe,
and that the criminal jurisdiction of the said Court
should be exercised at the said town or place of
Stauthorpe  :  Now, therefore ,  I, GEORGE Auai s-
TUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid ,  by virtue of the powers vested
in me by the said recited Acts ,  and by virtue of all
other powers enabling me in that behalf ,  and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
proclamation, order and declare that the said Dis-
trict Court shall be holden at the town or place of
Stanthorpe within the said Western District, and
that the criminal jurisdiction possessed by the
said District Court shall  be exercised at the said
town or place of Stanthorpe.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern•
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this first day of
March,  in the year of our  Lord  one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-three, and
in the thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN BRAMSTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
By Authority :  JAMES 0.  Baez ,  Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 3rd March, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve of the subjoined  Rules and  Regulations,
under the provisions  of "The Quarantine Act of
1863,"  which are published  for general information.
A. H. PALMER.
QUARANTINE REGULATIONS.
RULES  AND REGULATIONS TO BE OBSERVED IN THE
PERFORMANCE  OF QUARANTINE.
Duties of Health Officer.
1. Every vessel  arriving  in the colony from a
foreign port shall be visited by the Health Officer,
who shall put such questions to the captain or
surgeon of such  vessel relating  to the health of the
passengers  and crew as are contained in schedule 1
hereto  annexed  ; and a paper containing these ques-
tions printed or written thereon shall be handed to
the captain or surgeon of such  vessel , who shall
affix, in writing, his replies and signature thereto,
and return it to the Health Officer ; and if there be
no infectious  or contagious  disease on  board, and
if none  shall have existed during the voyage, and
if she shall not have touched at any port or place
where any infectious or contagious disease shall
have prevailed, or shall not have communicated
with any other vessel on board of which any such
infectious  or contagious  disease shall have existed,
such  vessel  shall be at once admitted to pratique :
provided that not more than fifty passengers, being
statute adults, shall have arrived by her.
2. Every vessel  arriving  with more than fifty
passengers from a foreign port shall be visited by
the Health Officer, who shall put such questions to
the Surgeon-Superintendent  as are  referred to in the
previous  clause ; and  if there be no infectious or
contagious disease on board, and if none shall have
existed during the voyage, and if she shall not have
touched at any port or place where any infectious
or contagious disease shall have prevailed, or shall
not have communicated with any other vessel on
board of which any such infectious or contagious
disease shall have existed, such vessel shall be at
once admitted to pratique,  unless  it shall be con-
sidered necessary to temporarily withhold pratique
for the purpose of carrying out the sanitary regula-
tion hereinafter p ovided.
3. Before any ship arriving in the colony from a
foreign port with more than fifty  passengers shall
be admitted to pratique, the Health Officer  shall, if
he think fit, direct that  the passengers  and crew of
such vessel  shall be  landed at a sanitary station, to
be appointed by the Government,  for a  period of
two or more  days, for the  purpose of affording all
the passengers and crew an opportunity  of bathingg
and of washing and airing all linen , clothing, bed-
ding, &c., that may have been worn  or used during
the  voyage ;  and so soon as the surgeon-superinten-
dent of such ship shall certify, in writing, to the
Health Officer that this  regulation  has been faith-
fully carried out, and that  all linen , clothing, bed-
ding, &c.,  has been  thoroughly  cleansed and aired,
the Health Officer shall then admit such ship and
passengers  to pratique.
4. Should there be any infectious  or contagious
disease amongst  the passengers or crew of anyy
vessel arriving from a foreign port, the liealth
Officer shall not go on board such vessel, but shall
direct the captain or  person  in charge of such
vessel to hoist the quarantine  signals  specified in
the 11th section of "  The Quarantine Act" (27  Vic.,
No. 9), and to proceed with the ship  and  passengers
to the place duly appointed for the performance of
quarantine.
5. Should any  vessel arriving  in the colony from
a foreign port (notwithstanding that there may be
no infectious or contagious disease on  board such
vessel) have touched at any port or place during
the voyage where any such  infectious or contagious
disease shall have been prevailing, or shall have
communicated with any other vessel on board of
which any such  disease  may have existed, the
Health Officer shall not admit such vessel to pra-
tique, but shall at once communicate with the
Colonial Secretary upon the subject, in order that
such steps may be taken as may be considered
necessary for continuing such vessel in quarantine
or the release thereof, as may be judged expedient.
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6. Should any health officer have reasonable
cause for supposing that the public health would
be endangered by the immediate admission to
pratique of any vessel arriving from a foreign port,
he will not hesitate to refuse such pratique ; but
he must report at once to the Colonial Secretary
his having done so, and his reasons for doing so,
in order that further measures may be taken for
the continuance in, or the release of, such vessel
from the performance of quarantine.
7. The health officer for the port of Brisbane
shall, as soon as practicable, report to the Colonial
Secretary the sanitary condition of every vessel
arriving in Moreton Bay from a foreign port. The
health officers at the other ports of the colony
shall furnish similar reports to the Police Magis-
trates, or, in their absence, the Sub-Collectors of
Customs at such ports, to be by them forwarded
on to the Colonial Secretary.
Duties of Masters of Vessels in Quarantine.
8. The master of any vessel ordered into quaran-
tine shall proceed with all possible despatch to the
anchorage at the quarantine station.
9. He shall afford every facility to the Resident
Superintendent of quarantine for landing the pas-
sengers  and their luggage, together with such
provisions and cooking utensils as may be required
for use on shore ; the provisions to be placed in
charge of the Resident Superintendent or the purser
of the vessel, who shall, if required, be landed
with the passengers.
10. As soon as practicable after the disembarka-
tion of the passengers and their luggage, he will
cause  all bunk fittings in the 'tween decks to be
burnt, and the 'tween decks and other parts of the
vessel  to be thoroughly purified by ventilation and
the frequent use of swing stoves, and the vessel
throughout to be daily sprinkled with carbolic acid
or such other disinfectant as the Surgeon-Superin-
tendent shall direct.
11. He will also cause the forecastle to be sub-
jected to the same process of disinfection, and the
whole of the clothes worn by the crew and those
remaining  in their chests or bags to be thoroughly
washed and to be aired daily.
12. Before application shall be made by the
master  of any vessel to be released from quarantine
(which under any circumstances must not be less
than, twenty-one clear days from the time the
passengers  disembarked), the Resident Superin-
tendent and Surgeon-Superintendent shall inspect
the whole of the crew of the vessel, and, if they
shall be satisfied that the officers and crew of the
vessel are  in good health, and that the instructions
embodied in the two preceding clauses of these
regulations  have been faithfully carried out, they
shall forward to the Health Officer a certificate to
that effect, and a release will then be granted by
the Governor in Council, which release shall be
signified in writing by the Colonial Secretary to the
Resident Superintendent.
Duties of Surgeon-Superintendent or Medical
Officer in charge of Quarantine.
13. On the arrival of the vessel at the place
appointed for the performance of quarantine, the
Surgeon-Superintendent will as soon as practicable.
cause  the sick to be landed and removed to the
place set  apart 4s a hospital, together with such
attendants as may be required, and if he shall think
fit, cause all clothes, bedding, &c., belonging to the
sick to be burnt.
14. The healthy people shall then be landed with
their luggage, and shall occupy the buildings or
tents erected for their reception ; the single females
being placed in charge of the matron shall, if pos-
sible, be located close to the surgeon's or Resident
Superintendent's quarters ; the married people next
to the single girls' quarters, and the single men
next to the married people, but at some distance
away.
15. The Surgeon-Superintendent, with the assist-
ance of the Resident Superintendent, will, as soon as
convenient after landing, divide the passengers into
messes of fourteen in each, and shall select. two out
of each mess in turn, who shall receive and prepare
the provisions for cooking.
16. He will select from the passengers three of
the men to cook the provisions for the single
females, married people, and single men, during
quarantine ,  who will, for the faithful discharge of
such duties ,  each receive such gratuity as he may
think fit to award, not exceeding five pounds ; and
he will see that the meals are cooked in a proper
manner, and served at regular hours.
17. The Surgeon -Superintendent will, as soon as
practicable ,  see that all the clothes that have been
worn by the passengers during the voyage and those
remaining in the boxes are properly cleansed,
washed, and periodica lly aired.
18. He will not permit any communication what-
ever to take place between the patients, or their
attendants in the hospital, and the healthy portion
of the passengers  ;  and in the event  of any fresh
case breaking out, the patient shall b at once
removed  to the hospital, and ,  if necessary, his
clothes and bedding burnt.
19. He will see that the matron discharges her
duties as on board the vessel towards those who are
entrusted to her care, and that the female comparl-
ment is carefully secured before retiring for the
night;  and he will not permit any eommunieatiou to
take place between the single girls and other pas.
sengers without his permission.
21). The Surgeon-Superintendent will see that the
constables enforce the same discipline as is required
to be observed  by the  passengers on hoard ships,
and  he  will report to the Immigration  Agent any
person guilty of misconduct ,  or who shall wilfully
destroy or purloin any property belonging to the
Government ,  or who shall commit any breach of
these regulations.
21. He will not permit any one to land, or to
have any communication with the quarantine
ground, except under such restrictions as he may
impose  ;  and he will see that all letters from passen-
gers to friends are properly fumigated before being
delivered .  All parcels sent by friends to the
passengers hall be carefully examined,  and any
spirituous liquor discovered in them shall be re-
moved and handed over to the charge of the
Resident Superintendent.
22. He shall keep a diary and a medical case
book ,  both of which must be written up daily; and
he will report to the Health Officer, or Immigration
Agent ,  as often as an opportunity presents itself,
in the form of Schedule 2 hereto annexed.
23. Before the release of the passengers from
quarantine the Surgeon -Superintendent will cause
the whole of the buildings to be thoroughly cleansed,
and the tents ,  cooking utensils ,  and other articles
which may have been used ,  to be carefully stowed
away, to the satisfaction of the Resident Superin-
tendent.
24. After the necessary quarantine shall have
been performed ,  and if the Surgeon-Superintendent
shall consider that the passengers are free from
further infection, and may with safety be released,
he shall forward to the Health Officer ,  or Immigra-
tion Agent ,  a certificate in the form of Schedule i1
appended hereto, which certificate must be counter-
signed by the Resident Superintendent, and if
approved by the Governor in Council a release will
then be granted, which approval must be signi fied
in writing by the Colonial Secretary, addressed to
the Resident Superintendent.
25. Notwithstanding anything contained in the
previous clause ,  it shall be competent for the
Governor in Council to release from quarantine any
portion of the passengers of any vessel who shall
be duly certified  by the Surgeon'  and Resident
Superintendent to be in a healthy condition and to
be entirely free from infection ,  and amongst whom
no case of infectious or contagious disease shall
have shown itself for at least te ll  days prior to the
date of such certificate, and who shall not in any
way have communicated with any of the other
passengers who may be suffering from any infee-
tions or contagious disease within the above-men-
tioned period of ten days.
Duties of  Resident  ,Superintendent of Quara ;nh*, .
26. The  Resident Superintendent of the quaran-
iine  station,  and his assistants ,  will be required to
aid the Surgeon in maintaining order, discipline.
and morality, amongst the passengers ; he will not
permit any riotous conduct, (Iuarrelling, or fighting
to take place, and he will report to the Surgeon-
Superintendent any persons so offending.
27. He will not permit any communication what-
ever to take place between persons from the main-
land and the passengers in quarantine, unless he is
personally present with the Surgeon-
Superinten-dent; and h  will see that all letters from passengers
to friends are properly fumigated before being
delivered.
28. He will, in the absence of the ship's purser,
be required to take charge of all provisions and
medical comforts supplied for the use of the passen-
gers, and see that none but of good quality are
received ; and that they are issued daily at regular
hours, and in the proper quantity, to the different
messes.
21). IIe will on no account permit any spirits or
other strong liquors to be landed on the quarantine
ground, except as medical comforts ; and he will not
permit any of such to be issued from the store
without the written. order of the Surgeon-Superin-
tendent.
30. He will not permit any communication to
take place between the single females and other
passengers, except with the concurrence of the
Surgeon-Superintendent, and lie will see that this
regulation is strictly enforced.
:31. He will be required to keep a diary, in which
every occurrence shall he carefully noted. He shall
also keep a register of births and deaths that may
occur in quarantine, the diary to be transmitted to
the Colonial Secretary, and the register to the
Registrar-General, on release of the passengers from
quarantine.
The Pilot.
32. The Pilot who shall have boarded any vessel
in which any infectious or contagious disease shall
be found to exist, or any vessel liable to the per-
formance of' quarantine, shall not quit such vessel
without the perinission of the Health Officer, but
shall proceed with the vessel to the Quarantine
Station.
33. He shall, if required by the Health Officer
or Resident Superintendent of Quarantine, land at
the Quarantine Station or such other place as the
Health Officer shall direct. He shall not be located
with the passengers, but at some distance away,
nor shall he in any way mix or communicate with
them.
34. He shall remain in quarantine for at least
ten days after leaving the ship, during which time
lie shal t thoroughly wash all his clothes and bedding,
and air them daily ; and upon the Resident Super-
intendent and Surgeon in Charge forwarding to the
Health Officer or Immigration Agent a certificate
that such has been done, and that he has not in
any way communicated with the passengers, and
that he is free from all infection, he, may, by per-
mission of the Colonial Secretary, be released from
the performance of further quarantine, which per-
mission must be communicated in writing to the
Health Officer.
GENERAL REGULATIONS.
35 . All passengers other than those prevented by
sickness or other sufficient cause to be determined
by the Surgeon-Superintendent, shall rise not later
than  5-30  a.m. in summer, and 6'30 a.m. in winter,
and retire to bed at 9 p.m.
36. Breakfast shall be prepared by S a.m., dinner
at  I  p.m., and tea at 6 p.m.
37. A ll  fires shall be extinguished at 7 p.m.,
unless otherwise ordered by the Surgeon-Superin-
tendent. No smoking will on any account be
permitted in the wards.
'18. All beds, bedding, and bed-boards shall,
weather permitting, be aired daily, and the bed-
boards dry scrubbed at least three times a week
:i9. All firearms and other offensive weapons, as
well as gunpowder belonging to the passengers,
shall, on landing, be handed over to the Resident
Superintendent for safe keeping. Should any of
these articles be found in possession of any of the
passengers, it shall be taken away by the constables,
and handed over to the Resident Superintendent.
40. The following shall be the scale of rations to
be issued to passengers (not being saloon or second
cabin passengers) in quarantine, and it must
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be distinctly understood that luxuries, such as
coffee, butter, preserves, &c., cannot be demanded,
nor will they be supplied, unless certified as
necessary by the Surgeon and Resident Superinten-
dent.
For each adult daily-
Flour, ' lb.
Meat, 1 lb.
Tea, 4 oz.
Sugar, 1'; oz.
Salt, 2 oz.
Soap, oz.
Vegetables, 1 lb.
41. Any passenger in quarantine guilty of the
following,offeuces, viz., riotous conduct, fighting,
making use of profane or obscene language, dis-
obeying the orders of the Surgeon or Resident
Superintendent, obstructing the Surgeon orResident
Superintendent, or his assistants, or the constables
in the discharge of their duties, orof any other offence
not herein mentioned, shall, on conviction before
any two or more justices of the peace, forfeit and
pay any sum not exceeding twenty pounds, and in
default of immediate payment, shall be imprisoned
for any period not exceeding six calendar months.
SCHEDULE 1.
Health Off icer's  Report.
Questions to be put by the Health Officer to the Surgeon
and Master, or other person in command of any
ship or vessel arriving in
Questions . Replies.
1. What is the  name of the
vessel, and tonnage ?
2. What is the Master's
name ?
3. Have  you  any, and what
Bill of Health?
4. From whence did you
come, and when did you
sail?
5. At what ports have you
touched on your passage?
G. Did you receive any
cargo or passengers at
the intermediate ports?
7. What is the nature of
the cargo, and the num-
ber of officers, mariners,
and passengers ?
8. What vessels have you
had intercourse or  coin.
municat ion with on your
passage,and from whence
did they come?
9. What is the surgeon's
name?
10. Are you aware that any
epidemical, contagious, or
infectious disease pre-
vailed at the place from
which you sailed, or at
any of the places which
you have touched, or on
board of any vessel with
which you have had com-
munication? If so, state
where and when.
11. In the course of your
voyage, have any persons
on board suffered from
sickness of any kind, and
w)iat was the nature of
such sickness, and when
did it prevail ? How
many persons were af-
fected by it, and have any
of them died in the Bourse
of the voyage?
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SCHEDULE  1-co 46 nued.
Questions.
12. What is the date of the
last death, and the cause
of it ?
13. How many sick have
you now on board, and
from what  disease ?
14. If any of the crew or
passengers  have died
during the voyage, state
the nature of the disease
of which they died, and
the date.
15. Upon the appearance
and prevalence of any
disease, was there any
unusual state of the
weather, which might
lead  you  to suppose its
existence to depend rather
upon  atmoaphericalcauses
than upon speci fic con-
tagion ?
16. Are you aware of any
circumstances , during the
passage, or at present,
which would render it
expedient to place the
ship and people in quar.
antine ?
17. How many births have
occurred during the voy-
age ?
18. To the correctness of
the foregoing statements,
are you ready to make a
declaration, if required?
SCHEDULE 2.
Rem of Sick  Report.Replies.
Name. IAge  Disease.
Date Date Present
of of State of
Admission .  Discharge .  Health.
Surgeon-Superintendent.
SCHEDULE
Form of Certificate o be  given by  Surgeon-Superiaten-
dent to Health  Officrr.
1, the undersigned, Surgeon-Superintendent of the
ship now in quarantine, do hereby certify
that no  new ease  of or of any other infec-
tious or contagious disease, has  occurred  amongst the
passengers ince the day of 187
that no communication has taken place between any
persons  from the  mainland and those now in quarantine,
and that the Quarantine Regulations have  been  strictly
carried out ; and I do further certify that  the passengers
may now with safety be released. from the further
performance  of quarantine.
Quarantine Station,
Surgeon-Superintendent.
187 .
I certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief
the statements contained in the above certificate are
correct in every particular.
Resident Superintendent.
By Authority :  JAMES C. BEAL, Government  Printer, William  Street, Brisbane
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IN accordance with  the provisions  of the Act 28 Victoria ,  No. 25, section 173, it  is notified that theunder-me tioned Deed of Assignmen , has been registered in this Office:-
No.  Date of Deed. Namev and Description of Parties. Nature and Effect  of Deed. Date ofRegistration.
1873.
222 28th Feb-
ruary.
Henry  George ,  of Stanthorpe ,  in the Colony Deed of Assignment whereby Lodged in the
of Queensland ,  general storekeeper ,  of the said Henry George Office of the
the first part ; George Harris, of Brisbane ,  grants and assigns unto Registrar of the
in the said Colony of Queensland ,  mer- the said trustees ,  their Supreme Court
chant ,  and St. Andrew Warde ,  of the heirs, executors ,  adminis -  of Queensland,
same place, ironmonger ,  hereinafter ,  trators, and assigns ,  all on Monday, the
together with the survivor of them ,  and the real and personal third day of
perty ,  estate, credits ,  March, A.D.the heirs ,  executors, or administrators of pro
such survivor ,  and the trustees or trustee and effects ,  whatsoever and 1873 ,  at half-
for the time being of these presents ,  wheresoever ,  and whether past twelve
meant by and comprehended under legal or equitable of him, o'clock in the
the expression of "the trustees ,"  of the debtor ,  in trust for afternoon. En.
the second part ;  and the several per-  thegeneral body ofereditors. tered and regis-
sons  and bodies corporate ,  whose names tered the same
and seals are thereto subscribed and day.
affixed, being respectively creditors either
in their own right, or in co-partnership,
or as attorneys or agents of creditors of
the debtor ,  and all  other creditors of the
debtor, of the third part.
T. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar of the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
e, A4 ! 1.or1 ' r,  JAM FS C. 13h11 harcr,. i,.^:: i'r,ut^r, R'41l n r?et ,  itrL;h.ns.
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Department of Public Lands,
[No. 25.
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
PAYMENTS UNDER "THE CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."
THE attention of Selectors under  " The Grown Lands Alienation Act of  1868" is directed to the provisions of the fifty-
first clause  thereof, and also to the Amended Regulation established under said Act, bearing date 5th March, 1869, which
provides that the second payment shall be made on or before the 31st March in each and every year, and that the amount to be
paid shall be proportionate to the number of clear months intervening between the expiration of twelve months from date of
selection  and 31st March next succeeding ; and that in default of such payment the  lease shall be forfeited , and the land
selected ,  and all improvements  thereon, shall revert to the Crown. Provided that the Lessee may defeat such forfeiture for
non-payment  of  rent  by paying to the Land Agent in cash, within ninety days of the day on which the rent shall have fallen
due, a sum equal  to the amount due, together with an additional  sum equal  to one-fourth part thereof by way of penalty.
The accompanying Schedules of the Payments due on the 31st March, are published for general information ;  and it is
hereby notified that the payment of rent on any selection included in these Schedules or otherwise, will not place the Selector
in a better position to claim a title in the event of it coming within the knowledge of the Government that any other provisoes
or conditions of the Act, or of the  leases under  which the lands are held, have been violated.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary for Lands.
BRISBANE DISTRICT.
IRegister Lessee. Nature  of Selection.No.
First Class  Second ClassAgriculturaL Year.Pastoral .  Pastoral. i Rent. Balance due.
A. R. P. A. It. P. ' A. it. P. £ s. d. £ S. d.
811  Adams, John  If omestead 36 0 0 5th 0 18 0
1407  Adsett, Aaron Conditional 387 0 0  3rd 9 13 6
*1654  Ditto .  ditto 1 222 0 0 2nd 2 6 3
503  Adsett, Moses  ditto 123 0 0 5th 3 1 6
t-1 Ditto ... ditto 200 0 0 1 199 3 33 6th 19 19 6
439 Adsett, John ditto 40 0 0 1 90 0 0 140 0 0 5th 11 0 0
t1392 Allen Job Homestead 53 0 0 3rd 0 6 7
1187
, ...
Ditto ... Conditional 81 0 0 4th 2 0 6
171 Ditto Homestead ... 12 0 0 50 0 0 6th 0 19 10
573 Allen, Alfred Conditional 30 0 0  100 0 0 5th 5 10 0
595 Ditto ... ditto .. 40 0 0 60 0 0 540 0 0 5th 19 10 0
765 Ditto ... ditto •10 I) () ... 120 0 0 5th 6 0 0 1 10 12 6
Nors.--Selection:, marked thus * have not yet been finally classified.
In cases marked t the amount of rent due has been reduced in consequence of there being a credit in favor of
the selector on account of excess on previous payments.
In cases marked thus 11, credit has been or will have to be allowed on account of lands resumed for road purposes.
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Register
No. Lessee. Nature  of Selection. Agricultural.
Fir..+t Class
Pastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent. Balance Due.
A. R. P. A. B. P. A.  U.  P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
674 Allen, William ... Conditional  12 0 0 30 0 0 118 0 0 5th 5 7 0
879 Ditto ... ditto 117 0 0 5th 2 18 6
1270 Amstead, John ... ditto 85 1 20 3rd 2 3 0
467 Anderson Andrew Homestead  60 0 0 40 0 0 5th 3 5 0
114
, ...
Anderton, John ... ditto  50 0 0 ... ...
I
6th 0 15 7
1170 Anstead, John ditto
0
45 0 4th 1  2 6
242 Armour, Robert Langlands Conditional  40 0 0 360 0 0 6th 12 0 0
04 0 80 0 0 3rd 3 10 01309
1211
0Armstrong, Thomas ... Homestead
Ditto  ditto  58 0 0
...
... 4th 2 3 6
1296 Armstrong, William ... Conditional  60 0 0 ... 3rd 4 10 0
1213 Ditto ... ... Homestead  60 0 0 .. 4th 2  5 0
951 Arnold Frederick ... ...  ditto  20 0 0 20  0 0 4th 1 5 0
1045
,
Atthow, George Conditional 100 0 0 4th 2 10 0
60 0 0 69 3 24 5th 4 15 0838
307
Ditto ... ... ...  ditto
Ditto ... ... ..  ditto 26 0 0 1(x) 0 0 5th 4 9 0
*1533 Ditto ditto 100 0  0 2nd 2 1 8
1044 Auld, Archibald Homestead 160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
1048 Ditto ... ... Conditional 200 0 0 4th 5 0 0
*1590 Auld, John .. ... .. ditto 320 0 0 2nd 4 13 4
510 Austin, John Honey ... Homestead 40 0 0 36 0 0 ... 5th 2 8 0
170 Austin, Edwin ditto 58 0 0 6th 1 5 4
299 Ayscough, John William ... ditto 20 0 0 73 1 0 5th 2 12 0
72 1 0 4th 1 16 6  2  5 81148
58
Bailey, Alexander ... ... ditto
Bagnall, R....  ditto 8 0 0 52 0 0 6th
1
0 5 4
1377 Baker, Charles Conditional 180 0 0 3rd 4 10 0
1380 Ditto ... Homestead 160 0 0 3rd
3 d
4 0
2 19
0,
01273 Baker, W. ...  ditto 12 0 0 100 0 0 r
1209 Baker, T. Conditional 160 0 0 4th 8 0 0
1485 Baker, Joseph  ditto 102 0 0 2ndI 2 11 0
688 Ball, Joseph... ditto 40 0 0 90 0 0 5th180 0 0 12  0 0 012 1
87 Ballard John Homestead 40 0 0 40 0 0 6th 1016 8
248
,
Ditto ... Conditional 40 0 0 6th 3 0 0
1172 Ballinger, Charles ....  ditto 20 0 0 ... 110 0 0 4th 4 5 0
1090 Bancroft, Joseph ... ditto 15 0 0 82 2 28 4th 2 16 6
*1635 Bankroft, Joseph ... Conditional 200 0 0 2nd 2 10 0
1028 Banning, Andrew ... Homestead 42 0 0 ... 4th 1 11 6
388 Barker, William ... Conditional 20  0 0 200 0 0 1,763 3 0 5th 55 12 0 3 0 0
392 Ditto  ditto  25 0 0 160 0 0 1,065 0 0 5th 36 10 0
393 Ditto  ditto  50 0 0 300 0 0 1,108 0 0 5th 46 7 0 1
1495 Ditto ... ... Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Tamrookum  ... 300 0 0 600 0 0 2nd 27 10 0
1496 Ditto ... ... ditto ...  ... 300 0 0 700 0 0  2nd 29  15 10
1497 Ditto ... ...  ditto 250 0 0 350 0 0 2nd 19 9 7
*1612 Ditto .. ... Conditional 90 0 0 2nd 1 6 3
389 Barker, Anna Maria ditto  40 0 0 120 0 0 662 3 0 5th 25 11 6
391 Ditto ... ditto  10 0 0 80 0 0 550 0 0 5th 18 10 0
960' Barnard, John ... Homestead  8 0 0 41 3 8 ... 4th 1 7 0
1185 Barnes, Eli ... ditto  60 0 0 ... ... 4th 2 5 0
212 Barnes, James ditto  49 0 0 6th 1 7 6
496 Barnett, John Wallace Conditional  100 0 0 100 0 0 150 0 0 5th 16 5 0
*1542 Barnard, John ...  ditto 118 0 0 2nd 2 9 2
1451 Barrett, William ... ditto 621 0 0 6th 15 10 6
1103 Ditto ... ... Homestead  10 0 0 45 0 0 ... 4th 1 10 0
116 Barron, Alexander ... ditto  40 0 0 80 0 0 6th 1 9 2
637 Battershill, William ditto  20 0 0 120 0 0 4th 3 15 0
1498 Ole ConditionalBaxter 26 0 0 174 0 0 2nd 5 3 7
1633
, ... ...
Becker, Wm.  A.-  ditto 80 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
81 Beeston, James ditto  60 0 0 ... ... 6th 0 15 0
1554 Beetham, John S. Homestead 80 0 0 2nd 2 10 0
932 Behrens, Heinrich  ditto  40 0 0 80 0 0 4th 310 0
321 Bell, John ... ditto  24 0 0 30 0 0 ... 5th 1 13 0
944 Bell, William ditto 20 0 0 ... 4th 010 0
1536 Bell, Robert... Homestead 80 0 0 ... 2nd 2 10 0
1299 Benfer, Frederick Conditional
1210 Ditto .  Homestead 20  0 0- ... 4th 015 0
1375 Benfer, Phill. Conditional 10 0 0 70 0 0 3rd 2 10 0 0 0 10
1555 Benfer, Philipp ditto 10 0 0 17 0 0 2nd 0 19 11
1212 Benfer, George Homestead 10 0 0 50 0 0 ... 4th 1 12 6
1572 Benfer, Johann ... ditto 20 0 0 60 0 0 2nd 1 13 9
1141 Bennett, Edward James Conditional .. ... 134 0 0 4th 3 7 0
1160 Bennett, Joseph  ditto 100 0 0 4th 2  10 0
1297 Ber m, John Delany ditto 5 0 0 ... ] 30 0 0 3rd 3 12 6 0 10 5
983 Ditto ... ... Homestead 24 0 0 4th 0 18 0 ,
1058 Ditto ... ... Conditional 100 0 0 226 0 0 4th 10 13 0
1075 Ditto ... ... ditto . 1,13  0 0 4th 3 11 6
122 Ditto ... ... ditto 60 0 0 241 0 0 6th 9 0 6
176 Ditto ... ... Homestead 42 0 0 6th 0 18 4
*1595 Ditto ... ... , Conditional ... 200 0 0 2nd 2 1S g.
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• ttegisterNo. Lessee.
1596 Bergin, John Delany ...
*1728 Ditto ... ... ...
32 Berlin, Carl ... ... ...
483 Bernays, Lewis Adolphus ...
12')7 Berry, Eleanor
1033 Biggin, Edward ... ...
498 Biggs. George ... ...
*1657  Ditto ..
504 Biggs, James ...
672 Bilsen, Henry ... ...
297 Binstead, Joseph ... ...
1255 Bird, George ... ...
337 Ditto
1489 Ditto ... ... ...
1232 Bishop, Thomas ... ...
1233 Ditto ..
910 Blaker, Arthur Beckett ...
*1726  Blakey, James ...
*1693  Blaney, Neil... ...
1294 Blank, William ...
609 Board, Richard ...
656 Bock, John .. ...
1111 Boland, Daniel ... ...
*1621  Bolger, Patrick, senr.
1430 Bonney, Askin Edward
915 Ditto
92 Ditto ...
1427 Bonney, Thomas Edwin
538 Ditto .., ...
1582 Ditto ...
*1581  Bonney, Henry A....
139 Boyle, James ...
1329 Braid, James ...
1254 Brady, Robert
860 Brandon, Thomas ...
t1261 Brennan, Michael ...
1095  Ditto
961 Brewing, John ...
718 Brewer, James ...
*1649 Bridges, George ...
1204 Brier, Joseph ...
*1615 Bright, Charles D....
1484 Bright, Charles Duncan
t313 Brimblecombe, James
740 Ditto ...
1113 Brodie ,  William ...
t1040  Brown, Thomas ...
1150 Browne, George ...
678 Brown ,  Charles ...
679 Ditto ... ...
*1573  Ditto ... ...
1286 Bryce ,  Thomas ...
227 Ditto ...
779 Brynes , Robert ...
557 Buchanan ,  Thompson
1452A Buckley, Timothy ...
x1685
1389
*1749
23
24
25
1523
1425
t1345
1312
680
1350
*1579
632
1039
729
232
559
1229
x1567
1094
1370
Buisson , Lucien S....
Burgess, Isaac ...
Burke, Peter ...
Burnett, John Berle
Burnett, Gilbert
Burnett, John
Busch, Henry ...
Bush, Thomas .
Butler, William, senior
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Butler, William, junior
Butler, William ....
Butler, John
Butter, John ...
Ditto ...
Bycroft,  Benjamin ...
Eynon, William Kcall
Byrne, Michael ...
Naturo of Selection.
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional.
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Byrne, William
Cammerer, Augustus Fred.
Ditto .
Campbell, Henry ... ...
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year.
A. R. P. A.  B. P.I A.  It.  P.
10 0 0 30 0 0 2nd
100 0 0 2nd
15 0 0 25 0 0 6th
266 0 0 5th
... 704 0 0 4th
80 0 0 I 4th
50 0 0 25 0 0 5th
80 0 0 2nd
20 0 0 Go 0 0 ... 5th
95 0 0 ... 5th
35 0 0 46 0 0 ... 5th
5J 0 0 ... 3rd
14 0 0 40 0 0 5th
40 0 0 20 0 0 2nd
20 0 0 65 0 0  ...  4th
20 0 0 60 0 0 4th
40 0 0 ... 280 0 0 4th
60 0 0  ...  ... 2nd
10 0 0 115 0 0 2nd
257 0 0 3rd
... 100 0 0 ... 5th
20 0 0 ... 5th
12 3 38 ... 4th
400 0 0 i 2nd
40 0 0 ... 3rd
80 0 0 4th
120 0 0 40 0 0 64 0 0 6th
135 0 0 3rd
... 60 0 0 5th
80 0 0 240 0 0 2nd
172 0 0 2nd
60 0 0 18 0 0 ... 6th
26 2 24 ... 3rd
82 0 0 ... 4th
8 0 0  72  0 0 . 5th
112 0 0 3rd
... 200 0 0 4th
16 0 0 39 0 0 ... 4th
... 53 0 0 5th
,,, 640 0 0 2nd
... 10 0 0 4th
247 2 0 2nd
43 1 0 ... 2nd
30 0 0 41 0 0 5th
... 30 0 0 185 0 0 5th
300 0 0 4th
10 0 0 30 0 0 ... 4th
20 0 0 42 3 0 ... 4th
25 0 0 110 0  0  5th
... ... 100 0 0 5th
80 0 0 2nd
... 80 0 0 ... 3rd
... 80 0 0 ... 6th
30 0 0 ... 5th
40 0 0 24 0 0 ... 5th
80 0 0 ... 3rd
40 0 0 2nd
10 0 0 ... 118 0 0 3rd
,.. ... 80 0 0 2nd
... 160 0 0 6th
80 0 0 80 0 0 6th
... ... 160 0 0 6th
.., 400 0 01 2nd
150 0 0 3rd
73 0 0 3rd
200 0 0 3rd
200 0 0 5th
10 0 0 84 0 0 ' . 3rd
300 0 0 2nd
100 0 0 5th
10 0 0 41 0 20 4th
80 0 0 5th
20 0 0 80 0 0 ... 6th
18 0 0 35 0 0 ... 5th
4.) ) 0 80 0 0 ... 4th
112 0 0 ... 2nd
160 0 0 4th
160 0 0 4th
401 0 0 3rd
Rent.  Balance Due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
0 17 6
0 8 4
0 1 11
6 13 0
17 12 0
3 0 0
2 10 0
0 16 8
2 5 0
2 7 61
2 9 3
1 5 0
1 10 6
3 10 0
2 7 6
2 10 0
10 0 0
0 11 3
0 13 9
6 8 6 1 0 8 0
5 0 0
0 10 0
0 6 6
5 0 01
3 0 0
2 0 0
12 12 0
3 7 6 1 13 11
1 10 0
6 13 4 9 18 0
2  17 4
1 7 0
1 0 3 0 16 11
2 1 0
2 2 0
1 16 0
5 0 0
1 11 6 0 4 0
1 6 6
6 13 0
0 5 0
3 2 0
1 2 0
2 3 0
6 2 6
7 10 0
1 16 6
3 13 9
2 10 0
1 10 0
2 0 0
1 10 0
0 15 0
3 12 0
3 0 0 012 6
0 5 0
3 14 0 3 0 2
2 0 0
0 6 8
6 0 0
0 6 8
9 3 4
3 15. 0
1 16 6
5 0 0
5 0 0
2 9 6
5.0 0
2 10 0
1 8 6
2 0 0
2 1 3
1 11 0
3 10 0
2 2 0
4 0 0
4 0 0
10 0 9
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Register
No.
1293
1106
*1499
*1500
*1501
*1643
*1683
*1684
*1694
859
491
*1671
*1748
1.096
1295
883
539
556
732
851
997
264
265
266
1440
1072
1208
294
1439
117
*1631
t418
828
550
197
240
268
1666
*1616
374
761
1180
1320
1321
*1625
1080
1196
*1701
*1703
1362
1372
1195
921
599
*1537
Lessee. Nature of  selection . Agricultural.
Campbell, John ... ... Conditional
Ditto .. .. ditto
Campbell, A., and Hay, Jno. Pre-emptive
Ditto ... ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ... ditto
Campbell, Angus ... ... Homestead
Campbell, Ewen ...  ...  Conditional
Campbell, Donald ...  ...  ditto
Capner, Robert ... .. ditto
Carroll, Matthew ... ... Homestead
Carseldine, Jonathan .. ditto
Ditto Conditional
Carseldine , Jonathan ... ditto
Carter, George ... ... Homestead
Carty, James ... ... Conditional
Cash, James... ... ... ditto
Ditto ditto
A.  It.  P.
30 0 0
First Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P.
45 1 4
150•0 0
Second Class
Pastoral. Year.  Rent .  Balance due
A.  It.  P. £+ s. d. £ s. d.
107 0 0 3rd 4 18 6
4th 2 6 0
640 0 0 2nd 14 13 4
800 0 0 2nd 18 6 8
640 0 0 2nd 14 13 4
2nd 1 17 6
112 0 0 i 2nd 0 14 0
400 0 0 2nd 2 10 0
640 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
50 0 0 I 50 0 0
20 0 0 67 2 0
12 0 0 47 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... I ditto ... 30 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Caswell, Thomas William... ditto
Ditto ... ... ... Homestead ...
Caswell, Edmund  ...  ditto ...
Caswell, Edward Edmund ditto ...
Caton, John... ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Cavell, Edwin ... ...
Ditto ...
Chambers, Charles ... ...
Chamberlain, William ...
Chardon, Franc ... ...
Chardon, F.... ... ...
Clarke, Patrick ... ...
Clark, William Peter ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
Clarkston, William ... ...
Clayle, Robert ... ...
Cleary, Edward .. ...
Clugston, Alexander ...
Cockerill, John
Ditto ... ...
Coe, Frederick G. ...
Cogil, Donald
Colburn, Daniel William ...
Colgan,  Thomas, senr.
Colgan, Thomas, junr.
Collett, Joseph
Collins, John ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
*1607 Ditto ... ...
*1608 Ditto ... ...
936 Collins,  Elias ...
1117 Collins, Jane ...
875 Ditto ... ...
876 Ditto ...
509 Collins, Daniel James
*1754 Ditto ...
30 Collin, Wilhelm ...
493 Connors, James ...
1315 Considine, John ...
1436 Corbett, John ...
1914 Corbett, A. G. ..
*1580 Corbett, Andrew G.
*1614 Ditto .. ...
968 Corcoran, Ann ...
*1735 Corcoran, Charles ...
933 Corcoran, Simon ...
*1636 Ditto ... ...
1191 Corkin, Robert ...
954 Costar, James ...
952 Ditto ... ...
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Moondoolin
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
I
80 0 0
30 0 0
24 0 0 60 0 0
40 0 0 57 2 0
40 0 0 61 2 0
40 0 0 ! 61 1 15
20 0 0
60 0 0 20 0 0
17 0 0
20 0 0 1 48 3 0
67 3 0
40 0 0
60 0 0
20 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
17 0 0
50 0 0
10 0 0
80 0
350 0
130 0
100 0
320 0
170 0
20 0
141 0
,..
5th 3 2 6
5th 2 9 0
0 2nd 0 13 4
0 2nd  1  8 15 0
4th 1 12 6
0 3rd 1 3 5 0
0  5th  i 2 10 0 3 2 6
0 5th ' 8 0 0 12 0 0
0 5th 1 6 10 0
0 5th 4 10 0
0 1 5th 5 0 6 6 5 8
4th 2 14 0
6th 2 14 1
6th 2 15 11
6th 2 15 11
3rd 0 10 0
4th 2 15 0 0 10 0
115 0 0 1 4th 6 7 6
5th 1 19 6
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
80 0 0
100 0 0
68 0 0
126 0 0
20 0 0
10 0 0
80 0 0
60 0
66 0
196 0
6th 1 5 6
2nd 1 0 0
5th 1 0 0
5th 2 5 0
0 5th 3 0 0
0 6th 4 13 0
0 6th 12 18 0
6th 2 18 8 3 0 0
110 0 0 2nd 2 1 3
... 2nd 0 15 0
5th 3 15 9
180 0 0 5th 5 10 0
119 0 0 4th 2 19 6
84 0 0 3rd 2 12 0
70 0 0 3rd 5 15 0
15 0 32 2nd 1 14 0
130 0 0 4th 7 0 0
93 0 0 4th 2 14 0
2nd 3 7 6
2nd 3 7 6
3rd 2 13 6
40 0 0 280 0 0 1
40 0 0 ' 280 0 0 ...
106 2 14
... 250 0 0 891 0
560 0
80 0 0 520 0 0 1,074 0
60 0 0 300 0 0 1,298 0
0 3rd 34 15 6
0 4th 14 0 0
0 4th 58 17 0
0 5th 51 19 0
... 640 0 0 2nd 13 6 8
... 360 0 0 2nd 5 5 0
600 0 0  2nd 8 15 0
30 0 0 32 0 0 4th 118 6
80 0 0 416 0 0 4th 14 8 0
60 0 0 280 0 0 268 0 0 5th 25 4 0
120 0 0 400 0 0 531 0 0 5th 42 5 6
40 0 0 50 0 0 5th 2 15 0
200 0 0 2nd 5 0 0
16 0 0 24 ,0 0 6th 0 2 0
320 0 0 5th 8 0 0
105 0 0 ... 3rd 7 17 6
160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
100 0 0 200 0 0 11,330 0 0 4th 50 10 0
... ... 400 0 0 2nd 6 13 4
860 0 0 2nd 10 15 0
10 0 0 62 0 0 ... 4th 1 18 ' 6 0 2 11
1 320 0 0 I 2nd 12 0 0
16 0 0 124 0 0 4th 3 14 0 0 3 8
300 0 0 2nd 3 15 0
10 0 0 131 0 0 ... 4th 3 13 0
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
45 0 0 1 50 0 0 ... 4th 2 18 9
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Register
No. Lessee. Nature of Selection.
First ClassAgriculttftal. Pastoral.
Second Clew
Pastoral. Year. Rent. Balance due.
A. R. P. A.  R. P. A. R. P. £ S. d. £ .c. ll.
... 20 0 0 5th 010 0
121 0 0 3rd 3 0 6
150 0 0 6th 0 18 9
80 0 0 640 0 0 5,308 0 0 3rd 170 14 0 40 13 10
60 0 0 83 0 0 4th 5 1 6
60 0 0 I 210 0 0 351 0 0 5th 23 15 6
10 0 0 30 0 0 102 0 0 5th  4 16 0
75 0 0 ... 2nd 0 18 9
30 0 0 37 0 0 ... 5th 2 1 0
90 0 0 4th 2 5 0
... 280 0 0 4th 7 0 0
40 0 0 600 0 0 5th 17 0 0
40 0 0 280 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
130 0 0 2nd 2 8 9
320 0 0 2nd 2 13 4
... 200 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
66 1 7 5th 113 6
139 3 0 4th 3 10 0
... 40 0 0 ... 4th 1 0 0
140 0 U i 2nd 3 10 0
160 0 0 1 2nd 3 0 0
250 0 0 900 0 0 1,250 0 0 5th 95 0 0 {
225 0 0 1,100 0 0 2,765 0 0 5th 141 0 0 1-
i
40 0 0 200 0 0 200 0 0 2nd  1  16 10 0
...
80 0 0 241 0 0 2nd 6 13 8
320 0 0 ... 2nd 3 0 0
40 0 0 72 0 0 ... 4th 3 6 0
16 0 0 43 0 0 ... 4th 1 13 6
50 0 0 15 0 0 ... 5th 2 5 0
80 0 0 ... 5th 3 0 0
12 0 0 1 103 0 0 ,.. 4th 3 0 6
159 3 37 4th 4 0 0
... 80 0 0 2nd 016 8
20 0 0 ... 3rd 010 0
44 0 0 5th 1 2 0
97 0 0 3rd 2 6 6
30 0 0 90 0 0 2nd 1 17 6
320 0 0 4th 8 0 0
20 0 0 420 0 0 4th 11 10 0
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
20 0 0 111 0 0 5th 3 15 6
20 0 0 20 0 0 106 0 0 ``
1 6
5th 5 3 0
30 0 0 ... 0  0!50 5th 3 10 0
10 0 0 72 0 01 5th 211 0
20 0 0 100 0 0 5th 3 10 0
40 0 0 280 0 0 2nd 3 7 6
60 0 0 100 0 0 5th 5 10 0
50 0 0 250 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
110 0 0 85 0 0 6th 10 7 6
40 0 0 80 0 0 5th 3 10 0
120 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
170 0 0 4th 4 5 0
100 0 0 5th 2 10 0
160 0 0 ... 6th 4 0 0
200 0 0 440 0 0 6th 21 0 0
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 4th 3 10 0
435 0 0 3rd 10 17 6
120 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
50 0 0 252 0 0 ... 2nd 3 6 0
80 0 0 ... 3rd 1 2 7
20 0 0 1 40 0 0 4th 1 15 0
... 208 0 0 3rd 318 8
40 0 0 ... ... 5th 1 10 0
40 0 0 120 0 0 375 0 0 5th 18 7 6
40 0 0 180 0 0 2nd 9 15 0
40 0 0 63 0 0 3rd 3 11 6 0 15 4
20 0 0 60 0 0  ... 4th 2 5 0
10 0 0 20 0 0 ... 4th 017 6
20 0 0 ... 2nd 0 9 2
20 0 0 120 0 0 5th 3 15 0
242 0 0 5th 6 1 0
10 0 0 80 0 0 537 0 0 5th 14 3 6
58 2 0 ... 4th 2 4
4th 2 5
3
012 0 0 72 0 0
80 0 0 j 3rd 2 0 0 ``
360 Costar,  James ...
1359 Cooper, Edward ...
64 I Coonan, John
1356 Coulson, Thomas Hugh
1193 Ditto
763 Ditto .. ...
794 Coulson,  Francis ...
*1642 Court, George C. ...
884 Craig, James
1199 Crewe,  Samuel Mort
1163  Ditto ... ...
624  Ditto ...
1348  Cribb, John George
*1565  Ditto
*1673  Ditto
*1674  Ditto ...
745  Crimmen, Michael  Henry ...
907  Crompton, James ... ...
1114  Crook, Henry ... ...
*1738 Crouch, Edward ... ...
1670 Crowe, Thomas ...
373 Crump, George Creswell ...
375 Ditto ... ... ...
*1518 Ditto ... ... ...
*1577 Ditto ...
*1712 Ditto
1108 Currie, Dugald
1245 Currrie, Mary
433 Currey, Robert
583 Curtis, Caleb
939 Cusack, Patrick
972 Cusack, Michael
*1667 Ditto ..
1332 Cutts, Charles
747 Ditto ..
t1418 Dale, David...
*1628 Daley, Edward
1147 Daniels, Jesse
1238 Ditto ...
1239 Ditto ...
615 Ditto
757 D'Arcy, Norman
919 Dart, John ...
543 Ditto ...
544 Ditto ..
*1705 Davies, John
517 Dawson, Thomas
1328 Day, W. H....
253 Ditto .
687 Day, Richard
1476 Da v, David ...
1151 Delaney, Joseph ... ..
309 Ditto ... ... ..
214 Ditto ... ... ..
166 Ditto ... ... ...
*1692 Ditto ...
931 Dellett, Henry Christian ..
1368 Delpratt, J. H.
*1647 Ditto ... ... ..
*1718 Ditto .. ... ..
t1291 Dennis, James ...
1128 Ditto .. ... ..
11466 Deshon, Edward ...
837 Dickinson, John ...
367 Dietz, Leonhart ...
X1736 Dimsdale, Thos. ...
1404 Dixon, Joseph ...
992 Ditto ... ...
1094 Ditto ... ...
1493 Ditto .
301 Dobson, John Gregory ...
748 Dodds, John Hindmarsh ...
805 Donaldson, Robert ... ...
1052 Downsnan, James ... ...
975 Doyle,  Terence ... ...
1471 Doyle, George ... ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive,
Mortlake Run
ditto ...
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto ...
ditto
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Telemon ...
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
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*1600 Doyle, Henry
587 Draper, Jacob ... ...
*613 Drummond, John ... ...
482 Drury Edward Robert ...
228 Ditto ... ... • • .
1067 Drynan, William ... ...
579 Ditto ...
*1658  Ditto ...
*1687 Ditto ...
*1752 Ditto ...
*1753 Ditto
1381 Duggan, Michael
930 Ditto
1173  Duncanson, John
1057 Dunlop, James
1258 Dunn, Jeremiah
918 Ditto ...
406 Ditto
1024 Dunn, William
1060 Dunn, Henry
454 Dunn, John ...
t263 Ditto ...
*1704 Duren, James
*1745 Earle, William
1076 Earley, George ... ...
887 Eastwood, Charles ,..
*1680 Ditto
*1733 Edwards, John .,. ...
892 Egan, Patrick
*1666 Ditto
400 Elliott, Henry Herbert., and
Coulson Thomas Hugh ...
716 Elliott, Henry Herbert ...
6 Ellis, Andrew ...
422 England, David ...
1477 Evans, William ...
755 Everdell, William ...
280 Ditto
1318 Eyre, John Monsell
1319 Ditto
*1645 Fabian, Rudolph
`207 Fahey, Michael ...
#229 Ditto ... ...
1306 Farrell, Thomas ... ...
1517 Farrow, George
412 Fawdey, Charles William ...
*1737 Fenwick ,  John ...
$904 Ferguson ,  Charles ...
847 Ditto ...
1310 Ferguson ,  David ...
243  Ditto ... ...
*1609 Ditto ...
780 Ferguson, William ...
96 Fetherstone, David...
1420 Fischer ,  August. ...
186 Ditto ...
1274 Fisher , William ...
11414 Fitzgerald, William
3 Fitzgerald ,  Jeremiah
110 Fitzgerald, John
694 Fitzpatrick, Michael
934 Flanagan ,  Antony ...
*1697 Ditto
1386 Fleming , R.... ,.,
1387 Ditto ...
1405 Ditto ...
1456 Ditto
906 Fogarty, Michael
310 Ditto
1118 Fogarty, Patrick
1304 Forbes, - illiam
991 Ditto .
1276 Ford, Timothy
1214 Ford, Martin
1215 Ford, Thomas
52 Ford, Thomas
905 Foreman, James
40 Ditto .,.
1568 Ditto ,,,
Nature of Selection. Agricultural. First ClassPas to ral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent.  Balance due.
A. R. P. A. R. P. A. R. P. £ s,  d. £ s. d.
Conditional ... 150 0 0 2nd 2 3 9
. 40 0 0Homestead . 80 0 0 ... 5th 3 10 0.
ditto ... 59 2 0 5th 2 5 0
Conditional ... 108 0 0 5th 2 14 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 ... 60 0 0 6th 3 0 0
ditto .. 190 0 0 4th 4 15 0
ditto 60 0 0 150 0 0 510 0 0 5th 24 15 0
ditto ... ... 640 0 0 1,920 0 0' 2nd 33 6 8
ditto ... 318 0 0 2nd 1 19 9
...Homestead 320 0 0 2nd 12 0 0...
Conditional . 40 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
ditto ...
40 0
0 130 0 0 3rd 6 5 0
Homestead ... 20 0 0 120 0 0 ,,. 4th 3 15 0
ditto  ...  12 0 0 62 0 0 4th 2 0 0
Conditional .. 20 0 0 .. 80 0 0 4th 3 10 0
ditto .. ... 100 0 0 300 0 0 3rd 12 10 0
ditto .. 20 0 0  61 2 0 4th 211 01
Homestead 157 2 0  5th 3 19 0
ditty .., ` 80 0 0 ... 4th 2 19 3 0 17 3
ditto ... 40 0 0 79 1 4  ... 4th 310  0
Conditional ... 40 0 0 ... ... 5th 3 0  0
Homestead  ... 17 3 33 ... 6th 0 1 0
ditto .. 40 0 0 280 0 0  ... 2nd 3 7 6
ditto ... 30 0 0 250 0 0  2nd 11 12 6
Conditional 196 0 0 4th 4 18 0
ditto ... 170 0 0 ... 5th 12 15 0
Homestead ... 54 0 0 2nd 0 13 6
Conditional ... 80 0 0 2nd 0 6 8
Homestead , ... 160 0 0 5th 4 0 0: ;
Conditional ... ... 160 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
Pre-emptive,
Undallah Run ... 80 0 0  320 0 0 5th  12 0 0
Conditional ... 200 0 0 5th 5 0 0
Homestead ... 160 0 0  6th 0 6 8
Conditional 20 0 0  60 0 0 5th 2 10 0
Homestead ... I 10 0 0 72 0 0  2nd  2 3 6 1 0 6
Conditional ... 16 0 0  195 0 0 5th 5 13 6
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0  6th 4 0 0
Conditional ... 80 0 0  21 0 0 3rd  4 10 6 2 14 2
ditto . 80 0 0 :;rd 2 0 0
ditto . . 99 0 0 .,. 2nd  1 4 9
Homestead
.
I 30 0 0 10 0 0  6th 0 18 4
Conditional ... 40 0 0 ... 6th 2 15 6
Homestead ... 80 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
ditto ... 1 120 0 0  2nd  2 15  0
ditto ... 25 0 0 108 0 0  ... 5th  3 12 9
ditto ... 320 0 0  2nd  12 0 0
ditto ... 12 0 0 ... 38 0 0 4th 1 3 0
ditto ... 16 0 0 34 0 0 5th 1 9 0
Conditional 62 0 0 3rd 1 11  0
ditto .. ... 147 0 0  6th 7 7 0
ditto .. 100 0 0 2nd 1 9 2
ditto ... 50 0 0 30 0 0 ... 5th  2 12 6
Homestead .. 55 0 11 6th  0 14 0
Conditional ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 i 3rd  2 10 0
Homestead ... 16 0 0 22 0 0  ... 6th  0 15 4
ditto ... 40 0 0 65 0 0  ... 3rd  3 2 6
ditto ... 10 0 0 40 0 0  ... 3rd  1 6 8
ditto 10 0 0 70 0 0  ,.. 6th  0 3 6
ditto ... 23 0 0 20 0 0 6th 0 11 4
Conditional ... 100 0 0  1,000 0 0 5th 30 0 0
Homestead ... 20 0 0 94 0 0 4th  3 2 0 0 4 1
Conditional .. ... ... 110 0 0 2nd 0 13 9
ditto 164 0 0 3rd  4 2 0
ditto 40 0 0 121  0 0 3rd 6 0 6
ditto ... ... 82 0 0  116 0 0 3rd  7 0 0 I
ditto 358 0 0 3rd  8 19 0
ditto ... ... 30 0 0  120 0 0 4th  4 10 1)
ditto 100 0 0 5th 2 10 0
ditto ... 80 0 0  160 0 0 4th 8 0 0 !
ditto ... 60 0 0 367 0 0 3rd 13 13 6 10 7 2
ditto ... 80 0 0  4th 4 0 0
Homestead ... 12 0 0 38 0 0  3rd 1 8 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 ... 4th  2 5 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 60 0 0  ... 44h  2 5 0
ditto ... 160 0 0  6th 0 13 4
ditto ,,, 6 0 0 10 1 0 4th 0 13 0
ditto s0 0 0 10 0 0  6th 0 4 7
Conditional .,. ... 20 0 0  80 0 0 2nd 2 5 0
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Register
No.
*1655
*1716
593
28
01644
*1695
1301
1167
1181
*1509
t1510
858
*1743
59
601
885
1252
01664
1346
*1646
11417
1091
290
137
989
792
793
319
300
1101
1102
610
611
809
1311
254
01524
Lessee.
Foreman, James ...
Franklin, Henry ,
Franz, John David...
Franz, William
Ditto
Ditto ...
Fred, August ,..
Freeman, George ..,
Freeney, Matthew ...
Freeney, Martin
Freeney, Edward
Freney, Edward
Freney, Martin
Frost, John ...
Fuller, John ... ...
Fuller, John Henry ...
Gallagher , John ... ...
Ditto
Gallagher , Thomas Joseph...
Garbut, Arthur H.... ...
Gardner, Owen ... ...
Dittp ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Gardner,  Maria ... ...
Gaynar, Peter
Ditto ... ...
Geddes, W. G. ... ...
Gibbings,  George ... ...
Gill, Charles... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Gillis, Hector ... ...
Gillis, Alexander ... ...
Gittins, Thomas .
Goertz, Ernest Augustus
Morris ... ... ...
Ditto .. ...
Goggs, Matthew B.
*1525 Ditto ...
*16261 Ditto ...
407 Gold, Henry...
791 Ditto ...
t1542 Ditto ...
417 Goodin, James
1124 Gordon, James ...
151 Ditto ... ...
*1613 Ditto ...
*1605 Gordon, William ...
1429 Gorman, Patrick ...
743 Gorman, Denis ...
547 Gowlett, William ...
1300 Graham, John ...
790 Ditto ...
1327 Graham, Catherine...
416 Graham, James ...
94 Ditto
35 Graham, Charles Robert ...
1458 Grant, James ... ...
179 Ditto ... ... ...
1479 Ditto ... ... ...
*1588 Ditto ... ... ...
923 Green, Patrick ... ...
414 Green, Charles ... ...
t1494 Green, Robert ... ...
1535 Greenfield, Joseph ... ...
948 Greer, Alexander ... ...
1165 Grehan, Darby
*t1374 Gregg, Richard ...  ...
86  Gregory, Charles ...
1383 Grieve, Henry ..
1397 Grieve, Archibald Freeland
277 Ditto ... ..
1406 Grieve, Robert ... ,,.
174 Ditto ... ... ... 1
244 Ditto (::
1540 Griffin, John B. S.
.
II`
1068 Grigor, William ...
Nature of selection.
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ..,
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
A. R. P. A. R. P.
40 0 0
100 0 0 220 0 0
76 0 30 ...
20 0 0 ...
80 3 28
70 0 0
70 0 0 ...
39 3 17
80 0 0
15 0 0 130 0 0
12 0 0 48 0 0
70 0 0 ..,
30 0 0 100 0 0
60 0 0 40 0 0
10 0 0
50 0 0 50 0 0
50 0 0 50 0 0
... 40 0 0
160 0 0
20 0 0 120 0 0
20 0 0 120 0 0
20 0 0 115 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral. Year.  Rent. Balance due
A. B. r.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
... 2nd 0 8 4
... 2nd 4 1 3
5th 5 15 6
300 0 0 6th 9 0 0
320 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
321 0 0 2nd 2 0 2
3rd 2 0 6
202 0 0 4th 5 1 0
124 0 0 4th 3 2 0
400 0 0 2nd 9 3 4
318 0 0 2nd 6 8 9
5th 1 15 0
55 0 0 2ud 1 7 6
6th 0 8 9
5th 1 10 0
217 0 0 5th 9 8 6
4th 3 16 3
80 0 0 2nd 0 16 8
3rd 1 13 0
300 0 0 2nd 3 15 0
249 0 0 3rd 1 19 2
43 0 0 4th 1 1 6
80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
482 0 0 6th 17 6 0
4th 3 12 6
5th 3 5 0
90 0 0 5th 3 0 0
406 0 0 5th 16 8 0
5th 3 2 6
300 0 0 4th 9 10 0
.., 4th 4 0 0
... 5th 3 15 0
... 5th 3 15 0
5th 3 12 6
Conditional ... ... ... 240 0 0 3rd 6 0 0
ditto ... ... 160 0 0 260 0 0 6th  14  10  0
Pre-emption on I
the leased half
of Tambourine ... ' ... 950 0 0 2nd 21 15 5
ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0 2nd 14  13  4
ditto ... 890 0 0 2nd 20 7 11
Conditional ... 60 0 0 100 0 0 5th 7 0 0
Homestead .,. 60 0 01 40 0 0 5th 3 5 0
Conditional ... ... 218 0 0 2nd 4  9 10
Homestead ... ... 141 1 5 5th  3 11  0
Conditional ... 40 0 0 100 0 0 4th 4  10  0
ditto ... 49 0 0  ...  6th  3 13  6
ditto ... ... ... 176 0 0 2nd 2  11  4
ditto ... ... 230 0 0 2nd 3 7 1
Homestead ... ... 30 0 28 ... 3rd 0 15 6
ditto  ...  70 0 0 5th 1 15 0
ditto 20 0 0 51 2 0 5th 2 1 0
Conditional  ...  40 0 0 283 0 0 3rd 9 1 6
ditto  ...  60 0 0 100 0 0 89 0 0 5th  11  14  6
ditto ... 30 0 0 145 0 0 ... 3rd 2 5 0
Homestead ... 30 0 0 66 0 0 ... 5th  2  15  6
ditto ... 72 0 0 ... 6th 2 14 0
Conditional ... 40 0 0  ...  6th 3 0 0
ditto ... 89 3 30 3rd 2 5 0
Homestead ... 89 3 30 6th 1 5 3
Conditional ... 40 0 0 ... 11 2 0 2nd 3 6 0
ditto ... ... 89 3 30 2nd 1 6 3
Homestead ... 20 0 0  ...  4th  0 10  0
Conditional ... 40 0 0 32 0 0 5th  3 16  0
Homestead .. 142 0 0 ... 2nd 2 4 1
ditto  ...  40 0 0 ... 2nd  0 16  8
ditto .. 44  2  17  ... 4th 1 2 6
ditto  ...  20 0 0 43 3 0 ... 4th 1 17 0 0 7 1
ditto  ...  100 0 0 ... 3rd 2 5 10.
ditto  ...  60 0 0 ... ... 6th  0 15  0
ditto  ...  43 0 0 ... 3rd  1  12 3
Conditional  ...  40 0 0 20 0 0 3rd  3 10  0
ditto .. ... 30 0 0 126 3 0 6th  4  13  6
ditto 80 0 0 20 1 4 3rd 4  10  6 0 0 2
ditto  ...  24 0 0 100 0 0 6th 3 14 0
ditto ... 119 3 0 6th 3 0 0
ditto  ...  90 0 0 2nd  1 17  6
ditto 20 0 0 ... I 60 0 0 4th 3 0 0
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Begistor
No.
1.61
827
946
1073
*1490
1069
31
*1552
*1553
764
1331
551
130
*1611
849
11308
408
1126
1227
1567
*1747
t427
*1710 Harding, Thomas ..
1271 Hardwick, Joseph Bartley...
225 Hardy, Charles Gregory ...
855 Harris, John
1225 Ditto ... ...
501 Harrison ,  George ...
1353 Hart ,  Charles
1121  Harvey, Ezra
112: Ditto ...
x1562 Hawkins ,  George .,,
*1563  Ditto ...
Nature of Selection.
Homestead ...
Conditional
Homestead ...
ditto  ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ,..
ditto ...
Homestead ,..
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ..,
ditto ...
Homestead ,..
Conditional  ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ..,
Conditional ...
Homestead ,..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto ...
Conditional
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
Homestead ...
Conditional ,..
Homestead ...
Conditional ,..
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto  ...
Pre.emptive,
Tabragalba ...
ditto ,..
Conditional ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Tabragalba
ditto
ditto
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Gimboonba
ditto
Conditional . , .
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ,..
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ,.,
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ..,
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
1174 Hayes, Frank ... ...
12 Heal, John Daniel ... ..
813 Hearne, Frederick Pigott...
801 Ditto .,. ... ...
1161
488
t1373
1275
76
75
1384
Lessee.
Ditto
Grimmann, Heinrich Wil-
helm Christoph ... ..,
Gulek, Heinrich .., ,,,
Guy, William Henry ,.,
Guy, Francis R.
Haberham, Carl ...
Ditto  ...
Ha arth, Graham A. ,,,
D itto ,,, ...
Hahn, Louis... ...
Hall, Octavius Augustus ..,
Hall, David ,., ...
Hall, Joseph... ..
all, Geor e
Halgatty, Joseph ,.
Hallett, Joseph ,.,
Ham, Thomas .,. ,..
Hamer, John ,,. ..,
Hamilton, Hugh .,.
Hamilton, Douglas D.
Hansen, Hans L, ,,,
Hardgrave, Phillip...
Heathwood, Samuel ,..
Ditto
Heinemann, Hans Heinrich
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .
Heineman, Edward...
Henderson, James ...
1018 Ditto ..,
645 Ditto ,..
*1527  Ditto
*1528 Ditto ... ...
*1529  Ditto
x`1531 Henderson , Andrew I.
1532 Ditto ... ...
1025 Ditto ... ...
774 Ditto  ...  ...
1488 Ditto ...
213 Henderson, Jane ...
1545 Henkey, Charles ...
1634 Hennessy, Thos. ..,
943 Herlily, John .,
978 Herrmann, August ,..
692 Herron, Thomas ,..
*1659  Higgins, John
1378 Hill, Jolui William...
778 Hill, Walter... ...
293 Ditto ... ...
256 Hill, David ... ...
109 Hillier, Jesse ..,
187 Ditto
1424 Hinds, Joseph Royal
866 Hoare, William George
1259 Hocking, William ...
1.415 Hodge, John ,
322 Hodgson, Frederick
736 Holden, Andrew ,..
Agricultural.
I
First Class
Pastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P. A. B. P.
160 0 0
12 0 0 108 0 0
10 0 0 132 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0
160 0 0
15 0 0 25 0 0
320 0 0 1,280 0 0
320 0. 0 1,280 0 0
44 0 0
60 0 0
100 0
0
80 0 0
40 1 0
71 1 32 ...
18 0 0
100 0 0
20 0 0
8 0  0
30 0 0
30 0 0
50 0 0
20 0 .0
10 0 0
20 0 0
59 0 0
41 0 0
10 0 0
4 0 0
30 0 0
82 0 0
98 3 24
116 1 28
77 0 0
42 0 0
98 0 0
101 0 0
40 0 0
118 0 0
40 0 0
36 0 0
83 0 0
40 0 0
23 0  0
31 0 0 1,
64 0 0
20 0 0
40 0 0
k) 0 0
46 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
28 0 0
20 0 0
80 0 0
10 0 0
20 0 0
60 0 0
160 0 0
19 0 24
103 1 8
30 0 0
30 0 0
68 0 0
40 0 0
50 0 0
30 U U
80 0 0
A. B. P.
100 0 0
2,880 0 0
4,880 0 0
60 0 0
315 2 0
164 0 0
1,180 0 0
Year.  Boat. Balance duo.
£ s.  d. I £ s, d.
6th 2 6 8
5th i 6 6 0
4th 3 13 6
4th 2 5 0
2nd 3 13 4
4th 2 10 0
6th 0 1 11
2nd 133 6 8
2nd 173 6 8
5th 1 2 0 1 7 6
3rd 6 0 0
5th 2 10 0
6th 1 10 0
2nd 0 12 0
5th 2 14 0
3rd 5 18 6
5th 3 17 0
4th 0 15 0
4th 2 14 6
2nd 30 16 8
2nd 2 9 6
5th 2 18 11
280 0 0 2nd 2 12 6
.. 3rd 2 4 6 215
... 6th 11 2  7
5th , 3 11 6
213 0 0 4th 9 1 6
8
5th 3 5 6 0 2 0
3rd 1 7 6
4th 3 11 6
333 0 0 4th 10 6 6
2nd 1 13 3
2nd  2 6 2
4th 0 18 0
70 0 0 6th 210 0
152 0 0 5th 3 19 0
180 0 0 5th 4 10 0, 5 12 6
4th 2 1 6
378 0 0 5th 9 9 0
80 0 0 3rd 4 15 0
... 3rd 0 17 0 0 8 0
... 6th 0 5 9
... 6th 0 12 0
13 0 0 3rd 0 6 6
52 0 0 4th 316 0
220 0 0 5th 11 10 0
321 0 0 2nd 7 7 2
321 0 0 2nd 7 7 2
1,320 2 0 2nd 30 5 6
100 0 0  2nd 2
120 0 0 2nd 2
4th 3
1,087 0 0 5th 27
351 0 0 2nd 8
6th 3
124 0 0 2nd 5
.. 2nd 2
6 0 0 4th 3
4th 0
5th 3
132 0 0 i 2nd 1
136 0 0 3rd 4
48 0 0 5th 4
5th 6
6th 1
80 0 0 6th 2
40 0 0 ...
50 0 0 ...
1i)0 (1 0 ...
100 0 0
20 0 0 140 0 0
6th 1
3rd 1
5th 3
3rd 3
3rd 2
5th 6
5th 4
1 8
10 0
0 0
3 6
15 6
9 0
1 8
0 0
3 0
10 0
13 0
7 6
18 0
4 0
0 0
18 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
12
6
10 0
0 0
10 0
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT -continued.
gegister Lessee.
t No.
833 Holland, Ambrose ...
*1598 Ditto ...
t1412 Holmes, William ...
1342 Ditto
111 Ditto ... ...
*1750 Ditto ..
t1416 Holzapfel, Hermann
11*1558 Ditto
11037 Hopkins, Augustus...
11t1016 Horan, John... ...
1035 Horan, John, junior
1230 Hornig, C. G. ...
902 Howard, Thomas ...
*1632 Hubner, Christian ...
1344 Hucker, Charles ,..
1244 Ditto ... ...
*1561 Hucker, Samuel
1177 Hughes, John Maddock
1178 Ditto .
870 Hughes, Archibald...
*1755  Hull, Matthew ...
899 Hunn, John... ...
181 Ditto
1029 Hunter, John ...
1190 Hurman, Henry ...
*1519 Hurman, Augustus...
1235 Ihm, Carl ... ...
999 Illidge, Thomas .
11*814 Irwin, William John
t1679 Irwin, Micheel ...
1457 Jackson, Peter ...
*1586 Ditto ... ...
1398 Jarrett, R. ...
1.399 Ditto .,.
1162 Jarvis, William
95 Jayne, William
IIt1116 Jenkinson, John ...
1334 Johnstone, Thomas ...
230 Johnston, George ...
413 Jones, Thomas Isaac
60 Ditto .. ...
900 Josey, James ...
901 Ditto ... ...
%165 Ditto
47 Ditto
83 Ditto
82 Ditto
135 Ditto
250 Ditto ...
66 Joyce, George
1260 Joyner, William C....
t352 Ditto ... ...
523  Ditto ... ...
848 Ditto ... ...
45 Ditto
55 Ditto
56 Ditto ...
134 Joyner, W. C. ...
191 Ditto ... ...
251 Ditto ... ...
*1688 Ditto ...
1253 Judman, Stephen ...
1216 Ditto ...
1217 Judman, John ...
1854 Kavanagh, Mary
973 Keil, Henry August
1552 Ditto ... ...
553 Ditto ... ...
693 Ditto ... ...
1629 Ditto ... ...
1560 Keilar, Alexander ...
*1689 Ditto ...
1031 Keith, William ...
976 Kelso, Daniel ...
911 Kennedy, Rodger ...
*1686 Kennedy, John ...
487 Kerr, John ... ...
677, Ditto .. ...
169 f Kerman, John S. ...
Nature of  Selection.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
... ditto
...
I Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Agricultural. First Class Second ClassPastoral .  Pastoral.
Year. Rent.  Balance due.
A. B. P. A.  R. P. A. B. P. £ s. d.  £ s. d.
50 0 0 50 0 0 5th 3 15 0
200 0 0 2nd 2 18 4
80 0 0 80 0 0 3rd 6 0 0
20 0 0 100 0 0 700 0 0 3rd 20 13 4
.., 500 0 0 6th  12  10  0
... 80 0 0 ... 2nd 2 0 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 ... 3rd 215 0 0 6 8
... 50 0 0 2nd 018 9
... 30 0 0 267 2 8 4th 7 16 4
56 2 8 ... 4th 1 4 1
79 0 0 4th 2 19 3
80 0 0 4th 4 0 0
120 0 0 ... 4th 3 0 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 ... 2nd 1 7 6
... 22 0 Q ... 3rd 011 0
... 103 0 0 ... 3rd 211 6
35 0 0 2nd 0 13 2
40 0 0 30 0 0 251 0 0 4th 1015 6
60 0 0 261 0 0 4th 9 10 6
... 30 0 0 130 0 0 5th  4  15  0
... 50 3 24 2nd 1 5 6
16 0 0 60 0 0 5th 2 6 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 6th 1 6 3
40 0 0 ... 4th 110 0
... 104 0 0 ... 4th 212 0 0 2 8
40 0 0 ... 2nd 018 4
60 0 0 2 0 0 4th 2 6 0
40 0 0 360 0 0 4th 11 0 0
10 0 0 34 311 ... 5th 1 4 7
60 0 0 ... 2nd 015 0
... 160 0 0 ... 5th
... 80 0 0 40 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
... 80 0 0 355 0 0 3rd 12 17 6
30 0 0
70 0 0
20 0 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
62 2 29
630 0
40 0 0
12 0 0 ... 68 0
50 0 0 ...
... ... 848 2
111 0
40 0 0 ... 337 0
... ... 1,910 0
... ... 393 0
... ... 718 0
... ... 314 0
340 0
160 0 0
120 0
50 0 0 100 0 0 403 0
80 0 0 40 0 0 105 0
120 0 0 800 0
60 0 0 20 0 0
40 0 0 40 0
40 0 0 100 0 0 500 0
60 0 0 43 0 0 327 0
... 160 0 0 270 0
... 40 0 0 40 0
... 356 0
150 0
... 160 0 0 ...
... 160 0 0 ...
... 60 0 0
... ... 80 0
20 0 0 100 0 0 ...
40 0 0
80 0
80 0
40 0 0 60 0 0
90 0
30 0 0 70 0 0 240 0
80 0
32 1 0 ,,.
... 140 0 0 ...
40.0
158 0 0
80 0
0 80 0 0 ...
4th 1 2 6
6th 017 6 0 5 0
4th 2 5 6
0 3rd 15 15 0
6th 0 15 0
0 5th 2 12 0
6th 0 5 3
0 4th 21 4 6
0 4th 2 15 6
0 5th 11 8 6
o 6th 47 15 0
0 6th 9 16 6
0 6th l 17 19 0
0 6th 7 17 0
0 6th 8 10 0
6th 1 0 0
0 3rd 3 0 0 0 4 0
0 5th 18 16 6
0 5th 10 12 6
0 5th 26 0 0 .1 0 0
6th 0 9 2
0 6th 4 0 0
0 6th 2010 0
0 6th 14 16 6
0 6th 14 15 0
0 6th 3 0 0
0 2nd 2 4 6
o 4th 3 15 0
4th 4 0 0
4th 4 0 0
5th 1 10 0
0 4th 2 0 0
5th 0 1 9
5th 3 0 0
0 5th 2 0 0
0 2nd 1 t0 0
2nd 2 5 0 0 10 0
0 2nd 0 11 3
0 4th 11 15 0
0 4th 2 0 0
4th 0 16 6
2nd 0 17 6
5th 3 19 0
0 5th 2 0 0
6th 3 10 0
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BRISBANE DISTRICT-continued,
aegister
No.
977
320
41
762
963
1188
1511
1419
908
714
812
1302
1298
1082
272
273
1017
479
766
162
192
1279
1272
278
*1732
1120
1119
*1713
49
303
1482
985
101
466
1463
1634
*980
t949
*1656
1432
897
896
*1681
*1711
1234
1390
1446
11t520
458
*1665
1401
508
1376
922
621
410
11658
460
647
612
1046
1047
t1475
1043
641
103
269
*1652
1077
1515
618
619
597
1066
728
877
1317
Lessee,
Kerwin, John
Ditto ..
Kirwin, John
Kimmond, John
King, Thomas ,.. ..,
Ditto ... ...
Kingston, Charles ... ...
Klumpp, Henry • ... ...
Klumpy, Frederick... ...
Knight, Augustus Charles...
Knight, William ... ...
Koch, William
Kriesch, Christiafl ...
Kropp, Christian Frederick
Wilhelm
Kubler, Michael
Ditto
Lade, Joseph John...
Lander, Edmund ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ..
Lane, Charles
Ditto ...
Lane, James...
Lane, Henry
Langton, George
Ditto
Lawlor, John ...
Laws, William .,.
Lawson, Alexander...
Lawson, Thomas ...
Lehman, Christian ...
Ditto ... ...
Leitch, John
Leo, Richard
ditto ...
Leonard, Edward ..
Letherland ,  Jonathan ,  jun....
Levington , Richard
Leweke, Ferdinand... ...
Lewis, Thomas Wyndham...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Lillis,  Thomas ... ...
Lindsay, James ... ...
Ditto ... .,.
Lisk, John
Litherland ,  Jonathan ..
Llewellyn ,  Christopher H....
Logan ,  Whitmore ...
Ditto .,.
Ditto ...
Logan, Thomas
Ditto
Logan, R. J.
Ditto
Logan, George
Ditto ..
Long, William
Lovekin, John Joseph
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Low, James,  jun. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Lowry, Robert ...
Lucock, Henry ...
Ditto
Macdonnell, Randall
Ditto ...
Nature  of Selection.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
,., Conditional
.., Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
,., Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
dittoDitto ... .,.
Macdonnell ,  James.., .,
Macdonald , Campbell Living-
atone
Macharty  Thomas ..•
Mackay, Angus
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Agrtoultural.
A. n. P. A .  B. P. A.  R.  P.
... 100 0 0 4th
80 0 0, 5th
... ... 200 0 0 6th
194 0 0 5th
... 58 0 0 ... 4th
40 0 0 4th
...1 ,., 200 0 0 2nd
II 75 0 0 •,. 3rd
10 0 0 50 0 0 ... 4th
... 59 0 17 5th
80 0 *0 5th
164 2 0 ... 3rd
20 0 0 .,, 67 3 0 3rd
30 0 0 90 0 0 ... 4th
100 0 0 53 0 0 6th
.., 174 0 0 6th
80 0 0 4th
20 0 0 60 0 0 5th
40 0 0 ... 40 0 0 5th
80 0 0 6th
90 0 0 ... 6th
80 0 0 20 0 0 3rd
82 2 0 3rd
.. 40 0 0 ... 6th
100 0 0 ... 2nd
16 0 0 128 0 0 4th
10 0 0 80 0 0 251 0 0 4th
320 0 0 2nd
76 0 0 ... 6th
42 2 0 ... 5th
40 0 0 28 0 0 ... 2nd
First Class Second  Class  year. gent .  galanee  due.pastoral .  Pastoral. {
8 0 0 49 0 0 ... 4th
12 0 0 68 0 0 ... 6th
... ... 122 2 0 ... 5th
... 66 0 0 ... ... 3rd
... 43 0 0 ... 2nd
115 0 0 ... 4th
155 0 0 .,. 4th
300 0 ... 2nd
10 0 0 70 0 0 3rd
80 0 0 120 0 0 4th
20 0 0 80 0 0 4th
160 0 0 2nd
40 0 0 280 0 0 ... 2nd
80 0 0 ... 4th
12 0 0 108 0 0 3rd
20 0 0 106 0 0 ,.. 3rd
10 0 0 38 2 23 ... 5th
160 0 0 5th
... ... 110 0 0 2nd
200 0 0 ` 3rd
6 0 0 146 0 0 5th
40 0 0 ,.. 190 0 0 3rd
15 0 0  ...  65 0 0 4th
20 0 0 80 0 0 5th
10 0 0 140 0 0 6th
60 0 0 580 0 0 5th
12 0 0 123 0 0 5th
282 0 0 6th
,., 40 0 0 5th
315 0 0 4th
.,
i
173 115 4th
83 0 0 3rd
80 0 0 17 0 0 4th
so  0 0 80 0 0 5th
40 0 0 40 0 0 6th
40 0 0 60 0 0 100 0 0 6th
20 0 0 25 0 0 ... 2nd
199 0 0 4th
212 0 0 2nd
40 0 0 80 0 0 507 3 0 5th
40 0 0 90 0 0 605 0 0 5th
690 0 0 5th
20 0 0 980 0 .,. 4th
100 0 0 520 0 0 884 0 0 6th
10 0 0 20 ,0 0 5th
128 0 0 3rd
£ s. d. £ s. d.
2 10 0
2 0 0
5 0 0
4 17 0
1 9 0
1 0 0
4 11 8
1 17 6
1 12 6
1 10 0
2 0 0
3 17 6
3 4 0
3 7 6
10 3 0
4 7 0
2 0 0
2 5 0
4 0 0
1 3 4
4 10 0
4 10 0
2 1 6
0 18 4
0 8 4
3 16 0
11 0 6
3 0 0
0 9 6
1 1 6
2 4 0
1 10 6
0 17 11
3 1 6
2 9 6
2 13 9
2 17 6 3 11 11
2 18 5
0 9 5
2 2 6
7 0 0
3 0 0
0 16 8
3 7 6
3 0 0
3 12 0 1 5 2
4 3 0 0 16 10
1 4 2
4 0 0
1 2 11
5 0 0
3 17 6
7 15 0
2 15 0
3 0 0
3 17 6
17 1 8
3 10 6
7 1 0
1 0 0
7 17 6
4 7 0
1 12 4
4 8 6
5 15 0
1 0 10
8 10 0
0 11 6
4 19 6
4 17 2
19 14 0
22 12 6
16 0 0
3 4 0
I
56 12 6
0 17 6
3 4 0
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Register Lessee.
No.
671 Mackay, Angus ,.,
1443 Mackenzie, Gilbert ... ..
205 Mackenzie, John ... ,.,
994 Mackenzie, James ...
1192 Ditto .
316 Maclean, Walter C.
206 Macnamara, John ... .,,
825 Maddock, Richard ... ...
1269 Maguire, Thomas ,,.
*1539 Ditto ... ...
1307 Ditto ...
*1739  Mahoney, Hugh
982 Mallan, Patrick
878 Ditto ... ...
..
108 Mailer, Henry
t459 Mallet, George ...
893 Maloney, Michael ...
651 Manning, Samuel ..
t1435 Manson, Alexander John ...
'996 Ditto ... ... ...
1092 Marks, William ... ...
1292 Markwell, Isaac ... ,..
1251 Ditto ... ...
1004 Ditto ...
1049 Ditto ... ...
1154 Ditto ... ...
147 Ditto ... ... ,..
*1724 Ditto
1361 Markwell, John ... ...
1003 Ditto ... ... ...
t1184 Ditto ,.. ... ...
1006 Markwell, Samuel ... ...
*1723 Ditto ... ,..
1050 Markwcll, Walter ,..
148 Markwell, James Isaac
149 Markwcll, Charles Robert...
4-1727 Markwell, Alfred
*1676 Marshall, George P.
216 Marshall, Thomas ...
200 Marshall, John ...
1409 Martin, John
1388 Martin, William Stitt
821 Massie, Michael ...
t776 Ditto ... ...
*1530 Ditto ...
616 Matthews, John ...
1206 Mayer, John ..
1041 McAlister, Samuel ...
*1601 McAlroy, Patrick ...
380 McBride, Thomas ...
475 McCaskill, Duncan...
824 Ditto .,
*843 McCaughey, Hugh...
*1630 McCaughay, Hugh...
48 McCaughey, Henry
834 McCoombe, Daniel...
63 Ditto ...
424 McCullagh, James ...
665 Ditto . , .
46 McCullough, Andrew ...
x1564 McCullum, Archd.
*1504 McDonald, Campbell L.,
Coulson, Thomas H.,
Coulson, Prank J. ...
1105 McDonald, John . , .
1589 , McDonnell, Randall ...
1
1591 Ditto ... ... ...
*1590  Ditto ... ... ...
*1610 ' McDowall, John ...
284 Ditto
t608 McGinn, Richard ...
54 McGinn, John
1021 McGoldrick, Patrick
1140 Ditto ... ,..
415 McIver, Daniel ...
49 Ditto ... ...
1516 Ditto ... ...
Nature of Selection.
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional ,,,
Homestead ...
Conditional ,..
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ,.,
Conditional ..,
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ..,
ditto ...
Homestead .,.
Conditional
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ,..
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ,,.
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,.,
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Pre-emptive ...
Conditional ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Samford .,.
ditto .,.
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
r astoral. Year,
Rent. Balance due
A. B. P. A. B. P. A. B. P. £ s. d. £
40 0 0 160 0 0 5th 7 0 0
30 0 0 76 0 0 ,,, 3rd 3 0 6
80 0 0 ,,, 6th 2 0 0
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
10 0 0 ,,, 4th 0 5 0
150 1 18 6th 3 15 6
50 0 0 6th 0 16 8
108 0 0 5th 2 14 0
20 0 0 101 0 0 4th 3 5 6
60 0 0 2nd 1 4 8
30 0 0 ... 50 0 0 3rd 3 10 0
,,, 300 0 0 2nd 7 10 0
4 0 0 40 0 0 ,,. 4th 1 3 0
11 0 0 31 0 0 5th 1 3 9
30 0 0 106 0 0 6th 4 3 0
60 0 0 30 0 0 5th 2 4 4
157 3 15 ... 5th 3 19 0
158 0 0 l ... 5th 3 19 0
161 0 0 3rd 1 3 2
40 0 0 290 0 0 4th 9 5 0
101 0 0 4th 5 1 0
10 0 0 35 0 0 3rd 1 12 6
80 0 0 103 2 0 4th 6 12 0
60 0 0 105 0 0 130 1 0 4th 13 0 6
10 0 0 73 0 0 4th 2 11 6
100 0 0 300 0 0 4th 12 10 0
344 0 0 320 0 0 333 0 0 6th 50 2 6
40 0 0 280 0 0 2nd 3 7 6
75 0 0 3rd 1 17 6
280 0 0 700 0 0 233 3 0 4th 61 17 0
100 0 0 288 0 0 4th 12 4 0
300 0 0 640 0 0 318 2 0 4th 62 9 6
40 0 0 280 0  0 2nd 3 7 6
30 0 0 160 0 0 425 0 0 4th 20 17 6
310 0 0 314 0 0 312 0 0 6th '46 15 0
318 0 0 307 0 0 321 1 0 6th 47 5 0
40 0 0 280 0 0 2nd 3 7 6
80 0 0 2nd 0 13 4
54 0 0 3 0 0 6th 1 11 6
40 0 0 ... 20 0 0 6th 3 10 0
100 0 0 3rd 210 0 1 010
54 0 0 3rd 1 7 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 353 0 0 5th 14 6 6
30 0 0 ... 130 0 0 5th
300 0 0 2nd 6 5 0
160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
8 0 0 25 2 16 ... 4th 0 19 0
40  0 0 80 0 0 ... 4th 3 10 0
80 0 0 ... 2nd 1 3 4
... 80 0 0 ... 5th 2 0 0
160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
30 0 0 82 0 0 6th 4 6 0
44 0 0 ... 5th 1 2 0
116 0 0 ... 2nd 1 9 0
160 0 0 6th 0 13 4
40 0 0 10 3 0 5th 3 5 6 4 111
160 0 0 ... 6th 1 0 0
100 0 0 5th 2 10 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 5th 3 10 0
50 0 0 6th 0 6 3
160 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
302 1 24 2nd 6 18 11
141  0 0 4th 310 6
40 0 0 100 0 0 790 0 0 2nd 16 3 9
600 0 0 2nd 8 15 0
640 0 0 2nd 9 6 8
250 0 0 2nd 3 12 11
111 1 13 6th 2 15 8 0 3 10
117 2 16 5th
50 0 0 6th 0 6 3
110 0 0 4th 8 5 0
62 0 0 4th 2 6 6
12 0 0  68 0' 0 5th 2 12 0
SO 0 0 6th 0 5 0
30 0 0 50 0 0 2nd 3 4 2 1 10 0
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Rooster
No. Lessee,
*1639 McKinlay, James ... ...
634 McLaughlin, Ann .
431 McLean, Archibald ...
1089 McLean, George ... ...
t376 McLennon, William - ...
97 McLennon, John ...
*1675 McMahon, Richard ...
f1521  Mawdslay, Richard ...
1393 Mehrens, Anna Maria Doro-
thea ... ...
302 Meklem, James ...
1063 Mergrath, Detlef ...
1431 Merson, C. .
953 Middleton, Richard
1107 Miller, Robert ...
396 Mills, Hugh
397 Mills, Robert
558 Mills, Joseph ...
*583  Minnage, Edward ,.,
1354 Mitchell, James ...
1333 Ditto ...
626 Ditto ..
1338 Mitten, Tom ...
1314 Moffat, Margaret ..
142 Moffatt, William ...
189 Moffatt, Robert  Murray
132 Mollcnhauer, Ernest
1441 Moodie, Archibald ...
895 Ditto ... ...
831 Ditto ...
649 Moodie, William ...
512 Moody, Adam ...
1341
1336
1446
990
1042
829
739
1268
1115
*1734 Murray, John
1009 Mylett, Stephen
1032 Ditto .,,
*1709 Ditto ...
956 Mylett, Martin ..,
'1708 Ditto
*1707 Mylett, James ,,,
*1756  Mylett, Mary ...
*1757  Mylett, Ann... .
1324 Nash, Isaac ... ...
664 Neill, David ..,
1055 Neilson, James
1379 Newnham, J. W. ,,.
1455 Nicholls, R.... ...
1520 Nielsen, Johannes .,
1449 Nightingale, Alfred
1098 Norris, William ...
1352 Northbridge, Ellen...
*1721 Nosworthy, Robert...
1453 Nugent, William ..,
627 Nutt, William .,.
1357 O'Brien, Charles ,..
193 Ditto
1023 O'Brien, Daniel .,.
1222 O'Brien, James ...
1136 O'Connor, James .,,
317 Ditto .,.
1070 Ogle, John
1063 Ditto
920 Ogg, Charles
1175 Ditto ,,. .,,
1224 Ditto ...
1264 O'Neil, Phillip
1289 O'Neil, Daniel
469 O'Neill, Lawrence ...
1486 Ditto
Moore, William ...
Morrissey ,  Matthew
Morrison , .Roderick
Morison, Daniel ...
Ditto ...
Munro,  William ...
Munro, James .
Murdock, Francis Edward...
Murph, George ... ..
Nature of  Selection.
Homestead ...
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead
ditto
Conditional ..,
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Pre-emptive,
Leaning Apple
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Agricultural. First Class
Pastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent.  Balance due.
A. B. P. A. R.  P-
40  0 0 39 3 0
50 2 0
100 0 0 ...
30 0 0
20 0 0 119 0
80 0 0 20 0
0
0
25 0 0 25 0.0
42 0 0
10 0 0 38 0 0
52 2 0
20 0 0 60 0 0
76 1 0
18 0 0 36 0 0
40...0 0
20 0 0 120 0 0
.,, 103 0 0
25 2 0
43 0 01
160 0 0
60 0 0
40 0 0 40 0 0t
40 0 0
40 0 0
A.  R.  P.  £ s. d.
... 2nd 1 5 0
6th 1 5 6
200 0 0 5th 12 10 0
50 0 0 4th 310 0
5th 3 14 6
6th 1 3 4
300 0 0 2nd 5 0 0
615 0 0 2nd 13 7 5
£ s. d.
3rd 1 11 3
5th 1 1 0
4th 1 6 6
183 2 0  Ord  4 12 0
106 `2 32 4th 2 13 6
... 4th 1 19 9
6th 2 5 0
5th 1 18 6
5th 1 11 6
400 0 0 2nd 6 13 4
160 0 0  Ord  7 0 0
240 3 0 Ord 6 0 6
5th 3 15 0
,,, Ord 211 6 2 211
3rd 0 0 9 0 13 0
. 6th 0 18 9
.., 6th 213 4
6th 0 15 0
200 0 0  Ord  5 0 0
5th 5 0 0
40 0 0 5th 3 0 0
600 0 0 5th 17 0 0
640  0 Q 5th
94 0 10  Ord
26 3 36 ...  Ord
160 0 0 ... Ord
160 0 0 4th
160 0 0 4th
40 0 0 23 2 0 5th
10 0 0 11 1 4 ... 5th
24 0 0 76 0 0 ... 3rd
40 0 0 60 0 0 ... 4th
320 0 0 ,.. 2nd
30 0 0 79 0 0 ... 4th
80 0 0 ... 4th
30 0 0 100 0 0 2nd
60 0 0 400 0 0 4th
30 0 0 100 0 0 ... 2nd
30 0 0 100 0 0 ... 2nd
20 0 0 120 0 0 ... 2nd
20 0 0 120 0 0 ... 2nd
46 0 0 ... Ord
156 2 12 5th
58 0 0 ... ... 4th
... 89 3 33 ... Ord
30 0 0 50 0 0 ... Ord
78 0 0 2nd...
42 2 0 Ord
100 0 0 300 0 0 580 0 0 4th
40 0 0 295 0 0  Ord
320 0 0 ... 2nd
40 0 0 60 0 0 ...  Ord
42 1 0 5th
13 0 0 120 0 0  Ord
20 0 0 80 0 0  .. 6th
80 0 0 ... ... 4th
79 3 0  ...  ... 4th
12 0 0 GO 0 0 ... 4th
10 0 0 18 1 18 5th
15 0 0 ... 35 3 0 4th
30 0 0 96 0 0 4th
40 0 0 130 0 0 424 1 0 4th
60 0 0 252 2 0 4th
40 0 0 120 0 7 4th
96 0 0 •  Ord
30 0 0 137 2  0  Ord
20 0 0 140 0 0 313 0 0 5th
80 0 0 212 0 0 2nd
16 0 0
2 7 6
0 13 6
4 0 0
4 0 0
4 0 0
3 12 0
0 13 6
2 16 0
3 0 0
12 0 0
6 4 0
4 0 0
0 18 2
13 0 0
0 18 2
0 18 2
3 15 0
3 15 0
1 14 6
3 18 6
2 4 3
2 5 0
2 7 6 0 911
1 15 9
1 1 6 0 0 7
37 0 0
10 7 6
3 0 0
3 0 0
1 12 3
3 13 0
2 15 0
3 0 0
2 0 0
1 19 0
0 17 0
2 0 6
4 13 0
20 2 6
9 6 6
5 0 6
2 8 0
4 19 0
16 6 6
9 6 0
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
1179 Or, William
619 Orr, John,  j un. ...
1538 Orr, Matthew B. ...
1546 Ditto ... ...
'F1638 Ditto ...
1171 O'Toole, John Isaac
450 Owens, Edward ...
1428 Patterson, Charles
241 `Pacey, Patrick
36 Paten, William Henry
42
1470
129
646
927
515
Paten, Jessee ...
Patrick, Frederick ...
Patrick, Thomas ...
Paulus, George ...
Payne, Henry H. ...
Ditto .. ...
34 'Payne, Henry Thomas
51 Ditto
1139 Pearson, William O.
1142 Ditto ... ...
1335 Pedler, James ...
867 Pedwell, Mark ...
90 Peelatt, Theophilus
1287
1288
1019
1020
1143
575
576
577
*1725
572
1131
909
1144
104
*1444
698
100
*1587
874
1454
1305
731
434
1400
584
856
*1669
*1670
670
959
689
722
808
*1606
*1730
495
1127
1129
371
372
x`1506
Persse, De Burgh
Ditto ..,
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ,..
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ..
Peterson, Franz
Petrie, Thomas
Ditto ...
Ditto
Pettigrew, William
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .. ...
Phillips, John
Phipps, John Thomas
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Pitt, Frederick ...
Platell, Claus ...
Plunkett, Thomas ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Pole, Sheldon ...
Pollock, .Tames
Postlethwaite, Joseph
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Poultney, Joseph ...
Ditto ...
Power, Richard ...
Pownall, John
Prior, T.  31. L.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Nature of  Selection .  Agricultural.
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Pre-emption
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead. ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Homestead ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Melcombe
ditto
ditto
'1507 Ditto ... ... ...
*1522  Ditto ... ... ...
1164 Prior, Thomas de Montmor-
enci  Murray ... ,..
x1594 Ditto ... ...
x1662 Ditto ... ...
1450 Prothero, David ... ...
1343 Ditto ... ... ...
1480 Prout, John ... ... ...
823 Purchase, Azariah ... ...
*1442 Purton, Henry ...
1698 Ditto ...
4'2597 Quinn, .James ... ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
First Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P. A. R. P.
... 59 0 0
50 0 0
... 400 0 0
60 0 0
15 0 0 30 0 0
... 113 0 0
110 0 0
8000
40 0 0
20 0 0 20 0 0
... 40 0 0
20 0 0
40 0 0 180 0 0
... 100 0 0
160 0 0
80 0 0 ...
40 0 0 . 64 2 0
50 0 0
40 0 0
80 0 0 180 0 0
100 0 0 240 0 0
30 0 0 95 0 0
40 0 0 60 0 0
80 0 0 700 0 0
60 0 0
80 0 0 80 0 0
80 0 0
30 0 0 137 0 0
20 0  0
90 0 0 152 0 0
20 0 0 100 0 0
160 0 0 ,..
26 0 0 40 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0 ...
100 0 0
40 0 0 60 0 0
45 0 0 70 0 0
27 0 0
30 0 0
12 0 0 63 0 0
... 40 0 0
80 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent.  Balance due.
244 0 0 4th
5th
350 0 0 2nd
1,200 0 0 2nd
200 0 0 2nd
420 0 0 4th
... 5th
3rd
1,280 0 0 6th
6th
140 0 0 6th
40 0 0  3rd
3d
6th
301 0 0 4th
844 0 0 5th
172 0 0 6th
175 0 0 6th
4th
160 0 0 4th
3rd
... 5th
6th
96 2 36 3rd
260 0 0 3rd
311 0 0 4th
300 0 0 4th
-200 0 0 4th
40 0 0 5th
580 0 0 5th
160 0 0 5th
640 0 0 2nd
180 0 0 5th
4th
414 3 0 4th
101 0 0 4th
197 0 0 6th
200 0 0 3rd
420 0 0 5th
6th
200 0 0 2nd
5th
25 0 0 3rd
70 0 0 3rd
91 2 0 5th
6th
... 3rd
5th
66 0 0 5th
400 0 0 2nd
400 0 0 2nd
70 0 0 5th
4th
134 0 0 5th
81 0 32 5th
16 0 0 5th
100 0 0 2nd
2nd
5th
399 0 0 4th
674 0 0 4th
3,380 0 0 5th
13:330  0 0 5th
125 0 0
76  2  0 69 0 0
... 80 0 0
320 0 0 1,280 0 0
320 0 0j 1,280 0 0
40 0 0
40 0  0
50 0 0
30 0 0
420 0 0
330 0 0
1,000 0 0
80 0 0 99 0 0
11,280 0 0
80 0 0  '2,320  0 0
10 0 0
57 u 0
640 0 0
307 0 0
145 0 0
100 0 0
90 0 0
£ s. d. £ s. d.
6 2 0
1 9 6
9 7 6
41 13 4
2 10 0
13 10 0
1 6 3
2 0 2
32 0 0
5 10 0
7 10 0
4 0 0
0 12 6
1 0 0
8 10 6
33 2 0
9 6 0
4 7 6
4 0 0
4 0 0
3 0 0
3 2 6
0 12 6
2 8 6
8 10 0
22 15 6
27 0 0
12 0 0
7 0 0
55 10 0
8 10 0
4 0 `)
14 10 0
3 0 0
19 9 6
4 0 6
19 6 0
5 0 0
17 0 0
12  Q  0
3 6 8
1 19 6
1 2 6
2 10 0
2 6 0
2 10 0
1 0 0
3 0 0
3 8 9
3 0 0
4 3 4
4 3 4
4 0 0
2 0 6 0 0 6
5 7 0
2 1 0
4 8 0
1 9 2
{) 10 5
9 4 6
13 19 6
16 17 0
172 10 0
171 5 0
2nd 9 12 6
2nd 7 11 3
2nd 2.218 A
1
4th 9 9 6
2nd 1813 4
2nd 25 16 8
3rd 3 5 0
3rd 3 6 0
2nd 16 0 0
6th 9 18 6
3rd 3 12 6
2nd 0 12 6
2nd 1 6 3
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BRISBANE DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
43 Ralf, George
105 Raffles, James Hargreaves
974 Rafter, William ... ...
1556 Ditto .. ..,
650 Bawling, Mary
*1731 Raymond, Richard ... ...
163 Raymont, Richard, jun.
44 Raynbird, Henry ,.,
*1641 Reynolds, Patrick ...
768 Rice, Joseph
894 Ditto ...
769 Rice, Henry...
819 Ditto
941 Richardson, George
942 Richardson, George Stewart
*1729 Ditto .,
841 Richards, Thomas ,.,
1461 Richert, Andrew .,.
993 Ridley, Thomas ,..
1205 Ditto
342 Riggs, George
453 Ditto ..,
743A Rinn ,  Patrick
744 Rinn, Michael
1408 Robinson,  William, sen.
516 Ditto ,,. ..,
442 Robinson ,  Wi lliam Langton
1008 Roberts,William de Essterre
1051 Ditto
1231 Ditto ...
14 Roche, William ...
*1617 Rode,  Ambrose P....
1000 Rogers, James .,.
390 Rohlf,  Hans ...
283 Roxburgh ,  John  Pine ,..
*1690 Riingert,  Fredrick  W. A....
1351 Russell, David
*1551 Ditto ..,
387 Russell, John
912 Ryan, Patrick
*1576 Ditto ... ...
*1599 Ditto  .. ,.. ,,.
*1702 Ryan,  William
*1702 Ryan ,  Wm....
787 Ryan, John ... ...
820 Ditto ...
1237 Salisbury, John
1559 Salisbury ,  Thomas ,,.
1574 Salisbury ,  Francis .,.
451 Sampson,  Errick .
1337 Sands, John  Lewis ...
940 Saville,  Elijah
844 Ditto
1459 Savi lle,  Elizabeth
1203 Scanlan ,  Patrick
618 Scanlan ,  Thomas
898 Ditto ' ...
1371 Schaefer,  Jacob ,..
128 Schneider ,  Maurice...
t1382 Schrodter,  William...
916 Schroder ,  Paul ,,.
484 Schubert, Julius ,..
*1505 Schulz , Henry ...
730 Schultz,  William ...
742 Sehter,  Charles .,,
521 Senden , August V....
1087 Sexton ,  Thomas
935 Shailer ,  Francis
t1363 Shaw,  Frederick
1250 Ditto ...
1249 Ditto
1001 Ditto
1011 Ditto ...
767 Ditto
1137 Sheals, Patrick
305 Shears, John
*1668 Sheehan, Julia
1483 Sheehan, David
Nature of  Selection.
Conditional ...
Homestead ,..
ditto ...
Conditional ,.,
ditto ,..
ditto ...
Homestead
Conditional
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ..,
ditto .,,
ditto ..,
ditto ,,,
Homestead ,.,
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto ,,,
ditto ,,,
Conditional .
ditto
Homestead
ditto ,,.
Conditional . , ,
ditto ..,
ditto ,..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ,..
Conditional  ...
Homestead ..,
ditto
Pre-emptive, Tele-
mon Run
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ,..
I .Homestead ,..
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional .,.
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Agricultural . First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Bent. Balance due. I
A. R. P. A. R. P. A. R. P. £  Y.  d.' £  s. d.
120 0 0 ... 6th 6 0 0
160 0 0 ... 6th 113 4
12 0 0 136 0 0 4th 3 17 0
80 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
50 0 0 200 0 0 453 0 0 5th 25 1 6
100 0 0 2nd 0 8 4
76 0 0 6 0 0 6th 115 0
360 0 0 ,., 280 0 0 6th 34 0 0
94 0 0 2nd 1 6 3
40 0 0 599 2 0 5th 17 0 0
81 0 0 41 0 0 5th 5 1 6
80 0 0 242 0 0 5th 10 1 0
237 0 0 5th 5 18 6
30 0 0 53 0 0 4th 216 6
157 0 0 4th 3 18 6
200 0 0 2nd 0 16 8
24 0 0 52 1 0 ... 5th 2 4 6
53 1 0 ... 3rd 1 7 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 .., 4th 2 5 0
10 0 0 10 0 0 4th 0 12 6
10 0 0 ... 70 0 0 5th 210 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 5th 3 0 0
25 0 0 18 0 0 ... 5th 1 7 9
16 0 0 34 0 0 5th 1 9 0
105 0 0 3rd 2 12 6
100 0 0 400 0 0 5th 15 0 0
40 0 0 200 0 0 400 0 0 5th 23 0 0
100 0 0 215 0 0 100 0 0 4th 20 15 0 25 18 9
30 0 0 218 0 0 190 0 0 4th 17 18 0 23 0 0
20 0 0 100 0 0 280 0 0 4th 13 10 0 0 7 6
50 0 0 ... 6th 0 3 1
400 0 0 2nd 5 0 0
20  0 0 104 0 0 ... 4th 3 11  6
30 0 0 70 0 0 ... 5th 217 6
150 0 0 400 0 0 484 0 0 5th 43 7 0
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
16 0 0 70 0 0 3rd 2 11 0
80 0 0 120 0 0 2nd 5 16 8
78 0 0 ... 5th 119 0
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
100 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
,., 100 0 0 2nd 1 9 2
... 320 0 0 ... 2nd 3 0 0
320 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
10 0 0 90 0 0 5th 3 0 0
12 0 0 121 0 0 ... 5th 3 9 6
... 40 0 0 ... 4th 1 0 0
28 0 0 299 2 32 2nd 7 4 0
160 0 0 ... 2nd 2 13 4
35 0 0 65 0 0 ... 5th 2 18 9 0 2 6
68 0 0 3rd 1 14 0
10 0 0 30 0 0 120 0 0 4th 5 5 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 5th 3 10 0
300 0 0 3rd 7 10 0
40 0 0 68 0 0 4th 3 4 0
60 0 0 435 0 0 5th 13 17 6
144 0 0 5th 3 12 0
30 0 0 100 0 0 3rd f 3 12 6
25 0 0 40 0 0 255 0 0 6th 10 5 0
119 0 0 ... 3rd 2 6 10
12 0 0 32 0 0 ... 4th i 1 5 0
64 3 39 ... 5th 2 8 9
.,, 160 0 0 ... 2nd 313 4
30 0 0 87 0 0 5th 3 6 0
80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
20 0 0 41 0 0 5th 1 15 6
,, 166 3 0 4th i 4 3 6
20 0 0 120 0 0 4th 3 15 0
,,, 268 0 0 3rd 5 10 0
,,, 40 0 0 4th . 1 0 0
40 0 0 42 0 0 4th 3 1 0
40 0 0 ... 4th 2 0 0
30 0 0 30 0 0 4th 3 15 0.
60 0 0 60 0 0 60 0 0 5th 9 0 0 2 16 3
38 0 0 ... 4th 0 19 0
50 0 0 34 0 0 5th 2 14 6
1 1 r100 0 1) 2nd 0 0 t;
58 0 01 .,, 1 2nd 1 9 0 1
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Register:
No.
Lessee.
1226 Shields, John ... ...
165 Ditto ... ... ...
536 Shield, Thomas ... ...
710 Shield, James
1159 Simpson, Henry George ...
*1742 Simpson, Joseph ...
881 Sinclair, David Wilhelm ...
195 Skerman, Frederick John_
*1544 Slack, William ... ...
*158 4,  Ditto ... ... ...
*1653 Ditto ... ... ...
871 Slater, George
*1602  Smales, Thos., junr. ...
t1347 Smith, Martha ... ...
1437 Smith, William ... ...
957 Smith, George ... ...
436 Ditto ...
57 Soden, John...
986 Sommer, August
351 Sommers, James
136 Sommer, Wilhelm
185 Sommer, John
1403 Sparks, William
1316 Spillene ,  Timothy ...
*1648 Stapleton .  George ...
1015 Starkey, George
485 Ditto ... ...
1266 Steffens, Henry ...
675 Stevens ,  Zaohariah...
1285 Stevenson, A. ...
288 Stevenson ,  Robert ...
*1571  Ditto ... ...
1290 Stewart ,  John Ignatius
426 Stewart ,  David Thomas
421 Stewart ,  Wi lliam ...
945 Stock, John ...
1010 Strain, Thomas
t1473 Strain, Hugh
*1474 Ditto ...
196 Stretton, George
802 Sugars, Thomas
803 Ditto ..
1078 Sutton, Emanuel
311 Sutton, Peter
806 Tait, Mortimer David ...
1267 Taylor, Richard .,. ...
1071 Taylor, Thomas ... ...
463 Ditto ... ... ...
172 Ditto ...
868 Taylor, Alfred John ...
*1741 Taylor, Alfred J.
t1236 Teasdale, George ... ...
1402 Temple, Jane
1364 Thiele, Christopher ...
756 Thompson, Christopher ...
*1677 Thornton, Andrew ... ...
666 Thorpe, Abraham Gorham
15 Tilley, John ...
*1640 Ditto .
*1751 Timmins, Mary
917 Titcomb, John
1492 Todd, John ...
1481 Toohey, James
1086 Toohey, Bernard
839 Tones, John ...
840 Ditto ...
1593 Tovey, James
514 Towns, Robert
*888 Tracey, Henry
741 Traill, George Donaldson ...
80 Trehay, James
1478 Trihey, Joanna
7 Troughton, Edward ...
659 Tubbs, Robert Frederick ...
*1660 Ditto .••
737 Tubbs, John Joseph ...
890 Tucker, Ambrose ... ...
17. Ditto ... .. ...
7u Turner, Henry William ,,,
Nature  of Selection.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Home stead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Agricultural. First Class  Second ClassPastoral .  Pastoral.
A. R. P. A.  B. P. A.  R.  P.
150 0 0
,., 60 0 0 100 0 0
160 0 0 ...
6 0 0 73 0 0
168 0 0
100 0 0 ...
20 0 0. 20 0 0 ...
20 0 0 48 0 0 ,,,
300 0 0
,., 80 0 0 170 0 0
320 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 315 0 0
100 0 0
22 0 39 ...
40 0 0 80 0 0 ...
16 0 0 71 0 0
40 0 0 60 0 0 202 2 0
160 0 0 ...
10 0 0 15 0 0 ...
30 0 0 100 0 0 ...
24 0 0 112 0 0 ...
10 0 0 31 0 0 ...
40 0 0 74 0 0 ...
40 0 0 ...
80 0 0
200 0 0 440 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0
20 0 0 80 0 0
20 0 0 30 0 0
56 0 0 ...
44 0 0 ...
40 0 0
112 124
18 0 0 73 0 0
6 0
1
Year. Rent.  Balance due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
4th 3 15 0
6th 5 10 0
5th 4 0 0
5th 2 1 0
4th 4 4 0 012 0
2nd 2 10 0
5th 1 5 0
6th 1 6 0
2nd 6 5 0
2nd 5 10 0
2nd 3 6 8
5th 11 17 6
2nd 1 9 2
3rd 0 6 9
3rd 3 10 0
4th 2 7 6
6th 11 1 6
6th 0 13 4
4th 0 15 0
5th 3 12 6
6th 3 14 0
6th 0 15 4
3rd 3 7 0
3rd 1 10 0
2nd 0 16 8
4th 21 0 0
5th 3 10 0
3rd 2 15 0
5th 1 10 0
3rd 2 2 0
6th 1 13 0
2nd 2 7 3
3rd 2 16 6
5th 2 10 0
5th 3 17 6
4th 1 8 6
4th 1 9 4
3rd 2 3 0
3rd 3 0 0
6th 0 16 8
5th 2 4 0
5th 3 12 0
4th 6 14 6
5th 3 0 0
4th 9 15 0
3rd 2 10 0
4th 1 12 6 1 5 8
5th 6 5 0
6th 1 15 0
5th 2 10 0
2nd 2 10 0
4th 3 5 3
3rd 14 17 0
3rd 1 17 6
5th
2nd 2 13 4
5th 5 0 0
6th 16 0 0
2nd 4 1 9
2nd 3 0 0
4th 2 5 0 012 0
2nd 3 9 3
2nd 11 18 6
4th 3 15 0
5th 3 5 6
5th 2 9 0
2nd 7 5 10
5th 13 10 0
5th 1 4 6
5th 2 0 0
6th 0 13 4
2nd 1 10 0
6th 0 6 8
5th 2 14 6
2nd 0 7 9
5th 3 9 0
5th 8 15 0
6th 2 2 3
6th 0 7 9
0
10 0 0 140 0 0 ...
10 0 0 41 2 0 ...
78 2 29 ...
40 0 0 60 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0
49 3 22
20 0 0 57 320
30 0 0 84 0 0
229 0 0..
40 0 0 60 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 210 0 0
10 0 0 ... 70 0 0
64 2 .0
10 0 0 30 0 0 160 0 0
80 0 0 ...
... 100 0 0
100 0 0
15 0 0 130 0 0
100 0 0 394 0 0
30 0 0 30 0 0
25 0 0 30 0 0
,,, 320 0 0
... 40 0 0 120 0 0
640 0 0
.._ ... 327 0 0
80 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0
151 0 0
477 0 0
150 0 0
... 40 0 0 ... 10 2 0
... 40 0 0 ... 37 216
500 0 0
... 50 0 0 110 0 0 170 0 0
... ... 49 0 0 ... .
... 40 0 0 40 0 0
80 0 0
40 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 108 0 20 ...
... 36 0 30 ...
... 137 1 18
50 0 0 250 0 0
10 0 0 130 0 0 ...
25 0 0 25 0 0 ...
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT- conts'nued.
Register
No.
1487
292
1330
1125
478
440
1241
786
*1550
*1627
891
869
13
1246
*1569
*1689
1054
1065
1197
1198
201
202
203
t734
781
*1675
*1678
438
474
368
423
50'2
981
987
1548
419
t1365
1278
1366
*1758
+1759
$1313
+1603
369
1358
1385
445
443
448
449
1283
1303
1220
1284
1085
1182
653
962
1038
1083
528
513
*1512
*1513
*1514
1218
1219
630
631
287
Lessee.
Underwood, William
Unwin, Charles ...
Upton, Charles ...
Ditto  ...  ...
Ditto
Valentine, George ...
Veivers, David ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Voller, James ...
Wagner, Andrews ,..
Waldron, Joshua
Waldman, Frederick
Walker, Adam ...
Ditto
Walker, William
Walker, William Tuton
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ..,
Ditto ...
Walker, Thomas .,,
Ditto ,.. ...
Ditto
Walsh, Michael ...
Walsh, William ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Wallin, James ...
Ditto ...
Walter, Gottlieb ...
Ditto ..
Nature of Selection.
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
,. ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
...
ditto
ditto
ditto:.:
ditto
ditto
.. ! Pre-emptive,
Melcome Run
... ditto ...
,,, ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ..,
ditto
Homestead ...
„, Conditional ...
Walters, Thomas Mortimer Homestead
Waters, John ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Watt, William
Warburton, John ...
Ward, William ...
Warren, John ...
Watson, Margant ...
... ! ditto
Conditional
... I Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Watson, James .
Webber, Thomas Edworthy
Weber, Joseph E.... ...
Welch,  James ...
West, Andrew .
,Westaway, Richard
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Westaway, William
Ditto
White, William George
Ditto ...
Ditto
White, Ernest
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
White, W. D.
Ditto ...
Ditto ..
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
White, A. W. D. ,,.
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
White  and Robinson
... Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
... Homestead
.., Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
,.. ditto
.,, ditto ,..
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Nindooimbah
ditto
... ditto ...
.., Conditional ...
... ditto
... ditto ,..
ditto ..,
... Pre-emptive,
1367 Whitten, Robert ... ..,
644 Widdop, Wm. ...
857 Wight, James Scott ...
1447 Willard, Edward ... ,.,
1452 Willard, James ... ...
Beaudesert Run
Homestead, ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ..,
Conditional ...
Agricultural. I First Class
Pastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral, Year. Rent.
A. R. P. A.  it.  P. A. R. P.  £ s. d.
82 0 0 2nd 2 1 0
50 0 0 54 0 0 6th 3 4 6
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
8 0 0 38 0 0 ... 4th 1 5 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 5th 2 5 0
20 0 0 SO 0 0 5th 2 15 0
48 0 0 4th 1 4 0
50 0 0 304 0 0 5th 10 2 0
... 100 0 0 2nd 2 1 8
640 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
,,, 20 0 0 5th 0 10 0
70 0 0 45 0 0 5th 4 12 6
50 0 0 ... 6th 0 3 1
10 0 1) 130 0 0 4th 3 12 6
... ... 200 0 0 2nd 3 15 0
150 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
611 0 0 4th 15 5 6
15 0 0 ... 97 0 0 4th 3 11 0
386 0 0 4th 9 13 0
40 0 0 303 0 0 4th 9 11 6
80 0 0 120 0 0 800 0 0 6th 32 0 0
60 0 0 80 0 0 780 0 0 6th 28 0 0
50 0 0 100 0 0 490 0 0 6th 21 0 0
120 0 0 5th 2 0 6
12 0 0 97 2 31 5th 2 18 0
160 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
80 0 0 70 0 0 2nd 1 18 4
20 0 0 59 0 0 5th 2 4 6
20 0 0 99 0 0 5th 3 19 6
40 0 0 80 0 0 5th 3 10 0
15 0 0 78 0 0 5th 3 1 6
60 0 0 40 0 0 ... 5th 3 5 0
10 0 0 105 0 0 4th 3 0 0
20 0 0 344 0 0 4th 10 2 0
35 0 0 ... 2nd 0 14 7
40 0 0 77 3 24 5th 3 8 9
80 0 0 ... 3rd 219 7
30 0 0 99 0 0 ... 3rd 3 12 0
22 0 32 ... 3rd 0 11 6
20 0 0 120 0 0 ... 2nd 3 15 0
20 0 0 120 0 0 ... 2nd 3 15 0
... 49 0 0 3rd 1 4 6
80 0 0 2nd 1 3 4
30 0 0 118 0 0 5th 4 9 0
40 0 0  10 0
1  40 0 0  100-0  0 3rd 6 0 0
25 0 0 110 0 0 5th 313 9
60 0 0 110 0 0 310 0 0 5th 17 15 0
160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
30 0 0 60 0 0 223 0 0 5th 10 16 6
40 0 0 484 0 0 3rd 14 2 0
80 0 0 420 0 0 3rd 14 10 0
80 0 0 532 0 0 4th 17 6 0
100 0 0 946 0 0 3rd 28 13 0
80 0 0 309 0 0 4th 11 14 6
80 0 0 320 0 0 4th 12 0 0
80 0 0' 120 0 0 224 0 0 5th 17 12 0
... 40 0 0 69 0 0 4th 3 14 6
209 1 0 200 0 0 4th 15 10 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 520 0 0 4th 20 0 0
76 0 0 200 0 0 5th 8 16 0
___ ... 60 0 0 6th 1 1 10 0
10 0 0 50 0 0 940 0 0 2nd
10 0 0 50 0 0 940 0 0 2nd
10 0 0 50 0 0 440 0 0 2nd
40 0 0 250 0 0 488 0 0 4th
20 0 0 120 0 0 595 1 31 4th
40 0 0 350 0 0 658 0 0 5th
120 0 0 400 0 0 862 0 0 5th
24 10 5
24 10 5
13 1 3
27 14 0
22 8 0
36 19 0
50 11 0
140 0 0 200 0 0 225 0 0 6th 26 2 6
151 0 4 3rd 3 15 6
10 0 0 80 0 0 238 0 0 5th 10 14 0
40 0 0 33 0 0 ... 5th 2 7 0
106 0 0 3rd 2 13 0
96 2 27 3rd 2 8 6
Balance due.
£ s. d.
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
274 Wildermuth, David ,..
275 Ditto ... ... .,.
1464 Williams, William Joseph...
635 Williams, William .,. ,..
955 Williams, Alfred ... ...
156 Ditto .,- .., ...
772 Williams, Charles, and Wil-
liams, B.
190 Williams, John Jeremiah ...
1541 Williams, Geo. J. ...
1326 Willson, J.
*1604 Wilson, William ...
*1626 Wilson, Benin. G.
*1746 Wilson, Benjamin J.
*1651  Wilson, Charles ...
157 Winn, James ...
.1243 Wood, Arthur ...
*1744 Wood, John J. ..
1183 Woods, John ,.,
1421 Wolf, Henry
1277 Wright, John ...
441 Ditto
1413 Wright, Robert .,.
1462 Wright, Peel ...
926 Ditto ...
452 Wright, William .,.
279 Wunkleritz, Carl .,.
*1691  Wyllie, James ...
1340 Wynne, Mary ,.,
t1543 Ditto .. ...
979 Yore, Michael ..,
785 Ditto ,,, ,,.
*1672  Ditto
*1740 Yore, Michael ..,
758 Zanow, Johann ...
1585 Ditto ..
355 Zillman, John Leopond
355A  Zillman , John William
*1696 Ditto .., ...
Nature of Selection,
Conditional ..
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto . ,
ditto ...
Pre-emptive,
Tambourine , .
Conditional ,..
Homestead ...
Conditional ..
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto .,.
ditto ...
Homestead ..
Conditional ,..
Homestead ...
Conditional ,.,
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead .,.
Conditional ...
ditto .,.
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto ...
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto ,,,
ditto ...
Homestead ,..
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto ,,,
I
ass econ arsAgricultural, Pastoral. Pastoral. Year. Rent.
A. R.  P.  A. R. r. A. R. P.
80 0 0 80 0 0 6th
20 0 0 155 0 0 6th
160 0 0 ... 3rd
.. 40 0 0 ... 5th
60 0 0 ... 4th
26 0 0 40 1 0 .. 6th
60 0 0
160 0 0
140 0 0
160 0 0
40 0 0
33 3 0
36 2 35
36 3 30
30 0 0
16 0 0
18 0 0
204 0 0 5th
239 0 0 6th
.., 2nd
3rd
2nd
640 0 0 2nd
321 0 0 2nd
65 0 0 2nd
6th
100 0 0 4th
2nd
200 0 0 4th
201 0 0 3rd
143 0 0 3rd
BalanceDue.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
10 0 0
5 7 6
4 0 0
1 0 0
1 10 0
1 3 4
8 2 0
5 19 6
3 6 8
3 10 0
2 6 8
8 0 0
8 0 6
3 13 7
2 6 1
2 10 0
1 8 0
10 10 0
5 0 6
4 11 6
5th 3 10 0
267 0 13 3rd 6 14 0
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
4th 4 0 0
160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
6th 1 3 4
80 0 0 2nd 0 10 0
,,. 2nd 1 7 0 0 9 8
2nd 0 10 11
4th 3 5 0
87 0  0  4th 3 7 6
364 2 0 2nd 3 0 10
201 0 0 2nd 5 0 6
11 5th 2 4 6
100 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
440 0 0 6th 13 0 0
376 0 0 , 6th 14 8 0
321 0  0  2nd 2 0 2
BEENLEIGH DISTRICT.
168 Adams, Fr. ,.
148 Albrecht, Carl
231 Albertson, Albert
141 Andrews, Samuel
248 Ditto .
142 Andrews, Wm.
*534 Andrews, John
6 Ardagh, Arthur
*526  Ditto ...
t 76 Atchells, Jno.
270 Ditto .
131 Barr, Jas. F.
293 Ditto
300 Ditto
466 Barr, E. J. ...
56 Batten, Chas.
97 Bauer, Fred.
166 Beaton, Alex.
447 Ditto ,,.
73 Beattie, Jas....
177 Beattie, Alex.
*481 Beattie, A. ..
502 Belim, Wilhelm
35 Bell, Angus ,..
304 Ditto ...
-`446 Berg, F.
*37A Berndt, C.
435 Bernott, C. F.
434 Betz, P. ...
397 Ditto ,,,
377 Ditto
90 Bielby, Geo. Hy.
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
60 0 0 4 0 0 0 , . . 5th 3 5 0 4 1 3
4 0 0 0 40 0 0 ... 5th 210 0
20  0 0 60 0 0 ... 4th 2 5 0; 2 16 3
80 0 0 5th 3 0 0
10 0 0 ... 70 0 0 4th 2 10 0
78 0 0 ... 5th 2 18 6
10 0 0 120 0 0 2n4 1 13 9!
40 0 0 ... 280 0 0 6th 10 0 0
.. 80 0 0 2nd 1 3 4
10 0 0 , .,. 5th
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
30 0 0 100 0 0 5th 3 12 6
40 0 0 ... 63 0 0 4th 411 6
20 0 0
20 0 0
80 0 0
30 0 0
44) 0 0
10 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
d Cl sst ClFi S
144 0 0
158 0 0
56 0 0
100 0 0
20 0 0
80 0 0
160 0 0
40 0 0
100  0 0
100 0 0 4th 2 10 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
37 0 0 5th 1 13 6
. 163 0 0 5th 4 1 6
200 0 0 5th 6 10 0
10 0 0 136 0 0 3rd 3 18 0 0 1 8
5th 3 0 0 I
06 0 0 5th 3 10 6 !
140 0
20 0
30 0
40 0
80 0
10 0
49 1 32
10 0
40 0 01 20 0
Wine,
84 015 2nd 2 2  6
,., 2nd 1 2 6
0 6th 3 19 1
0 138 0 0 4th 4 9  0
0 ... 3rd 1 10 0
0 ... 5th 1 0 0+1 5 0
0 3rd 215 0 0 7 1
0 169 2 0 3rd 4 14 7
3rd 1 17 6
0 90 0 0 3rd 2 15 0 0 5 0
0 ... 5th 2 0 0
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BEENLEIGH  DISTRICT- eoniinued.
Register
No.
334
27
487
*521
46
Lessee.
Billian , Johann
Binstead , Wm. Alf.
Biustead, Wm. A....
Ditto ...
Binstead , Arthur ...
327 Ditto
77 Binstead, Wm.
102 Binstead ,  Charles ...
10 Birley ,  Septimus ...
297 Ditto .., ...
486 Ditto ... ...
496 Ditto ... ,.,
204  Bird ,  John .., ...
209 Ditto ...
t302 Ditto ,,.
303 Ditto ...
406 Bishop, D. S.
104 Bleek, Chas.... ...
365 Bock , C. ... ..
112 Boizer , Wm. .,,
*538 Bourk ,  Thomas ...
277 Bray, Joshua ..,
332 Brehmer ,  Wm, ...
384 Bressow ,  H.... ..
445 Brooker ,  R. B. ,,.
395 Brooks , F. T. ...
*550 Bryan , Guy ,..
41.0 Bryan, G.
440 Ditto „ ...
212 Buchbach, P.
262 Buohbach , W. G. M.
263 Ditto
391 Buchbach, H.
1439 Buchbach , W. F. It.
160 Buckley, Luke
t443 Burke, A.
485 Burns ,  Robert ...
508 Burns ,  Robert ...
8 Carter, Jas .  Ashley. . .
307 Castles, Wm.
328 Champ, Wm.
t89 Chardon,  Frank ..
*463 Chetwynd, A. T. J.
273 Chisholm, M. M.
186 Christie ,  Robt. ...
187
*188
125
126
127
1416
413
376
472
483
*493
*517
*499
380
473
*513
460
94
494
*524
*525
t109
423
265
*542
*455
424
1388
114
123
287
453
Ditto ,,,
Ditto
Cockerill, Jas. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Cockerill, E.
Coonan, T. ...
Ditto
Cockerill, James ...
Cockerill, E.... ...
Cockerill, James ,.,
Cockerill, James ...
Coonan, Thomas ...
Cooper, Hy....
Costello, Alexr.
Costello, Alexander...
Couldery, W. H. ...
Cowan, A. D. ...
Cox, Charles W. ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .,.
Croft, A. R....
Croft, H. E....
Davis, Ed. ...
Davis, James ...
Denkmann, F. ...
Desbois, D....
Dixon, A.
Dolan, Wm....
Ditto ... ...
Dolan, Jas.... ...
Ditto ,,,
Nature of Selection. Agricultural First Class Second ClewsPastoral .  Pastoral.
A.  R.  P. A. B. P. A. B. P.
Homestead ... 80 0 0 ..,
Conditional ... ... 80 0 0 560 0 0
... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 305 0 0
ditto , .. ... ... 80 0 0
.., Homestead ,,. 40 0 0 80 0 0
,,, Conditional ,.. 15 0 0 20 0 0 50 0 0
... Homestead ... 40 0 0 40 0 0
.,. ditto ... 76 0 0 4 0 0
Conditional .,. 100 0 0 20 0 0 520  0 0
ditto ... 25 0 0 173 0 0
100 0 0 610 0 0,, ditto ...
ditto ,,. 200 0 0
1`1Homestead ... 36 0 0 86 0 0
Conditional ... 40 0 0 35 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 20 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 50 0 0 30 0 0
dltta ... 80 0 0 700 0 0
Homestea3 ... 10 0 0 30 0 0 ...
ditto ... 40 0 0 80 0 0
.., ditto ... 80 0 0
,,, ditto ... ... 70 0 0
.,. Conditional ... ... ... 203 0 0
,,. Homestead 50 0 0 ,,,
ditto ... 40 0 0 41 0 0
,.. Conditional ... 30 0 0 ... 180 0 0
... ditto ... 80 0 0 250 0 0 765 0 0
,.. ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0
,,, ditto ... 17 0 0 223 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 ... 30 0 0
::; Homestead ... 80 0 0
ditto 30 0. 0
.,, Conditional ... ... 100 0 0
... Homestead  .. 30 0 0
... ditto ... 40 0 0 20 0 0
ditto .. 40 0 0
Conditional ... 30 0 0 ... 93 0 0
ditto ... 8 0 0 ... 317 0 0
Homestead ... .. 6 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0
,.. ditto 25 0 0 110 0 0
.., Conditional ... ... ... 80 0 0
... Homestead ... 40 0 0 ...
... Conditional ... 93 0 0
,., ditto ... 100 0 0 60 0 0 160 0 0
Pre-emptive on
Pine-tree Creek
Year. Bent. BalanceDec.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
4th 3 0 0
6th 18 0 0
2nd 10 13 2
2nd 1 3 4
5th 3 10 0
4th 3 7 6
5th 2 10 0
5th 2 19 0
6th 21 10 0
4th 6 4 0
2nd 18 11 3 18 11 0
2nd 4 3 4
5th 3 10 0
4th 3 17 6
4th 2 0 0
4th 4 15 0
3rd 21 10 0
5th 1 2 6
3rd 3 10 0
5th 3 0 0
2nd 0 14 7
4th 5 1 6
4th 1 17 6
3rd 2 10 6
3rd 6 15 0
3rd  371 2  6  411611
2nd 0 10 0
3rd 6 8 6 013 6
3rd 2 5 0
4th 3 0 0
4th 1 2 6
4th 210 0 3 2 6
3rd 1 2 6
3rd 1 16 8
5th 1 10 0
3rd 3 1 6
2nd 7 16 4
2nd 0 2 3
6th 0 10 0
4th 3 13 9
4th 2 0 0
5th 1 0 0
3rd 2 6 6
4th 14 10 0
Run ... ,.. 15 0 0 73 0 0 5th 2 19 0
ditto 15 0 0 ... 118 0 0 5th 4 1 6
ditto 80 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
Homestead ... 40 0 0 30 0 0 5th 2 5 0
Conditional ... 100 0 0 35 0 0 5th 5 17 6
... ditto .' 40 0 0 I 80 0 0 114 0 0 5th 9 17 0
ditto ... 10 0 0 90 0 0 3rd 2 13 4 `
.,. Homestead 30 0 0 ... 3rd 0 10 0
ditto ,., 41 1 0 3rd 1 11 6
.,, Conditional ... ... 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0 0 8 4
,,,
ditto 80 0 0 10 2 0 2nd 4 5 6
ditto ... 200 0 0 2nd 4 3 4
,,, ditto ... ,., ... 80 0 0 2nd 0 10 0
,,, ditto ... ... ... 100 0 0 2nd 2 1 8
Homestead ... 80 0 0 ,.. 3rd 3 0 0
Conditional ... 10 0 0 ... 315 0 0 3rd 8 12 6 0 9 5
ditto 5 0 0 ... 73 0 0 2nd 1 9 4
ditto ... 80 0 0 410 0 0 3rd 16 5 0 5 0 0
Homestead ... 40 0 0 55 0 0 5th 917 6
.,, Conditional ... ... 25 0 0 135 0 0 2nd 3 17 1 0 12 6
ditto  ... 281 3 30 2nd 4 2 3
ditto 1920 0 0 2nd 28 0 0... ...
Homestead 50
...
0 0 60
...
0 0 ... 5th 3 2 9
ditto 30 0 0 50 0 0 3rd 2 7 6
ditto 40 0 0 40 0 0 ,., 4th 2  10  0 3 2 6
... ditto ... ... 58 0 0 ... 2nd 0 9 8
ditto 20 0 0 30 1 0 3rd 1 10 6
GConditional ... 10 0 0 70 0 0 3rd 2 5 0. 1 17
ditto ... .. ... 239 0 0 3rd  5 15  7
,., Homestead ... 40 0 0 80 0 0 5th  3 10  0
Conditional
...
60 0 0 260 0 0 5th 11 0 0
Homestead 20 0 0 95 0 0 4th 3 2 6 0  14  2
,., Conditional ... ... 29 0 0 80 0 0 3rd 3 9 0
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BEENLEIGH DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No.
*415
311
392
71
417
369
79
401
*458
37
*366
457
t*152
1154
*504
1
62
193
143
*54O
65
67
*201
310
15
195
385
402
135
243
436
253
202
110
111
343
*523
146
339
251
*515
372
*488
24
219
220
260
*482
335
21
43
*464
*452
*543
*479
40
*498
409
264
283
284
167
124
145
82
51
*505
64
66
70
183
282
*510
*511
*517
91
38
f3dl
Lessee.
Donald ,  James ,..
Douglas, J. M. ...
Dowson, J. ..
Drewe,  J. W. ...
Ditto .. ...
Drysdale, G.
Duncan, Jno.
Ditto ... ..,
Dunn ,  Wm.... ...
Dunn ,  Allan... ...
Ditto ,., ...
Ditto ..,
Dwyer, Jos. J. ..
Dwyer , A. J. ...
Dwyer, Denis ,,.
Edwards, Richard ...
Edwards, Chas. ..
Eichmann ,  Christian
Enkelman, Wm. .,,
Fanning, Matthew ...
Faulkner ,  Jas. ...
Fay, Saml. .. ...
Ferguson, Wm.
Nature  of Selection .  Agricultural.
A. R.
Homestead .. 16 0
... ditto
P.
0
... ditto ...I 20 0 0
ditto ..
Conditional ..
Homestead  ...  12 0
... ditto .. 80 0
... ditto .. 4 0
...  ditto „ 20 0
ditto ... 34 0
Conditional
ditto
,.. Homestead ,. 80 0 0
... ditto ...  63 0 0
... ditto ..
... ditto  ...  40 0 0
... ditto  ...  30 0 0
.,, ditto  ...  60 0 0
ditto.  ...  20 0 0
Conditional
Homestead  ...  20 0 0
... ditto ,. 20 0 0
. _ ditto ... 20 0 0
Ferguson  Wm., of the Coo-
mera River
Finch, Thos....
Fischer, Chas.
Flesser, A. ...
Flynn, -...
Fowler, Fred.
Ditto .,.
Ditto
Foxwell, G. H. ...
Franklin, J. W.
Frederick, J. L.
Ditto ...
Friedrich, Wm. .
Fursdon, Edward S.
Gardiner, Richard ..,
Gardner, Richard ...
Geary, Ed. M. ...
Geike, Frederick
Glass, J.
Goeldner, Ernest ...
Golinsky, Chas.
Gray, S. Wm.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Grenside, J. R.
Gross, Gottlieb ..,
Grosz, J. G.... .
Gugenberg, Daniel...
Guinea, D. ... ...
Ditto
Guinea, Daniel ...
Guinea, T. ...
Hall, J.
Hamer, John
Hanlon, T.... ...
Harding, Isaac ,.,
Ditto
Ditto ... .,.
Ditto ... ...
Hardy, Wm. ...
Harper, Edmond ...
Harrison, Edward ...
Hart `Michael ...
Ditto .
Hausmann, John G.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Hausmann, Daniel D.
Heather, John ...
Ditto .
Heathwood, Robert
Heathwood, Robert
Hellmuth, C. G.
Hemmings, W.
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ..,
,ditto
Homestead .,.
ditto
ditto ..,
ditto ..,
Conditional .,.
ditto ,,,
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... ditto
,.. Conditional
,., Homestead
... Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
.., ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
ditto
ditto
... ditto
... Conditional
ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
.,. ditto
... ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
20 0 0
40 0 0
60 0 0
24 0 0
20 0 0
80 0 0
25 0 0
30 0 0
60 0 0
70 0 0
50 0 0
20 0 0
49 0 0
40 0 0
400 0 0
100 0 0
180 0 0
120 0 0
40 0 0
50 0 0
50 0 0
40 0 0
10 0 0
20 0 0
40 0 0
42 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
100 0 0
60 0 0
20 0 0
91 0 0
20 0 0
50 0 0
100 0 0
64 1 0
12 0 0
First Class Second Class
Pastoral.  Pastoral.
Year .  Rent.  Balance due.
A. R. P, A. R. P.  2 s. d. £ s. d.
3rd 0 12 0
72 0 0 4th 1 16 0
100 0 0 3rd 3 5 0
40 0 0 5th 1 0 0
16 2 0 80 0 0 3rd 217 0 0 3 0
100 0 0 ... 3rd 219 0
... 5th 3 0 0
94 0 0 ... 3rd 2 10 0
120 0 0 ... 3rd 3 15 0
49 0 0 6th 2 1 8
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
10 0 0 228 0 0 3rd 6 4 0
.,, 6th 1 7 9
5th
... 150 0 0 2nd 216 3
,, 6th 0 2 6
12 0 0 ... 5th 1 8 6
,40 0 0 ... 5th 3 5 0
20 0 0 5th 1 5 0
200 0 0 2nd 2 1 8
28 3 31 ... 5th 1 9 6 0 4 1
60 0 0 ... 5th 2 6 0
38 0 0 ,.. 5th 1 14 0
60 0 0 ... 4th 2 5 0
6th 0 15 0
40 0 0 ,,, 5th 3 5 0
30 0 0 3rd 113 0
61 0 0 ... 3rd 1 5 6
,,, 5th 3 0 0
2000 0 4th 5 0 0
80 0 0 20 0 0 3rd 410 0
,., 4th 018 9
100 0 0 6th 31 2  6
40 0 0 5th 3 5 0 4 1 3
.,, 86 0 0 5th 7 8 0
4th 1 17 6 2 6 11
52 2 23 228 0 28 2nd 4 17 9
160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
117 0 0 4th 2 18 6
80 0 0 229 0 0 4th 11 4 6
45 0 0 ...  2nd 0 15 0
... 3rd 1 16 9
80 0 0  ...  2nd 3 4 2
60 0 0 6th 1 2 6
NO  0  0 1,950 0 0 4th 83 15 0
,.. 540 0 0 4th 21 0 0
174 0 0  4th 17 17 0
... 240 3 0 2nd 6 2 0
.,, 4th 9 0 0
40 0 0 ... 6th 0 13 4
75 0 0 5th 1 17 6
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
100 0 0  ...  3rd 210 0
2nd 1 0 0
80 0 0 ...  2nd 2 0 0
50 0 0 6th' 6 5 0
... 100 0 0 2nd 5 4 2
80 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
20 0 0 170 0 0 4th 6 0 0
40 0 0 659 0 0 4th 18 9 6
8 17 0
554 0 0 4th 13 17 0 10 3 3
200 0 0 6th 6 10 0
40 0 0 ... 5th 2 10 0
.,, ,,, 5th 1 11 6
... ... 5th 3 0 0
5th 3 0 0
... 80 0 0 2nd 110 0
5th 7 10 0
40 0 0 5th 6 10 0
80 0 0 5th 310 0I 1 12 6
5th 6 16 6 1 13 6
156 0 0 4th 5 8 0
68 0 0 2nd 2 12 8
168 0 0 2nd 7 16 0
200 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
160 0 0 .., 5th 4 0 0
6th 4 17 6
36 0 0 ... 4th 1 6 6 1 15 7
360
Register
No. Levee. Nature  of Selection .  Agricultural.
85
132
326
*399
314
315
t157
*484
78
396
215
*451
*548
#549
92
100
t`269
153
185
341
175
266
348
138
*495
182
t247
*512
x`519.
308
262
14
492
86
87
198
197
383
149
$228
250
t58
84
449
422
5
411
347
357
371
$437
192
321
404
55
x514
x620
181
69
x54,5
271
45
476
214
116
117
42
t427
267
50
Herbst, Win.
Hester, Heinrich
Ditto ,..
Hill, C. F.
Hina, Wilhelm
Ditto .
Hodson, John
Hodson, John
Hodson, Jas.
Holland, J...
Holliday, Wilson
Holliday, J....
Holliday, John
Hollida , Joseph
Hope , G. A....
Ditto ...
Ditto ..
Hopkins, Geo.
Howard, J. W. C.
Ditto ,
Howie, Matt.
Ditto . ,
Ditto ..,
Hu llett, Chas.
Hull, James D.
Humburg, Chat.
Ditto
Huston, William
Jackson, Peter
Jarrott, Wm. ... ...
Johnson, John .., ,.,
Jones, R. J....
Jones, Robert J. ...
Jopp, G. K.... ... ...
Ditto ...
Kleinschmidt, Ferdinand ..,
Kleinschmidt, Frederick ...
Ditto ...
Kohl, August ..,
Krause, Christian ,.,
Krebs, Matthias ...
Latimer, Jas.
Lahey, F. ...
Ditto
Lane, S.
Learmouth, Robt. ...
Learnmouth, A.
Lennon, John
Lennon, A. .
Lergessner, F. ..
Ditto
Lightbody, Wm. ...
Loder. A. A.
Lotz, J. ..,
Mathieson , John ...
Matthewson ,  John .,.
ditto
Mewing ,  Hermann...
Miller, Jas. ...
Miskin, Wm. H. ...
Moss, Edwd.
Muir, Robert ...
Muir, R. ...
Ditto ,..
Murray, Jas.
Ditto ..
Murtha, Jas.
Ditto ,..
Myers, John
Myles, G. T.
480 Ditto
459 McCabe, P. ...
19 McCready, Robt. ...
387 Ditto ,. ...
340 McIntire, Francis ,..
120 Ditto .,. ...
119 Ditto ,., ,
BEENLEIGH  DISTRICT- continued.
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
... Conditional
.., ditto
... Homestead
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
... Conditional
... ditto
.,. Homestead
.,, ditto
... Conditional
Homestead
.,. ditto
... Conditional
... ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
... Homestead
,,, Conditional
... 'ditto
,.. ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
.,, ditto
ditto
first Class Second Class
Pastoral. Pastoral.
A. B. P. A.  B. P. A. R. P.
40 0 0 ...
100 0 0
50 0 0
140 0 0
29 0 0 32 0 0 39 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ...
50 0 0 60 0 0 ...
230 0 0
65 3 0
155 0 0 709 0 0
16 0 0 111 2 36 ...
12 0 0 128 0 0
4 0 0 152 0 0
... .,. 80 0 0
50 0 0 30 0 0
80 0 0 220 0 0
30 0 0
40...0 0 ...
80 0 0
40 .0 0 44 0 0 ,,,
60 0 0 35 0 0
50 0 0 ... 120 0 0
30 0 0 80 0 0
100 3 34 ...
20 0 0 60 0 0
60 0 0 36 0 0
20 0 0 30 0 0 68 0 0
50 0 0 64 0 0
250 0 0
20 0 0 115 0 0 ,..
159 3 0
15 0 0 125 0 0
30 0 0 330 0 0
79 0 0
240 0 0 ,.,
60 0 0 30 0 0 ,,,
70 0 0 15 0 0 .,,
53 0 0
20 0 0 27 0 0 ,.,
60 0 0 40 0 0 ...
80 0 0
80 0 0
137 0 0 .,, 67 0 0
20 0 0 83
..
0 0
144 0 0
.,, 80 0 0
61 2 0
120 0 0 80 0 0 554 0 0
50 0 0 200 0 0 423 0 0
41 1 29
14 1 26
30 0 0 100 0 0 .,.
20 0 0 60 0 0 ...
5 0 0 ,,,
40 0 0 40 0 0
... 100 0 0
100 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ,,.
40 0 0 80 0 0
135 0 0
60 0 0 42 0 0
369 0 0
40 0 0 200 0 0
80 0 0 225 0 0
40 0 0 51 0 0
30 0 0 48 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0
10 0 0 253 0 0
30 0 0 98 0 0
150 0 0 ... 210 0 0
80 0 0
.:. 546 0 0
... 80 0 0
10 0 0 70 0 0
811 0 0
... 40 0 0  80 0 0 188 0 0
... 40 0 0 40 0 0 258 0 0
Year.  Rent. Balance due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
5th 3 0 0
5th 2 10 0
4th 1 5 0
3rd 3 10 0 2 18 4
4th 415 0
4th 3 10 0
5th 2 16 0
2nd 5 5 5
5th 1 13 0
3rd 25 5 0 19 8 4
4th 3 2 0
3rd 3 13 0
2nd 0 19 9
2nd 0 10 0
5th 2 12 6
5th 9 10 0
4th 0 10 0
5th 1 10 0
5th 2 0 0
4th 2 12 0
5th 3 2 6
4th 6 15 0
4th 4 5 0
5th 2 10 6
2nd 1 17 6
5th 3 3 0
4th 0 4 8
2nd 2 3 0
2nd 3 12 11
4th 3 12 6
4th 4 0 0
6th 1 10 8
2nd 8 2 6 015 0
5th 2 19 3
5th 18 0 0 22 10 0
5th 3 0 0
5th 3 0 0
3rd 3 19 6
5th 1 8 6
4th 3 4 7
4 t h 2 0 0 2 10 0
5th 2 10 0
5th 11 19 0
3rd 4 16 0
3rd 2 16 6 0 9 9
6th 4 0 0
3rd 1 11 0
4th 26 17 0
4th 24 6 6 .45 7 9
3rd 1 1 0
3rd
5th 3 12 6
4th 2 5 0
3rd 0 3 9
5th 2 10 0
2nd 1 13 4
2nd 1 9 2
5th 3 10 0
5th 3 10 0
2nd 1 2 6
4th f3 8 8
5th 9.4 6
2nd 8 0 0 3 8 0
4th 9 12 6
5th 2 15 6
5th 3 9 0
5th 2 5 0
3rd 4 0 0
4th 3 11 6
5th 16 10 0 7 0 0
§0 10 0
2nd 13 13 0 1 3 0
3rd 2 0 0
6th 2 0 0
3rd 2 5 0
4th 20 5 6
5th 11 14 0
5th 11 9 0
Including balance. $ Extra fee.
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BEENLEIGH  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of Selection .  Agricultural. First C1sssPastoral. Pastoral.
Second Ciass Year . -  Rent ..  Balance due.
£  s, d. £ s.  d.
113 McIntire ,  Francis  ... ...  Conditional  ...  40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 5th 7 0 0
405 Ditto ... ... ... ditto  ... ,,. 219 0 0 3rd 5 9 6 9  8 10
59 McKavanagh ,  Pat ... ... Homestead  ...  20 0 0 77 0 0 5th 2 13 6
18 McLean ,  Peter  ... ...  Conditional  ... ,.. ...  80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
378 McLeod ,  N.... ... ... ditto ... 99 3 0 ... 3rd 7 10 0
1'29 McPhail ,  John  ...  .. ditto ,.. 30 0 0 98 0 0 ... 6th  2 13  7
*489 Nathan, George ... ... Homestead  ...  20 0 0 80 0 0 ... 2nd 2 10 5
36 Noe, Wm. ... ... ... ditto  ...  47 0 0  ...  6th 0 19 7
t196  Oppermann ,  H. ... ditto ... 60 0 0 40 0 0 ... 5th 3 5 0 0 6 9
191 Orr,  James ... ... ... ditto ... 20 0 0 120 0 0 ... 5th 3 15 0
294 Ditto  ,,, ... ...  Conditional  ... ...  10 0 0 229 0 0 4th 6 4 6
418 Orr ,  S. ... ... ... Homestead  ...  40 0 0 80 0 0 . ..  3rd 3 10 0 0 15 u
190 Orr,  Wm. ... ... ... ditto  ...  30 0 0 100 0 0 ... 5th 3 12 6
430 Ditto  ,., ... ...  Conditional  ... ... ...  110 0 0 3rd  2 15  0
518 Orr,  Samuel ... ... ...  ditto  ...  20 0 0 ,.. 67 0 0 2nd 2 2 4 1 2 6
527  Orr, William  ,,, ...  ditto ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 182 0 0 2nd 3 13 6 3 3 0
*533 Orr,  John  ... ... ...  ditto  ... ...  450 0 0 2nd 5 12 6
83 Oxenford , W. R. .. Homestead  ...  5 0 0 150 0 0 ... 5th  3 18  9
305 Parkinson ,  Wm. ... ... ditto ...  40 0 0 4th 1 10 0
398 Parkinson ,  W. ... ... ditto ... 20 0 0 3rd 0 15 0
7 Pashley ,  Wm. ... .. ditto  40 0 0 20 0 0  ...  6th  0 13  4
421 Payne ,  R. .., ... ... ditto ... ... 100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
*516 Payne ,  Robert  ... ...  Conditional  ...  100 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
x'908 Pearson,  C.  .. ... .. ditto ... 80 0 0 ... 80 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
162 Pflugrath ,  Wm. ... ... Homestead  ...  24 0 0 26 0 0 5 GGh 1 11 0
t133 Pfrunder ,  David .. . ..,  ditto ... 25 0 0 110 0 0 5t 3 13 9
206 Ditto  ,,, ... ...  Conditional  ...  20 0 0 ... 160 0 0 5th  5 10  0
*394 Phil ott, Wm. ,.. ... ditto ... 50 0 0 ... 3rd 3 15 0
.. Homestead  ... '20 0 0 60 0 0 .,, 6th  1 13  930 'id , Wm. .. ...
j-61 Pinnow ,  Wm. ... ... ditto  ...  20 0 0 20 0 0  ...  5th 1 0 10
318 Pointon ,  Wm. ... ... Conditional ... 25 0 0 55 0 0 4th 3 5 0 4 1 3
319 Ditto  ... ... ...  ditto ... 30 0 0  . , .  50 0 0 4th 3 10 0
359 Pratten ,  J. ... ,., ... ditto ... 50 0 0 50 0 0 191 0 0 4th 11 6 0
*374  Price ,  W. ... ... ... ditto  ... ...  200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
*47  Quinn , J. ... ... .. ditto  ...  40 0 0 10 0 0  .,  5th  3 10  0
60 Ditto ...  ... ...  Homestead ... 40 0 0 60 0 0  .,,  5th 3 0 0
9 Ranking ,  R. A. ... ... Conditional  ...  480 0 0 6th 24 0 0
134 Reinhard ,  Chas. ... ditto  ...  100 0 0 120 0 0 60 0 0 5th 15 0 0 17 1 8
52 Robert ,  Samuel  ... ...  Homestead  ...  30 0 0 48 0 0 ... 5th 2 6 6
1.390 Robinson ,  A. A. ... ... Conditional  ,.. ...  15 0 0 65 0 0 3rd 0 16 11
208 Rodgers ,  Jas. ... ... Homestead  ...  30 0 0 30 3 0 ... 4th 1 18 0
322 Rodgers ,  A. S. ...  ...  ditto  ...  32 0 0 34 0 0  ...  4th 2 1 0 0 4 11
233 1 Rosemount ,  Jno. ,.. ... ditto  ...  60 0 0 40 0 0  ...  4th 3 5. 0
290 Ross,  Wm. ... ... ... ditto ... 30 0 0 ... 100 0 0 4th 3 12 6
1.291 Ditto  ... ... ...  Conditional  ...  40 0 0  :..  120 0 0 4th 5 12 0
299 Ditto  ... ... ...  ditto ... . , . . , 80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
491 Ditto  ... ...  ditto 80 0 0 40 0 0 2nd 4 3 4 2 0 0
63 Rossmann ,  H. ... ... Homestead  ... 20-0  0 20 0 0 5th 1 5 0
179 Ruddle, H. J. ... ... Conditional  ... ...  50 0 0 110 0 0 5th 5 5 0 6 15 5
30 0 0 80 0 0232 Ditto  ,.. ... ...  ditto ... 4th 310 0
95 Rumpf, Chas , ... ,.,  Homestead  ,,,  40 0 0 41 0 0 5th 2 10 6
236 Savage ,  Jas.... ... ... Conditional  ... ... ...  127 2 0 4th 3 4 0
432 Schaefer ,  H. ... ... Homestead ... 60 0 0 33 0 0  ...  3rd 3 1 6
184 Schmidt ,  Wilhelmina  ...  ditto  ...  60 0 0 35 0 0 ... 5th 3 2 6
450 Schmisch ,  W. ... ditto 20 0 0 120 0 0 3rd 3 15 0
*350 Schneider ,  H. .., ... Conditional  ...  50 0 0  ...  4th 3 15 0
169 Scott, J. W.... ... .. Homestead  ...  60 0 0 40 0 0  ...  5th 3 5 0
88 Seaton ,  W. R. ,., ... ditto ... 76 0 22  ..  5th 2 17 9
99 Seaton ,  Jas. ,.. ... ... Conditional  .,. 20 0 0 60 0 0 5th 2 10 0
1-170 Seaton ,  Jas., junior ,,. ...  ditto ... 20 0 0 30 0 0 77 0 0 5th 4 9 2
161 Shaerer, C. ... ... Homestead 27 0 0 27 0 0 5th 1 13 9
.. 300 0 0 3rd  6  17  6X474 She lly ,  S. F. ... ...  Conditional  ...
428 Mwrr, F. ... .. Homestead ... 6 0 0 30 0 0 ,., 3rd 0  8 10
221 Shuman ,  Matt. . .. ...  ditto  ...  50 0 0 46 0 0 4th 3 0 0
140 Simpson ,  Wm. ... ... ditto  ...  75 0 0 10 0 0  ...  5th 3 1 3
454  Sol' mppson ,  H.... ... ... ditto  ...  10 0 0 89 0 0 ,,. 3rd 2 12 0 2 10 8
106 Ski f ens, Robert  ...  Conditional  ...  80 0 0  ...  5th 6 0 0
107 Ditto  ... ,.. ...  Homestead  ...  80 0 0 ... 5th 3 0 0
128 Ditto  ... ,., ...  Conditional 80 0
01
5th 2 0 0
3 Smales ,  Thos. ,  junior Homestead  ...  78 0 0 ... 6th 0 14 7
13 Smales ,  Thos . ... ...  ditto  ...  54 0 0  ... ,..  6th 0 16 10
178 Smales, Edward . .. ...  ditto  • ..,  78 0 0  ...  5th 2 18 6
72 Smales, J. F. ... ... ditto  ...  78 0 0  ...  5th 2 18 6
54 Smith ,  Richard ... .. ditto .., 30 0 0 36 0 0  ...  5th 2 0 6  0 10  6
354 Smith ,  R. J.... ... ... Conditional  ...  60 0 0 . ..  140 0 0 4th 8 10 0
136 Smith ,  Jas. ,., ... ... Homestead  ...  78 0 0 . .. ...  5th 2 18 6
222 Smith ,  H. ... ... ... Conditional  ., 40 0 0 ... 78 0 0 4th 4 19 0
375 Smith ,  Jno.... ... ... Homestead  ... ... 159 3 0
...
3rd 4 0 0
101 Sommer ,  W..,, ... ... Conditional  ...  20 0 0 60 0 0 143 2 0 5th 8 2 0
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BEENLEIGH  DISTRICT- continued.
48 Spann, Willi. ...
93 Spann, Gottf. ...
tll Spence, J. ..
1352 Staunton, S.... ...
53 Stevens , Lee. W.
*467 Stewart, W. ...
155 Tege, Carl ... ...
41 Thedeke, Wm. ...
218 Thorns, Carl... ...
81 Thompson, Thomas...
122 Tobin, Stephen ...
245 Ditto ...
382 Vaughan, C. D. C....
468 Veivers, John
330 Veivers, John
342 Veivers, Robert
465 Veivers, D. ..
386 Walker, F. G.
*429 Wardley, John
*400 Ditto ,..
*541 Wardley, John ...
*531 Warren, Wm. S. ,,,
156 Wegener,  Hans ...
419 Welch, H. ,..
*490 Welsh, Henry ...
194 Wendt, A. ..
4 White,  Ernest ...
25 Ditto ... ...
407 Ditto ... . , .
*367 Ditto ...
31 White, W. D.
32 Ditto
33 Ditto
103 Ditto
420 Williams, H. ...
*151 Williamson, J.
425 Williamson, J., junior
*546 Williamson, John ...
2 Wilson, A. E. ...
180 Wilson, R. N. ...
118 Winfield, R.... ...
173 Winterford, Wm. ...
256 Ditto ...
408 Witty, W. K. ...
320 Ditto ... ...
*438 Ditto
316 Wolff, Otto...
80 Worley, R. ...
346 Yawn, D.
49 Young, J.
57 Zander, A.
368 Zimmermann, H. ,..
44 Zingelmann, F.
Nature of Selection.
Homestead ...
ditto
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ..,
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ,..
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ..,
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ..
ditto ,.
Pre-emptive on
Murry Jerry
Pre-emptive on
Pimpama ..
Pre-emptive on
Coombaba ... I
Pre-emptive on'
Coombala and
Pimpama
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Agricultural. First Class Second ClassPastoral .  Pastoral.
Year.
I
Rent.  Balance due.
A. B. P. A.  R. P. A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ S. d.
20 0 0 20 2 0 ... 5th 1 5 6
60 0 0 ... 5th 2 5 0
20 0 0 64 0 0 5th 218 8
6 0 0 120 0 0 ... 4th 214 0
40 0 0 ... 5th 1 10 0
80 0 0 ... 3rd 2 0 0
10 0 0 30 0 0 ... 5th 1 2 6.
94 0 0 ... 6th 2 3 1
50 0 0 50 0 0 ... 4th 3 2 6
40 0 0 40 0 0 5th 2 10 0
46 0 0 ... 274 0 0 5th 10 6 0
80 0 0 112 0 0 4th 3 8 0
15 0 0 224 0 0 3rd 6 7 0
15 0 0 65 0 0 3rd 2 15 0 0 17 6
40 0 0 280 0 0 4th 9 0 0
93 1 0 4th 7 1 0
80 0 0 29 0 0 3rd 414 6
30 0 0 1)0 0 0 3rd 3 12 6
,..  394-0  0 3rd 9 17 0
,,, ... 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
300 0 0 2nd 3 2 6
60 0 0 100 0 0 2nd 3 10 0
20 0 0 40 0 0 ... 5th 1 15 0
10 0 0 90 0. 0 3rd 2 12 6 0 3 9
300 0 0 2nd 6 17 6
60 0 0 40 0 0 5th 3 5 0 4 1 3
200 0 0 90 0 0 110 0 0 6th 22 5 0
300 0 0 194 0 0 146 0 0 6th 35 17 0
,,, 80 0 0 160 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
,,, ... 115 0 0 3rd 217 6
30 0 0 30 0 0 140 0 0 6th 7 5 0
26 0 0 64 0 0 60 0 0 6th 613 0
50 0 0 ... 270 0 0 6th  10 10  0
10 0 0 20 0 0 770 0 0 5th 21 0 0
... 100 0 0 ... 3rd 2 10 0
... 160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
,,. 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0 0 15 9
.. 640 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
80 0 0 ... ... 6th 6 0 0
26 3 6  ... 5th 013 6
40 0 0 60 0 0 ... 5th 3 0 0
80 0 0 ... 5th 3 0 0
80 0 0 ... 108 0 0 4th 8 14 0
55 015 ... ... 3rd 4 4 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 4th 3 0 0
70 2 0 it 3rd 5 5 5
40 0 0 2 0 0 ... 4th 111 0
40 0 0 40 0 0 ... 5th 2 10 0
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 5th 4 0 0
20 0 0 20 0 0 5th ' 1 5 0
80 0 3rd 2 0 0
... 60 0 0 ... 5th 1 10 0
IPSWICH DISTRICT.
1022 Abbott, John
1828 Abbott, Hy....
*2584 Abbott, J. ...
1684 Abell, Thos....
*2108 Ditto ...
*2301 Adams, W., jun. ...
610 Adams, John ...
270 Adams, Wm. .
1344 Adcock, Herbert Hy.
1345 Ditto ... ...
t1346 Ditto ... ...
11947 Ditto
440 Adermann ,  Frederick
1047 Ahearn, Jas.... ...
1078 Ditto ... ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead
ditto
ditto ,..
Colditional ,
I
80 0 0 286 0 0
20 0 0 100 0 0 519 3 0
640 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 ,
200...0 0
100 0 0
28 2 16
80 0 0 21 0 0
80 0 0 200 0 0 360 0 0
40 0 0 200 0 0 410 0 0
80 0 0 200 0 0 877 0 0
156 3 10
41 2 0 ...
30 0 0 I  90 0 0
20 0  0  20 0 0 90 0 0
5th
3rd
2nd
3rd
3rd
2nd
5th
6th
4th
4th
4th
3rd
6th
4th
5th
11 3 0
19 10 0 0 2 0
2  13  4
2 5 0 .
5 0 0
1 17 6
1 1 9
7 1 0'
20 10 0
23 5 0
29 14 6
3 4 5
1 8 11
3 7 6 0 0 8,
4 15 0
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Register Lessee.No.
First ClassNature of  Selection.  Agricultural. Pastoral .
second Class year. Rent.Pastoral.
Balance due.
A.  B.  P. A.  R. F. A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ V. d.
1294 Ahearn, Rody ,., Homestead  30 0 0 93 0 0 1 4th 3 9 0
*2515 Ahearn, M.... ditto  120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 2nd 4 2 6
*2549 Ahearn, P. ... ditto  40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 2nd 0 11 8
1382 Alcorn,  Simon ... ditto  70 0 0, 18 222 ... 4th 3 2 0
968 Alcorn, John ... ditto 30 0 0 5th 1 2 6
458 Alcorn, Wm. ditto 160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
465 Ditto .. ... Conditional 40 0 0 80 0 0 178 0 0 6th 11 9 0
1137 Alford, Thos. ditto 60 0 0 300 0 0 327 0 0 4th 27 13 6
931 Ditto ... ... ditto 60 0 0 150 0 0 650 0 0  5th 28 5 0
932 Ditto ... ditto 50 0 0 42 0 0  5th 4 16 0
1835 Ditto ,.. ditto 160 0 0 640 0 0 1,751 2 0  3rd 87 16 0 31 13 4
$26 '5 0
86 Aldham, Hy. M. ... ,.. Homestead ... 22 2 0 6th 0 4 4
1083 Allison, Thos. ... ... ditto ... 10 0 0 115 0 0 4th 3 5 0
1864 Allison,. Sam]. ... ditto .,. 39 0 0  89,  0 0 3rd 3 10 3 0 11 3
(1880 Allwood,  Saml. ... ditto ... 1.55 0 0 43 0 0 ... 3rd 1 9 2
1510 Althaus,  Hermann ... ditto 25 0 0 25 0 0 ... 4th 1 11 3 0 2 8
1082 Andrew, Jas. .. Conditional ... 20 0 0 106 0 0 , 5th 6 16 0
1537 Ditto ... Homestead ,.. 40 0 0 ... .., 4th 1 10 0
1179 Andrews, Richd. ... Conditional ,..  125 0 0 4th 9 7 6
605 Ditto ... Homestead ...  16 0 0 128 0 0 5th 3 16 0
606 Ditto ... Conditional ... 80 0 0 124 0 0  5th 7 2 0
2127 Andrews, D.... .. ditto ... 50 0 0 100 0 0 179 0 0 1  2nd 13 4 6 5 2 0
1286 Andrews, Hy. ... .. ditto ..,  20 0 0 30 0  0 286 0 0  4th 10 3 0
79 Anderson, David ... .. ditto ...  40 0 0 80 0 0 .,. 6th 0 17 6
1899 Argow, Herman ,.. ., ditto ...  65 0 0 3rd 4 17 6
t366 Armstrong, John ... .. ditto 305 0 0 6th 15 5 0
*2416 Arndt, C. ... Homestead ... 100 0. 0 ... 2nd 1 5 0
2270 Arndt, W. ... ditto  50 0 0 50 0 0 ... 2nd 2 12 1
*2326 Arnoldi, J. ... ditto ... 40 0 0 2nd 0 15 0
1539 Atkin, John... ... ditto ...  80 0 0 4th 3 0 0
2041. Atkin, Thomas F. ... ditto .,,  10 0 0 30 0 0 1 3rd 1 2 6
1985 Avis, Joseph,.. ditto ...  30 0 0 50 0 0 3rd 2 7 6 0 10 8
2093 Augustien, David ... ditto ...  15 0 0 35 0 0 3rd 1 8 9
2234 Austin, W. H. Conditional ...  20 0 0 20 0 0 160 0 01 2nd 5 9 2 1 10 0
1795 Aylott, Wm. ditto ,..  20 0
1
0 62 0 0  3rd 3 1 0
*1897 Backer, Jacob ditto ... ... 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
*2391 Backer, J. ... ditto ... 50 0 0, 2nd 0 14 7
187 Bader, John... ditto ...  50 0 0 29 3 0 6th 0 17 6
2392 Bade, F. Conditional ...  64 0 0 65 3 0 2nd 4 14 6 4 17 0
1468 Bailey, Wm, ditto ...  120 0 0 4th 9 0 0
1557 Baker, Joseph Homestead ..,  20 0 0 30 0 0 4th 1 10 0
1057 Ballin, Carl .., ditto  30 0 0 70 0 0 4th 2 17 6
929 Balaam, John ditto 93 0 0 5th 2 6 6
483 Baltzer, Adam ditto 48 3 0 40 0 0 5th 2 16 9
126 Ball, Luke ditto 160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
1770 Bambury, James Homestead  20 0 0 56 0 0 3rd 2 3 0
611 Bank New South Wales Pre-emptive (Co-
chin Cochin Run) 380 0 0 5th 19 0 0
612 Ditto ... .., ditto ,.,  240 0 0 80 0 0 5th 22 0 0
613 Ditto .., ditto  80 0 0 240 0 0 5th 18 0 0
#2378 Ditto ditto ...  40 0 0 80 0 0 1,080 0 0 ' 2nd 22 13 4
*2379 Ditto ditto  40 0 0 80 0 0 1,080 0 0 2nd 22 13 4
313 Bank of Australasia Pre-emptive (Fas.
sifern Run)  360 0 0 200 0 0 80 0 0 6th 39 0 0
314 Ditto ,.. ditto  650 0 0 ... 290 0 0 6th 56 0 0
315 Ditto ... ditto ...  430 0 0 550 0 0 6th 46 0 0
1350 Ditto .., Conditional ... 4,00 0 0 259 3 0 ... 4th 43 0 0 4 2 0
1351 Ditto ... ditto ... 289 0 0 ... 4th 14 9 0 012 0
1352 Ditto ... ditto ... 70 0 0 Ill 0  0 4th 10 16 0
2147 Ditto ... ,.. Prc-emptivc ...  100 0 0 150 0 0 250 0 0  2nd 21, 5 0 8 15 0
2148 Ditto ... ... ditto ...  80 0 0 100 0 0 460 0 0  2nd 22 10 0 6 10 0
2149 Ditto . ditto  100 0 0 200 0 0 1,120 0 0  2nd 45  10 0 10 0 0
*2151 Ditto ... ditto ... ... 1,100 0 0  2nd 27 10 0
*2152 Ditto ... ditto 320 0 0  2nd 8 0 0
*2153 Ditto ditto 1,140 0 0  2nd 28 10 0
x2097 Barclay, Robt. ,., Conditional 160 0 0 3rd 8 0 0 0 13 4
$0 3 4
*2096 Ditto ... Homestead ... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0 0 6 8$0 1 8
-12396 Barclay, J. ... Conditional 80 0 0 ... 2nd 2 6 8
1642 Barclay, Jas. .. ditto 100 0 0 ... 4th 5 0 0
t1643 Ditto .. Homestead  10 0 0 139 2 0 4th 3 17 6
142 Barlow, Denis Conditional  40 0 0 18 0 0 40 0 0 6th 4 18 0
143 Ditto ... ditto 86 0 0 .,, 6th 4 6 0
311 Ditto . .,. Homestead  11 0 0 40 0 0 ,.. 6th 0 18 10
X2274 Barnhagen, H.  ., I ditto 100 0 tl 2nd 2 1 8
0 4', Barnes, Catherine ditto  23 2 0 .,, ... 5th 0 18 0
I Improvements.
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1311
*2553
1756
2107
1960
863
1836
1838
2279
1593
2134
1060
1061
1062
t1404
746
1879
1948
1949
2055
*2253
2281
2282
2283
*2494
1787
2325
56
552
1324
1898
2085
*2551
*2366
*2590
460
1784
1908
t651
2117
t1088
721
t723
*2307
*2308
*2309
1320
829
533
970
971
652
1169
1293
1261
1370
1494
527
607
*2393
*2465
*2020
*2572
*2562
*2561
361
1630
1268
213
295
369
2079
*2559
1341
740
1342
Lessee.
Barrett ,  Thomas ...
Bartz,  A. .. ...
Barrett, Edward ...
Bates , W. ... ...
Baulch ,  George ...
Beavis, Martin ...
Beasley , John ...
Ditto ...
Beckmann, C.
Beckham, M. A.
Belcher , Jos, ..
Be ll , J . P. and J. A.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ,..
Bell, John ..,
Beitzel, August ,..
Bell, Geo.
Bell, Arthur ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Bell, J.
Bell, J. P., and J. A.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Bell, J. P.
Belford, Wm. John
Beutel, 0.
Berghauser , Johann P.
Bergmann, Carl ...
Ditto ,,,
Ditto .
Bergin, Denis
Bergin, D. .,,
Bergin, J.
Ditto ...
Berry, Wm....
Best , John ...
Ditto
Bick , August
Bingston, J. M.
Ditto
Bigge, Francis  Edward ...
Ditto .,. ...
Ditto ,,.
Ditto
Biggs, Biggs, and Bowman
Ditto .,,
Ditto ,.,
Birch, Thomas
Ditto ...
Bindley, William
Ditto
...Ditto
Bischoff, John
Bisgrove , Lot ...
Ditto
Blake, Robert John
Blake, John... ...
Ditto ..,
Blaine,  John ...
Ditto ...
Blaine, J.
Ditto
Bland, Robert
Blank , Carl ...
Blank, Chrn.
Blank, W.
Blundell, Patrick ...
Bodman , F.. ...
Boland, Michael ...
Boland, Edward ...
Boland, Thomas ...
Bole, William ...
Ditto
Borchert, W. ..
Bourke, Thomas
Ditto
Ditto .., ...
IPSWICH  DISTRICT-- continued.
Nature of Selection. Azricultural.
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ..,
Conditional ,,.
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Pre-emptive,
Buaraba Run
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Pre-emptive ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ,,,
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Pre-emptive
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional ,,,
ditto ,.,
First Class Second  Clan
Pastora l.  Pastoral. Year.
Bent. Balance du:.
A.  U.  P.1 A. It.  P. A.  R.  P.  £ s. d• £ s. d.
30 0 0 50 0 .0 ... 4th 2 7 6
80 0 0 2nd 0 6 8
30 0 0 3rd 1 2 6
20 0 0 72 0  0 3rd 216 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 3rd 310 0
80 0 0  ...  5th 3 0 0
... 160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
20 0 0  140 0 0 3rd 4 10 0
15 0 0 58 0 0 ...  2nd 1 13 7
25 0 0 55  0 0 4th 2 6 3
20 0 0 77 0 0  2nd 2 18 6
40 0 0 160 0 0 440  0 0 4th 22 0 0
40 0 0 160 0 0 440  0 0 4th 22 0 0
0 6 0
40 0 0 110 0 0 300 0 0 4th 16 0 0
25  0 0 32 1 0 ... 4th 1 15 3
78 0 0 ,.. 5th 2 18 6
20 0 0 81 0 0 .,. 3rd } 2 15 6
160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
40 0 0 44) 0 0 146 0 0 3rd 813 0 5 3 5
40 0 0 75 1 0 3rd 418 0
69 0 0 2nd 1 8 9
200 0 0 280 0 0 2nd 14 3 4 5 0 0
40 0 0 200 0 0 400 0 0 2nd 19 3 4 7 0 0
80 0 0 450 0 0 910 0 0 2nd 42 14 2 15 5 0
6,000 0 0 2nd 37 10 0
47 3 0 ... 3rd 1 4 0
15 0 0 25 0 0 ... 2nd  0 17 10
57 2 3 ... 6th 0 7 3
20 0 0 24 3 0 5th 1 7 6
20 0 0 79 3 0 4th 3 0 0
20 0 0 82 0 0 3rd 3 1 0
80 0 0 320 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
...  ... 300 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
200 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 2nd  2  15  0
30 0 0 93 0 0 ... 6th 3 3 3
80 0 0 ... .. 3rd 3 0 0
90 1 0 ... 3rd 6 6 6
40 0 0 ... 5th 0 0 0
25 0 0 63 0 0 3rd 210 3
8o0 0 3rd 1 3 4
400 0 0 950 0 0 2,242  0 0 5th 133 11 0
50 0 0 400 0 0 640 0 0 5th 39 15 0
50 0 0 300 0 0 6550 0 0 5th 22 0 0
100 0 0 200 0 0 570 0 0 5th 25 8 9
1,120 0 0 2nd 21 0 0
,.. ... 1,160 0 0 2nd 21 15 0
280 0 0 2nd 5 5 0
15 0 0 184 0 0 4th 5 14 6
160 0  0 5th 4 0 0
20 0 0 179 016 5th 6 0 0 0 5 0
19 0 0 101 2 23 5th 3 5 3
20 0 0 60 1 30 5th 2 10 6
8 0 0 32 0 0 ... 5th 1 2 0
10 0 0 12 0 32 ... 4th 0 14 0
15 0 0 15 2 18 ,.. 4th . 0 19 3
20 0 0 80 0 0 ... 4th 2 15 0
159 3 27 4th 8 0 0
140 0 0  ...  502 2 0 4th 23 1 6
... 201 2 20 5th 10 2 0
80 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
100 0 0 ... 2nd 4 7 6
280 0 0 2nd 2 6 8
30 0 0 97 0 0 3rd 3 18 6 1 1 4
40 0 0 80 0 0 ...  2nd 1  0 11 8
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 2nd 0 11 8
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 2nd 011 8
20 0 0 174 0 0 ... 6th 10 4 0
16 0 0 128 0 0 ... 4th  3 16  0
80 0 0 ... 4th 3 0 0
20 0 0 12 0 0 ... 6th 0 8 9
46 0 0 50 2 31 ... 6th 1 15 0
45 2 0 ,.. 6th 1 5 11
20 0 0 38 0 0 ... 3rd 1 14 0
40 0 0, 80 0 0 .. 2nd 0 11 8
80 0 0 .. 4th 3 0 0
20 0 0 114 0 0 nth 317 0
50 0 0 ... 4th 315 0
3655
IPSWICH  DISTRICT -continued.
yeglster
No.
Lessee.
216 Bourke,  Richard ...
325 Ditto ... ...
02272 Bourke, J. ...
*2291 Bourke, J. ...
L1477 Bostock ,  Enoch ...
416 Ditto ...
890 Boughen ,  Robert
716 Bowman ,  William MCA.
717 Ditto
718 Ditto ... ...
734 Ditto ... ...
950 Ditto ... ...
376 Bowman ,  James ...
1462 Boyd ,  George ,..
1063 Brennan, Thomas ...
628 Ditto ... ...
*1788 Ditto ...
137 Brand ,  Charles H....
2008 Bradfield, Richard J. E.
1064 Brennan, John ...
1532 Ditto .. ...
774 Brennan ,  Eugene ...
775  Ditto ...
*2049  Brennan ,  Catherine
41 Brennan, MI.
974 Breitenbach ,  Michael
2587 Brighton, J. ...
1210 Brisbane ,  James ...
2145 Brown , J. J. ...
*2511 Brown, J.
*2608 Brown,  J. J. ...
*2617 Brown, R. ...
1202 Brown ,  Robert
226 Ditto
t1235 Brown, John
1944 Ditto
1465 Brown, David ...
1929 Brown, Alexander ...
519 Brooke ,  John ..
830 Browning ,  Richard, ..
*2470 Browning, R. ...
t2067 Bruns ,  Henry ...
566 Bryan ,  Daniel ...
518 Bryce ,  Wi lliam ...
456 Buchannan ,  James ,..
864 Ditto ...
2367 Bundrock, C. ...
1257 Burns ,  Patrick ...
1658 Burns ,  Owen ...
1736 Burns, Thomas ...
1903 Burns, Ro be rt ...
1850  Budd ,  Henry ...
1632  Bugler ,  Frederick ...
702 Bunney ,  Walter ...
1657 Bunting ,  Elizabeth ,..
1841 Ditto ...
2014 Ditto ... ...
1163 Burnett, James ...
257 Ditto ...
1715 Burton ,  Benjamin ...
577 Butter field ,  Chn. ...
2243 Butterfield, H. ...
2337 Butter field ,  C., jun.
*2399 Butterfield, C. ...
43 Butler, William
1946 Ditto
44 Butler, Wi lliam, jun.
2101 Butler ,  Wm. ,..
2102 Ditto ... ...
2109 Ditto ... ...
*2407 Ditto ... ...
2503 Ditto .. ...
*2344  Butler ,  J. F. ...
205 Byrne ,  Rody ...
1700 Byrne ,  John ... ...
1939 Byrne, Francis ...
120& Caffery,  Patrick ...
120f Ditto ... ...
1489 Caffery ,  Owen ...
Nature of  Selection . Agricultural.
A. R. P.
Homestead ...
Conditional  ...  23 0 0
... Homestead  ...  40 0 0
... ditto 40 0 0
Conditional 71 128
ditto 178 218
Homestead .. . 70 0 0
Conditional  ...  60 0 0
... ditto .. 100 0 0
... ditto ... 40 0 0
... ditto .. 200 0 0
... ditto 60 0 0
... Homestead .. 40 0 0
... ditto ... 80 0 0
... Conditional ...
... ditto ... 100 0 0
... ditto
... ditto .. 240 0 0
... Homestead ... ...
... Conditional ... ...
... ditto ...
.,. Homestead ... 30 0 0
... Conditional ... ...
... ditto ... ...
... ditto ...
... Homestead ... 33 0 0
ditto ... 120 0 0
... ditto ... 80 0 0
... Conditional
... Homestead ... 120 0 0
,.. ditto ... 60 0 0
... Conditional ...
... Homestead ... 15 0 0
Conditional
... Homestead ... 60 0 0
,., Conditional ...
... Homestead ... 49 3 26
,. ditto ... 10 0 0
., ditto ... 80 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0
... Conditional ...
.,, Homestead ... 20 0 0
... ditto ... 60 0 0
... ditto ... 13 0 0
... Conditional ... 15 0 0
... ditto ... 53 0 0
... Homestead ... 20 0 0
... ditto ... 60 0 0
... Conditional ... 10 0 0
... Homestead ...
... ditto ... 15 0 0
ditto ... 10 0 0
Conditional ...
... Homestead ... 50 0 0
... Conditional ... 80 0 0
... ditto , .. 50 0 0
,.. ditto ... 40 0 0
... ditto ... 2.43 0 0
... ditto ... 100 0 0
ditto ... 124 0 0
,.. Homestead ... 43 2 0
... ditto ... 30 0 0
.., ditto ... 20 0 0
... ditto
... Conditional ... ...
ditto ... 40 0 0
... ditto ... 5 0 0
... ditto ... 40 0 0
... ditto ... 40 0 0
... ditto ... 40 0 0
... ditto ... ..
... ditto ... ...
... Homestead ... ...
... ditto
... Conditional ... 40 0 0
.,. ditto ... 38 0 0
... Homestead ... 25 0 0
... Conditional .. 30 0 0
... Homestead ... 50 0 0
First Class
Pastoral,
Second Class
Pastoral. Year.  Rent. Balance due.
A. B. P. A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
... 57 0 0 6th 3 3 0
... 2nd 1 5 0
... 2nd 1 5 0
... 4th 5 8 0
6th
16 0 0 5th 3 0 6
300 0 0 280 0 0 5th 26 10 0
500 0 0 1,240 0 0 5th 63 10 0
200 0 0 1,413 0 0 5th 48 6 6
600 0 0 1,787 0 0 5th 89 13 6
120 0 0  561  3 0 5th 24 12 6
58 0 0 ... 6th 2 9 2
4th 3 0 0
50 0 0 200 0 0 4th 7 10 0
16 0 0 5th 7 9 7
... 400 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
6th 18 0 0
160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
50 0 0 200 0 0 4th 710 0
40 0 0 81 210 4th 4 1 0
39 2 0 ... 5th 2 2 6
117 0 0 5th 5 17 0
100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
30 0 0 111 2 0 6th 4 6 0
4th 1 4 9
200 0 0 ... 2nd 2 15 0
4th 3 0 0
50 0 0 203 1 0 2nd 7 12 0
200 0 0 ... 2nd 4 2 6
40 0 0 2nd 0 5 5
100 0 0 2nd 0 4 2
27 0 0 4th 1 4 9
44 0 0 40 0 0 6th 3 4 0
20 0 0 4th 2 2 3
20 0 0 103 0 0 3rd 3 1.1 6
.. 4th 1 17 6
67 0 0 ... 3rd 2 1 0
... 5th 3 0 0
52 1 0 ... 5th 2 16 6
80 0 0 ... 2nd 013 4
113 0 0 ... 3rd 3 7 5
30 0 0 ... 5th 3 0 0
130 0 0 5th 3 14 9
176 0 0 6th 5 10 6
5th 3 19 6
60 0 0 2nd 1 10 0
39 3 0 ... 4th 3 5 0
117 0 0 ...  3rd 6120
57 1 0  ...  3rd 1 9 0
73 0 0 ... 3rd 1 5 0
34 0 0 3rd 1 4 6
30 0 0 122 0 0 4th 4 11 0
30 0 0 5th 2 12 6
200 0 0 1,025 0 0 3rd 41 12 6
200 0 0 225 0 0 3rd 19 7 6
60 0 0 180 0 0 3rd 10 10 0
... 6th 18 4 6
23 0 0 ... 6th 813 0
3rd 9 6 0
5th 1 13 0
32 0 0 ... 2nd 1 15 4
21 0 0 ...  2nd 0 19 2
20 0 0  2nd 0 5 10
20 0 0 67 0 0 6th 213 6
160 0 0 485 0 0 3rd 23 2 6
17 0 0 95 0 0 6th 3 12 0
100 0 0  540  0 0 3rd 21 10 0
350 0 0 600 0 0 3rd 35 10 0
100 0 0 490 0 0 3rd 20 5 0
880 0 0 2nd 12 16 8
80 0 0 420 0 0 2nd 3 12 6
100 0  0 ... 2nd 117 6
160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
20 0 0 138 0 0 3rd 7 9 0
84 0 0 ... 3rd 7 1 0
92 0 0 4th 3 4 9
40 0 0 232 0 0 4th 10 1 6
50 0 0  .,.  4th 3 2 6
IPSWICH  DISTRICT-- continued.
Register
No,
646
710
644
1338
1088
1021
*2096
11034
1496
704
926
1733
*2290
2305
2306
*2427
*2487
667
787
1e-'see.
Caffery, Anne
Caffery, Philip
Cain, James ... ...
Calder, James .,,
Callighan, John ...
Callighan, Daniel .,,
Campbell, John ..
Campbell, Alexander
Campbell, John
Ditto ...
Ditto .,,
Ditto ..
Campbell, J.
Cam bell, A. D.
Ditto .,. ,,.
Ditto ..
Campbell J.... ...
Campbell, Geo.
Campbell, Alex., and Hay,
Nature of selection.
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Homestead ...
Pre-emptive,
Wivenhoe Run
Agricnlturai.
A. R. P. A. R. P.
25 0 0 107 0 0
60 0 0 47 0 0
69 0 0
18 0 0 124 0 0
20 0 0 80 0 0
20 0 0 115 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0
20 0 0 46 0 0
20 0 0 70 0 0
6 0 0 50 0 0
5 0 0 136 0 0
320 0 0
100 0 0
20 0 0 113 0 0
First Class Second Class Year.  Rent. Balance due.
Pastoral. Pastoral,
400 0 0
120 0 0
A. R. P.
5th
5th
5th
4th
4th
4th
80 0 0 1 3rd
4th
4th
5th
... i 5th
_883 0
101 0
100 0
3rd
2nd
0 2nd
0 2nd
0 2nd
2nd
5th
300 0 0 600 0 0 302 0 0 6th
10 0 0 86 1 0 ... 4th
80 0 0 ... 3rd
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 2nd
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 2nd
40 0 0 209 2 0 ... 4th
400 0 0 415 0 0 ... 6th
20 0 0 80 0 0 3rd
80 0 0 ... 3rd
.. 80 0 0 ... 2nd
240 0 0 ... 2nd
10 0 0 155 0 0 3rd
400 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 3rd
25 0 0 40 0 0 295 0 0 4th
200 0 0 5th
79 0 0 2 0 0  .  6th
20 0 0 180 0 0 5th
... 160 0 0 ... 3rd
170 0 0  ...  3rd
80 0 0 2nd
100 0 0 3rd
100 0 0 200 0 0 350 0 0 4th
20 0 0 100 0 0 180 0 0 5th
25 0 0 109 3 0 ... 5th
... 1,508 0 0 ,., 6th
81 2 0 6th
20 0 0 ... 93 0 0 6th
80 0 0 6th
120 0 0 450 0 0 2,496 0 0 6th
40 0 01 36 3 0 4th
20 0 0 161 0 0 4th
158 0 0 6th
100 0 0 539 2 0 4th
20 0 0 116 3 36 ... 4th
5 0 0 12 0 0 3rd
15 0 0 10 0 0 55 0 0 3rd
20 0 0 67 2 20 3rd
50 0 0 270 0 0 3rd
60 0 0 270 0 0 3rd
50 0 0 270 0 0 3rd
30 0 0 54 0 0 ... 6th
98 0 0 6th
90 0 0 100 0 0 4th
40 0 0 ... 2nd
80 0 0 4th
300 0 0 360 0 0 748 0 0 4th
140 0 0 500 0 0 746 0 0 4th
200 0 0 200 0 0 319 2 0 4th
600 0 0 2,117 0 0 3rd
611 0 0 5th
243 0 0 5th
1349
1665
*2530
*2529
1330
265
1677
1690
*2422
2479.
1759
*2184
1906
1281
986
1110
877
1803
1871
*2432
1764
1520
712
824
272
280
321
317
327
1360
1165
23
1271
1474
1915
1718
1737
2009
2010
2015
623
168
1308
*2330
1501
1566
1567
1588
1987
t711
733
1357
2265
1958
*2443
*2519
*2521
1081
907
John
Cameron, S. D.
Cannon, M. ,,.
Ditto ,..
Cannon, P. ...
Carpendale , A. V. ,.,
Ditto
Carmody, Martin ...
Carmodyy, B.,.. ...
Carpendale , A. V....
Ditto
Carrig, Austin
Casey, W.
Chadwick ,  William...
Chalmers, David
Chalk, Thomas
Chant ,  Ishmael .,.
Chapman ,  Fred. ..
Chapman ,  Henry ...
Ditto
Chatterton, T. ..
Cheyne ,  Charles ..,
Chislett, George ...
Christie ,  Michael ...
Clarius, Conrad .,.
Clarke, Lewis C.
Clarke, William B,
Clarke, Wm. Thomas
Clarke, Wm. Thos.
Clark ,  William Thomas
Claus, Frederick C.
Clegg,  William
Clegg, Wm....
Cleary, James
Cleary, Terence
Cleary, Richard
Clem, H. .
Clem, George
Clifford, James
Clifford, Patrick
Clifford, C..,
Collett, Edwin
Ditto
Coleman, Daniel
Coleman, D....
Coleman, John
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ...
Coleman ,  Wil li am ,.,
Ditto ...
Colingwood ,  Isaac .,
Colledge,  G.... ...
Collins ,  Johanna ,..
Collingwood, A. ...
Collins, E. ... ...
Collins,  W... ...
Conroy ,  Hugh ..,
Ditto ...
... Homestead
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
,.. Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
... ditto
. Homestead
,.. Conditional
.•. Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
ditto
.., ditto
... Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
.. ditto
.,. Conditional
,.. Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
.,. Homestead
Conditional
.. ditto
Homestead
... ditto
Conditional
.,. ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
... Conditional
... Homestead
ditto
.. ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
80 0 0 ... ! 4th
95 0 0 2nd
10 0 01 24 0 0 ... 3rd
80 0 0 ... 2nd
120 0 0 200 0 0 2nd
120 0 0 200 0 0 1 2nd
20 0 0 40 0 0 108 0 0 4th
100 0 0 140 0  0  425 0 0 5th
£ s. d. £ s. d.
3 12 3
3 1 0
1 14 6
3 15 6
2 15 0
3 12 6
2 0 0
3 10 0
118 0
210  0
1 9 6 ,
7 3 6
20 0  0
3111 212 1 6
6 7 11 } 1 10, 6
1 5 0
117 6)
311 6
60 1 0
2  11  0I1I
3 0 0
0 17 6
0 17 6
13 10 0
50 15 0
215 0 0 6 0
3 0 0
2 0 0
4 0 0
8 10 0
9 3 4
3 0 0
11 5 0
5 0 0
1 0 2
5 10 0
4 0 0
8 10 0
0 16 8
5 0 0
26 5 0
11 0 0
3 13 9
75 8 0
1 0 6
316 6 0 0 6
6 0 0
93 18 0
2 8 6
4 15 6
0 6 7
21 0 0
3 13 6
0 9 9
3 0 0
2 9 0
9 5 0
9 5 0
11 15 0
2 9 6
7 7 0
7 0 0
0 15 0
3 0 0
59 4 0
54 3 0
33 0 0
82 1S 6
14 11 0
6 2 0
3 0 0
1 19 7
0 19 6
1 6 0
4 2 6
4 2 6
6 4' 0
25 2 6
U67
IPSWICH DISTRICT- continued,
Booster
No. Lessee.
1327 Conroy, William ..,
1180 Connolly, John ...
1181 Ditto ...
1482 Connolly, Andrew ..,
546 Connolly, Michael .,.
1615 Connole, Daniel ,..
1542  Ditto
1478 Connellan, Lucius ,..
1996 Ditto ..,
1329 Connor, Patrick ..,
1094 Cook, Joseph ...
1148 Ditto ... ...
1336 Ditto ... ...
1392 Ditto ...
1780 Cook, Joseph, jun....
1238 Cook, John ... ...
1239 Ditto ... ...
397 Ditto ...
*2063 Ditto
1594 Cook, W., sen. ...
1931 Cook, W., jun. ...
1932 Ditto ... ..,
*2364 Ditto
2142 Cook, J., sen.
514 Cook, George ...
560 Cooper, James ...
981 Ditto ... ...
*1989 Ditto ,., ...
*2215  Coop, J. .
1930 Coote, William ...
1328 Copeland, William . , .
730 Copson, James ...
now Cole, Albert ... ...
*2459 Cossart, H....
*2492 Cossart, J.
t857 Costello, Simon ...
337 Costello, Martin . , .
1558 Ditto
*2227  Cowan, W., jun.
*2257 Ditto .•• ...
*2605 Cowell, C.
X2606 Cowell, E.
t1284, Corcoran, M. ...
1479 Cox, John .
t1592 Coyne, Patrick ...
1495 Crace, Edward R....
*2610 Crack, W. ,..
*2225 Craig, R.,jun,
1755 Craig, John ...
x-1692 Crane, Daniel ...
887 Craston, William ...
150 Crawford, James
1162 Crepin, Frederick ...
1513 , Creedy, Mary ...
1223
1185
1241
251
1007
Creedy, Ellen
Creedy, John
Ditto .,. .,.
Ditto ..,
Creedy, Denis ...
2233 Creedy, D.
x404 Cribb, Benjamin .,.
1141 Cribb, Thos. B. ...
1050 Cronan, Jon. .,.
563 Cross, Walter A. .,
159 Ditto ... ...
*2444 Crossow, C....
1810 Crossthwaite, Robert
1811 Ditto ... .,.
1832 Crotty, Thomas ,..
1691 Crotty, Patrick ...
*2141 Cudihy, J. ...
1670 Cudihy, James ..,
*2237 Cuffe, G.
1417 Cufe, George ...
t743 Culhan, John
1572 Cunningham, Daniel
1842 Cummins, William ...
1843 Ditto
Nature of  Selection.
... Homestead
... ditto
... Conditional
,., Homestead
... Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
... ditto
,., Homestead
... Conditional
... Homestead
... ditto
,.. ditto
... Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
... Homestead
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Conditional
... ditto
ditto
,,, Homestead
,,, Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
.,, Homestead
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Conditional
... ditto
... Homestead
... ditto
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... ditto
Conditional
Homestead
... ditto
... Conditional
... Homestead
,,, ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
... Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
... Homestead
.., ditto
... Conditional
...  ditto
... Homestead
Conditional
.., ditto
., .  Homestead
ditto
,.. Conditional
,., Homestead
.,, ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Conditional
... Homestead
... ditto
... Conditional
Agricultural,
A. B. P.
First Class Second Class
Pastoral. Pastoral.
A. R. P. A. R. P.
160 0 0
80
.,.0
0 ,..
80 0 0 ...
30 0 0
80 0 0
5 0 0 123 2 0
20 0 0 180 0 0
20 0 0 120 0 0
40 0 0 100 0 0
80 0 0
40 0 0 140 0 0
30 0 0 30 0 0
25 0 0 95 0 0
20 0 0 22 0 0
20 0 0 100 0 0
80 0 0 ...
200 0 0
15 0 0 13 3 0
10 0 0 44 0 0
20 0 0 65 2 0
80 0 0
160 0 0
100 0 0
40 0 0 61 320
70 0 0
89 0 0
260 0 0
200 0 0 1,291 0 0
84 0 0
320 0 0
160 0 0
20 0 0 20 0 0
80 0 0
160 0 0
15 0 0 22 2 0
240 0 0
500 0 0
50 0 0 59 2 0
.. 70 0 0 15 0 0 {
.,, 77 0 0 ...
100 0 0
300 0 0
.., 40 0 0 ,..
40 0 0
... 10 0 0 ... 150 0 0
,.. 160 0 0 ...
... 47 1 0
,.. 150 0 0 450 0 0 570 020
100 0 0
... 120 0 0
... 30 0 0 85 0 0
... 78 1 0 ...
... 40 0 0 74 3 0 ...
,.. 70 0 0 16 0 0 ...
.,. 30 0 0 90 0 0
... 40 0 0 ...
.., 80 0 0 ...
... 41 1 0
... 80 0 0
Year. Rent. Balance due.
£ s. d.1 £ s, d.
4th 4 0 0
4th 3 0 0
4th 6 0 0
4th 1 2 6
5th 4 0 0
4th 3 5 9
4th 10 10 0
4th 9 14 6
3rd 14 10 0
4th 3 0 0
4th 10 0 0
4th 1 17 6
4th 3 6 3
4th 1 6 0
3rd 6 10 0
4th 3 0 0
4th 15 0 0
6th 0 15 2
3rd 1 9 6 0 211
4th 2 8 0
3rd 3 0 0
3rd 8 0 0
2nd 3 6 8
2nd 6 2 0
5th 2 12 6
5th 42 5 6
5th 2 2 0
3rd 8 0 0
2nd 3 13 4
3rd 1 5 0 0 7 1
4th 3 0 0
5th 4 0 0
3rd 1 2 9 0 4 5
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 3 2 6
5th 3 1 9
6th I 2 0 0
4th 5 15 6
2nd 9 3 4
2nd 6 5 0
2nd 0 3 4
2nd 0 3 4
4th 4 2 6
4th 4 0 0
4th 1 10 0
4th 48 0 6
2nd 0 4 2
2nd 2 15 0
3rd 3 6 6
3rd 2 2 6
'5th 3 7 6
6th' 1 0 2
4th 3 7 6 0 11 3
4th 1 10 0
4th 3 0 0
4th 3 3 0
4th 3 0 0
6th 5 0 0
5th 2 13 0
2nd 2 15 0
6th 10 11 11
4th 20 1 0
4th 3 12 6 0 5 0
5th 10 9 0
6th 5 0 6
2nd 1 13 4
3rd 3 9 3
3rd 3 14 6
3rd 3 0 0
3rd 3 5 6
2nd 3 0 0
3rd 24 3 0
2nd 0 13 9
4th 2 14 6
5th 3 9 0
4th 4 0 0
3rd 3 0 0
3rd 9 3 0
... 50 0 0 100 0 0
50 0 0 31 0 0 ...
80 0 0
152 2 29
,,, 50 0 0 702 0 0
... 30 0 0 99 3 0 ,..
...  ...  209 0 0 ...
... 67 0 0 ...
... 160 0 0 .,.
... 35 0 0 85 1 0
.,. 10 0 0 20 0 0  79 0  0
80 0 0 .,,
... 58 0 0 44 0 0 ..,
... 80 0 0
322 0 0
,,, 30 0 0 ...
20 0 0 78 2 0
45 0 0 50 3 0 ,
80 0 0
122 0 0 ,..
160 0 0 ...
t Compensation all owed for resumption of road.
368
IPSWICH DISTRICT-cmtiinued.
Register
No. Lessee.
1844 Cummins, Patrick J.
f1292 Cumner, William ...
351 Curran, John ...
1283 Currie, James ...
1545 Curtis, John ...
1573 Ditto ...
1910 Cutler, William ...
1757 Dahm, Carl ,., .,,
t1203 Dail, James .,. ,..
1256 Daly, John ,., .,.
2026 Daly, Owen ... ,,,
1849 Dale, Patrick ,,,
1410 Dalton, John ,,.
564 Dalton, Michael ...
731 Daniels, William
*2247 Daniels, W....
437 Damro, William ...
2235 Dart, J,
1097 Davison, Robert
1159 Ditto ...
250 Davis, George .,,
*2566  Davis, J.
x2440 Day, D. ...
1161 Day, Denis ... ...
269 Ditto ... .,.
751 Day, William ...
468 Dee, William L.
2053 Ditto
101 Dear, Reuben
152 Dear, James ,,.
202 Dear, Samuel ,,.
707 Denman, Joseph ..,
955 Denman, Emanuel ...
2412 Denman, E.... ...
363 Demean, James .,,
291 Denning, Charles ...
2338 Devin, P.
x2612 Dickfos, C. ...
2513 Dickfos, A.... ...
2574 Dickfos, J. ... ...
966 Dickens, Samuel ,,.
2318 Dieckmann, C.
f2319 Dieckmann, C. F....
2321 Dieckmanu, A. F. ...
827 Dobe, Henry ..,
*2254 Dobbie, W.... ...
899 Dobbie, William ,.,
500 Dohring, William ...
770 Don, Carl F.
1269 Donnelly, John ...
1208 Ditto ,.
x1436 Donoghue, Michael.. .
1006 Ditto ..,
1280 Doolen, Michael .,,
*2526  Dooner, Jno. ...
*2531  Dooner, Jas. ...
*2532  Dooner, E. ... ...
1609 Dowden, George ...
1289 Dowling, Michael ..,
128 Dowe, Frederick ...
1883 Downs, Denis ,.,
656 Doyle, James
58 Doyle, Patrick .,.
t1859 Doyle, Martin ...
1150 Drager, John H. ..
583 Draheim, Frederick
'2434 Draheim, E....
278 Dray, James... ...
695 Ditto ,.. ...
377 Dreier, Johan ,.,
1584 Drue, Daniel
1673 Dudley, Joseph
1135 Duhs, Johann
*1391  Dunn, Robert ...
757 Dunn, James
1524 Dimner, L. ..
t1585 Dunege, William ...
1738 Ditto ,,. ..,
Nature of Selection.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
,.. ditto
,.. Conditional
... ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
,,, ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
... Conditional
... Homestead
... ditto
.. ditto
ditto
... ditto
... Conditional
... Homestead
.., ditto
Conditional
Homestead
... Conditional
Homestead
ditto
... ditto
,,, ditto
... ditto
,,, ditto
,,, ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
,,, ditto
,,. ditto
,,, ditto
ditto
ditto
...
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
.,. ditto
,., Conditional
.., Homestead
.., ditto
ditto
,,, ditto
Agricultural. First Class Second ClassPastoral .  Pastoral.
A. R. P. A. B. P. A. R. P.
128 0 0 .,,
20 0 0 71"'0 0
50 0 0 51 1 0
100 0 0 227 0 0
10 0 0 190 0 0 ...
14 0 0 132 0 0
20 0 0 62 0 0 ...
10 0 0 72 0 0
60 0 0 20 0 0
,., 240 0 0
160 0 0 ...
20 0 0 80 0 0 ...
20 0 0 84 2 0 .,,
44 0 0
10 0 0 40 0 0  150-0  0
40 0 0
40 0 0
20 0 0 20 0 0 160 0 0
94 1 4
20 0 0 40 0 0 122 1 25
89 0 0
120 0 0 200 0 0
120 0 0
20 0 0 45 0 0
24 0 0 25 3 0
60 0 0 20 0 0
22 0 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 133 0 0
60 0 0
70 0 0 14 0 0 ...
179 0 0
'100 0 0 143 0 0
20 0 0 100 0 0 119 0 0
160 0 0
,,, 40 0 0 73 0 0
160 0 0 ,..
10' 0 0 24 0 0 ...
40 0 0 80 0 0 ...
40 0 0 80 0 0 ...
40 0 0 80 0 0
70 0 0 50 0 0 57 0 0
160 0 0 ...
20 0 0 83 0 0
160 0 0 ...
20 0 0 118 0 0 ...
601 0
150 0 0
100 0 0  1,132 2 0
60 0 0 40 0 0
100 0 0 ... ...
80 0 0
142 0 0 .,,
20 0 0 32 0 0
28 1 18 ,,,
40 0 0 80 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ...
40 0 0 80 0 0 ...
18 0 0 124 0 0 .,.
10 0 0 90 0 0 ,.,
300 0 0 35 3 0 ...
20 0 0 .61 0 0 ...
160 0 0
50 0 0 ,.,
38 0 0 84"'0 0
30 0 0 09 2 0 ...
20 0 0 60 0 0
100 0 0
10 0 0 20 0 0 130 0 0
20 0 0 80 0 0
55 0 0 56 3 0 ...
80 0 0
20 0 0 80 0 0
40 0 0 38 2 0
640 0 0
160 0 0 ...
20 0 0 108 3 0 ...
11 0 0
10 0 0 112 0 0 ,..
Year .  Rent.  Balance due.
£ r. d. £ s. d.
3rd 9 12 0 2 8 0
4th 4 11 0
6th 3 16 0
4th 13 3 6
4th 10 5 0
4th 3 16 6
3rd 2 6 0
3rd 2 3 6
4th 2 0 2
4th 6 0 0
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 2 15 0
4th 2 17 6
5th 1 13 0
5th 6 10 0
2nd 0 16 8
6th 1 7 6
2nd 5 19 2
4th 4 15 0
4th 6 11 6
6th 2 4 6
2nd 2 15 0
2nd 1 5 0
4th 1 17 6
5th 0 15 6
5th 2 15 0 0 4 0
0 1 0
6th 0 15 1
3rd 8 16 6
6th 0 11 3
6th 0 19 10
6th 8 19 0
5th 8 11 6
5th 9 9 6
2nd 2 0 0
6th 3 16 6
6th 4 6 8
2nd 014 8 0 2 6
2nd 0 17 6
2nd 0 17 6
2nd 0 11 8
5th 9 3 6 0 5 0
2nd 3 0 0
2nd
2nd 3 0 0
5th 3 14 0
2nd 3 2 6
5th 33 6 6
5th 2 5 9
5th 3 5 0
4th 7 10 0
4th 3 0 0
4th 10 2 0 0 10 5
5th 1 11 6
4th 0 14 6
2nd 0 17 6
2nd 0 17 6
2nd 0 17 6
4th 3 15 6
4th 2 12 6
6th 24 6 0
3rd 2 5 6
5th 4 0 0
6th 0 6 3
3rd 2 3 6
4th 3 12 6
5th 2 5 0
2nd 1 0 10
6th 5 0 0
5th 3 0 0
6th 2 18 2
4th 3 0 0
3rd 2 15 0
4th 2 9 6 0 6 6
4th 16 0 0
5th 4 0 0
4th 3 9 6
4th 0 0 0
3rd 3 3 6
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Register
No. Lessee. Nature of Selection.
Agricultural. First  Class Second Class year. ' Rent.  Balance due.Pastoral. Pastoral.
914 Dutney, Charles ,,.
379 Dusing, Carl...
1051 Dwyer,  Denis ,,.
243 Dwyer,  Denis
113 Dwyer,  Daniel .,.
567 Dwyer,  Daniel .,,
*2202 Dwyer, P.
*2312 Ditto ... ...
*2602 Dwyer, D.
1003 Dyer,  Thomas S.
*2313 Dyer, W. J. .
1004 Dyer, Thomas Hy....
1067 Dymock, John ...
t747 Echart, Harri ...
592 Edwards,  George ...
273 Edwards,  Richard ..
342 Edwards,  Samuel D.
2059 Ehrich, Joachim .
2035 Eisenmenger, Fred.
1919 Ditto .,, ...
2348 Eitel, C.
*2557 Eitel, F.
1287 Elliott, Henry H. ...
219 Ellison , Wm. ...
347 Elliott, Robert ...
*2342 Elver, S.
1291 Embrey, Richard ...
973 Ditto
1059  England, James
1093 Ditto
504 Ditto
508 Ditto
782 Ditto
823 Ditto
76 Ditto ... ..,
94 Ditto ... .,,
193 Ditto ... ...
195 Ditto ... ...
229 Ditto ... ,..
263 Ditto ... ...
266 Ditto ... ...
276 Ditto ,.. ,,.
264 Ditto ... ...
341 Ditto ,,.
357 England, Geo. ...
418 Ditto ... ...
346 En lish, Jas. ...
160 Ditto
*2160 England, J....
*2161 Ditto ... ...
*2162 Ditto ...
821 Engels, August ..,
491 Erich, John ,..
307 Evans, Geo.... ...
210 Fahy, Martin ...
*1876 Ditto ,,.
*1831 Fahy, John ,..
436 Falkenhagen, Hh. ...
12 Fallon, Ml....
*2166 Fallon, M. ...
1552 Falconer, Jane ...
918 Farelein, John ..,
1230 Farrelly, B.... ...
1526 Farrell, John
1891 Farquharson, Ch. ...
1361 Federer, Ed. ...
645 Feldhahn, M.
2389 Ferguson, A. ...
1611 Finch, Sam]. ...
2064 Ditto ... ...
*2087 Ditto ...
744 Finch, Wm.... ...
392 Finch, Hy.
*2423 Findlay, C....
*2424 Ditto ...
474 Finney, Wm.
Lr175 Finney, Hy....
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
Conditional ,..
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ,..
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto
Conditional ,..
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto .,.
ditto ...
ditto ...
. , ditto ...
Pre-emptive,
Tarampa
ditto „
... Conditional ...
.. ditto ...
ditto
.. ditto ...
,. ditto
., ditto ..,
,, ditto ,..
., ditto ...
ditto ,..
ditto ...
., ditto
.. ditto ...
., Homestead ,..
... Pre-emptive ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... Homestead ...
... ditto ,..
... Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
... Homestead
,.. ditto ...
... Conditional ..
., ditto
.. ditto
ditto
ditto
... Homestead
ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
.,, Conditional
Homestead
,,, ditto
.., ditto
... Conditional
ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
A. R. P. A .  R. P. A.  it.  P.
40 0  0  61 0 0 ..,
65 3 0 ...
5 0 0 j 145 2 0
40 0 0 200 0 0 180 0 0
20 0 0 50 0 0 29 0 0
20  0 0 40 0 0 ,,.
640 0 0
160 0 0 ...
52 0 0 ... ...
44 0 0i ..,
160 0 0
41 0  0
68 0 0
40 0 0 54 0 0
30 0 0 76 0 0 230 0 0
10 0 0 139 2 0 ..,
80 0 0
10 0 0 10 0 0 143 0 0
10 0 0 20 0 0 83 1 0
20 0 0 62 0 0
20 0 0 30 0 0 ...
50 0 0
4(1 0 0 150 0 0 2,419 0 0
80 0 0
20 0 0 81 2 0
140 0 0
10 0 0 11 3 32
46 1 36
30 0 0 20 0 0 28 0 0
30 0 0 86 0 0
124 0 0
184 0 0
38 0 0 100 0 0
40 0 0 160 0 0 200 0 0
240 0 0 742 0 0
110 0 0 350 0 0
180 0 0 1,100 3 0
70 0 0 90 1 0
.,, 641 1 25
80 0 0
60 0 0 80 2 0
50 0 0 150 0 0
... 100 0 0
30 0 0 52 2 36
40...0 0 ...
80 0 0
20 0 0 79 3 6
100 0 0
5 0 0 17 0 0
59 0 0 ...
300 0 0
40 0 0
,.. 160 0 0
200 0 0
20 0 0 114 0 0
80 0 0
153 2 0
160 0 0
30 0 0 69 2 0
10 0 0 30 0 0
12 0 0 14 0 0
20 0 0 28 0 0
25 0 0
20 0 0 28 0 0
15 0  () 120 0 0
36 0 0 71 0 0
80 0 0
59 0 0 41 3 0
60 0 0 ...
5th
6th
4th
6th
6th
5th
2nd
2nd
2nd
5th
2nd
5th
4th
5th
5th
6th
6th
3rd
3rd
3rd
2nd
2nd
4th
6th
6th
2nd
4th
4th
4th
4th
5th
6th
5th
5th
£ s. d. £ d.
3 0 6
2 1 3
3 16 9
17 10 0
4 14 6
1 15 0
14 13 4
3 0 0
0 13 0
1 13 0
3 0 0
110 9 9 0 0
0 0 2
2 11 0
2 16 0
11 16 0
1 18 9
4 0 0
4 16 6
3 17 0 1 5 0
3 1 0 1 6 6
1 2 6 0 5 0
0 4 2
70 19 6
0 16 8
3 11 0
2 12 6
0 13 6
1 14 6
3 19 9
4 7 6
6 4 0
412 0
4 8 0
16 0 0
6th 55 2 0
180 0 0 6th 30 5 0
6th 68 11 0
6th 9 16 0
6th 32 2 0
133 0 0 6th 3 6 6
880 0 0 6th 26 0 0
320 0 0 6th 8 0 0
469 0 0 6th 11 14 6
6th 8 11 0
644 3 0 6th 27 7 6
313 1 33 6th 12 17 0
86 0 0 6th 2 3 0
6th 0 16 4
1,130 1 0 2nd 25 18 5
990 0 0  2nd 26 8 9
320 0 0 2nd 11 0 0
,,, 5th • 2 15 0
5th 2 10 0
205 0 0 6th 6 7 0
6th 4 8 6
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
3rd 15 0 0
... 6th 1 7 6
6th 0 6 8
250 0 0 2nd 5 14 7
340 0 0 4th 18 10 0
5th 3 12 0
4th 3 0 0
4th 7 14 0
3rd 4 0 0
4th 2 17 6
5th 1 2 6
2nd 0 10 8
4th 1 9  0
72 0 0 3rd 3 1 0 0 14 7
,., 3rd 1 9 0
,,, 5th 311 3
6th 2 12 1
280 0 0 2nd 5 10 0
320 0 0 2nd 3 10 0
6th 2 19 9
28 3 0 6th 5 4 6
370
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Register
No. Lessee.
1227 Fischer, Paul ,,,
1211 Fitzpatrick, John
...
888 Fitzsimmons , Thomas
5 Ditto ,,,
188 Fitzgerald,  James ...
910 Fleishmann, John ,.,
*2277 Fleming, J....
1603 Flinto$', W.... ...
1264 Flynn, John... ...
*2542 Fluck, J.
1105  Forbes, George Ed.
1106 Ditto ... ...
1107 Ditto ... ...
1301 Ditto .. ...
145 Forbes, Alexander ...
147 Ditto ...
*2376 Forbes, G. E. ...
*2377 Ditto ... ...
*2546 Ditto ... ...
*2585 Ditto ... .,.
190 Ford, John ... ...
490 Foreman, Thomas ,,,
336 Forrest, Samuel ...
*2256 Forsyth, R.... ...
2099 Forsyth, Robert ...
*2054 Ditto ...
535 Foot J. C. ...
221 Foote, Jn. C. ...
588 Frank, Wm. A. ...
2165 Freeman, C.... .
629 Freeman , Edward N.
930 Freiberg, Carl ,,,
375 Frisby, Joseph ..,
*48 Fritz, August ...
1133 Fullelove, Thomas ,,,
1867 Gall, Robert, senior
1869 Gall, Robert,  jun. ...
1870 Gall, Isabella ...
1768 Gallogly, Terence ...
668 Ditto ...
245 Gannon, Michael ...
625 Gardner, Thomas ...
779 Gardner, Richard ...
4 Ditto ...
*2092 Gardiner, James
2118 Garvey, William Charles
*2143 Ditto
1752 Gayford, George ...
1530 Gaynor, John ...
1302 Gee, James ... ...
1306 Gee, John ... ...
1309 Geddes, James ...
1514 Ditto .
-1982 Geddes, William G.
-1983 Ditto ...
t2052 Geddes, William ...
1852 Geddes, James ...
2289 Gees, C.
624 Geiger, John ...
669 Geigler, Carl ...
2033 Ditto ...
398 George, William ...
2178 Gerber, C. ...
*2498 Gerichow, A. ...
*2490 Gerichow, K. ...
2046 German, John ...
*2285 Ditto ...
1155 Gesler, William
...
1156 Gesler, C. F.
1233 Gill, Charles...
...
756 Ditto ..
...
1916 Gilbert, Elias
478 Gilchrist, Watt, and Co.
480 Ditto , , .
Nature of Selection.
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto .,.
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead
Pre-emptive, E.
and W. Colin-
ton ...
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead ,.
Conditional ,.
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto ..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ...
ditto .
Conditional ,..
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead .,.
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ..,
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Pre-emption,
Grantham ...
ditto
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Balance DuRent. e.
A. R. P. A. R. P. A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
40 0 0 40 0 0 ... 4th 2 10 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 4th 2 15 0
200 0 0 5th 5 0 0
120 0 0 ... 6th 0 5 0
020 0 60 0 0 .,. 6th 0 15 0
60 0 0 40 0 0 ... 5th 3 5 0
160 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
40 0 0 30 0 0 132 0 0 4th 7 16 0
20 0 0 82 3 0 4th 3 11 6
... 40 0 0 80 0 0 2nd 017 6
4 0 0 0 80 0 0! 40 0 0 4th 8 0 0
20 0 0 20 0 0 40 0 0 4th 3 10 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 40 0 0 4th 8 0 0
80 0 0 400 0 0 845 0 0 4th 47 2 6
121 0 0 6th 6 1 0
40 0 0 5 0 0 90 0 0 6th 4 5 0
... 80 0 0 1,120 0 0 2nd 21 6 8
.. 1,100 0 0 2nd 18 6 8
40 0 0 160 0 03 2nd 13 13 4
80 0 0
,
390 0 0 2nd 2 5 10
153 0 0 6th 11 9 6
60 0 0 19 2 0 1 5th 2 15 0
60 0 0 150 0 0 254 0 0 6th 18 7 0 018 0
... 300 0 0 2nd 6 5 0
57 0 0 3rd .4 5 6
130 0 0 3rd 3 5 0
120 0 0 40 0 0 5th 11 0 0
1,000 0 0 ... 6th 50 0 0
30 0 0 95 0 0 5th 3 10 0
40 0 0 41 0 0 2nd 2 2 1 0 10 6
333 0 0 5th 8 6 6
10 0 0 15 0 0 ... 5th 0 15 0
40 0 0 56 0 0 ,., 6th 2 8 4
80 0 0 6th 0 10 0
20 0 0 78 0 0 4th 2 14 0
10 0 0 92 0 0 3rd 2 13 6 0 19 3
20 0 0 95 0 0 3rd 3 2 6
10 0 0 140 0 0 3rd 2 5 3
219 0 0 3rd 10 19 0
20 0 0 36 0 0 5th 1 13 0
10 0 0 109 0 0 6th 1 5 10
.160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
30 0 0 100 0 0 5th 4 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 01 6th 4 10 0
.,. 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
.., 40 0 0 171 0 0 3rd 6 5 6
90 0 0 2nd 2 5 0
15 0 0 68 0 0 ... 3rd 2 5 3
44 0 0 37 0 0 ... 4th 214 6 1 3 7
0 5 11
7 0 0 142 0 0 ... 4th 3 18 3
81 0 0 4th 2 0 6
20 0 0 37 0 0 ... 4th 1 13 6
... 50 0 0 4th 1 5 0
80 0 0 1,200 0 0 3rd 14 3 4
640 0 0 3rd 6 13 4
800 0 0 3rd 3 6 8
7 0 0 18 1 0 ... 3rd 0 14 9
... 43 1 0 ... 2nd 0 18 4
148 3 0  .,. 5th 7 9 0
30 0 0 50 3 0 5th 2 8 0
10 0 0 20 0 0  70 0 0 3rd 3 10 0
20 0 0 16 1 0 ... 6th 0 19 7
25 0 0 25 0 0  ... 2nd 1 8 8
... 100 0 0  .., 2nd 012 6
160-0 0  ... 2nd 1 0 0
30 0 0 d3 10 13 0168 0 0  ... r
140 0 0 ... 2nd 2 18 4
20 0 0 117 3 32  ... 4th 3 14 0
20 0 0 45 0 0 4th 1 17 6
20 0 0 60 0 0 4th 2 5 0 0 5 0
97 0 0 5th 2 8 6
11 0 0 138 0 0 ... 3rd 3 1 2
218 2 0 6th 16 8 6
1,089 0 0 6th 54 9 0
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M e later Lessee.
*2539 Gilligan, M.... ... ...
2154 Glanny, T. .. ... ...
762 Glode, Francis ... ...
442 Glinn, Thomas ... ...
1056 Goan ,  James ... ...
372 Goebel, Michael ... ...
*2426 Goertz, E. A. M. ... ...
1644 Gogg m ,  Thomas ... ...
349 Gordon, George ... ...
*2194 Gordon , R.... ... ...
7 Gorman , John ... ...
*2238  Ditto ... • .
1533 Goss,  Michael ... ...
69 Gosling , Walter ... ...
1043'  Gough , David ... ...
1146  Gough,  Maurice ... ...
*2021 Gould ,  Thomas
874 Gowan, John
2360 Gra ensen, H. C.
2081 Graham, Elizabeth ...
2080 Graham ,  Jane ... ...
626 Grant , John ... ... ...
713 Grant ,  Duncan ... ...
2295 Graske, C. ... ... ...
1030  Green ,  Thomas ... ...
1562 Ditto  .. ... ..
1719  Ditto ... ...
1560 Greer, Samuel ... ...
602 Greet,  Joshua ... ...
1746 Ditto  ... ... ...
*2286 Ditto ... ...
773 Gregson,  Thomas ... ...
1923 Ditto ... ...
2073  Greske, A t ... ...
*2580  Gregorek, ...
1258 Griffiths,  Edward ... ...
1267 Grimaey,  William ... ...
522 Grieve,  Andrew ... ...
826 Ditto
*2284 Grieve , J. ... ...
*2439 Grieve, W. ... ... ...
1332 Gunn ,  John  ... ... ...
1423 Ditto  ... ... ...
*2374 Ditto  ... ... ...
*2691 Ditto ... ...
530 Guth,  Wilhelm
578 Guth,  Johann  . ... ...
748 Ditto .. ...
1406 Gutteridge,  Joseph ...
714 Ditto ...
1419 Gutteridge,  William J. ...
293 Gutshow,  August ... ...
1676  Gwpine .  Robert ...
1775
wyDDaiittto  ... ...
1226  Hadley, Henry
*2543 Hall, H.
*2334 Hamilton, T. ...
*2241 Hare , J. ... ... .
*22R3 Harding .  Jas. ... ...
* 2340 Harding, Jos.
*2360 Harding, Elias
*2363 Ditto ... ...
*2250 Harris , J., jun .
*2251 Harris , A. ... ...
2586 Harris , W. ... ... ...
2262 Hay, G.
1198 Haygarth ,  John ... ...
1199  Ditto . .. ... ...
1200 Ditto .
ram Haley, Patrick ... ...
601 Hall ,  John T.
416 Hallam,  Peter, nn.
497 Hallam, Jane E.
1475 Hamilton ,  Ale der  ...
886 Hamilton , Hugh ... ...
481 Hamilton ,  Thomas ... ...C Ditto .. ... ..
674 Ditto ... ... ...
Nature of Selection .  Agricultural.
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
First Class Second Class
Year.Pastoral .  Pastora l.
A. R. P. A.  R. P. A. R. P.
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 2nd
60 0 0 20 1 16 2nd
... 149 2 26 5th
160 0 0 6th
20 0 0 200 0 0 780 0 0 4th
40 0 0 40 1 0 6th
640 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 ... 4th
... 160 0 0 ... 6th
160 0 0 ... 2nd
... 100 0 0 ... 6th
160 0 0 ... 2nd
25 0 0 74 2 0 ... 4th
80 0 0 6th
20 0 0 20 0 0 79 0 0 4th
30 0 0 20 0 0 50 0 0 4th
160 0 0 ... 3rd
30 2 0 ... ... 5th
80 0 0 ... ...  2nd
80 0 0 ... ... 3rd
80 0 0 ... 3rd
80 0 0 126 1 0 ... 5th
45 0 0 67 2 0 ... 5th
25 0 0 25 0 0 ... 2nd
25 0 0 116 0 0 ... 4th
80 0 0  ...  ... 4th
10 0 0 63 0 0 ... 3rd
80 0 0 ... 4th
200 0 0 5th
20 0 0 100 0 0 ... 3rd
20 0 0 ... 2nd
20 0 0 110 0 0 ... 5th
82 3 0 ... 3rd
20 0 0 81 0 0 ... 3rd
80 0 0 2nd
20 0 0 20 0 0 169 0 0 6th
40 0 0 ... 4th
96 0 0 ... 5th
30 0 0 113 0 0 5th
... 200 0 0 2nd
... 640 0 0 2nd
... 140 0 0 500 0 0 4th
240 0 0 400 0 0 4th
80 0 0 ... 2nd
600 0 0 2nd
98 0 0I ... ... 5th
39 1 0 ... 5th
40 0 0 63 2 0 5th
40 0 0 80 0 0 280 0 0 4th
106 2 0 5th
10 0 0 10 0 0 42 0 0 4th
23 3 15 ... 6th
160 0 0 ... 3rd
116 0 0 ... 3rd
160 0 0 ... 2nd
15 0 0 130 0 0 ... 4th
40 0 0 80 0 0 2nd
... ... 295 0 0 2nd
... 300 0 0 2nd
... 100 0 0 2nd
... ... 360 0 0 2nd
3,019 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 1,044 0 0 2nd
. 156 0 0 ... 2nd
. 156 0 0 2nd
640 0 0 2nd
5 0 0 29 0 0 2nd
40 0 0 ... 280 0 0 4th
320 0 0 4th
80 0 0 230 0 0 4th
34 .0 30 ... 5th
200 0 0 5th
40 0 0 290.0 0 ... 5th
85 0 0 ... 5th
7 0 0 146 0 0 ... 4th
60 0 0 40 0 0 ... 6th
100 0 0 66 1  0 ... 6th
160 0 0 ... ... 6th
80 0 0 ... ...  5th
Rent .  Balance dn%.
£ s. d. £ s, d.
0 17 6
2 10 11
3 15 0
4 0 0
31 0 0
1 17 11
8 0 0
3 0 0
3 0 0
3 13 4
5 0 0
3 13 4
2 16 3
0 10 0
4 9 6
4 10 0
4 0 0
1 3 3 0 4 2
2 5 0
3 0 0
3 0 0
12 7 0
3 7 9
1 6 1
713 6 0 0 4
3 0 0
1 19 0
3 0 0
5 0 0
3 5 0 0 6 0
0 8 4
3 10 0
4 3 0
2 15 6
0 6 8
6 8 6
1 10 0
2 8 0
7 18 0
4 3 4
6 13 4
19 10 0
22 0 0
2 0 0
2 10 0
1 16 0
1 10 0
6 4 0
14 0 0
2 13 6
2 6 0
0 10 6
4 0 0
5 16 0
4 0 0
3 16 3 0 0 7
Oil  8
6 10 8
6 17 6
2 1 8
6 15 0
50 5 8
20 1 4
3 6 0
3 6 0,
2 13 4
015 3 0 1 3
10 0 0
8 0 0
9 15 0
1 6 3
5 0 0
17 10 0
4 6 0
S18  3
6 10 0
10 17 0
12 0 0I
6 0 0
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No. Lessee.
1429 Hamilton, Thomas ...
t169 Ditto ... ...
624 Hammi ll, Samuel ...
t49 Ditto
1800 Hammond,  Samuel...
1534 Hannant, Henry
11300 Hancock, Josias ..
884 Hancock, Thomas ...
928 Hancock, Arthur ...
1834 Hand, John ... ..
§1130 Hardgrave, Robert...
1992 Ditto ... ...
2018 Ditto ... ...
2019 Ditto ..
1709 Hargreaves, E. W.
1904 Hardwick, James ...
t1622 Harris, William ...
1909 Ditto ...
783 Harris, John, junior
125 Ditto ... ...
13 Ditto ...
196 Harris, George ...
949 Ditto .
1680 Harrington, William
1984 Harrold, Edgar ...
1249 Hart, James ..
482 Hartfield, C. W. F....
1635 Hartwig, J. F. ...
t1443 Harvey, Robert ...
92 Harvey, Ezra .
831 Haufalnmeister, Chn.
447 Hauschildt, J. H. ...
1383 Hawkins, George ...
1921 Hawkins, Thomas ...
1922 Hawkins, John ...
1272 Hawley, Andrew ...
1167 Hay, G eorge ...
806 Hay, Adam ... ...
807 Ditto ...
15 Hay, James L. ...
1407 Hayes, Michael
2112 Heller, Robert ... ...
466 Hayes, Patrick
1509 Hine, Edward
11010 Hill, Henry Edward ...
331 Ditto ..
1312 Healey, Edward ... ...
t1649 Healey, Peter ... ...
2223  Heasmann , T. ... ...
t1124 Heaton,  Samuel
621 Head, Thomas
1069 Heenan, James
1019 Ditto ... ... ...
tl688 Heffernan, John ...
1872 Heffernan, Michael
1857 Heffernan, Patrick... ...
1858 Heffernan, William ...
1541 Hearty, John
t1290 Held, Valentine ... ...
2594 $eike, C. ... ...
*2410 Heiner, H. ... ... ...
1839 Heinstedt, Aug. ...
1726 Heit, Peter ... ... ...
*2130 Heller, R.
538 Helmich, Peter
1661 Hhnderson, John ... ...
2030 Heneke, Wilhelm ... ...
*2358 Hennessy, J.
*2359 Ditto ... ... ...
1058 Henselein, G. ... ...
*2597 Herbert, M.... ... ...
*2595 Herryberg, C. ... ...
1212 Hermann, Carl A. .. ...
355 Hermann, William H. ...
356 Hermann, John F. ...
1403 Hertwick, Gottd.
1274 Hertwick, George ... ...
1388 Hesse, Daniel ... ...
Nature of  Selection.
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent.  Balance due.
A. B. P. A .  R. P. A. B.  P.
321 3 0 ... 5th
151 0 0 ... 6th
68 1 20 j ... ... 5th
80 0 0 ... ... 6th
68 0 0 ... 3rd
15 0 0 32 0 0 ... 4th
8 0 0 136 0 0 4th
300 0 0 340 0 0 5th
20 0 0 61 0  0  ... 5th
20 0 0 60 0 0 ... 3rd
10 0 0 124 0 0 4th
30 0 0  130-0  0 3rd
40 0 0
...
150 0 0 3rd
80 0 0 34 0 0 3rd
20"'0  0 100 0 0 ... 3rd
20 0 0 80 0 0 3rd
30 0  0  70 0 0 295 0 0 4th
14 0 0 30 3 0 ... 3rd
40 0 0 180 0 0 1,426 0 0 5th
150 0 0 1,114 0 0 6th
92 0 0 6th
10 0 0 60 0 0 30 0 0 6th
... 206 0 0 5th
40 0 0 ... 3rd
10 0 0 72 3 0 3rd
... 96 1 0 ... 4th
72 0 0 ... 4th
30 0 0 97 2 0 ... 4th
639 0 0 ... ... 4th
80 0 0 ... ... 6th
44 2 0 ... 6th
40 0 0 61 1 0 ,.. 6th
70 0 0 18 2 22 ... 4th
3 0 0 153 0 38 1 ... 3rd
20 0 0  72 1 0 ...  3rd
20 0 0 58 0 0 ... 4th
30 0 0 61 0 0 4th
40 0 0 30 0 0 110 0 0 5th
40 0 0 80 0 0 5th
... 160 0 0 6th
.. 20 0 0 77 3 0 ... 4th
.. 30 0 0 50 0 0 ... 3rd
.. 30 0 0 100 0 0 ... 6th
160 0 0 ... 4th
... 60 0 0 29 0 0 ... 5th
.. 666 0 0 6th
... 25 0 0 65 5 0 ... 4th
9 0 0 142 0 0 ... 4th
30 0 0 50 0 0 ... 2nd
... 79 0 0 1 3 0 ... 4th
... 80 0 0 59 1 0 ,., 5th
... 40 0 0 49 2 20 ... 4th
... 30 0 0 100 0 0 5th
... 20 0 0 137 0 25 3rd
... 25 0 0 95 0 0 ... 3rd
... 40 0 0 FO 0 0 3rd
,,, 20 0 0 103 0 0 3rd
... 40 0 0 40 0 0 ... 4th
... 10 0 0 33 1 0 ... 4th
... 40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 2nd
130 0 0 2nd
... 20 0 0 140 0 0 240 0 0 3rd
... 30 0 0 92 2 0 ... 3rd
... 70 0 0 ... 2nd
... 50 2 0 ... ... 5th
... 80 0 0 ... ... 3rd
... 40 0 0 60 0 0 ... 3rd
... 100 0 0 ... ... 2nd
... 80 0 0 ... 2nd
... 20 0 0 60 0 0 ... 4th
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 2nd
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 2nd
... 20 0 0 47 2 0 ... 4th
... 46 1 0 ... ... 6th
... 27 0 20 ... ... 6th
... 25 0 0 25 0 0 ... 4th
... ... 87 2 0 ... 4th
... 15 0 0. 45 0 0 ... 4th
£ s. d. £ s. d.
24 3 0
2 16 9
5 3 6
0 5 0
2 11 0
1 7 3 0 2 3
3 11 3
31 0 0
2 5 6
2 5 0 0 8 4
2 11 9
415 0 1 0 0
6 15 0 0 10 0
4 17 0
3 5 0
5 10 0 0 15 0
7 4 7
1 6 0
47 13 0
35 7 0
0 3 10
4 10 0
5 3 0
1 10 0
2 11 6
2 8 6
1 16 0
3 11 6
47 18 6
6 0 0
1 13 9
2 15 11
3 2 0
1 13 0
2 11 6
2 4 6
2 13 0
7 5 0 215 0
3 10 0 0 10 0
4 0 0
2 14 0
2 7 6
3 6 5
4 0 0
4 .9 0
16 13 0
2 11 9 1 11 4
3 16 1
2 3 7 0 7 6
2 0 3
9 0 0
5 10 0
3 12 6
4 8 3
3 6 3 0 6 3
3 10 0 0 10 0
3 6 6 0 6 6
6 0 0
1 2 6
0 11 8
1 17 11
14 10 0
3 9 0
0 17 6
1 18 3
3 0 0
3 0 0
5 0 0
2 0 0
2 5 0
2 15 0
0 11 8
1 19  0
1 6 6
0 15 9
1 11 3
2 4 0
1 13 9
§  Compensation allowed for resumption of land.
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Register
No. Lessee.
1681 Hewlett, Robert ...
1978 Ditto ... ...
1648 Heyden, James ...
302 Hickey, John ...
2011 Hickey, William ...
*2414  Ditto ... ...
*2446 Hickey, R.
*2483 Hide, J. H....
*2433 Hines, E.
1666 Hinks, Thomas .
1986 Hinrichsen, J. J. F.
2248 Hinstedt, A.... ...
937 Hirst, G. A. P.
938 Ditto
939 Ditto ...
940 Ditto ... ...
941 Ditto
935 Hirst, Aug. F. J.
936 Ditto
1089 Hodgson , William ...
1136 Hodgson, John ...
299 Hodgson and Ramsay
301 Ditto ... ...
434 Hodgson ,  Samuel ...
435 Ditto ... ...
289 Hodges ,  George ...
296 Hodges ,  William ...
2074 Ditto
399 Hoffman ,  Christian...
1032 Hogan ,  James ...
1052 Hogan , Thomas ...
1182 Hogan , Denis ...
2089 Ditto ..
1208 Hogan , Winnifred ...
2555  Hogan, P. ...
575 Hogan, John ...
893 Ditto ...
87 Ditto
380 Ditto
590 Hogan , Michael ...
598 Hogan , Edward ...
100 Hogan, Rody ,.,
2405 Holcomb, J.... ...
2406 Ditto ...
*2484 Holloway, E. ...
X2502 Ditto .. ...
1027 Holt, George ...
2088 Ditto ...
549 Hollworth, G. ...
232 1 Holland, John ...
1540 Honan, John ...
x`2403 Houser, H. ...
1111 Hope, Louis... ...
1114 Ditto ... ...
1115 Ditto ... ...
*2397 I Ditto
*2398 Ditto ...
750 Hook, Thomas ...
1546 Hooper, Harry
2048 H ocpner, Wm.
74 Hooper, John
*2475 Ditto ... ...
1734 , Howe, Chas.
*2163 Ditto ... ...
*2409 Horne, E.
1766 Hore, W.
80 Horan, Philip
2245 Horton, E. ...
2556 Horton, J. ...
*2129 Houston, J....
x2368 Howard, C. A.
1 X13 Howe, Morgan
1321 Howell, John
1613 Howell, Thos.
Nature of Selection. Agricultural.
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto
., ditto ...
... Conditional ...
.. Homestead ...
.. ditto
.. ditto ...
... Conditional
Homestead
ditto ..
ditto
... Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... Pre-emptive,
East Haldon...
... Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Pre-emptive,
Tent Hill  Run
ditto ..
Conditional ..
ditto
Homestead ..
Conditional ..
Homestead ..
ditto ..
ditto ..
ditto ...
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
::: Conditional :::
ditto
rs ass econ ass
Pastoral. Pastoral. Year.  Rent. Balance due.
A. R. P. A. R. r. A. R. r.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
15 0 0  27 0 0 ... 3rd 1 4 9
20 0 0 26 0 0 ... 3rd 1 8 0
25 0 0 100 0 0 ... 4th 3 8 9
20 0 0 62 0 0 6th 1 6 10
... 50 0 0 270 0 0 3rd 9 5 0
50 0 0 ... 2nd 012 6
80 0 0 ... 2nd 1 5 0
10 0 0 37 0 0 2nd 0 8 8
200 0 0 1 2nd 2 1 8
30 0  0  50 0 0 ... 3rd 2 7 6
20 0 0 73 3 0 3rd 2 12 0
d ClFi t Cl S
80 0 0  120 0 0  2nd 5 16 8
100 0 0 402 0 0 5th 15 1 0
20 0 0  191 0 0 5th 5 15 6
229 0 0 ... 5th 11 9 0
251 0 0 5th 12 11 0
50 0 0 310 0 0 5th 10 5 0
40 0 0
60 0 0
40 0 0 60 0 0
20 0 0
292 0 0
462 0 0 345 0
80 0
228 2 25
I)
0
30 0 0 98 0 0
40 0 0
10 0 0 30 2 0
30 0 0 49 0 0
40 0 0 71 0 0
16 0 0 65 1 28
80 0 0
40 0 0
80 0 0
40 0 0 i 80 0 0
80 0 0
680 0
80 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
304 0 0 5th 9 12  '0
300 0 0 5th 10 10 0
394 0 0 4th 15 17 0
180 0 0 4th 6 0 0
28 0 0 6th  22 12 0
6th 51 18 0
343 2 0 6th 12 12 0
6th 17 3 6
6th 2 1 9
54 0 0 6th 3 7 0
3rd 1 2 0 0 2 11
6th 1 19 2 2 7 0
0 11 9
4th 3 5 6
4th 2 5 0
4th 3 0 0
3rd 3 0 0
4th 3 0 0
2nd 0 11 8
60 0 0 5th 2 10 0
200 0 0 6th 5 0 0
6th 0 15 0
49 0 0 150 0 0 6th 6 4 0
152 0 0 ... 5th 3 18 0
23 0 0 ... 5th 3 2 6
.. 6th 0 15 0
89 1 0 ... 2nd 1 15 0
86 0 0 2nd 3 7 8
... 80 0 0 1 2nd 0 10 0
102 0 0
20 0 0 83 0 0
20 0 0 105 119
32 0 0
40 0 0 43 0 0
120 0' 0 2nd 0 15 0
4th 2 11 0
3rdI 3 1 6
68 0 0
5th 3 8 0
6th 3 6 0
4th 5 3 0
Homestead  .. ...  50 0 0  ...  2nd 0 14 7
Pre-em tive, Kil-.
coy Run I 30 0 0 74 0 0 4th 5 19 0
Conditional  ...  304) 0 0 1,200 0 0 3,245 0 0 4th 163 12 6
ditto  ...  340 0 0 1,360 0 0 1,523 0 0 4th 131 11 6
Pre-emptive ...  ... 500 0 0 2nd 7 5 10
ditto  ..  I  ... 500 0 0 2nd 7 5 10
Homestead 9 0 0 142 0 0 ... 5th 3 17 9
Conditional  172 0 0 ... 4th 8 12 0
Homestead  ..  20 0 0 30 0 0 ... 3rd 1 10 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 ... ... 6th  0 10  0
ditto  ... ...  160 0 0 ... 2nd 1 6 8
ditto ... 40 0 0 40 0 0  ...  3rd 2 10 0
ditto  ... 40 0 0  2nd 0 18 4
3`20 0 01 2nd  4 13  4Conditional ... . .
Homestead  ...  20 (1 0 60 0 0 ...  3rd 2 5 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 ... 6th 0 15 0
ditto  ...  160 0 0 ...  2nd 3 6 8
ditto  ...  120 0 0 200 0 0  2nd 2 15 0
.. 640 0 0 2nd 16 0 0Conditional  :..  ...
Homestead  ... 80 0 0 ...  2nd 1 6 8
ditto  ... 20 0 0 85 0 0 ... 4th  2  17 6
ditto ... 80 0 0 ... 4th . 3 0 1)
ditto 10  0 0  11 *"C'  0 ... 4th 0 14 6... ` `
1 10 8
0 7 8
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Register
No. Lessee.
I Nature of Selection. Agricultural. First Class
Pastoral .
Second Class Year. Rent.
Pastoral.
i
i Balance due.
A. R. P. A. R. P. A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
906 k ThH H d  2 5th 218 9
218
orroc s , os. ...
Howes , John ...
omestea 5 0
Conditional
0 80 0 0
45 0 0 51 0 0 6th 310 6
286 Hughes , John ... ditto  50 0 0 4,00  0 0 107 0 0 6th 26 8
0
6
6  1 0 01964 Hughes , Chas. Hy. ditto  20 0 0 ... 101 0 0 3rd 4
0 5 0
*2098 Hughes , Patrick ,.. ditto  .,. ,.. 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 6  0 3 4
0 0 10
*1503 Hunt, George ... ditto  40 0 0 4th 3 0 0
1979 Ditto ... ... ditto 50 0 0 137 3 0 3rd 5 19 0
995 Hunt, Wm.... Homestead  50 0 0 49 0 34 ... 5th 3 2 6
2266 Hunt, G. ditto 15 0 0 18 0 0 2nd 0 16 11
1896 Hunt , Fredk. ... Conditional  10 0 0 10 0 0 79 2 0 3rd 3 5 0
171 Hunter, Alexander ...  Homestead  40 0 0 40 0 0 ... 6th 016 8
2132 Hunter , J., jun. ... ditto  15 0 0 21 0 0 ... 2nd 1 1 9 0 3 9
*2504 Hunter,  Jas. ... ditto 70 0 0 2nd 0 8 9
209 Hunter, Robt. Conditional  30 0 0 370 0 0 202 1 22 6th 25 16 6
*2249 Hurathouse, S. Homestead 100 0 0 ... 2nd 2 1 8
988 Hutchins , Frs. ... ditto  17 0 0 109 0 0 5th 3 7 3
1243 Ditto ditto  40 0 0 66 3 0 4th 413
13h
6
6 0 7 0817 Ditto ,., ditto  ,,. 250 0 0 723 0 300 5t
459 Hu tchinson, Jas. ditto 100 0 0 6th 2 10 0
1413 Hu th,  Herm ann ditto  20 0 0 121 0 0 4th 315 6
1024 Ihle , John Chas. Conditional  20 0 0 30 0 0 48 2 32 5th 4 4 6
1577 Irvi ng, D. M. Homestead  80 0 0 ... 4th 3 0 0
788 Ivo ry,  Jas. ... Pre-emptive,
Eskdale  100 0 0 400 0 0 424 2 7 5th  38 2 6 27 3 9
6.16 0
796 Ditto ... ... ditto  200 0 0 400 0 0 275 1 33 5th 41 18 0 25 7 0
6 6 9
797 Ditto .., ditto  250 0 0 300 0 0 210 0 0 5th 39 0 0 30 0 0
7 10 0
798 Ditto ... Conditional  240 0 0 560 0 0 1,350 0 0 5th 79 15 0 5 12 6
1 8 2
799 Ditto ... ditto  150 0 0 200 0 0 882 0 0 5th 43 6 0 4 0 0
1 0 0
800 Ditto ... ditto  130 0 0 200 0 0 926 0 0 5th 42 18 0
801 Ditto ... ditto  120 0 0 200 0 0 904 0 0 5th 41 12 0 2 8 0
0 12 0
802 Ditto ... ... ditto  ,.. 300 0 0 700 0 01 5th  32 10 0
803 Ditto ditto ,.,  ,,, 300 0 0 700 0 0 5th  32 10 0
804 Ditto ... ... ditto 500 0 0 1,500 0 0 5th 62 10 0
805 Ditto ... ditto ... ... 300 0 0 700 0 0 6th 32 10 0
1098 Jac kson, Pe ter ... Homestead 41 0 0 ... 4th 1 0 6
89 Ditto ... ... ditto ...  22 0 0 19 0 0 ... 6th 0 6 6
1735 Jac kson J. ditto  30 0 0 60 0 0 ... 3rd 2 12 6
1102 Jac
,
obs, Joh
...
n ... ditto 25 0 0 108 1 0 4th 3 13 3
1225 Jac obs Hy. ... ... Conditional ...  40 0 0 50 0 0 171 0 0 4th  9 15
h
6
433 Jac obs, Geo. ... Homestead .,.  ... 132 0 0 6t 3 0 6
2029 Jen kins, J. V. Conditional ,.. 50 0 0 250 0 0 3rd  8 15 0 1 11 3
1049 Joh nston, W m. G. ... ditto .,.  125 0 0 107 0 0 4th 14 14 6
1420 Ditto ... ditto 332 0 0 4th  8 6 0
902 Joh nston, H amilto n ditto ,,.  100 0 0 42 0 0 30 0 0 5th 10 7 0
1008 Johnston, Robt. Homestead ,..  50 0 0 t 39 2 0 ... 5th  2 17 6
634 Johnston, W m. Conditional ...  56 0 0 ' 40 2 0 ... 5th  6 5 0
1012 Ditto .. ditto ...  50 0 0 50 0 0 5th  3 2 6
1070 Johnson, Jas. ditto ..,  60 0 0 40 0 0 228 0 0 4th 12 4 0 4 1 6
1 0 5
1379 Ditto ditto  168 3 0 ... 4th  12 13 6
1809 Joh nson, Th os. ... Homestead 10 0 0 65 0 0 3rd  1 6 8
2013 Ditto Conditional 10 0 0 20 0 0 93 1 0 3rd  4 2 0 214 8
2077 Joh nson, Ge
...
o. ditto 35 0 0 103 0 0 3rd 0 11 6
1744 Jonzan, John ... Homestead 20 0 0 89 3 0 ... 3rd  3 0 0
*2236 Jon es, B. ... ditto 90 0 0 2nd 2 1 3
*2415 Jon es, Jas. ... ... Conditional 640 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
1176 Jon es, John ... ... ditto 331 0 0 4th  24 16 6
2140 Ditto ... ... ditto 20 0 0 67 0 0 2nd  2 13 6
1213 Jo nes, Thos .... ... Homestead 20 0 0 68 2, 0 ... 6th  2 9 6
1265 Jon es, Josep h ditto  15 0 0 35 0 0 ... 4th  1 8 9
1579 Jon es, Jas. ... ... ditto 80 0 0 4th 3 0 0
104 Jo nes, Lewi s Conditional 50 0 0 176 0 1) 6th  6 18 0
+2082 Jor dan, Joh n ... Homestead  70 3 0 3rd 1 9 0
*1153 Jos t, John P. Conditional ,,, 1,200 0 0 4th 30 0 0
*1529 Ditto ... ... ditto 297 2 18 4th 7 9 0
498 Ditto ... ... ditto 866 0
2
0 5th 21 13
h  79 166
0
0 1 7 u111 Ditto ... 200 0 0 950 0 0 69 0 t0 0 6 9
112 Ditto ... ...
-
{ 640 0 0 6th  32 0 0
.4
277 Ditto .. ditto  250 0  . 0 71x)0 0 1,631 1 4 6th 94 10 6
*1703 Ditto
...
..,
...
...
.
... ditto ... 11,920 0 0 3rd  48 0 0
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Register
No. Lessee.
*2244 Jost, John P. ..,
*2362 Ditto . ...
1491 Kae]iel, Gotb. ...
240 Kamp, Ludwig ..,
1865 Ditto ... ...
1689 Kane, Ml. ...
528 Kavanagh, Hugh
130 Kearnan, M. ...
739 Keebler, George ..,
*2449 Keily, J. .. ,.,
1469 Kellett, Wm. ...
1470 Ditto ,.. ...
1508 Ditto ...
1563 Kelleher, John ...
1687 Kelly , Martin ...
576 KelMl. ,.,
88 Dta
585 Kelly, George ..,
589 Kell , John ... ...
51 Ditto ... ...
96 Ditto
892 Kelly, Patrick ,..
*2565 Kelly, P. .. .,,
2012 Keegan, Bernard ... ,,.
267 K h M
2075
arye oe,
Keogh, D. T. ...
...
...
1131 Kenway, George ,.. ...
1893 Keneally, Daniel ...
1597 Kendrick, John ... ...
670 Kerr, Richard ... ...
*2615 Kettle, R. .,,
*2616 Ditto . ..,
67 Kent and Wienholt .,,
135 Ditto ...
1777 Kerr, Richard ,.. .,.
1778 Ditto ,.,
671 Kerwin, Michael ... .,.
2060 Ditto .,.
*2607 Kickbusch, G. ... ,.,
502 Kickbush, God, .. .,.
992 Kickbugh, William... ...
580 Kiduer, F. ...
*2425 Kietselxuan, J. ... ...
1151 Kilroy, Thomas ... ...
2006 Kilmartin, Patrick ... ...
996 King, Thomas ... ..,
584 King, George ... ..
1627 King, Thomas ... ...
1783 King, Philip
*
...
1077 J.Kingstone, Thomas
1761 Ditto ...
2045 Kingston, John ...
2365 Kingston, F. C. .,.
851 Kinnane, James ...
852 Ditto ...
854 Kinnane , Patrick ... ..,
855 Ditto ,.. ... ...
*2276 Kinnane , P„ sen. ... ...
21 Kirwin, Ml....
373 Kissling, Goo. ... ..,
294 Klewe, Fredk. ... ...
2343 Klnpfel, P. ... ..,
1631 Knight, James ... ...
1938 k tK At ane ngs . .,
1512 Koceister, Claus ...
1825 Kobb, F redk. ... ...
636 Kolb, Fredk. ... ..
*2563 Korner, J. ,..
781 Kreis, Jacob ...
1722 Ditto ... .., ...
861 Krebs, Lorenz ... ...
544 Kroll, Carl ... .. ..,
489 Kroll, Daul. Fredk. ...
531 Kropp, Peter ... ..,
501 gross, Carl .., ... ..,
832 Krueger, Augst. ...
1687 Krueger, Chas. ... ...
390 Krueger, J. L. ... ...
Nature of Selection. Agricultural.
First Class Second Class
Pastoral.  Pastoral. Year. Rent.  Balance Due.
A. R. P. A. R. P. A. R.  P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
Conditional ... ... .,. 530 0 0 2nd 12 2 11
ditto ... ... 250 0 0 2nd 4 3 4
20 0 0 27 2 36 ... 4th 1 9 0
ditto ... 32 0 0 ... ... 6th  0 10  0
ditto ... 46 1 3 ... ... 3rd 3 3 5
Homestead ... 80 0 0 ... ... 3rd 3 0 0
ditto ... 27 0 0 60 0 0 ... 5th  2 10  3
ditto ... 80 0 0 ... ... 6th 1 0 0
ditto ... 10 0 0 64 0 0 ... 5th  1 19  6
ditto ... 80 0 0 ... 2nd 1 5 0
Conditional ... ... 120 0 0 400 0 0 4th 16 0 0
ditto ... ... 104 0 0 226 0 0 4th 10 17 0
ditto .. 40 0 0 125 0 0 4th 6 2 6
Homestead ... 15 0 0 35 0 0 ... 4th 1 8 9
ditto ... 15 0 0 129 3 0 ... 4th  3 16  3
Conditional ... ... 20 0 0 83 0 0 5th 3 1 6
Homestead ... 80 0 0 I 6th 0 15 0
Conditional ... ... 75 0 0 75 0 0 6th 5 12 6
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 .,. 5th 4 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 ... ... 6th 0 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 ... .,. 6th  0 15  0
Conditional ... 50 0 0 50 0 0 144 0 0 5th 9 17 0
Homestead .., 40 0 0 80 0 0
...
2nd 0 11 8
Conditional ... ... 50 0 0 270 0 0 3rd 9 5 0
Hoi>Mstead ... 25 0 0 9 0 0 ... 6th 0 11 8
Conditional ... 20 0 0 82 0 0 3rd 3 11 0
Homestead ... 15 0 0 31 0 0 ... 4th 1 6 9
ditto ... 30 0 0 90 0 0 ... 3rd 3 7 6
ditto ... ... 60 0 0 ... 4th  1 15  6
ditto ... 12 0 0 12 0 0 ... 5th 016 0
Conditional ... ... 80 0 0 ... 2nd 0 6 8
Homestead ... ... 150 0 0 ,., 2nd 0 6 3
Pre-emptive,
Mount Flinders 937 0 0 6th 70 5 6
ditto , . , 62 0 0 204 0 0 344 0 0 6th 17 15 0
Conditional ... 23 0 0 67 2 32 ... 3rd 5 2 6
ditto ... .,. 162 0 0 ... 3rd 8 2 0
Homestead ... ... 66 0 0 ... 5th 1 13 0
ditto ... ... 20 0 0 72 2 0 3rd 2 16 6
Conditional ,,. ... ... 100 0 0 2nd 0 4 2
Homestead ... 51 3 0 ... 5th 1 19 0
ditto ... 21 0 0 .. , ... 5th 0 15 9
Conditional ... ... 80 0 0 120 0 0 5th 7 0 0
Homestead ... ... 60 0 0 ... 2nd 0 15 0
Conditional ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 206 3 25 4th 9 3 6
Homestead ... 80 0 0 ... 3rd 3 0 0
Conditional ... 40 0 0 100 0 0 92 0 0 5th 10 6 0
ditto ... 257 0 0 5th 12 17 0
Homestead ... 20 0 0 63 2 0 4th 2 7 0
ditto ... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
Conditional ... 20 0 0 87 0 0 4th 3 13 6
.. 25 0 0 76 1 0 3rd 3 3 6ditto
Homestead ... 10 0 0 111 0 0 ... 3rd 3 3 0
Conditional ,.. 10 0 0 82 2 0 2nd 3 5 4
ditto ... 20 0 0 30 0 0 39 1 14 5th 4 0 0
Homestead ... 30 0 0 30 3 0 5th 1 18 0
Conditional ... 20 0 0 30 0 0 40 1 28 5th 4 0 6
Homestead ... 40 0 0 50 0 0 5th 2 15 0
Conditional ... ... ... 90 0 0 2nd 1 17 6
ditto ... ... 20 0 0 80 0 0 0th 3 0 0
Homestead ... 60 0 0 36 3 0 6th 2 7 8
ditto ...  25 1 28  ... ... 6th 0 11 b
ditto ... ... 70 0 0 .. , 2nd 1 6 3
ditto ... 20 0 0 30 0 0 ... 4th 1 10 0
ditto ... 10 0 0 13 0 0 ... 3rd
ditto ... 30 0 0  410 2 0 ... 4th 2 3 0
Conditional ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 ... 3rd 3 0 0
Homestead ... 60 0 0 30 0 0 ... 5th 3 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 60 0 0 ... 2nd 0 10 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 24 2 0 5th 1 7 6
Conditional ... 10 0 0 ... 70 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
Homestead ... 60 0 0 40 0 0 ... 5th 3 5 0
ditto ... 59 1 0 ... ... 6th 2 5 0
ditto ... 76 0 0 ... ... 5th 2 17 0
ditto ... 60 0 0 30 3 0 ... 5th 3 0 6
ditto 41 1 0 ... 5th 111 6
ditto ... 40 0 0 78 3 0 ... 5th 3 9 6
Conditional ... 54 0 33  ... ... 3rd 4 2 6
Homestead ... ... 149 0 0 ... 6th 3 2 1
376
Register)
No.
1188
1355
1591
737
2078
1999
905
954
1977
*1547
1570
1575
927
131
1500
539
326
176
290
t413
1994
1779
*2128
*2083
909
*2186
*2191
2044
1296
666
*2404
*2448
1882
1303
512
38
420
913
1716
1028
1854
438
2578
473
706
1194
386
1553
1554
*2454
*2455
*2456
*2458
*2469
1581
Lessee.
Krueger, Chas.
Kucks, Albert
Kuhz, Augst.
Kurth, Ludwig
Kuss, Carl ...
Lackey, John
Lake, John ...
Lancaster, Wm.
Lamb, Tompson
Lamprecht, L.
Lamprecht, J. C.
Lane, John ...
Ditto .
Lancaster, Jas.
Latimer, Richard
Lather, Johann
Lapworth, Joseph
Larkin, Catherine
Ditto ...
Ditto
Larsen, Johann
Lee, Jas. ...
Lee, J.
Leach, Angst.
Lederer, Gottd.
Le Grand, R. W.
Ditto ...
Leitch, Alex.
Lenehan, Patk.
Lewis, Hy. ... ...
Lewis, R. F. ...
Ditto ... ...
Leslie, Geo.... ...
Lindemann, Carston
Ditto ...
Lindemann, Hy.
Lindemann, Angst.
Lincoln, Daniel ...
Lining, F. W.
Little, Jas.
Little, Robert ...
Litzone, William ...
Lobeger, F. ...
Loff, August... ...
Logan, James
Loney, Alexander ...
Long, Thomas ..,
Lobeger, William ...
Ditto ..
Lord, Fredk.
Ditto .
Lord, Francis
Lord, Frederick
Lord, S. F. H.
Lorenzen, Peter
1798 Ditto ...
`2611 Lorterton, J. ...
*2540 Loughrane, J. ...
1231 Loughran, John
1543 Ditto
11538 Loughman ,  Catherine
1437 Lowe ,  Henry ...
183 Ditto
1438 Lowe ,  Joseph
138 Ditto ... ...
*2445 Lowe, J.
*2457 Lowe, H.
*2300 Lo wades , J.... ...
330 Lube, Charles ...
*2183 Lucas, J.
*2168 Lucking, J....
572 Luton ,  Charles ...
t568 Lyons ,  Thos. B. ...
1023  Lyons,  John... ..
1132 Macalister ,  Thomas
1125 Macdonald, Jessie ...
IPSWICH  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of Selection .  Agricultural . First Class I Second Class year.
Pastoral. Pastoral.
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
,.. Conditional
... Homestead
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Conditional
... Homestead
... ditto
... Conditional
... ditto
ditto
... Homestead
. ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
... Conditional
... ditto
... H bmestead
... Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Conditional
... ditto
... Homestead
ditto
... Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
... Homestead
... ditto
... Conditional
... Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
.. ditto
... Conditional
Rent. Balance due.
A. R. P.I A. R. P. A.  It.  P.  £ s. d.£ s. d.
80 0 0 ... ... 4th 3 0 0
80 0 0 .. 4th 3 0 0
15 0 0 30 2 0 ... 4th 1 6 9
24 0 0 36 3 0 ... 5th 1 16 6 1
20 0 0  i 80 0 0 3rd 2 15 0
100 0 0 400  0 0 277 0 0 3rd 34 8 6
40 0 0 160 0 0 120 0 0 5th 14 0 0
20 0 0 1. 61 0 0  ... 5th 2 5 6 0 3 7
0 0 11
66 0 0 66 0 0 ... 3rd 8 5 0
50 0 0 57 2 0 ... 4th 3 6 6
10 .0 0 140 0 0 ... 4th 3 17 6
80 0 0 ... 4th 3 0 0
60 0 0 40 0 0 ... 5th 3 5 0
30 0 0 89 0 0 ... 6th 1 2 4
20 0 0 222 0 0 ... 4th 12 12 0
44 0 0 ... ... 5th 113 0
40 1 0 ... ... 6th 1 0 6
121 0 0 40 1 0 ... 6th 11 2 6
120 0 0 280 0 0 ... 6th 23 0 0
80 3 22 ... 6th 5 17 6
20 0 0I 51 3 6 ... 3rd 2 1 0
10 0 0 70 0 0 ... 3rd 2 2 6 0 4 5
160 0 0 ... 2nd 4 0 0
160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
30 0 0 36 1 0 5th 2 1 0
80 0 0 420 0 0 2nd 13 5 10
500 0 0 2nd 11 9 2
160-0  0  ...  3rd 4 0 0
80 0 0 1 19 3 21 ... 4th 7 0 0 2 0 0
0 10 0
15 0 0 36 0 0 5th 1 9 3
2,560 0 0 2nd 37 6 8
850 0 0 2nd 8 17 1
20 0 0 80 0 0 3rd 3 10 0
10 0 0 14 2 18 ... 4th 0 15 0
44 0 0 ... 5th 1 13 0
76 0 0 7 0 0 ... 6th 010 1
20 0 0 30 0 0 6th 1 7 6
10 0 0 90 0 0 5th 2 15 0
20 0 0 100 0 0 ... 3rd 3 5 0
30 0 0 50 0 0 ... 4th 2 7 6
80 0 0 ... ... 2rd 3 0 0
40 0 0 ... 6th 1 7 6
40 0 0 40 0 0 ... 2nd 0 8 4
20 0 0 45 0 0 6th 1 14 4
100 0 0 75 0 0 125 0 0 5th 14 7 6
100 0 0 4th 7 10, 0
40 0 0 121 2 0 6th 5 1 0
20 0 0 20 0 0 81 2 0 4th 4 11 0 0 0 4
20 0 0 102 3 0 4th 3 6 6
.. 2,750 0 0 2nd 28 12 11
... 3,200 0 0 2nd 33 6 8
20 0 0 41 2
6,422 0 0 2nd  66 17 11
1,730 0 0 2nd 14 8 4
2,560 0 0 2nd 21 6 8
0 ... 4th 1 16 0 0 5 3
0 1 4
15 0 0 24 0 0 ... 3rd 1 3 3
150 0 0 ... 2nd 0 6 3
40 0 0 80 0 0 2nd 0 17 6
40 0 0 100 0 0 161 0 0 4th 12 0 6 4 10 6
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
10 0 Q 4 1 4 ... 4th 0 4 060 0 0 ... ... 4th 4 10 0
63 0 0 ... ... 6th 015 9
50 0 0 ... ... 4th 3 15 0
51 0 0 ... ... 6th 0 12 9
40 0 0 ... ... 2nd 1 5 0
48 0 0 ... 2nd 110 0
100 0 0 ... 2nd 1 17 6
80 0  0  6th 1 6 8
320 0 0 2nd 7 6 8
80 0  0  ... 2nd 2 15 0
.. 160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
10 0 0 30 0 0 101 0 0 5th 4 12 2
20 0 0 34 3 0 5th 1 12 6
20 0 0 60 2 0 4th 2 5 6 1 15 7
80 0 0 ... 567 0 0I 4th 20 3 6
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Register
No.
1126
1127
1128
275
2139
*2400
*2471
1753
396
1914
t406
1333
513
1279
1248
699
1310
977
1786
71
1791
1940
1662
1646
875
t1884
1104
1965
2618
1596
956
214
*2354
*2372
2100
2138
2169
2170
*2619
*2620
698
249
2356
108
873
1712
*1713
1720
1711
1900
197
1790
259
1618
t164
1655
1669
350
353
1354
2156
t1895
1590
1255
868
358
1797
1065
271
952
1079
818
173
*2527
*2593
t1957
1466
143
Lessee.
Macdonald, Jessie ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Macintosh, John ...
Mackey, B.... ...
Mackey, H., jun. ...
Ditto ...
Mackay, Hugh, jun.
Mackay, Hugh ...
Mackay, B..,.
Mackay, George ...
Macnamarra, John
Mack, Michael ...
Madden, Michael ...
Maddin, Thomas ,..
Ditto ... ...
Madden, James ...
Madden, Patrick ...
Ditto ...
Madden, Ellen ...
Madden, John ...
Ditto ...
Maddox, John G. ...
Madge, Thomas ...
Mahaffy, William ...
Main, Robert
Mandelkow, F. A. W.
Manthey, R. ...
Marbach, P.
Marstaellar , John ...
Ditto .,.
Marsh, Thomas ...
Marsh, J.
I Marstella, J. ...
Martin, M. ...
Martin, E. ...
Martin, R. ...
Ditto ... ...
Mason, G. ...
Ditto ...
Mason, Richard .,,
Matafas, Daniel ...
Mather, R. .. ...
Matthew, William ...
Maxwell, John ...
Meade, James ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Mende, Daniel ...
Meade, Murty ...
Meakin, James ...
Meehan, Jas ...
Meehan, Wm. ...
Michael, John ...
Miller, John ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Miller, Geo. Chn. ...
Miller, Christian ...
Miller, August ...
Miller, J.
Mills, William Henry
Milner, John
Miners, Thomas ...
Minor, Sterling ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Mitchell, John ...
Mitchell, James ...
Mocker, Augustus ...
Moloney, E.... ...
Ditto ... ...
Moller, Henry
Moller, H. ...
Molloy, T.
1 Montgomery, Patrick
Monaghan, P. ...
Moran, John ...
Nature of Selection. Agricultural.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... Homestead
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Conditional
Homestead
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Conditional
,,. Homestead
.., Conditional
... Homestead
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
...
I Conditional
ditto
ditto
... Homestead
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Conditional
... Homestead
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ! ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
.. ditto
ditto
Conditional
.. Homestead
... Conditional
... Homestead
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
First Class Second Class
Pastoral. Pastoral.
A. R. P. A.  It.  P. A. B. P.
100 0 0 540 0 0
120 0 0
25 0 0  25 0 0 50 0 0
160 0 0
40 0 0 100 0 0
80 0 0 100 0 0
100 0 0
160 0 0 480 0 0
150 0 0 550 0 0 1,300 0 0
40 0 0 640 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0 250 0 0
54 1 0 ...
20 0 0 66 0 0 ...
25 0 0 73 3 0
34 0 0 92 0 0
90 0 0 ...
76 0 0 ... ...
40 0 0 ... ...
80 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 ...
76 1 30
80 0 0I
33 0 0 94 0 0
50 0 0 100 0 0 850 0 0
36 0 0 86 0 0
50 0 0 20 0 0 91 1 0
40 0  0  40 0 0 ...
100 0 0 ...
15 0 0 56 0 0 ...
20 0 0 30 0 0
38 0 0 400 0 0
80 0 0 ...
... 100 0 0
... 30 0 0 90 012
20 0 0 82 3 0
30 0 0 91 0 0
... 40 0 0 138 0 0
... 800 0 0
80 0 0 120 0 0
40 0 0 ...
30 0 0 33 3 0 ...
120 0 0 ...
80 0 0 ...
30 0 0 57 0 36 ...
25 0 0 75 1 24 ...
... 59 0 0 ...
... 364 0 0 ...
157 2 2 ...
20 0 0 105 1 24 ...
20 0 0 63 2 0 ...
60 0 0 27 0 0 ...
160  0 0 ...
25 0 0 25 0 0 ...
80 0 0
80 0 0 ...
17 0 0 30 0 0 ...
40 0 0 51 0 0 ...
47 0 0 ... ...
50 0 0
45 0 0 45 0 0 ...
14 0 0 132 0 0 ...
5 0 0 110 0 0 ...
140 0 0
42 0 0 ...
126 0 0 20 0 0 ...
12 0 0 40 3 22 ...
40 0 0 40 1 16 ...
26 0 0 97 0 0 ...
20 0 0 60 0 0 .
25 0 0 110 0 0
9 0 0 141 2 0
40 0 0 25 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0
79 3 10
80 0 0
160 0 0 ...
159 0 0
Year. Bent. Balance due.
£ s. d. I £ s. d.
4th 18 10 0
4th 9 0 0
4th 4 7 6
6th 2 0 0
2nd 4 10 0
2nd 3 15 10
2nd 0 16 8
3rd 20 0 0
5th 71 5 0 30 19 1.0
7 15 0
3rd 5 10 0
6th 1 16 4
4th 10 5 0
5th 2 1 3
4th 2 8 0
4th 2 15 9
5th 3 11 6
4th 2 5 0
5th 2 17 0
3rd 3 0 0
6th 0 10 0
3rd 2 5 0
3rd 1 18 6
3rd 3 0 0
4th 3 11 9
5th 30 0 0
3rd 2 5 6
4th 7 1 0
3rd 2 10 0
2nd 0 4 2
4th 1 19 3
5th 1 10 0
6th 11 18 0
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 1 13 4
3rd 3 15 6
2nd 3 1 6 0 10 0
2nd 3 2 4 0 8 0
2nd 4 19 11 0 19 0
2nd 1 13 4
2nd 0 11 8
5th 1 10 0
6th 0 15 10
2nd 2 0 0
6th 1 0 0
5th 2 11 6
3rd 2 16 9
3rd 1 9 6
3rd 18 4 0
3rd 3 19 0
3rd 3 8 0
6th 0 19 7
5th 2 17 0
6th 2 0 0
4th 1 11 3
6th
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 1 7 9
6th 4 5 6
6th 1 6 6
6th 1 6 6
2nd 2 11 7 0 11 3
3rd 2 19 3
4th 2 18 9
4th 3 10 0
5th 3 3 0
6th 9 19 0
3rd 1 9 6
4th 2 10 6
6th 1 14 0
5th 2 5 0
4th 4 12 6
5th 3 17 9
6th 3 12 6
2nd 0 17 6
2nd 0 13 4
3rd 3 6 10
4th 3 0 0
4th 3 0 0
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IPSWIC1I DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee. Nature of  Selection . Agricultural.
First Class
Pastoral.
Second Class Year .
Pastoral.
Rent .  Balance due.
A. R. P. A. R. P. A. R. P. £ s. d.  £ s. d.
40 0 0 20 0 0 ...  6th 4 0 0
80 0 0 4th 3 0 0
40 0 0 75 2 0  5th 6 16 0
40 0 0 40 0 0 ...  6th 1 0 10 2 10 0
0 12 6
30 0 0 50 0 0  3rd 2 7 6  2 11 10 12 10
30 0 0 50 0 0  5th 2 7 6
10 0 0 44 3 0 ...  3rd 1 10 0
20 0 0 102 2 0  3rd 3 6 5
25 0 0 35 0 0 270 0 0  4th 10 7  6
20 0 0 30 0 0 150 0 0  4th 6 15 0
80 0 0 ... 4th 3 0 0
120 0 0 200 0 0 2nd 2 15 0
200 0 0 180 0 0 247 0 0 6th 30 3 6
50 0 0 40 0 0 30 0 0 3rd 6 10 0
200 0 0 300 0 0 324 0 0 3rd 37 18 9
80 0 0 80 0 0 164 0 0  3rd 14 2 0 0 1 1
808 0 0 400 0 0 204 0 0  3rd 85 14 0 0 2 2
80 0 0 117 0 0  5th 8 18 6
20 0 0 100 0 0 3rd 3 5 0
12 0 0 14 0 0  2nd 0 14 8 0  3  0
10 0 0 30 0 0 122 2 0  2nd 2 13 3 1 5 0
10 0 0 138 0 0  4th 3 16 6
25 0 0 75 0 0 ...  4th 2 16 3
20 0 0 41 2 0  3rd 1 16 0 1 12 0
0 8 0
... 240 0 0  3rd 12 0 0
... 80 0 0  2nd 0 6 8
... 160 0 0  2nd 3 0 0
... 80 0 0  2nd 1 16  8
140 0 0  2nd 2 1S  4
20 0 0 40 0 0  3rd 1 15  0 0 6 6
20 0 0 20 0 0  5th 1 6 0
... 131 0 0  5th 2 19 3
160 0 0  5th 4 10 0
40 0 0 5th 3 0 0
40 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
30 0 0 32 0 0 5th 1 18 6
30 0 0 50 0 0 ... 5th 2 7 6
... 159 0 0 5th 3 19  6
... ...
140 0 0 5th 3 10  0
... 112 1 0 5th 2 16 6
198 0 0 5th 4 18 0
25 0 0 25 0 0 ... 2nd 1 6 1
80 0 0 ... 4th 3 0 0
20 0 0 120 0 0 ... 6th 1 17 6
... 1,000 0 0 2nd 6 5  0
... ... 150 0 0
0
2nd
5 h
0 12  6
3 10 0
-
40 0 00 60 t
50 0 0 320 0 0  6th 19 15  0
...
286 3 0  6th 14 7 0
... ,.. 82 0 0  6th 2 1 0
... 160 0 0 .,.  2nd 3 0  0
... ... 200 0 0 2nd 3 15  0
120 0 0 200 0 0  2nd 2 15  0
80 0 0 4th 3 0  0
...
40 0 0  3rd 1 0 0
... ...
640 0 0  2nd 2 13  4
...
240 0 0  2nd 1 0 0
40 0 0 193 0 0  4th 6 16 6
10 0 0 190 0 0 ...  4th 10 5  0
9 0 0 142 0 0 ...  3rd 3 17  9
80 0 0 .,. ••• 5th 3 0 0
80 0 0 ,..  5th 3 0 0
30 0 0 97 0 0 ,..  4th 3 11 0
12 0 0 136 0 0 .,.  3rd 3 1 0
40 0 0 60 0 0  2nd 2 15  0
100 0 0 200 0 0 415 0 0 2nd 25 11 1
150 0 0 300 0 0  578 0 0 2nd 37 6 2
100 0 0 300 0 0  417 0 0 2nd 30 3 7
184 3 0 2nd 1 18 7
80 0 0 1,320 3 0 2nd 33 18 10
12Q 0 0 300 0 0  580 0 0 4th 38 10 0
520 0 0 2,260 0 0  4,322 0 0 4th 260 1 0
136 Moran, John
1435 Moran , William
833 Moore ,  George F. ...
242 Moore Pat. ...
1686 Moore ,  Benjamin ... ..,
561 Moores ,  Thomas B. ...
1682 Morris , C. H. ...
t1781 Morrison ,  Robert ...
1252  Morrow ,  George ... ...
1253 Morrow ,  Robert
1528 Morton ,  Mark ... ...
*2554 Mort , C, F, ... ... ...
122 Mort , Hy. ...
2016 Ditto ...
t2120 Ditto ..,
2121 Ditto  "' ... ...
2122 Ditto  ... ... ...
605 Mart, Henry ...
1708 Mossop ,  Daniel ... ...
2171 Mucker t, A.... ... ...
2430 Muir , J, .. ... ...
1178 Mu ller, August
1499 Mu ll er,  John L.
1769 Mu ller, F.
2037 Muller, G. ... ...
*2592 Muller, C. ...
*2322 Muller, A. , ..
*2222 Mullins,  Jas. ... ...
*2259 Mullins, Jno.
2119 Mullins,  Matthew ...
976 Muckert ,  August ,.. ...
1622 Mulfak yy, Michael ... ...
633 Mulholland ,  James... ...
862 Ditto  ... ... ...
1847 Ditto  ... ... ..,
989 Muller, Carl... ...
570 Mullis, John
532 Mullins ,  Patrick ... ...
*917 Ditto  ... ... ...
595 Mullins ,  Robert ... ...
t641 Ditto
2264
I
Mundt. H....
1569 1 Murphy, Daniel ...
281 1Murphy ,  Donald
*2491 Murray , W,,..
*2560 McAnaleu, M.
708 McA4aleq ,  Michael ,  junior
93 McAnalen, M. ...
309 Ditto ... ...
360 Ditto ,,,
*2315 McAndrew, J.
*2316 Ditto
*2547 McAuliffe, D. ...
1273 McAulil  e, James ,.
t2072 McCall, James .,.
*2573 McCarrol, S. H. ...
*2599 McCarthy, M. .
1244 McCarthy, Michael,,,
1561 McCarthy, David .,.
1728 McCarthy, James ...
509 McCaskis, Edward,,.
510 McCa6kis, James
1637 McCaskiq, Robina
1991 McCaskie George
2158 McColl, I .
*2174 McConnel, D. C.
*2175 Ditto
*2176 Ditto
*2437 McConnel, J. H.
2438  Ditto
1116 McCgpnell, John
1120 Ditto ,..
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ,..
Pre-emption,
Franklin Vale
Conditional  ..
Pre-emption,
Franklin Vale
ditto
ditto ...
Pre-emptive ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ..
ditto ...
ditto ..,
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead  ...
ditto .,,
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional  ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional  ...
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ..
Conditional .. .
Homestead ..
Conditional  ...
ditto  ...
Homestead  ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
Cressbrook ..,
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto  ...
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g,agister
No.
Lessee.
1245 McConnell, John ...
1246 Ditto ... ...
1247 Ditto
1565 McConnell, D. C. ...
2068 Ditto
t1363 Ditto ...
1364 Ditto
1365 McConnel, D. R. ...
*2466 McCorry, D.
1497 McCormack, Bryan...
1656 Ditto
1072 McDonald, C.
1073 Ditto ... ...
1086 Ditto ... ... ...
1087 Ditto ... ...
*2447 McDonald, C. ... ...
t1322 McDonald, A. ... ...
t1334 Ditto ... ... ...
*2509 McDonald, E. ... ...
*2508 McDonald, F. ...
565 McDonald, Jessie, Turner,
William, and Rank en, John
2038 McDonald, Jessie .,, ...
2039 Ditto ... ... ...
1793 McDonald, Dugald ...
2040 McDonald, Elizabeth ...
1808 McDonald, John .. ...
1652 McDougall, Alexander ...
*2292 McDougall, D. T. ... ...
*2293 Ditto ... .... ...
*2294 Ditto .. ... ...
1912 McFadden. Jas.
1705 McFarlane, Jas.
*2510 McFarlen, T.
1675 McGeary, Hy.
767 McGimpsey, Thos.... ...
t303 McGovern, Hugh ... ...
§614 McGrath, Jas. ...
121 McGrath, Darby
154 Ditto ... ... ...
155 Ditto ... ... ...
182 Ditto ... ...
422 Ditto ...
423 Ditto
339 Ditto ... ...
2086 McGrath, John ... ...
2125 McGrath, J. ... ...
*2240 Ditto .
2349 McGrath, Thos.
2352 Ditto .. ...
2369 McGrath, P. ...
2388 McGrath, M. ... ...
1614 McGregor, John ... ...
1476 McGurrin,  Tery ... ...
t742 McGuire, Thos.
768 Ditto ,.. ...
741 McGuire, Andrew ... ...
*2111 Mcllvana .
*2126 Mcllvana, E. ... ...
275 McIntosh, John ... ...
*2252  McKenna, W. ... ...
1721 McKay, George ...
1193 McKeon, Margaret T.
1574 McKeon, Ml. V.
1776 Ditto ... ... ...
97 McKeon, F. A.
1813 Ditto ...
194
*2552
776
983
*2384
McLauglin ,  David ...
McLaughlin, D.
McLean, John A. ...
Iii-,Lean,  Geo. ...
McLean,  G.... ...
Nature of Selection .  Agricultural. Fi rs t ClassPastoral.
A. B. P. A. B. P.
I
Second Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P.
Pre-emption,
Durunder ... 40 0 0 200 0 0 371 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 40 0 0 23 0 0
ditto ... 60 0 0 39 0 0
Conditional ... ... 500 0 0 556 0 0
ditto ... 60 0 0 2,163 0 0
ditto ... 60 0 0 1,225 0 0 2,315 0 0
ditto ... 580 0 0 775 0 0 1,485 0 0
ditto ... 500 0 0 1,000 0 0 2,160 0 0
Homestead  ...  60 0 0
Conditional 40 0 0 1 156 0 34
ditto ... ... 20 0 0 99 0 0
ditto  ... 902 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 100 0 0 500 0 0
ditto 80 0 0 120 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 80 0 0 200 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 1,100 0 0
Homestead ... 10 0 0 25 2 0 ...
ditto ... 25 0 0 60 0 0
ditto ... ... 320 0 0 ...
ditto  ...  ... 320 0 0
Pre-emption,
Dryandan ... 10 0 0 200 0 0 448 0 0
Conditional ... 50 0 0 50 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 80 0 0 296 0 0
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0
Conditional ... 20 0 0 120 0 0
Homestead ... 160 0 0
ditto 20 0 0 51 0 0
Conditional  ...  40 0 0 ... 600 0 0
ditto  ...  ... 1,080 0 0
ditto 80 0 0  1,200  0 0
ditto .. 150 0 0 0 0 5,120 0 0
Homestead  ...  40 0 0
11,150
80 0 0
ditto 40 0 0 80 0 0 '
Conditional ... 88 0 0 94 0 0
Homestead  ...  i 20 0 0 63 0 0
ditto  ...  40 0 0 23 3 21 ...
Conditional 149 1 0
ditto ... ... 1,001 1 37 . • •
ditto ... 110 0 0 40 0 0 414 0 0
ditto  ...  40 0 0 1,200 0 0 255 0 0
ditto ... ... 179 2 0 21 0 0
ditto  ...  300 0 0 540 0 0
ditto  ...  90 0 0 60 0 0 487 0 0
ditto  ...  100 0 0 50 0 0 494 0 0
ditto  ...  80 0 0 319 3 0
Homestead ... 30 0 0 86 0 0
Conditional  ...  40 0 0 ... 140 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 ... • • .
Homestead ... 80 0 0 ...
Conditional  ...  20 0 0 ... 60 0 0
Homestead ... 80 0 0
ditto ... ... 160 0 0 ...
ditto  ...  16 0 0 82 0 0
Conditional  ...  ... 299 0 0
ditto ... ... 20 0 0 60 0 0
ditto .. 398 0 0
Homestead ... 160 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 45 0 0 ...
ditto .. ... 160 0 0
Conditional  ... ... 100 0 0
ditto ... 65 2 0 ...
Homestead ... , 80 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 110 0 0
Conditional ... 15 0 0 ... 90 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0
ditto 15 0 0 1 ...  100-0  0
ditto .. 60 0 0 65 0 0
Homestead 120 0 0 200 0 0 ...
ditto 40 0 0 80 0 0
Conditional 20 0 0 100 0 0 80 0 0
ditto ... I ... ... 1 115 _0 0
Year. Bent.
£ s. d.
4th 22 5 6 j
3rd 4 1 6
4th 5 9 6 f
4th 38 18 0
3rd 56 6 6
4th 123 14 7
4th 119 7 6
4th 141 5 0
2nd 0 10 0
4th 5 18 6 '
3rd 3 9 6
4th 22 11 0
4th 19 0 0
4th 7 0 0
4th 12 0 0
2nd 11 9 2
4th 0 18 0
4th 2 8 9
2nd 3 0 0
2nd 3 0 0
Balance  Due-
2  s. d.
0 2 0
0 0 6
5th 21 19 0
3rd 3 15 0 1.11 3
3rd 12 18 0 3 12 6
3rd 4 0 0 3 0 0
0 15 0
3rd 4 6 6 0 13 2
3rd 4 0 0
4th 2 0 6
2nd 15 0 0
2nd 22 10 0
2nd 28 6 8
3rd 196 15 0 74 2 6
3rd 3 10 0
2nd 0 17 6
3rd 11 6 0
6th 2 6 6
6th 0 17 4
5th 6 14 6
6th 50 2 0 0 7 4
0 1 10
6th 20 12 0
6th 68 17 6
6th 9 10 6
6th 36 0 0 617 1
6th 21 18 6
6th 22 7 0
3rd 12 0 0
2nd 3 5 6
2nd 5 19 2
2nd 4 10 0
2nd 2 5 0
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
4th 4 0 0
4th 2 13 0
5th 7 9 0
5th 2 10 0
5th 9 19 6
3rd 4 0 0
2nd 1 2 6
6th 2 0 0
2nd 2 1 8
3rd 4 19 0
4th 3 0 0
5th 2 10 10
:3rd 3 7 6 0 3 6
0 0 11
6th 0 15 0
3rd 3 12 6 010 0
0 2 6
6th 7 15 0
2nd 2 15 0
5th 3 10 0
5th 8 10 0
2nd 1 18 4
§ Compensation allowed for  resumption of road.
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Register
No.
*2450
2050
2051
*2113
*2564
*1751
1837
*2196
*2473
*2069
*2070
*1925
*1927
*2042
*1926
630
1997
1020
969
*2614
1085
306
470
819
503
738
697
540
*2600
1160
676
*2778
2361
1263
912
203
1685
1299
180
146
312
153
471
*2548
*2598
1144
675
1017
(1018
808
813
878
921
922
785
786
809
904
946
947
984
811
812
828
815
900
1750
389
1608
1606
*2239
847
1723
1782
*1846
1527
1772
54
Lessee,
McLean, J. ...
McLeod, Rodk., jun.
Ditto ...
McMullin, Daniel ...
McMurdy, W.
McNamara, Pat.
Ditto .. ...
McNicol, N. ...
McPhail, G. R.
McPhail, Gco. R. ...
Ditto ...
McQuillan, Roger ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
McQuillan, M. A. ...
Nairn, Jos....
Naumann, J. ...
Neil, John ... ...
2 elson, Peter ...
Neuman, F.... ...
Neumann, Wm.
Neurath, Danl.
Neuendorf, Augst....
Newman, Chas.
Newmann, Fred.
Niebling, Louis ... ...
Nicoll, J. W. ... ...
Nitz, Gottd.... ... ...
Nitz, G. ... ...
Nolan, Jacob ... ...
Nolan, MI. ... ... ...
Noonan, Jas. ... ...
Noonan, Jno.
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto .
Noonan, Robert
Ditto ...
Noonan, Thomas
Ditto
Noonan, Patrick
Ditto ..
Noonan, M....
Noonan, J. ...
North, John ...
North, William J....
North, Joseph. jun. ...
Ditto
North, Jos., jun. ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditt ... ... ...
North, Jos. and Win., son.
Ditto ... ...
North, William,  sen. ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
North, Joseph , senior ...
Ditt ... ...
Ditto ...
North, Robert ...
North, William, jun.
North, Charles ...
O'Brien, Thos.
Ditto .. ...
O'Brien, MI. ...
O'Brien, M.... ...
O'Brien, Mary ...
O'Brien, Andw.
O'Connor, Patk.
O'Connor, Arthur ...
O'Donnell, Patk.
O'Donoughue, Ml....
O'Grady, Ml. ...
Nature of  Selection. Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent. Balance due.
A. R. P. A. R. P. I A. R. P. 2 .e. d. £ s. d.
Conditional :: 80 0 0 2nd  1 13  4
ditto 150 0 0 490 0 0 3rd 19 15 0 4 7 6
ditto ... ... 180 0 0 463 0 0 3rd 20  11  6 7 0 1
Homestead  ...  100 0 0 ... 3rd 2 10 0
ditto .. 40 0 0 80 0 0 2nd  0 11  8
20 0 0 3rd 8 0 0Conditional  ...  3
Homestead ... 20 0 0 100 0 0 ... 3rd 3 5 0
ditto ... ... 40 0 0 ... 2nd  0 18  4
Conditional  ...  100 0 0 800 0 0 2nd 8 6 8
ditto 330 0 0 80 0 0 3rd 28 15 0
ditto ... 203 0 0 ... 3rd 15 4 6
Homestead ... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
Conditional ... ... ... 240 0 0 3rd 6 0 0
ditto ... 140 0 0 3rd 3 10 0
.. 160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0Homestead ..
ditto 30 0 0 57 0 0 ... 4th  2  11  0
ditto ... 20 0 0 30 0 0 ... 1 3rd 1 10 0 0 6 8
ditto .. 35 0 0 90 0 0 ... 4th 3 11 3
ditto ... ... 160 0 0  ...  4th 4 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 100 0 0 2nd 0 4 2
ditto ... 20 0 0 108 3 0 ... 4th 3 9 6
ditto ... 15 0 0 33 0 0 ... 6th  0 18  6
ditto ... ... 121 2 0 ... 6th  2  15  11
ditto 98 0 0 ... 5th 2 9 0
ditto ... 45 3 0 .., ... 5th  1  14  6  1  14  6
0 8 8
ditto ... 30 0 0 44 0 0 ... 5th 2 4 6
ditto ... 40 0 0 ... ... 5th 1 10 0
ditto ... 55 0 0 .., ... 5th 2 1 3
ditto ... 100 0 0 2nd 1 0 8 4
ditto ... 10 0 0 8 0 0 ... 4th 0 11 6
ditto ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 ... 5th 2 5 0
ditto ... ... 160 0 0 i 2nd 3 6 8
Conditional ... ... 100 0 0 2nd  1 13  4
ditto ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 143 0 0 4th 5 6 6
ditto ... 10 0 0 25 0 0 164 0 0 5th 6 2 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 308 0 0 90 0 0 6th 23 13 0
ditto ,,. 20 0 0 80 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
ditto 100 0 0 4th 2 10 0
ditto ... 30 0 0 50 0 0 ... 6th 4 15 0
Homestead ... 77 0 0 6th  0  12  10
Conditional ... 60 0 0 ... 20 0 0 6th 5 0 0
ditto ... 138 0 0 6th 10 7 0
ditto ... 120 0 0 6th 3 0 0
Homestead 40 0 0 80 0 0 2nd 0 11 8
Conditional ... 40 0 0 160 0 0 2nd 1 3 4
ditto 20 0 0 40 0 0 179 2 16 4th 8 0 0
ditto ... ,..  20 0 0 80 0 0 5th 3 0 0
ditto ... ... 42 0 0 336 0 0 5th 10 10 01
ditto ... ... 20 0 0 56 3 0 5th 2 5 1
ditto ... ... 30 0 0 70 0 0 5th 3 5 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 120 0 0 5th 7 0 0
ditto ... ... 40 0 0 590 0 0 5th 16 15 0
ditto ... ... 20 0 0 180 0 0 5th 5 10 0
ditto ... ... 40 0 0 365 0 0 5th 11  2  6
Pre-emptive ... ... 50 0 0  263 2 22 5th 9 5 0
ditto 100 0 0 852 0 0 5th 26 6 0
Conditional ... 100 0 0 400 0 0 2,625 0 0 5th 93 2 6
ditto ... 40 0 0 100 0 0 79 0 0 5th 9 19 6
ditto ... ... 150 0 0 468 0 0 5th 19 4 0
ditto ... 200 0 0 518 0 0 5th 22 19 0
ditto 100 0 0 250 0 0 2,066 0 0 5th 71 13 0
ditto 40 0 0 120 0 0 740 0 0 5th 27 10 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 560 0 0 5th 18 10 0 2 10 0
ditto ... ... 50 0 0 150 0 0 5th 6 5 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 137 0 0 5th 7 8 6
ditto ... 120 0 0 540 0 0  5th  1910 0
ditto .. 57 0 0  ...  3rd 4 5 6
ditto ... 108 0 0 44 0 0 44 0 0 5th 11 8 0
ditto ... 461 2 0 ... ... 4th + 34 13 0
ditto ... 233 2 0 ... 4th 17 11 0
Homestead ... 160 0 0 ... 2nd 3 13 4
ditto  ... 25 0 0 25 0 30 ... 5th 1 11 9
ditto ... ... 89 2 35 ... 3rd 2 5 0
ditto ... ... 109 0 0 ... 3rd 2 14 6
Conditional ... ... ... 800 0 0 3rd 20 0 0
Homestead ... 20 0 0 64 3 14 .,.  4th 2 7 6
Conditional ... 111 0 0 ... ... z rd 8 6 6
Homestead ... 80 0 0 ,,, ... 6th  0 10  0
881
IPSWICH  DISTRICT -continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
1157 O'Hanlon, Patk. ...
1816 Ditto ...
33 O'Keefe, Patk. ...
*24,67 O'Keefe, P.... ...
35 O'Keefe, John ...
*1851 O'Keefe, Mary ...
'1588  Olberg, J. F. ...
*2116 Olberg, C. F. ...
1162 O'Leary, Danl. ...
*2001 Ord, Peter .. ...
*2032 Ord, David, jun.
1894 Ord, David ...
*2411 Ord, G. ... ...
*2476 Ditto ... ..,
*2477 Ditto ...
1209 O'Sullivan, Florence
1358 Ditto ... ...
1356 O'Sullivan, Patk. ...
1005 Ditto .
594 O'Sullivan, Edward...
987 O'Sullivan, Michael
2137 O'Sullivan, A.
980 Otto, Chas. ..
t571 Oughton, Arthur ...
*1653 Oughton, Jas. ...
1464 Ovens, Geo.... ...
244 Owen, Thos.... ...
526 Ditto ...
1066 Palethorpe, John ...
569 Palmer, Chas. .,.
1502 Parks, John ... ...
*2497 Parr, F. C. ...
*2576 Ditto ... ...
177 Patrick, Wm. ...
223 Ditto ,,. ...
252 Ditto ... ...
1424 Ditto .. ...
469 Patrick, Wm., junr.
*1754 Ditto ...
*2401 Patrick, W,, inn. ...
1206 Parinson, C. 1 . D....
1207 Ditto ...
1387 Parsons, John ...
178 Patrick, William ...
198 Ditto ...
199 Patrick, Daniel ...
2061 Panitz, Carl ... ...
1282 Peach, Jas. .. ...
760 Peacock, Colin ...
591 Ditto ... ...
352 Ditto ... ...
3951 Ditto ...
990  1 Peacock, Emily ...
991 Ditto ...
677 Pearson, Thos.
678 Ditto ...
687 Ditto ..
679 Pearson, William
t1707 Pechey, E. W.
1409 Pedrazzini, D.
*953 Ditto ...
1216 Pender, Ed.
233 Ditto ...
*2479 Pendar, P. ..
1090 Perram, William
1163 Ditto ... ...
1505 Perry, Thomas ...
1651 Ditto ...
1506 Perry, William ...
t1845 Ditto ...
792 Percy, James G. ...
2386  Perrett, A. ...
2242  Peters, T.
7261 Peters ,  Thomas ...
72V-'Ditto  ...
Nature  of Selection. Agricultural. First  Class Second ClawsPastoral .  Pastoral.
A. B. P. A.  B. r. A. B. r.
... Homestead ... 40 0 0 30 2 0 ...
... Conditional ... 16 0 0  72 3 0 ...
... Homestead ... 80 0 0
... Conditional ... 100 0 0 ...
... ditto ... 80 0 0
... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 ...
... Homestead ... 80 0 0 ... ...
... ditto ... 45 0 0 ...
... Conditional ... 20 0 0 65 2 20
... ditto ... ... ... 500 0 0
... ditto .. 80 0 0 1,020 0 0
... ditto ... 120 0 0 400 0 0 701 0 0
... ditto .., ... ... 850 0 0
... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 660 0 0
ditto ... ... 1,600 0 0
... ditto ... 80 0 0 ... ...
ditto ... 51 3 30
Year.  Bent. Balance Due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
4th 2 5 6
3rd 4 15 6
6th 0 10 0
2nd 1 13 4
6th 0 10 0
3rd 4 0 0
4th 3 0 0
3rd 1 13 9
4th 2 8 0 1 2 8
3rd 12 10 0
3rd 29 10 0
3rd 46 10 6
2nd 10 12 6
2nd 6 0 0
2nd 13 6 8
4th 3 0 0
4th 318 0 1 8 6
0 7 2
,.. Homestead 80 0 0 ... ... 4th 3 0
... Conditional ... 30 0 0 60 2 0 ... 5th 5 6
... Homestead ... ... 45 0 0 ... 5th 1 2
... ditto 15 0 0 33 0 0 ... 5th 1 7
... ditto ... 15 0 0 15 3 0 ... 2nd  0 19
... ditto ... 27 2 20 ... ... 5th 1 1
... ditto ... 12 0 0 68 0 0 5th 2 2
... ditto ... 127 0 0 4th 3 3
... ditto ... 80 0 0 ... ... 4th 3 0
... Conditional ... ... ... 100 0 0 6th 2  10
... ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 5th 2 0
... ditto 30 0 0 98 0 0 ... 4th  3 11
ditto ... 50 0 0 30 0 0 ... 5th  2 12
... ditto ... 80 0 0 ... ,., 4th 3 0
... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 160 0 0 2nd 2 0
... ditto ... 80 0 0 920 0 0 2nd  4  10
... ditto ... 55 0 0 60 0 0 ... 6th 7 2
... ditto 100 0 0 167 3 0 220 0 0 6th 21 8
... ditto ... ... 60 0 0 80 0 0 6th 5 0
ditto 50 0 0 157 0 0 4th 6 8
... ditto 100 0 0 49 3 20 5th 6 5
ditto ... ... ... 150 0 0 3rd 3 15
... ditto ... 640 0 0 2nd 9 6
... Homestead 80 0 0 ... ... 4th 3 0
... Conditional ... 80 0 0 4th 6 0
... Homestead ... 20 0 0 b0 0 0 ... 4th 2 0
... Conditional ... 80 0 0 ... 6th 4 0
... ditto •.. 148 0 0 ... 6th 7 8
... ditto ... 60 0 0 120 0 0 177 3 0 6th  14  19
... ditto ,., 80 0 0 96 0 0 3rd 6 8
... Homestead ... 30 0 0 100 0 0 ... 4th  3  12
... Conditional ... 60 0 0 100 0 0 5th 5 10
... ditto ... 25 0  0  50 0 0 266 0 0  5th  11 0
... ditto ... ... 50 0 0 578 0 0 6th 16 19
... ditto 305 0 0 6th 7 12
.,. ditto ... 80 0 0 51 0 0 5th 5 5
... ditto ... ... 50 0 0 270 0 0 5th 9 5
... Homestead ...  25  0 0 55 0 0 ...  5th 2 6
.,. Conditional .. 100 0 0 25 3 32 20 0 0 5th 9 6
... ditto ... 10 0 0 40 0 0 49 0 0 5th 3 19
... Homestead ... 25 0 0 55 0 0 ... 5th 2 6
... Conditional 83 2 0 ... 3rd 4 3
... Homestead ... 25 0 0 26 0 0 ... 4th  1 11
... ditto 41 2 0 ... ... 5th  1 11
ditto ... 80 0 0 ... ... 4th 3 0
... Conditional ... ... 40 0 0 60 0 0 6th  3 10
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 ... 2nd 1 6
... ditto ... 80  1 16  ... 4th 2 0
... Conditional ... 40 0 0 ... ... 4th 3 0
... Homestead 160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0
... Conditional ... 100 0 0 ... 4th 5 0
... Homestead 160 0 0 .. 4th 4 0
... Conditional ... 10 0 0 70 0 0 ... 3rd 4 4
... Homestead 20 0 0 80 0 0 5th 2  15
... Conditional 20 0 0 20 0 0 61 2 0 2nd 2 14
... ditto 15 0 0 100 0 0 238 0 0 2nd 11 1
.,. Homestead ... 160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0
.,. Conditional 20 0 0 50 0 0 130 0 0 5th 7 5
8
0
0
0 ,
0
0
0
0 2 6 8
6
0
6
0
6
6 0 16 10
0 4 3.
9
6 0 1 9
0 0 6
0
0
8
6 0 0 5
0 0 2
0
0
0
0
9
0
0
5
0
0
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IPSWICH  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee. Nature of Selection. Agricultural.
First Class
Pastoral .
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent.
Balance due.
A. B. P. A.  B. P. A. B . P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1671 Peters, Thomas ... ... Conditional  40 0 0 100 0 0 136 0 0 3rd 11 8 0
727 Peters, John... ... ... Homestead 160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
728 Peters, Henry ...  ditto  ... 160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
729 Peters, George ... ditto 160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
1827 Peters, William .,, ditto 20 0 0 80 0 0 ... 3rd 215 0 0 8 4
x`2453 Peterson, H. M.  ditto 80 0 0 ... 2nd 016 8
915 Peeper, Wilhm. ditto 40 0 0 ... ... 5th 110 0
102 Petford, James M.... ditto 40 0 0 ... 6th 0 7 6
1053 Pettigrew, John ...  ditto ... 81 0 0 ... 4th 2 0 6
1556
1054
Ditto ... ... Conditional
Di tH d
... 80 0 0
07
... 4th
4th
4 0
1 15
0
0omes eatto ... ... ... 0 0
1055 Ditto ... Conditional 135 2 0 4th 3 8 0
1706 Pfeffer, F. V.  Homestead 10 0 0 40 0 0 3rd 1 7 6
*2582 Phelps, A. ... Conditional 74 0 0 281 0 0 86 3 0 2nd 312 7
1262 Pitt,  James ... ...  Homestead 20 0 0 110 0 0 4th 310 0
1326 Ditto ... Conditional 25 0 0 75 0 0 4th 3 15 0
*2255 Pickels, J. ... Homestead ... 100 0 0 ... 2nd 2 1 8
*2150 Pilton, J.  ditto ... 80 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
1305 Platt, William Conditional 100 0 0 95 0 0 4th 7 7 6
911 Platz, Joseph ...  Homestead 42 0 0 ... 5th 111 6
'2261 Platt, W. .  ditto 80 0 0 ... 2nd 1 13 4
*2144 Pohlman, H. ...  ditto 70 0 0 ... 2nd 115 0
2164 Pontey, J. ...  ditto 4 0 0 0 42 0 0 ... 2nd 2 6 9 011 0
*2357 Porter, D.  ditto 80 0 0 ... 2nd 1 6 8
1639 Pontey, Richard ditto 25 0 0 83 0 0 4th 3 0 3
1366 Porter, James ...  Conditional 20 0 0 80 0 0 580 0 0 4th 20 0 0 27 3 4
6 15 10
759 Porter,  Francis ...  ditto ,., ,., 625 0 0 5th 1512 2
184 Ditto  ditto 608 1 11 6th 15 4 6
292 Ditto ... ... ditto 100 0 0 540 0 0 6th 18 10 0
1016 Ditto ... ...  ditto 475 3 0 5th 11 18 0
1222 Portley, James ...  ditto  90 0 0 ... ... 4th 615 0
1175 Ditto ... ... Homestead  80 0 0 ... ... 4th 3 0 0
1174 Portley, M.... ...  ditto  80 0 0 ... 4th 3 0 0
*2105 Ditto ... ... ditto 80 0 0 ... 3rd 2 0 0
*2603 Portley, J. ... ditto 40 0 0 ... 2nd 0 3 4
*2604 Portley, A. ditto ... 80 0 0 ... 2nd 0 6 8
599 Poole, John S. ... Conditional 95 212 ... 5th 416 0
1818 Pocock, J.  Homestead  80 0 0 ... ,.. 3rd 3 0 0
2090 Pottinger,  Charles ...  Conditional 82 0 0 ... 3rd 4 2 0
1885 Ditto ditto 252 0 0 ... 3rd 12 12 0
1886 Pottinger,  Charles, jun. Homestead  ... { 160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
1889 Pottinger,  Bridget ...  ditto 160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
1890 Pottinger, Henry ditto 160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
1190 Power. Walter 0 0Conditional  90 ... 4th 6 15 0
573 Ditto ... Homestead  16 0 0 125 0 0 ... 5th 314 6 0 2 6
0 0 8
1191'  Power, Margaret ditto  80 0 0 ... ... 4th 3 0 0
1254 Power, Michael ditto ...  80 0 0 ... 4th 3 0 0
957 Powell, John Conditional ...  40 0 0 ... 38 0 0 5th 319 0
103 Pratt,  Thomas Homestead ...  80 0 0 ... ... 6th 015 0
*1580 Primrose, F. A. Pre-emptive,
Emu Creek ... 264 0 0 4th 6 12 0
*1748 Ditto ... Conditional 80 0 0 560 0 0 3rd 18 0 0
*1749 Ditto ditto 80 0 0 560 0 0 3rd 18 0 0
*2036
...
Ditto ditto 80 0 0 1,200 0 0 3rd 34 0 0
*1758 Primrose, G. E. ditto ,,. 1,280 0 0 3rd 32 0 0
*897 Pullen, George ditto 80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
1224 Quinn, James Homestead  57 0 0 46 0 0 ... 4th 3 5 9
1318 Quinn, John... ditto  80 0 0 4th 3 0 0
485 Quinn, Edward Conditional  50 0 0 30 0 0 263 0 0 5th 11 16 6 815 0
2 3 9
*2275 Quinn, B. Homestead  30 0 0 2nd 0 18 9
*2480 Quinn, E. ... Conditional 80 0 0 2nd 0 13 4
*2520 Ditto Homestead  40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 2nd 017 6
15 Quinlan, Patrick ditto  10 0 0 122 0 0 ... 4th 3 8 6
1628 Rabe, John . ditto 160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
1121 Raff, Alexander Conditional  40 0 0 300 0 0 683 0 0 4th 55 1 6
1122 Ditto ... ditto  300 0 0 400 0 0 300 0 0 4th 50 0 0
1140 Ditto ... ditto  50 0 0 400 0 0 370 0 0 4th 33 0 0
1170 Ditto ditto  100 0 0 800 0 0 1,032 0 0 4th 73 6 0
1171 Ditto ditto  110 0 0 520 0 0 3,002 0 0 4th 109 6 0
1217 Ditto ... ... ditto  40 0 0 140 0 0 463 0 0 4th 21 11 6
1025 Rafter, H. ... Homestead  10 0 0 135 1 27 ... 4th 3 15 6
1240 Rafter, James ... ditto  80 0 0 ... 4th 3 0 0
1026 Rafter, ;Edward ... ditto  30 0 0 99 2 32 ... 4th 3 12 6
1650 Rafter, Margaret
... ditto  25.0 0 32 1 35 ... 4th 1 15 3
2402 Rafter, J. ditto 80 0 0 ... 2nd 1 15 0
*1830 Rander,  Dedlef
... ditto 80 0 0 ... 3rd 2 0 0
383
Register
No.
Lessee.
1074  Rankin , D. G. ...
1285 Raub , W. ... ...
02460 Rea, J. ... ...
1612 Rea, John ... ...
1821 Ditto .,. ...
298 Ditto ...
1747 Ready ,  Patrick ...
692 Ditto ... ,..
t709 Ditto ... ...
*2535  Real, E.
*2558  Real , J. ... ...
1629 Reddy ,  John... ...
1148 Ditto ... ...
t179 Ditto ... ...
*2355  Reed, W.
34 Redmond ,  John ...
129 Ditto .,. ...
117 Ditto ..
370 Reed, Joseph Alfd....
997 Reeve ,  Jas. Darby ...
1616 Reif, John
1617 Reif,  Charles ...
t627 Reid,  John ...
98 Ditto
753 Rei lly ,  Francis .,.
362 Rei lly ,  Michael ,..
*2431  Reilly, J.
*2451  Ditto ... ...
*2452  Ditto ...
1068 Ratschlag ,  Christian
t1860  Reynolds, William ..,
11610  Rice, George ...
417 Rice, Henry, ...
2028 Ditto ... ...
780 Ditto .. ...
02027 Rice,  Joseph ...
1317 Rick ,  Frederick ...
898 Ditto ...
960 Richter ,  Jacob ...
1325 Ridsdale, C.... ...
*2577  Rieck, A.
2177 Rik, K.
283 Ringlestein ,  Conrad
1873 Ditto ...
1767 Ritschlag ,  Christian
1033 Robson, R. T. ...
1881 Robarts ,  Margery ,,.
*2567  Rosentreter, J. ...
1694 Rossiter ,  John ...
1731 Royal ,  J. S.... ...
1815 Ditto ... ...
1762 Rossow,  Chn. ..
1955 Rosenmund , Ab. ...
02413 Roulston,  J.... ...
445 Ruhland, Adam
764 Runge ,  Christopher F.
*2418  Runge , C. F. W.
2373 Runge, F.
1,952  Rush ,  Michael ...
1112 Ryan ,  William ...
1729 Ditto ... ...
1177 Ryan, F.
1460 Ryan, M.
889 Ditto ... ...
619 Ryan ,  James ...
63 Ditto ,,. ...
1717 Ditto ... ...
745 Ryan ,  Thomas ...
261 Ditto ... ...
84 Ryan ,  Martin ...
85 Ditto ... ...
115 Ditto ...
144 Ditto ... ...
95 Ryan, Milo .. ...
116 Ryan ,  Matthew ...
2*2 Ryan, Michael
2280 Ryan, J.
IPSWICH  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of Selection.
... Homestead
.., ditto
... Conditional
.. ditto
.. ditto
.. Homestead
.. ditto
.., Conditional
... Homestead
... ditto
... ditto
... Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
,., Homestead
... ditto
... Conditional
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... ditto
... Conditional
ditto
... ditto
,.. ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
,.. ditto
... Conditional
ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
Homestead
Conditional..:
ditto
Homestead
ditto
... Conditional
... ditto
Agricultural. First Class Second ClassPastoral .  Pastoral.
A. R. P. A. R. P. A. R. P.
20 0 0 62 0 0 ...
40 0 0 71 1 0 ...
... 80 0 0 ...
298 0 0
40 0 0 85 1 16
160 0 0 ...
26 0 0
. 70 0 0 131 2 0180 0 97 ...
120 0 0  200 0 0 ...
38 0 0 77 0 0 ...
74 0 0 ,., ,..
80 0 0 ...
80 0 0 33 3.0
80 0 0
60 0 0 60 0 0 60 0 0
50 0 0 308 0 0
30 0 0 90 0 0
83 3 0 ...
20 0 0 115 3 27 ,..
100 0 0 ,.,
100 0 0
73 2 0
75 0 0
20 0 0 46 0 0
25 0 0  2422  3 0
640 0 0
100 0 0
80 0 0 180 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0
33 0 0 94 0 0
15 0 0 77 1 0
... 60 0 0 334 0 0
.., 100 0 0 187 0 0
...  60 0 0 438 0 0
... 250 0 0 670 0 0
20 0 0 20 0 0 ,..
10 0 0 50 0 0
30 0 0 60 0 0
10 0 0 10 0 0 60 0 0
SO 0 0 ...
25 0 0 25 0 0 ...
40 030 ,..46 3
0 .
20 0 0 61 0 0 ...
74 2 0 ...
5 0 0 35 0 0 ...
50 0 0 ...
20 0 0 44 0 0
10 0 0 15 0 0
15 0 0 12 0 0 ...
20 0 0 54 0 0 ...
25 0 0 15 0 0 ...
30 0 0
36 0 0
SO 0 0
20 0 0
10 0 0
640 0 0
71 1 0 ...
85 2 0
20 0 0 140 0 0
60 0 0 ...
68 1 31 ...
80 0 0 ..,
12 0 0 136 0 0 ...
79 1 0
51 0 35 .., ...
40 0 0 ...
55 0 0
20 0 0 70 0 0,
50 0 O I ...
50 0 0 ... 158 0 0
200 0 0
48 0 0I 32 0 0
i 100 0 0 139 0 0
248 0 0
2120 ...
80 0 0
90 0 0 35 0 0 100 0 0
45 0 0  ... ...
Year .  Rent. `Balance due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
4th 2 6 0
4th 3 6 0
2nd 1 6 8
4th 14 1S 0
3rd 7 6 0
6th 2 6 8
3rd 0 15 0 0 0 11
5th 6 16 0
5th 3 0 8
2nd 4 2 6
2nd 0 11 2
4th 5 11 0
6th 0 2 6
6th 6 12 0
2nd 1 6 8
6th 9 0 0
6th 10 4 0
6th 4 10 0
6th 4 4 0
4th 6 16 0
4th 7 10 0
4th' 7 10 0
5th 0 0 0
6th
5th 1 18 0
6th 14 0 6
2nd 6 13 4
2nd 1 0 10
2nd 3 10 10
4th 3 0 0
3rd 2 6 9
4th 2 9 11
5th 11 7 0
3rd 9 13 10 2 14 5
5th 13 19 0
3rd 29 5 0 7 16 3
5 0 0
4th 1 5 0
5th 1 12 6
5th 2 12 6
4th 2 15 0
2nd 0 6 8
2nd 1 8 8
6th 0 10 3
3rd 3 10 6
3rd 2 5 6
4th 2 16 3
3rd 1 1 3
2nd 0 4 2
3rd 1 17 0
3rd 0 15 0
3rd 0 17 3
3rd 2 2 0
3rd 1 6 3 0 17 3
0 2 1
2nd 8 0 0
6th 2 13 7
5th 3 10 0
2nd 2 5 0
2nd 2 0 0
3rd 2 5 0
4th 2 2 0 0 2 0
0 0 6
3rd 3 0 0
4th 3 17 0
4th 3 0 0
5th 3 18 0
5th 3 0 0
6th 0 6 10
3rd 5 0 0
5tli 3 15 0
6th 7 14 0
6th 15 0 0
6th 0 13 0
6th 8 9 6
6th 12 8 0
6th 0 4 2
6th 0 13 4
6th 11 0 0
2nd 2 16 8
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IPSWICH  DISTRICT-- continued.
Register
No. Lessee,
1663 Ryan, John . ... ...
1901 Sailer, Albert ... ...
391 Salway, Samuel ... ...
660 Savage, Richard ...
1801 Ditto ... ... ...
*2408 Savage, R. ... ...
661 Savage, William ...
662 Savage, Robert ... ...
Nature of  Selection .  Agricultural.
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
1814 Ditto ... ... ... Conditional
663 Savage, James ... ... Homestead
1924 Ditto ... ... ... Conditional
1516 Scarborough, Charles ... Homestead
834
2065
t1699
2022
*2468
2335
2525
1189
*439
1866
919
2047
11511
617
648
1732
247
224
t322
444
446
*2057
*2623
*2579
1858
975
1644
2324
2131
647
1919
553
1096
*2489
492
1416
1799
1774
189
t328
1829
1461
673
359
559
1951
*2387
*2485
1228
582
70
230
1389
11620
1463
'1619
962
200
220
555
2076
2302
2303
1390
550
Scarborough ,  Charles, sen.... ditto
Ditto ...  ...  Conditional
Scanlan ,  Daniel  ... ...  ditto
Scanlan, William  ... ...  Homestead
Scanlan ,  W. ... ... ditto
Schimming ,  G. .. , ... ditto
Schmidt ,  A.... ... ... ditto
Schmidt ,  Johann  ... ...  ditto
Schmidt, Frederick ... ...  ditto
Schmidt, Henry  ... ...  ditto
Schmidchen ,  Wil li am ... Conditional
Stuhmeke ,  J. ... ... Homestead
Schell, Jacob  .. ...  ditto
Schonfeld ,  John Henry  ...  ditto
Schonknecht ,  William ... ditto
Schonknecht ,  G. ... ... ditto
Schoenrecht, August  ... ditto
Schonfeld ,  John Henry  ...  Conditional
Schneider ,  Fredo lin  ...  ditto
Schneider , John ... ...  Homestead
Schneider ,  Henry  ...  ditto
Schneider ,  Frederick  ...  ditto
Schneider ,  F. ... ... ditto
Schneider ,  G. ... ... ditto
Schrieder , Win.  ... ... ditto
Schultz, August  ... ...  ditto
Ditto  ... ... ...  ditto
Schulz , A. ... ... ... ditto
Schultz, J .,  jun. ... ... ditto
Schulze ,  Wm. ... ... ditto
Ditto  ... ... ...  ditto
Schulze, John  ... ...  ditto
Schultz, Carl ... ... ditto
Schumacher ,  F. .. ... ditto
Schumann ,  John Fredk . ...  ditto
Schubel ,  C. F. ... ... ditto
Scholl ,  Peter  ... ...  ditto
Schwartz ,  Johann ...  ...  ditto
Scott ,  Frederick  .. ... ditto
Scott ,  Frederick A. ... Conditional
Scott, Jessie ... ... ditto
Sealy, E. J.... ... ... ditto
Ditto  ... ... ...  ditto
Ditto ...  ... ...  ditto
Seib, John A. ... ... Homestead
Sharkey, John  ... ...  ditto
Sharkey,  J.... ... ... Conditional
Shea ,  J. ... ... ... ditto
Shea, James... ... ... Homestead
Ditto  ... ...  ditto
Shea, Michael ... ... ditto
Sheehan ,  James ... ... Conditional
Sheppard ,  Francis ... ... ditto
Ditto .. ... ...  Homestead
Sheppard ,  Jas. ... ... ditto
Sheppard ,  John  .,. ... ditto
Sheppard , Chas. .. ... ditto
Sherlock , John .. ... ditto
Shermann , Thos. ... ... ditto
Shine, Danl.... ... ... Conditional
Shield , MI.  ... ... ... ditto
Short,  W. ... ... ... ditto
Ditto  ... ... ...  ditto
Siemon ,  Conrad  ... ...  ditto
Siemon , Geo. H. ...  Homestead
First Class Second Class
Pastoral .  Pastoral.
A. B. P. A.  B. P. A. B. P.
... 80 0 0
... 25 0 0 65 0 0 ...
... 79 3 0
... 16 0 0 110 0 0 ...
... ... 199 2 0 ...
... ... 240 0 0 ...
160 0 0
14 0 0 132 0 0
0 0 9
244 0 0 3rd 12 4 0
160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
264 0 0 ... 3rd 13 4 0
20 0 0 20 3 24 ... 4th 1 5 6 0 2 1
0 0 7
20 0 0 24 0 0 5th 1 7 0
10 0 0 74 0 0 3rd 3 0 8 010 2
20 0 0 111 0 0 ... 3rd 6 16 4
20 0 0 82 0 0 ... 3rd 2 16 0
38 0 0 ... 2nd 0 5 8
40 0 0 41 0 0 ... 2nd 1 17 11
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 2nd 0 17 6
80 0 0 ... ... 4th 3 0 0
80 0 0 6th 2 15 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 3rd 3 10 0 0 15 10
80 0 0 125 1 0 ... 5th 12 6 0
20 0 0 30 0 0 ... 3rd 1 10 0
30 0 0 36 0 0 ... 4th 1 19 7
40 0 0 49 0 0 ... 5th 210 6
30 0 0 98 3 0 ... 5th 312 0
24 0 0 111 3 0 ... 3rd 3 4 0
53 0 0  ... 6th 016 6
20 0 0 96 0 0 6th 3 17 6
92 0 0 ... 6th 4 8 6
30 0 0 91 2 0 ... 6th 3 2 9
30 0 0 92 1 0 ... 6th 3 3 3
100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
40 0 0 ... 2nd 0 1 8
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 2nd 011 8
2 0 0 0 40 2 0' ... 5th 1 7 6
38 0 0 ... ... 5th 1 8 6
16 0 0 ... 4th 0  12 0
15 0 0 25 0 0 ... 2nd 0  17 10
50 0 0 46 0 0 ... 2nd 3 0 6 010 6
40 0 0 60 0 0 ... 5th 3 0 0
25 0 0 73 0 0 ... 3rd 215 3 0 711
122 1 0 ... 5th 3 1 6
25 0 0 55 0 0 ... 4th 2 6 3
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
20 0 0 62 0 0 ... 5th 2 6 0
45 0 0 45 0 0 ... 4th 216 3
25 0 0 60 0 0 ... 3rd 2 8 9
20 0 0 60 1 20 ... 3rd 2 5 6
14 0 0 124 0 0 6th 1 4 2
100 0 0 300 0  0  1,012  0 0 6th 35 17 8
20 0 0 40 0 0 261 0 0 3rd 10 0 6 1 6 8
83 0 0  ... 4th 6 4 6
... 60 0 0 101 2 0 5th 5 11 0
97 0 0 1 ... 6th 417 0
20 0 0 110 0 0 ... 5th 3 10 0
80 0 0 ... ... 3rd 3 0 0
50 0 0 ... 2nd 210 Cr
103 0 0 2nd 0 12 11
34 0 35 4th 0 17 6
25 0 0 108 3 30 5th 3 13 3
80 0 0 ... 6th 010 0
120 0 0 25 2 0 6th 10 6 0
10 0 0 40 0 0 131 0 0 4th 6 0 6 5 4 8
28 0 0 104 0 0 ... 4th 2 5 10
80 0 0 ... 4th 3 0 0
2 0 0 156 0 0 4th 3 6 5
20 0 0 72 0 0 ... 5th 2 11 0
146 0 0 6th 1 10 2
40 0 0 25 0 0 ... 6th 017 8
300 0 0 5th 15 0 0
20 0 0 64 0 0 3rd 2 12 0 0 14 o
15 0 0 85 0 0 2nd 2 3 2 0 7 6
40 0 0 160 0 0 2nd 5 5 0
20 0 0 62 1 0 ... 4th 4 13 0 'IA
30 0 0 100 0 0 ... 5th  3  12  6
Year.  Rent. Balance due
£ s. d. £ s. d.
3rd 3 0 0
3rd 2 6 3
6th 2 10 0
5th 3 7 0
3rd 10 0 0
2nd 7 0 0
5th 4 0 0
6th 317 3 0 2 9
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No. Lessee.
First C ass Secon ClassNature of Selection .  Agricultural. Pastoral. Pastoral. Year. Rent. Balance due.
551 Siemon , Geo. H. ... ... Conditional  10 0 0 152 0 0 ... 5th 8 7 0
556 Siemon, Wm.
... ... Homestead  40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 5th 3 10 0
557 Ditto ... ... ... Conditional  160 0 0 ... 5th 8 0 0
951 Siohter, Johann ... ... Homestead  20 0 0 43 0 0 ... 5th 1 16 6
820 Siever, Angst. ... ... • ditto  25 0 0 67 0 0  ... 5th 212 3 2 12 3
0 13 1
2522 Simpson , H. G. ... ... ditto  120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 2nd 4 2 6
1415 Sippel, Hy.... ... ... ditto  50 0 0 50 0 0 ... 4th 3 2 6
1412 Slack, Ben. ... ... ditto  40 0 0 77 2 30 4th 3 9 0
1422 Ditto ... ... ... Conditional  10 0 0 20 0 0 80 220 4th 3 15 6
972 Slack, Jas. ... ... ... Homestead  30 0 0 30 0 0 ... 5th 1 17 6
2084 Slavin, Patk. ... ... ditto 80 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
1149 Smith, Geo. ... ... ... Conditional  40 0 0 60 0 0 290 0 0 4th 12 0 0
279 Ditto ... ... ... ditto  80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
1445 Smith, Geo. G.
... ... ditto 320 0 0 ... ... 4th 24 0 0
1486 Smith, Chas. ... ... ditto  10 0 0 20 0 0 50 0 0 4th 3 0 0
1487 Ditto ... ... ... ditto 60 0 0 445 1 0 4th 14 3 0
1488 Ditto ... ,.. ... ditto  100 0 0 100 0 0 368 0 0 4th 21 14 0
1147 Ditto ... ... ... ditto  ... 79 0  0  4th 1 19 6
625 Ditto ... ... ... Homestead 116 3 32 5th 2 18 6
554 Ditto ... ... .,. Conditional  40 0 0 82 0 0 5th 5 1 0
260 Ditto ... ... ... ditto  50 0 0 80 0 0 284 0 0 6th 14 17 0
1050 Smith, Chas. ... . . . ditto  20 0 0 163 3 0 4th 5 12 0
791 Smith, Donald ... ... Homestead  30 0 0 90 0 0 ... 5th 3 7 6
896 Smith, Thomas ... ... ditto  41 2  0 ... 5th 111 6
t1862 Smith, J. A.... ... ... ditto  20 0 0 74 0 0 ... 3rd 2 6 6
2173 Smith, R. ... ... ditto  30 0 0 30 0 0 2nd 1 14 5 0 7 6
*2499 Smith, D. ... ... ... Conditional 80 0 0 2nd 0 10 0
493 Sohl, Casper... ... ... Homestead  ... 96 0 0 ... 5th 2 8 0
769 Sommerville , James ... Conditional 170 0 0 5th 4 5 0
1833 Ditto ... ... Homestead 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
55 Sommerville , John ... ... ditto 40 0 0 ... 6th 0 5 0
*2380 Sounburg, F. ... ... ditto ... 160 0 0 ... 2nd 213 4
1164 Spann, C. ... ... ... Conditional 20 0 0 ... 96 2 0 4th 3 18 6
50 Ditto ... ... ... Homestead 80 0 0 ... 6th 010 0
*2304 Sparrow, R. ... ... Conditional 200 0 0 2nd 3 15 0
37 Spann, John George ... Homestead 76 0 0 6 0 0 ... 6th 010 0
1679 Sparks, E. J. ... ... ditto 40 0 0 14 2 0 ... 3rd 1 17 6
1945 Spenceley, Thomas... ... ditto 80 0 0 ... 3rd 2 0 0
1277 Spresser, Gottleib ... ... ditto 47 0 0 4th 115 3
1856 Ditto ... ... ... Conditional 20 0 0 110 0 0 236 1 0 3rd 12 18 6
1485 Springer, William ... ... Homestead 40 0 0 40 0 0 4th 2 10 0
*2441 Spry, C. ... ... ... Conditional 640 0 0 2nd 6 13 4
*2442 Ditto ... ... ... ditto 640 0 0 2nd 6 13 4
1730
516
Stack, Garrett ...
St hdff J
... Homestead
C di i l
6 0 0 148 0 0 ... 3rd 3 18 6
5th 7 6 00 1a , o n ...or ... on t ona 6 0 0 ...0 120
732 Stankey, Carl ... ... Homestead 20 0 0 23 2 0 5th 1 7 0
772 Stanley,  James  ... ... Conditional ... 100 0 0 5th 210 0
*2346 Stark, J. ... ... ditto ... 640 0 0 2nd 12 0 0
248 Starts, Frederick ... Homestead 51 1 0 ... 6th 0 16 3
457 Statham, William Thomas... Conditional 116 0 0 50 0 0 ... 6th 11 4 0
*2395 Steele, G. ... ... ... Homestead ... 120 0 0 ... 2nd 1 15 0
*2571 Steens, J. ... ... .ditto 45 0 0 ... 2nd 0 3 9
1145 Steffens, John ... ... Conditional  10 0 0 22 2 22 ... 4th 0 19 0
t1741 Steven, James ... ... ditto  22 0 0 116 0 0 3rd 212 5
1742 Ditto ... ... ... ditto 40 0 0 80 0 0 200 0 0 3rd 12 0 0 3 6 8
1911
2024
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
...
...
ditto
ditto
40 0 0 290 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 201 0 0
3rd1 3rd
10 5 0 1 0 0
12 0 6 013 4
0 0 5
1536 Stevenson, Samuel ... Homestead 20 0 0 69 2 0 ... 4th 2 10 0 0 1 8
1402 Stewart, John ... ditto 25 0 0 36 1 4 ... 4th 1 17 3
703 Stewart, Gibson ...
Di
ditto
C di i l
8 0 0 143 0 0 5th
h
317 6
2 17 0766 tto .. ... on t ona 20 0 0 73 3 30 5t
467 Stenzal, Carl ... Homestead 30 0 0 52 0 0 ... 6th 2 4 5
204 Stewart, Arthur ... ditto ... 80 0 0 6th 016 8
394 Ditto ... ... Conditional 20 0 0 80 0 0 6th 3 0 0
1634 Ditto .. ... ditto 20 0 0 60 0 0 4th 2 10 0
282 Stewart, Ralph ... Homestead 44 0 0 42 2 23 ... 6th 1 7 3
83 Sterling, Andrew ... ditto 20 0 0 96 0 0 ... 6th 0 15 9
1411 Stokes, H. ... ditto 30 0 0 50 0 0 ... 4th 2 7 6
*2550 Stolpe, C. ditto 40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 2nd 0 11 8
*1878 Stone, John ... ... ditto 20 0 0 43 0 0 i ... 3rd 1 16 6
1771 Stranks, William ... Conditional 169 0 0 3rd 8 9 0
1773 Ditto ditto  10 0 0 139 3 0 ... 3rd 7 15 0
*1937 Streich, Carl ... Homestead 80 0 0 ... 3rd 2 0 0
1134 Stringfellow, James ditto  20 0 0 117 0 0 ... 4th 3 13 6
t600 Strohfield, August ... ditto 27 0 0 ... 5th 018 6
2601 Strufeldt, A. ... Conditional  100 0 0 2nd 0 8 4
2327 Stiimer, C. ... Homestead 40 0 0 41 0 0 ... 2nd 1 17 11
l d
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No.
1760
1266
754
1555
771
916
1288
876
680
*2296
*2505
*2506
*2507
*2232
1789
1950
2287
§431
979
1697
2260
2353
1359
1099
Lessee.
Stubbin, Robert ...
Stumer , C. I... ..
Ditto
Stumer, Frederick ,,.
Ditto .. ,..
Stumer, John .,,
Sughrue, Denis ...
Ditto
Summarvi ll e , John ,..
Swanson, A .... ...
Ditto .,. ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ,.,
Sweeney, Jas. ...
Sweeney, John
Ditto ,,, ,,.
Tallon, R.
Tamlyn, William ,,,
Tansey, Thomas ,..
Taylor, John
Taylor, William J.
Taylor, W....
Ditto ...
Teichmann, J.
Tessmann, A. ..
511 Ditto
2288 Teves, A.
t846 Tharkoff, August ...
657 Theuerkauff, William
*2622  Theuerkof, A.
*2341 Thistlewaite, H.
1595 Thistlethwaite, Harris
1674 Ditto ...
11173 Thorpe, William ,,,
1785  Thornton, Thomas ...
2103 Thomas, Lewis ...
959 Thomas, John
1874 Ditto ..,
869 Thomson, Peter
870 Ditto ,.,
882 Ditto ,,,
*1745 Ditto ,,,
231 1 Thompson , J. M. ...
1444 1 Thorn ,  Henry ...
1935 Thorn, Charles ,..
1449 Thorn ,  John... ...
90 Thorn, George ...
157 Ditto ,,, ,,.
*2310  Ditto ... ,..
*2311  Ditto ...
1467 Thorn ,  William ,..
1441 Thorn ,  Charles ...
2071 Tidman , William
654 Tighe ,  James ..,
655 Tighe , William
1725 Timmerman ,  Hans H.
*2110  Titmarsh, John
1583 Tomkins ,  W illiam B.
825 Ditto ,..
1220 Toomey ,  Patrick ,..
1959 Toomey ,  Elizabeth...
t1221 Toomey ,  James ,.,
1337 Ditto ,,.
1166 Toohey ,  Denis ,,,
1250 Toohey ,  Matthew ,..
99 Toohey ,  M.... ...
597 Toohey, John ,,.
318 Toohill Edward ,..
316 Ditto
329 Toussaint, Frederick
689 Trevaskes ,  Richard...
*2436  Trevaskes, R. ..
1504 Tronc ,  Henry ,,.
1393 Trower, Matthew ...
t1993 Ditto
2323 Truscheim, J.
Nature of Selection.
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
.,, ditto
.,, Conditional
,,, Homestead
Conditional
ditto
... ditto
.,. ditto
... ditto
ditto
... HomesteadI
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Agricultural.
P. A.  R.  P.
0 ..,
0
0 ,,.
First Class Second Class
Pastoral.  Pastoral,
A. R. P. A. R.
20 0 0 60 0
27 0 0 27 0
10 0 0 34 2
25 3
15 0 0 25 0
40 0 0
128 0
,,, 20 0 0 22 3
ditto ,,,
Homestead ,..
Conditional ,.,
ditto ,,,
ditto ,,.
ditto
ditto
ditto  ...
ditto ,..
Pre-emption ,,,
Conditional ,,,
Pre-emptive on
Rosebrook ...
ditto ...
Conditional ,.,
ditto ,,.
ditto ,.,
ditto ..,
ditto ,,,
Homestead ,,.
ditto
Conditional ...
Homestead .,.
ditto ,,,
ditto
ditto ,,.
Conditional ..
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
0
0
0
0
160 0 0
321 0 0
40 0 0 281 0 0
SO 0 0 281 0 0
80 0 0 281 0 0
80 0 0
78 0 0 4 0 0 ...
44 0 0
35 0 0 50 0 0 382 0 0
631 0 0 73 3 0
32 0 0 130 0 0
30 0 0 90 0 0
15 0 0 25 0 0 1
120 0 0
80 0 0
30 0 0 49 2 0
10 0 0 57 1 0 27 2 0
Year. Rent. I Balance due
£ s. d. £
3rd 2 5 0
3rd 1 13 9
5th 1 5 0
4th 0 13 0
5th 1 3 9
5th 1 10 0
4th 6 8 0
5th 1 6 6
5th 4 0 0
2nd 6 0 5
2nd 2 10 2
2nd 2 15 2
2nd 215 2
2nd 1 16 8
3rd 3 0
3rd 3 6 0
2nd 12 4
67 3 0 0
6th 4 5 1
5th  5 13 0
4th 3 7 6
3rd 1 3 9
2nd1 210 0
2nd 1 10 0
4th 2 7 6
4th 4 7 0 4 7 0
1 1 9
48 1 0 ... ... 5th 1 16 9
77 2 0 2nd 2 8 9
30 0 0 24 0 0 ... 5th 114 6
25 0 0 84 0 0 5th 3 0 9
130 0 0 2nd 0 5 5
... 200 0 0 ... 2nd 7 10 0
99 0 0 ... 4th 2 9 6
50 0 0 24 0 0 ... 3rd 4 19 0
30 0 0 42 0 0 ... 4th 1 17 5
30 0 0 19 3 0 3rd 112 6 013 2
10 0 0 10 0 0 80 1 0 3rd 3 5 6 016 3
100 0 0 4th 2 10 0
10 0 0 80 0 0 80 0 0 3rd 615 0
10 0 0 140 0 0 5th 3 17 6
17 0 0 20 0 0 96 0 0 5th I 4 13 6
41 2 0 ... 5th 3 3 0
180 0 0 3rd 315 0
60 0 0 250 0 0 6th 9 5 0
391 0 0 6th 29 6 6
150 0 0 1,100 0 0 4,750 0 0 3rd 185 0 0 49 11 8
596 0 0 4th 44 14 0
400 0 0 232 0 0 6th 25 16 0
640 0 0 8 0 26 ... 6th 48 9 0
2,000  0 0 2nd 37 10 0
76 0 0 2nd 1 9 0
283 0 0 35 0 0 ... 4th  22  19  6
330 0 0 4th 24 15 0
20 0 0 70 0 0 3rd 2 15 0 011 8
50 0 0 48 3 0 5th 6 4 0
60 0 0 48 3 0 ... 5th 619 0
20 0 0 92 1 0 ... 3rd 3 1 6
80 0 0 ... 3rd 2 0 0
160 0 0 ... 4th 8 0 0
40 0 0 63 3 0 5th 3 2 0
160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
10 0 0 24 0 0 ... 3rd 019 6
159 1 0 4th 3 8 0
90 1 0 4th 4 11 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 4th 215 0
100 0 0 20 0 0 4th 5 10 0
80 0 0 6th 0 15 0
45 0 0 68 0 0 5th 3 7 9
244 0 0 6th G  2  0
80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
80 0 0  all  1 6 8
30 0 0 63 0 0 5th  2  14 0
320 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
20 0 0 60 Q 0 ... 4th 2 5 0
10 0 0 47 0 0 ... 4th 1 11 0
11 0 0 71 0 0 ... 3rd 1 12 9
15 0 0 26 0 0 ... 2nd 0 18 3
q Compensatiea allowed for  resumption of road.
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No. Lessee.
1980 Tryhorn, Charles ...
1313 Tuckett, A. ...
2390 Tully, J.
1164 Tully, John ...
1936 Tumbridge, James ...
385 Turner, Wm. ...
1865 Turner, Wm. R.
763 Turner, John C.
*2331  Turner, Rankin, and
Donald ... ...
*2332 Ditto ... ...
*2333  Ditto ...
*2568 Tweedie, J. M. ...
62 Udersbach, Philip ..
1812 Ullathorne, R.ichd. F.
1848 Ulrich, Lukas ...
1331 Vanneck, Wm. A....
1376 Ditto ...
1805 Vanneck, Walter ...
1804 Ditto ... ...
1806 Ditto ... ...
1892 Ditto
2007 Varley, Richd. ...
432 Verdon, John ...
472 Ditto ...
127 Vernor, Robt. ...
496 Verrall, Thos. ...
26 Verrall, George ...
477 Ditto ... ...
476 Ditto
371 Verrall, Chas. St. V.
14,05 Verrenkamp, Hy. ...
1348 Vogler, Jos.... ...
*2544 Vonderheid, H. L....
*2545 Vonderheid, P. ...
1472 Voss, Carl ...
1481 Waight, Saml.
443 Wagner, Augs.
1672 Wagner, Hy. ...
1702 Ditto ...
1514 Waller, T. C. ...
419 Walker, Edwin ...
1802 Walker, Wm. G.
1807 Walmsley, Hugh ...
1295 Walsh, Thomas ...
1941 Walter, Frederick ...
2043 Ward, William ...
615 Ward, Patk. ...
*2273 Ward, P.
2371 Ward, D.
*2581  Watherston, A.
*2263 Watson, R....
*2435 Watson, R .,  sen.
1307 Watson,  Samuel ...
225 Ditto ... ...
1683 Ditto ... ...
*1981 Ditto ...
1548 Watson, Richard, senr.
1371 Ditto ... ...
274 Ditto ... ...
393 Ditto ... ...
430 Ditto ... ...
449 Ditto ...
*2023 Ditto
175 Watson,  Richard, junr.
237 Ditto ...
450 { Watson, John .
768 Watson, Nathaniel...
1790 Watson,  Alexander
1275 Waters, Wm. ...
1276 Ditto ...
920 Watherston,  Andrew
t120 Watkins, Wm.
40 Ditto ...
X3708 Ditto
664 I Waugh, John
Nature  of Selection .  Agricultural.
... I Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Pre-emption,
Helidon ,,,
... Conditional ...
ditto ...
First Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P. A. R. P.
40 0 0 46 0 0
20 0 0 128 2 0
50 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0
10 0 0 30 0 0
250 0 0  550 0 0
630 0 0
Me
Pre-emptive on
Dugandan ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
... Homestead ,,,
... ditto ,,,
ditto ...
... ditto ...
... Conditional ,,,
... ditto ...
ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
Homestead ,,,
ditto ,,,
Conditional ,,.
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... Homestead ,..
ditto
ditto ,,,
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
200 0 0
120 0 0 200 0 0
40 0 0
10 0 0 110 0 0
10 0 0 139 0 0
20 0 0 129 2 0
40 0 0 189 2 0
120 0 0 421 2 0
61 3 0
40 0 0 262 2 0
83 0 0
... 60 0 0
160 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
166 3 0
100 0 0
306 2 0 244 0 0
333 2 0
30 0 0 50 2 0
26 0 0 25 0 0
30 0 0 30 0 0
120 0 0 200 0 0
120 0 0 200 0 0
25 0 0 25 0 0
80 0 0 ...
ditto ... 23 2  10
ditto ... 160 0 0
Conditional ... 150 0 o
Homestead ... 80 0 0 ...
ditto ... 36 0 0
ditto ... 10 0 0 70 0 0
17 0 0 80 1 0
Conditional ... 30 0 0 80 0 0
Homestead ... 42 0 0 42 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 80 0 0
Conditional ... ... 60 0 0
Homestead ... 140 0 0
ditto
... 75 0 0
ditto ... ... 28 2 22
ditto ... ... 160 0 0
Conditional .., ,,,
ditto  ...  50 0 0
ditto ...I 108 0 0 30 0 0
ditto ... 30 0 0
. ... ditto .
.
.
ditto .. 40 0 0
ditto 80 0 0...
... ditto ... 20 0 0 40 0 0
ditto ... ,,, ,,,
ditto
ditto ... 250 0
ditto
ditto
ditto ... 80---0 0
ditto ... 70 0 0
ditto
... Homestead  ... so 0 0
... ditto ... 80 0 0
... Conditional
... 400 0 0
... ditto ... 20 0 0 20 0 0
... ditto ... 52 0 0
ditto ... 294 3 0 350 0 0
• . ditto ... 235 0 0
... Homestead ... 15  0 0 36 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P.
Bent.  Balance due.
£ s. d.
2 13 0
7 19 0
3 0 5
2 5 0
0 18 11
Year.
... 3rd
4th
56 2 0 2nd
... 4th
... 3rd
6th 46 5 0
3rd 39 15 0
5th 10 0 0
330 0 0 2nd 6 3
330 0 0 2nd 6 3
220 0 0 2nd 4 2
... 2nd 2 15
... 6th 0 5
... 3rd 3 2
... 3rd 3 17
... 4th 8 0
... 4th 12 10
... 3rd 30 2
... 3rd 4 13
... 3rd 16 3
... 3rd 6 4
... 3rd 1 10
6th 3 13
82 3 0 6th 6 1
6th 0 13
5th 8 7
554 0 36 6th 18 17
... 6th 35 4
... 6th 25 1
... 6th 4 16
... 4th 1 12
... 4th 1 17
... 2nd 2 15
2nd 2 15
... 4th 1 11
... 4th 3 0
... 6th
... 3rd
... 3rd
... 4th
... 6th
3rd
3rd
590 0 0 4th
3rd
3rd
108 0 0 5th
... 2nd
... 2nd
... 2nd
2nd
160 0 0 2nd
100 0 0 4th
6th
81 0 0 3rd
760  0 0 3rd
120 0 0 4th
80 0 0 4th
63 0 0 6th
80 0 0 6th
80 0 0 6th
110 0 0 6th
160 0 0 3rd
160 0 0 6th
80 0 0 6th.
30 0 0 6th
453 0 0 5th
... 3rd
... 4th
4th
40 2 0 5th
160 0 0 6th
40 2 0 6th
6th
5th
9
9
6
£ s. d.
0
0
6
0
0
3
0 0 10 0
0 2 6
0 16 6
4 0 0
7 10 0
3 0 0
1 4 9
2 2 6
2 13 3
21 0 0 912 6
2 12 6
3 10 0 0 12 6
5 14 0
2 18 4
1 17 6
0 2 6
3 6 8
1 13 4
6 6 0
9 12 0
3 10 6
18 35 0
6 0 0
6 0 0
5 1 6
2 0 0
2 0 0
4 12 6
4 0 0
4 0 0
6 0 0
4 5 0
11 6 6
3 0 0
3 0 0
30 0 0
3 10 6
5 10 0
4013 0
17 12 6
1 9 3
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1664 Webb, Jas... ... .
1727 Weber, August ...
1196 Webster, Jno. ...
1197 Ditto ... ...
1531 Ditto ...
323 Welch, Darby ...
378 Welge, H. ,..
374 Welk, Adam ...
1917 Weldon, Thos.
1040 Welsby, Saml. P. ...
18 Ditto ... ...
239 Ditto ... ...
2062 Ditto .
1582 Wendorf, C. W. F.
1740 Wenzel, S. ...
755 Weiss, Fredk. ...
2133  Wells, T. F. ...
*2159 Wells, E.
2420 Wellstead, C.
665 Wellstead, Chas.
*2613 Welk, A. .
982 Werner, John
618 West, James
1335 Ditto
2123 Westphal, J. N.
1696 Westphal, J. N.
1260 Whitney, Geo.
883 Ditto
1739 Whitney, John ...
1641 White,  Benjn.
*2495 Whitehouse , C. J....
1920 GVbeeler, Hy. ...
2336 Wieck, A.
2347 Wiegand, N.
1315 Wienholt, Arthur ...
1316 Ditto
t10o1 Ditto ...
t1002 Ditto ...
319 Ditto ...
332 Ditto
114 Wienholt, Edward ...
310 Ditto
320 Ditto
t1724 Wienholt, Fredk. ...
*2583 Wieland, John ...
421 Wieland, Ernest ...
367 Wieland, Fredk. ,,.
368 Wieland, John
543 Wieland, G.... ...
653 Wiffier, Jost ...
1011 Wiggins, Clement ...
1535 Wilkie, Jas.... ..
1113 Wilkins, Wm. ...
506 Wilken,  Hans ...
448 Wilkin, Win.
*2621  Wilkin, H. ...
1323 Wilkinson, Chas. ,.,
643 Wilkinson, Patk.
25 Ditto ..
1861 Wilkinson, Robert ...
222 Ditto
1907 Wilkinson, C. ...
2146 Wilkinson, H.
*2428 Wilkinson, W. H....
1138 Williams, H. C.
1139 Ditto
1823  Williamson, William
1599 W ilson,  Samuel
669 Wilson, Thomas
234 Wilson,  Francis
1647 W ilson, George
*2212  Winks, W....
*2213 Ditto ...
*2381 Ditto ...
*2382 Ditto ...
484 Winter, H... ...
1484  Wirnoski, F.
993 Wiseman, Carl ...
Nature of Selection.
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Agricultural. First Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P. A. R. P.
20 0 0 50 0 0
30 0 0 92 2 0
75 0 0 ...
200 0 0
50 0 0 ...
26 0 0
70 0 0 ...
29 0 0
40 0 0 60 0 0
... 30 0 0
,,, 100 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0
25 0 0 35 0 0
10 0 0 139 3 17
10 0 0 34 1 0
10 0 0 15 0 0
... 80 0 0
104 0 0
15 0 0 35 0 0
20 0 0 19 0 0
22 0 0 1b6 0 0
40 0 0
20 0 0 83 1 36
10 0 0 20 0 0
12 0 0 37 2 0
20 0 0 72 1 0
10 0 0 25 0 0
158 0 33
... 84 0 33
79 0 0
40 0 0 41 0 0
20 0 0 30 0 0
92 0 0
20 0 0 40 0 0
150 0 0 250 0 0
200 0 0 400 0 0
160 0 0 650 0 0
40 0 0 ...
20 0 0 30 0 0
61 3 0 ,,.
... 39 0 0 ...
... 56 1 0
... 65 0 0
... 40 0 0 39 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 14 220 ...
... 53 0 0
... 25 0 0 25 0 0
... 42 3 14
... 40 0 0 27 0 0
... ... 20 0 0
... 94 0 0
... 30 0 0 90 0 0
... 40 0 0
... 5 0 0 9 0 0
... 30 0 0, 50 0 0
100 0 0
... 20 0 0 88 0 0
... 101 0 0
... 40 0 0 ' 40 0 0
,.. 185 0 0
... 20 0 0 76 0 0
76 0 0
... 10 0 0 30 0 0
... 40 0 0
,,, ... 80 0
20 0 0 68 3
40 0 0 40 0
40 0 0 45 0
Second Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P.
Year. Rent .  Balance due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 3 9 0
4th 2 16 3
4th 15 0 0
4th 3 15 0
6th 0 13 0
6th 2 3 9
6th 0 16 3
3rd 3 0 0
218 0 0 4th -6 19 0
442 0 0 6th 16 1 0
340 0 0 6th 8 10 0
292 2  0 3rd 11 16 6
... 4th 1 16 3
3rd 3 17 6
6th 1 5 0
142 0 0 2nd 6 1 0
... 2nd 1 16 8
2nd 212 0 0 9 0
5th 1 8 9
100 0 0 2nd 0 4 2
... 5th 1 4 6 0 5 5
0 0 2
5th 3 14 6
40 0 0 4th 3 0 0
... 2nd 2 17 0
... 3rd 0 17 6
,.. 4th 1 8 0
.,, 5th 5 3 0
3rd 1 0 0
... 4th 3 19 6
... 2nd 1 1 3
... 3rd 3 0 0
2nd 1 17 11
2nd 1 2 6 0 5 0
182 0 0 4th 9 3 0
539 320 4th 17 0 0
147 1 24 5th 17 4 0
1,020 3 10 5th 45 6 0
3,650 0 0 6th 135 15 0
738 0 0 6th 18 9 0
1,593 0 0 6th 39 16 6
472 0 0 5th 36 16 0
1,674 0 0 6th  41  17  0
660 0 0 3rd 2 15 0
... 2nd 0 10 0
6th 1 7 6
,., 6th 1 9 3
.., 6th 1 2 0
. 5th 2 2 9
... 5th 2 8 9
... 6th 2 9 6
4th 4 0 0
... 4th 0 11. 3
,.. 5th 1 19 9
... 6th 1 8 7
... 2nd 0 5 5
4th 2 3 6
91 0 0 5th 3 5 6
... 6th 0 3 11
3rd 3 7 6
13 0 0 6th 3 6 6
... 3rd 0 8 3
I
... 2nd 2 7 6 0 7 6
... 2nd 1 5 0
... 4th 2 19 0
... 4th 5 1 0
... 3rd 2 10 0
... 4th 13 17 6
5th 2 13 0
40 0 0 6th 4 16 0
4th 1 2 6 0 6 3
600 0 0 2nd 16 10 0
920 0 0 2nd 24 15 0
640 0 0 2nd 10 13 4
120 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
4th 2 9 6
,,, 4th 210 0
0
0
0!01 5th 2 12 6
Nature of  Selection.
IPSWICH DISTRICT- continued.
Register Lessee.No.
1956 Witht, S. J.... ...
1117 Wood, Henry C. ...
1119 Ditto ... ..
*1943 Ditto
*2 246 Wood, H. C. ...
*2394 Ditto ... ...
*2345 Woods, P. ...
1490 Wood, Patrick ...
1765 Wood, J. D. ...
934 Worley, Reuben ...
1792 Wort. Samuel ...
517 Wright, John T. ...
587 Wright, George ...
t1236 Wylie, Robert
1701 Wyles, Jos....
1875 Ditto ... ...
364 Yates, John ... ...
1343 Yarrow, Charles ...
1763 Young, Joseph ...
822 Zahl, August ...
t1963 Zahl, Carl
1970 Zahel, V. J.... ...
*2417 Zarnke, F. .. ...
2034 Zeichhiem, W.
*2478 Zeosin, F.
59 Zeugling, Frederick
251  Adams, William ... ...
297  Adams, James, jun. ...
503  Adams, James ... ...
611  Ditto .. ...
631  Adams, John
*632  Ditto ... ... ...
473  Allen, John ... ... ...
*810  Allen, Thomas ... ...
250  Andrew, William ... ...
194  Archer, Samuel ... ...
559  Ditto ...
290  Attwell, William
343  Ditto ... ... ...
564 Ditto ... ...
*779 Bailey, Thomas ... ...
528 Ball, Josiah ... ... ...
529 Ditto ... ... ...
544 Ditto ... ... ...
555 Ditto .
62 Baldock, Gore, and I'riaulx
63 Ditto ... ... ...
64 Ditto ... ... ...
65
I
Ditto ... ... ...
66 Ditto
81 Ditto
4695 Ditto ...
191 Ditto ...
192  Ditto ...
*694  Ditto ...
*853  Bange, John...
105  Barker, John
276  Barber, Benjamin
*862  Barron, James
*863 Barron, Patrick ...
298 Barr yy Martin
249 Bearkicy, Archibald
303 Ditto
274 Beattie, William C.
1686 Ditto ... ..
118 Beattie, James Forbes
322,  Beeston, Thomas ...
657 Ditto
327 Beit, William ...
74 Ditto ... ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional  ...
Homestead ...
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
389
A gricultural. First Class Second ClassPastoral .  Pastoral.
Rent.  Balance due,
A. R. P. A. R. P. A. R.  P.
25 0 0 15 0 0 3rd
150 0 0 2110 0 0 147 0 0 4th
100 0 0 300 0 0 103 0 0 4th
160 0 0 420 0 0 801 0 0 3rd
... 2,700 0 0 2nd
... 1,000 0 0 2nd
60 0 0 ... ... 2nd
80 0 0 ... ... 4th
124 0 0  ...  3rd
19 0 0 102 0 0  ...  5th
15 0 0 35 0 0 ... 3rd
10 0 0 130 0 0 5th
30 0 0 70 0 0 100 0 0 5th
20 0 0 84 0 0 ... 4th
20 0 0 60 0 0 ... 3rd
10 0  0'  10 0 0 ... 3rd
20 0 0 151 0 0 6th
... 99 0 0 4th
80 0 0 ... 3rd
49 3 0 ... 5th
20 0 0 50 1 0 3rd
150 0 0 50 0 0 120 0 0 3rd
100 0 0 ... 2nd
15 0 0 39 0 0 ... 3rd
60 0 0 2nd
76 0 0 6 0 0 ... 6th
TOOWOOMBA DISTRICT.
Homestead . , . 20 0 0 120 0 0
ditto ... 160 0 0
Conditional ... 42 2 0
Homestead ... ... 40 0 0
ditto ... ... 40 0 0
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ... 2,560 0 0
Homestead ... 320 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 80 0 0
ditto ... 60 0 0 ...
ditto ... 19  1 23
ditto ... 160 0 0
ditto ... 25 0 0
Conditional ... ... 240 0 0
Homestead ... ... 20 0 0
ditto ... ... 114 0 0
Conditional ... ... 114 0 0
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ..
Pre-emption on
Tummiaville
Run ... ... 1,398 0 0
ditto ... 346 0 0
ditto 386 0 0
ditto, resumed
half North
Branch ... 625 0 0 ,
ditto ... 600 0 0
ditto 203 0 0
ditto, leased half  ...  0 0
ditto, Yandilla 160 0 0
ditto 2,100 0 0
ditto, leased half ... 2,560 0 0
Homestead ... 320 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0
ditto ... 83 1 0
ditto  ...  320 0 0
ditto ...  ...  320 0 0
Conditional 100 0 0
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0
Conditional ... ... 80 0 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ... 640 0 0 2,480 0 0
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0
Conditional .. ... 200 0 0
ditto 773 0 0
ditto ... 640 0 0 460 0 0
£ s. d. £ s. d.
1 6 3 0 811
2418 6
25 1 6
53 0 6
56 5 0
14 11 8
3 7 6
3 0 0
9 6 0
3 5 3
1 1 6
3  12  6
8 5  0
2 9 9
2 5 0
0 12 6 0 4 0
9 1 0
2 9 6
3 0 0
1 17 6
1 15 6
16 15 0
1 5 0'
110 9 0 4 9
0 10 0
0 10 0
5th 3 15 0
... 5th 4 0 0
... 4th 3 4 6
... 4th 1 0 0
3rd 1 0 0
90 0 0 3rd 2 5 0
... 4th 128 0 0
... 2nd 3 0 0
... 5th 3 10 0
... 6th 2 5 0
... 3rd 0 15 0
... 5th 4. 0 0
5th 0 18 9
3rd 12 0 0
2nd 0 6 8
3rd 2 17 0
3rd 5 14 0
114 0 0 3rd 2 17 0
141 0 0 3rd 3 10 6
Year.
6th 104 17 0
6th 2519 0.
6th 28 19 0
... 6th 46 17 6
6th 45 0 0
... 6th 15 4 6
3rd 128 0 0
... 6th 12 0 0
... 6th 157 10 0
... 3rd 128 0 0
... 2nd 2 0 0
... 6th 1 15 0
... 5th 2 2 0
... 2nd 2 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
540 0 0 5th 18 10  01
5th 4 0 0
... 5th 4 0 0
5th 4 0 0
415 0 0 3rd 4 12 8
70 0 0  i  6th
173 15 05th 4 0
3rd 10 0 0
... 5th 38 13 0
6th 71 0 0
0 5 6
390
TOOWOOMBA  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
530 Beit, William ...
369 Bidgood, Alfred ...
*797 Ditto ...
370 Bidgood, William ...
317 Bishop, George ...
*836 Blackle, Robert ...
346 Blain, William ...
571 Borthwick, John ...
*781 Bonham, Samuel ...
136 Boulton, George ...
607 Boulton, T. R. ...
*582 Boulton, Martin ...
*823 Bowden, Wm. ...
67 Bradley, Matthew ...
563 Ditto ... ...
613 Ditto
285 Brady, Bartle .
*796 Brady, Bartholomew
368 Bratz, John ... ...
*808 Brawley, Francis ...
353 Brennan, Thomas ...
*854 Brennan, John ...
586 Broadrribb, H. E....
462 Brodribb, Fr. C.
1616 Ditto .. ...
*640 Brown, Edward ...
383 Burgess, Allen ...
*866 Ditto ...
384 Burgess, James ...
389 Ditto
*867 Ditto .. ...
275 Burke, Rody ...
100 Burns, James
367 Burton, Joseph ..
7 Campbell, Alexander
72 Ditto
*772 Ditto
*774 Ditto
*775 Ditto
*788 Ditto
*789
*790
*785
406
464
1524
t599
339
603
604
605
606
376
286
319
691
538
t675
381
382
379
205
208
209
239
204
207
137
294
394
*783
190
*805
*806
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Campbell, John ...
Carter, Joseph ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Case , William ...
Cherry,  James ...
Ditto ...
Cherry, Alfred ...
Cherry,  James, jun.
Cock,  Solomon ...
Cocks, Charles
Ditto ...
Ditto
Collins, Cornelius
Couchman, Charles F.
Connors, Henry ...
Ditto ...
Cooke, William ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Cooke, Richard ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Cory, Gilbert G.
Cossart, Henry
Cronin, William
Ditto ...
Cudmore, Milo .
Culhane, Michael S.
Culhane, Thomas ...
Nature of Selection. Agricultural. First Class Second ClassPastoral .  Pastoral.
A. R. P. A. R. r. A. R. P.
Conditional ... 1,000 0 0 ...
Homestead .. ... 160 0 0
Conditional .. ... 140 0 0
Homestead .. 160 0 0
ditto .. 54 0 0 17 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 320 0 0
Conditional 100 0 0 400 0 0
ditto .. 640 0 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0
ditto 640 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 1,180 0 0 ...
ditto ... 640 0 0 ... ...
Homestead .. 320 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0
Conditional ... 124 0 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0
Homestead ... 160 0 0
... Conditional ...I ... ... 80 0 0
... Homestead ... 160 0 0 ...
ditto ..  80-0  0 80 0 0 ...
... Conditional ... ... 300 0 0 ...
... Homestead 160 0 0
... Conditional ... 640 0 0 ... ...
... ditto ... 640 0 0
... ditto  ...  ... 7,656 0 0
... Homestead ... ... 80 0 0 ...
... ditto 15 0 0 65 0 0 ...
... Conditional ... ... ... 100 0 0
... Homestead ... 9 0 0 41 0 0 ...
... ditto ... 10 0 0 30 0 0 ...
... Conditional ... ... ... 80 0 0
... Homestead ... 30 0 0 87 0 0 ...
... Conditional ... 70 3 30 ...
... Homestead ... ... 100 0 0 ...
... Pre-emption,La-
goon Ck. This.
West Run ... 800 0 0 1,497 0 0 ...
... ditto ... 1,920 0 0 640 0 0 ...
... Pre-emption on
Rosalie Run...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
... Pre-emptive on
Pilton and Hal-
960 0 0
440 0 0
320 0 0
don ... ... ... ... 1,280 0 0
... Consolidated ... ... ... 980 0 0
... ditto ... ... ... 300 0 0
... Homestead  ...  ... 80 0 0
... Conditional ... ... 600 0 0  2,830'  0 0
... ditto ... 640 0 0 ...
... ditto ... ... 780 0 0 500 0 0
ditto ... ... 145 0 0 ...
... Homestead  ...  20 0 0 120 0 0
... Conditional ... 360 0 0 ...
Homestead  ...  80 0 0 ... ...
ditto .. 80 0 0 ... ...
... ditto  ...  80 0 0 ...
... Conditional ... ... 2,560 0 0
... ditto ... ... 500 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 615 0 0 ...
... ditto ... ... 589 0 0 ...
... Homestead ... 160 0 0 ...
... Conditional  ...  30 0 0 100 0 0 ...
... Homestead ... 15 0 0 25 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 40 0 0 ...
... Conditional  ...  ... 100 0 0
ditto ... 175 I 0 215 0 0
... ditto ...I ... 160 0 0 160 0 0
... ditto ... ... 60 0 0 20 0 0
... ditto ... ... 110 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 630 0 0 730 0 0
... ditto ... ... 100 0 0 110 0 0
... ditto  ...  640 0 0 ...
... Homestead  ... 20 0 0 120 0 0
ditto ... ... 160 0 0
... Conditional  ... ... ...
ditto  .. 640 0 0 520 0 0
Homestead  ... 80 0 0 140 0 0
I ditto  ... I 120 0 0 200 0 0
100 0
Year. Rent.  Balance due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
3rd 50 0 0
4th I 4 0 0
2nd 1 9 2
4th 4 0 0
5th 2 9 0
2nd 3 0 0
5th 15 0 0
3rd 48 0 0
2nd 1 6 8
6th 48 0 0
3rd 59 0 0
3rd 48 0 0
2nd 3 0 0
6th 1 0 0
3rd 3 2 0
3rd 2 0 0
5th 4 0 0
2nd 1 0 0
4th 4 0 0
2nd 2 5 0
5th 15 0 0
2nd 0 13 4
3rd 48 0 0
4th 48 0 0
3rd 188 18 5
3rd 2 0 0
4th 2 3 9
2nd 0 8 4
4th 1 7 3
4th 1 2 6
2nd 0 6 8
5th 3 6 0
6th 5 6 6
4th 2 10 0
6th 134 17 0
6th 176 0 0
2nd 18 0 0
2nd 8 5 0
2nd 6 0 0
2nd 18 13 4
2nd 14 5 10
2nd 4 7 6
2nd 1 6 8
4th 100 15 0
4th 48 0 0
4th 11 51 10 0
3rd 7 5 0
5th 3 15 0
3rd 27 0 0
3rd 3 0 0
3rd ! 3 0 0
3rd 3 0 0
4th 128 0 0
5th 25 0 0
5th 30 15 0
3rd 29 9 0
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 2 10 6
4th 1 3 9
4th 1 0 0
4th 2 7 6
6th 14 2 6
6th 12 0 0
6th 3 10 0
5th 5 10 0
6th 49 15 0
6th 7 15 0
6th 48 0 0
5th 3 15 0
4th 4 0 0
2nd 1 3 4
6th 74 0 0
2nd 2 16 3
2nd 4 2 6
0
I
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Register
No.
*813
*841
*754
403
592
593
424
213
359
395
349
126
212
480
542
*822
*824
*809
474
623
624
328
329
*699
243
*842
470
681
517
463
254
324
426
321
648
656
*665
635
536
365
387
*820
78
79
515
516
*814
108
263
1628
655
393
311
644
*769
*868
*869
t218
75
441
442
446
561
550
600
508
*828
738
101
*741
361
t416
264
437
214
215
617
688
618
Lessee.
Culhane, Gartt ... ...
Cumming , Wm. ... ...
Dalton ,  Wm. ... ...
Davenport , G. H. ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Davey ,  Charles G....
Davis, Thomas
Death ,  John ... ...
Dean, Frederick Wi lliam ...
De Biel, Emile ... ...
Dempsey, Matthew ...
Dexter, James C. ...
Diamond, L . ... ...
Doneley, John T. ...
Doneley, Napoleon... ...
Doolan ,  Denis ... ...
Dooly, Fr. ... ... ...
Doonan ,  James ... ...
Ditto  ... ...
Dunne ,  James ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Dunne, Hannah ... ...
Elers,  N. W. ... ...
Ernst ,  Wm. ... ...
Falkner ,  Robert ... ...
Falkiner, Robert
Fallen ,  Michael ... ...
Fairbairn ,  George ... ...
Feather ,  John ... ...
Ditto .. ...
Fisher, Wi ll iam D. ...
Fisher, Henry ... ...
Fisher, James
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Fisher , W. D. ... ...
Fisher ,  C. B. ... ...
Folind, Francis ... ...
Folp, Henry ... ...
Fox, W illi am ... ...
Frahm ,  Frederick ... ...
Frahm, Heinrich ... ...
French ,  James ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Gallogher ,  Eugene... ...
Garrett, Isaac ... ...
Garvey ,  Patrick ... ...
Gilbride, John ... ...
Gilbride ,  Bd. ... ...
Gi llis, Wil liam ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto . .. ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Gleeson, Timothy ... ...
Goldsmith ,  Dora ... ...
Graham ,  Wi lliam ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Grant ,  R. P. ... ...
Gray, William ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Green, James
Green ,  George ...
Greer ,  Wm.... ... ...
Gregory, F. T.
Grehan, M....
Grieve ,  James ...
Grimes, James W....
Hackett, Charles ...
Hamilton, Gustavus ..
Hamlyn, John
Ditto ..
Hanmlyn, John P.
Ditto ... ..
Ditto ...
TOOWOOMBA  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of  Selection. Agricultural. First Class Second ClassPastoral. Pastoral.
A. B. P. A. R.  P.  A. B. P.
Homestead ... ... 320 0 0 ...
ditto ... .. 320 0 0
Conditional ... ... ... 340 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 5,870 0 0
ditto ... ... 1,269 0 0 ...
ditto ... 814 0 0
Homestead ... 80 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 80 0 0
ditto ... ... 160 0 0
ditto ... ... 160 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 160 0 0
Conditional ... 640 0 0 ... ...
Homestead ... 75 0 0 ...
Conditional ... 640 0 0
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0
ditto ... ... 320 0 0
ditto ... 320 0 0 ...
ditto ... 80 0 0 80 0 0
Conditional ... ... 1,680 0 0
Homestead ... 60 0 0 40 0 0
Conditional ... 40 0 0 91 0 0
ditto ... ... 1,280 0 016,400 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 11,280 0 0
ditto ... ... ...  12,550  0 0
Homestead ... 40 0 0 20 0 0
ditto ... ... 300 0 0 ...
Conditional ... ... 2,560 0 0
ditto ... 420 0 0 ...
Homestead ... 40 0 0 77 0 0 ...
Conditional ... 640 0 0 ...
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0
Conditional ... 80 0 0 ...
ditto ... 640 0 0 ... ...
Homestead ... 40 0 0 ... ...
Conditional ... 260 0 0
ditto ... 396 0 0 ,.. .,,
ditto ... ... ... 1,640 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 ...
Homestead ... 80 0 0
ditto ... ... 160 0 0
ditto ... 8 3 35 ...
... 200 0 0 ...
Homestead ... ... 40 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 40 0 0 ...
ditto ... 80 0 0 ...
Conditional ... ... 186 0 0 ...
Homestead ... 120 0 0 200 0 0 ...
ditto ... 80 0 0
ditto  ... ... 25 234 ...
ditto ... ... 120 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 54 1 25
ditto .. , ... 61 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 99 0 0 ...
Conditional ... ... ... 197 1 24
ditto ... ... ... 381 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 100 0 0
ditto ... 94 0 0
Homestead  ... 40 0 0
Conditional ... 623 0 0 2,484 0 0
ditto ... ... 1,168 0 0 ...
ditto 1,112 0 0 ...
ditto ... 640 0 0 280 0 0 ...
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 120 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 40 0 0 ...
Conditional ... ... 162 0 0 ...
Homestead ... ,.. 320 0 0 ...
ditto ... 160 0 0 ...
Conditional ...
ditto ... ... ... 100 0 0
Homestead ... 19 3 22 ... ...
Conditional ... 632 0 0 ... ...
Homestead ... ... 50 0 0 ...
Conditional ... 640 0 0 ... ...
ditto ... 69 2 0 ... ...
ditto ... 100 2 0
ditto ... ... ... 87 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 89 3 0
Homestead ... 50 1 0 .
Year .  Rent.  Balance due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
2nd 3 0 0
2nd 3 0 0
2nd 6 7 6
4th 146 15 0
3rd 63 9 0
3rd 40 14 0
4th 3 0 0
5th 3 10 0
4th 4 0 0
4th  4 0 0
5th 4 0 0
6th 48 0 0
6th 2 16 3
4th 48 0 0
3rd 4 0 0
2nd 3 0 0
2nd 3 0 0
2nd 2 5 0
4th 84 0 0
3rd 3 5 0
3rd 7 11 0
5th 224 0 0
5th 32 0 0
3rd 63 15 0
5th 2 0 0
2nd 2 16 3
4th 128 0 0
3rd 31 10 0
4th 3 8 6
4th 48 0 0
5th 4 0 0
5th 4 0 0'
4th 48 0 0
5th 1 10 0
3rd 13 0 0
3rd 29 14 0
3rd 41 0 0
3rd 3 0 0 3 0 0
3rd 3 0 0
4th 4 0 0
4th 0 6 9
2nd 1 17 6
6th 0 8 4 1 5 0
6th 0 8 4
4th 3 0 0
4th 9 6 0
2nd 4 2 6
6th 1 15 0
5th 0 13 0
3rd 3 0 0
3rd 1 7 6 I
4th 1 10 6 1 18 2
5th 2 9 6 3 1 11
3rd 4 19 0
2nd 7 211
2nd 0 8 4
2nd 0 7 10
5th
6th 170 18 6
4th 58 8 0
4th 55 12 0
4th 62 0 0
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 3 0 0
3rd 1 0 0
4th 8 2 0
2nd 3 0 0
2nd 4 0 0
6th 3 0 0
2nd 2 10 0
4th 0 15 0
4th 47 8 0
5th 1 5 0
4th 48 0 0
5th 5 5 0
5th 7 11 6
3rd 2 3 6
3rd 2 5 0
3rd 5 8
1
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Register
No. Lessee.
TOOWOOMBA  DISTRICT- continued.
690 Hamlyn, John ...
683 Harkiss, Alexander
684 Ditto ...
685 Harkiss, Thomas ...
268 Harth, John ...
t625 Ditto ...
273 Harth, Henry ...
558 Ditto ...
244 Hartmann, Hugh ...
37 Hartmann, C. H. ...
252 Hawkes , William ...
*860 Hawks, Wm. ...
18 Hayden, Timothy ...
19 Ditto ...
52 Hayden, Patrick ...
*864 If aydock, Wm. ..
526 Hayes, Martin ...
14 Hector, Allan ...
94 Ditto ...
95 Ditto ...
366 Heeney, James ...
282 Ditto ...
*778 Ditto
227 Hegarty, John ...
676 Hewitt, Edward ...
t677 Ditto ...
*821 Ditto ...
435 Hinrichs, William ...
554 Hirning , John G. ..
347 Hodgson  and Ramsay
1 Ditto ...
2 Ditto ...
3 Ditto ...
567 Ditto ...
568 Ditto ...
58 Hodgson, A.... ...
75B Hoey, Joseph ...
117 Hogarth, J. G. ...
1659 Ditto ...
*641 Ditto
76A Holzworth, John
245 Holdsworth, Joseph D.
345 Honan, John ...
289 Horrigan, Patrick ...
305 Ditto
316 Ditto ...
*837 Hinz, Mass H. ...
*865 Hodgson, Isaac H....
#548 Houston, James, junior
532 Jansen, Christian ...
533 Ditto ...
193 Jordan, William ...
*673 Juce, George
330 Kahler, John ...
*827 Kane, James
*838 Kann, Detleff N. W.
*710 Kates , Francis ...
75A Keary, John ...
371 Keating, Michael ...
372 Ditto
523 Keating, Michael, junior
496 Keating, G.... ...
514 Keating, Edward ...
362 Keefer, David ...
670 Kellett, Sarah ...
634 Kelly, Michael J. ...
88 Kent and Wienholt
89 Ditto
90 Ditto
1258 King ,  George
277 Ditto
4 Ditto
5 Ditto
6 Ditto
12 King, George B.
13 D itto
Nature of  Selection.  Agricultural. First Class Second ClassPastoral. Pastoral. Year. Rent. Balance due.
A. R. P. A. R. P. A.  It  P. 2 s.  d. £ S. d.
Conditional ... 204 0 0 3rd 5 2 0
Homestead ... 40 0 0 76 1 30 ... 3rd 3 8 6
Conditional ... 80 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
Homestead ... 45 0 0 70 0 0 ... 3rd 3 8 9
ditto ... 30 0 0 60 0 0 ... 5th 2 12 6 0 1 11
ditto ... 40 0 0I .. 3rd  0 10  4
ditto ... 20 0 0 16 0 0 ... 5th 1 3 0
ditto ... ... 10 0 0 ... 3rd 0 5 0
ditto ... 77 0 0 ... ... 5th 2 17 9
ditto 80 0 0 ... ... 6th 0 15 0
ditto 26 0 0 5th 0 19 6
Homestead  ...  194 0 0 ... 2nd 1 4 3
Conditional ... 80 0 0 ... ... 6th 6 0 0
Homestead  ...  80 0 0 ... ... 6th 0 10 0
ditto  ...  80 0 0 ... 6th 1 0 0
ditto ... ... 160 0  0  ,•, 2nd  0 13  4
ditto ... ... 160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
Conditional  ...  640 0 0 6th 48 0 0
ditto  ...  ... 1,160 0 0 1,094 0 0 6th 85 7 0
ditto ... ... 1,400 0 0 1,600 0 0 6th 110 0 0
Homestead ... ... 60 0 0 ... 4th 1 10 0
ditto ... ... 100 0 0 5th 2 10 0
Conditional ... ... ... 119 0 01 2nd 1 19 8
Homestead ... 33 0 0 70 0 0 5th 2 19 9
Conditional .. 100 0 0 300 0 0 3rd 12 10 0 0 6 8
ditto ... ... 153 0 0 ... 3rd 5 1 8
Homestead ... ... 320 0 0 ... 2nd 3 0 0
ditto ... ... 60 0 0 ... 4th 1 10 0
ditto ... ... 160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
Pre-emptive on
Eton Vale Run 660 0 0 ... 5th 33 0 0
ditto ... 1,236 0 0 300 0 0 ... 6th 107 14 0
ditto ... 469 0 0 ... ... 6th 35 3 6
ditto ... 455 0 0 100 0 0 ... 6th 39 2 6
Conditional ... ... 580 0 0 ... 3rd 29 0 0
ditto ... ... 1,320 0 0 ... . l 3rd 66 0 0
ditto ... ...  2,560 0 0 ... 6th 128 0 0
ditto ... 131 2.18 ... ... 6th 9 18 0
ditto  ...  640 0 0 2,560 0 0 465 0 0 6th  173 15  0
ditto  ...  ... ... 382 0 0 3rd 4 19 6
ditto .. ... 400 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
ditto  ...  41 2  16  ... 6th 3 3 0
ditto ... ... 100 0 0 ... 5th 5 0 0
Homestead  ...  ... 160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
ditto 160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
Conditional ... ... 80 0 0 5th 4 0 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
Homestead ... 198 0 0 ... 2nd 1 17 2
ditto ... ... 160 0 0 2nd  0 13  4
Conditional ... ... ... 690 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
ditto ... ... 100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
ditto ... , 42 0 0 ... 6th 0 7 3
ditto ... ... ... 3,700 0 0 3rd  92 10  0
Homestead ... 14 2 39 ... ... 5th 0 11 3
ditto ... ... 320 0 0 ... 2nd 3 0 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 ... 2nd  0 10  0
Conditional ... ... 2,052 0 0 3rd 51 6 0
ditto ... 95 1 8 ... 6th 7 4 0
Homestead ... ... 79 2 9 ... 4th 2 0 0
ditto ... ... 43 2 0 4th 1 2 0
Conditional ... ... 123 0 0 4th 3 1 6
Homestead ... ... I 81 0 0 ... 4th 2 0 6
ditto ... ... 146 0 0 ... 4th  3 13  0
ditto ... 160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
Conditional ... 424 0 0 ... 3rd 31 16 0
Homestead ... ...  80-0  0 ... 3rd 2 0 0
Pre-emptive on
Rosalie Run 50 0 0 750 0 0 1,360 0 0 6th 75 5 0
ditto
...
200 0 0 6th 5 0 0
ditto
...
40 0 0 110 0 0 50 0 0 6th 9 15 0'
Pre-emptive on
Gowrie Run ... 2,329 0 0 ... 5th 116 9 0 0 12 0
ditto ... ... 231 0 0 ... 5th  11  11  0
ditto  ...  310 0 0 499 1 15 Gth 48 5 0  1 19 4
ditto  ...  400 0 0 370 0 0 ... 6th 48 10 0
ditto  ...  200 0 0 641 2 32 ... 6th 47 2 0
Conditional  ...  370 0 0 ... ... 6th 27 15 0
ditto ... 270 0 0 ... ... 6th 20 5 0
Register
No.
38
39
497
498
513
557
629
652
*852
332
445
646
280
281
399
279
680
*784
*791
*795
344
570
471
409
86
217
82
84
83
85
87
484
145
113
93
*860
229
230
146
626
693
*739
310
302
342
*682
t669
224
*830
*792
547
*746
72B
373
374
551
*666
543
337
609
143
621
630
54
111
228
556
*703
*704
288
318
454
455
456
313
614
*539
40
210
Lessee.
King Geo. B.
Ditto ...
King, H . V.... ...
Ditto ,., ..
Ditto ...
Kirk, William
Ditto ,,. ,.,
Ditto ,,,
Lack, Frederick
.
Langton, Thomas S.
Lawrence ,  Frederick
Ditto ...
Leahy, David ...
Ditto ...
Leane , John..
'
...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ,..
Leane ,  Michael ...
Little ,  James ...
Loder ,  John R. ...
Lord, Francis ,.,
Ditto ...
Lord, Edward
Lord, Robert S.
Ditto ..
Lord, Simeon ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Lord ,  Frederick ...
Lord ,  William ...
Lorenz ,  Charles ...
Loveday, George
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Loveday,  G .... ...
Lucht ,  Frederick ...
Luscombe ,  John ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Lynch, Patrick ,.,
Mackintosh, D. ...
Mann, Wi lliam ...
Martin ,  John R.
Mason, Maurice Charles
Mazza, Domenick ,..
Meldon ,  Martin ...
Merritt, Alfred ...
Merritt, William ...
Merritt, Moses ...
Merritt, Alfred ...
Moller ,  Henry ...
Moore, Michael ...
Moran ,  Edward ...
Munro, Lawrence
Munro ,  Duncan .,.
Ditto .. ...
Murphy, Francis ...
Mu by, James ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Murphy, Johanna ...
Murray, N.... .
McAllister , John E.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
McCaul, Terence ...
McCafferty, James
McColl ,  Bernard ...
McCleverty ,  George
McCleverty,  G., junior
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Nature of selection . Agricultural .
First Class Second Class
Pastoral .  Pastoral.
A. R. P. A.  B. P. A. R. P.
Conditional  ... ... 1,048 0 0
ditto ... ... 938 0 0 133 0 0
ditto ... 1,200 0 0 2,785 1 0
ditto ... 116 2 0 170 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 1,190 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... ... 312 0 0
ditto ... ... 350 0 0 1,704 2 34
ditto ... ... 291 0 0
... Homestead  ... ... 320 0 0 ...
.., ditto ... 20 0 0
... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 ...
... Conditional ... ... ... 80 0 0
... Homestead  ... ... 78 0 0 ...
... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 ...
... ditto ... ... 40 0 0 ...
.., ditto ... ... 120 0 0
... Conditional ... ... ...  85 3 28
ditto ... ... .,. 300 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0
,., ditto ... ... ... 120 0 0
Homestead ... ... 112 0 0 ...
... Conditional ... 640 0 0 ... ...
ditto ... ... 2,560 0 0 ...
ditto ... 1,146 0 0 300 0 0
ditto ... 640 0 0 ... ...
... Homestead ... 160 0 0 ...
Conditional ... 640 0 0 ...
ditto ... 2,560 0 0 ...
ditto ...  640"'0  0 ... ...
ditto ... ... 1,488 0  0.  ...
ditto ... ... 800 0 0
...  ditto ... 199 0 0 ...
ditto ... 640 0 0 ... ...
ditto ... 640 0 0 ... ...
... ditto ... 640 0 0
... Homestead ... ... 320 0 0 ...
... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 160 0 0 ...
... ditto ... 419 1 0 ...
... ditto ... ... ... 315 3 35
... ditto ... ... ... 319 3 0
... ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0
... ditto ... 30 0 0 10 0 0 ...
Conditional ... ... 640 0 0 640 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0
... ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0
... Homestead 37 0 0 ...
... Conditional ... 110 0 0 ... ...
... Homestead ... ... 320 0 0
... ditto .,, ... 80 0 0 ..,
... ditto ... 80 0 0 ... ...
... ditto ... ... 115 0 0 ...
... Conditional ... 143 2 0 • ... ...
... Homestead ... ... 160 0 0
... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 ...
... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 ...
... Conditional ... ... ... 106 0 0
... Homestead ... 80 0 0 ...
ditto .. ... 92 0 0 ,..
... ditto ... 160 0 0 ...
... Conditional ... 640 0 0
... ditto ... ... 230 0 0
... ditto 85 3 0
... ditto ... 280 0 0 ...
... ditto ... 100 0 0
... ditto ... ... 85 0 0 ...
... ditto ... ... ... 114 0 0
... ditto ... ... ... 105 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 120 0 0
Homestead  ... ... 57 1 0 ...
ditto ... 54 0 0 18 0 0 ...
Conditional ... ... 921 0 0
ditto ... ... 944 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 547 0 0
Homestead  ... ... 80 0 0
Conditional  ... ...  640 0 0
Homestead  40 0 0 ,..
Conditional  ...  80 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 117 1 14
Year.  Rent. Balance due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
6th 62 9 0
6th 50 4 6
4th 129 13 0
4th 17 5 6
4th 59 10 0
3rd 7 16 0
3rd 60 2 6
3rd 7 5 6
2nd 2 0 0
5th 0 15 0
4th 4 0 0
3rd 4 0 0
5th 1 19 0
5th ' 2 0 0
4th 1 0 0
5th 3 0 0
3rd 2 3 0
2nd 5 0 0
2nd 1 3 4
2nd 1 10 0
5th 2 16 0
3rd 48 0 0
4th 128 0 0
4th 64 16 0
6th 48 0 0
5th 4 0 0
6th 48 0 0
6th 128 0 0
6th 48 0 0
6th 74 8 0
6th 40 0 0
4th 9 19 0
6th 48 0 0
6th 49 0 0
6th 48 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
5th 4 0 0
5th 8 0 0
6th 31 10 0
3rd 7 18 0
3rd 8 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
5th 1 7 6 1 16 0
5th 48 0 0
5th 16 0 0
3rd 16 0 0
3rd
5th 8 5 0
2nd 3 0 0
2nd 1 3 4
3rd 3 0 0 3 8 9
2nd 2 12 9
6th 10 16 0
4th 4 0 0
4th 4 0 0
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 1 4 0
3rd 2 0 0
5th 2 6 0
3rd 4 0 0
6th 48 0 0
3rd 11 10 0
3rd 4 6 0
6th 21 0 0
6th 7 10 0
5th 4 5 0
3rd 2 17 0
3rd 2 12 6
3rd 3 0 0
5th 1 9 0
5th 2 9 6
4,th 46 1 0
4th 47 4 0
4th 27 7 0
5th 2 0 0
3rd 16 0 0
3rd 1 0 0
6th 6 0 0
6th 8 18 0
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Register
No. Lessee.'
TOOWOOMBA  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of  Selection .  Agricultural.
206
292
295
518
500
375
546.
*817
220
350
351
352
221
222
223
348
91
92
776
402
668
391
392
335
*t336
481
*747
*798
*799
*801
291
*831
*861
22
McCleverty, John ...
McCormack, P. ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
McCulla, Alexander
McDonald, Niel ...
Ditto ..
McDonald, Donald ...
McDougall, John F.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
McDougall, D. T. ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
McGrath, Thos.
McIntosh, Jas.
Ditto
McIntyre, Malcolm
Ditto ...
McIntyre, Peter
Ditto
McIntyre, Joseph S.
McIntyre, Duncan ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
McKee, Thomas ...
McKewen, John ...
McKinnon, L. ...
McLean and Beit ...
23 Ditto ...
24 Ditto ...
653 Ditto ...
654 Ditto
102 McLean, Mary A. E.
*857 McLellan, John ...
271 McLeod, Roderick,,,
*308 McMillan, Hugh ...
*744 McQuillin, John .,.
*846 Moore, Michael
396 McPhail, Archibald
397 Ditto ...
333 McPhee, John ...
334 Ditto ..
448 McPherson, Lachlen
449 McPherson, Donald
259 McQuillan, James ,..
27 McQuillan, John
*850 Naumann, John, senior
566 Nelder, Robert ...
238 Neylan, John ,..
301 Noller, Carl... ..
237 O'Brien, John ...
*826 O'Keefe, Patrick ...
104 Palmer, Emily ...
619 Parker, Peter A. ...
662 Patterson, John ...
411 Perkins, Thomas ...
*412 Ditto ... ...
615 Ditto ,.. ..,
32 Peters ,  Hans .,.
33 Peters, K arsten ...
398 Peters, David ...
427 Place, John ... ...
428 Ditto
429 Ditto
312 Plant, James
*782 Ditto
405 Prankard , Peter D....
181 Primrose, F. A.
182 Ditto
183  ]Ditto
184 pitta
First Class  Second Class
Pastoral. Pastoral. Year .  Rent.  Balance due
A. R. P. A.  R. P. A. R.  P. £  8. d. £ s. d.
Conditional ... 70 0 0 50 0 0 ... 6th 7 15 0
ditto ... ... 160 0 0 ... 5th 8 0 0
Homestead  ... ... 100 0 0 ... 5th 2 10 0
Conditional ... ... 147 2 0 ... 4th 7 8 0
ditto ... . , . 100 0 0 540 0 0 4th 18 10 0
Homestead ... ... 100 0 0 ... 4th 2  10  0
ditto ... ... 40 0 0 ... 3rd 1 0 0
ditto ... ... 160 0 0 ... 2nd 1 0 0
Conditional ... 100 0 0 220 0 0 320 0 0 5th 26 10 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 155 0 0 5th 7 17 6
ditto .. ... 80 0 0 283 0 0 5th 11 1 6
ditto  ...  ... 163 0 0 5th 4 1 6
ditto  ...  .. 40 0 0 40 0 0 5th 3 0 0
ditto  ...  I ... 400 0 0 725 0 0 5th 38 2 6
ditto ... .. 150 0 0 165 0 0 5th  11
1  
Homestead .. ... 160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
Conditional ., ... 170 0 0 150 0 0 6th 12 5 0
ditto 280 0 0 1,160 0 0 6th 43 0 0
Homestead  ...  160 0 0 ... 2nd 3 0 0
Conditional  ...  320 0 0 ... ... 4th 24 0 0
ditto 83 2 0 ... 3rd i 6 6 0
ditto  ...  116 0 0 ... 4th 218 0
ditto  ...  ... 103 0 0 ... 4th 5 3 0
Homestead ... .. 158 0 0 5th 3 19 0
Conditional  ...  300 0 0 300 0 0 5th 34 2 0
ditto ... 640 0 0  ...  4th 48 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 1000 0 0 2nd 20  16  8
ditto ... ... ... 500 0 0 2nd 5 4 2
ditto .. ... ... 500 0 0 2nd 5 4 2
ditto ... 800 0 0 2nd 6 13 4
Homestead  .. ... 160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
ditto ... ... 320 0 0 ... 2nd 3 0 0
ditto ... ... 320 0 0 ... 2nd 2 0 0
Pre-emption on
Westbrook ... 915 0 0 ... ... 6th 68 12 6
ditto ... 686 0 0 ... ... 6th 51 9 0
ditto ... j 959 0 0 ... ... 6th 71 18 6
ditto, leased half
of Westbrook ... 1,383 0 0 ... 3rd 69 3 b
ditto ... 1,177 0 0 ... .3rd  58 17  0
Conditional 640 0 0 1,260 0 0 ... 6th  111  0 0 1 0 0
Homestead ... 320 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Conditional ... 640 0 0 2,560 0 0 7,680 0 0 5th 368 0 0
Homestead ... ... 17 1 12 ... 5th 0 9 0
ditto ... ... 47 0 0 ... 2nd 1 1 7
ditto ... ... 68 0 0 ... 2nd 0 8 6
ditto ... 103 0 0 ... 4th  2  11  6
ditto ... ... 103 0 0 ... 4th 2 11 6
ditto ... ... 160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
Conditional ... 100 0 0 200 0 0 ... 5th 17 10 0
Homestead ... ... 103 0 0 ... 4th 2  11  6
ditto ...I ... 101 0 0 ... 4th 2 10 6
ditto r 158 0 0 ... 5th 3 19 0
ditto .. 40 0 0 ... 6th 0 5 0
ditto ... ... 320 0 0 ... 2nd 2 0 0
ditto ... I ... 50 0 0 ... 3rd 1 5 0 1 6 1
ditto ! 46 0 0 55 2 0 ... 5th 3 2 6
ditto  ...  40 0 0 ... 5th 1 10 0
ditto  ...  ... 93 2 19 ... 5th 2 7 0
ditto ... 320 0 0 ... 2nd 3 0 0
ditto ... 165 0 0 ... 6th 12 7 6
.. 160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0ditto ...
ditto ... ... 160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
Conditional  ...  320 0 0 ... ... 4th 24 0 0
ditto ... 320 0 0 ... 4th 24 0 0
608 0 0 3rd 30 8 0ditto „
Homestead ... 40 0 0 ... ... 6th 0 7 6
ditto 40 3 0 6th 0 7 6
ditto ... ... 99 0 0 ... 4th 2 9 6
Conditional ... ... 325 0 0 ... 4th 16 5 0
ditto ... ... 315 0 0 ... 4th 15  15-0
ditto ,,. ... 1,920 0 0 ••, 4th 9610 0Homestead 140 0 0
Conditional ... ... 300 0 0 II 2nd 5 0 0
ditto 1,000 0 0 6,658 0 0 4th 216 9 0
ditto  ...  i  10-0  0 69 2 16 ... 6th 4 5 0
ditto 30 0 0 50 0 0 .. 6th 4  15  0
ditto ... 56 3 17 48 0 0 ... 6th 6 13 6
ditto ... 80 0 8 .. , 6th 4 1 0
Nature of Selection .  Agricultural.
TOOWOOMBA  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
M. Lessee.
185 Primrose, F. A. ...
*819 Purcell, Andrew ...
519 Purtell, Michael
521 Ditto ...
627 Purtell,  Martin ...
*786 Purtill, Michael ...
256 Quinlan , John ...
59 Ramsay , Robert ...
73 Ditto
560 Reilly, Anthony A....
*851 Reuter, Elizabeth ..
*812 Reynolds, Wm. A...:
*807 Richardson ,  Samuel
180 Riethmuller, Carl G.
642 Robertson, John ...
572 Ditto ...
569 Robinson, T. G.
590 Ditto ...
591 Ditto ...
602 Robinson, Louis ..
664 Robinson, Edward ...
*787 Robinson, Edward ...
*843 Roberts, Joseph ...
36 Roessler, Henry
*849 Roessler, Gottfried ...
28 Ross, Donald ...
283 Ditto ... ...
246 Rose, Peter ... ...
278 Ressler, Theodore ...
144 Rourke, Henry ...
103 Roxburgh, John P....
45 Russell, John Henry
60 Ditto ... ...
61 Ditto
*845 Russell, John
*847 Russell, Elizabeth ...
400 Ryan, John ... ...
175 Ditto ... ...
267 Ryan, Thomas ...
265 Sabine , John R. ...
167 Sandeman, Alfred ,..
401 Shaw, Thomas ...
431 Shaw, Thomas ...
434 Ditto ... ..
417 Shanklin, Hugh E.
340 Sharpe, Richard ...
341 Ditto ...
505 Shepperd, Robert ...
506 Ditto ... ...
*658 Ditto ...
507 Shepperd, John
*848 Siebenhausen, Charles
240 Simms, Joseph G. ...
541 Ditto ...
*835 Smith, Bernard ...
643 Sinclair, Donald ...
573 Ditto ... .
457 Smith, Robert C. ...
98 Smith, Alexander ...
438 Snelling, Walter H.
80 Sonder e1d, John ...
34 Spies, H. L.... ...
35 Spies, K. I. A. ...
472 Stathams, Henry ...
*825 Ditto
129 Stacy, John Edward
*740 Straver, F. ...
270 Striiver, Frederick ...
325 Ditto
326 Ditto ... ...
*663  Ditto ... ...
*671 Ditto ... ...
*701 Ditto ... .••
*702 Ditto
*803 Stuck, Heinrich ...
46 Suhr, Carl H. ...
A. .69 Taylor, James
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
'Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ,..
ditto ...
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
.., ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
.., ditto
.., ditto
,., ditto
... ditto
... Conditional
.., ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
... Homestead
ditto
Conditional
... ditto
,,, ditto
ditto
.. ditto
.. Homestead
., ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
... Homestead
ditto
... Conditional
.. ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
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First Class
Pastoral.
Second Class Year.Pastoral.
A. B. P.A. B. P. A. B. P.
62 2 6 29 0 0
320 0 0
,,, 160 0 0
,,, 70 0 0
160 0 0
80
95 3141
640 0 012,560 0 0
1 160 0 0
320 0 0
320 0 0
80 0 0 80 0 0
-75 0 22
. 1 252 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
75 0 0
640 0 0
80 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
150 0 0
60 0 0
340 0 0
20 0 0
500 0 0
640 0 0
634 0 0
804 0 0
400 0 0
62 0 0
80 0  0
40 0 0
320 0
320 0
1,920 0
162 0
160 0
640 0
245 0
290 0
940 0
160 0
320 0
40 0
160 0
25 0
500 0
0 0
2,400 0
0
0
0
0
gent. RWuas Qv,
£ s. d. £ a. d.
6th 6 3 6
2nd 3 0 0
4th 3 12 6
4th 3 10 0
3rd 4 0 0
2nd 1 6 8
5th 2 8 0
0 6th 60 0 0
245 0 0
290 0 0
6th 176 0 0
3rd 4' 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 3 0 0
2nd 2 5 0
6th 514 0
3rd 12 12 0
3rd 48 0 0
3rd 48 0 0
3rd 40 4 0
3rd 20 0 0
3rd 1 11 0
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 0 13 4
2nd 3 0 0
6th 0 14 0
2nd 2 0 0
6th 144 0 0
5th 8 2 0
5th 3 0 0 3 15
5th 4 0 0
6th 48 0 0
6th 80 0 0
6th 29 12 6
6th 26 5 0
6th 72 10 0
2nd 1 0 0
2nd 3 0 0
4th 1 0 0
6th 2 13 4
5th 1 7 6
5th 62 10 0
6th 48 0 0
34 0 20  l 4th 0 17 6
(1,920 0 0 ...
640 0 0
24 3 20 ...
55 116;
87 0 0
177 0 0
241...0 0
320 0 0
340 0 0 520 0 0
274 0 0
320 0 0
88 0 0
640 0 0
i 2,560 0 0
200 0 01 67 0 0
640 0 0
80 0  0
40 0 0 ...
40 0 0 ..
92 0
2,560 0 0
320 0 0 ...
640 0 0 1,337 0 0
... 80 0 0 560 0
... 160 0 0
... 2,200 0 0 360 0
40 0 0
Pre-emption on
Cecil Plains... 1,000 0
640 0
... 3,200 0
... 1,100 0
... 450 0
250 0
40 0 0 ...
0
4th 96 0 0
4th 32 0 0
4th 47 11 0
5th 0 12 6
5th 4 4 0
4th 2 3 6
4th 8 17 0
0 3rd 2 6 0
4th 12 1 0
2nd 2 0 0
5th 51 10 0
3rd 20 11 0
2nd 3 0 0
3rd 4 8 0
3rd 48 0 0
4th 128 0 0
h 18 ?7 0
Im provements
6t
4th 48 0 0
6th 1 5 0
6th 0 7 6
6th 0 7 6
4th 128 0 0
2nd 3 0 0
6th 114 17 0
2nd 18 0 0
5th 4 0 0
5th 119 0 0
5th 16 0 0
3rd 80 0 0
3rd 27 10 0
3rd 11 5 0
3rd 6 5 0
2nd 0 10 0
6th 0 7 6
.., 3 4 0
6th 75 0 0
0
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Register
No.
70
71
135
*777
Lessee.
Taylor, James
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
106 Thies ,  Henry ...
356 Thomas ,  Edward ...
388 Ditto
357 Thomas ,  Abraham, jun.
358 Thomas ,  Abraham, son.
415 Thomas , William E.
25 Thorn, George, jun.
49 Tooth, W illi am B....
56 Ditto
Nature of Selection.
Pre-emption on
Cecil Plains ...
ditto ...
Conditional
Pre-emptive on
Cecil Plains...
Homestead ...
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Pre-emption,
Clifton Run...
109 Ditto ... ... Conditional ...
*620 Ditto ...  ...  ditto ...
610 Tooth, Atticus ... ... ditto
*611 Ditto ... ...  ...  ditto
Agricultural. First Class Second ClassPastoral . Pastoral.
A. R. P. A.  B.  P. A. R. P.
1,000 0 0 ...
560 0 0 ...
6,10  0 0 ...
Year.
6th
6th
6th
2,560 0 0 ... 2nd
40 0 0 6th
... 160 0 0 ... 4th
... 184 1 0 ... 4th
... 160 0 0 ... 4th
160 0 0 ... 4th
633 0 0 ... ... 4th
640 0 0 6th
214 0 0 106 0 0 ... 6th
Im provcments
712 0 0 ... 6th
320 0 0 821 0 0 ... 6th
157 3 0 ... 3rd
... 566 0 0 ... 3rd
... 198 0 0 ... 3rd
Im provements
581 Towner, Thomas ... ... ditto ... 640 0 0 ... ... 3rd
460 Trott, James... ditto 700 0 0 ... 4th
132 Ditto ditto 640 0 0 1,160 0 0 ... 6th
527 Ditto ditto 254 0 0 ... 3rd
50 Trousdell, gate ... ... + Homestead .. 80 0 0 6th
487 Turner, John S. ... ... Conditional ... ... 346 0 0 ... 4th
488 Ditto ditto ... 448 0 0 ... ... 4th
*465 Tyson, James ... ... ditto ... 150 0 0 1,704 0 0 4th
696 Ditto ...  ... ... Pre-emption on
Felton Run,
leased half
697 Ditto ... ... ... ditto  11  91 ...
114 Ditto ... ... ditto, Beauaraba
Run ... ... 392 0 0
485 Ditto ... ... ... Conditional
486 Ditto ... ... ... Ditto ... ...
672 Ditto ... ...  ...  ditto ... ...
116 Ditto ... ... ... Pre-emption,
Beauaraba Run 480 0 0
116 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 528 0 0
130 Ditto ... ...  ...  ditto ... 640 0 0
*748 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ...
*749 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ...
*750 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ..,
*800 Ditto ... ... Conditional ... ...
*743 Ditto ... ... Pre-emptive on
Felton Run,
leased half
134 Von Gutschmid, Felix ... Conditional ... 640 0 0
309 Vignolles, Francis D. ... ditto ...
436 Wallis, James ... ... ditto ... 638 1 0
260 Walsh, Thomas ... ... Homestead ,., ...
320 Walsh, William ... ... I ditto
540 Walsh, John ... ... ditto
*608 Walsh, Patrick ... ... . ditto
*622 Ditto .. ... ... Conditional ...
553 Waller, William ., ditto ,,,
31 Walker, Robert F., senior Homestead ... 80 0 0
96 Walker, Robert F., junior ditto ... 80 0 0
97 Walker, Jonathan ... ... ditto ... 80 0 0
650 Webb, William ... ... ditto ...
211 Webber, Samuel ... ditto  ...  20 0 0
430 West, Francis J. ... ... Conditional
432 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ...
433 Ditto .... ... ditto ... ...
225 Wheelwright, John H. ... ditto ... ...
189 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ...
360 Whitmore, Aaron ... ... Homestead
444 Whitchello, Stephen H. ... Conditional ...
490 Ditto ditto 448 0 0
469 Whitchurch, Francis W. S. ditto 60 0 0
156 Whitchurch, John S. ditto ... 530 0 0
*832 Whitchurch, Fredk. W. S. Homestead
377 Williams, Charles ... ... ditto ... ...
443 Williams, Daniel ditto ... ...
489 Ditto  ...  ... .. ditto ... 640 0 0
537 Willis, S. :U. ... ... I ditto ... ...
640 0 0 3rd
80 0 0 3rd
Rent. Balance due.
£ s. d. 1 £ s. d.
75 0 0
42 0 0
48 0 0
96 0 0
0 17 6
4 0 0
5 0 0
4 0 0
4 0 0
47 9 6
16 0 0
21 7 0 26 13 9
200 0 0
53 8 0 66 15 0
65 81
7 18 0 6 11 8
28 6 0
9 18 0
37 0 0
48 0 0
36 0 0
106 0 0
12 14 0
0 15 0
17 6 0
33 12 0
50 2 0
16 0 0
2 0 0
6th
2,360 0 0 4th
85 0 0 152 0 0 4th
.,, 1,629 0 0 3rd
160 0 0
119 0 0
60 0 0
160 0 0
80 0 0'
159 0 0
160 0 0
36 0 0
1,785 0 0
470 0 0
305 0 0
160...0 0
2,560 0 0
2,500...0 0
45 0 0
300 0 0
2,560 0 0
2,560 0 0
171 0 0
29 8 0
59 0 0
8 1 0
40 14 6 4 19 4
... 6th 36 0 0
... 6th 39 12 0
6th 163 8 0
310 0 0 2nd 6 9 2
1,064 0 0  2nd 22 3 4
732 0 0 2nd 15 5 0
119 0  0 2nd 1 4 10
1,000 0 0 2nd 25 0
6th 48 0
7,680 0 0 5th 192 0
... 4th 47 18
... 5th 4 0
... 5th 2 19
... 3rd 1 10
... 3rd 4 0
... 3rd 4 0
... 3rd 7 19
... 6th 0 15
... 6th 1 10
... 6th 1 10
... 3rd 4 0
6th 1 13
... 4th 89 5
... 4th  2310
4th 15 5
100 0 0 5th 2 10
319 2 0 Gth 8 0
... 4th 4 0
,., 4th 128 0
... 4th 33 12
... 4th 129 10
6th 42 0
2nd 1 2 16
,,, 4th 128 0
4th 128 0
4th 48 0
3rd 8 11
0 4 0
0 8 C'
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Segi-ter
No. Lessee . Nature of  Selection . Agricultural .
First Class
Pastoral .
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent.
A. B. P. A. B. P. A. B. P. £ s. d.
201 Wilcox, Edward ... ... Homestead .. 100 0 0 200 0 0 507 0 0 6th 30 3 6
266 Wilkes, William ... ... ditto ... 30 0 0 70 0 0 ... 5th 2 17 6
t595 Wilson, William ..... Conditional ... 40 0 0 .. . 209 0 0 3rd
202 Ditto ..  ... ... ditto
-
2,560 0 0 ... 6th 128 0 0
304 I Wilson, William George  ... ditto ... 112 0 0 300 0 0 ... 5th 27 13 0
.f
WARWICK DISTRICT.
101
261
333
334
364
375
542
317
246
318
75
76
78
194
195
196
528
529
1626
Abbott, John ...
Addison, William ...
Aleck, George ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Aleck, John ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... .
Ditto ... ...
757 Ditto ... ...
758 Ditto .. ...
337 Aleck, Peter ...
338 Ditto ... ...
*354 Ditto ... ...
557 Ditto ... ...
558 Ditto ... ...
*659 Ditto ... ...
*680 Ditto ...
765 Allen, Henry
776 Ditto ...
483 Alexander, Robert ...
384 Arbuthnot, James ...
269 Aspinall, John ...
331 Ditto ... ...
131 Ditto ... ...
+355 Balls, William C. ...
222 Baillie, John
457 Ditto ... ..
*597 Bank of Australasia
*598 Ditto
*599 Ditto
*0()U Ditto
*601 Ditto ... ...
*602 Ditto ...
753 Banks, John J.
749 Beil, Tobias ... ...
750 Beil, John H. ...
310 Bell, Charles ...
214 Ditto
514 Bell, Henry ...
130 Bezold, Michael
*605 Bezold, Michael ...
559 Bezold, Christian
*580 Ditto ...
*653 Ditto ...
*655 Bezold, Eve Mary ...
389 Black, Henry ...
*713 Ditto ... ...
225 Bond, Henry
328 Bolt, Adam ... ...
503 Bott, Henry... ...
Bourke, Martin ...
... Conditional
... ditto
I
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
,,. Pre-emptive on
Swan Creel- ...
... Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
.. ditto
.. ditto
.. ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
.., ditto
... Homestead ..
... Conditional ...
... ditto
... ditto ..
... ditto ..
... ditto ..
... ditto
... I ditto ..
Pre-emption on  I
Stratmiller,
leased half
ditto
ditto
Pre-emption on
Gladfield leased
half
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
40 .0
40 0
60 0
80 0
40 0
40 0
40 0
0.
0'
0
0'
0
0
0
320 0 0 2,240 0 0 6th
2,000 0 0 5th
1,280  0 0 4th
80 0 0
'
560 0 0 4th
80 0 0 4th
... 252 0 0 4th
... 900 0 0 3rd
... 5th
380 0 0 5th
... 280 0 0 5th
... 1,112 0 0 6th
560 0 0 6th
... 600 0 0 6th
... 590 0 0 6th
... 640 0 0 6th
640  0 0 6th
120 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 320 0 0
320 0 0
160 0 0 2,400 0 0
... 1,280 0 0
... 640 0 0
... 920 0 0
... 320 0 0
728 0 0
... 460 0 0
... 640 0 0
115 0 0
150 0 0
100 0 0
150 0 0 294 0 0
... 320 0 0
1,280 0 0
125 0 0
... 640 0 0
... 1,000 0 0
1,000 0 0
920 0 0
610 0 0
320 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
200 0 0
I
320 0 0
47 0 0
... 100 0 0
160 0 0
70 0 0 69 1 24
1,600 0 0
320 0 0
644 0 0
2,044 •0 0
640 0 0
320 0 0
1,080 0 0
64,0 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
240 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
540 0 0
3rd
3rd
2nd
2nd
2nd
4th
4th
4th
3rd
3rd
2nd
2nd
`2nd
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
5th
6th
4th
5th
3rd
Balance due.
72 0 0
50 0 0
32 0 0
18 0 0
2 0 0
6 6 0
22 6 5
3 0 0
19 0 0
10 0 0
32 6 0
20 0 0
18 0 0
17 15 0
16 0 0
16 0 0
3 0 0
6 0 0 0 2 0
:3 6 8
0 13 4
013 4I
68 0 0
32 0 0
16 0 0
23 0 0
8 0 0
9 2 0
3 16 8
1 6 8
0 4 10
3 15 0
5 0 0
14 17 0
8 0 0
32 0 0 +5 0 0
6 5 0
1(;  0 0
25 0 0
2nd 25 0 0
2nd 23 0 0
2nd 16 0 0
2nd 40 0 0
2nd 8 0 0
2nd 16 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 0 13 4
2nd 0 13 4
5th 51 2 0
6th 16 1) 0
3rd 8 0 0
6th 37 0 0
2nd 16 0 0
3rd 16 0 0
3rd 16 0 0
2nd 3 10 0
2nd 9 6 8
4th 16 0 0
2nd 4 0 0
5th 1 15 3
5th 18 10 0
3rd 4 0 0
5th 8 15 0
20 0 0
3 15 0
Improvement4.
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WARWICK DISTRICT- continued.
Register Lessee.No. Nature of  Selection. Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Tear. Rent.  Balance due.
A. B. P. A. R. P. A. A. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
766  Bradburn, Win. ... Conditional 160 0 0 2nd 0 6 8
540  Brennan , John ... Homestead 50 0 0 3rd 1 5 0
378  Brien, John ... ... ditto ... 160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
146  Brewer, Michael ... Conditional 138 1 11 ... 6th 6 19 0
165  Brewer , Thomas ...
345 h
ditto ... 107 0 11 6th 5 8 0
Browne, Jo n ... ditto 160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
313  Ditto ... ... ditto 250 0 0 750 0 0 5th 31 5 0
188  Browne, James ... ditto 1470 0 6th 11 0 6
515  Brown, Robert Homestead ... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
*718  Brown, William J. M. ditto 320 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
177  Brosnan , Cornelius... Conditional 105 0 0 ... 445 0 0 6th 19 0 0 12 1 3
178  Ditto ... ... ditto 640 0 0 6th  16 0 0
157  Ditto ... ... ditto 160 0 0 480 0 0 6th 24 0 0 46 5. 0
*726  Ditto Homestead 20 0 0 300 0 0 ... 2nd 3 3 9
*743  Brushaber , Frederick ditto
... 160 0 0 2nd 0 13 4
*617  Buckley, John ... Conditional 320 0 0 2nd 7 6 8
*620  Ditto ... .., ditto 640 0 0 2nd 14 13 4
420  Burgess,  George ... ditto 507 0 0 4th 1213 6
421  Ditto ditt 840 0 0 4th 21 0 0... ...
422  Ditto ... ..,
o
ditto 339 2 33 4th 8 10 0
271  Ditto ... ... ditto 600 0 0 5th 15 0 0
204  Ditto ... ... ditto 1,280 0 0 6th 32 0 0
440  Ditto ... ... ditto 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
441  Ditto ... ... ditto 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
*741  Ditto ditto 190 0 0 2nd 0 15 10
267  Ditto ... ... ditto 600 9 0 5th 15 0 0
284  Ditto ... ditto 100 0 0 5th 5 0 0
*704  Burnett, Robert ... Homestead 320 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
241  Butler, David ... Conditional 213 0 0 427 0 0 5th 21 6 6
*654  Ditto ... ... ditto 300 0 0 2nd 4 13 4
*604  Butler, James ... ditto 200 0 0 2nd 5 0 0
*677  Ditto ... ... ditto 300 0 0 2nd 3 2 6
240  Ditto ... ditto 213 0 0 427 0 0 5th 21 6 6
*715  Cameron, Alexander Homestead 160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
*627  Campbell, James
... Conditional 640 0 0 2nd 13 6 8
308  Campbell, Charles ... ditto 1,204 0 0 800 0 0 5th 80 4 0
*485  Caldwell, David ... ditto 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
281  Carmody, Patrick
... ditto 80 3 24 5th 3 0 9
596  Cardow, Carl W."J. Homestead ,.. 96 0 0 ... 2nd 2 8 0
482  Carver, Joseph
... ditto 50 0 0 3rd 1 5 0
541  Canavan, Patrick
... Conditional 185 0 0 3rd 4 12 6
186  Cavanagh, John
... Homestead 760 0 6th 2 7 6
773  Ditto
... Conditional 150 0 0 2nd 0 6 3
*706  Chapman, Robert ... Homestead 320 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
t404  Clarke, Charles
... Conditional 401 0 0 ... 4th 15 3 6
24  Clarke, George
... ditto 476 0 0 ... 6th  '35  14 0
36  Ditto ...
... Pre-emption on
'Calgai Run 160 0 0 464 2 0 ... 6th 35 5 0 1
84 Ditto ... ... ditto 1,365 0 0 6th 68 5 0 1
85 Ditto ... ... ditto 50 0 0 419 0 0 6th 2414 01
90 Ditto ... ... ditto 30 0 0 90 0 0 ... 6th 6 15 0
91 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 120 0 0 . 6th 6 0 0
92 Ditto ... ... ditto 160 0 0 6th 8 0 0
93 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 120 0 0 6th 6 0 0 I
98 Ditto ... ... ditto 200 0 0 327 0 0 6th 18 3 6 1
100 Ditto ... ... ditto 30 0 0 365 1 0 6th 20 11 0
120 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 945 0 0 738 2 0 6th 65 14 6
121 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 500 0 0 571 2 0 6th 39 6 0
*658 Cleary, Henry Conditional 320 0 0 2nd 4 13 4
t463 Clay, John Chas. ... Homestead 63 0 0 3rd 2 3 4
t464 Clay, George ... ditto 57 0 0 3rd 1 19 3
*579 Clunes William ditto 160 0 0` 3rd 4 0 . 0,
*621  Ditto
...
... ditto
: : :
80 0 0 2nd 116 8
387  Connolly, Denis
... Conditional ... 80 0 0 1 240 0 0 4th 10 0 0
392  Ditto ...
... ...  ditto 320 0 0 4th 8 0 0
278  Conway, Denis
... ... ditto 93 0 0 ... 5th 2 6 6
1347  Coutts, Thomas (Trustees of) I ditto ... 230 0 0 ... 4th
248  Ditto ...
... ...  ditto ... 1,530 2 0 5th 76 11 0
283  Ditto ditto 467 0 0 5th 23 7 0...
27 Ditto ...
...
...
...
ditto 553 0 0 ... 6th 41 9 6
140  Ditto ... ditto 80 0 0 228 0 0 6th 17 8 0
*585  Ditto ...
... ...  Pre-em tion on
INorthToolburra
1leased half ... 640 0 0 ... 2nd 32 0 0
*586  Ditto ... ditto ... 1,300 0 0 ... 2nd 65 0 0
*721 Ditto . Homestead ... 320 0 0 ... 2nd 3 0 0
28  Coutts, Maria
... ... Conditional ... 470 0 0 6th 35 5 0
247 Coutts, William (Trustees of) ditto
... j2560 0 0 170 0 0 5th 132 5 01
300 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 530 0 0 f ... 5th 39 15 0
399
WARWICK DISTRICT-- continued.
. $egister
N o. Lessee.  Nature of  Selection.
x`719 Coutts Robert ..
*720  Coutts,  W illiam D....
162 Cox, Mary ... ...
217 Cooke,  Robert ...
348 Crane ,  Martin ...
349
362
321
455
456
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
t477 i Ditto ...
492 Ditto ... ...
507 Ditto
t607 Ditto ... ...
*643 Ditto ... ...
*647 Craig, James
*745 Cronin, James ...
88 Deacon, William ...
89 Ditto ...
105 Deuchar, John ...
*698 Devaney, Denis ...
388 Dougall, Andrew ...
395 Ditto ... ...
x714 Ditto ...
209 Dougall, James
122 Drape, Chas. S.
155 Ditto .. ...
583 Drakard, Henry ...
244 Drukard, Henry ...
t342 Dwyer, William ...
625 Ditto
303 Easton, Fredk. Chas.
182 Ditto ... ...
124 Ditto .. ...
289 Eastwell, Thomas ...
153 Ditto ...
245 Eastwell, William ...
569 Ditto ...
203 Eastwell, John ...
156 Eastwell, Edward ...
*642  Eastwe ll, Joseph ...
*735 Erhart, Michael ...
276 Fagg, George ...
430 Ditto ...
258 Falconer, John
259 Ditto
755 Fanning, Wm.
363 Finnibach, Franz M.
416 Fisher, Charles B....
465 Fisher, William D....
466 Ditto
434 Fitzgerald, Edmund
413 Fitzsimons , John ...
546 Flanagan, Mary J....
*578 Flint, John ... ...
*652 y Ditto ... ...
197 Free, Addison ...
*730 Gallagher, John ...
154 Gallespie, James ...
326 Geary, John... ...
394 Gibson, Thomas ...
*618  Gillespie, Leonard ...
777 Ditto ... ..
*640 Gillespie, James J....
*682 Gillespie, William ...
778 Ditto
335 Gillespie, James John
530 Gillespie, Thomas ...
497 Gillmore, Allen ...
498 Ditto ...
*641 Gilmour, Allan
*574  Glassby, George E llarby
379 Glasheen, John ...
*650 Glavin, Timothy ...
316 Gordon,  Samuel ...
208 Ditto ... ...
215  Ditto
*670 Ditto
230 Gore, Francis A.
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
... I Homestead
... ditto
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... ditto
., ditto
... Conditional
.. ditto
.. ditto
., ditto
... ditto
ditto
Agricultural.
A. R. P.
105 •0 0
42--.2  0
120 0 0
20 0 0
70 0 0
80 0 0
First Class
Pastoral.
A. R.  P-
320  0 0
320 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P.
200 0 0 1,296 0
400 0 0 240 0
400 0 0 240 0
500 0 0 500 0
400 0 0 600 0
640 0
762 0
... 760 0
... 640 0
640 0
100 0 0 816 0
200 0 0
149 0 0
82 0 0
94 2 0
80 0 0
160 0 0
... 80 0 0
,.. 160 0 0
... 590 0 0
65 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0 218 0 0
275 3 30 56 0 0
,,, 342  0 0
25 0 0
75 0 0
46 0 0 34 1 0
130 2 0
89 0 0 ...
50 3 0
60 0
160 0
500 0
Year.
2nd
2nd
6th
0 6th
0 4th
0 4th
0 4th
0 5th
0 3rd
0 3rd
0 3rd
0 3rd
0 3rd
0 2nd
0 2nd
2nd
2nd
640 0 0
320 0 0
560 0 0
200 0 0
640 0 0
135 0 0
560 0 0
200 0 0
0
0
160 0 0
320 0 0
... 34 0 0
172 2 0
.,, 60 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
52 0 0
40 0 0 118 3 0
320 0 0
80 0 0
72 0 0
68 1 0
100. 0 0
160 0 0
400 0 0
160 0 0
100 0 0
160 0 0
80 0 0
87  1 0
640 0 0
320 0 0
1,560 0 0
563 0 0
283 0 0
427 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
160 0 0
540 0 0
400 0 0
200 0 0
320 0 0
80 0 0
160 0 0
240 0 0
80 0 0
6th
6th
6th
2nd
4th
4th
2nd
6th
6th
6th
2nd
5th
4th
2nd
5th
6th
6th
5th
6th
5th
3rd
6th
6th
2nd
2nd
5th
4th
5th
5th
2nd
4th
4th
3rd
3rd
4th
4th
3rd
3rd
2nd
6th
2nd
6th
5th
4th
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
4th
3rd
3rd
3rd
2nd
3rd
4th
400 0 0 2nd
320 0 0 5th
560 0 0 6th
640 0 0 6th
2nd
5th
Rent. Balance Due.
£ s. d.
3 0 0
3 0 0
7 17 6
42 8 0
26 0 0
26 0 0
37 10 0
35 0 0
16 0 0
19 1 0
7 9 8
16 0 0
16 0 0
9 6 0
8 6 8
0 18 10
2 15 0
7 9 0
5 12 0
10 0 0
9 0 0
16 0 0
8 0 0
1 0 0
18 0 0
8 0 0
34 10 0
16 0 0
6 12 6
1 2 6
4 3 4
16 18 0
23 10  01
17 2 0
0 12 6
5 12 6
• 5 4 0
6 11 0
6 13 6
3 16 6
1 0 0
1 0 0
4 0 0
8 0 0
0 17 0
8 13 0
£ s. d.
0 5 0
8 0 0
39 0 0
18 1 6
11 1 6
10 13 6
16 0 0
1 19 0 1 0 4
16 0 0
2 6 8
4 9 6
3 0 0
6 0 0
18 10 0
10 0 0
4 11 8
0 13 4
1 10 0
1 6 8
0 6 8
5 8 0
5 3 6
26 0 0
2 0 0
2 13 4
2 10 0
4 0 0
5 16 8
8 0 0
18 0 0
1 15 01
1326 00 00
400.
Register
No. Lessee.
96 Gore, Francis A.
94 Gore, William F. ...
756 Grany, John ...
774 Ditto ...
229 Grayson, Allen ...
*459 Grayson, John ...
x`684 Ditto ...
*685 Grayson, Robert ...
527  Grayson, Francis
...
*606 Ditto ...
381  Grieve, William ...
311  Ditto ... ...
491  Ditto ...
...
609  Ditto ... ...
*638  Ditto ... ...
*660  Ditto ... ...
761  Ditto .
304  Green, Charles Henry
68  Ditto ... ...
69  Ditto ... ...
102  Ditto ... ...
*593 Ditto ...
x504 Ditto ... ...
*595  Ditto .
x734 Groener, Friederich
227  Groves, William ...
*723 Gurney, William ...
398 Haidle, William ...
*622 Ditto ... ...
*674 Ditto ... ...
219  Hall, Amos ... ...
445  Hall, Thomas ...
446 Ditto ... ...
167 Ditto ...
532 Hammond. George ...
405  Hanmer, Thomas ...
250  Ditto
99  Ditto
112  Ditto
113  Ditto
114  Ditto
*700 Hart, George ...
*701 Hart, James ..
376  Headley, Walter B.
*646  Heilig, John ...
487  Henderson, James ...
290  Herron, John ...
*744 Heyder, Augustus ...
314  Hill, E. 0. W. ...
*294  Hoffman, George ...
*688  Hoffmann, George ...
260  Hoffman, Jacob ...
*668 Hoffmann, Jacob ...
266  Hoffman, Philip ...
486  Holmes, John ...
256  Hughes, Bernard .
*560 Hutchison, Kenneth
*561  Ditto ... ...
*563 Ditto ...
795  Hutton, David ...
525  Jackson, George ...
*673 Jensen, Niels
272  Johnson, John, sear.
273 Johnson, John,  junr.
748 Ditto
453 Jones, Henry .
534 Ditto ... ...
366 Kates, Francis ...
367 Ditto ... ...
368 Ditto ... ...
369 Ditto ... ...
383 Ditto
425 Ditto
426 Ditto
... ...
432 Ditto
298 1Keable, Septimus ... ...
WARWICK  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of  Selection .  Agricultura l.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emption on
Goomburrra
leased half
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ..
Conditional ...
ditto ..
ditto  ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto  ...
ditto  ...
ditto  ...
ditto  ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ..
ditto
$ Not confirmed yet.
First Class
Pastoral.
Second Class Year.Pastoral. i Bent.  Balance due.
A. B. P. A. B. P. A. B. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
640 0 0 1,920 0 0 ... 6th 144 0 0
640 0 0 2,560 0 0 6th 176 0 0
... 640 0 0  2nd 1 6 8
360 0 0 2nd 0 15 0
30 0 0 70 0 0  5th 3 5 0
640 0 0  3rd 16 0 0
160 0 0 1 2nd 1 6 8
... 220 0 0  2nd 1 16 8
... 80 0 0  3rd 2 0 0
... 239 0 0  2nd 5 19 6
... 320 0 0  4th 8 0 0
... 1,000 0 0  5th 25 0 0
... 160 0 0  3rd 4 0 0
... 140 0 0  2nd 3 4 2
... 400 0 0 2nd 7 10 0
100 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
08 2 d 0 3 40
0400
0
0
n
5th 10 0 0
640 0 0 2,140 0 0 6th 155 0 0
200 0 0 440 0 0 6th 21 0 0
100 0 0 540 0 0 6th 18 10 0
40 0 0 250 0 0 350 0 0 2nd 24 5 0
40 0 0 250 0 0 190 0 0 2nd 23 5 0
120 0 0 1,320 0 0 2nd 42 0 0
... 320 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
... 100 0 0 100 0 0 5th 7 10 0
... 320 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
... 50 0 0 4th 1 5 0
100 0 0 2nd 2 5 10
110 0 0 2nd 1 2 11
100 0 0 100 0 0 5th 7 10 0
... 320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
55 0 0 65 0 0 ... 6th 7 7 6
83 3 0 3rd 2 2 0
340 0 0 4th 17 0 0
5,500 0 0  5th 137 10 0
160 0 0 349 2 0 6th 20 15 0
... 240 0 0  6th 6 0 0
160 0 0  6th 4 0 0
1,380 b 0  6th 34 10 0
100 0 0 220 0 0 ... 2nd 3 18 9
320 0 0 ... 2nd 3 0 0
137 2 0 ... 4th 6 18 0
67 0 0 2nd 0 19 7
72 3 28 3rd 2 14 9
250 0 0 1 390 0 0  5th 22 5 0 7 11 3
320 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
... 805 0 0  5th 20 2 6
... 320 0 0  5th 8 0 0
100 0 0  2 d 0 16 8
91 0 0 540 0
n
0  5th 18 1 0
100 0 0  2nd 1 0 10
60 0 0 140 0 0  5th 8 0 0
200 2 0 3rd 15 1 6
...
120 0 0 5th 6 0 0
... 160 0 0  3rd . 4 0 0
11,440 0 0  3rd 36 0 0
40 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
66 0 0 2nd 0 4 2
... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
120 0 0 2nd! 1 5 0
320 0 0 5th 8 0 0
... 320 0 0 5th 8 0 0
... 640 0 0 2nd 2 13 4
... 1,000 0 0 3rd 25 0 0
-
380 0 0 3rd 9 10 0 0 15 10
98 1 0 4th 7 8 6
87 1 0 4th 6 12 0.
148 3 0 4th 11 3 6
178 2 0 4th 13 8 6
72 3 0 4th 5 9 6
924 0 0 ... 4th 46 4 0
106 0 0 ... 4th 5 6 0
$715 0 0 ... 4th 35515 0
Im provements 31 4 0
500 0 0
Im
I 500 0 0
provements§
5th 37 10 0
Not valued yet
401
WARWICK  DISTRICT- contineaed.
Register
No.
460
329
*692
*746
*733
205
*552
129
130
*385
159
*629
436
*589
*590
*608
*676
340
*686
*729
*699
*716
306
*649
223
224
531
*555
*724
*725
*722
279
374
239
*662
226
431
509
U96
*417
166
538
325
*553
*651
253
*731
*695
117
118
339
391
268
257
180
536
480
352
323
255
322
173
556
*667
760
*703
*727
751
752
360
252
176
175
181
150
351
797
50<i
;543
Lessee.
Keable, Septimus
Keim, Michael ...
Keim, Meikhael ...
Kyle, William ...
Large, John ... ...
Leahy, Philip ...
Leahy, Thomas
Lester, Leonard Edwd.
Ditto ...
Locke, Albert ...
Locke, John... ...
Ditto ...
Locke, William ...
Locke, James ...
Ditto .. . ...
Locke, Albert ...
Ditto ..
Lomas, George Hugh
Ditto ...
Longwell, Matthew
Maher, James
Margetts, Edmund H.
Mason, Maurice Chas.
Mauch, Freaderich ...
Manch, Michael ...
Ditto ...
Marsh, George
Macalister, John E.
Meara, James ...
Meara, John ..
Mehan, Stephen J....
Mills, John B. ...
Mitchell, Henry ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Mitchell, James ...
Mitchell, Henry ...
Ditto
Moffatt, Jas. Campbell
Morris, Aaron ...
Morris, John ...
Muller, Peter
Muir, John ...
Muir, William
Ditto ...
Murphy, Timothy ...
Murphy, Michael ...
Murray, John ...
Murray, Catherine ...
Ditto
McDonnell, Michael
Ditto ...
McConvill, James ...
McGahan, John ...
McGahan, Thomas ...
McGeever, Henry ...
McGuckeu, Thomas
McIntosh, James ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto  ...
McKinlay, George ...
McMahon, Thos.
McMillan, Alex.
McMillan, Ewen .
McNamara, Patrick
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... . • .
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto . • .
Neilan, Philip ...
Nicholls, Isaac ...
Nolan, Edward ...
Ditto ... ...
Nature of  Selection . Agricultural.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto .,,
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto .,,
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
First Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P. A. R. P.
160 0 0
314 0 0
320 0 0
522 0 0
185 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
800 0 0 5th
320 0 0 2nd
50 0 0 270 0 0 ... 2nd
120 0 ,0 200 0 0 ... 2nd
33 0 0 ... 6th
... 54 0 0 ... 3rd
1,800 0 0 ... 6th
... 760 0 0 6th
320 0 0 4th
640 0 0 6th
160 0 0 2nd
100 0 0 3rd
513 0 0 2nd
100 0 0 2nd
... 100 0 0 2nd
115 0 0 2nd
... 500 0 0 500 0 0 4th
160 0 0 2nd
... 320 0 0 ... 2nd
... 320 0 0 ... 2nd
320 0 0 ... 2nd
640 0 0 ... 5th
40 0 0 ... 2nd
120 0 0 120 0 0 5th
32 0 0 5th
102 1 0 ... 3rd
280 0 0 1 ... 3rd
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 2nd
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 2nd
320 0 0 2nd
1,215 0 0 5th
300 0 0 4th
640 0 0 5th
1 300 0 0 2nd
i
35 0 0
245 0 0
100 0 0
80 0 0
30  '0 0 ... 5th
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 2nd
120 0 0 200 0 0 2nd
40 3 0
60 0 0
80 0 0
92 0 0
1,280 0
Second Class
Pastoral. Year.
A. R.  P.
400 0 0 4th
... 5th
... 4th
3rd
3rd
80 0 0 4th
6th
300 0 0 3rd
5th
3rd
160 0 0 2nd
640 0 0 6th
640 0 0 6th
... 4th
... 4th
... 5th
... 5th
... 6th
3rd
215 3 0 3rd
320 0 0 4th
640 0 0 5th
960 0 0 5th
640 0 0 5th
0  11,280 0 0 6th
12,377  0 0 3rd
200  0 0
320 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
73 3 0
980 0 0
980 0 0
85 0 0
160 0 0
313 2 19
79 3 38
79 3  12
320 0 0 2nd
300 0 0 2nd
606 0
980 0
980 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
0 4th
5th
0 6th
0 6th
6th
6th
i 4th
2nd
3rd
3rd
Rent. Balance due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
10 0 0
20 0 0
2 0 0
2 6 3
4 2 6
1 4 9
1 7 0
87 13 7
38 0 0
8 0 0
16 0 0
3 0 0
2 10 0
12 16 6 3 14 6
2 10 0
2 10 0
1 4 0
37 10 0
1 6 8
3 0 0
3 0 0
3 0 0
48 0 0
0 11 8
15 0 0
1 12 0
2 11 6
7 0 0
4 2 6
4 2 6
3 0 0
30 7 6
7 10 0
16 0 0
3 15 0
4 0 0
6 14 9
8 0 0
25 16 0
2 0 0
11 17 6
7 10 0
4 0 0
4 0 0
2 6 8
1 2 6
4 2 6
4 2 6
16 0 0
16 0 0
12 5 0
5 0 0
3 1 6
4 0 0
4 10 0
1 10 0
5 8 0
8 0 0
16 0 0
24 0 0
16 0 0
96 0 0
59 7 10
3 6 8
0 12 6
1 17 6
3 0 0
0 13 4
0 13 4
15 3 0 2 0 9
3 14 0
73 10 0
73 10 0
6 18 0
4 5 0
4 0 0
0 13 1
4 0 0
3 0 0
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WARWICK  DISTRICT- continued.
Register l
V
433
474
*693
*702
147
171
*499
t516
*628
107
Lessee.
O'Brien, Anthony ...
OB'rien, Patrick ...
O'Brien, Daniel ...
O'Dea, Martin
O'Dempsey, James P.
Ditto
O'Dempsey, James P.
Page, Henry ...
Ditto ...
Palgrave and Bigge...
144 Ditto
611 Ditto
*612 Ditto
*613 Ditto
*614 Ditto
*616
*624
145
160
766
775
169
:327
*708
*709
473
526
619
1623
*672
*679
386
*631
*632
312
*732
95
*664
*665
221
*691
*488
*630
f346
382
400
*443
309
172
*696
270
*639
*551
305
424
*687
*694
365
*550
*636
218
356
407
409
116
184
128
262
127
134
142
Ditto ...
Ditto
Palmer, William
Ditto
Palmer, Wm. L.
Ditto
Parr, Bertie C.
Ditto
Passmore , Hugh ...
Passmore , John ...
Patterson, Andrew...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Patterson ,  James ...
Company, Limited ...
Payne, David
Peel RiverLand  and Mineral
Ditto ...
Porter, Alexr. E.
Power, William
Priaulx, Osmond de Lancy
Reader, William ...
Ditto ... ...
Reeve, John... ..
Richter, Friederich
Rippingdale, John G.
Rosenbeyer, George
Ross, James R. ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .. ...
Ross, Thomas C. ...
Ryan, Jeremiah ...
Ditto .. ..
Ryan, Thomas John
Ryan, Cornelius
Ryan, Thomas
Saal, Henry...
Scoch, Christian
Ditto
Schneider, John
Sexton, Peter
Sewell, Richard
Sewell, James
Shannon, James ..
Sheridan, Robert, junr.
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Sheridan, John ...
Sheridan, Robert, senr.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Nature of Selection.  Agricultural. pint  Class  Second Class
Pastoral .  Pastoral.
Year. Rent.  Balance due.
A.  It.  P. A.  It.  P. A. R.  P. 2 s. d. £ S- d.
Homestead ... 311 0 0 ... 4th 15 11 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 ... 3rd, 3 0 0
.. 48 0 0 ... 2nd 0 6 0ditto ...
ditto ... 320 0 0 ... 2nd 3 0 0
Conditional ... 176, 0 0 ... ... 6th 13 4 0
ditto 79 0 0 6th 5 18 6
ditto ... 76 0 0 3rd 1 18 0
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 3rd 3 2 8
Conditional ... ... ... 80 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
Pre-emption,
Rosenthal Run 220 0 0 2,340 0 0 ... 6th 133 10 0
ditto ... 112 0 0 934 0 0 ,.. 6th 55 2 0
Pre-emptive on
Rosenthal Run,
leased half ... ... 1,308 0 0 ... 2nd 59 19 0
ditto ... ... 640 0 0 ... 2nd 29 6 8
ditto ... ... 612 0 0 ... 2nd 28 1 0
Pre-emptive on
Toolburra,
leased half ... ... 2,015 0 0 ... 2nd 92 7 1
ditto ... ... 260 0 0 .... 2nd  11 18  4
ditto ... ... 285 0 0 ... 2nd 13 1 3
Conditional ... 97 0 0 ... 6th 7 5 6
ditto ... 102 0 0 15 0 0 ... 6th 8 8 0
ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
Homestead ... ... 100 0 0 .,. 2nd 0 6 8
Conditional ... 1,300 0 0 1,375 0 0 6th 99 7 6
ditto 370 0 0 1,260 0 0 2,656 0 0 5th 157 3 0
Homestead ... 320 0 0 ,,. 2nd 3 0 0
ditto ... ... 320 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
Conditional ... ... ... 2,560 0 0 3rd 64 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 324 0 0 3rd 8 2 0
Homestead ... ... 71 0 0 2nd 1 12 7 0 0 6
Conditional ... ... ... 527 0 0 2nd 11 10 1
ditto ... ... ... 780 0 0 2nd 8 2 6
ditto ... ... 1,280 0 0 2nd  10 13  4
.. 80 0 0 ... 4th 2 0 0Homestead ...
Pre-emptive on.
EllengowanRun,
leased half ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead
ditto
... Conditional ...
ditto ...
... ditto ...
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
... Homestead ...
... ditto ...
... Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
.. ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
., ditto
., ditto ...
.. ditto ...
.. ditto
... ditto ...
... 1,390 0 0 ... 2nd 52 2 6
1,170 0 0  2nd 43 17 6
1,200 0 0 800 0 0 5th 80 0 0
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 2nd 4 2 6
640 0 0 2,560 0 0 ... 6th 176 0 0
... ... 320 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
... 320 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
... 160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
135 1 0 ... 2nd 017 0
62 3 0 ... 3rd 2 7 3
... 160 0 0 ... 2nd 3 0 0
... 348 0 0 ... 4th
... 423 0 0 ... 4th 21 3 0
... 320 0 0 ... 4th 16 2 0
... 300 0 0 3rd 15 0 0
... 475 0 0 5th 1117 6
267 3 0 13 0 0 ... 6th  20  15  0
... 160 0 0 ... 2nd 1 0 0
121 0 0 ... 5th 6 1 0
68 0 0 ... 2nd 1 5 6
... 79 0 0 3rd 1 19 6
... 250 0 0 468 0 0 5th 24 4 0
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
200 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 2nd 4 2 6
456 0 0 ... 4th 22 16 0
80 0 0 ... 3rd 3 0 0
... 160 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
... 99 0 0 522 0 0 5th 18 0 0
... 100 0 0 220 0 0 4th  10 10  0
370 0 0 3,130 0 0 4th 96 15 0
... 652 0 0 4th 3212 0
2,560 0 0 6th 64 0 0
62 0 0 100 0 0 6th 9 13 0
,., ... 1,440 0 0 6th 36 0 0
... 2,000 0 0 5th 50 0 0
... ... 2,720 0 0 6th 68 0 0  2  10
264 0 0 700 0 0 6th 54 10 0
372 0 0 6th 9 6 0
Register
{ No. Lessee.
747 Slade, Wm. B. ...
161 Smith, Henry ...
123 Snell, John Cooke ...
770  Spry, Courtney ...
771 Ditto ... ...
772 Ditto .. ..,
377 Stevens, Thomas ...
438 Ditto ... ...
484 Ditto ... ...
1501 Ditto ... ...
562 Ditto ... ...
*675  Ditto ... ...
*681  Ditto ... ...
785 Stewart, James ...
373 Stirling, Robert ..
*576  Stratford, Fredk. A.
*577  Ditto
*591  Ditto
*592
522
737
794
*671
*689
t535
588
478
*738
69
Ditto ...
Summers, William ...
Sweeney, Daniel ..
Tambling, Richard ...
Teitzel, Carl ...
Ditto ...
Thompson, David ...
Ditto
Thornton, Edward L.
Thornton, Nicholas
Tooth, William B. .. .
125 Ditto ... ...
490 Topfen, Henry
759 Townson, Wm. P....
423 Turton, Thomas
286 Veitch, James Adams
295 Ditto ... ...
406 Wallis, James ...
*467 Ditto ...
*468 Ditto ...
*469 Ditto
291 Walker, William G...
292 Ditto ... ...
179 Ditto ... ...
754 Webb, George .
489 Wienholt, Frederick
228 Wienholt, Arnold ...
282 Ditto ...
18 Ditto
19 Wienholt, Arnold ...
82 Ditto
83 Ditto . .. ... ..
265 Wildash ,  Frederick  J. C. ...
299 Ditto ..
141 Wills, Charles Henry
211 Wilson, Alexander...
343 Wilson, John ...
344 Ditto ... ...
419 Ditto ... ...
251 Ditto ...
133 Ditto ... ...
163 Ditto ...
427 Ditto ...
539 Ditto ...
796 Ditto ... ...
350 ilsou, Thomas ...
274 I' Ditto ...  ...
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Nature of  Selection .  Agricultural.
Conditional ...
... ditto ... 94 0 0
ditto  ...  100 0 0
... ditto ... 5 0 0
... ditto ... 10 0 0
-, ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
... ditto
, . , ditto ... ...
... ditto ... ...
... ditto ...
,,, Homestead  ...  40 0 0
... Conditional ... ...
... Pre-emption on
Talgai Run,
leased half ... ...
... ditto ... ...
... Pre-emption on
Canal Creek
Run, leased half ...
... Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead ...  60 0 0
ditto ... 37 3 34
... Conditional ...
... ditto ... ...
.. ditto ... ...
... ditto ... ...
., ditto ... 119 0 0
... Homestead ... 30 0 0
.. Pre-emption on
Clifton Run... 1,222 1 0
... Conditional  ... 106 0 0
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
ditto
,,, ditto
... ditto
ditto ... 50 0 0
ditto
... Pre-emption,
Gladfield Run,
Darling Downs 1
Pre-emption,
Merivale Run.
Darling Downs
Conditional ..
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
,,. ditto
ditto
., ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
,., ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
., Homestead
dittoi
ditto
..,
First Class
Pastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Iteat. Balance due.
A. H. P. A. R. P.
80 0 0 ... 2nd
6th
220 0 0 1,000 0 0 6th
80 0 0 2nd
230 0 0 2nd
10 0 0 200 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 1,200 0 0 4th
... 640 0 0 3rd
640 0 0 3rd
320 0 0 3rd
... 600 0 0 3rd
... 1,280 0 0 2nd
640 0 0 2nd
45 3 0 2nd
80 0 0 920 0 0 4th
250 0 0 105 0 0 3rd'
4S0 0 0 1,339 0 0 3rd
450 0 0
250 0 0
260 0 0
100 0 0
290 0 0
1,000 0 0
700 0 0
320 0 0
1,600 0 0
1,700 0 0
895 0 0
228 0 0
...
i
...
380
0
0
... 320 0 0
... 85 0 0
155 0 0
1,280* 0 0 1,280 0 0
320 0 0 320 0 0
2,482 0 0
329 0 0
. . . 2,088 3 25
... 140 0 0
1,700 0 0
700 0 01
.., 1,200 0 0
... 1,280 0 0
1,920 0 0
400 0 0 1,740 0 0
Im provements
50 0 0 460 0 0' 2,240 0 0
Improvements
560 0. 0
1,600 0 0160 0 0 800 0 0
100 0 0 1 700 0 0 1,400 0 0
Improvements
100 0 0 1,000 0 0  12,000 0 0
Improvements
62 3 0
{ Improvements
640 0 0
900 0 0
1,296 0 0
640 0 0
50 0 0 270 0 0
80 0 0 1 289 0 0
6,10  0 0
... 500 0 0 1,500 0 0
... 480 0 01 805 0 0
360 0 0
160 0 0
320 0 0
96 0 I) ,.,
135 0 0 ...
£ s. d. £ s. d.
0 13 4
7 1 0
43 10 0
0 4 0
0 10 10
0 9 2
34 0 0
16 0 0
16 0 0 18 6 8
6 19 11
15 0 0
13 6 8
5 6 8
0 4 5
27 0 0
15 2 6  6 15 5
57 9 6 13 0 0
2nd 47 10 0 li 5 0
2nd 30 0 0 6 5 0
3rd 8 0 0
2nd 2 7 6
2nd 0 2 5
2nd 16 13 4
2nd 14 3 4
3rd I 27 3 7
2nd 5 14 0
3rd 8 18 6
2nd 2 3 9
6th 91 14 6 x,114 13
6th 26 19 01 33 13
3rd 8 0 0
2nd 0 3 7
4th' 3 17 0
5th 96 0 0
5th `24 0 0
2
0
4th 124 2 0 149 19 1
3rd ' 8 4 6
3rd 52 4 6
3rd 3 14 6
5th 42 10 0
5th 17 10 0
5th 30 0 0
2nd l 5 6 8
3rd 48 0 0
5th ' 67 5 0
376 5 0
5th 82 15 0
391 16 0
6th
6th
6th
6th
5th
5th
6th
6th
4th
4th
4th
5th
6th
6th
4th
3rd
2nd
4th
5th
78 0 0
92 0 0
77 10 0127616 0
10710 0
424 0 0
4 14 6 1
72 4 0
1 45 v 0
32 8 0
16 0 0
9 5 0
11 4  6
16 0 0
62 10  0
44 2 6
9 0 0
4 0 0
1 6 8
4 16 0
3 7 6
Registe r
No.
*581
610
*657
*678
210
439
301
302
249
149
170
110
Lessee.
Wilson, Robert S....
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Wilson, Wi ll iam ...
Ditto ...
Wood,  Richard  ...
Ditto , . .
Wright,  William ...
Young, John
Young and Gilchrist
Ditto ...
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'Nature of Selection , Agricultural.
Pre-emption on
Talgal Run,
leased half ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto .
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Pre-emption, on
Talgai Run ...
ditto
A. R. P.
98 0 0
70 0 0
First Class
Pastoral.
A. R.
100 0
...
180 0
25 0
75 0
100 0
s0 0
DALBY DISTRICT.
163 Bell ,  Joshua Peter .,, ,.
240 Ditto  ... ... ..
173 Bell ,  Thomas  ...
174 Be ll,  John Alexander ...
175 Ditto  ... .., ...
176 Ditto ..
224 Blaxland ,  Edward James ...
220 Brodribb , F. C. ,..
201 Bool, Thomas ... ...
186 Bradford ,  Solomon ... ..
20 Bell ,  Thomas, Joshua Peter,
John Alexander, and
Marmaduke ...
265 Ditto ... ...
266 Ditto ... ..,
267 Ditto ... ...
35 Bell, John Alexander
39 Bell, Joshua Peter ...
33 Bell, Thomas ...
36 Ditto ... ...
63 Ditto .
71 Blaxland, Arthur F.
72 Ditto
115 Brodnibb, Francis C.
97 Byrne, Luke... ...
*102 Ditto ... ...
91 Burton, William ...
237 Calligan, William
209 Campbell, Alexander D.
258 Campbell, Alexander
*259 Ditto ... ...
*260  Ditto ... ...
8 Ditto ... ...
9 Ditto ... ...
28 Ditto ... ...
5 Ditto ,.. ...
6 Ditto ... ...
7 Ditto
219 Carmody ,  Mary T....
236 Carmody ,  Jose pph James
*241  Cory ,  Gilbert G.
106 Ditto ... ...
1121 Ditto ... ...
196 Cran, John ... ...
226 Cran , J. ... ...
154 Craig, R.
179 Dale, William
*27(i Deane, Edward ...
2 Evans, Augustus ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... Pre-emptive, on
Consolidated
RunsofJimbour,
Cumkillenbar,
and Corangah
Pre-emptive, on
2,560 0 0
Jimbour Run ...
ditto ..
ditto
...
Conditional ... 80 0 0
ditto ... 640 0 0
ditto (
ditto
I
640 0 0
ditto
ditto 359 2 0
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
280 2 0
Homestead
Conditional
Pre-emptive, Ir-
vingdale Run
ditto .. ...
ditto ..
ditto ... 320 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0
ditto ... 1,000 0 0
Pre-emptive on
Jondaryan Run 1,280 0 0
ditto ... 280 0 0
ditto ... 800 0 0
Conditional .. ...
ditto
ditto
ditto .
ditto
ditto ... 41 0 0
ditto ...1 362 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ..
ditto ..
ditto ... 640 0 0
2,075 0
450 0
1,000 0
640 0
1,339 2
580 0
317 2
815 0
150 0
600 0
2,000 0
160 0
400 0
1,280 0
280 0
1,220 0
80 0
100 0
640 0
710 0
1,000 0
2,560 0
80 0
1,073  0
40 0
160 0
1,634 2
182 2
2,560 0
2,520 0
2,560 0
1,282 0
50 0
Second Class
Pastoral.
Year. ;  Bent .  Balance due. "
P.  A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
0 1,188 0 0  2nd 34 14 0 6 14 0
640 0 0 2nd 14 13 4
640 0 0  2nd 9 6 8
640 0 0  2nd 1116 13 4
0 460 0 0 6th 20 10 0
1,019 0 0  3rd 25 9 6
0 ... 5th 0 12 6
0  5th 3 15 0
0 100 0 0( 5th 7 10 0
6th 7 7 0
315 0 0  6th 13 2 6
0 so 0 0  6th 6 0 0
0 ... All 103 15 0
0 3rd 22 10 0
0 .,. 4th 50 0 0
0 4th 32 0 0
0 4th 67 0 0
0 4th 29 0 0
0 3rd 15 18 0
0 1,133 0 0 3rd 69 1 6
0 150 0 0 3rd 11 5 0
0 3rd 30 0 0
6th 1192 0 0
0 ...  2nd 83 6 8
0 ... nd 2 6 13 4
2nd0 16 13 4...
6th 6 0 0
Im provements 60 0 0
6th 48 0 0
0 6th 64 0 0
... 6th 48 0 0
Im provements ... 8 12 0
0 6th 14 0 0
6th 27 0 0
6th 21 1 6
0 6,514 0 0 4th 223 17 0 45 2 5
640 0 0 4th 16 0 0 20 0 0
0 4th 2 0 0
360 0 0 5th 9 0 0
0 3rd 2 10 0
0 3rd 32 0 0
0 3rd 35 10 0
0 850 0 0 3rd 71 5 0
0 3rd 128 0 0...
6th 24 0 0
0 6th 10 U 0
0 ... 6th 128 13 0
6th 96 0 0
0 6th 23 0 0
0 6th 68 0 0
0 ... 3rd 81 15 0
0 3rd 9 3 0 11 0 1 8•
1,500 0 0 3rd 37 10 0
0 4th 128 0 0 f6,152 0 0 4th 153 15 6
0 3rd 129 1 6
3rd 27 3 01
0 ... 4th 128 0 0
0 3rd 64 2 0 4 2 0
0 150 0 0 2nd 1 11 3 r.
6th 48 0 01
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Register
No.
116
155
156
194
188
189
153
23
38
76
127
159
132
133
152
52
264
164
165
166
178
t232
26
112
*114
99
3
145
146
157
158
167
168
169
41
50
134
21
67
148
95
242
243
213
254
*255
*256
*257
270
271
208
103
135
104
108
4
45
51
13
19,
*261
Lessee.  Nature of Selection.
Fairbairn, George ... ... Conditional ..
Fisher, C. B. ... ditto ..
Fisher, W. D. ... ... ditto ..
Fraser, Sidney P. .. ... ditto ...
Garland, Thomas A. S. ... ditto ..
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Gray, G. W. ... ... ditto ..
Harris, George W.... ... ditto ...
Hay, John ... ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Hay, John, jun. .., ... ditto ...
Ditto  ...  ... ... ditto ...
Hill, E. 0. W. ... ... ditto ..
Hill, H. E.... ... ... ditto
Hodgson, S.... ... ... ditto ...
Hunter, Herbert ... ... ditto ...
Hunt, George ... ... Homestead ...
Jessop, John S. ... ... Conditional ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Kennedy, Robert ... ... ditto ...
Kent, William, jun. ... ditto
Kent, William ... ... ditto ...
Kent, William, jun.  ...  ditto ...
Ditto ... ...  ...  ditto .,.
Koch, Henry  ... ...  ditto ...
Lester, Leonard Edward  ...  ditto ...
Macgregor, J. P. ditto ...
Martin, James ...  ...  ditto ...
Mason, M. C. ... ... ditto ...
Mayne, W. C. ... ... ditto ...
Mighell, Jesse ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Miles, Alice ... ... ... ditto ...
Miles, William ... ... ditto ...
Miles, Wm.  ...  ... ... ditto ...
Molle, George B. .., ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
McLavan, D. .. ditto ...
McDonald, Alexander ... Homestead ...
McPhee, Angus ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ...  ...  Conditional .
Moffatt, William G. ditto ...
Moffatt, Samuel ...  ...  ditto ...
Ditto ... .. ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Nelson, Hugh M. ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Nelson, Wm. L. ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto ...
Newdick, Frank S.... ... ditto ...
Nicholls, John ...  ...  ditto ...
Ditto ... ditto ..
Palgrave, Robert, and Bigge, I
Fredk. Wm.... ... Pre-emptive, on
St. Ruth's Run
Ditto ... ditto ...
Palgrave and Bigge ... Pre-emptive, on
*262 j Ditto ...
223
109
111
147
f263
82
183
185
170
171
172
19;i
162
Perkins, Thomas
Ross,  Robert...
Ditto .,.
Ditto ...
Ditto .
Ross, Donald
Routley,  Richard
Ditto ...
Scott, James...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Smith, James D.
Simpson, Geo. M.
lease half of
St. Ruth's Run
ditto
Pre-emptive ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
A. R. P. A. R.
... 550 0
... 2,034 3
1,971 0
2,244 0
640 0 0 1,135 0
... 1,425 0
194 0 0
2,560 0
320 0 0
240 0 0
2,560 0
640 0 0
...  12,560  0
...  :2,530 0 0
2,480 0
690 0 0
... 60 0
1,021 1
551 3
322 3
167 2
690 0 0' ...
... 2,000 0
640 0 0
610 0 0 i 2,560 0
615 0 0 2,560 0
1,185 0
609 0 0 2,560 0
251 2
402  1
629 3
600 0 0 2,107 0
640 0 0
560 0 0
80 0 0
835 0
Second Class
Pastoral.
P. I A. R. P.
0 17,130 0 0
0
6
0
0 639 3 0
0
0
632 0 0
01 ...
0
2,554 0 0
3,760 0 0
0  '1,420  0 0
1,275 0 0
0 607 0 0
0 614 2 0
11
0 609 0 0
0 ...
0 ...
0 ...
0
01
Year. Rout. Balance due,.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
4th 205 15 0
4th 101 15 0
4th 98 12 0
3rd 112 4 0
3rd 120 15 0
3rd 71 5 0
4th 128 0 0
6th 14 11 0  i
6th 24 0 0
6th 18 0 0i'
4th 128 0 0
4th 63 16 0
4th 128 0 0
4th 126 10 0
4th 124 0 0
6th 48 0 0
2nd 1 5 0
4th 51 2 0
4th 27 12 0
4th 16 3 0
4th 8 8 0
3rd 42 10 4
6th 48 0 0
4th 94 0 0
4th 135 10 0
4th 31 17 6
6th 48 0 0
4th 188 18 6
4th 189 10 0
4th 59 6 0
4th 187 18 0
4th 12 12 0
4th 20 3 0
4th 31 10 0
6th 150 7 0
6th 48 0 0
4th 41 15 0
6th 42 0 0
6th 6 0 0
4th 72 3 0
i
1,200 0 0
40 0 0
160 0 0
486 0 0
140 0 0
11,801  1 0
... 400 0 0
480 0 0
120 0 0
480 0 0
418 2  1)
696 0 0
90 0 0 89 0 0
400 0 0 2,560 0 0 1,771 0 0
107 2 0
340 0 0 1,300 0 0 2,160 0 0
300 0 0 1,260 0 0 1,594 0 0
640 0 0 ...
986 0 0
640 0 0
1,255 0 0
1,305 0 01
1 604
1,956
280
186 0 0 657
600
142 0 0
428 0 0
640 0 0
5th 1 0 0 1 5 0
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 3 1Q 0
3rd 90 2 0 1 1 0
3rd 10 0 0
3rd 12 0 0
3rd 6 0 0
3rd 12 0 0
2nd 15 14 3
2nd 26 2 0
3rd 8 19 6
4th 202 5 6
4th 8 2 0
4th 144 10 0
4th 125 7 0
6th 48 0 0
6th 49 6 0
6th 48 0 0
6th 94 2 6
6th 97 17 6
0 0 ... 2nd
0 0 ... 2nd
1 0 3rd
0 0 657 0 0 4th
0 0 287 0 0 4th
4th
220 0 0 575 0 0 2nd
100 0 0 ... 5th
1,920 0 0 ... 3rd
600 0 0 ... 3rd
240 0 0 ... 4th
240 0 0 ... 4th
100 1 0 4th
443 0 0 3rd
... 929 0 0 4th
30 4 0
97 16 0
14 1 0
63 4 6
37 3 6
10 13 0
22 12 9
5 0 0
96 0 0
30 0 0
12 0 0
12 0 0
20 1 0
43 3 6
71 4 6
0 14 5
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DALBY DISTRICT -  continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
126  Simpson, Geo. M. ...
239  Ditto ... ...
202  Ditto ... ...
203  Ditto ... ...
204  Ditto ...
149  Simpson, H. G.
128  Smith, John D.
*228 Snelling, Walter H.
222  Stuthbridge, John Jas.
96  Sweeney, John J. ...
100  Ditto ...
101  Syms, Silas ... ...
89  Ditto ...
107  Taylor, James
119  Ditto ...
120  Ditto ...
144  Thompson, C. ...
160  Thompson, Chas.
161  Thomson, James C.
129  Thomson, Jas. C. ...
15 Thorne, George, sen.
*182 Thorn, George, jun.
t105 Thorn, Henry ...
46 Ditto
*190 Twine, Robert C.
*272 Vickery, Ebenezer ...
*273 Ditto ...
...
*275 Ditto ...
65 Ditto ...
56 Ditto ... ...
57 Ditto
113 Watts, Arthur ..
151 Wienholt, Edward ...
27 Ditto ... ...
231 Wienholt, Frederick
238 Williamson, Alexander
195 Winks, William ...
229 Ditto ...
*269 Wood, William ...
268 Wormwell, Pinkney
*1  Bailey, Charles W....
Brennan, John
*5  Drou,ghton, Samuel
* D8 itto ...
*2  Holmes, Richard ...
*4  Lucas, William G....
*6  McKenzie, John ...
*7 Moore, James ...
Nature of  Selection .  Agricultural.
Conditional
ditto
First Class Second Class
Pastoral. Pastoral.
A. R. P. A. R. P.
... 2,560 0 0
ditto ..
ditto ...
Homestead .., 160 0
Conditional ... 632 0 0 2,560 0
ditto ...  ...  2,559 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
ditto
Homestead  ...  80 0 0
Conditional ...
Homestead  ...  80 0 0
Conditional
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto .. . 623 0 0
2,532 0
2,553 2
A. R. P.
189 2 0
200 0 0
256 0 0
0 ! 631 2 0 1
0'
2,560 0 0
1,500 0 0
450 0 0
60 0 0
0
3,840 0 0
0
3,840 0 0
1 623 0 0
626 3 0
n
ditto ... 627 0 0
ditto ... ... 2 ,560 0
Pre-emptive, on
Warra Warra
Run ... ... 640 0 0 1,244 0
Conditional ... .
ditto  ...  220 0 0
ditto ... ...  2,560  0
ditto ... ...
Pre-emptive, on
Greenbank
Run, leased
half ... ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Pre-emptive, on
Greenbank
Run ... ... 700 0 0
ditto ... 600 0 0
ditto ... 600 0 0
Conditional ... 100 0 0
ditto
ditto ... 640 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 479 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
0'
1,709 1 0
539 0 0
0
640 0 0
Im provements
500 0 0 ...
500 0 0 ...
1,560 0 0
154 0 0 ...
252  0 0 ...
254 0 0
2,560 0 0 2,849 0 0
2,560 0 0
2,536 0 0 ...
Im provements
2,00) 0 0 2,001 0 0
391 0 0 ...
2,419 0 0 ...
200 0 0
400 0 0 611 0 0
GOONDIWINDI DISTRICT.
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
640 0 01
76 0 0
104 0 0
277 0 0
640 0 0
41 0 0
* Short survey fee.
30) 0 0
109 1 13
CONDAMINE DISTRICT.
*5 Clarke, John McD.... ... Homestead
*9 Davidson, William ...  ...  ditto
*10 to ... ... Conditional
r*`3 Mackie, Robert ... ... ditto
4 Volling, Henrich ...  ...  ditto
Year. Rent. Balance due.
s. d. £ s. d.
4th 128 0 0
3rd 4 15 0
3rd 5 0 0
3rd 6 8 0
3rd 4 0 0
4th 191 5 6
4th 127 19 0
3rd 64 0 0
3rd 75 0 0 28 2 6
4th 11 5 0 14 1 3
4th 3 0 0
4th 1 10 0
5th 3 0 0 010 0
4th 126 12 0
4th 96 0 0
4th 96 0 0
4th 127 14 0
4th 62 6 0
4th 62 14 0
4th 128 0 0
6th 110 '4  0
3rd 42 15 0
4th 29 19 (i
6th 128 0 0
3rd 16 0 0
... 84 5 0
2nd 14 11 8
2nd 14 11 8
2nd 19 10 0
6th 60 4 0
6th 571 2  0
6th 57 14 0
4th 206 14 6
4th 64 0 0
6th 174 16 0
73 16 3
3rd 150 0 6 0 0 10
3rd 19 11 0
3rd 120 19 0
3rd 35 18 6
2nd 8 6 8
2nd 29 7 11 5 5 6
2nd f 44 0 0
2nd 2 7 6
2nd 1 6 10 0
2nd 2 6 2
2ndi 44 0 0
2nd 2 11 3
2ndi 6 0 0
2nd' 0 18 4
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd
3rd
1 19  91
0 19 6
1 15 9
15 18 7
14 3 6
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Register
No. Lessee.
455 Adams , J. F. ... ...
456 Ditto ... ...
189 Allan, Street ,  and Norton .,,
401 Anderson ,  Alexander
*539 Ditto ... ,..
1 Archer  and Co. ... ...
2 Archer, William ...
26 Ditto ...
3 Archer, Archibald ...
130 Ditto ...
4 Archer, J. G. L. ...
25 Ditto ... ...
76 Ditto .. ...
5 Archer, Alexander ...
129 Ashton, R.
77 Atherton, James
78 Ditto ...
82 Ditto ...
351 Atherton, R. ... ...
392 Atherton, T. ... ...
393 Ditto ... ...
*542 Atherton, John
*543 Ditto
*565 Australian Joint Stock Bank,
Corporation of ... ...
*585 Baker, Edwd. H. ...
450 Ballinger, Michael ...
454 Ballinger, Mary ... ...
83 Barwell, C. H, A. ,., ...
123 Ditto ...
403 Bates, E.
*562 Ditto ...
81 Beak ,  Henry ...
99 Ditto ... ...
278 Ditto ... ,,,
361 Beard , J. L.... ...
354 Beddome , C. E. ...
396 Ditto .
*576 Bell ,  Arthur W. T.
198 Bennett, Jane
241 Bertram ,  Andrew ..,
27 Binney, T. C.
186 Bird , G. T. ...
57 Birkbeck ,  S. B., Executors
of the late
176 Birkbeck, R. E.
201 Birkbeek, C. N.
274 Ditto ...
277 Ditto ...
290 Ditto ... ... ...
41.9 Black, James
68 Blackwell ,  Thomas .., ...
504 Ditto .
133 Bond, Richard ...
268 Ditto ... ...
34;5 Ditto ... ...
605 Ditto ... ...
237 Bradley ,  Mary ...
136 Brady ,  William ..,
513 Brogli ,  Blasius ...
JI-431  Butterly, T. H.
336 Campbell , William ...
369 Ditto
514 Camps ,  Richard ...
*563 Ditto ... ...
267 Chapple ,  James ...
540  Ditto ... ...
547 Ditto
211 Chardon, J. H.
39 Cifuentes, D.
367 Clerk P R,,.,, .
55
1
Conachan , J. .., ...
ROCKHAMPTON DISTRICT.
Nature of  Selection .  Agricultural.
Conditional ,..
ditto ...
Pre-emption on
Prairie ...
Conditional ...
Pre-emption on
Gracemere ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ,,,
ditto ,,,
ditto
ditto ,,,
Homestead
Pre-emption on
Canoona ,.,
ditto
Pre-emption, Mt.
Hedlow ,,.
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
Pre-emption on
Cawarral Run
Homestead ...
ditto ,,,
ditto
Pre-emption on
Tea-tree .,.
Conditional .,.
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
First Class Second Class
Pastoral . Pastoral.
A. R. P. A.  B. P.  A. R. P.
80 0 0
80 0 0
Year. Rent. BalanceDue.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
4th 2 0 0
4th 2 0 0
5th 5 5 6
3rd 29 14 0
2nd 8 15 0
6th 128 0 0
6th 48 0 0
6th 116 11 0
6th 47 12 6
5th 105 8 0
6th 48 14 0
6th 101 16 0
6th 15 11 6
6th 48 0 0
5th 2 19 0
6th 15 0 0
6th 11 19 6
,,, 211 0 0
1,188 0 0
175 0 0 175 0 0
2,560 0 0 ...
640 0 0
2,331 0 0 ,..
635 0 0 ,,,
2,108 0 0 ...
640 0 0 14 0 0
2,036 0 0
622 2 0
640 0 0
118 0 0
200 0 0 200 0 0
150 0 0 179 0 0
460 0 0 2.100 0 0
450 0 0 1,307 0 0
400 0 0 1,600 0 0
170 0 0 550 0 0
160 0 0
640 0 0
160 ..0 0
160 0 0
37 2 16
960 0 0
100 0 0 1,778 0 0
900 0 0
616 1 0
339 0 0
131 0 0
175 0 0
20 0 0
ditto ,..
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ... ...
Pre-emption on
Riverton ... ...
I  l omestead ... ...
Pre-emption on
Glenmore ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ... 80 0 0
ditto
80 0 0
..
ditto .,,
ditto ,,,
ditto .,.
ditto ,.,
Homestead ,.,
Conditional .,.
. ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ,,,
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional  ...  59 2 0
ditto ... 16 0 0
ditto
52 0 0
164 0 0
100 0 0 708 0 0
,,, 131 0 0
1,600 0 0
108 0 0
140 0 0 570 0 0
25 0 0
83 0 0
6th I 75 10 0
3rd 55 3 6
3rd 60 0 0
3rd 22 5 0
2nd  2 13 4
2nd 10 13 4
2nd 8 0 0
2nd 0 13 4
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 0 19 0 0 2 0
6th 49 9 0
5th 22 10 0
3rd 15 8 6
2nd 3 10  8
6th 2 14 7
5th 8 15 0
4th 2 16 0
3rd 8 4 0
3rd 22 14 0
3rd 3 5 6
2nd 10 0 0
4th 2 14 0
4th 21 5 0
40 0 0 6th 1 0 0
5th 0 12 6
226 0 0
394 0 0
208 0 0
948 0 0
338 0 0
250 0 0 450 0 0
255 0 0
80 0 0
200 0 0 88 3 0
160 0 0 130 3 0
80 0 0 1 189 0 0
325 0 0
175 0 0
52 0  0
202 0 0
160 0 . 0
93 2 34
226 3 0
100 0 0
4160 01
108 0  0
418 0 0
6th 5 13 0
5th 2 1 6
4th 9 17 0
4th 5 4 0
4th 23 14 0
4th 8 9 0
3rd 23 15 0
6th 6 7 6
2nd 1 16 8
5th 12 4 6
4th 17 5 6
4th 14 14 6
2nd 5 4 1
4th 2 10 0
5th 16 5 0
2nd 7 5 10
3rd 8 2 8
4th 1 6 0
3rd 2 14 0
2nd 8 8 4
2nd 1 13 4
4th 4 14 0
2nd 12 3 10
2nd 4 8 8
4th 3 15 0
6th 4 10 0
3rd 3 16 0
6th 18 0 0
162 0 0
150 0 0 .,.
104 0 0
360 0 0 ...
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ROCKHAMPTON  DISTRICT-- continued.
Register
No. Lessee. Nature of  Selection. Agricultural.
First Class Second Class
Pastoral .  Pastoral. Year. Rent.  Balance doe.
A. R. P. A. R. P. A. B . P.  S. d.
89 Conachan, J. ... ... Conditional
365 Ditto ... ... ... Homestead
384 Ditto ... ... ... Conditional
66 Conachan, William ... ... Homestead
*463 Connor, D. ... ... ... ditto
*464 Ditto ... ... ditto
*555 Connor, Daniel
...  Conditional
31 Corporation of the Bank of
New South Wales ,,,
*250 Ditto ,.,
*251 Ditto .. .
*489 Corporation of the
Stock Bank ...
*490 Ditto ... ...
37 Cowan, John ..,
382 Ditto ... .,.
486 Ditto ...
7 Cross ,  Edward ,.,
19 Ditto ,,,
93 Ditto ...
275 Ditto ..
284 Dempsey ,  James .,.
285 Ditto ... ..,
322 Ditto ... ..,
390 Ditto ,., .,.
373  Dempsey,  T.... ...
325 De  Vis, C. W. .
326 Ditto ... ,.,
327 Ditto ,.. .,.
333 Devlin, P.
522 Dobbins ,  James ,,.
*540 Dodgson ,  F. Hume...
56 Dorian ,  John .,.
311 Ditto ,.. .,.
50 Duncan, R .... ...
197 Ditto ,,. ,..
379 Ditto ... ...
349 Dunne ,  Pat.... ...
40 Egan ,  Patrick .,,
276 Ditto ,. ...
309 Egan, Stephen .,,
54 E ll iott ,  Franz ...
479 Ditto ... ,.,
*492  Ditto ..,
35 England ,  Robert ,,,
98 Ditto ,.. .,,
116 Ditto ... ,..
4801 Ditto ...
347 Ditto .., ,,,
*407 Ditto
*511 Ditto
*548 Evers ,  Detlef
459 Fenzie, J.
508 Ditto ... ..,
440 Ferguson ,  James ,,,
*497 Fitzgerald ,  William
*571 Fletcher, Joseph W.
*572 Ditto ,.,
264 Flowers ,  Field .,.
*265 Flowers ,  William ,,,
341 Flynn, P.
472 Flynn, John...
377 Flynn, T.
344 Flynn, M. ...
473 Flynn, C.
485 Francis ,  Thos. .
408 Garton, R. J.
469 Gay, John ...
482 Geary, W. ...
*558  Geary ,  George ,,,
526 Geddes ,  Andrew ,.,
*495  Gillespie ,  Eliza ...
0574 Gillespie ,  John ...
292 Goebel,  C,  H.  W.
247 Gordon, J.
*502 Gordon,  John .,,
Pre-emption
Langmorn
Pre-emption
Raglan
ditto
J t
on
on
om
Pre-emptive on
Cawarral Run
... ditto
.,, Homestead
,.. Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
•.. ditto
.,. ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
,,, ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
.., Conditional
... ditto
,,. Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
... Homestead
.., Conditional
.,, ditto
,., Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
,,, ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
,,, ditto
... ditto
,., ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
.., Conditional
... ditto
.,, Homestead
.,, Conditional
.., ditto
,., ditto
.,, ditto
.,, ditto
,., Homestead
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
,,, Conditional
... Homestead
.. ditto
,,, i Conditional
ditto
,,,  1  ditto
120 0  0I ... 6th 6 0 0
160 0 0 .,. 3rd 4 0 0
80 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
120 0 0 6th 2 5 0
...  3rd 2 0 080 0 0 180 0  0  3rd 2 0-0
100 0 0 ... 2nd 2 10 0
2,460 0 0 6th 61 10 0
100 0 0 4th 2 10 0
320 0 0 4th 8 0 0
,,, 1,310 0 0 ... 2nd 32 15 0
... 290 0 0 ... 2nd  7 5 0
... 165 0 0 ... 6th 2 1 3
80 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
160 0 0 ... I 2nd 4 0 0
171 2 0 ... ... 6th 12 18 0
146 0 0 ... i 6th 10 19 0
... 489 0 0 ... 5th 24 9 0
... 907 2 0 ... 4th 45 ' 8 0
142 0 0 ... 4th 3 11 0
168 0 0 ... 4th 8 8 0
... 161 0 0 ... 4th 8 1 0
. 127 0 0 ... 3rd 3 3 6
160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
72 0 0 4th 2 14 0
56 0 0 ... ... 4th 4 4 0
58 0 0 ... 4th 4 7 0
.,, 132 0 0 4th 3 6 0
,,. ...  460 0 0 2nd  10 10 10
160 0 0 2nd 213 4
.., 150 0 0 ... 6th 210 0
... 150 0 0 4th 7 10 0
... 120 2 0 6th 3 0 6
75 0 0 4th 1 17 6
120 2 0 3rd 3 0 6
210 0 0 430 0 0 3rd 21 5 0
88 0 0 6th 4 8 0
82 0 0 4th 4 2 0
60 0 0 20 0 0 4th 215 0
... 680 0 0 6th 17 0 0
664 0 0 3rd 16 12 0
... 11,000  0 0 2nd 25 0 0
... 202 0 0 2,500 0 0 6th 72 12 0
... ... 1,006 0 0 5th 25 3 0
366 3 0 5th 9 3 6
480 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
360 0 0 4th 9 0 0
120 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
640 0 0 2nd 13 6 8
80 0 0 2nd 1. 3 4
121 0 0 3rd 3 0 6 0 0 8
158 0 0 2nd 3 5 10
160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
318 0 0 2nd 14 11 6
... 640 0 0 2nd 5 6 8
2,800 0 0 2nd 23 6 8
205 0 0 811 0 0 4th 30 10 6
1,200 0 0 4th 30 0 0
150 0 0 ... 4th 3 15 0
100 0 0 ... 3rd 210 0
150 0 0 ... 3rd 315 0
150 0 0 ... 4th 315 0
100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
80 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
159 0 0 ... 3rd 3 19 6
130 0 0 . ... 3rd 3 5 0
160 0 0 ... 2nd 4 0. 0
160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
1,061 0 0 2nd  19 17  11
8 0 0 ... 2nd 0 4 0
160 0 0 ... 2nd 1 6 8
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
... 640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
... 150 0 0 2nd 3 8 9
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ROCKHAMPTON  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.  Nature of  Selection. Agricultural.
First Class Second Clas
Pastoral. Pastoral.
s Year . Bent . Balance Due.
A. B. P. I A. B. P. A. B. P. £  S. d. 2 S. d.
d218 G d t 40 0 0 4th 1 0 0eaor on, D. C. .. ... Homes
279 Grant, Thomas ... Conditional  190 0 0 126 0 0 4th 17 8 0
*566 Gregson, F. John ,., ditto 1,600 0 0 2nd 13 6 8
*582 Ditto ...  ditto 4 1,200 0 0 2nd 710 0
128 Gunn, Alexander ... ditto 86 0 0 5th 2 3 0
288 Ditto ...  ... ditto 74 0 0 4th 1 17 0
427 Halberstaedter, A.... ... ditto 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
20 Hall, Frank ... ... ditto  180 0 0 6th 13 10 0
58 Ditto ... ... ... ditto 104 0 0 6th 2 12 0
117 Ditto ... ... ... ditto 117 0 0 5th
0
2 18
15
6
0*528 Ditto ... ... ... ditto 100 0 2nd 3
380 Hall, T. S. ... ditto  338 0 0 1,340 0 0 3rd 50 8 0
518 Hansen, Wm. Brind ... ditto  ... 100 0 0 100 0 0 2nd 6 5 0
500 Hardy, Philip ...  ... Homestead  160 0 0 2nd 313 4
520 Harper,  James ...  ... Conditional ,,, ... 1,000 0 0 2nd 2016 8
67 Hayes, James ...  ditto ... 320 0 0 6th 8 0 0
496 Ditto ... ... ditto 110 0 0 2nd 2 10 5
470 Hayes, Theodore ... ... Homestead 160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
*530 Ditto ... ... Conditional 200 0 0 2nd 6 13 4
196 Haynes, C. ...  ditto 200 0 0 4th 5 0 0
161 Heron, C. ditto ... 228 0 0 5th 5 14 0
t414 Ditto .. ... ditto .,, 312 0 0 3rd 613 8 I
214 Hicks, Matthew ...  ditto 668 0 0 4th 16 14 0
257 Hobler, F. H. Homestead 125 0 0 ... 4th 3 2 6
258 Ditto Conditional ... 40 0 0 10 0 0 ... 4th 3 10 0
545 Hobler,  Francis H....  ditto ... 201 1 15 2nd 5 17 10
*580 Holt, William Harvey  ditto 200 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
111 Hourigan, Patrick ... ditto ... 156 1 0 5th 7 17 0
507 Hughes, Tames ditto ... 109 2 0 2nd 2 5 10
t350 Hunter, R. M. ditto ... 200 0 0 3rd
*316 Hutcheson, R. ... Homestead ... 160 0 0  ... 4th 4 0 0 5 0 0
160 Hutton,  James ...  Pre-emptive on
Sh tl 360 0 0 5th 9 0 0wa er ...oa
183 Ditto ... Conditional
...
1,000 0 0 5th 25 0 0
212 Ditto . 63 0 0 800 0 0 4th 23 3 0
112 Inglis, Alexander ...  Homestead 160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
438 Ivey, D.  ditto 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
417 Jardine, J. R. .. Conditional ... 380 0 0 3rd 910 0
44 Johnson, H....  ditto 667 0 0 6th 16 13 6 0 2 6
159 Jones, Arthur ...  ditto 169 0 0 ... 5th 8 9 0
*549 Ditto ... ...  ditto 25 0 0  43 0 0 ... 2nd 2 7 3
*584 Ditto ...  Homestead 160 0 0 ... 2nd 1 0 0
157 Jones, A.  ditto 50 0 0 .. 6th 210 0
158 Ditto  Conditional 311 0 0 ... 5th 15 11 0
297 Jones, S. J.  Homestead 98 0 0 5th 2 9 0
*527 Jones,  James S. Conditional 100 0 0 2nd 1 17 6
312 Jones, D. ... ditto 202 0 0 ... 4th 10 2 0
436 Ditto ... ... ,.. ditto 80 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
437 Ditto ... ... ditto 160 0 0 ... 3rd 8 0 0
33 Ditto ... .,.  ... ditto 160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
424 Kearney , J.... ...  Homestead ... 807 0 0 3rd 20 3 6 0 3 0
*586 Ditto ...  ,.. Conditional .., 270 0 0 2nd 1 2 6
6 Kell
1
E. ditto 237 0 0 6th 17 15 6
137 Ditto ... ...  .., dittoZ
..
98 0 0 ... 5th 418 0
307 Ditto  ., .  I ditto 60 0 0 111 0 0 4th 10 1 0
259 Kennedy, Alexander ditto 640 0 0 48 0 0 267 3 8 4th 57 2 0
150 Klaproth, A. ... Homestead 160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
151 Ditto Conditional 640 0 0 5th 16 0 0
263 Lalley,  James .,. Homestead 114 0 0 ... 4th 217 0
468 Lalley, J. J.... ... ditto 141 0 0 ... 3rd 3 10 6
254 Lamond, W. O. ... Conditional 188 0 0 4th 9 8 0
517 Ditto ... ... ditto 82 0 0 ... 2nd 3 8 4
550 Ditto ...  Homestead 115 0 0 ... 2nd 1 13 7
266 Lamond, James Conditional 210 0 0 4th 12 0 0
145 Lanigan, E.... ... ditto 1,605 0 0 5th 40 2 6
170 Ditto ... .., ditto  73 0 0 5th 5 9 6
173 Ditto ... ... ditto 122 2 0 5th 3 1 6
445 Lanson , H. V. ... ... ditto 160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
*524  Lawrence ,  Freeman  ... ditto 160 0 0 ... 2nd 3 0 0
*525 Ditto ... ditto 440 0 0 ... 2nd 16 10 0...
x561 Ditto ...
...
...  ... ditto 100 0 0 2nd 2 1 8
330 Lawrie, D. ... ditto  281 0 0 82 0 0 60 0 0  4th 26 13 6
G. M.200 Leigb ... ditto  40 0 0 12 0 0 4th 3 6 0,
t430 Little, R, K. ... ditto 348 0 0 3rd1
2 2 0
461 Ditto ... ... ... ditto 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
*506 Ditto ..  ... ditto 120 0 0 2nd 2 15 0
*538 Lovell, Robert Esk ... ditto 720 0 0 2nd 12 0 0
E. C.. ... ... ditto#420 Luck 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0,
16 Lutton, William ...  ... Homestead  ... 80 0 0 ... 6th 0 10 0
Register
No. Lessee.
*554 Lutton ,  William ... ..,
113 Lutton ,  Thomas ... ...
114 Lutton ,  Charles ...
296 Lutton ,  W illiam , ,jun. ...
106 Lynch, John
310 Ditto  ... ...
*556 Lynch ,  William ... ...
252  Lyons, P. J... ...
13 Macdonald ,  Kenneth John...
12 Macdonald ,  Donald ...
391 Ditto  ... ... ...
86 Macdonald ,  Archibald ...
115 Ditto .
213 Macdonald, P. F.
242 Ditto  ... ... ...
313 Ditto ...
432 Ditto  ... ... ...
516 Ditto  ... ... ...
t531 Ditto ... ...
315 Macdonald, J. C.
332 Ditto  ... ... ...
487 Ditto .. ...
*544 Macdonald ,  D'lncan ...
72 Maefaedyer ,  Alexander ,,.
355 Ditto
184 MacGregor ,  Elizabeth
88 Mackay , C. C. ...
226 Ditto ... ...
227 Ditto ... ...
370 Ditto ... ...
371 Ditto ... ...
372 Ditto .
46 Mackenzie ,  John ...
47 Ditto ... ...
187 Ditto ,.. ...
224 Ditto
412 Ditto ..
400 Mackenzie ,  J., jun.
233 Mannion, P.
261 Ditto
204 Michael, K....
*553 Miller, Albert
348 Molloy, ---
503 Moloney, John
575 Morey ,  Al fr ed F. ...
*578 Ditto ... ,..
107 Mundt, A.
132 Murray ,  John  ...
141 Ditto ... ...
182 Ditto ... ...
185 Ditto
230 Ditto
443 Ditto
152 Murray, Peter
153 Ditto ...
249 Ditto
374 McCartne yy, A. ...
394 McConnell, Jas.
395 McConne ll,  James ...
85  McEvoy,  Pat.
1293 Ditto ... ...
+441 Ditto ... ...
*579 Ditto ...
*583 Ditto ..
95 McEvoy ,  George ...
*581 ' Ditto ...
*570 McGladdery James
97 McGrath ,  John ...
398 McGrath, P. ..
402 McHarg ,  F.... ...
*573 McKenzie ,  John ...
387 McKim, R....
*475 Neil, W.
162 Newbold, F. G.
163 Ditto ... ...
164 Ditto ... ...
X165 Pjttq ,,, ...
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ROCKHAMPTON  DISTRICT-continued.
Nature or Selection. Agricultural. First Class Second Class Tear. Lent.
Yastalsl. Ysstoral.
A. B. P. A.  B. P. A. B. P.  £ s. d.
Conditional ., 320 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
Homestead ... 160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
ditto 160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
ditto ' ... 160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
ditto 160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
Conditional .,, ... 84 0 0 ... 4th 4 4 0
Homestead ., 160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Conditional  ...  173 0 0 4th 4 6 6
ditto 87 0 0 .,. ... 6th 6 10 6
Homestead ... 80 0 0 ... 6th 0 10 0
.. 424 0 0 3rd 10 12 0Conditional ... ...
ditto ... 640 0 0 6th 16 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 294 0 0 5th 7 7 0
ditto ,.. ... 309 0 0 4th 7 14 6
ditto ... .. ... 285 0 0 4th 7 2 6
ditto .. ... 84 0 0 4th 2 2 0
ditto ... ... 1,542 0 0 3rd  38 11  0
ditto ... ... 1,017 1 0 2nd 21 4 2
ditto .. ... 4,165 0 0 2nd 69 0 10
ditto 160 0 0 ... 191 0 0 4th 16 15 6
ditto .. 50 0 0 ... 30 0 0 4th 4 10 0
ditto .. 4 0 0 ... 68 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
ditto  ...  ... ... 250 0 0 2nd 4 3 4
ditto  ...  ... ... 320 0 0 6th 8 0 0
ditto  ...  ... ... 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
ditto ... j 160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
Pre-emption on
Morinish ... ... ... 2,372 0 0 6th 59 6 0
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
Conditional ... ... ... 524 0 0 4th 13 2 0
ditto ... .. ... 1,160 0 0 3rd 29 0 0
ditto  ...  ... ... 638 0 0 3rd 15 19 0
ditto ...  1,186  0 0 3rd 29 13 0
ditto ... 108 0 0 6th 2 14 0
Homestead ., If ... 160 0 0 6th 2 6 8
,.. 160 0 0 5th 4 0 0Conditional ... ., .
ditto ... ... ... 865 0  ()  4th 21 12 6
ditto 925 0 0 3rd 10 12 6
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
ditto ... ... 150 0 0 ... 4th 3 15 0
Conditional .,. ,.. 150 0 0 ... 4th  7 10  0
ditto ... 20 0 0 91 0 0 4th 3 15 6
Homestead .. 126 0 0 2nd  1  16  9
Conditional  ...  .. 100 0 0 540 0 0 4th 18 10 0
ditto 292 0 0 2nd 6 13 4.
ditto ... ... ... 1,200 0 0 2nd 7 10 0
ditto ... ... 160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
Conditional ... ... 1,807 2 0 5th 45 4 0
ditto ... 144 0 0 5th 3 12 0
ditto  ...  ... 132 1 0 5th 3 6 6
ditto ... 80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
ditto  ...  96 1 0 ... 4th  4  17  0
Homestead 36 0 0 ... 3rd 1 7 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 5th 1 0 0
Conditional ... ... ... 160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
ditto ... ... 320 0 0 ... 4th 16 0 0
ditto ... 400 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
ditto 200 0 0 517 0 0 3rd 22  18  6
ditto ... ... 100 0 0 200 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
ditto ... ... 720 0 0 ... 6th 36 0 0
li ditto ... ... 634 0 0 ... 4th 31 14 0
ditto .:
...
133 1 0
...
3rd 6 11 2
ditto 640 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
ditto 245 0 0 2nd 3 1 3
Homestead ... 160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
Conditional ... ... 300 0 0 ( ... 2nd 3 15 0
ditto ... ... 100 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
ditto ... ... I ... 274 0 0 5th 6 17 0
ditto ... ... ... ' 403 0 0 3rd 10 1 6
ditto ... , 865 0 0 3rd 21 12  C.
ditto ... ' 80 0 0 80 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Homestead ... 148 2 0 3rd  3  14 6
... 320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0Conditional ... ...
Pre-emption on
Torilla ... 400 0 0 5th 10 0 0
Conditional 2,120 0 0 5th 53 0 0
ditto 32 0 0 120 0 0 80 0 0 5th 10 8 0
ditto ... 60 0 0 80 0 0 100 0 0 5th 11 0 0
Balance due.
£ s. d.
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ROCKHAMPTON  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No.
166
168
205
206
207
208
209
138
397
416
84
280
298
331
335
405
14
41
21
324
73
532
*551
65
305
340
368
*588
175
255
260
101
154
363
*501
71
96
8
302
9
17
18
126
127
134
135
356
521
74
Lessee.
Newbold, F. G. ...
Ditto ... ,,,
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .., ,..
Ditto ... ,,,
Ditto ,,,
Norton, William ,.,
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .. ..,
Orr, William ,,,
Ditto .., ..,
Ditto
Orr, William,  Sen....
t286 Ditto
287 Ditto
376 Ditto .
191 Ross, Beddome, and
braham
240 Ross, James ,,,
362 Ditto ,., ,,,
460 Ditto ,.. ..,
457 Ross,  G.
483 Ditto ... ...
484 Ditto ..,
52.3 Ross, George ...
155 'Rundle, M. S.
299 Ryan, Thomas ..,
283 Sanderson, George ...
79 Savage, S. ...
174 Scott, John .., ,.,
314 Seery, James
142 Shannon, John ...
143 Ditto
218 Sheridan, Michael ..,
220  Ditto ...
31` Skinner, Joseph
32 Ditto
Wil-
Orr, William, jun.... ... Conditional
Orr, T. H. ... ... ditto
O'Shanessy, J. ,.. ditto
O'Shanessy, Patk. Adam ... ditto
O'Shanessy, John ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... Homestead
Pacey, Flora ditto
Palfrey, Emanuel  ...  ... Conditional
Ditto ... ... Homestead
Paterson, Andrew ... ... Conditional
Ditto ... ... ... ditto
Paterson, T. M. ... ... ditto
Ditto .,. ,.. ... ditto
Pipe, Luke .., ... ... Homestead
Porter, W. K. ... ... Conditional
Porters, J. O. ... ,.. ditto
Ditto  ...  ... ... ditto
Rattenbury, James ... ... Homestead
Ditto ... ... ... Conditional
Ditto ... ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ... ditto
Rea, William ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... .., ditto
Reilly, Michael
Reilly, Thomas , , . ...
Risien, H. W. ...
Robertson, J. Dunnett
Robertson, John .
Robertson, Sons, and Vicary
Ditto ... ,..
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ,.. ... ...
Rose], J.
Rosel, Joseph ,.. ...
Ross, Andrew ,,, ,,,
Nature of  Selection.
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ,,,
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto • • •
ditto ,,.
ditto ,,,
Homestead ...
Homestead ,..
ditto ...
Conditional •.,
Homestead ,.,
ditto ...
Pre-efnption on
Canoona No. 4
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Pre-emptive
Balaclava
Conditional
Pre-emption
Balaclava
Conditional
Pre-emption
Trafalgar
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
,.. Homestead
.• ditto
... Conditional
ditto
Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
.. Homestead
i Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
on
on
on
Agricultural. First Class Second ClassPastoral. Pastoral,
A. R. P. A. R. P.
48 0 0 100 0 0
200 0 0
...  150  0 0
... 320 0 0
Year. Rent. Balance due.
A. R. P.  £ 8. d. £  S.  d.
200  0 0 5th 13 12 0
40 0 0 5th 16 0 0
451 0 0 4th 18 15 6
320 0 0 4th 24 0 0
640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
604 0 0 4th 15 2 0
641)  0 0 5th 16 0 0
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
355 0 0 3rd 8 17 6 0 1 7
1,506 0 0 6th 37 13 0
477 0 0 ... 40 0 0 4th 36 15 6 1
60 0 0 40 0 0 4th 3 5 0
52 0 0 56 0 0 ... 4th 3 7 0
50 0 0 ... 11 0 0 4th 4 0 6
1,459 0 0 3rd 36 9 6
40 0 0 ,., 6th 3 0 0
... 105 0 0 ... 6th 5 5 0
40 0 0 6th 3 0 0
160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
... 160 0 0 6th 3 0 0
,.. 374 0 0 2nd 12 9 4
... 160 0 0 ... 2nd 2 6 8
,,. 500 0 0 ... 6th 25 0 0
73 0 0 4th 313 0
200 0 0 200 0 0 4th 15 0 0
66 0 0 134 0 0 3rd 6 13 0
160 0 0 2nd 0 6 8
,,, 123 0 0 5th 3 1 6
120 0 23 , .. 4th 9 1 6
58 0 0 82 2 9 4th 6 8 6
. 160 0 0 ,.. 5th 4 0 0
161 2 20 5th 4 1 0
197 0 0 3rd 4 18 6
.., 243 125 2nd 5 1110
.,. 365 0 0 6th 9 2 6
93 0 0 5th 4 13 0
54 0 0 ... 6th 0 6 9
... 56 0 0 ... 4th 1 8 0
214 3 0 ,.. ... 6th 16 2 6
80 0 0 ...  ...  6th 010 0
80 0 0 ... ... 6th 010 0
,,.  280 0 0 1,000 0 0 5th 39 0 0
... 400 0 0 880 0 0 5th 42 0 0
,,. ,,, 1,826 0 0 5th 45 13 0
747 0 0 5th 18 13 6
50 0 0 107 0 0 3rd 9 2 0
311 0 01 2nd 6 9 7
.., 640 0 0 6th •16 0 0
,,, 1,260 0 0 4th 31 5 10
860 0 0
1,205 0 0
160 0 0
14 0 0
40 0 0
Boo 0 0
780 0 0 3,273 0  0
114 0 0
640 0  0
44 0 0 1
116 0 0
200...0 0
82 0 0
I 80 0 0
129 0 0
34 2 38
106 0 0
317 0 0
61 0 0
90 0 0
150 0 0
10 0 0
133 0 0
742 0 0
1,355 0 0
304 3 0
4th 21 10 0
3rd 30 2 6
4th 18 0 0
4th 132 16 6
3rd 2 17 0
3rd 16 0 0
3rd 1 2 0
2nd 2 18 0
2nd 10 0 0
2nd 1 10 9
5th 2 0 0
4th 3 4 6
4th 1 8 0
6th 5 6 0
5th 7 18 6
4th 1 10 6
5th 33 17 6
5th 12 2 6
4th 3 15 0
4th 3 10 0
4th 3 6 6
4th 37 2 0
0 16 9
3 7 0
3 1 6
0 15 5
4 13 0
1 3 3
412
ROCKHAMPTON  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No,
321
49
512
*541
366
181
337
329
*519
102
59
60
100
146
294
509
124
92
Lessee.
Skinner, Joseph
Smith, James
Ditto
Smith, Robert
Sommer, F. ...
Spohr, C.
Stapp, H. T.
Stewart, Wi lliam ...
Stirling , Robert J....
Stockall, John
Struber, Franz
Struber, Stephen ,,.
Ditto .,.
Ditto ..,
Nature of  Selection.
Conditional .,,
Homestead ...
Conditional ,.,
Homestead .,.
ditto ...
ditto
,.. ditto ..,
... Conditional ...
... ditto  ...
.,. ditto ,.,
,,, ditto ,,,
ditto ...
Homestead
Conditional ,,,
ditto .,,
ditto
Pre-emption on
Banksia ...
Pre-emption on
CalliungalNo.3
Pre-emption on
CalliungalNo.2
Conditional ,..
Homestead ,..
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
Pre-emption on
Maryvale Run
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ,.,
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead .,.
Conditional  ...
Homestead ,,,
Conditional  ...
Ditto .., ,,,
Ditto ,,. ...
Tourle, Morse, and Company
Towns and Stuart ...
941 Ditto ..
444
466
171
125
467
*560
148
Triffitt, R. ...
Ditto ,.
Tacker, Elihu
'fucker, Michael
Ditto ,.,
Ditto
Tucker, Stephen
449 Ditto ,.,
*577 Ditto
476 Tutton, William ..,
587 Valentine, Thos. ..
435 Vaughan, W. ..
413 Wainwright, W. ..
481 Wallace, Frederick...
410 Warner, G. H.
423 Ditto ,,.
439 Ditto ,.,
118 Watt, John Brown...
119 Ditto .,.
120 Ditto ,,,
121 Ditto ..
221 Watson, J. E.
236 Ditto ...
433 Wenzel, H....
452 Ditto ...
453 Ditto .
225 Werner, H. .
346 Wilbraham, A. B.
63 W illiamson, G.
323 Wilson, D. ...
156 Wood, James
465 Ditto .
474 Ditto
434 Wood, E. G. L.
451 Ditto ...
462 Ditto ...
488 Ditto ..,
*537 Ditto ,.
X64 Wust, F.
t 62 • Ditto043 York , J. ' ...
533 YAfk ,  John ,.,
534 Ditto ,,,
,,. Pre-emption on
Glenprairie ...
ditto ...
.., 1 Pre-emptive on
Stoodleigh ,..
ditto
... Conditional
,,, Homestead
,. ditto ...
.. ditto  ...
,. ditto ...
,,, Conditional .,.
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
3!t ditto
;Conditional
ditto
Agricultural. First Class Second Class .Pastoral .  Pastoral.
A. R. P. A.  R. P. A. B. P.
4th  6
s. d.  £
s.
Jr,
120 0 0 ...
51 1 0 6th 0 15 2
264 0 0 2nd 5 10 0
160 0 0 ... 2nd 213 4
160 0 0 ... 3rd I 4 0 0
72 2 12  .,. 5th ' 1 16 6
54 0 0 ... 4th 2 0 6
282 0 0 139 0 0 4th 24 12 6
250 0 0 750 0 0 2nd 26 0 10
44 0 0 ... 5th 3 6 0
311 0 0 6th 7 15 6
80 0 0 720 0 0 6th 22 0 0
40 0 0 5th 1 0 0
160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
80 0 0 160 0 0 4th 8 0 0
... 240 0 0 2nd 5 0 0 1
... 640 0 0 640 0 0 5th 48 0 0
400 0 0 1,414 0 0 5th 55 7 0
160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
... 2,104 0 0 3rd  100 14  0
160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
60 0 0 ... 260 0 0 5th 11 0 0
... 500 0 0 5th 1210 0
... ,.. 210 0 0 3rd 5 5 0
___ ,,. 200 0 0 2nd, 2 1 8
(1.
80 0 0 80 0 0 5th 6 0 0 1
178 0 0 3rd 4 9 0
560 0 0 2nd 3 10 0
200 0 0 3rd i 5 0 0 1
160 0 0 `2nd 0 13 4
.,. 648 0 0 3rd 16 4 0 4 5 8
468 0 0 3rd I 11 14 0
160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
200 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
15610 0 ... 3rd 3 4 3
282 0 0 ... 3rd 1216 6
635 0 0I 5th
640 0 0 5th
218 0 0
6,10  0 0 5th I
5th
361 0 14 ... I 4th
147 0 24 ... 4th '
43 3 0 ... 3rd
10 0 0 3rd
17 1 31 3rd
160 0 0 4th
`1,400 0 0 4th
500 0 0 6th
82 0 0 4th 1
320 0 0 5th
212 0 0 3rd,..
116 0 0 3rdJ
100 0 0 540 0 0 3rd
3,974 0 0 3rd
1,252 0 0 3rd
,,, 640 0 0 2nd
,,, 640 0 0 2nd
,,, 418 3 7 6th
160 0 0 6th j
50 0 0 6th
... 50 0 0 2nd
50 0 0 2nd'
GLADSTONE DISTRICT.
27
6
*90
20
2
Aldous, J. ... ... Conditional ,..
Allan, Street, and Norton,,, Pre-emptive on
Rodds Bay .
Bain, Thos.... ,.. . Conditional
Barker, W.... ... ... Pre-emptive on
Barmundoo..
Bell, J. Pre-emptive on
Baroon
80 0 0
324 2 0
160 0 0
... I
80 0 0'
640 0 0
Year Bent.  Balance Due.
15 17 6
32 0 0 1
16 0 0 i
16 7  01
18 2 0
3 14 0
1 2  0
0 5 0
0 9 0
4 0 0
35 0  0
25 0 0
4 2 01
8 0 0;
5 6 0 0 7 6
2 3 8
18 10 0 11
99 7 0
31 6 0
16 0 0'
10 13 4
10 9 6
3 0 0
0 14 7
0 16 8
80 16
4th 2 0 0
5th 8 2 6
2nd 2 0  0
5th 32 0 0
6th 6 0 0
413
GLADSTONE  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No.
*80
*102
*103
3
28
11
*89
*86
36
24
*76
*93
57
58
*78
*37
47
71
21
29
32
34
*79
41
*99
*92
*81
*39
*68
8
22
t44
46
9
*83
10
61
t64
*96
*98
31
*87
38
33
t63
*72
23
t52
*53
14
35
70
*74
*7
Lessee.
Bell, Wm. L. ...
Ditto ...
Bell, Wm. T,
Brown, A. H. ... ...
Caincross, D.
Caird, Patterson, and Co....
Caird, G. S....
Cameron, Ewen
Cameron, E.
Ditto ,.,
Clark, Arthur
Ditto ...
Coo, J.
Ditto
Cowan, Robert
Cox, E. K., and
E. C.
Dickinson, J.
Ditto
Fanning, F.
Ferguson, G.
Friend, H. ...
Ditto ...
Friend, Henry
Graham, -
Graham , J. L. ...
Harbottle ,  Thos. ...
Harvey, Robert ...
Hing, Hong ...
Hupenden, C.
Jinks,  W. ... ...
Kirby ,  J. S. ...
Lilly,  Brothers ...
Lilly, H.
Livie, G.
Livie, George
Ditto ... ,.,
Mann, T.
Ditto ... ...
Mann, Thomas ...
Moffatt,  J. C. ...
Monro, D. E. ...
McCollin, Ed. ...
McLeod, M. ...
McLiver, J.
Ditto ,.,
Nash, J.
Neil, H.
Palmer, J. ...
Ditto ..,
Pershouse , F. A. ..,
Pershouse ,  William
Ditto ,..
Pershouse ,  John ...
Peter, J .,  and Co. ...
*85 Praed, A. C. B.
54 Rosier ,  T. ... ...
*73 Schilling , J. A.
*67 Schulze , T. ... ...
t66 Simms,  J. ... ...
*97 Sims, John ... ... ...
t*75 Smith, W.
*t84 Sutherland, M. Agnes
18 Turich , C. ... ... ...
t*62 Ditto  .. ...
`595 Turich ,  Charles
40 Walters, J. ,..
59 Wanmer, -
12 Wilson,  J. ... ...
30 Ditto ... ...
1 young, William ... ...
17 Ditto ., ,n .H
Nature of  Selection.
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Pre-emptive on
South Karibee
Agricultural First Class Second ClassPastoral .  Pastoral.
I-
A. R. P.
Pre-emptive ... ...
Conditional .,. ...
Homestead .., ...
{ ditto .,. ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ...
ditto ... ...
Pre-emptive on
Miriam Vale ...
Conditional ,.. ...
ditto ... ...
Pre-emptive on
Monte Christo
Conditional ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
Calliope .., ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ,.. ...
ditto .., ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead ... ...
Pre-emptive on
the Boyne .., ...
Conditional ,.. ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto .,. ...
ditto .,.
ditto .,. ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ... ...
Homestead .,. ...
Conditional .,, ...
ditto .,, ...
ditto .., ...
Pre-emptive on
Galloway Plains 80 0 0
Conditional ..,
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ,..
ditto  ...
Homestead ...
Pre-emptive on
Collide ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ,..
Conditional  ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead .,.
Conditional ...
ditto
Pre-emptive on
Mount hareem
Conditional .,.
A. R. P.
80 0 0
123 0 0
106 0 0
460 0 0
200 0 0
160 0 0
Year. Sent.  Balance due.
A. S. P. { £ s. d. #; s. d.
400 0  0 2nd 8 6 8
640 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
640 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
671 0 0 6th 16 15 6
120 0 0  4th 3 0 0 0 2 6
230 0 0 5th 10 15 0 22 0 8
1,000 0 0 2nd 1210 0
80 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
4th 1 18 6
5th 2 0 0
120 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
80 0 0 2nd 0 16 8
3rd 3 1 6
122 0 0 3rd 3 1 0
137 0 0 2nd 3 2 10
214 0 0 4th 10 13 0
110 0 0 3rd 2 12 6
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
440 0 0 5th 34 0 0
204 0 0 4th 5  2  0
473 0 0 4th 21 16 6
80 0 01 4th 2 0 0
500 0 0 2nd 11 9 2
82 0 0 3rd 2 1 0
300 0 0 2nd 2 10 0
3,000 0 0 2nd 37 10 0
140 1 0 I 2nd 2 18 9
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
150 0 0 3rd 3 15 0
80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
... 5th 4 0 0
214 0 0 3rd 4 1 0
... 316 0 0 3rd 7 18 0
120 0 0 5th 3 0 0
,.. 640 0 0 2nd 12 0 0
80 0 28 5th 2 0 6
100 0 0 415 0 0 3rd 15 7 6
... 550 0 0 3rd 12 12 1
... 300 0 0 2nd 3 2 6
... 5,000 0 0 2nd  41  13  4
... 80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
640 0 0 2nd 10 13 4
12 0 0 4th 3 0 0
...  90 0 0 4th 2 5 0
183 0 0 3rd 4 3 10
120 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
... 254 0 0 5th 12 7 0
... 320 0 0 3rd 7 6 8
... 240 0 0 3rd 6 0 0
92 0 0 5th 2 6 0
58 0 0 116 0 0 4th 5 16 0
66 2 0 3rd 1 13 6
61 0 0 3rd 3 2 6
... 80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
... 4,00 0  0 2nd 7 10 0
125 0 0 3rd 4 9 2
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
150 0 0 3rd 3 16 0 1
52 0 0 3rd 1 3 10
138 0 0
2,560 0 0
7,560 0 0
V  1 02
200 0 0 2nd 2 1 8
150 0 0 3rd 3 8- 9
222 0 0 2nd 4 3 3
454 0 0 5th 11 7 0
412 2 0 3rd 10 5 6
125 0 0 2nd 1 6 1
582 0 0 4th 14 11 0
3rd 3 9 0
69 1 17 5th 1 15 0
82 0 0 4h
6th 64 0 0
5th 189 0 0
0 15 3
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ST. LAWRENCE DISTRICT.
Register
No. Lessee.
t8 Bernstein, L.
*2 Christian, W. and M.
3 Christian, William
4 Ditto ..
6 Christian, J. and W.
7 Christian, W. ...
*15 Christian, W. M. ...
*16 Ditto
*21 Christian, M. M. ...
*18 Joss, W illiam ...
*22 Ditto ...
I Mayne, E. G. ...
10 Ditto ...
t9 Macartney and Mayne
*13  McCormack, P.
*11 Robinson, J....
*12 Robinson, W. H.
5 Talbot, P.
Nature of Selection .  Agricultural.
I
First Class  Second Class
Pastoral . Pastoral. Year. Rent. Balance Due.
A. R. P.
Conditional ... 200 0 0
Pre-emption on
Mt. Funnel Run ...
Conditional
ditto ... 320 0 0
Pre-emption on
Wilangi Run
Conditional ... 100 0 ' 0
ditto ...
ditto ...
.. ditto ...
Homestead
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
Pre-emption on
Waverley Run
ste dH me ao
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Conditional
A. R. P. A. R. P.  £ s. d. £  S. ci.
210 0 0 4th 12 4 9
200 0 0 5th 10 0 0
... 1,280 0 0 5th 32 0 0
... 320 0 0  5th 32 0 0
640 0 0 5th 16 0 0
100 0 0 4th 10 0 0
320 0 0 ... 3rd 16 0 0;
240 0 0 1 ... 3rd 12 0 0 j
80 0 01 ... 1 3rd 4 0  0
160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
. 100 0 0 2nd 1 5 00
5
1,447800
0
0
0
0 3r5thd
144
36
10
0
0
400 0 0 3rd 10 0 0'
160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
140 0 0 500 0 0 5th 19 10 0
MARYBOROUGH DISTRICT.
173 Adams, Phillip ... ...
20 Adams, Christopher
68 Aitkin, Robert
119 Aldridge, Edgar Thomas ...
165 Ditto ... ...
13 Armitage, Henry ... ...
581 Allen, Thomas ...
#650 Anderson, Martin Ewart ...
182 Bailey, William Gill ...
*625  Barlow, Michel ... ...
'646 Barlow , Joseph
*633 Bauer , Christoph ... ...
*634 Ditto ... ... ...
240 Becht, John ... ... ...
247 Ditto
*623 Belfus, Carl .. ...
381 Bennett, John ...
497 Bennett, William John ...
143 Berry, James ...
225 Binstead Samuel
Homestead ... 50 0 0 J ... 5th
Conditional ... 74 0 17 ... 6th
Homestead 40 0 0 6th
Conditional ... ... ... 1,091 3 0 5th
ditto ... ... 168 3 0 5th
Homestead ... 49 0 0 ... 6th
ditto ... ... 40 0 0 ... 2nd
ditto ... ... 42 0 0 2nd
Conditional ... ... 1 90 0 0 6th
Homestead ... 40 0  0 2nd
Conditional ... ... 80 0 0 2nd
.. 57 0 0 ... 2ndHomestead
Conditional ... 104 0 0 2nd
Homestead ... 5 0 0 39 1 0 ... 5th
Conditional ... 5 0 0 76 0 0 5th
.. 42 0 0 ... 2ndHomestead ...
ditto ... ... 32 0 0 4th
Conditional ... i .. 160 0 0 3rd
Homestead 15 0 0 30 0  0  5th
Conditional  ...  103 3 36 5th
ditto ... 45 0 0 40 0 0 5th
ditto ... 90 0 0 3rd
.. 45 0 0 I ... 4thHomestead ...
Conditional ... 80 0 0 3rd
ditto ... 3 0 0 .. , 1 457 1 0 3rd
ditto ... 350 0 0 ... 5 3 0 6th
ditto ... 322 0 0 4th
Homestead ... 7 0 0 38 0 0 ... 5th
ditto ... 45 0 0 8 0 0 ... 6th
ditto ... ... 62 0 0 ... 6th
ditto ... 98 1 4 5th
ditto ... 72 2 24 ... 5 0 0 6th
Conditional ... ... ... 478 0 0 4th
ditto ... .. 177 2 0 5th
ditto ... 90 0 0 314 1 25 5th
ditto ... 90 0 0 . . , 30 1 22 6th
ditto ... 50 0 0 82 0 0 5th
Homestead ... ... 45 0 0 ... 6th
ditto ... 25 0 0 107 0 0 ... 6th
Conditional ... 230 0 0 2nd
Homestead ... 15 0 0 48 4) 0 5th
Conditional ... ... 67 0 0 3rd
ditto ... ... 54 1 0 5th
ditto ... ... 131 0 0 5th
ditto ... ... 79 0 0 ... 6th
ditto ... ... 116 3 0 5th
Homestead ... ... 51 0 0 5th
Conditional ... ... ... 511 0 o 5th
ditto ...  257 2 0 6th
ditto .. 42 2 29 ... ... 5th
Sugar purchase 100 0 0 ... 5th
Conditional ... 70 0 0 67 0 0 5th
118 Blissett , Robt.  Henry ...
472 Boden John,
354 Ditto ...
426 Bodimeade, George...
t551 Bogild, Jens August
78 Ditto .. ...
280 Brandt, Peter ...
174 Brims, George ...
t51 Brown, Alexander ...
t44 Ditto ...
297 Buffey, Thomas, junior ...
5 Buffey, Thomas, senior ...
308 Butcher, James .. ...
272 Cameron, James Aitchison...
271 Ditto ... ... ...
55 Ditto ... ... ...
104 'Canny, William Peter ...
47 Ditto ... ...
76 Canny, Michael ... ...
x627 € rruthers, Wm.
101 Chamberlain, Charles
483 Clarke, Richard Fraiser ...
111 Ditto ... ...
88 Ditto ... ...
41 Ditto ...
210 Clarke, William ...
190 Ditto .. .
148 Cleary, James, junior
171 Ditto ...
168 Connor, Michael ...
*242 Corfield, Henry Cox
178 Ditto ... ...
1 5 0
5 12 6
0 15 0
27 6 0
4 4 6
1 16 9
1 0 0
0 5 3
2 5 0
0 13 4
0 13 4
0 19 0
1 14 8
1 3 9 1 12 3
2 5 6
0 14 0
016 0 1 0 0
4 0 01
1 6 3
2 12 0
4 7 6
2 5 0
1 2 6
2 0 0
9 16 3
26 8 0
8 1 0
1 4 3
1 5 2
0 18 1
2 9 6 3 1 11
.0 410
1119  0
4 9 0
14 12 6
7 10 6
5 16 0
0 13 1
3 6 2
3 16 8
1 15 3
1 13 6
1 7 6
3 5. 6
4 0 0
2 18 6
1 5 6
12 15 6
6 9 0
3 4 6
5 0 0 718 4
6 18 6
415
MARYBOROUGH  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
244 Corfield, Henry Cox
275 Ditto ...
286 Ditto ...
312 Ditto ...
*640 Ditto
522 Corser, Edward
521 Ditto ...
439  Ditto ...
438 Ditto ...
166 Cran, John ...
109 Ditto ...
571 Crau, James...
152 Cran, Robert
11 Ditto .,.
7 Ditto ...
j570 Ditto ... ...
594 Ditto ... ...
595 Ditto ...
596
155
477
478
Croft, Edmund ...
Croft, John ...
Cunningham, James
Ditto ... ...
Nature of  Selection.
Conditional...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto .
Sugar purchase
Conditional ...
ditto
... Sugar purchase
Conditional ..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Sugar purchase
... Conditional
ditto
ditto
... ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
268  1 Douglas, George ...
558 1 Dowzer, James ...
*645 Dittmann, August ...
*461 Eaton, John ... ...
162 Ditto ... ...
70
239
*619
254
567
33
*479
525
270
456
66
400
199
160
442
273
63
141
209
67
393
386
30
*613
*614
105
241
108
116
24
23
22
115
93
589
359
42
256
*637
494
x21
464
394
184
458
348
228
68
277
329 L' Hoolihan, Patrick ...
9 Horton , William ...
10 Horton ,  George ,..
Ditto  ... ...  ... ditto
Edwards, Alfred Dale ... Homestead
Eichler, Joseph ...  ...  ditto
Eisentrager, Henry...  ...  ditto
Eulindt, - ...  ...  ditto
Featherby, David ,..  ...  ditto
Ferguson, Robert  ...  ... Conditional
Fitzpatrick, John Charles ... Homestead
Ditto ... ... ... ditto
Fitzpatrick, Thomas ... Conditional
Flynn, Simon ... ... Homestead
Fox, David Jacob ... ... ditto ...
Fraser, Simon ... ... Conditional ...
Garrett, Frank ... ... Sugar purchase
Gayton, George ... ... Conditional ...
Gee, George... ... ... ditto ...
Gilchrist, Edward ... . Homestead ...
Gillespie , William ... ...  ditto
Gordon ,  Samuel  ... ...  Conditional
Ditto  ...  Homestead
Gordon, Henry ... ... Conditional
Gorleck ,  George ... ditto
Greer, James  .. ...  ditto
Gibson, Wm. L. George  ...  ditto
Ditto ... .. . ...  ditto
Hall, Alexander  ... ...  Homestead
Hamett, John  ... ...  Conditional
Hamill ,  John  ... ...  Homestead
Hansen, August Louis ... ditto
Hay, Walter ... ...  Conditional
Ditto ... ... ... Homestead
Ditto ... ... ... Conditional
Heath ,  Richard ...  ...  ditto
Ditto ... ...  ...  ditto
Ditto  .. ... ...  ditto
Hendle, John  ... ...  ditto
Henderson ,  Hugh ... ... ditto
{ Henderson ,  Donald... ... ditto
Ditto ditto
Henderson ,  Alexander  ...  ditto
Hielseher ,  Heinrich  ...  Homestead
Hinsch ,  Frederick William Conditional
Hodge, Richard James ... Homestead
Hogan, Matthew  ... ...  ditto
Holden ,  Charles  .  Conditional
Ditto ... ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ... ditto
Holt, John Irewin ... ... Homestead
Horn, George ... ... Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Agricultural.
A. B. P.
50 0 0
50 0 0
First Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent.  Balance due.
A. B. P.
1 1 0 5th
33 0 0 5th
1,504 0 0 4th
162 1 39 4th
200 0 0 2nd
82 0 0 3rd
59 1 12 3rd
82 3 9 3rd
,.. 107 2  2  3rd
390 216 ... 5th
20 0 0 ... 67 2 9 5th
215 0 15 2nd
632 0 0 ... 5th
117 0 0 6th
220 0 0 ... 124 012 6th
... 403 0 0 2nd
158 1 0 2nd
75 0 0  ...  17 3 0 2nd
40 0 0 ... ... 2nd
1,280 0 0 ... 5th
30 0 0 ... 85 0 0 3rd
40 0 0 ... 120 0 0 3rd
,,, 87 0 0 5th
83 2 0 3rd
40.. 0 0 2nd
250 0 0  1  ... 250 0 0 3rd
45 0 0 1 ... 5th
,, 233 2 0 6th
80 0 0 ... 5th
79 0 0 2nd
,, 54 2 0 5th
38 3 0 ... 3rd
56 2 0 .. 6th
94 0 0 3rd
20 0 0 36 1 18 ... 3rd
15 0 0 27 3 0 ... 5th
160 0 0 ... 3rd
12 0 0 28 0 0 6th
5 0 0 35 3 0 4th
,.. 202 117 12 5th
744 0 0 5th
5 0 0 ... 75 0 0 3rd
8 0 0 111 0 0 5th
35 0 0 5 0 0 ... 6th
10 0 0 80 2 0 5th
120 0 0 5th
50 0 0 30 0 0 6th
320 0 0 4th
10 0 0 ... 70 3 8 4th
44 2 0 ... 6th
49 2 0
100 0 0 2nd
42 0 0 2nd
5th
60 0 0 40 0 0 5th
... 144 2 0 ... 5th
.. 36 0 0 ... 5th
90 0 0
45 0 0
84 0 0
... 6th
,,, 6th
6th
320 0 0 5th li
218 1 0 5th
127 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 4th
100 0 0 107 0 0 5th
,,, 640 0 0 5th
... 300 0 0 2nd
790 0 0 3rd
45 0 0 2nd
20 0 0 80 0 0 3rd
46-1  9 4th
25 0 0 ... 17 2 0 5th
40 0 0
30 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
70 0 0
70 0 0
160 0 0 3rd
120. 0 0 4th
130 0 0 5th
59 0 0 6th
40 0 0 100 0 0 4th
70 0 0 4th
3 0 0 6th
7 0 0 6th
£ s. d.
3 16 0
4 11 6
37 12 0
4 1 6
2 1 8
2 1 .0
1 10  0
2 1 6
£ s. d.
2 14 0
29 6 6
3 4 0
5 8 0
47 8 0
2 18 6
19 12 6
6 15 0
3 13 2
5 11 5
2 15 0
96 0 0
4 7 6
6 0 0
2 3 6
2 2 0
0 5 0
25 0 0
3 7 6
5 17 0
3 0 0
1 9 8
1 7 6
0 19 6
1 1 0 212 6
2 7 0
1 13 6 0 6 8
1 5 3 011 7
12 0 0 11 5 0
0 19 2
1 1 9 0 2 7
5 1 6
55 16 0
2 5 0
3 7 6
1 3 11
2 8 0
3 0 0
2 3 9
8 0 0 10 0 0
2 10 6
3 7 6
2 1 8
0 17 6
1 17 6
5 10 0
3 12 6
0 18 0
6 15 0
1 13 9
6 6 0
8 0 0
5 9 6
218 3 0 0 6
2 0 0
7 13 6
16 0 0
3 15 0
19 15 0 14 13 0
0 16 11
3 10 0 1 15 0
1 3 6
1 7 9
4 0 0
6 0 0
5 10 0
1 4 7
5 5 0
2  10 0 315 Q
0 9 0
0 9 4
416
Register
No.
207
208
402
124
292
188
74
1
136
139
298
*649
*626
579
395
28
330
54
*624
189
*121
237
584
276
72
484
566
120
112
490
431
389
170
40
t12
335
181
163
*631
*591
*651
172
392
*333c
543
411
387
262
344
480
563
25
57
137
81
53
454
122
294
545
327
349
186
31
191
107
3
418
62
352
*301
459
*630
*617
*639
140
133
Lessee.
Howard, George ... ...
Howard, William ... ...
Hughes, James ... ...
Hutchinson, Hugh ... ...
Illidge, Josiah  Mason, sen....
Inman , Carlotta ... ...
Jamieson , James ... ...
Jarvis, E. L.
Jones, George ...
Ditto ... .
Julin, James ...
Jasch, Ferdinand ...
Jensen, Christen ...
Johnston, Nils ...
Kehlet, Fritz ...
Ditto ... ...
Kelly, Dalton ...
Keruke, Christian ...
Kikhofel, Carl ...
King, Major...
King, William ...
Klein, Martin ...
Knotzen, Peter Cristian
Krug, George Michael
Kyte, William .
La Bart, Joseph Moore
Leather, .James ...
Leslie, Alexander ...
Ditto .. ...
Libert, Octave do ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Lipsett, James
Ditto ...
Ditto
Lyons, John Perry ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Lamb, John ... ...
Lenz, Frederick ...
Mahoney, Daniel William...
Maitland, Richard ... ...
Manning, Peter ... ...
Martin Boyle ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
McCarthy, Dennis ... ...
McClements, George ...
McDonald, Albert ... ...
McDonald, Arthur... ...
McGill, John ...
McGregor, Roderick
Mcllraith, James
... ...Ditto
Ditto
McKenzie, Duncan... ...
McKewen, Thomas ..
Melville, Andrew Wedder-
burne ... ...
Mergerra, Ludwig ...
Millar, Edward ...
Millar, John
Miller, George Phillip
Dorville
Moir, James ...
Moffett, Andrew ...
Ditto ...
Moore, George ...
Moody, James ...
Moreland, Charles ...
Napier, John Sterling
Nash, James
Nash, John ... ...
Neil, George ...
Neubauer, Carl ...
Nichol, William ...
Nichols, James .,,
Ditto ,
MARYBOROUGH  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of Selection.
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
I
ditto
Conditional
... ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent.  Balance due,
A. R. P. A.  R. P. A. R . P.  £' s. d. £ s. d.
45 0 0 ... 107,  0 0 5th 6 1 0
30 0 0 73 0 0 5th 4 1 6
... 50 0 0 ... 4th 1 5 0
... 60 0 0 5th 1 10 0
... 92 0 16 4th 2 6 6
409 0 0 5th 10 4 6
20 0 0 115 0 0 6th 3 0 5
10 0 0 100 0 0 530 0 0 6th 19 0 0
67 0 0 ... 5th 1 13 6
44 0 0 ... 5th 3 6 0
5 0 0 82 3 0 4th 2 9 0
42 0 0 ... 2nd 0 5 3
... 60 0 0 ... 2nd 1 0 0
... 41 3 0 2nd 1 1 0
316 0 0 4th 7 18 0 0 1 1
.. 232 0 0 6th 6 6 6
15 0 0 ... 94 3 0 4th 3 10 0 5 6 3
25 0 0 26 2 0 ... 6th 1 1 6
39 0 0 ... 2nd 013 0
... 87 0 0 ... 5th 2 3 6
46 0 0 ... 5th 1 3 0
20 0 0 109 1 0 5th 3 10 0
68 2 0 2nd 1 11 8 0 4 6
30 0 0 50 0 0 160 0 19 4th 8 15 6
20 0  0  38 0 0 6th 1 8 4
312 0 0 3rd 7 16 0
... 59 0 0 3rd 1 9 6
... 185 0 0 5th 4 12 6
... 320 0 0! 5th 8 0 0
... 171 1 20 3rd 4 6 0
20 0 0 ... 208 2 32 3rd 6 14 6
... 638 .2 0 4th  15 19  6
101 0 0 5th 2 10 6
... 140 0 0 6th 3 10 0
5 0 0 ... 75 0 0 6th 1 12 6
86 2 30 4th 2 3 6
372 0 0 ... 5th  18 12  0
4 0 0 80 2 0 5th 4 7 0
... 400 0 0 2nd 6 13 4
400 0 2nd 9 3 4
40 0 0 2nd 0 5 0
8 0 0 ...  132  2 0 5th 3 18 6
320 0 0 4th 8 0 0
50 0 0 ... 4th 1 17 6
100 0 0 ... 60 0 0 3rd 9 0 0
... ... 229 0 0 3rd 5 8 6
576 0 0 4th 14 8 0
10 0 0 90 0 0 5th 2 12 6
45 0 0 4th 1 2 6
105 0 0  3rd 2 12 6
10 0 0 F 80 0 0 3rd 2 7 6
30 0  0  70 0 0 200 0 0 6th 10 15 0
60 0 0 40 1 3I 6th 3 5 6
... 102 1 24 5th 2 11 6
103 0 0 6th 2 11 6
169 0 15 6th 4 5 0
... 105 0 0 3rd 212 6
4.8 0 0 1 ... . 5th 1 4 0
52 0 0 80 0 0I 4th 2 0 0
3rd 1 6 0
42 0 0 ... 4th 1 1 0
40 0 0 ... . I 4th 1 0 0
„: ... 130 2 0 5th 3 5  61
43 1 0 6th 3 6 0
102 3 0 5th 2 6 5
10 0 01 38 0 0 ... 5th 1 6 6
589 0 0 ... 6th 44 3 6
.. 17 0 0 1 83 0 O 3rd 2 14 3
50 0 0 ... I 10 0 0 6th 1 15 5
.. 440 0 0 ... 200 0 0 4th 38 0 0- 47 10 0
.. 700 0 0 4th 17 10 0
110 0 0 1 90 0 0 3rd 10 10 0
1 57 0 011 ... 2nd  0 11  0
40 0 0 ... 2nd 0 15 0
80 0 0 1 2nd 0 16 8
50 0 0 ... 521 0 0 5th 16 15 6
327 0 0I 5th 8 3 6
417
MARYBOROUGH  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No.
538
504
460
283
135
524
*473
179
177
*502
492
482
46
97
471
*628
580
*635
*636
493
334
183
90
145
269
491
565
*632
227
196
226
505
134
34
351
8
495
56
498
229
289
299
656
553
346
*622
14
475
353
338
27
430
420
36
644
569
*373
653
*620
519
*441
94
142
144
61
216
69
520
437
496
187
212
205
562
*616
82
*642
77
Nightingale,  George Henry
Nixon, Edward  Stanley ...
Noakes,  James E....
Nolan ,  John... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Nolan,  Patrick
O'Brien, Denis
Ditto .
O'Kelly, Peter
Palmer, James
Nature of  selection.
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Sugar  purchase
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ..,
Conditional ..,
Park, John ... ... ... ditto
Parker, John ... ditto
Pedersen ,  Hans Christian  ...  Homestead
Pengelly, John Henry ... Conditional
Peterson ,  Olof ... ... Homestead
Pohlman, Joohim  ... ... ditto
Poole, John  ... ... ...  ditto
Ditto ... ... ... Conditional
Pountney, John Humphry
Greville ... ... ... ditto
Powe ll, William, sen. ... ditto
Powers, James  ... ... ditto
Quin, William ... ... ditto
Raabe, J. J. ... ... Homestead
Ramsay,  Percy ... Conditional
Ramsay, Edward Pierson ... ditto
Ditto ...
Ramsay, Percy ...
Ramsay, Richard ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Rankin , Joseph ...
Ditto ... ...
Rankin, James ...
Rayner, Henry .
Rees , John Michael
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
.., ditto
,,, Homestead
... ditto
ditto
Reid,  Samuel  . ... ... Conditional
Reid, Thomas Francis ... Homestead
Richards, Solomon George ditto
Richards, Noah ... .. ditto
Richmond, Mary .. .. . Conditional
Ridgeway, Richard ... ditto
Rikenberg, Johann .. Homestead
Robinson, Edward ... .. ditto
Rockemer, John ... Conditional
Ross,  Joseph ... ... ditto
Ditto .. ... ... ditto
Rowston, Thomas ... ... Homestead
Rowland,  Benjamin  ... Conditional
Rowland, John ... ... ditto
Ruhback, August ... ... Homestead
Robinson, Win. ... ... Conditional
Rubach, Friedrich ... ... Homestead
Schmidt, Carl ... ... Conditional
Sempf, August F. ... ... Homestead
Shelback, William ... ... ditto
Sinfield, Henry .. Conditional
Slater, Frederick Augustus i ditto
Slater, George ... ... Homestead
Smith, Frederick ... ... ditto
Smith, Henry ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ... ditto
Southerden, Win. ... ... Conditional
Ditto ... ditto
Statham, Frank Marsh  ...  ditto
Starkey, Elizabeth ...  ...  ditto
St. Ledger, William  ...  ditto
Steley, Joseph Spencer  ...  ditto
Stewart, James ..  ...  ditto
Ditto ...  ...  ditto
Strandquist, Per. ... ... Homestead
Steley, Abel... ...  ...  ditto
Stewart, James ...  ... ditto
St. Ledger, James ... ... Conditional
Swauborougb, James ... Homestead
Agricultural.
A. B. P.
70 0 0
10 0 0
30 0 0
440 0 0
50 0 0
First Class Second Class
Pastoral .  Pastoral. Year.
A. B. P. A. R. P.!
20 1 10 3rd
224 1 0 3rd
90 0 0 3rd
4th
,,. 200 0 0 6th
.. 1,000 0 0 3rd
205 0 0 3rd
... 90 0 0 5th
... 252 212 5th
... 90 2 0 3rd
... 201 3 0 3rd
,,, 272 0 0 3rd
89 3 0 6th
1,015 0 0 5th
20 0 0 ... 208 0 0 3rd
... 119 0 0 2nd
... 41 3 0 2nd
,,, 640 0 0 2nd
... 42 0 0 ... 2nd
... 80 0 0 ... 3rd
... 160 0 0 4th
... ... 196 1 0 5th
Rent. I  Balance due
£ s. d.
5 15 6
6 7 6
4 10 0
33 0 0
5 0 0
25 0 0
5 2 6
2 5 0
6 6 6
2 5 6
8 16 0
6 16 0
0 6 3
25 7 6
6 14 0
1 19 8
1 1 0
9 6 8
0 12 3
2 0 0
4 0 0
4 18 6
£ s. d.
3 7 6
1 13 4
268 0 8 5th 6 14 6
.. 1,025 0 0 5th 25 12 6
50 0 0 ... 950 0 0 5th 27 10 0
100 0 0 540 0 0 3rd 21 0 0
10 0 0 28 2 0 3rd 1 2 0
.. 900 0 0 2nd 15 0 0
120 0 0 ... 195 0 0 5th  13 17  6
200 0 0 ... 980 0 0 5th  39 10  0
240 0 0 ... 200 0 0 5th 23 0 0
.. ... 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
468 3 26 5th 11 14 6 14 13 2
640 0 0 6th 16 0 0
35 0 0 ... 965 0 0 4th 26 15 0
17 0 0 79 0 0 6th 3 5 0
45 0 0 1 ... 3rd 1 2 6
45 0 0 ... 6th 1 13 9
10 0 0 30 0 0 3rd 1 2 6 0 4 0
., 120 0 0 5th 3 0 0
40 0 0 ... 4th 1 0 0
10 0 0 32 0 0 ... 4th 1 3 6
... 160 0 0 ... 2nd 013 4
... 160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
60 0 0 ... 30 0 0 4th 3 0 0
37 0 0 2nd 0 13 11
15 0 0 .. , 31 0 0 6th 0 6 8
.. 200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
5 0 0 115 0 0 4th 3 5 0
10 0 0 100 0 0 130 0 0 4th 9 0 0
38 0 0 ... 6th 115 4
... 127 2 0 3rd 3 4 0
12 0 0 ... 148 0 0 3rd 412 0
45 0 0 ... 6th 113 9 1 2 6
100 0 0 2nd 0 16 8
10 0 0 39 1 0 2nd 1 7 6 0 2 6
106 2 0 3rd 2 18 6 0 11 3
... 80 0 0 ... 2nd 0 6 8
90 0 0 2nd 1 13 9
... 1,004 0 0 3rd 25 2 0
... 250 0 0 3rd 6 5 0
... 50 0 0 ... 5th 1 5 0
... 40 0 0 5th 1 0 0
... 60 0 0 25 0 0 5th 217 6
45 0 0 6th 0 18 9
30 0 0 ... 130 0 0 5th 5 10 0
... 234 3 22 6th 5 17 6
20 0 0 ... 601 0 4 3rd 1611 0 0 0 7
20 0 0
100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
466 0 0 3rd 11 13 0
54 0 0 5th 2 17 0
184 0 32 5th 4 12 6
89 0 4 5th 2 5 0
10 0 0 68  1 0 ... 3rd 2 2 0 0 4 6
150 0 0 ...  2nd 216 3
43 0 0 6th 019 8
158 0 0  2nd 1 12 11
40 0 0 ...  6th 016 8
418
Register
No.
106
*652
197
*147
*434
408
*422
385
180
*601
572
*648
*599
468
350
462
376
211
302
326
206
453
123
541
476
435
560
488
*588
265
264
*503
*592
*598
469
452
447
261
127
126
102
16
2
657
655
95
73
38
443
345
6
654
617
285
110
487
340
511
26
597
169
79
85
523
486
45
300
243
Lessee.
Thompson, John ... ...
Thompson, William... ...
Tooth, Robert ... ...
Topping, David ... ...
Toiler, John George ...
Towzey, John ... ...
Travis, Thomas ...
Travis, Robert ...
Ditto ...
Thefs, C. Friedrich Wm. ...
Velter, Carl ... ... ...
Wainwright, Jas. ... ...
Wales, Alfred ... ...
Walsh, Martin ... ...
Ditto ...
Walker, John George ...
Walker, Matthew ... ...
Walker, James ... ...
Warren, John, sen.... ...
Warnock, Thomas ... ...
Watkins, Thomas Joseph ...
Watson, Thomas ... ...
Watson, David .. ...
Watson, George Thomas ...
Wearin, John ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Weir, Robert Martin
Ditto ...
Webb, Richard ...
Ditto
West, Charles John
White, David Philip
Ditto ...
White, William
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto .
Whitley, Wm.
Whitney, John
Whittaker, John
Ditto ...
MARYBOROUGH  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of Selection. Agricultural.
Conditional ...
ditto
Sugar purchase
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Ditto ... ditto
Wieckhorst, Hans Peter ... Conditional
Wiekhorst, John Jacob Henry ditto
Wieckhorst, Peter ... ... Homestead
Wiekhorst, August ... ditto
Wieland, August'  ...  .. Conditional
Williams, Frederick William ditto
Ditto ... ... ... ditto
Willis, William James ... Homestead
Ditto  ...  ... Conditional
Wilson, Andrew Heron ... ditto
Wilson, Thomas ... ... ditto
Ditto ... Homestead
Winterheld, Francis ... ditto
Wollmershauser, George
Michael  ... ...  ditto
Wolstencroft, James ditto
Woodcock, Charles Alex-
ander John ...
Ditto ... ...
Wrench, Thomas ...
Wright, James ...
Young, Valentine ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
A. R. P. A. R.  P. A. R. P.
40 0 0 54 3 0
First Class Second Class
Pastoral. Pastoral.
.. 640 0 0
1,280 0 0
10 0 0 31 1 0
40 1 0
40 0 0 ... 160 0 0
81 2 0 i
80 0 0 ... 1,200 0 0
40 0 0 ... I
32 0 0 ...5... 0
0 49 1 0 ...
26 0 0
10 0 0 ... 70 0 0
162 0 0
479 1 8
410 0 0 ... 90 0 0
26 0 0 ... 54 0 0
8 0 0 ... 113 3 0
105 0 0
79...3 0
40 0 0 40 0 0
25 0 0 103 1 3
8 0 0 73 3  0
160 0 0 ... 175 0 0
80 0 0 ... 4.20 0 0
95 0  0
258 0 0
12 0 0 46 0 0 1
241 3 0
40 0 0 ... 160 0 0
40 0 0 ... 80 0 0
50 0 0 ... 590 0 0
,,, ... 150 0 0
... ... 320 0 0
... ... 640 0 0
... ... 89 2 0
... ... 1,014 0 0
,,, .,, 100 0 0
... ...  .966 3 0
45-0  0
45 0 0
40 0 0
518 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
650 0 0
125 0 0
90 0 0
1
... 30 0 0 ... 165 0 0
15 0 0
80 0 0
17 0 0
35
...0
0 ...
20 0 0 ...
50 0 0 ...
49 2 0
6 0 0 48 0 0
45 0 0
15 0 0 33 0 0
59 0 0
55 0 0
47 0 0
45 0 0
GYMPIE DISTRICT.
511 1 2
185 0 0
171 3 0
176 0 0
49 0 0
237 0 0
841 0 0
839 0 0
54 1 20
Year. Rent.  Balance due.
5th
2nd
5th
5th
3rd
4th
3rd
4th
5th
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd
4th
3rd
4th
5th
4th
4th
5th
3rd
5th
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
2nd
5th
5th
3rd
2nd
2nd
3rd
3rd
3rd
£ s. d. £ s. d.
2 17 6
4 0 0
96 0 0
1 3 6
1 0 6
7 0 0
2  1 0
36 0 0
3 0 0
0 13 4
1 8 9 0 1 3
0 3 3
2  1 8
4 1 0
12 0 0
33 0 0
3 6 0
3 9 0
2 12 6
2 0 0 210 0
2 10 0
3 10  ()
4 6 0
15 16 11
16 10 0
2 7 6
6 9 0
1 12 0
5 10 11
7 0 0
3 10 0
18 10 0 15 19 10
3 8 9
7 f, 8
16 0 0
2 5 0
25 7 0
5th 2 10
5th I 9 3
5th 12 19
5th 16 0
6th 16
6th 16
2nd 0
2nd 0
5th 2
6th 1
0
5
10
3
5
8
0
6
0
0
0
0
5
4
0
1
6th 1 13 9
3rd 6 7 6
4th 13 18 6
6th . 0 10 0
2nd 0 1 5
2nd 1 3 2
4th 4 6
5th 4 8
3rd 2 10
4th 7 8
63rd 24 15
6th 3 15 0
2nd 1 6 2 0 1 6
5th 20 19 0
6th
6th
.1 0
1 7
0
0
9 2 2 4
6 9 5 8
0  2  0
7
9
1 9 6
1 7 6
0 13 8
1 2 6
1 7 6
3rd
3rd
6th
4th
5th
3 7 6.14 0 39155 Abdy , Thomas, ]unr. ... 40 0 0
4th 22 10 0510 0 0110 Atherton, John Townsend Conditional ... 130 0 0
5th 17 10 0610 0 071 Ditto .. ... ... ditto ... 30 0 0
3rd 4 0 0160 0 0170 Appleby, Thomas ... ditto
419
GYMPIE  DISTRICT- oon€inued.
Register
No.
20
21
*271
189
294
29
17
134
*217
119
79
86
87
12
42
293
*253
Lessee.
Bank of New South Wales
Ditto ...
Banks, Archibald ...
Bell, John ... ...
Betts, Thos.
Biddies, Charles Frank
Biddies, Thomas ...
Biggers, Charles ...
Big e, Charles
Blakesley, Henry, junr.
Booker, Edward ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Bray James ... ... ...
Broadbent, J., and Williams,
D.... ... ... ... -
*254 Ditto ... ... ...
*219 Broadbent, John ...
*260 Ditto ...
*228 Bull, George ... ...
t65 Bunn, Esther Jane... ...
66 Ditto ... ... ...
120 Butler ,  Isaac ... ...
28 Ditto ... ...
*215 Callaghan, Henry
*181 Carter, Geo. Fredk. St. John
*128 Cassidy, Daniel
94 Chippendale, William Tatlock
104 Ditto ... ... ...
*138 Ditto
*259 Chippendall, William Tat-
lock .. ..
*201 Clapperton, Charles ..
*203 Ditto .. ... ..
90 Collison, Marcus ... ..
92 Coles, Asher... ... ..
56 Cooper, Thomas ... ..
*214 Cooper, Matthew ... ...
*277 Cotham, Lawrence ... ...
*278 Ditto ... ... ...
*121 Corley, Thomas ... ...
34 Corley, Thomas, senr. ...
35; Corley, Thomas, junr. ...
26 Cronoly, Patrick ... ...
10 Cunningham, John ... ...
133 Cunningham, David
*205 Ditto
291 Curtis, Mark
196 Dart, G. W. ... ...
281 Devereux, James ... ...
149 Dibby, Thomas
*234 Dibley, Thomas ... ...
*251 Ditto  ...  . ... .
84 Drain, Charles Simpson Atkin
54 Douzer, James
111 Dun, Charles ... ...
159 Ditto ... ... ...
48 Durham, Thomas ... ...
51 Durham, William ... ...
41 Eaton, John ... ...
*235 Ditto ... ... ...
197 Eaton, Wm.... ... ...
124 Edwards, Owen Edward ...
113 Elworthy, William... ...
*171 Forsyth, James ... ...
*222 Fullerton, James ... ...
*280  Ditto ... ... ...
150 Galloway, Cornelius ...
*246 Ditto ... ...
*261 ) Garde, William ... ...
Nature  of Selection.
Pre-emptive on
Widggee Wid-
gee Run ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Pre-emptive
lease, half of
Widgee Wid-
gee .. ...
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional
ditto
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto
Conditional ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Pre-emptive, on
leased half of
Clifton
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Agri cultural.
A. B. P.
25 0 0
45 0 16
54 0 0
100 0 0
50 0 0
First Class  Second Class
Pastoral .  Pastoral. Year. Rent. Balance due.
A. B. P. A .  B. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
... 170 2 24 5th 4 5 6 5 6 11
... 127 0 0 6th 3 3 6 3 19 5
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
78 1 24 3rd 1 19 6
100 0 0 2nd 0 8 4
18 0 0 ... i;th 1 7 9
159 0 0 ...5th 319 6
... 3rd 1 14 6
80 0 0 2nd 1 i0 0
189 0 0 74 0 0 4th 15 7 0 24 19 10
... 219 0 0 4th 5 9 6
450 0 0 4th 16 12 0
150 0 0 576 0 0 4th 21 18 0
... 1,745 0 0 5th 51 2 6
444 0 0 5tb 14 17 0
75 0  0 ... 2nd 0 6 3
... ... 2,250 0 0 2nd
... 110 0 0 2nd
,.. 360 0 0 2nd
360 0 0 2nd
... 160 0 0 ... 2nd
51 1 17 5th
130 0 0 246 0 0 6th
... 80 0 0 ... 4th
77 0 0 4 0 0 5th
... ... 200 0 0 2nd
4,00  0 0 3rd
60 0 0 4th
40 0 0 58 0 0 4th
... 120 0 0 4th
150 0 0 3rd
... ... 174 0 0 2nd
... ... 321 0 0 2nd
321 0 0 2nd
17 0 0 83 2 0 ... 4th
72 0 0 ... ... 4th
320 0 0 ... 5th
... 50 0 0 ... 2nd
... ... 110 0 8 2nd
... ... 640 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 4th
77 0 0 5 1 0 ... 5th
79 0 0 ...  ...  5th
69 0 0 5th
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 5th
40 0 0 80 0 0 3rd
40 0 0 20 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 ... 2nd
40 0 0 171 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 ... 2nd
50 0 0 30 0 0 ... 3rd
... 30 0 0 2nd
... 160 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 ... ... 4th
120 0 0 ... 5th
100 0 0 ... 217 0 0 4th
50 0 0 ... 30 0 0 3rd
78 3 2 ... ... 6th
80 0 0 ... 5th
... ... 916 1 24 5th
... ... 1,200 0 0 2nd
1,500 0 0 2nd
52 0 0 28 0 0 4th
200 0 0 ... 300 0 0 4th
80 0 0 ... 3rd
... 80 0 0 2nd
118 0 0 2nd
74 0 0 6 0 0 ... 3rd
... ... 80 0 0 2nd
... ... 160 0 0 2nd
28 2 6
1 7 6
6 15 0
3 15 0
2 13 4
1 5 5
15 18 0
4 0 0
2 19 9
3 15 0
10 0 0
1 10 0
2 19 0
6 0 0
3 15 0
1 16 4
7 7 2
7 7 2
2 14 9
2 14 0
24 0 0
1 0 10
0 13 11
4 0 0
2 0 .  0
3 0 9
2 19 3
211 9 6 9 6
3 10 0
3 10 0
3 4 2
0 10 0
7 5 6
0 10 0
2 12 6
0 10 0
2 0 0
3 0 0 611 3
9 0 0
12 18 6
410 0 3 9 2
2 19 3
3 0 0
22 18 6
20 0 0
37 10 0
2 13 0
22 10 0
3 0 0
1 10 0
0 14 9
2 18 6
1 3 4
1 13 4
420
GYMPIE  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
*269 Garde, William ... ...
125 Ditto ... ... ...
38 Gilmore, James ... ...
*122 Godber, Robt. Henry ...
$160 Ditto ... ... ...
*231 Ditto ... ... ...
106 Goodchap, Frederick George
t114 Goodchap, F. G.
115 Hay, Walter ...
t151 Ditto ... ...
167 Hay, Robert
t13 Helsham, Douglass... ...
45 Hendry, Daniel ... ...
46 Ditto ... ... ...
$61 Ditto ...
183 Hillcoat, John William ...
*257 Hillcoats, John William ...
*172 Hopf, Charles ...
*190 Hopper, J. S. C.
*250 Houston, Isaac
283 Hurley, Thos. ...
137 Hutchins, Henry ... ...
49 Hutchinson, Abraham ...
*191 Huxham, A.. , . ... ...
108 Ingham, Nicholas ,.. ...
142 Inker, Samuel ... ...
68 Ditto ... ...
40 Inman, Charlotte ... ...
97 Jenkins, Moses ... ...
73 Johnston, Saml.
*242 Jorgensen, F. A.
132 Kemsley, Francis ...
*245 Ditto ... ... ...
109 Kerlin, Thomas
*244 Knight, George ..
80 Lawless, Clement and Paul
81 Ditto ... ...
285 Lawless, Ellen ... ...
286 Ditto ... ...
*179 Laurie, Robert ... ...
*193 Leahy, Jerem
39 Leary, James
165 Liddy, James ... ...
*229 Lindsay, John ...
*243
*
Littleton, Henry Stuart ...
262 Ditto ... ... ...
*263 Ditto ... ... ...
*267 Ditto ... ... ...
*268 Ditto ...
100 Lipsett, James ... ...
112 Lockyer, G. Thomas ...
157 Ditto ... ... ...
135 Lunn, George
L F
... ...
1 uya, A. ....
*238 Luya, Abraham Fleetwood
$239 Ditto ... ... ...
105 Lynch, Cornelius ... ...
*272 Ditto ... ...
*273 I Lynch, Matthew
*153 I Macdonald, Stuart Glassford
*213 Maltman, John ... ..
*276 Ditto ... ..
*233 Mant, G., and Littleton,
H. S. ... ... ...
*240 Ditto ...
*248 Ditto
*264 Ditto
78 Martland, William ...
140 Mathewson, Peter ...
148 McKewen, Robert ...
*236 McGhie, James ...
*237 Ditto .. ...
*279 McMaster, And. ...
*247 Mellor, Mathew ...
*211 Moore, Isaac
*22 Ditto ...
Nature  of Selection .
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Pre-emptive
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Preemptive, on
leased half of
Gigoomgan ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Homestead ...
ditto ..
ditto ...
Conditional
ditto
Homestead ..
Conditional ..
Pre-emptive, on
leased half of
Kenilworth ...
ditto. ...
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class Year. Rent.Pastoral. Balance due
A. B. P. A. R. P . A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
1,000 0 0  2nd 6 5 0
205 0 0  4th 5 2 6
72 0 0 5th 2 14 0
80 0 0 4th 3 0 0
204 0 0 3rd 5 0 5
80 0 0  2nd 1 6 8
80 0 0 4th 1 5 2
90 0 0  4th
15 0 0 64 0 0  4th 2 14 6
347 0 0  3rd 8 11 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0 1 5 0
80 0 0 1,582 2 23  5th 44 18 8
37 0 0 43 0 0 5th 4 18 6
10 0 () 74 0 0  5th 212 0 0 6 8
79 0 0 5th 1 11 3
411 0 0  3rd 10 5 6
160 0 0 ... 2nd 2 0 0
120 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
160 0 0
.
3rd 4 0 0
40 0 0 2nd 0 10 0
80 0 0 ... 2nd 0 10 0
12 0 0 ... 68 0 0  3rd 2 12 0
71 0 0 ... 5th 2 13 3
240 0 0  3rd 6 0 0
40 0
0
4th 3 0 0
145 0 0 3rd 3 12 6
160 0 0 ... 5th 12 0 0
239 0 0 5th 5 19 6
100 0 0 ... 543 0 0  4th 21 1 6
80 0 O ... 160 0 0  5th 10 0 0
80 0 0  2nd 1 3 4
14 1 0 ... 3rd 0 7 6
21 0 ...0 2nd 0 6 2
8 0 0 ...
012 0 4th 0 12 0 1 0 8
160 0 0  2nd 2 6 8
200 0 o 211 0 0 4th 25 11 0
100 0 0 ... 233 0 0  4th 13 6 6
500 0 0  2nd 2 1 1
11,500 0 0  2nd 6 5 0
80 0 0  3rd 2 0 0
160 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
45 0 7 5th 1 14 6
112 0 0 3rd 2 16 0
1 160 0 0 2nd 2 13 41,000 0 0  2ud 14 11 8
100 0 0 2nd 0 16 8
770 0 0  2nd 6 8 4
480 0 0  2nd 4 0 0
325 0 0  2nd 2 14 2
90 0 0 226 0 0 4th 12 8 0
25 0 0 110 0 0  4th 3 13 9
25 0 0 219 0 0  3rd 7 7 0 11 2 0
52 0 0 3rd 1 6 0
5,678 0 0  5th 141 19 0
80 0 0  2nd 1 6 8
... 200 0 0  2nd 3 6 8
69 0 0 4th 2 11 9
... 156 0 24  2nd 0 19 8
163 2 2  2nd 1 0 6
59 0 0 ... 3rd 1 9 6
68 0 0 ... 2nd 1 8 4,
---
800 0 2nd 0 10 0
1,000 0 0 1 2nd 16 13 4
900 0 0 2nd 13 2 6
320 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
424 0 0 2nd 3 10 8
16 0 0 128 0 0 4th 3 16 0
31 0 0 98 0 0 3rd 3 12 3.
... 109 1 0 3rd 15 0
160 0 0 i 2nd 2 13 4
160 0 0 2nd 2 13 4
d 0 10 0280 0 0 n
321 0 0 2nd 4 13 8
321 0 0 2nd 6 13 9
150 0 0 2nd .3  2 6
421
GYMPIE  DISTRICT -continued.
Register',
No. I
Lessee.
289 Moore, Isaac
290 Ditto ...
*198
*216
*265
*210
*96
*252
*255
t127
*223
*224
27
158
88
53
292
295
147
37
*208
284
*275
287
288
*129
*266
146
62
*230
187
*99
*163
93
9
43
156
*274
3
75
*204
*241
15
19
*136
*194
*195
173
176
177
*225
*226
67
85
282
*89
*199
36
Moore, Thos. Brown
Mullaly, Thomas ...
Ditto ...
Mulholland, Adam ...
Multman, Alexander
Munro, Frederick ...
Nahrung, Conrad
N evan, John
O'Brien, Thomas
O'Brien, William
Ogden, James
Ditto .
Palmer, John
Patrick, Henry
Paull, John ...
Ditto
Staley, John ...
Stuart, Clarendon ...
Swanson, James ..
Penny, T. .. ...
Poingdestre, Lyndon Jn. A.
Powell,  Thomas ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Rankin, Alex. ... ...
Ra John ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ...
Reat, William
Templeton, Andrew
Richardson , Rt. Alexander ditto
Ridgeway ,  John Bell
Robertson , William
Ditto ...
Ross, Hy.
Ryan , John ... ...
Salter, James ...
Scarratt , Charles
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Sheinpflug, Charles...
Sim, William ...
Ditto ...
Sinclair , David ...
Ditto ...
Skinner , Jacob ...
Skyring, Daniel
Skyring,  Zachariah...
Smith,  William ...
Smith, W. ... . ...
Ditto ... ...
Smith, James ..
Nature of Selection.
-I -
Conditional ...
... Pre-emptive on
Kenilworth ...
... Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
... Homestead
.. ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Smith, Lucy Sarah... ..
Smith, Edward Thomas ..
Smith, Henry ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Sparks, Joseph ... ...
Stephens, John Day ...
Ditto ... ...
Stephens, John ... ...
Storer, Harry .
Stringer, Charles Augustin
70
*184
'219
•206
154
52
141
*221
*207
*258
131
32
139
*192
X200
74.
166
t180
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
.. ditto
ditto
Homestead
Thomas, Tom  ...  ...  Conditional
Ditto ... Homestead
Thompson, James Morgan ditto
Thomson, Christian  ...  ditto
Thrower, George
Truman ,  William Bligli
Tullock,  John
Ditto ...
Turnbull, W., junr.
Ulsen, Jacob
Wade, Robert
W ade; Joseph ...
I Ditto ... ...
... Conditional
.. Homestead
Conditional
... ditto
... Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
...  Homestead
Agricultural.
A. R. P.
94 0 0
First Class Second Class
Pastoral .  Pastoral.
A. R. P. A. R. P.
... 200 0 0
160 0 0
83 0 0
...
...
64 1 36 ...
10 1 17
152-0  0
58 2 27 ...
80 0 0 ...
40...0 0 ...
160 0 0
40 0 0 ...
20 0 0 95 0 0
80 0 0
80...0 0
100...0 0
60 0 0 40 0 0 ...
... 150 0 0
40 0 0
97 0 27
72 0 0
60 2 10
160 0 0
159 0 0
40 0 0
156 0 0
60 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
400 0 0
3,000 0 0
470 0 0
500 0 0
170 0 0
320 0 0
119 0 0
80 0 0
2,000 0 0
188 0 0
204 0 0
400 0 0
600 0 0
80 0 0
120 2 0
430 1 18
250 0 0
215 0 0
1,000 0 0
100 0 0
...
1051 0
10 0 0 1
474 0 0
80 0 0
637  2  0
.
16 0 0
... 160 0 0
40 0 0
160 0 0
Improvements
40 0 059 3 10 ...
I
...  1  80 0 0
... , 106 3 6
229 3 6
149 0 0
15 0 0
...  80-0  0
1.60 0 0
80 0 0
60 0 0 20 0 0
82 0 0 I ...
40 0 0
... 160 0 0
53 0 0 54 0 0
321 0 0
130 0 0
Year.
2nd 0 16 8
2nd 1 13 4
2nd 75 0 0
2nd 8 16 3
2nd 4 3 4
2nd 31010
4th 7 1 0
2nd 4 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
4th 1 3 10
2nd 119 8
2nd 1 6 8
5th 2 8 9
3rd 0 8 3
4th 3 16 0
5th 2 4 3
2nd 0 10 0
2nd 4 3 4
3rd 7 14 0
5th 5 2 0
2nd 8 6 8
2nd 2 10 0
2nd i 0 5 0
2nd; 0 10 5
2nd 0 6 8
3rd 3 0 0
2nd 0 16 8
3rd 3 5 0
5th 3 15 0
2nd 1 (i 8
2nd :3 0 6
4th 4 0 0
3rd 10 15 6
4th 1 10 0
5th (3 5 0
5th 1 13 6
3rd 5 2 6
2nd 6 5 0
5th 2 10 0
4th 5 14 0
2nd 2 8 7
2nd 2 6 8
5th 6 17 0
5th 3 19 6
3rd 1 0 0
2nd 1 11 17 0
2nd 3 18 0
3rd 1 10 0
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 4 0 0
2nd 1 1 6 8
2nd 10 12 8
5th 7 7 0
tth 2 14 0
2nd 0  L  4
4th 4 0 0
2nd  0 18 4
5th I 4 0 0
36 0 0
5th 5 10 0
3rd] 2 0 0
2nd 1 6 9
2nd' 7 7 2
3rd 2 13 4
5th 17 5 0
3rd 3 16 3
2nd 1 10 0
2nd 3 6 8
2nd , 0 16 8
3rd  2  15 0
5th 6 3 0
3rd 6 10 0
2nd 4 0 0
2nd 1 16 8
4th 11 4 0
3rd 10 0 0
3rd 1 5 1
140 0  0
80 0 0
448 0 0
400 0 0
Rent.  Balance due
£ s. d. £ s. d.
6 17 5
18 7 6
13 15 0
21 11 1
3 11 7
Nature of Selection.
GYMPIE  DISTRICT- continued
Register
No.
t44
24
126
169
55
91
161
162
*188
118
Lessee.
Walker, R. G. ...
Ditto .. ...
Walker, John ...
Ward, Grainger ...
Ward, U. ... ...
Wild, John ... ...
Wilkin, Albert Henry
Ditto ..
Wilkin, Albert Henry
Wood, Walter ...
422
Agricultural. First Class
Pastoral.
A. E. P. A. E. P.
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ... 300 0 0
ditto ...
Homestead ... 40 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0
Conditional ...
Homestead ... 80 0 0
Conditional .,,
Homestead ... 12 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P.
Year.
... 5th
5th
340 0 0 4th
640 0 0 3rd
... 5th
4th
160 0 0 3rd
3rd
160 0 0 3rd
,., i 4th
Rent.  Balance Due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
2 2 4
4 0 0
31 0 0
16 0 0
2 19 6
1 6 6 213 7
4 0 0
3 0 0
4 0 0
2 11 0
74 2 31
160 0 0
59 0 0
22 0 29
84 0 0
BUNDABERG DISTRICT.
156 Adams, Walter ...
*158 Ditto ...
187 Allies, Cyril... ...
188 Anderson, James .
65 Archer, William Henry
66 Ditto ... ...
141 Ditto ... ...
*211 Ditto ...
*252  Arstall, Isaiah ...
262 Atkinson, Wm. ...
197 Baker ,  Charles ..
46 Banking Company  of Sydney
47 Ditto ... ... ...
*219 Barker,  John ... ...
*220
127
150
*227
*108
*206
*239
*256
142
*143
186
148
t152
62
4
12
14
2
Ditto ...
Barnard ,  Benjamin...
Ditto ..
Barton , Dunbar Henry
Bell, George... ...
Brand, James
Brandt,  Jno. Christian
Brandt,  Heinrich ...
Broom , John ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Broom, William ...
Ditto .
Brotherton, William
Brown, Alfred Henry
Brown, Alfred H. ...
Ditto .. ...
Brown , Arthur ...
5 Ditto ... ...
7 Ditto ... ...
17 Ditto ... ...
34 Ditto ... ...
*183 Ditto ... ...
*184 Ditto ... ... ...
*185 Ditto ...
*204 Butterworth, Wm. Hooton
92 Charlton, Frederick J.
133 Chattin, James William
38 Cholet, Charles
*240 Christensen, Mads Peter
*257 Christensen, Jens ...
x`209 Clark, John ... ...
146 Cooper, Thomas ...
4205 Davenport, George...
90 Davis, Joseph ...
*244 Dawson, George ...
*214 Duncan, Jas.
*260  Ebbesen, Ebbe Nicolai
*236  Ellwood, Ed. Lloyd
t107 Evans, James ...
69 Farquharson, John Ogilvie
157 Faulkner, Charles ... ...
*170  Featherby, David ... ...
98 Field, Joseph ... ...
203 Field, Joseph ... ...
Conditional ... 75 0 0 165 0 0 ... 3rd 9 15 0
Homestead ... ... 140 0 0 ... 3rd 3 10 0
Conditional  ...  ... 1,000 0 0 2nd 22 18 4
Homestead ... 156 0 0 ... 2nd 3 11 6
ditto ... 80 0 0 ... ... 4th 3 0 0
Conditional ... 40 0 0 ... ... 4th 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 300 0 0 3rd 7 10 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 2nd 1 10 0
Homestead ... 40 0 0 40 0 0 2nd  0  12 6
ditto ... 52 0 0 56 0 0 2nd 11 2 0
Conditional ... 40 0 0 ... 260 0 0 2nd 7 18 4
ditto ... 100 0 0 ... 546 0 0 4th 21 3 0
ditto ... 10 0 0 ... 344 0 0 9 7 0
Pre-emptive on ... ... 640 0 0 2nd  10 13  4
the resumed half
of Walla Run ...
ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0 2nd
Conditional .. 20 0 0 ... 220 0 0 3rd
ditto ... ... ... 150 0 0 3rd
ditto ... 280 0 0 2nd
Homestead ... 40 0 0 38 0 0 4th
Conditional ... ... ... 470 0 0 2nd
Homestead ... 40 0 0 40 0 0 ... 2nd
ditto ... 30 0 0 100 0 0 2nd
Conditional ... ... ... 200 0 0 3rd
ditto ... ... ... 200 0 0 3rd
ditto ... ... 400 0 0 2nd
ditto ... 15 0 0 ... 135 0 0 3rd
ditto ... 30 0 0 90 0 0 3rd
Homestead ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 4th
Conditional 60 0 0 1,040 0 0 5th
ditto ... 50 0 0 200 0 0 250 0 0 5th
ditto ... 30 0 0 380 0 0 320 0 0 5th
Pre-emptive on
10 13 4
7 0 0
3 15 0
4 1 8
2 9 0
8 16 3
1 5 0
01S 2
5 0 0
5 0 0
9 3 4 3
4 10 0
3 18  0
2 5  0
29 0 0
20 0 0
29 5 0
Barolin Run ... 100 0 0 100 0 0 5th 7 10 0
Conditional ... ... 920 0 0 ... 5th 46 0 0
ditto ... 100 0 0 1,100 0 0 5th  32 10  0
ditto ... 24 0 0 ... 200 0 0 5th 6 16 0
ditto ... ... 530 0 0 1,034 0 0 5th 52 7 0
Pre-emptive on
Barolin Run,
leased half ... 850 0 0 ... 2nd 42 10 0
ditto 850 0 0 ... 2nd 42 10 0
ditto ... 860 0 0 ... 2nd 43 0 0
Homestead ... 50 0 0 30 0 0 ... 2nd 2 3 9
ditto ... 30 0 0 100 0 0 ... 4th 3 12 6
ditto ... 80 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
ditto 53 0 0 27 0 0 5th 2 13 3
ditto 30 0 0 90 0 0 ... 2nd  1 13  9
ditto ... 50 0 0 50 0 0 ... 2nd 0 15 8
ditto 40 0 0 40 0 0 2nd 1 17 6
Conditional ... ... ... 105 0 0 3rd 2 12 6
Homestead ... 50 0 0 ... ... 2nd 1 8 2
ditto 40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 4th 3 10 0
ditto ... 160 0 0 ... 2nd  1 13  4
Conditional ... 100 0 0 ... 700 0 0 2nd 16 13 4
Homestead ... ... 80 0 0 ., 2nd  0 10  0
Conditional ... 320 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
ditto ... 21 0 0 ... ... 4th
Homestead ... 80 0 0 4th 3 0 0
Conditional 85 0 0 ... 155 0 0 3rd 10 5 0
ditto .. 50 0 0 3rd 3 15 0
ditto 80 0 0 50 0 0 190 0 0 4th I 13 5 0
ditto ... 198 0 0 2nd 4 2 6
A
6 0
0 15
0 19 0
423
Register
No. Lessee.
225 Gayton, George ...
265 Giles Rd. ... ...
*250 Gorliek, George ...
55 Grafe, Otto ...
*231 Graham, Robert ...
*233 Ditto ...
67 Greathead, George ...
70 Ditto ...
*223 Grotherr, Reinke ...
*129 Handsford, William
*254 Hansen, Lors ...
44 Hart, Robert... ...
53 Hedges, Charles ...
60 Ditto ... ...
112 Ditto ...
*232 Henderson, James ...
*234 Ditto ... ...
13 Ditto ... ...
t56 Ditto ... ...
102 Ditto ... ...
103 Ditto ... ...
137 Ditto ... ...
168 Ditto .. .
135 Hobson, Edmund J.
175 Holloway, Joseph ...
54 Hood, James ...
*173 Hough, Joseph ...
120 Hull, David ... ...
126 Hunt, William ...
145 Ditto ... ...
*259 Jacobsen, Lorenz ...
32 Jealous, George ...
*215 Jeffs, Joseph ...
*216 Jennings, James ...
*176 Jensen, Martin
*213 Jessen, Peter Christian
x'111 Johnston, Samuel
119 Jones, Richard
*169 Ditto
28 Kendall, Richard
91 King, John ...
*115 King, George
*198 Kirby, Stephen
*43 Ditto
128 Knights, Wm. R. .
*191 Knox, E., and Stephen, C.
'"195 Ditto ... ...
*196 Ditto ...
*229 Lee, Richard
...
74 Lodge, James ...
*217 Loxton, Henry ...
'218 Ditto ...
*210 Lyons, John Perry...
117 Ditto ... ...
*124 Ditto ...
24 Maunsell, Vero ...
t25 Ditto ... ...
Agriculturai. First ClassPastoral .
61 McCoy, George ...
39 McGill, John
*221 McKinlay, Archibald
*243 Mittelheuser, Paul...
*228 Moore, Isaac ...
6 Moore, Isaac
57 Ditto ...
*100 I Ditto ... ditto ...
101 Ditto ... Conditional ...
182 Morgan, Joseph ... ditto
*251 Newell, Alexander ... Homestead ...
*224 Nielsen, Jorgen ditto ...
*258 Nielsen, Erik ditto  ...
121, Nixon, James
... ditto
163 Noakes, James R.
... Conditional ...
BUNDABERG DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of  Selection.
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
A.  it.  P. A. B. P.
5 0 0
320 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0
80 0 0
72 0 0
50 0 0
60 0 0 22 0 0
40 0 0 40 0 0
400 3 36 ...
80 0 0 ...
60 0 0 ...
37 0 0 ...
16 0 0
230 0 0 ...
15 0 0 ...
90 0 0
50 0 0 60 0 0
5 0 0 ...
15 0 0 ...
750 0• •
40 0 0
50 0 0
40 0 0
100 0 0
Homestead  ... 70 0 0
Conditional ...
Homestead  ...  35 0 0
ditto  ... 40 0 0
Conditional  ...  80 0 0
ditto ... ...
Homestead ...
Conditional  ... 70 0 0
Pre-emptive on
theleasedhalf  fl
Kolan Run
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Conditional  ... 20 0 0
ditto ... 7 0 0
Homestead ... 40 0 0
Conditional ...
ditto ... 70 0 0
ditto  ... 450 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ... 60 0 0
Homestead ... 61 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0
ditto ... 44 0 0
ditto 30 0 0
Conditional ...
Pre-emptive on I
Ottoo and Wel-j
comeCreek Run! ..
Conditional  ... ...
Pre-emption, on
Otoo and Wel-
come Creek 180 0 0
5 0 0
50 0 0
50 0 0
50 0 0
38 3 0
150 0 0
80 0 0
5 0 0
70 0 0
60 0 0
20 0 0
25 0 0
80 0 0
160 0 0
...
1,280 0 0
1,080 0 0
200 0 0
40 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
40 0 0
100 0 0
...
50 0 0
50 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral.
Year. Rent. 'Balance Due.
A. R. P., £ s. d.l £ s. d.
75 0 0 3rd 2 5 0 1
2nd 2 0 0
40 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
4th 3 10 0
900 0 0 2nd 11 5 0
640 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
4th 3 0 0
4th 6 8 0
••• 2nd 1 1 11
3rd 2 16 0
640 0 0 2nd 0 12 6
••. 5th 30 3 24th 3 0 0
260 0 0 4th 11 0 0
922 0 0 4th 5 2 0
640 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
600 0 0 2nd 7 10 0
3,000 0 0 5th 75 0 0
299 0 0 4th 7 9 6 417 4
624 0 0 4th 10 16 0
640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
800 0 0 3rd 20 0 0
882 0 0 3rd 22 1 0
271 0 0 3rd 24 0 6 29 12 10
65 0 0 3rd 2 3 9
90 0 0 4th 9 0 0
3rd 3 7 6
53 2 26 3rd 1 10 9
225 0 0 3rd 6 15 0
100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
2nd 0 10 0
5th 2 18 9
52 0 0 2nd 0 17 4
...
2nd 2 3 4
...
3rd 3 7 6
2nd 1 0 0
380 0 0 4th 16 7 6 4 1 11
0 6 10
3rd 3 2 6
100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
5th 1 18  9
4th 3 10  0
40 0 0 3rd 7. 0 0
255 0 0 2nd 5 6 3
5th 4 0 0
328 0 0 3rd 13 9 0
2nd 53 6 8
2nd 45 0 0
2nd 8 6 8
180 0 0 2nd 3 10 0
133 0 0 4th 3 17 0
2nd 1 13 4
120 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
130 0 0 2nd 8 10 0 6 14 2
550 0 0 3rd 47 10 0 35 0 0
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
340 0 0 5th 13 0 0
38 0 0 5th 1 17 6
4th 2 10 0
36 0 0 5th 2 11 0
2nd 2 8 4
1,100 0 0 2nd 11 9 2
1,000 0 0 2nd 14 11 8
5,397 0 0 5th 134 18 6
4th 26 1 0 53 16 8
Soo•••00 4th 20 0 0
635 0 0 4th 16 5 0 I
4S0 0 0 2nd 12 0 0
2nd 012 6
2nd 1 16 6
2nd 1 0 15 8 I
80 0 0 1 3rd 3 9 3
90  0 0 1 3rd 13 10  0C
Register
No. Lessee.
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BUNDABERG  DISTRICT- contineed.
Nature of Selection. Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral.
167 Noakes, George
*190 Nolan, John...
*153 Ditto
#76 Palmer, James
j93 Palmer, Henry
x165 Pegg, Abraham
20 Pierson, Edward
118 Price, William
50 Pringle, James
106 Ditto ...
89 Reniart, Henry
19 Rendall, Richard
*180  11Ridler, R. and J.
*189
181
140
73
84
*226
*200
*199
*235
263
*225
122
123
151
179
*241
68
139
*192
138
*247
72
1255
.f *104
*207
264
174
*15
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Riedy, Thomas ...
Rooney, John ...
Schmidt, Niels ..,
Schmidt, Nis Lansen
Serragutt, Charles de
Shorroclc, George ...
Ditto ...
Skyring, George ...
Smidt, Andreas Lonsen
Smith, James ...
Ditto ...
Smyth, Samuel ...
Ditto
Sorensen, Jens Jorgen
Stevenson, Samuel...
Ditto ...
Stevens, David ...
Stevens, John ...
Stevens, Willhelm ...
Strathdee, Robert ..
Swansen, Andrew ...
Switzer, John D. ...
Symons, Fredk. L....
Thompson, John C.
Thornton, Thomas E.
Walker, Alexander...
35
36
x45
75
132
144
*58
149
*237
48
49
178
64
*212
63
-113
1:36
*249
11
33
'230
*242
*171
*172
99
202
*238
261
*245
*246
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .. ...
Walker, Alex. C.
Ditto .
Walker, Robert ...
Wallace, John ...
Wallace, Michael ...
Ditto .. ...
Wallace, Wnl. ...
Warburton, John ...
Warlow, James ...
Watson, William ...
Ditto ... ...
Watson, Thomas ...
West, Charles J. ...
Ditto ..,
Williams, Thomas ...
Ditto ...
Wood, James F.
Ditto
Workman,  Benjamin
Ditto ...
Wright,  Samuel ...
Ditto
Zahn,  Carl ... ...
Ditto
A. R. P. A.  R. P.! A.  it.  P.
Conditional ... 120 0 0 ... 30 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 200 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 1,000 0 0
ditto ... ... 626 0 0
ditto ... 300 0 0 ... 153 0 0
ditto ... ... 404 0 0
ditto ... 175 0 0 224 0 0
Homestead ... 75 0 0 10 0 0
Conditional ... 140 0 0 ... 474 0 0
ditto ... ...  88 2 18
Homestead ... 10 0 0 50 0 0
ditto ... 70 0 0 ... 20 0 0
Pre-emptive on
Bingera Run,
leased half ... ... . • •
ditto ... ...
ditto ... 30 0 0
Conditional ... 20 0 0 ...
ditto ... 120 0 0
Homestead ... 60 0 0
d t 50 0 n 50 0 0t
400 0 0
1,1`20 0 0
400 0 0
145 0 0
87 0 0
I o
Conditional ... 100 0 0 260 0 0
Homestead ... 40 0 0 40 0 0
Conditional ... 80 0 0
Homestead ... 320 0 0 ...
Conditional ... 60 0 0 40 0 0
Homestead ... 40 0 0 ... 40 0 0
Conditional ... ... 244 0 0
Homestead ... 79 0 0 ... 2 0 0
Conditional ... 15 0 0 65 0 0
Homestead ... 30 0 0 100 0 0 ...
ditto ... 65 0 0 16 0 0 ...
Conditional ... 40 3 0 .
Homestead ... 68 0 0 12 0 0 ...
ditto ... 80 0 0 ...
ditto ... 40 0 0 40 0 0
Conditional ... 100 0 0 540 0 0
Homestead ... 40 0 0 40 0 0
Conditional ... 140 0 0 580 0 0
Homestead ... 50 0 0 60 0 0
Conditional ... ... ... 160 0 0
ditto ...  40 0 0  ... ...
Pre-emptive on
Bingera ... ... 200 0 0
Conditional ... ... 400 0 0
ditto ... 30 0 0 ... 270 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 387 0 0
ditto ... 255 0 0 ... 223 06 0
ditto ... 36 0 0 ... 294 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 200 0 0
... ditto ... ... ... 200 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 320 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 400 0 0
ditto ... 604 0 0 ... 33 0 0
... ditto ... 24 0 0 ... 216 0 0
... ditto ... ... ... 86 0 0
... Homestead ... 80 0 0 ...
ditto ... 45 0 0
ditto ... 30 0 0 100 0 0
... ditto ... 47 0 0 66 0 0
Conditional ... ... ...
ditto
... ditto ... 166 0 0 82 0 0 ...
... ditto ... 80 0 0 ...
.. ditto  10  1) 0 140 0 0
ditto 20  0 0 100 0 0
ditto 100 0 0 500 0 0
ditto ... ... 200 0 0
ditto ... 60 0 0  ... (i0 0 0
ditto  ... 240 0 0
Homestead  ...  40 0 0
Conditional 80 0 0
Homestead  ...  20 0 0 60 0 0 ..
Conditional 160 0 0 I
GAYNDAH DISTRICT.
106 0 0
400 0 0
Year.  Rent. Balance Due.
£ S. d. £ s.
d.
3rd I 9 15 0
2nd 4 11 8
3rd 25 0 0
4th 14 14 8
4th 26 4 9
3rd 9 11 3
5th 18 14 6
3rd 3 1
4th 22 7
3
0 9 17 6
4th 2 4 6
4th 1 12 6
5th 3 2 6
2nd 10 0 0
2nd 25 13 4
2nd 12 5 0
3rd 5 2 6
4th 11 3 6
4th 2 5 0
2nd 1 16 6
2nd 11 13 4
2nd `2 1 8
2nd 1 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 11711.
3rd l 2 10 0
3rd 6 2 0
3rd 3 0 3
2nd 2 15 0 0 11 3
2nd) 116 3
4th I `2 16 9i
3rd 3 1 6
2nd 2 7 6
3rd 3 0 0
2nd 0 16 8
4th 21 0 0
2nd 0 12 6
4th 25 0 0
2nd 2 11 9
2nd 0 13 4
3rd 1 10 0
5th 5 0 0
5th 10 0 0
5th 9 0 0
4th 8 1.4 0
4th 24 14 0 19 14 4
3rd 10 1 0 8 14 6
3rd 5 0 0
4th 5 0 0
3rd 8 0 0
2nd 5 0 0
4th 46 4 0
4th 7 4 0
3rd , 2 3 0
4th ) 3 0 0
2nd 1 5 1
4th  3 12 6
3rd 3 7 6
3rd 2 13 0
2nd 3 6 8
5th 16 11 0
5th 6 0 0
2nd l 2 9 7
2nd) 2 0 0
3rd j 20 0 0
3rd 5 0 0
4th 1 6 0 0
2nd 5 0 0
2nd 0 15 0
2nd 0 6 8
2nd 0 18 9
2nd. 1 13 4
3rd 12 7 6 0 5ti Wedemeyer, G. H. L. ... Conditional  ...  165 0 0
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BOWEN DISTRICT.
Register
No. Lessee.
126 Bank, the Joint Stock
19 Bimrose ,  R.... ...
*118 Bradley , C. G. ...
*198 Black , J. K.... ...
*190 Bode, F .  R.... ...
*191 Ditto ...
*175 I Bradley ,  C. G. ...
*169 Ditto ... ...
*170 Ditto ... ..,
*196 Bradley , C.... ...
*197 Ditto ...
60 Britt,  M ichael ...
*171 Campbell, D. ...
71 Clark, J.
148 Ditto
125 Corkhill ,  W. ll.
44 Danger , W. J. ...
42A Ditto .. ..
43 Ditto ... ...
109 Donald , W.... ...
*210 Dow, J.
*193 1 Dulmuty, J. B.
*195  Em on,  W.
*200 Ditto ...
*199 Eymer , W. A. ...
74 Gordon ,  J., junior ...
111 Gordon ,  J., senior ..
*189 Gregory , J. A. ...
*192 Ditto ... ...
203 Ditto ... ...
*204 Ditto ... ...
*149 Ditto ... ...
*150 Ditto ... ...
*151 Ditto ... ...
84 Ditto ... ...
31 Holt, Thomas
63
65
66
67
*80
94
127A
128
129
*130
104
24
142
143
144
t79
18
1
121
Holt, F. S. E.
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ..,
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Jockheim, W.
Kyle, John
Macartney, W. G.
Ditto ...
Ditto
Macmahon, J.
Macmillan, A. C.
Millar, T. B....
Morris, G. R.
40 McDonald, John Graham ...
8 Ditto
11 Ditto
14 Ditto ...
21 Ditto
22 i Ditto
3 McDonald, James
82 Ditto
'*211 O'Connell, J. G.
12 Pott, G. ...
5 Reid, Eliza ...
26 Reid, Eliza ...
15 Robertson. J.
j-108 Rutter, J. C.
*162 Ditto ...
*163 Ditto
*173 Ditto ...
* 168 Scott, J. ..
41 Scott, J. H....
Nature of Selection. Agricultural.
Pre-emption,
Crystal Brook
Hoi estead .,.
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ..,
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ..
First Class Second Class Year.  Rent.
Pastoral.  Pastoral.
A. R. r. A.  it.  r.
s0 0 0
... 128 0 0
Homestead  ... 80  0 0
Conditional .. . ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead ...
Pre-emption on
Strathden Run
ditto . ...
Pre-emption on
Clydesdale Run
Homestead ... 40 0 0
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead 80 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0
Conditional .. ...
ditto ..
ditto ... 40 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emption on
...0
40
Salisbury Plains
Conditional  ...  60 0 0
ditto  ...  220 0 0
ditto  ...  50 0 0
ditto  ...  50 0 0
ditto
ditto
ditto .. .  40-0  0
ditto  ...  90 0 0
ditto  ...  70 0 0
ditto  ...  60 0 0
ditto ...
ditto
ditto  ...  200 0 0
ditto 20 0 0
ditto ... 140 0 0
Homestead 40 0 0
Conditional ... 66 0 0
Homestead ...I
Pre-emptive on
Proserpine Run
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ..
ditto .. ...
ditto ..
ditto ... ..
ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto 460 0 0
Homestead  ...  60 0 0
Conditional ... 49 0 0
ditto
ditto 40 0 0
ditto .. ...
ditto ...
ditto „ ...
ditto  ...
ditto ...
A. R.  P.  £ S. d.
131 2 0 4th 3 6 0
,,, 6th 1 10 0
4th 3 4 0
150 0 0 2nd 1 17 6
80 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
80 0 0 1 2nd 1 6 8
80 0 0 2nd 1 10 0
80 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
80 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
80 0 01 2nd 1 0 0
80 0 0 1 2nd 1 0 0
5th 3 0 0
1,000 0 0 2nd 20  16  8
640 0 0 5th 16 0 0
94 0 0 2nd 2 7 0
159 0
0
...
4th 319 6
200 0 0
523 0 0 5th
377 0 0 5th
13 1 6
19 8 6
14 6 0
3 10 0
4 0 0
236 0 0  100 0 0 5th
80 0 0
640 0 0 2nd  9 6 8
320 0 0 2nd 4 13 4
4th
640 0 0 2nd
90 0 0 2nd 1 2 6
150 0 0 2nd 1 17 6
5th 3 0 0
40 0 0 4th 2 10 0
... 80 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
80 1) 0 2nd 1 6 8
200 0 0 400 0 0 2nd 9 11 8
,,, 200 0 0 2nd 2 1 8
958 0 0 2nd 23 19 0
... 148 0 0 2nd 3 14 0
1,352 0 0 2nd 33 16 0
140 0 0 502 0 0 5th 22 11 0
80 0 0 2,238 0 0
7,000 0 0
420 0 0 ...
670 0 0
270 0 0 320 0 0
210 0 0
251 0 0
387 0 0
310 0 0
252 0 0
160 0 0
83 0 0
130 0 0
40 0 0
180 0 0
80 0 0
160 0 0
150 0 0
480 0 0
226 0 0
174 0 0
300 0 0
6th
5th
5th
5th
5th
5th
5th
4th
4th
4th
4th
4tli
6th
59 19 0
179 10 0
37 10 0
37 5 0
25 5 0
5 5 0
3 15 0
15 11 0
26 2 0
20 15 0
17 2 0
20 0 0
4 3 0
3rd 27 3 0
3rd 7 17 6
3rd 28 2 9
5th 2 13 0
6th 4 19 0
6th 0 13 4
631 3 13 4th 15 16 0
... 120 0 0 5th 3 0 0
... 675 0 0 6th 16 17 6
1,621 0 0 6th 40 10 6
,., 1,452 0 0 6th 36 7 6
2,880 0 0 6th 72 0 0
...  147  0 0 6th 3 13 6
640 0 0 6th 16 0 0
120 0 0 255 0 0 5th 12 7 6
64 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
44) 0 0
80 0 0
6th 34 10 0
6th 0 10 10
6th 3 13 6
242 0 0 6th 6 1 0
4th 6 10 0
1 640 0 0 2nd 14 13 4220 0 0 2nd 5 0 10
11,000 0 0 2nd 20 16 6
2,560 0 0  2nd  27 10 0
109 0 0 5th 2 14 6
Balance Due.
£ s. d.
7 9 0
6 5 3
16 4 6
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BOWEN  DISTRICT- continued.
Recieter
N Lessee. Nature of  Selection. Agricultural.
First Class Second Class  I Year.  Rent. Balance due.
Pastoral .  Pastoral.
*194 Scott, J. H.... ...
48 Ditto ,.. ..,
54 Ditto ... ,,,
55 Ditto
95 Ditto ... ,..
96 Ditto .,, ...
97 Ditto .., ..,
119 Ditto .,, ...
122 Ditto ... ...
123 Ditto
83 Smith, R. H. ...
*127 Sprole, J.
37 Stuart and Town ...
*185 Towns, R. ...
*186 Ditto ... ...
*187 Ditto ... ...
*174 1 Walker, R. ...
59 Webb, T. .
102 Wilmington, A. H....
131 Ditto ... ..,
132 Ditto ... ...
133 Ditto ...
17 I Wilson, J. W. ..
68 Ditto ... ,..
69 Ditto ... ,.,
x178 Ditto ... ...
4154 Ditto ... ,..
x155 Ditto ... ...
*156  Ditto ... ...
*157 Ditto .., ...
*158  Ditto ... ...
*159  Ditto ... ...
*161  Yeates, S.
20 Ditto
107 Ditto
135 Ditto
141 Ditto ... ...
Conditional
ditto
,,. ditto
ditto ...
,., ditto
.. ditto ...
ditto ..,
ditto ...
,.. ditto .,,
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
Inkermann
Downs
... Conditional
... ditto
ditto
ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
.,, ditto
ditto
,.. ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
ditto
.. ditto
.. ditto
.. ditto
... Homestead
.. ditto
... Conditional
.., ditto
A. R. P. A. R. P. A. R. P.
50 0 0
63 0 0
660 0 0
160 0 0
£ s. d. £ s. d.
2 13 8
39 19 0
37 3 5
22 2 6
2 9 0
5 3 0
2 6 6
3 15 0
5 3 6 6 9 5
16  10 0
4 14 6
4 0 0
2nd
5th
5th
5th
5th
5th
6th
4th
4th
4th
5th
4th
,,, 1,800 0 0 86 0 0 5th
... ... 1,100 0 0 2nd
... ... 1,029 0 0 2nd
... 528 0 0 2nd
..
100 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 . 5th
...  400 0 0 631 3 0 4th
,,. 300 0 0 156 0 0 4th
... 200 0 0 147 0 0 4th
180 0 0 187 0 0 4th
221 0 0 6th
100 0 0 1,180 0 0 5th
120 0 0 ... 528 0 0 5th
... ... 496 0 0 2nd
...
I :.. 82 0 0 2nd
82 0 0 2nd
82 0 0 2nd
... ...
82 0 0 2nd
82 0 0 2nd
82 0 0 2nd
118 0 0 2nd
40 0 0 40 0 0 ... 6th
,., 32 0 0 4th
380 0 0 3rd
.,, 40 0 0 i 40 0 0 3rd
MACKAY DISTRICT.
'x141 Absalon, John ...
42(i4 Absolon, G. R. ,..
*265  Ditto .. ...
*308  Absolon, Wm. ...
150 Absalon, William ...
*263  Ditto ... ...
*239  Ahery, J. S.... ...
122 Amhurst, F. T.
164 ! Ditto
*249 Atherton, Edmund...
*261  Ditto ... ..,
*307 Ditto
*300  Atherton, Richard ...
*309  Ditto .. ...
*275  Bayley,  Wru. ...
*331  Ditto ... ...
$333 Ditto ... ...
t103 Bentley, - ...
114 Black, M. H. ...
161 Ditto ... ...
X296 Ditto ...
84 Borron, J. M. ...
149 Ditto
x230 Bovey, William ...
80 Ditto ...
t21 Bridgman, G. F.
74 Ditto .
76 Ditto ... ...
77 Ditto ... .,,
101 Ditto ... ...
159 Ditto ... ...
216 Ditto ,..
*311  Ditto .,,
t88 Bright, G. H. ...
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
,. ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
,., ditto
... ditto
... ditto
.., ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
40 0 0
184 0 0
170 0 0 1,258 0 0
,,. 1,484 0 0
885 0 0
... 98 0 0
... 206 0 0
.., 93 0 0
300 0 0 62 0 0
80 0 0
...
112 0 0
20 0 0 100 0 0
92 3 0
20 12 6
19 5 11
9 18 0
2 1 8
3 0 0
35 15 6
18 18 0
13 13 6
13 13 6
5 10 6
34 10 0
22 4 0
9 6 0
2 1 0
2 1 0
2 1 0
2 1 0
2 1 0
2 1 0
2 19 0
1 5 0
0 16 0
9 0 0
3 0 0
5th I 3 10 0
240 0 0 3rd I{ 6 0 0
180 0 0 3rd 4 10 0
2nd 2 2 0
4th 6 10 0
0 3rd 4 0 0
0 3rd 5 0 0
0 5th 30 9 0
0 4th 63 10 0 13 5 3
0 3rd 32 0 0
0 3rd 3 0 0
0 2nd 2 3 2
0 2nd 13 6 8
0 2nd 10 13 4
0 3rd 1  7 10 0
0 2nd 2 2 6
0 2nd 1 5 0
0 5th 4 9 6
0 5th 32
0 4th  2  0 0
0 2nd 14 13 4
0 5th 27 5 0
0 4th 112 14 0
0 3rd 2 0 0
0 5th 31 16 0
... .160 0
200 0
300 0 0 318 0
300 0  0  700 0 0 240 0
120 0 0 400 0 0 120 0
120 0
115 0
.., .., 640 0
,., ... 640 0
300 0
340 0
200 0
... 60 0 0 1 60 0
300 0 0 50 0 0 290 0
... ... 80 0
240  0
50 0 0 350 0 0 240 0
408 0 0 3,692 0
80 0'
.  1,271  2
189 0 0 100 0 0
100 3 0
100 3 0
92 0 0
168 0 0
100 3 0
500 0 0
640 0 0
314 3 0
6th 18 11 .6
5th 5 1 0
5th 5 1 0
5th 4 4 0
5th 2 10 6
4th 4 12 0
3rd 1210 0
2nd 10 13 4
5th .7 16 3
Lessee.
13 Brown, C. W. ..
*277 Brown , F. ... ...
*285 Ditto ... ...
79 Brown, H.  It. ...
92 Ditto
*90 Brown ,  H. S. P. ...
*295 Brown, J. ...
*335 Brown ,  Robert S. P.
t115 Carrol ,  Michael ...
*233
*237
*238
*321
*332
173
t71
78
*172
73
*241
156
157
`322
*310
*312
119
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Cashin, John ...
Cook, J.
Cowell, E.
Cowley, J. W. ...
Crees, John ... ,..
Dalrymple, D. H. ...
Douglas, Jos. ...
Dove. J.
Ditto ...
Doyle, William ...
Draper, Andrew ...
Ditto ...
Dunning, J. F. ...
t138 Ditto ... ...
153 Ditto ... ...
158 Ditto .. ...
*304 Edwards, James A.
189 Elliott, A. J. ...
*217 Finlay, A. B. ...
26 Fitzgerald, T. H. ...
2 Fitzsimmons, C.
t87 Ditto ...
*283 Fitzsimmons, M.
*282 Flood, M.
102 Foan, Ed.
211 Ditto ...
202 Forlongie, M. ..
*324 Forlonge , William ...
*325 Ditto ...
*246 Frew, Samuel ...
*221 Garcia, R.
96 Graham, R....
*305 Ditto ... ...
22 Hart, F. H.... ...
14 lledgeland, J. F. ...
29 Ditto ...
53 Hewitt, Alfred ...
89 Ditto ...
145 Hilfling, Eliza ...
146 Ditto
18 Hoe.y, W.
280 Ditto ..
t5 Holmes, Jos. ...
133 Hyne, W. H. ...
134 Ditto .. ...
165 Ironside, G.... ...
25 Ivers, Hans ... ...
35 Ivers, J. H.... ...
167 Jack, D.
99 James,  H. R. ...
*323 Jane,  Henry J. ...
6 Jeffray, R. J. ...
7 Ditto ... ...
8 Ditto ... ...
31 Ditto ... ...
32 Ditto ... ...
36 Ditto ... ...
t39 Ditto ... ...
105 Ditto ...
*317 Jones, James W. ...
*231 Kean, R. .,.
*232 Ditto
11 Keeley, C. ...
34 i Ditto
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31ACKAY  DISTRICT -continued.
Nature of  Selection.
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
I ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
Agricultural. First Class Second ClassPastoral .  Pastoral.
A. B. P. A.  It.  P. A. R.
60 0 0 ...
... 232 0
232 0
96 0
30 0 0 90 0 0 60 0
,,, 45 0
.,. 160 0 0
480 0
150 0 0 158 0 0 294 0
ditto ... ... ... 180 0
ditto ... ... ...  610 0
.., ditto ... ... ...  290 0
... ditto ... ... ... 140 0
.., ditto ... ... ... 300 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 50 3
ditto .. .  40 0 0 74 0 0 ,,,
... ditto ... ... 90 0 0 ..,
... ditto ... ... ... 900 0
... ditto  ...  40 0 0 100 0 0 155 0
... ditto  ... ... ...  150 0
... Homestead  ...  39 018 80 0 0
... Conditional ... ... 100 0 0 110 0
., ditto ...  ...  400 0
... Homestead ... ... 150 0 0
.'. Conditional 280 0
ditto ..  i  507  2 0 20 0 0 37 0
ditto  ...  25 0 0 60 0 0 167 2
ditto ... 20 0 0 62 1 0 31 2
ditto  ...  40 0 0 58 0 0 100 0
ditto  ...  200 0
ditto  ...  30 0 0 60 0 0 15 1
ditto ... 80 0
ditto  ...  50 0 0 ... 143 0
Sugar lease ... 640 0 0 ...
Conditional .. ... ... 84 0
ditto .. . ... ... 80 0
ditto ... ,.. ... 640 0
ditto  ...  ... 90 0 0
ditto  ...  ... 50 0 0 100 0
ditto  ...  ... ... 230 0
ditto ,. ... ... 300 0
ditto  ...  640 0
ditto  ...  20 0 0 60 0 0 80 0
ditto .,, ... ... 220 0
ditto  ...  40 0 0 35 0 0 50 0
ditto  ...  250 0
ditto 40 0 0 77 0 0
ditto ... 70 2 0 100 0 0 199 0
ditto ...I 20 0 0 20 0 0 83 0
Sugar lease ... 645 0 0 ... ...
Conditional ... 60 0 0 ... 1,156 0
ditto ... 110 0 0 ... 70 0
ditto ... 61 0 0 ... ,,,
ditto ... 90 0 0 .,. ,,,
ditto ... 60 0 0 „
ditto ... 46 0 0 ,.. 80 0
ditto ... ... 254 3
ditto ... ... 140 0 0 162 0
ditto ... 60 0 0 55 0
Homestead ... 48 0 0 40 3 0 ..,
ditto  ...  48 0 0 40 3 0
Conditional ... 100 0 0 238 0 0 239 0
ditto 111 0 0 ... 1,180 0
ditto ... ... ... 210 0
ditto ... 144 0 0 ...
ditto ... 60 0 0
ditto ... 150 0 0
ditto ... 90 0 0
ditto ... 48 0 0
ditto ,.. 100 0 0
ditto ,..
ditto 72 0 0
150 0 0
Year. Balance Due.
P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
6th 4 10 0
0 3rd 5 16 0 0 0 2
0 3rd 5 16 0 0 12 1
0 5th 2 8 0
0 5th 8 5 0
0 5th 1 2 6
2nd 4 0 0 1
0 2nd 3 0 0
0 5th
0 3rd 4 10 0
0 3rd 15 5 0
0 3rd 7 5 0
0 2nd 1 15 0
0 2nd 315 0
0 4th 3 5 6
5th 3 7 0
5th 4 10 0
0 4th 22 10 0
0 5th 12 12 6
0 3rd 3 15 0
4th 3 10 0
36 4th 7 15 6
0 2nd 5 0 0
2nd 2 10 0
0 2nd 4 13 4 j
0 5th 39 19 6 0 16 3
0 5th
0 4th 5 8 0
0 4th 8 8 0
0 2nd 4 3 4
31 3rd 5 13 0
0 3rd 2 0 0
0 6th 7 6 6
6th 48 0 0 4 0 0
0 5th 2 2 0
0 3rd 2 0 0
0 3rd 16 0 0
5th 4 10 0
0 3rd 5 0 0
0 3rd 5 15 0
0 2nd 3 2 6
0 2nd 6 13 4
0 3rd 6 10 0 4 10 10
0 3rd 5 10 0
21 5th 6 0 6
0 2nd 5 4 2
6th 6 17 0
0 6th 15 6 0 0 1 6
0 6th 4 11 6
5th 1 48 7 6 45 19 7
0 5th 33 8 0 0 10 0
0 4th 10 0 ( )
4th 4 11 6 0 13 6
6th 6 15 0
3rd 4 10 0
0 6t11 4 17 7
0 5th 6 7 6
0 5th 11 1 6
0 4th 4 7 6
6th 2 16 6 0 1 0
6th 2 16 6
0 4th 26 7 8
0 5th 37 16 6 5 19 11
0 2nd 2 3 9
6t11 7 4 0
6th 4 10 0
6th 11 5 0
6th 6 15 0
6th 3 12 0
167 0 0 6th 11 13 6
ditto  ...  ... ... 220 0
ditto ... ... 500 0
ditto ... 480 0
ditto 161 0 0 ... 90 0
ditto 73 0 0 ... ...
6th 6 11 3
5th 5 8 0
0 2nd 1 15 0
0 3rd 12 10 0
0 3rd 12 0 0
0 6th 14 6 6 114 7
6th 5 9 6
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MACKAY  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No.
75
85
*306
125
t28
*225
*330
*243
*242
208
247
248
*286
t130
1270
205
*206
*184
*291
t137
195
too
Lessee . I  Nature of Selection . I, Agricultural.
Keeley, C. ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Kelly. C. ...
Kemp, C. ...
Kemp, William ...
Kemmis, Arthur ...
Kenny, •Ino....
Little, Dugald ...
Long, E. M....
Ditto ...Ditto
Long,  W. H. ...
Loyd, A. H.... ...
Ditto ...
Macdonald , C. C. ...
Ditto
Macdonald ,  James ...
Macdonald, C. C. ...
Mackenzie , Wm. ...
Conditional ...
ditt o ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Pre-emptive, on
Hamilton Run
ditto ...
ditto
Marten, G. N. ..
Martin, Martin ,  and Barker
41 1 Ditto ... ...
t42 Ditto ... ...
*255 Maynard ,  Stephen ...
*254 Morley , W . P. ...
*209 Morrison , Wm. ...
*210 Muggleton ,  James ...
174 Mundy, E.
223 Murphy , J. S. ...
*266 Muggleton ,  James ...
123 McBryde, J. ...
t94 McCluskey, M. ...
104 Ditto ... ...
*328 Ditto
*154 McCready ,  Hugh ...
*155 Ditto ... ...
*t201 Ditto ... ...
*267 McDonald ,  Archibald
*303 Ditto .. ...
*314 McEvoy ,  Edward ...
*293 McGregor, A. B.
17 McLennan, A. ...
56 O'Reilly, H. E. ...
229 Paget , J. G.... ...
*327 Ditto ... ...
*292 Ditto ...
139 Paine ,  J. E.... ...
t142 Ditto ... ...
140 i1Paine ,  Mary... ...
*260 Payn,  P. J.... ...
1147  Permewan ,  T.  R.  ...
*334 Phillips ,  William ...
*284 Phillips , W.... ...
"-290 Perry, C.
72 Poynson ,  Levi ...
*329 Ditto ...
47 1 Rawson ,  E. S. and C. C.
48 Ditto ...
100  Rawson, E....
20 Ready, M. ...
236 Ready, James
24 Ditto ...
*318 Ditto
82 Rhewben, A. M.
*273 Ricketts, Geo.
207 Robinson, A. V.
190 Roger, M. G.
193 Ditto ..
160 Romilly, C. E.
38 Ross, L. G....
*276 Ross, D.
23 Russell, Wm.
30 Russell, S. A.
175  Sacham, Johann
198 Ditto ...
183 Sachau, G. ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
... ditto
.., ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
,., ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
... Pre-emptive, on
Abington Run
ditto
... Conditional ...
... ditto "'
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto
,., ditto
ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... ditto ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
.., Homestead ...
.., ditto ...
... ditto
... Conditional ...
... Homestead ...
A. B. P.
59 0 0
73 0 0
92 0 0
90 0 0
80 0 0
70 0 0 2nd 1 15 0
133 0 0 5th 8 16 0
100 0 0 3rd 2 7 6
450 0 0 3rd 8 4 1 11 5 0
230 0 0 3rd 4 3 10 5 15 0
210 0 0 4th 5 5 0
160 0 0 2nd 4  1)  0
120 0 0 5th
... 73 0 0 240 1 0 3rd 9 13 2
... 500 0 0 200 0 0 6th  28  0 0
100 0 0 ... 6th 7 0 0 0 8 10
60 0 0 ... 100 0 0 6th 6 17 4
60 0 0 3rd 1 10 0
340 0 0 3rd 8 14 0
... 700 0 0 3rd 17 10 0
... 240 0 0 3rd 6 0 0
... 47 0 0 80 0 0 4th 4 7 0
160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0'
300 0 0 3rd  7 10  0
200 0 0 60 0 0 166 0 0 5th 22 3 fi
150 0 0 ... 5th 7 4 5
40 0 0 50 0 0  ...  5th 5 10 0
50 0 0 2nd 0 8 4
... ... 400 0 0 4th 10 0 0
300 0 0 4th 7 10 0
.. 320 0 0 .3rd 6 0 0
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
.. 160 0 0 2nd 3 6 8 012 O
,,, ... 50 0 0 2nd 0 14 7
E00 0  0  2nd. 5 0 0
60 0 0 6th 4 10 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 5th 3 10 0
40 0 0 130 0 0 79 0 0 3rd 11 8 10
100 0  06,  2nd 2 1 8
186 0 0 2nd 4 13 0
60 0 25 ... ... 5th 4 11 6
25 1 9 ... 4th 1 5 0
60 0 0 ... 199 230 5th  9 10  0
320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
105 0 0 ... 64 3 3 4th 9 9 0
50 0 0
100 0 0
60 0 0
60 0 0
First Class
Pastoral.
Second Class 1ear.Pastoral. Rent.  Balance Due.
A. B. P. A.  B. P. £ a'. d.  £ S. d.
... 80 0 0 5th 6 8 6
5th 5 9 6
... 3,840 0 0 2nd 72 0 0
102 1 0 5th 9 9 6
6th 4 13 0
... 100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
... 480 0 01 2nd 4 0 0
530 0 0 3rd  11  13 5 0
1,280 0 0 3rd 32 0 0
30 0 0 52 0 0 3rd 2 16 0
25 0 0 63 3 0 3rd 2 17 0
25 0 0 63 3 0 3rd  2  17 0
150 0 0 2nd 0 18 9
160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0  0  0 8 4
105 0 0  2nd 2 12 6
93 3 0 5th 2 7 0
211) 0 0 2nd 1 15 0 0
150 0 0 342 0 0 5th 19 16 0
60 0 0  ... 3rd 1 10 0
60 0 0 3rd 1 10 0
600 0 0 676 0 0 4th 46 18 6
85 1 21 6th 3 10 7
100 0 0 100 0 0 5th 7 10 0
48 0 0 1,180 0 0 5th 39 8 0
6th 4 10 0
80 0 0 160 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
6th 4 10 0
... 180 0 0 2nd 2 12 6
90 0 0 5th 2 5 0
120 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
60 0 0 117 2 0 3rd 5 19 0
1,000 0 0 3rd 25 ()  0
20-0  0 10 0 0 ... 6tli 1 0 0
20 0 0 10 0 0 ... 6th 1 0 0 1
88 3 0 ... 4th  2 4 Fi
15 0 0 73 3 0 ... 3rd 4 16  6
88 3 0 ... 4tth 1 4 6
18 0
8 12 0,
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MACKAY  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee. Nature of Selection. Agricultural.
First Class Second Class
Pastoral . Pastoral. Year .  Rent.  Balance due.
A. B. P. A. R. P. A. B. P . £ s. d. £ s. d.
*199 Seal, P. ...
... Conditional .,. 200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
200 Ditto ...
... ditto  60 0 0 60 0 0 3rd 4 10 0 0 17 6
218 Ditto
... ditto  40 0 0 40 0 0 42 0 0 3rd 6 1 6
169 Sherry, M. H. ... ditto  ... 156 0 0 233 3 0 4th 13 13 0
182 Sievers, H. C. W.... Homestead  ... 88 3 0 4th 2 4 6
t192 Ditto ...
... Conditional  30 0 0 70 3 0 3rd 2 9 2
166 Sloane, Wm.
... ditto  150 0 0 250 0 0 206 2 0 4th 28 18 6
93 Smith, J. ditto  ... 90 0 0 5th 4 10 0
*240 Smith, Geo....
... ditto  ... ... 880 0 0 3rd 22 0 0
*336 Smyth, P. F.
... ditto ... 118 0 0 2nd 014 9
83 Spiller, J. ditto ... ... 601 2 0 5th 15 1 0
219 Ditto ... ditto
... ... 201 2 0 3rd 8 1 0
*220 Ditto ...
... ditto ... 70 0 0 3rd 1 15 0
*294 Stewart, J. ...
*281
.. Homestead ... 160 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
Ditto ,.. Conditional ... 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0 3 6 8
235 Swifte, E. H. L.
... Homestead ... 10 0 0 ... 3rd 0 5 0
234 Ditto ...
... Conditional ... ... 450 0 0 3rd 11 5 0 0 1 0
*313 Ditto ...
... ditto ... ... 180 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
127 Wales, J. Homestead 40 0 0 73 0 0 .,. 5th 3 7 0 1 1 9
163 Ditto ... Conditional 54 0 23 ... 4th 4 2 6
278 Ditto ...
... ditto 150 0 0 ... 50 0 0 3rd 18 2 6
98 Walker, C.
... ditto 331 2 0 5th 8 6 0
*214 Webster, Charles
... ditto ... ... 200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
*215 Ditto ,..
.., ditto ... ... 104 0 0 3rd 212 0
222 Ditto ,.. ditto 320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
187 Willis, W. R. Homestead 40 0 0 80 0 0 3rd 310 0 012 0
253 Ditto
*279
...
Conditional 40 0 0 40 0 0 36 3 29 3rd 5 18 6
Williams, F. Homestead 111 0 0 ,., 3rd 215 669 Wilson, E. E. A.
... ditto 58 0 0 30 0 3 5th 219 0
70 Ditto ... Conditional 100 0 0 100 0 0 140 0 0 5th 16 0 0 1 6 8
*316 Ditto ...
... ditto ... 450 0 0 2nd 611 3
TOWNSVILLE DISTRICT.
t38 Aitkins, T. Conditional ... ... ... 2,259 0 0 6th 47 4 8
18 Butcher, W. ditto  ... ... ... 313 D 0 6th 7 16 6 8 0 4
*74 Corvett, Francis
... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
13 Findlater, Charles ... ditto ... .. 300 0 0 332 0 0 6th 23 6 0
*79 Ditto ...
... ditto ... ... ... 200 0 0 2nd 3 15 0
33 Gleeson, T. ...
... ditto ... ... 50 0 0 63 3 0 3rd 4. 2 0
*85 Goebel, Johann ,.. Homestead ... ... 80 0 0 1 2nd 1 3 4
27 Gordon, J. ... Conditional ... ... ... 640 0 0 6th 16 0 0
67 Ditto ... ditto ... 10 0 0 60 0 0 90 0 0 3rd 6 0 6
t*69 Hamann, Louis
... Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 3 9
37 Hann, W. ...
... Conditional ... ... 45 0 0 180 0 0 5th 6 15 0 0 5 0
42 Ditto ...
... ditto ... ... 60 0 0 120 0 0 5th 6 0 0
57 Ditto ,.. ,,, ditto ... ... 40 0 0 140 0 0 4th 5 10 0
t60 Ditto .., ,., .. ditto ... ... 15 0 0 153 0 0 4th 4 1 6
t61 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 540 0 0 4th 15 12 0
*50 !Langton, L. ,.. ditto ... .. ... 640 0 0 5th 16 0 0 20 0 0
65 Marron, T. ,.. ditto ... 45 0 0 50 0 0 545 0 0 3rd 19 10 0
*83 Ditto ,.. ... ditto ... ... ... 100 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
47 Morris, W. T.
... ... ditto ... ... ... 454 0 0 5th 11 7 0 15 6 3
48 Morris, J. .., ditto ... ... ... 363 0 0 5th 9 1 6
64 McAlister, C. .. ... ditto ... ... 60 0 0 571 0 0 3rd 17 5 6 19 3 5
43 McCarey, T. ... ... Homestead ... ... 154 0 0 ... 5th 3 17 0
*87 Randall, William ... ... Conditional ... ... ... 45 0 0 2nd 0 9 5
*77
*
Robinson, Henry F. ... ditto ... ... ... 1,000 0 0 2nd 18 15 0
84 Ditto .. ... ... ditto ... ... ... 440 0 0 2nd 6 8 4
55 Saunders, G. ... ditto ... ... ... 200 0 0 4th 5 0 0
*78 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 2nd 1 10 0
*89 Ditto
... ... ditto ... ... ... 126 0 0 2nd 0 5 0
90 Sackman, Charles
... ... Conditional ... ... ... 80 0 0 2nd 0 3 4
62 Totten, T.
... Homestead ... ... 80 0 0 ... 4th 2 0 0
t*58 Towns, R. ,.. ... Pre-emptive on
Cintra Run ... ,.. 240 0 0 4th 6 0 0
*71 Ditto ...
... ... Conditional
... ... ... 640 0 0 2nd 13 6 8
*72 Ditto ...
... ... ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0 2nd 13 6 8
*73 Ditto ...
... ditto ... ... 500 0 0 2nd 10 8 4
53 Wendt, P. ... ... ditto
... 50 0 0 ... 590 0 0 4th 18 10 0
I
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CARDWELL DISTRICT.
Register
No. Lessee.
67 Arnot, J.  Thomson
108 Ditto
*125 Ascher ,  Albert Gattschalk. , .
9 Atkinson, J....
19 Ditto ...
48 Ditto ,.,
60 Ditto ,,,
104 Ditto ..,
110 Ditto
*112 Atkinson,  Faster James
*90 Beardmore , F. J. W.
57 Beavis, E. ..
43 Boyle, W. H. .
41 Bridson, C.
42 Ditto
*93 Buchanan , Donald ...
*94 Ditto ...
*70 Cassady, J. ...
*73 Ditto ,.,
*71 Cassady, P.  ...
25 Clark, G. W.
100
*79
t18F
18H
t31
32
38
47
68
37
*55
*75
*88
*89
126
66
*83
99
*76
77
39
59
96
15
17
24
53
Cozens ,  James  Charles
Cran , J. W....
Cudmore, D....
Ditto
Cudmore, D. R.
Ditto ...
Ditto .
Davinson, R.
Ditto .
Donnelly, N.
Ditto ,,,
Ditto ,.,
Ditto ,..
Ditto ...
Dransfield, Joshua ,,,
E gebrecht, W. .
Edridge, F... ..
Fahey, Bartley ...
Frankland, S. M. ...
Ditto ..,
Gardiner, F. C,
Ditto
Gregson, Francis John
Haig, F. ..
Ditto ,.. ..,
Ditto ,.. ..,
Ditto ..  ...
20 Harrison, T.... ...
tl8M Hawkins, Wm. ...
18N Ditto ,,. .,.
18z Ditto ..,
18cc Hubinger, J. C.
*85 Hull, J.
84 Long, G. B.... .
*86 Lower, E. ...
t35 Mercer, J. ...
1€i Ditto ,,, ..,
46 Ditto .,,
98 Miles, H. R. W. ,
10 Murray, J. . ...
*117 McBryde, Duncan ,,,
*118 McIntyre, John ...
21 McPherson, D.
7 Mackenzie, A. P.
109 Ditto ...
8 Mackenzie, 1..1. .,.
54 Ditto ... ,.,
74 Ditto ... ,.,
113 Ditto ,.,
61 Neame, F. ...
116 Ditto ... ,.,
t64 Neame, A. .,, ...
*82 Ditto .,. ...
103 Ditto ...
72 Peterson, P.... ...
78 Ramsay, P....
3 Scott, W. J.... ...
4 Ditto .,. ,,,
Nature of  Selection.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Sugar lease
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Sugar lease
Conditional
.. I
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
,., ditto
Agricultural.
A. R. P.
100 0 0
40 0 0
First Class
Pastoral.
d.  X.  P. A. R. P.
272 0 0
80 0 0 200 2 0
1,280 0 0
60 0 0 200 0 0 380 0 0
79 0 0
407 2 0
55 2 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
40 0 0 100 0 0 167 0 0
60 0 0 20 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
50 0 0
50 0 0
100...0 0
120 0 0
80 0 0
40 0 0
80 0 0
100 0 0
40 0 0
350 0 0
640 0 0
100 0 0
20 0 0
"200 0 0
225 0 0
120 0 0
280 0 0
80 0 0
79 2 0
20 0 0
79 0 0
.240 0 0
150 0 0
76 0 0
20 0 0
60 0 0
128 0 0
40 0 0
80 0 0
360 0 0
40 0 0
360 0 0
120 0 0
40 0 6
200 0 0
207 0 0
20 0 0
590 0 0
590 0 0
400 0 0
240 0 0
300 0 0
Second Class Year.
Pastoral.
40 0 0
Rout.  Balance Due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
3rd 14 6 0
2nd 8 0 4
2nd 10 13 4
5th 24 0 0
5th 2 19 3
4th 1 0 0
3rd 12 3 6
2nd 7 13 0
2nd 0 18 8
2nd 9 6 8
3rd 16 0 0
3rd
4th 11 3 6
4th 6 8 10
4th 6 0 0
2nd 18 10 0
2nd 18 10 0
3rd 10 0 0
3rd 6 0 0
3rd 7 10 0
5th 4 0 0
2nd 32 2 1
3rd 25 0 0
6th 12 8 8
6th 6 0 0
4th
4th 20 0 0 10 13 4
4th  20 15 0
4th 2 1 0
3rd 2 0 6
4th 30 0 0
3rd 6 5 0
3rd 15 0 0
3rd 48 0 0
3rd 16 0 0
2nd 1 0 0
3rd 11 0 0
3rd 16 0 0
2nd 3 6 8
3rd 15 0 0
3rd 20 0 0 15 0 0
4th 12 0 0
3rd 24 17 6
2nd 25 12 0 1 12 0
5th 21 0 0
5th 41 0 0
5th 3 0 0
3rd 3 5 0
5th 2  19 3
6th
6th
6th 4 0 0
5th 4 0 0
3rd 25 0 0
3rd 40 0 0
3rd 7 10 0
4th 1 7 2
4th 4 0 0 4 7 4
4th 5 0 0
2nd 32 4 11
5th 15 10 0
2nd 5 6 8
2nd 4 16 8
5th 5 18 6
5th 27 0 0
2nd 23 17 0
4th 39 17 0
3rd 17 3 6 i
3rd 15 5 0
2nd 23 14 10
3rd 22 10 '0
2nd 4 3 4
3rd
3rd 5 0 0
2nd 5 12 6
3rd 2 5 9
3rd 47 10 0
5th 32 0 0 13 8 11
5th 16 0 0
160  0 0
300 0 0 641.. 0 0
,,. 1,000 0 0
... 240 0 0
,.,
, 40 0 0
560 0 0
- 530 0 0
40 0 0
,.. 81 0 0
... 150 0 0
250 0 0
.., 600 0 0
640 0 0
160 0 0
... 140 0 0
... 640 0 0
... 100 0 0
600 0 0
,,. 200 0 0
480 0 0
320 0 0
132 0 0 400 0 0
200 0 0 1000 0 0
70 0 0
400 0 0
160 0 0 ...
160 0 0
1,000 0 0
300 0 0 550 0 0
300 0 0
1000 0
20 0 0
256 0 0 510 1 12
200 0 0
100 0 0
80 0 0
300 0 0
911 0
314 0
327 0
330 0
1,028 0
300 0
400 0
40 0 0 ... 40 0
50 0 0
500 0 0
640 0 0
580 0 0
200 0
150 0
60 3 34
300 0 0 300 0 0 400 0 0
250 0 0 140 0 0 250 0 0
80 0 0 120 0 0 160 0 0
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CARDWELL  DISTRICT-- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
50 Scott, W. J....
18P Scott Brothers
*95 Ditto ,..
18BB Smith ,  Sidney
107 Ditto
101 Stewart, William
1 Stone, H.
56 Ditto
Nature of  selection.
16 , Thorn, J.
121 Tottenham, Julius ,..
122 Ditto
*119 Twible, Thomas William
t62 Waller, E. S.
114 Ditto ..
2 Walters, N....
124 Ditto .
92 Wickham, G.
Conditional
Pre-emptive
., ditto
... Homestead
.,, Conditional
... I ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
,., Homestead
,,, Conditional
... ditto
.,, ditto
... ditto
.., ditto
... Homestead
... I
9 gricultural. First Class second  classPastoral.  Pastoral.
A. R. P. A. R. P.
57 0 0
80 0 0
400 0 0 120 0 0
50 0 0
240 0 0 200 0 0
40 0 0 ...
20 0 0
35 0 0 ...
40 0 0 ,..
50 0 0 ...
120 0 0 ...
60 0 0
90 0 0 210 0 0
23 2 0
80 0 0
BURKE DISTRICT.
*15
*18
5
12
*19
14
10
13
*17
Aplin, Henry ... ,.,
Cowl, Thomas H.
Feely, T. ...
Ditto
Henry, Ernest ... ...
McCarthy ,  John ... ...
Macdonald , W. A.... ...
O'Dowd , J.... ... ...
Shaw, Jerimy ... ...
Conditional .,,
ditto .,.
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ROMA DISTRICT.
8
17
54
50
36
*44
*65
*53
51
31
32
11
*55
*6
29
61
15
58
*1
35
*10
*63
41
13
Adair, Robert .
Aherns, Charles Frederick
Ditto ...
Arnold, Charles
Atkins, James B. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Bellgrove , Edwin ...
Brown, John
Cameron, John K....
Cameron, Isabella ...
Carr, Dugald  ...
Clarke, Joseph Hy.
Clune, John... ...
Copley, Pierce G. ...
Cook, John ... ..
Cottell, Richard Jas.
Dixon, Thomas ...
Downes, F. R. ...
Furby, John James
Gammie , J. J. ...
Garland, C. F. A. ...
Hayes, George ...
Jones, William
48 Lines, John ... .
43 Mackay, Francis G.
59 Mann, George ...
60 Mann, John... ...
39 Mancktelow, Thomas
*47 Moran, Charles J....
49 McCarthy, Michael
18 Page, John ... ...
34 Rees,  Rees ...
24 Robertson , John ...
2 Ditto ...
t56 Robinson , Alexr. ...
37 Ditto .. ...
*64 1 Robertson , John ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Cohditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
... ditto
ditto
Homestead
... Conditional
100 0 0
60 0 0 69 2 0
25 0 0 64 0 4
160 0 0
80 0 0
260 0 0
320 0 0
370 0 0
40 0 0 40 1 23
80 0 0
40...0
0
...
38 2 182
80 0 0
85 0 0
100 0 0
45 1 10
80 0 0
120 0 0
38 0 0
80 0 0
45 0 0 70 0 0
80 0 0
98 0 0
20 0 0 82 0 0
100 0 0
30 0 0 64 0 0
72 1 7
... 160 0 0
160 0 0
20 0 0 36 0 0
80 0 0
30 0 0
7 3 0 50 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0 160 0 0
320 0 0
68...0 0
129 0 0
103 0 0
Year .  Rent.  Balance due
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
100 0 0 4th 6 15 6
90 0 0 6th 6 5 0 0 4 2
120 0 0 2Hd 39 0 0
5th 3 0 0
135 0 0 2nd 2 10 8
50 0 0 2nd 4 3 4
200 0 0 5th 33 0 0 28 14 0
40 0 0 3rd 4 0 0 4 0 0
300 0 0 5th 9 0 0
80 0 0 2nd
SO 0 0 2nd 1 3 4
350 0 0 2nd 4 3 4
874 0 0 3rd 30 17 0
47 0 0 2nd 2 16 9
700 0 0 5th 34 15 0 34 18 9
80 0 0 2nd 1 1 4
240 0 0
80 0 0
200 0 0
210 0 0
640 0 0
239 0 0
280 0 0
230 0 0
91 0 0
3rd 3 0 0
2nd 4 10 0
2nd 1 6 8
6th 5 0 0
3rd 5 5 0
2nd 8 0 0
3rd 5 19 6
6th 7 0 0
3rd 5 15 0
2nd 1 14 2
4th
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
2nd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
4th
3rd
4th
3rd
3rd
4th
... 3rd
4th
3rd
4th
2nd
3rd
4th
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
,,, 3rd
... 3rd
.., 3rd
... 3rd
... 4th
.., 3rd
.,. 3rd
2nd
7 10 0
8 0 0
5 2, 6
2 0 0
14 4 0
16 0 0
13 17 6
2 10 6
2 0 0
3 0 0 3 8 9
3 0 0
3 0 0
2 2 6
7 10 0
2 0 0
6 0 0
3 9 0
1 8 6
3 0 0
3 8 9
3 0 0
2 9 0 0 5 1
5 12 0
7 10 0
2 14 6
5 9 6
4 0 0
4 0 0
1 13 0
4 0 0
1 2 6
1 11 0
3 0 0
14 0 0
22 0 0
3 1 0
3 4 6
4 5 10 1 4 0
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ROMA  DISTRICT- continued.
Register Lessee.No, Nature of Selection.
First ClassAgricultural. Pastoral.
second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent. Balance due.
A.  it.  P. A. R. P. A. B. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
20 Scragg, William ... ... Conditional 80 0 0 ... ... 3rd 3 0 0
23 Scragg, Stephen ... ditto 80 0 0 ... 3rd 3 0 0
22 Sharp, Milo R. ... ... ditto 80 0 0 ... ... 3rd 3 0 0
16 Sheehan, William ... ... ditto 70 0 0 ... 3rd 2 12 6
46 Spence, Wm. ... ... ditto 120 0 0 ... 3rd 6 0 0
52 Spence, James ... ditto 91 3 12 ••. 3rd 6 18 0
40 Steward, William ... ... Homestead 10 0 0 37 0 0 ... 3rd 1 6 0
26 Ufl, George ... ... ... ditto 80 0 0 ... 3rd 2 0 0
SURAT DISTRICT.
1
t
Brindley, J.... Conditional ... 640 0 0 1 3rd 29 6 8
* 2 Ditto ... Homestead ... 160 0 0 1  3rd 3 13 4
CLERMONT DISTRICT.
*69 Baldwin, Wm. ... ... Conditional ... 2,560 0 0 2nd 85 6 8
*51 Bastet, G. Homestead ... 79 0 0 ... 2nd 2 19 3
*63 Bastet, George ... ... Conditional ... 100 0 0 2nd 6 5 0
*15 Cullen, William ... ... ditto ... ... 40 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
37 Damke, Leo ... ... ... ditto ... ... 330 0 0  3rd 16 10 0
39 Damke, L. .. .. ... ditto ... ... 109 0 0 3rd 5 9 0
*46 De Satge, 0. . ditto ... ... 800 0 0  3rd 40 0 0
*57 Ditto . ditto ... ... 80 0 0 2nd 3 13 4
5 Dixon, William Homestead  ... ... 160 0 0  4th 4 0 0
*25 Ditto ... ... ...  Conditional ... ... 70 0 0  3rd 3 10 0
*75 Ditto ... ... ...  ditto  90 0 0  2nd 2 6 0
10 Floyd, T. .. ...  Homestead  ... ... 45 0 0  4th 1 2 6
*20 Frost, William ... ... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
*30 Frost, William, jun. ... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
*60 Gaudry, Charles W. ... Homestead ... 115 0
*
0  2nd 2 12 9
d 12 0 0338 Graham, C. J. ... ... Conditional ... ... 240 0 r0
*42 Grainer, C. W. Homestead ... ... 62 0 0  3rd 1 11 0
*47 Hayston, T. ... ... ditto  45 0 0  2nd 1 2 6
*14 Henderson, W. B.. ... ditto  110 0 0  3rd 2 15 0
*64 Houenschild, August ... ditto  40 0 0  2nd 0 15 0
*44 Irlam, G. ... ... ... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
*62 Jacobsohn, Samuel W. ... Conditional ... ... 160 0 0 2nd 7 6 8
*76 Kettle, George W.... ... ditto ... ... 110 0 0 2nd 2 5 10
*24 Kettle, G. W. ... ...  ditto ... ... 130 0 0  3rd 6 10 0
*27 Lynch, William ... ... Homestead ... ... 40 0 0 3rd 1 0 0
*74 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... 59 0 0 2nd 0 14 9
*56 Marley, William ,,, ... Conditional ... ... 240 0 0 2nd 11 0 0
*31 McDonald, A. B. ditto ... ... 640 0 0 3rd 32 0 0
*68 McDonald, Alex. B. ... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 2nd 2 13 4
*29 Mclvor, G. ... ... Homestead ... ... 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
16 McKean, W. H. Conditional ... ... 253 0 0 3rd 12 13 0 0 2 0
*12 McLaughlin, T. Homestead ... ... 45 0 0 3rd 1 2 6
*35 Moat, C. ... ... ... ditto ' ... ... 1 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
*41 Moat, Crofton ... ... Conditional ... ... 200 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
*26 Neil, T. .. ... ... ditto ... ... 239 0 0  3rd 11 19 0
*34 Nankivell, J. ... ... Homestead ... ... 80 0 0  3rd 2 0 0
*67 Nankiwell,  James ... ...  Conditional ... ... 80 0 0  2nd 2 13 4
1 Porter, G. ... ... ...  ditto ... 320 0 0  4th 16 0 0
t21 Ditto ... ... ...  ditto ... ... 150 0 0  3rd 7 10 0
t23 Ditto ... ... ditto ...
.
84 0 0  3rd 3 15 6
... ... Homestead ... 7G 0 0*49 Rieman, H 2nd 2 17 0
t18 Sawyers, J.... ... ... ditto ... ... 89 0 0  3rd 1 15 4
8 Small,  A. ... ... ditto ... .., 80 0 0  4th 0 0 0
9 Ditto ... ... ... Conditional ... ... 480 0 0  4th 24 0 0
*45 Small, Andw. ditto ... 640 0 0  3rd 32 0 0
*50 Sporer, C. Homestead ... 79 0 0 2nd 2 19 3
*72 Springer, William ... ... Conditional ... 160 0 0 2nd 2 6 8
*70 Thomas,  Mauris  ditto  ...  ... 2,560 0 0 2nd 85 6 8
*77 Thompson, Jas. ... ... Homestead ... ... 80 0 0 2nd 0 13 4
*73 Todd, Andrew ... ditto ... ... 130 0 0 2nd 1 17 11 0 2 6
17 Weller, A. ... Conditional ... ... 410 0 0 3rd 20 10 0
13 Williams, C. E.  Homestead  ... ... 50 0 0 3rd 1 5. 0
2 Wise, J. ...  Conditional ... ... 160 0 0 4th 8 0 0
*71 Woodham, William ...  ditto  ... ... 2,660 0 0 2nd 85 6 8
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SPRINGSURE DISTRICT.
Register
No. Leases. Nature of Selection. Agricultural.
First Class
Pastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent.  Balance due.
A. B. P. A. B. P. A. B. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
11  Boyd, J. E.... ... Homestead 72 0 35 3rd 1 16 6 1 2 10
1 Clarke, J. ... ditto 76 0 14 4th 2 17 9
4  Clewett, F. ... ... ditto 160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
7  Ellis, W. ... Conditional 313 0 0 4th 15 13 0
15  Meyer, L. ... ditto 608 0 0 3rd 25 8 0
12  Milliken, G.... ... ditto 303 1 11 3rd 15 4 0
*16  Milliken, George ... ditto 318 0 0 2nd 9 5 6
13  McKay, M.... ... Homestead 22 0 0 3rd 0 11 0
3  Smith, T. ... Conditional 168 0 0 4tb 8 8 0
9  Ditto ... ditto  68 0 34 3rd 5 3 10
8  Smith, S. ... ditto 413 2 0 4th 20 14 0
5 Steele, J. ... ditto 254 0 0 4th 12 14 0
2 Wallis, C. ... ditto 254 0 0 4th 12 14 0
10 Wuth, E. M. ... ditto 154 0 0 3rd 7 14 0
14 Ditto ... ... ditto 149 1 20 3rd 7 10 0
17 Ditto ... ... ditto 187 2 26 2nd 3 18 4
BURNETT UNSETTLED DISTRICT.
*1
*2
*3
Baynes, William ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
... Conditional ...
.. ditto ...
... ditto ...
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
160 0 0
160 0 0
320 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
0 19 0
0 19 0
2 0 0
1
1
Wafer, Moses ... ...  Homestead  ... I ...
1
160 0 0 1 ... I 6th  1  4 0 0 1
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1873.
PAYMENT OF RENT ON SUGAR AND COFFEE SELECTIONS, BROUGHT UNDER THE
PROVISIONS OF "THE CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."
IT is hereby notified that the annual rent, at the rate of one shilling and sixpence per acre, on lands
leased under the Sugar and Coffee Regulations of 1864, but now brought under the provisions of the
sixty-sixth clause of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," will require to be paid to the Land
Agent of the district within which the land is situated, or to the Treasury, on or before the thirty-first
day of March, 1872.
The accompanying Schedule of  Payments due, is published for general information.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary for Public Lands.
a f
o+ I`I
U I Name.
South Wales ... ...
Robert Harvey ...
Thomas Edwin Bonney ... ...
James Carson  ... ... ...
Wil li am Binstead ...
Shepherd Smith ... ... .. Elphinstone
Ditto ... ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ... ditto
Alfred Newbolt ... ... ... Ward
John Young ... ., ditto
William Henry Couldery ... ... ditto
Adam Black ditto
J. E. Davidson and T. H. Fitzgerald Carlisle
Ditto ... ... ditto
Edward Wyndham Tufnell ... Ward
G. G. Muir and Adam Black ... ditto
Charles George Gray ... ... Stanley
James Shield  ... ... ... ditto
Maryborough  Sugar  Company ... March
L. G. Ross ... ... ... Carlisle
R. J. Jeffrey ... ... ... ditto
Bowen Sugar  Company  ...  Herbert
Australian  Joint Stock  Bank  ...  Carlisle
Area.
Amount
or Yearly Bent
payable under
Act 31  Vic.,
No. A8,
A. R. P. £ s. d.
Coonambelah ... 1,101 0 0 82 11 6
ditto ...  1,211 0 0  90 16  6
ditto ... 710 0 0 53 5 0
Darlington ... 335 0 0 25 2 6
Boyd  ...  374 0 0 28 1 0
Albert ...  320 0 0 24 0 0
Boyd ...  340 2 0. 25 10 9
Greenmount  ...  1,242 0 0 93 3 0
ditto  ...  1,280 0 0 96 0 0
Albert ...  425 0 0  31 17  6
Boyd  ... 900 0 0 67 10 0
Burnett ... 320 0 0 24 0 0
Kholo  ...  320 0 0 24 0 0
Tinana . ..  1,030 0 0 77 5 0
Bassett  ...  331 0 0  24 16  6
ditto  ...  744 0 0  55 16  0
Kelsey  ...  1,257 0 0 94 5 6
Bassett 394 0 0  29 11  0
'86 18 9
34 Ditto .. . ... ... ditto ...  ditto ... 325 0 0 24 7 6
35 Jane Temple  ... ... ... Stanley ...
36 James Sturtevant  Spencer... ... ditto ...
41 E. Goertz ... ... ... Nerang Creek ...
43 A. M. Hutchinson ... ... Stanley
44 John Walker ... ... ... Carlisle
45 Ernest  Augustus M. Goertz ... Ward ...
46 Herbert Gall ... ... ... Stanley ...
47 George  Bowser  ... ... ... Ward ...
48 John Ewen Davidson ... ... Murray River ...
49 Joseph Thomson... ... ... Ward ...
50 William Gray ... ... ... ditto ...
51 James Francis  Garrick ... ... ditto ...
54 Edward Wyndham Tufnell ... Stanley ...
55 William Richmond Alexander ... ditto ...
56 Corporation  of the  Bank of New
58
60
62
63
64
65
66
69
70
71
72
Where  situated.
County.  Parish.
ditto
ditto
Canning
Ward
ditto
A. Hussman and G. R. Fife ... ditto
R. B. Beddome  ... ... ... ditto
Charles Walker ... ... ... Carlisle
Nugent Wade Brown ... ... Cook
Arthur Brown ... ... ... ditto
A. H. Brown ... ... ... ditto
Francis  Henry Atherton ... ... ditto
•30 9 5
Redland ... 327 0 0 24  10  6
Burnett ... 320 0 0 24 0 0
335 0 0 25 2 6
Burnett ... 320 0 0 24 0 0
Greenmount .,. 946 0 0  70 19  0
Nerang ... 364 0 0 27 6 0
Burpengarry .,. 640 0 0 48 0 0
... 320 0 0 24 0 0
1,280 0 0 96 0 0
Tamborine ... 386 0 0  28 19  0
Pimpama ... 320 0 0 24 0 0
Tamborine ... 520 0 0 39 0 0
Samson Vale ... 685 0 0 51 7 6
Russell Island ... 646 0 0 48 9 0
Sahl ... 720 0 0 54 0 0
Mackenzie  ... 640 0 0 48 0 0
Toorbal ... 320 0 0 24 0 0
Albert 320 0 0 24 0 0
Cedar 320 0 0 24 0 0
t80 0 0
Reported.
Tamborine ...  575 0 0 43 2 6
Albert ...  355 0 0  26 12  6
Bassett  400 0 0 30 0 0
Gooburrum 640 0 0 48 0 0
ditto  .. 1,280 0 0 96 0 0
ditto 1,280 0 0 96 0 0
Bundaberg 1,214 0 0 91 1 0
*  Balance . t  No rent under Act, 1868.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th March, 1873.
FIFTH PAYMENT UNDER THE SIXTY-SEVENTH CLAUSE OF " THE CROWN
LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."
T
HE attention of Selectors under  " The Alienation of Crown Lands Act of  1860," who have brought
their holdings under the sixty-seventh  clause  of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," is
directed to the accompanying Schedule of Payments due on the 31st March instant.
-Occupants under the sixty-seventh  clause are  subject to the same conditions, with respect to
payment of rent, as ordinary selectors of agricultural land under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868."
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary for Public Lands.
Register
No. Lessee. Reserve.
Portion.;  Area. Rent.
£ s. d.A. R. P.
BRISBANE  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
1 Baker,  Charles and  Joseph ... Brisbane ...  41 70 0 0 5 5 0
2 Beetham, Lydia ... Logan  14 79 0 0 518 6
74 Buchanan, John Alfred .. Redcliffe ...  36 71 0 0 5 6 6
3 Colgan, T., and Deering, Thomas Logan
B i b
...  36
114
85
31
0
0
0
0
6 7 6
2 6 64 Collet, Joseph ... r s ane ...
a Drury, Edward Robert ... Redclifle ...  243 18 0 0 1 7 0
6 Ditto ... ... ditto ...  244 20 0 0 1 10 0
7 Ditto ... ... ditto ...  245 20 0 0 1 10 0
8 Ditto ... ... ditto ...  246 18 0 0 1 7 0
9 Ditto ... ... ditto ...  247 18 0 0 1 7 0
10 Ditto ... ... ditto ...  248 20 0 0 1 10 0
11 Ditto ... ... ditto ...  260 29 0 0 2 3 6
12 Ditto ... ... ditto ...  249 20 0 0 1 10 0
13 Ditto ... ... ditto ...  253 20 0 0 1 10 0
14 Ditto ... ... ditto ...  256 23 0 0 1 14 6
15 Ditto ... ... ditto ...  257 20 0 0 1 10 0
16 Duffield, ditto ...  33 42 0 0 3 3 0
17 Elworthy, W. Logan ...  61 53 0 0 3 19 6
18 Hawkins , George ... ... ditto ...  60 53 0 0 319 6
19 Emmerson , James... ... Brisbane ...  25A 40 0 0 3 0 0
20 Hopkins, Rachel ... Radcliffe ...  9 73 0 0 5 9 6
Ll Reaveney, Mary ... Logan ...  58 59 3 0 410 0
22 Leo, Richard ... ditto ...  20 48 0 0 312 0
23 Markwell,  Samuel... ... ditto ...  134 22 0 0 1 13 0
Ditto ... ... ditto...  135 18 0 0 1 7 0
25 Ditto ditto ...  160 23 2 0 116 0
26 Ditto ditto ...  161 31 2 0 2 8 0
27 Ditto ditto ...  162 23 3 32 1 11 6
28 Ditto ditto ...  163 37 0 0 2 15 6
33 Miller, Mary Campbell Brisbane ...  42 76 0 0 5 14 0
34 Ditto ... ditto...  44 69 0 0 5 3 0
35 Ditto ... ditto...  43 68 0 0 5 2 9
36 McArthur, D. C.... Radcliffe ...  228 22 2 0 1 14 6
37 Ditto ... ditto ...  229 22 1 0 1 14 6
38 Ditto ... ditto ...  236 20 0 0 1 10 0
39 Ditto ditto ...  237 20 0 0 1 10 0
40 Ditto ... ditto... 238 20 0 0 1 10 0
41 Ditto . ditto ...  242 26 0 0 1 19 0
45 McLuckie, William Logan ...  92 51 0 0 3 16 6
44 Ditto ditto ...  89 44 0 0 3 6 0
46 North, Thorogood... ditto ..  57 42 0 0' 3 3 0
47 Nosworthy, Robert ditto ...  61 74 0 0 5 11 0
48 O'Keefe, Arthur ... ditto ...  11 60 0 0 4 10 0
49 O'Mahony, Timothy ditto ...  95 48 0 0 3 12 0
50 Petrie, Thomas ... Redclifle ...  24 40 0 0 3 0 0
51 Ditto ... ditto... 30 51 0 0 3 16 6
52 Ditto ... ditto... 411 66 0 0 4 19 0
53 Ditto ... ditto ...  412 121 0 0 9 1 6
54 Ditto ditto ...  414 118 0 0 8 17 0
55 Ditto ... ditto ... 415 91 0 0 6 16 6
5r, George BarneyPetrie ... ... ...  ditto ... 419 43 0 0 3 4 6
57
,
Ditto ... . ditto ... 1 73 0 0 5 9 6
58 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 420 73 0 0 5 9 6
63 Sutton, John ... ... Brisbane ... 193 40 0 0 3 0 0
64 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 189 26 2 0 2 0 6
29 Waldron, Mary, Bushby & Illidge as Trustees for Login ...  164 28 20
0 2 3 6
9 030 Ditto ditto ditto ...  165 25 26 1 1
31 Ditto ditto ditto ... 166 38 0 0 2 17 0
32 Ditto ditto ditto ...  167 44 0 0 3 6 0
66 William ...Walsh ditto ...  95 53 0 0 3 19 0
67
,
Ditto ... ditto ... 93 65 0 0 4 2 0
68 William JohnWard ... Redcliffe ...  291 27 2 0 2 2 0
69
,
Ditto ... .. ditto ... 292 19 1 10 1 10 0
70 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 151 30 0 0 2 5 0
72 Whelan, Patrick .. ditto .. 106 121 0 0 9 1 6
73 Winter, Elizabeth... ... I Brisbane ... 31 72 0 0 I 5 8 0
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FIFTH PAYMENT UNDER " CRowN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF  1868 "- continued.
Registers
No. Lessee. Reserve. Portion. Rent.Area.
A. R. P. £ s. d.
BEENLEIGH  LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
1 Drynan, Wi lliam  ... ... ••.
2 Frazer ,  Alexander  ... ... ...
3 Ditto ..
4 Harris ,  John and George
5 Ditto ...
6 Ditto
8 Ing li  s , W. ... ...
9 O'Donnell, Michael, junior ... ...
19 O'Donne ll , Michael ...
10 Plunkett , T. .. ... .
11 Pownall ,  J. and T .,  and Brennand, M.
3 Richardson ,  George ...
12 Ditto
14 Schneider, J. G.
15 Weaber, Henry
16 W il son ,  Charles
18 Ditto
Logan ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ,.. ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ,,.
ditto ,.. ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ,..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
1 Andrew, A. L. ...
2 Austin ,  Thomas ... ...
3 Bartholomai ,  Adam ...
4 Boyle ,  John ...
5 Boyle, Robert ,  Henry, and Mary
6 Brand ,  Charles Hayman ..,
7 Ditto ... ...
8 Ditto ...
9 Brown ,  John ... ...
10 Burnett ,  Catherine... ...
11 Ditto ... ...
58 Carson ,  Wm. ...
12 Casey, William and John ...
13 Ditto ...
15 Collins, Ellen
16 Cribb, Thomas Bridson ...
17 Cribb,  Benjamin
18 Ditto ...
19 Ditto
20 Cross ,  Abraham, and Parcel, J.
21 Drew ,  Thomas ...
22 Ditto ... ...
23 Dunn, Robert ... ...
24 Ditto ...  ...
25 England ,  George ... ...
26 Ditto ...  ...
28 England, James ... ...
29 Ditto
138 Ditto ... •••
30 Foote, John Clarke... ..
31 Forsyth ,  James ... ...
32 Forsyth ,  John ... ...
33 Frazer ,  Isabella ... ...
34 Hawkins ,  George ... ...
35 Hines ,  Charles ... ...
36 Hockley ,  James ... .,.
37 Ditto ... ...
38 Hunt ,  George Thomas ...
39 Ditto ...
40 Hunter ,  A., and Scott, R. ..
41 Ditto •••
42 Ironmonger ,  Francis W. ...
43 Ditto ... ...
139 Ditto ...
44 Jackson, T. ...
45 Ditto ...
46 Ditto ...
59 Jeffries ,  R. T. ...
60 Ditto ...
118 Ditto ...
119 Ditto ...
47 Johnson ,  James ...
48 Johnston ,  Wi ll iam...
49 Lewis, David ...
50 Ditto ...
51 Ditto ...
52 Losaberg ,  Emilie von
53 Ditto ...
54 Lucas, William ...
55 Macalister , Arthur...
56 Ditto ...
57 Ditto ..
62 McConchie, David ...
61 Ditto ...
ditto ... ..
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ..•
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,,. ..•
ditto ... ...
Ipswich
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... Tarampa ... ...
,,, .. ditto ... ...
... .. West Moreton ...
,,, ,. ditto ... ...
... ... Ipswich ... ...
,,, ., ditto ,..
West  Moreton ...
ditto ... •.•
,., ... West Moreton
ditto
,. I pswich ... ...
...
ditto ... ...
,,, ... Laidley ... ...
,,, ... ditto ...
,,, ... West Moreton ...
... .,. ditto ...
,,, ,.. ditto ... ...
,,, ,,. Ipswich ... ...
West  Moreton ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Ipswich
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Ipswich ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
189 41 0 0 3 1 6
307 40 0 0 3 0 0
313 40 0 0 3.0 0
340 40 0 0 3 3 0
341 51 0 0 3 16 6
342 45 0 0 3 7 6
309 45 0 0 3 7 6
347 44 0 0 3 6 0
344 59 0 0 4 8. 6
318 51 0 0 3 16 6
187 58 0 0 4 7 0
324 47 0 0 3 10 6
314 48 2 0 3 13 6
326 54 0 0 4 1 0
286 58 0 0 4 7 0
334 40 3  0  3 1 6
335 40 0 0 3 0 0
76 72 0 0 5 8 0
148 77 0 0 5 15 6
14 75 0 0 5 12 6
145 72 0 0 5 8 0
173 56 3 0 4 5 6
157 80 0 0 6 1 6
174 75 0 0 5 12 6
153 80 0 0 6 1. 6
216 43 1 0 3 6 0
146 69 3 0 5 5 0
170 56 3 0 4 5 6
117 38 0 0 2 17 0
50 48 2 0 3 13 6
51 52 2 0 3 19 6
10 72 1 0 5 9 6
58 136 2 0 10 5 6
156 48 0 0 3 12 0
155 78 0 0 5 17 0
137 80 0 0 6 0 0
106 51 3 0 3 18 0
212 84 2 0 6 7 6
214 107 2 0 8 2 0
160 58 0 0 4 7 0
158 66 0 0 4 19 0
59 46 0 0 3 9 0
56 45 0 0 3 7 6
93 132 0 0 9 18 0
3 104 0 0 7 16 0
11 85 0 0 6 7 6
202 36 0 32 2 15 6
209 104 3 0 7 17 6
16 97 2 0 7 7 0
167 50 0 0 3 15 0
135 80 0 0 6 0 0
4 86 1 0 6 10 6
42 70 3 0 5 6 6
41 70 3 0 5 6 6
56 42 0 0 3 3 0
59 42 0 0 3 3 0
48 84 0 0 6 6 0
51 100 0 0 7 10 0
364 31 0 0 2 6 6
369 38 0 0 2 17 0
370 37 3 0 2 17 0
63 36 0 32 2 15 6
64 33  .1 16 2 11 0
67 33 1 16 2 11 0
172 88 0 0 6 12 0
171 84 0 0 6 6 0
169 130 0 0 9 15 0
170 71 0 0 5 6 6
141 80 0 0 6 0 0
45 35 0 0 2 12 6
202 80 1 0 6 1 6
203 80 3 0 6 1 6
204 52 2 0 3 19 6
146  80 0 0 6 0 0
145 60 0 0 4 10 0
15 90 0 0 6 15 0
39 30 0 0 2 5 0
38 30 0 0 2 5 0
37 30 0 0 2 5 0
26 122 0 0 9 3 0
25 95 0 0 7 2 6
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Register
No. Lessee Reserve . Portion. Area.
A. R. P.
IPSWICH HAND AGENT'S  DISTRICT-- continued.
63 McCormack,  Bryan ... 89  40 0 0 3 0 0
64 McLaughlin, Robert 53  80 0 0 6 0 0
65 Nutley, William ... Ipswich 135  50 0 0 3 15 0
66 Ditto ... ditto 133  80 0 0 6 0 0
67 Nutley James ... ditto  123  47 1 0 3 12 0,
68 O'Dwyer, Denis ... ditto  205  42 1 0 3 4 6
69 Pampling ,  Jonathan ... ditto 10  94 3 0 7 2 6
70 Patrick William . . ...  ... Tarampa  172  60 0 0 410 0.,
72 Patrick, Thomas ... ... ditto  179  70 1 0 5 6 6
71 Ditto ... ditto  178  71 2 0 5 8 0
14 Pedwell Charles ... Ipswich  342  30 0 0 2 5 0,
73 Perrot, S., and Toms, M. ... ditto  136  60 0 0 410 0
74 Pickard Joseph . . ... ... ditto  165  58 0 0 4 7 0, .
82 Robertson, Thomas ...  ditto  65  75 0 0 5 14 0
84 Robson, Sarah ditto  162  80 0 0 6 0 0
83 Ditto ...  ditto  161  80 0 0 6 0 0...
86 Ditto ditto 153  8000 600
Henrietta86 Roebuck ditto  68  72 0 0 6 8 0,
87 Roderick, Thomas ... ... ditto  226  77 2 22 5 17 0
88 Rowe , William ... ... ditto  227  80 0 0 6 0 0
90 Scells, Alfred ... ... ditto  140  63 0 2 416 0
89 Ditto ... ...  ditto  139  80 0 0 6 0 0
91 Scott, Robert ... ...  ditto  26  43 2 0 3 6 0
92 Ditto ... ... ditto 27  46 1 0 310 6
94 Ditto ... ... ditto  30  55 0 0 4 2 6
93 Ditto ditto  28  47 0 0 3 10 6
96 Sealey, Edwin John ditto  141  80 0 0 6 0 0
97 Ditto ditto 143  48 0 0 312 0
95 Ditto ditto 149  80 0 0 6 0 0
98 Sealey, Sarah ditto  52  66 0 0 4 19 0
99 Ditto ditto  59  69 1 0 5 5 0
100 Shanks A. .,. 127 96 1 0 7 5 6,
101 Shanks, Phillip Ipswich  128  96 3 0 7 5 6
104 Shelton Henry ditto  65  42 0 0 3 3 0,
102 Ditto ditto ...  63  33 1 16 2 11 0
103 Ditto ditto ... 54 33 1 16 2 11 0
105 Smith, John ... ditto ...  161  58 0 0 4 7 0
107 Ditto ... ditto ...  164  58 0 0 4 7 0
106 Ditto ditto ...  163  60 0 0 410 0
117 Thorne, G. ... ditto 85  61 0 0 4 11 6
120 Thorn, Henry ... West Morebon  211  119 0 0 8 18 6
121 Ditto ... ditto ...  213  104 3 0 7 17 6
122 Watkins, W. .. 208  99 0 0 7 8 6
123 Watson, Richard, senior ... Tarampa ... 121  60 0 0  410 0
124 Watson, Richard, junior ...  ditto ...  115  48 0 0 3 12 0
125 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 117  65 0 0 417 6
126 Watson ,  Samuel ditto ...  43  40 3 0 3 1 6
127 Ditto ditto ...  44  42 1 0 3 4 6
128 Ditto ... ... ditto ...  45 53 0 0 3 19 6
129 Ditto ... ditto ..  46  59 0 0 4 8 6
130 White, Peter West Moreton 20  80 0 0 6 0 0
130A Ditto ditto ...  19  69 0 0 5 3 6
133 White,  Samuel Ipswich ...  66  42 0 0 3 3 0
132 Ditto ditto ...  71  42 0 2 3 4 6
131 Ditto ditto ...  65  42 0 0 3 3 0
184 Wienholt, Edward... ... ditto ... 198  107 0 0 8 0 6
135 Ditto ditto .. 199  71 3 0 5 8 0
75 Wienholt, John ... West Moreton  162 41 0 0 3 1 6
76 Ditto ditto ... 163 160 0 0 12 0 0
77 Ditto ... ditto ... 185 66 0 0 4 19 0
78 Ditto ... ditto ... 63 157 0 0 11 15 6
81 Ditto ditto ... 64 180 0 0 13 10 0
136 Zabel, Vincent Jacob Laidley ...  7 64 0 0 4 16 0
137 Ditto ... ditto ...  8 70 0 0 5 5 0
TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
William ...1 Adams ,11 Toowoomba ... 217 90 0  0  615 0,
*8  8 9
2 Ditto ditto ... ... 218 90 0 0 615 0
*8 8 9
3  Adams, James ditto ... ... 9091
42 0 0
42 0 0
3 3 0
3 Z 04 Ditto
149102  Bank  of New South Wales . Toowoomba
...
80 0 0 6 0 0
4 10 0104  Ditto ... ... ditto 1... 47
.
60 0 0
dittoi t ' 151 69 0 b 5 3 6o ...t103  D
William Copland ... Felton12  Beattie
.....
... ... 8 90 0 0; 615 0,
13  Ditto  { ditto ... ... 44 116 0 0 8 14 0
ToowoomJohn16  Bretz ba 82 41 0 0 3 1 6
17
i,
Ditto ... ditto ..... 84 40 0 0 3 0 0
18 Ditto ditto ... 85 40 0 0 3 0 03 0 019 John ...Campbell ... ditto . 100 40 0 0
98
,
Ditto ditto
:
102 40 0 0 3 0 0
FIFTH PAYMENT UNDER " CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT of  1868"-continued.
Rent.
* Balances.
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IPIFTH P AYMENT vNDEB  "O BowN  LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF  1868"-- continue?.
Register
No. Lessee. Reserve. Irortion.1 Area. Rent.I
A. R. P. £ S. d.
TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S  DISTRICT- continued.
20 Campbell,  Alexander ... ...
21 Ditto ...
22 Ditto ...
23 Ditto ... ...
24 Caesart, Henry ... ...
25 Ditto
26 Ditto ... ,..
27 Ditto ...
31 Cran, Robert ...
28 Crawford, William ...
30 Ditto ...
29 Ditto .
32 Keating  and Cronin ...
33 Crosbie, Francis ... ...
34 Ditto
35 Ditto ... ...
40 Davidson, William ...
41 Farquharson, William ...
42 Finnie, John
43 Ditto ... ...
44 Finnie, William ... ...
47 Ditto ...
45 Ditto ... ...
46 Ditto ...
97 Gillis, William ... ...
48 Ditto
61 Ditto ...
64 Gleason, Matthew ...
53 Ditto ...
52 Ditto
57 Gleason, M., and Costello, P.
56 Ditto ... ...
55 Ditto
135 Grehan,  M. ... ...
98 Grimes, James Watts ... ...
61-  Ditto .,, ... ...
58 Ditto ,,. ... ...
60 Ditto ...
59 Ditto
62 Hazy, John ... ... ...
63 Ditto ...
65 Hogarth, William..,
64 Ditto
5 Hogarth and Beattie ... ...
6 Ditto ... ... ...
14 Ditto ...
15 Ditto ... .. ,
36 Ditto ... ... ...
37 Ditto ... ... ...
38 Ditto ... ,.,
39 Ditto ... ...
83 Ditto ... ... ...
84 Ditto ... ... ...
85 Ditto ... ... ...
89 Ditto
91 Ditto ... ... ...
90 Ditto  ... ... ...
111 Ditto ... ,., ...
110 Ditto
115 Ditto ... ...
114 Ditto ... ... ...
136 Ditto ... ... ...
137 Ditto ...
141 Ditto ... ... ...
140 Ditto .., ,.. ...
66 Hogarth, W., and Beattie, W. C. ...
67 Ditto ... ...
68 Ditto ... ...
70 Ditto .,. ...
69 Ditto ... ..•
73 Holdsworth, Jas. Atkinson ...
72 Ditto
71 Ditto ... ...
74 Jansen ,  Christian ... ,..
75 Ditto
76 Jubb, Henry
77 Ditto ...
78 Ditto
81 Lawrence, Frederick
80 Ditto ...
79 Ditto ..
82 Littleton,  A., and Hart, W....
Pilton ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Toowoomba
ditto ...
ditto ..,
ditto ...
ditto ,..
Drayton ..,
ditto ...
ditto ...
... Toowoomba
ditto ...
ditto ...
Drayton
ditto ,..
.,, ditto ...
.., ditto ...
.., ditto ...
.., ditto ...
,,, ditto ...
... ditto .
... Toowoomba
... ditto ,..
... ditto ...
. ditto ...
.., ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
,,, ditto ...
.. ditto ...
.., ditto ...
... ditto ...
.,, Pilton ,..
ditto ...
.,. Felton
ditto ...
Drayton ...
... ditto ...
Felton ...
ditto ,,.
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto .,.
ditto ...
ditto ,,,
ditto ...
.,, ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto .,.
ditto .,.
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto .
Toowoomba
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,..
Drayton ...
ditto ...
ditto .
Toowoomba
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
11 80 0 0 6 0 0
17 86 0 0 6 9 0
19 80 0 0 6 0 0
26 84 0 0 6 6 0
5 42 2 '0 3 4 6
6 42 2 0 3 4 6
7 42 0 0 3 3 0
8 42 0 0 3 3 0
62 60 0 0 410 0
... 124 80 0 0 6 0 0
,., 127 80 0 0 6 0 0
,., 125 80 0 0 6 0 0
73 41 0 0 3 1 6
202 80 0 0 6 0 0
203 80 0 0 6 0 0
204 80 0 0 6 0 0
31 80 0 0 6 0 0
14 80 0 0 6 0 0
2 66 3 0 5 0 6
7 91 1 0 618 0
9 52 0 0 318 0
3 46 2 0 3 10 6
10 63 1 0 4 16 0
,,, 12 68 3 0 5 3 6
. 258A 37 0 0 2 15 6
... 156 80 0 0 6 0 0
,,, 257 37 0 0 215 6
... 101 40 0 0 3 0 0
,,, 08 40 0 0 3 0 0
,,, 94 40 0 0 3 0 0
... 60 40 0 0 3 0 0
56 40 0 0 3 0 0
65 40 0 0 3 0 0
206 42 0 0 3 3 0
... 162 40 0 0 3 0 0
.,. 161 50 0 0 315 0
... 167 72 0 0 5 8 0
,,, 164 84 0 0 6 6 0
,., 166 77 0 0 516 6
12 93 0 0 6 19 6
,,, 13 121 0 0 9 1 6
43 119 0 0 8 18 6
,,. 42 88 2 38 6 13 6
5 101 0 0 7 11 6
41 60 0 0 4 10 0
27 86 0 0 6 9 0
,,, 28 86 0 0 6 9 0
... 46 100 0 0 7 10 0
52 80 0 0 6 0 0
,,, 25 86 0 0 6 9 0
... 26 86 0 0 6 9 0
...
17 80 0 0 6 0 0
18 80 0 0 6 0 0
19 80 0 0 6 0 0
,,, 34 80 0 0 6 0 0
... 33 80 0 0 6 0 0
,,, 32 80 0 0 6 0 0
... 48 94 0 0 7 1 0
49 100 0 0 7 10 0
2 120 0 0 9 0 0
1 114 0 0 8 11 0
10 76 0 0 5 14 0
45 129 0 0 9 13 6
23 86 0 0 6 9 0
24 86 0 0 6 9 0
13 80 0 0 6 0 0
14 80 0 0 6 0 0
15 80 0 0 6 0 0
3 120 0 0 9 0 0
4 112 0 0 8 8 0
231 50 1 0 3 16 6
224 41 0 0 3 1 6
223 39 2 0 3 0 0
221 39 1 0 3 0 0
222 49 2 0 3 15 0
20 62 0 0 413 0
23 62 0 0 413 0
28 74 0 0 5 11 0
175 80 0 0 6 0 0
174 80 0 0 6 0 0
173 80 0 0 6 0 0
20 48 0 0 312 0
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FIFTH PAYMENT UNDER °i CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT of  1868"-continued.
Register
No. Lessee Reserve. Portion . Area.
Rent.
A.  R.  P. £ s. d.
87
86
88
93
92
94
95
100
101
107
108
105
106
109
113
112
116
TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S  DISTRICT- continued.
Merritt, W. and Alfred .,,
Ditto
Ditto ...
Munro,.John ...
Ditto ... ... ...
McCall, Patrick .., ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
McCall and Campbell, J.
McGrath, T., and Hanrahan, D. ...
Ditto ... ... ..,
Ditto
Ditto ... .., ...
Ditto
McLeod, Donald ... ... ...
Ditto
Passmore , Hugh ... ... ..
117 Ditto
118
120
121
119
123
122
124
126
125
127
131
132
129
130
139
138
142
145
143
144
146
147
148
Perkins, Thomas ...
Plant, John
Ditto
Ditto .
Primrose , Francis Archibald
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Rawlins, Frederick ...
:Ditto ...
Robinson, Edward...
Robinson, Louis ,., ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Schulz, William and Daniel
Ditto ... ...
Shepherd, John ...
Staffinsky, Charles Julius ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .. ...
Tooth, William B.... ...
Wilson, William ... ...
Ditto ...
1 Ahrens, August ...
2 Bourke , Thomas ...
3 Ditto ...
4 Brewer, Thomas ...
5 Ditto
7 Ditto
8 Brewer, Michael ...
9 Brennan, Francis ...
10 Brosnan, Maurice ...
Toowoomba
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Darling Downs
ditto ...
Drayton  ...
Toowoomba
ditto ,..
ditto ...
Drayton ...
ditto ...
ditto . ...
Toowoomba
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Drayton
Toowoomba
ditto ...
ditto ... ..
Darling Downs ...
Pilton
ditto
WARWICK LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Warwick
ditto
... ... Clifton
... ... ... Warwick
.., ditto
... ... ditto
ditto
... ... Clifton
... Warwick
11 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto
6 Call, J. .., ... ... ... ditto
12 Campbell,  James  ... ... ... ... ditto
13 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
14 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto
15 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto
16 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto
17 Campbell, Alexander ... ... ... Clifton
18 Ditto .. ,
19 Ditto .,. ...
` 20 Ditto ...
21 Ditto ... ...
22 • Ditto ... ...
23 Ditto ... ...
24 Caskey, Thomas ... ...
25 Ditto ...
26 Clarke, Jas. and Henry ...
27 Ditto
28 Ditto ...
31 Conway, Denis ... ...
32 Ditto
t 33 Cox, C., and Smith, H.
34 Craig, T., and Craig, R. J. L.
35 Ditto .,.
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
Clifton
ditto ...
ditto ...
Warwick ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,..
198
197
200
159
134
95
96
103
146
194
211
192
193
210
79
77
212
80 0 0 6 0 0
80 0 0 6 0 0
79 3 0 6 0 0
62 0 0 3 18 0
47 0 0 3 10 6
40 0 0 3 0 0
40 0 0 3 0 0
40 0 0 3 0 0
76 0 0 514 0
29 1 17 2 5 0
30 3 0 2 6 6
20 0 0 1 10 0
20 0 0 1 10 0
25 0 0 1 17 6
80 0 0 6 0 0
80 0 0 6 0 0
93 0 0 6 19 5
*8 14 6
211 92 0 0 6 18 0
#812 6
85 103 0 0 7 14 6
115 49 0 0 3 13 6
116 43 0 0 3 4 6
114 59 0 0 4 8 6
22 80 0 0 6 0 0
21 80 0 0 6 0 0
33 80 0 0 6 0 0
126 53 2 0 4 1 0
127 71 0 0 6 6 6
136 80 0 0 6 0 0
242 43 2 0 3 6 0
220 51 1 0 3 18 0
233 30 0 0 2 5 0
234 30 0 0 2 5 0
104 67 0 0 5 0 6
105 65 0 0 4 17 6
19 80 2 0 6 1 6
88 42 0 0 3 3 0
86 40 0 0 3 0 0
87 40 0 0 3 0 0
213 138 0 0 10 1 0
*12 18 9
9 95 0 0 7 2 6
10 90 0 0 6 15 0
97 74 1 0 5 12 0
186 67 0 0 6 0 6
185 57 2 0 4 7 0
255 62 0 0 3 18 0
250 44 0 0 3 6 0
251 38 0 0 2 17 0
247 73 0 0 6 9 6
7 40 0 0 3 0 0
25 54 0 0 4 1 0
*0 1 0
26 47 3 0 3 12 0
252 42 0 0 3 3 0
275 48 0 0 3 12 0
292 22 0 0 1 13 0
293 22 0 0 1 13 0
294 22 0 0 . 113 0
295 22 0 0 1 13 0
124 48 0 0 3 12 0
*0 4 6
125 50 1 24 3 16 6
126 52 2 0 3 19 6
25 60 0 0 4 10 0
26 60 0 0 4 10 0
27 60 0 0 4 10 0
34 47 0 0 3 10 6
57 66 2 0 5 0 6
*0 0 9
63 84 2 38 6 7 6
45 59 0 0 4 8 6
46 47 0 0 3 10 6
47 47 0 0 3 10 6
340 25 0 0 1 17 6
341 25 0 0 1 17 6
46 67 1 0
112 59 1 0 4 10 0
114 76 0 0 5 14 0
4440
FIFTH P AYMENT UNDER  11CROWN LANDS ALIENATION A CT OF  1868 "--continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
Reserve. Portion. Rent.Area.
A. R. P.
36 Craig,  Wm., sent.... ... ... ... Warwick ...
37 Craig , Jas. ... ... ... .. ditto
38 Craig , R. J. L. ... ... ... ... ditto ...
39 Dalton, Patrick  ... ... ... ... Clifton ...
40 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ...
41 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ...
47 Doran ,  James  ... ... ... ... Warwick ...
48 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ...
40 Dwyer, Richard  ... ... ... ... Clifton ...
50 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ...
51 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ...
52 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
53 Easton , Frederick Charles ... ... ... ditto ...
54 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ...
55 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
56 Elliott , Aynsley John ... ... ...  King's  Creek
57 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ...
59 Fielder, If., and Stallman, C., and Ressel, P. ... Clifton ...
60 Fitzgerald, William ... ... ... ditto ...
61 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
62 Free, George ... ... ... ... Warwick ...
63 Garvey ,  Mary  ...  ...  ... ... Cli fton ...
64 John Gearry, Patrick O'Neil, Timothy O'Neil,
and John Enright, trading as John Geary and
Co. ... ... ... ... ditto
65 Ditto ... ... ... .. ditto
66 Gillen, Charles ... ... ...  ...  ditto
67 Gillespie, Leonard... ... ... ... Warwick
68 Ditto
69 Ditto
70 Ditto
71 Ditto
72 Ditto
£ s. d.
WARWICK LAND AGENT'S  DISTRICT- continued.
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
73 Hall, G. and Thos. ... ... ... ditto ...
74 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ...
75 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ...
76 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ..
77 Harris, George ... ... ... ... King's Creek
83 Harris , John ... ... ... ... ditto ...
84 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ...
85 Ditto ... ... ... ... i ditto
78 Hall, Thos. ... ... ... Warwick
79 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto
80 Hughes, Bernard ... ... ... ditto
81 Ditto ... ... ... .. ditto
82 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto
86 Malone, Ed. ... ... ... ... ditto
87 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto
89 Morris , John ... ... ditto
90 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
91 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
92 Ditto  ... ... ... ... ditto
93 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto
94 Murphy, T., and MCGucken, P. ... ... ditto
95 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
97 McConville, James ... ... ... ditto
98 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto
99 McCullock, Colin ... ... ... ... ditto
100 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto
101 Ditto ... ... ditto
102 McCullock, Jomima ... ... ... ditto
103 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto
104 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto
105 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
106 McCurdy, James ... ... ... Clifton
107 I McGueken, Peter ... ... ... ... Warwiek
108 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
* Balances.
... 101 56 1 0 4 5 6
*0 0 9
... 50 _ 48 0 0 3 12 0
... 102 97 1 0 7 7 0
... 4 40 0 0 3 0 0
... 10 40 0 0 3 0 0
... 16 40 0 0 3 0 O
... 82 52 1 0 3 19 6
... 78 62 0 0 4 13 0
... 15 63 2 0 4 16 Q
... 22 35 2 8 2 14, 0
... 30 21 1 0 1 13 0
... 31 28 2 0 2 3 6
... 169 70 2 0 5 6 6
... 170 69 0 0 5 3 6
... 172 69 0 0 5 3 6
... 95 86 0 0 6 9 0
*8 1 3
... 96 91 0 0 6 16 6
*8 10 8
...
101 54 1 24 4  2 6
... 29 28 1 33 2  3 6
*0 14 6
... 19 60 0 0 4  10 0
*1 10 0
... 286 19 2 0 1  10 0
*0  0 9
... 168 61 0 0 4  11 6
42 29 2 32 2 5 0
43 29 2 32 2 5 0
58 40 0 0 3 0 0
371 42 3 0 3 4 6
*0 1
370 39 1 0 3 0 0
*1 0 0
369 40 0 0 3 0 0
*1 0 0
343 25 0 0 1 17 6
*0 12 6
333 25 0 0 1 17 6
*0 12 6
331 25 0 0 1 17 6
*0 12 6
84 53 2 0 4 1 0
83 44 2 0 3 7 6
88 52 2 0 3 19 6
86 62 3 0 414 6
74 106 1 0 8 0 6
*10 1 11
97 73 1 0 5 9 10
*6 0 3
98 78 0 0 5 17 0
*7 7 6
107 63 0 0 417 6
*5 14 6
329 25 0 0 1 17 6
344 25 0 0 1 17 6
276 48 0 0 3 12 0
278 31 0 0 2 6 6
279 25 0 0 1 17 6
281 18 0 0 1 7 0
282 18 0 0 1 7 0
236 21 10 0 1 11 6
238 30 0 0 2 S 0
2'39 30 0 0 2 5 0
240 30 0 0 2 6 0
248 46 0 0 3 7 6
271 40 0 0 3 0 0
272 43 0 0 3 4 6
266 18 0 0 1 7 0
268 18 0 0 1 7 0
199 21 0 0 1 11 6
197 22 0 0 1 13 0
196 22 0 0 1 13 0
200 67 3 0 5 2 0
234 23 1 0 1 16 0
357 45 0 0 3 7 6
358 1 45 0 0 3 7 6
49 40 0 0 3 0 0
257 67 0 0 5 0 6
258 69 0 0 5 3 6
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FIFTH  P AYMENT UNDER " CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868"-cond 11ned,
ReNter
No. Leases, Reserve. Portion.
Area. Rent.
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
McInnes ,  All an ,.,
Ditto ..,
Ditto ...
Nevan ,  Michael .,,
Ditto .,
Newton ,  Christopher
'Ditto ...
116 -Ditto
117 Ditto
118 Ditto
119 Ditto
120 Ditto
121 Ditto ...
122 Ditto
123 Ditto
124 Ditto
125 Ditto
126 Ditto
127 Ditto
128 Ditto
129 O'Dea, John
WARWICK LAND AGENT 'S  DISTRICT - continued.
Warwick  ... ...  214 29 0 0 2 3 6
ditto  ...  ...  215 1  18 0 0 1 7 0
ditto  ... ...  218 • 18 0 0 1 7 0
ditto  ... ...  263 52 0 0 3 18 0
ditto  ... ...  264 52 0 0 3 18 0
ditto ... ... 90 87 1 0 6 12 0
ditto ... ... 91 69 2 0 6 5 0
ditto  ... ...  85 76 1 0 5 15 0
ditto  ... ...  53 44 0 0 3 6 6
ditto ... ... 52 45 1 0 3 8 0
ditto .,, ... 49 49 0 0 3 15 0
ditto . .. ,.,  5 59 1 0 4 10 0
ditto . .. ...  6 59 1 0 4 10 0
ditto  ... ...  7 60 0 0 4 10 0
ditto ... ... 18 75 0 0 6 12 6
ditto  ... ...  21 65 1 0 4 19 0
ditto ... ...  20 75 0 0 5 12 6
.,• ditto  ... ...  45 65 1 0 4 19 0
...  ditto  ... ...  44 67 1 0 5 2 0
.,, ditto  ... ...  34 69 0 0 5 3 6
Cli fton  ... ...  14 44 0 0 3 6 0
219
.,. Warwick . .. ...  221 136 1 0 10 5 6
222
... Clifton  ...  3 80 0 0 6 0 0
.•, ditto  ... ,,,  9 42 0 0 3 3 0
ditto  ...  ..  130 37 3 11 2 17 0
.•, ditto  ... •.,  132 47 0 17 3 12 0
••• Warwick  ... ,.,  31 58 1 0 4 8 6
.,. ditto . .. ...  30 64 3 0 4 17 6
.,• ditto ... ... 137 36 1 21 2 15 6
,., ditto  ...  138 31 2 38 2 8 0
.,, Clifton  ... ...  162 50 0 0  3 15  0
.., ditto  ... ...  163 55 0 0 4 2 6
... Warwick  ... ...  325A 61 3 0 4 13 0
... ditto  ... ...  3261 61 3 0 4 13 0
.,, ditto ...  ,..  377A 61 3 0 4 13 0
130 O 'Dwyer ,  Thomas .., ...
131 Saal ,  H., and Heron, Jno, ...
132 Ditto
133 Ditto ... ,.,
134 Ditto ..,
135 Watt, Andrew ,.. ,.,
136 Ditto ..• .,.
137 Wellingerhoff, Henry
138 Ditto ...
139 Wilson ,  James ...
140 Ditto ...
141 Wilson ,  Alexander
142 Ditto .•.
143 Ditto ... ...
144 W ilson,  Wil liam .., ...
145 Ditto ,.. ..,
146 Ditto ,.. •..
147 Ditto •., ...
148 Ditto
149 W il son ,  Joseph Thomas ...
150 Ditto ...
151 W il son ,  James and Charles ...
152 Ditto
153 Ditto ...
154 Wood, Richard .,.
Bailey,  Jane ...
Ditto
Clark,  Richard Fraizer
Ditto .,.
Ferguson,  Robert ,,.
Ditto •..
Ditto ,,,
W il son ,  Thomas •..
1 Beak, Henry .•.
2 Ditto .•.
3 Ditto
4 Ditto
5 Ditto ,,,
6 Devlin, Patrick .,.
7 Duncan, R. .•.
8 Ditto ...
9 Ditto
10 Ditto .,•
11 Ditto
12 Ditto .•.
13 Ditto ..,
14 Ditto .,.
15 Ditto •„
16 Ditto ...
17 Ditto ...
18 Marsh, Henry •..
19 Ditto
20 Ditto
21 Ditto
22 Ditto ...
23 Ditto
24 Ditto
.•. ditto ... ...  321 28 0 20 2 3 6
ditto  ... ... 322 18 3 0 1 8 6
ditto ... ...  323 18 3 0 1 8 6
ditto ... .,.  324 18 3 0 1 8 6
... .,• ditto ... ... 325 46 0 0 3 7 6
... ditto  ... ...  290 22 0 0 1 13 0
,. ditto  ...  289 21 0 0 1 11 6
., ditto ... 41 72 0 0 5 8 0
ditto 75 49 3 0  3 15  0
ditto 42 69 1 0 5 5 0
ditto ... ...  36 57 1 0 4 7 0
MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Mary River No. 2 .,
ditto ...
Mary River .,
ditto ,..
Maryborough ..
ditto ... ,.
ditto ... ..
ditto .,.
81
82
28
32
9A
9
10
50
ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Rockhampton 206
ditto 192
ditto 194
ditto  ... ...  193
.. ditto ... ... 195
ditto  ... ...  198
... ditto ... ... 167
.•. ditto ... ... 168
.. ditto ... ... 169
... ditto ... ... 172
.. ditto ... ... 173
... ditto ... ... 174
.. ditto ... ... 175
... ditto ... ... 176
ditto  ... ... 177
.. ditto  ... ...  178
... ditto  ... ...  179
.. ditto ... ... 170
... ditto  ... ... 171
... ditto ... ... 182
ditto  ... ...  183
... ditto ... ...  188
,,. ditto ... ...  189
... ditto  .. ... 191
67 0 0
58 0 0
63 0 0
66 0 0
40 0 0
41 0 0
41 0 0
51 0 0
5 0 6
4 7 0
4 14 6
4 19 0
3 0 0
3 1 6
3 1 6
3 16 6
19 3 11 1 10 0
18 0 0 1 7 0
18 0 0 1 7 0
18 0 0 1 7 0
18 0 0 1 7 0
22 0 0 2 8 0
18 0 0 1 7 0
18 0 0 1 7 0
18 0 6 1 8 6
18 0 0 1 7 0
18 0 0 1 7 0
18 0 0 1 7 0
18 0 0 1 7 0
18 0 0 1 7 0
18 0 0 1 7 0
18 0 0 1 7 0
18 0 0 1 7 0
18 0 8 1 8 6
18 0 0 1 7 0
18 0 0 1 7 0
18 0 0 1 7 0
18 0 0 1 7 0
18 0 0 1 7 0
18 0 0 1 7 0
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FIFTH PAYMEi T UNDER " CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT of  1868"-continued.
ester
No. Lessee. Reserve . Portion. Area. Rent.
A. R. P. £ s. d,
ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S  DISTRICT- continued.
31 McLean,  Alexander Rockhampton ... 70
217
80
18
0 0
0 0
6
1
0 0
7 032 Orr, William ditto ... ...
33 Ditto ditto ... ... 220 32 1 8 2 9  6
34 Ditto ditto ... ... 221 18 0 0 1 7  0
35 Ditto ditto ... ... 222 33 0 0 2 9  6
25 Walker,  Thomas ditto ... ... 305 80 0 0 6 0 0
26 Ditto ditto ... ... 302 40 0 0 3 0 0
27 Ditto ditto ... ... 297 40 0.0 3 0 0
28 Ditto ditto ... ... 296 40 0 0 3 0 0
29 Ditto ditto ... ... 303  40 0 0 3 0 0
GLADSTONE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
1 Brown, Alfred H.... Calliope  ... ... 31  40 0 0 3 0 0
2 I Ditto ... ditto  ... ... 33  40 3 0 3 1 6
44$1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th,March,1873.
1 PAYMENTS UNDER "THE IMMIGRATION ACT OF 1869."
1tHE attention of Lessees who have selected  land in excess above  what their Land Orders entitle them under the third
111  clause of the regulations of the 21st of April, 1870, is directed to the accompanying schedule of Payments due on the
31st March instant.
Register
No. Lessee.
*2 Hall, S. J.
*12 Heather, John ,..
*3 Pearson, C. ..
*10 Tregenza, John...
9 Butt, T. A.
20 Carew, James
11 Carrigg, Austin
12 Gordon, George
t24 Kraatz,  Wilhelm
15 Moriarty, Edmond
27 Mochlan, Carl F. F.
29 Wisemann, George
21 Anger, C. ...
19 Braid, James ,.,
2 Downing, C.
3 Edwards, Joseph
*35 Goodall, D. M....
*10 Ireland, Henry...
37 Kapitzke, August
*44 Lane, Robert
*23  Martin, W. S....
11  Mason, J. ...
*32  Morton, G.
4  Neilson, T. B....
12  Price, Wm. ... .. ...
*46  Sankey, John ... ...
20  Smith, M. ... ...
*52  Wood,  Jane ,,.
1 Armitage, Jeremiah
2 Wells, Henry ...
3 Dupuy, Celestire
2 Hindle, Alf.
*7 Hamlyn, John ... .,.
1 Roberts, J.
*4 Hagenbach, Peter ..,
*1 Rip gall, R. O. ...
*5 Shelly,  James ,,. ,..
*2 Tucker, John ... ...
6 Girdlestone, Henry ,..
7 Burn, Geo. T. ...
8 Giles, Wm. .
9 Woodthorpe, Thos.
3 Horsepool, John
*7 Harich, Otto
*5 De Via, C. W....
*4 Hughes,  James...
*6 Lorentzen, H. W.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Nature of Selection. AgriculturalFlret claePastoral .
Second clase
restore]. Year. Rent. Balance due.
A. ]3. P. A. B. P. A. B. P.I £ s. d. £ s. d.
BEENLEIGH  DISTRICT.
118 0 0
11 0 0
60 0 0
48 0 0
IPSWICH DISTRICT.
14 2 17 ,,.
... 1 0 0
,,, 80 0 0
20 0 0
40 0 0 40 0 0
120 0 0
20 0 0 33 0 0
2 0 0
BRISBANE DISTRICT.
20 0 0
.,. 1 3 0
14 0 0 ,,.
16 0 0
68 0 0
0 -1 0
... 63 0 0
,., ,.. 40 0 0
9 2 0
7 0 0 ..,
66 0 0
18 0 0
.,. 12 0 0
1 0 36
5 0 0
4 0 0
MACKAY DISTRICT.
65 0 0
85 0 0
60 0 0
TOOWOOMBA DISTRICT.
39 1 0
:::
1
36 0 36
40 0 0 i 12 0 0
WARWICK DISTRICT.
2 2 0
.,, ..
0
40 0 0
40 0 0
66 0 0
.., ,,, 16 0 0
,,, 27 0 32
56 0 0
4th 0 0 9 0 010
2nd 1 8 11
2nd 0 11 8
3rd 0 5 0 0 811
3rd 0 5 3 0 1 9
3rd 2 9 6 0 15 7
4th 013 6 0 8 6
3rd 0 9 0 0 3 0
2nd 0 0 8
3rd 0 1 6
2nd 0 0 4
3rd 1 12 6
3rd 2 2 6) 2 18 4
3rd 1 10 0 0 15 0
tI 1 10 0
34rhd 0 18 6
4th I 1 16 0
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
0 2 3
1 10 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 8 0
0 8 0
0 14 0
1 8 0
MARYBOROUGH DISTRICT.
I  ... 1 5 0 0 1 1 3rd 1 0 2 6 1
ROCKHAMPTON DISTRICT.
75 0 0
7 0 0
1 0 0
... 10 0 0
3rd
2nd
3rd
2nd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
2nd
2nd
1 10 0
0 16 0
2 19 0
0 9 2
0 11 3
0 0 9
2 0 0
0 10 0
1 6 4
3 0 0
1 8 11
0.1 3
0 0 4
0 5 0
0 0 6
... 3rd 0 10 0
3rd 0 1 6 0 1 3
... 4th 010 6 0 6 7
4th 012 0 0 7 6
,., 2nd 2 2 6 114 0
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
1 17 6
0 3 6
0 0 9
0 5 0
$ Aatbed&  :  Juice  0. Bau,  Goreranu ,nt PrWtor ,  1M1 isiam street ,  aebbana 
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most Q UEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS to wit. Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
(L.s.)
NORMANBY,
Governor.
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
Mulgrave, all in the County of manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
York, in the Peerage of the United Mulgrave,  all in the  County of
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of York, in the  Peerage of  the United
New Ross, in the County of Wexford, Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member New  Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Privy Council, Governor and Com- (L.e.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Queensland and its Dependencies.  Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
WHEREAS, by the sixteenth section of an Act wander-in-Chief of the Colony of
1' 1 passed  in the thirty-sixth year of the reign  Queensland and its Dependencies.
of Her Sovereign  Majesty Queen Victoria, intituled
" The Electoral  Districts  Act of  1872," it is
enacted that so soon as the first electoral roll  under
The Elections  Act  of 1872," for the Electoral
District of Warrego shall have  been perfected the
Governor shall  appoint  and notify by Proclama-'
tion in the  Gazette a  day  (not being  earlier than two
months from  the date of  such proclamation) for
sending in claims for  the Electoral District of
Warrego, created by the said  "Electoral Districts
Act of  1872," and that on or before such day all
persons claiming  to be placed on the  electoral roll
for the said Electoral District of Warrego shall
make their claims  as required by  " The Elections
Act of  1872" and that the first Electoral Roll of
the said new  District of Warrego shall be made up
of and from such of the names on the said first
Electoral Roll of the present district as shall not,
upon due notice given or upon proof of death be
duly expunged therefrom and the  names of
such of the said  claimants  as shall be entitled to
have their names inserted in the said Electoral
Roll : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CoN-
STANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, by virtue of such recited Act, and in
pursuance of the power and authority in me vested,
do, b this my proclamation, notify and appoint
TUESDAY, the first day of April, A.D. 1873, to be
the day for sending  in claims for  the said Electoral
District of Warrego.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-
seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign, inti-
tuled  " An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws
relating to Quarantine ,"  it is  amongst  other thugs
enactel, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time , by proclamation in the  Government
Gazette ,  to appoint stations or places within the
Port of Moreton Bay, or within  or near  any other
harbor, port, or place within the said Colony, for
the performance of Quarantine under the said Act,
where  all vessels  liable to Quarantine, and the
crews, passengers , and persons en board thereof
shall perform the same : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
in pursuance of the power so vested in me as
Governor of the said Colony, do, by this my Pro-
clamation , issued with the advice of the Executive
Council, appoint the Island in Moreton Bay, known
as Peel Island, to be a station for the  performance
of Quarantine, under and for the purposes of the
said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A, H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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QUEENSLAND, '  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  S  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, 'Recount Nor.
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the  County  of Wexford,
(L.9.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANEY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
% THEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-
11 seventh  year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
" An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relat-
ing to Quarantine," it is  amongst other things
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, by pro-
clamation in the  Government Gazette,  to prohibit
all persons, vessels, and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of any station which, by any order of the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been or may be assigned for the performance
of Quarantine ; and whereas by my Proclamation.
bearing even date herewith, issued with the advice of
the Executive Council, the Island in Moreton Bay,
known as Peel Island, has been appointed a station
for the performance of Quarantine under the said
Act : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CoN-
STANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, in pursuance of
the power so vested in me as Governor of the said
Colony, do, by this my Proclamation, issued with
the advice of the Executive Council, hereby prohibit
all persons, vessels, and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of the said proclaimed station, under the
penalties contained in the said Act, until this my
Proclamation shall have been rescinded,
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
lfouse, Brisbane, this tenth day of January
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEBNSLAND ,
'
Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANDY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy  Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
v
W IIEREAS, by the seventeenth section of an
Act passed in the thirty-sixth year of the
reign of Her Sovereign Majesty Queen Victoria,
intituled  " The Electoral Districts Act of  1872,"
it was enacted  that with all convenient speed after
the passing of the said Act, the Governor should
appoint and notify by Proclamation in the  Gazette,
a day (not being  earlier  than three months from the
date of such Proclamation) for sending  in claims
for the Electoral District of Burke, before which
day all persons claiming to be placed on the Elec-
toral Roll for that District should make their
claim, as required by  " The Elections Act of  1872,"
and that the first Electoral Roll of the said district
should be made up of and from the names of such
of the said applicants as shall be entitled to have
their names inserted therein : Now, therefore, I.
GEORGE AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of
Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, by virtue of
such recited Act, and in pursuance of the power
and authority in me thereby vested, do, b this my
Proclamation, notify and appoint TUESDAY, the
first day of April, A.D. 1873, to be the day for send-
ing in claims for  the Electoral District of Burke.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of
December, in  the year of our  Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-two,
and in the thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, ' Proclamation by The Most
to wit . S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in  the  Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross. in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NonMANEy, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies:
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding  fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QDEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Ba ro n Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANEY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor . Privy  Council,  Governor  and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN
pursuance of the powers vested in me by
The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
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South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  5th March, 1873.
I IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
I. of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS RIDGE HACEET,
Mining Surveyor ,  Charters Towers, Broughton and
Cape River Gold Fields.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1873.
i.] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
I1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
FEEDK .  HORATIO WARNER,
Minin Surveyor, Ravenswood Gold Fields.
Mr. Warner's appointment  as Mining  Surveyor,
Charters Towers, Broughton and Cape River Gold
Fields, as notified on the 5th ultimo, is hereby
cancelled.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th Mareh, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
IN
pursuance of the provisions contained in the
Act of the Parliament of New South Wales,
20th Victoria, No. 29, intituled  "An Act to Amend
the Laws relating to Gold Fields,"  His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
ALEXANDER DORsEY
to be an officer for determining the extent and posi.
tion of the Claims to which each person is entitled
under any Miner's Right, Lease, or License issued
under the provisions of such Act, and for marking
out such extent.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th March, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
l of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ALEXANDER DORSEY
to be Sub-Gold  Commissioner.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 3rd March, 1873.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1.1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
SAMUEL BRAGG
to be Foreman of Works, Wide Bay and Burnett
District.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
The Treasury, Queensland,
6th March, 1873.
PIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice ofthe Ex cutive Council, has been pleased to
approve of
Mr. JOSEPH HUGHES, Acting Sub-Collector of
Customs at Bundaberg,
being confirmed in that appointment, with seniority
from 22nd June, 1871.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1873.
BRISBANE HOSPITAL.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
The Honorable JOHN BRAMSTON,
to be Chairman ; and
The Very Reverend JOHN CANT, D.D.,
The Reverend EDWARD GRIFFITH, and
PETER MACPHERSON, Esquire,
to be members of the Committee of Management
of the Brisbane Hospital, to act with
R. K. MACNISH,
ALFRED HUBBARD, and
JOHN MACDONNELL, Esquires,
elected by the Subscribers to the Hospital, at their
annual  meeting held on 20th February last.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane , 7th March, 1873.
If
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ARTHUR HODGSON, Esquire,
to be a Commissioner for Queensland, for the pur-
pose of carrying out the objects of the Universal
Exhibition to be held at Vienna in 1873.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1873.
HIS Excellency th  Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
HOWARD ST.  GEORGE, Justice of the Peace and
Gold Commissioner for the Etheridge Gold
Field,
to be a Justice, under the provisions of  " The
Justices  Marrying Act of  1872 ,"  authorised to
celebrate  Marriages  within the limits of the said
Gold Field, hereinunder described :-
Comprising the entire watershed of the Etheridge
River and all the parts of the watershed of the
Gilbert  River from the junction of the Gilbert and
Robertson Rivers, to the junction of the Gilbert and
Einasleigh River ,  in the Pastoral District of Cook.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the Court of Petty Sessions, Stanthorpe,
to be an additional Court for preparing and revising
the Lists of the Electoral District of Carnarvon, in
terms of section 24 of "  The Electoral Districts
Art of  1872."
A. H. PALMER.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1873.
L IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
I  of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the Court of Petty Sessions at Mill.
chester, Charters Towers Gold Field, to be a Court
for preparing and revising the Lists of the Electoral
District of Kennedy, in addition to the Court of
Petty Sessions at Townsville, under the provisions
of Section 24 of " The Electoral Districts Act of
1872."
A. H. PALMER.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. f Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron MuIgrave of
New Ross,  in the County of Wexford,
(a.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NoRMannY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUES-
DAY, the 8th day of April, 1873, at the Clermont
Land Office.
Description of the boundaries of lands open to
selection under "4he Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868."
TOWN RESERVE OF CLERMONT-ExTENSION.
99 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Douglas Creek,
at a point two miles above the junction of Sandy
and Douglas Creeks ; and bounded thence on the
north and north-east by, the  last-named  creek down-
wards about  seven  miles and three-quarters in a
direct line bearing south fifty-nine degrees east ;
thence on the south-east by  a line  bearing south
forty-three  degrees  west about three miles forty
chains, being part of the north-west boundary of
the Slateford Run, to a point bearing north sixty
degrees west from the summit of Mount Misery ;
thence by  a continuation  of said boundary of last-
named run, being  a line  bearing south-west and
passing through a spot bearing south-east distant
five miles from the summit of a hill called Mount
Pleasant to the right bank of Theresa Creek ;
thence by that creek downwards to the junction of
Tomahawk Creek ; thence by Tomahawk Creek
upwards in a westerly direction to a point on the
left bank about half-a-mile above a hill called
Langton Edge ; thence on the south -west  by a line
bearing north-west about five hundred and seventy-
five chains to the right bank of Theresa Creek, at
a point bearing south-east from a spot four hundred
chains south- west  from the summit of Mount
Livingstone ; thence on the north-west by Theresa
Creek downwards in a north-easterly direction
about three  miles  and three-quarters in a direct
line to the south-west corner of Theresa Creek
Run ; thence by the south boundary of that run,
being an east line about four miles forty chains to
Theresa Creek at a point bearing east from the
summit of Mount Pleasant ; thence by last-named
creek upwards to the eastern corner of Killarney
Run at a point bearing north-west from the summit
of Mount Livingstone ; thence again on the south-
west by a part of the north-east boundary of
Killarney Run, being a north-west line about one
hundred and twelve chains to the watershed
between Douglas and Theresa Creeks, said water-
shed being also the south boundary of the Clermont
Reserve Extension No. 1; thence by said water-
shed boundary easterly about five miles ; thence on
the north-west by a line bearing north forty-three
degrees east about two miles fifty chains to the
right bank of Douglas Creek, being the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Yandilla,
this eighth day of February, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three, and in the thirty-sixth year of
Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
V V
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose,  notice  thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J.  MALBON  THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE, Gowniv.
County ofAubigny, parish of Gowrie, portion 231,
25 acres  1 rood 17 perches.
Commencing on the Dalby road, at the south-
east corner of portion 212, and bounded  thence on
the west by that portion bearing north on chains
and ninety-six links ; on the north by portion 230,
bearing east twenty chains  to a road  one chain
wide ; on the  east  by that road bearing south
fourteen chains and forty links to the Dalby road ;
and on the south-west by that road, bearing two
hundred and seventy- nine degrees  thirty minutes
twenty chains and twenty- nine  links to the point
of commencement.
CEMETERY AT TIARO.
County of March, parish of Tiaro, portion 14.
88 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence  on the north by that portion  bearing east
thirty-six chains and sixteen links ; on the east by
a line bearing south twenty-five chains ; on the
south by portions 15 and 16 bearing  west  thirty-
four chains and fifty links to the aforesaid road;
and on the south-west by that road bearing three
hundred and fifty-six degrees twenty-five chains
and seven links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL SITE ,  TALLIBAGGERA CREEK.
County of Ward, parish of T:zllibbeggera, National
School.
5 acres.
Commencing on a road  one chain  wide at its
intersection by the original south-west boundary
line of portion No. 18, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing seventy-three
degrees thirty minutes two chains  and sixty-six
links, and forty-seven degrees two  chains and
twenty -nine  links ; on the north -east  by a line
bearing one hundred and fifty degrees  ten chains
and twenty-eight links ; on the south-east by a line
bearing two hundred and forty degrees four chains
and eighty links ; and on the south-west by a line
bearing three hundred and thirty  degrees ten
chains and thirty-eight links to the point of com-
mencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified that the lands hereunder des-
cribed have been temporarily reserved for public
purposes.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR RESIDENCE AREA, BLACK SNAKE,
RILKIVAN.
County of Lennox.
21 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south-east corner of mineral
selection No. 974, and bounded thence on the
north by the south boundary of that selection
bearing west fifteen chains and twenty-five links ;
on the west by a line bearing south about seventeen
chains and sixty links to the south side of a road
one chain wide; on the south-east by that road
bearing eighty-one degrees fifty-three minutes ten
chains and fifty links ; thence nineteen degrees
thirty-seven minutes fourteen chains forty links ; on
the east by ipart of the west boundary of mineral
selection No. 263 bearing north about two chains
and forty links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR POLICE MAGISTRATE'S CAMP, STAN-
THORPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Slanthorpe, Town
of Stanthorpe,  allotment  3 of section 5.
1 acre.
Commencing  at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the south by
Corundum street easterly three chains and thirty-
four links ; on the east by part of the west boundary
line of allotment 4 northerly at right angles to
Corundum street three chains ; on the north by the
south boundary line of allotment 2 westerly parallel
with Corundum street three chains and thirty-four
links to Marsh  street  ; and on the west by that
street southerly three chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING, NEAR BURLEIGH.
County of Ward, parish of Gi lston.
288 acres.
Commencing at the north -east  corner of portion
No. 55 on  the sea-coast , and bounded thence on the
east by the sea-coast northerly to the south boundary
of portion 27 ; on the north by said south boundary
bearing west to Little Tallabaggera Creek ; on the
west by that creek and swamp southerly to portion
55 aforesaid ; and on the south by the north
boundary of portion  55  bearing east to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the Government of Tasmania offer for rental
for such period as may be agreed upon,  certain
lands and buildings  in Hobart Town, formerly
known as the Military Barracks. The land, with
the buildings thereon, is divided into thirteen lots,
tenders for which will be received by the Govern-
ment of Tasmania, until Noon, on the 10th day of
May, 1873, addressed to the Honorable Charles
Meredith, Commissioner of Crown Lands, Hobart
Town, and superscribed " Tenders for Military
Barracks."
Further particulars, and also the conditions upon
which the lots will be  leased can  be obtained, at the
Public Lands Office, Brisbane, where can be seen
photographs of some of the buildings, and also of
the surrounding scenery.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TIMBRE RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish of Yeerongpilly.
Commencing  at the north- east corner  of portion
No. 390, and bounded thence on the north by part
of portion No. 254 , and portions  Nos. 259, 270, 275,
and 276; on the east by portions Nos. 277, 278,
279, and 280; on the south by portion No. 274 and
part of portion No. 392 ;  and on  the west by portion
I. 390 to the point of  commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
County of Stanley,  parishes  of Bundanba and
Stapylton.
Commencing  at the south-west corner of
portion No. 187, in the parish of  Bundanba, and
bounded thence on the north by portions in that
parish Nos. 187, 201, and 168A, and by portions in
the parish of Stapylton Nos. 19, 15, 4, and 19A ; on
the west by portions Nos. 19A, 4, 5, and 12 ; on
the north-east by portion No. 45 in the parish of
Woogaroo, and from the south-east corner of that
portion by a line bearing south-easterly about 150
chains to the north-west corner of portion 10A
(W. Moody' s selection ), in the parish of Stapylton ;
on the  east  by that portion to Oxley Creek ; thence
by that  creek upwards  to the north- east corner of
portion No. 16, in the parish of Stapylton, and by
portions in that parish Nos. 16, 18, and 14, back to
Oxley Creek ; thence on the south-east by that
creek upwards to  its intersection  with the northern
boundary line of'portion No. 206, parish Bundanba ;
on the south by that portion and by a line  bearing
westerly about twelve chains from its north-west
corner to the south- east corner  of portion No. 203,
in the parish of Bundanba ;  again  on the west by
portions in that parish Nos. 203, 197, 193,204,202,
179, 174,181,199, to the point  of commencement,-
exclusive of all alienated  or surveyed lands.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
County of  Stanley, parishes  of Enoggera and
Indooroopilly.
Commencing at the south -east corner  of portion
231 in the parish of Indooroopilly, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion and portions
223 and 241, in the parish of Indooroopilly ; on the
north by portions in the parish of Enoggera Nos.
448, 674, 823, 824, 679, 834, 833, 832, 831, 830, 683,
and 682; on the  east  by portion No. 674A, the
General Cemeterp,  and portions  676, 295,  296, all in
the parish of Enoggera, and by portion 679 in
the parish of Indooroopilly ; on the south by
portions in the parish of Indooroopilly, Nos. 680,
681, 229, 216, 215, 208, 214, 225, 262, 243, 270,
268, 269,  240, and 261 to the point of  commence-
ment,-exclusive of all  alienated  or surveyed lands.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR  RAILWAY PURPOSES.
I
Parish of Tingalpa, county of Stanley.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of portion
No. 355, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing southerly about one hundred and thirty-
four chains to  the  north-east corner of portion
No. 351; on the south by that portion and portion
No. 352 ; on the west by portions Nos. 338, 339,
350, 321, 320, 319, and 318; and on the north by
portion No. 355 to the point of  commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
County of  Stanley ,  parishes  of Kholo and Moggill.
Commencing  at the north- east corner of por-
tion No. 43 in the  parish of  Kholo,  and bounded
thence  on the north-west  by a line  bearing north-
easterly about eighty-six chains to the south corner
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of portion No. 202 in the parish of Moggill, and by
that portion and part of portion 194; on the east
by portions in the parish of Moggill, Nos. 240, 242,
231, 234, 230, 235, 225, 242, 227, and 221 ; on the
south by portions in the parish of Moggill, Nos.
169, 170, 171, 238, 172, 173, 179, 180, and 181;
and by portions in the parish of Kholo, Nos. 55
and 61 ; and on the west by portions in the parish
of Kholo, Nos. 62, 48, and 43, to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all alienated or surveyed
lands.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
Parish of Redland, county of Stanley.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
No. 148, in the parish of Mackenzie, and bounded
thence on the west by a line bearing north one
hundred and sixty chains ; on the north by a line
bearing east about one hundred and eighty chains
to the western boundary of portion No. 120, in the
parish of Redland ; on the east by that portion to
its south-west corner, and thence by a line bearing
southerly to the north-east corner of portion No.
178 in the parish of Mackenzie, about one hundred
and eighteen chains ; and on the south by portions
in the parish of Mackenzie, Nos. 178, 177, 176, and
by portions in the parish of Redland, Nos. 121,
122, 139, 118, 117, and  again  by portions in the
parish of Mackenzie, Nos. 149 and 148, to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes of a Police Paddock.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands),
WM. HENRY WALSH.
POLICE PADDOCK,  STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck.
168 acres 3 roods.
Commencing  on a road one chain wide at a point
three  chains east  and one chain north from the
north-west corner of the Cemetery Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south by that reserve bear-
ing east fifty-six chains and eighteen links ; on the
east by a line bearing north thirty chains and four
links ; on the north by a line bearing west fifty-six
chains and eighteen links ; and on the west by a
line bearinv  south thirty chains and four links to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th February, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for Water and Camping.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE  FOR WATER AND CAMPING.
Splitter's Creek, Mount Perry and Bun*aberg
Road.
EXTENSION.
1,300 acres.
Commencing  on Splitter's Creek twenty chains
below a tree marked broad-arrow over T over V in
shield; thence north seventy-five chains ; thence
east one  hundred and eight chains; thence south
thirty-six chains ; thence north two hundred and
twenty-five degrees east thirty-four chains to
Splitter's Creek ; thence by the right bank of
Splitter's Creek downwards sixty chains in a direct
line ; thence  west one  hundred chains to Splitter's
Creek ; thence by Splitter's Creek down about
forty- five chains  to point of commencement,-includ-
ing two hundred and ninety- one acres  already
gazetted as a Water  Reserve,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1873.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
r7 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 j of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified for general information, in pursuance of the
fifty-fifth clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of
1869," that the lands hereinunder described have
been resumed from the lease of the Mount Marling-
spike Run, in the Leichhardt Unsettled District,
and reserved for the purposes of a Police Camping
Ground.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PURPOSES, FORT COOPER.
4 square miles.
Commencing at a bloodwood-tree marked three
notches in shield, situated at the junction of Cattle
Creek with Cooper Creek, and bounded thence on
the south by an east line about one hundred and
fifty-two chains ; on the east by a line bearing
north two miles ; on the north by a line bearing
west crossing Cattle Creek about one hundred and
seventy-six chains to the left bank of Cooper Creek
at a gum-tree marked C over 32 in shield ; and
thence on the west by the left bank of Cooper
Creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereinunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
(For the  Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOB PUBLIC PURPOSES ,  HERBERT RIVER,
CARDWELL.
About 76 acres.
Commencing at the most eastern corner of selec-
tion No. 35 (J. Mercer's 80 acres), on the right
bank of the Herbert River, and bounded thence by
a line bearing ninety-five degrees thirty minutes
for twelve chains twenty-six links ; thence by a line
north to the Herbert River ; thence by the right
bank of the Herbert River upwards to the lower
boundary of selection No. 35 ; thence by a line
bearing 135 degrees for thirty-seven chains eighty
links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING, LOWER HERBERT RIVER.
Townsville and Cardwell Road, county of Cardwell.
624 acres 1 rood.
Portion A, 585 acres 1 rood.-Commencing at a
point west, and distant 302 links from the south-
west corner of selection No. 32 (D. H. Cudmore'9
640 acres), and bounded thence by a line west sixty.
nine chains sixteen and a-half links ; thence by a
line north seventy-two chains forty-seven and a-half
links ; thence by a line bearing seventy-seven
degrees for twenty-seven chains sixty-eight and
a-half links ; thence by a line bearing eighty-seven
degrees fourteen minutes for thirty-nine chains
eighteen links ; thence by a line bearing eighty-
seven degrees fourteen minutes for thirty-nine
chains eighteen links ; thence by a line bearing 159
degrees for seven chains ; thence by  a line  bearing
eighty-seven degrees fourteen minutes for nine
chains; thence by a line bearing 159 degrees for
twenty-three chains fifty-five links ; thence by a
line bearing 240 degrees for thirteen chains ninety.
six and a-half links ; thence by a line bearing 186
anddegrees for forty-five chains
a-lf links to the point of commencement.
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Portion B, 27 acres 1 rood.-Commencing where
the northern side of the road crosses Log Bridge
Creek, and bounded thence by  a line  bearing eighty-
seven degrees fourteen minutes for twenty-six
chains five links ; thence by a line north for 143
links to Log Bridge Creek ;. thence by Log Bridge
Creek to the point of commencement.
Portion C, 11 acres 3 roods.-Commencing where
the main road  crosses  Palm Creek, at Hawkins'
homestead  selection  No. Z 18, and bounded thence
by a line bearing 267 degrees 14 minutes for sixteen
chains fifty  links ;  thence by a line north for
thirteen chains eighty links ; thence by  a line east
for fifty links to Palm Creek ; thence by Palm
Creek to point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOR MINERAL LANDS OFFICE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town
of Stanthorpe,  allotment  9 of section 7.
1 acre.
Commencing on the north-east corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the north by
Corundum street westerly three chains and thirty-
four links ; on the west by part of the east
boundary line of allotment ten southerly at right
angles to Corundum street three chains ; on the
south by the north boundary line of allotment 8
easterly parallel with Corundum  street  three chains
and thirty-four links to Marsh street; and on the
east by that street northerly three chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CUSTOMS.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe,  allotment  19  of section 3.
2 roods.
Commencing on the east side of Marsh  street, at
the south-west corner of allotment 18, and bounded
thence on the west by that street southerly one
chain and fifty links ; on the south by the north
boundary line of allotment twenty easterly at right
angles to  Marsh street three chains and thirty-four
links ; on the east by part of the  east  boundary line
of allotment 21 northerly parallel with Marsh
street one chain and fifty links ; and on the north
by the south boundary line of  allotment 18  westerly
at right  angles  to Marsh street three chains and
thirty-four links to the point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOB COMMISSIONER'S CAMP.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town
Stanthorpe,  allotments  21  and 22  of  section 8.
1 acre 1 rood 23 perches.
of
Commencing  on the north side of Connor  street,
at the south- east corner  of allotment 1, and
bounded thence on the south by that  street  easterly
three  chains and  eleven links ; on the cast by the
west boundary line of allotment twenty northerly
at right angles to Connor street four chains and
fifty links; on the north by the south boundary
lines of allotments 8 and 7 westerly parallel with
Connor  street  three chains  and eleven  links ; and
on the  west  by the east boundary lines of allot-
ments 3, 2, and 1, southerly at right  angles to
Connor street four  chains  and fifty links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR  Loex-up, TENNINGERING.
About 3 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of Burra Burra
street and Edward street, and bounded thence on
the south-east by Burra Burra street south-easterly
five chains ; on the south- east  by a line north-
easterly about one chain at right angles to Burra
Burra street ; on the north-east by a line north-
westerly to Edward street ; and on the north-west
by Edward street south-westerly about two chains
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOB TIMBER  FOB RAILWAY  PURPOSES
NEAR GBANDCRESTER.
Parishes of Grandcliester, Laidley, and Rosewood.
Commencing on the north side of the Southern
and Western Railway, at a point bearing south
from the south-east corner of selection No. 2,374,
Ipswich Register, parish of Laidley, and bounded
thence on the west by a line north about forty
chains, and by portions Nos. 2,446, 170, 171, 173,
172, 174, 177, 182, 183, 190, 191, and Reserve, and
by portions in the parish of Rosewood Nos. 1, 2, 3,
8, 9, 10, 12, and 11, to the south-east corner of
portion No. 11; on the north-east by a line bearing
south-easterly about eight  miles  ten chains to the
south-west corner of portion No. 522, in the parish
of Grandebester, and bounded on the east by that
portion and Nos. 524, 520, 619, 495, 422, 424, 512,
474, 503, 87, 86, 85, 80, 72, 69, 68, and 67; and on
the south by portions Nos. 180, 454, 65, 90, 92,
2,449, 66, 91A, 88, 72, 75, 76, 346, to the south-west
corner of the last-mentioned portion on the Southern
and Western Railway aforesaid ; and thence by
that line of railway westerly to the point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of all alienated or surveyed
lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
I
T is hereby notified for  general information
that  in cases  where applicants for Mineral
Lands are  desirous , before survey,  of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments  must  be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which  the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
W
' THEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
11 11  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  Lands are
permanently reserved  from sale for  any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently  set apart  for the  purposes
named with respect to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR ROAD PURPOSES.
112 acres 1 rood.
County of Aubigny, parish of Elphinstone,
portion  99.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of portion
ninety-eight, and bounded thence on the north by
the south boundary  thereof bearing  west fifty-four
chains  and eighty  links to a road one  chain wide ;
on the west by that  road bearing  south twenty
chains; on the south by the north boundary of
portion one hundred bearing east fifty-seven chains
and sixty links ; and on the north- east  by a line
bearing three hundred and fifty-two degrees twenty
chains and twenty links to the point of  commence.
ment.
RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY LABOREBs' CAMP.
County of Aubigny, parish of Clifton.
About 41 acres.
Commencing on the  east  side of the  railway line
from Toowoomba to Warwick, and bounded thence
on the north by the westerly continuation of the
road forming the northern boundary of portion
number fifty, parish of Clifton,  bearing  east thirty
chains ; on the east by  a line  bearing south fifteen
chains.; on the south by a line bearing west to the
railway  line; and  on the  west  by that railway line
bearing northerly to the  point of commencement.
RESERVE FOB RECREATION,  IPSWICH.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich.
17 acres 31 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing two hundred and
seventy-four degrees fifty-five minutes and distant
one chain and seventy-three and a-half links from
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the west  corner  of section 40, and bounded thence
on the north-east by Quarry street bearing one
hundred and fifty-three degrees thirty-five minutes
five chains and ninety-two links, one hundred and
thirty-four degrees fifty- nine  minutes seven chains
and thirty-two links ; on the south by Quarry
street west  bearing west twenty- one chains and
fifty links ; on the west by a line bearing four
degrees fifty-five minutes eight chains and eighty-
three and a-half links to Grey street ; and on the
north-west and north-east by that  street bearing
sixty-seven degrees nineteen minutes six chains
and half- a-link, and  ninety-four degrees fifty-five
minutes seven  chains and  forty-one links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th January, 1873.
NOTICE.
HE accompanying Amended Description of the
T
Reserve for Post Office at Stanthorpe, is
substituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 19th October, 1872.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR  POST OFFICE, STANTHOEPE.
County of Bentinck, town of Stanthorpe, allotment
20  of  section 3.
2 roods 19 perches.
Commencing on the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by Marsh
street northerly one chain and eighty-one links ;
on the north by the south boundary line of allot-
ment 19 easterly at right  angles  to Marsh street
three chains and thirty-four links ; on the east by
part of the west boundary line of allotment 21
southerly parallel with Marsh street one chain and
ninety-one links to Lock street ; and on the south
by that street westerly three chains and thirty-four
links to the point of commencement.
links ; on the north by a line bearing west at
right angles to Marsh street one chain and sixty-
seven links ; on the west by a line bearing south
parallel with Marsh street three chains and twenty-
three links to Lock street ; and on the south by
Lock street easterly one chain sixty-seven links to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL, ALLANSTOWN.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
portion No. 48.
9 acres 1 rood 16 perches.
Commencing  at the north- east corner  of portion
No. 48A, and bounded thence  on the east  by a road
two chains wide bearing north five chains ; on the
north by a  line bearing  west eighteen chains and
seventy links ; on the west by a road one chain
wide bearing south 5  chains ;  and on the south by
the north boundary of No. 48A aforesaid bearing
last eighteen chains and seventy links to the point
of ecommencement.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL, ALFRED.
County of Churchill, parish of Alfred.
6 acres  2 roods 3 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain and fifty links wide, and bounded thence
on the north-west by one of said roads, bearing
eighteen degrees twenty-three minutes nine chains
and ninety-six links ; on the north by a line bear-
ing ninety-one degrees thirty minutes six chains
and twenty-seven links ; on the south-east by a
line bearing one hundred and ninety-eight degrees
twenty-three minutes eleven chains and seventy-
eight and three-quarter links to the other aforesaid
road ; and on the south-west by that road bearing two
hundred and eighty-eight degrees twenty-three
minutes six chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th January, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of"  The
I Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868, " it is
hereby notified  for general information  that the
lands  hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for Recreation.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th January, 1873.
W
by the twenty-fifth  section of  "The
1V' 11'  Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is  hereby  given ,  that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be . permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
A. H. PALMER.
WATER RESERVE NEAR MT. COOEA.
County of Lennox.
1 acre 3 roods 7 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing south seventy
links, and thence two hundred and twenty-seven
degrees forty-nine minutes twelve chains and sixty-
four links from the north-east corner of mineral
selection No. 263; and bounded thence on the
north by a line bearing two hundred and seventy
degrees forty-one minutes six chains and twenty-
two links ; on the west by a line bearing one hun-
dred and eighty degrees forty-one minutes five
chains and fifty-one links to a road one chain wide ;
and on the south-east by that road bearing sixty-
one degrees thirteen minutes one chain, and forty-
seven degrees forty-nine minutes seven chains and
thirty links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL OF ARTS, STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe, allotment 7 of section 7.
2 roods 6 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the east by Marsh
street  bearing north three chains and twenty-eight
A. H. PALMER.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION- ROCRHAMPTON.
County of  Livingstone , parish of  Gracemere.
15 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Scrubby Creek.
at the crossing of a road four chains wide, and
bounded thence on the north by that road bearing
two hundred and seventy-one degrees three minutes
twenty-three chains and seventy-five links ; on the
south-west by a line bearing one hundred and
eighteen degrees fifty-three minutes twenty seven
chains and eighteen links to Scrubby Creek ; and
on the east by that creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  7th January, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINq -S OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands , under  "Tl: e
Crown  Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates -
31 ORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane ,  on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigh ,  the  first Friday
in each month.
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West Moreton.
At the Land  Office, Ipswich , the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING} DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine,  the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the. third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday  of  every  alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY  AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough , on the  first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in  every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office,  Bowen , the fourth Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURSE.
At the Land Office, Norman River Settle-
ment,  on the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MARANOA  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office , Roma , on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office,  Surat , on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in February, 1873, and thereafter onthe
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, andthereafter
on the last Thursday in every  alternate
month.
At the Land Office,  Springsure , on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday  in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
da .
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Publio Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale  for any public  purpose,
notice thereof shall be  published  in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved and set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHOOL SITE, COOMERA.
County of Ward, parish of Coomcra, town of
Coomera,  section 4.
16 acres 2 roods 20 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by a street
bearing northerly twelve chains and twenty links ;
on the north by a street bearing easterly at right
angles to a street thirteen chains and sixty-three
links ; on the east by part of the west boundary
line of portion 264, bearing southerly parallel with
a street twelve chains and twenty links to a street;
and on the south by that street bearing westerly
thirteen chains and sixty-three links to the point of
commencement.
CEMETERY AT LEYBURN.
County of 22erivale, parish of Leyburn.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about north
sixty degrees east, and distant 1,250 links from the
north-east corner of section No. 1, town of Leyburn,
and bounded thence on the west by a line bearing
north ten chains ; on the north by a line bearing
east ten chains ; on the east by a line bearing south
ten chains ; and on the south by a line bearing
west ten chains to the point of commencement.
CEMETERY AT CLEVELAND.
County of Stanley, parish of Cleveland, town of
Cleveland.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Wellington
and Coburg streets, and bounded thence on the
east by Wellington street bearing northerly ten
chains ; on the north by Russell street bearing
westerly ten chains ; on the west by  a line  bearing
southerly parallel with Wellington street ten chains
to Coburg street ; and on the south by Coburg
street bearing easterly ten  chains to  the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1872.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown  lands  are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid the lands hereunder described will be per-
manently reserved for the purpose of a LaLding
Place.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE von LANDING PLACE, MOUTH OF HER-
BERT RIVER.
County of Cardwell.
23 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of the Herbert
River about 122 chains north-westerly from a post
in Selection 65, at mouth of Enterprise Channel,
and bounded thence on the south-east by that
river downwards ; on the north-east by a mangrove
swamp north-westerly to an estuary ; on the north
by that estuary westerly to a mangrove swamp ;
and on the south-west by that swamp south-easterly
to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
T
HE  first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
showing the boundaries of .the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
PERSON  S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS SEEKING SUITABLE SELEC.
TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS.
MMIGRANTS  or others  who do not  possess
I sufficient local knowledge to enable them to
select land in suitable situations  without visiting
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that arrangements will be made, if induce-
ment offers , to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
may be indicated,  to assist  them in their search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
All persons requiring assistance of this nature
are requested to advise this Department ,  in writing,
as to the locality they wish to settle in, and also
forward a fee of ten shi llings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor ,  when, if a sufficient number
of persons are found to join, the Government will
immediately undertake to organize one or more
parties.
In the event of there being no party despatched,
the fee of ten shillings will  be returned ,  on applica-
tion, to the person pay ing same.
J. MAT  ON  THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
F OR the convenience of persons desirous to have
lands, whether surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward for sale by auction,  it is  hereby notified
for general information, that instructions have been
issued to the Land Agents to open in their respec-
tive offices, a book, in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration of the Minister
for Lands, when, if no objections exist, the lands
will  be included  in the next proclamation of sale.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Pub li c Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th  October, ISM
NOTICE.
WITH  the view of facilitating the transaction of
business at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony,  it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect  that  every possible assistance is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for land or seek ing
information on matters connected with the working
of the Land Acts - even to the extent of fill ing up
forms of application and transfers , &c., for illiterate
persons ,  if there is time at the officer's disposal;
and that any Land Agent ,  or other officer,  receiving
and appropriating fees for clerical assistance to his
own use, on the matter being reported, will  be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience ,  however .  of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner ,  and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer,  a trac ing or copy of the plan
required will  be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary  for Public Lands.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 3rd March, 1873.
PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
THE Lessees of the under-mentioned Runssituated in the UNSETTLED DISTRICTS,
having made application for the Instruments of
Lease to be issued to them by the Government, the
following descriptions of the boundaries thereof are
hereby published in pursuance of the 58th section
of  " 'lie Pastoral Leases Act  of 1869."
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said descriptions,  must  forward their
objections, in writing, to this Office, before the 3rd
June, 1873.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief  Commissioner  of Crown Lands.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
Name of Run-North Mondure.
Claimants of Lease-The Commercial Banking
Company of Sydney.
Estimated Area-39 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Barambah
Creek at a point opposite to an ironbark-tree just
below the junction of the Coongaroo Creek marked
broad-arrow over BH over XCVIII in shield ;
bounded thence on the north by an  east line two
and a-half miles ; thence by a south  line along part
of the west boundary of the Windera Run eight
miles sixty-four chains; thence by a line bearing
north sixty  degrees east  about  368 chains ,  crossing
the road  from  Mondure head station to Boonby-
jan ; thence on the east by a south line five miles
to a point on the right bank of Barambah Creek
about twenty-six chains north of a gum-tree on the
left bank marked broad-arrow over 22 over B in
shield ; and thence on the south- east , south, south-
west, and west, by the right bank of the said creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Mundure.
Claimants of Lease-The Commercial Banking
Company of Sydney.
Estimated Area- 38 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Warroon Creek
with Barambah Creek, and bounded thence on the
north, north-east, and north-west by the right bank
of Warroon Creek upwards to the junction of
Mares Creek, and by the right bank of the last-
named creek upwards to its source ; thence on the
west by the watershed separating the heads of
Mares and Twelve-mile Creeks from those of Geer
Creek south-easterly to a point west of a gum-tree
on the left bank of Barambah Creek, markedbroad-
arrow over 8 over B in shield ; thence on the south
by an east line to Barambah Creek at last-named
tree; and thence on the east by the left bank of
Barambah Creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
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Name of Run-Mondure North.
Claimants of Lease-The Commercial Banking
Company of Sydney.
Estimated Area-72 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the right bank of
Barambah Creek, about twenty-six chains north of
a gum-tree on the left bank marked broad-arrow
over 22 over B in shield, and bounded thence on
the west by a north line, along a part of the east
boundary of the North Mondure Run, five miles to
the south-east boundary of the Windera Run, at a
point bearing south sixty degrees west, distant
about sixty chains from an apple-tree on the
Winders Creek marked broad-arrow over W over
14 in shield ; thence on the north-west by a line
bearing north sixty degrees east, crossing Winders
Creek at the last-mentioned tree, along part of the
south-east boundary of the Vindera Run to the
high range separating the heads of the last-named
creek from those of Cloyne Creek ; thence by that
range easterly, along a part of the south boundary
of last-named run, to the scrubby range separating
the heads of Undaban, Trinity, Goat, Champion,
and Lambing Creeks from the waters flowing into
the Barambah Creek ; thence on the north-east by
last-named range, in a general south-easterly direc-
tion, along portions of the west boundaries of the
Nangur and Goomerribong Runs, to a point bearing
north twenty-eight degrees east from a gum-tree on
Barambah Creek, marked broad-arrow over 33 over
B in shield, situated about seventy-six chains in a
direct line below or down the creek from the junc-
tion of Yellow Waterhole Creek ; thence on the
southeast by a line bearing south twenty-eight
degrees west to the Barambah Creek at the afore-
said gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 33 over B
in shield ; and thence on the south-west by the
right bank of Barambah Creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Mondure Back Run.
Claimants of Lease-The Commercial Banking
Company of Sydney.
Estimated Area-65 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Barambah Creek
at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 8 over B in
shield, situated about ninety chains in a direct line
below or down the said creek from the junction of
Sunday Creek ; and bounded thence on the north
by a west line along the south boundary of Mun-
dnre Run to the watershed separating the waters of
the Boyne and Stuart Rivers from those of Baram-
bah Creek ; thence on the south-west by said water-
shed in a general south-east direction to a point
south of a gum-tree on the left bank of Barambah
Creek marked broad-arrow over 20 over B in shield ;
thence on the east by a north line passing through
a point one and a-half miles east of the summit of
McEuen Mountain to the Barambah Creek at last-
named tree ; and thence on the north-east by the
left bank of Barambah Creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Mondure.
Claimants of Lease-The Commercial Banking
Company of Sydney.
Estimated Area-77 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Yellow Water-
hole Creek with Barambah Creek ; and bounded
thence on the north-east and north by the left
bank of Barambah Creek downwards to a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over 20 over B in shield ;
thence on the west by a south line along the east
boundary of the Mondure Back Run, passing
through a point one mile and a-half east of the
summit of McEuen Mountain, to the watershed
separating the waters of the Stuart River from
those of ]3arambah Creek ; thence by that water-
shed in a general south-east direction to a point west
from a tree on the head of Yellow Waterhole Creek
marked broad-arrow over Y over 9 in shield; thence
on the south by an east line to the last-named creek
at a point opposite to the aforesaid tree marked
broad-arrow over Y over 9 in shield; and thence
on the east by the left bank of said Yellow Water-
hole Creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Gordonstone.
Claimant of Lease-Samuel Smith Travers.
Area-37  square miles.
Commencing at the east corner of the Crescendo
Run, and bounded thence on the north by the
south boundary of the Blackadder Run bearing
cast about 715 chains ; on part of the north-east by
part of the south-west boundary line of the Boree
Run bearing south twenty degrees east 144
chains; on part of the south-east by part of the
north-west boundary line of the Berbeth Run
bearing south seventy degrees west to the water-
shed of Belcombe and Gordonstone Creeks ; on
the remainder of the north-east by that watershed
in a south-easterly direction about one and a-half
miles ; thence by a line bearing south forty-five
degrees west to the east corner of the Pastorale
No. 1 Run, and on the south-west by the north-
east boundary line of that run bearing north thirty-
five degrees west about 683 chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Gordonstone South.
Claimant of Lease-Samuel Smith Travers.
Area-31 square miles.
Commencing at the  east  corner of the Pastorale
No. 1 Run, and bounded thence on part of the
north-west by a line bearing north forty-five
degrees east to the watershed dividing Belcombe
and Gordonstone Creeks; on the north-east by
that watershed in a  south-easterly direction about
six and a-half miles  to the south-west corner of the
Berbeth Run ; on the south-east by the north-
west boundary line of the South Berbeth Run
bearing south sixty degrees west about five miles
to the  east corner  of the Misslone Run ; on the
south-west by the north-east boundary line of that
run bearing north seventy  degrees  west five miles ;
and on the remainder of the north-west by part of
the south-east boundary line of the Pastorale
No. 1 Run bearing north twenty degrees east 120
chains to the point of commencement.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Stainburn Downs.
Claimants of Lease-Roderick Travers, Marcus
Travers, and Edward Gibson.
Area-42 square miles.
Commencing at a point on Corindah Creek, a
northern tributary of Aramac Creek, where there
is a tree marked broad-arrow over D, said point
being also on the northern boundary of Boxdale
Run ; bounded thence on the south by a portion of
the north boundary of that run , being an east line
three miles; thence on the south-east by a north.
east  line seven  miles  forty chains ; thence on the
north-east by a north-west line five miles twenty
,chains to Corindah Creek about three miles forty
`chains above a tree marked broad-arrow over C ;
thence on the west by that creek downwards to the
point of  commencement.
Crown Lends Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PAST02 L LEASES.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions  of the 41st section of "  The Pastoral
Leases Act  of  1869" for renewed leases for four-
teen years of tle runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of  which will  expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands , Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his  office. These Appliea-
tions will require to be lodged  not later  than three
months prior to the expiration of the  existing
leases,  as prescribed  in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
TO PARTIES  ABOUT  TO SEARCH FOR GOLD
]t DINERS'  RIGHTS can be obtained from the
111 Surveyor-General, Survey Office Brisbane.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  4th March, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to establish the following Regulation and Schedule
of Fees under the provisions of the Act of Parlia-
ment, 20 Victoria, No. 29, in amendment of the
Regulations now in force ,  in so far only  as concerns
the Ravenswood Gold Fields, and neighboring
workings.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RAVENSWOOD GOLD FIELDS REGULATION.
Each application for a Lease of Auriferous Tract
lodged with the Gold Commissioner at Ravenswood
Gold Fields shall be  made in  the form provided
by the existing Gold Fields Regulations ,  accom-
panied by the amount of deposit thereby required
for a first or second  class lease  respectively ; and in
addition, the applicant shall further deposit the
requisite Survey Fee ,  as per subjoined schedule.
All Surveys for Auriferous Leases shall only be
executed by the Mining Surveyor appointed by the
Government for that purpose.
SCHEDULE  OF Sunv y FEES,
to be collected by the Gold Commissioner ,  Ravens-
wood, for surveys required to be executed by the
Mining Surveyor.
Survey of land applied for as Auriferous Lease.
£ s.
For 1 acre and under ...
„ 5 acres „ ...
110 „ „ ... ...
„ 15 ... ...
„20 .. ...
2 0
3 10
5 0
6 10
7 10
For any area exceeding 20 acres, as
by special arrangement.
For Traverse Connection Lines, at
per mile ... ... ... ... 1 15
For Survey of Underground Work-
ings,  at per diem ... 5 5
For travelling expenses of Mining
Surveyor ,  for every mile or
part of a mile from the Mining
Surveyor's Office, after the first
three miles ,  at per mile one
way ... ... ... ... 0 4
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1873.IT is hereby notified or general information, that
the Tender  of Mr .  JOHN  ARMSTRONG has been
accepted for the erection  of Court  House at  Mackay.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the Tender of Mr. MACFARLANE, for Additions
to the  Port Office,  Brisbane ,  has been cancelled,
and that the Tender of Mr .  G. READING has been
accepted in lieu thereof.
Wil. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  4th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the following Tenders have been accepted,
viz.:-
For the Station  Master ' s House ,  Goodna-Mr.
S. SHENTON.
For Passenger Station , Toowoomba-Mr. R.
GODSALL.
For Electric Telegraph Office, Ravenswood-Mr.
G. WILSON.
For Electric Telegraph Offices ,  Tenningering-
Messrs.  KING  AND SEHLIEMANN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 4th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified or general information, that
the Tender  of Messrs . BELL  AND GARDINER,
for Stores for the Northern Railway, Rockhamp-
ton, 1873, has been accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1873.
BUNDABERG FERRY, BURNETT RIVER.
TO BOATMEN , FERRYMEN, ETC.
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T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
April, 1873, from  persons  willing to contract for the
Lease, for the period of Five years, commencing 1st
July, 1873, of the Ferry on the  Burnett  River at
Bundaberg.
Tenders  to be endorsed  " Tender for Ferry,
Bundaberg."
Conditions of Lease, form of Tender, and Regu-
lations for working the Ferry, can be seen on
application at the Police. Magistrate's Office, Bun-
daberg ; or at the Office of Foreman of Works,
Maryborough.
At the  foot of each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible  persons  as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute and deliver ,  at the office of the Civil Crown
Solicitor in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance , a Bond to Her
Majesty in a penal sum of such amount as may be
hereafter determined upon, for securing such per-
formance  ;  otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
No Tender will be entertained ,  except in the
approved form, and the highest or any Tender will
not necessarily be accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  6th March, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
SUB-COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS' RESIDENCE,
CARDWELL.
T
will be received at this Office, until
j Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
April next., from  persons willing to contract for the
erection of Sub-Collector of Customs' Residence
at Cardwell.
Tenders to  be endorsed  " Tender for Sub-Col-
lector of  Customs '  Residence ,  Cardwell."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office ; also at Custom House, Cardwell, and Court
House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is pro-
posed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there  must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the contract ,  in the event of
the Tender being accepted ,  and  undertaking. in that
event, that he will execute and deliver at the
office  of,  the Civil Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ,  otherwise the Tender will  not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted,
WM, HENRY WALSH. WM. HENRY WALSH.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, LYTTON.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Telegraph Office, at Lytton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraph
Office,  Lyytton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the
party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten
per cent, on amount of Tender, as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event, that he will execute and deliver at
the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the will not be
taken into consideration,
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Public Works Department,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
CUSTOM HOUSE AND BONDED STORE,
CARDWELL.
TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
April next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Custom House and Bonded Store at
Cardwell.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Custom
House and Bonded Store, Cardwell."
Plan, Specification, and Form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office ;
also at Custom House, Cardwell, and Court House,
Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver, at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notifica-
tion of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing such performance, otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 3rd March, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS-LUNATIC RECEPTION HOUSE,
BRISBANE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th
March, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Additions to the Lunatic Reception
House, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions
to Lunatic Reception House, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for
the due performance of the contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th February, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE BARRACKS, DALBY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th
March, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Police Barracks at Dalby.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police Bar-
racks at Dalby."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Dalby.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must  state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must  be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1873.
WATERFORD FERRY, LOGAN RIVER.
TO BOATMEN, FERRYMEN, &c.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, 21st March,
from persons willing to contract for the Lease, for
a period of Three (3) years, of the following Public
Ferry, viz. :-Waterford Ferry, Logan River.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Waterford
Ferry."
Conditions of Lease, and Regulations for working
the Ferry, can be seen on application at the Clerk
of Petty Sessions' Office, Beenleigh, or at this
Office.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering and
two responsible  persons as sureties , agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute and deliver at the Office of the Civil Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty in  a penal  sum of such amount as may be
hereafter determined upon, for  securing  such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 19th July,
1872, folio 1072,  Government Gazette,  rela-
tive to a Road through Rd. Savage's Homestead
Selection on Murphy's Creek, parish of Taylor,
and no objections having been received to the
same :  Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane, and the Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all
persons intending to claim compensation in respect
of the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner
and form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice, issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 26th July,
1872, folio 1107,  Government Gazette,  relative to the
opening of a New Road leading from Xedron
Brook, through selections on the Upper South Pine
River, parishes of Bunya and Warner, and no
objections having been received to the same :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
4 William IV.7No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor,with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
I
72-3199
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 3rd Feb-
ruary, 1871, folio 161,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road from Allora
to the Town Commonage, through pre-emptives 19
and 29, parish of Goomburra, county of Merivale,
and no objections having been received to the same:
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
'l2-3305.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  17th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND  NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 19th July,
1872 ,  folios 1072 and 1073 ,  Government
Gazette, relative to Reserved Road through portions
322, 2s, 291 ,  290, 295, 217 ,  226, 219 ,  and 286, and
of several branch roads  on Murphy 's Creek ,  parish
of Taylor ,  and no objections having been received
to the same: Notice is hereby given ,  in accordance
with the Act 4 Wil liam IV .,  No. 11 ,  that His
Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been  p leased to confirm the
said portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference ,  to be seen at the office of the Surveyer-
General, Brisbane ,  and the Police Office, Too-
woomba ;  and all  persons intending to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary within forty days from the date
hereof ,  in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
72-3199.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-414-W.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 19th July,
1872, folio 1072,  Government Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of a New Road from Murphy's
Creek to Flagstone Creek, parish of Taylor, and no
objections having been received to the same : Notice
is hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons intending to
claim  compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof, in such  manner  and form as are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
72.3199.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.WITH reference to thNotice, dated 11th
October,1872, folio 1651,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road as a Branch
Road from Ipswich and Upper Logan Road to
Coochin Coochin Station, and to which no objection
has been received : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared, expedient to open
and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said
road, are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore.
closed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
72-3437.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.WITH reference to thNotice, dated 6th
December, 1872, folio 2013,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a New Road
from Ipswich to the Upper Logan,  via  Dugandan,
and to which no objection has been received :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the
Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of
road ; and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office  of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are provided
in the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
72-M60-W.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 11th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 13th
December, 1872, folio 2074,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road leading
to the Wharf Reserve, Hotham River, and no ob-
jections having been received to the  same:  Notice is
hereby given,  in accordance  with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the saidportion of road; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Beenleigh ;  and all persons  intending to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby re-
minded that notice must be served upon the Colonial
Secretary, within forty days from the data lsereof,
in such  manner  and form  as are  provided in the
sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they
,Kill be forever foreclosed from  such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-49-W.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice, issued fromthe Public Works Department, dated 2nd
August, 1872, folio 1163,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road leading from
Warwick to Goondiwindi,  via  Leyburn, and no
objections having been received to the same: Notice
is hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surxeyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Goondi-
windi; and all persons intending to claim compensation
in respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice: must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such man-
ner and form  as are  provided in the sixth section of
the Act above referred to, or they will  be forever
foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-539-W.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  11th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
reference  to the Notice dated 20th
v November , 1872,  folio 1967,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a New Road
from Pratten towards the Allora Ra ilway Station,
parish of North Toolburra ,  and no objections having
been received to same : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV ., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council , has been pleased to con-
firm the said portion of road  ;  and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General ,  Brisbane ,  and the Police Office,  Warwick ;
and all  persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road ,  are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section  of the Act  above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice, issued from
the Public Works Department, dated 11th
October, 1872, folio 1651,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road from
Brisbane towards West Milton, and no objections
having been received to the same: Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4
William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been leased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Brisbane; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-119-W.
73-268.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 5th March, 1873.
ROAD TRUST.
R. JOHN EWEN DAVIDSON has been appointed
a Member of the Mackay Road Trust.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1873.
IT is notified for general information that Mr.
KARL THEODOR STAIGER has been appointed
Analytical Chemist at the Laboratory to be
attached to the Brisbane Museum, and that, as
soon as practicable, a scale of fees to cover the
expenses incidental to assaying and reporting upon
earths, rocks, fossils, minerals, &c., will be duly
published. In the meanwhile, contributions of
animals, birds, minerals, shells, &c., to enlarge the
present collection at the temporary  museum, are
respectfully solicited, and when forwarded from
distant places, and with the consent of the Curator,
cost of transit will be defrayed by Government.
WM. HENRY WALSH,.
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Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 13th February, 1873.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
GOODS CLASSIFICATION.NOTICE is hereby given, that on and after the
17th instant, the Note at the foot of Agri-
cultural Class, Southern and Western Railway,
Goods Classification, viz., " Articles marked
thus-'Minimum weight,  2 tons,' "  will be  altered
to read thus-" Articles marked thus, ' Minimum
weight, 10 cwt.' ; and carried at the  convenience
of the Department. "
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 14th February, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that the Public Accounts of the past
year (1872) shall be finally closed on the 31st
proximo.
All claims against the several Departments on
account of the year in question are to be rendered
to the proper officers, in time to enable the Vouchers
to be examined and paid before that date.
By Command,
JOSHUA P. 'BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, .1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh ,  Bowen  (Port Denison),
Brisbane , Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamu lla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayt,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glonad-
stone , Goodna, Goondiwindi,  Gymp ie, Ipswich,
Jimna , Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marlborough,
Maryborough, Milchester, Mount Perry, Murphy's
Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton ,  Roma ,  Shipping Office  (Brisbane),
Springsure , S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St.
George, St. Lawrence,  Surat,  Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per  annum  on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be  made and  money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in  person, at  the Treasury, or at
any of the  above offices.
By His Excellency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th February, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
SPRINGSURE TO TAMBO.
T
ENDERS  will be received at the office of the
Superintendent  of Electric  Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until noon on  MONDAY, the  28th day of
April  next ,  from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all  material ,  except wire and
insulators ,  and for all  workmanship necessary for the
erection of the undermentioned  line of Telegraph,
according to the  terms ,  general conditions, and
specifications appended hereto.
From Springsure to Tambo, a distance of one
hundred and forty (140) miles, more or less.
The insulators and wire to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor at
Brisbane, about three months after the notification
of the  acceptance  of the tender.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price per mile for clearing and timber work.
2. Price each for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price per foot for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price  per mile  for affixing  insulators and
stretching wire.
The whole contract to be completed, and handed
over  to the Government ,  within nine  (9) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report, and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final
payment shall be made, of rejecting and condemn-
ing any of the work or  materials  in respect of
which such report and payments may have been
made. The total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act " for
obtaining  materials , on signing a bond indemnifying
the Government  against any  claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor, and
prteoviding for any claims being paid by the Super-
Inndent from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage  to fences , or other
property, caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage  so. caused  to roads  ;  and if  such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the  same from  any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland  Government  Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums of money which may be due to the
contractor, together with  all materials  and imple-
ments in  his possession on the ground, and all sums
of money, whether  named  in the bond to be
entered into  by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered  as ascertained damages
for breach of contract. Attached to each Tender
there  must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  and two responsible  persons as sureties,
agreeing to be  answerable  for the  due performance
of the contract within the time stipulated, in the
event of the Tender being  accepted ,  and under-
taking in  that event, that they will severally exe-
cute and deliver at the office of the Crown Solicitor,
in Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the notifica-
tion of the acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to
Her Majesty  in a sum  equal to twenty (20) per
cent. on the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the  inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle track, of not less than eight (8) feet inI
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width, to be left open within the clearing. Any
branches overhanging from trees beyond the dis-
tance mentioned, which, in the judgment of the
inspecting officer, might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings, of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted
gum or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the
bark removed, not less than nine (9) inches in
diameter at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5)
inches in diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25)
feet in length ; to be carefully and thoroughly
charred, from the base upwards, over a space of
six (6) feet, and well coated with the best coal tar;
the top to be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its
extremity with 'good hoop iron, of not less than one
(1) inch wide. The top of each pole to be served
with a thick coating ofwhite lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles, or other places where required,
struts, or supports of wood, to be supplied, and
fixed as directed.
Insulating pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark. according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two posts shall not exceed two (2)
feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed, and
the wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
THOS.  L. MURRAY- PRIOR.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 25th February, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
ROMA. TO CHARLEVILLE.
T
ENDERS will be received at the office of
the Superintendent  of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane , until Noon, on MONDAY, the 28th day
of April next,  from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply  of all material ,  except wire and
insulators ,  and for all workmanship necessary for
the erection  of the  undermentioned  line of Telegraph,
according  to the  terms, general conditions, and
specifications  appended  hereto.
From Roma to Charleville ,  a distance of one
hundred and ninety  (190) miles, more or less.
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government ,  and delivered to the contractor at
Brisbane ,  about three months after the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender.
Tenders must state  separately:-
1. Price  per mile for clearing and  timber work.
2. Price each for extra poles ,  where necessary.
3. Price per foot for extra-length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price  per  mile for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government ,  within ten (10)  months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstanding
such report and payment on account, the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other officer
appointed by him in that behalf, shall have full
power at any time afterwards, before final payment
shall be made, of rejecting and condemning any of
the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " Tlie Electric Telegraph Act" for
obtaining  materials, on signing a bond7indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor, and
providing for any claims being paid by the Superin-
tendent from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise  settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation  for damage to fences or other
property,  caused  by the erection of the line, also
for damage  so caused  to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums of money which may be due to the
contractor, together with all materials and imple-
ments in his possession on the ground, and all sums
of money, whether named in the bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
hall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be consideredas ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking, in
that event, that they will severally execute and
deliver at the office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her
Majesty in a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on
the amount of the 'l'ender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle track, of not less than eight (8) feet in width,
to ho left open within the clearing. Any branches
overhanging from trees beyond the  distance men-
tioned, which, in the judgment of the inspecting
officer, might endanger the line, to be  removed.
All existing  cleared  roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway.  In cases where  tracks may become
blocked, all fallen  timber must  be removed , leaving
a cleared space of not less  than twenty  (20) feet in
width, following the  course of  such track. Poles
to be heavy  straight saplings, of  the best description
of approved  hardwood  (no spotted  gum or Moreton
Bay ash being allowed), with the bark removed, not
less than nine  (9) inches in diameter  at five (5)
feet from  the butt, and five  (5) inches in diameter
at the top,  and twenty -five (25) feet in length ; to1
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be carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of six (6) feet, and well
coated with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly
bound at one (1) inch from its extremity with good
hoop iron, of not less than one (1) inch wide. The
top of each pole to be served with a thick coating
of white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed  in a  perpen-
dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles, or other places where  required,
struts, or supports of wood, to be supplied, and
fixed as directed.
Insulating pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark, according to pattern  supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the  insulator
to be not less than one inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion  between any two posts shall not exceed two
(2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with  the  binding
wire supplied.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane , 25th February, 1873.
IT is hereby  notified for general= information,
that a Money Order Office  will be established
at Milchester , on the 1st April next.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
6
Postmaster-General's Office, 6
20th February, 1873. 7Brisbane , 7
REDUCTION OF POSTAGE ON LETTERS 8
FROM QUEENSLAND TO VICTORIA. 8
9
I
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be 9
notified for general information, that arrange-  10
ments have been made under which the rates of  10
postage on letters from Queensland to Victoria will,  11
on and after the 1st March next, be reduced to the 11
following:- 12
By Sea.-Threepence (3d.) per half ounce.
Overland.-Fourpence  (4d.) per half ounce, to
consist of the following stamps, viz., Queensland
twopence (2d.), New South Wales twopeuce (2d. )
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 3rd March, 1873.
NOTICE.
A
R. FITZ-ROY SOMERSET, P.M., Townsville,
has been appointed, under the provisions
of the Act 19 Vic., c. 34, District Registrar of
Births, Deaths, and Marriages for the Registra-
tion District of Townsville, in the room of Mr.
Benjamin Cribb, junior, transferred.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1873.
NOTICE.
THE Reverend CIIRISTOP]IER GAUSTAD, Minister
of the German Lutheran Denomination, has
removed from the Registration District of Warwick
to Walloon, in the Registration District of Ipswich,
and has given me notice of such removal, in accor-
dance with the provisions of "  The Marriage Act
of 1864."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  4th March, 1873.
NOTICE.
THE Reverend  WILLIAM  GRAY,  Minister of the
Congregational  Church,  Oxley ,  is duly regis-
tered in this Office as a Minister authorised to
celebrate marriages in accordance with the provi-
sions of  " The Marriage  Act  of 1864."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane , 10th  February, 1873.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that JOHN P. HEENEY
v has,  this day, been admitted as a duly
qualified Chemist and Druggist.
K. CANNAN,  President.
CHARLES HORROCKS,  Secretary.
N.B.-The Medical  Board meet on the first
Thursday  in each month ,  at half-past 10 a.m., at
the Immigration  office, William  street, Brisbane.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
TIDAL SIGNALS, CLEVELAND BAY.
ON and after the 1st March, the following Tidal
Signals will be exhibited from the Flag-staff
near  the mouth of Ross Creek, when  vessels require
to cross the Bar during the night.
Depth of
water on
Bar.
rt.
Signals.
Red Light
Green Light
Red Light over White
Red Light under White
Green Light over White
Green Light under White
Red Light over Green
Red Light under Green
Two Red Lights Vertical
Two Green Lights Vertical
Two Red Lights Horizontal
Two Green Lights Horizontal
Red and Green Lights Horizontal
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 18th February, 1873.
OTICE is hereby given, that the  Customs
l building recently erected on allotment 14 of
section 3,  in the town of Stanthorpe ,  is set apart
for the purposes of a Queen 's Warehouse.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 10th February, 1873.
MUNICIPALITY OF MARYBOROUGH.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the MaryboroughCorporation have this day appointed Mr.
WILLIAM  PALMER WOOLSTON to be Inspector of
Slaughter-houses, and of Cattle intended for
Slaughter, within the Municipality of Maryborough,
in accordance with Bye-law No. 4, and dated 29th
October, 1868.
HENRY STOWARD,
Mayor.
Municipal Council Chambers,
Maryborough,25th February, 1873.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  "Tlie Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 "  (31 Victoria ,  No. 46 ),  has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing , within  two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No.
1
Applicant.
A. Moodie ...
Situation. Parish.
Reserved road through portion 17, from  Bris- Wickham
bane road to crossing place on the Albert
River
Area.
A.  U. P.
5 1 19
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th February, 1873,
IT is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  "  The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868  " (31 Victoria ,  No. 46),  has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 George King
2 George King
Situation.
Road separating portions 23, 37, and
38, from portions 22 and 39, and a
reserve on Gowrie Creek ... ... Isaac
Parish. Area.
Road separating portions 16 , 17, and
43, from portion 44, and Gowrie
pre-emptive purchase No. 2, and a
reserve on Gowrie Creek  ... ... ,  Isaac ...
A. R. P.
40 1 23
26 1 26
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 13th February, 1873.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation- Act of  1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned  Roads ; and all persons who may consider their  interests  affected thereby, are required to
transmit  to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 P. Thomson ... ... ! Roads separating portions 13, 14, 15, Wivenhoe 7 1 16
2 Pollet Cardew ... ...
and 16
Road separating portion 2 from por- Purge ... ... 1 2 0
3 W. M. Davidson ... ...
tion 4
Road separating portions 36 and 37 Tinana ... 3 3 18
from portions 38 and 39
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 187
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT."
fj T is hereby notified that the under- mentioned
j Leases, under  " The Crown Lands  Alienation
Act of  1868," having been executed by His
Excellency the Governor, are now lying at the
several Land Agents' Offices, to be delivered to the
Lessees.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Linder Secretary.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
165
536
557
834
1,058
1,230
1,328
1,356
1,372
1,376
1,389
1,390
1,402
1,409
1,439
1,451
1,456
1,479
1,495
1,509
1,510
1,523
1,531
1,538
1,539
1,516
1,555
1,559
Name of  Lessee.
I
Area. No.
A. R. P.
BRISBANE.
Shields, John ... ,.. 160 0 0 3,707
Shield, Thomas ... ... 1 160 0 0 3.708
Buchanan, Thompson ... 64 0 0 3,709
McCoombe, Daniel ,. 50 3 0 3,710
Bergin, John Delaney 316 2 0 3,7111
Hornig, Carl G.... ... 80 0 0 3,711
Day, William H. 300 0 0 3,712
Coulson, Thomas H. ... 6,028 0 0 3,713
Collins, John ... ... 1,141 0 0 3,714
Logan, Whitmore 230 0 0 3,715
Burgess, Isaac ... .. 128 0 0 3,716
Lindsay, James,... .. 120 0 0 3,717
Temple, Jane ... 494 0 0 3,718
Martin, John ... .... 100 0 0 1 3,719
Chambers, Charles ... 200 0 0 3,720
Barrett, Walter ... .. 621 0 0 3,721
Fleming, Robert  ...  358 0 0 3,722
Grant, James 51 2 0 3,723
Barker, William .. 900 0 0 3,724
Freney, Martin ... ... 400 0 0 3,725
Freney, Edward... ... 318 0 0 3,726
Busch, Henry ... 400 0 0 3,727
Leo, Richard  ...  .. 43 0 0 3,728
Orr, Matthew B. ... 400 0 0 3,729
Macguire, Thomas . 60 0 0 3,730
Orr, Matthew B. . 1,600 0 0 3,731
Benfer, Philipp ... ... 27 0 0 3,732
Salisbury, Thomas ... 327 2 32 3,733
BEENLEIGH.
186 Christie ,  Robert...
187 Ditto...
219 Gray, Samuel W.
245 Tobin, Stephen ..
263 Buchbach,  W. G. M.
357 Lennon, Ann ..
395 Brooks ,  Francis J.
396 Holland ,  Julius ...
405 McIntyre,  Francis
406 Bishop, David S.
424 Desbois, Dan ...
453 Dolen ,  James ...
457  Dunn,  Allan ...
459 McCabe ,  Patrick
460 Couldery, William H.
465 Veivers,  David  ...
466 Barr, Edward J.
468 Veivers, John
473 Costello, Alexander
480 Myles ,  George T.
486 Birley ,  Septimus
487 Binstead ,  Wil liam A.
491 Ross , William ...
496 Birley ,  Septimus
IPSWICH.
88 0 0 3,6641
133 0 0  3,66
2,450 0 0 3,664
120 0 0 3,665
100 0 0 3,666
673 0 0 3,667
1,095 0 0 3,668
855 0 0 3,669
219 0 0 3,670
780 0 0 3,671
80 0 0 3,672
109 0 0 3,673
238 0 0 3,674
80 0 0 I 3,675
490 0 0 3,676
109 0 0 3,677
100 0 0 3,678
80 0 0 3,679
325 0 0 3,680
546 0 0 3,681
710 0 0 . 3,682
385 0 0 3,683
120 0 0 3,684
200 0 0 3,685
772 Stenley, James ... 100 0 0
783 Harris. John, junr. ... 1,646 0 0
811 North, Joseph, scnr. 900 0 0
812 Ditto... ... (340 0 0
815 North, Robert ... ... ' 217 0 0
828 North, Joseph,  sear.  ... 200 0 0
868 llinor, Sterling 42 0 0
986 Chalk, Thomas 200 0 0
1,105 Forbes, George Edward 160 0 0
1,106 Ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0
1,121 Raff, Alexander ... ... 1,023 0 0
1,122 Ditto... .., •.. 1,000 0 0
1,140 Ditto ... 820 0 0
1,141 North, John ... ... 239 2 16
3,777
3,778
3,779
3,780
3,781
3,782
3,783
3,784
3,7841
3,7848
3,785
3.786
3,787
3,783
LEASES LYING  FOR  DELIVERY - continued.
Register
No. of
Applica
tisu. I
Name of Lessee. Area. No. OfLease.
A. R. P. I
IrswlcH-continued.
1,170 Raff, Alexander ... ... 1,932 0 0 3,789
1,217 Ditto ... ... ... 643 0 0 3,790
1,246 McConnel, John... ... 83 0 0 3,791
1,253 Morrow, Robert... ... 200 0 0 3,792
1,344 Adcock, Herbert H. ... 640 0 0 3,792A
1,345 Ditto... ... ... 650 0 0 3,792B
1,351 The Corporation of the
Bank of Australasia.... 289 0 0 3,784o
1,389 Sheppard, Francis ... 181 0 0 3,793
1,296 Lenehan, Patrick ... 99 3 21 3,794
1,632 Buglar, Fred ... ... 152 0 0 3,795
1,657 Bunting, Elizabeth ... 1,305 0 0 3,796
1,688 Hefferman, John ... 157 0 25 3,797
1,707 Pechey, Edward W. ... 83 2 0 3,798
1,724, Wienholt, Frederick ... 660 0 0 3,799
1,813 McKeon, Francis A. ... 115 0 0 3,800
1,838 Bewley, John ... ... 160 0 0 3,801
1,839 Hienstedt, Augustus ... 400 0 0 3,802
1,898 Bergman, Carl ... ... 102 0 0 3,803
1,924 Savage, James ... ... 264 0 0 3,734
1,949 Bell, Arthur ... ... 226 0 0 3,735
1,977 Lamb, Tompson... ... 132 0 0 3,736
1,979 Hunt, George ... ... 187 3 0 3,737
1,987 Coleman, John ... ... 2,717 0 0 3,738
2,009 Clifford, James ... ... 320 0 0 3,739
2,010 Clifford, Patrick... ... 320 0 0 3,740
2,011 Hickey, William... ... 320 0 0 3,741
2,012 Keegan, Bernard ... 3 2 0 0 0 3,742
2,013 Johnson, Thomas ... 123 1 0 3,743
2,027 Rice, Joseph  ...  ... 920 0 0 3,744
2,029 Jenkins, John V. ... 300 0 0 3,745
2,035 Eisenmenger, Friedrich... 113 1 0 3,746
2,038 Macdonald, Jessie ... 100 0 0 3,747
2,040 Macdonald, Elizabeth ... 141 0 0 3,748
2,046 Germain, John  ...  ... 198 0 0 3,749
2,068 McConnel, David Cannon 2,192 1 31 3,750
2,075 Keogh, Denis Thomas ... 102 0 0 3,751
2,076 Shield, Michael ... ... 84 0 0 3,752
2,086 McGrath, John ... ... 399 3 0 3,753
2,101 Butler, William... ... 680 0 0 3,754
2,109 Ditto... ... ... 630 0 0 3,755
2,015 Clifford, Cornelius ,.. 320 0 0 3,756
2,120 Mort, Henry ... ... 824 0 0 3,756A
2,121 Ditto ...  ...  324 0 0 3,757
2,122 Ditto...  ...  ... 11,412 0 0 3,758
2,127 Andreas, David...  ...  329 0 0 3,758A
2,133 Wells,  T homas F.  ...  166 3 0 3,759
2,134 Belcher, Joseph ...  ...  97 0 0 3,760
2,138 Martin,  Ellen  ...  102 3 0 3,761
2,139 Mackey, Bernard  ...  140 0 0 3,762
2,140 Jones, John ...  ...  87 0 0 3,763
2,142 Cook, Joseph, sear. .. 101 3 20 3,764
2,145 Brown, John J.... .. 253 1 0 3,765
2,170 Martin, Robert ... ... 178 0 0 3,766
2,234 Austin, William H. ... 200 0 0 3,767
2,235 1 Dart, John ... ... 200 0 0 3,768
2,242  Peters,  Thomas ... ... 353 0 0 I 3,769
2,248 Himstedt, Augustus ... 200 0 0 3,770
2,280 Ryan, James ... ... 45 0 0 3,771
2,349 McGrath, Thomas ... 80 0 0 3,772
2,365 Kingston, Francis C. ... 92 2 0 3,773
2,369 McGrath, Philip ... 80 0 0 3,774
2,386 Perret, Adam ... ... 101 2 0 3,775
2,390 Tully, John ... ... 106 2 0  1  3,776
Toowoo IBA.
4 King,  George .. . ... 1  809 1 15
436 Wallis,  James  . ..  638 1 0
573 Sinclair , Donald... ...  1 640 0 0
569 Robinson , Thomas  G. .. 640 0 0
570 Little ,  James  ...  640 0 0
571 Borthwick ,  John .. 640 0 0
572 Robertson ,  John .,.  640 0 0
586 Broadribb ,  Kenrick E ....  64,0 0 1.
590 Robinson ,  Thomas G.  ...  804 0 0
591 Ditto ... ... ...  400 0 0
595 Wilson ,  Wi ll iam 249 0 0
610 Tooth ,  Atticus 566 0 0
617 Hamlvn ,  John D. .. 87 0 0
646 I Lawrence,  Frederick .. 80 0 0
668  McIntosh ,  Janes .. 83 2 0
686 ' Beattie ,  William C. .. 415 0 0
688 Iiamlyn , John  D. .. 89 3 0
3,569
3,570
3,571
3,572
3,573
3,574
3,575
3,576
3;577
3,578
3,579
3,580
3,581
3,582
3,583
3,584
3,585
465
LEASES LYING  FOR DELIVERY - continued.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name  of Lessee. Area.
A. R. P.
No. of
Lease.
WARWICK.
105 Deuchar, John .. 164 2 0 1,882
110 Young, John, and Gil-
christ, William 0. ... 160 0 0 3,686
294. Hoffmann,  George  ... 320 0 0 3,687
346 Ross, James R. ... ... 348 0 0 3,688
417 Morris, Aaron .. 80 0 0 3,689
425 Kates,  Francis  ... ... 924 0 0 3,690
426 Ditto... ... ... 106 0 0 3,691
436 Locke, William ... ... 100 0 0 3,692
445 Ha ll , Thomas ... ... 320 0 0 3,693
469 Wallis, James ... ... 148 2 20 3,694
492 Crane,  Martin  ... ... 640 0 0 3,695
498 G ilmour, All en ... ... 380 0 0 3,696
501 Stevens, Thomas ... 317 0 0 3,697
522 Summers , William ... 320 0 0 3,698
526 Patterson, Andrew ... 324 0 0 3,699
"527 Grayson, Francis ... 80 0 0 3,700
542 Affleck, George ... ... 896 1 32 3,701
556 McIntosh, James ... 2,377 0 0 3,702
558 Affleck, Peter ... ... 320 0 0 3,703
559 Bezold, Christian ... 640 0 0 3,704
562 Stevens, Thomas ... 600 0 0 3,705
569 Eastwell, William ... 130 2 0 3,706
115
157
243
208
.57
92
205
225
350
355
391
396
402
414
416
424
427
435
439
455
456
459
467
474
479
480
484
485
487
488
496
501
503
507
508
512
513
514
517
518
521
522
523
526
532
'534
545
546
547
549
40
41
44
58
61
DALBY.
Brodribb, Francis C.
Mason, Maurice Charles
McPhee, Angus ... ...
Nelson, Hugh Muir ...
7,734 0 0
1,185 0 11
140 0 0
179 0 0
ROCKHAMPTON.
Birkbeck, S., by his execu-
tors ... ... ... 226 0 0
Towns, R., and Stuart, A. 1,814 0 0
Newbold, Francis G.  ...  598 0 0
Werner, Herman .. 160 0 0
Hunter, Hobert M. .. 200 0 0
McFadyen, Alexander  ...  640 0 0
McDonald, Duncan ... 424 0 0
Beddome, Charles E. ... 131 0 0
McHarg, Ferguson ... 865 0 0
Heron, Charles ... ... 312 0 0
Norton, William ... 355 0 0
Kearney, James ... ... 807 0 0
Halberstaedtcr, Adolf ... 640 0 0
Vaughan, William ... 648 0 0
Warner, George H. ... 282 0 0
Adam, Joseph F. ... 80 0 0
Ditto... ... ... 80 0 0
Fenzi, James ... 121 0 0
Tucker, Michael... ... 210 0 0
Wood, James ... ... 116 0 0
Elliot, Franz ... 664 0 0
England, Robert ... 80 0 0
Ross, George ... ... 200 0 0
Francis, Thomas... ... 80 0 0
McDonald, John C. 72 0 0
Wood, Edmund G. L.... 640 0 0
Hayes, James ... ... 110 0 0
Rattenbury, James ... 243 1 25
Moloney, John ... ... 292 0 0
Hughes, James ... ... 109 2 0
Fenzi, James ... ... 158 0 0
Smith, James ... ... 264 0 0
Brogli, Brasius ... ... 175 0 0
Camps, Richard... ... 202 0 0
Lamond, William 0. ... 82 0 0
Hansen, William B. ... 200 0 0
Rosel, Joseph ... 311 0 0
Dobbins, James ... ... 460 0 0
Ross, George ... ... 82 0 0
Geddes, Andrew ... 1,061 0 0
Palfrey, Emanuel ... 374 0 0
York, John ... 50 0 0
Hobler, Francis H. ... 201 1 15
Chapple, James ... ... 418 0 0
Ditto... ... ... 152 0 0
Jones, Arthur ... ... 68 0 0
GLADuTONE.
Walters, Joseph... 582 0 0
Graham, John Lockwood 82 0 0
Lilly, Alfred and Henry 214 0 0
Coe, John ... 122 0 0
Mann, Thomas ... ... 1 515 0 0
3,496
3,497
3,498
3,499
3,618
3,619
3,620
3,621
3,622
3,623
3,624
3,625
3,626
3,627
3,628
3,629
3,630
3,631
3,632
3,633
3,634
3,635
3,636
3,637
3,638
3,639
3,640
3,641
3,642
3,643
3,644
3,645
3,646
3,647
3,648
3,649
3,650
3,651
3,652
3,653
3,654
3,655
3,656
3,657
3,658
3,659
3,660
3,661
3,662
3,6Q3
3,512
3,513
3,513A
3,514
3,515
LEASES LYING  FOR  DELIVERY - continued.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area. No.  OfLease.
' A. R. P. j
ST. LAWRENCE.
9 Macartney, John A., and ``
Mayne, Edward G. .,. I 400 0 0 3,610
MARYBOROUaH.
1 Jarvis, Edward L. 640 0 0 3,535
109 Cran, John ... ... I 87 2 9 3,536
123 Watson, David .. .. 81 3 0 3,537
172 Mahoney, Daniel W. .. 140 2 0 3,538
179 Nolan, John .. 90 0 0 3,539
183 Poole, John ... ... 196 1 0 3,540
186 Miller, G. P. D.... ... 130 2 0 3,541
209 Gordon , Samuel  ... ... 120 0 0 3,542
211 Walker, James ... ... 121 3 0 3,543
229 Reid, Samuel ... 120 0 0 3,544
242 Corfield, Henry Cox ... 99 2 11 3,545
247 Becht, John ... ... 81 0 0 3,546
268 Douglas, George... ... 87 0 0 3,547
272 Cameron, James... ... 177 2 0 3,548
273 Lee, George ... ... 119 0 0 3,549
298 Julin, James ... ... 87 3 0 3,550
302 Warren, John, senr. ... 105 0 0 3,551
329 Hoolihan, Patrick ... 80 0 0 3,552
330 Kelly, Dalton ... ... 109 3 0 3,553
373 Schmidt, Carl ... . 106 2 0 3,554
286 Corfield, Henry Cox ... 1,504 0 0 3,555
387 Martin, Boyle ... ... 576 0 0 3,556
456 Fitzpatrick, Thomas ... 160 0 0 3,557
484 La Barte, Joseph M. ... 312 0 0 3,558
494 Henderson, Alexander ... 790 0 0 3,559
503 West, Charles John .. 640 0 0 3,560
538 Nightingale, George H.... 90 0 0 3,561
570 Cran, Robert ... ... 403 0 0 3,562
571 Cran, James ... ... 215 0 15 3,563
588 Weir, Robert M. ... 241 3 0 3,564
594 Cran, Robert ... 158 1 0 8,565
595 Ditto... . ... 92 3 0 3,566
596 Croft, Edmund ... ... 40 0 0 3,567
GYMPIE.
151 Hav, Walter .. ... 347 0 0 3,506
183 Hideoat, John William... 411 0 0 3,507
196 Dart, George William . 211 0 0 3,508
187 Ross, Henry ... .... 120 2 0 3,509
159 Dun, Charles 80 0 0 3,510
13 1 Helsham, Douglas 1,662 2 23 3,511
BUNDABERG.
35 Walker, Alexander 400 0 0 3,488
45 Ditto ... ..: 387 0 0 3,489
141 Archer, William Henry... 300 0 0 3,490
144 Walker, Alexander 200 0 0 3,491
178 Wallace, Michael 86 0 0 3,492
179 Smyth, Samuel ...
.
... 80 0 0 3,493
186 Broom, John ... ... ; 400 0 0 1 3,494
BOWEN.
144 Macartney ,  W illiam Geo . `  620 0 0
143 Ditto  ...  234 1 0
133 Wilmington ,  Alfred H. ...  367 0 0
132 Ditto  ...  ...  347 0 0
131 Ditto  ...  456 0 0
122 ' Scott ,  James Ha ll  362 0 0
102 W il mington ,  Alfred H.... 1,031 0 0
_11ACKA1.
105 Jeffrey ,  Robert J.  ...  72 0 0
114 Black ,  Maurice H . ...  640 0 0
119 Dunning ,  John Francis ...  564 2 0
125 Ke ll y, Cornelius... 195 0 0
130 Lloyd, Alfred Hart .. 213 3 0
138 Dunning ,  John Francis... 252 3 34
139 Paine ,  John E. ... ... 60 0 25
140 Paine , Mary ... ..  259 2 30
142 Paine, John E. ... ... 25 1 9
145 Hilfling ,  Emilius ... 180 0 0
146 Ditto ... ... ...  61 0 0
153 Dunning ,  John Francis ...  113 2 0
157 Dove, John  ...  210 0 36
160 Romilly ,  Charles Ed . ...  11,276 3 0
163 Wales ,  James ... ... 54 0 23
166 Sloane ,  W il liam  ... ...  606 2 0
192 Sievers ,  Heinrich C. W. 100 3 0
198 Sachan, Johann  ...  88 3 0
207 Robinson ,  Arthur  V. ... 177 2 0
3,516
3,517
3,518
3,519
3,520
3,521
3,522
3,568
3,586
3,587
3,588
3,589
3,590
3,591
3,592
3,593
3,594
3,595
3,596
3,597
3,508
3,599
3,599A
3,600
3,601
3,602
466
LEASES LYING FOR  DELIVERY-continued.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
208
211
236
247
248
N1278
280
18
53
65
63
64
65
67
17
F18
M18
R18
31
46
60
64
N ame of Lessee.
MAC&AY-continued.
Long, Edward M.
Foam, Edmund...
Ready ,  James
Long, Edward M.
Ditto... ...
Wales,  James ...
Hoey ,  Wil li am ...
Area.
LEASES  LYING FOR.  DELIPERY -continued.
Register
No. of No. of
Lease.  App lica-
tion.
A. B. P.
82 0 0
150 0 0
240 0 0
88 3 0
88 3 0
374 3 0
60 0 0
TOWNSVILLE.
Butcher,  William .. 313 0 0
Wendt ,  Peter .. . ..  640 0 0
Saunders ,  George  ..  200 0 0
Gleeson ,  Thomas ., 113 3 0
McA lister ,  Corne li us  ..  631 0 0
Marron ,  Thomas .. 640 0 0
Gordon, James ... ... 160 0 0
CARDWELL.
Haig, Farrand ...
Cudmore, Daniel ...
Hawkins, Wi ll iam ...
Hawkins, Wil liam ...
Cudmore, Daniel Henry
Mercer, John
Atkinson ,  James... ...
Neame,  Arthur ... ...
1,280 0 0
360 0 0
400 0 0
240 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
307 0 0
80 0 0
3,603
3,604
3,605
3,606
3,607
3,608
3,609
3,611
3,612
3,613
3,614
3,615
3,616
3,617
3,523
3,524
3,525
3,526
3,527
3,528
103
104
108
109
Area.
A. R. P.
CARDWELL-Continued.
Neame , Arthur ... ...
Atkinson , James... ...
Arnot, John Thomas ...
Mackenzie , Alfred Peter
Name of Lessee.
200 0 0
407 2 0
320 2 0
1,151 0 0
ROMA.
36 Atkins ,  James  Bradby ...  1 260 0 0  1  3,495
9
17
21
23
37
39
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name  of Lessee.
3,529 155  O'Dwyer,  Thomas
3,530 156  Ditto ...
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
7"' IST Of UNCLAIMED GOODS on hand, IPswica STATION, 31st DECEMBER, 1872 :-
Date. Name. Station from Station to Description of Goods.
1871.
25 April O'Ma ll ey ... ... ... Toowoomba ...
1872.
28 Nov.
3 June
7 July
Warwick ...  One swag containing  clothing.
*
Nora.-This bag of  sugar was  found in the Warehouse, at Warwick, after the late Station Master had left, when checking off
goods  on hand with entries in books.
t Nora.-The bark has been lying in the Toowoomba yard for twelve  months ;  received  without Consignment Note on the under-
standing, as is said, that it was only a portion of the consignment. Agents of  sender have been  communicated with, but nothing
satisfactory in reply. Sale  advised.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after  MONDAY, the  14th instant,  the following Time
Table wi ll  come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles  from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations Up Train,
I Miles
HoMixed. w ood.
wood.
a.m.
... Rockhampton ... ... ... 11. 0
11.
...
6 Gracemere ... ... ... 24 6
16 Stanwe ll  ... 12. 0 15
24 Rosewood Crossing ... ... A 24
30 Westwood ... ... ... 1.0 30
Stations.
Unknown ... Ipswich...  ...  ditto ... One bag sugar RS over W.*
Scarborough ... ... Toowoomba ... Ipswich... ... One bag containing clothing.
Bradley ... ... ... Toowoomba ... Warwick .., One bag containing lucerne.
... ... Toowoomba ... Quantity of bark-about 2 tons. t
One case cartridges-Warwick.
CLERMONT.
Sma ll , Andrew ... ...
We ll er,  Arthur ... ...
Porter, George ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Damke, Leo ... ...
Ditto
67TII  CLAUSE.
No. of
Lease.
3,531
3,532
3,533
3,534
3,500,
3,501
3,502
3,503
3,504
3,505
Area.
A. R. P.
40 2 0
26 0 0
Down Train
Mixed.
p.m.
Westwood  ... ... ... 8'30
Rosewood Crossing ... ... A.
Stanwell ... ... ... 4'30
Gracemere ... ... ... 6. 6
Rockhampton... ... 5.30
480 0 0
410 0 0
150 0 0
84 0 0
330 0 0
109 0 0
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo llowing Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, w il l stop by signal to take up passengers only ,  who will be charged the fare to the Station &f
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to  alight  at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join  the Train  to the plac e
at which they propose to allght.
TIME TABLE.
-pvCommissioner  for Railways' O1$ce,
Brisbane, 30ih August, 1872.
SOU,ZHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.- On and.'after  MONDAY,  9th September,  1872, the following Time Table will  come  into operation until further notice.
wt
A. O. HERBERT,
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK. Commissioner for Railways.
MILES.
From Too.
Ipswich. woomba.
8
12
18
21
26
29
88
49
59
69
78
82.35
85 7
STATIONS.
Ipswich ...
Walloon ...
Rosewood
Western Creek
Grandchester arrivedepart
Victoria  Tunnel ,,, ,,,
Laidley ... .,.
Gatton ... .
Helidon ... arrive{depart
arriveMurphy's Creek i depart
Highfields ..,
Toowoomba ,., arrivedepart
Mahoney's Gate
Gowrie Junction ... arrive
85 7 Gowrie Junction ... depart
90# 12# For Williams' Camp
94 16 Westbrook Crossing... ...
102 24 Cambooya ... .. ...
109 31 Emu Creek Siding ... ...
118 40 K ing's  Creek ... ... ...
120 42  Cli fton . •..
131 63  Allora .. ... ...
140 62 Lyndhurst Road .., ...
143 66  Warwick ... ...
85
90
97
106
114
127
130
Gowric Junction ... depart
Gowrie ,..
Oakey Creek ... ... ...
Jondaryan ... ... ...
Bowenville ... ...
Blaxland ' s Siding ,,. ..,
Dalby ... ...
UP TRAINS. MILES. DOWN TRAINS.
STATIONS.
No.1, No.2,
Goods.  Mixed..
No. 3,
Mixed.
No. 4,
Goods.
No. 5, No. 6,
Mixed.  Mixed.
From
Dalby.
From
Warwick.
No.1,
Goods.
No.2, No.3,
Mixed.  Mixed.
No. 4, No. 5.
Mixed.
 Goods.
No. 6
Mixed.
A.M. A.M. A.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. A.M. A.M. A.M. A.M. A.M. P.M.
,.. 10.0 s.. 4.40 Dalby ... 8
,.. 10.28 •5.8 3 ,.. Blaxiand's Siding ...
A
... A A A 16 ... Bowenville ... ... A  ...
... A A A 24 ,.. Jondaryan ... ... ... 9.58 ...
... X11.8 5.47 33 ... Oakey Creek ... ... ... 10.30 •..
... 11.12 5.51 40 ,., Gowrie
.,. A ,,, A A 45 ... Gowrie Junction ...  arrive .. ...
... 11.49 6.28
12.18 6.57 Warwick ,.. 8.5 ... ... 5.5
12.53 ... ... 7.32 3 Lyndhurst Road ,,. A A ... A
,.. 1.8 7.47 12 Allora ...  8-45  ... 5.45
*1.48 ,.. .. ... ... 23' Clifton ... ... ... ...  ,.. 9.22 ... *6.23
*8.30 1.52 2.7 .., 8.27 .,, 25 King's Creek ... ... ...  ... 9'32 ...  6.33
9.22 2.44 ... 2.59 ... 9119 ,.. 34 Emu Creek
 Siding  ... ... A A  A
10-10  3.32 3'47 10.7 41 Cambooya ... ... ... ... 1025  '26 C
4
10.50  ... 3.55 ,.. ,,, 49 Westbrook  Crossing ... ,.. A A ...  A
,.. B B ,.. ... ... 52; For Williams'  Camp ... ... A A... A
*11.16 ... ,., ... 58 Gowrio Junction
 ... arrive
:::
... 50.45 Mahoney 's Gate ... ... B B
4.20*11.25 ...
A ,.. A 1 Gowrie Junction ...depa rt *11.25 *11.16 ,.. 8'26
A ... A 52
12-25  ,., 5.20
65 Toowoomba ,,, arriv{ depa
e
rt
11.65 11.44  8-56
6.30 6.50 ,,, 12.4 11.50 ...
A  A  61 Highfields ,,, ,,, 7.20 7.40 ,,,  12-54  12.40 ...
1.18 ... 6.13 arriv e 8 10 ,., 1.44 1.30711-28
 .,, *6.23 Murphy's Creek l d epart
.
*8'30 ... *1.48 ... ...
2.5 7.0 arriv e 9.10 2.2881
A ... A
IIelidon { depa rt 9.25 2.43
2'45
.. 7'40 92 Gatton ... ... ... 10.0 3.18 ,,, ....
101 ,.. i Laidley ,,, ,., ,,, 10.29 8.47
4.30 105 ... Victoria Tunnel ... ... A A ...
A arrive 11.4  4.22,
5.8
109 ( .., Grandchester depart *11.8 426
6.38 112 ... Western Creek A
A 118 Rosewood A A ,,,
A 122 Walloon 11.49 •5.8 .,. ...
6.50 Ipswich ,., ,., ,,, .,, 12.17 5.36
d I
• Trains meet here.
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
NOTE.-The Trains will stop only at those  places at  which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates.  Passengers  requiring to alight at those  places oan
only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they  join the Train to the place  at which they  propose to alight.
(]3.) The Nos. 2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down Trains only, will, for the present, stop at this Crossing, subject to the foregoing  regulation.
Goods Trains  will be  run when necessary.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Week ending 1st March, 1873 294 9 3 1,404 18 0 42 7 0 1,74114 51
Corresponding week last year... 255 17 6 1,056 15 10 30 16 11 1,343 10 31
Increase
Decrease
38 11 9 348 2 2 11 10 3 398 4 2
EDWD. DEIGHTON,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the under-mentioned Articles are in the custody of the Lost Property
Department, Southern and Western Railway, as lost property.
Owners can obtain the same on application to the Traffic Manager, Ipswich, and paying costs.
If not released on or before SATURDAY, the 19th April next, they will be sold by public auction,
to defray expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF LOST PROPERTY ON HAND AT IPSWICH STATION, 31ST DECEMBER 1872.
1872.
27 June ...
11 July ...
15 July ...
9 May ,,,
23 July ...
24 July ...
28 July ... ...
30 July ... ...
N
1 August ...
8 August ...
10 August ...
N
21 September ...
15 September
16 September
21 September
7 October ...
19 September ...
26 September ...
„ ...
10 September ...
24 September ,,,
8 October ...
27 September ...
5 November ...
19 August ...
30 October ...
12 October ...
29 August ...
4 November ...
15 November ...
26 November  ...
22 November ...
28 November ...
6 December ...
16 December ...
9 December ...
14 December ...
13 December ...
...
12 December ...
21 December ...
23 December  ...
21 December ...
31 December ...
f,
26 December ...
Station and  Place. Where Found. Description of Goods.
First-class, No. 3 down ... Ipswich 1 pocketbook, no name
Second-class , ditto ,.. ditto 1 walking stick
First-class, ditto ...  ditto 1 piece sample coal
On line ... ... ditto 1 felt hat
ditto ... ,., Grandchester 1 drab felt hat
Platform ... ... Ipswich 1 tin billy, 1 pint pot, 1 knife
No. 3 down train... . .. ditto 1 bag containing 2 neckties, 1 piece of
flannel
On line Walloon 1 black hat
No. 3 down  train . ..  Ipswich 2 plates
First-class , No. 3 down ...  ditto 1 book, Artemus Ward among the
Fenians
Second- class waiting room  ditto ...  1 parasol
On line ... ... Gatton ... 1 felt hat
Second-class , No. 1 up ... Dalby ... 1 jacket
ditto ... ,..  ditto ... 1 paper parcel containing sample sugar
Booking office ... ... Warwick ... 1 lady's bag containing paper, pins,
tacks, cotton, &c.
ditto  ditto ... 1 lady's parasol
ditto ditto ... 1 child's cape
ditto ditto ...  1 scarf
On line Laidley ... That
ditto Helidon ...  ditto
ditto Dalby ... 1 parcel containing hair brush, flannel
shirt
ditto . Murphy's Creek ... That
Second-class , No. 3 down Ipswich ... 1 tin dish
On platform ... ... ditto ... 1 piece wood, part of banjo
ditto ... ... ditto .,.  1 package containing clothing
ditto ditto 1 parasol
First-class , No. 4 down ... Ipswich  1 black coat
ditto ditto 1 black cape
Break van ... ...  ditto  1 paper parcel containing clothing
Victoria Tunnel ... ... Grandchester 1 felt hat
First-class , 4 down ... Ipswich 1 bottle
Platform ... ... ditto 1 empty bag
Second-class , 4 down ...  ditto  1 lady's  bag containing 3 pipes
Second-class carriage ...  Dalby  1 swag
Second-class, 2 up ditto  1 bundle-2  straw hats
On line Allora  1 felt hat
ditto ... ...  Clifton  1 black cloth cap
On platform ... ...  Oakey Creek 1 black coat
On line ... ... Laidley  1 black hat
ditto ... Ipswich  1 felt hat
Platform ... Grandchester 1 lady's black  straw hat
ditto ... Ipswich 1 parcel  containing  pair goloshes and
parcels of  samples of sugar
Second-class, 4 down ditto 1 knife
ditto Helidon 1 feeding bottle
Platform Ipswich 1 hat
On station ... Laidley I ditto
ditto ... Ipswich 1 parcel containing clothing
ditto ... ditto 1 pin cushion
ditto ... ditto 1 umbrella
On line ,.. He lidon 1 cabbage-tree hat
ditto ... ditto 1 small  felt hat
ditto ditto 1 cloth cap
ditto ... Walloon 1 child's boot
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
T AKE Notice,  that applications have been made to  bring the Lands  described below under the
provisions of "  The Real  Property Act of  1861." Any person desiring  to oppose must do so by
lodging ;  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of  said Act,  on or before the days named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description  and Situation of Land.
36 perches, being allotment 9 of section 33, parish and
town of North Brisbane, county of Stanley
34i perches, being subdivision 23 of section 3, of
eastern suburban allotment 54, parish of North
Brisbane, county of Stanley
2 roods 19 perches, being subdivision 16, 17 and 18, of
suburban allotments 92 and 95, parish of North
Brisbane, county of Stanley
Name of App licant.
James Duncan
Ann Duncan
John Scott ...
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 7th March, 1873.
T
HE  following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure by the Trustees of the Drayton and
Toowoomba General Cemetery, for the year 1872, is hereby published for general information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE for the DRAYTON and TooWOOMBA CEMETERY, for the year ending
31st December, 1872.
RECEIPTS.
1872.
Jan.-To Balance in Bank of New
South Wales, from year
1871 ... ...
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Burial fees ... 7 12 6
Monumental fees ... 3 5 0
Feb.-,, Burial fees ... ... 15 5 6
Monumental fees ... 1 5 0
Mch.-,, Burial fees , . ... 8 14 6
,,  Monumental fees ... 3 17 6
April-,,  Burial fees  .. ...  6 11 0
,,  Monumental fees ... 1 5 0
May- „ Burial fees .. 6 11 6
Monumental fees ... 2 17 6
June- ,,  Burial fees  ... ...  13 3 6
,,  Monumental fees  ... 0 15 0
July- ,,  Burial  fees ... ... 12 10 0
„  Monumental  fees 1 5 0
Aug.-,, Burial fees ... ... 14 11 6
Monumental  fees ... 5 10 0
Sept.-,, Burial fees ... ... 6 4 0
,, Monumental fees ... 1 7 6
Oct.-,, Burial fees .. ... 5 2 0
,,  Monumental fees ... 2 12 6
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d.
By Sexton, 12 months' salary at £5
per month ... ... 60 0 0
53 16 1 „ Sexton for extra work 1 10 0
Clergymen's fees ... ... ... 23 7 0
Printing and advertising ... ... 9 17 6
10 17 6 „ Paint and ironmongery ... ... 5 19 0
Stamps and stationery .. .. 2 0 0
„ Daker's account for Cabinet for
16 10 6 books, &c. ... 2 9 9
Stockham's account for mowing grass 4 10 0
Jull's account for clearing road ... 5 0 0
12 12 0 „ Wheelbarrow ... ... ... ... 1 10 0
Cost of erection of out-house to Sex-
ton's Lodge ... 9 0 0
7 16 0 Cost of fencing portion of land recently
granted  ... ... 41 1 0
Cost  of paling -in land round  Sexton's
9 9 0 Lodge 1117 0
Forming and gravelling walks ... 68 1 0
Cost of  trees  and shrubs ... ... 9 15 6
13 18 6  „ Insurance  of Sexton's Lodge ... ... 1 2 6
„ Bank charge of exchange on Govern-
] ment £100 ... ... ... ... 0 7 6
13 15 0 „ Balance in Bank of New South Wales 29 15 10
20 1 6
7 11 6
7 14 6
Nov.-,,  Burial fees 5 9 0
Dec.-,, Burial fees ... 7 12 6
May-,, Cash received from the
Government ... ... 100 0 0
£287 3 7 1! £287 3 7
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Drayton and Toowoomba Cemetery ,  do solemnly and
sincerely declare that the appended  Abstract  of Receipts and Expenditure for the year ending 31st
December ,  1872, is correct  ;  and we make this solemn declaration ,  conscientiously believing the same to be
true, and by virtue of the  "The  Oaths Act of  1867."
J. T. WALKER
ROBERT ALAND,  TRUSTEES.
S. G. STEPHENS,
Declared and signed before me this  27th day of February, 1873.
GILBERT W. ELIOTT, P.M.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1873.
T
HE following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure of the Warwick Cemetery, for the year
ended 31st December, 1872, is hereby published for general information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
STATEMENT  Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the WARWICK CEMETERY TRUSTEES, from 1st day of
January to 31st day of December, 1872.
DR.
1872.
To Balance from 1871 ... ... .
Interment fees ... ... 52 5 6
Land for graves .. ... 14 14 0
Headstones and railings ... 4 14 6
Copies of Register ... 0 12 6
„ Loan from Government ,.. 100 0 0
Cu.
£ s. d.. £ s. d.
By Sexton' s salary, 1  year ... 65 0 0
34 15 0 „ Timber for steps, and making 2 4 6
Repairing tools ... 0 4 6
Printing and advertising ... 1 13 0
RegistrationandFeeBooks, &c. 17 16 0
„ Cabinet for books and papers 2 12 0
-- 89 10 0
172 6 6 „  Balance in  A. J. S. Bank ... ... 117 11 6
£207 1 6
J. LIDDELL ROSS, l
JACOB HORWITZ, ) TRUSTEES.
WILLIAM J. WATT, j
We, the Trustees of the Warwick Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely declare the above to be
a true statement of the Receipts and Expenditure connected with said Cemetery ; and we make this
solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of " Tle
Oaths  Act of  1867."
Declared before me, at Warwick, this 28th day of February, 1873.
JAMES MORGAN, J.P.
MUNICIPALITY of MARYBOROUGH.-FIxANCIAL STATEMENT for the Half -year ending 31st
December, 1872.
Dr.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
To Cash on hand last Balance 14 7 6
„ Rates collected ... ... 742 5 6
Carters' Licenses ... 4 0 0
„
Endowment  from Govern-
ment  .. ... ... 89 9 8
„ Wharfage Dues ... ... 637 5 4
Prince's Ferry ... ... 165 0 0
Victoria Ferry .. . 38 7 6
„ Botanical Gardens Re-
serve  ... ... ... 7 0 0
1,697 15 6
„ Commercial Bank-
Overdraft ... 991 12 3
Outstanding Cheques 264 8 5
- 1,256 0 8
Government LoanAccount ... 1,014 15 2
£3,968 11 4
Cr.
£207 1 6
£ s. d. £ s. d.
By Balance last half-year... 673 14 10
,,  Government Loan ditto 1,072 1 8
„ Interest Account-
Commercial Bank... 35 19 0
Government Loan...  32 3 2
„
Stamps ... ... ... 4 0 0
Printing, Advertising,
and Stationery ... 51 2 6
Incidental Expenses ... 16 6 11
Nuisance Account ... 3 6 6
Rent Chambers ... 20 0 0
Governor's Reception... 109 10 0
Tools ... ... ... 10 3 10
Shade Trees (planting,
31 1 2&c.) ...
Prince's Ferry-
Repairing Punt ... 5 4 0
New Punt ... ... 190 14 0
1,745 16 6
68 2 2
245 10 11
195 18 0
Boat, Victoria Ferry ... ... 20 0 0
Toll-bar (Gate) ... ... 2 2 0
Queen's Wharf ... ... 6 10 11
„ Gayndah Road .. 0 17 0
Ninety-acre Reserve  ... 66 0 5
„ Reserve  near Wharf ... 38 16 4
- 104 16 9
„ Salaries ... ... ... ... 275 3 8
„ South and West Wards-
Culvert, Richmond
street  ... ... ...  179 19  9
„ South Ward-
Repairs and Im-
provements  ... ... 55 0 0
„ East Ward-
Repairs and Im-
provements ... ... 477 8 9
West Ward-
Repairs and Im-
provements ... ... 555 18 1
„ Cash on hand ... ... ... 35 6 10
I hereby certify the above Statement to be correct.
R. J. RAMSAY, Town Clerk.
£3,968 11  .4
HENRY STOWARD,  Mayor.
We hereby certify that we have examined the Books of Account and Vouchers connected there-
with, kept by the Municipal Council of Maryborougb, and that the above Statement corresponds
therewith.
WILLIAM KEITH, Auditors.10th January,  1873 . G. H. BURN,
68 30s.
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DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that the  Co-partner-
s
hip carried on for some time past at Mary-
borough, in the Colony of Queensland ,  by Charles
Robert  Powell ,  Arthur Waite Iredale Bell. and
Robert Gardner ,  under the style or firm of " Powell
and Co.," as ironmongers ,  was this day dissolved
by mutual consent .  The business will in future
be carried on by Charles Robert Powell ,  who will
pay all debts due by, and receive all debts due to,
the  firm of Powell and Co.
Dated this  first day of March, 1873.
CHAS .  ROBT.  POWELL.
ROBT.  GARDNER.
ARTHUR BELL.
Witness to the signature of
Charles Robert Powell and
Robert Gardner-
CHAS. POWERS.
Witness to the signature of
Arthur Waite Iredale Bell-
FRANK P .  MEAGHER.
189 6s. 6d.
ANNUAL LICENSING  MEETING.
i J OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Annual
L`4 Licensing Meeting of the Justices of the
Peace acting in and for the Police District of
Warwick will be held at the Court House, Stan-
thorpe, on  TUESDAY,  the 18th day of April next,
for the purpose of considering AN plications for
Licenses, under the Acts 27  Vic., No.  16, and 34
Vic., No. 7.
Applications must be lodged with the under-
signed on or before 25th day of March.
D. GALLWEY,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Stanthorpe, 1st March, 1873.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Meeting of the Justices of the Peace acting
for, or usually residing in, the District of arwick,
will be holden at the Court House, Warwick, at
Twelve noon, on TUESDAY, the 15th day of
April now next ensuing, for the purpose of consi-
dering all Applications for Licenses under the Act
27 Victoria, No. 16.
By order of the Bench,
GEORGE W. DODWELL,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Warwick ,  3rd March, 1873.
ANNUAL LICENSING  MEETING.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Annual
Meeting  of the Justices of the Peace acting
in and for the Police District of Nanango ,  will be
holden at the Court House ,  Nanango , on TUES-
DAY, the  18th day of April next, to consider
Applications under  the Acts 27 Vic., No. 16, and
34 Vic., No. 7.
Applications must be lodged with the undersigned
before the 25th day of  March.
ARCHIBALD LEE, C.P.S.
Court House,
Nanango, 1st March, 1873.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
1HE Annual Licensing Meeting of the Justices7_ of the Peace in  and for the Police District
of Gladstone will be holden at the Court House,
Gladstone, on TUESDAY, the 22nd day of April,
1873, at the hour of 11 o'clock.
_ GEORGE WHITE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Gladstone,  4th March, 1873.
PUBLICANS ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Annual
Licensing Meeting of the Justices of the
Peace acting in and for the District of Teningering,
will be held at the Court House, Teningering, on
TUESDAY,  the fifteenth  day of A ril  next, at
Twelve o'clock ,  for the purpose ofd considering
applications for Publicans' Licenses and renewals
thereof, under  the Acts 27 Vic., No.  16, 28 Vic.,
No. 13, 34 Vic.,  No. 7, and  36 Vic ,, No. 16.
All applications must be lodged at this office on
or before the 25th day of March, 1873.
A. W. COMPIGNE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office ,  24th February, 1873.
IT is hereby noti fied,  that the  Annual Publican's
Licensing Meeting  of the  Police District of
Maryborough ,  w 01 be holden at the Court House,
Maryborough ,  on TUESDAY ,  the 15th day of
April next ensuing ,  at noon .  Applications must be
lodged with  the Clerk  of Petty Sessions, on or
before the 25th day of March instant.
STANLEY G. HILL,
Court House,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Maryborough, 6th March, 1873.
NOTICE.AT the Court of Petty Sessions held at the
Court House in and for the District of
Beenleigh ,  the Bench of Magistrates re-appointed
Mr. ROBERT SKIFFINS Poundkeeper, and Bailiff of
the Small Debts Court ,  fbr the ensuing twelve
months.
By order of the Bench,
L. CHISHOLM,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Beenleigh ,  11th February, 1873.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A SITTING of the  above Court was held at theSupreme Court House ,  Brisbane ,  on Wed-
nesday ,  the 19th  day of  February , A.D. 1873, before
his Honor  Sir JAMES  COCKLE, K night,  Chief  Justice
of Queensland ,  and Judge of the said  Vice-Ad-
miralty  Court. No  business being on the paper,
the Court  was adjourned  till FRIDAY , the 21st
day of March,  A.D. 1873.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
N OTICE is hereby given, that  a Special Court
of Petty Sessions for revising the Jury List
for the Jury District of Maryborough, will be
holden at the Court House, Maryborough, on
FRIDAY, the 11th day of April next. The Justices
of the Peace residing within forty miles of the
Court Town of Maryborough are required to attend,
in accordance with the terms of eighth section of
The Jury Act,  31 Vic. No. 34."
STANLEY G. HILL,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court  House, '
Maryborougb,  6th March, 1873.
REVISING THE JURY LIST.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a Meeting of the
Justices of the Peace acting in and for the
Police District of Gladstone will be holden at the
Court House,  Gladstone , on FRIDAY, the 11th
day of April next, at the hour of 11 o'clock, for
the purpose of revising  the Jury List  for this Dis-
trict.
GEORGE WHITE,
Clerk of  Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Gladstone, 4th March, 1873.
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REVISION OF JURY LIST.NOTICE is hereby given , that  a Special Petty
Sessions  of the  Justices residing  within forty
miles of the  Court  Town  of Warwick  will be holden
at the Court  House, Warwick,  at 10 a.m., on
SATURDAY, the 12th April  now next ensuing,
for the purpose of revising  the Jury List for the
Jury  District  of Warwick.
By order of the Bench,
GEORGE W. DODWELL,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Warwick, 3rd March, 1873.
REVISING THE JURY LIST.
NOTICE is hereby  given,  that a Special Court
ll of Petty  Sessions ,  for revising  the Jury List
for the Northern District Court at Clermont, for
the year 1873, will be holden at the Court House,
Clermont, on SATURDAY, the 12th day of April
next.
All Justices  residing  within forty  miles of the
Court are required  to attend , under the Act
31 Vic., No. 34.
WM. CAVE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House ,  Clermont,
9th February, 1873.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
F
OR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth
section of the  "Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint PHILIP PINNOCK, of Warwick ,  in the colony
of Queensland, Police Magistrate, to be a Justice
of the Peace in the Registrar's District of War-
wick, who shall, by virtue of this appointment, give
consent  in the cases provided for in and by the
eighteenth and nineteenth sections of the said Act
Dated this twenty-eighth day of February, A.D.
1873.
JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
1'
FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth
section of  the  " Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint THOMAS HANMER, of Warwick, in the colony
of Queensland, Justice of the Peace, to be a Justice
of the Peace in the Registrar's District of War-
wick, who shall, by virtue of this appointment, give
consent in the cases provided for in and by the
eighteenth and nineteenth sections of the said Act.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of February, A. D
j  1873.
I JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
.IN conformity with e7th Section of "The
Jury Act of  1867," 31 Victoria, No. 34, I
hereby appoint
WALTER CLARE CARDEW, Esquire, Registrar of
the Metropolitan District Court,  Brisbane,
a Deputy Sheriff, for the purpose  of issuing sum-
monses  for Jurors for the Metropolitan District
Court, to be holden at Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, under the said Act ;  vice  Fitz Roy
Somerset, Esquire.
Given under my Hand and Seal of Office ,  at Bris-
bane, this fourth day of March, A.D. 1873.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff.
"JURY ACT OF 1867."
IN conformity with the 7th  Section of  " The
Jury Act of  1867," 31 Victoria, No. 34, I
hereby appoint
F. C. N. THISTLETHWAITE, Esquire, Registrar of
the District Court, Townsville,
a Deputy Sheriff, for the purpose  of issuing sum.
monses  for Jurors for the Northern District Court
to be holden at Townsville, in the Colony of Queens-
land, under  the said Act.
Given under my Hand  and Seal  of Office, at Bris-
bane, this  fourth day of March, A.D. 1873.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff.
" JURY ACT OF 1867."
IN conformity with the 7th Section of  "The
Jury Act of  1867," 31 Victoria, No. 34, I
hereby appoint
GEORGE W. DODWELL, Esquire, Registrar of the
Western District Court, Warwick,
a Deputy Sheriff, for the purpose  of issuing sum-
monses for  Jurors for the Western District Court,
to be holden  at Warwick, in the Colony of Queens-
land,  under  the said Act ;  vice  Michael O'Malley,
Es qquire.
Given under  my Hand ant Seal of Office ,  at Bris-
bane, this  fourth day of March, A.D. 1873.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff.
"JURY ACT OF 1867 "
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
F
OR the purposes mentioned the eighteenth
section of the  " Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint FREDERICK MARGETTS, of Warwick, in the
colony of Queensland, Justice of the Peace, to be a
Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District of
Warwick, who shall, by virtue of this appointment,
give consent in the cases  provided for in and by the
eighteenth  and nineteenth sections  of the said Act.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of February, A.D.
1873.
JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED  J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
F
OR the  purposes mentioned  in the eighteenth
section of the  " Marriage Act  of 1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint POLLET CARDEW, of Stanthorpe, in the colony
of Queensland, Police Magistrate, to be a Justice
of the Peace in the Registrar's District of Stan-
thorpe, who shall, by virtue of this appointment.,
give consent in the cases provided for in and by the
eighteenth and nineteenth  sections  of the said Act.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of February, A.D.
1873.
JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED P. LUTWYCHE, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
F
OR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth
section  of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint FREDERICK WILLIAM RocHE, of Dalby, in
the colony of Queensland, Justice of the Peace, to be
a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District of
Dalby, who shall, by virtue of this appointment,
give consent in the cases provided for in and by the
eighteenth or nineteenth sections of the said Act.
Dated this seventeenth day of February, A.D.
1873.
JAMES  COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Archibald McLellan, late of Card-
beign ,  near Springsure ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  sheep overseer ,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby  given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application wi ll  be made to the said Honor-
able Court ,  that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels ,  credits, and effects of the above-
named Archibald McLellan ,  deceased ,  who died
intestate ,  may be granted to Rosa Minter McLe llan,
of Springsure aforesaid,  the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated at Rockhampton ,  the 22nd day of Feb-
ruary, A.D. 1873.
REES R .  JONES AND BROWN,
Fitzroy street ,  Rockhampton.
Proctors for the said Rosa Minter McLellan.
By their Agent-
W. E. Munruy,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
175 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Elizabeth Knight, late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, widow, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this Honor-
able Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Letters of Administration of all the goods, chattels,
credits, and effects of the above-named Elizabeth
Knight, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to William Knight, of Sandhurst, in the
Colony of Victoria, saddler, the eldest son of the
said deceased.
Dated this sixth day of March, A.D. 1873.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Proctors for the said William Knight,
Queen street, Brisbane.
169 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil  of Severin  Kanute Salting,
formerly of Sydney, in the Colony of New
South Wales, but lately  residing in England,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  application will be made to this Honorable
Court in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate
of the Will and Codicial of the above-named
Severin Kanute Salting, deceased, may be granted
to Edward Knox, of Sydney, in the colony of New
South Wales, Esquire, one of the surviving Execu-
tors named in the said Will and Codicial, reserving
leave for Sir Charles Nicholson, Baronet, the
remaining Executor named in the said Will, who
resides out of the jurisdiction of the said Honorable
Court, to come in and prove and any time here-
after.
Dated this sixth day of March, A.D. 1873.
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ROBERTS AND DALY,
Queen street, Brisbane, -
Proctors  for the  said Edward Knox.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Cyril Allies, late of
Boomia Station,  grazier.
1 N 7 HEREAS the said Cyril Allies was, on the
!" 24th day of February, A.D. 1873, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a third public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 5th
day, of May, A.D. 1873, to  commence  at Eleven
o'clock, for the last examination of the Insolvent,
and unless the Court shall otherwise direct, for the
Insolvent to make an application for his certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 3rd day of March, A.D.
1873.
W. H. MIS%IN,
Official Assignee.
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ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Smart, Donkin, and
Co., of Brisbane, merchants (as to Arthur F.
Smart).
AT HERE AS the said Arthur Frederick Smart
11 was, on the  22nd day of April, A.D.
1870, adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint
a Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court  House, Brisbane , on MON-
DAY, the fifth day of May, A.D. 1873, to
commence  at Eleven o' clock , for the last  examina-
tion of the Insolvent,  and unless  the Court shall
otherwise direct, for the insolvent to make an
application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 3rd day of March,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED.T. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. MIS%IN,
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Official Assignee.
6s.  6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Edward  Fanshawe
Holley, formerly of Mount McConnell, gen.
tleman.
W
HEREAS the said Edward Fanshawe Holley
was,  on the 12th day of February, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the fifth day of May, A.D. 1873, to com-
mence  at Eleven o 'clock, for the  last examination
of the Insolvent,  and unless  the Court shall other-
wise direct, for the Insolvent to make an appli.
cation for his Certificate.
Dated at  Brisbane , the 3rd day of March, L.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MISHIN,
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Official Assignee.
Judge.
6s. 6d.
NOTION.THR Scale of Charges  for the insertion of Advertiw
ments in the  Queensland Government  Gazette  is
as  follows
Advertisements relating to Insolvent of Intestate
Estates, or Letters of Administration,  6s. 6d,
each.
Advertisements relating to Impounded Stock, Is.
per animal.
All other Advertisements wi ll  be charged for at the
rate of 3s .  for the  first eight lines  (or under),
and 3d. for every additional line, all owing ten
words to each  li ne.
Advertisers are reminded that No ADVEBTIBEMENT
WILL BE INSERTED in the Gazette unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of its insertion
according to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES 0. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
POUNDKEEPERS  are requested to take notice, thatall  Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over five shillings ,  must be made by
Post-Office Order, or cash  ;  otherwise the advertisement9
will  be returnee.
J. C. BEAL,
(}overnment Priates
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The GovERNMENT  PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts
£ s. d.
1873.
March  1.-R. Skiflins ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
4.-E. Bradley ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
4.-E. Bradley ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
4.-A. J. Stacey . 0 3 0
5.-Maryborough Municipal Council... 0 1 10
6.-R. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 3 0
6-F. G. Mackay ... ... ... 0 17 0
7.-J. C. Binney ... ... ... 0 3 0
7.-W. D. Chase ... ... ... 0 1 0
7.-P. Lenihan ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
7.-H. Lloyd ... 0 1 0
7.-Municipal Council, Townsville ... 2 10 0
7.-J. Fisher ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
7.-A. McLeod ... 0 3 0
7.-J. Fletcher... ... ... ... 0 2 0
7.-G. Foster ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
7.-G. Barnard... ... ... ... 0 10 0
7.-A. Bell ... ... ... ... 0 6 6
3fmpountiin .
$W Poundkeepers are reminded  that Advertisements
q f  Impounded  S tock will be charged  for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no such ddver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a remittance .sufcient  to cover the  cost of its
insertion.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Cunnamvlla, on the 19th February,
1873.
One yellow -bay mare, star forehead ,  WJ over 5 or S
near shoulder.
One flea-bitten grey horse ,  like BW very indistinct near
shoulder, blotch brand like )-( off shoulder.
One bay horse ,  star forehead ,  like  0  over SC conjoined
over 0  off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th of March, 1873,
will  be  sold to defray expenses.
ALEX. J.  STACEY, Poundkeeper.
167 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Gowrie Station,
on 19th February, 1873, by order of H. G. Skinner,
Esquire, for trespass.
One bay mare, JM over m near shoulder, short tail,
saddle-marked.
One bay mare, like FG or FC over like RS near
shoulder, saddle-marked, white spots on back, grey
hairs about head.
If not released on or before the 5th April, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
E. BRADLEY, Junr., Poundkeeper.
166 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from D llalah, on the
17th February, 1873, by order of F. Walter, Esq.,
for trespass. Driving, 69. 8d.
One chesnut mare, like over ei (the J reversed) near
shoulder, BIG indistinct near neck, like J near
cheek, J. JR conjoined near ramp, hind feet white,
small  star on forehead, saddle-marked.
If not released on or before the 5th April, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
E. BRADLEY, Juur., Poundkeeper.
165 Is.
I
MPOUNDED at Poowoomba, from the enclosed
Grass Paddock of John Kalehar, near Toowoomba,
4th March, 1873.  Damages, 2s. 6d.
One bay mare, S1I conjoined  over  TF over like TJD (the
JD conjoined)  near  shoulder, TF near thigh, like 7
near ribs , white spots under saddle, shod.
If not  released on or  before 5th day of April, 1873,
will be  sold to defray expenses.
177
HANNAH LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOUNDED from Balanagowan, on 13th February,
1873, by J. Cook, Esq. Driving expenses, 2s.
One bay gelding, short tail, Fl near shoulder.
If not released on or before 25th March, 1871, will
be sold to defray expenses.
J. C. BINNEY, Poundkeeper.
182 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhamptou, from Ca'lnuigal, on
the 25th February, 1873, by E. G. Wood, Esquire.
Driving, 9s. 2d. per head.
One chesnut horse, star, 00 over like 3 near ribs, like 17
off ribs.
One dark-bay  mare , stripe down face, little white near
hind foot, shod  near  fore foot, saddle-marked, indes-
cribable brand  near shoulder.
One chesnut  horse, star ,  near  hind foot white, LH near
shoulder, white spot on wither.
One bay horse, black points, very minute star, 2 off
shoulder.
One bay mare, black points, star, little white on back, F
off shoulder.
One brown filly, like blotched 8 off shoulder,  cancer
near hind leg.
One dark -chesnut mare,  H over LH near shoulder, hind
feet white.
One bay horse , star , off hind foot white, ML near
shoulder, OC  over 3  near  ribs, blotched number off
ribs.
One bay horse, star and small snip, JT off shoulder,
saddle-marked.
One dark-bay horse, LH near shoulder, off hind foot
deformed.
If  not  released on or before 25th March, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
GE 0. BARNARD, Poundkeeper.
184 10s.
IMPOUNDED at Rolleston, f=•om Meteor Downs, on
the 22nd February, 1873, by order of W. Kelmaii,
Esq. Driving expenses, 3s. 4d. per head.
One chesnut mare, J near shoulder, J near thigh, like
JF conjoined off shoulder, like JF conjoined off
thigh, star.
One flea-bitten grey mare, like D over like III near
shoulder.
One bay colt, No. 2 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th March, 1873, will
be sold to pay expenses.
J. FISHER, Poundkeeper.
188 3s.
I
MPOUNDED  at Townsville ,  from Ross River, on the
11th February, 1873, by Peter Went.
One chesnut horse, M near shoulder, W off shoulder.
One bay gelding, no brand.
If not released on or before the 11th March, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
J. FLETCHER, Poundkeeper.
186 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from Beaufort, on the
23rd February, 1873, by R. Aunnuller, Esq. Driv.
ing, 16s. per head.
One bay mare, running star, two hind and near fore
fetlocks white, JH over P near shoulder, like g near
thigh, long tail.
One bay mare, long tail, like PN over B near shoulder,
long tail.
One flea-bitten grey gelding, long tail, like K over JE off
shoulder.
If not releaser on or before the  25th  day of March,
1873, they will be sold to defray expenses.
187
A. McLEOD, Poundkeeper.
3s.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Elizabeth Creek, on
the 18th February, 1873, by order of W. T.
Berkleman, Esq. Driving, 6s. 8d. per bead.
One bay horse, S over JS near shoulder, - over S near
thigh.
One brown mare, DALY near saddle.
If not released on or before 15th March, 1873, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
GEORGE FOSTER, Poundkeeper.
185 2s.
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IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Gowie Cattle
Station, on  the 17th February, 1873, by order of
H. G. Skinner, Esq., for trespass. Driving, 5s.
One bay horse, like y indistinct near shoulder, like A
blotched off shoulder, collar and saddle marked,
small star on forehead.
One bay horse, like ,M.,H near shoulder.
One bay horse, `, over  p near  shoulder, like JUL con-
joined near thigh.
One bay mare, m over  SS near  shoulder, white five.
One grey mare,  like writing  W over HII over blotched
bland, like D near shoulder, blind  off eye, saddle
marked, short tai].
One bay mare, like GM over like pq over T conjoined
near shoulder, like L5 near neck, indistinct brands
near thigh, like GG off shoulder, small star on
forehead, saddle marked, broken knees.-Bay filly
foal at foot, blotched brand near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5tlr April, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
164
E. BRADLEY,  Poundkeeper.
6s.
IMPOUNDED at Bcenleigh, on the 26th February,
1873.
One bay filly, JB near shoulder, near fore and hind
fetlocks white, star on forehead.
One black draught  mare,  FIT near thigh, few white
spots, long tail.
One dark-bay mare, blotch brand near and off thigh,
same brand over like tobacco pipe, star in forehead.
One black mare, long tail, SC near shoulder, SC near
rump, Sit off shoulder.
ROBERT SKIFFINS, Poundkeeper.
163 4s.
----- --------- - ---- - --- -- ------ - -----
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Tarampa, on the 28th
February, 1873. Driving , 4s. ; damages , 2s. 6d.
per head.
One brown horse, I and like O near shoulder, H off
shoulder, star and snip, two hind feet white.
One roan mare, DMD near shoulder, four white feet,
bald face, white spot under belly both sides.
One brown  mare, star , RB near shoulder, Ai over t
conjoined off shoulder and thigh.
If not released on or before the 25th March, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
170
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
3s.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Mount Abundance, on
22nd February, 1873, by order of R. E. Turnbull,
Esq. Driving, 5s. 6d.
One black mare, M over A in circle near shoulder, A in
circle near thigh.
One brown horse, AS near shoulder, 6 near ribs, like
-D-G off neck.
One brown mare, star, ME'' conjoined over indistinct
brand before B near shoulder ,  blotclied brand like
IO off shoulder.
One grey horse, like  0  over W near shoulder.
Also, from Waroonga, on 26th February, 1873, by order
of H. G. Biscoe, Esq. Driving, 8s. 4d.
One bay horse,  star , ZY off shoulder and off thigh.
One dark-bay horse, star, collar-marked, DA near
shoulder, B near neck.
One dark-bay mare, indistinct brand like C over indistinct
brand over like 00 near shoulder, like C over a
blotch near rump, collar-marked, bell on.
One chesnut filly, star, JL near shoulder and near thigh.
One brown horse, blotched brand like Y over J con-
joined near shoulder, or Y writing capital, like a
blotch off shoulder.
One bay horse, F or E over cross in circle near shoulder.
Also, from Mount Abundance, on 2 th February'
1873, by'order of R. E. Turnbull, Esq.
Driving, 2s.  6d-One  bay filly ,  hind legs white, like W off neck.
One blac k  mare, indistinct brand over WW near shoul-
der, indistinct brand near ribs, G over H sideways
off shoulder.
One bay horse , -  over D over M near shoulder, blotched
brand like 4 off  shoulder.
One bay  colt foal, star ,  M near shoulder.
One bay mare , 7 off shoulder.
One Chesnut  filly, JL near shoulder.
One bay colt, JFJ  off rump  and thigh 2 and two hearts
near ribs, star.
a If not released on or before the 5th April ,  1873, will
be sold to defray espeues.
F.  G. MACKAY,  Fouudkceper.
171 17s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Pikedale, on the 8th
February, 1873, by order of D. Guml, Esq. Driving
expenses , 8s. 4d. per head.
One black hore, T blotch and C over anchor near
shoulder, like 6 upsidedown near rump, off hind
foot white, snip.
One bay mare, FB (the F writing capital) of shoulder,
near  hind heel white ; brown  filly foal at foot, un-
branded.
One black horse, ],ike Jilt near shoulder, WC over H
near ribs, star, near hind heel white.
Also, at Warwick, from Glenlyon, on 24th February,
1873, by order  of Messrs . Harden and Walker.  Driving
expenses, 12s.  6d. per head.
One roan horse, THC conjoined near shoulder, of hind
foot white.
One black horse, HS near shoulder, TII over T off
shoulder, off hind foot  white, star and snip.
One roan horse, two blotch brands near shoulder, 5 and
like 7 near  ribs, star.
One grey mare ,  6 near check ,  over M near shoulder,
22 near thigh.
One bay mare, like JD conjoined over J near shoulder,
JA off shoulder.
One bay mare, W over .. near shoulder, DYR off shoul-
der, like a brand near thigh, star.
One brown mare, JE near shoulder.
One bay mare, HO conjoined off shoulder,  star, near
hind foot white ; bay  filly foal at foot, unbranded.
One bay mare, H near shoulder, WC over H near ribs,
star  ; black  filly foal at foot, unbranded.
One bay mare, like a brand over AC over CX near
shoulder.
One brown horse, 2 over 3A near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th March, 1873, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
PATK. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
178 15s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Toolburra paddock,
on the 21st February, 1873, by order of Thomas
Coutts, Esq. Damages and driving expenses, 5s. Gd. per
head.
One red and white bull calf, unbranded.
One yellow and white cow, WB near rump, like WB
near shoulder, like a brand near loin.
One red and white heifer calf at foot; unbranded.
One red cow, white face, blotch brands and B near rump,
blotch brands near thigh, blotch brand near ribs,
top off near ear, indescribable ear mark off ear ; red
bull calf at foot, unbranded, white face.
One roan heifer, MM of ribs, M of rump, top off off
car, slit near ear.
One red and white heifer, like M near shoulder and
thigh, like M off rump and ribs, top of near ear,
slit off ear.
If not released on or before the 25th day of March,
1863, will be sold to defray  expenses.
PATK. LENEHAN, Poundkeeper.
179 4s.IMPOUNDED at Warwick, fromthe Warwick Com-
monage, on the 22nd February, 1873, by order of
the Commonage Inspector, Mr. F. J. Bolton. Driving
expenses , Is. 2d.
One grey horse, 2 near neck, TB sideways  near  shoulder,
N near hip, W and illegible brand near rump.
If not released on or before the 25th day of March,
1863, w ill be sold to defray expenses.
PATK. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
180 Is.
IMPOUNDED  at St. George,  from Wondon, 22nd
February, 1873, by G. B. Kirk, Esq.  Driving, 4s.
One brown horse, R9 near shoulder ,  near hind foot
white.
If not released on or before the 25th day of March,
1873, will be sold to defray expenses.
WM. D. CHASE ,  Poundkeeper.
181 Is.
IMPOUNDED from Shamrock Vale, on 26th February,
1873, by  Messrs. Rawson Bros. Driving expenses,
4s. each.
One Chesnut gelding, short tail, S near shoulder, 6 of
ribs, scar off hip.
One bay mare, white stripe down face, 13 W (the W in
circle) near shoulder, J near thigh.
If not released on or before 5th April, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
J. C. BINNEY, Poundkeeper.
183 2s.
BRISBANE :
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SUPPLEMENT
TOTHE
QUEENSLAND
obnninent (6a3tttp-
OF SATURDAY, 8TH MARCH, 1873.
PUBLISHED  BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XIV.] MONDAY, 10TH MARCH, 1873. [No. 27.
QUF,ENSLAND, ' Proclamation by the Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
OONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
mauby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the Act
31 Victoria, No. 46, respecting the Alienation of
Crown Lands, I, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the following Lots of Land will
be offered for sale by public auction, at the under-
mentioned places, at Eleven o'clock, on the days
specified, at the upset price affixed to each Lot
respectively. (Deposit 20 per cent.)
And I further notify and proclaim that such of
the said Town and Suburban Lots as may remain
unsold shall, at and aft-r. Eleven o'clock on the
day following such auction, be open to selection
by purchase, at the upset price, in pursuance of
the 18th  clause  of  " The Homestead Areas Act of
1872."
The Deed Fees and Survey Fees on the under.
mentioned Lots will be charged according to the
following scale :-Under 1 acre, £1 12s. ; 1 acre and
under 5 acres, £1 18s. ; 5 acres and under 10 acres,
£2 12s. ; 10 acres and under 15 acres, £2 18s.;
15 acres and under 20 acres, £3 4s. ; 20 acres and
under 30 acres, £3 12s. ; 30 acres and under 40
acres, £3 18s. ; 40 acres and under 50 acres, £4 Ss. ;
50 acres and under 60 acres, £4 13s. ; 60 acres and
under SO acres, £5 Is. ; So acres and under 100
acres, £5  17s.;  100 acres and under 120 acres,
£6 2s.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE,
BEENLEIGH,
ON MONDAY,  THE 7TH  DAY OF  APRIL, 1873.
No. of No.  of No. of Price per
Lot. IAllotment Section . ` Area. Acre.
A. R. P. £ s.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Ward,  parish of  Moffatt,  town of Logan.
1 2 3 1 0 0 8 0
2 3 3 1 0 0 8 0
3 4 3 1 2 31 8 0
4 I 5 3 1 0 25 8 0
5 6 3 1 0 8 8 0
6 7 3 1 0 8 8 0
7 8 3 1 0 16 8 0
8 9 3 1 0 0 8 0
9 1 4 1 0 0 8 0
10 2 4 1 0 0 8 0
11 3  4 1 0 0 8 0
12 4  4 1 0 0 8 0
13 5  4 1 0 0 8 0
14 9 4 1 0 16 8 0
15 10  4 1 0 0 8 0
16 11 4 1 0 0 8 0
17 12 4 1 0 0 8 0
18 13 4 1 0 0 8 0
19 14 4 1 0 0 8 0
20 16 4 1 0 0 8 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, IPSWICH,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 8TH DAY  OF APRIL, 1873.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Cavendish, parish of Helidon, town of
Helidon.
1 1 I 2 1 0 2 0 8 0
2 2 2 0 2 0 8 0
3 6 2 0 2 0 1 8 0
4 7 2 0 2 0 S 0
5 s 2 0 2 0 8 0
6- 9 2 0 2 0 8 0
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TOWN  LOTS - continued . TOW N  LOTS - continued.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Acre.
No. of
Lot.
N
Allo
o. of
tment
N
Se
o. of
ction , Area .
Price per
Acre.
A. B. P.  £ s. A. B. P. f
£ s.
7 10 2 0 2 0 8 0 44 18 24 0 1 35 8 0
8 12  2 0 2 0  8 0 45 19 24 0 1 35 8 0
9 13 2 0 2 0 8 0 46 20 24 0 1 35 8 0
10 15 2 0 2 0 8 0 47 1 26 0 3 3 8 0
11 16 2 0 2 0 8 0 48 3 26 0 2 19 8 0
12 17 2 0 2 0  8 0 49 4 26 0 2 10 8 0
13 18  2 0 2 0  8 0 50 5 26  .0 1 36 8 0
14 19 2 0 2 0 8 0 51 6 26 0 120 8 0
15 20 2 0 2 0 8 0 52 7 26 0 312 8 0
16 5 3 0 2 0 8 0 53 1 27 0 2 0 8 0
17 6 3 0 2 0 8 0 54 2 27 0  2  0 8 0
18 7 3 0 2 0 8 0 55 3 27 0 2 0 8 0
19 8 3 0 2 0  8 0 56 4 27 0 2 0 8 0
20 9 3 0 2 0 8 0 57 5 27 0 2 0 8 0
21 10 3 0 2 0 8 0 58 6 27 0 2 0 8 0
22 16 3 0 2 0 8 0 59 7 27 0 2 0  8 0
23 17 3 0 2 0 8 0 60 8 27 0 2 0 8 0
24 18 3 0 2 0 8 0 61 9 27 0 2 0 8 0
25 19 3 0 2 0 8 0 62 10 27 0  2  0 8 0
26 3 4 0 3 0 8 0 63 11 27 0 2 0 8 0
27 4 4 0 3 0 8 0 64 12 27 0 2 0 8 0
28 5 4 0 2 0 8 0 65 13 27 0 2 0 8 0
66 14 27 0 2 0 8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS. 67 15 27 0 2 0 8 0
Near the town of Helidon. 68 16
17
27 0 2 0 8 0
2 0 8 027
Po rt ion. 6970 18
0
27 0 2 0 8 029 22 7 1 1 030 7.. I 71 19 2 0 2 0 8 030 23 11 1 10 1 0... 72 20 27 0 2 0 8. 0
73 1 28 0 2 0 8 0
74 2 28 0 2 0 8 0
75 3 28 0 2 0 8 0
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, LEYBURN, 76 4 28 0 2 0 8 0
ON WEDNESDAY ,  THE 9TH DAY OF APRIL, 1873. 77 5 28 0 2 0 8 0
78 6 28 0 2 0 8 0
TOWN LOTS. 79 7 28 0 2 0 8 0
County  of Merivale ,  arish of Leyburn ,  town of 80 8 28 0 2 0 8 0
IPeyburn. 81 9 28 0 2 0 8 0
Allotments Section. 82 10 28 0 2 0 8 0
1 1 12 2 0 37 8 0 83 11 28 0 2 0 8 0
2 2 12 2 0 31 8 0 84 13 28 0 2 0 8 0
3 3 12 1 3 30 8 0 85 14 28 0 2 0 8 0
4 4 12 1 0 38 8 0 86 15 28 0 2 0 8 0
5 1 14 I 0 2 0 8 0 87 16 28 0 2 0 8 0
6 2 14 0 2 0 8 0 88 17 28 0 2 0 8 0
7 18 14 0 2 0 8 0 89 18 28 0 2 0 8 0
8 19 14 0 2 0 8 0 90 20 28 0 2 0 8 0
9 20 14 0 2 0 8 0 91 1 29 0 2 0 8 0
10 21 14 0 2 0 8 0 92 2 29 0 2 0 8 0
11 22 14 0 2 0 8 0 93 3 29 0 2 0 8 0
12 23 14 0 2 0 8 0 94 4 29 0 2 0 8 0
13 24 14 0 2 0 8 0 95 5 29 0 2 0 8 0
14 6 18 0 2 0 8 0 96 6 29 0 2 0 8 0
15 9 18 0 2 0 8 0 97 7 29 0 2 0 8 0
16 10 18 0 2 0 8 0 98 8 29 0 2 0 8 0
17 2 19 0 2 0 8 0 99 9 29 0 2 0 8 0
18 3 19 0 2 0 8 0 100 10 29 0 2 0 8 0
19 4 19 0 2 0 8 0 101 11 29 0 2 0 8 0
20 5 19 0 2 0 8 0 102 12 29 0 2 0 8 0
21 6 19 0 2 0 8 0 103 13 29 0 2 0 8 0
22 7. 19 0 2 0 8 0 104 15 29 0 2 0 8 0
23 8 19 0 2 0 8 0 105 16 29 0 2 0 8 0
24 9 19 0 2 0 8 0 106 17 29 0 2 0 8 0
25 10 19 0 2 0 8 0 107 18 29 0 2 0 8 0
26 11 19 0 2 0 8 0 108 19 29 0 2 0 8 0
27 1 24 0 2 0 8 0 109 20 29 0 2 0 8 0
28 2 24 0 2 0 8 0 110 2} 29 0 2 0 8 0
29 3 24 0 2 0 8 0 111 22 29 0 2 0 8 0
30 4 24 0 2 0 8 0 112 23 29 0 2 0 8 0
31 5 24 0 2 0 8 0 113 24 29 0 2 0 8 0
32 6 24 0 2 0 8 0 114 1 30 0 2 0 8 0
33 7 24 0 2 0 8 0 115 2 30 0 2 0 8 0
34 8 24 0 2 0 8 0 116 3 30 0 2 0 .8 0
35 9 24 0 2 0 8 0 117 4 30 0 2 0 8 0
36 10 24 0 2 0 8 0 118 5 30 0 2 0 8 0
37 11 24 0 1 35 8 0 119 6 30 0 2 0 8 0
38 12 24 0 1 35 8 0 120 7 30 0 2 0 8 0
39 13 24 0 1 35 8 0 121 8 30 0 2 0 8 0
40 14 24 0 1 35 8 0 122 9 30 0 2 0 8 0
41 15 24 0 1 35 8 0 123 10 30 0 2 0 8 0
42 16 24 0 1 35
I
8 0 124 11 30 0 2 0 8 0
43 17 24 0 1 35 8 0 125 12 30 0 2 0 8 0
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TOWN  LOTS-Continued .  TOWN  LOTS - Continued.
No. of I No. of
Lot. Allotment.
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
L63
164
165
166
.167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Acre.
No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment
A. B. P. ( 2  S.
13 30 0 2 0 8 0 17 8
14 30 0 2 0 8 0 18 9
15 30 0 2 01 8 0 19 10
16 i 30 0 2 0 8 0 20 1
1 31 0 2 0 8 0 21 2
2 j 31 0  2 0 8 0 22 3
3 ! 31 0 2  8 0 23 4
4 1 31 0 2 0 8 0 24 5
5 31 0 2 0 8 0 25 6
6 1 31 0 2 0 8 0 26 7
7' 31 0 2 0 8 0 27 8
8 31 0 2 0 8 0 28 9
9 31 0 2 16 8 0 29 1
10 ; 31 0 2 25 8 0 30 2
1 32 0 2 0 8 0 31 3
2 32 0 2 0 8 0 32 4
3 32 0 2 0 8 0 33 5
4 32 0 2 0, 8 0 34 6
5 32 0 2 0 8 0 35 7
6 32 0 2 0 8 0 36 8
7 32 0 2 0 8 0 37 9
8 32 0 2 0 8 0 38 10
10 33 0 1 37 , 8 0 39 1
1
1 33 0 2 0 8 0 40 2
2 33 0 2 0 8 0 41 3
13 33 0 2 0 8 0 42 4
15 34 0 2 0 8 0 43 5
16 34 0 2 0 8 0 44 6
17 34 0 2 0 8 0 45 7
18 34 0 2 0 8 0 46 8
19 34 0 2 0 8 0 47 9
20 34 0 2 0 8 0 48 10
21 34 0 2 0 8 0 49 2
22 34 0 2 0 8 0 50 3
23 34 0 2 0 8 0 51 6
24 34 0 2 0 8 0 52 7
25 34 0 2 0 8 0 53 8
26 I 34 0 2 0 1 8 0 54 9
12 35 0 2 0 1 8 0 55 1
13 i 35  0 2 0' 8 0 56 2
14 35 0 2 0 8 0 57 3
15 35 0 2 0 8 0 58 4
16 35 0 2 0 8 0 59 5
17 35 0 2 0 8 0 60 7
18 35 0 2 0 8 0 61 8
62 1
SUBURBAN LOTS. 63 2
On and near Canal Creek. 64 3
Portion. 65 4
66 5
... - I I7
28
29
30
31
32
33
40 0 0
25 0 0
27 0 0
29 0 0
34 2 0
34 2 0
34 2 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
67 6
68 7
69 8
70 9
No. of
Section. Are a.
A. B. P.
Price per
Acre.
L  a.
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
0 2 0 1 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
Near town  of Hodgson.
71 1 9 5 0 0 1 0
72 I 3 9 7 0 0 1 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, ROMA, 73 3 9 7 0 0 1 0
ON TUESDAY,  THE 15TH DAY  OF APRIL, 1873. 74 4 I 9 8 0 0 1 0
TOWN  LOTS. 75 5 9 7 2 0 1 2 0
County of Walde rave, parish of Hod gson, town of
76 6 9
5
0 0 j 2 0
y g d
77 7 9  0 0 2  0
Ho gson. 78 8 9 2 0  0  2 0
Allotment.  Section.  79 9 9 1 0 0 1 2 0
1 2 1 0 2 16 8 0 80 10 9 1 0 0 2 0
2 4 1 0 2 16 8 0 81 11 9 1 0 0 2 0
3 6 1 0 2 16 8 0 82 1 10 10 0 0 1 0
4 1 1 3 1 0 2 0 8 0 83 2 10 5 0 0 1 1 0
5 2 3
6  2 3 1 0 2 0 8 0
84 1 11 9 3 27 ` 1 0
0
7 4 3 0 2 0 8 0 TOWN LOTS.
g 5
3
0 2 0 8 0 County of Waldegrave, parish  of Roma, town of9 6  0 2 0 8 0 Roma.
16 l 7 3 0 2 0 8 0
11 8 3 j 0 2 0 8 0 85 5 3 0 2 0 8 0
12 9 3 0 2 0 8 0 86 1 3 0 2 0 8 0
13 10 3, 0 2 0 8 0 87 1 24 0 2 0 8 0
14 2 4 1 0 2 0 8 0 88 8 24 ' 0 2 0 1 8 0
15 4 4 1 0 2 0 8 0 89 2 26 0 2 0 8 0
16 7 4 1 0 2 0 8 0 90 7 26 1 0 2 0' 8 0
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No of
Lot. Allotment
TOWN  LOTS - continued .  SUBURBAN  LOTS-continued.
Sectio n.
No. of I No. of Area. Price per Price perof Na off I NaN
91 10 26
92 2 27
93 3 27
94 4 27
95 6 27
96 9 27
97 10 27
98 4 28
99 2 29
100 2 38
101 3 39
102 5 40
103 6 40
104 8 40
105 3 40A
106 4 40A
107 9 40A
108 2 41
109 3 41
110 4 41
111 5 41
112 6 41
113 7 41
114 8 41
115 9 41
116 10 41
117 1 42
118 2 42
119 3 42
120 4 42
121 2 46
122 3 46
123 4 46
124 3 51
..o. oAcre.
Lot. iAllotment .  Section . Area. Acre.
A. R. P.  S.
0 2 0 8 0 167 I 2 1 80A 1 2 4 3 00 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0 168 { 1 I 81A 2 0 0 3 0169 2 81A 1 2 4 3 00 2 0 8 0 170 1 82A 2 0 0 3 00 2 0 8 0 171 2 I 82A 1 2 4 3 00 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8  0 Portion.
0 2 0 8 0 172 ... I 37 J 22 2 0 1 0
0 3 3 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0 = - -
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0 SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, SURAT,8
8
0 2 0 8
0 ON WEDNESDAY, THE 16TH DAY OF APRIL, 1873,
0 2 0 8 0 TOWN LOTS.
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0 County of Elgin, parish of Surat, town of Surat.
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0 Allotment .  Section.
0 2 0 8 0 1 3  5  0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0 2 6 5 'I 0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0 3 7 5 0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0 4 8 5 0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0 5 9 5 0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0, 8 0 6 1 9 0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 j 8 0 7 2 9 0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0 8 3 9 0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0! 8 0 9 6 9 0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 1 8 0 10 7 9 0 2 0 8 0
0. 2 0 8 0 11 8 9 0 2 0 8 0
12 9 9' 0 2 0 8 0
SUBURBAN  LOTS. 13 10 9 0 2 0 8 0
14 1 10 0 2 0 8 0
County of Waldegrave,  arish  of Roma, near town 15 2 10 0 2 0 8 0
f 16 3 10 0 2 0 8 00 oma.
17 4 10 0 2 0 8 0
21 7 3 36  2 0 18 6 10 l 0 2 0 8 0
75 25 2 0 1 0 19 7 10 0 2 0 8 0
76 26  1 0 1 0 20 8 10 0 2 0 8 0
77 17 0 0 1 0 21 9 10 0 2 0 8 0
77 17 2 0 1 0
78 17 2 0 1 0
78 17 2 0 1 0
79 7 2 0 1 0
79 10 0 0 1 0
80 17 2 0 1 0
81 9 0 0 1 0 SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, ST.
81 10 3 0 1 0 GEORGE,
82 14 3 0 1 0
82 15 2 0 1 0 ON W EDNESDAY,  THE 23RD DAY OF APRIL, 1873.
83 22 1 0 1 0
84 6 0 26 1 0 TOWN LOTS.
84 9 3 22 1 0 County  of Belmore, parish of St. George ,  town of85 7 3  28 1 0 St.  George.85 5 2 8 1 0
85 8 3  24 1 0 1 3 4 1 0 0 8 0
85 6 116 1 0 2 8 4 1 0 0 8 0
86 14 1 0 1 0 3 9 4 1 0 0 8 0
86 10 0 0 1 0 4 10 4 1 0 0 8 0
75A 1 1 0 4 0 5 2 5 1 0 0 8 0
75A 1 1 0 4 0 6 3 5 1 0 0 8 0
75A 1 1 0 4 0 7 4 5 1 0 0 8 0
75A 1 1 0 4 0 8 5 6 1 0 0 8 0
76A 1 1 0 4 0 9 6 5 1 0 0 8 0
76A 1 1 0 4 0 10 7 5 1 0 0 8 0
76A 1 1 0 4 0 11 8 5 1 0 0 8 0
76A 1 1 0 4 0 12 9 5 1 0 0 8 0
77A 1 1 0 4 0 13 10 5 1 0 0 8 0
77A 1 1 0 4 0 14 1 6 1 0 0 8 0
77A 1 1 0 4 0 15 2 6 1 0 0 8 0
77A 1 1 0 4 0 16 3 6 1 0 0 8 0
78A 1 1 0 4 0 17 4 6 1 0 0 8 0
78A 1 1 0 4 0 18 5 6 1 0 0 8 0
78A 1 1 0 4 0 19 6 6 1 0 0 8 0
78A 1 1 0 4 0 20 1 7 1 0 0 8 0
79A 2 0 0 3 0 21 2 7 1 0 0 8 0
79A IJ 1 2 4 3 0 22 3 7 1 0 0 8 0
804 2 0 0 3 0 23 4 7 1 0 0 8 0
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TOWN  LOTS-Continued. TOWN  LOTS-Conti n ued.
No. of I No. of No. of Price per No ..f n e V"o, of Price per
LolAllotmwit. Section. Area. Acre. Lot. is ilotmcrt, Scccior.. Area. Acio.
A. B. P. £ S. I IL  P
24 5 7 1 0 0 8 0 106 9 25 1 0 0 8 0
25 6 7 1 0 0 8 0 107 10 25 1 0 0 8 0
26 1  8  1 0 0 8 0 108 11 25 1 0 0 8 027 2 8  1 0 0 8 0 109 12 25 1 0 0 8 0
28 3 8 1 0 0 8 0 110 1 26 1 0 0 8 0
29 4 8 1 0 0 8 0 111 2 26 1 0 0 8 0
30 5 8 1 0 0 8 0 112 3 26 1 0 0 8 0
31 6 8 1 0 0 8 0 113 4 26 1 0 0 8 0
32 1 9 1 0 0 8 0 114 5 26 1 0 0 8 0
33 2 9 1 0 0 8 0 115 6 26 1 0 0 8 0
34 3 9 1 0 0 8 0 116 7 26 1 0 0 8 0
35 4 9 1 0 0 8 0 117 8 26 1 0 0 8 0
36 5 9 1 0 0 8 0 118 9 26 1 0 0 8 037 6 9 1 0 0 8 0 119 10 26 1 0 0 8 0
38 1 14 1 0 0 8 0 120 1 27 1 0 0 8 0
39 2 14 1 0 0 8 0 121 2 27 1 0 0 8 0
40 3 14 1 0 0 8 0 122 3 27 1 0 0 8 0
41 4 14 1 0 0 8 0 123 4 27 1 0 0 8 0
42 5 14 0 3 38 8 0 124 5 27 1 0 0 8 0
43 6 14 0 3 38 8 0 125 6 27 1 0 0 8 0
44 7 14 1 0 0 8 0 126 7 27 1 0 0 8 0
45 8 14 1 0 0 8 0 127 8 27 1 0 0 8 0
46 9 14 1 0 0 8 0 128 9 27 1 0 0 8 0
47 10 14 1 0 0 8 0 129 10 27 1 0 0 8 0
48 1 15 1 0 0 8 0 130 1 28 1 0 0 8 0
49 2 15 1 0 0 8 0 131 2 28 1 0 0 8 0
50 3 15 1 0 0 8 0 132 3 28 1 0 0 8 0
51 4 15 1 0 0 8 0 133 4 28 1 0 0 8 0
52  5 15  0 3 37 8 0 134 5 28 0 3 39 8 0
53 6 15 0 3 37 8 0 135 6 28 0 3 39 8 0
54 7 15 1 0 0 8 0 136 7 28 1 0 0 8 0
55 8 15 1 0 0 8 0 137 8 28 1 0 0 8 0
56 9 15 1 0 0 8 0 138 9 28 1 0 0 8 0
57 10 15 1 0 0 8 0 139 10 28 1 0 0 8 0
58  1 16 1 0 0 8 0 140 1 29 1 0 0 8 0
59 2 16 1 0 0 8 0 141 2 29 1 0 0 8 0
60 3 16 1 0 0 8 0 142 3 29 1 0 0 8 0
61 4 16 1 0 0 8 0 143 4 29 1 0 0 8 0
62 5 16 0 3 37 8 0 144 5 29 0 3 37 8 0
63 6 16 0 3 37 8 0 145 6 29 0 3 37 8 0
64 7 16 1 0 0 8 0 146 7 29 1 0 0 8 065 8 16 1 0 0 8 0 147 8 29 1 0 0 8 0
66 9 16 1 0 0 8 0 148 9 29 1 0 0 8 0
67 10 16 1 0 0 8 0 149 10 29 1 0 0 8 0
68 2 17 1 0 0 8 0 150 1 30 1 0 0 8 0
69 3 17 1 0 0 8 0 151 2 30 1 0 0 8 0
70 4 17 1 0 0 8 0 152 3 30 1 0 0 8 0
71 5 17 0 3 39 8 0 153 4 30 1 0 0 8 0
72 6 17 0 3 39 8 0 154 6 30 0 3 37 8 0
73 7 17 1 0 0 8 0 165 6 30 0 3 37 8 0
74 8 17 1 0 0 8 0 156 7 30 1 0 0 8 0
75 9 17 1 0 0 8 0 157 8 30 1 0 0 8 0
76 10 17 1 0 0 8 0 158 9 30 1 0 0 8 0
77 3 18 1 0 0 8 0 159 10 30 1 0 0 8 0
78 2 19 1 0 0 8 0 160 1 31 1 0 0 8 0
79 3 19 1 0 0 8 0 161 2 31 1 0 0 8 0
80 5 19 1 0 24 8 0 162 3 31 1 0 0 8 0
81 6 19 1 0 0 8 0 163 4 31 1 0 0 8 0
82 7 19 1 0 0 164 5 31 0 3 22 8 0
83 8 21 1 0 0 8 0
84 9 21 1 0 0 8 0
165 6 31 0 3 38 8 0
85 1 22 1 0 0 8 0
166 7 31 1 0 0 8 0
86 2 22 1 0 0 8 0
167 8 31 1 0
-
0 8 0
87 3 22 1 0 0 8 0
168 9 31 1 0 0 8 0
88 4 22 1 0 0 8 0
169 10 31 1 0 0 8 0
89 5 22 1 0 0 8 0 SUBURBAN LOTS.90 7 22 1 0 0 8 0
91 8 22 1 0 0 8 0 Near town of St. George.
92 9 22 1 0 0 8 0
1 0 093 10 22 8 0 Po rt ion.
94 1 23 1 0 0 8 0 170 15 20 0 0 1 10
95 2 23 1 0 0 8 0 171 16 8 2 0 1 10
96 3 23 1 0 0 8 0 172 17 i 9 3 4 1 10
97 4 23 1 0 0 8 0 173 18 23 0 0 1 10
98 5 23 1 0 0 8 0 174 19 12 1 36 1 10
99 6 23 1 0 0 8 0 175 20 14 1 27 1 10
100 7 23 1 0 0 8 0 176 21 8 2 0 1 10
101 8 23 1 0 0 8 0 177 23 18 0 0 1 10
102  9 23  1 0 0 8 0 178 24 20 2 29 1 10
103 10 23 1 0 0 8 0 179 25 .17 3 31 1 10
104 3 25 1 0 0 8 0 180 26 20 2 23 1 10
105 4 25 1 0 0 8 0 181 27 20 2 25 1 10
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, SPRING-
SURE,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 15TH DAY OF APRIL, 1873.
No, of
J No ofLot. Allotment,
1 2
No. of
Section.
Price
per Acre.
I I I A. R. P. I f; s.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Denison, parish of Rolleston, town of
Rolleston.
1 1
2 1
3 1
4 1
5 1
7 2 2
8 3 2
9 4 2
10 5 2
11 1 3
12 2 3
13 3 3
14 4 3
15 5 3
16 1 4
17 1 5
18 2 5
19 3 5
20 4 5
21 5 5
22 1 6
23 2 6
24  1  3 6
25 4 6
26 5 6
27 1 7
28 2 7
29 3 7
30 4 7
31 5 7
32 4 8
33 1 9
34 2 10
35 4 10
36 1 11
37 3 11
38 3 12
39 2 13
40
41
42
43
Area
1 1 15 8 0
1 1 15 8 0
1 1 15 8 0
1 1 0; 8 0
1 1 321 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1  () 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
Near Town of Rolleston.
Portion.
1 23 1 23
2 30 3 8
3  ...  31 1 4
4 ... 40 3 7
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
TOWN LOTS.
County of  Denison, parish of  Springsure, town of
Springsure.
Allotment .  Section.
44 1 3 0 2 0 8 0
45 2 3 0 2 0 8 0
46 4 3 0  2  0 8 0
47 5 3 0 2 0 8 0
48 6 3 0 2 0 8 0
49 7 3 0 2 0 8 0
50 8 3 0 2 0 8 0
51 3 19 1 0 0 8 0
52 4 19 1 0 0 8 0
53 2 21 1 1 8 8 0
64 3 21 1 1 8 8 0
65 4 21 1 1 8 8 0
56 4 24 1 0 16 8 0
57 7 24 1 0 16 8 0
58 8 24 1 0 16 8 0
69 9 24 1 0 16 8 0
60 1 25 1 1 8 8 0
61 2 25 1 3 23 8 0
62 1 26 1 0 0  0
63 2 26 1 0 0 8
8
0
64 3 26 1 0 0 8 0
65 4 26 1 2 8 8 0
66 2 27 1 0 0 8 0
67 6 27 1 1 28  0
TOWN  LOTS - continued.
NoLot. f
111N.oolinolll
No. of Area,Section.
_i
V V A. R. P. I- - £ s.
68 2 28 1 0 0 8 0
69 3 28 1 0 0 8 0
70 4 28 1 0 0 8 0
71 5 28 1 0 0 8 0
72 1 29 1 0 0 8 0
73 2 29 1 0 0 8 0
74 3 29 1 0 0 8 0
75 4 29 1 0 0 8 0
76 5 29 1 0 0 8 0
77 1 30 0 3 16 8 0
78 1 31 1 0 0 8 0
79 2 31 1 0 0 8 0
80 3 31 1 0 0 8 0
81 4 31 1 0 0 8 0
82 1 32 1 0 0 8 0
83 2 32 1 0 0 8 0
84 3 32 1 0 0 8 0
85 4  32  1 0 0 8 0
86 5 32 1 0 0 8 0
87 1 33 1 0 0 8 0
88 2 33 1 0 0 8 0
89 3 33 1 0 0 8 0
90 4 33 1 0 0 8 0
91 5 33 1 0 0 8 0
92 1 34 1 0 0 1 8 0
93 2 34 1 0 0 8 0
94 3 34 0 2 35 . 8 0
95 1 35 1 0 0 8 0
96 2 35 1 0 0 8 0
97 3 35 1 0 0 8 0
98 1 36 1 0 0 8 0
99 2 36 1 0 0 8 0
100 3 36 1 0 0 8 0
101 4 36 1 0 0 8 0
102 5 36 1 0 0 8 0
103 2 37 1 0 0 8 0
104 3 37 1 0 0 8 0
105 4 37 1 0 0 8 0
106 5 37 1 0 0 8 0
107 1 38 1 0 0 8 0
108 2 38 1 0 0 8 0
109 3 38 1 .0 0 8 0
110 4 38 1 0 0 8 0
111 5 38 1 0 0 8 0
112 1 39 1 0 0 8 0
113 2 39 1 0 0 8 0
114 3 39 1 0 0 8 0
115 4 39 1 0 0 8 0
116 5 39 1 0 0 8 0
117 1 40 1 0 0 8 0
118 2 40 0 3 3912 8 0
119 3 40 0 3 18 8 0
120 4 1 40 0 2 36 8 0
SUBURBAN LOT.
Near Town  of Springsure.
Portion.
121 4 I ... I 35  1 38  0 15
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, TAROOM,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 15TH DAY OF APRIL, 1873.
TOWN LOTS.
County of  Fortescue,  parish of Taroom,  town of
Taroom.
Allotmcnt . Section.
1 1 5
2 7 6
3 2 8
4 7 8
b 8 8
6 9 8
7 10 8
8 3 13
9 6 13
10 7 13
11 8 13
12 9 13
13 10 13
14 1 14
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
I'riro por
Acme.
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
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TOWN  LOTS - continued. TOWN  LOTS- continued.
No. of
Lot.
No. of No. of
Allotment section.
Price per No. ofArea. Lot.Acre.
No. of No. of
Allotment Section. Area.
Price per
Acre.
A. R. P. 1 2 0. A. B. P. $ a.
15 2 14 0 2 0 8 0 11 3 12  0 2 0 8 0
16 3 14 0 2 0 8 0 12 4 12  0 2 0 8 0
17 4 14 0 2 0 8 0 13 6 12  1 0 0 8 0
18 5 14 0 2 0 8 0 14 7 12  1 0 0 8 0
19 6 14 0 2 0 8 0 15 8 12  1 0 0 8 0
20 7 14 0 2 0 8 0 16  6 13  1 0 0 8 0
21 8 14 0 2 0 8 0 17 7 13  1 0 0 8 0
22 9 14 0 2 0 8 0 18 8 13  1 0 0 8 0
23 10 14 0 2 0 8 0 19 9 13  1 0 0 8 0
24 1 15 0 2 0 8 0 20 10 13  1 0 0 8 0
25 2 15 0 2 0 8 0 21 1 14  1 0 0 8 0
26 3 15 0 2 0 8 0 22 2 14  1 0 0 8 0
27 4 15 0 2 0 8 0 23 3 14  1 0 0 8 0
28 5 15 0 2 0 8 0 24 4 14 1 0 0 8 0
29 6 15 0 2 0 8 0 25 5 14 1 0 0 8 0
30 7 15 0 2 0 8 0 26 1 15 1 0 0 8 0
31 8 15 0 2 0 8 0 27 2 15 1 0 0 8 0
32 9 15 0 2 0 8 0 28  3 15  1 0 0 8 0
33 10 .15 0 2 0 8 0 29 4 15  1 0 0 8 0
34 1 16 0 2 0 8 0 30 5 15  1 0 0 8 0
35 2 16 0 2 0 8 0 31 1 16  1 0 0 8 0
36 3 16 0 2 0 8 0 32 2 16  1 0 0 8 0
37 4 16 0 2 0 8 0 33 3 16  1 0 0 8 0
38 5 16 0 2 0 8 0 34 4 16  1 0 0 8 0
39 6 16 0 2 0 8 0 35 5 16  1 0 0 8 0
40 7 16 0 2 0 8 0 36 2 17  1 0 0 8 0
41 8 16 0 2 0 8 0 37 3 17  1 0 0 8 0
42 9 16 0 2 0 8 0 38 2 19  1 0 0 8 0
43 10 16 0 2 0 8 0 39 3 19  1 0 0 8 0
44 1 17 0 2 0 8 0 40 4 19 1 0 0 8 0
45 2 17 0 2 0 8 0 41 11 24 0 3 38; 8 0
46 3 17 0 2 0 8 0 42 10 24 0 2 224 8 0
47 4 17 0 2 0 8 0 43 12 24  1 0 0 8 0
48 5 17 0 2 0 8 0 44 13 24  1 0 0 8 0
49 6 17 0 2 0 8 0 45 1 28  0 2 0 8 0
50 7 17 0 2 0 8 0 46 4 28  0 2 0 8 0
51 8 17 0 2 0 8 0 47 7 28  0 2 0 8 0
52 9 17 0  2  0 8 0 48 8 28  0 2 0 8 0
53 10 17 0 2 0 8 0 49 9 28  0 2 0 8 0
50 1 29  0 2 0 8 0
SUBU RBAN LOTS. 51  2 29  0 2 0 8 0
52 3 29  0 2 0 8 0
53 4 29  0On and near Dawson River 2 0
8 0
. 54 10 29  0 2 0 8 0
Portion. 55  1 30  0 2 0 8 006 320 1 0 56  2 30  054 7 2 0 8...
7 1 6 1 0 57  8 30  055 8 2 0 8 0...
7 3 7 1 0 58  9 30  056 9 2 0 8 0...
8 3 25 1 0 59 10 30  057 10 2 0 8 0... 60  2 31  0 2 0 8 058 11 10 0 32 1 0 61 1 •
1
34  0 2 0 8 059 15 ... 56 1 0 1 0 6` 2 34  0 2 0 8 060 16 ... 56 1 0 1 0 63  3 34  0 2 0 8 061 17 ... 56 1 0 1 0 64 4 34 0 2 0 8 0.56 1 0 1 062 18 ...
42 3 0 1 0 64 5 34 063 19 5
2 0 8 0
. ... 6 7 34 0 2 0 8 0
67  8 34 0 2 0 8 0
68  1 36 0 2 0 8 0
69  2 36 0 2 0 8 0
70  3 36 0 2 0 8 0
71  4 36 0 2 0 8 0
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, 72  7 36 0 2 0 8 0
NANANGO, 73  8 36 0 2 0 8 0
74  9 36 0 2 0 8 0
75  10 36 0 2 0 8 0
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 9TH DAY OP APRIL, 1873. 76 1 37 0 2 0 8 07  2 37 0 2 0 8 0
TOWN LOTS. 78 3 37 0 2 0 8 0
4 37 0 2 0 8 0
County of Fitzroy, parish of Nanango, town of g0 5 37 0 2 0 8 0
Nanango. 81 6 37 0 2 0 8 0
Allotment. Section. 82  7 37 0 2 0 8 0
1 7 3 0 2 0 8 0 83 8 37 0 2 0 8 0
2 7 4 0 2 0 8 0 84 3 38 0 2 0 8 0
3 3 8 0 3 104 8 0 85  4 38 0 2 0 8 0
4 6 8 1 0 0 8 0 86 5 38 0 2 0 8 0
5 8 8 1 216 8 0 87 7 38 0 2 0 8 0
6 2 11 0 2 0 8 0 88 8 38 0 2 0 8 0
7 3 11 0 2 0 8 0 89  9 38 0 2 0 8 0
8 4 11 0 '.: 0 0 90 10 38 0 2 0 8 0
9 9 11 1 0 0 8 0 91  1  09 0 2 0 8 0
10 2 12 0 2 0 8 0 92  2 39 0 2 0 1 8 0
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TOWN  LOTS-continued. TOWN  LOTS- continued.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
All otment
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Acre.
No. of  I No. of
Lot. Allotment
No. oP I Acct. Price perSection. Acre.
A R P L £ s A. R. P.
93 3
. . .
39 0 2 0 8
.
0 174 4 49 1 0 0 8 0
94  4 39 0 2 0 8 0 175 5 49 1 0 0 8 0
95 6 39 0 2 0 8 0 176 1 50 1 0 0 8 0
96 6 39 0 2 0 8 0 177 2 50 1 0 0 8 0
97 7 39 0 2 0 8 0 178 3 50 1 0 0 8 0
98 8 39 0 2 0 8 0 179 4 50 1 0 0 8 0
99  9 39 0 2 0 8 0 180 5 50 1 0 0 8 0
100 10 39 0 2 0 8 0 181 1 51 1 0 0 8 0
101 1 40 1 0 0 8 0 182 2 51 1 0 0 8 0
102  2  40 1 0 0 8 0 183 3 51 1 0 0 8 0
103  3  40 1 0 0 8 0 184 4 51 1 0 0 8 0
104  4 40 1 0 0 8 0 185 5 51 1 0 0 8 0
105  5  40 1 0 0 8 0
106  6  40 0 2 0 8 0 SUBURBAN LOTS.
107  7  40 0 2 0 8 0
108  8  40 0 2 0 8 0 Near  town  of Nanango.
109  9  40 0 2 0 8 0 186 6 14 2 2 0 4
110 10  40 0 2 0 8 0 187 7 14  2 2 0 4
111  1 41 1 0 0 8 0 188 6 15  2 2 0 4
112  2  41 1 0 0 8 0 189 7 15 2 2 0 4
113  3  41 1 0 0 8 0 190 6 16  2 2 0 4
114  4 41 1 0 0 8 0 191 7 16 2 2 0 4
115  5  41 1 0 0 8 0 192 6 18  2 2 0 4
116  6  41 0 2 0 8 0 193 6 19 2 2 0 4
117  7 41 0 2 0 8 0 194 7 19  2 2 0 4
118  8  41 0 2 0 8 0 195 5 20 2 2 0 4
119  9  41 0 2 0 8 0 196 5 22 2 0 28 4
120 10  41 0 2 0 8 0 197 4 26  2 2 0 4
121  1 42 1 0 0 8 0 198 5 26 2 2 151 4
122  2  42 1 0 0 8 0 199 6 26  2 0 32 4
123  3  42 1 0 0 8 0 200 I 2 27 2 2 0 4
124  4 42 1 0 0 8 0 201 3 27 1 0 212 4
125  5 42 1 0 0 8 0 202 4 27 1 0 82 4
126  6 42 0 2 0 8 0 203 5 27 0 3 13 4
127 7  42 0 2 0 8 0 204 6 27 1 1 13 4
128  8  42 0 2 0 8. 0 205 7 27 1 0 232 4
129  9 42 0 2 0 8 0 206 8 27 1 0 32 4
130 10  42 0 2 0 8 0 207 9 27 1 0 15 4
131  1 43 1 0 0 8 0 208 3 1 13 2 37 2
132  2  43 1 0 0 8 0 209 2 2  14 3 0 2
133  3 43 1 0 0 8 0 210 3 2 19 3 16 2
134  4 43 1 0 0 8 0 211 3 3  37 1 0 1
135  5  43 1 0 0 8 0 212 1 51 1 3 26 1
136  8  43 0 2 0 8 0 213 1 52 1 3 16 1
137  9  43 0 2 0 8 0 214 . 2 52 2 1 0 1
138 10  43 0 2 0 8 0 215 1 53  2 2. 0 1
139  1 44 1 0 0 8 0 216 2 53  2 2 0 1
140  2  44 1 0 0 8 0 217 3 53 2 2 0 1
141 3 44 1 0 0 8 0 218 4 53 2 3 0 1
142  4 44 1 0 0 8 0 219 5 .53 4 3 12 1
143  5  44 1 0 0 8 0 220 1 54 17 2 10 1
144 7  44 0 2 0 8 0 221 2 54 9 3 0 1
145  8  44 0 2 0 8 0 222 3 54  10 0 0 1
146 9  44 0 2 0 8 0 223 4 54  9 1 8 1
147 10  44 0 2 0 8 0 224 1 55  15 0 0 1
148 1  45 1 0 0 8 0 225 2 55  13 2 22 1
149  2  45 1 0 0 8 0 226 3 55  15 3 27 1
150  3  45 1 0 0 8 0 227 1 56 3 2 0 1
151  4 45 1 0 0 8 0 228 2 56 3 2 0 1
152  5  45 1 0 0 8 0 229 3 56  4 2 28 1
163  6  45 0 2 0 8 0 230 4 56 4.0 0 1
154 7 45 0 2 0 8 0 231 1 57 5 0 0 1
155  8  45 0 2 0 8 0 232 2 57  5 0 0 1
156  1 46 1 0 0 8 0 233 1 58 5 0 0 1
157  2  46 1 0 0 8 0 234 2 58  5 0 0 1
158  3 46 1 0 0 8 0 235 1 59  7 0 0 1
159 4  46 1 0 0 8 0 236 2 59  7 0 0 1
160  5  46 1 0 0 8 0 237 1 60  7 0 0 1
161 1  47 1 0 0 8 0 238 2 60  7 0 0 1
162  2  47 1 0 0 8 0 239 1 61 7 0 0 1
163 3  47 1 0 0 8 0 240 2 61 7 0 0 1
164 4  47 1 0 0 8 0 241 3 61 6 3 18 1
165  5  47 1 0 0 8 0 242 4 61 5 3 5 1
166  48 1 0 0 8 0 243 1 62  20  '1 24 0
167 2  48 1 0 0 8 0 244 2  62  20 1 24 0
168 3  48 1 0 0 8 0 245 3 62 20 1 24 0
169 4  48 1 0 0 8 0 246 5 62 20 1 24 0
170 5  48 1 0 0 8 0 247 6 62  22 2 0 0
171 1  49 1 0 0 8 0 248 1 63  25 3 8 0
172 2  49 1 0 0 8 0 249 2 63  25 3 8 0
173 3  49 1 0 0 8 0 250 3 63  25 3 8 0
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFIC
DIWINDI
E, GOON- TOWN  LOTS-continued.
------
,
ON TUESDAY,  THE  22ND  DAY OF AP RIL, 1873.
No. of hn. of No. of
Lot, 911oUnentl Seeiiuu. A  rem.
Trice .•r
Ac re .
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
No. of
Section. Area.
Price
per Acre.
76 1 0 04 36 8 0
County of Mar
TOW
ch, pari
Goo
A. it. P.
N LOTS.
sh of Goondiwin
ndiwindi.
77
I .3r 3. 78
79
80
di, town of 81
82
5
6
7
8
9
10
36
36
36
36
36
36
1 1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
8
8
8
8
8
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
7 4 0 2 0 8 0  SUBURBAN LOTS.
5 8 0 3 341 8 0 County of March, parish of Goondiwindi, near
7 8 1 0 0 8 0  town of Goondiwindi.
8 8 1 0 0 8 0 83 4 7 3 0 17 4 0
9 8 1 0 0 8 0 84 5 7  3 0 17 4 0
2 11 0 2 19 8 0 85 7 16 2 0 28 4 0
1 15 1 1 41, 8 0 86 9 16 2 0 24 4 0
2 15 0 2 18 8 0 87 1 25 5 0 0 1 101  22 0 2 0 8 0 88 2 25 5 0 0 1 10
2 22 0 2 0 8 0 89 3 25 5 0 0 1 10
3 22 0 2 0 8 0 90 4 25 5 0 0 1 10
8 22 0 2 0 8 0 91 5 25 5 0 0 1 10
9 22 0 2 0 8 0 92 6 25 5 0 0 1 10
10 22 0 2 0 8 0 93 7 25 5 0  0  1 10
7 23 0 2 0 8 0 94 8 25 5 0 0 1 10
8 23 0 2 0 8 0 95 1 26 5 0 0 1 10
9 23 0 2 0 8 0 96 2 26 5 0 0 1 10
10 23 0 2 0 8 0 97 3 26 5 0 0 1 10
1 24 0 3 0 8 0 98 4 26 5 0 0 1 10
2 24 0 3 28 8 0 99 5 26 5 0 0 1 10
3 24 0 2 36 8 0 100 6 26 5 0 0 1 10
4 24 0 3 0 8 0 101 7 26 5 0 0 1 10
1 31 1 0 0 8 0 102 8 26 5 0 0 1 10
2 31 1 0 0 8 0 103 1 27 2 2 0 1 10
3 31 1 0 0 8 0 104 2 27 2 2 0 1 10
4 31 1 0 0 8 0 105 3 27 2 2 0 1 10
5
''
1 0 0 8 0 Portion.
6 31 1 0 0 8 0 106 .. ' 6 52 0 0 1 0
7 31 1 0 0 8
.
0 107 ... 7 40 0 0 1 0
8 31 1 0 0 8 0 108 .. 8 48 0 0 1 09 31 1 0 0 8 .0 109 .. 9 38 0 0 1 010 31 1 0 0 8 .0 110 .. 10 49 0 0 1 01 32 1 0 0 8 .0 111 11 51 0 0 1 0
2 32 1 0 0 8 ...o 112 12 51. 0 0 1 03 32 1 0 0 8 . .0 113 31 31. 2 11 0 154 32 1 0 0 8 . .0 114 .. 32 21 3 32 0 15
5 32 1 0 0 8
.0 115 ... 33 15 1 0 0 15
6 32 1 0 0 8 0 116 .. 34 15 2 11 0 157 32 1 0 0 8 .0 117 35  27. 2 0 0 158 32 1 0 0 8 . .0 118 36 34. 2 16 0 159 32 1 0 0 8 . .0 119 37 44 0 0 0 15
10 32 1 0 0 8 ...0 120 . 38 47 0 0 0 15
1 33 1 0 0 8
. .
0 121 39 47. 0 0 0 15
2 33 1 0 0 8
. .0 122 40 22. 134 0 153 33 1 0 0 8 . .0 123 30 41. 0 0 0 154 33 1 0 0 8 . .0 124 ... 41 13 0 32 0 15
5 33 1 0 0 8 0 125 .. 42 23 216 0 15
6 I 33 1 0 0 8
.0 126 43 30 3 24 0 157 33 1 0 0 8 ...0 127 44 30. 0 0 0 158 33 1 0 0 8 . .0 128 45 30 0 0 0 15
9 33 1 0 0 8 0 ...129 46 30. 0 0 0 15
10 33 1 0 0 8 0 . .130 47 30. 0 0 0 151 34 1 0 0 8 0 . .131 ... 58 30 0 0 0 15
2 34 1 0 0 8 0 132 59 30 0 0 0 15
3 34 1 0 0 8 0 ...133 ... 60 30 0 0 0 15
4 34 1 0 0 8 0 134 61 51
.
0 0 0 15
5 34 1 0 0 8 0 . .135 62  45. 0 0 0 156 34 1 0 0 8 0 . . 63 45136 .. 0 0 0 15
7 34 1 0 0 8 0
.
8 34 1 0 0 8 0
9 34 1 0 0 8 0
10 34
1 35
1
1
0
0
0
0
8
8
0
0
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, CHARLE-
VILLE,
2 35 1 0 0 8 0 ON THURSDAY, THE 24TH DAY OF APRIL, 1873.
3 35 1 0 0 8 0  TOWN LOTS.
4 35 1 0 0 8 0  County of Orrery, parish of Charleville, town of
5 35 1 0 0 8 0  Charleville.
6 35 1 0 0 8 0  Allotment.  section.
7 35 1 0 0 8 0 1  3 1 0 3 10 8 0
8 35 1 0 0 8 0  2 3 3 0 2 10 8 0
9 35 1 0 0 8 0 3 2 4 0 3 10 8 0
10 35 1 0 0 8 0 4 3 4 0 3 10 8 0
1 36 1 0 0 8 0 5 4 4 0 3 10 8 0
2 36 1 0 0 8 0 6 5 4 0 6 10 8 0
3 36 1 0 0 8 0 7 2 5 1 0 0 8 0
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No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment
TOWN LOTS .- Continued .  SUBURBAN LOTS - Conttinued.
No. of
Section. Area.
Price No. of
per Acre. Lot.
A. R. P. I £ S.
3 5 1 0 0
4 5 1 0 0
5 5 1 0 0
1 6 1 0 0
2 6 1 0 0
3 6 1 0 0
4 6 1 0 0
5 6 1 0 0
1 7 1 0 0
2 7 1 0 0
3 7 0 220
4 7 0 220
1 8 1 0 0
2 8 1 0 0
3 8 1 0 0
4 8 1 0 0
5 8 1 0 0
1 9 0 2 0
2 9 0  2  0
3 9 0 2 0
4 9 0 2 0
5 9 0 2 0
6 9 0 2 0
7 9 0 2 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 9 0 2 0 8 0
9 9 0 2 0 8 0
10 9 0 2 0 8 0
8 10 0 2 0 8 0
9 10 0 2 0 8 0
10 10 0 2 0 8 0
1 11 0 2 0 8 0
2 11 0 2 0 8 0
3 11 0 2 0 8 0
6 11 0 2 0 8 0
7 11 0 2 0 8 0
8 11 0 2 0 8 0
9 11 0 2 0 8 0
10 11 0 2 0 8 0
1 12 0 2 0 8 0
2 12 0 2 0 8 0
3 12 0 2 0 8 0
4 12 0 2 0 8 0
5 12 0 2 0 8 0
6 12 0 2 0 8 0
7 12 0 2 0 8 0
8 12 0 2 0 8 0
9 12 0 2 0 8 0
10 12 0 2 0 8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
On the Warrego River.
Portion.
66 1 ,.. 29 0 0
57 2 ... 23 2 0
58 3 ... 21 0 0
69 4 ... 21 0 0
60 5 ... 18 0 0
61 6 ... 19 0 0
62 7 ... 21 0 0
63 8 ... 23 0 0
64 9
...  25 0 0
65 10 ... 43 0 0
66 11 ... 32 0 0
67 12 ... 41 0 0
68 13 ... 46 0 0
69 14 47 0 0
70 15 ... 5 2 0
71 16 10 0 0
72 17 ... 15 0 0
73 18 ... 18 2 0
74 19 ... 21 0 0
75 20 ... 21 0 0
76 21 22 0 0
77 22 ... 25 0 0
78 23 ... 29 0 0
79 24 ... 35 0 0
80 25 ... 38 0 0
81 26 ... 33 0 0
82 27 .. , 35 0 0
$3 28 ... 33 0 0
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
84
85
86
87
88
No. of No. of
1•ortion.
29
30
31
32
33
Area.
A.  B.  P.
34 0 0
34 0 0
36 0 0
36 0 0
34 0 0
•
Price
per Acre.
£ S.
0 15
0  .15
0 15
0 15
0 15
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, CUNNA.
MULLA,
ON THURSDAY, THE 24TH DAY OP APRIL, 1873.
TOWN LOTS.
County unnamed, parish of Cunnamulla, town of
Cunnamu ll a.
Allotment. Section.
1 10 1 0 2 0 8 0
2 8 2 j 0 2 0 8 0
3 9 2 0 2 0 8 0
4 3 3 0 2 0 8 0
6 4 3 0 2 0 8. 0
6 5 3 0 2 0 8 0
7 8 3 0 2 0 8 0
8 9 3 0 2 0 8 0
9 10 3, 0 2 0 8 0
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, TAMBO,
ON WEDNESDAY , THE 23RD DAY OP APRIL, 1873.
TOWN LOTS.
County of  Tambo ,  parish of Tambo, town of
Tambo.
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 8 0
2 4 1 1 0 0 8 0
3 6 1 1 0 0 8 0
4 7 1 1 0 0 8 0
5 8 1 1 0 0 8 0
6 9 1 1 0 0 8 0
7 10 1 1 0 0 8 0
8 2 3 1 0 0 8 0
9 6 3 1 0 0 8 0
10 7 3 1 0 0 8 0
11 8 3 1 0 0 8 0
12 9 3 1 0 0 8 0
13 10 3 1 0 0 8 0
14 1 4 1 0 0 8 0
15 2 4 1 0 0 8 0
16 3 4 1 0 0 8 0
17 4 4 1 0 0 8 0
18 5 4 1 0 0 8 0
19 6 4 1 0 0 8 0
20 7 4 1 0 0 8 0
21 8 4 1 0 0 8 0
22 9 4 1 0 0 8 0
23 1 5 0 2 0 8 0
24 2 5 0 2 0 8 0
25 3 5 0 2 0 8 0
26 4 5 0 2 0 8 0
27 5 5 0 2 0 8 0
28 9 5 0 2 0 8 0
29 10 5 0 2 0 8 0
30 1 6 0 2 0 8 0
31 2 6 0 2 0 8 0
32 ' '4 8 0 2 0 8 "0
33 5 8 0 2 0 8 0
34 1 9 1 0 0 8 0
35 2 9 1 0 0 8 0
36 3 9 1 0 0 8 0
37 10 9 1 0 0 8 0
38 11 9 1 0 0 8 0
39 1 10 1 0 0. 8 0
40 2 10 1 0 0 8 0
41 3 10 1 0 0 8 0
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No. of
Lot.
No. of
A llotment
SVBURBAY LOTS.
No. of
section. Ares. Price perAcre.
TOWN  LOTS-eOf€iNU d:
-No. of No. of No .  of
,irrn, Trios  PerLot. Allotmentl Section. .trn•.
I I A. R. P. 1 £  S. 38
County of Tambo, parish  of Tambo, near town of 39
Tambo. 40
42 1 6 10 2 0 0 Z 0 41
43 7 42
44 1 11 2 0 0 2 0 43
45 2 11 2 0 0 2 0
46 9 11 2 0 0 2 0 46
47 10 11 2 0 0 2 0 46
48 1 12 2 0 0 2 0 47
49 2 12 2 0 0 2 0 AS
60 3 12  2 0 0 2 0 49
51 4 12 2 0 0 2 0 50
62 5 12 2 0 0 2 0 51
53 6 12 2 0 0 2 0 62
64 7 12 2 0 0 2 0 53
65 8 12 2 0 0 2 0 64
66 9 12 2 0 0 2 0 55
67 10  12 2 0 0 2 0 56
58 1 13 19 0 0 2 0 57
68
Portion. 59
59 1 ... 20 0 0 1 0 60
60 2 ... 23 0 0 1 0 61
61 6 ... 31 0 0 1 0 62
62 7 ... 34 0 0 1 0 63
63 8 ... 29 0 0 1 0 64
64 9 ... 30 0 0 1 0 65
65 10 ... 39 0 0 1 0 66
66 11 ... 40 0 0
.1  0 67
67 12 ... 35 0 0 1 0 68
68 13 ... 37 0 0 1 0 69
69 14 ... 46 0 0 1 0 70
71
72
73
74
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, INGLE- 75
WOOD, 76
ON WEDNESDAY, THE  16TH DAY  OF APRIL, 1873.
778TOWN LOTS. 79
County of Clive, parish of Inglewood, town of 80
Inglewood. 81
Allotment. Section.  82
1 8 1 0 2 0 8 0 83
2 9 1 0 2 0 8 0 84
3 1 2 0 2 0 8 0 85
4 2 2 0 2 0 8 0 86
5 3 2 0 2 0 8 0 87
6 4  2  0 2 0 8 0 88
7 7 2 0 2 0 8 0 89
8 8 2 0 2 0 8 0 90
9 9 2 0 2 0 8 0 91
10 10 2 0 2 0 8 0 92
11 1 3 0 2 0 8 0 93
12 2 3 0 2 0 8 0 94
13 3 3 0 2 0 8 0 95
14 4 3 0 2 0 8 0 96
15 5 3 0 2 0 8 0 97
16 6 3 0 2 0 8 0 98
17  7 3 0 2 0 8 0 99
18 8 3 0 2 0 8 0 100
19 9 3 0 2 0 8 0 101
20 10 3 0 2 0 8 0 102
21 6 4 0 2 0 8 0 103
22 7 4 0 2 0 8 0 104
23 8 4  6 2 0 8 0 105
24 9 4 0 2 0 8 0 106
25 4 5 0  2 0 8 0 107
26 5 5 0 2 0 8 0
27 6 5 0 2 0 8 0
28 7 5 0 2 0 8 0
29 1 6 0 2 0 8 0
30 2 6 0 2 0 8 0 108
31 3 6 0 2 0 8 0 109
32 4 6 0 2 0 8 0 110
33 5 6• 0 2 0 8 0 111
34 6 6 0 2 0 8 0 112
35 7 6 0 2 0 8 0 113
36 8 6 0 2 0 8 0 114
87 10 6 0 2 0 8 0 115
I I
A. lt. P.
H
s.
.1 7 0 2 0 8 0
2 . 7 0 2 0 8 0
3 7 0 2 0 8 0
4 7 0 2 0 8 0
6 .7 0 2 0 8 0
6 7 0 2 0 8 0
7 7 0 2 0 8 0
8 7 0 2 0 8 0
9 7 0 2 0 8 0
10 7 0 2 0 8 0
1 8 0 2 0 8 0
2 8 0 2 0 8 0
3 8 0 2 0 8 0
4 8 0 2 0 8 0
6 8 0 2 0 8 0
6 8 0 2 0 8 0
7 8 0 2 0 8 0
8 8 0 2 0 8 0
9 8 0 2 0 8 0
10 8 0 2 0 8 0
1 9 0 2 0 8 0
2 9 0 2 0 8 0
3 9 0 2 0 8 0
4 9 0 2 0 8 0
5 9 0 2 0 8 0
6 9 0 2 0 8 0
7 9 0 2 0 8 0
8 9 0 2 0 8 0
9 9 0 2 0 8 0
10 9 0 2 0 8 0
1 10 0 2 0 8 0
2 10 0 2 0 8 0
3 10 0 2 0 8 0
4 10 0 2 0 8 0
5 10 0 2 0 8 0
6 10 0 2 0 8 0
7 10 0 2 0 8 0
8 10 0 2 0 8 0
9 10 0 2 0 8 0
10 10 0 2 0 8 0
1 11 0 2 0 8 0
2 11 0 2 0 8 0
3 11 0 2 0 8 0
4 11 0 2 0 8 0
5 11 0 2 0 8 0
6 11 0 2 0 8 0
7 11 0 2 0 8 0
8 11 0 2 0 8 0
9 11 0 2 0 8 0
10 11 0 2 0 8 0
1 12 0 2 0 8 0
2 12 0 2 0 8 0
3 12 0 2 0 8 0
4 12 0 2 0 8 0
5 12 0 2 0 8 0
6 12 0 2 0 8 0
7 12 0 2 0 8 0
8 12 0 2 0 8 0
9 12 0 2 0 8 0
10 12 0 2 0 8 0
1 13 0 2 0 8 0
2 13 0 2 0 8 0
3 13 0 2 0 8 0
4 13 0 2 0 8 0
5 13 0 2 0 8 0
6 13 0 2 0 8 0
7 13 0 2 0 8 0
8 13 0 2 0 8 0
9 13 0 2 0 8 0
10 13 0 2 0 8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
Near town of Inglewood.
1 14
2 14
3 14
4 14
1 15
2 15
3 16
1 16
1 3 17
1 2 16
2 0 •2
2 0 16
3 1 6
3 0 35
3 0 0
4 0 29
4 0
4 0
4 0
4 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
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SUBURBAN  LOTS .- Continued.  TOWN  LOTS -- Continued.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
No. of
Section,
Price per No. ofAre a. Lot.Acre.
No. of
Allotment
I
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Acre.
I I A. R. P. £ S. I A. R. P. I £+ S.
116 2 16 4 0 29 1 0 25 8  40 0 2 0 8 0
117 3 16 3 324 1 0  26 9  40 0 2 0 8 0
118 4 16 3 324 1 0 27 10  40 0 2 0 8 0
119 1 17 2 2 0 1 0 28 1  41 0 2 0 8 0
120 2 17 5 2 30 1 0  29 2  41 0 2 0 8 0
121 3 17 3 1 27 1 0 30 3  41 0 2 0 8 0
122 4 17 3 2 16 1 0 31 4  41 0 2 8 8 0
123 1 18 3 1 0 1 0  32 5  41 0 2 0 8 0
124 2 18 3 1  0  1 0  33 6  41 0 2 0 8 0
125 3 18 3 3 24 1 0 34 7  41 0 2 0 8 0
126 4 18 3 3 24 1 0 35 8  41 0 2 0 8 0
127 5 18 3 3 24 1 0  36 9  41 0 2 0 8 0
128 6 18 3 3 24 1 0 37 10  41 0 2 0 8 0
129 1 20 3 324 1 0 38 1  42 0 2 0 8 0
130 2 20 3 3 24 1 0  39 2  42 0 2 0 8 "0
131 3 20 3 1 0 1 0  40 3  42 0 2 0 8 0
132 4 20 3 1 0 1 0  41 4  42 0 2 0 8 0
133 5 20 3 1 0 1 0 42 5  42 0 2 0 8 0
134 6 20 3 1 0 1 0  43 6  42 0 2 0 8 0
135 1 21 5 2 16 1 0 44 7  42 0 2 0 8 0
136 1 22 3 3 24 1 0 45 8  42 0 2 0 8 0
137 2 22 3 3 24 1 0 46 9  42 0 2 0 8 0
138 3 22 3 2 22 1 0 47 10  42 0 2 0 8 0
139 4 22 5 1 23 1 0 48 1  43 0 2 0 8 0
Portion. 49 2  43 0 2 0 8 0
140 1 45 0 0 0 15 50 3  43 0 2 0 8 0...
51141 3
'
0 0 0 15 51 4  43 0 2 0 8 0...
142 4 54 0 0 015 52 6  43 0 2 0 8 0...
143 5 49 0  0 015 53 6  43 0 2 0 8 0...
144 6 48 0 0 015 64 7  43 0 2 0 8 0...
145 7 50 0 0 0 15 55 8  43 0 2 0 8 0...
146 8 53 0 0 0 15 56 9  43 0 2 0 8 0...
58147 9 . 0 0 015 57 10  43 0 2 0 8 0..
148 10 57 0 0 0 15 58 1  45 0 2 0 8 0...
149 11 64 0 0 0 15 59 2  46 0 2 0 8 0...
150 12 43 0 0 0 15 60 3  45 0 2 0 8 0...
151 13 ... 47 0 0 0 15 61 4  46 0 262 5  45 0 2
0
0
8
8
0
0
On and near Maclntyre Brook. 63 6  45 0 2 0 8 0
152 15 ... 6 3 10 2 0 64 7  45 0 2 0 8 0
153 16 ... 4 312 2 0 65 8  45 0 2 0 8 0
154 17 ... 4 1 7 2 0  66 9  45 0 2 0 8 0
155 18 ... 7 3 0 2 0 67 10  46 0 2 0 8 0
156 19 ... 9 0 33 2 0 68 1  46 0 2 0 8 0
69 2  46 0 2 0 8 0
70 3  46 0 2 0 8 0
71 4  46 0 2 0 8 0
72 5  46 0 2 0 8 0
CONDA- 73 6  46 0 2SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE 0 8 0,
74 7  46 0 2 0 8 0
MINE, 75 8  46 0 2 0 8 0
ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 9TH  DAY OF APRIL, 1873.  76 9  46 0 2 0 8 0
77 10  46 0 2 0 8 0TOWN LOTS.
0 2 0 8 078 1  47
County of  Rogers, pariah  of Condamine, town of 79 2  47 0 2 0 8 0Condamine. 80 3  47 0 2 0 8 0
Allotment .  section. 81 4  47 0 2 0 8 0
1 10 37 0 2 0 8 0  82 5  47 0 2 0 8 0
2 2 38 0 2 0 8 0  83 6  47 0 2 0 8 0
3 3 38 0 2 0 8 0  84 7  47 0 2 0 8 0
4; 4 38 0 2 0 8 0  85 8  47 0 2 0 8 0
5 5 38 0 2 0 8 0  86 9  47 0 2 0 8 0
6 6 38 0 2 0 8 0  87 10  47 0 2 0 8 0
7; 7 38 0 2 0 8 0  88 1  48 0 2 0 8 0
8; 1 39 0 2 0 8 0  89 2  48 0 2 0 8 0
9; 2 39 0 2 0 8 0  90 3  48 0 2 0 8 0
10 3 39 0 2 0 8 0 91 4  48 0 2 0 8 0
11 4 39 0 2 0 8 0 92 5 48 0 2 0 8 0
12 5 39 0 2 0 8 0  93 6 48 0 2 0 8 0
13 6 39 0 2 0 8 0 94 7 48 0 2 0 8 0
14 7 39 0 2 0 8 0 95 8 48 0 2 0 8 0
15 8 39 0 2 0 8 0 96 9 48 0 2 0 8 0.
16 9 39 0 2 0 8 0 97 10 48 0 2 0 8 0
17 10 39 0 2 0 8 0
18 1 40 0 2 0 8 0 County of Bulwer, parish of Condamine, town of
19 2 40 0 2 0 8 0 Condamine.
20 3 40 0 2 0 8 0 98 3 76 0 2 0 8 0
21 I 4 40 0 2 0 8 0 99 2 78 0 2 0 8 0
22 5 40 0 2 0 8 0  100 3 78 0 '2 0 8 0
23 6 40 0 2 0 8 0 101 6 78 0 2 0 8 0
24 ; 7  40 0 2 0 8 0  102 1 80 0 2 0 8 0
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TOWN LOTS - tinued.
No.  Of  ` `  No. of No. of
Lot. AllotmeSection
103
104 3 80
105 4 80
106 5 80
107 6 80
108 7 80
109 8 80
110 4 81
111 5 81
112 6 81
113 7 81
114 1 86
115 2 86
116 3 85'
117 4 85,
118 5 85
119 1 86
120 2 86
121 3 86
122 4 86
123 6  86
124 1 87
125 2 87
126 3 87
127 4 87
128 5 87
129 1 88 ,
130 2 88
131 3 88
132 4 88
133 5 88
134 1 89
135 2 89
136 3 89
137 4 89
138 5 89
139 1 90
140 2 90
141 3 90
142 4 90
143 5 90
144 1 91
146 2 91
148 3 91
147 4 91
148 5 91
149 1 92
150 2 92
151 3 92
152 4 92
153 $ 92
164 9 60
155 9 67
Ares. Price No. ofper Acre. Lot.
A. it. P. £ a.
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0.2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 -  0 10 8 0
1 010 8 0
1 10 10 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 '0 10 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1' 0 10 8 0
1' 0 17 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 0 17 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 0 17 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 0 17 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1  010  8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 0 17 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 0 17 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 0 10 8 0
1 0 17 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
156
157
158
159
160
161
2 80
Near the town of Condamine.
73
93
93
93
93
93
6 2 12
6 0 17
5 0 6
5 0 16
5 0 6
5 0 6
2 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
Portion.
162 1 ... 22 0 19 1 0
163 2 ... 30 0 19 1 0
164 7 ... 30 0 19 1 0
165 8 ... 22 0 19 1 0
166 32A ... 20 0 0 1 0
167 33A ... 20 0 0 1 0
168 34L ... 20 0 0 1 0
169 35A ... 20 0 0 1 0
170 36A ... 20 0 0 1 0
171 37 ... 20 0 0 1 0
172 38 ... 39 0 0 1 0
173 39 ... 39 0 0 1 0
174 40 ... 35 0 0 1 0
175 41 ... 44 0 0 1 0
176 42 ... 29 0 0 1 0
177  43  ... 18 0 0 1 0
8IIBURBAN  LOTS - continued.
No.  Of  No of
Allotment  Section. Area.
Price per
Acre.
I A. B. P. I £ s.
County of Rogers, parish of Condamine, near town
Condamine.
178 2 31
179 1 24
180 2 24
181 3 24
182 4 24
183 5 ! 24
184 6 24
185 7 24
186 8 24
187 1 49
188 2 49•
189 3 49
190 4 49
191 5 49
192 49
193 7 49
Portion.
194
195
196
197
198
199
4 2 23 1 0
5 2 0 1 0
5 2 0 1 0
5 2 0 1 0
5 2 0 1 0
8 3 8 1 0
8 3 8 1 0
8 3 8 1 0
8 3 8 1 0
5 0 0 1 0
6 0 0 1 0
5 2 0 1 0
5 0 0 1 0
6 0 0 1 0
11 0 16 1 0
8 0 0 1 0
82 0 0 0 15
10 3 4 0 15
10 3 4 0 15
20 324 0 15
44 0 0 0 15
44 2 0 0 15
TOWN LOTS.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Yuleba, town of
Yuleba.
Allot.  section.
200 6 2 0 2 0 8 0
201 7 2 0 2 0 8 0
202 8 2 0 2 0 8 0
203 8 3 0 2 0 8 0
204 9 3 0 2 0 8 0
205 10 3 0 2 0 8 0
206 1 4 0 2 0 8 0
207 2 4 0 2 0 8 0
208 3 4 0 2 0 8 0
209 4 4 0 2 0 81 0
210 5 4 0 2 0 8 0
211 6 4 0 2 0 8 0
212 7 4 0 2 0 8 0
213 8 4 0 2 0 8 0
214 9 4 0 2 0 8 0
215 10 4 0 2 0 8 0
216 1 5 0 2 0 8 0
217 2 5 0 2 0 8 0
218 3 5 0 2 0 8 0
219 4 5 0 2 0 8 0
220 7 5 0 2 0 8 0
221 8 5 0 2 0 8 0
222 9 5 0 2 0 8 0
223 10 5 0 2 0 8 0
224 1 6 0 2 0 8 0
225 2 6 0 2 0 8 0
226 3 6 0 2 0 8 0
227 4 6 0 2 0 8 0
228 5 6 0 2 0 8 0
229 6 6 0 2 0 8 0
230 7 6 0 2 0 8 0
231 8 6 0 2 0 8 0
232 9 6 0 2 0 8 0
233 10 6 0 2 0 8 0
234 1 7 0 2 0 8 0
235 2 7 0 2 0 8 0
236 3 7 0 2 0 8 0
237 4 7 0 2 0 8 0
238 5 7 0 2 0 8 0
239 6 7 0 2 0 8 0
240 7 7 0 2 0 8 0
241 8 7 0 2 0 8 0
242 9 7 0 2 0 8 0
243 10 7 0 2 0 8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
244 1 8 5 0 0 1 1 0
245 2 8 5 0 0 1 0
246 3 8 5 0 0 1 0
247 4 8 4 5 0 0 1 0
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SUBURBAN  LOTS-Continued. TOWN  LOTS - Continued.
No. of
Lot.
No.  Of  I
Allotmentf
No, of
Section. Area.
Price per
Acre.
No of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Acre.
I I A. B. P. £ s. 54 2
I
6
A.
0
B. P.
2 0
£ s.
8 0
248 5 8 5 0 0  1 0 65 3 5 0 2 0 8 0
249 1 9 5 0 0  1 0 56 4 5 0 2 0 8 0
250 2 9 6 0 0 1 0 57 7 5 0 2 0 8 0
251 3 9 5 0 0 1 0 58 8 5 0 2 0 8 0
252 4 9 5 0 0 1 0 59 9! 5 0 2 0 8 0
253 5 9 5 0 0 1 0 60 10 5 0 2 0 8 0
264 1 10 9 3 24 1 0 61 2 9 0 2 0 8 0
255 2 10 6 0 0 1 0 62  3  9 0 2 0 8 0
256 3 10 6 0 0 1 0 63 4 9 0 2 0 8 0
257 , 4 10 6 0 0 1 0 64 6 9 0 2 0 8 0
268 1  11 14 338 1 0 65 8 9 0 2 0 8 0
259 2 11 11 3 11 1 0 66 10 9 0 2 0 8 0
260 3 11 8 3 36 1 0 67 1 10 0 120 8 0
68 2 10 0 1 19 8 0Portion.
261 1 56 0 0 0 15 69 3 10 0 1 18 8 0
262 2
...
59 0 0 0 15 70 4 10 0 1 13 8 0
263 3
...
61 0 0 0 15 71 5 10 0 1 32 8 0
264 4
...
51 0 0 0 15 72 6 10 0 1 0 8 0... 73 7 10 0 1 8 8 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, GYMPIE
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, MARY.1AO PRIL ,N THURSDAY,  THE 10TH DAY OF 873. BOROUGH,
TOWN LOTS.
THE 9TH DAY OF APRIL 1873ON WEDNESDAY ,, .
County of March, parish of Noosa, town of SUBURBAN LOTS.Tew tian n.
Allot. Section. County of March, parish of Young, at Owanyilla.
1 1' 1 0 124 8 0 1 2 1 0 3 32 4 0
2 2 1 0 1 24 8 0 2 3 1 2 3 4 0
3 3 1 0 1 24 8 0  3 4 1 3 35 4 0
4 4 1 0 124 8 0 4 5 1 124 4 0
5 5 1 0 1 24 8 0  5 6 1 033 4 0
6 1 2 0 2 0 8 0 6 2 2 1 0 0 4 0
7 2 2 0 2 0 8 0 7 3 2 1 0 0 4 0
8 3 2 0 2 0 8 0  8 4 2 1 0 0 4 0
9 4 2 0 2 0 8 0 9 5 2 1 0 0 4 0
10 5 2 0 2 0 8 0 10 6 2 1 0 0 4 0
11 6 2 0 2 0 8 0 11 7 2 1 0 0 4 0
12 7 2 0 2 0 8 0 12 8 2 1 0 0 4 0
13 8 2 0 2 0 8 0 13 9 2 1 0 0 4 0
14 9 2 0 2 0 8 0  14 10 2 1 0 0 4 0
15 10 2 0 2 0 8 0  15 2 3 1 0 0 4 0
16 1 3 0 1 11 8 0  16 3 3 1 0 0 4 0
17 2 8 0 1 8 8 0 17 7 3 1 0 0, 4 0
18 3 3 0 2 22 8 0  18 8 3 1 0 0 4 0
19 4 3 0 2 24 8 0  19 5 4 1 0 0 4 0
20 5 3 0 2 21 8 0  20 6 4 1 0 0 4 0
21 6 3 0 2 17 8 0  21 7 4 1 0 0 4 0
22 7 3 0 2 16 8 0  22 1 5 1 0 0 4 0
23 8 3 0 2 17 8 0  23 2 5 1 0 0 4 0
24 9 3 0 2 22 8 0  24 3 5 1 0 0 4 0
25 10 3 ! 0 226 8 0  25 4 5 1 0 0 4 0
26 11 3 0 1 8 8 0  26 5 5 1 0 0 4 0
27 12 3 I 0 1 21 8 0  27 6 5 1 0 0 4 0
28 1 4 0 1 0 8 0 28 7 6 1 0 0 4 0
29 2 4 0 1 16 8 0  29 8 5 1 0 0 4 0
30 3 4 0 1 31 8 0 30 9 5 1 0 0 4 0
31 4 4 0 2 2 8 0 31 10 5 1 0 0 4 0
32 5 4 0 2 9 8 0 32 1 6 1 0 0 4 0
33 6 4 0 2 13 8 0 33 2 6 0 3 33 4 0
34 7 4 0 2 11 8 0 34 3 6 0 3 27 4 0
35 8 4 0 2 4 8 0  35 4 6 0 3 22 4 0
36 9 4 0 1 37 8 0 36 5 6 0 3 12 4 0
37 10 4 0 1 29 8 0 37 1 7 1 0 0 4 0
38 1 6 0 2 0 8 0 38 2 7 1 0 0 4 0
39 2 6 0 2 0 8 0 39 3 7 1 0 0 4 0
40 3 6 0 2 0 8 0 40 4 7 1 0 0 4 0
41 4 6 0 2 0 8 0 41 5 7 1 0 0 4 0
42 5 6 0 2 0 8 0 42 6 7 1 0 0 4 0
43 1 7 0 1 36 8 0  43 7 7 1 0 0 4 0
44 2 7 0 1 10 8 0 44 8 7 1 0 0 4 0
45 3 7 0 1 16 8 0  45 9 7 1 0 0 4 0
46 4 7 0 120 8 0 46 10 7 1 0 0 4 0
47 5 7 0 1 24 8 0  47 3 9 1 0 0 4 0
48 6 7 0 1 23 8 0  48 4 9 1 0 0 4 0
49 7 7 0 1 10 8 0  49 5 9 1 0 0 4 0
60 2 8 0 2 0 8 0 50 6 9 1 0 0 4 0
61 2 8 0 2 0 8 0  51 7 9 1 0 0 4 0.
62 9 8 0 2 0 8 0  52 8 9 1 0 0 4 0
03 1 5 0 2 0 8 0 63 9 9 1 0 0 4 0
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No. of
Lot.
Price No. of
per Acre. Lot.
SUBURBAN  LOTS-Continued.
No. of
A llotment
No. of
Section. Area.
A. R. P. 1 2  S.
54 1 10
55 2 10
56 3 10
57 4 10
58 5 10
59 6 10
60 7 10
61 8 10
62 1 11
63 2 11
64 3 11
65 4 11
66 5 11
67 6 11
68 7 I 11
69 8 11
70 1 13A
71 2 13A
72 3 13A
73 4 13A
74 5 13A
75 6 13A
76 1 14A
77 2  11,
78 4 14A
79 5 14A
80 6 14L
1 0 0 4 0
1 0 0 4 0
1 0 0 4 0
1 0 0 4 0
1 0 0 4 0
1 0 0 4 0
1 0 0 4 0
1 0 0 4 0
1 0 0 4 0
1 0 0 4 0
1 0 0 4 0
1 0 0 4 0
1 0 0 4 0
1 0 0 4 0
1 0 0 4 0
1 0 0 4 0
1 124 4 0
1 1 24 4 0
1 124 4 0
1 124 4 0
1 124 4 0
1 124 4 0
1 0. 0 4 0
1 0 0 4 0
1 0 0 4 0
1 0 0 4 0
1 0 0 4 0
TOWN  LOTS - Continued.
No. of
Allotment
No. of
Section. Area,
Price
per Acre.
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, CLER- 3366MONT,
38ON WEDNESDAY ,  THE 16TH DAY OF APRIL, 1873. 39
TOWN LOTS. 40
County of Talbot, parish of Lillyvale, town of 41
LiJlyrale.
A. 2 Cl 2 0 8 Cl
A. B. P. £ s.
35 0 1 0 8 0
35 0 1 26 8 0
35 0 3 5• 8 0
35 0 3 13 8 0
35 1 0 37 8 0
35 1 0 0 8 0
35 1 0 0 8 0
36 2 1 12 8 0
36 2 028 8 0i
33 0 124 8 0
33 0 ,1 23 8 0
33 0 1 24 8 0
33 0 1 24 8 0
33 0 124 8 0
33 0 1 23 8 0
33 0 1 24 8 0
33 0 1 24 8 0
33 1 0 19 8 0
33 0 1 24 8 0
33 0 1 24 8 0
33 0 124 .8 0
33 0 1 23 8 0
33 0 1 24 8 0
33 0 1 24 8 0
'33 0 1 24 8 0
33 0. 1 24 8 0
33 0 1 24 8 0
34 1 0 0 8 0
34 1 0 0 8 0
34 0 3 38 8 0
34 1 0 0 8 0
34 2 0 39 8 0
34 1 224 8 0
34 0 3 31 8 0
34 1 0 0 8 0
2 5 2 0 2 0 8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
3 1 3 1 0 0 8 0 County of  Mackenzie ,  parish of Gayndah, near
4 2 3 1 0 0 8 0 town of Gayndah.
5 3 3 1 0 0 8 0
6 4 3 1 0 0 8 0 42
7 5 3 1 0 0 8 0 43
8 1 6 1 0 0 8 0 44
9 2 6 1 0 0 8 0 46
10 3 6 1 0 0 8 0 46
11 4 6 1 0 0 8 0 47
12 1 7 1 0 0 8 0 48
13 2 7 1 0 0 8 0 49
14 3 7 1 0 0 8 0 50
15 4 7 1 0 0 8 0 51
16 5 7 1 0 0 8 0 52
17 1 8 1 0 0 8 0 53
18 2 8 1 0 0 8 0 54
19 3 8 1 0 0 8 0 55
20 4 8 1 0 0 8 0 56
21 5 8 1 0 0 8 0 57
6 25
7 27A
8 27A
1 28A
2 28A
3 28A
4 28A
5 28A
6 28A
7 28A
8 28A
1 29
7 . 29
8 29
1 30
2 30
22 1 12 1 0 0 8 0 58 3 30
23 2 12 1 0 0 8 0 59 4 30
24 3 12 1 0 0 8 0 60 5 30
25 4 12 1 0 0 8 0 61 6, 30
26 5 12 1 0 0 8 0 62 7 30
27 1 13 1 0 0 8 0 63 8 30
28 2 13 1 0 0  8 0 64 1 31
29 3 13 1 0 0 8 0 66 2 31
30 4 13 1 0 0 8 0 66 3 31
31 5 13 1  0  0 8 0 67 4 31
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, GAYN-
DAH,
ON, THIIRSDAY ,  THE 17TH DAY  OF APRIL, 1873.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Mackenzie ,  parish  of Gayndah, town
of Gayndah.
1 8 21 1 1 0 8 0
2 6 32 0 1 24 8 0
3 13 32  0 1  3512 8 0
4 ]5 32 0 124 8 0
6 16 32 0 124 8 0
6 17 32 0 2 25 8 0
68 5 31
69 6 31
70 7 31
71 8 31
72 1 37
73 2 37
74 3 37
75 4 37
76 5 37
77 6 37
78 1 38
79 2 38
80 3 38
81 4 38
82 5 38
1 2 10 2 0
1 2 20 2 0
1 220 2 0
1 2 10 2 0
1 2 10  2  0
1 2 10 2 0
1 2 10 2 0
1 3 7 2 0
1 3 7 2 0
1 3 7 2 0
1 3 7 2 0
1 2 10 2 0
1 2 10 2 0
1 2 10 2 0
1 2 10 2 0
1 2 10 2 0
1 2 10 2 0
1 2 10 2 0
1 2 10 2 0
1 2 10 2 0
1 2 10 2 0
1 2 10 2 0
1 2 10 2 0
1 2 10 2 0
1 2 10 2 0
1 2 34k 2 0
1 3 7 12 2 0
1 2 10 2 0
1 2 10 2 0
1 2 10 2 0
4 334 3 0
4 3 34 3 0
9 0 12 3 0
6 1 27 3 0
5 0 0 3 0
5 0 0 3 0
5 0 0 8 0
5 0 0 3 0
6 2 0 3 0
5 0 0 3 0
5 0.0 3 0
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SIIBUBBAN LOTS-continued. TOWN LOTS - Continued.
No of No of No of Price No. of No. of No. of I Price.
Lot.
.
Allotment
.
section. Area per Acre. Lot. Allotment. Section. Area. per Acre.
A. B. P. £ S. I I A. B. P. $ s.
83 6 38 6 2 0 3 0 10 8 4 0 2 0 8 0
84 7 38 5 0 0 3 0 11 9 4 0 2 0 8 0
86 8 38 5 0 0 3 0 12 10 4 0 2 0 1 8 0
86 1 39 5 1 0 3 0 13 2 7 0 1 32 8 0
87 2 39 5 1 10 3 0 14 3 7 0 1 32 8 0
Portion. 15 4 7 0 1 32 8 0
88 3  . 1 0 36 5 0 16 5 7 0 1 32 8 0..
89 4 ... 1 0 36 5 0 17 8 8 0 0 28 8 0
90 5 ... 1 1 3 5 0 Parish of Somer.
91 6 ,,, 1 1 0 5 0 18 1 9 0 2.15 8 092 9 ... 1 1 35 5
93 10 1 1 35 5
0
0 19 2 9 0 2 14 8 0
94  11 5 1 16 4 0 20 3 9 0 212 8 0... 21 4 9 0 2 10 8 095 12  ... 5 1 16 4
96 13 5 116 4
0
0 22 5 9 0 2 8 8 0,.., 23 6 9 0 2 7 8 097 14 ... 6 1 16 4 0 24 7 9 0 2 5 8 098 15 1 1 35 5 0... 25 1 10 0 1 24 8 099. 16 ... 1 1 35 5 0 26 ' 2 10 0 124 8 0100 17 1 1 35 5 0... 27 3 10 0 1 24 8 0101 18 1 1 35 5 0... 28 4 10 0 1 24 8 0102 19  1 1 0 5 0 29 5 10 0 1 24. 8 0103 20 ... 1 1 0 5 0 30 6 10 0 1 8 8 0104 21 ... 1 1 0 5 0 31 7 10 0 1 8 8 0105 23 ... 2 2 0 5
'
0 32 8 10 0 1 8 8 0106 24 2 2 0 5 0... 33 9 10 0 1 8 8 0107 27  1 1 0 5 0 34 10 10 0 1 8 8 0108 28 1 2 0 5 0... 35 1 11 0 124 8 0109 29 ... 1 2 0 5 0 36 2 11 0 124 8 0110 31 ... 1 0 0 5 0 37 3 11 0 1 24 8 0111 32 ... 1 0 0 5 0 38 4 11 0 1 24 8 0112 33 9 3 31 3 0 39 5 11 0 1 24 8 0113 34 9 3 31 3 0... 40 6 11 0 2 1 8 0114 36 4 3 20 4 0 41 7 11 0 120 8 0115 37 8 1 6 3 0... 42 8 11 0 1 15 8 0116 38 ... 8 1 6 3 0 43 9 11 0 1 8 8 0117 39 ... 7 020 4 0 44 10 11 0 1 8 8 0118 40 4 1 0 4 0... 45 5 12 0 2 0 8 0119 41  ...  8 1 6 4 0 46 3 13 0 2 0 8 0120 42  ... 8 2 29 3 0 47 4 13 0 2 0 8 0121 43 ... 3 3 22 3 0 48 5 13 0 2 0 8 0122 44 4 3 8 3 0... 49 6 13 0 2 0 8 0123 45 4 3 30 3 G... 50 7 13 0 2 0 8 0124 46 8 3 20 3 0. . . 51 9 13 0 2 0 8 0125 47 9 1 36 3 0... 52 10 13 0 2 0 8 0
On River Burnett.
126 30 I ... ( 2 3 0 2 10
On Oakey Creek. SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, ROMA,
127 1 1 1 32
2
10
128 9
...
... I 5 3 30 2 10 ON WEDNESDAY ,  THE 16TH DAY  OF APRIL, 1873.
Near Barambah Creek, pariah of Kinnellan.
129 76 16 3 39 0 15
130 77 16
I
1 23 0 15
131 78 18 320 0 15
132 79 21 0 25 0 15
133 80 20 0 0 0 15
134 81 20 0 0 0 15
135 I 82 20 0 0 0 15
136 83  20 0 0 0 15
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, BOWEN,
ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 23RD DAY  OF APRIL, 1873.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Dalrymple, parish of Reeve, town of
Dalrymple.
Allotment. Section.
1 4 3 0 2 0 8 0
2 7 3 0 2 0 8 0
3 8 3 0 2 0 8 0
4 3 6 0 2 0 8 0
5
.4 6 0 2 0 8 0
6 2 1 4 t) 2 0 8 0
7 4 0 2 0! 8 0
8 4 4 0 2 0 8 0
9 7 4 0 2 0 8 0
TOWN LOTS.
County of Dublin, parish of Donnybrook, town of
Donnybrook.
0 2 0 8 0
2 0 8 0
2 0 8 0
2 0 8 0
2 0 8 0
2 0 8 0
2 0 8 0
2 0 8 0
2 0 8 0
2 0 8 0
2 0 8 0
2 0, 8 0
2 0 8 0
2 0 8 0
2 0 8 0
2 0 8 0
2 0 1 8 N
2 0 8 ()
2 0 8 0
2 0 8 0
2 0 8 0
2 0 8 0
2 0 8 0
2 0 8 0
2 0 8 0
2 0 I , 8 0
0
3 1 0
1 2 0
2 2 0
3 2 0
4 2 0
5 2 0
1 3 0
2 3 0
3 3 0
4 3 0
5 3 0
6 3 0
7 3 0
8 3 0
9 3 0
10 3 0
3 4 0
4 4 0
5 4 0
6 4 0
7 4 0
8 4 0
9 1 4 0
10 I 4 0
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, ST.  TOWN  LOTS-continued.
LAWRENCE,
No of No of No of P ri ce.
ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 23RD  DAY OF APRIL, 1873  Lot.
I ,
Allotment
. Area.
section. per Acre.
No. of No. of No. of Pri ce I R P.A I £ .s.Lot. Allotment Section. Area. ..per Acre. 77 1 34 0 2 0 8 0
78 2 34 0 2 0 8 0
A. R. P. £ s. 79 3 34 0 2 0 8 0
TOWN LOTS. 80 4 34 i 0 2 0 8 0
County  of Murchison ,  parish of St. Lawrence, 81 5 34 0 2 0 8 082 6 34 0 2 0 8 0town of St .  Lawrence. 83 7 34 1 0 2 0 8 0
2 1 0 2 0  8 0 84 8 34 1 0 2 0 8 0
3  1 0 2 0  8 0 85 9 34 0  2  0 8 0
4 1 0  2  0 8 0 86 10 34 0 2 0 8 0
3  6
3 7
0 2 0 8
0 2 0  8
0
0 SUBURBAN LOTS.
9  18 0 2 0  8 0 County of Murchison,  parish of  St. Lawrence.
2  19 0 2 0  8 0 87 I 1 10Al 3 3 7 2 10
3 21 0 2 36 8 0 88 2 10A 2  3 1 2 10
1 25 0 2 0 8 0  89 1 11 5 0 0 2 10
2  25 ' 0 2 0 8 0  90 2 11 5 0 0 2 10
3  25 0 236 8 0 91 3 11 4 0 0 2 10
4  25 0 2 36 8 0 92 4 11 4 0 0 2 10
5  25 0 2 0 8 0  93 1 12 5 0 0 2 10
6  25 0 2 0 8 0 94 2 12 5 0 0 2 10
1  26 0 2 0  8 0 95 3 12 5 0 0 2 10
2  26 0 2 .0  8 0  96 4 12 5 0 0 2 10
3  26 0 2 0  8 0 97 3 13 10 0 0 2 0
4  26 0 2 0  8 0 98 4 13 11 0 0 2 0
5  26 0 2 0  8 0 99 6 13 22 0 0 1 2 0
6  26 0 2 0  8 0 100 1 15 9 0 0 1 2 0
7  26 0 2 0  8 0  101 2 15 10 0 0 2 0
8 26 0 2 0  8 0 102 1 16 6 3 0 2 0
1  27 0 2 0  8 0 103 2 16 6 3 0 2 0
2
27 0 2 0  8 104 3 16 6 3 0 2 0
3  27 0 2 0  8 0 105 4 16 6 3 0 2 0
4  27 0 2 0 8 0 106 5 16 6 3 0 2 0
5  27 0 2 0 8 0 107 6 16 6 2 18 I 2 0
6  27 0 2 0 8 0 108 7 16 6 2 18 2 0
7  27 0  2  0 8 0  109 8 16 6 3 0 2' 0
8  27  0 2  0 8 0 110 9 16 6 3 0( 2 0
1  28 0 2 0 8 0 111 10 16 6 3 0 2 0
2  28 0 2 0  8 0 112 I 11 I 16 6 3 0 2 0
3 28 0 2 0  8 0 113 12 16 6 3 0 2 0
4 28 0 2 0  8 0 114 1 I 17 I 5 1 0 1 2 0
5 28  0 2 0  8 0 115 2 17 5 1 0 1 2 0
6 28 0 2 0  8 0 116 3 17 5 1 0 2 0
7 28  0 2  0  8 0 117 4 17 ' 7 320 2 0
8 28 0 2 0 8 0  118 I 5 17 7 3 20 I 2 0
9 28 0 2 0 8 0 119 j 7 17 I 5 1 0 2 0
10 28 0  2  0 120 8 17 5 1 0 2 0
1 29 0 2 0 8 0  Portion.
2 29 0 2 0 8 0 121 15 40 0 0 1 0
3 29 0 2 0 8 0 122 16 20 0 0 1 i)
4 29 0 2 0  1 8 0 123 17 20 0 0 1  4)
5 29 0 2 0 124 18 ... 22 0 0 1 0
6 29 0 2 0 8 0 125 I 19 ... i 20 0 0 1 0
7 29 0 2 0 8 0 126 I  20 ... 20 0 0 1 0
8 29 0 2 0 8 0 127 21 19 3 8 1 0
9 29 0  2  0 8 0 128 24 ... 19 0 0 1 0
10 29 0 2 0 8 0 129 25 19 0 0 1 0
1 31 0 2 0  8 0 130 i 26 19 0 0 1 0
2 31 0 2 0 8 0 131 27 19 0 0 1 0
3 31 0 2 0  8 0 132 28 20 0 0 1 0
4 31 0 2 0  1 8 0 133 31 ...  20  0 0 1 0
5 31 0 2 0 8 0 134 32 20 0 0 1 0
6 31 0 2 0 8 0 135 33 ... 22 0 0 1 0
7 31 0  2  0 8 0 136 34 ... 20 0 0 1 0
8 31 0  2  0 8 0 137 35 20 0 0 1 0
1 32 0 2 0  1 8 0 138 36 I 40 0 0 1 0
2 32 0 2 0  8 l) 139 40 20 0 0 1 0
3 32 0 2 0 s 0 14O 4A 22 0 0 1 0
4 32 0 2 0  8 0 141 48 I ... 22 0 0 1 0
5 32  0  2  0  8 0
6 32 0 2 0  8 0
32 0 2 0  8 0  SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, FORT
8 32 0 2 0  8 0  COOPER,
1 33 0 2 0  s o 1873A
33 0 2 0  8
.PRIL,ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 16TH DAY  Or
02
33 0 2 0  8 TOWN LOTS.03
4 33 0 2 0  8 0 County of Wodehouse, parish of Wodehouse, town
5 33 0 2 0  8 0 of Fort Cooper.
6 33 0 2 0  8 0  Allotment .  Section.
7 33 0 2 0  8 0  1 3 1 0 2 0; 8 0
8 33 0 2 0  8 0  2 1 4 1 0 2 0 8 0
9 33 0 2 0  8 0  3 I 5 1 0 2 0 8 0
10 33 0 2 0  8 0  4. 6. 1 0 2 0 8 0
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TOWN  LOT S- continue d . TOWN  LOTS - continued.
No. of
Lot.
No
Allo
. of No or
tment ,  Sectioe. area.
I I,
Trite por No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Acre.
A.  Ii 11, L s. i
5 7 1 0 A R P £ s
6 8 8  I 20 1 0 134 88 00 87 9
I
. .
21  0 2
.
0 8
.
0
7 3 10 0 2 0 1 8 0  88 10 21  0 2 0 8 0
8 4 10 0 2 0 8 0  89 1 22  0 2 0 8 0
9 5. 10 0 2 0 8 0 90 2 22  0 2 0 8 0
10 6 10 0 2 0 1 8 0 91 3 22  0 2 0 8 0
11 1 11 0 2 0 8 0 92 4 22  0 2 0 8 0
12 2 11 0 2 0 8 0 93 5 22  0 2 0 8 0
13 3 11 0 2 0 8 0 94 6 22  0 2 0 8 0
14 4 11 0 2 0 8 0 95 7 22  0 2 0 8 0
15 5 11 0 2 0 8 0 96 8 22  0 2 0 8 0
16 6 11 0 2 0' 8 0 97 9 22  0 2 0 8 0
17 7 11 0 2 0 8 0 98 10 22  0 2 0 8 0
18 8 11 0 2 0 8 0 99 1 23  0 2 0 8 0
19 9 11 0 2 0 8 0 100 2 28  0 2 0 8 0
20 10 11 0 2 0 8 0 101 3 23  0 2 0 8 0
21 2 12 0 2 0 8 0 102 4 23  0 2 0 8 0
22 3- 12 0 2 0 8 0 103 5 23  0 2 0 8 0
23 4 12 0 2 0 8 0 104 6 23  0 2 0 8 0
24 5 12 0 2 0 8 0  105 7 23  0 2 0 8 0
25 6 12 0 2 0 8 0  106 8 23  0 2 0 8 0
26 7 12 0 2 0 8 0 107 9 23 0 2 0 8 0
27 2 13 0 2 0 8 0  108 10 23  0  2 0 8 0
28 3 13 0 2 0 8 0  109 1 24  0 2 0 8 0
29 4 13 0 2 0 8 0  110 2 24  0 2 0 8 0
30 5 13 0 2 0 8 0  111 3 24  0 2 0 8 0
31 6 13 0 2 0 8 0  112 4 24 0 2 0 8 0
32 7 13 0 2 0 8 0  113 5 24 0 2 0 8 0
33 8 13 0 2 0 8 0  114 6 24 0 2 0 8 0
34 9 13 0 2 0 8 0  115 7 24 0 2 0 8 0
35 2 14 0 2 0 8 0  116 8 24 0 2 0 8 ()
36 3 14 0 2 0 8 0  117 9 24 0 2 0 8 0
37 4 14 0 2 0 8 0  118 10 24 0 2 0 8 0
38 5 14 0 2 0 8 0  119 1 25  0 2 0 8 0
39 7 14 0 2 0 8 0  120 2 25  0 2 0 8 0
40 8 14 0 2 0 8 0  121 3 25  0 2 0 8 0
41 9 14 0 2 0 8 0  122 4 25  0 2 0 8 0
42 7 15 0 2 0 8 0  123 5 25  0 2 0 8 0
43 8 15 0 2 0 8 0  124 6 25  0 2 0 8 0
44 9 15 0 2 0 8 0  125 7 25  0 2 0 8 0
45 2 16 0 2 0 8 0  126 8 25  0 2 0 8 0
46 3 16 0 2 0 8 0  127 9 25  0 2 0 8 0
47 4 16 0 2 0 8 0  128 10 25  0 2 0 8 0
48 5 16 0 2 0 8 0  129 1 26  0 2 0 8 0
49 . 7 16 0 2 0 8 0  130 2 26  0 2 0 8 0
50 8 16 0 2 0 8 0  131 3 26  0 2 0 8 0
51 2 17 0 2 0 8 0  132 4 26  0 2 0 8 0
62 3 17 0 2 0 8 0  133 5 26  0 2 0 8 0
53 2 18 0 2 0 8 0  134 6 26  0 2 0 8 0
54 3 18 0 2 0 8 0  135 7 26  0 2 0 8 0
55 4 18 0 2 0 8 0  136 8 26  0 2 0 8. 0
56 5 18 0 2 0 8 0 137 9 '26 0 2 0 8 0
57 6 18 0 2 0 8 0 138 10 26  0 2 0 8 0
58 7 18 0 2 0 8 0 139 1 27  0 2 0 8 0
59 8 18 0 2 0 8 0 140 2 27  0 2 0 8 0
60 9 18 0 2 0 8 0 141 3 27  0 2 0 8 0
61 2 19 0 2 0 8 0 142 4 27  0 2 0 8 0
62 3 19 0 2 0 8 0 14:3 5 27 0 2 0 8 0
63 4 19 0 2 0 8 0 144 6 27  0 2 0 8 0
64 5 19 0 2 0 8 0 145 7 27  0 2 0 8 0
65 6 19 0 2 0 8 0 146 8 27  0 2 0 8 0
66 7 19 0 2 0 8 0 147 9 27  0 2 0 8 0
67 8 19 0 2 0 8 0 148 10 27  0 2 0 8 0
68 9 19 0 2 0 8 0 149 1 28  0 2 0 8 0
69 1 20 0 2 0 8 0 150 2 28  0 2 0 8 0
70 2 20 0 2 0 8 0 151 3 28  0 2 0 8 0
71 3 20 0 2 0 8 0 152 4 28  0 2 0 8 0
72 4 20 0 2 0 8 0 153 5  28  0 2 0 8 0
73 5 20 0 2 0 8 0 154 6 28  0 2 0 8 0
74 6  20 0 2 0 8 0 155 7 28  0 2 0 8 0
75 7 20 0 2 0 8 0 156 8 28  0 2 0 8 0
76 8 20 0 2 0 8 0 157 9 28  0 2 0 8 0
77 9 20 0 2 0 8 0 158 10 28  0 2 0 8 0
78 10 20 0 2 0 8 0 159 1 29  0 2 0 8 '0
79 1 21 0 2 0 8 0 160  2  29 0 2 0 8 0
80 2 21 0 2 0 • 8 0 161 3 29  0 2 0 8 0
81 3 21 0 2 0 8 0 162 4 29  0 2 0 8 0
82 4 21 0 2 0 8 0 163 5 29 0 2 0 8 0
83 5 21 0 2 0 8 0 164 6 29 0 2 0 8 0
84 6 21 0 2 0 8 0 165 7 29 0 2 0 8 0
85 7 21 0 2 0 8 0 166 8 29 0 2 0 8 0
86 8 21 0 2 0 8 0 167 9 29 0 2 0 8 0
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TOWN  LOTS- COntinued.  TOWN  LOTS- continue d.
No. of I
Lot.
No. of
Allotment 1No. ofSection. Area. Pri ce per No. of No. of No. of Area.Acre.  Lot. Allotment Section. Price perAcre.
- - I A.  JLI P. £ I.
168
A.  It.  P.
10 29  0 2  0
£
8
T.
0 6 6  9 0 2 0 8 0
169 1 30 0 2 0 8 0 7 7  9 0 2 0 8 0
170 2 30 0 2 0 8 0 8 8  9 0 2 0 8 0
171 3 30 0 2 0 8 0 9 9  9 0 2 0 8 0
172 4 30 0 2 0 8 0 10 10  9 0 2 0 8 0
173 5 30 0 2 0 8 0 11 1  10 0 2 0 8 0
174
,
6 30 0 2 0 8 0 12 2  11 0 2 0 8 0
1715 7 30 0 2 0 8 0 13 3  11 0 2 0 8 0
176 8 30 0 2 (1 8 0 14 4  11 0 2 0 8 0
177 9 30 0 2 0 8 0 15 7  11 0 2 0 8 0
178 10 30 0 2 0 8 0 16 8  11 0 2 0 8 0
17 9  11 0 2 0 8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS. 18 10  11 0 2 0 8 0
On and near Nebo Creek. 19 2  26 0 2 0 8 0
Portion. 20 3  26 0 2 0 8 0
179 1 ... 20 1 0 1 0 21 4  26 0 2 0 8 0
180 2 ... 22 0 0 1 0 22 5  26 0 2 0 8 0
181 3 ... 21 3 0 1 0 23 6  26 0 2 0 8 0
182  4 ... 20 2 0 1 0 24 7  26 0 2 0 8 0
183 5 ... 22 1 0 1 0 25 8  26 0 2 0 8 0
184 6 ... 20 2 0 1 0 26 9  26 0 2 0 8 0
185 9 ... 35 0 0 1 0 27 10  26 0 2 0 8 0
186 10 ... 30 0 0 1 0 28 1  12 0 2 0 8 0
187 11 ... 31 0 0 1 0 29 2  12 0 2 0 8 0
188 12 ... 32 0 0 1 0 30 3  12 0 2 0 8 0
189 13 ... 43 0 0 0 15 31 4  12 0 2 0 8 0
190 14 ... 40 0 0 0 15 32 5  12 0 2 0 8 0
191 15 ... 42 0 0 0 15 33 6  12 0 2 9 8 0
192 16 ... 44 0 0 0 15 34 7  12 0 2 9 8 0
193 17 ... 50 0 0 0 15 35 8  12 0 2 9 8 0
194 18 50 0 0 0 15 36 9  12 0 2 9 8 0
195 19 ... 46 0 0 0 15 37 10  12 0 2 9 8 0
196 24 ... 80 0 0 0 15 38 1  17 0 2 0 8 0
197  25 ... 80 0 0 0 15 39 2  17 0 2 0 8 0
198 26 .. 80 0 0 0 15 40 3  17 0 2 0 8 0
199 27 ... 80  0 0 0 15 41 4  17 0 2 0 8 0
200 28 80 0 0 0 15 42 5  17 0 2 0 8 0
201 31 .. 70 0 0 1 0 43 (3 17 0 2 9 8 0
202 32 .. 55 0 0 1 0 44 7  17 0 2 9 8 0
203 29A 160 0 0 0 15 45 8  17 0 2 9 8 0
204 30A ... 160 0 0 0 15 46 9  17 0 2 9 8 0
205 31A 160 0 0 0 .15 47 10  17 0 2 9 8 0
206 32A ... 200 0 0 0
*
15 48 3  20 0 2 0 8 0
207 33A ... 201 0 0 0 15 49 4  20 0 2 0 8 0
208 34A ... 138 3 0 0 15 50 5  20 0 2 0 •8 0
209 35 ... 160 3 0 0 15 51 6  20 0 2 9 8 0
210 36 ... 8 3 4 1 0 52 7  20 0 2 9 8 0
211 37 ... 8 3 4 1 0 53 8  20 0 2 9 8 0
212 38 8 3 4 1
6 3 1
0 SUBURBAN LOTS.213  39 ...
2140  40
0
8 3 4 1
0
0 Near village of Rann es....
215 41 ... 6 3 0 1 0 54
Portion.
1 ... 15 2 0 2 0
216 42 ... 8 3 4 1 0 55 2 .. 13 2 0 2 0
217 43 ... 8 3 4 1 0 56 3 ... 8 2 0 2 0
218 44 ... 6 3 0 1 0 57 4 ... 5 0 10 2 0
219 45 7 1 28 1 0 58 5 ... I 7 1 0 2 0
220 46 ...
221 47
58 3 0 0
58 3 0 0
15 County Livingstone, parish of Yaamba,15 town of
222 48
...
58 3 0 0 Yaamba.15
223 49
...
... 349 0 0 0 TOWN15 Allotment.  Section.
LOTS.
224 50 ... 200 0 0 0 15 59 3 1 0 3 13 8 0
225 51 .. 264 0 0 0 15 60 1 4 0 2 0 8 0
226 52 ... 179 2 0 0 15 61 2 4 0 2 0 8 0
227 53 ... 65 :3 (. 0 15 62 3 4 0 2 0 8 0
228 54 63 3 C 0 15 63 4 4 0 2 0 8 0
229 55 154 0 0 0 15 64 5 1 4 0 2 0 8 0
2130 56 ... 99 0 C 0 15 65 6 4 0 2 0 8 0
231 57 ... 108 0 0 0 15 66 7 4 0 2 0 8 0
232 58 ... 122 0 0 0 15 67 8 4 0 2 0 8 0
68 9 4 0 2 0 8 0
69 10 4 0 2 0 8 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, ROCK- 70 1 5 0 2 0 8 0
HAMPTON 71 2 5 0 2 0 8 0,
72 3 5 0 2 0 8 0
ON THURSDAY, THE 10TH DAY OF APRIL, 1873. 73 4 5
5
0 2
2
0
0
8
8
0
0TOWN LOTS. 74 5 0
County of Packington, parish of Rannes, town 75 6 5 0 2 0 8 0
of Rannes. 76 7 5 I 0 2 0 8 0
Allotment.  Section. 77 8 5 0 2 0 8 0
1 1 9 0 2 0 8 0 78 9 5 0 2 0 8 0
2 9 0 2 0 8 0 79 10 5 0 2 0 8 0
3 3
'
9 0 2 0 8 0 80 1 6 0 2 0 8 0
4 I 4 9 0 2 0 8 0 81 2 6 0 2 0 8 0
5  5 9 0 2 0 8 0 82 :3 6 0 2 0, 8 0
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TOWN  LOTS-Co?Lti 1tue d . TOWN'LOTS - continued,
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
No. of Area.Section, I
Price per No. of i No. of
Acre.  Lot. Allotment
No. of
Section, Area,
Price per
Acre.
I I A. B. P. £ S. A. B. P. £ s.
83 4 6 0 2 0  8 0 164 0 2 0 8 0
84 5 6 0 2 0  8 0 165 0 2 0 8 0
85 6 6 0 2 0  8 0 166 0 2 0 8 0
86 7 6 0 2 0  8 0 167 0 2 0 8 0
87 8 6 0 2 0  8 0 168 0 2 0 8 0
88 9 6 0 2 0  8 0 169 0 2 0 8 0
89 10 6 0 2 0 8 0 170 0 2 0 8 0
90 2 8 0 2 0  8 0 171 0 2 0 8 0
91 4 14 0 2 0 8 0 172 0 2 0 8 0
92 1 15 0 2 0 8 0 173 0 2 0 8 0
93 2 15 0 2 0  8 0 174 0 2 0 8 0
94 3 15 0 2 0 8 0 175 0 2 0 8 0
95 4 15 0 2 0 8 0  176 0 2 0 8 0
96 5 15 0 2 0  8 0 177 0 2 0 8 0
97 6 15 0 2 0 8 0 178 0 2 0 8 0
98 7 15 0 2 0 8 0 179 0 2 0 8 0
99 8 15 0 2 0 8 0 180 0 2 0 8 0
100 9 15 0 2 0 8 0 181  0 2 0 8 0
101 10 15 0 2 0 8 0 182  0 2 0 , 8 0
102 1 16 0 2 0 8 0 183 0 2 0 8 0
103 2  16 0 2 0  8 0 184 0 2 0 8 0
104 3 16 0 2 0 8 0 185 0 2 0 8 0
105 4 16 0 2 0  8 0 186 0 2 0 8 0
106 5 16 0 2 0 8 0 187  0 2 0 8 0
107 6 16 0 2 0  8 0 188  0 2 0 8 0
108 7 16 0 2 0 8 0 189  0 2 0 8 0
109 8' 16 0 2 0  8 0 190 0 2 0 8 0
110 9 16 0 2 0 8 0 191 0 2 0 8 0
111 10 16 0 2 0 8 0 192 0 2 0 8 0
112 1 17 0 2 0  8 0 193 0 2 0 1 8 0
113 2 17 0 2 0 8 0 194  0 2 0 8 0
114 3 17 0 2 0 8 0 195  0 2 0 8 0
115 4 17 0 2 0 8 0 196  0 2 0 8 0
116 5 17 0 2 0 8 0 197  0 2 0 8 0
117 6 17 0 2 0 8 0 198  0 2 0 8 0
118 7 17 0 2 0 8 0 199  0 2 0 8 0
119 8 17 0 2 0 8 0 200  0 2 0 8 0
120 9 17 0 2 0 8 0 201  0 2 0 8 0
121 10 17 0 2 0 8 0 202  0 2 0 8 0
122  1 18 0 2 0  8 0 203  0 2 0 8 0
123 2 18 0 2 0 8 0 204  0 2 0 8 0
124 3 18 0 2 0 8 0 205  0 2 0 8 0
125 4 18 0 2 0 8 0 206 0 2 0 8 0
126 5 18 0 2 0 8 0 207  0 2 0 8 0
127 6 18 0 2 0 8 0 208  0 2 0 8 0
128 7 18 0 2 0 8 0 209  0  2  0 8 0
129 8 18 0 2 0 8 0 210  0 2 0 8 0
130 9 18 0 2 0 8 0 211  0 2 0 8 0
131 10 18 0 2 0 8 0 212  0 2 0 8 0
132 1  19 0 2 0  8 0 213  0 2 0 8 0
133 2  19 0 2 0  8 0  214  0 2 0 8 0
134 3  19 0 2 0  8 0 215  0 2 0 8 0
135 4  19 0 2 0  8 0 216 0 2 0 8 0
136 5 19 0 2 0  8 0 217 0 2 0 8 0
137 6 19 0 2 0  8 0 218 0 2 0 8 0
138 7 19 0 2 0  8 0 219 0 2 0 8 0
139 8 19 0 2 0  8 0 220  0 2 0 8 0
140 9 19 0 2 0  8 0  221  0 2 0 8 0
141 10 19 0 2 0  8 0  222  0 2 0 8 0
142 2 20 0 2 0  8 0 223  0 2 0 8 0
143 4 20 0 2 0  8 0  224  0 2 0 8 0
144 5 20 0 2 0  8 0  225  0 2 0 8 0
145 7 20 0 2 0 8 0 226  0 2 0 8 0
146 8  20 0 2 0  8 0 227  0 2 0 8 0
147 9  20 0 2 0  8 0  228  0 2 0 8 0
148 10  20 0 2 0  8 0 229  0 2 0 8 0
149 1 21 0 2 0 8 0  230 0 2 0 8 0
150 2  21 0 2 0  8 0  231 0 2 0 8 0
151 7  21 0 2 0  8 0 232 0 2 0 8 0
152 9 21 0 2 0  8 0 233 0 2 0 8 0
153 10 21 0 2 0  8 0 234 0 2 0 8 0
154 10 23 0 2 0 8 0  235 0 2 0 8 0
155 1 24 0 2 0  8 0  236 0 2 0. 8 -0
156 2 24 0 2 0  8 0  237 0 2 0 8 0
157 3 24 0 2 0  8 0  238 0 2 0 8 0
158 4 24 0 2 0  8 0  239 0 2 0 8 0
159 5 24 0 2 0  8 0 240 0 2 0 8 0
160 6 24 0 2 0  8 0 241 0 2 0 8 0
161 7 24 0 2 0  8 0 242 0 2 0 8 0
162 8 24 0 2 0  8 0 243 0 2 0 8 0
163 9 24 0 2 0  8 0 244 0 2 0 8 0
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TOWN  LOTS - coat, ,  teed. TOWN  LOTS- Coat 'iYlUed.
\o. o1
Lot.
No.  of \ o* of Area.Allotment Section.
Price per  No. of \o of \o. of
Lot.  Allotment  Section .Acre.  I Arca.
Price per
Acre.
A. A. It. P. £ .r.
245 1 36 0 2 0 8 0  336  2,  44 0 2 0 8 0
246 2 36 0 2 0 8 0  337 3 44 0 2 0 8 0
247 3 36 0 2 0 8 0  338 4 4.1 0 '9 0 8 0
248 4 36 0 2 0 8 0  339 5 1  14 0 2 0 8 0
249 5 36 0 2 0 8 0  340 6 44 0 2 0 8 0
250 6 36 0 2 0 8 0  341 7 44 0  2 0 8 0
251 7 36 0 2 0 8 0  342 8  44 0 2 0 8 0
252 8 36 0 2 0 8 0  343 9 44 0 2 0 8 0
253 9 36 0 2 0 8 0  344 10 44 0 2 (1 S 0
254 10 36 0 2 0 8 0  345 1 1 45 0  2 0 8 0
255 1 37 0 2 0 8 0 34(3 2 45 0 2 0 8 0
256 2 37 0 2 0 8 0  347  3 45 0 2 0 8 0
257 3 37 0 2 0 8 0  348  445 0 2 0 8 0
258 -1 37 0  2 0 8 0  349  5 45 0 2 0 8 0
259 5 37 0 2 0 8 0  350  6 45 0 2 0 8 0
260 6 37 0 2 0 8 0  351  7 45 0 2 0 8 0
261 7 37 0 2 0 8 0  352  8 45 0 2 0 8 0
262 8 37 0 2 0 8 0  353  9 45 0 2 0 S 0
263 9 37 0 2 0 8 0  354  10 45 0 2 0 8 0
261 10 37 0 2 0 8 0  355  1 46 0 2 0 8 0
265 1 38 0 2 0 8 0  356  2 46 0 2 0 8 0
266 2 38 0 2 0 8 0  357  3 46 0 2 0 8 0
267 3 38 0 2 0 8 0  358  4. 46 0 2 0 8 0
268 4 38 l1 2 0 8 0  359  5 46 0 2 0 8 0
261) 5 38 0 2 0 8 0  360  6 46 0 2 0 8 0
270 6 38 0 2 0 8 0  361  7 46 i 0 2 0 8 (1
271 7 38 0 2 0 8 0 362 8 46 0 2 0 8 0
272 8 38 0 2 0 8' 0 :363 9 45 0 2 0 8 0
273 9 38 0 2 0 8 0  364 10 0 2 l) 8 0
274 10 38 0  2 0 8 0  365 1. 47 0 2 0 8 0
275 1 39 0 2 0 8 0  366 2 47 0 2 0 8 0
276 2 39 0 2 0 8 0  367 3 47 0 2 0 8 0
277 3 39 0  2 0 8 0  368 4 47 0 2 0 8 I)
278 4 39 0 2 0 8 0  369  5 47 0 2 0 1 8 O
279 5 :39 0 2 0 8 0  370  6 47 0 2 0  1 8 0
280 6 39  0 2 0 8 0  371  7 X17 0 2 0 8 0
281 7 39 0 2 0 8 0  372  8 47 0 2 0 1 8 0
282 8 39 0 2 0 8 0  373  9 47 0 2 0 8 0
283 9 39 0 2 0 8 0  374 10 47 0 2 0 8 0
284 10 39 0 2 0 8 0 375  1 48 0 2 0 8 0
285 1 40 0 2 0 8 0  376  2 48 0 2 0 8 0
286 2 40 0 2 0 8 0  377  3 48 0 2
1
0 8 0
287 3 40 0 2 0 8 0  378  4 48 0 2 0, 8 0
288 4 40 0 2 0 8 0  379  6 48 0 2 0 8 0
289 5 40 1 0 2 0 8 0  380 7 48 0 2 0 8 0
300 6 40 I 0 2 0 8 0  381 8 48 0 2 0 8 0
301 7 40 0 2 0 8 0  382 9 48 0 2 0 8 0
302 8 40 0 2 0 , 8 0  383 10 48 0 2 0 8 0
303 9 40 0 2 0 8 0  384 1 49 0 2 0 8 0
304 10 40 0 2 0 8 0 385 2 49 0 2 0 8 0
305 1  41 0 2 0 8 0  386 3 49 0 2 0 8 0
306 2 41 0 2 0 8 0  387 4 49 0 2 0 8 0
307 3 41 0 2 0 8 0  388 5 49 0 2 0 8 0
308 4 41 i 0 2 0 8 0  389  6 49 0 2 0 8 0
309 5 41 0 2 0 8 0  390  7 49 0 2 0 1 8 0
310 6 41 0 2 0 8 0  391  8 49 0 2 0 8 0
311 7 41 0 2 0 8 0  392  9 49 0 2 0 8 0
312 8 41 0 2 0 8 0  393  1 50 0 2 0 8 0
313 9 41 0 2 0 8 0  394  2 50 0 2 0 8 0
314 10 41 0 2 0 8 0  395  3 50 0 2 0 8 0
315 1 42 0 2 0 8 0  396  5 50 0 2 0 8 0
316 2 42 0 2 0 8 0  397  (i 50 0 2 0 8 0
:317 3 42 0 2 0 8 0  398  7 50 0 2 0 8 0
318 4 42 0 2 0 8 0  399  8 50 0 2 0 8 0
319 5 42 0 2 0 8 0  400  9 50 0 2 0 8 0
320 6 42 I 0 2 0 8 0  401  1(1 50 0 2 0 8 0
321 7 42 0 2 0 8 0  402  3 1 51 0 2 0 8 0
322 8 42 0 2 0 8 0  403  4 51 0 2 0 8 0
323 9 42 0 2 0 8 0  404  8 51 0 2 0 1 8 0
324 10 42 0 2 0 8 0 405  10 51 0 2 0! 8 0
325 1 43 0 2 0 8 0  406  2 52 0 2 0 1 8 0
326 2 43 0 2 0 8 0  407  3 52  1 0 2 0 8 0
327 3 43 0 2 0 8 0  408  4 52 0 2 0 8 0
328 4 43 0 2 0 8 0  409  5 52 0 2 0 8 0
329 5 43 0 2 0 8 (1  410  6 52 0 2 0 S 0
330 6 43 0 2 0 8 0  411  7 52 0 2 0 1 8 0
331 7 43 0 2 0 8 0  412  8 52 0 2 0 8 0
332 8 43 0 2 0 8 0  413 9 -52 0 2 0 8 0
333 9 43 0 2 0 8 0  414  1 53 0 2 0 8 0
334 10 43 0 2 0 8 0  415  2 53 0 2 0 8 0
335 1 44 0 2 0 8 0  416  3 53 0 2 0 8 0
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TOWN  LOTS ---  C011tinned. TOWN LOTS.
V o.  of;  No. OP  No. of Price perArea.Lot. Allotment Eetion. Ac re .
No of No. of No. of Ar , Price per
Suction. ! eft.
i
A.  it.  P. i ; s.
A. H. P. : 8.
117 53 0  2  0 1 8 0
1,18 I 53 0 2 0 8 0 County of Ferguson ,  parish of Banana, town of
119 53 0 2 0 8 0 Banana.
120 7 53 0 2 0 8 0
421 8  53 0 2 0 8 0 469  3 0 2 0 8 0
122 9 53 0 2 0 8 0 470 4  4 0 2 0 8 0
123 10  53 • 0 2 0 8 0 471 7 1 0 2 0 1 8 0
42 1,  54 0 2 0 8 0 472 8 4 0 2 0 8 0
125 2 54 0 2  0 8 0 473 4 5 0 2 0 8 0
12(3  :3  54 U 2 0 8 0 474 5 5 0 2 0 8 0
4'27 { Si. 2 0 8 0 475 7 5 0 2 0 8 0
1.28  5  51 ' 0 2 0 8 0 176 1 10 1 3 16 8 0
129  6  54 i 0 2 (1 8 0 477 1 11 0 2 0 8 0
430  7 54, 0 2 0 8 0 478 2 11 0 2 0 8 0
131  8 5d4 0 2 0 8 0 4.79 3 11 0 2 0 8 0
432 9  54 0 2 0 8 0 480 4 11 0 2 0 1 8 0133 I l0  54 0 2 0 8 0 481 11 0 2 0 8 0
434 1  55 02 0 8 0 482  11 0 2 0 8 0
435 2  55 0 2 0 8 0 483
8
11 0 2 0 8 0
1,36 3 55 0 2 0 8 0 484 9  11 0 2 0 8 0
4:37 .1 55 0 2 0 8 0 485  1 13 0 2 0 1 8 0
138 5 55 0 2 0 8 0 486  2 13 0 2  0  8 0
1:39 6 55 0 2 0 8 0 •187 3 13 0 2 0 8 0
440  7 55 0 2  0 8 0 488 4  13 0  2  0 8 0
441  8 55 0 2 0 8 0 489  5  13 0 2 0 8 0
112  9 55 0 '2 0 8 0 490 6 13 0 2 0 8 (1
1.13  10  55 0 2 1) 8 0 491 7 13 0 2 0; 8 0
1,14  1 56 0 2 0 8 0 492 8  13 0 2 0 8 0
145  2 56 2 0 8 0 493 9  13 I 0 3 0 8 0
1,16 3 56 0 2 0 8 0 494  10  13 I 0 2 0 8  ()
147  56 0 2 0 8 0
1-18 56 Il 2 0 8 0
1111 6 56 0 2 0 8 0 CBIIRBA1t LOTS.150 56 I) 2 0 8 0
-151.  8 56 0 2 0 8 0 rortiou.
452 56 (1 2 0 8 0 495 2 30 0 0 1 01.53  10  56 0 2 0 8 0 496 3 ... { 30 0 0 1 1 0;151  1  57 1) 2 0 8 0
155 2  57 0 2 0 8 0
156  :3  57 0 2 0 8 0
1.57 1. 57 0 2 0 8 0
458  5 57 0 2 0 1 8 0 Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govcrn-
.159 6 57 0 2 0 8 0
:160 I 7 57 0 2 0 8 0 ment House, Brisba ne, this sixth day of
461 8 57 0 2 0 8 0 Mlareh in the year of our Lord one thousand462  9 57 0 2 0 8 0 ,
463 10
N
57
ear tow
0 2 0
n of Yaamba.
8 0 eight hundred and se venty-three, and in the
'SUBURBAN LOTS.
Portion.
thirty -sixth year of Her Majesty s reign.
464 23A 9 3 31 1 0
465 18 16 2 0 1 0 J. MALBON THOMPSON.
466 39 11 2 0 1 0
467 20 11 2 0 1 0
468 21 11 3 24 1 0 GOD SAVE  TICE  QUEEN
by Avt3erky :  t&xia  Q BLei.  Government printer, winiam street ,  Brisbane.
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"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
T
HE following Statement of Brands, being those Registered during the month of February last, is published for general
information, in accordance with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
. Stockowners, whose Names, Address, or Brands may be incorrectly stated, are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar; and in all such notifications either the Registered Brand•of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate of Registration
must be given.
Office of Registrar of Brands,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1873.
1 `--- J -- sosaaR sawn.
Rrnnd No. of
Rc;;isterccl.  Certi ficate
A6W
A9W
SAW
9AW
A)<G
A>(1
A) ( 2
A)<3
A)(4
A)(5
A)(b
A><7
A><S
Ao><
A1>(
A2><
A3)(
A4><
A5>(
Ab>(
A7>(
AS>(
A9>(
(3A>(
1A>(
Horses.
5231 Various ... ...
5230 Various ... ...
5241 WL ... ... ...
5242 Nil ... ... ...
5243 Various ... ...
5244 IJ near shoulder ...
5245  Nil ...
52.46 JC ... ...
5272 Nil ... ... ...
5273 Various ... ...
5274 NI ... ... ...
5300 Various ... ...
5288 SM over R ... .
5290 JM over- conjoined
5291 J over JK ... ...
5292 JB ...
5293 TS near thigh ...
5301 WH ... ... ...
5316 W ... .... ...
5317 Various ... ...
5326 Various ... ...
5341  0  near shoulder ...
5342 Various ... ...
5343 Various ... ...
3356 JMG...
5357  Various
Cattle.
Nil ...
Nil ...
- overW
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ..
AA9 near side
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
Various ...
Nil ...
Nil ... ... ... Robert Baker
Jr (both reversed) ... !  Joshua Jackson
Same ...
Same ...
JB ...
Various
WH ...
w ...
... 1Vilhiam  Bagnell ...  ...  Boonaiu ...
... Henry Wescott  Battore  ... Washpool Farm
... Godfrey Adam  Moessinga Boonara ...
... Michael Duggan ...
John Keleher ...
John  Black ...
John Gesang ...
William  but ...
John Walsh ,.
John  James Furby
Thomas  Kingston
John O'Shanesy ...
Midiael Cannon ...
Michael Murphy ...
P. H. GOB-DON,
Registrar of Brands.
P$OPRIRTOR.
Run or Farm where Nearest Post Town
Brand is to be used. i of Run Or Farm.
Mackay ...
Gatton ...
Folkestone ..
Quart Pot Hotel
Reserve ...
Carrier ...
Laidley ...
Reserve ...
Reserve ...
Mount Walker
Kangaroo Park
Granehester ...
Rosenthal ...
... Mackay
... Mackay
... Clermont
... Taroom
... Warwick
... Maryland
... Giucemere
... Toowoombe
... Nanango
... Ipswich
... Nanango
... Mackay
... Gatton
... Stanthorpe
... Stanthorpe
... Copperfield
... Gayndah
... Laidlev
... Nanango
... Ronia
... Ipswich
... Gracemerc
... Grandcliester
... Warwick
TJK off ribs... ...
0  off rump ... ...
Various
MM old' ruiip, 11111
conjoined old' ribs
Various ... ...
Name.
William Cormack... ... I Mackay ...
Joseph Antonc) I Mackay
Charles Edwin Williams... I Parson's Lagoon
James Shullye ... ... I Palm-tree Creek
I  William Smith ...  ...  Glengallan
1 John Johnston, scnr. ... i Rolling Hill...
... Daniel Mahoney ... ... Gracerere ...
... ' John Carlyle ... ... Toowoomba ...
,
John McGillorav, decor. .. Town Reserve
Janice lighe .. . ...  Seven-mile Creek
Nanango
Ipswich
500
Bland
Registered.
No. qt
Certiflaete
Horses.
YORMER DR/ED.
2A>( 13A)(
4A)(
5A)(
bA><
7A)(
8A)(
9A)(
AYGI
AY2
AY3
AY4
AY5
AYb
AY7
AYa
AY9
AGY
AlY
A2Y
A4Y
A5Y
BAa
B1 C
B1D
BM3
B2R
BGS
1BS
B1 T
BW9
BZ1
C2A
bCA,
22CFC PA s
C8J
3CJ
C K 1
5358  ! Nil ... ...
5366  I JD . ...
5367 Dot in C near shoulder
5368 JB  ... ... ... I
5379  9 over H  near rump
5380 Various ..
5381  M off  shoulder and
thigh
5393 TM off shoulder
5398 Various ... ...
5399  over JW ..,
5400 Various ...
5101 Nil ... ...
5415 L in circle ...
5416 .. over H shoulder...
5417 Nil ... ...
5425 Various ...
5434  Gil  near shoulder ,,,
5435 TM near shoulder ...
5446 Various
5447 over JW near and
off shoulder
5457 TM .. ...
5468 Nil .. ..,
51,69 MD  near  ribs ...
5470 Various ,., ..,
5406
5255
5451
5235
5312
5234
5339
5485
5281
5389
5392
5344
5418
5287
MH conjoined .,.
B near shoulder
BC ...
Nil ...
A over '  d near shoul-
der, and g3 both
conjoined
Cattle.
Nil ...
WC near rump .,,
JB ... ...
,7J over  11  off rump...
Various ,., ...
T'I'T off  side ...
TM near ribs
HR off shouldor, R
over 6 oil thigh
Nil ... .,,
Various ... ,.,
Nil ...
Same ...
- over II ...
BB off ribs ..,
Nil ...
GH off ribs ...
TM near ribs
rump
and
Name.
Joseph Walsh ...
John Daly... ...
William Coleman ...
James  Biggam ...
James Hanlin ...
John Harrison ...
Thomas McCormack
Timothy Maher
William Chaplin ...
William Wood
George Cumming ,,,
William Bruce ...
John Little ,.. ,,.
Jeremiah Hopkins ..,
Abraham McIntosh Broom
Richards and Brickwood.:.
George Hawkins ,,, ...
Thomas Murphy ,.,
J B conjoined near ribs John Burke
.. over J\V off rump John Watson
TM
Nil
Nil
Various
Thomas Martin, june.
... William Marles ...
... Michael Dalton ..
John MeGarrigel
Same ...
B near and  off hip .,.
BC ... ...
CB ... ...
Nil ,., ...
Various . .. ...  Various ..
TB conjoined near Same  off shoulder and
shoulder thigh
R over R  ... ...  Nil .,. ,..
JBS near shoulder  ...  Various ,., ,..
Nil ,,, ... Nil ... ...
Nil I TOB  off ribs ...
TB ,.. ... TB .,.
W & WB near shoul- W off ribs ... ...
der
Various
5473 S  over .. near
5286  Various ...
5340 CE near rump
5405 Nil ... ...
5354 Nil .,, ...
5360
5444
5265
5372
5487
... I Nil ... ... ...
rump  Nil ... .. ...
AC (the A  writing
capital )  offruuip
,, .  CE near rump ...
CF
CG off  ribs, 8 off
shoulder
JC near rump
JC near shoulder
JC off ribs ..,
Nil ... ...
JC off rump and ribs
JC off ribs ... ...
Nil ... .. ...
9 C M 5225
C jJ  N 5455
C V 4 5361
7DB
bDC
BDC
DaD
DE3
Dab
DH9
7DJ
D 1 K
DGM
DP3
bDR
CM ... ...
Various ..
CO over L off rump
and ribs
L over CO near shoul-
der
Andrew Henderson ...
Charles Baron ...
Bartholomew Carmody ,,,
Frederick Reuke . ...
Frederick Robert Bodo ,..
Bernard McGuire.., ... Mackay ... ... Mackay
Thomas Birch ... Kingston ... ... Wivenhoc
Robert Baker ,,. ... Ferry street ... ... Maryborough
John Beaumont Sweet ... Moggill ,.. ... Moggill
Bernard Smith ,.. Cornakill ... ... Greenmount
George Bott ... ... Sandgate ... Sandgate
Thomas Bishop ... ... Quency Flat, ... Village of Logan
William Broom ... ... Agness Vale ... ... Maryborougb
PROPRIETOR.
Rue or Faun where Nearest Post Town
Brand is to be used. or Run or t'iu•in.
Commonage ... ... Rockhampton
North street... ... Toowooniba
Hampstead Station ... Ipswich
Morinish Diggings ... Rockhampton
Hodson's Reserve ... Roma
Rosenthal  ...  ... Warwick
Lowry street. ... Ipswich
Mount Perry ... Mount Perry
Booval ... ... Ipswich
Dalby
Ramsay street
Highfields ...
Eton Farm ...
Commonage .,.
Agness Vale...
Eagle Farm .,,
Wilson's Plains ..,
One-eye Waterhole...
Dalby
Toowoomba
Murphy's Creek
Toowoombe
Gladstone
Maryborough
Copperfield
Ipswich
Ipswich
,.. Prospect Farm ...
,.. Buaraba and  Tarampa
.. Commonage ... ...
.., Commonage ... ,.,
Reedy Creek ...
Laidley ...
Bonaccord ...
Macdonald's Flat .,.
Main Range ... ...
Mackay
Strathdon and Goor-
gmuga
Highfields
Laidlei-
Dalby
Copperfield
Highfields
Laidley
Mackay
Clermont
Toowoomba
Mackay
Bowen
John Graham Reserve ... ... Gayndah
Charles Antoney Silver ... Lotus Creek... St. Lawrence
Alexander Campbell ... Police Paddock ... North Pine
Clara Eversden ... ... Tartha ... Dalby
Charles Firebrace... ... Reserve ... .,. Mackay
Charles Gamble ... ... Doughboy Creek ... Brisbane
Charles Hopf.., ... Kin Kin Creek ... Gympie
James Corbett ... Hodgson Reserve ... Roma
John Campbell ... ... Glensee Farm ... Murphy's Creek
John Cassells ... Bundambah...  ...  Ipsish
Charles Wilkinson Lister Fairfield ,., ... Gaiwnsford
Kaye
Castles Morgan ... ... Jondaryan ... ... Dalby
John McCami ... ... Thomas street ... South Brisbane
John Coll ... ... ... Reserve ... ... Warwick
5311 QB conjoined near Nil ... ... ... Donald Brown ...
shoulder
5440 over 3C near shoul- over 3C off rump Donald Charles Cameron...
der
5302 Various ... ...
5307  Various ,.,
5351 JD nea r shoulder ...
5386  Various ... ,,,
5458 Various .,,
5324 Nil ... ... .,,
5431 JD near shoulder ...
5362 DK conjoined near
shoulder
5378 Various ...
5467 Nil ... ... ...
5483
Various ...
D6 near shoulder ...
Nil ... ...
j B  conjoined ribs and
rump
TII near rump ,..
over H off ribs ...
JD off shoulder ...
Same near ribs ...
Various
Nil ...
Various
Duncan Campbell...
James Dougall ...
Tallies Dingle .
Dominick Gallagher
Thomas Higgins Dalby
James Davies Hull ... Tallebugerie...
John Decry ... ... Oxley Cr. ek ...
David King Gyrnpie ...
Donald Mcik}ejohn ... Canal Creek ,..
Denis Power ... ... Jondarvan ...
David Connell O'R•engan... I Reserve ,,.
Commonage  ... ...  Townsville
Locheil ... ... Goodall
Sunnvside  ... .,. Mackay
Allora ... ... Allora '
Windmere  ... ... Graceincre
Drayton ... ... Drayton
Dalby
Nerang Creek
Brisbane
Gympic
Leyburu
Jondaru an
Springsure
501
Proud No. of
Registered. Certificate
DW9
4DW
bED
E E 7
EF8
EK5
GEM
EN5
bEP
5ES
FA5
3FF
G F ol
2F G
FJ3
FM9
bF M
FYG
3aF
8GQ H
G: 2 J
2GL
Q11P
QR9
QY7
GHB
9HB
7HD
7HE
H bJ
H 9J
Horses.
5226 C. W. ... ...
5264  Various ... ...
5261 Nil ... ...
5227 P4 over E near shoul-
der
5411  JF ribs .., ...
5310 Various ...
5369 Various ...
5432 Nil ... ...
52 2 8 Various ... ...
5277 Nil ...
5474 C5 near  thigh ..
5306 Nil. ..
FH off shoulder  .  Nil ... ... ...
FJ ... ... FJ ... ...
5233 Nil . JE conjoined offrump
5336 p over Q off shoulder MD off rump ..,
5371 Nil . Nil ... ... .
5345 FG over 2 off rump •..  1 Same ...
5`285 JF conjoined
&
FOGG Same ... ...
5355 Various ... ... Various ...
5284
5279
5349
5294
5375
5337
5318
5436
5419
5346
5275
5305
54,37
5445
5479
5267
5414
5257
5309
5377
5313
5239
5266
5247
5370
5403
5450
5,164
H 9 M 5371
a H M 5382
9 H M 5409
H b P 5295
4HP
H2R
aH S
8HT
HU1
H5W
5HW
9HW
5333
54.43
5238
5466
5364
5276
5387
5315
5220
5352
JY7
J Y a
5270
5363
Various  ... ...  Nil ... ...
Various  ...  Various ..
FM near shoulder ... F M near ribs
Nil ... ... Various ...
Nil ... . Nil ... ...
Nil ... ... Nil ... ...
GC
03 near rump and ribs
HD conjoined
G near shoulder aml
hip
GJ over 2 near shoul-
der
JG near shoulder ...
GL, WL ... ...
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
Nil .. ...
Various ...
Nil
N i l ... ... ...
Various
Various
Nil ...
Nil ...
POBMER BBL".
Cattle. Name.
D over DW .., ... Daniel Ward ... ...
Nil  ...  Penis  Ward ...
Nil ... ... James Emanuel Donovan
EE over E near or George Mayne Evans
off rump
Same...  ...  Francis Edward Flux
AH conjoined off ribs Henry Hatcher ...
Various ... ... Edward McKee ,..
Various .,. ... Elizabeth Malcom
SN off rump... ... Elijah Nunn ...
3P near ribs... ... Elizabeth Parrack
Nil ... . ... Cornelius Skehan ...
ES off shoulder ... Elizabeth Smith ...
GC ...
Same... ...
Same... ...
GH off ribs ...
Same off runup
Nil ...
Nil ...
Various
Nil ...
Nil  ...
Various
Nil ...
GV ...
.. Various
.. I Various
.. (1G ...
... Nil ...
Nil ... ... ... 1Nil ...
JH near shoulder .. Various
like .... over JH eon- Same
joined
PM near rump and ribs
Nil .. ...
JHE conjoined near
shoulder
HR conjoined near
shoulder and rump
Various ...
TH over 8 near shoul-
der
Nil ... ... ...
HW near shoulder ...
Various ... ...
AHW conjoined ...
Various
JY ...
Nil ... ...
Same ...
HM near rump
HOOP off side
Nil ..,
HR conjoined
Francis Albert, Antoney ...
James Connor ,,, ,.,
Frederick  Fink ... ...
Francis Grayson ... ...
John Fogg
William Fog and Thomas
Sailsbnry
Francis Hoffman ...
Nathan Frail andJonathan
Job
Jacob Gill... ...
Francis Murphy ...
Frederick M611er ...
Ferdinand Mareks
James Flynn
Frederick Vowles...
George Cuttler
George Fagg
George Howard
George Hunt
Jam .s Johnson ...
Joseph Gillespie ... ...
Gorge Laidlaw ,,.
John George Protheroe ...
George Pirie ... ...
Gottlob Roebig .. ...
Michael George Roger ..,
George Taylor ... ...
George Vallentine ...
Henry Barltrop ... ...
John Brown ... ...
John Gordon ... ...
Hans Geise ... ...
Henry John Jane... ...
Henry William Jackson ...
James Hannay ...
Henry Morrow ...
Amelia Catherine Miller...
Thomas Halliday ...
John Baker Hooper ...
ON
Walter Heap ... ...
Heinrich Reppel ...
shoulder and rump
Various ... ...
Nil ,.. ... .
Nil ...
H over r`*
Nil ... ...
Various ...
WH oil' rump
Same ...
Various
JY ...
Henry Smith ...
Thomas Huxley ... ...
William Hngh Hughes ...
William Howard .'.. ...
Henry Wagner ... ...
Henry Wolf ... ...
William Harpur .. ...
Arthur Hill Wood .,.
James Clcarey
James Young
KCb 5329 Nil ... CFC off ribs... Timothy  Corbett ...
K J 2 5304 JK near shoulder ... John KcareyJK off ribs ...
PBOPBINTOR.
Run or  Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Forest Vale ... ... Purga Creek
Long Bridge... ... Rockhampton
Reserve ... ... Rolleston
Mount Pleasant. ... Ipswich
Bremer River ... Ipswich
Bowen ... ... Bowen
Reserve ,.. ... Warwick
Caboolture .. ... Caboolture
Three-mile Scrub ... Brisbane
Lower Doongal ... Maryhorough
Reserve .. .. Dalhy
Farm, Brisbane River Ipswich
Mackay ... ... Mackay
Surat ... ... . Surat
Boondooma ... Dalby
Rosenthal ... .... Warwick
Condamine ... ... Condamine
Samson Vale... ... North Pine
Couunonage...
Victoria Hotel
Dalby
Tiaro
Reserve . .. ...  Springsure
Commonage  ... ... Dalby
Boondooma ... ... Dalby
Pimpama  Island . Beenleigh
Waroonga ... ...  Roma
Kilner's Farm ... Ipswich
Maryborough ... Maryborough
Covall  ...  ... Maryland
Primrose Hill . Maryborough
Cedar Gully... .... Laidley
Hazledean ... ... Ipswich
Tabinga ...
Meloura ...
Reserve
Manumbar ...
Reserve .
Wellington Farm
Bauhinia Downs
Tingalpa ...
Jondaryan
Tambo
Rolleston
Nanango
Roma
Mackay
Springsure
Tingalpa
Cappelabah  ,,, ...  Tingalpa
Reserve . .. ...  Rolleston
Bowen  .., ...  Bowen
Callandoon  ... ...  Goondiwindi
Glendaragh  ... ...  Mackay
Warwick ... ... Warwick
Commonage ... ... Drayton
Greenfield ... ... Murphy' s Creek
Yuleba ... ...  Condamine
Bulwin ,.,  ...  Beenleigh
Fassifern  ... ...  Fassifern
Kinly Gully... ...  St. George
Commonage ... ... Allora
Ashmore Creek ... Nerang Creek
Whyanbah ... ... St. George
Kihnoyeler ... ... Brisbane
Namoi ... ... Maryborough
Rosenthal  ...  Warwick
Seventeen-mile Rocks Oxley
Nundah ... ... Bald Hills
Rockhampton ... Rockhampton
Harrisville ...
Ipswich ...
Ipswich
Ipswiclt
Garryowen
Murphy' s Waterhole
Brisbane
Toowoomba.
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Brand I No. of
Registered. Certificate',
L1C
LGD
LP5
GLT
1LU
LY3
8MB
M7H
4MH
4MJ
8MK
9ML
M7P
M8S
GMS
9MS
MbT
NCh1
NG:3
O Bb
1®B
OL7
OlU
Horses.
5412 Various
5348 Nil
5332 LD
5433 Nil
5260 Nil
5327 GH
5249
5471
5395
5438
5426
5299
5262
5229
5303
5486
5423
5323
5460
5478
5477
5353
5376
5402
5219
5456
5296
FORMER BRAND.
Cattle.
... Various
... ... Nil ...
... ... LD ...
... :.. Nil ...
Nil ...
...Nil
LUT near  shoulder ...  LUT near ribs
Triangle  27 ... ... Nil
RL ... RL
pa over 3 near sloulder Same off rump
J B off and nearsboulderl Nil
Various
Nil
Various
Nill
Various
Nil
Various
MS
MS
Nil
Nil
Various
WIT near 1Rnnp
•„ ...  A111  conjoined
M5 off rump
.. JM off ribs, K
rump
... ... MC
... ... Nil ...
.. Various ...
. Nil
... ... MS
... ... Various •..
Nil ...
... Various ...
MW ... ...
PMB near shoulder...
AJC near shoulder ...
Bullock  yoke over
5413 Various
5319 Nil ..
5347 Shield
5280 Nil ,,.
1 P D 5269
2 P H 5488
P 2 J 5253
2 P K 5330
PL5 5427
P L 7 5459
P 2 N 5408
P,3 P 5232
PR4 5252
P 4 S 5254
4 P S 5251
poW 5410
RA7 5373
G R B 5224
5R0 5321
R,3n 5428
R7H 5484
R3 L 5421
R 9 M 5268
RO3 5449
5 R R 5278
2 R S 5454
9 R S 5322
2 R T 5314
RbW 5452
R, a W 5476
S A G 5407
S b J 5320
S 9 J 5259
SKb
3SM
4SP
ST9
3ST
4SW
Various ...
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
PL near  shoulder and
thigh
N over 2
JS near  Shoulder ...
pq over H ...
PS near shocdder ...
SH near shoulder ...
Various ... ...
A near shoulder ...
Various .
RC near shoulder ...
RG near  shoulder ...
Various ... ...
Nil ... ... ...
Various ... ...
RO near shoulder ,..
R in G ... ...
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
^
over RW near
shoulder
Nil
Nil
Nil
5297 SK ... ...
5448 SM over S near shoul-
der
5334 bP off ribs ... ...
5237 Nil ... ... ...
5390 Nil ... ... ...
5453 Various ... ...
MW ..
PMB off ribs
Nil ...
Nil ...
OB near ribs
Name.
PROPRIETO R.
Ran or Farm where
Brand is to be ysed.
Hugh Kavanagh ... .. Wa lloon
John Curren . ... i Dundee ...
Lorimer Oswald Duguid... Condamine ...
John Wells
Lawrence Power ...
George Reginald Holt
Lutton Brothers ...
James Lynch
Richard Laherty ...
Margaret Brennan
John Burke ...
William  Harley
Johann Martin Hinz
James  Munro ...
Jane Duke ...off
Michael Considine ...
Murdock C.  McLennan ...
Patrick Maloney ... ...
Michael Slattery .. ...
Michael Salnsond.. . ...
Mary  Schabe ...
William Marsh Schofield
Thomas  Medlin ... ...
William Molonev... ...
William  Milbanl s ...
Anna  Jane Chetnynd ...
Nathaniel Thomas Rogers
Gregory
James O'Brien ... ...
James O'Brien ... ...
James O'Leary ... ...AE (.. over the E) off
rump, AA off ribs
Nil ... ...
Various ... ...
PH near rump ...
Nil .. ...
PK off ribs ... ...
Various
PL off ribs and runup
Thomas Latten Nugent
Fitzgerald
Philip Dwyer ...
Patrick Horisk ,.,
Joseph Priddle
Patrick McKavanagh
Mary Jane Love ...
Patrick Layden ...
Juandalt ...
Rockhampton
Mormt Perry
Graccmerc ,,.
Commonage
Town Reserve
Kinkabilla ...
Reserve ...
Moggill ...
Copper field ...
Skenebrac ...
Laidley ...
Conuuonage
Glenturret ...
Logan River...
Stanthorpe ..
Douglass Creek
Whiskey Hut,
Rosewood .,
Oxley Creek...
Toowoomba . , ,
Roer ...
Tamronga ...
Rangeworthy
Logan Reserve
Reserve ...
Fort Cooper...
Nearest  Post Town
of Rim or Farm
Glummorgan Val e
Westwood
Condamine
Condamine
Rockhtnnptar
Mount Perry
Rockharuptox
Copperfield
Nanango
St. George
Banana
Moggill
Copperfield
Bald Hills
Laidley
Dalby
Yaamba
Logan Reserve
Stanthorpe
Copperfield
Clermont
Rockhampton
Oxley
Toowoomba
Oxley
Beeuleigh
Drayton
Village of Logan
Roma
Nebo
Brisbane
... Peak Mountain
... Cleveland .,.
... Reserve
Hothaur Creek
... Commonage...
Hodson Reserve
Ruthven street
Pioneer Plantation ...
Glengallan ... ...
... Bowen ... ...
Folkestone ...
... Jondaryan ... ...
NOLAN ... ... Patrick Nolan
JS near rump John Spiller
PR rump ... Peter Rose ...
PS off rump and ribs Patrick Spillane ,.,
PS .. ... ... Patrick Scully ...
Various ... ... Patrick White ...
Nil ... ... ... Robert Abbe ... ...
Various ... ... Roay Byrne ... ...
Nil ... ... ... Robert Cumming... ...
RG off ribs ... ... Richard Gardner ... ...
Nil ... ... ... Richard Donovan Speer
Harpur
REL ... ... ... Robert Esk Lovell ...
Various ... ... Robert Martin .,.
Same ... ... James Radford ... ...
Nil ... ... Richard Graham ...
R off rump and ribs Robert Stewart ...
RS near rump ... Robert Stevenson... ...
Nil ..  ...  Richard Taylor ... ...
RW over 'd off rump Richard Watson, jwn•. ...
Various ... ... Roland Wicks ...
GEF and FD near ribs
and rump
Nil ...
bP off ribs ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
Various ...
Maryborough
Pine Mountain
Reserve ...
The Glen ...
Barmundoo ...
Canoona ...
Walloon ...
Dolby ...
Churchill ...
Brisbane
Ipswich
Cleveland
Rolleston.
Pimpama
Yaamba
Roma
Toowoomba
Mackay
Warwick
Bowen
Stanthorpe
Jondaryan
Maryborough
Ipswich
Toowoomba
Redbuuk Plains
Gladstone
Yaamba
... Walloon
... Dolby
.., Ipswich
Logan River ... Village of Logan
Norris' Pocket ... Village of Logan
South Pine River ... Brisbane
Buaraba and'Tarampa Laidley
Reserve ... ... Clermont
Samuel Allison  ... ... T oowoomba  ... ... T oowoomba
James Shenton .. . Euthulla  ... ...  Roma
John Slattery  •.. ... Goldfields  Reserve ... Charters Towers
... James Cain ...
... Samuel McLeary ...
Stephen Preston ...
... Stephen Tudman ...
... Donald Stevens ...
... William Smith ...
Rosemount ... ... Ipswich
Purga Creek... ... Purga Creek
Reserve ... •.. St. (George
Eton Vale ... ... Village of Logan
Gabor ... ... Jimna
Tent Hill ... ... Gatton
TbC 5441 Nil Various ... ... Janres'Thorntts Carver Peugay .. ... Brookfield
TbD 5258  TMD near rib. . Same ... David Dick ... .. Reserve ... ... Roma
3 T E 5472 Nil ... ... ... Nil ,,. Thomas Eddy ... ... Lillyvale ... Lillyvalc
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Brand
Registered.
No. of
ertificate
PORMBR BRAND.
Horses. Cattle.
4T1 5263
T 5 G' 5482
7TG 5439
T 9 H 5396
8TH 5328
T2P 5465
T b T 5335
ITT 5461
T U 2 5250
TWS 5384
T2W 5289
TSW 5223
U S 3 5420
U 7 U 5236
U Y G 5480
U Y .L  5397
Y E 9 5298
W2A 5430
3WA 5331
4WA 5475
bWA
bWD
7WD
WEb
WbU
W4K
W5K
W2L5W L
WNG
W2N
W034WP
SWP
9WP
WbR
3W R
4W R
2><L
1) ( N
7)<><
YY7
1ZB
Various ... ...  JH off shoulder
T near shoulder T  near rump
Nil ... ... ... TG ... ...
Various .. . ...  HV off rump ...
Nil ... ,.. JH ribs, p off rump
(both  J's  reversed)
Nil ... ... Nil ... ... ...
RT near shoulder ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
B ... B
TW ... TW
Various ... Nil
WADE ... ...  Nil
Various ...
W and various
Nil ...
Various
Nil ,..
Same ...
Nil ...
Various
Name.
Joseph  Hammond and
Company
Timothy Gough ... ...
Thomas Glennie ... ...
Thomas Harrison... ...
Thomas Hayes ... ...
Thomas Purtell
Richard Tayes Taylor
Tom Tipe ... .
Thomas Blacklock
Thomas Webb ,,,
Thomas  Wyatt ...
Thomas Wade ,..
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Goldfields ... ... Ravenswood
Middle Ridge ... Toowoomba
Indooroopilly ... Brisbane
Goomburra ... ... Allora
Goonong Goonong ... Brisbane
Churchill ...
Reserve ...
Charleville ...
Rosevale
Purga Creek
Pine River ...
Warwick ...
Christopher D'Oyley Hay Iwood Plantation ... Maryborough
Aplin
John Broadbent and Com. Widgee Widgee ... Gympie
pang
Benjamin Guymer ... Theresa Creek Copperfield
David Ord, junr.... ... Rosehill, Mount Esk Ipswich
Various ... ... Nil ... ... ... Abraham Ezzy ... ... Belle View ...
Nil ... ... WA conjoined
Nil ... Nil ...
Nil ... Various ...
5350 Nil ... ... AW conjoined ...
5282 WAT over 7... ... Same off ribs
5271 Nil ,., ... WD off ribs...
5365 Nil ... ... Nil ... ...
5240 Nil ... WE near side ...
5325 WG off shoulder ... Nil ... ...
5385 WG WG ... ...
5388 Various ... .... Various ... ...
5463 WK near shoulder ... Nil ... ...
5308 WL near shoulder ... Nil ... ...
5248 WL ... 0 ... ...
5222 Nil .,. Nil ... ...
5394 WN near shoulder ... Q and No. on thigh
5391 Nil ... ... Nil ... ...
5359 Various= ... ... JO near and off rump
5256 Nil ... ... Nil ... ...
5383 Various ... ... Nil ... ...
5462 P off shoulder . W b off ribs ...
5404 WR  conjoined off Same
5221
5283
shoulder
Nil ... ... Various ... ...
WR near shoulder ... WR  off side ... ...
5422 Nil ... ... Nil
5338 RH conjoined (the R Nil
reversed)
5442 RL conjoined (the R ' VariousI reversed)
5424
5481
5429
BRANDa TRANSFERRED during the Month of FEBRUARY, 1873.
Brand. No. ofCertificate.
M  ...  ... M
AE conjoined  ...  Same near and off
rump
Transferor.
William Elliott ...
John Abbot ...
William Warren ...
James Watson ...
Joseph Watt ...
Leonhart Deitz ...
William Deagon ...
William Eaton ...
William Gripp ...
William Ginn ...
William Kulge ,..
William Knowles...
William Lewis ...
William Lawson ...
William Neale ...
William Naish ,,,
James Watson ...
William Olive ...
Charles Payard
William Payne ...
William Pitman ...
William Ronald ...
William Rosentrter
William Ryan ...
PROPRIBTO&-
Gladstone
Warwick
North Pine
Sandgate
Bald Hills
Brisbane
Ipswich
Warwick
Mitchell Downs
Dalby
Roma
Allora
Allora
Telamon
Rockhampton
Bowen
Ipswich
Ipswich
Mackay
Tingalpa
Helidon
Nive Public-house ...
North Ipswich
Native Bee, Sandy
Creek
Commonage ... ...
Grange Side... ...
Mount Samson ...
Sandgate ...
South Pine River ...
Cabbage-tree Creek...
Purga Creek... ...
Warwick ,.. ...
Forest Vale ... ...
Dalby ... ...
Hodson ... ...
Allora ... ...
Commonage ... ...
Christmas Creek ...
Bouldercoombe ...
Don River ...
North Ipswich ...
Farm ..
Port Mackay and Nebo
Tingalpa .
Solger's Flat...
Ipswich
Surat
Charleville
Drayton
Ipswich
North Pine
Warwick
... Tiaro
Tambo
Ipswich
Clermont
Name of Run where Brand
is to be used.
Alexander McKay Master- Mount Bonnie Doon Yaamba
ton
Robert Atkin Hickson ... Durundur ... ... Brisbane
Trustee of  Eliza Lindsay Elderslie
Ranking
James Morgan  ... Yaamba
Augustus  Fitzherbert Evans  St. Ruth's ...
John  Bissett Brodie . ..  I Planet Downs
Transferee.
507 Broadbent and Company ... Daniel Williams... ...
3456 Executors of Charles Clapperton Ellen Theresa Clapperton
148 Cochrane and Moore ... ... George Kirk ... ...
779 Clarke and Cooper ... ... Henry Cooper ... ...
Yatala
Yaamba
Dalby
Rolleston
Nearest Post Town.
Brisbane  . ... . Brisbane
Glastonbury Creek  ... Gympic
Gulnabar  ... ... ... St. George
Talgai .. .  Gainsford.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
By Authority :  JAwua C.  BaAi, Governmeat Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th March, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct the publication of the Commission issued
to the Commissioners appointed under the provisions of " Tlze Civil Procedure Reform Act of
1872," for general information.
A. H. PALMER.
VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of
-' Great Britain and Ireland, Queen, Defender of the
Faith, &c., &c.
d To the Honorable JOHN BRAMSTON, Doctor of Civil Law, Barrister-at-Law, and now Her1000 P4 Majesty's Attorney-General for the Colony of Queensland, CHARLES LILLEY, Esquire,
one of Her Majesty's Counsel Learned in the Law, and CHARLES STUART MEIN, Esquire,
an Attorney, Solicitor, and Proctor of the Supreme Court of Queensland,
M n,r
N GREETING
Whereas, by an Act passed in the thirty-sixth year of the reign of Her Sovereign
aril  Majesty Queen Victoria, intituled  "The Civil Procedure Reform Act of  1872," it was
amongst other things enacted, that it should be lawful for the Governor in Council to issue a
a Commission to one or more persons authorising and requiring him or them to inquire into,
o report upon, and prepare a Code or Codes for the reform of the procedure in all the Courts of
a
U Civil Jurisdiction in the Colony ; and whereas His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
4. ° the Executive Council, in pursuance of the said recited Act, and of all other powers enabling himin that behalf, has been pleased to appoint the Gentlemen hereinbefore named for the purpose
of carrying into effect the objects and intentions of the said Act : Now know ye, that we,
o F--4reposing especial trust and confidence in your knowledge, integrity, ability, ;judgment, and
.an'" discretion, do, by these presents, with the advice of the Executive Council, constitute and
P A appoint you the said Jon-.\ BRAMSTON, CHARLES LILLEY, and CHARLES STUART MEIN, to be
Commissioners for the purposes in the said Act mentioned.
• F
In testimony whereof we have caused the Seal of Our said Colony to be hereunto
S affixed.
°
o Witness our right trusty and entirely beloved Cousin and Councillor, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Norinanby, Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount
o c Normanby, and Baron Mulgrave of Mulgrave, all in the County of York, in
the Peerage of the United Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New Ross, in
the County of Wexford, in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member of Our
0 Most Honorable Privy Council, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
° a Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-seventh day of November, in the year of Our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the thirty-sixth year of our reign.
H Pa
W a NORMANBY.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
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Executive Council  Office,
Brisbane, 10th March, 1873.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has, in Her Majesty's name,
and with the advice of the Executive Council, sum-
moned to the Legislative Council of Queensland,
by Writ of Summons bearing even date herewith,
under the Great Seal of the Colony,
WILLIAM HOUSTOUN LONG, of Mackay, Esquire.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1873.
j $ IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
l.a of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
FRANK L. JARDINE, Esquire, Police Magistrate,
to be also Shipping Master at Somerset, and
Customs-house Officer at Port Albany, for the
purpose of enabling him to grant Licenses to boats
for trading purposes, under sections 91 and 92 of
"The Customs Act"  (9 Vic., No. 15).
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the under-mentioned gentlemen to be
Magistrates of the Territory:-
WILLIAM CLIFTON, Townsville ;
THOMAS HOLDER CowL, Normanton ;
WILLIAM FOESYTHE, Malvern Downs ;
WILLIAM SMITH, Dotswood.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  13th March, 1873.
[[ IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to accept the resignation tendered by
HENRY HARRIS,
of his appointment as a Magistrate  of the  Territory.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HENRY REGINALD BUTTANSHAW
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Bowen, in the room of Richard Symes Warry,
resigned.
A. H. PALMER.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS, by the sixteenth section of an Act
passed in the thirty-sixth year of the reign
of Her Sovereign Majesty Queen Victoria, intituled
" The Electoral Districts Act  of 1872," it is
enacted that so soon as the first electoral roll under
" The Elections Act of  1872," for the Electoral
District of Warrego shall have been perfected the
Governor shall appoint and notify by Proclama-
tion in the  Gazette a  day (not being earlier than two
months from the date of such proclamation) for
sending in claims for the Electoral District of
Warrego, created by the said  "Electoral Districts
Act  of 1872," and that on or before such day all
persons claiming to be placed on the electoral roll
for the said Electoral District of Warrego shall
make their  claims as  required  by " Time Elections
Act of  1872" and that the first Electoral Roll of
the said new District of Warrego shall be made up
of and from such of the names on the said first
Electoral Roll of the present district as shall not,
upon due  notice  given or upon proof of death be
duly expunged therefrom and the names of
such of the  said claimants  as shall be entitled to
have their  names  inserted in the said Electoral
Roll : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CoN-
STANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, by virtue of such recited Act, and in
pursuance of the power and authority  in me  vested,
do, by this my proclamation, notify and appoint
TUESDAY, the first day of April, A.D. 1873, to be
the day for sending in claims for  the said  Electoral
District of Warrego.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by Tho Most
to wit.  I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount N or-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all in the  County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(i.e.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-seventh year of Her Majesty's reign, inti-
tuled  " An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws
relating to Quarantine,"  it is amongst other flings
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by proclamation in the  Government
Gazette,  to appoint stations or places within the
Port of Moreton Bay, or within  or near  any other
harbor, port, or place within the said Colony, for
the performance of Quarantine under the said Act,
where all  vessels  liable to Quarantine, and the
crews, passengers ,  and persons  on board thereof
shall perform the same : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
in pursuance  of the power so vested  in -me as
Governor of the said colony, do, by this my Pro-
clamation, issued with the advice of the Executive
Council, appoint the Island in Moreton Bay, known
as Peel Island, to be a station for the performance
of Quarantine, under and for the purposes of the
said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A, H. PALMER.
I
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QUEENSLAND, I P roclamation by The Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINB,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  V':acount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Musgrave of
New Ross ,  in the County  of Wexford,
in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor  and Com.
wander -in-Chief of  the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-seventh year of Her Maje ty's reign, intituled
" An Act  to A#ie>rd and Consolidate  the Laws relat-
ing to  Quarintfabf 'o it is amongst  other things
enacted, that ,its,shall be lawful  for the Governor,
with the  advice of the  Executive Council, by pro-
clamation  in the  Government  Gazette,  to prohibit
all persons ,  vessels,  and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of any station which, by any order of the
Governor,.with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been or, may be  assigned  for the performance
of Quarantine ; and whereas by my Proclamation.
hearing even date herewith, issued with the advice of
the Executive Council, the Island in Moreton Bay,
known as Peel Island, has been appointed a station
for the performance of Quarantine under the said
Act : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CoN-
STANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, in pursuance of
the power so vested in me as Governor of the said
Colony, do, by this my Proclamation, issued with
the advice of the Executive Council, hereby prohibit
all persons, vessels, and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of the said proclaimed station, under the
penalties contained in the said Act, until this my
Proclamation shall have been rescinded.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
Ilouse, Brisbane, this tenth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
QI!EENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit. .) Honorable  GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoanANnr, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS, by the seventeenth section of anct passed in the thir y-sixth year of the
rein of Her Sovereign Majesty Queen Victoria,
intituled  " The Electoral Districts Act of 1872,"
it was enacted that with all convenient speed after
the passing of the said Act, the Governor should
appoint and notify by Proclamation in the  Gazelle,
a day (not being earlier than three months from the
date of such Proclamation) for sending in claims
for the Electoral District of Burke, before which
day all persons claiming to be placed on the Elec-
toral Roll for that District should make their
claim. as required by  " The  Elections  Act of  1872,"
and that the first Electoral Roll of the said district
should be made up of and from the names of such
of the said applicants as shall be entitled to have
their names inserted therein : Now, therefore, I,
GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of
Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, by virtue of
such recited Act, and in pursuance of the power
and authority in me thereby vested, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and appoint TUESDAY, the
first day of A ril, A.D. 1873, to be the day for send-
ing in claims for the Electoral District of' Burke.
i Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-two,
and in the thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby.
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross. in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoEMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in  the said
recited Act is provided.,
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND , I Proclamation  by The Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgsave , Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
&ORSIANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
1 N pursuance of the powers vested in me by
1 " The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
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South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUREN 1
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by the Most
to wit.  ) Honorable  GEoRGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANnY, of Her Majesty' s Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
wander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.IN pursuance of the authority vested in me by
an Act passed in the second year of the reign
of His late Majesty King William the Fourth, and
numbered twelve, and with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, I, the Governor aforesaid, do hereby
appoint the  crossing -place of the Coomera River,
from the Government road between Selection 25r
and Portion 267, south side, to the Government
Reserve on the north bank, a place of public traffic,
and where Ferry Dues shall be levied to the amount,
and under the regulations, restrictions, and provi-
sions of the said recited Act, of which ferry all
persons are hereby required to take due notice.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this tenth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thou.
sand eight hundred and seventy-three, and
in the thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Gon SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of-Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the  County  of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORuANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.IN pursuance of the authority vested in me by
an Act passed in the second year of the reign
of his late Majesty King William the Fourth, and
numbered twelve, and with the advice of the
Executive Council, .[, the Governor aforesaid, do
hereby appoint the crossing-place of the Barnett
River, in the town of Bnndaberg, from Quay street
to Queen street, as a place of public traffic, and
where Ferry Dues shall be levied to the amount,
and under the regulations,  restrictions , and provi-
sions of the said recited Act, of which ferry all per-
sons are hereby required to take due notice.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Ipswich,
this eleventh day of March, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three, and in the thirty-sixth year of
Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
W.M. HENRY WALSH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County Wof exford,
(a.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NOIIMANBV, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my, Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUES-
DAY, the 8th day of April, 1873, at the Clermont
Land Office.
Description of the boundaries of lands open to
selection under " Zhe Crown Lands Alienation
Act  of  1868."
TOWN RESERVE OF CLERMONT-EXTENSION.
99 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Douglas Creek,
at a point two miles above the junction of 'Sandy
and Douglas Creeks; and bounded thence on the
north and north-east by the last-named creek down.
wards about seven miles and three-quarters in a
direct line bearing south fifty-nine degrees east;
thence on the south-east by a line  bearing south
forty-three degrees west about three miles forty
chains, being part of the north-west boundary of
the Slateforc Run, to a point bearing north sixty
degrees west from the summit of Mount Misery ;
thence by a continuation of said boundary of last-
named run, being a line bearing south-west and
passing through a spot bearing south-east distant
five miles from the summit of a hill called Mount
Pleasant to the right bank of Theresa Creek ;
thence by that creek downwards to the junction of
Tomahawk Creek; thence by Tomahawk Creek
upwards in a westerly direction to a point on the
left bank about half-a-mile above a hill called
Langton Edge ; thence on the south-west by a line
bearing north-west about five hundred and seventy-
five chains to the right bank of Theresa Creek, at
a point bearing south-east from a spot four hundred
chains south-west from the summit of Mount
Livingstone ; thence on the north-west by Theresa
Creek downwards in a north-easterly direction
about three miles and three-quarters in a direct
line to the south-west corner of Theresa Creek
Run ; thence by the south boundary of that run,
being an east line about four miles forty chains to
Theresa Creek at a point bearing east from the
summit of Mount Pleasant ; thence by last-named
creek upwards to the eastern corner of Killarney
It  tin at a point bearing northwest from the summit
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of Mount Livingstone;  thence again on the south-
west by a part  of the nort h-east boundary of
Killarney Run, being  a north -west line about one
hundred and  twelve chains to the watershed
between Douglas  and Theresa Creeks ,  said water-
shed  being also the south  boundary of the Clermont
Reserve Extension  No. 1; thence by said water-
shed boundary  easterly about five miles ;  thence on
the north-west by  a line bearing north forty-three
degrees  east about two miles fift7 chains to the
right  bank of Douglas Creek ,  being the point of
commencement.
Given under  my Hand and Seal,  at Yandilla,
X
this eighth day of February ,  in the year of
our Lord oils  thousand  eight hundred and
seventy-three , and in  the thirty -sixth year of
Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For thq(Se* tary  for Public Lands,)
' WM. HENRY WALSH.
GOD SAYE THB QUEEN 1
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1873.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" the (7rown Lands Alienation Act of
1868,"  it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently  reserved  from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is  hereby given , that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently  reserved  for the purposes
named with  respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE,  Gownsx.
County of Aubigny,  parish  of Gowrie, portion  231,
.25 acres  1 rood 17 perches.
Commencing  on the Dalby road, at the south-
east corner  of portion 212,  and bounded thence on
the west by that portion bearing north ten chains
and ninety -six links  ; on the north by portion 230,
bearing  east  twenty chains  to  a road one chain
wide ; on the  east by that road bearing south
fourteen chains and  forty links to the Dalby road ;
and on the south-west  by that road, bearing two
hundred and  seventy-nine  degrees thirty minutes
twenty  chains and  twenty-nine links to the point
of commencement.
CEMETERY  AT TIARO.
County of March, parish of Tiaro, portion 14.
88 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion bearing cast
thirty-six chains and sixteen links ; on the east by
a line bearing south twenty-five chains ; on the
south by portions 15 and 16 bearing west thirty-
four chains and fifty links to the aforesaid road ;
and on the south-west by that road bearing three
hlv-idred and fifty-six degrees twenty-five chains
and seven links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE, TALLIBAGGERA CREEK.
County of Ward, parish of Tallibaggera, National
School.
5 acres.
Commencing on a road  one chain  wide at its
intersection by the original south-west boundary
live of portion No. 18, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing seventy-three
degrees thirty minutes two chains and sixty-six
links, and forty-seven degrees two chains and
twenty-nine links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing one hundred and fifty degrees ten chains
and twenty-eight links ; on the south-east by a line
bearing two hundred and forty degrees four chains
and eighty links ; and on the south-west by a line
bearing three hundred and thirty degrees ten
chains and thirty-eight links to the point of coin-
meacement,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo.
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  RESIDENCE AREA, BLACK SNAKE,
KILKIVAN.
County  of Lennox.
21 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south -east corner of mineral
selection  No. 974,  and bounded thence on the
north by the south boundary of that selection
bearing west  fi fteen chains and twenty -five links ;
on the west by a line bearing south about seventeen
chains and sixty links to the south side of a road
one chain wide; on the south-east by that road
bearing eighty -one degrees  fifty-three  minutes ten
chains and  fi fty links  ;  thence nineteen degrees
thirty- seven minutes fourteen chains forty links; on
the east by part of the west boundary of mineral
selection No. 263 bearing north about two chains
and forty links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR POLICE MAGISTRATE'S CAMP, STAN-
THORPE.
County of  Bentinck , parish of  Stanthorpe, Town
of Stanthorpe , allotment 3 of section 5.
1 acre.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the south by
Corundum street easterly three chains and thirty-
four links ; on the east by part of the west boundary
line of allotment 4 northerly at right angles to
Corundum street three chains ; on the north by the
south boundary line of allotment 2 westerly parallel
with Corundum street three chains and thirty-four
links to Marsh street; and on the west by that
street southerly three chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING, NEAR BURLEIGH.
County of Ward, parish of Gilston.
288 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
No. 55 on the sea-coast, and bounded thence on the
east by the sea-coast northerly to the south boundary
of portion 27 ; on the north by said south boundary
bearing west to Little Tallabaggera Creek ; on the
west by that creek and swamp southerly to portion
55 aforesaid ; and on the south by the north
boundary of portion 55 bearing cast to the point of
commencement.
i
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th March, 1873.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Government of Tasmania offer for rental
for such period as may be agreed upon, certain
lands and buildings in Hobart Town ,  formerly
known as the Military Barracks .  The land, with
the buildings thereon, is divided into thirteen lots,
tenders for which will be received by the Govern-
ment of Tasmania ,  until Noon, on the 10th day of
May, 1873, addressed to the Honorable Charles
Meredith , Commissioner of Crown Lands, Hobart
Town, and superscribed  "  Tenders for Military
Barracks."
Further particulars, and also the conditions upon
which the lots will be leased can be obtained, at the
Public Lands Office, Brisbane ,  where can be seen
photographs of some of the buildings ,  and also of
the surrounding scenery.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1873.
1N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified that the lands hereunder des-
cribed have been temporarily reserved for public
purposes.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR  RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish of Yeerongpilly.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of portion
No. 390, and bounded thence on the north by part
of portion No. 254, and portions Nos. 259, 270, 275,
and 276; on the east by portions Nos. 277, 278,
279, and 280; on the south by portion No. 274 and
part of portion No. 392; and on the west by portion
No. 390 to the point of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parishes of Bundanba and
Stapylton.
Commencing at the south-west corner of
portion No. 187, in the parish of Bundanba, and
bounded thence on the north by portions in that
parish Nos. 187, 201, and 168A, and by portions in
the parish of Stapylton Nos. 19, 15, 4, and 19A ; On
the west by portions Nos. 19A, 4, 5, and 12; on
the north-east by portion No. 45 in the parish of
Woogaroo, and from the south-east corner of that
portion by a line bearing south-easterly about 150
chains  to the north- west  corner of portion 10A
(W. Moody' s selection ), in the parish of Stapylton ;
on the east  by that portion to Oxley Creek ; thence
by that creek  upwards to  the north- east corner of
portion  No. 16, in the parish of Stapylton, and by
portions  in that parish Nos. 16, 18, and 14, back to
Oxley Creek ; thence on  the south-east by that
creek upwards to its intersection  with the northern
boundary  line of'portion  No. 206, parish Bundanba ;
on the south by that  portion  and by  a line bearing
westerly about  twelve chains  from its north-west
corner  to the south- east corner  of portion No. 203,
in the parish  of Bundanba ;  again  on the west by
portions  in that parish Nos. 203, 197, 193, 204, 202,
179, 174,181, 199, to the point of  commencement,-
exclusive of all alienated  or surveyed lands.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR  RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parishes of Rnoggera and
Indooroopilly.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of portion
231 in the parish of Indooroopilly, and bounded
thence on  the west by that portion and portions
223 and  241, in the  parish  of Indooroopilly ; on the
north by  portions  in the  parish  of Enoggera Nos.
448, 674,  823, 824, 679, 834, 833, 832, 831, 830, 683,
and 682 ; on the  east  by portion No. 674A, the
General Cemetery,  and portions  676, 295,  296, all in
the parish of Enoggera, and by portion 679 in
the parish of Indooroopilly ; on the south by
portions  in the parish of Indooroopilly, Nos. 68,x,
681, 229, 216, 215, 208, 214,  225, 262,  243, 270,
268, 269,  240, and 261 to the point of commence-
ment,- exclusive  of all alienated or surveyed lands.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Parish of Tingalpa, county of Stanley.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of portion
No. 355, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing southerly about one hundred and thirty-
four chains to the north-east corner of portion
No. 351 ; on the south by that portion and portion
No. 352 ; on the  west  by portions Nos. 338, 339,
350, 321, 320, 319, and 318; and on the north by
portion No. 355 to the point of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR  RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parishes of Kholo and Moggill.
Commencing at the north- east  Horner of por-
tion No. 43 in the parish of Kholo, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a line bearing north-
easterly about eighty-six chains to the south corner
of portion No. 202 in the parish of Moggill, and by
that portion and part of portion 194 ; on the east
by portions in the parish of Moggill, Nos. 240, 242,
231, 234, 230, 235, 225, 242, 227, and 221 ; on the
south by portions in the parish of Moggill, Nos.
169, 170, 171, 238, 172, 173, 179, 180, and  181;
and by portions in the parish of Kholo, Nos. 55
and 61 ; and on the west by portions in the parish
of Kholo, Nos. 62, 48, and 43, to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all alienated or surveyed
lands.
TIMBER RESERVE Fort RAILWAY PURPOSES.
Parish of Redland, county of Stanley.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
No. 148, in the parish of Mackenzie, and bounded
thence on the west by a line bearing north one
hundred and sixty chains; on the north by a line
bearing east about one hundred and eighty chains
to the western boundary of portion No. 120, in the
parish of Redland ; on the east by that portion to
its south-west corner, and thence by a line bearing
southerly to the north-east corner of portion No.
178 in the parish of Mackenzie, about one hundred
and eighteen chains ; and on the south by portions
in the parish of Mackenzie, Nos. 178, 177, 176, and
by portions in the parish of Redland, Nos. 121,
122,  139, 118, 117, and again by portions in the,
parish of Mackenzie, Nos. 149 and 148, to the
point of eommeLCement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
1 " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes of a Police Paddock.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands),
WM. HENRY WALSH.
POLICE PADDOCK, STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck.
168 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
three chains east and one chain north from the
north-west corner of the Cemetery Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south by that reserve bear-
ing east fifty-six chains and eighteen links ; on the
east by a line bearing north thirty chains and four
links ; on the north by a line bearing west fifty-six
chains and eighteen links ; and on the west by a
line bearing south thirty chains and four links to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th February, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Al ienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for  general information, that
the lands hereunder  described have  been tempo-
rarily reserved for Water  and Camping.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR WATER AND  CAMPING.
Splitter's Creek, Mount Perry and Bundaberg
Road.
EXTENSION.
1,300 acres.
Commencing on Splitter's Creek twenty chains
below a tree marked broad-arrow over T over V in
shield; thence north seventy-five chains ; thence
east one hundred and eight chains; thence south
thirty-six chains; thence north two hundred and
twenty-five degrees east thirty-four chains to
Splitter's Creek ; thence by the right bank of
Splitter's Creek downwards sixty chains  in a direct
line ; thence  west  one hundred chains to Splitter's
Creek ; thence by Splitter's Creek down about
forty-five chains to point of commencement,-includ-
ing two hundred and ninety-one acres alreEdy
gazetted as a Water Reserve.
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Department of Pablio Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th February, 1873.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice
I of the Executive  Council,  directs it to be
notified for  general information, in pursuance of the
fifty-fifth  clause  of  "The  Pastoral  Leases Act of
1869," that the  lands hereinunder described have
been resumed from, the lease of the Mount Marling-
spike Run ,  in the  Leiehhardt  Unsettled District,
and reserved  for the  purposes of a Po lice Camping
Ground.
(For the Secretary  for Pab lio Lands,)
WM. HENR Y- WALSH.
RESERVE' Fos PorICE  PuRPosEs, FORT COOPER.
4 square miles.
Commencing at a bloodwood -tree' marked three
notches in shield ,  situated at the junction  of Cattle
Creek with Cooper Creek, and bounded thence on
the south by an east line about one hundred and
fifty-two chains  ;  on the east by a line bearing
north  two miles  ;  on the north  by a line bearing
west crossing  Cattle Creek  about one hundred and
seventy -six chains  to the left bank of Cooper Creek
at a gum -tree marked C over 3;  in shield ; and
thence on  the west by the left bank of Cooper
Creek  downwards  to the point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereinunder described have been tempo.
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
(For the Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE  FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ,  HERBERT RIVER,
CARDWELL.
About 76 acres.
Commencing at the most eastern corner of selec
tion  No. 35 (J Mercer's 80 acres), on the righ-
bank  of the Herbert River, and bounded thence by
a line bearing  ninety-five degrees thirty minutes
for twelve  chains  twenty-six links ; thence by a line
north to the Herbert River ; thence by the right
bank of the  Herbert River upwards to the lower
boundary  of selection No. 35; thence by a line
bearing 135 degrees for thirty-seven chains eighty
links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING, LOWER HERBERT RIVER.
Townsville  and Cardwell Road, county of Card well.
624 acres 1 rood.
Portion A,  585 acres  1 rood.-Commencing at a
point west , and distant 302 links from the south-
west corn er  of selection No. 32 (D. H. Cudmore's
640 acres ), and bounded thence by a line west sixty-
nine  chains sixteen and a-half links ; thence by a
line north seventy-two chains forty-seven and a-half
links; thence by a line bearing seventy-seven
degrees for twenty-seven chains sixty-eight and
a-half links ; thence by a line bearing eighty-seven
degrees fourteen minutes for thirty-nine chains
eighteen links ; thence by a line bearing eighty-
seven degrees fourteen minutes for thirty-nine
chains  eighteen links ; thence by a line bearing 159
degrees for seven chains ; thence by a line bearing
eighty-seven degrees fourteen minutes for nine
chains ; thence by a line bearing 159 degrees for
twenty-three chains fifty-five links ; thence by a
line bearing 240 degrees for thirteen chains ninety-
six and a-half links ; thence by a line bearing 186
degrees for forty-five chains seventy-seven and
a-half links to the point of commencement.
Portion B, 27 acres 1 rood.-Commencing where
the northern side of the road crosses Log Bridge
Creek, and bounded thence by a line bearing eighty-
seven  degrees fourteen  minutes  for twenty-six
chains five links ; thence by a line north for 143
links to Log Bridge Creek ; thence by Log Bridge
Creek to the point of commencement.
Portion C, 11 acres 3 roods.-Commencing where
the main road crosses Palm Creek, at Hawkins'
homestead selection No. Z 18, and bounded thence
by aline bearing 267 degrees 14 minutes for sixteen
chains  fifty links ; thence by a line north for
thirteen chains eighty links ; thence by a line east
for fifty  links  to Palm Creek ; thence by Palm
Creek to point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR MINERAL LANDS OFFICE.
county of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town
of Stanthorpe,  allotment 9  of section 7.
1 acre.
Commencing on the north-east corner of the
section,  and bounded thence on  the north by
Corundum street westerly three chains and thirty-
four links ; on the west by part of the east
boundary line of allotment ten southerly at right
angles  to Corundum street three chains ; on the
south by the north boundary line of allotment 8
easterly parallel with Corundum street three chains
and thirty-four links to Marsh street; and on the
cast by that street northerly three chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOE CUSTOMS.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe ,  allotment  19  of section 3.
2  ro ods.
Commencing on the east side of Marsh street, at
the south -west corner of allotment 18, and bounded
thence on the west by that street southerly one
chain and fifty links ; on the south by the north
boundary line of allotment twenty easterly at right
angles to Marsh street three chains and thirty-four
links ; on the east by part of the east boundary line
of allotment 21 northerly parallel with Marsh
street one chain and fifty links ; and on the north
by the south boundary line of allotment 18 westerly
at right angles to Marsh street three chains and
thirty-four links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  COMMISSIONER'S  CAMP.
County of Bentinck,  parish  of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe, allotments 21 and  22 of  section 8.
1 acre  1 rood 23 perches.
Commencing on the north side of Connor  street,
at the south-east corner of allotment 1, and
bounded thence on the south by that street easterly
three chains and eleven links ; on the east by the
west boundary line of allotment twenty northerly
at right angles to Connor street four  chains and
fifty links; on the north by the south boundary
lines of allotments 8 and 7 westerly parallel with
Connor street three chains and eleven links ; and
on the west by the east boundary  lines  of allot-
ments 3, 2, and 1, southerly at right angles to
Connor street four chains and fifty links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  Locx-UP, TENNINGERING.
About 3 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of Burra Burra
street and Edward street, and bounded thence on
the south- east  by Burra  Burra street south-easterly
five chains ; on the south-east by a line north-
easterly about one chain at right angles to Burra
Burra street ; on the north- east  by a line north-
westerly to Edward street ; and on the north-west
by Edward street south-westerly about two chains
to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER  FOR  RAILWAY PURPOSES
NEAR GRANDCHESTER.
Parishes of Grandchester, Laidley,  and Rosewood.
Commencing on the north side of the Southern
and Western Railway, at a point bearing south
from the south-east corner of selection No. 2,374,
Ipswich Register, parish of Laidley, and bounded
thence on the west by a line north about forty
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chains, and by portions Nos. 2,446, 170, 171, 173,
172, 174, 177, 182, 183, 190, 191, and Reserve, and
by portions in the parish of Rosewood Nos. 1, 2, 3,
8, 9, 10, 12, and 11, to the south-east corner of
portion No. 11; on the north-east by a line bearing
south-easterly about eight miles ten chains to the
south-west corner of portion No.  522,  in the parish
of Grandchester, and bounded on the east by that
portion and Nos. 524, 520, 519, 495, 422, 424, 512,
474, 503, 87, 86, 85, 80, 72, 69, 68, and  67;  and on
the iouth by portions Nos. 180, 454, 65, 90, 92,
2,449, 66, 91A, 88, 72, 75, 76, 346, to the south-west
corner of the last-mentioned rortion on the Southern
and Western Railway aforesaid ; and thence by
that line of railway westerly to the point of com-
meneement,-exclusive of all alienated or surveyed
lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
T T is hereby noti fied for general  information
that in cases where applicants  for Mineral
Lands are  desirous ,  before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR  ROAD  PURPOSES.
112 acres 1 rood.
County of Aubigny, parish of Blphinstone,
portion  99.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
ninety-eight, and bounded thence on the north by
the south boundary thereof bearing west fifty-four
chains and eighty links to a road one chain wide ;
on the west by that road bearing south twenty
chains; on the south by the north boundary of
portion one hundred bearing east fifty-seven chains
and sixty links ; and on the north-east by a line
bearing three hundred and fifty-two degrees twenty
chains and twenty links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  RAILWAY LABORERS' CAMP.
County of Aubigny, parish of Clifton.
About 41 acres.
Commencing on the east side of the railway line
from Toowoomba to Warwick, and bounded thence
on the north by the westerly continuation of the
road forming the northern boundary of portion
number fifty, parish of Clifton, bearing east thirty
chains ; on the east by a line bearing south fifteen
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west to the
railway line; and on the west by that railway line
bearing northerly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION', IPSWICH.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich.
17 acres 31 perches.
Commencing at a point hearing two hundred and
seventy-four degrees fifty-five minutes and distant
one chain and seventy-three and a-half links from
the west corner of section 40, and bounded thence
on the north-east by Quarry street bearing one
hundred and fifty-three degrees thirty-five minutes
five chains and ninety-two links, one hundred and
thirty-four degrees fifty-nine minutes seven chains
and thirty-two links ; on the south by Quarry
street west bearing West twenty- one chains and
fifty links ; on the west by a line bearing four
degrees fifty-five minutes eight chains and eighty-
three and a-half links to Grey street ; and on the
north-west and north-east by that street bearing
sixty-seven degrees nineteen minutes six chains
and half-a-link, and ninety-four degrees fifty-five
minutes seven chains and forty-one links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1873.
NOTICE.
r HE accompanying Amended Description of the
Reserve for Post Office at Stanthorpe, is
substituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 19th October, 1872.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR POST OFFICE, STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck, town of Stanthorpe,  allotment
20 of section 3.
2 roods 19 perches.
Commencing on the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by Marsh
street northerly one chain and eighty-one links ;
on the north by the south boundary line of allot-
ment 19 easterly at right angles to Marsh street
three chains and thirty-four links ; on the east by
part of the west boundary line of allotment 21
southerly parallel with Marsh street one chain and
ninety-one links to Lock street ; and on the south
by that street westerly three chains and thirty-four
links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public bands,
Brisbane ,  9th January, 1873.
WHEREAS,  by the twenty-fifth section of  "The1 V Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
A. H. PALMEI{.
WATER RESERVE NEAR MT. COOEA.
County of Lennox.
1 acre 3 roods 7 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing south seventy
links, and thence two hundred and twenty-seven
degrees forty- nine minutes  twelve chains and sixty-
four links from the north-east corner of mineral
selection No. 263 ; and bounded thence on the
north by a  line bearing  two hundred and seventy
degrees forty-one minutes six chains and twenty-
two links ; on the west by a line bearing one hun-
dred and eighty degrees forty-one minutes five
chains and fifty-one links to a road one chain wide ;
and on the south-cast by that road bearing sixty-
one degrees thirteen minutes one chain, and forty-
seven degrees forty-nine minutes seven chains and
thirty links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL or ARTS. STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe, allotment 7 of section 7.
2 roods 6 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the east'. by Marsh
street bearing north three chains end-tfienty-eight
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links ; on the north by a line bearing west at
right angles to Marsh street one chain and sixty-
seven links ; on the west by a line bearing south
parallel with Marsh street three chains and twenty-
three links to Lock street ; and on the south by
Lock street easterly one chain sixty-seven  links to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL, ALLANSTOWN.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
portion  No. 48.
9 acres 1 rood 16 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
No. 48A, and bounded thence on the east by a road
two chains wide bearing north five chains ; on the
north by a line bearing west eighteen chains and
seventy links ; on the west by a road one chain
wide bearing south 5 chains ; and on the south by
the north boundary of No. 48A aforesaid bearing
last eighteen chains and seventy links to the point
of ecommencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL,  ALFRED.
County of Churchill, parish of Alfred.
6 acres 2 roods 3 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain and fifty links wide, and bounded thence
on the north-west by one of said roads, bearing -
eighteen degrees twenty-three minutes nine chains
and ninety-six links ; on the north by a line bear-
ing ninety -one  degrees  thirty minutes six chains
and twenty-seven links ; on the south-east by a
line bearing one hundred and ninety -eight degrees
twenty-three  minutes eleven  chains and seventy-
eight  and three-quarter links to the other aforesaid
road ; and on the south-west by that road bearing two
hundred and eighty-eight degrees twenty-three
minutes six chains  to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th January, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners  of Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following dates -
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, on the first
Tuesday  in each month.
At the Land Office,  Becnleigh , the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each mouth.
DARLING DOWNS  DISTRICT.
A t the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine,  the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Lana Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
.Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BtRNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF  ]K ENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay,the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BVRHE.
At the Land Office, Norman River Settle-
ment, on the second Tuesday  in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in February, 1873, and thereafter onthe
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the. last
Thursday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when  necessary , in addition to
the above, will be duly notified  from time  to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1873.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved and set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHOOL SITE, COOMERA.
County (f Ward, parish of  Coomera, town of
Coomera, section 4.
16 acres 2 roods 20 perches.
Commencing at the south -west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by a street
bearing northerly twelve chains and twenty links ;
on the north by a street bearing easterly at right
angles to a street thirteen chains and sixty-three
links ; on the east by part of the west boundary
line of portion 264, bearing southerly parallel with
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a street twelve chains and twenty links to a street;
and on the south by that street bearing westerly
thirteen chains and sixty-three links to to point of
commencement.
CEMETERY AT LEYBUEN.
County of Merivale, parish of Leyburn.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about north
sixty degrees east, and distant 1,250 links from the
north-east-corner of section No. 1, town of Leyburn,
and bounded thence on the west by a line bearing
north ten chains ; on the north by a line bearing
east ten chains ; on the east by a line bearing south
ten chains ; and on the south by a line bearing
west ten chains to the point of commencement.
CEMETERY AT CLEVELAND.
County of Stanley, parish of Cleveland, town of
Cleveland.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Wellington
and Coburg streets, and bounded thence on the
east by Wellington street bearing northerly ten
chains ; on the north by Russell street bearing
westerly ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing
southerly parallel with Wellington street ten chains
to Coburg street ; and on the south by Coburg
street bearing easterly ten chains to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1872.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation dct of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid the lands hereunder described will be per-
manently reserved for the purpose of a Lai-ding
Place.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR LANDING PLACE, MOUTH OF HER-
BERT RIVER.
County of Cardwell.
23 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of the Herbert
River about 122 chains north-westerly from a post
in Selection 65, at mouth of Enterprise Channel,
and bounded thence on the south-east by that
river downwards ; on the north-east by a mangrove
swamp north -westerly to an estuary ; on the north
by that estuary westerly to a mangrove swamp ;
and on  the south-west by that swamp south-easterly
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 21st November, 1872.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
PERSON S desirous of selecting  Sugar  Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance  and. information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
THE first sheet of the New Maki of the Colony,
showing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief  Commissioner  of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Of ae, George  street.  Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS SEEKING SUITABLE SELEC-
TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS.
IMMIGRANTS or others who do  not possess
sufficient local knowledge to enable them to
select land in suitable situations without visiting
the ground  accompanied  by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that arrangements will  be made ,  if induce.
ment offers ,  to despatch  it  Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
may be indicated ,  to assist them in their search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
All persons requiring assistance of this nature
are requested to advise this Department, in writing,
as to the locality they wish to settle in, and also
forward a fee of ten shillings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor, when, if a sufficient number
of persons are found to join, the Government will
immediately undertake to organize one or more
parties.
In the event of there being no party despatched,
the fee of ten shillings w ill be returned ,  on applies.
Lion, to the person paying same.
J. M AT ON  THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS BROUGH T
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
F
OR the  convenience of persons desirous to have
lands, whether surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward for sale by auction, it is hereby notified
for general information ,  that instructions have been
issued to the Land Agents to open in their respec.
tive offices, a oook, in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration f the Minister
for Lands, when, if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in the next proclamation of sale.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
WITH  the view of facilitating the transaction ofbusiness at the Land Offices th ro ughout
the Colony , it is hereby notified that instructions
have been  issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that  every possible assistance is to be given
gratuitously  to persons applying for land or seeking
information on matters connected  with the  working
of the Land Acts - even to the  extent  of  fill ing up
forms of  application and transfers , &o., for illiterate
persons ,  There  is time at the officer 's disposal;
and that any Land Agent, or other officer , receiving
and appropriating fees for  clerical assistance to his
own use, on the matter  being reported, will be
severely dealt with.
For the  convenience , however,  of persons requir-
ing copies  of plans, arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner ,  and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer , a trac ing or  coy of the plan
required will be prepared  and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary for Public Lands.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
TT is hereby notified that Applications under the
l provisions of the 41st section of "  The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869" for renewed leases for four-
teen  years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions  will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing
leases, as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th March, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to establish the following Regulation and Schedule
of Fees under the provisions of the Act of Parlia-
ment, 20 Victoria, No. 29, in amendment of the
Regulations now in force, in so far only as concerns
the Ravenswood Gold Fields, and neighboring
workings.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RAVENSWOOD GOLD FIELDS REGULATION.
Each application for a Lease of Auriferous Tract
lodged with the Gold Commissioner at Ravenswood
Gold Fields -ball be made in the form provided
by the existing Gold Fields Regulations, accom-
panied by the amount of deposit thereby required
for a first or second  class lease  respectively ; and in
addition, the applicant shall further deposit the
requisite Survey Fee,  as per  subjoined schedule.
All Surveys for Auriferous Leases shall only be
executed by the Mining Surveyor appointed by the
Government for that purpose.
SCHEDULE  OF SURVEY FEES,
to be collected by the Gold Commissioner, Ravens.
wood, for surveys required to be executed by the
Mining Surveyor.
Survey of land applied for as Auriferous Lease.
£ s.
For 1 acre and under ... ...
5 acres „ ... ...
„10 ... ...
115 ... ...
,, 20 ...  ...
2 0
3 10
5 0
610
7 10
For any area exceeding 20 acres, as
by special arrangement.
For Traverse Connection Lines, at
per mile... ... ...  .11  1 15
For Survey of Underground Work.
ings, at per diem  ...  5 5
For travelling expenses of Mining
Surveyor, for every mile or
part of a mile from the Mining
Surveyor's Office, after the first
three miles, at per mile one
0 4
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 3rd March, 1873.
TO BUILDERS  AND  OTHERS.
ADDITIONS - LUNATIC RECEPTION HOUSE,
BRISBANE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock  P.M.  on FRIDAY, the 28th
March, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Additions to the Lunatic Reception
House, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions
to Lunatic Reception House, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Ogee,
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work; and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for
the due performance of the contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event that be will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1873.
BUNDABERG FERRY, BURNETT RIVER.
TO BOATMEN, FERRYMEN, ETC.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
April, 1873, from persons willing to contract for the
Lease, for the period of Five years, commencing 1st
July, 1873,. of the Ferry on the Burnett River at
Bundaberg.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Ferry,
Bundaberg."
Conditions of Lease, form of Tender, and Regu-
lations for working the Ferry, can be seen on
application at the Police Magistrate's Office, Bun-
daberg ; or at the Office of Foreman of Works,
Maryborough.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute and deliver, at the office of the Civil Crown
Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a 'Bond to Her
Majesty in a penal sum of such amount as may be
hereafter determined upon, for securing such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
No Tender will be entertained, except in the
approved form, and the highest or any Tender will
not necessarily be accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
SUB-COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS' RESIDENCE,
CARDWELL.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
April next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Sub. Collector of Customs' Residence
at Cardwell.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Sub-Col-
lector of Customs' Residence, Cardwell."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office ; also at Custom House, Cardwell, and Court
House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is pro-
posed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the contract, in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM, HENRY WALSH.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, LYTTON.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Telegraph Office, at Lytton.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Telegraph
Office, Lytton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must  state the time within which  it is  proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the
party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten
per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the
ue performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event, that he will execute and deliver at
the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Public Works Department,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
CUSTOM HOUSE AND BONDED STORE,
CARDWELL.
TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
April next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Custom House and Bonded Store at
Cardwell.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Custom
House and Bonded Store, Cardwell."
Plan, Specification, and Form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office ;
also at  Custom House, Cardwell, and Court House,
Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must  state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being aceepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver, at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notifica-
tion of accepptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing  such performance, otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th February, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE BARRACKS, DALBY.TENDERS will bereceived at his Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th
March, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Police Barracks at Dalby.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police Bar-
racks at Dalby."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Dalby.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent.  on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
--
a '0 ,,.,,7 + .. I T- Mo;na4,, fnr aPpiirin cr
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1873.
WATERFORD FERRY, LOGAN RIVER.
TO BOATMEN, FERRYMEN, &c.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, 21st March,
from persons willing to contract for the Lease, for
a period of Three (3) years, of the following Public
Ferry, viz. :-Waterford Ferry, Logan River.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Tender for Waterford
Ferry."
Conditions of Lease, and Regulations for working
the Ferry, can be seen on application at the Clerk
of Petty Sessions' Office, Beenleigh, or at this
Office.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute and deliver at the Office of the Civil Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty in a penal sum of such amount as may be
hereafter determined upon, for securing such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
reference to the Notice dated 19th July,
V 1 1872, folio 1072,  Government  Gazette,  rela-
tive to a Road through Rd. Savage's Homestead
Selection  on Murphy's Creek, parish of Taylor,
and no objections having been received to the
same :  Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane, and the Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all
persons intending to claim compensation in respect
of the said road, are hereby. reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner
and form  as are  provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
72-3199
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
1' ITH reference to the Notice dated 3rd Feb-
ruary, 1871, folio 161,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road from Allora
to the Town Commonage, through pre-emptives 19
and 29, parish of Goomburra, county of Merivale,
and no objections having been received to the same:
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
By Command,
7z.3ao6- WM. HENRY WALSH.
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Department  of Public Works,  GYMPIE  GOLD FIELD.
Gold Fields  Branch, During the Month ended 28th February, 1873.
Brisbane, 12th March, 1873. MINERS'  RIGHTS.
MINERS' RIGHTS AND BUSINESS No.  Name.  No. Name.
LICENSES. 53,311  Thomas  Shephard  53,352 John James
T is hereby notified for general information, that 53,312 John Corner 53,353 John DarcyI the under-mentioned Miners' Rights an  Busi• 53,313  James Baker 53,354 Thomas Darcy
ness Licenses  have been returned as issued at the 53,314 H.  B. Devine  53,355 William  Leishman
Gold Fields respectively  specified. 53,315 Thomas Ballentyne  53,356 Peter Sloane53,316 William Souer  53,357 William  Pickett
WILLIAM HENRY W ALSH. 53.317 John Hanet 53,358 Thomas Raymond
l S318 H 5 359 D i5 S S
NORMANBY AND BOWEN GOLD FIELDS.
weeneyan e3, . . . Bond 3,
53,319 Robert Stupart 53,360 John Nolan
During the Month ended  31st  January, 1873. 53,320 George Power 53,361 Bridget Cunning-321 J Williams  ham53 H W., . .
MINERS' RIGHTS. 53,322 M. H. Mellor 53,362 Nicholas Donnelly
No. Name.  No. Name. 53,323 Laurence Murphy 53,363 Charles Boddington
BowBN. 37,875 David Collins 53,324 Konrad Mahrang  53,361 PatrickMcNamara
37,876 Nickold Ericksen 53,325 John McMahon  53,365  Frederick Boyd
37,635 Gustave Hoppe 37 366 Samuel Cairns326 George Duckworth  53877 Edward Wood 53 ,,,
37,636 Ola Olsen i White  53,327 Henry Brown 53,367 George Hay
37 878 Fredk Bendick 53,328 Thomas  Roylance  53,368 John Hirst
NoRMANBY. 37,879 J. Lane 53,329 Thomas Hutchins  53,369  Edward Martin
37,872 A. Chadwick 37,880 N. Hansan 53,330 William Johnston 63,370 Daniel Collins
37,873 Otto Frickersein 37,881 Alick Watts 53,331 William Wyatt 53,371 George Pengally
37.874 Edward Stock 37,852 Thomas Smith 53,332 George Thrower 53,372 Thomas Ramage
53,333 Robert Napier 53,373 Geo. P. Matters
53 334 Samuel Napier 374 James Beckett53,
RAVENSWOOD GOLD FIELD. 53,335 Thomas Younger
,
53,375 Michael Jackson
During the Month ended 31st January, 1873. 53,336 William Gibson 53,376 James Welch
MINERS' RIGHTS. 53,337 William Dowd
i338 R t L53 b
53,377 John Shanahan
Wm Ker-378 Th53er on, o e
No. Name. No. Name. 53,339 John Hamilton
.omas,
mode
53,810 N. C. F. Neilson 53,852 Hermann Heir 53,310 John Conners 53,379 James Ford
53,811 Ali Ut  53,853 Wm. Loffler  53,341 J. W. Gericke 53,380 Robert  Grainger
53,812 John Conden 53,854 A. Seffagno 53,342 William  Hoey  53,381 Jacob Pearen
53,813 Henry Stedman 53,855 John McBride 53,343 Charles Oram 53,382 Richard Conway
53,814 John Barr 53,856 Js. White 53,344 Henry Smith 53,383 John Hunt
53,815 John Searle  53,857 John Staunton  53,345 Jacob Hanson 53,384 William Cottier
53,816  Maurice Harring- 53,858 J. R. Wright 53,346 John Mott 53,385 David Whitby
ton 53,859 J. R. Wright 53,347 John Newby  53,386 John Stockley
53,817 John Hughes 53,860 Alt Su 53,:-148 Michael Cotter 53,387 John Corbet
53,818 Ali Cen 53,861 John Allen 63,349 Robert Gordon 53,388 D. George Stuart
53,819 Ah Nang 53,862 Danl. Heat 53,350 Percy Ramsay 53,389 Henry Maning
53,820 Jeremiah Holland 53,863 John Walsh 53,351 Joseph Dean 53,390  B. Finney
53,821 Phillip Keegan 53,864 Peter Neilson
53,822 John Clarke  53,865 Ung On  BUSINESS LICENSES.
53,823 L. Boghero 53,866 Ed. Miller 682 William McGill 684 Ali Yong & Co.
53 824 Wm. Dorratt 53,867 J. A. Drinkwater 683 William Bath 685 Francis  Quinlan
53,825  Wm. Johnstone 53,868 Ali Fung
53 869 Jil  B k l G826  C53 ,ec ec e oe rose,
827  C. Smith 53,870 N. P. Aelason53 ,
53,828  Pat. Conlen j 53,871 Win. Johnson BOYNE AND CALLIOPE GOLD FIELD.
53,829  Wm. Hannan 53,872 Cecil Becke During the Month ended  28th February, 1873.
830  Js. Kelly 53,873 Thos. Willis53
'
,
831 Ali Su  53 874 Wm Sen63 MINERS RIGHTS., .,
53,832 Ali Nee 53,875 Wm. Johnson No. Name. No. Name.
53,833 Ali Sam  53,876 W. G. Kelly Cusack 36,311 0. B. Neill 36,314  David Groder
53,834 Ali Shin 53,877 Js. Little 36,312 Hugh Neile  36,315 George Goody
53,835 John Tough  i 53,878 John Pritchard 36,313 John Maddox  36,316  Charles Gibson
53,836 F. Stevens 53,879 Ali Fat
53,837 John Going 53,880 Ali Chit
838 John Wood53 53 881 Alt Kan,
839 Hoo Hee53
,
53 882 Ali Jon CHARTERS' TOWERS, BROUGHTON, AND CAPE, , g GOLD FIELD53,840 Pat. Kelly 53,883 A li  Too .
53,841 Laurence Butler 53,884 Ed. James During the Month ended 31st  January, 1873.
53,842 Js. Moy
l N
53,885 Wm. Bussey
53 86 L d
MINERS' RIGHTS.
ee58,843 A i ,8 u eniz Fritz No. Name No Name53,844  John McBride
845 George O'Neil53
. . .53,887 Wm. Dundas
53,888  John Turner 51,958 Alfred Hulbert 54,982 Ali Hop,
846 Thos. Field53 54,959 Joseph Johnstone 54,983 Sam Yun53 889 J. F. Bondy,
53 847  T. M. Brown
,
890 M. McEl ligott 54,960 Stephen Stack 54,984 Ali Yon53,
848 J. White53
,
891 Ali Sin 54,961 M. Besier 54.985 P. N. Scraidt53,
819  Fred . Willick53
,
892 Sin Quo 54,962 Olle Swenson 54,986 Hook Chung53,
53,850 Ah Cew
,
893  Peter Goter 54,963 Thos. McGuillan  54,987 Ali Fat53
851 Hermann Heir53
,
894 Ali Hoon 54,964 D. Sikkema 54,988 E.  Williams53 ,, 54 965 Edwd Swenson 54 Willis989 F C, . , . .
BUSINESS LICENSES.  54,966 Thos. Rodney  54,990 Wm. Moore
241 Brodziak and Rod- 54,967 Rob. Gray 54,991 J.  H. Hoare234 Plant and Dear 44 ,,
235  Wm. Bussey gers 54,968 Thos. Templeton 54,992 J. D. C. Patten4 ,
256 W. S. Hetherington 4,242 Aust. J. S. Bank 54,969 C. Kelly 54,993 J. D. C. Patten4 ,
237 Ali Sea 4,243 Joseph Callaghan 54,970 Thos. Martyn 54,994 J. McDonald4,
238  Wm. Ten For 4,244 Lissuer & Co. 54,971 Jno. Caffray 54,995 C. Staehl4,
239 Dermott Henry 4,245 Aust. J. S. Bank 54,972 C. Swenson 54,996 Ed Man4 ,
240 Patrick Hishon 54,973 James Beare 54,997 Jas. McAlpine4, 54,974 H. Norrosvitz 54,998 J. C. Yansen
54,975 W. B. D. G. N. 54,999 J. McCullough
WARWICK GOLD FIELD. 54,976 Joseph Schoolar 55,000 Peter Cunningham
During the Month ended 28th February, 1873. 54,977 Walter Balfe 55,001 Alfred Trevethan
002 Wm54 978 Cha s Shi ld 55 Saddl .,, r e e s
MINERS' RIGHTS. 55 979 James Madden 55 003  Charles O'Brien, ,
No. Name. No. Name. 54,980 Hy. Thorngreen 55,004 has. Carrington
58,861 William Lovatt 58,862 Thomas Bellliouse 54,981 Ali Yorng 55,005 M. Cameron
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CIHARTERSrTOWER% BROUGHTON , AND CAPE
GOLD  FIELD-- contiamed.
MINERS'  RIGHTS-Continued.
No. Name. No. Name.
55,006 Alex. Cameron 55,084  Ali  Qui
55,007 Moreton Travers 55,085  Ali  Hoon
35,008  Ali Pang  65 ,086 Wing Hi
55,009  Ali  Yung  55,087 Ah Yo
55,010  Ali  Reas 55,988 Abm .  Wi ll iams
55,011 Ah Sing 55,089  Ali You
55,012 James McNamara 55,090  Ali  Sam
55,013 Danl .  Delany  55,0:1 Ali Loo
55,014 George Moore  55,092  Ali  See
,35,015 G. H. Giles 55,093 Sam Faht
55,016 J no. Cocklield 55,094 Ali Yan
55,017 E. J. Blake 55,095 Ali Loo
53,018 David Campbell  55,096 Ah Sue
55,019 W. T. Keating 55,097 Ali Jhin
55,020 James Ali Cho 55,098 Ali Pack
55,021  M. McDonnell  55,099 Ah San
55,022 Win.  Carrington  55,100 Wm.  Kensley
55,023 Joseph  White 55,101  Ali  Heng
55,021 J. 11. French  55,10 2  Hugh Mosman
55,025 F. Sargood  55,103 Mervin Wilson
55,026 Ed Warehara 55,104  Greaves Gosling
55,027 Win. Nettle 55,105 Ale Soy
55,028 Rd. Tait 55,.106 Ali Kong
55,029 Rd. Taylor I 55,107 A. E. Kilgour
.35,030 Joseph Settiel. 55,108 J. J. Marsh
55,031 Geo. O'Coughley 55,109 P. J. Pierce
55,032 Jno. Fraser 55,110 Ah Lan
55,033 M. Moran  55,111  Ah Win
55,034 Isaac Aland 55,112  Ali  Pan
55,035 Ed. Dew 55,113 Ah Goo
55,036 Bernard McAdam 55,114 [Jug Lee
55,037 M. Donovan 55,115  Ali  Sue
55,038 A li  Toon 55,116  Ali  Sue
55,039  Ali  Kenin 55,117  Ali  Saw
55,040  Ali  Moo 55,118  Ali  Tsin
55,041 Ali Fat 55,119 Shoul Dear
55,042  Ali  Man  55,120  Shak Coo
55,043 Robert Bedford 55,121 A. N. Prince
55,044  Ali  Kan 55,122 Ah Toin
55;045 Ali Hoo 55,123 Ali Shew
55,046 Een Pow 55,124 Peter Petersen
55,017 Ung Han 55,1 25 A. Quey
55,0 ,48 Ali Cliong 55,126 G. E. Clarke
55,049  Ali  Kan 55,127 Hugh Mosman
55,050 Ali Sin 55,128 J. Higgins
55,051 Ali Hoo 55,129 Peter Jonsen
55,052 Ung Lee 55,130 Lee Foo
55,053 Ali Hoo ! 55,131 II. Haurahan
55,054 Ali Lee 55,132 Ernest Dranefield
55,055 All Sun 55,133 Archie Macdonald
55,056 Ali Bee 55,134 Wm. Seaman
35,057 Ah Ho 55,135 Ali Hing
55,058 Ali Chang 55,136 Ali Yung
55,059 Ali Sing 55,137 Mic Coll
55,060 Ali Hop 55,138 G. Ewers
55,061 Ali Kee 55,139 Ali Bow
55,062  Ali  Lee  55,140 Ali  Saut
55,063 Ali Voo 55,141 Ali Sam
55,064 Loo Lee 55,112 W. D. Bauerle
55,065 Ali Lee 55,143 Jemmy Ah. Bow
55,060 Ali Chon 55,144 Timothy Haley
55,067 Ali Foo 55,145 Patrick May
55,068 Ali Hin 55,146 James Cross
55,069 Ali Lee 55,147 F. H. Stubley
55.070 Ali Tan J 55,148 Patk. Hehir
55,071 Ali Hin 55,149 Walter Burke
55,072 Ali Hop 55,150  George  Pritchard
.35,073 Ali San 55,151 John Williamson j
55,074 Ah Ping 55,152 Charles Smith
55,075 Alex. McMillan 55,153 Hy. Wilkine
55,076 James Duncan 55,154 E. 0. McDevitt
55,077 Ali Chong 55,155 David Thompson
55,078 Ali Fee 55,156 Charles Doughty
55,079 Kin Pow 55,157 Mich.0'Douoghue
55,080 Ali Sov 55,158 Richard Wilson
55,081 Ah Tong 55,159 Wm. McCallum
55,082 Ali Sin 55,160 Charles Freeman
55,083 Ali On 55,161 Charles Neste
BUSINESS  LIcxxses.
4,301 Al. A. Stevens 4,309 Kong Sing
4,302 Owen Williams 4:310 Gong Shin
4,303 Henrietta Shepherd i 4,311 IIy. Waeber
4,304 W. T. Smith 4,312 Yee Cho
4,305 Jane E. Sikkeina 4,313 J. T. Gaul
4,306 I'atk. Pyne 4,31.4 T. 0. Donnell
1,307 Patk. Pyne 4,315 Yen Coon
4;308 James Hutton
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 6th January, 1873.
TT is notified for general information that Mr.
j KARL TRE0D0R STAIGER has been appointed
Analytical Chemist at the Laboratory to be
attached to the Brisbane Museum, and that, as
soon as practicable, a scale of fees to cover the
expenses  incidental to assaying and reporting upon
earths, rocks, fossils,  minerals, &c., will be duly
published. In the meanwhile, contributions of
animals,  birds, minerals, shells, &c., to enlarge the
present collection at the temporary museum, are
respectfully solicited, and when forwarded from
distant places, and with the consent of the Curator,
cost of transit will be defrayed by Government.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1873.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following Regulations to be
observed at the crossing-place of the Burnett
River, in the Town of Bundaberg, from Quay
street to Queen street, in virtue of the provisions
of the Acts 2 William IV., No. 12, and 14
Victoria, No. 5.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
FERRY REGULATIONS.
1. That the ferry be leased by auction, tender, or
otherwise, as the Government may determine.
2. That the ferry rates and charges shall be in
accordance with the annexed Schedole, and that
the same shall be  vaiated on boards  and placed in
conspicuous situations on each side  of the ferry,
at the cost of the  lessee  thereof.  The lessee shall
also provide  scales and  weights, and keep the same
in a convenient place  at the ferry.
3. The  lessee  will be required to make all im-
provements  and repairs  that may be required at the
approaches to the ferry on each side of the river
for a distance of 100 feet from low-water mark,
and leave the same in good order at the termi-
nation of his lease.
4. The lessee of the ferry shall enter into a bond
in an amount  to be fixed by the Government, with
two sureties, for the due performance of his con-
tract, and for his information he will be supplied
with a copy of these regulations.
5. The lessee will be required to furnish, and
to keep during the currency of his  lease ,  in a clean,
dry, and secure condition, such sufficient number
of boats and punts as the Government may deter-
mine  to be used on the ferry, and such boats and
punts  must be  approved of, and passed by an officer
appointed in that behalf by the Government. The
following are the  dimensions  required,  viz.:-
Boats. -Not  to be less than 18 feet over all,
5 feet beam, to carry eight passengers ;
two extra  passengers  may be carried for
one foot by one inch more in the foregoing
measurement  ; the number of passengers
each boat is licensed to carry to be
painted in legible characters in some con-
spicuous part thereof ; a man to be in
constant attendance with each boat, and
each boat to be provided with a safe rope
or chain.
Punts.-Not  to be less than 35 feet long and
10 feet wide, inside measurement, 3 feet
deep, and decked over level with top of
gunwale ; height of top rail 3 feet 6 inches
from the deck of punt, with three inter-
mediate rails, to have fall-down flaps, be
well battened down to prevent cattle from
slipping, with chains and shifting cross-
bars at each end, and to be worked by not
less than two men.
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6. Life-buoys and drags, with proper appliances,
hall be furnished by the lessee, who shall be
equired to have the same in constant readiness for
ny emergency. 6
7. During dark nights, and in the absence of
moonlight, there shall be lights kept burning and
properly trimmed on the steps of the ferry, on
each side of the river, and the lessee shall provide
the same.
8. All  persons crossing the ferry, with the follow-
ing exceptions, shall pay the charges fixed in
Schedule, viz.  :-
The Governor, and any person in actual attend-
ance upon him, and any carriages or horses
of or belonging to him.
Ministers of religion, officers, soldiers, or
sailors, in Her Majesty's service, proceed-
ing or returning on duty.
Any member of the Executive Government,
officers of police, troopers, and constables
on actual duty, and any prisoners in their
charge.
Any person proceeding to or returning from
divine worship on the Lord's Day.
All children proceeding to or returning from
an school, whether public or private ; all
owners and men connected with Her
Majesty's Customs and with the Roads
Department, when on duty.
N.B.-The horses or vehicles used by such
exempted parties shall also be conveyed across the
ferry free.
PENAL  CLAUSES.
9. Any lessee of the ferry who shall infringe
upon, or act contrary to any clause or condition
contained in these regulations, shall, on conviction
before two or more Justices of the Peace, be sub-
ject to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
10. in the event of two convictions within one
month against the lessee of the ferry, such con•
victions shall cancel the lease, and the Government
may at once resume the ferry.
11. If the lessee, or if any collector, boatman, or
ferryman employed by such  lessee , shall demand
and take from any person or persons exempt from
payment of charges, and who shall claim such
exemption, as provided in clause 8 'of these regula-
tions, or shall, under color of his office  as lessee,
collector, boatman, or ferryman, wilfully extort from
any person or persons any sum of money or thing
of value whatsoever, as and for, or in lieu of pay-
ment of dues ; or shall refuse to permit and suffer
any person or persons to read, or shall in any
manner hinder or prevent any person or persons
from reading, the inscription on such boards ; or
shall refuse to tell his Christian and surname to
any person or persons who shall demand to know
the same, on being paid the said dues, or any of
them, or shall in answer give a false name or
names; or upon legal dues being tendered or
paid, shall detain or wilfully obstruct, hinder, or
delay any person or persons from passing over the
ferry ; or if such lessee, collector, boatman, or ferry-
man shall make use, of any scurrilous or abusive
language to any traveller or passenger ;-then and
in each and every such case the said lessee shall
forfeit and pay for every such offence any sum not
exceeding five pounds, to be recovered before any
two or more of Her Majesty's Justices of the
Peace.
12. If any lessee, or collector, boatman, or ferry-
man employed by such lessee, shall neglect or
unreasonably delay to take across the ferry any
passengers, or travellers of any description, or any
goods or wheeled vehicles delivered to him, in each
and every such case the said lessee shall forfeit and
pay for every such offence any sum not exceeding
live pounds, in addition to any damage that may
arise from such neglect or delay, to be recovered
as hcreinbefore provided.
13. If any person liable to the payment of any
dues under these regulations shall, after demand,
neglect or refuse to  pay  the same, or any part
thereof, it shall be lawful for anyone duly autho-
rised to collect the same, to prevent such person
from passing over the ferry until the dues demand-
able and payable by such person so refusing to pay
the same be paid and discharged.
14. Any person who shall intentionally evade the
payment of the dues as per schedule shall, unless
exempt from payment thereof, as provided in clause
8 of these regulations, upon conviction, be subject
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
15. No person in a state of intoxication shall be
permitted to cross over in any of the ferry boats,
except when in charge of the police.
16. The lessee shall have the exclusive right of
taking all passengers, live stock, and goods across
the ferry ; and no person or persons shall ply for
hire, by conveying passengers, live stock, or goods
across the river within a radius of three m iles of
the ferry, unless authorised to do so by the Govern-
ment, under a penalty not exceeding five pounds
for each offence, to be recovered as hereinbefore
provided.
17. The rent to be paid to the Colonial Treasurer,
in such manner as may be approved by the Govern-
ment, and intimated to the lessee ; and if not so
paid, the lease will be liable to be absolutely
cancelled at the option of the Government.
18. The lessee shall, at the time of executing the
bond, give a warrant of attorney to enter upon
judgment, as a collateral security for the due pay-
ment of the rent, should the Government so desire.
19. The lessee shall not sub-let, or in any way
dispose of the ferry without the express sanction of
the Government.
I
SCHEDULE.
Ferry Dues and Charges.
a. d.
Every foot passenger with a parcel or par-
cels not exceeding 14 lbs. weight  in all 0 2
Single horse, with rider . 0 6
All vehicles, of any description whatever, of
two or more wheels, loaded or unloaded,
drawn by one horse or other  animal,
including driver, &c. .. ... ... 1 0
Same, drawn by two horses or other  animals,
including driver, &c. ... 1 3
Same (with the exception of bullock teams),
drawn by more than two horses or other
animals, including driver, &c. ... ... 1 6
Bullock teams, with dray loaded or unloaded,
including driver, &c., and with or with-
out dray, in yokes, including driver ... 1 6
N.B.-The fares of passengers travelling in vehicles
are included in the foregoing charges.
Cattle or horses, or other large animals, un-
attached, up to ten in number, each .. 0 4
Same, for all above ten in number (the first
ten at rate of 4d. each), each ... ... 0 3
Sheep, pigs, goats, sucking calves or foals,
or other small animals (dogs excepted),
1
Goods.
Packages exceeding in all 14 lbs., and under
56 lbs. weight ... ... ... ... 0 2
Ditto, 56 lbs. and under 1 cwt. .. . 0 4
Every 1 cwt. and under 10 cwt., at rate of
per cwt. ... ... ... ... ...
Every 10 cwt. or more, at rate of per ton, by
0 6
dead weight or measurement . 5 0
Half of the above rates only shall be paid in all cases
when return is made on the same clay, with the excep-
tion of foot passengers.
Live stock to be put into and out of the punts by the
owners or parties in charge thereof. Goods and
wheeled vehicles to be put into and taken out of the
punts by the lessee.
The ferry to be opened for the transit of passengers
and goods, at all hours, from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m., at the
above prices.
After 11 p.m. double all the above rates shall be
charged and paid.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 13th February, 1873.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
GOODS CLASSIFICATION.
N OTICE is hereby given, that on and after the
17th instant, the Note at the foot of Agri-
cultural Class , Southern and Western Railway,
Goods  Classification ,  viz., " Articles marked
thus -  Minimum weight ,  2 tons,' " will be altered
to read thus-" Articles marked thus, ' Minimum
weight, 10 cwt.' ;  and carried  at the  convenience
of the Department. "
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  14th February, 1873.
I1IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to direct that the Public Accounts of the past
year  (1872 )  shall be finally closed on the 31st
proximo.
A ll  claims against the several Departments on
account of the year in question are to be rendered
to the proper officers, in time to enable the Vouchers
to be examined and paid before that date.
By  Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  1st January, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open at A llora,
Banana, Beenleigh ,  Bowen  (Port Denison),
Brisbane ,  Bundaberg ,  Calliope ,  Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville ,  Clermont, Cleveland ,  Condamine,
Cunnamu lla,  Curriwillingbi ,  Dalby ,  Drayton,
Gatton ,  Gayndah, George Town, Gilbe rt on, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi ,  Gympie, Ipswich,
Jimna , K ilkivan ,  Leyburn , Mackay,  Marlborough,
Maryborougb ,  Milchester ,  Mount Perr y , Murphy's
Creek, Nanango ,  Nebo, Normanton ,  Ravenswood,
Rockhampton ,  Roma, Shipping Office  (Brisbane),
Springsure ,  S. and W .  Railway ,  Stanthorpe, St.
George ,  St. Lawrence ,  Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba ,  Townsville ,  Warwick ,  and Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
fr om any depositor ,  subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of  five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding  £ 100, but not
exceeding  £ 200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits  exceeding £ 200. the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th February ,  1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
SPRINGSURE TO TAMBO.
TENDERS will be received at the office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until noon  on MONDAY,  the 28th day of
April next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material ,  except wire and
insulators ,  and for all workmanship necessary for the
erection of the undermentioned  line of Telegraph,
according to the terms ,  general conditions, and
speci fications appended hereto.
From Springsure to Tambo, a distance of one
hundred and forty  (140) miles, more or less.
The insulators and wire to  be supplied by the
Go ernment ,  and delivered to the contractor at
Brisbane, about three months after the notification
of the  acceptance  of the  tender.
Tenders must state separately-
I. Price per mile for clearing and timber work.
2. Price each for extra poles ,  where necessary.
3. Price per foot for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price per mile for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
The whole contract to be completed ,  and handed
over to the Government ,  within nine (9) months
from the noti fication of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five  (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed  by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report ,  and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or other
officer appointed  by him  in that behalf ,  shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final
payment shall be made, of rejecting and condemn-
ing any of  the work or  materials in respect of
which such report and payments may have been
made.  The total  balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by  " The Electric Telegraph  Act "  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor, and
providing for any claims being paid by the  Super,
intendent from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences, or other
property ,  caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads  ;  and if such claims
are not defrayed ,  the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of,progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done ,  and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums of money which may be due to the
contractor ,  together with all materials and imple-
ments in his possession on the ground, and all sums
of money, whether named in the bond to be
entered into b the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties  for the  non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government ,  and the
amount shall  be  considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract .  Attached to each Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  and two responsible persons as sureties,
agreeing  to be answerable for the due performance
of the contract within the time stipulated, in the
event of the Tender being accepted,  and under-
taking in that event ,  that they will severally exe-
cute and deliver at the office of the Crown Solicitor,
in Brisbane ,  within ten (10 )  days from the notifica-
tion of the acceptance of the Tender ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty in a sum equal to twenty  (20) per
cent. on the amount  of the  Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor ,  under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of  twenty (20) feet from
*each  pole to  be cleared  away, and a good straight
bridle track ,  of not less than eight  (8) feet in
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width, to be left open within the clearing. Any
branches overhanging from trees beyond the dis-
tance mentioned, which, in the judgment of the
inspecting officer, might endanger the line, to be
removed.
A ll  existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less. than twenty  (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings, of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted
gum or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the
bark removed, not less than nine (9) inches in
diameter at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5)
inches in diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25)
feet in length ; to be carefully and thoroughly
charred, from the base upwards, over a space of
six (6) feet, and well coated with the best coal tar ;
the top to be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its
extremity with good hoopiron, of not less than one
(1) inch wide. The top of each pole to be served
with a thick coating of white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles, or other places where required,
struts , or supports of wood, to be supplied, and
fixed as directed.
Insulating pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark, according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two posts shall not exceed two (2)
feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed, and
the wire tied to the  insulator  with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 25th February, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
ROMA TO CHARLEVILLE.
T
ENDERS will be received at the office of
the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon, on MONDAY, the 28th day
of April next, from  persons  desirous of contracting
for the supply  of all material , except wire and
insulators , and for all workmanship necessary for
the erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the  terms, general  conditions, and
specifications appended hereto.
From Roma to Charleville,  a distance of one
hundred and ninety  (190) miles, more or less.
The wire  and insulators  to be supplied by the
Government ,  and delivered  to the contractor at
Brisbane , about three  months after  the notification
of the acceptance  of the Tender.
Tenders must state separately
1. Price per  mile for clearing  and timber work.
2. Price each  for extra poles,  where  necessary.
3. Price per foot for  extra -length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price per mile  for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government, within ten (10) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstanding
uch report and payment on account, the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or other officer
appointed by him in that behalf ,  shall have full
power at any time afterwards ,  before final payment
shall be made ,  of rejecting and condemning any of
the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  "  Tke Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a bond indemnifying
the Government  against  any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor, and
providing for any claims being paid by the Superin-
tendent from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property ,  caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed ,  the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done ,  and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums of money which may be due to the
contractor ,  together with all materials and imple-
ments in his possession on the ground, and all sums
of money, whether named in the bond to be
entered Into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
hall be forfeited to the Government ,  and the
amount shall  be consideredas ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
Attached  to each Tender there must  be a  memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated ,  in the event of the
Tender being accepted  ;  and undertaking, in
that event, that they will  severally execute and
deliver at the office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane ,  within ten  (10) days from the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty in a sum a ual to twenty  (20) per cent. on
the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by  the
contractor ,  under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
A ll  trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty  (20) feet fro m
each pole to be cleared away , and  a good straight
bridle track ,  of not less than eight  (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing .  Any branches
overhanging from trees beyond the distance men-
tioned ,  which ,  in the judgment of-the inspecting
officer,  might endanger the line, to be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway .  In cases where tracks may become
blocked ,  all fallen timber must be removed ,  leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty  (20) feet in
width ,  following the course of such track. Poles
to be heavy straight saplings, of the best description
of approved hardwood  (no spotted gum or Moreton
Bay ash being allowed ),  with the bark removed, not
less than nine  (9) inches in diameter at five (5)
feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in diameter
at the top ,  and twenty-five (25)  feet in length ; to
be carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of six  (6) feet, and welt
coated with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly
bound at one  (1) inch from its extremity with good
hoop iron,  of not less than one (1)  inch wide. The
fop of each pole to  be served with a thick coating
of white lead.
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The poles to be not more than  eighty-eight (88)
yards apart ,  unless by special permission ; to be
sunk  five (5)  feet in the ground ,  placed in a erpen-
dicular position ,  and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles ,  or other places where required,
struts, or supports of wood, to be supplied, and
fired as directed.
Insulating pins  (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark ,  according to pattern supp lied,
and to be fitted as directed  ;  the lip  of the  insulator
to be not less than one inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the de flec-
tion between any two posts shall not exceed two
(2) feet .  Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
A ll  material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together  with the  workmanship ,  are to be
subject to the final  approval  or rejection of the
Superjntendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed  by him  to inspect the same.
Tender forms ,  and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane, 25th February, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for  general  information'
that a Money Order Office will be established
at Milchester, on the I'st April next.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1873.
REDUCTION OF POSTAGE ON LETTERS
FROM QUEENSLAND TO VICTORIA.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified for general  information , that  arrange-
ments  have been made under which the rates of
postage on letters  from Queensland to Victoria will,
on and after the 1st March  next , be reduced to the
following:-
By  Sea.- Threepence  (3d.) per half ounce.
Overland.-Fourpence  (4d.) per half ounce, to
consist  of the following  stamps , viz., Queensland
twopence  (2d.), New South Wales twopence (2d.)
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane , 17th February, 1873.
T
HE following Rules to be observed in proceed-
ings in the Small Debts Court at Bundaberg,
having been approved by His Honor the Judge of
the Metropolitan District Court, as provided by the
fifteenth  clause  of the Act 31 Victoria, No. 29, are
published for general information.
JOHN BRAMSTON,
Attorney-General.
In the Court of Petty Sessions for the Police Dis-
trict of Bundaberg.
SMALL DEBTS JURISDICTION.
RULES.
Time of holding Court.
1. The Court of Petty Sessions,  in its small debts
]urisdiction,  shall sit  at the Police Office, Bunda-
berg, , on the second Tuesday in each month through-
out the year.
Time for entering Plaint and service of Summons.
2. In all cases the plaint shall be entered six clear
days, and the summons served five clear days prior
to the sittings of the court.
Plea of set-off when filed.
3. In all cases  where it is the intention of the
defendant to plead a set-off to claim, or to plead any
special plea, other than the general  issue,  he shall
deliver to the registrar of the court a statement in
writing of the particulars of such set-off or special
plea, at least two clear days before the return day
of the  summons.
Interpleader.
4. When any claims shall be made to any goods
and chattels taken, or intended to be taken, in ex-
ecution under any process issued from this court,
the registrar, at the application of the bailiff, may
issue summonses  to execution creditor and claimant
to goods in forms A and B hereto annexed, or to
the like effect.
Judgment  Summons.
5. It shall be lawful for any person who has ob-
tained any unsatisfied judgment or order in the said
court, to procure from the registrar of the court a
judgment  summons,  upon filing an affidavit with
the registrar ,  stating  the facts requiring issue of
such  summons , which shall be in form C, or to the
like effect, and shall be served on the defendant at
least two clear days before the day appointed for
the hearing thereof.
Books to be kept.
6. The registrar shall keep a " plaint book," a
"minute book," and a " ledger," in the forms set
forth in schedules D, E, and F and the bailiff
shall keep a " return  summons  book " and " execu-
tion book,"  as set  forth in schedules G and H.
Foam  A.
Interpleader Summons  to  Execution Creditor.
In the Court of Petty  Sessions  at Bundaberg.
Small Debts Jurisdiction.
Between , plaintiff, and
defendant.
WHEREAS hath made a claim to
taken into execution under process issuing out
of this court, at your instance ; you are, therefore, hereby
summoned to appear at a court to be holden at Bunda-
berg, on the day of , at the hour of
in the forenoon, when the said claim will be
adjudicated upon, and such order made thereon as the
court shall deem fit.
Given under my hand, this day of
18 .
To the  Plaintiff.
Registrar  of the Court.
Foam B.
Interpleader Summons  to a  Claimant setting up a Claim
to Goods, or the proceeds  thereof.
In the Court of Petty Sessions, Bundaberg.
Small Debts Jurisdiction.
Between , plaintiff, and
defendant.
You are hereby summoned to appear at a court to be
holden at Bundaberg, on the day of ,
18 , at the hour of in the forenoon, to
support a claim made by you to certain ,
taken in execution under process issued in this cause, at
the instance of , and in default of
your then establishing such claim, the said
, according to the exigency of the said process.
Given under my hand, this day of
18 .
Registrar  of the Court.
To , of
Foax C.
Judgment  Summons.
In the Court  of Petty Sessions  at Bundaberg.
Small Debts Jurisdiction.
Between , plaintiff, and
defendant.
You are hereby required to appear personally at the
Police Office, Bundaberg, on the day of
18 , at o'clock in the forenoon, to
be examined on oath before the Justices then sitting,
touching your estate and effects, and the manner or
circumstances under which you contracted the debt (or
incurred the said damages) upon which judgment has
been obtained against you in this action as to the means
and expectations you then had, and as to the property,
or means,  you now have of discharging the said judg-
ment, and as to the disposal you may have made of any
property.
Given under my hand, this day of
18 .
Registrar of the Court.
Approved-
(Signed )  EDMUND  SRrrPARD,
Judge of the Met. District Court.
December 17th, 1872.
Date. No.
of Plaint. Plaintiff. Attorney.  Defendant.
£ e. d. £ d. £ a. d.
No.
of Plaint.
Amount adjudged ...
Costs ... ... ...
Plaintiff. Attorney.
Date.
1872.
February... 29
Defendant.
FORM D.
PnaNr Boor.
Attorney.
FORM E.
MnquTS Boos.
Attorney. Amount Verdict forClaimed.
s.
Receipts.
Cash ...
Date.
FORM F.
LEDGER.
John Thomas v. William Jones.
13
£ a
13 7
FORM G.
RBTDRN of SUMMONS BOOK.
No.
of Plaint. Date of Issue. .Plaintiff
FORM H.
EXECUTION Boor.
No. of E . I of PlNo.aint. Date of Issue. Plaintiff
No.
of Plaint.
10
d. 1872.
0 March ..,
14,
Amount
Claimed.
d.
Payments.
Fees Pasd. Amount Paid  Defenceinto
 Court . III when filed.
Amount.
£ 8. d.
Folio in
Plaint  Rook.!
By Cash ...
01
1
Defendant.
Defendant. Amount ofDebt and Costs.
£ I 8. d.
2
Costs. Total.
s.
£ a. d.
13 7 0
13 7 0
d. £ 8. d.
By whom Served ,  and when.
Magistrate 's Signature.
By whom  Receive]. 01
L1r)
John Thoma>, plaintiff
By his attorney, W. Smit:i.
[Stamp.]
Mode of Service.  Date  oP Service.
Date  Amount
of Levy. Recovered.
£ 8. d.
Minutes  of Return.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified  for general  information, that  application  under the 27th section of  "The Croton
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868" (31 Victoria, No. 46) has been made for closing of the under-
mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit  to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO BR CLOSED.
No.
1
Applicant. Situation.
Robert McCready ... ... Reserved road through portion 15...
Situation.
Parish.
Darlington
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " (31 Victoria. No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
Applicant.
A. Moodie Reserved  road through portion 17, from Bris-
bane road to crossing place on the Albert
River
Area.
A.  S.  P.
3 2 17
Area.
A.  R* P.
5 1 19Wickham
Parish.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th February, 1873,
IT is  hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section  of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act  of 1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46),  has been made  for the  closing of the under.
mentioned Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests  affected thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two  months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish.
1 George King
2 George King
Area.
A. R. P.
Road  separating  portions 23, 37, and F
38, from portions 22 and 39, and a
reserve on Gowrie Creek ... ... Isaac ... ... 40 1 23
Road separating portions 16, 17, and
43, from portion 44, and Gowrie
pre-emptive purchase No. 2, and a
reserve on Gowrie Creek ... ... Isaac ... ... .... 26 1 26
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  13th February, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section  of  "  The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868 "  (31 Victoria ,  No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads  ;  and all persons who may consider their interests affected  thereby,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing ,  within two months from this date.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation . Parish.
1 P. Thomson ... Roads separating portions 13, 14, 15, Wivenhoe
and 16
2 Pollet Cardew ... Road separating portion 2 from per. Purga
tion 4
S W. M. Davidson ... Road separating portions 36 and 37 Tinana
from portions 38 and 39
Area.
A. B. P.
7 1 16
1 2 0
3 3 18
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Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST  NOTICE.
15th March, 1873.
.
J
HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it xpedient
to open a new Road from Warwick to Ipswich, through Glengallan Pre-em fives  Nos. 59, 60,
61, 62, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office,
Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the
Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to
the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM WARWICK  TO IPSWICH ,  THROUGH  GLENGALLAN  PRE-EMFTIVES
Nos. 59 to 62,  PARISHES  OF GLENGALLAN AND DEUCMAB, COUNTY OF  MEBIVALE; TO BE  P ROCLAIMED
As A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER vas ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of  Road . Reputed Owner. Occupier. Bearings. Length
Breadth
in Chains . ofRoad.
Area. Remarks.
ohs lks A.  It. F.
Marshall and Unoccupied ... N. 3600 E. 3 10  12 chains 9 3 14 Unimproved forest
Deuchar 32011' 36 20 land.
360° 20 76
Ditto ditto ... ...  3600 7 24 2 chains 17 3 38;  Unimproved forest
340° 6 00 )and; road outside
3200 45' 30 00 Gleugallan boun-
332° 30' 22 33 dary fence.
3520 12 83
16° 48' 16 02
Ditto ditto ...
...  16-48, 25 98 2 chains 13 2 18 Unimproved land.
280 44 37 lightly timbered
Ditto ditto ...
... 32° 11' 1 94 0
with apple.
0 13 Black  soil open
ridge.
I I Commencing  at Free-
stone Creek Bridge, in
Gleugattan pre -emptive
61. and  running north-
easterly  and northerly
to its northern boun-
dary
2 Commencing at the
southern boundary of
pre-emptive  60, Glen-
gallan Run ,  and run-
ning no rt h  -  north-
westerly and no rt h-
easterly toits northern
boundary
3 Commencing at the
southern boundary of
Glenga llan pre-emptive
59, and running north-
easterly to its eastern
boundary
4 A triangular portion
out of the north-west
corner of pre-emptive
62
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane,  8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after  MONDAY,  the 14th instant,  the following'TimeTable will  come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations Up Train,Mixed.
Miles
from West-
wood.
Stations, Down TrainMixed.
a.m. P.M.
Rockhampton ... 11. 0 Westwood  ... ... ... 3.306
Gracemere ... 11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing .., ... A
15 Stan'well 12' 0 15 S tanwel l ... ... ... 4'30
24 Rosewood Crossing A 24 Gracemere  ... ... ... 6. 6
30 Westwood ...
I
1' 0 30 Rockhampton... ,.. ,.. 5.30
All Day Tickets  issued on Saturdays available to return on the following  Monday.
(A.) The Trains  marked  thus,  A, will stop by signal to take  tip  passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can  only do so by  giving notice at the preceding
Station to  the Guaid  of the Train ,  and paying the fare  at the time  of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
LIST of UNCLAIMEDSOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.GOODS on hand ,  IPSWICH  STATION,  31st DECEMBER, 1872:-
Date. Name. Station f ro m Station to Description of Goods.
1871.
Warwick One swag containing clothing.
1872.
28 Nov. Unknown ... ... ... Ipswich... ditto One bag sugar RS over W.•
3 June Scarborough ... ... Toowoomba Ipswich... One bag containing clothing.
7 July Bradley ... ... ... Toowoomba Warwick
Toowoomba
One bag containing lucerne.
Quantity of bark-about 2 tons. 1'
One case cartridges-Warwick.
• NOTE.- This bag of sugar was found in the  Warehouse ,  at Warwick ,  after the  late Station Master had left, when checking off
goods on hand with entries in books.
t Nora.-The  bark has been lying in the Toowoomba yard for twelve months; received without Consignment Note on the under-
standing ,  as is said ,  that it was only a  portion of  the consignment . Agents of sender have bgen communicated  with,  but nothing
satisfactory inreply. Sale advised.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  6th March, 187 3.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the  under -mentioned Articles are in the custody of the  Lost Property
Department ,  Southern  and Western  Railway, as lost  property.
Owners can obtain the same on  application to the  Traffic Manager, Ipswich, and paying costs.
If not released on or  before SATURDAY, the 19th April  next, they will be sold by public auction,
to defray expenses.
LIST op LosT PROPERTY ON HAND AT IPSWICH STATION, 31ST DECEMBER  187 2 .
Date. Station and Place. Where Found.
1872.
27 June ..,
11 July ...
15 July ...
...
...
...
First- class,  No. 3 down ... Ipswich  ,,,
Second-class, ditto .., ditto ..,
First-class, ditto ...  ditto  ...
..
9 May ,.,
23 July ...
,,
..,
...
On line ,,, ... ditto ,,,
ditto .., ... Grandchester
Platform ,,, ,,. Ipswich
24 July ...
28 July ...
30 July ...
...
...
...
No. 3 down train... ...  ditto
On line ... ... Walloon
No. 3 down train ,.. Ipswich
1 August
First-class, No. 3 down ...  ditto
Second- class  waiting room ditto
8 August
10 August
On line ,,, Gatton
Second-class, No. 1 up ... Dalby
21 September
11
15 September
16 September
21 September
ditto .,. ,..  ditto
Booking office ... ... Warwick
ditto  ditto
ditto ditto
ditto ditto
On line Laidley
ditto Helidon
ditto Dalby
7 October ... ditto ... Murphy's Creek ..,
19 September ... Second class , No. 3 down Ipswich ...
26 September ... On platform ... ... ditto .,.
„ ditto ... ... ditto ,,.
10 Septtmber .., ditto ditto ,..
24 September .,. First-class, No. 4 down ,,, Ipswich ...
8 October ... ditto ... .., ditto ,..
27 September .., Break van ditto ..,
5 November ... Victoria Tunnel ... ... Grandchester ...
19 August ... First-class, 4 down ... Ipswich ...
30 October ... Platform .. ditto ...
12 October ... Second-class, 4 down ditto ..,
29 August ... Second-class carriage .,. Dalby ...
4 November
15 N b
... Second-class, 2 up .., ditto ,.,
ovem er ... On line ... Allora .,.
26 November ... ditto ... ... Clifton ...
22 November . On platform ... ... Oakey Creek ,,,
28 November ... On line ,., .., Laidley ...
6 December ,, ditto .., ... Ipswich ...
16 December ... Platform ... Grandchester ...
9 December ... 1 ditto ... ... Ipswich
14 December Second-class, 4 down ditto
13 December ditto
Platform
,.,
...
Helidon
Ipswich
12 December On station ... Laidley
21 December ditto ... Ipswich
23 December ditto ... ditto
21 December ditto ... ditto
31 December On line ,,. Helidon
,,
ditto ... ditto
u ditto .,, ditto
26 December ditto ... Walloon
2 a. d.
398 19 3
240 17 3
158 2 0
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Week ending  8th March, 1873
Corresponding weea last year... ...
Increase ,,, ..,
Decrease
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Description  of Goode.
,,, 1 pocketbook,  no name
... 1 walking stick
... 1 piece sample coal
... 1 felt hat
1 drab felt hat
1 tin billy, 1 pint pot, 1 knife
1 bag containing 2 neckties,El ',piece of
flannel
1 black hat
2 plates
1 book,  Artemus
Fenians
1 parasol
1 felt hat
1 jacket
Ward among the
1 paper parcel containing sample sugar
1 lady's bag containing paper, pins,
tacks, cotton, &c.
I lady' s parasol
1 child's cape
1 scarf
1 hat
ditto
1 parcel containing
shirt
1 hat
1 tin dish
hair brush,  flannel
1 piece wood, part of banjo
1 package containing clothing
1 parasol
1 black coat
1 black cape
1 paper parcel containing clothing
1 felt hat
1 bottle
1 empty bag
1 lady's bag containing 3 pipes
1 swag
1 bundle-2 straw hats
1 felt hat
1 black cloth cap
1 black coat
1 black hat
1 felt hat
1 lady's black  straw hat
1 parcel containing pair goloshes and
parcels of samples of sugar
1 knife
1 feeding bottle
That
1 ditto
1 parcel containing clothing
I pin cushion
1 umbrella
1 cabbage-tree hat
1 small  felt hat
1 cloth cap
1 child's boot
Goods  and  Live
Stock.
£ s. d.
1,132 5 6
1,042 5 5
90 0  1
Parcels  and
Miscellaneous. Total. -
£'  S.  d, ! £ d. d.
45  13 10 1,576 18  7
22 5 7 1,305 8 33 8 3  271 10  4
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
TIME TABLE,
Commis
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.- On and after  MONDAY, 9th  September , 1872, the following Time
 Table will come into operation
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
MILES.
From
Iaswich.
8
12
18
21
25
29
'38
49
59
69
78
82.35
85
STATIONS.
Ipswich ...
Walloon ...
Rosewood
Western Creek
Grandchester
Victoria Tunnel
Laidley ...
Gatton ...
Helidon •..
Murphy' s Creek
Highfields ...
Toowoomba ...
arrive
depart
5 arrive
depart
5 arrive
depart
arrive
depart
Mahoney's Gate „•
Gowrie Junction .•,
 arrive
85 7 Gowrie  Junction .., depart
901 121 For Williams' Camp ..
04 16 Westbrook Crossing.,,
102 24 Cambooya
109 31 Emu Creek Siding ,
118 40 King's Creek ,, ,., .
120 42  Clifton ... ...
131 53  Allora ,.. •.. ...
140 62 Lyndhurst Road ,..
143 65  Warwick ... ...
86 ... Gowrie Junction ... depart
90 ... Gowrie ... ... ...
97 Oakey Creek ,,,
166 Jondaryan ...
114 ... Bowenville ... ...
127 ... Blaxland ' s Siding ... ..,
130 ... Dalby
No.1, No.2,
Goods .  Mixed.
A.M.
*8.30
9.22
10.10
A. M.
10.0
10.28
A
A
*11.8
1112
A
11.49
12.18
12.53
1.8
*1.48
1.52
2.44
3.32
4.5
B
4.30
s
5.8
5.38
A
A
6.50
UP TRAINS.
No. 3,
Mixed.
No. 4,
Goods.
No. 5, No. 6,
Mixed. Mixed.
A.M. I P.M.
 I P.M. P.M.
MILES.
From
Dalby.
3
16
24
33
40
45
sioner  for Railways '  Office,
STATIONS.
From No.1, No.2,
Warwick. !  Goods. Mixed.
... 6`57 ... ...
7.32 3
7.47 ... 12
{ ... ... ... 23
... 252.7  8-27
2.69
...
9'19 34
347
 ...  10.7 ... 41
10.50 { ... 3.55 ... ... 49
B ... ... ... 11 ... 52;
*11.16
 ... ... ... 58
*11.25
A
A
12.25
A
1.18
1.28
2.5
A
2.45
4.20
A
A
5.20
A
6.13
*6.23
7.0
A
7.40
... 50.45
A.M.
Brisbane , 30th August, 1872,
until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railwn v.9.
A.M.
DOWN  TRAINS.
No. 3,
Mixed.
No. 4,
Mixed.
A.M. A.M.
8.40...
A
A
... 9.58
... 10.30
...
A
1 Dalby ...
Blaxiand's Siding ,.. ..,
Bowenville ... ... .. ...
Jondaryan ... ... .•.
Oakey Creek .
Gowrie ... •••
Gowrie Junction ...  arrive
Warwick ... ...
Lyndhurst Road ... ...
Allora ... ... ...
Clifton ... ... ...
King's Creek ... ... ...
Emu Creek Siding ... ...
Cambooya ... ... ...
Westbrook Crossing ...
For Williams' Camp...
Gowrie Junction ...  arrive
Mahoney's Gate ... ...
... ... Gowrie Junction
62 65 Toowoomba ...
61 ... Highfields ...
71 ... Murphy's Creek
81
92
101
105
109
112
118
122
130
Trains meet here.
Helidon ...
... Gatton .•.
... 1 Laidlev
... Victoria Tunnel
.., Grandchester
Western Creek
Rosewood ...
... Wa lloon ...
Ipswich ...
... depart
J arrive
depart
arrive
{depart
arrive
{depart
arrive1depart
8.5
A
8.45
9.22
9.32
A
10 25
A
A
B
A
A
A
A
. I ...
6.30
7.20
8.10
... 4'22
... 4.26
,.. A
... *5.8
... 5.36
No. 5. No. 6
Goods. Mixed.
A.M. P.M.
, 5.5
... A
... 5.45
*6.23
6'33
TA6
..•
B
11.50
12.40
1.30
8.26
8.56
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo ll owing Monday.
NOTE.-The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The  Trains marked thus ,  A, wi ll  stop by signal to take up passengers only ,  who wi ll  be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can
only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
(B.) The N os. 2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down Trains only ,  wi ll , for the present ,  stop at this Crossing ,  subject to the foregoing regulation.
Goods Trains will be run when necessary.
Too-
woomba.
... *11.25 *11.16
11.55 11.44
6.50 ... 12.4
7.40 ... 12.54
1.44
*8.30 ... *1.48
9.10 ... 2.28
9.25 ... 2.43
10.0 ... 3.18
10.29 ... 3.47
A.  ...  A.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 12th March, 1873.
T
HE following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure of the Trustees of Beenleigh Cemetery, for
the year ended 31st December, 1872, is hereby published for general  information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT Of RECEIPTS  and DISBURSEMENTS made  by the  TRUSTEES  of BEENLEIGH CEMETERY for
the Year ended December 31, 1872.
RECEIPTS. DISBURSEMENTS.
Jan. 1.
£ s. d. £ a. d.
To Balance on hand ... ... 3 0 0 By Sexton's Account 1 5 0
Government Grant ... ... ... 50 0 0 Stationery, &c. 2 6 0
Graves Account ... ... ... 7 12 6 Lavelle, Surveying 8 16 6
Interest ... ... ... ... 0 4 3 Clegliorn, Printing 2 0 0
„ Smellie, Tablets 2 16 0
Painting ditto 2 4 0
„ Hart, Clearing 20 4 8
„ Balance on hand 21 4 7
£60 16 9 £60 16 9
We, the undersigned, Trustees of the Beenleigh Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely declare
that the above Abstract of Receipts and Disbursements made on behalf of the Beenleigh Cemetery for
the year ended December 31, 1872, is correct ; and we make this solemn declaration, conscientiously
believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of  "The Oaths Act of  1867."
WILL. STANLEY WARREN,
TRUSTEES OFJOHN DAVY, BEENLEIGIIJAMES SAVAGE, CEMETERY.CARL PALM,
Declared before me, at Beenleigh, this 7th day of March, 1873.
HENRY JORDAN, J.Y.
STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE Of the MUNICIPALITY of TowxsvILLE, for the Half.year  ending 31st  December, 1872.
Dr.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
To Balance from last half-year 674 7 11
,,  Endowment for half-year,
December 81, 1871  ...  146 16 4
Endowment for half-year,
June 30, 1872  ... ..  113 6 6
Rates for half-year, Decem-
ber  31, 1872 ... ... 208 7 0
Rent of land  ...  38 16 0
Ditto Council Chamber 12 10 0
Dray Licenses  ... ... 11 0 0
Dog Licenses 4 0 0
534 15 10
,,
,,
„
,,  Balance  due to  Bank , A.J.S. ... ... 480 14 0
Cr.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
By Auditors ... 2 2 0
Improvement to Flinders
street  ...  149 15  6
Improvement to Denham
street  ... ... ... 366 8 9
Improvement to Wickham
street  ... ... ... 354 17 3
„ Improvement to Oxley street 42 8 6
Bridge in Sturt  street  ... 11 13 4
Bridge in Flinders street .. 72 8 0
„
Forage and repairs to drays,
Brick culvert, Denham street 1 17 9
Planting and fencing trees
on Beach .. 35 12 11
Repairs to Council Chambers 21 14 3
Implements and repairs to
tools, &c. ... 63 14 7
Purchase of horses and drays 113 5 10
„
„
59 5' 9
Harness  and repairs . 12 11 0
Surveying  and drawing in-
struments  ... 25 4 0
Printing  and advertising ... 14 11 0
Stationery  ... ... ...  1 5 6
Law expenses  ... 24 2  2
Reception of the Governor 32 5 6
Town Clerk,  salary ... ... 75 0 0
Inspector  of Nuisances,
salary  ... . ... 613 4
Petty cash  payments ... 4 0 0
Interest ,  A.J.S. Bank ... 1 9 3
1,492 6 2
Colonial Treasurer , liquida-
tion of loan  ... ...  134 9 2
Interest on ditto  ... ...  56 4 1
Cash in hand
190 13 3
6 18 4
£1,689  17 9 £1,68917 9
I certify the above  Statement  to be correct.
H. J. JONES, Town Clerk.
We have this day examined the Books
certify the above  statement  to be correct.
P. F. HANRAN,  Mayor.
and Vouchers of the Municipality of Townsville, and
GEO. RANKEN, Auditors.FRED.  GORDON,
Townsville, January 26, 1873.
Nora.- 21,000 deposited in Ba tik will be available  in April, 1873.
194 28s.
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General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1873.
NOTICE.
T
HE REPP. WILLIAM KILDAHL, Church of
England Minister at Ravenswood, has re-
moved from the Registration District of Ravenswood
to Townsville, in the Registration District of Towns-
ville, and has given me notice of such removal, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Marriage
Act of  1864."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1873.
NOTICE.
\TOTICE is hereby given, that an error has
l occurred in the Proclamation of Land Sale
to be held at Beenleigb, on the 2nd April next.
Lots 5 to 39 should have been proclaimed Suburban
Lots instead of Country.
And in Land Sale to be held at Gayndab, on
9th April next, Allotment 10 of Section 10 should
have been Lot 93 instead of 23.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
WHARF, WAVERLEY CREEK, BROADSOUND.
TENDERS will be received at this Office untilNoon, on MONDAY, the 28th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the
construction of a Wharf in Waverley Creek,
Broad Sound.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Construction of Wharf,
Waverley Creek."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and further
particulars obtained, at the Port Office, Brisbane,
and the Harbor Offices, Rockhampton, Townsville,
and Broad Sound.
Tenders  must state  the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must  be a memorandum signed
by the person tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent.  on amount  of Tender, for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for  securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.THE Partnership hitherto existing between th
undersigned, carrying on the business of
Cattle Graziers, Farmers, and Timber Merchants,
at Coutharaba, Kin Kin Creek, Neusa River,
District of Wide Bay, under the firm and style of
" A. F. Luya and Co.," has this day been dissolved
by mutual consent.
As witness our hands, this twenty-second day of
February, one thousand eight hundred and seventy.
three.
A. F. LUYA.
FREDK. G. GOODCHAP.
JAMES McGHIE.
JOHN WOODBURN.
C. S. RUSSELL.
Witness to  the Signatures  of A. F. Luya,
Fred. G. Goodchap, James McGhie,
John Woodburn,  and C.  S. Russell-
JoHN PACKS,
Miner , Gympie.
201 6s.
NOTICE is hereby ven, that the business of
Cattle Graziers, Farmers, and Timber Mer-
chants, hitherto carried on by the late firm of
" A. F. Luya and Co.," will henceforth  be carried on
by James McGhie, Abraham Fleetwood Luya,
Frederick George Goodchap, and John Woodburn,
under  the firm and style of " McGhie, Luya, and
Co.'
JAMES McGHIE.
A. F. LUYA.
FREDK. G. GOODCHAP.
JOHN WOODBURN.
Coutharaba, 22nd  February, 1873.
204 4s.
Storekeeper, Brisbane street,
Ipswich.
3s.
FIVE FOUNDS REWARD ON CONVICTION.
STOLEN from orth Ipswich, on thenight ofthe 17th o  18th of January last, one Dark-bay
Mare, branded BK over W on near shoulder, like 2
on near rump.
The attention of Police and Poundkeepers is
called to the above.
The above reward will be paid by
EDMOND MORIARTY,
Turnkey, Gaol,
Brisbane.
Or by D. T. KEOGH,
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REVISING THE JURY LIST.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a -Special Court
of Petty  Sessions , for revising the Jury List
for the Western District Court of Dalby, for
the year 1873, will be holden at the Court House,
in Dalby, on SATURDAY, the 12th day of April
next.
The Justices residing within forty  miles of the
Court Town of Dalby arc required to attend,
under the Act 31 Vic., No. 34.
C. F. CUMMING,
Court House,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Dalby, 7th March, 1873.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a Special Court
of Petty Sessions for revising the Jury List
for the Jury District of Maryborougb, will be
holden at the Court House, Maryborough, on
SATURDAY, the 12th day of April next. The
Justices of the Peace  residing  within forty miles
of the Court Town of Maryborough are required to
attend, in accordance with the terms of eighth  section
of  " The Jury Act,  31 Vic. No. 34."
STANLEY G. HILL,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Maryborough, 6th March, 1873.
REVISING THE JURY LIST.
l
N OTICE is hereby given, that a Meeting of the
Justices of the Peace acting in and for the
Police District of Gladstone will be holden at the
Court House, Gladstone, on SATURDAY, the 12th
day of April next, at the hour of 11 o'clock, for
the purpose of revising the Jury List for this Dis-
trict.
GEORGE WHITE,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Police Office,
Gladstone, 4th March, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Customs
building recently erected on allotment 14 of
section 3, in the town of Stanthorpe, is set apart
for the purposes of a Queen's Warehouse.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane , 10th February, 1873.
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ANNUAL LICENSING  MEETING , CUNNA-
MULLA.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Licensing Meeting of the Justices acting in
and for the Police District of Cunnamulla will be
holden at the Court House, on TUESDAY, the
15th day of April  next, at noon , for the purpose of
considering applications for Publicans' General
Licenses.
W. E. PARRY OKEDEN, P.M.
Court House,
Cunnamulla ,  5th March, 1873.
PUBLICANS ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
-%'T OTICE is hereby  given , that the Annual
L N Meeting of the Justices of the Peace acting
in and for  the Police District of Dalby will be
holden at the  Court House, in Dalby, on TUES-
DAY, the 15th day of April next, for the pur-
pose of considering applications  for Publicans'
Licences and Renewals  thereof,  under  the Acts
27 Vic., No. 16, and 34 Vic., No. 7.
All  applications  must  be lodged  at this  Office,
on or before the 25th day of March next.
Court House,
C. F. CUMMING,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Dalby, 7th March, 1873.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING, TAROOM.
THE Annual  Licensing  Meeting of the Justicesacting in and for the Police District of
Taroom will  be held at the Court  House, at noon,
on TUESDAY, the 15th day of April next.
T. J. SADLEIR.
Police Magistrate.
NOTICE.
lr
N OTICE  is hereby given , that the Annual
Licensing  Meeting  of the Justices of the
Peace acting in and for the Police District of
Goodna will be held at the Court House, Goodna,
on TUESDAY, the 15th day of April now next
ensuing ,  at 12 o'clock noon, for the purpose of
considering App lications for Publicans '  Licenses
and renewals thereof, under the provisions of the
Acts of Parliament, 27 Vic., No. 16, and 34 Vic.,
No. 7.
It is necessary that all such applications should
be lodged with the undersigned on or before the
25th March, 1873.
JOHN LARKIN,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Goodna,12th March, 1873.
NOTICE.
T HE Annual Licensing  Meeting of the  Justices
acting  in and for the Police District of
Surat will be held at the Court House, Surat,
on TUESDAY, the 15th day of April next.
All applications  must  be lodged with the Clerk
of Petty  Sessions, on or before Tuesday, the 25th
day of March, 1873.
RICHD. T. TAYLOR, P.M.,
Court House,
Surat, 6th March, 1873.
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
NOTICE.-JosHuA WATSON  has this day been
re-appointed Poundkeeper at Surat ,  for the
ensuing twelve months.
RICHD. T. TAYLOR, P.M.,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Surat, 6th March, 1873.
To the Worshipful the Justices of the Peace in
and for the District of Brisbane ,  in Queens-
land.
I HEREBY  give notice of my intention to apply,
at the Court  of Petty Sessions to be holden
at Brisbane , on TUESDAY, the 15th day of
April  next, for permission to erect two Swing
Gates across the reserved  Road  through my Selec-
tions,  Nos. 134  and 191 ,  parish of Samson Vale
-one Gate at the crossing  at Whiteside,  and the
other about one mile further on.
W. C. JOYNER.
Brisbane , 12th March, 1873.
199 4s. 6d.
To the Worshipful the Justices of the Peace acting
in and for the District of Ipswich.
I HEREBY give notice, that I intend to make
application to the Court of Petty Sessions at
Ipswich, on MONDAY, the 21st day of April,
1873,  for a License to enclose the road running
between portions 45 and 42, and 46 and 41, parish
of Flinders ; and to erect a Licensed Gate at the
east end of said road, in accordance with the terms
of  " The Closing of Roads Act,"  28 Viet., No. 19.
JAMES M. PETFORD.
Ipswich, Sth March, 1873.
206 4s.
VICE- ADMIRALTY  COURT  OF QUEENSLAND.
1A SITTING  of the, above Court will be heldi at the Suprem  C urt House , Brisbane,
1 before his Honor  Sir JAMES  COCKLE, Knight, Chief
Justice of Queensland ,  and Judge of the said Vice-
Admiralty Court , on FRIDAY,  the 21st day of
March ,  A.D. 1873.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
As OF THURSDAY,  THE 13TH DAY OF MARCH,
A.D. 1873.
REGULA GENERALIS.
IT is ordered by the Hon. Sir James Cockle,
Knight, the Chief Justice of Queensland, and
by the Hon. Alfred James Peter Lutwyche, Esquire,
a Judge of the Supreme Court of Her Majesty's
said Colony,  in pursuance and execution of all
powers and authorities enabling them in that
behalf, that  the Sittings  of the  Supreme  Court of
Queensland in Banco, during the present Hilary
Term ,  be suspended,  saving and preserving,
nevertheless, the rights of all parties who would be
entitled to  move  in the said Court during the first
four days of the said Term ,  as well as the rights
of those who may have already done so, as also the
rights of  all parties  who may be entitled to move
otherwise than as aforesaid.
JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
By the Judges,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Samuel George Maun-
sell, of Bundaberg, timber merchant.TAKE Notice, that n application will be made,
on behalf of the above-named Insolvent, on
MONDAY, the seventh day of April next (that
day having been fixed for that purpose), to his
Honor the Judge in Insolvency, that a Certificate
of Discharge under  Tile Insolvency Act of  1864"
may be granted to the said Insolvent.
Dated this fifteenth day of March, 1873.
MACPHER SON  AND  LYONS,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Agents for JOHN  PERRY LYONS,
200
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Maryborough.
6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Moses Adsett, late of Milton, near
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, free-
holder, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,  appli-
cation will be made to this Honorable Court, in its
Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate of the Will
of the above-named Moses Adsett, deceased, may
be granted to William Boys, of Brisbane aforesaid,
coal merchant, David Daniels, of the same place,
corn merchant, and Thomas Grimes, of Kelvin
Grove, near Brisbane, stonemason, the Trustees
and Executors named in the said Will.
Dated this thirteenth day of March, A.D. 1873.
ROB ERTS AND DALY,
203
Proctors for the said Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of George Watson Drew,
of Fortitude Valley, coach-painter.
HERE&S the said George Watson Drew
was, on the 26th day of February, A.D.
1873, adjudged to be  an Insolvent , I hereby appoint
a Third Public Sitting to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House,  Brisbane , on MON-
DAY, the fifth day of May, A.D. 1873, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the last  examina-
tion of the Insolvent,  and unless  the Court shall
otherwise direct, for the insolvent to make an
application for his Certificate.
Dated at  Brisbane , the 10th day of March,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J.  WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
202 6s. 6d.
NOTICE.THB Scale of Charges  for the  insertion  of Advertise.
meats  in the Queensland  Government  Gazette  is
as follows -
Advertisements  relating to  Insolvent o. Intestate
Estates,  or Letters of Administration,  6e. 6d.
each.
Advertisements  relating  to Impounded Stock, 1s.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of Ss. for the first eight lines (or under),
and 3d .  for every additional line, allowing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that NO ADVERTISEMENT
WILL BE InazaraD in the  G azette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of its insertion
according to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES 0. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
NOTICE.
P
OUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice, that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements, over five shillings, must be made by
Post-Office Order, or cash ; otherwise the advertisements
will be  returnee.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer
of the following amounts
£ s. d.
1873.
Mar. ll.-E. Bradley ...
... ...
... 0 4 0
11.-E. Bradley ...
... ...
... 0 1 0
11.-A. J. Stacey ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 12.-C. Lambley... ,,, ... ... 0 5 0
13.-C. F. Cumming ... ... 0 6 6
„ 13.-J. Watson ... ... ... ... 0 13 0
„ 13.-P. Lenihan ... ... ... ... 0 6 0
13.-F. G. Mackay ... ... ... 0 7 0
14.-1. M. Petford ... ... ... 0 6 6
lfmpounbingo.
JW  Poundkeepers are reminded  that  Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SUILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no  such Adver-
tisement will be inserted  in the  G azette unless  accosn-
panied by a  remittance sufficient  to cover the cost oJ' its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from the  Warwick Com-
monage, on  the 4th February, 1873, by order of the
Commonage  Inspector, Mr. F. J.  Bolton. Driving
expenses , is. 4d. (Wrongly described  in a former
advertisement.)
One bay horse,  S reversed in C near shoulder ,  star, near
hind and fore foot white.
If not released on or before the 5th April, 1873, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
PATK. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
197 lo.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Blythdale, on th  3rd
March, 1873, by order of Richard Pope , Esquire.
Driving, 2s,
One bay filly, near hind leg white, CM near shoulder.
One bay filly, white face, off hind foot white, E near
shoulder,M near thigh.
One chesnut horse, white face, near hind foot white, R
in circle near  thigh, D off shoulder, blind near eye,
lump on under lip.
One bay filly, hind feet white, M near shoulder.
One bay  horse,  blotched brand like K over t!J over
near  shoulder.
One bay  mare, MM like writing capitals near  shoulder.
One bay filly, hind feet white,  M near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th April, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
198 7e.
IMPOUNDED  at Surat , from Coogoon, on the 5th
March, 1873, by order of J. W. Daisey, Esquire.
Driving, 5s . per head.
One iron-grey  mare,  like over G over S over S (the
first S inclined to left) near shoulder.
One bay  horse ,  star ,  near  hind foot white, like P+ over W
off shoulder, 3 off cheek.
One bay horse,  star , bind feet white, indistinct brands
near saddle, like 115 off saddle, hollow back
One dark-brown  mare,  BD near shoulder; brown filly,
unbranded, at foot.
One chesnut horse, blaze, collar-mark, like + g near neck,
SF over - over M near shoulder,  2 near saddle,
over M off shoulder.
One dark- chesnut  mare, like W near shoulder, like CAP
near hip, like 5 near thigh ; foal at foot.
One bay horse, DC over like  65 near  shoulder, like
over d over   conjoined off shoulder, saddle-mark.
One bay mare,  blaze , like -PB (the -P conjoined) near
thigh ; bay colt, unbranded, at foot.
One bay mare, G over TM over like G near shoulder,
like A  near ribs.
One dark-brown  mare ,  small star and snip, M near
shoulder ; foal at foot.
One bay horse,  star , near hind leg white, off 'hind foot
white, like 11B conjoined near shoulder.
If not released on or before 5th April, 1873,  will be
sold to defray expenses.
JOS. WATSON, Poundkeeper.
195 13s.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
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IMPOUNDED at Allora, from  East  Talgal, on the 6th
March, 1873, by order of C. Clark, Esquire.
Damages , 2s. 6d. per head.
One grey mare, P over half circle near shoulder, near
hind foot white.
One dark-bay or brown horse, like J over JT near
shoulder.
One dark-cbeanut horse, JT over L off shoulder, black
spot near bip.
Also, at Allora, from the Allora Commonage, on the
7th March, 1873, by the Inspector, Mr. H. Rinehart.
Driving, 6d. per head.
One dark-chesnut mare, TT over T near shoulder, PM
off shoulder, stripe and snip, off hind foot white,
saddle -marked.
One chesnut entire colt, 2 near shoulder, like (EL con-
joined off shoulder, bald face, near fore and near
hind feet white ; damages, 109.
If not  released on  or before the 5th April, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
CHAS. LAMBLEY, Poundkeeper.
193 5e.
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from the Towa Station
on the 20th November, 1872, by order of Robt.
Doyle, Esquire.
One brown mare, like over WR over 2 near shoulder
indistinct, over J off rump.
If not released on or before the 5th April, °1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
I
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IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from the Warwick Com-
J monage, on the 27th February, 1873, by order of
the Commonage Inspector, Mr. F. J. Bolton. Driving
expenses5 84. per head.
One grey mare, M near dhoulder; brown colt foal at
foot, unbranded.
One bay  horse,  B near shoulder, like D near cheek, hind
feet white, star and snip.
Also, from same place, on the 28th February, 1873.
Driving expenses, 6d.
One iron-grey filly, like CP  near  shoulder, star.
If not released on or before the 5th April, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Cowrie, for trespass,
on the 24th February, 1873, by order of H. G.
Skinner, Esquire.
One bay horse,  B over 2  near shoulder, HJ off shoulder,
white face, two hind feet white, near fore foot white,
saddle-marked.
If not  released  on or before the 15th April, 1873, will
be Bold to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY, junr., Poundkeeper.
192 ls.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Oney Angelalla, for
trespass , on the 1st March, 1873, by order of J. Reid,
F squire. Driving, 7s. 64.
One brown  horse,  RS near shoulder, 2 near neck, like
anchor brand near thigh, saddle-marked, and like
collar-marked.
One grey horse, MM over 5 near shoulder, like WH
conjoined in semi-circle, indistinct, off shoulder,
saddle-marked.
Also, from Cowrie Station, for trespass, on same date,
by order of H. G. Skinner, Esquire.
One brown horse, like boot brand near shoulder, like
boot brand near thigh, star on forehead, saddle-
marked.
One brown filly, like + in Q near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th April, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY, junr., Poundkeeper.
191 4a.
195
ALEX. J.  STACEY, Poundkeeper.
Is.
PATK. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
3s.
BRISBANE :
Printed and  Publigped by JAMES 0.  BEAL, f;overnment Printer,
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QUEENSLAND, ' Proclamation by The Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Norman by,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORidANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
`]WHEREAS, by the sixteenth section of an Act
YY W  passed in the thirty-sixth year of the reign
of Her Sovereign Majesty Queen Victoria, intituled
" The Electoral Districts Act of  1872," it is
enacted that so soon as the first electoral roll under
" The Elections Act of  1872," for the Electoral
District of Warrego shall have been perfected the
Governor shall appoint and notify by Proclama-
tion in the  Gazette a  day (not being earlier than two
months from the date of such proclamation) for
sending in claims for the Electoral District of
Warreo, created by the said  "Electoral Districts
Act  of'  1872," and that on or before such day all
persons claiming to be placed on the electoral roll
for the said Electoral District of Warrego shall
make their claims as required by  " The Elections
Act  of 1872" and that the first Electoral Roll of
the said new District of Warrego shall be made up
of and from such of the names on the said first
Electoral Roll of the present district as shall not,
upon due notice given or upon proof of death be
duly expunged therefrom and the names of
such of the said claimants as shall be entitled to
have their names inserted in the said Electoral
Roll : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CON.
STANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, by virtue of such recited Act, and in
pursuance of the power and authority in me vested,
do, by this my proclamation, notify and appoint
TUESDAY, the first day of April, A.D. 1873, to be
the day for sending in claims for the said Electoral
District of Warrego.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
January, in the year of our Lord ol,e thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
by Command.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
GOD DAVE TIIE QUEEN!
[No. 30.
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit .  .) Honorable GEoRGE AUGusTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross ,  in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NOBMANBY,  of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS  by an Act passed in' the twenty-
seventh year of Her Majestys reign, inti-
tuled  "  An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws
relating to Quarantine ,"  it is amongst other  flings
enacted ,  that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time ,  by proclamation in the  Government
Gazette,  to appoint stations or places within the
Port of Moreton Bay, or within or near any other
harbor,  port, or place within the said Colony, for
the performance of Quarantine under the said Act,
where all vessels liable to Quarantine ,  and the
crews, passengers ,  and persons en board thereof
shall perform the same : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
in pursuance of the power so vested in me as
Governor of the said Colony, do, by this my Pro-
clamation , issued with  the advice of the Executive
Council ,  appoint the Island in Moreton Bay, known
as Peel Island ,  to be a station for the performance
of Quarantine ,  under and for the purposes of the
said Act.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth clay of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A, H. PALMER.
SAVE THE  QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit .  Honorable GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Q<scount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NOaMANBY, of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council,  Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by  an Act passed  in the twenty-
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
" An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relat-
ing to Quarantine,"  it is amongst  other things
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, by pro-
clamation in the  Government Gazette,  to prohibit
all persons, vessels, and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of any station which, by any order of the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been or may be assigned for the performance
of Quarantine ; and whereas by my Proclamation.
bearing even date herewith, issued with the advice of
the Executive Council, the Island in Moreton Bay,
known as Peel Island, has been appointed a station
for the performance of Quarantine under the said
Act : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CoN-
STANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, in pursuance of
the power  so vested in  me as Governor of the said
Colony, do, by this my Proclamation, issued with
the advice of the Executive Council, hereby prohibit
all persons , vessels, and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of the said proclaimed station, under the
penalties contained in the said Act, until this my
Proclamation shall have been rescinded.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three , and in  the thirty-
sixth year of  Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEEN SLAND, 2  Proclamation by The Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
W i
W HEIIEAS, by the seventeenth section of an
Act passed in the thirty-sixth year of the
reign of Her Sovereign Majesty Queen Victoria,
intituled  " I 'lie Electoral Districts Act of  1872,"
it was enacted that with all convenient speed after
the passing of the said Act, the Governor should
appoint and notify by Proclamation in the  Gazette,
a day (not being earlier than three months from the
date of such Proclamation) for sending  in claims
for the Electoral District of Burke, before which
day all persons claiming to be placed on the Elec-
toral Roll for that District should make their
claim. as required by  " 1Yae L'lectiuas Act of  1872,"
and that the first Electoral Roll of the said district
should be made up of and from the names of such
of the said applicants as shall be entitled to have
their names inserted therein : Now ,  therefore, I,
GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of
Normanby,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by virtue of
such  recited Act,  and in pursuance of the power
and authority in me thereby vested, do, by this my
Proclamation , notify  and appoint  TUESDAY, the
first day of  April,  A.D. 1873, to be the day for send-
ing in claims  for the Electoral  District of Burke.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane ,  this twentieth day of
December , in the year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-two,
and in the thirty -sixth year of 1.fcr Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by The Most
to wit  '  Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross. in  the County of Wexford,
(L.9.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ; a Member
NOEMANBT, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Aet,"  and of all  other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation: And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction orim-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of'
June, in the year of' our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND , 2  Proclamation by The Most
to wit.  I Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave  oi
Mulgrave,  all in the  County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in Die by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
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by sea of  any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South  Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this  my Proclamation has been altered  or revoked by
a subsequent Proolamation  :  And I  do further  notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced  or imported
into the Colony of Queensland ,  contrary  to this my
Proclamation ,  may be seized  and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce  or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation , will be
liable to a fine not exceeding  fifty pounds ,  nor less
than ten pounds,  to be recovered as in  the said
recited  Act is provided.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-fourth day of
.Tune, in the  year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
tliirty -sixth year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  Q UEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th March, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM GARNETT HANBUBY
to be Land Agent at Warwick, under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21stMarch, 1873.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1..1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the Court of Petty Sessions at GEORGE
TowN, to be a Court for preparing and revising the
Lists of the Electoral District of Burke, in addition
to the Court of Petty Sessions at Gilberton, under
the provisions of section 24 of  " The Electoral
Districts Act of  1872."
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1873.
T IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned gentlemen to be
Magistrates of the Territory :-
HoRACE BURKITT, Sub-collector of Custom-,
St. Lawrence ;
JOSEPH CALLAGHAN, Springsure;
JOSEPH CHAPMAN DIXON, Mooloolah ;
ALEXANDER DORSEY, Millchester;
• ROBERT WILLIAM GRAHAM, Mackay;
HENRY JARDINE GRAY, Maryborough ;
If ENRY HOWARD PAYNE, The Gap, Brisbane;
THOMAS PRYDE, Ipswich.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th March, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES BAYLEY  WILLIAMS
to be a Government Agent to accompany, ships
employed in  carrying  Polynesian laborers between
the South  Sea Islands and Queensland , under the
provisions of  " The Polynesian Laborers Act of
1868."
A. H. PALMER.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 20th March, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. DANIEL GALLWEY, Clerk of Petty Sessions at
Stanthorpe,
to be Registrar of the Western District Court at
that place.
This appointment to take effect from the 1st
proximo.
JOHN BRAMSTON.
QUEENSLAND , ' Proclamation  by The Most
to wait. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.,
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(a.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANnv, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
r N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
1 in accordance with the provisions of the
eighteenth section of "  The Crown Lands Alienation.
Act of  1868," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, declare that the lands herein-
under described shall be reserved for Township
purposes.
TOWN RESERVE OF BURLEIGH-EXTENSION.
Parish of Gilston.
480 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
56, and bounded thence on the east by the sea-
coast southerly to Burleigh Head Town Reserve ;
on the south by that reserve bearing westerly to
the Big Swamp ; on the west by that swamp
northerly to the south boundary of portion No. 56 ;
and on the north by that south boundary bearing
east to the point of commencement.
TOWN RESERVE OF VIEWFORTH, BROADSOUND.
1,280 acres.
Commencing at a point forty chains south from
Schneider's Inn, and bounded thence on part of
the south by a line hearing east sixty chains ; and
thence on the east by a line bearing north 113
chains and fourteen links; on the north by  a line
bearing west 113 chains and fourteen links; north -
west by a line bearing south 113 chains and
fourteen links; thence on part of the south by a
line east fifty-three chains fourteen links to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Jimbour,
this seventeenth day of March, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three, and in the thirty-sixth year
of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation by the Most
to wit. 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies
IN pursuance  of clause  forty-one of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUES-
DAY, the 8th day of April, 1873, at the Clermont
Land Office.
Description of the boundaries of lands open to
selection  under "the Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868."
TOWN  RESERVE OF  CLERMGNT--EXTENSION. .
99 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Douglas Creek,
at a point two miles above the junction of Sandy
and Douglas Creeks ; and bounded thence on the
north and north-east by the last-named creek down-
wards about seven miles and three-quarters in a
direct line bearing south fifty-nine degrees east ;
thence on the south-east by a line bearing south
forty-three degrees west about three miles forty
chains , being part of the north-west boundary of
the Slateford Run, to a point bearing north sixty
degrees  west from the summit  of Mount Misery ;
thence by a continuation of said boundary of last-
named run , being  a line  bearing south-west and
passing through a spot bearing south-east distant
five miles  from the  summit  of a hill called Mount
Pleasant to the right bank of Theresa Creek ;
thence by that creek downwards to the junction of
Tomahawk Creek ; thence by Tomahawk Creek
upwards in a westerly direction to a point on the
left bank about half-a-mile above a hill called
Langton Edge ; thence on the south-west by a line
bearing north-west about five hundred and seventy-
five chains to the right bank of Theresa Creek, at
a point bearing south-east from a spot four hundred
chains south-west from the summit of Mount
Livingstone ; thence on the north-west by Theresa
Creek downwards in a north-easterly direction
about three miles and three-quarters in a direct
line to the south-west corner of Theresa Creek
Run ; thence by the south boundary of that run,
being  an east  line about four miles forty chains to
Theresa Creek at a point bearing east from the
summit of Mount Pleasant; thence by last-named
creek upwards to the eastern corner of Killarney
Run at a point bearing north- west  from the summit
of Mount Livingstone ; thence  again  on the south-
west by a part of the north- east  boundary of
Killarney Run, being a north-west line about one
hundred and twelve chains to the watershed
between Douglas and Theresa Creeks, said water-
shed being also the south boundary of the Clermont
Reserve Extension No. 1; thence by said water-
shed boundary easterly about fire miles ; thence on
the north-west by a  line bearing  north forty-three
degrees east  about two miles fifty chains to the
right bank of Douglas Creek, being the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Yandilla,
this eighth day of February, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three, and in  the  thirty-sixth year of
Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st  March, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION  ACT OF 1868."
IN pursuance  of the seventy -eighth  section of
" The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
the Petition  hereunder inserted  is published for
general information.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
To His Excellency the most Honorable GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Nor-
manby, Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby and Baron Mulgrave, of Mulgrave,
all in the county of York, in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom, and Baron Mulgrave,
of New Ross, in the county of Wexford, in
the Peerage of Ireland ; a member of Her
Majesty's Most Honorable Privy Council,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies,
and Vice-Admiral of the same.
The humble Petition of the undersigned free-
holders, residents of the Mackay, in the colony of
Queensland, respectfully slieweth, that the under-
mentioned country lands be set  aside as  a Common-
age in connection with the town of Mackay, viz.:-
Being portions Nos. 154, 155, 157, 158, 159, 162,
163, 164, 238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, and
345, as delineated on the Government map in the
colony of Queensland.
Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray, that
your Excellency, with the advice of the Executive
Council, that you will see fit to take into your
favorable consideration, and your petitioners, as in
duty bound, will ever pray.
Alexander Shiels Alfred if. Lloyd
Korah Js. Wills Ebenezer Staines
George Smith Maurice Llewellen
R. Neill . Charles Keely
John Walton H. McFree
Jno. Darlington  Andrew Kemmis
David H. Dalrymple John Philip Wheeler
Harvey R. James Robert Fleming
G. Wright Robert Byrne
Michael Fay John Barnes
John Gogan Win. Bovey
Jno. Fitzgerald Henry Black
B. Brodnitz W. C. Dickinson
II. R. Brown Wm. Arnold
B. McGuire Wm. Wear
W. Clements James Glass
Thomas Solway Cornelius Kelly.
Denis Kennedy
NoTa.-Portions 244 and 245 referred to in the above
Petition, are under lease, and not available for inclusion
in the proposed Common.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th March, 1873.
W r W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth elause of "  The1 1  Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands  are perma-
nently reserved from sale far any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks :  Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purpose of a Cemetery.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY AT CHINAMAN 's CREEK.
County of Stanley, parish of Bunya.
10 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek
at the termination of a road one chain wide, and
bounded  thence on  the north by that  road bearing
west sixteen chains  and fifty  links ; on  the west by
a line  bearing south  six chains  and fifty links ; on
the south by a line bearing  east sixteen chains and
ten links to Sandy Creek ; and on the east by that
creek downwards to the point  of commencement.
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Department of  Public  Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
W HEREAS,  by the twenty -fifth  section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act Qf
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale  for any public
purpose, notice the re of shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named  with  respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESEEVE  FOR  SCHOOL  SITE, GowRIE.
County of Aubigny, parish of  Gowrie, portion 231,
25 acres  1 rood 17  perches.
Commencing on the  Dalby road ,  at the south-
east corner of portion 212 ,  and bounded thence on
the west by  that portion bearing  north ten chains
and ninety -six links  ;  on the  north by portion 230,
bearing east twenty chains to a road one chain
wide  ;  on the east  by that  road bearing south
fourteen  chains and  forty links to the Dalby road ;
and on the south-west by that road , bearing two
hundred and seventy-nine degrees thirty minutes
twenty  chains  and twenty- nine links  to the point
of commencement.
CEMETERY  AT TIARO.
County of  March, parish  of Tiaro, portion 14.
88 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road one  chain wide at the
south-west  corner of  portion 11, and bounded
thence on the north b7 that portion bearing east
thirty-six  chains and sixteen l in ks  ;  on the east by
a line bearing  south twenty-five chains ; on the
south by portions 15 and 16 bearing west thirty-
four chains and fifty links to the aforesaid road ;
and on the  south-west  by that road bearing three
hundred and fifty-six degrees twenty-five chains
and seven  links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL SITE, TALLIBAGGERA CREEK.
County of Ward, parish of Tallibaggera, National
School.
5 acres.
Commencing  on a road  one chain wide at its
intersection by the original south-west boundary
line of  portion No. 18, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing seventy-three
degrees thirty minutes two chains and sixty-six
links, and forty-seven degrees two chains and
twenty-nine links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing one hundred and fifty degrees ten chains
and twenty-eight links ; on the south-east by a line
bearing two hundred and forty degrees four chains
and eighty links and on the south-west by a line
bearing three hundred and thirty degrees ten
chains and thirty-eight links to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR RESIDENCE  AREA, BLACK SNAKE,
LILKIVAN.
County of Lennox.
21 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south -east corner  of mineral
selection  No. 974, and bounded thence on the
north by the south boundary of that selection
bearing west  fifteen chains and twenty-five links ;
on the  west  by a line bearing south about seventeen
chains  and sixty links to the south side of a road
one chain wide; on the south-east by that road
bearing eighty-one degrees fifty-three minutes ten
chains and fifty links ; thence nineteen degrees
thirty-seven minutes fourteen chains forty links ; on
the east  by part of the west boundary of mineral
selection No. 263 bearing north about two chains
and forty links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE MAGISTRATE'S CAMP, STAN-
THORPE.
County of Bentinek, parish of Stanthorpe, Town
of Stanthorpe,  allotment  3 of section 5.
1 acre.
Commencin g  at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the south by
Corundum street easterly three chains and thirty-
four  links;  on the east by part of the west boundary
line of allotment 4 northerly at right angles to
Corundum street three chains ; on the north by the
south boundary line of allotment 2 westerly parallel
with Corundum street three chains and thirty-four
links to Marsh street  ;  and on the west by that
street southerly three chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING, NEAR BURLEIGH.
County of Ward ,  parish of Gilston.
288 acres.
Commencing at the north -east corner of portion
No. 55 on the sea-coast ,  and bounded thence on the
east by the sea-coast northerly to the south boundary
of portion 27 ; on the north by said south boundary
bearing west to Little Tallabaggera Creek ; on the
west by that creek and swamp southerly to portion
55 aforesaid  ;  and on the south by the north
boundary of portion 55 bearing east to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the Government of Tasmania offer for rental
for such period as may be agreed upon, certain
lands and buildings in Hobart Town, formerly
known as the Military Barracks. The land, with
the buildings thereon, is divided into thirteen lots,
tenders for which will be received by the Govern-
ment of Tasmania, until Noon, on the 10th day of
May, 1873; addressed to the Honorable Charles
.Meredith, Commissioner of Crown Lands, Hobart
Town, and superscribed " Tenders for Military
Barracks."
Further particulars, and also the conditions upon
which the lots will be leased can be obtained, at the
Public Lands Office, Brisbane, where can be seen
photographs of some of the buildings, and also of
the surrounding scenery.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified that the'lands hereunder des-
cribed have been temporarily reserved for public
purposes.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish of Yeerongpilly.
Commencing at the north- east corn er  of portion
No. 390, and bounded thence on the north by part
of portion No. 254, and portions Nos. 259, 270, 275,
and 276; on the east by portions Nos. 277, 278,
279, and 280; on the south by portion No. 274 and
part of portion No. 392 ; and on the west by portion
No. 390 to the point of commencement.
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TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parishes of Bundanba and
Stapylton.
Commencing at the south-west corner of
portion No. 187, in the parish of Bundanba, and
bounded thence on the north by portions in that
parish Nos. 187, 201, and 168A, and by portions in
the parish of Stapylton Nos. 19, 15, 4, and 19A ; On
the west by portions Nos. 19A, 4, 5, and 12; on
the north-east by portion No. 45 in the parish of
Woogaroo, and from the south- east  corner of that
portion by  a line  bearing south-easterly about 150
chains to  the north- west corner  of portion 10A
(W. Moody' s selection ), in the parish of Stapylton ;
on the east by that portion to Oxley Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards to the north-east corner of
portion No. 16, in the parish of Stapylton, and by
portions in that parish Nos. 16, 18, and 14, back to
Oxley Creek ; thence on the south-east by that
creek upwards to its intersection with the northern
boundary line of'portion No. 206, parish Bundanba ;
on the south by that portion and by a line bearing
westerly about twelve chains from its north-west
corner  to the south- east corner  of portion No. 203,
in the parish of Bundanba ; again on the west by
portions  in that parish Nos. 203, 197, 193, 204, 202,
179, 174,181, 199, to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parishes of Enoggera and
Indooroopilly.
Commencing  at the south-east  corner  of portion
231 in the parish of  Indooroopilly, and bounded
thence  on the west by that portion and portions
223 and 241, in the parish of Indooroopilly ; on the
north by portions in the parish of Enoggera Nos.
448, 674,  823, 824,  679, 834, 833, 832, 831, 830, 683,
and  682;  on the east  by portion No. 674A, the
General Cemetery, and portions 676, 295,  296, all in
the parish of Enoggera, and by portion 679 in
the parish of Indooroo illy ; on the south by
portions  in the parish ofpIndooroopilly, Nos. 680,
681, 229, 216, 215, 208, 214, 225, 262, 243, 270,
268, 269, 240, and 261 to the point  of commence-
ment ,-exclusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.
TIMBER  RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Parish of Tingalpa, county of Stanley.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
No. 355, and bounded thence on the cast by a line
bearing  southerly about one hundred and thirty-
four chains to the north- east  corner of portion
No. 361; on the south by that portion and portion
No. 352; on the west by portions Nos. 338, 339,
350, 321, 320, 319, and 318; and on the north by
portion No. 355 to the point of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parishes of Kholo and Moggill.
Commencing  at the north-east corner of por-
tion No. 43 in the parish of Kholo, and bounded
thence on the north- west  by a line bearing north-
easterly about eighty-six  chains  to the south corner
of portion No. 202 in the parish of Moggill, and by
that portion and part of portion 194 ; on the east
by portions in the parish of Moggill, Nos. 240, 242,
231, 234, 230, 235,  225, 242 , 227, and 221 ; on the
south by portions in the parish of Moggill, Nos.
169, 170, 171, 238, 172, 173, 179, 180, and 181;
and by portions in the parish of E holo, Nos. 55
and 61  ; and on  the west by portions in the parish
of Kholo, Nos. 62, 48, and 43, to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive  of all alienated or surveyed
lands.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Parish of Redland,  county  of Stanley.
Commencing  at the north- west corner  of portion
No. 148, in the parish  of Mackenzie , and bounded
thence on the west by  a line bearing  north one
hundred and sixty  chains ; on  the north by a line
bearing  east  about one hundred and eighty chains
to the western boundary of portion No. 120, in the
parish of Redland ; on the east by that portion to
its south-west corner, and thence by a line bearing
southerly to the north-east corner of portion No.
178 in the parish of Mackenzie, about one hundred
and eighteen chains ; and on the south by portions
in the parish of Mackenzie, Nos. 178, 177, 176, and
by portions in the parish of Redland, Nos. 121,
122, 139, 118, 117, and again by portions in the
parish of Mackenzie, Nos. 149 and 148, to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes of a Police Paddock.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands),
WM. HENRY WALSH.
POLICE PADDOCK, STANTHOEPE.
County of Bentinck.
168 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
three chains east and one chain north from the
north-west corner of the Cemetery Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south by that reserve bear.
ing east fifty-six chains and eighteen links ; on the
east by a line bearing north thirty chains and four
links; on the north by a line bearing west fifty-six
chains and eighteen links ; and on the west by a
line bearing south thirty chains and four links to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th February, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868."
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for Water and Camping.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY  WALSH.
RESERVE FOR WATER AND CAMPING.
Splitter's Creek, Mount Perry and Bundaberg
.Read.
EXTENSION.
1,300 acres.
Commencing on Splitter's Creek twenty chains
below a tree marked broad-arrow over T over V in
shield ; thence north seventy-five chains ; thence
east one hundred and eight chains ; thence south
thirty-six chains ; thence north two hundred and
twenty-five degrees east thirty-four chains to
Splitter's Creek ; thence by the right bank of
Splatter's Creek downwards sixty chains in a direct
line ; thence west one hundred chains to Splitter's
Creek ; thence by Splitter's Creek down about
forty-five chains to point of commencement,-includ-
ing two hundred and ninety-one acres already
gazetted as a Water. Reserve.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1873.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
r 7 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, directs it to 116
notified for  general  information, in pursuance of the
fifty-fifth  clause  of  "The Pastoral Leases Act of
1869," that the lands hereinunder described have
been resumed from the lease of the Mount Marling-
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spike Run,  in the  Leichhardt Unsettled District,
and reserved for the purposes  of a Police Camping
Ground.
(For the Secretary  for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVa FOR POLICE PURPOSES,  FORT  COOPER.
4 square miles.
Commencing at a bloodwood -tree marked three
notches  in shield ,  situated  at the junction of Cattle
Creek with Cooper Creek, and bounded thence on
the south by an east  line about one hundred and
fifty-two chains  ;  on the east  by a line bearing
north two  miles ; on the  north by a line bearing
west cro ssing  Cattle Creek about one hundred and
seventy -six chains  to the left bank of Cooper Creek
at a gum -tree marked  C over 3* in shield ; and
thence on  the west by the left bank of Cooper
Creek  downwards  to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands heroinunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES, HERBERT RIVER,
CARDWELL.
About 76 acres.
Commencing at the most eastern corner of selec
tion No. 35 (J. Mercer's 80 acres), on the righ.
bank of the Herbert River, and bounded thence by
a line bearing ninety-five degrees thirty minutes
for twelve chains twenty-six links ; thence by a line
north to the Herbert River ; thence by the right
bank of the Herbert River upwards to the lower
boundary of selection No. 35 ; thence by a line
bearing 135 degrees for thirty-seven chains eighty
links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR  CAMPING, LOWER HERBERT RIVER.
Townsville and Cardwell Road, county of Cardwell.
624 acres 1 rood.
Portion A, 585 acres 1 rood.- Commencing at a
point west, and distant 302 links from the south-
west corner of selection No. 32 (D. H. Cudmore's
640 acres), and bounded thence by a line west sixty.
nine chains sixteen and a-half links ; thence by a
line north seventy-two chains forty-seven and a-half
links ; thence by a line bearing seventy-seven
degrees for twenty-seven chains sixty-eight and
a-half links ; thence by a line bearing eighty-seven
degrees fourteen minutes for thirty-nine chains
eighteen links ; thence by a line bearing eighty-
seven degrees fourteen minutes for thirty-nice
chains eighteen links ; thence by a line bearing 159
degrees for seven chains ; thence by a line bearing
eighty-seven degrees fourteen minutes for nine
chains ; thence by a line bearing 150 degrees for
twenty-three chains fifty-five links ; thence by a
line bearing 240 degrees for thirteen chains ninety-
six and a-half links ; thence by a line bearing 186
degrees for forty-five chains seventy-seven and
a-half links to the point of commencement.
Portion B, 27 acres 1 rood.-Commencing where
the northern side of the road crosses Log Bridge
Creek, and bounded thence by a line bearing eighty-
seven degrees fourteen minutes for twenty-six
chains five links; thence by a line north for 143
links to Log Bridge Creek ; thence by Log Bridge
Creek to the point of commencement.
Portion C, 11 acres 3 roods.-Commencing where
the main road crosses Palm Creek, at Hawkins'
homestead selection No. Z 18, and bounded thence
by a line bearing 267 degrees 14 minutes for sixteen
chains fifty links ;  thence by a line north for
thirteen chains eighty links ; thence by a line east
for fifty links to Palm Creek ; thence by Palm
Creek to point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR MINERAL LANDS OFFICE.
County of Bcntinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town
of Stanthorpe, allotment 9 of section 7.
1 acre.
Commencing on the north-east corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the north by
Corundum street westerly three chains and thirty-
four links ; on the west by part of the east
boundary line of allotment ten southerly at right
angles to Corundum street three chains ; on the
south by the north boundary line of allotment 8
easterly parallel with Corundum street three chains
and thirty-four links to Marsh street; and on the
east by that street northerly three chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS.
County of Bentinek, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe,  allotment  19  of section 3.
2 roods.
Commencing on the east side of Marsh street, at
the south-west corner of allotment 18, and bounded
thence on the west by that street southerly one
chain and fifty links ; on the south by the north
boundary line of allotment twenty easterly at right
angles to Marsh street three chains and thirty-four
links ; on the east by part of the east boundary line
of allotment 21 northerly parallel with Marsh
street one chain and fifty links ; and on the north
by the south boundary line of allotment 18 westerly
at right angles to Marsh street three chains and
thirty-four links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR COMMISSIONER'S CAMP.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe , allotments  21 and 22 of section 8.
1 acre 1 rood 23 perches.
Commencing on the north side of Connor  street,
at the south-east  corner of allotment 1, and
bounded thence on the south by that street easterly
three chains and eleven links ; on the east by the
west boundary line of allotment twenty northerly
at right angles to Connor street four chains and
fifty links; on the north by the south boundary
lines of  allotments  8 and 7 westerly parallel with
Connor street three chains and eleven links ; and
on the west by the east boundary  lines  of allot.
ments 3, 2, and 1, southerly at right angles to
Connor street four chains and fifty links to the
point of  commencement.
RESERVE  FOR LOCH-UP,  TENNINGERING.
About 3 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of Burra Burra
street and Edward street, and bounded thence on
the south-east by )3urra Burra street south-easterly
five chains ; on the south-east by a line north-
easterly about one chain at right angles to Burra
Burra street ; on the north-east by a line north-
westerly to Edward street ; and on the north-west
by Edward street south-westerly about two chains
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES
NEAR GRANDCHESTER.
Parishes of Grandchester, Laidley, and Rosewood.
Commencing on the north side of the Southern
and Western Railway, at a point bearing south
from the south-east corner of selection No. 2,374,
Ipswich Register, parish of Laidley, and bounded
thence on the west by a line north about forty
chains, and by portions Nos. 2,446, 170, 171, 173,
172, 174, 177, 182, 183, 190, 191, and Reserve, and
by portions in the parish of Rosewood Nos. 1, 2, 3,
8, 9, 10, 12, and 11, to the south-east corner of
portion No. 11; on the north-east by a line bearing
south-easterly about eight miles ten chains to the
south-west corner of portion No. 522, in the parish
of Grandchester, and bounded on the east by that
portion and Nos. 524, 520, 519, 495, 422, 424, 512,
474, 503, 87, 86, 85, 80, 72, 69, 68, and  67;  and on
the south by portions Nos. 180, 454, 65, 90, 92,
2,449, 66, 91A, 88, 72, 75, 76, 346, to the south-west
corner of the last-mentioned portion on the Southern
and Western Railway aforesaid ; and thence by
that line of railway westerly to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all alienated or surveyed
lands.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
tT is hereby notified for general information
that in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous, before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided  that before  any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof .  shall be published  in  the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be  permanently set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
(For the Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR  ROAD  PURPOSES.
112 acres 1 rood.
County of Aubigny, parish of Elphinstone,
- portion  99.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
ninety-eight, and bounded thence on the north by
the south boundary thereof bearing west fifty-four
chains and eighty links to a road one chain wide ;
on the west by that road bearing south twenty
chains; on the south by the north boundary of
portion one hundred bearing east fifty-seven chains
and sixty links ; and on the north-east by a line
bearing three hundred and fifty-two degrees twenty
chains and twenty links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY LABORERS' CAMP.
County'of Aubigny, parish of Clifton.
About 41 acres.
Commencing on the east side of the railway line
from Toowoomba to Warwick, and bounded thence
on the north by the westerly continuation of the
road forming the northern boundary of portion
number fifty, parish of Clifton, bearing east thirty
chains ; on the east by a line bearing south fifteen
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west to the
railway line; and on the west by that railway line
bearing northerly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOE RECREATION, IPSWICH.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich.
17 acres 31 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing two hundred and
seventy-four degrees fifty-five minutes and distant
one chain and seventy-three and a-half links from
the west corner of section 40, and bounded thence
on the north-east by Quarry street bearing one
hundred and fifty-three degrees thirty-five minutes
five chains and ninety-two links, one hundred and
thirty-four degrees fifty-nine minutes seven chains
and thirty-two links; on the south by Quarry
street west bearing west twenty-one chains and
fifty links; on the west by a line bearing four
degrees fifty-five minutes eight chains and eighty-
three and a-half links to Grey street ; and on the
north-west and north-east by that street bearing
sixty-seven degrees nineteen minutes six chains
and half a-link, and ninety-four degrees fifty-five
minutes seven chains and forty-one links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th January, 1873.
NOTICE.
r HE accompanying Amended Description of the
1 Reserve for Post Office at Stauthorpe, is
substituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 19th October, 1872.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR  POST OFFICE,  STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck, town of &anthorpe,  allotment
20  of  section 3.
2 roods 19 perches.
Commencing on the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by Marsh
street northerly one chain and eighty-one links ;
on the north by the south boundary line of allot-
ment 19 easterly at right angles to Marsh street
three chains and thirty-four links ; on the east by
part of the west boundary line of allotment 21
southerly parallel with Marsh  street one  chain and
ninety-one links to Lock street ; and on the south
by that street westerly three chains and thirty-four
links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
A. H. PALME1.
WATER RESERVE NEAR MT. COORA.
County of Lennox.
1 acre 3 roods 7 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing south seventy
links, and thence two hundred and twenty-seven
degrees forty-nine minutes twelve chains and sixty-
four links from the north-east corner of mineral
selection No. 263 ; and bounded thence on the
north by a line bearing two hundred and seventy
degrees forty-one minutes six chains and twenty-
two links ; on the west by a line bearing one hui-
dred and eighty degrees forty-one minutes five
chains and fifty-one links to a road one chain wide ;
and on the south-east by that road bearing sixty-
one degrees thirteen minutes one chain, and forty-
seven  degrees forty-nine minutes seven chains and
thirty links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL OF ARTS, STANTHORPE.
County/ of Ben tine/c, parish of Stanthorpe, town
Stanthorpe, allotment 7 of section 7.
2 roods 6 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the east by Marsh
street bearing north three chains and twenty-eight
links ; on the north by a line bearing west at
right angles to Marsh street one chain and sixty-
seven links ; on the west by a line bearing south
parallel with Marsh street three chains and twenty-
three links to Lock street ; and on the south by
Lock street easterly one chain sixty-seven links to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL, ALLANSTOWN.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
portion No. 48.
9 acres 1 rood 16 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
No. 48A, and bounded thence on the east by a road
two cliri.ins wide bearing north five chains ; on the
north by a line bearing west eighteen chains and
541
seventy links ; on the west by a road one chain
wide bearing south 5 chains ; and on the south by
the north boundary of No. 481 aforesaid bearing
last eighteen chains and seventy links to the point
of ecommencement.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL, ALFRED.
County of Churchill, parish of Alfred.
6 acres  2 roods 3 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain and fifty links wide, and bounded thence
on the north-west by one of said roads, bearing
eighteen degrees twenty-three minutes nine chains
and ninety-six links ; on the north by a line bear-
ing ninety-one degrees thirty minutes six chains
and twenty-seven links ; on the south-east by a
line bearing one hundred and ninety-eight degrees
twenty-three minutes eleven  chains  and seventy-
eight and three-quarter links to the other aforesaid
road ; and on the south-west by that road bearing two
hundred and eighty-eight degrees twenty-three
minutes six  chains  to the point  of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th January, 1873.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby  notified for  public information, that
the Commissioners  of Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited  Act at the  under-mentioned  offices,  on
the following dates
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land  Office, Brisbane , on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS  DISTRICT.
A t the Land Office, Toowoomba,  on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Oce, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND  BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
&t the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Norman River Settle.
ment, on the  second Tuesday  in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in February, 1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, andthereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days  falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when  necessary , in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from  time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd January, 1873.
W HEREAS, by the  twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved and set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHOOL SITE ,  COOMERA.
County of Ward, parish of Coomera, town of
Coomera,  section 4.
16 acres 2 roods 20 perches.
Commencing at the south- west  corner of the
section , and bounded thence on the west by a street
bearing northerly twelve chains and twenty links ;
on the north by a street bearing easterly at right
an"les  to a street thirteen  chains  and sixty-three
linTIs ; on  the east by part of the west boundary
line of portion 264, bearing southerly parallel with
a street twelve chains and twenty links to  a street ;
and on the south by that  street  bearing westerly
thirteen chains and sixty-three links to the point of
commencement.
CEMETERY AT LEYBURN.
County of Merivale, parish of Leyburn.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about north
sixty degrees east, and distant 1,250  links  from the
north-east corner of section No. 1, town of Leyburn,
and bounded thence on the west by  a line  bearing
north ten chains ; on the north by a line bearing
east ten chains ; on the east by a line bearing south
ten chains ; and on the south by a line bearing
west ten chains to the point of commencement.
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CEMETERY  AT CLEVELAND.
County of Stanley, parish of Cleveland,  town  of'
Cleveland.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection  of Wellington
and Coburg streets, and bounded thence on the
east by Wellington street bearing northerly ten
chains ; on the north by Russell street bearing
westerly ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing
southerly  parallel  with Wellington street ten chains
to Coburg street ;  and on  the south by Coburg
street bearing easterly ten chains  to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1872.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid the lands hereunder described will be per-
manently reserved for the purpose of a LaLding
Place.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS SEEKING SUITABLE SELEC-
TIONS,  OR HOMESTEADS.
IMMIGRANTS or others who do not possess
sufficient local knowledge to enable them to
select land in suitable situations without visiting
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor ,  are hereby
informed that arrangements will be made, if induce-
ment offers ,  to despatch a Licensed Survolor to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
may be indicated ,  to assist them in their search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
A ll  persons  requiring  assistance of this nature
are requested to advise this Department ,  in writing,
as to the localit  they  wish to settle in, and also
forward a fee of ten shillings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor ,  when, if a sufficient number
of persons are found to join, the Government will
immediately undertake to organize one or more
parties.
In the event of there being no party despatched,
the fee of ten shillings wi ll  be returned, on applies.
tion ,  to the person paying same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  LANDING PLACE,  MOUTH OF HER-
BERT RIVER.
County of Cardwell.
23 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of the Herbert
River about 122 chains north-westerly from a post
in Selection  65, at mouth of Enterprise Channel,
and bounded thence on the south-east by that
river downwards  ; on the north -east  by a mangrove
swamp north-westerly  to an  estuary ; on the north
by that estuary westerly to  a mang rove swamp ;
and on the  south- west  by that  swamp south -easterly
to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st November, 1872.
1T OTICE  is hereby given,  that the  Mineral Land
l Commissioner  for the District  of Darling
Downs South ,  will, on the  first TUESDAY  in every
month ,  hold his Court Sittings ,  as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October ,  1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
THE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
shewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
PERSON S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting tha officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance  and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
WITH  the view  of facilitating  the transaction of
business at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony, it is hereby notified that  instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible  assistance  is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for land or seeking
information on matters connected with the working
of the Land Acts-even to the extent of filling up
forms of application  and transfers , &c., for illiterate
persons , if there  is time at  the officer' s disposal;
and that any Land Agent, or other officer,  receiving
and appropriating fees for clerical  assistance to his
own use, on  the matter being reported, will be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience ,  however ,  of persons requir-
ing copies of plans ,  arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner , and on payment of a fee to be estimated,
by that officer,  a tracing  or coy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary for  Public Lands.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."_
IT is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the 41st section of "  The Pastoral
Leases Act  of  1869 "  for renewed leases for four-
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing
leases, as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE  LANDS BROUGiiT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
F
Olt the  convenience of persons desirous to have
lands , whether  surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward for sale by auction ,  it is hereby notified
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for general information, that instructions have been I
issued to the Land Agents to open in their respec-
tive offices, a nook, in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration f the Minister
for Lands, when, if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in the next proclamation of sale.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF SURVEY FEES,
to be collected by the Gold  Commissioner ,  Ravens-
wood, for surveys required to be executed by the
Mining Surveyor.
Survey of Land applied for as Auriferous Lease.
£ s.
For 1 acre and under ... ...
„ 5 acres „ ... ...
9110 „ „ ... ...
1115 ... ...
„20 . ...Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 18th March, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF BUNDAMBA AND
STAPYLTON, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
FINAL NOTICE.
N OTICE  is hereby given , that  a new line of
road ,  leading to  the Upper  Redbank Plains
'trough the  parishes of Bundamba and Stapylton,
county of Stanley, referred to in notices  dated 8th
March, 1872, and 12th April,  1872  (folios 459 and
611, respectively ,  of the  Government Gazette),  has
been formall marked and opened by the proper
officer, and the same is now open for public use.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-183.
Department  of Public Works,
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 20th March, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, under the 14th sectionof " An  Act  to make  provision for the Con-
struction by the Government  of Railways, and for
the  Regulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863 , that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice  of the Executive Council, has pri-
marily approved  of the Map and Book of Reference
of the proposed new line from Ipswich to Brisbane
-f ro m 7 miles  60 chains (near Redbank) to 16
miles 13 chains  (near Oxley). .
The map or  plan,  and book of reference, can be
seen at this  Office, and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in writing, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objection which may  exist to
the adoption of the said line of railway, or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed  in connection
therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner of Railways.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 4th March, 1873.
IS Excellency  the Governor , with the advice
HIS the Executive  Council ,  has been pleased
to establish  the following  Regulation and Schedule
of Fees under the provisions  of the Act  of Parlia-
ment, 20  Victoria, No. 29,  in amendment of the
Regulations now in force ,  in so far only as concerns
the Ravenswood  Gold Fields,  and neighboring
workings.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RAVENSWOOD GOLD FIELDS REGULATION.
Each application  for a Lease  of Auriferous Tract
lodged with the Gold Commissioner at Ravenswood
Gold Fields shall be  made  in the form provided
by the existing Gold Fields  Regulations ,  accom-
panied by the amount of deposit thereby required
for a first or second  class lease  respectively ; and in
addition, the applicant shall further deposit the
requisite Survey Fee,  as per  subjoined schedule.
All Surveys for Auriferous Leases shall only be
executed by the Mining Surveyor appointed by the
Government for that purpose.
2 0
3 10
5 0
6 10
7 10
For any area exceeding  20 acres, as
by special arrangement".
For Traverse Connection Lines, at
per mile... ... ... 1 15
For Survey of Underground Work-
ings,  at per diem ... 5 5
For travelling  expenses  of Mining
Surveyor, for every mile or
part of a mile  from the Mining
Surveyor's Office, after the first
three miles ,  at per mile one
way ... ... ... ... 0 4
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 7th March, 1873.
BUNDABERG FERRY, BURNETT RIVER.
TO BOATMEN, FERRYMEN, ETC.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
April, 1873, from persons willing to contract for the
Lease, for the period of Five years, commencing 1st
July, 1873, of the Ferry on the Burnett River at
Bundaberg.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Ferry,
Bundaberg."
Conditions of Lease, form of Tender, and Regu-
lations for working the Ferry, can be seen on
application at the Police Magistrate's Office, Bun-
daberg ; or at the Office of Foreman of Works,
Maryborough.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute and deliver, at the office of the Civil Crown
Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty in  a penal sum  of such amount  as may be
hereafter determined upon, for securing such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
No Tender will be entertained, except in the
approved form, and the highest or any Tender will
not necessarily beaccepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
SUB-COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS' RESIDENCE,
CARDWELL.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
April next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Sub-Collector of Customs' Residence
at Cardwell.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Sub-Col-
lector of Customs' Residence, Cardwell."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office ; also at Custom House, Cardwell, and Court
House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is pro-
posed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
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by the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum
of ten per cent, on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the contract, in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he w ill execute and deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance , a Bond to Her Majesty for  securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, LYTTON.TENDERS will bereceived at his Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th
instant, from  persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Telegraph Office, at Lytton.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Telegraph
Office,  Lytton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the
party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten
per cent, on amount of 'reader, as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event, that he will execute and deliver at
the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the
j t
will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Public Works Department,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
CUSTOM HOUSE AND BONDED STORE,
CARDWELL.
TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
April next, from persons  willing  to contract for the
erection of Custom House and Bonded Store at
Cardwell.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Custom
House and Bonded Store, Cardwell."
Plan, Specification, and Form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office ;
also at Custom House, Cardwell, and Court House,
Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be  a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of '!'ender as security for the due
Performance of the Contract, in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver, at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notifica-
tion .of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing such performance, otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM` HENRY WALSH.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 3rd March, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS  - LUNATIC RECEPTION HOUSE,
BRISBANE.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY,  the 28th
March,  from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Additions to the Lunatic Reception
House,  Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Additions
to Lunatic Reception House, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which  it is  proposed
to complete the work; and at the foot of every
Tender there must be  a memorandum  signed by
the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum
of 10 percent.  on amount  of Tender, as security for
the due performance of the contract in the event
of the Tender being  accepted , and undertaking in
that event that he will  execute and  deliver at the
Office  of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her  Majest y for securing
such performance, otherwise the lender will not
be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 28th February, 187 3.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE BARRACKS, DALBY.TENDERS will bereceived at his Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th
March, from persons willing to contract for the
erection  of Police  Barracks  at Dalby.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Police Bar-
racks at Dalb+y."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Dalby.
Tenders must be on roper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the  work, and at  the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount  of Tender,  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that  he will execute  and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th February, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
-X TITU reference to the Notice dated 19th July,
1872, folio 1072,  Government Gazette,  rela-
tive to a Road through Rd. Savage's Homestead
Selection on Murphy's Creek, parish of Taylor,
and no objections having been received to the
same :  Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and  make  the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane, and the Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all
persons intending to claim compensation in respect
of the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner
and form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
72.3199
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1873.
NEW ROAD- SECOND  NOTICE.
NVT ITH reference to the Notice dated 3rd Feb-
ruary, 1871 ,  folio 161,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road from Allora
to the Town Commonage ,  through pre-emptives 19
and 29, parish of Goomburra ,  county of Merivale,
and no objections having been received to the same:
Notice is hereby given ,  inaccordance with the Act
4 William  IV., No.  11, that His Excellency the
Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and the
Police Office, Warwick  ;  and all  persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Oolonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the ,  sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or  they  will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
By Command,
72-33)5. WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
H of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following Regulations to be
observed at the crossing-place of the Burnett
River, in the Town of Bundaberg, from Quay
street to Queen street, in virtue of the provisions
of the Acts 2 William IV., No. 12, and 14
Victoria, No. 6.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
FERRY REGULATIONS.
1. That the ferry be leased by auction, tender, or
otherwise, as the Government may determine.
2. That the ferry rates and charges shall be in
accordance with the annexed Schedv e, and that
the same shall be  tainted on boards  and placed in
conspicuous situations on each side of the ferry,
at the cost of the lessee thereof. The lessee shall
also provide scales and weights, and keep the same
in a convenient place at the ferry.
3. The lessee will be required to make all im-
provements and repairs that maybe required at the
approaches to the ferry on each side of the river
for a distance of 100 feet from low-water mark,
and leave the same in good order at the termi-
nation of his lease.
4. The lessee of the ferry shall enter into a bond
in an amount to be fixed by the Government, with
two sureties, for the due performance of his con-
tract, and for his information he will be supplied
with a copy of these regulations.
5. The lessee will be required to furnish, and
to keep during the currency of his lease, in a clean,
dry, and secure condition, such sufficient number
of boats and punts as the Government may deter-
mine to be used on the ferry, and such boats and
punts must be approved of, and passed by an officer
appointed in that behalf by the Government. The
following are the dimensions required, viz.
Boats.-Not  to he less than 18 feet over all,
5 feet beam, to carry eight passengers ;
two extra passengers may be carried for
one foot by one inch more in the foregoing
measurement ; the number of passengers
each boat is licensed to carry to be
painted in legible characters in some con-
spicuous part thereof; a man to be in
constant attendance with each boat, and
each boat to be provided with a safe rope
or chain.
Punts.-Not  to be less than 35 feet long and
10 feet wide, inside measurement, 3 feet
deep, and decked over level with top of
gunwale ;  height of top  rail 3  feet 6 inches
from the deck of punt, with three inter-
mediate rails, to have fall-down flaps, be
well battened down to prevent cattle from
slipping, with chains and shifting cross-
bars at each end, and to be worked by not
less than two men.
6. Life-buoys and drags, with proper appliances,
shall be furnished by the lessee, who shall be
required to have the same in constant readiness for
any emergency.
7. During dark nights, and in the absence of
moonlight, there shall be lights kept burning and
properly trimmed on the steps of the ferry, on
each side of the river, and the lessee shall provide
the same.
8. All persons  crossing  the ferry, with the follow-
ina exceptions, shall pay the charges fixed in
Schedule, viz. :-
The Governor, and any person in actual attend-
ance  upon him, and any  carriages  or horses
of or belonging to him.
Ministers of religion, officers, soldiers, or
sailors,  in Her Majesty's  service , proceed-
ing or returning on duty.
Any member of the Executive Government,
officers of police, troopers, and constables
on actual duty, and any prisoners in their
charge.
Any person proceeding to or returning from
divine worship on the Lord's Day.
All children proceeding to or returning from
any school, whether public or private ; all
officers and men connected with Her
Majesty's Customs and with the Roads
Department, when on duty.
N.B.-The  horses or  vehicles used by such
exempted  parties "shall also  be conveyed across the
ferry free.
PENAL CLAUSES.
9. Any lessee of the ferry who shall infringe
upon, or act contrary to any clause or condition
contained  in these regulations , shall, on conviction
before two or more Justices of the Peace, be sub-
ject to a penalty  not exceeding  five pounds.
10. In the event of two convictions within one
month against the lessee of the ferry, such con-
victions shall cancel the lease, and the Government
may at once resume the ferry.
11. If the lessee, or if any collector, boatman, or
ferryman employed by such lessee, shall demand
and take from any person or persons exempt from
payment of charges, and who shall claim such
exemption, as provided in clause 8,of these  regula.
tions, or shall, under color of his office  as lessee,
collector, boatman, or ferryman, wilfully extort from
any person or persons any sum of money or thing
of value whatsoever, as and for, or in lieu of pay-
ment of dues ; or shall refuse to permit and suffer
any person or persons to read, or shall in any
manner hinder or prevent any person or persons
from reading, the inscription on such boards ; or
shall refuse to tell his Christian and surname to
any person or persons who shell demand to know
the same, on being paid the said dues, or any of
them, or shall in answer give a false name or
names ; or upon legal dues being tendered or
paid, shall detain or wilfully obstruct, hinder, or
delay any person or persons from passing over the
ferry ; or if such lessen, collector, boatman, or ferry-
man shall make use of any scurrilous or abusive
language to any traveller or passenger then and
in each and every such case the said lessee shall
forfeit and pay for every such offence any sum not
exceeding five pounds, to be recovered before any
two or more of Her Majesty's Justices of the
Peace.
12. If any lessee, or collector, boatman, or ferry-
man employed by such lessee, shall neglect or
unreasonably delay to take across the ferry any
passengers , or travellers of any description, or any
goods or wheeled vehicles delivered to him, in each
and every such case the said lessee shall forfeit and
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pay for every such offence any  sum not  exceeding
five pounds, in addition to any damage that may
arise from such neglect or delay, to be  recovered
as hereinbefore provided.
13. If any person liable to the payment of any
dues under these regulations shall, after demand.
neglect or refuse to pay the same, or any part
thereof, it shall be lawful for anyone duly autho-
rised to collect the  same , to prevent such person
from passing over the ferry until the dues demand-
able and payable by such person so refusing to pay
the same be paid and discharged.
14. Any person who shall intentionally evade the
payment of the dues as per schedule shall, unless
exempt from payment thereof, as provided in clause
8 of these  regulations , upon conviction, be subject
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
15. No person  in a state  of intoxication shall be
permitted to cross over in any of the ferry boats,
except when in charge of the police.
16. The  lessee  shall have the exclusive right of
taking all passengers, live stock, and goods across
the ferry ; and no person or persons shall ply for
hire, by conveying  passengers , live stock, or goods
across the river within a radius of three miles of
the ferry, unless authorised to do so by the Govern-
ment, under a penalty not exceeding five pounds
for each offence, to be recovered as hereinbefore
provided.
17. The rent to be paid to the Colonial Treasurer,
in such manner as, may be approved by the Govern-
ment, and intimated to the  lessee ;  and if not so
paid, the lease will be liable to be . absolutely
cancelled at the option of the Government.
18. The  lessee .shall, at the time of executing the
bond,  give  a warrant of attorney to enter upon
judgment, as a collateral security for the due pay-
ment of the rent, should the Government so desire.
19. The lessee shall not sub-let, or in any way
dispose of the ferry without the express sanction of
the Government.
Department  of Public Works,
Gold Fields Branch,
Brisbane , 18th March, 187 3.
MINERS' RIGHTS AND BUSINESS
LICENSES.
IT is hereby notified  for general  information, that
the under- mentioned  Miners'Rig} Its and Busi-
ness Licenses have been  returned  as issued at the
Gold Fields respectively  specified.
WILLIAM HENRY W ALSH.
ETHERIDGE GOLD FIELDS.
During the Month ended 31st December, 1872.
S0HEDU LE.
Ferry Dues and Charges.
s. d.
Every foot  passenger  with a parcel or par-
cels not exceeding  14 lbs. weight in all 0 2
Single horse, with rider . 0 6
All vehicles, of any description whatever, of
two or more wheels, loaded or unloaded,
drawn by one horse or other  animal,
including driver, &c. ... ... ... 1 0
Same , drawn by two horses or other  animals,
including driver, &c. ... 1 3
Same  (with the exception of bullock teams),
drawn by more than two horses or other
animals, including  driver, &e. ... ... 1 6
Bullock  teams,  with dray loaded or unloaded,
including driver, &c., and  with or with-
out dray, in yokes, including driver .. 1 6
N.B.-The  fares of passengers  travelling in vehicles
are included in the foregoing charges.
Cattle or horses ,  or other  large animals, un-
attached, up to ten in number, each .. 0 4
Same , for all above ten in number (the first
ten at rate  of 4d. each), each ... ... 0 3
Sheep, pigs,  goats, sucking calves or foals,
or other small  animals  (dogs excepted),
Goods.
Packages  exceeding in all 14 lbs .,  and under
56 lbs. weight  ... ... ... ...  0 2
Ditto, 56 lbs. and under 1 cwt. ... 0 4
Every 1 cwt. and under 10. cwt.,  at rate of
per cwt. ... ... ... ... ...
Every 10 cwt. or  more, at rate of  per ton, by
dead weight or measurement ...  ...  5 0
Half of the above rates only shall be paid  in all  cases
when return  is made on  the same day, with the excep-
tion of foot  passengers.
Live stock to be put into and out of the punts by the
owners or parties in  charge thereof. Goods and
wheeled vehicles to be put into and taken out of the
punts by the lessee.
The ferry to be opened for the transit  of passengers
and goods ,  at all  hours, from  6 a.m. to  11 p.m., at the
above prices.
After 11 p.m. double all the above  rates shall be
charged and paid.
MINERS'
No. Name.
45,673 D. McLaughlin
45,674 J. Noble
45,675 J. McGroarty
45,676 II. Fleming
45,677 J.  Marshall
45,678 J. H. Allen
45,679 L. F. Sacks
45,680  W. J. Keenon
45,681 W. Todd
45,682 C. Nott
45,683 W. McIntyre
45,684 W. Blakeney
45,685 P. O. Neil
45,686  W. Taylor
45,687 W. J. Keenon
45,688 W.  Douglass
45,689 F. Dagley
BUSINESS
2,150 D. Gibbons
2,151 J. McLennon
2,152 A. Price
2,153 J. C. Waraker
2,154 J. O'Doud
2,155 J. Kearney
RIGHTS.
No. Name.
45,690 J. Robinson
45,691 J. C. Waraker
45,692 H. Leovens
45,693 Geo. Ruddy
45,694 T. McCruddeu
45,695 J. Willmett
45,696 T. Waldron
45,697 Cow
45,698 J . Buckley
45,699 T. Harris
45,700 R. Gooday
45,701 W. T. Bennett
45,702 J. C. Waraker
45,703 W. Cottier
45,704 S. McNally
46,705 E. Stanley
LICENSES.
2,156 O. S. Cassidy
2,157 J. Foy
2,158 D. M. Jones
2,159 J. Mahony
2,160 J. Sullivan
2,161 J. Swan.
During the Month  ended 31st  January, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
0 1
45,706 Jos. Patterson
45,707 P. McQuade
45,708 E. Williams
45,709 D. McPhail
45,710 J. McIntyre
45,711 F. Garland
45,712 J. Cowin
45,713 R. Mowbray
45,714 F. Davis
45,715 R. Mowbray
45,716 H. Bunge
45,717 H. Maneka
45,718 A. Thompson
45,719 M. Hart
45,720 P. Harney
45,721 G. Balding
45,722 C. Bride
45,723 G eo .  Stevens
45,724 J. P. Hill
45,725 H. Morwick
45,726 P. O'Donohue
BUSINESS
2,162 Donald McPherson
2,163  Ali  Rear and Co.
2,164 Hodgkinson and
Cranford (cancelled)
2,165 H. Gil lies
2,166 J. Hennesey
45,727 W. Kelly
45,728 P.  Saunders
45,729 C. Anderson
45,730 J. F. Hof
45,731 C. Mosh
45,732 C. Hof
45,733 It. Bradly
45,734 A.  Bagnell
45,735 H. Woolf
45,736 C. Hof
45,737 D. Ryan
45,738 D. Ryan
45,739  M. Fitzpatrick
45,740 J.  B. Grogan
45,741 P.  Grogan
45,742 W.  Boothe
45,743 F.  Duncan
45,744 J. Moran
45,746  S. Carson
45,746 A. Vollemider.
LICENSES.
2,167 R. Welsh
2,168 J. Quinn
2,169 J. Sutherland
2,170 Jim Ah.Cow
2,171 F. Sheppard.
RAVENSWOOD GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 28th February, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
0 6
No. Name.
53,895 Ah Sam
53,896  Ali Chong
53,897 Ali Fuk
53,898 Tip Chong
53,899 'Wong Sung
53,900 Harry Edwards
53,901 Alfred Stone
53,902 Larazus Francis
53,903 Wm. Minney
No. Name.
53,904 Wm. Robb
53,905 Sin B ro
53,906 Jim Cro
53,907 Plum Jam
53,908 Ali Nu
53,909 Ali Kew
53,910 Wm. Murphy
1 53,911 H. A. Dristel
53,912 P. F. Haman
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RAVENSWOOD GOLD  FIELD- continued.
MINERS'  RIGHTS- continued.
No. Name.
53,913 Fred. Arscott
53,914 --
53,915 Win. Williams
53,916 J. H. Dutton
53,917 Ben.  Morgan
53,918 John Collins
53,919 Young Cew
53,920  Francis Guinchard
53,921 Andrew Leach
53,922  Jim Crow
53,923 Ali Sim
53,924  Gran Char
53,925  Gin Shon
53,926 John Gardiner
53,927 John Stack
53,928 John Johnston
53,929 Ed. Winterbottom
53,930 Ed. Ferrin
53,931 John Holt
53,932 Jon Fuk
53,933 Gee Fuk
53,934 All Sang
63,935 Un Que
53,936  Adam Tuble
53,937 Jacob Grieves
53,938 A. J. Hunter
53,939  Thos. Partridge
53,940 Thos. Jones
53,941 Hy. Down
53,942 R. P. Lawry
53,943 Ciesar Craine
53,944 David McKay
53,945 Js. Elliott
53,946 Jules Les Prit
53,947 Robt. Webster
53,948 Thos. P. Darby
53,949 Peter Burke
53,950 John Corbet
53,951 Saml. Poole
53,952 Thos.  Richards
53,953 W. A. Ackers
53,954 John Smith
53,955 Harry Garnox
53,956 Harry Garnox
53,967 Ah Fong
53,958 Ali Tin
53,959 Ah Sow
63,960 Ali Fook
53,961 Ke Dong
53,962 Goon Fat
53,963 Moy Hung
53,964 Wm. Wade
53,9665 Alic McLister
53,966 Ali Site
53,967 John Mottle
BUSINESS
4,246 Goon Cheong
4,217 Aust. J. S. Bank
4,248 Ah Tin
4,249 Louis Hyams
4,250 Andw. Tuntfield
[No. Name.
53,968 Charles Keefe
53,969 Fred. Walters
53,970 R. E. Wright
53,971 Mrs. B. Iseh
53,972 Wm. Patterson
53,973 Geo. Nicholas
53,974 Ah Sam
53,975 Ah Chit
53,976  Ali  Fat
53,977 Muk Char
53,978 Got Po
53,979 Tow Gop
53,980 Ah Sue
53,981 Thos. Weston
53,982 John Wilkins
53,983 N. E. Neilson
53,984 Alfred Maynard
53,985 Alfred Maynard
53,986 Alexr. McCabe
53,987 M. J. O'Neil
53,988 Ah Chur
53,989 Alfred Miller
53,990  Ali  Nee
53,991  Ali  Cain
53,992 Ali Su
53,993  Ali  Fat
53,994 0. Sur
53,995  Ali  Sue
53,996  Yong Char
53,997 Cam Fuk
53,998  Ali  Shar
53,999 Ah Man
54,000 Ah Far
54,001 For Sue
54,002  Ali  Look
54,003 Mae Ker
54,004 S. D. Garwood
54,005 Thos. Kennody
54,006 Ali Kay
54,007 Ah Sam
64,008 Ah Su
54,009 Ali Look
54,010 One Sin
54,011 Ah Fook
54,012 Ah Chong
54,013 Ah New
54,014 Geo. Cooper
54,015 Ah Um
54,016  Ali  Chow
54,017 Ali Nee
54,018 Ah Kein
54,019 H. Page
54,020  Ali  Foo
54,021 Js. Morris.
LICENSES.
4,251 Hugh Ross
4,252 Ali Sam
4,253  Patk . Hishan
4,254 A. C. Haldane
4,255  S. D. Garwood.
GILBERTON GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 31st December, 1872.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name.
45,157 John Stephens
45,158 Sam Fong
45,159 Paulina Petzcke
45,160 John Anderson
BUSINESS
2,503 Jane Mahony I
No. Name.
45,161 Ong Wah
45,162 Sam Que
45,163 Ali Wee.
LICENSES.
2,504  James  Lanham.
NORMANBY, MARENGO, AND MOUNT WYATT
GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 28th February, 1873.
ITIMERS' RIGHTS.
No. Naive. No. Name.
37,883 Thomas Murry 37,890 William Kurtze
37,884 John Connor 37,891 John Campbell
37,885 J. Auford 37,892 Charles Sarsou
37,886 James Robson 37,893 Thomas W. Mann
37,887 Svien Soulander 37,894 J. V. Saunders
37,888 Carl Newman 37,895 John C. Dawe.
37,889 Godfred Belzel
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 13th February, 1873.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
GOODS CLASSIFICATION.
'I ( OTICE is hereby given, that on and after the
I 17th instant, the Note at the foot of Agri-
cultural Class, Southern and Western Railway,
Goods Classification, viz., " Articles marked
thus- Minimum weight, 2 tons,' " will be altered
to read thus-" Articles marked thus, ` Minimum
weight, 10 cwt.' ; and carried at the convenience
of the Department. "
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland; 14th February, 1873.
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that the Public Accounts of the past
year (1872) shall be finally closed on the 31st
proximo.
All claims against the several Departments on
account of the year in question are to be rendered
to the proper officers, in time to enable the Vouchers
to be examined and paid before that date.
By Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above  are now  open at Allora,
Banana,  Beenleigh, Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla , Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Ipswich,
Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marlborough,
Maryborough, Milchester, Mount Perry, Murphy's
Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office (Brisbane),
Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Sthnthorpe, St.
George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest  will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the  remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be  made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 20th March, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
GIN GIN TO BUNDABERG.
T
ENDERS  will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until noon on MONDAY, the 12th day of
May next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and insu-
lators, and for all workmanship necessary for the
erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the Terms, General Cond_tions, and
Specifications appended hereto.
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From Gin Gin to Bundaberg, a distance of thirty
(30) miles, more or less.
The wire  and insulators  to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the Contractor at
Brisbane, about three months after the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price per mile for clearing and timber
work.
2. Price each for extra poles, where neces-
sary.
3. Price per foot for  extra -length poles,
where necessary.
4. Price  per mile for affixing insulators
and stretching wire.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within four (4) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will  be made  monthly, to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer ap-
pointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstanding
such report  and payment on account , the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other officer
appointed by him in that behalf, shall have full
power at any time afterwards, before final payment
shall be made, of rejecting and condemning any of
the work or  materials  in respect of which such re-
port and payments may have been made. The total
balance will be paid when the entire contract shall
have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government. The contractor may avail himself of
the facilities affbrded  by "The Electric Telegraph
Act "  for obtaining materials ,  on signing a bond in-
demnifying the Government against any claims for
compensation ,  arising from the action of the con-
tractor, and providing for any claims being paid by
the Superintendent from moneys due to the con-
tractor, if not otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other pro-
perty, caused by the erection of the line ;  also for
damage so caused to roads. And if such claims are
not defrayed ,  the Superintendent is authorised to
pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the ex-
ecution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the Queensland  Government  Gazette,'
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work remaining  to be done,  and.  to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements in
his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties f'or
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of con-
tract.
Attached to each Tender there  must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable  for the due  performance  of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking, in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within  ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a bond to Her Majesty
in a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of  twenty  (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away ,  and a good straight
bridle track ,  of not less than eight  (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing .  Any branches
overhanging from trees beyond the distance men-
tioned ,  which, in the judgment of the inspecting
officer,  might endanger the line, to be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by  the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway .  In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed ,  leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty  (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track .  Poles to
be heavy straight saplings, of the best description
of approved hardwood  (no spotted gum or Moreton
Bay ash being allowed ),  with the bark removed,
not less than nine (9) inches in diameter at five (5)
feet from the butt, and  five  (5) inches in diameter at
the  top,  and twenty -five (25)  feet in length; to be
carefu lly and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of six (6)  feet, and well coated
with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly bound
at one  (1) inch from its extremity with good hoop
iron, of not less than one  (1) inch wide .  The top
of each pole to be served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty -eight (88)
yards apart ,  unless  by  special permission, to be
sunk five  (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position ,  and well rammed with rubble
and earth .  At angles, or other places where re-
quired, struts ,  or supports of wood, to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulating pins  (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark ,  according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed  ;  the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one inch from the top of the
pple. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two posts shall not exceed two
(2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
All material used in the construction of this
work ,  or any part of it, to be of the best qualit yy
and, together with the workmanship ,  are to be sub-
ject to the final approval or rejection of the Su er-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or any  officer
appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
THOS. L. MTTRRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster -General' s Office,
Brisbane ,  25th February, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
SPRINGSURE  TO TAMBO.
TENDERS  will be received at the office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane ,  until noon  on MONDAY,  the 28th day of
April next ,  from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material ,  except wire and
insulators ,  an d for all workmanship necessary for the
erection  of the  undermentioned  line  of Telegraph,
according to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications appended  hereto.
From Springsure to Tambo, a distance of one
hundred and forty  (140) miles, more or less.
The insulators and wire to be supplied by the
Government ,  and delivered to the contractor at
Brisb an e, about three months after the notification
of the acceptance of the tender.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price per mile for clearing and timber work.
2. Price each for extra poles ,  where necessary.
3. Price per foot for extra length poles ,  3vliere
necessary.
4. Price per mile for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
The whole contract to be completed ,  and han ded
over to the Government ,  within nine  (9) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
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appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report, and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final
payment shall be made, of rejecting and condemn-
ing any of the work or materials in respect of
which such report and payments may have been
made. The total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Teleqraph Act "  for
obtaining materials, on signing a bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor, and
providing for any claims being paid by.the Super-
in  tendent from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences, or other
property, caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused.to roads; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to' pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums of money which may be due to the
contractor, together with all materials and imple-
ments in his possession on the ground, and all sums
of money, whether named in the bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract. Attached to each Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, and two responsible persons as sureties,
agreeing to be answerable for the due performance
of the contract within the time stipulated, in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and under-
taking in that event, that they will severally exe-
cute and deliver at the office of the Crown Solicitor,
in Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the notifica-
tion of the acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to
Her Majesty in a sum equal to twenty (20) per
cent. on the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle track, of not less than eight (8) feet in
width, to be left open within the clearing. Any
branches overhanging from trees beyond the dis-
tance mentioned, which, in the judgment of the
inspecting officer, might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the. original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings, of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted
gum or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the
bark removed, not less than nine (9) inches in
diameter at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5)
inches in diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25)
feet in length ; to be carefully and thoroughly
charred, from the base upwards, over a space of
six (6) feet, and well coated with the best coal tar ;
the top to be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its
extremity with good hoopiron, of not less than one
(1) inch wide. The top of each pole to be served
with a thick coating of white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles, or other places where required,
struts, or supports of wood, to be supplied, and
fixed as directed.
Insulating pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark, according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two posts shall not exceed two (2)
feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed, and
the wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
A ll  material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 25th February, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
ROMA. TO CIIARLEYILLE.
'`ENDERS will be received at the office of
the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon, on MONDAY, the 28th day
of April next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and
insulators, and for all workmanship necessary for
the erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications appended hereto.
From Roma to Charleville, a distance of one
hundred and ninety (190) miles, more or less.
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor at
Brisbane, about three months after the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender.
Tenders must state separately:-
1.  Price per mile for clearing and timber work.
2. Price each for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price per foot for extra-length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price per mile or affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government, within ten (10) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENFRAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstanding
such report and payment on account, the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other officer
appointed by him in that behalf, shall have full
power at any time afterwards, before final payment
shall be made, of rejecting and condemning any of
the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials, on 'signing a bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor, and
providing for any claims being paid by the Superin-
tendent from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property, caused by the erection of the  line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
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are not  defrayed, the Superintendent  is authorised
to pay  the same  from any  moneys  due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor  fail to proceed in the
execution  of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required  by the Govern-
ment, it shall be  in the power of the Government,
by a notice  in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate  the contract as far  as relates to the
work remaining  to be done, and to enforce the
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums of money  which may be due to the
contractor , together with  all materials  and imple-
ments in his possession  on the ground,  and all sums
of money, whether named in the bond to. be
entered into  by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties  for the  non-fulfilment  of the contract,
hall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be consideredas ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed  by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as  sureties, agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted  ;  and undertaking, in
that event, that they will severally execute and
deliver at  the office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane , within ten (10) days from the notification
of the  acceptance  of the Tender, a Bond to Her
Majesty  in a sum equal  to twenty (20) per cent. on
the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course  of the line to be marked out by the
contractor ,  under  the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle track,  of not less  than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the  clearing . Any branches
overhanging from trees beyond tYie  distance men-
tioned, which, in the judgment of the inspecting
officer, might endanger the line, to be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track. Poles
to be heavy straight saplings, of the best description
of approved hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton
Bay ash being allowed), with the bark removed, not
less than nine (9) inches in diameter at five (5)
feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in  diameter
at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to
be carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of six (6) feet, and well
coated with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly
bound at one (1) inch from its extremity with good
hoop iron, of not less than one (1) inch wide. The
top of each pole to be served with a thick coating
of white lead.
The poles to he not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed  in a perpen-
dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles, or other places where required,
struts, or supports of wood, to be supplied, and
fixed as directed.
Insulating pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark, according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two posts shall not exceed two
(2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every Information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 19th March, 1873.
1
THE following Resolution agreed to at the
recent Intercolonial Conference of the Aus.
tralasian Colonies held in Sydney is published
for general information.
It is also notified that the required notice, to
give effect to the  resolution ,  so far as Queensland
is concerned, has been forwarded by the  outgoing
mail for publication in the  Times  newspaper.
" XIV.-DISEASES IN STOCK.
" The Conference having taken into consideration
the great danger to which Australian live stock is
exposed from the importation of animals from
countries in which infectious diseases prevail, it
was resolved that it is expedient to prohibit, for
I the period of two years, the landing of cattle,
sheep, and pigs, from any places beyond the limits
of the Australasian, Colonies, and that such prohibi-
tion should take effect from and after the publica-
tion of a notice in the London  Times."
A. H. PALMER.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1873.
N
TOTICE is hereby given, that I intend,  in  con-
formity with the provisions of the ninety-
fifth section of  " The Real Property Act of  1861,"
on and after the 22nd day of April next, to dispense
with the production of duplicate Bill of Mortgage
No. 23,653, from  Simmons  Butler to  Bernard
Harris, of  Brisbane ,  over 2 acres  1 rood and 1
perch of  land, being subdivision  No. 1 of portion
No. 272, situated in the county of Stanley and
parish of North Brisbane, entered in the Register
Book, vol. 35, folio 177, and  will permit a memo-
randum of release  to be endorsed on the original
Bill of Mortgage now lying in this office ; such
endorsement , when so made and registered,  releasing
and discharging the land above described from the
charge created by such Mortgage as aforesaid-the
duplicate of such Mortgage, with release endorsed
thereon, having been destroyed in error.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
--- - - -
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1873.
NOTICE.
r THE Reverend DAVID PORTEUS, a Minister of
the United Methodist Free Church,  residing
in Brisbane , is duly registered  in this Office as a
Minister  authorised to celebrate  Marriages, in ac-
cordance  with the provisions of the Act 28 Vie.,
No. 15.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane , 14th March, 1873.
NOTICE.
INOTICE is  hereby given ,  that an error has
occurred in the Proclamation of Land Sale
to be held at Beenleigh ,  on the 2nd April next.
Lots 5 to 39 should have been proclaimed Suburban
Lots instead of Country.
And in Land Sale to be held at Gayndab, on
9th April next ,  Allotment 10 of Section 10 should
have been Lot 93 instead of 23.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868" (31 Victoria, No. 46) has been made for closing of the under-
mentioned  Road ;  and all  persons  who may consider their  interests  affected thereby , are required to
transmit  to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1 Robert McCready ... ...  I Reserved  road through portion 15... Darlington
A. B. P.
3 2 17
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th March, 1873.
IT is  hereby notified for general information , that  application under  the 27th  section of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868  " (31 Victoria, No. 46 ), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider  their  interests affected thereby, are required to
ransmit to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
t J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
Applicant.
A. Moodie ...
Situation.
... Reserved road through portion 17, from Bris-
bane road to crossing place on the Albert
River
Parish.
Wickham
Area.
A. R. P.
5 1 19
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th February, 1873.
T is hereby noti fied for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation  Act  of 1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46),  has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections , in writing,  within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. , Applicant.
1 George King ... ...
2 George  King ... ...
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO LIP, CLOSED.
Situation.
Road separating portions 23, 37, and
38, from portions 22 and 39, and a
reserve on Gowrie Creek ... ...
Road separating portions 16, 17, and
43, from portion 44, and Gowrie
pre-emptivo purchase No. 2, and a
reserve on Gowrie Creek ... ...
Parish. Area.
Isaac
Isaac ...
A. R. P.
40 1 23
26 1 26
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th February, 1873.
T is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation.
1 P. Thomson ... Roads separating portions 13, 14, 15,
and 16
2 Pollet Cardew ... ... Road separating portion 2 from por•
tion 4
3 W. M. Davidson ... ... Road separating portions 36 and 37
from portions 38 and 39
Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
Wivenhoo  7 1 16
Purga ...  1 2 0
Tinana 3 3 18
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 18th March, 1873.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-
seventh clause  of " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," the unexpired terms of the Leases of the
Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described, which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, will be
offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of A. Martin, Queen street,  Brisbane, on
TUESDAY, 22nd April, 1873, at Eleven o'clock.
The upset price per  square mile  at which each Run will be offered  is inserted  opposite to its name
in the appended Schedule, according to the estimated  area in each case ; and the  highest amount bid shall
be the annual  Rent for the unexpired period of the Leases ending as  stated in  the Schedule  annexed.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale, together  with the Survey Fee chargeable on each Run.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall be allowed  six months
to stock  the country ; failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon as
prescribed by the Act, the Lease may become cancelled.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE AT THE  AucTIoN Rooms of A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE, ON TUESDAY, 22ND APRIL,
1873, AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK, A.M.
Lot. Name of Run.
100
Date of
Expiration
of Lease.
U
Survey Fee
Payable.
b v
£ s. d.I£ s. d.
I Tomoo No. 2
2 Hoogarbunna
3 Eastern Creek
No. 1 ...
Description of Boundaries.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
60 This run is situated on the right bank of the
Mungullala Creek, adjoining the south boun-
dary of Scalby Run, and commencing at a gum-
tree marked 8 over broad-arrow by Mr. Com-
missioner  Austin, on the right bank of the said
creek, originally marked AJ ; is bounded on
the north by a west line two miles ; thence on
the west by a south line about fifteen miles ;
thence on the south by an east line about ten
(10) miles to Mungullala Creek at a tree
marked 1 at  Holojerring  Pool, recorded by Mr.
Commissioner Austin ; and thence by the
creek aforesaid upwards along the right bank
to the point of commencement... ... ...
25
17
This run is situated on both banks of the; I
Mungullala Creek, adjoining the south boun-
dary of Tomoo No. 1 Run on the left, and
the south boundary of Hoogarbunna Run on
the right bank of the  said creek , and com-'
mencing three-fourths of a mile north of or
abcve the tree marked XI over broad-arrow by
Mr. Commissioner Austin, on the right bank
of the creek ; is bounded on the north by an
east line six  miles  ;  thence on the  east by a
south line ton miles ; thence on the south by a
west line eleven  miles, crossing  the Mungullala
Creek ; thence on the west by a north line
about  seven miles  and a-half to the south
boundary of Hoogarbunna Run ; thence on the
north by that boundary  line east  six miles to
the box-tree marked I at Holojerring Pool in
the Mungullala Creek, and  crossing  the creek
to another similar marked  tree  on the left
bank, and thence by the left bank of that creek l
upwards about two miles and a-half to the 1890.
point of commencement ... ... ... 17 30 June...
Commencing at a spot fifteen chains east from a
tree marked 62 on Eastern or Bien Bien Creek,
thence on the north by a line east four hundred
chains ; thence on the east by a line south four
hundred and forty chains; thence on the south
by a line west three hundred and thirty chains;
thence on the west by a north line one hundred
and ninety chains ; thence again on the south
by a west line seventy chains ; then again on
the west by a north line two hundred and fifty
chains to the point of commencement .,, ...
0 10 0, 15 0 0
1890.
30 June... 0 10 0 1
1890.
17 30 June... 0 10 0
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MARANOA  DISTRICT - continued.
4 South Muc-
5
6
7
cadilla 25 Commencing at the east corner of the Muccadilla
Run, being a point in the south-west boundary
of the Yealbon South Run, said point being
six miles fifty-five chains west of a point on the
Balonne River, about eight chains below a tree
marked 53 on the survey of that river ; bounded
thence on the north-east by ks south-east line
five miles, said line being partly formed by a
portion of the south-west boundary of before-
named run ; thence on the south-east by a
south-west line about five miles, forming por-
tions of the north-west boundaries of the Tripoli
Back East and Tripoli Back Runs; thence on
the south-west by the north-east boundary of
last-named run, being a north-west line three
miles to the south-east corner of Tripoli Run ;
thence on the west by the east boundary of
last-named run, being a north line five miles to
the south boundary of Muccadilla Run ; and
thence on the north by a part of the  south
boundary of last-named run, being an east, line 1886.
to the point of commencement ... 13 30 June... 0 12 0 7 10 0
Ivanhoe ... 25 Commencin g on the right bank of the Maranoa
Eugun
Woodlawn
River at the east angle of Bona Vista Run,
and bounded thence on the north-west by al
south-west line three miles seventy chains ; I
thence on the south-west by a south-east line
five miles ; thence on the south-east by a north-
cast line four miles ten chains to the Maranoa
River two miles thirty-two chains south-easterly
of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over B
in triangle; thence by the right bank of the
Maranon River upwards to the point of com- , 1874.
meneement ... ... ... ... ... 1  ,  30 June... 0 12 0
50 Commencing at a myall-tree marked broad-arrow
over G in triangle at the west corner of Guy
Guy Run, and bounded thence on the south-
east by a north-east line four miles sixty-seven
chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over'',
GG in triangle; thence on the north-east by a,
north-west line a quarter of a, mile to a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over UG in triangle ;
thence again on the south-east by a north-east
line four miles twenty-four chains to a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over GK in triangle ;
thence again on the north-east by a  north-west,
line one mile and a quarter to a collitris-tree
marked broad-arrow over K in triangle ; thence
again on the south-east by a north-east line two
miles  five  chains to an apple-tree  marker,
broad-arrow over E in triangle ; thence again
on the north-east by a north-west line fouri
miles eight chains ; thence on the north-west
by a south-west line eleven miles sixteen chains;
thence on the south-west by a south-east linei
five miles forty-eight chains to the marked tree 1890.
hereinbefore first described ... ... ... 1 17 30 June...
25 Commencing at the south-west corner of Moombah
Run, which is a spot situated about two miles
and ten chains south from a tree on right bank
of the Mooni River marked broad-arrow B over,
A by Mr. Commissioner Boyle, as the upper
boundary of Durin Dunn Run ; and bounded
on the north by an east line about five miles
forty-six chains from aforesaid spot along they
south boundary  of .Moombah Run  to its south-
east corner ; thence on the east by a south line
about eight miles seventy-eiglit chains ; thence
on the south by a west line about five miles
forty-six chains ; thence on the west by a north
line eight miles and seventy-eight chains to the
spot first described at the north-west corner .. 3
I
1876.
31 Dec....
0 12 0
0 12
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8 South Wood-
lawn ... 25
MARANOA DISTRICT- continued.
Commencing at a box-tree marked broad- arrow
over SW in triangle at south-west corner of
Woodlawn Run, and bounded thence on the
north by an  east line  nine miles, part of which
forms the south boundary of the Woodlawn
Run ; thence on the east by a south line
five miles twelve chains to a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over W in triangle ; thence on the
south by a west line nine miles to a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over U in triangle at the
south corner of Umah Run ; thence on the
west by a north line five miles twelve chains to 1890.
the marked tree hereinbefore first described ... 17 30 June... 0 12 0
9 Heazelmount  50 Commencing at a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over U in triangle at the south corner of the
Umah Run, and bounded thence on the west by
a south line eleven miles and a quarter ; thence
on the south by an east line eight miles and
three-quarters ;  thence on the east by a north
line eleven miles and a quarter to a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over G in triangle; thence,
on the north by a west line eight miles and
three-quarters to the marked tree hereinbefore
first described 31}
BURKE DISTRICT.
1876.
31 Dec.... 012 0
10 Fairlight
No. 1 ... 66 Commencing  at the south-west corner of the Cum-
berland Run, and bounded thence on the south
by a line bearing west about thirteen miles fifty-
six chains  to the right bank of the Flinders
River at a  spot twenty-four chains in a direct
li ne below a  tree on the, left bank of that river
marked XLV ; thence by the right bank of
that river downwards to the west boundary of
Telemon Run ; on the west by that boundary
bearing north one mile sixty-eight chains to the
south boundary of Fairlight No. 2 Run ; on the
north by portion of the south boundaries of
Fairlight No. 2 and No. 3 Runs bearing east
about nineteen miles eight chains to the north-
west corner of Cumberland Run ; and on the
east by the west boundary of that run, being a'
line bearing south and passin=g through a spot
eight chains east of a tree on the right bank of
Bett's Gorge Creek, marked XVII, and cross-
ing that creek five miles to the point of cony 1879.
mencement ... ... ... ... ... 612 31 Dec.... 0 10 01 25 10 0
11 Denbeigh
No. 1 ... 46
12 Manfred ... 25
21 0 0
wards to the point of commencement ... ... 7 30 June... -0 10 0 14 8 0
Commencing on the north boundary of Fairlight
No. 3 Run at a spot five miles west of its north-
eastern corner ; bounded on the west by the
east boundary of Denbeigh No. 2 Run, being a
line bearing north seven miles ; on the north
by a' line bearing east, crossing Bett's Gorge
Creek at a tree on the left bank marked V near
where a road crosses that creek ten miles ; on
the east by a line bearing south seven miles ;
and on the south by a line bearing west, a
portion of which is a part of the north boun-
dary of Fairlight No. 3 Run, passing through a
spot forty chains south of a tree on the left
bank of Bett's Gorge Creek, and crossing that 1879.
creek ten miles to the point of commencement 6} 31 Dec.... 0 10 0
Commencing on the south-west bank of the Flin-
ders River at a point forty chains above a
tree marked broad-arrow over XXXIII ; and
bounded thence on the north-west by a line,
being a portion of the south-east boundary of
Lara Run, bearing south-west six miles ; on
the south-west by a line bearing south-east
eight miles ; on the south-east by a line bearing
north-east seven miles to the Flinders River at
a point ten chains below a tree marked broad-
arrow over XLIII, being also the northern
corner of Chillon Run ; and on the north-east
by the left bank of the Flinders River down- 1880.
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BURKE  DISTRICT- continued.
13 Ginbar ... 44 Commencing on the east bank of the Saxby River
at a point thirty chains below a tree marked
broad-arrow over 31 over E, being on the
southern boundary of Sturt Plains Run; and
bounded thence partly on the north by a line
bearing east four miles forty chains ; on the
east by a line bearing south ten miles to they
northern boundary of Corella Run; on the
south by a line passing fifteen chains south of
a tree marked broad-arrow over 36 over E, and
crossing  the Saxby River, bearing west eight
miles ; on the west by a line bearing north ten
miles to the south boundary of Start Plains Run;
and again on the north by a line bearing east
three miles forty chains to the point of com-
mencement ... ... ... ... ... 61
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
£ s. d.
1879.
31 Dec....  0 10 0 24 0 0
14 Newburgh
No. 2 ... 39 Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow over
15 Malmesbury
16 Corriesdale
17 Channin No.
1 ...
XIII on Yates' Creek, being also the north-
western corner of the Wando Vale Run,
bounded thence on the east by the western
boundary of that run and a prolongation
thereof, being a south line fourteen  miles ;
thence on the south by a west line three miles
and a-half ; thence partly on the west by a
north line two miles to Yates' Creek at a point
near  its head where there is a tree marked
broad-arrow XXX; bounded thence again on
the west and north-west by the said creek 1876.
downwards to the point of commencement ... 3 31 Dec....  0 12 0 13 4 0
33 Commencing  at the north-eastern corner of the
Chance Hays Run, and bounded thencei
on the east by a north line four miles sixty
chains, being part of the western boundary of
the Red Bluff Run ; thence on the north-east
by a north- west line  four miles and a-half ;
thence on the north-west by a south-west line
to the eastern corner of the Maryvale Run, and
by the south-eastern boundary of that run,
being a continuation thereof, ten miles ; thence
on the south-west by a south- east line  one mile
and a-quarter to the northern boundary of the
Chance Hays Run ; and thence on the south
by that boundary easterly to the point of com-, 1877.
mencement  ... ... ... ... 4' 31 Dec.... 0 15 0
37 Commencing on the right bank of the Burdekin
River, near the confluence of Fletcher's Creek
with that river, about a quarter of a mile north-
east from a tree marked broad-arrow over XXII ;
and bounded thence on the east by a south
line five miles ; thence on the south by a west
line eight miles forty-eight chains; thence on
the west by a north line eight miles, crossing
Fletcher's Creek and passing through a point
sixteen chains east from a tree marked broad-
arrow over XII to the Burdekin River ; and
thence on the north by said river downwards
to the point of commencement ... ... ...
WARREGO DISTRICT.
25 Commencing at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow
over XVII in triangle on left bank of the
Channin Creek, in about latitude twenty-four
degrees fifty minutes south, being also the
marked tree described as the starting point for
Channin No. 2 Run, bounded thence on the
east by a south line two miles seventy-six
chains ; thence on the south by a west line five
miles to the Channin Creek, at a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over XVI in triangle;
thence by a continuance of the west line one
mile and a-quarter further went ; thence on the
£ s. d.
Surv ey Fes
Payable
1890.
17 30 June... 0 15 0
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WARREGO  DISTRICT -continued.
north by an east line six miles and a-quarter ;
thence again on the east by a south line one mile
four chains to the marked tree hereinbefore
first described ... ... ... ... ...
18 Woura ... 25
west by a north line four miles ; thence on the
Commencing at a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over XII in triangle on the right bank of the
Warrego River; bounded thence east seven
miles ; thence north six miles ; thence west
seven miles ; and thence south six miles to the
point of commencement... ... ... ...
m m
y
N m
c1
LL
£ s. d.
Survey Fee
Payable.
£ e. d.
1890.
17 30 June... 0 12 0
1890.
17 30 June... 0 12 0
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
19 Currajong ... 25 Commencing at the south corner of the Bloom-
field Run ; bounded thence on the north-cast
by the south-west boundaries of Bloomfield
and Coorah Runs, being a line bearing north
sixty degrees west about eight miles and ten
chains to the south corner of Kynebil Run and
the east corner of Yan Yan Gurt Run ; thence
on the north-west by the south-east boundary
of last-named run, being a south-west line
about five miles sixty chains ; thence on the
south-west by a line bearing about south
fifteen degrees east to the west corner of the
Carnangarra Run ; thence by the north-west
boundary of last-named run to its northern
extremity ; thence by part of the north-east
boundary of said Carnangarra Run about
three m iles forty chains ; thence by a line
bearing north thirty degrees cast to the point 1876.
of commencement ... ... ... 31 31 Dec.... 0 12 0
20 Bloom field 25 Commencing  on the Cooroorah Creek, at the junc-
tion of Burregura  Creek, and bounded thence
on the south-east by a line bearing north
thirty degrees east five miles, being  a portion
of the north-western boundary of Woodlands
Run; thence  on the north by a line bearing
west fourteen degrees north four miles thirty
chains ; thence on the north-west by a line
bearing south  thirty degrees west seven miles
forty chains,  crossing  Cooroorah Creek at a
tree marked  broad-arrow over K over IX in
triangle ;  thence on the south-west by a line
bearing south sixty degrees east four miles
twenty chains ; and thence again on the south-
east by a line bearing north thirty degrees
east three miles  forty-eight chains to the point
of commencement  ... ... ... ... 17
21 Wieambilla
I
I890.
30 June...
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
23 Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at the junction of Wieambilla or Wieon-
billa Creek, and bounded thence on the north by
the left bank of said river downwards for about
384 chains in a direct line bearing about west
fifteen degrees north to the north-east corner of
the Picurdah Run ; thence by a south line along
the east boundary of last-mentioned run about
four and a-half miles to the watershed separat-
ing the waters of Sandy or Charley's Creek
and Wieambilla or Wieonbilla Creek from those
of Rocky and Cooloomalee Creeks ; thence on
the south by an east line along part of the north
boundary of the Upper Wieambilla Run about
580 chains to the left bank of Wieambilla or
Wieonbilla Creek at a point about seventy chains
above or up the creek from a tree on the opposite
bank marked broad-arrow over K ; and thence
from last-mentioned point on the north-east
by the left bank of last-mentioned creek down- 1884.
wards to the point of commencement ... .. 11 30 June...
0 12 0' 25 16 O
0 15 0 6  18,
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DARLING DOWNS  DISTRICT -continued.
22 Ula Ula East 30 Commencing at the mouth-west corner of the
Gayndell South Run,  being a  spot situated one
hundred and ten chains south of a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over DDM on the right
bank of the Moonie River, denoting the boun-
dary between the pastoral districts of Darling
Downs and Maranoa ; and bounded thence on
the west by a line bearing south five mills
along said district boundary ; thence on the
south by a line bearing east ten miles ; thence
on the east by a line bearing north five miles to
the south- east  corner of the Gayndell South
Run ; thence on the north by south boundary
of said run bearing west  ten miles  to the point 1883.
of commencement ... .. ... ... 10 30 June... 0 15 0 15 0 0
23 Palmy Creek 26 Commencing on the right bank of Blythe's Palmy
or Undulla Creek opposite the junction of
Brigalow Creek, and bounded thence on the
east by a line bearing north passing through a
spot twenty-five chains east of a gum-tree on
the right bank of first-mentioned creek, marked
broad-arrow over U over XIV, about four  hun-
dred and sixty chains ; on the north by a line
bearing west about three hundred and thirty
chains to the Condamine River ; thence by the
left bank of that river downwards to the junc-
tion of Blythe's Palmy or Undulla Creek ; and
thence by the right bank of that creek upwards 1885.
to the point of commencement... ... ... 12 30 June... 0 15 0 10 16 0
24 Blythland... 31 Commencing on the right bank of Blythe's Palmy
or Undulla Creek opposite the junction of
Brigalow Creek, and bounded thence on the
west by a north line passing through a point
twenty-five chains east of a gum-tree on the
right bank of first-mentioned creek marked
broad-arrow over U over XIV about 460
chains ; thence on the north by an east line
along portions of the south boundaries of the
Mya ll  Grove and Bentland Runs about 795
chains ; thence on the east by a south line
about 215 chains to the right bank of Blythe's
Palmy or Undulla Creek at a point about
twenty chains east of a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over U over XXVIII ; thence on the
south by the right bank of last-named creek 1884.
downwards to the point of commencement ... 11 30 June... 0 15 0 12 6 0
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of  " The Real  Property Act of  1861."  Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land.
18 perches, being subdivision A of allotment 1 of
section 12, parish and town of North Brisbane,
county of Stanley
2 roods, being allotment 4 of section 2, parish and town
of Warwick, county of Merivale
3 roods 23,.x„ perches, being subdivisions 5 and 6 of
eastern suburban allotment 45, parish of North Bris-
bane, county of Stanley
Date of
Expiration
of Lease.
Date within which  a Caveat
may be  lodged.
Robert Ramsay, as attorney 15th April, 1873.
for Arthur Hodgson, mort-
gagee exercising power of
sale
Charles Stafford Miles ... 22nd April, 1873.
Joshua Peter Bell, acting in Ditto.
the name and on behalf of
the Moreton  Bay Savings
Bank , as mortgagee exer-
cising power of sale
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Crown  Lands Office,
Brisbane, 18th March 1873.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-
I seventh  clause  of  " The Pastoral Leases Act  of 1869," and of the Regulations of the 27th May,
1870, established under said Act, relating to the Sale by Auction of Forfeited or Vacated Runs, the
boundaries of which have not been defined by actual survey, the unexpired terms of the Leases of Un-
surveyed Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described, which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise,
will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of Arthur Martin, Queen street, Bris-
bane, on TUESDAY, 22nd April, 1873, at Eleven o'clock, a.m.
The right,  title, and interest  of the pr evious  Lessee in the unexpired Lease of each of the Runs
will only be sold ; and the Government will not hold themselves  responsible  for the correctness of the
area or boundaries  of any Unsurveyed Runs so offered.
The upset price per square  mile at  which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name
in the appended Schedule, according to the estimated  area in  each  case;  and the highest amount bid
shall be the annual Rent for the unexpired period of the Leases, ending as stated in the Schedule
annexed.
Sale.
A Deposit of the whole  amount bid ,  being the  first year' s rent , will have to be  paid at  the time of
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall be allowed six
months to stock the country ; failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon,
as prescribed by the Act, the Lease may become cancelled.
Full information respecting the boundaries and situation of the Runs, so far as is known, may be
obtained by application to the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE AT THE AUCTION ROOMS OF  A. MARTIN,  QUEEN STREET ,  BRISBANE ,  ON TUESDAY ,  22ND APRIL,
1873,  AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK, A.M.
Lot.
Available Area
Name of Run. District .  in Square
Miles.
Unexpired Term Date of Expiration of
of Lease.  Lease.
Upset Price
per Square
Mile.
£ s. d.
*1 Recruit  ... ...  South Kennedy  25  7,i, years  ...  31st December, 1880 0 10 0
2 Glenmore  ... ... „ ...  25  81 11 31st December, 1881 0 12 0
3 Kulkabuc .. ..  25  5} 31st December, 1878 0 12 0
4 Moray Downs No. 1  25 0 12 6
5 Moray Downs No. 2  48 0 12 0
6 Moray Downs No. 31 25 51 , 0 12 0
7 Retreat Valley ... North Kennedy 40 7  3Cth June, 1880 .. 0 12 0
8 Widgeeoara ... ...  Warrego ,,, 25 20  30th June, 1893 0 12 0
9 Kyearing  East ...  „ 25 74  31st December, 1880  0 15 0
10 Podmore East ...  „ 25  7'1 „ 0 15 0
11 Alicia „ 25 7 „  30th Time, 1880  0 12 0
12 Alma ... ... Burke 25 81 „ 31st  December, 1881  0 10 0
13 Mount Little ... „ 38  64 „ ... 31st December, 1879 !  0 10 0
14 Little Saxby Plains... „ 25 61  11
.
0 10 0
15 Adder Creek Leichhardt 39 2  30th June, 1875 ..  0 10 0
16 Smallberry ... ... Mitchell 50 19  30th June, 1892 ..  0 15 0
17 Stuart Downs ... „  25 19  11 0 15 0
18 Tregoning No. 1 ... Maranoa 25 71  31st December, 1880 0 12 0
Noss .- The Run marked * is situated on the west side of Mistake or Gordon's Creek, to the north of Blue Mountain Peak
No. 3 Run.
When the  Survey of tile foregoing Runs is effected, the Purchasers of the interest in the unexpired terms of lease or their
Assignees ,  will have to defray the cost, at the rate of  6s.  per square mile, on the gross area.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 19th March , 1,873.
ROAD TRUST.
P URSUANT  to the Advertisement issued from  this Office,  dated 21st  January, 1871, it is hereby
notified that the following Road Board has been approved  for the Road  speci fied hereunder.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RaglanDavid Wilton .,,Rockhampton to Raglan ...
Langmorn- Creed ...
Archer's Cattle  StationE. Cross ..,
Po rt ion of Road. Trustees. Where Residing. Occupation.
Grazier
Ditto
Ditto.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane,  18th March, 1873.
NEW ROAD- FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a ne.v Road fro m Westbrook Homestead Area, to portion 9, parish of Westbrook , county
of Aubigny, Notice  is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of the  Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11,  and now in force in this Colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line
of Road  above-mentioned ,  are now deposited at the  Office  of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane, and at
the Police Office ,  Drayton  ;  and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing,
to the  Clerk  of the Executive Council ,  within one month from this date ,  any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-628-W. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM WESTBROOK HOMESTEAD  AREA,  TO PORTION 9, PARISH OP
WESTBROOK ,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THE ACT
OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No.
1
3
Portion of Road.
Commencing on the weste rn
bounda ry  of port ion 3, pa rish
of Westb ro ok ,  and running
about east -by-south to its
easte rn  bounda ry
Commencing at the western
bounda ry  of portion 7, parish
of Westb ro ok ,  and running
about east-by-south to its
easte rn  boundary
Commencing at the western
bounda ry  of portion 8,  parish
of Westb ro ok ,  and running
about east -by-south to its
eastern boundary
Reputed Owner .  Occupier.  Bea ri ngs . Length Breadth Area .  Remarks.in Chains .  of Road.
chs. Iks. ch .  Iks. A. a. r.
The Crown  ...  Held under panto- N. 101°  8' E. 15 0 0 160 110 2 231 Open for-
ral lease  by N. 100° 55' E. i 40 0 est. En-
McLean and N.100° 45' E. 15  e3 tire south
Befit boundary
fenced.
The Crown
The Crown
I
Held under pasto- N. 100° 40' E. 11 44 70 0 150
ral lease by
McLean and
Beit
... Held under pasto-  N.  100° 25' E.
ral lease by N. 1001  WE.
McLean and
Beit
20 0 0 150
20 52
6 2 321 Unim-
proved
forest
land.
6 0 124 Unim-
ovedp} rmeat
f
ridges.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  15th March, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
1 H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Warwick to Ipswich, through Glengallan Pre-em Nos. 59, 60,
61, 62, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this Colony., a Plan and Book of Reference, shewing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police  Office,
Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the
Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to
the formation  of the  Road in question.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Boos OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM WARWICK TO IPSWICH, THROUGH GLENGALLAN  PRE-EMPTIVEs
Nos. 59 to 62,  PARISHES  OF GLENGALLAN AND DEUCHAR, COUNTY OF MEBIVALE ;  TO BE  PROCLAIMED
AS A. PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
N o. Portion  of Road. Reputed Owner.
1 Commencing at Free- Marshall and
stone Creek B ridge, in Denchar
Glengallanpre -emptive,
61, and running north-
easterly and  northerly
to its northe rn  boun-
dary
2 Commencing at the
southern boundary of
pre-emptive  60, Glen-
11 R da a unon
Ditto
-n ,  an rI g
ning north - north-
westerly and north-
easterly to its northern
boundary
3 Commencing at the Ditto
southern boundary of
Glengailan pre -emptive
59, and runnhtgnorth-
easterly to its easte rn
boundary
4 A triangular portion Ditto
out of the  north-west
corner of pre-emptive
62,
Occupier. Bearings.
Unoccupied  ... N. 360° E.
32° 11'
360°
ditto ... 360-
340o
320°  45'
332° 30'
352°
16° 48'
ditto ...
ditto ...
16° 48'
28°
32° 11'
Length Breadth
in Chains. of Area.
Road.
ohs. Iks. A. a. P.
3 10  12  chains 9 3 14
36 20
20 76
7 24
6 00
00
22 33
12 83
16 02
25 98
44 37
1 94
Remarks.
Unimp ro ved forest
land,
2 chains 17 3 38 Unimp ro ved forest
land; road outside
Glengallan boun-
dary fence.
2  chains 13 2 16 Unimproved land,
lightl y timbered
with  aplfle.
0 0 13 Black soil open
ridge.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th March, 187 3.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the under-mentioned Articles are in the custody of the Lost Property
Department, Southern and Western Railway, as lost property.
Owners can obtain the  same  on application to the Traffic Manager, Ipswich, and paying costs.
If not released on or before SATURDAY, the 19th April next, they will be sold by public auction,
to defray expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF LOST PROPERTY ON HAND AT IPSWICH STATION, 31ST DECEMBER 1872.
Date. Station and Place. Where Found.  Description of Goode.
1872.
27 June ... ... First-class , No. 3 down ... Ipswich 1 pocketbook,  no name
11 July ... ... Second- class,  ditto ... ditto 1 walking stick
15 July ... ... First- class,  ditto ... ditto  1 piece sample coal-
„ ... On line ... ... ditto  1 felt hat
9 May ... ... ditto ... ... GFrandchester 1 drab felt hat
23 July ... ... Platform ... ... Ipswich 1 tin billy, 1 pint pot, 1 knife
24 July ... ... No. 3 down train... ... ditto 1 bag containing 2 neckties,ll piece of
flannel
28 July ... ... On line ... ... Walloon  1 black hat
30 July ... ... No. 3 down train ... Ipswich  2 plates
First- class, No. 3 down ... ditto 1 book, Artemus Ward among the
Fenians
1 August Second- class waiting room  ditto ... 1 parasol
8 August On line ... Gatton ... 1 felt hat
10 August Second- class, No . 1 up ... Dalby 1 jacket
ditto ... ... ditto ... 1 paper parcel containing  sample sugar
21 September Booking  office ... ... Warwick ... 1 lady's bag containing paper, pins,
tacks, cotton, &c.
,,
ditto " ... ... ditto 1 lady's  parasol
ditto ... ... ditto 1 child's cape
„ ... ditto ... ... ditto 1 scarf
15 September ... On line ... ... Laidley 1 hat
16 September ... ditto ... ... Helidon ditto
21 September ... ditto ... ... Dalby 1 parcel containing hair brush,  flannel
shirt
7 October ... ditto Murphy's Creek ... 1 hat
19 September ... Second- class,  No. 3 down Ipswich ... 1 tin dish
26 September ... On platform ...  ditto ... 1 piece wood, part of banjo
„ ... ditto ...  ditto 1 package containing  clothing
10 Septtmber ... ditto ditto 1 parasol
24 September ... First-class , No. 4 down Ipswich ... 1 black coat
8 October ... ditto ... ditto ... 1 black cape
27 September ... Break van ... ditto ... 1 paper parcel containing clothing
5 November ... Victoria Tunnel ... G}randchester ... 1 felt hat
19 August ... First- class, 4 down  Ipswich ... 1 bottle
30 October ... Platform .. ditto ... 1 empty bag
12 October ... Second-class, 4 down ditto ... 1 lady's bag containing 3 pipes
29 August ... Second- class carriage  Dalby 1 swag
4 November ... Second-class, 2 up ditto ... 1 bundle-2 straw hats
15 November ... 04 line ... Allora ... 1 felt hat
26 November ... ditto ...  Cli fton ... 1 black cloth cap
22 November ... On platform  Oakey Creek 1 black coat
28 November ... On line ... Laidley 1 black hat
6 December ... ditto ... Ipswich ... 1 felt hat
16 December ... Platform ... Grandchester ... 1 lady's black straw hat
9 De cember ... ditto ... Ipswich .., 1 parcel  containing  pair  goloshes and
arcels of  sam les of su ar
14 December ... Second-class, 4 down  ditto
p p g
1 knife
13 December ... ditto Helidon 1 feeding bottle
... Platform . .. Ipswich 1 hat
12 December ... On station . .. Laidley 1 ditto
21 December ... ditto . .. Ipswich 1 parcel  containing clothing
23 December ... ditto . ..  ditto 1 pin cushion
21 December ... ditto . .. ditto 1 umbrella
31 December ... On line . .. He lidon 1 cabbage-tree hat
el- ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
1 small  felt hat
1 cloth cap
26 December ... ditto . .. Walloon 1 child's boot
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.LIST Of UNCLAIMED  GOODS on hand,  IPSWICH STATION, 31st DECEMBER, 1872:-
Date. Name. Station from Station to Description of Goods.
-1871.
25 April O'Malley ... Toowoomba ... W:trwick One swag containing clothing.
1872.
28 Nov. Unknown ... Ipswich... ... ditto ... I One bag sugar RS over W.*
3 June Scarborough Toowoomba Ipswich... ... One hag containing clothing.
7 July Bradley ... Toowoomba ... Warwick "" ... One bag containing lucerne.
Toowoomba ... Quantity of bark-about  2 tons. t
... ...
One case cartridges-Warwick.
NOTE.-This bag of sugar was found in the Warehouse, at Warwick, after the late Station Master had left, when checking off
goods on hand with entries in books.
t No-s .Thn bark has been lying in the Toowoomba yard for twelve months ; received without Cousigument Note on the under.
standing, as is said, that it was only a portion of the consignment. Agents of sender have been communicated with, but nothing
satisfactory inreply.  We  advised.
THE following
 Svxxsux of OBSERVATIo s taken at the METEOROLOGICAL
 STATION, BRISBANE , during the Month
General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland , 1st March, 1873.
of JAN1rARY, 1873, is published for general information.
By His Excellency 's Command,
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR,  Postmaster-General.
•
SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT BRISBANE, DURING THE MONTH OF JANUARY, 1873.
LATITUDE,  270 28' 3 "  S.;  LONGITUDE,  1530 16 '  15" E. HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN  SEA LEVEL . 140 FEET ; DIZTANCB FROM  SEA-COAST,  10 MILES.
BAROMETER.
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Summary of January, 1873
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Shade Temp .,
 75.2 degrees .  Rain fell on 18 days.
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The weather has been cooler than usual du ri ng the month ;  the mean shade temperature ,  75.2°, being 2.4° under the average of this month for the previous ten years ,  and 2.5° under the previous three years .  The highest readings in shade.
85 0°, were on the 2nd and 6th; the lowest on grass, 48.0°, was on the morning of the 21st. The mean barometric readings have been above the average of the month  ;  the highest ,  80.207, was at 9 p.m. on the 26th, and the lowest ,  29.6744  at 3 p.m. on the
13th. Rain fell on 18 days ; the total fall, 4.67 inches ,  being 2,50 under the average .  The maximum fall during 24 hours, 2.43 inches ,  was on the 10th .  For fu rt her information as to the rainfall of the Colony, see general summary published monthly in the
Mean
78.7
767
19
13
837
8.79
492„ 77.7 11
81.7 11
769  16
Total Rainfall ,  4.67 inches .  Evaporation ,  6'410 inches .  Elect ri cal Observations - 41 Positive ;
6
3-3
10
6.9
2 4
Prevailing Winds, B.E.
N.E.11
S.E., N.E.
N.E., W.
Government  G azette.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1873.
HE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK OF iEW SOUTH WALES, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND,  during theT Quarter from 1st OCTOBER to 31st
 DECEMBER, 1872, is published in conformity with the third clause of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
H. H. MASSIF,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK  of NEW SOUTH  WALES, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, taken from the several Weekly
Statements, during the Quarter from the  1st OCTOBER  to 31st  DECEMBER, 1872.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation f Not bearing Interest ...
Z Bearing Interest ...
Bills in Circulation Not bearing Interest
...Bearing Interest
Balances due to other Banks ...
Deposits ............... 5N of bearing Interest ...
I Bearing Interest .,.
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
.........
315,997 18
156,718 8
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ...
Rate of the
 last  Dividend declared to the Shareholders ...
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ... ...
...
...
...
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
Brisbane, 21st March, 1873.
I, Edward Denny Day, make
above Bank, during the period specified ;
Wales, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
62,500 0 0
333,333 6 8
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ...
Gold and Silver, in Bullion and Bars ... ...
Landed Property ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks ... .. ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets...
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
125,699 7 7
34,738 0 6
21,533 8 7
5,183 9 0
5,701 3 1
474,186 8 4
£
 667,041  17  1
EDWD. D. DAY, Assistant Manager.
JN. CRIBB, Accountant.
oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the
and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South
EDWD. D. DAY.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this 21st day of March, 1873.
HENRY  SCOTT, Justice of the Peace.
78,405 0 0
5,544 16 10
8
0 472,716 6 8
£ 556,666 3 6
1,000,000 0 0
122 per  cent. per annum
£ s. d.
I, the undersigned, being 'the Assistant Manager of the
 BANK OF  Naw SOUTH WALEs, do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, section 9,
the sum of £588 Os. 9d., for the duty after the rate of £3 per cent. per annum upon the sum of £78,405, being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money
value of the notes in circulation of the said Bank in the Colony of Queensland, according to the annexed return.
Dated this 21st day of March, 1873. EDWD. D. DAY.
TIME TABLE,
Commissioner
 for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1872.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY, 9th September, 1872, the following Time
Table  will come into operation  until further notice.
IPSWICH,
 TOOWOOMBA, DALBY ,  AND WARWICK.
11
From I Too-
Ipswich .  woomba.
8
49
69
69
78
82.36
85
STATIONS.
Ipswich ... .•. ...
Walloon ... ... .••
Rosewood .,. ...
Western Creek
•.
.
Grandchester ( ar ri vedepart
Victoria Tunnel •.. ...
Laidley ...
Gatton ...
Helidon ..• (arrive1 depart
.., Murphy's Creek I
arrive
depart
.,. Highfields •.. ...
...  Toowoomba  .., arrive
€ depart
Mahoney's Gate
7 Gowrie Junction  ...  arrive
85 7 Gowrie Junction depart
901 12* For Williams' Camp ...
94 16 Westbrook Crossing... ...
102 24  Cambooya ... ...
109 31 Emu Creek Siding ... ...
118 40 King's Creek ... ..• •..
120 42  } Clifton ... ... ..
131 53 Allora
140 62 Lyndhurst Road .., ...
143 65 Warwick ... ,.. ..,
86 ... Gowrie  Junction  ...  depart
90 ... Gowrie ... .. ...
A.M.
10.0
10.28
A
A
*11.8
11.12
A
11.49
12.18
12.53
1.8
*1.48
1.52
2.44
3.32
4.5
B
No. I,  No.2, ( No. 3,
Goode. Mixed.  Mixed.
A.M.
*8.30
9.22
10.10
97 ... Oakey Creek ... ... ... ...
106 ... Jondaryan  ... ... ... ...
114 ... Bowenvi ll e  . ... ... ...
127 ... Blaxland ' s Siding  ... ,.. •..
130 ... Dalby ,..  •.. •,. ...
LP TRAINS.
No. 4,
Goods.
A.Y. P.M.
10.50
B
*11.16
2.7
2.59
3:47
No. 5,
Mixed.
No.
 6,
Mixed.
Y1LE8.
STATIONS.
Pro m From No.1,
Dalby .  Warwic k.  Goods.
P.M. P.M.
.4
3
A A 16 •..
A A 24
5.47 33
.., 5.51 40 ...
A A 45 ...
... 6.28
... 6.57 ... ..
... 7.32 ... 3
... 7.47 ... 12
23
,.. 8.27 ... 25
... 9.19 ... 34
10-7  ... 41
3.55 ... ... 49
52;
... ,.. 58
... 50.46
*11.26  ...  4.20
A ... A
A ... A
... 12.25 ... 520
... A A
1.18 ... 6 .13 ...
128  ...  *6.23 ...
2.5 ... 7.0
... 245 ... 740 ...
4.30
6.8 ...
5-38
A •.. ...
A ...
6.50
81
92
101
105
109
112
118
122
130
* Trains meet here.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
DOWN  TB,AINS.
No. 3. No.3. I 8o.1 No.  L No. 6
M1xed.  Mixed.  Mixed.  Goods.  Mixed,
A.H. A.Y. A.Y. A.Y.  A.Y.  P.M.
Dalby ... ... ... ... ... JI  8.40 •.. ...
Blaxland's Siding  ... ..• ..•  A. ••• ...
Bowenville
 ... ... ... ••. •••  ••• A ••• ••
Jondaryan
 ... ... ... ... ... ...
 9.68 .. ...
Oakey Creek ... ... ... ... ... •.. 10.80 ... ...
Gowrie ... ... ... ... A ..• ...
Gowrie Junction ... arrive  ... ... ... ..• ..•
Warwick .,. ... ... ...  8.5 5.5
L dhurst Road A A ... A
Allora 845 .. 5.46
*B 289 22 ... ...Clifton ... ... ... ... ...
King ' s Creek  .
 ...
 ... ... ...
 9.32 ... ... 6 133
Emu Creek Siding
 ... ... ••• •••  A A ... A
Cambooya ... ... ... ... •..  1025 .., .•. 7.26
Westbrook Crossing ... ... ••• A A ... A CAS
For Williams' Camp... .. ••• ••• A A ... A
Gowrie Junction
 ...  arrive  I .., ... ...
Mahoney's Gate
 ... ... • • •  B ... ... B
Gowrie Junction  ... depart *11.25  *11.16 ... 8.26
arrive 11.55 11 .44 ... 8.56Toowoomba {
 depart 6 .30 6.50 . ..  12.4 11.50 ...
Highfields
 ... .. ...  7.20 7.40 ... 12.54 12.40 ...
Murphy ' s Creek 1  arrive 8.10 .. ... 1.44 1.30 :::jdepart I *8.30 *1.48
Helidon „• arrive ,.. 9.10 ... 2.28 ... ,..depart  ! ...  9.25 ,,. 2.43
Gatton ... ...
 ...
...  10-0  ,..  3-18  .,, ,..
Laidley 10.29 ... 3.47 ..... .
Victoria Tunnel ... ... A ... A ...
arriveGrandchester
€ *11'8 A-96depart
Western Creek
 ... : i ... A ... A
A ARosewood
Walloon 11.49  *5-8
,., Ipswich ... ... ... ... 12.17 ...  5.36 I .,, I ...
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
Nor.-The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can
only do so  by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
(B.) The Nos .  2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down Trains only, will ,  for the present ,  stop at this Crossing, subject to the foregoing regulation.
Goods Trains  will be run  when necessary.
5641
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live Parcels and Total
Fares. stock.  Miscellaneous.
£  s. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ s. d.
Week ending  15th  March, 1873  ... ... i  481 3 3 1,252  8 0 45 19 0  1,779 10 3
Corresponding week last year ... ... ... 287 17 6 1,155  2 8 32 8 2 1,475 8 4
Increase ...
Decrease ...
,97 5 4 13 10 10 304 1 11193 5 9
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY, the 14thinstant, the following Time
Table will come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations Up Train,Mixed.
miles
from West-
wood.
a.m.
... Rockhampton  ... ... ... 11. 0 ...
6 Gracemere ... ... 11.24 6
15 Stanwe ll  ... ... ... 12. 0 15
24 Rosewood Crossing ... ... A 24
30 Westwood  ... ... ... 1. 0 30
Stations. Down TrainMixed.
P.M.
Westwood ... ... ...  3.30
Rosewood Crossing ... ... A.
Stanwell ... ... ... 4.30
Gracemere  ... ...  6. 6
Rockhampton  ... ... ...  6.30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who wil l be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 19th March, 1873.
T
HE following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure by the Trustees of the Clermont General
Cemetery, for the year 1872, is hereby published for general  information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the  CLERMONT GENERAL CEMETERY , for the year 1872.
Dr. Cr.
£ a. d. £ a. d.
To Public Subscription ... ... ... 83 0 0 By  Contract of Hudson for work done 59 2 0
Government Grant ... ... ... 60 0 0 Legal Expenses against Hudson for the
Grant of Clermont Municipality ... 15 0 0
ff
non-fulfilment of Contract ... 10 10 0
Burials, Charges  ... ... ... 2 5 0 Law Expenses and copy of Depositions,
,,
Clermont Police Court, in the above
Case ... ... ... ... ... 1 12 0
Telegraph  Message to  retain the Barris-
ter to defend the above Case ... 0 2 6
Sundry expenses  (Secretary ) ... ...  1 14 0
Painting Gate and Carriage of Plants ...  1 15 0
Iron Gate 11 9 0
Wooden  Gate ... ... ... ... 1 14 6
„ Subscription to the Acclimatisation
Society (to secure Plants) ... ...  2 2 0
is Padlock and twelve Keys 1 3 0
,, Printing  Forms ,  Telegraph  Messages , &c. 6 13 7
Work and Labor done by Hauenshild 22 13 0
„ Exchange  on Cheques  ... ... ... 0 11 0
D  Balance in hand ... ... ... ...  30 8 6
£150 6 0 £150 5 0
Clermont, 1st January, 1873.
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Clermont General Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the appended Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure, for the year ending the 31st day of
December, 1872, is correct ; and we make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing  the same to
be true, and by virtue of the provisions of  " The Oaths Act of  1867."
S. CANDIOTTIS, M.D.,
H. LUBBERT,
JOHN MACKAY,  TRUSTEES.
A. McLEOD,
JAS. McCORMACK,
Declared  and signed  before me, this 27th day of February, 1873.
C. J. GRAHAM, J.P.
565
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
WHARF, WAVERLEY CREEK, BROADSOUND.
TENDERS will be received at this Office untilNoon, on MONDAY, the 28th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the
construction of a Wharf in Waverley Creek,
Broad Sound.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Construction of Whaaf,
Waverley Creek."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and further
particulars obtained, at the Port Office, Brisbane,
and the Harbor Offices, Rockhampton, Townsville,
and Broad Sound.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there  must be a  memorandum signed
by the  person  tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum
of 10  per cent .  on amount  of Tender, for the due
performance  of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute  and deliver at the
office of the  Civil Crown Solicitor  in Brisbane,
within fourteen  days  from the usual notification of
acceptance , a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance , otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
PUBLICANS ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
N
OTICE is hereby  given , that the Annual
Licensing Meeting  of the  Justices of the
Peace acting in and  for the Police District of
Ipswich will  be holden  at the Court House, Ipswich,
on TUESDAY, the 15th day of April next, for
the purpose of considering  Applications for Pub-
li cans '  Licenses and renewals  thereof, under the
Acts 27 Vic., No. 16, and 34 Vic., No. 7.
All applications must be lodged at this office on
or before  the 25th day of March, 1873,
By order  of the Court,
M. O'MALLEY,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Ipswich, 15th March, 1873.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
NOTICE.
1
THE Annual Meeting of Justices of the Peace
acting in and for the Police District of
Bundaberg will be holden at the Police Court,
Bundaberg , on TUESDAY, the 15th day of April
next, for the purpose of considering Applications for
Publicans '  Licenses.
Appli cations for Licenses must be lodged on or
before the  25th  day of March instant.
JOSEPH HUGHES,
Police Magistrate.
Police Court,
Bundaberg , 10th  March, 1873.
PUBLICANS ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the AnnualLicensing Meeting of the Justices of the
Peace acting in and for the District of Rock-
hampton will be held at the Court House,
Rockhampton, on TUESDAY, the 15th day of
April next, at twelve o'clock, for the purpose of
considering applications for Publicans Licenses,
and renewals thereof, under the Acts 27 Vic., No.
16, 28 Vic., No. 13, 34 Vic., No. 7, and 36 Vic.,
No. 16.
All applications must be lodged at this office on
or before the 25th day of March, 1873.
FRANK N. BEDDEK,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Rockhampton, 15th March, 1873.
PUBLICANS ANNUAL LICENSING  MEETING.
T is hereby notified, that the Publicans General
I Annual Licensing Meeting for the Police Dis-
trict of Condamine will be holden at the Court
House, Condamine , on TUESDAY,  the 16th day
of April next ,  at noon.
Notices of application to be lodged with the
undersigned on or  before the  25th day of March
instant.
ROBERT VINCENT,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Condamine, 12th March, 1873.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that the Annual
.L Meeting of the Justices of the  Peace acting
in and for the Police District of Marathon will be
holden at the Court House, Marathon, on TUES-
DAY, the 15th day of April next, for the purpose
of considering applications for Licenses, under the
Act 27 Vic., No 16.
All applications for Publicans'  Licenses must be
lodged with the undersigned on or before TUES-
DAY, the 25th day of March.
EDWARD O'REILLY,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Marathon , 22nd  February, 1873.
NOTICE.
.7 OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Annual
1 Meeting of the Justices of the Peace acting
in and for the Police District of Brisbane wi ll  be
holden at the Police Office, Queen street ,  Brisbane,
at 12 noon , on TUESDAY,  the 15th day of April
next, for the purpose of considering applications
for Publicans '  Licences.
All applications must be lodged with the Clerk
of Petty Sessions ,  on or before the 31st day of
March.
WILLIAM HENRY DAY,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Police Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1873.
NOTICE.-A General Meeting of the Justices
of the  Peace in and for  the Police District of
Springsure will be held at the Court House,
Springsure , on TUESDAY,  the 15th of April next,
for the purpose of considering applications under
"  The  Publicans  Act  of  1863,' and  " The Country
Publicans Licensing  Act  of 1870."
All  applications must be lodged with the Clerk
of Petty Sessions on or before the 25th March,
1873.
CHAS. S. DICKE N,
Clerk of  Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Springsure , 10th March, 1873.
HE Annual Licensing Meeting of the Justices
T for the District of Gympie, under  " The
Publicans Act of  1863," will be held at the Court
House , Gympie, on TUESDAY, the 16th day of
April, 1873, at Twelve o'clock  at noon.
All applications must be lodged with  the under-
signed on  or before the 25th day  of March instant.
WALTER COMPIGNE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Gympie, 7th March, 1873.
NOTICE.
THE Annual Meeting of justices  for  licensingpurposes will be holden at the Police Office,
Banana,  on TUESDAY, the 15th April,  at noon.
EDMUND MOREY, P.M.
Police Office,
Banana,  28th February, 1873.
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NOTICE.
THE  Annual Licensing Meeting of Justicesusually residing in the Police District of
Mitchell will be holden at the Court House,
Blackall, at noon, on TUESDAY, the 15th day
of April next, for the purpose of considering all
applications for Licenses under the 27th Vic.,
No. 16.
GEO. HILL,
Acting C.P.S.
Police Office,
Blackall, 26th  February, 1873.
THE Annual Licensing Meeting of the Justices
of the Peace acting in and for the Police
District of Leyburn, will be held at the Court
House, Leyburn, on TUESDAY, the 15th April,
1873, at Noon.
HENRY BRAMSTON,
Police Magistrate.
Police Office,
Leyburn, 18th March, 1873.
REVISION OF JURY LIST.
NOTICE is hereby given, that  Special Court
of Petty  Sessions  for revising the Jury List
for the Police District of Ipswich will be holden at
the Court  House,  Ipswich, on SATURDAY, the
12th day of April next.
The Justices within forty miles of the Court Town
of Ipswich  are, in accordance  with Section 8 of  "The
Jury Act of  1867," required to attend.
By order of the Court,
M. O'MALLEY,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Ipswich, 15th March, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Special Court
1 of Petty Sessions for revising the Jury List
for the Jury District of Brisbane will be holden
at the Police Of lice, Queen street, Brisbane, at 11
o'clock a.m., on SATURDAY, the 12th day of
April next.
WILLIAM HENRY DAY,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Police Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1873.
NOTIC  E  is hereby given, that a Special Courtof Petty Sessions for revising the Jury
List for the Jury District of Rockhampton will be
holden at the Court House, Rockhampton, on
SATURDAY, the 12th day of April next. The
Justices of the Peace residing within forty miles of
the Court House of Rockhampton are required to
attend, in accordance with the terms of eighth
section of  " The Jury Act,"  31 Vic., No. 34.
FRANK N.  BEDDEK,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Rockhampton, 15th March, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby  given ,  that a Special Court
of Petty Sessions for revising the Jury List
for the Metropolitan District Court at Gympie
w ill be holden at the Court House, Gympie, on
SATURDAY,  the 12th day of April ,  1873, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon.
All Justices residing within forty miles of the
Court are required to attend under clause 8 of the
Act.
WALTER COMPIGNE,
Clerk  of PettyLSessions.
Court House,
Gympie, 11th March, 1873.
THIRTY POUNDS REWARD.
L
OST from Copperfield, Peak Downs, supposed
to be stolen:-
Blue-roan horse, branded AE over W near
shoulder, 208 near saddle, W near thigh.
Black horse, M near shoulder, C near rump.
Bay horse, FP over S2 near shoulder.
The above reward will be paid if  stolen ,  on con-
viction of the thief, or 21 per head if strayed, on
delivery to
WILLIAM YOUNG,
Copperfield.
213 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
As OF THURSDAY,  THE 20TH DAY OF MARCH,
A.D. 1873.
GENERAL ORDERS IN EQUITY.
T
HE Honorable Sir JAMES COCKLE, Knight, the
Chief Justice of Queensland, and the Honor.
able ALFRED JAMES PETER LUTWYCHE, Esquire,
a Judge of the Supreme Court of Her Majesty's
said Colony, do hereby, in pursuance and execution
of all powers and authorities enabling them in that
behalf, order and direct in manner following :-
1. Rule 19 and Rules 22 to 27 inclusive of Order
XXIII., and Rule 1 of Order XXX. of the General
Orders in Equity, dated as of Friday, the 21st day
of August, A.D. 1863, are hereby annulled.
2. No enrolment of decrees or orders shall hence-
forth be necessary or used.
3. No appeal from any decree or order, or any
rehearing of the case on which such decree or
order is founded, shall be allowed, unless the same
is set down for hearing, and the requisite notice
thereof duly served within twenty-eight days from
the date of such decree or order respectively ; but
the Supreme Court shall be at liberty, where it
shall appear under the peculiar circumstances of
the case to be just and expedient, to enlarge that
period.
4. Clerical mistakes in decrees or orders, or
errors arising from any accidental slip or omission
may, at any time before the expiration of the said
twenty-eight days be corrected upon motion or
petition without the form and expense of a re-
hearing.
5. The grounds of appeal or for rehearing shall
be stated in the petition or notice of motion. Costs
arising in respect of any ground not so stated shall
be in the discretion of the Court.
6. No adoption or approval by a Judge of the
Master's certificate, as mentioned in Rules 49, 51,
and 52, of Order XXXIV. of the said General
Orders, shall be necessary or had, but at the expi-
ration of four clear days after the certificate shall
have been signed by the Master, if no party has in
the meantime obtained  a summons  to take the
opinion of the Judge thereon, such certificate shall
be final.
7. The signature of a Judge shall not be  necessary
to any writ or process issued by order of or in con-
formity with the practice of the Court.
JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
By the Judges-
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
The Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 20th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified, that GEORGE WILLIAM
DODWELL, of Dalby, in the Colony of Queens-
land, Esquire, Clerk of Petty Sessions, has been
appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits, &c., such
commission  being determinable on his ceasing to
'hold the above appointment at Dalby.
Also, it is hereby notified, that JOHN GRAHAM
MACDONALD, of Charters Towers, in the Colony of
Queensland, Esquire, Acting Police Magistrate,
has been appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits,
&c., such commission being determinable on his
ceasing  to hold the above appointment at Charters
Towers.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate  to His Honor the Chief Justice.
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In the Western District Court of Queensland,
holden at Dalby.
HARRY APPOO v. JOHN KIMM.
TO ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.
T
AKE Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Facias  has
been issued upon a Judgment obtained by the
Plaintiff in the above action, and that all Defen-
dant's right, title, and interest of, in, and to, all
that piece or parcel of Land, containing by admea-
surement one rood, be same more or less, situated
in the county of Aubigny, parish and town of
Dalby, being subdivision one of allotment fourteen
of section fourteen, originally granted the thir-
teenth day of August, 1857, by Deed of Grant, No.
57 127, under the seal of the Colony of New
South Wales, and the hand of Sir William Thomas
Denison, Knight, formerly Governor of the said
Colony, to John Broadbent, will be sold at the
Court House, Dalby, on THURSDAY, the 3rd day
of April next, at twelve o'clock noon, unless this
Execution is previously satisfied.
CHARLES F. CUMMING,
Court House,
Dalby, 7th March, 1873.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Majoribanks
Chester, of Brisbane, clerk.
W
the said Henry Majoribanks
1 Chester was, on the 12th day of March, A.D.
1873, adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby, appoint
a First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House,, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 24th day of March,  A.D.  1873,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said Estate, and for the election of
a Creditors' Assignee, if -required, and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for sup-
port shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time
of passing his last examination, and whether any
and what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed
to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of
the Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the
5th day of May, A.D. 1873, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said Estate, and for such other matters connected
with the Estate as may be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 12th day of March, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MISRIN,
Official  Assignee.
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NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice, that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements, over five shillings, must be made by
Post-Office Order, or cash ; otherwise the advertisements
wil l be retu_nieu.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts:
ne ay mare, n s nc ran e o er a -c rc e
over I near shoulder, A near ribs, white spot
on ramp, star.
1873.
£ s. d. One bay colt, bang tail, indistinct brand like M near
shoulder.
Mar. 15.-A. Geddes ... 0 3 0 14th M h 1873 bF M ll D d15 -J Fisher 0 4 0 arc , , y orrom ya owns, on er. . ...
15.-H. Smith ...
...
... 0 5 0
of W. H. Hill, Esquire. Driving, 7s.
15.-T. Black 0 6 0 One dark-bay horse, star, 33 near shoulder, like NK
15.-T. Foote and Sons ... 2 0 0 conjoined off shoulder.
15.-Geo. Barnard ... 0 1 0 One dark-bay horse, star, M over BB near shoulder.
15.-J. Fisher ... ... 0 3 0 One bay colt, .. over blotched brand like B off shoulder,
15.-R. Skiffins ... ... 0 3 0 off hind foot white.
18.-W. J. Scot ... ... 0 13 0 From Waroonga, on 26th February, 1873; not
20.-T. B. Dowling ... 0 2 0 claimed by supposed owner. Driving, 8s. 4d.
20.-F. G. Mackay ... 0 13 0 One bay mare, A over MLS near shoulder, piece off top
20.-A. J. Stacey ... 1 0 0 of near ear, hollow above tail.
20.-E. Bradley ... ... 0 1 0
21.-G. Foster ... 0 3 0 If not released on or before the 15th April, 1873, will
21.-C. F. Cumming ... 0 1 0 be sold to defray expenses.
21.-H. Lloyd ... ... 0 3 0 F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
21.-A. McLeod ... ... 0 17 0 216  13s.
Empflttnbings.
$r Poundkeepers are reminded that  Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PRE ANIMAL;  and no such Adver-
tisement will be  inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied  by a remittance sufficient to cover the  cost  of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Yaamba, on the 7th March, 1873,
by Mr. R. E. Lovell, Yaamba.
One bay horse, blind  near  eye, like G over y over M
near  shoulder.
One bay mare, star on forehead,  near  bind foot, white,
small C off shoulder, like 9 under off saddle.
One brown filly, unbroken, blotch like  triangle near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th April, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
A. GEDDES, Poundkecper.
209 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Charlevillo, from Gowrie, on the
11th March, 1873, by order of H. G. Skinner,
Esquire, for  trespass.
One bay horse, R5 near shoulder, E off shoulder, W off
thigh, H off neck, near hind foot white, saddle-
marked.
If not released on or before the 25th April, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
Registrar.
"rs. 6d.
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E. BRADLEY, Jun.,  Poundkeeper.
is.
IMPOUNDED  at Inglewood ,  from Whetstone, on
the 14th March,  1873, by order of Philip Devine,
Esquire .  Driving expenses, 2s. each.
One bay horse, switch tail ,  hind fetlock white, star and
snip, half-circle over JF over A over -.
One brown mare, short switch tail ,  R near shoulder,
e. over R off shoulder, HP conjoined rump ;
brown  colt foal  at foot unbranded.
If not released on or before  the 15th April,  1873, wi ll
be sold to defray expenses.
T. B. DOWLING,  Poundkeeper.
215 2s.
Judge.
6s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Blythdale, on the 11th
Marcb, 1873, by order of R. Pope, Esquire.
Driving, 2s.
One bay horse, fistula, JJ near shoulder, like  EEO off
shoulder.
One bay mare, JM conjoined over TS near shoulder,
indistinct brand like TW near thigh, like  0  off
shoulder, star.
One brown mare, like TO near shoulder, TB conjoined
off shoulder and thigh, star, collar-marked.
One piebald mare, 2 near shoulder ; foal at foot.
One bay horse, indistinct brand like 55 near shoulder,
OL near neck.
One bay mare, R near shoulder.
From Mount Abundance, on the 12th March, 1873,
by order of John Robertson, Esquire. Driving, 2s.
One chesuut horse, off hind leg white, white face, JP
over like IQ writing capital over M writing capital
near shoulder.
vO b i di ti d lik C h lf i lt b
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IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from Laugtou Downs, on
the 6th March, 1873, by order of A. T. Elliott,
Esquire. Driving, is. 6d. per head ;  trespass , is. 6d.
per head.
One Chesnut  gelding, docked  tail, small star , like pincers
near  shoulder, like OV or OK off shoulder.
One dark -bay mare, star, hind fetlocks white,  long ta il ,
like .-. over W near shoulder.
One bay gelding, star and snip, 0 near thigh, switch tail.
One bay  gelding, star  and snip, hind fetlocks white,
short tail, MD conjoined over SC near shoulder.
One bay  gelding , switch tail, writing  M near rump.
If not  released  on or before the 5th April, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
A. McLEOD, Poundkeeper.
217 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from Logan  Downs, on
7th March, 1873, by D. S. Wallace. Driving, 6s.
8d. per head ;  trespass , Is. 6d. per head.
One Chesnut mare, A off  saddle, star , long tail.
One bay mare, like ML conjoined blotched off shoulder,
hip down, blind one eye, scum on the other.
One bay gelding, like GB near shoulder, grey stripe
down face, off hind foot white, long tail.
One chesnut mare, DH  near  shoulder, white face, white
legs ,  long bang tail.
One bay gelding, like 40 near saddle, like stirrup-iron off
shoulder, 3 off saddle, off fore and near hind feet
white, long tail.
One brown  gelding , 0 blotched near shoulder, 4 near
saddle, F over p reversed near  thigh, like horseshoe
off shoulder, like 4 blotched off shoulder, crippled
near fore leg.
One light-bay gelding, Wy near saddle, E over E off
shoulder, white on off hind foot.
One brown gelding,  S near shoulder , near fore and hind
feet white.
One brown colt, white hairs through body, no visible
brands.
If not  released  on or before 15th April, 1873, wil be
sold to defray expenses.
A. McLEOD, Poundkeeper.
218 9s.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from Lanark Downs, on
8th March, 1873, by George Patullo. Driving,
15s. per head ; trespass, is. 6d. per head.
One brown mare, W over JA near shoulder, small star,
bang tail.
One mouse-colored mare, like S over B near shoulder,
short tail, hind fetlocks white.
One bay mare, S off rump, S over like g near rump, B
over MA near shoulder, star ; colt foal at foot,
unbranded.
If not released on or before 15th April, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
A. McLEOD,  Poundkeeper.
219 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from lucerne paddock
of Mr. C. Walker, Toowoomba, 18th March, 1873.
Damages and driving, 2s. 8d. per head.
One red and white heifer, MB or HB off rump.
One red and white heifer, MB or HB off rump.
One yellow and white heifer, MB or HB off rump.
If not released on or before 15th April, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
HANNAH LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
221 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Tambo Station, on
the 5th March, 1873, by order of Messrs. Bell and
Dutton. Driving, 2d. per head.
One red bullock, S off rump, like circle with four con-
centric lines off ribs, S off shoulder, like circle with
four concentric lines near ribs, hoop horns, both ears
marked. -
One white cow, arrow near ribs, blotch over  0  near
thigh, near ear marked ; calf at foot.
One red cow, diamond off rump, like 5 off thigh, off ear
marked.
If not released on or before the 5th of April, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
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GEORGE FOSTER, Poundkeeper.
as.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Juandah, on 10th
March, 1873, by order of G. L. Golden, Esquire.
Driving, 6s. 8d. per head.
One bay  mare,  C over over J of (the of conjoined)
near shoulder, CC of shoulder.
One bay colt, W near shoulder, CT off shoulder,  saddle-
marked.
One bay horse, over 0, or 4 over C,  near shoulder,
two hind feet white, near fore foot  white, sma ll  star.-
One Chesnut mare, 85 near shoulder,  blaze down face ;
dark-grey foal at foot unbranded, white spot on
back.
One dark-brown colt, F near bhoulder,  small  star.
One bay horse, O H near shoulder, 2 off shoulder, near
hind foot white, white spot  under  saddle,  saddle-
marked, white stripe down face.
One bay horse, MS near shoulder,  395 near saddle,.
H off neck, H off shoulder, off hip down, hobble-
strap on off fore foot.
One bay horse, H near shoulder, fistula mark on wither,.
white spots on back, little white on forehead.
One dark-brown horse, no visible brands.
One black horse, like o over DB near shoulder.
One brown filly, like o over DB near shoulder.
One black horse, Co near shoulder, 16 near saddle, blotch
brand near thigh.
One black gelding, EP off shoulder.
If not released on or before 15th April, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
W. J. SCOTT, Poundkeeper.
208 13s.
IMPOUNDED at Rolleston, from Moravia, on 3rd
j March, 1873, by order of Messrs. Foot and Sons.
Driving expenses, 10s. ; damages, 2s. 6d. per head.
One bay horse, W over W off thigh, black points, switch
tail.
One flea-bitten grey horse, like 7 near shoulder.
One brown mare, FE over WK -near shoulder, star and
snip, near hind foot white.
If not released on or before 5th April,  1873,  will be
sold to defray expenses.
J. FISHER, Poundkeeper.
212 3e.
I
MPOUNDED at Rockhampton, from Gracemere
Cattle Station, on 4th March, 1873, by Mr. E.
Cross.
One white cow, strawberry neck, back piece out near
ear, D near loin, D near rump ; strawberry bull calf
at foot, unbranded.
If not released on or before 5th April, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
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GEO. BARNARD , Poundkeeper.
Is.
I
MPOUNDED at Boenleigh, on the 26th February,
1873.
One bay filly, JB near shoulder, near fore and hind
fetlocks white, star on forehead.
One black draught mare, RH near thigh, few white
spots ,  long tail.
One dark-bay mare, blotch brand near and off thigh,
same  brand over like tobacco pipe,  star  in forehead.
If not released on or before the 1st April, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
R. SKrFFINS, Poundkeeper.
207 3s.
I
MPOUNDED  at Ro ll eston , from Consuelo, on the
4th March, 1873, by order of Robt.  Niel, Esquire.
Driving  expenses ,  3s. 4d . per head.
One bay draught mare, FC over heart over half circle
over WB over W  near  shoulder, two fore feet white,
near hind foot white, star and snip.
One bay draught  mare, B  near neck, FC near shoulder,
T over A conjoined near thigh, two hind feet white,
marks on wither,  star and snip. .
One bay draught entire colt,  star,  unbranded.
One bay draught filly, star, unbranded.
If not  released on  or before the 15th April, 1873, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
210
J. FISHER, Poandkeeper.
4s.
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QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by the Most
to wit . Honorable GEORGE AUausTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all  in  the County of
York, in the  Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L:s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMAN]BY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
by an Act passed in the twenty-
ii  eighth year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
"An Act to Amend the Publicans Act of  1863," and
numbered eleven, it is provided that it shall not be
lawful for any wholesale spirit-dealer, or wholesale
dealer in wines  or beer, or for any grower or maker
of liquor from  sugar -cane , the produce of the colony,
to sell  or otherwise dispose of, or to deliver any
liquor (although in quantities exceeding two gallons
at one time), except in such towns or places as shall
from time to time be proclaimed by the Governor
in Council, and notified by Proclamation in the
Government Gazette  as towns and places where
liquors may be disposed of by wholesale : Now, I
GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Nor-
manby, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the
power in me vested by the said recited Act, do, by
this my Proclamation, order and declare the town-
ship of Cloncurry, within the limits of the Clon-
curry Gold Fields, to be a place where such liquors
as aforesaid may be sold in quantities not less than
two gallons.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
Rouse, Brisbane, this twenty-sixth clay of
!larch, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A- If.  PALMER.
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, z''scount Nor-
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave , all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the Coun..y of Wexford,
(LS.) in the  Peerage of Ireland  ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council,  Governor  and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act  passed in  the twenty-
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
An  Act to  Amend  and Consolidate the Laws relat-
ing to Quarantine,"  it is  amongst other things
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, by pro-
clamation in the  Government  Gazette ,  to prohibit
all persons , vessels, and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of any station which, by any order of the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been or may be assigned for the performance
of Quarantine ; and whereas by my Proclamation.
bearing even date herewith, issued with the advice of
the Executive Council, the Island in Moreton Bay,
known as Peel Island, has been appointed  a station
for the performance of Quarantine under the said
Act: Now, therefore, I. GgoRGE AUGUSTUS CoN-
STANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, in pursuance of
the power so vested in me as Governor of the said
Colony, do, by this my Proclamation, issued with
the advice of the Executive Council, hereby prohibit
all persons, vessels, and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of the said proclaimed station, under the
penalties contained in the said Act, until this my
Proclamation shall have been rescinded.
Given under my Hand and Sea]_, at Government
house, Brisbane, this tenth day of January.
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMEB.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN ! GOD SAVE TIIE  QUEEN!
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Qvi* LAND, '  proclamation by The Most
to wit.  .S Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgravo of
Mulgrave , all in the County of
York,  in the  Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross. in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction orim-
portatlon, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  ) Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in  the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(LS.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
LqORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Coin-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its  Dependencies.
IN
pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, wil: be
liable to a lire not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1873.
1j
H1S Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
Mr. E. J. HENNESSEY, Clerical Assistant, If. M.
Customs, Brisbane,
to be Junior Clerk in that Department,  vice R. R.
Ridley, resigned.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 27th March, 1873.
]i IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 JL of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following appointments in the Harbor
Department, viz.:-
Mr. GEORGE GROUNDWATER, Acting Sea Pilot,
Maryborough,
to be confirmed in that appointment, with seniority
from 19th August,  1872;
Mr. H. S. D. HAY
to be Shipping Inspector for the Port of Mackay
and
Mr. CHRISTOPHER DAMON
to be Boatman Pilot at Sweer's Island and Norman
River.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following appointments in the Electric
Telegraph Department, viz.:-
Mr. HENRY LAMS FOSTER, Line Repairer in Charge,
Gilbert River,
to be Station Master, Georgetown,  vice  Mr. R. W.
Deverell ;
Mr. HENRY THOMPSON, Line Repairer, George-
town,
to be Line Repairer in Charge, Gilbert River.
These appointments to date from 1st April, 1873.
Mr. FREDERICK R. CARLESS, Line Repairer, Nebo,
to be Station Master, Nebo,  vice  Mr. J. R. Brad-
ford. This appointment to date from 1st March,
1873.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1873.
IS  Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES FARQUHARSON and WILLIAM SMITH
to be Auditors of the Municipality of Drayton,
under the provisions  of "  The Municipal  Institutions
Act of  1864."
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 28th March,  187:1.
TIS Excellency  the Governor , with the advice
lI of the  Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the under-mentioned gentlemen to be
Members of the Committee of Management of the
Toowoomba Hospital :-
CHARLES JAMES ANDERSON ,  M.D., in the room
of John  Leigh Becker ,  deceased ; and
ARTHUR CUTHI; ERT TYTON BLAKISTON, and
ED\vIN ROBERTS, M.R.C.S., in the room of
the Eev, F. C. Jagg,  and the  Rev. Robert
Dunn, resigned.
A. H. PALMER.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES JONES
to be Auditor of the Municipality of Toowoomba,
under the provisions of  "The Municipal Institutions
Art of  1864."
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1573.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM CLIFTON
to be Auditor of the Municipality of Townsville,
under the provisions of "  The Municipal Institutions
Act of  1864."
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
THEODORE WOOD
to be a Government Agent to accompany ships em-
ployed in carrying Polynesian laborers between the
South Sea Islands and Queensland, under the pro-
visions of  "The Polynesian Laborers Act of  1868."
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1873.
H 1jHIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
FITz Roy W. H. SOMERSET
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Kennedy, in the room of Benjamin Cribb, junr.,
resigned.
A. H. PALMER..
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to accept the resignation tendered by
HUGH CAMERON MILLER, Clermont,
of his appointment as Magistrate of the Territory.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1873.
i  IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
I of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the Court of Petty Sessions at Nanango
to be a Court for preparing and revising the Lists of
the Electoral District of Burnett. in addition to the
Court of Petty Sessions at Gayndali, under the
provisions of section 24 of  "The Electoral Districts
Act of  1872."
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1873.
II IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
L1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the Court of Petty Sessions at George
Town to be a Court for preparing and revising the
Lists of the Electoral District of Burke, in addition
to the Court of Petty Sessions at Gilberton, under
the provisions of section 24 of  " The Electoral
Aistricls Art of l879."
4,  H, PALMER.
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit. I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of'
Mulgrave, all in the County of York,
in the Peerage of the United King-
dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New
Ross, in the County of Wexford, in
(L.s.) the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
In ander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
first section of  " The  Crown  Lands Alienation Act
of  1868," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
I -Marquis of Normaubyy, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do
I  hereby notify and proclaim that the Lease of the
following Selection of Land, under the said Act,
is declared forfeited.
Register
No. of  I Name  of Lessee .  Area. Land Agent'sApplies- District.
lion.
A.  R.  P.
j--
I Thomas Val- 1
lance Wran 120 0 0 I St. Lawrence.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-first day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. ' Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron  Mulgrave of
New Rossi in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor. Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
1 N
pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Cron'n
Lands Aliena tion  Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council,. do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the pro-
visions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twentieth clay of May,1873, at the St. Lawrence
Laud Of fice.
Registe
No of Land.
Applica-
tion.
Name  of  Lessee.  Area. Agent's
District
1
A.
Thomas Vallance WVran 11120
R.  P.
0 0 St. Law-
j I reuce.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of'
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
(TbD S4VE THE  g UEEN !
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QVUNSLAND , 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normariby,
Earl of  Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby , and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ;. and Baron :1Tulgravo of
New Ross, in the County of WexfarJ,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a 1%c:nrr
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's llosl Ito^.or;hie
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor an,l Co:u.
mander-in-Chief of the Colouv of
Queensland and its 1'e,:cndcurirs.
IN pursuance of the authority in me  vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of  " The
Mineral Lands Act  of 1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the following
additional Regulation to those proclaimed on the
thirty-first day of October, 1872, with respect to
the alienation of, or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts, has been established
under the said Act, and that the same shall be in
force in any district to which the aforesaid Regula-
tions have been applied, from the date hereof.
REGULATION.
Any person working for Minerals upon land
reserved  for Town or other purposes, whether pro-
claimed  or otherwise, who may have been forcibly
ejected therefrom, in pursuance of section 39 of the
Act, or may have been warned  against  working
thereon by the Commissioner or other officer, may
he prosecuted for trespass on an information to be
laid by the Commissioner, if found working (unless
duly authorised) within  the same  reserve at any sub-
sequent time after such forcible ejection or warning
as aforesaid , and shall be liable to the  penalties
prescribed in the seventy-second section of  " The
Pastoral Leases Act of  1869,"
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEENI
QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTJNE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the . lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the  said Act, on and  after TUES-
DAY, the 8th day of April, 1873, at the Clermont
Land Office.
Description of the boundaries of lands open to
selection under " fhe Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868."
TOWN RESERVE OF CLERMONT- EXTENSION.
99 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Douglas Creek,
at a point two miles above the junction of Sandy
and Douglas Creeks ; and bounded thence on the
north and north-east by, the  last-named  creek down-
wards about seven miles and three- quarters in a
direct line bearing south fifty- nine degrees east ;
thence on the south-east by aline  bearing south
forty-three degrees west about three miles forty
chains, beino part of the north-west boundary of
the Slateforci Run, to a point bearing north sixty
degrees west from the summit of Mount Misery ;
thence by a continuation of said boundary of last-
named run, being  a line  bearing south-west and
passing through a spot bearing south-east distant
five miles from the summit of a hill called Mount
Pleasant to the right bank of Theresa Creek ;
thence by that creek downwards to the junction of
Tomahawk Creek ; thence by Tomahawk Creek
upwards in a westerly direction to a point on the
left bank about half-a-mile above a hill called
Langton Edge; thence on the south-west by a line
bearing north-west about five hundred and seventy-
five chains to the right bank of Theresa Creek, at
a point bearing south-east from a spot four hundred
chains south-west from the summit of Mount
Livingstone ; thence on the north-west by Theresa
Creek downwards in a north-easterly direction
about three miles and three-quarters in a direct
line to the south-west corner of Theresa Creek
Run ; thence by the south boundary of that run,
being  an east  line about four miles forty chains to
Theresa Creek at a point bearing  east  from the
summit of Mount Pleasant; thence by,last-named
creek upwards to the eastern corner of Killarney
Run at a point bearing north-west from the summit
of Mount Livingstone ; thence  again on  the south-
west by a part of the north-east boundary of
Killarney Run, being a north-west line about one
hundred and twelve chains to the watershed
between Douglas and Theresa Creeks, said water-
shed being also the south boundary of the Clermont
Reserve Extension No. 1; thence by said water-
shed boundary easterly about five miles ; thence on
the north-west by  a line  bearing north forty-three
degrees east about two miles fifty chains to the
right bank of Douglas Creek, being the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Yandilla,
this eighth day of February, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three, and in the thirty-sixth year of
Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th March, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that in  consequence
of Mr.  Commissioner  Coxen' s absence, there
will be  no Commissioner 's Court Sittings held at
Brisbane  or Beenleigh  during  the month of April,
and that all business in connection with  seleetioths
that would have come before the  Commissioner's
Court in that month will be dealt with on the usual
days appointed for the Sittings at the above-ulen-
tioned places in the month of May.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."
IN pursuance of the seventy-eighth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
the Petition hereunder inserted is published for
general  information.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
To His Excellency the most Honorable GEORGE
AuuusruS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Nor-
manby, Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby and Baron Mulgrave, of Mulgrave,
all in the county of York, in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom, and Baron Mulgrave,
of New Ross, in the county of Wexford, in
the Peerage of Ireland ; a member of Her
Majesty's Most Honorable Privy Council,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies,
and Vice-Admiral of the same.
The humble Petition of the undersigned free-
holders, residents of the Mackay, in the colony of
Queensland, respectfully sheweth, that the under-
mentioned country  lands  be set aside as a Common-
age in connection with the town of Mackay, viz. :-
Being portions Nos. 154, 155, 157, 158, 159, 162,
163, 164,  238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, and
345, as delineated on the Government map in the
colony of Queensland.
Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray, that
your Excellency, with the advice of the Executive
Council, that you will see fit to take into your
favorable consideration, and your petitioners, as in
duty bound, will ever pray.
Alexander Shiels Alfred H. Lloyd
Korab Js. Wills Ebenezer Staines
George Smith Maurice Llewellen
It. Neill Charles Keely
John Walton H. MeFree
Jno. Darlington Andrew Kemmis
David H. Dalrymple John Philip Wheeler
Harvey R. James Robert Fleming
G. Wright Robert Byrne
Michael Fay John Barnes
John Gogan Wm. Bovey
Jno. Fitzgerald Henry Black
B. Brodnitz W. C. Dickinson
H. R. Brown Wm. Arnold
B. McGuire Wm. Wear
W. Clements  James Glass
Thomas Solway Cornelius Kelly.
Denis Kennedy
NOTE.-Portions 244 and 245 referred to in the above
Petition, are under  lease,  and not available for inclusion
in the proposed Common.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th March, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth clause of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive  weeks :  Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid , the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purpose of a Cemetery.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th March, 1873.
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7HEREAS,  by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868 ,"  it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for an  p ublic
purpose ,  notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL SITE, GowRIE.
County of Aubigny, parish of Gowrie, portion  231,
26 acres 1 rood 17 perches.
Commencing on the Dalby road, at the south-
east corner of portion 212, and bounded thence on
the west by that portion bearing north ten chains
and ninety-six links ; on the north by portion 230,
bearing  east  twenty chains to  a road  one chain
wide ; on the east by that road bearing south
fourteen chains and forty links to the Dalby road ;
and on the south-west by that road, bearing two
hundred and seventy-nine degrees thirty minutes
twenty chains and twenty-nine links to the point
of commencement.
CEMETERY AT TIARO.
County of March, parish of Tiaro, portion  14.
88 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the north Eby that portion bearing east
thirty-six chains and sixteen links ; on the east by
a line bearing south twenty-five chains ; on the
south by portions 15 and 16 bearing west thirty-
four chains and fifty links to the aforesaid road ;
and on the south-west by that road bearing three
hundred and fifty-six degrees twenty-five chains
and seven links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR SCHOOL  SITE , TALLIBAGGERA CREEK.
County of Ward, parish of Tzllibaggera, National
School.
5 acres.
Commencing  on a road one  chain wide at its
intersection  by the original south-west boundary
Tne of portion No. 18, and bounded  thence on
the north-west by that  road, bearing  seventy-three
degrees thirty minutes two  chains and sixty-six
links, and forty-seven  degrees two  chains and
twenty-nine links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing one hundred and fifty degrees ten chains
and twenty-eight links ; on the south-east by a line
bearing two hundred and forty degrees four chains
and eighty links ; and on the south-west by a line
bearing three hundred and thirty degrees ten
chains and thirty-eight links to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo.
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY AT CHINAMAN 'S CREEK.
County of Stanley, parish of Bunya.
10 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek
at the  termination  of a road one  chain wide, and
bounded thence on the north by that road bearing
west sixteen  chains and fifty links ; on the west by
a line  bearing south  six chains  and fifty links ; on
the south by  a line bearing east sixteen chains and
ten links to Sandy Creek ; and on the east by that
creek downwards  to the point  of commencement.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR RESIDENCE  AREA, BLACK  SNAKE,
KILKI V AN.
County of Lennox.
21 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of  mineral
selection No. 974, and bounded thence on the
north by the south boundary of that  selection
bearing west fifteen chains and twenty-five links ;
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on the west by a line bearing south about seventeen
chains and sixty links to the south side of a road
one chain wide; on the south-east by that road
bearing eighty-one degrees  fifty-three minutes ten
chains and fifty links ; thence nineteen degrees
thirty-seven minutes fourteen chains forty links; on
the east by part of the west boundary of mineral
selection No. 263 bearing north about two chains
and forty links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR POLICE MAGISTRATE'S CAMP, STAN-
THORPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, Town
of Stanthorpe, allotment 3 of section 5.
1 acre.
Commencing at the, south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the south by
Corundum street easterly three chains and thirty-
four links ; on the east by part of the west boundary
line of allotment 4 northerly at right angles to
Corundum street three chains ; on the north by the
south boundary line of allotment 2 westerly parallel
with Corundum street three chains and thirty-four
links to Marsh street ; and on the west by that
street southerly three chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING, NEAR BURLEIGH.
County of Ward, parish of C4ilston.
288 acres.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of portion
No. 55 on the  sea-coast , and bounded thence on the
east by the  sea-coast  northerly to the south boundary
of portion 27 ; on the north by said south boundary
bearin g  west to Little Tallabaggera Creek ; on the
west by that  creek and  swamp southerly to portion
55 aforesaid ;  and on the  south by the north
boundary of portion 55 bearing east to the point of
commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified  for general  information, that
the Government of Tasmania offer for rental
for such period as may be agreed upon, certain
lands  and buildings in Hobart Town, formerly
known as the Military Barracks. The land, with
the buildings thereon, is divided into thirteen lots,
tenders  for which will be received by the Govern-
ment of Tasmania ,  until  Noon, on the 10th day of
May, 1873, addressed to the Honorable Charles
Meredith,  Commissioner  of Crown Lands, Hobart
Town, and superscribed " Tenders for Military
Barracks."
Further particulars,  and also  the conditions upon
which the lots will be  leased  can be obtained, at the
Public Lands Office,  Brisbane , where can be seen
photographs  of some  of the  buildings , and also of
the surrounding scenery.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st February, 187 3.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified that the lands hereunder des-
cribed have been temporarily reserved for public
purposes.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish. of Yeerongpilly.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
No. 390, and bounded thence on the north by part
of portion No. 254, and portions Nos. 259,  270, 275,
and 276 ; on the east by portions Nos. 277, 278,
279, and 280; on the south by portion No. 274 and
part of portion No. 392 ; and on the west by portion
V o. 390 to the point  of commencement,
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parishes of Bundanba and
Stapylton.
Commencing at the south - west corner of
portion No. 187, in the parish of Bundanba, and
bounded thence on the north by portions in that
parish Nos. 187, 201, and 168A, and by portions in
the parish of Stapylton Nos. 19, 15, 4, and 19A ; on
the west by portions Nos. 19A, 4, 5, and 12 ; on
the north-east by portion No. 45 in the parish of
Woogaroo, and from the south-east corner of that
portion by a line bearing south-easterly about 150
chains  to the north-west  corner  of portion 104
(W. Moody' s selection ), in theparish of Stapylton ;
on the east by that portion to Oxley Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards to the north- east  corner of
portion No. 16, in the parish of Stapylton, and by
portions in that parish Nos. 16, 18, and 14, back to
Oxley Creek ; thence on the south-east by that
creek upwards to its  intersection  with the northern
boundary line of portion No. 206, parish Bundanba ;
on the south by that portion and by a line bearing
westerly about twelve chains from its north-west
corner to the south- east  corner of portion No. 203,
in the parish of Bundanba ;  again  on the west by
portions in that parish Nos. 203, 197, 193,204, 202,
179, 174, 181, 199, to the point of commencement,--
exclusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parishes of Enoggera and
Indooroopilly.
Commencing at the south -east corner of portion
231 in the parish of Indooroopilly, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion and portions
223 and 241, in the parish of Indooroopilly ; on the
north by portions in the parish of Enoggera Nos.
448, 674, 823, 824, 679, 834, 833, 832, 831, 830, 683,
and 682; on the east by portion No. 674A, the
General Cemetery, and portions 676, 295, 296, all in
the parish of Lnoggera, and by portion 679 in
the parish of Indooroopilly ; on the south by
portions in the parish of Indooroopilly, Nos. 680,
681, 229, 216, 215, 208, 214, 225, 262, 243, 270,
268, 269, 240, and 261 to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOE RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Parish of Tingalpa, county of Stanley.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
No. 355, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing southerly about one hundred and thirty-
four chains to the north-east corner of portion
No. 351; on the south by that portion and portion
No. 352 ; on the west by portions Nos. 338, 339,
350, 321, 320, 319, and 318; and on the north by
portion No. 355 to the point of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of  Stanley, parishes  of %holo and Moy,90.
Commencing at the north -east corner of por-
tion No. 43 in the parish of Kholo ,  and bounded
thence on the north -west by a line bearing north-
easterly about  eighty- six chains to the south corner
of portion  No. 202  in the parish  of Moggill, and by
that portion and part of portion  194;  on the east
by portions  in the parish of Moggill , Nos. 240, 242,
231, 234 ,  230,  235. 225,  242, 227 , and 221 ; on the
south by portions  in the parish  of Moggill, Nos.
169, 170, 171, 238, 172, 173,  179, 180, and 181 ;
and by portions in the parish  of Kholo, Nos. 55
and 61  ;  and on the west by portions  in the parish
of Kholo, Nos. 62„ 48, and 43, to  the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all alienated  or surveyed
lands.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR RAILWAY '  PURPOSES.
Parish of  Redland, county  of Stanley.
Commencing at the north-west corner of  portion
No. 148,  in the parish of Mackenzie ,  and bounded
thence on the west by a line bearing north one
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hundred and sixty chains ; on the north by a line
bearing east about one hundred and eighty chains
to the western boundary of portion No. 120, in the
parish of Redland ; on the east by that portion to
its south-west corner, and thence by a line bearing
southerly to the north-east corner of portion No.
178 in the parish of Mackenzie, about one hundred
and eighteen chains ; and on the south by portions
in the parish of Mackenzie, Nos. 178, 177, 176, and
by portions in the parish of Redland, Nos. 121,
122, 139, 118, 117, and  again  by portions in the
parish of Mackenzie, Nos. 149 and 148, to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1873.
i N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes of a Police Paddock.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands),
WM. HENRY WALSH.
spike  Run, in  the Leichhardt  Unsettled District,
and reserved for the purposes of a Police Camping
Ground.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PURPOSES, FORT COOPER.
4 square miles.
Commencing at a bloodwood-tree marked three
notches in shield, situated at the junction of Cattle
Creek with Cooper Creek, and bounded thence on
the south by an east line about one hundred and
fifty-two chains ; on the east by a line bearing
north two miles ; on the north by a line bearing
west crossing Cattle Creek about one hundred and
seventy-six chains to the left bank of Cooper Creek
at a gum-tree marked C over 3, in shield ; and
thence on the west by the left bank of Cooper
Creek downwards to the point of commencement.
I
POLICE PADD OCK, STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck.
168 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
three chains  east and  one chain north from the
north-west corner of the Cemetery Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south by that reserve bear-
ing east fifty-six chains and eighteen links ; on the
east  by a line bearing north thirty chains and four
links ; on the north by a  line bearing west  fifty-six
chains and eighteen links ; and on the west by a
line bearing south thirty chains and four links to
the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  13th February, 1873.
IN pursuance  of the twenty -fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for Water and Camping.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR WATER AND CAMPING.
Splitter's Creek, Mount Perry and Bundaberq
Road.
EXTENSION.
1,300 acres.
Commencing on Splitter's Creek twenty chains
below a tree marked broad-arrow over T over Y in
shield; thence north seventy-five chains ; thence
east one hundred and eight chains; thence south
thirty-six chains ; thence north two hundred and
twenty-five degrees east thirty-four chains to
Splitter's Creek ; thence by the right bank of
Splitter's Creek downwards sixty chains in a direct
line ; thence west one hundred chains to Splitter's
Creek ; thence by Splitter's Creek down about
forty-five chains to point of commenceient,-includ-
ing two hundred and ninety-one acres already
azetted as a Water Reserve.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1873.
PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 I. of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified for general information, in pursuance of the
fifty-fifth clause of  "The Pastoral Leases Act of
1369," that the lands hereinunder described have
been resumed from the lease of the Mount Marling-
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth  section of
I " The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified  for general information, that
the lands hereinunder described  have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes  named with respect
to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE  FOR PUBLIC  PURPOSES , HERBERT  RIVER,
CARDWELL.
About 76 acres.
Commencing at the  most eastern  corner of selec
tion No. 35 (J Mercer's 80 acres), on the righ-
bank of the Herbert River, and bounded thence by
a line bearing ninety-five degrees thirty minutes
f'or twelve chains twenty- six links ;  thence by a line
north to the Herbert River ; thence by the right
bank of the Herbert River upwards to the lower
boundary of selection No.  35;  thence by a line
bearing 135 degrees for thirty-seven chains eighty
links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING, LOWER HERBERT RIVER.
Townsville and Cardwell Road, county of Cardwell.
624 acres 1 rood.
Portion A, 585 acres 1 rood.-Commencing at a
point west, and distant 302 links from the south.
west corner of selection No. 32 (D. H. Cudmore's
640 acres), and bounded thence by a line west sixty-
nine chains  sixteen and a-half links ; thence by 'a
line north seventy-two chains forty-seven and a-half
links ; thence by a line bearing seventy-seven
degrees  for twenty- seven chains  sixty-eight and
a-half links ; thence by a line bearing eighty-seven
degrees fourteen minutes for thirty-nine chains
eighteen links ; thence by a line bearing eighty-
seven degrees fourteen minutes for thirty-nine
chains eighteen links ; thence by a line bearing 159
degrees for seven chains ; thence by a line bearing
eighty-seven degrees fourteen m inutes for nine
chains ; thence by a line bearing 159 degrees for
twenty-three chains fifty-five links ; thence by a
line bearing 240 degrees for thirteen chains ninety-
six and a-half  links ;  thence by  a line bearing 186
degrees for forty-five chains seventy-seven and
a-half links to the point of commencement.
Portion B, 27 acres 1 rood.-Commencing where
the northern side of the road crosses Log Bridge
Creek, and bounded thence by a line bearing eighty-
seven degrees fourteen minutes for twenty-six
chains five links ; thence by a line north for 143
links to Log Bridge Creek ; thence by Log Bridge
Creek to the point of commencement.
Portion C, 11 acres 3 roods.-Commencing where
the main road crosses Palm Creek, at Hawkins'
homestead selection No. Z 18, and bounded thence
by a line bearing 267 degrees 14 minutes for sixteen
chains fifty links ; thence by a line north for
thirteen chains eighty links ; thence by a line east
for  fifty links to Palm Creek ; thence by Palm
Creek to point of commencement.
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RESERVE FOR MINERAL LANDS OFFICE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town
of Stanthorpe,  allotment  9 of section 7.
1 acre.
Commencing on the north-east corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the north by
Corundum street westerly three chains and thirty-
four links ; on the west by part of the east
boundary line of  allotment ten  southerly at right
angles to Corundum street three chains ; on the
south by the north boundary line of  allotment 8
easterly parallel with Corundum street three chains
and thirty-four links to Marsh street; and on the
east by that street northerly three chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe,  allotment  19  of section 3.
2 roods.
Commencing on the east side of Marsh street, at
the south-west corner of allotment 18, and bounded
thence on the west by that street southerly one
chain and fifty links ; on the south by the north
boundary line of allotment twenty easterly at right
angles  to Marsh street three chains and thirty-four
links ; on the east by part of the east boundary line
of allotment 21 northerly parallel with Marsh
street one chain and fifty links ; and on the north
by the south boundary line of allotment 18 westerly
at right angles to Marsh street three chains and
thirty-four links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR COMMISSIONER'S CAMP.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town or
Stanthorpe,  allotments  21  and  22  of section 8.
1 acre 1 rood 23 perches.
Commencing on the north side of Connor street,
at the south-east corner of allotment 1, and
bounded thence on the south by that street easterly
three chains and eleven links ; on the east by the
west boundary line of allotment twenty northerly
at right angles to Connor street four chains and
fifty links; on the north by the south boundary
lines of allotments 8 and 7 westerly parallel with
Connor street three chains and eleven links ; and
on the west by the east boundary lines of allot-
ments 3, 2, and 1, southerly at right angles to
Connor street four chains and fifty links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR Loon-uP, TENNINGERING.
About 3 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of Burra Burra
street and Edward street, and bounded thence on
the south-east by Burra Burra street south-easterly
five chains ; on the south-east by a line north-
easterly about one chain at right angles to Burra
Burra street ;  on the north- east  by a line north-
westerly to Edward street ; and on the north-west
by Edward  street  south-westerly about two chains
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER FOB RAILWAY PURPOSES
NEAR GRANDCHESTER.
Parishes of Grandchester, I,aidley, and Rosewood.
Commencing on the north side of the Southern
and Western Railway, at a point bearing south
from the south-east corner of selection No. 2,374,
Ipswich Register, parish of Laidley, and bounded
thence on the west by  a line north about forty
chains, and by portions Nos. 2,446, 170, 171, 173,
172, 174, 177, 182, 183, 190, 191, and Reserve, and
by portions in the parish of Rosewood Nos. 1, 2, 3,
8, 9, 10, 12, and 11, to the south-east corner of
portion No. 11; on the north-east by a line bearing
south-easterly about eight miles ten chains to the
south-west corner of portion No.  522,  in the parish
of Grandchester, and bounded on the east by that
portion and Nos. 524, 520, 519, 495, 422, 424, 512,
474, 503, 87, 86, 85, 80, 72, 69, 68, and 67; and on
the south by portions Nos. 180, 454, 65, 90, 92,
2,449, 66, 91A, 88, 72, 75, 76, 346, to the south-west
corner of the last-mentioned portion on the Southern
and Western Railway aforesaid ; and thence by
that line of railway westerly to the point- of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of all alienated or surveyed
lands.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for general information
that  in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous, before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments  must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Grown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR ROAD PURPOSES.
112 acres 1 rood.
County of Aubigny, ,parish of Elphinstonc,
portion  99.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of portion
ninety-eight, and bounded thence on the north by
the south boundary thereof bearing west fifty-four
chains and eighty links to a road one chain wide ;
on the west by that road bearing south twenty
chains; on the south by the north boundary of
portion one hundred bearing east fifty- seven chains
and sixty links ; and on the north- east  by a line
bearing three hundred and fifty-two degrees twenty
chains and twenty links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY LABORERS' CAMP.
County of Aubigny, parish of Clifton.
About 41 acres.
Commencing on the east side of the.railway line
from Toowoomba to Warwick, and bounded thence
on the north by the westerly continuation of the
road forming the northern boundary of portion
number fifty, parish of Clifton, bearing east thirty
chains ; on the east by  a line  bearing south fifteen
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west to the
railway line; and on the west by that railway line
bearing northerly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION,  IPSWICH.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich.
17 acres 31 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing, two hundred and
seventy-four degrees fifty-five minutes and distant
one chain and seventy-three and a-half links from
the west corner of section 40, and bounded thence
on the north-cast by Quarry street bearing one
hundred and fifty-three degrees thirty-five minutes
five chains and ninety-two links, one hundred and
thirty-four degrees fifty-nine minutes seven chains
and thirty-two links ; on the south by Quarry
street west bearing west twenty-one chains and
fifty links ; on the west by a line hearing four
degrees fifty-five minutes eight chains and eighty-
three and a-half links to Grey street ; and on the
north-west and north- east  by that street bearing
sixty-seven degrees nineteen minutes six chains
and half-a-link, and ninety-four degrees fifty-five
minutes seven chains and forty-one links to the
point  of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "TheW HEREAS,Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently  reserved  from sale for  any public
purpose,  notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands  hereunder described
will be permanently  reserved  for the purposes
named  with respect to each.
A. H. PALME1{.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates :-
WATER RESERVE NEAR MT. COORA.
County of Lennox.
1 acre 3 roods 7 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing south seventy
links, and thence two hundred and twenty-seven
degrees forty-nine minutes twelve chains and sixty-
four links from the north-east corner of mineral
selection No. 263 ; and bounded thence on the
north by a line bearing two hundred and seventy
degrees forty-one minutes six chains and twenty-
two links ; on the west by a line bearinm one huu-
dred and eighty degrees forty-one minutes five
chains and fifty-one links to a road one chain wide ;
and on the south-east by that road bearing sixty-
one degrees thirteen minutes one chain, and  forty-
seven degrees forty-nine minutes seven chains and
thirty links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL OF ARTS. STANTIIORFE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town
Stanthorpe, allotment 7  of  section 7.
2 roods 6 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the east by Marsh
street bearing north three chains and twenty-eight
links ; on the north by a line bearing west at
right angles to Marsh street one chain and sixty-
seven  links ; on the west by a line bearing south
parallel with Marsh street three chains and twenty-
three links to Lock street ; and on the south by
Lock street easterly one chain sixty-seven links to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL,  ALLANSTOWN.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
portion No. 48.
9 acres 1 rood 16 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
No. 48A, and bounded thence on the east by a road
two chains wide bearing north five chains ; on the
north by a line bearing west eighteen chains and
seventy links ; on the west by a road one chain
wide bearing south 5 chains ; and on the south by
the north boundary of No. 4$A aforesaid bearing
last eighteen chains and seventy links to the point
of ecommencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL, ALFRED.
County of Chnrehilli, parisk of Alfred.
6 acres 2 roods 3 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain and fifty links wide, and bounded thence
on the north-west  by  one of said roads, bearing
eighteen degrees twenty-three minutes nine chains
and ninety-six links ; on the north by a line bear-
ing ninety-one degrees thirty minutes six chains
and twenty-seven links ; on the south-east by a
line bearing one hundred and ninety-eight degrees
twenty-three minutes eleven chains and scventy-
eight and three..quarter links to the other aforesaid
road ; and on the south-west by that road bearing two
hundred and eighty-eight degrees twenty-three
minutes six chains to the point of commencement.
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
TVest Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February,1873, andthereaftcr
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office,: Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 187 3, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
tit the Laud Office. Norman River Settle-
ment,  on the seccnd Tuesday  in every
third month.
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MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in February, 1873, and thereafter onthe
third Tuesday " in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, andtbereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, bold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation  of or otherwise dealing with  Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  28th May, 1872.
T
HE  first sheet  of the New  Map of the Colony,
shewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner  of Crown  Lands, is now
published .  Copies may he had at the Public
Lands Office , G eorge street. Price, 3s.
J. _MALBON  THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd March, 1871.0.  MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1873.
W
i THEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Y1 1W  Cro:vn Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands Hereunder described will be
permanently reserved and set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J: MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHOOL SITE, COOMERA.
County of Ward, parish of Coomera, town of
Coornera, section 4.
16 acres 2 roods 20 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by a street
bearing northerly twelve chains and twenty links ;
on the north by a street bearing easterly at right
angles to a street thirteen chains and sixty-three
links ; on the cast by part of the west boundary
line of portion 264, bearing southerly parallel with
a street twelve chains and twenty links to a street ;
and on the south by that street bearing westerly
thirteen chains and sixty-three links to the point of
commencement.
CEMETERY AT LEYBURN.
County of lllerivale,  parish  of Leyburn.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about north
sixty degrees east, and distant 1,250 links from the
north-east corner of section No. 1, town of Leyburn,
and bounded thence on the west by a line bearing
north ten chains ; on the north by a line bearing
east ten chains ; on the east by a.line hearing south
ten chains ; and on the south by a line bearing
west ten chains to the point of commencement.
CEMETERY AT CLEVELAND.
County of Stanley, parish of Cleveland, town of
Cleveland.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Wellington
and Coburg streets, and bounded thence on the
east by Wellington street bearing northerly ten
chains ; on the north by Russell street bearing
westerly ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing
southerly parallel with Wellington street ten chains
to Coburg street ; and on the south by Coburg
street bearing easterly ten chains to the point of
commencement.
NOTICE.PERSON S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30t,h August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS SEEKING SUITABLE SELEC-
TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS.
IMMIGRANTS or others who do not possess
sufficient local knowledge to enable them to
select land in suitable situations without visiting
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that arrangements will be made, if induce-
ment offers, to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
may be indicated, to assist them in their search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
All persons requiring assistance of this nature
are requested to advise this Department, in writing,
as to the locality they wish to settle in, and also
forward a fee of ten shillings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor, when, if' a sufficient number
of persons are found to join, the Government will
immediately undertake to organize  one or more
parties.
In the  event of there  being no party despatched,
the fee of  ten shillings  will be returned, on applica-
tion, to the person paying same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO H c E L.INDS BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
F
OR the convenience of persons desirous to have
lands, whether surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward for sale by auction, it is hereby notified
for general information, that instructions have been
issued to the Land Agents to open in their respec-
tive offices, a oook, in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration of the Minister
for Lands, when, if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in the next proclamation of sale.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
WITH the  view  of facilitating  the transaction of
V Y business  at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible  assistance  is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for land  or seeking
information on matters connected with the working
of the Land Acts-even to the extent of filling up
forms of application and transfers, &c., for illiterate
persons, if there is time at the officer's disposal;
and that any Land Agent, or other officer, receiving
and appropriating fees for clerical assistance to his
own use, on the matter being reported, will be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however,  of persons  requir-
ing copies of plans, arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner , and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring  the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary  for Public Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 20th March, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, under the 14th sectionof  " An Act to make provision for the Con-
struction  by the Government of Railways, and ,for
the Regulation cf the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has pri-
marily approved of the Map and Book of Reference
of the proposed new line from Ipswich to Brisbane
-from 7 miles 60 chains (near Redbark) to 16
miles  13 chains (near Oxley).
The map or plan, and book of reference, can be
seen at this Office, and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in writing, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objection which may exist to
the adoption of the said line of railway, or auy part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection
therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner of Railways.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
I is hereby notified that Applications under the
i provisions of the 41st section of "  The f'asto,•ai
Leases Act  of 18(59" for renewed leases for four-
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will expire on and Slier the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing
leases , as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Roads Branch,
Brisbane, 25th March, 1873.
N OTICE is hereby given, that any person or
persons removing any stone, gravel, loam, or
other material from any public road, or who, by the
careless use of fire, shall injure or destroy any
bridge or culvert, or damage any approaches thereto,
or who shall fall any timber across any public road,
or injure any road by drawing timber along it,
otherwise than on wheels, will be proceeded against
as the law directs.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  18th March, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF BUNDAMB A AND
STAPYLTON, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
FINAL NOTICE.
OTICE  is hereby given, that a new line of
N  road, leading to the Upper Redbank Plains
through the parishes of Bundamba and Stapylton,
county of Stanley, referred to in notices dated 8th
March, 1872, and 12th  April, 1872 (folios 459 and
611, respectively ,  of the  Government Gazette),  has
been formally marked and opened by the proper
officer, and  the same is  now open for public use.
By Command,
Will. HENRY WALSH.
73-183.
Department of Public Worlds,
Brisbane, 4th March, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the lxecutive Council, has been pleased
to establish the following Regulation and Schedule
of Fees under the provisions of the Act of Parlia-
ment, 20 Victoria, No. 29 , in amendment of the
Regulations now in force, in so far only as concerns
the Ravenswood Gold Fields, and neighboring
workings.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RAVE NS NVOOD GOLD FIELDS REGULATION.
Each application for a Lease of Auriferous Tract
lodged with  the Gold  Commissioner at Ravenswood
Gold Fields  shall be made in the form provided
by the existing Gold Fields Regulations ,  accom-
panied by the amount of deposit thereby required
for a first or  second  class lease respectively ; and in
addition ,  the applicant shall further deposit the
requisite Survey Fee, as per subjoined schedule.
All Surveys for Auriferous Leases shall only be
executed by the  Alining  Surveyor appointed by the
Government  for that  purpose.
SCHEDULE OF SURVEY FEES,
to be collected  by the  Gold Commissioner ,  Ravens-
wood, for  surveys required to be executed by the
Mining Surveyor.
Survey  of Land applied for as  Auriferous Lease.
For 1 acre and under ...  ..
5 acres „11
„10 „
.,. ...
,, 20  , ...
.s.
2 0
3 10
5 0
6 10
7 10
For any area exceeding 20 acres, as
by special arrangement.
For Traverse Connection Lines, at
per mile... ... ... ... 1 15
For Survey of Underground Work-
ings, at per diem
... 5 5
For travelling expenses of Mining
Surveyor, for every mile or
part of a mile from the Mining
Surveyor's Office, after the first
three miles,  at per mile one
way ... ... ... ... 0 4
TO PARTIES ABOUT TO SEARCH FOR GOLD.
3
IN'ERS' RIGHTS can. be obtained from the
Sur'syor-General, Survey Office Brisbane.
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Department  of Public Works,
Gold Fields Branch,
Brisbane ,  24th March, 1873.
CHARTERS' TOWERS, BROUGHTON, AND CAPE
GOLD  FIELDS-continued.
MINERS'  RIGHTS-continued.
No. Name.
.IT is hereby notified or general information, that55,182 Robt. M. Gallon 55,272 John Fick
the under-mentioned Miners' Rights and 55,183 Jno. Thomas 55,273 Adolph Poientz
business Licenses have been returned as issued at 55,184 John Brennan 55,274 Ale You
the Gold Fields respectively specified. 55,185 John Brennan 55,275 Tommy  Ali  Chong
55,186 J. J. DavisWM HENRY WALSH 55,276  All  Sue. . 55,187 Jno, Leahy 55,277 Ah Chu
188 Pat. Flood55 55,278 Wm. Morchin,
55,189 Noah Pearn 55,279 Cong
GAYNDAH GOLD FIELD. 55,190 James Palmer 55,280 Chor Teem
55,191 James PalmerDurin the Month ended the 28th Februar 1873 55,281 All Pen5.y,g 192 Edav. M. Neone55 252 Samuel Cummings,5,
MINERS'  RIGHTS. 55,193 S. Snoweroft
,
55,283 Ali Young
No. Name. No. Name. 55,194 Patk. Monaghan 55,284 Uh Chow
60,475 John Murphy 60,477 H. M. Makinson 55,195 Hugh Tunn 55,285 Ye Chin
60,476 John Shaw 55,196 Charles Rilley 55,286  Ali  Lin
55,197 T. Al. Harrison 55,287 Ali Chit
55,198 Frederick Hens 55,288 A.h Pow
55,199 Andrew Nelson  55,289  Wong  Chow
55,200 A. Hoepfner 55,290 Ale Qnee
CANIA AND KROOMBIT GOLD FIELDS. 55,201 J. B. Whitehead  55,291 Ali Car
m Lee  55 292  All  Sue202  T55
During the Month of October, 1872.
y ,om,
55,203 Low Sue 55,293 Ali Sam
• MINERS' RIGHTS. 55,201  Joe  Niec  55,294 Ali Tak
No.  Name. No. Name. 55,205 Wm. J. Bailey 55,295 Ali Loy290 To Ken55,206 J. A. Harliell 55
48,980 George Peters 48,962 James Burns
,
55,207 Alex. 111cAus]auc 55,297 Iiok Tok
48,961 George Peters 55,208  All  Kid 55,298 Ali Wan
1872.During the Month of November 55,209 Sim Yah  55,299 boon Sue, 210 Ali Low55 55,300 Ali Lee
48,963 Gavin Petty grew 48,964 Patrick Byrne
,
55,211 Coan Djah
212 C D55
55,301 Ah Luin
302 Al N55
During the Mouth of December, 1.872.
onn ,jen,
55,213 Ale Gruc
i y,
55,303 Heen Sing
48,965 Wm. Sherwin 48,967 C. Hawkins 55,214  Hoke Sue 55,304 Ali Ugil
48,966 W. L. Hawkins 48,96S C. Lennebergli 55,215 Ali Gun 55,305 Ale You
216 David Fitz atrick55 306 Ah Hom55
During the Month of January, 1873.
p;
55,217  All  Long
,
55,307 Cliin Tai
48,969 C. Hawkins  1  48,970 Alex. McDonald 55,218 Charles Stephenson i
219 He Lin o55
55,308 August Gard
Ali Sun55 309 Kon
During the Month of February, 1873.
g,
55,220 John Minogue
, g g
55,310 Kong Song
48,971 Gavin Pettygrew 48;973 Hugh Weston 55,231 Benjamin Smith 55,311 John Charles
48,272  M.  E. Gauety 48,974 Patrick Byrne 55,222  11.  Faveriigel 55,312 Kin Sue
55,223 Peter 1± vas 55,313 Ali Tung
55,224 Wm. Mitchell
i
55,314 Ali Hien
n55,225  Ali  S 55,315 Ali Yung
55,226 Charles Donaghey 55,316 Ali Foht
227 George Johnston55 55 317 Foo SueROCKHAMPTON GOLD FIELDS. ,55,228 Henry Hente
,
55,318 Ali Choy
During the Month ended 28th February, 1873. 55,229  Ali  Kini 55,319 Ale Low
55,230 B. B{ornebyeMINERS' RIGHTS. 55,320  Dom  Sing
55,231 John Ramsay 55,321  Chung Wy
No. Name. No. Name. 55,232 Richard Roberts 55,322 Lee Yan
48,232 Alex. Drysdale 48,240 S. Jacobson  55,233  S.  M. McEwan 55,323 Kong Sing
48,233 Peter Walsh 48,241 R. M. Hunter  55,234 Joseph Johnson 55,324 Charles Speer
48,234 Ale Sam Jo 48,242 J. M. Hunter 55,235 A. Gulliglier 55,325 Ali See
48,235 John Nelson 48,243 James Connors 55,236 James Irishman 55,326  Lo Over
48,236 E. Gibblett 48,244 Robert Rawley 55,237 Edward Sword 55,327  All  Quoi
48,237 William Erskine 48,245 William Rawley 55,238 John A. Himnan 55,328 You Fong
48,238 James Chalmers 48,246 James Champion 55,239 John A. Kinnan 55,329 Ali Choy
48,239 Andrew Carrol 55,240  Ali Chou 55,330 Ali Coin
55,241 Robert Smith 55,331 Ali Wee
55;242 Ali Gun 55,332 On Fan
55,243 George  Ali  Sue 55,333 Han, Jim
55,244 Thomas Hansen 55,334 Ale Wy
TENNINGERING GOLD FIELD. 55,215 Thomas Fester 55,335 Le Valois
246 Ali Len55 55 336 Wm. Brunel
During the Month ended 28th February, 1873.
,
55,247 Ali Quee
,
55,337 All Hen
MINERS' RIGHT. 55,248 Ung Yu 55,338 Michael Barrett
No. Name. 55,249  Ali  Sun 55,339 Ali Sue
52 288 Mathew Pfau. 55,250 On Sue 55,310 Ali Guee, 55,251 Fo Sue 55,341 Chin Pak
55,25 2  Ali Lang
l
55,342 Ali Quey
li Que55,253 A 55,343 A i Show
55,254 Chung Un 55,344 Ale Bow
55 255 Stephen Allen 55 345 Ali FonCHARTERS' TOWERS AND CAPEBROUGHTON , ,, , 55,256 Arthur Murphy 55,346 Ali Chong
GOLD FIELDS. 55,257 Peter  Shook  55,347  Ali  Say
During the Mouth ended 28th February, 1873. 55,258 Ali Hen 55,348  Ali  Sim
5
MINERS' RIGHTS
5,239 Morgan Shaw 55,349 Ali Fook
. 55,260 All Ung  55.350 Ali Sang
No. Name. No. Name. 55,261 Ali Sue  55,351 Chas. H. Cooper
55,162 Thomas Robinson 55,172 John Lawrence 55,262 J. Toohey 55,352 Coon Foo
55,163 Tames Hood 55,173 John Marshall 55,263 E. Su 55,353 Ale Shi
55,164 Thomas Foudy 55,174 William Little 55,264 Alex. McAuslam 55,354 Ali Shingi
55,165 R. Ellarton 55,175 John Burrowes 55,265 George Peace  55,355 Ali Ching
55,166 Donald Campbell 55,176 John Burrowes 55,266 Ping Foo  55,356  Ali  Foo
55,167 Edw. Gane 55,177 James Martin 55,267  Ali  Sin 55,357 Ali Hung
55,168 Jn. T. Gane 55,178 James Martin 55,268 Gee Boo  55,358  All  Ny
55,169 Neil McIntyre 55,179 Charles Goodwin I 55,269 Ali Pow 55,359 Ali Chun55,170 John Hogsflesh 55,180 Albert Lloyd 55,270 Mu Sing 55,360 Ali Hing
55,171 George Lawrence I 55,181 Andrew Watt 55,271 King Lim 55,361 Ali Fung
Name.No
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CHARTERS' TOWERS, BROUGHTON, AND CAPE
GOLD  FIELDS- continved.
MINERS' RIG HTS-cO;itinued.
No.  N acne.
55,362  Ali  Chac
55,363 Wm. Ah Sin
55,364 Fry Now
55,365 Yee Chong
55,366 Michael McCann
55,367 Dan Hong
55,368 Jimmy  All  Foo
55,369 Ali Mow
55,370 Ali Sing
55,371  Ali  Gout
55,372 Thomas Fleeton
55,373 Jimmy  Ali  Sin
55,374 Ali Qua
55,375 Ali Foo
55,376 Ten Tong
55,377  Ali  Tin
55,378  Ali  Qui
55,379 - Chong
55,380  Ali  Sin
55,381 Ali Isa
55,382 King IIu
55,383 Di Gin
55,384 Ah Duck
55,385 Ali Sue
55,386 Bakki
55,387  Ali  Bung
55,388 Leonidas Kolidas
55,389  Ali  Sant
55,390 C.  Ali  song
55,391 Watt Cock
55,392  W, ill Ian
55,393 Won Chi
55,39 1 'All Suill
55,395 Ali Wy
55;396 Sonny
55,397 Ali Choy
55,398  Ali  Sing
55,399 Alt Chow
55,400 Ali Lee
55,401 Sam Ti
55,402 Albert Neilson
55,403 Francis Ellis
55,404 Nicholas brown
55,405 Alt Long
55,406 Alt  Tab
55,407 Thos. G. Wray
55,408 Alt King
55,409  Ali  Hen
55,410 Ali Icon
55,411 Alt Tim
55,412 Yu Ali Eli
55,413  Ali  Fook
.55,414 W. F. Shearn
55,415 Tommy Ali Ye
55,416 Ali Young
55,417 Ali Yer
55,418 Ali Foo
55,419 Alt Sing
55,420 Ed. Power
55,421 J. 'Maxwell
55,422 F. Longstram
55,423  All  Lee
55,424 George Tough
55,425 Wm.  Oath
55,426 H. V. Brennan
55,427 Now Sue
55,428 Kong Sang
55,429 Kin Far
No. Name.
55,430 Thomas Johnson
55,431 Fo Yin
55,432 Peter Ruling
55,433 1).  R. O'Sullivan
55,434 Mi Chung
55,435 Fee Chan
55,436 Ali Foon
55,437 F. Cottingham
55,438 Michael Chine
55,439 Ali Sue
55,440  P. Oswold
55,441 H. K. Alford
55,442 Ali Tiu
55,443 William  Thompson
55,444 Joseph Hardy
55,445 Duncan McLellan
55,416 George Steele
55,447 George Hill
55,448 James McMachon
55,449 Edward Ward
55,450  Ali  Hoon
55,451 Ali Hcon
55,452 Ali Young
55,453 Ali Hong
55,454 Ali Ye
55,455 Ali Tong
55,456  Ali Susan
55,457 S. P. Carlson
55,458 John Gowry
55,459 Tom Su
55,460 Ali Fong
55,461 Ali Tait
55,462 Suin You
55,463 Sim Sam
55,4:,4 Ala IIow
55,465 Thomas Norris
55,466 Thomas Cochin
55,467 Young Low
55,468 William Crane
55,469 William Crane
55,140 William Crane
55,471 William Crone
55,472 11' . H. F anvel
55,173 Thomas Wliite
55,1744 Wm. McCullum
55,475 Jno. Cattanach
53,476 All Pang
55,477 Alt Pack
55,478 J. B. Robson
55,479 H. B. Bannatymc
55,780 R. F. Walker
55,781 S. Maddegan
55,782 Ali Fong
55,783 James Tully
55,78-1. Alf. Rawson
55,785 Alex. Dcarie
55.786 E. T. Ombler
55,787 John Hill
55,788 J. P. Lane
55,789 J. Condron
55,790 Low  Site
55,791 Thun Wife
55,792 James Matcltet
55,793  And. Whiteside
55.794 John Dugan
55,795 J. P. Birmingham
55,796 Louis Hamann
I
BrsiNEss  Liceasrs.
4,316 Jolm Thomas
4,317 James Evans
4,318 J. H. Robertson
1,319 Ali You
4,320 Fan. Knowry
4,321 Robert ;1'uchcer
4,322 Ali Suc
4,323  R.  Fitzmayer
4,324 Ali Sae
4,325 Loin Pan
4,326 Annie Smith
4,327 Annie Smith
4,328 Gee Wah
4,329 11. Hubert
Public Works Department,
Brisbane, 26th March, 1S73`
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER WAMBO CREEK-DALBY TO
CONDAMINE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
May next, front persons willing to contract for
the erection of Bridge over Wauhbo Ciiek, Dalby
to Condamine.
Tenders to be  endorsed  " Tea tier for Bridge,
ZYanabo  Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further  particulars obtained, at this
Office ; at Roads Office, Toowoomba ; and at Police
Office, Dalby.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must  state the time within which  it is  proposed
to complete  the work, and at the toot of every
Tender there must be a iatcmoranduni signed by the
party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten
per cent. on  amotmt of Tender, as security for the
due Performance  of the Contract in the event of
the fender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event, that be will execute and deliver at
the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance , a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance , otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1873.
BUNDABERG FERRY, BURNETT RIVER.
TO BOATMEN, FERRYIIFN, Ere.
T
will the received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FR JI) Y, the 18th
April, 1873, from persons willing to e-ontract for the
Lease, for the period of Five years, cohua cncing 1st
jut y, 1873, of the Ferry on the Burnett River at
Bundaberg.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tunic: for Fevy,
Blmdaberq."
Conditions of Lease, form of Tender, and Regu-
lations for working the Ferry, can be seen on
application at the Police Ltilagist.ate's Office, Bun-
daberg ; or at the Office of horeman of Works,
Maryborough.
At the foot of caclh Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute and deliver, at the office of the Civil Crown
Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty in a penal sum Of such amount as may be
hereafter determined upon. for securing such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
No Tender will be entertained, except in the
approved forth, and the Li ;hest or any Tender will
not necessarily beaccepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Avorlcs,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
SUB-COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS' RESIDENCE,
CARDWELL.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p .,n. on FAR•ID AY, the 18th
April next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Sub-Collector of Customs' Residence
at Cardwell.
Tenders to be endorsed  " 1eoJee  for  S'ub-Col-
lector of  Customs'  Pesidenhce,  Ca,'clceeil."
Plan, Specificatien, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office ; also at Custom House, Cardwell, and Court
House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is pro-
posed to complete the work, find at the foot of
every Tender there must be a tncmorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ton per cent. on amomit of Tcuder as security for
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the due performance of the contract, in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WII. HENRY WALSH.
Public Works Department,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
CUSTOM HOUSE AND BONDED STORE,
CARDWELL.
TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
April next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Custom House and Bonded Store at
Cardwell.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for Custom
House and Bonded Store, Cardwell."
Plan, Specification, and Forni of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office;
also at Custom House, Cardwell, and Court House,
Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of 'l'ender as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver, at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notifica-
tion of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing such performance, otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following Regulations to be
observed at the crossing-place of the Coomera
River, from the Government road between selec-
tion 25P and portion 267 South Side, to the Govern-
ment Reserve on the North Bank, in virtue of the
provisions of the Acts 2 William IV., No. 12, and
14 Victoria, No. 5.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
FERRY REGULATIONS.
1. That the ferry be leased by auction, tender, or
otherwise, as the Government may determine.
2. That the ferry rates and charges shall be in
accordance with the annexed Schedule, and that
the same shall be  painted  on.  hoards  and placed in
conspicuous situations on each side of the ferry,
at the cost of the lessee thereof. The lessee shall
also provide scales and weights, and keep the same
in a convenient place at the ferry.
3. The lessee willbe required to make all im-
provements and repairs that may be required at the
approaches to the ferry on each side of the river
for a distance of 100 feet from low-water mark,
and leave the same in good order at the termi-
nation of his lease.
4. The lessee of the ferry shall enter into a bond
in an amount to be fixed by the Government, with
two sureties, for the due performance of his con-
tract, and for his information be will be supplied
with a copy of these regulations.
5. The lessee will be required to furnish, and
to keep during the currency of his lease, in a clean,
dry, and secure condition, such sufficient number
of boats and punk as the Government may deter-
mine to be used on the ferry, and such boats and
punts must be approved of, and passed by an officer
appointed in that behalf by the Government. The
following are the dimensions required, viz.:-
Boats.-Not  to be less than 1S feet over all,
5 feet beam, to carry eight passengers ;
two extra passengers may be carried for
one foot by one inch moxe in the foregoing;
measurement ; the number of passengers
each boat is licensed to carry to be
painted in legible characters in some con-
spicuous part thereof; a man to be in
constant attendance with each boat, and
each boat to be provided with a safe rope
or chain.
Punts.-Not  to be less than 30 feet long and
10 feet wide, inside measurement, 3 feet
deep, and decked over level with top of
gunwale ; height of top rail 3 feet 6 inches
from the deck of punt, with three inter-
mediate rails, to have fall-down flaps, be
well battened down to prevent cattle from
slipping, with chains and shifting cross-
bars at each end, and to be worked by not
less than two men.
6. Life-buoys and drags, with proper appliances,
shall be furnished by the lessee, who shall be
required to have the same in constant readiness for
any emergency.
7. During dark nights, and in the absence of
moonlight, there shall be lights kept burning and
properly trimmed on the steps of the ferry, on
each side of the river, and the lessee shall provide
the same.
8. All persons crossing the ferry, with the follow-
ing exceptions, shall pay the charges fixed in
Schedule, viz.  :-
The Governor, and any person in actual attend-
ance upon him, and any carriages or horses
of or belonging to him.
Ministers of religion, officers, soldiers, or
sailors, in Her Majesty's service, proceed-
ing or returning on duty.
Any member of the Executive Government,
officers of police, troopers, and constables
on actual duty, and any prisoners in their
charge.
Any person proceeding to or returning from
divine worship on the Lord's Day.
All children proceeding to or returning from
any schoci, whether public or private ; all
officers and men connected with Her
Majesty's Customs and with the Roads
Department, when on duty.
N.B.-The horses or vehicles used by such
exempted parties shall also be conveyed across the
ferry free.
PENAL CLAUSES.
9. Any lessee of the ferry who shall infringe
upon, or act contrary to i,ny clause or condition
contained in these regulations, shall, on conviction
before two or more Justices of the Peace, be sub-
ject to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
10. In the event of two convictions within one
month against the lessee of the ferry, such con-
victions shall cancel the lease, and the Government
may at once resume the ferry.
11. If the lessee, or if any collector, boatman, or
ferryman employed by such lessee, shall demand
and take from any person or persons exempt from
payment of charges, and who shall claim such
exegiption, as provided in clause S of these regula-
tions, or shall, under color of his office as lessee,
collector, boatman, or ferryman, wilfully extort from
any person or. persons any sum of money or thing
of value whatsoever, as and for, or in lieu of pay-
ment of dues ; or shall refuse to permit and sufler
any person or persons to read, or shall in any
manner hinder or prevent any person or persons
from reading, the inscription on such boards ; or
shall refusif to tell his christian and surname to
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any person or persons who shall demand to know
the same, on  being paid  the said dues, or any of
them, or shall in answer give a false name or
names; or upon legal dues Ding tendered or
,paid, shall detain or wilfully obstruct, hinder, or
delay any person or persons from passing over the
ferry ; or if such lessee, collector, boatman, or ferry-
man shall make use of any scurrilous or abusive
language to any traveller or passenger ;-then and
in each and every such case the said lessee shall
forfeit and pay for every such offence  any sum not
exceeding five pounds, to be recovered before any
two or more of Her Majesty's Justices of the
Peace.
12. If any lessee, or collector, boatman, or ferry-
man employed by such lessee, shall neglect or
unreasonably delay  to take  across the  ferry any
passengers , or travellers of any description, or any
goods or wheeled vehicles delivered to him, in each
and every such case the said  lessee shall  forfeit and
pay for every such offence any  sum not exceeding
five pounds, in addition to any damage that may
arise from such neglect or delay, to be recovered
as hereinbefore provided.
13. If any person liable to the payment of any
dues under these regulations shall, after demand,
neglect or refuse to pay the same, or any part
thereof, it shall be lawful for anyone duly autho-
rised to collect the same, to prevent such person
from passing over the ferry until the dues demand-
able from and payable by such person so refusing to
pay the same be paid and discharged.
14. Any person who shall intentionally evade the
.payment of the dues as per schedule shall, unless
exempt from payment thereof, as provided in clause
8 of these regulations, upon conviction, be subject
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
15. No person in a state of intoxication shall be
permitted to cross over in any of the ferry boats,
except when in charge of the police.
16. The lessee shall have the exclusive right of
taking all passengers, live stock, and goods across
the ferry; and no person or persons shall ply for
hire, by conveying passengers, live stock, or goods
across the river within a radius of three miles of
the ferry, unless authorised to do so by the Govern-
ment, under a penalty not exceeding five pounds
for each offence, to be recovered as hereinbefore
provided.
17. The rent to be paid to the Colonial Treasurer,
in such manner as may be approved by the Govern-
ment, and intimated to the lessee ; and if not so
paid, the lease will be liable to be absolutely
cancelled at the option of the Government.
18. The lessee shall, at the time of executing the
bond, give a warrant of attorney to enter upon
judgment, as a collateral security for the due pay-
ment of the rent, should the Government so desire.
19. The lessee shall not sub-let, or in any way
dispose of the ferry without the express sanction of
the Government.
SCHEDULE.
Ferry  Dues and  Charges.
d.s.
Every foot passenger with a parcel or par-
cels not exceeding 14 lbs. weight in all 0 1
Single horse, with rider ... ... ... 0 4
All vehicles, of any description whatever, of
two or more wheels, loaded or unloaded,
drawn by one horse or other  animal,
including driver, &c. ... ... ... 0 8
Same, drawn by two horses or other animals,
including driver, &c. 1 0
Same (with the exception of bullock teams),
drawn by more than two horses or other
animals, including driver, &c. ... 1 6
Bullock teams, with dray loaded or unloaded,
including driver, &c., and with or with-
out dray, in yokes, including driver .. 1 0
N.B.-The fares of passengers travelling in vehicles
are included in the foregoing charges.
Cattle or horses, or other large animals, un-
attached, up to ten in number, each . 0 4
Same, for all above ten in number (the first
ten at rate of 4d. each), each ... . 0 3
Sheep, pigs, goats, sucking calves or foals,
or other small animals (dogs excepted),
each ... ... ... ... ... 0 1
Goods.
Packages exceeding in all 14 lbs., and under
56 lbs. weight ... ...
Ditto, 56 lbs, and under 1 cwt. ... .
Every 1 cwt. and under 10 cwt., at rate of
per cwt.
Every 10 cwt. or more, at rate of per ton, by
0 2
0 4
0 6
dead weight or  measurement  ...  5 0
Half of the above rates only shall be paid in  all cases
when return is made on the same day, with the excep-
tion of foot passengers.
Live stock to be put into and out of the punts by the
owners or  parties in charge thereof. Goods and
wheeled vehicles to be put into and taken out of the
punts by the  lessee.
The ferry to be opened for the transit of passengers
and goods , at all hours, from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m., at the
above prices.
After 11 p.m. double all the above rates shall be
charged and paid.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th March, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following Regulations being
observed at the Public Ferries established at the
several Crossings of the Burdekin River, on the
different routes to the Gold Fields, in virtue of the
provisions of the Acts 2 William IV., No. 12, and
14 Victoria, No. 5.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
FERRY  REGULATIONS.
1. That the ferry be leased by auction, tender, or
otherwise, as the Government may determine.
2. That the ferry rates and charges shall be in
accordance with the annexed Schedule, and that
the same shall be exhibited on boards and placed
in conspicuous situations on either side of the
ferry, at the cost of the lessee thereof.
3. The lessee will be required to make all im-
provements and repairs that may be required at the
approaches on either side of the Burdekiu River,
for a distance of 100 feet from low-water mark,
and leave the same in good order at the termination
of his lease.
4. The lessee of the ferry shall, if required, enter
into a bond in an amount to be fixed by the Go-
vernment, for the due performance of his con-
tract, and for his information he will be supplied
with a copy of these regulations.
5. All persons crossing the ferry, with the follow-
ing exceptions, shall pay the charges fixed in
Schedule, viz.:-
The Governor, and any person in actual attend-
ance upon him, and any carriages or horses
of or belonging to him.
Ministers of religion, officers, soldiers, or
sailors, in Her Majesty's service, and all
other persons in the public service, proceed-
ing to or returning on duty.
Any member of the Executive Government,
officers of police, troopers, and constables
on actual duty, and any prisoners in their
charge.
Any person proceeding to or returning from
divine worship on the Lord's Day.
All children proceeding to or returning from
any school, whether public or private ; all
officers and men connected with Her
Majesty's Customs, and with the Roads
Department, when on duty.
PENAL CLAUSES.
6. Any lessee or person in charge of the ferry
who shall infringe upon, or act contrary to any
clause or condition contained in these regulations,
shall, on conviction before two or more Justices
of the Peace, be subject to a penalty not exceeding
five pounds.
7. In the event of two convictions within one
month against the lessee of the ferry, such con-
victions shall cancel the lease, and the Government
may at once resume the ferry.
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8. If the lessee, or person in charge, shall
neglect to put up a scale of ferry dues, as provided
for in clause two of those regulations, or if any
collector, boatman, or ferryman employed by such
lessee, or person in charge, shall not be in atten-
dance at all times, by day and  by  night, at. the place
at which he is stationed, or ought to be ; or shall
demand and take greater dues from any person or
persons who shall be exempt from payment thereof,
and who shall claim such exemption, or shall, under
color of his office as collector, boatman, ferryman,
or person in charge, wilfully extort from any person
or persons any sum of money- or thing of value
whatsoever, as and for, or in lieu of payment of
dues ; or shall refuse to permit and suffer any
person or persons to read, or shall in any manner
hinder or prevent any person or persons from
reading, the inscription on such boards ; or shall
refuse to tell his christian and surname to any
person or persons who shall demand to know
the same, on being paid the said dues, or any of
them, or shall in answer give a false name or
names; or upon legal dues being tendered or
paid, shall detain or wilfully obstruct, hinder, or
delay any passenger or passengers from passing over
the ferry ; or if such collector, boatman, ferry-
man, or person in charge, shall make use of any
scurrilous or abusive language to any traveller or
passenger ;-then and in each and every such case
the said lessee or person in charge shall forfeit and
pay for every such offence any sum not exceeding
five pounds, to be recovered before any two of Her
Majesty's Justices of the Peace.
9. If any lessee, or person in charge, shall
wilfully neglect or delay to take across the ferry any
goods or wheeled vehicles delivered to him, in each
and every such case the Said 1essce, or person in
charge, shall forfeit and pay for every such offence
any sum not exceeding five pounds, in addition to
any damage that may arise to such goods from such
delay or neglect, to be recovered as provided in
preceding clause.
10. If any person liable to the payment of any
dues under these regulations shall, after demand,
neglect or refuse to pay the same, or any part
thereof, it shall be lawful for any person duly autho-
rised to collect the same, to prevent such person
or persons from passing over the ferry until the
dues demandable from and payable by such person
or persons so refusing to pay the same be paid and
discharged.
11. Any person who shall intentionally evade the
payment of the dues, as per sche dale, shall, unless
exempt from payment thereof, as provided in clause
8 of these regulations, upon conviction, be subject
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds, to be reco-
vered as aforesaid.
12. No person in a state of intoxication shall be
permitted to cross over in any of the ferry boats,
except when in charge of the police.
13. The lessee or person in i:l:;srpa shall have the
exclusive right of taking all goods and passengers
on the ferry ; and no person or persons shall ply for
hire, or convey goods across the river within a
radius of three miles of the ferry, unless autho-
rised to do so by the Government, under a penalty
not exceeding five pounds for each offence, to be
recovered as aforesaid.
14. The rent to be paid to the Colonial Treasurer,
in such manner as may be approved by the Govern-
ment, and intimated to the lessee ; and if not so
paid, the lease will be liable to be absolutely
cancelled at the option of the Gov,e-rnment.
15. The lessee shall, at the time of executing the
bond, give a warrant of attorney to enter .upon
judgment, as a collateral security Joe the due pay-
ment of the rent, should thr (Government so
desire.
16. The lessee or person in charge shall not sub-
let, or in any way dispose of thin ferry without the
express sanction of the GOvernn]ent.
SenEDULE.
]'err:/ Dues  011r1 Clr"r•es.
s. d.
Every foot passenger and s:; at,• (once across) 2 6
For every horse, with rides, saddle, and
swag (once across) ... ... ... 5 0
Dray or waggon ... ... ... ... 2 6
s. d,
And for each horse also .. 2 6
For every ton weight of loading, such as
flour, merchandise, &c., contained in
drays, ortany other wheeled vehicles, by
dead weight or measurement ... ... 10 0
Live stock to be put into and out of the punts by the
owners or  person in charge thereof. Goods and wheeled
vehicles to be put into and taken out of the punts by the
lessee or person in  charge.
The ferry to be opened for the transit of passengers
and goods, at all hours, from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m., at the
above prices.
After 10 p.m., an additional charge of is. on each of
the items mentioned in Schedule shall be paid.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 14th February, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that the Public Accounts of the past
year (1872) shall be finally closed on the 31st
proximo.
All claims against the several Departments on
account of the year in question are to be rendered
to the proper officers, in time to enable the Vouchers
to be examined and paid before that date.
By Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River. Card,
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gattou, Gayndah, George Town, G-ilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodell, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Ipswich,
Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marlborough,
Maryborough, Milchester, Mount Perry, Murphy's
Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office (Brisbane),
Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St.
George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoornba, Townsville, Warwick, and Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £14), at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof', and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday eveninggs.
Further information can be obtained'oy applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1873.
LOOSE SHIP LETTERS.
LATE FEE Or LETTERS.
TT is hereby notified for general information, that
1 on and after the 1st April next, loose letters
posted on board Steamers will require to bear a
late fee besides the regular postage in Queensland
postage stamps.
The late fee will from that date be as follows :-
Colonial and Intercolonial ...  Threepence.
Foreign ...  ... ...  Sixpence.
THOS. L.  HURRAY-PRIOR.
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Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  20th March, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
GIN GIN TO BUNDABIRG.
T
ENDERS  wi ll  be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until noon on MONDAY, the 12th day of
May next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all  material ,  except wire and insu-
lators, and for all  workmanship necessary for the
erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the Terms ,  General Conditions, and
Speci fications appended hereto.
From Gin Gin to Bundaberg ,  a distance of thirty
(30) miles, more or less.
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government ,  and delivered to the Contractor at
Brisbane ,  about three months after the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price per mile for clearing and timber
work.
2. Price each for extra poles, where neces-
sary.
3. Price per foot for extra -length poles,
where necessary.
4. Price per mile for affixing insulators
and stretching wire.
The  whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within four  (4) months
from the noti fication of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly ,  to the extent of
seventy -fi ve (75 )  per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer ap-
pointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstanding
such report and payment on account, the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or other of ficer
appointed by him in that behalf ,  shall have full
power at an y  time aftorrards ,  before final payment
sha ll  be made ,  of rejecting and condemning any of
the work or materials in respect of which such re-
port and payments may have been made. The total
balance wi ll  be paid when the entire contract shall
have been  completed  to the satisfaction of the
Government .  The contractor may avail himself of
the facilities afforded  by " The Electric Telegraph
Act  "  for obtaining materials ,  on signing a bond in-
demnifying the Government against any claims for
compensation ,  arising from the action of the con-
tractor ,  and providing for any claims being paid by
the Superintendent from moneys due to the con-
tractor ,  if not otherwise settled.
The contractor will  be responsible for all  claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other pro-
perty, caused by the erection of the line ; also for
damage so caused to roads .  And if such claims are
not defr ayed ,  the Superintendent is authorised to
pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the ex-
ecution of ,  or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the Queensland  Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all  sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor ,  together with all  materials and implements in
his possession on the ground ,  and all sums of
money ,  whether named in the bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise ,  as penalties  for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government ,  and the amount sha ll  be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of con-
tract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated ,  in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking ,  in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a bond to Her Majesty
in a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount  of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle track, of not  less  than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing. Any branches
overhanging from trees beyond the distance men-
tioned, which, in the judgment of the inspecting
officer, might endanger the line, to be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared b the
removal of the timber to the original width o7such
roadway .  In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty  (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track. Poles to
be heavy straight saplings, of the belt description
of approved hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton
Bay ash being allowed), with the bark removed,
not less than  nine  (9) inches in diameter at five (5)
feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in diameter at
the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to be
carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of six (6) feet, and well coated
with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly bound
at one (1) inch from its extremity with good hoop
iron, of not less than one (1) inch wide. The top
of each pole to be served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not  more  than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission, to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles, or other places where re-
quired, struts, or supports of wood, to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulating pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark, according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted us directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two posts shall not exceed two
(2) feet.  Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
A ll  material  used in  the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be su -
ject to the final approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer
appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane,  25th  February, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
SPRINGSURE TO TAMBO.
TENDERS will be received at the office of the
1 Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until noon on MONDAY, the 28th day of
April next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and
insulators, and for all workmanship necessary for the
erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications appended hereto.
From Springsure to Tambo, a distance of one
hundred and forty (140) miles, more  or less.
The insulators and wire to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor at
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Brisbane, about three months after the notificatic n
of the acceptance of the tender.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price per mile for clearing and timber work. _
2. Price each for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price per foot for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price per mile for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
The whole contract to be completed, and handed
over to the Government, within nine (9) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report, and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final
payment shall be made, of rejecting and condemn-
ing any of the work or materials in respect of
which such report and payments may have been
made. The total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " .flue Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials, on signing a bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor, and
providing for any claims being paid by the Super-
intendent from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences, or other
property, caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fnlfilxnent of the contract ;
and all sums of money which may be due to the
contractor, together with all materials and imple-
ments in his possession on the ground, and all sums
of money, whether named in the bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract. Attached to each Tenaer
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, and two responsible persons as sureties,
agreeing to be answerable for the due performance
of' the contract within the time stipulated, in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and under-
taking in that event, that they will severally exe-
cute and deliver at the office of the Crown Solicitor,
in Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the notifica-
tion of the acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to
Her Majesty in a sum equal to twenty (20) per
cent. on the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(41)) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle track, of not less than eight (8) feet in
width, to be left open within the clearing. Any
branches overhanging from trees beyond the dis-
tance mentioned, which, in the judgment of the
inspecting officer, might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In eases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings, of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted
gum or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the
bark removed, not less than nine (9) inches in
diameter at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5)
inches in diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25)
feet in length ; to be carefully and thoroughly
charred, from the base upwards, over a space of
six (6) feet, and well coated with the best coal tar ;
the top to be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its
extremity with good hoopiron, of not less than one
(1) inch wide. The top of each pole to be served
with a thick coating of white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles, or other places where required,
struts, or supports of wood, to be supplied, and
fixed as directed.
Insulating pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark, according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two posts shall not exceed two (2)
feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed, and
the wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained vn applioation at the office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 25th  February, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
ROME TO CHARLEVILLE.
T ENDERS will be received at the office of
the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon, on MONDAY, the 28th day
of April next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and
insulators, and for all workmanship necessary for
the erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications appended hereto.
From Roma to Charleville, a distance of one
hundred and ninety (190) miles, more or less.
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor at
Brisbane, about three months after the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender.
Tenders must state separately:-
1.  Price per mile for clearing and timber work.
2. Price each for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price per foot for extra-length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price per mile for;;affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government, within ten (10) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstanding
such report and payment on account, the Superin.
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other officer
appointed by him in that behalf, shall have full
power at any time afterwards, before final payment
shall be made, of rejecting and condemning any of
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the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be  raid  when the entire contract
shall have been  competed  to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor, and
providing for any claims being paid by the Superin=tendent from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property ,  caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed ,  the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment ,  it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done ,  and to enforce the
penalties for the non -fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums of money which may be due to the
contractor ,  together with all materials and imple-
ments in his possession on the ground ,  and all sums
of money, whether named in the bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
hall be forfeited to the Government ,  and the
amount shall be consideredas ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering ,  and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated ,  in the event of the.
Tender  being  accepted  ;  and undertaking,  in,
that event, that they will severally execute and
deliver at the office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within ten  (10) days from the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty in a sum equal to twenty  (20) per cent. on
the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor ,  under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty  (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away ,  and a good straight
bridle track ,  of not less than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing. Any branches
overhanging from trees beyond the distance men-
tioned ,  which, in the judgment of the inspecting
officer, might endanger the line, to be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed ,  leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty  (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track. Poles
to be heavy straight saplings, of the best description
of approved hardwood  (no spotted gum or Moreton
Bay ash being allowed ),  with the bark removed, not
less than nine  (9) inches in diameter at five (5)
feet from the butt ,  and five (5) inches in diameter
at the top ,  and twenty -five (25)  feet in length ; to
be carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of six (6) feet, and well
coated with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly
bound at one (1)  inch from its extremity with good
hoop iron ,  of not less than one (1)  inch wide. The
top of each pole to be served with a thick coating
of white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five  (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular position ,  and well rammed with rubble and
earth .  At angles,  or other places where required,
struts, or  supports  of wood, to be supplied, and
fired as directed.
Insulating pins  (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark,  according  to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ;  the  lip of the  insulator
to be not less than one inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two posts shall not exceed two
(2) feet. Joints or splices to be  made as directed,
and the wire tied to the  insulator  with the binding
wire supplied.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer  appointed by him to inspect  the same.
Tender forms, and every information,  may be
obtained  on application  at the office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 28th March, 1873.
THE following Bye-law made by the Municipal
Council of Allora, having been confirmed by
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, under his Hand, in accord-
ance  with the 74th section of  " The Municipal
Institutions Act of  1861," the same is hereby
published in the  Government Gazette.
A. H. PALMER.
BYE-LAW.
THE following Bye-law was passed by the Munici-
pal Council of Allora, on the 7th day of March,
1873.
That every freeholder, resident, and every
resident householder within the Municipality of
Allora, be permitted to depasture ten head of
cattle or horses  on reserves  and other lands under
the control of the Municipal Council of Allora, on
payment of  an annual  charge or  assessment of two
shillings for each and every head of cattle, horses,
or sheep depastured by them on such reserves and
other lands, to the Municipal Council of Allora, or
to any officer duly appointed by the said Municipal
Council to receive the same ; and that all stock-
owners  refusing or failing to pay, when required to
do so, such charge or  assessment , and depasturing
cattle, horses, or sheep,  on reserves  or other lands
under the control of the Municipal Council of
Allora, shall be liable in a penalty not exceeding
one pound sterling for each and every head of cattle,
horses, or sheep, found belonging to them on
reserves and other lands under the control of the
Municipal Council of Allora, such charge or  assess-
ment and penalty to be recovered in the Allora
Court of Petty Sessions. Provided always that all
bona. fide  butchers be permitted to depasture fifty
sheep and not more than ten head of cattle at any
time without charge or  assessment , on reserves and
other lands under the control of the Municipal
Council of Allora.
SAMUEL GORDON,
Mayor.
ALEXANDER CAMERON,
Town Clerk.
.Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-sixth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty- sixth  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
NORMANBY.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the twenty-seventh section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868" (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for closing of the
under-mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are required
to transmit to this Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD '  TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
Applicant.
F. W. Ironmonger ...
Situation.
Road  separating portion 364 from
portion 368
Parish.
Brassall  ...
Area.
A. B. P.
1 1 35
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  "T.he Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868" (31 Victoria, No. 46) has been made for closing of the under-
mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 Robert McCready ...
Situation.
Reserved  road through portion 15...
Parish.
Darlington
Area.
A. B. P.
3 2 17
Department of Public Lands,
B ri sbane, 6th March, 1873.
IT is  hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 " (31 Victoria ,  No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under.
mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing ,  within two months  fr om this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No.
1
Applicant.
A. Moodie ...
Situation.
Reserved road  through portion 17, from Bris-
bane  road to crossing,place on the Albert
River
Wickham
Parish. Area.
A.  R.  r.
5 1 19
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th February, 1873,
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections ,  in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 George King
2 George King
Situation .  Parish.
Road separating portions 23, 37, and
38, from portions 22 and 39, and a
reserve on Gowrie Creek  ... ...  Isaac
Road  separating portions  16, 17, and
43, from portion 44, and Gowrie
pre-emptive purohase No. 2, and a
reserve on  Gowrie Creek ... ....  Isaac ... ...
40 1 23
26 1 26
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  13th February, 1873.
IT is  hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868 "  (31 Victoria ,  No. 46),  has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections  in  writing ,  within two months from this date.
(For the Secretary for Pub lic Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BB CLOSED.
No. App licant.
1 P. Thomson
2 Po ll et Cardew ..,
3 W. M. Davidson .,.
J I
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 26th March, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a New Road from Ipswich to Eden Station, parish of Goodna, county of Stanley, Notice
is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in
force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned,
are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of
the Road in question.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM IPSWICH TO EDEN  S TATION, PARISH  OF GOODNA ,  COUNTY OF
STANLEY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL  4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
No. Po rt ion of Road.
Portion of Road.
I
Reputed Occu  ier I Bearin
o
Length  Breadth
Owner . I .  g ' in  Chains . of Road.
ohs. Ike .  Cho.  iks. A. R. P.
Deviation of road dames dosey dames dosey N .  12° 16' E. 8 00 ... 3 3 26;  This deviation has been
through portion 175, 60° 10' 13 99 made to avoid the high
parish of Ooodna , 80° 10 00 .tnny  ri dge at the S.E.
county of Stanley,  corner or portion 179.
district of West More-
wn ... ... ... I I
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th March, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having  deemed it expedient
to increase  the width of part of the Road from Dalby to St. Ruth, Notice is hereby given
that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in
this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road  above-mentioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Dalby ;  and all persons
interested  therein are requested  to transmit  in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road
in question.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF AREAS RESUMED TO INCREASE THE WIDTH OF PART OF THE ROAD FROM
DALBY TO ST. RUTH,  PARISH OF ST .  RUTH , COUNTY or AUBIG NY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER  THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No.
1
2
Situation. Pari sh. Area.
A.  B.  P.
Roads separating portions 13,14 ,  15, Wivenhoe  ... ...  7 1 16
and 16
Road separating portion 2 from por- Purga  ... ...  1 2 0
tion 4
Road separating portions 36 and 37 Tinana  ... ... ....  3 3 18
from portions 38 and 39
Reputed Owner .  Bearings. Length in
Breadth
Chains. ofRoad.
chs. iks .  ohs. iks•
Area, Remarks.
Area.
A. R. P.
Commencing at the no rt h boun-
dary of portion 143, parish of
St. Ruth ,  and  ru nning in a
southerly direction through
that land and po rt ion 160 .. D.  H. Barton ... South  ...  80 0 5 0 40 0 0
Commencing at the north boun-
dary of po rt ion 161, parish of
St. Ruth ,  and running in a
southerly direction through
that portion and po rt ions 171,
172, and 179  ... ,,. ...  I ... South  ...  120 0 6 0 60 0 0
Remarks,
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th March, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a  new  Road from Westb ro ok Homestead Area ,  to portion 9, parish  of Westbrook,  county
of Aubigny ,  Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of the  Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11,  and now in force in this  Colon, a Plan  and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line
of Road above -mentioned ,  are now deposited at the  Office  of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane, and at
the Police  Office,  Drayton  ;  and all persons interested therein are  requested  to transmit ,  in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from  this  date, any well-grounded  objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-628-W. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM WESTBBOOK HOMESTEAD AREA, TO PORTION 9, PARISH OF
WESTBROOK, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT
OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No.
1
2
3
Portion of Road.
Commencing on the western
boundary  of portion 3, parish
of Westbrook ,  and running
about east -by-south , to its
eastern boundary
Commencing at the western
boundary  of portion  7, parish
of Westbrook ,  and running
about east-by-south to its
eastern boundary
Commencing at the western
boundary of portion 8, parish
of Westbrook,  and running
about east -by-south to its
eastern boundary
Reputed Owner. Occupier.
The Crown Held under pasto-
ral lease by
McLean and
Beit
The Crown Held under  pasto-
ral lease by
McLean and
Belt
The Crown  ...  Held under pasto-
ral lease by
McLean and
Belt
Bearings. Area.
che.  Iks.  ch. ike .  A.  R.  P.
N. 101° 8' E. 15 0 0 150  l110  2 231
N.  1001 55' E. 40 0
N.100° 45' E. 15 83 l
Remarks.
Open for-
est. En-
tire South
boundary
fenced.
N. 100° 40' E. 11 44 70 0 150 6 2 321 Unim-
proved
forest
land.
N. 1000  25' E. 20 0 0 150 6 0 121 Unim-
N. 1001  10'E. 20  52  proved
forest
ridges.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Warwick to•Ipswich, through Glengallan Pre-em tives Nos. 59, 60,
61, 62, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office,
Warwick; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the
Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to
the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM WARWICK TO IPSWICH, THROUGH GLENGALLAN PRE-EMPTIVES
Nos. 59 to 62, PARISHES OF GLENGALLAN AND DEUCHAR, COUNTY OF MERIVALE ; TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Port ion of Road .  Reputed Owner.
1 Commencing at Free -  Marshall and
stone Creek B ridge, in Deuchar
Gleugallan pre -emptive
61, and running  north-
easterly  and  northerly
to its northern boun-
dary
Commencing  at the Ditto ...
southe rn  boundary of
pre-emptive  60, Glen-
gallan Run ,  and run-
ning no rt h - no rt h-
westerly  and north-
easterly to  its northern
boundary
3 Commencing  at the Ditto ...
southern  boundary of
Glengallan  pre-emptive
59, and  running north-
easterly to its eastern
boundary
4 A triangular  portion Ditto ...
out of the north-west
co rn er of pre-emptive
62
Occupier.  Bearings.
Unoccupied ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
N. 360° E.
32° 11'
360°
360-
34W
320° 41'
332° 30'
352°
16° 48'
160  48'
28°
32° 11'
Length
in Chains.
Length  Breadth
in.  Chaias .  of Road.
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
che. lks. A. It. P.
3 10 2 chains 9 3 14
38 20
20 76
Remarks.
Unimproved forest
land.
7 24 2 chains 17 3 38 ;  Unimproved forest
6 00 land; road outside
30 00 Glengallan boun-
22 33 dary fence.
12 83
16 02
25 98 2 chains 13 2 16 Unimproved land.
44 37 lightly timbered
with apple.
1 94 .., 0 0 13 Black  soil open
I ridge.
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Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th'March, 1S73.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the under-mentioned Articles are in the custody of the Lost Property
Department, Southern and Western Railway, as lost property.
Owners can obtain the same on application to the Traffic Manager, Ipswich, and paying costs.
If not released on or before SATURDAY, the 19th April next, they will be sold by public  auction,
to defray  expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
LIST OF LOST PROPERTY ON HAND AT IPSWICH STATION, 318T DECEMBER 1872.
Date. Station and Place. Where  Found .  Description  of Goods.
1872.
27 June ... First-class, No. 3 down ... Ipswich 1 pocketbook, no name
11 July Second-class , ditto ... ditto 1 walking stick
15 July ... First-class, ditto ... ditto 1 piece sample coal
11 On line ditto  1 felt hat
9May... ditto ... ... Grandchcster 1 drab felt hat
23 July ... Platform ... Ipswich 1 tin billy, 1 pint pot, 1 knife
24 July ... No. 3 down train... ditto 1 bag containing 2 neckties, 1 piece of
flannel
lJ k h1 bl tO li ll28 u y ...
30 July ...
...
...
aacn ne ... Wa oon
No. 3 down train Ipswich  2 plates
First -class ,  No. 3 down  ditto  1 book, Artemus Ward among the
Fenians
1 August ... Second  class  waiting room  ditto 1 parasol
h t1 f l8 August ... On line ... ae t...  Gatton
10 August ... Second-class, No. 1 up ... Dalby 1 jacket
„ ditto ... ...  ditto 1 paper parcel containing sample sugar
21 September ... Booking office ... ... Warwick 1 lady' s bag  containing paper, pins,
tacks, cotton, &c.
„ ditto ditto ... 1 lady's parasol
v ditto
ditto
ditto ... 1 child's cape
ditto ... 1 scarf
15 September On line Laidley ... 1 hat
16 September ditto Helidon ... ditto
21 September ditto Dalby ... 1 parcel containing hair brush ,  flannel
shirt
7 October ditto ... Murphy's Creek ... that
19 September Second -class, No. 3 down Ipswich ... 1 tin dish
26 September On platform ... ... ditto ... 1 piece wood, part of banjo
„ ditto .. ...  ditto 1 package containing clotng
10 Septtmber ditto ...  ditto ... 1 parasol
24 September First-class, No. 4 down ... Ipswich ... 1 black coat
8 October ditto ... ... ditto ... 1 black cape
27 September Break van ... ... ditto ... 1 paper parcel containing clothing
5 November Victoria Tunnel ... ... Grandcbester ... 1 felt hat
19 August First- class , 4 down ... Ipswich 1 bottle
30 October Platform ... ditto 1 empty bag
12 October Second-class, 4 down ... ditto 1 lady's bag containing 3 pipes
29 August Second-class carriage ... Dalby 1 swag
4 November Second-class, 2 up ... ditto 1 bundle-2 straw hats
15 November On line ... ...  A llora 1 felt hat
26 November ditto ... ... Clifton 1 black cloth cap
22 November On platform... ... Oakey Creek 1 black coat
28 November On line .. . ... Laidley 1 black hat
6 December ditto ... ... Ipswich 1 felt hat
16 December Platform . .. ... ( randcbester 1 lady's black straw list
9 December ditto . .. ...  Ipswich 1 parcel containing pair goloshes and
arcel f l f
14 December Second-class, 4 down ditto
p s o sugarsamp es o
1 knife
13 December ditto . .. Helidon 1 feeding bottle
H Platform ... Ipswich 1 hat
12 December On station ... Laidley 1 ditto
21 December ditto . .. Ipswich 1 parcel containing clothing
23 December ditto . .. ditto 1 pin cushion
21 December ditto . .. ditto 1 umbrella
31 December On line . .. Helidon 1 cabbage-tree hat
1, ditto . .. ditto 1 small felt hat
„
ditto . .. ditto 1 cloth cap
26 December ditto ... ...  Walloon 1 child's boot
SOUTHERN AND' WESTERN RAILWAY.LIST Of UNCLAIMED  GOODS on hand ,  IPSWICH STATION ,  31st DECEMBER , 1872:-
Date. Name. Station from Station to Description of Goods.
1871.
25 April O'Malley .,. ... ... Toowoomba ... Warwick ... I One swag containing clothing.
1872.
28 Nov. Unknown ... ... ... Ipswich... ... ditto ... One bag sugar  RS over W.*
3 June Scarborough ... ... Toowoomba ... Ipswich... ... One bag containing clothing.
7 July Bradley ... ... ... Toowoomba ... Warwick ... One bag containing  lucerne.
,,, ,,, ,,, Toowoomba ... Quantity of bark-about 2  tons. f
One case cartridges-Warwick.
i4xrrvick, after the late station Master had left, when checking offNOT.:- This  bag oC su  r was found in the warehouse, at
goods on hand with eutries in books.
t Nara.-The bark has been lying in the Toowoomba yard for twelve months ; received without Consignment  Nolte on the under-
standing ,  as is  said, that it was only  a portion of the consignment .  Agents of  sender  have been  communicated  with,  but nothing
satisfactory in reply. Sale advised.
TIME TABLE,
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1872.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.- On and  after MONDAY, 9th September, 1872, the following Time Table
 will come into  operation until further notice.
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
.YILL.S.
From Too.
Ipswich. woomba.
STATIONS.
Ipswich ... .,. ,,,
8 .. Walloon .., ... .,,
12 ... Rosewood
16 ... Western Creek
21 ... Grandchester
25 Victoria Tunnel ...
29 ... Laidley ...
3P ;t, Qutton
mg ! Helidon ...
59 ... Murphy's Creek
69 ... Highfields ...
arrive
depart
arrive
{depart
I
arrive
depart
arrive78 ... Toowoomba ...
€ d epart
82.35  Mahoney's Gate ... ...
85 7 Gowrie Junction ...  arrive
86 7 Gowrie Junction ... depart
90; 121 For Williams' Camp
94 16 Westbrook  Cro ssing... ...
102 24 Cambooya .. ... ...
109 31 Emu Creek Siding ... ...
118 40 King's Creek ... ... ...
120 42  Clifton ... ... ...
131 53  A ll ora .. ... ...
140 62 Lyndhurst Road ... ...
143 65  Warwick ...
85
90
97
106
114
127
130
Gowrie Junction ...  depart
Gowrie ... ... ...
Oakey Creek ... ... ...
Jondaryan ...
Bowenville
Blaxland' s Siding ... ...
Dalby ... ... ...
No.1,
Goode.
A.M.
*8.30
9.22
10.10
No. 2,
Mixed.
UP TEAINS.
No. 3,
Mixed.
A.M. A.M.
10.0 ...
10.28
A ...
A
*11.8
11.12
A
11.49
12.18
12.53
1.8
*1.48
1.52
2.44
3.32
4.5 10.50
B B
*11.16
*11.25
A
A
12.25
A
1.18
1.28
2.5
A
2.45
4.30 ...
A ...
5.8 ...
5.38 ...
6.50 .
P.M. P.M. I
... 4.40
.. * 6.8 3
A A 16
A A 24
5.47 83
... 6.51 40
4.20
A
A
5.20
A
6.13
*6.23
7.0
A
7.40
*
MILE?.
From From
Dalby. Warwick.
3
12
23
25
34
... 41
81
92
101
105
109
112
118
122
130
49
52;
58
50.45
Trains meet here.
STATIONS.
Dalby ... ...
Blaxiand's  Siding ... ...
Bowenville  ... ... ...
No.1,
Goods.
A.M.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
No. 2, No. S. No. 4, No. 5.
Mixed. Mixed.
 Mixed. Goode.
A.M. A.M.  A.M. A.M.
8'90
... ... A ...
DOWN
 TRAINS.
Jondaryan ... ...
 •.. .•
Oakey Creek ... .••
Gowrie ... ... ...
Gowrie Junction arrive
Warwick ... ... ... ...
Lyndhurst Road
Allora ...
Clifton
... ... ...
King's
 Creek
Emu Creek Siding ... ...
Cambooya .. ... ...
Westbrook Crossing ... ...
For Williams' Camp...
Gowrie Junction  ... arrive
1 Mahoney's Gate ... ...
Gowrie Junction ... depart
Toowoomba ...
Highfields
Murphy's Creek
Helidon ...
Gatton ...
Laidley
Victoria Tunnel
arrive
l depart 6.30 6.50
7.20 7.40
{depart
8.10
l depart  ... *8.301
arrive 9.10
1. depart ... 9.25
... ... ... 10.0
10.29
... A
I
arrive  ... 11.4Grandchester depart ... *11.8
Western Creek ... ... ... A
Rosewood ... ... .. ... A
Walloon ... ...  ...  .. 11.49
Ipswich ... ... ... ... I 12.17
No. 6
Mixed.
P.M.
... A ...
... 9.68 ...
... 10.30 ...
...
A
8A A
8.45 ...
9.22 ...
9'32 ...
A A
10-25  ..
A A
A A
B
6'5
A
5.45
* 6.23
6'33
A CTt
7.26 WA
B
*11.25 *11.16 ,.. 8.26
11-55  11.44 ... 8.56
... 12.4 11.50 ...
... 12.64 12.40 ...
... 1.44 1.30 ...
... *1.48 ...
2.28 ...
2.43 ...
3.18 ...
3.47 ...
A ... ...
All Day Tickets issued  on Saturdays available to return  on the following Monday.
Nora.-The Trains will stop only  at those places  at which they  are timed  to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to  take up passengers  only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates.  Passengers  requiring to alight at those  places can
*&I- io so by giving notice at the preceding  Station to  the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
\ (13.) The Nos. 2 and 3 Up,
 and 3 and 6  Down Trains only, will, for the present, stop at this Crossing, subject to the foregoing regulation.
Goods  Tr ains will  be run  when necessary.
No. 4, {
Goods. I
P.M.
No. 5, No. e,
Mixed. Mixed.
... A A  46
6.28
6'57
7-32
... ... 7.47
2.7 ... 8 27
2.59 ... 9.19 1 ...
3.47 10.7
... 3.55 ...
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
G
I
oods an
Stoc
d Liv
k.
e Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
Total.
I-
9 s. d.; £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Week ending 22nd March, 1873  449 18 0 1,287 19 0 54 6 11 1,792 3 11
Corresponding week  last year...  292 7 6 838 2 8 47 5 2 1,177 15 4
Increase
Decrease
157 10 6 449 16 4 7 1 9 614 8 7
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways ' Office,
Brisbane , 8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY, the 14th instant, the following Time
Table  will come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations
MilesUp Train, from West.
Mixed. wood.
Stations. Down TrainMixed.
a. in. P.M.
Rockham ton 11. 0  Westwood 3.30
.
p ... .6 ... ...
6 Gracemere ... 11.24 Rosewood Crossing ... ... A
15 Stanwell 12. 0 15 Stanwe ll  ... ... ... 4.30
24 Rosewood Crossing A 24 Gracemere ... ... ... 5. 6
30 Westwood ... 1. 0 30 Rockhampton ... ... ... 5130
All Day Tickets  issued on  Saturdays  available  to return on the following  MonSnr.
(A.) The Trains marked  thus, A,  will stop by signal  to take  up passengers  only, who will be charged  the fare  to the  Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passe-a- requhi a  to slight t  those places can only do so by  giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Gnaed of the Tmiu ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place  at which they  join the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
WHEREAS His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has  been pleased,
W by Proclamation under his Hand, to order that District Courts shall henceforth be holden in and
for the District of Stanthorpe, in the Town of Stanthorpe ; and whereas it becomes necessary, in order to
make provision  for holding Courts in the district aforesaid ,  that a fresh list of dates upon which Courts
are to  be holden in the Western District should be published : Now, in pursuance of the power and
authority  vested  in me as Judge of the said Western District, by the Act 31 Vic., No. 30, I do hereby
cancel and annul the  list of  dates  upon which Courts were to be held in the Western District ,  heretofore
published for the year 1873; and do hereby order and direct, that Courts shall be holden during the
current year in the various  towns in the Western District aforesaid ,  at the times and on the dates here.
under mentioned ,  that is  to say r-
CRIMINAL JURISDICTION.
Town.
Roma ...
Roma ...
Roma .
Condamine
Condamine
Condamine
Dalby ...
Dalby ...
Dal wo ba
Tooom
Toowoomba
Toowoomba
Warwick
Warwick
Warwick
Stanthorpe
Stanthorpe
Stanthorpe
Day,of the Week. Date.
1873.
Saturday  ...  May 17th
Saturday  .. July 12th
Wednesday ... October 22nd
Friday  ... ...  May 23rd
Friday  . July 18th
Tuesday October 28th
Monday  ...  May 26th
21stMonday Jul,
1hursday  ... October 30th
Thursday May 29th
Thursday July 24th
Tuesday November 4th
Tuesday ... June 3rd
Tuesday  ... July 29th
Monday  ...  November 10th
Saturday  ... June 7th
Saturday  ...  August 2nd
Friday ... ... November 14th
CIVIL JURISDICTION.
Town .  Day of the Week.
Roma  ... ...  Monday
Roma  ... ...  Monday
Roma ... ...  Thursday
Condamine ... Friday ...
Condamine ... Friday ...
Condamine .. Tuesday
Dalby ... ... Monday
Da1by ... ... Monday
Dalby... ... Thursday
Tooweomba ... Thursday
Toowoomba ... Thursday
Toowoomba ... Tuesday
Warwick ... Tuesday
Warwick ... Tuesday
Warwick ... Monday
Stanthorpe ... Monday
Stanthorpe  ...  Monday
Stanthorpe ... Friday ...
Date.
1873.
May 19th
July 14th
October 23rd
May 23rd
July 18th
October 28th
May 26th
July 21st
October 30th
May 29th
July 24th
November 4th
June 3rd
July 29th
November 10th
June 9th
August 4th
November 14th
CHAS. W. BLAKENEY,
Judge, Western District Court.
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General Post  Office,
Brisbane, Queensland, 24th March, 1873.
T
HE following SUMMARIES of RAINFALL, taken at the under-mentioned Stations throughout the
Colony, during the Month of DECEMBER, 1S72, are published for general information.
By His Excellency' s Command,
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE  MONTH OF DECEMBER, 1872.
SH0w1NG the Latitude and Longitude, and distance from Sea-coast of each Station ; also, the maximum
fall during 24 hours, and date of same, the number of days on which Rain fell, and Total Rainfall of
the Month.
This Table will be continued monthly, and the returns obtained from new Stations added to it
as received.
Name of Station. Distance from Maximum in 24Latitude  (South ).  Longitude  (East ). 8e 9-0oast. hours, and date.
No.  of
da
fern
Total
Raifall.
Miles. Inches . Date. Inches.
Banana ... 24° 30' 150° 10'  80 2.28 21st 11 7.49
Beenleigh (Windaroo)
*
...
27 49 153 8 10 2.10 29th 10 6.94
Bloomsbury ... ... 20 39 148 32 12
Bowen ... ... 20 1 148 16 on coast 2.02 19th 14 8.68
Brisbane ... ... 27 28 153 6  10 4.46 30th 15 8.94
Caamboon ... ... 25 1 150 25  105 2.00 3rd 6 6.08
Cabulture ... ... 27 7 152 55  5 3.24 29th 8 9.90
Cape Moreton ... ... 27 1 153 28  on coast 5.60 30th 10 14.27
Cardwell ... ... 18 6 146 0 on coast 2.47 28th 15 7.28
Cashmere ... ...  18 3 145 13 50 3.27 21st 15 13.35
Charleville* ... ...  26 35 146 6 350
Clermont ... ...  22 45 147 38  130 1.45 19th 4 3.89
Cleveland ... ...  27 32 153 18 on coast 4.10 30th 11 11.49
Condamine ... ...  26 57 150 6  180 1.84 2nd 8 2.47
Craven* ...
...  23 10 147 0 180
Creen Creek* 18 0 142 0 119
Dalb ...  27 30 151 15  112 2.30 1st 8 919
Dural* ...  26 20 150 28 136
Enoggera Reservoir
...  27 27 152 55 16 1.80
.
29th 13 4.95
.Gayndah ... ... ...  25 38 151 36  72, 1 10 1st 11 4 02
George-tn,Ethridge River  17
*
57 143 40  176 0.81 30th 11 494
Gilbert River ... ...  17 54 143 0 133
Gladstone ... ...  23 50 151 20  on coast 0.95 1st 8 3.89
Goodna ... ... ...  27 36 152 56 21 2.25 20th 13 6.40
Gympie ... 26 12 152 38  30 2.13 3rd 6 5.01
Helidon ... ...
...  27 39 152 3  60 1.40 2nd 6 4.15
Ipswich ...  27 38 152 48 28 3.54 21st 11 7.01
Junction Creek* ...  17 46 144 9 78
Keppel Bay ... ...  23 28 151 4 on coast 0.60 10th 7 2.80
Lytton ... ... 27 25 153 11 on coast 4.10 29th 10 12.09
Mackay ... 21 10 149 5 5 3.44 18th 15 11.77
Marlborough ... ...  22 57 150 1 40 2.27 20th 15 6.54
Maryborough ... ...  25 35 152 43. 18 1.82 30th 12 6.91
Nebo .. ... ...  21 55 148 10 50 2.90 let 15 6153
Normanton
...
17 38 141 25 38 10 6.09
Norman-mouth* ...  17 28 141 0 on coast
Ravenswood ... ...  20 20 146 50 70 1.53 29th 13 7.31
Rockhampton ... ...  23 25 150 25 20 2.37 1st 7 7.46
Roma .. ... ...  26 37 148 42 230 1.82 19th 6 2.63
Sandy Cape ...  24 48 153 25 on coast 1.36 30th 10 4.44
Springsure (Rainworth)  24 30 149 0 180 0.92 21st 7 1.92
St. Lawrence  22 21 149 30 8 1.30 19th 12 5.34
Stanthore*t ....
...  28 40 152 0
Taroom ... ...
...  25 38 149 45  160 2.30 1st 7 5.82
Toowoomba 27 34 152 10  80 2.10 27th 16 7.24
Townsville ...  19 18 146 50  on coast 2.53 29th 14 14.49
Vale of Herbert ...  18 36 146 6 30 2.17 19th 12 9•i3
Valley pf.Lagoons ... 3.92
7
19th 11 1026
.Warwick ... ...  28 12 152 16 90 1. 5 21st 11 317
Waterview ...
...  18 5 146 10 5 2.35 29th 13 6.03
Westwood ...
...  23 38 150 8 45 2.95 1st 8 7185
Woody Island ... 25 21 152 57 on coast 3.47 29th 11 11.51
•  No Return received . t  New  Station.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer•
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1873.GENERAL ABSTRACT
 showing the ,  AVERAGE LIABILITIES and ASSETS ,  and of the CAPITAL and PROFITS of the under -mentioned BANKS of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND,  for the Quarter
ended on the 31st December, 1872.
LIABILITIES.
BANKS. Notes in Circulation
not bearing Interest.
Notes in Circulation
bearing Interest.
Bills  in Circulation
 Bi ll s in  Circulation
not bearing Interest ,
 bearing Interest.
Balances
 due to other
Banks.
£ s. d. 1 £ a. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Union Bank of Australia ... 23,883 1 6 5,357 5 8 ...
Bank of New South Wales ... 78,405 0 0 5,544 16 10
Bank of Australasia .., 6,615 16 11 2,128 5 3 ,,,
Commercial Bank ... 23,273 13 0 316 6 6 „ 3,481 12 0
Australian Joint Stock Bank ,.. 85,328 9 5  704 4 7
Queensland National Bank ... 12,003 12 4 73 14 2 ... 5,449 3 5
TOTALS ,.. ... I 229,509 13 2  11 8,5"r916 2 14,475 12 3
ASSETS.
BANKS. Coined Gold  and Gold and Silver in
Silver ,  and other  Bul lion or Bars, and
Coined  Metals. Stamp  Account.
Government
Securities. Landed Property.
Notes
 and Bills of
other Banks.
£ s. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Union Bank of Australia ... 128,390 4 9 239 10 2 .., 15,500 O 0 301 11 2
Bank  of New South Wales ... 125,699 7 7 34,738 0 6 ... 21,533 8 7 5,183 9 0
Bank  of Australasia ... 31,869 15 10 87 15 11 ... 9,000 0 0 117 19 6
Commercial Bank 46,939 17 6 ... .., 11,200 0 0 3,160 4 7
Australian Joint  Stock Bank ... 79,607 15 3 11,210 17 3 ... 28.314 17 8 4,552 13 10
Queensland  National Bank ... 69,341 14 3 5,766 16 11 ... 2,614 17 5 60 12 8
TOTALS 481,848 15 2 52,043 0 9 ... 88,163 3 8 13,376 10 9
Deposits not bearing Deposits bearing
Interest .
 Interest.
£ s. d.
101,653 1 10
315,997 18 8
47,219 2 8
116,989 4 8
269,330 18 0
45,164 16 2
896,355 2 0
Balances  due from
other Banks.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
279,036 14 4 409,930 3 4
156,71`
 8 0 556,666 3 6
56,482 14 0 112,445 18 10
66,150 17 5 210,211 13 7
103,646 4 9
 459,009
 16  9
31,893 2 0 94,584 8 1
693,928 0 6 1,842,848 4 1
Amount of  all debts due
to the  Banks, including
Notes , Bills of Exchange,
and all Stock and
Funded Debts of every
desc ri ption ,  excepting
Notes, Bills, and Balances
due to the  said Banks
from other Banks.
Total Liabilities.
Total Amount of
Assets.
£ s. d.1
 £ s. d. £ s. d.
12,980 3 0 145,412 6 4 302,823 15 5
5,701 3 1 474,186 8 4 667,041 17 1
240,174 5 5 281,24916 8
355 5 6 173,677 16 8 235,333 4 3
391,10018 6 514,787 2 6
65,362 16 8 64,963 10 1 199,110 8 0
75,399 8 3 1,489,515 5 4 2,200,346  3 11
BANKS.
Capital paid up
to date. Rates per annum last Dividend. Bonus.
£
Union Bank of Australia ... 1,250,000 13 per cent. per annum
Bank of New South Wales 1,000,000 121 per cent. per annum
Bank  of Australasia ... 1,200 ,000 8 per cent. per annum
Commercial Bank 400,000 20 per cent. per annum (including bonus)
Australian Joint Stock Bank 484,656 8 per cent. per annum
Queensland National Bank 105,826 ,,,
Amount of  last Dividend Amount of the Reserved
declared. Pro fits at the time ofdeclari ng such Dividend.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
81,250 0 0  485,674 19  10
62,500 0
 0 333,333 6 8
48,000 0
 0  319,038
 16  6
40,000 0 0 170,000 0 0
19,386
 4 10  19,159 14 3
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
rJ1AKE Notice,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
I provisions of "  The Real  Property Act  of  1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land .  Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
2 roods 2 perches ,  being subdivision  21 of portion 11, Wm. Henry Baynes , as mort -  29th April, 1878.
parish and town of North Brisbane, county  of gages exercising  power of
Stanley sale
2 roods ,  being allotment 9 of section 36, parish and Edward Deane
town of Dalbv count of AubiY y
Ditto.
y
2 roods ,  being subdivision 3 of portion  124, psh  off William Barber  ... ...  29th May, 1873.
Ipswich ,  near Ipswich ,  county of Stanley I .
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 19th March, 1873.
IlIIHE following Resolution  agreed  to at the
1 recent Intercolonial Conference of the Aus-
tralasian  Colonies held in Sydney is published
for general  information.
It is also notified that the required notice, to
give effect to the resolution,  so far as  Queensland
is concerned , has been forwarded by the outgoing
mail for publication in the  Times  newspaper.
" XIV: DISEASES  IN STOCK.
The Conference having  taken  into consideration
the great  danger to  which Australian live stock is
exposed  from the importation of animals from
countries  in which  infectious diseases  prevail, it
was resolved  that it is expedient to prohibit, for
the period of two years, the landing of cattle,
sheep, and  pigs, from any places beyond the limits
of the Australasian. Colonies, and that such prohibi-
tion should take effect from and after the publica-
tion of  a notice in  the London  Tnneas."
A. H. PALMER.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane , 27th March, 1873.
NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that an error has
occurred in the Proclamation of the Land
Sale to be held at Beenleigh, on Monday, the
7th April, 1873, published in  Government Gazette,
No. 27, folio 477.
The Sale should be held at Brisbane, not at Been-
leigh, as  proclaimed.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
WHARF, WAVERLEY CREEK, BROADSOUND.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office untilNoon, on MONDAY, the 28th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the
construction of a Wharf in Waverley Creek,
Broad Sound.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Construction of Wharf,
Waverley Creek."
-Plan and Specification may be seen, and further
particulars obtained, at the Port Office, Brisbane,
and the Harbor Offices, Rockhampton, Townsville,
and Broad Sound.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
bythe person tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender, for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
T
HE  Partnership hitherto existing between the
undersigned, carrying on business as Con-
tractors, Brisbane, under the firm and style of
" Brigg and Donovan," has this day been dissolved
by mutual consent.
As witness our hands, this eighteenth day of
March, 1873.
Witness to  the signature of
J. T. Brigg and T. J.
Donovan-
E. BRIGG.
224
T. T. BRIGG.
T. J. DONOVAN.
4s. 6d.
TO be Sold by Auction, under 6th sec.;13 Viet.,
No. 43, at Custom House, Maryborough, at
noon , on FRIDAY, ASth April, 1873,  the following
Overtime Goods:-
R2 over 81-1 quarter-cask brandy,  ex " Saxonia"
C over 87- 2 cases  machinery, ex " Queensland."
Also, at  same time  and place, under 17th sec.
9 Viet., No. 15, the following Overtime Goods, in
Queen 's Warehouse ,  Maryborough :-
3 kegs butter, ex "Lord Ashley," @
Sydney
1 keg butter, ex "Balclutba," @ Sydney
S & G-1 package  sausage machine ,  ex "Balclu-
tha, " @ Sydney
M & Y-2 cases woodden coggs, ex " Balclntha, '
@ Sydney.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1873.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Licensing Meeting of Justices of the Peace
in and for the Police District of Drayton will be
held at the Court House, Toowoomba, on TUES-
DAY, the 15th day of April next, at twelve o'clock
noon, for the purpose of considering applications for
Publicans' Licenses, and for Renewals thereof,
under the Acts 27 Vic. No. 16, 28 Vic. No. 13, 34
Vic. No. 7, and 36 Vic. No. 16.
By Order of the Bench of Magistrates,
J. A. BOYCE ,
Clerk  of Petty  Sessions.
Dated at Toowoomba, this 25th day
of March, 1873.
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NOTICE.IT is hereby notified in accordance with clause
15 of  " The Publicans  Act of  1863 ,"  that the
Annual Publicans Licensing Meeting for the
District of Charlevi ll e wi ll  be held at the Court
House, Charleville, on TUESDAY, the 15th day
of April next,  at 12 o'clock noon.
FRANCIS X. HEENEY, P.M.
Court House,
Charleville, 12th March, 1873.
REVISION OF JURY LIST.
1 N
OTICE is hereby given, that a Special Court
of Petty  Sessions for revising  the Jury List
for the Jury District of Toowoomba will be holden
at the Police Office, Margaret street, Toowoomba,
at 11 o'clock a.m. on SATURDAY, the 12th day of
April next.
The Justices of the Peace residing within forty
miles of the Court House of Toowoomba are re-
quired to attend, in accordance with the terms of
section 8 of "  The Jury Act,"  31 Vic., No. 34.
By order of the Bench of Magistrates,
J. A. BOYCE,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Dated at Toowoomba, this 25th day
of March, 1873.
REVISION OF JURY LIST.
NOTICE is hereby given, that  Special Courtof Petty Sessions  for r vising the Jury List
for the Police District of Ipswich will be holden at
the Court House, Ipswich, on SATURDAY, the
12th day of April next.
The Justices within forty  miles  of the Court Town
of Ipswich  are, in  accordance with Section 8 of  "The
Jury Act of  1867," required to attend.
By order of the Court,
M. O'MALLEY,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Ipswich, 15th March, 1873.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a Special Court
of Petty  Sessions  for revising the Jury List
for the Jury District of Brisbane will be holden
at the Police Office, Queen street, Brisbane, at 11
o'clock a.m., on SATURDAY, the 12th day of
April next.
WILLIAM HENRY DAY,
Police Office,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Brisbane ,  15th  March, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby  given, that  a Special Court
of Petty Sessions for revising  the Jury
List for the  Jury  District of Rockhampton will be
holden at the Court House, Rockhampton, on
SATURDAY, the 12th day of April next. The
Justices of the Peace residing within forty  miles of
the Court House of Rockhampton are required to
attend ,  in accordance  with the terms of eighth
section of  " The Jury Act,"  31 Vic., No. 34.
FRANK N. BEDDEK,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Rockhampton, 15th March, 1873.
N
OTICF, is hereby  given , that a Special Court
of Petty Sessions for revising the Jury List
for the Metropolitan District Court at Gympie
will be holden at the Court House, Gympie, on
SATURDAY, the 12th day of April, 1873, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon.
All Justices residing within forty miles of the
Court are required to attend under clause 8 of the
Act.
WALTER COMPIGNE,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Gympie, 11th March, 1873,
Vice•Admiralty Court of Queensland.
Before His Honor Sir JAMES COCKLE, Chief Justice,
Judge.-24th March, 1873.
REGINA v. BARQUE " CRISHNA: '
THE Attorney -General appeared on behalf ofthe Crown for the seizers.
Mr. Griffith appears for the claimants ,  William
Walton and William Townley Jackson, and by
consent the Judge  assigns  to hear on  admission,
this being a Court Dayy.
Mr. Griffith reads claim and affidavit of William
Walton, master of the said vessel, in support, and
asks that it be admitted ,  and if admitted ,  that the
seiner proceed by plea and proof ,  and that time be
assigned for seiner to give in his Information or
Libel.
The Attorney -General does not resist the claim,
but suggests that the other claimants should be
before the Court.
His Honor  assigned  Wednesday next for bringing
in Information or Libel.
The Court then adjourned till Monday next, at
11 a.m.
Monday, 24th March, 1873.
REGINA v. BARQUE " CRISHNA."
The Attorney-General on behalf of the Crown,
for the seizers.
Mr. Griffith for the claimants.
By consent, His Honor the Judge assigns today
for hearing on admission, claims of John Bloomfield
and Reginald Whittaker.
Mr. Griffith reads claim and affidavit of Thomas
William Daly, one of the proctors for the claimants,
in support.
The Attorney-General does not object to admis-
sion of claim.
Mr. Griffith applies that seizers be directed to
proceed by  plea and proof, and His Honor assigns
Monday next for bri nging in Information and
Libel.  His Honor also extended the time for
bringing in Walton and Jackson 's claim ti ll  Mon-
day next.
Be WALTON AND JACKSON'S CLAIM.
Mr. Griffith moves, pursuant to notice ,  that ship
may be released upon bail being given for appraised
value ; also that cargo be released on bail ; and
that bail may be given for ship, with or without
cargo, and cites  "  The  Gauntlett,"  3 L. Rep .  Ad. and
Eoles .,  319, s .  18, and  "  Kidnapping Act,"  33 and
34 Viet., c.  90, s. 8, 19.
The Attorney General objects to ship being re-
leased without bail being given for cargo as we ll .
Mr. Griffith says he is satisfied to give bail for
both ship and cargo, and asks for decree for ap-
praiaement to issue, and that there be two appraisers
appointed.
Decree to go. Claimant to pay the costs of ap-
praisement in the first instance. Question of such
costs and of this application to stand over.
The Court was then adjourned till Wednesday
next, at 11 a.m.
Wednesday,  26th March, 1873.
The Court  sat by adjournment from Monday last.
Gresley Lukin, Esquire, Chief Clerk of the
Supreme Court, was sworn in as  Deputy-Marshal
of the Vice-Admiralty Court.
No other  business being on the  paper, the Court
was adjourned  till Monday  next,  the 31st  instant.
By Order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
To the Worshipful the Justices of the  Peace, acting
in and for the District  of Gatton.
I HEREBY give  notice ,  that I intend to make
application  to the Court  of Petty Sessions, at
Gatton, on  WEDNESDAY, the 30th day of April,
1873 ,  for a license to enclose the road running
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between  portions 101 and 147, and 144 and 143,
parish of  Lockyer, and to erect a licensed Gate at
the north- east corner  of portion 144, between that
portion and portion 143, in  accordance  with the
terms of  " The Closing of Roads Act,"  28 Vic.,
No. 19.
CARPENDALE, VANNECK, & CO.
Ipswich, 6th March, 1873.
225 ' 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Christian Agus, or Hackets, late
of Ravenswood  ;  A. P. Jensen ,  late of Grace-
mere ; Thomas  Howarth, late  of Malvern Hi lls ;
George  Bagnell , late of Brisbane ; John Buel,
late of Proston  ;  Yarrawis  (South Sea Islander).
late of Cardwell; Carl Gustave  Eriksson and
Elizabeth Turner, late of Maryborough ;
Thomas  K eating and  Ali Ang, late of Gilber-
ton ; Charles B. McAnley, late of Rockhamp-
ton ; Dennis Be llamy, late  of St .  George ;
George Gibbs, late of Mount Hutton ; Joseph
Bradbury , late of Guoolooma ; and H. F. Kosa,
late of Boobyjan.
P
URSUANT to Act of Parliament, 31 Victoria,
No. 10, all persons  having any claims against
the Estate  of any of the above -named deceased
persons ,  are to  come in and  prove their debts at
my Office,  Queen street , Brisbane , on or before the
twenty-ninth day of May next, or, in default, tbey
will be peremptorily  excluded from all benefit
accruing  from the said  Estates.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Curator of Intestate  Estates.
Supreme  Court House,
Brisbane,  29th March, 1873.
238 6s. ed.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Daniel  Henry  Lawrence ,  late of
Cecilia Downs ,  Burketown ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  stockman ,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion  of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will  be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods ,  chattels ,  credits ,  and effects of the above-
named Daniel Henry Lawrence ,  deceased ,  who died
intestate, may be granted  to William Knox D'Arcy,
of Rockhampton, in the  said  colony, the lawfully
constituted attorney of Jane Lawrence , of the City
of Dublin, Ireland, the mother of the said deceased.
Dated at Rockhampton, this twenty-second day
of March, in the year of Our Lord One thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three.
WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Proctor for the said Wi lliam Knox  D'Arcy.
245 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Rachel Jewe ll ,  late of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, widow, deceased,
intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made  to-the  said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the goods ,  chattels ,  credits ;  and effects of the
above -named Rachel Jewell, deceased ,  who died in-
testate ,  may be granted to George Myers ,  of Bris-
bane, the husband  of Amelia Myers, formerly
Amelia Jewell, one of the next of kin of the said
deceased , with the consent of all the next of kin.
Dated at Brisbane, this twenty -seventh day of
March ,  in the year  of Our Lord  One thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three.
MACPHERSON AND LYONS,
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Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the said George Myers.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Christian Marsen, of
Rockhampton, shipwright.
7  HEREAS the  said Christian Marsen was,
on the 7th day of July, A.n. 1869, ad-
judged to be  an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a
Third Public  Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House,  Brisbane , on MON-
DAY the 12th day of May, A.D. 1873, to com-
mence at Eleven o'clock ,  for the last examina-
tion of the Insolvent ,  and unless the Court shall
otherwise direct, for the Insolvent to make an
application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 24th day of March, A,D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
237 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Majoribanks
Chester, of Brisbane, clerk.
W
HEREAS the said Henry Majoribanks Ches.
ter was , on the 12th day of March, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a third
public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court  House, Brisbane , on MONDAY, the 12th
day of May, A.D.  1873, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the  last examination  of the Insolvent,
and unless  the Court  shall otherwise  direct ,  for the
Insolvent  to make an  application  for his Certificate.
Dated at  Brisbane , the 24th day of March, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. MISnIN,
Official Assignee.
240 6s. 6d.
NOTICE.THE Scale of Charges for the insertion of Advertise.
ments in the  Qaeeaelasd Government  Gazette  is
as  follows:-
Advertisements,  relating to Insolvent o_ Intestate
Estates ,  or Letters  of Administration ,  6e. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relat in g to Impounded Stock, Is.
per animal.
All other  Advertisements wi ll  be charged for at the
rate of 3s .  for the first  eight lines  (or under),
and 3d .  for every additional  line ,  all owing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers  are reminded that No ADVERTISEMENT
WILL BE  INSERT  SD  in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover  the cost of its insertion
according to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES 0. BEAL,
Gov rnment Printer.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges  the receipt
of the  following amounts:-
da. .2
1873.
Mar. 22.-A. F. Carpendale ... ... ... 0 4 6
„ 24.-W. Wallace ... ... ... 0 5 0
„ 25.-J. A. Stacey ... ... ... 0 3 0
25.-E. Bradley  ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
26.-J. Fisher ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
27.-J. Watson ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
27.-P. Lenihan ... ... ... 0 19 0
28.-A. McLeod ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
28.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
28.-G. Barnard ... ... ... . . . 0 3 0
28.-A. Goode ... ... ... ... 0 8 0
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Empounbingo. IMPOUNDED at Goondiwindi,  fro m Callandoon, on
Vaughanthe 15th  March 1873 order of Wb, , .y
Jenkins ,  Esquire .  Damages and driving ,  5s. per head.
SW Poundkeepera are reminded  that  Adaertisemenls One bay gelding , star and snip ,  Wy near  shoulder, 53
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING 1' B ANIMAL;  and no such  Adver-
tisement will be  inserted  in the  Gazette unless accorn-
panied by  a remittance .rufcient  to coverthe  cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from the Warwick Com-
J. monage, on the 28th February, 1873, by order of
the Commonage Inspector, Mr. F. J. Bolton. Driving
expenses, 6d.
One bay horse, two blotched brands near shoulder, P
blotched near th' hstar, off hind foot white.
One Chesnut horse'3., ver like D sideways, and C re-
versed over JP conjoined (the P reversed) near
shoulder, star, hind fleet white.
If not released on or before 15th April, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
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P. LENIHAN,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from the Warwick Com-
monage, on the 14th March, 1878, by the Common-
age Inspector ,  Mr. F. J .  Bolton .  Driving expenses, 8d.
per head.
One black mare , CC near shoulder, L near thigh, small
star.
One black colt, unbranded, near hind and off fore feet
white.
One grey horse, pipe brand over CW or GW over M
near shoulder.
Also, from same place, on the 18th March, 1S73.
Driving expenses , is. 4d. per head.
One bay horse, R over M near shoulder, like J over J
over MP (the under J touching top part of M) off
shoulder, star.
One flea-bitten grey mare, like IG near shoulder, like a
brand near ribs, near hip down ; dark-grey colt foal
at foot,  unbranded ,  star and blaze.
One bay mare, C or G over P over like CMC new shoul-
der, C or G near cheek, near fore and off hind heels
white, star.
One bay fill y, illegible brands near shoulder.
If not released on or before 25th April, 1873, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
P. LENIHAN,  Poundkeeper.
236 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from Cudnappa, on the
8th March, 1873, by order of Mr.  Chas. B ro wn.
Driving  expenses ,  8s. 4d . per head.
One dark-bay horse, saddle-marked, writing W near
shoulder, like 66 near ribs , F near thigh.
One bay horse, DIC over like BmD (the B blotched)
near shoulder, 3 near cheek.
One bay  colt, like S in  circle over blotched brand.
If not released on or before the 15th April, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
ALEX. J. STACEY, Poundkeeper.
227 3e.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Gowrie, for trespass,
on the 13th March, 1873, by order of H. 0.
Skinner, Esquire.
One bay mare, white face, JM near shoulder, JM near
thigh (the M indistinct).
If nob  released on  or before the 25th April, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY, junr., Poundkeeper.
228 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Rolleston, from Albina Downs, on
the 10th March, 1873, by T. F. Josephson, Esq.
Driving, Is. 2d.
One black or dark-brown horse, like AMD conjoined
near shoulder, 657 near saddle, like AMD conjoined
off neck, W over AC of shoulder, PRE or PRC off
saddle,  white spots under saddle.
If not released on or before the 15th April, 1873, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
near saddle.
One bro wn gelding , WS over 0 off  shoulder ,  W over CB
over like 90 near shoulder ,  294 (the 4 blotched) near
saddle ,  W near thigh ,  collar and whip marked.
One chesnut colt, blaze down face ,  HSL near ribs.
One light- bro wn mare, star and stripe, off fore and hind
feet white , blotch over JEL (the  EL appears con-
joined)  near shoulder; bay filly foal at foot, un-
branded.
If not released on or before  the 15th April,  1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
WILLIAM WALLIS , Poundkeeper.
226 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, from Eagle Hill
Farm ,  on the 17th March ,  1873, by order of Mr.
E. Cross .  Damages, 2s .  6d. ; driving ,  1s. 6d .  per head.
One iron-grey filly, 1 off thigh, H near thigh.
One chesnut more,  blaze face , Y near thigh,  white brand
like Y over JC over like S or 9 near shoulder, CN
off shoulder.
One bay horse, star, JD near shoulder, M  in circle over
3 off shoulder, diamond near thigh, near hip slightly
down.
If not released on or before 15th April, 1873,  will be
sold to defray expenses.
GEO. BARNARD,  Poundkeeper.
242 3s.
MPOUNDED at Clermont, from Huntly Downs, on
I the 12th March, 1873, by  Messrs. Mackay and
Devereux .  Driving and trespass ,  4s. lOd .  per head.
One grey draught mare, collar-marked, JM near shoul-
der, blotch brand near rump ,  saddle marks on back.
One bay mare ,  small blaze ,  long tail, like over WB
blotched off shoulder,  like E B (writing capitals)
conjoined near shoulder.
One chesnut gelding ,  star, like - over G near shoulder,
201 off shoulder ,  saddle marks.
One bay gelding, near hind fetlock white, blaze face, like
H over H near shoulder ,  long switch tail.
One bay gelding, black points, long tail, few white hairs
in forehead,  like A near shoulder,  saddle marks,
enlargement near fore foot.
If not released on or before  the 15th April,  1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
A. MoLEOD, Poundkeeper.
243 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Nebo, from Fort Cooper No th, on
the 8th day of March, 1873, by order of R. Chase,
Esquire. Driving, 2s. 6d. per head.
One bay mare, RV near shoulder, star in forehead, switch
tail.
One black mare, S or 8 off shoulder, like G or 8 off thigh.
Also, from Fort Cooper South, same day, by order of
D. McLeish, Esquire. Driving, Is. 8d. per head ;
damages , £1 per head.
One bay horse, over A .. over G off shoulder, small
star ,  long tail.
One bay mare, like 8 over near shoulder, star in fore.
head,  near  hind foot white, short tail.
One bay horse, like .-. over C off shoulder, switch tail.
Also, from same place, at same time, by same order.
Driving,  Is. 8d . per head.
One chesnut filly foal, unbranded, three white feet, blaze
down face.
One bay horse, Q over e D over blotch  near shoulder,
like Y off shoulder, scar off rump, scar off wither.
One bay mare, G off shoulder, star on forehead , off fore
fetlock enlarged, indistinct brands near shoulder,
long tail.
One brown mare, J over J and two other indistinct
letters near shoulder, white spots on back, switch
tail.
If not released on or before 15th April, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
J. FISHER, Poundkeeper. A. GOODE, Poundkeeper.
229 10. 241 80.
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IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, fro m Eton Vale, on the
22nd Marcb,1873 , by order of  Messrs. Hodgson and
Ramsay. Driving, 2s .  each ; damages on rig, £5.
One brown  rig, JM  off shoulder, JH conjoined off thigh,
nick off ear.
One chesnut mare ,  CHB or GHB conjoined near shoul-
der, hind fetlocks white, collar- marked.
One flea-bitten grey mare ,  LA over 3 under indistinct
letters near shoulder ,  0 near rump.
If not released on or before the 25th of April, 1873,
will be sold to  defray  expenses.
HANNAH LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
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TMPOUNDED at Surat, from Talavera, on the 19th
1 March, 1873, by order of A. Tooth, Esq. Driving,
8d.
One dark -chesnut mare ,  star ,  like U near shoulder; colt
foal at foot.
One chesnut filly, white face, near hind foot white; WB
near shoulder.
One bay mare, like G over G near shoulder, A near
saddle.
One bay filly, W over JA near shoulder.
One bay horse ,  indistinct brand over like CN near shoul-
der.
If not released on or before the 25th April, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
JOS. WATSON, Poundkeeper.
281 5e.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from the Warwick Com-
monage, on the 8th March, 1873, by order of the
Commonage Inspector ,  Mr. F. J. Bolton .  Driving ex-
penses, is .  4d. per head.
One grey mare ,  JT near shoulder.
One black horse ,  S near cheek ,  MS over like PF near
shoulder ,  star  and large stripe.
One black mare ,  ER near shoulder ,  star ; black colt foal
at foot ,  unbranded ,  star and snip ,  near fore and off
hind feet white.
One roan  mare ,  MB near neck ,  like LB near thigh, IP
or LP  near  shoulder, PD off shoulder, hind feet
white.
One grey filly, H6 conjoined near shoulder.
One iron-grey filly, y over s near shoulder, star.
If not released on or before the 15th April, 1873, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
P. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
232 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Rolleston, from Bauhinia Downs, othe 10th March, 1873, by order of A. F. Dutton,
Esq. Driving ,  9s. 2d.;  damages, 2s .  6d. per head.
One dark -brown horse ,  C off shoulder ,  star ,  near fore
and hind feet white ,  white heirs under saddle ,  collar-
marked.
One brown horse ,  like writing B or P  near  cheek, like
SAC off shoulder ,  white hairs on forehead, black
points.
One bay horse ,  FH conjoined  (the F reversed) near
shoulder, bald face ,  four white feet.
If not released on or before 15th April, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.38.
J. FISHER ,  Poundkeeper.
230 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Olenlyon, on the
24th February ,  1873, by  Messrs .  Harden and Wal-
ker. Driving expenses ,  12s. 6d.  (Wrongly described
in a former advertisement.)
One chesnut horse ,  CD over illegible  brand near shoul-
der, EQ  of  shoulder ,  blaze down face ,  hind feet
white.
If not released on or befo re the 15th April,  1873, wi ll
be gold to defray expenses.
P. LENIHAN , Poundkeeper.
233 is.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, fromNorth Toolburrapaddock, on the 21st Februa y, 1873, by order of
Thomas Coutts, Esq .  Damages and driving ,  5s. 6d.
per head. (Wrongly described  in a former advertise-
ment.)
One red cow, white face ,  blotch brands  and B near
rump ,  blotch brands near thigh ,  blotch brand near
ribs, top off  near ear, indescribable ear mark off
ear ; red bull calf, white  face ,  at foot, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 15th April, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
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P. LENIHAN , Poundkeeper.
is.
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QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by Tho Most
to Wit.
I
Honorable GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normauby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount ti or-
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all in the County of
York , in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross,  in the County of Wexford,
(L.e.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoBMANBT, of Her Majesty' s Most  Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Coni.
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
HE1 EAS the Parliament of Queensland
now stands Prorogued to Tuesday the
eighth day of April  now  next,  and  it is ex-
pedient further to Prorogue the same : Now,
therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normauby, in pursuance of the power
and authority in use vested as Governor of the said
Colony, do hereby further Prorogue the said
Parliament to TUESDAY the sixth day of May
now next.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD  SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
By Auldiority.  JAMES C. Bs .u, (overmneut  Printer ,  William Street; Bribace,
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her  Majesty's  Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
W HEREAS  by a  certain Proclamation hereto-
fore made it was ordered and declared that
Courts to be called District Courts should be
holden for the districts in the said Proclamation
mentioned at the several towns and places in the
said Proclamation mentioned and set forth and it
was by the said Proclamation further ordered and
declared that the said Courts should be Courts
possessing criminal jurisdiction and that the said
jurisdiction should be exercised at the several towns
and places therein mentioned And whereas Roma
was one of the towns or places at which by the
said Proclamation a District Court should be
holden for the Western District And whereas it
it is now deemed expedient to withdraw for the
time hereinafter mentioned from the District Court
holden at Roma the criminal jurisdiction possessed
by such Court Now therefore I GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE Marquis of Normanby
the Governor aforesaid with the advice of the
Executive Council of the said Colony do by this
my Proclamation declare and order that the
Criminal Jurisdiction possessed by the Western
District Court holden at Roma shall be withdrawn
therefrom for the term of two years to be com-
puted from the time when this my Proclamation
shall take effect in accordance with the provisions
of  "The District Courts Act  of 1867" in that
behalf.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of April'
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
[No. 33.
QUEENSLAND , I Proclamation by' The Mostto wit. Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, 'Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave , all in the County of
York, in  the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross,  in the County  of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANDY, of Her  Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the  Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled
" An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relat-
ing to  Quarantine ,"  it is amongst  other things
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, by pro-
clamation  in the  Government Gazette,  to prohibit
all persons ,  vessels, and  boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of any station which, by any order of the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been or may be assigned for the performance
of Quarantine ; and whereas  by my  Proclamation.
bearing even  date herewith, issued with the advice of
the Executive Council, the Island in Moreton Bay,
known as Peel Island, has been appointed a station
for the performance of Quarantine under the said
Act: Now, therefore. I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CON-
STANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, in pursuance of
the power so vested  in me  as Governor of the said
Colony, do, by this my Proclamation, issued with
the advice of the Executive Council, hereby prohibit
all  persons ,  vessels,  and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of the said proclaimed  station , under the
penalties contained in the said Act, until this my
Proclamation shall have been rescinded.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
ITouse, Brisbane, this tenth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
0
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QUEENBLAND ,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  ) Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L,e.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANaY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEENI
QUEENBLAND, 2 Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave , all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under niy Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
Tune, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE TH4 QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1873.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM CILESTER HAUGER
a Surveyor of the Second Class in the Surveyor.
General's Office ; such appointment to take effect
from 1st April, 1873.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased.
to appoint
The POLICE MAGISTRATE, at Dalby,
to act as Land Commissioner at Condamine, so far
as relates to dealing with selections under the Act
31 Vic., No. 46.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd April, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to accept  the resignation  of Joseph  Saxby, as
Trustee of the Gladstone Cemetery,  and to appoint
JEREMIAH HOPKINS
to be a Trustee in  his room,  under the provisions of
" The Cemetery Act of  1865."
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1873.
I- IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve the following appointments in the
Customs Department, viz.:-
Mr. O. ARMSTRONG, Acting Tidewaiter, Brisbane,
to be Sixth Locker,  vice  Mr. John Trimble, pro-
moted ; and
Mr. GEORGE BURN
to be a Clerk in the Customs Department, Mary.
borough,  vice  Mr. William Anthony, resigned.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council and in terms of the
Act of Council 29 Victoria, No. 23, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM ALCOCK TULLY, Esquire, Under
Secretary of Public Lands,
to be Nominal Defendant in the matter of a Peti-
tion addressed to His Excellency by Charles Brown
Fisher, under the provisions of the said Act.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th March, 1873.
T
HE following Resolution agreed to at the
recent Intercolonial Conference of the Aus-
tralasian Colonies held in Sydney is published
for general information.
It is also notified that the required notice, to
give effect to the resolution, so far as Queensland
is concerned, has been forwarded by the outgoing
mail for publication in the  Times  newspaper.
" XIV.-DISF,ASas IN STOCK.
" The Conference having taken into consideration
the great danger to (which Australian live stock is
exposed from the importation of animals from
countries in which infections diseases prevail, it
was resolved that it is expedient to prohibit, for
the period of two years, the landing of cattle,
sheep, and pigs, from any places beyond the' limits
of the Australasian Colonies, and that such prohibi-
tion should take effect from and after the publica-
tion of a notice in the London  Times.-
A.  H. PALMER.
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QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
Now Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependdncies.
N pursuance of clause forty -one of  " The Crown
j  Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection ,  under the pro-
visions of the said Act ,  on and after  TUESDAY,
the twentieth day of May, 1873, at the St. Lawrence
Land Office.
Itegiste•
No. of
App lica-
tion.
1
Name of Lessee.
Thomas Valiance Wran
Area.
A. n. P.
120 0 0
Land
Agent's
Dist ri ct,.
St. Law-
rence.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENBLAND ,
'
Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. Honorable  GEonaf AvOUsTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of NorniaiLby,
Earl of  11lulgrave, Viscount -Nor-
manby , and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in  the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron  Mull,,rave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the  Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NOEMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy  Council, Governor and Coin-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
T N pursuance  of the authority  in me vested, and
1 in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Mineral Lands Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUs
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby  notify and proclaim  that the following
additional Regulation  to those proclaimed on the
thirty- first  day of October,  1872, with respect to
the alienation  of,  or otherwise dealing  with  Mineral
Lands within certain districts ,  has been established
under the  said Act, and  that the same shall be in
force in any  district  to which the  aforesaid  Regula-
tions have been applied , from the date hertof.
REGULATION.
Any person working for Minerals upon land
reserved for Town or other purposes, whether pro-
claimed or otherwise, who may have been forcibly
ejected therefrom, in pursuance of section 39 of the
Act, or may have been warned against working
thereon by the Commissioner or other officer, may
be prosecuted for trespass on an information to be
laid by the Commissioner, if found working (unless
duly authorised) within the same reserve at any sub-
sequent time after such forcible ejection or warning
as aforesaid ,  and shall be liable to the penalties
prescribed in the seventy-second section of " The
Pastoral Leases  Act of  1869."
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -first day of
March,  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENBLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit . ' Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in  the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the  Peerage of  Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty' s Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council , Governor  and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the  Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AuausTus  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUES-
DAY, the 8th day of April, 1873, at the Clermont
Land Office.
Description of the boundaries of lands open to
selection under "Vie Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868."
TOWN RESERVE OF CLEEMONT--EXTENSION.
99 Square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Douglas Creek,
at a point two miles above the junction of Sandy
and Douglas Creeks ; and bounded thence on the
north and north-east by the last-named creek down.
wards about seven miles and three-quarters in a
direct line bearing south fifty-nine degrees east;
thence on the south-east by a line bearing south
forty-three degrees west about three miles forty
chains, being part of the north-west boundary of
the Slateford Run, to a point bearing north sixty
degrees west from the summit of Mount Misery ;
thence by a continuation of said boundary of last-
named ran, being a line bearing south-west and
passing through a spot bearing south-east distant
five miles from the summit of a hill called Mount
Pleasant to the right bank of Theresa Creek ;
thence by that creek downwards to the junction of
Tomahawk Creek ; thence by Tomahawk Creek
upwards in a westerly direction to a point on the
left bank about half-a-mile above a hill called
Langton Edge ; thence on the south-west by a line
bearing north-west about five hundred and seventy-
five chains to the right bank of Theresa Creek, at
a point bearing south-east from a spot four hundred
chains soutll-west from the summit of Mount
Livingstone; thence on the north-west by Theresa
Creek downwards in a north-easterly direction
about three miles and three-quarters in a direct
line to the south-west corner of Theresa Creek
!tun; thence by the south boundary of that run,
being an east line about four miles forty chains to
Theresa Creek at a point bearing east from the
summit of Mount Pleasant ; thence by last-named
creek upwards to the eastern corner of Killarney
i-fun at a point bearing north-west from the summit
of Mount Livingstoue ; thence again on the south-
west by a part of the north-east boundary of
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Killarney Run, being a north-west line about one
hundred and twelve chains to the watershed
between Douglas and Theresa Creeks, said water-
shed being also the south boundary of the Clermont
Reserve Extension No. 1; thence by said water-
shed boundary easterly about five miles ; thence on
the north-west by a line bearing north forty-three
degrees east about two miles fifty chains to the
right bank of Douglas Creek, being the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Yandilla,
this eighth day of February, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three, and in the thirty-sixth year of
Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purpose named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TIMBER RESERVE FOIL  RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Parishes of Bunya and Kedron, county of Stanley.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
No. 31, in the parish of Bunya, and bounded thence
on the north by portions Nos. 31, 55, and 62; on
the west by portion No. 62,  selection  No. 1,728,
and portions  Nos. 50, 56, and 46 ; again on the
north by portions  Nos. 63 and  42, selection No.
1,754, portion 106,  selection  No. 1,753, and portion
No. 2, all in the parish of Bunya ; on the east by
portion No. 48, in the parish of Bunya, and by
portions in the parish of Kedron Nos. 602, 488,
487, 486, 485, 489, 597, 595, and 594, by portion
No. 51, in the parish of Bunya,.and by portion No.
596, in  the parish of Kedron ; on the south by
portions in the parish of  Bunya  Nos. 6, 7, 8, 52,
61, 12, 586, 687, 588, and 589, and by Kedron
Brook upwards to the eastern boundary of Samford
Run ; and  again  on the west by that boundary
bearing  north to the point of commencement;-
exclusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC  PURPOSES.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, town of
Bundaberg. Section No.  29.
1 acre 3 roods  13 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the north corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the north-east by Maryborough
street south-easterly to Quay  street ; on  the south-
east  by Quay street south-westerly ten  chains to
Burrum street  ; on the south-west by Burrum
street north-westerly to the Burnett River ; and
on the  north-west  by that river downwards to the
point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbaney 27th March, 1873.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that in consequence
of Mr. Commissioner Coxen's absence, there
will be no Commissioner's Court Sittings held at
Brisbane or Beenleigh during the month of April,
and that all business in connection with selections
that would have come before the Commissioner's
Court in that month will be dealt with on the usual
days appointed for the Sittings at the above-men-
tioned places in the month of May.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1873.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 186,8."IN pursuance of th  seventy-eighth s ctionof
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
the Petition hereunder inserted is published for
general information.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
To His Excellency the most Honorable GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Nor-
manby, Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby and Baron Mulgrave, of Mulgrave,
all'in the county of York, in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom, and Baron Mulgrave,
of New Ross, in the county of Wexford, in
the Peerage of Ireland ; a member of Her
Majesty's Most Honorable Privy Council,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies,
and Vice-Admiral of the same.
The humble Petition of the undersigned free-
holders, residents of the Mackay, in the colony of
Queensland, respectfully sheweth, that the under-
mentioned country lands be set aside as a Common.
age in connection with the town of Mackay, viz.  :-
Being portions Nos. 154, 155, 157, 158, 159, 162,
163, 164, 238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, and
345, as delineated on the Government map in the
colony of Queensland.
Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray, that
your Excellency, with the advice of the Executive
Council, that you will see fit to take into your
favorable consideration, and your petitioners, as in
duty bound, will ever pray.
Alexander Spiels Alfred H. Lloyd
Korab Js. Wills Ebenezer Staines
George Smith Maurice Llewellen
It. Neill Charles Keely
John Walton H. McFree
Jno. Darlington Andrew Kemmis
David H. Dalrymple John Philip Wheeler
Harvey R. James Robert Fleming
G. Wright Robert Byrne
Michael Fay John Barnes
John Gogan Wm. Bovey
Jno. Fitzgerald Henry Black
B. Brodnitz W. 0. Dickinson
H. It. Brown Wm. Arnold
B. McGuire Wm. Wear
W. Clements James Glass
Thomas Solway Cornelius Kelly.
Denis Kennedy
NOTE.-Portions 244 and 245 referred to in the above
Petition, are under lease; and not available for inclusion
in the proposed Common.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  19th March, 1873.
WHEREAS,  by the twenty -fifth clause of "  The
1 Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks  :  Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purpose  of 'a  Cemetery.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOB A CEMETERY AT CHINAMAN' S CREEK.
County of Stanley, parish of Bunya.
10 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek
at the termination of a road one chain wide, and
bounded thence on the north by that road bearing
west sixteen chains and fifty links ; on the west by
a line bearing south six chains and fifty links ; on
the south by a line bearing east sixteen chains and
ten links to Sandy Creek ; and on the east by that
creek downwards to the point Qf commencement,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
W
HER•EAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"Tire Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby  given , that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid , the lands hereunder described
will be permanently  reserved  for the  purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE ,  GowRIE.
County of Aubigny, parish of Gowrie, portion  231,
25 acres  1 rood 17 perches.
Commencing on the Dalby road, at the south-
east corner of portion 212, and bounded thence on
the west by that portion bearing north ten chains
and ninety-six links ; on the north by portion 230,
bearing east twenty chains to a road one chain
wide ; on the east by that road bearing south
fourteen chains and forty links to the Dalby road ;
and on the south-west by that road, bearing two
hundred and seventy-nine degrees thirty minutes
twenty chains and twenty-nine links to the point
of commencement.
CEMETERY AT TIARO.
County of March, parish of Tiaro, portion 14.
88 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion bearing east
thirty-six chains and sixteen links ; on the east by
a line bearing south twenty-five chains ; on the
south by portions 15 and 16 bearing west thirty-
four chains and fifty links to the aforesaid road ;
and on the south-west by that road bearing three
hundred and fifty-six degrees twenty-five chains
and seven links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE, TALLIBAGGERA CREEK.
County of Ward, parish of Tallibaggera, National
School.
5 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at its
intersection by the original south-west boundary
line of portion No. 18, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing seventy-three
degrees thirty minutes two chains and sixty-six
links, and forty-seven degrees two chains and
twenty-nine  links ; on  the north- east  by a line
bearing one hundred and fifty degrees ten chains
and twenty-eight links ; on the south-east by a line
bearing two hundred and forty degrees four chains
and eighty links ; and on the south-west by a line
bearing three hundred and thirty degrees ten
chains and thirty-eight links to the point of com-
mencement.
bearing  west  fifteen  chains and  twenty-five links ;
on the west by  a line  bearing south about seventeen
chains and sixty links to the south side of a road
one chain wide; on the south-east by that road
bearing eighty-one degrees fifty-three minutes ten
chains and fifty links ; thence nineteen degrees
thirty-seven minutes fourteen chains forty links ; on
the east by part of the west boundary  of mineral
selection  No. 263 bearing north about two chains
and forty links to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE  MAGISTRATE 'S CAMP, STAN-
THORPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, Town
of Stanthorpe,  allotment  3 of section 5.
1 acre.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the south by
Corundum street easterly three chains and thirty-
four links ; on the east by part of the west boundary
line of allotment 4 northerly at right angles to
Corundum street three  chains ; on  the north by the
south boundary line of allotment 2 westerly.  parallel
with Corundum street three chains and thirty-four
links to Marsh street ; and on the west by that
street southerly three chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING, NEAR BURLEIGH.
County of Ward, parish of Gilston.
288 acres.
Commencing  at the  north-east corner of portion
No. 55 on  the sea -coast,  and bounded thence on the
east by the  sea-coast  northerly to the south boundary
of portion 27 ; on the north by said south boundary
bearing west to Little Tallabaggera Creek ; on the
west by that creek and swamp southerly to portion
55 aforesaid  ; and on the south by the north
boundary of portion  55 bearing east to  the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the Government of Tasmania offer for rental
for such period as may be agreed upon, certain
lands and buildings in Hobart Town, formerly
known as the Military Barracks. The land, with
the buildings thereon, is divided into thirteen lots,
tenders for which will be received by the Govern-
ment of Tasmania, until Noon, on the 10th day of
May, 1873, addressed to the Honorable Charles
Meredith, Commissioner of Crown Lands, Hobart
Town, and superscribed " Tenders for Military
Barracks."
Further particulars, and also the conditions upon
which the lots will be leased can be obtained, at the
Public Lands Office, Brisbane, where can be seen
photographs of some of the buildings, and also of
the surrounding scenery.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR RESIDENCE AREA, BLACK SNAKE,
KILKIVAN.
County of  Lennox.
21 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south -east corner of mineral
selection  No. 974, and  bounded thence on the
north by the south  boundary of that selection
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified that the lands hereunder des-
cribed have been temporarily reserved for public
purposes.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish of Yeerongpilly.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of portion
No. 390, and bounded thence on the north by part
of portion 11lo, 254, aid portions IYos, 259, 270, 275,
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and 276; on the east by portions Nos. 277, 278,
279, and 280 ; on the south by portion No. 274 and
part of portion No.  392;  and on the west by portion
No. 390 to the point of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parishes of Bundanba and
Stapylton.
Commencing at the south - west  corner of
portion No. 187, in the parish of Bundanba, and
bounded thence on the north by portions in that
parish Nos. 187, 201, and 168A, and by portions in
the parish of Stapylton Nos. 19, 15, 4, and 19A ; on
the west by portions Nos. 19A, 4, 5, and 12 ; on
the north-east by portion No. 45 its the parish of
Woogaroo, and from the south- east  corner of that
portion by a line bearing south-easterly about 150
chains  to the north- west corner  of portion 10A
(W. Moody' s selection ), in the parish of Stapylton ;
on the east by that portion to Oxley Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards to the north-east corner of
portion No. 16, in the parish of Stapylton, and by
portions in that parish  M.  16, 18, and 14, back to
Oxley Creek ; thence on the south-east by that
creek upwards to its intersection with the northern
boundary  line of'portion No.  206,  parish Bundanba ;
on the south by that portion and by a line bearing
westerly about twelve chains from its north-west
corner to the south-east corner of portion No. 203,
in the parish of Bundanba;  again  on the west by
portions in that parish Nos. 203, 197, 193, 204, 202,
179, 174,  181, 199,  to the point of comniencement,-
exclusive  of all alienated or surveyed lands.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
Parish of Redland,  county of  Stanlr y.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
No. 148, in the parish of Mackenzie, and bounded
thence on the west by a line bearing north one
hundred and sixty chains ; on the north by a. line
bearing  east  about one hundred and eighty chains
to the western boundary of portion No. 120, in the
parish of Redland ; on the east by that portion to
its south -west corner, and  thence by a line  bearing
southerly to the north- east  corner of portion No.
178 in the parish of Mackenzie, about one hundred
and eighteen chains ; and on  the south by portions
in the parish of Mackenzie, Nos. 178, 177, 176, and
by portions in the parish of Redland, Nos. 121,
122, 139, 118, 117,  and again  by portions in the
parish of Mackenzie, Nos. 149 and 148, to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th February, 1873.IN pursuance of th twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation. Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes of a Police Paddock.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands),
WM. HENRY WALSH.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
County of Stanley,  parishes  of Enoggera and
Indooroopilly.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of portion
231 in the  parish of Indooroopilly, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion and portions
223 and 241 , in the parish of Indooroopilly ; on the
north by portions in the parish of Enoggera Nos.
448, 674, 823, 824, 679, 834, 833, 832, 831, 830, 683,
and 682; on the  east  by portion No. 674A, the
General Cemetery, and portions 676, 295, 296, all in
the parish of Lnoggera, and by portion 679 in
the parish of Indooroopilly ; on the south by
portions in the parish of Indooroopilly, Nos. 680,
681, 229, 216, 215, 208, 214, 225, 262, 243, 270,
268, 269, 240, and 261 to the point of commence.
ment,-exclusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
Parish of Tingalpa, county of Stanley.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
No. 355, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing southerly about one hundred and thirty-
four chains to the north- east corner  of portion
No. 351; on the south by that portion and portion
No. 352; on the west by portions Nos. 338, 339,
350, 321, 320, 319, and 318 ; and on the north by
portion No. 355 to the point of  commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parishes of Mholo and Moggill.
Commencing at the north-east corner of por-
tion No. 43 in the parish of Kholo, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a line bearing north.
easterly about eighty- six chains  to the south corner
of portion No. 202 in the parish of Moggill, and by
that portion and part of portion 194 ; on the east
by portions in the parish of Moggill, Nos. 240, 242,
231, 234, 230, 235, 225, 242, 227, and 221 ; on the
south by portions in the parish of Moggill, Nos.
169, 170, 171, 238, 172, 173, 179, 180, and 181 ;
and by portions in the parish of Kholo, Nos. 55
and 61 ; and on the west by portions in the parish
of Kholo, Nos. 62, 48, and 43, to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive  of all alienated or surveyed
lands,
POLICE PADDOCK , STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck.
168 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
three chains  east  and one chain north from the
north-west corner of the Cemetery Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south by that reserve bear-
ing east fifty-six chains and eighteen links ; on the
east by  a line  bearing north thirty chains and four
links ; on the north by a line bearing west fifty-six
chains and eighteen links ; and on the west by a
line bearing south thirty chains and four links to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th February, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for Water and Camping.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOE WATER AND CAMPING.
Splitter's Creek, Mount Perry and Bundabery
Road.
ExTENSION.
1,300 acres.
Commencing on Splitter's Creek twenty chains
below a tree marked broad- arrow  over T over V in
shield ; thence north seventy-five chains ; thence
east one  hundred and eight chains; thence south
thirty-six chains ; thence north two hundred and
twenty-five degrees east thirty-four  chains to
Splitter's Creek ; thence by the right bank of
Splitter's Creek downwards sixty chains in a direct
line ; thence west one hundred chains to  Splitter's
Creek ; thence by Splitter's Creek down about
forty-five  chains to point of commencement,-includ-
ing two hundred and ninety- one acres  already
gazetted as4 Water  Reserve.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for general informationthat in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous, before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS  OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of  Crown  Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following dates:-
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th  February, 1873.
WHEREAS,  by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will  be permanently set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE  FOR ROAD  PURPOSES.
112 acres 1 rood.
County of Aubigny, parish of Elphinstone,
portion  99.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of portion
ninety-eight, and bounded thence on the north by
the south boundary thereof bearing west fifty-four
chains and eighty  links  to a road one chain wide ;
on the west by that road bearing south twenty
chains ; on the south by the north boundary of
portion one hundred bearing east fifty-seven chains
and sixty links ; and on the north- east  by a line
bearing three hundred and fifty-two degrees twenty
chains and twenty links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY LABORERS' CAMP.
County of Aubigny, parish of Claflon.
About 41 acres.
Commencing on the east side of the railway line
from Toowoomba to Warwick, and bounded thence
on the north by the westerly continuation of the
road forming the northern boundary of portion
number fifty, parish of Clifton, bearing east thirty
chains ; on the east by a line bearing south fifteen
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west to the
railway line; and on the west by that railway line
bearing northerly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  RECREATION ,  IPSWICH.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich.
17 acres 31 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing two hundred and
seventy-four degrees fifty-five minutes and distant
one chain and seventy-three and a-half links from
the west corner of section 40, and bounded thence
on the north- east  by Quarry street bearing one
hundred and fifty-three degrees thirty-five minutes
five chains and ninety-two links, one hundred and
thirty-four degrees fifty-nine minutes seven chains
and thirty-two links ; 'on the south by Quarry
street west bearing west twenty-one chains and
fifty links ; on the west by a line bearing four
degrees fifty-five minutes eight chains and eighty-
three and a-half links to  Grey  street; and on the
north-west and north-east by that  street bearing
sixty-seven degrees nineteen  minutes six chains
and half-a-link, and ninety-four degrees fifty-five
minutes seven chains and forty-one links to the
point of commencement.
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY  AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office , Bowen , the fourth Thurs
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office,  Townsville ,  the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office , Norman River Settle.
ment, on the  second  T uesday in every
third month.
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MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in February, 1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont,  on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, andthereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when  necessary , in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from  time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is  hereby  given ,  that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South ,  will, on the first  TUESDAY in every
month,  hold his  Court Sittings ,  as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October ,  1872 ,  at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
r11HE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
spewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.PERSOIN S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance  and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS BI:OUGi1T
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
F OR the convenience of persons desirous to have
lands, whether surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward  for sale by  auction , it is hereby notified
for general information , that instructions have been
issued to  the Land Agents to open in their respec-
tive  offices, a book, in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration of the Minister
for Lands, when, if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in the next proclamation of sale.
.T. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS SEEKING SUITABLE SELEC-
TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS.IMMIGRANTS or otherswho do not possess
sufficient local knowledge to enable them to
select land in suitable situations without visiting
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that arrangements will be made, if induce-
ment offers ,  to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
ma be indicated ,  to assist  them in their search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
All persons requiring  assistance  of this nature
are requested to advise this Department ,  in writing,
as to the locality they wish to settle in ,.  and also
forward a fee of ten shillings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor ,  when, if a sufficient number
of persons are found to join, the Government will
immediately undertake  to organize one or more
parties.
In the event  of there being no party  despatched,
the fee  of ten shillings  will be  returned ,  on  applies.
Lion,  to the person paying same.
J. MA  ON  THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
WITH  the view of facilitating the transaction of
business at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony ,  it is hereby  notified that instructions
have been  issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that  every possible assistance is to be given
gratuitously  to persons  applying for  land or seek ing
information on matters connected  with the working
of the Land Acts-even to the  extent  of filling up
forms of application and transfers , &c., for illiterate
persons,  if there is time at the officer 's disposal;
and that any Land Agent, or other  officer, receiving
and appropriating  fees  for clerical assistance to his
own use ,  on the  matter being reported, will  be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience ,  however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans ,  arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner ,  and on payment  of a fee to  be estimated
that officer,  a tracing  or coy of the plan
i uired will  be prepared  and furnished to the
individual  requiring the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary for Public Lands.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 21st  July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
It PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
I1 is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the 41st section of "  The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869" for renewed leases for four-
teen years of the rims in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will dxpire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief' Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the  existing
leases, as  prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
chief  Commissioner of Crown Lands.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  31st  March, 1873.
I T is hereby notified  for general information, that
the within -named persons have been licensed
to occupy for pastoral  purposes  the undermentioned
Runs, situated  in the  UNSE TTLED DISTRICTS, in
accordance  with the provisions of  " The Pastoral
Leases  Act of  1869," 33 Victoria, No. 10, and the
Regulations  established thereunder.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief  Commissioner of Crown Lands.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Foxburrough.
Licensee - Patrick Brennan.
Estimated Area- 55 square miles.
Commencing at a point  400 chains south of the
south-west corner pin of the Gayndell South Run;
bounded thence on the west by a south line till it
meets the north- west  corner pin of Wycana Run ;
thence bounded on the south by the north boundary
of that run to its north-eastern corner pin ; thence
bounded, on the east by  a line  north to a point 400
chains east  from the startingpoint ; thence bounded
on the north by a line west to commencing point.
Name of Run-Kennell Grove.
Licensee-Edmond O'Keeffe.
Estimated Area-40 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the block
known as Chain of Ponds, bounded on the
north by the southern boundary of that block
bearing  west ten miles , on the west by part of the
eastern boundary of the block known as Ula Ula
East, and  a line in  continuation bearing south
four miles ; on the south by a line bearing east
ten miles ; and  on the east by a line bearing north
four miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Spring Mount.
Licensee-Edmond O'Keeffe.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
block known as Kennell Grove, bounded on the
north by the southern boundary of that block
bearing west ten miles ; on  the west by a line
bearing  south about eight miles to the watershed
dividing the waters of the Moonie and Weir Rivers ;
on the south- east  by that watershed north-easterly
about twelve miles to a spot duo south from the
south-east corner of Kennell Grove Block ; and on
the east by a line bearing north about one mile and
three-quarters to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Golden Hills.
Licensee-Edmond O'Keeffe.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the watershed dividing the waters
of the Moonie and Weir Rivers at the south-west
,corner  of the block known as Spring Mount, and
bounded on the east by the western boundary of
that block and part of the western boundary
of the block known as Kennell Grove, bearing
north about nine miles to the south-east corner of
the block known as Vla Ula East ; on the north
by part of the southern boundary of that block
bearing west five miles to the north-east corner of
the block known as Foxburrough ; on the west by
a line bearing south about eleven miles to the
watershed first mentioned ; and thence by that
watershed bearing about north-easterly and distant
about five and one quarter miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Euroka No. 2.
Licensees-G. C. Langhorne and J. Halliday.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
block known as Scrubby Gully, situated on
Stephen's Creek, a tributary of the Moonie River ;
bounded on the west by the eastern boundary of
the block known as Chain of Ponds, and part of
the eastern boundary of the block  known as
Kennell Grove bearing south five miles ; on the
south-east by a line bearing north-easterly ten
miles ; on the east by  a line bearing  north five miles
to the southern boundary of the block known as
Scrubby Gully ; and on the north-west by the
southern boundary of that block bearing south-
westerly ten miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Wangaby.
Licensees-G. C. Langhorne and J. Halliday.
Estimated Area-30 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow over
P on Wongle Creek at the south-west corner of the
block knows as Byerlin, and bounded on the south
by a line running west 280 chains to the eastern
boundary of Coomrith block ; on the west by the
eastern  boundary of Coomrith block to the range
dividing  the Condamine  and Moonie waters about
400 chains to the north- east corner  of Coomrith
block ; thence westerly along the northern boundary
of that block about two miles ; thence north about
three miles and a-half ; thence east about four
miles  to the western boundary of Brigalow block ;
thence by part of the western boundary of that
block southerly to the watershed of the Moonie
waters ;  thence east by that watershed to the north-
west  corner  of Byerlin block ; and on the east by
the western boundary of that block southerly to
the point of commencement.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Towtowri.
Licensees-F. Collins and J. Piper.
Estimated Area- 50 square miles.
Commencing at a box-tree marked 8 in diamond
situated about thirty  miles  from the junction of the
Neabul and Wallam Creeks in an easterly direction ;
thence south ten miles ; thence east five miles ;
thence north ten miles ; and thence west five miles
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Berringurra North.
Licensees-M. H. and E. Hall.
Estimated Area-23 square miles.
Commencing  at the south  corner  of the Yaman-
unda South  Run ; thence  by a south- east line about
six miles  and a quarter ; thence by  a north-east
line about three miles  and three  quarters  ; thence
by a north-west line about six  miles  and a quarter
to the south-east boundary of Yamanunda South
Run ; and thence by a south-west line about three
miles and three-quarters to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Cowigella.
Licensee-John Lamrock.
Estimated Area-37 square miles.
Commencing at the north angle of the Tootha
Run, at a spot bearing north-west and distant six
miles seventy chains from a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over R8 in triangle on the right bank
of the Culgoa River, near the upper end of the
Tootha Waterhole ; and bounded thence on the
south-east by the north-west boundary of Tootha
Run, being a south-west line five miles to the
north-east boundary of (unnamed) No. 3 Run ;
thence by part of that boundary north-west 120
chains ; thence by the north-west boundary of last-
named run, being a south-west line five miles to
the north-east boundary of Turo West Run;
thence by part of that boundary north-west 100
chains ; thence by the north-west boundary of
last-named run, being a south-west line five miles
to the north-east boundary of Jangalby West Run ;
thence on the south-west by a north-west line one
mile fifty-four chains ; thence on the north-west by
a north-east line fifteen miles ; thence on the north-
east by a south-east line four miles thirty-four
chains, said line being partly formed by part of the
south-west boundary of Tootha North Run, to the
point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Drysdale Ponds  Back Block.
Licensee- Malcolm McKinnon.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Situated  on the east  side of the  Maranoa River,
commencing at the north  angle of the Drysdale
Ponds No. 2 Run ; bounded  thence on  the north-
west by a north- east line ten miles ; thence on the
north-east  by a south- east line five miles ; thence
on the south-east by a south- west line ten miles ;
thence on the south-west by a north- west line  five
miles, said line being the north- east boundary line
of above-named Drysdale Ponds No.  2 Run, to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Waterhole Creek.
Licensee-Donald Ross.
Estimated  Area-36 square miles.
Commencing at the north  corner  of Park Run,
on the east  side  of Bungil Creek ; bounded thence
on the south-east by a south- west line one mile to
the east corner of Bruce Run, said line being part
of the north-west boundary of Park Run ;  thence
on the south-west by the north-east boundary of
Bruce Run, being a north-west line five  miles to
the south-east boundary of Humboldt Run ; thence
by a north-east line forty chains to  the east corner
of last-named run ; thence again. on the south-west
by a north-west line two miles ten  chains, said line
being part of the north-east boundary of Humboldt
Run ; thence on the north by an east line to the
south-west corner of Wal abella Run ; and thence
again  on the south-east by a line bearing south
sixty-three degrees fifteen minutes west to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Scrubby Block No. 1.
Licensee-Mary Ann Spencer.
Estimated Area- 41 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked S on the north-
west corner of Armadilla No. 1 block, and running
north four miles ; thence east  nine miles  ; thence
south five miles ; thence  west  five miles  ; thence
north one  mile ; thence  west four  miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Scrubby Block No. 2.
Licensee-Mary Ann  Spencer.
Estimated Area-90 square miles.
Commencing  at a tree marked S on the eastern
boundary of Armadilla No. 1, and running  east ten
miles  ; thence south  nine miles  ;  thence west ten
miles ; thence north nine miles to the point of
commencement.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Redbank.
Licensee-Edward Brown.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Chance
Run on the east side of the Warrego River ;
bounded thence on the north by a line east five
miles ; on the east by a line south five miles to the
north boundary of Yanda Run ; on the south by
that boundary west to Noorama Creek ;  again on
the east by the right bank of Noorama Creek
southerly to the north boundary of Trunkey East
Run; again on the south by that boundary west
to the north-east corner of Trunkey Run ; thence
by the north boundary of Trunkey Run, being a
line west one mile and sixty-six chains, to the south-
east corner  of Chance Run ; thence on the west
by a line north ten miles, being the east boundary
of Chance Run, to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Winbourne.
Licensees -G. H. Cox and V. J. Dowling.
Estimated Area-100 square miles.
Commencing on the southern boundary of
Thuringowa N orth Run at a point 116 chains and
sixty-six links east of the south-west corner of that
run ; thence south ten miles ; thence east ten miles ;
thence north ten miles ; and thence west ten miles
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Godesberg.
Licensee - Joseph Becker.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the north -east corner of Lake
Colless Run ; thence by a line easterly being a con-
tinuation  of the upper boundary of Lake Colless
five miles ; thence by a line southerly at right
angles ten miles ; thence by a line westerly to the
back boundary of Lake Colless five miles ; thence
by the back boundary of the abovementioned run
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Bonn.
Licensee - Joseph Becker.
Estimated Area - 50 square miles.
Commencing at the north -east corner of the
Godesberg  Run, thence easterly five miles ; thence
southerly ten miles ; thence westerly five miles to
the back line of Godesberg Run ; thence  ten miles
northerly along the back line as aforesaid to the
point of commencement.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Wilton.
Licensee-Boyd Dunlop Morehead.
Estimated Area-57 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the
Rider Run, and bounded thence on the north by a
west line seven miles forty chains ; thence on the
west by a south line seven miles fifty chains ; thence
on the south by an east line seven miles forty
chains to the west boundary of Rider  Run ; and
thence on the east by a north line, being part of the
west boundary of said run, seven miles fifty chains
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Swillington.
Licensee-Boyd Dunlop Morehead.
Estimated Area-56 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Acacia
Downs Run, and bounded thence on the west by a
north line seventy chains ; thence on the north by
an east line seven miles forty chains ; thence on the
east by a south line seven miles fifty chains ; thence
on the south by a west line (a portion of which is
the north boundary  of Sardinia Run) seven miles ;
thence again on the west  by a south  line one mile
sixty chains ; thence again on the south by a west
line forty chains to the south-east corner of Acacia
Downs Run ; and thence again on the west by a
north line, being the east boundary of that  run,  five
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Janes Land.
Licensee-Boyd Dunlop Morehead.
Estimated Area-96 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Oatway
Run, and bounded thence on the north by an east
line, being the south boundary of said run, twelve
miles ; thence on the east by a south line about
eight miles ; thence on the south by a west line
twelve miles  ;  and thence on the west by a north line
about eight miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Ellies Land.
Licensee-Boyd Dunlop Morehead.
Estimated Area - 78 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Acacia
Downs Run ; thence bounded on the west by a
north  line six miles  fifty chains ; thence on the
north by an east line, being the south boundary of
Rayban Run ,  twelve miles ; thence on the east by
a south line five miles sixty chains ; thence on the
south by a west line two miles ; thence again on
the east by a south line seventy chains to the
north-east corner of Acacia Downs Run ; and
thence again on the south by a west line, being the
north boundary of that run,  ten miles to  the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Herbertshire.
Licensee-Boyd Dunlop Morehead.
Estimated Area-81 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Oat-
way Run ; thence bounded on the west by a north
line three miles fifteen chains, being part of the
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east  boundary  of the said ran ; thence on the north
by an  east line seven miles ,  being part of the fouth
boundary  of Cornwall Ron, thence on the eastby a south  line eleven miles forty-five chains ;
thence on the south by a west line ,  part of which
is the north boundary of Rider Run ,  seven miles ;
and thence again on the west by a north line eight
miles thirty chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Ranken.
Licensee - Boyd Dunlop Morehead.
Estimated Area - 79 square miles.
Commencing at the south -east corner of  Cornwall
Run, and bounded thence on the east by a south
line about ten miles sixty chains  to the  north-west
boundary of Corinda Run ; thence  by a south-west
line, being part of the north-west  boundary of that
run, one mile and three-quarters; thence on the
south by a west line about five miles sixty chains ;
thence on the west by a north line eleven miles forty-
five chains  ;  and thence on the north by an east
line, being part  of the  south boundary  of Cornwall
Run, seven miles  to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run -Lockyersleigh.
Licensee -Boyd Dunlop Morehead.
Estimated Area-51 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Acacia
Downs Run, and bounded thence on the north by
an east line , being part of the south boundary of
that run, five miles twenty chains ; thence on the
east by a south line nine miles sixty chains ; thence
on the south by a west line, being part of the north
boundary of Budgeragar Run, five miles twenty
chains ; and thence on the west by a north line nine
miles sixty chains, being part of the eastern boun-
daries of Crossmoor and Bowen Downs Runs, to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Bawtry.
Licensee-Boyd Dunlop Morehead.
Estimated Area-51 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Acacia
Downs Run, thence on the north by an east line
forty chains ; thence on the cast by a south line,
part of which is the western boundary of Sardinia
Run, nine miles sixty chains ; thence on the south
by a west line, being part of the north boundary of
Budgeragar Run, five miles twenty chains ; thence
on the west by a north line nine miles sixty chains
to the south boundary of Acacia Downs Run ; and
thence again on the north by an cost line, being
part of the south boundary of that run, five miles
to the  point of  commencement.
Name of Run-Bobka.
Licensee-Boyd Dunlop Morehead.
Estimated Area-90 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Sardinia
Run, and bounded thence on the south by an east
line, being part of the north boundary of Gemini
Run, seven miles sixty-four chains to the western
boundary of Boxdale Run; thence on the east by
a north line, being portion of the western boundary
of said run, about two miles eight chains ; thence
again on the south by an east line, being part of
the north boundary of said run, six miles thirty
chains to Corinda Creek; thence by the right bank of
the creek upwards to a point where it is met by the
south boundary of Rider Run ; thence on the north
by a west line, being the south boundary of said
run, three miles and sixty-five chains ; thence again
on the east by a north line, being part of the west
boundary of said run, forty-six chains ; thence
again on the north by a west line eight miles thirty
chains; and thence on the west by a south line,
being the east boundary of Sardinia Run, eight
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Bun-Lacy.
Licensee-Boyd Dunlop Morehead.
Estimated Area-37 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Rider
Run, and thence bounded on the north by an east
line six miles  forty chains to the north-west boun-
dary of Corinda Run ; thence by a south-west line,
being part of the north-west boundary of said run,
about three miles sixty-five chains ; thence by a
south-east line, being part of the south-west boun-
dary of the said last mentioned run, about two
miles  fifty chains to Corinda Creek; thence on the
south-east by that creek downwards to a point
where it is met by the east boundary of Rider Run ;
and thence on the west by a north line, being the
east boundary of last-named run, seven miles
sixteen  chains to the point of commencement.
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Reedy Springs No. 2.
Licensees -R. J. Anning and F. A. Anning.
Estimated  Area-30 square miles.
Commencing on the Clark River at a tree marked
broad-arrow over XXV, being the north- west corner
of Yering Run, and bounded thence on the north-
east by the south-west boundary line of that run
bearing south -east five miles ; on  the south-east by
a line parallel  to the  general course  of the Clark
River south-westerly six miles ; thence on the south-
west by  a line  bearing north-west five miles to the
Clark River, and thence by that river downwards to
the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Weaner Vale.
Licensees-R. Daintree, R. H. Bland, and
E. Khingender.
Estimated Area-75 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Lolworth
Creek at a point where the eastern boundary of
Cargeon No. 4 Run touches same, and bounded
thence on the west by a line bearing south five miles ;
thence by a line parallel to the general course  of
Lolworth Creek easterly fifteen miles ; thence north
five miles to Lolworth Creek ; and thence by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Powlathanga Lake.
Licensees-A. R. Walsh, W. D. Pritchard,
and A. L. Just.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Balf's Creek at
a point about two miles upwards from the conflu-
ence of Powlathanga Creek therewith ; and bounded
thence on the south by a line bearing east five
miles ; thence north ten miles ; thence west five
miles; and thence south to Balf's Creek to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Spring Lake.
Licensee-F. J. C. Wildash.
Estimated Area-35 square miles.
Commencing on the south-eastern boundary of
the Eumara Run at the northern point of the
western bonndary of The Plains Run ; and
bounded thence on the east by that run; thence
on the south by a line running west eight miles ;
thence on the west by a line bearing north about
four miles twenty chains to Sandy Creek; and on
the north by that creek downwards to the south-
west boundary of the Eumara Run, and by a
portion of the south-west and south-east bounda-
ries of that run to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Reeves Lake.
Licensee-F. J. C. Wildash.
Estimated Area-35 square miles.
Commencing at a point on Sandy Creek, bein
the north-west corner of Spring Lake Run, anj
bounded thence on the east by the west boundary
of that run bearing south four miles twenty chains ;
thence on the south by a line running south-westerly
eight miles ; thence on the west by a line bearing
north about five miles twenty chains to Sandy
Creek, and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Southwick North.
Licensee-Robert Stewart.
Estimated Area-101 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Gordon
Plains Run, and bounded thence on the east by
the west boundary of that run bearing north two
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miles and twenty chains ; on the north by a line
bearing west fourteen degrees south three miles
twenty chains to the north-east  corner  of Southwick
No. 3 Run ; on the west by the east boundary of
the last-named  run bearing south four miles twenty
chains ; and  thence by a line bearing north-east to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Tuppal.
Licensees -J. Mitchell and P. G. Gill.
Estimated  Area-40 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Burdekin
River at the  confluence  of Camel Creek therewith,
and bounded thence on the north  by a line bearing
east five miles ; thence on the east by a line bearing
south  six degrees  thirty  minutes west eight miles ;
thence on the south by a line bearing west five
miles to the Burdekin River ; and thence by that
river upwards to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Edith Vale.
Licensee -H. F. Keller.
Estimated Area-40 square miles.
Commencing at the north- west corner  of Carding-
ton Run,  and bounded thence on the east by the
west  boundary line of that run bearing south five
miles ; on the south by a line bearing west eight
miles ; on  the west by a line bearing north five
miles ; and  on the north by a line bearing east
eight miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Burrowes.
Licensee-J. Allingham.
Estimated Area-57 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burdekin
River at the north-east corner of Miles' Lake Run,
and bounded thence partly on the south by the
north boundary of that run  bearing west two miles
and forty chains ; thence on the east by part of the
west boundary of Miles' Lake Run bearing south
five miles ; on the south by the north boundary of
Westerage Run bearing west four miles fifty-six
chains ; on the west by a line bearing north ten
miles ; on the  north by  a line bearing  east  five
miles to the Burdekin River ; and thence by that
river downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Spring Lawn.
Licensee-J. Allingham.
Estimated Area-67 square miles.
Commencing at the eastern corner of Yallock
Vale Run, and bounded thence on the north-west
by the south-east boundary of that run, being a
line bearing south-west en miles; thence on the
north by part of the boundary of Tarilla Run,
being a line bearing west one mile and forty chains ;
thence on the west by part of the east boundary of
the last-named run, being a line bearing south six
miles and forty chains; thence on the south by
part of the north boundary of Back Plains Run,
being a  line bearing east about one mile and sixty-
four chains; on the south-east by a line bearing
north-east about fourteen miles twenty-eight chains ;
on the north-east by a line bearing north-west five
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-McCauley.
Licensee-J. Allingham.
Estimated Area-39 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Burdekin
River, at the north-west corner of Yanditla Run,
and bounded thence on the south-east by the north-
west boundary of that run and Poon Boon Run,
being a line bearing north-east eight miles ; on the
north-east by a line bearing north-west five miles ;
on the north-west by a line bearing south-west six
m iles and twelve chains to the Burdekin River;
and thence by that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
three miles and forty chains ; on the east by the
west boundary of Emysland Run and by part of
the western boundary of Watershed Run bearing
north eight miles and forty chains ; on the north
by a line bearing west one mile and fifty chains to
the north-east corner of Hardwick Run ; on the
north-west by part of the south-east boundary of
that run bearing south-west about eight  miles and
forty chains ; on the south-west by  the north-east
boundary of Smith's Brook Run and  by  part of the
north -east  boundary of Nursiedob Run  bearing
south -east seven miles to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Smith's Brook.
Licensees - Henry Rourke and Lawrence
Munro.
Estimated Area-48 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Hard-
wick Run, and bounded thence on the north-west
by part of the south-east boundary of that run
bearing north-east eight miles; on the north-east
by part of the south-west boundary of Pall Mall
Run bearing south-east six miles ; on the south-
east by the north-west boundary of Nursiedob
Run bearing south-west eight miles ; on the south-
west by a line bearing north-west and forming the
north-east boundary of Red Dyke Run six miles to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Hardwick.
Licensees - Henry Rourke and Lawrence
Munro.
Estimated Area-64 square miles.
Commencing at the southern  corner  of Eridge
East Run, and bounded thence on the south-west
by the north-east boundary of Spring Lawn Run
bearing south-east three miles and two chains ; on
the north-west by the south-east boundary of the
last-named run bearing south-west  about  fourteen
miles twenty-eight chains to the north boundary of
Back Plains Run; thence on the south-west by the
north and north-east boundaries of the last-named
run bearing east three miles and sixteen  chains and ,
south-east about seventy chains; on the south-east
by the north-west boundaries of Smith's Brook and
Pall Mall Runs bearing north- east about sixteen
miles and forty chains ; on the north-east by a line
bearing north-west about six miles to the south-east
boundary of Eridge East Run, and bounded thence
by that boundary bearing south-west about four
miles and thirty chains to the point of commence-
ment.
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Banchory South.
Licensee-Thomas Holt.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Mistake or
Gordon's Creek at a point opposite to a tree
marked M9, being the south-west  corner of Ban-
chory Mains Run ; bounded thence on the north
by an east line five and  a-half miles - said line being
formed by the south boundary  of last-named run-
to the Drummond Range; thence on the east by
that  range, in a  southerly direction , about six and
a-half miles to its intersection with the watershed
between Mistake or Gordon's Creek  and Craven
Creek ; thence on the south by last -named water-
shed, in a westerly direction, to the eastern boun-
da1y of the Craven Run ; thence on the west by
part of the east boundary  of last-named run, being
a north line about one mile and a-half to  the
southern boundary of Banchory Run; thence by
part of that boundary, being an east line three
miles ten chains to Mistake or Gordon 's Creek at
a point about half-a-mile below  a tree marked
M14, ; thence again on the west by the right bank-
of last-named creek downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Pall Mall.
Licensee-Henry Rourke and Lawrence Munro.
Estimated Area-48 square miles.
Commencing at the western corner of Dotswood
Run, and bounded thence on the south-east by the
north-west boundary of that run bearing north-east
Name of Run-Narrien Plains No. 1-
Licensee-Thomas Holt.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Belyando
River at the north-west corner of Bervie Downs.
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Run, and bounded  thence on  the south by the
northern boundary of that run ,  being an east line
about  twelve miles  • thence on the  east  by part of
the west boundary  of Bradwe ll Grove Run , bearing
north about  five miles ; thence  following the Mount
Narrien Range for  five miles  ;  thence on  the north
by a line west about twelve miles  to the Belyando
River ; and thence  by that river upwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run - Narrien Plains No. 2.
Licensee - Thomas Holt.
Estimated  Area - 50 square miles.
Commencing on the left  bank of the Belyando
River immediately opposite  to the north-west
corner of Narrien Plains  No. 1 Run ,  and bounded
thence on the north  by a line bearing west five
miles  ;  thence on  the west by  a line  parallel to the
general course of  the Belyando River southerly
ten miles  ;  thence by  a line east  five miles to the
Belyando River  ;  and thence  by that river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
part of the south boundary of Fairlight No. 1 Run
bearing west five miles twenty chains ; on the west
by a line bearing south four miles to the Flinders
River opposite a point thirty chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow over XXXVIII ; and on the
south by that river upwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Western Fort Constantine.
Licensees-The Bank of New South Wales.
Estimated Area-75 square miles.
Commencing on the west bank of the Cloncurry
River immediately opposite a tree on the east bank
marked broad-arrow XLIII over A, and bounded
thence on the south-west by a line bearing north-
west seven  miles ; on the north-west by a line bear-
ing north-east fifteen miles ; on the north-east by
a line bearing south-east one mile ten chains to the
Cloncurry River at a point north-west from a tree
on east bank marked broad-arrow over LIV over
A ; and on the south-east by tho Oloncurry Ilivor
upwards to the point of commencement.
GREGORY DISTRICT.
Name of Run -Argyle.
Licensee - George Thomas Hammond.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a black box-tree marked A in
shield on the east side  of Cooper's Creek, and about
five miles below the junction  of Kyabra Creek,
bounded thence on  the south by a line east ten
miles ; thence on the east  by a line north five miles ;
thence  on the north by a line west ten miles to
Cooper's Creek ; thence on the west by the left
bank of Cooper's Creek downwards to the marked
tree hereinbefore first described.
Name  of Run-Tenham.
Licensee -George Thomas Hammond.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Argyle Run, bounded thence on the west by a line
south ten miles ; thence on the south by a line east
five miles ; thence on the east by a line north ten
miles ; thence on the north by a line west five miles
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Berella North.
Licensee -Charles Marshall Nutting.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked N at a point where
the track from Wilson River to Kyabra Station
crosses  Korungulla Creek ; thence five miles north ;
thence west ten miles ; thence south five miles ;
thence east ten miles to  the point of commence-
ment.
Nare.-Korungulla  Creek is about twenty miles north from
northern extremity of Kalboora West  Run.
Name of Run-Berella South.
Licensee-Charles Marshall Nutting.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked N at a point where
the track from Kyabra Station to the V' ilson River
crosses  Korungulla Creek ; thence five miles south ;
thence ten miles west ; thence five miles north ;
thence ten miles east to the point of commencement.
NOTE.- Korungulla  Creek is  about twenty miles north from
northern extremity  of Kalboora  West Rim.
BURKE DISTRICT.
Name of Run - Sussex No. 2.
Licensees -R. Gray, C. Gray, and M. Gray.
Estimated Area-25 square miles.
Commencing on the Flinders River at the south-
west corner of  Band  Run ,  and bounded thence on
the east by the western boundary  of that  run bear-
ing north six miles twenty chains ; on  the north by
COOK DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Stony Rises.
Licensees-H. Cranston  and J. Firth.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a point five miles north -west of
Telegraph Station, Junction  Creek ; thence  running
ten miles duo east ; thence  five miles due south ;
thence ten miles due west  ; thence five  miles due
north, to point of commencement.
Department  of Public Works,
Roads Branch,
Brisbane ,  25th March, 1873.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that any person or
persons  removing any stone ,  gravel, loam, or
other material from any public road, or  who, by the
careless use of fire ,  shall injure or destroy any
bridge or culvert, or damage any approaches thereto,
or who sha ll  fall any timber across any public road,
or injure any road by drawing timber along it,
otherwise than on wheels ,  will be proceeded against
as the law directs.
I
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 20th March, 187 3.
iT
OTICE is hereby given, under the 14th section
.L of " An  -4 et to make _provision fcr the Con-
struction  &i the Government of Railways, and for
the Regulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has pri-
marily approved of the Map and Book of Reference
of the proposed new line from Ipswich to Brisbane
-from 7 miles 60 chains (near  Redbank) to 16
miles 13 chains (near Oxley).
The map or plan, and book of reference, can be
seen  at this Office, and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in writing, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objection which may exist to
the adoption of the said line of railway, or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection
therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  of Railways.
TO PARTIES ABOUT TO SEARCH FOR GOLD.
INERS' RIGHTS  can be obtained from the
Sur-,,:yor- General,  Survey Office Brisbane.I
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th March, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to establish the following Regulation and Schedule
of Fees under the provisions of the Act of Parlia-
ment, 20 Victoria, No. 29, in amendment of the
Regulations now in force, in so far only as concerns
the Ravenswood Gold Fields, and neighboring
workings.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RAVENSWOOD GOLD FIELDS REGULATION.
Each application  for a Lease  of Auriferous Tract
lodged with the Gold Commissioner at Ravenswood
Gold Fields  shall  be made  in the form provided
by the existing Gold Fields Regulations,  acenm-
anied by the amount of deposit thereby required
or a first or second  elacs lease  respectively ; and in
addition, the applicant shall further deposit the
requisite  Survey Fee,  as per  subjoined schedule.
All Surveys for Auriferous Leases shall only be
executed by the Mining Surveyor appointed by the
Government for that purpose.
SCHEDULE  OF SURVEY FEES,
to be collected by the Gold Commissioner, Ravens-
wood, for surveys required to be executed by the
Mining Surveyor.
Survey of Land applied for as Auriferous Lease.
For 1 acre and under ... ...
5 acres „11
1110 „ „
... ...
... ...
1115 ... ...
„20 ...  ...
For any area exceeding 20 acres, as
by special arrangement.
For Traverse Connection Lines, at
per mile... ... ... 1 15
For Survey of Underground Work-
ings , at per diem . 5 5
For travelling expenses of Mining
Surveyor, for every mile or
part of a mile from the Mining
Surveyor's Office, after the first
three miles, at per mile one
way ... ... ... ... 0 4
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the Tender of Mr. HUGH ANDEESON has been
accepted for the construction of a Punt for the
Mingo crossing. Burnett River, Maryborough and
Mount Perry road.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Brisbane, 1st April, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the Tender of Mr. GEORGE COOK, of Allora,
for six of the Workmen's Cottages, Southern and
Western Railway, has been accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st April, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND  OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER PURGA CREEK, PEAK
MOUNTAIN  ROAD.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd May
next, from persons willing to contract for
erection of a Bridge over Purga Creek, on road
from Ipswich to Peak Mountain.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Bridge,
Purga Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and. at the Roads Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work ; and  at the foot  of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent .  on amount of Tender ,  as security for
the due performance of the contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event that he will execute and deliver at  the
Office  of the  Civil  Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond to Her  Majesty  for securing
such performance ,  otherwise  the Tender  will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Public Works Department,
Brisbane, 26th March, 1873.
TO BUILDERS ATND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER WAMIBO CREEK-DALBY TO
CONDAMINE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
j Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
May next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Bridge over Wambo Creek, Dalby
to Condamine.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Bridge,
Wambo Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office ; at Roads Office, Toowoomba ; and at Police
Office, Dalby.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the
party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten
per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event, that he will execute and deliver at
the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be,
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily  be,
£ s.
2 0
3 10
5 0
6 10
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accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1873.
BUNDA 13ERG FERRY, BURNETT RIVER.
TO BOATMEN, FERRYMEN, ETC.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
April, 1873, from persons willing to contract for the
Lease, for the period of Five years, commencing 1st
July, 1873, of the Ferry on the Burnett River at
Bundaberg.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Ferry,
Bundaberq."
Conditions of Lease, form of Tender, and Regu-
lations for working the Ferry, can be seen on
application at the Police Magistrate's Office, Bun-
daberg ; or at the Office of Foreman of Works,
Maryborough.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute and deliver, at the office of the Civil Crown
Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the .
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty in a penal sum of such amount as may be
hereafter determined upon, for securing such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
No Tender will be entertained, except in the
approved form, and the highest or any Tender will
not necessarily be accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
'RUB-COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS' RESIDENCE,
CARDWELL.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
April next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Sub-Collector of Customs' Residence
at Cardwell.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Sub-Col-
lector of Customs' Residence, Cardwell."
Plan,  Specification , and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office ; also at Custom House, Cardwell, and Court
House, Rockhampton.
Tenders  must be on  proper printed forma, and
must state  the time within which it is pro-
posed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party  tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the suns
of ten per  cent . on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the contract, in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance , a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Public Works Department,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
CUSTOM HOUSE AND BONDED STORE,
CARDWELL.
TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
April next, from persons willing to contract for the
-erection of Custom House and Bonded Store at
Cardwell.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Custom
House and Bonded Store, Cardwell."
Plan, Specification, and Form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office ;
also at Custom House, Cardwell, and Court House,
Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
.complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver, at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notifica-
tion of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing  such performance, otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 14th February, 1873.
ISj IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that the Public Accounts of the past
year (1872) shall be finally closed on the 31st
proximo.
All claims against the several Departments on
account of the year in question are to be rendered
to the proper officers, in time to enable the Vouchers
to be examined and paid before that date.
By Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
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The Treasury, '
Queensland, 1st January, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES  of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Ipswich,
Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marlborough,
Maryborougb, Milchester, Mount Perry, Murphy's
Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office (Brisbane),
Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St.
George, 'St.- Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1873.
LOOSE SHIP LETTERS.
LATE FEE ON LETTERS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
on and after the 1st April next, loose letters
posted on board Steamers will require to bear a
late fee besides the regular postage in Queensland
postage stamps.
The late fee wi ll  from that date be as follows :-
Colonial and Intercolonial ,..  Threepence.
Foreign ... ... ... Sixpence.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane , 20th  March, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
GIN. GIN TO  BUNDABERG.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until  noon on MONDAY,  the 12th day of
May next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all  material, except wire and insu-.
lators, and for all workmanship necessary for the
erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the Terms, General Conditions, and
Specifications appended hereto.
From Gin Gin to  Bundaberg ,  a distance of thirty
(30) miles, more or less.
The wire and  insulators to be supplied by the
Government,  and delivered to the Contractor at
Brisbane ,  about three months after the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price per mile for clearing and timber
work.
2. Price each for extra poles, where neces-
sary.
3. Price per  foot  for extra-length poles,
where necessary.
4. Price per mile for  affixing  insulators
and stretching wire.
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The whole contract to be completed and banded
over to the Government within four (4) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL  C ONDITIONS.
Payment will be  made  monthly, to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported  to have been completed by the officer ap-
pointed to  inspect  the same ; but,  notwithstanding
such report and payment on account, the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other officer
appointed by him in that behalf, shall have full
power at any time afterwards, before final payment
shall be made, of rejecting and condemning any of
the work or  materials  in respect of which such re-
port and payments may have been made. The total
balance will be paid when the entire contract shall
have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government. The contractor may avail himeolf of
the facilities afforded  by " The Electric Telegraph
Act "  for obtaining  materials, on signing a  bond in-
demnifying the Government  against  any claims for
compensation, arising from the action of the con-
tractor, and providing for any claims being paid by
the Superintendent from moneys due to the con-
tractor, if not otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other pro-
perty, caused by the erection of the  line ; also for
damage so  caused to roads. And  if such claims are
not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised to
pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the ex-
ecution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the Queensland  Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as  relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements in
his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether  named  in the bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise,  as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of con-
tract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as  sureties , agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking, in that
event, that they will severaiiy execute and deliver,
at the office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a bond to Her Majesty
in a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle track, of not less than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing. Any branches
overhanging from trees beyond the  distance men-
tioned, which, in the judgment of the inspecting
officer, might endanger the line, to be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In eases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track. Poles to
be heavy straight saplings, of the best description
of approved hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton
Bay ash being allowed), with the bark removed,
not less than nine (9) inches in diameter at five (5)
feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in diameter at
the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to be
carefully and thoroughly charred from  the base
upwards over a space of  six (6) feet , and well coated
with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly bound
at one  (1) inch from its extremity with good hoop
iron , of not less than one (1) inch wide. The top
of each pole to be served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not  more  than eighty- eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission, to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground,  placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles, or other places  where re-
quired, struts, or supports of wood, to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulating pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark, according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two posts shall not exceed two
(2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be sub-
ject to the final approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer
appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
THOS. L. MUTRRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 25th February, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
SPRINGSURE TO TAMBO.
T
ENDERS will be received at the office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until noon on MONDAY, the 28th day of
April next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and
insulators, and for all workmanship necessary for the
erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications appended hereto.
From Springsure to Tambo, a distance of one
hundred and forty (140) miles, more  or less.
The insulators and wire to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor at
Brisbane, about three months after the notification
of the acceptance of the tender.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price per mile for clearing and timber work.
2. Price each for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price per foot for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price per mile for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
The whole contract to be completed, and handed
over to the Government, within nine (9) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report, and payment on account, the-
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final
payment shall be made, of rejecting and condemn-
ing any of the work or materials in respect of
which such report and payments may have been
made. The total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Government.
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The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining  materials , on signing a bond indemnifying
the Government against any  claims  for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor, and
providing for any claims being paid by the Super-
intendent from moneys due to the contractor, it not
otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences, or other
property, caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage  so caused to roads ; and  if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate  the contract as far  as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all  sums of money which may be due to the
contractor, together  with all materials  and imple-
ments in his possession  on the ground ,  and all sums
of money, whether named in the bond to be
entered into  by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount  shall be considered  as ascertained  damages
for breach of contract. Attached to. each Tender
there  must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  and two responsible persons as sureties,
agreeing to be answerable  for the due performance
of the contract within the time stipulated, in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and under-
taking in  that event, that they will severally exe-
cute and deliver  at the office of the Crown Solicitor,
in Brisbane ,  within ten  (10) days from the notifica-
tion of the  acceptance  of the Tender, a Bond to
Her Majesty in a sum equal  to twenty (20) per
cent.  on the  amount of  the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course  of the line to be marked out by the
contractor , under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and  underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on  each side  of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius  of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared  away ,  and a good  straight
bridle track, of not less than eight (8) feet in
width, to be left open within the clearing. Any
branches overhanging from trees beyond the dis-
tance  mentioned , which, in the judgment of the
inspecting officer, might  endanger  the line, to be
remo` ed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by  fallen  timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings, of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted
gum or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the
bark removed, not less than  nine  (9) inches in
diameter  at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5)
inches in diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25)
feet in length ; to be carefully and thoroughly
charred, from the base upwards, over a space of
six (6) feet, and well coated with the best coal tar ;
the top to be firmly bound  at one  (1) inch from its
extremity with ood hoopiron, of not less than one
(1) inch wide. The top of each pole to be served
with a thick coating of white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five  (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles, or other places where required,
struts,  or supports of wood, to be supplied, and
fixed as directed.
Insulating pins (to be provided by contractor) to
he of split ironbark, according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two posts shall not exceed two (2)
feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed, and
the wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
ROMA TO CHARLEVILLE.
r ENDERS will be received at the office of
r the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon, on MONDAY, the 28th day
of April next, from persons desirous bf contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and
insulators, and for all workmanship necessary for
the erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications appended hereto.
From Roma to Charleville, a distance of one
hundred and ninety (190) miles, more or less.
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor at
Brisbane, about three months after the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price per mile for clearing and timber work.
2. Price each for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price per foot for extra-length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price per mile for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government, within ten (10) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstanding
such report and payment on account, the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other officer
appointed by him in that behalf, shall have full
power at any time afterwards, before final payment
shall be made, of rejecting and condemning any of
the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials, on signing a bond indemnifying
the Government against any  claims  for compensa-
tion  arising  from the action of the contractor, and
providing for any claims being paid by the Superin-
tendent from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property, caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution  of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at  the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment,  it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate  the contract  as far as  relates to the
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work remaining  to be done, and to enforce the
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums of money which may be due to the
contractor, together with all materials and imple-
ments in his possession on the ground, and all sums
of money, whether named in the bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
hall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be consideredas ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons  as sureties , agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the  contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking, in
that event, that they will severally execute and
deliver at the office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender,. a Bond to Her
Majesty in  a sum  equal to twenty (20) per cent. on
the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a ood straight
bridle track, of not  less than  eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing. Any branches
overhanging from trees beyond the distance men-
tioned, which, in the judgment of the inspecting
officer, might endanger the line, to be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway.  In cases  where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track. Poles
to be heavy straight saplings, of the best description
of approved hardwood (nos potted gum or Moreton
Bay ash being allowed), with the bark removed, not
less than nine  (9) inches in diameter at five (5)
feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in diameter
at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to
be carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over  a space  of six (6) feet, and well
coated with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly
bound at one (1) inch from its extremity with good
hoop iron, of not  less than  one (1) inch wide. The
top of each pole to be served with a thick coating
of white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart,  unless  by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles, or other places where required,
struts, or supports of wood, to be supplied, and
fixed as  directed.
Insulating pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark, according to pattern supplied,
and to  be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less  than one inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the defiec.
tion between  any two posts  shall not exceed two
(2) feet .  Joints  or splices  to be made  as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator  with the binding
wire supplied.
All material used in the  construction of this
work ,  or any part  of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together  with the workmanship , are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent  of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect  the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Superin.
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
THOS. L. MURRAY-:PRIOR.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1873.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
A
T a meeting of Sheepowners, held at Goondi-
windi, on the 29th March last, the following
gentlemen were elected Directors for the Sheep
District of Goondiwindi for the current year,
namely:-
ALEXANDER WYNDHAM, Winton ;
JACOB Low, Welltown ;
JAMES THOMAS MARSH BELL, Umbercollie ;
EDMUND LORD, Callandoon ; and,
A. K. D. YONGE,  Tarawinaba.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 3rd April, 1873.
T
HE following Bye-Laws, made by the Muni-
cipal  Council of Ipswich, having been con-
firmed by His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, under his Hand, in
accordance with the 74th section of "  The Municipal
Institutions Act.' of  1864," the same are hereby
published in the  Government  Gazette.
A. H. PALMER.
BYE-LAWS FOR THE REGULATION  OF THE  IPSWICH
MECHANICS' SCHOOL OF ARTS.
Whereas it is expedient to make Bye-Laws for
the management of the Ipswich Mechanics' School
of Arts, the Council of the Municipality of Ipswich,
in pursuance of the  powers vested  in them by
" The Municipal Institutions Ict  of 1864," part 6,
do make the following Bye-Laws :-
Fees of admission.
1. The fees of admission to the whole  privileges,
of the institution  to be seventeen shil lings and
sixpence  for a yearly ticket, and five shillings for
a quarterly ticket ; to the Reading Room only, ten
shillings per  annum ; to the  Library only, ten
shillings  per annum . All subscriptions to be paid
in advance.
Committee.
2. A committee of three Aldermen (two of whom
to form a quorum) to be appointed annually, im-
mediately after the election of the Council of the
Municipality, at the time of the appointment of
the other Municipal Committees, to be entitled the
School of Arts Committee.
Finance.
3. All moneys  received to be paid into a bank to
the credit of the Corporation of Ipswich, to an
account kept separate under the head, " School of
Arts Account ,"  and all  payments to be made by
cheque only.
Secretary.
4. The Secretary  to act under and by the direc.
tion of the Council ,  and to be responsible to them
for all  books ,  apparatus, and other property of the
institution.
Members.
5. Ever  member of the institution,  upon pay.
ment of his subscription, to be entitled to the fol.
lowing privileges :--
(1.) To receive a ticket (not transferable) of
(2•)(3•)
admission  to the  reading room,
Admission to the use of the library.
Admission  to the classes,  upon conform.
ing to the bye-laws  respecting  them, and
paying the necessary  fees in addition to
his subscription to the  institution.
Any person, not being  a member, wil•
fully using  the privileges of the institu-
tion, to be liable to a  prosecution for
trespass.
Misconduct of members.
6. On a requisition to the Secretary, signed by
three members of the institution, the misconduct
of any member  to be brought under  the notice of
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the Council, who shall award such punishment, by
fine, suspension , of privileges, or expulsion, as they
may see  fit. No expelled member to be eligible to
re-enter the institution  until the vote of expulsion
is rescinded.
Introduction of Strangers.
7. Any member to have the privilege of intro-
ducing a friend  (such friend being  a non-resident
of the town)  to the reading -room for a period not
exceeding ten days ,  on entering his own name and
that of his friend in  the visitors ' book, but the
same party must not be  twice introduced within six
months:
LIBRARY AND READING Roox.
Classification of books.
8. The books in the library to be arranged in two
classes , viz. :-Books of reference, and books for
circulation , the former not to be taken beyond the
reading room.
Periodicals.
9. No magazines or periodicals to be removed
from the table of the reading-room until after the
arrival of the succeeding numbers of the respective
publications, when they may be placed in the
library.
Reference works.
10. All Dictionaries, Cyclopaedias,and otherworks
that may be determined by the Council, to be
classed as works of reference.
Catalogue.
11. The Council to cause a catalogue to be pre-
pared, in which all books belonging to the institu-
tion shall be duly entered, systematically arranged,
and correctly numbered ; together with the price
of each work if purchased, or the name of the
donor if given. The catalogue to be revised
annually.
Books ,  8 c., to be stamped.
12. Every book belonging to the institution to
be stamped  on the first and every fiftieth page,
and also  numbered with the number it bears in the
catalogue.
Books, how lent, 8cc.
13. No member to be entitled to receive any
book from the library except upon  personal or
written application  to the  Secretary , nor to take
more than one work ,  or more than  three volumes of
the same work at a time, without  a special order
from the Council.
Loss  of books.
14. If any book  be lost, or materially  defaced,
the member to whom it  was last issued  to replace
it within one month, or pay the cost of the work,
with an addition of twenty-five per cent. ;  minor
injuries  to be determined by the Council.
Time allowed for keeping books.
15. The time which members may be allowed to
keep books, to be fourteen days, and every member
keeping a book longer than the time specified, to
forfeit sixpence per week for each volume until the
book is returned ; ten days additional to be allowed
to country members.
Circulation.
16. A book to be kept by the Secretary, in which
are to be entered the particulars of all books in
circulation, showing the dates of issue, to whom
issued, and when returned; and the book to be
inspected  once  a month.
Annual return of books.
17. Members to be bound to return to the
secretary all books belonging to the institution by
the 1st of April in each year, in order that the
books may be duly collected and examined ; no
book to be  issued  from the library after the date
specified for one week.
Members' book.
18. A book to be kept, in which  members may
enter  the title of any work or publication which
they may wish to have in the library or reading
room, together with the price and publisher' s name,
if possible ; and the Council shall exawine the book
once every month, and determine the reception or
rejection of the works and publications so proposed.
19. The library to be open for the delivery and
reception of books every day, from ten o'clock to
twelve o'clock a.m., two o'clock to four o'clock, and
from six o'clock to eight o'clock p.m.
20. The reading room to be open every day
(Sundays excepted), from nine o'clock a.m. to ten
o'clock p.m.
21. No member to retain a newspaper for more
than ten minutes after notice of its being required
by another member.
22. The year of the institution to commence on
the 1st of April in each year. Members may join
at any time.
23. All charges of breach of these bye-laws to be
heard and determined in the manner provided by
The Municipal  Institutions  Act of  1864."
24. Scale of charges for hire of hall :-
£ s. d.
Entertainments, per night... ... .. 2 0 0
„ three consecutive nights 6 0 0
eI „ 9 0 0
Public day meeting ... ... ... 1 0 0
„ night „ ... 1 10 0
Balls ... ... ... ... ... S 0 0
Dinners .. ... 4 0 0
Bazaars, for three days ... ... ... 7 0 0
Tea meeting... ... ... ... ... 2 0 0
Sunday  services  ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
25. All payments for the hire of the hall to be
made in advance, the Secretary to be held respon-
sible for the same.
26. Persons hiring the hall to be liable for any
damage done to the institution, or property thereof.
Made  and passed  by the Council of the Muni-
cipality of Ipswich, this 20th day of Janu-
ary, 1873.
R. J. KENDALL,
SAML. SHENTON,
Mayor.
Town Clerk.
Confirmed ,  with the advice  of the  Executive
Council ,  under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of  April, in
the year of Our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three ,  and in  the thirty-
sixth year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
NORMANBY.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 4th April, 1873.
r
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HE following Rules  and Regulations ,  made by
the Trustees of the Mackay Cemetery, pur-
suant to the 7th section of  " The Cemetery Act of
.1865 ,"  having been approved and confirmed by His
Excellency the Governor in Council, are hereby
published in the  Government  Gazette.
A. H. PALMER.
1tULES OF MACKAY CEMETERY.
The fees and charges set forth in schedule A. shall
be paid at the time the order is given for the prepa-
ration of a grave, or when the permission of the
trustees is obtained for the erection of any vault,
monument, or tombstone, within the said cemetery.
2. The trustees shall define  the size and position
of all graves and vaults to be sunk in the cemetery.
3. No grave shall be dug to a depth of less than
six feet, and the trustees may, if they see fit,
require any grave to be dug to a greater depth.
4. The undertaker, or person ordering a grave,
shall furnish to the sexton a memorandum in the
form schedule D., at the time that the trustees'
permission is granted to him.,
5. In accordance with the provisions of the nine-
teenth (19th) section of  " The Cemetery Act,"  any
person digging or making a vault, or erecting a
monument, or tombstone in the cemetery, by per-
mission of the trustees, upon payment of the
charges herein mentioned, shall be entitled to
maintain  such vault or monument according to the
term of such permission, to and for the sole and
seperate use of such person, and his and her heirs
and successors for ever.
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6. Application for permission to have a grave
prepared, or vault constructed, a monument, tomb-
stone, or tablet erected, must be made to the
trustees ; if approved, a permission in the form set
forth in schedule B. will he granted to the person
applying, on payment of the charges set forth in
schedule A.
7. Orders for interment must be given at the
cemetery, at least eight (8) working hours before
the hour fixed for the funeral, if not, an extra
charge will be made in accordance with the scale in
schedule A.
8. A plan or drawing of every mortuary chapel,
monument , tombstone, or tablet, proposed to be
erected in the cemetery, and a copy of every
epitaph or inscription to be engraved thereon, must
be submitted to the trustees for approval ; and the
trustees shall have power to withhold their permis-
sion, and prevent the erection of any such monu-
ment, &c., as shall appear to them improper or
unbecoming.
9. The sexton  must  be informed of the hour fixed
for the funeral at the time permission to inter is
obtained, and the hour fixed must, in all  cases, be
punctually observed ; at the same time, the par-
ticulars required to fill up Schedule C. must be
given by the party interring.
10. Funerals must take place between the hours
of 8 a.m. and 5 p.m., except on Sundays, when the
hours are restricted to between 2 and 5 p.m.
11. A plan of the cemetery, a register of all
s ecial grants,  and of the position of all graves in
the cemetery shall be kept by the trustees, and
shall be open to the inspection of all  persons
interested upon payment of the charges mentioned
in Schedule A.
12. All monuments, vaults, graves, and grave-
stones, must be kept  in repair  and proper condition
by and at the  expense  of the owners.
13. The sexton may turn out or take into custody
any person who .shall behave indecorously, or com-
mit any trespass  or injury to the trees,  flowers, or
erections, or otherwise infringe any of the provisions
of "  The Cemetery Act;"  and the person so infring-
ing shall be proceeded  against  under the Act. No
person to be allowed inside the cemetery between
the hours of 6 p.m. and 6 a.m.
SCHEDULE  A.
Public Graves.
A single grave in open ground ,  including
sinking  ... ... ... ... ...
A single grave for children under five years
of age  ... ... ... .., ...
Private Graves.
Land for graves  (unselected ), 8ft. by 4ft. ...
Land for graves (selected), 8ft. by 4ft. ...
Land for graves (selected), 8ft. by 8ft. ..,
Land for graves (selected), 8ft. by 12ft.
Interment fee, including coat of sinking each
grave 6f t. ... ... ... ... ...
Re-opening grave or vault ... ... ...
For certificate of right of burial in all private
graves  ... ... ... ... ...
Additional fee for all interments that take
place on Sunday (except the grave is opened
on the previous day) ... ... ...
For permission to erect headstones, tombs,
or monuments ... ... ... ...
For iron label, to be charged in all cases ...
For copy of any entry in register ...
For permission to inspect plan or register ...
as a grave or vault that piece of land feet
by feet lying within the said  cemetery, and
marked No. on the map or plan of the said
cemetery, kept by the said Trustees, with permission to
have dug a grave or graves, and  erect a monument or
tombstone, on compliance with the  rules  and payment
of the charges prescribed by them : And it is hereby
declared that the said  shall  be entitled
to have and to keep up such  grave,  vault, monument, or
tombstone ,  according to the  terms of this permission, to
and for the  sole and separate use of the said
and his or her heirs for ever. Provided  always, and it is
hereby declared ,  that this  grant is made subject to the
terms  and conditions following ,  viz. :-First, that the
said  piece of ground shall be kept and used by the said
and his or her heirs solely as a
burying-place, and that no other use shall be made
thereof ; second ,  that  no enclosing wall , fence , building,
monument ,  or tombstone  shall be erected or placed on
the said piece of ground until a plan thereof shall have
been exhibited to the said Trustees, and their authority
given for the erection thereof ; third, that the said grave
or vault, wall, fence, building, monument, or tombstone
sha ll  be maintained and kept  up by the said
and his or  her heirs in proper  repair  to the  satisfaction
of the said  Trustees  ; fourth, that the said
his or her heirs, shall, in the use of the said piece of
ground, and  access  thereto, be subject in every respect
to such rules  and regulations  as the Trustees of the
said  cemetery may from time to time make, and
shall not be entitled to exercise the right to bury or
inter therein, except on payment of such charges as shall,
from time to time, be established by the Trustees.
SCHEDULE C.
Answer  to be written  opposite following Questions at
time of application  to inter.
Name of deceased
Cause of death
Age
Sex :
Denomination
Birthplace
Address :
Day and hour of funeral :
Number  of grave on plan
SCHEDULE D.
Information to sexton to enable him to prepare graves
proper size.
Undertaker 's name :
Name of deceased :
Length of coffin :
Width  of widest part of same :
Day and  hour  of funeral :
1 0 0
Names of Trustees.
0 12 6 D. H. DALRYMPLE,  pro tem.  Chairman.
T. H. FITZGERALD.
GEORGE SMITH.
1 0 0 JOHN SPILLER.
2 0 0
3 0 0
4 0 0 Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
0 15 0 House,  Brisbane , this twenty-sixth day of
1 0 0 March, in the year of Our Lord One thou-
0 5 0 sand eight hundred and seventy-three, and
in the thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
0 7 6 NORMANBY.
0 10 6 By Command,
0 5 0 A. H. PALMER.
0 2 6
0 2 6
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 1st April, 1873..
SCHEDULR B.
Form of Certificate of Right of Burial in Mackay
Cemetery.
On the application of , and upon
payment of the sum of , receipt whereof is
hereby acknowledged, the Trustees of the Mackay Ceme-
tery, in accordance with the powers with which they are
invested by tho Act of Parliament 29 Vic., No. 15,
hereby grant unto permission to use
N OTICE.- Tt is hereby notified ,  that the under-
mentioned Minister has, in conformity with
the provisions of the 4th section of the 28th of
Victoria, No. 15, given  me notice of his change of
residence  from South  Brisbane to Warwick , viz. :-
The Reverend WILLIAM G. TAYLOR, Wesleyan
Minister.
IIENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 1st April, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that the interests of the previous occupants in the Leases ofthe undermen oned Runs, which h ve been subdivided, or are held under the provisions of  " ° The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," have been transferred, during the Quarter ending 31st March,
1873, with  the sanction  of the Secretary for Public Lands, to the  parties hereinunder particularised.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under Secretary.
Name of Run. Transferror.
MORETON DISTRICT.
Transferee.
Coochin Coochin ... ... ... I Bank of New South Wales ... ... Henderson, Molineaux, and Little-
john
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
Mungaba ll oo, Bailey Park, and Taylor and Andrews ... ... ... H. C. Corfield
Keogum
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
Raglan ...  ... .. . I  R. E. Palmer  ... ... ...  D. Wilson
Grevillia No. 1 .. ... J. de P. Lamb  ...  L. McBean
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Watershed ... ... ... ... Wm. Degraves ... ... ... ... J. F. McMullen
Watershed  ... ...  ... J. F. McMu ll en ... ... .  Hy. Rourke and L. Munro
Fridge, E. and W. ... ... ... I J. F. McMullen ... ... . Hy. Rourke and L. Munro
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the twenty -seventh  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868"  (31 Victoria, No. 46),  has been made for closing of the
under -mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are required
to transmit to this Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SOHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
Applicant.
F. W. Ironmonger ...
Situation.
Road  separating  portion 364 from
portion 368
Parish.
Brassall ...
Area.
A. Y. P.
1 1 35
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Croren
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868" (31 Victoria, No. 46) has been made for closing of the under-
mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
0 J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SOHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
I Robert McCready ...
Situation.
Reserved road through portion 15...
Parish.
Darlington
Area.
A. B. P.
3 2 17
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
5 1 191 A. Moodie Reserved road lbrounb portion 17, from Brix- Wickham
bane road to crossing place on the  Albert
River
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th February, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 " (31 Victoria ,  No. 46 ),  has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
No. Applicant.
1 George King
2 George King
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Situation.
Road separating portions 23, 37, and
38, from portions 22 and 39, and a
reserve on  Gowrie Creek ... ...  Isaac
Road separating portions 16, 17, and
43, from portion 44, and Gowrie
pre-emptive purchase No. 2, and a
reserve on  Gowrie Creek  ... ...  Isaac 26 1 26
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th February, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 "  (31 Victoria , No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing ,  within two months from this date.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
No. Applicant.
Sc Rnu E OP ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Situation .  Parish.
1 P. Thomson ... Roads separating portions 13, 14, 15,
and 16
Wivenhoe
2 Pollet Cardew ... Road separating portion 2 from por-
tion 4
Purga
3 W. M. Davidson ... Road separating portions 36 and 37
from portions 38 and 39
Tinana
Area.
A. B. P.
7 1 16
1 2 0
3 3 18
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, lat April, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that the interest of the previous occupants in the licenses ofthe undermentioned Runs of Crown Lands has been transferred, during the Quarter ended 31st ultimo,
with the sanction of the Government, to the undermentioned persons.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Transterror. Transferee.
Parish. Area
A. B. P.
... ... 40 1 23
Name of Run.
SOUTH  KENNEDY DISTRICT.
The Bank of Australasia ... ... I Thomas Holt ... I
Banchory South
BURKE DISTRICT.
R. H. Sheafic ... ... ... The Bank of New South Wales ... Western Fort, Constantine
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 1st April, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that the interest of the  previous  occupants in the under-
mentioned Runs of Crown Lands, situated in the Unsettled Districts, has been transferred, during
the Quarter ended 31st ultimo, with the sanction of the Government, to the  persons  hereunder
particularised.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Transferrer. Transferee. Name of Run.
The Bank of Australasia
John do Villiers Lamb ...
The Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney
J. F. McMullen, as Inspector of the
Union Bank of Australia
The Bank of New South Wales
Peter Joseph Storck
Henry Cooper ...
Ernest Petersen  ... .. ... ...
A. H. Clarke and E. Cooper ... ...
M. McGavin, junr. ... ... .
Richard Gibbs, Robert Bruce Ronald,
Byron Lord Ronald, James McBain,
and W. T. Y. Burnett
T. Clapperton, F. W. Clapperton, and
T. Mackay
Thomas Anderson
Charles Parne ll  ...
D. F. McKay and J. K. Mackay ...
R. A. A. Morehead and M. Young ...
W. Macale ... ... ... ...
Elizabeth Roberts, Legatee of D.
Roberts, deceased
G. M. Kirk ...
G. Matthews and T.  Slater ... ...
M. Joshua ...
A. H. Palmer, R. Little, and R. Kellett
J. H. Macfarlane and J. Appleyard ...
J. P. Roxburgh,  as Executor for the
Representatives  of J. D.  McLean,
deceased
F. N. Burns ,  W. C. Mayne, and E. W.
Ward
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Edward Wienholt and William
Kent
Wondul
BURNETT DISTRICT.
Lachlan  McBean ...
Cheseborough Claudius Macdonald
Dry Creek, Coominglah, Mount For-
titude, Tireen, Boocalgopal, Upper
Tireen, Little Reedy, and Rawbell
Lower Haugh, Upper Haugh, Fishy
Creek, and Auburn
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Alexander Campbell and John Hay,
Trustees and Directors of the
Mercantile Bank of Sydney
Thomas Clapperton, Francis Wil-
liam Clapperton, and Thomas
Mackay
John Robertson and Randolph Want
The Corporation of the Australian
Joint  Stock Bank
Henry Prince ...
The Corporation of the Australian
Joint Stock Bank
Alexander Campbell and John Hay
George Fairbairn ... ... ...
Police Lagoon No. 1, Police Lagoon
No. 2, Police Lagoon No.  3, Broom
Creek, Beere, Isla, Wallaby, and
Southend
Burngrove ,  Berrigurra ,  and Taurus
Galgathaa
Kynebil and North Yan Yan Gurt
Keilambete
Talagi
Melginch
Green  Springs,  Belle Vue, Khosh
Bulduk, and Lowestoff
John Franklin McMullen, as In.
spector and General Manager of
the Union Bank of Australia
Burngrove ,  Berrigurra ,  and Taurus
MARANOA DISTRICT.
John  McKenzie ...
Lewis Wolfe Levy ...
Duncan Forbes McKay
Walter  Macale ...
Julius Zieman ...
Hiram John Kirwan
Dulbydilla
Daree ,  Upper Dareel ,  Dareel Retro,
and Bottle Tree
Ballingarry
Warree
Warree
Weeyan
George  K irk ... Warry
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Samuel Dean Gordon and Edward
Flood
Robert Towns and Alexander Stuart
Robert  Beit ... ... ...
John Franklin  McMullen, as In-
spector  of the Union Bank of
Australia
Ditto ...
Cryan,  Marsh,  Bucklebone, and
Mil lie
Thurulgunnia
Murweh, Murweh West, Merregin,
Hurtle  Vale, and Bonedtha
Burrandilla South
Biddenham and Farnham
W illiamColburnMayne  andEdward
Wolstenholme Word
J. de V.  Lamb ... ... ...  ...  William Naunton Waller ...
Camroo ,  Narambla West, Narambla
East, Bayr A ,  Metowra East,
Metowra  West, Damson, Tool.
marree, Tarring ,  Hoszfeldt, Tolli-
ness ,  and Byrganna
Cheshunt , Lawrenny ,  Huntworth,
Entally, Worley, Quamby, Yarra-
boota,  Pintahra , Cheshunt South,
Cheshunt  South Back Block No. 1,
and Cheshunt  Back Block No.1
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Transferrer. Transferee.
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
J. F. McMullen ,  as Inspector  of the I Henry Rourke  and Lawrence Munro
Union Bank of Australia
H. Wyndham ...
J. F. McMullen,  as Inspector of the
Union Bank  of Australia
R. A. A. Morehead and M. Young
The Trust and Agency Company of
Australasia  (Limited)
The Bank of New South Wales
Dyson Lacy
Ditto
Richard Scarr ...
I  Ditto ... ... ...
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Henry Rourke and Lawrence Munro
Donald and James McGlashan ...
The Bank of New South Wales ...
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
James Thomson, Lewis Thomson,
Thomas Russell, and John Govett
Alexander Campbell and John Hay
COOK DISTRICT.
William Barker, William Henry
Barker, and Eaglesfield Bradshaw
Barker
Name of Run.
Tala, Dotswood, Keelbottom, Nur-
siedob, Red Dyke, Emysland, and
Back  Plains
Ya llock Vale and Poon Boon
Scartwater ,  Mount Kroman, and
Llanarth
Bully Creek
Heidelberg ,  Bin Bin, Ban Ban, Yan
Yan, Pooloon, Havilah, Elphin-
stone, Rudolph ,  Mount Macedon,
and Leichhardt
Portland Downs, Hossington, Wel-
beck North, Seaford, and Welbeck
Whalton
Bellabad and Coreena
Carpentaria Downs West
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
t lAKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of  " 77ie Real Property Act of  1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form 13 of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Desc ri ption and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveatmay be lodged.
1 rood 30 perches ,  being all otment 2 of section 28, Thomas Steel  ... ...  6th May, 1873.
parish and town of Warwick, county of Merivale
20 acres, being the whole of portion 160, parish of Reuben Oliver  ... ...  Ditto.
Enoggera, county of Stanley
9 acres 2 roods 18 perches ,  re-subdivisions 1 and 2  of John  Bryden ... Ditto.
portion 14, parish of Enoggera, county of Stanley
I
N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, section 173, it is notified that the
under-mentioned Deed of Composition has been registered in this Office:-
No.  Date of Deed.
TRANHFEE of LIcimsim  op  RUNS-continued.
Names and  Description of Parties.
1878.
223 8th March . William Clayton, of Townsville, in the
Colony  of Queensland , chemist, of the
first part  ;  James Berkley ,  of Brisbane,
in the said  colony, chemist, of the second
part ;  and the several persons whose
names and seals are  thereunto  subscribed
and affixed  to the said deed of the third
part.
Nature and  Effect  of Deed.
Deed of Composition whereby
the said creditors have
agreed to accept a compo-
sion  of five shillings in the
pound on the amount of
their respective debts or
claims  against  the said
William Clayton,  as in said
deed  mentioned.
Date of
Registration.
Lodged in the
Office of the
Registrar of the
Supreme Court
of Queensland,
on Wednesday,
the second day
of April, A.D.
1873, at thirty
minutes past
Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon.
Entered and re-
gistered same
day.
(For J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.)
GRESLEY LUKIN,
Chief Clerk, Supreme Court.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  18th March, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open  a nex  Road from Westbrook Homestead Area, to portion 9, parish of Westbrook, county
of Aubigny, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11. and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line
of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at
the Police Office, Drayton; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-628-W. WM. HENRY WALSH.
Boox  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM WESTBROOK HOMESTEAD  AREA,  TO PORTION 9, PARISH OF
WESTBROOK, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THE ACT
OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road .  Reputed Owner .  Occupier .  Bearings.
1 Commencing on the western The Crown
boundary of portion 3, parish
of Westbrook,  and running
about east-by-south to its
eastern boundary
2 Commencing  at the western The Crown
boundary of portion 7, parish
of Westbrook, and running
about east -by-mouth to its
eastern boundary
3 Commenoing  at the western The Crown
boundary of portion 8, parish
of Westbrook ,  and running
about east-by-south to its
easte rn boundary
16°48'
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
LT IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Warwick to Ipswich, through Glengallan Pre-emptives Nos. 59, 60,
61, 62, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, shewing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office,
Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the
Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to
the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM  WARWICK TO  IPSWICH ,  THROUGH GLENGALLAN  PRE-EMPTIVES
Nos. 59 to  62, PARISHES  OF GLENGALLAN AND DEUCHAR, COUNTY OF MERIVALE ; TO BE PROCLAIMED
As A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Boad .
1 Commencing  at Free-
stone Creek  Bridge, in
Glengallan pre-emptive
61, and running north-
easterly  and northerly
to its northern boun-
dary
2 Commencing at the
southern  boundary of
pre-emptive 60, Glen-
gallan Run ,  and run-
ning north - north-
westerly and north-
easterly toits northern
boundary
Reputed Owner . Occupier. Bearings.
Marshall and Unoccupied ...  N. 3600 E.
Deuchar 32° 11'
360°
Ditto ditto ... ... 360°
340°
320° 45'
332° 30'
352°
3 Commencing at the Ditto
southern  boundary of
Glengallan  pre-emptive
59, and running north-
easterly to its eastern
boundary
ohs. Iks.
Held under pasto- N. 101°  8' E. 15 0
ral lease  by N. 100° 55' E. 40 0
McLean and N.  100° 45' E. 15 83
Beit
Held under pasto-  N. 100°  40' E. 44 70
ral lease by
McLean and
Bait
Area .  Remarks.
ch. Ike. A.  R.  F.
0 150 10 2 231 Open for-
est. En-
tire south
boundary
fenced.
0 160 8 2 321 Unim-
proved
forest
land.
Held under panto -  N. 100°  25' E. 20 0 0 150 6  0 121 Unim-
ral lease  by N. 100° 10' E. 20 62 proved
McLean and forest
Beit ridges.
ditto ...
Length
in Chains.
Length  I  Breadth
in Chains .,  of Road.
Breadth
of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
ohs. Ike . A. a. F,
3 10 2 chains  9 3 14 Unimproved forest
36 20 land.
20 78
7 24 2 chains 17 3 38;  Unimp ro ved forest
6 00 land ;  ro ad outside
30 00 Glengallan boun-
22 33 dary fence.
12 83
16 02
16° 48' 25 98  2 chains 13 2 18 Unimp ro ved land,
280 44 37 lightly  timbered
with apple.
4 A triangular portion Ditto  ... ... . ditto ... ... 32° 11'
out of the north-west
corner of pre-emptive
82
1 94 .,. 0 0 13 Black  so il  open
I ridge.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 31st March, 1873.
NEW ROAD-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to increase  the width of part of the Road from Dalby to the Lagoon Reserve, Notice is
hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force
in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Dalby;  and all
persons  interested therein are requested to transmit,  in writing , to the Clerk of the  Executive  Council,
within one  month from this date, any well- grounded  objections which may  exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Boox  OF REFERENCE  OF AREAS  RESUMED TO INCREASE  THE WIDTH OF PART  OF THE ROAD FROM
DALBY  TO THE  LAGOON RESERVE, PARISH OF DALBY, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY,  TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
-- - -Register  I
No. of Reputed I LengthNo. Portion  of Road . Selec- Owner . Occupier . Bearings. in Chains.
Breadth Area.
of Road.
tion_
-I- - - !--
ohs.  Ike.  ch. Iks. A. R.
1 A strip of land 900
links wide, along
the south boun-
daries of por-
tions Nos. 169,
168, 165, and 164.
D. R, C. B . Fisher C.  B. Fisher 90°
155.
Remarks.
P. '
160 00 10 00 144 0 0 A cross road  one chain
wide,  divides this strip
into two pieces.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 26th March, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
TT IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1j 1 to open a New Road from Ipswich to Eden Station, parish of Goodna, county of Stanley, Notice
is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in
force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned,
are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all
persons interested  therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may  exist  to the formation of
the Road in question.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM  IPSWICH TO EDEN STATION,  PARISH  OF GOODNA, COUNTY OF
STANLEY, TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER  THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
i
No. Portion of Road. Reputed Occupier.  1 Bearings. Length Breadth Area .  Remarks.Owner .  in Chains .  of Road.
ohs. Ike .  chs. lke. A.  R.  P.
Deviation of road James  Jesey  James Josey N. 12° 15' E. 8 00  ...  3 3 261 This deviation has been
th ro ugh po rt ion 175, 66° 10' 13 99 made to avoid the h'gh
parish of Goodna,  90° 10 00 stony ridge at the S.E.
county of Stanley, corner of port ion 176.
district of West More-
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th March, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed  it expedientto increase t  width of part of the Road from Dalby to St. Ruth, Notic  is hereby g ven
that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now  in force in
this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road  above-mentioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Dalby ;  and all persons
interested  therein are  requested  to transmit  in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
one month  from this date,  any well -grounded objections which may  exist to  the formation of the Road
in question.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF AREAS RESUMED TO INCREASE  THE WIDTH OF PART OF  THE ROAD FROM
DALBY TO ST . RUTH,  PARISH OF ST . RUTH, COUNTY OF ALTBIGNY,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
I Length in BreadthNo. Portion of Road .  Reputed Owner .  Bearings . Chains. of Area.  Remarks.Road.
1
2
Commencing at tie no rt h boun-
da ry  of port ion 143, parish of
St. Ruth, and running in a I
southerly direction through ,
that land and po rt ion 160  ...  11D. H. Ba rt on ... South
Commencing at the no rt h boun-
dary of po rt ion 161, pa ri sh of
St. Ruth ,  and running in a
southerly direction through
that portion and port ions 171,
172, and 179  ... .,, ... ...  South
ohs. Ike.  chs. Ike.
80 0 5 0
... 120 0 5 0
A. R.  F-
40  0 0
00  0 0
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Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 6th`March, 18,`3.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the under-mentioned Articles  are in  the custody of the Lost Property
Department, Southern and Western Railway, as lost property.
Owners can obtain the  same on application  to the Traffic Manager, Ipswich,  and paying costs.
If not released on or before SATURDAY, the 19th April  next , they will be sold by public  auction,
to defray expenses.
A.  O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST  OF LOST PROPERTY ON HAND  AT IPSWICH STATION,  31ST DECEMBER 1872.
Date . Station and Place. Where Found .  Desc ri ption of Goods.
1872.
27 Juno ... ... First-class, No. 3 down Ipswich 1 pocketbook, no name
11 July ,., ... Second-class, ditto ditto 1 walking stick
15 July ... ... First-class, ditto ditto 1 piece sample coal
... On line  ditto 1 felt hat
9 May ... ... ditto ... Grandchester 1 drab felt hat
23 July ... ... Platform ...  Ipswich 1 tin billy, 1 pint pot, 1 knife
24 July ... ... No. 3 down train... ditto 1 bag containing  2 neckties, 1  piece of
lfl
28 July ... ... On line ... ... Walloon
anne
1 black hat
30 July ... ... No. 3 down train ... Ipswich 2 plates
No. 3 down ...First-class ditto 1 book, Artemus Ward among the
„
,
Fenians
1 August Second- class  waiting room ditto 1 parasol
8 August On line Gatton 1 felt hat
10 August Second-class, No. 1 up
ditto
Dalby
ditto
1 jacket
1 paper parcel containing  sample sugar
21 September Booking office ... Warwick 1 lady's bag containing paper, pins,
tacks, cotton, &c.
ditto .
ditto
ditto
.. ditto
ditto
ditto
1 lady's  parasol
1 child's cape
1 scarf
15 September On line ... Laidley 1 hat
16 September ditto . .. Helidon ditto
21 September ditto ... Dalby 1 parcel containing hair brush, flannel
shirt
7 October ditto ... Murphy's Creek 1 hat
19 September Second-class, No. 3 dow n Ipswich 1 tin dish
26 September On platform ... ... ditto 1 piece wood, part of banjo
H ditto ... ... ditto 1 package conta in ing  clothing
10 September ditto ... ditto 11 arasol
24 September First-class , No. 4 down ... Ipswich 1 black coat
8 October ditto ... ... ditto 1 black cape
27 September Break van ... ... ditto 1 paper parcel containing clothing
5 November Victoria Tunnel ... ... Grandchester 1 felt hat
19 August First- class, 4 down i Ipswich 1 bottle
30 October Platform
I
ditto 1 empty bag
12 October Second-class, 4 down ... ditto 1 lady's bag containing 3 pipes
29 August Second-class carriage ... Dalby 1 swag
4 November Second- class, 2 up ... ditto 1 bundle- 2 straw hats
15 November On line ... Allora 1 felt hat
26 November ditto ... ... Clifton 1 black cloth cap
22 November On platform ... ... Oakey Creek 1 black coat
28 November On line ... ... Laidley 1 black hat
6 December ditto ... ... Ipswich 1 felt hat
16 December Platform ... ... Grandchester 1 lady' s black straw hat
9 December ditto ... ... Ipswich 1 parcel  containing  pair goloshes and
l f l f
14 December ... Second-class, 4 down ... ditto
parces  o samp es o sugar
1 knife
'13 December ... ditto .. . ... Helidon 1 feedingbottle
„ ... Platform .. . Ipswich 1 hat
12 December ... On station .. . ... Laidley 1 ditto
21 December ... ditto .. . ... Ipswich 1 parcel containing clothing
23 December ... ditto .. . ditto 1 pin cushion
21 December ... ditto  .. . ditto 1 umbrella
31 December ... On line .. . Helidon 1 cabbage-tree hat
ditto ditto ... ... 1 small felt hat
„
.
ditto .
..
..
...
.. ditto 1 cloth cap
26 December ... ditto . .. ... Walloon 1 child's boot
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
IST  of UNCLAIMED  GOODS  on band ,  IPSWICH STATION ,  31st DECEMBER , 1872
Date. Name. Station from Station to Description of Goods.
1871.
25 April O'Malley ... ... ... Toowoomba ... Warwick ... One swag containing clothing.
1872.
28 Nov. Unknown ... ... ... Ipswich... ... ditto ... One bag sugar RS over W.•
3 June Scarborough ... ... Toowoomba ... Ipswich... ... One hag containing clothing.
7 July Bradley ... ... ... Toowoomba ... Warwick ... One bag containing lucerne.
... ... ... Toowoomba ... Quantity of bark-about 2 tons. t
One case cartridges-Warwick.
• Nola.-This bag of sugar was found in the Warehouse, at Warwick, after the late Station Master had left, when checking off
goods on hand with entries in books.
t Note -The bark has been lying in the Toowoomba yard for twelve months; received without Consignment Note on the under-
standing, as is said, that it was only a portion of the consignment. Agents of sender  have  been communicated with, but nothing
satisfactory inreply.  Sale advised.
TIME TABLE,
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1872.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY, 9th September, 1872, the following Time Table  wi ll  come  into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK. Commissioner for Railways.
;.MILES.
Frey:  Too-
Ipswich.  woomba.
STATION e.
Ipswich
8 ... Wa lloon ... ... ,.,
12 ,., Rosewood ... ...
18 ... Western Creek .
21 ... Grandchester
I
arrive
depart
26 ... Victoria Tunnel ... ...
29 ... Laidley ... ... ...
88 ... Gatton ... ...
49 ... Helidon
"'
arrive
{depart
69 ... Murphy's Creek
I darriveepart
69 ... Higlifields ... .
78 ... Toowoomba ... arriveI depart
82.36 Mahoney's Gate
85 7 Gowrio Junction ... arrive
85 7 Gowrie Junction .., depart
90; 121 For Williams' Camp ...
94 16 Westbrook Crossing... ...
102 24 Cambooya ,,, ...
109 31 Emit Creek Siding ... ...
148  40 Icing's Creek ... ... ...
120 42 ' Cli fton ... ... ...
131 53 A llora .. ... ...
140 62 Lyndhurst Road ... ...
143 65 Warwick ... ... ...
85
90
97
106
114
127
i30 ... Dalby
Gowrie Junction ... depart
Gowrie ... ... ...
Oakey Creek ... ... ...
Jondaryan ... ... ...
Bowenville ... ...
I  Blaxland ' s Siding ... ...
No.1,
Goods.
No.2,
Mixed.
A.M. A.M.
100
10.28
A
... A
*1F8
... 11.12
... 11.49
... 12.18
... 12.53
... 1.8
x1.48
*8.30 1.52
9.22 2.44
10.10 3.32
... 4.5
B
4.30
A
6.8
5.38
A
A
6.50
UP TRAINS. MILES.
No. 3,
Mixed. G
No. 4,
oods.
No. 5,
Mixed .  M
No. 6,
ixed .
From From
Dalby.  Warwick.
A.M. P.M. P.M. P.M.
... 4.40
*5.8 3 ...
... ... A A 16 ...
... ... A A 24  ...
5.47 33  ...
5.51 40  ...
A A 45 ...
... ... 6.28 I
...  ... 6'57 ...
... ...  ... 7.32 ... 3
... 7.47 ... 12
23
2.7
 ... 8.27 ... 25
2.59 9'19 ... 34
3'47 10.7 ... 41
10.50 ...  3.55 ... ... 49
B ... ,,, ,,, 522
*11.16 .. ,,, ,,, ,,, 58
.. 60'45
*11.25 ... 4.20
A ... A
A A... 52 6512.25 ... 5'20
A ... A 61 ...
1.18 6.13 711.28 ... *6.23
2.5 7.0
A
...
... A 81
2.45 ... 7.40 92
101
105
109
112
118
122
130
1
* Trains meet here.
STATIONS.
A.M. IA.M. A.M.Dalby ... ... ... ... ... ...Blaaland' s Siding  ... ...
 •• ... ...
Bowen ille ... ... ... .. ... ••••v
Goods.
No.1,
DOWN TRAINS.
No.2, No.3,
Mixed.  Mixed.
Jondaryan ... ... ... ... ...
Oakey Creek ... ... ... ... ...
Gowrie ... ...
Cowrie Junction ... arrive ... ...
- -
Warwick ... ... ... ...
Lyndhurst Road ... ... ... ...
1 Allora ... ... ... ... ...
Clifton ... ... ... ... ...
; King's Creek ... ...
Emu Creek Siding ... ... ... ...
Canibooya ... ... ... ... ...
Westbrook Crossing ... ... ... ...
For Williams' Camp... ... ... ...
Gowrie Junction ,,, arrive ... ...
Mahoney's Gate ... ... ... ...
Gowrie Junction
Toowoomba ...
Highfields ...
Murphy's Creek
Helidon ...
Gatton ...
Laidley
 ...
Victoria Tunnel
Grandchester
Western Creek
Rosewood ...
Walloon ...
Ipswich ...
depart
arrive
1. depart
arrive
{depart
arrive
depart
arrive
depart
6.30 6.50
7.20 7.40
8.10 .
*8.30
9.10
9.25
10.0
10.29
No.4, No.5. No. e
Mixed. Goode. Mixed.
A.M. A.M. P.M-
8.40 ... ...I
A
A
•••
9.68
... 10.30 ... •••
... A ••• ...
... ... ...
S'5 5.5
A A8.45 ... ••... 6.45
9'22 ... ... •6'23
9'32 ... ... 6.33
A A ... A
10.26 . .. ... 7'26
A A ••• A
A A ... A
...
B ...
B
*11.25 *11.16 ... 8.26
11.55 11'44 8.56
... 12.4 11.50 ...
,,, 12.54 12.40 ...
... 1.44 1.30 ...
... *1.48 ... ...
... 2'28 ... ...
2'43
318
... 3.47
4.22 ...
... 4.26
*5.8
5.36
All Day  Tickets-issued  on Saturdays  available to return on  the following Monday.
Noss .-The Trains will stop only  at those planes  at which they  are timed  to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by  signal to take up passengers  only, who will be charged the fare to the  Station  at which their  Journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to ali ght at those places can
only do so  by giving notice at the preceding  Station to  the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare  at the time  of booking, from the  place  at which they  join the Train  to the place at which they propose  to alight.
(B) The Nos. 2 and 3 Up,  and 3 and 6 Down Trains  only, will, for the  pre sent , stop  at this Crossing , subject to  the foregoing regulation.
Goods Trains will  be run when  necessary.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
Total.
£ a. d. £ s. d. £  a. d. £ a. d.
Week ending 29th March, 1873
... ... 391 13 9 1,351 4 9 69 18 7 1,812 17 1
Corresponding week last year...
... ... 477 14 9 1,039 19 6 3913 0 1,557 7 3
Increase 311 5 3 30 5 7 255 9 10
Decrease  ... ... 86 1 0 ...
EDWD. DEIGHTON,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and  after MONDAY,  the 14th instant,  the following Time
Table will come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
stations Up Train,Mixed.
Miles
from West-  stations.
wood.
Down Train
Mixed.
a.m. P.M.
.. Rockhampton... 11 0 Westwood ... ... ... 3.306
Gracemere ... 11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing ... ... A
15 Stanwell 12. 0 15 Stanwell ... ... ... 4.30
24 Rosewood Crossing A 24 Gracemere  ... ... ... 5. 6
30 Westwood ... 1. 0 30 Rockhampton ... ... ... 5130
All Day  Tickets Issued on Saturdays available to return  on the  fo llowing Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus , A, will stop  by signal to take up passengers  only,  who will be charged the fare to the Station at
wbirh  their journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at  those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare  at the time of booking, from the place at which they  join  the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight
WHEREAS His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
by Proclamation under his Hand, to order that District Courts shall henceforth be holden in and
for the District of Stanthorpe, in the Town of Stanthorpe ; and whereas it becomes necessary, in order to
make provision for holding Courts in the district aforesaid, that a fresh list of dates upon which Courts
are to be holden in the Western District should be published : Now, in pursuance of the power and
authority vested  in me  as Judge of the said Western District, by the Act 31 Vic., No. 30, I do hereby
cancel and annul the list of dates upon which Courts were to be held in the Western District, heretofore
published for the year 1873 ; and do hereby order and direct, that Courts shall be holden during the
current year in the various towns in the Western District aforesaid, at the times and on the dates here-
under mentioned, that is to say
CRIMINAL JURISDIC TION. CIVIL JURISDICTION.
Town. Day;of the Wee k. Date. Town.  Day of the Week . Date.
873. 1873.
Roma ... Saturday ... May 17th Roma ...  Monday May 19th
Roma ...  Saturday ... July 12th Roma ... Monday July 14th
Roma  Wednesday ... October 22nd Roma ... Thursday October 23rd
Condamine  Friday ... ... May 23rd  Condamine  Friday ... May 23rd
Condamine  Friday ... ... July 18th  Condamine  Friday ... July 18th
Condamine  Tuesday ... October 28th  Condamine  Tuesday October 28th
Dalby ...  Monday ... May 26th Dalby ... Monday May 26th
Dalby ...  Monday ... July 21st Dalby ... Monday July 21st
Dalby Thursday ... October 30th Dalby... Thursday October 30th
Toowoomba Thursday ... May 29th  Toowoomba  Thursday May 29th
Toowoomba Thursday July 24th  Toowoomba  Thursday July 24th
Toowoomba Tuesday ... November 4th  Toowoomba  Tuesday November 4th
Warwick Tuesday ... June 3rd Warwick Tuesday June 3rd
Warwick Tuesday ... July 29th Warwick Tuesday July 29th
Warwick Monday ... November 10th Warwick Monday November 10th
Stanthorpe  Saturday ... June 7th Stanthorpe Monday June 9th
Stanthorpe  Saturday ... August 2nd  Stanthorpe  Monday August 4th
Stanthorpe  Friday ... ... November 14th  Stanthorpe  Friday ... November 14th
CHAS. W. BLAKENEY,
Judge,  Western District Court.
Colonial Secretary 's
 Office,
Brisbane , 4th April, 1873.
THE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES  and ASSETS  of the BANK of  AUSTRALASIA, within the Colony  Of QUEENSLAND,  during the Quarter  fr om
the 1st JANUARY to the 31st MARCH, 1873, is published in conformity with the third  section of  the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
A. H. PALMER..
GENERAL ABSTRACT ,  shewing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES  and ASSETS  of the  BANK  OF  AUSTRALASIA,  within the Colony  of Queensland ,  taken  from the several Weekly  Statements
during the Quarter from  the 1st  JAxIABY to the 31st  MARCH, 1873.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation I Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest
Bills in Circulation ..
I
Not bearing Interest
Bearing Interest
 ...
Balance  due to other Banks ... .. ...
Deposits  ............... lNotbearing
 Interest ...
 Bearing  Interest ...
AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
TOTALS.
£  R.  d.
6,666 6 2
2,851 15 7
100,223 1 4
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals... ...
Gold and Silver in Bul li on or Bars ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ...
Stamp Account ... .. ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bi ll s of  other  Banks ... ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description ,  excepting Notes, Bills ,  and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
45,031 12 8
9,000 0 0
87 1 1
55 16 11
188,275 16 4
... ... £ 242,450 7 0Total Amount of Liabilities
55,615 16 4
44,607 5 0
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at  this  date ... ... ...
£ ' 109,741 3 1
... £1,200,000 0 0 I1
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders 8 per cent .  per annum
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... 48,000 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend 319,038 16 6
Total Amount of Assets
JOSH .  B. DIXON,  Manager.
A. H. BARLOW, Accountant.
1, Joseph Black Dixon, make oath ,  that, to the best of my knowledge and belief ,
 the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of  Assets  and. Liabilities of the above
Bank during  the period specified  ;  and that  the same was  made up from the Weekly
 Statements  thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the  Governor and  Council, 4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
Sworn before  me, at Brisbane ,
 this 4th day of April, 1873 .  JOSH .  B. DIXON.
EDWARD WIBNROLT,
 Justice  of the Peace.
I, the undersigned ,  being the Manager of the BANK of AUSTRALASIA, do hereby
 offer  to pay to  the Commissioner of Stamps , under Act 30 Victoria ,  No. 14, Section 9, the sum  of £50, for the
duty after the  rate of £3 per  cent. per annum upon the sum of £6,666 6s.  2d., being
 one quarter 's composition
 of the duty payable  on the annual average  of the  money value of the Notes in circulation of the
said Bank ,  in the  Colony  of Queensland ,  according to the annexed Return.
JOSH. B. DIXON.
Dated this 3rd day of  April, 1873.
THE following  SIIMMASIEs  of OBSERVATIONS
general information.
29.400 89.0
29.250 85.0
29.150 S00
SUMMARIES OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT RAVENSWOOD, DURING THE MONTHS OF OCTOBER, NOVEMBER, AND DECEMBER, 1872.
LATITUDE,
 20,0  20 '  S.;  LONGITUDE,  1460 50 '  E.;  HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN  SEA LEVEL,  600 FEET ; DISTANCE FROM SEA-COAST, 70 MILES.
ANEROID
DAROMETER.
Inches.
OCTOBER,
Kaximum ...
Wean ...
ilinimum
NOVEMBER.
ilaiimum ...
Wean  ...
Iflnimum
DECEMBER.
Maximum ... ..
Minimum
29.400
29.240
29.120
e k e 6 1 1
R I d 4 a
m ,. m m
... 29.600 29 .500 ,'19520 85.0
... 29.620 29.410 29.420 78.0
... 29.420
,.. !29.800 29.500
... 129.430 29.340
... 29.390 29.150
29.460
29.330
29.2200
General Post Office,
Brisbane, Queensland, 31st March, 1873.
taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION, RAVENSWOOD, during the Months of October, November, and December, 1872, are published for
By His Excellency's Command,
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster -General.
THERMOMETERS.
Temperature of
Air.
6
ec
100.0
89.0
67'0
100:0
90.0
76.0
100.0
88.0
77.0
S
0.
HYGROMETER.
Temperature of ; Elastic Force of
Evaporation .  Vapor.
0
m
S
74'0
67.0
63-0
78.0
70.0
69-0
80.0
76.0
73.0
76.0
67,0
60.0
780
72-0
66.0
80-0
76-0
71.0
80.0
70,0
63.0
81.0
77.0
69.0
80.0
76.0
72.0
0. 1 w
70.0 1 '802
64-0
 1 •547
570 287
75.0 '840
70-0  '667
840  478
75.0
72.0
87.0
•922
741
•555
S
M
SELF-REGISTERING
THERMOMETERS.
•734 I  696  •94 I  94 •89 155.0 65.0 104'0
•461 •538  -55,  •41 •72  143.0 65.0 93.0
•336 •253 •36  `  27 '44 97.0 36.0 70.0
E R
LL N
Humidity.
B k
d o
M 0.
•828
 -810  •84 .89
•641  680  •63 •46
•503 •494 •50 •30
•887
710
•574
•840
•738
•542.
95 1.00
•61 •55
•46 •31
1.00 1610
•80 159.0
6.2 112.0
1.00
•82
•62
107,0
97'0
88-0
RAIN.
M
M
64.0 1 62.0 •280
5510 '38.0 •015
36-0  15.0 '000
66.0 46.0 11120
60.0 35'0 '105
49.0 160 1 •000
Movement
during
24 hours,
in miles.
204
134
70
216
140
83
69,0 46.0 1.53 167
62.0 34'0  -037  107
5-3-01  21.0 •000 61
OCTOBER, 1371.- Mean Shade Temperature of Month, 760 degrees .  Rain fe ll  on 3 days. Total Rainfall, 5.62 inche s.
1872.-
 1 78.0 , 2 t•451111 11
NOVEMBER,  1871.-Mean Shade
11
Temperature of Month, 83 '3 degrees .  Rain fell on 9 days. Total
11
Rainfa ll, 3,14 inches.
1872.-
 11 800  „  11  6 ,  11  3.05 1111
DECEMBER , 1871.-Mean Shade
,,
Temperature of Month,  84.8 degrees .  Rain fell on 3 days . Total Rainfall, 1.15 inches.
1872.- „ „ ,. 830 „ „ 13 „ „ 7.31 ,
108-0
95.0
81'0
WIND.
Summary of Direction.
9 a.m. 3 p.m.
N O NW 0 N 0
 NWO
W2 SW3 W1 SW3
81 SE2 ;SO SE0
E2NE21E 5NE21
N1 NWO
WO 5WO
181 BE0
E1  NE 27
N1 NWO
woSw1
80 BEO
E1 NE 27
NO NW1 NO NWO
W1 SW1 W0 SW1
32 BE3S1 SEO
EB
 NE 113 E 5 NE 24
9 p.m.
NI NWO
wo swo
80 BE1
EO NE27
NO
 NWO
wo
 awl
s0 SEO
E3NE25
NO NWO
WoSWO
80 SEO
El \F 29
Prevailing Winds, N.E.
N.E.
Pre vailing Winds, E., NE.
N.E.
Prevailing Winds, E.
N.E.11
0.
q
Nm w .
10 10
4.0 3.8
0 0
9
3.9
0
10
2.0
0
9 I 10
3.8 3.0
1 0
7
4.4
2
9
5.4
2
8
48
1
The actual reading of the Barometer  (an Aneroid ,  of good const ru ction and large size )  is given without  re duction or correction.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
CLOUD. OZONE.
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MUNICIPALITY OF CLERMONT.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE , for the  half-year ending December 31, 1872.
Dr.  £ r. d.
To Balance last half-year ... ... ... 33 19 1
Rates ... ... ... ... ... 129 0 9
„ Police Court fines... ... ... ... 0 9 0
Government endowment ... ... ... 76 9 9
v,23918 7
Cr. £ s. d.
By Bank charges ... ... ... ... 0 17 0
„ Telegrams and postage ... ... ... 3 3 4
„ Town Clerk's salary ... ... ... 34 13 10
„ Government Printer ... ... ... 1 15 6
Stationery ... ... ... ... ... 1 11 6
Law expenses ... ... ... 9 6 6
Contracts ... ... ... ... ... 48 13 0
Printing ... ... ... ... ... 6 18 0
Destroying  carcases  ... ... ... 3 10 6
Auditors' fee ... ... ... ... 4 4 0
Assessor's fee  ... ... ... ... 6 0 0
Donation, Clermont Cemetery "... ... 15 0 0
Balance ... ... ... ... ... 104 5 5
Certified to be correct by
G. SIDNEY PEQUS, Town Clerk.
£239 18 7
J. MACKAY,  Mayor.
Audited and found correct, this 27th day of February, 1873.
C. J. GRAHAM, 2 Auditors.
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ROB. W. MILLER, S
16s.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 31st March, 1873.
No. 3.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF MARCH, 1873.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, are requested to
give the correct number of the page on which they may have observed their Names, as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Persona in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmisslon; and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission of Letters,
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
NOTE.- The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the General Post Office is  opened  for delivery, daily ,  Saturday
excepted ,  from Ten a.m. to Four p .m.: on Saturday ,  from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
A. 26 Amos Alexander or Robert, Stanthorpe s27 Anderson D., Townsville c
1 ABBETT John, Brisbane o c 28 Anderson Edward, Fort. Valley o e
2 Abbie John, Brisbane o c 29 Andersen Hans, Rockhampton f
3 Abrahams Joseph, Brisbane u k 30 Anderson J., Townsville, c
4 Achiles Heinrich, Stanthorpe e 31 Andersson Johannes, Stanthorpe c
5 Acourt George, Fort. Valley o c 32 Anderson John, Leichhardt street o c
6 Adams F., Townsville c 33 Andrew J. L., Ipswich c
7 Adams Mrs. Mary Ann, Rockhampton o 34 Andrews Joseph, Stanthorpe c
8 Adams W., Toowoomba c 35 Andrews Wm., Toowoomba o
9 Agars George, Ipswich o c 36 Appelt Wilhelm, Toowoomba f
10 Agnew Miss, Stanthorpe c 37 Arbouin J., Stanthorpe o c
11 Agnew Samuel, Stanthorpe c (2) 38 Archer Edward Moore, Boundary street o c
12 Ahern William, Cardwell c (2) 39 Archer William, Brisbane o c
13 Ali  Jong, Callandoon s 40 Archibald F., Gainsford o
14 Ali  Wan, Co es Creek c 41 Arkin John, Fort Valley o c
15 Aitken - (mailman), St. Lawrence c 42 Armhurst F. T., Townsville a
16 Alcock E., Cooroora e 43 Armytage Alfred, Ravenswood c
17 Alderdice Thomas, Laurel Bank, o c 44 Arnold John, Dongarra u k
18 Alexander Robert, Allora o c 45 Arnorft Jacob, Maryborough e
19 Alford George, Colinton o c 46 Arthur David, Emu Creek o
20 Allachett James, Stanthorpe c 47 Arthurs James Wm.. Brisbane o c
21 Allanson H., Brisbane u k 48 Ascher A. G., Warwick o c
22 Allen Henry, Brisbane o c 49 Ashton E. W., Brisbane u k and f (2)
23 Alley Wm. Saunders, North Quay o c 50 Asplin W., Stanthorpe u k
24 Alles James, Townsville s 51 Atown James, North Quay o c
25 Alison J., Townsville c 52 Attwood Mrs., Dalby c
635
B. 88 Bishop Scannon David, Fortitude Valley o c
BACHFIELD Henry, Warwick e c (2) 89 B,jorklund Alfred, Toowoomba c
Bachman Rudolf, Maryborough . 90 Bjornebye R., Townsville c
Backer Ernest, Gladstone c 91 Black and Co. C. (confectioners ), Brisbane c
Backhouse  Benjamin, Brisbane o•c 92 Black David, East Moreton o c (2)
Bailey Mrs. A., Ravenswood c 93 Black George, Fortitude Valley o c
Bailey Henry A., East Moreton o c 94 Black John, Brisbane c
Bailey John, Stanthorpe o c 95 Black Joseph, Fortitude Valley o c (2)
Bailey Louisa M., Townsville s 96 Black Joseph McCulloch, Brisbane o c
Bailey S. B., Toowoomba s 97 Blackson Henry, Stanthorpe c
Baker Henry, Fortitude Valley c 98 Blake J. G., Rockhampton u k
Baker T. H., Gigoomgan c (2) 99 Bland Henry  Stamper , Fortitude Valley o.c
Ball Robert, Fortitude Valley o c 100 Bligh J., Townsville c
Ballanger Michael, Fortitude Valley o c 101 Bliss John, Brisbane o c
Ballard  Miss  Sarah, Brisbane o 102 Bloomfield Eustace, Brisbane o c
Ballenger James, Fortitude Valley o c 103 Blow William, North Quay o c
Banks Mrs. E. E., Brisbane o c 104 Blunt George L., Brisbane u k
Banks George Matthew, Wharf  street o c 105 Blutle Louis, Townsville o
Banks H. F., Logan c 106 Boase Charles, Severn River u k
Banks James Matthew, Wharf street o c 107 Bogild J. A., Tirana Creek c
Banks William C., Brisbane o c 108 Boland  Daniel . Fortitude Valley o c (2)
Baptist John, East Moreton o c 109 Booth E. H., Ipswich c
Baptist Reginald C., Brisbane o e 110 Bosden Mrs. F.,  Brisbane c
Bardsley  Francis,  Boundary  street o c 111 Bourke John,  Brisbane c
Barker Charles, Woogaroo c 112 Bourke Thomas, Stanthorpe s
Barker John, Fortitude Valley o c 113 Bourne Benjamin R.,  Brisbane o c
Barker Joseph, Woogaroo c 114 Bowden Mrs., Townsville u k
Barker William, Fortitude Valley o c 115 Bowe William, Brisbane o c
Barling Tom, Toowoomba c 116 Bowen Luke, North Quay o c
Barnes Edward, Brisbane u k 117 Bower F., Mount Hutton c
Baron William Henry, Kangaroo Point o c 118 Bower John, Dalby c
Barrett Arthur, Brisbane o c 119 Bower Robert,  Brisbane o c
Barrett Edward, Brisbane o c 120 Bowine John, Fortitude Valley o c
Barrett J., Stanthorpe c 121 Bowman F. M., Stanthorpe c
Barrett J. B., Townsville c 122 Bowser George, Fortitude Valley o c
Barrett James, East Talgai u k 123 Bowyer F., Coppperfield c
Barrett Patrick, William street o e 124 Boyd John, Rockhampton n z
Barratt S . P., Townsville c 125 Boyd William, Ipswich Reserve c
Barron  Alexander , Yerongpilly o e 126 Boylan -, Charleville s
Barron Mrs. John, Gympie o 127 Boyle Henry, Stanthorpe c
Barry J., Warwick c 128 Bradford Joseph John, Boundary street o c
Barr y Patrick, Fortitude Valley o c 129 Brake Henry, Fortitude Valley o c
Barry Richard, Brisbane o c 130 Brake William, Warwick o c
Bartlett -, Stanthorpe a 131 Bray J. H., Copperfields a
Bashford Townsend, Stanthorpe in 132 Bree John, Fortitude Valley o c
Batsford William, East Moreton o c 133 Brendel Robert, Western Creek o
Battel Charles, East Moreton o c 134 Brenman George, St. Lawrence s
Batton Charles, Brisbane o c 135 Brennan Thomas, Rockhampton u k
Batten F., Ravenswood u k 136 Brereton Thos. A., Allora p o and c (2)
Batten John, Warwick c and u k (3) 137 Brewer Ed., Ipswich o c
Baxendell J. G. H., Stantborpe c 138 Brian Henry, Brisbane o c
Balton Samuel , Ipswich o c 139 Brians John, Spring Hill o c
Bayne Thomas, Stanthorpe c 140 Bridgeman G. F., Townsville s
Beare James,  Broken River c 141 Brien Henry, Brisbane o c
Beasly -,  Brisbane u k 142 Brien M., Stanthorpe c
Beaton William, Fortitude Valley o c 143 Bright H., Warwick e
Beattie J., Derby Station c 144 Brindley J., Dalby c
Beattie John, Stanthorpe in 145 Bristow Mrs. Kate, Brisbane u k
Beatt  Benjamin , Boundary street o c 146 Brittain B., Franklyn Vale u k
Beau foy -, Ipswich road c 147 Britain Edmund W., East Moreton o e
Beby Patrick S., Stanthorpe c 148 Britain Nelson, East Moreton o c
Beddome C. E., Townsville c 149 Brody D., Townsville c
Beer John Colborne, Brisbane o c 150 Brody P., Brisbane e
Behan Peter, Boundary street o c 151 Brogan Patrick, Stanthorpe c (2)
Beilfus Carl, Yengarie o 152 Brom S. T., Warwick o
Bell Angus (sailor ), Brisbane o 153 Brooks -, Maryborough c
Bell David, Jimbour c 154 Broolicum Patrick, Brisbane o c
Bell Henry (carrier), Etheridge c 155 Brotchey Mrs. J., Copperfield c
Bell, John Patrick, Fortitude Valley o c 156 Brown Alex., Tiaro c
Bellair Miss  W., Brisbane o c 157 Brown D., Townsville c
Bennett J. W., Stanthorpe c (2) 158 Brown Daniel, Fortitude Valley o e
Bennett James Liebig, Brisbane u k 159 Brown David, Brisbane o e
Bennett Richard, Fortitude Valley o c 160 Brown Edward (carrier ), Dalby e
Bennett Wm., Toowoomba u k 161 Browne Forrest, Fortitude Valley o c
Berger - (stationer), Maryborough a 162 Brown Mrs. H., Brisbane c
Bertham Charles, Brisbane o c 163 Brown James, Stanthorpe c and o c (3)
Bertlson Jacob, Brisbane c 164 Brown John, Brisbane o
Bethall Henry, Fortitude Valley o c 165 Brown John, Toowoomba c
Beutel August, Maryborough f (2) 166 Browne John, Brisbane o c
Bewglas Miss Emily, Brisbane u k 167 Brown John, Fortitude Valley o c
Bezold C., Warwick o c 168 Brown John F., Spring Hill o c
Bezold Michael, Rosenthal c 169 Brown John Jones, East Moreton o c (2)
Billran  Wm., Brisbane a 170 Brown Samuel, Warwick s and a (2)
Bingham Abel, Leichhardt street o c 171 Brown Thomas, Clermont s
Binney Edwin, Wickham street o P 172 Brown Mrs. Unity, Brisbane u k
Bird Dan, Maryborough c 173 Browne Walter John, Brisbane f
Bishop -, Dalby c 174 Bruce William, East Moreton o c
Bishop David Seymour, Brisbane o c 175 Bryan J., Warwick s
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176 Buck Boaz , Stanthorpe o c 62 Chavasse  G. W., Brisbane c
177 Buckleton William, Rockhampton s 63 Chenhall  James, Ravenswood m
178 Buckley Patrick A., Spring Hill o c 64 Cherritt -, Breakfast Creek c
179 Budenoch Ebenezer, Copperfield a 65 Chidwick -, Copperfield m (3)
180 Bulger James, Ann street o c 66 Chiverton H., Brisbane u k
181 Burbridge Edward Hy, Brisbane o c 67 Choice Charles, Rockhampton u k (3)
182 Burgess James, Stanthorpe o c 68 Christoffersen Mrs. Marie, Rockhampton c
183 Burgoyne J. J., Stanthorpe c and m (2) 69 Christoe Michael, Ipswich Reserve c
184 Burke James, Talgai c 70 Cineyeh C. C., Brisbane f
185 Burke Patrick, Townsville c 71 Claines  James,  Rockhampton s
186 Burley Joseph, Kedron Brook o c 72 Clair  Miss Margaret ,  Brisbane u k
187 Burns -, Goomburra c 73 Clancey John,  Clermont c
188 Burns  Mrs., Stanthorpe c 74 Clapham  Norman , Cape  Diggings c
189 Burns Daniel, Georgetown o 75 Clark Mrs.,  Brisbane c
190 Burns Mrs. P., Gladstone o 76 Clark Mrs. Ben., Dalby c
191 Burns William, Reedy  Springs c 77 Clarke Charles,  Brisbane o c
192 Burton H. B., Ipswich c 78 Clarke Christopher,  Stanthorpe c
193 Burton W. W., Ravenswood o 79 Clarke Mrs. J. A., Warwick c
194 Butterworth Wm., Ipswich u k 80 Clark John, Gympie c
195 Butz Ludwig (painter), Ipswich c 81 Clark John,  Townsville c
196 Byrne Andrew, Brisbane u k 82 Classon  John, Copperfield c
197 Byrne Andrew, Brisbane o c 83 Claussen  If.,  Brisbane o c
198 Byrne J., Stanthorpe c 84 Clayton Caroline, Milton o
199 Byrns  Wm., Brisbane c 85 Cleary  Michael , Ravenswood o
86 Cleary Pat., Stanthorpe c
87 Sand ate cClortin John (car enter )C. 88
g g,p
Close George, Brisbane o c
1 CAHILL Miss  Ellen, Brisbane o c 89 Clyde Wm. Henry, Fortitude Valley o c (2)
2 Cahill George, Stanthorpe c 90 Cogen -, Toowoomba c
3 Cahill John,  Brisbane o c 91 Coglen Michael, Brisbane o c
4 Cain Mrs. E., South Pine c 92 Colbert Mrs., South  Brisbane c
5 Caler -, Stanthorpe c 93 Cole H.,  Brisbane c
6 Cameron  George, Black Hill  Station s 94 Coleman J., Townsville c
7 Cameron  Hugh, Roma o c 95 Coleman John,  Brisbane o c (2)
8 Cameron  Mrs. J.,  Brisbane
c
96 Coles Miss Mary, Rockhampton u k
9 Cameron John, Woogaroo c 97 Colgen Michael,  Brisbane o c
10 Cameron  John, Fort. Valley o c 98 Colles J., Tingalpa c
11 Cameron Wm. James,  Brisbane o c 99 Collett Henry, Lytton u k
12 Campbell Miss Catherine, Ipswich a 100 Colling Robert, Leichhardt  street o c
13 Campbell F., Ravenswood c 101 Collins Andrew,  Brisbane o c (2)
14 Campbell Dr. F., Wellwood u k 102 Collins Daniel, East Moreton o c
15 Campbell J., Townsville c 103 Collins George, Copperfield c
16 Campbell John, St. George u k 104 Collogen Michael, Brisbane o c
17 Campbell John E.,  Brisbane o c 105 Colman David, Stanthorpe c
18 Campbell Wm., Brisbane o c 106 Colton Charles, Kedron Brook o c
19 Cannon  G., Ipswich c 107 Condie  James, Boundary street o c
20 Cantwell John,  Sandargh c 108 Conlen  Arthur, Brisbane o c
21 Cardell - (photographer),  St. George c 109 Conlen  John, Brisbane o c
22 Carding  Frederick, Stanthorpe o c 110 Connel  James, Stanthorpe o c and c (2)
23 Carigg Michael , Fortitude Valley o c 111 Connell  James,  Ravenswood  c
24 Carnell  George. Stanthorpe u k 112 Connell  Michael , Leichhardt  street o c
25 Carney B., Brisbane c 113 Connick Mrs. Mary Anne,  Toowoomba s
26 Carney John (butcher), Rosenthal c 114 Connolly Matt., Arundel Downs s
27 Caroneld -, Dalby c 115 Connolly Thomas, Fortitude Valley o c (2)
28 Carpendale and Vanneck, Warwick c 116 Connolly William, Stanton Harcourt c
29 Carr John C., Ravenswood c 117 Connor John, Cressbrook o c
30 Carr Michael, Brisbane o c 118 Connors John, East  Moreton o c
31 Carroll James, Queensland f 119 Connor Thomas,  Brisbane o c
32 Carroll James, Dalby c 120 Connor William,  Brisbane o c
33 Carroll John, Clermont e 121 Conroy John, Kroombit c
34 Carroll John, Warwick c 122 Conway  Lawrence ,  Brisbane o c
35 Carroll Michael, Warwick o 123 Conway Roger,  Brisbane o c
36 Carruthers George, Callandoon c 124 Cook -, Copperfield c
37 Carruthers George, Callandoon o c 125 Cooke J., Charters Towers c
38 Carson -,  Flinders Range c 126 Cook William , Brisbane o c
39 Carson James, Logan c 127 Coolen John,  Brisbane o c
40 Carter Hugh,  Brisbane o c (2) 128 Coolen Thomas,  Brisbane o c
41 Carter W. H., Ravenswood c 129 Coombs Mrs., Dunwich c.
42 Casey Edward,  Brisbane o c 130 Coombs John,  Moolboolaman c
43 Casey James, Townsville c 131 Cooper Edward, Brisbane u k
44 Casey  James, Callandoon s 132 Cooper F. A., Gladstone c
45 Cash Wm., Copperfield c 133 Coopey John,  Brisbane o c
46 Cashell Patrick,  Brisbane o c 134 Corbett Mrs., Kedron Brook c
47 Castian William, Curriwillinghi c 135 Corfield H. A., Stanton Harcourt o
48 Castle Peter, Stanthorpe c 136 Cornwell Abraham, East Moreton o c
49 Catton John, Ipswich c 137 Corrigan Dan., Stanthorpe in
50 Cavell Edwin, Rose Hill o c 138 Corrigan Francis, Brisbane o c
51 Ceary Patrick, Townsville s 139 Corrigan John, Stanthorpe t
52 Cecil Miss Ellen, Brisbane u k 140 Corrigan Michael,  Brisbane o c
53 Celear Andrew, Copperfield c 141 Corrigan Thomas, Brisbane o c
54 Chaistons Miss, Sandgate c 142 Corser Frank Ilewson, Brisbane n k
55 Chalker William, Elder Park c 143 Cottrell Richard,  Brisbane o c
56 Chambers John, Georgetown c 144 Coughlan Andrew, Stanthorpe p o
57 Chapman John, Wharf street c 145 Coughlin John, Warwick c
58 Chard George, Fortitude Valley o c 146 Cousins Mrs., Wickham  terrace c
59 Charlton R. 0., Stanthorpe s 147 Coust Alexander, Normanby o
60 Charlton Robert B., Ravenswood in 148 Coutts Mrs. J., Dalby c
61 Chattener William, East Moreton o c 149 Cowan J. R
.
, Townsville c
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150 Cowley Edward E., Stanthorpe c. 45 Deegan Mrs., Reedy Springs c
151 Cox Thomas, Brisbane o c 46 Deegan Philip, Warwick c
152 Cozen Henry Wm., Brisbane o c 47 Delaney Michael, George street o c
153 Craig Mrs. A. J., Stanthorpe f 48 Be Vero H. S., Etheridge u k
151 Craig Archibald R., Westwood u k 49 Devine John, Stanthorpe c
155 Craig James, Purga Creek c 50 Devine Patrick, Brisbane River c
156 Crambbard Henry, Dalby c 51 Dewey John, Ravenswood s
157 Cridle Thomas, Lakes Creek s 52 Diamond John, Toowoomba s
158 Crispin Robert C., Ipswich road o c 53 Dick James, Warwick o
159 Croaker Henry, East Moreton o c 54 Dickenson Henry, East Moreton o c
160 Croft Mrs., Kelvin Grove road c 55 Dicker E. N., Townsville c
161 Crosland Mrs.  Sarah , Stanthorpe o c 56 Dickson J. W., Stanthorpe c
162 Cross  John, Severn River c 57 Dickson William, Ravenswood c
163 Croston Wm., Brisbane River c 58 Diezmann Franz, Gympie o
164 Crothy Timothy, Brisbane o e 59 Digger John Edward, Copperfield c
165 Crouch Edward, Ipswich road o c 60 Dimmick William, Ipswich f
166 Crow John, Ipswich road o c 61 Dinsmore Francis, Brisbane o c
167 Cruice Rody, Fortitude Valley o c 62 Dixon Henry, Brisbane c, s, and o c (3)
168 Cuary Patrick, Bandamba c 63 Doherty William, Brisbane River c
169 Cubitt William, Brisbane o c 64 .Dohring August, Toowoomba c
170 Cuddehy John, Fortitude Valley o c 65 Donaldson Miss F., Eagle Farm c
171 Cudmore D., Tara u k (2) 66 Donivan Daniel, Fortitude Valley o c
172 Cull Henry, Brisbane u k  67 Dorley Miss Clara, Toowoomba s
173 Cullinane Patrick, Townsville c 68 Dorman John, Stanthorpe e
174 Cullon Richard, Brisbane p o 69 Dorman William, East Moreton o c (2)
175 Cummin Francis, Fort Valley o e 70 Dornley James, Boundary street o c
176 Cumming William, Nine-mile Water c 71 Douglas John, Rockhampton c
177 Cummins William, Rockhampton u k 72 Douglas William, Brisbane o c
178 Cunningham Michael, East Moreton o c 73 Doutty R. C., Townsville c
179 Cuppage George, Cecil Plains c 74 Dow John, Brisbane c
180 Curran Mrs., South Brisbane s 75 Dowling G. C., Brisbane u k
181 Curran Thomas, Western Creek c 76 Dowling James William, Ipswich o
182 Currier - (printer), Brisbane s 77 Dowling John, Brisbane o c
183 Curry J., Stanthorpe c 78 Dowling Martin, Fortitude Valley o c
184 Curtis Patrick, Brisbane o c 79 Down -, Brisbane c
185 Cushon Thomas, Ravenswood c 80 Down George, Hill street o c
186 Cuthbert and Clarke, Townsville c 81 Downes  Miss  Bridget, Brisbane c
187 Cuthbert Joseph, Fortitude Valley o c 82 Doyd Thomas,  Brisbane o c
188 Cuthbert C., Townsville c 83 Doyle  Margaret , Toowoomba c
189 Cuthbertson Wm., Etheridge c 84 Drain Joseph, Copperfield c
85 Draper -, Stanthorpe c
86 Brisbane o cDr nan PatrickD. 87
y ,
Duddy Oliver' Copperfield c (2)
1 DACY John, Stanthorpe c 88 Duffy Peter,  Brisbane o c (2)
2 Dagg Edward, Fortitude Valley o c 89 Dugan Charles, Rosewood a
3 Dams lord -, Brisbane c 90 Duire Miss P., South Brisbane c
4 Daintree R., Townsville c 91 Duke Henry,  Warwick o e (2)
5 Dakles Henry, Toowoomba s 92 Dunne Mrs. Westwood m
6 Daley James, Fortitude Valley o c 93 Dunn J.,  Townsvi lle c
7 Daley Peter, Stanthorpe n z 94 Dunn John , Stanthorpe c
8 Dalton J,, Redbank Plains c 95 Dunn John,  Brisbane f
9 Daly Jonas, Copperfield c 96 Dunn John  Al fr ed ,  Brisbane u k
10 Damins -, Bands Creek c 97 Durache  Joseph , Fortitude Valley o c
11 Danaher David, Stanthorpe c  98 Dusebury Thomas,  Maryborough c
12 Danaher Michael, Warwick o c 99 Dwyer Charles,  Brisbane o c
13 Dane Matthew (farmer), Brisbane o c 100 Dwyer Edward, East  Moreton o e
14 Danniell Thomas, Ravenswood c 101 Dwyer  Malleck , Stanthorpe c
15 Dant Mrs. James, Sandgate c  102 Dwyer  Thomas, Warwick c
16 Darcy F. R., Stanthorpe c (2)
17 Darcy Michael, Stanthorpe o c E.
18 Dark Miss Charlotte, Brisbane u k (2)
19 Darke Thomas Joseph, Callandoon o 1 EADES Hugh S., Brisbane u k (2)
20 Darling Miss Cecilia, Brisbane o 2 Eardley Peter, Copperfield c
21 Darns Samuel, Brisbane o e  3 Earnest  Mrs., Cleveland c
22 Darne William, Brisbane o c 4 Earp Henry, Copperfield c
23 Darvell Miss Lucy, Ipswich u k  5 Eaton  Charles, Western Suburbs o c
24 Davey or Davison An, Copperfield uk and f 6 Eaton William, Western Suburbs o c
(3)  7 E'oenston Joshua, Brisbane o c
25 David J. W., Ravenswood m 8 Eden Charles If., East Moreton o c
26 Davidson Charles, Callandoon e 9 Edgar .James, Fortitude Valley o c
27 Davidson Gilbert,  Brisbane o c  10 Edwards F., Stanthorpe e
28 Davies Fred. Joseph, Townsville s 11 Edward Henry, Fortitude Valley o c
29 Davis Charles, Norman's Creek o c 12 Edwards John, Copperfield s
30 Davis F. R., Brisbane a 13 Eggers Eldon, Copperfield u k
31 Davis George S., Rockhampton f 14 Eisel Carl Win., Brisbane o e
32 Davis Henry, Glenlyon f 15 Eisemann Mrs., Toowoomba o
33 Davis James, Western  suburbs o c  16 Eisenmann Jacob, Roma c
34 Davis Leon Maurice,  Brisbane o c  17 Eldridge T., Brisbane c
35 Davis R., Townsville o 18 I+:lliott -, Toowooomba e
36 Davison Mrs.  E., Brisbane c  11) Eliot James, East Moreton o c
37 Dawe  Mrs., Brisbane c  2i0 Elliot John, East Moreton o c (2)
38 Dawe J., Gympie u k  21 Elliot W. T., Brisbane 0
39 Dawson George , Maryborough c 22 Ellis R., Rockhampton c
40 Dawson George  W., Stanthorpe o 23 Ellis Wm. H., Ravenswood m
41 Dawson Wm., Maryborough m 24 Elthus John, Ipswich c
42 Day David H., Brisbane o c 25 Emmons William, Stanthorpe c
43 Day J. W., Brisbane u k 26 Eslin Mrs., Roma c
44, Day William, Nine-mile Water c 27 Evans Mrs. D., Cooper's Creek s (2)
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28 Evans George, Eastern Suburbs o c 80 Frend N., Townsville c
29 Evans George James, Warwick  in 81 Friberg James, East Moreton o e
30 Evans  H. J., Warwick c 82 Fribsch Adam, East Moreton o c
31 Evans John, South Brisbane c 83 Froward Richard, Fortitude Valley o c
32 Evans John Arthur, Eight-mile Plains u k 84 Fulcher R., Brisbane o c
33 Evans W ., Tabby Toby c 85 Funk Mrs. M., Rockhampton c
86 Furlong John, South Brisbane o
F. 87 Furlong Joseph, East Moreton o c88 Fuss Carl,  Grandchester c
1 FABEL Ludwig, Eagle Farm o c
2 Faggart John, Brisbane o c G3 Fahey James, Fortitude Valley o c .
4 Fahey John, Stanthorpe s 1 GACHES James, Townsville f (2)
5 Fallon Thomas ,  Maryborough c 2 Gafney Miss Annie, Brisbane u k
6 Fanning  William,  Stanthorpe c 3 Gahan George, Ravenswood c
7 Fardwell George ,  Brisbane o c 4 Gallagher Charles ,  Brisbane o c
8 Farrow  W., Copperfield c 5 Gallagher Joseph, Brisbane o c
9 Farrar Wi ll iam ,  Stanthorpe o c 6 Galvin John ,  Boolaman s
10 Farrell John, Villars street o c 7 Galvin Miss Kate,  Brisbane  c
11 Farrell Thomas, Margaret street c 8 Gamack J. H., Townsville c
12 Farrelly Peter, Stanthorpe c 9 Gamer John, Western Suburbs o c
13 Farrer Daniel , Copperfield c 10 Ganam William, Redbank c
14 Farrow D., Brisbane s and a (2) 11 Gannon Peter, Ravenswood s
15 Fattorini  Eugene  L. D., Brisbane o c 12 Gapy John, Brisbane o e
16 Fax Joseph, Brisbane o c 13 Garom Mrs., Ipswich c
17 Feast Charles, Stanthorpe c 14 Garey  Michael, Ravenswood c
18 Fegan Edward  Win.,  East Moreton o c (3) 15 Garland John, Yengarie u k
19 Fegan Michael, Ann street o c 16 Garliss Theodore, Rosewood c
20 Feltham Michael, Rosewood c 17 Garrett J., Copperfield c (2)
21 Fenchel John, Ipswich Reserve o c 18 Gaugher Charles Henry, Fortitude Valley o e
22 Fenne ll  Patrick ,  Brisbane o e 19 Gaydon  - (saddler), 1 alby c
23 Fernandez Michael, Gympie s 20 Gaylor John, Fortitude Valley o c
24 Ferris J. H., Toowoomba c 21 Geary J., Gympie s
25 Ferris  John, Brisbane River c 22 Geddes George, Norman's Creek o c
26 Ferritt  J., Dalby c 23 Geltner Herman, East Moreton o c
27 Fett W., Warwick c 24 Geogehan Thomas, Brisbane o c
28 Field William, Ann street o c 25 Gerry John, Fortitude Valley o c
29 Fienburg Lewis, Warwick o c 26 Gibson Miss Annie, Stanthorpe o e
30 Fill W. (smith), Toowoomba c 27 Gibson J., Yatala c
31 Finan John, Upper Camp o 28 Gibson Patrick, Stanthorpe o c
32 Finger  Conrad,  Brisbane o 29 Gibson Thomas, Bullamon c
33 Finlay Robert Douglas, East Moreton o c 30 Gilbert John, Milton u k (2)
34 Fisher Luke, East Moreton o c 31 Giles F., Edward street c
35 Fison Captn .  C. S., Townsville s and c (3) 32 Gilliver Henry, Stanthorpe c
36 Fitzgerald James, Norman's Creek o c 33 Gilliver William, Warwick e
37 Fitzgerald Patrick ,  Brisbane o c 34 Ginn W., Ipswich c
38 Fitzgerald W illiam, Toowoomba o 35 Girighty Miss Catherine, Maryborough f
39 Fitzgibbon Abraham, Brisbane o c 36 Girling Mrs. L., Brisbane o
40 Fitzhenry Bates, Brisbane o c 37 Gittans Thomas, East Moreton o c
41 Fitzpatrick James, Brisbane o c 38 Glanville John, Purga Creek e
42 Fitzpatrick John, Brisbane o e 39 Gleason  J., Three-mile Creek c
43 Fitzsimmons  Charles,  Brisbane o c 40 Gledhill John, Fortitude Valley o c
44 Flaherty Michael, Western Suburbs o c 41 Glecson - (smith), Stanthorpe c (2)
45 Flakenhagen Henry, Rosewood c 42 Goldsmith John,  Brisbane o e
46 Flannigan John, Stanthorpe c 43 Golkin -, Margaret street c
47 Flanagan John, Queen street o c 44 Goodman Michael, Leichhardt street o e
48 Flanagan Nicholas, Brisbane o c 45 Goontroonie -, Welltown c
49 Flanagan Thomas ,  Brisbane o c 46 Gordon Mrs. J. A., Ravenswood c
50 Flanders Thomas, Stanthorpe s 47 Gordon James, Fortitude Valley o c
51 Flanery John, St. George c 48 Gordon Peter, Brisbane f
52 Flynn Patrick, Cannon Creek c 49 Gordon Thomas, Fortitude Valley o c
53 Folhard -, Stanthorpe c 50 Gorman Denis, East Moreton o c
54 Forbes Miss Jessie ,  Maryborough n z 51 Gorman Patrick, East Moreton o e
65 Foreman Mrs., Breakfast Creek c 62 GormanA homas ,  Toowoomba f
56 Forrest James ,  Rockhampton o 53 Gough Rev. J. N., Queensland u k
57 Forrest Richard, Stanthorpe  in  and s (2) 64 Graham Charles Stewart, Brisbane o c
58 Forrester  Arthur , Brisbane c 55 Graham Daniel, Brisbane o c
59 Forster F., Brisbane s  56 Graham. Hugh A., Gympie o c
60 Forsythe J., Stanthorpe e 57 Grahan} John, Indooroopilly o c
61 Fortescue C., Stanthorpe c 58 Graham T., Allenstown c
62 Fortescue Mrs. L .,  Stanthorpe o  69 Graim Aleck, Ravenswood c
63 Fosberry J. A., Townsville c  60 Granehen Thomas M., Brisbane o e
64 Fosberry W. J. E., Townsville c  61 Granger  Jacob,  Townsville s (2)
65 Foster Miss Ellen, Brisbane c 62 Gray Charles, Roma  in
66 Foster James F .,  South Brisbane o 63 Gray John Samuel ,  Boundary street o c
67 Fowler Daniel, Warwick o c  64 Greavos  J. W., Townsville c
68 Frank James ,  Stanthorpe c  65 Green Charles Henry, Brisbane o e
69 Francis James H .,  Etheridge u k (3)  66 Green James, Ravenswood in
70 Frankland S. M., Fortitude Valley o c 67 Green John,  Bullamon s (3)
71 Franklin  Samuel  M., Brisbane o c 68 Green Jonathan, Raga Creek c
72 Frazer James, East Moreton o c  69 Green Ola Larsen, Ipswich Reserve c
73 Frazer John, Warwick s 70 Green William, Anne  street o c
74 Fredericks A. E., Brisbane f (6) 71 Gregory Anthony, Brisbane o c
75 Fredericks A. S.,.Brisbane f (2) 72 Gregory Edward, Brisbane o c
76 Frederiksen H. P., Doughboy Creek f  73 Gregory George, Callandoon a
77 Freeney John, Brisbane o c 74 Greig Joseph, Townsville e
78 Freer  -, Warwick c 75 Grenman Mary, Brisbane c
79 Freiberg Charles, Rosewood c 76 Grent Peter, Toowoomba c
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77 Grenwell  F., Stanthorpe c 74 Heeney  Francis X., Brisbane o e
78 Grieve A. J., Ravenswood u k 75 Heeney J. P., Brisbane e
79 Griffiths Mrs., Warwick c 76 Heinsohn Johann Peter, Ravenswood f
80 Griffiths Mrs. M. Ann, Brisbane c 77 Heland J., Townsville c
81 Griffith Thomas, Stanthorpe o c 78 Helard Jacques, Fortitude Valley o c
82 Grimes Charles, Warwick c 79 Hellmann Carsten N., Craven f
83 Grimes Win. John, Fortitude Valley o c 80 Henderson -, Yengarie c
84 Grisbrook F., Stanthorpe c 81 Hendry John, East Moreton o c
85 Guest John,  Brisbane c 82 Hengle F. S., Fortitude Valley o c
86 Guilfoyle J., Townsville o c 83 Henley J. M., Mount Hogan a
87 Gure John, Fortitude Valley o c 84 Henn Timothy,  Brisbane o c
88 Guy G., Ipswich road c 85 Hennerty William,  Brisbane  00
89 Gwynne Robert, Fortitude Valley o c 86 Henrich J., Mount Hutton c
87 Anderson  street o cHenry Felix
H. 88
,
Henry R.,  Brisbane c
HABERLING Jacob, Maryborough c 89 Herring W. C., Brisbane u k
Hackett Michael, Spring Hill o c 90 Hesley Daniel, Leichhardt street o c
Racket T. R., Brisbane u k 91 Hester -, Gympie e
Haddon Wm. John,  Brisbane u k 92 Heussler  Frederick,  Brisbane o c
Haego Henry, Brisbane o c 93 Hewitt -, Leyburn e
Hagan John, Fortitude Valley o c 94 Heynes  James ,  Langmorn c
Ha gar W. C., Stanthorpe o c 95 Hibberd J., Gladstone sg
Haile  (or Staile ) Christian, Maryborough in 96 Hick Henry,  Boundary  street 0 c
Haines Miss  Elizabeth Anne, Rockhampton c 97 Hicks James, New Farm road o c
Haire  -, Pine River e 98 Higgins J. M., Ravenswood 0
Halcione John, Ravenswood c 99 Hilahalm Frederick,  Brisbane River c
Hales John, Rockhampton c 100 Hill J. M., Mount Abundance e
Haley William, Stanthorpe c 101 Hill James, Stanthorpe  m and s (2)
Hall Henry John, Boundary  street o c 102 Hill John T.,  Brisbane River c
Hall Joseph, Stanthorpe o c 103 Hill Joseph, Fortitude Valley o c
Hall Robert James, Sandgate e 104 Hill  Samuel , Fortitude Valley o c
Haller Hans, Toowoomba c 105 Hill Thomas, Ipswich s
Halliday James, Brisbane u k 106 Hill William, Townsville in
Hamersley H. B., Stanthorpe u k (2) 107 Hillyer  James , Clermont m
Hamilton A. P., Brisbane c 108 Hinches G. C., Dawson  Bridge e
Hamilton H., Townsville c 109 Hind Alfred, Stanthorpe c (2)
Hamilton J. E., Brisbane c 110 Hines Thomas, Stanthorpe c
Hamilton John, Ipswich o c 111 Hingston Frederick, Fortitude Valley o e
Hamilton William, Townsville c 112 Hinrich Hans, Rosewood Scrub c
Hammond George, Warwick Reserve c 113 Hinson Wm., Brisbane in
Hamwood William, Drayton e 114 Hippe E. W. Carl,  Brisbane o e
Hanaran Thomas,  Brisbane o c 115 Hobbs Richard, Townsville m
Hand Peter, Boundary street o c 116 Hobson Edmond Jepson , Brisbane o c
Hanley William, Brisbane o c 117 Hobson Edward J.,  East Moreton o c
Hanlon P., Stanthorpe c 118 Hocker F. P., Brisbane u la
Hannal M. F., Ipswich road o c 119 Hockings Thomas, Stanthorpe e
Hannam George, Warwick c 120 Hocking W., Brisbane c
Hanran  P. F., Toowoomba c 121 Hodge A. J., Stanthorpe c
Hansen Hans ,  Brisbane o e 122 Hodges Thomas, Kedron  Brook o c
Hansen  Peter, Ravenswood c 123 Hodgson Mrs. Elizth., Brisbane o c
Hanson Thomas, Fortitude Valley o c 124 Hodgson William, Copperfield,  o and u k (2)
Hansen Wm.,  Brisbane o c 125 Hodgson William , Dumgree f
Hanson William, Stanthorpe e 126 Hogan William, Brisbane o  c (2)
Hard John, Fortitude Valley o c 127 Hogarth Mrs. Mary Ann,  Ravenswood o
Harden C. J., Salt Bush Creek c 128 Holden Andrew, Waterloo o c
Hardie James , Sorghum Downs u k 129 Holdsworth John, Townsville n z
Hardwick  James; Severn  River e (2) 130 Holl John, Stanthorpe e
Hardy George, Townsville o 131 Holley Miss Isabella, Warwick s
Hardy Peter, Fortitude Valley o e 132 Holloway B. T., Warwick e
Hardy Thomas,  Brisbane o c 133 Holmes George,  Brisbane u k
Hardy William, Fortitude Valley o c (2) 134 Holmes George, Stanthorpe c
Hargreaves  E. W., Townsville c 135 Holmes R., Townsville e
Harries Samuel ,  Stanthor e c (2) 136 Holt George, Ipswich e
Harrington John, Purga reek c 137 Holzmann  E., Brisbane c
Harrington  Patrick Henry, Ravenswood n z 138 Hooper George. Stanthorpe 
Harris  -, Bowen Park u k 139 Hopkins Mrs. F., Kedron kook o c
Harris W., Gilberton uk 140 Hopton Miss, Brisbane c
Harris  W. J., Townsville c 141 Horger Frederick,  Ravenswood o
Harrison  T. F., Gladstone c 142 Hornemann Julius,  Brisbau f
Hart Edward  R., Stanthorpe c 143 Horner Adam, Toowoomba i.
Hart Mrs. G., Stanthorpe c 144 Horner  G., Brisbane o
Hart Matthew, Dalby c 145 Horsley Mrs. A.  J., Brisbane s
Hartley Abraham, Darling Downs f 146 Hosking  Miss Eliza, Brisbane u k (2)
Hartup Abraham A., Warwick s 147 Hough  Miss Sarah ,  Brisbane c
Harvey Arthur, East Moreton o c 148 Houghton Thomas,  Leichhardt street o c
Harvey Charles, Bowen u k (2) 149 Houlahan James, Charlotte  street c
Harvey  Michael, Brisbane o c 150 Hourigan James, Stanthorpe c
Harvey Robert, Toowoomba u k 151 Houston Joseph, Leichhardt street o c
Haskins Miss Catherine, Ipswich Reserve o 152 Howard Henry, Normanby in
Hatch Mrs., Townsville u k 153 Howard John, Copperfield c (2)
Hawley Andrew, Rosewood Scrub c 154 Howe Henry, Etheridge c
Hayman G., Copperfield u k (3) 155 Howe Henry, Etheridge o (2)
Hays William H., Spring Hill o c 156 Howe Mrs. M., Rosewood c
Heagley -Peter, Copperfield c 157 Howerth Henry, Brisbane c
Healy James, Maryborough c 158 Howie James, Brisbane u k (2)
Healy John, Rosenthal c 159 Howlett Charles, Fortitude Valley o,-
Heenan Thomas, Brisbane River c 160 Huggard George, Townsville s
Heeney Charles, Brisbane p o 161 Hughes -, Yengarie c
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162 Hughes A. F., Gympie u k 8 Kean George, Gympie c
163 Hughes David H., Ipswich u k 9 Keane Owen, Dawson Bridge c (3)
164 Hughes George, Ravenswood o 10 Kearnen John, Brisbane o c
165 Hughes H. Arthur, Brisbane u k 11 Keary G. A., Brisbane u k
166 Hughes John, Ravenswood m and c (3) 12 Keating John, Brisbane o c
167 Hullet Charles, Stanthorpe c (2) 13 Keats -, Talgai c
168 Hume Walter ,  Brisbane u k 14 Keats Francis, Western Suburbs o c
169 Humphreys John, Fortitude Valley o e 15 Keepler Michael, East Moreton o c
170 Hunt Chas. W., Goodna c 16 Keil H. A., Gympie c
171 Hussey John, Georgetown m (3) 17 Keily David, Leichhardt street o c
172 Hutchins Edward, Stanthorpe c 18 Kellie P., Stanthorpe s
173 Hutchinson Mrs. E. A., Roma o 19 Kells Dunlop, George street o c
174 Hutchinson Thomas, New Farm road o c 20 Kelly -, Copperfild c
175 Hutchinson Wm. Alston, Brisbane o c 21 Kelly Daniel, Stanthorpe o c and c (2)
176 Hutchinson John, Ravenswood c 22 Kelly Francis ,  Stanthorpe c
177 Hyland Thomas, Stanthorpe c 23 Kelly J., Townsville c
24 Kelly John Patrick , Brisbane o c
I. 25 Kelly Joseph, George street o c26 Kelly Mrs .  Patrick, Stanthorpe c
1 INGRAM John Morgan, Brisbane o o 27 Kelly Philip,  Brisbane o c
2 Innes  John, Gympio c 28 Kelly Timothy, Nannie street o c
3 Irvine James, Stanthorpe c 29 Kelly William (farmer), Queensland u k
4 Irwin C., Brisbane c 30 Kendall Miss Mary, Maryborough c
5 Isbister David, Cloncurry u k 31 Kennam James, Fortitude Valley o c
6 Isles Wm. Thomas ,  George street o c 32 Kennedy Mrs., Kedron Brook c
33 Kennedy Mrs., Spring Hill c
J. 34 Kennedy Andrew, Charleville s35 Kennedy James, Stanthorpe s (2)
1 JACKSON Henry, Copperfield c 36 Kennedy James, East Moreton o c
2 Jager George, Copperfield c 37 Kennedy John, Brisbane River c
3 James A., Nulla Nulla m 38 Kennedy John, Kedron Brook c
4 James G. V., Townsville c 39 Kennedy John, Brisbane m
5 Jameson  -,  Charleville m 40 Kennedy Thomas, Brisbane o c
6 Jarklison K. H., Stanthorpe p o 41 Kenny Edward, Fortitude Valley o c
7 Jarson James ,  Charles street o c 42 Kenny Keiren, Brisbane o c
8 Jekert John, Warwick c 43 Keogh Miss Bridget, Ravenswood c
9 Jenkins William ,  Rockhampton c 44 Kermode Mrs. Anne, Maryborough c
10 Jensen Jochim Otto ,  Ipswich Reserve c 45 Kerr Mrs .  A., South Brisbane c
11 Jensen Ludwig ,  Charters Towers m and 46 Kerr Nicholas ,  Brisbane o c
n z (2)  47 Kerrean Thomas, Glengallan c
12 Jerome Robert S .,  Welltown c 48 Kesley David, Fortitude Valley o c
13 Jimpson Thomas, Copperfield o 49
g
Key Robert, Stanthorpe s
14 50Johansen Dr. F., Stanthorpe f Kieffe Patrick, Brisbane o c
15 Johansen S. N. M., Stanthorpe f 51 Kiem C., Stanthor e c
16 John James ,  Etheridge s 52 Kiernan Michael, Fortitude Valley o c
17 Johns Thomas, Copperfield e 53 Kilfoy John ,  Brisbane u k
18 Johnson Captain ,  Stanthorpe c (2) 54 King  alias  Jacob Mrs .  E., Copperfield c and
19 Johnson Adam, Stanthorpe c s (2)
20 Johnson C., Rockhampton c 55 King Ezekiel, Stanthorpe e
21 Johnson Miss C. A., Rockhampton o 56 King James, Springsure u k
22 Johnson F., Brisbane f 57 King Joseph, Canning Downs c (2)
23 Johnson H., Maryborough c 58 King Thomas, Stanthorpe o
24 Johnson James, Brisbane o c 59 King W., Stanthorpe c
26 Johnson Thomas, Stanthorpe c 60 Kingsmill John A., Brisbane o c
26 Johnson William, Fortitude Valley o c 61 Kingston Thomas, Franklyn Vale c
27 Johnston J., Townsville c 62 Kinn James, Stanthorpe c
28 Johnston John, Stanthorpe o  63 Kinnear James Blyth, Mount Hogan n k and
29 Johnstone Willie, Brisbane c c (2)
30 Jones Miss, Brisbane u k 64 Kirkland James, Brisbane o c
31 Jones Americus, Western Suburbs o c 65 Klawitte John, Westwood c
32 Jones Ben., Brisbane River c 66 Klimp Gotliep, Western suburbs o c
33 Jones Benjamin ,  Etheridge c 67 Knight Henry ,  Brisbane o c
34 Jones Edward Reid, Brisbane o c 68 Knudsen Hans, Maryborough f
35 Jones Evan, Copperfield c 69 Knudsen  Miss  Maria, Brisbane f
36 Jones F. E., Stanthorpe c 70 Kohlkoff C. E., Brisbane p o
37 Jones F. H., Charters Towers m (2) 71 Korn Jacob, Stanthorpe c
38 Jones Janet ,  Brisbane c 72 Koyne Thomas, Copperfield c
39 Jones John W., Rockhampton u k 73 Kremer Guillaume, Ipswich f
40 Jones Thomas, Canal Creek c 74 Kriecher Miss Mary ,  South Brisbane c
41 Jones W., Townsville c 75 Kuss Carl, Ipswich f
42 Jones William, St. Lawrence o 76 Kyle W., Warwick c
43 Jonson Thomas, New Farm road o c
44 Jonson William ,  Brisbane o c L.45 Jordan K., Sandgate c
46 Jorgenson R., German Station o c 1 LAGUN Archibald, East Moreton o c
47 Joseph J., Maryborough s 2 Lair David, Stanthorpe c
48 Joseph J. K. L., Brisbane s 3 Laird R., Brisbane c
49 Joseph Mrs. John, Brisbane s 4 Lalor James, Brisbane o c
5 Lalor W., Bengella c
H. 6 Lamere C., Westwood c
7 Lamptor Mrs. E., Brisbane u k (2)
1 KALBAY A., Dalby c 8 Lane Charles ,  Indooroopilly c and o c (3)
2 galley Charles ,  Brisbane s 9 Lang Neil ,  Gympie c
3 Kallor Miss  Emma, Tingalpa c 10 Langston W., Copperfield u k
4 Kankel George ,  Highfields c 11 Langtree John ,  Ravenswood c
5 Kaye H .  P., Rockhampton u k 12 Larsen Julius, Ravenswood s
6 Kayser Christian, Dalby c 13 Larsson Per., Stanthorpe c
7 Kealy James, Warwick p o 14 La Touche Thos. D., Cape River u k (2)
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15 Lander Edmund, Fortitude Valley o c 10 Maher Timothy, Five-mile Water c
16 Laurisen Peter Anton,  Gladstone c 11 Mahon James, Allora c
17 Lauritsen Jens, Copperfield c (3) 12 Mahony Connor, Brisbane.o c
18 Laver William, East Moreton o c 13 Mahoney J., St. George c
19 Lavery Bernard,  Morinish m 14 Mahoney John, Brisbane o c (2)
20 Law Richard, Warwick c 15 Main J. P., Brisbane c
21 Lawless Mrs .  Ellen, Queensland s 16 Malam William, Stanthorpe c
22 Lawrence Charles, Stanthorpe c 17 Maley Anthony, Brisbane o c
23 Lawson G., Coppperfield o c 18 Malgin James, Fortitude Valley o e
24 Lawson John,  Pim ama u k 19 Malgin Patrick, Fortitude Valley o c
25 Lead Robert ,  East Moreton o c 20 Mallard Charles, George street o c
26 Leahy David D., Toowoomba o 21 Maller Patrick, Brisbane o c
27 Lee C. A., Stanthorpe c 22 Malleyne A. Y. F., Charleville s
28 Lee Francis Henry ,  Brisbane o c  23 Mallon James, Stanthorpe o c
29 Lee George,  Stanthorpe c  24 Maltby Miss Elizabeth, Brisbane f
30 Lee John,  Brisbane o c  25 Malyn James, East Moreton o c
31 Leeson W., Burketown o  26 Mann Adam, Fortitude Valley c
32 Le Gould Louis, Spring Hill o c 27 Mann G., Westwood c
33 Le Hardy Alice, Rockhampton o c 28 Mann John, Brisbane o c
34 Leigh Rev .  R., Brisbane a 29 Manning  Thomas ,  Stanthorpe s (2)
36 Lenehan Jeremiah ,  Brisbane o c  30 Manning William, Brisbane o c
36 Leering  Frederick ,  Rockhampton o  31 Mannion Peter ,  Brisbane o c
37 Letts W. J:, Maryborough u k  32 Manson  Thomas, Copperfield  c,  in,  and u k (3)
38 Lewis Mrs. Catherine , Dalby o  33 Manwaring  T., Toowoomba c
39 Lewis Miss E .,  Brisbane c  34 Maratt Canning Downs c
40 Lewis Henry,  Brisbane o o  35 Marsh Robert ,  Brisbane o c
41 Lewis  Isabe lla,  Bulimba o o  36 Marsh Thomas, Goodna c
42 Lightbody William, Boundary  street o c  37 Marshall T. George, Gladstone c
43 Ligmeier Adolf, Glengallan c 38 Marshall Y. F. W., Rosenthal c
44 Lindsay Thomas J., Gracemere u k 39 Martin Edward, St. George s
45 Little D., Townsville c 40 Martin  Horace , Rockhampton u k
46 Lloyd J., Townsville c 41 Martin James, Breakfast Creek c
47 Lloyd Thomas B., Flinders River in 42 Martin John, Clermont c
48 Lock Mrs. M., Ravenswood c 43 Martin Patrick, Fortitude Valley o c
49 Locock John, Fortitude Valley o c 44 Martin Peter, Stanthorpe c
50 Loder Frederick, Stanthorpe c (2) 45 Martin Wm., Ulladulla c
61 Logan Francis, Gladstone c 46 Maslen E. T., Stanthorpe e
52 Long Daniel, Warwick Reserve c 47 Mason Mrs. W., Leyburn c
53 Long Mrs. Isabella, Gympie o 48 Massey J., Fortitude Valley c
54 Long R. H., Brisbane u k 49 Massey W. L., Doughboyy o c
55 Longi M., Maryborough c 60 Massie Robert George, Kedron Brook o c
56 Longstaff Edward, Brisbane u k 51 Matherson John, Ipswich Reserve c
57 Lor Jacob, Stanthore c 52 Mathews George, Roma  o and o c (2)
58 Loransen  Asmus ,  Brisbane c and o (2) 53 Mathues R., Stanthorpe c
59 Lord Wm. Rhodes, Stanthorpe in 54 Matts Andrew, St. Lawrence a
60 Lott W. N., Brisbane u k 55 Matza Domenico, Highfield s
61 Louden Samuel, Brisbane o c 56 Maund R. Hunter, Stanthorpe o
62 Lough John, Ravenswood u k 57 Maxwell J., Stanthorpe c
63 Loughlain Andrew, Brisbane in 58 May Arthur A., Enoggera o c
64 Lovell Charles, Bandambah c 69 Mays Henry, Fortitude Valley o c
65 Lovell P., Ipswich c 60 Meade John, Stanthorpe c
66 Low George  Alexander, East Moreton o c 61 Heard Michael, Stanthorpe c
67 Low H. L., Townsville c 62 Meehan John, Georgetown c
68 Loweke Ernestine, Gladstone f  63 Mee Hung, Diggings, Rockhampton s
69 Lower George, Townsville c 64 Meiklejohn Paterson,  Brisbane o c
70 Lowndes J. (tanner), Warwick s (2) 65 Meldrum Richard, Brisbane o c
71 Lowrey William, Copperfield nt 66 Melville Arthur, Brisbane c
72 Lowson W. B., Brisbane c 67 Menyard Frederick, Ravenswood c
73 Lucas W., Stantho rrppe c 68 Mercer George, Queensland s
74 Lull Michael, Highfields c 69 Merifold Edward, Townsville  c and  in  (2)
75 Lundbergh Ernest, Ipswich s 70 Meyer A., Stanthorpe c
76 Lunney John, Redland Bay u k (2) 71 Michart August, Rosewood c
77 Lushman William, Fort Valley o c 72 Middleton James, Stanthorpe s
78 Lutchrell Michael, Brisbane o c 73 Middleton Richard, Western suburbs o c
79 Lynch Mrs., Ipswich c 74 Milan Peter, Stanthorpe c
80 Lynch James, Brisbane c 75 Milham -, Cleveland c
81 Lynch P., Stanthorpe c 76 Millar A. D., Brisbane c
82 Lynch Patrick M., Brisbane o c 77 Millch Patrick, Brisbane o c
83 Lynde H. G., Warwick c 78 Millen John, Beenleigh c
84 Lyons Daniel, East Moreton o c 79 Miller Miss Agnes, Brisbane c
85 Lyons Daniel J., Fortitude Valley o c 80 Miller Mrs. H. E., Brisbane s
86 Lyons Mrs. Elizabeth, Brisbane o c 81 Miller J., Severn River c
87 Lyons John, East Moreton o c 82 Miller James, Ravenswood c
88 Lyons John Perr v, Fortitude Valley o c 83 Millet William, Stanthorpo c
89
;
Lyons Patrick, Last Moreton o c 84 Millie Henry Thomas, New Farm road o c
90 Lyon Win. Stewart, Brisbane u k 85 Millington E. F.; Brisbane u k
86 Millman Miss Martha, Roma u k
M. 87 Mills Wm., Moreton Island o c88 Minns Walter H., Brisbane o c
1 MADDERN Thomas, Ravenswood a 89 Minroney Timothy, Charters Towers in
2 Maddocks John, Valley of Lagoons c 90 Mitchell James, Brisbane m
3 Magary William, Stanthorpe c 91 Mitten -, Rockhampton c
4 Magee and Westfold, Gympie c 92 Moeser B., Stanthorpe c
5 Magee Bernard, Brisbane o c 93 Mogensen Karoline A., Ipswich f
6 Magee Joseph, Stanthorpe o c and c (2) 94 Mellen Robert, Ravenswood c
7 Magee T., Gympic in 95 Mollison Agnes, Townsville c
8 Magray John, Stanthorpe c  96 Molloy Michael, Brunswick street o c
9 Maguire George, Stanthorpe u k 97 Molly John, Fortitude Valley o c
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98 Monahan  Eugene, Toowoomba c 34 McDonald J. P., Severn River c
99 Montgomery Thomas, Western suburbs o c 35 McDonald James, Lake Station c
100 Mooney --4 )Stanthorpe c 36 McDonald John, St. Lawrence c
101 Moore Tdw, Brisbane o e 37 McDonald John, Ravenswood c
102 Moore  Jame4 , Rockhampton c 38 McDonald P., Toowoomba c
103 Moore  Robert  D., Stanthorpe s 39 McDonald Patrick, Stanthorpe c
104 Moran. James, Ravenswood u k 40 McDonald William, Western Suburbs o c
105 Moran Michael, Brisbane c 41 Macdonald William D.,  Stanthorpe o c
106 Moran Thomas, Brisbane o c 42 McDone John, Kedron Brook o c
107 Morgan Charles, George street o c 43 McDonnell Alexander,  East Moreton o e
108 Morgan Martin, Warwick e 44 Maconnell Edmund,  Stanthorpe c
109 Morgan R. G., Warwick in 45 McDonnell J. M., Kedron  Brook o c
110 Moricay Thomas, One-mile Swamp c 46 McDonough Revd.,  Stanthorpe c (2)
111 Moris John, Copperfield c 47 McDonough James,  Ravenswood c
112 Morley Edmund, Brisbane o c 48 McDougall H., Stanthorpe c
113 Moroney Timothy, Stanthorpe in 49 McDougall John,  Brisbane o
114 Morris R., Killarney c 50 McErlane Arthur, Normanby u k
115 Morrison Murdoch, Warwick  o c and c (2) 51 McEvor Michael , B ri sbane o c
116 Mose John, Brisbane o c 52 McFarlane Campbell, Etheridge e
11.7 Moss John, Ipswich road o c 53 McFarlane G., Gulnarber a
118 Mossop Daniel, Rose Hill o c 54 McGee James, Clermont road c
119 Mueller William, George street o c 55 McGhee William, Brisbane o c
120 Muhlhaus Wilhelm, St. Lawrence e (3) 56 McGlew -, Stanthorpe c
121 Muir D., Gladstone o 57 McGovern John, Stanthorpe c
122 Muldoon Edward, Brisbane c 58 McGovern Thomas, Ipswich Road o c
123 Mulherron Edward, Ravenswood u k 59 McGowan Miss Catherine, Brisbane o c
124 Muller Dr., Ravenswood f 60 McGrane Thomas, Brisbane o
125 Muller Johann, Gracemere f 61 McGrath Patrick, Boundary street o c
126 Muller P., Warwick o c 62 Macgregor J., Townsville c
127 Muller Wilhelm, Ipswich f 63 McGuire Mrs., Ruby Creek o
128 Mullett Henry, Brisbane o c 64 McGuire Martin, Ipswich road o c
129 Mullins John, East Moreton o c 65 McGuire Thomas, Georgetown c
130 Munro Samuel, Warwick u k and c (2) 66 McHinis A., Copperfield c
131 Munster Hermann, Ravenswood f (3) 67 McIntosh Miss C., Toowoomba c
132 Murphy A. D., East Moreton o e 68 McIntosh John, Fortitude Valley o c
133 Murphy Christoph, Copperfield c 69 McIntyre D., Ravenswood o
134 Murphy Edward, Rolleston s 70 McIntyre John, Western Suburbs o c
135 Murphy John, Leichhardt street c 71 McIntyre John A., Waterloo s
136 Murphy John, Stanthorpe c 72 McIntyre Thomas, Fortitude Valley o c
137 Murphy John K., Stanthorpe c 73 Mclrvine -, Toowoomba c
138 Murphy Peter, Brisbane o c 74 Mclvor Mrs. J. R., Echo Hills c (3)
139 Murphy Robert, Brisbane o c 75 Mack Mrs. E., Valley c
140 Murphy W. H., East Moreton o c 76 McKeand George Wm., Fortitude Valley o c
141 Murragh Robert,  Brisbane o c 77 McKenzie Arthur, Brisbane o c
142 Murray Archibald P., Fortitude Valley o c 78 McKeon T., Stanthorpe c
143 Murray B., Warwick c 79 McKerney Edward, Brisbane o c
144 Murray George, Brisbane o c 80 McKever Dominick, Stanthorpe c
145 Murray George, Townsville c 81 McKillop -, Bowen Creek c
146 Murray J., Dalby c 82 McKinney Miss Jane, Stanton Harcourt c (4)
147 Murray J., Townsville c 83 McKnight -, Brisbane, c
148 Murray John, Mungindi a 84 McLachlan Kenneth, Toowoomba o
149 Murray Thomas, Dalby o c 85 McLaclan James, Stanthorpe c
86 McLallan Peter, Brisbane o c
87 McLaren Alexander Stanthorpe c (2)Mc. 88
,
McLaren J., Collaroy e
1 McARTHUR Miss A., Moreton Bay t 89 McLaughlin Mrs. Ann, Brisbane f
2 Macauley -, Brisbane c 90 McLean -, Macleay Island c
3 Macauley  James , Stanthorpe c 91 McLean Miss Isabella, Rockhampton o
4 McAuley Patt, Brisbane o c 92 McLean R. (carrier), Toowoomba s
5 MeBade James, Fortitude Valley o c 93 McLean Thomas, Etheridge c
6 McBay Hugh, Fortitude Valley o c 94 McLean William, Kedron Brook o c
7 McCaig John, Brisbane o c 95 McLellan Alexander, Stanthorpe c
8. McCallum George, Stanthorpe c (3) 96 McLennan Gregory G., Ipswich c
9 McCann Win., Nine-mile Water c (2) 97 McLenney James, Stanthorpe e
10 McCarthy  Miss  B. E., Brisbane s 98 McLeod Miss A., Townsville c
11 McCarthy  Miss  Marian, St. George o 99 McLeod J., Stanthorpe c
12 McCauvel Hugh, Brisbane o c 100 Macleod J. C., Toowoomba c
13 McCharland James, Fortitude Valley o e 101 McLoughlin C., Westwood c
14 McClean  Miss  Mary, Copperfield iii 102 McMah James, Copperfield c
15 McClintock William, Brisbane u k 103 McMahon John,  Brisbane c
16 McColl James,  Brisbane a 104 McMahon Patrick, Stanthorpe u k
17 McCook William, Gympie m 105 McManus Bernard, Brisbane o c
18 McCormack Bernard, Nine-mile Water c 106 McManus John, Brisbane o c
19 McCormack James, Brisbane o c 107 McManus John, Rockhampton f
20 McCracknell -, Stanthorpe c
21 McCrig John, Fortitude Valley o c
108
109
McMaster John, Warwick s
McMellan John, Brisbane o c
22 McCrone James, Maryborough u k 110 MeMellan Samuel, Copperfield c
23 McCulloch  Miss,  Allora c 111 McMenaman Edward, Boundary street o c
24 McCulloch George, Ravenswood it k 112 McMurnimud Edward, East Moreton o c
25 McCulloch James, Stanthorpe o c 113 McNamara F., Stanthorpe s (2)
26 McDermott F. S., Fortitude Valley o c 114 McNamara M., Darkey Flat c
27 McDermott James, Brisbane o c 115 McNamara M. H., Waterview c
28 McDermott Peter, Western Suburbs o c 116 McNamara Patrick, Stanthorpe c
29 McDermott T., Stanthorpe s 117 McNamara Timothy, East Moreton o c (2)
30 McDonald -, Stanthorpe c 118 McNeave John, Stanthorpe c (2)
31 McDonald Alexander, Brisbane o c 119 McNeilly Thomas, Brisbane o c
32 McDonald Christie, Stanthorpe c (2) 120 A]cNer John, Westwood c
33 McDonald F., Stanthorpoe c 121 McNevin Thetas Edwiuson, Brisbane o c
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122 Macnish George, Townsville f 41 O'Sullivan R., Stanthore cp
123 Macnish Robert Kerr, North Quay o c 42 Otto Charles, Rosewoo c
124 Maconomey Michael, Kedron Brook o c
125 McPharland John Fortitude Valley o c
126
,
McPherson Duncan, Georgetown c P.
127 McPherson John, Dalrymple c 1 PADDLE George, Fortitude Valley o c
128 Macready James, Toombul o c 2 Page James, Nanango o c
129 McShane James, Ravenswood c 3 Page William, Fortitude Valley o c
130 McTaggart Michael, Warwick c 4 Paillais Mrs. B., Brisbane o c
5 Paletrop J., Bandambah c
N. 6 Palmer -, Albert River c
7 Palmer Mrs., Rockhampton c
1 NAAN John, Cloncurry o 8 Palmer Edward, Ravenswood e
2 Nagel A., Bauhinia Downs c 9 Palmer Richard, Brisbane o e
3 Nagel Adolphus, Queensland s 10 Palmerston Christopher, Georgetown e
4 Nagle Richard, Stanthorpe c 11 Pan Yung Gympie c
5 Naumann Heinrich, Bowen f 12 Parbury F. H., Dalrymple s
6 Naylor  Samuel,  East Moreton o c 13 Park Arthur, Gympie o
7 Neacy Mrs. Margt., Stanthorpe o c 14 Parker Nathaniel, Fortitude Valley o c
8 Neil John, Ipswich road  o c and c (2)  15 Parker W. J., Wooroona c
9 Nelson James, Fortitude Valley p c 16 Parry Edward, Brisbane o c
10 Nelson Mrs.  Maria, Brisbane c  17 Pascoe John, Ravenswood c
11 Nervis George, Fortitude Valley o c 18 Passmore G., Stanthorpe c
12 Neundorff Carl, Rosewood c 19 Paterson Charles W., Brisbane u k
13 Nevison John, Brisbane u k 20 Patrick Thomas, Rockhampton u k
14 Newey Mrs., Townsville u k (2) 21 Pattenden W., St. George c
15 Newman Stephen, Brisbane c 22 Patterson  Alexander, Copperfield c
16 Newnan John, Grandchester c 23 Patterson David, Stanthorpe c
17 Nicholls George, Gympie e 24 Patterson John, East Moreton o c
18 Nicholls J., Stanthorpe c 25 Patterson T. L., Townsville c
19 Nichols Robert A., East  Moreton o c  26 Pattey J., Stanthorpe c
20 Nicholson  John, Brisbane  in 27 Patton Thos., Roma e
21 Nielson  Mrs. Ana,  Brisbane f  28 Pederson Hans, Brisbane f
22 Nielsson  H. L., Caboolture o 29 Pedwell Mark, Brisbane c
23 Nielsen  Peter, Maryborough c 30 Pendlebury Edwin F., Brisbane u k
24 Nielsen  W. Jens, Copperfield c 31 Pent Peter, Stanthorpe o c
25 Night William, Ravenswood e 32 Percy William,  Sandgate o
26 Nixon James,  Tinana  Creek s 33 Perez -, Gladstone c
27 Nolan Daniel ,  Ravenswood c and o (2) 34 Perkins George, Stanthorpe e
28 Nolan James , Rockhampton c 35 Perkins Thomas, St. George s
29 Nolan M.,  Brisbane u k 36 Perrin William, Copperfield in
30 Noone Patrick Joseph,  Brisbane u k  37 Peters Christoph,  Brisbane f
31 Norris George, Georgetown c  38 Peters W., Forbes o c
32 Norrosvitz -, Rosewood e 39 Peterson Hans, Brisbane s
33 Norton Tobias, Fortitude Valley o c 40 Petersen Knud, Bulimba f
41 Phair Patrick, Stanthorpe u k
0. 42 Phillips James, Georgetown o43 Phillips James Daniel,  Brisbane o c
1 O'BRIEN D., Warwick c (2) 44 Phillips Thomas James, Stanthorpe  m and c (3)
2 O'Brien Dennis, Fortitude Valley o e 45 Picton R. W., Copperfield s
3 O'Brien M.,  Stanthorpe c  46 Pillinger William, Brisbane u k (2)
4 O'Brien Mrs. Mary Jane,  Rockhampton o  47 Plant John, Stanthorpe c
5 O'Brien Michael, Rockhampton a 48 Ploetz Mrs. E., Breakfast Creek o c
6 O'Callaghan  Francis  R., Fortitude Valley o c 49 Plummer Mrs. G., Highfields c
7 O'Connell Patrick, St. George c 50 Pogson Levi, Waverley c
8 O'Connor Mrs., Laidley c 51 Pointon Thomas, Ipswich c (2)
9 O'Connor Arthur, Campbell's Gully m 52 Polzer -, Toowoomba e
10 O'Connor James, Brisbane o c 53 Poole Joseph, Charters Towers u k
11 O'Connor Michael, Rockhampton c 54 Popham Stephen, Brisbane u k (2)
12 O'Donnell Mrs., Stanthorpe c 55 Porter Nicholas E., Brisbane o c
13 O'Donnel Michael, Fortitude Valley o c 56 Potts Richard, Brisbane o c
14 O'Farrell Miss, Toowoomba e 57 Poulsen Yens Jacob, Bulimba f
15 Ogilvie David, Stanthorpe s 58 Poulteney Joseph, Kedron Brook o c
16 O'Gorman Timothy, Toowoomba n z 59 Powditch John, St. George c
17 O'Grady James, Brisbane o c 60 Powell J. W., Brisbane e
18 O'Halligan John, Brisbane o c 61 Powel Richard, East Moreton o c
19 O'Hea James, Brisbane River c 62 Power James, Brisbane in
20 O'Keeffe John, Leichhardt street o c 63 Power John, Copperfield c
21 O'Keefe Patrick, Ipswich c 64 Power John, East Moreton o c
22 O'Keeffe William, Warwick f 65 Power Michael, Fortitude Valley o c
23 Oldham Thomas C., South  Brisbane o e  66 Power Richard, Brisbane o c
24 Oliver S., Stanthorpe c 67 Power William, Brisbane o c
25 O'Loughlin P., Gympie c 68 Power William, Stanthorpe s
26 O'Mahoney Cornelius, Brisbane o c 69 Powley Hy., Toowoomba c
27 Ommani Mrs. James, Gladstone e 70 Preston Joseph, Ipswich Reserve c
28 O'Neill Cornelius, Cooyar o 71 Price Edmund H., Brisbane o c
29 O'Neil David, Western suburbs o c 72 Price Miss Patience, Brisbane u k
30 O'Neil Lawrence, Brisbane o c (3) 73 Pringnitz Carl, Ipswich f
31 O'Neil Thomas, Brisbane o c 74 Pritchard James, Fortitude Valley o c
32 Onelic George, Copperfield c 75 Proctor Wni., Ravenswood u k
33 O'Riordon William, Leichhardt street oc 76 Purdie William, Spring Hill o c
34 Orr Mrs. James B., Gladstone c 77 Pye Wm., Copperfield u k (2)
35 Gi s streetE EMiO b
36
pp. ., o cssornes
O'Shea William, Brisbane o c Q.
37 Osmond Charles, Clermont c 1 QUAIL William, Fortitude Valley o e
38 O'Sullivan M. J., Brisbane u k  2 Quan Sin, Ben Lomond e
39 O'Sullivan M. J., Brisbane uk 3 Quanton Charlie, Stanthorpe c
40 O'Sullivan Matthew, Gregory terrace o c 4 Quin Miss Mary, Brisbane u k
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5 Quince  -,  Stanthorpe c 4 Sandes  -,  Brisbane c
6 Quinlan Francis, Fortitude Valley o c 5 Sandilands William, Stanthorpe c
7 Quinn John, Brisbane o c 6 Sanger Mrs. Ellen, Brisbane u k
7 Sargent John, Allora o
R. 8 Saunders Robert, Dalby p o
RAKE John, Fortitude Valley o c 9 Sawyer George, Copperfield c
Raleigh P., Copperfield c 10 Scheidt Franz, Rosewood Scrub c
Ramm -, Rockhampton c 11 Schelling H., Copperfield c
Ramsay James, Western suburbs o c 12 Scberez Caspar, Rockhampton c
Randall John H., Brisbane u k 13 Schmalz W., Eagle Farm o c
Randle Charles, East Moreton o c 14 Schmid E. C., Toowoomba c
Rankin James, Brisbane o c 15 Schmidt Fredk., Rosewood Scrub c
Rasmusen Hans, Gladstone c 16 Schofield Thos., Stanthorpe
elRasmusen Peter J., Townsville f 17 Schomberg -, Middle Rid  c
Rassell Henry, Rockhampton o 18 Schott George, Townsville o
Rawlings Miss Kate, Boggo c 19 Schroder August, Brisbane River c
Reader W., Warwick o c 20 Schwarten F. Chr., Bustard Bay f
Rebah Wm., Rosewood Scrub c 21 Scott David, Fortitude Valley o c
Reddacliff James, Stanthorpe c 22 Scott Henry, Brisbane River c
Redman Wm., Stanthorpe o c 23 Scott J. H., Townsville c
Reed Sydney Scott, Cardwell a 24 Scott James, Cleveland o c
Rees Rees (pensioner), Warwick o c 25 Scott Jathes de Gaitan, Gladstone a
Reilly John, Stanthorpe c (2) 26 Scott Senior, Gladstone c
Rice Martin, Brisbane o c 27 Scott William, Allora u k and s (2)
Rice Thomas, Stanthorpe c 28 Searle John C., Fortitude Valley o c
Ride Miss, Brisbane c 29 Seaton John, Inkermann c
Ried Thomas Edward, Fortitude Valley o c 30 Seaward W., Townsville c
Rielstein John, Toowoomba o 31 Sells G. J., Townsville c
Riley Samuel, Warwick u k (2) 32 Sells E. J. T., Ravenswood o
Riordon William, Fortitude Valley o c 33 Sergeant Aaron, Brisbane o c
Rivers C. W., Rockhampton c 34 Sargeant Miss Sarah Ann, New Farm c
Roach Patrick, Stanthorpe s 35 Sexton Joseph. Warwick o
Roberts Captn., "Albatross," Maryborough c 36 Shade William, Brisbane o c
Roberts Hugh, East Moreton o c (2) 37 Shairp Charles Norman, Townsville u k (2)
Robert J. Lincock, Fortitude Valley o c 38 Shairp Davie Bassett, Townsville u k (2)
Roberts Miss Lizzie, Brisbane s 39 Shambrook Joseph, Crocodile Creek u k
Robertson Frank, Allora s 40 Shannon J. W., Rockhampton u k
Robertson J., South Brisbane o c 41 Sharpe Mrs. D., Stantborpe s
Robertson Mrs. Mary Ann, Rockhampton c 42 Sharpe John Howard, East Moreton o c
Robins W. H., Brisbane o c 43 Sharray William, Roma c
Robinson George, Mount Hogan u k 44 Shaw Fred. Francis, Brisbane o c
Robinson George, Fortitude Valley o c 45 Shaw Harry, Rockhampton o
;Robinson James, Leyburn s and c (2) 46 Shaw Israel, Toowoomba c
Robinson Joseph, Stanthorpe c 47 Shaw Patrick, Rockhampton c
Robson David, Ravenswood u k 48 Shaw Thomas, Eight-mile Plains o c
Robson John, Fortitude Valley o c 49 Shea -, Copperfield c
Robson Joseph, Bullamon s 50 Shea Francis, Brisbane o c
Roddinford -, Stanthorpe c 51 Sheadon Mrs., Brisbane c
Rodgers William, East Moreton o c 52 Sheale H., Stanthorpe c
Roentz Carl, Brisbane o c 53 Shaan Cornelius, Brisbane o c
Roessler J. T., Stanthorpe o c 54 Sheehan John, Brisbane o c
Rogers Charles, Stanthorpe c and s (2) 55 Sheehan Patrick, Fortitude Valley o c
Rogers Henry, Bullamon u k (7) 56 Sheehan Peter, Fortitude Valley o c
Rogers T., Yatala c 57 Sheen H., Logan River o
Roots W., Copperfield u k 58 Shelford E. W., Gladstone u k (2)
Roscoe Thomas, Brisbane o c 59 Shelton George, Brisbane o c
Rose Auxen, Brisbane o c 60 Shepherd Miss Annie, Georgetown c
Rose David, East Moreton o c 61 Sheppard John, Roma c
Rose Miss E., Brisbane u k 62 Sheridan Andrew, Brisbane o c
Rose Henry, Rolleston s 63 Shine Daniel, Brisbane River c
Ross, Morgan, and Co., Brisbane c 64 Shine Patrick, Stanthorpe c
Ross Miss Annie, Maryborough c 65 Shipman Thomas, Copperfield c
Ross E. S., Stanthorpe o c 66 Shell Peter, Brisbane o c
Ross Henry. Brisbane o c 67 Short James, Brisbane o
Ross John, Ravenswood u k and o (2) 68 Short Thomas, Brisbane o c
Ross Jonathan, Warwick o c 69 Scott Henry Charles, Boundary street o c
Ross Rose, Townsville c 70 Shubel Mrs., Walloon c
Rowlands Robert, Charters Towers m 71 Simm Annie, Five-mile Station a
Rowley William, Moonie River s 72 Simon Wm., Brisbane River c
Rowsell W., Queensland u k (3) 73 Simpson Allan McG., Stanthorpe u k and c (8)
Roy Robert, Kedron Brook o c 74 Sinclair David Win., East Moreton o c
Royle E. N., Brisbane u k .75 Sinclair Robert, Fast Moreton o c
Ruddley Wm., Copperfield s 76 Skinner Alfred, Fortitude Valley o c
Rush Dudley, New Farm road o c 77 Skinner Edward G., Ann street o c
Rusk George, Stanthorpe c 78 Skinner George, Fortitude Valley o c
Russell James, Brisbane c 79 Skinner George, Allora c
Ryan Michael, Breakfast Creek s 80 Skinner John, Rosewood Scrub c
Ryan P. F., Cawarral u k 81 Skinner Samuel, Western Suburbs o c
Ryan Patrick, Euroombab c 82 Slattery John, Fortitude Valley o c
Ryan Patrick, Stanthorpe c 83 Slatyer Thomas, Leyburn s
Ryan T., Riverstone c 84 Sloan Thomas, Normanby c
Ryan William, Maryborough c 85 Smale Wm., Three-mile Scrub c
Ryder Jacob, Toowoomba s 86 Small Patrick, Warwick c
87 Eagle Farm cSmellie Miss Rosetta
S. 88
,
Smellie Thomas, Brisbane o c
I SALMOND D., Monte Christo c 89 Smith Mrs., Copperfield e o
2 Sam We, Timsawick Diggings s 90 Smith Daniel, Spring Hill e
3 Sanders Robert, Ipswich c 91 Smith B., Brisbane u k
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92 Smith Edward T. P., Brisbane o c and c (2)  181 Sweeney John, Stanthorpe c
93 Smith Miss Elizabeth, Stanthorpe  o c and s (2)  182 Sweeney Michael, Brisbane o c
94 Smith H., Bullamon c 183 Swenason John, Stanthorpe c
95 Smith Howard, East Moreton o c 184 Sword Henry, Rockhampton u k
96 Smith J. C., Kooingal c
97 Smith J. H., Warwick a T98 Smith James (carrier), Roma c .
99 Smith James, Rosewood c 1 TAGGART John , Stanthorpe c
100 Smith John, Spring Hill o c 2 Tait A., Westwood c
101 Smith John  (sawyer), Copperfield c (2) 3 Taylor A. K., Copperfield o
102 Smith John Fredk., Mimosa Creek c 4 Taylor Mrs. Ellen, Gladstone c
103 Smith Captn. J. Sidney, Cleveland u k and c (8) 5 Taylor Joseph, Brisbane o c
104 Smith Joseph Hawes, Brisbane o c 6 Taylor Mrs. P., Gladstone in
105 Smith Leonard, Ipswich road o c 7 Taylor Wm., Ipswich c
106 Smith Mrs. M., Maryborough c 8 Taylor William, Glamorgan Vale c
107 Smith Patrick, Brisbane o c 9 Teakle Thomas, Copperfield c
108 Smith Patrick C., Brisbane o c 10 Teal Wilfred, Gympie e
109 Smith Richard, Gladstone c (2) 11 Tee Harry, Brisbane u k
110 Smith Richard, Warwick p o 12 Tee Peter,  Brisbane u k
111 Smith Robt. Conran, Brisbane u k 13 Teianno -, Maryborough o e
112 Smith W., Gympie e 14 Telford  James, Brisbane o c
113 Smith W., Stanthorpe s 15 Termansen Peter, Maryborough o c
114 Smith William, Mary  street o c  16 Thomas -, Stanthorpe c
115 Smith, William, Spring Hill o c 17 Thomas Mrs. G., Stanthorpe c
116 Smith William C.,  Stanthorpe c  18 Thomas John Shaw, Fortitude Valley o c
117 Smyth F. J., Townsville c 19 Thompson  -, sour ., Stanthorpe e
118 Smyth  James, Spring Hill o c  20 Thompson and Cumpton, Gympie c
119 Smyth John, Stanthorpe c 21 Thompson Arthur, St. George c (2)
120 Snape William B., Ipswich Reserve a 22 Thompson Henry A., Stanthorpe o c
121 Snow Elliott, Boundary  street o c  23 Thompson J. W., Ravenswood f
122 Soll Henrich, Stanthorpe o c 24 Thomptson  James,  Allora c
123 Somers  Edward, Stanthorpe c 25 Thompson  Samuel,  Pikedale o c
124 Somers  Joseph, Stanthorpe c 26 Thompson W., Rockhampton s
125 Sommer G. F., Queensland f 27 Thomson Thomas, Townsville c
126 Sondergelt John, Toowoomba c 28 Thorington - (surveyor), Mount Abun-
127 Southall  Miss  E., Albert River c dance o c
128 Southgate  C., Rockhampton c 29 Thorn Henry, Brisbane o c
129 Soutit  James , Stanthorpe o c 30 Thorne Mrs. J., Gleane station c
130 Spillann Mrs. P., Stanthorpe c 31 Thornton Mrs. J. A., Stanthorpe c
131 Spong  S. Nash, Brisbane o c  32 Thorpe W. F., Stanthorpe c (2)
132 Stack P., Roma o c 33 Thresher James, Eight-mile Plains o c
133 Staines  George James, Spring Hill o c 34 Throckmorton C. L., Stanthorpe o c
134 Stamm  Lewis, Toowoomba c 35 Tillingham Mrs. Ann M., Ravenswood o
135 Stanesby Arthur  John,  Ravenswood n k  36 Tillman Henry, Bridge Creek c
136 St. Croix Aaron de, Gympie u k (3)  37 Tindall John, Gladstone s
137 St. Croix Aaron de, Gympie u k 38 Tobaboo Valentine, Brisbane o c
138 St. Dizier Nicolas, Stanthorpe s 39 Tobine Mrs. John, Milton in
139 Stein Christian, Mount Hutton c 40 Tolman John, East Moreton o c
140 Stephens Thomas H., Copperfield a 41 Tom Charles,  East  Moreton o c
141 Sterling -, Stanthorpe c 42 Toomlid Frederick W., East Moreton o c
142 Stevens E., Townsville c 43 Tortoni P., Brisbane o c
143 Stevens H. and C., Maryborough c 44 Towend Joseph, Ann street o c
144 Stevens Hy., Margaret street c 45 Tracy Cornelius, Copperfield c
145 Stevens  James, Brisbane o c 46 Tracy Dennis,  Brisbane o c
146 Stevenson -, Maryborough c 47 Tracy Simon, Brisbane  .o  c
147 Stewart Captain, Stanthorpe c 48 Tracy William, Fortitude Valley o c
148 Stewart Alexander, Anderson  street o c 49 Trawley James, Highfields c
149 Stewart Jalnes, Callandoon c 50 Trestrain John, Tiaro n z
150 Stewart Ralph, 'Warrego c  51 Treverton John, Stanthorpe c
151 Stewart Robert, Townsville s 52 Troocher Jacob, Rockhampton f
152 Stewart Thomas, Moonie River c 53 Trood Edward, Gladstone u k
153 Stewart W., Rockhampton c  54 Trounson James, Capevale u k
154 Stewart William, Warwick c 55 Troy Philip, Brisbane o c
155 Stewart Wm. Hy., Logan River o c 56 Trueman William, Clermont u k
156 Stocker Charles, Brisbane o c 57 Tuck -, Talebugera o
157 Stone John, Maryborough c 58 Tucker C. J., Brisbane c
158 Stone William, Townsville c 59 Tucker John, Toowoomba o e
159 Storry William, Sugar Loaf u k (2) 60 Tuohy Miss Fanny, Rockhampton o
160 Strawson D., Warwick c 61 Turkoff Win., Brisbane River c
161 Struthers Thomas, Gympie u k 62 Turman Archer, Brisbane o c
162 Strutby John, Brisbane o c 63 Turner Caleb, Copperfield s
163 Stuckey J., Kedron Brook c 64 Turner Frederick, Townsville c
164 Styche Joseph, Brisbane u k 65 Turner William, Maryborough c
165 Suchtein Fredk., Rosewood Scrub c 66 Turner William,  Brisbane o c
166 Suden Mrs. Ann, St. George o 67 Tyrre ll  -, Warwick c
167 Sulivan William, Toowoomba c 68 Tyrrell Mrs. Eliza, Rockhampton o
168 Sullivan David, Brisbane o c
169 Sullivan  Eugene  H., Fortitude Valley o c U.
170 Sullivan John, Queensland w a 1 UHLMANN Julie, Brisbane f
171 Sullivan Matthew, Fortitude Valley o r, 2 Uhlmann L., Brisbane o c
172 Sullivan Thomas, Brisbane o c 3 Unwin William, Cardwell c
173 Sully -, Cleveland c 4 Urquhart -, Westwood s
174 Summerfie]d Win., Brisbane c 5 Usher Daniel McC., Goodna m
175 Sutor Richard, East Moreton o c
176 Sutton Charles H., Stanthorpe c (2) V.
177 Svensson Edvart, Ravenswood f 1 VACHELL H. M., Cabbage-tree Creek u k
178 Swain Wm., Roma o c and c (4)
179 Swallow J. R., Toowoomba c 2 Valance D., Stanthorpe o c
180 Swanson  Nicholas, Callandoon c 3 Valentine Thos., Gainsford o
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4 Vaughan John,  Brisbane u k  76 White James, Stanthorpe c
5 Veane Arthur M., Goodna c 77 White James, Fortitude Valley o c
6 Vetch J. A., Stanthorpe c 78 White James R., Stanthorpe c
7 Vickery T., Gladstone e 79 White John, Brisbane u k (2)
8 Vincent Mrs., Brisbane c 80 White W. C., Ravenswood in
9 Vining Richard, Stanthorpe in (2) 81 Whitechurch John C., Brisbane o c
10 Vowles James, Allora c 82 Whitehouse W. A., South Brisbane u k
83 Whitty H. R., Gregory  terrace c
W. 84 Wiendlan F., Toowoomba c85 Wieneke Fritz, Ravenswood f
I WADE J., Sorghum Downs u k 86 Wight -, Stanthorpe s
2 Waegner Gottfried,  Brisbane f  87 Wilcock John, Fortitude Valley o e
3 Wagner John,  Brisbane a  88 Wilkins R., Stanthorpe c (2)
4 Walcott J. P., Stanthorpe o 89 Wilkinson A., Copperfield e
5 Walker Charles, Ipswich f 90 Wilkinson George,  Brisbane u k
6 Walker Fredk. C., Brisbane u k and c (2) 91 Wilkinson Robert, Purga c
7 Walker George, Brisbane c 92 Wilks W. H., Townsville a (2)
8 Walker M.,  Brisbane c  93 Willcox James,  Brisbane s
9 Walker Matthew, Brisbane o c 94 Williams and Horton,  Brisbane o c
10 Walkey Joseph, South Brisbane c 95 Williams Mrs. C.,  Bowen  Bridge o c
11 Wall James, Townsville c 96 Williams Christi, Stanthorpe o c
12 Walmsley Abraham, Brisbane o c 97 Williams Connor, Brisbane o c
13 Walsh John, Ipswich road o c 98 Williams George, Western Suburbs o c
14 Walsh Michael, Brisbane o c 99 Williams Hy., Ravenswood c (2)
15 Walsh W., Brisbane c 100 Williams  Miss  I., Stanthorpe c
16 Walsh William, Ipswich road o c 101 Williams John, Western Suburbs o c
17 Walters - (carpenter ), Spring Hill c 102 Williams John, Norman's Creek o c
18 Walter Charles F., Fortitude Valley o c 103 Williams John, Brisbane o c
19 Walter Jacob, Copperfield c 104 Williams John G., Stanthorpe m
20 Walter Mrs. Minne, Bowen Bridge o c 105 Williams Thomas, Copperfield a (3)
21 Walton J.,  Ryalstone s  106 Williams Wm. Henry, Ravenswood in
22 Ward Henry,  East  Moreton o c 107 Williamson Thomas, St. Lawrence c (2)
23 Ward Mrs. Jane, South Brisbane u k 108 Willis IT., Stanthorpe c
24 Ward John, Brisbane o e 109 Willis James, Leichhardt  street o c
25 Ward Joseph, Ipswich. u k 110 Willman Edwd., Stanthorpe c
26 Ward Thomas, Stanthorpe c  111 Willson John (carrier), Rockhampton c
27 Ward W. J., Rockhampton u k 112 Wilson A. W., Townsville c
28 Ware George, Dalby c 113 Wilson C., Brisbane c
29 Ware Captain W. R., Townsville c 114 Wilson E., Ravenswood c
30 Wareham J., Stanthorpe s 115 Wilson Edward, Rockhampton o
31 Warke S., Maryborough c  116 Wilson Mrs. F., Dalby c
32 Warren  Mrs., Westwood s 117 Wilson Mrs. G. K., Toowoomba e
33 Warren John, Normanby n z 118 Wilson George,  Queensland u k
34 Warwick  Mary  Ann, Brisbane a 119 Wilson J. C., Brisbane c
35 Wasmund  John, Highfields c (2) 120 Wilson J. D., Brisbane c
36 Watkins Alfred, Woodend c 121 Wilson  James , Warwick e
37 Watkins Mrs. E.,  Stanthorpe c 122 Wilson John T.,  Brisbane c
38 Watkins George, Western Suburbs o c 123 Windmill Thomas, Western suburbs o c
39 Watkins Thomas, Dalby c 124 Winter Mrs. H., Ipswich Reserve c
40 Watsford Joseph,  Rockhampton s 125 Winters James, Fortitude Valley o c
41 Watson -, Stanthorpe c 126 Wiss Fredk., Brisbane River c
42 Watson  Miss A., Brisbane c 127 Wood -, Tinana Creek c
43 Watson George, Fortitude Valley o c 128 Woodd H., Stanthorpe  s and c (2)
44 Watson  James ,  Brisbane o c  129 Wood John Dyson, Ipswich u k
45 Watson William, Fortitude Valley o c (2) 130 Wood Michael (baker), Stanthorpe c (3)
46 Watson Mrs. William, Ipswich o 131 Wood Miss  Sarah ,  Brisbane c
47 Watt Charles, Townsville c 132 Wood Western,  Brisbane o c
48 Watt  James , Eight-mile Plains o c 133 Woodfield H., Cumkillenbah o c
49 Watt William, Etheridge  a and c (2) 134 Woodgate William, East Moreton o e
60 Watters John,  Brisbane a  135 Woodhead Robert,  Brisbane o c
51 Watterson T., Gladstone s 136 Woodhouse H., Warwick u k
62 Waugh -, Kangaroo Point c 137 Woodhouse J., Brisbane c
63 Waugh James, Copperfield c (4) 138 Woolman -, Xilcoy c
64 Wayte G. H., East Moreton o c 139 Wren James,  Brisbane o c
55 Wearne John, Ravenswood m (2) 140 Wren Thomas,  Stanthorpe c
56 Webb George, Pikedale c 141 Wright  Cornelius ,  Ravenswood  in  (3)
57 Webb L., Cardwell c 142 Wright Frederick, Etheridge c
58 Webber William, Western  Suburbs o e  143 Wright John, Brisbane c
69 Webster C., Townsville c 144 Wright Mrs. M. T., Slack's Creek o
60 Wehl John A., Stanthorpe o c 145 Wright William, FortitudeValley  o c and u k
61 Weir W., Copperfield o (2)
62 Weking  Charles, Gympie in 146 Wyatt Thomas, Albion  Hotel u k and c (2)
63 Welsh Henry, Nerang Creek c 147 Wyer Nicholas W., Brisbane o 0
64 Wener Theodore  E., Brisbane o c
65 Wentner Thomas ,  Brisbane o c Y.
66 West W. Townsville c
67
,
Westinfield Henry Ravenswood s I YAPYACK -,  Stanthorpe c
68
, 2Whose Pooy Albert street o a Yates George , Lonsdale u k
69
, 3Wheelan Andrew East Moreton o c Young Miss  Catherine,  Stanthorpe c
70
,
Wheeler  Aston, Brisbane u k 4 Young Shatto,  Brisbane o e
71 Whelan James,  Stanthorpe o e and a (2) Initials &c72 Whelan Robert, Fortitude Valley o c , ,
73 Wbelen John, Copperfield s 1 C. A., 26, Post Office, Stanthorpe m
74 White Mrs., Ipswich c 2 J. W., Post Office, Rockhampton c
75 White James,  Ravenswood u k  3 W. R. B., Post Office, Breakfast Creek e
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
WHARF, WAVERLEY CREEK, $ROADSOUND.
T
ENDERS will be'received at this Office until
Noon, on MONDAY, the 28th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the
construction of a Wharf in Waverley Creek,
Broad Sound.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Construction of Wharf,
Waverley Creek."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and further
particulars obtained, at the Port Office, Brisbane,
and the Harbor Offices, Rockhampton, Townsville,
and Broad Sound.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the person tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum
of 10 per  cent .  on amount  of Tender, for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
TO be Sold by Auction, under 6th sec. 13 Viet.,
No. 43, at Custom House, Maryborough, at
noon , on FRIDAY, 18th April, 1873, the following
Overtime Goods :-
R2 over 81-1 quarter-cask brandy, ex " Saxonia"
C over 87- 2 cases  machinery, ex " Queensland."
Also, at same time and place, under 17th sec.
9 Viet., No. 15, the following Overtime Goods, in
Queen's Warehouse, Maryborough
3 kegs  butter, ex " Lord Ashley," @
Sydney
1 keg butter, ex "Balclutha," @,S ydney
S & G-1 package  sausage machine ,  ex Balclu-
tha," ® Sydney
M & Y-2 cases wooden coggs, ex  "  Balclutha, '
@ Sydney.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane , 21st March, 1873.
Brands Office,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1873.
NOTICE TO STOCKOWNERS.
OWNERS of Horses and Cattle  are reminded
that unless the amount  of assessment due
under the provisions of "  The Brands Act of  1872"
has been paid into the Treasury, or to Clerks of
Petty Sessions authorised to receive the same, on
or before the 1st January last, they are liable to be
proceeded  against in  manner directed by section 31
of the said recited Act.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
NOTICE.A SPECIAL Court of Petty Sessions f r
revising  the Jury List for the year 1873,
will be held at the Court House , Roma , on SATUR-
DAY, the 12th day of April next.
The Justices residing within forty miles of the
Court Town of Roma are requested to attend in
accordance with the Act 31 Vic., No. 34.
WM. OSBORNE NORRIS,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Roma,  15th March, 1873.
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PUBLICANS ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Meeting of the Justices of the Peace acting
in and for the Police District of St. George will
be holden at the Court House, St. George, on
TUESDAY, the 15th day of April next, for the
purpose of considering applications for Publicans'
Licenses and Renewals thereof, under the Acts 27
Vic. No. 16, and 34 Vic., No. 7.
REGINALD C. H. UHR, P.M.
9t. George, 18th March, 1873.
ANNUAL LICENSING  MEETING.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Annual
Licensing Meeting of Justices acting in and
for the  Police District of St. Lawrence will be
holden at the Court House, at Noon ,  on TUES-
DAY, the  15th day of April next.
M. BUCKLEY,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
St. Lawrence ,  16th March, 1873.
NOTICE.
HE Annual Licensing Meeting of the Justices
T of the Peace  acting in  and for the Police
District of Roma will be held at the Court House,
Roma, on TUESDAY, the 15th of April next, at
the hour of 12 noon.
WM. OSBORNE NORRIS,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Roma, 15th March, 1873.
NOTICE.THE Annual Licensing Meeting of the Justices
acting in and for the District of Mitchell
will be held on the 15th April, 1873, for the pur-
pose of considering applications for Country Pub-
licans ' Licenses.
ALFRED HENRY,
Police Magistrate.
Court House,
Tambo, 1st March, 1873.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified, in  accordance with clause
I fifteen of  " The Publicans Act  of 1863," that
the Annual Publicans Licensing Meeting for the
District of Charters Towers, will be held at the
Court House, Charters Towers, on TUESDAY, the
15th day of April next, at Twelve o'clock,  noon.
By order of the Bench,
H. GRENSIDE,
Clerk of  Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Charters Towers, 31st March, 1873.
N OTICE is hereby given, that on the 11th day
of October, 1872, PATRICK  LaxxHSx was
appointed Poundkeeper for the District of Warwick
for the term of twelve months then  next ensuing.
By order of the Bench,
GEORGE W. DODWELL,
Clerk of  Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Warwick, 2nd April, 1873.
Metropolitan District Court,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1873.
NOTICE.-It is hereby notified for public in-
formation that, Mr. G.aonGE MILFOaD has
this day been appointed a Bailiff, attached to the
Western District Court of Queensland.
WALTER CLARE CARDEW,
Registrar, M. D. C., Brisbane.
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VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Cor. SIR JAMES COCKLE, C.J., JUDGE.
Monday, 31st March, 1873.
t HE Court sat by adjournment from Wednesday
j last . No business being before the Court,
it was adjourned till MONDAY next, the 7th
April.
IN CHAMBERS.
Regina v. " Crishna."
The Queen's Proctor (Graham Lloyd Hart) brings
in libel, and His Honor  assigns  MONDAY next
for allegation responsive thereto to be brought in.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
The Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1873.
AN Error having occurred in my notification of
the under-mentioned appointment, which
appeared in the  G azette  of the 22nd instant, it is
hereby notified, that GEORGE WILLIAM DODWELL,
of Warwick, in the Colony of Queensland, Esquire,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions , has been appointed a Com-
missioner  for Affidavits, &c., such Commission being
determinable on his ceasing to hold the above
appointment at Warwick.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honor the Chief Justice.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Downey
(trading as Thomas Downey and Co.), of
Toowoomba, storekeeper.
W
HEREAS the said Thomas Downey was,
on the 28th day of March, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before  me at  the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the' 7th day of April, A.D. 1873, to
commence  at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate, and for the election of a
Creditors'  Assignee , if required, and also to deter-
mine whether any or what  allowance  for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his  last examination , and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the 12th
day of May, A.D. 1873, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
Estate , and for such other matters connected with
the Estate  as may be  required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 6th day of April, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
260 6s. 6d.
The GovERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts:-
2 s. d.
1873.
Mar. 31 .-Sheridan and Addison ...
31.-J. C.  Binney ... ...
„ 31.-W. Wa llace ... ...
April 2.-R. Fitzgerald ... ...
3.-G. J. Boulter ... ...
3.-W. Hopkins ... ...
3.-P. Lenihan ... ... ...
3.-G. Foster  ... ... ...
3.-G. Weeks ... ... ...
3.-W. D. Chase ... ...
3.-F. G. Mackay ..
3.-Municipal Council, Clermont
4.-H. Lloyd ... ... ...
4.-J. P. Wilkie
4-A. Geddes ...
1 0 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 4 0
1 0 0
1 3 0
0 1 8
1 0 0
0 11 0
0 6 0
1 6 0
0 1 0
0 6 6
0 2 0
NOTION.THE Scale of Charges for the insertion  of Advertise-
ments in the  Queensland  Government  Gazette  is
as  follows:-
Advertisements  relating to Insolvent o, Intestate
Estates, or Letters of Administration, 6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relat in g to Impounded  Stock, 1s.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3s .  for the first eight lines  (or under),
and 3d .  for every  additional  line, all owing ten
words to each line.
Aavertisers are reminded  that  NO ADVSBTISEMENT
WILL BE INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless  accompanied by
a remittance su fficient to cover the cost of its insertion
according to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
P
OUNDKEEPERS  are requested to take notice, that
all Remittances on account  of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over five  shillings,  must  be made by
Post -Office Order,  or cash ; otherwise the advertisements
w ill be retu:nco.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer
EEmlounbingo.
S;W Poundkeepers are reminded  that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a  remittance sufficient  to cover the  cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at St. George, from Haran, on the 24thMarch, 1873 , by Messrs . R. and G. Hazard. Driving,
6s. each.
One bay horse,  star , saddle-marked, blotched brand like
MD or HD near thigh.
One bay  mare , 3 off shoulder, I in circle off saddle,
small brand like  same near  shoulder ; foal at foot.
One bay mare, star, bind feet white, S off cheek.
One grey mare, like H off shoulder.
One bay mare, star,  2 near  cheek, 3 off cheek, W over W
conjoined off shoulder.
One bay mare, LLD near shoulder.
One black mare, star and snip, WD over D off shoulder.
One chesnut  mare,  blaze, writing A blotched over same,
with  scar near  shoulder.
One bay mare, IVR over TR over CS over JHD (the
JH conjoined) blotched near shoulder, star.
One brown saddle and collar-marked, RM (the
M like writing capital) indistinct over XX near
thigh, off hind heel white, star and snip.
One bay mare, blaze, hind feet white, B near cheek, g
near neck, triangle T near thigh.
If not released on or before the 25th April, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
WM. D. CHASE, Poundkeoper.
255 lls.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Tambo Station, on the
10th  March,  1873, by order  of Messrs . Bell and
Dutton. Driving, 2d.
One spotted cow, like  )-(M near ribs , W near loin,
near ear marked.
If not released on or before the 5th April, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
GEORGE FOSTER, Poundkeeper.
253 __T1  is.
CORRECTED BRAND.IMPOUNDED at Tambo, on the 5th March, 1873, by
order  of Messrs . Bell and Dutton.
One red bullock, S off rump,  like circle  with four con-
centric lines off ribs, 5 off shoulder , like cirele with
four concentric  lines near ribs , hoop horns, both ears,
marked.
GEORGE FOSTER, Poundkeeper.
254 1e.
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CORRECTED  BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Eton Vale, 22nd
March, 1873.
One chesnut mare, G bar B conjoined  near  shoulder,
hind fetlocks white, collar-marked.
If not released on or before the 5th May, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
HANNAH LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
259 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Dalby, from Louden  Banks, 29th
March, 1873, by order of H. M. Nelson, Esquire.
Driving,  is.  each.
One brown mare, like 88  conjoined near shoulder, SG
over 5 near ribs ,  blaze.
One brown gelding, star and snip, hind feet white, like
M in half-circle near shoulder.
One bay gelding, oft' hind foot white, like OC or O-C
off  shoulder.
One brown mare, K near shoulder.
One iron -grey mare, like C or T over 0 conjoined off
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th May, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
258
J. P. WILKIE, Poundkeeper.
5s.
IMPOUNDED at Yaamba, from Marlborough, 29th
March, 1873, by order of F. Wheeler, Esquire-
No driving  expenses.
One bay more, H over W over N near shoulder.
One bay mare, small star, off hind foot white, AL over
like y near shoulder, R off shoulder.
If not released on or before 25th April, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
261
A. GEDDES, Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick,  from  the Ugly  Mountain,
on 21st March, 1873, by order of Mr.  Martin
Crane. Damages and driving expenses ,  4s. 6d. per
head.
One black mare, like spade brand over a  ,AC  conjoined
near shoulder, four white feet, star.
One brown horse, JA over - near shoulder, near hind
foot white.
One bay mare ,  CK (the C upside down ,  the K reversed)
near shoulder ,  sma ll  star ; foal at foot, unbranded.
One brown mare, JN over DD over BM near shoulder,
212 near saddle ,  like WE over A off  shoulder.
One grey mare ,  blotch brand and W near shoulder.
One bay mare, OW over blotch brand and M near
shoulder, blotch brands off shoulder, white spots off
thigh, bell on ; brown filly foal at foot, unbranded.
One bay mare, CK over RN near shoulder, near hind
foot white, star.
One grey colt, CS near shoulder, blaze down face.
One black,filly, CR near thigh.
One bay  horse, like triangle or broad-arrow over gB
near shoulder ,  C reversed near rump ,  HP over 54
off shoulder, star.
One bay mare, AW near shoulder, R off shoulder.
One buy filly, H near shoulder.
One bay horse, .. over M over W near shoulder, J near
IMPOUNDED  at Leyburn ,  from Felton ,  on the 29th
March ,  1873, by order of James Tyson, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 2s. 10d. per head.
One brown horse, HH near shoulder ,  near hind foot
white.
One brown horse, M-P near shoulder ,  like brand or No.
near thigh, star in forehead.
One blue-roan filly, C near shoulder.
One bay colt ,  L near shoulder ,  like IM off rump.
One bay filly,  C near shoulder ,  4 near thigh.
One bay mare ,  2 over J off shoulder.
One bay horse, W near shoulder, W near thigh.
One grey filly ,  like SP near shoulder ,  near hind foot
white.
One bay mare ,  unbranded ,  star on forehead ;  roan filly
foal at foot.
One bay colt, CM near shoulder, star in forehead, off
hind foot white.
One brown mare, x in circle near shoulder  ;  foal at
foot.
One bay colt, PC off shoulder.
One grey mare, J over C off shoulder.
One brown mare, W over JF off  shoulder, like M over
conjoined near shoulder.
One black mare, JW conjoined off shoulder, star in
forehead.
One bay  mare, C over IE near shoulder ,  68 near ribs,
A off shoulder.
One bay horse, y D over 3 near shoulder, 4 near thigh,
star in forehead ,  hind feet white.
If not  released  on or before 25th April, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
GEORGE WEEKS, Poundkeeper.
252 18x.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Pikedale, on 8th
February, 1873, by order of D. Gunn,  Esquire.
Damages and driving expenses ,  10s. 10d. per head.
(Wrongly described  in a former advertisement.)
One brown horse ,  G over G near shoulder ,  ED over 2
near thigh,  x in  0  off shoulder.
One bay mare, C and writing M (the M sideways) off
shoulder, star.
If not released on or before the 25th Apr il ,  1873, wi ll
be sold to defray expenses.
P. LENIHAN,  Poundkeeper.
250 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Bowen, from Happy Valley, on 8th
March, 1873, by order of F. R .  Bode, Esquire.
Driving, 5s. per head.
One brown mare, Gl overt conjoined near shoulder,
star on forehead.
One brown horse, hind feet white, G over -D +1 near
shoulder, saddle-marked.
One black mare, like N in circle over M in circle near
shoulder, like A in circle  near  thigh,  SO  near and off
rump, TN off shoulder.
One brown mare, like G near cheek, G near shoulder, G
near thigh, hind foot white.
If not released on or before the 15th April, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
G. J. BOULTER,  Poundkeeper.
thigh, C or G over blotch brands off shoulder. 249 49.
One bay mare, JL sideways off shoulder,  near fore and
off hind feet white,  star and snip.
One chesnut mare, WN conjoined near  saddle, illegible
brand over JL near shoulder, hind feet white, Star
and snip.
One grey entire, CR near thigh ; damages, lOs.
One black filly, CR near thigh, star and snip.
One black filly, W near shoulder, R near thigh.
One chesnut mare, BS over IP near shoulder, star.
One dark-bay filly, like M and illegible brand near
shoulder, TII over 2 near thigh.
One bay horse, E sideways over JII conjoined near
shoulder, hind  heels and near  fore foot white.
If not released on or before the 25th April, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
MPOUNDED at Mackay,  from Homebush, on theI 1st March, 1873. Driving expenses, 4 .
One brown filly, M near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th of April, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
Also, from Shamrock Vale, on the 13th March, 1873.
One bay mare, iIMS (the AM conjoined) near shoulder,
:I MS (the gM conjoined) near thigh.
If not released on or before the 15th April, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
P. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
I
J. C. BINNEY, Poundkeeper.
2 251 21s. 247 2s.
650
IMPOUNDED  at Roma ,  from Bendemere ,  on 25thMarch, 1873, by order f Adam R. MacGrigor,
Esquire. Driving ,  7s. 6d.
One dark-bay mare, star, Snip, near fore and hind feet
white,  scar near  and off saddles, yy near shoulder ;
foal at foot.
One bay filly, off fore and hind feet white, 0 near
shoulder, white face, snip under lip.
One grey mare, diamond over W near shoulder.
One bay horse, short tail, star, snip, hind feet white,
rru conjoined near shoulder, like a small brand
near thigh.
One dark-bay mare, collar-marked, A small  cross P over
blotched brand near shoulder, M over ` ,1 near
rump, indistinct brand like C off shoulder.
From Blythdale, on 10th March, 1873, not claimed by
supposed owner. Driving, 2s.
One bay horse, star, snip, off hind leg white, C near
shoulder, like AW conjoined off shoulder, lame,
short tail.
If not released on or before the 5th May, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
256
CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Fassifern.
One bay mare, W near shoulder and thigh, bumble foot.
One bay horse, JF over W  near  shoulder, W over WF
off shoulder, star.
If not released on or before 25th Apr il, 1873, will  be
sold to defray expenses.
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
248 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Goondiwindi, from Callandoon, onthe 21st March , 1873, by or er of W. V. Jenki s,
Esquire .  Driving, P.  6d.
One grey mare, F W off shoulder, hurt  in off stiffie 'oint ;
bay filly foal  at foot, star  in forehead , unbranded.
If not released on or before the 25th Apr il , 1873, wi ll
be sold to defray expenses.
WILLIAM WALLIS,  Poundkeeper.
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"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
T
HE following Statement of Brands, being those Registered during the month of March  last, is  published for general
information, in accordance with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners, whose Names, Address, or Brands may be incorrectly stated, are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar  ; and in all such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate of Registration
must be given.
Office  of Registrar of Brands,
Brisbane , 3rd April, 1873.
Brand No. of
.Registered.  ,Certidoate
PORMER BRAND.
Horses.
A1)(
AbY
Cattle.
5292 Various  ... ... Various
5491 T off shoulder, B near
shoulder
A7Y
A8Y
A9Y
GAY
1AY
2AY
3AY
4AY
5AY
7AY
9AY
AZ3
A Z bI
5500 Nil
5506 Various
5507  is  ...
5508 A near shoulder ...
5516 eo over MM... ...
5523 WW near shoulder...
5524 Nil ... ...
5530 Nil
5531 Nil
5532 E.JM (the JM con-
joined)
5541 J11
5542 AL
5543 3 over CM near neck
5544 Various ... ...
5545 Various ...
5546 Various
5562 JHD conjoined near
shoulder
A Z 7 1 5563  J W near shoulder ...
i., over BB , A over 5
off and near rump,
G in circle off and
near ribs
JL near rump
WII off ribs, W off
rump
JS
AC over 8 off side ...
Same ...
Nil ... ...
P.COM ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
E.JM (the JM con-
joined)
Nil ... ...
AL
3 over CM near ribs
Various ... ...
Various
Nil
Same near rump ...
JW off rump and ribs
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
Name.
Ryan Brothers ...
Thomas Blacklock
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
... South Side, Mary Gympie
River
... Pelham Reserve ... Dalby
James Latimer ...
William Hayes ...
James Sypher ...
Alexander Cameron
Martin Meldon ...
William Webb ...
Patrick Coman ... ...
John Swan ... ...
Thomas Hogan .. ...
Edward and John Miller...
Closage ... ...  Yatala
Laidley ... ...  Laidley
Condamine  ... ...  Condamine
Commonage  ... ...  A ll ora
Murphy's Waterhole Toowoomba
Hopeville  ... ...  Western Creek
Station
Reserve ... ... Dalby
Pleystowe  ... ...  Mackay
One-mile , Gympi  e Road Maryborough
Sighthill Farm .. Yengarie
John Hudson ... ... Racecourse ...
Charles George Lamond... Dalrymple
Crofton Moat ... ... Native Bee ...
Andrew Trenfield... ... Middle Camp
Joseph Fisher .. ,.. Reserve ...
James Archebold ... ... Reserve ...
Joseph Dunn ... ... Ban Ban ...
Townsville
Dalrymple
Clermont
Ravenswood
Rolleston
Rolleston
Gayndah
William  Wa ll is ... ... Goondiwindi  ...  I Goondiwindi
852
Brand
Registered.
No. of
Certificate
AZB 5571
A Z 9 5564
A G Z 5570
A 1 Z 5573
A2 Z 5574
A 3 Z 5575
A4  Z 5576
A 5 Z 5584
A b Z 5592
A 7 Z 5593
A S Z 5602
A 9 Z 5603
G A Z 5661
1 A Z 5622
2 A Z 5623
3AZ 5624
4 A Z 5629
5 A Z 5630
7 A Z 5631
S A Z 5632
9 A Z 5633
B A 9 5595
B G A 5634
B 2 A 5647
B3  A 5648
B 4 A 5671
B S A 5672
B b A 5678
B 7 A 5679
B S A 5680
BSA 5694
G B A 5695
3 B A 5696
1-BA 5697
5 B A 5698
b B A 5713
7 BA 5714
S B A 5715
9B A 5716
B C b 5717
B C 9 5718
B 6 C 5732
B 2 C 5733
B5  C 5734
B 4 C 5735
BS  C 5736
B b C 5755
B 7 C 5756
BBC  5759
B 9 C 5760
B G; G 5681
1 B (n 5682
B H b 5600
B 4 J 5719
4 B J 5655
B K 4 5533
B M 7 5578
3 B M 5621
1 B R. 5497
B S 7 5547
B T S 5568B1'7 5699
B3 W 5493
B Y 4 5577
C3B
2CQ
GCJ
5 C J
C S K
2CP
CV3
5548
5677
5738
5572
5761
5561
5540
5711
5720
5721
FORMER BRAND,
Horses,
Various
JB ...
JP near shoulder ...
MG ... ...
Various ..
K near thigh and neck
Various ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... .
A over IL near shoul-
der
Nil
KC near shoulder
Various ...
Various ...
Various
JG near shoulder
JC near shoulder
Various
AinC
SM off shoulder
HH ...
Cattle. Name.
AS near shoulder ands August Stencel ...
various
JB
Same ...
MG
JC off rump...
K near rump
Various ...
... i Joseph  Baird ... .
John Pettigrew ,,.
George Mclvor ...
James Campion ...
John Ke lly ...
John Flanagan ...
Joseph Hadley ...
John Henry Langton
James Wilson ...
H off loin ... ..,
Various .. ...
WC and  HD conjoined
off rump, N near ribs
Nil ...
KCJ offribs and rump
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
Various ..,
Nil ... ...
Same .,. ,..
Nil .., ...
A in C ,,. ...
Various ... ,,.
Nil ... ...
Various
JW near or ofl'shoul-
der
Mc near shoulder ...
Various ... ...
B near shoulder ...
Various
AL near shoulder ..
over H near shoul-
der
IA (the A writing
capital)
Nil ... ...
Nil ...
JG near shoulder ...
AT near shoulder ...
TB near shoulder ..,
Various ... ...
Various
HH near shoulder, 2
near thigh
Nil ...
JHP conjoined near
shoulder
Various ... ...
D
Various
JB near shoulder ...
Various ... ...
AM ... ...
Nil ... ...
Various ... ...
Nil ... ...
JL ... ...
AB near shoulder ...
WG near shoulder ...
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
Nil ...
JK near shoulder ,. .
BM near shoulder .,.
Various „ ...
Nil
Various ... ...
Various ...
BT near shoulder ...
B in circle ... ,..
Various ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
JC ...
XL conjoined ...
Nil ... ...
Various ...
CP near shoulder ...
Nil
Various ...
JW off ribs ...
Me near rump
Various .-.
RB near rump ...
Various ... ...
Various
04 over H off ribs ...
IA (the A writing
capital)
Various
ST over CC off rump
JG off ribs ...
AT off rump and ribs
TB over TB off rump
GF near rump
Various ...
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil ..,
JB off shoulder
Various ,,.
Nil ... ...
Various ...
Nil
Nil
Various ...
Nil ...
JL off ribs ...
WG near side
WG near ribs
FH off ribs and rump
IB off rump and ribs
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
BM off rump ...
IR near rump ...
Nil ... ...
B off ribs ,., ...
Nil ... ...
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
Nil
Various
Various
JC o ff  hip ...
XL conjoined ...
CK off shoulder ...
Various ... ...
CP off rump... ...
CT off ribs ... ...
Nil ... ...
James Godfrey ...
-James Carroll ...
William Cribb ...
Abraham Hutchinson
John Knott ...
James Garvey ...
John Collins ...
John Taylor ...
James Clark ...
John Hamill ...
Henry Hill ...
Horatio Brown
James Walker
John McGill
Anic Smith
Robert Buchannan
Jacob Backer
Ann Lawrence
James Hanly
Isaac Alford
John Noonan ...
William Scott ...
John Gannon  ...
Andrew McGuire...
Thomas Bourke
Thomas H. Moffatt
Thomas Burns
Harriett Hemsworth
Margaret Clarke ...
John Peters ...
William Wren ...
Margaret Baliaii ...
Thomas McGrath
Josiah Ball ...
Robert Browne ...
Mary Anne Mathews
Maurice Connell ...
Jessie Conroy
Henry Blaney
Joseph Lapworth
Allen Burgess ...
James Burgess ...
Bridget Hayes ,.,
John Bishop .. ,
Jerrard Brothers ...
John Kilroy ...
Bernard Mullin ...
Bernard McGee ...
John Ryder
William Brown Steele ,..
Thomas Baines . ...
Theophilus Stewart Beatty
William John Bloomfield
James Byrne ... ...
Carlo Bianchi ... ..,
James Craig ... ...
Jane Costigan ... ...
James Cahall ... ...
Clemens Knobb ... ...
Christopher Kolberg ...
Charles Patterson... ...
Claus Platell ...
Champion and Tredwell ...
George McCaskie ...  '.
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Parse where
Brand  is to be used.
Farm, Mount Flinders
Gold Fields Reserve
Mount Crosby .,,
Rolfe's Lagoon ..
Three-mile Creek '...
Tenthill ... ...
near Racecourse ...
Broadwater ... ...
Retreat ...
Georgetown- ...
Maryborough ...
Bundambah .. ...
Churchbank ... ...
Northumberland Farm
Town Commonage ...
East Talgai ... ...
Commonage ...
Warwick ... ...
Reserve ... ...
Glengallau .. ...
Mount Hutton ...
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Ipswich
Charters Towers
Ipswich
Copperfield
Rockhampton
Gatton
Ipswich
Stanthorpe
Townsville
Georgetown
Maryborough
Ipswich
Ipswich
Gympic
Warwick
Allora
Dalby
Warwick
Goondiwindi
Warwick
Roma
Ashlield ... ... Mackay
Town Reserve ... Gayndah
near Bundaberg ... Bundaberg
Western Run ... Western Creek
Station
Commonage ... ... Dalby
Alfred  ... Ipswich
Normanby and Ipswich Ipswich
Dry Creek ... ... Toowoomba
Normanby Diggings Bowen
Gainsford ... ... Gainsford
Lion Creek ... ... Rockhampton
Wivenhoe ... .. Wivenhoe
Bundambah ... Ipswich
Grandchester  ...  Ipswich
Tooloombilla ... Mitchell Downs
Ipswich .. ... Ipswich
Middle Ridge ... Toowoomba
Maryborough ... Maryborough
Norbiton ... ... Warwick
Pikedale . ... Leyburn
Gavial Creek ... Rockhampton
Normanby Gully ... Ipswich
Trevissom and Albion 'Toowoomba
Farm
Emu Creek ... ... Warwick
Warwick ... ... Warwick
Stanthorpe ... ... Stanthorpe
Rosewood ... ... Ipswich
Main Range  ... ... Toowoomba
Poplar Farm ... Ipswich
Rock Barton  ... Toowoomba
Rock Barton ... Toowoomba
Humpy  Bong  ... North Pine
Logan Reserve . Beculeigh
Waterloo, Scorio Creek Gladstone
Woomblebank ... Mitchell Downs
Commercial Hotel ... Clermont
Seventeen -mile Rocks Oxley
Town Reserve .., Gayndah
Reserve ... ,.. Clermont
Gatton ... ... Gatton
Chinchilla ... ... Dalby
Carlton Farm ... Warwick
Commonage ... ... Warwick
Copperfield ... ...
South Brisbane ...
Reserve
Stony Creek ...
Mackay
Cabbage-tree Crock...
Bonaccord ... ...
Upper Logan .,.
Boolboonda ... ...
Tent Hill ,.. ...
Copperfield
Brisbane
Nebo
Brisbane
Mackay
German Station
Brisbane
Logan Reserve
Mount Perry
Gatton
653
Brand
gegistered.
No, of
Certili ate
Horses.
5CW
7CY
5662
5503
5669
W over C near shoul-
der
C over -
CC near shoulder ...
D7B
D8C
D9D
5DD
8DD
9DD
D8J
9DJ
D01
DR7
5504
5512
5611
5628
5594
5636
5700
5527
5586
5659
5566
5585
$OBMBB DRAM.
DB near ribs
Nil ..
DC near side
Various ,.,
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ..,
Same ...
Nil ...
C over - .., ...
AMG and various ...
DB near shoulder .,.
S in circle near hip ...
C over DM .. ...
(ID  conjoined ...
C [R near shoulder ...
Nil ... ... ...
Nil ... ... ...
Nil ... ... ..,
Nil ... ... ...
E 5 B 5549
E b B 5650
E 7 B 5704
E 4 C 5639
3 E D 5550
E1E 5610
3 E (R 5528
4 E Q 5737
2 E H 5739
E2L
5520705
8EM 5741
E S O 5492
2 E W 5618
-F3C 5646
'E4 5668
FG-F 5635
F1F 5619
F G H 5588
F 1 H 5606
F J 4 5724
FOW
Q4B
C;,3C
Gi4C
Q  2 LQM9
G;SM
3QM
7 0,  M
1aN
2QP
baR
GiS.S
1G!T
50;W
1HA
HE4
H 2 en
OHK
OHM
1HP
H7R
7HR
11H
R
HIY
PB near shoulder .. .
EB near shoulder ...
Various
ED near shoulder and
thigh
WG near shoulder ...
EL off  ribs .., ...
OD over HM near shoul-
der
JS off ribs ...
EW ribs, S near shoul-
der
Nil ... ..,
Nil ...
F ... .'.
TIP ,. ...
JD over H  over I near
shoulder
CH ...
-  over J near shoul-
der
5567 Nil ... ...
5651 Various ... ...
5537 Nil  ... ...
5742 GC ... ...
5685 GG ... ...
5525  I L .. ...
5526 JM conjoined near
shoulder
5673 M near rump
5565 Nil ... ...
5642 Nil ...
5688 JD and Ii near shoul-
der
5747 Nil ... ..
5758 SR ...
5569 GS near shoulder ...
5538 GPT ... ...
5663 GW ... ...
5725
5710
5501
5692
5556
5664
5640
5702
5676
5764
56€8
57!6
5601
HA conjoined ..
Nil ,.
TIE  near shoulder ..
HE ...
Various ...
Various ...
Various ..,
Nil
00 near thigh
HR ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Various ...
Name.
Charles W ilson ...
PBOPBIBTOB.
Run or Farm  where Nearest Post Town
Brand is to be used.  of Run or 1'ai: i.
Errol Farm ... ... Ipswich
Joseph Carmody ... ,,, Kilcornan ... .. Dalby
Henry Cory ...  Isis Downs
Denis Bergin
Donald Cameron Dingwall
Daniel Callaghan ... ,..
Denis  Dwyer .. ...
David Carr  Boyd ...
Donald  McCallum
Adam Henderson ... ,..
Francis Wild
John Monteath Douglas .,,
John Macdonald ... ...
Patrick  Doherty ... ...
David Hugh McKay Ross
MJ over e-4 off rump
JD rump and shoulder
JMD off ribs ...
DR off rump
PB near shoulder
Nil ...
EB off rump...
Various ...
Nil ... ...
Nil
Nil
Nil
JH
Cattle.
Same,,. ,,,
Nil ..
Elizabeth Bolger ...
Elijah Bailey ...
Esther Ramsden ...
Edward Connors ,..
Edward Dawson .,.
.., Elizabeth Engclmann
William Gleeson ..
Edward Gilchrist ...
... Jane Hockey ...
,,, I Edward Lawlor .,.
Michael Malone ...
Esther Malden  ...oD over HM off ribs
JS off ribs
EW ribs, S off shoul-
der
Esau Searle
Edward Collins
Nil ... ... Frederick Cutten ...
Various ...  ...  Josiah Ferguson ...
Nil  ...  Frederick Bourne...
F off rump and thigh Wallace Hans Foote
MQ near and off side Ferdinand Hainow
CH ... Fanny Chapman ...
over J off shoulder John Fisher
and ribs
Nil
Nil
Nil ...
GC
GG
L shoulder and
EXR off ribs
JM near ribs
Nil ...
Nil
JG off  rump...
... John White
... Agnes Berrie .
,,, George McClements
thigh
GP ,.,
Nil
GS near shoulder
GPT
Nil ...
HA conjoined
Nil
Nil ...
HE ...
Nil ...
Various ...
Various ...
Nil ,,,
00 off rump
Nil ,..
Various ...
Nil ...
Various ...
Gilsolppe Chiconi
James Graham
William George Lucas
George Munro ...
George Moran
George Munro ,.,
George. Milford ...
James Gordon ,.,
George Phillips ,..
Gottfried  Ruhnan
George Skinner ,..
George Timbill ,..
George Waters ...
Henry  Armitage ...
... Augustus Himstedt
,,, Henry Ensor ...
,., Henry Evans ...
... George  Hawkins ...
... Henry  Kilner ...
... Henry Morris ...
,., Ilinnerdr Pout ..
... George  Hooper, junr.
... Henry  Rickcn ...
... Joins Henry  Hermann
Hugh Hutchison ,,,
Henry  Bryan ..,
Mount Esk ...
Goongarry ... ...
Gatton ... .,.
Coomera ...
Salisbury Plains ...
Mount Hutton ...
Port Curtis Road Ferns
Bollan ... ...
Roseneath ...
Doughboy Creek
Carrier ...
Broadwater ... ...
Ipswich
Taroom
Gatton
Coomera
Bowen
Roma
Rockhampton
St. George
Beenleigh
Doughboy Creek
Townsville
Stanthorpe
Banana ... ...
Landsdown .. .
Calliope Gold Fields
Albion street ...
Jimbour ... ...
Cleveland .., ..,
Stanthorpe ... ...
Redbank
East Maryborough ,.,
near  Ipswich ..,
Railway Reserve ,
Murphy's Waterhole
Pelham Reserve ...
Dalrymple Creek .,,
Cooper's Plains
Pillissama ..
Mount Hutton
Morella ...
Redfield ...
Tenningering
Reserve
Gatton
Maryborouglr ...
Banbridge Farm ...
Reserve ... ...
Allora, .,.
Goondiwindi ...
Town Commonage ,.,
Tent Hill .., ..,
Boondooma ... ...
Gubberamunda ...
Retreat ... ...
Sheriff street
Northe rn  Downs
Commonage ...
Oppehy Farm
Bear Cooyar...
Clontaf ...
Cressbrook ...
Jimbour
Townsville
McDonald's Flat
Ipswich ,,,
Sandy Creek
Hawkwood ...
Carrier ...
Boggo ...
Malvina ...
Pimpanra ...
Banana
Tambo
Gladstone
Warwick
Dalby
Cleveland
Stanthorpe
Tiaro
Maryborouglr
Ipswich
Murphy's Creek
Toowoomba
Dalby
Allora
Cooper's Plains
Rocky Waterholes
Roma
Rolleston
Toowoomba
Mount Perry
Roma
Gatton
Maryborough
Maryborough
Copperfield
Allora
Goondiwindi
Allora
Gatton
Dalby
Roma
Townsville
Brisbane
Dalby
Warwick
Maryborough
Jondaryan
Maryborough
Ipswich
Dalby
Townsvi ll e
Copperfield
Ipswich
Maryland
Clermont
Gayndah
Darby
Brisbane
Tiaro
Pimpama
... Redeliffe ... ... North Pine... John Adams2 J E 5798 Various .,, ... Nil
... Bunya, South Pine BrisbaneJohn Edwards7 J E 5514 Nil ,., ... Various
River
654
Brand
Registered.
No. of
Certificate
Horses.
J1U
J>(2
JY9
J2Y
PORMBR BRABB.
5627 Nil ...
5590 Nil
5608 JY near shoulder
5615 Y near shoulder and
thigh
KE1
KM4
KGN
KIN
KY2
5751 Nil
5723 Various
5626 Various
5649 Nil
5521 JK
L A 1 5534 CNR conjoined ...
L D 3 5686 Nil ...
L 51F 5522 Nil ... ...
2L'1'
LL9
5712 JF ...
5765 LL near shoulder ...
L3 L 5560 Nil
L M 8 5607 Various
L 1 N 5510 Nil
M A 9 5683 McA
MIA 5539
M401  5605
M5  L; 5674
5MH 5749
7 M H 5645
G M J 5612
S M J 5722
M N b 5767
1M 0 5641
m 6p 5665
M 4P 5757
8 M S 5509
4 M T 5643
MWa 5656
N H 2 5502
N N 9 5494
Various
Various
M
H near shoulder ...
MH
J over c reversed
near shoulder
ROMA ... ...
MN near shoulder ...
Nil ...
PP off shoulder ...
PM near shoulder ...
MS near shoulder ...
Nil
Nil ...
NH conjoined ...
SW9 ... ...
O W(5 5667 0 over W both thighs
P B 5 5551 Various ... ...
P B g 5707 Nil ... ...
P7 D 5753 Nil ... ...
P G 11i' 5552 F reversed ... ...
P J (3 5701 Nil ... ...
P N 1 5518 Nil ... ...
P N S 5693 Nil ... ...
PPS 5754 Nil ... ...
P R7 5706 Nil ...
7 P R 5729 PR near shoulder
R. 6 C 5529 RC near and off shoul-
der
7 R D 5689 Nil ...
R E 7 5691
R4( 5709
3  R Q  5745
R 5 H 5762
R 8 H 5763
2 R J 5750
9R,J 5496
3 R M 5726
4RM 5495
b R R 5620
4 R S 5690
5 R S 5666
RT9
4RW
Nil
Various ...
Various
G near shoulder
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
Various
RMM ...
RR off side ..
RS near shoulder
Various ...
5653 RT near  shoulder
5490 Nil
Cattle.
Nil ... ... John McMullan ... ... Tiaro ... ... Tiaro
Various ... ... John Cross ... ... Cleveland ... ... Cleveland
JY near shoulder ... Charles Young ... ... Dunbarton Castle Hotel Maryborough
Nil ... ... Joseph Young ... ... Palm-tree Creek ... Taroom
Neme.
PBOPBIBTOB.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Nearest Poet Town
of Run or Farm.
Nil ... ... James Keddie ... ... Mooloolah ... ... Mooloolah
MM ... ... Katherine Frances Marshall Carcaran . ... Goondiwindi
Various ... ... Konrad Nahrung ... ... Palmer's, near Curra Gympie
Nil Kelman Nisbet ... .. Carella Downs ... Blackall
JK ... ... Rosetta Kelly ... ... Town Reserve ... Nanango
Same
Nil
Nil
JF
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
Daniel Connor ... ...
Luke Devon .. ...
R. F. Lewis and F. A.
Farquharson
John Ludwig Frederick ...
John Luscmnbe ... ...
George  Jolin Lloyd
Malcolm  McKay ...
Levien  Isaacs ...
Lansdowne ... Mackay
Euroombah ... . Taroom
Stanley River, Du- Brisbane
rundur
Beulah .. ... Nerang Creek
Honeysuckle ... Western Creek
Station
Bowen ... ... Bowen
Stornoway ... ... Springsure
Hawker ... ... Dalby
McA ...
MA off rump and
near shoulder
MC rump
P over W and S in
diamond
MTH off ribs ...
MH
JJ near side, J near
loin
Same .. ...
MN near ribs ...
IM off ribs ... ...
PP off rump... ...
PM off side ... ...
Same ... ...
TM over TM off rump
W near rump ...
Nil ...
Pa and J in R off
rump
Same ...
Various
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil .. ..
5 reversed over JP
near rump
Various ...  ...
JJ off side ... ...
Various
Nil ,..
PR off rump and back
RC (the C with dot
inside) of rump and
ribs
Various
Nil ,,. ...
Nil ... ...
Nil
G near shoulder and
rump
Nil ... ...
OH off rump ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ...
RM off rump, D off
thigh
Same
Same ...
RS off shoulder ...
Various ... ...
RT near ribs,,.
R off rump, RW off
ribs
James Edington McAllan
William Armstrong
John McGowan ...
Matthias Grehan ...
John Hurford
Michael Hein
John Jordan
Robert Martin, junr.
Michael Noonan ...
Isabella Morrow ...
Michael Power ...
Philip McGrath ..
Milo Richmond Sharpe
Thomas Marshall...
Margaret Walker...
Nathan Hunt ...
William Martin  ...
George Hunter Wilkie
Patrick O'Brien ...
Patrick Boyle ,..
Peter James McDonald
Peter Fraser ...
John Parkes ...
Philip Neilan
Patrick  Muckein
Philip Perry
Patrick Killeen
Patrick Ryan
Edward Crouch
Robert Douglas ... ...
Ellen Ryan
Rudolph von Freudenthal
Joseph Rose Grenside ...
Walter Grieve ... ...
Rosanna Heffernan
Roger Hickey
John Rosenow ...
John Readhcad ...
Richard McMahon
Robert Murray Moffat
Pierce Ryan ...
Richard Seymour...
Robert Scott ...
Richard Truflltt ...
Richard  Wynn ...
Running Creek ... Cape River
Riverdale ... ... Village of Logan
Toowoomba ... ... Toowoomba
Highfields ... ... Highfields
Ramsey Estate  ...  Brisbane
Junction, Albert River Beenleigh
Gatton ... ... Gatton
Reserve ... ... Roma
Wivenhoe .. ... Wivenhoo
Darkey Flat... ... Warwick
Alfred ... Ipswich
Laidley Creek ,.. Laidley
Cattle Creek... .., Roma
Orange Grove ... Brisbane
Commonage... ... Calliope
Jimbour ... ... Dalby
Humpy Bong ... North Pine
Dalby Reserve ... Dalby
Commonage ... ... Warwick
Clermont ... ... Clermont
Mooloolah .. ... Mooloolah
Ravenswood Diggings Ravenswood
Orange Grove ... Laidley
Rosenthal ... ... Warwick
Montpelier .,. ... Breakfast Creek
Brisbane .. Brisbane
Cotherstone Hotel ... Clermont
Sideling Creek . North Pine
Cooper's Plains and Rocky Waterholes
Logan Road
Caboolture ... ... Caboolturc
Nanango ... ... Nanango
Reserve .. ... Nebo
Rose Hill ... Pimpama
Condamine Plains ... Dalby
Guy street ... ... Warwick
Railway .. Laidley
Cabbage-tree Creek... German Station
Indooroopilly ... Brisbane
Rcdbank Plains ... Rcdbank Plains
Great Britain ... Brisbane
Cmnkillenbar Reserve Palby
Goocbia . Ipswich
Oakey Park, Peak Ipswich
Mountain
Ripple Vale ... ... Westwood
Moggill ... ... Brisbane
i Norinauby Gold Fields' !NtorsnanbyS A b 5553 DS near  shoulder ... Nil ... ... Antoni Silver
S 3 B 5554 IB near ribs.and rump Same ...  ...  Isaac Butler ILagoon Farm ... i Gympiei
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-
Reg-stored. Certificate,
Horses.
S C
S 7  H
bSJ
S I  K
S P'
S
RP7
S51Y
S 1  Z
5596 Nil
5498 Nil
5591 Nil
5513 Various
5489 Nil
PORMEN  lR{Nt>.
5752 Nil
5587  SP near and  oH'shoul-
der
5728  1 Nil ...
5604 Nil ...
5536 W ... ...
5687 CRO ... ...
5730 8 with No. over ...
Cattle.
Nil
S off rump and ribs...
Various
Various
JS
Various
Same
Nil
JR
W
SME
Nil
3T 55595558
9 T C 5768
TD8 5511
T D 9 5609
1'2D 5727
2 T D 5613
T b  G 5684
T K 4 5598
T 1 K 5657
3 T L 5579
b T  L 5517
T N 4 5637
T 4 P 5519
T 7 R 5515
4 T R 5589
b T R 5597
9T R
8TS
bTT
7TT
TW9
U3U
S near shoulder .,. S near shoulder
Various ... Nil
TC near shoulder ... Nil ...
TD near shoulder ... TD near rump
TD conjoined ... I Nil ...
TD conjoined ... Same ...
TI) TD
GR near shoulder and GR near ramp ...
thigh
Nil ... ' Nil ...
Nil  ...  ... TM offribs, T offrump
JO near shoulder .. JO near rump ...
L near shoulder Nil ... ...
TN near shoulder ...
Various ,..
IM near shoulder
Various ...
bow and arrow near
shoulder
5670 Nil ... ...
5731 Nil
5743 Various
5708 Various ... ...
5505
5599
ace of shades
TW off hip anti. shoul•
der
5555 Various
V V 8 5654 Nil
V V7 5703
V :L Y  5652  Nil
W7A
13 WD
9 WD
W3J
W 7 J-
5WJ
9WR
WbT
W13T
5660 Various ... ...
5617 Nil ... ...
5616 Nil ... ...
5557 Nil ,..
5675 WF near shoulder ...
5638 Various ... ...
5744 Various .
5582 JW (the J reversed)
near shoulder
5583 Nil ... ...
5766 (JR conjoined near
shoulder
Nil ... ...
Nil
JR ON rump, J ribs
Nil
Same off rump and
ribs
Various
TS off rump ...
Various
T1> off rump, 6 over
T off ribs
ace of spades
TW off hip and ribs
Name.
Samuel Pullar  Barnett
Copeland Spode ...
henry Stanton
Samuel Joseph Wills
John Stanton ...
Samuel Kelso ...
Peter Sandford ...
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where Nearest Post Town
Brand is to be used. of Run or Farm.
Iudooroopilly
Dou hbo Creekg y
Gladstone Salt, Works
Wanton Lodge ...
Farm, Upper Albert
Pine Mountain
Townsville
Brisbane
Brisbane
Gladstone
Tingalpa.
Beenl sigh
Pine Mountain
John Harding  .. ... I Wild Horse  Plains ...
John Samuel Royal  .  Boulder Farm ...
Solomon James Watson ... Mackay ...
Amelia Starkey  ... ...  near  Fernic  Lawn ...
John Scott  ... ...  Meteor Downs ...
Thomas Pearson Shepherd
Thomas Greer Chbborn ...
Thomas Colths ... ...
Thomas Dixon ... ...
Thomas Dunn .., ...
Mary Davis ... ...
Thomas Durham ...
Thomas Graham ...
William Ferdinard Tanzky
Thomas McKew ... ...
Thomas Ollard ...
Thomas Luff ... ...
Tom Neal .. .,,
Thomas Pickworth ,..
John Reilly ...
Thomas Andrew Ross
Thomas Roper ,,, ...
Thomas Randal ...
Thomas Strain .,,
Thomas Harris ...
Thomas McGuire ...
A. F. Stratford ...
Thomas Woods ..,
Mitchell Downs
Murphy's Creek
Mackay
Glanuiorgan Vale
Springsare
Mount Pleasant ... Copperfield
Commonage Townsville
Reserve Gayndah
Murphy's Creek Murphy's Creek
'1'ambo  ...  ... I Tambo
Yalculba ...  ...  Drayton
Haystack Flat ... Gympie
Town Common ... Gatton
Tulianfield ... ...
Reserve .. ,..
Three-mile  Creek  '..
Cumkillenbar ...
Allora ... ...
Percy street ... ...
Laidley
Erindale Plantation...
Bowen ... ...
Mackay
Laidley
Rockhampton
Dalby
Allora
Warwick
Laitllcy
Beenleigh
Bowen
Nudges
Moggill  Creek
Reserve
Bundambah ...
Corolla
Bowen
Nil ... ... James Kennedy ,.,
Nil
Nil
... Reserve
AW off rump ,,,
Nil ... ...
Nil ,,, ,,,
Nil ...
WF off rump and ribs
WJ over 2
J over CW near ribs
JW (the J sideways)
over W off ribs
JW (the J sideways)
off ribs
WR on horn ...
5625  WT ... ... ... WT ... ...
5644  Nil ... ... ... Nil ... ...
>(2>< ,,. Reserve
.,, Francis Spencer ... Taunton  ... .. Maryborough
John Ibbotson .. Colesdale, Clyde Creek Gladstone
Arthur Raymond Brown... Blackall ... ... Blackall
Ann Ward .. ...
William Henry Armstrong
William Downie ..
William McDowall
William Faning ...
William Jones .
John James Wallis ...
William Joseph Williams
Joseph Williams .., ..,
Fairview Bend ... Bald Hills
Reserve ... ... Condamine
Reserve .. ... Roma
Valley of Lagoons ... Valley of Lagoons
Lord John Swamp ... Warwick
near Racecourse ... Ipswich
Reserve .. ... Springsure
Henderson's Creek ... 4 Logan Reserve
Henderson's Creek .,,
William Reid ... ... I Reserve ...
William Turnbull, jtuu.... I Glastonville,..
William Thorne ... ... Brisbane ,..
5614 B off shoulder,J near Various ... ... Robert Williams ,.,
shoulder
Y J  b 5580 DN ... ... ... DN near rump
Y a U 5581 Nil ... ... ... Nil ..,
7 Y Y 5d99 Nil ... ... ... Various
.,, Patrick Norton ...
... Ali Young... ...
... Wil li am  Webb ...
Brisbane
Brookfield
Lilly vale
Ipswich
Dalrymple
Bowen
,,, Dalrymple
Logan  Reserve
Gayndalt
Gympie
Brisbane
Gayndah
. Maryyborough ... Maryborough
.. Leichhardt Hotel ... Clermont
... Lytton ... ... Tiugalpa
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BRANDS  TBANSPBRRBD during the Month of MARCR, 1873.
Brand. CertiNo.fi oPcate. Transferror.
I
608 4328 George  Hooper, junr.
Transferee.
William Hooper ...
Name of Run where Brand
is to be used.
Hawkwood
Nearest Post Town.
Gayndah
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
By Authority ; JAMES C. Bxsr 5  Government Printer, William  street ,  Brisbane.
QUEENSLAND
Miernmint
POBLID BY  AUTHORITY.
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QIIEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  7 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl  of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANRY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by.
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
[No. 35.
QUEENSLAND, '  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  ) Honorable  GEoRGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave,  Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York , in the Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross. in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most  Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council,  Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
1 ictoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction orim-
portatlon, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds , nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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Qf7EENSLAND,
'
Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Musgrave, Tr seount Nor.
manby, and  Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the Coun7 of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the  Peerage of Ireland. ; a Member
NOBMANBY, of Her Majesty's  Most.  Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act  passed in  the twenty-
seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled
"An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relat-
ing to Quarantine,"  it is amongst  other things
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, by pro-
clamation  in the  Government Gazette,  to prohibit
all persons,  vessels, and  boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of any. station which, by any order of the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been or may be assigned for the performance
of Quarantine ; and whereas by my Proclamation,
bearing even date herewith, issued with the advice of
the Executive Council, the Island in Moreton Bay,
known as Peel Island, has been appointed a station
for the performance of Quarantine under the said
Act : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CON-
STANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, in pursuance of
the power so vested in me as Governor of the said
Colony, do, by this my Proclamation, issued with
the advice of the Executive Council, hereby prohibit
all persons, vessels, and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of the said proclaimed  station , under the
penalties contained in the said Act, until this my
Proclamation shall have been rescinded.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government
House,  Brisbane , this tenth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three,  and in  the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER..
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th April, 1873.
L 1 IS  Excellency the Governor , with the advice of
j the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
ADOLF WALTHARDT
Draftsman in the Public Works Department.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th April, 1873.IT is hereby notified that the name of
HERBERT GRENSIDE
is substituted for " Herbert Greenside," whose
appointment as Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions,
Charters Towers, appeared in the  Government
Gazette  of  1st February, 1873.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th March, 1873.
T
HE following Resolution agreed to at the
recent Intercolonial Conference of the Aus-
tralasian Colonies held in Sydney is published
for general information.
It is also notified that the required notice, to
give effect to the resolution, so far as Queensland
is concerned, has been forwarded by the outgoing
mail for publication in the  Tines  newspaper.
" XIV.-DIsEAsES IN STOCK.
The Conference having taken into consideration
the great danger to which Australian live stock is
exposed from the importation of animals from
countries in which infectious diseases prevail, it
was resolved that it is expedient to prohibit, for
the period of two years, the landing of cattle,
sheep, and pigs, from any places beyond the limits
of the Australasian Colonies, and that such prohibi-
tion should take effect from and after the publica-
tion of a notice in the London  Times."
A. H. PALMER.
Q.UEENSLAND ,
•
Proclamation by The Most
to wit . Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
j N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
1 in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
first section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of 1868," I, GEORGE AuousruS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the Lease of the
following Selection of Land, under the said Act,
is declared forfeited.
Register
No. of
Applica
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
1059  Daniel Rountree
Somerset
A. B. P.
135 2 0 Erisbane.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NOUMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
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the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council, do ,  by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection ,  under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after  WEDNES-
DAY, the  fourteenth day of May, 1873, at the
Brisbane  Land Office.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent's
District.
1059
A, B P.
Daniel Rountree 135 2 0 Brisbane.
Somerset
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, I Proclamation by the Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normauby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
lblulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NoRMANBT', of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE'
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the pro-
visions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twentieth day of May, 1873, at the St. Lawrence
Land Office.
Register
ofNo Land.
Applica-
tion,
Nanie of Lessee . Area. Agent's
Dist ri ct.
1 Thomas Vallanco Wran
A.  R.  P.
120 0 0 St. Law-
rence.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
March, in 'the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUERN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd April, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved  for the  purpose named with
respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Parishes of Bunya and Kedron, county of Stanley.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
No. 31, in the parish of Bunya, and bounded thence
on the north by portions Nos. 31, 55, and 62; on
the west by portion No. 62, selection No. 1,728,
and portions Nos. 50, 56, and 46; again on the
north by portions Nos. 53 and 42, selection No.
1,751, portion 106, selection No. 1,753, and portion
No. 2, all in the parish of Bunya ; on the east by
portion No. 48, in the parish of Bunya, and by
portions in the parish of Kedron Nos. 602, 488,
487, 486, 485, 489, 597, 595, and 594, by portion
No. 51, in the parish of Bunya, and by portion No.
596, in the parish of Kedron ; on the south by
portions in the parish of Bunya Nos. 6, 7, 8, 52,
61, 12, 586, 587, 588, and 589, and by Kedron
Brook upwards to the eastern boundary of Samford
Run ; and again on the west by that boundary
bearing north to the point of commencement;-
exclusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, town
Bundaberg. Section No. 29.
1 acre 3 roods 13 perches.
of
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the north corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the north-east by Maryborough
street south-easterly to Quay street ; on the south-
east by Quay street south-westerly ten chains to
Burrum street ; on the south-west by Burrum
street north-westerly to the Burnett River; and
on the north-west by that river downwards to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th March, 1873.
NOTICE  is  hereby given ,  that  in consequence
of Mr .  Commissioner Coxen 's absence, there
will be no Commissioner 's Court Sittings held at
Brisbane or Beenleigh during the month of April,
and that all business in connection with Selections
that would have come before the Commissioner's
Court in that month will be dealt with on the usual
days appointed for the Sittings at the above-men-
tioned places in the month of May.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."
IN pursuance  of the seventy -eighth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
the Petition  hereunder inserted  is published for
general information.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
To His Excellency the most Honorable GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Nor-
manby, Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby and Baron Mulgrave, of Mulgrave,
all in the county of York, in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom, and Baron Mulgrave,
of New Ross, in the county of Wexford, in
the Peerage of Ireland; a member of Her
Majesty's Most Honorable Privy Council,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colon? of Queensland and its Dependencies,
and Vice-Admiral of the same.
The humble Petition of the undersigned free-
holders, residents of the Mackay, in the colony of
Queensland, respectfully sheweth, that the under-
mentioned country lands be set aside as a Common-
age in connection with the town of Mackay, viz.
Being portions Nos. 154, 155, 157, 158, 159, 162,
163, 164, 238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, and
345, as delineated on the Government map in the
colony of Queensland.
Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray, that
your Excellency, with the advice of the Executive
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Council, that you will see fit to take into your
favorable consideration, and your  petitioners, as in
duty bound, will ever pray.
Alexander  Shiels  Alfred H. Lloyd
Korah Js. Wills Ebenezer  Staines
George Smith Maurice Llewellen
R. Neill Charles Keely
John Walton H. McFree
Jno. Darlington Andrew Kemmis
David H. Dalrymple John Philip Wheeler
Harvey  R. James  Robert Fleming
G. Wright Robert Byrne
Michael  Fay John Barnes
John Gogan Wm. Bovey
Juo.  Fitzgerald  Henry Black
B. Brodnitz  W. C. Dickinson
H. R. Brown  Wm. Arnold
B. McGuire Wm. Wear
W. Clements  James Glass
Thomas Solway Cornelius Kelly.
Denis Kennedy
NOTE.- Portions  244 and 245 referred to in the above
Petition, are under  lease , and not available for inclusion
in the proposed Common.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th March, 1873.
W 
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth clause of "  The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purpose of a Cemetery.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOE A CEMETERY  AT CHINAMAN 'S CREEK.
County of Stanley, parish of Bunya•
10 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek
at the termination of a road one chain wide, and
bounded thence on the north by that road bearing
west sixteen chains and fifty links ; on the west by
a line bearing south six chains and fifty links ; on
the south by a line bearing east sixteen chains and
ten links to Sandy Creek ; and on the east by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
W  I 
HEREAS,  by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lan ds
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive  weeks:
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be perman ently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
CEMETERY AT TIARO.
County of 11Tarch, parish of Tiaro, portion 14.
88 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion  bearing east
thirty- six chains  and sixteen links ; on the east by
a line bearing south twenty-five chains ; on the
south by portions 15 and 16 bearing west thirty-
four chains and fifty links to the aforesaid road ;
and on the south-west by that road bearing three
hundred and fifty -six degrees  twenty-five chains
and seven  links to the point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL SITE,  TALLIBAGGERA CREEK.
County of Ward, parish of T.sllibaggsra, National
School.
5 acres.
Commencing  on a road one  chain wide at its
intersection by the original south-west boundary
line of portion No. 18, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing seventy-threo
degrees thirty minutes two chains and sixty-six
links, and forty-seven degrees two chains and
twenty-nine links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing one hundred and fifty degrees ten chains
and twenty-eight links ; on the south- east  by a line
bearing two hundred and forty degrees four chains
and eighty links ; and on the south-west by a line
bearing three hundred and thirty degrees ten
chains and thirty-eight links to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR RESIDENCE  AREA, BLACK SNAKE,
KILKIV AN.
County of Lennox.
21 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south-east corner of mineral
selection No. 974, and bounded thence on the
north by the south boundary of that selection
bearing west fifteen chains and twenty-five links ;
on the west by a line bearing south about seventeen
chains and sixty links to the south side of a road
one chain wide; on the south-east by that road
bearing eighty-one degrees fifty-three minutes ten
chains and  fifty links ; thence nineteen degrees
thirty-seven minutes fourteen chains forty links ; on
the east by part of the west boundary of mineral
selection No. 263 bearing north about two chains
and forty links to the point of commencement.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE , GowRIE.
County of Aubigny, parish of Gowrie, portion  231,
25 acres 1 rood 17 perches.
Commencing on the Dalby road, at the south-
east corner  of portion 212, and bounded thence on
the west by that portion bearing north ten chains
and ninety-six links ; on the north by portion 230,
bearing east twenty chains to a road one chain
wide ; on the east by that road bearing south
fourteen chains and forty links to the Dalby road ;
and on  the south-west by that road, bearing two
hundred and seventy-nine degrees thirty minutes
twenty  chains  and twenty-nine links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR POLICE MAGISTRATE 'S CAMP, STAN-
THORPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, Town
of Stanthorpe,  allotment  3 of section 5.
1 acre.
Commencing at the south- west  corner of the
section, and ounded thence on the south by
Corundum street easterly three chains and thirty-
four links ; on the east by part of the west boundary
line of allotment 4 northerly at right angles to
Corundum street three  chains  ; on the north by the
south boundary line of allotment 2 westerly parallel
with Corundum  street  three chains and thirty-four
links to Marsh street ; and on the west by that
street southerly three chains  to the  point of
commencement,
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RESERVE  FOR  CAMPING,  NEAR BUELEIGH.
County of Ward, parish of Gi lston.
288 acres.
Commencing at the north- east corner of  portion
No. 55 on the sea-coast, and bounded thence on the
east by the  sea-coast  northerly to the south boundary
of portion 27 ; on the north by  said  south boundary
bearing west to Little  Tallabaggera  Creek ; on the
west by that creek  and swamp  southerly to portion
55 aforesaid ; and on the south by the north
boundary of portion  55 bearing east to  the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the Government of Tasmania offer for rental
for such period as may be agreed upon, certain
lands and buildings in Hobart Town, formerly
known hs the Military Barracks. The land, with
the buildings thereon, is divided into thirteen lots,
tenders for which will be received by the Govern-
ment of Tasmania, until Noon, on the 10th day of
May, 1873, addressed to the Honorable Charles
Meredith, Commissioner of Crown Lands, Hobart
Town, and superscribed " Tenders for Military
Barracks."
Further particulars, and also the conditions upon
which the lots will be leased can be obtained, at the
Public Lands Office, Brisbane, where can be seen
photographs of some of the buildings, and also of
the surrounding scenery.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified that the lands hereunder des-
cribed have been temporarily reserved for public
purposes.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of  Stanley,  parish of Yeerongpilly.
Commencing at the north -east corner of portion
No. 390, and bounded thence on the north by part
of portion  No. 254, and portions Nos. 259 ,  270, 275,
and  276;  on the east by portions Nos. 277, 278,
279, and  280;  on the south by portion No. 274 and
part of portion No. 392 ; and on the west by portion
No. 390 to  the point of commencement.
portions in  that parish Nos. 16, 18, and 14, back to
Oxley Creek ; thence on the south-east by that
creek upwards  to its intersection  with the northern
boundary line of portion No. 206, parish Bundanba ;
on the south by that portion and by a line bearing
westerly about twelve chains from its north-west
corner  to the south- east corner  of portion No. 203,
in the parish of Bundanba;  again  on the west by
portions in that parish Nos. 203, 197, 193,204, 202,
179, 174,181,199, to the point of  commencement,-
exclusive  of all alienated or surveyed lands.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURrosEs.
County of Stanley, parishes of Enoggera and
Indooroopilly.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
231 in the parish of Indooroopilly, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion and portions
223 and 241, in the parish of Indooroopilly ; on the
north by portions in the parish of Enoggera Nos.
448, 674, 823, 824, 679, 834, 833, 832, 831, 830, 683,
and 682; on the east by portion No. 674A, the
General Cemetery, and portions 676, 295, 296, all in
the parish of' Enoggera, and by portion 679 in
the parish of Indooroopilly ; on the south by
portions in the parish of Indooroopilly, Nos. 680,
681, 229, 216, 215, 208, 214, 225, 262, 243, 270,
268, 269, 210, and 261 to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Parish of Tingalpa, county of Stanley.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
No. 355, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing southerly about one hundred and thirty-
four chains to the north-east corner of portion
No. 351; on the south by that portion and portion
No.  352;  on the west by portions Nos. 338, 339,
350, 321, 320, 319, and  318;  and on the north by
portion No. 355 to the point of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parishes of %holo and Moggill.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of por-
tion No. 43 in the parish of Kholo, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a line bearing north.
easterly about eighty- six chains  to the south corner
of portion No. 202 in the parish of Moggill, and by
that portion and part of portion 194; on the east
by portions in the parish of Moggill, Nos. 240, 242,
231, 234, 230, 235, 225, 242, 227, and 221 ; on the
south by portions in the parish of Moggill, Nos.
169, 170, 171, 238, 172, 173, 179, 180, and 181;
and by portions in the parish of Kholo, Nos. 55
and 61 ; and on the west by portions in the parish
of Kholo, Nos. 62, 48, and 43, to the point of com-
mencement,- exclusive  of all alienated or surveyed
lands.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parishes of Bundanba and
Stapylton.
Commencing at the south - west corner of
portion No. 187, in the parish of Bundanba, and
bounded thence on the north by portions in that
parish Nos. 187, 201, and 168A, and by portions in
the parish of Stapylton Nos. 19, 15, 4, and 19A ; on
the west by portions Nos. 19A, 4, 5, and 12; on
the north-east by portion No. 45 in the parish of
Woogaroo, and from the south-east corner of that
portion by a line bearing south-easterly about 150
chains to the north-west corner of portion 10A
(W. Moody's selection), in the parish of Stapylton ;
on the east by that portion to Oxley Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards to the north-east corner of
portion No, 16, in the parish of Stapylton, and by
Parish of Redland, county of Stanley.
Commencing at the north- west corner  of portion
No. 148, in the parish of  Mackenzie , and bounded
thence on the west by a line bearing north one
hundred and sixty  chains ; on  the north by a line
bearing east about one hundred and eighty chains
to the western boundary of portion No. 120, in the
parish of Redland ; on the east by that portion to
its south-west corner, and thence by a line bearing
southerly to the north-east  corner  of portion No.
178 in the parish of Mackenzie, about one hundred
and eighteen chains ; and on the south by portions
in the parish of Mackenzie, Nos. 178, 177, 176, and
by portions in the parish of Redland, Nos. 121,
122, 139, 118, 117, and  again  by portions in the
parish of  Mackenzie , Nos, 149 and 148, to the
point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1873.IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,
it is  hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes of a Police Paddock.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands),
WM. HENRY WALSH.
POLICE PADDOCK,  STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck.
168 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
three chains east and one chain north from the
north-west  corner  of the Cemetery Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south by that reserve bear-
ing east fifty-six chains and eighteen links ; on the
east  by a line bearing north thirty chains and four
links ; on  the north by a line bearing west fifty-six
chains and eighteen links ; and on the west by a
line bearing  south thirty chains and four links to
the point of commencement.
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently' set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR ROAD PURPOSES.
112 acres 1 rood.
County of Aubigny, parish of Elphinstone,
portion  99.
Commencing  at the south- east corner of portion
ninety-eight, and bounded thence on the north by
the south boundary  thereof bearing west  fifty-four
chains and eighty links to a road one chain wide ;
on the west by that road bearing south twenty
chains; on the south by the north boundary of
portion one hundred bearing east fifty-seven chains
and sixty links ; and on the north-east by a lino
bearing three hundred and fifty-two degrees twenty
chains and twenty links to the point of comgience-
ment.
I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th February, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for Water and Camping.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR WATER AND CAMPING.
Splitter's Creek, Mount Perry and Bundaberg
Road.
EXTENSION.
1,300 acres.
Commencing on Splitter's Creek twenty chains
below a tree marked broad-arrow over T over V in
shield ; thence north seventy-five chains ; thence
east one hundred and eight chains; thence south
thirty-six chains ; thence north two hundred and
twenty-five degrees east thirty-four chains to
Splitter's Cree' ; thence by the right bank of
Splitter's Creek downwards sixty chains in a direct
line ; thence west one hundred chains to Splitter's
Creek ; thence by Splitter's Creek down about
forty-five chains to point of commencement,-includ-
ing two hundred and ninety-one acres already
gazetted as a Water Reserve.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is  hereby notified for general information
that in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous ,  before survey ,  of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th February, 1873.
W HEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth  section of" The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose ,  notice thereof sha ll  be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks ;
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY LABORERS' CAMP.
County ofAubigny, parish of Clifton.
About 41 acres.
Commencing on the east side of the railway line
from Toowoomba to Warwick, and bounded thence
on the north by the westerly continuation of the
road forming the northern boundary of portion
number fifty, parish of Clifton, bearing east thirty
chains ; on the east by a line bearing south fifteen
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west to the
railway line ; and on the west by that railway line
bearing northerly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION, IPSWICH.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich.
17 acres 31 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing two hundred and
seventy-four degrees fifty-five minutes and distant
one chain and seventy-three and a-half links from
the west corner of section 40, and bounded thence
on the north-east by Quarry street bearing one
hundred and fifty-three degrees thirty-five minutes
five chains and ninety-two links, one hundred and
thirty-four degrees fifty-nine minutes seven chains
and thirty-two links ; on the south by Quarry
street west bearing west twenty-one chains and
fifty links ; on the west by a line bearing four
degrees fifty-five minutes eight chains and eighty-
three and a-half links to Grey street ; and on the
north-west and north-east by that street bearing
sixty-seven degrees nineteen minutes six chains
and half-a-link, and ninety-four degrees fifty-five
minutes seven chains and forty-one links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
T is hereby noti fied for public information, that
I the Commissioners of Crown Lands ,  under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under -mentioned offices,  on
the following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office,  Brisbane, on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenloigh,  the first Friday
in each mouth,
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
mouth afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed.
nesday in  each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Norman River  Settle-
ment, on the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in February, 1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Mineral Land
Commissioner  for the  District of Darling
Downs South ,  will, on  the first TUESDAY  in every
month, hold his Court Sittings ,  as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October,  1872 ,  at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
HE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
T shewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
P
ERSON S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony' are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance  and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
F
OR the convenience of persons desirous to have
lands, whether surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward for sale by auction, it is hereby notified
for general information, that instructions have been
issued to the Land Agents to open in their respec-
tive offices, a book, in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration f the Minister
for Lands, when, if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in theinext proclamation of sale.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,l8th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
WITH the view of facilitating the transaction ofbusiness at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible assistance is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for land or seeking
information on matters connected with the working
of the Land Acts-even to the extent of filling up
forms of application and transfers, &c., for illiterate
persons, if there is time at the officer's disposal ;
and that any Land Agent, or other Officer, receiving
and appropriating fees for clerical ssistance tohis
own use, on the matter being reported, will be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner, and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary for Public Lands.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IMMI GRANTS SEEKIN G  SUITABLE SELEC-
TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS.
IMMIGRANTS or others who do not possess
sufficient local knowledge to enable them to
select land in suitable situations without visiting
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that arrangements will be made, if induce.
ment offers, to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
may be indicated, to assist them in their search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
All persons requiring assistance of this nature
are requested to advise this Department ,  in writing,
as to the locality they wish to settle in, and also
forward a fee of ten shillings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor, when, if a sufficient number
of persons are found to join, the Government will
immediately undertake to organize one or more
parties.
In the  event  of there being no party despatched,
the fee of  ten shillings  will be returned ,  on applica.
tion, to the person paying same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 7th April, 1873.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
THE  Lessees of the under-mentioned Runssituated in the UNSETTLED DISTRICTS having
made application for the Instruments of Lease to
be issued to them by the Government, the following
descriptions of the boundaries thereof are hereby
published in pursuance of the 58th section of "  The
Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said descriptions, must forward their
objections, in writing, to this Office, before the
7th July, 1873.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Waratab.
Estimated Area-40 square miles.
Claimants of Lease-George Nicol Living and
John Living.
Commencing on the left bank of Mimosa Creek,
at a tree marked LE, situated about twenty chains
below a bloodwood-tree on the right bank marked
broad-arrow over M over 26 in triangle, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a north-east line to
the watershed separating Raby Creek from Mimosa
Creek ; thence by that watershed south-easterly to a
point bearing north-eastfrom a spot on MimosaCreek
about eight chains below or down the creek from a
tree marked broad-arrow over M over 18 in triangle;
thence by a south-west line crossing Mimosa Creek
at last-mentioned spot to the south-western water-
shed of last-mentioned creek ; thence by said water-
shed north-westerly to a point bearing south-east
from starting point ; and thence again on the north-
west by a north-east line to the point tf commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Baby.
Estimated Area-77 square miles.
Claimants of Lease-George Nicol Living and
John Living.
Commencing on the left bank of Mimosa Creek,
at a point about eight chains below or down the
creek from a tree marked broad-arrow over M over
18 in triangle ; bounded thence on the north-west
by a north-east line along part of the south-east
boundary of Waratah Run to the eastern watershed
of Raby Creek, crossing last-named creek at a spot
about forty chains in a direct line above a tree on
the left bank marked broad-arrow over R over 3 in
triangle ; thence by said watershed southerly to a
point bearing north-east from a spot on Mimosa Creek
about twenty-eight chains in a direct line above or
up the creek from a tree on the left bank marked
broad-arrow over M over 10 in triangle ; thence on
the south-east by a south-west line crossing Mimosa
Creek at last-mentioned spot to its south-western
watershed ; thence by said watershed north-westerly
to a spot bearing south-east from starting point ;
and thence again on the north-west by a north-east
line along part of the south-east boundary of
Waratah Run to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Longlands.
Estimated Area-40 square miles.
Claimant of Lease-George Nicol Living.
Commencing on Mimosa Creek at a tree marked
broad-arrow and star, below a large rocky water-
hole about two miles above the junction, on the
west side of Lily Creek ; bounded thence on the
south-east by a north-east line along part of the
north-west boundary of Oaklands No. 4 Run two
miles and a-half ; thence by a line bearing north
twenty-eight degrees west about eight miles thirty
chains ; thence on the north-west by a south-west
line five miles along part of the south-east boundary
of Raby Run, and crossing Mimosa Creek at a point
about twenty-eight chains in a direct line above or
up the creek from a tree on the left bank marked
broad-arrow over M over 10 in triangle ; thence on
the south-west  by  a line bearing south twenty-eight
degrees east about eight miles thirty chains ; and
thence again on the south-east by a north-east line
two miles and a-half to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Blackboy Creek.
Estimated Area-45 square miles.
Claimant of Lease-George Nicol Living.
Commencing on the left bank of Blackboy Creek
at a tree marked broad-arrow and * about twelve
chains in a direct line below the junction of a
northern branch of said creek, and about nine and
a-half miles in a direct line above the junction of
Blackboy Creek with Mimosa Creek, and bounded
thence by a north-east line one mile and twelve
chains ; on the north-east by a north-west line six
miles twelve chains ; on the north by a west line
five miles sixty chains ; on the west by a south line
about nine miles ten chains. crossing Blackboy Creek
at a tree marked broad-arrow over B over 10 in tri-
angle ; thence by a line bearing north sixty-seven
degrees east to the left bank of Blackboy Creek
about forty-four chains in a direct line above or up
the creek from a tree on the right bank marked
broad-arrow over B over 3 in triangle ; and thence
by the left bank of Blackboy Creek downwards to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Lily Creek.
Estimated Area- 28 square miles.
Claimant of Lease-George Nicol Living.
Commencing at a point bearing south-west and
distant two and a-half miles from a tree on Mimosa
Creek marked broad-arrow and star below a large
rocky waterhole, about two miles above the junction
of Lily Creek ; bounded on the south-east by a
south-west line along a part of the north-west
boundary of Oaklands No. 4 Run to the watershed
between Mimosa Creek and Blackboy Creek ;
thence by that watershed in a north-westerly direc-
tion along  part of the north-eastern boundary of
the Oaklands No. 3 Run to a point bearing north-
east from a tree on Blackboy Creek marked broad-
arrow and  star , said tree being situated about
twelve chains in a direct line below the junction of
a northern branch of last-mentioned creek ; thence
by a south-west line along a part of the north-west
boundary of Oaklands No. 3 Run one mile fifty
chains ; on  the south-west by a north-west line
along  the north-west boundary of Blackboy Creek
Run six  miles twelve chains ; on  the north-west by
a north-east  line along  a part of the south-east
boundary of the Raby Run five miles thirty  chains ;
thence on the north-east by a line bearing south
twenty-eight degrees east along the south-west
boundary of the Longlands Run eight miles thirty
chains to the  point of commencement.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL  LEASES  ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under theprovisions  f the 41st section of "  The Pastoral
Leases Act  of 1869" for renewed leases for four-
teen years  of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will  expire on  and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica•
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing
leases, as  prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCX TULLY,
Chief  Commissioner  of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 25th March, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to establish the following Regulation, under the
provisions of the Act of Parliament 20 Vic., No. 29,
in amendment of the 79th and 80th sections of the
existing Gold Fields Regulations, and to rescind
the Regulation published on the 2nd August,
1872.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
REGULATION.
Each application for an auriferous lease made
under the Gold Fields Regulations must be accom-
panied by a sketch plan, executed  by,  a surveyor,
defining the position of the land applied for ; and,
within three months after lodging the application,
the applicants shall furnish to the Gold Commis-
sioner a plan and description showing the boun-
daries of the land as actually surveyed and marked
by. a licensed surveyor. Provided that the Gold
Commissioner shall have power to recommend
further extensions of three months each on gold
fields within the limits of which mining surveyors
have not been appointed by the Government.
The Gold Commissioner shall record each applica-
tion received as above, but shall not submit his
recommendation for the issue of any lease to the
Government until after the ground applied for has
been surveyed and described by a duly licensed
surveyor.
The map or plan, and book of reference, can be
seen at  this Office, and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in writin , within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objection which may  exist to
the adoption of the said line of railway, or any partthereof, or of any works proposed  in connection
therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  of Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th March, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to establish the following Regulation and Schedule
of Fees under the provisions of the Act of Parlia-
ment, 20 Victoria, No. 29, in amendment of the
Regulations now in force, in so far only as concerns
the Ravenswood Gold Fields, and neighboring
workings.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RAVENSWOOD GOLD FIELDS REGULATION.
Each application for a Lease of Auriferous Tract
lodged with the Gold Commissioner at Ravenswood
Gold Fields shall be made in the form provided
by the existing Gold Fields Regulations, accom-
panied by the amount of deposit thereby required
fora first or second  class lease  respectively ; and in
addition, the applicant shall further deposit the
requisite Survey Fee, as per subjoined schedule.
All Surveys for Auriferous Leases shall only be
executed by the Mining Surveyor appointed by the
Government for that purpose.
SCHEDULE OF SURVEY FEES,
to be collected by the Gold Commissioner, Ravens-
wood, for surveys required to be executed by the
Mining Surveyor.
Survey of land applied for as Auriferous Lease.
For 1 acre and under
„ 5 acres
10 „
,115 ,I >. ... ...
,, 20 ,, ,r .. ...
For any area exceeding 20 acres, as
by special arrangement.Department of Public Works,
Roads Branch,
Brisbane, 25th March, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that any person or
persons removing any stone, gravel, loam, or
other material from any public road, or who, by the
careless  use of fire, shall injure or destroy any
bridge or culvert, or damage any approaches thereto,
or who shall fall any timber across any public road,
or injure any road by drawing timber along it,
otherwise than on wheels, will be proceeded  against
as the law directs.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 20th March, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, under the 14th section
of  " An Act to  make provision  for the Con-
struction  by the  Government  of Railways, and for
the Regulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has pri-
marily approved of the Map and Book of Reference
of the proposed new line from Ipswich to Brisbane
-from 7 miles 60 chains (near Redbank) to 16
miles  13 chains (near Oxley).
£ s.
2 0
3 10
5 0
6 10
7 10
For Traverse Connection Lines, at
Rer mile... ... ... 1 15
For Survey of Underground Work-
ings , at per diem ... 5 5
For travelling  expenses  of Mining
Surveyor, for every mile or
part of a mile from the Mining
Surveyor's Office, after the first
three miles, at per  mile one
way ... ... ... ... 0 4
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th April, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, POLICE STATION, GOODNA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd May
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Additions to Police Station, Goodna.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions
to Police Station, Goodna."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
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cent. on amount of tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
A. H. PALMER.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th April, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
CUSTOM HOUSE, BRISBANE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Verandah, &c., at Custom House,
Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Verandah,
4'c., Custom House, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders  must be on proper  printed  forms,  and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ; and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security
for the due performance of the Contract in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and under-
taking in that event that he will  execute and
deliver at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
A. H. PALMER.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th April, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH STATION, GIN GIN.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th
May next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Telegraph Office at Gin Gin.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Telegraph
Office, Gin Gin."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the  Court House, Tenningermg,
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must  state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he w ill execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance , a Bond to Her Majesty for  securing
such performance , otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
A. H. PALMER.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st April, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER PURGA CREEK, PEAK
MOUNTAIN ROAD.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd May
next, from persons willing to contract for
erection of a Bridge over Purga Creek, on road
from Ipswich to Peak Mountain.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Bridge,
Purga Creek."
an, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Roads Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work ; and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for
the due performance of the contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event that he will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Public Works Department,
Brisbane, 26th March, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER WAMBO CREEK-DALBY TO
CONDAMINE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
May next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Bridge over Wambo Creek, Dalby
to Condamine.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Bridge,
Wambo Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office ; at Roads Office, Toowoomba ; and at Police
Office, Dalby.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the
party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten
K
per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the
e performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event, that he will execute and deliver at
the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Pub lic Works,
Brisbane ,  7th March, 1873.
BUNDABERG FERRY, BURNETT RIVER.
TO BOATMEN ,  FERRYKEN, ETC.TENDERS will  be received at this Office, until
Four o 'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY, the 18th
April,  1873 ,  from  persons  will ing to contract for the-
Lease, for the period of Five years, commencing 1st
July, 1873 ,  of the Ferry on the Burnett River at
Bundaberg.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for Ferry,.
Bundaberq."
Conditions of Lease, form of Tender ,  and Regu-
lations for working the Ferry ,  can be seen on
application at the Police Magistrate 's Office, Bun-
daberg ; or at the Office of Foreman of Works,
Maryborough.
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At the foot of each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons  as sureties , agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute and deliver, at the office of the Civil Crown
Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty in  a penal sum  of such amount as may be
hereafter determined upon, for securing such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
No Tender will be entertained, except in the
approved form, and the highest or any Tender will
not necessarily beaccepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
SUB-COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS' RESIDENCE,
CARDWELL.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
April next, from persons  willing to  contract for the
erection of Sub-Collector of Customs' Residence
at Cardwell.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Sub-Col-
lector of  Customs'  Residence, Cardwell."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained, at this
Office ;  also at  Custom House, Cardwell, and Court
House , Rockhampton.
Tenders must  be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is pro-
posed to complete the work,  and at  the foot of
every Tender  there must  be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the duo performance of the contract, in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Public Works Department,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
CUSTOM HOUSE AND BONDED STORE,
CARDWELL.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
April next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Custom House and Bonded Store at
Cardwell.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Custom
House and Bonded Store, Cardwell."
Plan, Specification, and Form of Tender may be
,seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office ;
also at Custom House, Cardwell, and Court House,
Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
,cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Terider being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that le will execute and deliver, at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notifica-
tion of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing such performance, otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
.accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 10th April, 1873.
TENDERS are hereby invited, to be opened at
i Four p.m., FRIDAY, 26th instant, from
persons willing to lease the right to out and remove
.grass, to 31st December, 1873, from within the
Railway fences, Southern and Western Line.
Specifications to be seen at the Chief Engineer's
Office, Brisbane ; Resident Engineer's Office, Too-
woomba ; and Station Masters' Offices Ipswich,
Dalby, and Warwick.
A. O- HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 31st March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
Licenses from the Treasury have been granted
to the under-mentioned persons during the months
of February and March, 1873.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
Name. Place.
WHOLESALE SPIRIT DEALERS.
Warry and Co., R. S. ... Bowen
Hughes, Ml. ... Brisbane
Holmes and Rameden ditto
Quinlan, Donnelly, and Co. ditto
Webster and Co.... ... ditto
Rhodes J. .. ... ... Blackall
Harris, A. E. ... ... Clermont
Winter and Lea ... ... ditto
Jackes, J. A. ... ... Cardwell
Clifton Aplin  Bros .
.,. Georgetown
Wing On and Co.... ditto
Corbett, P . McNamara
... Gilberton
Duncan and Co.
... Maryborough
Gardiner, Kean, and Wil- Mount Perry
liams
Beed, H. ..
... Rockhampton
Schott and Phillips ... Surat
RETAIL SPIRIT DEALERS.
Birkby, R... ... Bowen
Bowden, J. ... Charters Towers
Cadenhead, S. F.... ditto
Pratt, J. McKennon ditto
Enright, Thos. ... Charleville
Harris, Thoe. Clermont
Haigh and Blundell Gladstone
Chong, T. T. ... Georgetown
Guest, A. M. ... ditto
Mahony, Jane ... ditto
Wade, John ... ditto
Smith, J. A. ... Goodna
Johnston, T. J. ... Ipswich
O'Sullivan, Mich.... ditto
Graham, J. 11. Ravenswood
Clarke, F.... ... Rockhampton
Collard, F. ... ditto
Murphy, W. J. ditto
McMulken, E. ditto
Wooler, J.... ... ditto
Wilson, W. ... Roma
Keating, Ed. ...
i
Stanthorpe
Moneyhan, J. J. ... ditto
Penny, J. ... .. ditto
Storck, P. J. Springsure
Perkins, W. T. Toowoomba
ArcTIONEERS.
Clarke, W.... ... ... Bowen
Manning, J. ... ... ditto
Bell, G. T.... ... ... Bundaberg
Fraser, S. ... ... ... Brisbane
Whitfield, E. ... ... Cardwell
Dibdin, W. J. ... ... Clermont
McLeod, A. ... ... ditto
Deane, E... ... ... Dalby
Molle, G. B. ... .., ditto
Pritchard, A. B. ... ... Gympie
Bryant, F.'... ... Maryborough
Fleming, WW ... ... Springsure
Dexter, J. C. ... ,,, Toowoomba
Daveuey, C. B. ... ... Warwick
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LlcExsEs-continued. Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Name. Place. Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury or at
BILLI ARDS.
,
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency' s Command,
Pyne, P. .
R. M.
Charters Towers
... Gympie
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Ryan, J. ... ditto
Taylor, W. ... ditto Postmaster-General's Office,
Thrower, G. ... ditto Brisbane, 28th March, 1873.
Groom, W. H.
Whitman, J.
... Stanthorpe LOOSE SHIP LETTERS.
... Tambo
Kelly, J. ...
Martin, E....
Evans, J. ...
... Teningering
... ditto
... Townsville
LATE FEE ON LETTERS.IT is hereby notified or general information, that
on and after the 1st April next, loose letters
uire to bear aosted on board Steamers will re
BAGATELLE.
qp
late fee besides the regular postage in Queensland
postage stamps.
G. W.Kettle Copperfield,
Williams, L. Gympio The late fee will from that date be as follows :-
Baldrey, C.
Weekes, G.
Walsh, J....
Ipswich
Leyburn
Tambo
Colonial and-Intercolonial... Threepence.
Foreign ... ... ... Sixpence.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  26th March, 1873.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
THE following  Notice to Mariners is publishedfor general information.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
PORT DARWIN ,  NORTHERN TERRITORY.
INFORMATION has been received from the Govern-
ment Resident that a rocky patch exists, running
north and south, about sixty '  feet (60 ft .)  in length,
awash at  low  spring tides, on the follow ing
bearings  :- North extreme of Tale Head ,  west half
north ,  and centre of King 's Table ,  south by east
quarter east  (S. by E . J.  E.) This discovery affects
Admiralty chart sheet No. 18.
R. H. FERGUSSON,
President  of the  Marine Board of
South Australia.
Marine Board Offices,
Port Adelaide, 5th March, 1873.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  1st January, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAYINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES  of the above are now open at A llora,
Banana, Beenleigh ,  Bowen  (Port Denison),
Brisbane ,  Bundaberg ,  Calliope ,  Cape River, Card-
we ll , Charlevi lle,  Clermont ,  Cleveland ,  Condamine,
Cunnamulla ,  Curriwi ll inghi ,  Dalb yy, Dra yyton,
Gatton ,  Gayndah ,  George Town ,  Gilberton ,  Glad-
stone, Goodna,  Goondiwindi,  GympI , Ipswich,
Jimna ,  Kilkivan, Leyburn ,  Mackay ,  Marlborough,
Maryborough ,  M ilchester ,  Mount Perry, Murphy's
Creek, Nanango ,  Nebo, Normanton ,  Ravenswood,
Rockhampton ,  Roma, Shipping Office  (Brisbane),
Springsure, S. and W .  Ra ilway, Stanthorpe, St.
George, St. Lawrence ,  Surat, Tambo ,  Taroom,
Toowoomba ,  Townsvi lle,  Warwick, and Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
fro m any depositor ,  subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding  £ 100, but not
exceeding  £ 200. at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding  2206,  the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever w ill be payable on the residue.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 20th March, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
GIN GIN TO BUNDABERG.
T
ENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until noon on MONDAY, the 12th day of
May next, from persons  desirous  of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and insu-
lators, and for all workmanship necessary for the
erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the Terms, General Conditions, and
Specifications appended hereto.
From Gin Gin to Bundaberg,  a distance  of thirty
(30) miles, more or less.
The wire  and insulators  to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the Contractor at
Brisbane , about three months after the notification
of the  acceptance  of the Tender.
Tenders must  state separately-
1. Price per  mile  for clearing and timber
work.
2. Price each for extra poles, where neces-
sary.
3. Price per foot for extra-length poles,
where necessary.
4. Price per mile for  affixing insulators
and stretching wire.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within four (4) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly, to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer ap-
pointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstanding
such report and payment on account, the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other officer
appointed by him in that behalf, shall have full
power at any time afterwards, before final payment
shall be made, of rejecting and condemning any of
the work or materials in respect of which such re-
port and payments may have been made. The total
balance will be paid when the entire contract shall
have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.  The contractor may avail himself of
the facilities afibrded  by " The Electric Telegraph
Act "  for obtaining  materials , on signing a bond in-
demnifying the Government against any claims for
compensation, arising from the action of the con-
tractor, and providing for any  claims  being paid by
the Superintendent from moneys due to the con-
tractor, if not otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other pro-
perty, caused by the erection of the line ; also for
damage  so caused  to roads.  And if such  claims are
not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised to
pay the same from any moneys  due to  the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the ex-
ecution of, or to complete the work in  the manner
and at the rate  of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
'by a notice in the Queensland  Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all  sums of  money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all  materials and  implements  in
his possession  on the ground ,  and all  sums of
money, whether named in the bond to be entered
,into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as  ascertained damages  for breach of con-
tract.
Attached to each Tender there  must be a memo-
randum  signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible  persons as  sureties, agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking, in that
event, that they will severally execute  and deliver,
at the office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a bond to Her Majesty
in a sum equal  to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount  of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle track, of not less than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing. Any branches
overhanging from trees beyond the distance men-
tioned, which, in the judgment of the  inspecting
officer, might endanger the line, to be removed.
All existing  cleared roads  which may become
blocked by fallen timber  must be  cleared by the
.removal of the timber to the original width ofsuch
roadway.  In cases  where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared  space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track. Poles to
be heavy straight  saplings,  of the best description
of approved hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton
Bay ash being allowed), with the bark removed,
not less  than nine (9) inches in diameter at five (5)
feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in diameter at
the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to be
carefully and thoroughly charred from the lease
upwards over a space of six (6) feet, and well coated
with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly bound
at one (1) inch from its extremity with good hoop
iron, of not less than one (1) inch wide. The top
of each pole to be served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart,  unless  by special permission, to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles, or other places where re-
quired, struts, or supports of wood, to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulating pins (to be provided by contractor) to
.be of split ironbark, according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one -inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two posts shall not exceed two
(2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire  supplied.
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A ll  material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be sub-
ject to the final approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer
appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 25th February, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
SPRIN GSURE TO TAMBO.
TENDERS will be received at heoffice of theSuperintendent of Electric Tel graphs, Bris-
bane, until noon on MONDAY, the 28th day of
April next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and
insulators, and for all workmanship necessary for the
erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications appended hereto.
From Springsure to Tambo, a distance of one
hundred and forty (140) miles, more  or less.
The insulators and wire to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor at
Brisbane, about three months after the notification
of the acceptance of the tender.
Tenders  must state  separately-
1. Price per mile for clearing and timber work.
2. Price each for extra poles, where necessary
3. Price per foot for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price per mile for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
The whole contract to be completed, and handed
over to the Government, within nine (9) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report, and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final
payment shall be made, of rejecting and condemn-
ing any of the work or materials in respect of
which such report and payments may have been
made. The total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph  Act " for
obtaining materials, on signing a bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor, and
providing for any claims being paid by the Super-
intendent from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences, or other
property, caused by the erection of the  line, also
for damage so caused to roads; and if  such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland  Government  Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
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and all sums of money which may be due to the
contractor, together with  all materials and imple-
ments in his possession  on the ground ,  and all  sums
of money, whether  named in the  bond to be
entered into by the  contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the  contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall  be considered  as ascertained damages
for breach of contract. Attached to each Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  and two  responsible  persons  as sureties,
agreeing  to be answerable for the due performance
of the contract within the time stipulated, in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and under-
taking in  that event, that they will severally exe-
cute and deliver at the office of the Crown Solicitor,
in Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the notifica-
tion of the  acceptance  of the Tender, a Bond to
Her Majesty  in a sum  equal to twenty (20) per
cent. on the amount of the Tender.
The Government  does  not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away,  and a  good straight
bridle track, of not  less than  eight (8) feet in
width, to be left open within the clearing. Any
branches overhanging from trees beyond the dis-
tance mentioned, which, in the judgment of the
inspecting officer, might endanger the line, to be
remo-, ad.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings, of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the
bark removed, not less than  nine  (9) inches in
diameter at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5)
inches in diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25)
feet in length ; to be carefully and thoroughly
charred, from the base upwards, over a space of
six (6) feet, and well coated with the best coal tar ;
the top to be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its
extremity with good hoopiron, of not less than one
(1) inch wide. The top of each pole to be served
with a thick coating of white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed  in a perpen-
dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. ' At angles, or other places where required,
struts, or supports of wood, to be supplied, and
fixed as directed.
Insulating pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark,  according  to pattern supplied,
and to .be fitted as directed ; the lip of the  insulator
to be not less than one inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two posts shall not exceed two (2)
feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed, and
the wire tied to the  insulator  with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR. i
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 25th February, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
ROMA TO CHARLEVILLE.TENDERS willbe received at the office of
the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon, on MONDAY, the 28th day
of April next, from  persons desirous  of contracting
for the supply of all material ,  except wire and
insulators ,  and for all  workmanship necessary for
the erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications appended hereto.
From  -Roma to Charlev ille, a distance of one
hundred  and ninety  (190) miles ,  more or less.
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor at
Brisbane ,  about three months after the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender.
Tenders must state  separately:-
1. Price per mile for clearing and timber work.
2. Price each for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price per foot for extra-length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price  per  mile for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government, within ten (10) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstanding
such report and payment on account, the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other officer
appointed by him in that behalf, shall have full
power at any time afterwards, before final payment
shall be made, of rejecting and condemning any of
the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing  a bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor, and
providing for any claims being paid by the Superin-
tendent from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property, caused by the erection of the  line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern.
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums of money which may be due to the.
contractor, together with all materials and imple-
ments in his possession on the ground, and all sums
of money, whether named in the bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
hall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall  be consideredas ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking, in
that event, that they will severally execute and
deliver at the office of the Crown Solicitor, in
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Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her
Majesty in a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on
the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
A ll  trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty  (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a  good straight
bridle track ,  of not less than eight  (8) feet in width,
to  be  left open within the  clearing.  Any branches
overhanging from trees beyond the distance men-
tioned ,  which, in the judgment of the inspecting
officer, might endanger the line, to be removed.
A ll  existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway .  In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all  fallen timber must be removed ,  leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty  (20) feet in
width ,  following the course of such track. Poles
to be heavy straight saplings, of the best description
of approved hardwood  (nos  potted gum or Moreton
Bay ash being allowed ),  with the bark removed, not
lees than nine  (9) inches in diameter at five (5)
feet from the butt ,  and five  (5) inches in diameter
at the top ,  and twenty -five (25) feet in length ; to
be carefu lly and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of six (6)  feet ,  and well
coated with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly
bound at one (1)  inch from its extremity with good
hoop iron ,  of not less than one (1)  inch wide. The
top of each pole to be served with a thick coating
of white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty -eight (88)
yards apart ,  unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five  (5) feet in the ground ,  placed in a perpen-
dicular position ,  and we ll  rammed with rubble and
earth .  At angles ,  or other places where required,
struts, or supports of wood, to be supplied, and
fixed as directed.
Insulating pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark , according  to pattern supp lied,
and to be  fitted as directed  ;  the  lip of the insulator
to be not less than one inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two posts shall  not exceed two
(2) feet .  Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supp lied.
A ll  material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it ,  to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship ,  are to  be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms ,  and every information .,  may be
obtained on application at the office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
THOS. L .  MURRAY-PRIOR.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
WHARF, WAVERLEY CREEK, BROADSOUND.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office untilNoon, on MONDAY, the 28th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the
construction of a Wharf in Waverley Creek,
Broad Sound.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Construction of Wharf,
Waverley Creek."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and further
particulars obtained, at the Port Office, Brisbane,
and the Harbor Offices, Rockhampton, Townsville,
and Broad Sound.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
bythe person tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender, for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
y  or-master.
TO be Sold by Auction ,  under 6th sec. 13 Viet.,No. 43, at Custom Hous , Maryborough, at
noon,  on FRIDAY,  18th April ,  1873, the following
Overtime Goods
R2 over 81- 1 quarter -cask brandy ,  ex " Saxonia"
C over 87-2 cases machinery ,  ex " Queensland."
Also, at same time and place, under 17th sec.
9 Viet .,  No. 15 ,  the following Overtime Goods, in
Queen 's Warehouse ,  Maryborough
3 kegs butter, ex "Lord Ashley," @
Sydney
1 keg butter ,  ex "Balclutha ," @  Sydney
S & G-1 package sausage machine, ex " Balclu-
tha," @ Sydney
M.  & Y--2. cama  .  is dan cogga, e " Balslutha; '
@ Sydney.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1873.
Brands Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd April, 1873.
NOTICE TO STOCKOWNERS.
OWNERS  of Horses and Cattle are reminded
that unless the amount of assessment due
under the provisions  of "  The Brands Act of  1872"
has been paid into the Treasury ,  or to Clerks of
Petty Sessions authorised to receive the same, on
or before the 1st January last, they are liable to be
proceeded against in manner directed  by section 31
of the said recited Act.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 9th April, 1873.
NOTICE.
T
HE  Revds. THoxAs V. ALKIN and W. II.
PABKINBON have removed from the Registra-
tion District of Toowoomba, the former to the
District of Gympie, the latter to that of Mary-
borough, and have respectively given me notice of
such removal, in accordance with the provisions of
"The Marriage Act  of 1864."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
REVISION OF JURY LIST.NOTICE is hereby given, that a Special Court
of Petty Sessions for Revising the Jury List
for the Jury District of Stanthorpe will he holden
at the Court House, Stanthorpe, on SATURDAY,
12th day of April instant.
The Justices of the Peace residing within forty
miles of the Court House of Stanthorpe, are
required to attend in accordance with the terms of
section 8  of "  The Jury Act,"  31 Vic., No. 34.
By order of the Bench of Magistrates,
D. GALLWEY,
Clerk of  Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Stanthorpe, 7th day of April, 1873.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the twenty-seventh section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of  1868"  (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for closing of the
under -mentioned Road ; and all  persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are required'
to transmit to this Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE of  ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
Na
1
Pariah.
Braasall ...
Area.
A. E. P.
1 1  35,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  "The Croun
Lands Alienation Act of  1868" (31 Victoria, NO. 46) has been made for closing of the under-
mentioned Rgad ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit  to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1 Darlington
Parish. Area.
A. E.  P.
8 2 17
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 187 3.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under.
mentioned Road ; and a ll  persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
Applicant,
F. W. Ironmonger ...
Applicant.
Robert McCready ...
situation.
Road separating portion 364 f rom
portion 368
situation.
Reserved  road through portion 15...
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. Applicant.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Situation.
1 A. Moodie ... Reserved road through portion 17, f ro m Bris-
bane road to crossing place on the Albert
River
Wickham
Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
5 1 19
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th February, 1873.
T is hereby notified for  general information , that application under the 27th section of  "The Crown
I Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned  Roads;  and all  persons  who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to.
transmit  to this Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. Applicant.
1 George King
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
situation.
Road separating po rt ions 23 ,  37, and
38,  fr om portions 22 and 39, and a
reserve on Gowrie Creek ... ... Isaac
2 George  K ing ... ... Road separating portions 16, 17, and
43, from portion 44, and Gowrie
pre-emptive purchase No. 2, and a
reserve on  Gowrie Creek  ... ... Isaac
Paris],. Area
40  123.
26 1 26
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th April, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Cabulture Bridge  to steamer  wharf, Cabulture River, parish of  Canning,
county of Canning : Notice is hereby  given , that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now  in force in  this Colony, a Plan and Book of  Reference ,  showing the
intended line of Road above-mentioned,  are now  deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
and at the  Police Office,  Brisbane  ;  and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month  from this  date,  any we ll -grounded
objections  which may exist to the  formation  of the Road  in question.
By Command,
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
A. H. PALMER.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF, ROAD FROM CABULTUBE BRIDGE TO STEAMER  WHARF, CABULTURE RIVER,
PARISH  OF CANNING, COUNTY OF  CANNING ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A. PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL, 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
-- --.. ----- ----
No.
3
ion of Road .
I
Reputed Owner .  Occupier .
-
I
LengthBea ri ngs. in Chains .
----
Breadth of  Road .
--
Area . Remarks.
ar piece  withinl W. G. Geddes  ...  Unoccupied
chs. Ike.
N. 35° 55' E. 10 62 Greatest width one
A. R. P.
0 2 13
Open forest
land ,  log fence
boundary of f chain destroyed.I
n 20, parish of
ng
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th April, 1873,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,  having deemed  it expedient to
open a new  Road from South Pine River  towards  Saudgate, parish of Nundab, county of Stanley -.
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,  and now
in force in  this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference,  showing  the intended line of Road above-
mentioned ,  are now  deposited at the Office of the Surveyor- General ,  and at  the Police Office,  Brisbane ;
and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing , to the Clerk of the Executive
Council ,  within one month  from this  date, any well-grounded objections which  may exist to the formation
Of the Road in question.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF BRANCH ROAD
NUNDAH, COUNTY OF STANLEY, TO
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
By Command,
(For Secretary  for Public Works,)
A. H. PALMER.
FROM SOUTH PINE RIVER TOWARDS SANDGATE ,  PARISH OF
BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF
Length inNo. Portion  of Road .  Reputed Owner. Occupier .  Bearings. Chains.
B readth of
Road, Area . Remarks.
chs
1 A sma ll  deviation Chas. Duncan
, Ike.
... Unoccupied N. 61° 16'E. 1 98
j. A. R. P.
0 2 0 Clear forest land,
within south  N. 90° E. 2 47 fenced in.
bounda ry  of por -  N. 1311 E. 1 93
tlon 40,  parish of
Nundah
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th April, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Sandgate Road through portion No. 195, parish of Kedron, and
portion No. 4, parish of Nundah, county of Stanley : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the
provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of
Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are re-
quested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
A. H. PALMER.
BOOB  or REFERENCE OF BRANCH ROAD FROM SANDGATE ROAD THROUGH PORTION No .  195, PARISH OF
KEDBON, AND PORTION NO. 4, PARISH OF NUNDAH ,  COUNTY OF STANLEY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS
A PUBLIC ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
4 Sma ll  deviation within
south bounda ry  of
portion 4, pari sh of
Nundah
2 Small deviation within
the north  boundary
of portion 195, parish
of Kedron
Port
Trian gu
north
portio
Canni
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier.  Bearings .  t
Length in Breadth
Chains .  of Road . Area. Remarks.
Free- A. G. Thorpe A. G. Thorpe, N. 56° E.
cbe. Ike.
75 1 chain
A.
0
R. P.
2 20 Thickly timbered
hold. N. 90° E. 6 0 forest land , fenced
124° E.N 74 In
Free- Patrick
.
Unoccupied ...;  N. 120° 32' E. 1 97 1 chain 0 1 11
.
Open forest land
hold. McKeane N. 90° E. 1 50 unimproved.
N.  601,E. 2 0
i
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Department  of Public Works,
NEW ROAD-FIRST NOTICE.
31st  March, 1873.
.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to increase  the width of part of the Road from Dalby to the Lagoon Reserve, Notice is
hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, 2nd now in force
in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane , and at the Police Office, Dalby ;  and all
persons interested therein are  requested  to transmit ,  in writing , to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from  this date, any well -grounded objections which may  exist to the formation of the
Road  in question.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF AREAS  RESUMED TO INCREASE THE WIDTH OF PART OF THE ROAD FROM
DALBY TO THE  LAGOON  RESERVE, PARISH OF DALBY ,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC  ROAD, UNDER  THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No.
Register
No. ofPortion of Road Reputed Occupier Bearings Length I Breadth Area. Remarks. selec-
Lion.
Owner. . . in Chains . of Road.
I
.
1 A strip of  land 900 I D. R, 0. B. Fisher C. B. Fisher 909
chg.  Iks.
160 00
ch.  Iks.
10 00 144 0 0 A cross road  one chain
links wide ,  along 155. wide, divides this strip
the south boun-
da ri es of por-
tions Nos. 169,
168, 165, and 164.
into two pieces.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 26th March, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
l to open a New Road from Ipswich to Eden Station, parish of' Goodna, county of Stanley, Notice
is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in
force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned,
are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of
the Road in question.
I  chg.  lks.  ' ch g. lks.
N.  12115'E.  8 (10 ,..
56-10,  13 99
9o° 10 00
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM IPSWICH TO EDEN STATION ,  PARISH OF GOODNA, COUNTY OF
STANLEY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
Deviation of road
through port ion 175,
parish of Goodna,
county of Stanley,
distri ct of West More-
Reputed
Owner. Occupier.  Bearings.
Length
in Chains.
James Josey James Josey
Area. Remarks.
A. It. 1'.
3 3 26; This deviation  has  been
made to avoid the high
stony ridge at the S.E.
corner of portion 175.
Department of Pub lic Works,
Brisbane , 24th March, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HHIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto increase the width of part of the Road from Dalby to St. Ruth, Notice is hereby given
that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in
this Colony, a Plan and  Book of  Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above -mentioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, and at the Police Office,  Dalby ; and all  persons
interested therein are requested to transmit in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council ,  within
one month from this date ,  any we ll -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road
in question.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF AREAS RESUMED TO INCREASE THE WIDTH OF PART OF THE ROAD FROM
DALBY TO ST .  RUTH ,  PARISH OF ST. RUTH ,  COUNTY  OF AUBIGNY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No.l Portion of Road. Reputed Owner.  Bearings.
I
2
Commencing at the north boun-
dary of portion 143, parish of
St. Ruth, and running in  a!
southerly direction through
that land and po rt ion 160 .. D .  If.  Barton
Commencing at the north boun-
dary of po rt ion 161, pa ri sh of
St. Ruth ,  and running in a
southerly direction  through
that portion and portions 171,
172, and 179 ... ... ' ...
Length in
Chains.
chs. lks. I  this.  lks.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Breadth
of Road.
Breadth
of
Road.
... South  ...  80 0 1 5 0
South 120 0 n
Area. ' ,Remarks.
A. R.
40 0 0
60 0 0
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th March, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive  Council,  having deemed it expedient
to open a eav  Road from Westbrook  Homestead Area, to portion 9, parish of  Westbrook, county
of Aubigny, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with  the provisions  of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11.  and now in  force  in this  Colony, a Plan  and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line
of Road above- mentioned ,  are now deposited  at the Office of the  Surveyor -General, Brisbane, and at
the Police Office, Drayton ;  and all persons  interested  therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded  objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-628-W. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM WESTBROOK HOMESTEAD AREA, TO PORTION 9, PARISH OF
WEST BROOK, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT
OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion o1' Road. Reputed Owner. Occupier.
1 Con:menei g on the western The Crown
boundary of portion 3, parish
of Westbrook, and running
about east-by-south to iis
eastern boundary
2 Commencing  at the western The Crown
boundary of portion  7, pari sh
of Westbrook, and  running
about east -by-south to its
eastern boundary
3 Commencing at the western The Crown
boundary  of portion  8, parish
of Westbrook,  and running
about east-by-south to itsl
eastern boundary
L th B dtheng rea Area. Remarks.Bearings. In Chains. of Road. ,
ohs. Iks.
Held under  panto-  N. 101° 8' E. 15 0
ral lease by N. 100° 55' E. 40 0
McLean and N. 100° I5' E. 15 83
Belt
Heldunderpasto - I N  . 100° 40' E.' 44 70
ral ]ease by
McLean and
Belt
ch. lks. A. R. P.
0 150 10 2 23;
0 150 6 2 32
... Held under pasto- N. 100° 23 E. 20 0 0 150 6 0 121
ral lease by N. 100° 10' E. 20 52
McLean and
Beit
Open for-
est. En-
tire south
boundary
fenced.
Unim-
proved
forest
land.
Unim-
proved
forest
Tidges.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 15th March, 1873.
NEW )LOAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Warwick to Ipswich, through Glengallan Pre-emptives Nos. 59, 60,
61, 62, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Off]de of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office,
Warwick; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the
Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to
the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Boor, OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM WARWICK TO IPSWICH, THROUGH GLENGALLAN PRE-EMPTIvES,
Nos. 59 to 62, PARISHES OF GLENGALLAN AND DEUCHAR, COUNTY OF MERIVALE ; TO
AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER  THE ACT 01, COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IVr., No. 11.
No.; Portion  of Road.
Breadth
Reputed Owner. Occupier. Bearings. Length ofin Chains. Road.
1 Commencing at Free- Marshall and
stone Creek Bridge. in Deuchar
Glengallaupre-emptive
61, and running north-
easterly and northerly
to its ,m'thern  Sinus-
dhow
ehs• lks.
Unoccupied ... N. 360° F.  3 10 2 chains
32° 11' 36 20
3605 20 76
2 10uninencing  at the ' Ditto ... ... ditto ... W0°
outliers  boundary o1': 340°
;•rc-euptise tit. Glen 380°$P
gailau Run,  and  run- 332° 30'
wing north - north- 132°
westerly and north- 16° 48'
easterly  to its  northern
boundary.
24
6
10
30 00
22 33
18 83
16 02
2 chains
3 Comineiienig at the Ditto ... ditto ... ,.. 10° 44' 25 !18 1 2 chains
southern boundary off 28° 1-1 37
(:ieugaIlan pre-emptive
59, and running north- I
easterly y  to its  eastern
aA otriangular portion Ditto ditto ... 32Q 11' 1 94
out of the north-west
corupt '  of 1]r5.0wptivii
BE PROCLAIMED
Area. Remarks,
A. R. P.
9 3 14 Unimproved forest
land.
17 3 38g Unimproved forest
land; road outside
Glengallan
dary fence.
boun-
13 2 16 Unimproved land.
lightly timbered
with apple.
0 0 13 Black soil
ridge,
opog
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th'March,1873.
LOST PROPERTY -SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY. i
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that the under -mentioned Articles are in the custody  ,of the  Lost Property
Department ,  Southern and Western Railway ,  as lost property.
Owners can obtain the same on application to the Traffic Manager ,  Ipswich ,  and paying costs.
If not released on or before  SATURDAY,  the 19th April next, they will  be sold by public auction,
to defray expenses.
A.  O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF LOST PROPERTY ON HAND AT IPSWICH STATION, 31ST DECEMBER 1872.
Date. Station and Place .  Where  Found ,  Description  of Goods.
1872.
27 June  ... ... First -class ,  No. 3 down ... Ipswich
11 July ,., Second-class, ditto ,,, ditto
15 July... ... First-class, ditto ... ditto
„ ... On line .., ... ditto
9 May  ... ... ditto  ,, . Grandchester
23 July .,, ... Platform ,,, ... Ipswich
24 July ... ... No. 3 down train... ... ditto
28 July ... ... On line , Walloon
30 July ... ... No. 3 down train .., Ipswich
„
First- class, No. 3 down ... ditto
1 August Second -class waiting room ditto
8 August On line Gatton
10 August Second -class ,  No. 1 up  ...  Dalby
11 ditto ditto
21 September Booking office ... ... Warwick
11 ditto ... .. ditto
ditto ... ditto
11 ditto ... ,. ditto
15 September
... On line ... ... Laidley
16 September ,.. ditto ... ... Helidon
21 September ... ditto ... ... Dalby
7 October ,,. ditto . Murphy's Creek ...
19 September ... Second-class, No. 3  down Ipswich ...
26 September ... On platform ... ditto
„ ... ditto ... ditto ...
10 Septtmber
... ditto .. ditto ...
24 September
.,. First-class ,  No. 4 down Ipswich ...
8 October ... ditto ditto ...
27 September .,. Break van .., ditto ...
5 'November ... Victoria Tunnel ... Grandchester ..,
19 August ... First-class, 4 down Ipswich ...
30 October ... Platform ,.. ditto
12 Octobe r
... Second . class, 4 down ditto ,..
29 August ... Second -class carriage Dalby ...
4 November ... Second -class, 2 up  ditto
15 November ... On line .., Allora ..,
26 November ,.. ditto ,., ... Clifton
22 November .. On platform , ... Oakey Creek ..,
28 November .,. On line ... Laidley
6 December ... ditto ,,.  Ipswich
16 December ... Platform ,,, ... Grandchester ...
9 December ... ditto ,,, .,, Ipswich ,,,
14 December Second-class, 4 down ditto
13 December ditto ,,. Helidon
f, Platform ,,, Ipswich
12 December On station ... Laidley
21 December ditto Ipswich
23 December ditto ,. ditto
21 December ditto ditto
81 December On line ... Helidon
„ ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
26 December ditto ... ... Walloon
LIST SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.Of UNCLAIMED GOODS on hand ,  I1'swICH  STATION, 31st DECEMBER,  1872:-
1 pocketbook,  no name
1 walking stick
1 piece sample coal
1 felt hat
1 drab felt hat
1 tin billy, I pint pot, 1 knife
1 bag containing 2 neckties, I  piece  of
flannel
1 black hat
2 plates
1 book, Artemus Ward among the
Fenians
1 parasol
1 felt hat
1 jacket
I paper parcel containing  sample sugar
1 lady's bag containing paper, pins,
tacks,  cotton, &c.
1 lady's parasol
1 child's cape
1 scarf
1 hat
ditto
1 parcel containing hair brush ,  flannel
shirt
1 hat
1 tin dish
1 piece wood ,  part of banjo
1 package contain in g clothing
I parasol
1 black coat
1 black cape
,,, aper parcel containing clothing
I  felt hat
1 bottle
I.  empty bag
1 lady's bag containing 3 pipes
1 swag
1 bundle- 2 straw hats
1 felt hat
1 black cloth cap
1 black coat
1 black hat
1 felt hat
1 lady's black  straw hat
1 parcel containing pair goloshes and
parcels of samples of sugar
1 knife
1 feedingbottle
1 hat
1 ditto
1 parcel containing  A othing
1 pin cushion
1 umbrella .
1 cabbage-tree hat
1 small felt hat
1 cloth cap
1 child's boot
Date.  Name .  Station f ro m  i  Station to
1871.
25 April O'Malley ,,,
1872.
28 Nov.
3 June
7 July
Unknown ..,
Scarborough
Bradley ...
Toowoomba
Ipswich.,.
Toowoomba
Toowoomba
Description of Goods.
Warwick  ...  One swag containing clothing.
ditto
I p swich..,
Warwick
Toowoomba
One case cartridges - Warwick .
One bag sugar RS over W.*
One bag containing clothing.
One bag  containing lucerne.
Quantity of bark - about 2 tons. t
• NOTE.- This bag of sugar was found in the Warehouse ,  at -Warwick, after the late Station Master had left, when checking off
goods on hand with entries in boov°
t Norx.-The bark has been  lyft  in  the Toowoomba yard for twelve mopths ;  received  without Consignment Note en the under.
standing ,  as is said ,  that it was  on,, .. portion  of the oonslgenleat .  Agensa Of  segder  leave ben eommhhteate4 with, but Rothtug
satisfactory in reply .  Sale advlse4
TIME TABLE,
P.M. i P.M. P.M.
... ... 4.40 Dalby ... ... ...
... ... * 5.8 3 ... Blaxland 's Siding ... ...
A A 16  ...  Bowenvi ll c  ... ... ...
A A 24  ... Jondaryan ... ... ...
5.47 33  ... Oakey Creek ... ... ...
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.- On and after  MONDAY,
 9th September ,  1872 , the following Time Table wi ll  come into operation until further notice.
IPSWICH,
 TOOWOOMBA , DALBY, AND WARWICK.
4xrLxa.
'STATIONS.
No. I,From Too-
lpIWdcil .
 woomba. Goods.
8
Ipswich ... ...
Walloon ... ...
12 ... Rosewood ... ...
18 ... Western Creek
2L ... Grandchester arrive
depart
25
... Victoria Tunnel ... ...
29 ... Laidley ... ... ...
as
 ... Gatton
 ... ... ...
{Helidon
arrive
depart
59 ... Murphy ' s Creek
I
arrive
depart
69:
78.
82.35
85 7
86 7
90} 121
94 16
102 24
109! 31
118 40
120 42
13L 53
140: 62
143i 65
Highfields ... ...
Toowoomba ,,, arrive
t depart
Mahoney ' s Gate ... .
Gowrie Junction ...  arrive
Gowrie Junction ... depart
For Williams'  Camp ...
Westbrook  Crossing... ...
Cambooya ... ...
Emu Creek Siding ... ...
King 's Creek
 ... ... ...
Clifton ... ... ...
Lyndhurst Road
Warwick ... ... ...
85; ... Gowrie Junction
 ...  depart
901 Gowrie  ... ... ...
97 ... Oakey Creek
 ... ... ...
106; ...
 Jondaryan
 ... ...
114' ,.. Bowenvi ll e ... ...
127' ... Blaxland ' s Siding ... ...
1301 ... j Dalby ... ... ,.,
4'30
s
58
5.38
A
A
6.50
Commissioner for Railwa s' Office,
Brisbane ,  301h August, 1872.
No.1, No . 2, No.3,
Goods.  Mixed. Mixed.
A.M. A.M.
5'51 40 ... Gowrie ... ...
A 46 ... Gowrie Junction ...  arrive ...
... ... 6.28 _
... ... 6'57 ... ... Warwick ... .. •
7.32 ... 3  Lyndhurst Road ... ... ...
... ... 7'47 ... 12 A ll ora ,,.
23 Clifton ,.. ... ...
2.7 ... 8.27 ...  25 King's  Creek ... ...
2.59 ... 9 .19 ... 34  Emu Creek  Siding ... ...
3.47
 ...  10.7 ... 41 Cambooya ... ... ...
... 3.55 ... ... 49  Westbrook Crossing ... ...
.,. ,.. ... 62 For Williams' Camp... ...
... ... ... 58 Gowrie  Junction ...  arrive
... 60'45 Mahoney' s Gate ... ...
*11.26  ...  4.20
A ... A
A ... A
12.25  ...  5.20
A ... A
1.18 ... 6.13
1.28 ... *6'23
2.5 ... 7.0
A ... A
2.45 ... 7.40
81
92
101
105
109
112
118
122
130
* Trains meet here.
Gowrie Junction
Toowoomba ...
Highfields ...
Murphy's Creek
Helidon ...
Gatton ...
Laidley ..
Victoria Tunnel
Grandcheater
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
DOWN  TRAINS.
.depart
J arrive
depart
5arrive
depart
5arrive
depart
S arrive
t depart
... Western Creek
 ... ...
,.. Rosewood
 ... ... ,.
... Walloon ,.. ...
 ...
... Ipswich ,.. ,,, „
... *11'25
11.55
6.30 6.50 ,,.
7.20 7.40 ,,,
810
... *8'30 ...
... 9.10 ,,,
.., 9.25
,., 10.0 ,..
,,, 10.29 ,,,
... A ...
,,, 11.4 ..,
*11.8
A
...
A ...
11.49
... 12.17 ...
No. 4, No. 5.
Mixed. Goode.
A.M. A.M.
8.4
A
0 ...
9-58  ...
10.30 ...
A
No. 6
Mixed.
P.M.
5.5
As
... *6
45
6.33
A.
...  7-A26
e A
A.  ... A
*11.16 8.26
11.44 8'56
12'4 11.50 ,.,
12.54 12.40
1.44 1.30
*1.48 ... ...
2.28 ... .,.
2.43 ... ...
3.18 ... ...
8.47 ... ..,
A ... ...
4.22 ... ...
4.26 ... ...
A ... ...
A ... ...
*5'8
5.36 ,., ...
A ll Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
Noss.-The Trains will  stop  only  at those places at  which they  are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will  stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will  be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can
.&y do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train,  and paying the fare at the time of booking,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
(B.) The Nos.  2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down Trains only, will, for the  present, stop at this Crossing,  subject to the foregoing regulation.
Goods Trains will be run when necessary.
No. 2,
Mixed.
UP TRAINS.
No. 3,
Mixed.
No. 4,
Goods.
MILES.
No.5, No.6 ,  From From
Mixed .
 Mixed .  Dalby. Warwick.
STATIONS.
A.M. A.M. A.M.
... 10.0 ...
.., 10.28
A
A ...
•11.8
... 11.12 ...
... A ...
... 11'49
... 12.18 .,,
... 12.53 ...
... 1.8 ...
*1.48 ,,,
*8'30 1.52 ,,,
9.22 2'44 ,,,
10.10 3.32
... 4.5 10.50
B B
*11.16
A.M.
8.5
A
8.45
9.22
9.32
A
1025
A
A
B
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Passenger  Goods and Live
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Pares. I Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
£ s. d. £ s. d. d.
Week ending 5th April, 1873 398 10 0 899 17 11 57 16 11 1,356 4 10
Corresponding  week last  year... 290 7 0 1,118 7 6 51 7 5 1,460 1 11
Increase ]OS 3 0 6 9 6 j
Decrease 218 9 7 ' 103 17 1
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
( FEAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after  MONDAY,  the 14th instant ,  the following Time
Table will come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Milos from
Rock-
hampton.
SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Stations Up  Train,Mixed.
a.m.
Rockhampton .,, ... .. 11.0
6 Gracemere  ... ... ... 11.24
15 Stanwell  ... ... 12. 0
24 Rosewood Crossing  ... ... A
30 Westwood  ... ... ..,  1. 0
Stations.
Total.
Down Train
Mixed.
P.M.
Westwood .. ... ... 3.30
F Rosewood Crossing .. ... A
15 Stanwell .., ...  ...  4.30
2;, Gracemere ... ... . 5' 6
30 Rockhampton... .., ... 5.30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will. stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can  only  do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the tare at the time of booking, from the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which tbey propose to alight.
HEREAS His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
by Proclamation under his Hand, to order that District Courts shall henceforth be holden in and
for the District of Stanthorpe, in the Town of Stauthorpe ; and whereas it becomes necessary, in order to
make  provision for holding Courts in the district aforesaid, that a fresh list of' dates upon which Courts
are to be holden in the. We„ tern District should be published : Now, in pursuance of the power and
authority vested in me as Judge of the said Western District, by the Act 3i Vic., No. 30, 1 do hereby
cancel and  annul the list of dates upon which Courts were to be held in the Western District, heretofore
published for the year 1873 ; and do hereby order and direct, that Courts shall be holden during the
current year  in the  various  towns in the Western  District  aforesaid, at the times and on the dates here-
under mentioned , that is to say :-
CRIMINAL  JURISDIC'1ION. CIVIL JURISDICTION.
Town. I Day,of the Week. Date. Town. 1 Day of the Week. !, Date.
873. 1873.
Roma ... ... Saturday May 17th Roma ... Monday ... ' May 19th
Roma ... Saturday July 12th Roma ... Monday . July 14th
Roma ... ... Wednesday October 22nd Roma ... Thursday
..
. October 23rd
Condamine ... Friday ... May 23rd Condamine Friday ... ... May 23rd
Condamine ... Friday ... July 18th Condamine Friday ... ... July 18th
Condamine ... Tuesday October 28th Condamine Tuesday ... I October 28th
Dalby ... ... Monday May 26th Dalby ... Monday ... May 26th
Dalby Monday 1 July 21st Dalby... Monday ... July 21st
Dalby ... ... Thursday October 30th Dalby... Thursday October 30th
Toowoomba .. Thursday May 29th Toowoomba  Thursday Mile 29th
Toowoomba ... Thursday July 24111 Toowoomba  Thursday ... July 24th
Toowoomba ... 1 Tuesday November 4th 1'oowoumba  Tuesday ... November 4th
Warwick ... Tuesday ... June 3rd Warwick Tuesday ... , June 3rd
Warwick ... Tuesday July 29th Warwick Tuesday ... '. July 29th
Warwick ... Monday November 10th Warwick Monday .. November 10th
Stanthorpe ...Saturday ... June 7th Stanthorpe  Monday ... June 9tli
Stanthorpe ... Saturday ... August 2nd Stanthorpe  Monday ... August 4th
Stanthorpe . Friday ... November 14th Stauthorpe  F iday ... ... November 14th
CURS. W, BLAKE. E 1,
Judge,  Weateru District Court,
Miles
from West-
wood.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
MAKE  Notice, that applications leave been made to bring the Lands described below under the
.$ provisions of  " ?'Ire Real Propertq Act  of 1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodgin by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
ITENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant. Pate within which  a Caveat
may be lodged.
2 roods 30 perches, being the whole of allotments 2 and ' George Ratf, acting as Attor- 12th May, 1873.
3 of section 4,  and allotment 3 of section 5, parish ney for Wm. Richardson
and town of Cleveland, county of Stanley and  Will.  S. Boulton,
Trustees, with power of
sale, of Joseph King, de-
ceased
14 acres  1 rood,  subdivision 2 of portion 16, parish  of John Strong
Indooroopilly, county of Stanley
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Downey,
of Toowoomba, storekeeper.
W
the said Thomas Downey was,
r B on the 28th day of March, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 26th day of May,  A.D.  1873, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 8th day of April, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
Hrvnv J. WIIITLrY,
Official Assignee.
265 6s. 6d.
NOTICE.
T
HE Scale of Charges for the insertion of Advertise.
ments in the  Queensland Government  G azette is
as fo llows :-
Advertisements relating to Insolvent  e. Intestate
Estates, or Letters of Administration ,  6s. 6d ,
each.
Advertisements relating to Impounded Stock,  Is.
per animal.
A ll  other Advertisements  will be charged for at the
rate of 3s . for the first eight  lines  (or under),
and 3d. for every additional  line, allowing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers  are reminded that No  ADVERTISEMENT
WILL  BE INSEaTED in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a renuttanco sufficient to cover the  cost of its insertion
according  to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES  C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
POE D1 1LI+IPi:'i.S are requested  to take notice, thatail Rennttanees on account of Impounding
Adrertiec:acuis, over file siullit:ga, co'ust be mode by
Post-OiL< L;. uur, or cash ; otherwise the advertisements
will he rei n acct.
4. i;. BEAT.,
t?oerru,eut i' ri:cfer
D,itto.
The GOVEILNMENT PiINTIIlt acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts:-
E s. d.
1873.
April 5.- T. Ryalls ...  0 2 0
„ 7.-A. Yeomans  0 2 6
„ 8.-M. A. Spencer  0 10 0
10.-T. B. Dowling  0 1 0
10.-I1 . Skiffins  0 3 0
ifmpounbings.
Poundkeeper.c are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will  be  charged for at the rate of
ONE SuILLING Pale ANIMAS;  and no such Adver-
tisement  will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by,  to  remittance  sufficient  to cover the cost of its
insertion..
IMPOUNDED at Inglewood, from Whetstone, on the
1st instant, by order of P. E. Devine, Esquire.
Driving, 2s. each.
One brown mare, star, hind feet white, switch tail, B
over tb near shoulder ; brown filly foal at foot,
unbranded.
If not released on or before the 5th May, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
T. B. DOWLING, Poundkeepcr.
263 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Beenleigb,from the Plantation of J.
Davy, Esquire, Albert River, on 4th April, 1873.
T ree black pigs.
If not released on or before the 7th May, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
ROBERT SKIFFINS, Poundkeeper.
264 1s.
T
MPOUNDED at Gladstone, from Monte Christo„on
29th March, 1873, by A. C. B. Pread, Esquire.
Driving, 6s. 8d. per head.
One chesnut mare, star, off hind foot white,  triangle
over 24 near shoulder.
One bay mare, triangle near shoulder.
It' not released on or before the 25th April,  1873, wi ll
be sold to defray expenses.
262
T. RYALLS,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
BRISBANE :
Printed and Published by JAMES C. BcnL,  Government Printer,
William  street, 12th  April, 1873.
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SUPPLEMENT
TO THE
QUEENSLAND
toberurntnt iaetti
OF SATURDAY, 12TH APRIL, 1873.
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XIV.] THURSDAY, 17TH APRIL,  1873. [No. 36.
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND
and of the SPECIAL FUNDS paid into the TREASURY, at BRISBANE, during the QUARTERS ended
31st MARCH, 1872, and 31st MARCH, 1873, respectively, showing the INCREASE or
DECREASE under each head thereof.
Quarter ended Quarter ended
31st March ,  31st March, Decrease.
1872. 1873.
CUSTOMS-
Spirits ... ... ... ...
Wine ... ... ...
Methylated Spirits ... ... ...
Ale, Porter, Vinegar, &c. ... ...
Oils  ...  ... ...
Tobacco, Snuff, and Cigars ... ...
Opium ... .. ... ...
Tea ...
Coffee, Chicory, &c. ..
Butter, Cheese, Dried Fruits, &c. ...
Sugar ... ... ... ... ...
Soap ...  ...
Rice, Oatmeal, &c. ,,. ... ...
Salt ... ... ...
Potatoes, Onions, Hay, Chaff ...
Coals ... .. ... .. ...
Wheat, Barley, Bran, and Pollard ...
Bottled Fruits, Pickles, and Mustard
Ad valorem ... ... ... ...
EXCISE-
Duty on Colonial Spirits ... ... ,,,
STAMP DUTY ... ... ... ... ...
£  8. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Increase.
£ s. d.
26,373 2 2 31,138 12 6 ... 4,765 10 4
3,009 12 9 , 3,841 8 11 ... 831 16 2
8 18 0 34 10 0 25 12 0
4,420 2 6 4,172 6 2  247  16  4
1,003 15 10 1,206 1 1 ... 202 5 3
8,737 17 9 10,470 1 10 ... 1,732 4 1
695 10 9 998 8 9  302 18  0
...
6,420  11  0  7,464  15  3 ... 1,044 4 3
650 18 0 950 19 0 300 1 0
4,066 5 2 5,860 6 4 1  ...  1,794 1 2
1,340 2 6  990 11  5  349  11  1 ...
50 4 4 49 7 9 016 7 ...
560 11 11 421 15 11 138 16 0
1,228 19 11 1,383 16 11  ...  154 16 0
284 2 1 268 0 2 16 1 11 ,,,
90 9 0 68 18 4 21 10 8
582 5 2 1,076 8 3 ... 494 3 1
.. 152 10 0 244 ]4 4 ... 92 4 4
.. 23,420 8 6 31,102 9 7 ... 7,682 1 1
83,096 7 4 1101,743 11 6  774  12  7 I  19,421  16  9
2,805 7 8
5,283 18 2
4,213 0 3
8,459 7 9
1,407 12 7
3,175 9 7
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF QUARTER'S REVENUE- continued.
Quarter ended
31st March,
1872.
GOLD-
Duty on  Gold ... ... ...
Miners'  Rights  and Business Licenses  ...
Other Receipts ... ... ... ...
LAND REVENUE- I
Proceeds of Land  Sales ... ...
Mineral Selections  ... ... ... ...
Rents of Conditional Purchases ,  " Aliens-
tion  Act of  1868"
Rents of Homestead Selections,  " Aliena-
tion  Act of  1868" }
Selections under  " Leasing Act of  1866" ...
Rents of Land for Pastoral Purposes ...
All  other Rents ... ... ...
Assessment on Runs... ... ... ...
Minin Licensesg
Survey Fees ... ... ... ...
Transfer Fees ... ...
POSTAGE
COMMISSION ON POST OFFICE ORDERS
LICENSES-
To cut Timber, make Bricks, &c. ... ...
To Auctioneers ... ... ... ...
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers ... ...
To Distil ... ... ... ... ...
To Bonded Storekeepers ... ... ...
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors
To Publicans, for Billiard  and Bagatelle I
Tables ... ... ... ... )
To Hawkers and Pedlars ... ...
All other  Licenses  ... ... ... ...
FEES OF OFFICE-
Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds
Registrar-General ... ...
...
*Registrar, Supreme Court... ... ...
*Registrars  of District Courts ... ...
Sheriff ... ... ... ..,
Courts of Petty Sessions ... ... ...
Curator of Intestate Estates
... ...
Shipping Master ... ... ... ...
All other Fees ... ... ...
FINES AND FORFEITURES-
Courts of Petty Sessions .. .. .
Proceeds of Sale of Confiscated and
Unclaimed Property
... ...
Crown's Share of Seizures ... ... ...
All  other Fines ... ...
RENTS, EXCLUSIVE OF LAND-
Tolls and Ferries
Government Buildings and Premises
HARBOR DUES AND FEES-
Pilotage ... ...
Light Dues ... ... ...
Marine Board ... ...
Quarter ended
31st March,  Decrease. Increase.
1873.
£ 8.  d.  £ s. d.  £  a. d. £ s. d.
3,220 15  9 1,99118 10 1,228 16 11
1,294 10  0 1,691 10 0 ... 397 0 0
1,071 17  6 2,034 5 0 ...  962 7 6
5,587 3  3  5,71713 10 1,228 16 11  1,359 7 6
2,696 14  0 2,601 13 3 95 0 9
6,807 5 0 2,935 0 0 3,872 5 0
60,067 16  11 51,990 8 7 1,922 11 8
2,701 1 5 .5,805 10 8 ... 3,104 9 3
7,536 14 9 7,11117 4 424 17  5
1,312 2 0 1,983 8 3 .. 671 0 3
219 11 3 13 10 0 206 1 3 ...
20 0 0 20 0 0
33 7 6 ... 33 7 6
3,795 3 0 4,052 15  0 ...  257 12  0
88 7 0 196 10 0 ... 108 3 0
75,244 15  4 76,724 0 7 4,618 4 5 6,097 9 8
4,909 6 3 6,050 19 11 ... 1,141 13 8
198 1 0  277 15 0 ... 7914 0
522 10 0 769 10 0  247 0 0
283 6 7 220 4 2  63 2 5
1,790 0 0 2,000 0 0 ... 210 0 0
162 0 0 238 0 0  ... 76 0 0
882 9 5 946 14 0  64 4 7
357 5 6 461 8 11 104 3 5
230 0 0 265 0 0  36 0 0
140 0 0 80 0 0 60 0 0
725 13 4 915 14 8 190 1 4
5,093 4 10 5,896 11  9 123 2 6  926 9 4
183 10 0 321 3 0 137 13 0
709 0 8 823 0 2  113 19 6
2 4 0 ...  2 4 0
66 5 10 66 6 10
46 4 3 36 12 0 9 12 3
201 19 3 286 12 6  ... 84 13 3
54 6 2 76.19 11 ... 22 13 9
57 10 9 71 5 3 ... 13 14 6
54 18 0 108 17 6  ... 53 19 6
1,375 18 11 1,724 10  4 78 2 1 426 13 6
8
316
0 0
9 0 488 1 9
8 0 0
171 12 9
2  0 13 16 91015 3 241
101 15 9 1 6 0 100 9 9
8 6 0 18 5 0 10 0 0
445 5 0 532 4 9 108 9 9 195 9 6
192 5 5 203 16 1 11 10 8
38 15 11 91 1 0  52 5 1
231 1 4 294 17 1  63 15 9
1,309 4 1 1 814 7 1 505 3 0,
734 0 8 836 13 1 102 12 5
31 0 0 53 0 0 22 0 0
2,074 4 9 2,704 0 2 629 15 5
Now paid  in Stamps
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF QUARTER'S  REVENUE- continued.
Quarter ended  Quarter ended
31st  March ,  31st  March, Decrease .  Increase.
1872. 1873.
£ a. d. £ s. d. £ e. d. £ s. d.
RAILWAY RECEIPTS-
Fares ... ... ... ... ... 3,800 0 5 6,567 4 7 ... 2,767 4 2
Goods Traffic ... ... ... ... ... 12,424 0 4 18,085 13 0 ...  5,661 12 8
Miscellaneous Receipts ... ... ... 381 7 8 631 13 10 ...  250 6 2
16,605 8 5  26,284  11  5 ... 8,679 3 0
CIVIL SERVICE  SUPERANNUATION FUND  1 40218 9 401 14  10  1  3 11
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS ...  3,166 2 4 5,133 19 0 ... 1,967 16 8
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale of Government Property ... ... 245 2 2 200 18 3 44 3 11 ...
Government Printer... ... ... ... 213 7 1 188 18 4 24 8 9 ...
Balances in hands of Public Officers Refunded 9 0 0 2 15 10 6 4 2
Surcharges Recovered ... ... ... 50 7 10 23 1 11 27 5 11 ...
Letters of Registration ... ... 62 0 0 171 0 0 ... 109 0 0
Balances of Intestate Estates ... ... 315 7 10 1,007 4 0 691 16 9
Other Miscellaneous Receipts ... ... 3,323 9 5 1,499 6 5 1,824 3 0 ...
4,218 14  4 3,093 4 9 1,926 5 9  800 16  2
TOTAL REVENUE  PROPER £ 210,737 17  8 248,252  2 11 8,858 17  10 46,373 3 1
Deduct  Decrease  ... ... ... ... ... ... £  8,858 17 10
Increase  of Revenue Proper on corresponding Quarter, 1872 ... £ 37,514 5 3
SPECIAL RECEIPTS.
Immigration Collections, London ...
Immigration Collections, Colony ...
Scab Assessment ... ... ...
Brands  Fund ... ... ...
Pound Sales ... ... ... ...
Assurance Fund,  Real Property Act
Police Reward Fund... ... ...
Police Superannuation Fund
Gold Fields Homesteads Act
Brisbane Waterway Construction. Act
•i
1,380 13 6
942 10 0
358 3 0
5114 6
70 0 5
137 18 6
213 7 3
49 3 0
2,005 2 4
748 16 0
501 15 9
1,545 13 7
115 6 2
68 4 4
159 2 6
228 14 7
55 15 9
360 0 0
193 14 0
624 8 10
143 12 9
1,645 13 7
63 11 8
TOTAL SPECIAL RECEIPTS  £ ! 3,203 10 2
I
Deduct Decrease ... ...
5,788 11 0
1 16 1
195 10 1
21 4 0
15. 7 4
6 12 9
360 0 0
2,780 10 11
... £ 195 10 1
Increase of Special Receipts on corresponding Quarter, 1872 ... £  2,585 0 10
A. H. PALMER,
For the Colonial  Treasurer.
F. 0. DARVALL,
Auditor-General
The Treasury,
Queensland, 8th April, 1873.
PARTICULARS of CASH and LAND ORDERS received on account of Sales and Rents  of Land ,  under  "  Alienation
Act of  1868,"  and  " Leasing  Act of  1866."
_. I QUARTER RNDED
Slsr MARCx, 1872 .
I  Q,UARTF.a ENDED
i  3Isr MARCH, 1873.
Land Orders. Cash. Land Orders Cash.
£ a. d. E a. d. £ a. d. £ e. d.
Proceeds of Land Sales 1,761 14 10 934 19 2 374 18 8 2,226 14 7
Mineral Selections ... 6,807 5 0 2,935 0 0
Under  " Alienation  Act  Qf  1868" ...
Conditional Purchases 727 4 1 49,340 12 10 464 12 10 51,525 15 9
Homestead Selections... 57 14 3 2,643 7 2 37 10 0 5,768 0 8
Selections under  " Leasing  Act  of  1866" ... ... ... ... ... 323 10 7 7,213 4 2 11 1 7 7,100 15 9
£ 2,870 3 9 86,939 8 4 888 3 1 69,556 6 9
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CUSTOMS and AD VALOREM Dues from each Port in the Colony, for the Quarter ended 31st day
of March, 1873.
Port. Customs .  Ad Valorem.
Brisbane ...
Ipswich ...
Maryborough ...
Burnett River...
Rockhampton ...
Gladstone ...
Mackay
St. Lawrence ...
Cleveland Bay...
Port Hinchinbrook
Port Denison ...
Sweer 's Island...
Border Customs
TOTAL
The Treasury,
Queensland , 8th April, 1873,
TREASURY STATEMENT.
CONSOL IDATED REVENUE FUND.
ABSTRACT of EXPENDITURE at the Treasury,  Brisbane,
during the Quarters ended 31st March, 1872,
and 31st March, 1873, respectively.
Qua rt er ended Quarter ended
31st Mar., 1872. 31st Mar., 1873.
d. £ s. d.
No. 1.-SCnEDULES.
Schedule  A. ... ... 1,059 2 11 1,000 0 0
Schedule  B. ... 3,429  17 10 3,478 16 2
Schedule C. ... 75 0 0 83 6 8
Interest on Loans ... 121,435 10 0 120,935 10 0
£ 126,999 10 9 125,497 12 10
No. 2.-EXECUTIVE
AND LEG ISLATIVE.
His Excellency the Gov-
ernor  ...  271 8 10 240 0 0
The Executive Council... 184 6 0 146 11 4
The Legislative Council 697 19 7 681 3 6
The Legislative Assembly 688 13 1 673 8 10
The Legislative Council
and Assembly ... 592 12 7 833 7 10
£ 2,435  0 1  2,574  11  6
No. 3: COLONIAL SE-
CRETARY.
Colonial Secretary's De-
partment ..
Registrar -General
Immigration
Steamer "  Kate"
Police ... ...
Gaols .
Penal  Establishment ...
Medical ... ...
Education ... ...
Stores ... ... ...
Government  Printing ...
Charitable Allowances...
Benevolent Asylum ...
Orphan Schools ...
Lunatic Asylum
Endowments to Munici-
palities
Somerset Harbor of
Refuge ... ...
Admiralty Survey ...
Volunteers ... ...
Miscellaneous ... ...
Census . .. ... ...
702 11 6 589 12 1
1,017  6 11  1,251 12 5
893 14 8 2,737 1 9
562 8 1 777 6 11
17,979 17 7 21,968 6 4
1,433 9 9 1,470 12 6
1,277 3 4 1,835 2 4
218 6 8 296 17 5
9,899 0 1 10,200 8 6
3,878 10 5 3,896 6 0
4,290 2 4  2,484  13  6
3,665 8 4 3,322 0 9
522 7 3 350 11 9
2,370 11  8 1,311 16 8
1,887 0 3 2,483 2 1
3,427  5 11  2,664 14  2
731 5 3 763 6 3
301 10  1 57 1 0
66'13  4 100 0 0
1,935 5 9 2,277 5 3
784 5 9 ...
£ 57,844 4 10 60,837 17 8
£ s. d.
37,390 3 1
5,340 10 11
5,141 19 5
325 6 0
10,099 2 8
457 9 11
1,056 19 8
1,120 1 8
7,674 10 5
169 15 2
1,262 6 8
450 15 8
152 0 8
£ 70,641 1 11
£  S.
22,522 4
2,148 8
1,565 16
68 18
1,935 8
151 0
352 10
498 10
1,321 16
12 12
310 6
0 10
214 11
d. £ s. d.
0 69,912 7 1
0 7,488 18 11
0  6,707 15  5
0 394 4 0
0 12,034 10 8
0 608 9 11
0 1,409 9 8
0 1,618 11 8
0 8,996 6 5
0 182 7 2
0 1,572 12 8
0 451 5 8
7 366 12 3
31,102 9 7  101,743 11 6
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE  FUND-Continued.
No. 4: ADMINISTRATION
OF JUSTICE.
Law Officers of the Crown
Supreme Court...
District Courts...
Sheriff ... .,,
Miscellaneous ...
Quarter ended Quarter ended
91st Mar., 1872.  31st Mar., 1873.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
467 13 9
918 11 8
1,285 8 7
904 7 4
Total.
539 9 0
526 10 4
2,041 17 4
502 14 9
183 4 7... 828 16 10
£ 4,404 18 2 3,79316 0
No. 5.-COLONIAL TREA-
SURER.
Treasury (Stamp and
Lithographic Office)
Customs ... ...
Excise .. ...
Harbor Department ...
Interest, Commission,
and Exchange ...
Superannuation Allow-
ances
Refundments and Draw-
backs
Unrendered Claims ...
Dredge Plant, Brisbane
and Rockhampton
Miscellaneous ... ...
840 3 5 1,391 5 1
4,502  10 10  5,304 14  11
636 1 4 846 12 2
4,833 18 5  6,265 15  10
1,220 11 11  24  13  2
192 18 4 130 18 9
1,308 10  8 2,167 18 1
437 7 4 263 2 8
621 4 0 520 10 1
1,862  6 10  2,080 8 9
£ 16,455 13 1 18,995 19 6
No. 6.-SECRETARY FOR
LANDS.
Department of Lands ...
Survey and Sale of Lands
Occupation of Lands ...
Botanic Gardens ...
Misce ll aneous ... ...
No. 7 -SECRETARY FOR
PUBLIC WORKS.
Department of Public
Works ... ...
Railways
Roads and Public Build-
ings-
Departmental
Public Works and
Buildings ...
Roads and Bridges-
Southern Division
Central Department
Construction and
Maintenance .
NorthCln Division
-departmental
Conct.,]ction and
Maintenance ...
Cold Pi .*-'(f' ... ...
Geologi !;;)Survey ...
441 8 1 826 1 3
6,505 6 3 8,845 9 11
946 19 10 951 13 3
485 17 7 553 4 6
110 7 2 193 9 9
8,489  18 11 11,369 18  8
921 1 6 1,152 11 0
15,521 17 11 20,467 18 0
829 18 3 688 15 0
1,997 9 9 7,81210 7
4,030 13 5 8,575 3 11
670 13 8 876 16. 0
1,128 11  6 2,649 4 3
92 8 8 190 11 8
627 13 6 3,529 12 1
2,115 19 3 3,268 6 0
100 0 0 ...
£ 28,036  7 5 49,211 8 6
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CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND --Continued.
Qua rt er ended Quarter ended
31st Mar„ 1872. 31st Mar., 1873.
£  s. d. £ s. d.  £ s.  d, £ s. d.
No. 8.-POSTMASTER-  Brought forward  ... 53,971 9 8 47,173 16 10
GENERAL.  Roads and Bridges-
Southern Division ... Z 4,374 6 6Post Office ... 2,841 11 11  3,227 6 10  5,392 9 5
Conveyance of Mails ...  6,486 6 8  10,741 7 2 Wide Bay and Burnett 3 3,045 6 10
Electric Telegraph 5 247 7 2 6 981 10 9 j Central Division . 15,420 6 10 1,998 19 10
' , Northern Division ... ) 320 10 6
1%01 0 "a  J su ,a50 41 V
No. 9.-AuDrrOR-
GENERAL.
Department ... .,, 709 7 6 961  9 10
Grand Total ... £ 258,950 6 6  294,192  19  3
LOAN EXPENDITURE.
ABSTRACT of DISBVasEMENTS for the Quarters ended
31st March, 1872, and 31st March, 1873,
respectively.
Immigration  ... 13,691 18  6
Electric Telegraphs  14,237 11 0
Railways -Southern and
Western . ...
Great Northern ...
Lighthouses ... .,.
Harbors and Rivers
Loans to Municipalities
16,611 18 2
2,955 11 6
19,470 12  8 8,092 4
4 7 6 3,01116
5 9 0 664 8
1,461  11  0 1,984 4
5,200 0 0 13,863 14
LOAN EXPENDITURE-  continued.
Quarter ended
31st  Mar., 1872.
Quarter ended
31st Mar., 1873.
25 0 0 t 4,021 4 6
Total £  64,809 5 111  60,934 5 U
SPECIAL EXPENDITURE.
ABSTRACT  of DISBURSEMENTS for the Quarters ended
31st  March, 1872, and 31st March, 1873,
respectively.
Sheep Account ... 2,452 16 1 423 5 2
Pleuro-pneumonia Fund 21 14 3
Poundage .. 17 6 7 23 14 7
Police Reward Fund ,.. 35 0 0 33 0 0
Police Superannuation
Fund ... 77 18 8 53 19 2
ImmigrationRemittances' 1,195 1810; 244 17 7
London ... 3,273 0 3 3,211 11 1
Polynesian 250 4 6 15 18 0
Parliamentary and other
Buildings ... ... 1,566 10 0 80 15 0
Brands Act  Fund 304 16 4 I 523 8 9
Brisbane Waterwa Con-y
struction Act ,..
Total £ 9,173 11 3
400 0 0
5,032 3 7
0
3
4
7
0
Carried  forward ...£  53,971 9 8  47,173 16 10
The Treasury,
Queensland, 10th April, 1873.
A. H. PALMER,
For the  Colonial Treasurer
By Authority  :  JAuss 0. Bear.,  Government  Printer ,  William street ,  Brisbane,
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QUEEN8LAxD, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  S Honorable GEORGE AuausTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
QlOEMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
[No. 37.
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation  by The Most
to wit .  S Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUB
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave,  Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross. in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NOBMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council,  Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The  Diseases  in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ; a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty's  Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
by Proclamation under my Hand
VV and Seal dated the tenth day of January
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three
I GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE Marquis of
Normanby in pursuance of the power and authority
in me vested as Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land aforesaid and under and by virtue of the
provisions of an Act passed in the twenty-seventh
year of Her Majesty's reign intituled  " An Act
to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relating to
Quarantine "  did appoint a certain island in Moreton
Bay known as Peel Island to be a station for the
performance of Quarantine under and for the
purposes of the said Act And whereas by another
Proclamation of even date with the above under
my Hand and Seal and made in pursuance of the
powers and authorities hereinbefore recited I did
prohibit all persons vessels and boats whatsoever
from going under any pretence whatever within the
limits  of the said proclaimed station under the
penalties  contained in the said Act until the said
Proclamation should have been rescinded and
whereas the said prohibition is no longer necessary
and it is expedient to rescind the same. Now
therefore I the said GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTAN-
TINE Marquis  of Normanby in pursuance of
the power and authority in me vested and by
and with the advice of the Executive Council do by
this my Proclamation rescind the Proclamation
relating to such prohibition as aforesaid and do
hereby declare that the same is revoked and has no
further force or effect.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to re-appoint
THOMAS BLACKET  STEPHENS ,  Esquire,
a Member of the Board of General Education.
Such appointment to have effect from the 21st
January, 1873.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 18th April, 1873.
IT is hereby notified that
ROBERT VERNOR ,  Claen ,  Brisbane River,
is to be substituted for " Robert Verner, Chien,
Brisbane  River ," appearing in the general commis-
sion of the peace published  in the  Government
Gazette  Extraordinary  of 2nd January, 1873.
Rs.
A. It. PALMER.  exhibitor  ... ... ... ... 3,000
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane,  14th April, ].873.
1
THE subjoined communication respecting the
purchase of Remounts required by the Bengal
Army ,  is published for general information.
A. H. PALMER.
No. 427.
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA.
Military Department.
Fort William, the 8th February, 1873.
SIR,-I am desired by the Right Honorable the
Governor-General in Council to forward, for gene-
ral information, the accompanying notice regarding
the purchase of remounts required for the Bengal
Army.
I am, &c.,
H. K. BURNE, Colonel,
Secretary to the Government of India.
To the Colonial Secretary, Queensland.
Exd. S. C. Dutt.
NOTICE.
It having been decided by the Government of
India to establish  a reserve  of 1,000 horses for
army use,  and for the next few years to purchase  a Calcutta, Allaha-
considerable number' of remounts for the  Bengal La,, w ng fl;
Army in the open market,  notice is  hereby given,  Meerut.Umballa,
that remount committees at the several stations Lahore,sealkote,
noted in the margin,  are  to purchase Rawm, Pinaee,prepared Peshawar,
horses suitable for army purposes to the number of
about 1,200 during the current year, and up to the
1st April, 1874.
In 1879-75, one thousand horses, and in 1875-76,
six hundred and fifty horses, more or less, will be
bought. The requirements of subsequent years
will be made known hereafter.
Horses of all breeds, Cape, Australian, Arab,
Persian , Country-bred, and Northern, will be
accepted if up to the required  standard.
Mares  as well as  horses will he taken, and if the
former are  of a good stamp, the preference will be
given to them.
They must be within the prescribed ages, four to
seven years.
The maximum price for Cavalry and Field
Artillery remounts is Rupees 500; for Horse
Artillery, Rupees 600.
The following prizes will also be given for English
and Colonial stock exhibited at Calcutta in the early
I part of January, 1879-ages four to seven years :-
i  1st Prize.
Rs.
For the best  six (6)  brood mares suit-
able for army  purposes ,  bond fide
the property of one  importer  ... 3,000
2nd Prize.
For the  second best  six (6) brood
mares suitable for army purposes,
bond  fide  the property  of one im-
porter ... ... ... ... 2,000
3rd Prize.
For the third best  six (6)  brood mares
suitable for  army purposes,  bond
fide  the property of one importer 1,000
4th Prize.
For the best thorough-bred  stallion
for And purposes... ... ... 3,000
Second best  sta llion  ... ... ... 2,000
Third ditto ... ... .. 1,000
It is also notified that the following prizes will be
awarded at two stations, one in the North-West
Provinces and one in the Punjab, the time and place
of exhibition to be fixed shortly.
1st Prize.
For the best six (6) Persian, Turkoo-
man, or any other Asiatic mares,
bond fide the property of one
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2nd Prize. Rs.
For the second best six (6) Persian,
Turkooman, or any other Asiatic
mares,  bond  fide  the property of
one exhibitor 2,000
1st prize-for the best Arab  stallion
for stud purposes... ... 2,000
2nd prize-for the second best ditto... 1,000
3rd prize-for the best Persian or
Turkooman stallion ... ... 1,000
Some prizes will also be given in 1875 and follow-
ing years, the details of which will be published in
due course.
The Government of India will retain a right of
pre-emption of any horses exhibited, at a price t)
be fixed by the exhibitor before exhibition. No
prizes will be given unless the horses exhibited
come up to a high standard of excellence.
Importers and competitors are informed that the
judges will be considerably guided by good measure.
ment of girth and leg, and blood combined with
power.
Animals wanting in such  essential  points will
have no chance  of gaining a prize.
(Signed) H. K. BURNE, Colonel,
Calcutta,
4th February, 1873.
Exd. H. do Silva.
Secy.  to the Govt .  of India,
Mily. Dept.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th March, 1873.
If HE  following Resolution agreed to at the
recent Intercolonial Conference of the Aus-
tralasian Colonies held in Sydney is published
for general information.
It is also notified that the required notice, to
give effect to the resolution, so far as Queensland
is concerned, has been forwarded by the outgoing
mail for publication in the  Times  newspaper.
" XIV.-DISEASES IN STOCK.
The Conference having taken into consideration
the great danger to which Australian live stock is
exposed from the importation of animals from
countries in which infectious diseases prevail, it
was resolved that it is expedient to prohibit, for
the period of two years, the landing of cattle,
sheep, and pigs, from any places beyond the limits
of the Australasian Colonies, and that such prohibi-
tion should take effect from and after the publica-
tion of a notice in the London  Times."
A. H. PALMER.
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by The Most
to wit.  S  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in  the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the  Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE. Marquis of Normanby
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after WEDNES-
DAY, the fourteenth day of  May, 1873, at the
Brisbane  Land Office.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
1059
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent's
District.
A.B.  P.
Daniel Rountree 135 2 0
Somerset
Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
April, in the  year  of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANI3Y, of Her  Majesty's  Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the pro-
visions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twentieth clay of May, 1873, at the St. Lawrence
Land Office.
Register)
No. or
Applies- 1
tion. I
1
Name of  Lessee.
Thomas Valiance Wren
Land
Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
120 0
1
St. Law-
rence.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purpose named with
respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
Parishes of Bunya and Kedron, county of Stanley.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
No. 31. in the parish of Bunya, and bounded thence
on the north by portions Nos. 31, 55, and  62;  on
the west by portion No. 62, selection No. 1,728,
and portions Nos. 50, 56, and 46; again on the
north by portions Nos. 53 and 42, selection No.
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1,754, portion 106, selection No. 1,753, and portion
No. 2, all in the parish of Bunya ; on the cast by
portion No. 48, in the parish of Bunya, and by
portions in the parish of Kedron Nos. 602, 488,
487, 486, 485, 489, 597, 595, and 594, by portion
No. 51, in the parish of Bunya, and by portion No.
596, in the parish of Kedron ; on the south by
portions in the parish of Bunya Nos. 6, 7, 8, 52,
61, 12, 586, 587, 688, and 589, and by Kedron
Brook upwards to the eastern boundary of Samford
Run ; and again on the west by that boundary
bearing north to the point of commencement ;-
exclusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
County of Cook, parish of • Bundaberg,  town of
Bundaberg. Section No. 29.
1 acre 3 roods 13 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the' north corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the north-east by Maryborough
street south-easterly to Quay street ; on the south-
east by Quay street south-westerly ten chains to
Burrum street ; on the south-west by Burrum
street north-westerly to the Burnett River ; and
on the north-west by that river downwards to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1873.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that in consequence
of Mr. Commissioner Coxen's absence, there
will be no Commissioner's Court Sittings held at
Brisbane or Beenleigh during the month of April,
and that all business in connection with selections
that would have come before the Commissioner's
Court in that month will be dealt with on the usual
days appointed for the Sittings at the above-men-
tioned places in the month of May.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."
IN pursuance of the seventy-eighth s ction of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
the Petition hereunder inserted is published for
general information.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
To His Excellency the most Honorable GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Nor-
manby ,  Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby and Baron Mulgrave ,  of Mulgrave,
all in the county of York,  in  the Peerage of
the United Kingdom ,  and Baron Mulgrave,
of New Ross ,  in the county of Wexford, in
the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a member of Her
Majesty ' s Most Honorable Privy Council,
Governor and Commander -in-Chief of the
of Queensland and its Dependencies,Colo vi
and ce-Admiral of the same.
The humble Petition of the undersigned free.
holders, residents of the Mackay ,  in the colony of
Queensland ,  respectfully sheweth ,  that the under-
mentioned country lands be set aside as a Common-
age in connection with the town  of Mackay ,  viz. :-
Being  portions  Nos. 154,  155, 157 ,  158, 159, 162,
163, 164,  238,  239, 240, 241,  242, 243, 244,  245, and
345, as delineated on the Government map in the
colony of Queensland.
Your Petitioners ,  therefore , humbly pray,  that
your Excellency , with  the advice  of the Executive
Council, that you will sve fit to take into your
favorable consideration, and your  petitioners, as in
duty bound, will ever pray.
Alexander Shicls Alfred H. Lloyd
Borah Js. Wills Ebenezer  Staines
George Smith  Maurice  Llewellen
R. Neill Charles Keely
John Walton H. McFree
Jno. Darlington Andrew Kemmis
David 11. Dalrymple John Philip Wheeler
Harvey R. James Robert Fleming
G. Wright Robert Byrne
Michael Fay  John Barnes
John Gogan Wm. Bovey
Jno. Fitzgerald Henry Black
B. Brodnitz W. C. Dickinson
H. R. Brown Wm. Arnold
B. McGuire Wm. Wear
vV. Clements  James Glass
homsa Solway Cornelius Kelly.
Denis Kennedy
NOTE.-Portions 244 and 245 referred to in the above
Petition, are under  lease, and not  available for  inclusion
in the proposed Common.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  19t]i March, 1873.
7 HEREAS,  by the twenty -fifth  clause of  " The
Y Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purpose of a Cemetery.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY  Al  CIIINAMAN'S CREEK.
County of Stanley, parish of Bunya.
10 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek
at the termination of a road one chain wide, and
bounded thence on the north by that road bearing
west sixteen chains and fifty links ; on the west by
a line bearing south six chains and fifty links ; on
the south by a line bearing east sixteen chains and
ten links to Sandy Creek ; and on the east by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
W Y 1'
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby  given , that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will  be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE, GOwRIE.
County of Aubigny, parish of Gowrie, portion  231,
26 acres 1 rood 17 perches.
Commencing on the Dalby road, at the south-
east corner of portion 212, and bounded thence on
the west by that portion bearing north ten chains
and ninety-six links ; on the north by portion 230,
bearing east twenty chains to a road one chain
wide ; on the east by that road bearing south
fourteen chains and forty links to the Dalby road ;
and on the south-west by that road, bearing two
hundred and seventy-nine degrees thirty minutes
twenty chains and twenty-nine links to the point
of commencement,
CEMETERY  AT TIARO.
County of March, parish of Tiaro, portion 14.
88 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion  bearing east
thirty-six chains and sixteen links ; on the east by
a line bearing south twenty-five chains ; on the
south by portions 15 and 16 bearing west thirty-
four chains and fifty links to the aforesaid road ;
and on the south-west by that road bearing three
hundred and fifty- six degrees  twenty-five chains
and seven links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE ,  TALLIBAGGEEA CREEK.
County of Ward, parish of Tsllibaggera, National
School.
5 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at its
intersection  by the original south-west boundary
line of portion No. 18, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing seventy-three
degrees thirty minutes two chains and sixty-six
links, and forty-seven degrees two chains and
twenty- nine links  ; on the north-east by a line
bearing one hundred and fifty degrees ten chains
and twenty-eight links ; on the south-east by a line
bearing  two hundred and forty degrees four chains
and eighty links ; and on the south-west by a line
bearing three hundred and thirty degrees ten
chains and thirty-eight links to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1873.
TN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
1 " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified  for general  information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
RESERVE  FOR  RESIDENCE AREA, BLACK SNAKE,
KILKIVAN.
County of Lennox.
21 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south-east corner of mineral
selection No. 974, and bounded thence on the
north by the south boundary of that selection
bearing west fifteen chains and twenty-five links ;
on the west by a line bearing south about seventeen
chains and sixty links to the soutl} side of a road
one chain wide; on the south-east by that road
bearing eighty-one degrees fifty-three minutes ten
chains and fifty links ; thence nineteen degrees
thirty-seven minutes fourteen chains forty links ; on
the east by part of the west boundary of mineral
selection No. 263 bearing north about two chains
and forty links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR POLICE MAGISTRATE'S CAMP, STAN-
THORPE.
County of  Bentinck , parish of  Stanthorpe, Town
of Stanthorpe,  allotment  3 of section 5.
1 acre.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section,  and bounded thence on  the south by
Corundum street easterly three chains and thirty-
four links  ;  on the east  by part of  the west  boundary
line of allotment 4 northerly at right angles to
Corundum street three chains ; on the  north by the
south boundary line of allotment 2 westerly parallel
with  Corundum street three chains and  thirty-four
links to Marsh street ; and on the west by that
street southerly three chains  to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING, NEAR BuRLEIGH.
County of Ward, parish of Gi lston.
288 acres.
Commencing at the north -east corner of portion
No. 56 on the sea-coast ,  and bounded thence on the
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east by  the sea-coast  northerly to the south boundary
of portion 27; on the north by said south boundary
bearing west to Little Tallabaggera Creek ; or. the
west by that creek and swamp southerly to portion
55 aforesaid ; and on the south by the north
boundary of portion 55 bearing east to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
1' is hereby notified for general information, that
I the Government of Tasmania offer for rental
for such period as may be agreed upon,  certain
lands and buildings in Hobart Town, formerly
known as the Military Barracks. The land, with
the buildings thereon, is divided into thirteen lots,
tenders for which will be received by the Govern-
ment of Tasmania, until Noon, on the 10th day of
May, 1873, addressed to the Honorable Charles
Meredith, Commissioner of Crown Lands, Hobart
Town, and superscribed " Tenders for Military
Barracks."
Further particulars, and also the conditions upon
which the lots will be  leased  can be obtained, at the
Public Lands Office, Brisbane, where can be seen
photographs of some of the buildings, and also of
the surrounding scenery.
• J. MALBON  THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified that the lands hereunder des-
cribed have been temporarily reserved for public
purposes.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR  RAILWAY PU RPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish of Yecrongpilly.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of portion
No. 390, and bounded thence on the north by part
of portion No. 254, and portions Nos. 259, 270, 275,
and 276; on the east by portions Nos. 277, 278,
279, and 280; on the south by portion No. 274 and
part of portion No. 392 ; and on the west by portion
No. 390 to the point of commencement.
TIMBER  RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parishes of Bundanba and
Stapylton.
Commencing  at the south-west  corner of
portion No. 187, in the  parish of Bundanba, and
bounded thence on the north by portions in that
parish Nos. 187, 201, and 168A, and by portions in
the parish of Stapylton Nos. 19, 15, 4, and 19A ; on
the west by  portions  Nos. 19A,  4, 5, and 12 ; on
the north-east by portion No. 45 in the parish of
Woogaroo, and from the  south-east corner of that
portion by  a line  bearing south- easterly about 150
chains to  the north- west corner of  portion 10A
(W. Moody' s selection ),  in the p arish  of Stapylton ;
on the cast by that portion to Oxley Creek ;  thence
by that creek  upwards  to the  north -east corner of
portion No. 16, in the parish of Stapylton, and by
portions in that parish Nos. 16, 18, and 14, back to
Oxley Creek ; thence on the south-east by that
creek upwards to its intersection with the northern
boundary line of portion No. 206, parish Bundanba ;
on the south by that portion and by a line bearing
westerly about twelve chains from its north-west
corner to the south-east corner of portion No. 203,
in the parish of Bundanba; again on the west by
portions in that parish Nos. 203, 197, 193, 204, 202,
179,174
,
181,  199, to the point  of commencement,---
exclusive of all  alienated or surveyed lands.
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TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parishes of .Enoggera and
Indooroopilly.
Commencing at the south- east corner of portion
231 in the parish of Indooroopilly, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion and portions
223 and 241, in the parish of Indooroopilly ; on the
north by portions in the parish of Enoggera Nos.
448, 674, 823, 824, 679, 834, 833, 832, 831, 830, 683,
and 682; on the east by portion No. 674A, the
General Cemetery, and portions 676, 295, 296, all in
the parish of Enoggera, and by portion 679 in
the parish of Indooroopilly ; on the south by
portions in the parish of Indooroopilly, Nos. 680,
681, 229, 216, 215, 208, 214, 225, 262, 243, 270,
268, 269, 240, and 261 to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Parish of Tingalpa, county of Stanley.
Commencing at the south- east corner of  portion
No. 355, and bounded thence on the  east by a line
bearing southerly about one hundred and thirty-
four chains  to the north- east  corner of portion
No. 351; on the south by that portion and portion
No. 352; on the west by portions Nos. 338, 339,
350, 321, 320, 319, and 318 ;  and on  the north by
portion No. 355 to the point  of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parishes of Kholo and Moggill.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of por-
tion No. 43 in the parish of Kholo, and bounded
thence on the north- west  by a line bearing north-
easterly about eighty-six chains to the south corner
of portion No. 202 in the parish of Moggill, and by
that portion and part of portion 194 ; on the east
by portions in the parish of Moggill, Nos. 240, 242,
231, 234, 230, 235, 225, 242, 227, and 221 ; on the
south by portions in the parish of Moggill, Nos.
169, 170, 171, 238, 172, 173,  179,  180, and 181;
and by portions in the parish of Kholo, Nos. 55
and 61 ; and on the west by portions in the parish
of Kholo, Nos. 62, 48, and 43, to the point of com-
mencement,- exclusive  of all alienated or surveyed
lands.
TIMBER  RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
Parish of Redland, county of  Stanley.
Commencing at the north -west corner of portion
No. 148, in the parish of Mackenzie, and bounded
thence on the west by a line bearing north one
hundred and sixty chains ; on the north by a line
hearing east about one hundred and eighty chains
to the western boundary of portion No. 120, in the
parish  of Redland  ;  on the east by that portion to
its  south-west corner ,  and thence by a line bearing
southerly to the north -east corner of portion No.
178 in the parish of Mackenzie, about one hundred
and eighteen chains ; and on the south by portions
in the parish of Mackenzie, Nos. 178, 177, 176, and
by portions in the parish of Redland, Nos. 121,
122,  139, 118, 117 ,  and again by portions in the
parish of Mackenzie ,  Nos. 149 and 148, to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for  general information that
the lands hereunder described  have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes of a Police Paddock.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands),
WM. HENRY WALSH.
POLICE PADDOCK, STANTHOEPE.
County of Bentinck.
168 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
three chains east and one chain north from the
north-west corner of the Cemetery Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south by that reserve bear-
ing east fifty- six chains  and eighteen links ; on the
east by a line bearing north thirty chains and four
links ; on the north by a line bearing west fifty-six
chains and eighteen links ;  and on  the west by a
line bearing south thirty  chains  and four links to
the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified  for general informationthat in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous, before survey,  of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSA.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
W 1V HEREAS, by  the twenty-fifth section of" The Crown Lands Ali ation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen co•isecutive weeks ,
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSII.
RESERVE FOR ROAD PURPOSES.
112 acres 1 rood.
County of Aubigny, parish of Elphinstonc,
portion  99.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
ninety-eight, and bounded thence on the north by
the south boundary thereof bearing west fifty-four
chains and eighty links to a road one chain wide ;
on the west by that road bearing south twenty
chains; on the south by the north boundary of
portion one hundred bearing east fifty-seven chains
and sixty links ;  and on the north-east by a line
bearing three hundred and fifty-two degrees twenty
chains and twenty links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY LABORERS' CAMP.
County of Aubigny, parish of Clifton.
About  41 acres.
Commencing on the east side of the railway line
from Toowooniba to Warwick, and bounded thence
on the north by the westerly continuation of the
road forming the northern boundary of portion
number fifty, parish of Clifton, bearing east thirty
chains ; on the east hy aline bearing  south fifteen
chains ; on  the south by a line bearing west to the
railway  line; and on  the west by that railway line
bearing  northerly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION, IraWica.
County of  Stanley y, parish of Ipswich.
17 acres 31 perches.
Commencing  at a point bearing two hundred and
seventy-four degrees fifty-five minutes and distant
one chain  and seventy-three and a-half links from
the west corner  of section 40, and bounded thence
on the north-east by Quarry  street bearing one
hundred and fifty-three degrees thirty- five minutes
five chains and ninety-two links, one hundred and
thirty-four degrees fifty-nine minutes  seven chains
and thirty-two links ; on the south by Quarry
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street west bearing west twenty -one chains and
fifty links ; on the west by a line bearing four
degrees fifty-five minutes eight chains and eighty-
three and a-half links to Grey street ; and on the
north-west and north-east by that street bearing
sixty-seven degrees nineteen minutes six chains
and half- a-link, and ninety -four degrees fifty-five
minutes seven chains and  forty-one links to the
point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th January, 1873.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby  notified for  public  information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands , under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance  of the fourth  section of the
above-recited  Act at the  under -mentioned offices, on
the following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
A t the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Rockhampton,
second Monday in every month.
on the
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every  alternate
month.
At the Land Office,  St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in  each month.
WIDE  BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday  in  every  month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in ever month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in  each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed.
nesday in  each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF Buuxz.
At the Land Office, Norman River Settle-
ment, on the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in February, 1873, and thereafter onthe
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, andthereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that the  Mineral Land
Commissioner  for the District of Darling
Downs South,  will, on  the first TUESDAY  in every
month, hold his Court  Sittings , as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the  Regulations  with respect to the
alienation  of or otherwise  dealing with Mineral
Lands within  certain districts  proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 28th May, 1872.
r HE first sheet of the New Mai of the Colony,
1 shewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs , &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief  Commissioner  of Crown Lands, is now
published.  Copies may  be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street.  Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
P
ERSON S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance and information  in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
F
OR the convenience of persons desirous to have
lands, whether surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward for sale by auction, it is hereby notified
for general information, that instructions have been
issued to the Land Agents to open in their respec-
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tive offices, a nook, in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration of the Minister
for Lands, when, if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in the next proclamation of sale.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
W ITH the view of facilitating the transaction of
business at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible assistance is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for land or seeking
information on matters connected with the working
of the Land Acts-even to the extent of filling up
forms of application and transfers, &c., for illiterate
persons, if there is time at the officer's disposal ;
and that any Land Agent, or other Officer, receiving
and appropriating fees for clerical assistance to his
own use, on the matter being reported, will be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner, and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will he prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary for Public Lands.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS SEEKING SUITABLE SELEC.
TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS.
IMMIGRANTS or others who do  not possess
sufficient local knowledge to enable them to
select land in suitable situations without visiting
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that arrangements will be made, if induce-
ment offers, to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
may be indicated, to assist them in their  search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
All persons requiring  assistance of this nature
are requested to advise this Department,  in writing,
as to the locality they wish to settle  in, and also
forward a fee of ten shillings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor, when, if a sufficient number
of persons are found to join, the Government will
immediately  undertake to organize one or more
parties.
In the  event of there  being no party  despatched,
the fee of ten shillings  will be  returned ,  on applies.
tion. to the person paying same.
J. MAT,  ON  THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IP is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions  of the 41st section of  "The Pastoral
Leases  Act  of 1869" for renewed leases for four.
teen years of the rnns in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tioas will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration  of the existing
leases,  as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th March, 1873.
1 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
I 1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to establish the following Regulation, under the
provisions of the Act of Parliament 20 Vic., No. 29,
in amendment of the 79th and 80th sections of the
existing Gold Fields Regulations, and to rescind
the Regulation published on the 2nd August,
1872.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
REGULATION.
Each application for an auriferous lease made
under the Gold Fields Regulations must be accom-
panied  by  a sketch plan, executed by a surveyor,
defining the position of the land applied for ; and,
within three months after lodging the application,
the applicants shall furnish to the Gold Commis-
sioner a plan and description showing the boun-
daries of the land as actually surveyed and marked
by a licensed surveyor. Provided that the Gold
Commissioner shall have power to recommend
further extensions of three months each on gold
fields within the limits of which mining surveyors
have not been appointed by the Government.
The Gold Commissioner shall record each applica.
tion received as above, but shall not submit his
recommendation for the issue of any lease to the
Government until after the ground applied for has
been surveyed and described by a duly licensed
surveyor.
Department of Public Works,
Roads Branch,
Brisbane, 25th March, 1873.
?.NOTICE is hereby given, that any person or
1I I persons removing any stone, gravel, loam, or
other material from any public road, or who, by the
careless use of fire, shall injure or destroy any
bridge or culvert, or damage any approaches thereto,
or who shall fall any timber across any public road,
or injure any road by drawing timber along it,
otherwise than on wheels, will be proceeded against
as the law directs.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  20th March, 1873.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  under  the 14th  section
IN of  " An Act to make provision for  the  Con-
straeetion by the Government of Railways ,  and.for
the Re,qulation of the same ,"  assented to 3rd
September ,  1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Counc il,  has pri-
marily approved of the Map and Book of Reference
of the proposed new line from Ipswich to Brisbane
-from 7 miles 60 chains  (near Redbank) to 16
miles 13 chains  (near Oxley).
The map or plan ,  and book of reference, can be
seen at this Office, and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in writing, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objection which may exist to
the adoption of the said line of railway ,  or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection
therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  of Railways.
TO PARTIES ABOUT TO SEARCH FOR GOLD.
MINEICS' RIGHTS can beobtained from the
Surveyor-General, Survey Office  Brisbane.
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Department of Public Works,
Gold Fields Branch,
Brisbane, 17th April, 1873.
'IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the under-mentioned Miners' Rights and
Business Licenses have been returned as issued at
the Gold Fields respectively specified.
A. H. PALMER.
BRISBANE GOLD FIELD.
During the Quarter  ending 31st  March, 1873.
MINERS '  RIGHTS.
GILBERTON GOLD  FIELD -continued.
During the Month ending 28th February, 1873.
MINESS '  RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
45,181 Kee Jong 45,190 James Watson
45,182 Ali Loy 45,191 C. Ronan
45,183 John Meeson 45,192 Ah Look
45,184 William L. Hill 45,193 Ah Foo
45,185 Aw Ee 45,194 Ah Hin
45,186 Ah Ken 45,195 Ah Kim
45,187 Kim Chou 45,196 Wong Joun
45,188 Ah Sue 45,197 Ah Chung
45,189 William Pasco
No. Name. No. Name. BIISINESS LlcsNSES.
60,190 John Chapmr-i 60,221 Hugh McKeachie
60,191 Robert Jsrrott  60,222  Michael Scully
223 W. J. McCracken192 Robert Hodge 6060
2,508 Edward Hunt 2,509 Gilbert  H. Brown
,,
60,195  -Wm. Marsden 60,224 Harriet Smith
60,194 Chas. Mitchell  60,225 Richard Hall NORMANBY AND MOUNT WYATT GOLD
60,195 John Ryan 60,226 George Dobson
60,196 James Armstrong  60,227 Hy. F. McGrath
60197 Wm. Parker  60,228 Adam Block
FIELDS.
During the Month ended  31st March, 1873.
,
60,198 David Smith  60,`229 Hy.  McLaughlan MINERS' RIGHTS.
60,199  Jas. Cowlishaw  60,230 Mark  Padwell Bowen.
60,200 Ernest , Fussell  60,231 Wm. J. Clements No. Name.  No. Name.
60,201 Arthur H. Swan 60,232 Matthew Doyle 37,637 Edward Williams 1 37,638 Thos. S. Bodley
60,202 James Flannigan  60,233 Walter Scott Normanby.
60,203 Eugene Flannigan  60,234  John A. Ryder
60,204 Wi ll iam Shaw 60,235  Robt. Hancock
•60,205  Patrick Pacey 60,236 P. Macpherson
.60,206 Wil li am Jacobs  60,237 Walter Hales
60,207 Henry Pike 60,238 L. W. Cusack
60,208  Elizabeth Humber 60,239 N. Donnelly
60,209 Frances Humber  60,240 Thos. Bird
, 60,210 Wm. Hy. Kent 60,241 Win. Thee. Harle
60,211 Robert Swan 60,242 A. Simpson
60,212 Smith  Harrison  60,243 Wm. Benn
60,213 Henry Schaffer 60,244 J. G. O'Sullivan
60,214 Richard Foster  60,245 R. Laherty
60,215  Edmond  Rossiter  60,246 Alex. Lovett
216 Ludwig Jensen  60 247 Alex. Pearey60
37,896 Pat. Groghan
37,897 Charles Zeigler
37,898 Godfred Betzel
37,899 J. R. Ocock
37,900 John Watt
37,901 Dennis O'Brien
37,902 Hugh Blumer
37,903 Wm. A. Browne
37,904 Solomon Wiseman
37,905 O. A. Garnett
37,906 David McCure
37,907 Frank Monaham
37,908 Thomas Holden
37,909 Thomas Cooper
37,910 James Grey
37,911 Sills Gibbons
37,912 H. E. King
37,913 H. E. King
37,914 H. E. King
37,915 Theodore Box
37,916 J. J. Mohr
37,917 Elizabeth  Horning
37,918 William  Horning
37,919 Frederick Jams
, ,
60,217 David Reid 60,248 John Leech
60,218 Charles Easled  60,249 Emma Adams
250 Kate Remfry60 219 George McLean 60
ETHERIDGE GOLD FIELDS.
, ,
220 Thomas Richards•60 During the Month ended 28th February, 1873.,
MINERS' RIGHTS.
N NN No. ame.
15,744 P. Myley
o.
45 473
ame.
W. Burgess
WARWICK GOLD FIELD. 45,749 J. H. Geddes
,
45,474 P. Walsh
During the Month ended 31st March, 1873. 45,750 J. McGowan 45,475 Ali Tie
MINERS ' RIGHTS. 45,451 J. Bair
Ki45 W M
45,476
4 7
Ah Chong
J M
NoNo Name Name
,452 . c e 45, 7 cQueen.
. .. . 45,453 J. Grogan 45,478 Hong Fuck
58,863 G. A. Armstrong 58,869  Joseph Marlin 45,454 J. Coffee 45,479J. J. Masterson
68,864  A. Percy Hamilton 58,870 Thomas Burton 45,455 T. Lane 45,480 W. Bayliss
58,865 Patrick Clare 58,871 Hugh Wm. Hoyles 45,456 E. Graham 45,481 P. Ledan
58,866 Arthur Cose 58,872 Raphael Tolano 45,457 E. A. Tucknell 45,482Ah Hee
58,867 Peter Klenthworth 58,873 John Jenver 45,458 H. Wise 45 483 W. Whitney
58,868 Edward Meyer 45,459 H. Lanley
,
45,484 T. Hanley
45,460 E. Shover 45,485 J. Foy
45,461 J. Manson 45,486 J. Harris
BOYNE AND CALLIOPE GOLD FIELD 45,462 R. Raddigan 45,487 W. Bilton. 45,463 H. Lewis 45,488 W. White
During the Month ended the 31st March, 1873. 45,464 H. Lewis 45,489 H. Harney
MINERS' RIGHTS. 45,465 C. Law 45,490Ali Kim
No. Name. No. Name. 45,466 W. Scott 45,491A. Murphy45,467 J. Prince 45,492S. McCann
36,317 Wm. B. Prizeman 3G,322 Edward Roma 45,468 N. Myue 45,493 A. Button
36,318 Henry Friend 36,323 Edwin Williams 45,469 C. Tricket 45 494 W. Mytton
36,319 F. D. Stephens 36,324 George Coombe 45,470 W. Donner
,
45,495Tan Qui
36,320 William Hunt
36,321 Joseph Bennick
36,325 James F. Wood
36,326 Win. P. Faithful
45,471 W. Pitt
45,472 Pan Sing
45,496 Ali Gee
BUSINESS LICENSES .
2 172 T. Fotheringham  1  2 173 J. PattersonGILBERTON GOLD FIELD. , ,
D i th M h d d 31 t J 7sur ng e ont en e anuary, 18 3.
MINERS' RIGHTS. ROCKHAMPTON GOLD FIELD
No. Name. No. Name.
.
45164 Sam Cho 173 Ali Man45 During the Mouth ended 31st March, 1873.y,
45,165 Too Son
,
45,174 T. W. Adamson MINESS' RIGHTS.
45,166  Kong Yee 45,175  Ali  Nook No.  Names.  No.  Names.
45,167 Jong Saam 45,176 Ali Scong 48,247 Alexr. Sandeman 48,258 W. F. Long
45,168 Jong Shea 45,177 Edward Bolger 48,248 Ernest Krell 48,259 John Harris
45,169 Foo Sue 45,178  Ali  Sam 48,249 Henry Frecke 48,260 John McCaffern
45 170 Ket Shee 45,179 Ali Fook 48,250 Charles Peters 48,261 Fredk. Cheethani,
45,171 Ah Foo 45,180  Soong Quo 48,251 William Miller 48,262 J. H. Long
45,172 Jong Slice 48,252 Joseph Hallows 48,263 Robert Barlow
48,253 Hugh Long 48,264 Edward J. Peel
BUSINESS LICENSES. 48,254 Joseph Chzwidden 48,265 S. D. Johns
2,505 John Long 2,507  P. 31. Corbett 48,255 William Wren 48,266 J. R. Squire
2,506 Patrick Morrissy 48,256 A.  H.  Peet 48,267 Kong Icing
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PEAK DOWNS GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 31st March, 1873.
MINERS'
No. Name.
54,411 P .  Krumtunzer
54,412 D .  Harwood
64,413 Ali Nee
64,414 Ali Foo
54,415 John Godray
54,416 Bernard Coleavy
64,417 James Moody
54,418 Peter Murray
64,419 Wm. Simmons
54,420 John Taylor
64,421 Chas. King
64,422 Henry Blutcher
54,423 Frank Sten
BusINESs
3,735 William Sam
RIGHTS.
No. Name.
54,424 Thomas Francis
54,425  George Hall
54,426 Joseph French
54,427 Samuel Bradley
54,428 Harry Bradley
54,429 J ohnrMcDonald
54,430 R. Young
54,432 Roger Barr
54,433 Philip Bender
54,434 John Madden
54,435 James Hoiles
54,436 John Heffernan
54,437 Michael Dunn
LIOENsE.
UPPER MARY GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 31st March, 1873.
MM US'  RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
53,391 George Arnell 53,433 Jas. Napier
53,392 John  O'Connell 53,434 John Lowe
63,393 Peter Nelson 53,435 William Cotham
53,394 James Be ll inger 53,436 James Hayes
53,395 Maria Costin 53,437 George Armstrong
53,396 Charles Massey 53,438 George McMah
53,397 J. W. Billings 63,439 Michael Houregan
53,398 Frederick Marty 53,440 J. A. Hood
63,399 John Quinn 53,441 John Bowmann
53,400 Robert Dougherty 63,442 James Clarke
53,401 Wm. Sutherland 53,443 John Crawford
63,402 Jeremiah Bennets 53,444 Patrick Cullinane
53,403 James Barnett 53;445 Wm. Malloch
53,404 James F. Foster 53,446 Michael Brittain
53,405 John Foster 53,447 Thomas Appleby
63,406 Charles Shearston 53,448 Callaghan Walsh
63.407 James McMullen 53,449 R. L. Pring
63,408 Mathias King 63,450 J. A. Maynard
53,409 David King 53,451 Alexr. Short
53,410 Henry Jones 53,452Laurence Rice
53,411 George Davis 63,453Robson Willey
53,412 John Ryan 63,454 Walter Compigne
53,413 J. A. Erichsen 63,456 W. John Curry
53,414 James Dowling 63,456 John O' Donnell
53,415 Thos. Cartwright 53,457 Job Giddings
53,416 Richard Conway 53,458 John O'Connor
53,417 Joseph Mallon 63,459 Samuel Geddes
53,418 John Schofield 63,460 Joseph Gibbitt
53,419 John Curran 63,461 Martha Jane Owen
53,420 Richard Blackburn 53,462 Charles White
53,421  Ali  Sam 53,463 Benjamin  Tyrrell
53,422 John Stewart 53,464 John Sheridan
53,423 James Doonan 53,465 John Crees
53,424 Laurence Ki llin 53,466 John Shanahan
53,425 Maurice McGrath 53,467 Charles  H. Barlee
53,426 Peter Rohan 53,468 Thomas Black
63,427 Mary J. Raymond 63,469 Edward McGrath
53,428 Wm .  Beausang 53,470 George  Critchlow
53,429 John Bergin 63,471 Joseph McFarlane
53,430 Isaac Coates 53,472Samuel Budge
53,431 Hugh Masterson
53,432 David Hinds
53,473 Robt. Cochrane
BusnnNss LICENSES.
686 William Landers
687 William Abbey
688 Samuel Geddes
689 William Stockley
690 James Ryan
691 John Summerville
692 David McKinlay
693 William Taylor
694 James Condie
695 Henry Hills
696 John Cahill
697 Mary J. Cathorwood
698 A. Coulbourne
TENNINGERING GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 31st March, 1873.
BUSINESS  LICRNSR.
No. Name.
4,004 Ali Choey
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name.
62,289 Samel Martin
52,290 Wm. H. Reynolds
62,291  J. G. Pilbrow
62,292 Richard Jones
No. Name.
52,293 John McTavish
62,294 Louis Hansen
52,295  Win. Arthy
GAYNDAH AND YARROL GOLD FIELD.
During the Month of March, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
Gayndah.
No. Name.  No. Name.
60,478 Fredk .  Plaitt
Yarrol.
48,975 W. F. McCord 48,977 E. Zoble
48,976 Charles McKenny  I  48,978 W .  Plumer
Department of Public Works,
. Brisbane , 15th April, 1873.
NEW ROAD-PARISHES OF BUNYA AND-
WARNER, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
FINAL NOTICE.
N
UTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
road, leading from Kedron Brook through
selections  on the Upper South Pine River, parishes
of Bunya and Warner, county of Stanley, referred
to in Notices dated 26th July, 1872, and 17th
February, 1873 (folios 1107, 1872, and 263, 1873,
respectively ,  of the  Government Gazette),  has been
formally marked and opened by the proper officer,
and same is  now open for public use.
(For the Secretary for Public Works),
A. H. PALMER.
73-1345.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE BARRACKS, IPSWICH.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
May, from persons willing to contract for erection
of Police Barracks at Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Barracks, Ipswich."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Police Office, Ipswich, and at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per-
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver, at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notifica-
tion of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing such performance, otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. H. PALMER.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ; 8th April, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, POLICE STATION, GOODNA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd May
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Additions to Police Station, Goodna.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions
to Police Station, Goodna."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent.  on amount  of tender as security for the due
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performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
-accepted.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
A. H. PALMER.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th April, 1873,
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
CUSTOM HOUSE, BRISBANE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Verandah, &c., at Custom House,
Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Verandah,
41c., Custom House, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed  forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ;  and at  the foot of every
Tender there  must be a memorandum  signed by
the party  tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum
of ten per  cent. on amount  of Tender  as security
for the due performance of the Contract in the
event of  the Tender  being  accepted,  and under-
taking in  that event that he will execute and
deliver at  the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane , within fourteen days from the usual
notification  of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing  such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
A. H. PALMER.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th April, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH STATION, GIN GIN.
{MENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3th
May next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection  of a Telegraph Office at Gin Gin.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraph
-Office, Gin Gin."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Tenuingering.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount  of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance , a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
A. H. PALMER.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st April, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER PURGA CREEK, PEAK
MOUNTAIN ROAD.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd May
next, from persons willing to contract for
erection of a Bridge over Purga Creek,  on road
from Ipswich to Peak Mountain.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Bridge,
Purga Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Roads Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work ; and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing, to deposit the sum
of 10  per cent .  on amount of Tender ,  as security for
the due performance of the contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event that he will execute and deliver at the
Office  of the Civil Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance , a Bond to Her Majesty for  securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Public Works Department,
Brisbane, 26th March, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER WAMBO CREEK-DALBY TO
CONDAMINE.
I
lENDE, RS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
May next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Bridge over Wambo Creek, Dalby
to Condamine.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Bridge,
Wambo Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office ; at Roads Office, Toowoomba ; and at Police
Office, Dalby.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the
party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten
per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event, that he will execute and deliver at
the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such  performance, otherwise  the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 10th April, 1873.
'"ENDERS are hereby invited, to be opened at
Four p.m., FRIDAY, 25th instant, from
persons willing to lease the right to cut and remove
grass, to 31st December, 1873, from within the
Railway fences, Southern and Western Line.
Conditions to be seen at the Chief Engineer's
Office, Brisbane ; Resident Engineer's Office, Too-
woomba ; and Station Masters' Offices Ipswich,
Dalby, and Warwick.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, .1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT  SAVINGS  BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane , Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla , Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gymppie, Ipswich,
Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marlborough,
Mar borough, Milchester, Mount Perry, Murphy's
(:reek,  Nanango, Nebo, Normanton, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office (Brisbane),
Springsure , S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St.
George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest  will be allowed on deposits  not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding  £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof,  and at  the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the  remainder;
on deposits  exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane , 20th March, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
GIN GIN TO BUNDABERG.
T
ENDERS will be  received  at the Office of the
Superintendent  of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane,  until  noon  on MONDAY, the 12th day of
May next, from persons  desirous  of contracting
for the supply  of all  material , except wire  and insu-
lators, and  for all workmanship necessary for the
erection  of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according  to the Terms, General Conditions, and
Specifications  appended hereto.
From Gin Gin to Bundaberg,  a distance  of thirty
(30) miles, more or less.
The wire  and insulators  to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the Contractor at
Brisbane , about three months after the notification
of the acceptance  of the Tender.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price per mile for  clearing  and timber
work.
2. Price each  for extra  poles, where neces-
sary.
3. Price per foot for extra-length poles,
where necessary.
4. Price per mile for affixing insulators
and stretching wire.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within four (4) months
from  the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly, to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer ap-
pointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstanding
such report and payment on account, the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other officer
appointed by him in that behalf, shall have full
power at any time afterwards, before final payment
shall be made, of rejecting and condemning any of
the work or materials in respect of which such re-
port and payments may have been made. The total
balance will be paid when the entire contract shall
have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government. The contractor may avail himself of
the facilities aflbrded  by " The Electric Telegraph
Act "  for obtaining materials, on signing a bond in-
demnifying the Government against any claims for
compensation, arising from the action of the con-
tractor, and providing for any claims being paid by
the Superintendent from moneys due to the con-
tractor, if not otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other pro-
perty, caused by the erection of the line ; also for
damage so caused to roads. And if such claims are
not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised to
pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the ex.
ecution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the Queensland  Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements in
his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of con-
tract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable  for the due  performance  of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking, in that
event, that they will severa iy execute and deliver,
at the office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a bond to Her Majesty
in a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle track, of not less than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing. Any branches
overhanging from trees beyond the distance men-
tioned, which, in the judgment of the inspecting
officer, might endanger the line, to be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track. Poles to
he heavy straight saplings, of the best description
of approved hardwood (no spotted gum or 1loreton
Bay ash being allowed), with the bark removed,
not less than nine (9) inches in diameter at five (5)
feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in diameter at
the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to be
carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of six (6) feet, and well coated
with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly bound
at one (1) inch from its extremity with good hoop
iron, of not less than one (I) inch wide. The top
of each pole to be served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission, to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
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and earth. At angles, or other places where re-
quired, struts, or supports of wood, to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulating pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark, according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two posts shall not exceed two
(2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be sub-
ject to the final approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer
appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 25th February, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
SPRINGSURE TO TAMBO.
T
ENDERS will be received at the office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane,  until noon  on MONDAY, the 28th day of
April next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply  of all material , except wire and
insulators , and for all workmanship necessary for the
erection  of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according  to the terms ,  general  conditions, and
specifications  appended hereto.
From Springsure to Tambo, a distance of one
hundred and forty (140) miles, more or less.
The insulators and wire to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor at
Brisbane, about three months after the notification
of the acceptance of the tender.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price per mile for clearing and timber work.
2. Price each for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price per foot for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price per mile for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
The whole contract to be completed, and handed
over to the Government, within nine (9) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the  officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report, and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final
payment shall be made, of rejecting and condemn-
ing any of the work or materials in respect of
which such report and payments may have been
made. The total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials, on signing a bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor, and
providing for any claims being paid by the Super-
intendent from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences, or other
property, caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern.
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums of money which may be due to the
contractor, together with all materials and imple-
ments in his possession on the ground, and all sums
of money, whether named in the bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract. Attached to each Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, and two responsible persons as sureties,
agreeing to be answerable for the due performance
of the contract within the time stipulated, in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and under-
taking in that event, that they will severally exe-
cute and deliver at the office of the Crown Solicitor,
in Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the notifica-
tion of the acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to
Her Majesty in a sum equal to twenty (20) per
cent. on the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor ,  under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty  (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle track, of not less than eight  (8) feet in
width, to be left open within the clearing. Any
branches overhanging from trees beyond the dis-
tance mentioned ,  which, in the judgment of the
inspecting officer, might endanger the line, to be
remo` ed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber ,  must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed ,  leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty  (20) feet in
width ,  following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings, of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted
gum or Moreton Bay ash being allowed ),  with the
bark removed, not less than nine  (9) inches in
diameter at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5)
inches in diameter at the top ,  and twenty -five (25)
feet in length  ;  to be carefully and thoroughly
charred ,  from the base upwards, over a space of
six (6)  feet, and well coated with the best coal tar ;
the top to be firmly bound at one  (1) inch from its
extremity with good hoopiron ,  of not less than one
(1) inch wide. The top of each pole to be served
with a thick coating  of white lead.
The poles to be not more  than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart ,  unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a  perpen-
dicular  position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth .  At angles, or other places where required,
struts, or supports of wood, to be supplied, and
fixed as directed.
Insulating pins  (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark ,  according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed  ;  the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two posts shall not exceed two (2)
feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed, and
the wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
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All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality;
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 25th February, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
ROML TO CHARLEVILLE.
TENDERS will  be received at the office of
the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane ,  until Noon , on MONDAY , the 28th day
of April  next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material ,  except wire and
insulators ,  and for all workmanship necessary for
the erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the terms ,  general conditions, and
specifications appended hereto.
From Roma to Charleville ,  a distance of one
hundred and ninety  (190) miles, more or less.
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government ,  and delivered to the contractor at
Brisbane ,  about three months after the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender.
Tenders must state  separately:-
1.  Price per mile for clearing and timber work.
2. Price each for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price per foot for extra -length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price per mile for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government ,  within ten (10)  months
from the notification  of the  acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstanding
such report and payment on account, the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other officer
appointed by him in that behalf, shall have full
power at any time afterwards, before final payment
shall be mace, of rejecting and condemning any of
the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  "The Electric Telegraph 9ct "  for
obtaining materials, on signing a bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor, and
providing for any claims being paid by the Superin-
tendent from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property, caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums of money which may be due to the
contractor, together with all materials and imple-
ments in his possession on the ground, and all sums
of money, whether named in the bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
all be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be consideredas ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking, in
that event, that they will severally execute and
deliver at the office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her
Majesty in a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on
the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet  OR each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle track, of not less than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing. Any branches
overhanging from trees beyond the distance men-
tioned, which, in the judgment of the inspecting
officer, might endanger the line, to be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track. Poles
to be heavy straight saplings, of the best description
of approved hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton
Bay ash being allowed), with the bark removed, not
less than nine (9) inches in diameter at five (5)
feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in diameter
at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to
be carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of six (6) feet, and well
coated with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly
bound at one (1) inch from its extremity with good
hoop iron, of not less than one (1) inch wide. The
top of each pole to be served with a thick coating
of white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles, or other places where required,
struts, or supports of wood, to be supplied, and
fixed as directed.
Insulating pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark, according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two posts shall not exceed two
(2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
i
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the twenty-seventh section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868" (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for closing of the
under-mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are required
to transmit to this Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BB CLOSED.
No.
1
App licant.
F. W. Ironmonger ,..
Situation.
Road separating portion 364 from
portion 368
Parish.
Brassall  ...
Area.
A. H. P.
1 1 35
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868" (31 Victoria, No. 46) has been made for closing of the under-
mentioned  Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
ransmit to  this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
App licant.
Robert  McCready .,.
Situation.
Reserved road through portion 15...
Parish.
Darlington
Area.
A. B. P.
3 2 17
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1873:
T is hereby notified for  general information , that application under the 27th  section  of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868  " (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under.
mentioned  Road ;  and all  persons  who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit  to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
Applicant.
A. Moodie ..,
Situation.
Reserved road through  portion 17,  from Bris-
bane road to crossing place on the Albert
River
Parish.
Wickham
Area.
A.  I.  P.
5 1 19
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th February, 1873,
T is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act  of 1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads; and all  persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish.
1 George King ... ...
2 George  King ...  ...
Road  separating  portions 23, 37, and
38, from portions 22 and 39, and a
reserve on Gowrie Creek ... ...  Isaac ...
Road separating portions 16, 17, and
43, from portion 44, and Gowrie
pre-emptive purchase No. 2, and a
reserve on Gowrie Creek ... ...  Isaac ...
Area
A. B. P.
40 1 23
26 1 26
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  8th April, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,  having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Cabulture Bridge to steamer wharf, Cabulture River, parish of  Canning,
county of Canning: Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
and at the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are requested  to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
A. H. PALMER.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM CABULTURE  BRIDGE TO STEAMER  WHARF,  CABULTURE RIVER,
PARISH OF CANNING, COUNTY OP CANNING,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF  COUNCIL, 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No.
3
I
Ion of Road . Reputed Owner. Occupier . Beariugs . Lengthin Chains Breadth of Road. Area Remarks.
cbs. 1ks. A.  R.  P. Open forest
for piece within W. G. Geddes ... Unoccupied N. 351 55' E. 10 62 Greatest width one 0 2 13 land ,  log fence
boundary  of chain dest ro yed.
n 20, parish of
ng
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th April, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient to
open a new Road from South Pine River towards Sandgate, parish of Nundah, county of Stanley :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now
in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ;
and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive
Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation
of the Road in question.
By Command,
(For Secretary for Public  Works,)
A. H. PALMER.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE  OF BRANCH ROAD FROM SOUTH PINE RIVER TOWARDS SANDGATE ,  PARISH OF
NUNDAH, COUNTY  OF STANLEY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  ROAD,  UNDER  THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road. Reputed Owner. i Occupier. Bearings. Length in Breadth ofChains.  Road. Area. Remarks.
1 A small deviation Chas. Duncan Unoccupied N. 51° 16' E.
cbs.
1
Ike.
98
A.
0
R. P.
2 0 Clear forest land
within south N. 90° E. 2 47 fenced in.
boundary of por- N.131° E. 1 93 I
i
tion 40, parish of
Nundah
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th April, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Saudgate Road through portion No. 195, parish of Kedron, and
portion No. 4, parish of Nundah, county of Stanley : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the
provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of
Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons  interested therein are re-
quested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
A. H. PALMER.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE OF BRANCH ROAD FROM SANDGATE ROAD THROUGH PORTION No. 195,  PARISH OF
KEDRON,  AND PORTION No. 4, PARISH OF NUNDAH, COUNTY OF STANLEY,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS
A PUBLIC ROAD  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,  No.  11.
No. Portion of Road.
4 Small deviation  within
south boundary of
portion 4,  parish of
Nundah
2 Small deviation  within
the  north boundary
of portion 195, parish
of Kedrou
Port
Triangu
north
porti o
Canni
Register
No. of Reputed Length in BreadthB A R kSelec-
tion.
Owner. Occupier. earings. Chains. of Road. I rea. emar s.
Pree- A. G. Thorpe
chs. lks.
A. G. 'Thorpe N. bo la. 1 75 11 chain
A.:R. P.
0 2 20 Thickly timbered
hold. N. 90° E.  5 0 forest land ,  fenced
N. 124° E.  1 74 in.
Free- Patrick Unoccopied...l N. 120° 32' E. 1 97 11 chain  0 1 11 Open forest land
hold. McKeane N. 90° E.  1 50 unimproved.
N. 60° E.  3 0
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• Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  31st March, 1873.
NEW ROAD - FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to increase the width of part of the Road from Dalby to the Lagoon Reserve, Notice is
hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No .  11, and now in force
in this Colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office ,  Dalby ; and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF AREAS  RESUMED TO INCREASE  THE WIDTH  OF PART OF THE ROAD FROM
DALBY TO THE LAGOON  RESERVE, PARISH  OF DALBY, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY,  TO BE PROCLAIMED
As A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER  THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No.
1
Portion of Road.
A strip  of land 900
links wide, along
the south boun-
daries of por-
tions Nos. 169,
188, 195,  and 164.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier . Bearings.
Length
in Chains.
Breadth
Road. Area . Remarks.
D. R, 0. B .  Fisher 0. B. Fisher 90°
ohs. lks.
180 00
ch. Ike.
10 00
A. a.
144 0
P.
0 A cross road one chain
155. wide ,  divides this strip
into two pieces.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane,  26th March, 1873.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST NOTICE.
IS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Counc il , having deemed it expedient
H to open  it  New Road from Ipswioh to Eden Station ,  parish of Goodna ,  county of Stanley ,  Notice
is hereby given, that in  conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 Wi lliam IV .,  No. 11, and now in
force in this Colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned,
are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, and at the Po lice Office ,  Ipswich ; and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Counc il,
within one month from this date ,  any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of
the Road in question .
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Boox  OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM  IPSWICH TO EDEN STATION, PARISH  OF GOODNA, COUNTY OF
STANLEY ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER  THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
No. Portion of Road. ReputedOwner. Occupier . Bearings.
Length
in Chains.
Breadth
of Road. Area . Remarks.
Deviation of  ro ad James Josey James Josey N. 121  15' E.
che. lks .
8 00
chs. lks.
...
A.  R.  P.
3 3 261 This deviation has been
through port ion 175, 56° 10' 13 99 made to avoid the high
parish of Goodna, 90° 10 00 stony ridge at the  S.E.
county of Stanley, corner of portion 176.
district of WestMore-
Department of Pub lic Works,
Brisbane,  24th March, 1873.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST NOTICE.
TT IS Exce ll ency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Counc il , having deemed it expedi en t
n to increase the width of part of the Road fro m Dalby to St .  Ruth ,  Notice is hereby given
that in conformity with the provisions of the  Act 4 William IV., No.  11, and now in force in
this Colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above -mentioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General ,  and at the Police Office ,  Dalby ;  and all  persons
interested therein are requested to transmit in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Counc il , within
one month from this date, any well -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road
in question.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF AREAS  RESUMED TO  INCREASE THE WIDTH OF PART OF THE ROAD FROM
DALBY TO ST .  RIITH, PARISH OF ST .  RUTH, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.
PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER  THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
- - i --- -----
Bearings .
I Breadth  4
------ -- --------
hsm ff Area ,  Remarks.No. Portion of Road .  Reputed Owner . Chain . Road.
1
C
i I ohs.  Ike.  I  ohs. Ike.
Commencing at the north boun-
dary of portion 143,  parish of,
St. Ruth,  and running in a
southerly  direction through
that land and port ion 180 ... D.  H. Barton  ...  south  ...  80 0 5 0
Commencing  at the north bonn-
dary of  portion 161,  parish of
St. Ruth ,  and running in a
southerly direction through
that portion and portions 171,
172, and 179  ... .., ... , ...  South  ...  120 0 5 0
A.  R.  P.
40 0 0
00 0 0
TIME TABLE.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1872.
SOUT11-9hN ARD WIESTERN RAMWAY:  On and  after MONDAY, 9th September, 1872, the following Time Table will come into operation until further notice.
-' A. O. HERBERT,
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK. Commissioner for Railways.
MILES.
STATIONS.
From Too -  No.1, No.2,
Ipswich. Toomba .  Goods Mixed.
8
12
Ipswich ...
Walloon ...
Rosewood
18 ... Western Creek
21 ... Gr'andchester
25 ... Victoria Tunnel
29 ... Laidley ...
38 ,,, Gatton ...
49 Helidon
69 ... Murphy 's Creek
69 ... Highfields ...
78 Toowoomba ...
82.35 Mahoney ' s Gate
85 7 Gowrie Junction
AS
901
94
102
109
118
120
131
140
143
arrive
depart
arrive
depart
5 arrive
depart
arrive
depart
... arrive
7 Gowrie Junction ... depart
121 For Williams' Camp ...
16 Westbrook Crossing... ...
24 Cambooya ,,, ,,,
31 Emu Creek Siding
40 King's  Creek ,.. ,,,
42 Clifton ... ... ...
53 Allora .. ... ...
62 Lyndhurst Road ... ...
65 Warwick ,..
85 ... Gowrie Junction ... depart
90 ... (cowrie
 ... ... .,,
97 ... Oakey Creek .., ...
106 ... Jondaryan ... ,,,
114 ... Bowenvi ll e ,.. .
127 ... Blaxland ' s Siding .,, ,,,
130 ... Dalby ... ...
A.M.
*8.30
9.22
10.10
A.M.
10.0
10.28
A
A
*11.8
11.12
A
11.49
12.18
12.53
1.8
*1.48
1.52
2.44
3.32
4.5
B
4'30
A
5.8
5.38
A
A
6.50
tP TRAINS.
No. 3, No.4,
Mixed.  Goods.
MILES.
No. 6, No. 6,  From From
Mixed.
 Mixed .  Dalby. Warwick.
STATIONS.
No. ],
Goods.
DOWN TRAINS.
No.2,
 No-3,
Mixed. Mixed.
No.4, No. 5.
mixed. Goods.
No. 6
Mixed.
A.M. A.M. P.M.A.M. P.M .  ! P.M. P.M. A.M. A.M. A .M. I
.. ... 4.40 Dalby ... ... . ... ... ... ... 8.40 ...
... *5.8 3 ... Bla x land ' s Siding  ... ... ... ... ... I  A ...
A A 16 ... Bowenville ... ... ... ... ... •••  A •••
A A 24 ... Jondaryan ... ... ... ... ... ... 9.58 ...
6.47 33 ... Oakey Creek ... ... ... 10.30 ...
... ... 5.51 40 ... (cowrie ... ... ... ... ... ...
... A A 45 ... , (cowrie Junction ... arrive ... ... ...
A
...
6.28
... ... 6'57 ... I Warwick  ... ... ... ...  8.5 ... ... 5.5
7'32 ... 3 Lyndhurst Road
... 7.47 ... 12 A llora ... ... ... ... ...  8.45 ... 5.45
... ... ...  23 Clifton ... ... ... ... ...  9.22 ... ... *623...
2.7 ... 8.27
 ...  25 King's Creek  ... ... .., ...  9'32 ... ... 6'33
2.69 ... 9 .19  ... 34  Emu Creek Siding  ...  ...
 ... ...
 A A ... A O
3.47 10.7 ... 41 Cambooya .. ... ... ,.. ...  1025  ... ... 7'26 C)
10.50 ... 3.55 ... ... 49 Westbrook Crossing ... ... ... ... A A ... A
B ... ... 521 For Williams' Camp... ... ... ... A A ... A
*11.16 ... ... ... ... 58 Gowrie Junction ... arrive ... ... ... ..
*11.25
A
A
12.25
A
1.18
1.28
2.5
A
2.45
1
4.20
A
A
5-20
A
6.13
*6.23
7.0
A
7'40
S0'45 Mahoney's  Gate  ... ... ... ...  B ... ... B
81
92
101
105
109
112
118
122
130
* Trains meet here.
(cowrie Junction
Toowoomba ...
Highfields ...
Murphy's Creek
Helidon ...
Gatton ...
Laidley ..
Victoria Tunnel
Grandchester
...depart ... ... *11.25 *11.16 ...  8.26
f arrive ... ... 11,55 11'44  ... 8.56
j depart 6.30 6.50 12.4 11.50
7'20 7'40 ... 12.54 12.40 ,..
Jarrive 810 ... ... 144 1.30 •.•
depart  * 8.30 x1'48
! arrive ... 9.10 ... 2.28 ...
l depart ... 925 ... 2.43
10*0 .,. 3.18
10.29 ... 3'47 ...
S arrive
depart
Western Creek ... ...
Rosewood
 ... ,.. ...
Walloon ... ...
Ipswich ...
A
11.4
*11.8
A
A
11.49
12.17
A
4.2.2
4.26
A
A
*5.8
5.36
A ll  Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo ll owing Monday.
Nova .- The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,
 A, wi ll
 stop by signal to take up passengers only, who wi ll  be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can
only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  fr om the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
(B.) The Nos. 2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down Trains only ,  wi ll , for the present ,  stop at this Crossing ,  subject to the foregoing regulation.
Goods Trains will be run when necessary.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Misce llaneous. TotaL
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Week ending 12th April, 1873 570 11 0 1,236 10 9 39 10 4 1,846 12 1
Corresponding week last year... 301 12 9 989 18 5 37 12 0 1,329 3 2
Increase
Decrease
268 18 3 246 12 4 1 18 4 517 8 11
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
f l BEAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after  MONDAY, the  14th instant ,  the following Time
U Table will come  into operation until further notice.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Miles from
Rook-
hampton.
Stations Up Train,
Miles Down Train
Mixed. fr om West- Stations . Mixed.wood.
15
24
30
Rockhampton ... ...
Gracemere ... ...
Stanwe ll  ... ..,
Rosewood Crossing .., .,,
Westwood ,,, .., ,,.
a.m.
11. 0
11.24
12. 0
A
1. 0
6
15
24
30
p.m.
Westwood ... ... ... 3.30
Rosewood Crossing ... A
Stanwell ... .., ,,. 4.30
Gracemere ... ... ... 5. 6
Rockhampton... ... ... 6.30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays  available to return  on the following Monday.
(A.) The  Trains marked  thus, A, will stop by signal to take  up passengers  only, who will be  charged the fare to the Station at
which  their journey terminates .  Passengers requiring  to alight  at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard  of the Train ,  and paying  the fare at the time  of booking ,  from the  place  at which they  join the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
WHEREAS His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
V T by Proclamation under his Hand, to order that District Courts shall henceforth be holden in and
for the District of Stanthorpe, in the Town of Stanthorpe ; and whereas it becomes  necessary , in order to
make provision for holding Courts in the district aforesaid, that a fresh list of dates upon which Courts
are to be holden in the Western District should be published : Now, in pursuance of the power and
authority vested in  me as Judge  of the said Western District, by the Act 31 Vic., No. 30, I do hereby
cancel and annul the list of  dates  upon which Courts were to be held in the Western District, heretofore
published for the year 1873; and do hereby order and direct, that Courts shall be holden during the
current year  in the various towns in the  Western District aforesaid, at the  times  and on the dates here-
under mentioned ,  that is to say:-
CRIMINAL  JURISDICTION. CIVIL JURISDICTION.
Town . Dap of the Week. Date. Town . Day of the Week.  I Data
873. 1873.
Roma ... ... 'Saturday May 17th Roma ... Monday May 19th
Roma ... ... Saturday July 12th Roma ... Monday July 14th
Roma ... Wednesday  October 22nd Roma ... Thursday October 23rd
Condamine Friday ... May 23rd Condamine Friday ... May 23rd
Condamine Friday ... July 18th Condamine Friday ... July 18th
Condamine Tuesday  October 28th Condamine Tuesday October 28th
Dalby .., Monday May 26th Dalby ... Monday May 26th
Dalby .., Monday July 21st Dalby ... Monday July 21st
Dalby . Thursday  October 30th Dalby... Thursday  October 30th
Toowoomba ... Thursday May 29th Toowoomba Thursday May 29th
Toowoomba . Thursday July 24th  Toowoomba Thursday  July 24th
Toowoomba Tuesday November 4th  Toowoomba Tuesday November 4th
Warwick Tuesday June 3rd Warwick Tuesday June 3rd
Warwick, Tuesday July 29th Warwick Tuesday July 29th
Warwick Monday November 10th Warwick Monday November 10th
Stantlorpe Saturday June 7th  Stanthorpe Monday June 9th
Stanthorpe Saturday August 2nd  Stantborpe Monday August 4th
Stanthorpo Friday ... November 14th  Stanthorpe Friday ,,, November 14th
CHAS. W. BLAKENEY,
Judge, Western District Court.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
T
AKE Notice,  that applications  have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions  of "  The Real Property Act  of 1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by  himself or  his attorney,  a Caveat in form B  of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant. Date within which  a Caveat
may be lodged.
18 perches,  part of allotment 12 of section 16, parish Elizabeth Lyons ... . ..  19th April, 1873.
and town of North Brisbane,  county of Stanley.
24 perches ,  being allotment 9 of section 2, parish and George Raff ,  as attorney Ditto.
town of Cleveland, county of Stanley. for and on behalf of Wm.
Richardson and Wm. S.
Boulton, of London, Trus-
tees, with power of sale, of
Joseph King ,  deceased
45 perches, being the whole of allotments 7 and 8 of Ditto ditto,.. Ditto.
section 27, parish and town of South Brisbane , county
of Stanley.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , 13th March, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
WHARF, WAVERLEY CREEK, BROADSOUND.
TENDERS will be received at this Office untilNoon, on MONDAY, the 28th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the
construction of a Wharf in Waverley Creek,
Broad Sound.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Construction  of Wharf,
Waverley Creek."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and further
particulars obtained, at the Port Office, Brisbane,
and the Harbor Offices, Rockhampton, Townsville,
and Broad Sound.
Tenders must  state  the time within which it is
proposed  to complete  the work, and at the foot of
every Tender  there must be a memorandum signed
by the  person tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per  cent .  on amount  of Tender, for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender  being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that he will execute  and deliver at the
office of the  Civil Crown Solicitor  in Brisbane,
within  fourteen days from the usual  notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond to Her  Majesty  for securing
such performance ,  otherwise  the Tender will not be
taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  wi ll  not necessarily be
accepted.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 16th April, 1873.
NOTICE.
IN accordance with  fifth section of  " The
Marriage Act,"  it is hereby notified that
The Revd. JOHN DONE, Minister of the Church of
England, residing at the Etheridge, within the
Registration District of Gilbert,
is duly registered in this office as a Minister of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in
Queensland.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
NOTICE.-Mr. J  MILFORD has been appointedBailiff of  the Western i trict Court, at
Stanthorpe.
By order of the Judge of the Western District
Court,
D. GALLWEY,
Registrar.
Western District Court,
Stanthorpe, 12th April, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given of Mr. WILLIAMWALLIS being  this day appointed keeper of
the Goondiwindi Pound.
J. MURPHY, P.M.
Goondiwindi, 8th April, 1878.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1873.
NOTICE.
IT is  hereby notified that the undermentioned
Ministers have given me notice of their change
of residence ,  in conformity with the provisions of
the fourth section of the 28th Victoria, No. 15. The
particulars respecting such changes are as follow,
VIZ. :-
The  Revd .  ALFRED MIDGLEY ,  Wesleyan Minister,
from Ipswich to Toowoomba ;
The Revd.  HENRYWoonnouSE ,  Wesleyan Minister,
from Gympie to Rockhampton ;
The Revd.  MATTHEW H .  PARKINSON,  Wesleyan
Minister, from Toowoomba to Maryborough ;
and
The Revd. CHARLES WILES, Wesleyan Minister,
from Rockhampton to Gympie.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
REVISION OF JURY LIST,  STANTHORPE.
AMENDED NOTICE.
N OTICE is  hereby given, that a Special Court
of Petty Sessions for revising the Jury List
for the Jury District of Stanthorpe will be holden
at the Court House, Stanthorpe , on MONDAY,
the 5th day of May next.
The Justices of the Peace residing within forty
miles of the Court House of Stanthorpe are re-
quired to attend, in terms of section 15 of  " The
District Courts  Act of  1867,"  and of section 8 of
The Jury Act of  1867."
The former notice published in the  Gazette  of
12th April instant , is hereby  cancelled.
By order of the Bench of Magistrates,
D. GALLWEY,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Stanthorpe, 15th April, 1873.
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VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF  QUEENSLAND.
Before His  HONOR  SIR JAMES CocKLE, CHIEF
JUSTICE ,  JUDGE.
Monday,  7th April, 1873.
THE Court  sat by adjournment from Monday,the 31st March, 1873.
Regina v. Barque  "  Christina."
Mr. Hely ,  on behalf of Claimants, John Bloom-
field and Reginald Whitaker ,  applies for a fortnight
further time, to bring in " Responsive Plea and
Alle ation."
Mr.  Rely,  on behalf of Claimants ,  Wil liam
Walton and William Townley Jackson, makes a
like application.
Mr. Harding ,  on behalf of the Seizers ,  consents
to both applications.
Decree accordingly  :  and there being no other
business on the paper ,  the Court was adjourned till
MONDAY, the 21st April instant.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Robert Kellett, late of Brisbane,
commission agent, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby  given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof,  application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that letters of Administration of all the
goods ,  chattels ,  credits ,  and  effects  of the above-
named Robert Kellett, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Sarah Beit, of Westbrook, in
the said colony, widow,  sister  of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this sixteenth day of April,
A.D., 1873.
280
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the  said Sarah Beit.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Woods,  of Too-
woomba,  storekeeper.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that application willbe made  on behalf of the above-named
Insolvent, on MONDAY, the 12th day of May
next, being the day appointed for such application,
to His Honor the Judge in Insolvency, that a
Certificate of Discharge, under  " The Insolvency
Act of  1864," may be granted to the above-named
Insolvent.
Dated this 16th day of April, A.D. 1873.
273
GRAHAM LLOYD HART,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Ernest Petersen and
Hugh Cameron Miller ,  trading as " Petersen
and Miller," of Clermont and Copperfield,
storekeepers and general merchants.
W HEREAS the said Petersen and Miller were,
on the 16th day of April, A.D.1873, adjudged
to be Insolvents, I hereby appoint a First public Sit-
ting of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane,on MONDAY,the
5th day of May, A.D. 1873, to  commence  at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
Estate, and for the election of a Creditor's Assignee,
if required, and also to determine whether any or
what allowance for support shall be made to the
Insolvents, up to the time of passing their las
examination, and whether any and what tools and
wearing apparel shall be allowed to the Insolvents,
and a Second public  Sitting  of the Court at the
same place  on WEDNESDAY, the 11th day of
June, A.D. 1873,  to commence  at Eleven o'clock,
for the proof of debts against the said Estate, and
for such other matters connected with the Estate
as may  be required to be brought before the Court.
Dated  at Brisbane , the 19th day of April, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
HENRY  J. WRITLEY,
Official  Assignee.
281 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John  and Francis
Flanagan, of Careboo, Coppermines.WHEREAS the said John and Francis Flana-
gan were, on  the. 16th day of April, A.D.
1873, adjudged  to be Insolvents, I hereby appoint
a First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY,  the 5th day  of May, A.D. 1873,
to commence  at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said Estate, and for the election of
a Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for sup.
port  shall be made  to the  Insolvents  up to the time
of passing  their  last examination , and whether any
and what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed
to the  Insolvents  ;  and a Second  Public Sitting of
the Court, at the same place, on WEDNESDAY,
the 11th day of June, A.D. 1873, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said Estate ,  and for such other  matters connected
with the Estate  as may be required  to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 16th day of April, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MIS%IN,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
278  60.  6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Hopkins, of
Brisbane ,  cabdriver.
(7THEREAS  the said Thomas  Hopkins was,
1' on the 9th dy of April, A.D. 1873, ad-
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a1
first Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House,  Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 6th day of May, A.D. 1873, to
commence  at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said  Estate, and for the  election of a
Creditors'  Assignee , if required, and also to deter-
mine whether any or what  allowance for  support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination ,  and whether any and
what  tools and wearing apparel  shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ;  and a Second  Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the 7th
day of July, A.D. 1873, to  commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against  the said
Estate, and for such other matters connected with
the Estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 16th day of April, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. MISxIN,
Official Assignee.
279 6s. 6d.
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In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Edward  McSweeny, of
Stanthorpe ,  draper.
HEREAS the  said Edward McSweeny was,
W  on  the 16th dap of April, A.D. 1873, ad-
judged to  be an Insolvent , I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before  me, at  the Supreme Court House, Bris-
bane , on MONDAY, the 5th day of May, A.D.
1873,  to commence at Eleven o 'clock, for the proof
of debts  against the  said Estate, and for the election
of a Creditors '  Assignee  if required,  and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for sup-
port shall  be made  to the  Insolvent up to  the time
of passing his last examination , and whether any
and what tools and wearing apparel  shall be allowed
to the  Insolvent  ;  and a Second  Public Sitting
of the Court,  at the same place , on WEDNES-
DAY, the 11th day of June, A.D. 1873, to com-
mence  at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate , and for such other  matters
connected with the Estate as may be required to
be brought before the Court.
Dated at  Brisbane , the 16th day of April, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Assignee.
277 6s.
NOTICE.THB Soale of Charges for the insertion  of Advertise-
meats in the Queearlaad Government  Gazette  is
as fo llows
Advert isements relating to Insolvent of Intestate
Estates ,  or Letters  of Administration ,  6s. 6d,
each.
Adve rt isements relat in g to Impounded  Stock, ls.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate  of 3s .  for the first eight lines  (or under),
and 3d .  for every additional li ne, allowing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers  are reminded  that No ADVERTISEMENT
WILL BB INSRBTBD in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance  sufficient to cover  the cost of its insertion
acoording to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice, that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over five shillings ,  must be made by
Post-Office Order ,  or cash ; otherwise the advertisement'
will  be retu:nea.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer
The GovEBNMBNT PRINTBB acknowledges  the receipt
of the  following  amounts:-
£ s. d.2
April 12.-A. McLeod...
... ... ... 0 3 0
12.-J. Fisher ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
12.-A. McLeod ...
... ... ... 0 13 0
12.-Cribb and Foote
... ... ... 0 10 0
12.-J. P .  Heeney
... ... ... 0 2 0
15.-G. Foster  ...
... ... ... 0 2 0
15.-W. Wallace
... ... ... 0 6 0
17.-G. Weeks ...
... ... ... 0 1 0
17.-J. Watson ...
... ... ... 0 2 0
17.-J. King ...
... ... ... 0 4 0
„ 17.-E. Bradley ... ... ... 0 10 0
3fmpounbings.
OW  Poundkeepere are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded  Stock will  be charged for at the rate of
NB SHILLING PRR ANIMAL;  and no suoh Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by aremittancesuJieiont to cover theoost of its
nsertion,
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from Cotlierstone, on the
25th  March , 1873, by A. McMaster, Esq. Driving
and damages ,  8s. 2d.
One bay  gelding, small star, rope  on neck, switch tail,
x near shoulder.
One roan  gelding, short tail, near hind foot white, like
DJ near shoulder, no other visible brands.
One chesnut  gelding, co llar-marked, long tail, like GI
over E  near  shoulder, like indistinct brands under.
One bay gelding, switch tail, Q near shoulder, like
writing  CC off  shoulder ,  saddle marks.
One black  gelding ,  saddle marks ,  long tail, like 2 over B
over  MI over JF  conjoined near shoulder ,  like K off
shoulder, like B or I blotched off ribs.
If not released on or before  25th April, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
A. McLEOD, Poundkeeper.
269 5e.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from Banehory, on 25th
March, 1873, by A. P. Thom1son, Esq. Driving
and damages, lOs. lOd. per head.
One black mare, long tail, few white hairs on forehead,
off hind fetlock white, like G near shoulder.
One bay gelding, switch tail, ICE near shoulder, ICE
near thigh.
One grey  mare,  long tail, 73 near cheek, like writing E
and blotch off shoulder, W near thigh, NK conjoined
near  shoulder, fistula  marks on  wither.
One chesnut  mare, blaze face , off fore and off hind
fetlocks white, long  tail, like  H near shoulder, like
JD conjoined indistinct near thigh, blotched brands
like 100 off shoulder ;  roan  filly foal at foot, un-
branded.
One chesnut gelding, crippled on off fore foot, long tail,
PV off shoulder.
One irongrey colt, switch  tail, like  3 blotched near
shoulder ,  3 near thigh.
One dark -bay gelding ,  short switch  tail, .. over T near
shoulder, .. over T over 0 near thigh.
One bay mare, black points,  long tail , All conjoined off
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th April, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
A. MoLEOD, Poundkeeper.
270 8s.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Ellen Vale, on 7th
April, 1873, by order of E. Bradley, senior, for
trespass. Driving, 2s. 6d.
One brown horse, like HB indistinct near shoulder, like
WO near ribs, near hind foot white, saddle-marked.
If not released on or before the 5th May, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY, JUN., Poundkeeper.
275 is.
IMPOUNDED at Condamine, from Wallin, on the
12th April, 1873, by order of John Ferrett, Esquire.
Driving, 5s. each.
One red and white cow; near ear slit, WB near ribs,
i like  T over r .  conjoined near  and  off rump.
One red and white cow, OHO off ribs, like 0 near
shoulder, piece off near ear.
One red cow, CL off rump, like CSC over like PC off
ribs, like indistinct brand off ribs.
One bay horse,  35 near  shoulder.
If not released on or before 15th May, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
JAS. KING, Poundkeeper.
274  4s.
IMPOUNDED  at Surat, from  Coongoo, by order of
J. W. Daisey,  Esq. Driving, 5s.
One black  mare, small star and  snip, M near shoulder ;
foal at foot.
Also, from Noorinduo, on the 31st March, 1873, by order
of D. Ross, Esq. Driving, 2s. 6d.
One bay horse, ..  over M over  DYR near thigh, collar
mark.
If not released on or before  the 5th  May, 1873, w il l be
sold to defray expenses.
JOS. WATSON, Poundkeepor.
276 2e-.
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IMPOUNDED  at Banana ,  from Banana Station, on
15th March, 1873, by order  of J. Cunninghamo,
Esquire. Driving, 4d. each.
One black horse, white hairs in forehead, white spot off
wither, collar-marked, like pp  near  shoulder, 8 off
ribs.
One bay mare, near hind fetlock white, like AB near
shoulder ; roan horse foal at foot, unbranded.
If not  released  on or before 15th April, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
R. MoLEOD, Poundkeeper.
267 2s.
IMPOUNDED  at Banana ,  from Banana  Station, on
31st March, 1873, by order of J. Ounninghame,
Esquire. Driving, 4d.
One spotted cow, MO near ribs, like q near rump ; calf
at foot, unbranded.
If not released on or before 5th May, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
266
R. MCLEOD, Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOUNDED at Rolleston, from Albina Downs, on
1st April, 1873, by order of T. F. Josephson, Esq.
Driving  expenses, 4d.
One bay mare ,  TL conjoined  near shoulder ,  TE conjoined
off shoulder ,  star ,  near fore  and near hind feet white,
white marks under saddle.
If not released  on or before 5th May ,  1873, will be
sold to-defray  expenses.
MPOUNDED  at Tambo,  fr om unoccupied Crown
I lands,  on 2nd  April,  1878 ,  by order of the Inspector
of Brands ,  Mitchell District .  Driving ,  8s. 4d .  per head.
The whole to go to Hospital.
One bay mare, like U over IZ (the Z reversed) near
shoulder, black points, short tail.
One bay horse, :_  over JH near shoulder,  0  near thigh,
FF off shoulder, star, long switch tail, bell on neck.
If not released on or before 5th May, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
GEORGE  FOSTER, Poundkeeper.
271 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Goondiwindi, from Winton, on 7th
April, 1873, by order of A. Wyndham, Esquire.
Damages and driving, 7s. 6d. per head.
One brown or dark-bay gelding, star, joint off tail, little
white on off  fore coronet , PR over dot in C off
saddle, 147 near saddle (broken).
One bay gelding, bald face, hind feet white, IC near
shoulder, A near neck,  to near  quarter, g near cheek.
One bay gelding, star, near hind foot white, JC or JCS
near shoulder ,  fistula -marked.
One bay gelding, star and Snip, off fore and hind feet
white, JJ over K sideways near shoulder.
One bay gelding, SLA near shoulder, bang tail (broken).
One brown gelding, star, hind feet white, 5 over S side-
ways near shoulder.
If not released on or before 5th May, 1873, will be sold
to defr ay expenses.
272
WILLIAM WALLIS, Poundkeeper.
6s.
J. FISHER ,  Poundkeeper . BRISBANE :
268 1s .
Printed and  Published by  JAMES C. BaAi ,  Government Printer,
Wil liam street, 19th April, 1873.
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I
N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, section 173, it is notified that the
under-mentioned Deed of Composition has been registered in this Office
Date of Deed.
224
1873.
10th April.
Names and Description  of Parties. Nature and Effect of Deed. Date ofRegistration.
Deed of Composition whereby Lodged in the
the parties thereto of the Office of the
first part have agreed to Registrar of the
accept a composition at the Supreme Court
rate of six shillings and of Queensland,
cightpence in the pound on Monday, the
on the amount of their twenty-first day
respective debts, to be paid of April, A.D.
in manner as in the said 1873, at two
son, of  Rockhampton aforesaid, gentle- deed specified,  and covenant
man, as surety, of the third part. that the said deed shall
operate to  release and dis-
charge the said Charles
Julian 8kardon from all
claims and demands in res-
pect thereof.
Between the several persons whose names
and seals  are to the said deed subscribed,
being all, or a majority in number repre-
senting three-fourths in value of the cre-
ditors of Charles Julian Skardon, of
Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queens-
land, boot and shoe dealer, of the first
part; the said Charles Julian Skardon,
of the second part ; and William Patti-
o'clock in the
afternoon.
Entered and re-
gistered same
day.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William  street ,  Bri sbane.
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PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XIV.] TUESDAY, 22ND APRIL, 1873. [No. 39.
QUEENSLAND, 1 Proclamation by The Most Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
to wit. J CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, Earl of Mulgrave,
Viscount Normanby, and Baron Mulgrave of Mulgrave, all
in the County of York, in the Peerage of the United King-
dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New Ross, in the County of
(L.s.) Wexford, in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member of Her
NORMANBY, Majesty's Most Honorable Privy Council, Governor and
Governor.  Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS the Legislative Council of Queensland now stands Prorogued
to Tuesday the sixth day of May now next, and it is expedient
further to Prorogue the same ; Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, in pursuance of the power and
authority in me vested as the Governor of the said Colony, do hereby
further Prorogue the said Legislative Council to WEDNESDAY the
twenty-eighth day of May now next.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this
twenty-second day of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-sixth year of Her
Majesty's Reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
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QUEENSLAND, ) Proclamation by The Most Honorable GEoRGE AUGUSTUs
to wit.  )  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby ,  Earl of Mulgrave,
Viscount  Normanby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of Mulgrave, all
in the County of York, in the Peerage of the United King-
dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New Ross ,  in the County of
(L.s.) Wexford ,  in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member of Her
NOR-nAN,Bv,  Majesty's Most Honorable Privy Council, Governor  and
Governor .  Commander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority vested in me as Governor ofthe Colony afor said ,  I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis
of Normanby ,  do hereby proclaim that a Session of the Legislative
Council and Legislative Assembly for the Colony of Queensland for the
Despatch of Business shall commence and be holden on WEDNESDAY the
twenty -eighth  day of May  now next, at Twelve o'clock noon, in the
Legislative Council Chambers in George street in the City of Brisbane ; and
the Members of the said Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly
respectively are hereby required to give their attendance at the said time
and place accordingly.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at  Government  House, Brisbane, this
twenty-second day of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -three, and in the thirty-sixth year of Her
Majesty's Reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Authority :  Jnxxs  C. Bur , Government  Irtnter ,  William street ,  Brisbane.
QUEENSLAND
iurninent Qaette.
PUBZZSHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XIV.] SATURDAY, 26ru APRIL, 1873. [No. 40.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation  by The Most
to wit .  '  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.S.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a -Member
NoEMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN  pursuance  of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of  New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into  the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person  concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation  of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to  a  fine not exceeding  fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QURENI
QUEENSLAND, '  Proclamation by The  Most
to wit.
I
Honorable GEoaas AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross. in the County of Wexford,
(LS.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
*Tc,t:u.Nnw, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Cora-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by"The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  an of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hard and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th April, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint the following  gentlemen , viz.
J. B. P. H. RAMSAY, P.M.,
W. M. C. HICKSON,
W. G. K. CUSACK,
J. M. MACROSSAN,
R. V. SMYTHE,
MARE BEODZIAK, and
G. L. RUTHERFORD,
to be Trustees  of the Ravenswood General Ceme-
tery ,  under  the provisions of  " The Cemetery Act
of 1865."
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane , 24th April, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to,
appoint
Mr. THoMAs S. HENZELL, Clerk,  General Post
Office,
to be Postmaster, Stanthorpe.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th April, 1873.
T
HE  subjoined communication respecting the
purchase of Remounts required for the Bengal
Army, is published for general information.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th April, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Messrs .  BARNET BEODNITZ,  and WILLIAM JOSEPH
CONNOLLY,
to be Trustees  of the Rockhampton General
Cemetery , in the room of
Messrs .  MICHAEL BEODNITZ , and D. T. MULLIGAN,
resigned.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th April, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS HAMILTON
to be a Trustee of the Ipswich General Cemetery,
in the room of
STUART HAWTHORNE,
resigned.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 25th April, 1873.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
GEORGE ELPHINSTONE DALRYMPLE
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Burke, in the room of Aulaire S. Morisset,
resigned.
A. H. PALMER.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873. .
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following appointments in the Electric
Telegraph Department, viz.:-
Mr. WILLIAM HENRY PANTON, Officer in Charge,
Allora,
to be Station Master at Mount Perry.
Mr. CHARLES  STUART WILLIAMS FURLONG, Acting
Line Repairer, Toowoomba,
to be Officer in Charge, Allora,  vice  Panton, pro-
moted.
These appointments to take effect from 1st May,
1873.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
A. H. PALMER.
No. 427.
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA.
Military  Department.
Fort William, the 8th February, 1873.
SIR,-I am  desired by the Right Honorable the
Governor-General  in Council  to forward,  for gene-
ral information , the accompanying notice  regarding
the purchase of remounts required for the Bengal
Army.
I am, &c.,
H. K. BURNE, Colonel,
Secretary to the Government of India.
To the Colonial Secretary, Queensland.
Exd. S. C. Dutt.
NOTICE.
It having been decided by the Government of
India to establish  a reserve of 1,000 horses for
army use, and for the next few years to purchase a
considerable number of remounts for the Bengal
Army in the open market, notice is hereby  given, Cac
c
a ARahha-
that remount committees at the several stations Lucknow, Agra,
noted in the margin, are prepared to purchase  Meerut,Umbaua,
horses suitable for army purposes to the number of Raawui'An ee '
about 1,200 during the current year, and up to the Peshawar.
1st April, 1874.
In 1874-75, one thousand horses, and in 1875-76,
six hundred and fifty horses, more or less, will be
bought. The requirements of subsequent years
will be made known hereafter.
Horses of all breeds, Cape, Australian, Arab,
Persian, Country-bred, and Northern, will be
accepted if up to the required standard.
Mares as  we ll  as horses will he taken ,  and if the
former are of a good stamp ,  the preference wi'l. be
given to them.
They must be within the prescribed  ages , four to
seven years.
The maximum price for Cavalry and Field
Artillery remounts is Rupees  600;  for Horse
Artillery, Rupees 600.
The following  prizes  will also-be given for English
and Colonial stock exhibited at Calcutta in the early
part of January , 1874- ages four to seven years
1 st Prize.
Rs. .
For the best six (6) brood  mares suit-
able for army purposes,  bona fide
the property of one importer ... 3,000
2nd Prize.
For the second best six (6) brood
mares  suitable for  army purposes,
bond fide  the property  of one im-
porter ... ... ... ... 2,000
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3rd Prize.  Rs. QIIEENSLAND ,  2 Proclamation by The  Most
IF th hi d b d Honorable GEORG3 AUGUSTusto Wit.or e t r maresest six (6) broo
bondsuitable  for army purposes CONSTANTINE ,  Marquis of Normanby,,
fide  the property of one importer 1,000 Earl  of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
4th Prize.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in  the County of
For the best thorough-bred  stallion York, in  the Peerage  of the United
for stud purposes... 3,000 Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
Second best stallion ... ... ... 2,000 New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
Third ditto ... ... ... 1,000
It is also notified that the following prizes will be
(L.s.)
NoRMANSr ,
in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
of Her Majesty's  Most  Honorable
awarded at two stations, one in the North-West Governor.  Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
Provinces and one in the Punjab, the time and place wander-in -Chief of the Colony of
of exhibition to be fixed shortly. endenciesnd and its Del .pQueens a
exhibitor ... ... ... ... 3,000
2nd Prize.
For the second best  six (6) Persian,
Turkooman, or any other Asiatic
mares,  bond fide  the property of
one exhibitor 2,000
1st prize-for the best Arab stallion
for stud purposes ... ... 2,000
2nd prize-for the second best ditto... 1,000
3rd prize-for the best Persian or
Turkooman stallion ... ... 1,000
Some prizes  will also be given in 1875 and follow-
ing years , the details of which will be published in
due course.
The Government of India will retain a right of
t
re-emption of any horses exhibited, at a price to
e fixed by the exhibitor before exhibition. No
prizes  will be given  unless  the horses exhibited
come  up to a high standard of excellence.
Importers and competitors are informed that the
judges will be considerably guided by good measure-
ment of  girth and leg, and blood combined with
power.
Animals wanting in  such essential points will
have no  chance of  gaining a prize.
(Signed) H. K. BURNE, Colonel,
Calcutta,
4th February, 1873.
Exd. H. de Silva.
Secy. to the Govt. of India,
Mily. Dept.'
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 19th March, 1873.
T
HE following  Resolution agreed  to at the
recent Intercolonial Conference of the Aus-
tralasian  Colonies held in Sydney is published
for general  information.
It is  also  notified that the required notice, to
give  effect to the  resolution ,  so far  as Queensland
is concerned ,  has been  forwarded by the outgoing
mail for publication  in the  Times  newspaper.
" KIV.-DISEASES rN STOCK.
The Conference having taken into consideration
the great danger to which Australian live stock is
exposed from  the importation of animals from
countries  in which infectious  diseases  prevail, it
was resolved that it is expedient to prohibit, for
the period of two years, the landing of cattle,
sheep, and  pigs, from any places beyond the limits
of the  Australasian  Colonies, and that such prohibi-
tion  should take effect from and after the publica-
tion of  a notice  in the London  Times."
A. H. PALMER.
1st  Prize.
For the best six (6) Persian ,  Turkoo-
man, or any other Asiatic mares,
bond fide the property of one
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the eighteenth section
of "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I,
GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of
Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, do hereby
notif r  and proclaim  that the lands  hereinunder
described shall be reserved  for Township  purposes.
TowN REsnrrs  of GONGALOON.
640 acres.
Commencing  at a point fifty -six chains south-east
from the Gigoomgan and Glenbar  crossing of
Twenty-five Mile Creek ; thence north eighty
chains ; thence west eighty chains ; thence south
eighty chains ; and thence east eighty chains to
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this nineteenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three,  and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN  1
QUEENSLAND , 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, -'scount Nor-
manby , and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all  in  the County of
York, in  the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANDY,  of Her Majesty 's Most  Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixtyy-
first section of  " The Crown  Lands Alienation det
of  1868," I, GEORGE AuausvuS  CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the Lease of the
following Selection of Land, under the said Act,
is declared forfeited.
Register
No. of
Application.
269
Name of  Lessee.
Michael May
Area.
A. R. P.
40 0 0
Land Agent's
District.
Toowoomba.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane ,  this nineteenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -three,  and in the
thirty -sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
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QU'ENNaLAND , I Proclamation by The Mostto wit. Honorable  GEoRGE AuGUSTus
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORnANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mandcr-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
TN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The  Crown
J Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE. Mar(ims of Normanby
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after WEDNES-
DAY, the fourteenth day of May, 1873, at the
Brisbane Land Office.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent's
District.
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A. R. P.
Daniel Rountree 135 2 0 Brisbane.
Somerset
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at Govern-
ment House,  Brisbane , this fourth day of
April, in the year  of our  Lord one thousand
eight hundred  and seventy -three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON  THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE Taix QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, ? Proclamation by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
IN,ew Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
LN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " Tire Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my. Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the pro-
visions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twentieth clay of May, 1873, at the St. Lawrence
Land  Office.
Register Land
No. of Name of Lessee. Area. Agent'sApplica - Districttion. .
---j i A . B.. 8
1 Thomas Valiance Wran 12 0 0 St. Law-
rence.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE TILE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Z  Proclamation by the Most
to wit.  3  Honorable GE0RGB  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby , and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross,  in the  County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council,  Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief  of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
TN pursuance of the authority in me vested by
1 an Act passed in the second year of the reign
of his late Majesty King William the Fourth, and
numbered twelve. and with the advice of the
Executive Council, I, the GovEnNOR aforesaid, do
hereby appoint the Broughton crossing of theBurde-
kinRiver, situated immediatelyabove thejunction of
Broughton Creek with the Burdekin River, on the
mail route from Ravenswood to Millchester and
Charters Towers, as a place of public traffic, and
where ferry dues may be levied to the amount, and
under the regulations, restrictions, and provisions
of the said recited Act; of which Ferry  all persons
are hereby required to take  due notice.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
April, in  the  year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Executiv Council, directs it to be
notified that, on and after the 1st July, 1873, appli-
cations for Mineral Lands, situated within the
Unsettled District of Cook, must be lodged with
the Police Magistrate at Gilberton.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
R of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, in pursuance of the fifty-fifth clause of the
above Act, that the lands hereunder described
have been resumed from the leases of the " Blyth's
Plains" and "Tingar" Runs, for Public purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
I
Resumed from Blyt/e's Plains  628 acres.
And from Tingar ...  ...  1,392
3 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Blyth's Creek
at a point where the road to Roma crosses it, said
point bearing cast fifteen degrees south, distant
about nine chains from a tree marked kM over 170
on survey of said road ; thence by said creek up-
wards about eight chains ; thence on the north by
a west line about sixty-seven chains; thence on the
west by a south line two miles crossing Blyth's
Creek ; thence on the south by an east line one mile
and a-half; thence on the east by a north line two
miles; thence again on the north by a west line
fifty-three chains to the right bank of Blyth's
Creek;  and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 18731.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been with-
drawn from selection, with a view to their being
reserved for public purposes, in pursuance of the
provisions to that effect contained in the twenty-first
section  of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868."
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek at
the crossing  of the Clermont and Broadsound Road
opposite the north -east  corner of McKean's selec-
tion, No. 16, bounded on the north by that road
easterly to the eastern boundary of Clermont Town
Reserve ; thence on  the east  by that boundary
bearing south one degree forty minutes west about
thirty-one  chains to a tree marked  broad-arrow
over TR over X  in triangle  ;  again  by that boun-
dary bearing south sixteen degrees seven minutes
east 128 chains seventy links to a tree marked
broad- arrow  over TR over XII in triangle, and by
that boundary bearing south one degree  six minutes
west seventeen  chains and fifty-eight links to a tree
marked broad-arrow over TR over XIII  in triangle
at the south- east  corner of Town Reserve ; thence
on the south by the southern boundary of said
reserve bearing west four degrees thirteen minutes
north thirty chains twenty-seven links to a tree
marked broad-arrow over TR over XIV in triangle ;
thence west one degree fifty minutes north 105
chains  ten links to a tree marked broad-arrow over
TR over XV in triangle ; thence west ninety-four
chains  sixty-five links to a tree marked broad-
arrowover TR over XXV in triangle; thence by aline
bearing north to the south-east corner of Weller's
selection , No. 17 ; thence on the north bey the south
boundary of that selection and McKean  s selection,
No. 16, bearing east to Sandy Creek ; thence by
Sandy Creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th  April, 1873.
IN pursuance  of the twenty-fourth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands bereinunder described have been tempo.
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
four chains ; and on the west by the east boundary
line of allotment 1 northerly, at right angles to
Boundary street, five chains and fifty links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK, INGLEWOOD.
County of Bentinck, parish of Inglewood,  portions
2, 3, and 4.
153 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Macintyre
Brook, at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the west by that road bear-
ing north forty-six chains and eighty-seven links to
another road one chain wide ; on the north by that
road bearing east thirty chains to another road one
chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing south
thirty-two chains and ninety links to the Maciutyre
Brook; and on the south-east and south-west by
that brook downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR STONE  QUARRY, STANWELL.
County of Livingstone, parish of  Stanwell.
105 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing 138 degrees, and distant one chain, and
thence bearing forty-eight degrees and distant ten
chains from the east corner of portion 15A; and
bounded thence on the north by a line bearing 138
degrees thirty-five chains; on the south-east by a
line bearing 228 degrees thirty chains ; on the
south-west by a line bearing 318 degrees thirty-
five chains to a road one chain wide ; and on the
north-west by that road bearing forty-eight degrees
thirty chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE Foil SCHOOL OF ARTS, MACKAY.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard, town of
Mackay.
Allotment 5 of section 9.
2 roods.
Commencing on the west side of Nelson street
at the south-east corner of allotment 4, and
bounded thence on the east by that street southerly
two chains ; on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 6 westerly at right angles to
Nelson street two chains and fifty links ; on the
west by the east boundary line of allotment 1
northerly, parallel with Nelson street, two chains ;
and on. the north by the south boundary line of
allotment 4 easterly, at right  angles  to Nelson
street, two chains and fifty links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
Blythe's Creek, Dalby and Rona Road, Maranon
District.
3 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Blythe's Creek,
.at a point where the road to Roma crosses it, said
point bearing east fifteen degrees south, distant
about nine chains from a tree marked M over 170
on survey of said road ; thence by said creek up-
wards about eight chains ; thence on the north by
a west line about sixty-seven chains ; thence on the
west by a south line two miles, crossing Blythe's
Creek ; thence on the south by an east line one
mile and a-half; thence on the east by a north line
two miles ; thence again on the north by a west
line fifty-three chains to the right bank of Blythe's
Creek ; and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR QUARRY, SPRINGSUL`E.
County of  Denison,  parish of Sprinrysure,'town of
Springsure, allotments 2 and 3 of section  24 .
2 acres and 32 perches.
Commencing on the south side of Boundary
street, at the north-east corner of allotment 1, and
bounded thence.on the north by that street easterly
four chains ; on the east by the west boundary
line of allotment 4 southerly, at right angles to
Boundary street, five chains and fifty links ; on the
south by the north boundary lines of allotments
7 and 8 westerly, parallel with Boundary street,
RESERVE FOR POLICE PADDOCK, G-0ONDIwINDI.
County of Marsh, parish of Goondiwindi,
portions  10, 11,  and  12.
151 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Serpent
Lagoon at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the west by that road
bearing south forty-nine chains and seventy links;
on the south by a line bearing east thirty chains to
another road one chain wide ; on the east by that
road bearing north forty-nine chains and ninety-four
links to the Serpent Lagoon ; and on the north by
that lagoon downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
REsEnvE FOR BALLAST FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of  Aubiyny, parish  of 7Yesthrook,  portion  39.
23 acres 3 roods 8 perches.
Commencing at a point in the westerly prolonga-
tion of the south boundary of Laborers' Camping
Reserve, one chain from the Railway Reserve, and
hounded thence on the south by its continuation
west ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing
north twenty-eight chains ; on the north by a line
bearing east seven chains to a reserved road one
chain wide; and on the north-east by that road
bearing 173 degrees fifty-four minutes twenty-eight
chains and sixteen links to the point of commence-
ment.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
W,\ THEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The1 Crowoz  Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently set apart for the purposes named with
respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
REshhvE FOR  TILE  PURPOSES OF THE  IPSWICH AND
WEST MORETON AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich, town of
Ipswich, section  32.
5 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the north by South
street easterly ten chains to Thorn street ; on the
east by that street southerly at right angles to
South street five chains to Roderick street ; on the
south by that street westerly ten chains to Gordon
street; and on the west by that street northerly
five chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOE NATIONAL SCHOOL, TOWNSVALE,
LOGAN.
County of Ward, parish of Logan.
2 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane road one chain and
fifty links wide at the west corner of portion
18, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing east four chains and thirty-five links ;
on the east by a line bearing north four chains ; on
the north by a line bearing west five chains and
sixty-five links to the Brisbane road ; and on the
south-west by that road bearing 162 degrees four
chains and twenty-one links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  NATIONAL SCHOOL, PINE RIVER.
County of Stanley, parish of Bunya.
10 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
56, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing west nine chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south three chains and sixty links to a
small  creek ; thence by that creek upwards to a
point about south, and distant four chains and
fourteen links from the termination of the last line ;
on the south-west by lines and a road one chain
wide bearing eighty-six degrees ow chain and
twenty-six  links , 172 degrees two chains and two
links , and 124 degrees eight chains and seventy-six
links ;  and on  the east by  a line  bearing north
fourteen chains and fifty links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY, RAVENSWOOD.
3 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 107 degrees,
and distant  about forty-two chains from the south
corner of Hackett's homestead, and bounded thence
on the north by  a line bearing east five chains ; on
the east by a line  bearing  south six chains ; on the
south by a line  bearing  west five chains; and on
the west by  a line  bearing north  six chains to the
point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purpose named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TIMBRE RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PeErosEs.
Parishes of Bunya and Kedron, county of Stanley.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
No. 31, in the parish of Buaya, and bounded thence
on the north by portions Nos. 31, 65, and  62;  on
the west by portion No. 62,  selection  No. 1,728,
and portions Nos. 50, 56, and 46 ; again on the
north by portions Nos. 53 and 42, selection No.
1,754, portion 106, selection No. 1,753, and portion
No. 2, all in the parish of Bunya ; on the east by
portion No. 48, in the parish of Bunya, and by
portions in the parish of Kedron Nos. 602, 488,
487, 486, 485, 489, 597, 595, and 594, by portion
No. 51, in the parish of Bunya, and by portion No.
596, in the parish of gedron ; on the south by
portions in the parish of Bunya Nos. 6, 7. 8, 52,
61, 12, 586, 587, 588, and 589, and by Kedron
Brook upwards to the eastern boundary of Samford
Run ; and again on the west by that boundary
bearing north to the point of commencement;-
exclusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, town of
Bundaberg. Section No.  29.
1 acre 3 roods 13 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the north corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the north-east by Maryborough
street south-easterly to Quay street ; on the south-
east by Quay street south-westerly ten chains to
Burrum street ; on the south-west by Burrum
street north-westerly to the Burnett River ; and
on the north-west by that river downwards to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th  March, 1873.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that in consequence
of Mr.  Commissioner Coxen's absence, the re
will be no Commissioner 's Court Sittings held at
Brisbane or Beenleigh during the month of April,
and that all business in connection with selections
that would have come before the Commissioner's
Court in that month will be dealt with on the usual
days appointed for the Sittings at the above-men-
tioned places in the month of May.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS  ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."
IN pursuance of the seventy-eighth  section of
The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
the Petition hereunder  inserted  is published for
general information.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
To His Excellency the most Honorable GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Nor-
manby, Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby and Baron Mulgrave, of Mulgrave,
all in the county of York, in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom, and Baron Mulgrave,
of New Ross, in the county of Wexford, in
the Peerage of Ireland ; a member of Her
Majesty's Most Honorable Privy Council,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies,
and Vice-Admiral of the same.
The humble Petition of the undersigned free-
holders, residents of the Mackay, in the colony of
Queensland, respectfully sheweth, that the under-
mentioned country  lands  be set aside  as a Common-
age in  connection with the town of Mackay, viz. :-
Being portions Nos. 154, 155, 157, 158, 159, 162,
163, 164,  238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, and
345, as  delineated on the Government map in the
colony of Queensland.
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Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray, that
your Excellency, with the advice of the Executive
Council, that you will see fit to take into your
favorable consideration ,  and your petitioners, as in
duty bound,  will  ever pray.
Alexander Sbiels Alfred  if.  Lloyd
Borah Js. Wills  Ebenezer Staines
George Smith  Maurice Llewe ll en
R. Nei ll  Charles Keely
John Walton H. McFree
Jno. Darlington Andrew Kemmis
David H. Dalrymple John Philip Wheeler
Harvey R .  James Robert Fleming
G. Wright Robert Byrne
Michael Fay John Barnes
John Gogan Wm. Bovey
Jno. Fitzgerald Henry Black
B. Broduitz  W. C. Dickinson
H. R. Brown Wm. Arnold
B. McGuire Wm. Wear
vV. Clements  James Glass
Thomas Solway Corne lius Ke lly.
Denis Kennedy
NOTE.- Portions 244 and 245 referred to in the above
Petition ,  are under lease, and not available for inclusion
in the proposed Common.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th March, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth clause of " The
1Y 11  Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands  are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for  thirteen  consecutive  weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the- period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently reserved  for the purpose of a Cemetery.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  A.  CEMETERY AT CHINAMAN 'S CREEE.
County of Stanley, parish of Bunya.
10 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of Sandy Creek
at the  termination of a road one chain  wide, and
bounded thence on the north by that road bearing
west sixteen chains  and fifty  links  ; on the west by
a line bearing  south six  chains .and fifty links ; on
the south by a line  bearing east sixteen chains and
ten links  to Sandy Creek ; and on the east by that
creek downwards to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1 "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE , GOWRIE.
County of Aubigny, parish.of Gowrie, portion  231,
25 acres 1 rood 17 perches.
Commencing on the Dalby road, at the south-
east  corner of portion 212, and bounded thence on
the west by that portion bearing north ten chains
and ninety-six links ; on the north by portion 230,
bearing east twenty chains to a road one chain
wide ; on the east by that road bearing south
fourteen chains and forty links to the Dalby road ;
and on the south-west by that road, bearing two
hundred and seventy-nine degrees thirty minutes
twenty chains and twenty-nine links to the point
of commencement.
CEMETERY  AT TIARO.
County of March, parish of Tiaro, portion 14.
88 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion bearing east
thirty- six chains  and sixteen links ; on the east by
a  li ne bearing  south twenty-five chains ; on the
south by portions 15 and 16 bearing west thirt,y-
four chains and fifty links to the aforesaid road ;
and on the south-west by that. road bearing three
hundred and fifty-six degrees twenty-five chains
and seven  links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE ,  TALLIBAGGERA CREEK.
County of Ward, parish of Tallibaggera, National
School.
5 acres.
Commencing  on a road one chain wide at its
intersection  by the original south-west boundary
line of rtion No. 18, and bounded thence on
the northo-west by that road, bearing seventy-three
degrees  thirty minutes two chains and sixty-six
links, and forty-seven degrees two chains and
twenty-nine links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing one hundred and fifty degrees ten chains
and twenty-eight links ; on the south-east by a line
bearing two hundred and forty degrees four chains
and eighty links ; and on the south-west by a line
bearing three hundred and thirty degrees ten
chains and thirty-eight links to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes  named  with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  RESIDENCE  AREA, BLACK SNAKE,
KILKIVAN.
County of Lennox.
21 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south-east corner of mineral
selection No. 974, and bounded thence on the
north by the south boundary of that selection
bearing west fifteen chains and twenty-five links ;
on the west by a line bearing south about seventeen
chains and sixty links to the south side of a road
one chain wide; on the south-east by that road
bearing eighty-one degrees fifty-three minutes ten
chains and fifty links ; thence nineteen degrees
thirty-seven minutes fourteen chains forty links ; on
the east by part of the west boundary of mineral
selection No. 263 bearing north about two chains
and forty links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE MAGISTRATE'S CAMP, STAN-
THORPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, Town
of Stanthorpe, allotment 3 of section 5.
1 acre.
Commencing at. the south- west  corner of the
section, and  bounded thence on the south by
Corundum street easterly three chains and thirty-
four links ; on the  east by part of the west boundary
line of allotment 4 northerly at right angles to
Corundum street three chains ; on the north by the
south boundary line of allotment 2 westerly  parallel
with Corundum street three chains and thirty-four
links to Marsh street ; and on the west by that
street southerly three chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING,  NEAR  BURLEIGH.
County of Ward, parish of Gi lston.
288 acres.
Commencing at the north- cast corner  of portion
No. 55 on the  sea-coast, and bounded thence on the
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east by the  sea-coast northerly to the south boundary
of portion 27 ; on the north by said south boundary
bearing west to Little Tallabaggera Creek ; on the
west by that creek and swamp southerly to portion
55 aforesaid; and on the south by the north
boundary of portion 55 bearing east to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the Government of Tasmania offer for rental
for such period  as may  be agreed upon, certain
lands  and buildings in Hobart Town, formerly
known  as the Military Barracks. The land, with
the buildings  thereon, is  divided into thirteen lots,
tenders for which will be received by the Govern-
ment of Tasmania , until Noon, on the 10th day of
May, 1873, addressed to the Honorable Charles
Meredith, Commissioner of Crown Lands, Hobart
Town, and superscribed " Tenders for Military
Barracks."
Further particulars, and also the conditions upon
which the lots will be leased can be obtained, at the
Public Lands Office, Brisbane, where can be seen
photographs of some of the buildings, and also of
the surrounding scenery.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
road forming the northern boundary  of portion
number fifty, parish of Clifton,  bearing east thirty
chains ; on the east by  a line bearing south fifteen
chains ; on the south by a line bearing  west to the
railway line ; and on the west by that  railway line
bearing northerly to the  point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION, IPSWICH.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich.
17 acres 31 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing two hundred and
seventy-four degrees fifty-five  minutes and distant
one chain and seventy-three and a-half  links from
the west corner of section 40, and bounded thence
on the north- east  by Quarry  street bearing one
hundred and fifty-three degrees thirty- five minutes
five chains and ninety- two links, one  hundred and
thirty-four degrees fifty- nine minutes seven chains
and thirty-two links ; on the south by Quarry
street west  bearing west twenty-one  chains and
fifty links ; on the west by a line bearing four
degrees fifty-five minutes eight chains and eighty-
three and a-half links to Grey street ; and on the
north-west and north-east by that street  bearing
sixty-seven degrees nineteen  minutes six chains ,
and half-a-link, and ninety-four degrees fifty-five
minutes seven  chains and forty-one links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for general information
that in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands  are desirous , before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For  the  Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR ROAD PURPOSES.
112 acres 1 rood.
County of  Aubigny, parish  of Elphinstone,
portion  99.
Commencing at the south -east corner of portion
ninety-eight ,  and bounded thence on  the north by
the south boundary thereof bearing west fifty-four
chains and eighty links to a road one chain wide ;
on the west by that road bearing south twenty
chains;  on the south by the  north boundary of
portion one hundred bearing east fifty-seven chains
and sixty links ; and on the north -east by a line
bearing three hundred and  fifty- two degrees twenlty
chains and twenty links to the point  of'  commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY LABORERS' CAMP.
County of  Aubigny, parish  of Cl fion.
About 41 acres.
Commencing on the east side of the railway line
from Toowoomba  to Warwick,  and bounded thence
on the north by the westerly continuation of the
i
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1873.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
I the Commissioners of Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868, "will  hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office,  Brisbane ,  on the first
Tuesday  in each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigb , the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
POET  CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February, 1873,andthereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
.': o
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
-Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Norman River Settle.
ment, on the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in February, 1873, and thereafter onthe
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, andthereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
J.  MALBON  THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
WITH the view of facilitating the transaction ofbusiness at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect hat every possible assistance is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for land or seeking
information on matters connected with the working
of the Land Acts-even to the extent of filling up
forms of application and transfers, &c., for illiterate
persons, if there is time at the officer's disposal ;
and that any Land Agent, or other Officer, receiving
and appropriating fees for clerical assistance to his
own use, on the matter being reported, will be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner, and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will  be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary for Public Lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATION'S TO HAVE LANDS BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
F L'OR the convenience of persons desirous to have' lands, whether surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward for sale by auction, it is hereby notified
for general information, that instructions have been
issued to the Land Agents to open in their respec-
tive offices, a hook, in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration f the Minister
for Lands, when, if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in the next proclamation of sale.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
T
HE first sheet of the New Mai of the Colony,
showing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
PERSON S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance  and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public. Lands,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1870.
NOTICE,
TO IMMIGRANTS SEEKING SUITABLE SELEC-
TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS.
IMMIGRANTS or others who do not possess
sufficient local knowledge to enable them to
select  land in suitable situations without visiting
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that arrangements will be made, if induce-
ment offers, to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
may be indicated,  to assist  them in their search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
All persons requiring  assistance  of this nature
are requested to advise this Department, in writing,
as to the localit they wish to settle in, and also
forward a fee o7ten shillings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor, when, if a sufficient number
of persons are found to join, the Government will
immediately undertake  to organize one or more
parties.
In the event  of there being no party  despatched,
the fee of  ten shillings  will  be  returned,  on applies.
' ion. to the person paying same.
J. MAT ON THOMPSON.
TO PARTIES ALOUT TO SEARCH FOR GOLD.
INERS' RIGHTS can  be obtained from the
J. MALBON THOMPSON. Surveyor-General, Survey Office  Brisbane.
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Crown Lands  Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
I is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the 41st section of "  The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869" for renewed leases for four-
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing
leases,  as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief  Commissioner  of Crown Lando.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of  Reference  of the proposed line
of Railway, Brisbane Extension, from 7 miles 60
chains  (near Redbank) to 16 miles 13 chains (near
Oxley), has been approved and confirmed without
any alteration  ; and that  in pursuance  of the 17th
section of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the Govern-
ment intend to proceed with the construction of
the line of Railway (Brisbane Extension) from 7
miles 60  chains to 16 miles 30  chains,  according to
the Map or Plan and Book of Reference so con-
firmed, to be  seen at  this office, and copy thereof at
the office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions at Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 25th March, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to establish the following Regulation, under the
provisions of the Act of Parliament 20 Vic., No. 29,
in amendment of the 79th and 80th sections of the
existing  Gold Fields Regulations, and to  rescind
the Regulation published on the 2nd August,
1872.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
REGULATION.
Each application for an auriferous lease made
under the Gold Fields Regulations must be accom-
panied. by a sketch plan, executed by a surveyor,
defining the position of the land applied for ; and,
within three months after lodging the application,
the applicants shall furnish to the Gold Commis-
sioner a plan and description showing the boun-
daries of the land as actually surveyed and marked
by a licensed surveyor. Provided that the Gold
Commissioner shall have power to recommend
further extensions of three months each on gold
fields within the limits of which mining surveyors
have not been appointed by the Government.
The Gold Commissioner shall record each applica-
tion received as above, but shall not submit his
recommendation for the issue of any lease to the
Government until after the ground applied for has
been surveyed and described by a duly licensed
surveyor.
Department  of Public Works,
Roads Branch,
Brisbane , 25th March, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that any person or
persons removing any stone,  gravel ,  loam, or
other material from any public road, or who, by the
careless  use of fire, shall injure or destroy any
bridge or culvert, or damage any approaches thereto,
or who shall fall any timber across any public road,
or injure  any road by drawing timber along it,
otherwise than on wheels, will be proceeded  against
as the law directs.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 21st April, 1873.
NEW ROAD-FINAL NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that a Branch Road
from Ipswich and Upper Logan Road to
Coochin Coochin Station, referred to in Notices
dated 11th October, 1872, and 11th February. 1873,
folios 1651-72, and 239-73, respectively, of the
Government Gazette,  has  been  formally marked and
opened by the proper  Officer, and same is now open
for public use.
73-1521.
A. H. PALMER.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 15th April, 1873.
NEW ROAD-PARISHES OF BUNYA AND
WARNER, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a new line ofroad, leading from Kedron Brook through
selections  on the Upper South Pine River, parishes
of Bunya and Warner, county of Stanley, referred
to in Notices dated 26th July, 1872, and 17th
February, 1873 (folios 1107, 1872, and 263, 1873,
respectively, of the  Government Gazette),  has been
formally marked and opened by the proper officer,
and same is  now open for public use.
A. H. PALMER.
73-1345.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE BARRACKS, IPSWICH.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
May, from persons willing to  contract  for erection
of Police Barracks at Ipswich.
Tenders to be  endorsed  " Tender for Police
Barracks, Ipswich."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Police Office, Ipswich, and at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
lender bin accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that to will execute and deliver, at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notifica-
tion of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing  such performance,  otherwise  the Tender
will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  w ill not necessarily be
accepted.
A. H. PALMER.
Department of Public Works,
- Brisbane, 8th April, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, POLICE STATION, GOODNA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
T 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd May
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Additions to Police Station, Goodna.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions
to Police Station, Goodna."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is roposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
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there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of tender as security for the due
Performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. H. PALMER.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th April, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH STATION,  GIN GIN.
Tr ENDERS will  be received at this  Office,  until Four o 'clock p .m. on FRIDAY ,  the 9th
May text, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Telegraph  Office  at Gin Gin.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Telegraph
Ofce,  Gin Gin."Plan, Specification,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House ,  Tenningering.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount of Tender, as security for the due
Performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ,  otherwise the Tender wi ll  not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
A. H. PALMER.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 1st April, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER PURGA CREEK, PEAK
MOUNTAIN ROAD.
TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd May
next,  from persons willing to contract for
erection of a Bridge over Purga Creek, on road
from Ipswich to Peak Mountain.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Bridge,
Purga Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Roads Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which  it is  proposed
to complete the work ; and at the foot  of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for
the due performance of the contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event that be will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty fbr securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Public Works  Department,
Brisbane , 26th March, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER WAMBO CREEK-DALBY TO
CONDAMINE.
TENDERS will be received at his Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
May next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Bridge over Wambo Creek, Dalby
to Condamine.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Bridge,
Wa,nbo Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office; at Roads Office, Toowoomba ; and at Police
Office, Dalby.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed
to complete  the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there  must be a memorandum  signed by the
party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten
per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event, that he will execute and deliver at
the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the  usual  notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  wi ll  not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 1st January, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAYINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above  are now  open at Allora,
Banana , Beenleigh, Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone , Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Ipswich,
Jimna,  Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marlborough,
Maryborough, Milchester, Mount Perry, Murphy's
Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office (Brisbane),
Springsure , S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St.
George, St. Lawrence,  Surat , Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and Westwood.
Deposits of  five shillings  upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to  interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the  rate  of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on  deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding  £200. at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per  annum on  the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above  rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours,  and on  Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter  or in person, at  the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency' s Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
Tr ENDERS are hereby invited, and will beJ received at this Office, until SATURDAY,
the 24th May next, for the Conveyance of Post
Office Mails, by horse,  once a-week , from the 1st
July, 1873, to the 31st December, 1874, for the
undermentioned Services,
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Forms of Tender may be obtained on application
to any Postmaster, and every Tender must bear the
bond fide  signatures of the Tenderer, and two
responsible persons willing to become bound with
him in such sum as the Postmaster-General may
direct, not exceeding the gross amount of the
Contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents, must be pre-
pared, if called on, to pay to the Postmaster-General
a sum  equal to ten per cent. of the amount of their
Tender, if accepted, as a guarantee, until their bond
and contract shell be executed.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
form of Tender can be inspected at any Post Office.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIG} .
SERVICES  REQUIRED.
No. 56. Gympie and Tewantin (Newsa),  vid
Cootharaba and Coloothin Creek, by horse,
once a-week.
115. Gympie and Kilkivan,  vid  Black Snake, by
horse, once a-week.
116. Elliott and Kilkivan,  vid  Teebar Mine, Teebar
Station, Gigoomgan, Springs, Culgoa, Munna,
and Glenbar, by horse, once a-week.
(The routes are subject to alteration by the Post-
master -General-vide "General Conditions.")
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 20th March, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
GIN GIN TO BUNDABERG.
T
ENDERS  will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until noon on MONDAY, the 12th day of
May next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and insu-
lators, and for all workmanship necessary for the
erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the Terms, General Conditions, and
Specifications appended hereto.
From Gin Gin to Bundaberg, a distance of thirty
(30) miles, more or less.
The wire and  insulators  to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the Contractor at
Brisbane, about three months after the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price  per mile  for clearing and timber
work.
2. Price each for extra poles, where neces.
sary.
3. Price per foot for extra-length poles,
where necessary.
4. Price  per mile for affixing insulators
and stretching wire.
The whole contract to'be completed and banded
over to the Government within four (4) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly, to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer ap-
pointed to inspect the same  ;  but, notwithstanding
such report and payment on account ,  the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or other officer
appointed by him in that behalf, shall  have full
power at any time afterwards, before final payment
shall be made, of rejecting and condemning any of
the work  or materials in respect  of which such re-
port and payments may have been made. The total
balance will be paid when the entire contract shall
have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government. The contractor may avail himself of
the facilities aflbrded  by " The Electric Telegraph
Act "  for obtaining  materials , on signing a bond in-
demnifying the Government against any claims for
compensation ,  arising  from the  action  of the con-
tractor, and providing for any claims being paid by
the Superintendent from moneys due to the con-
tractor, if not otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible  for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other pro-
perty, caused by the erection of the  line ;  also for
damage so caused to roads. And if such  claims are
not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised to
pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the ex-
ecution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the Queensland  Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work  remaining  to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements in
his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained  damages  for breach of con-
tract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible  persons as  sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking. in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a bond to Her Majesty
in a sum  equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius  of twenty  (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away , and a good  straight
bridle track, of not less than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing. Any branches
overhanging from trees beyond the distance men-
tioned, which, in the judgment of the inspecting
officer, might  endanger  the line, to be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway.  In cases  where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space  of not less  than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the  course  of such track. Poles to
be heavy straight  saplings, of  the best description
of approved hardwood (no spotted  gum or Moreton
Bay ash being  allowed ),  with the bark  removed,
not less than nine  (9) inches in diameter at five (5)
feet from the butt, and  five (5)  inches in diameter at
the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in length; to be
carefully and thoroughly charred from  the base
upwards over  a space  of six  (6) feet , and we ll  coated
with the  best coal  tar ; the top to be firmly bound
at one  (1) inch from its extremity with good hoop
iron, of not less  than one  (1) inch wide .  The top
of each pole to be served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be  not more  than eighty-eight (88)
yards  apart, unless  by special  permission, to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles, or other places where re-
quired, struts, or supports of wood, to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulating pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark, according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two  posts shall  not exceed two
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(2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be sub-
ject to the final approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer
appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
THOS. L. MITRRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 25th February, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
SPRINGSURE TO TAMBO.
T
ENDERS will be received at the office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris.
bane, until noon on MONDAY, the 28th day of
April next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and
insulators , and for all workmanship necessary for the
erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications  appended hereto.
From Springsure to Tambo, a distance of one
hundred and forty (140) miles, more  or less.
The insulators and wire to  be supplied by the
Government ,  and delivered to the contractor at
Brisbane ,  about three  months after  the notification
of the  acceptance  of the tender.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price per mile for clearing  and timber work.
2. Price each for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price per  foot for  extra length  poles, where
necessary.
4. Price per  mile  for affixing  insulators and
stretching wire.
The whole contract to be completed, and handed
over to the Government, within nine (9) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy -five (75)  per cent .  on the value  of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report ,  and payment on account, the
Superintendent  of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final
payment shall be made, of rejecting and condemn-
ing any of the work or materials in respect of
which such report and payments may have been
made. The total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials, on signing a bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor, and
providing for any  claims  being paid by the Super-
intendent from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible  for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences, or other
property, caused by the erection of the  line, also
for damage  so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment,  it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the coutract as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all  sums of money  which may be due to the
contractor, together with  all materials and imple-
ments in his possession on the ground , and all sums
of money, whether named in the bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered  as ascertained  damages
for breach of contract. Attached to each Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, and two responsible  persons as sureties,
agreeing to be answerable for the due performance
of the contract within the time stipulated, in the
event of the Tender being accepted,  and under-
taking in that event, that they will severally exe-
cute and deliver at the office of the Crown Solicitor,
in Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the  notifica-
tion of the acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to
Her Majesty  in a sum  equal to twenty (20) per
cent. on the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle track, of not less than eight (8) feet in
width, to be left open within the clearing. Any
branches overhanging from trees beyond the dis-
tance mentioned, which, in the judgment of the
inspecting officer, might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber,  must  be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space  of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight  saplings , of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted
gum or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the
bark removed, not less than nine (9) inches in
diameter at five•(5) feet from the butt, and five (5)
inches in diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25)
feet in length ; to be carefully and thoroughly
charred, from the base upwards, over a space of
six (6) feet, and well coated with the best coal tar ;
the top to be firmly bound  at one  (1) inch from its
extremity with good hoopiron, of not less than one
(1) inch wide. The top of each pole to be served
with a thick coating of white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart,  unless  by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular position,  and well rammed  with rubble and
earth. At angles, or other places where required,
struts, or supports of wood, to be supplied, and
fixed as directed.
Insulating pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark, according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two posts shall not exceed two (2)
feet. Joints  or splices  to be made as directed, and
the wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and  every  information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
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Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 25th February, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
ROM& TO CHARLEVILLE.
TENDERS will be received at the office of
1 the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon, on MONDAY, the 28th day
of April next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply  of all material , except wire and
insulators , and for all workmanship necessary for
the erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications appended hereto.
From Roma to Charleville, a distance of one
hundred and ninety (190) miles,  more or less.
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor at
Brisbane, about three months after the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender.
Tenders must state separately:-
1. Price per mile for clearing and timber work.
2. Price each for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price per foot for extra-length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price per  mile for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
The whole  contract  to be  completed  and handed
over to the Government, within ten (10) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstanding
such report and payment on account, the Superin.
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other officer
appointed by him in that behalf, shall have full
power at any time afterwards, befpre final payment
shall be made, of rejecting and condemning any of
the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining  materials , on signing a bond indemnifying
the Government  against any claims  for compensa-
tion  arising  from the action of the contractor, and
providing for any  claims  being paid by the Superin.
tendent from moneys due to the contractor, if not
otherwise settled.
The contractor will be  responsible for all  claims
for compensation for damage to fences  or other
property, caused by the erection of the  line, also
for damage so caused  to roads  ;  and if such claims
are not  defrayed, the Superintendent  is authorised
to pay  the same  from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to  complete  the work in  the manner
and at  the rate of progress required by the Govern.
ment , it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government  Gazette,
tq terminate the contract  as f'ar as  relates to the
work remaining  to he done,  and to enforpp the
penalties for the non-fulfilment  of  the  eontraot ;
and all sums  of money which may be due to the
contractor, together with  all materials and imple.
ments in his possession  on the ground,  and all sums
of money, whether named in the bond to be
entered into  by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
all be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount  shall be consideredas ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking, in
that event, that they will severally execute and
deliver at the office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the notification
of the  acceptance  of the Tender, a Bond to Her
Majesty in  a sum  equal to twenty (20) per cent. on
the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle track, of not less than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing. Any branches
overhanging from trees beyond the distance men-
tioned, which, in the judgment of the inspecting
officer, might  endanger  the line, to be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway.  In cases  where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared  space  of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track. Poles
to be heavy straight saplings, of the best description
of approved hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton
Bay ash being allowed), with the bark removed, not
less than nine  (9) inches in diameter at five (5)
feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in diameter
at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in Iength ; to
be carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over  a space  of six (6) feet, and well
coated with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly
bound at one (1) inch from its extremity with good
hoop iron, of not less than one (1) inch wide. The
top of each polo to be served with a thick coating
of white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart,  unless  by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles, or other places where required,
struts, or supports of wood, to be supplied, and
fixed as directed.
Insulating  pins  (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark, according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not  less than  one inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two posts  shall not  exceed two
(2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are. to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Superin.
tpudent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane,
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th April, 1873.
"DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
THE Sheep-owners in the undermentioned Sheep
Districts having failed to elect Directors for
the current year, His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to appoint the following gentlemen to be
Sheep Directors for the districts mentioned in
connection with their respective  names :-
BURKE.
James Gibson, Saxby River
Martin Hetzer, Norman
F. E. Nash, Cambridge Downs
E. Palmer, Canobie
S. B. Walker, Sorghum Downs
BURNETT.
Alpin G. Cameron, Culcraigie
George Clapperton, Tarong
William B. Green, Mondure
Charles Robert Haly, Taabinga
George H. Jones,  Boonara
DsLBY.
Theophilus S. Beatty, Chinchilla
Henry Cardell, Tieryboo
Gilbert G. Cory, Cecil Plains
William K ent, Euston
George Beresford  King, Gowrie
DAWSON.
Charles  B. Dutton, Bauhinia Downs
Hugh  C. Gillies, Mount Hutton
George  L. Golden, Juandah
C. H. McDonald, Camboon
Andrew Scott, Goongarry
GLADSTONE.
James Bell, East Stowe
John  Bell, Dungaree
Frederick Morton, Prarie
David Wilson,  Raglan
William Young, Mount Larcom
KENNEDY.
Frederick R. Bode, Strathdon
William Chatfield, junr., Natal Downs
Alfred Haylock,  Sonoma
James Hall Scot, Ross Hall
Alfred H. Wilmington, Salisbury Plains
MARANOA.
Henry William Hammond, Currawillingbi
Thomas H. Hill, Boorumbirra
Jonathan McLean, Bindango
John Robertson, Mount Abundance
Jesse Sharpley, Boolagar
MORETON.
George Clarke, Rosewood
Frederick Hamilton Hart, Brisbane
Edward William Lamb, Brisbane
George Ralf, Brisbane
George Thorn, junr., Ipswich
ROCKHAMPTON.
William Archer, Gracemere
G. J. Biddulph, Windah
Peter Fitzallan Macdonald, Yaamba
Colin Mackay, Morinish
R. Morrison, Clifton
WARWICK.
Alfred Greenup, Maryland
Thomas Hanmer, Talgai
H. S. harden, Glenlyon
Leonard Edward Lester, Rosenthal
Frederick John Cobb Wildash, Canning Downs
WIDE BAY.
Augustus P. Barton, Moolboolaman
F. Bloodworth, Kilkivan
John Eaton, Maryborough
Douglas Helsham, Gootchie
Robert Travis, Maryborougb.
A. H. PALMER.
Departmentlof Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
WHARF, WAVERLEY CREEK, BROADSOUND.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office untilNoon, on MONDAY, the 28th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the
construction of a Wharf in Waverley Creek,
Broad Sound.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Construction  of TJ'harf,
Waverley Creek."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and further
particulars obtained, at the Port Office, Brisbane,
and the Harbor Offices, Rockhampton, Townsville,
and Broad Sound.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the person tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender, for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such.performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 23rd April, 1873.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified that the Reverend JAMES
J. HORAN, Roman Catholic Minister,  has, in
conformity with the provisions of the fourth se ion
of  " The Marriage Act,"  given me notice of his
change  of residence from Maryborough to Clermont.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
REVISION OF JURY LIST, STANTHORPE.
AMENDED NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Special Court
of Petty Sessions f'or revising the Jury List
for the Jury District of Stanthorpe will be holden
at the Court House, Stanthorpe, on MONDAY,
the 5th day of May next.
The Justices of the Peace residing within forty
miles  of the Court House of Stanthorpe are re-
quired to attend, in terms of section 15 of  " The
District Courts Act of  1867," and of section 8 of
The Jury Act  of 1867."
The former notice published in the  Gazette  of
12th April  instant,  is hereby cancelled.
By order of the Bench of Magistrates,
D. GALLWEY,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Stanthorpe , 15th April, 1873.
To the Worshipful the Justices of the Peace in
and for the District of Rockhampton.I HEREBY givenotice that I intend to make
application to the Court of Petty Sessions at
Rockhampton, on TUESDAY, the 20th day of
May, 1873, for a License to enclose the road
running between Portions 184 and 185 and Por-
tions 200 and 199, in the Parish of Gracemere, and
to erect Swing Gates at the east and west ends of
the said road, in accordance with  " The Enclosure
of Roads Act of  1864."
Dated this 5th day of April, 1873.
CHARLES LUTTON.
294 4s. 6d.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
SALE OF RUNS IN SETTLED DISTRICTS BY AUCTION.
IN pursuance of the Regulations proclaimed respectively on the 4th January and 8th March, 1872
under the provisions of  " ° The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is hereby notified for general
information, that a lease for five years of the Runs of Crown lands hereunder described, which have become
vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of
A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on TUESDAY, 24th June, 1873, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
The upset price per square mile at which each run will be offered, according to the estimated area,
in each case, is one pound sterling, and the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the term
of five years, ending on the 30th June, 1878.
A.  deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
sale ; each subsequent year's rent will require to be paid at the Treasury.
The runs offered for sale under this Notice will be subject to general selection, under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of .1868," and in the case of an area exceeding one square mile
being alienated in one or more years, a proportional reduction of rent will be made in the payment
following such alienation.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the runs, maybe obtained by application
to the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SALE AT THE AUCTION ROOMS OF A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE, ON TUESDAY, THE 24TH
JUNE, 1873.
m
Dateof
m
~
Lot. Name  of Run . Description,'of Boundaries. Expiration N a o
of Lease. m
p
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
1 Rosewood... 22J Commencing at the (junction of Seven-mile and Bottle- 30 June, 1 0 0
tree Creeks, then by a line south to Emu Creek downwards 1878
to its junction with the Fitzroy River; then by that
river downwards to the junction of Moah Creek ; then by
that creek upwards to Seven-mile Creek; and then by
Seven-mile Creek upwards to the point of commencement
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
2 Kilbogie ... ... 56 Commencing at a point on Kirknie Creek, about twenty 30 June, 1 0 0
chains above or a the creek from a tree marked X over 1878
broad-arrow, said tree being distant about five miles
sixty chains in a direct line above or up Kirknie Creek
from its junction with the Bogie River, bounded on the
north from first mentioned point by a west line about
forty-eight chains ; thence on the west by a south line
about six miles and a quarter to the right bank of the
Bogie River at a point two miles in a direct line above or
up the river from a tree on the opposite bank marked B
over broad-arrow over 1 ; thence from last-mentioned
point by the right bank of Bogie River upwards to a
point one mile and a-half in a direct line below or down
the river from a tree marked B over broad-arrow over 11;
thence from last-mentioned point by an east line about
five miles thirty chains ; thence on the east by a north
line about eight miles twenty chains ; and thence again on
the north by a west line six miles thirty-two chains to the
point of commencement ... ... ... ... ... 30 June, 1 0 0
3 Kirknie ... ... 36 Commencing at a point on Kirknie Creek about twenty 1878
chains above or up the creek from a tree marked X over
broad-arrow, said tree being distant about five miles
sixty chains in a direct line above or up Kirknie Creek
from its junction with the Bogie River, bounded on the
south from first-mentioned point by a west line about
forty-eight chains ; thence on the west by a north line
five miles twenty chains ; thence on the north by an east
line seven miles ; thence on the east by a south line five
miles twenty chains ; and thence again on the south by a
west line six miles thirty-two chains to the point of com-
mencement ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 30 June, 1 0 0
4 Tondara ... ... 34 Commencing on Wangaratta Creek at a tree marked XXXIX, 1878
bounded thence on the north by a west line about nine
miles twenty chains along south boundary of Inkerman
Downs Run ; on the west by a south line along part cf
the east boundary of the Leichhardt Downs Run three
miles sixty chains ; on the south by an east line along a
part of the resumed portion of the Springfield Run, also
along the north boundary of the Kirknie Run nine miles ;
on the east by a north line along portions of the west
boundary of the Wangaratta and Wangaratta South
Runs to Wangaratta Creek, and thence by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement .. 30 June, 1 0 0
5 Springfield 27,890 Commencing at the junction of the Bogie and Burdekin 1878
acres Rivers, and bounded thence on the west by the Burdekin -
River downwards to a point thirty-five chains in a direct
line from a tree marked broad-arrow over VIII, being the
south-west corner of the resumed portion of Springfield ;
thence on the north by a line east to the west boundary of
Kirknie Run about 675 chains ; thence on the east by
part of the western boundary of Kirknio and the western
boundary of Kilbogie Run to the Bogie River, being a
south line 540 chains ; and thence on the south by the
said river downwards to the point of commencement ...
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Road ; and all persons who :may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. App li cant.
1 R. Harvey ...
Pari sh.
Auckland
Area.
A. B. P.
3 1 0
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 28th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for  general information , that application under the twenty-seventh  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868" (31 Victoria, No. 46),  has been made  for closing of the
under -mentioned  Road ; and all persons who may consider their  interests  affected thereby are required
to transmit  to this Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date.
SCHEDULE of ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
situation.
Road separatin portion 99 from por-
tions 82 and 83
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. Applicant.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Situation.
1
Pariah.
Brassall ..,
Area.
A. B. P.
1 1 35
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  14th March, 1873.
IT is  hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  "The Crotin
Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868" (31 Victoria ,  No. 46 )  has been made for closing of the under-
mentioned Road  ;  and all  persons who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to
ransmit to this Department their objections in writing ,  within tw9months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE or ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 Robert McCready ...
Parish.
Darlington
Area.
A. B. P.
3 2 17
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th March, 1873.
IT is hereby  notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  "  The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 "  (31 Victoria , No. 46 ), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider th gglr interests affected thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department  their  objections in writing, wihin two months  fr om this date.
F. W. Ironmonger ... Road separating portion 364 from
portion 368
Situation.
Reserved road through portion 15...
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. Applicant.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
Situation.
1 A. Moodie ... Rese rv ed  road through portion 17,  from Bris-
bane  road to crossing place on the Albert
River
Parish.
Wickham
Area.
A. B, P.
5 1 19
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th February, 1873.
T T is hereby  notified  for general information ,  that application  under the 27th section of  " The Crown
1 Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868 "  (31 Victoria, No. 46),  has been made  for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads ; and all persons who may consider  their  interests  affected thereby,  are required to
transmit to this Department  their  objections ,  in writing , within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.  Situation . Parish. Area
1
2
George King
George King
Road separating portions 23, 37, and
38, from portions 22 and 39, and a
reserve on Gowrie Creek ... ...
A. R. P.
Isaac  ... ... ... 40 1 23
Road separating portions 16, 17, and
43, from portion 44, and (cowrie li
pre-emptive purchase No. 2, and a
reserve on Gowrie Creek ... ,. Isaac 26 1 26
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
IT is hereby notified that the Rent of the under-mentioned Run has been Appraised in consequence of
the resumption of mineral and other lands from the lease thereof. The date from which the Appraised
Rent will take effect, and the amount payable per annum for the remainder of the first period of lease, are
specified hereunder.
W. ALCOCK T[ILLY,
Chief  Commissioner  of Crown Lands.
Name of Run. Name of Lessee.
Date from which
Appraised Rent will
take effect.
Area
in Square
Miles.
Amount
payable per
Annum for re-
mainder of
first period of
Lease.
Date of expiration of
the first period of
Lease.
£ s. d.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT (UNSETTLED).
Ballindean ... ... R. R. C. Robertson ... 11st July, 1872 ... I 871 I 200 0 0 130th June, 1876.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
r ARE Notice ,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
1 provisions of  " The Real Property  Act of  1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land .  Name of Applicant.
18 perches, part of allotment 12 of section 16, parish
and town of North Brisbane, county of Stanley
24 perches, being allotment 9 of section 2, parish and
town of Cleveland, county of Stanley
2 roods and 10 perches, being the whole of allotments
7 and 8 of section 27, parish and town of South
Brisbane, county of Stanley
1 rood 8 perches, being allotment 7 of section 30, parish
and town of Ipswich, county of Stanley
19,3 perches, being subdivision 3 of block 4 of eastern
suburban allotment 70, parish of North Brisbane,
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
Elizabeth Lyons ... ... 26th May, 1873.
George Raff, as attorney for Ditto.
and on behalf of Wm.
Richardson and Wm. Sta-
ples Boulton, trustees, with
power  of sale, of Joseph
King, deceased
Ditto ... Ditto.
Arthur Macalister ... ... Ditto.
John Daniel Heal, mortgagee Ditto.
exercising  power of sale I
county of Stanley
18 acres,  being portion 18, parish of Archer, county of Adolph Halberstaedter ...
Livingstone
36 perches, being allotment 3 of section 37, parish and Henry Win. Wyborn ...
town of North Brisbane, county of Stanley
George Harrison Wilson and640 acres, being an unnumbered portion at the con-
fluence of Fairney Brook with the Brisbane River, James Thomas Marsh Bell,
trustees, with power ofcounty of Churchill, at Fairney Lawn
sale, under the will of
William North, senior,
deceased
Ditto.
Ditto.
26th June, 1873.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th April, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1 to open a new Road from Cabulture Bridge to steamer wharf, Cabulture River, parish of Canning,
county of Canning : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
and at the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
A. H. PALMER.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  FROM  CABULTURE  BRIDGE TO STEAMER WHARF, CABULTURE RIVER,
PARISH OF CANNING, COUNTY OF CANNING, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF C OUNCIL , 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No.
3
oad. Reputed Owner . Occupier. Bearings . Lengthin Chains.
Breadth of Road. Area.
ohs. Ike . A. R. P.
within W.  G. Geddes  .... Unoccupied N. 35° 55'  E. 10 62 Greatest width one 0 2 13
ary of chain
rash of
Area.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th April, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient to
open a new Road from South Pine River towards Sandgate, parish of Nundab, county of Stanley :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now
in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ;
and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive
Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation
of the Road in question.
Occupier.  Bearings.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF BRANCH  ROAD  FROM  SOUTH PINE RIVER TOWARDS SANDGATE ,  PARISH OF
NUNDAH, COUNTY OF STANLEY,  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER  THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road. Reputed Owner.
1 A sma ll  deviation Chas. Duncan
within south
boundary of por-
tion 40, parish of
Nundah
Length in Breadth of
Chains. Road.
A. H. PALMER.
Area .  Remarks.
cbs. Ike. A. R. P.
Unoccupied N. 51° 16' E. 1 98 ...  0 2 0 Clear forest land
N. 90° E.  2 47 fenced in.
N. 131° E. 1 93
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th April, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Sandgate Road through portion No. 195, parish of Kedron, and
portion No. 4, parish of Nundab, county of Stanley : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the
provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of
Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are re-
quested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
A. H. PALMER.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF BRANCH ROAD FROM SANDGATE ROAD THROUGH PORTION NO. 195, PARISH OF
KEDRON, AND PORTION No. 4, PARISH OF NUNDAH, COUNTY OF STANLEY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS
A PUBLIC ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
4 Small deviation within
south boundary of
portion 4, parish of
Nundah
2 Small deviation within
the north boundary
of portion 195, parish
of Kedron
Portion of R
Triangular piece
north bound
,portion 20, p
Canning
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings.
ILength in Breadth I
Chains. i of Road.
ohs. lks.
Free- A. G. Thorpe A. G. Thorpe N. 56° E. 1 75 1 chain
hold. N. 90° E. 5 0
N. 124° E. 1 74
Free- Patrick Unoccupied... N. 120° 32' E. 1 97 1 chain
hold. McKeanc N. 90° E. 1 60
N. 60° E. 2 0
•
Remarks.
Open forest
land, log fence
destroyed.
Remarks.
A.
0
R. P.
2 20 Thickly timbered
0 1 11
forest land ,  fenced
in.
Open  forest land
unimproved.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  31st  March, 1873.
NEW ROAD-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to increase  the width of part of the Road  from  Dalby to the Lagoon Reserve, Notice is
hereby  given,  that  in conformity  with  the provisions  of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force
in this Colony,  a Plan and  Book of  Reference , showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane , and at the Police Office, Dalby ; and all
persons interested  therein  are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month  from this  date, any we ll -grounded objections  which may exist to the formation of the
Road  in question.
Port ion of Road.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF AREAS RESUMED TO INCREASE THE WIDTH OF PART OF THE ROAD FROM
DALBY TO THE LAGOON RESERVE ,  PARISH OF DALBY ,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV .,  No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 A strip of land 900
links wide, along
the south boun-
dari es of por-
tions Nos. 169,
168, 165, and 164.
Reputed
Owner.
Register
No. of Reputed
Selec- Owner.
tion.
D. R, C. B. Fisher
155.
Occupier. Bearings . I in Chains.
C. B. Fisher 900
Area. '  Remarks.
A. R. P.
144 0 0 1 A cross road one chain
wide, divides this st ri p
into two pieces.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  26th March, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open a New Road from Ipswich to Eden Station, parish of Goodna, county of Stanley, Notice
is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in
force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned,
are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all
persons  interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which  may exist  to the formation of
the Road in question.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM IPSWIC
STANLEY, TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBL
No. 11.
No. Portion of Road. Occupier .
Deviation of road James Josey James Josey
through port ion 175,
pari sh of Goodua,
county of Stanley,
dist ri ct of  West More-
Reputed Owner.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  24th March, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-- FIRST  NOTICE.
H
IS  Exce ll ency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to. increase the width of part of the Road from Dalby to St. Ruth, Notice is hereby given
that in conformity with the provisions  of the Act  4 William  IV., No.  11, and now in force in
this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, and at the Police Office, Dalby  ;  and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
one month from this date ,  any well -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road
in question.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF AREAS RESUMED TO INCREASE THE WIDTH OF PART OF THE ROAD FROM
DALBY TO ST. RUTH, PARISH  OF ST.  RUTH ,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, TO  BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4  WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No.
1
2
WM. HENRY WALSH.
H To EDE N STATION ,  PARI SH OF GOOD NA ,  COUNTY OF
IC ROAD, U NDER THE ACT OF COUN CIL 4 WILLIAM I V.,
Bea ri ngs. Lengthin Chains.
Breadth
of Road.
Area. Remarks.
N. 121 15' E.
ohs* lks.
8 00
chs. lks . A. R. P.
3 3 26f This deviation has been
560 10' 13 99 made to avoid the high
90° 10 00 stony ridge at the S.E.
corner of portion 175.
Bearings.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Breadth
of Road.
chs. lks. ch. lks.
160 00 10 00
Length in
Chains.
chs. lks.
Commencing at the north boun-
dary of portion 143, parish of
St. Ruth, and  running in a
southerly direction through,
that land and portion 160 ... D .  II. Barton  ...  South ... 80 0
Commencing  at the  no rt h boun-
dary of portion  161, pa ri sh of
St. Ruth,  and running in a
southerly  direction through
that portion  and po rt ions 171,
172, and 179  ... ... ... ... South ... 120 0
Breadth
of
Road.
chs. Ike.
5 0
5 0
Area. 11  Remarks.
A. R. P.
40 0 0
60 0 0
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Genera] Post Office,
Brisbane, Queensland, 9th April, 1873.
T
T 1tE following SUMMARIES of RAINFALL, taken at the under-mentioned Stations throughout the
Colony, during the Month of JANUARY, 1873, are published for general information.
By His Excellency's Command,
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
TABLE OF  RAINFALL DURING  THE MONTH  OF JANUARY, 1873.
SHOWING the Latitude and Longitude, and distance from Sea-coast of each Station ; also, the  maximum
fall during 24 hours, and date of same, the number of days on which Rain fell, and Total Rainfall of
the Month.
This Table will be continued monthly, and the returns obtained from new Stations added to it
as received.
date . days
No, TotalRain ame of Station. Latitude  (South ).  Longitude  (East ).I Distancesea-coast .from hours,
Maximum
and
in  24 Mafell. .
Miles. Inches.  Date. Inches.
Banana  ... ... ...  24° 30 ' 1500 10' 80 2.95 12th 10 5.70
Beenlei ggh  (Windaroo )*... 27 49 153 8 10
Bloomsbury* ... ... 20 39 148 32 12
Bowen  ... ... ... 20 1 148 16 on  coast 7.85  23rd 19 20.76
Brisbane  ... ... ... 27 28 153 6 10 2.43 10th 18 4.67
Caamboon ... ... 25 1 150 25 105 1.45 12th 9 4.58
Cabulture ... ... 27 7 152 55 5 1-16 10th 15 5.66
Cape Moreton ... ... 27 1 153 28  on coast 2.50 10th 15 5.34
Cardwell ... ... 18 6 146 0 on coast 12.50 18th 30 64.39
Cashmere ... ... 18 3 145 13 50 4.20 21st 31 25.73
Charleville* ... ... 26 35 146 6 350
Clermont ... ... 22  45 147 38 130 2-80 9th 14 8'96
Cleveland ... ...  27 32  153 18 on coast 1.75 13th 14 5.12
Condamine  ... ... 26 57 150 6 180 2.60 10th 10 6119
Craven* ... ... ... 23 10 147 0 180
Creen Creek ... ... 18 0 142 0 119 ... 14 6.41
Dalby ... ... 27 30 151 15 112 4.50 12th 6 5.72
Durah ... ... ... 26 20 150 28 135 1.39 13th 14 3.34
Enoggera Reservoir ... 27 27 152 55 16 1.74 10th 14 4.20
Gayndah ... ... ... 25 38 151 36 72 1.44 13th 12 4.32
George-tn,EthridgeRiver 17 57 143 40 176 2.40 1st 22 17.51
Gilbert River ... ... 17 54 143 0 133 ... 22 21.48
Gladstone ... ... 23 50 151 20 on coast 0.77 14th 16 3.65
Goodna ... ... ... 27 36 152 56 21 1.10 8th 11 1.84
Gympie ... ... ... 26 12 152 38 30 1.17 9th 16 5.13
Helidon ... ... ... 27 39 152 3 60 1.50 12th 7 4.01
Ipswich ... ... ... 27 38 152 48 28 1.50 10th 11 3-36
Junction Creek ... ... 17 45 144 9 78 2.50 9th 21 16.13
Keppel Bay ... ... 23 28 151 4 on coast 6.00 13th 4 7.71
Lytton ... ... ... 27 25 153' 11  on coast  1.50 2nd 5 3.40
Mackay :. ... ... 21 10 149 5 5 3.83 15th 12 15.83
Marlborough ... ... 22 57 150 1 40 3.47 13th 14 7.73
Maryborough ... 25 35 152 43 18 1.13 13th 22 4.33
Nebo ... ... ... 21 55 148 10 50 1.57 23rd 16 8.27
Normanton ... ... 17 38 141 25 38 ... 17 9.89
Norman-mouth ... 17 28 141 0 on coast ... ... 17 12.93
Ravenswood ... ... 20 20 146 50  70  ... 22 34.89
Rockhampton ... ... 23 25 150 25 20 4.05 14th 2 7.22
Roma ... ... ... 26 37 148 42 230 3.32 7th 11 11.72
Sandy Cape 24 48 153 25 on coast 1.05 16th 14 3.24
Springsure (Rainworth) 24 30 149 0 180 3.96 12th 13 10.62
St. Lawrence ... ... 22 21 149 30 8 3.37 12th 18 13.95
Stanthorpet ... ... 28 40 152 0 ... 1.50 9th 4 2.90
Taroom ... ... ... 25 38 149 45 160 3.72 12th 13 8.97
Toowoomba ... ... 27 34 152 10 80 0.90 9th 12 6.93
Townsville ... ... 19 18 146 50  on coast  2.20 25th 11 12.16
Vale of Herbert ... 18 36 146 6 30 6.13 22nd 26 46.37
Valley of Lagoons ... ... ... ... 4.00 12th 26 21.70
Warwick ... ... 28 12 152 16 90 ... 5 3.46
Waterview ... ... 18 5 146 10 5 6.97 3rd 31 33-08
Westwood ... ... 23 38 150 8 45 3.25 13th 9 8.32
Woody Island ... ... 25 21 ] 52 57  on coast  0.48 13th 18 3.28
*  No Return received . t  New Station.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
Colonial Secretary's
 Office,
Brisbane , 22nd April, 1873.
T/  HE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of  the LIABILITIES and ASSETS  of the QUEENSLAND NATIONAL BANK LIMITED,  within the Colony of QUEENSLAND,  during1 the Quarter from the 1st JANUARY to the 31st MARCH, 1873, is published in conformity with the third section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
A. H. PALMER.
GENERAL ABSTRACT ,
 showing the Average Amount of the
 LIABILITIES and ASSETS  of the  QUEENSLAND  NATIONAL  BANK LIMITED ,  within the Colony  of QUEENSLAND, taken from  the several Weekly
Statements during  the Quarter from the 1st JANUARY  to the 31st MARCH, 1873.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation C
Not bearing Interest...
Bearing Interest
Bi ll s  in Circulation Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest
Balances  due to other
 Banks ...
Deposits
 ...
Not bearing Interest ...
Bearing Interest ...
AMOUNT. TOTALS. ASSETS. AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£  Y.  d. £ 8. d. 1 £ 8. d. £ 8. d.
14,688 1 7 Coined Gold and Silver, and other Coined Metals  ... .........  73,191 8 4
......... ......... Gold and Silver in Bu ll ion and Bars ... ... ...... ...  2,799 13 8
Government Securities-Stamps ... ... ... . .. .........  214 11 4
216 15 3 Landed Property
 ... ... ... ... ... ... .........  4,591 5 1
......... Notes and Bi ll s of other Banks . .. ... ... ... ......... .  18 3 9
Balances due from other Banks ... . .. ... ... .........  47,079 18 8
.........  4,452  15 6 Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bi ll s of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded  Debts 116,310 0 11
55,992 16 5  ..... ..  of every description ,  excepting Notes, Bills, and
64,353 9 7 120,346 6 0 Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ... ... ... £
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ...
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ...
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
139,703  18 4 Ii Total  Amount of  Assets ... ... ... ...  £  244,205 1 9
Brisbane ,  21st
 April ,  1873 .  E. R. DRURY ,  General Manager.
JOHN H. RYLAND, Accountant.
I, Edward Robert Drury, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank
during the period specified ; and that the  same was made
 up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales,
4 Victoria , No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane ,  this 21st day of April ,
 1873 .  E. R. DRURY.
EDWARD WIENHOLT ,
 Justice of
 the Peace.
I, the undersigned, being the General
 Manager
 of the QUEENSLAND NATIONAL  BANK  LIMITED, do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, section 9, the sum of
£110 3s. 3d., for the duty, after the rate of £ 3 per cent .  per annum , upon the sum of £14,688 1s. 7d., being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual  average  of the money value of the notes
in circulation  of the said Bank in the Colony
 of Queensland ,
 according  to the annexed return.
Dated this
 21st day of April,  1873. E .
 R. DRURY.
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HHp ALF-YEARLY RETURN of the AGGREGATE AVERAGE AMOUNT of the WEEKLY LIABILITIES andASSETS of the BANK of AUSTRALASIA, within the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND, from the 15th day of
OCTOBER, 1872, to the 14th day of APRIL, 1873, inclusive.
PUBLISHED PURSUANT TO THE ROYAL CHARTER OF INCORPORATION.
£ s. d.
Bills in Circulation not bearing Interest 2,581 3 11
Notes in Circulation not bearing Interest 6,651 16 2
Bills and Notes in Circulation bearing
Interest ... .
Balances due to other banks
Cash deposited not bearing Interest ... 52,62`3 9 0
Cash deposited bearing Interest ... 52,133 7 4
Total Liabilities within the Colony £ 113,987 16 5
£ s d.
Coin and Bullion ... ... ... 40,634 14 3
Landed Property (Bank Premises) ... 9,000 0 0
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... 86 1 3
Stamp Account... ... ... ... 92 14 0
Balances due from other Banks
Debts due to the Corporation, including
Notes, Bills, and other Securities... 210,499 12 2
Total Assets within the Colony  £ 260,313 1 8
JOSH.  B. DIXON, Manager
} at Brisbane.A. H. BARLOW,  Accountant
Brisbane , 17th April, 1873.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
T
HE  following Abstract of the Receipts and Expenditure of the Gatton Cemetery, for the year ended
31st December, 1872, is hereby published for general information.
A. H. PALMER.
ABSTRACT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the GATTON CEMETERY, for the Year ended 31st December,
1872.
1872.
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d. 1872.
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d.
To Government Loan ,.. 20 0 0 By paid for Fence ... ... ... ... 11 5 0
„ Cash received as Fees ... 6 15 0 „ „ Clearing Ground ... ... 1 10 0
Subscriptions ... ... 14 6 0 „ „ Gates ... ... ... ... 4 0 0
„ Ditto 1 6 6 ,; „ W. Cook ... ... ... 0 10 0
„ Cash from Mr. Carpendale 2 0 2 „ „ Freight ... ... ... 0 6 0
- „ „ Bolts, &c. ... ... ... 0 1 8
£44 6 8 „ Cheques drawn to 31st Dec.... 15 4 8
- in Bl kB 11 10 4
t J1873 1
„ „ ance ana ... ...
anuary.- s
Balance in  Bank ,,, £11 10 4 £44 6 8
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Gatton Cemetery ,  do solemnly and sincerely declare that the
appended Abstract of the Receipts and Expenditure of the Gatton Cemetery ,  for the year ended 31st
December ,  1872 ,  is correct  ;  and we make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be
true, and by virtue of the provisions of  " The Oaths  Act of  1867."
JOSEPH LOWE,
1873.- Examined and found correct, WILLIAM JOHNSON ,  Trustees.
JOHN  WHITE ,  Auditor. A . V. CAR,PENDALE,
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and  after MONDAY,  the 14th instant,  the following Time
Table will come .  into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations
MilesUp Train, VIIIfrom west.Mixed.
wood.
Stations. Down Train
Mixed.
Rockhampton ...
a.m.
11. 0 Westwood
p.m.
3.30
fi Gracemere ...  11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing A
15 Stanwell  12. 0 15 Stanwell ... 4.30
24 Rosewood Crossing  A 24 Gracemere ... 5• 6
30 Westwood ...  1. 0 30 Rockhampton... 5.30
All Day Ticket s issued on  Saturdays available to return on the following  Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take tip passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at  the preceding
Station to the Guatd of the Train , and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they  join the Train to the place
at which tbey propose to alight.
TIME TABLE,
Commissioner
 for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1572.
SOUTH RN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.- On and after
 MONDAY, 9th September, 1872, the following Time Table  will come into  operation until further notice.
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
MILES.
From Too-
Ip3wieh.  woomba.
STATIONS.
Ipswich ...
8 ... Walloon ...
12 ... Rosewood
18 ... Western Creek
21 ... Grandchester
25 ... Victoria Tunnel
29 ... Laidley ...
38 ... Gatton ...
49 ... Helidon ...
69 ... Murphy's Creek
69 ... Highfields ...
78 ... Toowoomba ...
82.35
 Mahoney's Gate
85 7 Gowrie Junction
arrive
k. depart
I
arrive
depart
5 arrive
depart
I
arrive
depart
... arrive
85 7 Gowrie Junction ... depart
90.1 121 For Williams' Camp ...
94 16 Westbrook Crossing...
102 24 Cambooya ,,, .,,
109 31 Emu Creek Siding ,,, ,,,
118 40 King's Creek ... ... ...
120 42 Clifton ,,, .,,
131 53 A llora ... ...
140 62 Lyndhurst Road
143 65 Warwick ... ...
85 ... Gowrie Junction ... depart
90 Gowrie ... ... ...
97 ... Oakey Creek ... ... ...
106 ... Jondaryan ... ... ...
114 I ... Bowenville ... ... ...
127 ... Blaxland's Siding ...
i80 ... Dalby ... ... ...
No.1,
Goods.
A.M.
*8.30
9.22
10.10
UP TRAINS.
No.2, No. 3,
Mixed. Mixed.
A.M.
10.0
10.28
A
A
*11.8
11.12
A
11.49
12.18
12.53
1.8
*1.48
1.52
2.44
3.32
4.5
B
4.30
A
5.8
5-38
A
A
6.50
A.M.
10-50
B
*11.16
No. 4,
Goods.
No. 5,
Mixed.
No. e,
Mixed.
MILES.
From Prom
Dalby. Warwick.
P.M. P.M .
 P.M. ...
4.40
*5.8 3
A A 16 ...
A A 24 ...
5.47 33 ...
5.51 40
A A 45 ...
.. 6.28
.. 6'57 ...
.. 7.32 i ... 3
.. 7.47 ... 12
23
2.7 ... 8.27 ... 25
2-59
 ... 9.19 34
3.47 10.7 ... 41
... 3.55 ... 49
... ... ... ... 522
... ... ... 58
.. 50.45
*11.25 ...
 4-20
A ... A
A ... A
12.25 ... 5.20
A A
1.18 ...
 6-13
1.28 ... *6.23
2.5 ... 7.0
A ... A
2.45 7.40
81
92
101
105
109
112
118
122
130
* Trains meet here,
No.1,
Goods.
DOWN TRAINS.
STATIONS.
Dalby ...
Blaxiand's Siding ... ...
Bowenvillo ... ... ...
Jondaryan ... ... ...
Oakey Creek ... ... ...
Gowrie ... ... ...
Gowrie Junction ... arrive
Warwick
A.M.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
L
Lyndhurst Road ... ... ...
11
 Clifton ... ... ... ...
King's Creek
 ...  ... ... ...
Emu Creek Siding ... ... ..,
Cambooya ... ... ... ...
Westbrook Crossing ... ... ...
For Williams' Camp... ... ...
I Gowrie Junction ... arrive ...
Mahoney's Gate ... ... ...
Gowrie  Junction
Toowoomba ...
Highfields
Murphy's Creek
Helidon ...
Gatton ...
Laidley ..
Victoria Tunnel
Grandchester
Western Creek
Rosewood ...
Walloon ...
Ipswich ...
,,.depart
arrive
{ depart
I  arrive
depart
3 arrive
depart
... ...
arrive
depart
-
6.30 6.50
7.20 7.40
8-10  ...
*8.30
9.10
9-25
,.. 10.0
10.29
A
... 11.4
*11.8
... A
A
11.49
.,, 12.17
12.4
12.54
1.44
*1.48
2.28
2.43
3.18
3.47
A
4.22
4.26
A
A
*5.8
5.36
11.50
12.40
1.30
No. 6
Mixed.
P.M.
5.5
A
5.45
* 6.23
6.33
A
7.26
A
AB
8.26
8.56
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays
 available to return  on the following Monday.
NOTE.-The Trains will stop only
 at those places  at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal  to take up passengers  only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey  terminates . Passengers requiring to alight at those places can
•uiy do so by giving notice at the preceding
 Station  to the Guard of the Train, and paying the  fare  at  the  time of booking, from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they pro : se to might.
(13.) The Nos. 2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down Trains only, will, for the present, stop at this Crossing, subject to the foregoing regulation.
Goods Trains will be run when necessary.
No.2, No.3,
Mixed. Mixed.
A.M. A.M.
8.5
A
8-45
1 9.22
9.32
A
10-25
A
A
B
No. 4,
Mixed.
No. 5.
Goods,
A.M. I A.M.
8A0 II
9.58 ...
10.30
A
...
A
A
A
A
*11.25 *11.16
11.55 11.44
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TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
I
Passenger
Fares.
Goods an
Stoc
d Li
k.
ve Parcels and
Misce llaneous.
Total.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Week ending 19th April, 1873 474 7 6 1,536 9 11 39 16 2 2,050 13 7
Corresponding  week last year ...
... 322 17 3 895 17 2 33 5 6 1,251 19 11
Increase
... ... ... i 151 10 3 1 640 12 9 6 10 8 798 13 8
Decrease I
I
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
BALANCE SHEET of the MACItAY MUNICIPALITY for the Half-year ending 31st December, 1872
1872.
January 1.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
Dr.
To Balance in Bank ...
„ Rates collected... ...
Registration , of dogs ...
Government endowment
1872.
56 6 1
„ Town Clerk, salary ... ... ... 12 10 0
„ Warry and Marsb,  stores ... ... 0 15 6
„ Corporation  seal  ... ... ... 1 17 6
October 29.
„ Building new Council Chambers ... 140 0 0
November 14.
Town Clerk,  salary  .. 12 10 0
„ Removing nuisances in street ... ...  0 7 6
„ Clearing gutters -Sydney street ... 3 10 0
„ Victoria street ... 3 3 0
North street ... 1 1 0
September 30.
„ Interest on loan
October 15.
Cr.
£ s. d. August 5. £ s. d.
1,255 15 6 By B. Brodnitz, stores ... ... ... 0 4 8
257 3 5 „ M. J. Fay, clerical expenses ... ... 1 0 0
0 7 6 „ Acting Town Clerk's salary ... ... 16 15 5
137 3 2 September 5.
„ Charles Rice, repairs ... ... ... 0 6 0
„ Auditor's fees ... ... ... ... 2 2 0
„ Acting Town Clerk, salary 0 9 7
„ E. Staines, repairs to box 0 6 6
„ Nebo road 174 0 0
Town Clerk, salary ... ... ... 12 10 0
R. Fleming, rent 6 8 0
„ Printing and advertising ... 15 15 1
„ Government Printer ... ... ... 1 1 0
September 16.
„ Geo. Ramsay, survey and plan ... 11 1 0
„ James Soames, plan ... ... ... 1 10 0
II
MAua1CE RRawBER, Town Clerk.
£1,650 9 7
November 16.
Council Chamber fittings ... ... 6 6 6
November 26.
Road to Cemetery ... ... ... 57 0 0
Victoria street ... ... ... ... 105 0 0
Wm. Dickinson, painting ... ... 2 10 0
Road to River Crossing ... ... 77 0 0
Robert Fleming, rent ... ... ... 4 16 0
Subscription,  Governeie;at Gazette ...  2 0 0
December 10.
Town Clerk, salary ... ... 12 10 0
James Hunter, book ... ... 0 5 6
Wilson and Co., timber ... 0 3 0
Crossing River at Macalister street ... 25 0 0
Bridge across Cemetery Gully ... 68 10 0
Clearing gutters, Nebo road ... ... 4 4 0
Balance ... ... ... ... ... 809 14 9
A. SHIELS, Mayor.
Audited and  found correct.
£1,650 9 7
B. J. KEMP Auditors.THOMAS PEARCE
286  31s.  6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
T
HE following List of Commissioners of the
Supreme Court of Queensland, for taking
Affidavits, is hereby published for general  informa-
tion , in pursuance of 1 egulae Generales, as of
TUESDAY, the 7th day of December, 1869.
Dated this 18th day of April, 1873.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
Addison, G. W. F., Tenterfield, New South Wales
Anderson, Eustace, London, Solicitor
Baker, J. L., Mackay, Pioneer River, Justice of the Peace
Barnes,  Wm., Maryborough, Solicitor
Berke, W. H., Grafton, New South Wales, Clerk of
Petty Sessions
Beddek, F. N., Rockhampton, Clerk of Petty Sessions
Bencraft, C. C., Melbourne, Solicitor
Beer, F. J., Charters Towers, Solicitor
Billyard, W. W., Sydney, New South Wales, Solicitor
Bligh, J. O'C., Gympie, Police Magistrate
Boyce, J. A., Drayton and Toowoomba, Clerk of Petty
Sessions
Bramston , H., Leyburn, Police Magistrate and Clerk of
Petty  Sessions
Bruce, T. B., Adelaide, Solicitor
Buchanan , James, Tenterfield, Police Magistrate
Buckley, P. A., New Zealand, Barrister- at-law
Buckland, W. J., Hobart Town,  Registrar  Supreme Court
Buttanshaw, H. R., Bowen, Police Magistrate
Cardew, W. C., Brisbane, Registrar District Court
Carew, John, Rockhampton, Conveyancer
Carter, Augustus, West Maitland, New South Wales,
Registrar District Court
Carter, Daniel, Maitland, New South Wales
Cave, Wm., Clermont, Clerk of Petty Sessions
Charsley, Edward, Melbourne, Solicitor
Chisolm, Lachlan, Beenleigh, Clerk of Petty  Sessions
Chubb, W., London, Solicitor
Chubb, C. F., Ipswich, Solicitor
Chubb, C. E., Dalby, Solicitor
Cockle, Charles Moss, London, Solicitor
Compigne, Alfred W., Gayndah, Clerk of Petty  Sessions
and Police Magistrate
Compigne, Walter, Gympie, Clerk of Petty  Sessions
Connolly, John, Gayndah
Conquest, J., Dalby, Solicitor
Corser, Edward, Maryborough, Solicitor
Crane, William, Sydney, Clerk of Petty Sessions
Crisp, S., Hobart Town, Solicitor
Cumming, C. F., Dalby, Clerk of Petty  Sessions
D'Arcy, W. Knox, Rockhampton,  Solicitor
Dawson,  John, Sydney, New South Wales, Solicitor
Day, W. H., Brisbane, Clerk of Petty Sessions
Dodwell, G. W., Warwick, Clerk of Petty  Sessions
Dicken, C. S., Springsure, Clerk of Petty  Sessions
Driver, Richard, Sydney, Solicitor
Eliot, G. W., Toowoomba, Police Magistrate
Evans , George, Sydney, Solicitor
Faircloth, George, Maryborough, Police  Magistrate
Fowles, William Lambert, Brisbane,  Solicitor
Fullerton, George, Police  Magistrate , Warrialda, New
South Wales
Gallwey, Daniel, Stantborpe, Clerk of Petty Sessions
Gannon,  John Thomas, Goulburn, New South Wales,
Solicitor
Garrick, Francis J., Christchurch,  New Zealand , Solicitor
Goodall, Wm. R., Mackay, Police  Magistrate
Gordon,  James, St.  Lawrence
Greeson, Robt. C., Melbourne, Solicitor
Gregory, John Alexr., Bowen, Solicitor
Halloran , A. E., Brisbane, Sheriff
Hamilton, Gustavus, Toowoomba , Solicitor
Hay, H. S. D., Mackay
Heeney, E. X., Charleville, Police Magistrate
Hellins, William, Melbourne, Solicitor
Hellyer, W., Sydney, Solicitor
Henry, Alfred, mambo, Clerk of Petty  Sessions and
Police Magistrate
Heywood, B. A., London, England, Solicitor
Hill, W. R. 0., Ravenswood, Clerk of Petty  Sessions
Hill, Stanley Grantham, Maryborough, Clerk of Petty
Sessions
Hughes, J., Bundaberg, Police  Magistrate
Keane,  John, Brisbane, Clerk to Crown Solicitor
Kearney,  T. J., Bathurst, New South Wales
Lee, Archibald, Nanango, Clerk  of Petty Sessions and
Police Magistrate
Liddle, Joseph, Melbourne, Solicitor
Lyons, J. P., Maryborough, Solicitor
Mackechnie, A. P., Sydney, Solicitor
Macnish, R. Ker, Maryborough, Solicitor
Macnish, W. G., Townsville, Solicitor
Macnish, W. K., Brisbane, Solicitor
Macnish, J. H., Mount Perry
MacPherson, Peter,  Brisbane , Solicitor
McCarthy, W. F., Sydney, Solicitor
McDonald, John G., Gold  Commissioner ,  Charters-
Towers
Meagher, H. C., Maitland, Solicitor
Morey, Edmund, Banaua, Police  Magistrate, and Clerk
of Petty  Sessions
Morgan, W. P., Mount Perry
Mullen, W. H., West Maitland, New South Wales,
Solicitor
Norris, Edwin, Townsville, Solicitor
Norris, W. 0., Roma, Clerk of Petty Sessions
Okeden, W. E. P., Cunnamulla, Police  Magistrate
Oldham, John, Melbourne, Solicitor
Payne, Robert, Armidale, New South Wales, Solicitor
Pendergast, L., Victoria, Solicitor
Pennington, W. J., Sydney, Solicitor
Peterson, S. L., Brisbane, Deputy Registrar-General
Pilchar, G. De V., Armidale, New South Wales, Solicitor
Porter, John Alfred, Melbourne, Victoria, Prothonotary
Supreme Court
Price, G. T., Nebo, Clerk of Petty Sessions
Raff, Alexander, Brisbane, Curator of Intestate  Estates
Ramsay, J. B. P. H., Ravenswood, Police  Magistrate
Readett, Wood, Newcastle, Solicitor
Richards, J. B., Bathurst, Justice of the Peace
Ritchie, Chas., Edinburgh, Solicitor
Robberds, W. R., Sydney, Solicitor
Rymer, John, Sandhurst, Victoria, Solicitor
Sadlier, Thos. Jno., Taroom, Police Magistrate
Samuel, S., Maryborough, Victoria, Solicitor
Scarr, Frank, Bourke, Commissioner of Crown Lands
Scott, Henry, Brisbane, Registrar-General
Shaw, John Mackenzie, Brisbane , Registrar Supreme
Court
Smale, A. W., Melbourne, Solicitor
Smith, Frank H., Mackay, Solicitor
Smith, R. 1I., Melbourne, Solicitor
Smith, William, Tamworth, New South Wales, Solicitor-
Spain, Staunton, Sydney, Solicitor
Stephen, F. H., Sydney, Chief Clerk Supreme Court
Stephen, M. C., Sydney, Solicitor
Stockwell, James, Brisbane, Associate to Chief Justice
St. George, Howard, George Town, Police  Magistrate
Taylor, Hamlet, Melbourne, Solicitor
Taylor, R. F., Surat, Clerk of Petty  Sessions  and Police
Magistrate
Teale, William, Sydney, Solicitor
Thistlethwayte, F. C. N., Townsville, Clerk of Petty
Sessions
Thompson, J. Malbon, Ipswich, Solicitor
Thompson, R. W., West Maitland, New South Wales,
Solicitor
Thorrold, Robert, Brisbane, Associate to His Honor Mr.
Justice Lutwyche
Tozer, Horace, Gympie, Solicitor
Turton, Gibson Kirke, Dunedin, New Zealand, Solicitor
Uhr, H. C. R., St. George, Police  Magistrate  and Clerk
of Petty Sessions
Vincent, Robert, Condamine, Clerk of Petty  Sessions
Walker, Henry, Maryborough, Solicitor
Want, It. C., Sydney, Solicitor
White, Geo., Gladstone, Clerk of Petty  Sessions
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of John Finlayson, late of Leura,_
near Marlborough, in the Colony of Queens-
land, grazier, deceased.
T OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
l'4 tion of fourteen days from the publication,
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named John Finlayson, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Margaret Finlayson, of Leura
aforesaid, widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Rockhampton, this eighteenth day of
April, A.D. 1873.
REES R. JONES AND BROWN,
Fitzroy street, Rockhampton,
Proctors for the said Margaret Finlayson.
By their Agent-
W. E. MURPHY,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
299 6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Alexander Proudfoot ,  late of Glad-
stone, in the  Colony  of Queensland ,  Presby-
terian minister ,  deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application wi ll  be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the W ill of
the above -named Alexander Proudfoot ,  deceased,
may be granted to Fanny  Proudfoot, of  Gladstone
aforesaid ,  widow of the said deceased ,  the sole
Executrix named in the  said Will.
Dated at Rockhampton ,  this 15th day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy -three.
REES  R. JONES AND BROWN,
Proctors for the said Fanny Proudfoot,
Fitzroy street ,  Rockhampton.
By their Agent-
W. E. MURPHY,
Queen street, Brisbane.
295 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Henry William Collier, late of
Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queensland,
law clerk, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Henry William Collier, deceased,
may be granted to William John Brown, of Rock-
hampton aforesaid, solicitor, the sole Executor
named in the said Will.
Dated at Rockhampton, this 15th day of April, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-three.
REFS R. JONES,
Proctor for the said William John Brown,
Fitzroy street, Rockhampton.
By his Agent-
W. E. MURPHY,
Queen street, Brisbane.
296 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Richard Burnett, late of Dragon
street, Warwick, in the Colony of Queensland,
freeholder.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this Honorable
Court, that Probate of the Will of the above-named
Richard Burnett may be granted to Isabella Bur-
nett, the Widow and sole Executrix named in the
said Will.
Dated at Warwick, this 22nd day of April, A.D.
1873.
MATTHEW O'SULLIVAN,
Palmerin street, Warwick,
Proctor for the said Executrix.
Brisbane Agents-
Messrs.  ROBERTS AND DALY,
Queen street, Brisbane.
292 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of James Sturtevant Spencer, late of
the Brisbane River, in the Colony of Queens-
land, gentleman, deceased.
?NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
.L tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the
above-named James Sturtevant Spencer, deceased,
who died intestate, may be granted to Frances
Ellen Spencer, widow of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of April, A.D. 1873.
298
GRAHAM LLOYD HART,
Proctor for the said Frances Ellen Spencer,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Michael Moriarty, of
Toowoomba, publican.
W1 THEREAS the said Michael Moriarty was, onY 1 the 18th day of April, A.D. 1873, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 5th day of May, A.D. 1873, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the Proof of Debts against the
said Estate, and for the Election of a Creditors'
Assignee, if required ; and also to determine
whether any or what allowance for support shall be
made to the insolvent up to the time of passing his
last examination, and whether any and what tools
and wearing apparel shall be allowed to the Insol-
vent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the Court at
the same place on WEDNESDAY, the Eleventh
day of June, A.D. 1873, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
Estate, and for such other matters connected with
the Estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane the 26th day of April, A.D.
1873.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
A. J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
293 6s. 6d.
The GOVERNMENT PaINTax acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts:-
1873.
2  a. d.
April 19.-Municipal Council, Mackay ... 0 10 6
19.-A. McLeod... ... ... ... 0 4 0
19.-G. Bernard... ... ... 0 5 0
„ 21.-G. Weekes ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
22.-M. Jordan ... ... ... ... 0 6 &
24.-P. Lenihan ... ... ... 0 1 0
24.-Daly and O'Sullivan ... ... 0 6 6
24.-W. D. Chase ... ... 0 5 0
24.-D. S. Sutherland ... ... ... 0 9 0
24.-J. Watson ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
24.-W. Wallace ... 0 3 0
25.-T. Black ... ... 0 6 0
1lntpounbingo.
- Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded  Stock will  be charged for at the rate of
I ONE SHILLING PEE ANIMAL;  and no such Adver-
iisessent will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied bg a remittance  .sufficient  to cover the  cost of its
insertion.
MPOUNDED at Gayndah, from Degilbo Station, for
1 trespass, on the 14th April, 1873, by order of W.
Sly, Esquire. Driving, 5s.
One brown mare, like writing M and H conjoined near
shoulder, T over T off shoulder, scar near thigh.
From Coranga, by order of R. Strathdee, Esquire.
Driving, 4s.
One bay mare, L near shoulder, like 134 near hip ; bay
colt at foot, unbranded.
One black filly, P near shoulder, docked.
One black horse, like 54 near shoulder, BB near saddle,
GH conjoined off thigh, hind feet white.
One bay mare, PC near shoulder, 93 near thigh.
One bay mare, RW near shoulder ; bay foal at foot,
unbranded.
If not released on or before 26th May, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
THOS. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
297 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, fromthe Town Common,
on the 9th April, 1873, by Mr. F. J. Bolton. Driv-
ing expenses, 8d.
One yellow and white heifer, no brands visible.
If not released on or before the 15th May, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
289
PTK. LENIHAN,  Poundkeeper.
1e.
742
IMPOTJNDE]) at Rockhampton, from Glenmore, on
the 7th April, 1873, by Messrs. Birkbeck. Driving,
is. 8d. per head.
One bay mare, star, few white spots on back,  near hind
fetlock white, UK conjoined  near shoulder.
One dark-chesnut mare ,  running star ,  dot in C over E
near shoulder, horse-shoe near rump, X off  thigh,
shod, and saddle-marked.
One bay horse, saddle-marked, ICE over GY  reversed
near shoulder, ICE near thigh, blind off eye.
One chesnut filly, no  brand visible.
One black mare, collar- marked,  blotch  brand over like
horse-shoe near shoulder, off hip down.
If not released on or before the 5th May, 1873 , will be
sold to defray expenses.
284
GEO. BARNARD, Poundkeeper.
58.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Inglewood, fr m Whetstone, on the
14th April, 1873, by order of P. Devine, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 2s.
One bay horse, star  and snip, switch tail, off  hind  fetlock
white, half circle over JF over A over A sideways
near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th May, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
Also, from Canning Creek, on the 8th April, 1873, by
order of J. Kennedy, Esquire. Driving  expenses,
3s. 8d. each.
One black mare, P over "'d conjoined near shoulder, star
and snip; colt foal at foot, unbranded.
One grey more, B near thigh, like JF near shoulder,
illegible brand off shoulder.
One bay mare, DYE off shoulder, like MJ over PR over
C-CI near shoulder, like 314  near ribs.
One dapple-grey horse, like AR over A near shoulder, A
near thigh.
One bay  mare,  J-C conjoined over JW off shoulder, like
J-C off thigh, JW off cheek ; brown colt foal at foot,
unbranded.
One bay or brown mare, JW over C or G over 11 near
shoulder; black colt foal at foot, unbranded.
One bay mare, A near shoulder,  A near  neck ; filly foal
at foot, unbranded.
If not  released  on or before the 15th May, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
Also, from Inglewood, on the 21st April, 1873, by order
of Mr. W. E. Freestone.  Damages, 2s. 6d.
One bay filly, white speck on forehead, ,aB conjoined
over J  near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th May, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
289
D. S. SUTHERLAND,  Poundkeeper.
9s.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn, from Leyburn Commonage,
by order of the trustees, on the 12th April, 1873,
by R. Kirby. Driving expenses, 6d.; trespassing, 2s.
One chesnut horse, like JH conjoined over writing M
and 9 near shoulder, three feet white, blaze.
One bay mare, like RS over g over -3 near  shoulder,
like "z 'd off shoulder, off hind foot  white, star.
One bay mare, w over IR over M near shoulder, like D
over SS near thigh.
One brown mare, like - over M and I near shoulder,
like 3 near thigh, near bind foot white, small star.
One black entire, unbranded, near hind foot white, blaze.
One bay mare, RD near shoulder, RD near  ribs, near
hind foot white, star.
One bay mare, docked tail, like JA near shoulder, small
star.
One bay mare, like JI or JT near shoulder,  small star.
One bay filly, unbranded, off hind foot white.
One roan mare, triangle near shoulder, like 241 near
ribs.
One flea-bitten grey more, like T over H or T over R
near shoulder, other brands illegible.
If not released on or before the 5th May, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
282
GEORGE  WEEKES, Poundkeeper.
lls.
IMPOUNDED  at Surat, from Noorindoo ,  by order of
D. Ross, Esquire .  Driving, 2s. 6d.
One black horse, SB over like IM near shoulder, like 54
near  saddle, Q off neck.
If not released on or before 5th May, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
JOS. WATSON , Poundkeeper.
288 is.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from Yamala, on the 4th
April,  1873 , by Messrs.  Lamb and Black . Driving
and trespass ,  15s. 6d. per head.
One bay gelding ,  switch tail ,  S near shoulder ,  like 8 off
shoulder, off hip down.
One roan gelding ,  hind fetlocks white ,  banged ta il , star,
like M off shoulder.
Also, from  Gordon Downs , on the 4th April, 1873, by
Wm. Kilgour, Esquire. Driving and  trespass ,  11s. 6d.
per head.
One brown gelding, collar -marked ,  near hind foot white,
banged  tail ,  like GF conjoined  near shoulder ,  indis-
tinct  brands off shoulder.
One black mare ,  little white in forehead ,  3 near cheek,
co  over EP off  shoulder, collar-marked.
If not  released on or before  the 5th May, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
A. McLEOD, Poundkeeper.
285 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn, from Leyburn Commonage,
by order of the Trustees, on the 16th April, 1873,
by R. Kirby. Driving  expenses , 6d.; trespassing, 2s.
One dapple-grey horse, like W R or WB  near  shoulder,
w in G near thigh.
One bay mare, D near shoulder, D near thigh,  large star.
One brown horse, like - over CB over S in circle near
shoulder, like  S in circle  near neck, like MS off
shoulder, two hind feet white, small star.
One bay mare, like J over  rn  near shoulder, like D off
shoulder,  sma ll  star.
One roan filly, unbranded, star.
Also, on the 18th April, 1873.
One bay mare, like W near shoulder,  sma ll  star.
One iron-grey filly foal, unbranded.
One black mare, like 11 near ribs, 11 near neck, blotch
near shoulder, three feet white.
One bay horse, NC or NG near shoulder, off fore foot
bumbled.
Also,
One roan and white bull, like CH over 0 or GH over 0
off rump, like M over yQ off ribs, like TA over WO
off shoulder, off ear top off.
If not released on or before the 15th May, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
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GEORGE  WEEKES, Poundkeeper.
108.
I
MPOUNDED  at St. George, from Baflalgna, on the
11th April, 1873, by Messrs. R. H. and G. Hazard.
Driving, 6s. each.
One bay horse, star, SP over indistinct brand like 2 near
shoulder.
One bay horse, star, blind near eye, F over G over
G near shoulder, like L over blotched brand off
shoulder.
One bay mare, writing W off shoulder, J near cheek,
G Id conjoined over i-, over J near shoulder.
One dappled-grey mare, M over over RA (the R re-
versed) near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, hind feet white, blaze,  HC  over FG
over -i reversed off shoulder ; foal at foot.
If not released on or before the 5th May, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
WM. D. CHASE, Poundkeeper.
290 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Goondiwindi, from Welltown, onthe 17th April, 1873, by orde  of Messrs. J. and
Wm. Low. Driving,  5s. 10d . per head.
One dark-bay mare, hollow back, writing YY near
shoulder.
One dapple-grey mare, CW or GW near shoulder, H
near rump , WM off rump, fistula-marked (broken).
One bay mare,  small star , hind feet white, blind near
eye, white spots under saddle, MMD conjoined near
shoulder (broken).
Also, from Sandalwood, on the 18th April, 1873, by
Mr. Wm. G. Lucas.
One brown gelding, star, WS over 0 off shoulder, W
over CB over like 90 near shoulder, 294 (the 4
blotched) near saddle, W near thigh,  collar and
whip marked.
If not released on or before the 26th May, 1873, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
WILLIAM WALLIS, Poundkeeper.
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BRISB ANE :-
4s.
Printed and Published  by JAMES C.  BEAL, Government Printer,
William 4treet ,  26th April, 1873.
QUEENSLAND
obernintnt
1
PUBLISHED BY ABTHOR.ITY.
VOL. XIV.] SATURDAY, 3RD MAY, 1873.
QUEENSEAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . f Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(LS.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
SoBMANEY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor. Privy Council, Governor and Coin-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  an of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ton pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE TILE QUEEN !
[No. 41.
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  J Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all' in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross. in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
T N pursuance of the powers vested in me by
j " The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1873.
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HENRY CD:ALLINOR, F.R.C.S.,
to be Health Officer for the Port of Brisbane.
Such appointment to have effect from the 16th
April, 1873.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th April, 1873.
T is hereby notified for general information that
WILLIAM CLIFTON
has been appointed an Alderman of the Munici-
pality of Townsville ; erroneously appearing in the
Gazette of  Saturday, 29th March, 1873, as Auditor
of the said Municipality.
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mu]grave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one  of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSrus CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the pro-
visions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twentieth (lay of May, 1873, at the St. Lawrence
Land Office.
A. H. PALMER.  Register1
No. of
Applica- Name of Lessee. Area.
tion. li
's OfficeColonial Secretar y ,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1873. 1  Thomas Valiance Wran
A. R. P.
120 0
IT is hereby noti fied that the Government Officeswill be closed ,  and a General Ho liday observed,
on,MONDAY ,  the 26th, instead of Saturday, the
24th instant ,  the Anniversary of Her Majesty's
Birthday.
A. H. PALMER.
QUEENSLAND ,. I Proclamation  by The Mostto wit. Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor•
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the  Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE. Maronin of Normanby
the Governor  aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify  and proclaim  that the Lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the said Act, on  and after  WEDNES-
DAY, the fourteenth day of May, 1873, at the
Brisbane Land Office.
Register
No. of Name of Lessee Area. Land Agent'sApplica ^  District.
lion.
1059
A. R. P.
Daniel Rountree 135 2 0
Somerset
Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Land
Agent's
District.
St. Law-
rence.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that, on and after the 1st July, 1873, appli-
cations for Mineral Lands, situated within the
Unsettled District of Cook, must be lodged with
the Police Magistrate at Gilberton.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
I
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, in pursuance of the fifty-fifth clause of the
above Act, that the lands hereunder described
have been resumed from the leases of the " Blyth's
Plains" and " Tingar" Runs, for Public purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Resumed from Blyth's Plains  6$8 acres.
And from Tingar ...  ... 1,392
3 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Blyth's Creek
at a point where the road to Roma crosses it, said
point bearing east fifteen degrees south, distant
about nine chains from a tree marked M over. 170
on survey of said road ; thence by said creek up-
wards about eight chains ; thence on the north by
a west line about sixty-seven chains ; thence on the
west by a south line two miles crossing Blyth's
Creek ; thence on the south by an. cast line one mile
and a-half; thence on the east by a north line two
miles ; thence again on the north by a west line
fifty-three chains to the right bank of Blyth's
Creek ; and thence by that creek downwards to the
petit of commencement.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th April, 1873.
IT is hereby notified  for general  information, that
the lands hereunder described have been with-
drawn from selection, with  a view  to their being
reserved for public purposes, in pursuance of the
provisions to that effect contained in the twenty-first
section  of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868."
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
south by the north boundary  lines of allotments
7 and 8 westerly, parallel with Boundary street,
four chains ; and on the west by the east boundary
line of allotment 1 northerly, at right angles to
Boundary street, five chains and fifty links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PADDOCK, INGLEWOOD.
County of Bentinck, parish of Inglewood, portions
2, 3,  and 4.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek at
the crossing of the Clermont and Broadsound Rond
opposite the north-east corner of McKean's selec-
tion, No. 16, bounded on the north by that road
easterly to the eastern boundary of Clermont Town
Reserve; thence on the east by that boundary
bearing south one degree forty minutes west about
thirty-one chains to a tree marked broad-arrow
over TR over X in triangle ; again by that boun-
dary bearing south sixteen degrees seven minutes
east  128 chains seventy links to a tree marked
broad- arrow over  TR over XII in triangle, and by
that boundary bearing south one degree  six minutes
west  seventeen  chains and fifty-eight links to a tree
marked broad-arrow over TR over XIII in triangle
at the south- east corner  of Town Reserve; thence
on the south by the southern boundary of said
reserve bearing west four degrees thirteen minutes
north thirty chains twenty-seven links to a tree
marked broad-arrow over TR over XIV in triangle ;
thence west  one degree fifty minutes north 105
chains ten links to a tree marked broad-arrow over
TR over XV in  triangle  ; thence west ninety-four
chains sixty -five links to a tree marked broad-
arrow  over TR over XX V in  triangle ; thence  by aline
bearing north  to the south- east corner  of Weller's
selection , No. 17 ; thence on the north b7 the south
boundary of that selection and McKean a selection,
No. 16,  bearing east  to Sandy Creek ; thence by
Sandy Creek upwards  to the point  of commence.
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th April, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereinunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
Blythe's Creek, Dalby and Roma Road, Maranoa
District.
3 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Blythe's Creek,
at a point where the road to Roma crosses it, said
point bearing east fifteen degrees south ,  distant
about nine chains from a tree marked M over 170
on survey of said road; thence by said creek up-
wards about eight  chains  ; thence on the north by
a west line about sixty-seven chains ; thence on the
west  by a south line two miles, crossing Blythe's
Creek; thence on the south by an east line one
mile and a-half ; thence on the east by a north line
two miles ;  thence -again on the  north by a west
ling fifty-three chains to the right bank of Blythe's
Creek ; and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR QUARRY, SPRINGSURE.
County of Denison, parish of Springsure, town of
Springsure, allotments 2 and 3 of section 24.
2 acres and 32 perches..
Commencing on the south side of Boundary
street, at the north-east corner of allotment 1, and
bounded thence on the north by that street easterly
four chains ; on the east by the west boundary
line of allotment 4 southerly ,  at right angles to
Boundary street, five chains and fifty links ; on the
153 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Macintyre
Brook, at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the west by that road bear-
ing north forty-six chains and eighty-seven links to
another road one chain wide ; on the north by that
road bearing east thirty chains to another road one
chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing south
thirty-two chains and ninety links to the Macintyre
Brook ; and on the south -east and south -west by
that brook downwards to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  STONE  QUARRY, STANWELL.
County of Livingstone, parish of  Stenwell.
105 acres.
Commencing on a road one  chain  wide at a point
bearing 138 degrees, and distant one chain, and
thence bearing forty-eight degrees and distant ten
chains from  the east corner of portion 15A ; and
bounded thence on the north by a line bearing 138
degrees thirty-five chains; on the south-east by a
line bearing 228 degrees thirty chains ; on the
south-west by a line bearing 318 degrees thirty-
five chains to a road one chain wide ; and on the
north-west by that road bearing forty-eight  degrees
thirty chains to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL OF  ARTS,  MACKAY.
County of  Carlisle, parish  of Howard, town of
Mackay.
Allotment  5 of section 9.
2 roods.
Commencing  on the  west side of Nelson street
at the south- east corner  of allotment 4, and
bounded thence on  the east  by that street southerly
two chains ; on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 6 westerly  at right angles to
Nelson street two chains and fifty links ; on the
west by the east boundary line of allotment 1
northerly, parallel with Nelson street , two chains ;
and on the north by the south boundary line of
allotment 4  easterly,  at right angles  to Nelson
street ,  two chains  and fifty  links to  the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR POLICE  PADDOCK, GOONDIWINDI.
County of Marsh, parish of Goondiwindi,
portions  10, 11,  and 12.
151 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Serpent
Lagoon at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the west by that road
bearing south forty-nine chains and seventy links;
on the south by a line bearing east thirty chains to
another road one chain wide ; on the east by that
road bearing north forty-nine chains and ninety-four
links to the Serpent Lagoon ; and on the north by
that lagoon downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR BALLAST FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Aubigny, parish of Westbrook, portion  39.
23 acres 3 roods 8 perches.
Commencing at a point in the westerly prolonga-
tion of the south boundary of Laborers' Camping
Reserve, one chain from the Railway Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south by its continuation
west ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing
north twenty-eight chains ; on the north by a line
bearing  east seven  chains to  a reserved  road one
chain wide ; and on the north- east  by that road
bearing 173 degrees  fifty- four minutes  twenty-eight
chains and sixteen links to the point of commence-
ment.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th April, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section  of  "The
Crown  Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands  are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof' shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given, that at the  expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently  set apart for  the purposes named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE IPSWICH AND
WEST MORETON AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich, town of
Ipswich,  section 32.
5 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the north by South
street easterly ten chains to Thorn street; on the
east by that street southerly at right angles to
South street five chains to Roderick street ; on the
south by that street westerly ten chains to Gordon
street ; and on the west by that street northerly
five chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  NATIONAL SCHOOL, TOWNSVALE,
LOGAN.
County of Ward, parish of Logan.
2 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane road one chain and
fifty links wide at the west corner of portion
18, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing east four chains and thirty-five links ;
on the east by a line bearing north four chains ; on
the north by a line bearing west five chains and
sixty-five links to the Brisbane road ; and on the
south-west by that road bearing 162 degrees four
chains and twenty-one links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  NATIONAL  SCHOOL,  PINE RIVER.
County of Stanley, parish of Bunya.
10 acres.
Commencing  at the north-west  corner  of portion
56, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing  west nine chains  ; on the  west  by a line
bearing south three chains and sixty links to a
small creek ; thence by that creek upwards to a
point about south, and distant four chains and
fourteen links from the termination of the  last line ;
on the south-west by lines and a  road one chain
wide bearing eighty-six degrees one chain and
twenty-six links, 172 degrees two chains and two
links,  and 124 degrees eight chains and seventy-six
links ; and on the east by a line bearing north
fourteen chains and fifty links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY, RAVENSWOOD.
3 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 107 degrees,
and distant about forty-two chains from the south
corner  of Hackett's homestead, and bounded thence
on the north by a line  bearing east  five chains ; on
the east by  a line  bearing south six chains ; on the
south by a line bearing west five chains ; and on
the west by a line bearing north six chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purpose named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
Parishes of Bunya and Liedron, county of Stanley.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
No. 31, in the parish of Bunya, and bounded thence
on the north by portions Nos. 31, 55, and 62; on
the west by portion No. 62,  selection  No. 1,728,
and portions Nos. 50, 56, and 46;  again on the
north by portions Nos. 53 and 42 , selection No.
1,754, portion 106, selection No. 1,753,  and portion
No. 2, all in the parish of Bunya ; on the east by
portion No. 48, in the parish of Bunya, and by
portions in the parish of Kedron Nos. 602, 488,
487, 486, 485, 489, 597, 595, and 594, by portion
No. 51, in the parish of Bunya, and by portion No.
596, in the parish of Kedron ; on the south by
portions in the parish of Bunya Nos. 6, 7, 8, 52,
61, 12, 586, 587, 588, and 589, and by Kedron
Brook upwards to the eastern boundary  of Samford
Run ; and again  on the west by that boundary
bearing north to the  point of  commencement;-
exclusive of all alienated  or surveyed lands.
-RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, town of
Bundaberg. Section No. 29.
1 acre 3 roods 13 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the  Burnett
River, at the' north corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the north-east by Maryborough
street south-easterly to Quay street ; on the south-
east by Quay street south-westerly ten chains to
Burrum street ; on the south-west by Burrum
street north-westerly to the Burnett River ; and
on the north-west by that river downwards to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1873.
"CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."
IN pursuance of the seventy-eighth sect on of" The Crown Lands Ali nation Act of  1868,"
the Petition hereunder inserted is published for
general information.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
To His Excellency the most Honorable GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marcjnis of Nor-
manby, Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby and Baron Mulgrave, of Mulgrave,
all in the county of York, in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom, and Baron Mulgrave,
of New Ross, in the county of Wexford, in
the Peerage of Ireland ; a member of Her
Majesty's Most Honorable Privy Council,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies,
and Vice-Admiral of the same.
The humble Petition of the undersigned free-
holders, residents of the Mackay, in the colony of
Queensland, respectfully she*eth, that the under-
mentioned country lands be set aside as a Common-
age in connection with the town of Mackay, viz.  :-
Being portions Nos. 154, 155, 157, 158, 159, 162,
163, 164, 238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, and
345, as delineated on the Government map in the
colony of Queensland.
Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray, that
your Excellency, with the advice of the Executive
Council, that you will see fit to take into your
favorable consideration, and your petitioners, as in
duty bound, will ever pray.
Alexander Shiels Alfred H. Lloyd
Korah Js. Wills Ebenezer Staines
George Smith Maurice Llewellen
R. Neill Charles Keely
John Walton H.•McFree
Jno. Darlington Andrew Kemmis
David H. Dalrymple John Philip Wheeler
Harvey R. James Robert Fleming
G. Wright Robert Byrne
Michael Fay John Barnes
John Gogan Wm. Bovey
Jno. Fitzgerald Henry Black
B. Brodnitz W. C. Dickinson
H. R. Brown Wm. Arnold
t . McGuire Wm. Wear
Clements James Glass
Thomas Solway Cornelius Kelly.
Denis Kennedy
NOTE.-Portions 244 and 245 referred to in the above
Petition, are under lease, and not available for inclusion
in the proposed Common.
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]DepOdhola bf b& Lands,
k 19th March, 1873.
WHEREAS,  by "  twenty-fifth clause of  " Thenda  A1+enadwn Act of  1868," it is
provided  that din j'  Cro wn  lands are perma-
nently reserved.  from We  for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive  weeks: Notice is
hereby  given ,  that at the expiration  of the period
aforesaid,  the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently reserved  for the purpose of a Cemetery.
J.  VA BON  THOMPSON.
R ESERVE FOR A CEMETERY  AT CHINAMAN' S CREEK.
County of Stanley, parish of Bunya.
10 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek
at the termination of a road one chain wide, and
bounded thence on the north by that road bearing
west sixteen chains and fifty links ; on the west by
a line  bearing south six chains and fifty links ; on
the south by a line bearing east sixteen chains and
ten links to Sandy Creek ; and on the east by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
W W  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE , GOWRIE.
County of Aubigny, parish of Gowrie, portion  231,
25 acres 1  rood 17 perches.
Commencing  on the Dalby road, at the south-
east corner  of portion 212, and bounded thence on
the west by that portion  bearing  north ten chains
and ninety -six links ; on  the north by portion 230,
bearing east  twenty chains to a road one chain
wide ; on the  east by that road bearing south
fourteen chains and  forty links to the Dalby road ;
and on the  south-west by that road, bearing two
hundred  and seventy- nine  degrees thirty minutes
twenty chains and twenty- nine  links to the point
of commencement.
CEMETERY  AT TIARO.
County of March, parish of Tiaro, portion  14.
88 acres 1 rood.
Commencing  on a road one chain wide at the
south -west corner  of portion 11, and bounded
thence  on the north by that portion bearing east
thirty- six chains  and sixteen links ; on the east by
a line bearing  south twenty-five chains ; on the
south by portions 15 and 16 bearing west thirty-
four chains and fifty links to the aforesaid road ;
and on the south-west by that road bearing three
hundred and fifty-six degrees twenty-five chains
and seven links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL SITE, TALLIBAGGERA CREEK.
County of Ward, parish of Txllibaggera, National
School.
5 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at its
intersection by the original south-west boundary
line of portion No. 18, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing seventy-three
degrees thirty minutes two chains and sixty-six
links, and forty-seven degrees two chains and
twenty-nine links; on the north-east by a line
bearing one hundred and fifty degrees ten chains
and twenty-eight links ; on the south-east by a line
bearing two hundred and forty degrees four chains
and eighty links ; and on the south-west by a line
bearing three hundred and thirty degrees ten
chains and thirty-eight links to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR RESIDENCE AREA, BLACK SNAKE,
KILKIVAN.
County of Lennox.
21 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south-east corner of mineral
selection No. 974, and bounded thence on the
north by the south boundary of that selection
bearing west fifteen chains and twenty-five links ;
on the west by a line bearing south about seventeen
chains and sixty links to the south side of a road
one chain wide ; on the south-east by that road
bearing eighty-one degrees fifty-three minutes ten
chains and fifty links ; thence nineteen degrees
thirty-seven minutes fourteen chains forty links ; on
the east by part of the west boundary of mineral
selection No. 263 bearing north about two chains
and forty links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR POLICE MAGISTRATE'S CAMP, STAN-
THORPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, Town
of Stanthorpe,  allotment 3  of section 5.
1 acre.
Commencing at the  south-west  corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the south by
Corundum street easterly three chains and thirty-
four links ; on the east by part of the west boundary
line of allotment 4 northerly at right angles to
Corundum street three chains ; on the north by the
south boundary  line  of allotment 2 westerly parallel
with Corundum street three chains and thirty-four
links to Marsh street ; and on the west by that
street southerly three chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING,  NEAR BIIELEIGH.
County of Ward, parish of Gi lston.
288 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
No. 55 on the sea-coast, and bounded thence on the
cast by the sea-coast northerly to the south boundary
of portion 27 ; on the north by said south boundary
bearing west to Little Tallabaggera Creek ; on the
west by that creek and swamp southerly to portion
55 aforesaid ; and on the south by the north
boundary of portion 55 bearing east to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the Government of Tasmania offer for rental
for such period as may be agreed upon, certain
lands and buildings in Hobart Town, formerly
known as the Military Barracks. The land, with
the buildings thereon, is divided into thirteen lots,
tenders for which will be received by the Govern-
ment of Tasmania, until Noon, on the 10th day of
May, 1873, addressed to the Honorable Charles
Meredith, Commissioner of Crown Lands, Hobart
Town, and superscribed " Tenders for Military
Barracks."
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Further particulars ,  and also the conditions upon
which  the lots will be leased can be obtained, at the
Public Lands  Office,  Brisbane, where can be seen
photographs of some of the buildings ,  and also of
the surrounding scenery.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
tT is hereby notified for general information
that in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous, before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be ]edged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSTN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen covsecutivo weeks
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently set apart for the purposes
named with respect to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR  ROAD PURPOSES.
112 acres 1 rood.
County of Aubigny, parish of Elphinstone,
portion  99.
Commencing  at the south- east corner  of portion
ninety-eight, and bounded thence on the north by
the south boundary thereof bearing west fifty-four
chains and eighty links to a road one chain wide ;
on the west by that road bearing south twenty
chains ; on the south by the north boundary of
portion one hundred bearing east fifty-seven chains
and sixty links ; and on the north-east by a line
bearing three hundred and fifty-two degrees twenty
chains and twenty links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY LABORERS' CAMP.
County of Aubigny, parish of Clifton.
About 41 acres.
Commencing on the east side of the railway line
from Toowoomba to Warwick, and bounded thence
on the north by the westerly continuation of the
road forming the northern boundary of portion
number fifty, parish of Clifton, bearing east thirty
chains ; on the east by a line bearing south fifteen
chains  ; on the south by a line bearing west to the
railway line ; and on the west by that railway line
bearing northerly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  RECREATION, IPSWICH.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich.
17 acres 31 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing two hundred and
seventy-four degrees fifty-five minutes and distant
one chain and seventy-three and a-half links from
the west corner of section 40, and bounded thence
on the north-east by Quarry street bearing one
hundred and fifty-three degrees thirty-five minutes
five chains and ninety-two links, one hundred and
thirty-four degrees fifty-nine minutes seven chains
and thirty-two links ; on the south by Quarry
street west bearing west twenty-one chains and
fifty links ; on the west by a line bearing four
degrees fifty-five minutes eight chains and eighty-
three and a-half links to Grey street ; and on the
north-west and north- east  by that street bearing
sixty- seven degrees nineteen minutes six chains
and half-a -link, and  ninety-four degrees fifty-five
minutes seven chains  and forty- one links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  7th January, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
I the Commissioners of Crown Lands ,  under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 ,"  will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above -recited Act at the under -mentioned offices, on
the following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the  Land Office, Brisbane ,  on the first
Tuesday  in each month.
At the  Land Office, Beenleigh ,  the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich,  the first Friday in
each .month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba,  on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick,  on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land  Office, Rockhampton, on the
second  Monday in  every month.
At the Land  Office, Gladstone , the third
Thursday ,  in February ,  1873 ,  and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land  Office,  St. Lawrence ,  on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE  BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every mouth.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and  every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in  each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURHE.
At the Laid Office, Norman River Settle-
ment, on  the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MAEANOA DISTRICT.
At the Laud Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in  February, 1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday  in every alternate month.
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LEICHH&uDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February,  1873,  andthereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office,  Springsure , on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings ,  when necessary ,  in addition to
the above ,  will be duly noti fied from time to time.
•J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that the Mineral Land
Commissioner  for the District of Darling
Downs South ,  will, on the first  TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court  Sittings ,  as prescribed in the
sixth clause  of the  Regulations  with respect . to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st  October, 1872,  at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 28th May, 1872.
T
IIE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
chewing the  boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared  under  the supervision of
the Chief  Commissioner  of Crown Lands, is now
publisbed. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office ,  George street . - Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
PERSON S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared  and issued  to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance and information  in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
V
W ITH the view of facilitating the transaction of
business at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect hat every possible assistance is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for land or seeking
information on matters connected with the working
of the Land Acts-even to the extent of filling up
forms of application and transfers, &c., for illiterate
persons, if there is time at the officer's disposal ;
and that any Land Agent, or other Officer, receiving
and appropriating fees for clerical assistance to his
own use, on the matter being reported, will be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner, and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or coy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary for Public Lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATION'S TO HAVE LANDS BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
F OR the convenience of persons desirous to have
lands, whether surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward for sale by auction; it is hereby notified
for general information, that instructions have been
issued  to the Land Agents to open in their respec-
tive offices, a oook, in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration of the Minister
for Lands, when, if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in the next proclamation of sale.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th  August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS  SEEKING SUITABLE SELEG
TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS.
IMMIGRANTS  or others who do not possess
sufficient local knowledge  to enable them to
select land in suitable situations  without visiting
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that arrangements will be made ,  if induee-
ment offers, to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
may be indicated, to assist them in their search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
All  persons requiring  assistance  of this nature
are requested to advise this Department, in writing,
is to the locality they wish to settle in, and also
forward a fee uf` ten shillings to over the cost of
employing a Surveyor ,  when ,  if a sufficient number
of persons are found to join; the Government will
immediately undertake to organize one or more
parties.
In the event of there  be ing no party despatched,
the fee of ten shillings  will be  returned ,  on appli ca.
tion, to the person paying same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 21st  July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
I'' is hereby notified that Applications under theprovisions f the  41st section  of "  The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869"  for renewed  ]eases  for four-
teen  years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will  expire on  and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner-of Crown Lands,  Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodued not later than three
months prior to the expiration  of the existing
leases, as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  April, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference  of the proposed line
of Railway,  Brisbane Extension ,  from 7 miles 60
chains  (near Redbank) to 16 miles  13 chains (near
Oxley), has been approved and confirmed without
any alteration ; and that  in pursuance  of the 17th
section of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the Govern-
ment intend to proceed with the construction of
the line of Railway (Brisbane Extension) from 7
miles 60 chains to 16 miles 30 chains, according to
the Map or Plan and Book of Reference so con-
firmed, to be seen at this office, and copy thereof at
the office of the Clerk of Petty  Sessions  at Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th March, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
..1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to establish the following Regulation, under the
provisions of the Act of Parliament 20 Vic., No. 29,
in amendment of the 79th and 80th sections of the
existing Gold Fields Regulations, and to rescind
the Regulation published on the 2nd August,
1872.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
REGUI ATION.
Each application for an auriferous lease made
under the Gold Fields Regulations must be accom-
panied by a sketch plan, executed by a surveyor,
defining the position of the land applied for ; and,
within three months after lodging the application,
the applicants shall furnish to the Gold Commis-
sioner a plan and description showing the boun-
daries of the land as actually surveyed and marked
by a licensed surveyor. Provided that the Gold
Commissioner shall have power to recommend
further extensions of three months each on gold
fields within the limits of which mining surveyors
have not been appointed by the Government.
The Gold Commissioner shall record each applica-
tion received as above, but shall not submit his
recommendation for the issue of any lease to the
Government until after the ground applied for has
been surveyed and described by a duly licensed
surveyor.
Department  of Public Works,
Roads Branch,
Brisbane , 25th March, 1873.
OTICE is  hereby given, that any person or
N persons  removing any stone ,  gravel ,  loam, or
other material from any public road , or who, by the
careless use of  fire ,  shall  injure or destroy any
bridge or culvert ,  or damage any approaches thereto,
or who shall fall any timber across any public road,
or injure any road by drawing timber along it,
otherwise  than  on wheels, will be proceeded against
as the law directs.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st April, i873.
NEW ROAD-FINAL NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a Branch Road
from Ipswich and Upper Logan Road to
Coochin Coochin Station, referred to in Notices
dated 11th October, 1872, and 11th February, 1873,
folios 1651-7 2, and 239-73, respectively, of the
Government Gazette,  has been formally marked and
opened by the proper Officer, and same is now open
for public use.
73-1521.
A. H. PALMER.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th April, 1873.
NEW ROAD-PARISHES OF BUNYA AND
WARNER, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
FINAL NOTICE.
N
UTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
road, leading from Kedron Brook through
selections on the Upper South Pine River, parishes
of Bunya and Warner, county of Stanley, referred
to in Notices dated 26th July, 1872, And 17th
February, 1873 (folios 1107, 1872, and 263, 1873,
respectively, of the  Government Gazette),  has been
formally marked and opened by the proper officer,
and same is now open for public use.
A. H. PALMER.
73-1345.
Department of Public Works,
Buildings Branch,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1873.
IT is hereby notified or general information, that
the Tender of Mr. J. PHILLIPS has been
accepted, for the erection of Electric Telegraph
Office, Lytton.
A. H. PALMER.
Department of Public Works,
Buildings Branch,
Brisbane, 29th April, 1873.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
I the Tender of Mr. T. MARKS has  been sc-
cepted, for the erection of Police Barracks, Dalby.
A. H. PALMER.
Department of Public Works,
Buildings  Branch,
Brisbane , 28th April, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the following Tenders have been accepted:-
Additions to Lunatic Reception  House, Bris-
bane-Mr. T. M. WALTERS.
Police  Barracks , Rockhampton - Mr. J.
FERGUSON.
A. H. PALMER.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st May, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
SENTRY TOWERS, BRISBANE GAOL.
rIENDERS will be' received at this Office until
I Four o'clock p.ni. on FRIDAY, the 23rd
instant, from persons willing to contract for erection
of Sentry Towers, at the Gaol, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Sentry
Towers, Brisbane Gaol."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ; and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security
for the due performance of the Contract in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and under-
taking in that event that he will execute and
deliver at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within seven days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. H. PALMER.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
•
POLICE BARRACKS, IPSWICH.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
May, from persons willing to contract for erection
of Police Barracks at Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Barracks, Ipswich."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Police Office, Ipswich, and at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
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cent . on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver, at the
office  of the Civil Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane,
within  fourteen  days from the  usual noti fica-
tion of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing  such performance, otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. H. PALMER.
Department  of Public  Works,
Brisbane , 8th April, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH STATION, GIN GIN.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th
May next, from  persons  willing to contract for the
erection  of a Telegraph Office at Gin Gin.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Telegraph
Office, Gin Gin."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this,Office,
and at the Court House, Tenningering.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount  of Tender, as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will  execute  and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance , a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. H. PALMER.
Public Works Department,
Brisbane, 26th March, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER WAMBO CREEK-DALBY TO
CONDAMINE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
May next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Bridge over Wambo Creek, Dalby
to Condamine.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Bridge,
Wambo Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office; at Roads Office, Toowoomba; and at Police
Office, Dalby.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be  a memorandum  signed by the
party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten
per cent.  on amount  of Tender, as security for the
due performance  of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted,  and undertaking in
that event, that he will execute and deliver at
the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance , a Bond to Her Majesty for  securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES  of the above are now open atAllora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Ipswich,
Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marlborough,
Maryborougb, Milchester, Mount Perry, Murphy's
Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office (Brisbane),
Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St.
George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane , 24th April, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE  CONVEYANCE  OF MAILS.
TENDERS are  hereby invited, and will be
received at this Office, until SATURDAY,
the 24th May next, for the Conveyance of Post
Office Mails ,  by horse, once a-week, from the 1st
July, 1873, to the 31st December ,  1874, for the
undermentioned Services.
Forms of Tender may be obtained on application
to any Postmaster ,  and every Tender must bear the
bond fide  signatures of the Tenderer ,  and two
responsible persons willing to become bound with
him in such sum as the Postmaster -General may
direct, not exceeding the gross amount of the
Contract.
Persons tendering ,  or their agents, must be pre-
pared, if called on, to pay  to the  Postmaster -General
a sum equal to ten per cent .  of the amount of their
Tender ,  if accepted ,  as a guarantee ,  until their bond
and contract shall be executed.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
form of Tender can be inspected at any Post Office.
The Government will  not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
SERPICEs  REQUIRED.
No. 56. Gympie and Tewantin (Newsa), vid
Cootharaba and Coloothin Creek, by horse,
once a-week.
115. Gympie and Kilkivan,  viii  Black Snake, by
horse, once a-week.
116. Elliott and Kilkivan,  vid  Teebar Mine, Teebar
Station , (xigoomgan , Springs, Culgoa, Munna,
and Glenbar, by horse,  once  a-week.
(The routes are subject to alteration by the Post-
i master-General -v ide  " General Conditions.")
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Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 20th Marcb, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
GIN GIN TO BUNDABERG.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until noon on MONDAY, the 12th day of
May next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and insu-
lators, and for all workmanship necessary for the
erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the Terms, General Conditions, and
Specifications appended hereto.
From Gin Gin to Bundaberg, a distance of thirty
(30) miles, more or less.
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the Contractor at
Brisbane, about three months after the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price per mile for clearing and timber
work.
2. Price each for extra poles, where neces-
3. Price per foot for extra-length poles,
where necessary.
4. Price per mile for affixing insulators
and stretching wire.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within four (4) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly, to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer ap-
pointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstanding
such report and payment on account, the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other officer
appointed by him in that behalf, shall have full
power at any time afterwards, before final payment
shall be made, of rejecting and condemning any of
the work or materials in respect of which such re-
port and payments may have been made. The total
balance will be paid w en the entire contract shall
have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government. The contractor may avail himself of
the facilities afforded  by "Tlae Electric Telegraph
Act "  for obtaining materials, on signing a bond in-
demnifying the Government against any claims for
compensation, arising from the action of the con-
tractor, and providing for any claims being paid by
the Superintendent from moneys due to the con-
tractor, if not otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other pro-
perty, caused by the erection of the line ; also for
damage so caused to roads. And if such claims are
not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised to
pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the ex-
ecution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice is the Queensland  Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements in
his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the bond to be entered
rto by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties fo
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of con-
tract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking, in that
event, that they will severauy exer.Ite and deliver,
at the office of the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a bond to Her Majesty
in a sum  equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood  standing  within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good  straight
bridle track, of not less than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within  the clearing . Any branches
overhanging from trees beyond the distance men-
tioned, which, in the judgment of the inspecting
officer, might endanger the line, to be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed,  leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track. Poles to
be heavy straight saplings, of the best description
of approved hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton
Bay ash being allowed), with the bark removed,
not less than nine (9) inches in diameter at five (5)
feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in diameter at
the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to be
carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of  six (6) feet, and well coated
with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly bound
at one (1) inch from its extremity with good hoop
iron, of not less than one (1) inch wide. The top
of each pole to be served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart,  unless  by special permission, to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed  in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles, or other places where re-
quired, struts, or supports of wood, to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulating pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark, according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two posts shall not exceed two
(2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be sub-
ject to the final approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer
appointed by him to inspect  the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application  at the  office, of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs,  Brisbane.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 21st April, 1873.
TENDERS FOR SUPPLIES-1874.
T is hereby notified for  general information, that
I the undermentioned Tenders for Supplies on
account of the public service for the year 1874 have
been accepted :-
Stationery- GEORGE SLATER  AND CO.
Shipchandlery- PEnar BROS.
Surveyors' Materials - FLAVE LLE BROS. AND
IRoBERTs.
Irpnmongery-FERRY BaoS.
'Upholstery-WILLIAM HICES.
Brushware.- Paaay Baos.
A. H. PALMER.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
SALE OF RUNS IN SETTLED DISTRICTS BY AUCTION.
IN pursuance of the Regulations proclaimed respectively on the 4th January and 8th March, 1872,
under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is hereby notified for general
information, that  a lease  for five years of the Runs of Crown lands hereunder described, which have become
vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of
A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on TUESDAY, 24th June, 1873, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
The upset price per square mile at which each run will be offered, according to the estimated area,
in each case, is one pound sterling, and the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the term
of five years, ending on the 30th June, 1878.
A deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
sale ; each subsequent year's rent will require to be paid at the Treasury.
The runs offered for sale under this Notice will be subject to general selection, under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," and in the case of an area exceeding one square mile
being alienated in one or more years, a proportional reduction of rent will be made in the payment
following such alienation.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the runs, may be obtained by application
to the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
J. MALBON  THOMPSON.
SALE AT THE  AUCTION ROOMS OF A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE, ON TUESDAY,  THE 24TH
JUNE, 1873.
m
a .8 yy Date of
V a
Lot. Name of  Run Description of Boundaries. Expiration ' m
of  Lease.
9 s. d.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
1 Rosewood... „ 221 Commencing at the junction of Seven-mile and Bottle- 30 June, 1 0 0
tree Creeks, then by a line south to Emu Creek downwards 1878
to its junction with the Fitzroy River; then by that
river downwards to the junction of Moah Creek ; then by
that creek upwards to Seven-mile Creek; and then by
Seven-mile Creek upwards to the point of commencement
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
2 Kilbogie . .. .,  66 Commencing  at a point on Kirknie Creek, about twenty 30 June, 1 0 0
chains above or up the creek from a tree marked X over + 1878
IJ broad-arrow, said tree being distant about five miles
sixty chains in a direct line above or up Kirknie Creek
from its junction with the Bogie River, bounded on the
north from first mentioned point by a west line about
forty-eight chains ; thence on the west by a south line
about six miles and a quarter to the right bank of the
Bogie River at a point two miles in a direct line above or
up the river from a tree on the opposite bank marked B
over broad-arrow over 1 ; thence from last-mentioned
point by the right bank of Bogie River upwards to a
point one mile and a-half in a direct line below or down
the river from a tree marked B over broad-arrow over 11;
thence from last-mentioned point by an east line about
five miles thirty chains ; thence on the east by a north
line about eight miles twenty chains ; and thence  again on
the north by a west line six miles thirty-two chains to the
point of commencement ... ... ... ... ... 30 June, 1 0 0
3 Kirknie  ... ... 36 Commencing at a point on Kirknie Creek about twenty 1878
chains above or up the creek from a tree marked X over
broad-arrow, said tree being distant about five miles
sixty chains in a direct line above or up Kirknie Creek
from its junction with the Bogie River, bounded on the
south from first-mentioned point by a west line about
forty-eight chains ; thence on the west by a north line
five miles twenty chains ; thence on the north by an east
line seven miles; thence on the  last  by a south line five
miles twenty chains ; and thence again on the south by a
west line six miles thirty-two chains to the point of com-
mencement ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 30 June, 1 0 0
4 Tondara  ... ... 34 Commencing on Wangaratta Creek at a tree marked XXXIX, 1878
bounded thence on the north by a west line about nine
miles twenty chains along south boundary of Inkerman
Downs Run ; on the west by a south line along part of
the east boundary of the Leichhardt Downs Run three
miles sixty chains ; on the south by  an east
line along a
part of the resumed portion of the Springfield Run, also
along the north boundary of the Kirknie Run nine miles ;
on the east by a north  line along  portions of the west
boundary of the Wangaratta and Wangaratta South
Runs to Wangaratta Creek, and thence by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement 30 June, 1 0 0
5 Spring field  ... 27,840 Commencing at the junction of the Bogie and Burdekin 1878
acres Rivers , and bounded thence on the west by the Burdekin
River downwards to a point thirty-five chains in a direct
line from a tree marked broad-arrow over VIII, being the
south-west corner of the resumed portion of Springfield ;
thence on the north by a hue east to the west boundary of
Kirknie Run about 675 chains ; thence on the east by
part of the western boundary of Kirknie and the western
boundary of Kilbogie Run to the Bogie River, being a
south line 540 chains ; and thence on the south by the
said river downwards to the point of commencement .
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th April, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 "  (31 Victoria ,  No. 46),  has  be en made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing ,  within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Nb.
1
Parish.
Auckland
Area.
A. n. P.
3 1 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1873.
T is hereby notified for general information., that application under the twenty-seventh section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation. Act of  1868" (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for closing of the
under-mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are required
to transmit to this Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date.
Applicant.
R. Harvey ...
SonanunE OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
Situation.
Road separating portion 99  fr om por-
tions 82 and 83
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. Applicant.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Situation.
1 F. W. Ironmonger ... Road separating portion 364 from
portion 368
Pariah.
Brassall ...
Area.
A. B. P.
1 1 35
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868" (31 Victoria, No. 46) has been made for closing of the under-
mentioned Road ; and all persons who may  consider  their  interests  affected thereby, are required to
ransmit  to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Scmmr ,,LE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
Applicant.
Robert McCready ...
Situation.
Res&ved  road through portion 15...
Parish.
Darlington
Area.
A. B. F.
3 217
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been mad for the cl sing of the under-
mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing, within two mouths from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SEnEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No.  1 Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A.  U.  P.
5 1191 A. Moodie  ... .. ... . . Reserved road through portion 17,  fr om Bus-  Wickham
bane road to crowing place on the Albert
River
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th April, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Cabulture Bridge to steamer wharf, Cabulture River, parish of Canning,
county of Canning : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
and at the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
A. H. PALMER.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM CABULTURE  BRIDGE TO  STEAMER WHARF ,  CABULTURE RIVER,
PARISH OF CANNING, COUNTY OF CANNING,  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL, 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion  of Road . Reputed  Owner. Occupier. Bearings . Lengthin Chains. Breadth of Road. Area . Remarks.
ohs. Iks. A.  R.  P. Open forest
3 Triangular piece within W. G. Geddes  ... Unoccupied N. 35° 55' E. 10 62 Greatest  width  one 0 2 13 land ,  log fence
north boundary  of chain destroyed.
portion 20,  parish of
Canning
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th April, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient to
open a new Road from South Pine River towards Sandgate, parish of Nundah, county of Stanley :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11 , and now
in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,  and at  the Police Office, Brisbane ;
and all persons  interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive
'Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation
of the Road in question.
A. H. PALMER.
BOOB :  OF REFERENCE OF BRANCH ROAD FROM SOUTH PINE RIVER TOWARDS SANDOATE, PARISH OF
NUNDAH, CO
COUNCIL 4 W
UNTY OF STANLEY, TO BE
ILLIAM IV.1 No. 11.
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF
No. Portion of Road. Reputed Owner .  Occupier. Bearings. Length inChains.
Breadth of
Road. Area . Remarks.
cbs. Ike. A.  R.  P.
I A.  small deviation Chas.  Duncan  ... Unoccupied N. 51° 16'E. 1 98 ... 0 2 0 Clear forest land
within south N.90° E. 2  47 fenced in.
boundary of por- N. 131° E. 1 93
tion 40, parish of
Nundah
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th April, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Sandgate Road through portion No. 195, parish of Kedron, and
portion No. 4, parish of Nundah, county of Stanley : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the
provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of
Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are re-
quested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
A. H. PALMER.
BOOB: OF REFERENCE OF BRANCH ROAD FROM SANDGATE ROAD THROUGH PORTION No. 195, PARIi OF
KEDRON, AND PORTION No. 4, PARISH OF NUNDAH, COUNTY OF STANLEY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS
A PUBLIC ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion  of Boad.
4 Small deviation  within
south boundary  of
portion 4, parish of
Nundah
2 Small deviation within
the north boundary
of portion  195, parish
of B:edron
Registe
No. of
Selec-
Lion.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier . Bearings.
Lengthin
Chains.
Breadth
of Road. Area . Remarks.
ohs. lks. A. 'a. P.
Free - A. G. Tharp A. G. Thorpe N. 56° E . 1 75 1 chain 0 2 20 Thickly  timbered
hold. 90• E. 5 0 forest land, fenced
124° R. 1 74 in.
Free - Patrick unoccupied...  N. 120° 32' E. 1 97 1 chain 0 1 11 Open  forest land
hold . McKean N. 90° E. 1 50 unimproved.
X.60*  E. 2 0
Colonial Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane, 29th April, 1873.THE following General Abstract of the
 Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and AssETs  of the COMMERCIAL  BANKING  COMPANY OF S YDNEY , within the Colony of QUEENISLAND, during the
Quarter from 1st JANUARY to 31st MARes 1873, is published in conformity with the third section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OF SzDNsr, within the Colony of QuEBNSLAND, taken from the several
Weekly Statements, during the Quarter from the 1st JANuASY to 31st MARCE, 1873.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation ( Not bearing InterestBearing Interest
Bills in Circulation Not bearing Interest ... ...Bearing Interest
Balance due to other Banks ... ... ... ...
Deposits
"""" """'
Not bearing Interest ... ...
Bearing Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabilities
AMouNT .
 TOTALS. ASSETS.
£ s. d. £ s. d. '
Gold and Silver, in Bullion  and Bars  ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ...
116,523 10 1
25,578 3 0 Coined  Gold  and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ...
Balances due  fr om other Banks  ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes,
3,246 5 10 Bi lls of Exchange, and all  Stock  and Funded Debts
425 12 5 Notes and Bills of other Banks ...
69,465 12 2 185,989 2 3
... ... £ 215,239 3 6
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ...
Rate of the last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the last Dividend and Bonus declared ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time
 of declaring  such Dividend  and Bonus
Brisbane, 25th April, 1873.
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets... ...
I
AMOUNT.  1 TOTALS.
£  S. d. £ s. d.
78,529 1 4
11,200 0 0
3,998 3 8
949 13 5
211,348 12 4
... ... ... £ 305,526 10  9
THOS. H. PAIGE , Manager.
T. T. FAUNCE, Accountant.
I, Thomas Henry Paige, make oath ,  that ,  to the best of my knowledge and belief ,  the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabi li ties of the
above Bank, during the period specified  ;  and that the same was made up  fr om the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the  Act of  the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South
Wales, 4 Victoria,  No. 13.
THOS. H .  PAIGE.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane,  this 25th day of April, 1873.
Josh FsNwicz ,  Justice of the Peace.
I, the undersigned, being the Manager of the COMMEBcIAL BANKING COMPANY OF SYDNEY, at Brisbane, do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, section 9,
the sum of £191 16s. 9d., for the duty after the  rate  of £3 per cent. per annum upon the sum of £25,578 3s., being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money
value of the notes In circulation of the said Bank in the Colony of Queensland, according to the annexed return.
400,000 0 0
20 per  cent . per annum
40,000 0 0
170,000 0 0
THOS, H. PAIGE.
Colonial  Secret's Offite,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1873.
f 1E following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the UNION BANK OF AUSTRALIA, within the Colony Of QUEENSLAND, during
1 the Quarter from the 1st JANUARY to the 31st MARCH, 1873, is published in conformity with the thirdsection of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
A. H. PALMER.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulaticp4 Not  be aring Interest...Bearing Interest ...
Bills in Circulation S Not bearing Interest ...
Bearing Interest ...
Balances  due to other
 Banks ...
Deposits ... Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabilities ...
of the LIABIISTIES and AssaTS of the UNION BANK of AUSTRALIA, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, taken from the several Weekly
Statements during the Quarter from the 1st JANUARY to the 31st MARon, 1873.
AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
119,846 15 3
307,754 4 8
Amount of  the Capital Stock paid up at this date
 ... ... ...
Rate of the lust Dividend declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the last half -yearly  Dividend declared ...
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
TOTALS.
£ a. d.
28,081 13 10
6,905 19 11
427,600 19 11
462,588 13  8 li
1,250,000 0 0 II
13 per cent. per annum.
81,250 0 0
485,779 19 5
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and
 Silver , and other  Coined Metals
Gold and Silver in Bullion and Bars
Government Securities - Stamps
Landed Property ..
Notes and
 Bi ll s of other Banks
Balances due from other Banks ... ..
. ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes,
Bi ll s of Exchange, and all  Stock  and Funded Debts
of every description ,
 excepting Notes ,  Bi ll s, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
185,438 11 7
204 11 4
15,500 0 0
150 12 6
9,575 14 10
156,165 6 8
£ 367,0341b`11
A. THOMSON,  Manager.
A. WOOLDRIDGE, Accountant.
I, Alexander Thomson, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank
during  the period speciXed ; and that the  same  was made up from the Weekly
 Statements  thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this 2nd day of May, 1873.
Jos. B. Dixox, Justice of the Peace.
A. THOMSON.
I, the undersigned, being the Manager of the UNION BANK Of AUSTRALIA, Brisbane, do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, section 9, the sum of £210 12s. 2d.,
for the duty, after the rate of £3 per cent. per annum, upon the sum of £28,081 13s. 10d., being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the notes in
circalaticm of the said Bank in the Colony of Queensland, according to the
 annexed
 return.
Dated this 2nd day of May, 1873. A. THOMSON,  Manager.
General Post Office,
Brisbane,  Queensland,
 12th April, 1873.
THE following  Smcauar of OBS$svATIONS taken at the METEOROtOGICAL STATION,  BRIBBAlft,  during the Month of FasnvARY,  1873, is published for general  information.
By His  Excellency's Command,
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR,  Postmaster-General.
30178Maximum  ... ... ...
30003Mean  ... ... ... ... 1
29.760Minimum  ... ... ..
SUMMARY  OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT BRISBANE ,  DURING THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY, 1873.
LATITVDE ,  27° 28' 3"  S.; LONGITUDE,  163° 16 1  15 "  E. HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL,  140 FEET; DISTANCE FROM SEA-COAST, 10 MIILES.
BAROMETER.
Corrected to 32°
Fahrenheit ,
 and Temperature
reduced to mean of Air.
sea level.
BTQROMETER.
Temperature of
Evaporation. Humidity. 9:5 ci
m
eSLF-BEOISTERINO
TRERMOMETERS.
mb
RAIN. WIND.
Summary of Direction.
a
al d
a,
+ >
a
co co
a  i
w I
m
a e
d of
m m
l 8ll cL a >a ®a, a, 8CO a,
30,08630180  81-089 *0 19,0 77,0
780
78,0  94 84 96
29-9202g•945  741271,1 71 *2 11,1 10 61'1  74 •63 81
129  684 29-730 67-0 74,0 88'0  65 *0 67.0 63-0  501 45 68
Summary of  February, 1873 Mean Shade Temp .,  74.8 degrees .  Rain fell on 13 days.
9 a.m. 3 p.m. 9 p.m.
161.0130.0 70.0 78.0 93,0 74.0 29'0 2.800 210
136.2 118.0 60.1 72.2 83.2 65.2 201 •280 140
93.0 83.0 55.0 74.0 75.6 61.0 6.0 •000 60
1 I
Total  Rainfall, 7.92 inches .  Evaporation ,  5.870 inches.
NO
 NWO N2  NWON2 NW O
I
WO SWI W0 8WOW1 SW2
S 15 SE 5  S 1 SE 9 8 4  BE  6
E 2 ;:E 5 E 4 NE 12 'E 3 NE 11
Elect ri cal Observations - 39 Positive; 45 Negative.
CLOUD.
d
rn
10
63
1
10
6.3
1
OZONE.
0
w
10 •210 6 9
4.5 •140 3.5 8.1
0 •070 2 4
Prevailing Winds, N.E., B.E.
1872 77.8 17 11 6.85 5.620 36 51 S.F. s.
1871 781 14 4.71 6'640 20 64 S.E.
1870 78.8 7 3.06 7.055 30 54 8., S.E.
1869 78.2 10 4'23 7.230 32 52 B.E., N.E.
1868 77.2 17 9.74 6.077 „ 44 43 N.E., S.E.
1867 76.7 10 12.86 5.379 7 71 N.E., B.E.
1866 74.8 12 8.84 S.E., N.E.
1885 76.1 10 4.09 5.425 N.E., S.W.
1884 77.0 10 9.33
1863 79.5 16 16.14 4.552 „ 8 20 „ BY., N.E.
1869. 78.1 8 2.61 6.433 „ 28 66  „ N.E., E.
The weather has been cooler than usual du ri ng the month ;  the mean shade temperature ,  74.8°, being 4.8° under the average of this month for the previous ten years ,  and 3.4°  less than the previous three years .  The highest readings in
shade ,  93.0°, was on the 12th ;  the lowest on grass, 65.0°, was on the morning of the 7th. The baromet ri c readings have been about the average of the month  ;  the highest ,
 30.181 inches ,  was at 9 p .m. on the 18th, and the lowest, 29'664 inches, at 3 p.m. on
the 24th. Rain fell on 13 days  ;  the total fall, 7 .92 inches ,  being 0.55 over the average of the previous ten years .  The greatest fall in 24 hours ,  2.60 inches ,  was on the 27th .
 For fu rt her information as to the rainfall of the Colony, see general summary
N
CF A
ww
published monthly in the
 Gooerwmeet Gazette.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
TIME TABLE.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1872.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY, 9th September, 1872, the following Time Table  will  come into operation  until further notice.
IPSWICH , TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
MILES.
From Too-
Ip6wich. I woomba.
STATIONS.
Ipswich ...
8 Walloon ...
12 ... Rosewood ..
18 ... Western Creek
21 ... Grandchester
25 ... Victoria Tunnel
29 ... Laidley ...
38 ... Gatton ...
49 .•. Helidon ...
69 ... Murphy' s Creek
69 ..• Highfields ...
78 Toowoomba ...
arrive
t depart
arrive
{depart
1
arrive
depart
arrive
depart
82-35 Mahoney's Gate ... ...
85 7 Gowrie Junction •..
 arrive
85
901
94
10$
too
118
120
131
140143
85
90
97
106
114
127
130
7 Gowrie Junction ... depart
121 For Williams' Camp
16 Westbrook
 Crossing...
24 Cambooya ... ...
31 Emu Creek Siding ..,
40 ring's Creek
42 Clifton .•. ...
63 Allora •. ...
62 Lyndhurst Road ..•
66 Warwick ... ... ...
Gowrie Junction .. depart
Cowrie ..• ... ..•
Oakey Creek •..
Jondaryan ...
Bowenville
.,, Blaxland's Siding
•.• Dalby ..•
No.1,
Goods.
A.M.
No. 2,
Mixed.
UP TRAINS.
No. 3,
Mixed.
A.M. ; A.M.
10.0 .•.
10.28 ...
A ...
11
11.12
A
11.49 ...
12.18
12.53 ..
1.8 ..•
*1.48 ,,,
1.52 ,,,
2.44 ...
3.32
4.5 10.50
B B
..• *11.16
4.30
A
5.8
5.38
A
A
6.50
*11.26
A
A
12.25
A
1.28
118
2.5
A
2.45
No. 4, No
.  5, No. 6,
Goods. Mixed.
 Mixed.
MILES.
STATIONS.
From From
Dalby.  Warwick.
P.M. .P.M.
 P.M. I
••. .•. 4.40 Dalby ... ...
... ... *5.8 3 ... Blaxland ' s Siding ... •..
... A A 16 ...
 Bowenvillo  ••• ... ...
A A 24 ... Jondaryan •.. ... ...
5 47 33 Oakey Creek ..•
5.51 40 ... I Gowrie ... .•. ...
A A 45 ... Gowrie Junction ... arrive
... 6.28
... 6.57 ..• ... 1 Warwick .,. ...
... 7'32 ... 3 Lyndhurst Road .•.
... 7.47 12 A ll ora ..• ... ..•
23 Clifton ...
2.7 ... 8.27 ... 25 King's Creek . ... ...
2.59 ... 9.19 ... 34 Emu Creek Siding ...
3.47 10.7 ... 41 Cambooya .. ... ...
... 3.55 ... ... 49 Westbrook Crossing ... •..
... ,,, ,,, 62 For Williams' Camp... ...
... 58 Gowrie Junction
 ...  arrive
.. 50.45 Mahoney's Gate ... ...
4.20
A
A
5.20
A
6.13
*6.23
7.0
A
7.40
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
N Th T i w'll to onl at those  laces at  which the are timed to stop.- a rA II6 1 B1E
•.. ... Gowrie Junction
52 65 Toowoomba ,..
61 ... Highfields •.•
71 ... Murphy's Creek
81 ... Helidon ...
92 ... Gatton ...
101 ... Laidley ,.
105 ... Victoria Tunnel
109 ... Grandchester
112 .•. Western Creek
118 ... Rosewood .,.
122 ... Walloon .,.
130 ... Ipswich ,..
* Trains meet here.
...depart
1
arrive
depart
arrive
I depart
arrive1 depart
arrive
depart
No.1,Goods.
A.M.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
DOWN TRAINS.
No. 2, No. 3,
Mixed.  Mixed.
A.M. A.M.
•..
6.30 I 6.50
7.20 7.40
8.10 ...
..• *8.30
... 9.10
... 9.25
... 10.0
... 10.29
A
11.4
*11.8
A
A
11.49
12.17
8.5
A
8.45
9.22
9.32
1025
A
A
B
No. 4, No. 5.
Mixed. Goods.
A.M.
8.40
A
A
9.58
10.30
A
A.M.
A
No. 6
Mixed.
P.M.
5.5
A
5.45
*6.23
6.33
A
7.26 '
A
A
zo
B
A
A
A
*11.25 *11.16 ...
11.55 11.44 ...
... 12.4  11-50
... 12.54  12-40
... 1.44 1.30
... *1.48 ...
... 2.28 •..
... 2.43 ...
... 3.18 ...
••• 3.47 ...
... A ...
... 4.22
... 4.26 ...
..• A ...
... A ...
.•. *5.8 ...
... 5.36 .•.
8-26
8.56
.0
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can
only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
(13.) The Nos. 2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down Trains only, will, for the present, stop at this Crossing, subject to the foregoing regulation.
Goods Trains will be run when necessary.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Week ending  26th April, 1873
Corresponding week last year...
Increas e ... ... ...
Decrease ... ... ...
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Misce llaneous. Total.
£ s. d. £ a. d. £ S. d. £ s. d.
379 3 3 1,464 13 2 53 1 1 1,896 17 6
317 11 6 711 9 0 51 9 0 1,080 9 6
61 11 9 753 4 2 1 12 1 816 8 0
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, Sth November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
G
- REAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY, the 14th  instant ,  the following Time
Table will  come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations
I
Up Train,
Mixed.
a.m.
Rockhampton... 11. 0
6 Gracemere ... 11.24
15 Stanwell 12'  0
24 Rosewood Crossing A
30 Westwood ...  1. 0
Miles
from West-
wood.
Stations. Down Train
Mixed.
p.m.
Westwood ... ... ... 3.30
6 Rosewood Crossing ... ... A
15 Stanwell ... ... ... 4-30
24 Gracemere ... ... ... 5. 6
30 Rockhampton,.. .., ... 5.30
I
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo llowing Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station  at
which their journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1873.
No. 4.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS  FOR THE MONTH  OF APRIL, 1873.
ERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office ,  are requested to
r give  the correct number of the page on which they may have observed their Names ,  as such
reTerence willmaterially facilitate delivery.
Persons in  the Country  making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission ;  and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect  their  Letters from ,  and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission  of Letters.
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster -General.
NOTE.-The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the General Post Office is opened for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.m. to Four p.m.: on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
A. 25 Andresen Lauritz, Tiaro f
26 Mount Perry aAndrew W G.1 Townsville cADAM John . ,, 27 Commercial Hotel o cAntisell Richard2 Adams Alexander, Bonshaw c 28
,
Stanthorpe cArmstrong Alexr3 River cAdams Phili Mar .,yp, 29 Armstrong John Alexr. Stanthorpe it4 Herbert River cAdcroft Mrs S ,
5
. .,
Adrain William, Bowen c 3031
Ashburner F., Ipswich c
Ascher Albert G. Townsville c6 Affor Mrs. J., Springsure u k 32
,
Asquith Mrs., Drayton c (4)7 Agars George, Bowen o c 33 Brisbane o cAtkinson George8 Ah Ton Stanthorpe s- ,g , 34 Atkinson H. W. Stanthorpe s9 Ainger Edward, Gympie u k (3) 35
,
Atkinson Harry Glendariwill c10 Alderdice J., Churchill c ,
11 Charters Towers cAlexander John
12
,
Alford -, Langmorn c B.
13 Alford Abel (farmer), Brisbane o c 1 BACK Miss Caroline, Brisbane c
14 Alford Miss Isabel, Langmorn c (2) 2 Badley George, Brisbane u k
15 Allard H., Brisbane u k 3 Bailey Reuben, Charters Towers, s and c (2)
16 Allen Alexr., Maryborough c 4 Baines John, Stanthorpe it
17 Allen Henry, Waroonga c 5 Baines Robert, Brisbane u k
18 Allen Hugh, Normanby c 6 Baker Charles, Kedron Brook 'c
19 Allen Joseph, Dalby c 7 Baker W., Brisbane s
20 Allen Joseph, Dalby n z 8 Baker W. J., Charters Towers m
21 Anderson James, Stanthorpe m (4) 9 Baldwin Alfred, Broughton hush n k
22 Anderson Mrs. T., Gatton u k 10 Ballard G. T., Brisbane c
23 Anderson Thomas L., Valley c 11 Balls Jas. S., Ipswich p o
24 Anderson William (carrier), Maryborough c 12 Balls Luke, Ipswich Junction c
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13 Barbour John, Brisbane u k 102 Brown T. B., Bowen c
14 Barkley James ,  Brisbane n z 103 Brown Thomas, Springsure c
15 Barnes Samuel, Stanthorpe c 104 Brown W., Killarney c
16 Barnes Richard ,  Townsville u k 105 Brown William  (carrier), Westwood c
17 Barnieh Miss, Brisbane u k 106 Brownlow H., Springsure a
18 Barrett -, Lord John Swamp c (2) 107 Browning Wm., Fernlees o
19 Barron George, Charters Towers m 108 Bruce Mrs., South Brisbane n z
20 Barry J., Warwick c 109 Bryant James, Brisbane c
21 Barry John, Ipswich o 110 Bryson James, Ipswich c
22 Barry John, Springfield u k 111 Buchanan Mrs. Alice, Townsville c
23 Barton Adolphus, Springsure e 112 Buchanan Miss H., Kangaroo Point c
24 Barton Julius, Springsure c 113 Buck Boaz, Stanthorpe c
25 Bates M., Indooroopilly o 114 Buckley Nicholas (cooper), Brisbane c
26 Batten John, Brisbane u k 115 Buer Charles, Drayton s
27 Baxter Thomas, Stanthorpe c 116 Bugden David ,  Stanthorpe c
28 Baynham F. J., Dalby c (2) 117 Bull George, Kilkivan c
29 Baynham Walter ,  Taroom c 118 Bull Mrs. Mary, Kilkivan c
30 Bealy Joseph, Charters Towers s 119 Burge Wilhelm, Tambo f
31 Beam J .,  Toowoomba o c 120 Burgess Thomas, Westwood c
32 Bearns Ellen, Rockhampton c 121 Burke -, Glengallen Swamp c
33 Beenet  -,  Warwick c 122 Burke Mrs. E., Townsville u k
34 Bell W., Westwood c 123 Burke J., Charters Towers c
35 Bellinger Peter ,  Charters Towers c 124 Burke Thomas, Bulimba c
36 Bennett Francis, Brisbane f 125 Burns George, Stanthorpe c
37 Bennett J. L., Ipswich u k 126 Burns P. J., Red Rock Creek c
38 Bennett Owen ,  Ipswich c (3) 127 Burns Robert Chaters, Townsville n z
39 Bergin Adolphus, Ravenswood a and n z (3) 128 Burrling  -,  Tambo s
40 Berryman Miss A .,  Brisbane u k 129 Burrowes Captain, Seventy Mile c
41 Bertea Dr. Francis, Brisbane f 130 Burrows Mrs. Ann Ellen, Brisbane o
42 Bew las Miss Emilyl Brisbane n k 131 Burton Henry, Dalby u k
43 Bielaky Wm., Stanthorpe c 132 Butler James, Stanthorpe c
44 Biffin Wm .,  Charters Towers c 133 Butler John, Brisbane o c
45 Biggs George ,  Brisbane o c 134 Butler William, Brisbane o c
46 Biggs James ,  Eagle Farm o c 135 Byrne Miss Margaret ,  Brisbane c
47 Birkbeck W. T., Maryborough e 136 Bytheway J. T., Ipswich c
48 Bishop  Miss  E. L., Warwick c
49 Bishop T., Ipswich c C.50 Bishop W. F., Roads Department e
51 Black J .  M., Townsville t 1 CABLE Robert ,  Stanthorpe c
52 Black  ,Tames, Clermont c 2 Cahill Mrs .  Bridget ,  Stanthorpe u k
53 Black John ,  Springsure c 3 Cahill J., Toowoomba c
64 Black Spens, Townsville f (3) 4 Cahill Mrs. Theresa, Tambo o
65 Black W., Glenora c 5 Cairns John, Charleville c
56 Blackburn Wm., Springsure c  6 Callinan Bridget, Tala Post Office u k
57 Blacker Robert, Rainworth c 7 Cameron -, Malvern Downs c
68 Blake Martin, Tambo o 8 Cameron Donald, Mantuan Downs c (3)
59 Blanck Charles, St. Ruth's c 9 Cameron John, Springsure c
60 Bloom R: (carrier ),  Dalby c 10 Cammil Patrick, Stanthorpe c
61 Bloomer Hugh Ravenswood u k 11 Campbell Andrew, Ipswich c
62 Boag (photographer), Clermont c 12 Campbell Edward, Glenlee c
63 Bodman Thomas, Mount Abundance s 13 Campbell James, Clermont s and c (5)
64 Boland  -,  Toowoomba c 14 Campbell John ,  Maryborough o c
65 Bolitho William ,  Charters Towers m 15 Campbell Peter ,  Clermont c and m (2)
66 Bond C. F., Rockhampton m  16  Cams George, Brisbane o c
67 Book Miss ,  Toowoomba c 17 Cann George ,  Springsure c
68 Booth A., Charters Towers s 18 Cannon James, Dalby o c
69 B f Cl t 19 C J h P k D 2oup ermon c apper o ea owns c ( )n,
70 Bourke Thomas ,  Bulimba c 20 Cardinal W., Tingalpa u k
71 Bourne George, Rockhampton c (2) 21 Carpenter Henry, Peak Downs a
72 Bowen Miss R. A., Brisbane f 22 Carroll P., Toowoomba n z
73 Bowes J. W. Maryborough s 23 Carson James, Logan River o c
74 Boyle Robert, Ipswich f 24 Carter McHugh, and Others, Toowoomba o c
75 Brabazon S., Clermont o 25 Carter Henry, Rockhampton o c
76 Brackenrig Mrs. 0., Merri Merri a 26 Carter William, Ravenswood c
77 Bradshaw -, Kedron Brook c 27 Casey Mrs. Margaret, Brisbane f
78 Brake James, Gordon Downs c (2) 28 Cavanagh J., Brisbane c
79 Branson Mrs. E., Brisbane o c 29 Chalmers William, Millehester m
80 Brashier William, Springsure c 30 Chambers Captain, "Agnes," Maryborough s
81 Braun John Peter, Brisbane f 31 Chant George, Springsure c
82 Bredesen 0., Brisbane f 32 Chant Isaac, Ipswich c
83 Bremer Wilhelm, Logan Reserve o c 33 Chapman George, Brisbane o c
84 Brennan Eugene, Ipswich c 34 Chinsanne -, Rockhampton c
85 Brennan Nicholas, Rockhampton c 35 Chougene -, Maryborough o c
86 Brien H. P., Ipswich m 36 Christensen C., Brisbane o c
87 Briggs and Donovan, Warwick c (2) 37 Christiansen Else, Maryborough f
88 Briggs J. T., Ipswich c 38 Christensen F. H., Tingalpa o c
89 Britain Patrick, Stanthorpe c 39 Christensen Jens, Beaufort f
90 Broad Thomas, North Pine c 40 Christiansen Miss Kristine, Maryborough e (2)
91 Brooks William ,  Charters Towers c 41 Chung Gore -, Warwick c
92 Broomfield Austin, Roma o 42 Clancy Michael, Gympie a
93 Brossell John, Rocky Waterholes f 43 Clancy Patrick, Stanthorpe c
94 Brown A. A., Townsville s 44 Clapperton Thomas, Millchester c
95 Brown A. S., Brisbane c 45 Clark G. H., Rockhampton c
96 Brown G. H., Springsure o c (2) 46 Clark James, Maryborough c
97 Brown George, Charters Towers c 47 Clark John K., Warwick c
98 Brown J., Queensland s 48 Clark William, Fortitude Valley c
99 Brown J. (brickmaker ),  Dalby c 49 Cleminson John, Brisbane u k and c (3)
100 Brown James, Tambo c 50 Clifford Charles, Stanthorpe c
101 Brown R., Scrubby Creek u k 51 Clifford Mrs. W .,  Stanthorpe s
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52 Clifton William C., Leichhardt Downs m 28 Denney J., Maryborough c
53 Coad William, Charters Towers c 29 Derbyshire Miss E., Brisbane c
54 Coakely Daniel, Fortitude Valley o c 30 Desbois Mrs., Yatala c
55 Coal William, Surat c 31 Desbois Revd. Daniel, Yatala a (4)
56 Cochrane Robert, Ipswich Reserve c  32 Desborough Mrs. Emily, Brisbane u k
57 Cochrane Wm. Henry, Warwick u k 33 Desborough Mrs. Emily, Brisbane u k
58 Cockerell -, Cape York u k 34 Dess E., Teebar c
59 Cocks C., Murphy's Creek o c 35 Devanney J., Moggill o
60 Coffey Mrs., Rockhampton c 36 Devereux James, Rockhampton o c
61 Cogan Richard, Stanthorpe in and c (2) 37 Devine -- (carrier), Westwood c
62 Coglan Thomas, Clermont c 38 Diaper George, Bangeworgorai c
63 Collins Robert, Charters Towers c 39 Dias E., Terrick Downs c
64 Colman H., Townsville c 40 Dickson Johanna, Bowen u k
65 Colthard Miss A., Rockhampton c 41 Dight Mrs. Charles H., Tucka Tucks s
66 Combes Mrs. G. M., Charters Towers s 42 Dinsdale Thomas, Logan River o e
67 Couchenham Mary, South Brisbane c 43 Dixon Mrs. Selina, Stanthorpe u k
68 Condon Joseph H. A. R., Brisbane o 44 Dloray D., Gilberton c
69 Conlan M., Ipswich e 45 Dobbins James, Charters Towers c
70 Conley John, Charters Towers c 46 Dohle Johann, Eagle Farm o e
71 Connell James, Stanthorpe s 47 Dolan Bryan, Warwick m
72 Conner Joseph, Charters Towers c 48 Donald S. B., Glengallan c
73 Conner Thomas, Toowoomba e 49 Donald William, Brisbane m and u k (2)
74 Connolly B., Stanthorpe n z 50 Donally T., Brisbane River c
75 Connors Edmond, Stanthorpe c 51 Donegan William, Brisbane u k
76 Connor John (smith), Warwick c 52 Donelson Michael, Brisbane c
77 Connor Mrs. Owen, Stanthorpe c 53 Donnelly Mrs., Western Creek Gate c
78 Coogan Patrick, Stanthorpe c 54 Donohue Michael, Ravenswood m
79 Cooke -, Fortitude Valley c 55 Donohue Morris, Bungeworgorai a (3)
80 Cook Joseph, Charters Towers c 56 Doonan John, Stanthorpe c
81 Cooling C. H., Clermont c (2) 57 Douglas Walter, Dalby c
82 Cooney P., Toowoomba c 58 Dowling James W., Brisbane in
83 Cooper Charles, Native Bee c (2) 59 Dowling Major, Fortitude Valley o c
84 Cooper Edward, Stanthorpe c 60 Downer P., Springsuro c
85 Cooper Edward, Ipswich Reserve c 61 Downes Philip, Stanthorpe e
86 Cooper B. W., Brisbane c 62 Downs -, I swich c
87 Coughlan Joseph, Ravenswood c 63 Doyle Christopher, Fortitude Valley o c
88 Craig Charles G. K., Brisbane u k 64 Doyle Edward, Stanthorpe c
89 Crane Miss, Drayton c 65 Draier -, Maryborough o e
90 Crees H., Townsville c (2) 66 Drew John, Expedition Creek c
91 Creagon Mrs., Warwick c 67 Driscoll John, Brisbane e
92 Crilly Miss Anne, Brisbane u k 68 Drongesen Mathis, Bulimba f
93 Critchley John, Mount Walker c 69 Drummond John, Brisbane u k (2)
94 Crofts Mrs., Herbert's Creek a 70 Dudley Thos., Maryborough e
95 Crompton and Thompson, Cawarral c 71 Duffy Thos., Charters Towers c
96 Cronin -, Townsville a 72 Dughles Edward, Stanthorpe c
97 Cruice John, Logan River o e (2) 73 Duman Wm. Henry, Townsville c (2)
98 Crust Robert, Brisbane u k 74 Dumas James P., Marlborough t
99 Cull Henry, Stanthorpe e 75 Duncan J., Cardwell c
100 Cullen J., Charters Towers c 76 Duncan W., Warwick c
101 Cullen Peter, Moonboonbury c 77 Dunkin John, Peak Downs u k (2)
102 Cullen Samuel, Stanthorpe c 78 Dunkman Mrs., Warwick e
103 Cummings T. M., Brisbane c (3) 79 Dunn Ambrose, Brisbane a
104 Cummins William, Rockhampton u k 80 Dunning Charles, Maryborough p o
105 Cumner Morris, Dalbyy
c
81 Dunstan William, Breakfast Creek o e
106 Cunningham Dr. C. L., Brisbane u k 82 Durban Robert, Clermont c
107 Cunningham Miss E., Brisbane c 83 Duval Francis, Gympie c
108 Curley Thomas, Craven e 84 Dwyer Michael, Crinum c
109 Currigane Peter, Stanthorpo c 85 Dwyer Miss Barry, Warwick c
86 Dwyer John, Stanthorpe  n z and o (2)
D. 87 Dwyer Joseph, Talavera c88 Dyson James, Clermont c (2)
1 DAIGIN Mrs. J., Brisbane s
2 Dainsford F., Brisbane e E.
3 Daly James, Toowoomba o 1 EATON George, Breakfast Creek o e
4 Daley Mark P., Charters Towers c 2 Eden -- (farmer), Pine River e
5 Darcy John, Gympie s 3 Edge Knipe, Brisbane u k
6 Dark Charlotte, Brisbane u k 4 Edwards Charles, Brisbane a
7 Davey William, Charters Towers c 5 Edwards John, Fortitude Valley o c
8 Davidson George, Warwick c 6 Edwards Thomas, Maryborough o e
9 Davidson Hans, Stanthorpe s 7 Egan Michael, Malvern Downs c (3)
10 Davidson J. (chemist), Rockhampton c 8 Ehrenz John, Ipswich Reserve c
11 Davie John, Gympie c 9 E' horn Mrs. M., Rockhampton a
12 Davies W. 0., Brisbane a 10 Elliot G., Cullin- la-ringo c
13 Davis -, Clermont c 11 Elliott Simeon, Portland a
14 Davis A. C., Bulimba c 12 Emery -, Brisbane c
15 Davis Mrs. James, Dalby a 13 Emhof Philip, Spring Creek c
16 Davis W., Stanwell c 14 England S., Pimpama e
17 Dawson Peter, Burdekin in and o c (2) 15 Essial E., Brisbane e
18 Dawe William, Charters Towers c 16 Etherington G., Stanthorpe u k
19 Dawson -, The Oval c 17 Evans Miss Ann, Brisbane o
20 Dawson J., Brisbane c 18 Evans H. J., Hornet Bank p o
21 Dea John, Clermont o c 19 Evans J. (farmer), Ipswich e
22 Deagon James, Brisbane c 20 Evans James (sailor ), Brisbane o c
23 Deavy William, Charters Towers c 21 Eves Robert S., Beaufort s
24 Decross J. C., Toowoomba e
25 Delaney James, Three-mile Creek c F.
26 Delaney Joseph F., Lorne e 1 FABIAN Rudolph, Logan
27 Dempster Alexander, Springsure c 2 Fahy John, Dalby c
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3 Fahey Michael, Gympie n z 30 Glen Thomas, Clermont u k
4 Fairfax R. G., Bowen Downs c and o (4) 31 Godfrey J. T., Brisbane u k
5 Fairlie Patrick, Stanthorpe c and p o (2) 32 Goodchossey F., Gympie m
6 Farley Mrs. H., Warwick c 38 Goodwin E., Ipswich o
7 Farola 0., Brisbane s 34 Goodwin Frank G., Ipswich c
8 Farrell Mrs., Stanthorpe c 35 Goold Francis, Dalby o c
9 Farrell Bernard, Charters Towers m 36 Golden G. L., Bundi c
10 Farrell John, Charters Towers m 37 Gordon Peter, Gordon Downs c
11 Farrelly A., Gayndah road c 38 Gordon W., Brisbane road c
12 Faulkner William, Toowoomba c 39 Gordon William, Stanthorpe s
13 Ferguson John, Toowoomba c 40 Gerry Mrs. Catherine, Ravenswood o
14 Ferguson David J., Clermont c 41 Gottschalk Adolf, Millchester m
15 Feron and Co., Bowen s 42 Goule Arthur, Warwick c
16 Ferris Miss M., Ipswich c 43 Gourgensen Hans Peter, Stanthorpe p o
17 Ferris Mrs. Wm., Springsure c 44 Govan James, Milroy s
18 Field H., Townsville s 45 Gracey John, Darling Downs u k
19 Finch William, Toowoomba u k 46 Graham John, Indooroopilly o c
20 Finger Fredk., Western Creek o 47 Graham R., St. Helens c
21 Filton James, Springsure o c 48 Graham R. W., Crows Nest c
22 Fitzgerald Mrs. Catherine, Springsure o c 49 Grambauer W., Oakey Creek c
23 Fitzgerald Michael, Tambo c 50 Grant Mrs. D., Ipswich c
24 Fitzgerald John, Felton c 51 Grant James, Warwick c
25 Fitzgerald John, Felton c 52 Grant John, Stanthorpe c
26 Fitzpatrick Rodolph, Echo Hills c 53 Grant Malcolm, Springsure m
27 Fletcher J. W., Springsure c (3) 54 Grantly Miss M., Ipswich c
28 Fletcher John, Charters Towers m 55 Gray James, Clermont c
29 Fletcher Thomas, Stanthorpe c 56 Gray Robert, Stanthorpe p o
30 Fogarty Thomas, Townsville s 57 Gray Robert, Townsville u k
31 Fohrenkrug W., Charters Towers n z 58 Grayson John, Deuchar's Creek c
32 Folhard -, Stanthorpe c 59 Greany George, Rockhampton c
33 Follett -, Booval c 60 Green David, Brisbane c
34 Forbes Archibald, Brisbane u k 61 Gregory James, Stanthorpe o c
35 Forbes James Henry, Brisbane c 62 Greig -, Spring Hill c
36 Forbes Lawrence, Charters Towers n z 63 Greig J., Talavera c
37 Ford John, Rockhampton c 64 Grieve Robert, Bulimba o c
38 Forder Mrs. Mary Ann, Pikedale c 65 Griffiths W. B., Kilkivan c
39 Forrest James, Maryborough c 66 Grimman C., Moggill o
40 Forrest Joseph (draper), Rockhampton c 67 Grinsle William, Warwick s
41 Forth William, Tambo c 68 Grogan William, Milton c
42 Foss Carl, Walloon c 69 Groom G., Clermont u k and c (2)
43 Foster F., Charters Towers c 70 Grose Wm. Gilbert, Charters Towers m (2)
44 Foulds John, Townsville u k (2) 71. Grunke Anton, Indooroopilly c
45 Fowe Mrs. George, Drayton s 72 Gudwin W., Logan c
46 Fox H. J., Nundubbermere c 73 Gunn Peter McD., Bowen u k
47 Fox W. R., St. Lawrence o 74 Guymer B., Springsure c
48 Foxford -, Clermont road c
49 Fradelloni Vincenzo, Charters Towers m H.
50 Fraser - (butcher), Millchester c 1 HABERECHT Ernst Wm., Queensland f51 Fraser Mrs., Wickham terrace c 2 Hackett - Clermont c52 Fraser Hugh, Charters Towers m 3
,
Hage Miss Brisbane f53 Fraser William, Stanthorpe c 4
,
Hahn Louis, Humpie Bonq f64 Frederics A. E., Brisbane f (2) 5 Warwick cHailstone Alfred55 Fredricksen Fredric, Brisbane n z 6
,
Pine River cHaire -56 French Luke, Toowoomba c 7
,
Halcomb Mrs., Rosewood c57 Fry Miss F. F., Cambooya c 8 Hall George E. Brisbane m58 Funk -, Westwood c 9
,
Hall John Warwick c59 Furlong John, South Brisbane c 10
,
Halliday John, Glengallan c
11 Ipswich Reserve cHalliwell JohnG. 12
,
Halpin James, Mount Abundance c
1 GALL W., Rockhampton o 13 Hamby E. R., Brisbane o
2 Gardiner W., Peak Downs s 14 Hamilton A. P., Brisbane c
3 Gardiner William, Redbank Plains c 15 Hamilton J. R., Springsure c (2)
4 Garner Joseph, Springsure u k and f  (2) 16 Hamilton J. R., Springsure c
5 Garthe F., James street c 17 Hamman John, Stanthorpe c
6 Garton R. J., Brucedale c 18 Hammond Mrs. Wm., Stanthorpe s and c (2)
7 Gascott T., Dalrymple c 19 Hancock J., Rockhampton u k
8 Gaynor John, Indooroopilly o c 20 Handcock Wm., Dalby e
9 Gaze Isaac S., Toowoomba u k (2) 21 Hankinson John, Stanthorpe u k (2)
10 Gearn John, Echo Hills c (2) 22 Hann W., Maryvale m
11 Geary Springsure c 23 Hannam W., Drayton s
12 Gee Edward, Ipswich Reserve c 24 Hansen H. P., Ipswich c (2)
13 Genery Edwin S., Clermont c (2) 25 Hansen N. F., Brisbane f
14 George Edward, Clermont o c 26 Hansen P., Clermont o
15 Gerhard Catherine, Toowoomba c 27 Harding Edward Solomon, Brisbane u k
16 Gery John (wheelwright), Dalby c 28 Hare Mrs. M. H., Brisbane o
17 Gettler George, Toowoomba c 29 Hargreaves -, Toowoomba s
18 Giadrossich Giovanni, Clermont e 30 Hargreaves Wm., Well Camp c
19 Gibson George C., Moss Vale s 31 Harper James, Charters Towers n z
20 Gibson William, Stanthorpe c 32 Harris IF., Strathmore c
21 Gilbert George, Brisbane u k 33 Harris R. D., Brisbane c
22 Gilfoyle -, Ipswich c 34 Harris T., Charters Towers c
23 Gilliver C., Gympie o c 35 Harris W. 0., Charters Towers e
24 Gillom William, China Camp c 36 Harrison Mrs. D., Bowen s
25 Gilmore J. W., Bathampton s 37 Harrison John, Ravenswood u k
26 Gimple Philip, Ipswich Reserve s 38 Hart A., Warwick c (2)
27 Girling William, Brisbane o c 39 Hart, Alexander, Maryborough s
28 Given Alexander, Stanthorpe c (2) 40 Hart R., Charters Towers c
29 Gleason J., Three-mile Creek c 41 Hart William, Charters Towers c
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42 Harti ll  Isaac  (butcher ),  Rockhampton u k (3)  1.
43 Haslem  - Stanthorpe c
44
,
Hansen A., Middle Ridge c 1 JACKSON John, Springsure c
45 Hauschild Jurgen, Franklyn Vale c 2 Jackson Matthew, Stanthorpe c
3 Jaehn  - Rockham ton c46
47
Hawkins William ,  Brisbane c (2)
Haxell John, Clermont o
, p
4 James Mrs. (grocer ),  Stanthorpe c
48 Hay August ,  Stanthorpe o c 5 James Pereeval, Charters Towers u k
49 Hay John ,  Warwick c 6 James  It.,  Stanthorpe c
50 Hay John A., Charters Towers s 7 Jameson Charles, Brisbane u k
51 Hayes Bernard ,  Charters Towers c 8 Je$iay D., Spring Hill c
62 Hayes J. W., Stanthorpe c 9 Jenckins John ,  Mantuan Downs c
53 Hayes Richard ,  Townsville s 10 Jenesen Caren ,  Cawarral c
54 Hayes Thomas, Ipswich c 11 Jensen Hans Frederick ,  Beaufort f (2)
65 Heath  -,  Roads Office c 12 Jensen Jens Peter ,  Stanthorpe f
56 Heenan Martin ,  Stanthorpe o c 13 Jessop John, Townsville n z (2)
57 Heffernan P., Nanango c 14 Jimpson Thomas, Tambo o c
68 Henderson James, Warwick c 15 Joel Mrs. Louisa ,  I,iswich o
59 Hennell Mrs .,  Brisbane u k 16 Johanson E. Gustat, Pimpama c
60 Henshall Ephraim, Ipswich u k 17 Johansen Martini ,  Rockhampton c
61 Henslinn George, Rosewood c 18 John Louis D., Brisbane o c
62 Henson J., Redbank Plains e 19 Johnfield Louis, Townsville c
63 Herne  - (tailor ),  Darby c 20 Johnson Mrs., Townsville c
Ellen Brisbane o21 Johnson Mrs64 Hickey J., Charters Towers s (2) ,.
65 Hickey Thomas, Charters Towers s 22 Johnson  P., Brisbane f
66 Hicks James Brisbane u k 23 Johnson Thomas, Charters Towers a
67
,
Higginson F. L. Springsure s 24 Johnston Andrew, Ipswich u k
68
,
Hill J . (saddler ) Kedron Brook c 25 Johnston Thomas, Charters Towers n z
69
,
H ill Joseph, Stanthorpe c 26 Jolly  D., Brisbane p o
70 Hill Norris ,  Stanthorpe c 27 Jones  -,  Native Bee c (2)
71 H ill A .  W., Brisbane c 28 Jones Miss ,  Brisbane c
72 Hill J .  W., Mount Abundance c 29 Jones Mrs. B., Ipswich u k
73 Hill T.  W., Dalby c 30 Jones Evans ,  Miclere Diggings c
74 H illow Edward ,  South Brisbane c 31 Jones J. C., Stanthorpe n z and u k (2)
75 H ilton Thomas ,  Toowoomba s 32 Jones John  (engineer ),  Stanthorpe o c
76 Hineman F., Toowoomba a 33 Jones Jack  (carrier),  Townsville c and s (2)
77 Hines William ,  Brisbane u k 34 Jones Morris, Orion Downs o
Tambo u k35 Jones Samuel78 Hisgrove John, Lake Salvator c (3) ,
36 Jonston Christo her Clermont s79 Hoare Fredk .  Albert ,  Brisbane u k ,p
80 Hoare Patrick, Maryborough o 37 Jordan M., Leyburn a
81 Hobbs Richard John ,  Charters Towers  in 38 Joyner W. C., Brisbane o c
82 Hock J .,  Toowoomba c
83 Hodgson  -,  Stanthorpe c K.
84 Hoepfner William ,  Rockhampton c 1 KALLEY Charles,  Dalby s
85 Hof ineister G., Clermont c 2 Kane Mrs . If.,  Townsville c (2)
86 Hogan Patrick ,  Jimbour c (2) 3  Kasoles  Matilda, Maryborough c
87 Holden John ,  Stanthorpe c 4 Kavanagh Mrs., Dalby c
88 Holland William, Charters Towers c 5 Keane P., Rockhampton c
89 Holloway Thomas, Brisbane c 6 Kean Thomas ,  Warwick o
90 Holmes Charles, Charters Towers c 7 Kearney W. J., Malvern c
91 Hoolerham Maryborough c 8 Keefe William ,  Stanthorpe s
92 Hooper George, Stanthorpe c 9 Keenan Miss M., Brisbane c
93 Hopkins J. T. H., Brisbane u k 10 Keenany Patrick ,  Clermont u k
94 Horan Cornelius ,  Stanthorpe c 11 Keiler Mrs. Thomas ,  Dalby c
95 Horan John ,  Charters Towers s (2) 12 Kelly Miss, Ipswich c
96 Hore Wi lliam ,  Ipswich u k 13  Kelly Mrs .  Charles, Golden Fleece u k
97 Horning  -,  Stanthorpe s 14 Kelly John ,  Toowoomba f
98 Hort John ,  Maryborough o c 15 Kelly Mrs. John, Stanthorpe c
99 Horton  -,  The Pocket c 16 Kelly Thomas ,  Maryborough o c
100 Hourigan James, Stanthorpe e 17 Kelso Miss Jane, Brisbane u k
101 How Henry ,  Brisbane c 18 Kendrick Henry ,  Brisbane u k
102 Howell W. H., Brisbane f 19 Kennedy Mrs., Kedron Brook c
103 Huddard John ,  Warwick c (2) 20 Kennedy John, Rockhampton c
104 Hughes Mrs., Cawarral u k 21 Kennedy R., Gympie c
105 Hughes Miss Ann, Bowen u k (2) 22 Kennedy Robert Frederick ,  Brisbane o c
106 Hughes Charles, Millchester c (2) 23 Kennelly J., Huntley Downs c
107 Hughes David H .,  Ipswich u k (3) 24 Kenny James ,  Brisbane c
108 Hughes Joseph ,  Charters Towers c 25 Kenny Peter , Mount  Abundance c (2)
109 Hull Mrs .,  Roma street c 26 King Henry, Musket Flat u k (2)
110 Hulls Miss M. J., Ravenswood u k 27 Kinmond Robert ,  Fortitude Valley c
111 Humphreys Mrs., Dalby c 28 Kirby Rev. J .  C., Brisbane s
112 Hunt Charles ,  Booval c 29 Knack Charles, Chinch illa c
113 Hunt John ,  Stanthorpe c 30 Knudsen Hans, Maryborough f
114 Hunter  -,  Sandy Creek c 31 Kohlborn C., Millchester c
115 Hunter Robert, Brisbane u k
116 Huntley W. A., Warwick f L.
117 Hutchinson Charles Ipswich o c
118
,
Hyne  E dward, Native Bee c 1 LACEY James ,  Fortitude Valley o c2 Ladewig H. F., Moggill c
3 Lair David ,  Stanthorpe c
1. 4 Lamprecht Christian ,  Walloon c
5 Lancaster Thomas, Stanthorpe c
1 INCHES G.,  Drayton c 6 Landen Miss J., Gympie u k
2 Ind Samuel  If.,  Warra Warra c (8) 7 Lane Edward ,  Springsure o
3 Ingram Mrs .  Louisa, Brisbane u k 8 Lane John, Roma c
4 Innes Andrew ,  Charters Towers a 9 Lang William, Stanthorpe c
5 Irving W. H., Gympie c 10 Langan Patrick ,  Malvern o
6 Irwin George ,  Stanthorpe a 11  Langford  -, Townsville c
7 Ischammer August,  Bowen o 12 Langtree George, Cooranga c
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13 Lanigan C., Glenlee a 98 Meagher  John , Ipswich a
14 Larbalestier James, Charters Towers  in 89 Medcalf Mrs., Brisbane c
15 Larcombe James, Rockhampton s 40 Medforth -, Branscombe u k
16 Larkins James, Rockhampton c (2) 41 Meek Robinson, Rockhampton u k
17 Larkin John, Ipswich u k 42 Meier Johan, German Station o c
18 Larkin Stephen, Ipswich c 43 Meiling Peder, Townsville f and c (2)
19 Larther J. C., Eagle Farm c 44 Memcke Louis, Charters Towers in
20 Latimer, Miller, and others, Brisbane o e 45 Meiver George, Clermont u k
21 Law Wm., Springsure c 46 Meiver George, Clermont c
22 Lawler M., Moorsland c 47 Meiver John, Clermont u k (2)
23 Lawlor Richard, Stanthorpe c (2) 48 Melville R., Beaufort c
24 Lawrence Joseph, Dalby a 49 Menassian J., Mount Wheeler c (2)
25 Laws William, Stanthorpe c 50 Meulah -, Spring Hill c
26 Lawson Wm., Kilkivan e 51 Meuret P., Brisbane c
27 Leacy Mrs., Brisbane u k 52 Mickleborough John, Clermont c u k p o (4)
28 Leahy Thomas, Mount Abundance c 63 Midson -, Brisbane c
29 Leane Michael, Stanthorpe o 54 Mieur Willie, Logan c
30 Lee Miss Emma, Brisbane e 65 Miller -, Beaufort c
31 Lee W., Warwick c 56 Miller Adam, Maryborough c
32 Lennon Miss  Sarah , Spring Hill s 57 Miller John, Toowoomba u k
33 Leonard Frank, Wolfang e 58 Miller R., Petrie terrace c
34 Len Theodore, Brisbane f 59 Mills - (woolsorter), Wealwandangie c
35 Lewin R. and Co., Bowen c 60 Mills E. J., Rockhampton o
36 Lewin Samuel, Toowoomba c 61 Mills W.  J., Brisbane o c
37 Lewis -, Ipswich c 62 Milnes William Henry, Millchester in
38 Lewis A.,  Brisbane c 63 Mitchell James, Morinish n z
39 Lewis J., Brisbane c 64 Moffatt William, Brisbane c
40 Lewis John, Millchester c 65 Mohany James, Warwick c
41 Lifu Johnny,  Wealwandangie a 66 Moire J., Taroom c
42 Linch - (bellringer), Stanthorpe s 67 Moller F., Maryborough e
43 Lind Matilda, Rockhampton c 68 Monaghan P., Newtown c
44 Lindsay John A., Brisbane u k 69 Monanhan W., Charters Towers c
45 Livermore Thomas, Stanthorpe c 70 Monohan Owen, Charters Towers c
46 Liverton Caroline, Blackall c 71 Monteath Alfred, Stanthorpe c
47 Lob W., Springsure o c 72 Moody Thomas, Toowoomba o
48 Loch John, Clermont s (2) 73 Moor David, Springsure u k
49 Lohr Peter, Charters Towers a (2) 74 Moran Cornelius, Stanthorpe c
50 Lorigan Daniel, Toowoomba c 75 Moore S., Avon Downs c
51 Lott Walter N., Brisbane u k 76 Moran Michael, Mantuan Downs c (2)
52 Loutit James, Stanthorpe s 77 Moran William, Ipswich c
53 Lovett Edmund, Springsure u k (3) 78 Morcorim Allan, Beaufort o
54 Low Wm., Normanby c 79 Morcombe Henry, Millchester c
55 Lowndes J. (tanner), Warwick s 80 Morcombe John, Charters Towers e
56 Lowry R., Toowoomba c 81 Morgan Henry F., Port Darwin u k
57 Lundie Alexander, Broughton u k 82 Morgan T. N., Charters Towers s
58 Lurcock Arthur J., Alice Downs u k (3) 83 Morouny Timothy, Townsville in and c (3)
59 Lyall G. T., Maryborough c 84 Morphy J. F., Maryborough e
60 Lynch John, Queensland u k 85 Morrisey John, Stanthorpe c
86 Morrissey Timothy, Stanthorpe m
M. 87 Morrisay Wm., Springsure c88 Mortensen Jorgen, Rockhampton f
I MACE Robert, Brisbane c 89 Mortimer John, Mount Hutton c
2 Madden Michael, Rockhampton s (3) 90 Mounsey Thomas, Talavera a (2)
3 Maddocks R. (butcher), Brisbane c 91 Mufford William, Peak Downs u k
4 Madge Adolphus, Charters Towers c (2) 92 Mulcahy Patrick, Warwick o c
5 Madsen Rosanne, Queensland f 93 Mullens Robert, Toowoomba o
6 Magee Miss Margaret,  Brisbane s 94 Muller Peter, Rosenthal o c
7 Maguire George, Stanthorpe u k 95 Mulligan Edward, Clermont u k
8 Maher Martin, Townsville c 96 Mulligan John, Charters Towers s
9 Main R., Townsville m 97 Mullins Miss Margaret, Townsville u k
10 Male George, Berlin in 98 Miinchow August, Redbank Plains f
11 Mallon Patrick, parish of McLean o c 99 Munro F. M., Maryborough c
12 Malone Thomas, Tooloombilla u k 100 Munroe G., Wealwandangie c
13 Manay John, Roma a 101 Munster C., Brisbane f
14 Mannicke Lewis, Millchester c 102 Murphy Barry N., Mount Abundance s
15 Manning Thos., Clermont c and s (2) 103 Murphy J. T., Maryborough c
16 Manogue Jane, Brisbane c 104 Murphy James, Bandamba c
17 Mansfield James, Lismore s 105 Murphy John, Stanthorpe c
18 Manson Andrew, Broughton c 106 Murphy Patrick, Charters Towers c
19 Manton Patrick, Dalby s 107 Murray Mrs. Francis, Breakfast Creek e
20 Manuel John, Clermont c and o (2) 108 Murray Matthew, Gympie c
21 Manuel  Samuel , Clermont a (3) 109 Murray William, Mount Enniskillen c
22 Marchent Mrs. M. A., Stanthorpe s 110 Mylett Martin, Nanango o c
23 Markel -, Normanby c 111 Mylne Mrs. W. Johnson, Roma c
24 Marks Mrs. H., Warwick s 112 Myres Alexander, Warwick c
25 Marrey -, Cawarral c
26 Rockhampton inMarsden James C
27
.,
Marsh Wm., Drysdale Ponds m Mc.
28 Marshall -, Native Bee c (2) 1 MACALISTER C., Rockhampton o
29 Marshall Charles, Brisbane c 2 McAnulty J., Warwick c
30 Marshall James, Charters Towers c 3 Macartney A., Dairy Plains c
31 Martin David, Goongarry c 4 Macarthur M. L. J., Cawarral o
32 Martin Thomas, Creswick Creek c 5 Macauley -, Ipswich o c
33 Maskell Sarah, Pikedale u k 6 McBride Peter, Brisbane c
34 Massie -, Helidon e 7 McBurney Charles, Townsville o
35 Matheson Duncan, Clermont c 8 McCall Alexander, Springsure c
36 Mathews James, Peak Downs s 9 McCalman Godfrey, Cullia-la-ringo c (2)
37 Matho Robert, Logan o c 10 McCarthy Mrs., Dalby c
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11 McCarthy  James,  Bushey Park c
12 McCarthy Richard, Brisbane o
13 McCarty  Denis,  Toowoomba c
14 McClure Francis, Springsure c
15 McCole Captain,  Brisbane e
16 McColam Michael, Golgotha c
17 McCorbett Patrick, Townsville u k
18 McCord John, Ravenswood uk
19 McCormick James, Tambo c
20 McCrystal John, Brisbane u k
21 McCulloch James, Brisbane c
22 McCullough Robert, Warwick c
23 McCurlick -, Cambooya c
24 McDavit P., Rockhampton e
25 McDonald  Miss  Anne, Queensland s
26 McDonald D., Helidon c
27 McDonald  Miss Isabella , Rockhampton o
28 McDonald J., Warwick Reserve a
29 McDonald James, Springsure o c
30 McDonald R., Ipswich u k
31 Macdonald William, Millchester c
32 McDonnell G., Mount Abundance s
33 McDermott W. F., Wealwandangie c
34 McDonough  Miss  Kate, Rockhampton o
35 McDonough Mrs. Katherine, Rockhampton o
36 MacDougal Mrs., Millchester c
37 McDougall H., Stanthorpe c
38 McElroy John, Charters Towers c
39 McFarland  A., St. Helens c
40 Macfarlane Andrew, Gympie uk
41 Macfarlane  James , Springsure o c
42 McGee  Miss Margaret ,  Brisbane c
43 McGee  Thomas , Boobyjan f
44 McGlynn  Bernard , Stanthorpe c (3)
45 Mackgougan Peter, Swan Creek c
46 McGovern John, Stanthorpe c
47 McGregor -,  Springsure s
48 McGregor Alexander, Stanthorpe o
49 McHard  James,  Cawarral c
50 Mclnnerney John, Charters Towers c
51 Mclnnerney Martin, Townsville n z (2)
52 McInnes Hugh, Grosvenor Downs c
53 McIntosh J. S., Dalby in
54 Macintosh John, Maryborough e
55 McIntosh  Miss  Mary Ann,  Bowen c
56 McIntyre Hugh, Dalby e
57 McIntyre  Malcolm , Fortitude Valley c
58 Mackay Donald, Dalby c (2)
59 McKay Grant,  Braemar Creek c
60 Mackay T., Malvern Downs e
61 McKay William, Warwick o e
62 Mackay William, Mount Hogan o
63 McKean  William, Logan o e
64 Mackenzie  J. P., Stanthorpe c
65 McKenna James, Cawarral c
66 McKenzie  William, Charters Towers c (2)
67 McKey David, Charters Towers a
68 McKinnon Henry, Charters Towers s
69 Macklan  Jack, Townsville e
70 McLachlan Angus,  Brisbane c (2)
71 McLaren A., Stanthorpe c
72 McLean Charles, Springsure  c
73 McLennan J. D., Ravenswood c (2)
74 McLoughlin Joseph, Townsville c
75 McLowe -, Rockhampton s
76 McMahon Miss Eliza, Stanthorpe road s
77 McMahon John, Stanthorpe e
78 McMahon Patrick, Stanthorpe u k and c (2)
79 McMillen -, Newtown c
80 McMullen Donald, Tambo o
81 McNamara  Margaret, Brisbane c
82 McNamara Wm., Craven in
83 McNee James, Charters Towers m and u k (2)
84 McNicoll Mrs. Allen, Warwick c
85 McParland John, Lily Vale c
86 McPhail J. C., Beaufort c
87 McPhee Mrs., Toowoomba c
88  McPherson James, Dalby u k
89 Macpherson It., Palm-tree Creek c
90 McRowe -, Rockhampton s
91 McSharry J., Charters Towers c
92 McTavish John, Mantuan Downs u k
93 McTiernan Miss M., Cambooya o
94 McVeigh John, Ipswich o
N.
1 NAUMAN Jacob, Rocky Waterholes f
2 Naylan Mrs., South  Brisbane c
3 Neilson Thomas B., Warwick u k
4 Nell W. H., Maryborough c
5 - Nelson George, Fortitude Valley o c
6 Newry Wm., Stanthorpe c
7 Newton Mrs., Cleveland Bay e
8 Nicholas James, Clermont  is  z (2)
9 Nicholls -, Expedition Creek c
10 Nicholl F., Springsure p o
11 Nickolson A., Tambo o
12 Nicol G. T., Gympie c
13 Neil Charles, Clermont e
14 Nielson Mrs. Marie, Brisbane o
15 Nielson Christian, Wolfang c
16 Nightingale C., Brisbane s
17 Nissoen Claus, Rockhampton s
18 Nixon Joseph, Charters Towers n z
19 Nixon E. R., Rockhampton s
20 Nixon Edward, Rockhampton s
21 Nolan Miss A., Dalby c
22 Nolan Michael, Yatala a k
23 Noll Adam, Tambo o c
24 Nong -, Cleveland Bay c
25 Nooks Thomas, Brisbane c
26 North Thomas, Logan River o c
27 North Thomas, Goodna c
28 North -, Ipswich c
29 Nowlan Mrs. Sarah, Townsville o
30 Nowland R., Dalby e
31 Nuds Joseph Andrew, Peak Downs c
32 Nugent Mrs. E., Dalby c
33 Nunn David, Bandamba
0.
1 O'BRENNAN M., Brisbane o c
2 O'Brien J., Adelaide Point c
3 O'Brien M. J., Toowoomba c
4 O'Brien T., Clermont s
5 O'Connell Patk., Stanthorpe c
6 O'Donnell D., New Zealand Gully c
7 O'Farrell  Miss,  Toowoomba c
8 O'Heran T., Broadwater,  Stanthorpe a
9 O'Leary David, Charters Towers s
10 Oliver Frederick, Stanthorpe c
11 Olsen Andrew, Maryborough c
12 O'Malley John, Ipswich c
13 O'Neill Miss Anne, Helidon c
14 O'Neill Mrs. Charles Hugh, Millchester s
15 O'Neill Mrs. Charles Hugh, Townsville s (2)
16 O'Neil Miss Emily M., Dalby c
17 O'Neill Bernard, Townsville c
18 Osborne A., Stanthorpe e
19 O'Shannassy T. P., Charters  Towers c
20 O'Shea William, Logan River o c
21 Otto Frederick, Westbrook Station c (2)
22 Owens Edward, Rockhampton c
23 Owens W. T., Dotswood  Station c
P.
1 PADGET James, Clermont c
2 Pane Jas., Glengallan p o
3 Parker Ed., Stanthorpe a and c (5)
4 Parker Matthew, Rockhampton u k
5 Parkinson Edwd., Stanthorpe m
6 Passmore  James, Brisbane c
7 Passmore W., Gympie u k
8 Patterson Charles, Brisbane u k
9 Patrickson James, Toowoomba c
10 Paull Charles, Charters Towers m
11 Paulsen Jens Jacob, Brisbane f
12 Payne F., Charters Towers c
13 Penticost-, Flagstone Creek c and o c (2)
14 Pentland Miss E., Rockhampton s (2)
15 Perritt Albin, Charters Towers s (2)
16 Perrin William, Clermont e
17 Perry E., Stanthorpe s
18 Perry Robert, George Town o
19 Perry William George, Warwick a
20 Petersen Peter, Rockhampton or Bowen c
21 Petersen Christian, Bowen c
22 Petersen S., Maryborough f
23 Peterson -, Brisbane c
24 Petrofsky -, Clermont c
25 Phiby Thomas, Ipswich Racecourse c
26 Pickett Jerrold, Auburn Station c
27 Piers Edward, Welwandangie c
28 Pillinger -, Pine River u k
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29 Pimm Arthur, Stanthorpe u k 56 Ryan James ,  Charters Towers c
30 Pinner Fredk .  S., Brisbane f 57 Ryan James ,  East Moreton o c
31 Place and West Messrs .,  Jondaryan c 58 Ryan James ,  Nanango o c
32 Plumer Charles, Stanthorpe c 59 Ryan John, Fortitude Valley o c
33 Podgers Mrs. W .  E., Brisbane c 60 Ryan John ,  North Brisbane o c
34 Poenitz  A., Gympie o  61 Ryan John A., Fortitude Valley o c
35 Pohlman  If.,  Ipswich o c  62 Ryan John,  Georgetown c
36 Pointon Thomas, Ipswich c 63 Ryan Michael ,  Boggo c
37 Powell C., Fanning Downs, Charters Towers e 64 Ryan Michael ,  Fortitude Valley o c
38 Powell G., Warwick c 65 Ryan Patk .,  Springsure c
39 Powers J., Euthe lla c 66 Ryan Patk., Bowen n z
40 Power Joseph ,  Springsure c 67 Ryan Mrs .,  Toowoomba c (2)
41 Power Wm .,  Stanthorpe u k 68 Ryan Thomas ,  Fortitude Valley o c
42 Price A .  P., Brisbane o c 69 Ryan Tobias, Dalby c
43 Price Thomas ,  Blackall s  70 Ryan W.  D., North Brisbane o c
44 Price Wi ll iam, Etheridge c 71 Ryen Catherine ,  Spring Creek, Darling
45 Pringle John, Brisbane u k Downs c
46 Pringle James Brisbane c
47
,
Proctor John, Peak Downs  in S.
48 Pu llman George ,  Charters Towers  in  1 SACHSE Frank, Stanthorpe c
49 Purcell John, Moggi ll  o c 2 Sadler Clarence, Clermont c
50 Pye  William ,  Peak Downs u k 3 Sale John, Wolfang Station c
51 Pyer  .Tames, Normanby c 4 Sam A .,  Lansdowne Ward River c
5 Samuels S .,  Gympie c
Q. 6 Saunders Thomas, Bungewogorai c
1 QUINLAN  John,  Toowoomba c 7 Savery John ,  Peak Downs e
2 Quinn Hugh ,  Ipswich u k 8 Schacths Chas., Brisbane s a
3 Quinn James ,  Clermont c 9 Schermish W., Maryborough e
4 Quinn Michael ,  Stanthorpe o c 10 Schutle Jacob, Clermont o
5 Quinn Robert ,  Condamine c 11 Schulthiesz H., Brisbane f
12 Scott Francis Goodna c
R. 13
,
Scott W., Gordon Downs c
1. RABBICK R., Charters Towers s 14 Seigart G., Maryborough o c
2 Ranken Joseph ,  Stanthorpe c 15 Seely William Latimer ,  Brisbane f
3 Rar ll  J., Toowoomba c 16 Selby T., Warwick o c
4 Rasmussen Peter, Musket Flat c 17 Sellheim P. P., Georgetown s and c (2)
5 Rattrap Joseph, Millchester c 18 Senders Robert C., Ipswich c
6 Reardon J., Ravenswood c  19 Shanahan G., Stanthorpe c
7 Reid John,  Willy Creek c 20 Shannon Michael, Mount Abundance c
8 Reinhardt Ferdinand ,  Brisbane f 21 Shard  Win.,  Stanthorpe c
9 Renwick Dr. Arthur ,  Mount Abundance c 22 Shasson George, Brisbane  in
10 Rice Thomas, Blackall s 23 Shaw F. A., Springsure c (2)
11 Richardson A. J., Tambo o 24 Shea James, Brassall o c
12 Richardson A. J., Charters Towers c (2)  25 Sheier  Here,  Brisbane  it,  k
13 Richardson  Henry,  Stanthorpe n z  26 Shorrock Thos. Hughes, Clermont c
14 Richmond Allen Hilton, Bowen s 27 Shorrock Thos. Hughes, Clermont c (2)
15 Richnam G., Talavera f 28 Shortess Thomas, Brisbane s
16 Richter Frederick ,  Toowoomba f 29 Siewart  -,  Brisbane c
17 Ri lly John ,  Springsure c 30 Sims Mrs .  J. G., Oaky Creek s a
18 Riley Henry ,  Brisbane c 31 Simons James, Townsvi lle  in
19 Ring John, Logan River o c 32 Simonsen  K.  Gustav, Maryborough o
20 Ritchlag C., Rosewood o c 33 Simpson J., Stanthorpe s
21 Rittscher Hermann ,  Mount Abundance s 34 Simpson Isaac, Brisbane u k
22 Roberts R., Echo Hills c 35 Sinclair D. M., Warwick c
23 Roberts  -,  Ipswich e 36 Singer J., Stratham u k (3)
24 Robertson James, Dalby o c 37 Sinnett Nicholas ,  Mount Brisbane c
25 Robertson William, Charters Towers c 38 Skinner George, Townsvi lle s a
26 Robinson Charles, Brisbane c 39 Skinner R., Brisbane c
27 Robinson James, Warkon c 40 Sheboom Wil liam,  Stanthorpe  in
28 Robinson J. W., Stanthorpe s 41 Small J., Fortitude Valley c
29 Robinson W., Springsure s 42 Small Wm .,  Taroom o
30 Robinson  -,  Milton c 43 Smith - ,  Boggo o e
31 Robson W., Charters Towers s 44 Smith Mrs .  Amelia, Westwood c
32 Rodger John G. ,  Brisbane u  k-  45 Smith Andrew ,  Cawarral f
33 Rodney James, Mi llchester c 46 Smith E .  T. P., Brereton Lodge c
34 Reeser Franz, Dalby o 47 Smith H. J., Springsure o and u k (2)
35 Roger Charles ,  Charters Towers  in  48 Smith James ,  Stanthorpe c
36 Rogers Mrs., South Brisbane c 49 Smith John ,  Springsure e
37 Rogers Patrick, Brisbane c 50 Smith Robert Cowan ,  Brisbane u k
38 Rolleston Christopher ,  Stanthorpe u k 51 Smith Scott ,  Glendarraway Station s
39 Rolleston H., Rockhampton c 52 Smith Harry ,  Severn River c
49 Ronald  -,  Bowen c 53 Smith W illiam ,  Rosenthal Station o
41 Roney Mat., Ipswich c 54 Smith W illiam,  Springsure  c
42 Rose G. H., Brisbane s 55 Smithers G., Breakfast Creek u k
43 Rowan Daniel, Cleveland Bay s 56 Smithson Wi lliam ,  Bowen c
44 Rowe Mrs, Nine-mile Water, Warwick road 57 Smothey Alfd., Toowoomba u k (2)
uk  58 Smyth John ,  Stanthorpe c
45 Rowe  -,  Ipswich c 59 Sneyd Jas., Ipswich e
46 Rowling Geo., Gympie u k 60 Snowdon J. J. W„ Dalby  in
47 Royle E. N., Brisbane u k (2) 61 Sell Henrich, Stanthorpe o c
48 Ruff W., Brisbane c 62 Somers Edwd., Stanthorpe c
49 Rush W. C., junr. ,  Ipswich c 63 Somers Joseph ,  Stanthorpe c
50 Russell A. T., Portland Downs c 64 Somerfeld Martin, Dartmore f
51 Russell J .  P., Brisbane u k 65 Sovensen Christian ,  Townsvi ll e c
52 Russell Samuel, Warwick e 66 Sparks  Godfrey,  Nanango o c
53 Rutson Wm., Tingalpa u k 67 Spillane  -,  Stanthorpe c
54 Ryan Daniel, North Brisbane o c 68 Spencer John, Charters Towers  in
55 Ryan Edward ,  North Brisbane o c 69 Spiers  -,  Toowoomba c
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70 Spiller J. W., Brisbane s V.
71 Stacy E. C., Clermont c 1 VANOLD  George, Stanthorpe c
72 Stacy J., Dalby u k 2 Verner R.,  Brisbane c
73 Stanley  F., Bowen s 3 Vicary James,  Tambo road c
74 Stauble John Wm., Toowoomba f t V olff Jacob, Townsville c
75 St.  Croix Aaron de, Gogango u k (2) 5 Volius -, Ilelidon c
76 Steftenson P., Charters Towers in 6 Vrisslee C., Stanthorpe u k
77 Steffens T. It., Sandy Creek f
78 Stephens A., Rosenthal c W.79 Stephen Jas., Brisbane u k
80 Stevens A., Rosenthal c 1 WAITE C. B., Crystal Brook , Tambo o c
81 Stewart Samuel, Tambo o 2 Walden H., Brisbane u k
82 Stewart  W., Springsure p o 3 Walden George, Broughton u k (2)
83 Stewart  Wm., Stanthorpe o c 4 Walker Alexander, Charters  Towers  in
84 Stone George,  Brisbane s a 5 Walker John, Stanthorpe c
85 Stone Mrs. Margaret,  Brisbane u k 6 Walker Fredk.  C., Brisbane u k (2)
86 Strafford John, Ipswich u k 7 Walker John G., Brisbane u k and c (3)
87 Strangman R. H., Drayton n z 8 Walker Miss Catherine, Broughton u k (2)
88 Strangman Alfred G., Tambo u k 9 Walker M., Brisbane c
89 Strape Miss C., Toowoomba e 10 Walker Tobias, Cleveland c
90 Stroll M., Townsville o 11 Walkin Miss,  Brisbane s
91 Stuart C., Millchester e 12 Wall William, Brisbane e
92 Stuart W. H., Brisbane u k 13 Walsh F., Warwick c
93 Stubbs F. H, Native Bee Diggings o 14 Walter S., Stanthorpe c
94 Stuart Edward, Rockhampton f 15 Ward Arthur, Townsville c
95 Sullivan J. 0., Toowoomba c 16 Ward Dr., Samford e
96 Swensen  Bernhard, Brisbane c 17 Warland E., Springsure c
97 Szigotzki Valentin, Rockhampton f 18 Warnock Mrs. Maria, Brisbane o c
19 Warnholtz R., Maryborough c
T. 20 Wasisi John, Cardwell c
21 Wassisi - Townsville c
1 TALBART Wm., Stanthorpe c 22
,
Watts Thomas, Toowoomba u k
2 Tallon R., Toowoomba c 23 Watts John, Tambo o c
3 Tansey T., Ipswich o e 24 Waters Fred., Pimpama uk
4 Tarkelsan J., Ipswich c 25 Waters - Brisbane c,
5 Tate Mrs. Jessie, South Brisbane o c 26 Watts J. H. , Rockhampton c
6 Taylor Isaac James, Stanthorpe c 27 Watt Andrew, Charters Towers s
7 Taylor James, Rockhampton u k 28 Watson -, Rockhampton c
8 Taylor William, Maryborough c
.29 Watson C. E., Rockhampton u k
9 Taylor J. B., Townsville in 30 Watson John, Brisbane u k
10 Taylor Samuel, Tambo o 31 Watson -, Talgai e
11 Taylor -, New York, Ipswich c 32 Watson Thomas, Maryborough c
12 Tee H., Brisbane u k 33 Waye Ernest, Bulimba p o
13 Theipe C. L., Brisbane o c 34 Weaner  Miss  L., Brisbane e
14 Thomas Mrs., Cemetery Hill, Warwick c (2) 35 Webb, junr. Mrs. William, Ipswich u k
15 Thomas Henry, Gympie c 36 Weber Valetin,  Brisbane f
16 Thomas William, Brisbane u k 37 Weeker Michael, Stanthorpe c
17 Thomas John, Townsville s 38 Weight -, Brisbane u k
18 Thomas George, Townsville c (2) 39 Weight -, Rockhampton n k
19 Thomas H. J., Brisbane p o 40 Weight John, Rockhampton u k (2)
20 Thomas Robert, Stanthorpe c 41 Wehr J. Adolph, Stanthorpe c
21 Thompson -, Stanthorpe c 42 Weir William, Toowoomba c
22 Thompson H. 0., Brisbane s 43 Weir Thomas, Great Blackall Copper Miue c
23 Thompson Christian, Elizabeth Creek s 44 Weire Michael Dalby c
21 Thompson A., Warwick  Reserve e 45
,
Weldon Thomas, Ipswich Reserve c
25 Thompson John, Tambo u k 46 Wells J. G., Bowen o
26 Thompson W., Rockhampton s 47 Wells Fredk., Ten-Mile c
27 Thompson W., Springsure c 48 Welsh E. C., Charters Towers c
28 Thompson G., Spring Hill  Brisbane s 49 West Mrs. Alice, Brisbane c
29 Thorngren H., Charters Towers c 50 Westman Ferdinand, Charters Towers s a
30 Tierney  Miss,  Helidon c 51 Weybourne Thomas, Rockhampton u k
31 Tierney John,  Brisbane c 52 White Martin, Springsure o c
32 Tighe Patrick, Cleveland Bay c 53 White C. Charters Towers c
33 Till William, Cambooya c 54
,
Whitehead John, Clermont u k (2)
34 Tillbay John, East Moreton o e 55 Whittle Richard, Charters Towers c
35 Tims  Thomas,  Logan Reserve o e 56 Whooloogan John, Tiaro c
36 Toe George (Chinese), Drayton o 57 Wibb Thomas, Springsure c
37 Toll Richard, Hill End, Queensland u k 58 Wilkie Mrs. John,  Brisbane  in
38 Tomkins Thomas, Brisbane o c 59 Wilkinson Wm., Surat c
39 Tongo Mrs., Surat c 60 Willcoakes J. W., Gympie s
40 Toole John, Stanthorpe c 61 Williams J., Brisbane c
41 Toop Frederick, Broughton Diggings u k 62 Williams John Rockhampton c
42 Tracey  James,  Warwick c 63
,
Williams G. T., Warwick c
43 Trotter John, Townsville c 64 Williams J. D Normanby c
44 Truss Phillip, Dalby c 65
„
Williams Charles, Glendarriwill a (2)
45 Tully Chas., Oakey Creek, Darling Downs u k 66 Williams Thomas, Kilkivan c
46 Tunn H.,  Mi llchester c 67 Williams Thomas, Tin Mines e
47 Tuohy James, Carnarvon Station c 68 Tin Mines, Leyburn cWilliams Thomas
48 Turnbull William, Ipswich e 69
,
Williams Miss Jane, Tin Mines c
49 Turkington David, Stanthorpe c 70 Williams Miss Isabella, Tin Mines e50 Turner J. S., Charters Towers a 71 Williams Leonard, Stanthorpe u k (2)51 Turner Samuel, North Pine o 72 Williams Fredk. J., Brisbane u k52 Twyford Henry, Boundry s 73 Milton road cWilliams Mrs.
53 Tyler E., Townsville c 74
,
Williams It., Spring Creek e
75 Willis Robert, Stanthorpe e
U. 76 Wilson Ju., Brisbane in
1 UNDERWOOD R. N., Leyburn c 77 Wilson William, Bungewogeri a (2)
2 Urwin Edward, Stanthorpe o c 78 Wilson William, Toowoomba o
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79 Wilson J. H., Toowoomba u k 93 Wright John, Stanthorpe c
80 Wilson R. D., Stanthorpe e 94 Wurdrop Joseph, Brisbane s
81 Wilson N., Brisbane c 95 Wyllie James, Rockhampton f
82 Wilson Mrs. Amelia, Dalrymple o Y83 Wolff J. H. Toowoomba f .
84
,
Woodcock Ed., Peak Downs Station c 1 YATES George, Lonsdale u k
2 Bungewogeri cYoung Richard85 Woodcock Herbert S., Toowoomba s a (3)
3
,
Brisbane u kYule George86 Woodcock Joseph, Ipswich c ,
87 Woods Charles, Brisbane o c Z.
88 Wool James, Townsville c 1 ZEIRHOLD H., Craven c
89 Workman J. W., Gayndah c (2)
90 Worsley John, Jingi Jingi c Initials, Etc.
91 Worth Miss Mary, Strathan s I A.W., P.O., Bowen e
92 Wright W., Qharters Towers a and c (2) 2 The Dawn Gold M. Coy., Gympie c
Missing Friend.
Enquiry having been made at the General Post Office, Brisbane, respecting the undermentioned,
any person who can give information respecting him is requested to communicate the same to the nearest
Post Office.
KEOGH (George Jenkins ),  late of Stanley Stores.
REAL PROPERTY  TRANSFER NOTICE.
rVAKE Notice ,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of  " The Real  Property Act  of  1861 ."  Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, byi himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveatmay be lodged.
2 roode, being subdivision 3 of portion 124; parish of
Ipswich, near Ipswich ; county of Stanley
William Barber ... ... 129th May, 1873.
36 perches, being allotment 8 of section 29, parish
North Brisbane, city of Brisbane, county
Stanley
of
of
John Flavelle, as mortgagee 3rd June, 1873.
exercising power of sale-
Colonial  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1873.
T
HE  following Abstract of the Receipts and Expenditure of the Gympie General Cemetery, for the
year ended 31st December, 1872, is hereby published for general information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the GYMPIE GENERAL CEMETERY, for the Year ended
31st December, 1872.
1872.
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d. 1872.
ESPENDITUEE.
£ s. d.
To Burial Fees ... ... ... ... 64 11 0 By Wages-Sexton ... ... 60 0 0
„ Fees for  Headstones and Railings ... 9 10 0 Tools and Incidental Expenses ... 7 18 5
„ Fees for Ground ... ... ... 12 12 0 Balance in Bank ... ... 18 14 7
£86 13 0 £86 13 0
We, the Trustees of the Gympie General Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely declare the above
to be a true statement of the Receipts and Expenditure connected with the said Cemetery ; and we make
this solelnu declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of
" The Oaths Act  of 1867."
JNO. YOUNG,  Hon. Treasurer,
E. H. BOOK,  Hon. Secretary ,  Trustees.
J. S. CULLINANE,
Declared before me, this 23rd day of April, 1873.
C. J. BUCICLAND, J.P.
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General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 28th April, 1873.
NOTICE.
IN accordance with the fifth section of  " The
Marriage Act"  (28 Victoria, No. 15), it is
hereby notified that
The Revd.  THOMAS ABRAHAMS, Minister of the
Church of England, Toowoomba ; and
The Revd.  FREDERICK THOMAS BRENTNALL, Wes-
leyan Methodist Minister, Wickham Terrace,
Brisbane,
are duly  registered  in this office as Ministers of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in
Queensland.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
REPORTED  DANGER BETWEEN THE PERCY
ISLANDS AND h. h. GROUP.
R. Alfred Harwood, master of the barge
"Enterprise," reports that during his last
voyage from the Pioneer River to Brisbane, he
sighted at low water a heavy break upon what
appeared to be a sunken rock, in the following
position, viz.:-
Pine Peak ... ... E. by IN.4 N.
b. 2 Island Bluff... ... W.S.W. Southerly.
Prudhoe Island being nearly in line with the
south- east  Islet of the Beverley Group.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 28th April, 1873.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane, 1st May, 1873.
?NOTICE is hereby given, that HENRY FRANCIS
l McGRATH, of Brisbane, has this day been
admitted as a duly qualified Medical Practitioner ;
and ROBERT L. MEARNS as a Chemist and Druggist.
K. CANNAN,
President.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS,
Secretary.
N.B.-The Medical Board meet on the first
THURSDAY in each month, at half-past ten a.m.,
at the Immigration Depot, William street, Brisbane.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Court of Petty
1 Sessions for revising the Electoral Rolls for
the Electoral Districts of Brisbane, Wickham,
Fortitude Valley, Enoggera, South Brisbane, East
Moreton, Bulimba, and Oxley, will be held at the
Police Office, Queen street, Brisbane, at 11 o'clock
a.m. on MONDAY, the 2nd day of June now
next.
(By order,)
WILLIAM HENRY DAY,
Clerk  of Petty  Sessions.
Police Office,
Brisbane , 1st May, 1873.
NOTICE.-Mr. DONALD SINCLAIR SUTHERLAND
has this  day been appointed Poundkeeper at
Inglewood  for twelve months.
(For the Bench of Magistrates,)
HENRY BRAMSTON,
Police Magistrate.
Police Office,
Inglewood, 16th April, 1873.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Before His Honor Sir JAMES COCKLE, Chief Justice,
Judge.
MONDAY, APRIL 21, 187 3.
THE Court sat by adjournment from Monday,April 7, 1873.
REGINA V. " CRISHNA."
The Attorney-General, on behalf of the Crown,
opposes admission of responsive plea in claim of
William Walton and William Townley Jackson.
Mr. Griffith contra. After argument the plea was
admitted ; and in claim of John Bloomfield and
Reginald Whittaker, plea was admitted without
argument. On application of the Attorney-Gene-
ral, Wednesday, May 7th next, was appointed for
taking examination of witnesses ,  viva voce.
Court adjourned till Friday next, at 11 a.m.
FRIDAY, APRIL 25, 1873.
John Keane, Esq., Marshal of the above Court,
was sworn in. No other business being on the
paper, the Court was adjourned till WE DNESDAY,
May 7, 1873.
(By order,)
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1873.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
CONNOLLY v. SKELTON.
SAME v. SAME.
TO ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Facias  has been
issued upon a Judgment obtained by the Plaintiff
in the above action, and that all the Defendant's
right, title, and interest (if any) of, in, and to all
those allotments numbers 1,  2, and  3, section 5,
town of Fife Barnett, one rood thirty-five perches,
commencing at the north corner of allotment 4, and
bounded thence on the south-east by the north-east
boundary line of that portion bearing south-west
one chain and twenty links to Smelter's Creek ; on
the north- east again  starting from the point of com-
mencement by a street bearing three hundred and
fourteen degrees thirty minutes east two chains
seventy links ; on the north-west by another street
bearing sixty-two degrees fifty minutes west one
chain ten links to Smelter's Creek ; on the south-
west by that creek downwards to the west end of
first-mentioned line : Allotments 1 and 2 of section
6 as above, commencing on the south-east side of a
street at the north corner of allotment 12, bounded
thence on the north-west by that street bearing
south sixty-two degrees fifty minutes west one
chain seventy-six links ; on the south-west by
another street bearing east forty-four degrees
thirty minutes south ; on the south-east by the
north-west boundary line of allotment 3 north-
easterly one chain forty links ; on the north-east
by the south-west boundary line of allotment 12
north-westerly one chain eighteen links to the
point of commencement, area 291 perches,-Will
be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by public
auction, at the Mount Perry Hotel, Mount Perry,
on FRIDAY, the 30th clay of May next, at twelve
o'clock noon,  unless  these Executions are previously
satisfied.
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ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff.
11s 9d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of William Gebbie, late of Bowen
River ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  grazier,
deceased.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that accounts of the
administration of the above Estate, from
the 30th day of June, one thousand eight hundred
and sixty -nine, to the 30th day of April, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three, having
been filed in the office of the Registrar ,  by Daniel
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Foley Roberts and Graham Lloyd Hart, the duly
constituted attorneys of Helen Carrie Gebbie, of
Netherfield, in the town of Strathavon, parish of
Avondale, county Lanark, in Scotland, the Executrix
of the Will of the said  deceased:
All persons  having claims , or being otherwise
interested therein, may come in before me, at my
office, Supreme Court House, Queen street, Bris-
bane, on or before the thirtieth day of May next,
to inspect the said accounts, and if they shall think
fit, object thereto.
Dated at Brisbane, this 30th day of April, A.D.
1873.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
ROBERTS  AND DALY,
Registrar.
Proctors for the above-named Daniel Foley
Roberts and Graham Lloyd Hart,
Queen street, Brisbane.
310 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Arthur Henry Garbutt, late of
Langlands ,  near Brisbane , in the Colony of
Queensland ,  gentleman ,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above- named  Arthur Henry Garbutt, deceased,
may be granted to Jane Temple, of Langlands
aforesaid , the sole Executrix  named  in the said
Will.
Dated this first day of May, A.D. 1873.
MACPHERSON AND LYONS,
Queen  street, Brisbane,
Proctors  for the said Jane Temple.
318 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Andrew Gorrie Pullur, late of
Laurel Hill, near Maryborough, in the Colony
of Queensland, grazier, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named deceased may be granted to
Alexander Leslie, of Maryborough, and George
Pitt, of Maryborongh, the Executors and Trustees
named in the said Will.
Dated this 21st day of April, A.D. 1873.
ROBERT KER MACNISH,
Bazaar street, Maryborough,
Proctor for the said Alexander Leslie and
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George Pitt.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
T
AKE NOTICE that Plans of Distribution in
the undermentioned Estates now lie in the
Office of the undersigned, Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, for the inspection of creditors, and any
creditor or other person interested therein, objecting
to the confirmation thereof, must lodge a caveat in
the said Office, stating the grounds of such their
objections, on or before the 17th instant, otherwise
the said plans of distribution will, on MONDAY,
the 19th day of May instant, be confirmed :-
Thos. Burstall, first and final dividend 6s. 101d.
in the £.
John Currie, first and final dividend Is. 54d. in
the R.
Thomas Slaughter, junr. 74d. in the £.
A. J. Boyd, on preferent claims only 20s. in the X.
Dated at Brisbane, this 1st day of May A.D. 1873.
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W. H. MISKIN,
Official Assignee.,,!
s. 6d,
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
T
AKE NOTICE, that Plans of Distribution in
the undermentioned  Estates now  lie in the
office of Henry J. Whitley, Official Assignee,
Supreme Court House,  Brisbane ,  for the inspection
of creditors ; and any creditor or other person
interested therein, objecting to the confirmation
thereof, must lodge  a caveat in  the office of the said
Official Assignee, stating the grounds of such their
objections, on or before the 17th day of May next,
otherwise the said Plans of Distribution  will, on
MONDAY, the 19th day of May, be confirmed:-
In the Estate of Joseph Bewsher Rudd,  a first
dividend of 2s. 6d. in the £.
In the Estate of John Deuchar,  a  first  dividend
of 4ad. (nearly) in the £.
In the Estate of John Ward, a first dividend of
24d. in the £.
In the Estate of Hilfiing and Peterson, a first
dividend of IN. in the £.
In the Estate of Thomas  Morton, a first  dividend
of 7d. in the £.
In the Estate of Daniel Donovan, a second
dividend  of 2s . 6d. in the £.
In the Estate of Molison , Black, and Smith, a
second dividend of 0-sd. in the £.
In the Estate of Edward Massarath , a second
dividend of Id. in the £.
In the Estate of William Edward Hilliard, a
second dividend of Is. 24d. in the £.
In the Estate of John Swan, a second dividend
of 2s. 42d. in the £.
Dated at Brisbane, this 3rd day of May, A.D.
1873.
316
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.,,n
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Reuben John  Denman,
of Maryborough, timber-getter.
7
W HEREAS the said Reuben John Denman
was, on the 25th day of April, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be  an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House,  Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 5th day of May, A.D. 1873, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate, and for the election of a
Creditor's Assignee, if required,  and also to
determine  whether any or what  allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent, up to the
time of passing his last examination ,  and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed  to the  Insolvent  ;  and a Second Public
Sitting  of the Court,  at the same place , on WED-
NESDAY, the 11th  day of June ,  A.D. 1873, to
commence at Eleven o'clock ,  for the proof of debts
against the said Estate ,  and for such other matters
connected  with  the Estate as may be required to
be brought  before  the Court.
Dated at  Brisbane ,  the 3rd day of May, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
315 6s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Bolger, of
Cawarral, near Rockhampton,  miner.
WHEREAS the said Thomas Bolger was, on
25th day of April, A.D. 1873, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 5th day of May, A.D. 1873, to commence at
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Eleven o'clock, for the Proof of Debts against the
said Estate ,  and for the Election of a Creditors'
Assignee ,  if required  ;  and also to determine
whether any or what allowance for support shall be
made to the insolvent up to the time of passing his
last examination ,  and whether any and what tools
and wearing apparel shall  be allowed  to the Insol-
vent  ;  and a Second Public Sitting of the Court, at
the same place, on  WEDNESDAY,  the 11th
day of June ,  A.D. 1873, to commence at Eleven
o'clock,  for the proof of debts against the said
Estate, and for such other matters connected with
the Estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 25th day of April, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J . P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H.  MIS KIN,
Official  Assignee.
312
Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Prebble  (trading
as "Gregson and Prebble "),  of Stanthorpe,
storekeeper.
W
HEREAS the said Henry Prebble was
on  the 25th  day of  April,  A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint
a First Public Sitting of the Court ,  to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane,
on MONDAY,  the 5th day of May, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven o 'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said Estate ,  and for the election of
a Creditors '  Assignee , if required,  and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for sup-
port shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time
of passing his last examination ,  and whether any
and what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed
to the Insolvent  ;  and a Second Public Sitting of
the Court ,  at the same  place, on WEDNESDAY,
the 11th day  of June, A.D.  1873, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said Estate, and for such other matters connected
with the Estate as may be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 3rd  day  of May, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
314
Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Charles Henry Ashford,
of Eagle  street ,  Brisbane, sail maker.
W
HEREAS the said Charles Henry Ashford
was, on  the 25th day of April, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House,  Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 5th day of May, A.D. 1873, to
commence  at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on WEDNESDAY, the
11th day of June, A.D. 1873, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
Estate, and for such other matters connected with
the Estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 25th day of April, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE'
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Assignee.
311
Judge.
6s. 6d.
NOTION.
T
HE Scale  of Charges  for the  insertion of  Advertise-
ments  in the  Queensland  G overnment  Gazelle  is
as follows :-
Advertisements relating to Insolvent o_ Intestate
Estates, or Letters of Administration, 6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements  relating to  Impounded Stock, 1s.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eight  lines  (or under),
and 3d. for every additional line, allowing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No ADVERTISEMENT
WILL BE INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless  accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of  its insertion
according to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. DEAL,
Government  Printer.
NOTICE.
P
OUNDKEEPE  RS are requested to take notice, that
all Remittances on account  of Impounding
Advertisements, over five shillings, must be made by
Post-Oflice Order, or cash ; otherwise the advertiscnientp
will be reta-cro.
.1. C. BEAL,
t'. overameut Printer
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts:-
2  s. d.
1873.
April 26.-J. Raymond ... ... ... 0 3 0
28.-G. Weekes ... ... ... ... 0 6 0
29.-D. Black ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
30.-C. Lambley ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
May  1.-F. G. Mackay ... . 0 6 0
1.-Municipal Council ,  Mackay ... 0 10 6
1.-G. Foster ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
1.-A. McLeod ... ... ... ... 0 8 0
1.-R. Christisou ... 2 2 0
1.-R. Fitzgerald ... 0 5 0
1.-E. H. Plant ... ... ... ... 1 1 0
„ 2.-11. Lloyd  ... ... ... ... 0 9 0
JEmpounbingp.
6;0- Poundkeepers are reminded  that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no such Adver.
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom.
panied by a remittance sufcient tocoverthecost of its
insertion.
I
MPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the  lands of
Messrs.  Russel, Lovodav, and Murphy, Coopy
Creek, on 24th April, 1873. Driving expenses,  3s. per
head.
One bay mare, W near shoulder, near hind foot white ;
unbranded foal at foot.
One brown filly, ES near shoulder.
One black mare, W over If near shoulder, near hind
fetlock white ; black filly foal at foot.
One chesnut mare, M with illegible brand over FF near
shoulder, star, fore feet white.
One chesnut hurse, ace of clubs near shoulder, G or C
off ribs, star.
One bay colt, L near shoulder, ribs, and thigh, All off
shoulder.
One buy filly, R over blotch near shoulder.
One bay mare, horse-shoe over NH near shoulder, off
hind fetlock white, bell on, marks under saddle.
Also, from the Police Paddock, Toowoomba, on 26th
April, 1873, by order of Sub-Inspector Harris. Damage;,
2s. 6d. ; driving, 6d.
One taffy gelding, TOM near shoulder and thigh, star,
shod.
If not released on or before the 25th May, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
HANNAH LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
319 9e.
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IMPOUNDED at Gympie, from Curra Station, on the
17th April, 1873, by order of E. Booker, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 2s. per head.
One black mare, GB over CB over W near shoulder,
bell and strap on.
One bay horse, I near neck, off hind fetlock bumble.
One chesnut mare, e_1 over T near shoulder, hind fetlocks
white, lump on off flank.
If not released on or before the 15th May, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
THOS. RAYMOND, Poundkeeper.
300 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn, from Felton, on the 29th
1 March, 1873, by order of James Tyson, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 2s. lOd.
One grey mare (wrongly described in former advertise-
ment),  -, over C near shoulder, like t 2 over IS off
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th May, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
Also, from the same place, on the same date (wrongly
described in former advertisement).
One brown horse, MP conjoined near shoulder.
One bay mare, 2 over Csl over J near shoulder.
One black mare, like W near shoulder, like IW or JW
conjoined off shoulder, like blotched number off
ribs, small star.
Also, from Leyburn Commonage, on the 24th April,
1,873,  by R. Kirby, by order of the Trustees. Driving
expenses,  6d.;  trespass, 2s.
One bay mare, like 5P off shoulder, like ST near shoul-
der, off hind foot white.
One bay filly foal, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 25th May, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
G. WEEKES, Poundkeeper.
301 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, on 16th April, 1873, by
order of the Inspector of Brands, Mitchell District.
One red poley cow, OC near rump, DC near shoulder,
like CC over CC near ribs, top off near ear.
If not released on or before 15th May, 1873, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
GEORGE FOSTER, Poundkeeper.
305 Is.
IMPOUNDED at North Brisbane, from the old race-
course paddock, New Farm, on 22nd April, 1867,
by Patrick Tracy.
One bay horse, blaze down face, blind off eye, off fore
foot white, V near shoulder.
One dark-bay horse, star in forehead, hind feet white,
0  near neck, horse-shoes over like  0  and horse-shoe
near shoulder, like horse-shoe on top off ribs.
Also, from Tingalpa, on 23rd April, 1873, by F.
Weker and W. Robinson, for trespass in grass paddock.
One bay horse, star in forehead, off fore and hind feet
white, W off shoulder, white spots on body, like
m m over WW over WW near thigh.
One dark-chesnut horse, star in forehead, CS over m near
shoulder.
If not released on or before 26th May, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
E. HUGHES, Poundkeeper.
309 4s.
I
MPOUNDED  at Allora, from Tabletop Common, on
22nd April, 1873, by Mr. H. Rinehart. Driving
expenses, 6d. per head.
One dark-bay or brown mare, A near shoulder, blind near
eye, saddle and collar marked.
One iron-grey horse, spots, DMD near shoulder.
If not released on or before 26th Map, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
304
CHAS. LAMBLEY, Poundkeeper.
2s,
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Stewart's Creek, on
21st April, 1873, by order of  Messrs . Smith Bros.
Driving, 6s 8d.
One chesnut mare, off hip down, like JM conjoined or
W over indistinct brand like K near shoulder, JB
off shoulder.
One chesnut filly, like CC near shoulder, blotched brand
near thigh.
From Mount Abundance, on 25th April, 1873, by
order of John Robertson, Esquire. Driving, 2s.
One bay mare, Y in circle over blotched brand like R
near  shoulder.
One grey horse, bell and hobbles on, blotched brand
near shoulder.
One bay filly, near hind foot white, snip, MJ over to near
shoulder, 2 near neck.
One roan horse, P in circle near shoulder.
If not released on or before 5th June, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
306 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Allora, from the enclosed Town
Common, on 28th April, 1873, by Mr. H. Rinehart.
Trespass, 2s.  6d.;  driving, Is. per head.
One red heifer, white belly, ' 1 in circle off rump, like
AAC or AMC or AMI or AM off ribs.
If not released on or before 5th June, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
CHAS. LAMBLEY, Poundkeeper.
317 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Long Swamp paddock,
or. 28th April, 1873, by order of James Ivory,
Esquire. Damages, 2s. 6d. ; driving, Is. per head.
One bay colt, like FK near shoulder, near fore foot
white, small star.
One grey mare, like BJ over td near shoulder, blind near
eye.
One chesnut filly, 11 off shoulder and rump, near hind
foot white, narrow stripe down face.
One steel-grey colt, no legible brand, star.
One bay filly, .. over J near shoulder and thigh, small
star and snip.
If not released on or before 25th May, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
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R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
5s.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, fr m Wolfang Downs, o
18th April, 1873, by Messrs. Milson, De Satge, and
Co. Driving, 2s. 6d. ; damages, 2s. 6d. per head.
One dark-brown gelding, star, off hind fetlock enlargeds
like 6 off shoulder, like indistinct brands near
shoulder.
One bay mare, star, long tail, black points, saddle and
collar marked, blotch brand and B over like GP
near shoulder, G off saddle, like 308 blotched off
neck.
One black mare, long switch tail, like 6 over like PN
near shoulder.
One bay gelding, switch tail, H over GEF near shoulder,
50 near ribs.
One black gelding, long tail, J over W off shoulder, like
B off neck, - in circle near shoulder, like  0  near
thigh, collar-marked.
One black mare, star, switch tail, like 8 over PS over M
over  0  near shoulder, collar-marked.
One brown gelding, star, long tail, near hind fetlock
white, like ICE over IW near shoulder, collar.
marked.
One bay gelding, small star, hind fetlocks white, long
tail, like G blotched near shoulder.
If not released on or before 25th May, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
A. MoLEOD, Poundkeeper.
308 8s.
B1118BANE :
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PTTBLISHEJ BY AIITHORITY.
SATURDAY, 10TH MAY, 1873.
QUEENSLAND , 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit. s Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.)  in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
1o1MANRY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
TN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
j " The  Diseases  in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE TILE QUEEN !
aette.
[No. 42.
QUEENSLAND, ' Proclamation by The Most
to wit.  I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross. in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the  Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NOSIMAN]IY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com•
mander-in-Chief of ' the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction orim-
portatlon, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd May, 1873.
IT is hereby  notified that the Government Offices
will be closed ,  and a General Holiday observed,
on MONDAY,  the 26th, instead of Saturday, the
24th instant , the Anniversary  of Her Majesty's
Birthday.
A. H. PALMER.
QUEENSLAND, I Proclamation  by The Mostto wit. Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage
of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Maruuia of Normanby
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after WEDNES-
DAY, the fourteenth day of May, 1873, at the
Brisbane Land Office.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee Area. Land Agent's
District.
1059 Daniel Rountree
Somerset
A, R. P. j
135 2 0 Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this fourth day of
April, in  the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three ,  and in the
thirty-sixth year  of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSL .tNU,
I
Procl amation by The Most
to wit. honorable GLouoB AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Nornttanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all in the County of
York ,  in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.)in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoRMANBY,  of Her Majesty's  M ost Honorable
Governor .  Privy  Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
JN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The CrownLands Alienation  Act  of  1868, " I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of  Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council, do , by this my  Proclamation,
notify and  proclaim  that the Lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection ,  under the pro-
visions of  the said. Act,  on and  after TUESDAY,
the twentieth day of May, 1873, at the  St. Lawrence
Land Office.
Register
No of i Land.
App li ca- Name of Lessee. Area. Agent's
tion. District.
1 Thomas Valiance Wran
A.  R.  P.
120 0 St. Law-
rence.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th May, 1873.
AREA  FOR MINING LICENSES, STAN-
THORPE.
.IT is hereby notified for general information, that
1 the area hereunder described within the limits
of the Town Reserve of Stanthorpe ,  shall be
available for Mining Licenses under the provisions
of section 33 of  "The  Mineral  Lands Act  of 1872,"
on and after  TUESDAY, the  27th May, 1873.
. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Description of Extensions of area available for
Mining Licenses within the limits of the Town
Reserve, Stcenthorpe, District of Darling Downs
South.
Extension 2.
Commencing at a point due west of the north-
west corner of the Folkestone Pre-emptive Pur-
chase ;  thence bounded on the south by its north-
ern boundary  east two chains  ; on the east by
sections  7 and 6 north twenty chains ; on the north
by section  8 west six  chains and 50 links ; on the
west by Mineral Selections 317A and 317 south
twenty chains ; and on the south by Mineral
Selection  379 east four chains fifty links to point of
commencement.
Extension 3.
Commencing in the centre of Quart Pot Creek,
at a point due west of the south-west corner of the
Folkestone Pre-emptive Purchase ; thence bounded
by the centre of said creek to the crossing of the
main  Warwick Road ; thence by said road northerly
about six chains to the south-east corner of section
11; thence by that  section west  one chain and
sixty-seven links ; north one chain and 60 links ;
west two chains and twenty-five links ; north three
chains and twenty-five links to south boundary of
aforesaid Pre-emptive Purchase ; thence west about
six chains  to point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
f
] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, in pursuance of the fifty-fifth clause of the
above Act, that the lands hereunder described
have been resumed from the leases of the " Blyth's
Plains" and "Tingar" Runs, for Public purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Resumed from  Blyth's Plains  528 acres.
And from Tingar  ...  ... 1,392
3 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Blyth' s Creek
at a point  where the road to  Roma crosses  it, said
point bearing east fifteen degrees South,  distaae
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about nine  chains from a tree  marked M over 170
on survey of said road ; thence by said creek up-
wards about eight chains ; thence on the north by
a west line  about sixty- seven chains  ; thence on the
west by a south line two  miles crossing  Blyth's
Creek ; thence on the south by an  east line one mile
and a-half; thence on the east by a north line two
miles ; thence  again  on the north by a  west line
fifty-three chains to the right bank of Blyth's
Creek ; and thence by that creek downwards to the
print of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th April, 187; .
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been with-
drawn from selection, with a view to their being
reserved for public purposes, in pursuance of the
provisions to that effect contained in the twenty-first
section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868."
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR QUARRY, SPRINGSURE.
County of Denison, parish of Springsure, town of
Springsure,  allotments  2 and 3 of section 24.
2 acres and  32 perches.
Commencing on the south side of Boundary
street, at the north-east corner of allotment 1, and
bounded thence on the north by that street easterly
four chains; on the east by the west boundary
line of allotment 4 southerly, at right angles to
Boundary street, five chains and fifty links ; on the
south by the north boundary  lines of allotments
7 and 8 westerly,  parallel  with Boundary street,
four chains ; and on the west by the east boundary
line of allotment 1 northerly, at right angles to
Boundary street, five chains and fifty links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK, INGLEWOOD,
County of Bentinck, parish of Inglewood, portions
2, 3,  and 4.
Commencing  on the left bank of Sandy Creek at
the crossing  of the Clermont and Broadsound Road
opposite the north- east corner  of McKean' s selec-
tion, No. 16, bounded on the north by that road
easterly to the eastern boundary of Clermont Town
Reserve ; thence on the east by that boundary
bearing south  one degree  forty minutes west about
thirty-one chains to a tree marked broad-arrow
over TR over X in triangle ;  again  by that boun-
dary bearing south  sixteen degrees seven minutes
east 128 chains  seventy  links  to a tree marked
broad- arrow  over TR over XII in triangle, and by
that boundary  bearing south one degree six minutes
west seventeen chains  and fifty-eight links  to a tree
marked broad-arrow over TR over XIII in triangle
at the south- east corner  of Town Reserve ; thence
on the south by the southern boundary of said
reserve bearing west four degrees thirteen  minutes
north thirty chains twenty-seven links to a tree
marked broad-arrow over TR over XIV in triangle ;
thence west one degree fifty minutes north 105
chains ten  links to a tree marked broad-arrow over
TR over XV in triangle ; thence west ninety-four
chains  sixty-five links to  a tree  marked broad-
arrow over TR over XXV in triangle; thence by aline
bearing  north to the south- east  corner of Weller's
selection , No. 17 ; thence on the north by the south
boundary of that selection and McKean' s selection,
No. 16, bearing east to Sandy Creek ; thence by
Sandy Creek upwards to the point of commence.
ment.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified  for general information, that
the lands IIereinunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with  respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING.
Blythe's Creek, Dally and Roma Road, Maranoa
District.
3 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Blythe's Creek,
at a point where the road to Roma crosses it, said
point bearing east fifteen degrees south, distant
about  nine chains  from a tree marked M over 170
on survey of said road; thence by said creek up-
wards about eight chains ; thence on the north by
a west line  about sixty -seven chains  ;  thence on the
west  by a south line two  miles ,  crossing  Blythe's
Creek ; thence on the south by an east  line one
mile and a-half  ; thence on the east by a north line
two miles; thence again on the north by a west
line fifty-three  chains  to the right bank of Blythe's
Creek ; and thence by that creek downwards to the
point  of commencement.
153 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Macintyre
Brook, at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the west by that road bear.
ing north forty-six chains and eighty-seven links to
another road one chain wide ; on the north by that
road bearing east thirty chains to another road one
chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing south
thirty-two chains and ninety links to the Macintyre
Brook; and on the south-east and south-west by
that brook downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR STONE  QUARRY,  STANWELL.
County of Livingstone, parish of Stanwell.
105 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing 138 degrees, and distant one chain, and
thence bearing forty-eight degrees and distant ten
chains from the east corner of portion 15A ; and
bounded thence on the north by a line bearing 138
degrees thirty-five chains; on the south-east by a
line bearing 228 degrees thirty chains ; on the
south-west by a line bearing 318 degrees thirty-
five chains to a road. one chain wide ; and on the
north-west by that road bearing forty-eight degrees
thirty chains to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR SCHOOL OF ARTS, MACKAY.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard, town of
Mackay.
Allotment 5 of section 9.
2 roods.
Commencing on the west side of Nelson street
at the south-east corner  of allotment 4, and
bounded thence on the east by that street southerly
two chains  ; on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 6 westerly at right angles to
Nelson street two chains and fifty links ; on the
west by the east boundary line of allotment 1
northerly, parallel with Nelson street, two chains ;
and on the north by the south boundary line of
allotment 4 easterly, at right angles to Nelson
street, two chains and fifty links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR POLICE PADDOCK, GOONDIWINDI.
County of Marsh, parish of Goondiwindi,
portions  10, 11,  and  12.
151 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Serpent
Lagoon at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the . west by that road
bearing south forty-nine chains and seventy links ;
on the south by a line bearing east thirty  chains to
another road one chain wide; on the east by thppt
road bearing north forty-nine chains and ninety-fo'ur
links to the Serpent Lagoon ; and on the north by
that lagoon downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
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RESERVE FOE BALLAST FOR  RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
County of Aubigny, parish of Westbrook, portion  39.
23 acres  3 roods 8 perches.
Commencing at a point in the westerly prolonga-
tion of the south boundary of Laborers' Camping
Reserve, one chain from the Railway Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south by its continuation
west ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing
north twenty-eight chains ; on the north by a line
bearing east seven chains to a reserved road one
chain wide ; and on the north-east by that road
bearing 173 degrees fifty-four minutes twenty-eight
chains and sixteen links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
HEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth  section of  "The
1' 1'  Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868, it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale  for  any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently set apart for the purposes named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE IPSWICH AND
WEST MORETON AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich, town of
Ipswich, section  32.
5 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the north by South
street easterly ten chains to Thorn street ; on the
east by that street southerly at right angles to
South street five chains to Roderick street ; on the
south by that street westerly ten chains to Gordon
street ; and  on the  west  by that street northerly
five chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR NATIONAL SCHOOL, TOWNSVALE,
LoGAIe.
County of Ward, parish of Logan.
2 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane road one chain and
fifty links wide at the west corner of portion
18, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing east four chains and thirty-five links ;
on the east by a line bearing north four chains ; on
the north by a line bearing west five chains and
sixty-five links to the Brisbane road ; and on the
south-west by that road bearing 162 degrees four
chains and twenty-one links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR NATIONAL SCHOOL, PINE RIVER.
County of Stanley, parish of Bunya.
10 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
56, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing west nine chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south three chains and sixty links to a
small creek ; thence by that creek upwards to a
point about south, and distant four chains and
fourteen links from the termination of the last line ;
on the south-west by lines and a road one chain
wide bearing eighty-six degrees one chain and
twenty- six links , 172 degrees two chains and two
links, and 124 degrees eight chains and seventy-six
links ; and on the east by a line bearing north
fourteen chains and fifty links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOB CEMETERY ,  RAVENSWOOD.
3 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 107 degrees,
and distant about forty-two chains from the south
corner of Hackett's homestead, and bounded thence
on the north by a line bearing east five chains ; on
the east by a line bearing south six chains ; on the
south by a line bearing west five chains ; and on
the west by a line bearing north six chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd April, 1873.
I
N pursuance  of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for  general information, that
the lands  hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purpose named with
respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TIMBER  RESERVE FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Parishes of Bunya and Kedron,  county  of Stanley.
Commencing at the south- west corner  of portion
No. 31, in the parish of Bunya, and bounded thence
on the north by portions Nos. 31, 55, and 62; on
the west by portion No. 62, selection No. 1,728,
and portions Nos. 50, 56, and 46 ; again on the
north by portions Nos. 53 and 42, selection No.
1,754,  portion 106, selection No. 1,753, and portion
No. 2, all in the parish of Bunya ; on the east by
portion No. 48, in the parish of Bunya, and by
portions in the parish of Kedron Nos. 602, 488,
487, 486, 485, 489, 597, 595, and 594, by portion
No. 51, in the parish of Bunya, and by portion No.
596, in the parish of Kedron ; on the south by
portions in the parish of Bunya Nos. 6, 7, 8, 52,
61, 12, 586, 587, 588, and 589, and by Kedron
Brook upwards to the eastern boundary of Samford
Run; and  again on  the west by that boundary
bearing north to  the  point  of commencement;-
exclusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, town of
Bundaberg. Section No. 29.
1 acre 3 roods 13 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the north corner of the section, and
bounded thence  on the north -east  by Maryborough
street south-easterly to Quay street; on the south-
east by Quay  street south-westerly ten chains to
Burrum street  ;  on the south -west by Burrum
street north-westerly to the Burnett River ; and
on the north-west by that river downwards to the
point  of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1873.
"CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."
IN pursuance of the seventy-eighth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
the Petition hereunder inserted is published for
general information.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
To His Excellency the most Honorable GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Nor-
manby ,  Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby and Baron Mulgrave ,  of Mulgrave,
all in the county of York, in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom ,  and Baron Mulgrave,
of New ROSS,  in the county of Wexford, in
the Peerage of Ireland ; a member of Her
Majesty 's Most Honorable Privy Council,
Governor and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies,
and Vice-Admiral of the same.
The humble Petition of the undersigned free-
holders, residents of the  Mackay,  in the colony of
Queensland ,  respectfully sheweth, that the under-
mentioned country lands be set aside as a Common-
age in connection with the town  of Mackay, viz. :-
Being  portions  Nos. 154, 155, 157,  1.58, 159, 162,
163, 164, 238,  239, 240, 241,  242, 243, 244, 245, and
345, as delineated on the Government map in the
colony of Queensland.
Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray, that
your Excellency ,  with the advice of the Executive
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Council, that you will  see fit  to take into your
favorable consideration, and your petitioners, as in
duty bound, will ever pray.
Alexander Shiels Alfred H. Lloyd
Korah Js. Wills  Ebenezer Staines
George Smith  Maurice  Llewellen
It. Neill Charles Keely
John Walton H. McFree
Jno. Darlington Andrew Kemmis
David 11. Dalrymple John Philip Wheeler
Harvey It. James Robert Fleming
G. Wright Robert Byrne
Michael Fay John Barnes
John Gogan Wm.Bovey
Jno. Fitzgerald Henry Black
B. Brodnitz W. C. Dickinson
H. It. Brown Wm. Arnold
13. McGuire Wm. Wear
W Clements James Glass
Thomas Solway Cornelius Kelly.
Denis Kennedy
NoTE.-Portions  244  and  245 referred to in the above
Petition, are under  lease, and  not available for inclusion
in the proposed Common.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  19th March, 1873.
V Y
W HEREAS,  by the twenty -fifth  clause of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided  that  before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published  in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid,  the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently reserved for the purpose of a Cemetery.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY AT CHINAMAN'S CREEK.
County of Stanley, parish of Bunya.
10 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek
at the termination of a road one chain wide, and
bounded thence on the north by that road bearing
west sixteen chains and fifty links ; on the west by
a line bearing south six chains and fifty links; on
the south by a line bearing east sixteen chains and
ten links to Sandy Creek ; and on the east by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th March, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
"The Crown  Lands  Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently  re served from sale for  any public
purpose, notice thereof shall  be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved  for the  purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE, Gownia.
County ofAubigny, parish of Gowrie, portion 231,
25 acres 1 rood 17 perches.
Commencing on the Dalby road, at the south-
east corner of portion 212, and bounded thence on
the west by that portion bearing north ten chains
and ninety-six links ; on the north by portion 230,
bearing east twenty chains to a road one chain
wide ; on the east by that road bearing south
fourteen chains and forty links to the Dalby road ;
and on the south-west by that road, bearing two
hundred and seventy-nine degrees thirty minutes
twenty chains and twenty-nine links to the point
of commencement.
CEMETERY AT TIARO.
County of  March, parish of Tiaro, portion 14.
88 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-west corner of portion 11 ,  and bounded
thence on the north by that portion bearing east
thirty -six chains and sixteen links ; on the east by
a line bearing south twenty-five chains ; on the
south by portions 15 and 16 bearing west thirty-
four chains and  fifty  links to the aforesaid road;
and on the south-west by that road bearing three
hundred and fifty-six degrees twenty -five chains
and seven links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE ,  TALLIBAGGERA CREEK.
County of Ward, parish of Tullibaggera,  National
School.
5 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at its
intersection by the original south -west boundary
line of portion  No. 18,  and bounded thence on
the north -west by that  road, bearing seventy-three
degrees thirty minutes two chains and sixty-six
links ,  and forty -seven degrees two chains and
twenty -nine links ; on the north -east by a line
bearing one hundred and  fifty  degrees ten chains
and twenty-eight links  ;  on the south -east by a line
bearing two hundred and  forty  degrees four chains
and eighty  links ; and on the south-west  by a line
bearing three  hundred and thirty degrees ten
chains and  thirty-eight  links to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
1 T is hereby notified for general information
that in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous, before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSTT.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th January, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, thatthe Commission rs f Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands Aliena tion  Act of  1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick,  on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
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PORT  CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February,  1873,andthereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
mouth.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE  BAY AND  BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office,  Bowen , the fourth Thurs
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs.
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed.
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BuRKE.
At the Land Office, Norman River Settle.
ment , on the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Roma , on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At.the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday  in each alternate month.
s the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in February, 1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, andtbereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the  sitting  will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary ,  in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South ,  will, on  the first TUESDAY  in every
month, hold his Court Sittings , as prescribed  in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October ,  1872 ,  at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  28th May, 1872.
T
HE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
shewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c.,  prepared  under the supervision of
the Chief  Commissioner  of Crown  Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands  Office, George  street .  Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMISON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
PERSON  S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS SEEKING SUITABLE SELEG
TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS.IMMIGRANTS or others who do not possess
sufficient  local knowledge to enable them to
select land in suitable situations without visiting
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that arrangements will be made, if induce-
ment offers, to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
may be indicated,  to assist  them in their search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
All persons requiring  assistance  of this nature
are requested to advise this Department, in writing,
as to the locality they wish to settle in, and also
forward a fee of ten shillings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor, when, if a sufficient number
of persons are found to join, the Government will
immediately undertake to organize one or more
parties.
In the event  of there being no party despatched,
the fee of ten shillings  will be returned ,  on applica.•
tion. to the person paying same.
J. MA.LBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
F
OR the convenience of persons desirous to have
lands, whether surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward for sale by auction, it is hereby notified
for general information-, that instructions have been
issued to the Land Agents to open in their respec-
tive offices, a nook, in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration f the Minister
for Lands, when, if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in the  next  proclamation  of sale.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
W ITH  the view of facilitating the transaction of
business at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
efibct that every possible assistance is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for land or seeking
information on matters connected with the working
of the Land Acts-even to the extent of filling up
forms of application and transfers, &c., for illiterate
persons, if there is time at the officer's disposal ;
and that any Land Agent, or other Officer, receiving
and appropriating fees for clerical assistance to his
own use, on the matter being reported, will be
severely dealt with. .
For the convenience, however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, arrangements  have  been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner ,  and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that  officer, a tracing  or py of  the plan
required will  be prepared and furnished  to the
individual requiring the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary  for Public Lands.i
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL  LEASES  ACT OF 1869."
T is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the  41st section  of "  The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869"  for renewed leases for four-
teen years  of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current  leases of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the  existing
leases,  as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the proposed line
of Railway, Brisbane Extension, from 7 miles 60
chains  (near Redbank )  to 16 miles  13 chains (near
Oxley), has been approved and confirmed without
any alteration ; and that in pursuance of the 17th
section of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the Govern-
ment intend to proceed with the construction of
the line of Railway (Brisbane Extension) from 7
miles 60 chains to 16  miles  30 chains, according to
the Map or Plan and Book of Reference so con-
firmed, to be seen at this office, and copy thereof at
the office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions at Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th March, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to establish the following Regulation, under the
provisions of the Act of Parliament 20 Vic., No. 29,
in amendment of the 79th and 80th sections of the
existing Gold Fields Regulations, and to rescind
the Regulation published on the 2nd August,
1872.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
REGULATION.
Each application for an auriferous  lease made
under the Gold Fields  Regulations  must be accom-
panied by a sketch plan, executed by a surveyor,
defining the position of the land applied for ; and,
within three months after lodging the application,
the applicants shall furnish to the Gold Commis-
sioner a plan and description showing the boun-
daries of the land as actually surveyed and marked
by a licensed surveyor. Provided that the Gold
Commissioner  shall have power to recommend
further extensions of three months each on gold
fields within the limits of which mining surveyors
have not been appointed by the Government.
The Gold Commissioner shall record each applica-
tion received as above, but shall not submit his
recommendation for the issue of any lease to the
Government until after the ground applied for has
been surveyed and described by a duly licensed
surveyor.
Department  of Public Works,
Roads Branch,
Brisbane, 25th March, 1873.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that any person or
N  persons removing any stone ,  gravel ,  loam, or
other material from any public road ,  or who, by the
careless use of fire ,  shall injure or destroy any
bridge or culvert, or damage any approaches thereto,
or who shall fall any timber across any public road,
or injure  any road by  drawing timber along it,
otherwise than on wheels ,  will be proceeded against
as the law directs.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 5th May, 1873.
T is hereby notified for  general  information, that
I the under-mentioned Miners' Rights and
Business  Licenses have been returned  as issued at
the Gold Fields respectively specified.
A. H. PALMER.
CHARTERS TOWERS, BROUGHTON, AND CAPE
GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ending 31st March, 1873.
MINEas ' RIGHTS.
No. Name .  No. Name.
55,797 John Metz
65,798 John Thompson
55,799
55,800
65,801
65,802
56,803
65,804
65,805
55,806
55,807
55,808
55,809
56,810
55,811
John Thompson
John Davey
Wm. Fiddes
Thos. McGuire
Ah Soy
James  Callighan
Patrick Foy
Halam Cyrille
Malcolm McLean
Michael Judge
Robert Hollowall
Win. T. Smith
John O' Hallaran
55,812 Michael Dunn
55,813 Long Sing
65,814 David Blackford
55,815 S. P. Bjerrum
65,816 Lochlan McLean
55,817 E. Lindsay
55,818 M. S. Murphy
55,819 A. Belmyer
55,820 J. D. Colli s
65,821 John Barlow
65,822 Pat .  Mackleroy
55,823 Andr. McDermott
55,824 Isaac Scholefield
55,825  Wm. H. Duman
55,826 S. Guscott
55,827 R. E. Whittingham
55,828 F. S. Jenkins
65,829  James  Monaghan
55,830 William Thrower
65,831 George Linklater
65,832  John Paton
66,833 David Hodson
55,834 B. Joyce
55,835 E. Rutherford
55,836 Walter Phillips
65,837 R. T. Jameson
55,838 Samuel Peck
55,839 Thomas Warren
55,840 Chris. Lauritzen
55,841 Joseph Woodburne
65,842 C. C. Nicholson
55,843 Andrew Snollett
55,844 Matthew  Sherman
55,845 Charles Le Quesne
55,846 James Fiddin
55,847 Ali Cann
55,848 O. Gosewitch
55,849  George Sweding
55,850 Ah Hing
55,851 Malcolm Grant
65,852 W. H. Hick
65,853 Ali Tang
.55,854 Ali Fat
55,855 Gong Lee
65,856  Thomas Owens
55,857 Andrew Henderson
55,858 George Currie
55,859 Ali Kit
55,860 John MacMauus
55,861 Patrick Fitzgerald
55,862 Lucas Higham
55,863 Hy. Brumner
65,864 Edward Ledmer
55,865 N. Ranken
55,866 Alex. M'Millan
55,867 C. Leudeman
55,868 Con. Hamm
55,869 Annie Smith
55,870 Matthew Collopy
55,871 James Tronsen
55,872 James Tronsen
55,873 James 'I'ron sen
65,874 G. J. A. Evans
56,875 James Ross
65,876 John MeBain
56,877 Jno. E. Rutherford
65,878 Jno. E. Rutherford
55,879 John M'Dill
55,880 Hannah C. Nelson
55,881 Thomas Bland
55,882 Richard Peterson
55,883 Thomas  Fitzgerald
65,884 John Julien
65,885  E. B. Power
65.886 James Toway
55,887 Robert  Marshall
65,888  Le Vallois
55,889 John McLellan
65,890 Abraham  Sherman
55,891 Charles Evans
55,892 Thomas  Newlore
55,893 Charles Murphy
55,894 G. E. Bradley
55,895 T. J. Preston
55,896 Win. Shires
55,897 James  Jennings
55,898 William Mowatt
55,899 R . C. G. Johnson
55,900 W. A. Ross
65,901 Peter Moller
55,902 Henry  Schultz
55,903 Thomas Mills
55,904 Ali Moke
55,905 Ah Moke
55,906 Ah Chee
55,907 Ali Sue
55,908 Ali See
65,909 Ali Foo
55,910 Wm.  Richardson
55,911 Ken You
55,912 Simon Dowd
65,913 Charles  Brealey
55,914 Richard Wright
55,915 Michael Ryan
55,916 M. Krumbholtz
55,917 Henry Cassidy
55,918 Conrad Auer
55,919 Wm. Right
65,920 Ali Njee
65,921 Ali Sue
55,922 Ali You
55,923 John  Sullivan
55,924 John Hanrahan
55,925 George Lawrence
55,926 John McLean
55,927 Sue Chow
55,928 James Teare
55,929 Samuel Moffatt
55,930 Charles Spreackley
65,931 Thomas Courts
55,932 J. Wiseman Wilkie
55,933 Richard John
55,934 Alex.  Malcolm
55,935 John Nitsche
55,936 Ali Sahn
55,937 Tebin Chou
55,938 T. O'Shaughnessy
55,939 Ferdinand Stamp
56,940 John Anderson
55,941 Olive Swainson
55,942 Edward Rodgers
55,943 John Murphy
55,944 Quin Hi
55,945 Ah Quo
55,946 Ali Tim
55,947 Alf. Trevet],an
55,918 Edward Godfrey
55,949 John Borthwick
55,950 J. Lloyd
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CHARTERS' TOWERS, BROUGHTON, AND CAPE
GOLD  FIELDS- continued.
BUSINESS
No. Name.
4,330 Brodziack and Co.
4,331 Henry Poole
4,332 Brodziack and Co.
4,333 H. R. Rutherford
4,334 Joseph Woodburne
4,335 W. A. Ross and Co.
4,336 Lee Sooh
4,337 John Borthwick
4,338  W. H. Buchanan
4,339  Bung Song
LICENSES.
No. Name.
4,340 P. Hisbon
4,341 W. O. D. Condell
4,342 Wm. Kohler
4,343 L. D. Younger
4,344 W. H. Norris
4,345 G. L. Rutherford
4,346 Ali Sue
4,347 C. P. Weiss
4,348 George Winkle
GILBERTON GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 31st March, 1873.
MINERS'  RIGHTS.
No. Name.
45,198 Ang Hee
45,199 John Foley
45,200 G. H. Brown
45,201 Ali Tung
45,202 Ali He
45,203  Ali  See
45,204 Edward Hunt
45,205  Wm. McLeod
45,206  Wm. McLeod
45,207 J.  J. Montgomery
45,208  W. Colinson
No. Name.
45,209 Sam  Ali  Pow
45,210 W. L. Hill
45,211 Peter Pierce
45,212 Look Cline
45,213 Ang Yee
45,214 Leong Fatt
45,215 John Macauley
45,216 Hugh Macauley
45,217 Alex. Macauley
45,218 Ali Wun
45,219 Edward Dorsett
BUSINESS  LICENSES.
No. Name. No. Name.
2,510 James Edmonds 2,511 William Welch
ETHERIDGE GOLD FIELDS.
During the Month ended 31st March, 1873.
MINERs'  RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
45,497 T. Brady 45,519 T. Turner
45,498 A. Holmes 45,520 C. Palmerston
45,499 S. McKinnon 45,221 R. Leighton
45,500 W. Woods 45,222 J. Pattison
45,501 A. Caskie 45,223 J. Pattison
45,502 D. M. Jones
45,503 C. Nolan
45,504 D. M. Jones
45,505 J. Edwards
45,506 C. Nott
45,507 P. Murphy
45,508 W. Day
45,509 F. Harbor
45,510 F. Harbor
45,511 J. Stewart
45,512 T. Ball
45,513 W. Carr
45,514 J. Cameron
45,515 A. De Costa
45,516 E. Downs
45,517 A. Man
45,518 J. McLeod
45,224 B. Kitchen
45,225 J. Downs
45,226 J. Man
45,227 T. Wilson
45,228 G. Thompson
45,529 R. Hi lls
45,530 H. McMartin
45,531 D. Driscoll
45,532 H. Hankins
45,533 J. Aylott
45,534 Geo. Bates
45,535 E. Prior
45,536 J. Jackson cent. on amount  of Tender  as security fbr the due
45,537 Jas. Kelly performance of the Contract, in the event of the
45,538  Ali  Sin Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
45,539 Claus Ruthgeen event, that he will execute and deliver, at the
45,540 A. Dalkhe office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
BUSINESS  LICENSES.
No. Name. No. Name.
2,174 Chong and Co.
2,175 McGroarty Bros.
2,176 Nolan  and Jones
2,177 John Baker
2,178 J. Morrison
2,179 Con Changolo
2,180 M. Foley
2,181  Samuel Morris
2,182 A. McKenzie
2,183 D .  Mullen
2,184 W. Jackson
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1873.
NEW ROAD-FINAL NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a Branch Road
from Ipswich and Upper Logan Road to
Coochin Coochin Station, referred to in Notices
dated 11th October, 1872, and 11th February, 1873,
folios 1651-7 2, and 239-73, respectively, of the
Government Gazette,  has been formally marked and
opened by the proper Officer, and same is now open
for public use.
A. H. PALMER.
73-1521.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st May, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
SENTRY TOWERS, BRISBANE GAOL.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd
instant, from persons willing to contract for erection
of Sentry Towers, at the Gaol, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Sentry
Towers, Brisbane Gaol."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on groper printed forms, and
must state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work ; and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security
for the due performance of the Contract in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and under-
taking in that event that he will execute and
deliver at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within seven days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. H. PALMER.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 18th April, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE BARRACKS, IPSWICH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
May, from persons willing to contract for erection
of Police Barracks at Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Police
Barracks, Ipswich."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Police Office, Ipswich, and at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of  every  Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
within fourteen days from the usual notifica-
tion of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing such performance, otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. H. PALMER.
Public Works  Department,
Brisbane ,  26th March, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER WAMBO CREEK-DALBY TO
CONDAMINE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
May next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Bridge over Wambo Creek, Dalby
to Condamine.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Bridge,
Wambo Creek."
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Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office ; at Roads Office, Toowoomba ; and at Police
Office, Dalby.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there  must  be a memorandum signed by the
party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten
per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the
duo performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event, that he will execute and deliver at
the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 30th April, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
Licenses from the Treasury have been granted
to the under-mentioned persons during the month
of April, 1873.
W. L. G. DREW,
Under-Secretary.
Name. Place.
WHOLESALE SPIRIT DEALERS.
Clifton, Aplin,  Bros . ... Gilberton
Watson,  Bros. .. 11
Handasyde and Wilson ... Marlborough
Graham and Co. ... . Maryborough
RETAIL SPIRIT DEALERS.
Wayte, Wm. ... . Brisbane (Sandgate Road)
Last, J. ... ... I Cardwell
Newman ,  J. ... ... Charters Towers
Power, E. 11
Robertson, J. 11
Yon, Ali ... ... „
Gillies, Hy. ... . Georgetown
Morris, S . ... ... 11
Bolton, J. ... ... Gympie
Jamieson ,  M. . ... ... Normanton
Cooper, Alex. ... ... Ravenswood
Dean, Timothy ... ... Rockhampton
McCoo, Fras. ... ... 11
Anderson, W. B. ... St. George
A UCTIONEERS.
Hadkins, Abraham ... Blackall
Borthwick, J. .. .., Charters Towers
Condell, W. O'D. ... 11
Cuthbert, W. P. ...
Keane C D
Cottell, R. J. ... .... Clermont
Hughes, P. S. ... ... Dalby
Lambert, S. ... ... Rockhampton
MacPherson, J. ... .. „
Auerbach, J. J. ... ... Tambo
BILLIARDS.
Toes, S. K. .. Brisbane
Cooke, E. .. Bowen
Wiesender, A. Mackay
Colas, C. Warwick
Dinte, H. D.
Allman, J. .
Fletcher, Thos. H.
BAGATELLE.
Stanthorpe
To DISTIL.
Forsyth and Co. ... ... Brisbane(Milton)
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now  open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
G atton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone,  Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Ipswich,
Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marlborough,
Maryborough, Milchester, Mount Perry, Murphy's
Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office  (Brisbane),
Springsure , S. and W. Railway,  Stanthorpe, St.
George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,  Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings  upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be  allowed on deposits  not exceed-
ing £100, at the  rate  of five pounds  per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding  £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per  annum on  the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be  made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further  information  can be obtained by applying,
either by  letter or in person , at the Treasury, or at
any of  the above offices.
By His Excellency' s Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
TENDERS are hereby invited, and will bereceived at this Office, until SATURDAY,
the 24th May next, for the Conveyance of Post
Office Mails, by horse, once a-week, from the 1st
July, 1873, to the 31st December, 1874, for the
undermentioned Services.
Forms of Tender may be obtained on application
to any Postmaster, and every Tender must bear the
bond fide  signatures of the Tenderer, and two
responsible persons willing to become bound with
him in such  sum as  the Postmaster-General may
direct, not exceeding the gross amount of the
Contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents, must be pre-
pared, if called on, to pay to the Postmaster-General
a sum  equal to ten per cent. of the amount of their
Tender, if accepted,  as a guarantee , until their bond
and contract shall be executed.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
form of Tender can be inspected at any Post Office.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
S ERVICES REQUIRED.
No. 56. Gympie and Tewantin (Newsa),  vid
Cootharaba and Coloothin Creek, by horse,
once a-week.
115. Gympie and Kilkivan,  viii  Black Snake, by
horse,  once a-week.
116. Elliott and Kilkivan,  vid  Teebar Mine, Teebar
Station, Gigoomgan,  Springs, Culgon ,  Munna,
and Glenbar, by horse,  once a-week.
(The routes are subject  to alteration  by the Pont.
master-General-vide " General Conditions.
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Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 20th March, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
GIN GIN TO BUNDABERG.
T
ENDERS  will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until noon on MONDAY, the 12th day of
May next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and insu-
lators , and for all workmanship necessary for the
erection  of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the Terms, General Conditions, and
Specifications appended hereto.
From Gin Gin to Bundaberg, a distance of thirty
(.30) miles,  more or less.
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the Contractor at
Brisbane, about three months after the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender:
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price per mile for clearing and timber
work.
2. Price each for extra poles, where neces-
sary.
3. Price per foot for extra-length poles,
where necessary.
4. Price per mile for affixing insulators
and stretching wire.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within four (4) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly, to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer ap-
pointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstanding
such report and payment on account, the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other officer
appointed by him in that behalf, shall have full
power at any time afterwards, before final payment
sha ll  be made, of rejecting and condemning any of
the work or materials in respect of which such re-
port and payments may have been made. The total
balance will be paid when the entire contract shall
have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government. The contractor may avail himself of
the facilities afforded  by "The Electric Telegraph
Act "  for obtaining  materials , on signing a bond in-
demnifying the Government against any claims for
compensation, arising from the action of the con-
tractor, and providing for any claims being paid by
the Superintendent from moneys due to the con-
tractor, if not otherwise settled.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other pro-
perty, caused  by the erection of the line ; also for
damage so caused to roads. And if such claims are
not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised to
pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the ex-
ecution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the Queensland  Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money  which may be due to the con-
tractor ,  together with all  materials and  implements  in
his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of con-
tract.
Attached to each Tender there  must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agree ing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being  accepted,  and undertaking, in that
event, that they will severally  execute and deliver,
at the office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the ,
acceptance of the Tender, a bond to Her Majesty
in a sum equal  to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood  standing  within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber, within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared  away ,  and a good  straight
bridle track, of not less than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the  clearing . Any branches
overhanging from trees beyond the  distance men-
tioned, which, in the judgment of the inspecting
officer, might endanger the line, to be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width ofsuch
roadway.  In cases  where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track. Poles to
be heavy straight  saplings , of the best description
of approved hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton
Bay ash being allowed), with the bark removed,
not less than nine (9) inches in diameter at five (5)
feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in diameter at
the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to be
carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of six (6) feet, and well coated
with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly bound
at one (1) inch from its extremity with good hoop
iron, of not  less than one  (1) inch wide. The top
of each pole to be served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart,  unless  by special permission, to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position,  and well rammed  with rubble
and earth. At angles, or other places where re-
quired,  struts, or supports  of wood, to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulating pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark, according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two posts shall not exceed two
(2) feet. Joints  or splices  to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied. .
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best qualityy,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be sub-
ject to the final approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer
appointed by him  to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application  at the office  of the Super-
intendent of Electric  Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
THOS. L. MIIRRAY-PRIOR.
NOTICE TO  MARINERS.
REPORTED DANGER BETWEEN THE PERCY
ISLANDS AND h. h. GROUP.
R. Alfred Harwood, master of  the  barge
" Enterprise," reports that during  his last
voyage from the Pioneer River to  Brisbane, lie
sighted at  low water a  heavy break upon what
appeared to be a sunken rock, in the following
position, viz.
Pine Peak .. ... E. by N. ; N.
h. 2 Island Bluff... ... W.S.W. Southerly.
Prudhoe Island being nearly in line with the
south- east  Islet of the Beverley Group.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 28th April, 1873.
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Department of  Public  Lands,
Brisbane , 24th April, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. Applicant.
1 R.  Harvey  ... Auckland
A. 8. P.
3 1 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the twenty-seventh section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868" (31 Victoria , No. 46),  has been made for closing of the
under -mentioned Road  ;  and all  persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are required
to transmit to this Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months from this date.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Situation. Pari sh. I Area.
Road separating portion 99  fr om por-
tions 82 and 83
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. App licant.
SCHEDIILE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Situation.
1 F. W. Ironmonger ... Road separating portion 364 from
portion 368
Parish.
Brassa ll  ...
Area.
A. £. P.
1 1 35
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Croton
Lands Alienation Act of  1868" (31 Victoria, No. 46) has been made for closing of the under-
mentioned  Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
ransmit  to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD  TO BE CLOSED.
No. App licant.
1 Robert McCready ...
Situation.
Reserved road through portion 15...
Pari sh.
Darlington
Area.
A. E. P.
3 2 17
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
IT is  hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868  " (31 Victoria ,  No. 46),  has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing ,  within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
N o. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. S. P.
6 1 18Wickham1 A. Moodie  ... .. ... ... I  Reserved  road through portion 17,  from Bris-
bane road to crossing  place on the Albert
River
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 5th May, 1873.
ROAD TRUST.
PURSUANT  to the advertisement issued from this Office,  dated 21st January ,  1871, it is hereby
notified that the following Road Board has been approved for the section of the Road
specified.
A. H. PALMER.
Portion of Road.
Mount Hedlow Road, from
Limestone Creek to Byfield
Station, and Extension, 17
miles to Raspberry Creek
Trustees. Where  Residing.
ROCKHAMPTON DISTRICT.
lAtherton, James
Gregson, F. J.
i Barwell, C. H. A. :::
Morey, A. F.
Hutton, - ...
Adelaide Park
Woodlands
Raspberry Creek...
Occupation.
Grazior.
REAL PROPERTY  TRANSFER  NOTICE.
AKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
T  provisions  of  " The  Real  Property Act of  1861."  Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days  named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land .  Name of  Applicant. Date within which a Caaeatmay be lodged.
36 perches ,  being allotment  7 of section 7, parish and  Andreas Siegel ...  ... 10th June, 1873.
town of  North  Brisbane , county of Stanley
6 acres 12 perches, being allotment  6 of block A, parish Chas. Stafford  Miles ... Do.
of Warwick,  near  Warwick, county of  Merivale
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY, the 14thinstant, the following Time
Table will come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
a.m.
Rockhampton... 11. 0
6 Gracemere ,.. 11.24 6
15 Stanwell 12. 0 15 •
24 Rosewood Crossing A 24
30 Westwood ... 1 0 30
Stations Up Train,Mixed.
Miles
from West-
wood.
Stations. Down Train
Mixed.
p.m.
Westwood ... ... ,..  3'30
Rosewood Crossing ,,, .,. A
Stanwell ... ... ... 4'30
Gracemere ,,. ... 5. 6
Rockhampton... .., ...  5.30
All Day Tickets  issued on  Saturdays available to return on the  fo ll owing  Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight,
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares,
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
Total
£ a. d. £ s. d. £ S. d. £ a. d.
Week ending May 3rd, 1873 .., 357 16 3 1,451 13 11 34 8 4 1,843 18  6
Corresponding week last year... 368 4 3 1,010 15 6 34 18 7 1,413 18 4
Increase ... ... ... 440 18 6 430 0 2
Decrease ... .., .., 10 8 0 ... 0 10 3
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
TIME TABLE.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1872.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY, 9th September, 1872, the following Time Table  will  come into  operation until further notice.
IPSWICH , TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
XILxB.
From , Too-
Ipawlch. woomba.
8
12
18
21
25
29
38
49
85
901
94
102
109
118
120
181
140
143
85
90
97
106
114
127
130
Gowrie Junction ... depart
Gowrie .•. ...
Oakey Creek ... ... ...
Jondaryan .., ...
Bowenville ... ...
Blailand's Siding .., ...
Dalby ... ... ...
4.30
A
5.8
5.38
A
A
6.50
7.0
A
7.40
A ...
5.20 .,.
A ...
6.13 ...
*6.23 ,,,
MILx,.
From Prom
Dalby. Warwick.
STATIONS.
Dalby
3 ... Blaxland ' s Siding
16 ... Bowenville ...
24 ... Jondaryan ...
33 ... Oakey Creek ...
40 (lowrie.. .
45 ... Gowrie Junction ... arrive
... Warwick ... ...
3 Lyndhurst
 Road ...
12 Allora ..,
23 Clifton ,,.
25 gin 's Creek
52
61
71
81
92
101
105
109
112
118
122
130
No.1,
Goods.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
No. 2,
Mixed.
DOWN TRAINS.
No. 3,
Mixed.
A.M.
34 Emu Creek Siding •..
41 Cambooya .. ... ... ...
49 Westbrook
 Crossing
 ... .•. ...
521 f For Williams' Camp... .•. .... ... ..
58 Gowrie Junction
 ...
 arrive ,..
50.45 Mahoney's Gate
... Gowrie Junction .depart
65 Toowoomba arrive{ depart
... Highfields ... ..•
Murphy's Creek { depart
Helidon arriveidepart
Gatton ... ... ...
,,, Laidley ,,. ...
... Victoria Tunnel ••
Grandchester arr
Western Creek ... ...
Rosewood
,., Walloon ...
,,, Ipswich ,,,
• Trains meet here.
6.30 6.50
7.20 7.40
8.10 ...
... *8.30
A.M.
9.10
9.25
10.0
10.29
A
11.4
*11.8
A
A
1149
12.17
A.M.
8.5
A
8.45
9.22
9.32
A
10-25
A
A
No. 4,  No. 5.
Mixed. Goods.
A.M.
8.40
A
A
9.58
10.30
A
A.M.
A
A
A
A
*11.25 *11.16
11.55 11.44
... 12.4
... 12.64
...  1-44
... *1.48
.,. 2.28
... 2.43
•.. 3.18
... 3.47
... A
... 4.22
... 4.26
A
,.. A
*5.8
... 5.36
No. 6
Mixed.
P.M.
5.5
A
5-45
*6.23
6'33
A
7.26 00
A
B
11.50
12.40
1.30
8.26
8.66
All  Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
NoTB.- The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, wi ll  stop by signal to take up passengers only, who wi ll  be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey to .urinates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can
brrly do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the
To
to the place at which  they  propose to alight.
(B.) The Nos. 2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down Trains only, will, for the present, stop at this Crossing, subject to the foregoing regulation.
Goods Trains will  be run when necessary.
STATIONS.
No.1, No.2,
Goods.  Mixed.
A.M. A.M.
10.0
10.28
A
A
#11.8
11.12
Ipswich ... ...
Wa lloon ... .., .. ..•
Rosewood ... ... ... •••
Western Creek  ...
Grandchester f
arrive
r. depart
Victoria Tunnel ... ...
Laidley ... ... ...
Gatton ... ... ...
Helidon ,,, arrive ...{depart ...
Murphy's Creek arrive * .depart 8.30
High fields  ... .  9.22
4arrive 1010
t
a rive
Toowoomba  ...
...
Mahoney's Gate ...
Gowrie Junction ... arrive •..
A.
UP TRALYS.
No. 3,
Mixed.
A.M.
No. 4, No. 6,
Goods. Mixed.
P.M.
No. 6,
Mixed.
P.M. P.M.
... 4.40
... * 5.8
A A
A . A
5.47
5.51
A A
11.49 ... ... ...
 6.28
12.18 ... 6.57
12.53 ... ... 7.32
1.8 ... ... 7.47
#1.48
...  ... ...
1.52 ...  2-7
 ... 8.27
2.44 2 .69 .,. 9119
3.32 3.47
 ... 10.7
4.5 10.50 ... 3.55
B B ... ... ...
... *11.16 ... ...
7 Gowrie Junction ... depart ... ... *11.25
121 For Williams' Camp ... ... ... A
16 Westbrook Crossing... ... ... ... A
24 Cambooya ... ..• .,. ... 12.25
31 Emu Creek Siding ... ... ... ... A
40
 King's  Creek  ... ... ... ... ...  1.18
42 Clifton .,. ... ... ... ...  1.28
63 A llora
 ...  ... ... ... ... 2.5
62 Lyndhurst Road ... ... ... ... A
65 Warwick
 :..  .., 2.45
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General Post Office,
Brisbane, Queensland, 1st May, 1873.
T IIE following SUMMARIES of RAINFALL, taken at the under-mentioned Stations throughout the
Colony, during the Month of FEBRUARY, 1873, are published for general information.
By His Excellency' s Command,
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY, 1873.
SHOWING the Latitude and Longitude, and distance from Sea-coast of each Station ; also, the maximum
fall during 24 hours, and date of same, the number of days on which Rain fell, and Total Rainfall of
the Month.
This Table will be continued monthly, and the returns obtained from new Stations added to it
as received.
of  Station.  Latitude  (South ).  Longitude  (East ). Distancesea-coast .
from days
No .
lan inhours,
Maximum
and
in 24
date . fell.
Total
Rainfall.
Miles. Inches .  Date. Inches.
Banana  ... 24° 30' 150° 10' 80 3.18 21st 6 5.26
Beenleigh (Windaroo) ... 27 49 153 8 10 1.30 24th 10 4.62
2Bl * 9 14 32 12oomsbury 0... ... 3 8
Bowen ... ... ... 20 1 148 16 on coast 1.87 14th 12 3.77
Brisbane ... ... ... 27 28 153 6 10 2.60 27th 13 7.92
Caamboon ... ... 25 1 150 25 105 4.53 22nd 8 7.39
Cabulture ... ... 27 7 152 55 5 1-23  27th 11 4.06
Cape Moreton ... ... 27 1 153 28 on coast 1.15 27th 12 4.16
Cardwell ... ... 18 6 146 0 on coast 4.23 5th 21 20.51
Cashmere ... ... 18 3 145 13 50 1.36 2nd 24 5.83
Charleville ... ... 26 35 146 6 350 0.29 22nd 1 0.29
Clermont ... ... 22 45 147 38 130 2.12 21st 4 3.06
Cleveland ... ... 27 32 153 18 on coast 2.10 22nd 10 7.23
Condamine ... ... 26 57 150 6 180 0.80 8tb 6 2-47
Craven* ... ... ... 23 10 147 0 180
Creen Creek* ... ... 18 0 142 0 119
Dalby ... ... ... 27 30 151 15 112 0.23 26th 3 0.50
Durah* ... ... ... 26 20 150 28 135
Enoggera Reservoir ... 27 27 152 55 16 2.25 27th 13 7.74
Gayndah ... ... 25 38 151 36 72 2.70 23rd 8 1 5.95
George-tn,Ethridge River  17
*
57 143 40 176 1.96 17th 16 11.20
Gilbert River ... ... 17 54 143 0 133
Gladstone ... ... 23 50 151 20 on coast 3-12  23rd 10 8.46
Goodna ... ... ... 27 36 152 56 21 2.55 27th 12 7-27
Gympie ... ... ... 26 12 152 38 30 1.75 23rd 10 4.00
Helidon ... ... ... 27 39 .152 3 60 0-83 23rd 7 2.12
Herbert River, Lower ... 18 25 146 6 30 4,48 5th 16 25.89
Ipswich ... ... ... 27 38 152 48 28 1.43 27th 10 4.95
Junction Creek ... ... 17 45 144 9 78 2-07  18th 12 11.60
Koppel Bay ... ... 23 28 151 4 on coast 1.50 23rd 6 6.00
Lytton ... ... ... 27 25 153 11 on coast 3.25 26th 6 8.60
Mackay ... ... ... 21 10 149 5 5 1.63 3rd 9 4.97
Marlborough ... ... 22 57 150 1 40 1.59 22nd 11 8-97
Maryborough ... ... 25 35 152 43 18 2.15 23rd 15 10.88
Nebo .. ... ... 21 55 148 10 50 1.97 24th 3 2.71
N orm anton ... ... 17 38 141 25 38 9-14  4th  24 24-32
Norman-mouth* ... 17 28 141 0 on coast
Ravenswood ... ... 20 20 146 50 70 0-65  27th 12 3.16
Rockhampton ... ... 23 25 150 25
2
20 1-60 22nd 3 4-20
Roma$  ...  .. 26 37 148 4 230
Sandy Cape 24 48 153 25 on coast 2-03 23rd 9 4.54
Springsure  (Rainworth) 24 30 149 0 180 2-17
-
23rd 7
24 h 8
3-05
2.St. Lawrence ... ... 22 21 149 30 8 0 75 t 50
Stanthorpe$ ... ... 28 40 152 0
Taroom ... ... ... 25 38 149 45 160 0-76 23rd 7 2.13
Toowoomba ... ... 27 34 152 10 80 0-75 22nd 11 2-93
Townsville ... ... 19 18 146 50 on coast 10 12-16
Valley of  Lagoons ... 18 23 145 0 1.08 2nd 20 5-51
Warwick ... ... 28 12 152 16 90 0-87 27th 5 1.92
Waterview ... ... 18 5 146 10 5 3.85 17th 19 15.45
Westwood* ... ... 23 38 150 8 45 -
Woody Island ... ... 25 21 ] 52 57 on coast 2-10 24th 12 5.54
•  No Return received. ; No Rain fell.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9thMay, 1873.
NOTICE.
W HEREAS a Proclamation, in pursuance ofthe Act of C uncil 29 Vic., No. 13, was
published in the  Government Gazette  of the 18th
May, 1867, appointing the Island of St. Helena, in
Moreton Bay, to be a place for the detention of
offenders sentenced to penal servitude, or bard
labor on the roads or other public works of the
colony, and warning all persons, unless specially
authorised, against approaching or landing upon
the said Island : It is hereby notified that any
person found at or near or in any way communicat-
ing with the said Island of St. Helena, without the
written permission of the Colonial Secretary being
first had and obtained, is liable on conviction to a
penalty of Twenty Pounds, or three months im-
prisonment, or both, at the discretion of the Court.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th May, 1873.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Gilberton, from the 1st day of January, 1873, to the
31st day of March, 1873, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name.
Charles Jennings
Do Cong ...
Ching Sue ...
Description of
License.
Whether Amountgranted or'
of Fee.refused.
1
1
111
NOTICE.ACOURT of evision for Revising the Electoral
Roll for the Electoral District of Normanby
will be held at the Court House, St. Lawrence, on
TUESDAY, the  24th day of June next.
(By order,)
W. BUCKLEY,
Acting  Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Court House ,  St. Lawrence,
3rd May, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Court of Petty
Sessions for revising the Electoral Rolls f'or
the Electoral Districts of Brisbane, Wickham,
Fortitude Valley, Enoggera, South Brisbane, East
Moreton, Bulimba, and Oxley, will be held at the
Police Office, Queen street, Brisbane, at 11 o'clock
a.m. on MONDAY, the 2nd day of June now
next.
(By order,)
WILLIAM HENRY DAY,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Brisbane, 1st May, 1873.
PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
I HAVE this day admitted Mr. CHARLES JAMES
CuorTON, late Manager of the Australian Joint
Stock Bank, Bowen, a Partner in my business,
which will be carried on as at present, under the
style or firm of " R. S. Warry and Co."
Dated at Bowen, this 1st day of January, 1873.
R. S. WARRY.
Witness-K. HERsm
322 3s. 6d.
Hardwood ... I Granted
11 1  , ,
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
T
HE  Partnership hitherto existing between John
Stevenson and William Rae Anderson, carry-
ing on business as Graziers, at Ravensbourne
Station, in the Mitchell District, under the style
or firm of " Stevenson and Anderson," has this
day been dissolved by mutual consent. All claims
against the late firm will be paid by John Stevenson,
to whom all moneys due must also be paid.
(Signed) JOHN STEVENSON.
WILLIAM RAE ANDERSON.
Witness-JOHN GovETT.
Ravensbourne, 1st March, 1873.
339 5s.
NOTICE.-I intend to apply to the Beenleigh
Bench of Magistrates, at their Monthly
Sitting in June, for permission to erect a Gate
across a road running from Carter's Ferry to the
Beenleigh and Cedar Creek Road, in accordance
with Act 28 Victoria, No. 19.
COLIN MUNRO.
Fisherfield, 8th May, 1873.
346 3s. 6d.
The Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1873.IT is hereby notified, that HERBERT GRENSIDE,
of Charters Towers, in the Colony of Queens-
land, Esquire, Clerk of Petty Sessions, has been
appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits, &c., such
Commission being determinable on his ceasing to
hold the above appointment at Charters Towers.
Also, it is hereby notified, that MICHAEL
O'MALLEY; of Ipswich, in the Colony of Queens-
land, Esquire, Clerk of Petty Sessions, has been
appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits, &c., such
Commission being determinable on his ceasing to
hold the above appointment at Ipswich.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honor the Chief Justice.
In
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
the Matter  of the Act of  Parliament  31 Vic.,
No. 10, of  the Personal Estate of George
Bagnell, late of Brisbane ,  deceased :
To a sister.
Of the Personal Estate of H. F. Rosa, late of
Boobyjan, deceased :
To a brother.
And the Personal Estate of Thomas Hubie, late of
St. Lawrence, deceased :
To a brother.
rMAKE Notice that, unless you apply for and
obtain Letters of Administration to the Per-
sonal Estates of George Bagnell, H. F. Rosa, and
Thomas Hubie, deceased, intestate, or show cause
within one calendar month after the date hereof, to
the satisfaction of the Supreme Court of Queensland,
or the Judge thereof, why orders should not be
made for me to collect, manage, and administer the
said Estates of the said George Bagnell, H. F.
Rosa, and Thomas Hubie, I shall, at the expiration
of the said one calendar month, apply by Petition to
the said Court, or the Judge of the said Court, for
such orders, and the same will be made accordingly.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, the 10th day of May, 1873.
MEMORANDUM :-Cause will be expected to be
shown by you, if at all, on Wednesday, the 11th
day of June, at 10 o'clock, before the Judge then
sitting, in Chambers, at the Court House, Queen
street, Brisbane,
338 6s. 6d,
790
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Cyril Allies, lately of
Bovinia Station ,  Burnett District ,  a  member
of the firm of " Williams and Allies,"  graziers.
T
AKE Notice, that a Certificate of Discharge
under the provisions of "  The Insolvency Act
of 1864," has been granted by the aforesaid Court
to the above- named  Cyril Allies.
Dated this fifth day of May, A.D. 1873.
326
ROBERTS AND DALY,
Solicitors,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Insolvent  Estate of  Edward Fanshawe
Holley, formerly of Mount McConnell, in the
Colony of Queensland, but now of Sydney, in
the Colony of New South  Wales, gentleman.
N OTICE' is hereby given, that  application will be
made on behalf of the above -named Insolvent,
on MONDAY, the 26th day of May  instant, being
the day appointed  for such application, to His
Honor the Judge in Insolvency, that a Certificate
of Discharge  under  " The Insolvency Act of  1864"
may be granted  to the above -named Insolvent.
Dated this 5th day of May, A.D. 1873.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
323
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Frederick Bryant, of
Maryborough ,  in the  Colony  of Queensland,
commission agent.
NOTICE  is he reby given ,  that application will
be made  on MONDAY,  the twenty-sixth
day of May, one thousand eight hundred and
seventy -three, to His Honor the Judge in Insol.
vency , that  a Certificate under  " The Insolvenoy Act
of 1864 "may  be granted to the above -namednsol-
vent.
Dated this ninth day of May, A.D. 1873.
HENRY WALKER,
Soli citor for the Insolvent,
By his Agent-
WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
347
Maryborough.
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John and Francis
Flanagan ,  of Cariboo Copper Mines.
W
HEREAS the  said John and Francis Flana-
gan were, on the 16th day of April, A.D.
1873, adjudged to be Insolvents, I hereby appoint
a Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme  Court House,  Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 7th day of July, A.D. 1873, to  commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent ,  and unless  the Court  shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 7th day of May, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MisRIN,
Official Assignee,
332
Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Insolvent  Estate of  Thomas Bolger, of Rock'
bampton,  miner.
W
the said Thomas Bolger was, on
V Y the 25th  day of April, A.D. 1873, adjudged
to be  an Insolvent , I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court  House ,  Brisbane , on MONDAY, the 7th
day of July, A.D. 1873, to commence at Eleven
o'clock ,  for the last examination  of the  Insolvent,
and unless  the Court  shall otherwise  direct, for the
Insolvent to make an application  for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 7th day  of May A.D.
1873.
ALFRED  J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Assignee.
334
Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Edward McSweeney,
of Stanthorpe, draper.
WHEREAS the said Edward McSweeney was,
WV on the  16th day of April, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 7th day of July, A.D. 1873, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 7th day of May, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
333 6s. 6d.
------------ -----
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Prebble, of
Stanthorpe ,  storekeeper.
W HEREAS  the said Henry Prebble was,on the 25th day of April, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House,  Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 7th day of July, A.D. 1873, to commence at
Eleven o'clock ,  for the last examination of the
Insolvent ,  and unless  the Court  shall otherwise
direct , for the  Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 5th day of May, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J .  WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
336 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Reuben John Denman,
of Maryborough, timber-getter.
1
W HEREAS the said Reuben John  Denman was,
on  the 25th day of April, A.D. 1873, ad-
judged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public  Sitting,  to be holden before me, at
the Supreme  Court House,  Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the seventh day of July, A.D. 1873, to commence at
11 o'clock, for the last examination of the Insolvent,
and unless  the Court  shall otherwise direct, for the
Insolvent to make an application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 5th day of May, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
335 6s. 6d.
791
In the Supreme Court of Queensland
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Catherine Keogh, of
Stanthorpe, Administratrix of Joseph Keogh,
deceased.
W
HEREAS the said Catherine Keogh was,
on the 5th day of May, A.D. 1873, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 12th day of May, A.D. 1873, to  commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the Proof of Debts  against the
said Estate, and for the Election of a Creditors'
Assignee, if required ;  and also  to determine
whether any or what allowance for support shall be
made to the insolvent up to the time of passing her
last examination , and whether any and what tools
and wearing  apparel shall be allowed to the Insol-
vent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the Court, at
the same place , on WEDNESDAY, the 11th
day of June, A.D. 1873, to  commence  at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
Estate, and for such other matters connected with
the Estate  as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at  Brisbane , the 7th day of May, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MISKIN,
330
Official Assignee.
Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the -Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Francis Hughes, of
Charters Towers and Mi llchester.
.W HEREAS the said Francis Hughes was,
A.D. 1873,on the 7th day of May MPOIINDED at Tambo,
ad )judged to  be an Insolvent, I hereby a point
a First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before  me, at  the Supreme Court House,  Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 26th day of May, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven o 'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said Estate , and for the election of
a Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for sup-
port shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time
of passing  his last examination, and whether any
and what  tools and wearing  apparel shall be allowed
to the Insolvent  ;  and a Second Public Sitting of
the Court,  at the same place , on MONDAY,
the 7th day of July, A.D. 1873, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said Estate ,  and for such other matters connected
with the Estate as may be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane , the 10th day  of May, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
337 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Adam Inglis, of
Bundaberg, storekeeper.
W
HEREAS the said John Adam Inglis was,
on the 7th day of May, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 26th day of May, A.D. 1873, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the
7th day of July, A.D. 1873,  to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against he said
Estate, and for such other  matters connected with
the Estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 7th day of May, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Assignee.
331
Judge.
6s. 6a.
The Gov aRNni$NT PRINTER  acknowledges  the receipt
of the following amounts:-
1873.
. .
May 3 .-W. L. Barns ... ... ... 2 1 0
„ 3.-T. Rya ll s ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
„ 5.-T. Black ... ... ... ... 0 7 0
6.-W. J. Scott ... ... ... ... 0 7 0
„ 6.-W. J. Scott ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
7.-Municipal Council, Allora ... ... 2 0 0
2
„ 7.-G. Weekes ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 7.-F. G. Mackay ... ... 0 8 0
7.-H. S. Fox ... ... ... ... 0 1 2
„ 9.-J. L. Dunne... ... 0 3 0
9.-R. McLeod  ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
„ 9.-J. Fisher ... ... ... 0 3 0
9.-G. Foster ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
9.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 9.-J. Macfarlane ... ... ... 0 6 6
3Empounbingo.
Poundkeepers are reminded  that  A dvertisements
q f Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no such Adver-
tisement will be inserted  i n the  G azette  unless accom-
panied by a remittance . sufficient  to cover the cost of its
insertion
, from Tambo  Station, on theI 23rd April, 1873, by order of R. Bell, Esquire.
Driving, 2d.
One black horse, like I off shoulder,  scar on off rump.
If not released on or before the 25th May ,  1873, wi ll
be sold to defray  expenses.
GEORGE FOSTER, Poundkeeper.
342 1s.
IMPOUNDED  at Banana, on 29th April, 1873, by F.Braker,  Esquire.  Driving ,  s. 6d. each.
One bay  mare, small star ,  like - over JB conjoined over
IS or I8 near  shoulder.
Also, on 30th April, 1873, by the Banana Police.
One bay filly, unbranded.
One dark-bay or  brown mare ,  small star  like WS or W8
near  shoulder,  W near saddle.
If not released on or before  5th June,  1873, wi ll  be
sold to defray  expenses.
344
R. McLEOD, Poundkeeper.
3s.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, fromCarabah, on the 21st
April, 1873, by order of A. F. J. Hirst, Esquire.
Driving, 2s, per head.
One grey or white mare ,  AS near shoulder and thigh,
long tail, old cut on the top part of the neck.
One dark -roan mare ,  LD near shoulder and rump, Yr
off shoulder, star, little white on the near hind foot,
near ear marked.
If not  released  on or before the 25th May, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
W. J. SCOTT, Poundkeeper.
324 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the land of Mr.R. F. Walker, Gowrie Creek, on the 2nd May, 1873,
Driving, 10d. ; damages, 6d. per head.
One blue-strawberry cow, OB near rump, M off thigh,
two nicks out of both  ears  ; red and white calf at
foot; blotch brands off ribs, tip off ear. .
If not  released  on or before 5th June, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
HANNAH LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
340 is.
d£ s
792
IMPOU LADED at Leyburn, from Leyburn Commonage,
by R. Kerby, on 1st May, 1873, by order of the
Trustees.  Driving expenses , 6d.;  trespass, 2s.
One black gelding, IS over 9 near shoulder, like L near
neck, off hind foot white, shod all round.
One chestnut mare, like SV near shoulder, off hind
foot white, blaze.
One bay mare, like CB or GB or like CP or GP near
shoulder, near hind foot white.
If not released on or before the 25th May, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
Aso, from Leyburn Common, on April, 9th 1873, by
R. Kirby, by order of the Trustees. Driving  expenses,
6d. ; trespass, 2s.
One red and white heifer, unbranded.
One red steer, TOO over TH near ribs, both ears split.
One red  cow,  JFC or JFG  off  ribs, off car split , near ear
top  or.
One white bullock, like CII or GH off back, like .. over
over conjoined, off ribs, piece out of off ear, red
patch on neck.
One red heifer, unbranded, near ear top off.
One yellow cow, like writing AF conjoined off rump,
blotch  near  back, piece out of both ears.
Also, from the same place, on the 10th April,
One yellow cow, white face, ML over + near ribs, top
off near ear.
One red heifer, TOO over TH near ribs,. both ears split.
One white and roan bullock, + over 0 near rump, like 9
near shoulder, like CU or GU near back, near ear
split.
If not released on or before the 15th May, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
G. WEEKES, Poundkeeper.
327 12s.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Durham Downs, on
the 28th April, 1873, by order of H. W. Fisk. Esq.
Driving, 10s. per head.
One brown mare, Wm near shoulder; brown foal at foot
unbranded, hind feet white, star, and snip.
One bay horse, SG near shoulder, hind (bet white, long
tail.
One Chesnut horse, like 00 near saddle, white face, off
hind and near fore foot white, bell on without tongue.
One brown  mare, B  near  neck , TC over like US over FM
near shoulder, TC near thigh, CM off shoulder.
One chesnut mare, Y over Y near shoulder, star ;
chestnut  foal at  foot unbranded.
One dark-bay mare, 0 near neck, star.
One chesnut yearling, unbranded, fore and hind feet
white, stripe on face.
One bay  mare,  DR over like Y over 787 near shoulder,
little  white on hind feet, faint stripe on face.
If not. released  on or before the 5th June, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
W. J. SCOTT,  Poundkeeper.
325 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Rolleston, from Bauhinia Downs,
on- the 26th April, 1873, by order of A. F. Dutton,
Esquire. Driving,  9s. 2d . ; damages, 2s. 6d. per head.
One black draught horse, like blotched TG over like 6
near shoulder, near hind foot white, star and snip.
One bay horse, SY near shoulder, circle over .A in circle
linked over 3 off shoulder,  star , short switch tail,
saddle-marked.
One bay mare, CW over M off shoulder, black points.
If not released on or before 25th May, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
343
J. FISHER, Poundkeeper.
3s.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Greendale, on the 19th
April, 1873, by order of J. Tweed, Esquire.
Driving, 2s. per head.
One bay mare, I near shoulder, off hind foot white, small
star.
One bay colt, Z reversed over near shoulder, off
hind foot white, small star.
If not released on or before the 15th May, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
GEORGE FOSTER, Poundkeeper.
341 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Spriugsure, from Glendarriwell, on
24th April, 1873, by order of W. S. Paul, Esquire.
Driving, 6s. 8d. per head.
One bay colt, blind now eye, J.T near shoulder.
One bay filly,  star  and snip, like SN2 indistinct near
shoulder.
Also, from Midwa*  Creek , on 28th April, 1873, by
order of G. E. Turnbull, Esquire. Driving, 138. 4d.
One black  mare ,  star, near  fore and off hind feet white,
writing  W over 3 near shoulder, like 2 near hip, near
hip down.
If not released on or before 5th Zune, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
JOSEPH L. DUNNE, Acting Poundkeeper.
345 38.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from enclosed lands of J.
Maclean, Esq., of Bindango . Damages, 2s. 6d. ;
driving, 4s.
One black mare, indistinct brand like EB over L over
81 near shoulder.
One bay mare, like J over ATH over indescribable brand
like two L  near  shoulder.
One bay  mare , star,  near  hind foot white, H over like
AJ near shoulder.
One Chesnut filly, like A near shoulder and near thigh.
One Chesnut colt, like S near shoulder.
Driving, 2s. 8d.
One roan filly, CB near shoulder, w over JA off shoulder,
off hind leg white, star.
One bay  mare, star , snip, TB near shoulder.
One dark-bay mare, T over T near shoulder, E near
thigh, blind near eye.
If not  released  on or before the 5th June, 1873, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
328 8s.
IMPOUNDED  at North Brisbane ,  from Doughboy
1 Creek, on 5th May, 1873, by W. Porter, for
trespass on growing crops.
One grey horse, JW near  shoulder.
a  if  not released on or before the 5th June ,  1873, w il l
be sold to de fr ay expenses.
E. HUGHES, Poundkeeper.
329 is.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from Ban Ban Station,
on the 26thi April, 1873, by order of Hy. St. John,
Esquire, for  trespass . Driving, 2s. per head.
One bay horse, JT near shoulder, indistinct brand off
shoulder ; bell on neck.
One bay horse, MD near neck, JF near shoulder, stripe
face.
One bay horse, g over 'W  near rump , RD off shoulder.
One brown mare, like PB near shoulder.
One chesnut horse, blotch brand near  shoulder and
thigh, like LW like K off shoulder.
One black entire, MO near shoulder and thigh, star ;
damages, £2.
One brown  mare , TM near shoulder, like G-C off
shoulder.
If not released on or before 5th June, 1873, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
321
THOS. BLACK,  Poundkeeper.
78.
P POUNDED at Gladstone, from Galway Plains, on
21st April, 1873, by order of  H. Neill, Esquire.
Driving, 5s. 10d. per head.
One brown horse, like smoothing  iron near  thigh, star
snip.
One grey horse, C.AC near  shoulder, stirrup iron near
thigh.
If not released  on or  before the 16th may,  1873, w il l
be sold to defray  expenses.
T. RYALLS, Poundkeeper.
320 2s.
B$ISB&NE :
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"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
T
HE following Statement of Brands, being those Registered during the month of April last, is published for general
information, inaccordance with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners, whose Names, Address, or Brands may be incorrectly stated, are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar ; and in all such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate of Registration
must be given.
Office of Registrar of Brands,
Brisbane , 6th May, 1873.
Brand No. of
Registered.  Certifc$te
2BCJ
3BC
4BC
5BC
bBC
7BC
BBC
9BC
BQ6
BD4
BDb
BD7
BD9
B2Q
B3D
B4D
B5D
BbD
BBD
WORKER  Bab-ND.
Horses.
5778 Nil Nil ... ...
5779 J over H near shoal- M near rump and ribs
der,t4off shoulder1
5787 JF conjoined ... FJ (reversed) con-
joined
5788 M near shoulder ... M off rump ...
5789 B near shoulder ... B off rump and ribs
5790 JB off shoulder ... Nil ... ...
5791 AL off shoulder ... Nil
5792 Nil ... ... i Nil ...
5809 TB near ribs Same ... ...
5815 JD near shoulder ... JD near shoulder
5810 JG over m off shoal- JG over JG off ribs...
der
5817
5818
5836
5837
5838
5845
5846
5847
5851
5852
5833
5859
Various ... ... Nil
MB near shoulder ... MB near shoulder
Nil ... Nil ...
K ... Nil
WM ... ... Nil
Nil ... Nil ...
JC ... Nil ...
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... Various ...
JC near shoulder . Nil .
TC ...  ITC  ...
Nil ... ... Nil .
Cattle. Name.
Henry Imhoff ...
John Murray ...
James Frawley ...
Mary Bradly ...
Arthur Bailey ...
James Duce ...
Alfred Langton ...
James Cumbers ...
Thomas Burke ...
Johann Diekfos ...
John Gillam ...
John Cooper ... ...
Michael Ballinger... ...
William Gill ... ...
Andrew Kinsella ... ...
William Murray ... ...
William Schultz ... ...
James Mahoney ... ...
Wi ll iam Carro ll  ... ...
Agnes Wilson ... ...
John Childs .. ...
John Cunningham, junr....
Joseph Dawson ... ...
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
PBOPBIETOB.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Spring Creek
Gatton
Nearest Post Town
of Bun or Farm.
Spring Creek
Gatton
Irishtown Toowoomba
Glen Hill ... ... Rockhampton
Broughton ... ... Broughton
East Talgai ... ... Allora
Gowrie Road ... Toowoomba
Winton ... ... Goondiwindi
Reserve ..  ...  Palby
Normanby Reserve ... Ipswich
Spring Creek ... Clifton
One-mile
Maryborough ... Maryborough
Conmonago ... ... Dalby
Burrandowan ... Pal by
Burrandowan . I)alby
Northern Downs Dalby
(owrie Creek Reserve Toowoomba
Charleville ... ... Charleville
Commonage ... Allora
Jimbour ... ... Dalby
Tiaro  ... ...111 I'iaro
Willmot ...  -  Mungiudi
794
Brand
Registered.
B
0 BD
2BD
3BD
4BD
5BD
7BD
9BD
BE6
BE1
BE3
BE4
BE5
BEb
BE7
BOE
B1E
B2E
B3E
B4 E
B5E
B7E
B9E
1BE
BH9
3BH
B]K
BM8
BM9
B8M
BTb
B4W
3B W
C3A
CbD
5CD
CEb
CE7
CE9
C1E
8CJ
9CJ
C4L
5CL
C4R
CiT
6CW
CY7
NO, of
Certificato
FORMER BRAND.
Horses. Cattle.
5860 Nil ... ...
6876 Nil ... ...
5877 Nil .,.
5878 Various ... ...
5879 Various ...
5880 Nil ..
5881 JM near shoulder ...
5882 Q2 .,,
5904 C near shoulder
5911 pa over W conjoined
near shoulder
5912 Nil ,.,
5913 Various ,..
5921 Nil .,.
6922 H,,I ,.,
5923 Nil ,.,
5939 Nil
5940 IF near shoulder
5941 Nil ...
5942 Various ,..
5943 R reversed near shoul-
der
5953 WB  near  shoulder ...
5954 JH conjoined near
shoulder
5967 8 over JM ,,. ...
5972 Nil
5973 GH ... ...
5974 MM near shoulder ...
5982 CB near shoulder ...
5989 Various ... ,.,
5990 Various ... ..,
5999 Various ..,
6000 M over D .
5944 BH off shoulder
5773  Pp,
5819 GK ,,, ...
5855 Various ... ...
5955 N il  ,.. .,.
5834 Various ...
5996 BT near  shoulder .,.
5994 Nil ,,, ,.,
5772 Nil ...
5991 N il
5832 Nil
5946 N il
5808 Nil
6850 Nil
5962 B
5858
5784
5814
5907
5902
5774
Nil ...
Nil
C near  shoulder and
hip
CCL over ti
Nil ,,.
Various ,,.
5926 Nil
6947 Nil
5829 Various
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ,.,
Various ,,,
1pa off ribs ...
P J off rump
J M near rump
Q2 ...
C near rump
Same near ribs
Nil ...
Various ... ...
Nil .., ...
Nil ... ...
Various ... ...
Nil ,.. .,.
IF ribs and rump ..,
Nil
JL rump and ribs
JR (the R reversed)
off rump
WB near rump and
ribs
JH conjoined near
rump and ribs
Nil ,., ...
Nil ... ,.,
Nil .,, ...
Nil ,..
CB near shoulder  ...
JHR conjoined ribs
Various ... ..,
Various ...
M over D ,..
Elf off shoulder ..,
Pps ... ...
Nil ... ...
Various
BM  of  shoulder and
rump
BM off ribs ...
BP  off rump
Nil ,,,
Nil ...
Various ...
Nil ...
CD off rump
Nil ,..
Nil ...
E ,. ... ,,,
Various ,,, ,.,
Various ...
C near ribs and rump
Name
John  Regan ..,
John McDonald ...
John McCann ..,
Jane  Halse ...
Thomas Brown ...
Joseph Bennedick
John Murphy ...
John McIntyre ..,
Peter Creagh ...
William Byrom ...
Richard Bushnell ...
William Buckenham
James Fellowes ...
Jeremiah Armitage
William Chadwick
William Hughes ...
John Falvy ..,
John Cudihy ...
James Logan ...
James Remilton ...
William Burton ..,
George Hunt
P80PBIETO1.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Gungary ...
Williams' Gate
Cunnamulla ...
Town Reserve
Commonage ...
Calliope
Cooranga
Bogie
Yandilla ,,,
'Reserve .,,
Nearest Post Town
of Run  or Farm.
Taroom
Toowoomba
Cunnamulla
Gayndah
Gladstone
Calliope
Dalby
Bowen
Yandilla
Dalby
Toowoomba ..,
Redbank .,. ,..
Gordon Downs ...
Armitage Creek ...
Gatton ,.. ...
Mondure .. ...
Purga Creek... ...
Foot of Main Range
Tent Hill ... ,,.
Ipswich .,, ,..
Toowoomba
Goodna
Lillyvale
Mackay
Goodna
Nanango
Ipswich
Helidon
Gatton
Ipswich
Sugar Loaves  ... Dalby
... Sugar Loaf Creek
John Markwell ... .,.
John McKernan ..
George. Henry Horzfeldt
Peter McGregor ... ..,
Charles Bettridge ,,,
John Hunter ... ...
Ackland Montgomery ...
Charles Jones ... .,.
James Duckworth ...
Balthasar Haupt ,,, ...
Patrick Hassett ,..
George Barron Kilgour ,..
Bridget McCarthy ...
Bridget Moloy ... ...
Patrick McHugh ... ...
Thomas McBride ... ,.,
William Brook ..
R. Bostock and Company
Alexander Costello ,,,
Carl Dusing ... ...
Christian Dahlke... .
Cristofer Eitel .,,
Charles William Ambrose
Evans
Charles Edwards ...
John Clune ...
John Chelpp ...
Joseph Cook
Welltown ...
Bowenville ..,
Copperficld ..,
St. Ruth's ,
Douglas Creek
Blinkbonnic ..,
Ipswich .,,
Gympie ..
Hollen Farm
Reserve
Hodgson ,..
Comet Downs
Drayton ...
Churchill ...
Erin's View ...
B?uy Creek ,.,
Gipps  street...
Gumbilla ...
Dalby
Goondiwindi
Jondaryan
Copperfield
Dalby
Copperfield
Ipswich
Ipswich
Gympie
Toowoomba
Gayndah
Roma
Gainsford
Drayton
Ipswich
Logan Reserve
Breakfast Creek
Brisbane
Thorgomindah
Pimpama ,,.
Normanby  Reserve ...
Reserve ,.. ...
Rosewood ... ...
Spring Va lley
... Samford Creek
... Boggo
,.. Ham Farm ...
,,, Same ..,  •.. Catherine Larkin... ...
,,, Nil ... Christina Campbell ...
Various ... ... Carl Friedrich Wilhelm
Nil
Nil
,,, Nil
Runge
Charles Trulaton .,. ..
,,, Thomas Charles Waller,
junr.
,,, Alfred Cory ... ,,.
6924 Various ... ... Various ... ...  David  Dale ...DAO
D9C
3DH
D2J
D1N
D2N
5968 Various ,,, ...
5903 N il
5786 J  near  shoulder, D off
shoulder
MM near  ribs ,,.
Nil ...
JDJD off  ribs ...
Daniel Callighan .,,
David  Howe ...
James Denman ...
5811 JHD conjoined near HO over 2 and H dot Robert Doyle
shoulder in circle 2
5925 Nil .. ... N il  .,. ,,, Allan Dunn
Normanby Gu lly
Hill End ..,
Stone Quarry
Kemlam
Western  Creek
Yamaha ...
Pimpama
Ipswich
Gayndah
Ipswich
Village of Logan
Gympie
Brisbane
,,. Brisbane
... Laidley
Ipswich
,,, South Brisbane
,,, Ipswich
Rockhampton
Ipswich
Lillyvale
Perridge, Saltwater
Creek
Hodgson ..,
Meri Vale .. ,.,
Purga  Creek... ...
Maryborough
Roma
Forest Vale
Ipswich
Tookabaroo ... ... Thorgomindah
Crossing Place, Albert Beenleikh
River
... Charlcville6 E B 5905 Nil  ... ... Nil ... ... Edward Bradley, junr. ... Cliarleville ...
,,. Brisbane
ESC 5998  Nil .., ... Nil ... ... James Cooley ... ... Logan Road... .
,., DalbyE 6 H 5914 ^ over EH ... ... over EH  ... ... Eliza Ilelsham ... ... Commonage ,,,
,.. Ipswich
E 2 H 5963 E WH ... EWII ,,, .., Ebenezer Watson IIur- New York ..,greaves
795
Brand
Registered,
No of
Certikeste
TORMBB BIAMD.
Horses. Cattle.
ECK
EOL
E9M
4EM
5EM
5976 ^ over W over' ^ I Nil ...
over K near shoulder
5820 Various ,., ,,,
5835 Nil ,.,
5796 EMG off shoulder ..,
5865 B near shoulder, ace
of hearts near thigh
5828 Various ...
Nil
EL off ribs ...
EMG off ribs
Nil ,.,
Nil
9 E M 5771 Nil
I E Q 5920 Various
F3B
FJb
4-FL
F8S
8FS
1FT
Q7B
QEb
Q QG
QQa
QJ8
QGi3K
9GQ'M
2QN
;]pa
Q4R
1QR
Q3S
o W
9 QW
HAb
HAS
3HF
HGQ
H3Q
H4Q
4H  G!
HJG
HGK
2HP
HR8
HBW
0
JI1Q
9
1JQ
KY3
L1A
LE5
7LL
7LM
tR
Various ...
EO off side ...
5958 Various ... ... M like ,,% ribs
5813 Various .., ... Various ...
5964 JK and SB ... ,., Nil ,,,
5841 Various ,,, ,,, Nil ,,,
5799 Various ,., ... Various .,,
5886 Nil ,,, ,,, FS off ribs ...
5910 Various ... Various ..,
5856 Nil ,,,
5983 T near shoulder ...
5831 Nil ... ...
5928 Various ,..
5899 GJ near shoulder or
thigh
5952 Nil ... ...
5898 Nil
5929 .1G near thigh ..,
5965 Nil ... ...
5956 Nil .., ...
5824 Nil  ...  ...
5895 Nil .., ,..
5927 Nil ,.. ...
5797 Nil ,..
5798 GS near shoulder .,.
5992 GW ... ...
5775 GW ... ...
5793 Nil
5919 ..4  over A off shoulder
5794 Nil ,.. ..,
5825 Nil .., ...
4826 Various .
5969 H over 4 off shoulder
5957
5890
5884
Nil
JH
Nil
5795 Various
Nil .,,
E near rump
GG near shoulder
GOOD off ribs
Nil ...
Nil ,.,
Nil
JG near rump
Nil .,,
Nil
Nil ,.,
Nil
Nil ,..
Nil
GS near rump
GW
GW ...
HA near rump ...
AA near  ribs ,..
Nil ,,, ...
Nil ,,.
Various
H over 4 or GH over
4 off ribs
Nil „,
JH
K off shoulder and
rump
Nil ... ...
Name.
Edward James O'Keffe
Evans  and Company
Emma  Lindon ...
Elizabeth McGregor
Elizabeth Marett ,,.
George Millard ...
Ernest Metzger ,..
Edward  Owens ...
Frederick Beverly
Joseph Fife ,,,
Fred. Luckel ,
Ferinand  Schlussler
Stephen Fitzsimmons
Frederick Schubel ...
Robert Frederick Tubbs ...
George William Baxter .,
George Thomas Edwards
George Gordon, junr. ...
Alijah Goode ... ...
George Jealous ... ...
John  Garsden
George King
James Graham
George Mortimore
John  Gorman ...
James Philpott ,,,
George Rasmussen
George Rankin ..
George Thoecraft...
George Smith ,,,
George Williams .,.
George Ware ,,.
Henry Andrews ,.,
John Anstead ,,,
Henry Flint ...
Arthur Higgens ... ...
Hugh Giblet ,,,
George Hart ...
Henry Greaves ,., ..,
John Hanlon ... .,,
Henry Kirkman ,,. .,,
William Haywood Poulte.
ney
Henry Randall ,..
Thomas Hugh Welsh ,,,
PROPRIBTOB.
Run or Farm whore
Brand is to be used.
Leichhardt  Downs ,,,
Maryborough
Waterworks Road ...
Valeyfield ,.. ...
Charlcville ... ...
Nearest Post Town
of  Run  or Farm.
Clermont
Maryborough
Brisbane
Rockhampton
Charleville
Bedford Crossing and
Springton
New Farm road ...
Kedron Brook ...
Ipswich .,,
Caboolture .,,
Town  Reserve
Commonage ...
Reserve ...
Helidon ...
Fernleigh ...
West Maryborough...
Spring  Valley ...
Hetherweek ... ...
Pheasant Creek ...
Burnett River ...
Gooralbong ...
King's Cross Farm ...
Argyle Cottage
Town Reserve
Retreat .
Maryborough
Tiaro .,.
Reserve ...
Roma ...
Broughton ...
Murphy's Creek
Ipswich ...
Goodna ...
Sheean's Flat
Table Mountain
Stanton  Harcourt
Two-mile
Pleasant Hi ll
Miller's Pocket
Condamine ,,,
Gold Fields ...
Commonage ,..
5822 Nil ... ... Nil ,,,
5873 HW off shoulder ... HW near ribs and
rump
5870
5854
5823
5872
JB
J in circle ...
Nil
Nil ..
5970 Various
Bazaar street
Canal Creek Gold
Fields
Gainsford
Brisbane
Brisbane
Ipswich
Caboolture
Gayndah
Dalby
Springsuro
Helidon
North Pine
Maryborough
Gympie
Ipswich
Nebo
Bundaberg
Village of Logan
Bundaberg
Mackay
Oakey Creek
Townsville
Maryborough
Tiaro
Clermont
Roma
Broughton
Murphy's Creek
Ipswich
Goodna
Moggill
Rockhampton
Maryborough
Gympie
Warwick
Vi ll age of Logan
Condamine
Calliope
Townsville
Maryborough
Leyburn
... Nil , John Beer . Mount Esk .. , Ipswich
Same ...
... James Ogden ... ... Rose Farm ... ... Gympie
,,, Nil ... John Wearin . Adelaide street , Maryborough
,., JQ off rump... ... John Quinn ... ... Mount Stapleton ... Yatala
.,. Various ... Thomas Kilroy ... ... Fassifern ... ... Fassifern
5776 AL near shoulder ... Nil ,,,
5802 LF near shoulder ... LF near ribs
5801 LL ... ... LL .,,
5777 Various ... Nil ...
5848 LR conjoined ... Nil
5866 Nil ... ... Nil ,..
M 3 A 5869 Nil  .,. ... SH off rump
4 M A 5804 Nil ... VL near rump
5785 Nil .., Nil
F003 Nil .., M_lC off rumlp
5&19 Nil ••• Nil ...9MK
M Qo 3  5827 Various .., ... Various ...
7 M P 5909 Nil .,. ,.. JM off ribs .,.
Alexander Lamond Purbrook Downs Rolleston
Law re nce Fanning  ...  Sandy Creek ... ...  Laidley
Mortimer William Lange- Commonage ... ...  Copperfield
ton
Mary Lewthwaice  ...  Wivernleygh  ...  Brisbane
John  Louis Ruffin  ...  Reserve , Roma
William Langton  Robinson Mooloolah  ... ...  Mooloolah
Alick McPhee ...
Duncan McAuslan
Mary Garner
Maas Hinz ...
John McKenzie ...
_\V'illiaui illoliet ...
James Milne ...
... Bald  Hi ll s .. ... Bald Hills
.., Vale of Herbert  ... Cardwell
Nundah , Cleveland
Clifton . Clifton
... Charleville . Charleville
... McKenzie 's Crossing Gainsford
... Seventeen -mile Rocks Brisbane
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Brand
Registered.
No. of
Certificate
FORMER BRAND.
Horses. Cattle.
3
M R
5803
5863
Various Various ,,, ,,,
G in ace of hearts off Same off shoulder ..,
shoulder and rump
M 2 T 5810  Various ...  ...Various  ,,. ,
M 7 T 5932 M near shoulder ,.. M off rump and ribs
MYO 5949 Various ,,. ...  JS off rump ... ...
MW9 5948 WMCM  near shoulder Same near  ribs ...
bMW 5938  Nil , Various
N C 2 5918
N J 4 5896
N G L 5931
NIL 6842
NC near shoulder .1. Nil
NI ... ... NI
Nil ... ... Nil
Triangle over 9 ... N il
N M b 5997 Various ...  ...  NM off rump
N P 1 5769 Various ... Various
N S 2 5977 NS near shoulder ... Nil
Do M b 5978 Various ... ... OM near rump
P 2 A 5875 P near shoulder ...
P Ba 5770 Nil ,.,
4 P D 5988 Nil
5 P D 6001
P,3  H 5830
PJ7
PKS
5PS
PT4
5868
5885
5985
5893
6002
Q U 1
R4C
ROM
RP4
R9S
ROT
5RT
RW
PD near shoulder ,,.
PH near shoulder ,.,
Nil ,,,
PK near shoulder ,,,
Nil .,,
PR near shoulder ,.
S over PS near shoul-
der
Name,
Mathew Ryan
James Ivel Gammie
Michael McCarthy
Thomas Mayne .,.
John Sudine .,,
William McMillan
William Meissner...
FROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to  be used.
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Purga Creek... . fPurge, Creek
Myall Ridge,.. ... Roma
Commonage,,, Dalby
... Connor's River ,., St. Lawrence
,,, Farm, Brisbane River Ipswich
Kholo  ... Ipswich
,,, Logan River ... Beenleigh
Netherville Campbell ,,, Jimbour ... ... Dalby
Nicholas Ingham.... ... Fellow Ridge ... Tiaro
Alfred Nolan ., Gladstone ... ... Gladstone
Hugh Wallace Watson Reserve ... Gayndah
Ech lin
Job Minchenton ... ... Cooper's  Plains  ,.. Cooper's Plains
James Aird ... ... Glengale, North Pine Bald Hills
Nem See ,,, ,.. Reserve ...  ... Roma
... Henry Otter Muller .,.  Reserve
P near rump  ...
Various ,,, .,,
Nil ,,, .,,
Nil
PH near rump and
ribs
JP .,,
PK off side ,,, . ,.,
PK ,,. ,
PR off rump and ribs
Same off side
PT off rump
Arthur  Price ,,.
Peter Bourke
Patrick John Davidson
Patrick Dowling ,..
Patrick Hayes ,,,
James  Patterson
Patrick Kelly
Phillip King
Patrick Ryan
Patrick Slavin
James Troy5867 PT ,,, ,,,
5966  W ... ... Nil
5812 N il  ,,,
5934 Nil ,,,
5783 Nil
5844 00 conjoined
5887 N il  ...
5908 Nil ,,,
5780 Various .,,
5933 Nil
6004 Various
5975 JR
5871 N il
,,, William Wells ,,,
Georgetown.,. ,,.
Waterford ,,, ,.,
Emu Creek ,,. ,,.
Commonage ,,, ,,,
One-eye Waterhole...
,,, Gayndah
Georgetown
Logan Reserve
Greenmount
Dalby
Ipswich
South Pine River ... Bald Hills
Purga Creek... ... Ipswich
Green Valley ... Murphy's Creek
Stuart street ... Toowoomba
Solger's Flat ... Helidon
Cleveland ,,, ,,,
,,, Rawbelle
The Rev. Colin McCulloch
Robert Cummings ,..
Richard James ,,, ,.
Robert Miller ... ,..
Robert (Tome ,,,
Robert Reeves ., ...
Thomas Rowlands ,,,
Nil ,.. ...
Nil ,,,
,. RJ near and off rump
,,, Nil ,,,
... Nil ,,, ,,,
... I Nil „ ,.,
R^S near shoulder
and hip
,,, JT and TRT (the TR Mary Thomson
conjoined)
,,, Nil
,,, JR
Various
,., Robert Tallon
,,, John Rowland
...
Robert Whitten
Andrew Stirling ,,,S A 4 5891
S D 4 5979
S H 9 5805
S 4 H 5935
9 S J 5995
S L 3 5993
7 S M 5915
1 S N 5857
SIP  b 5781
S 1 P 5936
S T S 5980
4 S T 5806
5 S T 5840
S5  W 5950
S 7 W 5894
2TA
TSC
ToD
1TJ
TKS
7TL
A over near shoul-
der
Various ,,, ,,,
SH ,,,
Nil ,,,
Various
SL near shoulder
Nil
Nil ,..
Nil ,,,
SP ,,,
Various .,,
ST ,,,
ST
Various
SW near hip
5981 TA  near shoulder
5900 Nil
5959 TD  near shoulder
5839 Nil ,,,
5821 - over S ,,.
5981 Various ...
5960 Nil ,,,
5874 T
5833 Various ,.,
A over m  near ribs...
Various . , ,
SIT  ,,,
Nil ,.,
JS near rump
Same „
MS near ribs
Various
SP off ribs
Nil ..,
Various ...
Nil
Nil
WS off shoulder
SW near hip
,,. A near  shoulder and
rump
,. TC both rumps ,..
Nil ,,, ,,,
Nil ... ,.,
-- over S ,,, ,,,
JT of? loin ... ...
... I Nil
INil
.,, I JS7 and JS over T,,,
Daniel Skeane
Conrad Haupt ,,.
William Hurt
George Sinnamon...
Bernard Sloane ...
Samuel McQueen...
Isaac Sinimon ...
Samuel Plant ,,,
Mathew Spiess ,.,
Samuel Thompson
John Stamm ...
Jacob Storeh
Wi ll iam Shaw
Samuel Warke ...
Thomas A nderson
Thomas Bridland... ...
Thomas Daly ,,,
Thomas Edwards.,, ..
Magnus Steven ,. ,.,
John Thondley  ...  ..,
Thomas Kavanagh
George E dward T urnbull
John Sargent Turner ,..
Roohama ,
Maryborough
Milton
Burrandown...
Gold Field ...
Gnoolooma ..
Farm, Ipswich
Cleveland
,,, Gayndah
Warwick
Maryborough
Brisbane
Dalby
Cloncurry
Mungindi
Ipswich
Maryborough
Ipswich
Savannah
Moggill
Kholo
Warwick ,,, .,,
Yenda ,,, ,..
Tiaro
Seventeen-mile Rocks
Five-mile Water .,.
Dalby ,,,
Rocky Waterholcs ,.,
Highfields ,. ,..
Northern Downs
Rosenthal ,,,
Callandoon ... ,..
Burrandowan ,,,
Kedron Brook
Commouage ..,
Drayton
(lraeeinere ,.,
Jondaryan ...
Dalby
Chinaman 's Creek .,,
Talgai Farm , . ,
Bowcnville ...
Midway
.h.mellan ,,, ,,,
Maryborough
Ipswich-
Maryborough
Brisbane
Ipswich
Warwick
Mount Perry
Tiaro
Oxley
Ipswich
Dalby
Rocky Water.
holes
llighfields
Dolby
Warwick
Goondiwindi
Dalby
Brisbane
Dalby
Drayton
Cracemere
Jondaryan
Dolby
Tiaro
Brisbane
Jondaryan
Springsuro
Brisbane
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Brand  i  No. of
Registered.  iCertificate
Horses.
8 T R 5892
T3  W 5883
T4 W 5945
3TW 5961
5TW 5861
FORMS BRAND.
Cattle. Nam e.
TR ... ... TR ... ' Thomas Ryan ... ... One-mile ... .... Gracemere
... .. DraytonNil ... ... TAW  off ribs and Thomas  Williams ... Drayton
Nil
TW near shoulder ...
Various
rump (the TR con-
joined)
TOW  off ribs
Nil ...
Nil ...
Thomas Charles Waller .. Western Creek
Thomas Wain ... ... Spring Creek
Thomas Waller ... ... Yambrocollie
U 2 L 5888 WCM ... WCM ... ... William Charles Mitchell Oakwood ...
U U 3 5897 Various ... ... Nil
Y J 2 5807
Y 1 s 5843
Writing WV con- Same
joined over J
SS near shoulder Nil
YY1 5951 Nil ... Nil
YW1 5937 DO  near shoulder ... Nil
9 W A 1 5906
WbF f 59874 W G; 5917
M and MM  ... ...  WA near rump
Nil ... ... Nil ...
Various  .. ...  Various ...
W 4 J 5889 JW near shoulder ... Various ...
W 5 5864 WW near shoulder...  Same
W 8 J 5862 W near shoulder .. Nil ...
9 W J 5800 -over SJ near shoul- over SJ ...
WbK 5916
4 W K 5930
W,3 L 5782
5901
ZZb
ZbZ
der
WK ... ... WK ...
Nil ... ... Nil
Various  ...  ... Various
JL near shoulder  ...  JL off rump...
5986 Nil ... EA31
5971  Nil ... ... Nil
John Buchanan  ... .... Willpend ...
Ipswich
Dalby
Goondiwindi
Tambo
Gainsford
... William  Vaughan  Jenkins  Callandoon ... ...
-
Goondiwindi
... James Scott  ... ... Chain of Ponds, St. Dalby
Ruth's
... Edward  Vallely  ... ... Breakfast  Creek ...  Brisbane
... Edward  James Welch ... Dalby ... ... Dalby
Welhelm Albrecht
Wil li am Fisher ...
Wi ll iam  Gilby ...
John Walduck ...
William Wilson ...
Wil li am Johnstone
William Jones ...
William King .
William Marriott  Waldock
William  F re derick Larter
John Lynch ... ...
Logan  River.. . ... Beenleigh
Pullendale ... ... Moggill
Goodna ... ... Goodna
Bymount ... ... Roma
Reserve ... Roma
Condamine Plains ... Dalby
Townsville ... ... Townsville
Town Common ... Toowoomba
Summer Hill Farm ... Tiaro
Coal Pit Gully ... Ipswich
Black Soil ... ... Ipswich
... Eleanor  Alice  Moreton ...
... The Hon. W. D. White,
and G.  Robinson
BRANDS TRANSFEREED  during the Month of APRIL, 1873.
Brand. No. ofCerti ficate. Trausferror.
1 E E 830  Janes Bean
Transferee.
PROPEIETOE.
Ran or Farm where
Rrgnd is to be used.
Nearest  Post Town
of Rum or Farm.
Wetlieron ... ...  Gayndalt
Chance  Hayes ... Dalrymple.
Name of Ran where Brand Nearest Post Town.is to be used.
bight and Yeomans ... ... Yenda
The following BRAN7) has been cancelled :-
KN1 No of Certificate, 1053.
Gayndalt
P. R.  GORDON,
Registrar of Branded.
By Authority : JAKS.s C.  BEAL. Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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SATURDAY, 17TH MAY, 1873.
QUEENS LAND,
'
Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. 3 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSrus
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in  the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of Now
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
,Tune, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
aettt'.
[No. 44.
QUEENBLAND, '  Proclamation by The Most
to wit.  S  Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor.
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross. in  the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in  the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMAN]BY, of  Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and  its  Dependencies.IN pursuance of the powers ve ted in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by the Most
to wit. 3 Honorable GEoRGE AtGrSTCS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Nornwuby.
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount \ or-
manby, and Baron Mul;ravo of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of 11'exford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
B
Y virtue and in pursuance of the authority in
me vested, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, Governor aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify, declare, and proclaim  "
Z7te Health Act of187`2 ' to be in full force within the Municipality of
Brisbane, in the said colony.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
16th May, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs the sub-
joined Despatch, received from the Secretary
of State for the Colonies, to be published  for general
information.
A. H. PALMER.
[CIRCULAR.]
Downing street,
28th February, 1873.
SIR,-I have to inform you that the National
Assembly of Spain has adopted for the National
Colors of the Republic, the old flag of Spain-a
horizontal stripe of yellow between two stripes of
red, but  without  the Royal Cross, which was pre-
viously inserted on the yellow ground.
You will be so good as to publish the information
contained in this Despatch.
I have, &c.,
KIMBERLEY.
The Officer  Administerin
the Government  of Queensland.
Government House,
Brisbane , 16th May, 1873.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that 'the Annual
Levee to be held by His Excellency the
Governor ,  on the  24th  instant ,  in honor of Her
Majesty's Birthday, is unavoidably postponed in
consequence of the  accident sustained by him at
Gympie.
C. RIDLEY SMITH,
Aide- de-Camp.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governer, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
Mr. DAVID WILLIAMS, Pilot at Broadsound,
to be Pilot at Port Curtis,  vice  Mr. Laurens Janson,
resigned ; and
Mr. THOMAS MCEWEN
to be Pilot  at Broadsound ,  vice  Mr. D. Williams,
promoted.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th May, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM G. A. GARDNER
to be a Government  Agent to accompany ships
employed  in carrying  Polynesian laborers between
the South Sea Islands and Queensland, under the
provisions  of  " The Polynesian Laborers Act of
1868."
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 16th May, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
STANTHORPE
to be  a place for establishing a Public Pound, under
the provisions of "  Tlce  Impounding  Act of  1863."
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 16th May, 1873.
"DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
THE Sheep-owners in the undermentioned Sheep
Districts having failed to elect Directors for
the current year, His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to appoint the following gentlemen to be
Sheep Directors for the Districts mentioned in con-
nection with their respective names
Peak Downs.
JOHN RICHARD BLACK,  Yamala.
WILLIAM KILGOUR,• Gordon Downs.
HENRY DE SATGE, WOlfang.
CHARLES WALTER TOUSSAINT, Oxford Downs.
DONALD S. WALLACE, Logan Downs.
Warrego.
EDWARD AUGUSTUS BULLMORE, Oakwood.
GORDON SANDEMAN, Burenda.
HENRY GEORGE SKINNER, Gowrie.
JAMES W. TERRANCE, Currawinya.
HENRY  Tom,  Chesterton.
A. H. PALMkER.
QUEENSLAND,  2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit . 3  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normauby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York,  in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross ,  in the County  of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council,  Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the  Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
j N pursuance  of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
i Lands Alienation Act cf  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify  and proclaim  that the Lands hereunder
described shall be open  to Selection , under the pro-
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visions of  the said Act,  on and after  TUESDAY,
the twentieth day of May, 1873,  at the St. Lawrence
Land Office.
Register
No. or
Applies.
tion.
1
Name o f  Lessee.
Thomas Valiance Wran
Area.
A.E.  P.
12) 0
Land
Agent's
District.
St. Law-
rence.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-first day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1873.
W Y 1'
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
1 . Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved  from sale  for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be  permanently reserved  for Road purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR ROAD  PURPOSES  TO GIVE ACCESS TO
PORTION 26  B, KANGAROO POINT.
All that piece of land situated in the county of
Stanley, parish of South Brisbane, being subdivisions
twenty-two and twenty-four of eastern suburban
allotment thirty-five, containing by admeasurement
nineteen  perches and two-tenths of a perch, more or
less, commencing in a street  at the south-east
corner of  subdivision  twenty, and bounded thence
on the south by that street bearing north seventy-
nine degrees east one chain  and twenty links; on the
east by the west boundary line of subdivision
twenty- six, bearing  north  eleven degrees west one
chain ; on the north by a  line at right angles one
chain and twenty links southwesterly ; and on the
west  by the east boundary line of subdivision
twenty bearing south eleven  degrees east one chain
to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified  for general  information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes of a • site for a
Benevolent Asylum, Rockhampton.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
DESCRIPTION.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
town of Rockhampton,  allotments  1, 2, 3, 4, 7,
8, 9,  and  10,  of section  18.
4 acres 36 perches.
Commencing at the north corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north-east by West
street south-easterly eight chains ; on the south-east
by the north-west ,boundary line of allotments 5
and 6 south-westerly at right  angles  to West street
five chains and thirty links to Lennox street ; on the
south-west by that street north-westerly parallel
with West street eight chains to Albert street ; and
on the north-west by that street north-easterly five
chains and thirty links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th May, 1873.
AREA FOR MINING  LICENSES, STAN-
THORPE.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the area hereunder described within the limits
of the Town Reserve of Stanthorpe ,  shall be
available for Mining Licenses under the provisions
of section 33 of  "The Mineral Lands Act of  1872,"
on and after  TUESDAY,  the 27th May, 1873.
J. MA.LBON THOMPSON.
Description of Extensions of area available for
Mining Licenses  within the limits  of the Town
Reserve, Stanthorpe, District of Darling Downs
South.
Extension 2.
Commencing at a point due west of the north-
west corner of the Folkestone Pre-emptive Pur-
chase ; thence bounded on the south by its north-
ern boundary east two chains ; on the east by
sections  7 and 6 north twenty chains ; on the north
by section 8 west six  chains and 50 links ; on the
west by Mineral Selections 317A and 317 south
twenty  chains ; and  on the south by Mineral
Selection 379 east four  chains  fifty links to point of
commencement.
Extension 3.
Commencing in the centre of Quart Pot Creek,
at a point due west of the south-west corner of the
Folkestone Pre-emptive Purchase ; thence bounded
by the centre of said creek to the crossing of the
main Warwick Road ; thence by said road northerly
about six chains to the south-east corner of section
11 ; thence by that section west one chain and
sixty-seven links ; north one chain and 50 links ;
west two chains and twenty-five links ; north three
chains and twenty-five links to south boundary of
aforesaid Pre-emptive Purchase ; thence west about
six chains to point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
t IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
I  of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, in pursuance of the fifty-fifth clause of the
above Act, that the lands hereunder described
have been resumed from the leases of the " Blyth's
Plains" and " Tingar" Runs, for Public purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Resumed from Blyth's Plains  528 acres.
And from Tingar ...  ... 1,392
3 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Blyth's Creek
at a point where the road to Roma  crosses  distant
point bearing  east  fifteen degrees south, said it,
about nine chains from a tree marked M over 170
on survey of said road ; thence by said creek up-
wards about eight chains ; thence on the north by
a west  line about sixty-seven  chains ;  thence on the
west  by a south  line two miles crossing  Blyth's
Creek ; thence on the south by an  east line one mile
and a-half; thence on the east by a north line two
miles  ; thence again on the north by  a west line
fifty-three chains to the right bank of Blyth's
Creek ; and thence by that creek downwards to the
print of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been with-
drawn from selection, with a view to their being
reserved for public purposes, in pursuance of the
provisions to that effect contained in the twenty-first
section of  " The  Crown  Lands Alienation Act cf
1868."
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek at
the crossing  of the Clermont and Broadsound Road
opposite the north- east corner  of McKean' s selec-
tion, No. 16, bounded on the north by that road
easterly to the eastern  boundary of Clermont Town
Reserve ; thence  on the east by that boundary
bearing  south one  degree  forty minutes west about
thirty- one chains  to a tree marked broad-arrow
over TR over X in triangle ;  again  by that boun-
dary bearing south  sixteen degrees seven minutes
east  128 chains seventy links to a tree marked
broad- arrow  over TR over XII in triangle, and by
that boundary bearing south one degree six minutes
west seventeen  chains and fifty-eight links to a tree
marked broad- arrow  over TR over XIII in triangle
at the south- east corner  of Town Reserve ; thence
on the south by the southern boundary of said
reserve bearin"  west four degrees thirteen  minutes
north thirty chains twenty-seven links to a tree
marked broad-arrow over TR over XIV in trianglo ;
thence west  one degree fifty minutes north 105
chains ten  links to a tree marked broad-arrow over
TR over XV  in triangle  ; thence west ninety-four
chains  sixty-five links to a tree marked broad-
arrow over TR over XXV  in triangle ; thence by aline
bearing north to the south-east  corner  of Weller's
selection , No. 17 ; thence on the north by the south
boundary of that selection and McKean  s selection,
No. 16, bearing east  to Sandy Creek ; thence by
Sandy Creek upwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  24th April, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty -fourth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereinunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Boundary  street , five chains and fifty links ; on the
south by the north boundary lines of allotments
7 and 8 westerly, parallel with Boundary  street,
four chains ; and on the west by the east boundary
line of allotment 1 northerly, at right angles to
Boundary street, five chains and fifty links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PADDOCK., INGLEWOOD.
County of Bentinck, parish of Inglewood, portions
2, 3, and 4.
153 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Macintyre
Brook, at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the west by that road bear-
ing north forty-six chains and eighty-seven links to
another road one chain wide ; on the north by that
road bearing east thirty chains to another road one
chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing south
thirty-two chains and ninety links to the Macintyre
Brook ; and on the south-east and south-west by
thatbrook downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR STONE QUARRY, STANWELL.
County of Livingstone, parish of Stanwell.
105 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing 138 degrees, and distant one chain, and
thence bearing forty-eight degrees and distant ten
chains from the east corner of portion  15A;  and
bounded thence on the north by a line bearing 138
degrees thirty-five chains ; on the south-east by a
line bearing 228 degrees thirty chains ; on the
south-west by a line bearing 318 degrees thirty-
five chains to a road one chain wide ; and on the
north-west by that road bearing forty-eight degrees
thirty chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL OF ARTS, MACKAY.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard, town of
Mackay.
Allotment 5 of section 9.
2 roods.
Commencing on the west side of Nelson street
at the south -east corner of allotment 4, and
bounded thence on the  east  by that street southerly
two chains ; on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 6 westerly at right angles to
Nelson street two chains and fifty links ; on the
west by the east boundary line of allotment 1
northerly, parallel with Nelson street, two chains ;
and on the north by the south boundary line of
allotment 4 easterly, at right angles to Nelson
street, two chains and fifty links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING.
Blythe's Creek, Dalb and Roma Road, Maranon
District.
3 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Blythe's Creek,
at a point where the road to Roma crosses it, said
point bearing east fifteen degrees south, distant
about nine chains from a tree marked M over 170
on survey of said road; thence by said creek up-
wards about eight chains ; thence on the north by
a west  line about sixty-seven chains ; thence on the
west by a south line two miles, crossing Blythe's
Creek ; thence on the south by an  east line one
mile and a-half ; thence on the east by a north line
two miles ; thence again on the north by a west
line fifty-three chains to the right bank of Blythe's
Creek ; and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR QUARRY, SPRINGSURE.
County of Denison, parish of Springsure, town of
Springsure, allotments 2 and 3 of section 24.
2 acres and 32 perches.
Commencing on the south side of Boundary
street, at the north-east corner of allotment 1, and
bounded thence on the north by that street easterly
four chains ; on the east by the west boundary
line of allotment 4 southerly, at right angles to
RESERVE FOR POLICE PADDOCK,  GOONDIWINDI.
County of Marsh, parish of Goondiwindi,
portions  10, 11,  and  12.
151 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Serpent
Lagoon at the termination of a road  one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the west by that road
bearing south forty- nine chains  and seventy links ;
on the south by a line bearing  east  thirty  chains to
another road  one chain  wide ; on the east by that
road bearing north forty- nine chains  and ninety-four
links  to the Serpent Lagoon  ; and on the  north by
that  lagoon downwards  to the point of  commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR BALLAST  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
County of Aubigny, parish of Westbrook, portion  39.
23 acres 3 roods 8 perches.
Commencing at a point in the westerly  prolonga-
tion of the south boundary of Laborers' Camping
Reserve, one chain from the Railway Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south by its continuation
west ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing
I north twenty-eight chains ; on the north by a line
bearing east seven chains to a reserved road one
chain wide ; and on the north-east by that road
I bearing 173 degrees fifty- four minutes  twenty-eight
chains and sixteen links to the point of commeDce-
i went,
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th April, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently set apart for the purposes named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE IPSWICH AND
WEST MORETON AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICUL-
TURAL  S OCIETY.
County  of Stanley, parish of Ipswich, town of
Ipswich, section 32.
5 acres.
Commencing at the north -west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the north  by South
street easterly ten chains to Thorn street ; on the
east by that street southerly at right angles to
South street five chains  to Roderick  street ; on the
south by that  street westerly  ten  chains to Gordon
street  ;  and on the west by that street northerly
five chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR NATIONAL SCHOOL,  TOWNSVALE,
LOGAN.
County  of Ward, parish of Logan.
2 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane road one chain and
fifty links wide at the west corner of portion
18, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing east four chains and thirty -five links ;
on the east by a line bearing north four chains ; on
the north by a  line bearing west five chains and
sixty -five links to the Brisbane road ; and on the
south -west by that road bearing 162 degrees four
chains and twenty -one links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR NATIONAL SCHOOL, PINE RIVER.
County of Stanley,  parish  of Bunya.
10 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
56, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing west nine chains  ;  on the west by a line
bearing south three chains and sixty links to a
small creek  ;  thence by that creek upwards to a
point about south,  and distant four chains and
fourteen links from the termination of the last line ;
on the south-west by lines and a road one chain
wide bearing eighty-six degrees one chain and
twenty-six  links ,  172 degrees two chains and two
links, and 124 degrees eight chains and seventy-six
links  ;  and on the east by a line bearing north
fourteen chains and fifty links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY,  RAVENSWOOD.
3 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 107 degrees,
and distant about forty-two chains from the south
corner of Hackett's homestead, and bounded thence
on the north by a line bearing east five chains ; on
the east by a line bearing south six chains ; on the
south by a  line bearing west five chains ; and on
the west by a line bearing north six chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd April, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of" The Crown Lands Ali ation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purpose named with
respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
the west by portion No. 62, selection No. 1,728,
and portions Nos. 50, 56, and 46; again on the
north by portions Nos. 53 and 42, selection No.
1,754, portion 106, selection No. 1,753, and portion
No. 2, all in the parish of Bunya ; on the east by
portion No. 48, in the parish of Bunya, and by
portions in the parish of Kedron Nos. 602, 488,
487, 486, 485, 489, 597, 595, and 594, by portion
No. 61, in the parish of Bunya, and by portion No.
596, in the parish of gedron ; on the south by
portions in the parish of Bunya Nos. 6, 7, 8, 52,
61, 12, 586, 587, 588, and 589, and by Kedron
Brook upwards to the eastern boundary of Samford
Run ; and again on the west by that boundary
bearing north to the point of commencement
exclusive  of all alienated or surveyed lands.
RESERVE  FOE PUBLIC  PURPOsEs.
County of Cook,  parish  of Bundaberg, town of
Bundaberg. Section No. 29.
1 acre  3 roods 13 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Barnett
River, at the north corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the north-east by Maryborough
street south-easterly to Quay street ; on the south-
east by Quay street south-westerly ten  chains to
Burrum street ; on the south-west by Burrum
street north-westerly to the Burnett River ; and
on the north-west by that river downwards to the
point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1873.
"CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."
IN pursuance of the seventy-eighth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
the Petition hereunder inserted is published for
general  information.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
His Excellency the most Honorable GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Nor-
manby, Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby and Baron Mulgrave, of Mulgrave,
all in the county of York, in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom, and Baron Mulgrave,
of New Ross, in the county of Wexford, in
the Peerage of Ireland ; a member of Her
Majesty's Most Honorable Privy Council,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies,
and Vice-Admiral of the same.
To
The humble Petition of the undersigned free-
holders, residents of the Mackay, in the colony of
Queensland, respectfully sheweth, that the under-
mentioned country lands be set aside as a Common-
age in connection with the town of Mackay, viz.  :-
Being portions Nos. 154, 155, 157, 158, 159, 162,
163, 164, 238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, and
345, as delineated on the Government map in the
colony of Queensland.
Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray, that
your Excellency, with the advice of the Executive
Council, that you will see fit to take into your
favorable consideration, and your petitioners, as in
duty bound, will ever pray.
Alexander Shiels Alfred H. Lloyd
Korab Js. Wills
George Smith
R. Neill
John Walton
Jno. Darlington
David H. Dalrymple
Harvey R. James
G. Wright
Michael Fay
John Gogan
Jno. Fitzgerald
B. Brodnitz
H. R. Brown
B. McGuire
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES. W Clements
Thomas SolwayParishes of Bunya and Kedron, county of Stanley. Denis Kennedy
Ebenezer Staines
Maurice Llewe ll en
Charles Keely
H. McFree
Andrew K enlmis
John Philip Wheeler
Robert Fleming
Robert Byrne
John Barnes
Wm. Bovey
Henry Black
W. C. Dickinson
Win. Arnold
Wm. Wear
James Glass
Cornelius Kelly.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion NOTE.-Portions 244 and 245 referred to in the above
No. 31. in the parish of Bunya ,  and bounded thence Petition ,  are under lease, and not available for inclusion
on the north by portions Nos. 31, 55, and 62; on i n the proposed Common.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th March, 1873.
W r HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth clause of "  TheV Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purpose of a Cemetery.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR  A CEMETERY AT CHINAMAN'S CREEK.
County of Stanley, parish of Bunya.
10 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek
at the termination of a road one chain wide, and
bounded thence on the north by that road bearing
west sixteen chains and fifty links ; on the west by
a line bearing south six chains  and  fifty  links ; on
the south by a line bearing east sixteen chains and
ten links to Sandy Creek ; and on the east by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th March, 1873.
W HEREAS,  by the twenty -fifth  section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868, "  it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for  any  public
purpose ,  notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
wi ll  be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J.  MAT BON  THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE,  GowRIE.
County ofAubigny, parish of Gowrie, portion  231,
26 acres  I rood 17 perches.
Commencing on the Dalby road, at the south-
east  corner of portion 212, and bounded thence on
the west by that portion bearing north ten chains
and ninety-six links ; on the north by portion 230,
bearing east twenty chains to a road one chain
wide ; on the east by that road bearing south
fourteen chains and forty links to the Dalby road ;
and on the south-west by that road, bearing two
hundred and seventy-nine degrees thirty minutes
twenty  chains and  twenty- nine  links to the point
of commencement.
CEMETERY AT TIARO.
County  of March, parish of Tiaro, p ortion  14.
88 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the  north by that  portion bearing east
thirty-six  chains and sixteen links ; on the east by
a line bearing south  twenty- five chains ; on the
south by portions 15 and 16 bearing west  thirty-
four chains and fifty links to the aforesaid road ;
and on the south-west  by that road  bearing three
hundred and fifty-six degrees  twenty- five chains
and seven links  to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOB SCHOOL SITE ,  TALLIBAGGERA CREEK.
County  of Ward, parish of Tallibaggera,  National
School.
b acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at its
:nterseetion by the original south-west boundary
line of portion No. 18, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that  road ,  bearing  seventy -three
degrees  thirty minutes two chains and sixty-six
links, and forty- seven degrees two chains and
twenty- nine  links ; on the north- east  by a line
bearing one hundred and fifty degrees  ten chains
and twenty-eight links ; on the south-east by a line
bearing two hundred and forty  degrees four chains
and eighty links ; and on the south-west by a line
bearing three hundred and thirty degrees ten
chains  and thirty-eight links to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands, - ,
Brisbane , 5th  February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
T is hereby notified for general information
that in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous ,  before survey ,  of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  7th January, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public  information, that
the Commissioners  of Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sittings  in pursuance  of the fourth  section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following  dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office,  Brisbane ,  on the first
Tuesday  in each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigh , the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday  of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every  alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  on the  first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednee•
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg , the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT  DISTRICT.
&t the Land Office ,  Gayndah, the eeoond
Tuesday in each month.
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SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in  each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Norman River Settle-
ment, on the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MAEANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the  second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
A" the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
aay in February, 1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February ,  1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings ,  when necessary ,  in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from  time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Mineri4 Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South ,  will, on  the first TUESDAY  in every
month, hold his Court Sittings ,  as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October ,  1872 ,  at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th May, 1872.
T
HE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
shewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision. of
the Chief  Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public.
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
PERSON  S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
OR, the convenience of persons desirous to have
F 'lands, whether surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward for sale by auction, it is hereby notified
for general information, that instructions have been
issued to  the Land Agents to open in their respec-
tive offices, a cook, in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a  return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration of the Minister
for Lands, when, if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in the next proclamation of sale.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th  August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS SEEKING  SUITABLE SELEC-
TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS.IMMIGRANTS or otherswho do not possess
sufficient local knowledge  to enable them to
select land in suitable situations ' without visiting
the ground accompanied  by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that  arrangements  will be made ,  if induce-
ment offers , to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
may be indicated,  to assist  them in their search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
A ll  persons requiring assistance  of this nature
are requested to advise this Department, in writing,
as to the locality they wish to settle in,  and also
forward a fee of ten  shillings  to cover the cost of
employing  a Surveyor ,  when, if a sufficient number
of persons are found to join, the  Government will
immediately undertake to organize one or more
parties.
In  the  event of there being no party despatched,
the fee of ten shillings  will be  returned ,  on applica.
tion.  to the person paying same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
W% TITH the view of facilitating the transaction of11 business  at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that  every possible assistance is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for land or seeking
information on matters connected with the working
of the Land Acts-even to the extent of filling up
forms of application and transfers, &c., for illiterate
persons, if there is time at the officer's disposal ;
and that any Land Agent, or other Officer, receiving
and appropriating fees for clerical assistance to his
own use, on the matter being reported, will be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner, and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or coy of the plan
required will  be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary for Public Lands.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
ITis hereby  notified that  Applications under theprovisions  of the  41st section  of "  The Pastoral
Leases  Act of  1869" for renewed leases for four-
teen years  of the  runs in  the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
31st  December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained  at his  office. These Applica.
tions  will require to be lodged not  later  than three
mouths prior to the expiration of the  existing
leases , as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
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Department of Public Works, GYMPII; GOLD  FIELD-continued.
Brisbane, 12th May, 1873. No. Name. No. Name.
540 Samuel Dunsten53 61 359 Patri k DillIT is hereby notified or general information, that ,53,541 Robert McDonell , c61,360 J. Nort Ramsay
the under-mentioned Miners' Rights and 63,542 J. D. Barclay 61,361 John Rumsay
Business Licenses have been returned as issued on 53,543 W. A. F. Forbes 61,362 Charles Cummins
the Gold Fields respectively specified. 53,544 Peter McCabe 61,363 G. A. Robinson
53,545 William Everton 61,364 Alex. Stitt
WM. HENRY WALSH. 53,546  Ali Chew 61, 365 Joshua Bohannan
547 Ah Hem53 61,366 John Toomey,
53,548 John Kelly 61,367 Thomas Kelly
WARWICK GOLD FIELDS. 63,549  F. G. Goodehap 61,368 James Howden
During the Month ended 30th April 1873 53,550 John O'Keeffe 61,369 John McNamara, . 61,351 Wm.  Landers 61,370 Jeremiah Maher
MINERS '  RIGHTS. 61,352 Matthew Reid 61,371 Albert Ebrington
No. Name. No. Name. 61,353 John Jewell 61,372 John Power
58,874 John Clare 878 Thomas S. Morgan58 61,354 Carl Mentel 61,373 Thomas Smith
58,876 John H. Meyer
,
879 William Seear58 61,355 Thomas  Doxey 61,374 James Graham
58,876 Frank Grisbrook
,
58880 Michael Klae ea 61,356 F . D. Mant 61, 375 James Daly
58 877 George Horn
,
61,357 Michael Hoffman 61,376 John D1cTigue
, 61,358 John Greig
BUSINESS LICENSE.
No. Name.
277 Donald Meiklejohn
BOYNE AND CALLIOPE GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ending 30th  April, 1873.
MINEas '  RIGHTS.
No. Name.
36,327 James Bales
36,328 Joseph Bales
36,329 Man Tay
36,330 Wm . Kilpatrick
36,331 John Baker
No. Name.
36,332 Ah See
36,333 William H. Hains
36,334 Alex .  McDonald
36,335 William Higgins
CHOWEY GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 30th April, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name .  No. Name.
60,479 Thomas Connor 1 60,480 George Allen
BUSINESS LICENSE.
No, Name.
3,801 M .  H. Mannix
GYMPIE GOLD FIELD.
During  the Month ended 30th April, 1873.
MINEas'  RIGHTS.
No. Name.
53,474 Edward White
63,475 Robert Perry
53,476 John M. Taylor
53,477 R. S. Lord
53,478 Thomas Ryan
53,479 Patrick Ryan
63,480 William Kent
53,481 Chas. L. Drew
53,482  James Gamger
53,483 William Smith
53,484 Michael Byrne
53,485 Denis Hanlon
53,486 James Condie
53,487 Frank Curtis
63,488 James Hammon
53,489 Charles Bunworth
53,490 Charles Whitby
53,491 Stephen Owens
63,492 Adam Mulholland
63,493 David Marshall
63,494 C. J. Buckland
53,495 Charles Boose
53,496 John Kennedy
53,497 John Taylor
53,488 Denis Butler
53,499 James Orphant
53,500 William Walker
53,501 Alfred Cowell
53,602 Norris Hill
53,603  Edward Dunn
53,604 Joseph Stocks
53,505 J. McCarthy
53,506 Louisa Stable
No. Name.
53,507 John Mulcahy
53,508 Thomas Evans
53,509 Henry  Parsons
53,610 James Wadsworth
53,511 John Guthrie
53,512 John Hanlon
53,513 A. F. Naughton
53,514 Thomas Godden
53,515 Thomas Kirwan
53,516 John Hoxell
53,517 John Hopper
53,518  Isaac  Houston
53,519 Ignatius McMahon
53,520 J. W. Frampton
53,521 John Frampton
53,522 William Durston
53,523 Carl Newman
53,524 Shim Daw
53,525 Ali Ken
53,626 Andrew Brown
53,527 Abraham Colles
53,528 Thomas Power
63,52) Thomas Cogeen
53,530 Joseph Ham
53,531 John Stott
53,532 F. W. Craven
53,533 A. F. Naughton
53,534 Richard Brewin
53,535 R. A. Pollock
53,536 Marcus Mahoney
53,537 Jeremiah Purcell
53,538 John Murphy
53,639  M. Mortimer
BIIaINEss LICENSES.
No. Name. No. Name.
699 John Luddy 700 Arthur O'Keeffe
TENNINGERING GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 30th April, 1873.
MINERS '  RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
52,296 Samuel Sayer 52 ,297 Thomas  Province
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1873.N OTICE is hereby given, u der the 14th section
of  " An Act to make provision for the Con-
struction  by the Government of Railways, and ,for
the Regulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has pri-
marily approved of the Map and Book of Reference
of the proposed new line, Northern Railway-
from 30  miles  (Westwood) to 38 miles 40 chains
(near Goganjo Creek).
The map or plan, and book of"reference, can be
seen at this Office, and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Railway
are hereby required  to transmit  to me, at this
Office, in writing, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objection which may exist to
the adoption of the  said  line of Railway, or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection
therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the proposed line
of Railway, Brisbane Extension, from 7 miles 60
chains  (near Redbank) to 16 miles 13  chains (near
Oxley), has been approved and confirmed without
any alteration ; and that in pursuance of the 17th
section of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the Govern-
ment intend  to proceed with the construction of
the line of Railway (Brisbane Extension) from 7
miles 60 chains to 16  miles  30 chains, according to
the Map or Plan and Book of Reference so con-
firmed, to be seen at this office, and copy thereof at
the office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions at Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Roads Branch,
Brisbane, 25th March, 1873.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that any person or
persons removing any stone, gravel, loam, or
other material from any public road, or who, by the
careless use of fire, shall injure or destroy any
bridge or culvert, or damage any approaches thereto,
or who shall fall  any timber across any public road,
or injure any road by drawing timber along it,
otherwise than on wheels, will be proceeded against
as the law directs.
WM. HENRY WALSH,
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 1st May, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
SENTRY TOWERS, BRISBANE GAOL.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd
instant, from persons willing to contract for erection
of Sentry  Towers , at the Gaol, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Sentry
Towers, Brisbane Gaol."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work  ;  and at the  foot of every
Tender there  must be a memorandum  signed by
the party  tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per  cent .  on amount  of Tender as security
for the  due performance  of the Contract in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and under-
taking in that event that he will execute and
deliver at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane ,  within seven days from the usual
notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance  ;  otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. H. PALMER.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 16th May, 1873.
THE following Notice to Mariners  is published
for general information.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
GOVERNMENT NOTICE.-No. 634, 1872.
Office of the Commissioner of Crown Lands
and Public Works, 23rd December, 1872.
THE following Notice by the Harbor-master of
Port Elizabeth,  respecting  the blinking of the
existing Light on the Bird Islands, is published for
general information.
C. ABERCROMBIE SMITH,
Commissioner.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
BIRD  ISLAND LIGHTS.
Notice is hereby given, that a new Lighthouse is
in the course of erection at the Bird Islands, and
that the new Building having reached the height of
the upper light, the light will be blinked between
the bearings of S. and S. by W. s W. by compass
from a ship.
Vessels  passing inside  the Islands at night are
therefore warned of this, until the new light is
exhibited.
F. SKEAD,
Port Office,  Harbor -master.
Port Eliza be th ,  9th December, 1872.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 1st January, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above  are now  open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla , Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Ipswich,
Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marlborough,
Maryborough, Milehester, Mount Perry, Murphy's
Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton ,  Roma , Shipping Office (Brisbane),
Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St.
George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding 2200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part  thereof,  but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
T
ENDERS are hereby invited, and will be
received at this Office, until SATURDAY,
the 24th May next, for the Conveyance. of Post
Office Mails, by horse,  once a-week, from the 1st
July, 1873, to the 31st December, 1874, for the
undermentioned Services.
Forms of Tender may be obtained on application
to any Postmaster, and every Tender must bear the
bontl  fide  signatures of the Tenderer, and two
responsible persons willing to become bound with
him in such sum as the Postmaster-General may
direct, not exceeding the gross amount of the
Contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents, must be pre-
pared, if called on, to pay to the Postmaster-General
a sum  equal to ten per cent. of the  amount  of their
Tender, if accepted, as a guarantee, until their bond
and contract shall be executed.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
form of Tender can be inspected at any Post Office.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
SERVICES  REQUIRED.
No. 56. Gympie and Tewantin (Newsa),  vit
Cootharaba and Coloothin Creek, by horse,
once a-week.
115. Gympie and Kilkivan,  vid  Black Snake, by
horse, once a-week.
116. Elliott and Kilkivan,  vid  Teebar Mine, Teebar
Station, (iigoomgan, Springs, Culgoa, Munna
and Glenbar, by horse, once a-week.
(The routes are subject to alteration by the Post-
master -General--vide " General Conditions.)
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 9th May, 1873.
NOTICE.
W HEREAS a Proclamation ,  in pursuanee ofthe Act of  C uncil 29  Vic., No.  13, was
published  in the  Government Gazette  of  the 18th
May, 1867, appointing the Island of St.  Helena, in
Moreton Bay, to be  a place  for the. detention of
offenders sentenced to penal servitude, or hard
labor on the roads or other public works of the
colony, and warning all  persons,  unless specially
authorised, against approaching or landing upon
the said Island: It is hereby notified that any
person found at or near or in any way communicat-
ing with the said Island of St.  Helena , without the
written permission of the Colonial Secretary being
first had and obtained, is liable on conviction to a
penalty of Twenty Pounds, or three months im-
prisonment , or both, at the discretion of the Court.
A. H. PALMER.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th  May, 1873.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under.
mentioned Roads ; and all parties who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit  to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. Applicant.
1 C. A. J. Woodcock ...
2 Ditto ... ...
Tinana ...
Tinana ...
Pari sh. Area.
A.  R.  P.
2 133
5 0 18
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th April, 1873.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby,, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this e.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No.
1
Pariah. Area,
A. B. P.
Auckland ... 3 1 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the twenty-seventh section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868" (31 Victoria, N9. 46), has been made for closing of the
under-mentioned Road ; and all persons who' may consider their interests affected thereby are required
to transmit to this Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date.
App licant.
R. Harvey ...
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Situation.
Road separating  portion 198 from portion 196A
Reserved road  through portion 197 ... ...
SCHEDIILE of ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Situation.
Road separating portion 99 from por-
tions 82 and 83
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. Applicant,
SOHBDmLB  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
Situation.
1 F. W. Ironmonger ... Road separating portion 364 from
portion 368
Pariah.
Brassa ll  ...
Area.
A. B. P.
1 1 35
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  "The Croun
Lands Alienation Act of  1868" (31 Victoria, No. 46) has been made for closing of the under.
mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
ransmit to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Pariah. Area.
A. B. P.
3 2 17Darlington1  1 Robert McCready ... ...  I  Reserved road through portion 15...
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1873.
SALE OF RUNS IN SETTLED DISTRICTS BY AUCTION.
IN Pursuance of the Regulations  proclaimed  respectively on the 4th January and 8th March, 1872,
under the  provisions  of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," it is hereby notified for general
information,  that a lease  for five years of the Runs of Crown lands hereunder described, which have become
vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of
A. Martin, Queen street,  Brisbane , on TUESDAY, 1st July, 1873, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
The upset price  per square  mile at which each run will be offered, according to the estimated area,
in each case,  is one  pound sterling, and the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the term
of five  years, ending on  the 30th June, 1878.
A deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
sale ; each subsequent year's rent will require to be paid at the Treasury.
The runs offered for sale under this Notice will be subject to general selection, under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," and in the case of an area exceeding one square mile
being  alienated  in one or more years, a proportional reduction of rent will be made in the payment
following such alienation.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the  runs,  may be obtained by application
to the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SALE AT THE AUCTION ROOMS OF  A. MARTIN, QUEEN  STREET, BRISBANE ,  ON TUESDAY, THE
1ST JULY, 1873.
f4 Date of
Lot. Name  of  Bun. . Description of Bounda ri es . Expiration „ X LD9i of Lease. ma
a
m
p a
°J
d
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
1 Basin Creek and 60 Commencing  at a point on the  sea-coast, bearing east from
Oillinbin Mount Funnel, and bounded thence on the north by a west
line to the  summit  of Mount Funnel; thence on the north-
west by a  spur range  to the coast range ; on the west by
the coast  range  to the head of Westhill Creek ; on the south
by that creek downwards to the sea-coast ; and thence on
the east by the sea-coast northerly to the point of com.
mencement . The country embraced in this run lies between
Mount Funnel Run on the north, and Porphyry Hill Run on
the south ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Proserpina  ... ...I2
1878
30 June
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
50 Commencing  at a tree  marked IX over broad-arrow, at the
head of Proserpina Creek, and bounded thence on the south
by a line east 420 chains; on the south-west by a line and part
of the north-east boundary of Monte Christo Run, north-west
280 chains ; on the west by a north line about 101 miles ;
on the north by part of the south boundary of the Glen-
even run ,  cross in g Edenlassie  Creek at a tree marked
broad-arrow east 340 chains; on the nort h-east by part of
the west boundary of the Chrystal Brook Run, to a tree on
Proserpine Creek marked broad-arrow over II ; and on the
east by the remainder of the west boundary of the Chrystal
I  B ro ok Run, and  a line in continuation thereof south 760 1878
1 chains to the  marked  tree, the point of commencement ... 30 June
3 Tempe Downs,  No. 2 25
BURKE DISTRICT.
Commencing on the right bank of the Bynoe River, where I
an ana-branch joins that river, and about eighty chains in
a direct line above a tree on the right bank, marked broad-
arrow  over BVI, and bounded on the south by a line bear-
ing east five miles ;  thence  on the east by a line bearing
north seven miles; thence on the north by a  line bearing
west to a saltwater creek, the boundary of the "Reserve
for Native Police Purposes" ; thence the boundaries of that
Reserve, being t],e saltwater creek aforesaid, and by a line
bearing east one mile forty chains, by a line bearing south
one mile twenty chains, by a line bearing west one mile
forty chains, crossing the Bynoe Lagoon to its western bank
at a tree marked NP conjoined ; thence by that lagoon
southerly to a small creek, and by that creek to its junction
with the Bynoe River, about fifteen chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow over BIII ; and thence on the west by 1878
the Bynoe River, upwards to the point of commencement 30 June
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane,  14th May, 1873.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
IT is hereby  notified for general information ,  that, in accordance  with  the provisions of the twenty-
seventh clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," the  unexpired terms of the Leases of the
Runs of Crown  Lands hereunder described , which have  become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise ,  will be
offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of A. Martin, Queen  street, Brisbane, on
TUESDAY,  24TH  June,  1873, at Eleven o'clock.
The upset price per square mile  at which  each Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name
in the appended Schedule ,  according  to the estimated  area in each case ; and the highest amount bid shall
be the annual Rent for the unexpired period of the Leases ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
A Deposit  of the whole amount bid , being the  first year's rent,"will have  to be  paid at the time of
Sale, together with the Survey Fee chargeable on each Run.
The purchaser of the remainder of any  of the  Leases enumerated below shall be allowed six months
to stock the country  ;  failing in  which, or not  thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon as
prescribed  by the Act, the  Lease may become cancelled.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief  Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE AT THE AUCTION ROOMS OF A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE, ON TUESDAY, 24TH JUNE,
1873, AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK, A.M.
Lot. Name of Run.
,A b
Date of
m m
I
G M Survey l ssDescription  of  Boundaries. 1d
a pi ati n a
°
e
Y
qF
of r o m
m
G b v
] !North Col-
goon
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Years.
25 Commencing at a point 380 chains north-west
from a point on the right bank of the  Balonne
River 430 chains in a direct line below the
junction of Yalebone Creek with said river, and
bounded thence on the north-east by a north-
west line 400 chains along portions of the
south-west boundaries of the Gunda Gunda
and Ganda Gunda North runs ; thence south-
west about 400 chains ; thence on the south-
west by a south- east  line 400 chains along part
of the north-east  boundary of the Dunga
North Run ; thence on the south-east by a
north-east line five miles along the north-west
boundary of the Colgoon Run to the point of 1886
commencement ... ... ... ... ... 13 30 June...
£ s. d. £ a.  if.
1  0 0  710 0
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
2 Bumba ... 30 Commencing on the left  bank  of Redbank Creek
about sixty chains below or down the creek
from a box-tree marked broad- arrow  over R3,
bounded thence on the east by a north  line,
along portions of the west boundaries of  11
the Wunda Wunda and  Byran runs  for about'
eight miles and a-half ; thence on the north by
a west line  along  the south boundary of the i
Wiccanna Run about  five miles  ; thence on the
west by a south line  along  the east boundary
of the North Guralda Run about ten miles ;
thence on the south by an east line along por-.
tions of the north boundaries of the Gurardera
and Binigi runs about  five miles  ; and thence!
again  on the east by a north  line along  part of
the west boundary of the Wunda Wunda Run
about one mile and a-half to the point of com•  I 1879
mencement  .. ... ... ...  6 1 30 June... 1 0 0...
BURKE DISTRICT.
3 Kenmac  33 Commencing at the north- east corner  of Lindsay
Downs Downs Run, and bounded thence on the west
No. 1 by part of the eastern boundary of that run I
bearing south nine  miles  ; on the south by
part of the northern boundary of Montague
Downs Run bearing  east five miles  forty chains;
on the east by the western boundary of Ken-
mac Downs No. 2 Run bearing north  nine miles
to Burleigh No. 2 Run ; and on the north by a
portion of the southern boundary of that run
bearing  west five miles  forty chains to the 1879
point of commencement 6 131 Dec.... 0120
15 0 0
7 10 0
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UNEXPIRED TERMS of  LEASES--continued.
Lot. Name of Run.
A9 om Date of Survey FeDescription of Boundaries . Expiration m m Payable.
r
of Lease. a
o
ears . £  e. d. £ s. d.
BURKE  DISTRICT -continued.
4 Kenmac
Downs No. 2
33 Commencing at the north -east corner of Benmae
Downs No. 1 Run, and bounded thence on the
west by the eastern boundary of that run bear-
ing south nine miles to  Montague  Downs Run ;
on the south by a  line bearing east five miles
forty chains  ;  on the east by a line bearing
north nine miles to the southern boundary
of Burleigh No. 2 Run ; and on the north by
a portion of that boundary bearing west five
miles forty chains to the point of commence- 1879
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ...  6; 31 Dec.... 0 12 0 7 10 0
5 Strath Stew-
art ... 30 Commencing on Stewart 's Creek at a point
half-s -mile above a tree marked broad-arrow
over XVIII, and bounded thence partly on the
South by a  line bearing west two miles, being
part of the northern boundary of Rockyvale
Run ; on the west by a line bearing north six
miles forty chains ; on the north by a line
cro ssing Stewart ' s Creek bearing  east seven
miles  forty  chains, being part of the south
boundary of Mount Pleasant Run ; on the
east by a line bearing south six miles forty
chains ; and again  on the south by a line bear-
ing west five  mile., forty chains to the point of 1880
commencement  ... ... ... ... ... 7 30 June... 0 12 0 7 10 0
6 Charlotte
Plains  ... 60 Commencing on the south bank of the Dutton
River (or Charcoal Creek) at a tree marked
broad-arrow 'over XIS, and bounded thence
partly on the north-east by a line bearing south-
east three miles twenty chains ; an the south.
east by a line bearing south-west fifteen miles ;
on the south-west by a line crossing the Dutton
River ten chains below a tree marked broad-
arrow over XXX bearing north-west ten miles ;
partly on the north-west by a line bearing
north -east five miles  ; again on the north-east
by a line bearing south -east four  miles to the
Dutton River one mile below a tree marked
broad-arrow  over XXVI  ; and again on the
north -west by the Dutton  River upwards to 1881
the point  of commencement  .... ... ...  8 30 June ...  0 12 0 15 0 0
WARREGO  DISTRICT.
7 Pintabra
North  ...  40 Commencing  at the north -west corner of the
8 Echuca ...
Pintahra un on the west side of the Bulloo
River at a gidyah-tree marked broad-arrow
over P3 in triangle on its south side, bounded
thence on the west by a north line five miles ;
thence on the north by an east line ten miles
to a koolabah-tree marked broad-arrow over P
in triangle on its south side ; thence on the
east by a south line five miles to a mulga-tree
marked broad-arrow over P1 in triangle on its
north side ; thence on the south by a west
line ten miles to the marked tree hereinbefore 1881
first described ... ... ... ... ... 8} 31 Dec.... 0 15 0 15 0 0
29 Commencing at a koolabah-tree on the left bank
of the Neemunmulla Creek marked broad-arrow
over C2 in triangle on its west side, situated
at the north-east corner of the Cliffdale No. 2
Run; bounded thence on the north by an east
line five miles seventy chains to the north-west
corner of Dungaroon Run ; thence on the east
by a south line five miles to a spot eighteen
chains west of a koolabah-tree marked broad-
arrow over D in triangle on its south side ;
thence on the south by a west line five miles
seventy chains to a gidyah-tree marked broad-
arrow over KS in triangle on its north side ;
thence  on the west by a north line five miles to 1880
the marked tree hereinbefore first described ... 7 30 June... 0 15 0
812
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Lot.l Name of Run. Description of Boundaries.
Date of
Expiration
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survey Fee
Payable.
b
0
pmN
GF
Years.
WARREGO  DISTRICT- continued.
9 Yarran ... 25
£ s.  d. I £ S. d.
Commencing  at a gum -tree on the left bank of
the Nivelle River marked broad-arrow over N16
in triangle , on its south side ; bounded thence
on the south by an east lino three miles ten
chains ; thence on the east by a north line five
miles  ; thence on the north by a west line five
miles, crossing the said river at a box-tree on
the left bank marked broad- arrow  over N17 in
triangle on its south side ; `thence on the west
by a south line five miles ; and thence again
on the south by an east line one mile seventy
chains to the marked tree hereinbefore first 1880
described... ... ... ... ... ... 7 30 June... 0 15 0
10 Eurella  ...  25 Commencing at a box - tree on Eurella Creek
11 Barradeen...
marked broad-arrow over E in triangle on its
south side, situated in the southern boundary
of the Victoria  Downs Run  ; bounded thence
on the north by an east line seven miles;
thence on the east by a south line five miles ;
thence on the south by a  west line seven miles,
to the east boundary of the Alba Creek No. 1
Run ; thence on the west by a portion of that
boundary being a north line five miles to the 1878
marked tree hereinbefore first  described  ...  5} 31 Dee.... 0 15 0
40 Commencing at a gum -tree marked broad-arrow
overB in triangle in the bed of the Bardoothulla
Creek, an eastern affluent of the Warrego
River, about six miles above its con fluence
with that river, the said tree being also
situated on the east boundary line of the
Ahmoo Run ; and bounded thence on the west
by a north  line one  mile twenty-three chains ;
thence on the north by an east line ten miles ;
thence on the east by a south line  five miles
crossing a point one mile  seventy-fi ve chains
due east of a karbene-tree marked broad-arrow
in triangle at the head of the Bardoothulla
Creek ; thence on the south by a west line ten
m iles  ;  thence again on the east by a north line
three m iles fifty-seven chains to the marked
tree hereinbefore first described ... ...
1878
5I 31 Dec....
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
12 RedclilNo.6 25 Commencing  at the  junction of Zamia Creek and I
Roundatone  Creek,  and bounded  thence on the
south by a  line bearing west 320 chains , on the
south -west by a line bearing north -west about
420 chains ,  crossing  Zama  Creek about two
miles in a direct line above its junction with
Mimosa Creek  ; on the north- west by a line
bearing  north -east crossing Mimosa Creek at
the junction of Perch Creek to the Dawson
Range ; on the  north- east by the watershed
separating Mimosa and Zamia Creeks from the
Dawson River and a line bearing south ten
degrees east to the junction of Zamia and
Roundstone Creeks ,  the point of. commence- 1874
wont  ... ... ... ... ... ...  1 30 June...
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
13 KinlockNo.2 100 Commencing at a point on the right bank of the
Clarke River,  where there is a tree marked
broad-arrow over XII, and  bounded thence on
the north-east by a south-east line nine miles,
thence on the south-east by a south-west line
nine miles ; thence on the south-west by a line
bearing west thirteen degrees north about  five
miles to the Junction Creek, at a point opposite
to where there is  a tree  marked broad-arrow
over III about three miles above its confluence
with Yates Creek ; thence on the west by the
first named creek to its junction with Yates
Creek; and thence again by the last-named
creek to its confluence  with  the Clarke River ;
and thence on the north-west by that river
downwards to the marked tree hereinbefore
first described  ... ... ... 31
1876
31 Dec....
0 15 0
1 00
0
813
Crown  Lands  Office,
Brisbane, 14th May, 1873.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFBITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
T is hereby notified for general information ,  that in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-
seventh clause  of " The Pastoral Leases Act  of 1869," and of the Regulations of the 27th May,
1870, established under said Act, relating to the Sale by Auction of Forfeited or Vacated Runs, the
boundaries of which have not been defined by actual survey, the unexpired terms of the Leases of Un-
surveyed Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described, which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise,
will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of Arthur Martin, Queen street, Bris-
bane, on TUESDAY, 24th June, 1873, at Eleven o'clock, a.m.
The right, title, and interest of the previous Lessee in the unexpired Lease of each of the Runs
will only be sold ; and the  Government will not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of the
area  or boundaries of any Unsurveyed Runs so offered.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name
in the a ended Schedule ,  according to the estimated area in each case; and the highest amount bid
shall be the  annual  Rent for the unexpired period of the Leases ,  ending as stated in the Schedule
annexed.
Sale.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid,  being the first year's rent, will  have to be paid at the time of
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall be allowed six
months to stock the country  ;  failing in which ,  or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon,
as prescribed by the  Act, the  Lease may become cance lled.
Full  information respecting the boundaries and situation  of the Runs,  so far as is known, may be
obtained by application to the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE AT THE AucTION ROOMS or A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE ,  ON TUESDAY, 24TH JUNE,
1873, AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK, A.M.
Lot. Name of Run.
1 Adder Creek
2 Burton Downs No. 1
3 Burton Downs No. 2
4 Burton Downs No. 8
5 Wandoo ... ...
6 Cayyppayan ... ...
7 Belmore ...
8 Bundaberinia ...
9 Moselle ... ...
10 Ernestina ... ...
11 Alicia
12 Wallam  Plains West
13 Wallam Plains ...
14 Cargoon No. 2 ...
District.
Leichhardt ...
ditto ...
ditto ..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Mitchell ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Warrego ...
Maranon ...
ditto ..
North Kennedy
Available Area Unexpired Tomin Square
of Lease.Miles.
Date of Expiration  of
Lease.
Upset Price
Per Sqcare
Mile.
89 2 years ... 30 June ,  1875 ...
£ s. d.
0 12 0
25 6 „ ... 30 June, 1879 ... 0 15 0
25 6 „ ... „ ... 015 0
25 6 „ ,, .. 015 0
50  4} „ ... 31 December ,  1877  ...  0 16 0
25  12 „ ... 30 June, 1886 ... 1 0 0
53 12 „
„
... 1 0 0
60 19 „ ... 30th June,  1892 ... 0 12 0
60 19 „ ... „ ... 012 0
60  19 „
... „ ... 012 0
26 7 „ ... 30th June, 1880 ... 0 12 0
25  3} „ .., slot December,  1876 0 10 0
25  3} „ ... „ 010 0
50  4} „ ... 31st December, 1877. 0 15 0
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Week ending May 10th, 1873
Corresponding week  last year...
Increase ... ...
Decrease
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and  Live '
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
£ s. d. £ a. d. £  a. d. £ a. d.
395 16 6 1,348 6 8 66 3 0 1,800 6 1
369 5 3 1,074 12 11 4614 7 1,489 12  9
26 11 2 278 13 9 10 8 5 310 13 4
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
TIME TABLE,
Commissioner for Railways'
 Office,
Brisbane ,  30th August, 1872.
U
OUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.- On and after
 MONDAY, 9th  September, 1872, the following Time Table will come into operation until further notice.
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
From Too-
Ipamich. woomba.
8
12
18
21
25
29
38
49
69
69
78
82.35
85
86
901
94
102
109
118
1E0
181
140
143
86
90
97
106
114
127
130
STATIONS.
Ipswich
Walloon ...
Rosewood
Western Creek
Grandchester arrivedepart
Victoria Tunnel ..• ...
Laidley •.. ... ...
Gatton ... ..
Helidon
Murphy's Creek
Highfields •..
Toowoomba •..
Mahoney's Gate
7 Gowrie Junction
arrive
Idepart
5 arrive
depart
arrivet depart
.•. arrive
A
A
*11.8
11,12
A
11.49
12.18
12.53
1.8
*1'48
1.52
2'44
3.32
4.5
B
UP TRAINS.
No.3, No.4,
Mixed .  Goods.
A.M. P.M.
MILES.
I STATIONS.
No.6, No.6, Prom From No.1,
Mixed .
 Mixed. Dalby. Warwick .  Goods.
A A 16 ... Bowenvi ll o .•. •..
P.M. P.M.
... 4.40 Dalby •. •.. ..•
... *5.8 3 ... Blaxland 's Siding ,.•
... A A 24  ...
 Jondaryan
6.47 33 Oake Cr ek
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
No. 2,
Mixed.
A.M. A.M.
y
..• 5.51 40 ... Gowrie ... ,,, ,., .•.
,.. A A 45 ... Gowrie Junction ... arrive ...
...  6-28
 - -
... ... 6'57 ... ... Warwick ..• ... .••
•,. ... 7.32 ... 3 Lyndhurst Road ... .••
•.. ... 7.47 ... 12 Allora .•. •., ... ..•
23 Clifton ... ... ... .••
2.7 ... 8.27 ... 25 King's Creek
 ...
 ..
2.59 •.• 9119 ... 34
 Emu Creek Siding •,. ...
3.47
 ...  101  ... 41 Cambooya ... ... ...
10.50 ... 3.55 ... ,.. 49 Westbrook
 Crossing ... ...
B ,., .., ... 52* For Williams '  Camp... ..
*11.16 .. ... ... ... 58 Gowrie Junction ..
 arrive
7 Gowrie Junction .. depart ..• .•. *11.25
121 For Williams' Camp ... ... A
16 Westbrook
 Crossing ... ... ... A
24 Cambooya ... ... , ... 12.25
31 Emu Creek Siding •.• ... ... •.• I A
40 King's Creek ,.. 1 18
42 Clifton ... ... ..• ••. •.. 1.28
53 A llora
 ...  ... ... ... ... 2.5
62 Lyndhurst Road .•. ... ... A
66 Warwick ... ... ... ... ... 2.45
... Gowrie Junction ... depart ...  4'30 ...
... Gowrie ... ,•. ... ...  A.  ...
... Oakey Creek ... ..• ... ...  5.8 .•.
... Jondaryan ... ... ... ...  5.38 ...
.., Bowenville ... ... ... ... A ...
... Blaxland's Siding
 ... ... ...
 A ...
... Dalby ... ... ... ... 6'50 +
50'45 Mahoney's Gate ..• ... ••
4.20 ... -
A ... ... ... Gowrie Junction ...depart
520 ,,, 52 65 Toowoomba {depart 6.30...
arrive
61 ... ! Highfields ... .. ... 7'20
6-13
*6.23 ... 71 ... Murphy's Creek ideriart
810
P
a 7A
... 81 ... Helidon
... de ive
7'40 ... 92 Gatton ...
p
..
101 •.. Laidley ... ...
105 ... Victoria Tunnel
109 .. • Grandchester arriveI depart
112 Western Creek
118 Rosewood •.. ..•
122 ... Walloon
130 ,., Ipswich
* Trains meet here.
6.50
7.40
*8.30
9.10
9.25
10.0
10.29
A
11.4
*11.8
A
A
11.49
12.17
DOWN TRAINS.
No. 3,
Mixed.
A.M.
No.4, No.5.
Mixed. Goods.
A.M.
8'40
A
A
9158
10'30
A
8A I A
8.45 ..•
9'22 ...
9'32
A A
1025  ...
i A  A.
j A A
B ...
*11.25 *11.16
11.55 11'44
12'4
12.54
... 1'44
... *1.48
2.28
,,, 2'43
... 3.18
87... A
4.22
4.26
A
,..  *6-8
... 6.36
A.M.
11.50
12.40
1.30
No. 6
Mixed.
P.M.
5.5
A
5.45
* 6.23
6'33
A 00
7.26
A
A
B
8.26
8.56
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
Nom.-The Trains will stop only at those  places at  which they are timed to stop.,
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, ho will be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can
oii!y do so  by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
(B.) The Nos. 2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down Trains only, wi ll , for the present, stop at this Crossing ,  subject to the foregoing regulation.
Goods Trains will be run when necessary.
No.1, No.2,
Goods.  Mixed.
A.M. A.M.
10.0
..• 10.28
815
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1873
UNCLAIMED GOODS, &c., NORTHERN RAILWAY.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that the undermentioned  articles are in the  custody of the Lost Property
Department , Northern Railway.  Owners can  have  the same on application  to the Traffic
Manager , Rockhampton,  and paying costs.
If not  released before  SATURDAY, 21st June  next , they will be sold by public  auction  to defray
expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED GOODS ON HAND AT ROCRHAMPTON, 31sT DECEMBER, 1872.
Date. station. Description of Goods.
1871.
1st June . ... Rockhampton ... ... .... 1 paper parcel
5th September 1 digger's swag
18th November 1 paper parcel
18th October... Westwood ... ... 1 tin  kerosine
1872.
31st May .. ... Westwood ditto
18th November 1 small piece of linen
1 trunk clothes
LOST LUGGAGE.
15th April, 1871, to 31st Dec,, 18721' Rockhampton ... ...
a I Westwood
Bag baby's clothes, spurs, hat, doll,
leather bag, towel, umbrella, &c., &c.
I swag.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, Sth November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and  after MONDAY, the 14th  instant , the following Time
l Table will  come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations Up Train,Mixed.
Miles
from West-
wood.
Stations. Down Train
Mixed.
a.m. p.m.
Rockhampton ... 11. 0 Westwood ... ... ... 3.30
6 Gracemere ... 11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing ... ... A
15 Stanwell 12. 0 15 Stanwell ... ,,, .,, 4-30
24 Rosewood Crossing A 24 Gracemere  .,. ,., ,.. 5. 6
30 Westwood ... 1. 0 30 Rockhampton... ... ... 5.30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to  the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they  j oin the Train to the place
at which they  propose to alight.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1873.
NOTICE.
THE Reverends  JOHN  GODFREY HAUSMAN, a
L Minister of the Presbyterian Church at
Toowoomba ; WILLIAM BENSON MATHER, a Minis-
ter of the Wesleyan Methodist Denomination at
Ipswich ; and JOSEPH SPENCE, a Minister of the
Wesleyan Methodist Denomination at South Bris-
bane, are duly registered in this Office as Ministers
of Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages, in
accordance with the provisions of  "The Marriage
Act of  1864."
HENRY SCOTT.
Registrar-General.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1873.
l®T OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, in con-
LI formity with the provisions of the 117th
section of "  The Real Property Act of  1861," on or
after the 17th day of June next, to issue, in the
name of Hugh Gorman, of Toowoomba, Sheriff's
Bailiff, a Provisional Certificate of Title for 3 acres
of land, being subdivisions 6, 7, and 8 of section
No. 25, situated in the county of Aubigny, parish
of Drayton, and town of Toowoomba, and more
particularly described in the Register Book, vol.
190, folio  117;  the original certificate of title having
been destroyed by fire.
HENRY SCOTT,
1 egistrar-General.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 17th May 1873.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, in con-
formity with the provisions of the 117th
section of  "The Real Property Act of  1861," on or
after the 17th day of July next, to issue, in the
name of Francis Dodgson, of Cawarral, in the
Colony of Queensland, gentleman, two Provisional
Deeds of Grant, for portions Nos. 230 and 231,
respectively situated in the county of Carlisle
and parish of Howard, each containing 20 acres,
and more particularly described in the Register
Book, vol. 105, folios 216 and 217 ; the original
deeds of grant having been lost or destroyed.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
"JURY ACT OF 1867."
IN conformity with the'seventh section of  " The
Jury Act  of 1867," 31 Victoria, No. 34, I
hereby appoint DANIEL GALLWEY, Esquire, Regis-
trar of the Western District Court, Stanthorpe,
to be a Deputy Sheriff, for the purpose of issuing
Summonses for Jurors for the Western District
Court, to be holden at Stanthorpe, in the Colony of
Queensland, under the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal of Office, at Bris-
bane, this seventh day of May, A.D. 1873.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 16th May, 1873.
THE following
General Abstract of the Average Amount of the  LIABILITIES and ASSETS Of the BANK OF NEW  SOUTH WALES,  within the  Colony Of  QUEENSLAND , during
i the Quarter from the 1st JANUARY to the 31st MARC$, 1873, is published in conformity with the third  section  of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Ciroulation
I
Not bearing Interest...
...Bearing Interest
Bi ll s in Circulation Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest ...
Balances due to other Banks ... ... ...
Deposits ( Not bearing  Interest ...
Bearing Interest ...
Total Amount  of Liabilities ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ... ......... 21,048 15 10
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ... ......... 4,192 0 5
Balances due from other Banks  ... ... ... ... .........  4,839 14 2
12,339 11 5 Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
£ 614,666 7 4
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ... 1,000,000 0 0
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ... 12}'P cent.  per annum.
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ,.. ... ... 62,500 0 0
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... 333,333 6 8
Brisbane, 16th May,
 1973.
Total Amount of Assets ... £ 880,733 2 2
EDWD. D. DAY, Assistant- Manager.
JNO. CRIBB, Accountant.
I, Edward Denny Day, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract
 is a true and  faithful Account of the Average Amount of  Assets  and Liabilities of the above Bank
during the period specified ; and that the
 same was made
 up from the Weekly Statements thereof,  kept in pursuance  of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony  of New South W ales,
4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this 16th day of May, 1873.
W. L. G. DREW, Justice of the Peace.
EDWD. D. DAY.
I, the undersigned , being the Assistant. Manager
 of the BANK Of  NEW  SOUTH WALES, Brisbane ,  do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria ,  No. 14, section 9 ,  the sum of  £ 62610x.'
for the duty, after the
 rate of £3 per cent. per annum ,  upon the sum of £83,533 9s. 3d., being one  quarter' s composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money val ue of the notee in
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
of the  LIABILITIES and ASSETS of  the  BANK or  NEW  Sotr=H  WALES, within the Colony  of QUEENSLAND,  taken from  the several Weekly
Statements  during the Quarter from the 1st JANUARY to the 31st MARCH, 1873.
AHOIINT. TOTALS. ASSETS. AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£  s. d. £ a.  d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
83,533 9 3 Coined Gold and Silver, and other Coined Metals ... ......... 153,100 4 0
Gold and Silver in Bullion  and Bars  ... ... ... .........  52,483 11 11
Government Securities  ... ... ... ... ... .........
347,445 15 3
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and 645,068 15 10
171,347 11  5 518,793 6 8 Balances  due to the  said Bank from other Banks
circulation of the said Bauk in the Colony of Queensland, according to the annexed return,
Dated this 14th day of May, 1873. EDWD. D. DAY, Assistant- Manager,
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 16th May, 1873.
PlIE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES
 and ASSETS of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK  BANK, within  the Colony  Of QUEENSLAND,  during the  Quarter
from 1st JANUARY to 31st MARCH 1873 is published in conformity with the third
 section of  the Act of Council, 4 Victoria No. 13.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT,
 showing the Average
LIABILITIES.
Notes  in Circulation ( Not bearing  Interest
...Bearing Interest
Bills in Circulation f  Not bearing Interest ...t Bearing Interest
Balances due to other Banks ...
Not bearing Interest ...Deposits ............... Bearing Interest
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at the close of the Quarter ended
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ...
Amount of the last Dividend
 declared and Bonus
Amount of the
 Reserved Profits at  the time of  declaring such Dividend ...
TOTALS. ASSETS.
£ 8. 1.
80 077 0 10 Coined Gold and Silver and other  Coined Metals ...
1,099 11 1
Gold
 and Silver ,  in Bullion or Bars ... ... ...
Landed Property .., ... ...
Notes and
 Bills of other  Banks ... ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks
Amount of all Debts due to the  Bank ,  including Notes,
4,738 11  4 Bi lls of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
346,169 18 4
£ 432,085 1 7
484,656 0 0
8 per cent. per annum,
& bonus of 1s. per share.
22,415 6 10
25,264
 15  3
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assats... ...
AMOUNT.
£ 8. d.
I
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
82,786 1 4
12,367 13 11
28,885 4 1
5,457 1 6
511 6 9
410,609 8 5
£
 540,516  16  0
WM. JNO. TAYLOR,  Assistant Manager.
• J. CANE, Sub-Accountant.
I, William John Taylor, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract  is a true and  faithful Account of the Average Amount of  Assets and  Liabilities of the
above Bank, during the period specified ; and that the  same was made  up from the Weekly  Statements  thereof, kept in  pursuance  of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council, 4 Victoria,  No. 13.
WM. JNO. TAYLOR.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this 15th day of May, 1873.
JOHN PETRIE, Justice of the Peace.
I, the undersigned, being the Assistant Manager of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK, do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, section 9, the sum
of £600 Ils. 6d., for the duty after the rate of £3 per cent. per annum upon the sum of £80,077, being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the  annual average  of the money value of the
Amount of the  LIABILITIES and ASSETS  of the  AUSTRALIAN  JOINT  STOCK BANK ,  in the Colony of QUERNSLAND, taken from the several Weekly
Statements , during the Quarter from the let JANUARY  to 31st MARCH, 1873.
AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
241,322 7 2
104,847 11 2
notes in circulation of the said Bank in the Colony of Queensland, according to the annexed return.
Dated this 14th day of May, 1873, WM. JNO, TAYLOR, Assistant Manager.
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NOTICE TO MARINERS.
REPORTED DANGER BETWEEN THE PERCY
ISLANDS AND h. h. GROUP.
R. Alfred Harwood,  master  of the barge
" Enterprise," reports that  during his last
voyage from the Pioneer River  to Brisbane, he
sighted at low water a heavy break upon what
appeared to be  a sunken rock , in the following
position ,  viz.:-
Pine Peak ... E. by N. 4 N.
h. 2 Island Bluff... ... W.S.W. Southerly.
Prudhoe Island being nearly in line with the
south-east Islet of the Beverley Group.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and  Harbors,
Brisbane , 28th April, 1873.
REVISION OF ELECTORAL LIST,
STANTHORPE.IN pursuance of section  12 of  "The Elections Act
of  1872," and  section 19  of  " The  Electoral
Districts Act of  1872," Notice is hereby given, that
a Court of Petty Sessions for revising that portion
of the Electoral Roll contained in the Police Dis-
trict of Stanthorpe, for the Electoral District of
Carnarvon, will be held at the Court House, Stan-
thorpe, at 12 o'clock noon, on FRIDAY, the 13th
day of June now next.
By order of the Bench,
D. GALLWEY,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Stanthorpe, 7th May, 1873.
LEICHHARDT ELECTORAL ROLL.
ACOURT of Revision for the Electoral Districtof Leichhardt will be held a  Taroom, on
TUESDAY, the 17th day of June next, at 11
o'clock, a.m.
T. J. SADLEIR,
Court House, Police Magistrate.
Taroom, 6th May, 1873.
WARWICK ELECTORAL ROLL.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a Court of
Revision for revising the Electoral Roll for
the Electoral District of 'Warwick will be held at
the Court House, Warwick, on THURSDAY, the
12th June proximo, at Ten o'clock a.m.
(By order,)
GEORGE W. DODWELL,
Clerk of the Bench.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Court of Petty
Sessions for revising the Electoral Roll for
the Electoral District of the Logan will be held at
the Court House, Beenleigh, on WEDNESDAY,
the eighteenth day of June next, at 10 o'clock a.m.
(By order,)
L. CHISHOLM,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Beenleigh, 13th May, 1873.
NOTICE.
MR. JAMES AHONEY has this day been ap-pointed Bailiff of the Court of Requests at
Stanthorpe ,  vice  Frederick Desprez, resigned.
By order of the Bench,
D. GALLWEY,
Court House ,  Registrar.
Stanthorpe , 7th May, 1873.
PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
HAVE this day admitted Mr. CHARLES JAMES
CROFTON, late Manager of the Australian Joint
Stock Bank, Bowen, a Partner in my business,
which will be carried on as at present, under the
style or firm of " R. S. Warry and Co."
Dated at Bowen, this 1st day of January, 1873.
R. S. WARRY.
Witness- K. HERSEN.
322 3s. 6d.
AT an adjourned  Extraordinary Meeting of theShareholders of the Munna Copper Mining
Company, Limited ,  held at the Company 's Office,
on Thursday Evening , April  24th,  1873;
Mr. GEORGE HORSBIIRGH,  Chairman :
Mr. James Douzer moved ,  Mr. Henry Walker
seconded ,  the following special Resolution, which
was carried unanimously  :-" That  in consequence
of the unfavorable nature of Captain Tredinnick's
report it is advisable that the Company be wound
up voluntarily."
Mr. Henry Walker moved ,  and Mr. James
Cunningham seconded ,  which was carried unani-
mously : That Messrs .  John Purser ,  and Charles
Faulkner ,  be appointed joint liquidators of the
Company."
JOHN  PURSER,
Secretary.
354
GEORGE HORSBURGH,
Chairman.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
F
OR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth
section of  " The Marriage Act  of 1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
BENJAMIN CRIBB, Junior, of Dalby, in the Colony
of Queensland, Police Magistrate, to be a Justice
of the Peace, in the Registrar's District of Dalby,
who shall, by virtue of this appointment, give
consent in the cases  provided for in and by the
eighteenth and nineteenth  sections  of the said Act.
Dated this twelfth day of May, A.D. 1873.
JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
F
OR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth
section of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
JAMES HowLIN, of Dalby, in the Colony of Queens-
land, Justice of the Peace, to be a Justice of the
Peace in the Registrar's District of Dalby, who
shall, by virtue of this appointment,  give consent in
the cases provided  for in  and by the eighteenth and
nineteenth  sections  of the said Act.
Dated this twelfth day of May, A.D. 1873.
JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
F
OR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth
section of  " The Marriage Act  of 1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
FREDERICK  WILLIAM ROCIIE, of Dalby, in the
Colony of Queensland, Justice of the Peace, to be a
Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District of
Dalby, who shall, by virtue of this appointment,
give consent in the cases provided for in and by the
eighteenth and nineteenth  sections  of the said Act.
Dated this twelfth day of May, A.D. 1873.
JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Act of Parliament 31 Vic.,
No. 10, of the Personal Estate of George
Bagnell, late of Brisbane, deceased :
To a sister.
Of the Personal Estate of H. F. Kosa, late of
Boobyjan, deceased :
To a brother.
And the Personal Estate of Thomas Hubie, late of.
St. Lawrence, deceased
To a brother.
MAKE Notice that, unless you apply for and
obtain Letters of Administration to the Per-
sonal Estates of George Bagnell, H. F. Koss, and
Thomas Hubie, deceased, intestate, or show cause
within one calendar month after the date hereof, to
the satisfaction of the Supreme Court of Queensland,
or the Judge thereof, wily orders should not be
made for me to collect, manage, and administer the
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said Estates of the said George Bagnell, H. F.
Koss, and Thomas Hubie, I shall, at the expiration
of the said one calendar month, app ly by  Petition to
the said Court, or the Judge of the  said  Court, for
such orders, and the same will be made accordingly.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, the 10th day of May, 1873.
MEMORANDUM :-Cause will be expected to be
shown by you, if at all, on Wednesday, the 11th
day of June, at 10 o'clock, before the Judge then
sitting,  in Chambers, at the Court House, Queen
street ,  Brisbane.
338 6s. 6d,
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of Wi ll iam Forbes , late of North
Pine River, in the  Colony of  Queensland,
farmer, deceased.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said Honor.
able Court ,  that Letters of Administration of all
the goods ,  chattels, credits ,  and effects of the
above -named Wi lliam Forbes, deceased ,  who died
intestate,  may be granted to Sarah Forbes, of
Fortitude  Valley,  Brisbane ,  in the said colony,
widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this 16th day of May, A.D.
1873.
WILLIAM KER MACNISH.
357
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the  said  Sarah Forbes,
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Thomas Poole, late of South Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Thomas Poole, deceased, maybe
granted to Charles Baldwin and Thomas Palmer,
both of Brisbane, the Executors and Trustees
named in the said Will.
Dated this 15th day of May, A.D. 1873.
MACALISTER AND MEIN,
Proctors for the Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
358 6s. ed.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Richard Morton, of
Townsville and Cleveland Bay, saddler.
W
HEREAS the said Richard Morton was,
on the 9th day of May, A.D. 1873, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 26th day of May, A.D. 1873, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the Proof of Debts against the
said Estate, and for the Election of a Creditors'
Assignee, if required ; and also to determine
whether any or what allowance for support shall be
made to the Insolvent up to the time of passing his
last examination, and whether any and what tools
and wearing apparel shall be allowed to the Insol-
vent; and a Second Public Sitting of the Court, at
the same place, on MONDAY, the 7th day of
July, A.D. 1873, to commence at Eleven o'clock,
for the proof of debts against the said Estate,
and for such other matters connected with the
Estate as may be required to be brought before the
Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 17th day of May, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
356 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Michael Skene, of
Owanyilla, publican.
1THEREAS the said Michael Skene was,
on the 14th day of May, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint
a First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 26th day of May, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said Estate, and for the election of
a Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for sup-
port shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time
of passing his last examination, and whether any
and what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed
to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of
the Court, at the same place, on MONDAY,
the 7th day of July, A.D. 1873, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said Estate, and for such other matters connected
with the Estate as may be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 14th day of May, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MISnIN,
Official Assignee.
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Judge.
6s. 6d.
NOTICE.
THE Scale of  Charges for the insertion of Advertise.ments  in the  Queensland Government  Gazette  is
as fo ll ows :-
Advertisements  relating to Insolvent o Intestate
Estates, or Letters of Administration, 6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements  relat in g to  Impounded Stock, 1..
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eight lines (or under),
and 3d. for every additional line, allowing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that NO ADVERTISEMENT
WILL nE INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the  cost of its insertion
according to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice, that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements, over five shillings, must be made by
Post-Office Order, or cash ; otherwise the advertisement,
will be ret tu nen.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer
The GOVERNMENT  PRINTER acknowledges  the receipt
of the following amounts:-
2  s. d.
1873.
May 13.-E. Bradley ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
„ 14.-T. Black 1 6 0
15.-F. G. Mackay ... ... ... 0 3 0
15.-G. Weekes ... ... ... ... 0 6 0
15.-R. Fitzgerald ... 0 1 0
Eraponnbingo.
Poundkeepers  are reminded  that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no such Adver-
tisement will be inserted  in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a  remittance  sufficient to cover the cost of its
insertion.
I
MPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Dinner Camp, on 10th
May, 1873, by order of Thomas Goon. Driving,
3e. 8d.  ;  damages, £1.
One bay horse,  HM near  shoulder, W near ribs.
If not released  on or before 5th June, 1873, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
R. FITZGERALD,  Poundkeeper.
353 Is.
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IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from Boonara Station, on
1 2nd May, 1873, by order of Messrs. D. M. and
G. H. Jones, for trespass. Driving, 8s. 4d. per head
One bay mare, like N near neck, J near thigh.
One chesnut mare, over JH conjoined over GS over 8
near shoulder.
One grey horse, blotch near shoulder.
One bay filly, W near shoulder, blaze, hind feet white.
One bay hoase, AM near shoulder, lump off shoulder.
One chesnut horse, S over y near shoulder, blaze.
From Wetheron, on the 3rd May, by order of Messrs.
B. and S. Moreton. Driving, 2s. per head.
One grey mare, WK near shoulder (docked).
One brown  mare, over  JN near shoulder.
One bay horse, JH over blotch, like DM over W over li
conjoined near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, DS over like  5 near  shoulder, like
large S off shoulder.
One chesnut filly, blotch brand near shoulder and thigh.
One grey mare, J W near shoulder.
One bay horse, H over over 82 near shoulder.
One chesnut horse, HP near shoulder, like L over 41H
off shoulder.
One black filly, blotch off shoulder.
One chesnut  mare,  P+ over 0 and B over D near shoulder,
D off shoulder, like JP.S (the JP conjoined, the 8
reversed) near Saddle.
From Mondure, on the 5th May, by order of W. B.
Green, Esquire. Driving, 8s. 8d. per head.
One grey mare, HZ near shoulder.
One brown horse, D over blotch over C.2 near  shoulder,
like 0 off thigh.
One bay colt, no brand visible.
One bay horse, C and like blotched T near shoulder.
One bay mare, JB conjoined  near  shoulder, indistinct
brand before like 0 off thigh.
One roan  mare, L near shoulder, like VA near thigh,
docked.
One bay mare,  9 near  shoulder, GC off shoulder, off
hind foot white.
One bay mare, -. over R off shoulder, hind feet white.
One chestnut filly, like J near shoulder.
One bay mare, AS near shoulder.
One bay colt, foal at foot, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 16th June, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
THOS. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
350 26s.
IMPOUNDED  at Roma, from Bendango, on 28th
April, 1873, from enclosed lands of Bendango, by
order of G. Maclean, Esquire.  Damages , 2s. 6d.;
driving, 5s.
One dark-bay horse,  Star,  small snip, indistinct brand,
like JM conjoined over a blotched brand near
shoulder, blotched brand  like N off shoulder.
One chesnut colt, indistinct brand like  M near  shoulder
and near thigh.
One roan filly, W over D near shoulder.
If not released  on or before the 16th June, 1873, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
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F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
35.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn, from Leyburn  Commonage,on 12th May, 1873, by R. Kirb , by order f the
Trustees. Driving expenses, 6d.;  trespass, 2s.
One black and white bullock, like T off rump, like 9 off
shoulder, off ear top off, dewlap.
One white bullock, T off rump, like 8 off shoulder, off
ear top off, dewlap.
One yellow bullock, T off rump, like 9 off shoulder, off
ear top off, dewlap.
One red and white cow, T off rump, like 9 off shoulder,
off ear top off, dewlap.
One brindle and white bullock, T off rump, like 6 off
shoulder, off ear top off, dewlap.
If not released on or before 5th June, 1873, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
GEORGE WEEKES, Poundkeeper.
352 5e.
MPOUNDED at Charleville, from Gowrie Cattle
I Station, on 1st May, 1873, by order of H. G. Skinner,
Esquire, for trespass. Driving, 5s. each.
One chesnut mare, saddle-marked, H off shoulder, H off
neck.
One brown horse, off hind foot white, star on forehead,
H over OB near shoulder.
One bay mare,  star  and snip, saddle-marked, A+ over td
conjoined over H near shoulder.
One brown  mare , P near shoulder, P near cheek, saddle-
marked.
From Ellen Vale, same date, by order of E. Bradley,
for trespass. Driving, 2s. 6d.
One brown  mare,  F near shoulder, star on forehead.
If not released on or before the 15th June, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY, Jvxa., Poundkeeper.
348 . 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Burenda Station,
on 1st May, 1873, by . order of S. Sandeman,
Esquire, for trespass. Driving, 10s. led. each.
One dark-brown or black horse, indistinct brands, like
RCO over BRO over C near shoulder, indistinct
brand like C off shoulder, piece  off near ear ,  coll ar,
and sadle marked, off hind foot white, near fore
foot white,  star  on forehead.
One dark-brown mare, like RI off shoulder , collar and
saddle marked, off hind foot  white, near  fore foot
white, star on forehead.
One black  mare,  white stripe on face,  collar-marked, Gq
near shoulder, I4 over W conjoined off shoulder, S
off cheek.
One chesnut filly, collar-marked, white  face ,  no visible
brands.
One bay horse, collar and saddle marked, near hind foot
white, ES near shoulder. -
If not released on or before 15th June, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
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E. BRADLEY, JuNE., Poundkeeper.
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IHE following Regulations and Instructions framed by the. Central
Board of Health, under the provisions of  " The Health Act of  1872,"
having been approved by His Excellency the Governor in Council, are
hereby published for general information.
A. H. PALMER.
REGULATIONS-CENTRAL BOARD OF HEALTH.
DIVISION I.
CLEANLINESS.
For the removal of accumulations of refuse matter from .streets, lanes, yards, and private  premises ,  and the
proper construction and periodical cleansing of privies, cesspits, and closets.
1. The occupier of any house, building, or other tenement or premises within the
of shall cause the yard and ground adjacent or belonging thereto to be kept  in a cleanly
condition, and so as not to be a nuisance or injurious to health ; and shall  cause  all dust, mud, ashes,
rubbish, filth, or other such refuse matter produced or accumulated on such premises to be collected in
one place in such yard or ground, and to be kept there in an inoffensive condition, and so as that the
same shall not be productive of any nuisance ; and shall cause all such refuse matter so collected to be
from time to time removed from such yard, ground, or premises as often as such refuse matter shall
amount to a quantity equal to two cubic yards. And if at any time the occupier of any premises shall
neglect or fail to have such rubbish so removed as aforesaid, the Local Board of Health may cause the
same io be removed at the expense of such occupier. Nothing contained in this regulation shall be con-
strued or lateen to prevent the occupier of any premises from causing any manure, ashes, or other refuse
matter as aforesaid produced or accumulated thereon to be leept for the purpose of being used for manure
on any garden, or on any land contiguous to such premises, provided such manure, ashes, or other refuse
matter shall not, previous to the removal thereof for use as manure on any garden or land as aforesaid, be
kept so as to be a nuisance or injurious to health.
2. The Local Board of Health shall provide in proper and suitable situations onveniences for
the temporar deposit and collection of dust, ashes, and rubbish, and also fit buildings and places for
the deposit ofYthe sewage, soil, dung, filth, ashes, dust, and rubbish collected by, or by the permission of,
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such Board ; and all sewage, soil, dung, filth, ashes, dust, and rubbish so collected by, or by the permission
of, the said Local Board, or in any conveniency provided as aforesaid, shall be vested in, and be sold and
disposed of by, such Board, and the proceeds of such sale shall be carried to account of the rates or
moneys applicable to the purposes of  " -'he Health Art  of 1872." And the Local Board of Health may
themselves  undertake or contract with any person for the proper cleansing of streets, the removal of house
refuse from any premises, the cleansing of waterclosets, earthclosets, privies, ashpits, or cesspools, either
for the whole or any part of their district ; and all matters thus collected by the, Local Board of Health
or contractor may be sold or otherwise disposed of, and any profit thus made by the Local Board of Health
shall be carried to the account of the rates or moneys as aforesaid. And whosoever deposits or causes to
be deposited any filth, dust, ashes, or rubbish in any place except such conveniences so provided,
or without the consent of the said Local Board collects or removes any sewage, soil, dung, filth , ashes,
dust, or rubbish, or obstructs the Local Board of Health or contractor in removing any such matters
(except in cases where such matters are produced on his own premises and are removed for sale or for his
own use as  manure, and are in the meantime kept so as not to be  a nuisance  or injurious to health), or
wilfully or negligently damages such works, buildings, or conveniences, shall, for every such offence, be
liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
3. All drains whatsoever, and the waterclosets, earthclosets, privies, cesspools, and ashpits within
the of shall be constructed and kept so as not to be a nuisance or injurious to
health, and so as that there shall be no overflow or soakage or leakage therefrom ; and every cesspool
within the said which shall be formed or made below the surface of the ground shall be also
constructed so as that the watertight walls or sides thereof shall project on all sides at least six inches
above the surface of the. ground in which such cesspools shall be formed or made.
4. no occupier of every house, building, or tenement within the of
shall cause every privy or cesspool thereon to be emptied and cleansed from time to time, as soon as any
portion of the contents of such cesspool or privy shall have so accumulated therein as to be within a distance
of six inches from the top of the wall, sides, or lining of such privy or cesspool. Provided that the contents
of any privy or cesspool shall not be removed or discharged therefrom, except by some nightman duly autho-
rised or licensed as such by the Local Board of Health for the said ; and that the contents,'of any
privy or cesspool shall not be removed or discharged therefrom, except between the hours of (eleven p.m.)
and (five a.m .) ; and provided also that the contents of any privy or cesspool shall not be removed or dis-
charged therefrom until such contents shall have had mixed therewith a quantity of chloride of zinc,
carbolic acid, common salt, or some other efficient deodorizer, sufficient to effectually deodorize and disin-
fect the same. No privy  or  cesspool shall have connected therewith or attached thereto any pipe or other
appliance capable of being used for the purpose of discharging or removing the contents of such privy or
cesspool upon or under the surface of any adjoining ground or into any drain or sewer.
5. On and after the day of the use of all midden privies shall be
discontinued, the cesspits cleaned out and filled with fresh earth, and earth closets, or water-tight cesspits
as approved by the Central Board of Health, substituted therefor. A written notice shall be served upon
all occupiers  or owners of tenements and premises within the of requiring them
to comply with the foregoing Regulation on or before the day of and in the event
of any such  owners or  occupiers of any such tenements or premises failing to or refusing to comply with
the foregoing Regulation, any such owner or occupier shall, on conviction, be liable to a penalty not
exceeding five pounds for every day such midden closet shall  remain  on such premises ; and it
shall be lawful for the Local Board of Health, by their officers, to enter such  premises and tenements,
and cause such midden privies to be removed, and approved earthclosets substituted thereF and all
expenses so incurred  shall be recovered from the owners or occupiers of such tenements or premises. All
expenses  attendant on the cleaning out and filling up the privy or cesspits, and substitution therefor of
a proved earthclosets, shall be defrayed by the owners or occupiers of the premises or tenements.
Nightmen shall be employed to male certain regular visitations  at all premises  and tenements for the
purpose of emptying and removing the contents of the earthclosets between the hours of 11 p.m. and
5 a.m. ; due notice of such visitation shall be given to the owners or occupiers of such premises or
tenements, and all charges incurred by the removal of the contents of such earthclosets shall be defrayed
by the  owners or occupiers  of such premises or tenements.
6. If at any  time  it shall be made to appear to the Local Board of Health, that any house within
its jurisdiction, whether built before or after the coming into operation of  "The Health Act of  1872,"
has not a sufficient watercloset or earthcloset or privy, with proper doors, coverings, or drains and
cesspools , and the owner or occupier, on notice thereof from such Local Board, shall not erect such
sufficient watercloset, eartheloset, or privy, with proper doors, coverings,  drains, and cesspools  in the time
to be  named  in such notice, the Local Board shall  cause  proceedings to be instituted  against such owner
or occupier for an offence against the said Act, and may cause a privy or watercloset or earthcloset, with
proper doors,  coverings , drains, and cesspools, to be erected at the expense of such occupier  or owner.
7. If it shall appear to the Local Board of Health that any abattoir or slaughter-house, or
any shop, building, stall, or place kept or used for the sale of butchers' meat, or any place used for
carrying on the business of a soap boiler, tallow melter, candle maker, starch manufacturer, blood boiler,
bone boiler or crusher, tripe boiler, boiler of refuse or animal matter,  tanner , currier, or fellmonger or gas
manufacturer , or sugar refinery or distillery or any other manufactory whatsoever, the premises
occupied with the same or appurtenant thereto, situated within the town or district under their jurisdic-
tion ,  is, or are in  such a filthy state or unwholesome condition that the health of any person is likely to be
endangered  thereby, or that the whitewashing, cleansing, ventilating, or purifying of any such place,
premises , or appurtenances would tend to prevent or check infectious, contagious, or epidemic diseases,
such Local Board may give or cause to be given notice to the owner or occupier of such place or premises
to whitewash,  cleanse,  ventilate, or purify the same as the case may require ; and such notice may be
served by leaving a copy thereof with any person found on the premises, or by affixing a copy thereof on
a conspicuous  part of the place or premises directed to be whitewashed, cleansed, ventilated, or purified
as aforesaid ; and if the person to whom such notice is given fails to comply with said notice, the Local
Board of Health shall cause proceedings to be instituted against such owner or occupier.
8. No person shall keep any swine or pigsty within forty feet of any dwelling-place , or so as to be
a nuisance  to any person or injurious to the public health ; and the Local Board of Health shall provide
that all private passages, yards, ways, and other premise  to  kept in such a state in respect of cleanliness
as not to be a nuisance or injurious to health ; and if at :a,< time it shall appear to them that any accumu-
lation of manure, dung, soil, filth, blood, offal, coal-ashes, rr other offensive or noxious matter ought to be
removed  from any butchers'  shambles , abattoir, slaught cr-house, yard, house, outbuilding, lane, alley,
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private passage ,  way, or other place, they shall make an order directing the owner thereof or the occupier
of the premises whereon it exists to remove the same within a time to be named in such order ,  and if at
the expiration of the time to be named in such order ,  the owner or occupier fails to comply with such
order ,  the Local Board of Health shall cause proceedings to be  institutedagainst  such owner or occupier
for an offence against  the Act.
DIVISION II.
DRAINAGE, &C.
For the efficient Removal of  all collections  of Stagnant Water or other Offensive Fluids from  streets ,  lanes,
yards, open places, cellars ,  or other premises.
1. The Local Board of Health shall cause all sewers and drains within their jurisdiction to be kept
so as not to be a nuisance or injurious to health ,  and to be properly cleared, cleaned ,  or emptied ,  and for
the proper clearing, cleansing, and emptying the same, may construct and erect such works as may be
necessary ; and no person shall, without the consent of the Local Board, cause any private drain or sewer
to be emptied or flow into any public drain or sewer under the control of such Local Board, nor do any
act, matter, or thing which shall, in the opinion of such Local Board, tend to the injury or stoppage of
any such drain or sewer.
2. No privy, or cesspool shall be constructed within three feet from the boundary of any
land, or within five feet from any dwelling-house, without the consent of the Local Board of Health ;
and the contents of any watercloset ,  privy, or cesspool ,  sha ll  not be permitted to overflow or leak or soak
therefrom .  The Local Board shall provide that all drains whatsoever ,  and the waterclosets ,  earthclosets,
privies, cesspools ,  and ashpits ,  within their jurisdiction shall be constructed and kept so as that there shall
be no overflow or leakage ,  or soakage therefrom  ;  and may  (upon the written application of any person
showing that any drain ,  watercloset ,  eartheloset,  privy, cesspool ,  asbpit, or other matter ,  is a nuisance or
injurious to health ,  or on the report of one or more of the health officers of the Local Board, that such
drain ,  watercloset ,  earthcloset ,  privy, cesspool ,  ashpit, or other matter ,  is not constructed or kept in such
manner that it shall not be injurious to health ,  and after twenty -four hours' notice in writing, or in case
of emergency, without notice, to the occupier of the premises of which complaint shall be made) by them-
selves or by any officer of such Board may make entry upon and examine such premises ,  and cause the
ground to be opened, or do any other necessary net to examine any drain, watereloset, eartheloset, privy,
cesspool, ashpit, or other place. And if such drain, watercloset, cartheloset, privy, cesspool, ashpit, or
other place, shall be found to be in proper order and condition, the Local Board shall cause the ground to
be closed ,  and any damage done to be made good ,  as far as can be, at the expense of such Loc al  Board ;
but if the drains, cesspools, watereloset, earthcloset, privy, ashpit, or other place, shall be found to be in
bad condition or to require alterations or amendment , the ground  shall be closed up and notice given by
such Local Board to the owner or occupier ,  requiring him to make such alteration or amendment within
a time to be named in such notice ; and if such owner or occupier shall fail to comply with such notice, it
shall be competent for the Local Board either to cause such alteration or amendment to be executed at the
expense of the owner or occupier of such premises, or to cause proceedings to be instituted against such
owner or  the occupier for an of3'ence against this Act.
3. No person shall suffer any waste or stagnant water to remain in any cellar or premises in or
about any dwelling-house for twenty-four hours after order made and served upon him by the Local Board
of Health or their officer to remove the same. The Local Board of Health shall cause to be drained,
cleansed, covered, or filled up, all ponds, pools, open ditches, sewers. drains, and places containing or used
for the collection of any drainage, filth, water, matter, or thing, of an oflensive  nature, or  likely to be
prejudicial to health, by making and serving an order upon the person causing any such nuisance ,  or upon
the overseer ,  owner, or occupier of any premises whereon the same exists ,  requiring him within a time to
be specified in such order to drain ,  cleanse, cover , or fill  up any such pond ,  pool, ditch ,  sewer ,  drain, or
place, or to construct a proper sewer or drain for the discharge thereof, as the case may require.
4. The  Local Board of Health shall, in the case of there not being any sufficient drain to any
house or premises within its jurisdiction  (whether erected at any time before or after the coming into
operation of the said Act), cause notice to be given to the owner or occupier to construct ,  within a
reasonable time, a drain of such a nature and description as such Local Board shall think necessary
and insert in such notice  ;  and if such drain ,  at the expiration of the time to be named in such notice
for the completion thereof, shall not have been constructed, the Local Board shall cause proceedings
to be instituted against such owner or occupier ,  and shall cause such drain to be constructed at the
expense of such owner or occupier.
DIVISION III.
To meet Outbreak of Malignant Epidemic.
1. In all cases in which diseases of a malignant, contagious, and fatal character are discovered to
exist in any dwelling-house, or out-house temporarily occupied as a dwelling, situated in an unhealthy or
crowded locality, or being in an unhealthy os filthy state, or on board any ship, steamer, or vessel lying in any
harbor or river within the limits of their district, the Local Board of Health, at its own proper cost and
charge, shall compel the inhabitants of any such dwelling-house or out-house, or the  crew  and passengers
of any such ship, vessel, or steamer, to remove therefrom, to be placed in hospital, or in sheds or tents,
or other good shelter ,  in some more salubrious situation ,  until measures can be taken by and under the
direction of the Local Board of Health, for the immediate cleansing, ventilation, purification, and
disinfection of the said dwelling-house, out-house, ship, vessel, or steamer ; and the said Local Board shall
take such other measures as under the direction of the Central Board of Health may be necessary to
provide for the dispensing of medicines and for affording to persons afflicted by or threatened with such
diseases, such medical aid as may be required, and generally for preventing or mitigating such disease
in whatever manner the Central Board of Health may deem expedient.
DIVISION IV.
For efficient Sanitary Inspection, and the proper carrying out these Regulations.
1. Two or more Health Officers of the Local Board of Health shall make, from time to time,
inspection of the district within their jurisdiction, with a view to ascertain what nuisances dangerous to
health exist calling  for abatement under the powers of  " Tlee Health Act of 1872,"  and to enforce the
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preceding regulations .  Such Health Officers may, with  such assistance as may be necessary, at all
reasonable times in the daytime ,  enter  and inspect any dwelling or other place  whatsoever ,  whether
private or public ,  within their jurisdiction ,  if they have good  reason  for believing  that any person has
recently died therein from any epidemic ,  endemic, or contagious  disease, or may board  any ship,  vessel,
or steamer lying in  any harbor or river within the limits of their district ,  if they have  ground for  believing
that necessity exists for  such entry  acid inspection in relation  to the execution of the preceding  regulations.
2. Whosoever shall wilfully obstruct any inspector or any member of the Central or Local Board
of Health ,  or any  officer or person  duly employed in the execution of the said Act, or shall  incite  any other
person so to do, or shall destroy, pull down, injure, or deface any board, placard, or notice made or
published  under  the authority of the said Act ; or if the occupier of any  premises , or any other person
whosoever ,  prevent the owner  thereof  or his agent from  obeying or  carrying into effect the provisions
of the said  Act, or of any order ,  regulation ,  or direction  made hereunder  ;  or if the occupier of any
premises ,  when requested  by or on behalf of the Local Board of Health  to state the name  of the owner
of the premises occupied  by him ,  sha ll  refuse  or wilfully  omit to disclose or wilfully misstate the same,
he shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding  five pounds.
3. The  Local Board  of Health  sha ll  make a report to the Central Board ,  in such form and at such
times as the Central Board shall  from time  to time  direct, in regard to  the health ,  cleanliness, and general
sanitary  state of the town or district for which such Local Board  is established ;  and such report sha ll
contain a statement  of all works executed and proceedings taken by such Local Board  during the period
to which  such report relates.
4. Upon  the appearance  of any epidemic,  endemic, or  contagious  disease, or any indications
thereof, or of any peculiar  circumstances or occurrences involving  or affecting ,  or likely to  involve or
affect  the sanitary  condition  of the  district under  their jurisdiction ,  the Local Board shall immediately
report the  same  to the  Central Board  ;  and such  report  shall be accompanied by such remarks ,  evidence,
or information ,'  as such Local Board may possess in regard  to the  disease, locality , or other facts that may
have come to their knowledge ,  and may tend or appear  to tend towards the better  or more full compre
hension  of the  disease ,  indications ,  occurrences ,  or circumstances so reported.
INSTRUCTIONS ISSUED BY THE CENTRAL BOARD OF HEALTH FOR THE
GUIDANCE OF LOCAL BOARDS OF HEALTH, HEALTH OFFICERS, AND
MUNICIPAL COUNCILS, IN THE CARRYING OUT THE PROVISIONS OF
"  THE HEALTH ACT OF 1872."
THE Proclamation of the Act to amend the laws relating to the preservation
of the public health within the District of has placed in the
hands of the Central Board of Health large powers for the prevention,
suppression, or removal of nuisances dangerous to the public health, within
the proclaimed district. The accompanying Regulations having been
framed by them in accordance with the Act, and agreed to by the Governor
in Council, are hereby forwarded to the Municipal Council and Local Board
of Health for the said district ; and the Central Board, in forwarding them,
deem it desirable to furnish the following instructions for the guidance of
the said bodies in the application of the Regulations.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO LOCAL BOARDS.
The salubrity of any populous district depends almost entirely upon conditions which are
capable of being brought under the control of sanitary regulations,  and where adequate powers are
conferred on the local health authorities,  the latter become directly responsible for the sanitary
well-being of their respective districts,  and for the removal therefrom of all sources of danger to the
public health arising from epidemic,  endemic, or contagious diseases.
With the Local Boards of Health therefore now rests the important duty of at once
initiating ,  and then energetically and persistently carrying out or enforcing such an improved system
of sanitary administration as will free the district under their charge from those numerous evils
which have so long obtained, and to which a large portion of the sickness and mortality, especially
from zymotic disease, that has hitherto occurred, is without question, to be attributed.
To effect this desirable object, the Local Boards of Health will find it necessary to direct their
attention mainly to such sanitary measures as will provide against
1st. Want of cleanliness,
2nd. Deficient or ill-regulated drainage,
3rd. The dangers attending epidemic outbreaks,
all which the Central Board have provided against in the three first divisions of the accompaning
regulations.
The fourth division has been framed to secure to the Local Boards of Health the power to
enforce their orders being promptly carried into effect.
1.
CLEANLINESS.
Under this head the regulations contain many valuable provisions,  from which,  if energetically
enforced by the Local Boards of Health, the Central Board confidently expect the most beneficial
results inregard to the public health.
Cesspits.
1. One of the most serious sanitary evils, and one which has most generally obtained through-
out the towns of the colony, is that faulty construction of privy cesspits which permits the percola-
tion of their contents into the adjacent ground, and which, in some of the more densely populated
towns, has led to the wholesale saturation of the soil with the contents of those receptacles.
Recognising the magnitude of this evil ,  the regulations lay down the principle that any cesspit
which is not watertight shall be deemed to be injurious to health ; while they prescribe the
minimum distance from premises or boundaries of yards at which cesspits may be constructed, and
authorise and require the Local Board of Health to take the necessary  measures  to ensure the
proper construction of such as are found to permit the soakage or leakage of their contents. In
Appendix I. to these instructions is given a description of a mode in which privy cesspits may be con-
structed so as to be perfectly watertight ,  and at a cost so trifling as to be  within  the means of any
householder. Wherever, therefore, the privy cesspit system is adopted, that shamefully defective
construction which has hitherto been so generally the rule, or indeed any construction which fails to
render those receptacles  perfectly  watertight ,  must be no longer tolerated.
Preliminary  inspection of  Cesspits.
2. One of the first and most important duties, therefore,  devolving on the Local Board of
Health will  be  to institute a thorough inspection  (under the powers conferred by the accompanying
regulations)  of all the privy oesspits in their district, and at once to insist either on the watertight
construction of such as are found at all defective,  or on the substitution therefor of some one of the
various kinds of earth-closets now in use. The more effectually to accomplish this object, the local
board should at once make an order in the form contained in Appendix II., in any case where a
defectively formed cesspit is found to exist after a date to be named therein,  and requiring all
cesspits to be constructed according to one or other  of the  plans given in Appendix 1.
Earth- closets.
3. The earth-closet system of collecting nightsoil is attended with many sanitary advantages
over that of privy cesspits,  however faultlessly the latter may be constructed.  The Central Board
desire strongly to impress upon the various Local Boards of Health the importance,  in a sanitary
respect, of using their best efforts to secure a general adoption of the earth-closet in their several
districts, more especially in the country towns, where;  earth being readily obtained,  no difficulty
stands in the way, and where the superiority of the earth-closet over the privy cesspit, both in a
sanitary and an economical point of view, is undoubted. That the earth-closet has not yet been more
extensively adopted is to be attributed in a great measure to the fact that in every town of the colony
that cheap formation of cesspits which consists in merely digging a hole in the ground has been
permitted, and that, consequently, the majority of houseowners are unwilling to incur further
expense , unless compelled. Now, however, ins; Local Boards of Health are authorised and
required  to enforce the watertight construction of privy cesspits,  the Central Board are in hopes
that the manifest advantages  of the earth- closet system will secure its general adoption as an
alternative to the construction of watertight cesspits in those numerous instances in which the
present cesspits do not come up to the requirements of the regulations.
Coneersio71
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Conversion  of ordinary  Privies into  Earth- closets.
4. The cost  of converting existing privies into earth-closets need not be in any case more
than  tri fling,  the main portion of the  work consisting in the cleaning  out of the  cesspit, and then
filling in with earth and boarding it over at the top  ;  and, this done ,  all that is  actually required is
the alteration of the  present seat so as to admit  of the  closet -pan or  bucket  being put underneath
and removed from  time to time, and  the provision of a closet -pan or bucket, and a box or other
receptacle for the dry earth ,  with a scoop for its application .  Where means  are not  readily obtain-
able for the  frequent  removal from the premises  of the contents of the earth -closet ,  there might be
provided  a large covered cask, or lined case or box ,  in which to  deposit the contents  of the bucket
until a load is collected for removal ,  and a similar  box in which  to store a  supply of dry  earth, care
being taken that both receptacles are protected  from wet. The Central  Board desire on this subject
to direct the special attention  of the Local Boards of Health to the Despatch  from Earl Kimberley,
forwarded  to the Government ,  having  reference  to the dry-earth  system, a  copy of which the  Central
Board have received from the  Honorable the Colonial Secretary  and forward  herewith.
Removal of Rubbish from Private  Premises.
5. Local Boards of Health are empowered  to make arrangements requiring occupants of
premises  to provide  covered boxes or other receptacles  for the temporary  deposit of ashes and ordinary
house refuse ,  whence such refuse  may be periodically removed by the public  scavenger.  Every local
board  should at once avail themselves  of the  important powers placed  in their hands , and issue orders
dealing with this matter.  They will thus be enabled to prevent,  for the  future,  at a very trifling
expense to the local funds, and an actual saving of expense and trouble to the occupants of premises,
those accumulations of noxious  refuse  in private yards  which have hitherto been  so generally ob-
servable, and  which, though  individually apparently  of little  moment, exercise in the aggregate a
most prejudicial effect on the  public health wherever they are  permitted ;  while the local board will
be also enabled  to put  a stop to the  objectionable though very common  practice of throwing house
refuse into adjoining streets, lanes,  water-channels, or unoccupied allotments.
Rubbish -boxes to be  provided.
6. The arrangements made  by the  local boards on this subject  should require that the re-
ceptacles for refuse should be of such portable dimensions as to  be easily  emptied into the scavenger's
cart; that ,  when full, they should be placed by the occupier in the  most convenient place for
emptying  by the  scavenger  ;  and should  prohibit the deposit  of any house refuse in any other
place than such receptacle.  Public  notice should also be given, by advertisement or placard, of
the days  when the scavenger's cart will pass  through the  various streets,  in order that  the rubbish-
boxes may be placed as above mentioned, in readiness for emptying.
Local  Boards  may undertake removal of rubbish, &c.
7. The Local Boards of Health shall avail themselves of the powers conferred by the
regulations under the division of "Cleanliness ,"  which authorises them to provide receptacles
for rubbish,  and to contract for the periodical removal of the contents of such receptacles, as
well as of all dung,  nightsoil ,  sewage,  filth, and rubbish from private premises,  the right
to which refuse,  soil, &c., is, by the same regulation,  vested in the local board.  In every
town, and more especially in the more populous ones,  there is no doubt that, by a properly organized
system for the removal,  by the local authority,  of the contents of cesspits and earth-closets, dung,
and refuse of all descriptions from private premises,  the work could be done more efficiently, and at
a less cost to each individual householder than that now incurred for the service,  where each contracts
for its performance on his own account; while there is every probability that, by the sale of the
manure thus collected, the local board would very noon be enabled to make the undertaking pay its
own expenses.  At all events,  the  sanitary  advantages of a regularly organised system, as compared
with the present desultory one, of removing refuse matter from private premises, are sufficiently
obvious ; and,  as the law now gives the local sanitary authorities power to undertake this work, the
Central Board of Health would strongly recommend the local boards, in all the more populous towns,
at once to avail themselves of the powers thus conferred.
Stables, Cowsheds, &c.-Plan for drainage.
8. Unpaved and imperfectly drained stables, cowsheds ,  and pigsties ,  are frequently the cause
of much offence. The Local Boards of health should ,  therefore ,  take action wherever such premises
are not properly paved ,  drained, and provided with paved receptables for the collection of the drainage
and manure .  In Appendix I is given a plan showing an arrangement of such premises ,  whereby they
may be properly drained at little expense ,  and the manure inoffensively collected for periodical
removal .  The plan referred to shows a combination of stables or cowsheds and pigsties ,  but it will
be seen that the mode of drainage there indicated is applicable separately to any such places. In no
case should the practice of depositing manure in pits dug in the ground ,  or on the unpavbd surface
of yards ,  be permitted.
Manure depot.
9. In order effectually to carry out the measures which have been indicated respecting removal
of refuse,  nightsoil , &c., from private premises and other places, and that no excuse may be afforded
for the deposit of refuse matter in unauthorised places, it is necessary that every town and district
be provided with a manure depot, which should be as remote from population as will suit public
convenience,  and in a quarter where it is least likely to occasion offence.
Offensive  trades or manufactures.
10. A regulation in division  " Cleanliness ,"  provides a means for suppressing any offensive
effluvia  found to arise from the carrying on of manufactures ,  trades, processes ,  or businesses of an  offen-
sive  description ,  on complaint thereof being made to the local board by the officers of health .  Accor-
dingly
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dingly, they should bring under the notice of the Local Board of Health any instance in which
nuisance is occasioned by effluvia from such places, in order that the latter may at once take action
as therein directed for the suppression of the nuisance complained of; they should require that every
distillery, brewery, slaughter-house, manufactory, or place for the boiling or preparing of animal
matter, shall be provided with a pool or reservoir for the reception of any offensive refuse from such
works ; that such reservoir shall be periodically cleansed and kept in an inoffensive and cleanly con-
dition; and the local board shall compel the owner or occupier of any such manufactory or place to
deodorise, or render iunoxious or inoffensive, the refuse therefrom, before its discharge from the
premises. By an energetic exercise of the powers conferred by this regulation, Local Boards of Health
will be enabled to suppress effectually many serious nuisances arising from what are known as
It offensive trades," which have hitherto been a cause of much complaint in many of the towns of
the colony. With reference to the general subject of disinfection, the Central Board would direct
the especial attention of the local boards to the accompanying memorandum by the medical officer of
the Privy Council, (Appendix III.), which will be found to contain all necessary information on the
subject.
Swine-keeping.-Plan of pigsties.
11. An important provision in the regulations is the prohibition of swine-keeping within forty
feet of any dwelling, or in any place or under any conditions so as to be a nuisance or injurious to
health. This limitation as to the proximity of pigsties to dwelling-houses will have the effect in
many thickly populated places of amounting to nearly a total prohibition of the practice, and should
be strictly enforced by the local board. In Appendix I. is given a plan showing a mode of
constructing pigsties in connection with stables or cowsheds; but the plan there suggested is
capable of separate application to sties alone, and wherever swine are permitted to be kept, the local
board should insist on such a construction of the sties as is there indicated.
II.
DRAINAGE.
Drains and Sewers.
1. By the  regulations  under the division " Drainage," it will be observed that Local Boards
of health are required  to fQ cause  all sewers and drains to be kept so as not to be a nuisance or
injurious to health, and to be properly cleansed and emptied;" and that "no person shall, without
the consent of the local board, cause any private drain or sewer to be emptied, or flow, into any
public drain or sewer, or do any act, matter, or thing which shall, in the opinion of such
local board, tend to the injury or stoppage of such drain or sewer." This latter provision
places in the hands of Local Boards of llealth a very valuable power, by the exercise of
which they will be enabled to effect a much needed improvement in the construction of
drains leading through private yards and  premises  to main drains or sewers in streets or rights-of-
way. The  mere earth -formed  channels  which at present serve so generally to carry off drainage
through private yards are the source, in many  cases , of serious  nuisance , through the repeated stop-
page of the  channels , and the retention therein of house drainage, which is  from time to time dis-
charged, in a most offensive condition, into the street channels, instead of at once finding its way
through properly-formed  drains , before it has had time to become offensive. Local boards have now,
however, the power of effectually putting a stop to this evil, by merely withholding their consent
to the emptying of any private  drain  which is not constructed to their satisfaction into any public
drain or sewer , and by enforcing the penalties which the Act prescribes wherever any such drains
are so  emptied without their  permission.
Construction of Drains.
2. In issuing orders for the construction of drains, so that they shall not be  a nuisance or
injurious to health, the local board should take care to accurately define therein the mode of con-
struction which they require, in order that, if necessary, proceedings may be successfully  taken on
the Health Officer's report that any drain  is not  constructed or kept in the  manner  directed by the
local board.
Future trouble  saved  by prompt  action  now in regard to drainage.
3. Local Boards of Health will observe that, not only is it their duty to provide for the
proper drainage of the public thoroughfares, but that the regulations  impose on  them the  responsi-
bility  of maintaining  the efficient drainage of all private yards,  premises ,  lanes, and rights -of-way in
their respective districts. By an energetic  exercise  of the powers which the law now  provides for
this purpose, local boards will speedily effect an improvement in the  drainage  of private yards and
premises which has been long and much needed in every town in the colony; while, by at once
initiating, and henceforward uniformly insisting  on an  efficient system of drainage for private
premises, local boards will save themselves much future trouble, and the residents  in their districts
much future expense, in the making of alterations and improvements which a proper construction of
drains at the outset would have rendered unnecessary.
Stagnant Water in Cellars, Yards, (C-c.-Filling irlr Low-lying Land.
4. 1 he retention of stagnant water in cellars, or in open pools about houses, is another  very
fruitful source of injury to the public health ; accordingly, the regulations under the division,
" Drainage," impose on Local Boards of Health the duty of enforcing the immediate removal of any
such collections of stagnant water or drainage, and the filling in of all ponds, pools, open ditches, or
other places where the collection of drainage or stagnant water is likely to be prejudicial to health.
They also place in the hands of local boards a very valuable power, enabling them to enforce the
filling up of any yard or land, which  from  Icing lower than the level of the adjoining  street, serves
as a receptacle for drainage.
III.
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III.
EPIDEMIC OUTBREAK.
The Central Board, in framing the regulation under this division, have desircd to direct the
action of the Local Board of Health in a general manner only. They are conscious that according to
the nature and severity of any epidemic outbreak of disease, especially as regards its contagious or
infectious nature, will be the nature and extent of the measures required at the hands of the local
health authorities to stamp it out. Much will necessarily be left to the discretion of the Local
Board, and the Central Board deem it desirable to impress upon them the necessity of attention to
the regulation requiring them, without delay, to communicate all the information at their disposal in
reference to any such epidemic to the Central Board, by whose directions they are to be subsequently
guided.
IV.
SANITARY INSPECTION.
Inspection of District.
1. By the regulations under this head, the Local Board of Health will observe that they ara
now not only authorised, but  required,  to make periodical inspections of the districts under their
control, in order to ascertain what nuisances exist, with a view to taking measures for their suppres-
sion, and, generally, to enforcing the provisions of the Act. The Central Board of Health apprehend
that local boards will seldom encounter any difficulty in making those inspections which the regula-
tions prescribe, and which are of so much importance to the sanitary welfare of the community.
This systematic inspection of the whole of the district by the health officers will be found of the
greatest  value, not only directly in the detection and suppression of actual and palpable nuisances,
but indirectly, by establishing in the community those habits of attention to sanitary requirements
which have such an important bearing on the public health in populous districts.
Yearly Reports.
2. The local boards are required to furnish the Central Board of -Health with a report, at such
times and in such a form as the central board may direct, on the general sanitary condition and
progress of their respective districts. Accordingly, each local board will be good enough to furnish
to the central board, as speedily as practicable after the close of each year, a report, in the form
Appendix IV., giving the fullest possible information under each head. These reports will to of the
greatest  value to the central board, if carefully drawn up ; and to facilitate their uniform preparation
in accordance with the appendix, a supply of forms on which they are to be made will be furnished
to the local board as required.
Special Reports.
3. The local board is also required to furnish the central board with a special report in the
event of the appearance in their district of any epidemic, endemic, or contagious disease, or any
indications thereof, or of any circumstance occurring therein likely to affect the public health.
These reports should contain the fullest information which the local board can obtain thereon. The
Central Board of Health have every hope that the various local boards will zealously avail them-
selves of the valuable powers which are  now  placed in their hands, and that that neglect of sanitary
requirements which has been so long observable in most of the towns of the colony will speedily
become a thing of the past. The central board, therefore, do not anticipate any necessity for
having recourse to the powers conferred on them for enforcing compliance with their instructions
by assuming through officers appointed by them the authority of the local board in accordance
with the provisions of the Act, feeling assured that the latter will recognise the importance to-
the public health of zealously carrying out the several directions and suggestions herein given.
They desire, however, to impress on the local boards the urgent necessity which exists for a vigorous
administration of the law at the outset, and that energetic action now on the part of the local
authorities will do much to eradicate those habits of neglect in regard to sanitary requirements
which have become so general, and will also save the local boards themselves much future trouble.
The central board, in conclusion, desire to assure the various Local Boards of Health that they will
have much pleasure in communicating with them on any subject of local sanitary importance
which may from time to time arise, and in affordingtbem every information and assistance in their
power in the administration of the laws relating to the public health.
INSTRUCTIONS TO OFFICERS OF HEALTH.
1. It is the duty of the officers of health to superintend the application of all sanitary
measures ordered by the local boards, and to advise them generally in all matters relating to or
affecting the public health,
2. The officers of health are to report to the local boards, with the least possible delay, any
undue prevalence of disease in their district, whether general or confined to particular localities. In
the latter case, they are at once to make an examination of such localities, in order to ascertain
whether the prevalent disease be attributable to local removable conditions, to which, if such exist,
it will be their duty to direct the attention of the local boards, making, at the same time, such
recommendations or suggestions as they may think fit for the purpose of effecting their removal.
They are also carefully to note the appearance in their district of any epidemic, endemic, or con-
tagious disease, or indications thereof, or any occurrences or circumstances affecting, or likely to
affect, the public health, reporting in such case at once to the local board, in order that they may be
enabled to comply with the regulations of the Central Board.
3. Immediately
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3. Immediately after the close of each year the officers of health are to furnish the local boards
(for transmission with their annual report to the Central Board of Health) with a return (in the
form given in Appendix V.), showing the number of births and deaths which have occurred in their
district during the twelve months, accompanied by a report on the health and general sanitary
condition of their district for the period, making such remarks therein as they may think fit in
regard to the causes of death, rates of mortality, generally, and amongst children or particular
classes of persons, or in particular localities ,  and on any other subjects in connection with the vital
statistics of their district.
SUGGESTIONS TO MUNICIPAL COUNCILS.
The Central Board of Health deem it their duty to add to the foregoing  instructions a word or-
two by way of suggestion,  as to  the important duty which the municipal councils  are called upon to
perform, in the carrying out the provisions of  11 The Health Act."
By a wise provision, the members of the Local Boards of Health are to be chosen by the municipal
authorities, in districts where municipal councils exist, who will thus be responsible for the efficiency
of the board, as they ought to be, inasmuch as the expenses of the Local Boards elected by  municipal
councils must  be provided, in accordance with the Act, from the municipal rates.
It is therefore much to be desired, that in the selection of the members of the local boards,
the municipal councils would exercise sound discretion, and only elect such as would be likely to
perform the duties with credit to themselves and profit to the public health. The Central Board
would venture to suggest that amongst medical men of standing in the district, if such can be found
to accept the office, also amongst those who have acted with repute as inspectors of nuisances, and
inspectors or sergeants of police, they would probably find the most suitable health officers. The
Central Board need scarcely add their opinion that it will be absolutely necessary to affix a scale of
remuneration  to the position of health officer, with a view to the efficient performance of the duties-
thereof. The expenses incurred by the local boards elected by the municipal authorities, for this as
well as  the other purposes of the Act, are to be provided in terms of the Act from the rates
levied by the municipal body. The expenses need not be considerable, and where necessary may be
easily met by the imposition  of a small  addition to the ordinary rate. In any case the local
boards must be required to put in force the powers with which they are now armed, so as to
afford  no excuse  to occupants of premises for those offensive  accumulations  of refuse and other
nuisances  about dwellings, which have been so long a matter of complaint as the fertile source of.
injury to the public health.
A. H. PALMER,  Chairman.
HUGH BELL, M.D., F.R.C.S., Eng.
K. CANNAN.
K. I. O'DOHERTY, F.R.C.S., &c.
FRED. RAWLINS, P.M.
HY. SIMPSON, M.L.C.
W. HOBBS, M.L.C., M.R.C.S.
A. W. MANNING.
ARTHUR RAWLINS,
Secretary.
Office of  the Central Board of  Health,  Brisbane.
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APPENDIX I.
EXPLANATION OF PLATES.
PLATS 1.- CEsspooLs.
Figure 1 shows plan, and figure  2, cross  section, of a brick cesspit. The diameter is three feet  nine inches in
the clear, and the depth, from top of brickwork to the floor, six feet, or five feet six inches below surface of ground,
six inches being built up and puddled above surface of ground, to prevent outside drainage flowing into the pit. Six
inches in depth of good and  well-paddled  clay to be firmly rammed all over the bottom of the excavation, and the
floor to be paved with bricks  on edge,  and well grouted or laid with cement. The circular wall to be closely built up
with hard sound bricks, breaking bond in each successive  ring . Nine inches of  well-puddled  clay to be punned
between the sides of the excavation and the brickwork as the work progresses; and the inside of the pit to be
rendered with a coat of Portland cement or good hydraulic lime.
Estimate  of Cost.
Excavation ... ...
Bricks ...
Cement ... ...
Building and puddling
£ e. d.
... ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
... ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
... ... ... ... ... 0 15 0
... ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
£3 5 0
Figure 3 shows plan of a cask cesspool. The excavation to be of sufficient size to allow six inches of  well-
paddled  clay to be rammed down firmly over the bottom, and a wall of the same, properly punned in between the
sides of excavation and the cask. The top of cask and puddle wall are to project six inches above the surface, to
prevent drainage from outside. The cask to be quite sound and perfect, excepting the head ; " dry-goods "  casks not
be used.
Estimate of Cost.
Cask (from 10s. to 20s.) say ... ... ... ... ... 0
S.  .
15 0
Excavation  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 7 6
Labor, clay, &c. ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 7 6
£1 10 0
DRAINAG E OF STABLES ,  COWSHBDS ,  PIGGERIES , AND MANURE  RECEPTACLES.
Figures  4 and 5 are  plan and section showing how a combination of the above -named places  may be econo-
mical ly arranged. The floors of the piggery and manure receptacle, paved with brick  on edge,  incline towards the
central drain leading to the pit, with a slope of 1 in 16. The stable or cowshed, also floored with brick on
edge,  has a drain leading to the same pit, and having an inclination of 1 in 48. The capacity of the pit to suit this
combined  arrangement  should be at least eight cubic feet, and no part of the floors should be less than six inches
above the surface of the ground.
APPENDIX II.
FORM OF NOTICE TO BE ISSUED BY HEALTH OFFICERS.
No.
Date
Name
Address
On whom served-
Notice to;
r
C
Office of the Local Board of Health,
18 .
Take notice that you are hereby required to*
Subsequent remarks of Health-, within days from this date ,  or proceedings w il l
Officers on  result of  Notice, or pro-
ceedings taken be taken against you under section  14 of the Act  to Amend the Laws
C elating to the Preservation of the Public Health, 36 Pict., 14.
No.
Health Officers.
Here  state  distinctly what is required  :  whether to remove a nuisance ,  or to construct any work, or do any matter of sanitary
improvement.
£ d
APPENDIX M.
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APPENDIX III.
Memorandum  on Disil  fection, by the Medical Officer  to  the Privy Council of the United Kingdom.
N.B.-It is to cleanliness , ventilation, and drainage, and the use of perfectly pure drinking water, that populations
ought mainly to loo's for safety against nuisance and infection. Artificial disinfectants cannot properly
supply the place of those essentials : for, except in a small and peculiar  class of cases,  they are of temporary
or imperfect usefullness. That no house-refuse-not only no excremental matter, but also no other kind of
dirt or refuse-should remain on or about inhabited premises, is a first rule against infection. That the
air within the house should never in any part of the house be stagnant, but should always be in course of
renewal from without by uninterrupted and abundant supplies of fresh air, is a condition of equal importance.
And that all water meant to be used for drinking or cooking should be drawn from  sources  which cannot
have been polluted by any kind of refuse-matter, is a third most important rule for the avoidance of infection.
If dwelling-places have within them any odour of drainage, particular examination should be made (1) whether
the filth which house-drains are meant to carry away is retained in or near the premises in ill-made drains,
or sewers , or cesspools, or perhaps  is leaking  from house-drains within the house ; and (2) whether, inside
the house, the inlets of drains and sinks are properly trapped ; and (3) whether the drains  and sewers are
sufficiently ventilated outside the house. All water-closets within houses should have free openings for
ventilation from and into the outer air. Of a cesspool, the only true disinfection is to abolish it ; in
country-places, where proper drainage is not provided, the nuisance of open privies may be best avoided
by the use of the so-called earth-closet.
If a sewer is much complained of, as stinking into the public way, generally the presumption is, that from
original ill-construction, or some other cause, it does not properly fulfil its object, but as filth accumulated
and stagnant in it ; and such a sewer, besides occasioning nuisance in the public way, may be the source
of serious danger to the inhabitants of houses which drain into it. It is most important that all
sewers  should be well ventilated at points where their effluvia will be least injurious ; and ordinary drain-
pipes may be used to conduct the effluvia to a distance.
For convenience, in this memorandum, the word "disinfectants" is used to cover, not only those true
disinfectants which permanently destroy infective matter, but also those agents which merely arrest the process, or
absorb the offensive products, of organic decomposition.
For artificial disinfection on a large  scale,  the agents  which  most  commonly prove useful  are-quicklime,
chloride of lime, carbolic acid, sulphate of iron, perchloride of iron, and choride of manganese. The following are
also efficient disinfectants, but, as being dearer, are less suited for large operations :-Sulphate of zinc, chloride of
zinc , chloride of sodas and permanganate of potash. In certain cases chlorine gas, or nitrous acid gas, or sulphurous
acid gas, may advantageously be used ; and, in certain other cases, powdered charcoal, or fresh dry earth.
Quick-lime  ought to have been recently burnt, and may be used, either in the form of dry powder, or stirred
up with about ten times its bulk of water, as milk of limo.  Chloride of lime  is best used with water, and thoroughly
mixed with it, in the proportion of a pound to the gallon ; or, of the solution, as commonly sold, about two pints
may be mixed with a gallon of water.  Carbolic acid  (in the fluid form in which it is commonly sold) should be
dissolved in about eighty times its volume of water, with which it must be mixed by strong shaking in a closed  vessel.
Sulphate of iron  should be dissolved in ten  times  its weight of water, a solution which is best effected by employing
hot water and stirring. Of  perchloride of iron  and  chloride of manganese,  the common concentrated solutions may
be used, diluted with ten or twelve times their bulk of water.  Sulphate of zinc  should be dissolved in about ten
times its weight of warm water. Of  chloride of zinc,  the common concentrated solution may be diluted with eight
or ten times its bulk of water.* Of  chloride of soda,  the common solution may be used like that of chloride of lime.
Of permanganate of potash  an ounce may be dissolved in a gallon of water.t
All disinfectants must be used in  quantities proportionate  to the amount of matter or surface to be disinfected.
When the matters requiring to be disinfected have an offensive smell, the disinfectant should be used till this smell
has entirely ceased ; and as often as the smell recurs, the disinfectant must again be used.
1. During the  emptying of privies and cesspools,  and whenever else temporary disinfection is required for
them, carbolic acid, or sulphate of iron, or perchloride of iron, or chloride  of manganese , or chloride of zinc, will be
found available. A dilute solution (as above) of one of thosi agents should be poured into the privy or cesspool,
from a quart to a pailful at a time, till the desired effect is obtained. Especially where cholera or typhoid fever is
present, privies and cesspools ought to be very frequently flooded in this manner. The beat test of their being
adequately disinfected is the entire absence of fiscal or ammoniacal odour.
2. Heaps of manure or other filth,  if it be for the time impracticable or inexpedient to remove them, should
be covered, to the depth of two or three inches, with a layer of freshly-burnt vegetable charcoal in powder.
Freshly-burnt lime may be used in the  same  way, but is less effective than charcoal. If neither charcoal nor lime
be at hand, the filth should be covered with a layer, some inches thick, of clean dry earth. For  a privy which has
only solid contents,  the same sort of treatment is applicable.  Earth near dwellings,  if it has become offensive or foul
by the soakage of decaying  animal  or vegetable matter, should be treated on the same plan.
3. If  running sewage,  about to be used in agriculture, require to be disinfected, the chloride of manganese or
perchloride of iron may be best used ;$ but if the sewage is to pass into a river, or into any pond or canal, where
it might again become offensive, chloride of lime is to be preferred; and in this case a pound of good chloride of
lime will generally suffice to disinfect 1000 gallons of the sewage. For foul ditches and other stagnant  drainage,
chloride of lime is also the proper disinfectant.
4. Where it is desirable to disinfect, before throwing away, the  evacuations, from the bowels of persons
suffering from cholera or typhoid fever,  some of the disinfectant (which here may best be chloride of lime) should
be put into the bed-pan or other vessel before it is used by the patient, and some more should be added immediately
after. Its thorough mixture with the evacuation should be ensured. Care should also be taken that portions of
the discharges do not remain about the patient's body or in his dress.
5. Linen and Washing Apparel  requiring to be disinfected may be sent to soak in water containing per
gallon about an ounce either of the common clear solution of chloride of lime, or that of chloride of soda. Or the
articles in question may be plunged into boiling water, and afterwards, when at wash, be actually boiled in the
washing water.
6. Woollens, Bedding, or Clothing,  which cannot be washed, may be disinfected by exposure for two or
more  hours, in chambers constructed for the purpose, to a temperature of F. 210°-250°. When this cannot be done,
the natural disinfecting process of prolonged exposure to air, sun, and rain ought to be had recourse to.
7. For the disinfection of the  interior of houses,  the ceilings and walls should be washed with warm quick-
lime water. The wood-work should be cleansed with soap and water, and subsequently washed with water  containing
in each gallon about two ounces of the clear solution of either chloride of lime or chloride of soda.
8. A room no longer occupied  may be disinfected by chlorine  gas, or  nitrous acid gas, or sulphurous acid gas.
And for this purpose the gases may be produced in the room as follows  :-Chlorine gas, by  pouring over a quarter of
a pound of finely powdered black oxide of manganese, contained  in a jar , half a pint of muriatic acid previously
mixed with a quarter of a pint of water, or by pouring over a quarter of a pound of chloride of lime, contained in a
jar, a  quarter of a pint of muriatic or dilute sulphuric acid  ;-Nitrous acid gas,  by pouring over an ounce of
copper shavings or turnings, contained in a deep jar, three ounces of concentrated nitric acid  ;-Sulphurous acid
gas,  by burning an ounce or two of flower  of  sulphur in a pipkin. The process of disinfecting a room by any of
these gases requires several hours ; and, while it is going on, all doors, chimneys, and windows of the room must be
kept carefully closed. Precautions to this effect should have been taken before the chemicals are mixed, as the person
who starts the process (having to avoid the gases), must not afterwards loiter in the room. When the process is at
an end, doors and windows should be fully opened.
•  Or the preparations  respectively  known as Burnett's  and Crew 's disinfectant solutions may be employed.
f Or Condy' s disinfectant fluids, which contain manganic and pei manganic salts, may be used.
In some such cases  McDougall 's  processes ,  as practised  by him  at Carlisle, may be applicable .  And his  powder may also be
applicable to cases mentioned in } 1.
APPENDIX IV.
-BaPoaT of the LocAl BOARD of HEALTH for the of
for the Year ending 31st December,
1: Estimated population at the
end of the year  ... ... ...
-.E.-Number and description of
houses or dwellings ... I—
=8.-Occupations and general social
condition of residents ... ...
Stone or brick, ;  wood or iron, ;
Canvas or other materials ...
Streets,  Lanes,  and Bights-of-way.
Formed and channelled
'4.-Progress of works of street { Ditto and metalled ...
improvement and drainage  ... Channels kerbed ...
Ditto kerbed and pitched ...
Footpaths paved
No. of private yards pro•)
L
perly drained ...
S.--Water Supply : Sources of,
and whether liable to any pol-
lution. Where there is a re-
servoir,  state length of pipes
laid down in streets ... ...
6.-Situation and description of
drainage  outlet :  Present means
for disposal of house drainage,
and surface or storm water ; whe-
ther source of water supply is
thereby affected ; improvements
effected during  the year ...
'7.-Bathing Accommodation : Are
there any  baths provided by local
authority or private enterprise,
and to what extent  are such
used by the public ? ... ...
'8.-Recreation Reserves : State
nature, situation, extent, and
present condition ; improve-
ments affected  during the year
'9.-Burial Places : Extent, pre-
sent condition, and situation in
' gard to population ; improve-
ments during the year ... ...
10.-Are Public Abattoirs pro-
vided ? If so, state situation,
condition in regard to construc-
tion, and whether leased, or
managed by local authority ...
STotal,
Length done during the Total Length now com-
Year.  pleted.
11,-Butchers'
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APPENDIX  IV.-continued.
Number in  the district  ... ... ... ... ...
11.-Butchers'  Premises
Their general condition, and
mode of construction ... ...
12.-Number  of premises where
swine are kept ,  and minimum
distance of sties from dwellings
required by local board. General
condition  of premises , and whe-
ther sties  are const ru cted as re-
commended by Central Board...
13.-State what offensive trades
or manufactures are carried on,
and whether any nuisance or
injury to health has been ex-
perienced therefrom during the
year; proceedings taken for
suppression thereof,  and result...
14.-Lodging - houses: Number,
structure, and general condition
in regard to ventilation ,  clean li -
ness, and  sufficiency  of sleeping
space ... ...
15.-Scavenging: How performed,
whether by day labor  or con-.
tract ; how often  streets are
cleansed  ... ... ... ...
16.-Are there any collections of
stagnant water requiring re-
moval? What improvements
in this respect have been effected
during the year ?
17. Private Yards : Are rubbish-
boxes provided by occupants or
by local board ; are they em-
ptied by the public  scavenger,
and how often ? General condi-
tion of yards as  regards drainage
and cleanliness  ... ... ...
18.-Privies : Number of earth-
closets in use ;  number of cess-
pits which have been properly
constructed uring the year in
accordance with the Central
Board's regulations ; arrange-
ments for cleansing, whether by
local board or occupants ...
19.-Is a Manure Dep6t provided,
and where ? ... ... ...
20.-State the condition, extent,
and arrangement  as regards
sexes, of Privy accommodation
at each Public School, and
whether earth-closets or cess-
pits are in use  ... ... ...
Number where slaughtering is carried on ...
Number  licensed  for slaughtering
Number continuously  in use as slaughtering places since 11th
September ,  1863  ( Bo ro ughs ) ... ... ...
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21.-State what special works of
sanitary improvement or public
benefit are in prog re ss by local
authority or private enterprise...
22.-State what difficulties , if any,
have been experienced by the
local board in administering the
laws  re lating  to the public
health ,  or carrying out the
Central Board's regulations ...
23.-Attach a copy of each general sanitary order issued by the local board during the year.
24.-Return of Nuisances and Offences dealt with during the year :-
Total Number of Number complied Number sum-Notices issued  by with.  monad and fined.Health Officers.
Privies and cesspits :
Defective construction  ... . ...
Overflowing ,  or neglect to
cleanse  ... ... ...
Defects of drainage ... ...
Neglect to cleanse private premises
or yards  .. ... ... ...
Offensive trades  ... ... ...
Slaughtering without license
Slaughtering -places filthy or badly
constructed  ... ... ...
Piggeries dirty, badly drained, or
not properly constructed
Ditto within 40 feet of dwellings
Cow-yards and stables dirty or
badly constructed ... ...
Other offences  ... ... ...
Total ...  ---
25.-General  Remarks :-
APPENDIX V.
RETURN showing Number of BIRTHS and DEATHS which occurred in the
during the year 18
Number of Births ...
In Hospitals  or other
Public Institutions.*
Five years
and under.
Number  of Deaths of  persons re si dent
in the  District:-
From accident  or violence ...
From other  causes ... ...
Totals ... 77
Over Five Five years Over Five
years.  and under years.
•  Not to include cases admitted  from  other dist ri cts.
Total Amount o
Pines inflicted.
All other Cases. Total
Over Five Five years
years. and under.
Number
summoned and
discharged.
Total.
of-
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QuEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
mai by, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in  the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
&ORMANBY,  of Her  Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
wander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its  Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me  in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent  Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim  that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than  ten pounds , to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given  under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our  Lord one thousand
eight hundred  and seventy-two, and in the
thirty -sixth year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND ,
S
Proclamation by Tke Most
to  wit. Honorable  GEonon  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby.
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and  Ba ro n Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross. in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland;;  a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty' s Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council,  Governor`  and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation: And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced. or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction orim-
portatlon, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
1315 Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the following gentlemen, viz.
FRANK BRIDGEMAN,
EDWARD MAITLAND LONG, and
MADRICE HUMS BLACK,
to be Trustees of the Mackay Cemetery-one in
the room of William McBride, resigned, the others
in addition to those now existing.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
FRANK SCARE
to be Commissioner of Crown Lands for the Un-
settled District of Mitchell, under the provisions of
" The Pastoral Leases Art of  1869."
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Postmaster-General's. Office,
Brisbane, 21st May, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following appointments in the Electric
Telegraph Department, viz.:-
Mr. ALFRED J. SWANN, 5th Operator, Brisbane,
to be Second Operator, Bowen ;
Mr. WILLIAM GORTON, Operator in Charge,
Goodna,
to be Fifth Operator, Brisbane,  vice  Swann trans-
ferred ;
Mr. JAMES THONDLEY, Senior Messenger, Brisbane,
to be Operator in Charge, Goodna.
THOS. L. MIJRRAY-PRIOR.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd May, 1873.
HIS Excellency  the Governor , with  the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to promote
Acting Sub-Inspector ROBERT S .  JOHNSTONE
to the rank of Sub -Inspector  of Police,  in the room
of Henry Zouch Finch ,  resigned.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1873.
TS IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the Court of Petty Sessions at Mackay,
to be a Court for preparing and revising the Lists
of the Electoral District of Bowen, in addition to
the Court of Petty Sessions at Bowen, under the
pro- visions of section 24 of "  The Electoral Districts
Act  of 1872."
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1873.
"DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
THE  Sheep-owners in the district of Springsurehaving failed to elect Directors for the current
year, His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint the following gentlemen to be Sheep
Directors for the said District:-
ALEXANDER STEWART LAURIE, Arcturus Downs;
ROBERT PATTON, Cairdbeign ;
JAMES PHILP, Mantuan Downs ;
HENRY RICHARDS, Springsure ;
THoMAs GABEIEL WALKER, Fernlees.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd May, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
l1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the under -mentioned gentlemen to be
Magistrates  of the Territory:-
ARTHUR C. BAILEY, George Town ;
HENRY JAMES  CROSBY, Stanthorpe ;
JosEPH •FLETCHER, Townsville ;
RICHARD RIISSILL  FsosT, Townsvi lle ;
HERBERT GARNETT, Mitchell District ;
DAVID M.  JONES, George Town ;
JOHN  MELBOURNE MARSH,  Police Magis-
trate, Bathurst ;
GEORGE MCCLEVERTY, Eton Vale ;
CHARLES NOLAN, George Town ;
THOMAS STEPHEN  LAWLESS PYNE, Mary-
borough ;
ERNEST OCTAVIAS  SMITH , Sydney, N.S.W.;
JAMES  SUTHERLAND , George Town;
JOHN C. WAIIAKER, George Town.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, Rules 247, 266, 267, and 268, of
the Rules and Regulations of the Queensland
Police Force of 1869 have  been and the same are
hereby cancelled.
A. H. PALMER.
QUEENSLAND, '  Proclamation by The Most
to wit. f Honorable GEORGE ADGUSTUs
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor.
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all in  the County of
York, in  the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; is Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's. Most  Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor  and Com.
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
N pursuance  of clause  one of  " The  Homestead
I Areas Act of  1872," I,  GEORGE  AUGUSTVs
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normauby, the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of theExecutive  Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder  described shall
be and  are hereby set  apart as Homestead Areas,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall be open  to Selection as Home-
steads,  and not otherwise ,  at the Land Office,
Toowoomba, on and after TUESDAY, the first
day of July, 1873.
I
Selec-
tion No. selector 's Name.
I
District.
I  A. B. P.
72 Jas. Wiblin ...  103 0 0 Toowoomba.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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QUEENSLAND, ' Proclamation by, The Most
to wit .  I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NOEMANE , of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, andin accordance with the provisio s of th  sixty-
first section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1868," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the Leases of the
following selections of Land, under the said Act,
are declared forfeited.
the  first day  of July,  1873, at the Land Offices of
the districts inwhich they are respectively situated.
I  No. or
Portion.
*3&4
t38
t41
Name of Lessee.
Jas. Salter ,..
Land Agent's
District.
Gympie.
Beenleigh.
•  Forfeited  Selection, No. 31,  Gympie.
t Parts of  Forfeited Selection , No. 26,  Beenleigh.
Area.
A. R. P.
69 0 0
Parish.
Coomera .. 90 0 0
Ditto 20 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent's
District.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
A. R. P.
" Tice Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
279 C. Munkwitz  .. 33 3 0 Brisbane. manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
1,433 T. McFarlen. 160 0 0 Ditto, notice thereof shall be published in  the Government
31 Jas. Salter  .. ! 69 0 0 Gympie. Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
72 Jas. Wiblin 103 0 0 Toowoomba. hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
1,902 Geo. Draper  150 0 0 Ipswich. aforesaid " Peel Island," Moreton Bay will be per-3841 Spelman 224J 0 0 Ditto. ,,
978
.
J. Abbott 360 0 0 Ditto. manently reserved for public purposes.
241 C. Eggert 34 0 0 Ditto. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
311 Wm. Gillis 99 0 0 Toowoomba.
135 Geo. Lunn 52 0 0 Gympie.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
I N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QurrNSLAND, ' Proclamation by The Most
to wit . ) Honorable GEORGE ACcusros
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of NorreanlryI
Earl of Mulgrave, t''scount Nor-
manby, and Baroi. Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE. Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING GROUND AND WATER, ON
THE MAIN TOWNSVILLE ROAD.
County of Elphinstone.
201 acres.
Commencing on the Main Townsville Road ten
chains  wide at a point bearing 200 degrees thirty
minutes, and  distant seventeen links  from a gum-
tree marked R ; and bounded thence on the north-
east by that road bearing 170 degrees forty-nine
chains  and one link ; on the south by a line bearing
west forty-five chains and ninety-one links ; on the
west by a line bearing north forty-eight chains and
twenty-six links ; and on the north by a line bearing
east thirty-seven chains and forty links to the point
of commencement.
WATER RESERVE  AT THE  IPSWICH AGRICULTURAL
RESERVE.
County of Churchill, parish of Mutdapilly,
portion  210.
129 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of a road, one
chain wide, with another road one chain and seventy-
two links wide, and bounded thence on the oast by
the last-mentioned road bearing north twenty-seven
chains and sixty links ; on the north by portion
211 bearing west forty-seven chains to another road
one chain wide ; on the west by that road bearing
south twenty-seven chains and sixty links to the
other aforesaid road ; and on the south by that road
bearing east forty-seven chains to the point of
Commencement .
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WATER RESERVE AT THE IPSWICH AGRICULTURAL
RESERVE.
County  of  Churchill ,  parish  of Mutdapilly.
184 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-west corner of portion 16, and bounded thence
on the south by a line bearing east forty-four chains;
on the east by portion 14, and a road bearing north
thirty-nine chains ; on the north by a line bearing
west fifty chains and sixty-seven links to the afore-
said road; and on the south-west by that road
bearing 170 degrees thirty-nine chains and sixty
links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th May, 1873.
AREA FOR MINING LICENSES, STAN-
THORPE.
IT is hereby notified  for general information, that
the area hereunder  described within the limits
of the Town Reserve  of Stanthorpe ,  shall be
available for Mining  Licenses under the provisions
of section 33 of  " The  Mineral Lands  Act of 1872,"
on and after TUESDAY, the 27th  May, 1873.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes of a site for a
Benevolent Asylum, Rockhampton.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
DESCRIPTION.
County of Livingstone, parish; of Rockhampton,
town of Rockhampton, allotments  1, 2, 3, 4, 7,
8, 9,  and  10,  of section  18.
4 acres 36 perches.
Commencing at the north corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north-east by West
street south-easterly eight chains ; on the south-east
by the north-west boundary line of allotments 5
and 6 south-westerly at right angles to West street
five chains and thirty links to Lennox street ; on the
south-west by that street north-westerly parallel
with West street eight chains to Albert street; and
on the north-west by that street north-easterly five
chains and thirty links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided  that  before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall  be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Road purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOH ROAD PURPOSES TO GIVE ACCESS TO
PORTION 26 B, KANGAROO POINT.
All that piece of land situated in the county of
Stanley, parish of South Brisbane, being subdivisions
twenty-two and twenty-four of eastern suburban
allotment thirty-five, containing by admeasurement
nineteen perches and two-tenths of a perch, more or
less, commencing in a street at the south-east
corner of subdivision twenty, and bounded thence
on the south by that street bearing north seventy-
nine degrees east one chain and twenty links ; on the
east by the west boundary line of subdivision
twenty-six, bearing north eleven degrees west one
chain ; on the north by a line at right angles one
chain and twenty links south-westerly ; and on the
west by the east boundary line of subdivision
twenty bearing south eleven degrees east one chain
to the point of commencement.
Description of Extensions of area available for
Mining Licenses within the limits of the Town
Reserve, Stanthorpe, District of Darling Downs
South.
Extension 2.
Commencing at a point due west of the north-
west corner  of the  Folkestone Pre-emptive Pur-
chase ; thence bounded on the south by its north-
ern boundary east two chains  ;  on the east by
sections 7 and 6 north twenty chains ; on the north
by section 8 west six chains and 50 links ; on the
west  by Mineral  Selections 317A and  317 south
twenty chains ; and on the south by Mineral
Selection 379 east four chains fifty links to point of
commencement.
Extension 3.
Commencing in the centre of Quart Pot Creek,
at a point due west of the south-west corner of the
Folkestone Pre-emptive Purchase ; thence bounded
by the centre of said creek to the crossing of the
main Warwick Road ; thence by said road northerly
about six chains to the south-east corner of section
11; thence by that section west one chain and
sixty-seven links ; north one chain and 50 links ;
west two chains and twenty-five links ; north three
chains and twenty-five links to south boundary of
aforesaid Pre-emptive Purchase ; thence west about
six chains to point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
- PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
TT IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
J 1 of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, in pursuance of the fifty-fifth clause of the
above Act, that the lands hereunder described
have been resumed from the leases of the " Blyth's
Plains" and " Tingar" Runs, for Public purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Resumed from Blyth's Plains  5W  aeres.
And from Tingar ...  ... 1,392
3 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Blyth's Creek
at a point where the road to Roma crosses it, said
point bearing east fifteen degrees south, distaat
about nine chains from a tree marked M over 170
on survey of said road ; thence by said creek up-
wards about eight chains ; thence on the north by
a west line about sixty-seven chains ; thence on the
west by a south line two miles crossing Blyth's
Creek ; thence on the south by an east line one mile
and a-half ; thence on the east by a north line two
miles ; thence again on the north by a west line
fifty-three chains to the right bank of Blyth's
Creek ; and thence by that creek downwards to the
print of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 187:3.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatthe lands hereun er described have bee  with-
drawn from selection, with a view to their being
reserved for public purposes, in pursuance of the
provisions to that effect contained in the twenty-first
section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
7 868."
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek at
the crossing of the Clermont and Broadsound Road
opposite the north-east corner of McKean's selec-
tion, No. 16, bounded on the north by that road
easterly to the eastern boundary of Clermont Town
Reserve ; thence on the east by that boundary
bearing south one degree forty minutes west about
thirty-one chains to a tree marked broad-arrow
over TR, over X in triangle ; again by that boun-
dary bearing south sixteen degrees seven minutes
east 128 chains seventy links to a tree marked
broad-arrow over TR over XII in triangle, and by
that boundary bearing south one degree six minutes
west seventeen chains and fifty-eight links to a tree
marked broad-arrow over TR over XIII in triangle
at the south-east corner of Town Reserve ; thence
on the south by the southern boundary of said
reserve bearing west four degrees thirteen minutes
north thirty chains twenty-seven links to a tree
marked broad-arrow over TR over XIV in triangle ;
thence west one degree fifty minutes north 105
chains ten links to a tree marked broad-arrow over
TR over XV in triangle ; thence west ninety-four
chains sixty-five links to a tree marked broad-
arrowover TR over XXV in triangle; thenceby aline
bearing north to the south-east corner of Weller's
selection, No. 17 ; thence on the north by the south
boundary of that selection and McKean 's selection,
No. 16, bearing east to Sandy Creek ; thence by
Sandy Creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereinunder described have been tempo.
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.'
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING.
Blythe's Creek, Dalby and Rama Road, tlfaranoa
District.
3 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Blythe's Creek,
at a point where the road to Roma crosses it, said
point bearing east fifteen degrees south, distant
about nine chains from a tree marked M over 170
on survey of said road; thence by  said creek up-
wards about eight chains ; thence on the north by
a west line about sixty-seven chains ; thence on the
west by a south line two miles, crossing Blythe's
Creek ; thence on the south by an east line one
mile and a-half ; thence on the east by a north line
two miles ; thence  again  on the north by a west
line fifty-three chains to the right bank of Blythe's
Creek ; and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR QUARRY,  SPRINGSURE.
County of Denison, parish of Springsure, town of
Springsure, allotments 2 and  3 of  section  24.
2 acres and 32 perches.
Commencing on the south side of Boundary
street, at the north-east corner of allotmen 1, and
bounded thence on the north by that  street easterly
four chains; on the east by the west boundary
line of allotment 4 southerly, at right angles to
Boundary street, five chains and fifty links ; on the
south by the north boundary lines of allotments
7 and 8 westerly, parallel with Boundary street,
four chains ; and on the west by the east boundary
line of allotment 1 northerly, at right angles to
Boundary street, five chains and fifty links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PADDOCK, INGLEWOOD.
County of Bentinck, parish of Inglewood, portions
2, 3, and 4.
153 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Macintyre
Brook, at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the west by that road bear-
ing north forty-six chains and eighty-seven links to
another road one chain wide ; on the north by that
road bearing east thirty chains to another road one
chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing south
thirty-two chains and ninety links to the Macintyre
Brook ; and on the south-east and south-west by
that brook downwardsto the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR STONE QIIARRY, STANWELL.
County of Livingstone, parish of Stanwell.
105 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing 138 degrees, and distant one chain, and
thence bearing forty-eight degrees and distant ten
chains from the east corner of portion 15A; and
bounded thence on the north by a line bearing 138
degrees thirty-five chains; on the south-east by a
line bearing 228 degrees thirty chains ; on the
south-west by  a line bearing  318 degrees thirty-
five chains to a road one chain wide ; and on the
north-west by that road bearing  forty-eight  degrees
thirty chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL OF ARTS, MACKAY.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard, town of
Mackay.
Allotment 5 of section 9.
2 roods.
Commencing on the west side of Nelson street
at the south-east corner of allotment 4, and
bounded thence on the east by that street southerly
two chains ; on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 6 westerly at right angles to
Nelson street two chains and fifty links ; on the
west by the east boundary line of allotment 1
northerly, parallel with Nelson street, two chains ;
and on the north by the south boundary line of
allotment 4 easterly, at right angles to Nelson
street, two chains and fifty links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PADDOCK, GOONDIWINDI.
County of Marsh, parish of Goondiwindi,
portions  10, 11,  and 12.
151 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Serpent
Lagoon at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence On the west by that road
bearing south forty-nine chains and seventy links ;
on the south by a line bearing east thirty chains to
another road one chain wide ; on the east by that
road bearing north forty-nine chains and ninety-four
links to the Serpent Lagoon ; and on the north by
that lagoon downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  BALLAST FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
County of Aubigny, parish of Westbrook, portion  39.
23 acres 3 roods 8 perches.
Commencing at a point in the westerly prolonga-
tion of the south boundary of Laborers' Camping
Reserve,  one chain  from the Railway Reserve, and
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bounded thence on the south by its continuation
west ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing
north twenty-eight chains ; on the north by a line
bearing east seven chains to a reserved road one
chain wide; and on the north-east by that road
bearing 173 degrees fifty-four minutes twenty-eight
chains and sixteen links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been  tem-
porarily reserved for the purpose named with
respect o each.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th April, 1873.
W'% 7 HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The11 11  Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently set apart for the purposes named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE IPSWICH AND
WEST MORETON AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.
County of  Stanley , p arish  of Ipswich, town of
Ipswich,  section 32.
5 acres.
Commencing  at the north- west  corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the north by South
street easterly ten chains to Thorn street; on the
east by that street southerly at right angles to
South street five chains to Roderick street; on the.
south by that street westerly ten chains to Gordon
street ; and  on the west by that street northerly
five chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR NATIONAL SCHOOL ,  TowNsvALE,
LoGAN.
County of Ward, parish of Logan.
2 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane road one chain and
fifty links wide at the west corner of portion
18, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing east  four  chains  and thirty-five links ;
on the east by a line bearing north four chains ; on
the north by a line bearing west five chains and
sixty-five links to the Brisbane road ; and on the
south-west by that road bearing 162 degrees four
chains and twenty-one links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR NATIONAL SCHOOL, PINE RIVER.
County of Stanley, parish of Bunya.
10 acres.
Commencing  at the north- west corner  of portion
66, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing west nine chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south three chains and sixty links to a
small creek ; thence by that creek upwards to a
point about south, and distant four chains and
fourteen  links from the termination of the last line ;
on the south-west by lines and a road one chain
wide bearing eighty-six degrees one chain and
twenty-six links, 172 degrees two chains and two
links, and 124 degrees eight chains and seventy-six
links ; and on the east by a line bearing north
fourteen chains and fifty links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY , RAVENswooD.
3 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 107  degrees,
and distant about forty-two chains from the south
corner of Hackett's homestead, and bounded thence
on the north by a line bearing east five chains ; on
the east by a line bearing south six chains ; on the
south by a line bearing west five chains ; and on
the west by  a line bearing  north six chains to the
point of commencement.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TIMBER RESERVE FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Parishes of Bunya and Kedron,  county  of Stanley.
Commencing at the south- west corner  of portion
No. 31. in the parish of Bunya, and bounded thence
on the north by portions Nos. 31, 55, and 62; on
the west by portion No. 62, selection No. 1,728,
and portions Nos. 50, 56, and 46 ; again on the
north by portions Nos. 53 and 42, selection No.
1,751, portion 106, selection No. 1,753, and portion
No. 2, all in the parish of BI}nya ; on the east by
portion No. 48, in the parish of Bunya, and by
portions in the parish of Kedron Nos. 602, 488,
487, 486, 485, 489, 597, 595, and 694, by portion
No. 51, in the parish of Bunya, and by portion No.
596, in the parish of Kedron ; on the south by
portions in the parish of Bunya Nos. 6, 7, 8, 52,
61, 12, 586, 587, 588, and 589, and by Kedron
Brook upwards to the eastern boundary of Samford
Run; and again on the  west  by that boundary
bearing north to the point of commencement;-
exclusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
County  of Cook,  parish of Bundaberg, town of
Bundaberg .  Section No. 29.
1 acre 3 roods 13 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the north corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the north -east by Maryborough
street south-easterly to Quay street;  on the south-
east by Quay street south -westerly ten chains to
Burrum street ; on the south -west by Burrum
street north -westerly to the Burnett River ; and
on the north-west by that river downwards to the
point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 21st March, 1873.
"CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."
N pursuance of the seventy-eighth section of
I " The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
the Petition  hereunder inserted  is published for
general information.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
To His  Excellency the most Honorable GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Nor-
manby, Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby and Baron Mulgrave , of Mulgrave,
all in the county  of York,  in the Peerage of
the United  Kingdom, and Baron Mulgrave,
of New Ross, in the county of Wexford, in
the Peerage  of Ireland ; a member of Her
Majesty's Most Honorable Privy Council,
Governor  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland  and its Dependencies,
and Vice-Admiral of  the same.
The humble Petition of the  undersigned free-
holders,  residents  of the Mackay, in the colony of
Queensland, respectfully sheweth, that the under-
mentioned country lands be set aside as a Common-
age in connection  with the town of Mackay,  viz.:-
Being portions Nos. 154, 155, 157, 158, 159, 162,
163, 164, 238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, and
345, as  delineated on the Government map in the
colony of Queensland.
Your ppetitioners , therefore, humbly pray, that
your  Excellency , with the advice of the Executive
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Council, that you will see fit to take into your
favorable consideration, and  your  petitioners, as in
duty bound, will ever pray.
Alexander Shiels Alfred H. Lloyd
Korah Js. Wills Ebenezer  Staines
George Smith Maurice Llewellen
R. Neill Charles Keely
John Walton H. MeFree
Jno. Darlington Andrew Kemmis
David H. Dalrymple John Philip Wheeler
Harvey R. James Robert Fleming
G. Wright Robert Byrne
Michael Fay John Barnes
John Gogan Wm. Bovey
Jno. Fitzgerald Henry Black
B. Brodnitz  W. C. Dickinson
H. R. Brown Wm. Arnold
B. McGuire Win. Wear
VV Clements  James Glass
Thomas Solway Cornelius Kelly.
Denis Kennedy
NOTE.-Portions 244 and 245 referred to in  the above
Petition ,  are under lease, and not available for inclusion
in the proposed Common.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  19th March, 1873.
WHEREAS,  by the twenty-fifth clause of  " The
1 1  Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be pub lished in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks  : Notice is
hereby given , that  at the expiration  of the period
aforesaid,  the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently reserved for the purpose of a Cemetery.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY AT CHINAMAN 'S CREEK.
County of Stanley, parish of Bunya.
10 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek
at the termination of a road one chain wide, and
bounded thence on the north by that road bearing
west sixteen chains and fifty links ; on the west by
a line bearing south six chains and fifty links ; on
the south by a line bearing east sixteen chains and
ten links to Sandy Creek ; and on the east by that
creek downwards  to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE ,  GOWRIE.
County of Aubigny, parish of Gowrie, portion  231,
26 acres  1 rood 17 perches.
Commencing on the Dalby road, at the south-
east corner of portion 212, and bounded thence on
the west by that portion bearing north ten chains
and ninety-six links ; on the north by portion 230,
bearing east twenty chains to a road one chain
wide ; on the east by that road bearing south
fourteen chains and forty links to the Dalby road ;
and on the south-west by that road, bearing two
hundred and seventy-nine degrees thirty minutes
twenty chains and twenty- nine  links to the point
of commencement.
CEMETERY  AT TIARO.
County of March, parish of Tiaro, portion 14.
88 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion bearing east
thirty-six  chains  and sixteen links ; on the east by
a line bearing south twenty-five chains ; on the
south by portions 16 and 16 bearing west thirty-
four  chains  and fifty links to the aforesaid road ;
and on the south-west by that road bearing three
hundred and fifty-six  degrees  twenty-five chains
and seven  links to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR SCHOOL  SITE, TALLIBAGGERA CREEK.
County of Ward, parish of Tzllibaggera, National
School.
5 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at its
ntersection by the original south-west boundary
line of portion No. 18, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that  road, bearing  seventy-three
degrees thirty minutes two chains and sixty-six
links, and forty- seven degrees two chains and
twenty-nine links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing one hundred and fifty degrees ten chains
and twenty-eight links ; on the south-east by a line
bearing two hundred and forty degrees four chains
and eighty links ; and on the south-west by a line
bearing three hundred and thirty degrees ten
chains and thirty-eight links to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for general information
that  in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous, before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th January, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands, under  "The
Grown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited  Act at  the under -mentioned offices, on
the following dates
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land  Office, Brisbane ,  on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each  month. '
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
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PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED  DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
S ETTLED  DISTRICT  OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Norman River Settle-
ment,  on  the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
aay in February, 1873, and thereafter onthe
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, andthereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when  necessary , in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st November, 1872.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Mineral Land
Commissioner  for the  District of Darling
Downs South ,  will, on the first  TUESDAY  in every
month, hold his Court Sittings ,  as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations  with  respect to the
alienation of or otherwise  dealing  with  Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
11HE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
1 chewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief' Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
P
ERSON S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Laud
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
F
OR the  convenience  of persons desirous to have
lands,  whether surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward for sale by auction, it is hereby notified
for general information, that instructions have been
issued to the Land Agents to open in their respec-
tive offices, a cook, in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration of the Minister
for Lands, when, if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in the next proclamation of sale.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
I
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th August, 18706
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS SEEKING SUITABLE SELEO.
TIONS,  OR HOMESTEADS.
IMMIGRANTS or others who do  not possess
sufficient  local  knowledge  to enable them to
select  land in suitable situations  without  visiting
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that  arrangements  will be made, if  induce-
ment offers, to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the  Moreton District, as
may be indicated,  to assist  them in their  search,
and in drawing up the  descriptions  of the lands they
desire to select.
All persons requiring  assistance of this nature
are requested to advise this Department,  in writing,
as to the locality they wish  to settle in, and also
forward a fee of ten shillings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor,  when, if a sufficient number
of persons are found to join , the Government will
immediately undertake to organize one or more
parties.
In the event of there being no party despatched,
the fee of ten shillings wi ll  be returned ,  on applica-
tion ,  to the person paying same.
J. MALBON  THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
W ITH the view of facilitating the transaction of
business  at the Land offices throughout
the Colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the  officers in  charge, to the
effect hat every possible assistance is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for land or seeking
information on matters connected with the working
of the Land Acts-even to the extent of filling up
forms of application and transfers, &c., for illiterate
persons, if there is time at the officer's disposal ;
and that any Land Agent, or other Officer, receiving
and appropriating fees for clerical assistance to his
own use, on the matter being reported, will be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however,  of persons requir-
ing copies  of plans, arrangements  have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com
missioner , and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring  the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary  for Public Lands.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 18692'
IT is hereby notified that Applications under theprovisions f the 41st section of "  The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869" for renewed leases for fotir-
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
eurrent leases of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing
leases, as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Cro wn Lands.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1873.
N
OTICE is hereby given, under the 14th section
of  " An Act to make P rovision  for the Con-
struction by the Government of Railways and for
the legulation of the  same ,  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has pri-
marily approved of the Map and Book of Reference
of the proposed new line, Northern Railway-
from 30 miles (Westwood) to 38  miles  40 chains
(near  Goganjo Creek).
The map or plan, and book of reference, can be
seen at this Office, and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in writing, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objection which may exist to
the adoption of the said line of Railway, or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT BUILDINGS, PORT DENISON.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.ni'. on FRIDAY, the 20th June
next, from persons  willing to contract for erection
of Pilot  Buildings  at Port Denison.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilot
. ui dings, Pori Denison."
Pan, S$ ebification , and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
or at the Court House, Bowen.
Tenders must  be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the r*ork,  and at the  foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering agreeing  io deposit the sum of ten per
cent ,  on amount of  tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being  accepted , and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance , a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance , otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
M. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the proposed line
of Railway, Brisbane Extension, from 7 miles 60
chains (near Redbank) to 16 miles 13 chains (near
Oxley), hays been approved and confirmed without
any alteration ; and that in pursuance of the 17th
section of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the Govern-
ment intend to proceed with the construction of
the line of Railway (Brisbane Extension) from 7
miles  60 chains to 16 miles 30 chains, according to
the Map or Plan and Book of Reference so con-
firmed, to be seen at this office, and copy thereof at
the office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions at Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Depai'tnient of Public Works,
Roads Branch,
therewith.
A. O. Jt{ERBE$T,
Commissioner for Railways.
The reasury,
Brisbane ,  22nd May, 1873.
T IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that a Branch of the Government Savings
Bank shall be opened at GREENMOUNT.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
WIDE BAY BAR.A PLAN of Wide Bay Bar, from surveys made
by Lieutenant Conner, of H.M. Surveying
Vessel "Pearl," can be obtained at the Govern-
ment Printing Office, or from the Shipping
Masters at Brisbane and Maryborough. price, 2s.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1873.
The Treasury,
Queensland, Ist January, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES  of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont,
Cleveland, Condamine,Cunnamulla, Curriwillin'ghi, Dal by, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Ipswich,
Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marlborough,
Maryborough, Milchester, Mount Perry, Murphy's
Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office (Brisbane),
Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St.
George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent, per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branoheH during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenih- .
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 21st May, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
packets and letters containing articles of
jewellery, watches, etc., which are subject to duty
under the Customs' laws of New South Wales, if
sent by post to that colony are liable to forfeiture.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
a
Brisbane ,  25th March, 1873.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that any person or
persons removing any stone ,  gravel ,  loam, or
other material from any public road ,  or who, by the
careless use of  fire ,  shall  injure  or destroy any
bridge or culvert ,  or damage any appro aches thereto,
or who shall fall any timber across any public road,
or injure any road by drawing timber along it,
otherwise than on wheels ,  will be proceeded against
as the law directs.
WM. HENRY W.ALSH.
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Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 21st May, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH REGULATION.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the latter portion of clause 4 of the
Electric Telegraph Regulations being amended to
read as follows:-
" Messages can be posted to any address on pre-
payment of postage, in addition to the ordinary
charge for  transmission . Senders may have posted
messages  registered on payment of the additional
fee."
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1873.
CORRECTION.
T is hereby notified that WALTER JOHN BID-
I DULPH, Windah Station, is to be substituted
for G. J. Biddulph, Windah Station, appearing in a
notification of appointment of Sheep Directors for
Rockhampton Sheep District in the  Gazette  of 26th
April last.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1873.
INSPECTORS OF BRANDS.
IIlIfE former notification of the appointment of
members of the Police Force as Inspectors of
Brands, published in the  Government Gazette  of
13th July, 1872, has been cancelled, and the follow-
ing substituted in lieu thereof.
His Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified, that all Sub-Inspectors, Sergeants, and
Senior Constables of Police, with the advice of the
Executive Council, have been appointed, by virtue
of their office as Members of the Police Force, to
be Inspectors of Brands, for the purposes of  " The
Brands Act of  1872," within their several districts
in which there are no Inspectors of Sheep.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th May, 1873.
NOTICE.
W HEREAS a Proclamation, in pursuance of
the Act of Council 29 Vic., No. 13, was
published in the  Government Gazette  of the 18th
May, 1867, appointing the Island of St.  Helena, in
Moreton Bay, to be a place for the detention of
offenders sentenced to penal servitude, or hard
labor on the roads or other public works of the
colony, and warning all persons,  unless  specially
authorised, against approaching or landing upon
the said Island : It is hereby notified that any
person found at or near or in any way communicat-
ing with the said Island of St. Helena, without the
written permission of the Colonial Secretary being
first had and obtained, is liable on conviction to a
penalty of Twenty Pounds, or three months im-
prisonment, or both, at the discretion of the Court.
A. H. PALMER.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 20th May, 1873.
CORRECTION.REFERRING to Notice from this Office, dated
10th May, published in the  Gazette  of 17th
May instant , for John Godfrey Hausman, read
John Godfrey  Hausmann.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -Genearal.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
REPORTED DANGER BETWEEN THE PERCY
ISLANDS AND h. h. GROUP.
R. Alfred Harwood, master of the barge
" Enterprise," reports that during his last
voyage from the Pioneer River to Brisbane, he
sighted at low water a heavy l?reak upon what
appeared to be a sunken rock, in the following
position, viz.:-
Pine Peak .. ...  NIT
h. 2 Island Bluff... ... W.S.W. Southerly.
Prudhoe Island being nearly in line with the
south-east Islet of the Beverley Group.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , 28th April, 1873.
IN THE VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF
QUEENSLAND.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 7, 1873.
Before His Honor Sir JAMES COCKLE, Chief Justice,
Judge.
THE  QUEEN  V. " CRISHNA."ON application, and by consent of allparties,
the Court was adjourned till Friday next, at
11 a.m.
FRIDAY, MAY 9, 1873.
THE QUEEN V. " CRISHNA."
The Attorney-General appears on behalf of the
Crown  for the  seizors.
Mr. Lilley, Q.C., and Mr. Griffith, appear for
the claimants, Walton (master and  part owner) and
Jackson (part owner) ; and Mr. Griffith alone for
Bloomfield and Whittaker (claimants  for part of
cargo).
The Attorney-General applies that the case be
fixed for Monday next.
Mr. Griffith  suggests  that there  is some formal
evidence that may be taken, and the Attorney-
General offering no objection,
Henry Augustin Moore was called and examined
by Mr. Griffith, and cross-examined by the Attor-
neyGeneral and Mr. Lilley, Q.C.
The Court then adjourned till Tuesday next, at
10 o'clock in the forenoon.
TUESDAY, MAY 13, 1873.
THE QUEEN  v. " CRISHNA."
The Attorney- General appears  on behalf of the
Crown.
Mr. Lilley, Q.C., and Mr. Griffith, for Walton
and Jackson ; and Mr. Griffith for Bloomfield and
Whittaker.
The Attorney-General asks the Court to declare,
under the 14th section of  " The Kidnapping Act of
1872 ," in what manner  the evidence shall be taken
of witnesses , or deponents, who are ignorant of
the nature of an oath.
The Chief Justice says he will decide as the wit.
nesses  are called and have been examined by him.
The following  witnesses  were then severally
!amined by  the Attorney-General, and cross-
examined by Mr. Lilley, Q.C., and Mr. Griffith,
and re-examined by the Attorney-General:-
Charles Valentine Smith, Sub-Lieutenant of Her
Majesty's ship "Basilisk."
Sidney Glenton Smith, Lieutenant of Her Ma-
jesty's ship "  Basilisk."
Dick, and Henry Majoribanks Chester.
The Court then adjourned till 10 o'clock to-
r.:orzow morning (Wednesday).
(By order,)
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd May, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 "  (31 Victoria ,  No. 46)  has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned  roads;  and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. ' Applicant. Parish.
1 F. T. Gregory .. .. Road separating portions 96, 102, and
103, from portions 95, 104, and 106 Gowrie
2 F. T. Gregory .. .. Road separating portions 106, 107,
108, and 109, from portions 68, 69,
105, and 104 .. .. I Gowrie
3 1 F. T. Gregory .. .. Road separating portions 125, 126,
116, 115, 114, and 113, from por-
tions 132 ,  133, 136 ,  137, 140, and
141 .. Gowrie
4 F. T. Gregory .. .. Road separating portions 117, 116,
and 136, from portions 115 and 137 Gowrie
Area
A. B. P.
5 1 5
4 1 0
6 0 16
4 1 28
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1873.
IT is hereby  notified for.general information , that  application under  the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868  " (31 Victoria, No. 46),  has been made  for the closing of the under-
mentioned  Roads ;  and all parties  who may  consider  their  interests  affected thereby, are. required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing , within two  months from  this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. Applicant.
1 C. A. J.  Woodcock ...
2 Ditto ... ...
Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
2 1 33
5 0 18
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section  of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 R. Harvey
A. B. P.
3 1 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the twenty-seventh section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868" (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for closing of the
under-mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are required
to transmit  to this Department their objections,  in *'iting , within two months from this date.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Situation.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Situation.
Road separating portion 198 from portion 196A
Reserved road through portion 197 ... ...
Situation.
Road separating portion 99 fro m por-
tions 82 and 83
Tinana ...
Tinana ...
Parish. i Area.
Auckland
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. Applicant.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Situation. Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
1 F. W. Ironmonger ... .... Road separating portion 364 from Brassall ... ... 1 1 35
portion 368
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1873.
SALE OF RUNS IN SETTLED DISTRICTS  BY AUCTION.
IN pursuance of the Regulations proclaimed respectively on the 4th January and 8tb March, 1872,
under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," it is hereby notified for general
information ,  that a lease for five years of the Runs of Crown lands hereunder described ,  which have become
vacant by forfeiture or otherwise ,  will be offered for Sale by Public Auction ,  at the Auction Rooms of
A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane , on TUESDAY,  1st July, 1873, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
The upset price per square mile at which each run will  be offered, according to the estimated area,
in each case, is one pound sterling ,  and the highest amount bid sha ll  be the annual ren t-  for the term
of five years ,  ending on the 30th June, 1878.
A deposit of the whole amount bid ,  being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
sale ; each subsequent year 's rent will require to be paid at the Treasury.
The runs offered for sale under this Notice will be subject to general selection ,  under the provisions
of  " The Crown  _ Lands Alienation Act of  1868, "  and in the case of an area exceeding one square mile
being alienated in one or more years, a proportional reduction of rent will be made in the payment
following such alienation.
All, information respecting the boundaries and situation of the runs, may be obtained by application
to the Under Secretary for Lands ,  Brisbane.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SALE AT THE  AUCTION Rooms or A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE, ON TUESDAY, THE
1sT JULY, 1873.
Lot.l' Name of Ban.
ij
1 I Basin Creek and
G illinbin
2
Description of Boundaries.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
60 Commencing at a point on the sea-coast, bearing east from
Mount Funnel, and bounded thence on the north by a west
line to the summit of Mount Funnel ; thence on the north-
west  by a spur range  to the coast range ; on  the west by
the coast  range  to the head of Westhill Creek ; on the south
by that creek downwards to the sea- coast  ; and thence on
the east by the  sea-coast  northerly to the point of com-
mencement. The country  embraced  in this run lies between
Mount Funnel Run on the north, and Porphyry Hill Run on
the south ... ... ... ...
Date of
Expiration
of Lease.
1878
30 June
3
5' p
a o
£ s. d
1 0 0
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Proserpine ... ...! 50 Commencing at a tree marked IX over broad-arrow, at the
head of Proserpine Creek, and bounded thence on the south
by a line east 420 chains; on the south-west by a line and part
of thenorth-eastboundary of Monte Christo Run, north-west
280 chains ; on the west by a north line about 10 miles ;
on the north by part of  the  south boundary of  the Glen-
aeon run, crossing Edenlassie Creek at a tree marked
broad-arrow east 340 chains ; on the north-east by part of
the west boundary of the Chrystal Brook Run, to a tree on
Proserpine Creek marked broad-arrow over II ; and on the
east by the remainder of the west boundary of the Chrystal
Brook Run, and a line in continuation thereof south 760 1878
chains to the marked tree, the point of commencement 30 June 1 0 0
BURKE DISTRICT.
3 Tempe Downs, No. 26 1 Commencing on the right bank of the Bynoe River, where
an ana-branch joins that river, and about eighty chains in
a direct line above a tree on the right bank, marked broad-
arrow over BVI, and bounded on the south by a line bear-
ing east five miles ; thence on the east by a line bearing
north seven miles ; there on the north by a line bearing
west to a saltwater creek, the boundary of the "Reserve
i for Native Police Purposes" ; thence the boundaries of that
I Reserve, being tl,e saltwater creek aforesaid, and by a line I
bearing east one mile  forty  chains, by a line bearing south
one mile twenty chains, by a line bearing west one mile
forty chains, crossing the Bynoe Lagoon to its western bank
at a tree marked NP conjoined ; thence by that lagoon
southerly to a small creek, and by that creek to its junction
with the Bynoe River, about fifteen chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow over BIII ; and thence on the west by 1878
the Bynoe River, upwards to the point of commencement 30 June 1 0 0
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 14th May, 1873.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
IT is hereby notified for general information ,  that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-
seventh clause of  " The Pastoral Leases A ct  of  1869," the unexpired terms of the Leases of the
Runs of Cro wn Lands hereunder described ,  which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise ,  will be
offered for Sale by Public Auction ,  at the Auction Rooms of A. Martin ,  Queen street ,  Brisbane, on
TUESDAY,  24TH June, 1873, at Eleven o'clock.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will  be offered is inserted opposite to its name
in the appended Schedule, according to the estimated area in each case  ;  and the highest amount bid shall
be the annual Rent for the unexpired period of the Leases ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid ,  being the first year 's rent ,  will have to be paid at the time of
Sale, together with the Survey Fee chargeable on each Run.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall be allowed six months
to stock the country  ;  failing in which ,  or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon as
prescribed by the Act ,  the Lease  may  become cancelled.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE AT THE AUCTION ROOMS OF A. MARTIN ,  QUEEN STREET ,  BRISBANE ,  ON TUESDAY ,  24TH JUNE,
1873, AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK, A.M.
Lot. Name of Run. Description  of Boundaries. tlomMCR
poFi rl
Years.
1 North Col.
goon ...
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Date of
Expiration
of Lease.
25 Commencing at a point 380 chains north-west
from a point on the right bank  of the Balonne
River 430 chains in a direct line below the
junction of Yalebone Creek with said river, and
bounded thence on the north -east by a north-
west line 400 chains along portions of the
south-west boundaries of the Gunda Gunda
and Gunda  Gunda North  runs  ;  thence south-
west about 400 chains  ;  thence on the south-
west by a south -east line  400 chains along part
of the north-east boundary of the Dunga
North Run  ;  thence on the south -east by a
north-east line five miles along the north-west
boundary of the Colgoon Run to the point of 1886
commencement  ... ... ... ... ...  13 30 June...
2 Bumba ...
V 7
.Survey Fee
a Payable.
a m 1
£  a. d.' £ S. d.
1 00 710 0
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
30 Commencing on the  left  bank of Redbank Creek
about sixty chains below or down the creek
from a box-tree marked broad -arrow over R3,1
bounded thence on the east by a north line
along portions  of the  west boundaries of
the Wunda  Wunda and Byran runs for about I
eight miles and a-half ; thence on the north by
a west line along the south boundary of the
Wiccanna Run about five miles  ;  thence on the
west by a south line along the east boundary i
of the North  G uralda Run about ten miles ;
thence on the south by an east line along por-
tions of  the north  boundaries of the Gurardera
and Binigi runs about five miles ; and thence
again on the east by a north  li ne along part of
the west boundary of the Wu nda Wunda Run
about one mile and a-half to the point of com- 1879
mencement  ... ... ... ... ...  6 30 June... 1 0 0 15 0 0
BURKB  DISTRICT.
3 Kenmac 33 Commencing at the north -east corner of Lindsay I
Downs Downs Run, and bounded thence on the west
No. 1 by part of the eastern boundary of that run
bearing south nine miles  ;  on the south by
part of the northern boundary of Montague
Downs Run bearing east five miles  forty  chains;
on the east  by the  western boundary of Ken-
mac Downs No. 2 Run bearing north nine miles
to Burleigh No. 2 Run ; and on the north by a
portion of the southern boundary of that run
bearing west five miles forty chains  to the 1879
point of  commence newt  6J 31 Dec. ...  0 12 0 7 10  9
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U NEXPIRED TERMS of  LEASES- continued.
Lot.
O N
mq
O
mom Date of
V
a d Survey Fe[Name of  Run. Desc ription of Bounda ri es . M097 Expirationof Lease . °2 Payable..F ca
o' p
o
P m
Years. £  a. d. £ s. d,
BURKE  DISTRICT- continued.
4 Kenmac i 33
Downs No. 2
i
Commencing at the north -east corner of Kenmac
Downs No. 1 Run, and bounded thence on the
west by the eastern boundary of that run bear-
ing south nine miles to Montague Downs Run ;
on the south by a line bearing east  five miles
forty chains  ;  on the cast by a  li ne bearing
north nine miles to the southern boundary
of Burleigh No. 2 Run ; and on the north by
a portion of that boundary bearing west five
miles forty chains to the point of commence-
6 Strath Stew-i
art ... 30 Commencing on Stewart 's Creek at a point
half-a -mile above a tree marked broad-arrow
over XVIII ,  and bounded thence partly on the
south by a line bearing west two miles, being
part of the northern boundary of Rockyvale
Run ; on the west by a line bearing north six
miles forty chains ; on the north by a  li ne
crossing Stewart's Creek bearing east seven
miles forty chains, being part of the south
boundary of Mount Pleasant Run ; on the
east by a line bearing south six miles forty
chains  ;  and again on the south by a  line bear-
ing west  five miles forty chains to the point of 1880
commencement  ... ... ...  7 30 June ...  0 12 0 7 10 0
6 Charlotte
Plains ...
7 Pintahra
North ...
Echuca .,,
60 Commencing on the south bank of the Dutton
River  (or Charcoal Creek)  at a tree marked
broad-arrow over XIX, and bounded thence
partly on the north -east by a line bearing south-
east three miles twenty chains ; on the south-
east by a line bearing south-west  fifteen miles ;
on the south -west by a line crossing the Dutton
River ten chains below a tree marked broad-
arrow over XXX bearing north -west ten miles ;
partly on the north -west by a line bearing
north-east five miles  ;  again on the north-east
by a line bearing south-east four miles to the
Dutton River one mile below a tree marked
broad-arrow over XXVI  ;  and again on the
north -west by the Dutton River upwards to
the point of commencement  ... ... ...I
WARREGO DISTRICT.
40 Commencing at the north -west corner of the
Pintabra Bun on the west side of the Bulloo
River at a gidyah-tree marked broad-arrow
over P3 in triangle on its south side ,  bounded
thence on the west by a north line five miles ;
thence on the north by an east line ten miles
to a koolabah-tree marked broad-arrow over P
in triangle on its south side; thence on the
east by a south  li ne  five miles to a mulga-tree
marked broad -arrow over P1 in triangle on its
north side  ;  thence on the south by a west
line ten miles to the marked tree hereinbefore
first described  ... ... ...
1879
61  31 Dec.,..  0 12 0 7 10 0
1881
8 30 June... 0  12  0  16 0 0
1881
8} 131 Dec..., 0 15 0 16 0 0
29 Commencing at a koolabah -tree on the left bank
of the Neemunmulla Creek marked broad-arrow
over C2 in triangle on its west side ,  situated
at the north -east corner of the Cliffdale No. 2
Run;  bounded then ce  on the north by an east
line five m il es seventy chains to the north-west
corner of Dungaroon Run ; then ce  on the east
by a south  li ne five miles to a spot eighteen
chains west of a koolabah -tree marked broad-
arrow over D in triangle on its south side ;
then ce  on the south by a  west  line five miles
seventy chains to a gidyah-tree marked broad-
arrow over  K 5 in triangle on its north side ;
thence on the west by a north  li ne  five miles to 1880
the marked tree hereinbefore first described  .,.  7 30 June ...  0 15 0
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UNEXPIRED TEu is of  LEASES -continued.
Lot Name of Run. Description  of Boundaries. K m
pF
d
A
1878
51,31 Dee.... 0150
Years . I  £ e. d.
9 Yarran ... 25
10 Eurella ... 25
WARREGO  DISTRICT- continued.
m Date of
Commencing at a gum -tree on the left bank of
the Nivelle River marked broad-arrow over N16
in triangle, on its south side ; bounded thence
on the south by an  east line  three  miles ten
chains ; thence on the east by a north  line five
miles ; thence on the north by a west line five
miles, crossing the said river at a box-tree on
the left bank marked broad -arrow over N17 in
triangle on  its south side ; thence on the west
by a south  li ne five miles  ;  and thence again
on the south by an east line one mile seventy
chains to the marked tree hereinbefore first 1880
described ... ... ... ... ... ...  7 30 June... 0 15 0
Commencing at a box - tree on Eurella Creek
marked bro ad -arrow over E in triangle on its
south side ,  situated  in the southern boundary
of the Victoria  Downs Run  ; bounded thence
on the north by an  east line seven miles ;
thence on  the east by  a south line five miles ;
thence on the south  by a west line seven miles,
to the east boundary of the Alba Creek No. 1
Run ; thence on the west  by a portion of that
boundary  being  a north line five miles to the
marked tree  hereinbefore  first  described ...
11 Barradeen ...  40 Commencing at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over Bin triangle in the bed of the Bardoothulla
Creek, an eastern  affluent of the Warrego
River, about six miles above its confluence
with that river, the said tree  being also
situated on the east boundary line of the,
Ahmoo Run ; and bounded thence on the west
by a north line one mile twenty-three chains ;
thence on the north by an east line ten miles ;
thence on the east by a south line five miles
cro ssing a point one mile  seventy-five chains
due east of a karbe ne -tree marked broad -arrow
in triangle  at the head of the Bardoothulla
Creek ; thence on the south by a west line ten'
miles  ;  thence again on the east by a north line;
three miles fifty-seven chains to the  marked!
tree hereinbefore first described ...I  51
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
12 Redcliff No.6, 25 Commencing  at the junction  of Mimosa Creek
and Perch Creek ,  and bounded thence on the
north-east by the  watershed separating said
creeks be aring north-westerly ;  on the north-
west by a  li ne bearing south -west passing
through a spot 450 chains  north- west from the
junction of Perch and Mimosa Creeks and
crossing Mimosa Creek  ; on the south by the
watershed separating Mimosa Creek from
Conci li ation Creek and Zamia Creek bearing
easterly  ;  and on the south -east by a  li ne
bearing north- east to the junction of Mimosa
and Perch Creeks, being the point of com-
mencement  ... ... ... ... ...
13 1 Kiulock No. 2 100
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Commencing at a point on the right bank of the
Clarke River ,  where there is a tree marked
broad-arrow over XII, and bounded thence on
the nort h-east by a south -east line nine miles,
thence on the south-east by a south-west line
nine m iles  ; thence on the south-west by a line
bearing west thirteen degrees north about five
miles to the Junction Creek, at a point opposite
to where there is a tree marked broad-arrow
over III about three miles above its confluence
with Yates Creek ; thence on the west by the
first named creek to its junction with Yates
Creek; and thence again by the last-named
creek to its confluence with the Clarke River ;
and thence on the north-west by that river
downwards to the marked tree hereinbefore;
first described ...
Expiration
of Lease.
1878
31 Dec....
y
m Payable.
I
0 15 0
1874
1 30 June... 1 00
1876
3J 31  Dec.... 0 15 0
Surve Fee
£ a. d.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbahe , 14th May, 1873.
SALE OF PHE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that in accordance with the provisions of the twenty.
I seventh clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," and of the Regulations of the 27th May,
1870, established under said Act, relating to the Sale by Auction of Forfeited or Vacated Runs, the
boundaries of which have not been defined by actual survey, the unexpired terms of the Leases of Un-
surveyed Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described, which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise,
will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of Arthur Martin, Queen street, Bris-
bane, on TUESDAY, 24th J ine, 1873, at Eleven o'clock, a.m.
The right, title, and interest of the  previous Lessee in  the unexpired Lease of each of the Runs
will only be sold ; and the Government will not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of the
area  or boundaries of any Unsurveyed Runs so offered.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name
in the appended Schedule, according to the estimated area in each case; and the highest amount bid
shall be the  annual Rent  for the unexpired period of the Leases, ending as stated in the Schedule
annexed.
Sale.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
The purchaser  of the  remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall be allowed six
months to stock the country failing in which ,  or not thereafter maintaining the amount  of stock  thereon
as prescribed  by the Act,  the Lease may become cancelled.
Full information respecting the boundaries and situation  of the  Runs ,  so far as is known, may be
obtained by application to the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands ,  Brisbane.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE AT THE AUCTION ROOMS OF A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE, ON TUESDAY, 24TH JUNE,
1873, AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK, A.M.
Lot. i Name of Run. District.
Available Area
in Square
Miles.
Unexpired Term Date of $xpiration of
of Lease. Lease.
Upset Price
per Square
Mile.
£ s. d.
1 Adder Creek Leichhardt ... 39 2 years 30 June, 1875 „ 0 12 0
2 Burton Downs No. 1 ditto ,. 25 6 30 June, 1879 1 0 15 0
3 Burton Downs No. 2 ditto 25 6
„
0 15 0
4 Burton Downs No. 3 ditto .. 25 6 0 15 0
5 Wandoo ... ditto ... 50 4'1 31 December, 1877:::1
5
0
1
15 0
06 Caypayan ... ditto ... 25 12 ... 30 June, 188 .. 0
7 Belmore ditto ... 53 12 1 0 0
8 Bundaberinia Mitchell ... 50 19 30th June, 1892 ,. 0 12 0
9 Moselle ... .., ditto ... 50 19
„
0 12 0
10 Ernestiua ., ditto 50 19 0 12 0
11 Alicia Warrego 25 30th June, 1880 . ! 0 12 0
12 Wallam Plains West Maranoa  ...  25 312 31st December, 1876 0 10 0
13 Wallam Plains ditto .. 25 31- „ 0 10 0
14 Cargoon No. 2 North Kennedy 50 42 318t December, 1877 I 0 15 0
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
MAKE Notice,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of "  The  Real Property  Act of  1861 ."  Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land .  Name of Applicant.
2 roods 23 perches, being subdivision 1 of suburban
allotment 3 at Kangaroo Point, county of Stanley,
parish of South Brisbane
19 perches, being allotment 6 of block 1 of Eastern
suburban allotment 70, parish of North Brisbane,
county of Stanley
Thomas De Lacy Moffatt ..,
Margaret Turner
Date within which a Caveat
-
map be lodged. .
24th June, 1873.
Ditto.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 19th May, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Pre-emptives 63 and 64, Glengallan Run, parish of Robinson, county
of Merivale, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line
of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at
the Police Office, Drayton ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-1526. WM . HENRY WALSH.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PRE-EMPTIVES 63 AND 64, GLANGALLAN RUN, PARISH OF
ROBINSON ,  COUNTY OF MERIVALE ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT
OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No.
-
Portion  of Boad . Reputed Owner . Occupier . Bearings . Lengthin Chains .
Breadth
of Road . Area .  Remarks.
- -- I Che. Ike. A. 8. P.
1 From western boundary  of pre- Marshall  and Unoccupied N. 359°  50' E. 7 13 150 links 9 2 0 Unimproved
emptive 63, Glengallan Run, run- Deuchar 350 10 50 forest land.
Wing no rt herly and easterly  to 640 21 00
its eastern boundary 79° 23 97
2 From the western boundary  of Marshall  and Unoccupied 790 36 70 150 6 024 Unimproved
pre-emptive  64, Glengallan  Run, Deuchar 90° 4 24 forest land.
running easterly to its eastern
boundary
Commissioner for Railways ' Office,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1873.
UNCLAIMED GOODS, &c., NORTHERN RAILWAY.
N
OTICE is  hereby given , that the  undermentioned articles  are in the custody of the Lost Property
Department ,  Northern Railway .  Owners can have the same on application  to the Traffic
Manager ,  Rockhampton ,  and paying costs.
If not released  before SATURDAY,  21st June  next, they  will be sold  by public  auction to defray
expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED GOODS ON HAND AT ROCRHAMPTON, 31ST DECEMBER, 1872.
Date. Station. Description of Goods.
1871.
let June ... ... ... ... Rockhampton ... 1 paper parcel
5th September ... ... ... 1 digger's swag
18th November ... ... ... 1 paper parcel
18th October ... ... ... ... Westwood ,., 1 tin kerosine
1872.
31st May .. ... ... Westwood ... ... ... ditto
18th November ... „ ... .. 1 sma ll  piece of linen
of ... ... ... ... „ ... .. ... 1 trunk clothes
15th April, 1871, to 31st Dec., 1872
n „
LOST LUGGAGE.
Rockhampton .., ...
Westwood
Bag baby's clothes, spurs, hat, doll,
leather bag, towel, umbrella, &c.. &c.
Slswag.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
G
REAT  NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY, the 14th instant, the following Time
Table will come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations Up Train,Mixed.
Miles
from West.
wood.
Stations. Down Train
Mixed.
... Rockhampton ... ... ...
a.m.
11' 0 Westwood ... ... ...
p.m.
3.30
6 Gracemere .. A.. 11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing ,,, ,,, A
15 Stanwell 12. 0 15 Stanwell ...
... ...
4'30
24 Rosewood Crossing A 24 Gracemere ...
... ... 5. 6
30 Westwood .,. 1. 0 30 Rockhampton... ... ... 5.30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates. Passengers requiring to a li ght at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares,
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
£ S. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
Week ending May 17th, 1873
... ... 373 8 5 1,407 16 2 46 3  6 1,827 8 1
Corresponding  week last  year ...
... ... 479 12 9 1,079 8 6 40 10 4 1,599 11 7
Increase  ... ... ... ... 328 7 8 5 13  2 22716
Decrease  ... ... ... 106 4 4 ... ... ...
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 22nd May, 1 873.
T
HE following Abstract of the Receipts and Expenditure of the Dalby Cemetery, for the year ended:
the 31st December, 1872, is hereby published for general information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
ABSTRACT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the DALBY CEMETERY,  for the year ending 31st December, 1872.
£ 8. d. £ S. d.
To Balance  from 1871 ... ... ... 74 0 0 By D. Goodyear ... ... ... ...  15 0 01
,,  Funeral Fees  ... ... ... ... 27 0 0 „ Sexton 's fees ... . .. ... ...  11 17 0
Labels  ... ... ... ... ...  5 0 0
Painting  ... ... ... ... ...  1 12 0-
Secretary  ... 6 6 0
Stationery ,  postage, &c. ... ... ... 1 2 6
Fil ling burial forms  ... ... ...  3 12 6
„ Bank cheque  book ... ... ...  0 4 2
Advertising  ... ... ... ...  0 16 0
Balance in Bank,  31st December,  1872 ... 36 4 10
„ Balance in hand  ...  19 5 0
£101 0 0 £101 0 0.
We, the Trustees of the Dalby Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely declare the above to be a true
and correct Statement of the Receipts and Expenditure connected with said Cemetery ; and we make this.
solemn Declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of "  The
Oat 7m Act  of 1867."
JAMES SKELTON,
P. LANDY,
.
Trustees.
W. R. TWINE,
Declared before me, at Dalby, this 15th day of May, 1873.
B. CRIBB, JUN., J.P.
ABSTRACT of ACCOUNTS of the ROMA MUNICIPALITY,  for the Half -year ending 31st December,
1872.
To Balance from half-year ending 30th
June, 1872 ... ... ... ..:
„ Endowment of rates from
January to 21st May-
first portion  .. ..  122 13 6
„ Endowment of rates from
21st May to 30th June
-second portion  ...  9 17 6
,, Amount auction  fees  ...  0 -5 0
,f ,,
,,  it
Licenses paid  ...  3 0 0
Rates collected  119 11  0
£  S.  d.
39 3 4}
132 11 0
122 16 0
£294 10 4}
£ a. d.  £ a. d-
By Interest on loan ... 13 19 2
„ „  overdraft ... 2 8 6
Stamped cheque book ... 0 8 4
Day labor and dray hire  ... 89 18 6
„ Town Clerk 's salary and
office account  ... . 55 4 2
if Mending chairs ,  winding
clock ,  and sundries ... 2 1 0
„ Mores and utensils ... 2 11 3
„ Printing and advertising ... 7 0 6
„ Q.  Green - blacksmiths'
work  ... ... ... 4 15 0
r, Carmichael - account ex-
tras invert,  Charles
street, 1871 ... 1 13 0
m A. Craig-reward,  discovery
of line... .. ..  10
B l d f d 104i
0 0
12 11orwara ance carr eit ... }
£294 10 44
THOMAS McEWEN, Mayor. .
We, the undersigned, Auditors of the Municipality of Roma, hereby certify the above to be a
true and correct  Abstract of the Accounts of the Municipality, for the Half -year ending 31st December,
1872.
EDWARD A. REES, AuditorsJAMES NIMMO,
EDWIN BELLGROVE ,  Town Clerk.
364 17s.- 6d.
TIME TABLE.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1872.
C OUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY .- On and after
 MONDAY,
 9th September,  1872, the following Time Table will  come into operation until further notice.
7
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
A. O.  HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
MnhS. UP TRAINS. MILES.  DOWN TRAINS.
From
Ipswich.
STATIONS.
Too -
woomba .
No.1, No.2,
Goods. Mixed.
No. 9, No. 4,
Mixed.  Goods.
No. 5,
Mixed.
No. e,  From
Mixed.  Dalby .
STATIONS.
From No.1,
Warwick.  Goods.
No. 2, No. S,
Mixed. Mixed.
No.4, No. 5.
Mixed.  Goods.
No. 6
Mixed.
A.M. A.M. A.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. A.M. A.M. A.M. A.M. A.M. P.M.
Ipswich ... ... 1010 ... ... ... 4.40 Dalby 8.40
8 ,.. Wa ll oon ... ... 10.28 . ... ... ... *5.8 3 ... Blaxland'a Siding ... ... A
12 ... Rosewood ... A ... ... A A 16 ... Bowenvi ll o ... ... ... A
18 Western Creek A ... A
. ..
A 24 .,. ,., ... 9.58Jondaryan
 .... ..
*118i 5.47 33
.
10.30kO C k21 ... Grandchester arr ve
I
depa rt  ...  11.12 ... ... 5.51 40
.
...a ey ree
Gowns A
25 ... Victoria Tunnel A 45 ... Gowns  Junction  ...  arrive
29 ... Laidley ... ... ... ... 1149  ... ...  .. 6.28
12.18 6.57 . 5.5.8.5W i k88 .., Gatton ... ...
arrive 12.53
...
7.32 ... 3
....
...  ... ...arw c
Lyndhurst Road ...  ... ... A A  A49 ... Helidon ... {depart ...  1.8 ,,, ... .,. 7.47 ... 12 Allora ... 8-45  ... 6.45
arrive  ...  *1.46 9.22 ...  * 6.2323 Clifton69 ... Murphy's Creek depart *8.30 1 .52 ... 2 7 827
...
25 King 's Creek ... ... ... ... 9.32 ...  6'83
69 ...
 Highflelds 9.22 2.44 ... 2.69 9.19 ... 34 Emu Creek Siding ... ... A 00
arrive 10.10 3 .32 3.47 10.7 ... 41 Cambooya . . ... ,,, ... 1025  ... 7.26 CA78 ... Toowoomba ... depart ... 4.5 10.50 ... 3.55 49 Westbrook Crossing ... A A A  Qq
82.36 Mahoney's Gate B B ... ... ... ... 521 For Wi ll iams' Camp... . A A  A
85 Junction7 Gowri arrive  • 11.16 68 Gowrie Junction arrivee ...
50.45 Mahoney 's Gate ... ... B
B
85 7 Gowrie Junction ...  depart ...  ... * 11.25  4.20 ...
.*901 121  For Williams' Camp ... ... ... A  A ... 2611.16 ... 8... Gowrie Junction ...depart *11.25
94 16 Westbrook Crossing... A  A 52 J arrive 11.65 11
.44 8.56
65 Toowoomba
102 24 Cambooya  ... ... ... ... ...  12.25 . ..  6.20 ... ... 6.30 6.60  ... 12.4 11.50 ...1 depart
109 31 Emu Creek Siding ... ... ... ... A ... A ...  61 ... Highfields ...  7.20 7.40 .., 12.64 12.40 ...
118 40
 Kin 's Creek 1.18 6.13 arrive  8.10 ... 1.44 1.30
'120
g ...
42 Clifton
 ...
...
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...  1.28 ... *6.23
...
...
71 ... Murphy s Creek
... *8.30 ... *1.48I  depart
131 53 A ll ora 2.5 7.0 arrive  9.10 2.28
140 62 Lyndhurst Road
... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
 A ... A
.,,
,.,
81 ...  He li don ... 9.25  2.431. depart
143 65 Warwick
 ... ... ... ... ...
 2.45 ... 7.40 92 ... Gatton ... ,., 10.0 3.18
101 ...  Laidley 10-29  8.47 ... ...
86 ... Gowrie Junction depart  4-30 105 Victoria Tunnel  A  A ... ...
90 Gowrie A arrive  11.4  4.22
97
,.. ...
... Oakey Creek  ...
.. ...
... ...
5.8 H. 109 Grandchester *11.8depart ... 4.26
106 ... Jondaryan  ,.. ... ... 5.38 112 Western Creek  A A
114 Bowenvi ll e . A 118 Rosewood  A A
127
,.. ...
... Blaxland ' s Siding
.....
... ... A 122 Walloon ... .,. 11.49 * 6.8
180 ... Dalby  ... ... ... 6-50 130 Ipswich  ... 12.17 6.36
* Trains meet here.
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo ll owing Monday.
NoTS .- The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, wi ll  stop by signal to take up passengers only, who wi ll  be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to ali ght at those places can
acly do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.(13.) The Nos. 2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down Trains only, will, for the present,  stop at this Crossing,  subject to the foregoing regulation.
(foods Trains will be run when necessary.
G
ENERAL ABSTRACT  showing the AVERAGE LIABILITIES and ASSETS,  and of the CAPITAL and PROFITS of the
ended on the 31st March, 1873.
Colonial Secretary's
 Office,
Brisbane, 21st May, 1873.
under-mentioned BANKS of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND, for the Quarter
LIABILITIES.
BANKS. Notes in Circulation Notes in Circulation Bills in Circulation BillsIn  Circulation Balances due to other osits not bearinDe its bearinD
not bearing Interest. bearing Interest. not bearing Interest. bearing Interest. Banks.
gp
Interest.
gepos
Interest. Total Liabilities.
£ s. d. £ a. d. £ e. d. a. d. £ s. d. £ S. d. £ S. d. £ a. d.
Union Bank of Australia ... 28,081 13 10 6,905 19 11 119,846 15 3 307,754 4 8 462,588 13 8
Bank of New South Wales 83,533 9 3 12,339 11 5 347,445 15 3 171,347 11 5 614,666 7 4
Bank  of Australasia ... 6,666 6 2 2,851 15 7 55,615 16 4 44,607 6 0 109,741 3 1
Commercial Bank ... 25,578 3 0 425 12 5 3,246 5 10 116,52310 1 69,465 12 2 215,239 3 6
Australian Joint Stock Bank ... 80,077 0 10 1,099 11 1 4,738 11 4 241,322 7 2 104,847 11 2 432,085 1 7
Queensland National Bank ... 14,688 1 7 216 15 3 4,452 15 6 65,992 16 5 64,353 9 7 139,70318 4
TOTALS ... 238,624 14 8 11,499 14 3 24,777 4 1 936,747 0 6 762,375 14 0 1,974,024 7 6
ASSETS.
BANKS. Coined Gold and Gold and Silver in
Silver ,  and other Bullion or  Bars, and
Coined  Metals.  Stamp Account.
Capital paid up
to date.
Government
Securities.
Notes
 and Bills of
other Banks.
Balances due from
other Banks.
Amount of all debts due
to the
 Banks, including
Notes,  Bi lls of Exchange,
and all Stock and
Funded Debts of every
descri ption, excepting
Total Amount of
Assets.
Notes, Bills, and Balances
due to the said Banks
from other Banks.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s, d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
 £ s. d. £ s. d.
Union Bank of Australia ... 185,438 11 7 204 11 4 ... 15,500 0 0 15012 6 9,575 14 10  156,165 6 8  367,03416 11
Bank of New South Wales 153,100
45 031
4 0
12 8
52,483
87
11 11
1 1
... 21,04S
9 000
15
 10
0 0
4,192 0 5
55 16 11
4,839 14  2
 645,068
188 275
15
16
10  880,733
4504  242
2
7
2
0Bank of Australasia
Commercial Bank
,
78,529 1 4
...
...
,
11,200 0 0 3,998 3 8
,
44913 5 211,348 12 4
,
305,525 10 9
Australian Joint Stock Bank ... 82,786 1 4 12,367 13 11 ... 28,885 4 1 5,457 1 6 511 6 9 410,509 8 5 540,516 16 0
Queensland National Bank ... 73,191 8 4 3,014 5 0 ... 4,591 5 1 18 3 9 47,079 18  8 116,310 0 11 244,205 1 9
ToTALs 618,076 19 3 68,157 3  3 - ... 90,225 5 0 13,871 18 9 62,456 7 10 1,727,678 0 6 2,580,465 14 7
BANKS.
Union Bank of Australia ..
Bank of New South Wales
Bank of Australasia ...
Commercial Bank
Australian Joint Stock Bank
Queensland  National Bank
... ... ... ... ... ...
Landed  Property.
Bates per annum last Dividend.
£
1,250,000 13 per cent. per annum
1,000,000 121 per cent. per annum
1,200,000 8 per cent. per annum
400,000 20 per cent. per annum
484,656 8 per cent .  per annum
105,826 ..,
Bonus.
Is. per share
Amount of last Dividend
declared.
£ s. d.
81,250 0 0
62,500 0 0
48,000 0 0
40,000 0 0
22,415 6 10
Amount of the Reserved
Profits at the time of
decla ri ng such Dividend.
£ s. d.
485,779 19 5
333,333 6 8
319,038 16 6
170,000 0 0
25,264  15  3
H. H. MASSIE,
Under  Colonial Secretary.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, Queensland, 17th May, 1873.THE following SvxxARY of OBSERVATIONS taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION, BRIBBAFE, during theMonth of MARCB, 1873is published for general information.
By His Excellency' s Command,
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR, Postmaster-GeneraL
SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT BRISBANE, DURING  THE MONTH  OF MARCH, 1873.
LATtTIIDE,  270 28' 3"
 S.;  LONGITUDE,  1530 16' 15" E. HEIGHT OF OBSEBVATOBY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEvEIy 14A FEET; DISTANCE FROM SEA-COAST, 10 MILES.
BAHOMETER.
it
m
Maximum
 ... ... ... 30.224
Mean  ... ... ... ...30.044
Minimum ... ... ... .29,838
Corrected to 320
Fahrenheit ,
 and Temperature
reduced to mean of Air.
sea level.
a
ho
30.174
29.961
29720
if
a as
30.208 80.0
30.037 74.5
29.850 62.0
2
m
87.0 1 78.0 7610
HIGROMETER .
9" -RE°ISTERINO
RAIN.
THERMOMETERS.
Temperature of
Evaporation.
2
a n°
78.0
78.81 69.8 69'9
65.0 61.5 61.5
70.6
64'0
Humidity. ;f  d m
77'0 •970
67.3 •765
60,0 •560
d
a
m
940
636
•350
6
A
m
iS
4
wm
mm
970 149.0 128.0 6810 78.0 900 72.5
883 131.2 118.2 61.2 72.4 82.2 661
770 71.0 68'0 56,0  68.0 65.0 60.0
w0
F
m
A
WIND.
00
Summary  of Direction.
w 'Q
N. mA 9 a.m. 3 P.M. 9 p.m. 2
W
24.0 2.170
16,0 •311
5.0 •000
Summary of March ,  1873 Mean Shade Temp., 71.9 degrees .  Rain fell on 20 days. Total Rainfall, 9,84 inches .  Evaporation ,  6.802  inches.
1872 73.4
.. » 1871 » »  74'8 n n ..
.. » 1870 7510 » » „
1869 n  „ 76'0 „ n n
„ 1868 753
1867 ,. „ 74'6
1866  78,5 » „ »
1865 76.2
1864 n n 75'3 » » .,
» .. 1863 , n 76'1 u
1862 » » 76'2
7.89 5.920
2.64 7.660
» ,. 34.04 3.290
9.02  6.770
0.60 5385
537" 4395
,. a 0'81 n n 6'842
» ., 0.70 58:36
1.54 4'923
„ 1486 3937
6.87 5'534
200 N 1
 NWO  NO  NW O IN 5 NW O 10
122
W 1 SW 3 W 1 SW1 jW 0 SW 7
821 BE 486 BE 1088 BE 5
CLOUD.
10
6.4 6.1
1
OZONE.
76 E 0  NE 1  E 2 NE 11 1E 0  NE 6  0
10 •290 5 9
8'2 •181 3.6  6 *3
0 •040 2 4
Electrical Observations - 32 Positive ;  71 Negative .  Prevailing Winds, S.
» » 50 „ 43 „ 8., B.W.
» ,r 37 » 56 n .,  » B.E., B.W.
16 „ 78 „ n ..  B.E., B.
13 80 N.E., B.E.
61 „ 4u » n » N.E., S.
19 „ 74 n n n N.E., S.E.
63 „ 30  n » » 8.E.,  S.
,, 78 „ 15 » n n S.W., N.E.
25 „ 68  S.E.
» 22 71 B.E, E.
u ,. 38 „ 65  N.E.,  S.E.
The weather has been much cooler than usual, the month having been the most temperate on record of any corresponding mouth ; the mean shade temperature, 71,9°, being 3.4° under the average of this month for the previous ten years ,  and 2.6° less
than the previous three years . The highest  reading in shade, 90.0°,  was on the 11th; the lowest on grass, 56.0°, was on the morning of the 31st .  The mean baromet ri c readings have been above the average of the month ;  the highest, 30224, was at
9 a.m. on the  18th,  and the lowest ,  29720, at 3  p.m. on the 11th .  Rain fe ll  on 20 days  ;  the total fall, 9,84 inches, being 2.15 inches over the average of the month ,  the largest rainfall during the month of March, for the past 9 years ,  only excepting
1870, when 3404  inches fell during 28 days. The greatest fall in 24 hours ,  2'17 inches ,  was on  the 30th.  For fu rt her information as to the rainfa ll  of the Colony ,  see general summary published monthly in the  Govermneat Gazette.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
THE Bench of  Magistrates at Springaure haveappointed Mr. JOSEPH L. DENNE Pound
keeper  at Springsure  for twelve months from the
1st instant.
CHAS: S. DICKEN, P.M.
Court House ,  Springsure,
7th May, 1873.
NOTICE is  hereby -  given, that the Bench of
Magistrates at Maryborough have this day
re-appointed Mr. JAMES Dowz $a to be Pound-
keepgr at Maryborough for the year ending 30th
April, 1874.
STANLEY G. HILL,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office, Maryborough,
1st May, 1873.
" JURY ACT OF 1867."
IN conformity with the 7th section of  "The
Jury Act of  1867," 31 Victoria, No. 34, I
hereby appoint MICHAEL O'MALLEY, Esquire,
Registrar of the District Court, Ipswich, to be a
Deputy Sheriff, for the purpose of issuing sum-
monses to Jurors for the Metropolitan District
Court, to be holden at Ipswich, in the Colony of
Queensland, under the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal of Office, at
Brisbane, this 22nd day of May, A.D. 1873.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff.
NOTICE.
REVISION COURTS UNDER THE PROVISIONS
OF "THE ELECTORAL DISTRICTS ACT OF
1872."
TOOWOOMBA.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Court for
Revision of the Electoral Roll for the Elec-
toral District of Toowoomba will be held at the
Court House at Toowoomba , on FRIDAY,  the 27th
Day of Juno proximo, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon.
By order of the Bench of Magistrates,
J. A. BOYCE,
Clerk pf Petty Sessions.
AUBIGNY.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Court for
Revision of the Electoral Roll for the Elec-
toral District of Aubigny will be held at the Court
House at Drayton , on SATURDAY,  the 28th day
,of  June proximo, at Eleven o 'clock in the forenoon.
By order of the Bench of Magistrates,
J. A. BOYCE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Dated at Toowoomba ,  this 20th day of May,
A.D. 1873.
NOTICE.
A
COURT of Petty Sessions, for revising the
Electoral Roll for the Electoral District of
Port Curtis will be held at the Court House,
Gladstone, on THURSDAY, the 26th day of June,
1873, at the hour of Eleven o'clock a.m.
By order,
GEORGE WHITE,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Police Office, Gladstone,
20th May, 1873.
1T OTICE is hereby given ,  that a Court of Petty
1' Sessions for revising the Electoral Roll for
the Electoral District of Burnett ,  so far as is com-
t rised within the Police District of Nanan ggo, wi ll
be  held at the Court House, Nanango, on TUES-
DAY, the 17th June next.
ARCHIBALD LEE, P.M.
Nanango, 14th May, 1873.
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NOTICE.IN accordance with t  provisions of "The
Electoral Districts Act of  1872," a Court of
Revision of the Electoral Roll for the Electoral
District of Mitchell will be held at the Court
House, Blackall, on WEDNESDAY, the 28th day
of May next, at Ten o'clock a.m.
GEORGE HILL,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Blackall, 30th April, 1873.
IT is hereby notified that  Court of Revision of
the Electoral Rolls for the Electoral Districts
of Wide Bay and Maryborough will be held at the
Court House, Maryborough, on MONDAY, the
9th day of June next ensuing.
(By order,)
STANLEY G. HILL,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House, Maryborough,
9th May, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Revision Court
will be held at the Court House, Rockhamp-
ton, at Ten o'clock on MONDAY, the 16th June,
for the purpose of revising the Electoral Rolls of
Rockhampton and Blackall.
(By order,)
FRANK N. BEDDEK,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office, Rockhampton,
8th May, 1873.
REVISION OF ELECTORAL LIST,
STANTHORPE.
IN pursuance of section 12 of  "  The Elections Act
of  1872," and section 19 of  " The Electoral
Districts Act  of 1872," Notice is hereby given, that
a Court of Petty Sessions for revising that portion
of the Electoral Roll contained in the Police Dis-
trict of Stanthorpe, for the Electoral District of
Cainarvon, will be held at the Court House, Stan-
thorpe, at 12 o'clock noon, on FRIDAY, the 13th
day of June now next.
By order of the Bench,
D. GALLWEY,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Stanthorpe, 7th May, 1873.
LEICHHARDT ELECTORAL ROLL.
ACOURT of Revision for the Electoral  Districtof Leichhardt will be held  at Taroom, on
TUESDAY, the 17th day of  June next, at 11
o'clock, a.m.
T. J. SADLEIR,
Court House,  Po lice Magistrate.
Taroom, 6th  May, 1873.
WARWICK ELECTORAL ROLL.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that a Court of
Revision for revising the Electoral Ro ll  for
the Electoral District  of Warwick  will be held at
the Court  House , Warwick, on THURSDAY, the
12th June proximo, at Ten o'clock a.m.
(By order,)
GEORGE W. DODWELL,
Clerk of the Bench.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Court of Petty
Sessions for revising the Electoral Roll for
the Electoral District of the Logan will be held at
the Court House, Beenleigh, on WEDNESDAY,
the eighteenth day of June next, at 10 o' clock a.m.
(By order,)
L. CHISHOLM,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Beenleigh, 13th May, 1873.
859
NOTICE.A COURT of evision of Her Majesty ' s Justices
of the Peace ,  acting in and for the Police
District of Clermont ,  will  'be  holden at the Court
House, Clermont ,  on THURSDAY ,  the 19th day
df June  next,  at Eleven o'clock a.m., for the purpose
of revising the Electoral Boll for the Electoral
District of Clermont.
(By order of the Bench,)
WM. CAVE,
. Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,  Clermont,
3rd May, 1873.
NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Partnership
hitherto existing between the undersign
Simon Fraser and James  Wright,  of the Mary
River, sugar planters, under the atyle or firm of
" Fraser and Wright," was this day dissolved by
mutual consent ,  and in future the business will  be
carried on by the said James Wright on his
separate account, who  will 'pay  and receive all  debts
aris ing from and to the said partnership.
Witness our hands ,  this twenty -first day of
January, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
three.
SIMON FRASER.
JAMES  WRIGHT.
Witness-HENRY WALKER,
Soli citor ,  Maryborough.
383 6s.
PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
I
HAVE this day admitted Mr. Cx AELEs JAMES
CEGFTON, late Manager of the Australian Joint
Stock Bank, Bowen, a Partner in my business,
which will be carried  on as  at present, under the
style or firm of " R. S. Warry and Co."
Dated at Bowen, this 1st day of January, 1873.
R. S. WARRY.
Witness-K. HEnsEN.
322 3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
F
OR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth
section of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appppoint
AULAIEE S.  MonissaT , of N ormanton, in the Colony
of Queensland, Police Magistrate, to be a Justice
of the Peace, in the Registrar's District of Norman,
who shall, by virtue of this appointment, give
consent  in the cases provided for in and by the
eighteenth and nineteenth  sections  of the said Act.
Dated this sixteenth day of May, A.D. 1873.
JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Michael Fes, Samuel Gilbert,
Robert Ritschardt, and James Hodgson, late
of Maryborough ; Joseph Roberts, late of
Burenda ; Thomas Hubie, late St. Lawrence;
Robert Anderson, late of Normanton; John
Moore, late of Portland Station ; Thomas
Yeowell, late of Brisbane; Henry Maxwell,
late of Nebo ;  Sarah  A. Smith, late of a. s.
" Governor Blackall ; " Carl Henry Lousil,
late of Blackall ; Frank Lyndsay, late of
Charleville; Francis Williams, late of Oak-
wood, Charleville ; Francis Blasden, John
Hall, and N.  Hansen, late  of Mackay; and
John Lawrence,  late of Surat.
PURSUANT to Act of Parliament, 31 Victoria,
No. 10, all persons having any  claims against
the Estate of any of the above-named deceased
sons, are  to come in and prove their debts atppeer  my
Nce, Queen  street , Brisbane, on or before the
24th day of July next, or, in default, they will be
peremptorily excluded from all benefit  accruing
from the said Estates.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 24th May, A.D. 1873.
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In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
In the Intestate Estate of John Winter, late of
Clermont, in the 'Colony of Queensland,  store-
keeper, deceased.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
NOTICE is hereby given  to all  persons having
any claims  against the Estate of the above-
named deceased , that they are to come in and
prove their debts at my Office, Bell street, Ipswich,
on or  before the 16th day of July next, or in default
they will be peremptoril excluded from all benefit
accruing  from the  said Estate.
Dated at Ipswich, this 16th day of May, 4.D.
1873.
365
CHAS. F. CHUBB,
Attorney for the Administrator.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
In the  Goods of Frederick Coleman, late of Towns-
vi lle, in the  Colony of  Queensland ,  general
merchant ,  deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named deceased , who died intestate, may be granted
to Charles Frederick Chubb, of Ipswich, in the said
colony, solicitor, the lawfully constituted attorney
of Sarah Honor Coleman, of Hanover Square,
Kennington Park Road, in the County of Surrey,
England, spinster ,  sister and  one of the next of kin
of the said deceased.
Dated at Ipswich, this 15th day of May, 1873.
366
CHUBB AND SONS,
Ipswich,
Proctors for the said Administratrix.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of Patrick Hogan, late of Mitchell's
Camp, in the District of Maranoa, in the
Colony of Queensland, publican, deceased.
'NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
£ tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application  will  be made  to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the goods, chattels, and effects of the above-named
Patrick Hogan, deceased, who died intestate, may
be granted to Ellen Hogan, of Mitchell's Camp, in
the said District of Maranoa, in the Colony of
Queensland, Widow and Relict of the said deceased.
Dated at Toowoomba, this 16th day of May,
A.D. 1873.
JOHN O'COCK,
Ruthven street, Toowoomba,
Proctor for the said Ellen Hogan.
367 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John William Mattinson,
(late of Brucedale,  grazier ), of Brisbane,  out of
business.
W
HEREAS the said John William Mattinson
was, on the 16th day of May, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 26th day of May, A.D. 1873, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against  the said Estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing  his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the6s. 6d.
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7th day of July, A.D. 1873, to commence at Eleven i
o'clock, for the proof of debts against he said
Estate, and for such other matters connected with
the Estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 16th day of May, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Assignee.
380
Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Mann Cumings,
of Goondiwindi, storekeeper.
WHEREAS the said Thomas Mann Cumings was,
on the 16th day of May, A.D. 1873, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 26th day of May, A.D. 1873, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the Proof of Debts against the
said  Estate, and for the Election of a Creditors'
Assignee, if required ; and also to determine
whether any or what allowance for support shall be
made to the insolvent up to the  time  of passing his
last examination , and whether any and what tools
and wearing apparel shall be allowed to the Insol-
vent ; and a Seconil Public Sitting of the Court, at
the same place, on MONDAY, the 7th day of
July, A.D. 1873, to commence at Eleven o'clock,
for the proof of debts against the said Estate,
and for such other matters connected with the
Estate as may be required to be brought before the
Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 24th day of May, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
377
Official Assignee.
Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Joseph Bunhill,
of Rockhampton, publican.
WHEREAS the said Henry Joseph Bunhill
was, on  the 19th day of May, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint
a First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on WEDNESDAY, the 11th day of June, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said Estate, and for the election of
a Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for sup-
port shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time
of passing his last examination, and whether any
and what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed
to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of
the Court, at the same place, on MONDAY,
the 14th day of July, A.D. 1873, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said Estate, and for such other matters connected
with the Estate as may be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 24th day of May, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
378 6s. 6d.
NOTICE.
P
OUNDKEEPERS  are requested to take notice, that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over five shillings ,  must be made by
Post-Ollice  order, or cash; otherwise  the advertisement-
will be retu:neu.
J. C. BEAL,
lovernment Printer.
NOTICE.
T
HE scale of Charges for  the insertion  of Advertise.
ments in the  Queer slasd  G overnment  Gazette  is
as  follows:-
Advertisements  relating  to Insolvent of Intestate
Estates ,  or Letters of Administration ,  6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements  relat in g to  Impounded stock, 3s.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3e .  for the first eight lines  (or under),
and 3d. for every additional line, allowing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No ADVERTISEMENT
WILL BE INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of its insertion
according to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts:-
1873.
£ s. d.
May 17.-W. L. Barnes
... ... ... 2 0 G
17.-W. Bewley ...
... ... ... 0 3 0
17.-R. McLeod ...
... ... ... 0 1 0
17.-A. McLeod
... ... ... ... 0 2 0
„ 19.-W. Wallace
... ... ... ... 0 1 0
20.-W. J. Scott
... ... ... ... 0 1 0
21.-T. Black ... ...
... ... 0 4 0
„ 21.-H. J. Fox ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
21.-J. O'Cock
... ... ... 0 6 6
22.-J. Watson
... ... ... ... 0 3 0
22.-J. King ...
... 0 3 0
22.-1). Sutherland
... ... ... 0 7 0
„ 22.-P. Lenihan
... ... ... ... 0 9 0
22.-E. Bradley
... ... ... ... 0 10 0
22.-G. Weekes
... ... ... ... 0 2 0
„ 23.-C. H. Barton
... ... ... 0 10 0
„ 23.-A. McLeod ...
... ... ... O I 0'
23.-A. McLeod ...
... ... ... 0 4 0
23.-J. P. Wilkie ...
... ... ... 0 1 6-,
]Empounbiltgs.
SW Poundkeepers  are reminded that Advertisement o
q f Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no  such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a remittance sufficient  to cover the  cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Chiverton, on 9th
May, 1873, by order of B. C. Parr, Esq. Damages
and driving expenses, 4s. per head.
One bay horse, no brand visible, bald face, off hind foot
white, collar-marked.
One roan mare , blotch brand  near  shoulder, BY off
shoulder, star.
One bay mare, 3 near neck ,  TP near shoulder, near hind
foot white.
One brown mare, L near shoulder and thigh, I over 00
over I off ribs, star.
One bay horse, R sideways over like anchor near shoul-
der, like EL off shoulder, star and small stripe.
If not released on or before the 16th June, 1873, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
P. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
376 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from Wolfang, on the 18th
April, 1873, by Messrs. Milson, De Satgd, and Co.
Driving, 2s . 6d. ; damages, 2s 6d. per head.
One bay mare,  star, long  tail, black points,  saddle and
collar marked, blotch brand and B over like GP
near  shoulder, G off shoulder, like 308 off neck
blotched.
One bay gelding, switch tail, H over GEF  near  shoulder,,
50 near ribs.
If not released on or before the 25th May, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
A. McLEOD, Poundkeeper.
360 2s.
861
CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED  at Gayndah, from Wetheron,  on the 3rd
May, 1873.
One chesnut horse, indistinct  brand over  HP conjoined
near  shoulder, like L over `Sl H off shoulder, like H
off neck, off fore foot and near hind foot white,
blaze face.
From Mondure ,  on the 5th May, 1873.
One bay horse, 0 before like T or B blotched  near shoul-
der, 2 near and off  thigh.
One bay mare, fistula mark, 9 before like  to near shoul-
der, GG or GC off shoulder, off hind foot white.
If not  released  on or before the 15th June ,  1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
THOS. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
368
CORRECTED BRAND.
r MPOUNDED  at Clermont, from Banchory , on 25th
1 March, 1873.
One grey mare ,  73 off  cheek ,  like  writing EB  conjoined
off shoulder, W near thigh, NK conjoined near
shoulder,  fistula marks.
If not  released on or before  the 15th May, 1873, 'will
be sold to defray  expenses.
A. MaLEOD, Poundkeeper.
381 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Condamine ,  from Tieryboo,  on the
12th May,  1873,  by order of H. Cardell,  Esquire.
Driving, Is.
One chesnut mare, HR near shoulder ,  oo near rump,
near hip down.
One bay horse, star and snip, three white feet, near eye
out, PA over ES or FS near shoulder ,  li ke A off
shoulder.
One black horse ,  like indistinct brand off thigh.
If not released on or before 16th June ,  1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
JAS. KING,  Poundkeeper.
372 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Dalby, frem Cumkillenbah, on the
1 14th May, 1873, by order of  Samuel Moffatt, Esq.
One bay colt, three white feet, like gQ near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th June, 1873, will
be sold to defr ay expenses.
J. P. WILKIR,  Poundkeeper.
382 Is.
I
MPOUNDED  at Warwick, from North Toolburra, on
10th May, 1873, by order of Messrs. Coutts Bros,
Damages and driving expenses, 5s.
One black colt, CJ near shoulder, like L reversed off
shoulder, star.
One dark-brown  mare , B over H  near  shoulder, blotch
off shoulder.
One black mare, R sideways over R near shoulder.
One bay filly ,  M near shoulder ,  star and snip,
If not released on or before the 16th June, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
P. LENIHAN,  Poundkeeper.
375  4s.
I MPOUNDED  at Blackall ,  from Arrington ,  on 26th
May, 1873, by order  of R. H .  Scholefield ,  Esquire.
Driving expenses ,  7s. 6d. per head.
One bay mare ,  H near shoulder ,  C near thigh, star.
One brown horse, blotch  brand like  x in 0 near shoulder.
One brown mare ,  PM near shoulder ,  AM off shoulder,
collar-marked, star.
If not released on or befo re  the 25th May ,  1873, w ill
be sold to defray expenses.
WM. KEWLEY,  Poundkeeper.
862  Be.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Taroom, on the 13th
May, 1873, by order of Police.
One bay horse, star and snip, fistula on wither, old sore
on back, off hind foot white, WB over T near shoul-
der, 98 over JF or JE off shoulder.
If not released on or before 6th June, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
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W. J. SCOTT, Poundkeeper.
is.
IMPOUNDED  at Banana , from Harcourt, on the Sth
May, 1873, by Mr. Duncan Urquhart. Driving,
4s. Sd.
One black  mare, like  J over JB near shoulder, like WM
over like 7H off shoulder, like 7H off neck, star, old
fistula mark.
If not released on or before 5th June, 1873, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
R. MoLEOD, Poundkeeper.
361 Is.
3e.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from Wetheron, on 13th
May, 1873, for  trespass , by order of Messrs. B. and
S. Moreton. Driving, 2s.
One dark-bay mare, JM conjoined off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th June, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
369
THOS. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
is.
IMPOUNDED at Inglewood, from Coolmunda, Ten-
mile Station, on 13th May, 1873, by order of Mr.
Charles Holtzman. Driving expenses, 2s. 10d. each.
One dark-chesnut horse, star, like N6 (the N writing
capital) off shoulder.
One bay horse, star, hind feet white, GP near shoulder.
One black  mare,  white stripe down face, snip, like C
over B sideways over C  near  shoulder, like G off
shoulder.
One brown filly, star, off hind fetlock white, like K off
shoulder.
Also, from Canning Creek, on 17th May, 1873, by
order of T. Kennedy, Esquire. Driving expenses, 3s. 8d.
each.
One grey mare ,  2 near shoulder , like IW  near ribs.
One brown mare, bike J in circle over like TL near
shoulder.
One bay horse, black points, HO near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th June ,  1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
D. S. SUTHERLAND, Poundkeeper.
371 7s.
I
MPOUNDED at Leyburn, from Leyburn Commonage,
on 13th May, 1873, by R. Kirby, by order of the
Trustees .  Driving expenses ,  6d.;  trespass, 2s.
One brown  mare,  gK over AYR near shoulder, 146 near
ribs, PR over C off ribs, off hind foot white, star.
One bay filly foal, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 5th June, 1873, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
GEORGE WEEKES, Poundkeeper.
370 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Oakwood, on 12th
May, 1873, by order of Mr. Bulmore, for trespass.
Driving, 10s. each.
One bay horse, like W over C near shoulder, hind feet
white,  star  on forehead, short tail, saddle-marked.
One bay horse, W9 near shoulder, like F indistinct near
thigh, saddle-marked.
One bay mare, 7 over 77 near shoulder, pa over pp near
rump, star  on forehead, near hind foot white, saddle-
marked ; brown colt foal at foot, unbranded.
One bay horse, indistinct brands like B in   and r. over
JC over M over IM near shoulder, J C near thigh,
saddle-marked.
One brown entire colt, hind feet white, star on forehead,
no brands visible.
One roan filly, no brands visible.
If not released on or before the 25th June, 1873, will
be sold  to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY, Poundkeeper.
374 6s.
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IMPOUNDED  at Surat,  from Oberinia, on the 6th
May, 1873, by order of R. J. Adams, Esquire.
Driving, 3s. 4d.
One bay mare, over D over JM over like RF near
shoulder, like 20 near ribs, 0 near thigh.
Also, from Spring  Grove, same  day, by order of
C. Marton, Esquire. Driving, 8d. per head.
One roan horse, star,  near hind  foot white, dock tail, like
Q near shoulder, like CM near thigh, indistinct
brand over H or M in circle of shoulder.
One bay  horse, star , hind feet white, CS near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th June, 1873, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
IMPOUNDED at Goondiwindi, from Minnimie, on
28th April, 1873, by order of J. T. M. Bell, Esq.
Driving, 3s. 8d.
One brown mare, star, near hind foot white, little white
on off fore coronet, PM near shoulder, WH eon-
joined off shoulder, pulled tail ; brown colt foal at
foot, unbranded.
If not released on or before 26th May, 1873, will  be
sold to defray expenses.
WILLIAM WALLIS,  P.oundkecper.
359 1s.
J. WATSON,  Poundkeeper.
373 3s.
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AT NOON,  this day, His Excellency the GOVERNOR,  by LettersPatent under His Hand and the Seal of the Colony, was pleased
to open the Third Session of the Sixth Parliament of Queensland, and
to declare the object for which it was summoned.
HONORABLE GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE  C OUNCIL,
AND GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY :-
The Electoral Act passed by you during the last Session of Parliament having
provided for a very large increase in the number of the representatives of the people, and
for a complete re-distribution of the electorates, I should have preferred, were it possible, to
leave to the New Parliament to be elected under that Act the settlement of all questions of
importance.  There are,  however,  some matters of pressing necessity,  for the settlement of
which I have thought it necessary to ask your advice and  assistance-Among  these are :-
A Bill to remove all doubts as to the power of the Governor in Council to
appoint an Acting Judge or Judges of the Supreme Court during the illness,  absence, or
i ncapacity of any of the present or future Judges of the Supreme Court.
Careful and  elaborate  Surveys, in addition to those previously made, of the
extension of the Great Southern and Western Line of Railway from Ipswich to Brisbane
have been prepared, and you will be asked to approve of the Plans and Specification, which,
after mature consideration,  my Government are of opinion will be most conducive to the
interests  of the public. The Line is intended to cross the River near Oxley, and thence
follow the north bank nearly into the centre of the city.
Your concurrence will also be asked in a plan for a proposed deviation in the
existing  Line on the  western  side of Ipswich, by which a large  saving in distance and
working expenditure can be made.
The Report of the Proceedings of the Intercolonial Conference, held at Sydney
during the months of January and February last, will be laid before you, and you will be
asked to confirm the action taken by the Representatives of this Colony, which has been
approved of by my Government.
864
A number of Bills which have been previously introduced,  some of which had
made considerable progress and are of importance,  but which do not involve the discussion of
matters of any political or party importance,  will be again submitted to you.
Correspondence and a Conditional Agreement on the subject of direct Telegraphic
Communication with Europe,  by a Line totally independent of the South Australian one,
will be placed on the Table, and you will be asked to ratify the conditional arrangements
made between my Government and those of New South Wales and New Zealand, with
Mr. Audley Coote as agent for Messrs. Siemens Brothers,  and others.
In accordance with resolutions passed in both Houses of Parliament during last
Session, a contract  for a Mail  Service vit Torres Straits has been entered into with Messrs.
Mactaggart,  Tidman, and Co., full particulars of which will be laid before you.
GENTLEMEN OF THE  LEGISLATIVE  ASSEMBLY :-
Supplementary  Estimates  for the year 1873 have been prepared, and you will
be asked to pass them.
The Estimates-in-Chief for the year 1874 have been prepared,  and will  be submitted
to you; but for the reason alluded to in the opening paragraph of my Speech, it is
not intended to press them during this Session. My Government propose to take only
such a vote in Supply as will be absolutely necessary to enable the Government of the
country to be properly and efficiently conducted until the assembling of the new Parliament,
which I propose tb call together  as soon after  the completion of the Electoral  Rolls under
the Act of 1872 as possible.
HONORABLE GENTLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN :--
I have much satisfaction in informing you that the facilities afforded  by " The
Homestead Areas Act "  of last Session have ben largely taken advantage of, and a con-
siderable number of industrious persons have been settled on the lands set apart for their
use.
Notwithstanding the unusually wet season which has interfered with the works, very
considerable progress has been made on the extension of the Great Southern and Western
Line from Ipswich to Brisbane, and on the Great Northern extension from Westwood
towards  the Comet River.
I have every reason to believe that the system adopted by my Government of making
their own engineers responsible, not only for the design of their works, but for their
completion, without resorting to the very expensive and unsatisfactory medium of large
contractors,  will be  found thoroughly  successful.
I have to congratulate you on the continued prosperity  of all classes  in the Colony,
as exemplified by a revenue steadily increasing in almost every branch, and I trust that your
consultations may, under the Divine blessing, lead to a continuance and an increase of
that prosperity.
By Authority :  JAMES 0. Besi. Government Printer ,  Willi= street ,  Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
, manb7 ',  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NoRm:ANBV, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Govern or .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  an  of all other
powers enabling  me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea  of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, wil: be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given  under my Hand and Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND , '  Proclamation by The Most
to wit.  s  Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normauby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the  County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross. in the County of Wexford,
(L.S.) in the  Peerage of Ireland ;a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by" The Dis ases in Cattle Act,"  an of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction orim-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign,
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
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Department of Public Works,
Roads Branch,
Brisbane, 27th May,  L873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ALEXANDER BLAKE  BRUFORD
to be District Road Inspector ,  Central Division.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
t'TORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most  Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
In pursuance of the authority in me vested, andin accordance with the provisio s of the sixty-
first section of "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Mar-
quis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim  that the Leases of the following
Selections of Land, under the said Act, are declared
forfeited.
Register
No. of
Applies.
tion.
Name of Lessee . Area .
Land
Agent's
Dist rict.
A. B. P.
340 W. J. Willis ... ... 257 0 0 Mary-
b h
487 Ditto ... ... 84 0 0
oroug .
ditto.
644 W. Gil lis ... ... 197 1 24 Too-
woomba.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
QUEENSLAND , I Proclamation  by the Mostto wit. Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NOBMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the Lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
second day  of July,  1873, at the Toowoomba Land
Office.
No. of
Port ion.
*644
Name of Lessee.
W. Gillis
Area.
A. B. P.
197 1 24
Land
Agent's
Dist ri ct.
Too-
woomba.
* Forfeited Selection ,  No. 644.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -third day of
Ma , in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBO9 THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NOerGANBY, of- Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Coln-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
1 Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim . that the Lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection ,  under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after .WEDNESDAY, the
second day of July, 1873, at the Maryborough
Land Office.
No. of
Portion Name of Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
A. B. P.
*243 W. J. Willie ... th ...  84 0 0
t232 Ditto ... ...  257  0 0
Ma
borough.
+  Forfeited Selection , No. 487.
t  Forfeited Selection ,  No.  340.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN! -
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby, and Ba ro n Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County  of Wexford.
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty' s Most Honorable
C, overnor.  Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander -in-Chief of  the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencie &
IN  pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GLOBGI;
AL GUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
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Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu
tive Council, do , by this  my Proclamation , notify
and proclaim that the Lands hereunder described
sha ll  be open to Selection ,  under the provisions of
the said Act,  on and after  WEDNESDAY, the
second day  of July, 1873,  at the Toowoomba Land
Office.
No. of
Portion.
212
213
214
215
216
Area . Parish. Land Agent's
District.
A. B. P.
30  3 14 Geham ... Toowoomba.
30 3 14 ditto ... ditto.
30 3 14 ditto ... ditto.
30 3 14 ditto ... ditto.
30 3 14 ditto ... ditto.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . I Honorable  GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com•
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause  one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be and are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection as Home-
steads, and not otherwise, at the Land Office,
Toowoomba, on and after TUESDAY, the first
day of July, 1873.
soiee-
tion No.
72
Selecto r' s Name. Area. Dist ri ct.
Jas. Wiblin
A. B. P.
103 0 0 Toowoomba.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of .Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AL'GUSr[is
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Norman by,
Earl of Mulgrave, ""scount Nor-
manby, and Barer, Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and Baror. Muhgrave of
New Ross, in the Cour y of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the  Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
N0EMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868, " I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE.  Marquis of  Normanby,
the Governor  aforesaid , with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this  my Proclamation,
notify and  proclaim that the lands hereunder
described  shall be open  to Selection , under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the first day of July, 1873, at the Land Offices of
the districts in which they  are respectively  situated.
INo. of
Portion. Name of Lessee. Area.
Land Agent's
District.
•3&4
$38
$41 I
A. B. P.
Jas. Salter 69 0 0 Gympie.
Parish.
Coomera 90 0 0 Beenleigh.
Ditto 20 0 0
•  Forfeited Selection, No. 31, Gymple.
t  Parts of Forfeited Selection, No. 26, Beenleigh.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th May, 1873.
I% HEREAS,  by the twenty -fifth clause of "The
W Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby  given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder ,  described wi ll  be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  A HOSPITA L AT  STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe,  allotments  1, 2, 3, and 22, of
section  10.
2 acres 17 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by Short
street northerly four chains and fifty links ; on the
north by the south boundary lines of allotments
4 and 7 easterly at right angles to Short street four
chains and seventy links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 21 southerly parallel
with Short street four chains and fifty links to
Connor street ; and on the south by that street
westerly four chains and seventy links to the point
of commencement.
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RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY  AT WESTWOOD.
County of Pakington, parish of Westwood,
portion 40.
15  acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
each two chains wide, and bounded thence on the
north by one of said roads bearing east sixteen
chains and forty-five links to a road one chain and
a-half wide ; on the east by that road bearing south
nine chains  and twelve links ; on the south by
portion 41 bearing west sixteen chains and forty-
five links to the other aforesaid  road ; and on
the west by that road bearing north nine chains
and twelve links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A MAGAZINE AT TOWNSVILLE,
CLEVELAND BAY.
County of Elphinstone.
Redcliff Island, situated in Cleveland Bay, in
east  longitude one hundred and forty- six.  degrees
fifty minutes forty-two seconds, and south latitude
nineteen degrees  fifteen minutes and twenty-eight
seconds.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1873.
THE following amended description of the
boundaries of the Drayton and Toowoomba
Cemetery is published for general information.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY, DRAYTON AND
TOOWOOMBA.
Amended Description.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
10 acres 1 rood 34 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing east, and distant
one chain from the north-east corner of portion
269; and bounded thence on the west by a road
one chain wide bearing south fourteen chains and
sixty-nine links to another road one chain wide ; on
the south by that road bearing east three chains
and ninety-one and a-half links to a road one and
a-half chain wide ; on the south-east by that road
bearing north eighteen degrees twenty-one minutes
east eighteen chains and nineteen links to another
road one chain wide ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing south seventy-four degrees fifty-one
minutes west ten chains and four links to the point
of commencement.
ALSO,
'County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
26 acres  1 rood 12 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-east corner of portion 268 ;  and bounded
thence on part of the north by that road bearing
east ten chains to another road one chain wide ;
on the east by that road bearing south fifteen
chains and sixty-two links to another road one
chain wide ; on the remainder of the north by that
road bearing east four chains and fifty-nine links
to a road one and a-half chain wide ; on the south-
east by that road bearing south eighteen degrees
twenty-one minutes west eight chains and forty-
two and three-quarter links ; on the south by a
line bearing west twelve chains and eighteen links ;
and on the west by a line bearing north twenty-
three chains and sixty-two links to the point of
commencement.
the north corner of the Hospital  Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south-west by a line and the
north-east boundary of that  reserve, bearing south
sixty degrees twenty-four minutes  east about
thirteen chains and fifty links  to a small  salt-
water creek ; on the south-east by that creek
downwards to Cleveland Bay ; and on all other
sides by the shore of that bay northerly, westerly,
and south-westerly to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A QUARRY FOR ROAD PURPOSES, AT
ROCEHAMPTON AGRICULTURAL RESERVE.
County of Livingstone, parish of  Nicholson,
portion  64.
62 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
south by  one of said roads bearing east forty
chains to another road one chain wide  ;  on the east
by that road  bearing  north  thirteen chains ; on the
north by portion sixty- five bearing west forty
chains to  the other  aforesaid road ; and on the
west by that  road  bearing south  thirteen chains to
the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
W
\ THER•EAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1 "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive  weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid " Peel Island," Moreton Bay, will be per-
manently reserved  for public  purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING GROUND AND WATER, ON
THE MAIN TowrsvILLE ROAD.
County of Elphinstone.
201 acres.
Commencing on the Main Townsville Road ten
chains wide at a point bearing 200 degrees thirty
minutes, and distant seventeen links  from a gum-
tree marked R ; and bounded thence on the north-
east by that road bearing 170  degrees  forty-nine
chains and one link ; on the south by  a line  bearing
west forty-five chains and ninety-one links ; on the
west by a line bearing north forty-eight chains and
twenty-six  links ;  and on the north by a line bearing
east thirty-seven  chains and  forty links to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purpose named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A HARBOR AT TOWNSVILLE (CLEVE-
LAND BAY).
County of Elphi nstone, parish of Coonambelah.
23 acres.
Commencing on the shore  of Cleveland Bay at
a point bearing  north sixty degrees twenty-four
minutes west and distant about four chains from
WATER RESERVE AT THE IPSWICH AGRICULTURAL
RESERVE.
County of Churchill, parish of Mutdapilly,
portion  210.
129 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of a road, one
chain wide, with another road one chain and seventy-
two links wide, and bounded thence on the east by
the last-mentioned road  bearing  north twenty-seven
chains and sixty links ; on the north by portion
211 bearing west forty- seven  chains to another road
one chain wide ; on the west by that road bearing
south twenty-seven chains and sixty links to the
other aforesaid road ; and on the south by that road
bearing east forty-seven chains to the point of
commencement.
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WATE R RESERVE AT THE  IPSWICH AGRICULTURAL
RESERVE.
County of Churchill, parish of Mutdapilly.
184 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-west corner of portion 16, and bounded thence
on the south by a line bearing east forty-four chains;
on the east by portion 14, and a road bearing north
thirty-nine chains ; on the north by a line be ing
west fifty chains and sixty- seven links  to the afore-
said road  ; and on the south-west by that road
bearing 170 degrees thirty- nine chains  and sixty
links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
(N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
1 " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereinunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING.
Blythe's Creek, Dalby and Rome Road, Maranoa
District.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes of a site for a
Benevolent Asylum, Rockhampton.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
DESCRIPTION.
County of Livingstone, parish, of Rockhampton,
town of Rockhampton,  allotments  1, 2, 3, 4, 7,
8, 9,  and  10,  of section  18.
4 acres 36. perches.
Commencing  at the north  corner  of the section,
and bounded  thence on the north-east by West
street south -easterly eight  chains ; on  the south-east
by the north- west  boundary line of allotments 5
and 6  south-westerly at right- angles to West street
five chains  and thirty links to Lennox street ; on the
south-west by that street north-westerly parallel
with West  street  eight chains to Albert street ; and
on the north- west  by that street north-easterly five
chains and .thirty links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section  of "The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Road purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR ROAD  PURPOSES TO GIVE ACCESS TO
PORTION 26  B, KANGAROO POINT.
All that piece of land  situated  in the county of
Stanley , parish of  South Brisbane ,  being subdivisions
twenty-two  and twenty -four of eastern  suburban
allotment  thirty- five, containing  by admeasurement
nineteen  perches and two-tenths of a perch, more or
less, commencing in a street  at the south-east
corner  of subdivision twenty, and bounded thence
on the south by that street bearing north seventy-
nine degrees  east  one chain and twenty links; on the
east  by the west boundary line of subdivision
twenty-six, bearing north eleven degrees west one
chain ; on the north by a line at right  angles one
chain and twenty links south-westerly ; and on the
west by the east boundary line of subdivision
twenty bearing south eleven degrees east one chain
to the point  of commencement.
3 square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of Blythe's Creek,
at a point where the road to  Roma crosses it, said
point bearing east fifteen degrees south , distant
about  nine chains  from a tree marked M over 170
on survey of said road ; thence by said creek up-
wards about eight chains ; thence on the north by
a west line  about sixty- seven chains  ; thence on the
west by a south  line two miles ,  crossing  Blythe's
Creek ;  thence on  the south by an  east line one
mile and a-half ; thence  on the east  by a north line
two miles ; thence  again  on the north by a west
line fifty-three chains to the right bank of Blythe's
Creek ; and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR QUARRY,  SPRINGSURE.
County of  Denison , parish of Springsure, town of
Springsure,  allotments  2 and 3 of section 24.
2 acres and  32 perches.
Commencing on the south side of Boundary
street, at the north-east corner of allotment 1, and
bounded thence on the north by that street easterly
four chains; on the east by the west boundary
line of allotment 4 southerly, at right  angles to
Boundary  street , five chains and fifty links ; on the
south by the north boundary lines of allotments
7 and q oesterly, parallel with Boundary  street,
four  chains ; and on  the west by  the east boundary
line of allotment  1 northerly,  at right angles to
Boundary  street,  five chains and  fifty links tA he
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR POLICE  PADDOCK,  INGLEWOOD.
County of Bentinck, parish of Inglewood,  portions
2, 3,  and 4.
153 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Macintyre
Brook, at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the west by that road bear-
ing north forty-six chains and eighty- seven links to
another road one chain wide ; on the north by that
road bearing east thirty chains to another road one
ehain wide ; on the east by that road bearing south
thirty two chains and ninety links to the Macintyre
Brook; and on the south-east and south-west by
that brook downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR STONE QUARRY, STANWELL.
County of Livingstone, parish of Stanwell.
105 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing 138 degrees, and distant one chain, and
thence bearing forty-eight  degrees  and distant ten
chains from the east corner of portion 15A ; and
bounded thence on the north by a line bearing 138
degrees thirty-five chains ; on the south- east by a
line bearing 228 degrees thirty chains ; on the
south-west by a line bearing 318 degrees thirty-
five chains to a road one chain wide ; and on the
north-west by that road bearing forty-eight degrees
thirty chains to the point; of commencement.
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RESERVE  FOR SCHOOL or ARTS, MACKAY.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard, town of
Mackay.
Allotment 5 of section 9.
2 roods.
Commencing on the west  side  of Nelson street
at the south- east  corner of allotment 4, and
bounded thence on the east by that street southerly
two chains; on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 6 westerly at right angles to
Nelson street two chains and fifty links ; on the
west by the east boundary line of allotment 1
northerly, parallel with Nelson street, two chains ;
and on the north by the south boundary line of
allotment 4 easterly, at right angles to Nelson
street, two chains and fifty links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  NATIONAL SCHOOL, TOwNSVALE,
LOGAN.
County of Ward, parish of Logan.
2 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane road one chain and
fifty links wide at the west corner of portion
18, and bounded thence on the south by a  line
bearing east four chains and thirty-five links ;
on the east by a line bearing north four chains ; on
the north by a line bearing west  fire chains and
sixty-five links to the Brisbane road; and on the
south-west by that road bearing 162 degrees four
chains and twenty-one links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE  FOR NATIONAL  SCHOOL, PINE RIVER.
County of Stanley,  parish  of Bunya.
RESERVE  FOR POLICE PADDOCK, GOONDIWINDI.
County of Marsh, parish of Goondiwindi,
portions 10, 11, and  12.
151 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Serpent
Lagoon at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the west by that road
bearing  south forty-nine chains and seventy links ;
on the south by a line bearing  east  thirty chains to
another road one chain wide ; on the east by that
road bearing north forty-nine chains and ninety-four
links to the Serpent Lagoon ; and on the north by
that lagoon downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR BALLAST  FOR  RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Aubigny, parish of Westbrook, portion  39.
23 acres  3 roods 8 perches.
Commencing at a point in the westerly prolonga-
tion of the south boundary of Laborers' Camping
Reserve, one chain from the Railway Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south by its continuation
west ten chains  ;  on the west by a line bearing
north twenty-eight chains ; on the north by a line
bearing east seven chains to a reserved road one
chain wide; and on the north-east by that road
bearing 173 degrees fifty-four minutes twenty-eight
chains and sixteen links to the point of commence-
mel
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of "TheEREAS,Lands Ali nation Act  of 1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently set apart for the purposes named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR  THE PURPOSES  OF THE IPSWICH AND
WEST MORETON AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich, town of
Ipswich, section 32.
5 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the
section, and  bounded thence on the north by South
street easterly ten chains  to Thorn street ; on the
east by that street southerly at right angles to
South street five chains to Roderick street ; on the
south by that  street westerly  ten chains to Gordon
street; and  on the west by that street northerly
five chains  to the point of commencement.
10 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
66, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing west nine chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south three chains and sixty links to a
small creek ; thence by that creek upwards to a
point about south, and distant four chains and
fourteen links from the termination of the last line ;
on the south-west by  lines and a road one chain
wide bearing eighty-six degrees one  chain and
twenty-six links, 172 degrees two chains and two
links, and 124 degrees eight chains and seventy-six
links ; and on the east by a line bearing north
fourteen chains and fifty links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE  FOR  CEMETERY , RAVENSWOOD.
3 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 107 degrees,
and distant about forty-two chains from the south
corner of Hackett' s homestead , and bounded thence
on the north by a lin  bearing east  five chains; on
the east by  a line beasng  south six chains ; on the
south by  a line bearing  west five chains ; and on
the west by  a line bearing  north six chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purpose named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOB RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Parishes of Bunya and Keclron, county of  Stanley.
Commencing  at the  south-west corner of  portion
No. 31. in the parish of Bunya, and bounded thence
on the north by portions Nos. 31, 55, and 62; on
the west by portion No. 62,  selection  No. 1,728,
and portions Nos. 60, 56, and 46 ; again on the
north by portions Nos. 53 and 42, selection No.
1,754, portion 106, selection No. 1,753, and portion
No. 2, all in the parish of Bunya ; on the east by
portion No.  48, in  the parish of Bunya, and by
portions in the. parish of gedron Nos. 602,'488,
487, 486, 485, 489, 597, 595, and 594, by portion
No. 51, in the parish of Bunya, and by portion No.
596, in the parish of gedron ; on the south by
portions in the parish of Bunya Nos. 6, 7, 8, 52,
61, 12,  586, 687 ,  588, and 589 , and by Kedron
Brook upwards  to the eastern  boundary of Samford
Run; and again  on the west by that boundary
bearing north to the point  of commencement ;-
exclusive  of all  alienated or surveyed lands.
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RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC PURPOSES.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, town of
Bundaberg. Section No.  29.
1 acre 3 roods 13 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the north corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the north-east by Maryborough
street south-easterly to Quay street ; on the south-
east  by Quay street south-westerly ten chains to
Burrum street ; on the south-west by Burrum
street north-westerly to the Burnett giver-, and
on the north-west by that river downwards to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th March, 1873.
W 11' HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth clause of  "  TheI Crown .Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purpose of a Cemetery.
south by portions 15 and 16 bearing west thirty-
four chains and fifty links to the aforesaid road ;
and on the south-west by that road bearing three
hundred and fifty-six degrees twenty-five chains
and seven links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE, TALLIBAGGEHA CREEK.
County of Ward, parish of Trllibaggera, National
School.
5 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at its
ntersection by the original south-west boundary
line of portion No. 18, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing seventy-three
degrees thirty minutes two chains and sixty-six
links, and forty-seven degrees two chains and
twenty-nine links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing one hundred and fifty degrees ten chains
and twenty-eight links ; on the south- east by a line
bearing two hundred and forty degrees four chains
and eighty links ; and on the south-west by a line
bearing three hundred and thirty degrees ten
chains and thirty-eight links to the point of com-
mencement.
i
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY AT CHINAMAN'S CREEK.
County of Stanley, parish of Bunya.
10 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy, Creek
at the termination of a road one chain wide, and
bounded thence on the north by that road bearing
west sixteen  chains and fifty links ; on the west by
a  line  bearing south six chains and fifty links ; on
the south by a line bearing  elst sixteen  chains and
ten links to Sandy Creek ; and on the east by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1873.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently  reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for  thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period  aforesaid ,  the lands  hereunder described
will be permanently  reserved  for the purposes
named with  respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE , Gownix.
County of Aubigny,  parish  of Gowrie, portion  231,
25 acres  1 rood 17 perches.
Commencing  on the Dalby  road, at  the south-
east corner  of portion 212, and bounded thence on
the west by that portion  bearing north ten chains
and ninety -six links ;  on the north by portion 230,
bearing east twenty chains to a road one chain
wide ;  on the east  by that road  bearing south
fourteen  chains  and forty  links  to the Dalby road ;
and on the south-west by that road, bearing two
hundred and seventy- nine  degrees thirty minutes
twenty  chains and  twenty- nine links  to the point
of commencement.
CEMETERY  AT TIAIiO.
County of March, parish of Tiaro, portion 14.
88 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion bearing east
thirty-six chains and sixteen links ; on the east by
a line bearing south twenty-five chains ; on the
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
1 T is hereby notified for general information
that in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous, before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which  the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  7th January, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners  of Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will holik-he
Sittings  in pursuance  of the fourth section of-the
above-recited Act at the under- mentioned offices, on
the following  dates  : -
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office,  Brisbane , on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land O$ice, Dalby, on the first Friday,
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
mouth.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
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WIDE BAY AND  BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURSE.
At the Land Office, Norman River Settle-
ment, on the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in February, 1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, andthereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
If the event of any of the above days falling on
a. holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
T
HE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
shewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. 1VIALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
PERSON S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
F OR the convenience of persons desirous to have
lands, whether surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward for sale by auction, it is hereby notified
for general information, that instructions have been
issued to the Land Agents to open in their respec-
tive offices, a nook, in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration f the Minister
for Lands, when, if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in the next proclamation of sale.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS  SEEKING SUITABLE SELEC-
TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS.
IMMIGRANTS or others who do not  possess
sufficient local knowledge to enable them to
select land in suitable situations without visiting
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that arrangements will be made, if induce-
ment offers, to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
may be indicated,  to assist  them in their search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to  select.
All persons requiring  assistance  of this nature
are requested to advise this Department, in writing,
as to the locality they wish to settle in, and also
forward a fee of ten shillings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor, when, if a sufficient number
of persons  are found to join, the Government will
immediately undertake to organize one or more
parties.
In the  event of there  being no party despatched,
the fee of ten shill ings  will be  returned ,  on applica.
tion .  to the person paying same.
J. MAT ON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
WITH the view of facilitating the transaction of
business at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible  assistance  is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for land or seeking
information on matters connected with the working
of the Land Acts-even to the extent of filling up
forms of application and transfers, &c., for illiterate
persons, if there is time at the officer's disposal ;
and that any Land Agent, or other Officer, receiving
and appropriating fees for clerical assistance to his
own use, on the matter being reported, will be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner , and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary for Public Lands.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL  LEASES  ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under theprovisions f the 41st  section of  "  The Pastoral
Leases Act  of 1869" for renewed leases for four-
teen years  of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands,  Brisbane, on
forms to be  obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior  to the expiration  of the existing
leases,  as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO PUBLIC WORKS OFFICES,
BRISBANE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th
June next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection  of additions to Public Works Offices, Bris-
bane.
Tenders  to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
Public Works Offices, Brisbane."
Plan ,  Specification , and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on  proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is pro-
posed  to complete the work, and at the foot of
every  Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum
of ten per cent . on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance  of the contract, in the event of
the Tender  being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that  he will  execute and  deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen  days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty for  Securing
such performance ,  otherwise  the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  22nd May, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT BUILDINGS, PORT DENISON.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th June
next, from persons willing to contract for erection
of Pilot Buildings at Port Denison.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilot
Buildings, Port Denison."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained, at this Office,
or at the Court House, Bowen.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must  state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent . on amount of tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Roads Branch,
Brisbane, 27th May, 1873.
NEW ROAD-FINAL NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a New Road
leading to the Wharf Reserve, Hotham
River; referred to in Notices dated 13th December,
1872, and 11th February, 1873, folios 2074-72, and
240-73, respectively, of the  Government Gazette,
has been formally marked and opened by the proper
officer, and same is now open for public use.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-2000W.
Department of Public Works,
Gold Fields Branch,
Brisbane , 27th May, 1873.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
I the under-mentioned Miners' Rights and
Business  License have been returned  as issued in
the Gold Fields Districts respectively specified.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
PEAK DOWNS GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 30th April, 1873.
MINERS'  RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
54,438 John Downing 54,446 Thos. Millard
54,439 Thos. Murphy 54,447 John Carey
54,440 John Keegan 54,448 James Hanlan
54,441 James Smith 54,449 John MeLaren
54,442 Johra Garven 54,450 Chas. Smith
54,443 John Tanner 60,651 John Grant
54,444 Saml . Edmund I 60,652 Richard Travers
54,445 Fredk. Langburn 160,653 George Combes
BusiN $ ss LIOEHSa.
No. Name.
3,736 W. M. Campbell.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the proposed line
of Railway, Brisbane Extension, from 7 miles 60
chains (near Redbank) to 16 miles 13 chains (near
Oxley), has been approved and confirmed without
any alteration ; and that in pursuance of thQ9 17th
section of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the Govern-
ment  intend to proceed with the construction of
the line of Railway (Brisbane Extension) from 7
miles 60 chains to 16 miles 30 chains, according to
the Map or Plan and Book of Reference so con-
firmed, to be seen at this office, and copy thereof at
the office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions at Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner fbr Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1873.
I
N OTICE is hereby given, under the 14th section
of  " An Act to make provision for the Con-
struction by the Government of Railways, and for
the Re ulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has pri-
marily approved of the Map and Book of Reference
of the proposed new line, Northern Railway-
from 30 miles (Westwood) to 38 miles 40 chains
(near Goganjo Creek).
The map or plan, and book of reference, can be
seen at this Office, and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in writing, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objection which may exist to
the adoption of the said line of Railway, or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection
therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
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Department of Public Works,
Roads Branch,
Brisbane, 25th March, 1873.
OTICE is hereby given, that any person or
N persons removing any stone, gravel, loam, or
other material from any public road, or who, by the
careless use of fire, shall injure or destroy any
bridge or culvert, or damage any approaches thereto,
or who shall fall any timber across any public road,
or injure any road by drawing timber along it,
otherwise than on wheels, will be proceeded  against
as the law directs.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, ETC.
DESIGN FOR PROPOSED WHARFAGE.
T
E Government having in contemplation the
Leasing of the River Frontage  in  Petrie's
Bight, Brisbane River, with a view to the erection
there of Wharves, according to an approved plan,
hereby invite competitive designs for the same.
A premium of One Hundred pounds will be
awarded for the  most  approved, and Fifty pounds
for the next approved, design. The accepted
designs  to become the property of the Govern-
ment.
The principal objects and requirements sought
for in these designs are :-
1st. Permanency  of structure.
2nd. Depth of water sufficient to allow a vessel
drawing 17 feet to float at low water, with a
depth at face of wharves of not less than 14 feet.
3rd. The greatest possible accommodation for
shipping that the site will admit of without inter-
fering with the navigation of the river.
4th. Easy access for drays to and from the
wharves.
5th. Means of connecting the line of proposed
wharves with those above, or that may at any future
time be constructed below such wharves.
6th. Adaptability of design for use of tramways
along the wharves, if such should be hereafter
required.
The drawings submitted by competitors must con-
sist of a general plan drawn upon a scale of 30 feet
to one inch ,  showing the proposed arrangement of
wharves and site for warehouses , &c., connected
therewith, together with carefully prepared detail
drawings showing method of construction, &c., upon
a scale of not  less than  4 feet to 1 inch, with all
necessary dimensions figured on. An estimate of
cost and general specification of the proposed works
must also accompany the designs.
A plan of the ground has been prepared by
Government, giving soundings of depth of water
along the proposed site of wharves, lithographic
copies of which can be obtained by intending
competitors upon application to this Office.
Designs must be lodged at the Treasury by noon
on MONDAY, the 14th July,  and must have
appended to them a motto, but no name ; and with
the Design must be a separate enclosure containing
the name of the Designer, and the motto he has
appended to the Design.
Further particulars may be obtained from the
Portmaster, Captain G. P. HEATH, R.N.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 28th May, 1873.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla , Curriwillingbi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Gobndiwindi, Gympie, Ipswich,
Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marlborough,
Maryborough, Milehester, Mount Perry, Murphy's
Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office (Brisbane),
Springsure , S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St,
George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding  £ 100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof ,  and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding  2200.  the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter  or in person , at the Treasury, or at.
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane ; 21st May, 1873,
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
packets and letters containing  articles of
jewellery, watches, etc., which are subject to duty
under the Customs' laws of New South Wales, if
sent by post to that colony are liable to forfeiture.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st May, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH REGULATION.
HIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the latter portion of clause 4 of the
Electric  Telegraph  Regulations being amended to
read as follows :-
" Messages can be posted to any address on pre-
payment of postage, in addition to the ordinary
charge for transmission .  Senders may have posted
messages registered on payment of the additional
fee."
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 29th May, 1873,
T
HE following Bye-law, made by the Municipal
Council OF Ipswich, having been  confirmed
by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, under his Hand, in ac-
cordance  with the 74th section of  " The Municipal
Institutions Act of  1864," the same  is hereby pub-
lished in  the  Government  Gazette.
A. H. PALMER.
MUNICIPALITY OF IPSWICH.
BYE•LAws FOR LICENSING YI BLIC NIGHTMEN AND
SCAVENGERS.
In pursuance  of the  power vested in the Council
of the Municipality of Ipswich, by part 6 of  " The
Municipal  Institutions  Act  of 1864,"  the said
Council do make the following Bye-laws for lice is-
ing and protecting public Nightmen or Sca-
vengers :-
No person shall  be permitted to exercise the
calling of a public Nightmen or Scavenger within
the Municipality, without having first obtained a
license in that behalf, as hereinafter provided.
No licensed nightmare or scavenger shall convey
any nightsoil, sewerage, or other offensive matter,
in any other than a close cart or vehicle, properly
constructed and approved of by the Municipal
Council, nor in a manner ,  nor at a time or times,
contrary to the Bye-laws of the _Municipality ; and
every  nightman  or scavenger shall use a disinfectant
sufficient to deodorise the effluvium ,  on every
occasion when exercising his calling.
Any person  exercising the calling  of a mghtman
or scavenger  without  being in possession of a
valid license authorising him in that behalf, shall
forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding two pounds for
every such offence.
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The name of  every  person  licensed under these
bye-laws, with the number of his license, and the
words " licensed nightman ,"  shall  be painted legibly
in letters of not less than one inch in length, upon
the right or off side of his cart.
Any licensed nightman failing to comply with
the provisions of these bye-laws shall forfeit and
pay for every such offence a sum not exceeding
two pounds.
The license shall be in the following form
" This is to certify that of
street ,  is licensed to exercise the
palling of a public Nightman or Scavenger ,  within the
Municipality of Ipswich.
"This license is in  force from to
" Town  Clerk."
The charge of licensed nightmen or scavengers
for emptying privies ,  cesspools , & c., sha ll  be accord.
ing to the cubic content thereof ,  at the rate of one
pound for each cubic yard, and shall not, in
ordinary cases ,  exceed five pounds ; but in the
case of public institutions ,  or when the cesspits are
of extraordinary dimensions ,  a special agreement
may be made.
The license shall be issued and signed by the
Town Clerk ,  on receiving the sum of two pounds,
and shall continue in force for twelve calendar
months from the date of its issue, and the Town
Clerk shall keep a register of the licenses, contain-
ing the name of the person licensed, the place of
his abode, and the number of his license.
All penalties under these bye-laws shall be
recoverable summarily  before two Justices of the
Peace, in a similar  manner to the  penalties under
the other bye-laws of the Municipality.
Made and passed by the Council of the Munici-
pality of Ipswich, this first day of May, A.D. 1873.
THOMAS PRYDE,
R. J. KENDALL,
Town Clerk.
Mayor.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's Reign.
NORMANBY.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  29th May, 1873.
T
HE  following Bye-laws,made  by the  Municipal
Council of :1laryborough ,  having been confirmed
I
His Excellency the Governor , with  the advice of
Executive Council, under his Hand, in accord.
ance with  the 74th section of  " The Municipal
Institutions  Act  of  1864 ,"  the same are hereby
published in the  Government Gazette.
A. H. PALMER.
MUNICIPALITY OF MARYBOROUGH.
ALTERATIONS IN FERRY REGULATIONS.
WHEREAS it  is desirable  to amend the  Regula-
tions  now in force for all  Ferries under  the control
of the Municipal Council of Maryborough, be it
therefore ordered and directed that Bye-law No. 7,
and published  in the  Government  Gazette,  Vol. V.,
No. 113, and dated 8th October, 1864; and Altera-
tions in Ferry  Regulations , No. 9, and published
in the  Government  Gazette,  Vol.  X., No. 113, and
dated 4th December, 1869;  and Alterations in
Ferry Regulations, and published in the  Government
Gazette,  Vol. XII., No. 121, and dated 9th Decem-
ber, 1871, shall be and  the same  are hereby repealed,
and the following substituted in lieu thereof:-
1. That the ferries be leased by auction or tender,
due notice of the sale of such ferries to be given
by advertisement in the local newspapers.
2. That the ferry rates and charges shall be in
accordance with the annexed Schedule A, and that
the same be painted on boards and placed in con-
spicuous situations on either side of each ferry.
3. That the lessee of each ferry shall sign a bond
and find sureties ,  as speci fied in the annexed Sche-
dule B, for the due performance of his contract
and sha ll be supplied with a copy of this bye-law,
for his instruction and guidance.
4. The lessee shall furnish such sufficient number,
as the Council may determine, of punts and boats
for each ferry, of the following  dimensions, viz.
Punts to be not less than thirty feet long and ten
feet wide (inside measurement ), three feet
deep inside, and  fifteen inches from gunwale
to rail.
Boats  not to  be less  than eighteen feet over all,
five feet beam- to carry eight passengers;
two extra passengers may be carried for one
foot by one inch more in the foregoing mea-
surement. Such punts and boats to be ap-
proved of by this Council, and the number
of passengers each boat is licensed to carry,
to be painted in legible characters in some
conspicuous part thereof; one man to be in
attendance with each boat ,  and the punt to
be worked by not less than two men.
5. Life-buoys  and drags , with proper  appliances,
will be furnished by the Municipality and placed
under the charge of the lessee, who shall be respon-
sible for ,  and have the same in constant readiness
for any emergency.
6. During dark nights, and in the absence of
moonlight, there shall be lights kept burning and
properly trimmed on the steps of each ferry on
either side, and the lessee shall provide the same.
7. All persons  crossing  the ferries with the
following exceptions shall pay the charges fixed in
schedule A, viz.:-
The Governor and any person in actual attendance
upon him, and any carriages or horses of or
belonging to him.
Ministers of Religion, officers, soldiers, and
sailors in Her Majesty's Service, proceeding
or returning on duty.
Any member or officer of the municipal council
when engaged on municipal duties, officers of
police, troopers, and constables on actual
duty, and any prisoners in their charge.
Any person proceeding to or returning from
Divine worship on the Lord's day, Good
Friday, or Christmas Day, between the
hours of 5 o'clock a.m. and 10 o'clock p.m.
All children proceeding to or returning from
any school, whether public or private.
All officers and men connected with Her
Majesty's Customs when on duty.
All laborers employed by the Corporation going
to or from work, all carriages and other
vehicles, horses and other animals belonging
to or in the actual use of or engaged upon
the business of the said municipal council with
their riders or drivers, and all timber, stone,
gravel,  et ea tera,  the municipal council may
require for the purposes of the municipality.
All funerals and their attendants.-N.B. The horses
or vehicles used by such exempted parties
shall also be conveyed across the ferries free.
Penal Clauses.
8. Any lessee who shall infringe upon or act
contrary to any clause, or condition contained in
this bye-law shall, on conviction before two or more
justices  of the peace, be subjected to a penalty not
exceeding five pounds.
9. In the event of two convictions within one
month against any lessee of ferries, such convic-
tions shall cancel the contract entered into with
such lessee; and it shall be lawful for the council
to resume such ferries.
10. If any lessee or collector of ferry dues shall
neglect to put a table of ferry dues as aforesaid,
or if any collector, boatman, or ferryman shall not
be in attendance at all times by day and by night
at the place at which he ought to be stationed, or
shall demand and take greater dues from any per-
son or persons than he shall be authorised to do,
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or shall demand and take ferry dues from any
person or persons who shall be exempt from pay-
ment thereof and who shall  claim  such  exemption,
or shall under coler of his office as collector, boat-
man, or  ferryman wilfully extort from  any person
or persons any sum of money or thing  of value
whatsoever  as and  for or in lieu of payment of
dues, or shall refuse to permit and suffer any per-
son or  persons to read, or shall  in any manner
hinder or prevent any person or persona from
reading the inscription on such boards or  the name
or names so  fixed as aforesaid, or shall refuse to
tell his christian and surname to any  person or
persons who shall demand to know  the same on
being paid the said dues or any of them, or shall
in answer give  a false name or names, or upon
legal dues being tendered or paid  shall detain or
wilfully obstruct, hinder, or delay any  passenger
or passengers from passing over any such ferry,
or if such collector, boatman, or ferryman shall
make use of any scurrilous or abusive language to
any passenger or traveller, then and in each and
every such case the said  lessee or  lessees shall for-
feit and pay for every such offence any sum not
exceeding five pounds, to be recovered before any
two of Her Majesty's  justices  of the peace.
11. If any lessee shall neglect or delay to take
across the ferry any goods or wheeled vehicles
delivered to him, in each and every such case the
said lessee shall forfeit and pay for every such
offence any sum not exceeding five pounds, in
addition to any damage that may arise to such
goods from such delay  or neglect.
12. If any person, liable to the payment of any
dues under this bye-law, shall, after demand,
neglect or refuse to pay the same or any part
thereof, it shall be lawful for any person duly
authorised to collect the same, to prevent such
person or persons from passing over such ferry
until the dues demandable and payable by such
person or persons so refusing to pay the same be
paid and discharged.
13. Any person who shall intentionally evade the
payment of the aforesaid dues, shall, on conviction,
be subject to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
14. No person or persons in a state of intoxica-
tion shall be permitted to cross over in any of the
ferry boats, nor any person carrying a parcel
exceeding 14 lbs., nor any live stock whatsoever.
15. That in each case the lessee shall  have the
exclusive right to the landing-place within the
posts, and of taking all goods and passengers on
the several ferries. That no person or persons shall
ply for hire, or convey goods across the river within
one mile of the ferry, unless authorised to do so by
the Council, under a penalty not exceeding five
pounds for each offence.
SCHEDULE A.
(REFERRED TO IN  THE FOREGOING  BYE-LAw.)
Ferry Dues and Charges.
s. d.
Every foot passenger with  a parcel or parcels
not exceeding 14 lbs. in weight  in all, each
way 0 1
Every foot passenger with  a parcel or parcels
exceeding 14 lbs. and not exceeding 1 cwt.,
to go by the punt, each way ... ... 0 3
Single horse  with rider, each way ... ...  0 3
All vehicles of any descriptift whatever on
two wheels, loaded or  unloaded, including
driver, each  way ... ... ... 0 6
Same on four  wheels, loaded  or unloaded, in
cluding driver, each way ... ... 1 0
N.B.-All passengers  travelling in vehicles to be
charged same as foot passengers.
Cattle or horses, or other large  animals,  whether
A ll  goods, wheeled vehicles, and live stock ,  to be pu
into and taken out of the punts by the owners or parties
in charge thereof.
The Ferries to be open for the transit of pas-
sengers and goods at all  hours from 5 a.m.
to 10 p. m., at the above rates . After 10
F
m. to 5 a.m., the charges shall  be as
follows
s. d.
Foot  passengers ... ... ... 0 3
Horse and rider  ... ... ... 1 0
All  other traffic to be double  the day  charges.
SCHEDULE B.
(Referred  to in  the foregoing Bye-law of the Mary-
borough  Municipality.)
1. The  lessee of  the lot and his approved  sureties
shall, at the time of letting, enter into a bond in double
the amount of the rent, in security for the  regular pay-
ment thereof, and for the due performance of the fore-
going and following conditions, and of  all and every
of the rules and orders contained in this bye-law.
2. The rent to be paid to the Town Clerk, at his office
in Maryborough, in equal monthly instalments, within
seven days from the termination of each month respect-
ively, and in default, the lease may at the discretion of
the Council be forfeited.
3. The lessee of the lot shall at the time  of executing
the bond give  a warrant  of attorney to enter upon judg-
ment as a collateral security for the due payment of the
several  monthly instalments within the above period of
seven days.
4. The lessee shall not sub-let or in any way dispose
of the ferries without the express sanction of the
Council.
Passed by the Municipal Council of Maryborough,
the sixth day of May, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three.
HENRY STOWARD, Mayor.
R. J. RAMsAY, Town Clerk.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the  year  of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's Reign.
NORMANBY.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
MUNICIPALITY OF MARYBOROUGH.
ALTERATIONS IN TOLL-GATE REGULATIONS.
WHEREAS it is desirable to amend the Regula-
tions now in force at the Turnpike Gate,
Maryborough Municipal Boundary, known as
Copenhagen Bend: Be it therefore ordered and
directed that Bye-law No. 3, and published in the
Government Gazette,  Vol. VII., No. 130, and dated
20th October, 1866, shall be and the same are hereby
repealed, and the following substituted in lieu
thereof.-
The following tolls shall be demanded, paid, and
taken at the Turnpike Gate, Maryborough Munici-
pal Boundary, known as Copenhagen Bend, by any
officer duly appointed by the said Municipal
Council .-
2. That is to say-
s. d.
For every sheep, lamb, pig, goat, or kid, the
sum of ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 04
For every ox, bullock, or head of neat cattle,
the sum of ... ... ... ... ... 0 1
For every horse, mare, gelding, ass,  mule, or
jennet, whether drawing or not, the sum of... 0 2
For every gig, chaise, cart, dray, or other =
vehicle on two wheels,  the sum of ... . 0 6
For every coach, buggy,  waggon ,  wain,  or other
attached or unattached to any vehicle, such vehicle on four wheels ... ... ...
each, and each way 0 3 For every timber- carriage , dray,  or waggon,
Sheep, pigs, goats, calves, foals, or other small with trolly,  used in drawing  log timber,
animals, not exceeding 20 in number, of loaded or unloaded ... ... ... ...
each kind, each way, each ... 0 2 For every portable steam-engine, traction
Same,  for all above 20 in number, each, and engine, or other such machine, on any num-
each way, each ... ... ... 0 1 ber of wheels ... ... ... ... ...
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The toll -gate to  be open  for traffic at all hours from
5 a.m. to 12 p.m .,  at the above rates  ;  from 12 p.m. to
5 a.m. to be double the day charges.
3, Payment of the foregoing  tolls and dues shall,
in all  cases , exempt return payment during the
same day.
4. No tolls shall be demandable or taken for or
in respect of any horses  or carriages  of or belonging
to the Governor of the said colony for the time
being, or to any person  in actual attendance upon
him, or for or  in respect  of the horses,  beasts, carts,
carriages , and other vehicles of and belonging to
the Government, and employed at the time of
passing such  toll-gate in the Government  service
or for  or in respect  of any horse, beast,  carriage, or
other vehicle conveying any clergyman in the
discharge of his duty, or any other person or
persons going  to or returning from the proper
church,  chapel , or other place of worship of the
person or persons riding  or driving  the same on
Sundays ,  Christmas  Day, or Good Friday ; or for or
in respect  of any horse, beast,  carriage , or other
vehicle  attending funerals ;  or for or in respect of
any horse, beast,  carriage , or other vehicle carrying
the Post- office mails.
5. During the dark nights and in the absence of
moonlight, there shall be a light kept burning and
properly trimmed at the turnpike gate.
6. The Council or collector of the said turnpike
is required during the whole time they shall
continue to collect the said tolls to put up or cause
to be put up in some conspicuous place at or near
the said turnpike gate, a table painted in distinct
legible black letters on a board with a white ground,
containing at the top thereof the name of the gate
at which the same shall be put up ; and also, a list
of all the tolls or dues payable thereat, distinguish-
ing severally the amount of tolls and the different
sorts of cattle,  beasts, carriages , or other vehicles
for which they are severally to be paid.
7. The Council or collector of the said turnpike
Shall place or cause to be placed in some con-
spicuous position, or at the foot of the board,
showing the tolls and charges, the cbri.stian and
surname  of the collector or keeper for the time
being.
8. Provided that no toll or dues shall be demand-
able or taken for or in respect of any horse, car-
riage, or beast belonging to, or in the employment
of, the  said  Municipal Council, or for any neces-
sary  traffic in the removal of timber, gravel,  stone,
or other material, for or on account of the said
Municipal  Council.
9. If any person liable to the payment of any
dues under these  regulations  shall, after demand,
neglect or  refuse  to pay the same or any part
thereof, it shall be lawful for any person duly
authorised to collect the  same to  prevent such
person  or persons from passing through the turn-
pike until the dues demandable and payable by
such person  or persons  so refusing to pay  the same,
be paid and discharged.
10. Any person who shall intentionally evade
the payment of the aforesaid dues shall, on convic-
tion, be subject to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds.
Passed by the said Municipal Council of Mary-
borough, the twenty-sixth day of March, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three.
R. J. RAMSAY,
Town Clerk.
HENRY STOWARD,
Mayor.
Confirmed, with the  advice  of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
NORMANBY.
By  Command.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office.
Bri sbane , 29th May, 1873.
T
HE following  Bye-law, made  by the Municipal
Council of Rockhampton, having been con-
firmed by His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, under his Hand,
in accordance  with the 74th section of  " The Muni-
cipal Institutions  Act of  1864,"  the same  is hereby
published in the  Government Gazette.
A. H. PALMER.
MUNICIPALITY OF ROCKHAMPTON.
BYE-LAW No. 12.
WhEREAS, by the provisions of  " l7ce Municipal
Institutions Act  of 1864," the Council of any
Municipality are authorised to establish  tolls, rates,
and dues upon any road, market, bridge, ferry,
wharf, or jetty within and belonging to any muni-
cipality, and erect toll-gates, toll-bars, or other
works  necessary  for the  collection  of such tolls,
rates , and dues ; and may make bye-laws for the
proper collection of such toll,  rates , and dues :
It is hereby resolved by the Council of the
Municipality of Rockhampton, that from and after
the date of the confirmation thereof by the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, and the
publication thereof in the  Government Gazette,  that
the following Bye-laws shall be in force within the
Municipality of Rockhampton:-
1. That there shall be established upon the
Dawson Road, within the Municipality of Rock-
hampton, at the place known as Wiseman's Cause-
way, a toll-bar to be called " The Wiseman's
Causeway Toll-bar," at which the following tolls
shall be demanded, paid, and taken by any officer
or agent duly appointed by the said Municipal
Council : that is to say
s. d.
Single horse, with or without rider .. ... 0 2
Two-wheeled vehicle, laden with produce, mer-
chandise, &c., drawn by one horse or other
animal 0 3
Two-wheeled vehicle drawn by two horses or
other animals ... .. .. ... 0 4
Two-wheeled vehicle drawn by three  horses or
other animals... ... ... ... ...  0 5
Two-wheeled vehicle drawn by four horses or
other animals ... ... ... ...  0 6
For every additional  horse or other animal,
drawing a two-wheeled  conveyance , each ... 0 1
Four-wheeled vehicle drawn by  one horse or
other animal .. .. . ... 0 6
Four -wheeled  vehicle drawn  by two  horses or
other animals  ... ... ... ...  0 8
Four-wheeled vehicle drawn by three horses or
other  animals  ... ... ... ...  0 9
Four-wheeled vehicle drawn by four  horses or
other  animals  ... ... ... ...  0 10
For every  additional  horse  or other  animal,
drawing a  four-wheeled conveyance, each ... 0 1
Private Carriages.
Two-wheeled vehicle drawn by one  horse ... 0 6
Four-wheeled vehicle drawn by one horse ... 0 9
Four-wheeled vehicle drawn by two horses ... 1 0
Four-wheeled vehicle drawn by three horses ... 1 3
Four-wheeled vehicle drawn by four horses ... 1 6
Bullocks and horned cattle, per head ... ... 0 1
Pigs, goats, and sheep, per head ... 0 of
2. That such toll-bar may be repassed by the
same animal  or vehicle any number of times on the
same day without payment of any fresh toll.
3. No tolls shall be demandable or taken for or in
respect of any horses  or carriages  of or belonging
to the Governor of the said colony, for the time
being, or to any person  in actual  attendance upon
him ; or for or in respect of the horses, beasts,  carts,
carriages, and other vehicles of and belonging to
the Government, and employed at the time of
passing such toll-bar in the Government service ;
or for  or in  respect of any horse, beast,  carriage,
or other vehicles conveying any clergyman in the
discharge of his duty ; or for or in respect of any
horse, beast,  carriage , or other vehicle attending
funerals ; or for or in respect of any horse, beast,
carriage, or other vehicle carrying the post-office
mails ; or for or in respect of any horse, carriage, or
beast belonging to or in employment of the said.
Municipal Council.
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4. During the dark nights, and in the absence of
moonlight, there shall be a light kept burning and
properly trimmed at the toll-bar.
5. The Council,  lessee, or  collector of the said
toll-bar is required during the whole time they
shall continue to collect the said tolls, to put up or
cause to be put up  in some conspicuous place, at or
near  the said toll-bar, a table painted in distinct leg-
ible black letters on a board with a white ground,
containing at the top thereof, the name of the toll-
bar, and  also a list  of all the tolls or dues payable
thereat, distinguishing severally the amount of the
tolls and the different sorts of cattle,  beasts, car-
riages, or  other vehicles for which they are severally
to be ppaid.
6. The  Council, lessee , or collector of the said
toll-bar  shall place or cause to  be placed in some
conspicuous position, or at the foot of the board
showing the tolls and charges, the christian and
surname of  the collector or keeper for the time
being.
7. If any person liable to the payment of any
dues under these regulations, shall, after demand,
neglect or refuse to pay the same, or any part
thereof, it shall be lawful for any person duly
authorised to collect the same, to prevent such
person or persons from passing through the toll-bar
until the dues demandable and payable by such
person or  persons so  refusing to pay the same, be
paid and discharged.
8. The Council may, if they deem it advisable,
direct the tolls and dues demandable by authority
of this bye-law, to be demised and let to farm for
any term not exceeding twelve months, by auction
or tender, due notice of the sale of such toll-bar to
be given by advertisement in the local newspapers.
9. That the lessee of such toll-bar shall sign a
bond and find two sureties as specified in the
annexed schedule, for the due performance of his
contract, and shall be supplied with a copy of this
bye-law for his instruction and guidance.
10. Any lessee or collector who shall infringe or
act contrary to any clause or condition contained
in this bye-law, shall, on conviction, be subjected
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
11. If any lessee or collector of tolls shall neglect
to put a table of  toll s as  aforesaid, or shall demand
or take greater  or lesser  tolls from any person or
persons than he shall be authorised to do, or shall
demand and take tolls from any person or persons
who shall be exempt from payment thereof, and
who shall claim such exemption, or shall, under
color of his office as collector, wilfully extort from
any person or persons any sum of money or thing
of value whatsoever, as and for or in lieu of pay-
ment of tolls, or shall refuse to permit or suffer any
person or persons to read, or shall in any manner
hinder or prevent any person or persons from read-
ing the inscription on such board, or the name or
names so fixed as aforesaid, or shall refuse to
tell his christian and surname to any person or
persons who shall demand to know the same on
being paid the said tolls or any of them, or shall in
answer give a false name or names, or upon legal
tolls being tendered or paid, shall detain or wilfully
obstruct, hinder, or delay any passenger  or passen-
gers from passing through the said toll-bar, or shall
make use of any scurrilous or abusive language to
any passenger or passengers passing through such
toll-bar, then, and in each and every  such case,
the said lessee or collector shall forfeit and pay for
every such offence any sum not exceeding five
pounds.
12. Any person who shall intentionally evade the
payment of the aforesaid tolls, shall, on conviction,
be subject to apenalty not exceeding five pounds.
13. Provided that, unless where hereinbefore
otherwise directed, all complaints of offences against
these bye-laws shall be heard and determined in a
summary manner by two or more justices of the
peace, and no person or persons shall be convicted
of any offence or offences contrary to the provisions
of these bye-laws in a summary way, after the
expiration of three months from the time when such
offence or offences shall have been committed.
Provided also that any person or persons commit-
ting any act, or in any way offending against such
of the foregoing provisions of these bye- laws as
have specified no penalty as attached to the breach.
thereof, or refusing or neglecting to comply with
the directions and regulations contained therein,.
shall, on conviction thereof before two or more
justices of the peace, be liable to forfeit and pay for
every such offence a penalty in a sum of money not
exceeding twenty pounds.
SCHEDULE.
Bond to be  in amount of Bent.
1. The lessee of the said toll-bar and his approved
sureties shall, at the time of letting, enter into  a bond in
the amount of the  rent in security  for the regular pay-
ment thereof, and for the  due performance  of the fore-
going and  following  conditions ,  and of all and every of
the rules  and orders contained  in this bye-law.
Bent, how payable.
2. The rent to be paid  in advance  to the Town Clerk,
at his office, in Rockhampton, in equal monthly instal-
ments , within  seven  days from the termination of each
month respectively.
. Lessee  not  to  assign or  sub-let without leave.
3. The lessee shall not  assign or  sub-let, or in any
way dispose of the said toll-bar, without the express
sanction  of the Council.
The foregoing bye-laws were duly passed by the
Municipal Council of Rockhampton, at their
meeting, held on the second day of May, in .
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three.
EDWARD P. LIVERMORE,
Mayor.
Wm. DAVIS,
Town Clerk.
The Common Seal of the Municipal Council of
Rockhampton was affixed hereto by us, the second
day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, in pursuance of a,
resolution authorising the same passed and made on
the same day.
EDWARD P. LIVERMORE,
Mayor.
WK.  DAVIS,
Town Clerk.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand..
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth  year  of Her Majesty's Reign.
NORMAN BY.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 9th May, 1873.
NOTICE.
WHEREAS a Proclamation, in pursuanee of
V the Act of Council 29 Vic., No. 13, was
published in the  Government Gazette  of the 18th
May, 1867, appointing the Island of St. Helena, in
Moreton Bay, to be a place for the detention.of
offenders sentenced to penal servitude, or hard
labor on the roads or other public works of the
colony, and warning all persons, unless specially
authorised, against approaching or landing upon
the said Island : It is hereby notified that any
person found at or near or in any way communicat-
ing with the said Island of St. Helena, without the
written permission of the Colonial Secretary being
first had and obtained, is liable on conviction to a
penalty of Twenty Pounds, or three months im-
prisonment, or both, at the discretion of the Court.
A. H. PALMER.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868" (31 Victoria, No. 46) has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 F. T. Gregory .. .. Road separating portions 96, 102, and
103, from portions  95,  104, and 106
2 F. T. Gregory .. .. Road separating portions 106, 107,
108, and 109, from portions 68, 69,
105, and 104
3 F. T. Gregory .. .. Road separating portions 125, 126,
116, 115, 114, and 113, from por-
tions 132, 133, 136, 137, 140, and
141 .. .
4 F.  T. Gregory  .. .. Road separating portions 117, 116,
and 136, from portions 115 and 137
Parish.
Gowrie ..
Gowrie ..
Gowrie ..
Gowrie ..
Area
A. R. P.
5 1 5
4 1 0
6 0 16
4 1 28
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads ; and all parties who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
-transmit to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1
2
A. R. P.
2 1 33
5 0 18
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th April, 1873.
T is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 "  (31 Victoria , No. 46),  has been made for the .closing of the under-
<mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing ,  within two months from this date.
0. A. J. Woodcock ...
Ditto ...
Situation.
Road separating  portion 196 from portion 196A  Tinana ...
Reserved  road through portion 197 ... .... Tinana ...
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. Applicant.
SCHEDIILE  OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Situation.
1 R. Harvey ... Road separating portion 99 from por-
tions 82 and 83
Parish.
Auckland
Area.
A. R. P.
3 1 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information., that application under the twenty-seventh section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868" (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for closing of the
under-mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are required
to transmit to this Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDIILE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. App licant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. H. P.
1 I F. W.  Ironmonger  ... ... I  Road separating portion 364 from Brassall ... 1 1 35
portion 368
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 27th May, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Warwick Agricultural Reserve up Emu Creek to Warwick Register
No. 485, parish of Robinson, county of Merivale, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the
provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of
Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Drayton ; and all persons interested therein
are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this
date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
73-1797-W.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM WARWICK AGRICULTURAL RESERVE OF EMU CREEK TO WARWICK
REGISTER No. 485, PARISH OF -ROBINSON, COUNTY OF MERIVALE, TO RE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
140. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of  Reputed
Selec- Owner.
tion.
ohs. lks . A.  Y. P.
1 A triangular portion out W.R. F. d. C. Unoccupied N. 146° 23' E. 23  48 Average 1 0 24 Old; fence in  road
of the north corner of  265 wildash  width  of near south  bound-
Warwick Register No. portion ary.
265 resumed
50 links
2 Commencing  on the .., The  Cro wn  Unoccupied N. 140° E.  13 86 2 chains 6 1 2 Sandy ridge ; open
north-east boundary of
Warwick Register No.
265, and running south-
easterly to the western
boundary of Warwick
Register No. 106
W ildash Occupied by N. 140° E. 2 57 2 chains 2 3 91 Fence crosses this
and Hut- Gate-keeper N . 100 13 22 port ion,  but not
chinson near  ro ad.
3 Commencing on the 106 The Crown Unoccupied N. 140° E. 3  42 2 chains  1 0 6 Unimproved forest
west boundary  of se- land; west bound-
lection No. 106, and ary  of selection
runningsouth-easterly fenced.
to its south boundary
4 Commencing on the
nort h boundary of
pre-emptive 27, Can-
ning Downs Run, and
running southerly and
about east by south to
its eastern  boundary
6 Commencing on the ... F. J. C. Uncoupled
western boundary  of wildash
portion 121, and run-
ning about east by
south to west boundary
of reserve at its south-
east corner
6 Commencing on the 221 Jno, Reeve Occupied by
western boundary of
selection No. 221, and
running about east by
north to its eastern
boundary
7 Commencing on the
western boundary of
Warwick Register No.
226, and running about
east by north to its
eastern boundary
Occupier.
Agent
Length in BreadthBearings. Chains , of Road. Area.
N. 100 E. 40 78  2 chains 8 0 25 Open plain, fenced
and partly culti
vated under Indian
corn.
N. 770  30'M  29 12 2 chains  5 3 12 Cleared  land, culti-
vated with wheat
and potatoes.
226 Jas. Mitchell Unoccupied N. 77° 30' 29 11 2 chains 5 3 12 Land partially cleared
-otherwise  unim-
proved.
8 Commencing on the 227 w. Groves Unoccupied N. 68° E. 8 21 2 chains 4 0 34 Unimproved forest
western boundary of N. 81° 11 00 land.
selection No. 227, and N. 105° 1 26
running easterly to
Emu Creek
9 An irregular shaped
portion out of the
north-east corner of
portion 120
10 Commencing on the
western boundary of
portion IN,  and run-
ning north -easterly
and easterly to its
eastern boundary
11 Commencing on the
eastern boundary of
port ion 119, and run-
ning easterly . and
north -easterly to Emu
Creek, the south
boundary  of Warwick
Register No. 618
F. J. C. Unoccupied N. 105° E. 2 51 2 chains 0 1 12 Unimproved forest
W ildash
Remarks.
box forest.
land.
F. J. C. Unoccupied N. 56° 15' E. 40 65 2 chains 12 3 8 Unimproved, llightly
Wildash N. 72° 15' 23 06 timbered with
apple and gum.
Black soil.
. The Crown Unoccupied N. 70° E. 25 00  2 chains 33  2 31 Unimproved forest
N. 80° 5'
N. 112° 30'
N. 902
N. 60° 30'
N.  950
N.  600  30'
N. 36$
N. 29° 31.'
N. 68°
N. 9° 62'
land.
618 L. Gillispie Unoccupied N. 91  52' 1 90 1 chain  2 2 39 Unimproved forest12 A strip of land one
N. 66° 52' 23 61$  land.chain wide, running
N. 23° 22' 2 80in a north-easterly
direction  across a
pocket of Emu Creek
forming the south
boundary of Warwick
Register No. 618
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Continued-N .
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Portion of Road.
Commencing on the left
bank of Emu Creek,
on the south boundary
of Warwick  Register
No. 618, and  running
about north by west
to the western bound-
ary of Warwick Regis-
ter No. 516
14 Commencing on the
western boundary of
selection No. 516, and
running easterly to its
south boundary
15 Commencing on Emu
Creek; at the south
bounda ry  of Warwick
Register, No .  516, and
running easterly and
no rt h -easterly to  ro ad
in Warwick Register,
No. 485
NEW ROAD-BOOK OF  REFERENCE-
Register
N f R t d th in Breath ofLeno. o epu e
Selec-  Owner. Occupier.
tion.
g Area.Bearings . Chains. Road ,
Remarks.
chs. Ike. A. a,  P.
The Crown  Five acres  IN. 332° 52' E. 15 45 1 chain 3 0 32 McAra's steam saw-
granted as 344° 59' 12 09 mill near road.
special lease 260 45' 4 39
toS.McAra ,
for saw-mill
97° 10' 52
W.  It., Henry Page Henry Page N. 97° 10 E. 9 15 1 chain 2 0 0 Hut erected on selec-
No. 616 83° 55' 9 79 tion and land par-
80° 20' t) 90
Irregular
tially cleared.
The Crown Unoccupied N. 80° 20'  E. 4 14 width,
50° 21' 10 39  creek 6 0 0
64° 44' 10
1
02 north
bounda ry
103° 14' 17 20
37° 45' 3 80
97° 10' 6 54
41°46' 5 84
60? 45' 9 50
88° 47' 8 18
72° 46' 7 01 Unimp ro ved forest141° 21' 10 22 . 150 links 19 3 6 l ridges.
126° 67' 4 48
29° 34' 10 51
58° 35' 6 18I
117° 35' 14 62
123° 34' 5 68
40° 20 00
330° 2 31
294° 4 55 2 chains  0 3 25 Emu Creek  Cro ssing.
350° 2 801
3° 16 50
28° 45' 10 00
49° .8' 29 00 t
16° 30' 15 50} 150 links 12 3 14 1ftnimproved foresridges.29° 12 00
359° 11 30
36° 30' 12 00
29° 17' I 16 52.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 19th May, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,  having deemed it expedient
to open a :i w Road through Pre-emptives 63 and 64, Glengallan Run, parish of Robinson, county
of Merivale, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11,  and now in force in  this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference,  showing the intended line
of Road above -mentioned , are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor- General ,  Brisbane, and at
the Police  Office, Drayton ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing,
to the Clerk  of the Executive Council, within one month from this date ,  any we ll -grounded objections
which may exist to the formation  of the Road  in question.
By Command,
734526. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF RoAD THROUGH PRE-EMPTIVES 63 AND 64, GLANGALLAN RUN, PARISH OF
ROBINSON,  COUNTY OF MERIVALE ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT
OF  COUNCIL  4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No.
11F
emptive 63, Olongallan Run, run-
ning  no rt herly and easterly to
From  western boundary of pro -
pre-emptive  64, Glengallan
tun,
iis eastern boundary
2 Prom the western boundary of
inning easterly to its eastern
boundaryp
Portion  of  Road. Reputed Owner .  Occupier . Bearings . in
Length
Chains . of R
Breaoaddth. Area. Remarks.
ohs. lke. A. R.  P.
Marshall and Unoccupied N. 3599 50' E. 7 13 150 links 9 2 0 Unimproved
Deuchar 35° 10 50 forest land.
64° 21 00
79° 23 97
Marshall and Unoccupied 79° 36 70 150  „  6 024 Unimproved
Deuchar 90° 4 24 forest land.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
£ s. d.
Week ending May 24th, 1873 480 2 6
Corresponding week last year... 499 14 3
Increase
Deci aria' 19 11 9
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Misce llaneous. Total.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1,353 19 11 75 2 1 1,909 4 6
917 13 7 51 10 0 1,468 17 10
436 6 4 23 12 1 440 6 8
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
TIME TABLE.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1872.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-- On and after  i1MONDAY,  9th September,  1872, the following TimI  Table  will come into operation until further notice.
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
MILES.
From Too-
Ipswich. woomba.
STATIONS.
arrive
1 depart
ur TRAINS.
No. 3,
Mixed.
No. 4,
Goods.
A.M. A.M . I  A.M. P.M.
8 ...
13 ...
21 ...
26  ...
29 ...
38
49 ...
59
69 ...
78 ...
82.35
85 7
Ipswich ... ... ...
Walloon .., ... ...
Rosewood ... .,.
Western Creek
Grandchester deg
 depart
Victoria Tunnel .,,
Laidley ... ...
Gatton
Helidon ,, , arrive{ depart
Murphy's Creek
Highfields ...
Toowoomba ...
Mahoney's Gate
Gowrie Junction
No.1, No.2,
Goode. Mixed.
... 10.0
... 10.28
A
A
*11-8
... 11.12
A
... 11.49 -,.. ...
... 12.18 ...
12.53 ...
1.8
*1.48
*8.30 1.52 .,, 2.7
9.22 2.44 .. , 2.59
f arrive 10.10 3132 ... 3.47
depart 4.5 10.50
B B ...
... arrive ... ... *11.16
85 7 Gowrie Junction ... depart ... ... *11.25
90# 121 For Williams' Camp ... ... ... A
94 16 Westbrook Crossing... ... ... ... A
102 24 Cambooya .. ... ... ... ... 12.25
109 31 Emu Creek Siding ... ... ... A
118 40 King's Creek ,.. ... ... ... 1.18
120 42 Clifton ... ... ... ,.. ...  1.28
131 63 A ll ora ... ... ... ...  2.5
140 62 Lyndhurst Road ... ... ... ... A
143 65 Warwick  ... ... ... ... ... 2.45
85 ... Gowric Junction  depart  , 4.30 ...
90 ... Gowrie ... ... ... ...  A ...
97 ... Oakey Creek  ... ... ... ... 5.8 ...
106 ... Jondaryan
 ... ... ... ... 5.38 ...
114 ,,. Bowenville ... ... .., A ..,
127 ... Blaxland' s Siding
 ... ... ... A ...
i30 ... Dalby ... ... ... ... 6.50 ...
MIL1.
No.5, No. 8, From From
Mixed .  Mixed . Dalby. Warwick.
STATIONS.
P.M. P.M.
... 4.40 Dalby .. ... ...
*5.8 3 ... Blaxland 's Siding  ... ...
A A 16 ... Bowenvillo ... ... ...
A A 24 ... Jondaryan ... ... ...
6.47 33 ... Oakey Creek ... ... ...
5.51 40 ... Gowrie
A A 45 ... Gowrie Junction ... arrive
6.28
6'57 ... Warwick ... ...
... 7.32 ... 3 Lyndhurst Road ... ...
7,47 ... 12 Allora ... ... ...
23 Clifton ... ... ...
8'27 .,. 25 King's Creek ... ...
9.19 ... 34 Emu Creek Siding ...
... 10'7 ... 41 Cambooya ... ...
3.55 ... ... 49 Westbrook Crossing ... ...
,, ,,, ... 524 For Williams' Camp... ...
... ... ... 58 Gowrie Junction ,.. arrive
... 50.45 Mahoney's Gate ... ...
4-20  ... - -
A ... ... ... Gowrie Junction . depart
A •.. 52 65 Toowoomba  ... arrive5 20 ... { depart
A 61 Highfields  ... ...
*6.13 71 ... Murphy's  Creek { depart
7A 81 ... Helidon ... jar ive
7.40 92  ... Gatton
part
101 Laidley ... ... ...
105 ... Victoria Tunnel ...
arrive109 ... Grandchester
I depart
112 ... Western Creek ... ...
118 ... Rosewood ... ... ...
122 ... Walloon ... ... ...
130 ... Ipswich ... ... ...
* Trains meet here.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
DOWN TRAINS.
No.1,
Goods.
No.2, No.3,
Mixed.  M ixed.
No. 4, No. 5.
Mixed. Goods, M
No. 61
ixed.
A-M. A.M. A .M. A.M. A.M. P.M.
...
0S
•..
A
...
...... .
958
1030
... 8.5 ... .. 5.5
A A A
8.45 ... ... 5.45
...  9'22  ... ... * 6.23
... 9.32 ... ... 6'33
1025
 .. ...
A A
7 *26
A
00
... A A ... A
B ... ... B
*11.25 *11.16 .,. 81 6
11.55 11.44 8156
6.30  6.50 ... 124  11.50 ,..
7.20  7.40 ., 12.54 12.40 ,..
8 10 1.44 1.30 ..,.
*8.30 ... *1.48 ... ...
9.10 ... 2.28 ...
9.25 ,.. 2.43
10.0 ,.. 3.18 ,..
10.29 ... 8.47
A ... A
11.4 ... 4.22 ...
•11.8 ... 4.26 ...
A ... A ... ...
A A ... ...
11.49 ... *5.8
12.17 ...  5.36
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
NOTE.-The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can
= 17  do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
(B.) The Noe. 2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down Trains only, will, for the present, stop at this Crossing, subject to the foregoing regulation.
Good! Trains  will be  run when necessary.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1873.
UNCLAIMED GOODS, &c., NORTHERN RAILWAY.
NOTICE is hereby  given, that the undermentioned articles are in the custody  of the  Lost Property
Department , Northern  Railway. Owners can  have  the same on application to the Traffic
Manager, Rockhampton ,  and paying costs.
If not released  before SATURDAY , 21st June next,  they  will be sold by public auction to defray
expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED GOODS ON HAND AT I{OCKHAMPTON, 31ST DECEMBER, 1872.
Date. Station.  Description  of Goods.
1871.
1st June .,, .., ... ... Rockhampton ,,, 1 paper parcel
5th September 1 digger's swag
18th November .., ... ... 1 paper parcel
18th October... ... ... ... Westwood 1 tin kerosine
1872.
31st May ... ... ... ... Westwood ditto
18th November ... ... ... „ 1 sma ll  piece  of linen
,f 1 trunk clothes
LOST LUGGAGE.
15th April,  1871, to 31st Dec ., 1872 Rockhampton ... ...
I
Westwood ... ...
Bag baby's clothes, spurs, hat, doll,
leather bag, towel, umbrella, &c., &c.
S 1 swag.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after  MONDAY, the 14th instant,  the following Time
Table  will  come into operation  until further  notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
stations Up Train, If
Miles
Mixed, from West-wood.
Stations. Down TrainMixed.
a.m. p.m.
Rockham ton 11. 0 Westwood 31 0
.6
p ...
Gracemere ,,, 11.24 6
...
Rosewood Crossing
...
,,,
.,,
,,, A
15 Stanwell 12. 0 15 Stanwell ... ... ... 4-30
24 Rosewood Crossing A 24 Gracemere ... ... ... 5' 6
30 Westwood ... 1. 0 30 Rockhampton... ... ... 5.30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo llowing Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who wi ll  be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which tbay propose to alight.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
FAKE  Notice ,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
11 provisions  of " Vie  Real Property  Act of  1861 ."  Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation  of Land. Name of  Applicant. Date within  which  a Caveatmay be lodged.
1 rood 19 perches, being allotment 6 of section 70, Edward Cosgrove ... ... 1st July, 1873.
parish and town of Maryborough, county of March
94 perches, being part of subdivisions 13 and 14 of Henry Colborne Beeston ... Ditto.
eastern suburban allotment 7, parish of North
Brisbane, county of Stanley
33 perches, being part of eastern suburban allotment Ebenezer Hogg ... .... Ditto.
640 acres, being an unnumbered portion at the con- George Harrison Wilson and 126th June, 1873.
fluence of Fairney Brook with the Brisbane River, James Thomas Marsh Bell,
county of Churchill, at Fairney Lawn Trustees, with power of
sale, under the Will of
Wm. North, senior, de-
32, county of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane
cease
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General Post Office,
Brisbane, Queensland, 21st May, 1873.
THE following SUMMARIES of RA NFALL, taken at theunder-mentioned Stations throughout t e
Colony, during the Month of MAacn, 1873. are published for general information.
By His Excellency' s Command,
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster-General,
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE  MONTH OF MARCH, 1873.
SHOWING the Latitude and Longitude, and distance from Sea-coast of each Station ; also, the  maximum
fall during 24 hours, and date of  same , the number of days on which Rain fell, and Total Rainfall of
the Month.
This Table will be continued monthly, and the returns obtained from new Stations added to it
as received.
Name of Station . Latitude  (South ) Longitude  (East ). Distance f ro mSea-coast Maximum in 24hours and date
No. of
days Rain TotalRainfa ll, , . fell. ,
Miles. Inches. Date. Inches.
Banana ...  210 30' 1500 10' 80 0.47 11th 6 1.85
Beenleigh (Windaroo) ...  27 49 153 8 10 2.23
.
30th 12 9.46
.Bloomsbury ... ...  20 39 148 32 12 5 57 14th 10 10 88
Bowen ... 20 1 148 16 on coast 1.52 15th 8 4.60
Brisbane ... 27 28 153 6 10 2.17 30th 20 9.84
Caamboon ..  25 1 150 25 105 0.95 29th 5 1.52
Cabulture (Morayfield)...  27 7 152 55 5 2.75 7th 15 10.04
Cape Moreton ... ...  27 1 153 28 on coast 2.21 Sth 17 11.23
Cardwell ... ...  18 6 146 0 on coast 3.80 16th 12 9.48
Cashmere ... ...  18 3 '145 13 50 1.40 16th 13 4.10
Charleville ... ...  26 35 146 6 350 0.27 15th 1 0.27
Clermont ... ...  22 45 147 38 130 1.15 28th 4 2.37
Cleveland ... ...  27 32 153 18 on coast 1.85 7th 16 8.85
Condamine ... ...  26 67 150 6 180 0.90 29th 6 1.97
Craven* ... ... ...  23 10 147 0 180
Creen Creek ... ...  18 0 142 0 119 2.76 18th 9 6.18
Dalbyy ... ...  27 30 151 15 112 1.40 30th 9 4.35
Dural* ... ... ...  26 20 150 28 135
Enoggera  Reservoir ...  27 27 152 55 16 5.02 8 h 15 14.18
Gayndah ... ... ...  25 38 151 36 72 2.10 7th 9 5.48
George-tn ,Ethridge River  17 57 143 40 176
1 .
7 4.89
.Gilbert River ... ...  17 54 143 0 33 1 25 17th 7 433
Gladstone ... ...  23 50 151 20 on coast 1110 1st 8 4.97
Goodna ... ... ...  27 36 152 56 21 2.28 29th 18 7'73
Gympie ... ... ...  26 12 152 38 30 2.05 9th 13 9.33
Helidon ...  27 39 152 3 60 3'00 1st 10 8.84
Herbert River, Lower ...  18 25 146 6 30 3.29 16th 15 9.90
Ipswich . ... ...  27 38 152 48 28 2.50 1st 14 10.44
Junction Creek ... ...  17 45 144 9 78 1.27 14th 6 3.26
Keppel Bay ... ...  23 28 151 4 on coast 1.25 12th 5 2.70
Lytton ... ... ...  27 25 153 11 on coast 2.40 7th 12 11.80
Mackay ... ... ...  21 10 149 5 5 2.50 13th 10 7'56
Marlborough ... ...  22 57 150 1 40 0.96 12th 10 3.20
Maryborough ... ...  25 35 152 43 18 2.24 30th M 8.72
Nebo .. ... ...  21 55 148 10 50 0.75 14th 4 2.07
Normanton ... ...  17 38 141 25 38 ... ... 15 2.95
Norman-mouth ... ...  17 28 141 0 on coast 12 5.44
Ravenswood ... ...  20 20 146 50 70 0.96 30th 9 2.12
Rockhampton ... ... 23 25 150 25 20 1.02 30th 4 2.40
Roma  .. ... ...  26 37 148 42 230 1.40 13th 3 2.78
Sandy Cape ...  24 48 153 25 on  coast 6.80 30th 15 12.63
Springsure  (Rainworth)  24 30 149 0 180 2.61 14th 10 6.17
St. Helenat ... ...  27 26 163 16 on coast 4.04 30th 9 12.99
St. Lawrence ... ...  22 21 149 30 8 2.33 13th 11 4.23
Stanthorpe ... ...  28 40 152
149
0
45
0.50
.
29th
h
3 1.17
.Taroom  ... ... ...  25 38 160 0 95 30t 8 3 67
Toowoomba ... ...  27 34 152 10 80 2.31 30th 15 4.88
Townsville ... ...  19 18 146 50 on coast 2 .44 16th 8 7.20
Valley of  Lagoons ...  18 23 145
152
0
16
0.80
.
11th 3
11
1.70
.Warwick ... ...  28 12 90 1 20 31st 5 31
Waterview ... ... 18 5 146 10 5 2.50 16th 17 13.50
Westwood* ... ... 23 38 150 8 45
Woody Island ... ... 25 21 152 57 on coast 2.63 29th 9 5.64
*  No Return received . f New Station.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological  Observer.
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IN accordance with the  provisions  of the Act 28 Victoria ,  No. 25 ,  section 173 ,  it is noti fied that the
under-mentioned Deed of Composition has been registered in this Office
Date of Deed.
225
Names and Description of Parties.
1873.
17th May .  Isaac Burgess, of Melon Creek, in the
Parish'of Bribie, in the Colony of Queens-
land, sawyer ,  of the first part  ;  Robert
Cri bb ,  of Brisbane ,  in the said colony,
commission agent ,  of the second part ; and
the several Creditors of the said Isaac
Burgess, of the third part
Nature and  Effect  of Deed.
Deed of Composition whereby
the said Creditors have
agreed to accept a com-
position of five shillings
in the pound on the amount
of their respective debts
and claims against  the said
Isaac  Burgess ,  as in said
deed mentioned
Date of
Registration.
Lodged in the
Office of the
Registrar of the
Supreme Court
of Queensland,
on Thursday,
the twenty-ninth
day of May, A.D.
1873 ,  at twenty
minutes past Ten
o'clock in the
forenoon.
Entered and re-
gistered same
day.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1873.
No. 5.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF MAY, 1873.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office ,  are requested to
give the correct number of the page on which they may have observed their Names ,  as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission  ;  and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters fiom, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission  of Letters.
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster -General.
NOTE.-The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the General Post Office is opened for delivery ,  daily, Saturday
excepted ,  from Ten a.m. to Four p .m.: on Saturday ,  from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
A, 28 Anderson William, Clifton u k
1 ABBOTT -, Mitchell Downs u k 29 Anderson William G .,  Auburn c
2 Abell Sidney H., Toowoomba p o 30 Andreasen Anders Christian, Logan f
3 Abrahams S., Toowoomba c 31 Andreasen Olaf, Rockhampton f
4 Acton Frank ,  Bowen Bridge c 32 Andrews C., Rosenthal c
5 Adams A .,  South Brisbane c 33 Andrison Anton, Brisbane f
6 Adam James, Roma c 34 Angelo T .  Monsen ,  Brisbane c
7 Adam William ,  Mitchell Downs c 35 Apple Mrs. Hannah ,  Toowoomba s
8 Admas Mrs., Sugarloaf s 36 Appleby Mrs. W .,  Westwood c (3)
9 Adsett Aaron ,  Enoggera c 37 Archer G., Halliford c
10 Ali Pong Kroombit c 38 Ariel Miss ,  Brisbane c
11 Ah See, Western Creek c 39 Armour A., Kangaroo Point c
12 Ah Sow, Normantown c 40 Armstrong G. A., Stanthorpe c
13 Ainger Edward ,  Gympie u k (2) 41 Arnold Augustus Wm., Roma u k
14 Aken Samuel ,  Bandambah c 42 Arnold Miss Mary ,  Rockhampton c
15 Alcock E., Cooroora c 43 Arnoldi Joseph ,  Grancbester o c
16 Alexander Robert, Warwick c 44 Arundel John, Gympie c (2)
17 Alison William, Stanton Harcourt o c (2) 45 Asberg Alfred ,  Brisbane o c
18 Allan John ,  Gympie u k 46 Ashcroft Mrs. Jos., Rockhampton c
19 Allan Mrs .  John, Normanton n z 47 Astell Mrs .  F., Townsville c
20 Allanson H., Brisbane u k 48 Atkin James ,  Brisbane c
21 Allen -  (butcher ),  Ipswich c 49 Atkinson Brothers ,  Allora u k
22 Allen William ,  Warwick f 50 Attwood Mrs., Dalby c
23 Althaus Mrs. J .  Conrad, Gracemere u k
24 Amos N. E., Brisbane c B.
25 Andersen Mutda Chatrine ,  Brisbane c 1 BACHER J., Alfredo c
26 Andersen Niels Christian ,  Brisbane m 2 Bailey William, One-mile Swamp o c
27 Anderson William ,  Rockhampton u k (2) 3 Bailie Miss Mary Jane, South Brisbane u k
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4 Baker Edward H., Peninsula o c 92 Burchett W ill iam , Rockhampton c (2)
5 Baker James, Toowoomba c  93 Burgess  S. (saddler), Yatala c
6 Baker James, North Quay c 94 Burke Thomas, Roma c
7 Baker William, Lower Herbert s (2) 95 Burney Andrew P., Brisbane o
8 Balls Luke, Ipswich c 96 Burns -, Kedron Brook c
9 Barclay Henry, Highfields c 97 Burns Mrs. J., Maryborough c
10 Barrett C. H., Brisbane u k 98 Burns Martin, Mitchell Downs c
11 Barrett Charles, Toowoomba c 99 Burt William, Kroombit u k (2)
12 Barrett Cornelius, Leyburn c 100 Burton John, Brisbane c
13 Barry James, Tarong c 101 Bury G. L., Brisbane. u k
14 Barry Jane, Ravenswood c 102 Busel William, Toowoomba c
15 Barton William, Warwick c 103 Butcher E., Brisbane u k
16 Bartz Karl, Ipswich f  104 Butler -, Brisbane u k
17 Batley Miss, Ipswich c 105 Butler A. B., Brisbane u k
18 Batteraby Leslie C., Herbert River o 106 Byrne Albert, Toowoomba u k (2)
19 Baynham  Miss  Alice, Brisbane o 107 Byrne Martin, Mitchell Downs c
20 Beales  Robert,  Brisbane m  108 Byron Patrick, Dalby c
21 Beatie  Alexander, Asburn u k
22 Bee John, Coonambula o C.
23 Behen Michael, Grandchester m 1 CALAHAN Patrick, Dalby u k and c (3)
24 Bell David, Headington Hill c 2 Callanan Matw., One-mile o c (2)
25 Bell J. T. M., Roma s and c (2) 3 Campbell A., Brisbane c
26 Bell Thomas, Brisbane f 4 Camble -, Toowoomba c
27 Bellard Charles, Gayndah o 5 Campbell W., Brisbane c
28 Benett Owen, Three-mile Creek c 6 Cameron  Miss,  Brisbane c
29 Berner Miss E. H., Brisbane u k and f (2) 7 Cameron Mrs. W., Mackay c
30 Berryman  Miss  A., Brisbane u k 8 Carlen Edward, Auburn c
31 Berryman W. H., Rookwood m 9 Cannon George, Dalby o c
32 Bertie -, Brisbane c 10 Carliell -, Highfields c
33 Bertie  T. F., Roma c 11 Carr E. H., Coonambula o
34 Bervel Marie N. G., Brisbane o 12 Carroll  Francis,  Toowoomba c
35 Best  Edward, Brisbane s 13 Carrothers -, Brisbane c
36 Bewglas Miss Emily, Brisbane u k 14 Carruthers George, Callandoon m (2)
37 Biengts Hakan, Brisbane o c (2) 15 Carter -, Gloucester street c
38 Biley William, Gayndah o 16 Carter G. F. St. J., Gympie a (2)
39 Binks John, Westwood c 17 Cassidy Wm., Brisbane o c
40 Bird G., Pullen Creek c 18 Chaggre S., Roma c
41 Bishop Robert (butcher), Brisbane u k 19 Chalmers David, Eagle Farm s
42 Bishop Thomas, Maidenhead c 20 Chamberlayne F., Warwick s
43 Blackwell Thos., Normanton a 21 Chambers Thos. Joseph, Rockhampton c (2)
44 Blain R., Wallumbilla s 22 Champion Thomas, Warwick a
45 Blake C. J., Brisbane m 23 Chappelow Ralph, Rockhampton s
46 Blake Martin, Walloon o 24 Chapple Mrs. J., Bowen Bridge c
47 Blake W. M., Gladstone c 25 Charlesworth Saml., Coonambula p o
48 Bleavena  T., Five-mile Dam s 26 Charley Harry, One-mile o c
49 Blinkhorn Thomas, Brisbane u k 27 Cherrett -, Breakfast Creek c
50 Bloom Fred., Westwood c 28 Cheshire Jacob, Toowoomba c
51 Bloomsfield A., Brisbane c 29 Chick Annie, Brisbane u k
52 Blorn B., Westwood c 30 Choorlock H., Brisbane c
53 Blundell A. A., Bowen Terrace o c 31 Ciechocki Valentyn, Rockhampton f
54 Bolliger Friedrich, Tiaro c 32 Clarke Charles, Welltown c
55 Bones  Henry, Toowoomba c 33 Clarke Donald, Allora c
56 Bonney J. E., Blackall c 34 Clarke Mrs. M., Brisbane u k
57 Borghart John, Toowoomba c 35 Clarke W. T., Brisbane p o
58 Bosch Frederick, Westwood c 36 Clausen Charles, Ravenswood c
59 Boner Gottlieb, Goondiwindi c 37 Clements James, Brisbane a
60 Bourke Mrs. Johannah, Alfred o c 38 Cleveland Mrs. E. H., Brisbane u k
61 Bourke John, Toowoomba s 39 Clift G., Brisbane c
62 Bourke Michael, Mitchell Downs s  40 Clinet J., Springsure m
63 Bowden E., Brisbane c 41 Cluckie David, Rockhampton u k
64 Bowden William W., Gympie u k 42 Coady P., Dalby c
65 Bowen Thomas, Ipswich c 43 Coates John, Brisbane c
66 Bowers William, Brisbane u k 44 Coe George, Toowoomba c
67 Bowlands Robert, Ravenswood m 45 Cogan Richard,  Brisbane c
68 Bowman E. M., Rockhampton a (2) 46 Coles Richard (baker),  Brisbane o c
69 Boxer T. W., Toowoomba a 47 Collin Wilhelm,  Logan a
70 Boyer Gympie c 48 Collogar Thomas, Toowoomba c
71 Boyle William H., Toowoomba c 49 Colman Mrs.  F., Brisbane e
72 Bradford G. B., Brisbane u k 60 Connolly Michael, Dalby c
73 Brady J. (solicitor), Brisbane a  51 Constantine Mrs. Kate, Gayndah o
74 Braford Thomas, Brisbane f 52 Cook - (carrier), Rockhampton c
75 Bremen Mrs., Warwick u k 53 Cook John, Dalby c
76 Brennan Miss Bridget, Rockhampton c 54 Cooke Thos. Desbrizey,  Brisbane u k
77 Brennan Fred., Rawbelle c 55 Cooke W., Rockhampton s
78 Brennan T., Five-mile Water c  56 Cooper G.,Jondaryan m
79 Bridgfoot John, Blackall u k (2) 57 Cooper Henry, Brisbane c
80 Briggs and Donovan, Six-mile Creek c (2) 58 Cooper Robert, Goodna m
81 Briscoe G., Westwood c 59 Corbett J. H., Brisbane u k
82 Brittain Jesse, Toowoomba c 60 Corcoran Miss M., Brisbane o c
83 Brodie B. P., Donor's Hill c 61 Cornell R. J., Brisbane u k
84 Brogan Mrs. Marcella, Coonambula u k 62 Coulson Thomas, Emu Creek o
85 Brown John P., Dalby a 63 Courtenay F. L., Rosewood c
86 Brown R., One-mile c 64 Cox -, Saw-mills, Kangaroo Point c
87 Browning John A., Redbank c 65 Cox Miss, Georgetown s
88 Bryson R. Dunlop, One-mile o 66 Cran James, Rockhampton s (3)
89 Buckley James, Brisbane u k 67 Crane William, Gympie c
90 Buemount Miss Mary, Brisbane c 68 Crawford Henry, Greenbank s
91 Burchell Henry W., Brisbane a 69 Crawford John Cook, Gympie u k
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70 Croft Mrs., Brisbane c 5 Farrell Patrick, Wigton u k
71 Crofton C. J., Brisbane c 6 Farrelly Andrew, Gayndah o c and c (2)
72 Croker Richard, Gayndah s  7 Farrington Francis 1[., Ipswich c
73 Cuddy Bridget, Brisbane u k 8 Father 0., Dalby c
74 Cuffe Thomas, Brisbane s 9 Faunce P., Gayndah c
75 Cullen John G., Brisbane m 10 Feely Edward, Rawbelle p o
76 Cunningham C. L., Brisbane u k 11 Feeley Thomas, Etheridge c
77 Cunningham James, Grandchester c 12 Fellis A., Halliford c
78 Curry -, Mundubbera c 13 Fennell - (carpenter), Glenprairie c
79 Cusack Michael, Brisbane c 14 Fenton Joseph, Gayndah c
15 Fenwick and Watkmson, Dalby c
D.  16 Ferguson -, BeIlissima e
1 Brisbane u k 17 Field George, Ravenswood c and u k (4)DAFF John
2
,
Brisbane u k 18 Field Joseph, Rockhampton mDaily -
3
,
Rockhampton s 19 Fisher Miss Mary, Ipswich cDalrymple G. E.
4
,
Warwick u k 20 Fitzgerald Miss Catherine, Pilton cDanaher David , burn c21 Fitzpatrick D Le5 ., yDaniels David, Rawbelle c (2)
22 Fitz swich o catrick M I
'6
7
p ., pArcy R. J., Gainsford cD
Gayndah c 23 Fitzsimmons Joseph, Brisbane cDargin John E.
8
,
Indooroopilly c 24 Fleming Robert, Rockhampton n z and c (2)Dart W.
9
,
Copperfield c 25 Flitcroft John, South Brisbane u kDavidson -
10
,
Normanton u k 26 Flore Andrew, Swan Creek cDavies R. J. S.
11
,
Blackall o c 27 Flynn John, Auburn cDavies Samuel
12
,
Goondiwindi c 28 Flynn John (chemist), Warwick cDavies William
13
,
Fortitude Valley c 29 Fogarty Mrs. J. R., Taroom eDavis -
14
,
Brisbane a 30 Foley -, Brisbane cDavis J. R.
15
,
Toowoomba c 31 Foley Miss A. M., Dalby cDavis Miss Mary
16
,
Sugarloaf s 32 Foo John, Eurella cDawren John
17
,
Milton c 33 Forbes C. S., Westwood cDawson William
18
,
Day Elizabeth Al., Brisbane c 34 Forbes W. F., Whitesides e
19 Day John (butcher), Brisbane u k 35 Fortescue C., Toowoomba c
20 Gayndah o c 36 Foster C., Brisbane sDee  Samuel
21
,
De Hering Frederick, Oakey Creek c 37 Fountain F., Brisbane o c
22 Dell A., Bundi c 38 Fowker John P., Ipswich e
23 Toowoomba c 39 Fox Mrs., Brisbane cDempsey Thomas ,
Brisbane o c40 Fox Joseph Matthew24 ,Desbois -, Yatala c (2)
41 Fox W ton cR Rockham25 .,. pBrisbane cDeuble Louisa
26
,
Warwick s 42 Franckl n Henry E., Brisbane u kDewal James
27
,
Boyne River s 43 Frank J., Brisbane cDillon John
28
,
Brisbane c 44 Fraser -, Brisbane cDillon Richard
29
,
Ravenswood u k 45 Fraser Thomas, Georgetown eDiver John
30
,
Doherty Patrick, Dalby c 46 Frazer W., Roma s
31 Warwick u k 47 Freeman Mrs., Roma cDoherty Thomas
32
,
Donnelly Richard, Toowoomba c 48 Freeman John, Gympie Ic
33 Rosewopd c 49 French R. Owen, Dalby u kDonoghue John
34
,
Donohoe Thomas, Ravenswood s 50 Fridge George, Toowoomba c
35 Donovan Patrick, Clifton u k 51 Fry John, Warwick e
36 Doonan William, Toowoomba c
37 Doran Mary, Gayndah u k G.
38 Doran Richard, Ipswich c Georgetown c1 GALLAGHER Jcjhn39 Dougherty Charles, Toowoomba c ,Brisbane u k2 Gallagher Patrick40 Dougherty Henry,  Brisbane c ,3 Gambling Henry, Ipswich c
41 Dougherty Thomas, Toowoomba c 4 Gamme George, Warwick S42 Downing -, Leyburn c 5 Gardiner Frederick Toowoomba c43 Duff Peter, Dalby a
,
Brisbane c6 Gardner James (carpenter)
44 Dulin Mrs.,  Brisbane a
,
7 Garland John, Yengarie f
45 Dullon M., Ravenswood c 8 Garvey Thomas, Warwick e
46 Dunfee John, Ravenswood c 9 Gawler -, Indooroopilly c
47 Dunhow Mrs. Mary, Ipswich s 10 Gaze Isaac Toowoomba u k
48 Dunn John Alfred, Brisbane u k ,11 Genowshofski August, Toowoomba c
49 Dwyer Timothy, Purga c 12 George James, Brisbane u k5Q, Dykes Robert, Coonambula c 13 Gibbs William, Normanton c
14 Gibson H., Rockhampton a
E. 15 Gibson Samuel J., Toowoomba c
16 Gibson William Martin One-mile m1 Blackall u kEATON T B. ,
2
,.
Ede Joseph Rockhampton u k 17 Gilbert George H. B., Sugarloaf s (3), 18 Gilchrist Haliford cWatt and Co3 , , .,Edding Mrs., Spring Hill c (2) 19 Giles William Gayndah c4 ,Eddy Thomas, Ravenswood m 20 Gilliver Charles ie o cmG5 , pyEdmunds H Brisbane c., 21 Gillen Stewart One-mile Creek n z6 ,Sppring Hill cEdwards Mrs ., 22 Gilmore John Brisbane m7 ,Edwards A. G., Halliford c 23 Gleeson Daniel Toowoomba c8 ,Edwards Mrs. Anne, Tiaro f 24 Godbold W Dalby s9 .,Edwards John, Rawbelle c 25 Godfrey J Brisbane u kS10 . .,Morayfield cEggenstein Mrs ., 26 Golden G L Brisbane c11 .,.Gympie cEllery Frederick , 27 Goldatine Isaac Warwick u k12 ,Roma fElliott Robert , 28 Goodwin Mrs E Brisbane c13 Erickson Halvor, Maryborough c .,.29 Gordon S A. Etheridge c14 Evans G. J. A., Ravenswood u k . ,30 Gorrie Thomas G m ie c15 Bourke sEvans Henry V. , y p
16
,
Evans T. Gayndah c 31 Graham Benjamin, Toowoomba u k and o (2), 32 Graham Miss Isabella, German Farm c
33 Uraham J B Ipswich sF. . .,34 Grant A. C., Rawbelle o c
1 FAIRLIE Patrick, Brisbane o c 35 Grant Mrs. J., Highfields e
2 Falckner C., Gayndah e (2) 36 Grant W., Brisbane m
3 Farrell Mrs., Timbarra c 37 Gray Miss E., Brisbane c
4 Farrell James, Gympie u k 38 Gray W. H., Brisbane c
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39 Greaves Richard, Kariboe c 70 Hopkins J. T. If., Brisbane u k (2)
40 Green Charles N., Brisbane u k 71 Horan James, Warwick c
41 Green George, Pilton s 72 Horan Thomas,  Brisbane o
42 Greenway Gershom S., One-mile o 73 Hore H., Brisbane c
43 Greer J. J., Toowoomba c 74 Hore Wni., Ipswich u k
44 Gregson Mrs. Mary Ann, Brisbane u k 75 Howard Mrs. Emma,  Brisbane c
45 Greig G., Brunswick street c (2) 76. Howard William, Fortitude Valley f
46 Grenchulgh Miss A., Rockhampton c 77 Hoyle John, Dunwich c
47 Grenville (carpenter) -, South Brisbane c 78 Huddart John, Toowoomba c
48 Griffiths Mrs., Warwick c 79 Hughes Mrs. E. E., Brisbane o e
49 Groves G. W., Warwick c 80 Hughes If., Warwick c
50 Groves William, Ravenswood o 81 Hughes Jonathan, Rockhampton c
51 Grunke Anton, Indooroopilly f 82 Hughes P., Cockatoo Creek c
52 Guille Carey Wm., Brisbane c 83 Humbrecht John,  Brisbane c
53 Gunn Isaac, Oakey Creek c 84 Hunt F. H ., Brisbane c
85 'Hunt William, Ipswich c
86 Hunter  James Roma c,
H. 87 Hussey John, Georgetown in
1 HABRECHT Ernst, Walloon f 88 Hutchins Francis, Ipswich c
2 Hadicker -, Rockhampton c 89 Huttman John, Etheridge  s and c (2)
3 Haines Robert R., Rockhampton c and o c 90 Hyatt Richard, Toowoomba c
2  91 Hymes Edward, Fortitude Valley c
4 Haire --, Pine River c
5 Hamilton J., One-mile c I.
6
7
Hamilton N., Rockhampton c 1 INGLIS J. J., Callandoon c (2)Georgetown mHamlyn R
8
., 2 Ines T. J., Brisbane aHammill James Brisbane c, 3 Irving W H Brisbane c9 . .,Rains James Brisbane a, 4 Irwin William, Charters Towers s10 Hancock Mrs. E., Brisbane o
11 Hancox Henry (carpenter), Brisbane c
12 Handcock F., Culcraigie c J.
13 Warwick cHannam George , 1 JACOBS J H Walloon c14 . .,Hansen F Rockhampton f., 2 James Henry Toowoomba c15
16
,Hanson Hans A., Brisbane f 3 James Thomas, Brisbane c and a (2)Brisbane cHansen T. P ., Mackenzie River c4 James Thomas Henry17 ,Harden Charles J., Gayndah c 5 Jamison - Brisbane a18 ,Harris F. G., Brisbane c Malvern Hills c6 Jenkens Charles E19 .,Toowoomba cHarris J. W ., 7 Jenkens John Banana c20 ,Harrison and Hobson Brisbane c
21
, 8 Jennings John, Toowoomba cHarrison D. Brisbane u k, 9 Jennings W. Brisbane e22 ,Harrison Thompson, Brisbane a 10 Jensen Niels, Brisbane f23 Hartell  Isaac  (butcher), Rockhampton in 11 Johnson August Ravenswood c24 ,Hartshorn Alexander, Ipswich p o 12 Johnsen Niels Peter Ipswich c25 ,Brisbane cJosephHarve
26
,y
ie c 13 Johnson William, Ravenswood inHarwood James Gym, p 14 Johnston Patrick Thos. Rockhampton u k27 ,Hawkins George Ipswich f, 15 Johnston Robert Logan River o c28 ,Haydon James, Toowoomba c 16 Jolly David Brisbane c29 ,Toowoomba cHayes W ., 17 Jones Miss Warwick a30 ,Ipswich cHHayes W
31
.,. 18 Jones, Scott, and Co., Maryborough cBrisbane cHayman G. E.
32
, 19 Jones G. C., Brisbane c (2)Gympie u kHaxell John , 20 Jones Henry Taroom c33 Heaslop T., South Brisbane e ,21 Jones J. B., Gladstone c (4)34 Heather John, Toowoomba c 22 Jones T. L. Brisbane u k35 Walloon cHefferan James ,, 23 Jones Thomas Ipswich s36 Hemling -, Rockhampton c ,24 Jones William Warwick s37 ,Henderson Albert Alexr., Brisbane u k 25 Jones W C Warwick c38 . .,Henderson J. F., Brisbane s 26 Jopp George Keith Brisbane o39 ,Henderson James, Brisbane c (2) 27 Jordan Samuel (butcher ) Western Creek a40 Henderson John, Western Creek u k ,28 Jorgenson L. Rockhampton f41 Heney James, Brisbane p. o. , South  Brisbane a29 Jowett Thomas42 Hensler Charles, Toowoomba c ,
43 Herbert - (carrier ), Warwick c H.44 Hermann Henry, Boggo c
45 Heslop W., Brisbane c 1 KAERCHER Revd. F., Brisbane f
46 Hess Henry, Queensland f 2 Kearney John, Toowoomba c
47 Hewitt George, Gympie c 3 Keen T., Strabane  u k
48 Hickson John, Gayyndah c 4 Kehoe James, Rockhampton c
49 Higgins Thomas, Fassifern o c 5 Kely D., Eurella c
50 Highens Joel, One-mile e 6 Kelly Miss Catherine , Brisbane c
51 Hill F., One Creek c 7 Kelly Mrs. D., Brisbane o
52 -Hill J. M., Mount Abundance c 8 Kelly Daniel, Toowoomba c
53 Hill N., One-mile c 9 Kelly Patrick, Mackay m
54 Hill P.,  Roma c  10 Kendall R., Sugarloaf a (2)
65 Hill W. E., Ipswich s 11 Kendrick Henry, Brisbane o and u k (2)
56 Hillers T., Brisbane o 12 Kenelly James, Merivale c
57 Hilson Miss M. S., Gayndah o 13 Kennedy -, Kedron Brook c
68 Hine John, Walloon c 14 Kennedy Mrs., Brisbane s
59 Hinnemann Fred., Toowoomba s 15 Kennedy A., Georgetown c
60 Hobson W. F., Rockhampton s 16 Kennedy James, Taroom p o
61 Hodgkinson John, Rockhampton c 17 Kenneuy John, Gayndah o
62 Hoey T. W., Brisbane c 18 Kenny H. A., Toowoomba c
63 Hoey William, Highfields c 19 Keogh David, Burnett District u k
64 Hogan Mrs. Marggaret, Rockhampton u k 20 Kerr Mrs. A., South Brisbane c
65 Hogan William, Gympie c 21 Kerslake Miss Alma, Brisbane u k
66 Holland G., Leyburn c (2) .22 Killer John, Gin Gin c
67 Holt Ewing, Jondaryan o c 23 King E. W., Brisbane c
68 Holt W. H., Brisbane p o 24 King Joseph, Rockhampton u k
69 Hooper J. S., Brisbane c 25 Kipling Joseph, Charters Towers c
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26 Kirk James ,  Brisbane u k 40 Milner G. E., Lily Vale n z
27 jJalstrom Anders, Brisbane f (3) 41 Mitchell B. B., Amby Downs e
28 Klibbon R., Welltown c 42 Mitchell B. S., Brisbane c
29 Koch Samuel ,  Brisbane u k 43 Moffatt Luke, Ravenswood o
30 Krach Conrad, Western Creek f 44 Moller Alexander, Toowoomba f (2)
31 Kruger Carl, Breakfast Creek c 45 Monaghan Philip, Coonambula o c and c (2)
32 Kurz G., Gayndah c 46 Montgomery W., Brisbane c
47 Moore Miss C. E., Brisbane o
L.  48 Moore John,  Blacka ll  s
1 LA.IDLAW W., Leyburn s 49 Moore J., Brisbane u k
2 Lancaster James, Dalby C 50 Moore Miss Maude, Brisbane c
3 Landres Johann Peter, Roma c 51 Moore W., Brisbane c
4 Landrigan  John, Goondiwindi c. 52 Moran Edward, Toowoomba c
5 Lane William, Indooroopilly o c and c (2) 53 Moran James, Ravenswood c
6 Lang Neil, Georgetown s 54 Moran William, Six-mile Quarry c
7 Lang Ross, Ravenswood o 55 Morgan Mrs. Jane, Emu Creek o
8 Lather J. C., Eagle Farm c (2) 56 Morris Henry, Ipswich Reserve c
9 Laurisen  P. A., Gladstone c 57 Morris R., Killarney c
10 Law Harry Owen, Brisbane o 58 Morris Sam., Killarney c
11 Lawrence  William,  Brisbane s 59 Morrison Roderick, Tambourine o c
12 Lawson Hans,  Brisbane f 60 Morey Alfred, Warwick c
13 Leader,  Prince, and  Co., Brisbane o e  61 Moule William F., Goondiwindi c
14 Leahy Michael, Chinchilla u k, f, and c (5) 62 Muller Mrs. L., Brisbane c
15 Leary W., Georgetown c (2) 63 Mullen Thomas, Windra o
16 Leeman John, Gympie a 64 Mullins James, Sandy Creek c
17 Leggatt James, Gympie c 65 Munn James, Dalrymple Creek c
18 Leman William, Poowoomba c 66 Munro Charles, Toowoomba c
19 Lenehan James, Ipswich c 67 Munro Hugh,  Brisbane o
20 Lennon -, Petrie Terrace s 68 Munster Claus, Brisbane f
21 Leslie E., Rawbelle C 69 Murphy Adam, Ipswich c
22 Lewcock William, Ipswich o 70 Murphy Edward, Tambo s
23 Leverton Mrs. Caroline, Brisbane c 71 Murphy William, Toowoomba c
24 Lewis J., Brisbane u k 72 Murray Mrs., Ipswich c
25 Lightbody W., Logan c 73 Murray John, Warwick Reserve e
26 Lindsay John, Gympie c 74 Murray John, Goondiwindi in
27 Lion Charles, Rosewood c 75 Murray Mrs. F., Breakfast Creek c
28 Lloyd E. H., Brisbane s 76 Missing John, Brisbane f
29 Long William, Toowoomba c 77 Myers John, Ipswich c
30 Longworth William Ipswich s
31
,
Lorigan Daniel, Jondaryan u k Mc.
32 Lott W. N., Brisbane u k 1 MACBETH J., Brisbane a (2)
33 Lovell Joseph, Toowoomba c 2 McBride Peter, Chinchilla u k
34 Lowndes J. (tanner), Warwick s 3 McCabe A., Gympie c
35 Lownsbrough T., Brisbane u k 4 McCabe Mrs. Kate,  Kangaroo  Point u k
36 Lyford David, Brisbane n z 5 McCann Edward, Bulimba c
37 Lynch Miss Julia, Brisbane u k 6 McCann Jonathan, Merri Merri s
38 Lynch William, Gympie c 7 McCawley Miss Mary, Toowoomba c
8 McCay James, Warwick in
M. 9 McCloskey Miss Ellen, Leyburn c
1 MADSEN Niels, Brisbane f 10 McCormack Patrick, Rockhampton m
2 Main David, Stanthorpe c 11 McDonald Mrs., Surface Hill c
3 Mayne John P., Brisbane m 12 McDonald H., Ravenswood a
4 Maize  John (carpenter ),  Brisbane c  13 McDonald James, Gympie u k
5 Major Mrs .  E., Brisbane c 14 McDonald James, Ipswich s
6 Maen  Miss  Kate, Dalby s 15 McDonald Kenneth, Westwood c
7 Manley John, Maryborough c 16 McDonald Lachlan, Gracemere c
8 Mannakay Edward, Brisbane u k and o c (5) 17 McDonnell Eugene, Coonambula c
9 Mansfield W. H., Brisbane u k 18 McFarlane Michael, Gainsford c
10 Manton James,  Brisbane c 19 McGee Thomas, Yenda f
11 Marks Mrs. H., Warwick s 20 McGill Andrew, Rockhampton c
12 Marks William, Goondiwindi c 21 McGuire  James , Brisbane c
13 Markham Mrs., Queensland c (3) 22 McGuire Patrick, Toowoomba c
14 Markwell  S., Brisbane c 23 McInerney Martin, Warwick c
15 Marshall Edward, Brisbane u k 24 Macintosh John, Rockhampton c
16 Marshall J., Brisbane c 25 McIntosh John S., Dalby a
17 Mars! arson -, Ravenswood u k 26 McIntyre Colin, Toowoomba c
18 Martindale Joseph, Brisbane m 27 Mackay D., Dalby c
19 Massie Mrs. Jane ,  Brisbane s  28 McKay William, Dalby o c
20 Massie Jos., Brisbane o c 29 McKenna W., Ipswich o e
21 Matheson Mrs., South Brisbane c 30 Mackern D., Brisbane c
22 Mavor James, Dalgangal f 31 McKleane Patrick, Brisbane o c
23 May John, Freestone Creek c 32 McLean John, Mount Hutton c
24 Mayne W. C., Roma s 33 McLennan Miss Mary, Brisbane c
25 Meagher .P., Warwick c 34 McLennan Robert, Mitchell Downs c
26 Mehrens Miss D., Brisbane c  35 McMahon Arthur, Toowoomba c
27 Meikle William, Waroonga c 36 McMahon Daniel, Brisbane c
28 Meier Peter Jacob, Rawbelle c 37 McMahon Michael, Toowoomba c
29 Meldrum W., Ipswich c 38 McMahon Patrick, Dalby c
30 Mellows Phillip, Roma c 39 MeN amara  Miss  Sarah, Talgai c (2)
31 Metcalf R., Monckland c (2) 41) McPhail G. R., Rockhampton c
32 Millar T., Roma c 41 McPhee Alexander, Dalby o c
33 Miller Alexander, Emu Creek c 42 McKrick Mrs., Gympie c
34 Miller C. A., Roper River o 43 McSweeney Edward, Womblebauk c
35 Albert River u kMiller Ri ht
36
g ,
Miller William, Gympie c N.
37 Mills James C., Welltown c 1 NASH -, Gympie c
38 Millwaters W(lliam, Warwick u k 2 Neal James Caldwell, Rockhampton c
39 Milne John, Brisbane c 3 Neale James, Tieryboo c
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4 Neilson Thomas B., Brisbane p o Q.
5 Nelson Mrs. Charles, Warwick c 1 QUERCK Patrick, Gayndah it k
6 Nelson Mrs. George, Warwick c 2 Quigley George, Toowoomba c
7 Nelson H. M., Brisbane c 3 Quindale -, Auburn c
8 Nelson Wm.. Degilbo c 4 Quinlan John, Toowoomba c
9 Newcombe Geo., Ipswich e 5 Quinlan William, Jondaryan o
10 Newlands Robert, Clifton c
11 Newman G., Toowoomba c
12 Neustadt Henry, Gympie c and s (2) 1 RABBISH Richard, Ravenswood c
13 Nielsen Miss Anna, Brisbane f 2 Rachel Miss  or Mrs . (P), Rockhampton c
14 Nielsen J., Brisbane c 3 Ramsey R .,  Brisbane o
15 Nielsen John A., Ipswich c 4 Ramsay William ,  Brisbane  it  k
16 Nielson Venis, Brisbane in and c (2) 5 Rankin Alexander, Gayndah c
17 Nihill John, Rockhampton c  6 Ransom Robert , Warwick it k
18 Nitze G.; Walloon c 7 Raper Noah, Rockhampton u k
19 Northridge  Miss  Ellen, Brisbane u k 8 Rarll Frederick, care of John Stein, Too-
20 Nott John, Gayndah c woomba c
21 Nugent Thomas, Toowoomba c  9 Rassmussen  H., Ipswich c
22 Neilsen Mads., Rockhampton f 10 Rathbone  Mrs., Brisbane c
11 Reardon William, Toowoomba c
12 Redel J. Andreas, Rockhampton c
0. 13 Reen C., Clifton Railway Station c
14 Regan John, Dalby o c
1 O'BRIEN Michael, Warwick c 15 Reer Mrs., Warwick c
2 O'Connell John, Gympie s 16 Reidel Edward, Warwick p o
3 O'Connor Edward, Fortitude Valley c 17 Reimers Edward, Glengallan c
4 O'Conner Michael, Rockhampton s 18 Reuter Paul Hans, Toowoomba c
5 O'Dyer John, Freestone Creek c 19 Rewling George (line repairer), Gympie u k
6 Ogilvy Georgge, Ravenswood c 20 Reyland - (carrier), Gympie c
7 Ogilby R., Rockhampton s 21 Rhoades Thomas (farmer), Emu Plains Ips-
8 O'Grady John, Rockhampton c wich c
9 O'Keefe  Mrs., Brisbane u k  22 Ribett Henry (sawyer), Warwick c
10 O'Keefe Mrs. E., One-mile Swamp c (2) 23 Richards E. H., Cracow in
11 O'Keeffe James, Western Creek c 24 Richards John Griffiths, Brisbane u k
12 O'Kine Patrick, Toowoomba c 25 Richardson Geo. B., Sugar Loaf Creek c and
13 Oller James H., Brisbane u k n z (2)
14 Olsen Edwin, Brisbane c 26 Richardson George Baker, Brisbane c
15 O'Reilly Mrs., Margaret street c 27 Richardson Luke, Jondaryan c
16 OR
11
Michael, Goondiwindi c (2) 28 Richardson Robert (driver), One-mile Creek,
17 Orr Mrs., Ipswich o c Gympie o c
18 Orr J. Brown,  Normantown c 29 Rickert A., Ipswich c
19 Osborne A. S. R., Blackall c 30 Ridley James, Franklyn Vale c
20 Osborne Charles William, Warwick it k 31 Rigney  M iss Mary  Ann, Brisbane a
21 O'Toole A., Dalby o c 32 Robilliard  Dr., Brisbane u k
33 Roberts G., Gayndah a
34 Roberts  Rev. W.  H., care of Mrs. Patterson,
Toowoomba o
P. 35 Robertson  Mrs. M. A.,  Rockhampton m
1 Brisbane  in 36PACKER J . B. Robertson  Rob., Rockhampton c
2
,
Stanthorpe s 37Page William Robinson  James, Brisbane u k
3
,
Rockhampton u k 38Painter  G. Robinson William,  Seven-mile Creek,
4
,
Pandora  Nelson , Stanthorpe s Gayndah o
5 South Brisbane o c 39Parker James Robinsog W. L., Brisbane c (2)
6
,
ton c 40Parker Stephen Rockham Robson -, Mitchell Downs c
7
, p
Rockhampton in 41Paris Nicholas Rodda S. L. S., Ipswich e
8
,
Logan c 42Pearson  J. Roe A., Toowoomba p o
9
,
Brisbane c 43Peckham Miss J. Rogan John , Blackall c
10
,
Bowen f 44Pedersen Christian W. Rollstone David, Gympie c
11
,
Brisbane f 45Pedersen N P. Rolson -, Coomrith c
12
. ,
German Station f 46Pedersen  P. Rome C., Ipswich c
13
,
Rockhampton f 47Pedesen  Miss  Randi Rooney T., Town Marie c
14
,
Callandoon s 48Peisley  Charles Ross Miss  Elizabeth , Brisbane c
15
,
Toowoomba c 49Peirce John Ross  E. T., Roma c
16
,
Bowenville c 50Perkins  Lewis Ross and Co .  Messrs .  G., Brisbane c
17
,
Rockhampton c 51Perrin Charles Rowing Timothy, Town Marie c
18
,
Mundubbera c 52Perry Mrs . Rowson Charles, Toowoomba c, 53 RockhamRo es C M ton c19 Phillips  Miss M., Morayfield e (2) 54
y . ., p
Brisbane  it  kBo le E20 Brisbane n zPhillips Thomas y .,
21
,
Goondiwindi c 55Philp W. H Royle William, Gympie c
22
.,
Roper River o 56Pickering Mrs. Ann Rushton  -,  Rockhampton c
23
,
Walloon c 57Pickles  - Russell John, Brisbane a k
24
,
Gympie c 58Pilkington  - Russell  M., Warwick c (3)
25
,
Warwick o c 59Pitts  Mrs. Ryan -, Toowoomba c
26
,
Ipswich c 60Pointon  T. Ryan Miss  Anastasia , Toowoomba c, 61 Ryan Miss Catherine Fortitude Valley o c27 Pollery August, Westwood c (2) 62
,
JondarR an Mrs M an c28 Logan River o cPollett  Reuben y ., y.
29
,
Blackall o c 63Pomroy  W 0. Ryan Michael, Brisbane u k
30
. ,
Logan Road o c 64Potts Mrs. Ann J. Ryan Stephen,  One-mile  Creek, Gympie c
31
,
Brisbane o c 65Thompson and PridayPowell Ryan William, Toowoomba c
32
,,,
Powell R. W., Gayndah o c 66 Ryle Christian, Toowoomba c
33 One-mile it k (3)Powell T T
34
. .,
Power Edward, Toowoomba c S.
35 Power H. J., Gayndah s 1 SANDERS Thomas  Harrison , Ipswich u k
36 Pritchard Abraham, Brisbane o e 2 Sanderson Thomas, Toowoomba c
37 Proctor John, Blackall in 3 Sargeant William,  One-mile Creek ,  Gympie
38 Puck Charles, Petrie Terrace c uk
39 Pye John, Ipswich c 4 Savage John, Rockhampton it k
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5 Sawiera Tom, Plains ,  Rockhampton c 93 Sull avane Nancy, Brisbane Hospital c
6 Sca lly Patt., Brisbane c 94 Sullivan A., Charters Towers c
7 Scanlan M. (laborer),  Brisbane o c 95 Sullivan Miss Eliza, Brisbane c
8 Schaufeld John H., Rosewood o c 96 Sully Charles, Oakey Creek Darling Downs u k
9 Scharl Mrs., Dalby c 97 Sutherland S. S., Roma o
10 Schilp Johann, Boggo c 98 Sutter H., Charters Towers c (2)
11 Schmidegaard N. P., Brisbane f 99 Sutton Robt., Brisbane c
12 Schmid Edward Conrad, Toowoomba f 100 Sweeney John, Western Creek c
13 Schmidt Miss, Westwood c 101 Sweeney J. P., Brisbane c
14 Scholy C., Dalby c 102 Sword R., Brisbane c
16 Schott George  (carrier ),  Normanton c 103 Symes Miss E. ,  Brisbane c
16 Schruk Henry, Rockhampton c
17 Schulz W., Mt. Walker e T.
18 Schult - (carrier), Warwick c 1 TAIT Elizabeth,  Brisbane c (2)19 Scord John Peterson, Goongarry f 2 Brisbane cTaylerson N.20 Scott Mrs., Toowoomba c 3
,
Rawbelle cTaylor A.21 Scott Charles,  Banana c 4
,
Teale Mrs. Ruth, Gympic c22 Scott E., Jondaryan c 5 Gladstone cTeaze H.23 Scott F., Goodna in 6
,
Thatcher Mrs. Ann, Ipswich u k24 Scoughall James, Brisbane c 7 Tholeroft William, Kelvin Grove c25 Scouthbury Mrs. Mary, Roma o 8 Thomas Mrs. Esther,  Brisbane c26 Scorcock Mrs. Mary, Ipswich c 9 Goodna cThomas L. H.27 Seekington H., Beenleigh c 10
,
Thomson D. Guthrie, Brisbane u k28 Sedman  John,  Boondooma c 11 Brisbane cThompson  James29 Seiffarth F., Red Hill, Gympie c 12
,
Ipswich u kThompson  James30 Selby Mrs .  Mary ,  Brisbane o 13
,
Lower Herbert aThompson Hugh31 Sergeant Charles ,  Brisbane u k 14
,
Thorn Edmund, Brisbane u k32 Shallehn C. (painter, &c.), Brisbane u k 15 Rockhampton fThorsen Christian33 Sheehan  -, Gympie c 16
,
Gympie  s and c (2)Threlkeld J. T.34 Shields -, Gayndah c 17
,
Brisbane cTink W. J.35 Shorter George ,  Gayndah a a 18
,
George town eTomkin M. (carrier )36 Shultz -, Pikedale c 19
,
Tooth A., Rockhampton s37 Simpson James Y. (engineer ),  Brisbane u k (2) 20 Tracey James Warwick c38 Sims J. G., Brisbane s a 21
,
Trezise James ,  Ravenswood m:and c (3)39 Sinnett  - (surveyor), One-mile Swamp c 22 Rawbelle o cTroder Alfred40 Sinnott N. (surveyor), Durundur o c 23
,
Trott James ,  Pilton o c41 Skott J.  P., Banana c 24 Trumper C., Waaraanga a42 Slack Mrs. John, Brisbane e 25 Brisbane cTubbs Fredk .43 Slier  -,  Warwick c 26
,
Tudman John, Logan c44 Slone P . (carrier ),  Dalby c 27 Tullock William,  Glencairn Farm, Brisbane45 Small Saml., Brisbane a 28 Tweedie Messrs., Brisbane u k46 Smaldon David, Toowoomba c 29 Tyler J. A., Brisbane u k47 Smith Aaron, Toowoomba c
48 Smith Mrs. Anie, Western Creek o c U.
49 Smith Mrs Annie Brisbane o c. , 1 Tiaro cUNDERWOOD  Edward50 Smith E. P., Boggo c and o c (3) ,
51 Smith Edmund, Brisbane u k V.52 Smith Mrs. Frances (widow), Brisbane u k
63 Smith John, Brisbane o 1 VACHELL Francis, Brisbane u k
54 Smith John, Calliope o 2 Vachell  Francis ,  Brisbane a and f (2)
55 Smith Mrs. Joseph, Rockhampton c 3 Vetier John,  Brisbane o
56 Smith Miss Mary, Ipswich c 4 Vicker Albert , Glengallen e
57 Smith Mary,  Bourketown s 5 Vilkins -, One-mile Swamp c
59 Smith Robert H., Gympie u k 6 Vincent Christopher, Dalby c
59 Smith  It.,  Roma o W.60 Smith Sidney C., Condamine c
61 Smith Thomas,  Smithfield e 1 WADDELY  George, Brisbane s
62 Smith W., Gympie c 2 Wade William, Toowoomba c
63 Smith William, Gladstone f 3 Waite Samuel ,  Brisbane c .
64 Smythe  - (compositor ),  Brisbane s 4 Walch It.,  Brisbane u k
65 Smyth Charles, Bigges' Camp c 5 Walker Allan , Taroom c
66 Sondergeld John, Toowoomba o c 6 Walker Charles T., Brisbane u k (2)
67 Southgate Charles (cooper), Rockhampton u k 7 Walker Fredk. C., Brisbane u k
68 Sowden James, Toowoomba c 8 Walker Joseph G., Gilberton c
69 Spencer Harrison ,  Brisbane c 9 Walker Joseph, Normanton c
70 Spencer R., Burragorangy c 10 Wallis  James,  Leyburn o c
71 Spiers -, Toowoomba c 11 Walsh Henry, Toowoomba e
72 Spinks John, Westwood c 12 Walsh John, Womble Bank u k
73 Spong Thomas N. solicitor, Rockhampton c 13 Ward D., Dinga Dinga s
74 Sponsho Marquis, Georgetown c 14 Wardrop Joseph, One-mile Creek c (2)
75 Stack Garrett,  Brisbane c 15 Warford Miss Esther, Gympie u k
76 Stacy W. H., Woolston u k 16 Waters John, Rockhampton c
77 Startzner Albert, Georgetown s 17 Watkins J., Pilton e
78 Stewart C., Rawbelle c 18 Watson and Roebuck  Messrs. , Haliford f
79 Stewart , junior , John,  Brisbane c 19 Watson Mrs., Ipswich Road c
80 Stewart James, Brisbane o 20 Watson James, Brisbane Hospital o c
81 Stewart James, Ipswich e 21 Watson  Thomas (carpenter ),  Brisbane c
82 Stewart Robert, Gympie c 22 Watts Mrs .,  Surface H ill c
83 Stokes and Co.  Messrs .  C. F., Rockhampton a 23 Wayte E. H. J., Brisbane u k
84 Stone A. K., Brisbane o c 24 Weage Henry ,  Dalgangal Station p o
85 Stone Job ,  Kedron Brook c 25 Weber Joseph, Ravenswood o
86 Stone Margaret ,  Brisbane u k 26 Webster  - (carter and hawker), Ethe-
87 Storey W. C., Brisbane u k ridge c
88 Straiton  Walter, Ipswich c 27 Weight J., Rockhampton u k
89 Stratford W. G., Brisbane u k 28 Weir Thomas, Gladstone in
90 Street  W. C., Rockhampton u k 29 Weir Thomas, Blackall Copper  Mine c (2)
91 Stuckey John, Ipswich c 30 Wellis James, Gympie c
92 Sulivan Denis ,  Uthella c 31 Weston Mrs. F., Warwick s
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32 Whalley John, Brisbane u k 67 Wilson R. W., Brisbane c
33 Whalley Mrs., Toowoomba c 58 Wilson S., Mount Hutton c
34 Whealan Stephen, Toowoomba c 59 Wilson William, Toowoomba f
35 Whinfield Henry, Brisbane c (2) 60 Winkfield Patrick, One-mile Creek m
36 White Mrs. Eliza, Brisbane o 61 Winning Herbert, Rockhampton c
37 White Hugh, Toowoomba c 62 Winter Mrs. J. A., Dalby c
38 White Mrs. Mary, Toowoomba c 63 Wiseman Isaac, Norwood Station u k (2)
39 White Peter (farmer), Ipswich c 64 Wollmershauser George,  Boonara c
40 Georgetown cWhitworth John Thomas 65 Wolter Edward, Rockhampton c
41
,
Whilde Alfred, Bridge Creek, Dalby c 66 Worthington Samuel, Rockhampton u k
42 Wilden F., Rockhampton s 67 Wreide George, Rockhampton in
43 Wilkinson Mrs. Margaret, Rockhampton s 68 Wrigby R., Haliford c
44 Willcocks W., One-mile Creek in 69 Wright Robert, Toowoomba c
45 William -, Dalby c 70 Wyatt George, Taroom c
46 Williams -, Stanthorpe c 71 Wyer George, Rockhampton c
47 Williams G., Yengarie c Y.48 Williams S. Brisbane c
49
,
Williams Thomas, Gayndah o 1 YAH J., Dalby s
50 Wilson Charles (carrier), Roma c Z.51 Wilson Charles, Warwick c
52 Wilson G. N., Dalby c 1 ZITT W., Dalby a
53 Wilson James (sawyer), Warwick u k 2 Zoet Mrs. D., Gladstone c
64 Wilson Geo., Ravenswood c Initials.65 Wilson R., Roma c (3)
56 Willson R., Roma c 1 A.R., Toowoomba c
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 29th May, 1873.
NOTICE.
T
HE Reverend HENRY WOODHOUSE, Wesleyan
Minister at Gympie, has removed to Rock-
hampton, and has  given me  notice of such removal,
in accordance with the provisions of "  The Marriage
Act of  1864."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 29th May, 1873.
NOTICE.
THE Reverend LLOYD COSMO WILLIAMS, B.A.,
a Minister  of the Church of England, resident
at Ipswich, in the Registration District of Ipswich,
is duly registered in this Office as a Minister of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages within
this Colony,  in accordance  with the provisions of
The Marriage Act of  1864."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
REPORTED DANGER BETWEEN THE PERCY
ISLANDS AND h. h. GROUP.
R. Alfred Harwood, master of the barge
" Enterprise," reports that during his last
voyage from the Pioneer River to Brisbane, he
sighted at low water a heavy break upon what
appeared to be a sunken rock, in the following
position, viz.:-
Pine Peak  ...  ... E. by N. 4 N.
h. 2 Island Bluff... ... W.S.W. Southerly.
Prudhoe Island being nearly in line with the
south-east Islet of the Beverley Group.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , 28th April, 1873.
ITOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
heretofore existing between Elias Harding,
senior, and  Archibald McDonald, of Wild Horse
Plains, in  the district of Maranoa, carrying on
business  under the style or firm of " Harding and
McDonald," has this day been dissolved by mutual
consent.
Dated this 28th day of May, 1873.
ELIAS HARDING.
ARCHIBALD McDONALD.
Witness-A. J. THYNNE,
Articled Clerk to Mr. G. L. Hart,
Solicitor, Brisbane.
390 6s.
PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
I HAVE this day admitted Mr. CHARLES JAMES
CROFTON, late Manager  of the Australian Joint
Stock Bank , Bowen , a Partner  in my business,
which will be carried  on as at present , under the
style or firm of " R. S. Warry and Co."
Dated  at Bowen , this 1st day of January, 1873.
R. S. WARRY.
Witness-K. HERSEN.
322 3s. 6d.
I
I
'IHE Revision Court for revising the Electoral
Roll for the Electoral District of Gympie will
be held at the Court House, Gympie, on FRIDAY,
the 27th day of June, 1873, at Ten o'clock in the
forenoon.
By order,
WALTER COMPIGNE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Gympie, 28th May, 1873.
£5 REWARD.
S
TOLEN,  a Bay Draught Mare, branded WC
near shoulder, writing A near thigh. The
above reward will be paid on conviction ; or £1 for
information that will lead to the recovery.
WM. AUSTIN.
Curriwillinghi, May 19th, 1873.
391 3s.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
As OF  TUESDAY, THE TWENTY-SEVENTH DAY OF
MAY, A.D. 1873.
REGULA GENERALES.
IT is ordered by  the Honorable Sir James
Cockle , K night , the Chief  Justice of Queens-
land, and by the Honorable Alfred James Peter
Lutwyche,  Esquire, a Judge of the Supreme Court
of  Her  Majesty's said colony ,  in pursuance and
execution of all  powers and authorities enabling
them in that behalf, that the sittings of the
Supreme Court of Queensland in Banco for this
Easter Term be suspended during the present week
and resumed  on MONDAY  next ,  the second day
of June,  at the  hour of Eleven o' clock in the
forenoon ,  saving and preserving nevertheless the
rights of all  parties who would be entitled to move
during the first four  days of the  said Term or
otherwise.
It is further ordered that WEDNESDAY, the
eleventh day of June  next, sha ll  be an Insolvency
day for the  transaction fbusiness fixed for that
day.
JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
By the Judges:
J. MACKENZIE SHAW, Registrar.
893
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of  John Francis  Dunning,  late of
Mackay ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  planter,
deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the pub lication
hereof ,  application will  be made to this Honorable
Court, that Probate of  the last Wi ll  and Testament
of the above-named deceased may be granted to
John Crees and Emma Ruth Spiller ,  the Executor
and Executrix in the said Wi ll  named.
Dated this tenth day of May, A.D. 1873.
FRANK H. SMITH,
Proctor for the Applicants,
By his  Agents--
Sydney street, Mackay.
MACPHERSON AND LYONS,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
400 6s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Edward John Howell, late of
Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queensland,
grazier, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named Edward John Howell, deceased, who died
intestate ,  may be  granted to  William Edward
Murphy, of Queen street, Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, solicitor, the duly constituted attorney
of William Howell, of Double  Bay, near  the city of
Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,  gentle-
man, the only brother of the said  deceased.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of May, A.D. 1873.
394
W. E. MURPHY,
Proctor,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the matter of the Insolvency of Spencer Frederic
Walker and Frederic Augustus Fryer, formerly
carrying on business at Townsv il le and else-
where, in the Colony of Queensland, under the
firm of " S. F. Walker and Co."
NOTICE is hereby given,  that  application willbe made to His Ho or the Judge of the
Supreme Court of Queensland, sitting as Judge in
Insolvency, on MONDAY, the 7th day of July
next (being the day appointed by the Court for
hearing such application), that a Certificate of
Discharge under the provisions of  " The Insolvency
.Act of  1864" may be granted to the above-named
Spencer Frederic Walker and Frederic Augustus
Fryer.
Dated this 23rd day of May, an. 1873.
W. E. MURPHY,
393
Solicitor for the Applicants,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Francis Edmund Nash,
of Brisbane ,  grazier.
W
HEREAS the said Francis Edmund Nash
was, on the  28th day of May, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint
a First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
onWEDNESDAY,the 11th day of June, A.D.1873,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said Estate, and for the election of
a Creditors'  Assignee , if required, and also to
determine whether any or what  allowance  for sup-
port shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time
of passing his last  examination , and whether any
and what tools  and wearing  apparel shall be allowed
to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public  Sitting of
the Court, at the  same place , on MONDAY,
the 14th day of July, A.D. 1873, to  commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said Estate , and for such other  matters connected
with the Estate as may be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 28th day of May, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. MIsKIN,
Official  Assignee.
396 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of  Charles Henry Ash-
ford, of  Brisbane ,  sailmaker.
WHEREAS the said Charles Henry Ashford
was, on the  25th day of April, A.D. 1873,
adjudged  to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 7th day of July, A.D. 1873,  to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent,  and unless  the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane , the 29th day of May, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Assignee.
398
Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of  Thomas  Hopkins, of
Brisbane, cabdriver.
W
HEREAS the  said Thomas Hopkins was, on
the 9th day of April, A.D. 1873, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House,  Brisbane , on MONDAY, the 14th
day of July, A.D. 1873, to  commence  at Eleven
o'clock , for the last  examination  of the Insolvent,
and unless  the Court shall otherwise direct, for the
Insolvent to make an  application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 29th day of May, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. MIs%IN,
Official Assignee.
399 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Mann Cumings,
of Goondiwindi, storekeeper.
WHEREAS the said Thomas Mann Cumings
was, on the  16th day of May, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court louse, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 14th day of July, A.D. 1873 , to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent,  and unless  the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent  to make an  application
for his Certificate.
Dated at  Brisbane , the 26th day of May, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
401 6s. 6d.
894
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John William Mattin-
son, of Brisbane, out of business.
W
HEREAS the said John William Mattinson
was, on the 16th day of May, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court Ifouse, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 14th day of July, A.D. 1873, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his certificate.
Dated at  Brisbane, the 29th day of May, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MIBKIN,
397
Official Assignee.
Judge.
6s. 6d.
NOTICE.
P
OUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice, that
all Remittances on account  of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over five shi ll ings, must be made by
Post -Office Order ,  or cash ; otherwise the advertisemento
will  be retumea.
J. C. BEAL,
Gove rn ment Printer
NOTICE.
r[WROcaleof0hargeeforthe  insertion of Advertise.
ments in the  Queensland Government  Gazette in
as  follows:-
Advertisements  relating to Insolvent of Intestate
Estates, or Letters of Administration, 6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relat in g to Impounded Stock,  Is.
per animal.
All other Advertisements wi ll  be charged for at the
rate of 3s .  for the first eight lines  (or under),
and 3d .  for every additional line, all owing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No ADVERTIeEMENT
WILL HE INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of its insertion
acoording to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The G OVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts:-
2  s. d.
1873.
May 24.-G. & J. Black ... ... ... 1 0 0
24.-R. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 6 0
27.-F. Candish ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
27.-E. Boadley
... ... ...
... 0 2 0
28.-T. Black ... ... ... ... 0 8 0
29.-E. Bradley ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
29.-P. Lenihan ... ... ... ... 1 19 0
29.-W. Austin ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
29.-T. G.  Mackay ... ... ... 0 11 0
30.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
JEmpaunbinao.
$W Poundkeepers are reminded  that  Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no such Adver-
tisement  will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a  remittance sufficient to cover the  cost  of its
insertion.
I
MPOUNDED at North Brisbane, from the Pine
River ,  on May 24th ,  1873 ,  by A. Kielar ,  for trespass
in growing crops.
One roan horse, saddle -marked ,  black points ,  like N near
shoulder.
If not released on or before 25th June, 1873, will be
sold to pay expenses.
395
E. HUGHES, Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick ,  from Ballandean, on May20th ,  1873 ,  by order of Mr .  E. Austin ; damages
and driving expenses ,  14s.  2d .  per head.
One bay horse, COO or GOG over blotch brand near
shoulder, star, near hind foot white.
One brown mare, B sideways over W near shoulder.
One dark-bay horse, 3 reversed near  cheek, WL near
shoulder, illegible brand and H conjoined off shoulder,
near hind heel white,  sma ll  star.
One bay mare, J upsidedown  and B  over illegible brands
near  shoulder, star.
One black horse, MJ conjoined near shoulder.
One bay mare, X over ME near shoulder, star ,  near fore
heel white.
One bay filly, like PMC or RMC near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, T sideways over T over 0 near
shoulder, like 0 off shoulder, bald face, hind feet
white.
One brown horse ,  HD over 2 near shoulder, MD over 2
off shoulder.
One chesnut horse ,  Lover  like 8 reversed and W near
shoulder ,  L near thigh ,  large snip.
One brown horse, A in circle over M near shoulder, near
fore foot and off hind heel white, star, stripe, and
snip.
One grey horse , like JJW or JJH  near  shoulder, FB
(the F writing capital) off shoulder, blind off eye.
One bay mare, J and blotch brand near shoulder, near
hind foot white.
One brown horse, illegible brand in  square  off shoulder,
like a brand over like HH conjoined or HM con-
joined over 2 near shoulder, 2 near thigh, star.
One bay mare, like WE conjoined over 0 near shoulder.
One grey horse ,  N over RR near shoulder, scar near
thigh, like C reversed and C off shoulder.
One chesnut  mare , like WJD (the JD  conjoined) near
shoulder, near hind foot white, star, stripe, and snip.
One bay mare ,  illegible brand over EA over 2 near shoul-
der, J near cheek, 0 off shoulder,  star , white under
saddle.
One grey  more,  heart over illegible brands near shoulder,
near hip down.
One bay mare ,  illegible brands near shoulder.
One black horse, M over M sideways off shoulder, star.
One bay mare, W sideways over illegible brand over DYR
near shoulder ,  - over M near  thigh,  ltar, stripe, and
snip.
One bay mare, JO off rump, D over DYR near shoulder.
One bay filly ,  HOH conjoined near shoulder.
One bay horse, RF sideways near shoulder, star and snip.
One bay mare, IR near shoulder, like WS off shoulder,
star, long tail , off hip down.
One bay horse, illegible brands near and off shoulder,
near hind foot white.
One black mare, JJF near shoulder,  8 near  saddle.
One bay mare, GT near ribs, diamond near thigh.
One brown horse, like 0 near cheek, like MR or MP
near shoulder ,  H sideways near thigh ,  star and stripe,
four white feet.
One bay  mare, JMC near shoulder.
One chesnut horse, like C in D near shoulder, M over
like P off shoulder, star and stripe, off hind heel
white.
One brown horse, W sideways over like  S over SS near
shoulder, W near thigh, DYR off shoulder,  star and
snip, near fore foot white.
If not released on or before June 16th, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
P. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
386 338.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from Ideraway Run, for
trespass ,  on the 16th May, 1873, by order of Messrs.
Cadell and Kennedy. Driving ,  3s. and Is .  8d. per head.
One bay mare ,  like WC near shoulder ; bay foal at foot,
unbranded.
One black  mare ,  GF over M over GF near shoulder, GF
near thigh, star.
One bay filly, no brand visible, white spot near fore leg.
One bay mare, JP near shoulder, star and snip, near fore
foot white.
One bay mare, over JC near shoulder ,  star and snip,
off hind foot white.
One chesnut mare ,  like CN near saddle, like x near.
thigh ,  bald face, near hind foot white.
One bay filly,  like of over or near shoulder.
One bay mare,  star,  like P.H. near shoulder, like A6B
near  saddle ,  M off shoulder and thigh  ;  chesnut colt
foal at foot ,  illegible brand near shoulder ,  bald face.
If not released on or before 25th June ,  1873, will be
sold to pay expenses.
389
THOS. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
8s.
IMPOUNDED  at Roma, from Mount  Beagle, on 23rd
May, 1873, by order of Mr. Adam Hirth. Driving,
4e.
One dark -bay mare, p reversed over a blotched brand
like HR conjoined ,  near shoulder ,  blotched brand off
shoulder
One bay horse ,  indescribable  brand like  a broad-arrow
over diamond conjoined ,  with - at each angle, on
near neck.
One dark -bay horse ,  J w over  MH near shoulder, MH
off shoulder ,  both  M's are  li ke writing capitals, R
upside-down near thigh.
One ohesnut  filly, like OW near shoulder,  all  legs white.
One chesnut  colt, off fore  and hind feet  white, like pW
near shoulder.
One bay colt, TA  near shoulder  and near thigh.
One bay  horse, QW near shoulder.
From Blythdale,  on 23rd  May, 1873 by order of
Richard Pope ,  Esquire .  Driving, 2s.
One brown mare, small star, off hind feet  white ,  like 77
off shoulder.
One bay horse, fistula,  RS over JT near shoulder, S off
shoulder.
One bay horse ,  JB over td near shoulder, star.
One dark -bay mare ,  like CC over  M near shoulder, 100
near thigh ,  like CIN over  JD (the  D reversed) off
shoulder.
If not  released on or before the  25th  June, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
385 lls.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Dellalah, on May
19th, 1873,  by order of F. Walter, Esq .,  for trespass.
Driving, 6s. 8d.
One chesnut  horse, 2 near shoulder, indistinct  brand like
writing  M over near  ri bs , two hind feet white,
short tail.
If not released on or  before  6th July, 1873, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
E. BRADLEY ,  Junr .,  Poundkeeper.
387 1s.
895
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Coopy Creek, on
April 24th, 1873 .  D ri ving expenses, 3s. per head.
One chesnut mare ,  M over FK near shoulder, star, fore
feet white.
One bay mare ,  li ke sma ll  C  or G over  square near cheek,
horseshoe over NH near shoulder ,  bell  and chain on
neck ,  off hind fetlock white ,  collar-marked.
If not released on or before the 26th June ,  1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
HANNAH LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
402 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Charlevi ll e,  from Oney Angelalla, by
order of J.  Reid, Esq .,  on May 13th ,  1873, for
trespass. Driving,  7s. 6d. each.
One brown mare, 4 over E= near shoulder, star on fore.
head, saddle -marked.
One brown horse, blotched brand like -8F near shoulder,
blotched brand off shoulder ,  off hind foot white,
white st ri pe on face, saddle -marked.
If not released on or before  25th  June ,  1873, wi ll  be
sold to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY ,  Junr .,  Poundkeeper.
384 2s.
MPOUNDED at Charleville, from Oney  Angelalla, on
May 17th, 1873, by order of J. Reid, Esq., for
trespass .  Driving ,  7s. 6d.
One roan mare ,  like JJ over  SW near shoulder, B near
cheek ,  indistinct  brand like  B1A off shoulder,
saddlo-marked.
If not released on or before  5th July, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY ,  Junr.,  Poundkeeper.
388 Is.
BRISBANE :
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QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGa AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(La.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
&ORMANRT,  of Her  Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by" The  Diseases in  Cattle Act,"  an of all other
powers enabling me  in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle,  in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE  THE Q.OREN !
ajttt0,.
[No. 49.
QUEENSLAND, '  Proclamation by The Most
to wit.  S  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby.
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross . in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NOuMANnv,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the  Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by"
Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation  has been altered  or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction orim-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
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Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Brisbane, 3rd June, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
FREDERICK  HAMILTON HYDE,
Clerk in the office of the Cashier, Northern Railway.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit.  3 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor•
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY, of  Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
In pursuance of the authority in mevested, and
in  accordance  with the provisions of the sixty-
first section  of "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Mar-
quis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim  that the Leases of the following
Selections  of Land, under the said Act, are declared
forfeited.
Register
No,  of
Applics-
tion.
Land
Name of Lessee. Area .  Agent's
Dist ri ct.
A. B.. P.
340 W. J. Willis ... ... 257 0 0 Mary-
borough.
487 Ditto ... ... 84 0 0 ditto.
644 W. Gillis ... ... 1.97 1 24 Too-
woomba
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -third day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -three ,  and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEERSLAND,  Proclamation  by the Most
to wit .  Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor.
manby ,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland; a Member
NORMANDY,  of Her  Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor ,  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief  of the Colony of.
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim  that the Lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
second day of July, 1873, at the Toowoomba Land
Office.
No, of
Portion.
•644
Name of  Lessee.
W. Gi ll is
Area.
A. a. P.
197 1 24
Land
Agent's
Dist ri ct.
Too-
woomba.
• Forfeited Selection,  No. 644.
Given  under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -third day of
May, in the  year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred  and seventy -three ,  and in the
thirty- sixth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation, 7iie most
to wit. Honorable  GpoRGS  AUGUSTU8
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of ' Normapby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
(L.S.)
NORMANDY,
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the Lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
second day of July, 1873, at the Maryborough
Land Office.
No. of
Portion. Name of Lessee. Area
Land
Agent's
District.
*243 W. J. Willis ... ...
A. R. P.
84 0 0 Mary-
t232 Ditto ... ... 257 0 0 borough.
*
Forfeited Selection, No. 487.
t  Forfeited Selection ,  No. 340.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the.
thirty-sixth  year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of  Mulgrave , Viscount Nor.
manby,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the  County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
niander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown,
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEoRGs
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
899
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the Lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the Vrovisions of
the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
second day of July, 1873, at the Toowoomba Land
Office.
No. of
rea . ar s .Portion.  District.
A. B. P.
212 30 3 14 Geham ... Toowoomba.
213 30 3 14 ditto ... ditto.
214 30 3  14 ditto ... ditto.
215 30 3 14 ditto ... ditto.
216 30 3  14 ditto ... ditto.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty -third day of
May, in the  year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -three ,  and in the
thirty- sixth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
iA P h Land Agent's
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. '  Honorable  GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normauby,
Earl of Mulgrave, '17seount Nor-
mauby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the Couniy of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the  Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
N OnMANISY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor  and Com.
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
N pursuance  of clause  forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE.  Marquis  of Normauby,
the Governor  aforesaid , with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the first day of July, 1873, at the Land Offices of
the districts in which they  are respectively situated.
No. of
Portion. Name of  Lessee. Area.
Land Agent's
District.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND,I Proclamation by The Mostto wit.  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
mauby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all in the County of
York, in  the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty's  Most  Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencie s.
IN pursuance  of clause one  of  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be and are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection as Home-
steads , and not otherwise, at the Land Office,
Toowoomba, on and after TUESDAY, the first
day of July, 1873.
Selec-
t ion No.
72
Selector 's Name.
Jas. Wiblin
Area.
A.  R.  P.
103 0 0
District.
Toowoomba.
Given  under my Hand and Seal, at Government
Ifouse,  Brisbane , this sixteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
A. it . P.
*3&4 Jas. Salter  69 0 0 Gympie.
Parish.
t38  Coomera  90 0 0 Beenleigh.
t41 Ditto  20 0 0
•  Forfeited Selection ,  No. 31,  Gympie.
t  Parts of Forfeited Selection ,  No. 26, Beenlelgh.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this sixteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three,  and in the
thirty-sixth  year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th June, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1868,"
it is  hereby notified for  general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes  named  with respect
to each.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PURPOSES AT TOWNSVILLE.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah,
town of Townsville. Allotment 17 of section 5.
1 acre.
Commencing at the south corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the south-west by Stokes
street north-westerly five chains to Walker street ;
on the north-west by that street north-easterly at
right angles to Stokes street two chains ; on the
north-east by south-west boundary lines of allot-
ments  1 and 16 south-easterly parallel with Stokes
street five chains to Sturt street ; and on the south-
east by that street south-westerly two chains to
the point of commencement.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th June, 1873.
"CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT."
IT is hereby notified that the under-mentioned
Leases , under  " The Crown Lands  Alienation
Act  of 1868," having been executed by His
Excellency the Governor,  are now  lying at the
several Land  Agents' Offices, to be delivered to the
Lessees.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under Secretary.
Register
No. of
Applica.
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area. No. ofLease.
A. R. P.
BRISBANE.
910 Blaker, Arthur Becket ... 314 0 31
914 Corbett, Andrew Gibson 1,630 0 0
1,384 Henderson, James 13 0 0 1
1,427 Bonney, Thomas Edwin 135 0 0
1,452 Willard, Jas. ... 96 2 27
1,498 Baxter , Ole ... ... 200 0 0
1,516 McIver, Daniel .., 80 0 0
1,532 Henderson, Andrew Inglis 120 0 0
1,547 Gold, Henry ... 218 0 0
1,556 Rafter, William ... ... 80 0 0
1,563 Hawkins, Geo. ... ... 41 0 0
1,566 Clark, William Peter ... 110 0 0
1,568 Foreman, James... ... 100 0 0,
1,570 Crowe, Thomas ... ... 160 0 0
1,571 Shannon, Robert ... 1 46 0 0
1,581 Bonney, Henry A. ... 172 0 0
1,582 Bonney, Thomas Edwin 320 0 0
1,685 Zanow, Johann ... 100 0 0
1,588 Grant, James ... 89 3 30
1,596 Bergin , John Delaney ': 40 0 0
1,613 Gordon, James .,, I 176 0 0
1,615 Bright, Charles D. .... 247 2 0
1,640 Tilley, John . . 327 0 0
1,641 Reynolds, Patrick ... 94 0 0
1,651 Wilson, Charles... 209 0 0
1,659 Higgins, John ... ... , 132 0 0
1,672 Yore, Michael ... .... 364 2 0
1,673 Cribb, John Geo. ... 320 0 0
BEENLEIOH.
476 Muir, Robert .. 240 0 0
113 McIntire, Francis .. 120 0 0
122 Tobin, Stephen .. ., 320 0 0
492 Jones , Robert John .. 360 0 0
494 Cox, Charles William .. 160 0 0
518 Orr, Samuel ., 87 0 0
520 Matthewson, John .. 95 2 0
527 Orr, William ... ... 212 0 0
IPSWICH.
3,748o
3,737c
3,7340
3,738c
3,886
3,7390
3,7400
3,7350
3,741o
3,743c
3,887
3,7420
3,7440
3,7450
3,888
3,889
3,746a
3,7470
3,890
3,736e
3,891
3,892
3,893
3,894
3,895
3,896
3,897
3,898
3,686o
3,878
3,879
3,880
3,881
3,882
3,883
3,884
1,171 Raff, Alexander ... ... 3,632 0 0 3,805c
1,685 Noonan, John ... ... 100 0 0 3,808c
1,896 Hunt, Frederick... ...  99 2 0 3,835
1,912 McFadden , James  ... 6,420 0 0 3,806c
1,918 Eggert, Christian ... 82 0 0 3,8070
1,935 Thorn, Charles ... ... 6,000 0 0 3,809o
2,039 Macdonald , Jessie . .. 396 0 0 3,836
2,050 McLeod, Roderick, junr. 640 0 0 3,8100
2,051 McLeod, Roderick, junr. 643 0 0 3,8040
2,053  Dee, William Lloyd ... 233 0 0 3,837
2,064 Finch, Samuel ... ... 97 0 0 3,838
2,C69 MacPhail, George  Ross ... 410 0 0 3,839
2,070 MacPhail, George  Ross ... 202 2 0 3,840
2,071  Tidman, William ... 90 0 0 3,841
2,077 Johnson,  George ...  138 0 0 3,842
2,089 Hogan, Denis ... ... 40 2 0 3,843
2,265 Colledge, George ... 95 0 0 3,844
2,287 Talon, Robert ... .-. 467 0 0 3,845
2,305 Campbell, Alexander
Dunbar . 1,283 0 0 3,846
2,306 Campbell, Alexander
Dunbar ... 221 0 0 3,847
2,316 McAndrew,  James ...  200 0 0 3,848
2,387 Sharkey, John .. 50 0 0 3,849
2,392 Bade, Friedricke 129 3 0 3,850
2,406 Holcombe, John... 106 0 0 3,851
2,418 Runge, Carl Friedrick
Wilhelm . ... 160 0 0 3,852
2,420 Wellstead, Charles 104 0 0 3,853
2,430 Mui., John . . 162 2 0 3,854
ToowooMBA.
600 McCulla, Alexander  ...  640 0 0
672 Tyson, James  ...  ... 1,629 0 0
681 Falkiner, Robert  ...  420 0 0
3,811
3,812
3,813
LEASES- LYING  FOB  DELIVERY -- Continued.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area No. ofLease.
A. B. P.
WARWICK.
318 I Affleck, John ... .. 320 0 0
387 Connolly,  Denis,,, ,. 320 0 0
392 Connolly , Denis ... .. 320 0 0
404 Clarke, Charles ... .. 401 0 0
406 Wal lis,  James  ... ...  2,482 0 0
477 Crane,  Martin  ... ..  760 0 0
491 Grieve , William ..  160 0 0
507 Crane ,  Martin  .. ..  640 0 0
535 Thompson ,  David  ...  996 0 0
538 Muller, Peter ... ...  300 0 0
539 Wilson, John ... ... 160 0 0
583 Drakard, Henry... ... 640 0 0
588 Thompson, David ... 228 0 0
589 Locke, James ... ... 613 0 0
590 Locke, James ... 100 0 0
606 Grayson, Francis ... 239 0 0
607 Crane, Martin ... ... 915 0 0
608 Locke, Albert ... ... 100 0 0
609 Grieve, William... ... 140 0 0
610 Wilson, Robert Shaw ... 640 0 0
623 Patterson, Andrew ... 527 0 0
625 Dwyer, William... ... 200 0 0
3,7141)
3,7100
3,7151)
3,711o
3,814
3,886
3,7070
3,712c
3,716D
3,815
3,717D
3,816
3,817
3,818
3,708c
3,7181)
3,719n
3,721n
3,7201)
3,709c
3,722n
3,713n
DALBY.
38 Hay, John, Assignee of
Alexander Bell .. 320 0 0 3,5011)
45 Nicholls, John,.. .. 986 0 0 3,5001)
232 Kent, William, junr. ... 2,254 0 0 3,872
263 Ross, Robert .. 795 0 0 3,6031)
268 Wormwell, Pinkney ... 1,011 0 0 3,5021)
ROCKHAMPTON.
207
208
420
465
476
538
562
Newbold,  Francis George
Newbold, Francis George
Luck,  Edward Charles ...
Wood, James ,,, ...
Tutton, William... .,.
Lovell,  Robert Esk
Bates ,  Edward ... ...
640 0 0
640 0 0
1,190 0 0
212 0 0
200 0 0
735 0 0
339 0 0
3,861
3,862
3,863
3,864
3,865
3,866
3,867
MARYBOBOV&H.
431 1DeLibert, Octave  228 2 32 13,832472 Boden, John : ; 90 0 0 3,833558 Dowzer,  James  .. . 83 2 0 3,834
GYMPIE.
119 Blakersley, Henry, junr. 317 0 0 3,819
163 Salter, James ... 395 0 11 13,820
BIINDABERO.
56 Henderson, James .. 299 0 0 3,855
117 Lyons, John Perry ... 1,000 0 0 3,856
124 Lyons, John Perry ,. 200 0 0 3,857
182 Morgan, Joseph,.. .. 480 0 0 3,858
202 Workman, Benjamin .. 240 0 0 3,859
203 Field, Joseph ... ... 198 0 0 3,860
BOWEN.
40 Alexander, Stuart, As-
signee of J. G.
McDonald ... .. 120 0 0 3,868
MACKAY.
115 Carro ll ,  Michael  ...  602 0 0 3,869
218 Seal, Presley ... . . 122 2 0 3,6111)
229 Paget, John Gray 249 0 0 3,6101)
249 Atherton, Edmund 640 0 0 3,6121)
314 McEvoy, Edward .. 50 0 0 3,870
318 I Ready, James .. ... 180 0 0 3,871
TO WNS VILLE.
37 Hann, W illi am  ...  ...  225 0 0
42 Hann ,  Wi ll iam  ... ...  180 0 0
57 Hann ,  W il liam... .. 180 0 0
60 Hann , William ... ..  168 0 0
61 Hann,  William . ..  ...  620 0 0
3,873
3,874
3,875
3,876
3,877
CARDWELL.
2  J  Walters, Nathan ... 1,000 0  0  3,821
32 1 Cudmore, Daniel Henry 640 0 0 3 822
41 Bridson, Charles .. 100 0 0 3,823
45 Mercer, John ... .. 120 0 0 3,824
48 Atkinson , James...  40 0 0 3,825
50 Scott, Walter Jervoise ... 157 0 0 3,826
56 Stone, Henry ... ... 80 0 0 3,827
74 Mackenzie, Isabella Janet 450 0 0  3,828
77 Frankland, Samuel Mars.
den ... 400 0 0 3,829
78 Ramsay, Percy ... ... 1,000 0 0 3,830
107 Smith, Sidney 135 0 0  13,831
110 Atkinson, James 55 2 0  :3,535D
67TH CLAUSE.-ToowooMBA.
41 Farquharson, William ... ! 80 0 0 13,535
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes  named  with respect to each.
RESERVE  FOR A PRIMARY SCHOOL AT NOBMANBY.
County of Churchill, parish of Normanby.
2 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing 307 degrees, and distant one chain from
the west corner of portion 58, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that road bearing thirty-
seven degrees five chains; on the north-east by a
line bearing 307 degrees four chains ; on the north-
west by a line bearing 217 degrees five chains to
another road one chain wide, and on the south-west
by that road bearing 127 degrees four chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A.  PRIMARY SCHOOL AT TENT HILL.
County of Churchill, parish of Gatton.
4 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Blackfellow's
Creek at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the north by that road
bearing west seven chains and fourteen links, on
the west by a line bearing south three chains and
eighty links, on the south-west by lines bearing
121 degrees five chains and twenty-four links, and
eighty degrees three chains and ninety-three links
to the aforesaid creek, and on the  east  by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth clause of  "The
11  Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid , the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERyB FOB A HOSPITAL AT STANTHORPE.
County of  Bentinek , parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe ,  allotments  1, 2, 3, and  22, of
section 10.
2 acres 17 perches.
Commencing  at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by Short
street northerly four chains and fifty links ; on the
north by the south boundary lines of allotments
4 and 7 easterly at right angles to Short street four
chains and seventy links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 21 southerly parallel
with Short street four chains and fifty links to
Connor street; and on the south by that street
westerly four chains and seventy links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOB A CEMETERY  AT WESTWOOD.
County of  Pakington ,  parish  of Westwood,
portion 40.
15 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
each two chains wide ,  and bounded thence on the
north by one of said roads bearing east sixteen
chains and forty -five links to a road one chain and
a-half wide; on the east by that road bearing south
nine chains and twelve links ; on  the south by
portion 41 bearing west sixteen chains and forty-
five links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the west  by that road bearing north nine chains
and twelve links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOB A MAGAZINE AT TOWNSVILLE.
CLEVELAND BAY.
County of Elphinstone.
Redcliff Island, situated in Cleveland Bay, in
east  longitude one hundred and forty- six degrees
fifty minutes forty-two seconds, and south latitude
nineteen degrees fifteen minutes and twenty-eight
seconds.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th May, 1873.
T
HE following amended description of the
boundaries of the Drayton and Toowoomba
Cemetery  is published  for general information.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY, DBAYTON AND
TOOWOOMBA.
Amended Description.
County of Aubigny, parish  of Drayton.
10 acres 1 rood 34 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing east, and distant
one chain from the north- east corner  of portion
269; and bounded thence on the west by a road
one chain wide bearing south fourteen chains and
sixty-nine links to another road one chain wide on ;
the south by that road bearing east three chains
and ninety-one and a-half links to a road one and
a-half chain wide; on the south-east by that road
bearing north eighteen degrees twenty-one minutes
east eighteen chains and nineteen links to another
road one chain wide ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing south seventy-four degrees fifty-one
minutes west ten chains and four links to the point
of commencement.
ALSO,
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
26 acres 1 rood 12 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-east corner of portion 268 ; and bounded
thence on part of the north by that road bearing
east ten chains to another road one chain wide ;
on the east by that road bearing south fifteen
chains and sixty-two links to another road one
chain wide ; on the remainder of the north by that
road bearing east four chains and fifty-nine links
to a road one and a-half chain wide ; on the south-
east by that road bearing south eighteen degrees
twenty-one minutes west eight chains and forty-
two and three-quarter links; on the south by a
line bearing west twelve chains and eighteen links ;
and on the west by  a line  bearing north twenty-
three  chains  and sixty-two links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purpose named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  A HARBOR AT  TOWNSVILLE  (CLEVE-
LAND BAY).
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah.
23 acres.
Commencing  on the shore of Cleveland Bay at
a point bearing north sixty  degrees  twenty-four
minutes  west  and distant about four chains from
the north corner of the Hospital Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south-west by a line and the
north-east boundary of that reserve, bearing south
sixty degrees twenty-four  minutes east about
thirteen chains and fifty links to  a small  salt-
water creek ; on the south-east by that creek
downwards to Cleveland Bay ; and on all other
sides by the shore of that bay northerly, westerly,
and south-westerly to the point  of commencement.
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RESERVE FOE  A.  QUARRY  FOR  ROAD PURPOSES, AT
ROC%HAMPTON AGRICULTURAL RESERVE.
County  of Tivingstone, parish of  1Vicholson,
portion 64.
52 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain  wide,  and bounded thence on the
south by one of said roads bearing east forty
chains to another road one chain wide  ;  on the east
by that road bearing north thirteen chains ; on the
north by portion  sixty-fi ve bearing west forty
chains to the other aforesaid road ;  and on the
west by that  ro ad bearing south thirteen chains to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 22nd May, 1873.
W
by the twenty-fifth section of
11 11  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of`1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from  sale for  any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid " Peel Island," Moreton Bay, will be per-
manently reserved for public purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 22nd May, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
thatit is hereby notified for general information, the lands hereunder desc ibed have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING GROUND AND WATER, ON
THE MAIN TOWNSVILLE ROAD.
County of Elphinstone.
201 acres.
Commencing  on the Main  Townsville  Road ten
chains wide at a point bearing 200 degrees thirty
minutes , and distant seventeen links from a gum-
tree marked R ; and bounded thence on the north-
east by that road bearing 170 degrees forty-nine
chains and one link ; on the south by a line bearing
west forty-five chains and ninety-one links ; on the
west by a line bearing north forty-eight chains and
twenty-six links ; and on the north by a line bearing
east  thirty-seven chains and forty links to the point
of commencement.
WATER RESERVE AT THE 125WICH AGRICULTURAL
RESERVE.
County of Churchill, parish of Mutdapilly,
portion  210.
129 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of a road, one
chain wide, with another road one chain and seventy-
two links wide, and bounded thence on the east by
the last-mentioned road bearing north twenty-seven
chains and sixty links ; on the north by portion
211 bearing west forty-seven chains to another road
one chain wide ; on the west by that road bearing
south twenty- seven  chains and sixty links to the
other aforesaid road ; and on the south by that road
bearing east forty-seven chains to the point of
commencement.
WATER RESERVE AT THE IPswICH AGRICULTURAL
RESERVE.
County of Churchill, parish of Mutdapilly.
184 acres 2 roods.
Commencing  on a road one  chain wide at the
north- west  corner of portion 16, and bounded thence
on the south  by a line bearing  east forty-four chains;
on the east by portion 14, and a road bearing north
thirty-nine  chains ; on  the north by a line bearing
west fifty  chains and sixty -seven links  to the afore-
said road; and on the south-west by that road
bearing 170 degrees thirty- nine  chains and sixty
finks to the  point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo.
rarily reserved for the purposes of a site for a
Benevolent Asylum, Rockhampton.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
D$scRIPTION.
County of Livingstone, pariah of Rockhampton,
town  of Rockhampton,  allotments  1, 2, 3, 4, 7,
8, 9,  and  10,  of section  18.
4 acres 36 perches.
Commencing at the north  corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north-east by West
street south-easterly eight chains ; on the  south-east
by the north-west boundary  line of allotments 5
and 6 south-westerly at right angles to West street
five chains and thirty links to Lennox street ; on the
south-west by that street north-westerly parallel
with West street eight chains to Albert street ; a:,d
on the north-west by that street north-easterly five
chains and thirty links to the point  of commence.
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th May, 1873.
1 T  HEREAS, by the twenty-fi fth section of  "7'he
1  Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale  for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be  published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Road purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR ROAD PURPOSES TO GIVE ACCESS TO
PORTION 26 B, KANGAROO POINT.
All that piece of land situated in the county of
Stanley, parish of South Brisbane, being subdivisions
twenty-two and twenty-four of eastern suburban
allotment thirty-five, containing by admeasurement
nineteen perches and two-tenths of a perch, more or
less, commencing  in a street at the south-east
corner of subdivision twenty, and bounded thence
on the south by that street bearing north seventy-
nine degrees east one chain and twenty links; on the
east by the west boundary line of subdivision
twenty-six, bearing north eleven degrees west one
chain ; on the north by a line at right angles one
chain and twenty links south-westerly ; and on the
west by the  east  boundary line of subdivision
twenty bearing south eleven degrees  east one chain
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Art of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereinunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING.
Blythe's Creek, Dalby and Rome Road, Maranon
District.
3 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Blythe's Creek,
at a point where the road to Roma  crosses  it, said
point bearing east fifteen degrees south, distant
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about nine chains from a tree marked M over 170
on survey of said road; thence by said creek up-
wards about eight chains ; thence on the north by
a west line about sixty- seven  chains ; thence on the
west by a south line two miles, crossing Blythe's
Creek ; thence on the south by an east line one
mile and a-half ; thence on the east by a north line
two miles ; thence again on the north by a west
line fifty-three chains to the right bank of Blythe's
Creek ; and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR QUARRY,  SPRINGSURE.
County of Denison,  parish  of Springsure, town of
Springsure,  allotments 2 and 3  of section  24.
2 acres and  32 perches.
Commencing on the south side of Boundary
street, at the north- east  corner of allotment 1, and
bounded thence on the north by that street easterly
four chains ; on the east by the west boundary
line of allotment 4 southerly, at right angles to
Boundary  street , five chains and fifty links ; on the
south by the north boundary lines of allotments
7 and 8 westerly, parallel with Boundary street,
four chains ; and on the west by the east boundary
line of allotment 1 northerly, at right angles to
Boundary  street , five chains and fifty links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR POLICE  PADDOCK, INGLEWOOD.
County of Bentinck, parish of Inglewood, portions
2, 3, and 4.
RESERVE  FOR  BALLAST FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County  of Aubigny,  parish  of Westbrook,  portion  39.
23 acres 3 roods 8 perches.
Commencing at a point in the westerly prolonga-
tion of the south boundary of  Laborers'  Camping
Reserve, one chain from the Railway Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south by its continuation
west ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing
north twenty -eight chains  ;  on the north by a line.
bearing east seven chains to a reserved road one
chain wide  ;  and on the north-east by that road
bearing 173 degrees  fifty- four minutes twenty-eight
chains and sixteen links to the point of commence-
ment.
i
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands  are perma-
nently reserved  from sale  for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently  set apart  for the purposes named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
153 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Macintyre
Brook, at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the west by that road bear-
ing north forty-six chains and eighty- seven  links to
another road one chain  wide ;  on the north by that
road bearing east thirty chains to another road one
chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing south
thirty two chains and ninety links to the Macintyre
Brook ; and on the south- east  and south-west by
thatbrook  downwards  to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR STONE QUARRY,  STANWELL.
County of  Livingstone ,  parish  of Stanwell.
106 acres.
Commencing on a road one  chain wide at a point
bearing 138 degrees, and distant  one chain, and
thence bearing  forty- eight degrees  and distant ten
chains from  the east corner of portion 15A; and
bounded thence on the north by a line bearing 138
degrees thirty-five chains ; on the south-east by a
line bearing 228 degrees  thirty chains ; on the
south-west by a line bearing 318 degrees thirty-
five chains to a road  one chain  wide ; and on the
north-west by that road bearing forty-eight degrees
thirty chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL  OF ARTS, MACKAY.
County  of Carlisle,  parish  of Howard, town of
Mackay.
Allotment  5 of section 9.
2 roods.
Commencing on. the west side of Nelson street
at the south-east corner of allotment 4, and
bounded thence on the east by that street southerly
two chains; on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 6 westerly at right angles to
Nelson street two chains and fifty links; on the
west by the east boundary line of allotment 1
northerly, parallel with Nelson street, two chains ;
and on the north by the south boundary line of
allotment 4 easterly, at right angles to Nelson
street, two chains and fifty links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR THE PURPOSES  OF THE IPSWICH AND
WEST MORETON AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich, town of
Ipswich,  section  32.
5 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the north by South
street easterly ten chains to Thorn street ; on the
east by that street southerly at right angles to
South street five chains to Roderick street ; on the
south by that street westerly ten chains to Gordon
street; and on the west by that street northerly
five chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR NATIONAL  SCHOOL, TOWNSVALE,
LOGAN.
County  of Ward, parish of Logan.
2 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane road one chain and
fifty links. wide at the west corner of portion
18, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing east four chains and thirty-five links ;
on the east by a line bearing north four chains ; on
the north by a line bearing west five chains and
sixty-five links to the Brisbane road ; and on the
south-west by that road bearing 162 degrees four
chains and twenty-one links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR NATIONAL SCHOOL, PINE RIVER.
County of Stanley, parish of Bunya.
10 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
56,  and  bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing west nine chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south three chains and sixty links to a
small creek ; thence by that creek upwards to a
point about south, and distant four chains and
fourteen links from the termination of the last line ;
on the south-west by lines and a road one chain
wide bearing eighty-six degrees one chain and
twenty-six links, 172  degrees two chains and two
links, and 124 degrees eight chains and seventy-six
links ; and on the east by a line bearing north
fourteen chains and fifty links to the point of com-
mencement.
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RESERVE FOB CEMETERY, RAVENSWOOD.
3 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 107 degrees,
and distant about forty-two chains from the south
corner of Hackett's homestead, and bounded thence
on the north by  a line  bearing east five chains ; on
the east by a line bearing south six chains ; on the
south by a line bearing west five chains ; and on
the west by  a line bear ing  north six chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1873.IN pursuance of th  twenty-fourth section of" ursuance
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purpose named with
respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TIMBER RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Parishes of Bunya and Xedron, county of Stanley.
Commencing  at the south-west corner of portion
No. 31, in the parish of Bunya, and bounded thence
on the north by portions Nos. 31, 55, and 62; on
the west by portion No. 62,  selection  No. 1,728,
and portions Nos. 50, 56, and 46 ; again on the
north by portions Nos. 53 and 42, selection No.
1,754, portion 106,  selection  No. 1,753, and portion
No. 2, all in the parish of Bunya ; on the east by
portion No.  48, in  the parish of Bunya, and by
portions  in the parish of Kedron Nos. 602, 488,
487, 486, 485, 489, 597, 595, and 594, by portion
No. 51, in the parish of Bunya, and by portion No.
596, in the parish of gedron ; on the south by
portions in the parish of Bunya Nos. 6, 7, 8, 52,
61, 12, 586, 587, 588, and 589, and by Kedron
Brook upwards to the eastern boundary of Samford
Run ; and again on the west by that boundary
bearing  north to the point  of commencement;
exclusive  of all alienated or surveyed lands.
RESERVE  FOR PUBLIC  PURPOSES.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, town of
Bundaberg. Section No.  29.
1 acre 3 roods 13 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the north corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the north-east by Maryborough
street south-easterly to Quay street ; on the south-
east by Quay street south-westerly ten chains to
Burrum street ; on the south-west by Burrum
street north-westerly to the Burnett River ; and
on the north-west by that river downwards to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  19th March, 1873.
WHEREAS,  by the twenty -fifth clause of  " The
V Crown Lands .Alienation  Act  of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall  be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid,  the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently reserved for the purpose of a Cemetery.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  A CEMETERY AT CHINAMAN' § CREEK.
County of Stanley, parish of Bunya.
10 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek
at the termination of a road one chain wide, and
bounded thence on the north by that road bearing
west sixteen chains and fifty links ; on the west by
a line bearing  south six chains and fifty links ; on
the south by a line bearing east sixteen chains and
ten links to Sandy Creek ; and on the east by that
creek downwards-to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE , GOWBIE.
County of Aubigny, parish of Gowrie , portion 231,
25 acres  1 rood 17 perches.
Commencing on the Dalby road, at the south-
east corner of portion 212, and bounded thence on
the west by that portion bearing north ten chains
and ninety-six links ; on the north by portion `230,
bearing east twenty chains to a road one chain
wide ; on the east by that road bearing south
fourteen chains and forty links to the Dalby road ;
and on the south-west by that road, bearing two
hundred and seventy-nine  degrees  thirty minutes
twenty chains and twenty-nine links to the point
of commencement.
CEMETERY AT TIABO.
County of March, parish of Taro,  portion 14.
88 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion bearing east
thirty-six chains and sixteen links ; on the east by
a line bearing south twenty-five chains ; on the
south by portions 15 and 16 bearing west thirty-
four chains and fifty links to the aforesaid road;
and on the south-west by that road bearing three
hundred and fifty-six degrees twenty-five chains
and seven links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE, TALLIBAGGERA CREEK.
County of Ward, parish of Txllibaggera, National
School.
5 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at its
ntersection by the original south-west boundary
line of portion No. 18, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing seventy-three
degrees thirty minutes two chains and sixty-six
links, and forty-seven degrees two chains and
twenty-nine links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing one hundred and fifty degrees ten chains
and twenty-eight links ; on the south-east by a line
bearing two hundred and forty degrees four chains
and eighty links ; and on the south-west by a line
bearing three hundred and thirty degrees ten
chains and thirty-eight links to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for  general information
that  in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands  are desirous , before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments  must  be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the  lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public  Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSbT.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates -
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT  CURTIS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BuRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay,the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
mouth afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BuRiKE.
It the Land Office, Norman River Settle-
ment, on the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
It the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
`he Land Office, St. George, the third'Tues-
day in February, 1873, and thereafter outho
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, andtbereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
THE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,chewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
PERSON S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared  and issued  to them,  requesting  the officer
in charge  of the district to afford them every
assistance and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th  August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS  SEEKING SUITABLE SELEC-
TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS.
IMMIGRANTS or others who do  not possess
sufficient local knowledge to enable them to
select land in suitable situations without visiting
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that arrangements will be made, if induce-
ment offers, to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
may be indicated,  to assist  them in their search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
All persons requiring  assistance  of this nature
are requested to advise this Department, in writing,
as to the locality they wish to settle  in, and also
forward a fee of ten shillings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor, when, if a sufficient number
of persons are found to join, the Government will
immediately undertake  to organize one or more
parties.
In the  event of there  being no party despatched,
the fee of ten  shillings  will be returned,  on applica.
ion. to the person paying same.
J. MAT,  ON  THOMPSON.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
F
OR the convenience of persons desirous to have
lands, whether surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward for sale by auction, it is hereby notified
for general  information, that  instructions  have been
issued to  the Land Agents to open in their respec-
tive offices ,  a oook , in which applications to have
lands offered  at auction  may be entered, and to
forward  a return of such  applications  at the end of
each month for the consideration  of the  Minister
for Lands ,  when ,  if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in the next proclamation of sale.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of tender as security for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver, at the office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 29th May, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO PUBLIC WORKS OFFICES,
BRISBANE.
WITH the view of facilitating the transaction ofbusiness  at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible  assistance  is to be given
gratuitously  to persons  applying for land or seeking
information on matters connected with the working
of the Land Acts-even to the extent of filling up
forms  of application  and transfers , &c., for illiterate
persons, if there is time at the officer's disposal ;
and that any Land Agent, or other Officer, receiving
and appropriating fees for clerical assistance to his
own use, on  the matter being reported, will be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however, of persons requir-
ing copies  of plans, arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner , and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer,  a tracing  or copy of the plan
required will  be prepared and furnished to the
individual  requiring  the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary  for Public Lands.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.'
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions  of the  41st section  of "  The Pastoral
Leases  Act of  1869" for renewed leases for four-
teen years  of the  runs  in the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained  at his  office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the  expiration  of the  existing
leases, as prescribed in the  said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 4th June, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LUNATIC ASYLUM, WOOGAROO.
(MENDERS will be received at this Office until
T Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th
inst., from persons willing  to contract for the
erection  of Kiln and Earth Shed at the Lunatic
Asylum, Woogaroo.
Fenders to be endorsed  "Tenders for Kiln and
Earth Shed, Lunatic Asylum, Woogaroo."
Plan, Specification, and Form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders  must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time  within which  it is  proposed to
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
j Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th
June next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of additions to Public Works Offices, Bris-
bane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
Public Works Offices, $ risbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is pro-
posed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sure
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the contract, in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Ma jesty for  securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT BUILDINGS, PORT DENISON.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th June
next, from  persons willing  to contract for erection
of Pilot  Buildings  at Port Denison.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilot
Buildings, Port Denison."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
or at the Court House, Bowen.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
'l'ender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
derformance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
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Department  of Public Works,
Gold Fields  Branch,
Brisbane , 3rd June, 1873.
T is hereby notified for  general information, that
the under -mentioned Miners' Rights and
Business Licenses have been returned as issued in
the Gold  Fields Districts respectively specified.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
ROCKHAMPTON GOLD FIELDS.
During the Month ended 30th April, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name.
48,268 Sin Chin
48,269 Wang Him
48,270 Tommy Ali Fung
48,271 James Fenzie
48,272 Ali Fook
48,273 Ali Sung
48,274 Soo You
48,275 Ali Sung
48,276 John Watson
48,277  Samuel Martin
48,278 James Pascoe
48,279 Robert  Mallens
48,280 John Burton
48,281 Frederick Brown
48,282 J. B. Callien
48,283 Charles Gainey
BUSINESS
No. Name.
3,264 Ali Yin
No. Name.
48,284  Ali  Pow
48,285  Ali  Vey
48,286 Sam Fon
48,287  Ali  Sue
48,288  Ali  Man
48,289  Ali  Chong
48,290 Thomas Grant
48,291 Gem Foo
48,292 J. Gibbs
48,293  Ali  Sam
48,294  Ali  Mons
48,295 Wing Wah
48,296 James Biggam
48,297 William Stoner
48,298 John C. Harris
4S,299 Rd. Harris, junior
LICENSES.
No. Name.
3,265 Sin Wan Goon
RAVENSWOOD GOLD FIELD.
During the  Month ended 31 9t March, 1873.
No.
54,022
54,023
54,024
54,025
54,026
54,027
54,028
54,029
54,030
54,031
54,032
54,033
54,034
54,035
54,036
54,037
54,038
54,039
54,040
54,041
54,042
54,043
MINERS '  RIGHTS.
Name. No. Name.
W. H. Jackson
Geo. Moore
Ali  Sen
Ali Sue
Ali  Nee
Ali  See
Ali  Urn
Ali  Tuk
Ed. Fernie
Sam Tua
Ali  Chong
Ali  Man
Ali  Shoe
H. Johnstone
John Johnstone
Alexander Booth
John Jones
Geo. Slack
Wm. Wood
John Pritchard
Wm. Bourk
Wm. Corbet
54,044 Wm. Dundas
54,045 Wm. Brouch
54,046 Herman Bade
54,047 Joseph Lamb
54,048 N. Newman
54,049 Wm. Davy
54,050 Peter Birtwell
60,851 Wm. McKewor
60,852 Thomas M'Lennon
60,853 John Spencer
60,854 Alfred Lilliatt
60,855 F. W. Richardson
60,856 David Kirby
60,857 A li  Nee
60,853 Fin Kin
60,859 John Walstab
60,860 August Wilde
60,861 Wm. Hodgson
60,862  Ali  Lee
60,863 Ah Kem
60,864 Geo. Aubrey
60,865  Ali  Jan
60,866  Ali  Cun
60,867 Ah Sing
60,868 Thos. Harris
60,869 A. Ashbury
60,870  Ali  Jee
60,871
60,872
60,873
60,874
60,875
60,876
60,877
60,878
60,879
60,880
60,881
60,882
60,883
60,884
60,885
60,886
60,887
60,888
60,889
60,890
60,891
60,892
60,893
60,894
60,895
60,896
60,897
60,898
60,899
60,900
60,901
60,902
60,903
60,904
60,905
60,906
60,907
60,908
60,909
60,910
60,911
60,912
60,913
60,914
60,915
60,916
60,917
60,918
60,919
Ali Sue
Albert McIntosh
Henry Kicks
Ali  Shoe
Ali  Hue
Ali  Book
Ali  Su
Ali  Chong
Ali  Can
Ali  Sam
Ali  Tong
Ali  Sen
Frank Steene
Ali  Sue
Ali Man
Ah Long
Gim Fung
Ali Tue
Ali  Fung
Gun Sung
Ali  Ten
Ali  Joun
Hy. Shackle
Wm. Graham
Andrew Graham
Ali Sam
Ali Suit
Thos. Mallierbe
H. W. Bateman
F. J. Robson
Len Con
Ali Sing
Coon Clow
Fred. Hughes
Thos. Wise
R. V. Smyth
Wm. Craine
Wm. Craine
Richard Oliver
Louis Bullens
0.  Cristenson
S. Holmes
J. de Tenon
J. English
J. English
J. English
Wm. Stewart
Cum Ti
Qua On
RAVENSWOOD GOLD  FIELD- continued.
During the Month ended 31st March,  1873- continued.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name.
60,920  Ali  Un
60,921  Ali  Bull
60,922 Tua Chen
60,923 Robert Bannan
60,924 Robert Bannan
60,925 Joseph Bannan
60,926 A. D. Campbell
60,927 John Williams
60,928 J. Benjamin
60,929  Ali  Wong
60,930  Ali  Kim
60,931  Ali  Sam
60,932 John Nassie
60,933 J. Murphy
60,934 John Ryan
60,935  Ali  Tit
60,936 Chuck Key
60,937  Ali  Gin
60,938 We Chan
60,939 Henry Farmer
60,940 J. Barnes
60,941 Geo. Vidal
60,942 B. T. Brown
No. Name.
60,943 Thos. Noble
60,944 J. Hogarth
60,945  J. Sellers
60,946 Ali Tua
60,947 Ali Tuong
60,948 Ah Tong
60,949 Gim Fung
60,950 Ali Cook
60,951 Jou Choi
60,952 Key Ow
60,953 Young Sang
60,954 Chin Sow
60,955 J. Gardiner
60,956 Ali Sam
60,957 Thos. Daldry
4,256  Aust. J. S. Bank
4,257 T. W. Brown
4,258 G. E. Broadley
4,259 A. C. Haldam
4,260 B. Hooper
4,261 J. Gardiner
4,262 Suwee Sang
During the Month ended 30th April, 1873.
No. Name. No. Name.
50,958 Chas. Christison 61,000 B. F. McCullrm
50,959 A. F. Foy 61,001 Austin Aumiller
50,960 John Clarke 61,002 D. Nixon
50,961 Wm. Condar 61,003 W. A. Dennis
50,962 Jacob Roger 61,004 Pat. Joyce
50,963 Wm. Grant 61,005 John Toms
50,964 J. Smith 61,006 Ben Palmer
50,965 Ali Toong 61,007 Ali Foo
50,966 Richard Spring 61,008 Ali Coi
50,967 John Grieves 61,009 Ali Toon
50,968 John Dillon 61,010 Richd. Rose
50,969 A. G. Wilson 61,011 Ali Chung
50,970 Charles Badder 61,012 Chas. O'Neil
50,971 Jas. Whitfield 61,013 R. D. Smith
50,972 Charles Irwin 61,014 John Dalton
50,973 J. C. Adams 61,015 J. H. Adams
50,974 Ali See 61,016 Pat. Hishon
50,975 Ali Nee 61,017 Pat. Joyce
50,976 Jim Foi 61,018 Wm. Grant
50,977 Ali Fong 61,019 Ed. Hughes
50,978 Ali Fook 61,020 W. M. C. Hickson
50,979 Ah See 61,021 Jim Jou
50,980 Ah Shar 61,022 Ali Sung
50,981 Git Char 61,023 J. Galbraith
50,982 Git Char 61,E'24 Wm. Harding
50,983 Geo. Tibbs 61,025 Nicholas Leoni
50,984 Const. Zerves 61,026 Alex. Webster
50,985 Thos. Gaitland 61,027 Charles Doogan
50,986 J. Nills 61,028 Ali Chit
50,987 R. Lowden 61,029 Ali Gee
50,988 Geo. Wills 61,030 Ali Sow
50,989 Wm. Bishop 61,031 W. E. Stopford
50,990 Thos. Gooch 61,032 W. E. Stopford
50,991 M. M'Gillicuddy 61,033 Richd. Mahoney
50,992 J. Melbourne 61,034 Richd. Mahoney
50,993 Wm. Hannan 61,035 Alex. Matheson
50,994 Ed. Stansby 61,036 H. Thompson
50,995 Arch. Kennedy 61,037 Pat. Carmody
50,996 M. L. Murphy 61,038 Mark Roye
50,997 M. L. Murphy 61,039 Henry Loftus
50,998 David Kirby 61,040 E. H. Plant
50,999 W. J. Allom
BUSINESS  LICENSES.
No. Name. No. Name.
4,263 John Stuttard ' 4,266 Henry Mildrum
4,264 Brodziak & Rodgers 4,267 Sin Qua
4,265 John Arsbitt 4,268 Jit Wah
GILBERT RANGES GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 30th April, 1873.
MINERS'
No. Name.
45,220 William Walsh
45,221 William Stevens
45,222 Ali Kim
45,223 John Giddings
RIGHTS.
No. Name.
45,224 Chong Sue
45,225 John Kennedy
45,226 Joseph Leader
45,227 Gilbert H. Brown
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ETHRIDGE GOLD FIELDS.
During the Month ended 30th April, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name.
45,541 T. Anderson
45,542 J. McFall
45,543 T. Ball
45,544 P. Purtell
45,545 T. Lynch
45,546 J. Burn
45,547 J. McCabe
45,548 J. Cosgrove
45,549 W. Furguson
45,550 E. H. Biudon
45,551 J. H. B. Crawford
45,552 W. 0. Hodgkinson
45,553 J. Kuhr
45,554 W. Hetherington
45,555 M. Hickey
45,556 M. Hickey
45;557 S. Meaker
45,558 E. Kirk
45,559 J. Suing
45,560 C. Barber
45,561 H. Smithson
45,562 G. Smithson
45,563 J. Barnsley
45,564 J. Hair
45,565 D. McLean
45,566 A. Hudson
BusINRss
No, Name.
2,185 P. Callaghan and Co.
2,186 J. Hardie
2,188 McGroarty Bros.
2,189 Wing On
2,190 James Sutherland
No. Name.
45,567 F. Hudson
45,568 F. Hudson
45,569 1).  Jebro
45,570 H. Myer
45,571 Ali Few
45,572 Ali  Long
45,573  Ali  Lang
45,574 Ali Yan
45,575 W. Bird
45,576 P. Brophy
45,577  S. Brophy
45,578 M. Brophy
45,579 E. Cook
45,580 D. Gibbon
45,581  Al.  Walsh
45,582 T. McLees
45,583 D. McNiel
45,584 J. Lohman
45,585 J. Halverton
45,586 D. McNiel
45,587  Ali  Sam
45,588 T. Quinlan
45,589 Hin Tie
45,590 E. Prior
45,591 Can Chin
45,592 T. Walsh
LICENSES.
No. Name.
2,191 P. McDermott
2,192 A. M. Guest
2,193 R. Prosser
2,194 Clifton and Aplin
Bros.
NORMANBY AND MOUNT WYATT GOLD
FIELDS.
During the Month ended 30th April, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
37,920 Frederick Boatel I 37,922 Soloman Wiseman
37,921 Ambrose F. Cox
CHARTERS TOWERS, BROUGHTON, AND CAPE
GOLD FIELDS.
During the Mouth ended 30th April, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
55,951 James Ahern 55,985 Thomas Newlovo
55,952 Thomas Wharton 55,986 C. J. Marks
55,953 Geo. Edmonds 55,987 R. Johnson
55,954, Joe Ali Dee 55,988 John Griffiths
55,955 John Williams 55,989 B. P. Watkis
55,956 P. Cunningham 55,990 John McLaren
55,957 John Parsons 55,991 John Duncan
55,958 Richard Wilson 55,992 C. O'Brien
55,959 F. Soeberg 55,993 William Freeman
55,960 Ah Sten 55,994 James Cummins
55,961 Henry Hurle 55,995 B. P. Watkis
55,962 Edward 55,996 C. O'Neil
55,963 W. R. Joss 55,997 James O'Brien
55,964 Richard Daly 55,998 M. J. F. Lebonon
55,965 C. McCormack 55,999 G. Nichols
55,966 B. Flood 56,000 All Lin
55,967 Thomas Tevlin 56'001 Ah Can
55,968 Thomas Mowbray 56,00 2  Michael Roche
55,969 Thomas Mowbray 56,003 Jos. Stafford
55,970 Thomas Mowbray 56,004 F. Statham
55,971 Thomas Mowbray 56,005 A. N. Arnold
55,972 Thomas Mowbray 56.006  11.  Wilson
55,973 Halam Cyrille 56,007 M. Dillon
55,974 Nicholas Nelson 56,008 H. H. Manning
55,975 William Trevethan 56,009 Thomas Gray
55,976 William Trevethan ! 56,010 John Lyons
55,977 Robert Fullerton 56,011 W. Jenkins
55,978  Ali  Noak , 56,012 Geo. Harrod
55,979 John Tough 56,013 John Daley
55,980 H. Linkleman 56,014 John Jenkins
55,981 Thomas Wallace 56,015 J. S. Trevethan
55,982 William Wallace 56,016  Ali Cho
55,983 Henry Keane 56,017 William Hart
55,984 William Heather 56,018 William Hart
CHARTERS' TOWERS, BROUGHTON, AND CAPE
GOLD  FIELDS-continued.
During the Month ended 30th April, 1873.
MINERS '  RIGHTS.
No.. Name. No. Name.
56,019 John Hearn 56,081 It Aug
56,020 James Richton 56,082 Ali Hoy
56,021 George Bateman 56,083 William Kerr
56,022 Carl Jarden 56,084 Fredk. Batten
56,023 W. B. Stanhouse 56,085 Andrew Every
56,024 James Davis 56,086 Peter Doolan
56,025 Thomas McOnvill 56,087 Detfel Muir
56,023 Charles Kerr 56,088 Thomas Harvey
56,027 James McCallum 56,089 M. Dillon
56,028 John Merry 56,090 J. Shambrook
56,029 Joseph Marshall 56,091 Ali Chan
56,030 Thomas Puree 56,092 James Badkin
56,031 William Bannlay 56,093 John Coghlan
56,032 Henry Bourner 56,094 William Stuart
56,033 R. Hansel 56,095 William Stuart
56,034 Jack Bohn 56,096 Joseph McGarr
56,035 Mclandweek 56,097 Richard Craven
56,036 John Clarke 56,098 Ashley Goble
56,037 Fredk. Hampden 56,099 John Kelly
56,038 Ali Ing 56,100 William McCall
56,039 Angus Campbell 56,101 William Moore
56,040 D. Fagerty 56,102 Jack Leong
56,041 Robert Perry 56,103 Coon Tal
56,042 F. Hoepfner 56,104 Mich. O'Donoghue
56,043 Richard Tate 56,105 Timothy Hassett
56,044 Hugh Munro 56,106 Fred. Crawley
56,045 McDonald 56,107 J. E. Larkin
56,016 Wm. Harrington 56,108 Phillip Clyma
56,047 August Gard 56,109 Stephen Questead
56,048 Ulric Warelin 56,110 John Leoves
56,049 Brown Warden 56,111 Patk. Byrne
56,050 D. Murtel 56,112 William Cox
56,051 H. W. Palmer 56,113 Patk. Byrne
56,052 Ah Lee 56,114 Henry Rose
56,053 Ali Pawk 56,115 John Brennan
56,054 Joseph Fogg 56,116 R. C. Clarke
56,055 Call. McDougal 56,117 Thomas O'Donnell
56,056 V. Platz 56,118 James Simpson
56,057 John Jennings 56,119 Samuel Lee
56,058 William Hunter 56,120 Edmund Burke
56,059 Hon Chong 56,121 Thomas Kelly
56,060 Fred . Davis,  56,122 Henry Gilbert
56,061 Ali Cho 56,123 John Stewart
56,062 Ali Sam 56,124 T. G. Wray
56,063 Lo Che 56,125 William Jones
56,064 Pat Han 56,126 William Whiteway
56,065 Ah Poy 56,127 Frederick Wolfe
56,066 Ali Ho 56,128 William Hamilton
56,067 William Lawrence 56,129 Annie Merton
56,068 Robt. Beadnell 56,130 William Moore
56,069 John Strenier 56,131 William Moore
56,070 Felix McElroy 56,132 Adolphus Charters
56,071 Fred. Westermeyer 56,133 William Robertson
56,072 James Head 56,134 William Benton
56,073 James Head 56,135 John Cameron
56,074 Mich. Callaghan 56,136 John M'Gregor
56,075 Peter Bennett 56,137 William Dunn
56,076 Stamatis Nichols 56,138 W. G. Symonds
56,077 W. H. Morgan 56,139 George Lawrence
56,078 Frank Lucas 56,140 John Wilson
56,079 Alexander Jackson 56,141 Henry Williams
56,080 Chong Ing 56,142 F. Benwell
BUSINESS  LICENSES.
No. Name. No. Name.
4,349 William Taylor
4,350 Allen McDougall
4,351 Watson Brothers
4,352 William Totten
4,353 Robert James
4,354 Aust. J. S. Bank
4,355 Yap Chong
4,356 Edward Seymour
4,357 Frederick B. McKee
4,358 John Borthwick
4,359 James C. Hutton
4.360 Chas. Sussmilch
4,361 W. D. Casey
4,362 J. D. Syrnes and Co.
4,363 George Ali Pan
4,364 Yow Leo
Department of Public Works,
Roads Branch,
Brisbane, 27th May, 1873.
NEW ROAD-FINAL NOTICE. -
.L
N OTICE  is hereby given, that a New Road
leading to the Wharf Reserve, Hotham
River, referred  to in Notices dated 13th December,
1872, and  11th February , 1873, folios  2074-72,  and
210-73, respectively ,  of the  Government Gazette,
has been formally marked and opened by the proper
officer, and same is now open for public use.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-2000W.
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Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1873.
N
OTICE is hereby given, under the 14th section
of  " An  Act to make provision  for the Con-
struction by  the  Government of Railways , and for
the Regulation of the same,"  assented ,to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has pri-
marily approved of the Map and Book of Reference
of the proposed new line, Northern Railway-
from 30 miles (Westwood) to 38 miles 40 chains
(near  Goganjo Creek).
The map or plan, and book of reference, can be
seen at this Office, and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in writing, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objection which may exist to
the adoption of the said line of Railway, or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection
therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
2nd. Depth of water sufficient to all ow a vessel
drawing 17 feet to float at low water, with a
depth at face of wharves of not less than 14 feet.
3rd. The greatest possible accommodation for
shipping that the site will admit of without inter-
fering with the navigation of the river.
4th. Easy access for drays to and from the
wharves.
5th. Means of connecting the line of proposed
wharves with those above, or that may at any future
time be constructed below such wharves.
6th. Adaptability of design for use of tramways
along the wharves, if such should be hereafter
required.
The drawings submitted by competitors  must con-
sist of a general plan drawn upon a scale of 30 feet
to one inch, showing the proposed arrangement of
wharves and site for warehouses , &c., connected
therewith, together with carefully prepared detail
drawings showing method of construction, &c., upon
a scale of not less than 4 feet to 1 inch ,  with all
necessary dimensions figured on .  An estimate of
cost and general speci fication of the proposed. works
must also accompany the designs.
Department of Public Works,
Roads Branch,
Brisbane, 25th March, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that any person or
1' persons removing any stone, gravel, loam, or
other material from any public road, or who, by the
careless use  of fire, shall injure or destroy any
bridge or culvert, or damage any approaches thereto,
or who shall fall any timber across any public road,
or injure any road by drawing timber along it,
otherwise than on wheels, will be proceeded  against
as the law directs.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 6th June, 1873.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
THE  following Notice to Mariners is publishedfor general information.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
A plan of the ground has been 'prepared by
Government, giving soundings of depth of water
along the proposed site of wharves, lithographic
copies of which can be obtained by intending
competitors upon application to this Office.
Designs must be lodged at the Treasury by noon
on MONDAY, the 14th July, and must have
appended to them a motto, but no name ; and with
the Design must be a separate enclosure  containing
the name of the Designer, and the motto he has
appended to the Design.
Further  particulars  may be obtained from the
Portmaster , Captain G. P. HEATS, R.N.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1873.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  1st January, 1873.
CHANGE IN LIGHT AT THE BIRD ISLANDS, QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
CAPE OF GOOD HOPE. RANCHES f th b 4- All
WITII reference to my Notice dated 1st November,
1872, which appeared in the  Government Gazette
on the 8th November, notifying that a fixed White
Light of the third class, dioptric, would be substi.
tuted for the present Double Lights at the Bird
Islands early in the year 1873: Notice is now
given, that the original intention has been aban-
doned, and that instead of a White Light, a fixed
Red Light of the third class, dioptric, will be
exhibited at the Bird Islands on or about the 1st
April next.
Sailing directions will be published at an early
date.
M. R. ROBINSON, C.E.,
Chief Inspector  of Public Works.
Public Works Department,
17th February, 1873.
TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, ETC.
DESIGN FOR PROPOSED WHARFAGE.
T
HE Government having in contemplation the
Leasing  of the River Frontage in Petrie's
Bight,  Brisbane  River, with a view to the erection
there of Wharves, according to an approved plan,
hereby invite competitive designs for the same.
A premium of One Hundred pounds will be
awarded for the most approved, and Fifty pounds
for the next approved, design. The accepted
designs to  become the property of the Govern.
ment.
The principal  objects and  requirements sought
for in these designs are :-
1st. Permanency of structure.
B
o e a  ova are now open a ora
Banana, Beenleigh ,  Bowen  (Port Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Ipswich,
Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marlborough,
Maryborough, Milchester, Mount Perry, Murphy's,
Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office (Brisbane),
Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St.
George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom.
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and Westwood,
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding  £ 200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person ,  at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Exce llency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
T is hereby notified for  general  information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
I Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46) has been  made  for the closing of the under-
mentioned  Roads ; and  all persons  who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit  to this Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish.
I F. T. Gregory .. .. Road separating portions 96, 102, and
103, from portions 95, 104, and 106 Gowrie
2 F. T. Gregory .. .. Road separating portions 106. 107,
108, and 109, from portions 68, 69,
105, and 104 Gowrie
3 F. T. Gregory .. Road separating portions 125, 126,
116, 115, 114, and 113, from por-
tions 132, 133, 136, 137, 140, and
141 .. Gowrie
4 F. T. Gregory .. .. Road separating portions 117, 116,
and 136, from portions 115 and 137 Gowrie ..
Area
A. B. P.
5 1 5
4 1 0
6 0 16
4 1 28
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th  May, 1873.
IT is hereby noti fied for general information ,  that application under the 27th section  of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868  " (31 Victoria , No. 46),  has been made for the closing of the under.
mentioned Roads ; and all parties who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing ,  within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Pariah. Area.
1 O. A. J. Woodcock ... Road separating portion 196 from portion 196A Tinana ...
A. R.  F.
2 1 33
2 Ditto ... Reserved road through portion 197 ... ... Tinana ... 6 0 18
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th April, 1873.
IT is hereby noti fied for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  "  The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 "  (31 Victoria , No. 46),  has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Road  ;  and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing , within  two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDIILE OF ROAD To BB CLOSED.
No.
1
Applicant.
R. Harvey ...
Situation.
Road separating  portion 99 from por-
tions 82 and 83
Parish. Area.
Auckland
A.  R.  P.
3 1 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  28th March, 1873.
TT is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the twenty -seventh section of
1 "The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868"  (31 Victoria , No. 46), has been made for closing of the
under -mentioned Road  ;  and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are required
to transmit to this Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation. Parish.. Area.
A. Y. P.
Brassall ... 1 1 351 F. W. Ironmonger ... ... I Road separating portion 364 from
portion 368
911
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Selection No. 125, parish of Basset, county of Carlisle, Notice is hereby
given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this
Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Mackay ; and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
By Command,
73-1820. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION NO. 125 ,  PAFrIs la  OF BASSET ,  COUNTY OF CARLISLE ;
TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion  of Road . Reputed Owner . Bearing s. hi
Ln engt s Breadth
of Area . Remarks.
. Road.
chs. Iks. A. X. P.
1 Commencing at the southern boundary C. Kelly ... ... .N. 3290 30' E. 9 86 1 chain 3 2 21
of selection No. 126,  and running  north - N. 340° E. 26 50 1 chain
westerly to its northern boundary
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 2nd June, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient to
1 open a new Road from Gympie Road to Rush Creek, parish of Redcliffe, county of Stanley,
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now
in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office,
Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the
Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the
formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-1957. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK, OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM GYMPIE ROAD TO RUSH CREEK,  PARISH OF REDCLIFFB, COUNTY
OF STANLEY,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM
IV., No. 11.
Register
No Portion of Road. No. of Reputed Occupier Bearings Length in  Breadth of Area Remarks. Selec-  Owner . . . Chains. Road . . .
tion.
h Iko
1 Entering north-east
boundary,  of portion
37, parish of  Bedoliffe,
and going  out west-
ward across  its north-
west  boundary
Ente ri ng the south-east
boundary of portion
38, parish of Redeliffe,
and going out west-
ward acro ss its north-
west boundary
2 An Irregular  piece,
enteri ng south boun-
dary of portion 38,
parish of Redclife, and
going out westward
across its western
boundary
Entering the south-east
boundary of portion
39, parish of  Redclife,
and going out west-
ward ac ro ss its north-
west boundary, and
south -eastward across
its southern and east-
ern boundaries
4 Triangular area, being1 eastern co er of selec-
tion 28,  parish of
Whiteside
S.  s,  A. R.
0. Gordon ... Unoccupied  N. 283° E. 7 68 1 chain  ...  0 3
P.
3 Open forest land,
not fenced in nor
• improved.
... R. Little ... Unoccupied N. 283°  E. 18 78 1 chain  ...  1 3 20 Open forest land,
not fenced in.
... R. Little ... Unoccupied Generslbear-; Greatest  Greatest 2 3 20 Open forest ;land,
tug, length,  width, not fenced in.
N. 141°  E. 12 50 4 chs.9olks.
It. Little ... Unoccupied N. 2830 E.  0 96  I chain ... 4 2 3 Open  forest land,
N. 253° E. 10 97 11 not fenced in.
N. 275° E. 12 87
N. 342° E. 2 15
N. 150° E. 5 15
N. 192° 30' E. 8 42
I
N. 235° E. 2 60 I chn.801ks.
905 J. Foreman J. Foreman N. 187°  IN  E.  3 27 Greatest  0 1 21 Forest land, fenced
width,
240 chains
off  on one side
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  27th May, 1873.
NEW ROAD.--FIRST NOTICE.
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
l to open a new Road from Warwick Agricultural Reserve up Emu Creek to Warwick Register
No. 485, parish of Robinson, county of Merivale, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the
provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of
Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office, Warwick ; and all  persons interested therein
are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this
date, any well -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
73-1797-W.
226 Jas.MitcheH Unoccupied  N. 77° 30'  29 11  2 chains  5 3 12 Land part ially cleared
-otherwise unim-
proved.
BOOS :  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD Fno&  WARWICK  AGRICULTURAL  R ESERVE UP EMU CREEK  TO WARWICK
REGISTER  No. 485,  PARISH OF ROBINSON ,  COUNTY  OF MERIVALE ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC
ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. portion of Road.
1 A tri angular po rt ion out
of the north corner of
Warwick Register No.
265
2 Commencing on the ... The Crown Unoccupied N. 1401  E. 13 86 2 chains 6 1 2 Sandy  ri dge ; open
north-east boundary of
Warwick Register No.
265, andrunning south.
easterly to the western
boundary of Warwick
Register No. 106
3 Commencing on the 106 The Crown Unoccupied  N. 140° E.
4
west bounda ry  of se-
lection No .  106, and
running south -easterly
to its south boundary
Commencing on the ... Wildash Occupied  by N. 140° E.
north boundary of and Hut-  Gate-keeper N. 100
pre-emptive 27, Can- chinson
ning Downs Run, and
running southerly and
about east by south to
its eastern boundary
Register
No. of Reputed
Selec- Owner.
tion.
227 W. Groves Unoccupied N. 68° E.  8 21 2 chains  4 0 34 Unimproved forest
N. 81° 11 00 land.
N. 105° 1 26
W.R. F. J. 0. Unoccupied N. 60 23' E.  'I  23 48 Average 1 0 24 01d ,  fence in road
265 wildash width of near south bound-
portion ary,
resumed
50  li nks ,
box  forest.
3 42 2 chains 1 0 5 Unimproved fore st
land; west bound-
ary of selection
fenced.
2 57 2 chains 2 3 9; Fence crosses this
13 22 portion,  but not
near road.
5 Commencing on the ... F. J. C. Unoccupied N. 100 E. 40 78 2 chains 8 0 25 Open plain ,  fenced
western bounda ry  of Wildash and partly culti-
portion 121,  and run-  ;  vated under Indian
ning about east by corn .
south to west boundary
of reserve at its south-
east corner
6 Commencing on the
western boundary of
selection  No. 221, and
running about east by
north to its eastern
boundary
221 Jno. Reeve Occupied by N. 77° 30 '  E. 29 12 2 chains 5 3 12 Cleared land, culti-
Agent vated with wheat
and potatoes.
7 Commencing on the
S
9
western boundary of
Warwick Register No.
226, and running about
east by north to its
eastern boundary
Commencing on the
western bosidary of
selection  No. 227, and
running easterly to
Emu Creek
An irregular shaped
po rt ion out of the
no rt h-east corner of
portion 120
10 Commencing on the
western boundary of
po rt ion 119,  and run-
ning north -easterly
and easterly to its
eastern bounda ry
11 Commencing on the
eastern boundary of
po rt ion 119,  and run-
ning easterly and
north-easterly to Emu
Creek, the south
bounda ry  of Warwick
Register No. 618
F. J. C. Unoccupied
Wildash
Breadth
,
Area .  Remarks.
of Road.
ohs. lks.  A.  n. r.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
'Length in
Chains.
I
N. 105°  E. 2 51 2 chains 0 1 12 Unimp ro ved forest
land.
F. J. C. Unoccupied N. 56° 15' E. 40 65
Wildash N. 72° 15' 23 06
The Crown Unoccupied N. 70° E. 25 00
N. 80° 6' 30 00
N.112°  30' 6 00
N. 901 2 00
N. 60° 30' 8 00
N. 95° 30 00
N. 60° 30' 11 00
N. 36„ 16 00
N. 29° 3b' 25 00
N. 68° 5 08
N. 9° 52' 40
2 chains 12 3 8 Unimproved , (lightly
timbered with
apple and gum.
Black soil.
2 chains 33 2 31 Unimproved forest
land.
618 L.  Gillispie Unoccupied N. 9° 62' 1 80 1 chain12 A strip of  laud one
N. 66° 52' 23 611chain wide,  running
N. 23° 22' 2 80in a north-easterly
direction  across a
pocket of Emu Creek
forming the south
boundary of Warwick
Register No. 618
Occupier .  Bearings.
2 2 39 Unimproved forest
land.
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NEW RoAD- Boos  OF  REFERENCE-continued.
No.
13
Portion  of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Commencing on the left
bank of Emu Creek,
on the south boundary
of Warwick  Register
No. 618,  and running
about north by west
to the  western bound-
ary of Warwick  Regis-
ter No. 516
14 Commencing on the
western  boundary of
selection No. 516, and
running easterly to its
south boundary
15 Commencing on Emu
Creek ,  at the south
bounda ry  of Warwick
Register ,  No. 518, and
running easterly and
north -easterly to  ro ad
in Warwick Register,
No. 486
W. It.,
No. 618
Reputed
Owner. Occupier .  Bearings.
The Crown Five acres N. 332° 52' E.
granted as 314° 59'
special ease 28° 45'
to S. McAra ,  97° 10'
for saw-mill
Henry rage Hen ry  Page N. 97° 10' E.
83°55'
80° 20'
80° 20' E.The Crown Unoccupied N.
50° 21'
64° 44'
1030  14'
37° 45'
97° 10'
41° 46'
60° 46'
88° 47'
72° 46'
1411  21'
126° 67'
29-341
'
36'
117  3'
123° 34'
40°
330°
294°
350°
3°
28° 45'
49° 8'
16° 30'
29°
359°
36° 30'
29° 17'
Length in Breath of
Chains. Road, Area Remarks.
chs. lks. A. R.  P.
15 45 1 chain 3 0 32 MoAra 's steam saw-
12 09 mill near  road.
4 39
52
9 15 1 chain 2 0 0 ! But  erected on selec-
9 79 tion and land par-
0 90 tially cleared.
4 14
Irregular
width,
10 39 creek 6 0 0
10 02 north
17 20'
boundary
3 80
8 54
6 84
9 50
8 18
7 01 I Unimproved forest10 22 ? 150  links 19 3 6 ridges.4 48
10 51
6 18
14 52
5 68
20 00
2 31
4 66  2 chains 0 3 26 Emu Creek  Cro ssing.
2 80'
16 60
10 00
29 00
15 60 160  links 12 3 14 fUnimproved forest
12 00 1 ridges.
11 30
12 00
16 52
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 19th May, 1878.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST NOTICE.
]
HIS Exce ll ency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open  a new  Road through Pre-emptives 63 and 64, Glenga llan Run, parish of Robinson ,  county
of Merivale ,  Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11 .  and now in force in this  Colony, a  Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line
of Road above -mentioned ,  are now deposited at the  Office  of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane, and at
the Police Office, Drayton  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date ,  any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73.1626.  WM. HENRY WALSH.
Boox  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PRE-EMPTIVEB 63 AND 64 ,  GLANGALLAN RUN, PARISH OF
ROBINSON ,  COUNTY OF MERIVALE ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT
OF COUNCIL  4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion  of Road .
1
2
Reputed Owner .  Occupier.  I Bearings . in  Chains ., of Road . Area. Remarks.
ebs. lks. A. R. P.
Marsha ll  and Unoccupied N. 359°  50'E. 7 13 160 links 9 2 0 Unimp ro ved
Deuchar 35° 10 60 forest land.
64° 21 00
79° 23 97
Marshall and Unoccupied 79° 36 70 150 „ 6 0 24 Unimp ro ved
Deuchar goo 4 24 forest land.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares .
£ a. d.
Week ending May 31st, 1873 496 1 9
Corresponding week last year... 399 16 9
Increase ...
Decrease
96 5 0
From western bounda ry  of pre-
emptive 63,  Glengallan Run, run-
ning  northerly  and easterly to
its eastern  boundary
From the  western  boundary of
pre-emptive 84, Glengalian Run,
running easterly to its eastern
boundary
Goods and Live
stock .
Parcels and Total.Miscellaneous.
£ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
1,16611 1 6116 6 1,714 8 4
1,005 6 3 61 11 8 1,466 14 8
151 4 10 0 3 10 247 13 8
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
TIME TABLE.
A 45 ... Gowrie Junction
 ... arrive
SOUTHERN Ah,J WESTERN RAILWAY.-On
 and after
 MONDAY,
 9th September,
 1872, the following Time Table will  come into operation
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
MI1Ea.
From Too-
Ipawioh l
 woombs.
8
12
18
21
E5
29
88
49
59
69
78
82.35
85
85
901
94
102
109
118
120
131
140
143
85
90
97
106
114
127
130
7
7
121
16
24
31
40
42
53
62
65
srdrIONS.
Ipswich ...
Walloon ...
Rosewood
Western Creek
Grandchester arrivedepart
Victoria  Tunnel ...
Laidley ... ... ,..
Gatton ... .. ,
Helidon ... arrive{depart
arriveMurphy's Creek 1. depart
Highfields ... ...
Toowoomba ,., arrivet depart
Mahoney's Gate ... .
Gowrie Junction ...  arrive
Gowrie Junction ... depart
For Williams' Camp
Westbrook  Crossing... ...
Cambooya ,.. ...
Emu Creek Siding ... ...
]King's Creek ... ... ...
Clifton ...
I Allora
Lyndhurst Road
Warwick .,.
Gowrie Junction ... depart
Gowrie ... ... ...
Oakey Creek ,..
Jondaryan
Bowenville
Blaxland ' s Siding ...
D lbo y ...
No.1, No.2,
Goods. Mixed.
A.M. A.M.
... 10'0
... 10.28
UP TRAINS.
No. 3, No. 4,
Mixed.  Goods.
A.M. P.M.
]QLICS.
No. 5, No.  B, From From
P.M.
...
 A.  ... ... A
A
*11.8
... 11.12
... A
... 11.49
... 12.18
... 12.53
A
... 1'8 ... ... ...
*1.48
...
*8.30 1.52 ,,. 2 7
9'22 2.44 ,.. 2.59 ...
10.10 3.32 3.47
... 4.6 10.50 ... 3.55
... B B ... ...
... ... *11.16 ...
4.30
5.8
6.38
A
A
6.50
*.11.25 ... 4.20
A .,. A
A ... A
12.26 ... 5.20
A ... A
1.18 ... 6.13
1.28 ... *6.23
2.5 ... 7.0
2-45
 ... 7'40
6.28
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
No.1,
A.M.
No.2, No.3,
Mixed.  Mixed.
No.4, No. 5.
Mixed.
 Goods.
No. 6
Mixed.
A.M. A
 .M. A.M. A.M.
... ...
8140
...
... A ...
... 9.58 ...
10.30 ...
... .. ...
P.M.
6.67 ... Warwick ... ... ... ... 8.5 ... ,.. 5.5
7.32 ... 3 Lyndhurst Road ... ... ... A A .., A
7.47 .,. 12 i  Allora .., ... ... ... ... 8.45 ... ... 5.45
23
1
Cog
s Creek
..
.
...
9.22 ... ... *6.23
8'27 ... 25 ..  9-32  6.33
9.19 ... 34 Emu Creek Siding
...
..
 ... ... A A ... A
10.7 ... 41 Cambooya
 ...
...  ...
 10'25 ... ... 7.26
... ... 49 Westbrook Crossing ... ... ... ... A A ... A
... .,. 621 For Williams' Camp... .. ... ... A A ... A
,., .,. 58 Gowrie Junction .,. arrive ... .,. ...
... 50.45 Mahoney's Gate ... ... •..
 B ... ••. B
62 65
61 ...
71
81
92
101
105
109
112
118
122
130
* Trains meet here.
Gowrie Junction
Toowoomba ...
Highfields ...
Murphy' s Creek
Brisbane , 30th August, 1872.
until further  notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
DOWN
 TRAINS.
,..depart ... ... *11.25 *11.16 ,.. 8.26
arrive 11.55 11.44  ...  ' 8.56
1  depart 6.30 6.50 ... 12.4 11.50 ,,.
7'20 7.40 ... 12.54 12.40 ...
J arrive 8 110 1.44 1130
(depart ... *8.30 ... *1.48 ... ...
Helidon ,,, arrive ... 9.10 ...
2.28 ...
Idepart ... 9.25 ... 2'43 ... ..,
Gatton ... ... ... ... 10.0 ... 3'18 ... ...
Laidley .,. .., ... 10.29 ... 3 47 ... ...
Victoria Tunnel ... ... A ... A ... ..•
Grandchester arrive ... 11.4 ...
4.221depart ... *11.8 ... 4'26 ...
Western Creek ... A
Rosewood
 ,.. ..
. .
...
 A ... A ...
Walloon „  11.49 ... • 6'8
... Ipswich  ,,, ... ...  12.17 ... 5.36
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
Nora.-The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal  to take  up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their  Journey terminates .  Passengers  requiring to alight at those  places can
only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they  join the Train  to the place at which they propose to alight.
(B.) The Nos. 2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down  Trains  only, will, for the present, stop at this  Crossing , subject to the foregoing regulation.
Goods Trains  will be run  when necessary.
P.M.
4.40 Dalby .. ... .,.
*5.8 3  ... Blaxland's Siding ... ,..
A 16 ... Bowenvillo ... ... ...
A 24 ... Jondaryan .,. ,..
5 .47 33 .., Oakey Creek , ., .
5.51 40 ... I Gowrie .
STATIONS.
Mixed .
 Mixed. Dalby .  Warwick .  Goods.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1873.
UNCLAIMED GOODS, &c., NORTHERN RAILWAY.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned articles are in the custody of the Lost Property
Department, Northern Railway. Owners can have the same on application to the Traffic
Manager, Rockhampton, and paying costs.
If not released before SATURDAY, 21st June next, they will be sold by public auction to defray
expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED GOODS ON HAND AT ROCKHAMPTON, 31sT DECEMBER, 1872.
Date .  station. Descri ption of Goods.
1871.
let June ... ... ... ... Rockhampton ... ... .. 1 paper parcel
5th September ... ... ... 1 digger a swag
18th November ... ... ... „ ... ... .. 1 paper parcel
18th October... ... ... ... Westwood ,.. ... .... 1 tin kerosine
1872.
31st may Westwood ditto
18th November ,, 1 small piece of linen
,) ... ... ... ... ), 1 trunk clothes
15th April, 1871, to 31st Dec., 1872
LOST LUGGAGE.
Rockhampton ... ...
Westwood
Bag baby's clothes, spurs, hat, doll,
leather bag, towel, umbrella, &c., &c.
1 swag.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
G
REAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY, the 14th instant, the following Time
Table will come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles  from
Rock- Stations Up
ITrain, Milesfrom West- stations. Down Train
hampton . Mixed , wood. Mixed.
a.m. P.M.
Rockhampton... ... 11. 0 ... Westwood ... ... 3.30
6 Gracemere 11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing ... ... A
15 Stanwe ll ... 12. 0 16 Stanwell  ... ... ... 4.30
24 Rosewood Crossing ... A 24 Graeemere  ... ... ... 6.6
80 Westwood ... .,, 1.0 30 Rockhampton... ... 6.30
All Day Tickets issued on saturdavs available to return on the fo llowing Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, wi ll  stop by signal to take up passengers only ,  who wi ll  be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they loin the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
AXE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
T provisions of  " The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Desc ri ption and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant. Date within which a  Caveatmay be lodged.
640 acres , on the Albert River, at Tabragalba, county of
Ward
James Henderson  ... ... 7th July, 1873.
36 perches, being allotment 2 of section 27, parish and Samuel Sneyd, and Wm. Ditto.
town of North  Brisbane , county of Stanley Thomas Gillin, Trustees,
with power of sale, under
Will of William Gillin
33 perches, being subdivision 12 of suburban portion
108, parish of North Brisbane, county of Stanley
James Sullivan ... ... 7th August, 1873.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, Queensland,
 31st May, 1873,THE following
 8tnn[isY of OBBBRVATIONB taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION,
 BnxaBANB ,  during the Month of APRIL, 1873,  is published for general information.
By His Excellency's Command,
THOMAS L. M YRRAY-PRIOE, Postmaster-General.
Maximum
Mean  ... ... ...
Minimum
SUMMARY  OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT BRISBANE, DURING THE MONTH OF APRIL, 1873.
LATITVDE,  27° 28' 3"
 S.;  LoBGrr DB,  1530 16' 15" E. HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE  MEAN SEA LEvit L, 140 FEET  ;  DISTANCE PEOM SEA-COAST,  10 MILES.
EAROMETER .  EvGaOMETER.
Corrected to 32°
Fahrenheit ,
 and Temperature Temperature of
reduced to mean of Air. Evaporation.
sea level.
... 30.336
30.042
111
30.290
29.954
a d
0 0
30'344 72.0
30.017 68.4
29.746 68.6
3
84 *0
73.9
66.529'789 (29.678
Summa ry  of April, 1873
» ,. 1872
1871
1870
r „ 1869
1868
1867
1866
1966
1864
n r 1863
1863
701
70.0
71.7
70.3
72.1
72.5
722
70.5
71.1
71.2
a
0
70.0 67'0
64.0 62.9
80.0 46.5
rr
69.2 „
4 0'311 „
11 5.11
18 4.81
18 „ ,. 12.04
„ 9 1-70 „
„ 19
 15-28 „
15 3-09 r,
3 „ ,. 0.60 ,r
12 3.13
14  6-70 „
8
31.5 •680
 210 N 0 NW1 NI NWIN2 NW1 10f
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The weather has been much  cooler  than usual daring the month ;  the mean shade temperature ,  66.8°, being 2.3° under the average of this mouth for the previous ten years, and 1.80 less than the previous three years .  The highest reading in shade,
86.0°, was on the
 11th;
 the lowest on grass ,  45.0°, was on the morning of the 30th .  The highest baromet ri c reading ,  30944, was at 9 p.m. on the 4th ,  and the lowest , 28678,  at 3 p.m. on the 11th .  The mean  barometric  readings have been above the
average of the mouth .
 Rain fe ll  on 12 days ; the total fall, 2•S0 inches ,  being 2,45 inches under the average of the month  ;  the greatest fall in 24 hours, 0.68 inches, was on the 16th ,  For fu rt her information as to the rainfa ll  of the Colony, see
Mean Shade Temp .,  68.8 degrees.
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Rain fell on 12 days. Total  Rainfall, 290 inches.
general summary published monthly in the  Government Gazelle.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Obse-,;r.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th May, 1873.
NOTICE.
WHEREAS  a Proclamation ,  in pursuance of
the Act of Council 29 Vic., No. 13, was
published  in the  Government Gazette  of  the 18th
May, 1867, appointing the Island  of St. Helena, in
Moreton Bay , to be a place  for the detention of
offenders  sentenced to penal servitude ,  or bard
labor on the roads or other public works of the
colony, and warning  all persons ,  unless specially
authorised, against approaching or landing upon
the said Island : It is hereby notified that any
person found at or  near or in  any way communicat-
ing with the  said Island  of St. Helena, without the
written permission of the Colonial Secretary being
first had and obtained,  is liable on  conviction to a
penalty of Twenty Pounds, or three months im-
prisonment , or both, at the discretion of the Court.
A. H. PALMER.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  5th May, 1873.
NOTICE.
IN accordance with the 5th section of  "The Mar-
riage  Act "  (28 Victoria , No. 15), it is hereby
noti fied that the Reverend  THOMAS WILLIAM
I'ERsox, a Minister of the Baptist denomination,
residing at Rockhampton ,  is duly registered in this
office as a Minister of Religion authorised to cele-
brate Marriages in Queensland.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane , 5th June, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that GEORGE LEwisRUTHERFORD ,  of Charters Towers, and
REGINALD VAILLENT,  of Brisbane ,  were on the 1st
May, 1873, admitted as Chemists and Druggists.
K. CANNAN, President.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS,  Secretary.
N.B.-The Medical Board meet on the first
Thursday in each Month ,  at half-past Ten a.m.,
at the Immigration  Office, William  street ,  Brisbane.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
REPORTED DANGER BETWEEN THE PERCY
ISLANDS AND h. h. GROUP.
R.  Alfred Harwood ,  master of the barge
" Enterprise ,"  reports that during his last
voyage from the Pioneer River to Brisbane, he
sighted at low water a heavy break upon what
appeared to be a sunken rock,  in the following
position ,  viz.:-
Pine Peak  ... .. E. by N. ; N.
h. 2 Island Bluff... ... W .S.W. Southerly.
Prudhoe Island being nearly in line with the
south-east Islet of the Beverley Group.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 28th April, 1873.
BALONNE ELECTORAL ROLL.NOTICE is hereby given, that Court of Petty
Sessions for revising  the Electoral Roll for
the Electoral District of Balonne will be held at the
Court House, St. George, on TUESDAY, the 24th
day of June  next,  at 12 o'clock noon.
REGINALD C. H. UHR,
Court House,
Police Magistrate.
St. George, May 26th, 1873.
MACKAY POUND.
R. JOHN  CHARLES BINNEY was this day  re-
appointed  Poundkeeper for the Mackay
District ,  for twelve months from date hereof.
W. R. GOODALL, P.M.,
For the  Bench.
Police Office,  Mackay,
12th May, 1873.
TO POUNDBEEPERS AND OTHERS.
L
OST from  the Suttor River ,  in December,
1872,
Roan draught gelding, PH near shoulder, JC
(rather indistinct) off shoulder.
Bay draught gelding, S in diamond over PM
near shoulder ,  star and small blaze on face.
Property of
JOHN CLARK,
• Emu Creek, Bowen.
408 3s. 3d.
£5 REWARD.
TO POUI; DKEEPERS AND OTHERS.
STOLEN or strayed from neighborhood ofBowen,
Black draught horse, branded FJ  near  shoulder,
GJB off shoulder, collar-marked.
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Property of
JOHN JOHNSTON,
Bowen.
3s. 3d.
PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
j HAVE this day admitted Mr. CHARLES JAMES
11 CROFTON, late Manager of the Australian Joint
Stock Bank, Bowen, a Partner in my business,
which will be carried  on as  at present, under the
style or firm of " R. S. Warry and Co."
Dated at Bowen, this 1st day of January, 1873.
R. S. WARRY.
Witness-K.  HimssN.
322 3s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that it is intended in
the present  Session of  the Parliament of
Queensland, to apply for a Bill to  enable and em-
power the Rockhampton Gas and Coke Company,
Limited (incorporated under the provisions of "  The
Companies Act,  1863"), to manufacture Gas and
Coke, and supply the same to the inhabitants of
the town of Rockhampton and its surburbs, and to
empower the said Company to do all things
necessary in and about supplying the same, and to
dispose of the residuum from the said  manufacture,
and for other purposes therein mentioned.
Dated this second day of June, A.D. 1873.
REES R. JONES AND BROWN,
403
Solicitors for the said Company.
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VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENS.
LAND.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 14, 1873.
Before His Honor Sir-James Cockle, Chief Justice,
Judge.
THE QUEEN  v. " CRIBHNA."
The Attorney-General for the Crown on behalf
of the seizors ; Mr. Lilley, Q.C., and Mr. Griffith,
for Walton and Jackson ; Mr. Griffith for claimants,
Broomfield and Whittaker.
Tarvie or Tarvil, a witness ,  was called,  who, after
being examined by the Judge  as to his knowledge
of the nature of an oath, directed that the oath
should be administered thus :-Tarvie or Tarvil to
hold up his right hand and say, " Tell truth-no
tell lie-Jesus Christ." The Judge further declared
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under latter part of section fourteen of the Act,
that the above manner of taking the evidence should
be sufficient.
The witness was then examined by the Attorney-
General, and cross-examined by Mr. Lilley, Q.C.
The following witnesses  were  called by the
Attorney-General, viz., Charley, Captain Ware,
Lys, and Bighead, who, having been severally exa-
mined by the Judge, and found by him to be igno-
rant of the nature of an oath, were, through the
interpreter, John Paterson (who was sworn to his
knowledge of the witnesses' language, and to inter-
E
ret truly), severally told to " speak truth-tell no
e," the Judge having declared that their evidence,
taken after such exhortation, should be sufficient.
The above witnesses were then examined by the
Attorney-General (through the interpreter),  cross-
examined by Mr. Lilley, Q.C., and re-examined by
the Attorney-General.
The Attorney-General announces that he has
closed the case for the Crown.
Mr. Lilley, Q .C., asks for nonsuit ; no case within
the meaning of this Act ; and that case on the part
of the Crown had failed, and, therefore, libel should
be dismissed. The Chief Justice declined to non-
suit.
Mr. Griffith  makes same submigsion  on the part
of Broomfield and Whittaker.
Mr. Lilley, Q.C., addressed the Court and called
evidence for Walton and Jackson.
William Walton, master of the "Crishna," exa-
mined by Mr. Lilley, Q.C.
The Court adjourned at 5 p.m., till half-past 10
to-morrow (Friday) morning.
FRIDAY, MAY 16, 1873.
THE QUEEN  v.  " CBISHNA"  (resumed).
William Walton, master of the " Crishna," exa-
mined by Mr. Lilley, Q.C., and cross-examined by
Mr. Lilley, Q.C.
The Court adjourned at 6 p.m., till. 2 o'clock on
Monday next.
MONDAY, MAY 19, 1873.
The Court  was opened  at 2 p.m., and by  sugges-
tion of the Attorney-General, and by consent of
counsel on  both  sides , the Court  was adjourned till
10 to-morrow  (Tuesday)  morning.
TUESDAY, MAY 20, 1873.
THE QUEEN  V.  " CRISHNA "  (resumed).
William Hore,  examined  by Mr. Griffith, and
cross-examined  by the Attorney-General.
Mr. Lilley, Q.C., says that is the case on the part
of the  master  and owners, Walton and Jackson.
EVIDENCE IN REPLY.
Arthur Hunter Palmer, Colonial Secretary of
Queensland,  examined  by the Attorney-General,
and cross -examined  by Mr. Lilley, Q.C.
EVIDENCE FOR THE CLAIMANTS, BROOMFIELD AND
WHITTAKER.
Thomas William Daly,  one of  the proctors for the
claimants , examined by Mr. Griffith,  and cross-
examined  by the Attorney-General.
Mr. Griffith,  on part  of claimants, adopts the
evidence  given on behalf of the  owners.
Alexander Kerr, examined by Mr. Griffith and
cross -examined  by the Attorney-General.
Mr. Griffith put in admission by the Attorney-
General, signed by the Queen's Proctor.
Mr. Griffith addresses the Court, and says that is
thecasefor the claimants, Brqomfield and Whittaker.
The Attorney-General prays the rejection of
claim  of Walton and Jackson  as far as  relates to
cargo and ship, and claim of Broomfield and
Whittaker  as far as  it relates to the other part of
cargo, and to pronounce that contents of libel have
been fully proved, and that the ship or vessel
Crishna was, at the time of her  seizure, engaged
in carrying native laborers of islands in the Pacific
Ocean-not being in Her Majesty's dominions, nor
within the jurisdiction of any civilised power-
without  a license , such natives not being part of the
crew  of the ship  or vessel  " Crishna," and that the
said ship or vessel, her  tackle,  apparel, and furni-
ture, and her  cargo, are  subject o and liable to
forfeiture ; and prays that the said ship or vessel
may be condemned, and her cargo ; and prays con-
demnation accordingly ; and prays that the penalties
due by law may be pronounced for, and the master
of the said ship or vessel condemned to pay the
costs. And that Walton and Jackson may be con-
demnedin costs, and the other  claimants , Broomfield
and Whittaker, as well.
The Attorney-General then  sums up.
Mr. Lilley, Q.C. (with him Mr. Griffith), ad-
dresses  the Court on behalf of Walton and Jackson.
The Court adjourned at 5 p.m. till 10.30 to-
morrow (Wednesday) morning.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 21, 1873.
THE QUEEN v. " CuIsn A"  (resumed).
Mr. Lilley, Q.C., resumes, and concludes his
argument.
Mr. Griffith followed, on behalf of Broomfield
and Whittaker.
The Attorney-General replied on the whole case,
and asked for condemnation of ship and cargo, with
costs of these proceedings, and for pronouncement
of the penalty on the master.
The Court then adjourned at 6 p.m. till 3 o'clock
to-morrow (Thursday).
THURSDAY, MAY 22, 1873.
The Court was opened, and adjourned till 3.30
p.m. to-morrow (Friday).
FRIDAY, MAY 23, 1873.
The Court opened and adjourned till 10.30 on
Wednesday next.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 28, 1873.
THE QUEEN v. "CRIsnrA."
His Honor the Chief Justice delivered the follow-
ing judgment
I have to express my thanks to the learned
counsel on both sides  for the assistance  they have
given me in  this, the first case brought before the
Court under the Kidnapping Act, 1872 (Imperial).
From the preamble it appears that the object of
the Act is to prevent and punish  certain  criminal
outrages. The first eight  sections  seem mainly to
have reference to the prevention, the next two to
the punishment, and the remainder to the procedure.
Reading section 3 with section 7 of the Act,
which last deals with the master expressly, I cannot
find that the principal of the decision in the
Newport (11 Moore P.C., 155) can be applied here
to exonerate the ship or cargo. That decision
rested upon the case of Barton v. The Queen (2
Moore P.C., 19) which, as is observed in the course
of the judgment in the case first cited, was decided
after long deliberation, and on the wording of sec-
tions 4 and 10 of the 5th Geo. IV., c. 113.
Mr. Baron Parke, in delivering the judgment,
said that their Lordships (though not without some
doubt in a
.part of the Court) thought that it was
necessary, in order to create a liability to forfeiture
or penalty, not merely to show the simple fact of
persons answering  the description in the Act being
found  on board vessels , but also to prove that the
owners,  or the persons who have the conduct and
management  of the vessel claimed to be forfeited, or
the persons sought to be  affected  by the penalty,
were, at least, cognisant of that fact. His Lord-
ship added that the forfeitures and penalties were
not imposed in respect of the simple circumstance of
slaves or intended slaves being on board (as is the
case in some of the revenue statutes in respect of
prohibited goods), but are both marked as puui§h-
ment on actors  for acts done.  The learned Baron
goes on to say, that the 4th section inflicts he
forfeiture on those who seize or employ vessels  in
order  to accomplish any of the objects declared to
be unlawful, and that the use of these terms
necessarily implies the knowledge of these objects,
and the intent to accomplish ; and he adds that the
10th section, imposing the penalty, is capable of a
similar construction, which is so accordant to the
notion of natural justice that it ought to be adopted
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and that the Court thought it was not a sufficient
answer to  say that in other partso f the statute the
Legislature have expressly said that the act must
be " knowingly and wilfully done," especially as in
some of the cases their introduction was necessary,
as there were no accompanying expressions ,  such as
in order to effect the object meant, or equivalent
expressions imputing knowledge.
Section 4 of the Slave Act contemplates " persons"
who do certain acts " in  order to accomplish"
certain objects. Section 10 of the Slave Act con-
tains the  word "intended"  in  its opening sentence ;
then the words " in order to " occur in the five suc-
ceeding sentences; then, when in the three next
sentences  "  in order to  "  disappears ,  the words
" knowingly and wilfully "  appear;,  in  the tenth
sentence  "  knowingly and wilfullygives way to
"knowingly";  in the eleventh sentence  "know-
ingly anwilfully"  reappears  to make way for
wilfully and fraudulently " in the twelfth, but to
reappear in the last sentence .  The frame of section
3 of the Kidnapping  Act differs  from that of sections
4 and 10 of the Slave Act ; and I cannot see that,
under section 3 of the Kidnapping Act, if an unlaw-
ful carrying be proved, it is necessary to go further
and prove an intention .  Recurrin to page 165 of
the judgment in the Newport, I think that in the
present case there is evidence that one of the
owners-the owner and master-who had the
conduct and management  of the  vessel ,  was cogni-
zant  of the inculpatory facts.
The master can be dealt with under section 7 for
an offence against section 3.  In the present case
the master happens to claim as a part owner. But
in cases where he does not so claim ,  and has not
brought himself within section 9 and 10 of the Act,
there might be difficulty in bringing the law into
effectual operation against him. Unless, therefore,
when an offence has been committed against section
3, the ship and cargo can be reached, the deterrent
effect of the prohibition in that section will be
impaired. Section 4 seems to favor the view that
the ship and  cargo can  be reached.
The responsive pleas had been in the hands of the
Attorney-General only a short time before he opposed
the admission of the first, and as Mr. Griffith
suggested that a rejection might be inconvenient in
the event of an appeal, I thought it best, in this
a case of first impression, that the facts should
appear .  The impending absence of counsel from
Brisbane  indeed prevented any full argument of the
objections from being heard with convenient speed.
think that the libel is proved, and that the
responsive pleas, except so far as they deny the libel,
are either irrelevant ,  or, so far as  they are relevant,
unproved.
Many objections to the admissibility of evidence
where taken on either side.  As the  consequences
of an improper rejection might be serious, while
those of an improper  admission  would be compara-
tively harmless, I thought it safer to admit what
the litigants thought it worth while to press.
Evidence of the statement made by Delargy to
Sub-Lieutenant C. V. Smith was admitted. I have
made no use of it in forming my jud ment,
though possibly its being a statement made by one
through whom two respondents claim cargo, and
the other two freight on that cargo, ought to give
it some weight. The other evidence, however,
bearing on the same point seems to me  abundant.
Objection  was also made  to the admission of the
statements tending to show that Delargy had kid-
napped some  of the  witnesses . A Court which has
to find its way to the truth through obstacles fore-
seen , and as far as may be diminished by section 14
of the Imperial Act, could scarcely altogether
reject statements essential  to the perspicuity of the
narratives of the ignorant and uncivilised or half
civilised colored men who gave evidence. To have
kept out such statements might, with such narrators,
have been impracticable without entangling the
thread of their narratives, and losing those means
of corroboration whichthe coincidences of testimony,
whether sworn or unsworn, afford. Moreover, the
circumstances under which they were brought into
relations with Delargy were material to show their
nationality ; or, if the term cannot be used of such
men, their tribe or race. Having watched the
demeanor  of the  colored witnesses incessantly (for
it was the Registrar's hand which actually wrote
down their testimony), I was satisfied that their
narratives were artless, their answers given without
regard to the party whom they might serve or
injure, and that I might safely act on their evidence,
accompanied by the surrounding facts. Tarvie or
Tarvil, from Mai or Mia, is corroborated by " Cap-
tain Weir," by Lys, and by Bighead, from Laguna
or Lacoon. The last three witnesses were unworn,
but Tarvil seemed to me to know the nature of an
oath, and was sworn. Dick was sworn, and signed
his name as  Dick or Dilk ; and I here notice that,
being a Lifts man, he would probably not be " of
the said islands " mentioned in section 3. Charley
was sworn. The Mai and Lacoon men would, I
hold, be " of the said  islands."
Except for the purposes of corroboration or identi-
fication, or proof of race, I make no use of the
statements  of the kidnapping by Delargy. My
judgment does not proceed on the kidnapping.
It was urged that the men were not native
laborers within section 3. I do not think that the
meaning attached to the word laborer at home
would be a safe guide in interpreting section 3,
which  seems  to regard the crew as laborers. And
I think that the occurrence of the word "pastoral "
in form A of the (Queensland) Polynesian Laborers
Act of 1868, referred to in section 8 of the Imperial
Act, destroys any argument founded on the Queens-
land Act, which is moreover confined to this Colony.
It seems to me that the Mia and Laguna men are
shown by the evidence to have been laborers  for
Delargy, employed in fishing ; a fishing crew in one
sense, but in another sense not the crew proper of
the Active or of any other  vessel.
I cannot see my way to holding that section 3 is
to be confined to the case where a vessel carries
laborers intended to be employed as laborers. To
require proof of intention would be to require
proof which certainly is not expressly required,
and which in the present case could perhaps only
be obtained from Delargy. Even if it could be so
held it would have to be considered whether a fair
presumption would not arise that the laborers now
in question were intended to be employed as
laborers.
Looking at the evidence of the witnesses named
and at that of Lieutenant S. G. Smith and H. M.
Chester, and remembering Walton's  admission to
Sub-Lieutenant Smith that he had  no license, I
must hold that the libel is proved. That Walton
knew that the men were of the islands is sufficiently
clear to me under all the circumstances from his
further admission that he had been to Somerset to
ask Mr. Jardine for authority to take them down,
i.e., to Sydney, in New South Wales ; and from
his knowledge of their gestures and signs. (Evi-
dence, folio 52.)
The Imperial Act is,  and was  probably intended
to be, stringent. I cannot undertake to lay down
beforehand all the limitations by which justice or
humanity might restrict its application. The scorched
prisoner who breaks from a burning prison, the
master who unlicensed carries native laborers of
the islands, having rescued them from drowning,
starvation, or imminent peril or necessity, are
exceptional cases. The present is one which I
think comes within the letter and spirit of the Act.
Without saying that a carrying to be within the
Act must be a carrying from domicile, I notice that
Bighead and Lys for instance were being carried
away from thier domiciles, or say, from their native
haunts, abodes, or habitats.
We now come to the responsive plea of Walton
and Jackson. The evidence in sup,port of the plea
shows no such case of urgent necessity, or reason.
able belief in such urgent necessity, as would
justify, excuse, or extenuate the breaking of a law.
The total loss mentioned in article 5 was a loss
which had occurred more than a year before Walton
arrived at Cocoanut Island, and he knew that
Delargy had (folio 51) the John Knox, of 7 tons,
and five or six other boats. The fact that the 37
men were of the crew of the Active rests only on
Delargy's statement.
Article 15 of the plea alleges that Walton was
unaware  of the existence of the law. Without
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discussing the relevancy of this article, I hold that
it is not proved in fact. Walton  says  (evidence,
folio 41) that at Somerset he saw Mr. Jardine, the
Police Magistrate there, who told him there was
some  Act, but did not tell him the nature of it.
He also says (folio 50),-" I saw what Jardine said
was a  copy of the Kidnapping Act on his table.
I did not read it; he did not hand it  me," &c.
"Jardine said the Kidnapping Act was in force."
Again (folio 51), " I don't think that I told Mr.
Jardine that I would have nothing to do with
Delargy or  his men ,  since  I had read or heard the
Act." There are further statements (folios, 52, 53),
which do not affect my judgment.
Mr. Walton further  says  (ib. folio 43) that he told
Captain Moresby that Jardine advised him to have
nothing to do with Delargy ; he adds (folio 45) that
Jardine said, "I would not have any thing to do
with him if  I was  you;" I notice that Walton
(folio 43)  says, "  Jardine had a down upon Delargy ;
I think I told Captain Moresby  so," and  (folio 45)
" I knew before that they were unfriendly."
The foregoing  statements , coupled with the
witness '  admission  to, Sub-Lieutenant Smith, that
he had been to Somerset, to ask Mr. Jardine for
authority to take the men down, but Mr. Jardine
had refused his authority, lead me to conclude that
Article 15 is not proved, and that Walton had full
means  of knowledge of the law. In attributing the
Magistrate 's caution  to personal feeling, for such
I apprehend is the meaning of the expression that
" Jardine had a down on Delargy," he seems to we
to betray a prepossession in favor of the latter,
which is likely to have influenced his belief in one
at least of Delargy's statements.
Whatever he may have believed when Delargy
gave him the information set out in Article 7 of the
plea, he might have tested  Delargy' s statements
before the  men came  on board, for when he had
received them he had seen Mr. Jardine, who had
told him there  was some Act . Now Delargy had
told Walton (folio 41) that Mr. Jardine was present
at his interview with the Governor, and Walton
says that he told Jardine what Delargy had told him
about the Governor. If, despite some inkling, to
say the least, of the Act, and despite Mr. Jardine's
advice and refusal of authority to carry the men,
Walton chose to rely on Delargy's assertion that
the Governor had recommended him to do what,
if there were such a statute, would bean illegal act,
I think that he cannot succeed on Articles
7
and 8
of the plea.
To Delargy 's statements indeed I attach no
weight whatever. In explanation of the absence
of any evidence from him, the order for taking the
examination of witnesses  vivd voce  was mentioned.
But that order, although it  was to  regulate the
examination of witnesses who could be produced
in Court, was not meant to exclude the evidence of
those who could not. That Delargy was ill at
Mackay, that he has written to Walton from
Sydney a letter not produced (folio 53), that Mr.
Daly obtained from the witness Moore information
which Mr. Moore did not  give  this Court, and that
a telegram  has been received, purporting to come
from Delargy, are facts which do not seem to me
to aid the pleas.
Before I could give much effect to the consent of
the Islanders to be taken to Sydney, I should
require further evidence that such of them as had
not been to Sydney knew what they were consent-
ing to. I can attach no greater weight to consents
given in consequence of statements of or  induce-
ments held  out by Delargy, than I can to other
statements of his brought by way of hearsay before
me. Certainly none of the witnesses examined
in Court showed any  signs of  a past disinclination
to go to Sydney. But"the question is not as to
their present views, formed after their experience
of Brisbane. As to the other evidence in support
of the pleas, and on that in reply, I have only to
remark that, in reply, a written statement by Mr.
Jardine was tendered  as an  official report and
objected to. I did not read it or have it read, nor
am I aware  of its contents. But, in order to avoid
as far as  may be the consequences of an erroneous
rejection, I directed it to be placed among the other
documents, so that its contents may, if necessary,
come before the Court of Appeal. Objections to
evidence were noted in the margin of the deposi-
tions. If any of the evidence was inadmissible or,
say. destitute of probative force, I think that no
such force should be attributed to it merely on the
ground that the objections are not apecific. The
objections were not argued,  nor were  the objectors
called upon to argue them.
The evidence  seems  to me to show that Mr.
Walton, from a desire to  serve  or oblige Delargy
or to  earn  passage money or freight, knowingly
encountered the risk of capture. Were it not that
be will be  a sufferer  under another portion of this
judgment, I should impose on him the full penalty
of five hundred pounds, and it is only in considera-
tion of the forfeiture that I refrain from imposing it.
I think that Messrs. Broomfield and Whittaker,
who claim a portion of the cargo through Delargy,
the instigator of the  illegal  carrying, ought not to
succeed in their claim, which I reject with costs.
Matters of indulgence  seem  (see the judgment in
the Gauntlet, p. 191) to be for the consideration of
the Crown, not of the Court. No such matters of
indulgence have, in fact, been brought before me,
and in conformity with the prayer of the Attorney-
General, the ship and the residue of the cargo
must, like Delargy's portion, be condemned, with
costs , I think, to use the language of Lord Justice
James in delivering judgment in the case of the
Gauntlet (4 L.R., P.C., 184), that the thing is
brought within the words and within the spirit of
the Kidnapping Act.
There will be judgment accordingly.
The Court then adjourned to half-past 10 on
Monday next, the 2nd June.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of George Rose, late of Tambo, in
the Colony of Queensland , carrier, deceased,
intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named George Rose, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Maria Rose, of Tambo, in the
said colony, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this third day of June, L.D-
1873.
419
MACPHERSON AND LYONS,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the said  Maria Rose.
6s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George Joseph Thompson, late of
Harborne, in the County of  Stafford, England,
deceased.
i
N OTICE is hereby  given, that  after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named George Joseph Thompson, de-
ceased, may be granted to James Gibbon, and Luke
Steward Mason, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland,  gentlemen , Executors in the said Will
named.
Dated this sixth day of June, A.D. 1873.
ROBERTS AND DALY,
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the  said Executors.
421 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Act of Parliament 31 Vic.,
No. 10, and of the Personal Estate of Nathan
Rodgers, late of Vale of Herbert,  deceased :
To a Father.
T
AKE Notice  that, unless you apply for and
obtain Letters of Administration to the Per-
sonal Estate of Nathan Rodgers, deceased,
intestate ,  or show cause within one calendar month
after the date hereof ,  to the satisfaction of the
Supreme Court of Queensland ,  or the Judge
thereof, why  an order should not be made for me
to collect, manage ,  and administer the said Estate
of the said Nathan  Rodgers, I shall ,  at the expira-
tion of the  said one calendar  month, apply by
Petition to the said Court for such order ,  and the
same will be made accordingly.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane ,  the 7th June, 1873.
MEMOHANDrYM :-Cause will be  expected  to be
shown by you, if at all, on Monday, the 7th
day of July, at 10 o'clock, before the Judge then
sitting ,  in Chambers ,  at the Court House, Queen
street ,  Brisbane.
418 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Thomas Normington ,  late of
Ravenswood, in the Colony of Queensland,
miner, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named  Thomas Normington, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Henry Knapp, of
Townsville, in the said colony, solicitor, the lawfully
constituted attorney of Ellen Normington, of Busk
in Oldham, in the county of Lancaster, England,
widow, mother of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-second day of May, A.D. 1873.
HENRY KNAPP, .
Townsville, Proctor,
The duly constituted Attorney of the said Ellen
Normington.
By his Agents-
ROBERTa AND DALY,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
413 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Arthur Frederick Smart
and Henry Donkin ,  formerly trading together
under the name ,  style ,  or firm of "Smart,
Donkin, and Co."
N OTICE is hereby given ,  that a Certificate ofDischarge  under the provisions of  " The In-
-solvency Act,  1864 ,"  was granted by the said
Honorable Court to the said Arthur Frederick
Smart, on MONDAY ,  the 26th day of May last.
Dated this fourth day of June ,  A.D., 1873.
GRAHAM LLOYD HART,
So licitor for the said Arthur Frederick Smart,
414
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Denis Thomas Keogh,
of Ipswich.
W
HEREAS the said Denis Thomas Keogh was,
on the 2nd day of June, A.D. 1873, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 7th day of July, A.D. 1873, to  commence at
921
Eleven o'clock, for the Proof of Debts  against the
said Estate , and for the election of a Creditors'
Assignee ,  if required, and also to  determine
whether any  or what allowance  for support shall be
made to the  Insolvent up to the time of passing his
last examination , and whether any and what tools
and wearing  apparel shall be allowed to the Insol-
vent;  and a Second  Public Sitting of the Court, at
the same place , on MONDAY,. the 4th day of
August, A.D. 1873, to commence at Eleven o'clock,
for the proof of debts against the said Estate,
and for such other matters connected with the
Estate  as may be  required to be brought before the
Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 7th day of June, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
416 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Michael • O'Brien, of
Donga Creek,  grazier.
WHEREAS the said Michael O' Brien was,on the 4th day of June, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 7th day of July, A.D. 1873, to
commence  at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate, and for the election of a
Creditor's Assignee, if required, and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent, up to the
time of passing  his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 4th day of Augsut, A.D. 1873, to
commence  at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against  the said Estate, and for such other matters
connected with the Estate as may be required to
be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 7th day of June, A.D-
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY  J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
417 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Daniel O'Neil, of Bris-
bane, publican.
W
the said Daniel O'Neil was,
r, on the 2nd day of June, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 7th day of July, A.D. 1873, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and, wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ;  and a  Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the
4th day of August,  A.D. 1873,  to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
Estate, and for such other matters connected with
the Estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 2nd day of June, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MISSIN,
Official  Assignee.
Judge.
415 6s. 6d.
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NOTICE.
rffUM Sods  of Charges for the insertion of Advertise.
ff1 meats in the  Queemlasd  G ove rn ment  G azette  is
U follows
Advertisements relating to Insolvent  or  Intestate
Estates, or  Letters of Administration,  6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relat in g to Impounded Stock, ls.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eight lines  (or under),
and 3d. for every additional  line ,  all owing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No ADVERTISEMENT
WILL BE INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless  accompanied by
a remittance  sufficient  to cover the cost of its insertion
according to the above scale.
By Order,
NAMES 0. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts r-
1873.
May 31.--J. L. Dunne ...
June 3.-G. Boulter ...
„ 3.-G. Foster ,..
3.-W. Mather ...
4.-P. Lenihan ...
„ 5.-P. Lenihan
„ 5.-D. Sutherland
„ 6.-E. Bradley ...
„ 6.-A. Geddes ...
Empounbingo.
fW Poundkeepers are reminded  that Advertisements
of Impounded  Stock will be charged  f or  at the rate of
ONE SHILLING  PER ANIMAL ;  and no  such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a remittance .vujicient  to cover the  cost  of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Bowen , from the Capi  Station, on
26th April, 1873, by A. Wilmington,  Esquire.
Driving, 7s. 8d.
One dark-chesnut pony mare, star on forehead, W over B
near Shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th June, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
G. J. BOULTER, Poundkeeper.
407 Is.
IMPOUNDED  at Inglewood , from Glenelg, on the 27th
May, 1873, by order of T. McArthur, Esquire.
Driving expenses , 5s. each.
One bay mare, like  JW or JY near  shoulder, U near
neck ; bay filly  foal at  foot, unbranded.
One bay mare, GM near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, hind fetlocks white, 0 over + off
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th June, 1873, will
be sold  to defray  expenses.
D. S. SUTHERLAND, Poundkeeper.
411
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Glenora, on the
13th May, 1873, by order of J. F. Barnett, Esquire.
Driving, 5s. per head.
One bay mare, like x over JHR conjoined over MS
near  shoulder, blind off eye, off hind foot white.
One bay filly, like AE6 off shoulder, hind feet white.
Also, from Arcturus Downs, on the 18th May, 1873,
by order of A. L. Laurie, Esq. Driving, 5s.;  damages,
2s. 6d. per head.
One black mare, like W over C near shoulder, off hip
down.
One grey mare, like TM over TM near shoulder, 2 near
thigh, d near cheek.
One brown horse, indistinct brand like JW near shoulder,
lame off hind leg.
If not released on or before the 25th June, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
JOSEPH L. DUNNE, Poundkeeper.
405
IMPOUNDED  at North Brisbane,  from J. P. Jost's-
paddock,  Bowen Bridge,  on the  Slat  May, 1873.
One mouse -colored ass, unbranded.
If not released on or before 15th June, 1873, will  be-
sold to defray expenses.
E. HUGHES ,  Poundkeeper.
420 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont ,  from Retro, on the 14th
May, 1873, by John Burn,  Esquire. Driving, 8s.
per bead.
One bay mare ,  black points ,  switch  tail, W in circle near
shoulder ,  like - in circle near shoulder ,  W in circle
off shoulder.
One Chesnut gelding, hind fetlocks white, little white ow
off fore foot ,  long switch tail ,  white spots on back,
stripe down face, R near shoulder ,  no other  visible
brands.
One dark-bay mare , long tail, black  points, 71  over Sm
near shoulder, :° near thigh  ;  dark-bay colt foal at
foot, no visible brands.
One bay cob ,  short tail ,  sma ll  star ,  like TB  (conjoined)
indistinct  near  thigh, like AN over 4 off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th June ,  1873, will,
be sold to defray expenses.
A. McLEOD, Poundkeeper.
404 4e.
R s.d.
IMPOUNDED  at Warwick ,  from Chiverton, on May
21st, 1873 , by order of  B. C. Parr ,  Esquire. Driv.
ing expenses , is.  4d. per head.
One chesnut mare,  0 over L  conjoined over diamond and
B near Shoulder , CA or GA  off shoulder ,  blaze ,
near fore and hind feet white ; iron -grey colt foal at
foot, unbranded.
One bay mare , JMC (the JM conjoined ) near  shoulder,.
star ,  stripe and Snip, near hind foot white.
One brown entire, unbranded ,  star and snip.
One grey mare , JA near shoulder, F off thigh.
One iron-grey mare, F off  shoulder,  white spots in  face;,
black filly foal  at foot ,  no brand visible ,  stumpy tail.
One grey colt, unbranded, star.
If not  released on or before  the 25th June,  1873,  -will
be sold to defray expenses.
PATRICK LENIHAN , Poundkeeper.
410 8e.
0 5 0
0 1 0
0 7 0
0 7 6
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 3 0
0 2 0
0 6 0
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, fromMataura, on 16th May,
1873, by order of D. L. Forth, Esquire. Driving,
5s. 8d. per head.
One roan and white heifer,   over 8 off rump,  off ear-
marked.
One yellow and white cow, like I over * off rump, both.
ears marked.
One roan heifer, dot in circle off rump,  near  ear marked.
One yellow bullock, c over like 7 near rump,  near ear
marked.
One strawberry-roan bullock, 0 over 7 near rump, near-
ear marked.
One yellow-roan cow, TB over 8 near rump, G off rump,
like BB off loin, off ear marked.
One white steer, like gN conjoined  near ribs ,  near ear
marked.
If not released on or before 15th June, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
GEORGE FOSTER, Poundkeeper.
406 7s.3s.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Gowrie Cattle-
Station, on 24th May, 1873, by order of H. G.
Skinner, Esquire, for trespass. Driving, 5s. each.
One bay draught horse, indistinct brand like HW con-
joined near shoulder, near hind foot white, star on
forehead, sore shoulders, like fistula on neck, piece of
green hide around neck.
One bay mare, G over indistinct brand like SOH over G
over PL near shoulder, A near ribs, star and snip,.
collar-marked.
If not released on or before the 5th July, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
B. BRADLEY, Junr., Poundkeeper.
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GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANKS.-REGULATIONS FOR KEEPING AND EXAMINING
ACCOUNTS.
The Treasury, Queensland,
6th June, 1873.
The following Regulations  for keeping ,  examining ,  and auditing Savings Bank accounts,  having been
approved  by His Excellency the Governor in Council, are published  for general information, in compliance
with section  10 of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 2.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
DEPOSITS.
1. The receipts at the Government Savings Bank Office, in Brisbane, shall be deposited daily to the
credit of the Government Savings Bank account in the proper bank, and the duplicate deposit slip, initialled
as correct by the teller, shall be delivered each morning to the accountant of the Savings Bank Department
in the Treasury, with the detailed list of depositors required by the Regulations. (Form F.)
2. The receipts at all other branch offices, now or hereafter established, shall be remitted by the first
post after their receipt (by duplicate deposit slip when practicable) under cover to the Under Secretary of
the Treasury, accompanied by Form F as above.
3. Letters by post on Savings Bank account, shall be opened in the presence of a second person, and
the contents entered in a book to be kept for the purpose, the initials of the attending officers being affixed to
the summation.
4. The accountant, or other officer immediately in charge of the Savings Bank Department, shall be
held responsible  that all sums  received by post are lodged to the credit of the proper account in the bank on
the day in which they are received.
5. The Savings Bank cash-books shall be posted daily from the reports received from the several
branch offices, and they, and all other Savings Bank books of account, ledgers, pass-books, notices of deposit
and withdrawal, &c., shall be at all times open to inspection and examination by the Auditor-General, or his
accountant.
6. The remittances, copied from the reports received from the several branch offices, shall be entered
to the credit of the proper persons in the ledgers immediately after the acknowledgments for the depositors
are completed.
7. The acknowledgments required to be sent to each depositor, on the occasion of a deposit, shall be
prepared from the reports received from the several branch offices-as soon after the receipt of those documents
in the Treasury as possible-and before leaving the office, shall be carefully examined, the examining officer
affixing his  initials to such acknowledgments  as are  found, on comparison, to be correct.
924
WITHDRAWALS.
8. Notices of withdrawal shall, on their receipt in the Treasury, be banded to the  ledger  keeper,
whose duty it shall be  to compare the signatures  of withdrawal  with the signatures appended to the original
declaration  of deposit. Should the  signatures  agree, and the applicants  have sufficient funds to the  credit of
their respective accounts,  he shall enter the amounts  to the depositors' debit in his  ledger ,  and initial the
withdrawal notice  as correct ,  returning  the same to the proper officer. In cases where the whole  amount to a
depositor' s credit is  applied for, the interest upon the account shall be calculated by the  ledger keeper, and
added to the amount of the cheque to be prepared.
9. On receiving the withdrawal notices,  initialled as correct  by the  ledger keeper ,  the proper officer
shall prepare the necessary cheques, which shall be carefully compared with the notices,  the examining officer
initialling  the cheques in token of their correctness.
10. The cheques prepared and initialled  as above , shall be  presented at a stated  hour each day, with
the depositors' notices of withdrawal, to the Under Secretary of the Treasury, who will  sign the cheques and
affix his initials to the withdrawal  notices.
11. The several cheques drawn as above, shall be entered daily in detail  in the several  cash books.
12. The officer immediately in charge of the Savings Bank Department, shall be careful  to see that
the several withdrawal cheques are posted each day, under cover, to the person  in charge  of the branch office
through which the withdrawal is to be paid, and that the established form of advice is also posted to the
depositor interested.
GENERAL.
13. At the commencement of each day the debits and credits of the previous day shall be carefully
called over (by the ledger keepers and cash book keepers), in order to see that the entries have been correctly
made to the proper  accounts.
14. The several declarations of deposits, and the depositors' notices of withdrawal, shall be preserved
in convenient  order, either alphabetically or otherwise, as may be found most easy for after reference.
15. The entries in the general cash book shall be compared with the bank  pass-book, and at the end
of every month a list of the outstanding cheques shall be prepared, and any discrepancy on the part of either
the bank or the office shall be immediately rectified.
16. At the end of every quarter the balances to the credit of the several depositors' accounts taken
from the ledgers, shall be entered in the balance books prepared for the purpose ; the total liabilities to the
depositors shall be compared with the balance shown by the general cash book and bank pass-books, and any
discrepancy discovered and rectified.
17. Besides the general cash book, ledger, and other necessary books, a general abstract book shall be
kept, showing the daily total of deposits received from, and withdrawals paid through each branch office, as
well as the number of new depositors, and the number of operations at each office.
18. The accountant, or officer immediately in charge of the Savings Bank Department, shall be held
responsible for the proper conduct of the business of the Savings Bank office generally. He shall immediately
report to the Under Secretary of the Treasury any circumstance which may prevent the duties of the office
being properly conducted.
AUDITOR-GENERAL.
19. In order to enable the Auditor-General to keep a general check upon the Savings Bank accounts,
the following regulations are to be strictly observed :-Officers in charge of Savings Bank branch offices shall,
on every occasion of forwarding a remittance to the Treasury, advise the Auditor-General of the amount so
remitted, on the established printed form (M.)
20. The accountant in charge of the.Savings Bank Department in the Treasury, shall make a weekly
return to the Auditor-General of the cheques drawn, and of the gross daily amounts received from each
branch officer, showing also the daily deposit of the several receipts in the bank, on the established forms
U and V.
.21. The bank pass-book shall be forwarded to the Auditor-General whenever required by him, for the
purpose of examination and check.
22. The Auditor-General shall, as often as may be necessary, detach an accountant from his depart-
ment to test the accuracy of the returns made to him, and to check the various disbursements made from
Savings Bank funds by the Treasury, as well as to see that they are supported by the necessary vouchers,
whether the  same are  repayments to depositors or otherwise.
23. Due notice, by advertisement in the local papers, shall be given to depositors to send in their
several pass-books during the month of January, as required by the Act, for the purpose of the entries
therein being compared with those in the Treasury ledgers, and of tho interest due to the end of December
being added to the  account.
By Aathoft ;  JlNn 0. Bzei , Government Printer WiMam  street ,  Brisbsst&
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"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
T
HE following Statement of Brands, being those Registered during the month of May last, is published  for general
information, in accordance with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners , whose Names, Address, or Brands may be incorrectly stated, are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar ; and in all such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate of Registration
must be given.
P. R. GORDON,
Office of Registrar  of Brands ,  Registrar  of Brands.
Brisbane , 3rd June, 1873.
Brand
Registered.
3BE
4BE
bBE
7BE
a BE
BFG'
BF5 ,;
b11
BF7i
BFa
BGF'
B1F
B 2 F ,
B3F
B4F
BbF
6005
6006
6007
6008
6009
6010
ortuiueut (6a rttp
Horses.
WORMER  BRAND.
Cattle.
JGL near shoulder  ... JGL ... ...
W ... ... ... W ... ... ...
WC near shoulder  ... WC near rump
yg conjoined near) Nil
shoulder
H near and off shotd- Nil ...
der
6011 JII near shoulder ... Nit ... ...
6012 Nil ... ... ... Nil
6028 D over ace of hearts Same
6032 WH near side Will rump and ribs
6040 C over p near shoul- C over p near shoul-
6041
6042
6053
6060
6067
6068
6076
(1,090
6091
6096
der der
JK near shoulder  ...  JK off rump and
JB near shoulder ...
PW near shoulder ...
PW near side ...
JB and AB ... ...
Various ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil
Various ... JG off' rump...
JM near shoulder ... I  JM near ribs
shoulder
JB near ribs... ...
JW near shoulder ...
Various ...
Nil
J over MCD off ribs
Nil
Nil
Name.
P. Muleahy ...
James Little ...
William McKenzie
William Collinson
Carl Bohme ...
Ali  Cow
John Hay ...
James Lock ...
John Downing ...
William Hawker ...
Charles Cocks ...
James Kell)-
James Breen ...
Johan  Werner ...
Wilhelm Piper ...
John  3alse llie ...
John McDonald ...
.Joseph Cleary,  senior
William  Mason ...
John Guth ...
John Murphy ...
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Nearest Post Town
of Rua or Farm.
Rodney Downs ... Blackall
Ruggie, Rosewood ... Ipswich
Mackay ... ... Mackay
Gilberton ... ... Gilberton
Marathon ... ... Tambo
Chinanian's Garden... Bowen
Reserve ... ... , Dalby
Town Commonage ... Copperfield
Glanville Dale ... Warwick
Jack Smith's Gully... Warwick
Surry Hills Paddock Toowoomba
Town Commonage ... Warwick
Quart Pot .. ... Stanthorpe
Green Wattle Farm... Toowoomha
Brisbane River ... Ipswich
Reserve ... . (Ioondiwindi
Derrychuaig... } Faseiferu
Loral), ... Maryborough
Maryborough ... Maryborough
Stone Quarry ... I swish
Warrill Creek ... I swish
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Brand
Registered.
No. of I
Certifeate.
Horses.
B71' 6104
B8  F 6105
B  9F 6118
613'F  6120
1  BF 6126
2B F 6127
3 'F
4BF
bBF
8BF
9BF
B012
BG4
8 015
B01b
B019
B201
85 01
Bb 01
Baa
B90(3 BG1
28 01
3Ba
4601
bB 01
aB 01
BH4
BH7
2BH
BN2
BiN
9BP
BRb
BS4
5BS
oBW
5CA
D
2GCH
9CH
C9K
C5L
CbL
CN4
CN7
C5R
CU3
CsW
CIY
Nil ...
Nil ...
TB near ribs
FORMER BRAND,
JM conjoined near,
shoulder
JC (tail of J to
right)
JPS (the JP con-
joined) near shoul-
der
6133 JM ... ...
6139 Various „ ...
6140 Nil ... ...
6141 WB near shoulder ...
6142 MC near shoulder ..,
6156 J over H near shoul-
der
6168 JB off ribs, 2 off shoul-
der
6169  WS near shoulder ...
6170 JB  near  shoulder ...
6171 JJ  near neck ...
6173 Nil ... ...
6190 MW ... .
6191 W near shoulder and
ribs
6192 Nil ...
6193 Various ..,
6212 Various ,..
6221 WW near shoulder...
6222 M off ribs ... ...
6223 MY near shoulder ...
6231 Various
6232 Nil  ... .. ...
6233 JR ... ...
6234  A over A near shoul-
der
6243 Various ..
6251 Nil ...
6252 Nil ...
6253 JC ...
6254 Nil ...
6255  Various
6256 AB ...
6257 Nil ...
6078
6194
6031
6058
6182
Various .. ...
Various ,,,
Nil ,.
SB or  CA over near
shoulder or hip
Various
6124
6143
6077
6057
6117
Various
BS near  shoulder
Various
Various ..,
Various ...
6025 C off shoulder
6160 CD
6115 Various
6186 Various
6044 Various
6174 C  near  shoulder, K
near hip
6014 Nil ..,
6235 Nil ,,.
6187 Nil ...
6061 Nil ...
6020 Nil .,,
6144 N il  ..,
6213 Various,
6048 N il  .,.
6155 N il  ...
Cattle.
ELS near thigh, IS
thighs
J in circle near rump
and ribs
TB near ribs ...
Various
Nil
Same
JM .,, ... ...
Various ...
Ace of hearts .,.
Nil ... ...
MC off loin ...
J over H  near shoul.
der
Same ,.. ...
Nil ,., ,,,
JB off  ribs ,., ,,,
Nil ,,. ,,,
MC off  rump ,,,
Nil .,.
WW  rump and ribs
Nil ...
Various ,,,
Nil
Nil
t-z  M off ribs...
MY off rump
Various ...
Nil ...
Name.
Alfred See ll s ,,.
Joseph Watkinson
Thomas Browne ...
Mary  Madden ...
James Corbett ...
John Smith
John Merry ,.,
John Pearen
Margaret Ann McCray
William Belfield ...
John McDonald ...
John Hogan ,..
John Brown
William Steard ,..
James Brennan .,.
John Wain ...
Michael Cuskelly ...
Alexander Walker
William Walsh ..,
,,, Edmund Munday...
,., John Jones ,..
John Reif ...
John Brown ...
John Maynard
John Murphy ,.,
,,, Conrad Clarris ...
William  Burton ..,
Nil ... ... Thomas Harpur ..,
AM near shoulder ... August Mocker ,..
JEX off rump and
ribs
JG rump ,, .
AW conjoined off
rump
Nil
JAK conjoined near
rump
Nil ... ...
AB ...
D off rump, H near
ribs
Nil ...
Various ... , .
Nil ...
SB near rump
Various .
Various ,,, ...
ES off rump... .
Nil
BN off ribs or rump
WOB off ribs ...
John Cox
John Gay .,.
Andrew Watherston
James Connors
Julius Kahl
George Whittington
Alfred Barnard
Alexander Holland
Thomas John  Bointon
James Barry ...
John Bain ...
Anne  Brown ,..
W. J. Browne and
Price
John  Bruce ,..
James Shea ...
Ah Sue
Thomas Blackwell
William O' Brien ..,
CC off  shoulder ,,,
CD „ .,,
CE near rump
C  of  rump, HAY off
ribs
Various
C near ribs, K near
hip
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
N il
N il
WC
Various
Cosmo Cameron ...
Carl brews
Christian Eichmann
Charles Hay .,.
Cristiann Hoffman
George Cook .,.
Corneilus Clifford..,
Christian Lipke ,..
Catherine Coghlan
Charles Champion
William Jessop Warne
Andrew Fleck ...
Carl Ulrich ...
Mary Connor ,,.
William Stalker ...
PB.OPYI TOR.
Run or Farm where
Brand  is to be uswt.
Nearest Poet  T bwn
of Run or Farm.
Greenwood ... Ipswich
Sydney Farm .., Warwick
Glen Creek,  Rosen.  Warwick
thal
Bremer ... .., Ipswich
Saddler's  Waterhole Mitchell Downs
Carrier ... ... Dalby
Reserve ,,,
Green Ridge
Commonage ...
Lion Creek ...
Celbridge .
Mort's Creek
Dalby
Gympie
Gladstone
Rockhampton
Wivenhoe
Grandchester
Lurgan Farm ... Toowoomba
Cattle Creek... ... Dalby
Buaraba Reserve ... Ipswich
Jimbour Creek ... Dalby
Helidon ,.. ... Heliden
Mackay ... Mackay
Main Range... Toowoombu
Mackay .. ... Mackay
Springton Lagoons ... Gainsford
Goongarry ... Taroom
Westbrook  ...  Drayton
near Normanby Gull y Ipswich
Grange Farm ,., Toowoomba
Seven-mile Creek .,. Ipswich
Roma ... „ Roma
Angellalla ... „ Charleville
Fairney Lawn ,,. Wivenhoe
Farm , in the Pocket Warwick
Stanwell ... ... Rockhampton
Elibank  .. Glamorganvale
... Din Din .. Nanango
Pink Lilly Lagoon ... Rockhampton
... Westwood ... , Westwood
Gracemere ... Rockhampton
... Commonage ... ... Rockhampton
... Kyanga ... .. Banana
... Mackay ... Mackay
,.. Cabbage-tree Station Ipswich
... Ingleston ... ... Dalby
W. Nerang Creek
...
Nerang Creek
,., Zillman's Waterholes G erman Station
... Sandy Creek ... Pine Mountain
... Banana Banana
.. Christmas Creek . Dalby
.., Fig-tree Pocket, Mog- Brisbane
gill
Bald Hills ... Bald Hills
Drayton ... .. Toowoomba
Pimpama Island  ...  Yatala
Sandy Creek
..
Ipswich
Stone Quarry
..
Ipswich
Clevedon Farm Gatton
Reserve .. „ Dalby
Middle Ridge Toowoombu
Mitchell Downs ... Mitchell Downs
Boolboonda ... ... Monnt Perry
Mount Hogan Gilberton
Talgal ,.. .. Gainsford
Euroonbah ... Taroom
John street, Fortitude Brisbane
Valley
Cherrybank ... ... Village of Logan
Brand
g.r tered.
1Dlk
D5B
2DB
9DC
5D J
DL4
1DL
DNO
D Ra
b DS
D1W
DYG
DGY
E A7
E aB
E9B
a E B
5EC
EF9
E4H
No. of
Certificate
2FC
FE5
2FE
F7(X
F2H
F1K
F1L
FbM
FBN
5FR
9FS
FaT
F5W
aaBQ1E
2 0101
017  J
5 G' J
Q7M
o01M
Q1N
4 G; RQbS
7C.S
G' U 1
G9W
GQW
QY2
(3  HA
bHA
HF7
H5Q
0 H JHOK
4HK
3HL
7HL
9HL
HN2
HN4
927
6259
6019
6047
6018
6033
6106
Horses.
FORMER BRAND.
JHB. WH6. MH6.
EH6. TH6. GH6.
B near shoulder ...
Nil .. ... ...
Nil ... ... ...
6157 Nil ... ... ...
6220 Various ... ...
6119 Various ... ...
6249 Various ...
6210 DR near shoulder ..
6101 Various ...
6066 DW near shoulder ...
6260 Nil ... ... ...
6083 Nil ...
6093  Diamond over TA ...
6043 Various ... ...
6244 Various ... ...
6224 Nil ... ... ...
6175 Nil ... ... ...
6181 Nil ... ... ...
6201 Nil ... ... ...
6070 FO or  triangle near
shoulder
6204 Nil ... ...
6065 Nil ... ... ...
6261 B near shoulder and
6264
6226
6034
hip
S near  shoulder and
thigh
FMK conjoined
F to left)
6125 Various ...
6098 Various ...
6023 Various ...
6116 Nil ... ...
6069 BD near  shoulder ...
Cattle.
Nil
DB off rump and ribs
Same ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ...
pQ off side, DC near
rump
DD near side ...
Various ...
Various ...
Various ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ...
DW off rump and ribs
DY off shoulder and
rump
Nil ...
TA ...
Various ...
Various ...
Nil ...
EB off rump
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
DC ON side ...
Nil
(the J  over MK ...
6229 Various ... ...
6084 FW ... ... ...
6131 Nil ... ...
6098 Various ... ...
6209 Various ... ...
6103 Various ... ...
6099 Various ...
6102 JG near shoulder ...
6052 Nil ... ..
6184 AM near shoulder ...
6075 Nil ... ... ...
6176 ^ over G near shoul-
der
6258 Nil ... ... ...
6250 Various ...
6230 S near shoulder ...
6056 Nil ...
6245 Nil ...
6145 Various
6154 Nil ...
6203
6138
6158
6246
6071
6206
6152
6134
6242
6202
6164
6188
Various ...
Various ...
IIF near shoulder ...
JH off shoulder ...
Nil ... ... ...
Various ... ...
Various ...
Nil ... ... ...
Nil ... ... ...
Nil ... ...
HN near shoulder ...
Various
JMD off hip...
Various ...
FR off rump
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil ...
Nil
GF near shoulder
0 G off ribs ...
Nil ...
JG oft ribs ...
Nil ...
AM off rump
GM off ribs .:.
Nil
Nil ... ...
GS off rump...
TA over W rump and
ribs
Nil ... ...
Various ...
C near shoulder ...
p over Y ... ...
AH off rump
Various
HF near should@r
JH off  ribs ...
Nil ...
Various ...
Various ' ...
HL off ribs ...
RH off rump
Various
HN near shoulder
Name.
Alfred  Dobbins ...
Denis Byrne ...
Danger and Be ll  ...
Dennis O'Brien ...
Duncan Came ro n...
Daniel Crane ...
John Driscoll ...
John Dart ...
Daniel Long ...
Daniel Neylan ...
David Radunz
John Smith
Denis Wall ...
Daniel Youngeberg
Michael Doyle ...
Thomas Abdy ... ...
Ebenezer Barlow ... ...
Elizabeth Beil ... ...
Edward Barrett ...
Edwin Adolphus Burgers
Edward Carlan ...
Edmond Fitzpatrick ,..
Edward Bor Hopkins ...
Francis Carter ... ...
Frederick Eisenmenger ...
Frederick Emery ... ...
Annie Goody
Henry Hornibleue
Francis McKeon ...
Francis Lupton ...
John McDougall ...
Edmund Foan ...
Frederick Rachou
Frederick Sailsbury
Francis Henry Tamm
Frederick Whittaker
George Bell ... ...
James McGhie .. ...
George Featherstone ...
George Gridley ... ...
James Gilliver ... ...
Joseph Gridley ...
Johann Godfried Muller...
George Thomas Moody ...
George Morrison ... ...
William Benjamin Green
George Ross ...
George Stapleton ... ...
Joseph Griffiths Sims ...
Herbert Briston Hughes...
Charles Hugh Wilson ...
George Williams ... ...
George Yates ... ...
Agness Hutton ... ...
James Hawkins ... ...
Henry Fiillekrug ... ...
Adam  Geitz ... ...
John Henderson ... ...
Henry King
Henry Michael Kavanagh
Henry Links ...
Henry Litherland... ...
Henry Hazeldine ... ...
James Horan .. ...
Henry Newboidd ... ...
PROPRIETOR.
Run or  Farm where
Brand  is to  be used.
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Cawarral ... ... Rockhampton
Town Commonage ... Dalby
Nooroondoo ... ... Surat
Normanby  ... ...  Normanby
Mount Perry  ...  Mount Perry
Western Creek ... Ipswich
Riverview  ... ...  Gatton
Moggi ll  ... Oxley
Canning Creek  ...  Warwick
Hendon ... All ora
Albert  Junction  ...  Beenleigh
Claverton  ...  Charlevi lle
Fortitude  Valley ...  Brisbane
Logan Reserve .. .  Beenleigh
Commonage ... ... Toowoomba
Fairview ... ...
Clifton ..
Farm, Darkey Flat...
Western Creek
Reserve ...
Taabinga ...
near Jondaryan
Yandilla ...
Gympie
Clifton
Warwick
Ipswich
Gayndah
Nanango
Dalby
Leyburn
Fig-tree Pocket ...  Brisbane
Ipswich ... ... Ipswich
Redbank ... ... Goodna
Rosebank, Saltwater Gladstone
Creek
Bridge street ... Toowoomba
Cumkillenbar ... Darby
Echilban ... ... Brisbane
Redland ... ... Cleveland
Frogs Hollow . Mackay
Junction Albert and Yatala
Logan
Racecourse ... ... Ipswich
Mitchell Downs ... Mitchell Downs
Mount Perry ... Mount Perry
Old Cleveland Road... Brisbane
Gympie ... ... Gympie
Lowden Farm . Logan Reserve
Enoggera Road ... Brisbane
Toowoomba ... ... Ipswich
Enoggera Road ... Brisbane
Brassall . Ipswich
Oxley Creek... . Brown's Plains
Seventeen-mile Rocks Oxley
Mondure ... ... Nanango
Scrubby Creek ... Gracemere
Moggi ll  Creek ... Brookfield
Fairview ... ... Oakey Creek
Coogoon ... ... Roma
Warwick  ...  Warwick
Calliope Gold Fields Gladstone
Warwick and Yale- Warwick and
bone Creek Surat
Petrie Terrace ...
Lang Farm .. ...
Normanby Reserve ...
Allora ...
Western Creek ...
Ellangowan ... ...
Sandgate ... ...
Walloon ... ...
Caboolture ... ...
Petrie Terrace ...
Rocky Range ...
Ipswich ... ...
Brisbane
Brisbare
Ipswich
Allora
Ipswich
Cambooya
Brisbane
Ipswich
Caboolture
Brisbane
Logan Reserve
Ipswich
928
Brand No. of
Registered.  !,Certificate
H I
T2 6197
HU7 6167
H 1 U 6064
H 9 W 6039
H 7 Y 6135
J3E
4 0 E
7JY
K1 E
KOP
K1S
KY4
LH4
L7J
QLJ
L4L
Eoreee.
POHMBB DNA".
Cattle.
THIL  near  shoulder Same
over ET off shoul- ET near rump
der
H over ... H over ...
Various ... ... Nil
HAY ... ... HAY
6016 Various ... ... Nil ...
6045 Various ... ... Nil
6162 Various ... Nil ...
6073 Various ... ... Various ..
6100 JHG conjoined near Same off rump
shoulder
6132 Various ... Various
6017 P near shoulder ... Nil
6172 Various ... ... Nil
6228 Nil
6049
6241
6240
6122
M 4 A 6094
... Nil
Name.
John Thomas Hill ...
Henry Ussher ... ...
Henry Hunter .. ...
George Hall Jones ...
William Henry  Warman...
Adam Hay
PROPRIETOR.
Run or  Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Nearest  Post Town
of Run or Farm
Gradwell . Pine Mountain
St. Lawrence ... St. Lawrence
Village  of Logan  ... Village of Logan
Boonara  ...  Nanango
Junction,  Brisbane Brisbane
and Bremer
Greenhaugh ... ... Ipswich
... John Jewers ... ... Charley Vue ... Gaiusford
... John Eular .. ... Commonage ... ... Townsville
John Oestreich .. ... Gowrie Road ... Toowoomba
James Carr .. ... Bugarah ... ... St. George
... John Gracey ... ... Jondaryan ... ... Jondaryan
... Alexander Keilar ... ...
... Andrew Kessen Penny-
ciuck
... Richard Samuel W. Cum-
ming
... William Kimberley
Nil ... ... A over LH off ribs  ... Alice Lucy  Hanson ...
Various ... ... JL off ribs  ... ...  Jonathan Litherland, senr.
JL near shoulder  ...  JL off ribs  ... ...  Jonathan Litherland, junr.
L near shoulder ,  ribs, LL near rump , or L Arthur  Pearce  Lloyd ...
and thigh near shoulder, ribs,
and thigh
Various Various ... ...  Michael Mack ...
M E b 6262 Various  ... ... Various ... ... Joshua Eddowes ...
M IFS  6208 MF near  shoulder and Nil ... ... Michael Fahey ...
thigh
3 M Q 6146 WG near shoulder ... Nil ... ... Martha Geary ...
MO  H 6107 Various  .. ... Various ... Michael Hanlon ...
(5 M H 6074 Nil ... ... HB conjoined off Michael Hozberger
rump
9 M H 6196 Nil  ... ... Nil ... Mathew Hogan ...
a M L 6013  JML (the ML con- Same ... ... John McLean ...joined)
S M L  6026 Nil ... . M over L ribs ... Mary Laden
6 M N 6108  0 near shoulder, M OM off rump ... Owen McNeil
near hip
7 M N 6046 Various  ... ... D near shoulder ... John McNeil
M 4R 6063 Nil .. ... . Nil ... James Reid
5 M T 6177 MT  over 2 near  shoul- MT over 2 off hip ... Margaret Tyler
der
M Y 5 6185 AM near shoulder ... AM off rump ... John Moody
N D 4 6038 ND  ... ... ... Nil ... Newam Dint ...
6  6214 Various  ... ... Various ... ... John Nurse ...N J
6248J
N W 2 6159
Various ... ... Nil ... ... John Nunn
WN ... ... ... Nil ... ... William Nickelson
6S1  6215 J 118. WH6. MH6. Same
E116.  TH6. GH6
P B 9 6216
P b H 6095
P 3 K 6136
2PL 6112
3 P L 6079
P 5 P 6015
5PP 6199
7P5 6217
9 P S 6266
bPW 6029
...  M. O'Shanassy  ...
PB near shoulder ... PB off rump  and ribs
Various ... PH off side ... ...
Nil ... Nil
PL near shoulder .. PL off rump and ribs
Various ... ... Various ... ...
d ... ... ... Nil ... ...
PS near  shoulder ... PS  near ribs... ...
Nil ... ... Nil ... ...
Nil ... ... Nil ... ...
Patrick Butler ...
Peter Helmich ...
Patrick Kinnanq ...
Patrick Lenehan ...
Patrick Lenihan. ...
Peter Bennett ...
P. F. Pedersen ...
Patrick Shannon ..
John Phillip Sherwin
William Petrie ...
Upper South Pine ... Brisbane
Reserve ... ... Gainsford.
Dalby ... ...  Dulby
Enoggera  ... ...  Brisbane
Smnmerland Farm ... Ipswich
Caboolture ... ... Caboolture
Caboolture ... ... Caboolture
Stephen street ... Toowoomba
Farm, Stone  Quarry...  Ipswich
Junction  Hotel, C1er- Lillyvale
mont Road
Farm ... ...  Toowoomba
Sebastopol ... ... Westwood
Drayton .. ... Drayton
Rocky Waterholes ... Rocky Water-
holes
Ridgelands ... ... Maryborough
Reserve ... ... Mackay
West' Boundary street  Toowoomba
Ipswich ... ...
Thornton's Gap
Tiaro ...
Commonage ...
Ipswich
Townsville
Tiaro
Warwick
Oxley Creek...
... Warwick ...
... Goongarry
... Palmerin street
... Commonage...
... Werebone ...
Brown's Plains
Warwick
Taroom
Warwick
Dalby
Surat
Town Commonage ... 1 Dalby
Stone Quarry  ...  Ipswich
Warrill Creek .. Ipswich
Mount Prospect ... Ipswich
Rosewood ...  ...  Ipswich
Town Common Bowen
Bowen Downs . Bowen Downs
Auburn ... . Gayudah
The Oaks ... ... Yaamba
Nudgee ... ... German Station
R 5 C 6205  Various ... ... I Various ... ... Robert Collisson ... ... Phouiix Farm ... Gvmpie
4 R E 6082 Nil  ... ... Nil ... ... George Ree ... ... Maryborough ... Maryborough
5 R Q 6225 Various ... ... Nil ... . Robert Gilpin ... ... Wolca Mine... ... Mount Perry
.5 R H 6163 Various  ... Rover H near shoal- Be•. - Hogan ... ... Mort's Creek ... Grandchester
der
R. 2 J 6062 ^  erJR conjoined JR conjoined near Jo,;,ls l;obinson ... .. Edge Hill ... M:,rlborough
near shoulder ... 1 rump
929
Brand
Ilegistered.
No. Of 1,Certi$catei
Horses.
RK4
RN3
7RP
ROR
R5R
R9R
o RS
4RT
SRW
;SA
SbB
bSB
SD5
S3F
S O 4
H
so S J
S5
SOM
SIR
CRTSi)(
-I
6037 Nil
6265 Nil
6166 Nil
6059 RR .,.
6163 Various
DORMER BRAND.
Cattle.
K near side .,.
PN off rump
P off rump ...
Nil
Various
RR near ribs
Nil
Various
6218 Nil ,., ...
6129 Nil
6087 JRT conjoined near
shoulder
"I Various .,.
6036 Va ri ous ,.,
6123 Va ri ous ... ...
6219 Various ...
6072 Nil ...
6183 Nil ...
6189 DtL near shoulder ...
6288 Various ,.. ..,
6239 Nil .., ,..
6130 Nil ...
6113 JS near  shoulder .,.
6161 Nil ... .,,
6121 ,,,
6086 Various ...
6114  Various .. ...
6178 JJF near shoulder,
DI) ribs
6207 SM ..
6021 SMH
6050 Nil
6165 Various
6055 Nil
6097 Various
1'3A 6179
5 T C 6128
T41' 6195
Va rious
Nil
Various
STQ  60803TJ 6081 T over T and JT
bTJ 6198 Various
T K 7
6054 TK near shoulder
3 T K 6111 TK  new  shoulder
6147 VariousT1
w alb  Various
T S R 6035 Nil
6086 Various
9T% 6092 Nil
3U33 6211 Various
YarhDns
Various ,,,
Various ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
SD off rump...
DtL near rump
Nil ...
Various ...
Nil
JS off rump and neck
Nil ... ...
SL off shoulder ...
Various ...
DD near ribs, MM
near rump
Nil ...
Nil
SM off rump ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ...
00 and XX ...
Various
Various
Nil
Same ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
TK off  side ... ...
FAB .. ...
P off rump and  ribs...
Nil ... ...
Various ... ...
Nil .,. ...
... Various
Nil ...
Nil ..
WE near ribs
WGG o ff  rump
WJG ...
Various ...
Nil ...
2 V C 6022 Various ... ... Nil ... Von Chin
6227 Various  ... ...  Various  ... ... Ellen Lawless
y2Y 6267 Nil .,. ... Nil ... ... Peter  Melrose
O WA
WlE
W8
WBQ
W
G
WbL t
4WL
W8RW9T
6109 AH ,., ,.,
6180 Nil ... ....
6148 DH  near  shoulder ...
6027 WGG near shoulder
6149 M5 ...
6110 Nil
6200 Various .., ,.,
6150 Nil ,.. ...
6263 ...
6236 Nil .,,
6247 Various ...
6237 Nil
Name.
Richard Kendall ...
Rebecca Neill ...
John Pook ...
Robert Ritchie ...
Amos Radcliffe ...
Robert Roulston ,..
Robert Shipp ...
John Thomas ..,
Robert  Walker ,..
Sarah Anne Jones
Bartholomew Ross
Alexander John Stacey
Joseph Sherrett ...
Samuel Dart
Sydney Pechey Fraser
Friederich Schwegler
Friedrich Schumacher
Sidney Grove
James Sutherland...
James Alfred Smith
John Saxon ,,.
Stephen Lawn ...
Sarah Lane ...
Mark Morton ...
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
neat Bundaberg
Commonage...
Surry Farm ..,
Gowrie ..
Oxley Creek...
Peak Mountain
Boggo .
North  Pine River
Youldon Plantation...
Good Hope Farm
Warwick
Cunnamulla.,,
Bindebango ...
Oxley Creek...
Kilmorey ,..
Reserve
Fassifern
Redeliffe
Hillside
Hollen Farm
North Pine River
Indooroopilly
Laidley ...
Stephen J. Mehan Ellangowan ...
George Smith .. Wallan ,.,
Solomon Millett ... ... Waterford ...
Charles Stoll ... Nudgee ...
Montague Henry Stanley Coogoon
Charles Neal McKenny Dykehead ,.,
Aaron Tuckett ...
Thomas Cosgrove...
Thomas Field .
Thomas Goodluck
John Thompson ,..
John Treggus ...
Timothy Keane ...
Timothy O'Keeffe
Thomas Phobey  ...
John Thomas Phipps
Thomas Raymond
Thomas Richardson
Thomas Slatyer ,..
Helidon ,..
Stanthorpe ..
Woomblebank
Bowen Downs
Enniskillen Farm
Rolleston ...
Reserve
near Racecourse
Racecourse ...
Albertholm ...
Deep Creek ,.,
Mackay ,..
Boonara ...
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Bundaberg
Gladstone
Moggi ll
Toowoomba
Rocky Water-
holes
Ipswich
Brisbane
North Piue
Mackay
Maryborough
Warwick
Cunnamulla
Mitchell Downs
Oxley
Roma
Goodiwindi
Ipswich
North Pine
Brisbane
Walloon
Toowoomba
North Pine
Brisbane
Laidley
Cambooya
Condamine
Logan Reserve
Brisbane
Roma
Gayndah
,, Helidon
Stanthorpe
Mitchell Downs
Bowen Downs
Owanilla
.. Rolleston
... Cunnamulla
.. Ipswich
.., Ipswich
... Village of Logan
Gympie
... Mackay
,.. Nanango
A. and P. McDonald Wild Horse  Plains , Mitchell Downs
East
Yandilla ... ... Leyburn
Imbil ... ... Gympie
Blackall  ... ...  Blacka ll
... William Ahern .. ..
... William Elsebach... ...
... William Esdale .. ...
,,, William Gorden Gillam ...
William Greer McKewen
,,, William Joseph Gutteridge
,,, James Waugh ... ...
William Leeson ... ...
Reserve  ... ... Roma
Mondure ... ... Nanango
Long Bridge ... Rockhampton
Maryland Gap ... Clifton
Tiaro ... Tiaro
Deebing Creek .. Ipswich
St. Lawrence Road ... Clermont
Saltwater Creek Road Maryborough
... Marlborough
Jondaryan ... ... Jondaryan
Rosenthal  ... ... Warwick
Reserve  ... ...  Roma
... Walter Lunn ...
WL . William Lee ..
Various ... ... William Reynolds
Nil .,. ... William Tune ., ...
Y O E 6268 Nil  ... ... Nil
6089 Various ... ... Nil
Z 8 6151 Nil ... ... Nil ...
Z S 1 6137 Various  ... ...  ZS off ribs ,,,
Arthur Bell ,.. .., Greenlake ... ... Rockhampton
,,, Adam Black  ... ... Ayton ... ...  Beenleigh
John  Craigie ... ... Blacka ll ...  Blacka ll
.. Zachariah Stevens ... Brown 's Creek  ...  North Pine
930
BRANDS TRANSFERRED  during the Month of MAY, 1873.
Brand.
1CF
KL1
No. of
Certifteate.
5739
145
4393
Transferror.
Jane Hockey ...
Cribb and Foote ...
William Kilgour ...
Transferee.
Elija Hinsch .
McDonald and Shepherd
Kilgour and Mackay ...
Name of Run  where Brand Nearest  Postis  to be used.
East Maryborough ... Maryborough
Purbrook ... ... ... Springsure
Alpha  ... ... Beauford
THE following BRAND was omitted in List for MARCH, 1873.
Brand
Registered.
SF5
No. of
Certificate
5535
Horses.
Various
FORMER  BRAND.
Various
Cattle. Name.
Simon Frazer
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Mackay
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Mackay
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brand,
By Authority  :  JARxs 0. REAL,  Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
0a
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QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave , all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.S.) in the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANDY,  of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS, by an Act of the Parliament of
Queensland , styled  " The District Courts
Act of  1867,"  it is, amongst  other things ,  enacted,
that it shall be lawful for the Governor in Council,
from time to time, to order, by proclamation in the
Gazette ,  that Courts, to be called District Courts,
shall beholden at such towns and places as he
shall think fit, and to alter the place for holding
any such court; And whereas, by the said last
mentioned Act, it is further enacted that it shall
be lawful for the Governor in Council to divide the
colony into districts for the purposes of the said
Act, and from time to time to alter such districts ;
And whereas, by the said  " District Courts Act
of 1867,"  it is  further enacted, that it shall be law-
ful for the Governor in Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to declare that
any District Court shall be a court possessing
criminal jurisdiction, and by the  same , or any sub-
sequent
Proclamation, to declare at what place orplaces the said jurisdiction shall be exercised, and
that any District Court named in any such Pro-
clamation  shall, after three calendar months from
the publication thereof in the  Gazette,  possess
jurisdiction in respect of crimes, misdemeanors,
and offences, as therein more particularly is men-
tioned  ;  And whereas ,  amongst others , a District
Court has been duly created, having jurisdiction
within a district called the Northern District, the
limits whereof were duly defined in and by a cer-
tain Proclamation, under my Hand and the Seal of
the Colony, bearing date the twelfth day of Feb-
ruary, A.D. 1872; And whereas I, by my said Pro-
clamation , did order and direct that the said Court
should be holden at the towns  and places therein
mentioned , and that the said Court should be a
court possessing criminal  jurisdiction ,  and that
the said jurisdiction  should be exercised at the
several towns and places in the said Proclamation
mentioned  ;  And whereas  it is necessary  that the
said Court should be holden at another town or
place within  the said Northern District, namely, the
town or place  of Mackay ,  and that the  criminal
jurisdiction of the said Court should be exercised
at the said  town or place  of Mackay : Now, there-
fore, I ,  GEORGE AIJGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis
of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, by virtue of
the powers vested in me by the said recited Acts,
and by virtue of all other  powers enabling me in
that behalf, and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, order and
declare that the said District Court shall be holden
at the town or place of Mackay, within the said
Northern District, and that the criminal jurisdic-
tion possessed by the said- District Court shall be
exercised at the said town or place of Mackay.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN BRAMSTON.
-GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN
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QIIEBNSLAND, '  P ro clamation  by The trios!
to wit.  J Honorable GroltaE AUGUST us
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Norm at hi',
Earl of  Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all in the County of
York, in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross,  in the County of WVextord,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a JTembcr
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty's  Most lionor:,hle
Governor .  Privy Council , Governor and Coia-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by notice from the Department of
Y Public Lands, published in the  Government
Gazette of  the 11th day  of March ,  1871 ,  it was noti-
fied that certain land situate in the county of March,
parish of Mary borough ,  town of Maryborough,
being allotment number one of section  thirty-nine,
containing eight acres ,  commencing at the north
corner of the section ,  and bounded thence on the
north-east by Sussex street south-easterly ten
chains and twelve links to Tooley street ; on the
south-east by that street south-westerly eight
chains ; on the south -west by a line north-westerly
parallel with Sussex street ten chains and six links
to Pallas street ; and on the north -west by that
street north-easterly eight chains to the point of
commencement ,  should at the expiration of the
period therein named be permanently reserved and
set apart for the purpose of a Cemetery Reserve.
And whereas  by  " The  Cemetery  Act  of 1865," it
was enacted that whenever it should appear desir-
able that any cemetery then in use ,  or thereafter
to be in use ,  should be closed, and that thereafter
no burial or burials should take place in such
cemetery ,  or any part thereof, it should be lawful
for the Governor in Council, by proclamation which,
when published in the  Government Gazette,  is
therein declared to have the force of law ,  to direct
that such cemetery should be closed from and after
some date to be named in such proclamation. And
whereas it is now desirable that the cemetery so
reserved as aforesaid should be closed, and that
fro m the date hereafter named no burial shall take
place in the said cemetery or any part thereof :
Now, therefore ,  I, the said GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby ,  Governor
aforesaid ,  in pursuance of the power and authority
vested in me ,  by and with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council , do, by  this my proclamation ,'  direct
that the above-named cemetery shall be closed from
and after the date of the publication  of this my
proclamation in the  Queensland Government Gazette.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this seventh day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -three ,  and in the
thirty -sixth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER,
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ton pounds, to be recovered  as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
i
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
GOD SAPS THE QUEEN I
QUEENaLAND, Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  ) Honorable GEowaE AUGUSrus
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(LS.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
&ORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling inc in that behalf, I, the Governor
QUEENSLAND, '  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  3 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross. in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor. Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
r%
Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
ssequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-first day of
June,  in the year  of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth' year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE TUB QUEEN 1
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  7th June, 1873:
IS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. HENRY  Bn inELL, Coxswain  of the Pilot Boat,
Keppel Bay,
to be Assistant Pilot for the Port of Rockhampton.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
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Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following appointments in the Electric
Telegraph. Department, viz.:-
Mr. JAMES Ross CouTTS, Operator in Charge,
Stanthorpe,
to be Operator, Brisbane.
Mr. WILLIAM O'CoNNoR, 2nd Operator, Brisbane,
to be Operator in Charge, Stanthorpe.
Mr. JAMES HOBBS, 3rd Operator, Brisbane,
to be 2nd Operator.
Mr. JOHN EDWARD BOURNE,4th Operator,Brisbane,
to be 3rd Operator.
Mr. PHILIP AGNEW, Supernumerary Clerk,
Brisbane,
to be Operator.
Mr. EDWARD PEARSON TROLLOPE
to be Supernumerary Clerk, Brisbane.
THOS. L. MURRAY PRIOR.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th June, 1873.
j IS Excellency the Governer, upon the recom-
mendation. of the Honorable the Speaker of
the Legislative Assembly, and with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to appoint
JOHN GILLIGAN
to be a Parliamentary Shorthand Writer, attached
to the Legislative Assembly, in the room of
George Lindsay, resigned.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th June, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ADOLPHE HERTZBERG, and
FREDERICK WHITE,
to be Auditors of the Municipality of Roma, under
the provisions of  " The Municipal Institutions Act
of  1864."
A.H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 13th June, 1873.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS KNIBB HORSEY, and
JOHN M. PRATT,
to be Auditors of the Municipality of Bowen, under
the provisions of  " The Municipal Institutions Act
of  1864."
A. H. PALMER
teenth section of  " The  Homestead  Areas Act of
1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Mar-
C
s of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, with
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and  proclaim  that the Land set apart for the
purposes of the Eastern Downs Horticultural and
Agricultural Association, in the Town of Warwick,
as described in the  Government  Gazette  of the 10th
June, 1871, folio 824, shall be and is hereby placed
under the control of the following  persons  as Trus-
tees , viz:-F. J. C. Wildash, W. B. Slade, Jas.
McKeachie, David Clarke, Jacob Kircher, and
James Campbell ; and the style of such Trustees
shall be, " The Trustees of the Eastern Downs
Agricultural and Horticultural Association. " And
I also declare  that the said Trustees shall hold the
Land upon Trust for the Association,  and to erect
Buildings , hold Shows,  and otherwise  use the Land
in connection  with the objects of the Association,
and in accordance  with the Rules  and Regulations
thereof ; and that the Trustees,  as aforesaid, are
empowered  to make Bye- laws for  carrying out the
object of the said Trust. And I further declare
that the Governor  in Council reserves  the right of
removing  any Trustee, and that on the removal, re-
aignation, death, or incapacity to act of any Trustee,
the Governor in Council may appoint  a successor,
who may be nominated by the Association, subject
to the approval of the Governor in Council.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twelfth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand  eight hundred and seventy-three, and
in the thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QPEENS[,AND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all in the County of
York ,  in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoaMANBY, of  Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
first section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1868," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor  aforesaid,
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th June, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint MITCHELL DOWNS, in the District of
Maranoa, a place for establishing a Public Pound,
under the provisions of  "Tlu Impounding Act
of 1863."
A. H. PALMER.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(t.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the six-
with the advice of t e Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the Leases of the
following Selections of Land, recently held under
the sixty-seventh clause of the said Act, are
declared forfeited.
PARISH OF CLIFTON.
No. of
Portion. Name of Lessee. Ares.
Land
Agent's
District.
217 William Adams
A. R. P.
90 0 0 Too-
218 Ditto ... 90 0 0 j woomba.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of June, in
th-,  year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sirth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation  by the Most
to wit  Honorable  GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earlof Mulgrave , ViscountNormanby,
and Baron Mulgrave of Mulgrave, all
in the County of York, in  the Peerage
of the United  Ringdom; and Baron
(L.s.) Mulgrave  of New Ross ,  in the County
NORMANDY,  of Wexford ,  in the Peerage  of Ireland ;
Governor.  a Member of Her Majesty's Most
Honorable  Privy Council ,  Governor
and Commander -in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of the sixty-
first section  of "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868 ," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Mar-
quis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim  that the Leases of the following
Selections  of Land, under the said Act, are declared
forfeited.
Register
No. of
App lica-
tion.
Land
Name  of Lessee.  Area. Agent's
District.
QUERN/LAND,  2 Proclamation by The Moo
to wit . S  Honorable GEORGE AUGUST"
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all  in the County of
York ,  in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
Now Ross, in  the County  of Wexford,
(us.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
RoEIIANBT,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com.
mender-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance  with the  provisions of the
sixty -first section  of  " The Crown Lands  Alienation
Act of  1868," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor  aforesaid,
with the advice of the  Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the Leases of the
following  Selections of Land, under  the said Act,
are declared forfeited.
A. R. P.
130 Angus Clerk 250 0 0
Register
No. of Name of Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
131 Ditto
...
..
...
... 200 0 0 Mary-
Applica-
tion. Dist rict.
132 Henry Hort Brown  ... 1.10 0 0 borough.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Land., Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection ,  under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twenty-second day of July, 1873, at the Mary-
borough Land Office.
No. of
Portion.
Land
Name of  Lessee.  Area .  Agent's
District.
A R. P.
*3 Angus Clerk  ... ...  250 0 0
$1 Ditto .. ...  200 0 0
2 Henry Hort Brown  ... 110 0 0
Mary-
borough. .
•  Forfeited Selection ,  No. 130.
t Forfeited Selection , No. 131.
I Forfeited Selection ,  No. 132.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House,  Brisbane, this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN!
2 Harry W. Wran
A.  B.  P.
40 0 0 St. Law-
rence.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND Proclamation by the Most
to wit. 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.S.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANDY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy  Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid,  with the advice of the
Executive Council, do,  by this my Proclamation,
notify and  proclaim  that  the lands hereunder
described shall  be open to Selection ,  under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after  TUESDAY,
the twenty -second day of July, 1873 ,  at the St.
Lawrence Land Office.
Register
No. of
App lies-
tion.
2
Name of Lessee.
Harry W. Wran
Area.
A. R. P.
40 0 0
Land
Agent's
District.
St. Law-
rence. -
Given under my,  Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this fifth day of June,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three,  and in the
thirty- sixth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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QUEENSLAND , I Proclamation  by the Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and Baron Mulgravo of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBT, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
the Governor  aforesaid , with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify.  and proclaim  that the  lands  hereunder
described shall be  open to Selection ,  under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twenty  second  day of July, 1873, at the Rock-
hampton Land Office.
Description of lands  resumed  out of the  consoli-
dated runs , Panuco and Montrose, Port Curtis
District, under " The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868."
Area ,  80 square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank,of Tooloombah
Creek, about one  mile above  the road crossing at
Tooloombah township ; thence by a line bearing
south forty  degrees east  about  seven miles ,  crossing
Mamelon Creek to right branch of Deep or
Brussel's Creek ; thence by that creek upwards to
Connor' s Range ; thence  by that range north-
westerly about fifteen miles to the head of right
branch or Gilnorchie Creek ; thence by that creek
downwards to Tooloombah Creek, and by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Description  of the boundaries of the Dundee and
Iboloombah Runs,  in the  Port Curtis District,
which by  reason  of forfeiture for non-payment
of rent, are available for  Selection in pursuance
of " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
Area, 20 square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of Granite Creek
about twenty  chains below  an ironbark tree marked
1 in triangle  ; thence by  a line bearing  south forty
degrees east ,  crossing  Montrose Creek about seven
and three -quarter miles  to Tooloombah Creek ;
thence by that creek and right branch or Gilnorchie
Creek upwards to Connor' s Range  ; thence by
Connor's Range northerly about six miles to the
head of Granite Creek ; thence by that creek down-
wards  to the point  of commencement.
Description  of the boundaries of Tivoli  Run, in the
Port Curtis District, which by reason of for-
feiture for non-payment of rent,  is  available for
Selection in pursuance  of " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act  of 1868."
Area,  36 square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of Tooloombah
Creek about  one mile  above the  road crossing at
Tooloombah township  ;  thence by  a line bearing
south forty  degrees east  about  7 miles crossing
Mamelon Creek to right branch of Deep or
Brussel 's Creek ; thence by that creek downwards to
Tooloombah Creek ; thence by that creek  upwards
to the point  of commencement.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government
House,  Brisbane , this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The CrownLand  Alienation  Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the fifth day of August, 1873, at the Cardwell
Land Office.
Description of the boundaries of land resumed out
of the Herbert Yale Run, Kennedy District,
under " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868."
44,862 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Elphinstone
Creek with the Herbert -River, and bounded thence
on the south-west by that creek upwards to its
junction with Broadwater Creek ; thence by that
creek upwards to its head in Rockingham Bay
Range ; on the north by that range easterly to
Dalrymple Gap ; on the east by Mount Leech
Range southerly to the north boundary of Lanner-
cost Run ; on the south by that boundary bearing
west about 645 chains to the head of Midway
Creek ; thence by that creek downwards to its
junction with the Herbert River ; and thence by
that river downwards to the point of commence-
ment, -exclusive of 640 acres applied for as a
Pre-emptive Selection, No. 95, and known as the
Long Pocket.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND , 2  Proclamation by the Most
to wit.  S  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of Mul-
grave, all in the County  of York, in
the Peerage of the United Kiugdom ;
and Baron Mulgrave of New Ross, in
(L.a.) the County of Wexford, in the Peer-
NORMANBY,  age of Ireland  ;  a Member of Her
Govern or.  Majesty 's Most Honorable Privy
Council ,  Governor and Commander-
in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
I N  pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
1 in accordance with the eighteenth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," I,
GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of
Normanby ,  the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council , do, by  this my Proclama-
tion ,  notify and proclaim that the lands hereinunder
described sha ll  be reserved for Township purposes.
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RESERVE  FOR A. TOWNSHIP AT NORMAN MOUTH.
1,600 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Norman
River at the north corner of Selection No. 14, and
bounded thence on the south-west by the north-east
boundary line of that selection, being a line parallel
to, and distant forty chains from, the north-east
boundary of Selection No. 15, bearing south forty-
five degrees east sixty-five chains ; on the south-east
by a line bearing north forty-five degrees  east one
hundred and thirty-six chains ; on the north-east
by a line bearing north forty-five degrees west
about one hundred and forty-three chains to the
east  corner of the Telegraph  reserve  ; on the north-
west by the  south-east  boundary line of that reserve,
bearing south forty-five d grees west seventy-eight
chains, to the Norman River ; and on the west by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
QUEENSLAND, I Proclamation by the Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of York,
in the Peerage of the United King-
dom ; and Baron  Mulgrave of New
Ross , in the County of Wexford, in
(L.s.) the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANBF, of Her Majesty' s Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its  Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868, 1, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor  aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the  said  Act, on and after WEDNES-
DAY, the sixteenth day of July, 1873, at the
Warwick Land Office.
nine chains and seventy links ; then by the south
boundary bearing west fifty chains ; then by the
east boundary of Selection by lease, No. 122,
bearing south thirty-two chains fifty-five links, and
by the south boundary bearing west thirty-four
chains to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of Jane, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred aild seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND,  ' Proclamation by the Most
to wit.  I  Honorable GEoaGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor.
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.e.) in  the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoEMANRY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council,  Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.IN pursuance of clause forty-one of "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the Lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
second day of July, 1873, at the Toowoomba Land
Office.
No. of
Portion
*644
Name of Lessee.
W. Gillis
Area.
A. R. P.
197 1 24
Land
Agent's
District.
Too-
woomba.
• Forfeited  Selection ,  No. 644.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Description  of the boundaries of a portion of the
Emu Creek  Run, in the  Darling Downs
District, formerly  held under  pastoral lease,
which,  by reason  of forfeiture for non-payment
of rent, is available for  Selection ,  in pursuance
of " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
Area, 14,145 acres.
Commencing at the south boundary  of Selection
by lease, No. 122, at a point  six chains  from the
south-west corner, and bounded thence on the south-
east by a line bearing south-east to the watershed
separating Emu Creek from Farm Creek ;  thence
by that watershed north-easterly about fourteen
miles ; on  the north-east by the Great Dividing
Range north-westerly ; on the north-west by a line
bearing west-south-west about four and a-half miles
to Emu Creek, at a point 600 chains in a direct line
above the  cast  boundary of Selection by lease, No.
119 ; then by Emu Creek south-westerly to the east
boundary of Selection by lease, No. 119 ; by that
boundary bearing south fifty-eight chains ninety-
four links; then by the south boundary bearing
west fifty- six chains ; then by the east boundary of
Selection by lease, No. 120, bearing south forty
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mul gr ave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in  the County of
York, in the  Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ; a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council,  Governor  and Com-.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this niy Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the Lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
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second day  of July, 1873,  at the Marybo ro ugh
Land Office.
No. of
Portion
*243
t232
Name of  Lessee.
W. J. Willis ...
Ditto
Area.
A. R. P.
84 0 0
257 0 0
Land
Agent's
District.
Mary-
borough.
Forfeited Selection ,  No, 487.
t Forfeited  Selection , No. 340.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND,  2 Rroelamation by  no Most
to wit. 3 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Muigrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron Muigrave of
Mulgrave,  all  in  the County of
York, in  the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron  MIlgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(t.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NOn\IANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
r N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
1 Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the Lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
second day of July, 1873, at the Toowoomba Land
Office.
No. of
Portion. Area.  Parish.
A. R. P.
Land Agent's
District.
212 30 3 14 Geham ... Toowoomba.
213 30 3 14 ditto ... ditto.
214 30 3 14 ditto ... ditto.
215 30 3 14 ditto ... ditto.
216 30 3 14 ditto ... ditto.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit . Honorable  GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Muigrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Muigrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NOUMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland audits Dependencies.IN pursuance of clause one of " The Homestead
Areas Act  of 1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be and are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection as Home-
steads, and not otherwise, at the Land Office,
Toowoomba, on and after TUESDAY, the first
day of July, 1873.
Selec-
tion No. Selector 's Name. Area. ! District.
72 Jas. Wiblin
A. It. P.
103 0 0 Toowoomba.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of .Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Muigrave, p'scount Nor-
manby, and Baron Muigrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Muigrave of
New Ross, in the Counc7 of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
£,oenANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGDSTUs CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the first day of July, 1873, at the Land Offices of
the districts in which they are respectively situated.
No. of Name of Lessee. Area . Land Agent'sPortion. District.
A. B. P.
*3&4 Jas. Salter 69 0 0 Gympie.
Parish.
$38  Coomera 90 0 0 Beenleigh.
t41  Ditto 20 0 0
•  Forfeited Selection , No. 31, Gympie.
t Parts of Forfeited Selection, No. 26, Beenleigh.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
May, in  the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -three, and in the
thirty-sixth  year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th June, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PURPOSES  AT TOWNSVILLE.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah,
town  of Townsville. Allotment 17 of section 5.
1 acre.
Commencing at the south corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the south-west by Stokes
street north-westerly five chains ;to Walker street ;
on the north-west by that street north-easterly at
right angles to Stokes street two chains ; on the
north-east by south-west boundary lines of allot-
ments 1 and 16 south-easterly parallel with Stokes
street five chains to Sturt street ; and on the south-
east by that street south-westerly two chains to
the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1873.
W Y Y
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
V V  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A PRIMARY SCHOOL AT NORMANDY.
County of Churchill, parish of Normanby.
2 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing 307 degrees, and distant one chain from
the west corner of portion 58, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that road bearing thirty-
seven degrees five chains; on the north-east by a
line bearing 307 degrees four chains ; on the north-
west by a line bearing 217 degrees five chains to
another road one chain wide, and on the south-west
by that road bearing 127 degrees four chains to the
point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOB A PRIMARY  SCHOOL AT TENT HILL.
County of Churchill, parish of Gallon.
4 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Blackfellow's
Creek at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the north by that road
bearing west seven chains and fourteen links, on
the west by a line bearing south three chains and
eighty links, on the south-west by lines bearing
121 degrees five chains and twenty-four links, and
eighty degrees three chains and ninety-three links
to the aforesaid creek, and on the east by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty- fifth clause of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," it is
provided  that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently  reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for  thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described wi ll  be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A HOSPITAL AT STANTHOBPE.
County of Bentinek, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe,  allotments  1, 2,  3, and 22, of
section 10.
2 acres 17 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by Short
street northerly four chains and fifty links ; on the
north by the south boundary lines of allotments
4 and 7 easterly at right angles to Short street four
chains and seventy links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 21 southerly parallel
with Short street four chains and fifty links to
Connor street ; and on the south by that street
westerly four chains and seventy links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY AT WESTWOOD.
County 'of Pakington, parish of Westwood,
portion 40.
15 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
each two chains wide, and bounded thence on the
north by one of said roads bearing east sixteen
chains and  forty-five  links to a road one chain and
a-half wide ; on the east by that road bearing south
nine chains and twelve links ; on the south by
portion 41 bearing west sixteen chains and forty-
five links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the west by that  ro ad bearing  north nine chains
and twelve links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A MAGAZINE AT TOWNSVILLE,
CLEVELAND BAY.
County of Elphinstone.
Redcliff Island, situated in Cleveland Bay, in
east longitude one hundred and forty-six degrees
fifty minutes forty-two seconds, and south latitude
nineteen degrees fifteen minutes and twenty-eight
seconds.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1873.
T
HE following amended description of the
boundaries of the Drayton and Toowoomba
Cemetery is published for general information.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY , DRAYTON AND
ToowooMnA.
Amended Description.
County of Aubigny,  parish  of Drayton.
10 acres 1 rood 34 perches.
Commencing at a point  bearing east,  and distant
one chain from the north- east corner of  portion
269; and bounded thence on the west by a road
one chain wide bearing south fourteen chains and
sixty-nine links to another road one chain wide on ;
the south by that road bearing east three chains
and ninety- one and a-half links to a road one and
a-half chain wide; on the south-east by that road
bearing north eighteen degrees twenty-one minutes
east eighteen chains and nineteen links to another
road one chain wide ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing south seventy-four  degrees  fifty-one
minutes west  ten chains and four links to the point
of commencement.
.ALSO,
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
26 acres 1 rood 12 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-east corner of portion 268 ; and bounded
thence on part of the north by that road bearing
939
east ten chains to another road one chain wide ;
on the east by that road bearing south fifteen
chains and sixty-two links to another road one
chain wide ; on the remainder of the north by that
road bearing east four chains and fifty-nine links
to a road one and a-half chain wide ; on the south-
east by that road bearing south eighteen degrees
twenty-one minutes west eight chains and forty-
two and three-quarter links ; on the south by a
line bearing west twelve chains and  eighteen  links ;
and on the west by a line bearing north twenty-
three chains and sixty-two links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been  tempora-
rily reserved for the purpose named with  respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR HARBOR PURPOSES AT TOWNSVILLE
(CLEVELAND BAY).
County of  Elphinstone , parish of  Coonambelah.
23 acres.
Commencing on the shore of Cleveland Bay at
a point bearing north sixty degrees twenty-four
minutes  west  and distant about four chains from
the north corner of the Hospital Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south-west by a line and the
north-east boundary of that reserve, bearing South
sixty degrees twenty-four minutes east about
thirteen  chains and  fifty links  to a small salt-
water creek ; on the south-east by that creek
downwards to Cleveland Bay ; and on all other
sides by the shore of that bay northerly, westerly,
and south-westerly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A QUARRY FOR ROAD PURPOSES, AT
ROCSHAMPTON AGRICULTURAL RESERVE.
County of Livingstone,' parish of Nicholson,
portion 64.
52 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
south by one of said roads bearing east forty
chains to another road one chain wide ; on the east
by that road bearing north thirteen chains ; on the
north by portion sixty-five bearing west forty
chains to the other'  aforesaid  road ; and on the
west by that road  bearing  south thirteen chains to
the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 22nd May, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive  weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid " Peel Island," Moreton Bay, will be per-
manently reserved for public purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 22nd May, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for  the  purposes named with respect to
each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING GROUND AND WATER, ON
THE MAIN TGWNSVILLE ROAD.
County of  Elphinstoue.
201 acres.
Commencing on the Main Townsville  Road ten
chains wide at a point bearing 200 degrees thirty
minutes, and distant seventeen links fro m a gum-
tree marked R ; and bounded thence on the north-
east by that road bearing 170 degrees forty-nine
chains and one link  ;  on the south by a line bearing
west forty -five chains and ninety -one links ; on the
west by a line bearing north  forty-eight  chains and
twenty-six links  ;  and on the north by a  line bearing
east thirty -seven chains and forty links to the point
of commencement.
WATER RESERVE AT THE IPswIcn AGRICULTURAL
RESERVE.
County of Churchill ,  parish of Mutdapilly,
portion 210.
129 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of a road, one
chain wide ,  with another road one chain and seventy-
two links wide ,  and bounded thence on the east by
the last -mentioned road bearing north twenty-seven
chains and sixty links  ;  on the north by portion
211 bearing west forty -seven chains to another road
one chain wide ; on the west by that road bearing
south twenty-seven chains and sixty links to the
other aforesaid road  ;  and on the south by that road
bearing east forty-seven chains to the point of
commencement.
WATER RESERVE AT THE IrswIcu AGRICULTURAL
RESERVE.
County of -Churchill ,  parish of Mutdapilly.
184 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north -west corner of portion 16, and bounded thence
on the south by a line bearing east fortyy-four chains;
on the  east by  portion 14,  and .a  road bearing north
thirty-nine chains  ;  on the north by a line bearing
west fifty chains and sixty-seven links to the afore-
said road;  and on the south-west by that road
bearing 170 degrees thirty-nine chains and sixty
links to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for  general  information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes  of a site for a
Benevolent Asylum, Rockhampton.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
DESCRIPTION.
County of Livingstone,  parish  of Rockhampton,
town of Rockhampton,  allotments  1, 2, 3, 4, 7,
8, 9,  and  10,  of  section  18.
4 acres 36  perches.
Commencing at the north corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north-east by West
street south-easterly eight chains ; on the south-east
by the north-west boundary line of allotments 5
and 6 south-westerly at right angles to West street
five chains and thirty links to Lennox street ; on the
south-west by that street north-westerly parallel
with West street eight chains to Albert street ; and
on the north-west by that street north-easterly five
chains and ,thirty links  to the  point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1873.
1T HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of  "The
1l Crown  Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from Sale for any public
purpose ,  notice thereof sha ll  be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given , that  at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Road purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR ROAD PURPOSES TO GIVE ACCESS TO
PORTION 26 B, KANGAROO POINT.
All that piece of land situated in the county of
Stanley, parish of South Brisbane, being subdivisions
twenty-two and twenty-four of eastern suburban
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allotment ;thirty-five, containing by admeasuremen
nineteen perches and two-tenths of a perch, more oa
less, commencing in a street at the south-east
corner of subdivision twenty, and bounded thence
on the south by that street bearing north seventy-
nine degrees east one chain and twenty links; on the
east  by the west boundary line of subdivision
twenty-six, bearing north eleven degrees  west one
chain ; on the north by a line at right angles one
chain and twenty links south-westerly ; and on the
west by the east boundary line of subdivision
twenty bearing south eleven degrees  east  one chain
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereinunder described have been tempo-
rarillyreserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOB  CAMPING.
Blythe's Creek, Dalby and  Rona  Rodd,  Maranoa
District.
3 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Blythe's Creek,
at a point where the road to Roma  crosses it, said
point bearing east fifteen degrees south, distant
about  nine chains  from a tree marked M over 170
on survey of said road; thence by said creek up-
wards about eight chains ; thence on the north by
a west line about sixty-seven chains ; thence on the
west by a south line two miles, crossing Blythe's
Creek; thence on the south by an east line one
mile and a-half ; thence on the east by a north line
two miles ; thence  again on  the north by a west
line fifty-three chains to the right bank of Blythe's
Creek ; and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR QUARRY ,  SPRINGSURE.
County of  Denison , parish of Springsure, town of
Springsure,  allotments 2 and  3 of section 24.
2 acres and  32 perches.
Commencing on the south side of Boundary
street , at the north-east corner of allotment 1, and
bounded thence on the north by that street easterly
four chains ; on the east by the west boundary
line of allotment 4 southerly, at right  angles to
Boundary street, five chains and fifty links ; on the
south by the north boundary  lines of allotments
7 and 8 'westerly, parallel with Boundary street,
four  chains ; and  on the west by the  east  boundary
line of allotment 1 northerly, at right  angles to
Boundary street, five chains and fifty links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR POLICE  PADDOCK,  INGLEWOOD.
County of Bentinck, parish of Inglewood,  portions
2, 3,  and 4.
153 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Macintyre
Brook, at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the west by that road bear-
ing north forty-six chains and eighty-seven links to
another road one chain wide ; on the north by that
road bearing east thirty chains to another road one
chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing south
thirty-two  chains  and ninety links to the Macintyre
Brook; and on the south- east  and south-west by
that brook downwards to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR STONE  QUARRY, STANWELL.
County of Livingstone, parish of Stanwell.
105 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing 138 degrees, and distant one chain, and
thence bearing forty-eight  degrees and distant ten
chains from the cast corner of portion 15A; and
bounded thence on the north by a line bearing 138
degrees thirty-five chains; on the south-east by a
line bearing 228 degrees thirty chains ; on the
south-west by a line bearing 318 degrees thirty-
five chains to a road one chain wide ; and on the
north-west by that road bearing forty-eight degrees
thirty chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL OF ARTS, MACKAY.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard, town of
Mackay.
Allotment 5 of section 9.
2 roods.
Commencing on the west side of Nelson street
at the south-east corner of allotment 4, and
bounded thence on the east by that street southerly
two chains ; on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 6 westerly at right angles to
Nelson street two chains and fifty links ; on the
west by the east boundary line of allotment 1
northerly, parallel with Nelson street, two chains ;
and on the north by the south boundary line of
allotment 4 easterly, at right  angles  to Nelson
street, two chains and fifty links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE You BALLAST FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Aubigny, parish of Westbrook,  portion  39.
23 acres 3  roods 8 perches.
Commencing at a point in the westerly prolonga-
tion of the south boundary of Laborers' Camping
Reserve, one chain from the Railway  Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south by its continuation
west ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing
north twenty-eight chains ; -on the north by a line
bearing east seven chains to a reserved road one
chain wide ; and on the north-east by that road
bearing 173 degrees fifty-four minutes twenty-eight
chains and sixteen links  to the point  of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
W
HEItEAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently set apart for the purposes named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  THE PURPOSES OF THE  IPSWICH AND
WEST  MORETON AGRICULTURAL AND  HORTICUL-
TURAL  SOCIETY.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich, town of
Ipswich, section 32.
6 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the north by South
street easterly ten chains to Thorn street ; on the
east by that street southerly at right angles to
South street five chains to Roderick street ; on the
south by that street westerly ten chains to Gordon
street ; and on the west by that street northerly
five chains to the point of commencement.. -
RESERVE You NATIONAL SCHOOL, TOWNSYALE,
LOGAN.
County of Ward, parish of Logan.
2 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane road one chain and
fifty links wide at the west corner of portion
18, and bounded thence on the south by a line
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bearing east four chains and  thirty-five links ;
on the east by a line bearing north four chains ; on
the north by a line bearing west five chains and
sixty-five links to the Brisbane road ; and on the
south-west by that road bearing 162 degrees four
chains and twenty -one links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR NATIONAL SCHOOL, PINE RIVER.
County of Stanley, parish of Bunya.
10 acres.
Commencing  at the north -west corner  of portion
56, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing west  nine chains;  on the west by a line
bearing south three  chains  and sixty links to a
small oreek ; thence by that creek  upwards to a
point about south,  and distant  four chains and
fourteen  links from the termination  of the  last line ;
on the south-west by lines and  a road one chain
wide bearing eighty-six degrees one chain and
twenty-six links, 172 degrees  two chains and two
links, and 124  degrees eight chains and seventy-six
links; and on  the east by  a  line
'bearing  northfourteen  chains and  fifty links to the point of com-
mencement.
RnsERvB FOR CEMETERY ,  RAVENSWOOD.
3 acres.
Commencing at a point  bearing about 107 degrees,
and distant  about forty- two chains  from the south
corner of Hackett's homestead ,  and bounded thence
on the north by a line  bearing  east five  chains ; on
the east by  a lin e bearing  south six chains ; on the
south by a  line bearing  west five chains ; and on
the west by  a line bearing  north six chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  19th March, 1873.
W HEREAS ,  by the twenty -fifth clause of  " TheCrown  Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall  be publi shed in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid,  the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently reserved for the purpose of a Cemetery.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY AT CHINAMAN 'S CREEK.
County of Stanley, parish of Bunya.
10 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of Sandy Creek
at the  termination of a road one  chain wide, and
bounded thence on the north by that road bearing
west sixteen chains  and fifty links ; on the west by
a line bearing south six chains and fifty links; on
the south by a line bearing east sixteen chains and
ten links to Sandy Creek ; and on the east by that
creek downwards to the point  of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for general information
that in  cases where  applicants for Mineral
Lands are  desirous , before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th January, 1873.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners  of Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance  of the fourth section of the
above-recited  Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following  dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, on the first
Tuesday in  each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the  Land Office , Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE  BAY AND  BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office,  Bundaberg , the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in  each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land  Office, Norman  River Settle-
ment, on the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and  there-
after  on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
it the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
aay in February, 1873, and  thereafter onthe
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
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LEICHHAEDT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, andthereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office,  Springsure , on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
N.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
F
OR the convenience of persons desirous to have
lands, whether surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward for sale by auction, it is hereby notified
for general information, that instructions have been
issued to the Land Agents to open in their respec.
tive offices, a oook, in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration of the Minister
for Lands, when, if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in the next proclamation  of sale.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth  clause  of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
THE first sheet of the New Maki of the Colony,
skewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
P
ERSON S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance  and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS SEEKING SUITABLE SELEC-
TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS.IMMIGRANTS or otherswho do not possess
sufficient local knowledge to enable them to
select land in suitable situations without visiting
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that arrangements will be made ,  if induce-
ment offers, to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
may be indicated ,  to assist them in their search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
All persons requiring  assistance  of this nature
are requested to advise this Department, in writing,
as to the locality they wish to settle in, and also
forward a fee oten shillings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor ,  when, if a sufficient number
of persons are found to join, the Government will
immediately  undertake to organize one or more
parties.
In the  event of  there being no party despatched,
the fee of  ten shillings  will be returned ,  on applies.
tiou, to the person paying same.
J. X6 ON THOMPBON.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
W 1W ITH the view of facilitating the transaction ofbusiness  at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect hat every possible assistance is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for land or seeking
information on matters connected with the working
of the Land Acts-even to the extent of filling up
forms of application and transfers, &c., for illiterate
persons, if there is time at the officer's disposal ;
and that any Land Agent, or other Officer, receiving
and appropriating fees for clerical assistance to his
own use, on the matter being reported, will be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans ,  arrangements  have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner ,  and on payment of a fee to  be estimated
by that officer,  a tracing  or copy of  the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring  the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary for Public Lands.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
"PASTORAL  LEASES  ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under theprovisions of the 41st  section of  "  The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869"  for renewed  leases for four-
teen  years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will  expire  on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica.
tions will  require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing
leases , as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Roads Branch,
Brisbane, 25th March, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that any person or
persons removing any stone, gravel, loam, or
other material from any public road, or who, by the
careless use of fire, shall injure or destroy any
bridge or culvert, or damage any approaches thereto,
or who shall fall any timber  across  any public road,
or injure any road by drawing timber along it,
otherwise than on wheels, will be proceeded  against
as the law  directs.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 19th
July, 1871, folio 1071,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road leading
to the Wharf Reserve, Hotham River, and no ob.
actions having been received  to the  same,  Notice is
hereby given, in  accordance  with the Act 4 William
IV., No.11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the saidportion of road; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Beenleigh ; and all persons intending to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby re-
minded that notice  must  be served upon the Colonial
Secretary, within forty days from the date hereof,
in such manner  and form as  are provided in the
sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they
will be forever foreclosed from  such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-49-W.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th June, 1873.
NEW ROAD-PARISH OF ST. RUTH,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITl reference to the Notice dated 24th
March, 1873, folio 589,  Government Ga-
zette,  relative to the opening of a New Road from
Dalby to St. Ruth, Notice is hereby given, in
accordance  with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to con-
firm the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference,  to be seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Dalby ;
and all  persons  intending to claim  compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and  form as are  provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-2236.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1873.
NEW ROAD-PARISH OF DALBY, COUNTY
OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
%% ITH reference to the Notice dated 31st
March, 1873, folio 628,  Government Ga-
zette,  relative to the opening of a New Road from
Dalby to Lagoon Reserve, Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion of
road ; and it is therefore hereby declared ex-
pedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at  the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Dalby ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof,  in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-2236-Works.
Department of Public Works,
Gold Fields Branch,
Brisbane, 9th June, 1873.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
I the under-mentioned Miners' Rights and
Business Licenses have been returned as issued in
the Gold Fields Districts respectively specified.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOYNE AND CALLIOPE GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 31st May, 1873.
MINERS'  RIGHTS.
No. Name.  No. Name.
36,336 H. Bunting 36,340 J. P. Lear
36,337 F. D. Stephens 36,341 Edmund Stanly
36,338 Angus McKay 36,342 Thomas Meyers
36,339 William Black 36,343 George Croeiscal
Buslxaas LICENSES.
No. Name.  No. Name.
928 Pang and Tan Swan 1 929 Abel Vallaa
CANIA  AND KROOMBIT GOLD FIELDS.
During the Month ended 31st October, 1872.
MINERS'  RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
48,960 George Peters 48,962 James Burns
48,961 George Peters
During the Month ended 30th November, 1872.
MINERS'  RIGHTS.
No. Name .  No. Name.
48,963 Gavin Petigrew 48,964 Patrick Byrne
During the Month ended 31st December, 1872.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
48,965 Wi ll iam Sheerwood 48,967 C.  Hawkins
48,966 W .  D. Hawkins 48,968 Charls Lenenburg
During the Month ended 31st January, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name.  No. Name.
48,969 C.  Hawkins I 48,970 Alexr .  McDonald
During the Month ended 28th February, 1873.
MINERS '  RIGHTS.
No. Name.  No. Name.
48,971 Gavin Pettigrew 48,978 Hugh Weston
48,972 Matthew Ganety 48,974 Patrick Byrne
CANAL CREEK AND TALGAI GOLD FIELDS.
During the  Month  ended 31st May, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name.
58,881 John McCulloch
58,882 Con Yee
58,883 Ali Sam
58,884 Sammy
58,885 Hardy
58,886 Ali Yee
No. Name.
58,887 Sin Fat
58,888 James McPhee
58,889 Charles T. Gray
58,890 Frederick Growdy
58,891 John Brown
58,892 Herman D. Dinte
BUSINESS  LICENSES.
No. Name. No. Name.
278 Oswald Sellers 279 George Richardson
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th June, 1873.
I T is hereby notified for general information that
the following Tenders have been accepted
For additions to cottage at Colonial Stores-Mr.
G. READING.
For painting at Colonial Stores-Mr. J. LANG.
For additions to Custom House, Brisbane-Mr.
G. READING.
For Sub-Collector of Customs' residence, and
Custom House and Bonded Store, Cardwell-
Messrs .  SIX and REILLY.
Additions to Police Station, Goodna-Mr. W.
CRAMB.
Telegraph Office, Gin Gin-Mr. CHAS. KING.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 22nd May, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT BUILDINGS, PORT DENISON.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th June
next, from persons willing to contract for erection
of Pilot Buildings at Port Denison.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilot
Buildings, Port Denison."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
or at the Court House, Bowen.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the  time  within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount, of tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
derformance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1873.
N OTICE is hereby given, u der the 14th section
of  " An Act to make provision for the Con-
struction by the Government of Railways, and for
the Regulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has pri-
marily approved of the Map and Book of Reference
of the proposed new line, Northern Railway-
from 30 miles (Westwood) to 38 miles 40 chains
(near Goganjo Creek).
The map or plan, and book of reference, can be
seen at this Office, and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in writing, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objection which may exist to
the adoption of the said line of Railway, or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in  connection
therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 11th June, 1873.
THE following Notice to  Mariners  is publishedfor general information.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
Office of Marine Board of
New South Wales,
20th May, 1873.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
POSITION LIGHT, PILOT STATION, SHOALHAVEN.
On and after the night of Monday, the 2nd of
June, a Position Light will be exhibited from the
Pilot Station, Shoalhaven, which will be visible in
a south-westerly direction at a distance of about 8
miles.
FRANCIS HIXSON,
President.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
Licenses from the Treasury have been granted
to the under-mentioned persons during the month
of May, 1873.
Name.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
Place.
WHOLESALE SPIRIT DEALEas.
Sam Im Yong and Co.
RETAIL
Thornton, Thos. E.
McLeod, Jno.
Thomas, Ann ...
Doherty, John
Brown, Joseph ,..
Gallagher, James
Hackett, A.
Shanahan, G.
Shannon, P.
Godber, Edwd.
Savage, Hugh
Booth, John
Burnside, James
McShea, John
Mont, F. D.
Ramsay, R. J.
Fyfe,  Alexander
Lister, T. P.
Porter, G.
Hodge, W.
Croaker, H.
Cooke, J.
Lloyd, Thomas
...  I  Clermont
SPIRIT DEALERS.
Bundaberg
Clermont
Goodna
Ipswich
Maryborough
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Rockhampton
ditto
Tenningering
ditto
ditto
AuoTIONEnRs.
Gympie
Maryborough
., Rockhampton
... ... Townsville
BILLIARDS.
... ... Copperfield
... ,. Dalby
.,. .. Gympie
... ,. Mackay
BAGATRV L
,., ...  I  Brisbane
TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, ETC.
DESIGN FOR PROPOSED WHARFAGE.
if HE Government having in contemplation the
Leasing of the River Frontage in Petrie's
Bight, Brisbane River, with a view to the erection
there of Wharves, according to an approved plan,
hereby invite competitive designs for the same.
A premium of One Hundred pounds will be
awarded for the most approved, and Fifty pounds
for the next approved, design. The accepted
designs to become the property of the Govern-
ment.
The principal objects and requirements sought
for in these  designs are
1st. Permanency of structure.
2nd. Depth  of water  sufficient to allow a vessel
drawing 17 feet to float at low water, with a
depth at face of wharves of not less than 14 feet.
3rd. The greatest possible accommodation for
shipping that the  site  will admit of without inter-
g with the  navigation  of the river.ferin
4th. Easy access for drays to and from the
wharves.
5th. Means of connecting the line of proposed
wharves with those above, or that may at any future
time be constructed below such wharves.
6th. Adaptability of design for use of tramways
along the wharves, if such should be hereafter
required.
The drawings submitted by competitors  must con-
sist of a general plan drawn upon a scale of 30 feet
to one inch, showing the proposed arrangement of
wharves and site for warehouses, &c., connected
therewith, together with carefully prepared detail
drawings showing method of construction, &c., upon
a scale of not less than 4 feet to 1 inch, with all
necessary dimensions figured on. An estimate of
cost and general specification of the proposed works
must also accompany the designs.
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A plan .  of the ground has been prepared by
Government ,  gi ' soundings  of depth of water
along  the pr  site of wharves , lithographic
copies of which can be obtained  by intending
competitors upon application to this Office.
Designs must be lodged at the Treasury by noon
on MONDAY,  the 14th  July,  and must have
Z pended to them a motto ,  but no name  ; and with
the  Design must be a separate enclosure containing
the name of the Designer ,  and the motto he has
appended to the Design.
Further  particulars may be  obtained from the
Postmaster ,  Captain G .  P. HEATS, R.N.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  28th May, 1873.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 10th June, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT  SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES  of the above are  now open at Allora,
Banana ,  Beenleigh , Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane ,  Bundaberg , Calliope, Cape River, Card-
we ll , Charlevi lle,  Clermont ,  Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla ,  Curriwi llinghi , Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton , Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna , Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Gympie,
Ipswich ,  Jimna , Xilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Milchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office
(Brisbane ),  Springsure , S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding  £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding  £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 13th June, 1873.
REGISTRATION OF LETTERS.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve of No. 48 of the Post Office Rules and
Regulations being amended, to read as follows:-
48. All  letters, packets, and newspapers. to, be
registered must, in addition to the postage, have a
stamp by way of fee, which will be affixed thereon
by the Postmaster.
To take effect from the 1st July next.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
On and after  the 1st July, the  Registration fee
will be reduced to four pence  (4d.), payable by
ordinary postage stamps.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1873.
THE following Notice of Tenders invited for the
supply of Australian Timber to the Govern.
ment of Ceylon, is published for general information.
A. H. PALMER.
AUSTRALIAN TIMBER.
TENDEEB are  invited for supplying the Colonial
Store Department at Colombo, with the following
descriptions and quantities of Australian Timber,
on the conditions named below:-
200 logs, Red Gum (Eucalyptus Rostrata) 12" by
12" :-50 logs of 20, 50 logs of 30, 50 logs of 40,
and 60 logs of 45 feet long.
3,000 Planks do. 6 by 4 :-2,000 of 18 feet long, and
1,000 of  15 feet long.
25 logs, Cedar , of the various lengths and dimen-
sions ordinarily  procurable.
1,000 Red Gum Railway Sleepers, 9 feet by 10 in.
by 5 in.
The timber is to be delivered duty paid, and free
from all  expenses  to Government, beyond the Con-
tract price, within the Colonial Store Timber yard
on the Galle Buck at Colombo.
The delivery should be completed before April,
1874.
The timber is to be measured and paid for by
girth measurement excluding defects, and by the
scales of Hoppus' Measure Book, nothing under a
quarter of an inch being included ; allowance to be
made in length fcr split or defective ends ; Queen's
caliper or freight measurement is not admitted.
As only straight square timber of the best quality,
free from sap and defect, is required, it is clearly to
be understood that not under any deduction of
measurement, however large, will inferior timber
be accepted.
Measurement is to be made in the Timber yard
in the  presence  of such person as may be deputed
by the Contractor to superintend and agree upon
the measurement, which is to take place  as soon as
circumstances  will allow, no avoidable delay taking
place.
Payment will be made for each delivery as soon
as possible , not exceeding 15 days from the com-
pletion of  measurement.
Tenders for the above stated timber or a portion
thereof, which must  express  the price per cubic foot
in Rupees and Cents, local currency, under the
above conditions, will be received by the Colonial
Secretary, marked " Tender for Australian Timber,"
until 31st August, 1873.
W. J. GonuAN,C. S.
Colonial Store,
Colombo, 1st May,  1873.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 9th May, 1873.
NOTICE.
W HEREAS a Proclamation,  in pursuance of
the Act of Council 29 Vic., No. 13, was
published in the  Government Gazette  of the 18th
May, 1867, appointing the Island of St. Helena, in
Moreton Bay, to be a place for the detention of
offenders  sentenced  to penal servitude, or hard
labor on the roads or other public works of the
colony, and warning all persons, unless specially
authorised, against approaching or landing upon
the said Island : It is hereby notified that any
person found at or near or in any way  communicat-
ing with the said Island of St. Helena, without the
written permission of the Colonial Secretary being
first had and obtained, is liable on conviction to a
penalty of Twenty Pounds, or three months im-
prisonment , or both, at the discretion of the Court.
A. H. PALMER.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
i T is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
j Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46) has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned  Roads ;  and all  persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit  to this Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
I
No.
1
2
3
4
Applicant.
F. T. Gregory
F. T. Gregory
F. T. Gregory
F. T. Gregory
Situation .  Parish.
Road separating portions  96, 102, and
103, from portions 95, 104, and 106 Gowrie
Road  separating  portions 106, 107,
108, and 109, from portions 68, 69,
105, and 104 . Gowrie
Road separating portions 125, 126,
116, 115, 114, and 113, from por-
tions 132, 133, 136, 137, 140, and
141 .. .. .. .. .. Gowrie
Road separating portions 117, 116,
and 136, from portions 115 and 137 Gowrie
Area
A. B. P.
5 1 5
4 1 0
6 0 16
4 1 28
Department of Pub li c Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th May, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information , that  application under the 27th section of  "  The Crown.
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868  " (31 Victoria , No. 46),  has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads  ;  and all parties who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing ,  within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDIILE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
2
Applicant.
C. A. J. Woodcock...
Ditto ...
Situation,
Road separating  portion 196 from portion 196A
Reserved road through portion 197 ... ...
Tinana ...
Tinana ...
Parish. Area.
A.  K.  P.
2 133
5 0 18
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th April, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 "  (31 Victoria , No. 46),  has been made for the closing of th e,  under-
mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing ,  within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDIILE of ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
Applicant.
R. Harvey ...
Situation.
Road separating portion 99 from por-
tions 82 and 83
Parish.
Auckland
Area.
A. R. P.
3 1 0
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice, that  applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions  of "  The Real Property Act of  1861."  Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land.
2 rood. 1$ perches, being subdivisions 35 and 36 of
eastern suburban allotment 44, parish of North
Brisbane, county of Stanley
1 rood, being subdivision 8 of section 5 of portion 120,
parish of Ipswich, county of Stanley
Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveatmay be lodged.
Henry  Brown ... ...  14th July, 1873.
Henry Buckley and Joshua Ditto.
1 ichmond Young, mort-
gagees exercising power
of sale
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NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open  a new Road from Tinana  Creek to Tincan Bay, parish of Bidwell ,  county of March,
Notice is hereby  given, that  in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and
now in force  in this  Colony,  a Plan and  Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above.
mentioned ,  are now depos ited at the  Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office,
Ma borough ;  and all  persons interested  therein, are requested to transmit, in writing ,  to the Clerk of
the Executive Council ,  withifl  one month  from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
73.1941-W.
Boos OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM TINANA CRFXX To TINCAN BAY ,  PARISH OF BIDWELL ,  COUNTY OF
MARCH, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4  WILLIAM IV .,  NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road . Register Reputed  Owner .  Occupier .  Bearings , Length Breadth Area.  Remarks.inSelection, chains ,  of Boad.
obs. Ike .  A.  R.  P.
1 Commencing  at the  Freehold ,..  0. de Libert  ,..  0. de Libert  ...  97° 30 '  40 48 1 chain 4 0 5 Scrub land, un-
south-west corner  of improved and
portion No .  5' and  unfenced.
running  eas terly along
its southern boundary
to the south-east
corner
2 Commencing at the  63 0. de Libert  .,,  0. de Libert  ,,,  97° 30'  41 33 1  chain 3 3 30  Thickly tlm-
w astern boundary of bered, unim-
conditional selection proved and
No. 63,  M. Rag .,  and unfenced.
running eas terly to
Its no rt h-east corner
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane,  10th June, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
r IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,  having deemed it expedient
1 to open a new Road from Ipswich  towards  Wivenhoe, parish of North, county of Churchill,
Notice is hereby  given , that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference,  showing  the intended line of Road
above-mentioned , are now deposited  at the Office of the Surveyor- General, Brisbane ,  and at the
Police Office, Ipswich ; and  all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to
the Clerk of  the Executive  Council; within one month from this  date, any we ll -gro unded objections which
may exist to the formation  of the Road in question.
73-2086-W.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1873.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF A PORTION OF THE ROAD FROM IPSWICH TOWARDS WIVENHOR ,  PARISH OF
NORTH ,  COUNTY OF CHURCHILL ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, II14Dl98 TITS ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV„ NO. 11.
No. Port ion of Road .  Reputed Owner.
1 Commencing on the east boundary C. Spann ...
of Port ion 25 (selected ),  running
no rt h-westerly to the no rt h
boundary
2 Commencing at the south boundary  C. Kolth ...
of Selection 139, running no rt h.
westerly th ro ugh that selection
3 Commencing at the south boundary Richd. Edwards
of Selection 128, running no rt h-
westerly through that selection
4 Commencing at the south bounda ry  John Frederich
of Selection 142, running no rt h -  Schumann
westerly to the west bounda ry
6 Commencing at the east bounda ry Prederich  Dra-
of Selection 144, running no rt h- helm
westerly to Its no rt h bounda ry
Bearings . in Chains. Breadth of Road. Area . Remarks.
chs. ike . ohs. Ike.  A. E. P.
9 44 1 60 4 3 0
14 33
12 84 1 60 3 333
13 58
14 63 1 50 6 210 Partly cul-
13
15
46
69
tivated.
9 60 Irregular width ... 2 2 10
14
7
67
17
7 43 A triangular piece 1 1 13
ch. lks.
4 43 1 50 1 2 27
8 88
X.118° 15'  E.
143°
N. 148Q  E.
142°
N.142°  E.
149° 3C'
165° 15'
N.165°15'E.
180°62'
176° 61'
N.135° E.
6 Commencing at the south  boundary W. Theuerkauf ..,  N.109° E .
of Selection 156, running north- 115145'
westerly to its west boundary
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 19th May, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
T1
HIS Exce ll ency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Counc il , having deemed it expedient
to open  a new  Road through  Selection  No. 125 , parish of Basset, county of Carlisle, Notico is hereby
given, that in conformity with the provisions  of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,  and now in force in this
Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned ,  are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office ,  Mackay ; and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk  of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
By Command,
73-1820. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOS  or  REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION No. 125, PARISH OF BASSET ,  COUNTY OF CARLISLE ;
TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
Length BreadthNo. Po rt ion of Bond. Reputed Owner . Bea ri ngs . in engine of Area . Remar a.. Road.
ohs.  Ike. A. R.  P.
1 Commencing at the southern boundary C. Ke lly ... ... IN. 329° 30' E. 9 86 1 chain 3 2 21
of selection No. 125, and running no rt h - N. 340°  E. 26 50 1 chain
westerly to its no rt hern boundary
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  2nd June, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient to
open a new  Road from Gympie Road to Rush Creek, parishes of Redcliffe and Whiteside, county'of
Stanley, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in  this Colony,  a Plan  and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned , are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office,
Brisbane  ;  and all persons  interested therein are requested  to transmit ,  in writing , to the Clerk of the
Executive Council, within  one month from  this date ,  any well -grounded objections  which may exist to the
formation  of the  Road in question.
By  command,
73-1957. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM GYMPIE ROAD TO RUSH CREEK ,  PARISHES OF REDCLIFFE AND
WHITESIDE ,  COUNTY  OF STANLEY ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  ROAD ,  UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Port ion of Road.
1 Ente ri ng no rt h-east
0
boundary of port ion
37, parish of Redcllffe,
and going out west.
ward across its no rt h-
west boundary
Entering the south-east
boundary of portion
38, parish of Redoliffe,
and going out west-
ward across its no rt h-
west boundary
An irregular piece,
enteri ng south boun-
dary of portion 38,
pariah of Bedoliffe, and
going out westward
across its western
boundary
Ente ri ng the south-east
boundary of po rt ion
39, parish of Radcliffe,
and going out west-
ward across Its no rt h-
west boundary, and
south-eastward across
its southern add east-
ern  boundari es
It. Little  ...  Unoccupied N. 283°  E. 0 96 1  chain ...  4 2 3 Open forest. land
N. 253° E. 10 97 „  not fenced in.
N. 275°  E. 12 87 „
N. 342° E. 2 15
N. 150° E. 5 16
N. 192° 30' E. 8 42
N. 235° E. 2 60 1chn.80Ike.
4 I Triangular area ,  being 905 J. Foreman J. Foreman N. 187° 14' E.
eas tern corner ofselec-
tion 28, parish of
Whiteside
Register
No. of Reputed
Seleo -  Owner.
tion.
Occupier .  Bearings. Length in Breadth ofChains. Road.
cbs. Ike.
Area .  Remarks.
A.  X.  P.
G. Gordon  ...  Unoccupied N. 2830  E. 7 68 1 chain  ...  0 3 3 Open forest land,
not fenced in nor
improved.
R. Little ... Unoccupied N. 283°  E. 18 78 1 chain  ...  1 3 20 Open forest land,
not fenced In.
R. Little  ...  Unoccupi General bear-; Greatest Greatest 2 3 20 Open forest viand,
ins,  length,  width, not fenced in.
N. 141° E. 12 60 4  ohs.  90lks.
3 27 Greatest 0 1 21 Forest land ,  fenced
width ,  off on one aide
240 chains
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  27th May, 1873.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Exce ll ency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Warwick Agricultural Reserve up Emu Creek to Warwick Register
No. 485, parish of Robinson ,  county of Merivale ,  Notice is '  hereby given ,  that in conformity with the
provisions of the Act 4 Wi lliam IV .,  No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of
Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office, Warwick ; and all  persons interested therein
are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this
date ,  any we ll -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-1797- W. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK  or  REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM  WARWICK AGRICULTURAL RESERVE Up Emu  CREEK  TO WARWICK
REGISTER  No. 485,  PARISH OF ROBINSON ,  COUNTY OF MEBIVALE ,  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF  COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV .,  No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road. No.  of ReputedSales- Owner.
tion.
1 A triangular portion out W.R. F. J .  0. Unoccupied N. 6° 23E. 23 48 Average 1 0
of the north corner of  265 W ildash width of
Warwick Register  No. portion
265 resumed
50 links.
2 Commencing on the  ...  The Cro wn Unoccupied  N. 1400  E. 13 86 2 chains 6 1
north -east boundary of
Warwick Register No.
265, and running south.
easterly to the western
boundary of Warwick
Register No. 106
3 Commencing on the 106  The Crown Unoccupied N. 140° E. 3  42 2 chains  1 0
Remarks.
24 Old '  fence in road
now  south bound-
ary.
2 Sandy ridge ;
box forest.
open
5 Unimproved forest
west boundary of se- land; west bound-
leotion No .  106, and ary of selection
runningsouth -easterly fenced.
to its south boundary
4 Commencing on the
nort h boundary of
pre-emptive 27, Can-
ning Downs Run, and
running southerly and
about east by south to
its eastern boundary
6 Commencing on the
western boundary of
po rt ion 121, and run-
ning about east by
Wildash  Occupied  by N.140°  E. 2 57 2 chains 2 3 91  Pence crosses this
and Hut-  Gate-keeper  N. 100  13 22 portion,  but not
chinson near ro ad.
F. J. C. Unoccupied  N.  100  E. 40 78 2 chains 8 0 25 Open plain,  fenced
Wildash
south to west boundary
of reserve  at its south-
east corner
6 Commencing  on the 221 Jno. Reeve Occupied by N.77930'2.
western boundary  of Agent
selection  No.221, and
running about east by
north  to its eastern
boundary
227 W.  Groves Unoccupied N. 6S° E .  8 21 2 chains
N. 81° 11 00
N. 105° 1 26
7 Commencing on the 226 Jas.Mitchell Unoccupied N. 770 30' 29 11 2chains 5 3 12 Land partially cleared
western boundary  of -otherwise unim-
Warwick Register No. proved.
226, and running about
east by no rt h to its
eastern boundary
8 Commencing on the
western bottadary of
selection No. 227, and
running easterly to
Emu Creek
0 An irregular shaped
port ion out of the
no rt h -east corner of
portion 120
10 Commencing on the
western boundary of
po rt ion 119,  and run-
ning no rt h-easterly
and easterly to its
eastern bounda ry
11 Commencing on the
easte rn  bounda ry  of
port ion 119,  and run-
ning easterly and
no rt h-easterly to Emu
Creek,  the south
bounda ry  of Warwick
Register No. 618
F. J. C. Unoccupied N. 105° E.
Wildash
--
Area.
1 ohs. iks .  A. B.  P.
29 12 2 chains
and partly culti-
vated  under Indian
corn.
5 3  12  Cleared land, culti-
vated with wheat
and potatoes.
4 0 34 Unimp ro ved forest
land.
2 51 2  chains 0 1 12  Unimproved fo res
land.
F. J. C. Unoccupied N. 66° 15' E. 40 65
Wildash N. 72°  15' 23 06
The Crown Unoccupied N. 700  E.
N. 80° 5'
N. 112° 30'
N. 90S
N.  60° 30'
N. 96°
N. 60° 30'
N. 36
N. 293 30'
N. 68°
N. 9° 52'
2 chains 12 3 8  Unimproved , [lightly
timbered with
apple  and gum.
Black soil.
25 00 2 chains 33 2 31 Unimproved forest
30 00 land.
6 00
2 00
8 00
30 00
11 00
16 00
25 00
5 08
40
12 A. strip of land one 618 L. Gillispie Unoccupied N. 9° 52' 1 80 1 chain 2 2 39 Unimproved forest
chain wide, running N.  66° 52' 23 614  laud.
in a north-easterly N. 23° 22' 2 80
direction  across a
pocket of Emu Creek
forming the south
boundary of Warwick
Register No. 618
Occupier .  Bearings. Length in BreadthChains .  of Road.
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NEW RoAD- Boo iK  of  REFERENCE-COntinued.
No. Portion of Road.
13 Commencing on the left
bank of Emu Creek,
on the south boundary
of Warwick Register
No. 618,  and running
about no rt h by west
to the western bound-
ary of Warwick Regis-
ter No. 516
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier.
The Crown Five acres
granted as
special lease
to S. MoAra,
for saw-mill
14 Commencing  on the W .  R., Henry  Page  Henry rage
western boundary  of No. 516
selection No. 516, and
running easterly to its
south boundary
16 Commencing  on Emu ... The Crown Unoccupied
Creek, at the south
boundary of Warwick
Register ,  No.518, and
running easterly and
north-easterly to road
in Warwick  Register,
No.  485
Bearings. Length in  Breath of Area Remarks.
chains. now,
ohs. lks. A.  R.  P.
N.  332° 52' E.  - 15 45  1 chain 3 0 32 MCAra's steam saw-
344° 59'  12 09 mill near road.
28° 46' 4 39
97° 10' 52
N. 97° 10' E.  9 15 1 chain 2 0 0 Hut erected on selec.
83° 55' 9 79 I  lion  and land par-
80° 20' 0 90 tially cleared.
Irregular
N. 801 20'  E. 4 14 width,
50° 21' 10 39 creek
64° 44'  10 02 north
1 103° 14' 17
37° 45' 3
97° 10' 6
41° 45' 5
00° 46' 9
88° 47' 8
72° 48' 7
141° 21' 10
126° 57' 4
29° 34' 10
58° 35' 6
1 117° 35' 14
123° 34' 5
40-
330-
294D 4
350° 2
3° l6
28° 46' 10
49° 8' 29
16° 30' 15
29° 12
359° 11
36° 30' 12
29° 17' 16
I, boundary
20'l
80
54
84
50 I
18
01
}0 0
22 . 150 links 19 3 6
481
18I
62
88
00
31
$'Unimproved forest
I,  ri dges.
55 2 chains 0 3 25 Emu Creek Crossing.
80)
50
00
00
50  150 links  12  3 14
00
30
00
62
jUnimproved forest
j  ri dges.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  19th May, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Pre-emptives 63 and 64, Glengallan Run, parish of Robinson, county
of Merivale, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this Colony., a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line
of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at
the Police Office, Drayton ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation  of the  Road in question.
By Command,
73-1526. WM. HENRY WALSH.
Boox OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PRE-EMPTIVES 63 AND 64, GLANGALLAN RUN, PARISH OF
ROBINSON, COUNTY OF MERIVALE, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT
OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road .
1
2
Reputed Owner .  Occupier . Bearings . in
Length
Chains .
I Breadth
of
RArea .  Remarks.
Road. d
Marshall and Unoccupied N. 359° 60' E.
chs. lks.
7 13
A. H. P.
150 links 9  2 0 Unimproved
Deuchar 35° 10 50 forest land.
640 21 00
79- 23 97
Marshall and Unoccupied 79. 36 70 150 „ 6 024 Unimp ro ved
Deuchar 9o° 4 24 forest land.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
£ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
Week ending June 7th, 1873 388 10 6 1,270 8 11 71 5 9 1,730 5 2
Corresponding  week last year... 453 8 0 953 1 10 77 8 9 1,483 18  7
Increase ... 317 7 1 246 6 7
Decrease 64 17 6 ... 6 3 0
From western boundary of pre-
emptive 63, Glengallan Run, run-
ning northerly and easterly to
its eastern  boundary
From the western boundary of
pre-emptive  64, Glengallan Run,
running  easterly to  Its eastern
boundary
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commi ssioner  for Railways.
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General Post Office,
Brisbane, Queensland, 11th June, 1873.
T
HE following  SUMMARIES of RAINFALL, taken at the under-mentioned Stations throughout the
Colony, during the Month of ArRIL, 1873, are published for general information.
By His Excellency's Command,
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF APRIL, 1873.
SHOWING the Latitude and Longitude, and distance from Sea-coast of each Station; also, the maximum
fall during 24 hours, and date of same, the number of days on which Rain fell, and Total Rainfall of
the Month.
This Table will be continued monthly, and the returns obtained from new Stations added to it
as received.
Name of  Station. Latitude  (South )  Longitud e  (East ). Distance fromSea coast , Maximum in 24hours ,  and date .
No.  of
da ys Rain
fell.
Total
Rainfall.
Miles. Inches. Date. Inches.
Banana  ... ... 24° 30' 1500 10' 80 0.77 13th 3 0.84
Beenleigh  (Windaroo) ... 27 49 153 8 10 1.22
.
1st
h
7 2.83
.Bloomsbury ... ... 20 39 148 32 12 0 37 6t 4 1 01
Bowen  ... ... ... 20 1 148 16 on coast 0.81 15th 6 1.60
Brisbane ... ... ... 27 28 153 6 10 0.68 15th 12 2.80
Caamboon .. 25 1 150 25 105 0.70 13th 2 0.90
Cabulture (Morayfield)... 27 7 152 55 5 0.71 1st 9 2.28
Cape Moreton ... ... 27 1 153 28 on  coast 1.26 3rd 12 4.21
Cardwell ... ... 18 6 146 0 on coast 0.50 26th 10 2.98
Cashmere ... ... 18 3 145 13 50 0.80 1st 9 1.72
Charleville ... ... 26 35 146 6 350 0.34 5th 2 0.67
Clermont ... ... 22 45 147 38 130 1.15 28th 4 2.37
Cleveland ... ... 27 32 153 18 on coast 0.25 4th 7 0.90
Condamine ... ... 26 57 150 6 180 0.22 13th 2 0.24
Craven* ... ... ... 23 10 147 0 180
Creen Creek$ ... ... 18 0 142 0 119
Dalb ... ... 27 30 151 15 112 0.25 14th 2 0.35
Dur ...a ... ... 26 20 150 28 135 0.93 14th 8 1.58
Enoggera Reservoir ... 27 27 152 55 16 0.41 6th 9 2.14
Gayndah ... .. ... 25 38 1 151 36 72 0.29 14th 4 0.42
George-tn,EthridgeRiver+ 17 57 143 40 176
. .Gilbert River ... ... 17 54 143 0 133 0 52 13th 1 0 52
Gladstone ... ... 23 50 161 20 on coast 0.90 15th 2 0.98
Goodna ... ... ... 27 36 I 152 66 21 0.29 5th 10 0.78
Gympie ... ... 26 12 152 38 30 0.40 3rd 8 1.24
Helidon ... 27 39 152 3 60 0.49 1st 4 1.20
Herbert River, Lower*... 18 .25 146 6 30
Ipswich ... ... ... 27 38 152 48 28 0.45 7th 6 1.41
Junction Creek ... ... 17 45 144 9 78 0.19 15th 1 0.19
Keppel Bay ... ... 23 28 151 4 on coast 1.10 7th 3 160
Lytton ... ... ... 27 25 153 11 on coast 0150 6th 6 1.92
Mackay ... ... ... 21 10 149 5 5 1.41 6th 8 4.91
Marlborough ... ... 22 57 150 1 40 0.30 12th 4 0.49
Maryborough .. ... 25 35 152 43 18 1.62 8th 9 2.79
Nebo ... ... 21 55 148 10 50 0.10 4th 1 0.10
Normanton* ... ... 17 38 141 25 38
Norman-mouth*... ... 17 28 141 0 on coast
Ravenswood ... ... 20 20 146 50 70 0.22 15th 1 0.22
Rockhampton ... ... 23 25 1 150 25 20 0.77 15th 1 0.77
Roma  .. ... ... 26 37 148 42 230 1.20 12th 1 1.20
Sandy Cape 24 48 153 25 on coast 1.45 8th 13 4.33
Springsure  (Rainworth) 24 30 149 0 180 1.25 14th 3 1.53
St. Helenaf ... ... 27 26 153 16 on coast 0.40 5th 7 1.29
St. Lawrence  ... ... 22 21 149 30 8 0106 7th 4 0.18
Stanthorpe+ ... ... 28 40 152 0 ...
Taroom ... ... ... 25 38 149 45 160 2.10 14th 3 2.35
Toowoomba ... ... 27 34 152 10 80 1.52 1st 5 1.20
Townsville ... ... 19 18 146 50 on coast 215 16th 1 2.15
Valley of Lagoons ... 18 23 145 0 140 0.32
.
15th 6 1.18
.Warwick ... ... 28 12 152 16 90 1 20 31st 11 5 31
Waterview ... ... 18 5 146 10 5 1.14 8th 8 2.41
Westwood* ... ... 23 38 150 8 45
Woody Island ... ... 25 21 152 57 on coast 1.57 8th 10 2.27
* No Return  received. t New Station. ; No rain fe ll .
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Obseiver.
TIME TABLE.
SOITTHERN AND WESTERN
 RAILWAY .- On and after
 MONDAY,
 9th September,  1872, the following Time Table will
 come
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA ,  DALBY ,  AND WARWICK.
SLILxS.
From Too-
Ipiwich.  woomba.
B
12
18
21
25
Rip
38
69
69
78
82.36
85
85
90#
94
102
109
118
120
131
140
143
85
90
97
106
114
127
130
,STATION s.
Ipswich
Wa lloon ...
Rosewood
Western Creek
Grandchester
Victoria Tunnel
Laidley ...
Gattou
kelidon
Murphy's Creek
Highfields ...
Toowoomba ...
Mahoney's Gate
7 Gowrie Junction
arrive
depart
arrive
{depart
J arrive
depart
arrive
depart
.,,  arrive
7 Gowrie Junction  ...  depart
121 For Williams '  Camp ...
16 Westbrook Crossing... ...
24 Cambooya  .. ... ...
31 Emu Creek Siding ... ...
40 King's Creek  ,.. ... ...
42 Clifton  ... .., ...
63 Allora  .. ,.. ,..
62 Lyndhurst Road ...
65 Warwick  ,.. ... ...
Gowrie Junction
 .. , depart
Gowrie ... ...
.., Oakey Creek ...
,,. Jondaryan
 ... ... ,..
,,, Bowenvillc ... ...
,.. Blasland ' s Siding
... Dalby  ... .., ...
No.1, No.2,
Goods.
 Mixed.
UP TRAINS. MILLS.
No. 3, No . 4, No.5, No.8, From Prom
Mixed. Goods. Mixed. Mixed .  Dalby. Warwick.
STATIONS.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  30ih August, 1872.
into operation  until further notice.
A.M. A.M .  A.M. P.M .  P.M. P.M.
10 0 4.40 Ualby
 ... ... ...
10.28  ... ,.. .., * 5.8 3 ... Blaxland ' s Siding
... A ... ... A A 16
 ...
 Bowenvillc ...
... A ... ... A A 24
 ...
 Jondaryan  ... ... ...
... *11.8 5 .47 33 ... Oakey Creek
 ... ... ...
... 11.12  ... ... ...
 5.51 40  ...
 Gowrie ... .
... A
... ... A A 45 ... Cowrie Junction
 ...  arrive
... 11.49 ... ... ...
 6.28
... 12.18 ,. . ,, ...
 6157 ... Warwick ... ...
12'53
 ,,. ...
 7.32 ... 3 Lyndhurst Road
18 ... ... ... 7.47  ...  12 A llora .,.
No. ],
Goods.
A.M.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
No.2, No.3,
Mixed.  Mixed.
No.4, No. 5.
Mixed. Goods.
A.M. A.M. I A.M.
... ... ... A
... ... 9.58
... •1.48 ... ... ... ... ... 23 Clifton  ... ... ... ...
*8.30 1 .52 ... 2.7  ...  8.27 ... 25 King's Creek ... ..
9.22 2.44 ... 2.59 ... 9.19 ... 34 Emu Creek Siding
10.10 3.32 .,. 3.47  .•, 10.7 ... 41 Cambooya
 ... ... ... ...
... 4.5 10 .50 ... 3.55  ... ...  49 Westbrook Crossing  ... ... •..
... B B ,., ... ... 524 For Wi ll iams' Camp ... ... ...
*11.16  ... ... 58 Gowrie Junction  ,..  arrive ...
.. 30.45 Mahoney's Gate ... ...
*11.25 ... 4.20 •..
430
A
5.8
5.38
A
A
6.50
A A
81
A ,.. A
12.25  • ...  5.20
A ... A
1.18 ... 6.13
1.28 ... *6.23
2.5 ... 7.0 ,..
2-45
 ... 7'40 ... 92
101
105
* Trains meet here.
Cowrie Junction
Toowoomba ...
Highfields ...
Murphy's Creek
B elidon ...
...depart
arrive
depart
arrive
Idepart
5arrivel depart
Gatton ... ... ...
Laidley ,,,
Victoria Tunnel ...
Grandchester arrive
I depart
Western Creek ... ...
Rosewood ...
Walloon ..,
Ipswich ,..
6130 3.60
7.20 7.40
8.10 ...
... *8.30
... 9.10
*11.8
A
DOWN TRAINS.
8.40
A.
10.30
A
A.M.
No. 61
M ixed.
P.M.
8.5 ... ... 6.5
A A ... A
8.45 ... ... 5.45
9.22 ... ... *6.23
9.32 ... ... 6.33
10.25 ... 7.26
A A ... A
A A ... A
B B
*11.25 *11.16
 ... 8.26
11.55 11.44 8.66
... 12.4 11.50 ...
... 12.54 12.40
... 1.44 1.30
... *1.48 ... ...
9.25
10.0
10.29
A
11.4
A
11.49
12.17
2.28
2.43
3.18
3.47
A I ... ...
4.22
4.26
A
A
*5.8
5.36
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo ll owing Monday.
Norf.-The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, wi ll  stop by signal to take up passengers only ,  who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to ali ght at those places can
only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  fr om the place at which they jo in  the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.(B.) The Nos. 2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down Trains only, will,  for the present,  stop at this Crossing, subject to the foregoing regulation.
Goods Trains will be run when necessary.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  15th May, 1873.
UNCLAIMED GOODS, &c., NORTHERN RAILWAY.
NOTICE is  hereby given , that the undermentioned articles are in the custody of the Lost  PropertyDepartment,  North rn Railway. Owners can  have the  same on application to the Traffic
Manager, Rockhampton ,  and  paying  costs.
If not  released before  SATURDAY, 21st June next, they will be sold by public auction to defray
expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED GOODS ON HAND AT ROCnHAI2PTON ,  31ST DECEMBER, 1872.
Date .  Station. Description of Goods.
1871.
let June .. ... ... Rockhampton 1 paper parcel
6th September 1) 1  digger's  swag
18th November 1 paper parcel
18th October... ... ... Westwood 1 tin kerosine
1872.
slot  may  .. ... ... Westwood ., ditto
18th November ... „
is
1 sha ll  piece of linen
1 trunk  clothes
16th April, 1871,  to 31st Dec., 1872
m 11
LOST LUGGAGE.
Rockhampton ...
Westwood
Bag baby's clothes, spurs,  hat, doll,
leather bag,  towel, umbrella,  &c., &c.
1 swag.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and  after MONDAY, the 14th  instant, the following Time
Table will  come into operation  until further  notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rook-
hampton.
stations Up Train,
Miles
Mixed . from  West-. wood .
a.m.
...  Rockhampton  ... ... ... 11. 0
6 Gracemere  ... ... ... 11.24
16 S tanwe ll  ... ... ...  12. 0
2 4  Rosewood Crossing  ... ...  A
s0 Westwood  ... ... ...  1. 0
Stations. Down Train
Mixed.
p.m.
Westwood  ... ... ...  3.30
6 Rosewood Crossing  ... ,..  A
16 Stanwell  ... ... ... 430
24 Gracemere  ... ...  6. 6
30 Rockhampton ... ... ...  6.30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo llowing Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, wi ll  stop by signal to take up passengers only ,  who wi ll  be charged the fare to the Station at
which their Journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking, f ro m the place at which they  join  the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
General  Registry Office,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1873.
NOTICE.
IN accordance with the 5th section of  "The
Marriage Act"  (28 Victoria, No. 15), it is
hereby notified that the Rev .  JAMES WILLIAM
WAna ,  a Minister  of the Church of England,
residing  at Gladstone ,  is duly registered in this
Office as a Minister  of Religion authorised to
celebrate Marriages  in Queensland.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office, -
Brisbane , 12th June, 1873.
NOTICE.
THE Rex.  FREDERICK RICHMOND , Church of
England  Minister , at Ipswich, has removed
from the Registration District of Ipswich to Stan-
thorpe, in  the, Registration  District of Stanthorpe ;
and the Rev. ADAM A. LAING, from the Registra-
tion District  of Springsure . to the Registration
District of Gladstone  ;  who have given me notice
of such  removal ,  in accordance  with the provisions
of  " The Marriage Act  of 1864."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Real  Property  Transfer Office,
Brisbane , 11th June, 1873.
NOTICE.MR.JACQUES VINCENT STEPHENSON DESGRAND,
is this day  licensed as a Surveyor qualified
to act under  the provisions and for the  purposes of
The Real Property Act of  1861."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
REPORTED  DANGER BETWEEN THE PERCY
ISLANDS AND h. h. GROUP.
R. Alfred Harwood,  master  of the barge
"Enterprise ,"  reports that during his last
voyage from the Pioneer River  to Brisbane, he
sighted at low water a heavy break upon what
appeared to be a sunken rock, in the following
position,  viz. :-
Pine Peak ... ... E. by N. 4 N.
h. 2 Island Bluff... ... W.S.W. Southerly.
Prudhoe Island being nearly in line with the
south- east  Islet of the Beverley Group.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports  and Harbors,
Brisbane, 28th April, 1873.
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Surveyor -General's Office,
Brisbane ,  10th June, 1873.
MR.JACQUES  VINCENT STEPHENSON DESGBAND,
of Toowoomba ,  having applied for a Certificate
of Competency ,  to enable him to act as a Surveyor
under the provisions  of "  The Real Property Act of
1861, "  this is to  certify  that he has exhibited such
satisfactory proofs of competency as to entitle him to
be appointed a Surveyor under the provisions of
the-said Act.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor -General.
Brisbane, 13th June, 1873.
THE undermentioned Unclaimed Property, nowin possession  of the Toowoomba Police, will,
unless  previously  claimed , be Sold by Auction at
the Police Office, Toowoomba, on TUESDAY, the
1st July next, viz.:-
1 saddle
1 pair  leggings
1  gun
1 violin
1 tongs
2 pistols, and
2 pieces of lead.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
NOTICE.
MR. JAMES MAHoNEY has this day beenappointed  Bailiff  of the Western District
Court at Stanthorpe, in the room of George R.
Milford,  resigned.
By order of the Judge of the Western
District Court,
D. GALLWEY,
Western District Court,
Stanthorpe, 7th June, 1873.
Registrar.
THE Bench of Magistrates, Dalrymple, havethis day appointed Mr. WILLIAM GUMMEB
SYMONDS to  be Poundkeeper for the district of
Dalrymple.
Dated at Dalrymple, this 17th day of May, 1873,
JOHN MARLOW, J.P.
NICHOLAS PEYTON, J.P.
NOTICE.
THE Partnership  Business heretofore carried onat Port Adelaide  and Brisbane by the late
Honorable John Hart ,  C.M.G., Gregory Seale
Walters, Henry Huth Walters ,  and John Hart
the younger ,  under the style or  firm of " John Hart
and Compy .,"  has been dissolved as from the 30th
day of November , 1872,  The interest of the said
Gregory Seale Walters therein having been pur-
chased by the said John Hart above described as
John Hart the younger ,  and Henry Huth  Walters,
the business will from the said 30th November,
1872, and in future, be carried on under the same
style or firm of " John Hart and Compy .,"  by the
said John Hart and Henry Huth Walters ,  at each
of the  above places.
Dated this seventeenth day of May, 1873.
JOHN HART.
H. HUTH WALTERS.
Witness-
NATH. A. KNOx,
Solicitor, Adelaide.
423 7s. 6d.
PARTNERSHIP  NOTICE.
I
HAVE  this day admitted Mr. CHARLES JAMES
CROFTON, late Manager of the Australian Joint
Stock Bank ,  Bowen ,  a Partner in my business,
which will be carried on as at present ,  under the
style or firm of " R. S. Warry and Co."
Dated at Bowen ,  this 1st day of January, 1873.
R. S. WARRY.
Witness-K. HEBSEN.
322 3s. 6d.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENS-
LAND.
FRIDAY, JUNE 6, 1873.
Before His Honor Sir James Cockle ,  Chief Justice,
Judge.
REGINA  V. "CBISHNA."
Mr. W. E. Murphy, Proctor for Messieurs
Walton and Jackson, declares their intention of
appealing against the decree of His Honor the
Judge ,  made on the 28th May last, and hands
in bond as required by the rules.
The Attorney -General moves that in pursuance
of decree made herein ,  the Judge direct that the
ship and cargo be appraised by competent persons,
and sold by the Marshal.
Mr. Griffith  (instructed by Mr .  Murphy), for
Walton and Jackson, opposes application.
Ordered, that ship and cargo be sold, and, by
consent, without appraisement  ;  not less than a
fortnight 's notice of sale to be given in at least one
Sydney paper.
Court adjourned till 11 o'clock on Wednesday
next.
WEDNESDAY ,  JUNE 11, 1873.
REGINA V. "  CEISHNA."
The Attorney -General moves that the bill of
costs ,  as taxed ,  against Walton and Jackson, be
signed by the Judge.
S.  Murphy ,  in the absence of Mr. Griffith,
opposed the allowance of certain items to the
officers  of the  "  Basilisk."
The items in dispute to be submitted to His
Honor in writing ,  and decision reserved.
In  Be  BBOOMFIELD AND WHITTAKER.
The time for the above parties to appeal not
expiring till to-morrow ,  the Attorney -General con-
sented that appeal  (if any )  asserted before a Surro-
gate should be taken as duly asserted in Court.
Court adjourned ti ll  Wednesday, the 25th June
inst .,  at 11 o 'clock in the forenoon.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
Supreme Court Offices,
Brisbane , 9th June, 1873.
TRADE MARK.
T is hereby notified that  Messrs. MACALISTEB
I AND MEIN, of Queen Street,  Brisbane ,  Solici-
tors for and on behalf of Messrs .  Scott ,  Dawson,
and Stewart , of 'Glasgow  and Brisbane ,  have, in
pursuance  of the  fourth section  of  " The Trade
Marks Act of  1864,"  applied to register a Trade
Mark of the  foll owing description :-
SDS (conjoined)
THE
QUEENSLAND
MOLE
(REGISTERED)
No ................
Size  ............
being the mark now printed and proposed to be
printed by  Messrs . Scott, Dawson, and Stewart, on
red tickets attached to Moleskin Trousers of their
own manufacture,  as a special  mark for such Mole-
skin Trousers.
Notice is hereby given, that unless it be shown
to my satisfaction, before the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, that such Trade
Mark has been previously registered, or that some
other person is entitled to such Trade Mark, or
that such Trade Mark- is so like some other Trade
Mark that it may be mistaken for the same, a Cer-
tificate will, in pursuance of the provisions of the
said Act, be issued to the said Messrs. Scott, Daw-
son, and Stewart, certifying that they are entitled
to the use of the same.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland,
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PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
RTOTICE is hereby given, that it is intended in
' v the present Session of the Parliament of
Queensland, to apply for a Pill to enable and em-
power the Rockhampton Gas and Coke Company,
Limited (incorporated under the provisions of "  The
Companies Act,  1863"), to manufacture Gas and
Coke, and supply the same to the inhabitants of
the town of Rockhampton and its surburbs, and to
empower the said Company to do all things
necessary in and about supplying the same, and to
dispose of the residuum from the said manufacture,
and for other purposes therein mentioned.
Dated this second day of Juno, A.D. 1873.
REES R. JONES AND BROWN,
403
Solicitors for the said Company.
bs.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Act of Parliament 31 Vic.,
No. 10, and of the Personal Estate of Nathan
Rodgers, late of Vale of Herbert, deceased :
To a Father.
T
AKE Notice  that, unless  you apply for and
obtain Letters of Administration to the Per-
sonal Estate of Nathan Rodgers, deceased,
intestate, or show  cause  within one calendar month
after the date hereof, to the satisfaction of the
Supreme Court of Queensland, or the Judge
thereof, why an order should not be made for me
to collect,  manage,  and administer the said Estate
of the said Nathan Rodgers, I shall, at the expira-
tion of the said one calendar month, apply by
Petition to the said Court for such order, and the
same will  be made accordingly.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, the 7th June, 1873.
MEMORANDUM :-Cause will be expected to be
shown by you, if at all, on Monday, the 7th
day of July, at 10 o'clock, before the Judge then
sitting, in Chambers, at the Court House, Queen
street, Brisbane.
418 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Robert Veivers, late of Nerang Creek,
in the Colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the accounts in
the above Estate have this day been filed in
my Office, and all parties having any claims on the
said Estate or being otherwise interested therein,
are required to come in before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Queen street, Brisbane, on
or before WEDNESDAY, the ninth day of July
next, and inspect the said accounts, and if they
should think fit object thereto, and if no exception
shall be taken to such accounts, the same will be
duly enquired into at my said Office, on the above
day, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this thirteenth day of June, A.D. 1873.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar ,  Supreme Court of Queensland.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Solicitors for the Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
430 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Wil liam Alexander
Frazer Gregson ,  of Stanthorpe ,  storekeeper,
lately trading as " Gregson and Prebble."
WHEREAS the said Wil liam Alexander Frazer.Gregson was, on the 6th day of June, A.D.
1873, adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint
a First Public Sitting of the Court, to beholden be-
fore me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 7th day of July, A.D. 1873, to com-
mence at Eleven o'clock, for the Proof of Debts
against the said Estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to determine
whether any or what allowance for support shall be
made to the insolvent up to the time of passing his
last examination, and whether any and what tools
and wearing apparel shall be allowed to the Insol-
vent; and a Second Public Sitting of the Court, at
the same place, on MONDAY, the 4th day of
August, A.D. 1873, to commence at Eleven o'clock,
for the proof of debts against the said Estate,
and for such other matters connected with the
Estate as may be required to be brought before the
Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 14th day of June, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
429 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Geary, of Gympie,
in the Colony of Queensland, publican.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that application will
be made on MONDAY, the seventh day of
July next, to His Honor the Judge in Insolvency,
that a Certificate of Discharge under the provisions
of  "The Insolvency Act  of 1864" may be granted
to the above-named Insolvent.
Dated this seventh day of June, 1873.
HORACE TOZER,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Gympie.
By WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
428 6s. 6d.
NOTION.
T
HE  Scale of Charges for the insertion of  Advertise-
ments  in the  Queenslwsd Government Gazette  is
as  follows:-
Advertisements  relating to Insolvent of Intestate
Estates,  or Letters of Administration, 6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relat in g to Impounded  Stock, Is.
per animal.
All other Advertisements wi ll  be charged for at the
rate of 3s . for the first eight lines  (or under),
and 3d. for every additional line, all owing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that NO ADVERTISEMENT
WILL BE INSERTED  in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of its insertion
according to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES O. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVERNMENT  PRINTER acknowledges  the receipt
of the following  amounts
£ e. d.
1873.
June 9.-Knox and Thrupp ... ... ... 0 10 6
11.-W. Bewley ... ... ... 0 3 0
11.-G. Fester ... ... ... 0 2 0
12.-R. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 1 0
12.-D. S. Sutherland ... ... ... 0 1 0
13.--J. P. Wilkie ... ... ... 0 2 6
956
Emcauttbfttgo.
Poundkeepers are reminded  that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SAILLtu G PER  ANIMAL;  and no such Adver-
tisement will be inserted  in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied  by a remittance  sufficient  to  cover the  coat of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Bundamba Creek.
on 29th May,  1873,  by order of Richard Donnelly.
Driving,,6d.
One bay  filly ,  like AM near shoulder ,  white mouth, four
white feet.
If not released on or before the 25th June ,  1873, wi ll
be sold to defray expenses.
R. FITZG}ERALD,  Poundkeeper.
426 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Berkhead, on 30th May,
1873, by order of  G.  Bilton, Esquire. Driving, 5s.
per head.
One roan mare, like p over tb conjoined near shoulder,
star on forehead.
One brown filly, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 25th June, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
GEORGE  FOSTER, Poundkeeper.
424 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Blackall, from Malvern Hills, on
25th May, 1873, by order of A. R. Brown, Esquire.
Driving, 4s. 2d. each.
One grey mare, blind off eye, H near shoulder, like  If
in circle near thigh, like M off shoulder ; roan  filly
foal at foot, unbranded.
Also, same date, from Lorne, by order of A. Kenedy,
Esquire. Driving, 9s. 2d.
One brown cob horse, like 0 over indistinct brand near
shoulder, like writing F near thigh, deep scar on both
ribs, near hind hoof white.
If not released on or before the 25th June, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
WM. KEWLEY, Poundkeeper.
425
IMPOUNDED at Dalby, from Oakwood, on 5th June,
1873, by Mr. Carmody. Driving, lOd. each.
One grey mare, old fistula marks, like A low down near
shoulder, like 2 or C high up on same shoulder.
One grey mare, indistinct brand, like 3L over  G  near
shoulder, like  G  off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5thJuly, 1873,  will  be
sold to defray expenses.
J. P. WILKIE, Poundkeeper.
431 - 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Inglewood, fr m Glenelg, on the9th
June, 1873, by order of John McArthur, Esquire.
Driving  expenses, 5a.
One brown horse, JM off shoulder, indistinct brand near
shoulder.
If not  released  on or before 5th July, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
D. S. SUTHERLAND, Poundkeeper.
427 ls.
IMPOUNDED at Yaamba, on 27th May, 1873, by
Mr. R. E. Lovell. One pound damages on mare.
One stawberry heifer, slit left ear, top off right ear, like
F off rump.
One strawberry cow, WW off rump ; ball calf at foot,
unbranded.
One red bullock, out throat, PR near ribs, 0 near rump.
One red and white steer, notch near ear, like R near ribs,
1 near rump.
One red and white steer, blotch like 0 or D near  rump,
slit right ear, top off left ear.
One ehesnut mare, collar-marked, branded very indis-
tinctly like FN over ST  near  shoulder.
If not released on or before 5th July, 1873, will  be
sold to defray  expenses.
422
A. GEDDES, Poundkeeper.
6s.
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QvEENeLAND , 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . S  Honorable  GEORGE Auausrus
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the  County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the  Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
CQoEMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent  Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim  that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned  in such introduction or im-
portation , or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle ,  in violation  of this my Proclamation, wily be
liable to a fine not exceeding  fifty pounds, nor  less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-fourth day of
Tune,  in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred  and seventy -two, and in the
thirty-sixth  year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENBLAND ,  Proclamation by The Most
to wit. ) Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross. in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the  Peerage  of Ireland; a Member
NTOSMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
Proclamation has been altered or revoked by ain
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th June, 1873.
the twenty-second day of July, 1873, at the Mary-
borough Land Office.
1=T IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice ofNo Land
'ij of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
.
Portion. Name of Leseec . Area. Agent sDistrict.
Senior Constable ROBERT S. ALLEN
to be Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions  at Marathon. A R. r.
*3 Angus Clerk ... ... 250 0 0 }
PALMERA H t1 Ditto .. ... 200 0 0
Mary-
r b h. .. $2 Henry Hort  Brown  ... 110 0 0
) oroug .
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th June, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN NICHOLSON
to be Clerk of Petty Sessions at Mackay.
A. H. PALMER.
*  Forfeited Selection ,  No. 130.
t Forfeited Selection , Na.  131.
$  Forfeited Selection ,  No. 132.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 17th June, 1873.
H IH IS Excellency the Governor , with the adviceof the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN CR0RER
to be a Magistrate of the .  Territory.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th June, 1873.
i] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
111 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
J0NN CEOSER
to be Police Magistrate at Taroom, under the pro-
visions of the Act of Council 20 Vic., No. 32.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 17th June, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive  Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
GEORGE REGINALD HOLT
to be an  Agent  to accompany  Ships employed in
carrying laborers between the South Sea Islands
and Queensland ,  under  the provisions of  " The
Polynesian Laborers  Act of  1868."
A. H. PALMER.
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit . 3 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the  County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
N oRMANET, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid. with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this any Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
GOD  SAVE  THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND Proclamation by the Most
to wit. I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CoNsTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANEY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Lependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I GEORGE
Auausrus CoNsTANT1NE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESD AY,
the twenty-second day of July, 1873, at the St.
Lawrence Land  Office.
Register
No of Land. Name of Lessee .Applica-
tion.
Area. Agent's
District.
2 1 Harry W. Wran ...
A. R. P.
90 0 0 St. Law-
rence.
Given under  any  Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this  fifth day of June,
in the year  of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -three, and in the
thirty- sixth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN1
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AuausTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " 2/se Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," 1, GEonun
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
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the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the  lands  hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twenty-second day of July, 1873, at the Rock-
hampton Land Office.
Description of lands resumed  out of  the consoli-
dated runs ,  P.anuco and Montrose ,  Port Curtis
District ,  under  "  The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868."
Area ,  80 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Tooloombah
Creek ,  about one mile above the road crossing at
Tooloombah township ; thence by a line bearing
south forty degrees east about seven miles, crossing
Mamelon Creek  to right branch of Deep or
Brussel 's Creek ; thence  by that  creek upwards to
Connor 's Range  ;  thence by that range north-
westerly about fifteen miles to the head of right
branch or Gilnorchie Creek ; thence by that creek
downwards to Tooloombah Creek, and by that
creek downwards  to the  point of commencement.
Description  of the  boundaries  of the  Dundee and
Tooloombah Runs , in the Port Curtis District,
which by reason  of forfeiture for non payment
of rent, are available for Selection  in pursuance
of " The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868."
Area ,  20 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Granite Creek
about twenty chains below an ironbark tree marked
1 in triangle  ;  thence by a line bearing south forty
degrees east ,  crossing Montrose Creek about seven
and three -quarter miles to Tooloombah Creek ;
thence by that creek and right branch or Gilnorchie
Creek upwards to Connor 's Range; thence by
Connor 's Range northerly about six miles to the
bead of Granite Creek ; thence by that creek down-
wards to the point  of commencement.
Description of the boundaries  of Tivoli  Run, in the
Port Curtis District, which by reason of for-
feiture for non-payment of rent, is available for
Selection in pursuance  of " The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1868."
Area, 36 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Tooloombah
Creek about  one mile  above the road  crossing at
Tooloombah township ; thence by a line bearing
south forty degrees east about 7 miles crossing
Mamelon Creek to right branch of Deep or
Brussel's Creek ; thence by that creek downwards to
Tooloombah Creek ; thence by that creek upwards
to the point  of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. 5 Honorable GEORGE AuausTUs
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NOBMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of clause  forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868 ,"  I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor  aforesaid , with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that  the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the fifth day of August, 1873, at the Cardwell
Land Office.
Description  of the  boundaries of land resumed out
of the Herbert Vale Run , K ennedy District,
under " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868."
44,862 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Elphinstone
Creek with  the Herbert  Diver,  and bounded thence
on the south -west by that creek upwards to its
junction with Broadwater Creek; thence by that
creek upwards to its head in Rockingham Bay
Range ; on the north by that range easterly to
Dalrymple Gap  ;  on the  east  by Mount Leech
Range southerly to the north boundary of Lanner-
cost Run  ;  on the south by that boundary bearing
west about 645 chains to the head of Midway
Creek  ;  thence  by that  creek downwards to its
junction with the Herbert River  ;  and thence by
that river downwards to.the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of 640 acres applied for as a
Pre-emptive Selection ,  No. 95, and known as the
Long Pocket.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -three ,  and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty 's reign. .
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by the Most
to wit .  5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of Mul-
grave, all in the County of York, in
the Peerage of the United Kingdom ;
and Baron Mulgrave of New Ross, in
(L.a.) the County of Wexford, in the Peer-
NORMANBY, age of Ireland ; a Member of Her
Governor.  Majesty's Most Honorable Privy
Council ,  Governor and Commander-
in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance with the eighteenth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I,
GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of
Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the lands hereinunder
described shall be reserved for Township purposes.
RESERVE FOR  A. TowNsniP AT NORMAN MOUTH.
1,600 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Norman
River at the north corner of Selection No. 14, and
bounded thence on the south-west by the north-east
boundary line of that selection ,  being a line parallel
to, and distant  forty  chains from ,  the north-east
boundary of Selection No. 15, bearing south forty-
five degrees east sixty -five chains  ;  on the south-east
by a line  bearing  north forty- five degrees east one
hundred and thirty-six chains ; on the north-east
by a line bearing north forty-five degrees west
about one hundred and forty-three chains to the
960
east corner  of the Telegraph  reserve ; on  the north-
west by the south- east  boundary line of that reserve,
bearing south forty-five degrees west seventy-eight
chains , to the Norman River ; and on the west by
that river upwards to the point of  commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, ' Proclamation by the Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of York,
in the Peerage of the United King-
dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New
Ross, in the County of Wexford, in
(L.a.) the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868, 1, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after WEDNES-
DAY, the sixteenth day of July, 1873, at the
Warwick Land Office.
Descrv'plion of the boundaries  of a portion of the
Emu Creek Run, in the Darling Downs
District , formerly  held under pastoral lease,
which ,  by reason  of forfeiture ,for non payment
of rent,  is available for Selection ,  in pursuance
of " The  Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868."
Area, 14,145 acres.
Commencing at the south boundary of Selection
by lease, No. 122, at a point six chains from the
south-west corner, and bounded thence on the south-
east by a line bearing south-east o the watershed
separating Emu Creek from Farm Creek ; thence
by that watershed north-easterly about fourteen
miles  ; on the north-east by the Great Dividing
Range north-westerly ; on the north-west by a line
bearing west-south-west about four and a-half miles
to Emu Creek, at a point 600 chains in a direct line
above the east boundary of Selection by lease, No.
119 ; then by Emu Creek south-westerly to the east
boundary of Selection !by lease, No. 119; by that
boundary bearing south fifty-eight chains ninety-
four links; then by the south boundary bearing
west fifty- six chains  ; then by the east boundary of
Selection by lease, No. 120, bearing south forty
nine  chains and seventy links ; then by the south
boundary bearing west fifty chains; then by the
east  boundary of Selection by lease, No. 122,
bearing south thirty-two chains fifty-five links, and
by the south boundary bearing west thirty-four
chains  to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thiity-
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND , '  Proclamation  by the Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgravo of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and Baron Mulgrave of
- New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one  of "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
second day of July, 1873, at the Toowoomba Land
Office.
No. of
Portion.
*644
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONsTANTINt , Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave,VlscountNormanby,
and Baron Mulgrave of Mulgrave, all
in the County of York, in the Peerage
of the United Ringdom; and Baron
(L.s.) Mulgrave of New Ross, in the County
NORMANDY, of Wexford, in the Peerage of Ireland ;
Governor.  a Member of Her Majesty's Most
Honorable Privy Council, Governor
and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
second day of July, 1873, at the Maryborough
Land Office.
Name of Lessee.
W. Gillis
Area.
A. R. P.
197 1 24
* Forfeited Selection , No. 644,
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
No. of
Portion.
Land
Agent's
District.
Too-
woomba.
Land
Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
*243 W. J. Willis ... ... 84 0 0 Mary-
t232 Ditto ... ... 1257 0 0 borough.
•  Forfeited Selection, No. 487.
t Forfeited  Selection , No. 340.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Name of Lessee. Area,
961
QUEENBLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AuausTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
MuIgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NonMANBr, of Her Majesty's Most' Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
second day of July, 1873, at the Toowoomba Land
Office.
No. of Area .  Parish. Land Agent'sPortion. Dist ri ct.
A. B. P.
212 30  3 14 Geham ... Toowoomba.
213 30  3 14 ditto ... ditto.
214 30 3 14 ditto .. . ditto.
215 30 3 14 ditto ... ditto.
216 30  3414 ditto ... ditto.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit. )Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, iii the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NoBMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause one of  " The Homestead
I Areas Act  of 1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be and are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said  lands  shall be open to Selection as Home.
steads, and not otherwise, at the Land Office,
Toowoomba, on and  after  TUESDAY, the first
day of July, 1873.
Selec.
tion No. selector's Name. Area . District.
72 Jae. Wiblin ...
A. B. P.
103 0 0 Toowoomba.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three. and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit . I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, t''scount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the Couniy of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NO123I&NBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
TN pursuance  of clause forty-one of  " ThelCrown
JL  Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and  proclaim  that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the said Act,  on and after  TUESDAY,
the first day of  July,  1873, at the Land Offices of
the districts in which they are  respectively  situated.
No. of
Portion.
*3&4
t38
t41
Name of Lessee.
J as. Salter ...
Parish.
Coomera
Ditto
•  Forfeited Selection ,  No. 31, Gympie.
t  Parts of Forfeited Selection, No .  26, Beenleigh.
A. E. P.
69 0 0
90 0 0
20 0 0
Land Agent's
District.
Gympie.
Beenleigh.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th June, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from  sale  for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently set apart for Customs purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS PURPOSES AT BUNDABERG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, town of Bun-
daberg,  allotments  5 and 7 of section  26.
2 roods 29 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the north corner of allotment No. 3,
and bounded thence on the south-west by the
north-east boundary of allotment 3 south-easterly
one chain and eighty-four links to Quay street ; on
the south-east by Quay street north-easterly four
chains ; on the north-east by the south-west boun-
dary line of allotment 9 north-westerly at right
angles  to Quay street one chain and sixty-seven
links to Burnett River ; and on the north-west by
that river upwards to the point  of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th June, 1873.
AREA FOR MINING LICENSES, QUART-POT
CREEK, DISTRICT' OF DARLING DOWNS
SOUTH.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatthe area hereunder described, within the limits
of the Reserve on Quart-Pot Creek, near the junc-
tion of Thirteen-mile Creek, in the District of Dar-
ling Downs South, shall be available for Mining
Licenses, under the provisions of Section 33 of
" The Mineral Lands Act of  1872," on and after
MONDAY, the 7th July, 1873.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
DESCRIPTION OF RESERVE AVAILABLE FOR MINING
LICENSES.
Area, 20 acres.
Extension 4.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of mineral
selection  No. 427A; thence bounded on the north
by a line east twenty chains, crossing Quart-Pot
Creek ; on the east by a line south ten chains ; on
the south by a line west twenty chains, crossing
Quart-Pot Creek; and on the west by a line north
ten chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PURPOSES AT TOWNSVILLE.
County of  Elphinstone , parish of  Coonambelah,
town of Townsville .  Allotment  17 of section 5.
1 acre.
Commencing  at the south  corner  of the section,
and bounded thence on the south-west by Stokes
street north-westerly five chains to Walker street ;
on the north-west by that street north-easterly at
right  angles to  Stokes street two chains ; on the
north-east by south-west boundary lines of allot.
ments  1 and 16 south-easterly parallel with Stokes
street five chains to Sturt street ; and on the south.
east  by that street south-westerly two chains to
the point of commencement.
seven degrees five chains; on the north-east by a
line bearing 307 degrees four chains ; on the north-
west by a line bearing 217 degrees five chains to
another road one chain wide, and on the south-west
by that road bearing. 127 degrees four chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOIL  A.  PRIMARY SCHOOL AT TENT HILL.
County of Churchill, parish of Gatton.
4 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Blackfellow's
Creek at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the north by that road
bearing west seven chains and fourteen links, on
the west by a line bearing south three chains and
eighty links, on the south-west by lines bearing
121 degrees five chains and twenty-four links, and
eighty degrees three chains and ninet41 hree links
to the aforesaid creek, and on the east that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th May,  1873,
W
%TIIEREAS, by  the twenty-fifth clause of  "The
1 Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of 1868," it is
provided that  before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expirations of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described wi ll  be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A HOSPITAL AT STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe ,  allotments  1, 2, 3, and 22, of
section  10.
2 acres 17 perches.
Commencing  at the south- west  corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by Short
street northerly four chains and fifty links ; on the
north by the south boundary lines of allotments
4 and 7 easterly at right angles to Short street four
chains and seventy links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 21 southerly parallel
with Short street four chains and fifty links to
Connor street; and on the south by that street
westerly four chains and seventy links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY  AT WESTWOOD.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale f'or any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A PRIMARY SCHOOL AT NORMANRY-
County of Churchill, parish of Normanby.
2 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing 307 degrees, and distant one chain from
the west corner of portion 58, and bounded
thence on the south- east  by that road bearing thirty-
County of  Pakington ,  parish  of Westwood,
portion 40.
15 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
each two chains wide, and bounded thence on the
north by one of said roads bearing east sixteen
chains and forty-five links to a road one chain and
a-half wide ; on the east by that road bearing south
nine chains and twelve links; on the south by
portion 41 bearing west sixteen chains and forty-
five links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the west  by  that road bearing north nine chains
and twelve links to the point of commencement.
RESrRVE FOR  A MAGAZINE  AT TOWNSVILLE,
CLEVELAND BAY.
County of Elgihinstone.
Redeliff Island, situated  in Cleveland Bay, in
east longitude  one hundred and forty- six degrees
fifty minutes forty-two seconds, and south  latitude
nineteen degrees fifteen  minutes and  twenty-eight
seconds.
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Department of Public Lands,
B ri sbane, 29th May, 1873.
T
HE following  amended description of the
. boundaries of the Drayton and Toowoomba
Cemetery is published for general information.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOB A CEMETERY ,  DRAYTON AND
TooWOOMBA.
Amended Description.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
10 acres 1 rood 34 perches.
Commencing at a point  bearing east ,  and distant
one chain from the north- east corner  of portion
269; and bounded thence on the west by a road
one chain  wide bearing south fourteen chains and
sixty-nine links to another road one chain wide on ;
the south by that road bearing east three chains
and ninety -one and  a-half links to a road one and
a-half chain  wide ; on the south-east by that road
bearing north eighteen degrees twenty one minutes
east eighteen chains and nineteen  links to another
road one chain  wide ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing south  seventy-four degrees fifty-one
minutes west ten chains  and four links to the point
of commencement.
ALSO,
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
26 acres 1  rood 12 perches.
Commencing on a road one  chain wide at the
north- east  corner of portion 268 ; and bounded
thence on part of the north by that road bearing
east ten chains to another road one chain wide;
on the east by that road bearing south fifteen
chains and sixty-two links to another road one
chain wide ; on the  remainder  of the north by that
road bearing  east . four  chains and  fifty-nine links
to a road one  and a-half chain wide ; on the south-
east by that road bearing south eighteen degrees
twenty-one  minutes west  eight chains and forty-
two and three-quarter links ; on the south by a
line bearing west twelve chains and eighteen links ;
and on the west by a line bearing north twenty-
three chains and sixty-two links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purpose named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR HARBOR PURPOSES AT TOWNSVILLE
(CLEVELAND BAY).
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah.
23 acres.
Commencing on the shore of Cleveland Bay at
a point bearing north sixty degrees twenty-four
minutes  west  and distant about four chains from
the north  corner  of the Hospital Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south-west by a line and the
north-east boundary of that  reserve, bearing south
sixty degrees  twenty-four minutes east about
thirteen chains  and fifty links  to a sma ll  salt-
water  creek ; on the south-east  by that creek
downwards  to Cleveland Bay ; and on all other
sides by the  shore  of that bay northerly, westerly,
and south -westerly to  the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOIL A. QUARRY FOR ROAD PURPOSES, AT
ROCKHAMPTON  AGRICULTURAL  RESERVE.
County of Livingstone, parish of  Nicholson,
portion 64.
62 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
south by one of said roads bearing east forty
chains to another road one chain wide ; on the east
by that road bearing north thirteen chains ; on the
north by portion sixty-five bearing west forty
chains to the other aforesaid road; and on the
west  by that road bearing south thirteen chains to
the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
W  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published  in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks  :  Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid " Peel Island," Moreton Bay, will be per-
manently reserved for public  purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
I N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING  GROUND AND WATER, ON
THE MAIN TOWNSVILLE ROAD.
County of Elphinstone.
201 acres.
Commencing  on the  Main Townsville  Road ten
chains wide at a point bearing 200 degrees thirty
minutes, and distant seventeen links from a gum-
tree marked R ; and bounded thence on the north-
east by that road bearing 170 degrees forty-nine
chains and one link ; on the south by a line bearing
west forty-five  chains  and ninety-one links ; on the
west by a line bearing north forty-eight  chains and
twenty-six links;  and on  the north by a line bearing
east  thirty-seven  chains  and forty  links  to the point
of commencement.
WATER RESERVE  AT THE  IPSWICH AGRICULTURAL
RESERVE.
County of Churchill, parish of Mutdapilly,
portion  210.
129 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection  of a road, one
chain wide, with another road one chain and seventy-
two links wide, and bounded thence on the east by
the last-mentioned road bearing north twenty-seven
chains  and sixty  links ;  on the north by portion
211 bearing west forty- seven  chains to another road
one chain wide ; on the west by that road bearing
south twenty-seven chains and sixty links to the
other aforesaid road ; and on the south by that road
bearing east forty-seven chains to the point of
commencement.
WATER  RESERVE AT THE IPSWICH AGRICIILTIIRAL
RESERVE.
County of Churchill, parish of Mutdapilly.
184 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-west corner of portion 16, and bounded thence
on the south by a line bearing  east  forty-four  chains;
on the east by portion 14, and a road bearing north
thirty-nine chains ; on the north by a line bearing
west fifty chains and sixty-seven links to the afore-
said road; and on the south-west by that road
bearing 170 degrees thirty-nine chains and sixty
links to the point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes of a site for a
Benevolent Asylum, Rockhampton.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
DESCRIPTION.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
town of Rockhampton,  allotments  1, 2, 3, 4, 7,
8, 9,  and  10,  of section  18.
4 .acres  36 perches.
Commencing at the north  corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north-east by West
street south-easterly eight chains  ;  on the south-east
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by the north-west boundary line of allotments 5
and 6 south-westerly at right angles to West street
five chains and thirty links to Lennox street ; on the
south-west by that street north-westerly parallel
with West street eight chains to Albert street ; aid
on the north-west by that street north-easterly five
chains  and Lthirty  links  to the point  of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1873.
W
by the twenty-fifth section  of "The
1r 1 Crown  Lands Alienation Act of  1868, :,it is
provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Road purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR ROAD PURPOSES TO GIVE ACCESS TO
PORTION 26 B, KANGAROO POINT.
All that piece of land situated in the county of
Stanley, parish of South Brisbane, being subdivisions
twenty-two and twenty-four of eastern suburban
allotment thirty-five, containing by admeasuremen
nineteen perches and two-tenths of a perch, more oa
less, commencing in a street at the south-east
corner of subdivision twenty, and bounded thence
on the south by that street bearing north seventy-
nine degrees east one chain and twenty links; on the
east by the west boundary line of subdivision
twenty-six, bearing north eleven degrees west one
chain ; on the north by a line at right angles one
chain and.twenty links south-westerly ; and on the
west by the east boundary line of subdivision
twenty bearing south eleven degrees  east  one chain
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.IN pursuance of th  twenty -fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereinunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
Blythe's Creek, Dalby and Roma Road, Maranoa
District.
3 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Blythe's Creek,
at a point where the road to Roma crosses it, said
point bearing east fifteen degrees south, distant
about nine chains from a tree marked M over 170
on survey of said road; thence by said creek up-
wards about eight chains ; thence on the north by
a west line  about sixty-seven chains ; thence on the
west  by a south line two  miles, crossing  Blythe's
Creek ; thence on the south by an east  line one
mile and  a-half ; thence on the east by a north line
two miles ; thence again on the north by a west
line fifty-three chains to the right bank of Blythe's
Creek ; and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOR QUARRY, SPRINGSURE.
County of Denison, parish of Springsure, town of
Springsure,  allotments  2 and 3 of section 24.
2 acres and 32 perches.
Commencing on the south side of Boundary
street, at the north-east corner of allotment 1, and
bounded thence on the north by that street easterly
four chains ; on the east by the west, boundary
line of allotment 4 southerly, at right angles to
Boundary street, five chains and fifty links ; on the
south by the north boundary lines of allotments
7 and 8 westerly, parallel with Boundary street,
four chains ; and on the west by the east boundary
line of allotment 1 northerly, at right angles to
Boundary street, five chains and fifty links to the
point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK, INGLEWOOD.
County of Bentinck, parish of Inglewood, portions
2, 3, and 4.
153 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Macintyre
Brook, at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the west by that road bear-
ing north forty-six chains and eighty-seven links to
another road one chain wide ; on the north by that
road bearing east thirty  chains  to another road one
chain wide ; on the east by that road baring south
thirty-two chains and ninety links to the Macintyre
Brook ; and on the south-east and south-west by
that brook downwards to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR STONE  QUARRY, STANWELL.
County of Livingstone, parish of Stanwell.
105 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing 138 degrees, and distant one chain, and
thence bearing forty-eight degrees and distant ten
chains from the east corner of portion 15A; and
bounded thence on the north by a line bearing 138
degrees thirty-five chains; on the south-east by a
line bearing 228 degrees thirty chains ; on the
south-west by a line bearing 318 degrees thirty-
five chains to a road one chain wide ; and on the
north-west by that road bearing forty-eight degrees
thirty chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOB SCHOOL OF ARTS, MACKAY.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard, town of
Mackay.
Allotment 5 of section 9.
2 roods.
Commencing on the west side of Nelson street
at the south-east corner of allotment 4, and
bounded thence on the east by that street southerly
two chains; on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 6 westerly at right angles to
Nelson street two chains and fifty links ; on the
west by the east boundary line of allotment 1
northerly, parallel with Nelson street, two chains ;
and on the north by the south boundary line of
allotment 4 easterly, at right  angles  to Nelson
street, two chains and fifty links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR BALLAST FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
County of Aubigny, parish of Westbrook, portion  39.
23 acres  3 roods 8 perches.
Commencing at a point in the westerly prolonga-
tion of the south boundary of Laborers' Camping
Reserve, one chain from the Railway Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south by its continuation
west ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing
north twenty-eight chains ; on the north by a line
bearing east seven chains to a reserved road one
chain wide ; and on the north-east by that road
bearing 173 degrees fifty-four minutes twenty-eight
chains and sixteen links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
Wj7 HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The1 1  Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently set apart for the purposes named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  THE PURPOSES OF THE IPSWICH AND
WEST MORETON AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich, town of
Ipswich, section  32.
5 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the north by South
street easterly ten chains to Thorn street ; on the
east  by that  street  southerly  at right angles to
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South street five chains to Roderick street ; on the
south by that street westerly ten chains to Gordon
street ; and on the west by that street northerly
five chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR NATIONAL SCHOOL, TOWNSVALE,
LOGAN.
County of Ward, parish of Logan.
2 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane road one chain and
fifty links wide at the west corner of portion
18, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing east four chains and thirty -five links ;
on the east by a line bearing north four chains ; on
the north by a line bearing west five chains and
sixty-five links to the Brisbane road ; and on the
south-west by that road bearing 162 degrees four
chains and twenty-one links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  NATIONAL SCHOOL, PINE RIVER.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Bunya.
10 acres.
Commencing at the north -west corner of portion
56, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing west nine chains  ;  on the west by a line
bearing south three chains and sixty links to a
small  creek  ;  thence by that creek upwards to a
point about south ,  and distant four chains and
fourteen links from the termination of the last line ;
on the south-west by lines and a  road one chain
wide bearing  eighty- six degrees one chain and
twenty -six links ,  172 degrees two chains and two
links ,  and  124  degrees eight chains and seventy-six
links ; and on the east by a line bearing north
fourteen chains and fifty links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOE CEMETERY ,  RAVENSWOOD,
3 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 107 degrees,
and distant  about forty- two chains  from the south
corner of Hackett's homestead, and bounded thence
on the north by a line bearing east five chains ; on
the east by  a line  bearing south six chains ; on the
south by a line bearing west  five chains ; and on
the west by a line bearing north six chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th March, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth clause of "  The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for  thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the  expiration  of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently reserved  for the purpose of a Cemetery.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  A.  CEMETERY  AT CHINAMAN' S CREEK.
County of Stanley, parish of Bunyya.
10 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek
at the termination of a road one chain wide, and
bounded thence on the north by that road bearing
west sixteen chains and fifty links ; on the west by
a line  bearing south six chains and fifty links ; on
the south by a line bearing east sixteen chains and
ten links to Sandy Creek ; and on the east by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
7 T is hereby notified for general information
1 that  in cases  where applicants for Mineral
Lands are  desirous , before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  7th January, 1873.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF  1868.11
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands ,  under  "The
Grown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"  will hold the
Sittings in pursuance  of the fourth  section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
the foll owing dates -
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the  Land Office ,  Brisbane ,  on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the  Land Office,  Beenleigh ,  the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office ,  Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month. 11
DARLING DowNs  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba ,  on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday  in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi,  the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February,  1873,andthereafter
on the third Thursday of every  alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence,  on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE  BAY AND BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BIIRKE.
At the Land Office, Norman River Settle
ment, on the second Tuesday  in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
9;l the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
cay in February, 1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
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LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
F
OR the convenience  of persons desirous to have
lands, whether surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward for sale by auction, it is hereby notified
for general information, that instructions have been
issued to the Land Agents tr_ open in their respec-
tive offices, a cook, in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration of the Minister
for Lands, when, if no  objections exist, the lands
will  be included in the next proclamation of sale.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st November, 1872.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner  for the  District of Darling
Downs South ,  will , on the first  TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings ,  as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October ,  1872 ,  at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
T
HE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
shewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
P
ERSON  S desirous  of selecting  Sugar  Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed  to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared  and issued  to them, requesting the officer
in  charge  of the district to afford them every
assistance and information  in his power.
J. MA BON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS SEEKING SUITABLE SELEC-
TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS.
IMMIGRANTS or others who do not  possess
sufficient local knowledge to enable them to
select land in suitable situations without visiting
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that arrangements will be made, if induce-
ment offers, to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
may be indicated, to assist them in their search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
All persons requiring  assistance  of this nature
are requested to advise this Department, in writing,
as to the locality they wish to settle in, and also
forward a fee of ten shillings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor, when, if a sufficient number
of persons are found to join, the Government will
immediately undertake to organize  one or more
parties.
In the event of there being no party despatched,
the fee  of ten  shillings will be returned ,  on applica-
tion,  to the person paying same.
J. MAT, ON THOMPBON.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
Wj] 7 ITH the view of facilitating the transaction ofY business at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible  assistance  is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for land or seeking
information on matters connected with the working
of the Land Acts-even to the extent of filling up
forms of application and transfers, &c., for illiterate
persons, if there is time at the officer's disposal ;
and that any Land Agent, or other Officer, receiving
and appropriating fees for clerical  assistance to his
own use, on the matter being reported, will be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner, and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary for Public Lands.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL  LEASES  ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under theprovisions  f the  41st section  of "  The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869" for renewed  leases  for four.
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of  which  will  expire  on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands,  Brisbane, on
forms  to be obtained  at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration  of the existing
leases, as prescribed  in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Roads Branch,
Brisbane, 25th March, 1873.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that any person.or
persons removing any stone, gravel, loam, or
other material from any public road, or who, by the
careless use of fire, shall injure or destroy any
bridge or culvert, or damage any approaches thereto,
or who shall fall any timber across any public road,
or injure any road by drawing timber along it,
otherwise than on wheels, will be proceeded against
as the law directs.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
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Department of Public Works,
Gold Fields Branch,
Brisbane, 16th June, 1873.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
I. the under-mentioned Miners' Rights and
Business Licenses have been returned as issued in
the Gold Fields Districts respectively specified.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
GYMPIE GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 31st May, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name.
61,377  T.  It.  Broadfoot
61,878  Hugh Weir
61,379  John Ha ll
61,380 George Hall
61,381 William Suthers
61,382 Bennett Suthers
61,883 James Brown
61,384 Wm . D. Atkins
61,385  John Scholz
61,386 Henry Windley
61,387 John Kermode
61,388  John Atkinson
61,389 John Windsor
61,390 G eorge  Aitkina
61,391 Thomas Kelly
61,392  William Olney
61,393 Edwin Stanley
61,394  Wolsey Brown
61,896 Samuel  Morwitch
61,396 Edward Coveney
61,397 J. B. Atkinson
61,398 Henry  Skernter
61,399 William Smyth
61,400 Thomas Rose
61,401 J. Duff
61,402 John Weston
61,403 Richard Goss
61,404 W. V. Smith
61,405 William Stuart
61,406 John Ahern
61,407 Edward Healy
61,408 Thomas A. Veitch
61,409 Richard Trout
61,410 Peter Ehrich
61,411 Martin Stoldte
61,412 John James
61,413 Charles Tabb
61,414 Michael Purcell
61,415 George Williams
61,416 A. G. Ramsey
61,417 James Black
61,418 Horace Tozer
61,419 Ah D`ong
61,420 Charles Sillier
61,421 August Subluskey
61,422 Michael Peterson
61,423 Michael Hynes
61,424 F. H. Taylor
61,425 James Smith
61,426 W. J. Daniell
61,427 Patrick Glindon
61,428 Andrew McDonald
61,429 William Davies
61,430 George Knagge
61,431 John Stables
61,432 Issack Heidman
61,433 Stephen Long
61,434 James Anglin
61,435 John Mitchell
61,436 A. Hay
61,437 W. C. Ke lly
61,438 James Perkins
61,439 W.  Kaesehagen
61,440 Charles Hawkes
61,441 Matthew Lynch
61,442 Wm. R. Bligh
61,443 Nevill Bligh
61,444 J. A. Shanahan
No. Name.
61,445  William Fisher
61,446 Hugh  Scanlon
61,447 John  B. Brown
61,448 James Costell o
61,449 J. A.  Pollitt
61,450 J. E. Humphreys
61,461 Robert Frame
61,452  Annie Boyd
61,453 Samuel Dunbar
61,454 Joseph Park
61,455 Adrianus Wynberg
61,456 John Houldsworth
61,457 Walter Rowe
61,458 John Smith
61,459 Richard Mead
61,460 Ah Wee
61,461 Samuel Smith
61,462 Patrick Beary
61,463 Keeren Kenny
61,464 Emanuel Williams
61,465 Joseph Ray
61,466 Thomas O'Brien
61,467 John Johnson
61,468 Richard  Matthews
61,469 Timothy O'Keeffe
61,470 Magnus Annal
61,471 W. Ferguson,sen.
61,472 C. J. Brown
61,473 Thoe. Shanahan
61,474 Thomas Sloper
61,475 Thomas Standen
61,476 Thomas Brewin
61,477 John Kingsford
61,478 R. A. Kingsford
61,479 Patrick Slattery
61,480 Stephen Router
61,481 Michael Docherty
61,482  George  Hestia
61,483 Leonard Lewis
61,484 Andrew Veitch
61,485 A. Jane Hood
61,486 James Henrick
61,487 Wm. Taylor
61,488 Jeremiah Keileher
61,489 Wm. Thomas
61,490 Andrew Segumbein
61,491 Patrick Purcell
61,492 Thomas Purcell
61,493 Thomas Cockburn
61,494 Martin Finn
61,495 Julian Breire
61,496 Isaac  Swallow
61,497 Henry Reed
61,498 Thomas Harris
61,499 James Lawson
61,500 John Wild
61,501 David Morris
61,502 Henry Pentle
61,603 Robert Dath
61,504 Wm. Henderson
61,505 Wm. Ferguson
61,506 Joseph Nichol
61,607 W. H. Loosemore
61,508 Michael O'Brien
61,509 Thomas Teviotdale
61,510 Frederick Seiffalth
61,511 Ah Queng.
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BUSINESS  LICENSE.
No. Name.
1,163 Goo Long
PEAK DOWNS GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended  31st May, 1873.
MINERS '  RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name,
60,654 Thos. Martin 60,668 Ah Ung
60,655 Ach Yow 60,669 Ah Yung
60,656 Wm. Turner 60,670 Ah Set
60,657 John Giles 60,671 Ah Chit
60,658 Walter Brown 60,672 Gon Chea
60,659 Young Sue 60,673  Dennis  McCarthy
60,660 Chung Hi 60 ,674 James Hays
60,661 Ah Qne 60,675 Patrick King
60,662 Ah Chong 60,676 P. C. Neilson
60,663 All Pow 60,677 S.  Christainsen
60,664 Ah Ing 60,678  All  Lew
60,665 Ah Sue 60,679 John McKeon
60,666 Ah Pah 60,680 Frederick Keil
60,667 Ah Sung 60,681 Jemmy Kimohi
Busnrsss LICENSES.
No. Name.  No. Name.
3,737 Tommy All Nee 3,738 Ly Chong
GAYNDAH, CANIA, AND YARROL GOLD FIELDS.
During the Month ended 31st May, 1873.
No. Name. No. Name.
48,979 George Holiday 48,984 Turley Thorpe
48,980 Lawrence Glymn 48,985 Frank Hawkins
48,981 James Stephens 48,986 Thomas Bradshaw
48,982 Robert Stephens 60,481 Charles Crowe
48,983 Alexander Ogilvie
CLONCURRY GOLD FIELD.
During the Quarter ended 31st December, 1872.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
47,435 David Jones 47,461 Fred. Godfrey
47,436 Ah Sowe 47,462 Ah Buoh
47,437D. A. Etheridge 47,463 Ah Nieum
47,438Wm. Fairweather 47,464 Ah See
47,439 Dennis Bourke 47,465 Ah Sien
47,440 Jno. Weir 47,466  All  Fat
47,441 Jno. Wynne 47,467 Ah Giem
47,442Peter Casey 47,468 On Yan
47,443 Peter Casey 47,469 All Bou
47,444 Allen Fletcher 47,470  Ah Sue
47,445 Edward Mann 47,471  On Yue
47,446 Richard  Mathews 47,472  Edward Mann
47,447 Robert Gome 47,473  Thos.  Barrett
47,448 Michael Hickey 47,474  Jno. Wynne
47,449 Robert Weir 47,475  Ah Chin
47,450 Thos. Kelly 47,476 Fee L
47,451 Jas. Quinn 47,477  Jew Sien
47,452 Jas. Quinn 47,478  Des Min
47,463 Wm. Simpson 47,479  All  Ghien
47,454 Joseph Fisher 47,480 Frank Scarr
47,455Joseph Fisher 47,481 Ah Siong
47,456 Peter Armstrong 47,482 Ah Ping
47,457 Richard Morris 47,483 Ah Chife
47,458 Frank Scarr 47,484 Ah Fook
47,459 Richard Scarr 47,485 Ah Sin
47,460 Thos. Barrett 47,486 Ah Sam
BUSINESS LICENSE.
No. Name.
3,606 Shun On
Department of Pub li c Works,
Brisbane ,  12th June, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice issued from the
Public Works Department ,  dated 19th
July, 1872 ,  folio 1071 ,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road leading
to the W31arf Reserve ,  Ifotham River, and no ob.
,actions havi n g been received to the same, Notice is
hereby given in accordance with the Act 4 Wil li am
IV., No. 11, that  His Excellency the Governor, with
thr advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the saidportion of road; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient o  open  and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference ,  to be seen at the  Office  of the
Surveyor-General,  Brisbane ,  and the Po lice Office,
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Beenleigh  ;  and all  persons intending to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road,  are hereby re-
minded that notice must be served upon  the Colonial
Secretary , within forty  days from the date  hereof,
in such manner and form as are provided in the
sixth section  of the Act  above referred  to, or they
will  be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-49-W.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th June, 1873.
NEW ROAD-PARISH OF ST. RUTH,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITI3 reference to the Notice dated 24th
March ,  1873 ,  folio 589,.  Government Ga-
zette,  relative to the opening of a New Road from
Dalby to St. Ruth, Notice is hereby  given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the  Executive Council ,  has been  pleased  to con-
firm the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor.
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Dalby;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road,  are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and  form  as are provided  in the sixth
section  of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-2236.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th June, 1873.
NEW ROAD-PARISH OF DALBY, COUNTY
OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice  dated 31st
March ,  1873, folio 628,  Government Ga-
zette,  relative to the opening of a New Road from
Dalby to Lagoon Reserve, Notice is hereby
given ,  in accordance  with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion of
road; and it is therefore hereby declared ex-
pedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at  the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office,  Dalby  ;  and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must  be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section  of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-2236-Works.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 20th June, 1873.
NOTICES TO  MARINERS.
THE following  Notices to Mariners are publishedfor gener al  information.
JOSHUA P. BELL
Colonial Treasurer.
SHOAL NEAR CARTIER'S ISLAND.
Captain Edmonds ,  of the barque  "  Woodbine,"
reports ,  that when about eight  miles  north-west of
Cartier 's Island ,  in latitude  12° 22 '  S., and longitude
123° 65 ' E., he found shoal  water and got one cast
of ten fathoms.
From the  mast-head the shoal appeared to extend
to the northward  and north -westward ,  as far as the
eye could  reach, and in places  to have very little
water on it.
Department of Ports  and Harbors,
Brisbane , 17th June, 1873.
LIGHT ON LADY ELLIOT'S ISLAND.
On or about 1st August the Temporary Light on
Lady Elliot' s Island will  be replaced by a 4th-
Order Revolving Light, showing Flashes at half.
minute intervals.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , 19th June, 1873.
TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, ETC.
DESIGN FOR PROPOSED WHARFAGE.
THE  Government having in contemplation the
Leasing of the River Frontage in Petrie's
Bight, Brisbane River, with a view to the erection
there of Wharves, according to an approved plan,
hereby invite competitive designs for the same.
A premium of One Hundred pounds will be
awarded for the most approved, and Fifty pounds
for the next approved,  design.  The accepted
designs to become the property of the Govern-
ment.
The principal  objects and requirements sought
for in these  designs are :-
1st. Permanency of structure.
2nd. Depth of water sufficient  to allow a vessel
drawing 17 feet to float at low water, with a
depth at face of wharves of  not less  than 14 feet.
3rd. The greatest possible accommodation for
shipping that the site will admit of without inter-
fering with the navigation of the river.
4th. Easy access for drays to and from the
wharves.
5th.  Means of connecting the line of proposed
wharves with those above ,  or that may at any future
time be constructed below such wharves.
6th. Adaptability  of design for use of tramways
along the wharves ,  if such should be hereafter
required.
The drawings submitted by competitors must con-
sist of a gener al  plan drawn upon a scale of 30 feet
to one inch ,  showing the proposed arrangement of
wharves and site  for  warehouses , &c., connected
therewith, together with carefully prepared detali
drawings showing method of conutruction, &c., upon
a scale of not less than 4 feet to 1 inch, with all
necessary dimensions figured on. An estimate of
cost and general specification of the proposed works
must  al so accoFnpany the designs.
A plan of the ground has been prepared by
Government, giving soundings of depth of water
along the proposed site of wharves, lithographic
copies of which can be obtained by intending
competitors upon application to this Office.
Designs must be lodged at the Treasury by noon
on MONDAY, the 14th July , and must have
appended to them a motto, but no  name ;  and with
the Design must be a separate enclosure containing
the name of the Designer, and the motto he has
appended to the Design.
Further  particulars may be obtained from the
Portmaster, Captain G. P. HEATH, R.N.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1873.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 10th June, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES  of the above are now open at A llora,
Banana, Beenleigh ,  Bowen  (Port  Denison),
Brisbane ,  Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River,  Card-
well, Charleville ,  Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla ,  Curriwillinghi , Dalby,  Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah ,  George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
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stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Gympie,
Ipswich, Jimna, Xilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Milchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the  remainder;
on deposits exceeding  £200. the above  rates of
interest will  be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever  will be payable on the  residue .
Deposits  can be made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours ,  and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by  letter or in person, at  the 'Treasury, or at
any of the  above offices.
By His Excellency 'a Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 13th June, 1873.
REGISTRATION OF LETTERS.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
Il the Executive Council, has  been pleased to
approve of No. 48 of the Post Office Rules and
Regulations being amended,  to read as  follows:-
48. All letters, packets, and newspapers. to be
registered must, in addition to the postage, have a
stamp by way of fee, which will be affixed thereon
by the Postmaster.
To take effect from the 1st July next.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
On and after the 1st July, the Registration fee
will be reduced to four pence (4d.), payable by
ordinary postage stamps.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 20th June, 1873.
POLICE.
fl
pIS Excellency the Governor having been
L 1 leased, with the advice of the Executive
Council, to approve the subjoined additional Rule
to " The Rules for the General Management and
Discipline of members of the Police Force," the
same  is hereby published for general information.
A. H. PALMER.
All members of the Force will, at all times,
salute  His Excellency the Governor, the Members
of the Executive Council, Judges of the Supreme
Court, President of the Legislative Council, Speaker
of the Legislative Assembly, District Court Judges
within their districts, Officers of Her Majesty's
Army and Navy when in uniform, and the Com-
missioner  of Police. Officers of the Force will
salute their superior  officers and gentlemen  holding
the Commission of the Peace, only when on duty.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 20th June, 1873.
T
HE following Amended Rules and Regulations
of the Maryborough Hospital,  having been
approved by His Excellency the Governor in
Council, are hereby publishe$ for  general informa-
tion.
A. H. PALMER.
AMENDED RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE
MARYBOROUGH HOSPITAL.
Name.
1. The Maryborough  Hospital.
Objects.
2. To afford relief and medical aid to in-door
and out-door patients, and to supply , as far as pos-
sible, the want of a benevolent institution.
Funds.
3. That this institution be supported by volun-
tary contributions and charges to patients ,  together
with such aid as the Government from time to
time may afford.
Government.
4. The government of this institution shall be
vested in donors of ten pounds  (£10) in one sum,
who shall be life members, and in subscribers of
one pound and upwards ,  who shall be members
from the time of payment to the end of the current
year.
Patients.
5. Patients shall  be divided into two classes-
free and pay  ;  the latter ,  on admission ,  to pay the
sum of £4 ,  or 3s. per day .  Patients ,  on applying
for admission or relief ,  must produce a printed form
of recommendation , filled up by  a subscriber-
namely, form A, B, C, and D; such form of recom-
mendation to be produced to the Surgeon, wards-
man, or other officer in attendance, which shall at
once be entered in the Medical Record Book.
The above rule not to apply in cases of acci-
dent or extreme urgency.
Polynesian laborers hall  be received as pay
patients at a charge of Is .  6d. per day for mainte-
nance .  Payment to  be  guaranteed by the em-
ployer.
The Committee  shall  be empowered to relieve
or admit from time to time such cases of destitu-
tion as may be brought under their notice .  Besides
those patients who shall be admitted free of charge,
the subscribers may recommend any number of
paying patients under form C.
Powers and Privileges.
6. Every subscriber contributing  at least one
pound (£1) annuall, shall have the privilege of
recommending one in-patient and one out-patient.
Every subscriber contributing £2 annually shall
have the privilege of recommending two in-patients
and two out-patients. Every subscriber contribut-
ing £5 and upwards to £10 shall be entitled to
recommend six in-patients and six out-patients
annually. Every life member shall have the pri-
vilege  of recommending two in-patients and four
out-patients annually; such recommendation to be
issued only through the recognised printed forms
(A, B, C, and D), and on receipt by the Surgeon or
other officer in attendance, shall be entered respec-
tively in the Medical Record Book.
All admissions to the Hospital ,  however, shall
be subject to the approval of the Committee.
Voting.
7. Every subscriber contributing at least one
pound (£1) annually, or ten pounds (£10) in one
sum, shall be entitled to one vote at every general or
special general meeting, provided that such sub-
scriber shall have become a contributor prior to the
voting. All  voting at election of officers and com-
mittee shall be by ballot  ; and all subscribers vot-
ing for absent members shall produce to the chair-
man a written  authority to act, signed by the
member issuing the proxy, and such authority
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sha ll  only be in force for the particular meeting for
which it was given ,  or any adjournment of such
meeting .  Provided always that paid officers shall
not vote on any matter relative to the institution.
Contested Elections.
8. In case of a contest ,  the meeting shall appoint
two Scrutineers. The poll shall  remain  open for
one half-hour  after  the delivery of the first vote.
Casting Vote.
9. The Chairman for the time being shall have a
casting vote in addition to his vote as a subscriber.
Honorary Officers.
10. The management of the institution shall  be
vested in a President ,  a Vice-President , two Audi-
tors ,  and a Committee of seven, all  of whom must
be subscribers to be eligible for office.
Paid Oficers.
11. The paid officers of the institution shall be
the Visiting Surgeon or Surgeons ,  and the Secre-
tary, all of whom must be subscribers to be eligible
for office, and who shall be elected annually by the
subscribers; but the Committee shall have power
to suspend or discharge any such officers, and to
fill up any vacancy which may occur through such
suspension ,  discharge ,  or otherwise , for the  remain-
der of the  current year ,  at such salaries as they
may think fit, and the Committee shall in every
case prescribe the duties of those employed.
Servants.
12. The in -door servants of the institution shall
be such as the Committee of Management may
deem necessary ,  and the Committee shall have
power to appoint them and regulate their salaries.
Duties of the  Committee.
13. The Committee shall  meet once in every
week (three  to  form a quorum )  for the examination
of accounts, for the payment of moneys due to the
officers, servants ,  and contractors  to the  institution,
and for the payment of other debts lawfully con-
tracted. They shall also, in February in each year,
call for and decide on tenders for the necessary
supplies for the ensuing year . They  shall have
power to reject inferior articles supplied by con-
tractors ,  and to call for fresh tenders. They shall
also visit the wards of  thQ  Hospital ,  listen to any
complaints ,  and suggest and carry out what im-
provements they may deem requisite, subject to
the approval of the trustees, to whom they shall
submit any plans and specifications as may be re-
quired for the alteration or enlargement of the
Hospital buildings. The Committee shall present,
at the annual meeting, a report of the general con-
dition of the institution, accompanied by a state-
ment of the receipts and disbursements ,  made up
to the 31st December in every year, and, duly
audited.
In case of any vacancy occurring amongst the
honorary officers of the institution ,  the Committee
shall  call  a special general meeting of the sub-
scribers for the purpose of appointing some one to
the vacant, post ; but the Committee may fill  up
the post provisiona lly .  No person being a con-
tractor, or an agent for any contractor ,  shall  be
placed upon the Committee ,  and any member of
the Committee becoming a contractor or an agent
for a  contractor , shall thereby  vacate his seat.
Annual General Meetings.
15. The annual general meeting of the sub-
scribers shall be hold on the third Monday in
January, for the following  purposes  :-The recep-
tion of the Committee' s annual report and state-
ment of accounts, the election of officers for the
ensuing year , and the  transaction of any business
of which due notice may have been given.
Special General Meetings.
16. Special general meetings may be called at
any time  (the Secretary giving seven days '  notice
in the local papers  of the day  of meeting, and of
the purpose  for which  such meeting is called) on
the authority of the Committee ,  or upon a requisi-
tion, signed  by at  least five subscribers ,  in which
latter case a meeting shall be summoned with the
least possible delay,
Quorum.
17. If at any  annual or special general meeting
at least ten members are not present within thirty
minutes from the time fixed for the meeting, no
business shall be done, but the meeting shall be
adjourned to the  same  day of the following week,
at the same hour ,  and at such adjourned meeting
five shall form a quorum.
President.
18. The President ,  or in his absence the Vice-
President ,  shall be by his office chairman of all
meetings , whether  of committee or subscribers, at
which he may be present ,  and in the absence of
both,  the meeting shall elect one of their number
as chairman.
Liabilities  and Payments.
19. That all moneys  belonging to the institution
shall be lodged in one of the banks at Maryborough
in the  name of the  Maryborough Hospital, and to
the credit of the Committee. All payments shall
be made by cheque, signed by  at least three mem-
bers of the committee, and countersigned by the
Secretary.
Secretary.
20. The Secretary shall collect  all subscriptions,
attend all  meetings ,  whether general  or in commit-
tee, take minutes  of proceedings, effect correspon-
dence,  and assist  the Committee  in any business
which may be allotted to them. He shall have
power to sue and be  sued  on behalf or  on account
of the institution. He shall keep for public  inspec-
tion ,  in the committee  room ,  a list of persons
entitled to vote. He shall render to the Commit-
tee monthly  statements  of all receipts and disburse-
ments  in connection with the Hospital ,  and shall,
when subscriptions or other moneys  amount in his
hands to the sum of £6, deposit the same forth-
with in the bank to the credit of the Committee.
He shall also keep a debtor and creditor account of
all monetary transactions  ;  he shall render to the
Committee ,  when called  on, a financial statement
of the position of the institution ,  and shall file and
preserve all documents , produce  receipts for all
payments  made by him ,  and examine all  accounts
against the  Hospital.
Visiting Surgeons.
21. The Visiting  Surgeon or Surgeons shall visit
the Hospital daily at such hour in the forenoon as
be or they may appoint, when out-patients shall
also be  attended to. They shall keep a Medical
Record Book, in which shall be entered daily in
detail all duties  performed ,  patients admitted, and
any matter connected with the institution that
should be recorded ;  also a current pass -book for
casual medical  requirements ,  such pass-book to
be laid before the Committee at their usual weekly
meeting. Visiting  Surgeons  to the institution, if
intending to retire, to give to the Committee at
least two months '  notice previous to their  retirement.
They shall have the entire medical and  sanitary
control of the patients in the Hospital.
Auditors.
21. The Auditors  shall examine all  accounts
in connection  with the institution ,  and certify to
their  correctness, also counter -sign the financial
statement presented at any special or annual general
meeting.
Religious Ministration.
22. That ,  if practicable, every patient  shall be
placed under the spiritual charge of  a Minister of
Religion of his own choice. The institution shall
be open at  all  times  to Ministers  of Religion.
Visitors.
23. The wardsman and nurses shall  on no account
receive visitors into their quarters, except with the
permission  of the Committee. Visitors to patients
will be admitted on Sundays, Tuesdays, and Thurs-
days, between the hours of 3 p.m. and 6 p.m., or
upon such other days or at such hours as the Com-
mittee may appoint .  No visitor  shall have access
to the Hospital at any other time, except by the
permission  of the  surgeon in attendance.
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Register.
24. Every patient  on admission  to the Hospital
will be required to answer the following  questions,
for the  information  of the Government, such
answers to be inserted in a register  kept for that
purpose:-
1.  Name 8 .  Rank or Profession, and
2. Rank or Profession if Married
3. Age `9 .  Married at
4. Where  born 10. Issue
5. How  long in  the colony 11. Living
6. Parents '  Names  12. To  whom Married
7. Maiden  Surname  of 13. Age when Married
Mother 14.  Denomination
Alteration  of Laws.
25. No laws of this institution shall be altered,
nor any new law proposed ,  nor any business trans-
acted  (excepting such as is herein provided for)
except at an annual or special general meeting, and
at such special general meet ing fourteen days'
notice shall be given, in writing ,  to the Secretary,
of the business proposed  to be  discussed.
Gratuities.
26. No officer or servant of the institution shall ,
on pain of dismissal,  receive, directly or indirectly,
any fee or gratuity from any patient.
Repeal.
27. All rules hitherto in force are hereby
repealed.
FORM A.
To the Committee  of the Maryborough Hospital.
GENTLEMEN ,- Pleaso admit the bearer
as an In -door Patient  into the Maryborough Hospital.
I hereby certify that to the best of my belief he is unable
to pay hospital charges.
FORM B.
To the Committee of the Maryborough Hospital.
Please admit  the bearer into the
Maryborough Hospital. I hereby certify that to the
best of my knowledge he is a proper object of charity,
and that ,  although  he is  able to pay a  moderate sum for
his maintenance during his stay in hospital ,  he is not in
a position to obtain medical assistance outside.  In con-
sideration of the admission  into the
Maryborough Hospital, I hereby promise to pay for
maintenance daring his stay there, at a
rate not exceeding  per day, and for a
period not exceeding days.
FORM C.
To the Committee of the Maryborough Hospital.
In consideration of your admitting the bearer
into the Maryborough Hospital, I hereby promise
to pay to the Treasurer or Secretary of the institution, 
demand, the sum. of Four pounds  sterling , payable
at
FORM D.
To the Committee of the Maryborough Hospital.
Please to receive the bearer as an
Out-Patient of the Maryborough Hospital, and I hereby
certify that to the best of my knowledge he is unable to
pay hospital charges.
Polynesian Laborers wi ll  be received as pay -patients,
at a charge of ls.6d . per day for  maintenance . Payment
to be guaranteed  by the employer.
I certify that the foregoing  Rules are correct, as
revised and passed at a special general  meeting of
the subscribers  to the Maryborough Hospital, held
at the Court  House,  Maryborough, on Monday, the
19th may,  1873.
HENRY WALKER,
Chairman.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 11th June, 1873.
THE following Notice of Tenders invited for the
supply of Australian Timber to the Govern-
ment  of Ceylon, is published  for general information.
A. H. PALMER.
AUSTRALIAN TIMBER.
TENDERS are  invited for supplying the Colonial
Store Department at Colombo, with the following
descriptions and quantities of Australian Timber,
on the conditions named below:-
200 logs, Red Gum (Eucalyptus Rostrata) 12" by
12" :-50 logs of 20, 50  logs  of 30, 50 logs of 40,
and 50 logs of 45 feet long.
3,000 Planks do. 6 by 4 :-2,000 of 18  feet long, and
1,000 of 15 feet long.
25 logs , Cedar, of the  various lengths and dimen-
sions ordinarily  procurable.
1,000 Red Gum Railway Sleepers, 9 feet by 10 in,
by 5 in.
The timber is to be delivered duty paid, and free
from all  expenses  to Government, beyond the Con-
tract price, within the Colonial Store Timber yard
on the Galls Buck at Colombo.
The delivery should be -completed before April,
1874.
The timber is to be measured and paid for by
girth measurement excluding defects, and by the
scales  of Hoppus' Measure Book, nothing under a
quarter of an inch being included ; allowance to be
made in length for split or defective ends ; Queen's
caliper or freight  measurement  is not admitted.
As only straight square timber of the best quality,
free from sap and defect, is required, it is clearly to
be understood that not under any deduction of
measurement , however large, will inferior timber
be accepted.
Measurement is to be made in the Timber yard
in the presence of such person as may be deputed
by the Contractor to superintend and agree upon
the measurement, which is to take place  as soon as
circumstances  will allow, no avoidable delay taking
place.
Payment will be made for each delivery as soon
as possible, not exceeding 15 days from the com-
pletion  of measurement.
Tenders for the above stated timber or a portion
thereof, which  must express  the price per cubic foot
in Rupees and Cents, local currency, under the
above conditions, will be received by the Colonial
Secretary, marked " Tender for Australian Timber,"
until 31st August, 1873.
W. J. GORSSAN,C. S.
Colonial Store,
Colombo, let May,  1873.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 19th June, 1873.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified that the Reverend JoRN
GODFREY HAUSMANN, Junior, a Presbyterian
Minister, who is registered as a  Minister of Religion
authorised to celebrate Marriages, has removed
from the Registration District of Toowoomba to that
of Rockhampton, and has given me due notice of
his change of residence, as required by  " The
Marriage Act  of 1864."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 19th June, 1873.
THIS is to certify that Mr. JOHN EDWARD
HAMILTON, having exhibited evidence of com-
petency as a Surveyor, has been licensed to effect
Surveys under the provisions of '°  The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1868,"  and subject  to the rules
of this Department.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 22nd May, 1873.
IT is  hereby notified for general information , that application  under the  27th  section  of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868  " (31 Victoria, No. 46) has been made for the closing of the under.
mentioned Roads; and all persons who may consider their interests  affected thereby , are required to
transmit to this Department their objections ,  in writing , within  two months  from  this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE  CLOSED.
No.
1
2
3
4
Area
A. B. F.
5 1. 5
4 1 0
6 0 16
4 1 28
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th May, 1873.
I T is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  " The  Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 "  (31 Victoria, No. 46),  has been made for the closing of the under.
mentioned Roads  ;  and all parties who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing ,  within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROA1 5S TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
2
Tinana ...
Tinana ...
Parish. Area.
A. A. P.
2 1 33
5 0 18
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th April, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act  of 1868 " (31 Victoria , No. 46),  has been made  for the  closing of the under-
mentioned Road  ;  and all persons who may consider their interests affected , thereby,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections  in  writing ,  within two months from this date.
App licant.
F. T. Gregory
F. T. Gregory
F. T. Gregory
F. T. Gregory
App licant.
C. A. J. Woodcock...
Ditto
Situation . Parish.
Road separating portions  96, 102, and
103, from portions 95, 104, and 106 Gowrie
Road separating  portions 106, 107,
108, and 109 ,  fr om portions 68, 69,
105, and 104 . Gowrie ..
Road  separating portions  125, 128,
116, 115, 114, and 113, from por-
tions 132, 133, 136, 137, 140, and
141 .. Gowrie
Road separating portions 117, 116,
and 136, from portions 115 and 137 Gowrie
Situation.
Road separating portion 196 from  portion 196A
Reserved road through  portion 197 ... ...
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. Applicant.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Situation.
1 R. Harvey ... Road separating portion 99 from por-
tions 82 and 83
Parish. I Area.
Auckland
A. B. P.
3 1 0
HEAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TARE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of  "The Real Property Act of  1861." An person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by  himself or  his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land .  Name of Applicant. Date within which  a Caveat
may be lodged.
42 acres, being  portion 31, parish of Archer, county of Alfred Witt ... ... ... 21st July, 1873.
Livingstone
3 roods 37A,  perches, being part  of portion 83, Augustus Charles Gregory... Ditto.
parish of Toowoomba , county of Aubigny
36-h perches, being subdivision 6 of section 1 of Maria  Massey  ... ... Ditto.
eastern suburban all otment  54, parish of North
Brisbane , county of Stanley
25 perches , being subdivision 3 of allotment 10 of The Corporation of the Aus- Ditto.
section 45 , parish and town of Rockhampton, tralian Joint Stock Bank
county of Livingstone
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 18th June, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H IS Exce llency the Governor ,  with  'the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open a ne v Road from Clifton Railway Stati n to Clifton Homestead Area, parish of Tooth, county
of Aubigny, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this Colon, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line
of Road above-mentioned,  are now  deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at
the Police Office, Drayton ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
William B. Tooth  Unoccupied
73-2129-W. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM CLIFTON RAILWAY STATION TO CLIFTON HOMESTEAD AREA
PARISH OF TOOTH, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY , TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THR
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road .  Reputed Owner . I  Occupier .  Bearings . In
Lengthins
Ch a  .  of Road
Breadth lea Remarks.
1 Commencing  on the north boun-
dary of road from Cli fton to
Ellangowan in Pre-emptive 6,
and running  about west-north.
west to its northern boundary
2 Commencing on the northern The Cro wn
boundary of Clifton Pre-emptive
6, and running no rt h-westerly
and westerly to the eastern
boundary of Clifton Homestead
Area
Reputed
Owner.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 2nd June, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient to
open a new  Road from Gympie Road to Rush Creek,  parishes  of Redcliffe and Whiteside, county of
Stanley , Notice is hereby  given , that in conformity with the  provisions  of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in  force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned , are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,  and at  the Police Office,
Brisbane  ;  and all  persons interested therein  are requested to transmit ,  in writing , to the Clerk of the
Executive  Council, within one  month from  this date,  any well -grounded  objections  which may exist to the
formation  of the Road  in question.
By Command,
73-1957. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM GYMPIE  ROAD  TO RUSH CREEK ,  PARISHES OF REDCLIFFE AND
WHITESIDE ,  COUNTY OF STANLEY ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A  PUBLIC  ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 j Entering north-east!
2
boundary of portion
37, perish of Redcliffe,
and going out west-
ward across  its north.
west boundary
Entering  the south-east
boundary of portion
38, parish  of Redcliffe,
and going  out west-
ward across  its north-
west  boundary
An irregular piece,
entering south boun-
dary of portion 38,
parish of Redcliffe, and
going out westward
across its western
boundary
Entering the south-east
boundary  of portion
39, pari sh of  Redcliffe,
and going  out west-
ward across  its north-
west boundary, and
south-eastward across
its southern and east-
ern boundari es
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
G. Gordon ...
R. Little ...
chs ,  lks .  A.  B.  Y.
N. 335°  E. ...  26 52 150 links  3 3 301 Open black-
soil ridge, and
lightly tim-
bered with
box and apple
Held under N. 335° E. 8 48 150 „ 29 2 3 Open black-
I pastoral  lease  307° 66 21 soil plain, and
by W. B.Tooth  l 269° 51' 122 11 open box and
gum forest.
Occupier. Bearings.
By Command,
Length in Breadth of
Chains. Road. Area .  Remarks.
I cbs. lke . '  A. 8  P.
Unoccupied N. 283° E. 7 68 1 chain ... 0 3 3 Open forest land,
not fenced in  nor
improved.
Unoccupie N. 283° E. 18 78 1  chain  ... 1 3 20 Open  forest land.
not fenced in.
R. Little ... Unoccupied Generalbear: Greatest Greatest 2 3 20 Open forest 'land,
ing, length,  width,  not fenced in.
N. 141°  E. 12 50 4  ohs. 90  Ike.
R. Little ... Unoccupied N. 283° E. 0 96
N. 253° E. 10 97
N. 275° E. 12 87
N. 342° E. 2 16
N. 150° E. 6 15
N. 192° 30' E. 8 42
N. 235° R. 2 60
1 chain ... 4 2 3 Open forest land
not fenced in.
1 chn .8Dlka.
Greatest  0 1 21 Forest  land, fenced4 I Triangular area , being 905 I  J. Foreman J. Foreman N. 187° 14' E. 3 27
width, off  on one sideeastern corner  of selec-
tion 28, parish of 240 chains
Whiteside
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th  June, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Tinana Creek to Tincan Bay, parish of Bidwell, county of March,
Notice is  hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and
now in  force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above.
mentioned ,  are now  deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office,
X&7 borough; and all persons interested therein, are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of
the xecutive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road  in question.
By Command,
.73-1941-W. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOR OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM TINANA CREEK  To TINCAN  BAY, PARISH OF BIDWELL, COUNTY OF
MARCH, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A  PUBLIC  ROAD , UNDER  THE  ACT OF COUNCIL  4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
Register
No. Portion of Road .  No. of Reputed Owner .  Occupier.
selection.
Beatings Length Breadthin Chaim. of Road. Area . Remarks.
ohs. Ike .  A. B. P.
I Commencing at the Freehold ...  0. de Libert  ...  0. de Libert ... 97° 30' 40 48 1 chain 4 0 5 Scrub  land, un-
south-west corner of improved and
portion No.  54, and unfenced.
running easterly along
its southern  boundary
to the  south-east
corner
2 Commencing  at the 63
western boundary of
conditional  selection
No. 63, M. Reg, and
running easterly to
its north-east corner
0. de Libe rt  ...  0. do Libe rt  ,..  97° 30'  41 33 1 chain 3 3 30 Thickly tim-
bered, unim-
proved and
I unfenced.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  10th June, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
T7 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed  it expedient
to open a new Road from Ipswich towards Wivenhoe, parish of North, county of Churchill,
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in  force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Survey or-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-2086-W. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF A PORTION OF THE ROAD FROM IPSWICH TOWARDS WIVENHOR , PARISH OF
NORTH, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion  of Road .  Reputed Owner.
1 Commencing  on the east boundary C. Spann  ...
of Portion  25 .(selected ),  running
north-westerly  to the north
boundary
2 Commencing at the south boundary C. Keith  ...
of Selection  139, running no rt h-
westerly through  that selection
3 Commencing  at the south boundary Riehd .  Edwards
of Selection  128, running  north-
westerly through  that selection
4 Commencing  at the south boundary John  Frederlch
of Selection  142, running north- Schumann
westerly to  the west boundary
6 Commencing at the east boundary Frederich Dra•
of Selection  144, running no rt h- heim
westerly to its north  boundary
6 Commencing at the south boundary W. Theuerkauf ...
of Selection 155, running  north -
westerly  to its  west boundary
Bearings. Length  Iin Chains.
Breadth of Road. Area . Remarks.
ohs. Ike. cbs .  Ike. A. It. P.
N. 118" 15' E. 9 44 1 50 4 3 0
143° 14 33
X.143° E. 12 84 1 50 3 3 33
142' 13 56
N .  142' E. 14 63 1 50 8 2 10 Partly cul-
149° 3C'  13 46 tivated.
165-15, 15 69
N. 165° 15' E. 9 60 Irregular width ... 2 2 10
180° 52' 14
1761 52' 7
67
17
N .  135' E. 7 43 A triangular piece 1 1 13
ch. Iks.
N. 1090 E. 4 43 1 50 1 2 27
115-451 8 88
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  27th May, 1873.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Warwick Agricultural Reserve up Emu Creek to Warwick Register
No. 485, parish of Robinson ,  county of Merivale, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the
provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force  in  this colony ,  a Plan and Book of
Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office ,  Warwick  ;  and all persons interested therein
are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this
date, any we ll -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-1797-W. WM .  HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF  REFERENCEOF  ROAD FROM  WARWICK AGRICULTURAL  RESERVE UP EMU CREEK  TO WARWICK
REGISTER  NO. 485, PARISH  OF ROBINSON ,  COUNTY OF MERIVALE ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC
ROAD UNDER  THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No.
I
0
91
4
0
eglster ReputedPortion of Road .  No. of Owner.
Saleo-
tion.
A triangular portion out
of the north corner of
Warwick Register No.
265
Commencing on the
no rt h -east boundary of
Warwick Register No.
265, and  ru nning south.
easterly to the western
boundary of Warwick
Register No. 106
W.B.
265
Occupier .  Bearings.
F. J. C. Unoccupied N. 6° 23' E.
Wildash
Length in Breadth I Area.
Chains.  of Road.
lks. A. a P.ohs .
23 48 Average 1
width of
portion
resumed
50 links.
The Crown Unoccupied  N. 140°  E. 13 86 2 chains 6
Commencing on the 106 The Crown Unoccupied N. 1400 E.  3 42 2  chains 1
6 Commencing on the 221 Jac .  Reeve Occupied by N. 77° 30' E. 29 12  2 chains 5 3 12  Cleared  land, oulti-vated with whe taweatern b-,undary  of Agent
selection  No. 221,  and and potatoes.
7
0
29 11  2 chains 5  3 12 Land partially  cleared
--otherwise uuim-
proved.
west boundary of se- land; west bound-
lectlon No.  106,  and ary of selection
ru nningsouth-easterly fenced.
to its south boundary
Commencing on the Wildash Occupied by N. 140° E. 2 57 2 chains 2 3 91 Fence crosses this
nort h boundary of "' and Rut -  Gate-keeper N. 100 13 22 portion,  but not
pre-emptive 27. Can- chinaon near  road.
ning Downs Run, and
running southerly and
about east by south to
its eastern boundary
Commencing on the F. J. C. Unoccupied N. 100 E.  40 78 2 chains 8 0 25 Open plain,  fenced
western boundary of "'  Wildash and pa rt ly culti-
portion 121, and run- vated under Indian
ning about east by corn.
south to west boundary
of reserve at its south-
east corner
running about east by
north to its eastern
boundary
Commencing on the 226 Jas .Mitche ll  Unoccupied  N. 77° 30'
western boundary of
Warwick Register No.
226, and running about
east by no rt h to its
eastern boundary
Commencing on the 227 W .  Groves Unoccupied N. 68° E.
western boundary of N. 81°
selection No. 2x7, and N. 105°
running asterly to
Esnu  creek
8 21 2 chains 4 0 34 Unimproved forest
11 00 land.
1 26
0 24 Old'  fence in road
near  south bound
ary.
1 2 Sandy  ri dge ;
box forest.
open
0 6 Unimproved forest
Remarks.
9 An irregular shaped ,,. F. T. C. Unoccupied N. 105°  E. 2 61 2 chains 0 1 12  Unimproved foxesportion out of the  Wildaah land.
north-east corner of
portion 120
10 Commencing on the ,,, F. J. C.  Unoccupied N. 56° 15' E. 40 65 2 chains  12 3 8  Unimproved ,  lightly
western boundary of W ildaah N. 72° 15' 23 06 timbered with
portion 119,  and run - apple  and gum,
nieg north -easterly 'Black soil.
and easterly to its
eastern boundary
11 Commencing on the ... The Crown Unoccupied  N. 70° E.
eastern boundary of N. 80° 5'
portion 119,  end run- N. 112° 30'
ning easterly and N. 908
north-easterly to Emu N.  60° 30'
Creek, the south N. 95°
boundary of Warwick N. 60° 30'
Register No .  618 N. 36;
IN. 29° 36'
N. 68°
IN. 9° 52'
A. strip of  land one12 618
chain wide ,  running
in a north-easterly
direeVon across a
pocket of Emu Creek
forming the south
boundary of Warwick
Register No. 618
L. Gillispie Unoccupied N. 9° 52'
N. 66° 52'
N. 23° 22'
25 00  2 chains 33  2 31 Unimproved forest
30 00 land.
6 00
2 00
8 00
30 00
11 00
16 00
25 00
6  08
40
1 80 1 chain
23 01t
2 80
2 239 Unimproved forest
laud.
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No. Portion of Road.
Register(
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Nsw ROAD--Boon  of  REFERENCE- continued.
13 Commencing on the left
bank of Emu Creek,
on the south boundary
of Warwick Register
No. 618, and running
about north by west
to the western bound-
ary of Warwick Regis-
ter No. 616
14 Commencing on the W. R.,
western boundary of No. 616
selection No. 516, and
running easterly to its
south boundary
15 Commencing on Emu ...
Creek, at the south
boundary  of Warwick
Register ,  No. 616, and
running easterly and
no rt h-easterly to road
in Warwick Register.
No.  485
Reputed
Owner.
The Crown
Occupier .  Bearings.
Five acres  N. 332°  52' E.
granted as 344° 59'
special ease  26° 45'
to S. McArs,  97° 10'
for saw-mill
Henry Page Henry Page  N. 97° 10' E.
83° 55'
80° 20'
The Crown Unoccupied N. 80° 20' E.
50° 21'
64° 4Y
103°  14'
37° 45'
97° 10'
41° 46'
80° 46'
88° 47'
72° 46'
141° 21'
126° 57'
29° 34'
58° 35'
117° 35'
123° 34'
40-
330-
294-
3500
3°
28° 45'
49° 8'
16° 30'
29-
3590
38° 30'
29° 17'
Length in Breath of Area  Remarks.
Chains. Road.
ohs. lks.  A. X.  P.
15 45 1 chain 8 0  32,  MoAra 's steam saw-
12 09 mill near road.
4 39
62
9 15 1 chain 2 0 0 Hut erected on selec-
9 79 Lion and land par
0 90 tlally cleared.
4
Irregular
14 ( width,
10 39 creek 6 0 0
10 no rt h02
boundaryL
17 20
3 80
6 54I
6 84
9 so
8
l
18
7 01
10 22 } 150 links 19 3 6 filnimproved forest
4 48 1 ridges.
10 51
6 18
14 52
b 08
20 00
2 31
4 55 2 chains 0 3 25 Emu Creek Crossing.
2 80)
16 60
10 00
29 00
12 50 150  links 12 3 14 (Unimproved  forest
12 00 ridges.
11 30
12 00
16 62J
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
G
REAT NORTHERN RAILWAY .-On and after  MONDAY, the  14th instant ,  the following Time
Table  wi ll  come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
stations
MilesUp Train, from West-Mixed. wood.
Stations. Down Train
mixed.
a.m. p.m.
Rockhampton.., ... 11' 0 Westwood ... 330
6 Graeemere  ... ... ... 11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing ,,, A
15 Stanwe ll .,. ... 12.0 15 Stanwell 4.30
24 Rosewood Crossing .., ,.. A 24 Gracemere 5. 6
30 Westwood  ... ... ... 1. 0 30 Rockhampton... 5.30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only ,  who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
I Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
£ R. d. £ s. d. £  R. d. 2 jr.  d.
Week ending June 14th, 1873 455 11 9 1,196 4 3 60 6 7 1,712 2 7
Corresponding  week last year... 377 11 9 857 6 10 46 15 6 1,281 14 1
Increase
Decrease
78 0 0 338 17 5 13'11 1 430 8 6
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
TIME TABLE.
Sd7THERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.- On and
 after MONDAY,
 9th September, 1872, the  following Time Table will come
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
PILES.
From Too-
Ipswich .  woomba.
8
12
18
21
25
29
88
49
Murphy's Creek
Highfields ...
Toowoomba ...
Mahoney's Gate
arrive  * 1.48 ... ... ... ... 23
.depart  *8.30 1.62 2.7  ...  8.27 ... 26
.,, ,,. 9.22 2.44
 2.59
 ... 9.19 ... 34
arrive 10 .10 3.32 8 '47 10.7 ... 41
depart ... 4.5 10.50 ... 3.55 ... ... 49
Gowrie Junction ...  arri ve
85 7 Gowrie Junction .., depart
901 121 For Williams' Camp ...
94 16 Westbrook  Crossing... ...
102 24 Cambooya ... ... ...
109 31 Emu Creek Siding ... ...
118 40 King's Creek ... ... ...
120 42  Clifton ...
131 63 A ll ora
140 62 Lyndhurst Road
143 65 Warwick
85 ... Gowrie Junction  ..  depart
90 ... Gowrie ... ... ...
97 ... Oakey Creek ... ... ...
106 ... Jondaryan  ... ... ...
114 ... Bowenville  ... ... ...
127 ... Blaxland ' s Siding ... ...
180 ... Dalby ...
.., B B ... ... ... ... 621
... ... *11.16 ... ... ... 58
... 50.45
*11.25 . ..  4.20 ...
A ... A ...
... A ... A ...
... 12.25  ... 5.20 ...
... A ... A ...
... 1'18 ,.. 6.13 ..,
... 1.28 ... *6.23 ,..
... 2'5 ... 7.0 ...
... A ... A ...
2.45 ... 7'40 ...
Dalby ... ...
Blaxland's Siding ... ...
Bowenvi ll e  ... ... ...
Jondaryan
 ... ... ...
Oakey Creek
 ... ... ...
Gowrie ... .
Gowrie Junction  ...  arrive
Warwick ... ...
Lyndhurst Road ... ...
Allora ... ... ...
Clifton ... ...
King's Creek . ...
Emu Creek
 Siding ...
Cambooys ... ...
Westbrook
 Crossing ...
For Wi ll iams '  Camp... .
Gow ri e Junction  ...  arrive
Mahoney 's Gate ... ...
... ... Gowrie Junction
 ... depart
52 65
 Toowoomba  ... arrive{ depart
61 ... Highfields .. ...
71 Murphy's Creek {derrivepart
81 ... Helidon ,,, arrive{depart
92 ... Gatton ... ... ...
101 ... Laidley ... ... ...
105 ... Victoria Tunnel
arrive
depart
112 Western Creek
118 ... Rosewood ...
122 ... Wa ll oon ... ...
130 ... Ipswich ... ... ...
109 ... Grandchester
* Trains meet here.
No.1,
Goods.
A.M.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
DOWN TRAINS.
No.2, No.3,
Mixed.  Mixed.
No.4, No.5.
]fixed Goods.
A.M.  A.M.  I A.M.
8'40
A
... A
... 9.58
... 10.30
... A
A.M.
... 8.5
 ...  ... 5.5
... A A ... - A
8.45 ... ... 5.45
9.22 ... ... *6.23
9.32 ... ... 6'33
A
,,.
 1025 ...  1-26
6.30 6.50
7.20 7.40
8.10 ..
... 08.30
9*10
9.26
... 10.0
... 10.29
A
. 11.4
*11.8
A
A
11.49
12.17
B
A A ... -A  -4
A A ... A
No. 9
Mixed.
P.M.
B
*11.25 *11.16 ... 8.26
11.65 11.44 8.56
... 124  11.50 ...
... 12.54 12.40 ...
... 1.44 1.30 ...
... *1.48 ... ...
... 2.28
2.4.9
3.18
... 3.47
... A ... ...
... 4.2.2
... 4.26
A
...
 -6-8
6.36
AR Day Tickets  issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo ll owing Monday.
Nora .-The Trains will stop only  at those places  at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains  marked thus,
 A, will atop  by signal to take up passengers  only ,  who will be  charged the  fare to the  Station  at which their  Journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to slight at those places can
only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to  the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the  time of  booking, from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they propose to alight,(]3) The Nos .
 2 and 3 Up, and  3 and 6 Down Trains  only, will, for  the present, stop at this Crossing,  subject to the foregoing regulation.
Goode Mains  will be run when necessary.
iaTATIOha.
No.1, No.2,
Goods.
 Mixed.
AP TRAINS.
No. 3, No.4,
Mixed.  Goods.
N0,5,  No. e,
X1Lts.
From From
RRATIOEL
Commissioner  P'or Railways1 Ofce,
Brisbane ,  30ih August, 1872.
into operation  until further  notice.
Mixed .
 Mixed .  Dalby .  Warwick.
A.M. A.M .
 A.M. P.M .  P.M. P.M.
Ipswich ... ... ... ... 10.0 ... ... ...  440
Wa ll oon ... ... ... ...  10.28  ... ... ... * 5.8 3
... Rosewood ... ... ... ... A ... ... A A 16
... Western Creek
 ... ...
 A ... ... A A 24
Grandcbester arrive  ... * 11.8 ... ... 5'47 33depart  ...  11.12  ... ... ...  5.51 40
... Victoria Tunnel ... ... A ... ... A A 46
... Laidley ... ... ... ... 11.49 ... ... ... 6.28
... Gatton ... ... ... ...  12.18 ...  ,,. 6'57 ...
Helidon arrive  ...  12.53 ...  ...  7'32 ... 3{depart ... 1.8 ... ... 7.47 ... 12
General Post O$ice,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  12th June, 1873.THE following avmm.RxEs of OBsERVATIOxs taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION,  ToowooMBA,  during the Months of January ,  February ,  and March ,  1873,  are published for general
information.
BAB0IIETER. MTOROMETEB.
Car, to  32° Fahr.
By His Excellency's Command,
THOS. L. MUS.RAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
SUMMARIES  OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT TOOWOOMBA ,  DURING THE MONTHS  OF JANUARY , FEBRUARY ,  AND MARCH, 1873.
LAT., 27° 3 4 '  S.;  LONG .,  152° 10'  E.;  1EIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN  S EA LEVEL, 1 ,960 FEET ; DISTANCE FROM SEA-COAST ,  80 MILES.
JANUARY.
maximum ... ...
Mean
Minimum
maximum
mean
Minimum
FEBRUARY.
Mgximnm
Mean
Minimum
MARCH.
JANUARY,
FEBRUARY,
MARCH.
Temperature of Temperature of
Air, Evaporatio n.
d A d 0 d a
°D N
 co  m N m m
28027 27.8791 •044 72.0 82.0 69.0 86.0
,,, 27-879 27.842 27.877 65.7 74-0 63.7 81.9
.,, 27-780 27.083 27.743 59.0 65.0 57.0 57.0
Humidity.
d a d a
d d .i d
Nco 00
70.0 87.0 1.00 •94
66.8 60.4 •80 •66
61.0 65.0 •64 •41
SELF -REGISTERING
TBERMOMETEE&
m
0 o M A F] dct,
aA e a a
,,, 27.076 27987 27988 75.0 83.0 76.0 72.0 74.0
885 27.816 27.853 677.2 761  85.4 64.0 679
••, 27.860 27.830,27.685 639 87.0 69.0 69.0 620
.,.
 28-691  28.063
.., 27.946 27910
... 2f-773 27.713
1870.
28083 73.0 83'0
27.730
 86.2 73.2
271 93 56.0
 57-0
71.0 70.0 74.0
63.7 62.6
 65,9
53.0 66.0  56-0
68.0 30.5
57.7 20.6
54.0
 12-0
1.00 161.0 124.0 65.6 86.0 62.0 30.5 •900
•83 130.9 101.3 581  762 57.2
{
189 •022
•72 84.0 73'0  42.0 66'0 49.0 8-0 •000
1873.- Mean  Shade Temperature  of Month, 67.8 degrees.
1872. „ 71.8
1871.  71,2
1870. 71.4
1873.- Mean Shade Temperature  of Month ,  69.4 degrees.
1872. 71.2
1871. „ 72.6
1870. ° 70.9
1873.- Mean  Shade Temperature of Month ,  67.4 degrees.
1672. 87.2
1871.  66.5
Total  Rainfall, 2.93 inches.
„ 4.70
2.72
2,46
Total Rainfall ,  5.88 inches.
2.76
2.19
6910 26 1258
70.0 1.00 94  94 166.0 125.0 67.0 86.0
62.6 •80  •84 •81 148.6 112.0 56.3 79.0
55-0 •69 •49 •68 117.0 87.0 48.0 72.0
69.0 1.00 94 .1.00 ... 128.0 86.0 87.0
609 •85 •88
 1 3  ... 102.3 54.8 75'3
53.0 •68 •38 •57 ...  63-0 46-0 685
Rain fe ll  on 12 day s.  Total Rainfall, 6 93 inches.
,. .. 19 „ 6'02
12 3'98
12 9x50
Rain fell on 11  days.
13
17
Rain fe ll  on 15 days.
12
12
65.0 27.0
57.4
 183
48.0 8.5
RAIN.  WIND. QWOD.
 OZONE.
c
a
•750
•100
•000
2310
•190
1)00
NO NW1 NO NWO NO NWO
WO SW0 wo BW1 WO SWO
8 1 BE 19  80 SE20 80 BE 22
E4 NE1 E9 NE2 EO NEO
NO NWI NO NWO NO NWO
WO SWO WO SW3 WO aWl
S1 SE18 81 BE18 80
 BE 29
84 8H2882 HE
 20  80
 BE 22
E0
 NEO  EO NE1 EO NEO
NO NWOINO NWO NO NWO
WO SW1 WO 8W5 WO SW3
El NE1IEO NE2 EO NE0
10 10
7.1 6.2
0 0
10 10
5.5 5.9
0 0
10
7.3
0
10
6.3
0
10 10 10 ... .. ..
7.1 5.9 6.0 .,. ...
0 0 0 ... ...
Electrical Observations -- 52 Positive
 ;  41 Negative .  Prevai ling Winds,  B.M.
50 „ 37
 B.E.
66 18 N.E., E.
78 10, N.E., E.
Elect ri cal Observations - 65 Positive ; 1% Negative . '-,:Pfevsiling Winds, B.E.
47 „ 36
 S.E.
60 „ 17 „ E., N.E.
76 8 ' ., N.E., E.
Electrical Observation -- 64 Positive ;  29 Negative .  Prevailing Winds, S.E.
72 „ 17 S.E., S.W.
76  14
 E
42 . 34 E., N.E.
bps
Summary of Dlreotion. 0-10.
2 p.m. 8 p.m.
d d
W N
8
 am.
The;eadinge of the  Barometer  at Tcowoomba  (1,960 test over  Mean  Bea Level )  are corrected
 to 32°  Fahrenheit only.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
-
Government Meteorologiosil Observer.
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Brisbane ,  13th June, 1873.THE undermentioned U claimed Property, now
in possession of the Toowoomba Police, will,
sunless previously claimed, be Sold  by  Auction at
.the Police Office, Toowoomba , on TESDAY, the
Jet  July next,  viz.
1 saddle
1 pair leggings
1 gun
1 violin
1 tongs
2 pistols, and
2 pieces of lead.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
PARLIAMENTARY  NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that it is intended in
the present Session of the Parliament of
Queensland ,  to apply for a Bi ll  to enable and  em-
,power  the Rockhampton Gas and Coke Company,
Limited  (incorporated under the provisions of "  The
Conspanset  Act,  1863"),  to manufacture Gas and
,Coke ,  and supply the same to the inhabitants of
4 he town of  Rockhampton  and its surburbs, and to
-empower the said Company to do all things
y  in and about supplying the same, and tonecessa r
dispose of the residuum from the said manufacture,
.and for other purposes therein mentioned.
Dated  this second day of June, A.D. 1873.
RETS R. JONES  AND BROWN,
Solicitors for the said Company.
403 . bs.
DI880  UTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
q1HR  Partnership  hitherto  existing  between
George  Watson  Birtwistle  and Arthur Knight,
..carrying on business under the name of  "  Birtwistle
and Ku ght ."  as' painters ,  glaziers ,  paperhangers,
hc., at Brisbane street ,  Ipswich, has thus day been
-dissolved ley mutual  consent . All debts due to or
by the  late firm will be received  and paid by the
.said  George Watson Birtwistle.
GEORGE WATSON BIRTWISTLE.
ARTHUR KNIGHT.
Witness - HENZY MAactis.
Ipswich, 13th June, 1873.
436 6s.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP. -
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Partnership
.L hitherto exi sting between Matthew Gardner,
Michael Donald Rein ,  and Thomas Williams,
carrying on business under the style or firm of
-" Gardner , K ean, and Williams ,"  was this day
dissolved by mutual consent.
The business ,  in future ,  will  be carried on by
Matthew Gardner and Michael Donald Keane, who
w ill
pall  debts  due by , and receive all  debts dueto the firm of Gar n r ,  Ke , and Wil liams.
Dated this 4th day of May, 1873.
MAT. GARDNER.
THOS. WILLIAMS.
Witness to the Signatures
of Matthew Gardner and
Thomas Wi ll iams :
CHAS.  POWELL.
M. D. KEAN.
Witness to the  Signature
of Michael  Donald Kean :
C. H. MooRE.
444 6s. 6d.
Vice -Admiralty  Court of Queensland.
IN CHAMBERS.
WEDxEaDAY,  THE 18T$ DAY OF JUNE ,  A.D. 1873,
IT is hereby notified that His Honor Sir JamesCockle, Chi f Justice of Queensland and udg
of the Vice -Admiralty Court of Queensland, has,
in  pursuance of the 30th and 31st Victoria,  c. 45,
s. 11, and in the event  of his  absence,  delegated all
his ministerial powers to  His Honor Mr. Justice
Lutwyohe, Deputy Judge of the said Vice-Admiralty
Court of Queensland.
By Order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Intestate Estates of George King and John
Mahoney, late of Springsure  ;  Charles Sey-
mour Thane, late of Goondiwmdi  ;  Nathan
Rodgers ,  late of  Vale of Herbert ;  Edward
Jones, late of Herbert River ; Robert Heller,
late of Rosewood Scrub ; John Henry Dent,
late of Tambo ; Patrick McQuade, late of
Georgetown  ;  James Ford, late of Tara-
winaba ;  John Smith, late of Dalby; H.
Haynes, late of Aramac Station ; Isabe lla
Clune, late of Brisbane  ; Cooks (Chinese),
late of Yarrol  ;  James Evans ,  late of the
Belyando ; and Rudolph  Bachman, late of
Comet Downs.
P
URSUANT  to Act of Parliament, 31 Victoria'
No. 10, all  persons having any claims against
the Estate of any of the above-named  deceased
persons, are to come in and prove their debts at my
Office, Queen street, Brisbane, on or before the
twenty-first day of August next, or, in default, they
will  be peremptorily, excluded from all benefit
accruing from the said Estates.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane ,  21st June ,  A.D. 1873.
440 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil of Wi ll iam Francis Clark,
Brisbane, andlate of Ann street ,  in the CA
1
of
dColony of  Queensland ,  gent eman,  decease .N OTICE is hereby given, that fter the xpira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this Honor-
able Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Probate  of the Will and Codicil of  the abovenamed
William Francis Clark, deceased, may be granted
to Michael Hughes, of the City of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, grocer ; John Gallwey,
of the same place, Sheriff 's Officer; and Rosanna
Clark, of the  same place , Widow of the said
deceased ,  the Executors and Execut ri x named in
and appointed  by the said Will.
Dated this 19th day of June, A.D. 1873.
W. E. MURPHY,
Proctor for the said Executors and Executrix,
439
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
68.6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Estate  of Samuel Weusley Blackall, late
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland,  deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that accounts of the
administration in the above Estate, from the
twenty-second day of February, A.D. 1871, to the
first  ay of June ,  A.D. 1873, having  been filed in
the office of the Registrar by Charles Lilley and
Daniel Foley Roberts, the duly constituted attor-
neys of Robert Blackall, administrator of the per-
sonal Estate  and effects of the said deceased, all
persons having  claims ,  or being otherwise  interested
therein, may come in before  me, at  my office,
Supreme Court House, Queen street,  Brisbane, on
or bef,)re the eighteenth day of July  next, to
inspect, the.  said accounts , and if they shall think
fit, object thereto.
Dated this eighteenth day of June, A.D. 1873.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
THoXAS WILLIAM DALY,
Proctor for the above- named Charles
Lilley, and Daniel Foley Roberts,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
437 6s. 6d.
384
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of James Wi ll iamson ,  late of New-
castle, in the Colony of New South Wales,
assistant postmaster, deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the pub lication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court ,  that Letters of Administration of all
the goods ,  chattels, credits ,  and effects of the above-
named James Wi ll iamson, deceased ,  who died
intestate ,  may be granted to Wil liam Edward
Mu. Thy, of Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
Solicitor ,  the duly constituted attorney of Mary
Ann Wi lliamson ,  of Newcastle, in the Colony of
New South Wales, the  Widow  of the said deceased.
Dated this 18th day of June, A.D. 1873.
438
W. E. MURPHY,
Proctor,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of James 'i l ackag,  of  Bris-
bane,  house painter.
W
HEREAS the said James Mackay was,
on the 6th day of June, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before  me, at  the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 7th day of July, A.n. 1873, to
commence  at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate, and for the election of a
Creditor's Assignee, if required, and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent, up to the
time of passing his last examination ,  and whether
any and what tools  and  wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same  glace,  on
MONAY, the 4th day of August, an. 1873, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate, and for such other  matters
connected with the Estate as may be required to
be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 7th day of June, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. Ll3TWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Assignee.
441 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Francis Edmund Nash,
of Brisbane ,  grazier.
W
the  said Francis  Edmund Nash
vV was,  on the 28th day of May, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 21st day of July, A.D. 1873, to  commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 12th day of June, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Assignee.
443 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Joseph Collett, of Red-
cliffe,  farmer.
7 HEREAS the  said Joseph Coll ett was, on
the 18th day of June, A.D. 1873, ad-
dged to be  an Insolvent , I hereby  appoint a
Fuirst Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden be-
fore me, at the Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 7th day of July, A.D. 1873,  to com-
mence at Eleven  o'clock, for the Proof of Debts
against the said Estate ,  and for the  election of a
Creditors '  Assignee ,  if required ,  andalsoto determine
whether any or what allowance for support shall be
made to the Insolvent  up to the time  of passing his
last examination , and whether  any and what tools
and wearing apparel shall  be allowed to the Insol-
vent;  and a Second Public Sitting  of the Court, at
the same place , on MONDAY, the 4th day of'
August, A.D. 1873, to  commence at  Eleven o'clock,,
for the proof of debts against the said Estate,
and for such other matters connected with the
Estate as may be required to be brought before the
Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 19th day of June, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. MISEIN,
Official Assignee.
442 6s. 6d.
NOTICE.TEE Scale of Charges  for the  inse rt ion of Advertise.
ments in the  Queensland Government  Gazette  is
as follows
Advertisements relating to Insolvent  c Intestate
Estates, or Letters of Administration , 6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relating to Impounded Stock, is..
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eight lines (or under),
and 3d. for every additional li ne, all owing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No  ADVSRTISEMENT
will, wa iNSrxTrD in the Gazette unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover  the cost of its insertion
according to the above scale.
ByiOrder,
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVERNMENT  PRINTER acknowledges  the receipt
of the following amounts I.-
X  e. d.
1873.
June 16.-A. McLeod ... 0 1 0
16.-G. Mountford ... ... 0 3 0
„ 16.-G. J. Boulter .. 0 7 0
16.-Gardner, Kean, and Williams 0 6 6
16.-A. Knight ... ... ... 0 5 0
16.-A. Goode . . ... ... 0 5 0.
,l
16.-F. Candish ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 16.-J. P. Lyons ... ... ... 1 1 020.-C. H. Moore . . . ... 0 0 2
20.-R. Fitzgerald ... 0 5 0
Impoiinbingo.
W Poundkeepers are reminded  that Advertisements.
of Impounded Stock  will be charged  for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no  such  Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by aremittance .ru(ficient to  cover the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED  at Nebo, from Grosvenor Downs, onthe 2nd June ,  1873 ,  by order  of C. E. Watson,
Esquire .  Driving, 10s.
One bay mare ,  SW over C over TU near shoulder, star.
on forehead ,  switch tail
If not released on or before the 5th July, 1873, wi ll  be
sold to defray  expenses.
432
A. GOODE, Poundkeeper.
1s.
981
IMPOUNDED  at Bowen, from Strathmore, on 20th
May, 1873, by J. S. Collings, Esquire. Driving,
10s. lOd. per head.
One black mare, like CR over 8 near shoulder,  9 over M
in circle off shoulder.
One black horse,  star , like J2 over M in  circle off  shoulder.
One black mare , {){j over AC near shoulder,  small  star.
One chesnut  mare,  blaze, like AR blotched  near shoulder,
off hind foot white.
One bay gelding,  near  fore  and hind feet  white, like
ace of  spades near  shoulder.
Also, from the Town Common, by R. H. Smith, I.P.C.
Driving, 1s. 2d. per head . Damages on entire , £2 10s.
One bay entire, star and snip, off hind foot white, like
ti over writing M near shoulder.
One chesnut  filly, star, like ti  over writing M near
shoulder.
If not released on or before 25th June, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
O. J. BOULTE R, Poundkeeper.
435  70.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from Albro, on the 2nd
June, 1873, by Messrs. J. and R.  McMaster. Driv-
ing, 15s.
One red and white cow, back quarter out of off ear, like
0 near shoulder, like T near rump ; white heifer calf
at foot, unbranded.
If not released on or before 5th July, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
IMPOUNDED  at Nebo, from Mount Spencer, on the
27th May, 1873, by order of G. A. Turner,  Esquire.
Driving,  3s. 4d . per head.
One bay  mare, star on forehead ,  like L near shoulder.
One brown colt,  star and snip ,  no visible brand.
One chesnut  mare, J near  shoulder,  r.i overJ near thigh,
blaze face.
One bay filly, blaze face, hind feet  white, no visible brand.
If not released on or befo re  the  6th July ,  1878, wi ll
be sold  to defray  expenses.
A. GOODE,  Poundkeeper.
433 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Western  Creek, on
the 13th June, 1873, by order  of Mr .  E. Pendar.
Driving , 4s. per head ; damages on entire, 10s.
One taffy colt,  silver mane and tail, like 0 over CH near
shoulder, star.
One bay entire, Q near shoulder ,  thigh ,  and cheek,
One bay mare, star, like CW near shoulder.
One bay horse,  JM over HB conjoined near shoulder.
One black filly, JM conjoined  near  shoulder.
If not  re leased on or before the 15th July, 1878, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
445 5s.
BRISBANE :
A. MoLEOD, Poundkeeper.
434 Is. Printed and Published by JAMES o. BEST,  Government Printer,William street ,  21st June, 1873.
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QuEENai.AND,I Proclamation  by The Mostto wit . Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl  of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Rose, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ; a Member
RoRMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and ita Dependencies.IN pursuance of th  powers ve ted in me by
"  The  Diseases in Cattle  Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And Y do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle , in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
aPttP.
No. 54.
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation by The Most
to wit . S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross. in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her  Majesty's Most  Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" Tke Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation: And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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Department of Public Lands, provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
'Brisbane, 26th June, 1873. the twenty-second day of July, 1873, at the Mary-
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to accept the resignation of
Mr. GEORGE STUPART,
as one  of the Trustees of the Gympie School of
Arts,  and to appoint
Mr. WILLIAM  JEREMIA$  DANIELL
to be a Trustee in his stead.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
QUFFNSLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit. s Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normauby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.e.) in the Peerage of Treland ; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in mevested, and
In  accordance with the provisions of the
sixty-first section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868," 1, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the Leases of the
following Selections of land, under the said Act,
are declared forfeited.
Register
No. of
Applies.
tion.
203
Name of Lessee.
John Atherton
Area.
A. R. P.
60 0 0
Land
Agent's
District.
Rockhamp-
ton.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEENI
QUEENSLAND,
I
Proclamation by the Most
to wit. s Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands  Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
borough Land Office.
No. of
Portion. .Name of Lessee . Area .
Land
Agent's
Dist ri ct.
A R. F.
*3 Angus Clerk ...
... 250 0 0
t1 Ditto ... ... 200 0 0
Mary.
22 Hort Brown ... 110 0 0 borough.
•  Forfeited Selection, No. 130.
t Forfeited Selection ,  No. 131.
Forfeited Selection ,  No. 132.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND Proclamation by the Most
to wit. 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mu]grave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANnr, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its  L ependencies.
IN pursuance  of clause  forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"  I GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor  aforesaid , with the  advice of the
Executive Council , do, by this  my Proclamation,
notify and  proclaim that  the lands hereunder
described  shall be open to Selection ,  under the
provisions  of the said Act,  on and after  TUESD :1Y,
the twenty-second day of July, 1873, at the St.
Lawrence  Land Office.
Register
No. of
Applica
tion.
Name of  Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
2  1  Harry W. Wran
A. R. P.
40 0 0 St. Law-
rence.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by The Most
to wit .  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one o&  "  The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868, "  I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
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the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twenty-second day of July, 1873, at the Rock-
hampton Land Office.
Description of lands resumed out of the  consoli-
dated runs, Panuco and Montrose, Port Curtis
District, under " The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868."
Area, 80 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Tooloombah
Creek, about one mile above the road crossing at
Tooloombah township ; thence by a line bearing
south forty degrees east about seven miles, crossing
Mamelon Creek to right branch of Deep or
Brussel's Creek ; thence by that creek upwards to
Connor's Range ; thence by that range north-
westerly about fifteen miles to the head of right
branch or Gilnorchie Creek ; thence by that creek
downwards to Tooloombah Creek, and by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Description of the boundaries of the Dundee and
lboloombah Runs,  in the  Port Curtis District,
which by reason of forfeiture for non payment
of rent, are  available  for Selection in pursuance
of " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868."
Area,  20 square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of Granite Creek
about twenty chains below an ironbark tree marked
1 in triangle  ; thence by a line bearing south forty
degrees east ,  crossing  Montrose Creek about seven
and three -quarter miles to Tooloombah Creek ;
thence by that creek and right branch or Gilnorchie
Creek  upwards to  Connor's Range ; thence by
Connor's Range  northerly about six miles to the
head of Granite Creek ; thence by that creek down-
wards to the  point of commencement.
Description  of the boundaries of Tivoli Run, in the
Port Curtis District,  which  by reason of for-
feiture for non payment of rent, is available for
Selection in pursuance  of " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1868."
Area,  36 square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of Tooloombah
Creek about  one mile  above the road  crossing at
Tooloombah township ; thence by  a line  bearing
south forty degrees east about 7 miles crossing
Mamelon Creek to right branch of Deep or
Brussel 's Creek ; thence by that creek downwards to
Tooloombah Creek ; thence by that creek upwards
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. 3 Honorable GEonGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and. Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described  shall be open to Selection ,  under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the fifth day of August, 1873,  at the Cardwe ll
Land Office.
Description of the boundaries of land  resumed out
of the Herbert Yale Run, Kennedy District,
under " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868."
44,862 acres.
Commencing at the junction of El hinstone
Creek with the Herbert River, and bounded thence
on the south-west by that creek upwards to its
junction with Broadwater Creek; thence by that
creek upwards to its head in Rockingham Bay
Range ; on the north by that range easterly to
Dalrymple Gap ; on the east by Mount Leech
Range southerly to the north boundary of Lanner-
cost Run ; on the south by that boundary bearing
west about 645 chains to the head of Midway
Creek ; thence by that creek downwards to its
junction with the Herbert River; and thence by
that river downwards to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of 640 acres applied for as a
Pre-emptive Selection, No. 95, and known as the
Long Pocket.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this  fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Ba ro n Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of York,
in the  Peerage of  the United King-
dom; and Baron Mulgrave of New
Ross, in  the County of Wexford, in
(L.s.) the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868,  1,  GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after WEDNES-
DAY, the sixteenth day of July, 1873, at the
Warwick Land Office.
Description of the boundaries of a portion of the
Emu Creek Run, in the Darling Downs
District, formerly held under pastoral lease,
which, by  reason  of forfeiture for non-payment
of rent, is available for Selection , in pursuance
of " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868."
Area, 14,145 acres.
Commencing at the south boundary of Selection
by lease, No. 122, at a point six chains from the
south-west corner, and bounded thence on the south-
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east by a line  bearing south- east  to the watershed
separating  Emu Creek from Farm Creek ; thence
by that watershed north-easterly about fourteen
miles ; on  the north- east  by the Great Dividing
Range north-westerly ; on the north-west by a line
bearing west-south-west about four and a-half miles
to Emu Creek, at a point 600 chains in a direct line
above the  east  boundary of Selection by lease, No.
119 ; then by Emu Creek south-westerly to the east
boundary of Selection by lease, No. 119; by that
boundary bearing south fifty-eight chains ninety-
four links ; then by the south boundary bearing
west  fifty- six chains  ; then by the east boundary of
Selection by lease, No. 120, bearing south forty
nine chains  and seventy links ; then by the south
boundary bearing west fifty chains ; then by the
east  boundary of Selection by lease, No. 122,
bearing south thirty-two chains fifty-five links, and
by the south boundary bearing  west  thirty-four
chains  to the point of commencement.
Given under any Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House ,  Brisbane , this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three,  and in  the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, '  Proclamation  by the Most
to wit.  3 Honorable GEORGE A uGus r is
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normauby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount N or-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in  the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANRY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council , Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of clause  forty-one of  " The Croifn
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
second day of July, 1873, at the Toowoomba Land
Office.
No. of
Portion.
*644
Name of Lessee.
W. Gillis
Area.
A. R. P.
197 1 24
Land
Agent's
District.
Too-
woomba.
*  Forfeited Selection ,  No.  644.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD S4VE THE QUEEN
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by the Most
to wit 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, ViscountNormanby,
and Baron Mulgrave of Mulgrave, all
in the County of York, in the Peerage
of the United Ringdom; and Baron
(L.s.) Mulgrave of New Ross, in the County
NORMANBY, of Wexford, in the Peerage of Ireland ;
Governor.  a Member of Her Majesty's Most
Honorable Privy Council, Governor
and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of  1868,"  I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the  advice  of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
second day of July, 1873, at the Maryborough
Land Office.
No. of
Portion Name of Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
A. H. P.
*243 W. J. Willis ... 84 0 0 Mary-
f232 Ditto ... ... 1257 0 0 J borough.
*  Forfeited Selection , No.  487.
t  Forfeited Selection, No. 340.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND , 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(a.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
'Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
second day of July, 1873, at the Toowoomba Land
Office.
No. of Land A ent's
Portion. Area . Parish.
g
District.
A. R. P.
212 30 3 14 Geham ... Toowoomba.
213 30 3 14 ditto ... ditto.
214 30 3 14 ditto ... ditto.
215 30 3 14 ditto ... ditto.
216 30 3 14 ditto ... ditto.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN ;
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QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. J Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
pN pursuance of clause one of  "The Homestead
J Areas Act  of 1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and  proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be and are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection  as Home-
steads , and not otherwise, at the Land Office,
Toowoomba, on and after TUESDAY, the first
day of July, 1873.
Selec-
t ion No.
72
selector's Name.
Jae. Wiblin
Area.
A. R. P.
103 0 0
Dist ri ct.
Toowoomba.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
Ifouse, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit . j Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of Mul-
grave ,  all in  the County of York, in
the Peerage  of the United Kingdom ;
and Baron  Mulgrave of New Ross, in
(L.s.) the ` County of Wexford, in the Peer-
NORMANBY,  age of Ireland  ;  a Member of Her
Governor .  Majesty 's Most Honorable Privy
Council, Governor  and Commander-
in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of clause  forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE. Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor  aforesaid , with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the first day of July, 1873, at the Land Offices of
the districts in which they are respectively situated.
No. of
Port ion. Name of Lessee. Area.
Land Agent's
District.
A. B. P.
•3&4 'Jas .  Salter 69 0 0 Gympie.
t38
Parish.
Coomera 90 0 0 Beenleigh.
t41 Ditto 20 0 0
•  Forfeited Selection ,  No. 31, Gympie.
t  Parts of Forfeited Selection, No.  26,  Beenleigh.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
OT1CE is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant
I mentioned in the Schedule hereunder written,
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Titles to Land Act of  1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, by  an instrument  endorsed on such Deed of
Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony,
describe the land intended to be granted, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, it shall
be taken to have been inserted in the Grant, and in
every Deed containing the erroneous description,
and such Grant and every such Deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant.-16th  March, 1864.
Name  of Grantees.-Frederick William  Dunsdon,
and Samuel  Henry Dunsdon.
Description of Land Granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in Our said Territory, containing by
admeasurement seventy-seven acres ,  be the same
more or less , situated in the county of Aubigny,
and parish of Toowoomba, portion 60, in the Too-
woomba Agricultural Reserve, commencing at the
north- east  corner of portion 26, on the left bank of
Gowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the west by
the eastern boundary line of that portion and of part
of portion 59, bearing south thirty-one chains to a
road one chain wide ; on the south by that road
bearing east forty-five chains to Gowrie Creek ; and
on the north-east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement,-being the land proclaimed
as Lot. 56, on the 18th September, 1861.
Correct description of Land  intended to be
granted.-County. of Aubigny, parish of Toowoomba,
portion No. 60, in the Toowoomba Agricultural
Reserve, containing 112 acres-commencing at the
north- east corner  of portion No. 26, on the left
bank of Gowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the
west by the eastern boundary line of that portion
and of part of portion No. 59,  bearing  south forty
chains  and sixty-nine links to a roadone chain wide ;
on the south by that road  bearing  east forty-four
chains and  twenty links to Gowrie Creek ; and on
the north-east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of party applying for Instrument.-Fred-
erick William Duns on.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th June, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently set apart for Customs  purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS PURPOSES AT BUNDABERG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, town of Bun-
daberg, allotments  5 and 7 of section  26.
2 roods 29 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the  Burnett
River, at the north corner of allotment No. 3,
and bounded thence on the south-west by the
north-east boundary of allotment 3 south-easterly
one chain and eighty-four links to Quay street ; on
the south-east by Quay street north-easterly four
chains ; on the north-east by the south-west boun-
dary line of allotment 9 north-westerly at right
angles  to Quay street one chain and sixty-seven
links to Burnett  River ; and on the north -west by
that  river upwards to  the point  of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  20th June, 1873.
AREA  FOR MINING  LICENSES , QUART-POT
CREEK, DISTRICT  OF DARLING DOWNS
SOUTH.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thas
the area hereunder described ,  within the limit-
of the Reserve on Quart-Pot Creek, near the junct
tion of Thirteen -mile Creek ,  in the District of Dar-
ling Downs South ,  shall be available for Mining
Licenses ,  under the provisions of Section 33 of
" The Mineral  Lands Act  of 1872,"  on and after
MONDAY, the 7th July, 1873.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
DESCRIPTION OF RESERVE AVAILABLE FOE MINING
LICENSES.
Area, 20 acres.
Extension 4.
Commencing at the north-east corner of mineral
selection No. 427A; thence bounded on the north
by a line east twenty chains, crossing Quart-Pot
Creek ; on the east by a line south ten chains ; on
the south by a line west twenty chains, crossing
Quart-Pot Creek; and on the west by a line north
ten chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PuRPosEs AT TOWNSVILLE.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah,
town  of Townsville. Allotment 17 of section 5.
1 acre.
Commencing at the south corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the south-west by Stokes
street north-westerly five chains to Walker street ;
on the north-west by that street north-easterly at
right  angles  to Stokes street two chains ; on the
north-east by south-west boundary lines of allot-
ments 1 and 16 south-easterly parallel with Stokes
street five chains to Sturt street ; and on the south-
east by that street south-westerly two chains to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1873.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes  named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR A PRIMARY  SCHOOL  AT NOEMANBY.
County of Churchill, parish of Normanby.
2-acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing  307 degrees, and distant one chain from
the west corner of portion 58, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that road bearing thirty-
seven degrees five chains; on the north-east by a
line bearing 307 degrees four chains ; on the north-
west by a line bearing 217 degrees five chains to
another road one chain wide, and on the south-west
by that road bearing 127 degrees four chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A.  PRIMARY SCHOOL AT  TENT HILL.
County of Churchill, parish of Gatton.
4 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Blackfellow's
Creek at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the north by that road
bearing west seven  chains and  fourteen links, on
the west by a line bearing south three chains and
eighty links, on the south-west by lines bearing
121 degrees five chains and twenty-four links, and
eighty degrees three chains and ninety-three links
to the aforesaid creek, and on the east by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1873.
W
HFREAS, by the twenty-fifth clause of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A. HOSPITAL AT STANTIIORPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of ,Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe, allotments  1, 2, 3, and 22, of
section  10.
2 acres 17 perches.
Commencing  at the south-west corner of the
section , and bounded thence on the west by Short
street northerly four  chains and  fifty links ; on the
north by the south boundary lines of allotments
4 and 7 easterly at right angles to Short street four
chains and seventy links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 21 southerly parallel
with Short street four  chains and  fifty links to
Connor street;  and on  the south by that street
westerly four chains and seventy links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOB A CEMETERY  AT WESTWOOD.
County of Pakington, parish of Westwood,
portion 40.
15 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
each two chains wide, and bounded thence on the
north by one of said roads bearing east sixteen
chains and forty-five links to a road one chain and
a-half wide; on the east by that road bearing south
nine chains and twelve links ; on the south by
portion 41 bearing west sixteen chains and forty-
five links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the west by that road bearing north nine chains
and twelve links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOB A  MAGAZINE AT TOWNSVILLE,
CLEVELAND BAY.
County of Elphinstone.
Redcliff Island, situated in Cleveland Bay, in
east longitude one hundred and forty-six degrees
fifty minutes forty- two seconds , and south latitude
nineteen degrees fifteen minutes and twenty-eight
seconds.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th May, 1873.
THE following  amended  description of the
boundaries  of the Drayton and Toowoomba
Cemetery is published  for general information.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY, DRAYTON AND
ToowooM$A.
Amended Description.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
10 acres 1 rood 34 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing east, and distant
one chain from the north-east corner of portion
269; and bounded thence on the west by a road
one chain wide bearing south fourteen chains and
sixty-nine links to another road one chain wide on ;
the south by that road bearing east three chains
and ninety- one and a-half links to a road one and
a-half chain wide ; on the south-east by that road
bearing north eighteen degrees twenty -one minutes
east eighteen chains and nineteen  links to another
road one chain wide ;  and on  the north -west by that
road bearing south seventy -four degrees fifty-one
minutes west ten chains  and four links to the point
of commencement.
ALSO,
County  of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
26 acres 1  rood 12 perches.
Commencing  on a road one chain wide at the
north- east corner  of portion 268 ; and bounded
thence on  part of the north by that road bearing
east ten chains  to another road one chain wide ;
on the east  by that road bearing south fifteen
chains and sixty -two links to another road one
chain wide ; on the  remainder  of the north by that
road bearing east four chains and  fifty-nine links
to a road one and a-half chain wide ; on the south-
east  by that road  bearing south  eighteen degrees
twenty-one  minutes  west eight chains and forty-
two and three-quarter links ; on the south by a
line bearing  west twelve  chains and  eighteen links ;
and on the west by a line bearing north twenty-
three chains and sixty-two links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th May, 1873.IN pursuance 9f the twenty-fourth section of
" The Croton Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purpose named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR  HARBOR PURPOSES AT TOWNSVILLE
(CLEVELAND BAY).
County of Elphi• nstone, parish  of Coonambelah.
23 acres.
Commencing  on the shore of Cleveland Bay at
a point bearing north sixty degrees twenty-four
minutes  west and distant  about four chains from
the north corner of the Hospital Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south-west by a line and the
north-east boundary of that reserve, bearing south
sixty degrees twenty-four minutes east about
thirteen  chains  and fifty links  to a sma ll  salt-
water  creek ; on the south- east  by that creek
downwards to Cleveland Bay ; and on all other
sides by the shore of that bay northerly, westerly,
and south-westerly to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A. QUARRY FOR ROAD PURPOSES, AT
ROCKHAMPTON AGRICULTURAL  RESERVE.
County of Livingstone, parish of Nicholson,
portion 64.
52 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
south by one of said roads bearing cast forty
chains to another road one chain wide ; on the east
by that road bearing north thirteen chains ; on the
north by portion sixty-five bearing west forty
chains to the other aforesaid road ; and on the
west by that road bearing south thirteen chains to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands A lienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid " Peel Island," Moreton Bay, will be per-
manently reserved for Public  purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Ali enation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named  with respect to
each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING GROUND AND WATER, ON
THE MAIN TOWNSVILLE ROAD.
County of Elphinstone.
201 acres.
Commencing on the Main Townsville Road ten
chains wide at a point bearing 200 degrees thirty
minutes,  and distant seventeen links from a gum-
tree marked R ; and bounded thence on the north-
east by that road bearing 170 degrees forty-nino
chains and one link ; on the south by a line bearing
west forty-five chains and ninety-one links ; on the
west by a line bearing north forty-eight chains and
twenty-six links ; and on the north by a line bearing
east  thirty-seven chains and forty links to the point
of commencement.
WATER RESERVE  AT THE  IPSWICH AGRICULTURAL
RESERVE.
County of Churchill, parish of Mutdapilly,
portion  210.
129 acres  2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of a road, one
chain wide, with another road one chain and seventy-
two links wide, and bounded thence on the east by
the last-mentioned road bearing north twenty-seven
chains and sixty links ; on the north by portion
211 bearing west forty- seven  chains to another road
one chain wide ; on the west b that road bearing
south twenty -seven  chains andy sixty links to the
other aforesaid road ; and on the south by that road
bearing east  forty- seven chains  to the point of
commencement.
WATER RESERVE AT THE IPSWICH  AGRICULTURAL
RESERVE.
County of Churchill, parish of Mutdapilly.
184 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on a road  one chain  wide at the
north-west corner of portion 16, and bounded thence
on the south by a line bearing east forty-four  chains;
on the east by portion 14, and a road bearing north
thirty-nine chains ; on the north by a line bearing
west fifty chains and sixty- seven links  to the afore-
said road ; and on the south-west by that road
bearing 170 degrees thirty-nine chains and sixty
links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th  May, 1873.
IN
pursuance  of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby noti fied for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes of a site for a
Benevolent Asylum, Rockhampton.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
DESCRIPTION.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
town of Rockhampton, allotments  1, 2, 3, 4, 7,
8, 9,  and  10,  of section  18.
4 acres 36 perches.
Commencing at the north corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north-east by West
street  south-easterly eight chains ; on the  south-east
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by the north-west boundary line of allotments 5
and 6 south-westerly at right angles to West street
five chains and thirty links to Lennox street ; on the
south-west by that street north-westerly parallel
with West  street  eight chains to Albert street ; aad
on the north-west by that street north-easterly'five
chains and  thirty links to the point  of commence-
ment.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1873.
Y
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
1 1 Crown Lands  Alienation  pct of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown .  lands are
permanently  reserved from sale  for any public
purpose , notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Road purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  ROAD PURPOSES TO GIVE ACCESS TO
PoRTIoN 26 B, BANGA$oo POINT.
All that piece of land situated in the county of
Stanley, parish of South Brisbane, being subdivisions
twenty-two and twenty-four of eastern suburban
allotment thirty-five, containing by admeasuremen
nineteen  perches and two-tenths of a perch, more oa
less, commencing in a street at the south-east
corner of subdivision twenty, and bounded thence
on the south by that street bearing north seventy-
nine degrees east one chain and twenty links; on the
east by the west boundary line of subdivision
twenty-six, bearing north eleven degrees west one
chain ; on the north by a line at right  angles one
chain and twenty links south-westerly ; and on the
west by the east boundary line of subdivision
twenty bearing south eleven degrees  east  one chain
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th Apr il , 1873.
W HEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth  section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently set apart for the purposes named with
respect to each.
bearing east  four chains and thirty -five links ;
on the  east  by a line bearing north four chains ; on
the north by a line bearing west five chains and
sixty- links to the Brisbane road ; and on the
south-fivweest by that road bearing 162 degrees four
chains  and twenty-one links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  NATIONAL  SCHOOL, PINE RIVER.
County of Stanley,  parish  of Bunya.
10 acres.
Commencing at the north- west corner  of portion
56, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing west  nine chains  ;  on the west by a line
bearing south three  chains and  sixty links to a
small creek  ;  thence by that creek  upwards to a
point about south, and distant four chains and
fourteen links from the  termination  of the  last line ;
on the south-west by lines and a road one chain
wide bearing eighty-six degrees one chain and
twenty-six links, 172 degrees two chains and two
links, and 124 degrees eight chains and seventy-six
links ; and on the east by a line bearing north
fourteen chains and fifty links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE  FOR CEMETERY,  RAVENSWOOD.
3 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 107 degrees,
and distant about forty-two chains from the south
corner of Hackett's homestead, and bounded thence
on the north by a line bearing  east  five chains ; on
the east by a line bearing south six chains ; on the
south by a line bearing west five chains ; and on
the west by  a line  bearing north six chains to the
point of  commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for  general information
that  in cases where  applicants for Mineral
Lands  are desirous , before survey, of  amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the  lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th January, 1873.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR THE PURPOSES  OF THE IPSWICH AND
WEST  MORETON  AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICVL-
TURAL SOCIETY.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich, town of
Ipswich, section 32.
5 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the north by South
street easterly ten chains to Thorn street ; on the
east  by that street southerly at right angles to
South street five chains to Roderick street ; on the
south by that street westerly ten chains to Gordon
street ; and on the west by that street northerly
five chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  NATIONAL SCHOOL, TOWNSVALE,
LOGAN.
County of Ward, parish of Loyan.
2 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane road one chain and
fifty links wide at the west corner of portion
18, and bounded  thence on the south by a line
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited  Act at the  under-mentioned  offices, on
the foll owing dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
It the Land Office, Brisbane, on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING  DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in  each month.
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At the Land Office, Warwick,  on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office,  Condamine ,  the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the  second  Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIs DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY  AND BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the LaRd Office, Norman River Settle
ment, on the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
A. the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
aay in February, 1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, andthereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office , Springsure , on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above , will be duly notified from time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation  of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
T
HE  first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,,,hewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
PERSONS desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
r Brisbane , 30th August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS SEEKING SUITABLE SELEC-
TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS.
IMMIGRANTS or others who do not  possess
sufficient local knowledge to enable them to
select land in suitable  situations without visiting
the ground  accompanied  by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that arrangements will be made, if induce-
ment offers, to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the Moreton Distract, as
y be indicated,  to assist  them in their search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
All persons requiring  assistance  of this nature
are requested to advise this Department, in writing,
as to the localit they wish to settle in, and also
forward a fee of ten shillings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor, when, if a sufficient number
of persons are found to join, the Government will
immediately undertake to organize one or more
parties.
In the  event of there  being no party  despatched,
the fee of ten shillings  will be returned ,  on applica.
tion. to the person paying same.
J. MAT ON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
F
OR the convenience of persons desirous to have
lands, whether surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward for sale by auction, it is hereby notified
for general information, that instructions have been
issued to the Land Agents tc, open in their respec-
tive offices, a book, in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration f the Minister
for Lands, when, if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in the next proclamation of sale.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
VV2
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
W rW ITH the view of facilitating the transaction ofbusiness  at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every.possible  assistance  is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for land or seeking
information on matters connected with the working
of the Land Acts-even to the extent of filling up
forms of  application and transfers, &c., for illiterate
persons, if there is time at the officer's disposal ;
and that any Land Agent, or other Officer, receiving
and appropriating fees for  clerical assistance to his
own use, on  the matter being reported, will be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner , and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will  be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary for Public Lands.
Crown Lands  Office,
B ri sbane,  21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions  of the 41st section of "  The Pastoral
Leases  Act of  1869" for renewed leases for ibur-
teen years  of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
31st  December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be  obtained at his office. These Applica-
tiona  will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration  of the existing
leases, as prescribed  in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Land&
the advice of tbeExecutive Council, has been pleased'
to confirm the said portion of road; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Beenleigh  ;  and all  persons intending to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby re-
minded that notice must be served upon the Colonial
Secretary, within forty days from the date hereof,
in such manner and form as are provided in the
sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they
will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
f3-49-W.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th June, 1873..
NEW ROAD-PARISH OF ST. RUTH,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 24th
March, 1873, folio 589,  Government Ga-
zette,  relative  to the opening of a New Road from
Dalby to St. Ruth, Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to con-
firm the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Dalby;
and all  persons  intending  to claim  compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must  be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as  are provided in the sixth
section  of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever  foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-2236.
Department  of Public Works,
Roads Branch,
Brisbane, 25th March, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given,  that any person or
persons removing any stone, gravel, loam, or
other material from any public road, or who, by the
careless use of fire ,  shall injure or destroy any
bridge or culvert ,  or damage any approaches  thereto,
or who shall fall  any timber across any public road,
or injure .  any road by drawing timber along it,
otherwise than on wheels ,  will  be proceeded aga in st
as the law directs.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th Jane, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND  NOTICE.
WITH  reference to the Notice issued from the
Pub li c Works Department ,  dated 19th
July ,  1872, folio 1071,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road leading
to the Wharf Reserve ,  Hotham River ,  and no ob-
eons having been received to the same ,  Notice is
ere b given , in  accordance  with the Act 4 WilliamIT., No. 11, that His Exce llency the Governor, with
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1873.
NEW ROAD-PARISH OF DALBY, COUNTY
OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH  reference to the Notice dated 31st
March, 1873 ,  folio 628,  Government Ga-
zette,  relative to the opening of a New Road from
Dalby to Lagoon Reserve, Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 Wi lliam
IV., No.  11, that His Exce llency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion  of'
road ; and it is therefore hereby declared ex-
pedient to open and make the road referred to,
according  to the Plan  and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor -General, B ri sbane,
and the Po lice  Office, Dalby ;  and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road ,  are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days  from the  date hereof ,  in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred  to, or they  will  be forever foreclosed,
from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-2236-Works.
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Department of Public Works,
Gold Fields Branch,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1873.
ETHRIDGE GOLD FIELDS.
During the Month ended 31st May, 1873.
MIIRRs' RIGHTS.
No, Name . No. Name.
T is hereby notified for general information thatI ,
'
619 F. Schulemaker593 C. Ashfield 45451 the under-mentioned Miners Rights and ,,
Business  Licenses have been returned  as issued in 45,594 Ah Chew 45,620 J. Roach621 E. Pocant595 Chow Fat 4545
the Gold Fields Districts respectively specified. ,,45,596 J. Sutherland 45,622 A. Jeff
623 J. S. Smith597 H. Edwards 4545WM. HENRY WALSH. ,,45,598 J. O'Dea 45,624 B. Payfor
HansenDonnel 45 625 J45 599 J 0 , ., ..
626 J. Johnson45 600 D. Campbell 45ROCgHAMPTON GOLD FIELD. ,,45,601 You Tea 45,627 W. Smith
During the Month ended 31st May, 1873. 45,602 P. Cummings 45,628 R. Walker
Ward603 J Orchard 45 629 C45
MINERS' RIawrs.
., . ,
46,604 N. Renstrom 45,630 Quin Chee
No Name NameNo
45,605 J. Williams 45,631 J. Campbell
.. .. 45,606 D. Dick 45,632 C. Bride
48,300 William Hill 48,311 All Nyel 45,607 Ah Kie 45,633 J. Elliott
48,301 Dominic  Bresson 48 ,312 Fe li x Martin 45,608 H. Poggie 45,634 T. Saunders
48 302 Charles Crogen 48,313 James Spring 45,609 C. Rogers 45,635 T. Lea,
48 303 Thomas  Willet 314 J. W. Brookes48 45,610 H. Leovens 45,636 H. Breede,
304 Henry Wilkinson48
,
48,315 Edward Warinan 45,611 Hang Hi 45,631 0. McSweeny,
306  Geofrey Hawkins48 316 William Bailey48 45,612 T. Walters 45,638 0. McSweeny,
306 John Odgers48
,
317 Thomas W. Heap48 45,613 T. Walters 45,639 J. Kelly,
48 307 All Sue
,
318 James Coffey48 45,614 R. White 45,640 W. Fleming,
48 308 Lame Shoe
,
48,319 Robert Ballard 45,615 M. Turner 45,641 J. Williams,
48,309 Michael Ryan 48,320 Yan Nee 45,616 A. Jackson 45,642 F. Getzinger
310 Robert Hayes48 45,617 M. Spruhan 45,643 F. Getzinger, 45,618 M. Spruhan
Busn ss LICENSES.
No. Name.  No. Name.
3,266 Hugh  Savage  3,268 James Chappel
3,267 Richard R. Reed 3,269 Ah They
BIISIxRss  LICENSE.
No. Name.
2,196 *.1 J Healy
RAVENSWOOD GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 31st May, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
CHARTERS TOWERS, BROUGHTON, AND CAPE
. RIVER GOLD FIELDS.
During Month  ended gist may, 1873.
Mix$Rs' RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
No. Name. No. Name. 56,143 Thomas Halpin 56,190 Scarth, sen.
081 J. S. Gordon041 Edward Stansby  6161 56,144 Charles Amos 56,191 Scarth, sen.,,
082 Thomas Stark042 John Jackson  6161 56,145 John Jones 56,192 Scarth, Sen.,,
083 John Wanan043 Tim Chong 6161 56,146 James Suttor 56,193 P. Hishon,,
084 Alex.  BrooksWilson  6161 044 Geo 66,147 Ed. Cunningham 56,194 W. McCord,, .
085 Thomas RaineWolff  6161 045 F 56,148 Ed. Cunningham 56,195 John McCord,, .
086 Thomas StewartBrown 61046 Thos61 56,149 Ah Chong 56,196 Isaac Alandson,, .
047 Peter Tebbe 61,087 Hugh McGlimm61 56,150 Ah Lee 66,197 John Magnoson,
088  Wm. WalkerEdwards  61048 W61 C 56,151 Henry Gwynn 56,198 J. L. Wretling,, . .
089 L.  MickilingCaffall 61049 Henr61 66,152  J. T. Haughton 56,199 James Power,y,
090 F. B. Wise050 M. Ryan 6161 56,153 Alex. McKay 56,200 Bernard Thompson,,
091 Alex. Johnston061 Theodore Peter 6161 66,154 Bobert Douglas 56,201 Win. Black,,
092 Walter Rose052 Ja .  Constantine 6161 56,155 John Brady 56,202 San Chung,,
093 Enos Warburton053 J .  Searle 6161 66,156  Thomas Walton 56,203 Ah Ye,,
054 Henry Paige  61,094 J. Thompson61 56,157 James McGrath 56,204 Chin Pack,
095 John McLoughlan055  John Phelps 6161 56,158 Benj. Carey 56,205 Ah Kent,,
056 Fred .  Wi ll iams  61,096 C.  Matthews61 66,159 Benj. Carey 56,206 Ah Kons,
Marcopolo  61 097 F. Campbell057 P. N61 56,160 William Kitchen 56,207 For Sue,.,
098 Je. Wilson61,058 John Smith  61 66,161  Sim  Si 56,208 Ah Look,
099 Charles Roger059 Benjamin Smith 6161 56,162 Herbert Johnstone 56,209 All Sow,,
100 John LewisCavanagh 61060 Thos61 66,163 William Dorrat 56,210 Ah Cheo,, .
101  All  ChewCavanagh  61061 Thos61 56,164 F. Hutchinson 56,211 Ah See,, .
102 Henry TraceyKelly  61062 Ml61 66,165 Ah Sam 56,212  Ah Chang,.,
103 Wm. George063 John Thomisson 6161 66,166 John Dean 56,213 Lee Long,,
104 Ml. Carr064 Ah Chow 6161 56,167 Alex. Cromer 56,214 H. Hubert,,
105 Emily HillChisholm 61065  Wm61 56,168 Jno. Lyons 56,215 F. McKee,, .
106 Pat. Earl066 John Ardry 6161 56,169 H.  Matthews 56,216 Edward Brady,,
107 Js. Ormiston067 John Wilbie 6161 56,170 James Martin 56,217 Robert Galbraith,, 56 171 Josiah W Keeble Butchard56 218 Wm61,068 Thos.  Vallely 61,108 H. Kunstler , .56 172 Ah Loo
, .
219 Pat McQuode56109 Thos. GovinMoorfield 6161 069 J J , p , .,, . .
110 Chas. KeefeMcDone 6161 070 Thos 56,173 Thomas Combs 56,220 Terence McQuode,, .
111 Geo. CalvertRankin  6161 071 Robt 56,174 A. T. Lude 56,221 Thomas Butler,, .
112 Geo. CalvertAndrews 61072 Geo61 66,175 Joseph Drake 56,222 Levi Seller,.,
113 Chas. GardinerBannan  6161 073 Js 56,176 Thomas Courts 56,223 James Hickson,, .
114 Chas.  Gardiner074 John McHo ll and  6161 56,177 John Arps 66,224 Henry Bethel,,
115 Sarah M. SmithLauer 61076 Geo61 56,178 John Mawks 66,225 Thomas Rankin,.,
116 Henry Morton076 John King 6161 56,179 Andrew Sponger 56,226 Thomas Jones,,
117 J. M.  M'Croesauustus Abraham  6161 077 Au 56,180 Charles Hunt 56,227 J. Connelly,g,
118 J.  M. M'C ro asanMoLelland 6161 078 Wm 56,181 Herman Bode 56,228 George Mitchell,.,
119 John M'Ara079 Richard Thomas 6161 56,182 Heinrich Wohlen 56,229 Dan Roland,,
61,080 Alex. Cock 61,120 Chas.  Rogers 56,183 Heinrich Darham56 184 Kenneth Clarke
56,230 Thomas Wilson
ust  Paradis231 Au56,
Busue as LloaxsEs. 56 185 John Worral
, g
Thompson232 Wm56No. Name.No Name ,
.,
. .
4 269 Js Rutter 274 Antonio B litz4 56,186 Francis Symonds 56,233 Hugh Gibbie, .
4 270 Ah Sam
,
275 Joseph Tait4 56,187 Daniel Follet 56,234 W. B. Stanhouse
'
,
4 271 On Wah & Co
,
276 Ah Neu4 56,188 Henry Camp Keefe66,235 Cornelius O, .
4,272 Ja. Ormiston
,
4,277 John  Su ll ivan 56,189 Wm. Spalding 56,236 Hugh Robertson
x,273 Ah Chong
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CHARTERS TOWERS, BROUGHTON, AND
CAPE RIVER GOLD FIELDS--oonti.
During the Month ending 31st May,  1873-continued.
MINEaa ' Blown.
No. Name.
66,237 Wm .  Redmond
56,238 Bernard Flood
56,239 Patrick O'Mara
56,240 Philip Corrol
56,241 John Stuart
56,242 James Eng li sh
56,243 Henry Middleton
56,244 J.  Baxter
66,245 A.  F. Mosman
56,246 Thomas Brandon
56,247 John Barber
56,248 Robert Ho llowell
56,249 James Brennan
66,250  John Wyder
56,251 David Arthur
66,252 George Winkel
56,253 E .  J. Anderson
56,254 J . Conner
56,255 Thomas Mills
66,256 Thomas Mi ll s
56,257 Thomas M il ls
66,258 John McFaddin
56,259 James Karnich
56,260 J. H. Robertson
56,261 John Schwarel
56,262 James Coombe
66,263 McMoloran
56,264 J .  W. Power
66,265 J. W. Power
56,266 John Wilson
56,267 Samuel Martin
56,268  All  Sam
66,269 John Lake
56,270 Jos.  Moslin
56,271 W.  N. Russell
56,272 J. McKillop
66,273 B. Sylva
66,274 J .  Romberg
56,275 C. H. Lloyd
56,276 G. Kerr
No. Name,
56,277  P. Moran
66,278 W. Frennan
66,279 P .  Fitzgerald
56,280 J. Davey
56,281 J .  Pearson
56,282 W. Cook
66,283 James Brophy
56,284 Giles Hoyle
66,285 D. M. Robson
56,286 A.  McPherson
56,287  W. Adams
56,288 K. McDonald
56,289 F. Reid
56,290  W. H. Clarke
56,291 F. Smith
56,292 F. Stamp
56,293 E. Powell
56,294 P .  Bennett
56,296 Thomas Kelly
56,296 E. Griffiths
56,297 J .  McFaddin
56,298 J. Moore
56,299 J.  English
56,300 E .  Borghero
56,301 J. Gorlitz
56,302  J .  T. Jones
56,303 J. Kirk
56,304 G. Evans
58,305 G. Davis
56,306 E. Davis
56,307  P. Murrane
56,308 C .  Kreppendorf
56,309 James Alles
56,310 John  McIntyre
66,311 John Swan
56,312 James O'Brien
56,313 M. F. McNamara
66,314 A.  Kramer
56,315 Peter Mullins
ISSUED AT THE BBOUGHTON ,  AND CAPE ,  AND SEVENTY
MILE
No. Name. No. Nsine.
56,651 Geo .  Humphreys 66,693 Hope
56,652 T .  Fraser 66,694 Ah Chong
56,653 A. Cameron 66,696 Qunn Moy
56,654 George Frazer 56,696  All  Sue
56,655 J. Dever 56 ,697 Ah Na
66,656 J .  Young 56,698 Ah Nu
56,657 Tim Guon 56,699 Ah Luce
56,658 Cone Sum 66 ,700 Ali Ling
56,659 Sie Gon 56 ,701  All  Qua
56,660 James Young 56 ,702  Ali  Chong
66,661  Ali  You  56,703 Ali Shoo
56,662 Young Sue 56,704 Al' See
56,663 W .  Heibritter 56,706 Ali  Poo
66,664 Ah Look 66,706 Jack Coo
66,665  Al'  Ching 66,707  Ali  Why
66,666 Ali Hing 66,708 Wil lie Al' Sue
56,667 Ali Fat 56,709 Ali Hum
66,668  Al'  Nei 56,710 Ah Sam
66,669 All Sam  56,711  Hing Chow
56,670  All  Pa 56,712 How Choo
66,671  All  Que  66,713  All  Hum
66,672  Ali  Teck  56,714  All  Ping
56,673 Ali  Tong  66,716 Al' Lang
56,674 All  Quo  66,716 Ah You
66,676 Ah Youan 56,717 Ah Tim
66,676  Al'  Nee 56,718 W. Cauffiam
66,677 Ali Nee 56,719 J. MoAllan
56,678 Ali Ching 66,720 Ala Nee
66,679 Que Hook 66,721 Ah Qua
56,680 Won Tim 56 ,722 Ah Sam
66,681 Ali  K it 56 ,723 Ali Ring
56,682 Al' Chong 66,724 Ah Sue
66,683 Seeng 66,725  All  Sam
56,684 Henry Hobbs 66,726 J .  Chambers
56,685 Henry Hobbs 56,727 Sam Qua
56,686  Ali Poo  66,728 Ah Look
56,687 Kong 66,729 Ali Ching
56,688  All  You 66, 730 Un Foot
66,689 Ah Sam 66 ,731 Al' Gam
56,690 Hang Ti 66 ,732 Ah Lee
66,691 Young Shin 56,733 Al' Heem
.66,692 Yah Chong 66,734 Wook Sue
ISSUED AT  THE  BROITGHTON,  AND CAPE, AND SEVENT!
Maas-continsed.
M iNaas' RIeHTs - continued.
No. Name.
56,735  Moon Sue
56,736 Ali For
56,737 Thos. Weary
66,738 Joe .  Bunting
56,739  Al'  Sue
56,740  Richard Hess
56,741 A.  McKaske ll
56,742 George Suter
No. Name.
56,743 W. Marsh
66,744 Henry Asher
66,745 H. Fitzgerald
56,746 B. Andrews
56,747 W . Parker
56,748 W.  Parker
56,749  Wil liam  Percy
66,750 Wi lliam Rodgers
Bvanraes Licsxese.
No. Name.  No. Name.
4,366  Wing On 4,377 Henry (James)
4,366 W .  A. Rose & Co .  4,378 Brodziack ,Rodgers,
4,367 John Carroll  and Lemel
4,368 B. B'ornelye 4,379 Qui Ying
4,369 Lee Luang and Ali 4,380 Hong Chung
Ohee 4,381 Dermott Henry
4,370 Brodziaok ,Rodgere, 4,382 E. Tyler
and Lemel 4,388 Jemmy Canton
4,871 Antonius Blitz 4,384  G. E. Broadleg
4,372 Ali Ho 4,386 Charles O'Neil
4,373 G. H. Buchanan 4,387 Sue Quo
4,374 J. Alassid 4,388 W. A. Rose &  Co.
4,375 Kate Woods 4 ,389 Edward Beaton
4,376 R. Coulter 4,390 R. S. Worry & Co
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
REPORTED DANGER IN INNER ROUTE TO
TORRES STRAITS.
R. It. F. Scott, master of the schooner
" Three Brothers," reports the  existence of a
dangerous shoal patch in latitude 15° 35 '  S., in the
following position --
Mount Cook,  bearing  ... N.W. by W. J W.
Rocky Islet ... ... S.W. by W.
Scott 's Patch lies about two-thirds  of a mile
from the track laid down on the Admiralty Charts.
When discovered ,  the water  was breaking over
it, and shoal  water appeared  to extend from it to
the westward.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane ,  24th June, 1873.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
LIGHT ON LADY ELLIOT'S ISLAND.
ON or about  1st August the Temporary Light on
Lady Elliot' s Island will be replaced by a
4th-Order  Revolving Light, showing Flashes at
half-minute intervals.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane ,  19th June, 1873.
NOTICES TO MARINERS.
SHOAL NEAR CARTIER'S ISLAND.
C APTAIN Edmonds, of the  barque  "  Woodbine,"
reports ,  that when about eight miles north-
west of Cartier 's Island ,  in latitude 12° 22 '  S., and
longitude 123° 55 '  E., he found shoal water and got
one cast of ten fathoms.
From the mast-head the shoal appeared to extend
to the northward and north -westward ,  as far as the
eye could reach ,  and in places to have  very  li ttle
water on it.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports  and Harbors,
Brisbane , 17th June, 1873.
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TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, ETC.
DESIGN FOR PROPOSED WHARFAGE.
THE Government having in contemplation the
Leasing of the River Frontage in Petrie's
Bight, Bri sbane River, with a view to the erection
there of Wharves, according to an approved plan,
hereby invite competitive designs for the same.
A premium of One Hundred pounds will be
awarded for the most approved ,  and Fifty pounds
for the next approved, design. The accepted
designs to become the property of the Govern-
ment.
The principal objects and requirements sought
,for in these  designs are :-
1st. Permanency of structure.
2nd. Depth of water sufficient to allow a vessel
drawing 17 feet to float at low water, with a
depth at face of wharves of not less than 14 feet.
3rd. The greatest possible accommodation for
shipping that the site will  admit of without inter-
fering with the navigation of the river.
4th. Easy access for drays to and from the
wharves.
6th. Means of connecting the line of proposed
wharves with those above, or  that  may at any future
time  be constructed below such wharves.
6th. Adaptability of design for use of tramways
.along the wharves, if such should be hereafter
required.
The drawings submitted by competitors  must con-
sist of a general plan drawn upon a scale of 30 feet
to one inch ,  showing the proposed arrangement of
wharves and site for warehouses , &c., connected
therewith, together with carefully prepared detail
drawings showing method of construction , &c., upon
Aa scale of  not less than 4 feet to 1 inch, with all
necessary dimensions figured on .  An estimate of
,cost and general speci fication of the proposed works
must also accompany the designs.
A plan of the ground has been prepared by
Government , giving  soundings  of depth  of water
along the proposed site of wharves, lithographic
copies of which can be obtained by intending
compe ti tors upon application  to this  Office.
Designs must  be lodged at the Treasury by noon
on MONDAY, the 14th July, and must have
Z
pended to them a motto, but no name ; and with
e Design must be a separate enclosure containing
the name of the Designer, and the motto he has
appended to the Design.
Further particulars may be obtained from the
Portmaster , Captain G. P. HEATH, R.N.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The T re asury,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1873.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 10th June, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANS.
B
RANCHES  of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana ,  Beenleigh ,  Bowen  (Port  Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamu lla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Gympie,
Ipswich, Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough ,  Milchester ,  Mount Perry,
Murphy a Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton ,  Roma, Shipping Office
(B ri sbane ),  Springsure , S. and W. Railway, Stan.
thorpe, St .  George, St .  Lawrence ,  Surat, Tambo,
Taroom,  Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards wi ll  be received
from any depositor ,  subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will  be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding  £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four unds per cent .  per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will  be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will  be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person ,  at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane , 13th June, 1873.
REGISTRATION OF LETTERS.
II
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve of No. 48 of the Post Office  Rules and
Regulations being amended ,  to read as  follows:-
48.  All letters, packets ,  and newspapers, to be
registered must, in addition to the postage, have a
stamp by way of fee, which will be affixed thereon
by the Postmaster.
To take effect from the 1st July next.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
On and aft er  the 1st July,  the Registration fee
wi ll  be reduced to four pence  (4d.), payable by
ordinary postage stamps.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23fd June, 1873.
THE following Rules of the Brisbane  Hospital
having been approved by His Excellency the
Governor in Council, are hereby published for
general informa ti on.
A. H. PALMER.
RULES OF BRISBANE HOSPITAL.
ADOPTED BY THE SUBSCRIBERS IN PUBLIO MEETING,
ON 10TH  JUNE, 1873.
T
HE object of the institution is to  afford medical
and surgical  aid and treatment to in-door and
out-door patients.
Government.
1. The government of the Brisbane Hospital is
vested in the Governor in Council and. in the sub-
scribers,  and administered on their behalf by the
committee.
Life  subscriber..
2. Donors of  £ 10 in one sum shall  be life sub.
scribers ,  and may recommend one in -patient and
four out-patients annually.
Annual subscriber. of £1.
3. Donors of  £1 in one sum shall  be subscribers
for the current year,  during which they may recom-
mend one in-patient and one out-patient,  or four
outpatients.
Additional  donations.
4. For every additional donation of £1 in one
sum, a subscriber may so  recommend one in-patient
and one outpatient ,  or four out-patients.
£8 donations.
5. A donor of  £ 8 in one sum  as an annual sub-
scription may, until the end of the current year,
have one patient constantly in the hospital.
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Meetingsofsubscribers.
6. All  meetings of subscribers shall be called by
the Secretary ,  by advertisement in the Brisbane
newspapers ,  one week before the day of meeting,
and on the morning of the meeting.
7. Every  subscriber shall be qualified by pay.
ment of a subscription of £1 to one vote ; of £2,
and up to £5 ,  two votes  ;  of £5 and upwards, three
votes.
Elections.
8. No subscriber shall be elected to any office or
to the committee who has not, on or before the
day of election, signified to the secretary, in writing,
his willingness to act.
9. In contested elections the voting shall be
by ballot, the chairman sha ll  appoint two scrutineers,
and the poll  shall  remain open for one hour after
the delivering of the first vote. If the  votes are
equal, the chairman shall have  a casting  vote.*
Annual meeting.
1.0. An annual meeting of subscribers shall be
held on the third Thursday of February in each
year.
11. The subscribers in such annual meeting shall
receive  the report of the  committee and auditor,
elect three members of committee, and one auditor,
and transact any other  business  of which ten days'
notice shall have been given to the secretary.
12. The report of the committee and auditor,
and a statement of business to be transacted on
notice ,  shall  be advertised in Brisbane newspapers
and printed and distributed  amongst the subscri-
bers for the past and current year ,  at least seven
days before the day of the annual meeting.
Special meetings.
13.  The committee, or any five  or more sub-
scribers, may require the secretary to call, within
fourteen days, a special meeting of subscribers.
The occasion of calling such meeting shall be stated
in the requisition and advertisement.
14. No business shall be transacted at special
meetings of subscribers, except that for which they
have been called.
15. Any vacancy occurring in the elected mem-
bers of committee or auditors ,  may be filled up at
a special meeting of subscribers.
Quorum.
16. Ten shall  be a quorum of an annual or special
meeting. Half-an-hour's grace shall be allowed for
the formation of a quorum ; and if at that time ten
be not present, the subscribers present shall have
power to adjourn.
Visiting  surgeons.
17. No person shall be eligible  as visiting sur-
geon unless certificated by the Queensland Medical
Board.
Committee.
18. The committee shall consist of a chairman
annually appointed by the Governor in Council, of
six members  (three of whom shall be annually
appointed by the Governor in Council, and three
elected annua lly by the subscribers from among
themselves).
19. Three shall be a quorum of committee, and
if a quorum shall not be formed within twenty
minutes after the hour of meeting ,  the meeting
shall  lapse.
20. The committee shall  appoint a sub -committee
to supervise  the dietary,  internal ,  and sanitary
arrangements of the institution, and report to the
committee weekly.
21. Contractors for supplying the hospital, their
agents, or their sureties, shall not be eligible for
seats on the committee .  The seat of any member
becoming or being such contractor, agent, or surety,
shall be forthwith vacated.
*
Mode of voting is provided for in sec. 6 of 29 Via .,  19: " It shall
be lawful for any contributor to any hospital duly qualified to
vote at any lega lly convened pub lic meeting of the contributors to
any such hospital to vote either in person or by proxy as he or
she may think proper .  Provided that no vote either by person or
by proxy shall be allowed unless the cont ri butor so desiring to
vote sha ll  have paid his or her subscription and become qualiJled
-one month prior to the holding of such meeting.
22. The committee shall  transact all  necessary
business in relation to the hospital, and shall have
the entire regulation of the hospital  ;  but always
in pursuance of the rules.
Sittings of Committee.
23. The committee may appoint  a house surgeon,
consulting surgeons ,  visiting  surgeons  (notexceeding
four ),  dispenser ,  secretary ,  and matron ,  or such of
the foregoing as are required  from time  to time, and
all  necessary officers and servants ,  and may remove
any person so appointed.
24. In the  absence of the chairman ,  the members
present sha ll  elect a chairman  for the day.
25. The chairman shall not vote  except to give
a casting vote.
26. The committee shall sit every  Monda y-, and
on the first Monday  in each month to authorise the
payments  of moneys due.
27. Every visiting surgeon shall have  a right to
attend the meetings of the committee.
28. The  meetings  of the committee shall be open
to the members of the press.
29. The seat of any member  of committee (the
chairman excepted) who is absent without leave
from six consecutive weekly meetings ,  shall be
declared vacant at the next  meeting
30. The committee shall immediately  report to
the Colonial Secretary any vacancy  occurring in the
appointed members.
Treasurer.
31. The committee shall elect a treasurer from
among themseives, who shall keep for inspection in
the committee-room  a list  of subscribers. On the
first Monday in every month, he shall lay before
the committee a statement of moneys due, in order
that the accounts may be considered and passed.
He shall render to the committee a quarterly
account of all receipts and disbursements on the
second Monday in January, April, July, and
October respectively. He shall deposit the funds
in such banks as the committee may direct, in the
name of the Brisbane Hospital.
32. All payments exceeding £1 shall be made by
cheques, signed by the Treasurer ,  a member of the
committee present at the time such payment was
authorised ,  and the secretary.
Expenditure of Fund..
33. No special expense exceeding £20 shall  be
incurred in any one week by the committee,  unless
notice in that behalf have been given at a preceding
sitting of the committee.
Tenders.
34. The committee shall, early in November in
each year, call for, and on the second Monday in
December following, decide on, tenders for the
supply of necessaries for the ensuing year.
Auditor.
35. The auditor may examine the accounts of
the treasurer every month. He shall certify as
to their correctness every quarter, and countersign
the financial statement presented at the annual
meeting of subscribers. The Government may in-
spect the accounts at any time.
36. Patients considered admissible, may be ad-
mitted-(1.) On the  recommendation of a subscriber.(2.) On a guarantee of a subscriber.
(3.) By daily payment of  a sum fixed by the
committee.
Patients shall, if able, pay the full expense of lodg-
ing, board ,  and medicine.
37. The patients shall furnish to the house sur-
geon all information necessary for Government re-
turns, or the statistics of the hospital, or the
guidance of the committee, and shall obey the
directions of the officers of the hospital in all res-
pects.
Patients not admissible.
38. No pregnant female for  the purpose of con-
finement, no person insane , epileptic,  or  in curabl
diseased , and no child under five years  of age, shall
be admitted ,  except in the case of  accident or for a
surgical operation  ; but the house  surgeon shall  have
discretionary power to admit in such prohibited
cases, subject  to the approval of the committee.
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Recommendations.
39. The  committee  shall cancel the  recommenda-
tion  of any patient able to pay the hospital  charges,
or for medical  attendance .  No subscriber shall
knowis
We
recommend any such patient.
40. The  committee  may  cancel the recommenda-
tion of any out-patient three months  after its pre-
sentation.
41. In  all  cases of patients chargeable to the
Government ,  an order under  the hand of the Colo-
nial  or Under -Colonial Secretary ,  Immigration
Agent, or Water or City Police Magistrate of
Brisbane ,  sha ll be deemed  a sufficient guarantee.
FORM OF RECOMMENDATION.
2b the Committee of the  Brisbane  Hospital.
I recommend
187 .
residing Payable at
I am, Gentlemen,
Your obedient  servant,
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46) has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit  to this Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. App licant .  Situation. Parish. Area
1 F. T. G re gory  .. ..  Road separating portions 96, 102, and
103, from portions 95,104, and 106
2 F. T. Gregory .. .. Road separating portions  106, 107,
108, and 109 ,  from portions 68, 69,
105, and 104
8 F. T. Gregory .. .. Road separating portions 125, 126,
116, 116, 114, and 113, from por-
tions 132, 138, 136, 137, 140, and
141 .. .
4 F. T. Gregory .. Road separating portions 117, 116,
and 136, from portions 115 and 137
Gowrie ..
Gowrie
Gowrie ..
Gowrie
A. B. P.
5 1 6
4 1 0
6 0 16
4 1 28
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1873.
IT is hereby notified  for general  information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868  " (31 Victoria, No. 46),  has been made  for the closing of the under-
mentioned  Roads ; and all parties who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department  their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
a
App licant.
O. A. J.  Woodcock ...
Ditto
situation.
Road  separating  portion 196 from portion 198a
Reserved road  through portion  197 ... ...
Tinana ...
Parish.
Tinana ... .«
Area.
A.  B.  P.
2 133
5 0 18
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned  Road ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit  to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDIILE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situatio n.
at , by occupation
a fit object of charity  as an  [ in or out] patient.
, Subscriber.
FORM OF GUARANTEE.
No. 18?
To the Committee of the Brisbane Hospital.
Gxrrnum,
In consideration  of your admitting the bearer,
, into the Brisbane Hospital ,  I hereby
promise to pay to the  order of the  treasurer of the
Brisbane Hospital,  on demand,  the sum of Three Pounds
sterling.
Pa ri sh. Area.
A.  B.  P.
Auckland 3 1 01 I R. Harvey ... ... ... I Road separating  portion 99 from por-
tions 82 and 83
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 18th  June, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Clifton Railway Stati on to Clifton Homestead Area ,  parish of Tooth ,  county
of Aubigny ,  Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 Wi ll iam IV-„
No. 11 ,  and now in force in this Colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line
of Road above -mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane, and at
the Police Office, Drayton ; and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing,.
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month  fr om this date ,  any we ll -grounded objec ti ons
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-2129-W. WM, HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD  moat CLIFTON RAILWAY  STATION TO CLIFTON HOYBaTBAD  Amu
PARISH OF TOOTH ,  COUNTY OF  AuBIGNY,  TO BE PROCLAIMED as A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Port ion of Road .
1 Commencing on the no rt h boun-
dary of road from Clifton to
Ellangowan in Pre -emptive 8,
and running about west-no rt h-
west to its no rt hern boundary
2 Commencing on the no rt hern
boundary of Clifton Pre-emptive
8, and running north -westerly
and westterly to the eastern
dary of Clifton Homestead
Reputed Owner . Occupier . Bearings. Length BreadthIn Chains .  of Boad.
che. W. A.
William B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 335°  E.... 26 52 150 links 3
The Crown .. Held  under X. 335° E.  8 48 150 „  29
pastoral  lease 3070 86 21
byW.B.Toothl 269161' 122 11
soil  plain, and
open box and.
gum forest.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  2nd June, 1873.
NEW  ROAD.-FIRST  NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient to
open a new Road from Gympie Road to Rush Creek, parishes of Redclife and Whiteside, county of
Stanley, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in  force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office,
Brisbane ;  and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of thus
Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the
formation  of the Road  in question.
By Command,
73-1957. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM GYMPIE ROAD TO Bran CREEK ,  PARIBHEs OF REDCLIFFE AND
WHITESIDE ,  COUNTY OF  STANLEY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4  WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Port ion of Road.
Register
No. of Reputed
Wee - Owner.
tion.
Occupier .  Bearings. Length in Breadth ofChains. Road. Area .  Remarks.
I cbs. lks.  A.  R. F.
1 Entering north -east ... G.  Gordon  ...  Unoccupied N. 2830 E. 7 68 1 chain  ...  0 3 8 Open forest land,
boundary of portion not fsced In nor  -
37, parish of Bedcliffe, improved.
and going out west-
ward across its north.
west boundary
Entering the south -east  ...  R. Little  ...  Unoccupied N. 2839 E .  18 78 1 chain  ...  1 3 20 Open forest land,
boundary of portion not fenced In.
38, parish of Bedcliffe,
and going out west-
ward across its north-
west  boundary
7 An irregular piece, .. .  B. Little  ...  Unoccupied General bear- Greatest Greatest 2 3 20 Open forest  ;land..
entering south boun- ing, length, width, not fenced  In.
dary of portion 38,  N. 1410 B. 12 50 4 ohs. 90Ike.
parish of Redeliffe, and
going out westward
across Its western
boundary
Entering the south -east ... B. Little  ... Unoccupi N. 2939 E .  0 98 1 chain  ...  4 2 3 Open forest land
boundary of portion N. 253° it. 10 97 „ not fenced in.
39, parish of Redcliffe ,  N. 2769 E. 12 87
and going out west- N. 342°  E. 2 16
ward across its north -  N. 150° it. 5 15
west boundary ,  and N .  192° 30' E. 8 42 -
south-eastward across H. 2360 E. 2 60 l chn .801ks.
its southern and east-
ern boundari es
N. I87914' E. 3 274 Triangular area ,  being 906  I  J. Foreman J. Foreman1J eastern comer of selec-
tion 28,  parish of
Whiteside
Greatest 0 1 21  Forest land, feneed
width ,  off on one side
240 chains
Remarks.
A. P.
3 3Q  Open black-
soil  ridge, and
lightly tim-
bered with
box and apple
2 3 Open black-
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  12th June, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open a new Road from Tinana Creek t  Tincan Bay, parish of Bidwell, county of March,
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and
now in  force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office,
Maryborough  ;  and all  persons interested therein ,  are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of
the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation  of the  Road in question.
By Command,
73.1941-W. WM. HENRY WALSH.
Boon OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM  TINANA  CREEK To TINANN BAY, PARISH OF BIDWELL ,  COUNTY OF
MARCH ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER  THE ACT OF  COUNCIL  4 WILLIAM  IV .,  No. 11.
No. Po rt ion of Road.
1 Commencing at the
south-west corner of
portion No .  54, and
running easterly along
its southern boundary
to the south-east
corner
2 Commencing at the
western boundary of
conditional selection
No. 63,  M. Reg., and
running easterly to
its no rt h-east corner
Register
No. of Reputed Owner . Occupier .  Bearings , i Lengthhain Breadthf  B & Area. Remarks.selection.
,c o oa
ohs. iks . A. A. Y.
Freehold... 0. de Libert  ... 0. de Libert  ...  970 30' 40 48 1 chain 4 0 5 Scrub land, un-
63 0. de Libert  ... 0. de Libe rt  ...  970301 41 33 1 chain 3 3 30
improved and
unfenced.
Thickly tim-
bered, unim-
proved and
unfenced.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th June, 18V3.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Ipswich towards Wivenhoe, parish of North, county of Churchill,
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this Colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Bri sbane, and at the
Po lice Office ,  Ipswich ; and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive Council ,  within one month  fr om this date ,  any we ll -grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-2086-W. WM. HENRY WALSH.
Boon  OF REFERENCE OF A PORTION OF THE ROAD FROM IPSWICH TOWARDS WIVENHOE, PARISH OF
NORTH ,  COUNTY OF CHURCHILL ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  ROAD, UNDER  THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of  Road .  Reputed Owner . I  Bearings.
1 Commencing on the  out  boundary C. Spann  ...
of Portion 25 (selected), running
no rt h -westerly to the no rt h
boundary
2 Commencing at the south boundary 0. Bolth  ...
of Selection 139. running nort h-
westerly through that selection
3 Commencing at the south boundary Riehd .  Edwards
of Selection 128, running no rt h -
westerly through that selection
4 Commencing at the south boundary John Frederich
of Selection 142, running no rt h-  Schumann
westerly to the west boundary
6 Commencing at the east boundary Frederi ch Dra-
of Selection 144, running no rt h- helm
westerly to its no rt h boundary
6 Commencing at the south boundary W. Theuerkauf ...
of Selection 155,  running  no rt h-
westerly to its west boundary
Length
in Chains. Breadth of  Road .  Area .  Remarks.
chs. lks, ohs* Iks, A. E. P.
N. 118° 15' E. 9 44 1 50 4 3 0
143° 14 33
N. 143° E. 12 84 1 60 3 3 33
142° 13 68
N.  142° E . 14 63 1 60 8 2 10 Partly oul-
149° 30'  13 46 tivated.
165° 15' 15 89
N. 165° 15' E. 9 60 Irregular width ... 2 2 10
180°
176°
52'
52'
14
7
67
17
N. 135° E. 7 43 A  triangular piece 1 1 13
ch. lks.
N.109°  E. 4 43 1 50 1 2 27
115° 46' 8 88
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 27th May, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
f
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a  new Road from Warwick Agricultural Reserve up Emu Creek to Warwick Register
No.  485,  parish of Robinson ,  county of Merivale ,  Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the
provisions of the Act 4  William IV.,  No. 11, and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of
Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office ,  Warwick  ;  and all  persons interested therein
are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this
date, any well -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
73-1797-W.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM  WARWICK AGRICULTURAL  RESERVE UP EMU CREEK TO WARWICK
REGISTER No. 485, PARISH OF ROBINSON ,  COUNTY OF  MERIVALE, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD UNDER  THE ACT OF C OUNCIL 4  WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Port ion of Road.
Register
No. of Reputed
Selec - Owner.
tion.
Occupier . Bearings. Length  BreadthChains.
of Road. Area.Chains, Remarks.
J chs. lke .  A. it. P.
1 A triangular port ion out W.R.  P.  J.C. Unoccupied N. 6° 23'E. 23 48 Average  1 0 24  Old fence in road
of the north  corner of 265  wildash width  of near  south bound-
Warwick Register  No. portion ary.
265 resumed
50  links.
2 Commencing on the  ...  The Crown Unoccupied N. 140° E. 13 86 2 chains 1 6 1 2 Sandy  ri dge ; open
north-east boundary of
Warwick Register No.
265, and running south.
easterly to the western
boundary of Warwick
Register No. 108
Commencing on the 106 The Cro wn  Unoccupied N. 140° E.
west boundary of se-
lection No .  106, and
running south -easterly
to its south boundary
Commencing on the ... Wildash Occupied  by N. 140° E.
north  boundary of and Hut -  Gate -keeper N. 100
pre-emptive 27, Can -  cbinson
ning Downs Run, and
running southerly and
about east by south to
its eastern  boundary
b Commencing on the
western boundary of
portion 121, and run-
ning  about east by
south to west boundary
of reserve  at its south-
east corner
6 Commencing on the
western boundary of
selection No.221, and
running about east by
nort h to its eas tern
boundary
7 Commencing on the
western boundary of
Warwick Register No.
226, and running about
eas t by no rt h to its
eastern boundary
8 Commencing on the
western boundary of
selection No. 227, and
running eas terly to
Emu Creek
9
is
11
An  irregular  shaped
port ion out of the
no rt h -eas t corner of
portion 120
Oommaacing on the
western boundary of
portion 119,  and run-
ning no rt h-easterly
and easterly to its
eastern boundary
Commencing on the
eastern boundary of
port ion 119, and run-
ning easterly and
north -easterly to Emu
Creek ,  the south
boundary of Warwick
Register No. 618
12 A strip of land one
chain wide, running
in a no rt h -easterly
direction across a
pocket of  Emu  Creek
forming the south
boundary of Warwick
Regbter No. 618
box forest.
3 42 2 chains 1 0 5 Unimp ro ved forest
land; west bound-
ary of selection
fenced.
2 57 2 chains 2 3 91  Pence crosses this
13 22 portion, but not
near road.
F. J. C. Unoccupied N. 100 E.  40 78 2 chains 8 0 25 Open plain, fenced
Wild as h and partly culti-
vated under Indian
corn.
221 Jno .  Reeve Occupied  by N. 77°  30' E. 29 12 2 chains 5 3 12 Cleared land, culti-
Agent vated with wheat
and potatoes.
226 Jas ,Mitcbell Unoccupied N. 77° 30' 29 11 2 chains  5  3 12  Land part ially cleared
-otherwise unim-
proved.
227 W. Gro ves Unoccupied N. 68° E .  8 21 2 chains 4 0 34 Unimp ro ved forest
if.  81° 11 00 land.
N. 106° 1 28
F. J. 0. Unoccupied N. 105° E.
Wild ash
2 51 2 chains 0 1 12 Unimproved fores
land.
F. J. C. Unoccupied N. Be- 15' E. 40 65  2 chains 12 3 8  Unimproved ,  lightly
Wildash N. 72° 15'  23 06 timbered with
apple and gum.
Black soil.
The Crown Unoccupied N. 70° E .  26 00  2 chains 33  2 31 Unimproved forest
N. 80° 6' 30 00
N.112° 30' 8 00
N. 901 2 00
N. 60° 30' 8 00
N. 96° 30 00
N. 80° 30' 11 00
N. 38u 16 00
N. 29° 36' 26 00
N. 68° 6 08
N. 9° 52' 40
land.
618 L .  Gillfepie Unoccupied N. 9° 52' 1 80 1 chain  2 2 39  Unimproved forest
N. 66° 52' 23 61}
N. 231 22' 2 80
land.
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No. Portion  of Road.
NEW RoAD.- Boos  olr  REFERENCE-continued.
Register
No. of Reputed
Belgic-  Owner.
tion.
13 Commencing on the left
bank of Emu Creek,
on the south boundary
of Warwick Register
No. 618, and running
about no rt h by west
to the western bound-
ary of Warwick Regis-
ter No. 516
14 Commencing on the W. R.,
western boundary of No. 516
selection No. 516, and
running easterly to its
south boundary
15 Commencing on Emu ...
Creek,  at the south
boundary of Warwick
Register ,  No. 516, and
running easterly and
no rt h -easterly to  ro ad
in Warwick Reg ister,
No 486
Occupier. Bearings.
in Breath  of Area  Remarks.
' Chains. Road,
ohs.
The Cro wn Five acres  .  332° 52' E. 15
granted as 344°  59'  12
ttooS.MA 97°ld
4
for saw-mill
lks. A.  R.  P.
45 1 chain 8 0 32 McAra 'a steam saw-
09 mill near road.
39
IN
Henry Page Henry Page  N. 97° 10'  E. 9 15 1 chain 2 0 0 Hut erected on  mesa.
83.  66'  9 79 tion and land par-
80° 20'  0 90 tially cleared.
irregular
The Cro wn  Unoccupied  N. 80° 20'  E.
140 14
r width
creek  6  0 0•60° 21'  0 39{
360° 2 80)
16 60
28-451  10 00
49° 8' 29 00
16° 30' 15 60).  150 links 12 3 14
29• 12 00
359° 11 30
98° 30 12 00
29° 17' 16 62
runlmproved forest
1 ridges.
294° 4 66 2 chains 0 3 25 Emu Creek Crossing.
644° 44'  10 02 no rt hI`
boundary
103° 14' 17  20
37° 46' 3 80
97° 10' 6 54
41° 46' 6 84
6W° 46' 9 60
88° 47' 8 18
72° 46' 7 01
141° 21'  10 22 160 links 19 3 6
126° 57' 4 48
29° 34' 10 61
58° 36' 6 18
117° 36' 14 62
123° 34' 5 68
40° 20 00
330° 2 31
aimp ro ved forest
.
ridges.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane,  8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
G
REAT NORTHERN RAILWAY .-On and after  MONDAY , the 14th instant, the foll owing Time
Table will come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for  Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations Up Train,Mixed.
Miles
from West-
wood.
Stations. Down TrainMixed.
a.m. P.M.
Rockhampton.. . 11. 0 .. Westwood ... ... ... 8.30
6 Gracemere 11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing ... ... A
15 Stanwell 12. 0 15 Stanwel l ... ... ... 4'30
24 Rosewood  Crossing A 24 Gracemere  ... ... ... 5. 6
30 Westwood ... 1. 0 30 Rockhampton ... ... ... 5130
All Day Tickets  issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo llowing Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus , A, will stop by  signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their Journ ey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard  of the Train ,  and paying  the fare  at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they  join  the Train to the place
at which thnv  propose to  alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
Week ending June 21st , 1873
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase ...
Doormat*
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares .
Goo Liveis  and
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £  a. d. £ a. d.
... ... 229 12 9 888 18 8 18 2 11 586 14 4
... ... 410 16 0 878 7 8 6218 8 1,847 0 11
181 2 8 684 8 7 4416 9 780 6 7
• In consequence of floods.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
TIME TABLE.
Commissioner for Railways'
 Office,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1872.
C OUTIIERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY, 9th September, 1872,
 the following Time  Table  wi ll
 Dome  into operation  until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.  Commissioner for Railways.
MILES.
From Too-
Ipswich .  wcomba.
----
STATION8.
Ipswich .,,
8 ... Walloon ,..
12 ... Rosewood
18 ... Western Creek
21 ... Grandchester
25 ... Victoria Tunnel
29 ... Laidley ,..
38 ... Gatton
49 ... Helidon ,.,
59 ... Murphy's Creek
69 ... Highfields ...
78 ... Toowoomba ...
82.35 Mahoney's Gate
85 7 Gowrie Junction
arrive
depart
arrive
depart{
arrive
depart
arrive
depart
.., arrive
86 7 Gowrie Junction ... depart
901 121 For Williams' Camp ...
94 16 Westbrook  Crossing... ...
102 24 Cambooya .. ,.. ,.,
109 31 Emu Creek  Siding ... ...
118 40  K ing's Creek ,.. ...
120 42  Clifton ... ...
131 63 Allora ... ...
140 62 Lyndhurst Road ... ...
148 65 Warwick  ... ... ...
85 ... Gowrie Junction  ...  depart
90 Gowrie  ... ... ...
97 ... Oakey  Creek  ,,, ... ...
106 ... Jondaryan
 ... ... ...
114 ... Bowenville  ... ... ..,
127 ... Blaxland ' s Siding ... ...
130 ... Dalby ... ... ...
No.1, I No.2,
Goods. Mixed.
uP TBEAIN6.
No. 3,
Mixed.
A.M. A.M. A.M.
... 10.0 I ...
... 10.28 ...
A ...
*11.8 ...
... 11.12 ...
A ...
11.49 ...
12.18 ..,
... 12.53 ...
... 1.8 ...
*1.48 ...
*8.30 1.52 ,,,
9.22 2.44 ,,,
10.10 3.32 „
... 4.5 10.50
... B B
*11.16
... ... *11.25
A
A
4.30
A
5'8
5.38
A
A
6.50
12.25
A
1.18
1.28
2.6
A
2.45
4.20
A
A
5'20
A
6'13
*6.23
7'0
A
7.40
P.M.
4'40
*5.8 3
A 16
A 24
5.47 33
5.51 40
A 45
6.28
6.57
7.32
7.47
8.27
9.19
10.7
81
92
101
105
109
112
118
122
130
3
12
23
25
34
41
49
52;
58
50.45
* Trains  meet here.
STATIONS.
Dalby ... ...
Blaxland ' s Siding ... ...
Bowenvillo ... ... ...
Jondaryan ... ... ...
Oakey Creek ... .. ...
Gowrie ... .
Gowrie Junction
 ...  arrive
No.1,
Goods.
A.M.
No.2, No.3,
Mixed. Mined.
A.M. A.M.
No.4, No. 5.
Mixed.
 Good,.
A.M. A.M.
840
A.
 ...
9.58 ...
10.30 ,,.
A
No. 6
Mixed.
P.M.
Warwick ... .. ... ...  8.5 ... ... 5.5
Lyndhurst Road ... ... ... ... A A ... A
Allora
...
... ... ... ...  8.45 ... ... 5.46
Clifton ,,. ... ...  9.22 ... *6.23
King's Creek
 .. ... ... ...
 9 32 ... ... 6.33
Emu Creek
 Siding
 ...
A A .,. A F-+
Cambooya ,,, ... ...  10.25  ... ... 7.26
Westbrook
 Crossing ... ... ...  ... A A  ... A W
For Williams' Camp... ... ... ... A A ... A
Gowrie Junction ...
 arrive ...
Mahoney's Gate ,.. ... ...  B B
Gowrie Junction ,..depart ... ... *11.25 *11.16 ... 8.26
Toowoomba arrive  ...  11.55 11 .44 ... 8.56
l depart 6.30 6 .60 ... 12 .4 11.60 ...
Highfields ... ... ... 7.20 7'40 ... 12.54 12.40 ...
Murphy's Creek arrive 8.10 .. ... 1.44  1.30 ...depart  ...
*
8.30 ...
*
1.48 ... ...
Helidon ,,, arrive ... 9.10 ... 2'28 ... ...depart ... 9.26 ... 2.43 ... ...
Gatton ... ... ,,, ... 10.0 .,, 3 .18 ... ...
Laidley ... ... ... ... 10.29 ... 8'47
Victoria Tunnel ... ... ... A ... A .,,
Grandchester
 1 arrive  ...
 114 4'22 ...
depart ... *118 ... 4.26 ...
Western Creek ... ... ... A ... A ..,
Rosewood
 ... ... ... ...  A ... A ...
Walloon ... ... ... ..  11.49 ... *6'8
Ipswich ... ... ... ...  12.17 :.. 5.36
All Day Tickets  issued on Saturdays available to return  on the following Monday.
Nora .- The Trains will stop only  at those places  at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The  T rains marked  thus, A, will stop by signal to take  up passengers  only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates .  Passengers  requiring to alight at  those planes Dam
only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
(B.) The Nos. 2 and 3 Up, and 3  and 6 Down Trains only ,  will, for the  present, stop  at this Crossing , subject to the foregoing regulation.
Goods Trains wi ll  be run when necessary.
No. 4,
Goods.
P.M.
3EME&  DOWN TRAINS.
No. 5, No .  6, From From
Mixed .  Mixed .  Dalby. Warwick.
P.M.
A
A
... A
2.7 ...
2.59 ...
3.47
... 3.55
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of "  The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land.
3 acres 2 roods ,  being subdivisions  4, 6, 7, and 8, of
eastern suburban all otments  108 and 109, parish of
Ipswich, county  of Stanley
19 acres 1 rood 30 perches ,  being suburban all ot-
ment 61 , parish of Drayton,  at Drayton Swamp,
county of Aubigny
6- perches, being subdivision 16 of eastern suburban Jane Muir ... ... ...
allotment 66A, parish of North Brisbane, county
of Stanley
33} perches ,  being subdivision  A of allotment 4, of the Corporation of the
section 47 , parish of Rockhampton, county of Queensland National Bank
Livingstone (Limited)
Name  of Applicant. Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
Joshua Peter Bell, John 28th July, 1873.
Alexr.  Bell, and Marma-
duke Bell
Alexander G. Mackenzie, 28th August, 1873.
Geo. AuldjoJamieson, and
Hugh H .  R. Aikman,
Trustees  of Colin John
Mackenzie ,  by their at-
torney , John  M. Thompson
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 25th June, 1873.
NOTICE.
IN accordance with the  5th  section of  " The
Marriage Act "  (28 Victoria, No. 15), it is
hereby notified that the Revd. PETER CArRA, Roman
Catholic Minister, at George Town, Gilbert ;
the Revd.  OEESrE TERDOZZI, Roman Catholic
Minister, at Copperfield, Clermont ; and the Revd.
MICHAEL ANTONINI, Roman Catholic Minister,
Rockhampton, are duly registered in this Office as
Ministers of Religion authorised to celebrate
Marriages in Queensland.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane , 21st June, 1873.NOTICE.-Mr. JOHN EDWARD HAMILTON is
this day licensed as a Surveyor ,  qualified
to act under the provisions ,  and for the purposes
of,  " The  Real Property  Act of  1861."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 10th June, 1873.
T
HIS is to certify that Mr. JACQUES VINCENT
STEPHENSON DESGRAND,  of Toowoomba ,  having
exhibited evidence of competency as a Surveyor,
has been Licensed to effect Surveys under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," and subject to the rules of this Department.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor -General.
Brisbane , 13th June, 1873.
THE undermentioned Unclaimed Property, nowin possession  of the Toowoomba Police, will,
unless previously  claimed , be Sold by Auction at
the Police Office, Toowoomba, on TUESDAY, the
1st July next, viz.
1 saddle
1 pair leggings
1 gun
1  violin
1 tongs
2 pistols, and
2 pieces of lead.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
28th July, 1873.
Ditto.
NOTICE.
THE Bench of Magistrates at Blackall h ve
re-appointed Mr. wILLIAI KEWLEY as
Poundkeeper at Blackall, for twelve months from
the 22nd May, 1873.
By order,
GEO. HILL,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Blackall, 26th May, 1873.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that it is intended in
the  present Session of the Parliament of
Queensland , to apply for  a Bi ll  to enable and em-
power the Rockhampton Gas and Coke Compan
Limited (incorporated under the provisions of "  The
Companies Act,  1863"), to manufacture Gas and
Coke, and supply the same to the inhabitants of
the town of Rockhampton and its surburbs, and to
empower the said Company to do all things
necessary  in and about supplying the same, and to
dispose of the residuum from the said manufacture,
and for other purposes therein mentioned.
Dated this second day of June, A.D. 1873.
REES R. JONES AND BROWN,
403
Solicitors for the said Company.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of Ah Ang, late of Oak Park, near
Gilberton, in the Colony of Queensland, cook,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that after the expira.
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland  Government Gazette,
application will be made to the said Honorable
Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named Ah Ang, deceased, who died intestate, may
be granted to Ah Up, of Charters Towers, in the
said colony,  miner , brother of the said deceased.
Dated this 25th day of June, A.D. 1873.
HENRY KNAPP,
Wickham street, Townsville,
Proctor for  the said Ah Up.
By his Agents-
ROBERTs Am)  DALY,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
451 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the W ill of John Gilfoyle ,  formerly of the City
of Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
now deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given ,  that after the-expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court ,  that Probate of the Will of the above-
named John Gilfoyle, deceased ,  may be granted to
Margaret Gilfoyle ,  of the City of Brisbane ,  aforesaid,
Widow of the said deceased ,  and sole Executrix
named in and appointed by the said Wi ll .
Dated this 23rd day of June, 1873.
W. E. MURPHY;
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
Proctor for the said Margaret Gil foyle
452 6s. 6d.
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The GovaxNMBNT PEWTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts
£ s. d.
1873.
June 21 .- R. McLeod ... 0 6 0
21.-J. Dowzer 0 1 0
21.-J. L. Denne 0 1 0
24.-L.Orcus . 0 1 1
26.-L. J .  Eversden 1 1 0
26.-D. S.  Sutherland 0 1 0
lEmpouttbfttga.
r( Poundkeepers are reminded  that  Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged  f or  at the  rate of
ONa SHILLIN G  PEE ANIMAL ;  and no such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom•
panied by a remittance.mfflcient to cover the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Maryborough,  from Ululah Park, on
the 9th June,  1873. Damages,  2s. 6d.
One bay mare, HG over diamond over 96 near shoulder,
like GR off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th July, 1873, will  be
sold to defray expenses.
JAMES DOWZER ,  Poundkeeper.-
447 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Telemon Station,
on the 2nd June, 1873 ,  by order of F. Clewitt,
Esquire. Driving, 5e.
One bay horse ,  li ke py over r-a near shoulder, M off
shoulder.
If not released on or before 6th July, 1873, will  be
sold to defray expenses.
JOSEPH L. DENNE, Poundkeeper.
448 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Banana,  from Camboon,  on the 9th
June ,  1873 ,  by order of John Forrest ,  Esquire.
Driving ,  8s. 4d. each.
One bay horse ,  two hind fetlocks white ,  like H over 8 near
shoulder ,  MC or G near saddle, like JH very indis-
tinct near thigh.
One bay mare ,  short tail ,  star, lame near shoulder, RF
near shoulder, GW near thigh.
One black filly, rat tail ,  star,  li ke SR near shoulder.
One chesnut filly, star and blaze ,  like RS near shoulder.
One bay mare, like WGD near shoulder.
One bay mare, star ,  two bind fetlocks white ,  B near neck,
JB near shoulder ,  indescribable brand near thigh ;
chesnut filly foal at foot ,  unbranded.
If not released on or before 5th July,  1873, will  be
sold to defray expenses.
I , In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of Mary O 'Re illy, late of Wickham
street, Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
deceased.
L
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the  expira-
tion  of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will  be made to the said Honor-
able Court ,  that Letters of Administration of all
the goods ,  chattels ,  credits, and effects of the above-
named Mary O 'Rei ll  y, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to  Philip O' Reilly, of  K angaroo
Point, Brisbane ,  in the said colony, the Brother of
the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this 27th day of June, A.D.
1873.
453
It. C. G. COOKE,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said  Philip O'Reilly.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL  'JURISDICTION.
In the  Goods  of James Walker Cameron, late of
Charters Towers, in the Colony of Queensland,
gentleman ,  deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to the said honorable
Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels ,  credits ,  and effects of the above-
named James Walker Cameron ,  deceased, who died
intestate ,  may be granted to Mary Ann Blakeney
(wife of Charles  John  Blakeney, of Brisbane, in
the said colony), the Sister and only next of kin
resident in the said  colony of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this twenty -sixth day of June,
A.D.  1873.
WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Proctor for the said Mary Ann Blakeney,
454
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6a. 6d.
NOTICE.THE Scale of Charges  for the  insertion of Advertise.
ments in the Queensland  Government  Gazette  is
as  follows:-
Advertisements  relating to Insolvent of Intestate
Estates ,  or Letters of Administration, 6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relating to Impounded  Stock, is.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3e .  for the first eight  lines  (or under),
and 3d .  for every additional line, allowing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No  ADVERTISEMENT
WILL BE INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover  the cost of its insertion
according to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES 0. BEAL,
Government Printer.
R. MoLEOD ,  Poundkeeper.
446 6e.
I
MPOUNDED  at No rt h B ri sbane ,  on 24th June, 1873,
by Police, for  trespass at Government House.
One  dark-chesaut  mare,  DD near shoulder,  illegible
brand of  shoulder.
Also, from the streets,  on 26th June,  1873,  by order of
the Inspector.
One chesnut horse ,  writing GG near shoulder ,  like A on
near  ri bs.
If not released  on or before 25th July, 1873 ,  will be
sold to defray expenses.
E. HUGHES ,  Poundkeeper.
449 2e.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
MPOUNDED at Inglewood ,  from Canning Creek, on
I 17th May ,  1873 ,  by order of J. Kennedy ,  Esquire.
D ri ving expenses ,  3e.. 8d.
One grey mare ,  like B over 2 near shoulder ,  IW near
ri bs.
If not released on or before 25th June,  1873, will  be
sold to defray expenses.
D. S. SUTHERLAND ,  Poundkeeper.
450 1s.
BRISBANE :
Printed and Published by JAxns 0 .  BEAT, Government Printer,
William  street,  28th June, 1878.
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Qusix mm, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(a.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
&QoaMANRY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
wander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.IN pursuance of the powers vested in m  by
" The Diseases  in Cattle  Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim  that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in the said
recited Act is  provided.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred  and seventy -two, and in the
thirty-sixth  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QIIasNsLAND,  2 Proclamation  by no Most
to wit,  $ Honorable  GEoRGn  AUGUSTUs
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby.
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all in  the County of
York ,  in the Peerage of  the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Boss, in the  County of Wexford,
(z.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty's  Most  Honorable
Governor. Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim'that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction orim-
portatlon, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds ,  to be recovered  as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
Gon SAVE THIS QUEEN !
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th July, 1873.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
FRANCIS DRUMMOND GEEVILLE STANLEY,
Colonial Architect and Superintendent of Public
Buildings.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 4th July, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor in Council hasbeen pleased to appoint
FEED. O. DARVALL, Auditor-General ;
EDWARD B. FORREST, Merchant;
ROBERT M. STEwART, Merchant ;
WILLIAM L. G. DREW, Under-Secretary,
Treasury ;
JNO. MCDONNELL, Under-Secretary, General
Post Office ;
to be a Board or Commission to examine into and
report upon the existing system of keeping the
Public Accounts, Registers, and Books generally,
containing the records of the public transactions of
the Colony.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane , 23rd June, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following appointments in the Electric
Telegraph Department, viz.:-
Mr. FREDERICK WILLIAM CANE, Second Operator,
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 4th July, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to accept the resignation tendered by
Mr. JOHN NICHOLSON,
of his appointment  as a Magistrate  of the Territory.
A. H. PALMER.
QUEENaLAND, 2  Proclamation by the  Most
to wit.  I Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CoxsTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor.
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave , all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NonKANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in we vested, and
in  accordance  with the provisions of the
sixty-first section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation
Art of 1868," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notif and proclaim  that the Leases of the
following IT, ctions of land, under the said Act,
are declared forfeited.
Rockhampton, Reg ister  No. Land
to be First Operator,  vice Hamilton, resigned; ofApplication .
Name of Lessee . Area . Agent's
Dist ri ct.
Mr Gaommm JAMES KING.
to be Third Operator.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR. 48 W. Spann  ...
A.
40
X.  P.
2 0 Beenleigh
61 W. Pinnow ... 40 0 0 Ditto
319 W. Pointon .. 80 0 0 DittoColonial Secretary's Office, 200 J .  N. Borpert ... 45 0 0 Toowoom ba
Brisbane, 4th July, 1873, 440 S.  R. Davis  ... 160 0 0 DittoHIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned gentlemen to be
Returning Officers for the several Electoral Dis-
tricts mentioned in connection with their respective
names:-
FREDERICK RAWLINS,
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of South Brisbane, in the room of John Cameron,
resigned.
EDMUND MACDONNELL,
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Wickham,  in the room  of Frederick  Rawlins.
JAMES  GuLLaxn,
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Bremer , in the room of John Robinson,  resigned.
FREDERICK WILLIAM ROCHE,
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Dalby, in the room of G. B. Molle,  resigned.
HENRY CARDELL,
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Northern Downs, in the room of Richard  Sexton,
resigned.
WILLIAM NICHOLSON AscouGH,
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Leichhardt ,  in the room  of T. J.  Sadleir.
FRANCIS ARTHUR GORE,
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Darling Downs, in the room of G. B. King,
Acting Returning  Officer.
JOSEPH  NORTH,
to be Returning  Officer  for the Electoral District
of Stanley ,  in the room of  It.  J. Smith, Acting
Returning Officer.
A. H. PALMER.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this second day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Gon SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUBENSLAND , 2  Proclamation by The  Most
to wit. I Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave,  Viscount Nor-
mauby,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all  in the County of
York, in  the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council,  Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief  of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
1 Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," I, GEoRGB
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection , under the provisions of
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the said Act, on and after THURSDAY, the QUEENSLAND y the MostProclamation b
seventh day of August, 1873 at the Land Offices to wit. $
e
Honorable GEORGE AvGusTVs,
of the districts in which they are respectively  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanb y,
situated.  Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount No r-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Register
N f
Mulgrave,  all in the CountyLand ofo. o
App lioa- Name of Lessee. Area. Agent's  York, in the  Peerage of  the Unit ed
tion. District. Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave
f WexfortRN th C
of
d
A. A. P.
,y oew oss, in oune
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
's Most HonorableNoBMANBY of Her Majest311 W. Gil lis :99 0 0 y,Toowoomba
319 W. Pointon
..,
... 80 0 0 Beenleigh Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this second day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE  THIN QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. f Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor.
manby ,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NOBMANBT, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE. Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be, and are hereby set apart ,  as Homestead Areas,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall  be open to Selection ,  as Home-
steads,  and not otherwise, at the Toowoomba Land
Office, on and after THURSDAY, the seventh day
of August, 1873.
No. of Portions. Parish. Area
143, 144, and 145
No. of Selection.
Toowoomba ...
Lessee. Area.
A. R. P.
120 0 0
District.
A. E. P.
440  S.  R. Davis 160  0 0 Toowoomba.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House,  Brisbane , this second day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred  and seventy -three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN  !
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twenty-second day of July, 1873, at the Mary-
borough Land Office.
No. of Name of Lessee Area
Land
Agent'sPortion. . District.
A R. P.
*3 Angus Clerk ... ... 250 0 0 Mary.
ti Ditto ... ... 200 0 0 ) hb$2 Henry Hort  Brown  ... 110 0 0 oroug .
*  Forfeited Selection ,  No. 130.
t Forfeited Selection ,  No. 131.
t Forfeited Selection ,  No. 132.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN!
QIIEENSLAND , I Proclamation  by The Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of, Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"  I GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council. do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that  the lands  hereunder
described shall be open  to Selection , under the
provisions of the  said  Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twenty-second ay of July, 1873, at the St.
Lawrence Land Office.
!
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
2
Name of  Lessee,
Harry W. Wran ...
Area
A. B. P.
40 0 0
Land
Agent's
District.
St. Law-
rence.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this  fifth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred  and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE  THE QIIEEN !
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QUEENSLAND , ' Proclamation by The Most
to wit . $  Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NoRMANRY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twenty-second day of July, 1873, at the Rock-
hampton Land Office.
Description of lands  resumed out  of the  consoli-
dated  runs , Panuco and Montrose, Port Curtis
District , under  " The Crown Lands  Alienation
Act of  1868."
Area ,  80 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Tooloombah
Creek, about one mile above the road crossing at
Tooloombah township ; thence by  a line  bearing
south forty degrees east about  seven miles ,  crossing
Mamelon Creek to right branch of Deep or
Brussel's Creek ; thence by that creek upwards to
Connor' s Range ;  thence by that range north-
westerly about fifteen miles to the head of right
branch or Gilnorchie Creek ; thence by that creek
downwards to Tooloombah Creek, and by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Description of the  boundaries  of the Dundee and
lboloombah  Runs,  in the Port Curtis District,
which by reason  of forfeiture for non-payment
of rent, are  available  for Selection  in pursuance
of " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
Area, 20 square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of Granite Creek
about twenty chains below an ironbark tree marked
1 in triangle ; thence by a line bearing south forty
degrees east ,  crossing  Montrose Creek about seven
and three-quarter miles to Tooloombah Creek ;
thence by that creek and right branch or Gilnorchie
Creek upwards to Connor's Range ; thence by
Connor's Range northerly about six miles to the
head of Granite Creek ; thence by that creek down-
wards  to the point  of commencement.
Description of the boundaries of Tivoli  Run, in the
Port Curtis District,  which  by reason of for-
feiture for non payment of rent, is available for
Selection in pursuance  of " The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act  of 1868."
Area, 36 square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of Tooloombah
Creek about  one mile  above the road  crossing at
Tooloombah township ; thence by a line  bearing
south forty  degrees east  about 7 miles  crossing
Mamelon Creek to right branch of Deep or
Brussel 's Creek ; thence by that creek downwards to
Tooloombah Creek ; thence by that creek upwards
to the point  of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND,
I
Proclamation  by the Most
to wit. j Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NoRMANar, of Her Majesty' s Most  Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of clause  forty-one  of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"  I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the fifth day of August, 1873, at the Cardwell
Land Office.
Description of the  boundaries of land resumed out
of the Herbert Yale Run, Kennedy  District,
under " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868."
44,862 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Elphinstone
Creek with the Herbert River, and bounded thence
on the south-west by that creek upwards to its
junction with Broadwater Creek ; thence by that
creek upwards to its head in Rockingham Bay
Range ; on the north by that  range  easterly to
Dalrymple Gap ; on the east by Mount Leech
Range  southerly to the north boundary of Lanner-
cost Run ; on the south by that boundary  bearing
west about  645 chains  to the head of Midway
Creek ; thence by  that creek downwards to its
junction with the  Herbert River ; and thence by
that river  downwards  to the point  of commence-
ment ,- exclusive  of 640 acres applied for as a
Pre-emptive  Selection , No. 95,  and known as the
Long Pocket.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MAT  BON. THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of York,
in the Peerage of the United King-
dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New
Ross, in the County of Wexford, in
(L.s.) the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANnr, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868, I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the 'advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
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described shall be open to Selection ,  under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after WEDNES-
DAY, the sixteenth day of July, 1873, at the
Warwick Land Office.
Description of the boundaries of a portion of the
Emu Creek Run, in the Darling Downs
District, formerly held under  pastoral  lease,
which, by reason of forfeiture for non payment
of rent, is  available  for Selection , in pursuance
of " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868."
Area,  14,145 acres.
Commencing at the south boundary of Selection
by lease, No. 122, at a point six chains from the
south-west corner, and bounded thence on the south-
east by a line  bearing south-east to the watershed
separating  Emu Creek from Farm Creek ; thence
by that watershed north-easterly about fourteen
miles  ; on the north-east by the Great Dividing
Range north-westerly ; on the north-west by a line
bearing  west -south-west about four and a-half miles
to Emu Creek, at a point 600 chains in a direct line
above the  east  boundary of Selection by lease, No.
119 ; then by Emu Creek south-westerly to the east
boundary of Selection by lease, No. 119; by that
boundary bearing south fifty-eight chains ninety.
four links; then by the south boundary bearing
west fifty- six chains  ; then by the east boundary of
Selection  by lease, No. 120, bearing south forty
nine  chains and seventy links ; then by the south
boundary  bearing west  fifty chains; then by the
east boundary of Selection by lease, No. 122,
bearing south thirty-two chains fifty-five links, and
by the south boundary bearing west thirty-four
chains to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of" The Crown  Lands Alienation . Act of  1868,"
it ..is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose, notice  thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved and set apart for a Rail-
way Reserve.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES NEAR CLIFTON
RAILWAY STATION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Elphinstone,
portion No.  132.
165 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 131, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion bearing north
forty-six chains and fifty links ; on the north by a
line bearing east thirty-three chains and twenty
links ; on the east by lines bearing 157 degrees
thirty minutes two chains and sixty links, 166
degrees ten chains and nineteen links, 182 degrees
thirteen chains and five links, and 186 degrees
twenty-one chains and twenty links to the aforesaid
road ; and on the south by that road bearing west
thirty-four chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
REsEEvE Fos CAMPING.
Dawson Crossing, Pernambuco Run.
640 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Dawson
River at a point bearing north forty-four degrees
thirty minutes east, and distant about ninety chains
from the junction of Herbert's Creek with said
river, said point being at intersection of said river
by the north boundary of the Reserve for Public
purposes as published in the  Government Gazette
under notice dated 7th June, 1872; bounded
thence on the south by a west line 100 chains ;
thence by a north line sixty-five chains ; thence
b an east line five chains to the left bank of
the Dawson River ; and thence by the said river
upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES, LYTTLETON
CREEK , GYMPIE ROAD. .
County of Canning, parish of Bribie.
100 acres.
Commencing on Lyttleton Creek at the  crossing
of the Gympie road and bounded thence on the
west by that road northerly to the road forming
the south boundary of portion 11; on the north by
that road easterly about thirty chains ; on the east
by a line bearing South to Lyttleton Creek ; and on
the south by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOB  TIMBER FOB ROAD PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish of Kedron, portion 596.
317 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and fifty
links wide at the south-east corner of portion 594,
and bounded thence on the north-east by that road,
bearing 130 degrees five chains and twenty links,
160 degrees  seven  chains and eighty-one links, 166
degrees  nineteen chains and seventy-two links
south ten chains and twenty-five links, and 150
degrees ten chains and  sixty-five links ; on the
south by a line bearing  west nineteen chains; on
the south- east  and south-west by lines and a road
bearing 243 degrees five chains and eighty-five
links, 176 degrees three chains and sixty-seven
links, 241 degrees one chain and sixty-five links,
298 degrees one chain and twenty links, 241 de-
grees four chains and forty-five links, 293 degrees
eight chains and ninety-seven links, 307 degrees
four chains and forty-four links,  nineteen  degrees
one chain and forty links, 333 degrees one chain
and ninety-six links ; 286 degrees thirty  minutes
six chains and seventy-eight links, 326 degrees
three chains and seven links, 279 degrees nine
chains and sixty-eight links, 255 degrees five chains
and eighty-seven links, 291 degrees five chains, and
253 degrees one chain and twenty-eight links ; on
the west by a line bearing north forty-three chains ;
and on the north. by a line bearing east fifty-four
chains and fifty links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th June, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant
mentioned in the Schedule hereunder written,
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Titles to Land Act of  1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, by an instrument endorsed on such Deed of
Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony,
describe the land intended to be granted, to the
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intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, it shall
be taken to have been inserted in the Grant, and in
every Deed containing the erroneous description,
and such Grant and every such Deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Lion of Thirteen -mile Creek ,  in the District of Dar-
ling Downs South, shall be available for Mining
Licenses, under the provisions of Section 33 of
" The Mineral Lands Act of  1872," on  and after
MONDAY, the 7th July, 1873.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant.-16th  March, 1864.
Name of  Grantees.-Frederick William Dunsdon,
and Samuel  Henry Dunsdon.
Description of Land Granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in Our said Territory, containing by
admeasurement  seventy-seven  acres ,  be the same
more or less, situated  in the county of Aubigny,
and parish of Toowoomba, portion 60, in the Too-
woomba Agricultural Reserve, commencing at the
north- east  corner of portion 26, on the left bank of
Cowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the west by
the eastern boundary line of that portion and of part
of portion 59, bearing south thirty-one chains to a
road one  chain wide ; on the south by that road
bearing east  forty-five chains to Gowrie Creek ; and
on the north- east  by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement,-being the land proclaimed
as Lot. 56, on the 18th September, 1861.
Correct description of Land intended to be
granted.-County  of Aubigny, parish of Toowoomba,
portion No. 60, in the Toowoomba Agricultural
Reserve,  containing 112 acres - commencing at the
north- east  corner of portion No. 26, on the left
bank of Cowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the
west by the eastern boundary line of that portion
and of part of portion No. 59,  bearing  south forty
chains  and sixty-nine links to a road one chain wide ;
on the south by that road bearing east forty-four
chains and  twenty links to Gowrie Creek ; and on
the north-east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of party applying for Instrument.-Fred-
erick William Duns on.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th June, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently set apart for Customs purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS PURPOSES AT  BUNDABERG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundabery, town of Bun-
daberg, allotments  5 and 7 of section  26.
2 roods 29 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the north corner of allotment No. 3,
and bounded thence on the south-west by the
north-east boundary of allotment 3 south-easterly
one chain  and eighty-four links to Quay street ; on
the south-east by Quay street north-easterly four
chains  ; on the north-east by the south-west boun-
dary line of allotment 9 north-westerly at right
an les  to Quay  street one  chain and sixty-seven
links to Burnett River ; and on the north-west by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th June, 1873.
AREA FOR MINING LICENSES, QUART-POT
CREEK, DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS
SOUTH.
IT is hereby notified for general information, tbasthe area hereunder described, within the limit-
of the Reserve on Quart-Pot Creek, near the junct
DESCRIPTION OF RESERVE AVAILABLE FOB MINING
LICENSES.
Area ,  20 acres.
Extension 4.
Commencing at the north -east corner of mineral
selection  No. 427A; thence  bounded on  the north
by a line east twenty chains ,  crossing  Quart-Pot
Creek ;  on the east  by a line south  ten chains  ;on
the south by a line west twenty  chains ,  crossing
Quart-Pot Creek ; and on the west by a line north
ten chains  to the point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE  PURPOSES  AT TOWNSVILLE.
County of Elphinstone, parish of  Coonambelah,
town of Townsville. Allotment 17 of section 5.
1 acre.
Commencing  at the south corner of  the section,
and bounded thence on  the south-west by Stokes
street north-westerly  five chains to  Walker street ;
on the north-west by that  street north -easterly at
right angles  to Stokes  street two chains ; on the
north-east by south-west boundary  lines of allot-
ments  1 and 16 south- easterly  parallel with Stokes
street five chains to Sturt street ; and on the south-
east by that street south-westerly two chains to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th June, 1873.'
W
HEREIS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868;"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  A.  PRIMARY SCHOOL AT NORMANBY.
County  of Churchill,  parish  of Normanby.
2 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a•point
bearing 307 degrees, and distant one chain from
the west corner of portion 58, and bounded
thence on the south -east by that road bearing  thirty-
seven degrees  five chains ; on the north -east by a
line bearmg 307 degrees four chains  ;  on the north-
west by a line bearing 217 degrees  five chains to
another road one chain wide, and on the south-west
by that road bearing 127 degrees four chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOB A PRIMARY SCHOOL AT TENT HILL.
County of Churchill, parish of  Gatton.
4 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Blackfellow's
Creek at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the north by that road
bearing west seven chains and fourteen links, on
the west by a line bearing south three chains and
eighty links, on the south-west by lines bearing
121 degrees five chains and twenty-four links, and
eighty degrees three chains and ninety-three links
to the aforesaid creek, and on the east by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty- fifth clause of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks  :  Notice is
hereby given , that  at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described wi ll  be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  A.  HOSPITAL AT STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck ,  parish of Stanthorpe ,  town of
Stanthorpe ,  allotments 1, 2, 3, and 22, of
section  10.
2 acres 17 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by Short
street northerly four chains and fifty links ; on the
north by the south boundary lines of allotments
4 and 7 easterly at right angles to Short street four
chains and seventy  links  ;  on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 21 southerly  parallel
with Short street four chains and  fifty links to
Connor street; and on the south by that street
westerly four chains and seventy links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY AT WESTWOOD.
County of Pakington ,  parish  of Westwood,
portion  40.
15 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
each two chains wide ,  and bounded thence on the
north by one of said roads bearing east sixteen
chains and forty -five links to a road one chain and
a-half wide  ;  on the east by that road bearing south
nine chains and twelve l in ks; on the south by
portion 41 bearing west sixteen chains and forty-
five links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the west by that road bearing north nine chains
and twelve links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A MAGAZINE AT TOWNSVILLE,
CLEVELAND BAY.
County of  Elphinstone.
Redeliff Island ,  situated in Cleveland Bay, in
east longitude one hundred and forty -six degrees
fifty minutes  forty- two seconds ,  and south latitude
nineteen degrees fifteen minutes and twenty-eight
seconds.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th May, 1873.
THE following amended description of the
boundaries of the Drayton and Toowoomba
Cemetery is published  for general  information.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY, DBAYTON AND
ToowooMBA.
Amended Description.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
10 acres 1 rood 34 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing east ,  and distant
one chain  from the north -east corner  of portion
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269; and bounded thence on the west by a road
one chain wide bearing south fourteen chains and
sixty-nine links to another road one chain wide on ;
the south by that road bearing east three chains
and ninety-one and a-half links to a road one and
a-half chain wide ; on the south-east by that road
bearing north eighteen degrees twenty-one minutes
east eighteen chains and nineteen links to another
road one chain wide ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing south seventy-four degrees fifty-one
minutes west ten chains and four links to the point
of commencement.
ALSO,
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
26 acres  1 rood 12 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-east corner of portion 268 ; and bounded
thence on part of the north by that road bearing
east ten chains to another road one chain wide;
on the east by that road bearing south fifteen
chains and sixty-two links to another road one
chain wide ; on the remainder of the north by that
road bearing east four chains and fifty-nine links
to a road one and a-half chain wide ; on the south-
east by that road bearing south eighteen degrees
twenty-one minutes west eight chains and forty-
two and three-quarter links ; on the south by a
line bearing west twelve chains and eighteen links ;
and on the west by a line bearing north twenty-
three chains and sixty-two links to the point of
commencement.
.Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th, May, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
'rily reserved for the purpose named with respect
to each,
J. MALBON THOMPSON..
RESERVE FOR HARBOR  PURPOSES AT ToWNSVILLE
(CLEVELAND BAY).
County of Elphi nstone, pariah of Coonambelah.
23 acres.
Commencing on the shore of Cleveland Bay at
a point bearing north sixty degrees twenty-four
minutes  west and distant about four chains from
the north corner of the Hospital  Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south-west by a line and the
north-east boundary of that reserve, bearing south
sixty degrees twenty-four minutes east about
thirteen chains and  fifty  links  to a sma ll  salt-
water  creek ; on the south-east by that creek
downwards to Cleveland Bay ; and on all other
sides  by the shore of that bay northerly, westerly,
and south-westerly to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A QUARRY FOR ROAD  PURPOSES, AT
ROCKHAMPTON AGRICULTURAL  RESERVE.
County of Livingstone, parish of Nicholson,
portion  64.
62 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
south by one of said roads bearing east forty
chains  to another road one chain wide ; on the east
by that road bearing north thirteen  chains ; on the
north by portion sixty-five bearing west forty
chains to the other aforesaid road; and on the
west by that road bearing south thirteen  chains to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid " Peel Island," Moreton Bay, will be per-
manently reserved for Public purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd May, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown  Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING GROUND  AND WATER, ON
THE MAIN TOWNSVILLE ROAD.
County of Elphinstone.
201 acres.
Commencing  on the Main Townsville Road ten
chains  wide at a point bearing 200 degrees thirty
minutes, and distant seventeen links from a gum-
tree marked R ; and bounded thence on the north-
east by that road bearing 170 degrees forty-nine
chains and one link ; on the south by a line bearing
west forty-five chains and ninety-one links ; on the
west by a line bearing north forty-eight chains and
twenty- six links  ; and on the north by a line  bearing
east  thirty- seven chains and  forty links to the point
of commencement.
WATER RESERVE AT THE IPSWICH  AGRICULTURAL
RESERVE.
County of Churchill, parish of Mutdapilly,
portion  210.
129 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of a road, one
chain wide ,  with another road one chain and seventy-
two links wide ,  and bounded thence on the east by
the  last-mentioned  road bearing north twenty-seven
chains and sixty links  ;  on the north by portion
211 bearing west  forty- seven chains to another road
one chain wide ; on the west by  that road bearing
south twenty -seven chains and sixty links to the
other aforesaid road ; and on the south by that road
bearing east forty-seven chains to the point of
commencement.
WATER RESERVE AT THE IPSWICH AGRICULTURAL
RESERVE.
County of Churchill ,  parish of Mutdapillly.
184 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-west corner of portion 16, and bounded thence
on the south by a  line bearing east forty -four chains;
on the  east  by portion 14, and a road bearing north
thirty -nine chains ; on the north by a line bearing
west fifty chains and sixty -seven links to the afore-
said road  ;  and on the south -west by that road
bearing 170 degrees thirty -nine chains and sixty
links to the point of commencement.
south-west by that street north -westerly parallel
with West street eight chains to Albert  street ; and
on the north-west by that street  north-easterly  five
chains and thirty links to the point  of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "TheER AS,Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"  it is
provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall  be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
wi ll  be permanently reserved for Road purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR ROAD PURPOSES TO GIVE ACCESS TO
PORTION 26 B, KANGAROO POINT.
All that piece of land situated in the county of
Stanley, parish of South Brisbane, being subdivisions
twenty-two and twenty-four of eastern suburban
allotment thirty-five, containing by admeasuremen
nineteen perches and two-tenths of a perch ,  more oz
less, commencing in a street at the south-east
corner of subdivision twenty, and bounded thence
on the south by that street bearing north seventy-
nine degrees east one chain and twenty links; on the
east by the west boundary line of subdivision
twenty-six, bearing north eleven degrees west one
chain ; on the north by a line at right angles one
chain and twenty links south-westerly; and on the
west by the east boundary line of subdivision
twenty bearing south eleven degrees east one chain
to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "TheWHEREAS,Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently set apart for the purposes named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved  for the purposes  of a site for a
Benevolent  Asylum, Rockhampton.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
DESCRIPTION.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
town of Rockhampton,  allotments  1, 2, 3, 4, 7,
8, 9,  and  10,  of section  18.
4 acres 36 perches.
Commencing at the north corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north-east by West
street south-easterly eight chains ; on the south-east
by the north-west boundary line of allotments 5
and 6  south-westerly at right  angles to  West str..t
five chains  and thirty links to Lennox strut; on the
RESERVE FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE  IPSWICH AND
WEST MORETON AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICUL.
TURAL  SOCIETY.
,;County of Stanley, parish of  Ipswich, town
Ipswich,  section 32.
5 acres.
of
Commencing at the north-west corner of the
section , and bounded thence on the north by South
street easterly ten chains to Thorn street ; on the
east by that street southerly at right angles to
South street five chains to Roderick street ; on the
south by that street westerly  ten chains  to Gordon
street; and on the west by that street northerly
five chains  to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  NATIONAL SCHOOL, TOWNSVALE,
LOGAN.
County of Ward, parish of Logan.
2 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane road one chain and
fifty links wide  at the  west  corner of portion
18, and  bounded  thenco on the south by a line
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bearing east four chain s and  thirty-five links ;
on the east  by a line bearing north four  chains ; on
the north by a line bearing west five chains and
sixty-five links to the  Brisbane  road ; and on the
south-west by that road bearing 162 degrees four
chains  and twenty-one links to the point of com-
niencement.
RESERVE FOR  NATIONAL  SCHOOL, PINE RIVER.
County of Stanley, parish of Bunya.
10 acres.
Commencing at the north -west corner  of portion
56, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing west  nine chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south three chains and sixty links to a
small creek ; thence by that creek upwards to a
point about south, and distant four chains and
fourteen links from the termination of the last line ;
on the south-west by lines and a road one chain
wide bearing eighty- six degrees  one chain and
twenty- six links,  172 degrees two chains and two
links, and 124 degrees eight chains and seventy-six
links ; and on the east by a line bearing north
fourteen chains and fifty links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY,  RAVENSWOOD.
3 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 107 degrees,
and distant about forty-two chains from the south
corner of Hackett's homestead, and bounded thence
on the north by a line bearing.east five chains ; on
the east by  a line  bearing south six chains ; on the
south by a line bearing west five chains ; and on
the west by a line bearing north six chains to the
point of  commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for general information
that in  cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous, before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments  must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
At the Land  Office , Dalby,  on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office,  Condamine ,  the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence,  on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE  BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gyrnpie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay , the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and  every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville , the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURNS.
At the Land Office, Norman River Settle
ment, on the second Tuesday in every
third month.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
j T is hereby notified for public information, that
j the Commissioners of Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following  dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land  Office, Brisbane ,  on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the  Land Office,  Beenleigh ,  the first Friday
in each mouth.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich ,  the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office ,  Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick ,  on the second
Wednesday in each month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Roma, on the second
Wednesday  in January, 1873, and there-
after on the  second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office,  Surat, on the  first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday  in each alternate month.
a t the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in February, 1873, and  thereafter on the
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land  Office, Clermont ,  on the last
Thursday  in February, 1873, andthereafter
on the last  Thursday  in every alternate
month.
At the  Land Office ,  Springsure ,  on the fourth
Monday in February , 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days fall ing on
a holiday, the sitting wi ll  be held on the following
day.
Special sittings ,  when necessary ,  in addition to
the above ,  will be duly noti fied from time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st November, 1872.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South ,  will, on the first  TUESDAY in every
month ,  bold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October ,  1872 ,  at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
T
HE  first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
showing  the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
PERSON  S desirous  of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance  and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS  SEEKING SUITABLE SELEO.
TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS.
IMMIGRANTS or others who do not  possess
sufficient local knowledge to enable them to
select land in suitable situations without visiting
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that arrangements will be made, if induce,
ment offers, to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
may be indicated, to assist them in their search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
All persons requiring  assistance  of this nature
are requested to advise this Department, in writing,
as to the locality they wish to settle in, and also
forward a fee of ten shillings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor, when, if a sufficient number
of persons  are found to join, the Government will
immediately undertake to organize one or more
parties.
In the event of there  being no party  despatched,
the fee of ten shillings wi ll  be returned ,  on applie&
tion.  to the person paying same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
F
OR the convenience of persons desirous to have
lands, whether surveyed or otherwise, brought
forward for sale by auction, it is hereby notified
for general information, that instructions have been
issued to the Land Agents tc. open in their respec-
tive offices, a cook, in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration f the Minister
for Lands, when, if no objections exist, the lands
will be included in the next proclamation of sale.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
WITH the view of facilitating the  transaction ofbusiness at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible  assistance is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for  land or seeking
information on matters connected with the working
of the Land Acts-even to the extent  of filling up
forms of application  and transfers , &c., for  illiterate
persons,  if there  is time  at the  officer's disposal ;
and that any Land Agent, or other Officer,  receiving
and appropriating  fees  for clerical  assistance to his
own use,  on the  matter being  reported, will be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however, of  persons requir-
ing copies  of plans, arrangements  have  been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner, and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary for Public Lands.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL  LEASES  ACT OF 1869."
1 P is  hereby notified that Applications under the
i provisions of the 41st section of " The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869" for renewed leases for four-
teen years of the  runs in  the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands,  Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions  will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration  of the existing
leases ,  as prescribed  in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 30th June, 1873.
LIIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to approve of the following Schedule of Ferry Dues
and Charges for Bundaberg Ferry Regulations
being substituted for those published 5th March,
1873, folio 518,  Government  Gazette.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
SCHEDULE.
Fanny  Dugs AND CHARGES.
s. d.
Single horse with rider ... ... ... 1 0
Two horses with rider or driver ... 1 0
Every  single horse additional ... ... 0 6
Horse and dray ... ... ... ... 1 6
Every additional horse ... ... 0 6
Waggon or dray ,  drawn by two horses,
loaded or unloaded ... ... ... 2 6
Every additional horse  ... .. 0 6
Waggon or bullock dray ,  drawn by two
bullocks ,  loaded or unloaded ... 2 0
Every additional bullock in team .. 0 6
Buggies on two wheels ,  drawn by two
horses  ... ... ... ... 1 6
Buggies on four wheels ,  drawn by one or
two horses  ... ... ... ... 2 6
Cows or bu llocks ,  each  ... ... ... 0 6
Calves, goats ,  or pigs ,  each  ... ... 0 6
Fowls, dogs ,  or parcels ... . 0 2
Foot passengers with parcel not  exceed-
ing 14  lbs., each way  ... ... 0 2
Fares, each way, after 9 p.m. ti ll  5 a.m.,
wi ll  be twice  the above  charges.
Goons.
Parcels or goods to the amount of 14 lbs.
allowed to each passenger.
Parcel under  14 lbs. ... ... 0 1
14 lbs. and not exceeding 50 lbs. 0 2
60 lbs. 100 lbs. 0 4
100 lbs. 600 lbs. 1 6
Per ton ... ... ... ... ... 5 0
All  goods to be delivered at the Wharf.
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Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the proposed new
line, Northern Railway, from 30 miles Westwood,
to 38 miles 40 chains (near Goganjo Creek), has
been approved and confirmed without any altera-
tion ; and that in pursuance of the 17th section of
the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend
to proceed with the construction of the line, North-
ern Railway, from 30 miles to 38 miles 40 chains,
according to the Map or Plan and Book of Reference
so confirmed, to be seen at this Office, and copy
thereof at the Office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions
at Rockhampton.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
the advice of theExecutive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Beenleigh; and all persons intending to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby re-
minded that notice must be served upon the Colonial
Secretary, within forty days from the date hereof,
in such manner and form as are provided in the
sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they
,will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-49-W.
Department  of Public Works,
Roads Branch,
Brisbane , 25th March, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that  any person or
persons removing  any stone,  gravel ,  loam, or
other material  from any public road, or who, by the
careless use  of fire, shall injure or  destroy any
bridge or culvert, or damage any approaches thereto,
or who shall fall any timber across any public road,
or injure any  road by drawing timber along it,
otherwise  than on wheels, will be proceeded  against
as the law directs.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PUBLIC OFFICES, MARYBOROUGH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st August
next, from persons willing to contract for erection
of Public Offices at Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Public
Ofices, Maryborough."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
or at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, or at
the Court House, Maryborough, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance, otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice  issued  from thePublic Works Department, dated 19th
July, 1872, folio 1071,  Government  Gazette,
relative to the opening  of a New Road  leading
to the Wharf  Reserve,  Hotham River,  and no ob-
ections having  been  received to the same , Notice is
hereby  given ,  in accordance with  the Act 4 William
IV., No.  11, that His Exce llency the Governor, with
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1873.
NEW ROAD-PARISH OF ST. RUTH,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 24th
March, 1873, folio 589,  Government Ga-
zette,  relative to the opening of a New Road from
Dalby to St. Ruth, Notice is, hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to con-
firm the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Dalby ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-2236.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1873.
NEW ROAD-PARISH OF DALBY, COUNTY
OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
7ITH reference to the Notice dated 31st
March, 1873, folio 628,  Government Ga-
zette, relative to the opening of a New Road from
Dalby to Lagoon Reserve, Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with  the Act 4 William
IV., No.  11, that His Exce llency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion of
road ; and it is therefore hereby declared ex-
pedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Dalby ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from such claim.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
73-2236-Works.
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Department of Public Works,
Gold Fields Branch,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1873.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
I the undermentioned Miners' Rights and
Business Licenses have been returned as issued in
the Gold Fields Districts respectively specified.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
GYMPIE GOLD FIELD.
• During the Month ended 31st January, 1873.
MINSas ' Bran TS.
No. Name.
47,325 Christr. Jensen
47,326 W. A. Smith
47,327 Thos. Mullaly
47,328 James Lynch
47,329 Thung Yung
47,330  Ali  Yin
47,331 Robert Balfour
47,332 Hy. Jn. Spiller
47,333 Anne M. March
47,334 Patrick Long
47,335 W. N. Baxter
47,336 Franz Lindert
47,337 Fredk. Telfer
47,338 John Christopher
47,339 Ed. Hy. Arundel
47,340 Ebnzr. Hooker
47,341 James Curnow
47,342 Benjn. Heckscher
47,343 William Casey
47,344 Michl. M'Namara
47,345 John F. Elliott
47,346 Thomas Whitby
47,347 Francis Quinlan
47,348 James Stanbury
47,349 George  Beer
47,350 J. S. Cullinane
53,251 T. Hetherington
63,252 Thomas Moore
53,253 Matthew Co ll opy
53,254 E. D. Moodie
63,255  Stephen Ryan
53,256 Bryan Byrnes
53,257 Thomas Wier
63,258 John McMah
63,259 William Onan
53,260 John McFie
53,261 William Mays
63,262 Martin Hanney
53,263 W. H. Couldery
63,264 W. P. Stevens
63,265 Robert Woods
53,266 Jno. O'Keefe No. 2
53,267 Charles Pritchard
Busixiss  LIOENSEa.
No. Name. No. Name.
678 Andrew Brown 681 Blackburn
679 W. H. Walker McLaughlin
680 Andrew McFarlane
No. Name.
53,268 Mary Wray
53,269 George Cooper
63,270 D. W. Laing
53,271 William O'Connell
53,272 Louis Municke
53,273 John Goodworth
63,274 George W ray
63,275 Daniel Smaldon
53,276 Joseph Suthers
53,277 Stephen Rogers
53,278 Francis Macguire
53,279 John Monks
63,280 William Bath
53,281 William Lawson
53,282 James Finnegan
53,283 John Pearen
53,284 M. C. Bradbury
53,285 Thomas O'Shea
53,286 Benjn. Russell
53,287 Edwin Weller
53,288 James Kelly
53,289 Henry Roberts
53,290 Patrick Kindregan
53,291 Charles Gericke
53,292 Michael Garrey
53,293 Emma Flay
53,294 The. Jn. McAuley
63,296 Thomas O'Brien
63,296 Thomas Hanlon
53,297 Edward Hart
53,298 John Wallace
63,299 Patrick Ward
53,300 Martin Sullivan
53,301 J. D. Lawson
53,302 George Pritchard
53,303 Peter Mallon
53,304 William Meruick
53,305 Isaac Nordon
53,306 William Harvey
63,307 Samuel Feltham
53,308 James O'Connor
53,309 Mark Everton
53,310 Richard Maynard
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
LIGHT ON LADY ELLIOT'S ISLAND.ON or about 1st August the Temporary Light on
Lady Elliot's Island will be replaced by a
4th-Order Revolving Light, showing Flashes at
half-minute intervals.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports  and Harbors,
Brisbane , 19th June, 1873.
NOTICES TO  MARINERS.
SHOAL NEAR CARTIER 'S ISLAND.
C APTAIN  Edmonds, of the barque  "  Woodbine,"
reports, that when about eight miles north-
west of Cartier 's Island ,  in latitude 12° 22' S., and
longitude 123° 55 '  E., he found shoal water and got
one cast of ten fathoms.
From the mast -head the shoal appeared to extend
to the northward and north -westward ,  as far as the
eye could reach ,  and in places to have very little
water on it.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , 17th June, 1873.
TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, ETC.
DESIGN FOR PROPOSED WHARFAGE.
111HE Government having in contemplation the
Leasing of the River Frontage in Petrie's
Bight, Brisbane River, with a view to the erection
there of Wharves, according to an approved plan,
hereby invite competitive designs for the same.
A premium of One Hundred pounds will be
awarded for the most approved, and Fifty pounds
for the next approved, design. The accepted
designs to become the property of the Govern-
ment.
The principal objects and requirements sought
for in these designs are :-
1st. Permanency of structure.
2nd. Depth  of water  sufficient to allow a vessel
drawing 17 feet to float at low water, with a
depth at face of wharves of not less than 14 feet.
3rd. The greatest possible accommodation for
shipping that the site will admit of without inter.
fering with the navigation of the river.
4th. Easy access for drays to and from the
wharves.
5th.  Means of connecting the line of proposed
wharves with those above, or that may at any future
time be constructed below such wharves.
6th. Adaptability of design for use of tramways
along the wharves, if such should be hereafter
required.
The drawings submitted by competitors must con-
sist of a general plan drawn upon a scale of 30 feet
to one inch, showing the proposed arrangement of
wharves and site for warehouses, &c., connected
therewith, together with carefully prepared detail
drawings showing method of construction., &c., upon
a scale of not less than 4 feet to 1 inch, with all
necessary dimensions figured on. An estimate of
cost and general specification of the proposed works
must also accompany the designs.
A plan of the ground has been prepared by
Government, giving soundings of depth of water
along the proposed site of wharves, lithographic
copies of which can be obtained by intending
competitors upon application to this Office.
Designs must be lodged at the Treasury by noon
on MONDAY, the 14th July, and must have
appended to them a motto, but no name ; and with
the Design must be a separate enclosure containing
the name of the Designer, and the motto he has
appended to the Design.
Further particulars may be obtained from the
Portmaster, Captain G. P. HEeTK, R.N.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
and
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
REPORTED DANGER IN INNER ROUTE TO
TORRES STRAITS.
R. R. F. Scott,  master of  the  schooner
" Three Brothers ,"  reports the existence of a
dangerous shoal patch in latitude 15° 35' S., in the
following  position:-
Mount  Cook,  bearing ... N .W. by W. a W.
Rocky Islet  ... ... S.W. by W.
Scott's Patch lies about two-thirds of a mile
from the track laid down on the  Admiralty  Charts.
When discovered ,  the water was breaking over
it, and shoal water appeared to extend from it to
the westward.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane ,  24th June, 1873.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1873.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 10th June, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Gympie,
Ipswich, Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Milchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 4th July, 1873.
IT is hereby notified that Mr. FRANK SCARE,
Commissioner of Crown Lands for the District
of Mitchell, has been appointed Acting Registrar
of Births, Marriages, and Deaths for that District
during the absence on leave of the Registrar, Mr.
Alfred Henry.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
Mr. R. A. RICHARDSON, of Tewantin, Noosa,
has been appointed Assistant District Registrar of
Births and Deaths for the Registration District of
Gympie, acting as such at Noosa.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Colonial Secretary's Of&ce,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1873.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Condamine, from the 1st day of January, 1873, to
the 30th day of June, 1873, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant' s Name.
Joseph Koche...
James King ...
Description of
License.
Hardwood
11
Whether
granted or
refused.
Amount
of Fee.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th July, 1873.
ETURN of all Applications for Timber LicensesR. made tothe B nch of Magistrates, a  St n-
thorpe, from the first day of January, 1873, to
the 30th day of June, 1873, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant's Name.
Henry Shard .. Hardwood Granted
Wm. Henry Shard
Fred. S. Davey
Joseph Millard
Johu Davis ...
John Ryan ...  „ „
Thomas Ryan .,.
Daniel Sullivan
Geo. Rutherford
Henry Riebelt
John Riebelt ;'...
Jonas Riebelt ...
Charles Lass .
Walter French
George Sear ...
John Ferguson
Peter Riebelt ...
Edward Tierney „
William Vines
Henry Vines ...
Edward Biss ... n »
John Hansen ...
John Matthewsen
John Noaton ...  „
Thomas Jackson
Henry Windmill
Samuel Baines
James Goodwin
Peter Forrest
Christi Williams
Joshua J. Harris
Owen Harris
Maurice Connell
James  Neal ...
John F. Butler
David Kynoch...
Frank Burgen ...
Maurice Casey...
William Decourt „
Joseph Styche ...
James Rollen ...
James  Robinson
David Haynes...
James Pagett ... „
William Bowler
Henry Veron ... „ „
Richard Hayden
Daniel  Sullivan „
James Tannock
Jas. Whitehead  ... (to make
bricks)
Description of Whether (Amount
License, granted or of Fee.refused.
£ 8.
1 0
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane ,  3rd  July,  1873
ATOTICE is  hereby given ,  that FREDERICK
l' ALBERT HOARE,  of Stanthorpe ,  was, on the
6th June, admitted as a Chemist and Druggist.
K. CANNAN, President.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS , Secretary.
N.B.-The  Medical Board meet on the first
Thursday  in each Month ,  at half -past ten a.m.,
at the  Immigration  Depot,  Wi lliam street ,  Brisbane.
To the Worshipful  the Justices of the Peace in and
for the  District of Brisbane ,  Queensland.
HEREBY give notice of my  intention  to apply
I to the Court  of Petty Sessions ,  to be holden
at Brisbane , on TUESDAY, the twelfth day of
August next,  for permission  to erect  two Swing
Gates  across the road running  through Selection
No. 222, parish of Warner, county of Stanley ;
! £
Granted 1
„ I 1
one sixteen (16) feet gate at the east, and one at t e
west end of the said selection.
Dated this 1st day of July, 1873.
A. HOPKINS.
461 4s.
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Department of Pub li c Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st July, 1873.
IT is hereby noti fied for general information ,  that the interests of the previous occupants in the Leases of
the under -mentioned Huns, which have been subdivided ,  or are held under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"  have been transferred ,  during the Quarter ending 30th June,
1873, with the sanction of the Secretary of Public Lands, to the parties hereinunder particularised.
W. ALCOCK TULILY,
Under Secretary.
Name of Run. Transferror. Transferee.
MORETON DISTRICT.
Fassifern  (conso li dated ) ... ... I  Bank Australasia ... ... ... I William, John, Edward ,  A rn old, and
Arthur Wienholt
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
Stanton Harcourt  ... ... ... I H. C. Corfield ... ... ... I William Alison
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
Rodd's Bay  ... ... ... ...  j Allan , Street ,  and Norton  ... ... . Street and Norton
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Wongcur  ... ... ... ....  Towns  and Company  Campbell and Hay
Strathbogie  ... ... ... .  L. F. De Salis  . (  Campbell and Hay
Gladfield
Stratbmillar
East Prairie
Irvingdale
Jondaryan
Lagoon Creek
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
I Bank Australasia...
} Alexander Campbell
William, John,  Edward ,  Arnold, and
Arthur Wienholt
Kent and Wienholt
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46) has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit  to this Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area
A. R. P.
1 F. T. Gregory .. ..  Road separating portions 96, 102, and
103, from portions 95, 104, and 106 Gowrie ..  5 1 5
2 F. T. Gregory .. .. Road separating portions 106, 107,
108, and 109, from portions 68, 69,
105, and 104 . Gowrie .. 4 1 0
3 F. T. Gregory .. .. Road separating portions 125, 126,
116, 115, 114, and 113, from por-
tions 132, 133, 136, 137, 140, and
141 .. Gowrie .. 6 0 16
4 F. T. Gregory .. Road separating portions 117, 116,
and 136, from portions 115 and 137 Gowrie 4 1 28
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th May, 1873.
IT is  hereby notified for general information , that'  application under the 27th section of  "  The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 "  (31 Victoria, No. 46),  has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads ; and all  parties who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing ,  within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1
2
C. A. J.  Woodcock  ...
Ditto ...
Situation.
Road separating portion 196 from portion 1961
Roserved road through portion 197 ...
Parish.
Tinana ...
Tinana ...
Area.
A. R. P.
2 133
5 0 18
1021
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 1st July, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that the interest of the previous occupants in the under-
mentioned Runs of Crown Lands, situated in the Unsettled Districts, has been transferred, during
the Quarter ended 30th ultimo, with the sanction of the Government, to the persons hereunder
particularised.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Transferror.
J. B. Watt
S. Brown...
The Trust and Agency Company of
Australasia (Limited)
H. Cardell ...
Edward Chisholm ,  Administrator of
William Brown ,  deceased
T. Cook ... ... ... ... ...
C. C. Macdonald .
S. K. Salting, by his Executor, Edward
Knox
F. Houghton ... ... ... ...
E. Vickery ... ... ... ...
Bank  of New South Wales
J. S. Turner  ... ... ... ...
William Maclaren, by his Executor,
J. Reid
J. Pearse ...
J. K. Mackay and J .  McCormick
J. Moore ...
J. Moore ...
G. Fullerton
J. Fraser ... ... ..
F. Fanning , by his Attorney, F. C.
Griffiths
Flanagan ,  Veness ,  and Davey ... ...
R. A. A. Morehead  and M . Young ...
F. C. Griffiths ..
Bank of Australasia
E. Harding and J. McDonald ...
E. Harding and J .  McDonald ...
R. A. Skinner and H .  G. Skinner
W. A. Bucknall ... ... ...
E. Snow and T. G. Robinson ...
J. and J. Doyle ... ... ...
Ditto _ ... ...
The Australian Joint Stock Bank
Transferee. Name of  Run.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
The North British Australian Com- Stretchworth  and Halliford
pany (Limited)
William Graham and Daniel Wil- Bombombah
liams
Mrs. Grace  Bracker  (widow) ... Coolmunda and Brush Creek
John Ferrett Hookawood and Dogwood
BURNETT DISTRICT.
Arthur bight and.John Yeomans Yenda, Wangoolimban , St. David's
Henry Mort ... ... ... .
Fall, View Hill, and Mount Perry
White  Bank , Red Bank, Wood
Bank,  Barwood, and Linkwood
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Samuel Wilson Cheesborough  and Logan Downs
John Donald Macansh ... Buckland Creek, Sandon, Claude,
Hawthorne
John Living...  Mimosa  and Grassthorpe
David Ramsay Goonyella, Moranba, Roseylie, Te-
viot Bank ,  Broadmeadow,  Broad-
lee, and Hermitage Forest
James Henderson ,  Boulton Mo li -
neaux, and' Thomas Littlejohn,
trading as  "  Scott ,  Henderson, and
Co."
James Glass... ...
Michael Tansey ... ... ...
MARANOA DISTRICT.
David Grover ... ... ...
Duncan Forbes McKay ... ...
Peter Moore and Edward Moore ...
Peter Moore and Edward  Moore...
Arthur Hodgson, Robert Ramsay,
and William Rait
Thomas McEwen ...
Edward  Wienholt ...
Robert  E rn est  Davey ...
Robert Henry  Hazard and George
Richard Hazard
Edward Wienholt .. .
William Wienholt, John Wien-
holt, Edward Wienholt, Ar-
nold Wienholt, and Arthur
Wienholt
Archibald  McDonald and Peter
McDonald
E lias Harding
WARREGO DISTRICT.
William Arthur  Bucknall ,..
John Conrad Boch ... ...
Elliot  Snow ...
The Commercial  Banking  ,'Company
of Sydney
Ditto .. ...
The Commercial Banking Company
of Sydney
Lower Palm -tree Creek No. 4,
Lower Palm -tree Creek No. 5,
and Guambagwine
Tierawoomba
Sutton and Wallburry
Noondoo Spring
Gerar ,  Goorarooman East ,  Cunniana,
Byron Plains ,  and Tommoo
Bonavista
Lower Maranoa No. 1
Southland ,  Southland No. 2, Garden
Ground, Yellow Flower, and
Apple-tree Vale
Fairfield
Wallabella, Wallabella North, Ome-
dool, Dooladie , and Poybah Downs
East Thomby
Melanga
Tinowon
Bung,  Bungil Major Back, Bung
Back Run, Yinkerbay, Blyth's
Plains ,  Bungorin Bungorin, Tin-
gun, Mulga Mulga ,;Tickool, Beau-
fort, and Warrooby
Wild Horse Plains No. 2, Wild
Horse Plains No. 4, and Moorin-
doorah East
Wild Horse  Plains No . 1, Wild
Horse Plains No. 3, and Moorin-
doorah
Xahmoo Mulga and Bundarra
Mount Morris ,  Kahmoo Mulga, and
Bundarra
Hogonthulla No. 3
Boondoona
Dundoo Weft  No. 1, and Dundoo
West No. 2
Belyanna No.  2, Belyanna No. 1,
Bundee  No. 2, Bundee  No. 1, and
Bargoon
Transferror,
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TRANSFER OF  RvNs-continued.
I  Transferee. Name of Run.
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Towns, Stuart, and Cowper  ... ... Alexander Campbell and John Hay Bingee,  Mullar, Dirri ll,  and Har-
vest Home
L. W. F. De  Sali s and R .  F. De Salis ... Ditto ... ... ... ...  East Downs, West Downs, Mount
Wickham, Strathmore
L. F. De  Sali s  ... ... ... Ditto ... ... ... ...  I Glen King
Ditto ... ... ... ... Ditto .... Tullich
C. C. Macdonald
W. Kilgour
Thomas Augustus Wolstenholme, Earl
of Macclesfield
W. W. Bucknell ... ... ...
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
I Samuel Wilson ... ...
William Kilgour and Eric Henry
MacKay
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
John Stevenson ... ...
Thomas McWhannell
Cheseborough, Solferino, Vicenza ,
Carroll's Creek ,  Vi ll a Franca, Kil-
cummin, and Sheppard Plains
Alpha No. 1, Alpha  No. 2, Omega
No. 1, and Omega No. 2
Dulwich North
Rodney Downs
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
BARE  Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions  of "  The Real Property Act  of 1861." An person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of  said  Act ,  on or before the days named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description  and Situation of Land. Name  of Applicant.
29 perches ,  being re-subdivisions 1 and 2 of subdivision 5 Michael Eagan
of portion 230, parish of North Brisbane , county of
Stanley
2 roods 16 perches, being all otment 8 of section 16, Robert John Lee Craig
pari sh and town of Warwick ,  county of Merivale
36 perches, being allotment 12 of section 15, parish and James Gibbon
town of North Brisbane ,  county of Stanley
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
5th August, 1873.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Department  of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
Brisbane , 1st July, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open new Roads to Ferry between Moggill and Goodna, county of Stanley, Notice is hereby
given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this
Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
73-2275-W. By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Boox OF REFERENCE  OF ROADS  To FERRY BETWEEN  MOGGILL AND  GOODNA, COUNTY  OF STANLEY; TO
BE  PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1: Commencing  at the north -east corner  of
portion  83, parish of Moggill, and running
in a south -westerly direction through
said  portion to the  Brisbane River
2 Commencing at the no rt h-east comer of
subdivision 86 of original po rt ion 131,
parish of Ooodna ,  and running along
part of nort hern boundary of said sub-
division through subdivision 35
3 Commencing on the eastern boundary of
and distant  live chains  fr om, south-
east comer of lubdivision 27 of ori ginal
portion 131,  parish of Goodna ,  and run-
ning in a south  -  westerly direction
through said subdivision
Reputed Owner . Bearings. Lengthin Chains.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
ohs. lke. A.  B.  P.
I Wyatt Stockton N. 236° 27' E. 9 97 1 chain 1 2 10 Freehold; not
N. 303° 19' E. 1 541 fenced or im-
N. 253° 34' E. 2 40 proved.
T. Walker  ... N. 2770°E. ... 16 67 1 chain 1 2 25 Freehold; fenced
T. Walker  ... N. 236°  54' E. 7 161 1 chain 0 2
and part ly culti-
vated.
35 Freehold;  fenced.
1028
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Clifton Railway Station to the Leyburn and Drayton Road, parishes
of Tooth, Elphinstone, Stephens, and Felton, counties of Aubigny and Merivale, Notice is hereby
given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in
this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned,  are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Drayton ; and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
72-4725-W.
Remarks.
Boor OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM CLIFTON RAILWAY STATION TO THE LEYBUBN AND DBAYTON
ROAD, PARISHES OF TOOTH ,  ELPHINSTONE ,  STEPHENS ,  AND FELTON ,  COUNTIES OF AUBIGNY AND
MERIVALE ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  ROAD  UNDER THE  ACT OF  COUNCIL 4  WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road.
Register;
No. of Reputed Occupier.  Bearings. Length in  Breadth AreaSelec -  Owner .  Chains .  of Road.
tion.
1 Commencing at the east  The Crown ...
boundary of port ion
99, parish of Elphin-
stone,  and running
westerly to its western
boundary
Z'  Commencing at the  out War- W.  B. Tooth Unoccupied
boundary  of portion wick
101, parish  of Elphiu- Reg.
stone, and running No.
westerly to its western 80
boundary
3 Commencing at the east  ,,,  W. B. Tooth  Unoccupied
boundary of portion
102, parish of Elphin-
stone ,  and running
westerly to its western
boundary
4
ohs. Ike. A.  X.  P.
N. 270°  0' E. 64 77 2 chains 10 3 28 Open plain.
N. 270° O' E. 40
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
00 2 chains 8 0 0 Unimproved agri-
cultural land; open
black soil plain ; a
fence  runs diago-
nally through this
selection; selection
under 1868 Act.
N. 270° 0' E. 10 87 2 chains 7 2 36 Unimproved agrl-
N.256 0' E. 27 77 cultural land; open
black so il  plain;
freehold.
Commencing at the east  ...  W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 266°  0' E. 79 20 2 chains  ;  18 0 17 Unimproved agri-
boundary of Clifton N. 366° 0' E. 5 es irregular cultural and; open
Pre-emptive No. 4, and shape black soil  plain.
running westerly to
its no rt h -west corner
5 Irregular -shaped piece  ,..  W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 310°  OE. 3 08  .  About 2 1 0 0 A fence  acro ss ; agrl-
of land out of north -  N. 0° 66' E. 2 41 chains cultural  land; open
out corner of Clifton plain.
Pre-emptive No. 5
6 Commencing at the  ...  W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 356°  0' E. 1 50
north bank of  King's
Creek on the south
boundary of Clifton
Pre-emptive No. 3, and
running northerly and
westerly to its western
boundary
N.340° 0' E. 1 00
N. 263° 0' E. 12 38
7 Commencing at the east ... W.  B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 263°  0' E. 17 64
boundary of Clifton N. 253° 0' E. 41 60
Pre-emptive No. 6, and N. 224°  21' E. 14 02
running south -
westerly to its western
boundary
Irregular 6 2 13
shape
Mean
width
about 4
chains
2 chains
2 chains 14 230
8 Commencing at the east ,,. W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 224° 21 E. 48 48 2 chains
boundary of Clifton
Pre-emptive No. 8, and
Cunning south -
westerly to Its south-
ern boundary
9 Commencing at the ... W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 224°  21' E. 32 81 2 chains
nort h boundary of
Clifton  Pre - emptive
No. 7, and running
southwesterly  to its
western boundary
Unimproved
cultural;
plain.
agri-
open
Stony ; lightly - tim-
bered agricultural;
opensesplainroad;
;
fence
crosses
horse paddock.
9 1 7 Unimproved agri-
cultural ; open
black soil  plain;
western boundary
fenced.
6 311 Unimproved agri-
cultural; open
black so il  plain ;
western boundary
fenced.
10 Commencing at the ... The Crown Unoccupied N. 236° 0' E. 19 48 2 chains  3 2 31  Unimproved agri-
north-east corner of cultural ; open
portion 22,  parish of black soil plain ;
Stephens ,  and running fence crosses road.
south -westerly to its
west boundary
11 Commencing  at the east ...  J. P. Wal -  Unoccupied N. 235° 0' E .  34 04 2 chains
boundary of portion cott
23, parish of Stephens,
and running south-
westerly to Its west
boundary
8 3 9 Unimp ro ved agri-
cultural and; open
black soil plain ;
selection under Act
of 1866.
12 Commencing at the out ... W. Scott ... Unoccupied N. 236°  (Y  E. 46 36 2 chains 13 1 36 Unimproved agri-
bounda ry  of portion 258°  0' 10 00 cultural land ; open
24, parish of Stephens ,  280° 0 '  8 00 plain and box for-
and running  south-  266° 0 '  6 33 eat ; selection under
westerly th ro ugh that Act of 1868.
port ion and po rt ion 37
to the west er n boun-
dary of the last-men-
tioned portion
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NEw RoiD-Boor of  REFERBNcu- continued.
No. Portion of Road.
13 Commencing at the west
boundary of portion
37, and running
westerly through
Water Reserve at the
South of portions 38,
39, 49,  60, 51,  62, and
53, to a point fo rt y-
two chains west of
the west boundary of
port ion 63
14 Commencing at the west
boundary of Water
Reserve, and running
no rt h -westerly to the
east boundary of por-
tion 52A,  parish of
Felton
16 Commencing at the east
boundary of po rt ion
52A, pari sh of Felton,
and running north-
westerly to its no rt h-
west boundary, being
the main  ro ad from
Leyburn to Drayton
Register
No. of Reputed Occu ier Bearin s Length in Breath of ASelec-
tion.
Owner. p . g . Chains. Road, rea.
The Crown Unoccupied N. 246° 61' E.
ohs. Ike.
87  79 Irregular
A. R. P.
..,
269°68' 22 83
288°56' 13 00
247° (V 26 39
269° 68' 56 00
The Crown Unoccupied N. 301° 0' E. 74 00)
289° 0' 23 00
271° 46' 26 00 6 chains
271°46' 26 00
296° s0' 10 00
l
296° 30' 24 00
Irregu ar
width,
270° 0' 10 00 south
2418 0'. 10 00 boundary
263°30' 27  55 the Con-
283° 0' 11 00  I damine
313° 0'
l
25 00
River
344° 46' 20 Oil
369° 0' 27 00 5  chains350° 20' 30 00 "'
t
330°30' 29 69
307° 0 ' 4 39 i
,..  The Crown Unoccupied N. 307° 0 '  E. 28 11 Irregular21 1 27
width,
average 7
chains 60
klinks
Remarks.
Government Water
Reserve  between
King's Creek and
portions 38 to 63 ;
two  fences across.
Gum and apple flat;
branch  ro ad to
Ellangowan ; poor
sandy country.
Open box and gum
forest ; fence
crosses.
Poor Sandy country ;
open box forest.
Unimp ro ved box
forest.
Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD- FIRST NOTICE.
Brisbane ,  1st July, 1873.
H
IS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Cambooya Railway Station to Eton Vale ,  parish of Cambooya ,  county of
Aubigny, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,  No.
11, and now in force in this Colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Drayton  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit in  writing,  to the Clerk of
the Executive Council, within one month from this date ,  any well -grounded objections which may exist to
the formation of the  Road in question.
Length BreadthBearings . in Chains . of Area .  Remarks.Road.
73-2485.  WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM CAMBOOYA RAILWAY STATION TO ETON VALE, PARISH OF CAM-
BOOYA, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL ,  4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road .  Reputed Owner .  Occupier.
1 Commencing on the' Hodgson and Hodgson and N. 90° E.
western boundary of Ramsay Ramsay
Eton Vale Pre-emp-
tive 34,  and running
east to its eastern
boundary
2 Commencing on the Hodgson and Hodgson and
western boundary of Ramsay Ramsay
Eton Vale Pre-emp-
tive 33, and running
east and south-east-
erly to its southern
boundary
3 Commencing on the Hodgson and Hodgson and
nort hern boundary Ramsay Ramsay
of Eton Vale Pre-
emptive $2.  and run-
ning south-easterly
and easterly to its
eastern boundary
By Command,
cbs.  W. A.  a. P.
60 23 2 chains 12 0 6 Open black soil plain.
N. 90° E .  4 49 2 chains 9 3 0 Open plain and
N. 122°  47' E. 42 17 lightly timbered
with  apple and
gum;  ro ad fenced
on N.E .  boundary.
N.122 °  47' E. 3 59 2 chains  11 2 38 Open  forest, gum
N. 89° 46'  E. 35 56  and apple; road
N. 89° 9' E. 21 64  fenced on north
boundary.
4 Commencing on the Hodgson and Hodgson and N .  89° 40' E.
western boundary of Ramsay Ramsay
Eton Vale Pre -emp-
tive 51,  and running
east to the main  ro ad
from Toowoomba to
Warwick
6 Commencing on the Hodgson and Hodgson and
west side of the main Ramsay Ramsay
ro ad from Too-
woomba to Warwick
in Eton Vale Pre-
emptive 51,  and run-
ning about east by
no rt h and east to the
east boundary of said
Pre-emptive 51
3 74 2 chains 0 2 34 Open gum ;  Govern-
ment  ro ad, fenced
on nort h  boun-
dary.
N. 82° 10'  E. 14 37 1 chain 6 0 21 Black Boil forest
N. 89° 40' E. 47 06  ri dges; nprt b
boundary of  ro ad
partly fenced.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  18th June, 1873.
NEW ROAD.--FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Clifton Railway Station to Clifton Homestead Area, parish of Tooth, county
of Aubigny, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11. and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line
of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at
the Police Office, Drayton; and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-2129-W.  WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM CLIFTON RAILWAY STATION TO CLIFTON HOMESTEAD AREA
PARISH OF TOOTH,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of  Road. Reputed Owner .  I Occupier .  Bea ri ngs.
1 Commencing on the no rt h boon -  William B. Tooth
dary of road  from Clifton to
Ellangowan in Pre-emptive 8,
and running about west-no rt h-
west to its no rt hern boundary
2 Commencing on the nort hern The Crown ...
bounda ry  of  Clifton  Pre-emptive
6, and running  north -westerly
and westerly  to the  eastern,
boundary  of Clifton  Homestead
Area
Register
No. of Reputed
Seleo- Owner.
Lion.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  2nd June, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient to
open a new  Road from Gympie Road to Rush Creek, parishes of Redcliff e and  Whiteside, county of
Stanley, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now  in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned , are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office,
Brisbane ; and all persons  interested therein are requested to transmit,  in writing , to the Clerk of the
Executive Council,  within one  month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may  exist to the
formation  of the Road  in question.
By Command,
73-1957. WM. HENRY WALSH.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM  GYMPIE ROAD  TO RUSH CREEK ,  PARISHES OF REDCLIFFE AND
WHITESIDE ,  COUNTY OF  STANLEY, TO BB PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIO ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Entering no rt h-east
boundary of port ion
37, pariah of Redclife,
and going out west-
ward ac ro ss its north-
west boundary
Entering theeouth-east
boundary of portion
38, parish of Re ichife,
and going out west-
ward acro ss its no rt h-
west bounda ry
2 An irregular piece,
entering south boun-
dary of portion 38,
parish of Bedclife, and
going out westward
across its western
boundary
Entering the south-east
bounda ry  of port ion
39, parish of Redclife,
and going out west-
ward ac ro ss its no rt h-
west boundary, and
south -eastward acro ss
its southern and east-
ern boundari es
Remarks.
ohs.  W.  A. 1, P.
Unoccupied N. 335° E. ...  28 52 150 links 3 3 30; Open black-
soil  ri dge, and
lightly tim-
bered with
box and apple
Held under N.335° E. 8 48 150 „ 29  2 3 Open black-
pastoral lease  307° 66  21 soil plain, and
by W. B.Tooth  l  269° 51' 122 11 open box and
gum forest.
Occupier .  Bearings. Length in Breadth ofChains. Road. Area .  Remarks.
I I cbs. Sts.
A.
P. P.
0. Gordon  ...  Unoccupied N. 283° E. 7 68 1 chain  •...  0 3 8 Open forest land,
not fenced in nor
imp ro ved.
R. Little  ...  Unoccupied N. 283°  E. 18 78 1 chain  ...  1 3 20 Open forest land,
not fenced in.
B. Little ... Unoccupied General bear  ;  Greatest Greatest 2 3 20 Open forest land,
ing, length ,  width ,  not fenced in.
N. 141° E. 12 50 4 chs .90lks,
B. Little  ...  Unoccupi N. 283° E. 0 96
N. 253° E. 10 97
N. 275° E. 12 87
N. 342° E. 2 15
N. 150° E. 5 15
N. 192° 3' E. 8 42
N. 235° E. 2 60
4 Triangular area ,  being 906
eastern corner of selec-
tion 28, parish of
Whiteside
J. Foreman J. Foreman
i
N.187°  14r E. 3 27
Lengthains, ofBreadRoadth.Area.inCh
1 chain  ...  4 2 3 Open forest land
not fenced in.
Greatest 0 1 21 Forest  land, fenced
width ,  off on one side
240 chains
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Tinana Creek to Tincan Bay, parish of Bidwell, county of March,
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and
now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned , are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office,
Maryborough ; and all persons interested therein, are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of
the .Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-1941-W. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK or REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM TINANA CREEK To TINCNN BAY, PARISH OF BIDWELL, COUNTY  OF
MARCH, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No.
Register
Portion of Road .  No. of
Selection.
1 Commencing at the Freehold ...
south-west corner of
portion No .  64, and
running easterly along
its southern boundary
to the south -east
corner
2 Commencing at the 63
western  boundary of
conditional selection
No. 63,  M. Reg .,  and
running easterly to
its no rt h-east corner
Reputed Owner BearingsOccupier Length Breadth Area Remarks. .. in chains , of Road. . .
ohs. 1ks.
A, H. P,
0. de Libert  .., 0. de Libert  ...  970 30' 40 48 1 chain 4 0 5 Scrub land, un-
0. de Libert . .. 0. de Libert  ..,  97° 30' 41 33 1 chain  . 3 3 30
improved and
unfenced.
Thickly tim-
bered, unim-
proved and
unfenced.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th June, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Ipswich towards Wivonhoe, parish of North, county of Churchill,
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police Office, Ipswich ; and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-2086-W. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF A PORTION OF THE ROAD FROM IPSWICH TOWARDS WIVENHOE, PARISH OF
NORTH, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A  PUBLIC  ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL  4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of  Road .  Reputed Owner.
1 Commencing on the east boundary 0. Spann  ...  N. 118° 15'  E.
of Port ion 25  (selected ),  running 143°
no rt h -westerly to the no rt h
boundary
2 Commencing at the south boundary C. Kolth  ...  N. 143° E .
of Selection 139, running no rt h .  142°
westerly through that selection
3 Commencing at the south boundary Richd .  Edwards, N. 142° E.
of Selection 128, running no rt h- 149° 3L'
westerly through that selection 166° 15'
4 Commencing at the south boundary John Frederich N. 165° 16' E.
of Selection 142, running north- Schumann 180° 52'
westerly to the  west  boundary 178° 52'
5 Commencing at the east boundary Frederich Dra- N .  136° E.
of Selection 144, running no rt h- helm
westerly to its no rt h boundary
6 Commencing at the south boundary W. Theuerkauf ...  N.109 °  E.
of Selection 155, running no rt h -  115° 45'
westerly to its west boundary
cbs. lks .  ohs.  Ike. A.  IL
9 44 1 60 4 3 .0
14 33
12 84 1 50 3 3 33
13 56
14 63 1 50  8 2 10 Partly cul-
13
15
46
69
tlvated.
9 60 Irregular  width ...  2 2 10
14
7
67
17
7 43 A triangular piece 1 1 13
ch. lks.
4 43 1 50 1 2 27
8 88
ength Bearings .  in Chains . Breadth of Road .  Area. Remarks.
General Post Office,
Brisbane,  Queensland ,  26th June, 1873.THE following
 S>Txxass of OBSERVATIONS taken at the METBOEOLOarcAL
 STATiox,  Baisuj.u ,  during the Month of MAY, 1873,  is published  for general information.
By His Excellency 's Command,
THOMAS L. MURRAY-P RIOB, Postmaster- Genera].
Maximum
mean ...
Minimum
SUMMARY OF METEOROLO G ICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT BRISBANE ,  DURING THE MONTH OF MAY, 1873.
LATITITDB,  27° 28' 3"
 S. j  LOFGITIIDE,  1630 16 '  15" R. HEIGHT OF OBSEB'ATOBY ABOVE MSAN SuA LgvsL, 130 FEET; DISTA ON FROM SEA-OOAST,  10 MILES.
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0.21630.12830-187 63.7 73'8 60.4 40.2 85.0 58.3 -702 .67 '871 1310 1090
9.956 29.858 7.9914 5815 67'6 53 0 6510 60.0 52.0 •520 '37
3
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summary of May, 1873 Mean Shade Temp .,  65.9 degrees .
 Rain fell on 8 days .  Total Rainfall ,  0.58 inches.
1872 05.3 5 0.28
n .. 1871 n n 67.3 „ n n 6 n 0.83
1870 82'8 15 2.81
.. .. 1869 ., n 65.2 3 u „ 0'39
„ 1888 „
 n 67.3 ,. ,. „ 12 1'15
„ ., 1867 ., „  67.4 i3 n „ 8'97
n ,. 1866 6619 n n n 17 3.32
11 I S95 11  ., 63'3
 11  n ,. 3  11  .. 0.41 91
n .. 1884 n „ 63.9 16 2.63
n n 1863 66.7 9 „ ., 092
1863 65'3 „ n n 9 n n 2.21
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CLOUD.
10
4'6
0
0-10.
10
4.7
0
OZONE.
10 ... 5 10
1.6 ... 2.9
 7-4
0 ... 2 6
Evaporation ,  4.800 inches. Electrical Observations-69 Positive ;  34 Negative .  Prevailing Winds, S.
11 5.300 60 n
3.950 72 „
11 3'200 n n ., 40 „
.,
2.870 81 „
11 4'383 49
11 2-964 26 „
11 2.890 43 „
4'550 ...
 11
2.374
., ., ,. ... 1.
11 2953 1. .. 21 „
4-083 11 n 54  ..
24 n n n S., S.W.
21  S.W.,  S.
63  S.E.
32 B.W.
44  .. „ „ S.W., S.
07 S.W., W.
60 S.W.
... ,.
 0 11 S.W.
... .,
 11  ., S.W.
72 .,
 11 11 S.W.
39 n  11  ° S.W.
The  weather  bas been' slightly warmer than usual during the month ;
 the mean shade temperature ,  859°, being 0.4° over the average of this month for the previous ten years ,  and 0-8° over the previous three years .  The highest reading in shade,
85.6°, was  on the 6th;  the lowest on grams,  41.5°, was on the morning of the 5th. The highest baro met ri c reading ,  30.338, was at 9 a.m. on the 20th ,  and the lowest ,  29.856, at 3 p .m. on the 8th .  The mean barometric readings have been above the
average of the month. Rain tell sparingly ,  and only on 8 days  ;  the total fall, 0 .58 inches ,  being 1-57 inches under the average of the month  ;  the greatest fall in 24 hours ,  0.15 inches ,  was on the 30th .  For further information as to the rainfa ll  of
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the Colony ,  see general summary published  monthly
 In the  Governmen t (3aseLta.
EDMUND MAO DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Obserfer.
2
TIME TABLE.
Commissioner  for Railways '  Office,
- Brisbane , 30ih August, 1872.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.--On and after MONDAY, 9th September, 1872, the following Time Table  will  come  into operation until further notice.
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
YILLR. UP TRAINS.  YILae.
STATIONS.
From Too- No . 1, No.2, No. 3, No. 4, No. 5, No .  6, Prom From
Ipswich.  woomba .
 Goods. Mixed, Mixed.  Goods, Mixed. Mixed . Dalby.  Warwick.
A.H. A.M . A.H. P.M. P.M. P.M.
Ipswich ,.,
 ... 10.0 ... ... ... 4.40
8  Walloon ,,,
 10'28 5.8 3 ...
12
 Rosewood
 A A A 16
18  Western Creek .. A A A 24
21 arriveGrandchester ... '411.8 6.47 33depart ... 11.12 ... 6.51 40 ...
25 ... 'Victoria Tunnel ... A
... A A 45
29 ... ( Laidley 11.49 6.28I
$8 Gatton
,., ... ... 12.18 ... 6.57 ...
arrive  ... 12.53lidH ... ...  ... 7.32 3e on ...
... 1.8 ... ...  ... 7.47 ... 12).depart
arrive
 *1. ..
'
... 23
.69 ... I Murphy s Creek 48'30 1'52departI 2.7 ... 8.27 ... 26
9.22 2.44hfi ldsBi69 2.59 9.19 34.eg ...
...
arrive 10.10 3.32
. . ...
3'47  10.7 ... 41
78 Toowoomba ...
... 4.5 10.50 ... 3'55 ... ... 49. depart
's Gate  ... B B ...  ... 52;82 36 Mahone y
86 7 Gowrie Junction  ... arrive  ... 411.16  ... ... 68
.. 50.45
85 7 Gowrie Junction ... depart ... ,.. *11.25  4.20
901 121 For Williams' Camp ... ... ... A A  ...
94 16 Westbrook Crossing... .., ... A A 655.20 62'25 .••102 24 Cambooya . ... ... ... ... 12
109 31 Emu Creek Siding ... ... ... ... A  A 61  ...
1.18  6.18118 40 King's Creek ,., .,. ...
120 42 Clifton ...  1.28 .,. 06.23 71
7.02.5131 53 Allora ,.....  .,. ... ...
140 62 Lyndhurst Road ... ... ... ... A ...  A
II 81
143 65 Warwick ... ,.. ,,, ... .,, 2.45 7.40 92
101
86  Gowns Junction  ...  depart ... 4130 105
90  Gowrie ,.. ... ...  109
97  Oakey Creek ,.. ,., ... ... 5.8
106  Jondaryan ... ... .,, ... 5.38 112
114  Bowenville  ... ,.. ... A 118
127  Blaxland's Siding
 ... ... ...
A ... 122
130  Dalby  ... ... ... ... 6.60 ... 180
4 Trains meet here.
STATIONS.
Dalby
Blaxland ' s Siding
Bowenvillo ...
Jondaryan .,,
Oakey Creek •..
Gowrie
Oowrie Junction ...  arrive
Warwick ... ...
Lyndhurst  Road  ... ...
Allora ... ... ...
Clifton ... ... ...
King's Creek
 ... ... ...
Emu Creek  Siding
 ... ...
Cambooya  .. ... ...
Westbrook  Crossing  ... ...
For Williams' Camp... ...
Gowrie Junction ...
 arrive
Mahoney's Gate  ... ...
Gowrie Junction depart
Toowoomba  ... arrive
t depart
Highfields ... ..
Murphy's Creek
I
arrive
depart
Helidon ... arrivedepart
Gatton ... ,.• ...
Laidley ... ...
Victoria Tunnel ..
Grandchester arrivef depart
Western Creek ... •..
Rosewood
 ... ... ...
Wa lloon  ... ... ...
Ipswich  ... ... ...
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
DOWN TRAINS.
No.1,
Goods.
No.2,
Mixed. M
No.3,
ixed.
No. 4, No. b.
Mixed.  Goods,
No. e
Mixed.
A.M. A.H . A.M. I A.M. A.M. P.M.
... ... A40 ...
... ... 9.58 ...
... ... 10'30 ...
... ... ... A ...
... ... 8.5 ... ... 5.5
... ... A A ,.. A
... ... 8.45 ... ... 6.46
... ... 9.22 ... ... 46'23
... ... 9.32 ... ... 6'33
... ... A A ... A
... 10.25 ... ... 7'26
... ...
A A ...  cc
... ...
A A. A
... ...
... ... B B
011.25  *11.16 ,,. 8'26
11.65 11.44
 ...  8'56
6.30 6.60 ... 12.4 11.60 ...
7'20 7140 ... 12.64 12.40 .,.
8.10 ... 1'44 1.30 ...
4... 08.80 1.48 ......
.., 9.10 ... 2.28 ...
... 9.25 ... 2.48 ...
10.0 ... 3.18 ...
10.29 ... 8.47
A ... A ... ...
11.4 ... 4.22
... *11.8 ... 4.26 ...
... A ... A ...
... A ... A ...
11.49 ...  05.8 ...
12.17
 I ... 6.36 I ... ...
All Day Tickets  issued on Saturdays available to return  on the following  Monday.
Moms .-The Trains will stop only at those places  at which they  are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains  marked thus, A, wi ll  stop by signal to take up passengers  only,  who wi ll  be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates. Passengers requiring  to slight  at those places  can
only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard  of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at  which they  jo in  the Train to the place  at which they  propose to alight.
(I3.) The Nos.
 2  and 3 Up, and  3 and 6 Down Trains  only, will, for the  present,  stop  at this Crossing, subject to  the foregoing regulation.
Goods Trains will  be run when necessary.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Pares.
Goods and Live
stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
2 a. d. $ a.  d. $ a. d. $ S.  d.
Week  ending June  28th, 1873
... ... 424 0 9 1,007 13 1 76 12 7 1,607 6 5
Corresponding week last year... 431 8 6 984 17  3 36 17  6 1,453 3 3
Increase 22 15 10 88 16 1 64 3 2
Decrease 7 7 9 ...
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after  MONDAY , the 14th instant,  the following Time
Table will  come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles  from
Book -
hampton .
Stations
IUp Train
Mired.
Miles
from West-
wood.
I'M,Rockhampton  ... ... ... 11. 0
6- Gracemere  ... ... ... 11.24 6
15 Stanwell ... ... 12, 0 15
24 Rosewood Crossing ... ... A 24
80 Westwood  ... ... ... 1.0 30
stations.
p.m.
Westwood  ... ... ...  3.80
Rosewood Crossing ... ... A.
Stanwell  ... ... ...  4'30
Gracemere  ... ... ...  61  6
Rockhampton ... ... ...  6.80
Down Train
Mixed.
Ali Day Tickets  issued  on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, wi ll  stop by signal to take up passengers only ,  who will be charged the fare to the Station at
wbinh their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they  j oin the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 30th June, 1873.
No. 6.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF JUNE, 1873.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, are requested to
give the correct number of the page on which they may have observed their Names , as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission ;  and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission  of Letters.
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
NOTE.-The DEAD  LETTEit  BEANcB  of the  General  Post Office  is opened  for delivery, daily,  Saturday
excepted ,  from Ten a.m. to Four p.m.: on Saturday ,  from  Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
A. 22 Allwood Samuel,  Sandy Creek c
23 Allison William, Brisbane o c
1 ABBOTT  Henry, Fanning Cattle Station a 24 Alwin George, p. o. Warwick u k
2 Abrahamsen Jens, Townsville a and f (4) 25 Anderson Charles, Georgetown o
3 A'Court Honble. Fredk. Holmes, G. P. O. 26 Anderson John, Maryborough c
Brisbane u k 27 Anderson John B., Charters Towers n z
4 Adams John,  Brisbane s 28 Anderson Mrs. Riohd., Mitchell Downs c
.5 Adams  W., Warwick c 29 Anderson T. B., p. o. Warwick o c
6 Adams Wm., Stanthorpe c 30 Anderson W., Upper Mary Sugar Mills c
7 Addison Mrs. Emma, Stanthorpe o c 31 Anderson William, care of Lamb  and Black,
8 Adsett Miss lliza, Kedron Brook c Yaamba c (4)
9 Agerholm Jacob Christensen, Copperfield c 32 Andrews Thoma s  (pensioner), Ipswich o c
10 Ali Sam, care of Captu .  Delaney, Western 33 Angwin John, Peak Downs m (2)
Creek Station o 34 Appeldoff Z., I,swich c
11 Ainger Edward,  p. o. Gympie u k 35 Arm Thomas, atanthorpe c
12 Aisbett Mrs. John, Townsville c 36 Armbrust Nicholas, Charters  Towers c
13 Alcock E., Cooroora c 37 Arness John, Rockhampton m
14 Alexander A. E., Brisbane c 38 Arnold Mrs. Richd., Doughboy Creek u k
15 Allen Mrs., Stanthorpe o 39 Aslebury Albert, Copperfield o
16 Allen Joseph, Dalby p. o. n z 40 Ashcroft Mrs. H., Stanthorpe c
17 Allen R. T., p. o. Clermont u k 41 Atkin Thomas, Doughboy Creek u k
18 Allen W.,  care of Joseph All en, p. o. Dalby n z 42 Atkins Thomas, Stanthorpe c
19 Allen Wm. (miner), Copperfield c 43 Attwood Mrs., Rockhampton c
20 Allen Wm., p. o.  Mackay c (2) 44 Attwood John, Maryborough o
21 Alles  James,  Townsville s 45 Aummuller Ant., Charters Towers a
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46 Austin  H., Brisbane u k 84 Bourne Geo.,  Stanthorpe  c
47 Austin Thomas, Maryborough c 85 Bourne Geo., Townsville c
48 Aylott John, Ethridge River c (2) 86 Bourne H. R., Roma o
87 Bourner J. G. Ravenswood cB. 88
,
Bouden Mrs. L. F., Stanthorpe o c
1 BABISTER Wm., Yandina u k (2) 89 Bower Walter, Dawson Bridge m
2 Bahre Daniel, Toowoomba o 90 Bowes it., Westwood c
3 Bailey George (wood-cutter), Copperfield c (2) 91 Bowes-Scott E., Townsville u k (2)
4 Baird James , Copperfield o c 92 Bowman  A., Brisbane e
5 Bale George, Stanthorpe s 93 Bowsen  -, Copperfield c
6 Baker  Henry, Valley c 94 Bowsen Chas, Copperfield c
7 Baker James ,  Toowoomba c 95 Boyd John, Rockhampton u k
8 Baker James , Copperfield c 96 Boyle Edward, Copperfield c
9 Balangero  John B., Brisbane f 97 Boyle Wm. A., Toowoomba e
10 Ballard G. T., Charters Towers c  and a (3) 98 Braaten Ole Hansen , Townsville f
11 Ballardon  E. (musician ), Toowoomba s 99 Bradford Geo. Benson, Brisbane u k
12 Ballantyne George, Tingalpa c 100 Bradford Percy, Brisbane m
13 Balmain Wm. H. (coach painter),Toowoomba c 101 Bradley Miss M., Brisbane o
14 Bainford F., Toowoomba o 102 Branagan -, Charters Towers a
15 Banhon M. J. F., Charters Towers t 103 Brand James (shepherd),  Maryland station a
16 Banks Mrs. A., Gympie c 104 Brandt W., Brisbane f (2)
17 Banks George, Ravenswood s (2) 105 Branning Christian, Rockhampton f (3)
I8 Barbour Alex., Rockhampton o 106 Bray J. H., Charters Towers a
19 Bardo P. J., Maryborough a (3) 107 Breckenridge and Sons Messrs. J. W., Cape
20 Baron C. R. and J., Moronish u k York a
21 Barrallatry Peter, Ravenswood c 108 Brennan Daniel, Charters Towers c
22 Barrett Charles, Toowoomba c 109 Brennan James, Millchester c
23 Barrett Mrs. G., Inglewood a 110 Brennan John, Charters Towers c
24 Barron  John, p. o. G mpie pp o 111 Brennan John, Warwick c
25 Barrow David, Maryborough c 112 Brinnin J. N., Copperfield c
26 Barry Daniel, Copperfield c 113 Brenen George, Peak Downs s
27 Barry Edmond. Ravenswood u k 114 Brewin Richard, Millchester a
28 Barry J., Warwick c 115 Broadbent S. (bird collector),  Rockhampton a
29 Barton D. H., Stanthorpe o c 116 Brodie James, Brisbane o
30 Barton Wm., Roma c 117 Bromley John, Toowoomba u k
31 Barzchell -, Toowoomba c 118 Bromley Wm., Lower Herbert  o c m and c (3)
32 Bashford W., Stanthorpe n z 119 Bromley Wm., Townsville c
33 Basset Richd., Canning Downs c 120 Bronckhurst -, Toowoomba c
34 Bassett Richd., Ipswich e 121 Brook Mrs. Henry,  Mi ll chester m
35 Batten - (Cleveland carrier) c 122 Brown A., Townsville m
36 Battan John, Brisbane u It (3) 123 Brown Chas., Ipswich o
37 Beahan  - (bootmaker ),  Stanthorpe c 124 Brown Edwd. (carrier), Roma c
38 Beaty T., Brisbane m 125 Brown  James, Copperfield o (2)
39 Bechle Wm. (butcher), Maryborough o c (2) 126 Brown John bricklayer), Copperfield c
40 Beeiss  John, Stanthorpe c 127 Brown John, Ravenswood e
41 Beer John, Stanthorpe c 128 Brown John (briakmaker), Dalby a
42 Be bie George, Highfields in (2) 129 Brown  Richd .,  Copperfield o a
43 Behm Wm., Brisbane f 130 Bryan John,  Freestone Creek a
44 Bell Joseph (hawker),  Brisbane c 131 Bach O. 0., Peak Downs f
46 Bell J. M., Stanthorpe o c 132 Buckannan  Mrs. M .,  Normanton a
46 Bell Wm. Harrison, Copperfield u k 133 Buckley John, Warwick o c
47 Bellinger Wm., Maryborough c 134 Bugelman C. T., Charters  Towers m
48 Bendtgen H., Rockhampton f 135 Burgh Joseph, Copperfield o a
49 Bennett C. D., Brisbane c 136 Burke J., Copperfield c
50 Bennett W. J., Townsville c (2) 137 Burke James (butcher),  Stanthorpe e
61 Bennett Wm., Copperfield s 138 Burke M., Stanthorpe a
62 Berner  Miss E. H., Brisbane u k 139 Burne Richard, Brisbane p o
63 Bermstein  L., Townsville s 140 Burnett C. A., Brisbane c
64 Berringer C., Copperfield c 141 Burns Mrs. Margt., Albert River c
55 Berryman Miss Adelaide, Brisbane a k 142 Bury Geo. Laud, Brisbane u k (2)
56 Berthelsen Pauline, Brisbane o 143 Bushell H. (chief officer, brig " Wild Wave"),
57 Bertie P. F., Mitchell Downs c Maryborough s
58 Best Mrs. Henry, Brisbane o 144 Butcher E., Brisbane u k
69 Beswick Joseph, Gordon Downs c 145 Butcher John, Copperfield u k
60 Betts James, Copperfield o c 146 Butler F., Quart Pot Creek c
61 Beurmann Wm., Copperfield c (3) 147 Butler George, Burenda c
62 Bewglas  Miss Emily , Brisbane u k 148 Butler J. W., Stanthorpe in (2)
63 Bhard H., Pine Mountain m 149 Butterworth Mrs. Townsville c
64 Bickwell Jno., Copperfield c
65 Bigg Wm., Dalby u k C.66 Billam Wm., Charters Towers a (2)
67 Billy (South Sea Islander), Maryborough o e 1 C9FFALL Henry, Charters  Towers c
68 Biltou W., Cape River c 2 Caffrey Patrick, Jeebropilly c
69 Bishop Wm., Copperfield o a 3 Cain J. (barrister),  Brisbane c
70 Black R., Copperfield c (2) 4 Caine A. B., Ipswich c
71 Black Wm., Charters Towers e 5 Cairns James, Euthulla o c
72 Blackburn Richard, Townsville o 6 Cairns Patrick, Tiaro c
73 Blacknee Mrs., Copperfield c (2) 7 Callaghan Patrick, Copperfield o (2)
74 Blackwell Jno., Copperfield o c 8 Campbell -, Charters Towers c
76 Blake C. J., Brisbane u k and m (2) 9 Campbell Mrs., Copperfield a
76 Boardman Mrs., Toowoomba c 10 Campbell Mrs. A. H., Townsville a
77 Boisen N. J., Maryborough f 11 Campbell Charles C., Roma c
78 Booth Alexr., Charters Towers s 12 Campbell David C., Warwick u k
79 Bopf A., Copperfield o 13 Campbell John, Ravenswood c
80 Borham -,  Brisbane c 14 Campbell John, Maryborough o c (2)
81 Bore Peter, Etheridge a (2) 15 Campton -,  Brisbane c
82 Boupt Antoni, Copperfield o c 16 Cannon George, Dalby  c and a (2)
83 Bourke Michl., Mitchell Downs a 17 Cardell E.  B., Ravenswood a
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18 Carew John, Copperfield c 106 Cottingham W., Copperfield c
19 Carey H. P., Gilberton o 107 Couch George, Millchester a
20 Carey Patrick, Townsville s 108 Coull William, Brisbane s
21 Carleson  Miss Emma , Ipswich c 109 Courighan J. R. G., Copperfield c
22 Carlson  Magnus, Brisbane o c 110 Court A., Charters Towers a
23 Carmichael -, Russell street u k 111 Court Charles, Charters Towers c
24 Carmody B., Stanthorpe c 112 Cowers Thomas, Charters  Towers a
25 Carpenter He , Copperfield in  and o (2) 113 Cox -, New Zealand Gully c
26
T
Carr Michael , Normanton a 114 Cox Clifford, Charters Towers u k (2)
27 Carroll Francis, Toowoomba c 115 Cox H., Copperfield c
28 Carroll Patrick,  Stanthorpe e 116 Cox Miss Rosina, Brisbane c
29 Carsterns  J., Toowoomba c 117 Cox Thomas, Copperfield u k
30 Carter John C., Stanthorpe o e 118 Craick W., South Brisbane a
31 Casey Thomas, Copperfield e 119 Craig William, Charters Towers c
32 Cassidy and Co.,  Burdekin  River u k 120 Cran James, Rockhampton c
33 Cassidy J., Rockhampton c 121 Crane William (painter), Gympie c
34 Cassidy  James, Bowen c 122 Creevy John, Charters Towers c
35 Catton J. (butcher), Stanthorpe c 123 Cristian -, Townsville c
36 Chalmers  William, Millchester in 124 Cristiansen Andrea, Brisbane a
37 Chalton  Samuel, Ravenswood o (2) 125 Cristensen Lorenz, Rockhampton f
38 Chapman  Mrs. Caroline ,  Stanthorpe c 126 Cromar Alexander, Charters  Towers c
39 Chauncy  Mrs., Spring Hi ll in  (2) 127 Crompton C. S., Ipswich in
40 Chauncy Hugh S., Stanthorpe u k 128 Crosby Miss Anne, Maryborough m
41 Cherrett -,  Breakfast Creek c 129 Crowe John, Sandy Ridge c (2)
42 Cheshire Jacob, Toowoomba c 130 Crownen Michael, Stanthorpe c
43 Chipping -, New Zealand Gully c 131 Cubbon Wm., Three-mile Creek c
44 Christensen S., Rockhampton f 132 Cull Frederick (farmer ),  Brisbane o c
45 Christian  M., Ravenswood c 133 Cullen C., Maryborough c
46 Christie M., Bundambah Creek c 134 Cullen George, Copperfield o c
47 Cichoni Joseph, Copperfield o o 135 Cullen Patrick, Warwick c
48 Clancy Patrick, Warwick c 136 Cullen T., Town Marie e
49 Clare  - (carter), Maryborough c 137 Cummings Mrs. Bridget F., Townsville a
60 Clarke Mrs. Cecilia, Dalby o 138 Currie George, Ravenswood c (2)
51 Clarke Miss Elizabeth F., Sandgate c 139 Currie John B., Roma c
62 Clarke George, Millchester c (2) 140 Curtis Miss Elizabeth, Rockingham f
53 Clark  James , Warwick c 141 Cutbush C., Toowoomba c (2)
54 Clark  James , Copperfield c
65 Clark John (brickmaker), Maryborough c D.
56 Cleaver  A. D., Townsville u k I DAHL Alfred Emil, Townsville f
57 Cleminson  John, Stanthorpe n z 2 Daley James, Copperfield c
58 Clerk Alexr., Copperfield c 3 Daly J. D., Brisbane c
59 Clifford C. H., Copperfield u k and c (2) 4 Dan George, Brisbane c
60 Clifford J. G., Stanthorpe c 5 Dancer Stephen, Copperfield c
61 Clive Henry, Copperfield o c 6 Dannaher Dennis, Stanthorpe p o
62 Clin Peter, Stanthorpe o c 7 Darke Miss J. C., Brisbane u k
63 Cluckie David, Rockhampton u k 8 Datson John, Copperfield o c
64 Cluett George, Maryborough u k (4) 9 Davey or Davison John, Copperfield u k
65 Clyme James W., Townsville u k 10 Davidson Adam, Warwick c
66 Cock James Alfred, Copperfield a 11 Davie Mrs., Ipswich o
67 Code William, Charters Towers in 12 Davies  Isaac , Cargoon u k
68 Cole Charles, Stanthorpe c 13 Davies John, Stanthorpe u k (2)
69 Coleman H., Townsville c 14 Davies J. F., Townsville c
70 Coleman Mrs. S. A., Ipswich c 15 Davis George, Western Creek u k
71 Collins C., Richmond Downs a 16 Davis George (carpenter), Rosenthal c
72 Collins Dennis, Dalby o c 17 Davis John (carrier), Copperfield c (3)
73 Collins  James,  Daandine c 18 Davis Miss Mary, Toowoomba c
74 Collins John, Copperfield o c 19 Davis Sylvanus, Millchester o
76 Collins William, Jondaryan c 20 Davis Thomas, Stanthorpe a
76 Colmar Thomas, Copperfield f 21 Davison Thomas, Samford c
77 Comerford -, Ipswich c 22 Dawson George, Maryborough u k
78 Comes Mrs ., Maryborough c 23 Day Robert,  Brisbane c
79 Comes  W., Ravenswood c 24 Day William, Copperfield  o c and a (2)
80 Congdon George, Copperfield a 25 Deagen Patrick, Copperfield c (2)
81 Connel James, Stanthorpe o e 26 De Alvia R., Stanthorpe a
82 Connell Michael, Rockhampton in 27 Deane Edward, Brisbane u k
83 Connellan John, Maryborough o c 28 De Gaiton James, Brisbane u k
84 Connor Miss  Eliza,  Copperfield c 29 De Hering H. V. S., Stanthorpe c
85 Connor John, Stanthorpe c 30 Delaney Mrs., Brisbane o
86 Connor M., Copperfield c 31 Delany Dennis, Etheridge c (2)
87 Connor Mrs. Owen, Stanthorpe c 32 Delargy Captain, Brisbane s (2)
88 Connor Patrick, Maryborough a (2) 33 Delunch Philippe, Ravenswood f
89 Coogan Richard, Stanthorpe in 34 Dennis Alexander, Toowoomba c
90 Cook H. H., Ipswich u k c and o c (5) 35 Dennis Mary, Brisbane o c
91 Cook H.H.,  Ipswich  u k 36 Dent George, Lower Cape s and c (4)
92 Cook John C., Rockhampton c 37 Derritt Jacob, Copperfield o c
93 Cooling Chris., Copperfield u k 38 Desbois Gerald, Albert River u k
94 Cooling Thomas, Stanthorpe c (2) 39 Devine -, Roma c
95 Cooper --, Stanthorpe c 40 DeVisse Revd., Warwick c
96 Cooper ---- (boarding house) Townsville o 41 Dickinson and Co. W. C., Warwick a
97 Cooper Richard, Maryborough c 42 Dickson Wm., Copperfield o c
98 Copeland F., Dalrymple o 43 Dillis Alexander, Copperfield a
99 Copland James, Maryborough o c 44 Dillon Gerald, Brisbane s
100 Corcoran James, Stanthorpe u k (2) 45 Dimmick William, Ipswich f
101 Cornford Mrs. James, Stanthorpe c 46 Dinsey T., Albert River s
102 Cosgrove Matthew, Bourentdong Station c 47 Dixon Mrs. Selina, Stanthorpe u k
103 Cosgrove Robert, Charters Towers c 48 Docker Thomas, Copperfield c (2)
104 Cosgrove Thomas, Stanthorpe c 49 Dolbar John, Maryborough c
105 Costigan -, North Ipswich o 50 Dollard Thomas, Stanthorpe o c
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51 Donaghy John, Stanthorpe o c 19 Feige G.,  Brisbane e
62 Donnelly, Richard, Toowoomba c 20 Fell H., Copperfield o c
53 Donocho Patrick, Brisbane u k 21 Ferguson Allan, Brisbane o c
64 Donoghue James, Townsville s 22 Ferguson J. (contractor), Warwick o c
55 Donoghue John, Ravenswood e 23 Ferguson Robt., Rockhampton u k (2)
66 Donoghue Richard, Charters Towers s 24 Fernie Peter, Sorghum Downs u k
67 Donovan M. J., Gordon Downs o 25 Ferrari Francisco, Maryborough f
68 Doolan - (storekeeper), Stanthorpe c 26 Felts Carl, Maryborough c
69 Doole Miss Nancy, Stanthorpe o c 27 Field George, Charters Towers u k
60 Doonan William, Toowoomba c 28 Fielding Joshua, Brisbane f
61 Dorkems Mrs. J., Stanthorpe c 29 Finger Francis (saddler), Townsville c
62 Dougherty Charles, Toowoomba c 30 Finger Henry, Stanthorpe c
63 Dougherty Thomas, Toowoomba c 31 Finigan Patrick, Charters Towers s
64 Douglas Walter, Gainsford c 32 Finlayson Donald, Stanthorpe a
65 Dowling Thomas, Stanthorpe s 33 Finlayson George J., Toowoomba c
66 Downes George, Box Vale c 34 Finn J., Georgetown o
67 Downes Philip, Stanthorpe c (4) 35 Finnigan Patrick, Copperfield o c
68 Downing Charles, Townsville p o 36 Finzer  John, Copperfield c
69 Downing Daniel, Stanthorpe c (2) 37 Fitz -, Consol s Copper Mine c
70 Doyle Joseph, Copperfield o c 38 Fitzgerald Morris, Ipswich c
71 Drake John, South Brisbane u k 39 Fitzgerald Patrick, Copperfield o c
72 Drew John, Ravenswood u k 40 Fitzgerald Wm., Dawson Bridge c
73 Driese Nicholas, Rosewood s (2) 41 Fitzgibbon John, Townsville c
74 Drinkwater C., Maryborough c 42 Fitzpatrick E., Banana c
75 Duckett James, Rockhampton p o 43 Fitzpatrick Thomas (musician ), Brisbane o c
76 Duddy Oliver, Copperfield c 44 Flach Clemens, Bowen f
77 Duffy Michael, Kilmorey u k 45 Flemming H. B., Auburn u k
78 Duggan Miss Kate, South Brisbane u k 46 Flemming Messrs. W. and H., Gayndah u k
79 Dunbar Henry, Mount Hutton c 47 Flemming W. S., Gayndah s
80 Duncanson -, Albert River c 48 Fleming Michael, Broken River, Normanby c
81 Dundron John, Copperfield o e 49 Fletcher Allan, Townsville u k
82 Dunkeld John, Gympie u k 50 Fletcher Eli, Brisbane u k
83 Dunkin -, Stanthorpe c 51 Fletcher James, Dalby c (2)
84 Dunlop William, Warwick o c 62 Fletcher John, Charters Towers m
85 Dunne Thomas, Copperfield o c 53 Flood Thomas, Surat c
86 Durack Miss Margaret, Brisbane u k 54 Flyn Mrs. John, Kedron Brook a
87 Dureach William, Maryborough c 55 Flynn Mrs. Maria, Brisbane o c
88 Dutt Henrick, Dalby c 66 Forbes Finlay, Copperfield o c
89 Duval Mrs. J., Ravenswood a (2) 57 Forbes J. M. (laborer), Warwick o c
90 Dwyer Michael, Westwood c 58 Fogarty Thomas, Charters Towers in (2)
91 Dwyer Thomas, Westwood c 59 Foote James, Copperfield c
60 Forbes Mrs. Thomas, Stanthorpe c
E. 61 Form Jacob, Millchester in
62 Forrest  James , Glenprarie  Station c1 EARDLEY Peter, Copperfield o c and c (2) 63 Fortescue  C., Toowoomba c
2 Eastman  William, Etheridge in 64 Fowell John, Townsville f
3 Eaton W., Gympie o c 65 For Gow, Cleveland Bay m4 Edding , S ring Hill c 66 Fowker John P., Ipswich c
5 Eddy Thomas, Ravenswood m 67 Fowler Robert, Copperfield c
6 Eden Carl Eric, Ravenswood f 68 Fox Cornelius, Charters Towers c
7 Edwards George (miner), Stanthorpe o c 69 Fox J. M., Brisbane c
8 Edwards S. D., Brisbane o c 70 Fox Mrs. T., Stanthorpe o9 Elliott Mrs. Hannah, Inglewood c 71 Francis Joseph, Ravenswood c
10 Elliott J., Ravenswood in 72 Frampton James, Ipswich u k
11 Elliott John, Brisbane c 73 Francis C., Cardwell c
12 Elliott W., Brisbane s 74 Francis Mrs. Christian, Claremont a
13 Elliott Wm. M., ship "Light Brigade," Rock- 75 Francis James, Etheridge u k
hampton u k 76 Francis John, Mount Perry a
14 Emmanuel Geo., Copperfield o c 77 Francksen  Messrs ., Brisbane f
15 Emmons J., Ballard's Camp c 78 Franks -, Stanthorpe c (3)
16 England James, Brisbane c 79 Fraser Mrs. T., Ipswich c
17 Erad Mrs. Katherine, Toowoomba c 80 Fraser John C. (carpenter), Rockhampton c (2)
18 Ernst Mrs. Eliza, Brisbane o c (2) 81 Fraser Thomas, Townsville c
19 Etchels John Andrew, Charters Towers c and 82 Fraser William C., Rockhampton u k
u k (3) 83 Frederic A. E., Brisbane f
20 Evans Edward, Maryborough t 84 Fredrickson Gustaf,  Brisbane c
21 Evans J. W., Ipswich u k 85 French Luke, Toowoomba c
86 Friberg Alexr. Townsville c
F. 87
,
Frindring G., Copperfield c
1 FAIRBROTHER Chas., Dalby c 88 Friggins  John, Copperfield o c
2 Fairfax R. J. (carrier), Westwood c 89 Fritz Hans, Tinana Creek o
3 Falconer John, Maryborough c 90 Frost  Miss  C., Brisbane in
4 Fallon John, Copperfield c 91 Frost ,T., Clermont c
5 Fallon M., Pine Mountain c 92 Frost Thomas, Cawarral u k
6 Fallon Miss Teresa, Brisbane u k 93 Fryer F. A., Townsville u k
7 Fanning F., Stanthorpe c 94 Fullerton Robert, Cardwell n z
8 Fariss  Mrs., Brisbane u k (2) 95 Follow Robert, Charters Towers c
9 Farley Richard, Maryboro u k 96 Fumasoli Phillipo, Etheridge s
10 Farmer Alexr., Copperfield o c
11 Farrell John, Copperfield c (.
12 Farrell Thomas, Warwick c
13 Farrington Francis H., Ipswich o 1 GABBEDY John, Charters Towers in (3)
14 Fasch Ferdinand, Maryborough f 2 Gabbett Francis (laborer), Maryborough o c
15 Faulkner Francis (constabulary), Rockhamp- 3 Gaches James, Townsville u k
ton c 4 Gad Mrs.  Benjamin , Stanthorpe c
16 Faull Wm. B., Eskdale Station n z (2) 5 Galagher Mrs. Thomas, Gympie c
17 Faust Paul, Roma c 6 Gardiner Frederick, Toowoomba c
18 Feely Thomas  (miner ), Charters Towers in 7 Gath Wm., Charters  Towers u k
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8 Gaudy Charles, Copperfield s
9 Gavin -,  Millchester o c
10 Gaynor John, Brisbane o
11 Gaynor Peter, Brisbane c
12 Geffrey H., Copperfield o
13 Geiger Nicholas, Maryborough c
14 Genrry Thomas, Charters Towers c
15 Gentz Gustav,  Eurella c
16 George Edward, Millchester c
17 George Win.,  Brisbane u k
18 Geraghty Andrew, Rockhampton u k
19 Gesoner  F. D., Brisbane n z
20 Gibbard  C., Brisbane u k
21 Gibbs Charles,  Georgetown u k
22 Gibbs George ,  Tin Mines ,  Stanthorpe c
23 Gibbs Win.,  Normanton m
24 Gibbs Miss Mary Ann, Brisbane u k
25 Gibson  Miss Jane, Dalby c
26 Gibson  James, Townsville c
27 Gibson  Samuel  J., Toowoomba o
28 Giffin Wm., Charters  Towers m
29 Gilbert  B., Mi llehester  in  and s (2)
30 Gilbert John, Clermont a
31 Gilbert Wm., Copperfield s (2)
32 Gilbert Wm., Ipswich a
33 Gill C., Toowoomba u k (2)
34 Gill J. B., Mackay o
35 Giller John, Copperfield o
36 Gilles Henry (engineer ), Middle Camp,
Ravenswood c
37 Gillespie James, Toowoomba u k
38 Gillespie  John, Twelve-mile Camp, Railway
Line, Rockhampton c
39 Gilligan Norman, Westwood c
40 Glasson John, Copperfield o c
41 Glee P., Copperfield c
42 Gleich  T. M., Nine-mile Creek s
43 Glenny Robt.,  Brisbane c
44 Godfrey James, Brisbane u k
45 Gollan C., Stanthorpe a
46 Gold Wm., Maryborough c
47 Goodall Captain, Brisbane c
48 Goold J., Higbfields c
49 Gordon W., Brisbane road c
50 Gordon Win., Stanthorpe o c
51 Gorman Michl., Stanthorpe in
52 Gorsditz Michl., Charters Towers c
53 Govier Thomas, Gympie u k
54 Gossling Greaves, Charters Towers u k
55 Goule Arthur, Gympie c
56 Grace - (blacksmith), Maryborough c
57 Graham Edwd. Hughes, Stanthorpe c
58 Graham Robert, Charters Towers a
59 Gray Miss Emily, Stantborpe c
60' Gray H. Jardine,  Stanthorpe c
61 Gray Henry, Copperfield o
62 Gray Mrs. J., Brisbane o
63 Gray P., Townsville f
64 Gray R., Townsville u k
65 Greene Ben A., Mount Hogan o
66 Green J. S., Charters Towers a
67 Green James, Gatton a
68 Green  Win., One-mile Swamp, South Bris-
bane uk
69 Greenham, McFarlane, and Co. Messrs.,
Toowoomba c (2)
70 Greensmith S., Copperfield c
71 Greer J. J., Toowoomba c
72 Greesher J. H., Georgetown o
73 Greig Joseph, Georgetown u k
74 Greenfell John, Ravenswood in
75 Grisby Geo. (carrier), Townsville c
76 Grey Geo., Copperfield o c
77 Grey Win., Copperfield c
78 Grieve Robert, Bulimba e
79 Griffin A., " Light Brigade" Rockhampton u k
80 Grig Richd., Copperfield o c
81 Grimm Miss Mary, Brisbane c
82 Gritson Richard, Brisbane a
83 Groom E., Stanthorpe o c
84 Grose Thomas, Blackall Copper Mine u k
85  Gruve Bernhard, Rockhampton o
86 Guest John, Copperfield o c
87 Grimmelli A., Millchester in
88 Gulbrausen Elvine, Maryborough c
89 Gunn Hugh, Warwick c and o c (2)
90 Gunn Isaac, Oakey Creek c
91 Gunn Wm. S., Charters Towers u k  and  in  (2)
$.
1 HACKET James H., Stanthorpe u k
2 Hacket T. R., Brisbane u k
3 Haire -, Pine River c
4 Hale Joseph A., Stanthorpe s
5 Hales Walter, Copperfield a
6 Haley James, Brisbane o
7 Hall Joseph, Copperfield u k (3)
8 Haller John, Rockhampton o
9 Halliwell J., Rockhampton o
10 Hamann Louis, Toowoomba e
11 Hamilton Mrs. Agnes ,  Brisbane o c
12 Hamilton D. and J., Toowoomba c
13 Hamilton J., Townsville
14 Hamlet Miss Alice, Stanthorpe c (2)
15 Hammill James, Brisbane c
16 Hanan -, Highfields c
17 Handley Thomas, Dalby u k
18 Hannah James, Rockhampton u k and a (2)
19 Hannah John, Charters Towers c
20 Hannah Robert, Copperfield m
21 Hannon John, Stanthorpe c
22 Hanrahan  George, Stanthorpe o c
23 Hansen  Caroline, Rockhampton e
24 Hansen  Paul, Rockhampton f
25 Hansen Rasmus ,  Ravenswood o
26 Hansen  Theodor, Copperfield f
27 Harbour F., Maryborough e
28 Harding Martha, Fortitude Valley c
29 Harding William, Brisbane in (3)
30 Hargreaves Jonas and William, Rockhamp-
ton u k
31 Hargreaves William, Rockhampton c
32 Harm William, Copperfield c
33 Harmond William, Copperfield o c
34 Harris J., Western Creek u k (2)
35 Harris J. W., Toowoomba c
36 Harris Thomas, Western  Mine c (2)
37 Harrison  Samuel , Maryborough a
38 Harrison W., Maryborough c
39 Harry Mrs., Brisbane u k
40 Hart Alear. N., Maryborough in
41 Hartill Isaac, Rockhampton u k
42 Harvey John S., Copperfield m (2)
43 Harvey William, Gympie u k
44 Hary W., Brisbane u k
45 Hassett A., Mary River c
46 Hanzen A., Stantborpe c
47 Hatchard William, Bowen u k (2)
48 Haughton M., Charters Towers c
49 Havel A., Brisbane c
50 Hawtin W. H., Brisbane u k
51 Hayman G., Copperfield u k
52 Healey Miss Margaret, Stanthorpe c
53 Heather John, Toowoomba c
54 Heeney Charles, Mackay u It
55 Henderson A., Copperfield c
56 Henderson Duncan, Maryborough c (2)
57 Henderson John, Ravenswood u k (4)
58 Hennessy J., Townsville o e
59 Henney James, Stanthorpe in (3)
60 Hervey Charles, Warwick c
H61 enry Mrs., Cawarral c
62 Herbert R. G., Taurus Downs o
63  Herd Robert B., Charters Towers o c
64 Herman Frederick, Toowoomba c
65 Hem John, Copperfield o e
66 Herracher Valentine, Copperfield o c
67 Hesse G. V., Beaufort f (2)
68 Hethorn J. H., Townsville u k
69 Hickey J. P., Townsville c
70 Higgins M. A., Millchester c (2)
71 Higgins Hugh, Ravenswood u k
72 Higgins P., Stanthorpe c
73 Hill Charles Edward, Rockhampton u k
74 Hill C. F., Nerang Creek c
75 Hill George, Charters Towers in
76 Hill James, Stanthorpe o
77 Hill Mrs. Henry, Maryborough s
78 Hinel Thomas, Mitchell Downs e
79 Hinton Walter, Brisbane u k
80 Hinton William, Rockhampton c
81 Henry Martin, Copperfield e
82 Hislop Miss Agnes, Brisbane o c
83 Ilislop J., Maryborough c
84 Hite James, North Pine c
85 Iloban Miss Catherine, Maryborough f
86 Hoch Peter, Toowoomba c
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87 Hodden John,-Charters Towers c (3) 28 Johnsen P. D., Copperfield f
88 Hoepfner William, Rockhampton c 29 Johnson Chas., Stanthorpe t
89 Hoeyy William, Highfields c 30 Johnson F., New Zealand Gully s
90 Hoffman, G., Stanthorpe c 31 Johnson G. H., Roma a
91 Hoffmann Michael, Rockhampton f 32 Johnson J., Inglewood c
92 Hoffmeister and Foley, Westwood c 83 Johnson James, -Rockhampton c
93 Hogan Patrick, Townsville a 34 Johnson J. H., Charters Towers m
94 Holden John, Westwood c 35 Johnson K., Copperfield c
95 Holgate Charles, Westwood c 36 Johnson Louis Zemia, Maryborough a
96 Holland James, Townsville c (2) 37 Johnson Robt., Stanthorpe a
97 Hollingsworth Geo., Copperfield e 38 Johnson Wm., Upper Camp , Ravenswood m
98 Hollins John, Pine Mountain o c  39 Johnson -, Maryborough c
99 Holmberg Johannes, Copperfield c 40 Johnston Benj., Copperfield o e
100 Holmes Miss Charlotte, Copperfield c (2) 41 Johnston John, Charters  Towers o
101 Holmes Mathias, Charters Towers c 42 Johnston L. F. M., Maryborough n z
102 Holmes W. G., Stanthorpe c 43 Johnston Robt., Stanthorpe s
103 Holsman Mrs. Charles, Clombia Station u k 44 Johnston Thomas, Townsville u z
104 If oltain G., Maryborough u k 45 Jones Chas. Wm., Rockhampton f
105 Homes Charles, Cardwell s 46 Jones Edwd., Copperfield  o a and a (2)
106 Hopkins Joseph, Maryborough c 47 Jones Evan, Cleveland Bay a
107 Hopper Henry, Brisbane u k (2) 48 Tones  John,  Fairfield e
108 Hood James, Charters Towers c 49 Jones John, Rockhampton u k
109 Hood T. F., Stanthorpe a 60 Jones A. Stanthorpe c
110 Hool Charles, Ipswich c 51 Jones Richard (sawyer), Kilcoy e
111 Horan Daniel, Copperfield c 52 Jones Stephen, Glenell Station s
112 Hore Patrick, Gympie c 53 Jones Thomas, Mount Wheeler o
113 Horins James, Mount Hutton c 54 Jones Wm., Pilot Boat, Cardwell u k
114 Horner Adam, Warwick a (2) 55 Jones W. A., Rockhampton c
115 Hoskins S., Copperfield c 56 Jensen August, Ravenswood f
116 Howard Edward, Copperfield o c 57 Jonson S. L., Ravenswood s
117 Howard William, Gympie o c (2) 58 Jorgensen H., One-mile Creek c
118 Howes John, Ipswich s 59 Jorgensen Lars, Copperfield c
119 Howe T., Stanthorpe c 60 Josephson Thos., Allora c (2)
120 Hoyd Mrs. Maria, Brisbane o 61 Joshua Moss, Warrego District a
121 Huddart John, Toowoomba c 62 Joyner W. C., Brisbane  c and o c (2)
122 Hudson Thomas, Bowen c 63 Jubb John, George Towne (2)
123 Hughes Miss Ann, Bowen u k 64 Justine Mrs. G. Riddall, Charters  Towers e
124 Hughes Archibald, Bandambah c (2)
125 Hughes Francis, Charters Towers e H.
126 Hughes Miss H., Cardwell c (2) 1 KAISER Mrs. C. H., Roma u k
127 Hughes Joseph, Charters Towers c 2 Kealley Miss Catherine, Brisbane c
128 Hull F., Ravenswood c 3 Keane Owen, Dawson Bridge c
129 Hunn John, Capalaba f 4 Kearing Miss Ellen, Brisbane o
130 Hunt Brothers,  Brisbane s  5 Kearns Miss Ann, Brisbane o e
131 Hunt J. S., Toowoomba u k 6 Keating J ., Copperfield a
132 Hunter Arthur, Stanthorpe n z 7 Keeffe Wm., Stanthorpe a
133 Hunter James, Copperfield o c 8 Keegan John, Coppermines a (3)
134 Hunter William, Copperfield a (2) 9 Keigh Mrs. Ann, Gympie a
135 Hurst Miss Emily, Rockhampton e 10 Keleher Cornelius Jno., Copperfield o c
136 Huston  - (carrier), Copperfield e 11 Kelly B., Rockhampton c
137 Hutchinson Mrs. Maryborough c 12 Kelly Mrs. B., Stauthorpe e
138 Hyatt Richard, Toowoomba c 13 Kelly Daniel, Toowoomba c
139 Hyland Richard, Warwick c 14 Kelly J., Rockhampton c
15 Kelly John, Maryborough e
I.  16 Kelly John, Roma c
1 Westwood e 17IMRIE David Kelley M., Ravenswood c
2
,
Brisbane c 18Ireland Mrs. H. T. Kelly Mrs. P., Ravenswood c
3
,
Irwin Wm. (miner ), Stanthorpe e 19 Kelly S. W., Co perfield c
20 Kelly William, Quart Pot Creek e
21 Kemp Mrs., Half-way House,  near Clermont c
J. 22 Kemp Wm., Copperfield o c
1 JACKSON Fredk., Ma borough c (2) 23 Kempt A. J., Clermont c
2 Jackson Joseph, Copperfield c 24 Kene Annie, Brisbane u k
3 Jackson Louisa, Gilberton o c 25 Kennedy -, Kedron Brook e
4 James - (publican), Cape River Diggings c 26 Kennedy John , Brisbane s
6 James Robt., Ravenswood o (2) 27 Kennedy Mrs. Margaret,  Brisbane o o
6 James Thos. Hy., Peak Downs u k (5) 28 Kennich David, Stanthorpe e
7 Jamieson -, Brisbane e 29 Kenny Charles, Stanthorpe e
8 Jamieson -, Macdonald's Flat c 30 Keough P., Warwick a
9 Jamieson Mrs., Macdonald's Flat c 31 Keough Mrs. Thomas, Copperfield c
10 Jansen August, Maryborough c 32 Keoo William, Charters Towers e
11 Jarin John, Copperfield o c 33 Kerennes Pat. (miner), Stanthorpe o c
12 Jenkins Dr., Charters Towers u k and c  (2) 34 Kerie John, Stanthorpe u k
13 Jenkins F. S., Millchester c (3) 35 Kerr Miss Rosanna, Nindoomba e
14 Jenkins John, Clermont c (2) 36 Kerrigan M. E., George Town c
16 Jenkins Thos., Peak Downs s 37 Kerrman Miss A., Toowoomba a (2)
16 Jenkins W. H., Dalrymple u k and c (5) 38 Kew J. E., Charters Towers o e
17 Jensen N. (watchmaker), G. P. O. Brisbane o c 39 Kilmartin Ellen, Roma a
18 Jessop John P. (miner ), Charters Towers m 40 Kilpatrick Alex., Charters Towers o
19 Jewell James, Copperfield m 41 King Mrs. E., Peak Downs a
20 Jinkins John, Charters Towers c 42 Kinnear James B., Gilberton u k (2)
21 Johannessen John, Rockhampton c 43 Kinner Patrick (miner), Stanthorpe o e
22 Johansson N. Y., Maryborough f 44 Kingelmann L., Charters  Towers a and m (2)
23 Johansen Miss Martini, Rockhampton c 45 Kirchner Christopher, Rockhampton f (2)
24 John Wm. (saddler), Leyburn u k 46 Kjalstrom Andres, Brisbane f
25 Johnes Mrs. Margt., Leyburn a 47 Kjoge Lawra, Gympie o
26 Johns L. D., Gympie a (2) 48 Klatte Gasselke, Ravenswood e
27 Johnsen Miss M .,  Gayndah a 49 Klein  George, Toowoomba o
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50 Knight  Sarah Maria, Toowoomba c 65 Lovell Joseph, Toowoomba c
51 Knighton Harry, Upper Camp, Ravenswood 66 Lowden Elizabeth, Charters Towers u k
o and c (2) 67 Lowe Miss Carrie, Rockhampton o
52 Knott Pat., Stanthorpe c 68 Lucas Geo., Toowoomba c
53 Knott P. W., Brisbane a 69 Lucas Geo., Warwick c
54 Koch John, Stanthorpe in 70 Lucas Robert, Rockhampton u k
65 Kogn Peter,  Severn River c 71 Luminati Giovanie, Charters Towers m
56 Kohler Wm. Seventy -mile Diggings e 72 Lundbergh Ernst, Ipswich f
67
,
Kooloofa George, Charters Towers c 73 Leith Hy, Copperfield o c
58 Kottsieper G. Karl Charters Towers f 74 Lutt Henry (carrier), Charters Towers e
59
,
Kraatz  George, Gainsford f 75 Lyde Malcolm T., Warwick m
60 Krauval Miss M., Bowen c 76 Lyford Miss Betsey, South Brisbane a
61 Kroger Hans Fredk., Rockhampton o c 77 Lyford Eli, South Brisbane s
62 Kroning  F. R., Rosewood a 78 Lyle David, Ravenswood a
63 Kucks A., Western Creek c 79 Lynch William, Flinders River c
64 Kuhl Nicholas, Ravenswood o e 80 Lyons E. P., Brisbane c
66 Kuhl William, Ipswich c 81 Lyon J. H., Ravenswood u k
66 Kuhn Adolf, Cape River c X.67 Kuhn August, Ipswich c
68 Kuhnle  Jacob, Stanthorpe e 1 MADDEN Mrs., Warwick c
2 Madden W., Maryborough c
L. 3 Maddicka Miss M.,  Brisbane a
4 Madge Thomas, Warwick o c
1 LAIDLER -, Tinana Creek c 5 Madsen Marcus , Townsville c
2 Lalor Miss ,  Benga lla c 6 Mahood George, Stanthorpe c
3 Lalor W., Bengalla e 7 Mahr H., Charters Towers m
4 Lambley  Miss  M. A., Sandgate c 8 Malone E., Maryborough c
5 Lancaster  James, Dalby c 9 Malone James, Stanthorpe o e
6 as Miss Mary, Maryborough c 10 Maloney J., Maryborough. c
7 Langston W., Copperfield u k (2) 11 Mandelkow T. A. W., Mount Walker c
8 Lannen Pat, Copperfield o c 12 Manley Charles, Copperfield c
9 Larkin Jas., Maryborough u k (4) 13 Mann Jacob, Copperfield o
10 Larkins Thos., Stanthorpe c (2) 14 Mann Lachlan, Stanthorpe o c
11 Lathlean Richd., Peak Downs  c and a (5) 15 Mann T. W., Normanton c
12 Laury Robt.. Bald Hills c 16 Manning  Samuel , Manningtown u k
13 Lea Thos., Copperfield o c 17 Manning Thomas, Etheridge a
14 Leabon Wm., Maryborough o c 1S Manson Thomas, Rockhampton u k
15 Leader H., Copperfield c (4) 19 Manten George, Charters Towers c (2)
16 Leahy Michl., Rockhampton o e 20 Manzell Win., Maryborough c
17 Leary Pensioner H., Stanthorpe o c 21 Markham Mrs., Queensland c
18 Leary J., Dalby c 22 Marks W., Logan Bridge c
19 Lee Charles, Charters Towers s 23 Marlay E., Ipswich a
20 Lee Miss Kate,  Brisbane o 24 Marsden Mrs. Mary Ann, Gympie o
21 Lee T. S., Stanthorpe s 25 Marsh Harry, Maryborough c
22 Lechon Louis, Rockhampton a (2) 26 Marshall Hotspur, Toowoomba c
23 Leeder W. H., Copperfield c 27 Marshall Thomas, Charters Towers c
24 Leggatt James, Gympie c 28 Marten Mrs., Brisbane u k
26 Leggett John, Townsville u k 29 Martin H., Brisbane f
26 Leggoe Charles, Dalby u k 30 Martin Henry, Copperfield c
27 Le Gross Captain Phillip, " Countess of Bel- 31 Martin John G., Copperfield  a, o c, and u k (6)
more," Townsville c (4) 32 Martin Peter, Logan c
28 Lehin Con., Westwood c 33 Martonie Mickie, Maryborough o c
29 Lehr John, Imbil o 34 Masey W., Townsville m
30 Leith Albert, Rockhampton c 35 Maskell Joseph, Copperfield o c
31 Lendberg Otto August, Charters Towers s 36 Mason John, Maryborough c
32 Leonard  -, Hospital, Townsville o c 37 Mathias J. G., Copperfield u k and c (2)
33 Leopold -, Charters Towers c 1 38 Mathus William, Brisbane c
34 Letts W. J„ Marybborough u k 39 Matson Duncan, Copperfield s
35 Levack  Miss Jane ,  Brisbane a 40 Matthews John, Gympie c (2)
36 Leverton Mrs. Caroline, Brisbane c 41 Mathews Philip, Etheridge c
37 Lewis John, Stanthorpe o c 42 Matthews R., Peak Downs c
38 Lewis 0., Townsville c 43 Mathew Thomas, Stanthorpe o c
39 Lightbody Wm., Logan c 44 Matthews Win., Copperfield o c
40 Lindinmier Louis, Inglewood c 45 May James, Stanthorpe c
41 Lindgren Otto, Rockhampton f 46 Meader Edward, Stanthorpe a
42 Lindon Matthew, Brisbane c 47 Meader John, Stanthorpe a (5)
43 Lindsay John, Gympie e 48 Meaggs John, Pikedale o c
44 Lings -, Roma c 49 Meany R., Stanthorpe c
45 Linton Mrs. Th., Stanthorpe c 50 Meilhouse Win., Copperfield c
46 Listone George, Ravenswood u k and c (3) 51 Melhuish James, Maryborough u k
47 Litall D., Brisbane o a 52 Mellifont Patrick J., Copperfield e
48 Little James, Copperfield c 53 Melville Miss E., Warwick c
49 Little John (carpenter), Brisbane c 54 Melville  James,  Warwick e
50 Little William, Toowoomba c 55 Melville Win. B., Copperfield p o
51 Livingston Bernard, Townsville c 56 Menzies  James, Etheridge u k
52 Llewellan Miss M. J., Brisbane u k 57 Merzrath D., Beenleigh f
53 Lloyd Miss, Ipswich u k 68 Menney Michael, Stanthorpe c
54 Loatney John, Townsville c 59 Meyer Charles, Charters Towers s (2)
55 Lober -, Copperfield c 60 Meynell Francis, Bowen Downs c (2)
66 Loncreant Joshua (miner), Georgetown a 61 Miller G. C., Jimbour c
57 Londergan Mrs. Mary Ann, Ravenswood e 62 Miller John, Brisbane c
58 Long Mrs., Warwick c 63 Miller William, Gvmpie c
59 Lorenzen H., Townsville f 64 Milligan T., Millehester s
60 Lowing M., Maryborough c 65 Milne Duncan, Western Mine c (6)
61 Losbery Henry, Copperfield o c 66 Minehan Patrick, Stanthorpe o c
62 Lott Walter N., Brisbane u k 67 Minie Patrick, Ridgelands u k
63 Loutit James (laborer), Stanthorpe o c 68 Minto Andrew, Brisbane f
64 Lovejoy  Fred., Ipswich p o 69 Mitchell -, Rockhampton c
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70 Mitchell Edward, Copperfield o o 25 McDonald L., Toowoomba c
71 Mitchell Henry, Warwick c 26 McDonald Patrick, Gordon Downs c (2)
72 Mitchell James, Stanthorpe c (2) 27 McDonald Wm., Etheridge c
73 Mitchell John, Copperfield a 28 McDonel ,Tames, Townsville s
74 Mitchell T., Morinish a 29 McDougall H., Stanthorpe c (2)
75 Moffatt Mrs., Ravenswood c 30 McElroy James, Ravenswood c
76 Moffitt Samuel, Ravenswood a 31 McElroy John, Charters Towers c
-77 Moffitt W., Windah c 32 McErlain Arthur, Etheridge c
78 Mohr Daniel, Toowoomba e 33 McFarquhar H. R., Cape River c
79 Moir Mark, Copperfield o c 34 McGee Captain, Cardwell c
80 Moller Frank, Masthead Island a 35 McGee Robert, Copperfield c (3)
81 Moloney James, Toowoomba c 36 McGhee -, Brisbane c
82 Monahan O., Toowoomba c 37 McGhie Mrs. Charles, Cardwell c
83 Monaze A., Townsville c 38 Mac Gilary Alexander, Rosewood s
84 Monk Christy, Clermont c 39 McGill Charles, Charters Towers c
86 Monroe D. E., Maryborough c 40 McGill James, Copperfield o c
86 Montgomery A., Retro c 41 McGinty Charles, Brisbane c
87 Montgomery Duncan, Brisbane u k (2) 42 McGoular John, Ipswich a
88 Moore George, Ravenswood 's 43 McGovern Edward, Charters Towers c
89 Moore J., Kilkivan o c 44 McGovern W., Maryborough c
90 Moran Edward, Toowoomba c (2) 45 McGregor Jane, Brisbane s
91 Moran James, Townsville n z 46 McGregor John, Stanthorpe u k
92 Morcombe Henry, Charters Towers c 47 McGukin James, Copperfield o c
93 Morgan D. B., Ravenswood c (2) 48 Mackinmarah John, Jimna a
94 Morgan Henrick, Warwick c 49 McInerney J., Brisbane s
95 Morm P., Millchester c 50 McInerney Martin, Stanthorpe c
96 Morris and Mayne, Severn a 51 Mclnnery James, Copperfield o c
97 Morris A., Charters Towers c 52 Macintosh John, Maryborough c
98 Morris C., Albert River c 53 McIntyre Colin, Toowoomba, c
99 Morris James, Copperfield o c 54 Mclsaac -, Copperfield a (2)
100 Morrison Miss Mary Jane, Ipswich o 55 Mapkay Robert, Rockhampton c (2)
101 Mortensen C. P., Maryborough c (2) 56 McKegan Ronald, Charters Towers c
102 Morton H., Warwick c 57 McKenzie -, Maryborough m
103 Mosley Mrs., Surface Hill c 58 Mackenzie John, Maryborough p o
104 Moyle Edward, Copperfield c 59 Mackenzie John, Copperfield p o
105 Mulcahy John, Gympie c (2) 60 McKeon William, Gordon Downs c
106 Muldowney John, Ravenswood s 61 MCKernell J., Stanthorpe c
107 Muller N., Maryborough o 62 Mackie Wm., Maryborough e
108 Mulligan W. P., Roma c 63 McKinney William, Copperfield a (2)
109 Mumford E., Maryborough c 64 McKinnon Henry, Millchester o
110 Munn Mrs. George, Maryborough a 65 McKinnon Thomas, Stanthorpe c (2)
111 Munn T., Dalby a 66 McKonvel William, Toowoomba c
112 Munro Charles, Toowoomba c 67 McLaren Alexander, Stanthorpe c and s (2)
113 Munro David, Copperfield o c 68 McLean Duncan, Rawbelle c
114 Munro Donald, Etheridge o and a (2) 69 Maclean IT., Stanton Harcourt c
115 Murphy (blacksmith), Copperfield c 70 McLean John, Copperfield o c
116 Murphy Christy, Copperfield c (2) 71 Maclean Jokn, Roma o
117 Murphy James, Copperfield o c 72 McLean Martin, Gordon Downs s
118 Murphy James (fruiterer), Stanthorpe c 73 McLean Neill W., Millchester o
119 Murphy John Francis, Copperfield f 74 McLean Thomas, Copperfield o c and c (2)
120 Murphy Miss Margaret, Brisbane c 75 MeLeish P. B., Stanthorpe c
121 Murphy N. J., Ravenswood c 76 McLennan D., Stanton Harcourt c
122 Murphy Owen, Stanthorpe s 77 McLeod -, Brisbane f
123 Murphy Thomas, Copperfield m (2) 78 McLeod - (manager), Stanton Harcourte
124 Murphy William, Toowoomba c 79 McLeod Stuart, Broughton e
125 Murrane Patrick, Ravenswood s 80 McLend J., Copperfield c
126 Murray (butchers), Brisbane c 81 McLoud John, Brisbane c (2)
127 Murray Peter, Fort Cooper c 82 McMahon Arthur, Toowoomba e
128 Murray Thomas, Townsville m and c (2) 83 McMahon J., Stanthorpe c
129 Murray William, Townsville c 84 McMahon Michael, Toowoomba c
130 Murray Thomas, Brisbane c 85 McMahon Michael, Cardwell n z
86 McManus James, Charters Towers s
Mc. 87 McManus J. T., Toowoomba c88 McManus Wm. Robert, Mount Lonadale c
I MACADAM J., Westwood c 89 McMenamin Peter, Ipswich c
2 Macanany -, Copperfield c 90 McMillan A., Brisbane m
3 McAveny Captain, Yengarie a 91 McMillan J., Breakfast Creek c
4 McCabe John, Brisbane u k 92 McNally F,, Maryborough c
5 McCaffrey Owen, Stanthorpe a 93 McNamara M., Stanthorpe c
6 McCarron John, Georgetown c (2) 94 MoNee James, Charters Towers u k
7 McClean Gordon, Dalby c 95 McNickol Abraham, Charters Towers s (2)
8 McClean Thomas, Copperfield c 96 MeNutty Thomas, Cape River c
9 McCloskey John, Copperfield u k, c, and o c (3) 97 McPhail Hector, Charters Towers c (2)
10 McCoo F., Oakey Creek c 98 McPhail William, Upper Cape a
11 McCool Mrs. Mary, Rockhampton o 99 McPherson John, Georgetown c (2)
12 McCorie Edmond, Charters Towers c 100 McPherson Richard, Townsville c
13 McCormack - (butcher), Copperfield c 101 McQuirt George, Georgetown c
14 McCormack Michael, Stanthorpe c (2) 102 Mchoelt Andrew, Charters Towers c
15 McCracken A., Stanthorpe c 103 McShane Mrs. Hannah, Brisbane c
16 McCrystal John, Brisbane u k 104 MeSharry Charles, Dalby c
17 McCulloch Mrs., Cape Diggings c 105 McSharry J., Charters Towers c (3)
18 McCulloch George, Townsville u k (4) 106 McSweeney Morgan, Charters Towers m
19 McDonald A., Georgetown c 107 McSweeney P. (Police), Normanton o (2)
20 McDonald D., Mitchell Downs c
21 McDonald Edward, Copperfield o c N.
22 McDonald George, Stanthorpe m 1 NAESE W. (wheelwright), Gympie c
23 McDonald John, Copperfield o e 2 Nalty Miss S., Ipswich Reserve a
24 McDonald John, Stanthorpe c 3 Nankivell Mrs., Rockhampton c
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4 Nash J. G., Rockhampton c- 5 Paget  -,  Cardwell o
5 Naughton W. F., Maryborough c 6 Paillais Mrs. Bridget ,  Brisbane o c
6 Naumann Heinrich, Cardwell f 7 Palmer James, Ravenswood c
7 Neale H., Stanthorpe o c 8 Panter George, Claremont c
8 Neame Frank, Ma borough  c and u k (2) 9 Paragrun Alex., Townsville m
9 Neate Mrs. A., Millchester a 10 Parker Mrs. E., Stanthorpe a (2)
10 Nedlaykes Carl Eliasen, Copperfield c 11 Parker James, Elizabeth street e
11 Neil Henry,  Stanthorpe w k 12 Parker Wm., Cardwell c
12 Neill Johanna,  Brisbane u k 13 Parlett E., Copperfield c
13 Neilson Henry L.,  Moray fields o 14 Parr James Wm., Charters  Towers c (2)
14 Nelle or Joe, Maryborough o c 15 Parrott Mrs. J. A., Walloon Station,  Banana o
15 Nelsen Andrus ,  Charters Towers a 16 Parsons -, Tiaro c
16 Nelson Joseph, Copperfield c 17 Pascoe Wm. Henry, Brisbane u k
17 Nelson Mrs.  Maria, Brisbane o 18 Passmore Jno., Stanthorpe o c
18 Newcombe H., Goodna o 19 Paterson James (cooper, &c.), Millchester c (3)
19 Newey William, Stanthorpe e 20 Patterson John, Ravenswood u k
20 Noway  William, Stanthorpe o 12) 21 Fau li  John, Stanthorpo c
21 Newman  Alfred, Charters Towers c 22 Paul[ Charles, Charters Towers m
22 Newton  F., Ipswich o 23 Payne Robt., Nerang Creek c
23 Nicholas A. J., Wetheron a 24 Pearce Benj., Copperfield o c
24 Nichols J. H., Kangaroo Point e 25 Pearce Robert L., Stanthorpe n z
25 Nienlson  A., Charters  Towers c 26 Pearce Mrs. Susan , Peak Downs c
26 Nicolson Alexander ,  Charters Towers c (3) 27 Pearce Thomas, Copperfield o c
27 Nicholson John, Brisbane m 28 Pears Mrs . Martha, Brisbane o c
28 Nicholson Miss M., Copperfield a 29 Pearson  John, Charters Towers c
29 Nielsen  Bendt, Maryborough c 30 Peate Chas. E., Millchester a
30 Nielsen Gustav, Ravenswood f 31 Peate G., Charters Towers a
31 Night William, Ravenswood c 32 Peate Wm., Copperfield c
32 Nihill Thomas, Copperfield a 33 Pedersen John Christian, Rockhampton c
33 Nilson Frank, Charters  Towers m 34 Pederson T. G., Maryborough e
34 Nimisty Edwin, Georgetown t 35 Pede S. J., Charters Towers a
35 Nissen  Miss Catherine M. C., Maryborough a 36 Pfeffer V., Rosewood Scrub c
36 Nissen Hans  (carpenter), Copperfield e 37 Pendlebury Edwin, Brisbane u k
37 Noby -,  Forty -mile a 38 Penrose --- (blacksmith),  Copperfield e
38 Nolan Patrick, Gympie o 39 Perrin W., George Town c
39 Norman  Charles, Townsville a 40 Pens Daniel, Toowoomba a
40 North Mrs. F., Ipswich c 41 Peter Anthon, Copperfield c (2)
41 North Rev. R., Brisbane c 42 Peters Charles, George Town c (2)
42 Noyda John, Maryborough o c (2) 43 Peters Robert, Rockhampton u k
43 Nugent Edmund J., Rockhampton c 44 Petersen C. Theodore, Brisbane c
44 Nugent Thomas, Toowoomba c 45 Petersen Peter, Charters Towers m
45 Nuss George, Stanthorpe c 46 Peterson Miss Catherine,  Brisbane o c
47 Petrouski -, Copperfield c
48 Phal John Coppermines m0. 49
,
Philps D., Maryyborough c
50 Phillis Fred. Maryborough c1 O'BRIEN Michael, Ipswich u k 51
,
Phillip' James Copperfield o e2 O'Brien Patrick, laborer, Stanthorpe o c
'
52
,
Phillips  Thomas, Brisbane n z (2)3 O Brian R., Quartpot Creek a 53 Pierce John Maxwell, Gympie u k
4 O'Connor John, Stanthorpe o c 54 Pierce Rubin Vie, Stanthorpe c5 O 'Dea Thomas,  laborer,  Stanthorpe  o c 55 Pingel Mrs. Bridget E., Toowoomba o6 O'Donell Mrs., Black Snake m 56 Pimm Mrs., Stanthorpe u k7 O'Donnell Thomas (laborer), Stanthorpe o c 57 Plate August Copperfield o c8 O'Donohue John, Toowoomba u k 58
,
Plume John, Copperfield o c9 Ogg Miss, Brisbane u k 59 Pollard  Martin , Copperfield o c10 O'Kane James, Port Mackay u k 60 Poog Whase Brisbane o c11 O'Kine Patrick, Toowoomba c 61
,
Poole Jno.  S. Stanthorpe o o12 O'Leary John, Dalby c 62
,
Poro Alex., Charters Towers o13 O'Leary John, Clermont o 63 Porter Wm. (carrier), Townsville c14 Olliver Mrs. Latta,  Brisbane a 64 Powell Edward, Charters Towers c15 Olman Wm., Copperfield o c
'
65 Power - (carrier), Copperfield c16 O Loughlen Cornelius, Stanthorpe c 66 Power Edward, Toowoomba e17 O'Loughlan Martin, Stanthorpe o c 67 Power Frank Copperfield o c18 Olsen Ole, Ravenswood f
'
68
,
Power Jas., Copperfield c (2)19 O Maleyy John (wood-carter,) Copperfield c 69 Power John Ipswich c20 O'Meally John carrier, Rockhampton c
'
70
,
Pownall Thos. Oaklands Albert River c21 O Neill John, Gowrie o
'
71
, ,
Prendergast Samuel N. Copperfield a22 O Neill Mrs.,  Queensland s
'
72
,
Prevost Miss, Brisbane u k (2)23 O Neill Bernard, Townsville w k 73 Price Arthur Pine Mountain c24 O'Neill John, Stanthorpe c
'
74
,
Price Miss Mary Ann, Charters  Towers a25 O Reilly John, Ravenswood c 75 Price Wm. Maryborough c26 Orr Mrs. Brown, Brisbane c 76
,
Price Wm. Charters Towers c27 Orr W. M. James, Rockhampton u k 77
,
Prichard Boaz H., Roma u k28 Osborne Frank, Rosewood Stn. u k 78 Prince - (cook), Copperfield c29 Osborne J. A., Mitchell Downs c 79 Pritchard Mrs. Catherine Rockhampton o30 O'Shea William, Logan River c 80
,
Puck Charles E. F. Talgai c31 O'Toole - (saddler), Toowoomba c
,L
,
Pugh T. S. Maryborough u k32 O'Toole Miss M., Brisbane o . 82
,
Pullans Thomas, Copperfield u k33 Otto Gustav, Rockhampton m and f (4) 83 Pulson Thomas Coomrith c34 Outram James, Canal Creek u k 84
,
Purchase Richard, Stanthorpe m35 Owens John, Townsville o 85 Pye Wm., Peak Downs u k
P.
86 Pym Richard E., Tingalpa e
I PACK William, Charters Towers c 4.
2 Page Edward (baker), Charters Towers s 1 QUIGLEY George, Toowoomba c
3 Page Thomas, Charters Towers s 2 Quig Wa War, Gympie a
4 Paget Charles, Etheridge c 3 Quinn James,  Brisbane o c
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B. 83 Rowland John,  Brisbane u k
84 Bowling Geo., Charters Towers c
1 RABBICH Richard (ironmonger), Charters 85 Rowling G., Burdekin Crossing a
Towers s (2) 86 Rowson Saml., Toowoomba c
2 Radcliffe Ellis, Charters Towers c 87 Royler E., Brisbane u k
3 Rae -, Laurel Bank c 88 Boyle Wm., Gympie c
4 Ramsay Miss Robina E., Brisbane u k 89 Rule T. H., Peak Downs m
5 Randall Mrs. George, Townsville m 90 Rule Mrs. John, Bowen Downs u k
6 Rankin G., Brisbane c 91 Rule John, Bowen Downs u k
7 Rasmussen P. F., Maryborough p o 92 Rule Thos., Copperfield c
8 Rarell F., Toowoomba c 93 Russel Mrs., Toowoomba c
9 Raw James, Millchester c 94 Russell S., Warwick c
10 Rowley Walter, Charters Towers c 95 Russell -, Warwick c
11 Raymond G. W., Burton Downs e 96 Russell Wm., Ravenswood u k
12 Reardon Catherine, Millchester c 97 Rutledge Thos. Texas a
13 Reardon William, Toowoomba c 98
,
Ryan J., Rosewood Station o
14 Reckliff James, Stanthorpe c 99 Ryan Jas., Copperfield c
15 RaddaclifJohn, Ipswich u k 100 Ryan Jas., Stanthorpe o c
16 Raddacliff John, Stanthorpe c 101 Ryan Jno., Jimbour o
17 Reddaway Wm. James, Maryborough u k 102 Ryan Matt., Copperfield o c
18 Redmann William, Cleveland Bay c 103 Ryan Pat, Copperfield o c
19 Reed Dr. James, Townsville m 104 Ryle Christian, Toowoomba c
20 Reed James, Gilberton u k 105 Ryle -, Charters Towers s
21 Reed Wm. J., Severn River c
22 Reeve R. S., Georgetown c (2) S.23 Rehbein Heinrich, Maryborough f
24 Reboe Mrs. Ann, Copperfield o 1 SAHLBERGER G., Charters Towers p o (2)
25 Reid James, Maryborough m 2 Salmon Thomas, Charters Towers s
26 Reid John, Willey Creek c 3 Samuel Henry, Copperfield o c
27 Reid J. S., Townsville c 4 Sanderson Henry T., Brisbane o c
28 Reilly C., Copperfield c 5 Saunderson Thomas, Mitchell Downs c (3)
29 Reilly Joseph, Copperfield o c 6 Saunders (hotel keeper), Stanthorpe c
30 Reilly M., Roma c 7 Savage -, Spring Hill c
31 Reilly Owen, Woolongoory Creek c 8 Savory -, Canning Downs c
32 Reilly William, Gin Gin c 9 Saward -, Warwick a
33 Rendall William, Charters Towers c (2) 10 Sawyer S., Brisbane u k
34 Reuter Paul Hans, Toowoomba c 11 Scantlebury Mrs. Mary, Roma o
35 Reynolds John, Gainsford c (2) 12 Scantley Mrs., Stanthorpe c
36 Richards J., Maryborough u k 13 Schnuckel C., Copperfield c
37 Richards Mrs. Mary, Maryborough c 14 Schimmiug -, Brisbane f
38 Richards Mrs. Will ism, Maryborough c 15 Schmidt Heinrich, Stanthorpe o c
39 Richardson Ambrose L., Brisbane o 16 Schmitzerling J. C., Stantborpe c (2)
40 Richardson. Richd., Copperfield o c 17 Schneider Ernest, Rockhampton c
41 Richmond Harry, Copperfield o c 18 Schneider Peter, Copperfield c (4)
42 Richmond H., Copperfield c 19 Schnoerr M. H., Toowoomba f
43 Ricketts T. R., Copperfield c 20 Schofield J. S., Gympie c
44 Ricketts T. B., Copperfield c 21 Schofield Walter, Teebar c
45 Ries Adam, Toowoomba c 22 Scholes J., Eaglefield c
46 Ringling H., Charters Towers s 23 Schroader C., Copperfield c
47 Riordan Gerald S., Brisbane u k 24 Schroeter Julius, Copperfield o c
48 Ritchie Mrs. E., Brisbane o 25 Schweizer William, Inglewood f (2)
49 Robe Guahare (S. S. Islander), Maryborough 26 Scoble John, Copperfield u k
oc 27 Scott Mrs., Toowoomba c
50 Roberts John (blacksmith), Maryborough c 28 Scott George, Ridgelands c (2)
51 Roberts John, Maryborough u k 29 Scott Thomas, Maryborough c
62 Roberts J. J., Stanthorpe s (2) 30 Scull Miss Harriet, Rockhampton u k (2)
53 Roberts Miss M. E., Brisbane u k 31 Bedford W., Toowoomba o c
54 Roberts Richd., Copperfield c and o c (2) 32 Seiffarth F. (cooper), Gympie c
65 Roberts Wm. (bootmaker), Cape River c 33 Self John F., Toowoomba c
56 Robertson Robert (wheelwright), Rockhamp- 34 Sewell John, Townsville c
ton c 35 Sewell P. A., Maryborough u k
57 Robertson W. (miner), Maryborough c 36 Sexton John, Stanthorpe s
68 Robilliard Dr., Brisbane u k 37 Shagnessy Mrs. M., Maryborough c
69 Robinson Edward, Half-way House, Gympie 38 Shairp Charles Norman, Townsville u k (2)
Road c 39 Sharp Edward, Copperfield o c
60 Robinson Joseph, Stanthorpe c 40 Shaw Reginald, Charters Towers a
61 Robson Dr. H. B., Brisbane a 41 Shaw Thomas, Toowoomba c
62 Roder Philip, Maryborough c 42 Shelley Thomas, Copperfield o c
63 Rodgers John, Stanthorpe u k 43 Sheppard Mrs. G., Ravenswood c
64 Rogers Frederick (phonographer), Brisbane o 44 Shepperd Thomas P., Copperfield c
65 Rogers Richard, Copperfield c 45 Sheridan Peter, Bendemere s (2)
66 Rogers William, Rockhampton o 46 Sherlock Edward, Ipswich c
67 Rollenson Robert, One-mile Creek u k 47 Sherratt J., Mitchell Downs c (2)
68 Rollstone David, Gympie c 48 Shilling W., Toowoomba c
69 Ronan Con (carrier), George Town c 49 Shoebridge Arthur, Rockhampton c
70 Roots William, Copperfield u k (5) 50 Shoecroft -, Jimna c
71 Rose Robert, Copperfield o c 51 Shoomacher Miss Elizabeth, Townsville c
72 Rose Miss Sarah, Brisbane o 52 Shrine Hugh, Burenda c
73 Ross C., Brisbane m 53 Siddons Thomas, Burenda o and o (3)
74 Ross Francis G., Rockhampton u k (2) 54 Sim Alexander, Cardwell c (4)
75 Ross Hy., Brisbane c 55 Simmond John, Toowoomba a
76 Ross H., Townsville c 56 Simnell G., Townsville f
77 Ross Walter, Nebo c 67 Simon Reinherd, Maryborough o c
78 Rother Johann H., Brisbane f 58 Simpson J. (bricklayer), Brisbane c
79 Roughter Stephen, Gympie s 59 Simpson J. (" Light Brigade "), Rockhamp-
80 Roulston Robt,, Copperfield o c ton c
81 Rowan Daniel, Charters Towers m (2) 60 Simpson James, Brisbane u k (2)
82 Rowe Thomas, Charters Towers c 61 Simpson James Y., Stanthorpe c
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62 Sinclair  -,  Brisbane c 148 Summers  Janes, Copperfield o c
63 Sincock  Joseph, Copperfield o c 149 Sumner S., Maryborough c
64 Skuthorpe Thomas, Mitchell Downs e 150 Sunuff P., Rockhampton c
65 Slattery Miss Mary Anne, Stanthorpe c 151 Suriman Henry, Copperfield o c
66 Swaldon David, Toowoomba c 152 Sutton -, Memalo Plains c
67 Small F., Brisbane c 153 Svensen Gustav, Copperfield f
68 Small  Levy,  Copperfield s 154 Swanson Alexr., Maryborough c
69 Small Patrick, Warwick c 155 Sweeney Mrs. Mary, Ipswich u k
70 Small S. M., Maryborough c 156 Swords Edward, Brisbane c
71 Smith Aaron, Toowoomba c 157 Sword Robert, Toowoomba p o
72 Smith Alfred C., Stewart's Creek c 158 Sylver Patrick, Lily Vale a
73 Smith Boarto Charters Towers c
74
,
Smith Bouverie, Gympie c T.
75 Smith Charles, Micilago s 1 TAAFFE Christopher, Lenten Downs u k
76 Smith Dal., Copperfield c 2 Tait Andrew, Copperfield o c
77 Smith Edgar, Toowoomba u k 3 Taite Mrs. Jane, Maryborough c
78 Smith Miss E., Stewart's Creek c 4 Talton Mathew, Charters Towers c (2)
79 Smith Miss Elizabeth, Stanthorpe 0 e 5 Tanner Noble J.. Townsville a
80 Smith E. T. P., Boggo c (2) 6 Tansy Michl., Gainsford c
81 Smith F. T., Gympie o c 7 Tappenden E. J., Mount Hutton c
82 Smith Granville, Copperfield o c 8 Taubert Miss Rosa,  S. Brisbane s
83 Smith James, Copperfield o c 9 Taylor Mrs., Brisbane c
84 Smith J., (carrier), Copperfield c 10 Taylor Alfred, Copperfield c
85 Smith James (sawyer),  Brisbane c 11 Taylor Arthur, Copperfield o c
86 Smith John (sawyer), Copperfield c 12 Taylor G., Georgetown o
87 Smith John (carpenter), Stanthorpe c 13 Taylor Isaac James, Stanthorpe c
88 Smith John, Charters Towers c 14 Taylor J. B., Millchester m (2)
89 Smith John G., Etheridge in 15 Taylor R., Toowoomba c (2)
90 Smith J. G. S., Copperfield c 16 Taylor W., Stanthorpe c
91 Smith S. C., Stewart's Creek o c 17 Taylor Wm., Cardwell o
92 Smith Thomas , Clermont c 18 Taylor Wm., Maryborough u k
93 Smith Thomas (seaman), Maryborough o c 19 Taylor Wm., Yengarie a
94 Smith William, Black Snake  a and u k (2) 20 Teall Edwin. Ipswich u k
95 Smith W. C., Stanthorpe e (2 21 Thijensen James, M illehester c
96 Smith W. H., Copperfield u k and o c (2) 22 Thomas Mrs., Copperfield c
97 Smythe James, Charters  Towers a 23 Thomas Mrs. Ellen, Stanthorpe o c
98 Sell Heinrich, Stanthorpe o c 24 Thomas John, Copperfield o c
99 Somer Miss  M., Toowoomba c 25 Thomas J. L., Malvern Hills c
100 Sommers  James, Copperfield c 26 Thomas William, Copperfield o c
101 Sorensen  M., Townsville f 27 Thomas Wm. N. (smelter), Copperfield c
102 Sowden  James, Toowoomba c 28 Thompson W., Rockhampton s
103 Soween  August, Copperfield o c 29 Thompson Henry, Townsville m
104 Sparks Robert, Maryborough c 30 Thompson James, Brisbane c
105 Spencer Mrs. Agnes, Maryborough c 31 Thompson Peter, Copperfield c
106 Spencer Robert, Brisbane u k . 32 Thompson L., Clermont e
107 Spring R. W., Charters Towers c (2) 33 Thompson T. J., Taurus Downs o
108 Springer Gottfried, Indooroopilly o c 34 Thompson Win. K., Gympie n z
109 Stacey Jimbour c 35 Thomset Mrs. Alfd., Breakfast Creek road o c
110 Stacy W. H., Roma a 36 Thorn G., Glen Station c
111 Stamp Leopold, Broken River c 37 Thorpe W. F., Stanthorpe c
112 Stanley Mrs., Copperfield c 38 Throckmorton J., Stanthorpe  c and a (2)
113 Stanton -, Breakfast Creek road c 39 Tiddy Geo., Spring Hill c
114 Starkey - (bricklayer), Townsville c 40 Tierney Michl., Copperfield c
115 Stay Joseph, Dalby u k 41 Tighe Patrick, Charters Towers  c and o (3)
116 St. Croix Aaron  de, Toowoomba u k (3) 42 Till Miss Elizth., Ipswich u k
117 Stedman Henry W., Maryborough u k 43 Tilley John, Brisbane c
118 Steel  James,  Maryborough c 44 Timmes Thomas (miner), Charters  Towers e
119 Steffensen P., Charters Towers s 45 Tindale Edward, Peak Downs c
120 Stein Johann, Toowoomba c 46 Tippett  Francis,  Copperfield  r and u k (2)
121 Steine  Louis W., Stanton  Harcourt u k and 47 Tobin Patrick , Roma o c
0(4) 48 Todd ---, Gympie s
122 Stephens R., Copperfield e 49 Tomlyn Edwin, Rockhampton u k
123 Stevens J., Townsville c 50 Tonkin Thomas, Peak Downs u k
124 Stevens James, K ariboe u k 51 Topper Mrs., Cleveland Bay c
125 Stevens Thos. Hy., Copperfield o e 52 Torkelsson Mrs. Jergeborg, Towsville c
126 Stewart F. W. B., Brisbane o c 53 Tottenham  Francis  C., Consuelo  station f and
127 Stewart J., Townsville s c (2)
128 Stewart  James , Ipswich c 54 Trathen James , Peak Downs  a and c (2)
129 Stewart Robert, Gympie c 55 Tredwell Mrs„ Ipswich u k
130 St. George Mrs. E.,  Stanthorpe e 56 Tregurtba -, Brisbane c
131 Stipici Giovanni, Charters  Towers a 57 Trevetban A., Townsville c
132 Stocker Edwin,  Rockhampton s 68 Trevoe  Edward, Ravenswood c
133 Stolle  H., Rockhampton f (5) 69 Trumper C., Roma s
134 Stopford W. E., Charters  Towers e 60 Trushiem Johannes, Ipswich f
135 Stout C., M illchester s (2) 61 Truss John, Condamine c
136 Stroke  E., Charters  Towers c 62 Tucker Eli, Charters  Towers m (2)
137 Stroh J., Townsville c 63 Tullo George H., Charters  Towers m
138 Stuart Mrs.,  Toowoomba c 64 Tumath John, Stanthorpe c
139 Stuart William, Eskdale o 65 Tupling Joseph, Copperfield o c
140 Stubbley Horace,  Townsville  0  C 66 Turnbull -,  Brisbane c
141 Stuwardt Fred., Charters  Towers a 67 Turner J., Roma o c
142 Styles -, Wylie Creek c 68 Turner  Mrs. Jonathan,  Toowoomba e
143 Styles  - (contractor ),  Brisbane e 69 Turner  J. C., Caverton e
144 Suart Edward,  Brisbane u k 70 Turner Thomas,  Cunnamulla o e
145 Sullivan James,  Gympie p o 71 Turner Wm., Brisbane o
146 Sully John, Maryborough a 72 Twibble Thos ., Ravenswood s
147 Summers  C., Charters  Towers e 73 Tyrrell John. Townsville m
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U. 65 Webb  Samuel , Townsville u k
66 Webber J., farmer, Toowoomba c
1 TITHE Edwd., Copperfield c (2) 67 Webster - (carter),  George  Town e
2 Unverzagt Phillip, Rockhampton f 68 Webster  James,  Ipswich, u
69 Webster Thos.  (dealer ),  Etheridge c (2)•
70 Wecker Michael, Stanthorpe c
V. 71 Weir D., Gladstone u k
1 Brisbane n kVACHELL  Francis 72 Weitemeyer Thoroald,  Bowen f (2), 73 Copperfield cWellington W.2 Vachell M. H., Brisbane u k and f (4) 74
,
Seventy-m ile Creek sWells Fred.3 Maryborough eVallie J. ,
4
,
Van Wessen Mrs. T. W., Brisbane s 75 Welsh John, Coppymorambilla c
5 Varse Boniface, Charters Towers s 76 Welsh J. G., Brisbane c
6 Maryborough cVeit Carl 77 West George (carrier), Claremont c, 78 Western Joseph (miner ) Copperfield u k7 Verley Robt., Cardwell  m and s (3) 79
,
SandWest hall G Creek c8 Boombyjan cVitter W. y.,p
9
,
Nerang Creek cVogt Karl 80 Wetson A., Maryborough e, 81 Whalan Miss E. A., Lilleyvale s (2)
82 Whealan Stephen, Toowoomba c
W. 83 Whelan John, Copperfield c (2)
84 White Chas. E., Stauthorpe o c
1 WADDELL Samuel, Copperfield o 85 White Charles H., Dalby c
2 Wade Wm., Toowoomba c 86 White H., Brisbane o
3 Wainwright Thomas, Stanthorpe e 87 White Hugh, Toowoomba c
4 Waite Archibald, Gympie u k (2) 88 White Isaac (butcher), Cleveland Bay u k
5 Walker -, Albert River c 89 White James, Brisbane c
6 Walker D., Maryborough c 90 White Mrs. Mary, Toowoomba c
7 Walker Mrs. Emily, Glendhu s 91 Whittle Riehd., Rockhampton e
8 Walker Fredk. C., Brisbane u k 92 Whyte Miss M. J. (passenger per "Royal
9 Walker Geo. B., Maryborough m Dane"), Brisbane c
10 Walker G. Worcester, Townsville u k 93 Whyte W., Borack P. 0. s
11 Walker R. F., Dalrymple c 94 Widt J. C. E.. Toowoomba f
12 Walker Spencer Fredk., Townsville u k 95 Wigley A. B. H., Etheridge in (2)
13 Walker S. F., Brisbane c 96 Wiker Anders Os., Peak Downs, Clermont f
14 Walker S. F., Rockhampton c 97 Wilkie Allan, Somerset s
15 Wall Patrick, Peak Downs f 98 Willcock John, Roma u k
16 Wallace Chas., Rockhampton m (2) 99 Williams Edward, Tinana Creek c
17 Wallace Patk., Charters Towers e 100 Williams Eli, Marlborough c
18 Walls Wm., Stanthorpe o e 101 Williams George, Ronia o c (2)
19 Walsh Fredk., Copperfield oc and e (2) 102 Williams Mrs. Jane, Rockhampton o
20 Walsh Henry, Toowoomba c 103 Williams Leonard, Stanthorpe u k (2)
21 Walsh J. (engineer), Ravenswood m 104 Williams Richd. (engineer), Georgetown u k
22 Walsh Jno., Copperfield c (2) 105 Williams Samuel (miner ), Coppermines c
23 Walsh J. (carpenter), Copperfield c 106 Williams  Sydney  (carrier ), Townsville c
24 Walsh J., Sandy Creek c 107 Williams Thomas (carrier), Charters  Towers e
25 Walsh John T., Ravenswood m 108 Williams Thomas, Copperfield e
26 Walsh Martin, Charters Towers m 109 Williams. Thos., Maryborough c
27 Walsh Miss Mary  B., Brisbane o 110 Williams Thomas, Copperfield c (2)
28 Walsh Patrick, Eurella Station c 111 Williams W. F., Alice street,  Maryborough e
29 Walters -, Rockhampton s 112 Williams William, Stanthorpe o c
30 Walters John (German), Stanthorpe o 113 Williamson --- (carpenter ), Toowoomba c
31 Walters S., Stanthorpe a 114 Williamson James, Dalby c
32 Walters J., Stanthorpe c 115 Willis Daniel, Gilberton u k
33 Wanher M., Dalby c 116 Willis Robert, Stanthorpe c
34 Wanholtz Jno., Copperfield o c 117 Willmott -, Brisbane c
35 Want Mrs. W., Mugrugulla Stations 118 Willsmore Miss Harriett,  Brisbane c
36 Ward Bernard, George Town c 119 Wilson -, Western Mine e
37 Ward Jacob, Gympie c 120 Wilson -, Rockhampton c
38 Ward Peter (sawyer), Dalby o 121 Wilson Mrs. Arthur,  Brisbane c
39 Ward Thomas, Stockyard Creek, Port Albertoc 122 Wilson James, Warwick  o, c, and o e (3)
40 Ward Wm., junior, Copperfield o 123 Wilson Mrs. J., Ravenswood c
41 Ware Frank,  Brisbane s 124 Wilson John B., Charters Towers e
42 Ware Henry,  Brisbane u k 125 Wilson W. S., Rockhampton u k
43 Warner Fred.,  mining  surveyor,  Charters 126 Windus Arthur L., Maryborough s
Towers c 127 Winstone John, Stanthorpe c
44 Warnholtz Harry, Copperfield o o 128 Witt IF. E., Townsville f
45 Warren A. J., Mitchell Downs s 129 Wolff Jacob  Hansen ,  Townsvi ll e f (3)
46 Warren John M., Normanby  n z & m (4) 130 Wolter Edward,  Maryborough e
47 Warrington -, Spring Hill,  Brisbane c 131 Wood Arthur, Mooloolah u k
48 Wart -, Stanthorpe s 132 Wood Augustus ,  Rockhampton u k
49 Warwick John, Somerset u k 133 Wood Thomas, Tambo s
50 Washington E. (squatter),  Brisbane s 134 Woodbury  James, Mount Clara m
51 Waters John, Clifton, Marlborough u k 135 Woodcock  H. S., Toowoomba a (3)
52 Watsford Joseph, Copperfield c 136 Woodd -, Brisbane s
53 Watsford Joseph, Rockhampton a 137 Woodside J. W., Stanthorpe c
54 Watson -, Talgai c 138 Woodward Reginald, Canobie e
55 Watson G. A., Townsville c 139 Workman J. W., Stanthorpe c
56 Watson John, Tarampa o c 140 Worroll James, Gympie a
57 Watson Julian  A., Brisbane s 141 Worsley John, Jinghi Jinghi c
58 Watson J. P., Brisbane c 142 Wright Josiah,  Brisbane f
59 Watt  -,  Edward street ,  Brisbane c 143 Wright R., Toowoomba c
60 Watts A., Brisbane e 144 Wright W., Chinaman' s Creek c
61 Waugh James ,  carrier ,  Cappell a c (2) 145 Wuest A., Toowoomba c
62 Waye E. li. J., Brisbane u k 146 Wyman H., Stanthorpe c
63 Weaver John, Waterford p o 147 Wynde John, Copperfield c
64 Webb James, Daloy e 148 Wyndham T., Coningra Creek o c
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1
Y.
YATES John (miner), Brisbane o c 1
Initials, Etc.
F. W., Post Office, Ravenswood c
2 Yates John (baker), Millchester s (3) 2 G. C., Post Office, Ravenswood n z
3 Yatton Mrs., Rockhampton c 3 George and Co., Brisbane c
4 Young  Mrs. John, Stanthorpe c 4 P. A., Post Office, Brisbane c
6 Yone John, Maryborough c 5 S. M., Warwick c
6 Yule George, Brisbane u k 6 S. P. G. Post Office, Brisbane e
7 Landlord, " Green Dragon," Rockhampton in
Z 9 Manager, " Corunna and Trafalgar," Rock-
1
.
ZIMMERMIN Paul, Rockhampton f 10
hampton in
Secretary, " Licensed Victuallers," Brisbane
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1873.
T
HE following Rules of the Court of Petty
Sessions at Rockhampton, having been duly
approved, are published for general information.
JOHN BRAMSTON,
Attorney- General.
RULES OF THE COURT OF PETTY SESSIONS
FOR TH1 DISTRICT OF ROCKHAMPTON-
SMALL DEBTS JURISDICTION.
AT a Court of Petty Sessions for the District of
Rockhampton in its Small Debts Jurisdiction, holden
at the Police Court House, Rockhampton, the sixth
day of June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, It is ordered
and directed : That all existing Rules of the said
Court, save and except as regards any step or
proceeding heretofore taken, shall be and the same
are hereby annulled ; and in lieu thereof, the follow-
ing shall be the Rules of practice adopted and
used in the said Court.
Time for holding Court.
1. There shall be twenty-four Courts in each year,
which shall be holden in the Police Court House,
Rockhampton, on the first and third Wednesday
in each and every month ; but whenever circum-
stances shall  occur to prevent any Court from
proceeding to the despatch of business on the days
appointed for the sittings by these  rules , the Magis-
trate or Magistrates in attendance at such Court
may adjourn the same to  some  convenient day.
Time for entering  Plaint and  Service of Summons.
2. In all cases  where the defendant, or one of
two or more  defendants, resides within the Police
District  of Rockhampton, the plaint shall be entered
six clear days , and the summons served five clear
daysprior to the sittings of each Court. But wherethe
defendant resides outside of the Police District of
Rockhampton,  the summons  shall be  served ten
clear  days prior to the  sittings  of the Court.
Defence where to be filed.
3. In all cases  the plea, notice of defence, or set
off shall be filed with the Registrar of the Court
two clear days previous to the sittings of the Court.
Notice of Defence to be served on Plaint
4. In all cases mentioned in the last rule the
defendant shall, at least two clear days before the
day of hearing, deliver to the Registrar as many
copies thereof as there are plaintiffs, with a copy
to be filed, and the Registrar  shall, as soon as
conveniently may be, serve or send the said copies
through the post to the plaintiff or his attorney.
Provided that it shall not be necessary for the
defendant o prove at the hearing that such copy
was received  by the plaintiff.
On return of Summons.
5.  Upon  or  before the return day  of every
summons  which shall have been duly served, affida-
vits of such service shall be made by the bailiff or
other person serving it, whereupon the case shall be
heard and determined, unless the  case  shall be
adjourned to some future day appointed by the
Court for such purpose.
List  of  causes.
6. Before each sitting of the Court a numerical
list of causes shall be prepared  by the  Registrar
of such Court ,  such list to be kept according to
the time and order in which the summonses were
taken out, distinguishing the defended from the
undefended.
What books to be kept.
7. The Registrar of the Court shall keep a Day
Book in which he shall correctly enter an account
of the business of each day as the sai:ie arises,
together with a Record Book, which books he shall
always have in court during the sittings thereof,
and in which he shall enter the proceedings of the
Court.
Preecipe for execution.
8. Every party applying for execution to be
issued upon a judgment shall lodge with the Regis-
trar a praecipe for the same specifying the number
of the cause, with the amount of debt or damages
and costs awarded, and the residence and occupa-
tion of the judgment debtor.
Execution,  when to issue.
9. Execution may be taken out on any day after
the expiration of seven (7) clear days from the day
of the adjudication of the case, unless the Court
shall otherwise order; and then, in the event of
any such special order, on the day and time ap-
pointed by such order, and excepting also a new
trial has been granted by the Court. Provided
always, that  in cases  where the sum sued for shall
amount to ten pounds and upwards, upon notice of
appeal being given, under the thirty-fourth section
of the 31st Victoria, No. 29, and the conditions
mentioned therein being complied with, the execu-
tion shall be stayed.
And any execution which may not have been ex-
ecuted within  six calendar  months of its date may be
renewed by the Registrar endorsing thereon "Re-
newed," and attaching his initials thereto, for six
calendar months, without any charge for the same :
Provided that after such renewal new execution
must be taken out by the party entitled thereto.
And if no execution be taken out before twelve
months from the date of judgment, none shall
issue without giving at least two clear days' notice
to the party against whom it is to issue to show
cause  why it should not be issued.
Sales, how regulated.
10. Any property sold in execution of the pro-
cess of the said Court shall be sold publicly by
auction, and for ready money, by the Bailiff or his
deputy, to the highest bidder,  as near  to the place
where the  same was  levied as may be convenient
for the sale thereof, and the said Bailiff or his
deputy shall cause two days' notice at least of such
sale to be published in the local newspapers, and
shall post or affix notice of the said sale upon or
near the door of the Registrar's office, and of the
house  where  the sale takes place, two days at least
before the day appointed for the sale, which shall
not be earlier than the sixth day from the levying
on the property. Provided that with the consent
of the occupier of any house at which property
shall be levied, such  sale may take  place at such
house.
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Moneys  to be  paid over  by the  Registrar.
11. In every  case of an execution  for a debt or
damages and  costs, or  for costs only, and of the
same having been obtained and paid to the Regis-
trar, the amount thereof shall, on demand, be paid
over by such Registrar to the  suitor  or suitors on
his or their written order.
Interpleader.
12. The summonses to be issued under the Inter-
pleader Order directed to be made under the 51st
section of the Act 31st Victoria, No. 29, shall be in
the form or to the effect mentioned in form No. 4,
and form No. 5, hereto annexed, and shall be served
on both the claimant and the execution creditor
two clear days before the  time  appointed for the
hearing thereof.
Judgment  Summons.
13 It shall be lawful for any party who has
obtained any unsatisfied judgment or order in the
said Court to obtain from the said Court a judg-
ment summons, which  summons shall  be in the
form or to the effect mentioned in form No. 6, and
such summons may be granted by the said Court
on an affidavit filed with the Registrar of the said
Court, stating the facts, and a copy of such sum-
mons and affidavit shall be served upon the person
to whom it is directed in the manner provided by
the 41st section of the said Act five clear days be-
fore the day appointed for the hearing thereof.
By whom  Summons and  Subpoena served.
14. Any summons or subpoena issued, and not
taken by the plaintiff or defendant for service shall
be delivered to the bailiff of the Court or his
deputy. Provided always, in the event of there
being no duly appointed bailiff, any person ap-
proved of by the Registrar may undertake the
service thereof.
Bails not compelled  to execute  Process during
Sitting of Court.
16. No bailiff or deputy-bailiff shall be com-
pellable to execute  process  in his  own person during
the sitting of the Court,  unless otherwise  directed
by the Court.
Registrar and Bailiff to  attend  Court and Justices.
16. The Registrar and bailiff shall attend the
sittings of the Court  in person , except in case of
illness or authorised  absence , when the Court may
appoint others to act during such  illness or  absence,
the Registrar  minuting  the proceedings in the
causes as  the Court may require : And such Regis-
trar and bailiff respectively shall also attend the
Justices of their Court on all other  occasions
wherein, as connected with  causes  or suitors, their
assistance or information may be necessary.
Forms.
17. The  forms hereto annexed  shall be the forms
to be used in the  matters to  which they respectively
refer ; but  other forms  may be  used ,  provided they
be of the like effect,  or as near  thereto as the
nature of the case will permit, always preserving
the substance of the same.
FORM No. 1.
In the  Court of Petty  Sessions ,  for the Dist ri ct of Rock-
hampton-Sma ll  Debts Jurisdiction.
Between plaintiff,
and defendant.
I, of Rockhampton ,  bailiff of the
Court of Petty  Sessions  for the  District of Rockhampton,
in its Sma ll  Debts Jurisdiction ,  make oath and say, That
I did, on day ,  the day of
187 , serve the above -named defendant with a true
copy of the within-writted summons, at
by delivering  the same  personally  to the said defendant
for  as the case may be.]
Signed and sworn by the deponent,
at in the Colony of Queens-
land, on this day of 187,
before me,
Registrar.
Justice of the Peace.
or Commissioner for  Affidavits.
FORM No. 1.
In the Court of Petty Sessions
for the District  of Rockhampton No.
-Small Debts Jurisdiction.
Between  [A .  B.]  plaintiff ,  and  [C .D.]  defendant.
Issva execution herein against the above-named defen-
dant  [or  plaintiff ],  for the amount of debt [or damages]
and costs.
d£ a. .
Amount adjudged ... ... ...
Costs... ... ... ... ...
Paid for  execution  ... ... ...
Levy for ... ... ... ...
Besides , &c.... ... ... ...
The defendant  [ or plainti ff ]  resides at
and is  a
Dated this day of 187 .
Yours, &c.,
A. B. or C. P. ,
To the  Registrar or E. F .,  Attorney
for the  said  A. B. or C. D.
FORM No. 3.
In the Court of Petty  Sessions, )
for the District of Rockhampton r No.
-Small Debts Jurisdiction. )
of
Between  [ A.  B.]  plaintiff ,  and  [C. D.]  defendant.
TAKE notice that application will be made to a Court to
be holden  on next , the day of
187 , at the hour of o'clock in the forenoon, at
the Police Court House, Rockhampton, that the order
made herein on the day of , for pay-
ment, by instalments ,  of the debt and costs due by you
to  [d. B.],  the above-named plaintiff may be  set aside
and cance ll ed, on the grounds appearing in the affidavit
of
Sworn and filed with the Registrar.
Dated this day of 187 .
To  [C.D.]
Yours, &c.,
[A. B.]
FORM No. 4.
Interpleeder Simmons to a Claimant setting up a claim
to goods.
In the Court of Petty Sessions
for the District  of Rockhampton No. Of
-Small Debts Jurisdiction.
Between  [A .B.]  plaintiff ,  and  [C .D.]  defendant.
Ex parte-I ,  A. W., bailiff  of this Court,
To  [name,  address,  and description of claimant.]
You are hereby summoned to appear at a Court to be
holden  at the Police Court House ,  Rockhampton, on
next, the day of 187 ,
at the hour of o'clock in the forenoon ,  to support
a claim made by you to certain goods and chattels, taken
in execution  by the  bailiff of this  Court,  under process
issued in this cause at the instance of
[the execution creditor ],  and in default of your estab-
lishing such claim ,  the said goods and chattels wi ll  be
sold according to the exigency of the said process, or
such order made in the premises as to the said Court
shall appear just and fit.
Dated this day of , 187 .
Registrar.
FORM No. 5.
Interpleader Summons to Execution  Creditor.
In the Court  of Petty Sessions for
the District  of Rockhampton - No. of
Small Debts Jurisdiction.
Between  [A.  B.]  plaintiff; and  [C. D.]  defendant.
Ex part-I, A.  W., bailiff of this Court.
WaaBass, E .  F. hath made  a claim to  [certain goody and
chattels]  taken in execution  by the bailiff,  under process
issuing  out of this Court  at your instance ,  you are hereby
summoned to  appear  at  a Court to be holden at the Police
Court House ,  Rockhampton ,  on next, the
day of  ,  187 , at the hour of o'clock in
the forenoon ,  where the  said claim wi ll  be adjudicated
upon, and such order made thereon as  to the  said Court
sha ll  appear just and fit.
Dated-this  .  day of 187 .
To [A. B.]
Registrar.
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FORM No. 6.
In the Court of Petty Sessions for
the District of Rockhampton- No. of Plaint.
Small Debts Jurisdiction.
Between  [A.B.]  plaintiff, and  [C.D.]  defendant.
Wnagnas, the plaintiff obtained a judgment against
you, the above-named defendant, in this Court, holdeu
at iockhampton, on the day of 187
for the payment of pounds shillings
and pence for and
pounds shillings and pence
for costs, upon which judgment, and the subsequent
process issued thereon, the sum of pounds
shillings and pence is now due,
you are therefore hereby summoned to appear person-
ally at a Court to be holden at the Police Court House,
Rockhampton, on the day of 187
at the hour of in the forenoon, to be examined
by the Court touching your estate and effects, and the
circumstances under which you contracted the said
debt  [or  incurred the said  damages],  and as to the
means and expectations you then had, and as to the
means you still have, of discharging the said debt  [or
damages],  and as  to the disposal you may have made of
any property.
Dated this day of , 187
Registrar  of the Court.
To the above-named Defendant.
FORM No. 7.
In the Court of Petty  Sessions
for the District of Rockhampton No ,  of
-Sma ll  Debts Jurisdiction.
Between  [A .  B.]  plaintiff ,  and  [C. D.]  defendant.
I [C. D.],  of the above-named defendant
[er  plaintiff ,  as  the case may  be],  make oath  and say,-
1. The plaint  was died  in this action on the
day of last past, and notice of defence was filed
on the day  of instant.
2. [W. W.]  of  is a material and necessary
witness for  me in this case, and I  [ am advised and]
believe that I cannot safely proceed to the trial thereof
without the testimony of the said W. W.
3. The said W. W. is  now at  [state where  the  witness
is  and the reason he cannot attend  the trial].
4. I caused  a  subpoena  to be issued  in this cause,
directed to the said witness  [kere show  if same served,
or what steps taken  to try and  serve it].
5. After the  summons  herein  was issued , and in order
to procure  the presence of such witness on such trial, I
[here state  fully the inquiries  that haoe  been made after
the witness ,  and the time when he is likely to attend, or
other  facts to  induce  the Court  to  grant  an  application for
adjournment].
Signed and sworn  by the deponent at
in the Colony  of Queensland, on this C. D.
day of 187 , before me,
Registrar.
Justice of the Peace.
Commissioner  for Affidavits.
The Bench framed the foregoing Rules on the
sixth day of June, 1873, and ordered the same to
be forwarded to His Honor Judge Hirst.
PATRICK MACARTHUR, P.M.
HENRY JONES, J.P.
F. KILNER, J.P.
CHARLES HARDEN, J.P.
Arraovzn :
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge of the  Northern District Court.
Rockhampton,
10th  June, 1873.
Crown Law Office,
Brisbane, 30th June, 1873.
T
E following additional Rules of the Small
Debts Court at Warwick, having been duly
approved, are published for general information.
JOHN BRAMSTON,
Attorney-General.
ADDITIONAL  RULES OF THE SMALL DEBTS
COURT, WARWICK.
1. Where the  defendant is desirous of paying
money into Court it shall be paid two clear days
before the return day of the summons, with the
fees paid to the officers of the Court, and notice of
such payment shall, on the same day, be given to
the plaintiff. Provided that at any time before the
return day, the defendant may pay money into
Court with such costs as aforesaid, together with
counsel or attorney's costs as set forth in schedule B
to  " The Small Debts Act of  1867," in those cases
where counsel or attorney has been employed.
2. If at any time before the return day of the
summons the plaintiff elects to accept either with
or without the fees paid to the several officers as
aforesaid, or with or without the fees payable by
him to his counsel or attorney as aforesaid, in those
cases where counsel or attorney has been employed,
any money or moneys in full satisfaction of his
claim, the defendant shall when paying such money
or moneys into Court hand to the Registrar, or
leave at his office, a notice signed by the plaintiff or
by his attorney stating such acceptance.
Court House, Warwick,
12th June, 1873.
I approve of the above Rules in addition to those
already in use in the Small Debts Court ,  Warwick.
CHAS. W. BLAKENEY,
Judge of  the Western  District Court.
NOTICE.
T
HE Scale  of Charges for the insertion of Advertise.
menu  in the  Queensland Government Gazette  is
as  follows:-
Advertisements  relating to  Insolvent oI Intestate
Estates, or Letters of Administration,  6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relat in g to  Impounded Stock, Is.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eight lines (or under),
and 3d. for every additional line,  all owing ten
words  to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that  NO ADVERTISEMENT
WILL BE INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless  accompanied by
a rewittance sufficient to cover the  cost of its insertion
according to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.-The Partnership hitherto existing
between William Furlong  Berkelman,
William Frederick Lambert, and Hugh Milman,
carrying on business together  as graziers , at Listowel
Downs Station, on the Bullo River, in the  districts
of Warrego and Mitchell, and Colony of Queens-
land, and  as meat preservers  at Laurel Bank, Rock-
hampton,  in the said  colony, under the style or firm
of " ° Berkelman and Co,"  was dissolved  by mutual
consent  on and from the first day of June now
instant . All accounts due by the late firm must be
rendered to Mr. William Frederick Lambert, at
Laurel Bank, Rockhampton aforesaid, on or before
the tenth day of July now next ensuing, after
which date they will not be recognized. All debts
due to the late firm  must  be paid forthwith to
Mr. William Frederick Lambert, otherwise legal
proceedings will  be taken for their recovery.
Dated at Sydney, this 24th day of June, A.D.1873.
W. F. BERKELMAN.
WM. F. LAMBERT.
HUGH MILMAN.
By his Attorney-WM. F. LAMBERT.
Witness-R. Casa. WANT,
Solicitor, Sydney.
Referring to the above notice, the business of
graziers  at Listowel Downs Station aforesaid, and
meat preserving at Laurel Bank aforesaid, will be
continued by the undersigned William Furlong
Berkelman and William Frederick Lambert, under
the style or firm of " Berkelman and Lambert."
Dated at Sydney,this 24th day of June, A.D.1873.
W. F. BERKELMAN.
WM. F. LAMBERT.
Witness-R. CsAs. WANT.
456 9s. 6d.
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PE Partnership hitherto subsisting betweenOwen n Gardner and Henry Kc d terminates
this day, by effluxion of time. The business, for
the future, will be carried on by Owen Gardner,
who will pay all liabilities of the late firm and
receive all assets due to the same.
OWEN GARDNER.
HENRY REID.
Witness-WTI. PETTIGREW, J.P.
455 3s.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Before His HoNoR MR. JUSTICE LUTWYCHE,
Deputy Judge.
Wednesday, June 25th, 1873.
Regina v. " Crishna."
ON the application of John Keane, Esquire, the
Marshal of the Court, the time for his return
of account of sale of the above barque and her cargo,
was extended to the 7th August next.
Court adjourned till WEDNESDAY, the 9th
July next, at 11 o'clock in the forenoon.
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of John Forbes,  late of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  miner, deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this Honor-
able Court ,  in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Probate of  the Will  of the above -named John
Forbes ,  deceased, may be granted to John Jaap, of
Woogaroo,  near Brisbane,  aforesaid, Doctor of
Medicine ,  the sole Executor named in  the Will of
the said deceased.
Dated this third day of July, A.D. 1873.
460
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Proctors for the said Executor,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Catherina Bauer, late of Middle
Ridge, County of Aubigny, Toowoomba, in
the Colony of Queensland, widow, deceased.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Catherina Bauer, deceased, may
be granted to William Henry Groom, of Stan-
thorpe, publican, and Joseph Wonderley, of Too-
woomba, chemist and druggist, the Executors
named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-third day of June, A.D. 1873.
GUSTAVCJS HAMILTON,
Queen street, Brisbane, and
Ruthven street, Toowoomba,
Proctor for the said William Henry
463
Groom and  Joseph Wonderley.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of George Ellis Walton,
of Brisbane.
WHEREAS the said George Ellis Walton
1 was, on  the 2nd day of July, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint
a First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 14th day of July, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said Estate, and for the election of
a Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for sup-
port shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time
of passing his last examination ,  and whether any
and what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed
to the Insolvent  ;  and a Second Public Sitting of
the Court ,  at the same place, on  MONDAY,
the 4th  day of August ,  A.D. 1873, to commence at
Eleven o'clock ,  for the proof of debts against the
said Estate ,  and for such other matters connected
with the Estate as may be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 2nd day of July, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MISnIN,
459
Official Assignee.
Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Edward  James Blaxland , late of
Dalby, in the Colony of Queensland,  gentleman,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above- named  Edward James Blaxland, deceased,
may be granted to George Blaxland Molle, of
Dalby,  commission  agent, one of the Executors
and Trustees named in the said Will, reserving leave
for Arthur Foster Blaxland, the remaining
Executor and Trustee named in the said Will, who
resides out of the jurisdiction of the said Honor-
able Court,  to come in  and prove at any time
hereafter.
Dated this first day of July, A.D. 1873.
CHARLES EDWARD CHUBB,
Condamine street, Dalby,
Proctor for the said George Blaxland Molle.
457 6s. 6d.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the fo ll owing  amounts
£
1873.
June 30.-Cribb and  Foote  ... ... ... 0 10 0
July 2.-J. Lightbody ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 2.-T. Holt ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
,,
„
„
2.-D. Gallwey ... ... ...  0 2 2
2.-W. Hart ... ... ... ... 0 8 0
3.-W. J. Scott ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
3.-C. E. Chubb ... ... ... 0 6 6
3.-Simpson and Campbell ... ... 1 1 0
4.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... 0 2 0
EW Poundkeepers  are reminded  that  Advertisements
p f Impounded  Stock will  be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no such Adver-
iisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a  remittance sufficient  to cover the  cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED  at Taroom ,  from Taroom ,  on the 13th
May, 1873 ,  by order of Po li ce.
One bay horse, star and snip,  fistula  on wither, old sore
on back, off hind foot white, WB over T near
shoulder,  like 98  over JF or JE off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th July, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
458 1s.Is.
I
MPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from  Grantham, on 1s.
July, 1873.  Driving for 26 miles.
One red and white cow ,  RB near rump ,  piece  off the top
off ear.
One yellow and white steer , JC or  JG  off  rump, half off
ear off.
If not  released on or before  25th July,  1873 , will be
sold to defray expenses.
HANNAH LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
462 2s.
BRISBANE :
Printed and Published by J .iui C. BEST, Government  Printer,
William  street,  5th July,1573.
W. J. SCOTT, Poundkeeper.
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A over AD  near shoul - Nil ... ...
der
JP conjoined  near  Some off shoulder and
shoulder rump
Various  ... ...  WP off rump ,  shoul-
[No. 56.
"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
T
HE  following Statement of Brands ,  being those Registered during the month of June last, is published for general
information ,  in accordance with the Fifteenth Section of the above -recited Act.
Stockowners, whose Names,  Address, or Brands may be incorrectly stated, are requested  to notify  the same to the
Registrar;  and in all  such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate of Registration
must be given.
P. R. GORDON,
Office of Registrar of  ]Brands,  Registrar of Brands.
Brisbane, 3rd  July, 1873.
B
gisrwtered.
7o1MJa )RA".
Hones. Cattle.
B H 8 6271
B O H 6274
B 8 H 6276
B3H 6276
B 4 H 6277
B
S
H
6278
B 7 H 6292
B 8 H 6299
B 9 H 6300
O B H 6301
4 B H 6302
8 B H 6307
b B H 6308
rJ H 6309
9 B H
H 6310
6327
H 8 J 6328
9J  6329
'0 B J  6330
Various
FRIDAY, 11TH JULY, 1873.
der, and cheek
M in half circle con-
joined -
Nil ... .:. I Nil
Various ... .. Various ...
Nil .. Nil
WD off shoulder  ...  WMD off side
Nil ... ... Nil ...
Various  ... ..  Various ...
WP ... Nil
JN over 3 near thigh  JN over  3 near thigh
JC over 2 near  shoul- JN off rump... ...
der
Various  ... ...  Various ...
MR near shoulder  ... Nil ...
Nil ... ... Nil .
Nil ... ... , AMB off side
Nil ... ... Nil
Various  ... ... AB
T off shoulder ... Nil
Name.
James Lines ... ...
Jonathan Pamph li ng ...
Wi ll iam Perkins ... ...
James Morris ... ...
William Batzloff ... ..
Joseph Byng ... ..
Justus Heiser ..
William Dougherty ..
Charles Chatman ... ..
John Higgins ... ..
Wil li am Pales ... ..
James Nimmo ... ..
John Neil ... ...
George  Hardwick ...
James Carey ...
Wi ll iam Holcroft... ...
Alexander McBean ...
Archibald  Anderson ...
Mark Blunde ll
Thomas Charles Hoskin...
Paorassrros.
Bun or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Nearest Poet Town
of Bun or Feam.
Commonage  ... Dalby
Ashwood ... ... Ipswich
Little Ipswich  ...  Ipswich
Bohle Creek  ... ...  Townsville
I Mount Abundance  ... Roma
Commonage  ... ...  Townsville
Middle Ridge  ...  Toowoombs
Two-mile Flat ... Gympie
Reserve ... ... Roma
Drayton  ... ...  Drayton
Town Reserve  ...  Roma
Reserve ... ... Roma
Goodna  ... ...  Goodna
Mackay
Toowoomba ...
Maryborough
Ipswich ...
Commonage ...
Cumkillenbar
Norton Hill ...
Mackay
Toowoomba
Maryborough
Ipswich
Toowoomba
Dolby
Ipswich
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Brand
Registered.
No. of
Certificate
Horses.
5 B J 6333
8BJI 6342
9  B d  I 6343
B  K(3  6344
B Kb 6345
B  KS  6355
B  K9  6360
B 6 K 6352
B2  K 6353
B  5K 6361
B4  K 6364B S K 6365
B b K 6366
BS K 6372
6 B K 6367
2 B K 6368
3 B K 6375
4BK 6376
5 B K 6382
b B K 6391
B B K 6393
9 B K 6394
B L 6 6400
B L 4 6401
B L 5 6402
B L 7 6408
B L 8 6411
B L 9 6412
B 6 L 6410
B 2 L 6424
B,3  L 6426
B 4 L 6427
B 5 L 6425
B b L 6428
B 7 L 6435
B9L
6440
3BL
W79
4 B L 6474
5 B L 6475
B 6 M 6311
B R 7 6279
B9 R 6349
5 B. W 6350
CC9
08D
2CD
C2E
C8G
8CK
C C N2
bCN
CPb
bCR
2CY
3143
6293
6312
6409
6356
6374
6413
6347
6414
6383
6485
6363
6348
162=1L B7iA3L
POC near shoulder ,..
JC .. ...
Nil ... ...
Nil  ... ...
Nil ...
JB near shoulder ...
WT near shoulder ...
DB over 5 near shoul-
der
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil  ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil  ... ...
Nil
JO near shoulder, J
near thigh
W  over H near shoul-
der
MC near shoulder ...
N il  ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ...
H near shoulder ...
Various ... ...
MB ...
JJ off rump, F off
shoulder
Various
JG near shoulder
CB over  M near shoul-
der
JF near shoulder ...
Nil ... ...
AP conjoined ...
Various
JM conjoined and
No. 2
t4 near shoulder ...
Nil ... ...
JB ... ...
WB ...
JT near shoulder ,..
Various ... ...
Nil ... ...
AB ... ...
JM ... ...
Nil ... ...
M ... ...
Various ... ...
Va ri ous ... ...
JWB ... ...
N il  ... ..,
Nil ... ,..
CD ... ...
Various ...
CG near shoulder ...
WJC near shoulder
LL reversed conjoined
JC near shoulder ...
JJ near shoulder ...
CPI ... ...
N il  ... ,..
Nil ... ...
N il  ... ...
DOA  6280 Nil
D 1 A 6313AF in  diamond
4 D B 6484 Nil ...
OD  6441
DA6 6314
JC
N il
Nil
DGI 9 6281 JLG conjoined
DOH 6480 Various ..,D I H 6297 Various ...
D  N4  6357 Various ...
Cattle.
Nil ... ...
JC ... . ,
Nil ... ...
N il  ...
AH near rump and
ribs
Nil ..,
WT off rump ...
H over 2 near ribs ...
Various
MK conjoined off
rump
N il
Nil
N il
Nil
Various
Nil
over H
N il  ... ...
N il  ... ...
Nil .. ...
Nil ... ...
Various ...
N il
MB
JF off ribs, M  of
shoulder ,  J off cheek
Various .
JB off hip and side
Various ... ...
Names
Heinrich Burman...
John Callaghan ,,,
John McKeon ...
John Houston ,..
William Hughes ...
W illiam Crisp, junr.
William Turner ...
Anthony Hoffman
Albert Frank
PROPRIETOR.
Run or  Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Irishtown .,.
Bremer ...
Nanango ...
Flagstone ...
Bundamba ...
Allora ...
Crocodile Creek ...
Farm ,  Swan Creek ...
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Toowoomba
Ipswich
Nanango
Drayton
Ipswich
A ll ora
Rockhamptc .
Warwick
Albion street ... Warwick
Michael  Kahl Pink Lily ... ... Rockhampton
Arthur Stephen  Spencer ...
Walter Bruce ... ...
Henry White ... ...
James Jones ...
Frederick Scott ... ...
John Crouch ...
Reserve ... ...
Main Range ...
Severn River .
Tivoli, Sandy Creek
Town View Farm ...
Reserve .., ...
Roma
Toowoomba
Stanthorpe
Ipswich
Pine  Mountain
Roma
George  Howard  ... ...  Town Reserve
Martin  Gleeson ... ... Commonage
Daniel O'Bryan .. ... Bald Ridges
Thomas Herbert Brady ... Lanark ...
Johann Hermann... ... Walloon .,.
William Houston... ... Drayton ...
Jeremiah Lyons ... ... Westbrook ...
Elizabeth Bowdler ... Commonage
James  Fitzgerald ... ... Ipswich ..,
William Swaine ... Taroom ...
John and James Byrne ... Ipswich ...
John George Woods ... Tivoli ...
JF near shoulder ... John Jacob Funk... ... Rockhampton
Nil Charles Alexander John Nevada Plantation ,,,
Woodcock
Nil ... August Plate ... ...  Douglass  Creek ...
Various . James Thomas Lethbridge Palmerin street ...
JM conjoined off side James Mahoney ... ... Ipswich ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
JB ..,
Nil
JT off rump  and ribs
Nil ...
ss off side ..,
AB ...
Various ,,,
Nil
M
e-iB conjoined
Va ri ous ...
JWB ...
Alexander Cowen... ...
John  Henry ... ...
James Brook ... ..,
William Boldeman ...
John William Thorn ...
George Willett ... .,.
James  Byrne ... ...
August Bleck ... ...
John Mogan ...
Wilhelm Dornbusch ...
Michael Murphy ... ...
John Browne ... ...
Richard James Barry .
John and William Buckley
Glenelg ...
Lagoon Creek ...
Pine Hill Farm
Upper Dawson Road
Newlands
Wealwandangie
Dalby ..,
Albert River
Six-mile Creek
Hume street
Maryborough
Commonage
Main Range
Breakfast Creek
N il  ... ...
CD ,.,
Various ...
Nil ... ...
CG off  rump ...
WJC off rump ...
M over C and HF ...
JC off and  near rump
JJ near rump ...
CPI ... ...
Various ...
CR off hip ... ...
Va ri ous ... ...
Nil
R off rump ...
DB off ribs ...
... JC ... ...
... Nil ...
.., C o ff  shoulder, rump,
and ribs
... JLG conjoined ...
.. Va ri ous ... ...
Nil
Various ...
John Cherry Cotton ..,
Christopher Dunne ...
Louis Charles Dolgner ...
Benjamin Cribb ...
Carl Frederic Gerler ..
William John Cracknell ...
Mary Bartlett ... ...
Joseph Clarkson ... ...
James Conaghan ... ...
Claus Peters Iken ,..
Patrick Cusack ... ...
Carl Rehfelt ... ...
James McCarthy ... ...
August Frederick Dieck-
mann
Alexander  Dickson ...
David Brown ...
Daniel  Callaghan ...
Andrew Diehm ...
David Goodyear ...
David Gibson ...
Dominick Heavey
Daniel Holland ,..
Daniel Neurath ,,,
Roma
Dalby
Glamorgan Vale
Clermont
Ipswich
Drayton
Drayton
Toowoomba
Ipswich
Taroom
Ipswich
Ipswich
Rockhampton
Tirana
Copperfield
Warwick
Ipswich
Leyburn
Warwick
Pine Mountain
Rockhampton
Warwick
Springsure
Dalby
Beenleigh
Gympie
Toowoomba
Maryborough
Townsville
Toowoomba
B risbane
Wallenderry ...
Main Range ... ...
Reserve ... ...
Gooloowan ,.. ...
Carlsburg ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Mount Perry ...
Fig-tree Pocket ,.,
Hill End ..,
Sandy Creek ...
Tambourine ,,,
Logan Junction ..
Main Range ...
Farm ,  Kent's Lagoon
Ross street
Paddocks, Water
Works
Bremer
Charters Towers
Commonage
Farden ...
Reserve ...
Cardwell ,.,
Rosedale ,,,
Thorgomindah
Toowoombo
Rolleston
Ipswich
Breakfast Creek
Brisbane
Mount Perry
B ri sbane
Gracemere
Copperfield
Logan Reserve
Beenleigh
Toowoomba
Fassifern
Rockhampton
Brisbane
Ipswich
Charters Towers
Dalby
Rockhampton
Goondiwindi
Cardwell
Wivenhoe
1047
Ncertile
Horses.
DNZ
D3
3 DS
DT1
D2V
sosaas ,  BRA=.
6407 Nil ... ...
6481 Nil ...
6476 DS near shoulder ..
6395
6377
7 E C 6396
9EF 6334
E P 8 6336
EP9
E5 P,
7ER
E4S
E1U
FbB
F4C
FbD
F 3F
F bF
F3H
FJB
F2 M
3F M
DYR near shoulder...
Various ... ...
Various ...
EM near shoulder ..
C over RJ near shoul-
der
6482 Various ... ...
6456 Various ... ...
6359 Nil ...
6397 -over  +  near shoul-
der
6479 Nil ... ...
6384 Nil ... ...
6283 FB near shoulder (the
F reversed)
6436 C in cirele near shoul-
der
6446 Nil
6415 F near shoulder and
6403
6429
6335
6272
6461
6399
thigh
Various ... ...
Various ...
CW near shoulder ...
JA conjoined ...
over M off hip ...
Various ... ...
F 1 P 6454
2'F R 6358
FT2 6379
1 'bW 6457
F7W 6449
0 0 B 6324
Nil ... ...
FR off ribs ... ...
Various ... ...
Various ...
FW near shoulder ...
Nil
(,{ 2 (n 6442 AG near shoulder
3  G1  a 6463 JG  near shoulder
V
J K 6351 Various :::
( 6284 Various
5 Q L 6462 Various
5 G M 6303 Nil ...
Q 3 R 6445
01b Ft  6371
Various
Nil
4GS 6470 Nil
Q 1 T 6460 Various
20T 6380 Nil
a U 3 6304 Various
H77Q
H R9
HT9
2HT
HY7
8HW
H Z 1
J U 3 6437
6483
I
HD near shoulder ...
6455 Nil ... ...
6464 W M
6270 H off shoulder
6339 HT near shoulder ...
6373 Nil ... ...
6421 Nil ...
6285 HW near shoulder ...
6315 HJW conjoined ...
6306 Various ... ...
KH2
K1W
W near shoulder ...
6326 Various ..
cattle.
Nil ... ...
Nil .. ...
DS near rump, S near
ribs
D in circle near ribs...
Various ... ...
Nil
E F off  rump, DD ribs
Nil ... ...
ER near rump ...
Various
,3R conjoined off
rumpES off shoulder and
rump
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
FB conjoined near
rump  (the F  reversed)
C in circle  near  shoul-
der
Nil ... ...
OF near ribs ...
Nil ... ...
Various ... ...
HB off ribs .. ...
.TA conjoined ...
FM off ribs ...
FM off shoulder and
rump
P in triangle off rump
Various ... ...
Nil ... ...
Various ...
FW near ribs ...
GB off  ribs ...
AG near rump
ribs
Nil ...
and
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
GM off rump, C off
ribs
Various
GR off shoulder and
rump
Nil ... ... ...
GT rump ... ...
GT off rump ...
Various ... ...
Various ...
H off shoulder
HT off rump
Nil ... ...
Nil ...
HW o ff  rump
Nil ... ...
Various ...
Name.
Michael Dunovan
David Park Shannon
Daniel  Shine ...
Thomas Scott Dyer
Daniel Drew ...
rsorarroa.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
... Tarong ...
... Highfields ..
... Iron-pot Creek
... Laidley ...
... Helidon ...
Nearest Pat Town
of Run or Farm.
Nanango
Highfields
Ipswich
Edward Beaufort Cullen...
James  Thompson
William  Perram ...
Ephraim Pedley ... ... Booval ... ... Ipswich
Elizabeth  Roberts  ... Commonage ... ... Allora
Ernest Ring  ... ... Cleveland ... ... Cleveland
Laidley
Helidon
Vernon Park  ...  Bowen
Reserve ... ... Gayndah
Rosewood Scrub ... Walloon
Eduart Schumann ... Hutdapilly ... ...  Ipswich
Elijah  Saville  ... ... Undullah  ... ... Village of Logan
Edward Uhe ... ... Sandy  Creek  ... Copperfield
Albert Brook Bowen Bowen
Frederick Crowley
Frederick Denkman
Francis Faine and John
Cameron
Frederic Fitch ... ...
Francis Houston ... ...
George Webb .. ...
Alexander Johnston ...
Francis Augustus McKeon
Frank Moffatt ... ...
Frederick Pitt ...
Francis Runge ... ...
Felix Tomney ...
Hans Frederich Wilken ...
Francis Winter ... ...
Goll Fields ... ...  Ravenswood
Pimpama Island ... Yatala
Glen Eva ... ... Nebo
Gwambegyne ...  Taroom
Drayton ... ... Drayton
Rosenthal  ... ... Warwick
Commonage ... ... Dalby
Alfred ... ... Ipswich
Oxley ... ... Oxley
Tingalpa Creek  ...  Tingalpa
Four- mile Gate  ... Ipswich
Near Westbrook ...  Toowoomba
Pine Mountain ... Ipswich
Alligator Creek ...  Rockhampton
George Brinkley ...
Andrew Gordon ...
John Grace ...
William Cockburn
George Kearsley-...
George Lamb ...
George  McNamara
Georges Robert ... ...
Gothelf Ripperger ...
George Shermer ... ...
George Trail ... ...
Gottfried Tesch .. ...
George Urqhart Grant ...
Henry Dobe ...
Henry Guilck ...
Humphrey Jones ...
Hugh Roberts ...
Henry Taubell ...
Thomas Hanrahan
White and Robinson
Henry Welge
Henry James Wallace
Henry Zimmerman
Nil ... ... ... John.  Winchester ...
KH off shoulder ... John Hunn
6318 KHW near shoulder Nil ... ... ... Borah Halcomb Wills
Paddington ... ... Brisbane
Town Commonage ... Allora
Gnoolooma ... ... Mungindi
One-mile ... ... Gympie
Commonage  ... ...  Townsvi ll e
Ipswich ... Ipswich
Western Suburbs ... Ipswich
Eagle Farm  ... ...  Breakfast Creek
Rocky Waterholes ... Rocky Waterholea
Blackfellow 's Creek Gatton
Alfredsholm... ...  Mooloolah
Bismark ... Logan Reserve
Seven-mile Creek ... Ipswich
Bushy Park  Farm  ...  Glamorgan Vale
Holme's Ferry ... Beenleigh
Murphy's Creek ... Murphy 's Creek
Brisbane  ... ... Brisbane
Rozel ... ...  Moggi ll
Tivoli ... ... Ipswich
Helensvale .. ... Coomera
Normanby Reserve ... Ipswich
Lotus Creek... ...  St. Lawrence
Nerang Creek .. . Nerang Creek
... Stanton Harcourt ... Maryborough
Crowndale ... ... Logan Reserve
Mackay ... ... Mackay
IL B 6273 Various ... ... CH and FB ... ... Francis Berg ... ... Nerang Creek ...  Nerang Creek
E 4 6450 LE ... ... LE ... ... ... George Smith ... ... Fountains ... ... Mackay
T. H 7 6316 Nil ... ... Nil ... ... . John Alexander Boyce ... Toowoomba ... ... Toowoomba
L K 5 6294 Various ... ... Various ... ... Ludwig Kurth ... ... Stone Quarry ... Ipswich
Z' O Z 6317 LZ ... ... LZ ... ... ... Martin Lorenz ... ...  Farm near Mackay  ... Mackay
1048
Brand
Registered.
b M E
8MH
M 5 P
M b P
2 M p
5 M P
5 M R
M Y 9
M 5 Y
No. of
ertificate
PORMRR BRAND.
Horses.
6320 T near shoulder
6443 MH ...
6325 Nil ...
6432 Various ...
6319 Various ...
6431 Nil ...
6430
416
Various
MT near shoulder
6 MO ...
6467 Various ...
I N A 6420 Various
PA]. 6444
P A 3 6434
b P D 6378
P 7 H 6287
b P H 6385
P 5 L 6296
5 P R 6477PbS 6458
P T 5
6269
P2W 6286
P3W 6452
b R A 6447
R b C , 6386
R9H
RbJ
3RJ
8RJ
lL
N
bRS
6438
6289
6422
6451
6387
6404
6465
6321
S7A
Sg5B
2SH
S5M
SbM
S6 N
SRS
S2T
8ST
S1Y
SY5
JK ... ...
Nil ,..
D near shoulder ,..
Ia ... ...
Various ,..
JW near shoulder ...
Various ...
PS near shoulder
Nil ...
PT ...
Nil ...
Various ...
Nil
[)C)  off shoulder, Es
near shoulder
B near  shoulder and
rump
aE conjoined near
shoulder
JR near shoulder ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Various ...
RP off rump
Various ...
6346 Nil
6305 Nil
6331 Nil ...
6340 Nil ...
6369 SM near shoulder
6453 Nil ...
6417 Nil ...
6290 Nil ...
6459 Nil ...
6472 Various ...
6390 Nil ...
6479 Nil ...
8 T C 6370
3 T D 6362
T2' 6338
T J
9
6381
5 T J 6466
T 4 L 6398
T  SP 6433
Nil ...
B near rump
Various ...
Various ...
TJ ...
Nil
TLO
Various ...
Cattle.
Nil ... ...
MH ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
MP off ribs
shoulder
Various
MT near ribs
UP conjoined
Nil ...
AN off  ribs and rump
JS ... ...
Nil ... ...
Various ... ...
Niel
... ...
JH conjoined ...
Various .. ...
PS off hip and ribs...
PS off rump, S loin...
PT ... ,..
Nil ... ...
Various ... ...
Nil
Nil
Nil
aE conjoined off ribs
JR off hip ... ...
Nil .., ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
Nil ... ...
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
Nil .,.
WSM off side ...
Nil ...
RB  off shoulder
T in circle off hip, C
off cheek
MAC ... ...
Nil ... ...
IS off rump ... ...
Various
Various
Various
Various
Nil
Various
TLO
Nil
U'F  2 6405 Va ri ous  ... ... Nil
U S U  6418 Va ri ous  ... ... Nil
Y 1 T 6439 Nil
7W E 6298 WE
W4F 6295 Various
6471 WG
5W (R 6468 Various
b We 6389 72 off shoulder
W 8  J  6322 Nil
... Va ri ous ... ...
... WE ... ...
... Nil ... ...
... WG ... ...
... WG over 8 off rump
and  ri bs
W off rump, MAG
near  side
... Nil ...
Name.
PROPRINTOB.
Far
Brand is to  biwrided.
Nearest  Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Patrick McCabe ...
Morgan  Howe ...
Patrick McCluskay
Michael Parker ...
Abraham Moses ...
Mary Purtell ...
Ryan and Brothers
Reserve  Springsure
B re mer Ipswich
Beenleigh  Beenleigh
Drayton Drayton
Mackay Mackay
Ipswich Ipswich
Normanby  Reserve ... Ipswich
Michael Travers ...
Thomas McCarthy
Reserve ...
Tenningering
...  Dalby
...  Mount Perry
Hugh Mulcahy ... Rosalie ... ...  Jondaryan
Alexander McNabb .., Nudgee ... Brisbane
Patrick McAnany North Ipswich ... Ipswich
Albert Pitt ... Redbank Plains ... Redbank Plains
Patrick Doyle ... Warwick ... ... Warwick
Patrick Howe . Walloon ... ... Walloon
Pharaoh Henry Isaac Coomooloolaroo .., Gainsford
Andrew Purcell Emu Creek ... Greenmount
Patrick Rogers Six-mile Creek ... Gympie
Catherine Smith Redbank ... ... a
Patrick Sweeney Logan Reserve ... Brisbane
John Toohey Walloon ... ,., Walloon
Patrick Welsh Commonage ... ...  Bowen
Peter Wentzel Farm near Mackay ...  Mackay
Arthur Richards ... Indooroopilly  Brisbane
Richard Cook ... St. Lawrence  St. Lawrence
William Hopkins Archer street  Rockhampton
Daniel Emmerson Post Office Hotel  Bowen
John Ruddy ... ... South Brisbane  Brisbane
John Ryan ... Reserve ... Ro lleston
Richard Haynes Lindsey... Clermont ...
lWh
Clermont
Bl k llton ...aJ. W. Raven ... ... aac
Robert Peel ... ...  Mugan Mungindi
Richard Smally ... ...  Reserve :.. Rockhampton
John Stephenson ... Thorne Hill ... Brisbane
Robin Wedgewood Shireff Condamine ...
Bi ho
Condamine
ps
Steffen Bestmann... Irishtown ... ... Toowoomba
Henry Smiley Nudgee ... ...  German Station
Sarah McDonald ... Inglewood Inglewood
William McCracken Seventeen -mile Rocks  Oxley
Andrew Paterson... Gracemere ...  Rockhampton
Sarah Robson ... Nine-mile Water ...  Purge Creek
John Thomas Gatton ,,. ...  Gatton
John Stephens . South Brisbane Brisbane
Samuel Somerville Pine River Bald Hi lls
Isaac Stuckey ... German Station German Station
Thomas Cook ... Waterford ... ... Logan  Reserve
Thomas Davies ... Shotover .., ...  Gainsford
Thomas Frater .. The Junction  Ipswich
Thomas Lloyd Jones Bowen Bridge Road  Brisbane
Thomas Jones ... Copperfield ... ... Copperfield
James Tacker ... Murphy's Creek ...  Murphy's Creek
Thomas Long ... Racecourse  Road ...  Ipswich
Thomas Parker ... Drayton ,.. ... Drayton
Alexander  Fraser... ... Glen Laughton ... Taroom
William Wetherall ... Coorada ... ... Taroom
James Irving  ... ... Village of Logan ...  Village of Logan
William Eggebrecht The Glen ... Cardwell
William Finney ... Reserve ... Ipswich
William Gurney ... Ellangowan ... Cambooya
William Good ... Stone Quarry Ipswich
William Theophilus God
son
Maryborough Maryborough
William Horton ... ... Graham's Creek Maryborough
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Brand No. of
Registered .  Certificate,
Horses.
Horses. Cattle.
W7K
9WK
W `R
Y4R
1zz
Name.
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm when
Brand is to be used.
Nearest Poet Town
of Rain or Farm.
6323 Various  ... ...  Nil ... ... Wi ll iam  K ohler  ... ...  Commonage  ... ...  Townsvi ll e
6337 Z off shoulder, KS Various  ... ...  Wil li am Knight  ... ...  Reserve  ... ...  Gayndah
near shoulder
6419 Nil  ... ...  Nil  ... ... Wi ll iam Strathy Robertson Dawson Bridge  ...  Gainsford
6332 R near flank ... ...  Nil ... . Robert Joseph Rotton  ...  Murphy's Creek  ...  Murphy Creek
6423 Nil  ... ...  Nil ... ... George White ... ... Bluff Downs ... ...  Townsvi ll e
6406 Various  ... ...  Various  ... ...  Wil liam  Ward  ... ...  Bourn Farm  ...  Moggill
BRANDS TUN SFERRBD during the Month of Juxs, 1873.
Brand. No .  ofertifloste. Trausferror . Transferee .
Name of Run where Brand
is to be used. Nearest  Post  Town.
Y L7 1856 J .  de V. Lamb and  Sams Bros ... William Naunton Waller  ... Chesthunt  ... ... ... Thorgomindah
LL 4 1814 Robertson and Sons  ... ... P. F. McDonald  ... ... ... Lake Learmouth  ... ... Yaamba
CORRECTION.
IBrand
X04 0fRegistered.  Certificate
i
FRb 1422
FORMER BRAND
FORMER BRAND.
FR near shoulder ...
Cattle.
FR off rump
Name.
The Agent for the Estate
of the late Janet Ross
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where Nearest Poet Town
Brand is to be used.  of Run or Farm.
Rocky Bank... Roma
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
By Authority  :  JAMxe C. B%AT, Government Printer, Will iam street ,  Brisbane.
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SUPPLEMENT
TO THE
QUEENSLAND
obtrtimmit (f)a tttt
OF SATURDAY, 6TH JULY, 1873.
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XIV.] FRIDAY, 11TH JULY, 1873. [No. 57.
QUEENST.A\D, 2 Proclamation by The Most SALE  AT THE LAND  OFFICE, BEEN-
to wit. S f onerable  GEORGE AoousTQe LEIGH,
CUNSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of  Mulgrave,  Viscount Nor - ON MONDAY ,  THE 11TH DAY OF AUGUST, 1873.
manbr, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgravo ,  all in the County of No.  of No.  of No.  of A. Price per
York, in the Peerage of the United Lot. Portion. Barn
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford , A. B. P. £ +'
4.e.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NOEMANny, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable COUNTRY LOTS.-CLASS AGRICULTURAL LAND.
Guverour.  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com. County of Ward, parish of Coomera.
wander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies .
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested ,  and
in accordance with the provisions of the Act
31 Victoria ,  No. 46, respecting the Alienation of
Crown Lands ,  I, the Governor aforesaid ,  with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  do hereby notify
and proclaim that the following Lots of Land will
1 19 ... 70 0 0 0 15
2 27 ... 32 2 0 0 15
3 28 ... 22 0 8 0 15
4 29 22 0 8 0 15
5 30 ... 29 1 23 0 15
6 31 ... 25 3 0 0 15
be offered for sale by public auction ,  at the  under- SUBURBAN LOTS.
mentioned places ,  at Eleven o 'clock, on the days Parish Mudgeeraha ,  town of  Burleigh, on and
specified ,  at the upset price affixed to each Lot  near  Tallebuggera Creek.
respecndtively.  (Deposit 20 per cent )
A I further notify and proclaim that such of
the said Country Lots as may remain unsold shall ,
at and after Eleven o'clock on the day following
such auction, be open to selection by purchase ,  at
the upset price  ;  and that on and after the thirtieth
day following such auction sale, the Country Lots
which may remain unsold, and are not withdrawn
from sale, shall be open to selection by lease, at the
annual rent established by the Act for the class to
which the land may belong .
NOTE.-Portions under 40 acres cannot be
selected by lease except as Homesteads.
The Deed Fees and Survey Fees on the under -
mentioned Lots will be charged according to the
spllowing scale  :- Under 1 acre , £1 12s.;  1 acre and
under 5 acres , £ 1 18s . ;  5 acres and under 10 acres,
£2 12s . ;  10 acres and under 15 acres , £ 2 189. ;  15
acres  and under 20 acres , £ 3 4s. ; 20 acres and under
30 acres, £3 12s. ; 30 acres and under 40 acres, £3
18s. ; 40  acres and  under 60 acres, £4 8s. ; 50 acres
and under 60 acres , £4 13s.; 60 acres and under 80
acres , £5 ls. ; 80 acres and under 100 acres , £ 517s . ;
100 acres and under 120 acres , £ 6 2s. ; 120 acres
and under 160 acres , £ 6 14s.  ;  160 acres and Zander
240 acres . £ 7 6s. ; 240 acres and under 39 i a,•res ,
£7 14s . ;  320 acres and under 480 acres , £d lOs. ;
480 acres and under 500 acres, £9 8s. ; 500 acres
and under 640 acres , £9 18s.; 640acres, £10; above
640 acres and not exceeding 1,000  acres , £ 14.
7 2 1 1 0 0 2 0
8 3 1 1 0 0 2 0
9 4 1 1 0 0 2 0
10 5 1 1 0 0 2 0
11 6 1 1 0 0 2 0
12 7 1 1 0 0 2 0
13 8 1 1 0 0 2 0
14  9 1 1 0 0
0
2 0
14 19
0
1 1 0 40 2 0
16 11 1 1 0 0 2 0
17  12 1 1 0 0 2 0
18 13 1 1 0 0 2 0
Parish of Nerang, at Nera ng .Township.
19 1 12 1 0 0 4 0
20 2 12 1 0 0 I 4 0
21 3  .12 1 0 0 4 0
22 4 12 1 0 0 4 0
23 5 12 1 0 0 4 0
24 1 13 1 0 0 4 0
25 2 13 0 3 10 4 0
26 3 13 0 1 15 4 0
27 1 14 1 0 24 4 0
28 2 14 1 0 24 4 0
29 3 14 1 0 24 4 0
30 4 14 1 0 24 4 0
31 5 14 1 0 24 4 0
32 6 14 1 0 24 4 0
33 7 14 1 0 24 4 0
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SALE AT MARTIN'S ACTION ROOMS,
BRISBANE,
ON WEDNESDAY ,  THE 13TH DAX_ oF Au iy rt 1873.
No. Of  I  No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment Section.l_ Area. Price perAcre..
A.. B. P. £ a.
BUBUIIBAN LOTS.
County of Canning, parish of Yanlina, town of
Yandina.
1 1 1 1 3 8 4 0
2 2 1 1 3 8 4 0
3 3 1 1 3 8 4 0
4 4 1 1 3 8 4 0
5 5 1 1 032 4 0
6 6 1 0 2 30 4 0
7 7 1 0 3 23 4 0
8 8 1 1 015 4 0
9 1 2 1 3 21 4 0
10 2 2 2 3 23 4 0
11 3 2 2 3 23 4 0
12 4 2 1 116 4 0
13 6 2 0 3 19 4 0
14 6 2 0 2 18 4 0
15 2 3 1 1 0 4 0
16 3 3 1 2 37 4 0
17 4 3 2 0 0 4 0
18 5 3 1 1 9 4 0
19 6 3 1 0 36 4 0
20 7 3 1 0 22 4 0
21 8 3 1 0 7 4 0
22 9 3 1 0 25 4 0
23 1 4 0 3 10 4 0
24 2 4 1 0 14 4 0
25 3 4 1 1 30 4 0
26 4 4 1 0 23 4 0
27 5 4 1 1 0 4 0
28 6 4 1 1 36 4 0
29 1 5 2 2 22 4 0
30 2 6 2 3 8 4 0
31 3 5 ' 2 1 21 4 0
32 4 5 2 3 8 4 0
33 6 5 2 0 19 4 0
34 6 5 2 3 8 4 0
35 7 5 1 1 11 4 0
36 8 5 1 3 33 4 0
37 1 6 1 1 34 4 0
88 2 6 1 0 17 4 0
39 3 6 0 3 4 4 0
40 4 6 0 232 4 0
41 7 6 1 0 23 4 0
42 8 6 0 3 3 4 0
43 9 6 0 3 3 4 0
44 10 6 1 2 0 4 0
45 11 6 1 020 4 0
46 12 6 1 1 15 4 0
47 13 6 1 2 30 4 0
48 1 7 10 2 0 4 0
49 2 7 11 2 0 4 0
50 1 8 18 0 0 4 0
51 2 8 14 3 0 4 0
Portion.
62 3 ... 8 1 0 1 10
53 4 ... 9 0 0 1 10
64 6 ... 7 032 1 10
55 7 ... 9 1 10 1 10
56 8 ... 6 0 0 1 10
57 9 ... 8 0 0 1 10
58 10 ... 7 2 34 1 10
59 11 ... 7 0 24 1 10
60 12 ... 5 3 28 1 10
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa,  near the
town of Lytton.
Allot.  Section.
61 1 17 2 0 16 4 0
62 2 17 2 016 4 0
63 3 17 2 016 4 0
64 4 17 2 0 16 4 0
65 5 17 2 0 16 4 0
66 6 17 2 0 38 4 0
67 14 17 2 0 38 4 0
68 15 17 2 0 16 4 0
69 16 17 2 0 16 4 0
70 I 17 17 2 0 16 4 0
71 18 17 2 0 16 4 0
72 19 17 2 0 16 4 0
SUBURBAN  LOTS- continued.
No. of. No. of
Lot. Allotment
73
74
75
76
20
4
5
6
Area.
A. B. P.
2 0 16
15 0 32
15 0 32
16 3 18
Price
per Acre.
£  S.
4 0
4 0
4 0
4 0
County of Stanley, parish of  Enoggera.
Portion.
77 8*33 .. 7 1 23 1 0
78  ml  ... 5 1 33  1  0
78B 700 ... 17 2 30  0  15
COUNTRY LOTS.- CLASS AGRICULTURAL LAND.
*79 I 710 I ... I 67 1 21 I 0 15
Parish of Woogaroo.
t80 I 45 ... I 160 0 0 0 15
Parish of Mackenzie.
$81 I 170 1 ... 1 33 3 0 I 0 15
County of Canning, parish of Wararba.
82 0
83 2
1
... 3211 0 0
0
0
0 15
15
SUBURBAN LOT.
County Stanley, parish of North Brisbane, in
North Brisbane.
84 1 633 1 ... 0 0  25-A01  100 0
COUNTRY LOTS-CLASS AGRICULTURAL LAND.
Parish of Moggil.
85 159A 1 ... 4 0 0 1 0 15
Parish of Indooroopilly.
86 I 260A I ... 1 5 0 0 1 0 15
• Lot 79, forfeited  Selection, No. 217.
f Lot 80,  forfeited Selection , No. 1,433.
Lot 81, Forfeited Selection , No. 279.
The purchaser  of Lot 80 will  have to pay G43 16s.  for improve-
ments.
The purchaser of Lot 81 wi ll  have to pay E8 for improvements.
No. of
Section.
17
23
23
23
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, ROCK.
HAMPTON,
ON WEDNESDAY ,  THE 13TH DAY  OF AUGUST, 1873.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
town  of Rockhampton.
Allotment .  Section.
1 10 55 1 0 0 26 1 100 0
2
3
4
1
3
4
SUBURBAN LOTS.
119 1 1 15 20 0
119 0 3 25 20 0
119 2 2 31 20 0
COUNTRY LOTS-CLASS AGRICULTURAL LAND.
County Livingstone, parish of Archer.
Portion.
5 148 I ...  26 2 8 0 16
6 146 60 3  0  0 15
Parish of Stanwell.
7 I 49 1 ... 1 16 0 0 0 15
Parish of  Gracemere , on Sheepwash Creek.
8 123 50 0 0 0 15
9 126 I ... 81 1 0` 0 15
Parish of Gavial.
10 69 ... 139 0 0 0 15
11 70 ... 70 0 0 0 16
12 71 ... 67 2 0 0 15
13 . 72 ... 52 0 0 0 15
Parish of Rockhampton.
14 98 1 ... 1 50 2 0 1 0 15
County of Pakington, parish of Westwood,  on and
near  the Great Northern Railway.
15 21 ... 77 0 0 0 15
16 22 ... 77 0 0 0 15
17 36 ... 50 2 0 0 15
18 37 ... 58 1 0 0 15
19 38 ... 27 1 0 0 15
20 39 ... 27 2 0 0 15
21 41 ... 21 0 0 0 16
22 42 ... 15 0 0 0 15
23 43 ... 20 0 0 0 115
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COUNTRY LOTS.-
CLASS AGRICULTURAL  LAND-Continued.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
No. of Price
Per Acre.Area.
A.. A.  P.
County Livingstone ,  parish of Westwood, near
Great Northern Railway  and Main  Dawson Road.
24 23
25 24
26 25
27 26
70 0 0 0 15
60 0 0 0 15
110 0 0 0 15
90 0 0 0 15
28 27 ... 123 0 0 0 15
29 28 ... 81 0 0 0 15
30 29 ... 105 0 0 0 15
31 30 ... 87 0 0 0 16
32 31  ... 99 3 0 0 15
33 32  ... 96 0 0 0 15
34 33 ... 65 2 0 0 16
35 34 ... 127 1 0 0 15
36 35 ... 107 0 0 0 15
37 44 ... 127 0 0 0 15
38 45 ... 160 0 0 0 15
39 46 ... 144 0 0 0 15
40 47 ... 137 2 0 0 15
41 48 ... 114 0 0 0 15
42 49 ... 125 1 0 0 15
43 50 ... 111 0 0 0 15
44 51 ... 101 0 0 0 15
45 52 ... 23 3 0 0 15
46 63 ... 27 1 0 0 15
Purchaser of Lots 45 and 46 wi ll  have to pay £03 for improvements.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE,
TOWN SVILLE,
ON WEDNESDAY ,  THE 27TH DAY OF AUGUST, 1873.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Elphinstone ,  parish of Coonambe lah,
town of Townsvi lle.
Allotment .  Section.
1
2 I  1167 I  3355 00 11 84  1  88 00
3
SUBURBAN LOTS.
Parish of Townsville.
5 3A 1 7 3 0( 4 0
Parish of Coonambelah.
I
4 2 1A 9 2 0 4 0
5 1 2A 2 2 0 4 0
6 2  2A 2 2 0  4 0
7 3 3A 2 0 0 4 0
8 4 2A 2 220 4 0
9 5 2A 1 3 20 4 0
10 6  2&  2 1. 24 4 0
11 7 2A 2 2 0 4 0
12 8 2A 2 2 0 4 0
13 1 3A 2 2 0 4 0
14 2 3A 2 2 0 4 0
15 3 3A 2 2 0 4 0
16 1 4 &  2 2 0 4 0
17 2 4A 2 2 0 4 0
18 3 4A 2 2 0 4 0
19 4 4A 2 2 0 4 0
20 1 5A 2 2 0 4 0
21 2 5A 2 2 0 4 0
22 3 5A 2 2 0 4 0
23 4 5AI 2 2 0 4 0
The purchaser  of Lot 3 will  have to pay £250 for improvements.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TOO.
WOOMBA,
ON MONDAY ,  THE 18TH DAY  of AUGUST, 1873.
COUNTRY LOTS .- CLASS AGRICULTURAL LAND.
County of Aubigny, parish of Gowrie.
Portion.
1 272 ...  24 2 21 0 15
2 273  ... 20 0 0 0 15
3 274 ... 22 1 7 0 15
4 275 ...  22 1 38 0 15
Parish of  Meringandan.
0 155 1 38 I ... I 94 1  0
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Port ion.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
Area.
-_I
A. B. P.
No. of
Parish of Drayton.
Price per
Acre.
2  S.
6 692 ... 5 0 0 4 0
7 693 ... 5 0 0 4 0
8 716 ... 2 2 33 4 0
9 717 ... 4 312 4 0
]0 718 ... 4 037 4 0
11 719 ... 6 0 19 4 0
12 720 ... 2 3 30 4 0
13 721 ... 2 2 4 4 0
14 722 ... 6 3 3 4 0
15 723 ... 5 218 4 0
16 724 ... 3 2 20 4 0
17 725 ... 4 119 4 0
Allot. sec.
18 1 72 2 0 0 4 0
19 2 72 2 0 0 4 0
20 3 72 2 0 0 4 0
21 4 72 ' 2 0 0 4 0
22 5 72 2 0 0 4 0
23 6 72 2 0 0 4 0
24 1 73 2 0 0 4 0
25 2 73 2 0 0 4 0
26 3 73 3 0 0 4 0
27 4 73 1 3 8 4 0
28 1 76 2 0 0 4 0
29 2 76 2 2 16 4 0
30 3 76 3 1 2 4 0
31 4 76 1 3 3 4 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, MARY.
BOROUGH,
ON MONDAY ,  THE 18TH DAY  OF AUGUST, 1873.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of March, parish of Maryborough.
Allot. section.
1  2 181 I 19 3 10 I 1 0
2 59 ... 40 0 0 0 16
3 59D  ... 40 0 0 0 15
4 64 ... 9 3 30 1 0
5 65 ... 9 3 32 1 0
6 66 ... 9 3 33 1 0
7 67 ... 9 3 35 1 0
County of March, parish of Tiaro.
8 1 1A 1 1 4 4 0
9 2 1A 2 2 27 I 4 0
10 3 IA 3 3 6 4 0
11 4 1A 4 325 4 0
12 1 2A 0 3 18 4 0
13 4 2A 0 3 30 4 0
14 5 2A 1 0 38 4 0
15 6 2A 0 3 7 4 0
16 7 2A 1 0 15 4 0
17 8 2A 1 1 24 4 0
18 9 2A 1 2 34 4 0
19 10 2A 4 0 0 4 0
20 11 2A 4 0 0 4 0
21 12 2A 2 2 0 4 0
22 1 3A 1 0 23 4 0
23 2 3A 0 3 10 4 0
24 3 3A 1 2 3 4 0
25 4 3A 1 3 14 4 0
26 5 3A 1 2 6 4 0
27 6 3A 1 0 38 4 0
28 7 3A 0 3 31 4 0
29 8 3A 2 2 2 4 0
30 9 3A 2 2 0 4 0
31 10 3A 1 2 15 4 0
32 11 3A 1 2 24 4 0
33 12 3A 1 2 33 4 0
34 13 3A 0 3 25 4 0
35 14 3A 0 3 32 4 .0
COUNTRY LOTS.-CLASS AGRICULTURAL LAND.
County of Lennox, parish of Dunmora.
Portion.
*36  ( 1 ( ... ( 160 0 0 0 15
•  Forfeited Selection, No.  506.
Parish of Denison.
*37 I 173 I ... I 56 0 0 I 0 15
•  Forfeited Selection ,  No. 33.
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COUNTRY LOTS.-
CLASS AGRICULTURAL  LAND-continued.
No. of No. of No. of I Area. PriceLot. Portion.  per Acre.
I ( A  R P. I  S.
County of Cook, parish of Walsh.
*38 1 2 J ... { 79 3 0 0 15
Parish of Burrum.
*39 5 .. 80 0 0 0 15
* 6 ... 80 0 0 0 15
*4] 71 I ... f 40 0 0 0 15
Forfeited  Mineral 8electione ,  Noe. 2.6 . 6, and 7L
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, GYMPIE,
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 20TH DAY OF AUGUST, 1873.
TOWN LOTS.
County of March, parish of Gympie, town of
Gympie.
Allotment .  Section.
1 1 D 0 1 0 8 0
2 2 D 0 1 0 8 0
3 5 D 0 1 0 8 0
4 12 D 0 1 0 8 0
6 27 0 1 0 8 0
6 28 0 1 0 8 0
7 29 D 0 1 0 8 0
8 2 13 0 018 8 0
9 1 N 0 1 23 .8 0
10 2 N 0 1 14 8 0
11 1  it  0 1 19 8 0
12 1 8 0 0 33 8 0
13 2 r 0 1 30 8 0
14 8 T 0 1 30 8 0
15 9 T 0 1 30 8 0
16 10 T 0 1 30 8 0
17 2 v 0 1 24 8 0
18 2 0 2 0 8 0
19 1 0 2 1 8 0
20 2 0 2 0 8 0
21 3 0 2 0 8 0
22 1 29 0 1 0 8 0
23 2 29 0 1 0 8 0
24 11 29 0 0 19 8 0
25 3 32 0 1 0 8 0
26 1 76 0 1 0 8 0
27 2 76 0 1 0 8 0
28 3 76 0 1 0 8 0
29 4 76 0 1 0 8 0
30 26 E 0 0 11 8 0
*31 1 48 0 1 0 8 0
32 6 0 0 1 5 8 0
33 6 P 0 3 10 8 0
33A 1 5 L 0 0 25 1 8 0
•  The purchaser of lot 31 wil l have to pay C80 for improvements.
SUBURBAN LOT.
Portion.
34 1 100A 1 ...  0 3 8 1 4 0
COUNTRY LOT- CLASS AGRICULTURAL LAND.
County of  Lennox ,  Parish unnamed ,  on Bunya
Creek.
t35 1 135 1 ... I 62 0 0 1 0 15
t Forfeited Selection, No. 135.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, WARWICK,
ON WEDNESDAY ,  THE 20TH DAY OF AUGUST, 1873.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Merivale ,  parish of Warwick, town o
Warwick.
Allotment .  Section.
1 1. 66 1 0 0 8 0
2 2 66 1 0 0 8 0
3 3 66 1 0 0 8 0
4 4 66 1 0 0 8 0
6 5 66 1 0 0 8 0
6 6 66 1 0 0 8 0
7 7 66 1 0 0 8 0
8 8 66 1 0 0 8 0
9 9 66 1 0 0 8 0
10 10 66 1 0 0 8 0
11 11 66 1 0 0 8 0
12 12 66 1 0 0. 8 0
TOWN  LOTS-continued.
No of ! No. of
Lot. ;Allotment. Area.
Price per
Acre.
I A. B. P. £ f.
13 13 66 1 0 0 8 0
14 14 66 1 0 0 8 0
15 15 66 1 0 0 8 0
16 16 66 1 0 0 8 0
17 2 64 1 0 0 8 0
18 3 64 1 0 0 8 0
19 4 64 1 0 0 8 0
20 1 65 1 0 0 8 0
21 2 65 1 0 0 8 0
22 7 65 1 0 0 8 0
23 8 65 1 0 0 8 0
24 9 65 1 0 0 8 0
26 10 65 1 0 0 8 0
26 1 67 1 0 0 8 0
27 2 67 1 0 0 8 0
28 3 67 1 0 0 8 0
29 4 67 0 3 16 8 0
30 5 67 0 3 16 8 0
31 6 67 0 3 16 8 0
32 7 67 0 3 16 8 0
33 8 67 1 0 0 8 0
34 9 67 1 0 0 8 0
35 10 67 1 0 0 8 0
36 1 68 1 0 0 8 0
37 2 68 1 0 0 8 0
38 3 68 1 0 0 8 0
39 4 68 1 0 0 8 0
40 5 68 1 0 0 8 0
41 6 68 1 0 0 8 0
42 7 68 1 0 0 8 0
43 8 68 1 0 0 8 0
44 9 68 1 0 0 8 0
45 10 68 1 0 0 8 0
46 11 68 1 0 0 8 0
47 12 68 1 0 0 8 0
48 13 68 1 0 0 8 0
49 14 68 1 0 0 8 0
60 15 68 1 0 0 8 0
51 16 68 1 0 0 8 0
52 1 69 1 0 0 8 0
53 2 69 1 0 0 8 0
54 3 69 1 0 0 8 0
55 4 69 0 3 16 8 0
66 5 69 0 3 16 8 0
67 6 69 0 3 16 8 0
58 7 69 0 3 16 8 0
69 1 70 1 0 0 8 0
60 2 70 1 0 0 8 0
61 3 70 1 0 0 8 0
62 4 70 1 0 0 8 0
63 5 70 1 0 0 8 0
64 6 70 1 0 0 8 0
65 7 70 1 0 0 8 0
66 8 70 1 0 0 8 0
67 9 70 1 0 0 8 0
68 10 70 1 0 0 8 0
69 11 70 1 0 0 8 0
70 12 70 1 0 0 8 0
71 13 70 1 0 0 8 0
72 14 70 1 0 0 8 0
73 15  70 1 0 0 8 0
74 16  70 1 0 0 8 0
COUNTRY LOTS.-- CLASS AGRICULTURAL LAND.
Parish of  Warwick.
Port ion.
75 1 427 1 ... 1 38 0 0 1 0 16
Parish of Robinson ,  in the Warwick Agricultural
Reserve.
76 1 479 1 ... 1 3 1 0 1 0 15
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, GLAD-
STONE,
ON MONDAY ,  THE 18rH DAY OF AUGUST, 1873.
TOWN LOTS.
County of  Clinton, parish of Gladstone ,  town of
Gladstone.
Allotment.  Section.
1 1 7 1 14 1 1 0 0 1 8 0
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SUBIIBBAN LOTS. TOWN  LOTS - continued.
No. of So o? _-No. of
I,ot. 11'ortionl
_I
Area. Priceper Acre. No. of
Lot.
N
Allo
o. of
tment
No. of
Section.
PArea. rice PAcre
er
.
1
A.  R.  P. £' a.
£
81 I ... I
83 16
8 0 04 r 93 ... 25 1 9 1 01 01 0 7172 I 21
A.
6 0
6  0
R. P.
3
3 34 ( 8
S.
0
On Kin -K ora and Auckland Oreeke.
t On Auckland  Creek.
County of Bowen, parish unna
bunda.
med, town
1 0
of B
8
ool-
0
SALE AT TFF POLICE OFFICE
73
74
1 10
2 10
0
0 1 0 8 0
,
TENINGERING 75 3 10 0 1 0 8 0, 76 104 0 1 0 8 0
ON MONDAY,  THE 18TH DAY  OF AUGUST, 1873. 77 5 10 0 1 0 8 0
TOWN LOTS. 78 6  10 0 1 0 8 0
County of  Bowen,  parish unnamed, town of 79 7  10 0 1 0 8 0
Wolea. 80 8  10 0 1 0 8 0
All otment . Section. 81 9  10 0 1 0 8 0
1 1 1 0 b1 0 8 0 82 10  10 0 1 0 8 0
2 2 1 0 1 0 8 0 83 11  10 0 2 0 8 0
3 3 1 0 1 0 8 0 84 12  10 0 2 0 8 0
4 4 1 0 1 0 8 0 85 13  10 0 2 0 8 0
5 5 1 0 1 0 8 0 86 14  10 0 2 0 8 0
6 6 1 0 1 0 8 0 87 15  10 0 2 0 8 0
7 7 1 0 1 0 8 0 88 1  11 0 1 2 8 0
8 8 1 0 1 0 8 0 89 2  11 0 1 0 8 0
9 9 1 0 1 0 8 0 90 3 11 0 0 17 8 0
10 10 1 0 1 0 8 0 91 4  11 0 1 6 8 0
11 11 1 0 1 0 8 0 92 5  11 0 1 0 8 0
12 12 1 0 1 0 8 0 93 6  11 0 1 0 8 0
13 13 1 0 1 0 8 0 94 7  11 0 1 0 8 0
14 14 1 0 1 0 8 0 95 8  11 0 1 0 8 0
15 15 1 0 1 0 8 0 96 9  11 0 1 0 8 0
16 16 1 0 1 0 8 0 97 10  11 0 1 0 8 0
17 17 1 0 1 0 8 0 98 11  11 0 1 0 8 0
18 18 1 0 1 0 8 0 99 12  11 0 1 0 8 0
19 19 1 0 1 0 8 0 100 13  11 0 1 5 8 0
20 20 1 0 1 0 8 0 101 14 11 0 2 30 8 0
21 1 2 0 1 0 8 0 102 15  11 0 2 0 8 0
22 2 2 0 1 0 8 0 103 16  11 0 2 0 8 0
23 3 2 0 1 0 8 0 104 17  11 0 2 0 8 0
24 4 2 0 1 0 8 0 105 1  12 0 1 2 8 0
25 5 2 0 1 0 8 0 106 2  12 0 1 4 8 0
26 6 2 0 1 0 8 0 107 3  12 0 1 6 8 0
27 7 2 0 1 0 8 0 108 4 12 0 1 35 8 0
28 8 2 0 0 37 8 0 109 5 12 0 1 36 8 0
29 9 2 0 0 32 8 0 110 6 12 0 1 28 8 0
30 10 2 0 0 28 8 0 111 7 12 0 1 21 8 0
31 11 2 0 1 0 8 0 112 8  12 0 2 4 8 0
32 12 2 0 1 0 8 0 113 1  18 0 1 2 8 0
33 13 2 0 1 0 8 0 114 2  18 0 1 0 8 0
34 14 2 0 1 0 8 0 115 3  18 0 1 0 8 0
35 15 2 0 1 0 8 0 116 .4 18 0 1 0 8 0
36 16 2 0 1 0 8 0 117 5  18 0 1 0 8 0
37 17 2 0 1 0 8 0 118 6 18 0 124 8 0
38 18 2 0 1 0 8 0 119 7 18 0 3 28 8 0
39 19 2 0 1 0 8 0 120 1 19 0 1 30 8 0
40 20 2 0 1 0 8 0 121 2 19 0 2 16 8 0
41 1 3 0 1 0 8 0 122 3  19 0 3 2 8 0
42 2 3 0 1 0 8 0 123 4 19 0 3 17 8 0
43 3 3 0 1 0 8 0 124 5  19 0 2 8 8 0
44 4 3 0 1 0 8 0 125 1 20 0 1 0 8 0
45 5 3 0 1 0 8 0 126 2  20 0 1 0 8 0
46 6 3 0 1 0 8 0 127 3  20 0 1 0 8 0
47 7 3 0 1 0 8 0 128 4 20 0 1 0 8 0
48 8 3 0 1 0 8 0 129 5  20 0 1 0 8 0
49 9 3 0 1 0 8 0 130 6  20 0 1 0 8 0
50 10 3 0 1 0 8 0 131 7 20 0 1 0 8 0
51 11 3 0 1 0 8• 0 132 8  20 0 1 0 8 0
52 12 3 0 1 0 8 0 133 9  20 0 1 0 8 0
53 13 3 0 1 0 8 0 134 10  20 0 1 0 8 0
54 14 3 0 1 0 8 0 135 11  20 0 1 0 8 0
55 15 3 0 1 0 8 0 136 12 20 0 1 31 8 0
56 16 3 0 1 0 8 0 137 13 20 0 1 27 8 0
67 17 3 0 1 0 8 0 138 14  20 0 2 0 8 0
68 18 3 0 1 0 8 0 139 15  20 0 2 0 8 0
59 19 3 0 1 0 8 0 140 16  20 0 2 0 8 0
60 20 3 0 1 0 8 0 141 17  20 0 2 0 8 0
61 1 4 1 0 0 8 0 142 18  20 0 2 0 8 0
62 2 4 1 0 0 8 0 143 1 23 0 2 21 8 0
63 3 4 1 0 0 8 0 144 2  23 0 2 0 8 0
64 4 4 1 0 0 8 0 145 3  23 0 2 0 8 0
65 5 4 1 0 0 8 0 146 4 23 0 2 0 8 0
66 1 6 1 0 0 8 0 147 5 23 0 2 0 8 0
67 2 5 1 0 0 8 0 148 6 23 0 2 0 8 0
68 3 5 1 0 0 8 0 149 7 23 0 2 0 8 0
69 4 5 1 0 0 1 8 0 150 8 23 0 2 0 8 0
70 5 5 1 0 0 1 8 0 151 9 23 0 2 0 8 0
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No. of
TOWN  LOTS- Continued .  SUBURBAN  LOTS . Continued.
No. of No. of P ir ce Per  No of  No. of I  No. of Price perArea .Lot. (Allotment  Section. Acre. Area.Lot. All otment .  Section. per Acre.
152 10
153 11
154 12
155 1
156 2
157 3
158 4
159 6
160 6
161 7
162 8
163 9
164 1 10
A. A. r. 1  Jr S.
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 21 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
A. R. P. £ S.
62 6 1 6 1 0 0 4 0
63 7 6 1 0 0 4 0
64 S, 6 1 0 32 4 0
65 1 7 1 0 0 4 0
66 2 7 1 0 0 4 0
67 3 7 1 0 0 4 0
68 4 7 1 0 17 4 0
69 6 7 1 0 0 4 0
70 6 7 1 0 0 4 0
71 7 7 1 0 0 4 0
72 8 7 1 0 9 4 0
73 9 7 0 3 12 4 0
74 10 7 1 0 29 4 0
75 1 8 1 1 21 4 0
76 2 8 1 0 0 4 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, IPSWICH, 77 3 8 0 3 32 4 0
78 1 9 1 0 0 4 0DO F E 15 A 1873AY,  THBIN TH DAY OF UGUST, . 79 2 9! 1 0 0 4 0
SUBURBAN LOTS. 80 3 9  0 3 27 4 0
County of Cavendish, parish of Esk, town of Esk. 81 4 9 0 3 38 4 0
82 5 9  0 3 25 4 0
1 0 0 1 4 0 83 16 9 0 2 30 4 01 0 0 4 0 84 1 10 0 1 39 4 085 1 11 1 0 0 4 01 0 0 4 0 QR 9 1  1 I !1 (1 A n
87 3 11 1 0 0 A. 00 2 0! 4 0 88 4 11 1 0 0 4 00 1 21 4 0 89 5 11 1 0 0 4 0
0 2 30 I 4 0 90 6 11 1 1 0 ),4 4 01  V  0  I  4 0 91 1 12 I 1 1 18 4 00 3 19 4 0
1 0 0 4
0 COUNTRY LOTS- CLASS AGRICULTURAL LAND.
1 0 0 A  0
County of Churchill,  parish of Fassifern.
Port ion.
1 0 0
4 0 92 107 ... 65 0 0 0 15
1 0 0
4
0 93 107A ! ... 40 0 0 0 15
1 0 0 4 0
94 108 ... 46 0 0 0 15
1 0 0 0
95 109 62 0 0 0 15
96 110 ... 40 0 0 0 15
1 0 0 4 0 97 115 ... 45 0 0 0 15
1 0 0 4 0 98 116 ... 47 0 0 0 15
1 0 0 4 0
1 0 0 4 0 Parish of Laidley.
1 0 0 4 0 99 I 220 8 2 20 I 0 15
1 0 0 4 0 100 221 ... 8 020 0 15
0 1 35 4 0 101 1 222 ... 8 1 20 0 15
0 3 4 4 0 102 I 223 ... 11 2 12 0 15
0 3 29  .4 0 103 224 ... 14 1 14 0 15
1 014 4 0 104 1 225 ... 8 1 24 0 15
1 0 0 4 0 105 ! 226 ... 10 1 34 0 15
1 0 0 4 0 106 1 227 ... 10 0 0 0 15
1 0 0 4 0 107 1 228 ... 10 0 0 1 0 15
1 0 0 4 0 Parish of Walloon.
1 0 0 4 0 108 236 ... 36 0 30 0 15
1 0 0 4 0 *109  66 34 0 0 0 .15
1 0 0 4 0 110 600 5 5 0 28 0 15
1 0 0 4 0 111 601 ... 5 0 28 0 15
1 0 0 4 0 Parish of Normanby.
1 0 0 4 0 1112 1 92 1 ... 1 224 0 0 1 0 151 0 0 4 0
1 0 0 4  0 Parish of East Haldoh ,  on Blackfellow 's Creek.
1 0 0 4 0 $113 1 6 1 ... 1 360 0 0 1 0 15
1 0 0 4 0 County of Churchill ,  parish of  Mutdapilly.
1 0 0 4 0 114 1 7 1 ... 1 104 0 0 1 0 15
1 0 0 4 0 Parish of Goolm an.1 0 0 4 0
1 0 0 4 0 115 1 47 1 ... 1 464 0 0 1 0 15
1 0 0 4 0 - County of  Canning, parish of  Durundur.
1 0 0 4 0 §116 1 13 1 ... 1 150 0 0 1 0 15
1 0 0 4 0 *  Lot 109, forfeited Selection No. 241.
1 0 0 4 0  t Lot 112, forfeited Selection No. 1,384.
1 4
Z Lot 113,  forfeited Selection No. 978.
1 0 0 4 0
4 Lot 118, forfeited Selection No. 1,902.
1 0 0 4  0 Given under  my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government
1 0 0 4 0 House, Brisbane, this third day of July,
1 0 0 4 0 in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
1 0 0 4 0 hundred and seventy-three, and in the
1 0 0 4 0 thirty -seventh year of Her  Majesty 's reign.
1 0 0 4 0 By Command,1 0 0 4 0
1 0 0 4 0 J. MALBON THOMPSON.
1 0 0 4 0 GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN!
By Authority :  JA ers 0 .  BEST., Government  Printer, William Street ,  Brisbane.
QUEENSLAND
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VOL. XIV.] SATURDAY,  12TH  JULY, 1873.  INo. 58.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1873.HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has been
pleased to accept the resignation of
The Honorable WILLIAM HENRY WALSH, Esquire,
as Secretary for Public Works and Mines of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1873.HIS Excellency the Governor directs ittobe notified thathe has been
pleased to accept the resignation of
The Honorable WILLIAM HENRY WALSH, Esquire,
as a Member of the Executive Council of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1873.HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified thathe has been
pleased to appoint
The Honorable ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Esquire, Vice-President of thu-
Executive Council and Colonial Secretary,
to be Secretary for Public Works and Mines of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER.
By Authority; JuLrs 0. BF.AL, Government Printer ,  William street ,  -Brisbane.
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VOL. XIV.]  SATURDAY ,  12TH JULY, 1873 . [No. 59.
Colonial Secretary 's  Office,
Brisbane , 4th July, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor directs the sub-
11 joined Circular Despatch , with  Enclosure,
received from the Secretary of State for the
Colonies, to be published for general information.
A. H. PALMER.
[CIRCULAR.]
Downing street,
10th Aptil, 1873.
Paper, No. 733, SrE,-I have the honor to transmit to you, for1873. publication in the Colony under your Government,
a copy of a Treaty between Her Majesty and the
King of Italy, for the mutual surrender of Fugi-
tive Criminals, together with a copy of the Order
in Council of the 24th March last, for carrying
into effect that Treaty.
I have, &c.,
KIMBERLEY.
The Officer Administering
The Government of Queensland.
EXTRADITION.
Order in Council, dated March 24th, 1873, for
carrying into effect a Treaty between Her
Majesty and the King of Italy for the Mutual
Surrender of Fugitive Criminals, signed at Rome,
February 5, 1873.
At the Court at Windsor, the 24th day of March,
1873.
Present :
The Queen's Most Excellent Majesty in Council.
WHEREAS by an Act of Parliament made and
passed in the session of Parliament holden in the
thirty-third and thirty-fourth years of the reign of
Her present Majesty, intituled  " An Act for amend-
inq the Law relating to the Extradition of Crimi-
nals,"  it was amongst other things enacted, that
where an arrangement has been made with any
foreign state with respect to the surrender to such
state of any fugitive criminals, Her Majesty may,
by Order in Council, direct that the said Act shall
apply in the  case  of such foreign state ; and that
Her Majesty may, by the same or any subsequent
order, limit the operation of the order, and restrict
the same to fugitive criminals who are in or sus-
pected of being in the part of Her Majesty's
dominions specified in the order, and render the
operation thereof subject to such conditions,
exceptions, and qualifications as may be deemed
expedient :
And whereas a Treaty was concluded on the fifth
day of February last between Her Majesty and the
King of Italy for the mutual extradition of fugitive
criminals, which Treaty is in the terms following:-
Her Ma]jesty the Queen of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland, and His Majesty the
King of Italy, having judged it expedient, with a
view to the better administration of justice, and to
the prevention of crime within their respective
territories, that persons charged with or convicted
of the crimes hereinafter enumerated, and being
fugitives from justice, should, under certain circum-
stances, be reciprocally delivered up ; their said
Majesties have named as their Plenipotentiaries to
conclude a Treaty for this purpose, that is to say :
Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland, Sir Augustus
Berkeley Paget, Her Majesty's Envoy Extraordi-
nary and Minister Plenipotentiary to His Majesty
the King of Italy ;
And His Majesty the King of Italy, the Noble
Emilio Visconti Venosta, Deputy in the Parlia-
ment, and Minister Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs;
Who, after having communicated to each other
their respective full powers, found in good and due
form, have agreed upon and concluded the following
articles
ARTICLE 1.
The high contracting parties engage to deliver
up to each other reciprocally any persons who,
being accused or convicted of any of the crimes
specified in the article following, committed within
the territory of either of the said parties, shall be
found within the territory of the other, in the man-
ner and under the conditions determined in the
present Treaty.
ARTICLE II.
The crimes for which the extradition is agreed to
are the following
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1. Murder, or attempt or conspiracy to murder,
comprising the crimes designated by the Italian
Penal Code as the association of criminals for the
commission of such offences.
2. Manslaughter, comprising the crimes'. desig-
nated by the Italian Penal Code as wounds and
blows wilfully inflicted which cause death.
3. Counterfeiting or altering money, and uttering
or bringing into circulation counterfeit or altered
money
4. Forgery,  counterfeiting or altering ,  or uttering
of the thing or document that is forged or counter-
feited  or altered.
6. Larceny ,  or unlawful abstraction or appropri-
ation.
6. Obtaining money or goods by false pretences
(cheating or fraud).
7. Fraudulent bankruptcy.
8. Fraud, abstraction ,  or unlawful appropriation
by a bailee, banker, agent, factor, trustee, director,
or member, or officer of any public or private com-
pany or house of commerce.
9. Rape.
10. Abduction.
11. Child stealing.
12. Burglary and housebreaking ,  comprising the
crimes designated  by the Italian Penal Code as
entry by mght, or even by day, with fracture or
escalade, or by means of false key or other instru-
ment, into the dwelling of another person with
intent to  commit a crime.
13. Arson.
14. Robbery with violence.
15. Threats by letter or otherwise, with intent to
extort money or anything else.
16. Piracy, according to international law, when
the pirate, a subject of neither of the high contract-
ing parties ,  has committed depredations on the
coasts, or on the high seas ,  to the injury of citizens
of the requiring party, or when, being a citizen of
the requiring party ,  and having committed acts of
piracy ,  to the  injury of a third state, he may be
within the territory of the other party, without
being subjected to trial.
17. Sinking or destroying ,  or attempting to sink
or destroy ,  a vessel at sea.
18. Assaults on board a ship on the high seas
with intent to kill or do grievous bodily harm.
19. Revolt or conspiracy by two or more persons
on board a ship on the high seas, against the au-
thority of the master.
Accomplices before the fact in any of these
crimes shall ,  moreover ,  also be delivered up pro-
vided their complicity be punishable by the laws of
both the  contract ing parties.
ARTICLE III.
The Italian Government shall not deliver up any
Italian to the United Kingdom ; and no subject of
the United Kingdom shall be delivered up by it to
the Italian Government.
ARTICLE IV.
In any case where an individual convicted or
accused shall  have obtained naturalization in either
of the  two contracting states after the commission
of the crime ,  such naturalization shall  not prevent
the search for, arrest, and delivery of the indi-
vidual .  The extradition may, however ,  be refused
if five years have elapsed from the concession of
naturalization ,  and the individual has been domi-
ciled ,  from the concession thereof, in the state to
which the application is made.
ARTICLE V.
No accused or convicted person shall be given up
if the offence for which he is claimed is political ;
or if he prdves that the demand for his surrender
has been made with the intention of trying and
punishing him for a political offence.
ARTICLE VI.
The extradition shall not be granted if, since
the commission of the crime ,  the commencement of
proceedings, or the conviction, such a length of
time has elapsed as to bar the penal prosecution or
the punishment, according to the laws of the state
to which application  is made.
ARTICLE VII.
The accused or convicted person who has been
given up shall not, until he has been liberated, or
had an opportunity of returning to the country in
which he was living, be imprisoned or subjected to
trial in  the state to which he has been given up, for
any crime or on any charge other than that on
account of which the extradition took place.
This  does  not apply to offences committed after
the extradition.
ARTICLE VIII.
If the  individual claimed is  under prosecution or
in custody for a crime  committed in the country
where he has taken refuge ,  his surrender may be
deferred  until the law has taken its course.
In case he should be proceeded against or de-
tained in  such country  on account  of obligations
contracted with  private individuals , or any other
civil  claim ,  his surrender shall nevertheless take
place, the injured party retaining his right to pro-
secute his claims  against him before the competent
authority.
ARTICLE IX.
The requisitions for extradition shall be made
respectively, by means of the diplomatic agents of
the high  contracting parties.
The demand for the extradition of an accused
person must be accompanied by a warrant of arrest
issued  by the competent authority of the state
applying for the extradition, and by such proof as,
according to the law of the place where the fugitive
is found, would justify his arrest if the crime had
been committed there.
If the  requisition relates to a person convicted, it
must be accompanied by the sentence of condem-
nation of the competent court of the state applying
for the extradition.
The demand for extradition must not be founded
upon a sentence  in contumacia.
ARTICLE X.
If the  demand for extradition be made according
to the foregoing stipulations, the competent au-
thorities of the  state,  to which the requisition is
made, shall proceed to arrest the fugitive.
The prisoner shall be taken before the competent
magistrate ,  who shall examine him, and make the
preliminary investigations of the affair ,  in the same
manner as if the arrest had taken place for a crime
committed in the same country.
ARTICLE XI.
In the examinations to be made in conformity
with  the preceding stipulations ,  the authorities of
the state to which the  demand is addressed shall
admit, as entirely valid evidence ,  the documents and
depositions taken on oath in the other state, or copies
of them,  and likewise the warrants and sentences
issued there  ;  provided  that such documents are
signed or certified by a judge ,  magistrate ,  or officer
of such state, and are authenticated by the oath of
some witness, or stamped with the official seal of
the Department of Justice or some other  depart-
ment  of state.
ARTICLE XII.
If, within two months from the arrest of the
accused,  sufficient  evidence  be not produced for his
extradition, he shall be liberated.
ARTICLE XIII.
The extradition shall not take place until the ex-
piration  of fifteen days after the  arrest, and then
only if the  evidence  has been found  sufficient, ac-
cording to the laws of the state to which the
demand is addressed , to justify  the committal of the
prisoner for trial  in case the crime  had been com-
mitted in the territory of that  state ; or to show
that the prisoner is the identical person  condemned
by the  tribunals  of the  state  which demands him.
ARTICLE XIV.
If the prisoner be not given up and taken away
within two months from his  apprehension or from
the decision of the court upon the demand for a
writ of  habeas corpus  in the United K ingdom, he
shall be set at liberty, unless sufficient  cause be
shown for the delay.
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ARTICLE XV.
If the individual claimed by one of the two con-
tracting  parties, in  conformity with the present
Treaty, should  be also claimed  by another or by
other states  on account  of crimes committed in
their territories, his surrender shall, in preference,
be granted  according  to priority of' demand, unless
an agreement be made between  the Governments
which make  the requisition ,  either on account of
the gravity  of the crimes  committed ,  or for any
other reason.
ARTICLE XVI.
Every article found in the possession of the
prisoner at the time of his arrest shall be seized, iu
order to be delivered up with him. Such delivery
shall not be limited to the property or articles
obtained by the robbery or fradulent bankruptcy,
but shall ipclude everything that may serve as evi-
dence of the  crime ;  and it shall take place even
when the extradition, after having been ordered,
cannot take effect, either on account of the escape
or the death of the delinquent.
ARTICLE XVII.
The high  contracting parties renounce all claim
for repayment of the expenses incurred for the ar-
rest and maintenance  of the person to be given up,
and for his conveyance on board a ship ; such ex-
penses  shall be borne by themselves respectively.
ARTICLE XVIII. '
The stipulations  of the  present  treaty shall be
applicable to the colonies and foreign possessions of
the two high contracting parties.
The requisition for the surrender of a person ac-
cused or condemned ,  who has taken refuge in any
such colony  or possession  of either party, shall be
made to the  governor  or chief authority of such
colony or possession by the chief  consular  officer of
the other  residing  in such  colony or possession ; or,
if the accused or condemned person has escaped
from a colony or foreign  possession  of the party on
whose behalf the requisition is made, the requisi-
tion shall be made by the governor or chief au-
thority of such colony or possession.
Such requisitions may be disposed of in accord-
ance, as far as possible, with the stipulations of this
treaty, by the respective governors or chief au-
thorities, who, however, shall be at liberty either to
grant the extradition or to refer the matter to their
own Government.
Her Britannic Majesty shall nevertheless be at
liberty to  make special arrangements  in the British
Colonies and  foreign possessions  for the surrender
to his  Italian  Majesty of criminals who may have
taken refuge  in such  colonies or  possessions; always
in conformity,  so far as  possible, with the provisions
of the present Treaty.
Finally, it is  agreed  that this stipulation does not
apply to the island of Malta, the Ordinance of the
Maltese  Government of May 3, 1863 (No. 1230),
remaining  in full force.
ARTICLE XIX.
The high contracting parties  declare  that the
present stipulations apply as well to persons ac-
cused or convicted, whose crimes on account of
which the extradition is demanded may have been
committed previously, as to those whose crimes
may be committed subsequently to the date of this
Treaty.
ARTICLE XX.
The present Treaty shall  come into  operation ten
days after its publication according to the forms
prescribed by the  laws of  the high contracting
parties.
Either party may at any time put an end to this
Treaty, which, however,  shall remain  in force for six
months after the notice for its termination.
This Treaty shall be ratified, and the ratifications
shall be exchanged at Rome within six weeks, or
sooner if possible.
In witness whereof the respective plenipoten.
tiaries have signed in duplicate, in English and
Italian, the present Treaty, and have affixed thereto
their respective seals.
Done at Rome, the 6th day of February, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three.
A. B. PAGET.
VISCONTI VENOSTA.
And whereas the ratifications of the said Treaty
were exchanged at Rome on the 18th March last :
Now, therefore, Her Majesty, by and with the
advice of Her Privy Council, and in virtue of the
authority committed to Her by the said recited Act,
doth order, and it is hereby ordered, that from and
after the eleventh day of April, one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, the said Act shall apply
in the case of the said Treaty with the King of
Italy.
EDMUND HARRISON.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CoxsTSxTIN E, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
LqoRMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most  Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in inc by" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  an of all other
powers enabling me  in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds; to be recovered as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND , '  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. S H onorable GEORGE AuousruB
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby.
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
mauby,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross. in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ; a Member
NOIMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most  Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by°° The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  an of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
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aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction orim-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to  a fine  not exceeding fifty pounds , nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1873.
1
HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
Jorn EWAN DAVIDSON,
EDWARD MAITLAND LONG,
THOMAS HENRY FITZGERALD, and
GEORGE F .  BRIDGEMAN,
to be Trustees of the Temporary Reserve for
Aborigines at Mackay ; and notice is hereby given,
that the Reserve in question, as described in the
Government Gazette  of  1st July, 1871,  has been
placed under the control of those gentlemen.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following appointment in the Electric
Telegraph Department, viz.:-
Mr. WILLIAM THOMAS DEACON, Line Repairer,
Ipswich,
to be Operator, Goodna,  vice  Thondley.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
PERCY H. GEDYE,
to be Government Agent to accompany ships em-
ployed in  carrying
Polynesian laborers betweenthe South  Sea Islands  and Queensland, under the
provisions  of  " The Polynesian Laborers Act of
1868."
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 11th July, 1873.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HENRY BRYMAN and
JOHN FERGUSON PEGGY,
to be Auditors of the Municipality of Gayndah,
under the provisions of  " The Municipal Institu-
tions  Act of  1864."
Colonial  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , llt1 July, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned gentlemen to be
Magistrates of the Territory:-
JAMES ATHERTON, Mount Hedlow, Rock-
hampton ;
ISRAEL BENNETT, Walca ;
CARLOS BIRKBECK, North Rockhampton;
ROBERT DOYLE, Tookabarroo, Wilson River;
MATTHEW PATRICK BOYLE FANNING ,  Brisbane ;
THOMAS HOSKING, Mount Perry ;
RICHARD  ASHMOEE ROBINSON HoPKIxs,
Wamba ;
PATRICK LILLIS, Gympie ;
ALFRED P. MACKENZIE,  Herbert River;
JOHN MURRAY, Agricultural Reserve, Rock-
hampton ;
JOHN VILLENEUVE  NICHOLSON,  Noogoorah,
Brisbane River ;
HENRY WYNDHAM  PALMER,  Charters Towers ;
JAMES PRINGLE, Mount Perry ;
PETER THOMSON, Brisbane River ;
PROSPER NICHOLAS TREBECK, Woollahra, New
South Wales ;
WILLIAM HENRY T. TIILLOH, Sydney, New
South Wales.
A. H. PALMER.
QUEENSLAND, ' Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  3  Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in  the County of
York ,  in the Peerage  of the 'United
Kingdom ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Boss, in  the County of Wexford,
(x.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy  Council, Governor and Com.
mander -in-Chief of  the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to  Selection , under the provisions of
the said Act,  on and after  THURSDAY, the
seventh day of August, 1873, at the Land Offices
of the districts in which they  are respectively
situated.
Register
No. of
App liea-
tion.
311
319
Name of Lessee.
W. Gil li s ...
W. Pointon ...
Area.
A. R. P.
;99 0 0
80 0 0
Land
Agent's
District.
To owoomba
Beenleigh
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this second day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
A. H. PALMER. GOP  SAVE THE QUEEN I
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QUEENSLAND , I Proclamation  by The Mostto wit. Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of  Musgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all  in  the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron  Musgrave of
New Ross ,  in the  County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANDY,  of Her  Majesty 's Most  Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of clause one  of  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE. Marquis of  N ormanby, the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the  advice  of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the  portions of land  hereunder described shall
be, and are  hereby set  apart, as  Homestead Areas,
subject to the provisions of the said Act ,  and that
the said lands  shall be open to Selection ,  as Home-
steads,  and not otherwise ,  at the Toowoomba Land
Office, on and  after  THURSDAY, the seventh day
of August, 1873.
No. of Portions. Parish. Area.
143, 194, and 145
No. of Selection.
440
Toowoomba ...
Lessee.
S. R. Davis
Area.
A. R. P.
160 0 0
A. E. P.
120 0 0
District.
Toowoomba.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this second day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty- seventh year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANDY,  of Her  Majesty's  Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
roviaions  of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twenty- second day  of July, 1873,  at the Mary-
borough  L and Office.
No. of
Portion. Name of Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
A E. P.
*3 Angus Clerk ... ... 250 0 0 ) Mary-
t1 Ditto ... ... 200 0 0 r b h$2  Henry Hort Brown ... 110 0 0
) oroug .
*
Forfeited Selection ,  No. 130.
f Forfeited Selection ,  No. 131.
$  Forfeited Selection ,  No. 132.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND 2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mul rave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.S.) in the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of clause  forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868 ,"  I GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twenty-second day of July, 1873, at the St.
Lawrence  Land Office.
Register'
No of
Ap
tion. . i
Name of Lessee . Area .
Land
Agent's
District.
2
I
Harry W. Wrap  ...
A. R. P.
40 0 0 I St. Law-
rence.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this fifth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave ,  all in the County of
York ,  in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "  The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid , with the  advice of the
Executive Council ,  do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall  be open to Selection,  under the
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provisions  of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twenty-second day of July, 1873, at the Rock-
hampton Land Office.
Description of lands  resumed out  of the consoli-
dated  runs , Panuco and Montrose, Port Curtis
District, under " The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868."
Area ,  80 square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of Tooloombah
Creek, about  one mile above  the road  crossing at
Tooloombah township ; thence by a line bearing
south forty degrees east about  seven miles ,  crossing
Mamelon Creek to right branch of Deep or
Brussel's Creek ; thence by that creek upwards to
Connor' s Range  ; thence by that range north-
westerly about fifteen miles to the head of right
branch or Gilnorchie Creek ; thence by that creek
downwards to Tooloombah Creek, and by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Description of the  boundaries  of the Dundee and
Tooloombah Runs , in the  Port Curtis District,
which by  reason  of forfeiture for non payment
of rent,  are available  for Selection in pursuance
of " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868."
Area, 20 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Granite Creek
about twenty chains below an ironbark tree marked
1 in triangle ; thence by  a line  bearing south forty
degrees east, crossing  Montrose Creek about seven
and three- quarter miles  to Tooloombah Creek ;
thence by that creek and right branch or Gilnorchie
Creek upwards to Connor's Range ; thence by
Connor's Range northerly about six miles to the
head of Granite Creek ; thence by that creek down-
wards to  the point  of commencement.
Description of the boundaries of Tivoli  Run, in the
Port Curtis District,  which  by reason of for-
feiture for non-payment of rent, is available for
Selection in pursuance  of " The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1868."
Area,  36 square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of Tooloombah
Creek about  one mile  above the road  crossing at
Tooloombah township ; thence by a line bearing
south forty degrees  east  about 7 miles crossing
Mamelon  Creek to right branch of Deep or
Brussel 's Creek ; thence by that creek downwards to
Tooloombah Creek ; thence by that creek upwards
to the point  of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty.
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND , I Proclamation by the Mostto wit .  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave ,  all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANDY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "  The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council , do, by this  my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described  shall be open to Selection ,  under th e
provisions  of the said Act,  on and  after TUESDAY,
the fifth day of August,  1873, at the  Cardwell
Land Office.
Description of the boundaries of land resumed out
of the Herbert Vale Run, K nnedy District,
under " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868."
44,862 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Elphinstone
Creek with the Herbert River, and bounded thence
on the south-west by that creek upwards to its
junction with Broadwater Creek ; thence by that
creek upwards to its head in Rockingham Bay
Range ; on the north by that range easterly to
Dalrymple Gap ; on the east by Mount Leech
Range southerly to the north boundary of Lanner-
cost Run ; on the south by that boundary bearing
west about 645 chains to the head of Midway
Creek ; thence by that creek downwards to its
junction with the Herbert River ; and thence by
that river downwards to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of 640 acres applied for as a
Pre-emptive Selection, No. 95, and known as the
Long Pocket.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of York,
in the Peerage of the United King-
dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New
Ross, in the County of Wexford, in
(L.s.) the Peerage of.Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868, I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after WEDNES-
DAY, the sixteenth day of July, 1873, at the
Warwick Land Office.
Description of the boundaries of a portion of the
Emu Creek Run, in the Darling Downs
District, formerly held under  pastoral lease,
which, by reason of forfeiture for non-payment
of rent,  is available  for Selection,  in pursuance
of " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868."
Area,  14,145 acres.
Commencing at the south boundary of Selection
by lease, No. 122, at a point  six chains  from the
south-west corner, and bounded thence on the south-
east by a line bearing south-east to the watershed
separating  Emu Creek from Farm Creek ; thence
by that watershed north-easterly about fourteen
miles  ; on the north-east by the Great Dividing
Range north-westerly ; on the north-west by a line
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bearing west -south -west about four and a-half miles
to Emu Creek,  at a point 600 chains in a direct line
above the  east boundary ,  of Selection  by lease, No.
119 ; then by  Emu Creek south -westerly  to the east
boundary  of Selection  by lease, No.. i19; by that
boundary  bearing  south fifty- eight chains  ninety-
four links; then by the south boundary bearing
west fifty- six chains ; then by the east boundary of
Selection  by lease , No. 120, bearing south forty
nine chains and seventy  links ; then by the south
boundary  bearing west  fifty chains; then by the
east boundary  of Selection  by lease, No. 122,
bearing  south  thirty-two chains fifty-five links, and
by the south boundary bearing west thirty-four
chains to  the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thizty-
sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
. By Command,
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved and set apart for a Rail-
way Reserve.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES  NEAR CLIFTON
RAILWAY STATION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Elphinstone,
portion No. 132.
165 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 131, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion bearing north
forty-six chains and fifty links ; on the north by a
line bearing east thirty-three chains and twenty
links ; on the east by lines bearing 157  degrees
thirty minutes two chains and sixty links, 166
degrees ten  chains and  nineteen links, 182 degrees
thirteen chains and five links, and 186  degrees
twenty-one  chains  and twenty links to the  aforesaid
road ; and on the south by that road  bearing west
thirty-four chains to the point of commencement.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I . " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for Public purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
POLICE RESERVE ,  MILLCHESTER.
17 acres 3  roods 30 perches.
Commencing at a point 102 links north 312
degrees  west of south corner of Bank of New South
Wales, at corner of the Main street ; thence bounded
by a line bearing 40 degrees 55 minutes north-east
1,038 links ; thence by  a line  bearing south 218
degrees 53 minutes west  1,457 links ; thence by a
line bearing  south 132  degrees  east 1,417 links,
along  the side of the street, to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1873.
PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869." .
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Executive Cou cil, directs it to be
notified, in  pursuance  of the fifty-fifth clause of the
above Act, that the lands hereunder described have
been resumed from the lease of the Penang Run,
for Township  purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
PENANG RUN,  BURNE TT  DISTRICT.
660 acres.
Commencing at the  south -west corner  of Mineral
Selection No. 280, and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing east 110 chains ; on the east by a
line bearing south sixty chains ; on the south by a
line bearing west 110 chains ; on the west by a
line bearing north sixty chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Al ienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown. Lands Alienation Act  of  1"",
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been  tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
Dawson Crossing, Pernambuco Run.
640 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Dawson
River at a point bearing north forty -four degrees
thirty minutes  east,  and distant about ninety chains
from the junction of Herbert's Creek with said
river, said point being at intersection of said river
by the north boundary of the Reserve for Public
purposes as published in the  Government Gazette
under notice dated 7th June, 1872; bounded
thence on the south by a west line 100 chains;
thence by a north line sixty-five chains ; thence
b an east line five chains to the left bank of
the Dawson River ; and thence by the said river
upwards to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC PURPOSES, LYTTLETON
CREEK, GYMPIE ROAD.
County of Canning, parish of Bribie.
100 acres.
Commencing on Lyttleton Creek at the  crossing
of the Gympie road and bounded thence on the
west by that road northerly to the road forming
the south boundary of portion 11; on the north by
that road easterly about thirty chains ; on the east
by a line bearing South to Lyttleton Creek ; and on
the south by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  TIMBER FOR  ROAD PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish of Kedron , portion  596.
317 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and fifty
links wide at the south-east corner of portion 594,
and bounded thence on the north-east by that road,
bearing 130 degrees five chains and twenty links,
160 degrees seven chains and eighty-one links, 166
degrees nineteen chains and seventy-two links
south ten chains and twenty-five links, and 150
degrees ten chains and sixty-five links ; on the
south by a line bearing west nineteen chains ; on
the south- east  and south-west by lines and a road
bearing 243 degrees five chains and eighty-five
links, 176 degrees three chains and sixty-seven
links, 241 degrees one chain and sixty-five links,
298 degrees one chain and twenty links, 241 de-
grees four chains and forty-five links, 293 degrees
eight chains and ninety-seven links, 307 degrees
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four chains and forty -four links ,  nineteen degrees
one chain and forty links, 333 degrees one chain
and ninety-six links ; 286 degrees thirty minutes
six chains  and seventy-eight links, 326 degrees
three chains and seven  links, 279 degrees nine
chains and sixty-eight links, 255 degrees five chains
and eighty- seven links , 291 degrees five chains, and
253 degrees one chain and twenty-eight links ; on
the west by a line bearing north forty-three chains ;
and on the north by a line bearing east fifty-four
chains  and fifty links to the point of  commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
OT1CE is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant
1 mentioned in the Schedule hereunder written,
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Titles to Land Act of  1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, by an instrument endorsed on such Deed of
Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of .he Colony,
describe the land intended to be granted, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, it shall
be taken to have been inserted in the Grant, and in
every Deed containing the erroneous description,
and such Grant and every such Deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant.-16th  March, 1864.
Name of Grantees.-Frederick  William Dunsdon,
and Samuel Henry Dunsdon.
Description of Land Granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in Our said Territory, containing by
admeasurement  seventy- seven acres , be the same
more or less , situated in the county of Aubigny,
and parish  of Toowoomba, portion 60, in the Too-
woomba Agricultural Reserve, commencing at the
north-east corner of portion 26, on the left bank of
Gowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the west by
the eastern  boundary line of that portion and of part
of portion 59, bearing south thirty-one chains to a
road one chain wide ; on the south by that road
bearing east  forty-five chains to Gowrie Creek ; and
on the north-east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement,-being the land proclaimed
as Lot. 56, on the 18th September, 1861.
Correct description of Land intended to be
granted.-County  of Aubigny, parish of Toowoomba,
portion No. 60, in the Toowoomba Agricultural
Reserve, containing 112 acres-commencing at the
north-east corner of portion No. 26, on the left
bank of Gowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the
west by the eastern boundary line of that portion
and of part of portion No. 59, bearing south forty
chains and sixty-nine links to a road. one chain wide ;
on the south by that road bearing east forty-four
chains and twenty links to Gowrie Creek ; and on
the north- east  by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of party applying for Instrument.-Fred-
erick William Dunsdon.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th June, 1873.
W
by the twenty-fifth section of
1111  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently set apart for Customs purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
a
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS PURPOSES AT BUNDABEEG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, town of Bun-
daberg,  allotments 5 and  7 of section  26.
2 roods 29 perches.
Commencing on. the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the north corner of allotment No. 3,
and bounded thence on the south-west by the
north-east boundary of allotment 3 south-easterly
one chain and eighty-four links to Quay  street ; on
the south-east by Quay street north-easterly four
chains ; on the north-east by the south- west boun-
dary line of allotment 9 north-westerly at right
angles  to Quay  street one chain and sixty-seven
links to Burnett River ; and on the north-west by
that river upwards to the point  of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  20th June, 1873.
AREA FOR MINING LICENSES, QUART-POT
CREEK, DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS
SOUTH.
IT is hereby notified for  general information, than
the area hereunder described, within the limit-
of the Reserve on Quart-Pot  Creek, near  the junct
tion of Thirteen-mile Creek, in the District of Dar-
ling Downs South, shall be available for Mining
Licenses, under the provisions of Section 33 of
" The Mineral Lands Act of  1872," on and after
MONDAY, the 7th July, 1873.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
DESCRIPTION OF RESERVE  AVAILABLE  FOR MINING
LICENSES.
Area, 20 acres.
Extension 4.
Commencing  at the north- east corner of mineral
selection  No. 427A; thence bounded on the north
by a line  east  twenty chains,  crossing  Quart-Pot
Creek ; on the east by aline south ten  chains  ;.on
the south by a line west twenty chains,  crossing
Quart-Pot Creek ; and on the west by a line north
ten chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE  PURPOSES AT TOWNSVILLE.
County of Elphinstone, parish of  Coonambelah,
town of Townsville. Allotment 17 of section 5.
1 acre.
Commencing at the south corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the south-west by Stokes
street north-westerly five chains to Walker  street ;
on the north-west by that street north- easterly at
right angles to Stokes street two chains ; on the
north-east by south-west boundary lines of allot-
ments 1 and 16 south-easterly parallel with Stokes
street five chains to Sturt street ; and on the south-
east  by that street south-westerly  two chains to
the point  of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th June, 1873.
`WHEREAS, by the  twenty-fifth section of
V 1  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for  thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice  is hereby given , that  at the expiration of
the period  aforesaid , the lands  hereunder described
will  be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A PRIMARY SCHOOL AT NORMANBY.
County of Churchill,  parish  of Normanby.
2 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing 307  degrees, and distant one chain from
the west corner of portion 58, and bounded
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thence on the south-east by that road bearing thirty-
seven degrees five chains ; on the north-east by a
line bearing 307 degrees four chains ; on the north-
west  by a line bearing 217 degrees five chains to
another road one chain wide, and on the south-west
by that road bearing 127 degrees four chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOB  A PRIMARY  SCHOOL  AT TENT HILL.
County of Churchill, parish of Gatton.
4 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Blackfellow's
Creek at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the north by that road
bearing west seven chains and fourteen links, on
the west by a line bearing south three chains and
eighty links, on the south-west by lines bearing
121 degrees five chains and twenty-four links, and
eighty degrees three chains and ninety-three links
to the aforesaid creek, and on the east by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1873.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth clause of  "TheCrown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands  are per-
manently reserved  from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for  thirteen consecutive  weeks  : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid , the lands hereunder described will be
permanently  reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOB  A.  HOSPITAL  AT STANTHOBPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe,  allotments  1, 2, 3, and 22, of
section  10.
2 acres  17 perches.
Commencing  at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by Short
street northerly four chains and fifty links ; on the
north by the south boundary  lines  of allotments
4 and 7 easterly at right  angles  to Short street four
chains  and seventy links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 21 southerly p arallel
with Short street four chains and fifty links to
Connor street; and on the south by that street
westerly four chains and seventy links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY  AT WESTWOOD.
County  of Pakington, parish of Westwood,
portion  40.
15 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
each two chains  wide, and bounded thence on the
north by one of said  roads bearing east sixteen
chains and forty-five links to  a road one  chain and
a-half wide; on the east by that road bearing south
nine chains  and twelve links ; on the south by
portion 41 bearing west  sixteen chains  and forty-
five links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the west by that road bearing north nine chains
and twelve links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A MAGAZINE AT TOWNSVILLE,
CLEVELAND BAY.
County of Elphinstone.
Redeliff Island, situated in Cleveland Bay, in
east longitude one hundred and forty- six degrees
fifty minutes forty-two  seconds,  and south latitude
nineteen  degrees fifteen minutes and twenty-eight
seconds.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th May, 1873.
T
HE  following amended description of the
boundaries of the Drayton and Toowoomba
Cemetery is published for general information.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOB A CEMETERY,  DRAYTON AND
ToowooMBA.
Amended Description.
County of Aubigny, Parish of Drayton.
10 acres 1 rood 34 perches.
Commencing at a point  bearing east ,  and distant
one chain  from the north- east corner  of portion
269; and bounded thence on the west by a road
one chain wide bearing south fourteen chains and
sixty-nine links to another road one chain wide on ;
the south by that road bearing east three chains
and ninety-one and a-half links to a road one and
a-half chain wide; on the south-east by that road
bearing north eighteen degrees twenty-one minutes
east  eighteen chains and nineteen links to another
road one chain wide ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing south seventy-four degrees fifty-one
minutes west ten chains and four links to the point
of commencement.
ALSO,
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
26 acres 1 rood 12 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-east corner of portion 268 ; and bounded
thence on part of the north by that road bearing
east ten chains to another road one chain wide;
on the  east  by that road bearing south fifteen
chains  and sixty-two links to another road one
chain wide ; on the  remainder  of the north by that
road bearing east four chains and fifty-nine links
to a road one and a-half chain wide; on the south-
east by that road bearing south eighteen degrees
twenty-one  minutes  west eight chains and forty-
two and three-quarter links ; on the south by a
line bearing west twelve chains and eighteen links ;
and on the west by  a line  bearing north twenty-
three chains and sixty-two links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I
"
The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purpose named with  respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR HARBOR PURPOSES  AT TOWNSVILLE
(CLEVELAND BAY).
County of Elphi nstone,  parish of Coonambelah.
23 acres.
Commencing on the shore of Cleveland Bay at
a point bearing north sixty degrees twenty-four
minutes  west and distant about four chains from
the north corner of the Hospital Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south-west by a line and the
north-east boundary of that reserve, bearing south
sixty degrees twenty-four minutes east about
thirteen  chains and  fifty links to a small salt-
water creek ; on the south-east by that creek
downwards to Cleveland Bay ; and on all other
sides by the shore of that bay northerly, westerly,
and south-westerly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR A QUARRY FOR ROAD PURPOSES, AT
ROC%HAMPTON AGRICULTURAL RESERVE.
County of Livingstone, parish of Nicholson,
portion  64.
52 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads,
each one  chain wide, and bounded thence on the
south by one of  said roads  bearing east forty
chains to another road one chain wide ; on the east
by that road bearing north thirteen chains ; on the
north by portion sixty-five bearing west forty
chains to the other aforesaid road ; and on the
west by that road bearing south thirteen chains to
the point  of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 22nd May, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty- fifth section of
" The Crown  Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided  that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved  from  sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof sha ll  be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks  :  Notice is
hereby given, that at the  expiration of the period
aforesaid  "  Peel Island ,"  Moreton Bay, will  be per-
manently reserved  for Public  purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd May, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect o
each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOE  CAMPING GROUND AND WATER, ON
THE MAIN TownSVILLE ROAD.
County of Elphinstone.
201 acres.
Commencing on the Main Townsville Road ten
chains wide at a point bearing 200 degrees thirty
minutes ,  and distant seventeen links from a gum-
tree marked R ; and bounded thence on the north-
east by that road bearing 170 degrees forty-nine
chains and one link ; on the south by a line bearing
west forty-five chains and ninety-one links ; on the
west by a line bearing  north forty- eight chains and
twenty-six links ; and on the north by a line bearing
east  thirty-seven chains and forty links to the point
of commencement.
WATER RESERVE AT THE IPSWICH AGRICULTURAL
RESERVE.
County of Churchill, parish of Mutdapilly,
portion  210.
129 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of a road, one
chain wide, with another road one chain and seventy-
two links wide, and bounded thence on the east by
the last-mentioned road bearing north twenty-seven
chains and sixty links ; on the north by portion
211 bearing west forty-seven chains to another road
one chain wide ; on the west by that road bearing
south twenty-seven chains and sixty links to the
other aforesaid road ; and on the south by that road
bearing east forty-seven chains to the point of
commencement.
WATER  RESERVE AT THE IPswICH AGRICULTURAL
RESERVE.
County of Churchill, parish of Mutdapilly.
184 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-west corner of portion 16, and bounded thence
on the south by a line bearing east forty-four chains;
on the east by portion 14, and a road bearing north
thirty-nine chains ; on the north by a line bearing
west fifty  chains and  sixty- seven links  to the afore-
said road ; and on the south-west by that road
bearing 170 degrees thirty -nine chains and sixty
links to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for  general information, that
the lands  hereunder described  have been tempo-
rarily reserved  for the purposes  of a site for a
Benevolent  Asylum, Rockhampton.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
DESCRIPTION.
County  of Livingsone,  parish of  Rockhampton,
town of Rockhampton,  allotments  1, 2, 3, 4, 7,
8, 9,  and  10,  of section  18.
4 acres 36  perches.
Commencing at the north corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north-east by West
street south -easterly eight chains ; on the south-east
by the north -west boundary line of allotments 5
and 6 south-westerly at right angles to West street
five chains and thirty links to Lennox street ; on the
south-west by that street north-westerly parallel,
with West  street eight chains to  Albert street; and
on the north-west by that street north-easterly five
chains and .1thirty links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th May, 1873.
W Y 1' HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The1  Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently  reserved from sale for any public
purpose ,  notice thereof  shall be published in the-
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks
Notice is hereby given, that  at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described t
wi ll  be permanently reserved for Road purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR ROAD PURPOSES TO GIVE ACCESS TO-
PORTION 26 B, KANGAROO POINT.
All that piece of land situated in the county of
Stanley, parish of South Brisbane, being subdivisions-
twenty-two and twenty-four of eastern  suburban
allotment thirty-five, containing by admeasuremen
nineteen  perches and two-tenths of a perch,  more oz
less ,  commencing  in a street at the south-east
corner of subdivision twenty, and bounded thence,
on the south by that street bearing north seven
nine degrees east one chain and twenty links; on t e
east by the west boundary line of subdivision
twenty-six, bearing north eleven degrees  west one
chain ; on the north by a line at right angles one-
chain and twenty links south-westerly; and on the
west by the  east  boundary line of subdivision
twenty bearing south eleven degrees east one chain
to the point  of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th April, 1873.
W HEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth section  of "The-
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 ,"  it is-
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof sha ll  be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks  :  Notice is.
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently set apart for the purposes named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR  THE PURPOSES OF THE IPSWICH AND
WEST MORETON AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICUL-
TURAL  SOCIETY.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Ipswich, town
Ipswich, section 32.
5 acres.
of
Commencing at the north -west corner of the-
section , and bounded thence on the north by South
street easterly ten chains to Thorn street; on the
east  by that  street southerly at right angles to
South street five chains to Roderick street ; on the
south by that street westerly ten chains to Gordon
street ; and on the west by that street northerly'
five chains  to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR NATIONAL SCHOOL, TOWNSVALE,
LOGAN.
County of Ward, parish of Logan.
2 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane road one chain and,
fifty  links wide at the west corner of portion
18, and bounded thence on the south by a  line
bearing east four chains and thirty -five links ;
on the east by a line bearing north four chains ; on
the north by a line bearing west five chains and
sixty- five links to the Brisbane road ; and on the
south-west by that road bearing 162 degrees four
chains and twenty -one  links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR NATIONAL SCHOOL, PINE RIVES.
County of Stanley ,  parish  of Bunya.
10 acres.
Commencing at the north -west corner of portion
36, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing west nine chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south three chains and sixty links to a
sma ll  creek  ;  thence  by that  creek upwards to a
point about south, and distant four chains and
fourteen links from the termination  of the  last line ;
-)n the south-west by lines and a road one chain
wide bearing eighty -six degrees one chain and
twenty-six links, 172  degrees two chains and two
links ,  and  124  degrees eight chains and seventy-six
links  ;  and on the east by a line bearing north
fourteen chains and fifty links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY,  RAVENSWOOD.
3 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 107 degrees,
and distant about forty-two chains  from  the south
corner of Hackett's homestead ,  and bounded thence
on the north by a line bearing east five chains ; on
the east by a line bearing south six chains ; on the
south by a  line bearing west five chains ; and on
the west by a line bearing north six chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for general information
that in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous, before survey,  of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments  must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSFT.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th January, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands ,  under  "The
Grown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance  of the fourth  section of the
:above-recited  Act at the  under-mentioned offices, on
,the following dates
MOEETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane,  on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick,  on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the firs
Tuesday in each month.
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PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At tie Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND  BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the and Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed.
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office ,  Norman River Settle-
ment, on the  second Tuesday in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday  in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each  alternate month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
aay in February, 1873,  and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in  every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont,  on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, andthereafter
on the last  Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office,  Springsure , on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, mid thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every  alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days  fall ing on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the  following
day.
Special sittings ,  when necessary ,  in addition to
the above ,  will be duly notified from  time to time.
J. MAT,  ON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South ,  w ill, on  the first TUESDAY  in every
month, hold his Court Sittings ,  as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
7.070
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 28th May, 1872.
T
HE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
shewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs , &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MA.LBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.PERSONS desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared  and issued  to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance and information  in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS SEEKING SUITABLE SELEC-
TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS.
IMMIGRANTS or others who do not possess
sufficient local knowledge to enable them to
select land in suitable situations without visiting
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that arrangements will be made, if induce-
ment offers, to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
may be indicated,  to assist  them in their  search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
All persons requiring  assistance  of this nature
are requested to advise this Department ,  in writing,
as to the locality they wish to settle in ,  and also
forward a fee oten shillings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor, when, if a sufficient number
of persons are found to join, the Government will
immediately undertake  to organize one or more
parties.
In the  event of  there being no party despatched,
the fee of  ten shillings  will be returned ,  on applica.
tion .  to the  person paying same.
J.  MATRON  THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
W
' 7 ITH the view of facilitating the transaction of
 business  at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony, it is hereby notified that  instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible  assistance  is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for land or seeking
information  on matters  connected with the working
of the Land Acts-even to the extent of filling up
forms of application and transfers, &c., for illiterate
persons, if there is time at the officer's disposal ;
and that any Land Agent, or other Officer,  receiving
and appropriating fees for clerical assistance to his
own use, on the matter being reported, will be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner , and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary  for Public Lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS  BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
F OR the  convenience of persons desirous to have
lands, whether surveyed or otherwise ;  brought
forward for sale by auction ,  it is hereby notified
for general information ,  that instructions have been
issued to the Land Agents tc. open in their respec-
tive offices ,  a cook ,  in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such  applications  at the end of
each month for the consideration of the Minister
for Lands ,  when, if no objections exist ,  the lands
wi ll  be included in the next proclamation of sale.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown  Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL  LEASES  ACT OF 1869."
I'i` is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the 41st section of " The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869" for renewed leases f'or four-
teen  years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current  leases  of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tion ( will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing
leases, as prescribed  in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Cro wn Lands.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 30th June, 1873.
H  l
H IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to approve  of the  following Schedule of Ferry Dues
and Charges for Bundaberg Ferry Regulations
being substituted for those published  5th March,
1873, folio 518,  Government Gazette.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
SCHEDULE.
FERRY Duxa AND CHARGES.
S.  d.
Single horse with rider ... ... ... 1 0
Two horses with rider or driver ... 1 0
Every single horse additional  ... ... 0 6
Horse and dray ... ... ... ... 1 6
Every additional horse ... ... 0 6
Waggon or dray, drawn by two horses,
loaded or unloaded ... ... ... 2 6
Every additional horse ... ... ... 0 6
Waggon or bullock dray, drawn by two
bullocks ,  loaded or unloaded ... 2 0
Every additional bullock in team .. 0 6
Buggies on two wheels ,  drawn by two
horses  ... ... ... ... 1  6
Buggies on four wheels ,  drawn by one or
two horses  ... ... ... ... 2 6
Cows or bullocks ,  each  .. ... ... 0  6
Calves, goats, or pigs, each ... ... 0 6
Fowls, dogs, or parcels  ... .. .. 0  2
Foot passengers with parcel not exceed-
ing 14 ]be., each way ... 0  2
Fares, each way, after 9 p.m. till 5 a.m.,
will be twice the above charges.
Goons.
Parcels or goods to the amount of 14 lbs.
allowed to each passenger.
Parcel under 14 lbs. ... .. 0 1
„ 14 lbs. and not exceeding 50 lbs. 0 2
50 lbs. „ if 100 lbs. 0 4
100 lbs. n „ 500 lbs. 1 6
Per ton ... ... ... ... 5 0
A ll  goods to be delivered at the Wharf.
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Department of Public Works,
Gold Fields  Branch,
Brisbane , 8th July, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned  Business  Licenses and
Miners'  Rights have been returned  as issued on
the Gold Fields  respectively named.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
NORMANBY AND MOUNT WYATT GOLD
FIELD.
During  the Month  ended 31st  May, 1873.
MINERS '  RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
:37,923 Charles Battersby 37,925 Henry Smith
37,924 John Smith 137,926 Samuel Verge
BUSINESS LICENSE.
No. Name.
2339 H. E. King
BRISBANE GOLD FIELD.
During the Quarter ended 30th June, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
61,951 Kendall Broadbent
61,952 A.  K. D. Hamilton
61,953 W .  D. Hamilton
61,954 L .  G. Porter
61,955 George East
°61956 William  Cottier
61,957 Rhd .  Phillip Adams,
61,958 Adam Forsyth
61,959 F. O. Bryant
61,960 J. Campbell Moffatt
61,961  Arthur E. Douglas
61,962 Fredk. Rawlins
61,963 D. Mitchell
BOYNE AND CALLIOPE GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 30th  June, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
•36,344 Henry Kiernan  1 36,347 Rayot Goos
86,845 Richard Ashman 36 ,348 Thomas Holt
-36,846 Peter McKay
GYMPIB GoLD FIELD-continued.
MINERS '  RIGHTS-continued.
No. Name.  No. Name.
61,550 Herman Asten
61,551  George Wallace
61,552 Anne Naylon
61,553 James Sweeney
61,554 James Dean
61,555 Robert Critchley
61,556 Samuel Barter
61,557 Thomas McGhie
61,558 John  McManus
61,559 George Broadie
61,560 William Hall
61,561 John R. Benson
61,562 Malcom Kay
61,563 James Fitzgerald
61,564 John Bainbridge
61,565 Charles Johnston
61,566 John Melhuish
61,567 George Cooper
61,668 C. D. Collins
61,569 James .  Paterson
61,570 J.  S. Hemmings
61,571 Stephen Baker
61,572 E.  Iverson
61,573 Lewis Williams
61,574 David Magens
61,575 A. H. Zillman
61,576 Thomas Smith
61,577 Thomas Young
61,578 Laurence Cotham
61,579 John Walsh
61,680 John  Masterson
61,581 James Kenny
61,582 Henry Downey
61,583 Henry Irvine
61,584 W. J. Taylor
61,585 Charles White
61,586 Samuel Caston
61,587 Cornelius Dee
61,588 A. B. Cameron
61,589 James Farrell
61,590 Richard Saunders
61,591 George Hay
61,592 Robert Taylor
61,593 James Merim
61,594 William Grabbs
61,595 Chas. F. Vaughan
61,596 George Argo
61,597 Michael Casey
61,598 John Slattery
61,599 John Geo. Henry
61,600 Julius Deizman
61,601 Thomas Maher
61,602 Patrick Rogers
61,603 John Smaldon
61,604 Chas. W. Weekes
61,605 John Sutherland
61,606 Joseph Eopine
61.607 Daniel O'Brien
61,608 Patrick Kewin
61,609  James  McSharry
61,610 F. Junin
61,611 James Clancy
61,612 Wm. Bines
61,613 Joseph Major
61,614 Frs. Winterheld
61,615 W. L. Smith
61,616 Sidney Edmonds
61,617 George Edmonds
61,618 Charles Rowe
TENNINGERING GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 30th June, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name.  No. Name.
52,298  J. C. Hawkins  52,299  John Richmond
BusleEss LICENSE.
No. Name.
4005 Ah Chew
WARWICK GOLD FIELD.
During  the Month ended 30th Juno, 1873.
MINERS '  RIGHTS.
No. Name.  No. Name.
"58,893 Samuel Brown
.58,894 David Bugden
68,895 Jacob Hoffman
68,896 Jacob Horwitz
68,897 Edward Kellett
68,898 George Gray
GYMPIE GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 30th June, 1873.
MINERS '  RIGHTS.
No. Name.
•61,512 Bernard Keenan
61,513 Andw. Thompson
-61,514 Wm. Huggins
61,515 Thomas O'Connor
61,516 James Hamilton
61,517 William Hays
61,518 Richard Dudley
61,519  James Woodrow
61,520 John Niven
61,521 William McCowan
61,522  Alex. Cherry
61,523 John Fraser
61,624  S. S. Dodd
61,525 Lot Randle
61,526 James Young
61,527 Robert Laurie
61,528  Thomas Cox
61,629 James Baird
61,530 G. Q. C. Company
61,531 Samuel Kew
No. Name.
61,532 John Rowand
61,533 Abel Cause
61,534 Martin Noonan
61,535 John Smith
61,536 Henry Wheatley
61,537 James  Burchill
61,538 Thomas  Buchanan
61,539 Queensland Quartz
Crushing Co.,
Limited
61,540 John Elford
61,541 Julian Harman
61,542 James Walker
61,543 Laurence Currie
61,544 Shing Gee
61,545 Chas. Boddington
61,546 James Devereux
61,547 Cornelius Toomey
61,548 William Bradford
61,549 Henry Tucker
CANIA, YARROL, AND GAYNDAH GOLD
FIELDS.
During the Month ended  30th June, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No, Name.  No. Name.
48,987  Robert Browne  48,989 Pete  Blundel
48,988 Samuel Haigh I
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner  for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1873.
.LOTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Planand Book of Reference of the proposed new
line, Northern Railway, from 30 miles Westwood,
to 38 miles 40 chains (near Goganjo Creek), has
been approved and confirmed without  any altera-
tion; and that in pursuance of the 17th section of
the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend
to proceed with the construction of the line, North.
ern Railway, from 30 miles to 38 miles 40 chains,
according to the Map or Plan and Book of Reference
so confirmed, to be seen at this Office, and copy
thereof at the Office of the Clerk of Petty  Sessions
at Rockhampton.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
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Department of Public Works,
Roads Branch,
Brisbane, 26th March, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that any person or
persons removing any stone, gravel, loam, or
other material from any public road, or who, by the
careless use  of fire, shall injure or destroy any
bridge or culvert, or damage any approaches thereto,
or who shall fall an timber across any public road,
or injure any road by drawing timber along it,
otherwise than on wheels, will be proceeded  against
as the law directs.
DESIGNS FOR PROPOSED WHARFAGE,
PETRIE'S BIGHT.
T
HE time for  receiving Designs for the
above Work  has been extended to Noon on
SATURDAY, the 30th  August.
Enlarged plans of the site of the proposed
Wharves can  now be obtained at the office of the
Portmaster.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
Treasury,
Queensland, 10th July, 1873.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LOCK-UP, GLADSTONE.
(MENDERS will be received at this Office until
1 Four o'clock on FRIDAY, the 16th August
next, from persons willing to contract for erection
of Lock-up at Gladstone.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Lock-up,
Gladstone."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, or at the Court House, Gladstone.
Tenders `must be on proper printed form, and
must state  the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work ; and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security
for the due performance of the Contract in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and under-
taking in that event that he will execute and
deliver at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PUBLIC OFFICES, MARYBOROUGH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st August
next, from persons willin to contract for erection
of Public Offices at Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Public
Offices, Maryborough. "
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
or at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must  state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, or at
the Court House, Maryborough, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance,  otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, ETC.
DESIGN FOR PROPOSED WHARFAGE.
rHE Government having in contemplation the
r Leasing of the River Frontage in Petrie's
Bight, Brisbane River, with a view to the erection
there of Wharves, according to an approved plan,
hereby invite competitive designs for the same.
A premium of One Hundred pounds will be
awarded for the most approved, and Fifty pounds
for the next approved, design. The accepted
designs to become the property of the Govern-
ment.
The principal objects and requirements sought
for in these designs are:-
1st. Permanency of structure.
2nd. Depth of water sufficient to allow a vessel
drawing 17 feet to float at low water, with a
depth at face of wharves of not less than 14 feet.
3rd. The greatest possible accommodation for
shipping that the site will admit of without inter-
fering with the navigation of the river.
4th. Easy access for drays to and from the
wharves.
5th. Means of connecting the line of proposed
wharves with those above, or that may at any future
time be constructed below such wharves.
6th. Adaptability of design for use of tramways
along the wharves, if such should be hereafter
required.
The drawings submitted by competitors must con-
sist of a general plan drawn upon  a scale  of 30 feet
to one inch, showing the proposed arrangement of
wharves and site for warehouses, &c., connected
therewith, together with carefully prepared detail
drawings showing method of construction, &c., upon
a scale of not less than 4 feet to 1 inch, with all
necessary dimensions figured on. An estimate of
cost and general specification of the proposed works
must also accompany the designs.
A plan of the ground has been prepared by
Government, giving soundings of depth of water
along the proposed site of wharves, lithographic
copies of which can be obtained by intending
competitors upon application to this Office.
Designs must be lodged at the Treasury by noon
on MONDAY, the 14th July, and must have
appended to them a motto, but no name ; and with
the Design must be a separate enclosure containing
the name of the Designer, and the motto he has
appended to the Design.
Further particulars may be obtained from the
Portmaster, Captain G. P. HEATH, R.N.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial  Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 28th May, 1873.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 10th June, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Gympie,
Ipswich, Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marl-
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borough, Maryborougb, Milchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding 2200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above ofloes.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1873.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Too*oomba, from the 1st day of January, 1873, to
the 31st day of March, 1873, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name.
Description of
License.
Whether Amountgranted or
of Funrefused.
Charles Cocks  ... ...  Hardwood Granted 1
Sam,.  Kent  ... ... 1
Wm. Radford  ... ... 1
Semi. Jackson... ... 1
Matthias Grehan  ,,,  Cedar „ 2
John R. Martin  ,.,  Hardwood „ 1
1
Moses Merritt... ... „
Morris Merritt ,..
Colonial Secretary's Ofce,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1873.
R ETURN of  all  Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Toowoomba, from the 1st  day  of April, 1873, to the
30th day of June, 1873, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name. Description of
Whether
Amount
License . granted or of Fee.refused.
Arthur Burn ... ... Cedar ...
Wil liam Ernst  ...  Hardwood
John Shuman
Thomas Russe ll
Joseph Thorn ...
Charles Hess ..,
Henry Thies ...
John Williams
Alfred  Merritt
John  Merritt ..
William Merritt
Carl Priem
Martin Somerfield
James Browne
it
„
Granted 2
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1873.
ETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
R made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Taroom,
from the 1st day of January, 1873, to the 30th day
of June, 1873, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE.
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name,
John Luscher
Henry Ivers
Description of
License.
Hardwood ...
It
Whether
granted or
refused.
Granted
»
Amount
of Fee.
£
2
1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1873.
R
ETURN  of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at St.
George, from the 1st day of January, 1873, to the
30th day of June, 1873, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name. Description  of
Whether (Amount
License. granted or of roe.refused.
J. F. Adams ...
H. Ludeman ...
Fred. Thompson
Robert Julian ...
B. O'Neil ...
Jas. Higgins ...
Edward Hiles ...
Employers
„
Granted
„
Colonial Secretar  's Office,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1873.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber  Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Surat,
from the 1st day of January, 1873, to the 30th day
of June, 1873, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name.
John  Williams
Description of
License.
Hardwood...
Whether
granted or
refused.
Granted
Amount
of Fee.
£
1
Colonial Secretary 's  Office,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1873.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber  Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Gatton,
from  the 1st day of January, 1873, to the 30th day
of June, 1873, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
Applicant 's Name.
Thomas Goggin ...
Emanuel Ha ll  ... ...
Joseph Frisbey ...
William Donage
John McGarregel
Ditto
Henry Lear Pentacost
Description of
License.
Hardwood
11
Employers.
Pineandcedar
Whether IAmouotgranted or
of Fee.refused.
Granted
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Crosse-
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46) has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned  Roads; and  all persons  who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to-
transplit  to this Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. App licant. Situation .  Pariah.
1 I F. T. Gregory
2 F. T. Gregory
3 F. T. Gregory
4 F. T. Gregory
Road separating portions 96, 102, and
103, from portions  95,104 , and 106 Gowrie . ,
Road separating portions  106, 107,
108, and 109,  from portions 68, 69,
105, and 104 . Gowrie .,
Road separating portions 125, 126,
116, 115, 114, and 113, from por-
tions' 132, 133, 136, 137, 140, and
141 .. Gowrie
Road separating portions  117, 116,
and 136, from portions 115 and 137 Gowrie
I Ares
A. B. P.
5 1 5
4 1 0
6 0 16-
4 1 28
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 "  (31 Victoria, No. 46),  has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads ; and all parties who may consider their interests affected  thereby,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing ,  within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 0. A. J. Woodcock... Road separating  portion 196  from portion 196A Tinana ... 2 133
Ditto Reserved road through  portion 197 ... ... Tinana ... 6 0 18
OVERTIME GOODS.
TO be sold by Auction, at the Custom House, Rockhampton, at Noon, on WEDNESDAY, 6th
August next, under 6th Section, 13 Victoria; No. 43, the Goods specified in the following Return.
Date of
Entry. Ship. Master. Whence.  Merchant.
Mark Number and Imported quantity and
and Numbers. Description of description of goods.Packages.
1869.
15 April ... Clarence  ...  Cottier  ...  Brisbane ...  A. Hughes ...
18 May ... Havilah  ...  Harley ... Brisbane ...  AlexanderandCo.
28 July ...  Martha  Ellen ...  Flemming  ,,.  Sydney ... F. L. Barker ,..
6 August  ... James Paterson  Darrell ... Sydney  ...  P. M. Marshall ...
4 October  ...  Leichhardt  ...  Smith  ...  Brisbane... W. Reid and Co.
6 October  ...  Havilah ... Harley  ...  Brisbane ...  J. Palmer ...
4 December Egmont  ...  Wall ... ... Sydney  ...  Page  and O'Rourke
16 December Egmont  .,.  Wa ll  ... ... Sydney  ...  W. Pattison ...
1970.
7 January  ...  Sea Ripple  ...  Heldon ...  Sydney  ...  A. Peels ... ...
29 January  ...  Queensland  ...  Cottier  ,..  Brisbane ...  Wing Wah ...
14 February ...  Queensland  ...  Cottier  ...  Brisbane ...  Davies andJackson
10 March  ...  Balclutha  ...  Hill ... ... Sydney  ...  W. Reid and Co.
8 April ... Circe ... ...  Scaplehorne  Sydney  ...  Wing Weh ...
18 May  ...  Leichbardt  ...  Brookes  ...  Brisbane ...  Jae. Cbappie ...
4 June  ...  Sir Isaac  Newton Mackay  ...  Brisbane ...  Jas. ChaPPle ...
4 June  ...  Sir IsaacNewtonl  Mackay  .,.  Brisbane ...  Henriques ...
13 June  ...  Egmont
...
Dairell ... Sydney ... Wing Wah ...
H No. 8 1 box  ... ...  115 lbs. tobacco
213
P 1 2 boxes  ...  197 lbs. tobacco
215
A } 3 boxes  ...  286 lbs . tobacco
220
M 1 package  ...  79 lbs .  tobacco
220
F No. 2 1 hhd .... ...  50yL  galls .  brandy
225
K No. 2 1i  cask  ...  26 gall s.  wine
226
U 11 box  ...  120 lbs .  tobacco
230
D 4 2f casks  ...  51 galls.  Rine
231
8
232
R 1.S.4,
233
N
234
N No.1
235
8 No. 2
236
V 4.9
239
B
241
E 2.3.4
241
8 1.2
241
6 cases ... ...  9A galls. wine
3 qr. casks  ...  82 o galls . brandy
16 cases 31}3 galls, wine
14 tierce  ...  397 lbs .  tobacco
I hhd .... ...  55rf galls. wine
21 casks  ...  56 galls. wine
11 cask ...  26 galls. wine -
3f casks ... W,% galls. whisky
2 boxes  ...  242 lbs. tobacco.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector  of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane , July, 1873.
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Crown Lands  Office,
Brisbane,  9th July, 1873.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty  -
seventh  clause of  " The Pastoral Leases  Act  of 1869," the unexpired terms of the Leases of the
Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described, which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, will be
offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of A.  Martin, Queen street ,  Brisbane, on
TUESDAY, 19th August, 1873, at Eleven o'clock.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name
in the appended Schedule ,  according to the estimated area in each case  ;  and the highest amount bid shall
be the annual Rent for the unexpired period of the Leases ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale, together with the Survey Fee chargeable on each Run.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall  be allowed six months
to stock the country  ;  failing in which ,  or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon as
prescribed  by the Act, the  Lease may become cance lled.
Description of Boundaries.
SALE AT THE AUCTION ROOMS OF A. MARTIN ,  QUEEN  STREET ,  BRISBANE , ON TUESDAY ,  19TH AUGUST,
1873,  AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.
Lot. Name of Run.
1 Shirley
Downs
MARANOA DISTRICT.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
om
pF
Date of
Expiration
of Lease.
w I Survey Fee
a I Payable.
b m
Years. £ s. d. £ s. d.
36 Commencing at a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over C in triangle broad-arrow over l1 in tri-
angleat south-west corner of the  Goorarooman
West Run, and bounded thence on the south
by a west  line five miles fifty chains to a box-
t re e marked broad-arrow over BK in triangle ;
thence on the west by a north line  five miles
thirteen chains to a box -tree marked broad-
arrow in triangle;  thence again on the south
by a west line two miles thirty -seven chains to
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over A in
triangle; thence again on the west by a north
line about  five miles thirty chains to a box-tree
marked broad -arrow over K2 in triangle at the
south-west corn er of the Karee South No. 2
Run ; thence on the  north  by an east line
about eight miles seven chains to a box-tree
marked broad-arrow in triangle G  in triangle;
thence on the east  by a south  line ten miles
and a-quarter to the marked tree hereinbefore 1878.
first described  ... ... ... ... ...  5 30 June.. 0 15 0
2 Woodlawn ..  25 Commencing at the south -west corner of Moombah
Run, which is a spot situated about two miles
and ten chains south from a tree on right bank
of the Mooni River marked broad -arrow B over
A by Mr. Commissioner Boyle, as the upper
boundary of Durin Durin Run  ;  and bounded
on the north by an east line about five miles
forty-six chains from aforesaid spot along the
south boundary of Moombah Run to its south-
east corner  ;  thence on the east by a south line
about eight miles seventy -eight chains  ;  thence
on the south by a west line about five miles
forty-six chains ; thence on the west by a north
line eight miles and seventy -eight chains to the 1876.
spot first described at the north -west corner  ...  3# 31 Dec... 0 12 0
3 Ula Ula .. .  25 Commencing at the south-west corner of Ashby
Run, which is a spot situated about one mile
and a-quarter  'south from a tree on the left
bank of the Moonie River ,  marked broad-
arrow over A, by Mr. Commissioner Boyle, as
the lower boundary of Ashby Run ,  and bounded
thence on the north by an east line about four
miles  thirteen chains from aforesaid spot, along
the south boundary of Ashby to its south-east
corner ;  thence on the west by a north line,
about two  miles  fifty-five chains ,  along a part
of the eastern boundary of Ashby Run, to the
south-west corner of Brigalow Scrub Run;
thence on the north by an east line, about four
milesalongthesouth boundaryof BrigalowScrub
Run, to its south -east corn er  ;  thence on the
east  by a south line, about six and three -quarter
miles , which line is considered to be the eastern
boundary of the West Maranoa district  ;  thence
on the south by a west line about eight miles
fifteen chains  ;  thence on the west by a north
line about four miles fifteen chains to point 1877.
of commencement  ... ... ... ...  4 30 June.. 0 12 0
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Lot. Name of Run.
UNEXPIRED TERMS of  LEASES-Continued.
Description of Bounda ri es.
dam
mda
GF
Years.
Date of
Expiration
of Lease.
m m
a2
b m
£ a. d.
Survey Fee
Payable.
MARANOA  DISTRICT- continued.
4 Wunger
Creek ... 28 Commencing at a box-tree marked B on east and
broad-arrow on west side, and situated close to
the left bank of the Bidgel or Wunger Creek;
from thence bounded on the south by a line
extending about six miles fifty-eight chains
west and one m ile fifty -two chains east  ;  thence
on the east by a north line about five miles,
being the west boundary of South Teelba Run ;
thence on the north by a west line about
eight miles thirty chains, part of which forms
a portion of the south boundary of Mamarree
Run ; thence on the west by a south line
about five miles in length, passing through a
tree marked broad-arrow over B, on the left
bank of the Bidgel Creek, about three miles north
of the south-west corner, which is the inter-
section of the west and south ends of the first
and last-named lines. This run abuts on the 1890.
north boundary of Bedhill-Bedhill Run ... 17 30 June.. 0 12 0
WARREGO DISTRICT.
6 Thurles  ...  30 Commencing at a gum -tree on the right bank of
the Angellala River marked broad-arrow over
L in triangle on its north side situated at the
south-west corner of the Branch Creek Ruu ;
bounded thence on the north by an east line
four miles twenty-four chains to the north-west
corner of the Alba Creek No. 2 Run ; thence
on the east by a portion of the west boundary
of that run being a south line eight miles sixty
chains crossing the Hamburgh Creek at a
double gum-tree on the left bank marked
broad-arrow over H3 in triangle on its south
side; thence on the south by a west line eight
miles twenty-two chains to the Angellala River
at a leaning gum-tree on the right bank
marked broad-arrow over A3 in triangle on its
north side ; thence on the west by the left
bank of that river upwards to the marked tree
hereinbefore first described,- exclusive  of town 1879.
or other reserves ... ... ... . ... 6} 31 Dec... 0 15 0
£ a. d.
6 Pintahra
North 40 Commencing at the north-west corner of the
Pintahra Run on the west side of the Bulloo
River at a gidyah-tree marked broad-arrow
over P3 in triangle on its south side, bounded
thence on the west by a north line five miles ;
thence on the north by an east line ten miles
to a koolabah-tree marked broad-arrow over P
in triangle on its south side ; thence on the
east by a south line five miles to a mulga-tree
marked broad-arrow over P1 in triangle on its
north side ; thence on the south by a west
line ten miles to the marked tree hereinbefore 1881.
first described ... ... ... ... 8j 31 Dec... 0 15 0 15 0 0
Tinnen-
7 burru ...  50 Commencing at a box -tree marked broad-arrow
over K5  in triangle  on the left bank of the
Cuttaburra Creek at south-west corner of
Tinnenburru No. 3 Run ; and bounded thence
on the north by a  west  li ne  five miles thirty
chains  ; thence on the west by a south line ten
miles  ; thence partly on the south by an east
line about three  miles and  seventy chains to
the south- west corner  of D4 No. 1 Run ; thence
partly  on the east  by a north line five miles ;
thence again on the south by an east line two
miles and a quarter  crossing  the Cuttaburra
Creek at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
K4 in triangle at about twenty-eight chains
from the west end of the line ; thence from
the eastern end of the aforesaid line; bounded
again  on the east by a north line five miles ;
thence again on the north by a west line
about three- quarters  of a mile to the Cutta-
burra Creek at the marked  tree  hereinbefore 1876.
first described ... ... ... ... 3 30 June.. 0 1$ 0
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WARREGO  DISTRICT -continued.
8 Then No. 4 40 Commencing at a forked box-tree marked 4 over I
broad-arrow T on Tuen Creek, at north-west
corner of Tuen No. 3 Run ; and bounded
thence on the north by a west line one mile
thirty-eight chains to the north-east corner of
D4 No. 8 Run ; thence on the  west  by a south
line five  miles ; thence on the south by an east
li ne one mile  to the north- east  corner of D4
No. 7 Run ; thence  again  on the  west by a
south line  five miles  ;  thence again on the
south by an  east  line about  five miles seventy-
five chains  to the Tuen Creek  at a box-tree
marked broad -arrow  over T2 in  triangle ;
thence on the east  by the  said creek upwards
to the marked tree hereinbefore first described 17
9 Alms  ...  25 Commencing at a box -tree marked broad-arrow
over 41 in triangle on  the left bank of the
Warrego River, about three miles below the
confluence of the Nive River on the opposite
bank; and bounded thence on the south by
an east line five miles  twenty-four  chains ;
then ce  on the east by a north  li ne five miles
eighteen chains  ;  thence on the north by a
west line three miles seventy -one chains ,  cross-
ing the To To Creek to the Warrego River
at a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over 42 in
triangle ;  thence on the west by the last-named
river downwards to the marked tree herein-
before first described  ... ... ... ...
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
10 Thorng ro ve
11 Como
4*
1890.
30 June.. 0 12 0
1877.
31 Dec... I 0 15 0
44 Commencing at a point  on the left bank of the
Basalt  River, where there is a tree marked
broad-arrow over XXVII, being also the
south-western corner of the Chance Hays
Run ; bounded thence on the east by part
of the western boundary of that run, being a
north line three miles and fifty chains ; thence
on the north by a west line nine miles and
sixty chains,  crossing  Maryvale Creek, where
there is  a tree  marked VII ; bounded thence
on the west by a south line about five miles
twenty  chains, passing  through a point six
chains west  of a tree marked X on the track
passing  under Mount Louisa to the Basalt
River, at a point opposite to where there is a
tree marked XL ; bounded thence on the south
by the said river downwards to the marked
tree  hereinbefore first described ... ...  3}
70 Commencing at a point on the right bank of the
Burdekin  River, about thirty chains above a
tree marked XLIV, being also the south-
eastern corner of The Glens Run; bounded
on the north by the southern boundary of
that run and a prolongation thereof, being a
west  line twenty miles sixty chains ; on the
west  by a south line five miles ; on the south
by an east line seventeen miles forty chains to
the Burdekin River at a point five miles south
of the northern boundary ; and on the east by
the River Burdekin upwards to the point of
commencement  ... ... ... ... ...
1876.
31 Dec... 0 15 0
1878.
5 30 June..  0 15 0 14 8 0
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1873.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-
seventh clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act  of 1869," and of the Regulations of the 27th May,
1870, established under said Act, relating to the Sale by Auction of Forfeited or Vacated Runs, the
boundaries of which have not been defined by actual survey, the unexpired terms of the Leases of Un-
surveyed Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described, which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise,
will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of Arthur Martin, Queen street, Brisbane,
on TUESDAY, 19th August, 1873, at Eleven o'clock, a.m.
The right, title, and interest of the previous Lessee in the unexpired Lease of each of the Runs
will only be sold ; and the Government will not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of the
area  or boundaries of any Unsurveyed Runs so offered.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name
in the appended Schedule, according to the estimated area in each  case  ; and the hi hest amount bid
shall be the annual Rent for the unexpired period of the Leases, ending  as stated  in the Schedule annexed.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall be allowed six
months to stock the country ; failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon
as prescribed by
Full
the Act, the Lease may become cancelled.
information respecting the boundaries and situation of the Runs, so  far as is  known, may be
obtained by application to the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE AT THE AUCTION ROOMS OF A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE, ON TUESDAY, 19TH AUGUST,
1873, AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK, A.M.
Lot. Name of Run.
Available  Area Unexpired Term Date of Expiration ofDistrict. in Square
Miles. Lease. Lease..
Upset Price
per Square
Mile.
£ s. d.
1 Victoria Downs No. 3 North Kennedy 35 4} years 31 December, 1877 ... 0 12 0
2 Victoria Downs No. 4 ditto ... 35 41 „  ditto ... ... 0 12 0
3 Victoria Downs No. 5 ditto ... 50 44 ditto .. 0 12 0
4 Nundubbermere ... Leichhardt ... 40 64}  31 December, 1879 ... 0 12 0
5 Mount Playfair ... ditto ... 45 8 „  30 June, 1881 ... 0 12 0
6 Poonamba ... ... ditto ... 25 17 „ 30 June, 1890 .. 0 12 0
7 Alma .. ... Burke  ...  ..  25 84}  31 December, 1881 ... 0 12 0
8 Durdham Downs South Kennedy 25 61  31 December, 1879 ... 0 12 0
9 Binnarbilla .. ... Warrego ... 25 9 „ 30 June, 1882 ... 0 12 0
10 Berri Berri ... ... ditto ... 25 5 30 June, 1878 ... 0 12 0
11 Kiandra ... ... ditto ... 40 9 30 June, 1882 ... 0 12 0
12 Blackall Downs ... Mitchell ... 50 19 30 June, 1892 ... 0 15 0
13 Henry Downs ... ditto ... 29 19 „ 0 15 0
14 Barcoonia ... ... Gregory .. 50 9 U 30 June, 1882 ... 0 12 0
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through subdivision 1 of portion 121, parish of Bandamba, county of
Stanley, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office,
Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the
Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the
formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
72-3682-W. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SUBDIVISION 1 OF PORTION  121, PARISH  OF BANDAMBA,
COUNTY OF  STANLEY ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4
WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Po rt ion of Road. ReputedOwner. Bearings.
Length in
Chains.
ch &  lks.
A triangular piece out of  the south -west P. Wilkinson  N. 120-71E.  2 88
corner of subdivision  I of portion 121 I I
Breadth of
Road. Area. Remarks.
Agricultural land,
fenced and
cleared.
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Department  of Publio Works,
Brisbane,  4th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Clifton Railway Station to the Leyburn and Drayton Road ,  parishes
of Tooth, Elphinstone ,  Stephens ,  and Felton ,  counties of Aubigny and Merivale ,  Notice is hereby
given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No .  11, and now in force in
this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road abovementioned ,  are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office, Drayton ; and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
N. 310° 0'  E. 3 08  About  2 1 0 0 A fence across; agrl-
N. 0° 68' E. 2  41 chains cultural land; open
plain.
72-4725- W. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM CLIFTON RAILWAY STATION TO THE LEYBUEN AND DRAYTON
ROAD, PARISHES OF TOOTH, ELPHINSTONE ,  STEPHENS ,  AND FELTON ,  COUNTIES OF AUBI GNY AND
MEEIYALE ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road.
Register)
No. of Reputed
Selec- Owner.
tion.
1 Commencing  at the east)  ,..  The Crown
boundary of portion
99, parish of Elphin-
stone, and running
westerly to its western
boundary
2 Commencing at the east War-
boundary of port ion wick
101, parish of Elphin- Reg.
stone, and running No.
westerly to its western 60
bounda ry
Occupier .  Bearings.
W. B. Tooth Unoccupied
N. 270° d E.
N. 270° 0' E.
W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 270° 0' E. 10  87 2 chains 7 2 38 Unimp ro ved agri-
N. 266 0' E. 27 77 cultural  land; open
black soil  plain ;
freehold.
3 Commencing  at the east .,,
boundary of portion
102, parish of Elphln-
stone, and running
westerly to its western
boundary
4 Commencing at the east  ...  W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 256° 0'  E. 79 20 2 chains  ;  18 0 17 Unimp ro ved agri-
boundary of Clifton N,  356° 0' E. 5 08 irregular cultural land; open
Pre-emptive No. 4, and  shape black soil  plain.
running westerly to
its north-west corner
5 Irregular-shaped piece  ...  W. B. Tooth Unoccupied
of land out of no rt h-
east corner of Clifton
Pre -emptive No. 5
6 Commencing at the
no rt h bank of King's
Creek on the south
bounda ry  of Clifton
Pre-emptive No. 3, and
running no rt herly and
westerly to its western
boundary
7 Commencing at the east
boundary of Clifton
Pre-emptive No. 6, and
running south -
westerly to its western
boundary
8 Commencing at the east
boundary of Clifton
Pre-emptive No. 8, and
running south -
westerly to its south-
ern bounda ry
9 Commencing at the
north boundary of
Clifton Pre  -  emptive
No. 7, and running
southwesterly  to its
western boundary I
10 Commencing  at the ...
no rt h -east corner of
port ion 22,  parish of
Stephens, and running
south-westerly to its
west boundary
11 Commencing at the east
boundary of portion
23, parish of Stephens,
and running south-
westerly to its west
bounda ry
12 Commencing at the east
boundary of port ion
24, parish of Stephens,
and running  south  -
westerly  through that
portion and port ion 37
to the western boun-
dary  of the last-men-
tioned portion
By Command,
Length in  Preadth Area.Chains .  of Road
ohs. Ike.  A. R. P.
Remarks.
54 77 2 chains 10 328 Open plain.
40 00 2 chains 8 0 0 Unimproved agri-
cultural land; open
black soil  plain ; a
fence  runs diago-
nally through this
selection ;  selection
under 1868 Act.
W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 356°  0' E. 1 60
N.340° 0' E.
W. B. Tooth Unoccupied
W. B. Tooth Unoccupied
W. B. Tooth Unoccupied
The Cro wn Unoccupied
Irregular
shape
1 00 Mean
width
about 4
chains
N. 263° OE.  12 36 2 chains
6 2 13 Unimproved
cultural ;
plain.
agri-
open
N. 263° 0'  E. 17 64 2 chains  14 2 30 Stony  ;  lightly - tim-
N. 2530  0' E. 41 60 bered agricultural;
N. 224°  21' E. 14 02 open plain ; fence
crosses  ro ad; Clif.
ton horse paddock.
N. 224°  21 E. 48 48 2 chains 9 1 7 Unimproved agri-
cultural ; open
black soil plain ;
western boundary
fenced.
N. 224°  21' E. 32  81 2 chains  6 3 11 Unimproved agri-
cultural; open
black soil plain ;
western boundary
fenced.
N. 236° 0'  E. 18 48 ' 2 chains 3 2 31 Unimp ro ved agri-
cultural ; open
black  so il  plain ;
fence crosses ro ad.
J. P. W al- Unoccupied  N, 2354 0' E. 34 04
cott
2 chains 6 3 9 Unimproved agri-
cultural  land ; open
black  soil  plain ;
selection under Act
of 1866.
W. Scott  ...  Unoccupied N. 235° OE.  45 38  2 chains 13 1 30 Unimproved agri-
258° 0' 10 00  cultural land; open
2800 0' 6 00 plain and box. for-
265° 0 '  6 33 eat ;  selection under
act of 1886.
I
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NEW ROAD- Boor OF  REFEasxcE-continued.
93 Commencing at the west
boundary of portion
37, and running
westerly through
Water Reserve at the
south of port ions 38,
39, 49,  50, 51,  52, and
63, to a point forty-
two chains west of
the west boundary of
portion 63
14 Commencing at the west
boundary of Water
Reserve, and running
north -westerly to the
east  boundary of por-
tion 52A, parish of
Felton
15 Commencing at the east
bounda ry  of po rt ion
52A, parish of Felton,
and running north-
westerly to its north-
west boundary, being
the main road from
Leyburn to Drayton
egider
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings .
Length in
Chains.
Breath ofl Iwe. n.°m°rk_
,wau,
ohs, lks . A.  It.  F.
The Crown Unoccupied N. 245° 51' E. 87 79 Irregular ,,, Government Water
259° 58' 22 83 B,eserve between
288° 58' 13 00 King's Creek and
247° 0' 26 39 port ions 38 to 53;
259° 58' 56 00 two fences across.
The Crown Unoccupied N. 301°  '0' E.
'
74 00' Gum and apple fiat;
289° 0 23 00 branch road to271° 46'
° '
25 00 5 chains Ellangowan ; poor
271 45 26 00 sandy country.
298° 30' 10 00
l
296° 30'
'°
24 00
Irreguar
width,
th
r
Open box and gum0270
241: 0'
10
10
00
00
sou
bounda ry forest ; fence
263° 30' 27 55 the Con- crosses.
283° 0' 11 00 damine
313° o' 25 00
River
344° 46' 20 00
369° 0' 27
co
Poor sandy country;
350° 20' 30 00 5 chains open box forest.
330° 30'
'°
29 69
0307 4 39
...  The Crown Unoccupied N. 307° 0' E. 28 11 Irregular 21 1 27 Unimproved box
width,
average 7
chains 60
links
forest.
Department  of Public Works,
NEW ROAD-FIRST NOTICE.
Brisbane , 1st July, 1873.
I
I
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a  new Road from Cambooya Railway  Station to  Eton Vale, parish of Cambooya, county of
Aubigny, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, and now in force in  this Colony,  a Plan and  Book of Reference, showing the  intended  line of Road
above -mentioned ,  are now deposited  at the  Office  of the Surveyor -General,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police
Office, Drayton  ;  and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit in writing ,  to the Clerk of
the Executive Council, within one month  from this date ,  any well-grounded objections which may exist to
the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-2485 . WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM CAMB00YA RAILWAY STATION To ETON VALE ,  PARISH OF CAM-
BOOYA ,  COUNTY OF  AIJBIGNY ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  ROAD ,  UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL, 4  WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road .  Reputed Owner.
1 Commencing on the Hodgson and
western boundary of Ramsay
Eton Vale Pre-emp-
tive 34, and running
east to its eastern
bounda ry
2 Commencing  on the Hodgson  and
western boundary of Ramsay
Eton Vale Pre-emp-
tive 33,  and running
east and south-east-
erly to its southern
boundary
3 Commencing  on the Hodgson
northern boundary Ramsay
of Eton Vale Pre-
emptive 32,  and run-
ning  south-easterly
and easterly to its
eastern boundary
and
4 Commencing on the Hodgson and
western boundary of Ramsay
Eton Vale Pre-emp-
tive 51, and running
cast to the main road
from Toowoomba to
Warwick
5 Commencing  on the  Hodgson sad
west side  of the  main Ramsay
ro ad from Too-
woomba  to Warwick
in Eton Vale Pre-
emptive 51, and run-
ning about east by
no rt h and east to the
east boundary of said
Pre -emptive  61
Occupier. I Bearings. Lengthin Chains.
Breadth
Of
Road.
chs. lks.
Hodgson and N. 90° E. 60 23 2 chains
Ramsay
Hodgson and N. 90°  E. 4 48 2 chains
Ramsay N. 122°  47' E. 42 17
Hodgson and N. 122°  47' E. 3 59 2 chains
Ramsay N. 88' 45' E. 35 56
N. 89° 9' E. 21 64
Hodgson and N. 89 '  40' E. 3 74 2 chains
Ramsay
Hodgson and N. 82° 10' E. 14 37 1 chain
Ramsay N. 89°  40'E. 47 06
Area.  Remarks.
A. it. F.
12 0 6 Open black soil plain.
9 3 0 Open plain and
lightly timbered
with apple and
gum; road fenced
on N.E. boundary.
11 2 36 Open forest, gum
and apple; road
fenced on north
boundary.
0 2 34 Open gum; Govern-
ment  ro ad, fenced
on north boun-
dary.
6 0 21 Black soil  forest
ridges; no rt h
bounda ry  of road
partly  fenced.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Tinana Creek to Tinaan Bay, parish of Bidwell, county of March,
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and
now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above  -
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office,
Maryborough ; and all persons interested therein, are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of
the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73.1941-W. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOS  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD  FROM TINANA  CREEK To TINCNN  BAY, PARISH OF BIDWELL ,  COUNTY OF
MARCH, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
Register
Port ion of Road. No. of
selection.
No.
1 Commencing at the Freehold ...
south-west corner  of
portion No .  54, and
ru nning easterly along
its southern boundary
to the south-east
corner
2 Commencing at the 63
western boundary of
conditional selection
No. 63, M. Reg .,  and
running easterly to
its no rt h -east corner
Reputed Owner . LengthOccupier. Bearings . in chains .
Breadth
of Road. A.  Remarks.
Cho*
lks . A. R.  P.
0. do Libe rt  ... 0. de Libert  ...  970 30' 40 48 1 chain 4 0 5 Scru b land, un-
improved and
unfenced.
0. de Libe rt  ... 0. de Libert 97° 30' 41 33 1 chain 3 3 30 Thickly tlm-
bered. unim-
proved and
unfenced.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th  June, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it  expedient
to open a new Road from Ipswich towards Wivenhoe, parish of North, county of Churchill,
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist  to the formation of the Road  in question.
73-2086-W.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF  A.  PORTION OF THE ROAD FROM IPSWICH TOWARDS WIVENHOE ,  PARISH OF
NORTH, COUNTY  OF CHURCHILL ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A  PUBLIC  ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4  WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. I Portion  of Road. Reputed Owner .
1 Commencing  on the east  boundary  C. Spann
of Portion  26 (selected ),  running
north-westerly to the north
boundary
2 Commencing at the south boundary C. Keith
of Selection 139, running north-
westerly through  that selection
3 Commencing at the south boundary Richd .  Edwards
of Selection  128, running  north -
westerly through that selection
4 Commencing at the south bounda ry  John Frederich
of Selection 142,  ru nning no rt h- Schumann
westerly to the west bounda ry
5 Commencing at the east bounda ry  Frederich Dra-
of Selection 144,  ru nning no rt h- helm
westerly to its no rt h bounda ry
6 Commencing at the south boundary W. Theuerkauf ,..
of Selection 155, running no rt h-
westerly to its  west boundary
Bearings. Lengthin Chains. Breadth of Road. Area. Remarks.
ohs. Ike. ohs. lks. A.  K.  P.
N. 118° 15'E. 9 4.4 1  50 4 3 0
143° 14 33
N.143°  E. 12 84 1 60 3 3 33
142° 13 66
1 N. 142° E. 14 63 1 60 6 210 Partly oul-
149° 36 ' 13
166° ' 15
46
6
tivated.
15 9
N.165015' E. 9 60 Irregular width ... 2 2 10
180° 62' 14
176°  52' 7
67
17
N.136° E. 7 43 A triangular piece 1 1 13
ch. iks.
N. 109° E.  4 43 1 50 1 2 27
116° 46' 8 88
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open new Roads to Ferry between Moggill and Goodna, county of Stanley, Notice is hereby
given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this
Colon, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
73-2276-W. By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Boox  OF REFERENCE OF ROADS TO FERRY BETWEEN MOGGILL AND  GOOANA, COUNTY  OF STANLEY ; TO
BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC  ROAD,  UNDER THE ACT  OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Po rt ion of Road.
1 Commencing at the no rt h-east corner of
portion 83,  parish of Moggill ,  and running
in a south-westerly direction through
said po rt ion to the Bri sbane River
2 Commencing at the nort h-east corner of
subdivision 36 of ori ginal portion 131,
parish of Goodna ,  and running along
part  of no rt hern boundary of said sub-
division through subdivision 35
3  l Commencing  on the eastern boundary of,
and distant live chains from, south-
east corner of subdivision  27 of  ori ginal
portion 131,  parish of Goodnd ,  and  ru n-
ning in a south  -  westerly direction
through said subdivision
Reputed Owner . Bearings. Length
Breadth
of Area. Remarks.in Chains. Road.
chs. 1ks. A. R. P.
Wyatt  Stockton N. 2380 27' E . 9 97 1  chain 1 2 10 Freehold; not
N. 303° 19' E. 1 541 fenced or im-
N. 253° 34' E. 2 40 proved.
T. Walker  ... N. 270° E. ... 16 67 1 chain 1  2 25 Freehold ;  fenced
T. Walker ... N. 236°  54' E. 7 161 1 chain 0 2
and partly culti-
vated.
35 Freehold ;  fenced.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 18th June, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
H to open a ne;v Road from Clifton Railway Station to Clifton Homestead Area, parish of Tooth, county
of Aubigny, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11. and now in force in this Colon, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line
of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at
the Police Office, Drayton  ;  and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-2129-W. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOB :  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM CLIFTON RAILWAY STATION TO CLIFTON HOMESTEAD AREA
PARISH OF TOOTH ,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11. !
No. Port ion of Road .
1 Commencing on the north boun-
Clary of  road from  Clifton to
Ellangowan in Pre-emptive 6,
and running  about west-north-
west  to its northern boundary
2 Commencing  on the northern
boundary of Clifton Pre-emptive
6, and running  north-westerly
and westerly  to the  western
boundary  of Clifton Homestead
Area
Reputed Owner . I Occupier. Bearings. Length
n Chains.
Breadth
of Road. Are a.
chs. Ike. A. R.  P.
William B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 335° E....  26 52 150 links 3 3 30;
The Crown  ... Held under N,335° E. 8 48 150 „ 29 2 3
pastoral lease 307° 86 21
by W. B. Tooth 269° Ii' 122 11
Remarks.
-
Open black-
soil  ri dge, and
lightly tim-
bered with
box  and apple
Open black-
soil plain, and
open  box  and
gum forest.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the.
provisions  of "  The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging , by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Desc ri ption and Situation of Land.
82. perches ,  being subdivisions  3 and 4 of block 9 of
eastern suburban allotment  71, parish of North Bris-
bane ,  county of  Stanley
1 acre ,  being garden allotment 16, parish  of Ipswich,
county of  Stanley
33-h  perches ,  being subdivision  12 of suburban allot-
ment  108, parish of North  Brisbane , county of Stanley
Name  of Applicant.
Edmund Warburton
Robert Cribb
James Sullivan
Date  within which  a Caveat
may be lodged. -
12th September, 1873.
12th  August, 1873.
7th August, 1873.
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General Post  Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland , 4th July, 1873.
THE following  SUMMARIES of RAINFALL, taken at the under-mentioned  Stations  throughout the
Colony, during the Month of MAY, 1873, are published for general  information.
By His Excellency 's Command,
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF MAY, 1873.
SHowING the Latitude and Longitude ,  and distance from Sea-coast of each Station  ;  also, the maximum
fall during 24 hours, and date of same, the number of days on which Rain fell, and Total Rainfall of
the Month.
This Table will be continued monthly, and the returns obtained from new Stations added to it
as received.
Name of Station. Latitude  (South). Longitude  (East). Distance  from
sea-coast .
Maximum in 24 No. of
hours ,  and date . Jaye  Rainfell.
Total
Rainfal.
Miles . Inches . Date . Inches.
Banana$  ...  ... 210 30' 150° 10' 80
Beenleigh (Windaroo) ... 27 49 153 8 10 0-72 29th 6 2.49
Bloomsbury ... ... 20 39 148 32 12 0.20 29th 3 0.35
Bowen ... ... ... 20 1 148 16 on coast 0.08 29th 8 0.25
Brisbane ... ... ... 27 28 153 6 10 0.15 30th 8 0.58
Caamboon+ .. 25 1 150 25 105
Cabulture (Morayfield) ... 27 7 152 65 5 0.23' 30th 2 0.32
.Cape Moreton ... ... 27 1 153 28 on coast 1.12 28th 1 10 3 87
Cardwell ... ... 18 6 146 0 on coast 0.44 17th 19 4.09
Cashmere ... ... 18 3 145 13 50 0.33 29th 21 1.98
Charleville+ ... ... 26 35 146 6 350
Clermont ... ... 22 45  147 38 130
Cleveland ... ... 27 32  163 18 on coast 0.55 29th 6 1.30
Condamine$ ... ... 26 57  150 6 180
Craven* ... ... ... 23 10  147 0 180
Creen Creek$ ... ... 18 0  142 0 119
Dalbyy$ ... ... ... 27 30  151 15 112
Durah* ... ... ... 26 20  150 28 135
Enoggera Reservoir* ... 27 27  152 55 16
Gayndah ... .. ... 25 38  151 36 72 0.10 20th 1 0.10
George-tn,EthridgeRiver$ 17 57  143 40 176
Gilbert River$ ... ... 17 54  143 0 133
Gladstone ... 23 60  151 20 on coast 0.02 30th 1 0.02
Goodna ... ... ... 27 36  152 66 21 0.13 29th 3 0.19
Gympie ... ... ... 26 12  152 38 30 0.66 25th 3 0.94
H elidon ... ... ... 27 39  152 3 60 0.12 30th 1 0.12
Herbert River, Lower ... 18 25  146 6 5 0.81 21st 15 6.81
Ipswich ... ... 27 38  152 48 28 0.70 21st 2 0.29
Junction Creek$ ... 17 45  144 9 78
.Keppel Bay ... ... 23 28 151 4 on coast 1 00 27th 3 1.84
Lytton ... ... ... 27 25 153 11 on coast 0.70 29th 3 1.15
Mackay ... ... ... 21 10 149 5 5 0.42 27th 12 2.21
Marlborough ... ... 22 57 160 1 40 0.08 30th 4 0.20
Maryborough ... ... 25 35 152 43 18 0.15 28th 5 2.00
Nebo ... ... ... 21 55 148 10 50 0.05 29th 3 0111
Normanton$ ... ... 17 38 141 25 38
Norman-mouth$... ... 17 28  141 0 on coast
Ravenswood$ ... ... 20 20  146 60 70
Rockhampton$ ... ... 23 25  150 25 20
Roma$ ... ... ... 26 37  148 42 230
Sandy Cape 24 48 163 25 on coast 0.25 20th 9 0.69
Springsure (Rainworth)$ 24
'
30  149 0 180
. .St. Helena s ... ... 27 26  153 16 on coast 0 05 30th 5 0 15
St. Lawrence ... ... 22 21  149 30 8 0.12 30th 4 0.28
Stanthorpe$ ... ... 28 40  152 0
Taroom $ ... ... ... 25 38  149 45 160
Toowoomba ... ... 27 34  152 10 80 0.28 30th 4 0.52
Townsville ... 19 18  146 50 on coast 0.30 29th 2 0.35
Valley of Lagoons* ... 18
2
23  145 0
2
140
Warwick ... .. 8 1 152 16 90
Waterview ... ... 18 6  146 10 5 0.85 22nd 16 3.14
Westwood ... ... 23 38  150 8 45 0.08 27th 1 0.08
Woody Island ... ... 25 21 152 57 on coast 0.29 18th 6 0.81
•  No Return received . t  New Station.
No rain fell at the following Stations :- Banana ,  Caamboon ,  Charleville ,  Creen Creek ,  Clermont, Condamine ,  Dalby, Gilbert River
Georgetown ,  Junction Creek ,  Normanton ,  Norman Mouth ,  Ravenswood ,  Rockhampton ,  Roma ,  Springsure ,  Stanthorpe ,  Taroom
Warwick
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
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A RETURN in INTESTACY ,  showing gross  amount RECEIVED, gross amount  PAID, and the BALANCE
in HAND in  each ESTATE, from the 1st day of January to the 30th day of June, A.D. 1873,
inclusive.
Names. Gross Amount Gross Amount Paid .Received. Balance in hand.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Joseph Carton ... ... ... ... ... 554 1 5 51 6 3 502 15 2
James Britton ... ... ... ... ... 23 6 0 14 11 6 8 14 6
James Brown ... ... ... ... ... 0 2 11 1 10 5
Eliza Norris ... ... ... ... ... ... 14 3 10 10 19 2 2 14 7
George Bland ... ... 1 0 0 1 0 0
Cordel Brell ...
... ... ... ... ... 3 8 0 54 18 4 6 6 4
John Chow ...
... ... ... ... ...
18 0 6 7 0 0 10 14 6
William Johnson ... ... ... ... ... 48 19 4 6 17 3 42 2 1
James He arty ... ... ... ... ... 1 3 4 ... 1 3 4
James McGrath ... ... ... ... ... 1 2 0
Martin Christopherson ...
hJ Wi
... ... ... 3 4 2 3
121
4 2
13 6o n nter ... ... ...
Alexander Lyle
... ...
...
... ...
74 7 5 67 18 4 16 9 1
Christian A s ... 62 10 0 26 2 1 36 7 11
Alexander Waugh .. 0 13 6 0 13 6
Samuel Shanks  ... ... ... ... ... 21 3 7 18 1 6 3 2 1
Thomas Woodthorpe ... ... ... 1,013 9 11 124 14 3 888 15 8
Chiverton,  alias  Redstone  ... ... ... ... 10 5 0 7 5 7 2 19 5
John Da .. 0 2 1 0 2 1
George Banfield ... 130 6 0 11 14 4 127 17 2
Thomas Howarth ... ... 9 0 6 4 0 0 5 0 6
James Crowe ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 16 6 2 16 6
Thomas Geary ... ... ... ... ... 5 0 0 5 0 0
Dennis Bellamy ... ... ... ... ... 86 0 0 19 2 4 66 17 8
Philip Horne... ... 14 2 9 13 1 10 1 0 11
William C. Jackson ...
... ...
161 18 0 45 17 9 116 0 3
George Gibbs... ... ... ... ... ... 14 18 0 8 0 2 6 17 10
Joseph Bradbury ... ... ... ... ... 5 2 6 5 2 6
Carl Gustave Eriksson 6 3 1 5 0 2 1 2 11
Elizabeth Turner ... ... ... ... ... 8 5 6 4 13 6 3 12 0
David Edwards ... ... ... ... ... 34 3 9 37 11 3 528 12 6
Edward F. Bellamy ... ... ... ... ... 8 0 0 5
10
2 6
5 9
2
0
17 6
14 3John Buel ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 0
George Bagnell ... ... ... ... 2 10 0 1 11 0 0 19 0
Christopher Wacter ... 0 2 6 6 0 2
13 0 11 3 10 6 15 10Henry E. Ellice ... ... ... ... 2
Richard Welford ... ... ... ... ... 13 4 3 2,442 2 11
Frederick Coleman ... ... ... ... ... 1,163 17 7 153 19 8 1,008 14 4
Francis Williams ... ... ... ... ... 18 3 0 2 19 5 15 3 7
Joseph Roberts ... ... ... ... 10 2 0 2 5 3 7 16 9
Frank Lindsay
... ... ... ... ...
4 4 6 4 4 6
Robert Ritschardt ... ... ... ... ... 18 13 1 6 7 0 13 6 1
Michael Fex ... ... ... ... ... 3 8 0 2 2 9 1 5 3
Samuel Gilbert ... ... ... ... 19 8 6 6 2 1 13 6 5
H. F.  Koss.  ... ... ... ... ... ... 63 8 10 43 15 9 ' 19 13 1
Thomas Yeowell ... ... ... ... ... 21 15 4 4 1 5 17 13 11
Robert Anderson ... ... ... ... ... 60 16 3 16 10 2 44 6 1
John Cook ... ... ... ... ... ... 54 7 6 11 4 1 42 18 9
Hugh Mackay ... ... ... ... ... ... 190 9 6 117 2 2
Sarah A. Smith ... ... ... ... ... 1 7 4 1 7 4
Charles Norman ... ... ... ... ... 2 7 10 2 6 10 0 1 0
Francis Blasden ... ... ... ... ... 1 16 0 1 6 11 0 9 1
Hartvy Erichsen ... ... ... ... ... 3 16 0 3 15 0
Martin Johnson ... ... ... ... ... 8 1 0 8 1 0
John Hall ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 7 6 1 10 11 2 16 7
James Hodgson ... ... ... ... ... 3 17 0 3 17 0
William Mallen ... ... ... ... ... 18 9 10 10 3 0 8 6 10
John Lawrence ... ... ... ... ... 13 14 7 8 5 9 5 8 10
James Evans ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 15 0 4 4 7 0 10 5
Michael Doyle ... ... ... ... ... ... 0
1
3 7
1 0Thomas Hubie ... ... ... ... ...
H. Haynes ... ... ... ... ... ... 35 5 6 8 0 3 27 5 3
George Rose  ... .. ... ... ... ... .. 0 11 5
Campbell Macfarlane ... ... ... ... 16 15 0 9 7 5 7 7 7
96 9 10 18 3 0 78 6 10Nathan Rodgers ... ... ... ...
Edward Jones ... ... ... ... ... 8 8 2 3 7 1 5 1 1
Peter Goon or Gorn... ... ... ... ... 13 0 0 9 12 1 3 7 11
John Leggat ... ... ... ... ... ... 126 10 11 58 10 10 68 0 1
James Ford ... ... ... ... ... ... 8 0 0 8 0 6
Andrew P. Jansen ... ... ... ... ... 5 3 0 1 17 0 3 6 0
Robert Heller ... ... ... ... 32 0 4 3 15 0 28 5 4
John Moore ... ... ... ... ... ... 14 4 8 5 14 9 8 9 11
Thomas Keating ... ... ... ... ... 37 1 8 12 15 3 24 6 5
Francis Robbie ... ... ... ... ... 23 19 0 7 19 0 16 0 0
Thomas Walton ... ... ... ... ... 0 7 10 0 7 10
Isabella Clune
... ... ... ... ...
55 14 3 12 12 4 43 1 11
9 11Henry Fowler
... ... ...
7 3 4 10
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INTxsTATR ESTATES - continued.
Names.
i Gross Amount Gross Amount  Paid .Received. Balance in hand.
£ s.d. £ s.d. £ 8.d.
George Wale,  alias  Robert Rickets ...
... 1 15 8 26 16 6
William Tommalty ...
E i P
... ... ... ... 2 13 5 40 15 4
dw n age ... ... .., 1 0 3 12 12 5
John McElroy ...
... ... ... ... 1 13 0 22 7 9
H. H. Smith ... ... ... ... ... 118 7 1 3 3
John Leonard ... ... ... ... 014 7 7 6 2
Charles White ... ... ... ... 110 6 7 6 2
Hugh Young ... ... ... ... ... 0 14 0 3 9 3
Wi ll iam May... ... ... ... 0 17 0 8 15 8
George Price ... ... ... ... ... ...  1 1 11 16 13 8
Thomas May ... ...
... ... ... ...  01511 3 8 1
William Adam ... ... ... ... 0 12 1 5 11 7
Thomas  Stewart  ... ... ... ... ...  1 9 11
James Follett ... ... ... ... ...  012 4 2 3 5
Samuel McGrimes ... ... ... ... ...  011 2 3 0 6
Charles Laverty ... ... ... ... ...  1 17 0 22 18 4
George Knight ... ... ... 010 6 2 4 2
R. D. Massey ... ... ... ...  0 9 7 1 210
G. Hash, or Hart 0 10 0 0 18 6
John Hunter ... ... ... ... ... 0 11 11 7 4 9
John Robig ... ... ... ... ...  ... 0 12 4 1 13 0
Miller, or Muller ... ... ... ... ...  1 10 5 22 1 5
John Lawler ... ... ... ... 1 10 8 63 16 5
Johann Luders ... ... ... 2 11 10 41 1 9
Paul Paulson ... ... ... ... ...  019 9 41311
John J. Rochfort ... ... ... ... ...  113 4 2 7 4
Lockhardt Hunter ... ... ... ... ...  2 10 10 5 6 11
Ali Sing ... ... ... ... ...  1 12 1 17 3 6
Jame, Lane ... 1 11 1 21 14 3
W. E. Lewis ... ... ... ... ... ...  1 0 2 15 9 3
Frederick Shultz ... ... ... ... ...  0 11 0
James Mole ... ... ... ... 0 17 7 8 13 9
William Johnson ... ... ... ... ...  1 13 0 12 19 0
James McIntyre ... ... ... ... ...  2 15 7 141 7 3
Christopher Staff ... ... ... ... ...  ... 44 15 0
Edward Nugent ... ... ... 1 16 10 24 3 8
John Carter ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 14 2 2 16 1
Adam Lill ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 11 4 0 10 9
Edward Hawkins ... ... ... ... ...  0 9 8 018 7
Emil Zachariasen ... ... ... ... ...  01010 110 6
John Rae ... ... ... ... ... ...  111 9 0 3 2
Philip Trotman ... ... ... ... ...  014 2 712 2
Samuel Pickard ... ... ... ... ...  0 15 0 8 19 2
Margaret Christie ... ... ... 0 2 1
George Groves ... ... ... ... ...  1 14 2 26 5 6
John Carter ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 16 3 7 15 8
Robert Hunter ... ... ... .., 0 17 6 26 17 7
William Trainer ... ... ... ... ...  219 2 2 0 6
James Campbell ... ... ... ... 0 10 11 1 0 5
William Bowman ... ... ... ... ...  0 12 10 2 16 4
Sarah Percival ... ... ... ... ...  0 14 6 7 14 1
Thomas Blair ... ... ... ... ...  017 6 914 4
Walter S. Smith ... ... ... ... ...  0 14 3 3 14 5
Timothy Ferry ... ... ... ... ...  016 6 4 8 6
John Jordan ... ... ... ... ... ...  019 1 11 4 8
John Harris ... ... ... ... ... ...  ... 01510 5 8 0
Michael Murray ... ... ... ... ...  1 14 1 18 1 0
John Watkins ... ... ... ... ...  0 4 3
John O'Brien... ... ... ... .. ...  1 0 9 17 13 8
Joseph Donnelly ... ... ... ... ...  4 12 2 104 19 7
Mary A. G. Boulton ... .. ... ...  2 8 2
Hugh O'Reilly ... ... ... ...  01110 019 4
Hugh Ruddy,  alias  Rooney ... ... ...  0 13 11 1 4 11
Charles Butler ... ... ... ... ...  1 4 7 35 16 5
John Matthewson ... ... ... 015 2 111 2
John Button ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 10 11 6 7 2
Thomas Barry ... ... ... ... ...  ... 0 10 6 2 3 11
Donald McDonald ... ... ... ... ...  0 9 6 010 6
James Davis ... ... ... ... ... ...  ... 1 16 4 21 0 11
James Kinear ... ... ... ... ...  1 2 10 150 4 8
Charles Fuller ... ... ... ... ...  0 8 10 4 11 1
Donald Shaw... ... ... ... ... ...  0 17 8 5 15 6
WMiam Dockrill ... ... ... ... ...  0 13 0 3 0 4
Denis Ahern ... ... ... ... ...  0 3 7 3 9 5
Charles Sheafer ... ... ... ... ...  016 6 11 7 6
Patrick Dunn ... ... 0 15 10
Alfred Taylor 0 14 0 2 4 11
Denis Ahern ... ... ... ... ... ...  1 17 2 14 17 7
John Huthert ... ... ... 0 9 2 0 1 5
James Preston ... ... ... ... ...  0 8 6
Henry Jucksensey ... ... ... ... ...  010 6 1 1 6
Names.
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INTBSTATB  ESTATES - continued.
Grose Amount
Received.
William Alliott ... ... ... ... ...
George Maxwell ... ... ... ... ...
William Morrison ... ... ... ... ...
H. S. Hamilton ... ... ... ...
Gore, or Gre (Chinese) ...
Michael Carney ... ... ... ... ...
John Dyson .. .. .. ...
Jeremiah O'Donovan ... ... ... ...
James Harrison ... ... ... ... ...
Peter Murphy ... ... ... ... ...
James Rowberry ... ... ... ... ...
William James ... ... ... ... ...
George Broadbent ... ... ... ... ...
Joseph Railton ...
...Ah Bung
Robert Benson ... ...
Henry Fox ... ... ... ... ...  ...
James Clarke ... ... ... ... .•.
John Ashworth ... ... ... ..
William Dimmig ... ...
William Taggart ... ...
Samuel  Wilson ... ...
Michael Murphy ... ... ...
Paul Mogk ... ...
Frederick  Fealar  ... ... ... ... ..
James Georghegan  ... ... ... ... ...
Gustave  Otto ... ... ...
James Mace  ... ... ... ... ... . • .
Edward Hart... ... ... ... ... ...
Simon or Timothy K eene  ... ...
John West ... ... ...
Richard James ... ... ...
Edward Blue... ...
William Townsend ... ... ... ...
Ah Chin ... ... ... ... ... ...
Charles Price... ... ... ... ... . • .
James Collings ... ... ... ...
Edward Marsh ... ... ... ..
Rudolph Koerner ... ...
James Tarrant ... ... ... ...
Anthony  Benn  ... .. .. ... ..
James Brown  ... ... ...
Joseph Philips ... ... ... ...
Robert Forrest ... ... ...
Frederick Keen ... ... ... ... ...
Henry Hardie ... ... ... ... ...
William Ferguson ... ...
John  Bone  ... ... ...
Edwin Granaden ... ... ... ... ...
George Bloodworth ... ... ... ... ...
John Evans ... ... ... ... ... ...
James  K ing ... ... ... ... ... ...
Thomas A. Fry ... ...
James McKay ... ... ... ...
Ah Chong ... ... ...
Ah King ... ...
Patrick  Doolan  ... ... ... ... ...
Patrick O'Connor ... ... ... ... ...
John Kelly ...
Ah Kon
Joseph Tyler::: ... ...
David Punchard ... ... ... ... ...
John Cavanagh ... ... ... ... ...
John W.  Stable .. . ... ... ... ...
Robert MeAvoy ... ... ... .... ...
Alexander Clunes ... ... ... ... ...
Ah Foo ... ... ... ... ...
James L. Bryden ... ... ... ... ...
Ma rt in Meldrnm  ... ... ... ... ...
Joseph Sylvester
Yue Kee Egg  .. ... ... ... ...
Charles N. Cornillon ... ... ...
John Lynch ... ... ... ... ... ...
Nelson ,.. ... ... ... ... ...
Auguste Wenzelo ... ... ... ... ...
John Cassells ... ... ... ... ...
George Bain  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Thomas Higgins ... ... ... ... ...
James  Sine air  ... ... ... ... ...
Peter Frei  ... ... ... ... ... ...
£ s. d.
Gross Amount Paid.
£ s. d.
0 9 7
0 17 9
0 10 5
0 7 6
0 7 6
0 7 6
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 7 6
0 15 0
0 7 6
1 1 0
0 7 6
0 7 6
0 7 6
0 7 6
0 7 6
0 15 0
0 7 6
0 7 6
1 1 0
1 1 0
1 1 0
0 15 0
1 1 0
0 7 6
0 7 6
1 1 0
1 1 0
0 17 9
1 1 0
0 15 0
0 9 2
0 9 1
0 6 10
0 19 6
0 18 9
0 16 5
0 13 3
1 10 9
0 17 4
1 12 6
0 15 3
1 0 4
0 19 0
1 9 0
0 12 10
0 11 6
0 11 3
0 17 6
1 0 0
0 9 11
01410
0 11 0
1 4 0
1 7 11
0 11 7
0 16 4
1 9 1
2 12 5
0 12 7
1 1 0
0 8 0
0 14 1
0 11 10
0 10 1
1 6 10
0 8 11
2 11 7
1 6 1
0 14 1
0 9 7
0 14 2
0 15 8
1 10 0
1 5 6
0 15 8
0 8 11
Balanoo in hand.
£ s. d.
0 11 8
13 2 11
1 19 1
0 3 6
7 9 1
8 16 10
33 11 5
12 6 8
25 10 4
11 15 8
23 15 8
16 1 8
1 6 2
146 4 6
17 8 6
12 16 6
3 0 8
2 16 6
0 16 1
22 17 10
0 6 6
0 6 0
185 1 6
74 16 2
39 16 7
4 6 1
105 8 11
2 6 2
5 17 6
69 18 5
186 16 0
7 2 9
41 18 0
39 17 2
0 2 5
0 2 2
15 17 10
16 12 10
3 8 3
0 9 11
16 0 3
32 12 7
3 16 1
4 9 7
9 17 10
76 19 0
3 0 11
2 3 8
0 10 5
8 1 5
1 1 10
8 14 4
2 14 4
62 5 3
8." 11 8
1 1 9
10 15 4
23 16 0
9 7 4
5 14 4
0 16 11
0 7 9
5 1 4
0 10 6
0 4 8
18 5 6
6 6 9
6 2 5
17 17 1
5 7 7
0 12 4
7 17 7
10 3 7
7 6 1
243 14 1
6 1 7
3 2 0
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INTESTATE  ESTATES- Continued.
Names. r m
Received. Gross Amount  raid. Balance in hand.
William Burns ...
£ s. d.
...
£ s. d.
0 8 2
£ s. d.
Richard Foulder ... ... 011 3 1 3 9
Thomas Smith ... ... 1 9 10 20 12 8
Shirwin Crisp ... ... 0 11 8 5 17 10
Henry Howard ...
... 0 14 10 2 14 10
Christopher Streeb ... 011 6 0 5 9
John Jones ... ...
... 0 14 8 4 3 10
Dee, alias  Hong King 0 10 10 0 7 2
Mathew 'VTonaghan ...
... ... 0 17 0 10 10 7
William McGinty 41011 3,574 2 3
Peter Coni ... 0 8 0 4 5 3
Robert Grey ... ...
... 1 12 7 24 3 4
George Barrett 1 11 0 31 8 1
Sammey ... ... 0 10 6 5 15 3
John Wilson ... ...
... ... 0 910 1 2 4
Tommy Cow ... ... 0 10 11 0 0 4
Henry Blake... ...
... ... 0 8 1 1 0 8
William Thomas ... ... ... 1 16 0 20 7 2
Edward Gunther ...
... ... 1 16 0 34 10 2
Robert Luke ... ...
... 28 4 0
Alexander Cowie ...
... ... 011 3 1 5 3
Charles Moreland ...
... ... 0 14 0 7 5 0
John Hughes... ... ... 1 10 0 50 5 5
Patrick Hartnett ...
... ... 0 7 6 113 9Ah Nee ... ...
... 0 7 6 613 1
Johanna Prentice ...
... ... 0 7 6 1010 4
John Morrison 015 0 34 8 3
J. M. Anderson ... ... 1 1 0 54 5 11
Thomas Philips ... ... ... 0 7 6 110 0
Frederick  Stem  .. ...
... 0 7 6 310 5
Martin Burs ... ...
... ... 1 1 0 67 10 2
Conrad Wieland ...
... ... 0 7 6 0 9 6
Elizabeth Scott ... ... ... 0 15 0 31 0 2
Louis Hartmeyer ...
... ... 0 7 6 3 0 6
William J. Holden ... ...
... 0 7 6 513 3
Edward Manning ... ... ... 1 1 0 100 16 5
All Sam ... ... ... 1 1 0 31 19 6H. S. G. Colpoys ... ... ... 0 2 9
Charles Fogo ... ... ... 0 7 6 011 4
William H.  Branton ... ... 0 7 6 813 3
William Shapeott ... ... ... 0 15 0 0 17 8
William Stock ... ... ... 1 1 0 213 4
Wilhelm Bosse ... ... ... 1 1 0 95 19 1
Margaret Campbell ... ... ... 015 0 22 3 0
Edmund Craen ... ... ... 0 7 6 12 13 5
James Cusack ... ... ... 0 7 6 014 7
John Tailor ... ... ... 0 7 6 917 2
George Farr ... ... ... ... 0 7 6 0 4 6Charles Dawson ... ... ... 0 7 6
,
6 6 0Samuel Probert .. ...
... 0 15 0 16 0 6
Christoph 0. Christensen ... ... 0 7 6 2 5 9
Thomas Whiphan ...
... ... 0 7 6 1 2 6
Frederick W. Dean ... ...
... 0 7 6 013 2
John French ... ... ... 0 7 6 7 0 0
John E. Ireland ... ... ... 0 7 6 1 4 3
George Pain, or Payne ... ... 0 15 0 18 9 11
Robert Gorman ... ... ... 0 7 6 210 2
John Pitts ... ... ... 0 15 0 34 7 5
Peter Bolger ... ... ... ... 0 7 6 0 4 9
Sarah A. Isadore ... ... ... 0 7 6 7 0 0
Thomas Toohey ... ... 0 7 6 2 0 3
William Cumming ... ... ...
... 14 12 10
Henry Brown ... ... ... 0 7 6 21510
George Angle ... ... ... 0 7 6 0 4 0
Nicholas  Burrowes ... ... ... 0 7 6 13 6 0
William Anderson ... 1 1 0 42 8 9
John Lyons ... ... ... ... 0 7 6 218 2
William Clarke ... ... ... 0 7 6
Henry Strahan ... ... ... 0 7 6
William Gillespie ... 0 3 1
Thomas Normington ... 197 1 9
Mackay ... ... ... ... 0 7 6 310 2
Herbert Davis ... ... ... 0 7 6 1 3 6
William Russell ... ... ... 1 1 0
John Doyle ... ... ... ... 1 1 0 212 13 5
William Wallace ... ... ... 0 7 6 5 8 7
Ah Foo ... ... ... ... 0 7 6 7 19 8
Richard Sandon ... ... ... 1 1 0 137 11 10
George Chapman ... ... ... 1 1. 0 30 15 11
Joseph Church ... ... ... 1 1 0 2914 6
oss A ountG
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INTESTATE  ESTATES-continued.
Names.
Charles Emerson ... ... ... ...
Frank Bittner ...
Thomas Winter ... ... ... ...
Joseph Dickenson ... ... ...
Frederick Ritz
... ... ... ...
Alfred Hallet... ... ... ... ...
William M. G. Pitt... ... ... ...
Thomas Baxter
... ...
Charles H. Lambert
... ... ...
Daniel Ryan ... ... ... ...
John Grahame ... ... ... ...
Henry Murdoch
... ... ... ...
Thomas R. Pugh ... ... ... ...
Henry Maxwell
... ... ... ...
Page E. Kennedy
... ... ... ...
Charles McDonald
... ... ... ...
Catherine Fitzgerald
C h
... ... ...
. H. C eshire ... ... ... ...
Patrick McQuade
... ... ... ...
Daniel McLaughlan... ... ... ...
George King ... ... ... ... ...
Gross Amount
Received. Gross Amount Paid. Balance in hand.
£ s. d. £ s. d.  £ s. d.
1 1 0  86 5 3
1 1 0 19212 3
0 7 6 0 18 9
12 7 0
0 7 6 10 12 4
41 11 4 1 1 0
4 9 10
2 11 8 35 0 4
... 205 4 0  1 1 0
6 5 0 4 11 0
2 2 0 0 16 4
0 9 0 9 0 0 4 5 7
1 15 0
3 13 9
3 9 6
3 0 0  11 1 5
... 20 2 6 0 10 0
0 4 6
0 3 9
0 2 6
0 6 3
In accordance with Section twenty-one  of "  The  Curator  of Intestates  Estates  Act of  1867,'
31 Victoria , No. 10.
Dated at Brisbane, this 4th day of July, A.D. 1873.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
IN accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, section 173, it is notified that the
undermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office :-
No. Date of Deed. Names and Description of Part ies.
1873.
226 13th June, .. Robert Stephenson, of Bundaberg and Bool-
boonda, Burnett District, in the Colony
of Queensland, storekeeper, of the first
part ; Augustus Hussman, of Brisbane,
in the said colony, merchant, and William
Hemmant, of Brisbane aforesaid, mer-
chant, of the second part; and all  the
creditors of the said Robert Stephenson,
of the third part
Nature and Effect of Deed.
Deed of Assignment of all
the real and personal es-
tate, credits, and effects of
the said Robert Stephen-
son, in trust for the bene-
fit of the creditors of the
said Robert Stephenson
Date of
Registration.
Lodged in the
Office of the
Registrar of the
Supreme Court
of Queensland,
on Tuesday,
the eighth day
of July, A.D.
1873, at forty-
five minutes
past twelve
o'clock in the
afternoon. En-
tered and regis-
tered same day.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar of the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Faros.
£ a. d.
Week ending July 5th, 1873 ... ... 421 12 3
Corresponding  week  last year ... ... ... 466 3 6
Increase ...
Decrease ... 44 11 3
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
£ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
1,018 2 2 50 4 4 1,489 18 9
992 1 9 55 17 2 1,514 2 5
26 0 5
5 12 10 24 3 8
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
TIME TABLE.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 30ih August, 1872.SOUT;''RN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY, 9th September, 1872, the following Time Table
 will come into operation  until further notice.
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA ,  DALBY, AND  WARWICK.
MILES.
_STATIONS.
From Too-
Inwich. woomba. i
8
12
18
21
25
29
38
49
59 ...
69 ...
78 ...
82.35
85 7
85 7
901 121
94 16
102 24
109 31
118 40
120 42
131 63
140 62
143 65
86 ...
90 ...
97 ...
106 ...
114 ...
127 ...
i80 ...
Ipswich ... ... ...
Walloon ...
Rosewood
Western Creek
Grandchester arrivedepart
Victoria Tunnel ...
Laidley ...
Gatton ...
arriveH lidoe n { depart
Murphy' s Creek arrivei depart
High fields ...
Toowoomba
 ..
arrive
. depart
Mahoney's  Gate ... .
Gowrie Junction ... arrive
Gowrie Junction ... depart
For Williams' Camp
Westbrook Crossing... ...
Cambooya ... ...
Emu Creek Siding ... ...
King's Creek .. ... ...
Clifton ... ... ...
A ll ora .. ... ...
Lyndhurst Road ... ...
Warwick ... ... ...
Gowrie Junction .. depart
Gowrie ... ...
Oakey Creek ... ... ...
Jondaryan ... ... ...
Bowenville . ... ...
Blaxland's Siding ... ...
Dalby ...
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
UP TRAINS. MILES. DOWN TRAINS.
STATIONS.
No.1, No.2,
Goods. Mixed.
No. 3,
Mixed.
No. 4,
Goods.
No. 5,
Mixed .
 M
No. 6,
ixed.
From From
Dalby. Warwick.
No.1,
Goods.
No.2, No.3,
Mixed. Mixed.
No. 4, No. 5.
Mixed.
 Goods.
No. 6
Mixed.
A.M.
 A.M. A.M. P.M. I P.M. P.M. A.M. A.M. A.M. A.M. A.M. P.M.
10.0 1 4.40 Dalby ... ... 8.40 ...
10.28
... * 5.8 3  Blaxland' s Siding ... ... A ...
A A A 16
 Bowenville ... ... ... A ...
A A A 24  Jondaryan ... ... ... 9.58 ...
*11.8 336-47 Oakey Creek ... ... ... 10.30 ...
11.12 551  40 Gowrie ... ... ... A ...
A ... A A 45 Gowrie Junction ... arrive
11.49 ... ... ... 6.28
12.18 .,, 6'57 Warwick ... 8.5 ... ... 5.5
12.53 ,,. 7.32  3  Lyndhurst Road .., A A ... A
1.8
... ... 12  Allora ... 8.45 ... ... 5.45
*1.48
...
... 23
 Clifton ... 9.22 ... ... *6.23
*8.30 1.52 ,,, 2.7 ... 8.27  ... 25  King's Creek ... 9.32 ... ... 6.33
9.22 2.44 2.59 ... 9.19 ... 34  Emu Creek Siding ... ... ... A A ... A F.,,
10.10 3.32 3.47 10.7 ... 41  Cambooya ... ... ... ... 1025 ... ... 7.26 p
4.5 10.50
... 3.55 ... ,,, 49  Westbrook Crossing ... ... A A ... A 00
B B ... 521  For Williams' Camp... . A A ... A
... *11.16 ... 58  Gowrie Junction ... arrive
50.45
 M h ' G t B B
* .
... a oney as e ... ...
11 25 4.20
A A Gowrie Junction ...depart ... ... *11.25 *11.16 ... 8.26
A
12.25
A
5.20 52 65 Toowoomba ...
f arrive 11,55 11.44 ... 8.56
l depart 6.30 6.50 12.4 11.50
A A 61 ...  Highfields ... ... ... 7.20 7.40 ... 12.54 12.40 ...
1.18 6.13 f arrive 8.10 .. ... 144 1.30
1.28 *6.23 71 ...  Murphy's Creek 1depart ... *8.30 ... *1.48 ... ...
2.5 7.0 arrive  ... 9.10 ... 2.28
A A 81  Helidon ... tdepart ... 9.25
10.0
... 2.43 ,,,
3.182.45 7.40 92  Gatton ... ... ... ... ... ...
101  Laidley ... ... ... ... 10.29 ... 3'47 ...
4.30 105  Victoria Tunnel ... ... A ... A ...
109  Grandcheeter arrive ...
11.4 ... 4'22
6.8 depart ... *11.8 4.26
5.38 112  Western Creek ... ... ... A ... A
A 118  Rosewood ... ... ... ... A ... A ...
A 122  Walloon ... ... ... 11.49 ... *6-8 ...
6.50 130  Ipswich ... ,,, ... ... 12.17 ... 5.36 .,.
* Trains meet here.
A ll  Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
NOTE.-The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can
only do  so by giving notice at the precgding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
(B.) The Nos. 2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down Trains only, will, for the present, stop at this Crossing, subject to the foregoing regulation.
Goods Trains will be run when
 negeesary.
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Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after  MONDAY, the  14th instant,  the following TimeTable will come into operation until further notice.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Book-
hampton.
Stations Up Train,Mixed.
Miles
from West.
wood.
stations. Down Train
Mixed.
a.m. p.m.
Rockhampton... 11. 0 Westwood ... ... ... 8.30
6 Gracemere ... 11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing ... ... A
15 Stanwell 12. 0 15 Stanwell . 4.30
24 Rosewood Crossing A 24
...
Gracemere  ...
...
...
..
... 5. 6
30 Westwood ... 1. 0 30 Rockhampton ,,. .,, ... 5.30
All Day Tickets  Issued  on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station a t
which their journey  terminates. Passengers requiri ng to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the We at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they  j oin the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1873.
R
ETURN  of all Applications for Timber Licenses
' made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Ley-
burn, from the 1st day of January, 1873, to the
30th day of June, 1873, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Description of Whether AmountApplicant 's Name. License granted or of Fee. refused. .
William Conway Hardwood... Granted 1
James Cronin ...
„ ,,
1
Real Property Transfer Offioe,
Brisbane , 12th July, 1873.N OTICE is hereby given, that Iintend, i  con-
formity with the provisions of the 117th
section of  " The Real Property Act  of 1861," on
or after the 28th day of July instant,  to issue in
the name of Ann Eliza Noble, of Ipswich, widow,
a Provisional Certificate of Title,  for 2 acres 2
roods of land, being subdivision 1, of portion No.
300, situated in the county of Stanley, and parish
of Ipswich,  more  particularly described in Register
Book, Vol. 182, folio 86; the original Certificate
of Title having been destroyed.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar General.
Office of Chief Inspector of Sheep,
Brisbane , 11th July, 1873.
NOTICE TO SHEEP-OWNERS.
T is hereby notified for general information that,
in future, the owner's or station brand will not
be necessary in the case of travelling  sheep  cross-
ing from Queensland into New South Wales, in
addition to the letter Q required by section 47 of
" Eke Diseases in Sheep Act"  of that colony.
P. R. GORDON,
Chief Inspector of Sheep.
WE hereby give  Notice,  in terms of  " The
Enclosure  of Roads Act  of  1864," that we
intend to apply to the Court of  Petty Sessions,
Gayndah,  for a  license to erect one pair Swing
Gates , 18 feet  wide, on our Head Station, crossing
the Barambah Road.
Dated this  3rd day of July, 1873.
D. M. & G. H. JONES.
Boonara, Burnett.
468 3s.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
As OF WEDNESDAY,  THE NINTH  DAY OF JULY, 1873.
REGULA GENERALIS.
IT is ordered by the Honorable Sir James Cockle,
Knight, the Chief Justice of Queensland, and
by the Honorable Alfred James Peter Lutwyche, a
Judge of the Supreme Court of Queensland, in
pursuance and execution  of all powers and authori-
ties  enabling them in that behalf, as follows:-
There shall be an additional Term,  commencing
on MONDAY, the twenty-first day of July,
and ending  on FRIDAY, the fifteenth day of
August next.
JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
By the Judges,
(For J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
GRESLEY LUKIN,
Registrar,)
Chief Clerk, Supreme Court.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Wednesday, July 9th, 1873.
Before His HONOR SIR JAMES  COCKLE, Chief
Justice of  Queensland , Judge.
A SITTING of the  above was held  by adjourn-
ment from the  25th ultimo . No business
being on the paper , the Court  was adjourned till
WEDNESDAY, the 16th July  instant.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
In the Metropolitan District Court of Queens-
land, holden at Brisbane.
MASON v. GOPPY.
T
O all Parties concerned.-Take notice that a
Writ of  Fieri . acias  has been issued upon a
judgment  obtained by the plaintiff in the above
action,  and  all the defendant's right, title, and
interest (if any) of, in, and to all that piece or parcel
of land containing by admeasurement one rood
thirty-one and three-quarter perches, being sub-
division six of eastern suburban allotment 46,
parish of North Brisbane, commencing on the
south-eastern boundary line of the said allotment
at a point five hundred and seventeen feet six
inches distant from the east corner thereof;
bounded on the south-east by the prolongation
south-westerly of said boundary line one hundred
and three feet six inches ; on the south-west by a
line at right angles dividing it from subdivision
number seven one hundred and eighty-eight feet
north-westerly to a private road thirty-three feet
wide ;  on the north-west  by a line  at right angles
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being one hundred and three feet six inches of that
road north-easterly; and on the north-east by a
line at right  angles  dividing it from subdivision
number five one hundred and eighty-eight feet
south-easterly to the point  of commencement ;
being all  the land conveyed by one Michael O'Neill
to the defendant; described in  conveyance regis-
tered in the office of the Registrar of Deeds in
Sydney,  numbered  916, book 45.
WALTER C. CARDEW,
Registrar , M.D.C., Brisbane.
Brisbane , 11th July, 1873.
479 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Thomas Woodthorpe, late of
Warwick Reserve, near Warwick, settler,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days  from the date of publi-
cation hereof, application will be made to the said
Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of the
above-named Thomas Woodthorpe, deceased, or
Letters of Administration with the Will annexed,
may be granted to Henry Girdlestone, of Landford
Lawn, near Warwick aforesaid, gentleman, the
duly constituted attorney of Mary Woodthorpe, of
Fauns, in the parish of Avely, in the count of
Essex,  widow, mother of the said Thomas Wood-
thorpe, deceased, and sole Executrix named in the
said Will.
Dated at Warwick, this fifth day of July, A.D.
1873.
MATTHEW O'SULLIVAN,
Palmerin street ,  Warwick,
Proctor for the said Henry Girdlestone.
467 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods  of Nathan  Rogers, late  of Vale of
Herbert, in the Colony of Queensland, bush-
man, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby  given ,  that after the expira-
tion of  fourteen days from  the publication
hereof ,  application wi ll  be made to the said Honor-
able Court , that  Letters of Administration of all the
goods ,  chattels, credits ,  and effects of the above-
named Nathan Rogers, deceased ,  who died intestate,
may be granted to Nathan Rogers ,  of Yaamba, in
the said colony ,  the father of the said deceased.
Dated at Rockhampton ,  this twenty -third day of
June ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three.
464
C. S. D. MELBOURNE,
Fitzroy  street , Rockhampton,
Proctor for the said Nathan Rogers.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Arthur Higgens, late of the
Stanton Harcourt Station, in the District of
Wide Bay and Burnett, and Colony of Queens-
land, grazier, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this Honor-
able Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Letters of Administration of all the goods, chattels,
credits, and effects of the above-named Arthur
Higgens, deceased, who died intestate, may be
ranted to William Edward Murphy, of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, Solicitor, the dulconstituted Attorney of Edward Higgens, of  COOT.
lamatong, in the Colony of New South Wales,
grazier, brother and only next of kin in Australia
of the said deceased.
Dated this tenth day of July, 1873.
476
W. E. MURPHY,
Proctor,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of the Insolvency of Spencer Fre-
deric Walker and Frederic Augustus Fryer,
formerly carrying on business at Townsville,
and elsewhere, in the Colony of Queensland,
under the firm of " S. F. Walker and Co."
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Certificate of
Discharge under  " The Insolvency Act of
1864," was, on the seventh day of July instant,
granted by his Honor the Judge in Insolvency to
the above-named Spencer Frederick Walker and
Frederick Augustus Fryer.
Dated the 10th day of July, 1873.
479
W. E. MURPHY,
Solicitor for the Applicants,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of the Insolvency of John Flanagan
and Francis Flanagan, trading together as
"J. and F. Flanagan," at Carriboo Copper
Mines.
NOTICE is hereby given, that application willbe made to His Ho or the Judge of the
Supreme Court of Queensland, sitting in Insolvency,
on MONDAY, the fourth day of August next
(being the day appointed by the Court for bearing
such application), that a Certificate of Discharge
under the provisions of  " The Insolvency Act of
1864," may be granted to the above-named John
Flanagan and Francis Flanagan.
Dated this eighth day of July, A.D. 1873.
478
W. E. MURPHY,
Solicitor for the Applicants,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Michael Skene, of
Ouanyillah, publican.
1
W HEREAS the said Michael Skene was, on
on the 14th day of May, A.D. 1873, adjudged
to be an Insolvent. I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 28th day
of July, A.D. 1873, to commence at Eleven o'clock,
for the last  examination  of the Insolvent,  and unless
the Court shall otherwise direct, for the Insolvent
to make an application for his certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 9th day of July, A.D.1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MIsmuN,
Official Assignee.
470
Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Richard Morton, of
Townsville,  saddler.
'WHEREAS the said Richard Morton was, on
the 9th day of May, A.D. 1873, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the  Supreme
Court House,  Brisbane , on MONDAY, the 28th
day of July, A.D. 1873, to  commence  at Eleven
o'clock, for  the last examination  of the Insolvent,
and unless  the Court shall otherwise direct, for the
Insolvent to make an application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 7th day of July, A.D_
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
471
Official Assignee.
Judge.
6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Michael O'Brien, of
Donga Creek, Surat,  grazier.
W
the said Michael O'Brien was,
11  on the 4th day of June, A.D. 1873, ad-
judged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 1st day of September, A.D. 1873, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 7th day of July, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J. WHITLIIY,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
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In  the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Dennis Thomas Keogh,
of Ipswich ,  storekeeper.
W
HEREAS  the said Dennis Thomas Keogh
was, on the 2nd day of June ,  A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent,  I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting ,  to be  holden before me, at
the Supreme  Court  House, Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 1st day of September ,  A.D. 1873 ,  to commence at
Eleven o'clock ,  for the last examination of the
Insolvent ,  and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 7th day of July, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J. WIIITLEY,
Official  Assignee.
473
Judge.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William AlexanderFrazer
Gregson, of Stanthorpe, storekeeper.
W
HEREAS the said W. A. F. Gregson
was, on the 6th day of June, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden betore me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 1st day of September, A.D. 1873, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 8th day of July, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J.  WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
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Judge.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Joseph Bunhill,
of Rockhampton, publican.
V
HEREAS the said Henry Joseph Bunhill was,
on the 19th day of May, A.D. 1873, ad-
judged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 21st day of July, A.D. 1873, to commence at
11 o'clock, for the last examination of the Insolvent,
and unless the Court shall otherwise direct, for the
Insolvent to make an application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 8th day of July, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official  Assignee.
475
Judge.
6s. 6d.
NOTICE.THE Seale of Charges for the insertion of Ldvertiw•
ments in the  Queensland Government Gazette  is
as follows:-
Advertisements  relating to Insolvent of Intestate
Estates, or Letters  of Administration ,  6e. 6d.
each.
Advertisements  relating to Impounded  Stock, Is.
per annual.
All other Advertisements will be charged  for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eight  lines  (or under),
9nd 3d. for every additional  line, allow in g ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded  that xo ADVERTISEMENT
WILL BI I\3aRTED in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
, r, It t:mre suifcient to cover the  cost of its insertion
icccrdii:g to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. DEAL,
G overnment Printer.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amuonts 1-
1873.
2 s. d.
July 5.- C. S. P. Melbourne  ... ... 0 6 6
5.-A. Geddes ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
5.-T. Pryde ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
5.-W. Hopkins ... ... ... 0 10 0
6.-G. H. Bright ... ... ....  0 1 2
6.--J. Thomson ... ... ... 1 0 0
8.-E. Bradley ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
8.-Hughes and Cameron ... ... 1 0 0
9.-Daly and O'Sullivan ... ... 0 6 6
9.-D. M. and G. H. Jones ... ... 0 3 0
11.-G. H. Wilson and Co. ... ... 1 0 0
11.-J. P. Wilkie ... ... ... 0 1 6
lfntpounbinko.
Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will  be  charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no such Adver-
tisement will be  inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by  a remittance  sufficient to cover the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Charleville  Reserve,
on the 27th June, 1873, by Charleville Police, for
having been branded with an unregistered brand.
One white  steer , red ears, D4  near  ribs, piece off near
ribs.
One roan steer  calf, D4 near ribs, piece off off ear.
One red and white  steer  calf, D4 near ribs, piece off off
ear.
If not released on or before the 5th August, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
466
E. BRADLEY, junr., Poundkeeper.
3s.
IMPOUNDED at Yaamba ,  from Glenprairie Station,
on the 20th June, 1873, by C. S.  Graham, Esq.
One bay horse, M in circle over  0  near shoulder.
One brown horse, no discernible brands.
If not released on or before the 25th July, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
A. GEDDES, Poundkeeper.
465 2s.
CORRECTED BRAND.
IIIPOUNDED at Dalby, from Oakwood, on 5th
June, 1873.
One light-grey  mare,  like V over V near shoulder, like
G or LD (the L writing capital) off shoulder.
If not released  on or  before the 5th August, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
J. P. WILKIE, Poundkeeper.
469 is.
BRISBANE:
Printed and Published by JAMES  0.  BEAL, Government Printer,
William street ,  12th  July, 1873.
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VOL. XIV.1 TUESDAY, 15TH JULY, 1873. [No. 60.
A
T NOON, this day, His Excellency the GOVERNOR proceeded in State
from Government House to the Legislative Chambers, to Prorogue the
Third Session of the Sixth Parliament of Queensland, and delivered the
following Speech:-
HONORABLE  GENTLEMEN  OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL, AND  GENTLEMEN OF THE
LEGISLATIVE  ASSEMBLY
The present  Session of Parliament  having been brought to  a close , I have now the
satisfaction of releasing  you from further attendance,  and of thanking you for the manner
in which you  have performed your duties,  and for your  congratulations  on my recovery
from my recent accident.
This Prorogation will be followed shortly by  a Dissolution  of the present House of
Assembly, and under  « The Electoral Districts Act of  1872,"  a new and enlarged House
will be elected on a broader basis of representation.
Although the Session has been of short duration, I recognise the importance of
some  of the  measures  which have been passed, amongst which I may specially mention
Resolutions relative to the construction of a Telegraph Cable between New Zealand and
New South Wales, and between Kimberley and Singapore, and the adoption of Plans for
the Extension of the Southern and Western and of the Northern Railways.
GENTLEMEN  OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY :-
I have to thank you for the Supplies you have granted , in the shape  of Supple-
mentary Estimates , for the years 1872 and 1873.
HONORABLE  GENTLEMEN AND GENTLE MEN:-
It is  extremely gratifying to me to be able to congratulate you on the continued
prosperity of all classes in the community. That every industry is thriving  is shewu
by the high rate of wages earned by the laboring  classes , and the  readiness  with which
all immigrants  landed on our shores find employment; and I trust that this state of
prosperity may long he continued, and that thousands of our countrymen from Europe
may arrive to share in and to increase that prosperity.
I now declare this Parliament to stand prorogued until Tuesday, the fifth day of
August next.
By Authority: JAMES C. BRei4 Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 15th July, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has been
pleased to accept the resignation of
The Honorable ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Esquire, Vice-President of the
Executive Council and Colonial Secretary,
as Secretary for Public Works and Mines of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 15th July; 1873.HIS Excellency the Governor directs it obe notified thathe has
been pleased to appoint
The Honorable JOHN MALBON THOMPSON, Esquire,
to be Secretary for Public Works and Mines of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 15th July, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has beenpleas d to accept the resignation of
The Honorable JOHN MALBON THOMPSON, Esquire,
as Secretary for Public Lands of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER.
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 15th July, 1873.HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified thathe has been
pleased to appoint
The Honorable CHARLES JAMES GRAHAM, Esquire,
to be Secretary for Public Lands of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 15th July, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has been
11 pleased to appoint
The Honorable CHARLES JAMES GRAHAM, Esquire,
as a Member of the Executive Council of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER.
By Authority :  JAMM 0 .  Brer,  Government Printer ,  Brisbane.
Supplement  to the Queensland  Government Gazette of Saturday, 12th July,  1873.-No.  62.
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ANNO TRICESIMO SEPTIMO
VICTOItL E REGIM E.
No. 1.
An Act to Consolidate  and Amend the Laws relating to the Customs.
[ASSENTED  TO 9TH  JULY, 1873.
WHEREAS it is expedient that the  laws  now in force relating  Preamble.to the Customs the prevention of smuggling the warehousing of
goods and  the granting  of drawbacks and allowances of Customs should
be consolidated into one Act and amended Be it therefore enacted
by the  Queen' s Most  Excellent Majesty by and with the advice and
consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of
Queensland in this present Parliament assembled and by the authority
of the same  as follows  (that is to say)-
Interpretation and definition of terms.
1. For the purposes of this Act the following terms and expres-  Interpretation 
sions in inverted  commas  shall have the meaning set against them teams used in  the
respectively  unless  it be otherwise specially provided or there be
something in the subject or context repugnant to or inconsistent with
such construction that is to say-
Baggage  Warehouse " Any place appointed by the Collector
for lodging or keeping goods for security of the Customs.
`(,Collector" The Collector of Customs for Queensland or
any person duly appointed to act for him.
Parts beyond the seas or Foreign " Any place other than
Queensland.
"Goods" All goods wares merchandise baggage personal
effects and other articles to which the provisions of any
Act relating to the Customs may be applicable.
Justice " A justice of the peace for Queensland.
11 Landing
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Customs  Act  1873.
Appointment of
officers.
16 & 17 Vic.  c. 107
e. 2.
Person employed in
the Customs to be
deemed officers.
16 A 17 Vic. c. 107
s. 3.
Landing Waiter  "  Any officer duly authorised to superin-
tend the landing and examination or lading of goods on
their importation or exportation.
" Master " The person having or taking the charge or com-
mand of any ship.
Officer " An officer of Customs.
Any Officer  "  An officer of Customs of any rank or grade
whatever.
Principal  Officer"  The principal officer of Customs at any
port in Queensland except Brisbane.
Proper Officer  "  The person appointed by the Governor in
Council or by the Treasurer or Collector for the particular
duty service or purpose in connection with which such
expression is used.
Importer  "  The person who imports goods or the purchaser
thereof prior to landing the same from the importing
ship or the person to whom the same shall have been
consigned.
"Queen's  Warehouse"  Any place provided  by the  Collector
for lodging goods therein for security of the Customs.
Seaman  "  Any mate mariner sailor or landsman being one
of the crew of any ship.
Ship " A ship vessel or boat of any description.
Treasurer  "  The Colonial Treasurer of Queensland.
Warehouse " Any place in which goods entered to be
warehoused may be lodged kept and secured for home
consumption or exportation.
As to the appointment  of officers  of Customs Sc.r2. The Governor in Council may f om to time make such rules
and regulations as may be necessary for the due execution of this Act
and may likewise appoint proper persons for the management and
collection of the Customs and the performance of all  duties connected
therewith under the control and direction of the Coll ector and may
subject to the approval of Parliament grant to such persons such
salaries or allowances or permit them to receive such emoluments for
executing the duties of their respective offices as may be proper and
may require of such persons such securities for their good conduct as
the Treasurer shall deem necessary and such persons shall hold their
offices during the pleasure bf the Governor in Council.
3. Every person employed on any duty or service relating to
the Customs by the orders or with the concurrence of the Governor in
Council  (whether previously or subsequently expressed )  shall be
deemed to be the officer for that duty or service and every act required
by law to be done by or with any particular officer nominated for such
purpose if done by or with any person appointed  -by  the Treasurer
or Collector to act for such particular officer shall  be deemed to be
done by or with such particular officer and every act required by law
to be done at any particular place within any port if done at any place
within such port appointed  by the  Treasurer or Coll ector for such
purpose shall  be deemed to be done at the particular place so required
by law and all commissions deputations and appointments granted to
any officer of the Customs and in force at the commencement of this
Act shall continue in force as if the same had been granted under the
authority of this Act and all bonds and other securities which shall
have been given by or for any such officers and their respective
sureties for good conduct or otherwise shall remain in full  force as if
the same had been given under and after the passing of this Act.
4. If
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4. If any officer clerk or other person acting in any office  or officers taking fees
employment in or belonging to the Customs shall accept any fee &16 & c.
to
17vii m iedperquisite gratuity or reward whether pecuniary or otherwise directly 4.
or indirectly from any person (not being a person appointed to some
office in the Customs) on account of anything done or omitted to be
done by him in or in any way relating to his said office or employment
except such as he shall receive under permission of the Governor in
Council such officer clerk or person so offending shall on proof thereof
to the satisfaction of the Treasurer but subject to an appeal to the
Governor in Council be dismissed from his office.
5. Every person who shall be appointed to any office or employ- Declaration 
ment in the Customs shall on his admission thereto make the following
ad
mission
& 17
to office
declaration- 46
I A B do declare that I will be true and faithful in the
execution to the best of my knowledge and power of
the trust committed to my charge and inspection in
the service of Her Majesty's Customs and that I will
not require take or receive any fee perquisite gratuity
or reward whether pecuniary or of any sort or descrip-
tion whatever either directly or indirectly for any
service act duty matter or thing done or performed or
to be done or performed in the execution or discharge
of any of the duties of my office. or employment on
any account whatever other than my salary or what is
or shall be allowed me by law or by any special order
of the Governor in Council or the Treasurer."
6. The Governor in Council may from time to time appoint Times of attendance
the hours of general attendance of the officers of Customs and of other and division ofduties.
16&17 Vic. c. 107persons in the Customs service at their proper offices and places of 5.
employment and the Collector may appoint the times during such
hours at which any particular parts of the duties of any such officers
and other persons shall be performed and at which all or any of the
offices sheds and warehouses shall be opened and closed.
7. No day shall be kept as a public holiday by the Customs Holiday..
except Sunday Christmas Day Good Friday and the tenth day of 16 & J7 Vi,.,-,. 107
December in every year and such other days as shall be so kept by the s s
Governor's proclamation and also such days as shall have been or
may  be appointed for the celebration of the birthday of Her Majesty
and Her  successors.
8. No officer of Customs nor person 'employed in the collection  officers of customs
or management of or accounting for the revenue of Customs or any not liable  to serve in
parochial or otherpart thereof nor any clerk or other person acting under them shall  local offices.
during the time of his acting as such officer or of his being so employed 16 & 17 Vic. c. 107
as aforesaid or of his, acting as such clerk or other person be compelled 7
to serve in any other public office or employment or to serve on any jury
or inquest or in the militia.
9. All orders documents appointments or instruments required  orders of collector.
or authorized by law to be made or issued by the Collector shall be in 16 & 17 Vic. c. 107
writing under the hand of such Collector or such other person as he s
may appoint for that purpose by writing under his hand and all orders
and regulations made by such Collector or other person duly authorised
as aforesaid shall remain in force until altered revoked or rescinded or
until others be made by him in lieu thereof and all acts done in
pursuance of any such orders and regulations shall be valid.
As to the appointment of ports quays  warehouses  sufferance wharves
landing and boarding stations.
10. The Governor in Council may appoint any port or sub-port Governor
and
and declare the limits thereof and appoint proper places within the ports.
same to be legal quays or wharves for the lading and unlading of
goods
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16 & 17 Vie. c. 1o7 goods and declare the bounds and extent of any such quays or wharves
B. 9. or  annul the limits of any port sub-port or legal quay or wharf already
appointed or to be hereafter appointed and declare the same
to be no longer a port or sub-port or legal quay or wharf or alter
or vary the names bounds and limits thereof.
All ports and the respective limits thereof and all legal quays
or wharves appointed set out and existing as such at the time of the
commencement of this Act shall continue to be such ports quays and
wharves until annulled varied or altered and any port quay or wharf
or the limits thereof now annulled or altered shall  continue so
annulled or altered until otherwise varied or altered  as aforesaid.
Warehousing ports. 11. The Governor in Council may from time to time appoint
Governor  in councilthe ports which shall be warehousing ports for the purposes of this
may appoint  ware-
housing ports. Act and the Collector may by his order from time to time approve and
16 & 17 Vic. c. 107appoint warehouses or places of security in such ports and direct in
6.10.
what different parts or divisions of such warehouses or places and in
Collectormay  appoin twakh usels s.
.
what manner any goods and what sort of goods may and may onlywar
be warehoused kept and secured without payment of duty upon the
first entry thereof or for exportation only and also with the consent
of the Treasurer by writing under his hand revoke such appointment
Provided that due notice of such revocation shall be published in the
Gazette.
General bond may be 12. The proprietor or occupier of every warehouse approved for
s`& 17 Vic. e. 107
the warehousing of goods without payment of duty before any goods
8.11. are received for warehousing therein shall with two sufficient suretiesCollector may make
regulations. (to be approved by the Collector) give a bond for the due payment of
the full duties of importation on or for the due exportation of all such
goods as shall at any time be warehoused therein in such sum as the
said Collector may require and the Collector may make such regu-
lations concerning such warehouses as he may think fit.
Existing appoint-  13. All existing appointments and approvals of warehouses for
ments and  bonds to the warehousing of goods in respect of which security shall have been
continue in force.
is & 17 vie. e. io7 given by the proprietor or occupier thereof as aforesaid shall continue
s.12. in force as if the same had been made under the authority of this Act
unless and until the same shall be revoked as hereinafter provided and
no bond shall after the commencement of this Act be required to be
given by the importer of any goods on the warehousing thereof.
Appointment of eta- 14. The Collector with the consent in writing of the Treasurer
tione and sufferance
wharves. may from time to time by order appoint stations or places for ships
16
1e
& 17 Vic. C. 107 arriving at or departing from any port or place to bring to for the
boarding or landing of officers of the Customs and direct what signals
signals to be used sha ll be used at or off such stations and all masters or pilots of ships
shall on arrival within the limits of such boarding stations bring or
heave to for the proper officers of Customs to board or leave such ship
if signalled or duly ordered so to do.
Penalty for disobey. Any master or pilot who shall fail to bring or heave to within
ing signal to  bring the limits of such boarding station when so required or who shallor heave to.
neglect or fail to make any signal provided to be made by any regulation
under this Act or who shall disobey any signal or order provided as
aforesaid shall forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding thirty pounds nor
less than five pounds.
Collector may ap-  15. The Collector with such consent as aforesaid may also appoint
point sufferance
wharves. places to be suffera)ice wharves for the lading and unlading of goods.
by sufferance in such cases under such restrictions and in such manner
as he shall see fit and may also direct at what particular part or parts
of any harbor dock quay or other place in any port ships laden with
any particular cargo shall moor and discharge such cargo.
Collector may station  16. The Collector or principal officer may station officers on
officers in ships. board any ship while within the limits of any port. 17. There
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17. There shall be paid to the Collector or principal officer Fees for goods lodged
towards the Consolidated Revenue in respect of goods lodged in a
hnousseeen's ware-Queen's warehouse under the provisions of this Act the several fees
and charges and at and after the several and respective rates set forth
in the third schedule hereto.
As to the licensing of agents for the transaction of business relating to
the entry and clearance of ships goods and baggage and of lighter-
men for the carriage of goods to and from importing and exporting
ships.
18. The Collector or principal officer may grant licenses in Collector to grant
such form and manner and to such persons as he shall think fit to act licenses  to agentsand fees theron.
as agents for transacting business at the Custom House which shall
relate to the entry or clearance of any ship of any goods or of aiy
baggage in any port or place and the Collector or principal
officer is hereby empowered to demand and receive for or in respect
of every such license issued for the port of Brisbane the sum of ten
pounds sterling and for any other port the sum of five pounds sterling
to be paid to the general revenue of Queensland and the Collector or Collector may cancel
principal officer by order in writing under his hand may cancel  or or revoke license.
revoke any license so granted to any such person for fraud or mis-
conduct.
A copy of such order stating the cause of cancellation or revo-
cation shall be delivered to such person or to his clerk or left at his
usual place of abode or business but such person shall be at liberty to
apply to the Governor in Council in manner provided by sections Agent may appeal.
twenty-nine thirty and thirty-one of this Act for an investigation and
re-consideration of the case and if no such application be made and
delivered or posted within seven days after the delivery of a copy of
such order or if such order be confirmed such license shall be void.
19. The Collector or principal officer on granting any such
license is empowered to require that a bond be given by every person
to whom such license may be granted with two sureties to be approved Bond to be given for
of by the Collector or principal officer in such sum as he may think fit faithful conduct.
conditioned for the faithful and incorrupt conduct of such person and
the clerk or clerks acting for him And all licenses heretofore granted by
the Collector to any persons to act as agents shall be valid until revoked mentsng
conttinueinue t-ente d in
and all bonds taken for the faithful and incorrupt conduct of such force.
persons shall remain in full force Provided always that any person or
persons in copartnership as custom house agents may with the  Agents may appoint
approval of the Collector appoint a clerk or servant to transact such undtoo act
for
cohem
business on his or their behalf and the name residence and date of tions.
appointment of such clerk or servant shall thereupon be indorsed on
the license of such person and shall be signed by him in the presence
of and attested by the Collector or principal officer and all such
appointments shall be recorded in a register to be kept at the custom
house for that purpose and no person shall act as such clerk or
servant unless so appointed and recorded nor act for or on behalf of
any other than the person or persons so appointing him.
20. If at any port any person not being so licensed as aforesaid Entry of goods  by
or not being the duly appointed clerk of any person so licensed shall ignt
without
act as such agent or clerk or if any person whether so licensed or
appointed or not shall make or cause to be made entry of any goods
without being duly authorised for that purpose by the proprietor or
consignee of such goods every such person shall for every such offence Penalty of ££50 not
forfeit a sum not exceeding fifty pounds but no . such penalty shall  totn tend to persons
extend t,' any person authorised by law to pass entries nor to any autho ty.p
merchant importer or consignee of any goods acting himself in respect
thereof or any clerk or servant exclusively employed by him or by
any such person in co-partnership. 21. Whenever
1102  37° VIOTORIIE No. 1.
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Agent o produce  21. Whenever any person shall make application on behalf of
authority  t required.
16 & 17 Vic. c. 107any other person to any officer to transact any business such officer
s.72. may require the person so applying to produce a written authority
from the person on whose behalf such application shall be made and
in default of the production of such authority refuse to transact such
business.
The Collector may 22. The Collector may by regulations order and direct that in
order in hat  ports
goods may  be carried any ports or places goods cleared for drawback or from the warehouse
or waterborne  by and carried or waterborne to be put on board any ship for exporta-
authorised persons.
16 & 17 Tic. c. 107tion or goods carried or waterborne from any importing ship to
17. or to be landed at any wharf quay or other place shall be so carried
or waterborne only by persons authorised for that purpose by license
in writing under the hand of the Collector or of the principal officer
at" any port as the case may be and only in such boats or other vessels
as may be approved of by him and the Collector may revoke any such
regulations or make others in lieu thereof when and as he may deem
expedient.
And may grant. The Collector or principal officer as the case may be may grant
licenses  and  require
bonds. such licenses to such persons in such form and manner and under such.
conditions and in accordance with such regulations as the Collector
may deem proper and may revoke the same when and as he shall think
fit and before granting any such license the Collector or other principal
officer as the case may be may require such security by bond for the
faithful and incorrupt conduct of such person as he shall deem
necessary.
And or principal The Collector or officer at an out ort as the caseofficer may grant principal y p
licenses for dray or  may be may also grant a license to the proprietor of any dray or other
other vehicles. vehicle to carry bonded goods from a wharf to any warehouse or from
one warehouse to another and before granting any such license he
shall require such security by bond for the faithful and incorrupt
conduct of such person as he shall deem necessary.
Fees for such licenses. 23. There shall be paid to such Collector or principal officer
towards the general revenue of Queensland for every license granted
under the preceding section an annual fee at the rate set forth in the
second schedule hereto and all such licenses in force at the commence-
ment of this Act shall continue in force as if the same had been
granted under this Act. _
As to the collection and management of Duties Customs drawbacks
and allowances.
Duties drawbacks &c. 24. All duties of Customs or other duties under the management
to be  under the
management  of the collection or control of the Treasurer drawbacks and allowances now
Treasurer . imposed or allowed or which may hereafter be imposed or allowed by
818.
17 _Vic. 107law shall be under the management of the Treasurer for the time
being and shall be ascertained raised levied collected paid recovered
allowed and applied or appropriated under the provisions of the laws
for the time being in force relating thereto and all duties and drawbacks
imposed and allowed according to any specific quantity weight or any
specified value shall be deemed to apply in the same proportion to any
greater or less quantity or value and shall be paid and received in
Imperial British currency and such quantities or weights shall be
estimated according to the Imperial weights and measures of Great
Britain.
Former duties  25. In all cases where any new duties of Customs or other
continue  until new duties under the management collection or control of the Treasurerduties become charge-
able except in certain are or may be imposed by any Act in lieu of any former duties payable
cases.
at
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at the time of the commencement of such Act such former duties
shall be and continue payable until such new duties imposed in lieu
thereof shall become chargeable save and except in cases where the
Act imposing such new duties shall otherwise provide.
And all moneys arising from any duties of Customs or any How to be levied and
arrears thereof on account of any goods whatever imported into or appropriated.
exported from Queensland under any former Act although computed
under such former Act and whether secured by bond or otherwise shall
be levied and appropriated in the same manner as if the same had
been made payable by this Act or any other Act in force for the time
being and all drawbacks or allowances payable under any former Act
shall be paid or allowed under this or such other Act in force for the
time being.
26. All goods whatsoever which now are or may be deposited Goods in
warehousein any warehouse without payment of duty upon the first importation home use to be
thereof or which may be imported and on board any ship shall upon chargeable with
being entered for home consumption be subject to such and the like like ig tduties onof  goods.
duties as may at the time of passing such entry be due and payable on 16 &17 Vie. c. 107
the like sort of goods under any Act imposing any duty of Customs
which shall or may be in force at the time of passing such entry save
and except in cases where special provision shall be made in any such
Act to the contrary.
As to disputes and controversies between the importer of goods and the
qfflcers of Customs as to the duty due on such goods.
27. If any dispute shall arise as to the proper rate of duty In'case of dispute as
payable in respect of any goods imported into Queensland and to rate of dutyimporter to deposit
admissible for home consumption the importer or consignee or his amount of duty
agent shall deposit in the hands of the Collector or other principal is & i7 Vic. c. 107
officer at the port of importation the amount of duty demanded by s• 29.
such Collector or other principal officer and such deposit shall be
deemed and taken to be the proper duty payable in respect of such on payment of such
goods unless an action or suit shall be brought or commenced by the and  passing entriesfor goods importers
importer of such goods in the Supreme Court or a District Court to have delivery.
having jurisdiction in that behalf within three months from the time
of making such deposit against such Collector or principal officer for
the purpose of ascertaining whether any and what amount of duty is
due and payable upon such goods' and upon payment of such deposit
and passing a proper entry of such goods by the importer consignee or
agent such collector or principal officer shall thereupon cause the said
goods to be delivered in virtue of such entry.
2. In case . no such action shall be brought within the time Action to be brought
hereinbefore limited for that purpose such deposit shall be applied to case
to
of
reofvdr duties in
dispute.
the use of Her Majesty in the same manner as if the same had been 16 & 17 Vie. c. 107
originally paid and received as the duty due and payable on such
goods and in case such action shall be so brought and it shall there-
upon be determined by due course of law that the duty so demanded
and deposited was not the proper duty due and payable upon such
goods but that a less duty was payable thereon then the difference
between the sum so deposited and the duty so found to be due or the
whole sum so deposited as the case may require shall forthwith be
returned to such importer with interest thereon after the rate of eigh'
pounds  per centum per annum-  for the period during which the sum
so paid or returned shall have been so deposited and such payment
shall be accepted by such importer in satisfaction of all claims in
respect of the importation of such goods and the duty payable thereon
and of all or any damages and expenses incident thereto except costs
of suit as next hereinafter provided.
Provided
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Proviso for costs and Provided always that the party to such action or suit in whose
actions. favor a verdict shall be given shall be entitled to his costs of suit as
between party and party against the other party to such action or suit
such costs to be taxed in the usual way and if such verdict shall be
given against the plaintiff in such action or suit the costs so taxed
as aforesaid shall be recoverable and recovered against the plaintiff in
the same manner as damages and costs in an ordinary action or suit
in such court are recoverable by law but if such verdict shall be given
against the Collector or principal officer as defendant in such suit the
costs so taxed as aforesaid shall be paid by the Treasurer out of the
consolidated revenue.
As to complaints and disputes between merchants and others and the
officers of Customs the public investigation thereof and inquiries
touching matters relating to the Customs and the conduct of officers
or others concerned therein.
Disputes and ' 29 . If in the port of Brisbane any dispute shall arise between
inquiries at Brisbane. any masters or owners of ships merchants importers consignees16 & 17 victoria c.
1079.  sl. shippers or exporters of goods or their agents or licensed agents and
any officer of Customs with reference to the seizure or detention of
any ship or goods or to any apparently accidental omission
inadvertence or non-compliance with the laws or regulations relating
to the Customs or touching the withdrawal of agents' licenses the
Collector may dispose of or determine such dispute in such
manner as be may deem just.
Collector may refer If upon consideration of the facts and circumstances out ofto Treasurer'
which such dispute shall have arisen the Collector shall be of opinion
that any penalty or forfeiture has been incurred by any such master
owner merchant importer consignee shipper exporter or agent he
shall take the opinion of the Treasurer thereon and the Treasurer
may in  case  he shall be of opinion that the penalty ought to be
remitted remit and forego the same accordingly or in case he shall
be of opinion that a mitigated penalty should be imposed and enforced
mitigate any such penalty or forfeiture to such amount as he may deem
a sufficient satisfaction for the breach of law or regulation complained of.
Appeal  to Governor . 30. In case any such master owner merchant importer shipper
16 & 17 Victoria
c. 107 as. 33 & 34. exporter or agent shall feel himself 'aggrieved by the determination of
the Collector or Treasurer in any of the cases aforesaid or have any
ground of complaint against any officer in respect of anything done
or omitted to be done by such officer in or about the execution of his
duty such person shall upon an application in writing to the Governor
in Council to be made within one week after such determination
which application shall state the substance of his complaint or the
reasons of his dissatisfaction with such determination be entitled to
have the facts and circumstances of such complaint or determination
inquired into.
Governor  to appoint
persona  !o inquire 31. The Governor in Council upon receipt of such application.
Ibid.  shall depute two persons to inquire into the subject matter of
such application for which purpose a suitable apartment shall
be provided to which the parties complaining and the parties
complained against and their agents and witnesses and all other
persons interested or desirous of attending shall have free access
and the persons so deputed shall receive the statement of the
complainant or his agent or attorney and hear any reasons which he
or they may advance in support of his complaint and the said persons
shall take or cause to be taken any evidence on oath which the
said complainant may offer and adduce in support of his com-
plaint and write down or cause to be written down and report the
substance of such evidence in a narrative form and their opinion
thereon
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thereon and on the arguments if any adduced on the hearing of the
case for the information of the Governor in Council and in like
manner shall take down and write or cause to be taken down and
written and report for the information of the Governor in Council any
evidence which may be offered in support of such determination of the
Collector or Treasurer or in case of a complaint against an officer
such exculpatory evidence as the officer complained against may offer
or adduce and the course of proceeding with respect to the taking of
such evidence and the conduct of such inquiry shall be in as close
conformity as the nature of such inquiry will admit with the
practice adopted before justices on inquiries had before them.
32. The persons so deputed to inquire as aforesaid shall have Power to keep ordo
and exercise while engaged in the conduct of such inquiry and to as 16 & 17 victoria
full an extent as the same is now exercised by any two justices in 0.107 s. 36.
petty sessions all necessary powers and authority to enforce order
and propriety of conduct.
33. If at any outport any dispute shall arise between any  Disputes and
master or owner of ships merchants importers consignees shippers  or inquiries at outportl.16 & 17 victoria
exporters of goods or their agent or agents and any officer with o. 1017.. 37.
reference to the class of cases hereinbefore enumerated as arising
or occurring in the port of Brisbane the Collector or principal officer
may dispose of and determine the same in such manner as he may
deem just And in such case the like reference to the Treasurer may
be made and the like things done by him and the like application may
be made to the Governor in Council the like inquiry holden the like
course of proceeding adopted the like mode of taking evidence pursued
the like accommodation for the parties concerned provided the like
authorities for maintaining order given and as nearly as may be the
like matters in every respect done as hereinbefore provided for inquiry
into and conduct of similar proceedings in the port of Brisbane
Provided that the duty hereinbefore prescribed to be performed by two
persons deputed for that purpose may if the Treasurer shall so order
be performed at such outports by the Collector or any officer deputed
by him for that purpose.
34. In any of the foregoing cases or whenever it shall be Power to summons
necessary for the Collector or any officer to institute any inquiry to st & 317 victoria
ascertain the truth.or facts with respect to any complaint or matter c. 1079.89.
relating to any business under his management or control or incident
thereto or the conduct of officers or persons employed therein such
inquiries shall and may be made or conducted by the Collector or by
such person as he shall direct and appoint for that purpose and when
upon any such inquiry proof on oath shall be required by the
person conducting the same such person shall and may administer
such oath to any person attending before him as aforesaid and if any
person so examined as a witness before such person shall be convicted
of giving false evidence on his examination on oath before the person
conducting such inquiry every such person so convicted shall be
deemed guilty of perjury and shall be liable to the pains and penalties
thereof.
35. Upon such inquiry or examination the Collector or other Regulations for the
person so authorised or directed to conduct such inquiry or examina- conduct of  inquiries.16 & 17 victoria
tion may summon any person required as a witness to appear before c. 107 9.39.
him and to attend on the hearing of such inquiry or examination at
the time and place to be specified in such summons to give evidence
upon oath of the truth of any facts appertaining to such inquiry
or any other matter touching or relating thereto.
And every person so summoned having his reasonable expenses
for such attendance if required paid or tendered to him at the time
of
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of the service of such summons who shall neglect or refuse to appear
according to the exigency thereof or who having so appeared shall
refuse to take the oath or to give evidence or to answer according to
the best of his knowledge and belief any question when thereunto
required shall for every such default or offence forfeit the sum of
twenty pounds.
Governor  in council 36. The Governor in Council upon the evidence reported to
may order prosecution
or decide him as aforesaid may decide the case upon such evidence and make.
16 & 17 Victoriaan order thereon accordingly or may direct such further proceedings
c. 107 9 35. (if any) to be taken as are by law allowed.
Award may be 37. Every order made upon consideration of the facts cir-
enforced.
43cumstances and evidence so reported by the persons by whom such11 12 vi°' c.'
inquiry shall have been holden shall in case any penalty or mitigated
penalty or forfeiture shall be adjudged by such order to be paid or
enforced be of equal force validity and effect as any conviction for
penalties which any justice is now empowered by law to make and
upon the production of any such order to any justice such justice may
enforce such order in the same manner and by the like authority as
such justice is empowered to enforce orders unless the person against
whom such order shall have been made shall within one week after the
same shall have been communicated as aforesaid give notice in writing
to the Governor in Council that he refuses to abide by such order in
which case the Governor in Council may direct such proceedings
thereon as he may see fit or the party against whom such order shall
have been made shall have the same remedy by action or otherwise
as if no such hearing or order had been made.
Regulations  for the 38. The Collector may from time to time make such regulations
conduct of inquiries. for the proper conduct of such inquiries as aforesaid as may be16 $ 17 victoria c.
107 40. expedient and as in his judgment shall be necessary or proper and such
regulations shall be observed in the conduct of such inquiries until
annulled or varied by the authority aforesaid.
As to the Importation or Prohibition Entry Examination Landing and
Warehousing of Goods.
Impo rtation and 39 . Any goods subject to duties of Customs the importation
prohibition . whereof is not prohibited by any law in force at the time of the16 and 17 Vic . c.107, y y
8.41. importation thereof may be imported into Queensland and warehoused
under the laws in force for the warehousing of goods in warehouses
duly approved for the warehousing of goods without payment of duty
on the first entry thereof or for exportation.
Time of importation 40. If upon the first levying or repealing of any duty or the
and arrival defined. first permitting or prohibiting of any importation or at any other time
16 and 17 Vic. c. 107
.. 42. or for any of the purposes of this or any Act relating to the Customs
it shall become necessary to determine the precise time at which an
importation of any goods shall be deemed to have had effect such time
shall be deemed to be the time at which the ship importing such
goods shall actually come within the limits of the port at which such
ship shall in due course be reported and such goods be discharged.
And if any question shall arise upon the arrival of any ship in
respect of any charge or allowance upon such ship exclusive of cargo
the time of such arrival shall be deemed to be the time at which the
report of such ship shall have been or ought to have been made.
Prohibition  and 41. If any goods enumerated or described in the following table
r°°tri
ls andl7
17 '.
Vic. a 107of prohibitions shall be imported or brought into Queensland then
a.44. and in every such case such goods shall be forfeited and shall be
destroyed or otherwise disposed of as the Collector may direct-
A Table
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A Table of Prohibition inwards.-Goods absolutely prohibited to be
imported.
Books wherein the copyright shall be first subsisting first com - Books-copyright.
posed or written or printed in the United Kingdom or
in any other part of Her Majesty's dominions and printed
or reprinted in any other part of the world than that
wherein they were so first composed written or printed
as to which the proprietor of such copyright or his agent
shall have given to the Collector a notice in writing
that such copyright subsists such notice also stating
when such copyright will expire.
False or counterfeit money or coin. Counterfeit coin.
Blasphemous indecent or obscene prints paintings books cards Prints and paintings.
lithographic or other engravings or other blasphemous
indecent or obscene articles.
Infected cattle sheep or other animals and hides skins horns
hoofs or. any other part of cattle or other animals which
the Governor in Council may prohibit in order to prevent
any infectious or contagious distemper or disease.
Spirits not being perfumed or medicinal spirits unless in ships infected cattle Sheep
of fifty tons burthen at least and in casks or other &e'
vessels each of such casks or other vessels being of the
size or content of fourteen gallons at the least and duly
reported or in bottles not exceeding the size of three
pint bottles and being really part of the cargo of the
importing ship or unless duly reported.
Snuff or tobacco unless in ships of fifty tons burthen at least snuff and tobacco in
and in whole and complete packages each containing not certain quantities.
less than fifty pounds nett weight and not containing
any other goods or unless duly reported.
Cigars unless in ships of fifty tons burthen at least and in
packages containing not less than fifty pounds nett weight
and not containing any other goods unless duly reported.
Opium unless in ships of fifty tons burthen at least and in section 161 Imperial
whole and complete packages each containing not less customs Act of
than fifty pounds nett weight and not containing any 1853.
other goods or unless duly reported.
All articles of foreign manufacture bearing an English mark or
otherwise represented as of British manufacture.
42. The importation of arms ammunition gunpowder gun Arms &c. may be
cotton military and naval stores and other goods may be prohibited by ih 7.s aivio. c. 107
proclamation or order of the Governor in Council and if any goods so .45.
prohibited shall be imported they shall be forfeited.
43. The Collector shall cause to be publicly exposed at the Printed liats'of pro.
several ports in Queensland printed lists of all books wherein the e1hib books to be
copyright shall be subsisting and as to which the proprietor of such 16 and 17 Vic. c. 107
copyright or his agent shall have given notice in, writing to the '- 40.
Collector that such copyright exists stating in such notice when such
copyright expires.
44. If any ship coming into Queensland shall not come as ship to come quickly
quickly up to the proper place of mooring or unlading as the nature to  place of unlading
of the port will admit without touching at any other place except-
or to station.
ing boarding stations as aforesaid
Or if after arrival at such place such ship shall remove from
such place except directly to some other proper place of mooring or
unlading and with the knowledge of the proper officer of the Customs
Or if the master of any such ship shall allow any passenger's
baggage or other goods to be unladen or transhipped into any other
vessel
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vessel  on his way to the proper place for unlading the same  unless in
the presence and with the authority of an officer of Customs
Or if the master of any ship on board of which any  officer is
stationed neglect or refuse to provide every such officer sufficient
room under the deck for his accommodation on board
Then and in every such case the master of such vessel shall
forfeit the sum of twenty pounds.
Accommodation  for 45. The proper officer may board any ship arriving at any
officer. port in Queensland and freely stay on board until all the goods
Officer to have access laden therein shall be duly delivered from the same and shall haveto all goods.
Victorian 21 Vic. free access to every part of the ship with power to fasten down
No.13 s. 38. hatchways or entrances to the hold and to mark any goods
before landing and to lock up seal mark or otherwise secure any
goods on board such ship.
Officer of certain If any place or any box or chest be locked or otherwise fastened
rank may open boxes
or cheats if keys and the keys be withheld or such place box or chest not opened on
withheld. demand such officer if he be of a degree superior to that of tidewaiter
may open any such place box or chest in the best manner in his
power and if he be a tidewaiter or only of that degree he shall send
for his superior officer who may open or cause to be opened any such
place box or chest in the best manner in his power and if any goods
be found concealed which have not been duly reported on the ship's
arrival or on entry at the custom house on board any such ship they
shall be forfeited.
Lock mark or seal If such officer shall place any lock mark or seal upon any
pieced by officer if
wilfu lly opened fine goods on board and such lock mark or seal be wilfully opened
of one  hundred altered or broken before due delivery of such goods or if any of
pound
imposesd.
to beim
such goods be secretly conveyed away or if the hatchways ors
entrances to the hold after having been fastened down by the officer
be opened the master of such ship shall forfeit a sum not exceeding
one hundred pounds.
Penalty for breaking 46. If the proper officer of Customs shall place any lock mark
leeks  &c. or secretly
removing stores . or seal upon any stores on board any ship arriving in Queensland or
upon any package whatever at any time and such lock mark or seal
be wilfully and without the permission of the proper officer opened
altered or broken or if any such stores be secretly conveyed away
either while the ship remains in the port at which she shall have so
arrived or before she shall have arrived at any other port in Queens-
land to which she may then be about to proceed the master of such
ship shall forfeit a sum not exceeding one hundred pounds.
Time and places  of 47. No goods except live animals fresh meat fresh fish fresh
landing goods fruit coin and bullion shall be unshipped or landed or put on shoreinwards.
16 & 17 Vic. c. io7 from any ship arriving from parts beyond the seas at any port or
9.49. place where an officer of Customs is stationed except on days not
being Sundays or holidays and within the legal hours that is to say
between eight in the morning and four in the afternoon from the first
day of October to the thirty-first day of March and between nine in
the morning and four in the afternoon from the first day of April to
the thirtieth day of September in each year excepting on Saturdays
and on every Saturday in each year from eight o'clock in the morning
until twelve o'clock at noon unless special authority be given by the
Collector or principal officer and then only upon depositing the
overtime pay due to the officer attending.
No  goods to  be No goods shall at any such port or place be so unshipped or
unshipped  unless  in landedpresence unless  in the presence or with the authority of the proper
officer.
All such goods shall be landed at some wharf or place
appointed  for the landing of goods .and no goods after having been
put
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Ton-
nage.
put into any boat or craft to be landed shall be removed into any
other boat or craft previously to their being duly landed without the
permission or authority of the proper officer.
48. No goods shall be unshipped or landed or put on shore Goods not to be
from any ship arriving from parts beyond the seas except at a place at -shipped at places
officer is
'which an officer of Customs is stationed unless due entry of such here no.swt ationed.
goods shall have been previously made at some port within the colony
and the duties (if any) payable thereon shall have been duly paid nor
unless such goods be accompained by a certificate from the collector
or principal officer at such port that such entry has been made and such
duty (if any) duly paid.
49. If any goods shall be unshipped landed or removed contrary
contrary
Goods unshipped
t
thisto this or any Act relating to the Customs they shall be forfeited to be forfeited.
together with the barge lighter or other ship employed in removing
the same.
And all persons concerned whether directly or indirectly in the Penalty on person..
unshipping or landing of goods before due entry be passed and
warrant granted shall be subject to a penalty not exceeding fifty nor
less than ten pounds.
50. If any goods shall be unshipped or removed from any Goods unshipped
importing ship for the purpose of being landed after due entry thereof
Wand
ith
not landed forth-
such goods shall be forthwith removed to and landed at the wharf
quay or other place at which the same are intended to be landed.
And if such goods are not so removed and landed the same
shall be forfeited together with any barge lighter or other ship
employed in removing the same.
51. The Governor in Council may by order from time to time Governor in Council
fix or alter a scale of remuneration to be payable to Customs officers may adjust scale of
remuneration to
of various grades for their attendance before and after the above-  officers forextra
named Customs hours such payments to be made by the person
at
virio. 169.requiring their services and according to such regulations as the victorian No. 9.
Collector may direct.
As to the Report of the cargo of Merchant Ships and of Ships in
Commission  bringing merchandise from parts  beyond the seas.
52. The  master  of every ship whether laden or in ballast  sha ll master to report
within forty-eight hours after arrival from parts beyond the seas at any ho forty-eight
rs.port in Queensland and before bulk be broken make due report of is  N 17 Vic.  e.  101
such ship to the proper officer in the form following or to the same a. 50.
effect and containing the several particulars indicated or required
thereby and if the cargo of such ship shall have been laden at several
places shall state the names of those places in the order of time in
which cargo was laden opposite to the particulars of such goods.
REPORT.
Port of
Ship's
Name.
Customs Act  1873.
British or Foreign.
If British state the port
of registry If Foreign
state the country
to which she belongs.
Number of Crew .  I Name  of Master
and whether
British  I  Foreign a Bri tish or Foreign
Seamen.  I  Seamen . subject.
Here state the particulars according  to the  above headings.
Total
Port or place
from whence
arrived.
Form  of Report.
Particulars  relating
to ship.
CARGO.
1110
Particulars of cargo
if any.
If in ballast to be so
stated.
Name or names
Af places Marks. Nos.where laden in
order of time.
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CARGO.
1. 2.  S.  4. I a.
Packages and desc ri ptions
port
of goods particulars of
goods stowed loose and
general denomination of
eontentsofeachpackage
of spirits opium tobacco
cigars or snuff intended
to be imported at this
e. 7
Particulars of Goode  (if any) topackages and goods be transhipped or to(if any ) for any
remain on board
other port for exportation.in the colony.
Name of
Consignee.
Here state the particulars according to the above headings or if in ballast state "in ballast only."
STORES.
Surplus stores remaining on board viz.
Declaration of master.
Pilots'  names ... ... ... ...
At what station ship lying ... ...
Agent' s name  and address ... ...
I declare that the entry above written is a just report of my ship and of her lading
and that the particulars therein inserted are true to the best of my knowledge and that I
have not broken bulk or delivered goods out of my said ship since her departure from
[London]  the last Foreign place of loading  except at stating where
(if anywhere).
(Signed)
Signed and declared this
day of
in presence of
(Countersigned)
Master.
Collector or principal officer of Customs.
Master failing to 53. If such master shall wilfully fail to make such report
report o  forfeit 8100according to the particulars hereinbefore set forth so far as the same16 do 17  Vic. c. 107. g
9.51. are applicable to such ship cargo and voyage or if the particulars or
any of them contained in such report be false such master shall forfeit
a sum not exceeding one hundred nor less than ten pounds.
If ship wrecked 54. When any vessel shall be wrecked or cast ashore upon any
master to report part of the coast of Queensland the master or owner thereof shallinwards.
south Australian forthwith upon being required by a custom house officer so to do
e725
28 Vic. No.  19 make a report inwards of such ship and cargo so far as it may be
possible for him to do at the nearest custom house to that part of
the coast where such vessel shall be wrecked or cast ashore or to the
nearest justice and if such master or owner shall upon being so
required fail to make such report he shall forfeit a sum not exceeding
one hundred pounds nor less than ten pounds.
Goods not reported  55. Goods not duly reported may be detained by any officer
Slav
be detained.
is d. until the same shall be so reported and the cause of the omission
explained to the satisfaction of the Collector or principal officer who
may thereupon order the said goods to be restored on such terms as
he may think proper and such goods may in the meantime should the
Collector or such principal officer deem necessary be taken to a
Queen's warehouse.
Master to produce 56. No goods shall be imported unless the master shall have on
manifest .; board of the importing ship a manifest of such goods containing theVictorian  21 Vic. No.
13.s.43. name and tonnage of the ship and the names of the owner and master
thereof and also of the place to which the ship belongs and of the
place or places where such goods were taken on board as aforesaid
as well as a particular account and description of all packages on
-board with the marks and numbers thereon and of all goods stodved
loose
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loose with the names of the shippers and consignees thereof respec.
tively so far as the same may be known to the master and if any
goods shall be imported without such manifest as aforesaid the master
.shall forfeit a sum not exceeding one hundred pounds and such goods
'shall be liable to be forfeited.
57. The captain master purser or other person being in charge Con•misaioned ships
of any ship (not actually being under commission as a ship of war ha good °
reign
chartered by or belonging to Her. Majesty or any foreign state) board.
having on board any goods laden in parts beyond the seas shall on
arrival at any port in Queensland and before any part of such goods
be taken out of such ship or when called upon so to do by any officer
deliver an account in writing under his hand to the best of his Fervor in charge todeliver an account or
knowledge of the quality and quantity of every package or parcel of forfeit £loo.
such goods and of the marks and numbers thereof and of the 866217 vie., c. 107
names of the respective shippers and consignees of the same and shall
make and subscribe a declaration at' the foot of such account declaring
to the truth thereof and shall also truly answer to the Collector or
principal officer .to the best of his knowledge such questions concern-
ing such goods as shall be required of him On failure to comply with
any of the provisions of this section such captain master purser or
other person shall forfeit a sum not exceeding one hundred pounds.
All such ships shall be liable to such searches as merchant ships  such ships liable to
are liable to and the officers of the Customs may freely enter and go'ch.
on board all such ships and bring from thence on shore into a Queen's
warehouse any goods found on board such ships as aforesaid subject
nevertheless to such regulations in this respect as shall from time to
time be directed by the Governor in Council.
58. The master of every ship arriving from parts beyond  the Master to deliver
seas shall at the time of making such report deliver to the Collector gsand answerof
or principal officer on demand the following papers namely -the questions.
clearance from the last port of departure the shipping bills or cockets is & 17 Vic. c. 107a. 6s.
and store lists the certificate of registry the list of passengers on
board and the manifest of the cargo of such ship with as many copies
thereof as may be required and also if required the bill of lading
or a copy thereof for every part of the cargo laden on board and
shall answer all such questions relating to the ship cargo crew and
voyage as shall be put to him by such Collector or principal
officer.
59. If such master shall fail or refuse to answer any such ques - Penalties in default.
tions or to answer the same truly or to produce any such papers as
aforesaid
Or if such manifest bill of lading or copy shall be false
Or if any manifest or bill of lading be uttered or produced
by any master and the goods expressed therein respectively shall not
have been  bona fide  shipped on board such ship
Or if any manifest or bill of lading uttered or produced by any
master shall not have been signed by him or any such copy shall not
have been received or made by him previously to his leaving the place
where the goods expressed in such manifest bill of lading or copy were
shipped
Or if after the arrival of any ship within one league of  the Bulk not to be
coast of Queensland bulk shall be broken or any alteration made in l toe a or stowage
the stowage of the cargo of such ship so as to facilitate the unlading
of any part of such cargo or if any part be staved destroyed or thrown
overboard or any package be opened unless accounted for to the
satisfaction  of the Collector or principal officer
Then and in every such case such master shall forfeit  a sum  Penalty £100.
not exceeding one hundred  pounds.
60. If
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60. If the contents of any package intended for exportation in
Packages reported
" contents unknown" the same ship or for transhipment shall be reported by the master as
may be opened. being unknown to him the officers of the Customs may open and
16 & 17 Vic. c. 107
9.54. examine such package on board or bring the same to a Queen's
warehouse for that purpose and if there be found in such package any
goods which are prohibited to be imported such goods shall be forfeited
unless the Collector shall permit them to be exported.
Spirits opium and 61. If the cargo or any portion of the cargo of any ship arriving
tobacco t  be from parts beyond the seas shall on arrival at any port in Queensland
•  ec y reported• consist of spirits  (not being perfumed or medicinal spirits) or of
v°'No. is. sa.
47 2 . opium or tobacco and shall not be specified in such report andNo.  .
described in the same by the marks and numbers thereon respectively
such spirits opium tobacco or such portion thereof respectively as
shall not be so specified and described shall whether the same be duly
entered or not by the owner or consignee thereof be forfeited unless
the Collector shall permit the same to be exported.
Penalty for making If the master knowing that the contents of any package consist
false description. either wholly or in part of such spirits opium or tobacco shall wilfully
fail to specify or describe the same in manner aforesaid he shall forfeit
a sum not exceeding one hundred pounds.
As to the Entry of Dutiable Goods to be delivered for Home Con-
sumption on the landing thereof from the importing Ship.
Entry for home 62. The importer of any goods liable to duties of Customs and
consumption. intended to be delivered for home use on the landing thereof from the
16 & 17 Vic. c. 107
s. 65. importing ship or his agent shall within ninety-six hours exclusive
of Sundays and holidays after the report of such ship and before
unshipment thereof make perfect entry of such goods by delivering
to the Collector or principal officer a bill of entry thereof in the form
following or to the same effect with as many copies thereof as such
Collector or principal officer may require and containing the several
particulars indicated in or required thereby.
ENTRY.
Form  of entry for Port  of (name of port of importation).
payment of duty on Whether ((prime'  or "post" and if post date of prime entry.goods at landing' Importer' s name :
Wharf dock or
station. Ship 's Name.
Whether British or
Foreign ship if
Foreign the  country.
Master 's Name. Port  or place from
whence impo rt ed.
Here state the particulars according to the above heading.
Marks. Number of  Packages. Description and Quantity of Goods.
Here state the particulars ccording to the above headings.
Witness my hand the day of 18
a. d.
Declaration of im-
porter or agent.
Nos.
Total amount of duty payable on this entry ...
Dated this day of 18
(Signed)
Importer or Agent.
I (name of importer  or agent)  of  (place of  abode)  do hereby declare that I am to
importer  (or  agent duly authorised  by A.B.  the importer) of the  goods contained in this
bill of entry and that I  enter the same goods as of the value of  (money in words at length).
Importer or Agent.
And
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And the particulars in such entry shall correspond with the particulars
given of the same goods and packages in the report of the ship and
shall state the value of such goods and the importer or his agent shall
subscribe a declaration of the truth of such value in the form set forth
at the foot of such entry.
63. The Collector or principal officer may in special  cases special Permits in
nevertheless in the case of intercolonial steamers and other  vessels certain cases.
lying at any roadstead or anchorage grant special permits to enable
such vessels to be discharged previously to the passing of entries for
the cargo such permits to specify the number of days to be allowed
for the discharge of such ships previously to passing entries but such
goods shall not be delivered from any lighter or from any baggage
warehouse until due entries for the same are passed.
64. The importer or his agent shall immediately upon they 21 Vic.
entry of any goods entered by him to be delivered for home use pay No. 13 49.
to the Collector or other person authorised to receive the same all duties
which may be payable upon the goods mentioned in such bill of entry
and such bill of entry when signed by the Collector or other such Warrant for delivery.
person shall be transmitted to the landing waiter and be his warrant
for the landing and delivery of such goods.
As to the Entry of Goods intended to be warehoused without Payment
of Duty on  First  Entry thereof.
65. The importer of any goods intended to be ware-  Entry for warehouse.
housed without payment of duty on the first entry thereof or  his 16 and 17 Vic. c.107
agent shall within ninety-six hours exclusive of Sundays and holidays
68.
after the report of the importing ship deliver to the Collector  or Particulars of entry.
principal officer a bill of entry of such goods in the same manner
and form and containing the same particulars  as are  hereinbefore
required on the entry of goods to be delivered for home use on the
landing thereof as far as the same shall be applicable and containing
also the name and description of the warehouse in which such goods are
intended to be warehoused and the name of the person in whose name f°r ` .are'they are to be so warehoused and such bill of entry when signed by h
arrant
such Collector or principal officer shall be transmitted to the proper
officer and be the warrant for the due warehousing of such goods.
66. If after any goods shall have been duly entered and landed As to goods entered
for ware house.
to be warehoused though not actually deposited in the warehouse the 16 and 17 Vic. c.107
importer shall further duly enter the same or any part thereof for 69.
Constructively ware-home use or exportation the same may be delivered and taken for home housed.
use or exportation as the case may be.
As to the Entry of Goods free of Duty.
67. The importer of any goods not subject to duties  of Particulars of entry.
Customs or his agent shall within ninety-six hours exclusive of 16 and 17 Vic.
Sundays and holidays after the report of the importing ship deliver C. 107 a. 60.
to the Collector or principal officer a bill of entry of such goods
in the same manner and form and containing the same particulars
as hereinbefore required on the entry of dutiable goods so far as the
same is  applicable and such bill of entry when signed by such
Collector or principal officer shall be transmitted to the proper officer warrant ordelivery.
and be his warrant for the delivery of the goods mentioned therein.
As to the Entry of Goods landed for Examination by Bill of Sight and
perfecting Entry thereof. -
68. The importer of any goods or his agent if unable for want Entry by bill of sight
of full information to make a perfect entry of such goods shall within when goods not
the time herein before limited for making such entry make or subscribe 16 a d 17 Vic.
a declaration to that effect before the proper officer or shall within the  c.107 s. 61.
same
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Sight Entry.
same time make an entry by bill of sight for the packages or parcels of
such goods in the form following or to the same effect and containing
the several particulars indicated or required thereby.
BILL OF SIGHT.
Port of  [name  of port of importation].
Importer  [name of importer]
Wharf dock or
station. Ship ' s Name.
Whether British or
Foreign If Foreign
the country.
Master 's Name . Port or place fromwhence Imported.
Name of Importer
or of his Agent.
Here state the particulars according to the above headings.
I
Numbers. Number of Packages  with the best  description  of the  Goods theImporter is able to give.
Here state the particulars according to the above headings.
I the importer  [or agent to the importer]  of the goods
abovementioned  do hereby  declare that I have not  [if importer ]  or that to  the best of my
knowledge he has not  [if agent]  received  sufficient  invoice bill  of lading or other advice
from whence  the quality  quantity or value of the goods above mentioned can be ascertained.
Dated this  day of 18
(Signed)  Importer [or  Agent].
(Signed)  Collector or Principal Officer.
Warrant for landing 69. Such entry being delivered to the Collector or principal
is and 17 Vic. officer and signed by him shall be the warrant for provisionally landing
c. 107 s. 62.
such goods to be examined by such importer in the presence of the
proper officer.
Before delivery  And the importer shall within three days after the landing
importer to make thereof and before the same shall be delivered make full andperfect envy. perfect entry thereof by endorsing upon such bill of sight such
particulars of such goods as are hereinbefore required on making
perfect entry of goods whether for payment of duty or for warehousing
or for delivery free of duty as the case may be and to such endorsement
he shall affix the date thereof together with his signature and place
of abode and such endorsement when signed by such Collector or
principal officer shall be taken as the perfect entry for such goods.
Governor may permit  70. The Governor in Council may permit the landing of dutiable
certain goods to be goods for public or charitable purposes without payment of duty andlanded without duty.
the officers of Customs are hereby authorised to deliver such goods on
the warrant of the Treasurer.
of sods ntered by bill 71. Where an entry for the landing and examination of goods
delivered until duty for delivery on payment of duty shall be made by bill of sight such
i
paid
it
deposited.goods shall not be delivered until perfect entry thereof shall have
.107 e. ss. been made and the duties thereon paid or deposited.
If eight entry be not  72. If full and perfect entry of any goods landed by bill of
er aa th nthreesight as aforesaid be not made within three days after the landing
removed to  Queen's thereof such goods shall be taken to a Queen's warehouse by the
warehouse and sold proper officers of the Customs.within
. month of
An d
18 and 17 vie.
a.  107 .. 64.
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And if the importer shall not within one month after such
landing or within such further period as the Collector or principal
officer shall in his discretion allow make perfect entry of such goods
and pay the duties thereon or on such parts as can be entered for
home use together with the charges of removal and of warehouse
rent such goods shall be sold for the payment of such duties
and charges (or for exportation if they be such as cannot be entered
for home use or shall not be worth the duties) and the overplus
if any after payment of such duties and charges or the charges if sold
for exportation shall be paid to the importer or proprietor thereof
Provided always that when entry shall at any time be made as and for a If entry not in
full and perfect entry of any goods provisionally landed by bill of sight law g
ner
oo
'd io fei e
by
g
or deposited in a Queen's warehouse  as aforesaid  if such entry shall
not be made in manner hereby required such goods shall be deemed to
be goods landed without entry and shall be forfeited.
As to Entries of Goods in any of the foregoing Cases.
73. Upon the entry of any goods the importer or his agent  or gill of entry and
the consignee of the ship as the case may be shall deliver so many
copend 17 vie
copies of the bill of entry thereof as the Collector or principal officer o. 407 a. ss.
may require.
74. If any importer agent or other person entering any goods penalty on importer
shall wilfully fail to comply with any of the provisions of this Act  so °W complying with
far as they are respectively applicable to such entry he shall forfeit and 16 and 17 vie.
pay a sum not exceeding twenty pounds. C. 107 a. 97.
75. If any importer by this Act required to enter any goods henaln ornot
shall wilfully fail to comply with any of the provisions of this Act so goods.
far as the same are applicable to such goods he shall forfeit and pay a
sum not exceeding twenty pounds.
Provided that if any such importer shall be charged as a
consignee of such goods he shall not be liable to any penalty under
this section if he shall prove that the same were consigned to him
without his consent and for such purpose he shall be a competent
witness in his own behalf.
76. No entry or warrant for the landing of any goods shall be No entry or warrant
deemed valid unless the goods shall have been properly described in Profrlydescriibed
such entry by the denominations and with the characters and circum-  therein.
stances according to which such goods are charged with duty or may  c6107 8168ict.
be imported either to be used in Queensland or to be warehoused for
exportation only.
77. If any package or parcel shall have been landed by or in Googdase c a k eed
pursuance of any entry and any goods or other things shall be found
without bntryin such package or parcel concealed in any way or packed to deceive forfeited.
the officers such package or parcel and the contents thereof shall be 16 and 17 Vic.
forfeited or if any goods be taken or delivered out of any ship or out  c. 137..69.
of any warehouse not having been duly entered the same shall be
forfeited.
Provided always that no entry shall be required in respect Passengers' baggage.
of the baggage of passengers which may be examined landed and
delivered under such regulations as the Collector may direct.
But if any prohibited or uncustomed goods shall be found penalty for conceal.
concealed therein either before or after landing the same shall be ing dutiable goods.
forfeited together with the other contents of the package containing
the same unless the passenger importing the same shall have reported
such goods as being in his possession to the proper officer.
78. The proper officer may permit any surplus stores not being surplus tored notexcessive  may be
merchandize nor by him deemed excessive to be entered for private entered for private
use am
use under and subject to the same duties rules and regulations as the
is &17 Voh 07like a. 70.
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like sort of goods would be subject to on importation as merchandize
or permit the master owner purser or other officer of any ship or any
passenger of such ship to whom any surplus stores belong to enter and
warehouse such surplus stores for future use as ships' stores although
the same cannot be legally imported by way of merchandize.
Stores  may be used 79. Where ships from parts beyond the seas arriving at any
for crew free  of duty
while in port. port in Queensland shall have been victualled abroad for the voyage toQueensland and back and the crews remain on board in port such
portion of their stores may be delivered from under seal without
payment of duty from time to time by the proper officer as may be
necessary for the use of their crews in harbor but no part of 'such stores
shall be landed under any circumstances unless in charge of a Customs
officer for deposit in a Queen's warehouse or as surplus stores as above.
Officers may take  80. The officers of Customs may on the entry of any goods or at
samples. any time afterwards take samples of such goods for examination or for
ascertaining the duties payable on such goods or for such other
purposes as the Collector may deem necessary and such samples shall
be disposed of and accounted for in such manner as the Collector may
direct.
As to the Time within which Goode will be entered and landed after
the Arrival of the Importing Ship.
Goods not  entered 81 . If before the expiration of seven clear working days from
within seven days
may be taken to a the date of entry of any vessel in which goods are imported such
Queen's warehouse . vessel being a sailing vessel or three clear working days such vessel
ss74.17 Vic. C. 107 being a steamer entry of any such goods shall not be made
Or if any such goods having been entered such goods shall not
be landed before the expiration of the said seven clear working days
or three clear working days as the  case  may be or within such further
period in either case as may be allowed by regulations as hereinafter
provided or by special permit in writing of the Collector or principal
officer (which permit shall if necessary specify the place at which such
goods are to be landed)
The officers of the Customs may convey such goods to a
Queen's warehouse.
And also am all pack . And when the cargo of any ship shall with the exception only
god or quantities  of
of a small of goods be discharged before the expiration ofgoods.e
the said sevquantityn das or three days as the case may be or within such
further period as aforesaid in either case the officers may forthwith
convey such remaining goods to a Queen's warehouse.
The said officers may at any time before the expiration of
the said seven days or three days or further period as the case may be
convey to a Queen's warehouse any small packages or parcels of the
goods imported there to remain for entry during the remainder of the
the said seven days or three days or further period unless duly entered
in the meantime.
If duties  and charges 82. If any duties which may be payable in respect of any goods
on such goods  be not
paid within three so conveyed to a Queen's warehouse or any charges of removal or
months goods may bewarehouse rent in respect thereof shall remain unpaid for three months
sold.
or such longer time as the Collector may direct after the expiration of
the said seven days or three days or further period aforesaid as the
case may be such goods may be sold and the proceeds of such sale
applied first to the payment of such duties and next of such rent and
charges and freight and the overplus if any shall be paid to the pro-
prietor of the goods on his application for the same. •
If perishable goods Provided always that if any goods so conveyed to a Queen's
Collector may direct
sale, warehouse shall be of a perishable nature the Collector may forthwith
after the expiration of the seven days or three days or such further
period as aforesaid as the case maybe direct the sale there of and apply
the proceeds  in like manner. Provided
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Provided also that if any period after the arrival or report of any
ship is specified in the bills of lading for the discharge of her cargo or
any part thereof and the importer owner or consignee of such goods
or his agent shall neglect to enter and land the same within such
period at any port or place approved by the Collector or principal
3fficer the master or owner of such ship may immediately on the
expiration of such period enter and land such goods.
83. The Collector may allow by regulations a further number  Regulations a to
of days for vessels at different places at the different ports in Queens- time of discharge.
land to discharge their cargoes during which time the Customs officers
in charge of such vessels shall remain on board at the expense of the
Government.,
84. Whenever any goods shall remain on board any importing If goods remain on
ship beyond the period of seven days or three days or such further board importing ship
period as aforesaid such ship shall be detained by the proper Officer  a here
as
etofore
afor e
herfor 
until all expenses of watching or guarding such goods beyond such discharge.
107time or such further time (if any) allowed as aforesaid not exceeding '.. 75.17 Y'C. C.
ten shillings and sixpence per diem and of removing the goods or any
of them to a Queen's warehouse  in case  the officers shall so remove
them be paid.
As to Goods upon which any Abatement for Dunnage  on the  Voyage or
by Wreck may be claimed.
85. No claim for an abatement of duty in respect of any goods  Abatement of duty
imported into Queensland shall be allowed on account of damage on o16 & n d i7 va goods.ar
the voyage or by wreck unless such claim shall be made on the first s. 7&
examination thereof and in such manner and form as the Collector
shall direct nor unless it shall be proved to the satisfaction of the  proof required.
Collector or principal officer that such damage was sustained after such
goods had been shipped in the importing ship and before the landing
thereof in Queensland and all goods  derelict jetsam flotsam  and all Goods derelict and
droits of Admiralty sold therein shall at all times be subject to the b  treat d a gnt'same  duties as goods of the like kind on importation into Queensland goods.
are subject to.
86. The officers of customs shall upon such claim being  made officers to examine
as aforesaid examine such goods with reference to such damage and damage.16 & 17 vie. °. 101
may state the proportion of damage which in their opinion such goods a. 76.
have so received and may make a proportionate abatement of duties.
If the officers be incompetent to estimate such damage  or Examiners shall  be
if the importer be not satisfied with the abatement made b them  appointee to  assessy depreciation  of value
the Collector or other principal officer shall choose one or more in damaged goods.
disinterested merchants experienced in the nature and value of such
goods who shall examine the same and shall make and subscribe a
declaration stating in what proportion according to his or their
judgment such goods are lessened in value by such damage
whereupon the officers of Customs may make an abatement of the
duties according to the proportion of damage so declared by such
merchant or merchants.
The Collector may make rules and regulations for the granting
of such abatement and the costs of such examination shall be borne
by the importer.
As to the Unshipping Landing Examination Warehousing and Custody
of Goods.
87. The unshipping carrying and landing of all goods  and Unshipping goods &c.
bringing them to the proper place for examination and weighing impe at
expense of
putting them into the scales opening unpacking repacking bulking i6 & 17 vic. C. 107
sorting lotting marking and numbering where such operations respec-
tively
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tively are necessary or permitted and removing to and placing them
in the proper place of deposit until duly delivered shall be performed
by or at the expense and risk of the importer or proprietor or in his
absence the owner or lessee of the wharf or proprietor or lessee of the
bonded warehouse as the case may be who shall have a lien over the saick
goods to secure repayment to him of the expenses he may thus incur.
Goode removed  or 88. If any goods shall be removed from any ship quay wharf
carried into ware-
house without  exami- or other place previous to the examination thereof by the proper officer
nation or
authority unless under the care and authority of such officer
forfeited.
16  ds 17  via  c. 107 Or if any goods entered to be warehoused or to be re-warehoused
a. 86. shall be carried into the warehouse unless with the authority or under
the care of the proper officer and in such manner by such persons
within such time and by such roads or ways as such officer shall
direct
Such goods shall be forfeited.
Provided that nothing in this section contained shall be
construed to render liable to forfeiture any goods accompanied by a
certificate as by the forty eighth section hereof provided.
take  accca c5 ouunt of  goods
of gooods 89. Upon the entry and landing of any goods to be warehoused
to be warehoused . or within such period as the Collector shall direct with respect to the
16 17 Via. c. 107
9.87. same or any of them the landing waiter or other officer shall take a
particular account of such goods at the quay or wharf or other
authorised place of examination at which they shall be so landed or in
the warehouse if they be goods of which the account is permitted to beContents of  packages
to be masked  thereon taken in the warehouse and shall cause to be marked on each package
and entered  in a of which an account shall be taken the contents thereof and shall enter
book. in a book prepared for that purpose containing the name of the import
ship and of the person in whose name they are entered the marks
numbers and contents of each such package the description of the goods
and the warehouse or place in the warehouse in which the same shall
be deposited and when the same shall have been so deposited with the
authority of such officer he shall certify that the entry and ware-
housing of such goods is complete and such goods shall from that
time be considered goods warehoused.
If any such goods shall be delivered withheld or removed from
the proper place of examination before the same shall have been duly
examined and certified by such officer such goods shall be deemed to
be goods not duly entered or warehoused and shall be forfeited.
Owners of warehouse If any goods so landed shall not be duly removed by the
to pa charges and
have lien therefore. proprietor thereof within six hours after being duly examined by the
proper officer the owner occupier or manager of such authorised place
of examination may remove such goods to the warehouse for which
they are entered.
The owner or occupier of the warehouse into which the goods
are received shall pay the cartage and all other charges due in respect
of the goods to the person entitled to such charges and shall have a
lien on the goods for the amount of all charges so paid by him and
interest thereon respec tively from the time of payment of such charges
respectively at the rate of eight per cent per annum.
Goods to be entered 90. The account of the goods so taken as aforesaid shall be the
and duties paid ac-
cording to  landing account upon which the duties payable upon such goods shall be
account.  ascertained when the same shall ultimately come to be delivered upon
16 k 17 Vic. c. 107
6.88 due entry for that purpose and the same shall be entered and the full
duties due thereon be paid according to the quantity taken in such
account without any abatement for any deficiency except as herein-
after provided.
Warehouse goods to 91. All goods warehoused shall be deposited in the packageSt in
be  deposited in origi-
nal  packages. which the same shall have been imported .except such goods as
16 & 17 Vic.  c. 107 we
s. 87.
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are permitted to be skipped on the quay or bulked sorted lotted
packed or repacked in the warehouse after the landing thereof in
which case they shall be deposited in the packages in which the same
shall be when the account thereof is taken by the proper officer.
If such goods are not so deposited Penalties.
Or if any alteration shall afterwards be made in the goods so
'deposited or in the packing thereof in the warehouse
Or if the same shall be removed from the room in the
warehouse in which the same are deposited without the presence or
sanction of the proper officer except for delivery under the proper
warrant order or authority for that purpose.
Then and in every such case such goods shall be forfeited..
92. The Collector may direct what goods may be skipped  on collector may direct
the quay or bulked sorted lotted packed or repacked and determine  in what
goods may be
bulked
respect of what goods the account may be taken in any warehouse  16 & 17 Vic. c. 107
approved by him for that purpose and within what time after the 90.
landing thereof and on such conditions as he may deem necessary.
93. If any goods entered to be warehoused shall not be duly (foods not duly ware-
warehoused in pursuance of such entry or being duly warehoused housed forfeited.16&17 Vic. c. 107
shall be fraudulently concealed in or removed from the warehouse  or s. sa.
abstracted from any package or transferred from one package to
another or otherwise for the purpose of illegal removal or concealment
they shall be forfeited.
94. If the importer or proprietor of any goods warehoused  or Penalty for land,,,.
any person in his employ shall clandestinely open the warehouse  or tine aecess to goods.16&17 Vic. c. 107
except in the presence of the proper officer acting in the execution of 94.
his duty gain access to such goods such importer or proprietor shall
for every such offence forfeit a sum not exceeding one hundred pounds.
95. If any goods shall be taken out of any warehouse without Duty on goods taken
due entry of the same with the proper officer the proprietor or out without entry to
occupier of such warehouse shall forthwith pay the duties due upon  bepaid by warehouse
such goods. 16 & 17 Vic. c. 107
Every person so taking out such goods without payment of duty 96.
or who shall aid assist or be concerned therein or who shall wilfully
destroy or embezzle any goods duly warehoused shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and shall upon conviction suffer the punishment
by law inflicted in cases of misdemeanor But if such person shall be
an officer of Customs not acting in the due execution of his duty and
shall be prosecuted to conviction by the importer consignee or pro-
prietor of such goods no duties shall be payable for or in respect of
such goods and the damage occasioned by such waste spoil or
embezzlement shall be repaid or made good to such importer consignee
or proprietor by the Treasurer out of the consolidated revenue of
Queensland. if he shall think fit to do so.
96 If any person shall wilfully or without the consent of the Penalty for breaking
proper officer open alter or break any lock mark or seal lawfully locks or seals.
placed by any officer in the execution of his duty upon any goods or
stores in any warehouse or other place on land he shall forfeit a sum
not' exceeding one hundred pounds.
97. The occupier of any warehouse appointed or hereafter to Duty on bonded
be appointed for the free warehousing and securing goods under the warehouse.
provisions of this Act or any Act hereby repealed shall pay to the
Collector or other proper officer an annual duty of fifty pounds and
if the capacity of such warehouse be such as to contain more than
fifty tons shall pay for each additional ten tons of capacity the
additional annual duty of one pound to be payable in quarterly
payments and to be paid in advance on the first day in each quarter
in every year and the Collector may distrain for any arrears of
such
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such duty or sue for and recover the same before any two justices
Provided that no such bonded store shall be chargeable with a duty
exceeding three hundred pounds per annum And provided also that
no such warehouse shall be so appointed hereafter in the city of
Brisbane of a less capacity than one thousand and fifty tons or on which,
the duty shall not amount to the salary of the locker to be in charge
of such store.
Measurement of ca. 98. The cubical contents of every such warehouse shall bepacify of warehouEs.
ascertained by admeasurement of the internal space to be made by the
Collector principal officer or other officer appointed by him for that
purpose who shall make and keep entries of such measurement in a
book to be kept by him for that purpose and shall, calculate forty
cubic feet of space to the ton Provided that not more than ten feet
in height shall be measured upon each floor or story of such bonded
store. .
No alteration in ware. 99 . No addition to or alteration of any such warehouse shall
house without  Collec.
tor's permission i be made after measurement and no fresh means of access  or  egress
writing. into or out of such warehouse shall be made without the permission
in writing under the hand of the Collector or principal officer and in
case of any violation of this provision the occupier of . any such ware-
house shall forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding five hundred pounds.
Two or more ware. 100. It shall be lawful for the Collector or the principal officer
houses on same pro.
miser may be .,,-of Customs at any warehousing port in the colony to license as bonded
cured as one building. warehouses as hereinbefore provided two or more buildings on the same
stowage of goods in
warehouse.
16 & 17 Vic. c. 107
s. 91.
Warehouse to be
locked.
Occupier of ware-
house to provide
lights &c. and scales
and weights.
Occupier of ware-
house to produce
goods or pay the pen-
alties.
16 & 17 Vic. c. 107
..92.
premises owned or occupied by the same person and in case that such
owner or occupier shall only require the services of one locker the total
capacity of such buildings shall in measuring as aforesaid be estimated
as if the said buildings only formed one building and duty shall be
charged accordingly Provided however that the total capacity of
such buildings in the aggregate shall amount to one thousand and
fifty tons.
101. All  goods so warehoused shall be stowed in such parts or
divisions of the warehouse as the Collector or proper officer may direct
and so as to admit of easy access to every package and if the occupier
of the warehouse shall omit so to store the same as herein directed he
shall-for every such omission forfeit the sum of five pounds.
Every such warehouse shall be locked and secured in such
manner and opened and visited at such times and in the presence of
such officers and under such regulations as the Collector shall direct.
The proprietor or occupier as the case may be of every ware-
house licensed under this or any Act hereby repealed shall provide at
his expense sufficient lights and just scales and weights for the use of
the locker in charge of such warehouse and find also all the labor and
materials requisite for storing packing marking coopering and weighing
goods deposited therein and for taking stock of the same at such times
as the Collector or principal officer may appoint and for every case of
default as aforesaid such occupier shall forfeit a penalty not less than
five nor more than ten pounds.
102. If the occupier of any warehouse in which goods are under
the provisions of this Act permitted to be deposited shall not upon re-
quest being made by the Collector or proper officer immediately produce
to such Collector or officer any goods deposited therein or received
into his custody for the delivery of which the said occupier has
not received an order duly signed by the proper warehouse officer
such occupier shall forfeit a sum not exceeding one hundred nor less
than five pounds over and above the duties to which every package
of goods not so produced may be liable,
103. No
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103. No compensation shall be made by the Government  or the  No compensation for
Collector to any importer proprietor or consignee of any goods by floods damaged by
reason of any damage or loss occasioned thereto in the warehouse or 16 & 17 Vic. c. 107
in any examining shed by fire or inevitable accident or by felony. s. 96.
104. If any goods warehoused or entered to be warehoused  or But duties may be
entered to be delivered from the warehouse shall be lost or destroyed 16 &ti7 Vic. c. 107
by unavoidable accident either on shipboard or in landing or in s. s7.
receiving or delivering into or out of the warehouse or in the ware-
house 'the Collector may remit or return the duties due thereon.
105. The Governor in Council may establish one or more Governer in Counci
Government Customs warehouses at any port in Queensland and may establish one or
more Customs ware.
such warehouses shall be under the same laws and regulations save as  houses.
regards payment of warehouse duty as private bonded warehouses
and the Treasurer may fix the amount to be paid for warehouse rent
and charges upon all goods deposited therein.
As to Removal of Warehoused Goods.
106. All goods deposited in any Queen's warehouse and not duly Clearance of goods in
cleared therefrom within three months if the  same  cannot be sold Queen's Warehouse.
for a sum sufficient to pay the duties and charges thereon if offered 1ictorian 21 vie. No.
for sale for home consumption or the charges thereon if offered for
sale for exportation maybe destroyed by the direction of the Collector.
107. Any goods warehoused at any port or place in Queensland Goods ,nay be
may be removed to any other port or place in which the like kind of removed from one
goods may be warehoused on importation to be rewarehoused at such  prom to anotherfrom one warehousese to
other port or place or with the permission of the proper officers may be another in the same
removed from any warehouse in any port or place to any other ware- 16 & 17 Vic. c. 107
house in the  same  port or place but in either case under such  regula- Regulations for
tions and with such security as the Collector may direct and only on removal.
delivery to the proper officer by the person requiring such removal of a
request note stating the particulars of the goods required to be
removed the name of the port or place or of the warehouse if in the
same port or place to which the  same are  intended to be removed and
with such other information and in such manner and form as the
Collector may direct or require.
108. On the delivery of any goods for removal an account  con- An account of goods
taining the particulars thereof shall be transmitted by the proper officers romoved to be trans.
mitted and bond to
of the port or place of removal to the proper officers of the port or  be given.
place of destination and the person requiring the removal thereof shall 16 & 17 Vic. c. 107
enter into bond with one or more sufficient surety or sureties to be
8.99.
approved of by the Collector or principal officer in a sum double at
least to the duty chargeable on such goods conditioned for the due
arrival and rewarehousing thereof at the port or place of destination
within such time to be named in the bond as such Collector or
principal officer may direct such bond to be taken by the Collector or
principal officer and such bond shall not be discharged  unless such
goods shall have been produced to the proper officer and duly
rewarehoused at the port or place of destination within the time
allowed for such removal or shall have been otherwise accounted for to
the satisfaction of the Collector nor until the full duties due upon any
deficiency of such goods not so accounted for shall have been paid.
109. Upon the arrival of such goods at the port or place of Goods on  arrival to
destination the same shall be entered and warehoused in the same be subject to same
regulations as on first
manner and under and subject to the same laws rules and regulations  importation.
so far as the same are or can be made applicable as are required on the 16 & 17 vic. c. 1078.100.
entry and warehousing of goods on the first importation thereof.
110. If upon arrival of goods so removed as aforesaid at the port And may after for-
or place of destination the importer or proprietor shall be desirous forth- many warehousing
entered for exports-
with to export the same or to pay duty thereon for home use without tion or home use on
actually lodging the same in the warehouse for which they have been payment of duty.
16 & 17  'Vic.  c. i7
entered .. 101.
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entered and examined to be rewarehoused the officers of Customs at
such port may after all the formalities of entering  and examining such
goods for rewarehousing have been duly performed permit the same
to be entered and shipped for exportation or to be entered and delivered
for home use upon payment of the duties due thereon  as if such goods
had been actually lodged in such warehouse  and all goods  so exported
or for which the duties have been so paid shall be deemed to have been
duly cleared from the warehouse.
Warehoused goods if 111. All warehoused goods shall be cleared either for  home use
not cleared for home or  exportation at the expiration of three years from the day on which
use or exportation the same were so warehoused or within such further  period and in
within three years
must be reware- such cases as the Collector shall direct unless the owner or proprietor
housed. of such goods shall be desirous of rewarehousing the same in which16 & 17 Vic. c. 107
S. 103. case the same shall be examined by the proper officers and the duties
due upon any deficiency or difference between the quantity  ascertained
on landing and the quantity found to exist on such examination
together with the necessary expense attendant thereon shall subject to
such allowances  as are  hereinafter permitted in respect thereof be paid
down and the quantity so found shall be rewarehoused in the name
of the then owner or proprietor thereof in the same  manner as on first
importation.
Examination may be 112. On the rewarehousing of goods under the provisions
dispensed with.  hereinbefore contained the Collector (if satisfied that the same are in the
Victorian 21 Vic. No.
warehouse and that the packages are entire and that there is no round13.
to suspect any undue deficiency therein) may notwithstanding any-
thing hereinbefore contained dispense with the examination thereof
in the cases following (that is to say) if such goods be goods the duties
whereon are chargeable upon the quantity taken by the landing waiter
or other proper officer on the first entry and landing thereof or if such
goods be goods the duties whereon are chargeable upon the quantity
ascertained at the time of actual delivery thereof  or such as may be
liable to injury by such examination.
Goods in warehouse 113. If any warehoused goods shall not be duly cleared exported
not cleared or re- or rewarehoused and the duties ascertained to be due on the deficiencies
warehoused or duties
paid on deficiencies as aforesaid shall not be paid down at the expiration of three years
after three years  to from the previous entry and warehousing thereof or within such
be  sold.
16 & 17  Vic. c. 107 further period as shall be directed as aforesaid the same if worth the
s.104. duty due thereon shall after one month's notice to the warehouse-
keeper with all convenient speed be sold either for  home use or
exportation with or without the consent of the proprietor or occupier
of the warehouse and the proceeds thereof shall be applied to the
payment of the duties warehouse rent and charges and the surplus if
any shall be paid to the owner of such goods if known but if such
owner cannot be found such surplus shall be paid into the Treasury toPr°ceedshowapplied.
abide the claim of such owner on his appearing and making  good his
claim thereto.
Goods not worth If such goods shall not be worth the duty then the
duty maybe exportedsame after such one month's notice as aforesaid may be exported or
or destroyed. destroyed with or without the concurrence of the owner thereof or
the proprietor or occupier of the warehouse in which the  same were
so warehoused as the Collector shall see fit and the duties due upon
any deficiency thereof not allowed as hereinafter provided shall be
forthwith paid by the proprietor or occupier of the warehouse.
Sale of goods  on 114. If the warehouse charge or rent on any goods deposited in
which charges hare any such warehouse as aforesaid shall be in arrear for the space of sixbeen unpaid for six
months.  consecutive months such goods on the written application of the
Victorian 21 Vic. No. proprietor or occupier of such warehouse shall after one month's notice
13s.12.
in. the  Gazette  be sold either for home use or for exportation or other-
wise
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wise disposed of as nearly as may be in the same manner as warehoused
goods not cleared or exported at the times hereinbefore provided in
that behalf and the proceeds thereof (if any) shall be disposed of in
the same manner as nearly as may be as the proceeds of such last
mentioned goods.
115. With the sanction of the Collector or principal officer Goods in  warehouse
and after such notice given by the respective importers or proprietors p y be &-sorted re-
and at such times and under such regulations conditions and is  &  i7 Vic. c. 107
restrictions as the Collector or principal officer shall from time to 105.
time require and direct it shall be lawful in the warehouse to do
any of the things following that is to say-
To sort separate pack and repack any goods and to make such To be re-packed in
alterations therein as may be necessary for the preserva- the original or legal
tion sale shipment or disposal thereof provided that such
sized packages.
goods be repacked in the packages in which they were
imported or in such other packages as the Collector or
principal officer shall permit not being less in any case if
the goods are intended to be exported or to be removed to
another warehouse than is required by law on the
importation of such goods.
To draw off any wine or any spirits into reputed quart or pint wine or spirits may
bottles for exportation only without any brand label or be bottled.
name thereon or on the packages in which the same
shall  be packed.
To draw off and mix brandy with any wine not exceeding Brandymaybemixed
the proportion of ten gallons of brandy to one hundred with wine.
gallons of wine.
To fill up any casks of wine or spirits from any other casks casks of wine may be
of the same respectively secured in the same warehouse . filled up.
To methylate spirits..
To rack off any wines from the lees and mix any wines of or racked of?.
the same sort erasing from the cask or package all import
brands unless the whole of the wine so mixed be of the
same brand.
To convert unsound wine into vinegar  (which shall be subject wines may be mixed
to the like duty as imported vinegar .) or converted into
vinegar.
To take such samples of goods as may be allowed by the samples taken.
Collector or principal officer with or without entry and
with or without payment of duty except as the same may
eventually become payable as on deficiency of the original
quantity.
The duty on the surplus if any of such goods as may be Afterppackimay
am
.delivered for home use shall be immediately paid and such surplus destroyed.
shall thereupon be delivered for home use accordingly and after such
goods have been so separated and repacked in proper or approved
packages the Collector or principal officer may at the request of the
importer or proprietor of such goods cause or permit any refuse
damaged or surplus goods occasioned by such separation or repacking
or any goods which may not be worth the duty to be destroyed and
may remit the duty payable thereon.
As to Reganges 8rc.
116. With the sanction of the Collector or principal officer and Regauges may be
after such notice given by the respective importers or proprietors and taken.
Victorian 21  'Vic.
at such times and under such regulations conditions and restrictions as No. is.
the Collector shall from time to time require it shall be lawful in the
warehouse to weigh measure or gauge any goods for the sole satisfaction
of such importers or proprietors and such weighing measuring or
gauging
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gauging shall not in any manner affect the payment of duty on such
goods but such duty shall eventually become payable and be paid as if
such weighing measuring or gauging had not taken place.
Private gaugers.  The Collector may make such orders as he may deem fit for
licensing of persons at any port for the purposes of so weighing
measuring or gauging and for the bonds to be given and for the
charges to be made by such persons.
Entry  for exportation  117. No warehoused goods shall be taken or delivered from the
or nerve  use.
is & 17 vie. c. 107 warehouse except upon due entry and under the care of the proper
0.109. officer for exportation or upon due entry and payment of the full
duties payable thereon for home use except goods delivered into the
charge of the proper officer to be shipped as  stores in  such quantities
as the Collector shall allow and under such regulations as he may
see fit.
Quantity  of goods No goods shall be delivered or cleared from the warehouse for
de livered from ware- home consumption exportation or conveyance coastwise in less
house not to be less
than original  parcel quantity than. the entire parcel or parcels of such goods originally
or than would  be warehoused if the duty on such parcel or parcels shall not amount to
chargeable  with five
pounds duty. five pounds and if the duty on such parcel or parcels would amount to
or exceed five pounds then in less quantity than would be chargeable
with duty amounting to five pounds.
Persons entering  any 118. Upon the entry of any goods to be cleared from thegoods for home con-
sumption  to deliver warehouse for home use the person entering such goods shall deliver
16
&
of
17 tVic. c. 107
a bill of entry and copies thereof in like manner and form
x.110. containing the same particulars as are hereinbefore required on the
entry of goods to be delivered for home use on the landing thereof as
far as the same may be applicable and shall at the same time pay
to the proper officer of Customs the full duties payable thereon not
tQumandtity how ricer-being  less  in amount than according to the account of the quantity
taken by the landing waiter or other proper officer on the first entry
and landing thereof except as to the following goods that is to say
Opium tobacco wine and spirits in bulk and sugar.
Duty to be charged  The duties whereon when cleared from the warehouse for
o i goods
actually home use shall be charged upon the quantity of such goods to be
ascertained (if required by the person so entering the same) by
weight measure or strength at the time of actual delivery thereof
unless there is reasonable ground to suppose that any portion of the
deficiency or difference between the weight measure or strength
ascertained on landing and first examination of any of such last
mentioned goods and that ascertained at the time of actual delivery
has been caused by illegal or improper  means  or through the careless-
ness of the owner or occupier of the warehouse or his servants in
Allowances to be  which case the proper officer shall make such allowance only for loss
made in certain cases'
as he may consider fairly to have arisen from natural evaporation or
other legitimate cause or from unavoidable accident.
Duty  on deficiencies 119. No duty shall be charged in respect of any deficiency in
of goods exported.
16 & 17 Vic. c. 107goods entered and cleared from. any warehouse for exportation unless
s. 117. the officers of Customs have reasonable ground to suppose that such
deficiency or any part thereof has arisen from illegal abstraction or
such  carelessness  as aforesaid.
As to the Exportation and Entry of Goods and the Clearance of Ships
from Queensland to Parts beyond the Seas.
Warehoused goods 120. No person shall export any warehoused goods nor enter
not to be exported in
ships under fifty  tons any such goods for exportation from Queensland to parts beyond the
except &e.
16 & 17 Vic. c. 107seas in  any ship of  less  burden than fifty tons unless with the special
a. 118.  permission  of the Collector by writing under his hand.
Master to deliver  cer- 121. The master of every ship in which any goods are to be
tificate of clearance
of last voyage andexported from Queensland to parts beyond the seas or his agent shall
entry outwards . before16 k 17  Vic. c. 107
6.118.
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before any goods be taken on board and twenty-four hours at the least
before applying for the clearance outwards of such ship deliver to the
Collector or principal officer a certificate from the proper officer of the
due clearance inwards or coastwise of such ship on her last voyage
and shall also deliver therewith an entry outwards of such ship verified
by his signature in the following form or to the same effect and con-
taining the several particulars indicated or required thereby.
ENTRY OUTWARDS.
Port of  [name  of port of  exportation.]
Ship's Name.
If British state the
Port of Registry if
Foreign the Country.
Tonnage. Master'sName.
Owner's
Name.
Port of
Destination
1125
Form of entry out-
wards.
Lying at  [name  of station  or place in  port].
(Signed)  Master or Agent.
Date of entry.
If ship shall  have  commenced)
her lading  at any other port
(name of such port).
And if such ship shall have commenced her lading at some
other port the master shall deliver to the Collector or principal officer
the clearance of such goods from such other port.
122. If any goods be taken on board any ship at any port before Penalty for shipping
she shall have been entered outwards at such port (unless a stiffening goods before ntry
order when necessary shall be issued by the proper officer to lade any
heavy goods for exportation on board such ship) the master shall
forfeit the sum of not less than ten nor more than one hundred
pounds.
123. No goods shall be shipped put off or waterborne to be Goods not to be
shipped for exportation from any port or place in Queensland on any "hipped  except onproper  days and at
Sunday or holiday or on any Saturday after the hour of twelve o'clock proper places.
at noon without the permission of the Collector or principal officer by 113,1-,119.17  vie. c. 107
writing under his hand nor from any place except some legal quay wharf
or other place duly appointed for such purpose nor without the presence
or authority of the proper officer nor before due entry outwards of such
ship and due entry of such goods other than free goods nor before such
goods shall have been duly cleared for shipment and the proper officer officer may open
may open all packages and examine all goods shipped or brought  Pmkages.
for shipment at any place in the colony.
As to Entry and Clearance of Goods for Exportation.
124. Before any warehoused goods or goods entitled to any Entry outwards of
drawback of Customs on exportation or exportable only under warehoused goods.
particular rules regulations or restrictions shall be permitted to be Bs & required. c. 107
exported or shipped to be exported the exporter or his agent shall 120.
deliver to the Collector or principal officer a bond note on account of
such goods and shall give security by bond in double the amount of
the duty by law payable upon the importation of such goods with one
or more sufficient sureties that such goods shall be duly shipped and
exported and shall be landed at the place for which they are entered
outwards or otherwise accounted for to the satisfaction of the
Collector And such bond note when certified by the proper officer
shall be the export entry for such goods.
125. Before any warehoused goods or goods entitled to any sde pp  gbin to be
verea.drawback of Customs on exportation or exportable only under 16 &17 Vic. e. 107
particular rules regulations or restrictions shall be shipped or water- a. 121.
borne to be shipped for exportation and before any goods be
transhipped
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transhipped the exporter or his agent shall deliver to the Collector
or proper officer a shipping bill of such goods in the form following
or to the same effect and containing the several particulars indicated or
required thereby And such person shall also deliver at the same time
duplicates or triplicates of such bills in which all particulars shall be
written and arranged in such form and manner and so many copies of
such duplicate or triplicate shall be delivered as the Collector or
principal officer shall require and such bill being duly signed by such
Collector or other proper officer shall be the warrant for the shipment
of such goods.
SHIPPING BILL FOR WAREHOUSED OR DRAWBACK GOODS.
(State as above described the class to which the goods to be exported belong).
Ship's Name.
Marks.
Whether British or Foreign if
Foreign the Country. Master 's Name.
(Here state the particulars according to the above heading.)
Numbers. Descriptionof Packages.
Port of
Destination.
Quantity quality  and description
of Goods.
(Here state the particulars according to the above headings.)
I I
Total number  of packages
Station of Clearance
Here state the quantity and description in  words
I claim drawback on  at length of any goods in respect of which
drawback is claimed.
(Signed) Exporter or Agent.
(Countersigned) Officer of  Customs.
Dated day of
Drawbacks allowed. 126. There shall be allowed upon the exportation of any goods
Victorian 21 Vie.  excepting ships' stores grain tobacco spirits wine and beer imported  in to
No. 13. Queensland a drawback of the duty paid thereon Provided always that
the goods on which the same is claimed shall have been shipped for ex-
portation within three years  from the day of importation thereof and that
proof be made to the satisfaction of the Coll ector that the full  duties
due on importation have been paid and that such goods have been
duly landed at the port for which the same have been cleared
The Governor in Council may all ow by regulations to be made
by him in that behalf a drawback of the duty paid upon goods of any
description exported overland to any adjoining Australasian colony
upon proof made to the satisfaction of the Collector that the full
duties due thereon on importation have been paid and that duty has
subsequently been paid to the Customs authorities of such colony.
No drawback if 127 .  No drawback shall  be allowed upon the exportation of any
goods of less value goods entered for drawback which shall be of less value than the
than drawback
claimed allowed on amount of the drawback claimed or on which the duty shall not amount
goods not worth duty. to two pounds and all such goods entered contrary to the provisions of
s. 123. ' Vic. c.  107 this section shall  be forfeited and the person who caused the goods to
Penalty for entry be so entered shall forfeit a sum not exceeding two hundred pounds or
thereof' treble the amount of drawback claimed at the election of the Collector.
As
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As to the Issue of Debentures for and Payment of Drawback on Goods
exported.
128. For the purpose of computing and paying any drawback Debenture to be
claimed and payable upon any goods duly entered shipped and exported
ss e& 17 d. vie. c. 107a debenture shall in due time after such entry be prepared by the 8.130.
importer or his agent and upon the proper officer certifying the entry
outwards of such goods and so soon as the same shall have been duly
exported the debenture shall thereupon be computed and passed with
all convenient dispatch.
129. The person entitled to any drawback on any goods duly Declaration as to
exported or his agent duly authorised by him for that purpose shall to a
ra bokand right
make and subscribe a declaration upon the debenture that the goods 16 & 17 Vic. c. 10,
mentioned therein have been actually exported and have not been s-131.
relanded and are not intended to be relanded in any part of Queens-
land and if exported to any Australasian colony shall verify the
certificate next hereinafter mentioned and that such person at the
time of entry and shipping vas and continued to be entitled to the
drawback thereon and the name of such person shall be stated in the
debenture which shall then be delivered to such person or his agent
and the receipt of such person on the debenture countersigned by the
holder of such debenture if the same shall have been transferred in the
meantime shall' be the discharge for such drawback when paid.
130. No debenture for any drawback allowed upon the exporta- Drawback to be paid
tion of any goods shall be paid after the expiration of two years from within two years.
the date of the shipment of such goods nor in case of exportation to
any Australasian colony until a certificate under the hand of the
proper officer of Customs of the port at which the goods were to be
landed that the goods had been so landed shall have been received
and verified as aforesaid or until proof be given of the loss of the
vessel conveying such goods.
131. No drawback shall be allowed upon the exportation Entry in name of real
from Queensland of any goods unless such goods shall have been owner.
entered in the name of the person who was the real owner thereof at Noei5 a 42.
Vic.
the time of entry and shipping or of the person who had actually
purchased and shipped the same in his own name and at his own
liability and risk on commission according to the practice of merchants
and who was and shall have been entitled in his own right to such
drawback.
As to the Penalties for Breach of the foregoing Provisions.
132. If any goods taken from the warehouse or cleared for warehouse or de-
exportation or any goods which have been cleared to be exported for bent
ure
orted
good
if  n etex or -
any drawback shall not be duly exported to parts beyond the  seas landed without entry
(such goods not having been duly relanded or discharged as short for&l i Vic. c. 1071
shipped under the care of the proper officer) the same shall  be 8.133.
forfeited together with any ship boat or craft which may have been
used in so unshipping or relanding landing or carrying such goods
from the ship in which the same were shipped for exportation and the
master  of such ship and any person by whom or by whose orders or
means such goods shall have been so unshipped relanded landed or
carried or who shall aid assist or be concerned therein shall forfeit a
sum equal to treble the value of such goods or a penalty of one
hundred pounds at the election of the Collector.
133. If any goods cleared for drawback or from the warehouse Licensed lightermen
shall be carried or waterborne to be shipped for exportation in any 6c&  i7
odce,
e. 107
port at which lightermen or carriers are required to be licensed by any a in.
Verson not  at the time duly licensed and authorised  to act as a  licensed
lighterman
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lighterman or carrier nor being in the employ of a lighterman or
carrier at the time duly licensed and authorised every such person
shall for every such offence forfeit the sum of not less than five nor
more than twenty pounds.
Goods not to be 13 -1. No goods shall be stated or described in the clearance of
thear
cleared produce
unless soany ship to be the produce of Queensland unless such goods shall have
entered. been so particularised in the entry outwards of the same.
13etorian 21 Vic. No. 135. If any goods taken from the warehouse for removal or for
Warehoused goods exportation shall be removed or shipped except with the authority or
illegally removed or
shipped to be for. under the care of the proper officer and in such manner by such
feited. persons within such time and by such roads or ways as such officer
s. 127.17
vie. c. 107
shall permit or direct such goods shall be forfeited.
Governor in council 136. If any goods duly entered for delivery from the warehouse
may remit duty on for removal or exportation shall be damaged lost or destroyed by
warehoused goods
lost or destroyed &c. unavoidable accident either in the delivery from the warehouse or the
16 & 17 Vic. c. 107shipping thereof the Treasurer may abate or remit the duties duee. 129.
thereon.
As to the Entry Outwards of Free Goods.
Shipping bill for free 137. Before any goods in respect of which no bond is required
goods &c. to be shall be shipped or waterborne to be shipped for exportation the
delivered to collector.
16 & 17 Vic. c. 107 exporter or his agent shall deliver to the Collector or principal officer
e. 125. a bill of entry thereof with such copies as may be required by him in
the form following or to that effect and containing the several
particulars indicated in or required thereby.
And such shipping bill shall be the entry outwards for the
goods enumerated therein.
Form of bill of entry
for goods free of
duties.
Ship 's Name.
BILL OF ENTRY FOR GOODS FREE OF DUTY.
Whether British or Foreign
if Foreign  the Country.
Marks. Numbers.
Master 's Name. Port or place of Destination.
Desc ription  of Quantity quality  and  The  value of Queensland and of Foreign
Packages,  description of Goods, including B ritish Goods.
£ s. d.
I
Total number of packages Total value .£
I declare the value of the Queensland goods above described to be
(Signed) •  Exporter [or Agent].
Station of clearance.
(Countersigned) Officer of  Customs.
Dated this day of 18
And the shipping bill or bills of entry when filled up and
signed by the exporter or his agent and countersigned by the proper
officer shall be the clearance of all the goods enumerated therein.
Jtq
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As to the shipping  of Stores for the Use of Foreign-bound
Vessels.
138. The  master of  every ship of the burthen of fifty tons  or viotsauing bin for
upwards departing from any port in Queensland upon a voyage to Is atPi7 vie. c. 107
parts beyond the seas shall upon due application made by  him a. 140.
and upon such terms and conditions as the Collector may direct
receive from the proper officer an order for the shipment of such
stores as  may be required and allowed by the Collector or principal
officer for the use of such ship with reference to the number of the
crew and passengers on board and the probable duration of the voyage
on which she is about to depart.
All demands for such stores shall be made in such form and
manner  as such Collector shall require and shall be signed by the
master or owner of such ship.
After such  stores are  duly shipped the master or his agent
shall make out an account of the stores so shipped together with any
other stores then already on board  and the same  when presented to
the proper officer signed by him  and countersigned  by the Collector
or principal  officer  shall be the victualling bill.
No  stores  shall be shipped for the use of any ship nor shall any
articles  taken on board any ship be deemed to  be stores  except such
as shall be  borne upon such victualling bill.
r
As to  the Clearance  of Ships Outwards.
139. If there be on board any ship any goods being part of the inward cargo report.
inward cargo reported for exportation in the same ship the master ed for ation.Cody of  report  to be
shall before clearance outwards of such ship from any  port in  delivered to  Collector.
Queensland deliver to the proper officer a copy of the report  inwards i.s  417 Vic. c..107py  e 141.
of such goods certified by the Collector or principal  officer  and if such
copy be found to correspond with the goods  so remaining  on board
such proper officer shall sign the same to be filed with the documents
or papers of the ship.
140. Before any ship shall be cleared outwards from Queens- Before clearance
mter
ntent .to de liverland the master shall deliver to the Collector or principal  officer a o
content or manifest of such ship in the form following or to the effect is & i7 Via c. 107
and containing the several particulars therein required  as far as thee' 142.
same can  be known by him and with the declaration at the foot thereof
made by him in the presence of the Collector or principal  officer and
if required the bill of lading or a copy thereof for every part of the
cargo laden on board and also a certificate from the portmaster or his
deputy that all harbor dues and pilotage or light dues on his  vessel are
duly paid and shall answer such questions concerning the ship the
cargo and the intended voyage as shall be demanded of him by such
Collector or principal officer.
Port of
CONTENT.
Ship 's name . Owner 's name. Tons ,
Number
of
guns ,
If British port of
registry if foreign
the country .
Number Name
of of
crew .  Master .
Number of
passengers
or troops.
Here  state the particulars according to the above  headings.
I
If
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Warehoused  goods. Drawback and
I British goods and foreign goods
free of duty  and not for drawbackrestricted goods,
and Queensland goods.
If any state marks and If any state description
numbers of packages. of packages.
If any state "  sundry packages
containing" either  class as
the case may be.
If any goods shall  have been reported inwards for exportation in such ship they  must
be so stated.
Cleared Examined
Dated (Signed)
Officer of  Customs.
I do declare that the above content  is a true account  of all goods shipped  or intended
to be shipped on board the above-mentioned ship and correct in all other particulars.
(Signed)  Master.
Signed and declared this day of
before me
(Signed) Collector or Principal Officer of Customs.
4
Time of clearance. 141. The Collector or principal officer shall not be compelled
Victorian 21 Vic. No.or compellable to grant a clearance for any ship unless all the13.
documents or papers of such ship duly completed and certified where
necessary shall have been deposited at the custom house of the port at
or before the hour of one o'clock in the afternoon on the day of
clearance but nothing herein contained shall prevent the Collector or
principal"officer from granting if he shall think fit such clearance on
any day although such documents or papers shall not have been
deposited before the hour aforesaid.
If any ship shall depart without such clearance the master
thereof shall forfeit any sum not exceeding one hundred nor less than
twenty pounds.
Goods on board to 142. If any goods liable to duty on importation or taken from
correspond with the warehouse to be exported or entitled to drawback on exportation
content.
16 & 17 Vic. which are enumerated in the content of any ship shall not be duly
S. 107 s. 143. shipped before the departure of such ship and shall not be duly reported
to the proper officer as short shipped such goods shall be forfeited.
If any goods shall be taken on board such ship not being
enumerated in such content the master of the ship shall forfeit the
sum of five pounds in respect of every package of such goods.
If any goods duly shipped on board such ship shall be landed at
any other place than that for which they shall have been cleared unless
otherwise accounted for to the satisfaction of the Collector the master
of such ship shall forfeit a sum equal to treble the value of the goods
so landed or one hundred pounds at the option of the Collector.
Goods shipped with-
out due clearance to 143. If any goods shall be shipped or waterborne to be shipped
be forfeited. without being duly cleared or otherwise contrary to this Act or any
other Act relating to the Customs or to trade or navigation the same
shall be, forfeited.
As to the Boarding of Ships after Clearance Outwards.
Officers may board 144. Any officer may go on board any ship after clearance
any ship after
clearance . outwards within the limits of any port in Queensland or within
16
x
e71V1c. --four leagues of the coast thereof and may demand the ship's
clearance
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clearance  and if there be any goods on board in respect of which
certificates are required not contained in such certificates or any stores Uncertificated goods.
not indorsed on the victualling bill such goods or stores shall be for-
feited and if any goods contained in such certificate be not on board If any uncertificatea
the master shall forfeit the sum of twenty pounds for every package pnalty£20
g
or parcel of goods contained in such certificates and not on board.
145. If any officer shall place any lock mark or seal upon  Penalty for breaking
any goods in any ship and such lock mark or seal be wilfully and I""- 17 vie.
without the consent of the proper officer opened altered or broken c.107 e.147.
before the final departure of such ship on her foreign voyage
Or if any stores be secretly conveyed away either while the
ship remains at her first port of departure or at any other' port or
place in Queensland or on her passage from one such port or place to
another before the final departure of such ship on her foreign voyage
The master shall forfeit a sum not exceeding one hundred Master to forfeit
pounds. £100.
146. The time at which any goods shall be shipped on board Time  of exportation
any export ship shall be deemed to be the time of exportation of such 16
depart
Vic.
ure.
goods and the time of the last clearance of any ship shall be deemed c. 107 149.
to be the time of departure of such ship.
147. The following goods may by proclamation or order of the Goods may be prohi-
rtes. proclamationGovernor in Council be prohibited either to be exported or carried to
bite
beexs xpo  rd.
coastwise that is to say arms ammunition and gunpowder military and
16 107
17
naval stores and any articles which the Governor in Council shall"
judge capable of being converted into or made useful in increasing the
quantity of military or naval stores and if any goods so prohibited
shall be exported from Queensland or carried coastwise or be water-
borne to be so exported or carried they shall be forfeited.
As to the Coasting Trade and Transhipment.
148. All trade by sea from one port of Queensland to any other DeefidnniBiodnsohficooasting
port thereof shall be deemed to be a coasting trade and all ships 16 & 17 Vic.
employed therein shall be deemed to be coasting ships within the c.107s.151.
meaning of this Act and any other Act relating to the Customs.
149. If any goods shall be unshipped from any ship arriving  Times and places for
shipping.coastwise or be shipped, or waterborne to be shipped to be carried is & 17Vic.
coastwise on Sundays or holidays or on any Saturday after the hour of c. 107 154.
twelve o'clock at noon without the permission of the Collector or
principal officer or unless in the presence or with the authority of the
proper officer or unless at such times and places as shall be appointed
or approved of by him for that purpose the same shall be forfeited
and the master of the ship shall forfeit a sum not exceeding fifty
pounds.
150. The master of every coasting ship shall keep or cause  to Master of coasting
be kept a cargo book stating the names of the ship the owner the book.  to  keep cargo
master and the port to which she belongs and of the port to which 16 & 17 Vie. C. 107
she is bound on each voyage and shall at every port of lading enter in s. 155'
such book the name of such port and an account of all goods there
taken on board such ship stating the descriptions of the packages and
the quantities and descriptions of the goods therein and the quantities
and descriptions of goods stowed loose and the names of the respective
shippers and consignees so far as such particulars are known to him
and shall at every port of discharge of such goods note the respective
days on which the same or any of them are delivered out of such ship
and the respective times of departure from every port of lading and
of arrival at every port of discharge and such master shall on demand
produce such book for the inspection of any officer who may make
any note or remark therein.
If
U82 ar VICTORIA  No. 1.
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ter. If such  master  shall fail correctly  to keep such cargo book or
to produce the same
Or if at any time there be found on  board such ship any goods
not entered  in such  book as laden excepting  personal barage belong-
ing to a passenger  by such vessel or any goods noted as delivered
Or if any goods entered as laden or  any goods not noted as
delivered be not on board.
The master of such ship shall forfeit  a sum not exceeding
twenty pounds.
e p us to 151. Before any coasting ship shall depart from the port of
lading an account with a duplicate thereof in the following form or
1i 17 Vic. c. 107 to that effect and signed by the master shall be delivered to the
Collector or principal officer who shall retain the duplicate and return
the original account dated and signed by hind and such account shall
be the clearance of the ship for the voyage and the transirc or pass
for the goods expressed therein.
TRA NSIRE.
Port of
ship's name.
Here  state the particulars accordtng to the above bsat:inge
(Signed)  Master.
Ciearbd the day of 18
(Signed)  Collector
or Principal  Officer of Custoaaa.
If any such account shall be false the  master shall  forff-it a
sum not  exceeding twenty pounds and if any such ship shall leave the
port without such transire the master thereof shall forfeit a sum not
less than ten or more than one hundred pounds.
Transirs to be d. 162 . Within twenty-four hours after the arrival of every
vnvd,in 24hours  coasting  ship at the port of discharge and before any goods  be unladen&ae16 a 17 vic.  e.107 the transire  with the name of the place or wharf  where the lading is
x.167.
'to be discharged noted thereon shall be delivered to the  Collector or
princir.•sl officer who shall note thereon the date of  delivery  and if any
goods :hall  be  unladen contrary  to the  provisions of this section the
master shall forfeit a  sum  not g cceeding  twenty pound.
181. No
Owner 's name . Touna&e.  I  Port of registry. master's  name .  WhI1 er  baand.
Here  state the particulars according to the above headings.
rorelgn  goods distinguishing  Here state  - snadrr othergoods
warehoused goods removed Quantities .  or - no ot her  goods '  as  the ease
under bond .  asq he.
87*  VICTORLE No. 1.
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153. No goods except live  animals  fresh  meat fresh  fish fresh  Tian ma  &•
fruit coin or the personal baggage  of any  passenger  shall be  unshipped  eZ
from  any  vessel arriving eoastwtse at any port or place  in Queensland
where any officer of Customs shall or may be hereafter  stationed
except on days not being Sundays or holidays  and in  the day time
that is to say betwixt sunrise and the hour of six o'clock in the
afternoon
Nor shall any gads be shipped  or waterborne  to be shipped
at any such port or place to be carried coastwise except  on the clays
and within  the hours aforesaid
Nor shall any such goods he so unshipped shipped or water-
borne to be shipped at any such port or place unless in the presence
or with the authority of the proper officer nor unless at places which
shall be appointed or approved by the proper officer
Provided always that in the case of steam vessels employed in
the coasting trade the times of landing and shipping may be extended
from sunrise to such hour and under such regulations as the Collector
or other principal officer may appoint.
151. N o goods of a description subject to duty on importation  uaii  ppi  i a
shall be unshipped from any vessel arriving coastwise at any port or m J
place where an officer of Customs is not stationed unless such goods
are accompanied by a certificate from the Collector or other proper
officer at the port or place in this colony where the same were shipped
that the duty (if any) payable thereon has been paid
Any such goods unshipped contrary to the provisions of this
section  shall be forfeited and the party or parties by whom the same
shall be unshipped or landed shall forfeit and pay a penalty not
exceeding one hundred pounds ne- less than twenty pounds.
Provided that nothing herein contained shall prevent the P o.
.hipping of goods of a description not subject to duty on importation
to be carried coastwise or the unshipping of any such goods which
have been carried coastwise at any port or place where there  is not an
officer stationed without the presence or authority of an officer.
155. If any goods shall be laden on board any ship in any port ct«'a, e
or place in Queensland and carried coastwise contrary to this or any b, t
Act relating to the Customs or if any goods having been brought
coastwise shall be unladen in any such port or place contrary to this or
any other Act relating to the Customs such goods shall be forfeited.
156. Any officer may go on board any coasting ship  in any Users -- r oa
port or place in Queensland and at any period of her voyage  , im
search such ship and examine all goods on board and all goods then
lading or unlading  and demand all documents or papers which ought
to be on board such ship and the Collector or principal officer may
require that all or any such documents or papers shall be brought
to him for inspection  and the master of any ship failing to produce
such documents  or papers on demand or to bring the same to the
Collector or principal officer when required shall forfeit  a sum not
exceeding twenty pounds.
157. For the purpose of taking an accurate account of the Act,tairm 0(iirocluce of Queensland carried coastwise from any port it shall be nMTW ,
lawful for tl e Collector if he think fit to order that. at any port yam S  rwthe  particulars of all produce laden on board any coasting vessel be `
delivered by the master to the  principal  oflicer in such farm as the
'.;ollcctor  may prescribe and such  master shall for non-compliance
with any such regulation  or order forfeit  a  sum  not exceeding twenty
pounds.
As to Transhipnien(..
158. The  Collector may  make rules  and regulations for the  t Mn- to -abs
shipment of goods to be carried coast wise or exported and any person
offending against any such rules  or re  ulations shall forfeit and pay a
sum not exceeding one hundred l ounds. 159. Any  s ttlC
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Goods entered for 159. An goods which having been entered to be transhipped
transhipment  and y
not transhipped to be  shall not be transhipped unless by the permission of the proper officer
forfeited. shall be forfeited.
As to Bonds and Other Securities relating to  Customs.
All bonds valid &c. 160. All bonds and other securities entered into by any person
16 & 17 Vic. c. 107
a.195, for the performance of any condition order or matter relative to
the Customs or incident thereto and not inconsistent with this or any
other Act shall be valid in law and upon breach of any of the condi-
tions thereof may be sued and proceeded upon in the same  mariner as
any bond expressly directed or given by or under the provisions of any
Act relating to the Customs.
Bonds taken  to the All bonds relating to the Customs or for the performance of any
use of Her Majesty . condition or matter incident thereto shall be taken to or for the use of
Her Majesty.
All such bonds except such as are given for securing
the due exportation of or payment of duty upon warehoused goods
may after the expiration of three years from the date thereof or from
the time (if any) limited therein for the performance of the condition
thereof be cancelled by or by the order of the Collector.
Bonds of minors All bonds given under the provisions of this or any Act relating
va lid, to the Customs by persons under twenty-one years of age shall be
valid.
As to making and signing false Declarations relating to the Customs
falsely answering Questions and counterfeiting Documents.
Making false declara- 161. If any person shall make and subscribe any false declara-
tions. tion or make or sign any declaration certificate or other instrument16 & 17 Vic. c. 107
a. 198. required by this Act to be verified by signature only the same being
false in any particular
Or if any person shall make or sign any declaration made for
the consideration of the Collector or principal officer on application
presented to him the same being untrue in any particular
Or if any person required by this or any other Act relating to
the Customs to answer questions put to him by the officers of Customs
shall not truly answer such questions
signing false docu- Or if any person shall counterfeit falsify or wilfully use when
ments. counterfeited or falsified any document required by this or any ActUsing same.
relating to the Customs or by or under the directions of the Collector
or any instrument used in the transaction of any business or
matter relating to the Customs or shall fraudulently alter any
document or instrument or counterfeit the seal signature initials or
other mark of or used by the officers of the Customs for the verifi-
cation of any such document or instrument or for the security of goods
or any other purpose in the conduct of business relating to the Customs
or under the control or management of the Collector or any officer
Penalty £100 see Every person so offending shall for every such offence forfeit a
5th schedule counts
2 3 4 5. sum not exceeding one hundred pounds.
Penalty on wilful 162. Every person who shall knowingly be guilty of any evasion
evasion of rules. or fraud of or upon or in respect to any rule order or regulation made in
pursuance of this or any other Act relating to the Customs or shall
knowingly or wilfully act contrary to any such rule order or regulation
shall in cases where no other penalty is provided be liable to a penalty
not exceeding one hundred pounds.
Vessels and boats  As to the Restrictions on small Craft and Lighters and Provisions
used contrary  to for the Prevention of Smuggling.
regulations to be
forfeited. 163. Every ship or boat which shall be used or employed in
16&17  Vic.  c107
0. 2W. any manner within the limits of any port contrary to any regulations
made
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made by the Collector shall be liable to forfeiture unless the same
shall have been specially licensed to be so used or employed as next
hereinafter provided.
And the Collector is hereby empowered to make such Regu-
lations.
164. The Collector may grant and may also authorise the Collector may grant
principal officer at any port to grant licenses in respect of any te licenses on
ship or boat upon such terms and conditions and subject to 16 &"1'7 Vic. c. 107
such restrictions and stipulations as the Collector may think fit s- 201.
And there shall be paid to such Collector or principal officer for every
such license the fee set forth in the second schedule hereto and
if any owner or master of any ship or boat so licensed shall not
comply with such conditions or if such ship or boat shall be found
without having such license on board or if such license shall not
when required be produced and delivered for examination to any
officer of Customs demanding the same or the non-production of such
license duly accounted for then and in every such case such owner or
master shall forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds.
165. Before any such license shall be granted the owner or one Bonds.
or more of the owners or by permission of the Collector the master of Not 13 n 21 Vie.
the ship or boat for which the same is required with two sufficient
sureties shall enter into a bond in double the value of such ship or
boat conditioned that such owner or master will comply with the
aforesaid conditions and will not employ such ship or boat in
contravention of this or any other Act now or hereafter in force
relating to the Customs and in case of the loss breaking up or
disposal of such ship or boat the said license shall within one month
after such loss breaking up or disposal be delivered to the Collector
or principal officer at the Custom house of the port Provided always
that the penalty of such bond shall in no case exceed the sum of five
hundred pounds.
166. An annual fee shall be payable in advance for every such Annual fee to be
license at and after the rate specified in schedule two. charged.
.167. If any ship or boat shall quit a ship from which she has Boats not to quit
received any goods without having her hatches previously sealed down ship's side till hatches
by the proper officer on board or without receiving a boat note
are sealed down &c.
of her cargo signed by him and by the master or mate of the ship or
if any seal placed on the hatches of any such ship or boat shall be
broken or any part of the cargo thereof landed or put on shore before
such boat note shall have been produced to the proper officer such
ship or boat shall be forfeited and the owner and master of every such
ship or boat shall each forfeit and pay a penalty equal to the value
of such ship or boat not in any case exceeding five hundred pounds.
168. The provisions of this and all other Acts relating to the Act to apply to
Customs shall be applicable to lighters when conveying dutiable goods in lighters.
the same manner as though the goods were on board the importing ship.
169. The Collector may revoke alter or vary any license or Collector may revoke
licenses granted under any Act hereby repealed or which may hereafter licenses.
be granted under this or any other Act relating to the Customs.
170. Ii any ship or boat shall be used in the exportation Vessels used in re-
moval of uncustomed
or importation or the shipping unshipping landing removal carriage or prohibited goods
or conveyance of any uncustomed or prohibited goods the same shall forfeited.
16&17 Vic. c. 107be forfeited and the owner or master of every such ship or boat s. 203.
ent 6th schedule
shall forfeit and pay a penalty equal to the value of such ship or See
boat not in any case exceeding five hundred pounds.
171. The owner of every ship belonging wholly or in part to ships' boats to have
any of Her Majesty's subjects shall paint or cause to be painted on the name of the ship
port and master.
the outside of the stern of every boat belonging to such ship and 16 & 17 Vic. .107
coming M.
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Other boats to have
name of owner and
port thereon.
16&17 Vic.  c.107
s. 207.
Ships having goods
secreted forfeited.
16 & 17  Vie.  c. 107
s. 208.
Goods  unshipped
without payment of
duty and prohibited
goods forfeited.
16 & 17 Vie. c. 107
s.209.
Wines  spirits opium
or tobacco to be
deemed run.
16 & 17 Vic. 0.107
s.210.
coming within any port of 'the colony of Queensland or within one
league of the coast thereof the name of such ship and the port or
place to which she belongs and the master's name withinside the
transome in white or yellow roman letters not less than two inches
in length on a black ground and every such boat not so marked shall
be forfeited.
172. The owner of every, boat used in any port in the said
colony or within one league of the coast thereof and not belonging to
any ship shall paint or cause to be painted upon the stern of such
boat in white or yellow roman letters of two inches in length on a
black ground the name of the owner of the boat and the port or place
to which she belongs and every such boat not so marked the same
shall be forfeited.
173. All ships and boats coming into any port of Queensland
having on board any goods liable to the payment of duties or prohibited
to be imported into Queensland concealed in false bulkheads false bows
double sides or bottoms or in any secret or disguised place whatsoever
in such ship or boats shall be forfeited.
174. If any goods liable to payment of duties shall be
unshipped from any ship or boat in Queensland (Customs or other duties
not being first paid or secured)
Or if any prohibited goods whatsoever shall be imported or
brought into Queensland
Or if any goods whatever which shall have been warehoused or
otherwise secured in Queensland either for home use or exportation
shall be clandestinely or illegally removed from or out of any ware-
house or place of security
Or if any goods which are prohibited to be exported shall'be
put on board any ship or boat with the intent to be laden or shipped
for exportation or shall-be brought to any quay wharf or other place
in Queensland in order to be put on board any ship or boat for the
purpose of being exported
Or if any goods which are prohibited to be exported shall be
found in any package produced to any officer as containing goods not
so prohibited
Or if any goods subject to any duty or restriction in respect of
importation or which are prohibited to be imported into Queensland
shall be found or discovered to have been concealed in any manner on
board any ship or boat within the limits of any port of Queensland or
shall be found either before or after landing to have been concealed in
any manner on board any such ship or boat within such limits as
aforesaid
All such goods shall be forfeited together with any goods which
shall be found packed with or used in concealing them.
175. All wines spirits opium tobacco and cigars which shall
be found in course of removal without a legal permit or certificate
for the same shall be. deemed to be wines spirits opium tobacco or
cigars respectively liable to and unshipped without payment of duty
unless the person. in whose possession the same shall be found or
seized shall prove to the contrary.
If any ship or boat whatever shall be found within the176 .Ships in port with s
cargo found and  afterwards  limits of any port in Queensland with a cargo on board and such ship
forfeit
ballast or  boat shall afterwards be found light or in ballast and the master be
16 & 17 Vic, c. 107 unable to give a due account of the port or place in Queensland
0.215. where such ship or boat shall have legally discharged her cargo
such ship or boat shall be forfeited.
177. When
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177. When any ship or boat shall be found within one league of ships throwing
the coast of Queensland and shall not bring to upon signal made by goods overboard dur-ing chase  forfeited.
any vessel or boat in Her Majesty's service or in the service of the 16 & 17 Vic. c. 107
revenue hoisting the proper pendant and ensign in order to bring such .217-
ship or boat to and thereupon chase shall be given if any person or
persons on board such ship or boat so chased shall during the chase or
before or after such ship or boat shall bring to and within one league of
the coast as aforesaid throw overboard any part of her lading or shall
stave or destroy any part of such lading to prevent seizure thereof
then and in any such case such ship or boat shall be. forfeited.
178. If any ship or boat liable to seizure or examination under ships to bring to on
this or any Act in force in Queensland for the prevention of smuggling
ch s i7
or be
Vic. e in 107
or for the regulation of passenger ships shall not bring to when 218,
required so to do on being chased by any. ship or boat in Her Majesty's
navy having the proper pendant and ensign of Her Majesty's ships
hoisted or by any ship or boat duly employed for the prevention of
smuggling having a proper pendant and ensign hoisted the captain
master or other person having the charge or command of such vessel
or boat in Her Majesty's navy or employed as aforesaid (first causing
a gun to be fired as a signal) may at any place within one league
of the coast of Queensland fire at or into such ship or boat and
such. captain master or other person acting in his aid or by his direction
shall be and is hereby indemnified and discharged from any indictment
information penalty action or other proceeding for so doing.
179. Any officer or officers of the navy or marines On full ships maybe
pay or any officer of Customs may go on board any ship which shall be searchedof he ports.e
within the limits of any port in Queensland and rummage and search 16 & 17 Vic. c.107
the cabin and all other parts of such ship for prohibited and s. 219.;
uneustomed goods and remain on board such ship so long as she shall
continue within the limits of such port.
180. Any officer or other person acting in his aid or duly  Officers ofCustoms
employed for the prevention. of smuggling may upon reasonable suspi- may stop carts on
probable cause and
cion stop and examine any cart waggon or other means of conveyance  search for goods.
for the purpose of ascertaining whether any smuggled goods are is at 17 vie. c. 107
contained therein. s.220.
If no such goods shall be found the officer or other person
so stopping and examining  such cart waggon or other conveyance
having had probable cause to suspect that such cart waggon or other
conveyance had smuggled goods contained therein shall not on account
of such stoppage and search be liable to any prosecution or action at
law on account thereof.
All persons driving or conducting such cart waggon or other  see fifth schedule
conveyance refusing to stop or allow any such examination when count 7.
required in the Queen's name shall forfeit a sum of not less than five
nor more than twenty pounds.
181. Any officer or person acting under the direction of the Officers authorised
writ iarchof a r  stanceCollector having a writ of assistance issued from the Supreme or
by e
sear warrant
Court or a search warrant under the hand of a justice of the peace as may enter and search
hereinafter provided may in the day time enter into and search any or houses
or prohi biteite d goods.; :
house shop cellar warehouse room or other place and in case of resist- 16 & 17 Vic. c. 107
ance break open doors chests trunks and other packages and seize and . 221,
bring away any uncustomed or prohibited goods and put and secure
the same in a Queen's warehouse.
182. All writs of assistance so issued shall continue in force Duration of writs of
during the reign for which they were granted and for six months assistance.
afterwards.
183. Any such search warrant may be issued by any justice of search warrant may
the peace upon information on oath to him b an officer of be issued by justice.preferred y y
Customs
thereof.
ustoms
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Customs that he hath good reason to believe that any such goods are
concealed in any such house shop cellar warehouse room or other place
schedule 4. and may be in the form in the fourth schedule hereof set forth.
Ships  carte &c. 184. All ships boats carriages or other means of conveyance
removing  run goods together with all horses or other animals made use of in the removal
forfeited .
is & 17 Vic. c. 107 carriage or conveyance of any goods liable to forfeiture under this or
e. 222. any other Act relating to the Customs shall be forfeited.
As to Offences committed by and Penalties attaching to Persons.
Persons may be 185. Any officer of Customs may search any person on board or
searched if reason  to
suspect  smuggled proceeding on board any ship or boat within the limits of any port in
goods are concealed  Queensland or who shall be about to cross or be crossing the frontier of
on them'
16 & 17 Tic. c. 107 Queensland or any person who shall have landed from any ship or boat or9.229. shall have crossed such frontier Provided such officer shall have good
reason to suppose that such person has any uncustomed or prohibited
goods secreted about his person.
If any person shall obstruct any such officer in going remaining
or returning from on board or in searching such ship or boat or person
every such person shall forfeit a sum not exceeding one hundred pounds.
If any passenger or other person on board or proceeding on
board any such ship or boat or who may be about to cross or be
see fifth  schedule crossing the frontier of Queensland or who may have landed from any
counts 9, 10.
such ship or boat or have crossed such frontier shall upon being
questioned by any such officer whether he has any uncustomed or
prohibited goods upon his person or in his possession deny the same
and if any such goods shall after such denial be discovered to be or to
have been upon his person or in his possession such goods shall be
forfeited and such person shall forfeit and pay either treble the value
of such goods or the penalty of one hundred pounds at the election of
the Collector.
Person to be searched  186. Before any person shall be searched by any such officer as
mayappea
&Custice
aforesaid such person may require such officer to take him before a
16 or 17 Vic. c. 107 justice or in cases arising within any port before the Collector or
s.230. principal officer who if he see no reasonable cause for search shall
discharge such person but if otherwise shall direct him to be searched.
Females. No female shall be searched by any person other than a female.
Persons to be taken
before justice or 187. Any officer required to take any such person before such
co llector  with due justice collector or principal officer shall do so with all reasonable
despatch.
16
or 17 Vic. c. 107
dispatch.
s.231. If any officer shall fail so to do or if any officer shall require
Penalty for  improper any person to be searched or shall search any person not having
searching.
seed. reasonable grounds to suppose that he has uncustomed or prohibited
goods about his person such officer shall forfeit and pay a sum not
exceeding ten pounds.
Persons concerned in 188. Every person who shall-
importing or export - Be concerned in importing or bringing into Queensland or
ing prohibited or re- exporting therefrom any prohibited goods or any goods
stricted  goods whether
unshipped  or not  and the exportation or importation of which is restricted
persons shipping  un-
shipping  harboring or contrary to such prohibition or restriction and whether
having custody of such the same be shipped or unshipped or not
goods  t  forfeit treble
the value or £100. Or ship or unship or assist or be otherwise concerned in
16 & 17 Vic. e.107 the shipping or unshipping of any goods which are
..232. prohibited or of any goods which are restricted and
exported or imported contrary to such restriction or of
any goods liable to duty the duties for which have not
been paid or secured
Or
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Or knowingly harbor keep or conceal or shall knowingly
permit or suffer or cause or procure to be harbored kept
or concealed any such goods or any goods which shall
have been illegally removed without payment of duty
from any warehouse or place whatsoever or to whose
hands and possession any such goods shall knowingly
come
Or assist or be concerned in the illegal removal of any goods seemtischedule
12  14from any such warehouse or place 16.
Or be in any way knowingly concerned in conveying removing
depositing concealing or in any manner dealing with any
goods liable to duties of Customs with intent to defraud
Her Majesty of such duties or any part thereof
Or be in any way knowingly concerned in any fraudulent
evasion or attempt at evasion of such duties or any part
thereof
Shall forfeit and pay either treble the value of the goods or the penalty
of one hundred pounds at the election of the Collector or at the
discretion of the court be imprisoned for any term not exceeding six
months with or without hard labor.
189. Every person who  shall- if goods removed
Remove an oods imported into Queensland from an ship penalty  upon  parties
quay wharf or other place before the examination  concerned in the
removal.
thereof by the proper officer unless under the care or 16 & 17 Vic. c. 107
authority of such officer. s. 233.
Or remove or withdraw from any quay or wharf or other
place any goods entered to be warehoused after the
landing thereof so that no sufficient account is taken
thereof by the proper officer or so that the same are not
duly warehoused or who shall  assist or  be otherwise
concerned in such removal or withdrawal
Or knowingly harbor keep or conceal or knowingly permit
or suffer or cause or procure to be harbored kept or
concealed any such goods or to whose possession any
such goods shall come with his knowledge
Shall forfeit and pay either treble the value thereof or the penalty
of one hundred pounds at the election of the Collector or at the
discretion of the court be imprisoned for any term not exceeding six
months with or without hard labor.
190. Every person who shall ship or unship or aid or be  Persons unshipping
concerned in the shipping or unshipping of any goods dutiableliable to
dutia ble
e
goo
gooddnceahngs to
forfeiture under this or any other Act relating to the Customs or who forfeit aeloo and be
shall carry or conceal or aid or be concerned in the carrying or detained.Y 16 & 17 Vic. c. 107
concealing of any such goods shall forfeit for each such offence trebles. 234.
the value of such goods or the sum of one hundred pounds at the Sec f h scheduleount
election of the Collector or at the discretion of the court be imprisoned
for any term not exceeding six months with or without hard labor and
every such person may be detained to be dealt with as hereinafter
directed.
191. If any person liable to be detained under this or any Persne o atmay d B-
other Act in force in Queensland relating to the Customs shall not be after offence.
detained at the time of committing the offence for which he is so liable 16 & 17 Vic. c.107
or shall after detention make his escape such person may at any time
238.
afterwards be detained and taken before any justice to be dealt with
as if detained at the time of committing such offence.
192. Every person who shall-
Assault or obstruct any officer of the navy or marines on full Persons resisting
officers or rescuingpay or any officer of Customs or any person acting  in or destroying goods
his or their aid or assistance or duly employed for the to  prevent seizure to
prevention forfeit £100.
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See fifth schedule
count 18.
Or
prevention of smuggling in the execution of his or their
duty under this or any other Act relating to the Customs
or in the due seizing of any goods liable to forfeiture by
this or any other Act relating to the Customs
rescue or cause to be rescued any goods which have
Or
Persons assaulting
officers by force or
violence may be
imprisoned.
16 & 17 Vic. c. 107
s. 151.
been seized or shall attempt or endeavor to do so
before or at or after any seizure stave break or other-
wise destroy or attempt to break or destroy any goods
to prevent the seizure thereof or the securing the same
Shall forfeit for every such offence a sum not exceeding one
hundred pounds nor less than ten pounds.
193. If any person shall by force or violence assault resist
oppose molest hinder or obstruct any officer of the army navy or
marines on full pay or any officer of Customs or other person acting
in his aid or assistance or duly employed for the prevention of
smuggling in due execution of his duty such person being convicted
thereof shall be liable at the discretion of the Court to be kept in
penal servitude for any period not exceeding five years or to be
imprisoned with or without hard labor for any period not exceeding
two years.
Magistrates to convict  194. Whenever any person shall have been detained and taken
smugglers  in certain
cease without an order before any justices for being on board any ship or boat within any port
of customs. bay harbor or river in Queensland such ship or boat having on board
16 & 17 Vic. c. 107s.
239. or having had on board spirits opium tobacco or cigars in such caskss.
or packages as would under this or any other Act relating to the
Customs subject the same to forfeiture or for unshipping or for aiding
or being concerned in the unshipping of any spirits opium or
tobacco respectively liable to forfeiture under this or any other Act
relating to the Customs or for carrying or concealing or for aiding or
being concerned in the carrying or concealing of any such spirits
opium tobacco or cigars and it shall appear to such justice that the
quantity of spirits in respect of which such person has been so detained
does not exceed two gallons or that the quantity of opium in respect
of which such person has been detained does not exceed one pound
weight or that the quantity of tobacco or cigars in respect of which
such person has been so detained does not exceed ten pounds weight
such justice may proceed summarily upon the case without any
information and although no direction shall have been given by the
Collector or principal officer and convict such person of such offence
and adjudge that such person shall in lieu of any other penalty forfeit
any sum not less than the single value nor more than treble the value
of such goods including the duties due thereon and in default of
payment of such sum of money such person may be ordered to be
imprisoned for any time not exceeding one month.
Persons taken before  195. When any person shall have been detained for any offence
ajastice for an offenceagainst this or any other Act relating to the Customs and taken before
may be detained a
reasonable  time or any justice such justice may if he see reasonable cause order such.
admitted to bail. p erson to be detained in gaol or in the custod y of the p olice a reason-16 & 17 Vic.  c. 107 5
m.240. able time to obtain the order of the Collector or principal officer and
to prepare the necessary informations convictions and warrants of
commitment and at the expiration of such time to be brought before
any two justices who may then finally hear and determine the
matter.
Any person so detained shall be liberated on giving by
recognizance security to the satisfaction of such justice in the sum of
one hundred pounds or in the amount of the penalty sought to be
recovered to appear at such time and place as shall be appointed by
such justice for hearing the case.
196. If
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196. If any person shall offer anygoodsfor sale under the pretence  Penalty on persons
that the same are prohibited or have been unshipped and run on  shore offering any goods for
sale under pretence
without payment of duties all such goods (although not liable to any  of being run.
duties or prohibited) shall be forfeited and every person so selling  or a 24117 Vic. c. 107
offering for sale such goods shall forfeit and pay treble the value thereof  see fourth schedule
or one  hundred pounds at the election of the Collector. count 16.
. 197. All persons assembled to the number of three or  more for Persons assembling to
the purpose of unshipping carrying or concealing g an y spirits op ium the  number of threea  to run spirits opium
tobacco or cigars or other goods subject to duty respectively liable  to &c. or obstructing
forfeiture under this or any other Act relating to the Customs and every  caie&cto be sent to
person who shall by any means procure or hire or shall depute  or 16& 17 Vic. c. 107
authorise any other person to procure or hire any person  or persons to . 247.
assemble for the purpose of being concerned in the unshipping or
concealing any goods which are prohibited to be imported or the duties
for which respectively have not been paid or secured shall upon being soonfifth schedule
duly convicted of any of the said offences before any two justices be
adjudged by such justices to be imprisoned with or without hard labor
for any term not exceedings six months or at the discretion of the
court to forfeit and pay for every such offence  a sum not  exceeding one
hundred nor less than twenty pounds.
198. If any person in company with more than four others  be Five persons incom-
found with any goods liable to forfeiture under this or any other Act panyhaving smuggled
goods armed or dis-
relating to the Customs carrying firearms or offensive weapons  or guised guilty of
disguised in any way every such person shall be guilty of felony and 16&"17 Vic c. 107
shall be liable at the discretion of the court before which he shall  be s. 250.
convicted to be kept in penal servitude for any term not less than three
nor more than seven years or to be imprisoned for any term not
exceeding two years with or without hard labor.
199. If any persons to the number of three or more together Three or more armed
armed with firearms or offensive weapons shall within Queensland  or er, oaassembledrescue smug-
within the limits of any port or harbor thereof be assembled in order  geed goods guilty of
to aid and  assist - felony.16&17 Vic. c. 107
In illegally shipping unshipping landing running or  carryings. 248.
away any prohibited  goods or any  goods liable to duties
which have not been  paid or secured.
Or in rescuing or taking away any such goods after  seizure
from any officer or person authorised to seize the same
or from any person employed by or assisting him or
from the place where the  same shall have been lodged
by him
Or in rescuing any person who shall have been apprehended
for any offence made felony by this or any other Act
relating to the Customs or in preventing the apprehension
of any person who shall have been guilty of such offence
or shall so aid or assist
Every  person  so offending shall be guilty of felony and shall
be liable at the discretion of the court before which he shall be
convicted to be kept in penal servitude for any term not less than
three nor more than ten years or to be imprisoned for any term not
exceeding two years with or without hard labor.
200. If any person shall maliciously shoot at any vessel or boat  shooting at boats be-
belonging to Her Majesty's navy or in the service of the revenue longingg £ei ny or
within one league of the coast of any part of Queensland or shall 16 & 17 Vic. c.107
maliciously shoot at maim or wound any officer of the navy or 249.
marines  on full pay or any officer of Customs or any person acting in
his aid or assistance or duly employed for the prevention of smuggling
in the execution of his office or duty every person so offending and
every person aiding abetting  or assisting  therein shall be guilty of
felony
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felony and shall be liable at the discretion of the court before which
he shall be convicted to be kept in penal servitude for any term not
less than three nor more than fifteen years or to be imprisoned for any
term not exceeding two years with or without hard labor.
Penalty for otherwise 201. Every person who shall wilfully cut away cast adrift
damaging  boats  buoys
remove alter deface sink or destroy or in any other way injure or
21 Vic. No. 13. conceal any boat buoy rope or mark in the charge of or used by any
person for the prevention of smuggling or in or for the use or service
of the Customs shall for every such offence forfeit the sum of twenty
pounds.
Officers may patrol 202. Any officer of the navy or marines on full pay or any
coasts.
16
& 17 Vic. c. 107
officer of Customs or an y person actin g in his aid or assistance
..253. or duly employed for the prevention of smuggling when on duty may
patrol upon pass freely along and over any part of the coasts of
Queensland or any railway or the shores or banks of any port bay
harbor or river of the same and any such officer or person so patrolling
shall not be liable to any indictment information action or suit for so
doing.
As to Compensations and Rewards.
Officers and persons 203 . If any officer or person employed in the service of the
wounded  to be pro-rovided
for. Customs shall be killed maimed wounded or in any way injured in thevided
16 & 17 vie. c. 1o7 due execution of his office or if any person acting in his aid or
a.254. assistance  or duly employed for the prevention of smuggling shall be
so killed maimed wounded or in any way injured while so aiding sucl
officer or person so employed the Governor in Council may make
such provision for such officer or person or for the widows and families
of such as shall be killed as he may think fit.
Penalty on officers As to collusive Seizures.
and persons making 204 . If any officer of Customs or any other person whosoever duly
collusive seizures or
taking bribes  and on employed for the prevention of smuggling-
persons o ring6 & 17 Vic. c.
107
them .1 Shall make any collusive seizure
.: 262. Or shall. deliver up or make any agreement to deliver up or not
to seize any ship or boat or any carriage or animal or any
goods liable to forfeiture
Or shall take any bribe gratuity or recompense or reward for
the neglect or non-performance of his duty
Or shall conspire or connive with any person to import or
export into or from Queensland or shall be in any way
concerned in the importation or exportation into or
from Queensland of any goods prohibited to be imported
or exported or liable to duties of Customs for the purpose
of seizing any ship boat carriage animal or goods and
obtaining any reward for such seizure or otherwise
Every such officer or other person shall forfeit and pay for every
such offence a sum not exceeding five hundred pounds and be rendered
incapable of serving Her Majesty in any office whatever in Queensland..
Every person who shall give or offer or promise to give or
procure to be given any bribe recompense or reward to or shall make
any collusive agreement with any such officer or person as aforesaid
to induce him in any way to neglect his duty or to do conceal or
connive at any act whereby any of the provisions of this or any other
Act relating to the Customs may be violated or evaded shall forfeit
and pay a sum not exceeding two hundred pounds.
Ships  boats goods and  Seizure and condemnation of articles seized and disposal thereof.
b dord persons  may d oe 205. All ships and boats and all goods whatsoever liable toor  detained and goods
delivered  to proper forfeiture under this or any other Act relating to the Customs may bo
officer.
16 & 17 Vic. c. 107 seized or detained in any place either upon land or water by any officer
a.223. or
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or officers of Her Majesty's navy or marines on full pay or by any
officer of Customs or by any person having authority from the Collector
or duly employed for the prevention of smuggling.
All ships boats and goods so seized shall as soon as conveniently
may be be delivered into the care of the proper officer appointed to
receive the same.
206. If any goods liable to forfeiture under this or any other police officers eizing
Act relating to the Customs shall be stopped or taken by any police go Customscarryogoods them
.
officer or other person acting by virtue of any Act relating to the house.
Customs or otherwise duly authorised such goods shall as soon as con- 16 & 17 Vic. C. 107
veniently may be be carried to the Customs' warehouse next to the s' 224.
place where the goods were stopped or taken and there delivered to the
proper officer. 4
207. If any such goods shall be stopped or taken by any police Goods topped by
officer on suspicion that the same have been feloniously stolen such Police officers may be
retained until trial of
officer may carry the same to the police office to which the offender is  persons charged
taken there to remain until and in order to be produced at the trial of with 1evng
them.
the offender and in such case such officer is required to give notice  i. 16&n s. 225.
writing to the Collector or principal officer of his having so detained
the said goods with the particulars of the same.
Immediately after the trial of such offender all such goods
shall be conveyed to and deposited in a Queen's warehouse as aforesaid
to be proceeded against according to law.
If any police officer making detention of any such goods shall see fifth schedule
neglect to convey the same to such warehouse or to give the notice count8.
of having stopped the same as before prescribed such officer shall
forfeit a sum not exceeding twenty pounds.
208. All ships vehicles goods and other things seized as forfeited Things seized to be
under this Act or any other Act relating to Customs or to trade or deemed condemned if
not claimed within a
navigation shall be deemed and taken to be condemned and may be certain time.
dealt with accordingly unless the person from whom they were seized
or the owner thereof do within one month from the day of seizure give
notice in writing to the seizing officer or other principal officer of Cus-
toms at the nearest port that he claims or intends to claim the same.
The collector or principal officer at the place where the seized They maybe delivered
articles are secured may deliver them to the owner on receiving to the owner on due
security being given.
security by bond with two sufficient sureties to be first approved by conditions of the
such Collector or officer to pay double the value in case of condemnation bond,.
which bond shall be taken to Her Majesty's use in the name of the
Collector or principal officer and shall be delivered to and kept by such
collector or officer And in case such seized articles are condemned
the value thereof shall be forthwith paid to the Collector or principal
officer and the bond cancelled otherwise the penalty of such bond shall
be enforced and recovered.
209. With all convenient speed after seizure as aforesaid the
Collector or principal officer shall make or cause to be made an
inventory of the articles seized and shall verify the same by declaration
before a justice and such inventory shall be filed with the information
if any be afterwards exhibited or as soon thereafter as shall be practi-
cable and shall when so filed be deemed to form part thereof.
210. In case of the seizure of any cattle horse or other animal cattle and perishable
articles seized may be
or of any perishable article the Collector or principal officer of sold as if condemned.
the port or place at which the same has been secured as
aforesaid may sell the same within such delay as to prevent
its becoming deteriorated in value or a part of the value consumed
by reason of the expense of keeping or the decay of the  same as if it
had been condemned and may keep in his hands the proceeds  of Proceeds restored if
the seizure be de.
such sale until the same has been condemned or deemed to be con- Blared null.
demned or ordered to be restored to anyclaimant in which last mentioned
case
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case the court before which the claim is heard shall order the collector
to pay over to the claimant the proceeds of such sale in lieu of awarding
restitution.
Such cattle or article  The Collector or principal officer of Customs shall deliver up to
may be delivered to
the owner on securityany claimant any horse cattle animal or perishable article seized as
being given. aforesaid upon such claimant depositing in the hands of the collector
or principal officer such sum of money as will represent the full value
thereof or giving such security as aforesaid.
Restoration  or sale of 211. The Governor in Council may order that any ship goods or
seizures. other thing seized under this Act or any other law relating to the
s.6 27.7
Vic. c. 107 Customs or to trade or navigation be delivered to the -owner either
before or after condemnation upon such conditions as the Governor in
Council thinks fit and if no such order be previously made all ships
goods and other things seized and condemned for breach of this Act or
any other law relating to the Customs or to trade or navigation shall
be sold or disposed of as soon as conveniently may be after condemna-
tion in such manner as the collector may direct.
Sales to be by public 212. All sales of goods forfeited or otherwise liable to be sold by
auction.
any officer of the Customs under this Act shall be by public auction and
after a reasonable public notice and subject to such further regulations
as may be made by the Governor in Council.
Condemnation 213. The condemnation or forfeiture of any ship or boat shall
what to include. be deemed to include her tackle apparel and furniture and the
condemnation or forfeiture of any goods shall be deemed to include
the packages in which the same are found and all the contents thereof.
Mode of proceeding for Penalties and Forfeitures.- Claims by
Owners.- Costs 4rc.
In what courts
penalties and for-
feitures are recover-
able.
How and in whose
name prosecutions
may be commenced.
How penalties and
forfeitures shall be
recoverable.
214. All penalties and forfeitures incurred under this Act or any
other law relating to the Customs or to trade or navigation may be
prosecuted sued for and recovered in the Supreme Court or in the
Vice-Admiralty Court.
Or if the amount or value of any such penalty or forfeiture does
not exceed two hundred pounds the same may be prosecuted sued for
and recovered in any District Court having jurisdiction in the place
where the cause of prosecution arises or where the defendant is served
with process.
Or if the amount or value of any such penalty or forfeiture
does not exceed one hundred pounds the same maybe prosecuted sued
for and recovered in a summary way before any two justices.
215. All penalties and forfeitures imposed by this Act or by
any other Act relating to the Customs or to trade or navigation shall
unless other provision be made for the recovery thereof be sued for
prosecuted and recovered in the name of Her Majesty's Attorney-
General or Solicitor-General or in the name or names of some
officer or officers of the Customs or other person or persons thereunto,
authorised by the Governor in Council either expressly or by general
regulation or order and by no other party.
216. All suits or claims for value or treble value and all penal-
ties and pecuniary forfeitures arising out of or imposed by this Act or
any other law relating to Customs or to trade or navigation may
in the Supreme Court or in a District Court in cases within its
jurisdiction be sued for prosecuted and recovered with costs by the
same form of proceeding as any other moneys due to the Crown.
Except as in the last preceding section provided the provisions of
The Audit Act"  respecting the recovery of Crown debts shall for the
purposes of this section apply to the District Courts as fully in all
respects as if the words District Courts were inserted therein and th3
proper officers of the District Courts may issue all writs necessary for
such purpose. 217. The
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217. The flat by the said last mentioned Act required to Fiat  to be signed by
authorise the issue of a. writ of  capicts  may in the absence of the law law officers or Collec-
tor or principal
officers be signed by the Collector And in all cases of proceedings officer.
intended to be commenced in a District Court such fiat may be under
the hand of the Collector or at any port other than Brisbane of the
principal officer.
218. No such writ of  capias  shall be, put in force against the  capias  to be served
person of any defendant or otherwise than by service upon him unless only unless by express
the fiat shall expressly direct the arrest of such defendant.
direction.
219. When by this or any other Act relating to the Customs Penalties joint and
or to trade or navigation a is jointly and severally several may be suedpenalty for by joint and
incurred by any n- tuber of persons such persons may be pro- several information.
seeded against jointly by one information or severally by separate
86267
17 Vic. c. 107
informations as Her Majesty's Attorney-General may deem expe-
dient.
In case of a proceeding against such several persons by joint
information for recovery of the penalty so severally incurred by each
the penalty shall be recoverable against each notwithstanding that
any one or other of such persons so jointly proceeded against may
have allowed j adgment to go by confession or default or that the
penalty adjudged to be paid by any one or other of the defendants so
jointly sued may be for a different amount from that of the penalty in
which any one or other of such several persons may be convicted or
that any one or other of such several persons so jointly prosecuted
may be acquitted.
No judgment on any such information shall be reversed or
avoided or error in law alleged therein on the ground of any such
judgment being obtained by confession or default of any of the
persons nor on account of any difference in the amount of the penalty
or penalties in which any one or more of such persons may be con-
victed or the acquittal of any such persons but every such judgment
shall be valid and effectual against any or all of the said several
persons so jointly proceeded against and for the full amount of the
penalty in which such person or persons shall have been severally or
respectively convicted.
220. Every information for any penalty or forfeiture and every  Proceedings tobe
conviction warrant order or other proceeding shall be sufficient  in sufficient  if theyfollow  the words
which the offence or cause of forfeiture is set forth in the words of this of the Act.
Act.
The form of information given in the fifth schedule to this Act
and the counts therein contained may be used in any , proceedings
before magistrates to which they are applicable and if used shall be
sufficient and any one or more of the said courts may be joined in the
same information.
221. Whenever under this Act or any other law relating to the standard of value of
Customs or to trade or navigation it is necessary to ascertain the value  goods eized.
or the treble value of any ship vehicle goods or other things seized or
liable to forfeiture the value of such vehicles goods or other things
shall be taken to be the fair market value at the port or place where
the same were seized of goods of a like kind.
222. The Collector or principal officer at such port or place shall value  to be assessed
assess the amount of such value and if any person claiming the said ship i im°ant di s ti
ledvehicle goods or other things be dissatisfied with such assessment he by arbitration.
may by writing addressed to the Collector or principal officer require
that the value be assessed by two competent persons one to be appointed
by himself the other by the Collector or principal officer and such two
persons
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persons before proceeding to such assessment shall appoint an umpire
in case of their disagreement and the assessment made by such two
persons or their umpire as the case may be shall except as hereinafter
provided be final and conclusive.
Information for for. 223. All proceedings in the Supreme Court or a District Court
whetherma rbe sfieidfor the forfeiture of any ship goods or thing seized under this or any
ting or not. other Act relating to the Customs or to trade or navigation shall be
commenced by information which may be filed in the proper office of
the Supreme Court or District Court whether such court shall be then
sitting or not and upon the filing of such information the suit shall be
deemed to have been properly commenced.
Writ of  appraisement  224. In the case of any such information for the forfeiture of
not  tobeissued  exceptany ship boat or goods seized as aforesaid it shall not be necessary to
by order.
issue any writ of appraisement or to make or file any indenture of
appraisement unless upon the application of the claimant of such
ship goods or thing the court or a judge shall so order.
Writs of appraise- 225. Any such writ of appraisement shall if the information
meat.
To whom to be shall have been filed in the Supreme Court or in the District Court at
directed. Brisbane be directed to the Sheriff and if the information shall have
been filed in any other District Court be directed to some justice.
Notices to  be posted 226. So soon as an information has been exhibited in any court
in the Custom Housefor the condemnation of any ship goods or thing seized notice
and in  the office of y p g
the clerk of the thereof shall be put up in the office of the registrar or clerk of the
court and advertisedcourt and also in the office of the Collector or officer of theand served. principal
Customs at the port or place at which the ship goods. or thing has
been seized as aforesaid and notice thereof shall also be given by
advertisement in some local newspaper if any there be But no further
public notice by proclamation or otherwise shall be necessary.
A copy of every such information shall if practicable be served
upon the master of such ship or the claimant if any of such goods or
thing or the person if any from whose possession the same were taken.
Cl:sims not  to be ad- 227. No claim to any such ship goods or thing shall be
mitted unless  made admitted unless notice thereof has been given to the Collector or
within  certain time
nor without notice. principal officer as by the two hundred and eighth section hereof pro-
vided within one month from the seizure Nor shall any claim on
behalf of any party who has given notice of his intention to claim
before the posting of such notice as aforesaid be admitted unless
validly made within fourteen days after the posting thereof nor shall
any claim be admitted in any case after one month from such posting.
If no  claim  goods to 228. If no claim be entered before the expiration of such
be condemned . period of fourteen days or of one month as the case may be the ship
goods or articles seized may be condemned as forfeited.
How claims must be 229. No claim to any ship goods or thing seized under this Act
entered in  order to or any other law relating to the Customs or to trade or navigation andbe valid.
returned into the Supreme Court or any District Court for adjudication
shall be admitted as valid unless such claim is entered in the name of
the owner with his residence and occupation nor unless oath to the
property in such thing is made by the owner or on his behalf by the
attorney or agent by whom such claim is entered and in default of
such proof of ownership the articles seized shall be condemned as if no
claim had been made.
If any  number' of co- 230. When any such ship or goods shall at the time of the
partners  one may seizure thereof be the  bond fide  property of any number of proprietors
make the oath.
16 & 17 vie. c. io7 exceeding one it shall not be necessary for more than one of such
s.310. proprietors to enter such claim on the part of himself or his co-pro-
prietors or to make such oath as aforesaid.
If goods  of a com- 231. When any such ship or goods shall at the time of the
pany or partners oathseizure thereof be the property of any body corporate or joint stockhow made.
16 & 17 Tic. c. 107 company
8.311.
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company or of persons in any co-partnership actually carrying on trade
in any part of Queensland such claim may be entered and oath made
by the manager secretary or other officer of such body corporate or
Joint stock company or by any agent for or by any one of the partners
in  such co-partnership.
232. Every person who shall be convicted of taking a false Penalty for false
oath as to any or either of the facts hereinbefore required to be sworn oath-
to before entering such claim shall be deemed guilty of perjury and
liable to the pains and penalties thereof.
233. No person so admitted to claim as aforesaid shall enter a claim not to be valid
claim to or shall be deemed to have validly claimed any vessel goods unless security begiven  to pay the
or thing seized in pursuance of this Act or of any law relating to the costs and any penalty
Customs or to trade or navigation until sufficient security has been incurred.
given to the satisfaction of the court where such seizure is prosecuted
in a penalty not exceeding one hundred pounds to answer and pay the
costs occasioned by such claim and any penalty incurred by the
claimant in respect of such vessel goods or thing And in default of
giving such security such vessel goods or thing shall be dealt with as
if no claim had been made and after the lapse of the period in that
behalf provided shall be deemed to be condemned.
234. When any information shall have been exhibited before Justices may con-
any justices for the forfeiture of any ship goods or other things seized o t eode liable to
under this Act or any other law relating to the Customs or to trade or 16 & 17 Via c. 107
navigation such justices may proceed to the examination of the matter 273'
and upon due proof that the goods are liable to forfeiture under this
Act or any other law relating to the Customs or to trade or navigation
may condemn the said ship goods or other things.
But no such condemnation shall be made until after the person
(if any) claiming the articles seized or the person from whom they
were seized shall have been duly summoned to appear or if there be
no claimant until one month after the seizure.
Any such summons directed to the person from whom the
articles were seized being left at his last place of abode or on board
any ship to which such person may belong or have lately belonged
shall be deemed to have been sufficiently served,
235. The provisions of the Act of the Imperial Parliament Proceedings to be
passed in the session of the eleventh and twelfth years of Her Majesty's min a preescribed
reign entituled  "An Act to facilitate the performance of the Duties of by the Act 11 and 12
Justices of the Peace out of Sessions within Fingland and Wales with vie. c. 9.3.
respect to Summary Convictions and Orders"  shall extend and be
applicable to all proceedings before justices for recovering any penalty
or forfeiture under this or any other Act relating to the customs or
to trade or navigation.
236. Where any person shall have been convicted before any  Justices may im-
prisonjustices of any offence for which any penalty shall have been inflicted en  fepenalty
by this or any other Act relating to the Customs such justices may if  and if party
previously dthey think fit adjudge that such person shall in default of paying such may  sentence tolha d
penalty be imprisoned for any period not exceeding three months with labor.
or without hard labor and if it shall appear that such person had been a62
7 vie. c.107
before convicted of any offence against this or any other Act relating
to the Customs such justices if they think fit may order and adjudge
that such person shall in default or in lieu of such penalty be impri-
soned for anyperiod not exceeding sixmonths with or without hardlabor.
237. In all suits or proceedings at the suit of the Crown for the costs  to successful
recovery of any duty or penalty or for the enforcement of any party.
forfeiture under this or any other Act relating to the Customs the
parties thereto shall be entitled to recover costs against each other in
the same manner as if such suits or proceedings were conducting and
had between subject and subject and the like amendments may be
made in all such proceedings by the judge or court as may now or
hereafter be made in civil actions. 238. Provided
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On the trial  of the 238. Provided that if any information or suit is brought to trial
validity of any seizure or determined on account of any seizure made under this Act or any
no costs sha ll  be
recovered by claimant law relating to the Customs and a verdict is found or decision or
if probable cause of judgment given for the claimant and the judge or court before whom
seizure be certified.
the cause has been tried or brought certifies on the record that there
was probable cause of seizure the claimant shall not be entitled to any
costs of suit.
Costs payable to 239. All costs payable under this or any other Act relating to
defendants how paid. the Customs to any defendant or claimant in any suit or proceeding at
the suit of the Crown shall be payable out of the consolidated uevenue
of the Colony and it shall be lawful for the Treasurer upon the warrant
of the Governor which he is hereby required to issue to pay such costs
accordingly.
How penalties  and 240. All penalties and costs payable or recoverable under this
costs may  be levied or any other Act relating to the Customs by or from any suchfrom defendants.
defendant or claimant if not paid may be levied on the goods and
chattels lands and tenements of the defendant or claimant in the same
manner as sums recovered by judgment of the court in which the
prosecution is brought may be levied by execution.
Crown solicitor  and 241. The Crown Solicitor or any clerk duly appointed to act on
officers of Customs his behalf or under his directions and any officer of Customs under the
may conduct cases.
16 & 17 Tic. c. 107order and directions of the Collector may prosecute defend orcond uct
x.323. any proceeding before any justices in any case or matter relating to
the Customs to be heard or determined by such justices.
The Attorney- 242. In any prosecution for the recovery of any fine penalty
General may enter a or forfeiture incurred under this or any other Act relating to the
none proaequi.
'16 & 17 vie. . 107 Customs Her Majesty s Attorney-General or Solicitor-General if satis-
8.302. fled that such fine penalty or forfeiture was incurred without any
intention of fraud or that it may be otherwise inexpedient to proceed
in the said prosecution may enter  a nolle prosequi  on such information
as well with respect to the share of such fine penalty or forfeiture to
which any officer may be entitled as to the Queen's share thereof.
Application of 243. All penalties and forfeitures recovered under this or any
penalties. other Act relating to the Customs shall be applied to the purposes
next hereinafter mentioned (after deducting the charges of prosecution
and other contingent expenses) in such proportions as the Governor in
Council may direct and in default of such direction in the proportions
following that is to say one moiety shall be paid into the consolidated
revenue and the other moiety to the seizing officer or if there be an
informer as well as a seizing officer one-third shall be paid into the
consolidated revenue one-third to the seizing officer and one-third to
such informer.
As to Pleadings Evidence Limitations of Action and Appeals.
Restricted goods may 244. All goods the importation of which is in any way restricted
be described  as or which are of a description subject to duty and which shall be found
unshipped  without
payment of duty. or seized in Queensland under any law relating to the Customs may
for the purpose of proceeding for the forfeiture of them or for any
penalty incurred in respect of them be described in any information
exhibited on account of such forfeiture or penalty as goods liable to
and unshipped without payment of duties.
Proof  that goods 245. If any goods are seized for non-payment of duties or any
have
he owne
&°. to
other cause of forfeiture or any prosecution is brought for any penalty
or forfeiture under this Act or any other law relating to the Customs
or to trade or navigation and any question arises whether such goods
are liable tp duty or the duties have been paid on such goods or the
same have been lawfully imported or lawfully shipped unshipped
waterborne laden unladen or exported or whether any other thing hath
been done by which such forfeiture would be prevented or such
penalty avoided the burden of proof shall lie on the owner or claimant
of the goods or on the defendant in such prosecution and not on the
officer who has seized and stopped the same or the party bringing
ennh nrnawnntinn _ 24R_ thA
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246. The averment that the Collector or principal officer has Averments in smug.
directed or elected that any information or proceedings under this  or gling eases.16 & 17 Vic. c. 107
any other Act relating to the Customs shall be instituted or that any.. 306.
ship or boat is foreign or belonging wholly or in part to Her Majesty's
subjects or that any person detained or found on board any ship or boat
liable to seizure is or is not a subject of Her Majesty or that any goods
conveyed towards the coast or frontier of Queensland or any port thereof
or towards any quay were conveyed for the purpose of exportation
contrary to this or any other Act relating to the Customs or that any.
goods thrown overboard staved or destroyed were so thrown overboard
staved or destroyed to prevent seizure or that any goods thrown over-
board staved or destroyed when chased  by any  ship or boat in Her
Majesty's service or in the service of the revenue were so thrown
overboard staved or destroyed to avoid seizure or that any person was
employed for the prevention of smuggling or that the offence was
committed within the limits of any port shall be deemed to be suffi-
cient without proof of such fact or facts unless the defendant in any
such case shall prove to the contrary.
247. If upon any trial a question shall arise whether any person Viva voce vidence
is an officer of the army navy or marines on full pay or an officer of that a party is an
Customs his own evidence thereof or other evidence of his having 16 & 17 Vic. °.107
acted as such shall be deemed sufficient and such person shall not be.. 307.
required to produce his commission or deputation unless sufficient
proof shall be given to the contrary.
Upon the trial of any issue or upon any judicial hearing or
investigation touching any seizure penalty or forfeiture or other
proceeding under any Act relating to the Customs or incident thereto
where it may be necessary to give proof of any order issued by the
Governor in Council or by the Collector a copy of the order or any
letter or instructions referring thereto which shall have been officially
received by any officer of Customs for his guidance and under which
he shall have acted as such officer shall be admitted and taken as
sufficient evidence and proof of such order.
Every such officer and any person acting in his aid or assist-
ance shall be deemed a competent witness upon the trial of any suit
or information on account of any seizure or penalty as aforesaid
notwithstanding such officer or other person may be entitled to the
whole or any part of such seizure or penalty or to any reward upon
the conviction of the person charged in such suit or information.
248. All actions or suits for the recovery of any of the penalties Limitation of time
or forfeitures imposed by this Act or any other law relating to the for bringing suits for
Customs or to trade or navigation may be commenced or prosecuted penalties C.
at any time within three years after the offence committed by reason
whereof such penalty or forfeiture was incurred but not afterwards.
249. An appeal from the District Courts shall he to the Supreme Appeal to the
Court in suits and proceedings under this Act or any other law relating supreme court.
to the Customs or to trade or navigation in the same manner and
subject to the same conditions as other appeals from the District
Courts to the Supreme Court.
250. An appeal shall lie to a District Court from the conviction Appeal from
by any justices under this Act or any other law relating to the Customs justices.
or to trade or navigation in the same manner and subject to the like
conditions as other appeals from justices to the District Courts.
251. In any case in which proceedings have been instituted  in Restoration  of goods
any court against any ship goods or thing under this Act or any law &c. not to be pre-
vented by appeal
relating to the Customs or to trade or navigation the execution of any rovided security
decision or judgment pronounced by the court in which the proceedings be given.
have been had shall not be suspended by reason of any appeal prayed
and allowed from such decision or judgment Provided that sufficient
security to be approved of by the court be given to render and
deliver the ship goods or things concerning which such decision or
judgment
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Removal of  roceed-
judgment  is pronounced or the full value thereof  to be ascertained as
hereinbefore provided to the appellant in  case the decision or judg-
ment so appealed  from be reversed.
As to Removal  of Proceedings before  Justices.
in as.
p 252. No writ of  certiorari  shall issue to remove any proceedings
writs  of  certiorari  before any justice under. this or any other Act relating to the Customs
and  habeas  corpus nor shall any writ of  habeas corpus issue to bring up the body of any
not to issue  except Y  g p Y
on affidavit. person who shall have been convicted before any justices under this or
16 & 17 Vic. c. 107
s.290. any other Act relating to the Customs unless the person against whom
such proceeding shall have been directed or who shall have been so
convicted or his attorney or agent shall state by affidavit in writing
duly sworn the grounds of objection to such proceedings or
conviction.
Upon the return to any such writ of  certiorari  or  habeas
corpus  no objection shall be entertained by the court other than such
as shall have been stated in such affidavit and any justices may amend
any information conviction or warrant of commitment for any offence
at any time whether before or after conviction.
No writ without
notice to Crown 253. Whenever any such writ shall issue notice in writing
solicitor. thereof shall be given to the Crown Solicitor and no return to any
16 &
ss29117 Vic. c. 107such writ shall be considered by the Supreme Court or any judge
Commitment and
punishment.
thereof unless there shall be produced to such court or judge an
affidavit in writing duly sworn stating that notice of the issuing of
such writ was given to the Crown Solicitor or left at his office four
clear days before the return of such writ.
There shall be an interval of seven clear days at least between
the day of issue and the day of the return of any such writ and any
such writ issuing without notice or not in conformity with the
directions herein contained shall be void.
As to the Commitment and Punishment of Offenders after Conviction
and the Mitigation or Increase of such Punishment under certain
Circumstances.
Governor in Council 254. The Governor in Council may by an order to be
may remit fines and
imprisonment. delivered to the person in whose favor the same is made mitigate
or remit the whole or any part of any penalty or fine incurred
by or imposed upon any person under this or any other Act
relating to the Customs or to trade or navigation and may also
release from confinement any person committed under any such
Act upon and subject in either case to such terms and conditions
as shall be expressed in the order for such mitigation remission or
release.
If such person shall assent to or avail himself of such
order and any such term or condition shall prohibit any action or
other civil proceeding in respect or on account of any matter or thing
referred to or mentioned in such order every action or other civil
proceeding commenced or instituted in violation thereof shall on
satisfactory proof of the facts by affidavit or otherwise be stayed by
the court in which the same shall have been so commenced or insti-
tuted or by any judge thereof.
Justices may mitigate 255. Where any person shall be convicted before any justice as
penalties in certain
case. aforesaid in any penalty incurred as aforesaid the said justice may in
es
817 Vic.e. 107 cases where upon consideration of the circumstances he shall deem it
Persons previously
convicted may on
verdict be impri-
soned.
16 & 17 Vic. c. 107
s. 268.
expedient so to do and for a first offence only mitigate the payment of
the said penalty  so as  the sum to be paid by such person be not less
than one-fourth part of the amount of the penalty in which such
person shall have been convicted.
256. When any verdict shall pass against any person in the
Supreme Court or a District Court for any offence for which any
pecuniary penalty shall have been inflicted by this or any other Act
relating
37° VICTORIA No. 1. 1151
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relating to the Customs or to trade or navigation and it shall appear
that such person had been previously convicted of any similar offence
the presiding judge may order that such person shall in lieu of
payment of any penalty be imprisoned for a period not less than six
nor more than twelve months.
257. Where any person shall have been convicted of any justices may com-
offence against this or any other Act relating to the Customs mute hard labor
where offender is a
or to trade or navigation for which such person would be liable  female &c.
to be committed to hard labor the justices before whom such .6286 17vie. c. i°7
person is so convicted if such person be a female or if a male be
from physical infirmity incapable of hard labor may order and
adjudge that such person shall in lieu of being subjected to hard
labor be imprisoned for the period during which such person would
have been liable to be kept to hard labor but in all such cases the
cause of mitigation shall be stated in the warrant of commitment.
258. Where any married woman shall be convicted before any  Married women may
justice of any offence against this or any other Act relating to the b16 and 17 e co itva : c. 107
Customs she shall in default of paying any penalty she may ' have s. 288.
incurred be liable to be committed to prison in the same manner as if
she were sole  and unmarried.
Proceedings  against seizing  officers  and others.
259. In case  any information or suit shall be tried for any cause in  suits on seizure
of forfeiture and a verdict shall be found for the claimant and it shall judgemay certify
probable cause in bar
appear  to the judge before whom such trial was had that there was a of future proceedings.
probable cause of seizure such judge shall certify on the back of the 16 & 17 Vic. c. 107
record that there was such probable cause and such certificate shall be
s. iii.
a bar  and may be pleaded as such to any action indictment information
or other proceeding against the person making such seizure.
260. In case any action indictment information or other  pro- If probable cause
ceeding shall be brought to trial against any person whatsoever  on certified
`e
account of any seizure (whether any information shall have been or costs.
shall be brought to trial for the condemnation of the same or. not) and
a verdict shall be given for the plaintiff if the court or judge before
whom such action indictment information or other proceeding
shall be tried shall certify on the back of the record or other
proceedings that there was probable cause for such  seizure  then the
plaintiff shall not be entitled to more than twopence damages nor to
any costs nor shall the defendant in any such prosecution be fined
more than one shilling.
261. The production of such certificate or a copy thereof verified  Evidence of the cer-
by the signature of the officer of the court having charge thereof shall ';fiats.
be sufficient evidence of such certificate.
262. No action shall be commenced against any officer or of one month's notice
the Customs or against any person acting g under the direction of the of action to officerbefore process.
Collector or principal officer for anything done in the execution of or 16 & 17 Tic. o. 107
by reason of his office until one month next after notice in writings' 313.
shall have been delivered to him or left at his usual place of abode
by the plaintiff his attorney or agent in which notice shall be clearly
stated the cause of action and the court in which the same is intended
to be brought the name and place of abode of the plaintiff and the
name and place of business of such attorney or agent.
If any action shall be commenced against any such officer or
person and no such notice shall have been given such officer or
person may call upon the plaintiff to establish to the satisfaction of
the court or a judge on affidavit that such action is brought for some
act matter or thing not done in the execution of or by reason of his
office
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office and if the plaintiff shall fail so to. satisfy the court or judge such
action shall be stayed.
Provided always that if the plaintiff shall so satisfy the court
or judge he shall not be allowed on the trial of such action to give
evidence of any cause of action other than such as shall have been
disclosed in such affidavit.
Evidence limited to  263. Upon the trial of any action brought in pursuance of
subject in notice.
is l7  Vic. °. 107 such notice the plaintiff shall not be entitled to a verdict without
8.314. proving on the trial that such notice had been duly served and in
default of such proof shall be non-suited nor shall any such
plaintiff be at liberty to produce any evidence of any cause of action
except such as has been distinctly stated in such notice.
Officer may  tender 264. Any such officer or person against whom an action is
amen de and  plead
such tender in bar. brought on account of any such seizure or of any thing done in the
Costs to defendant if exercise of his office may within one month after such notice tender
successful.
amends to the party complaining or his agent and plead such tender
in bar to the action together with other pleas.
If the court or jury as the case may be find the amends
sufficient they shall give a judgment or verdict for the defendant
and in such case or in case the plaintiff becomes non-suited or
discontinues his action or judgment is given for the defendant upon
demurrer or otherwise then such defendant shall be entitled to the
like costs as he would have been entitled to in case he had pleaded the
general issue only.
Money may be paid  But the defendant by leave of the court in which the action is
into court. brought may at any time before  issue  joined pay money into court as
in other actions.
Actions against  265. Every action against any officer or other person as aforesaid
officers to be broughtshall be commenced within three months after the cause of action shall
within two months
after cause "so . arise and if such action be brought in respect of any seizure made by
168 7 7  Vic. c. 107 such officer or other person the cause of action shall not be deemed
to have arisen until the day after the trial of the information (if
any) filed upon such seizure.
The venue in such action shall be laid in the district where the
cause thereof is alleged to have occurred and the defendant may
plead the general issue and give the special matter in evidence on the
trial thereof.
Costs in cases of If the plaintiff shall be nonsuited or discQntinue or if upon a
nonsuit. verdict or demurrer judgment shall be given against him the defendanto costs and have such remedy for recovering theshall be entitled t "
same as any other defendant now has in other cases where costs are
legally recoverable.
Actions for illegal. 266. Except in the cases hereinafter mentioned any person
seizures
tri t co  rt. complaining of any illegal seizure of any ship goods or other things
16 & 17 Vic. c. 107 may after service of a notice in writing to that effect and within the
8.318. time hereinbefore provided in respect to the bringing of actions
proceed against the officer by whom such seizure shall have been
Proviso. made by plaint in the District Court Provided that the sum claimed
for damages by the person so complaining shall not exceed the sum
of two hundred pounds.
Defendant may object 267. No such action shall be brought in any District Court if
to being served  in
District Court. before being served with a summons in any such action the person on
whom such notice shall have been served or his attorney or agent* shall
give a written notice to the person so complaining as aforesaid that lie
objects to being sued in such District Court for such cause of action
and if any such action shall be so brought in such District Court after
such notice  all  proceedings in such action  shall be stayed.
268. Whenever
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268. Whenever any person so complaining as aforesaid resort- Venue confined to
ing for redress to the District Court the action shall be brought within district where action
arises.
the district where the cause of action arose and the proceedings and 16 & 17 Vic. c. 107
conduct of the suit shall be regulated as nearly as the circumstances a. 319.
of the case shall allow in conformity with the provisions of  " The
District Court Act of  1867" or any other District Court Act in force
for the time being and any orders which govern the procedure and
practice of the said court And such right of appeal shall be allowed
to the parties as is or may be provided by the said Acts in other actions
triable therein.
269. If in' any action commenced in the Supreme Court after where £20 only is
the commencement of this Act for any alleged illegal seizure or recovered no costa to
be allowed unlessdetention of any ship goods or other things if the plaintiff recover a  judge certifies.
sum not exceeding twenty pounds such plaintiff shall have judgment 1632217 Vic. c. 107
to recover such sum only and no costs unless at the trial the judge
certify on the record either that the case was one that could not be
tried in a District Court or that although within the jurisdiction of
the District Court it nevertheless was a fit case to be tried in the
Supreme Court or (in case there shall be no trial) unless the court or
judge shall make an order to that effect and it shall not be necessary
to enter any suggestion on the record to deprive such plaintiff of costs.
As to general Orders and Regulations.
270. All orders rules and regulations now in force relating to Existing orders to
.the Customs or to the duties or officers thereof and made under any continue.
Act hereby repealed shall remain in force until altered revoked or
rescinded or others made in lieu thereof and all acts done in pursuance
of any such orders and regulations shall be and are hereby declared to
be valid.
271. No rules orders or regulations made by the Collector under Regulations to be
the authority of this Act shall have any force or validity until they have sanctionedTreasurer andPub
been approved and sanctioned by the Treasurer and published in the lished in the  Gazette.
Gazette  but upon such sanction and publication the same shall have
full force and effect except so far as they may be inconsistent with the
provisions of this Act or any other law.
Provided that no penalty or forfeiture shall accrue for any Proviso.
breach of any such rule order or regulation done or committed in any
port or place before the expiration of one week after such rule order
or regulation shall have been posted in some conspicuous place at the
custom house in or nearest to such port or place.
272. The Governor in Council may make regulations and Governor may make
arrangements with the Governor of an adjoining Australian colon arrangements forb y y border t ade.
for the importation of goods by or across any inland boundary of
Queensland and for the imposition of duties and the amount thereof on
such goods or the exemption of the same from duties and the recovery
of duties on goods so imported into Queensland and the repay-
ment of such duties and in other respects so to regulate the trade
across such boundary line as may be from time to time agreed
upon by the said Governors and also to determine at not less than
three months' notice any such arrangements Provided that no such
duties shall exceed the duties of Customs collected and paid on goods
otherwise imported into Queensland.
273. The Collector shall as soon as conveniently may be after General orders to be
the commencement of each year cause to be published in the  Gazette printed'
all rules and regulations made under this or any Act for the time being
relating to the Customs either by the Governor in Council or by the
Collector during the preceding year.
2  7 4.  All
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Customs laws. 274. All  laws now or hereafter to be in force relating to the
duties of Customs and all regulations of the Customs shall so far
as the same are applicable extend and apply to all trade carried on
overland across the inland frontier of Queensland and to all goods so
imported as fully and effectually as if such inland frontier were part of
the high seas within one league of the coast of Queensland.
As to Repeal of Acts and Commencement  ,c. of this Act.
Repeal.  Esceptione. 275. The several Acts and parts of Acts set forth in the first
schedule to this Act to the extent to which such Acts and parts of
Acts are in and by such schedule expressed to be repealed shall
be and the same are hereby repealed except as to anything done before
the commencement of this Act and except so far as relates to
any arrears of duty or to any drawback which shall have become;
due or payable and except so far as may be necessary for the
purpose of supporting or continuing any proceeding heretofore taken
or to be taken after the commencement of this Act and except as to
the recovery or application of any penalty for any offence which shall
have been committed or any forfeiture which shall have been incurred
before the commencement of this Act.
Commencement and 276. This Act shall commence at the expiration of two months
short title.
next after the passing hereof and may be cited as  " The Customs Act
1873."
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FIRST SCHEDULE.
Date of Act. Title of Act. Extent  of Repeal.
9 Victoria No. 15 An Act to provide for the General Regulation of
the Customs in New South Wales
10 Victoria No. 9 An Act to Amend the Law relating to the General
Regulations  of the Customs in New South
Wales
11 and 12 Victoria  An Act  to facilitate the performance of the duties
No. 43 of Justices  of the Peace  out of Sessions within
England and  Wales with  respect to  Summary
Convictions and Orders
The whole.
The whole.
So much of the
35th  section
thereof as is
contained in
the words "Or
Customs."
1155
13 Victoria No. 43 An Act to Amend an Act passed in the ninth year The whole.
of the reign of Her present Majesty intituled
An Act to provide for the General Regulation
of the Customs of New South Wales"
20 Victoria No. 21 An Act to impose a Duty on Bonded Warehouses The whole.
-31 Victoria No. 25 An Act to Amend the Act 9 Victoria No. 15 The whole.
intituled 11 An Act to provide for the General
Regulation of the Customs in New South
Wales"
SECOND SCHEDULE.-( See  Sections  22, 23, 166.)
For every dray or vehicle licensed to carry goods under bond the fee of ten shillings Sect. 23.
For every vessel or boat used as a lighter the fee of one pound. Sect. 23.
For every other vessel or boat not otherwise specially licensed the fee of five shillings .  Sect. 166.
THIRD SCHEDULE.
'Table of rent and other charges to be paid to the Collector or principal officer at every Sect. 17.
port on goods lodged under the provisions of this Act in any Queen's warehouse in
Queensland.
Rent per week .  Receiving . Delivering . Marking.
a. d.  8. d. 8. d. s. d.
Puncheons  ... ... ... 0 6 0 6 0 6 0 1
Hogsheads ... 0 4 0 6 0 6 0 1
Quarter casks ... 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 1
Geneva per case 4 gall ons ...  0 0; 0 1 0 1 0 1
Cases  (1 dozen bottles) ... 0 01  0 1 0 1 0 1
Tierces tobacco ... ... 0 6 0 6 0 6 0 1
Half ditto ditto ... ... 0 4  0 6 0 6. 0 1
Box or keg ditto ... ... 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 1
Cigars per case ... ... 0 4 0 6 0 6 0 1
Sugar per ton ... ... 1 6 1 0 1 0 0 1
Tea per chest ... ... 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 1
Tea per half ditto ... ... 0 1  0 1 0 1 0 1
Tea per box  ... ... ... 0 01 0 01 0 01 0 1Ad valorem per ton ... 1 6 1 6 1 6 0 2
FOURTH
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FOURTH SCHEDULE.
Form of Search"Warrant.
Form of search war. Whereas information on Oath has this day been preferred before me one of Her
rant  sec. 183. Majesty's Justices of the Peace in and for the Colony of Queensland by A.B.  an officer of
Customs that he hath good reason to believe that certain uncustomed [or prohibited] goods
are concealed in the house of C.D.  [or as the case may be]  These are therefore  to command
you in Her Majesty's name forthwith with proper assistance to enter the  said  house  [or as
the case may  be] of the said C.D. in the daytime and there diligently search for the said
goods and if the same or any such goods shall be found upon search that you seize and
bring away the goods so found and put and secure the same in a Queen's warehouse to be
disposed of and dealt with according to law.
Given under my hand and seal at
in the Colony of Queensland this
day of A.D. 18
Sect. 190.
sect. 161.
Sect. 161.
Sect. 161.
Sect. 161.
Sect. 170.
Soot. 180.
FIFTH SCHEDULE.
Form  of Information before Justices of the Peace.
BE it remembered  that A .B an officer  of Customs  under the direction of the
to wit` f Collector of Customs informs me the undersigned one of Her Majeaty'sjusticea
of the peace in and for, &c.
COUNT 1.
That C. D. did unship [or was aiding or concerned in unshipping] certain goods to
wit  [here mention the goods generally]  •contrary to section 190 of  " The Customs Act
1873" whereby the said C.D. has forfeited the sum of being treble
the value of the said goods [or " the penalty of one hundred pounds"  as the case may be]
for which the Collector has elected to sue.
COUNT 2.
That C. D. did make and subscribe a false declaration [or document] purporting to
be  [here  state  the nature of the document generally]  the same being false and untrue con-
trary to section 161 of  a0 The Customs Act  1873" whereby the said C. D. has forfeited the
sum of one hundred pounds.
COUNT 3.
That C. D. did untruly answer a certain question put to him by
an officer of Customs contrary to section 161 of  " The Customs Act  1873" whereby the
said C. D. has forfeited the sum of one hundred pounds.
COUNT 4.
That C. D. did counterfeit or falsify  [or  "wilfully use when counterfeited"  or
" falsified" as  the case may be]  a certain document purporting to be  [here state the nature
of the document generally]  contrary to section 161 of  " The Customs Act  1873" whereby
the said C. D. has forfeited the sum of one hundred pounds.
COUNT 5.
That C. D. did fraudulently alter  [or  counterfeit as  the case may be]  the seal
signature initials or mark of  [or  used by] an officer of Customs contrary to section 161 of
" The Customs Act  1873" whereby the said C. D. has forfeited the sum of one hundred
pounds.
COUNT 6.
That a certain vessel  [or  boat] called the whereof C. D. was
owner  [or  master as  the case may be]  was unlawfully used in exporting importing shipping
unshipping landing removing carrying  or  conveying certain uncustomed or prohibited goods
to wit  [here mention generally the goods]  contrary to section 170 of  " The Customs Act
1873" whereby the said C. D. has forfeited the sum of which the
Collector has directed to be sued for in this case.
COUNT 7.
That C. D. was driving or conducting a cart waggon or other conveyance and refused
to stop or to allow the examination thereof when required in the Queen's name contrary to
section 180 of  " The Customs Act  1873" whereby the said C. D. has forfeited the sum of
twenty pounds.
COUNT 8.
Sect. 207. That C. D. an officer of police having detained certain goods to wit  [here mention
generally the goods]  on suspicion of their being stolen neglected to convey the same to 09
proper warehouse  [or  neglected to give notice thereof to the Collector  or
as the case may be]  contrary to section of "The Customs Act  1873" whereby
the said C. D. has forfeited the sum of twenty pounds.
COUNT 9
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COUNT 9.
That C.  D. obstructed  a person duly  employed for  the prevention of smuggling  Beet. 186.
contrary to section  185 of  "  The Customs Act  1873" whereby the said C.  D. has forfeited
the sum of one hundred pounds.
COUNT 10.
That C .  D. denied the possession of certain foreign goods to  [here mention Sect. 185
generally the goods ]  which were afterwards found to  be  [or  "  to have been "  as  the case  may
be]  in his possession contrary to section  185 of  The  Customs Act  1873" whereby the
said C. D.  has forfeited the sum of being treble the value of the said goods [or
f/ the penalty of one hundred pounds"  [as the case may be]  for which tho Collector has
elected to sue.
COUNT 11.
That C.  D. was concerned in importing certain prohibited or restricted goods to wit Sect. 188.
[here mention generally the goods]  contrary to section 188 of  "  The Customs Act  1873 "
whereby the said C. D. has forfeited the sum of being treble the value of
the said goods  [ or " the penalty of one hundred pounds"  as the case may be]  for which the
Collector has elected to sue.
COUNT 12.
That C.  D. was concerned in unshipping  [shipping harboring or having possession of] Soot. 188.
certain prohibited restricted or uncustomed goods to wit [here mention generally the goods]
contrary to section 188  of  " The Customs Act  1873" whereby the said C.  D.  Las  forfeited
the sum of  be ing treble the value of said goods [or  "  the penalty
of one hundred pounds  "  as the case may be]  for which the Collector has elected to sue.
COUNT 13.
That C.  D. was concerned in the illegal removal of certain goods to wit  [here  Sect. 185.
mention generally the goods ]  from a warehouse or otherwise illegally dealing with the same
after they had been so removed contrary to the provisions of section 188 of  " The Customs
Act  1873 "  whereby the said C.  D. has forfeited the sum of being treble the
value of the said goods  [or " the penalty of one hundred pounds"  as the case may  be] for
which the Collector has elected to sue.
COUNT 14.
That C.  D. was knowingly concerned in evading duties of Customs upon or in Sect. 188.
dealing with certain goods to wit  [here mention generally the  goods ]  with intent to defraud
Her Majesty of the duties of Customs in respect thereof contrary to section 188 of  " The
Customs  Act  1873" whereby the  said C.  D. has forfeited the sum of being treble
the value of the goods [or " the penalty of one hundred pounds"  as the case may be] for
which the Collector has elected to sue.
COUNT 15.
That C.  D. was concerned in the removal of certain goods to wit  [here mention  Sect. 188.
generally the goods]  or otherwise dealing with the same contrary to section 188 of  " The
Customs Act  1873 "  whereby the said C.  D. has forfeited the sum of being
treble the value of the said goods  [or  "the penalty of one hundred pounds"  as the case
may  be)  for which the Collector has elected to sue. -
COUNT 16.
That C. D. offered for sale certain goods to wit  [here mention generally the goods]  Sect. 196.
contrary to section 196 of  "  The Customs Act  1873" whereby the said C.  D. has forfeited
the sum of being treble the value of the said goods  [or "the penalty of
one hundred pounds" as  the case may be]  for which the Collector has elected to sue.
COUNT 17.
That C.  D. was concerned in the assembling of persons contrary to section 197 Sect. 197.
of "  The Customs Act  1873" whereby the said C.  D. has become liable to be imprisoned as
therein directed.
COUNT 18.
That C.  D. obstructed persons employed for the prevention of smuggling  or  was Sect. 192.
concerned in the rescue or attempt to rescue of seized goods or in the destruction or attempt
at destruction thereof contrary to section 192 of  " The Customs Act  1873" whereby
the said C.  D. has forfeited the sum of one hundred pounds.
Exhibited to and  before me )
the day of
in the  year  of our Lord
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COUNT 19.
That certain goods to wit  [here mention generally the  goods]  were seized on the Sect. 214, 234.
day of for being dealt with contrary to section [here insert he section
in figures]  of  " The  Customs Act  1873" whereby  the said goods have become liable to Forfeiture of goods
fr'tfeiture and that C.  D. of has claimed the same. &e.
Exhibited to and  before me
the day of
in the year of our Lord
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Form of Summons  on  Information for Condemnation  of Seizures.
To of
in the of
An information having.been preferred by [A.B.] an officer of Customs under
to wit .  the direction of the Collector of Customs  [or] principal officer of Customs
for the port of before me the undersigned one of Her Majesty 's justices of the peace
for Queensland for the condemnation of  [here state the goods]  seised on  the day of t1
in the year of our Lord for being dealt with contrary to section
of  « The  Customs Act 1878" and claimed by you  [or  taken from you.]
These are to require you to appear before me or such other justice or justices of the
peace as may be present at in the of
on the day of [instant or] next at the hour of
o'clock in the forenoon of the said day to show cause why the said goods should not be
condemned as forfeited.
Given under my hand and seal at in the of
this day of in the year of our Lord
Form  of Condemnation of Seized Goods.
Be it remembered that an information having been exhibited  by A.B.  an officer
to wit. I of Customs under the direction of the Collector of Customs  or  principal officer
of Customs for the port of before me the undersigned one of Her Majesty's
justices of the peace in and for Queensland for the condemnation of  [here state the
goods]  for being dealt with contrary to section of (( The Customs Act  1873"
whereby the same  became liable to forfeiture and which said goods having been claimed
by [C.D.]  of who was duly summoned to show cause why the same should
not be condemned as forfeited and the forfeiture thereof having  been duly  proved before me
[or us as  the case may be] I [or  we  as the case may be]  do adjudge the same to be forfeited
and do condemn the same accordingly.
Given under hand and seal at in the
of this'  day of in the year
of our Lord
By Authority  :  JAMS6 C.  SEAL, Government  Printer ,  William  street ,  Brisbane.
Supplement to the Queensland Government Gazette  of Saturday,  12th  July,  1873.-N o. 63.
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An Act to Amend the  Law relating to Contracts  with  Municipal
Councils.
[ASSENTED TO 9TH JULY, 1873.
WHEREAS by  GQ The Municipal Institutions Act of  1864" it is Preamble.
v v among other things enacted that every person being directly
or indirectly by himself or his partner engaged or interested in any
contract or employment with by or on behalf of the Council shall be
disqualified from being an alderman or auditor Be it enacted by the
Queen's Most Excellent Majesty by and with the advice and consent
of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in
Parliament assembled and by the authority of the same as follows-
1. From and after the passing of this Act the word " contract"  The word " contract"
in the said enactment shall not extend or be construed to extend to not to e mattnd to cer-tain
lease sale or purchase of any lands tenements or hereditaments or
to any agreement for any such lease sale or purchase or for the loan
of money or to any security for the payment of money only.
2. It shall not be lawful for any member of the council of any Members  of council
municipality to vote or to take in the discussion of any matter not to rote when in-part terested.
before the council in which such member shall directly or indirectly
by himself or his partner have any pecuniary interest.
3. Immediately
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Legal proceedings to 3. Immediately after the passing of this Act it shall be lawful
be discontinued on for any person against whom any legal proceeding whatsoever shall
payment of costs. have been commenced for the recovery of any penalty incurred under
'the said enactment (by reason of any construction of the word
" contract" different from what is herein enacted) to apply to the
court in which such proceeding shall have been commenced if such
court shall be sitting or if such court shall not be sitting to any judge
of the Supreme Court to order that such proceeding be discontinued
upon payment of the costs thereof out of pocket incurred to the time of
such application being made such costs to be taxed according to the
usual practice of the court and every such court or, judge is hereby
required upon such application and proof that sufficient notice has been
given to the plaintiff or plaintiffs or to his or their attorney of the
application to make such order as aforesaid and upon the making
such order and payment or tender of such costs as aforesaid such
proceeding shall be forthwith discontinued.
Except when jndg- 4. Nothing herein contained shall extend or be construed to
went has  been ob: extend to any legal proceeding of any kind whatsoever in which any
tained. judgment shall have been passed on or before the day of the passing
of this Act but such judgment may be dealt with in all respects as if
this Act had not been passed.
Aldermen &c. not to 5. From and after the passing of this Act no alderman mayor
be disqualified  on ac- or auditor in any municipality shall be deemed to have' been or to be
count of certain con
tracts disqualified to be elected or to be such alderman mayor or auditor by.
reason only of his having or having had directly or indirectly by
himself or his partner any share or interest in any lease sale or
purchase of any lands tenements or hereditaments or any agreement
for any such lease sale or purchase or for the loan of money or in any
security for the payment of money only but all elections and appoint-
ments of aldermen mayors or auditors shall be deemed to be and to
have been valid (unless in cases where judgment may have been
obtained before the passing of this Act) notwithstanding any share or
interest in any matters herein last aforesaid.
Short title. 6. This Act may be cited for all purposes as  " The Municipal
Contracts Act of  1873."
By Authority: JAMrs C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
Supplement to the Queensland  Government  Gazette of  Saturday , 12th July,  1878.-No. 64.
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An Act to Amend the Practice and Course of Procedure of the Supreme
Court of Queensland in Equity  an d for other purposes.
ASSENTED TO 15TH JULY, 1873.
WHEREAS the present system of procedure in respect of Preamble.
equitable claims and demands sounding in debt or damages
is unnecessarily complex and expensive And whereas it is expedient
to alter and simplify the practice and course of procedure of the
Supreme Court in its equitable jurisdiction and as well to make
further amendments in the law as there administered as to give
equitable jurisdiction to District Courts in certain cases And whereas
the fees of court demanded and collected in respect of proceedings in
the Supreme Court in Equity are oftentimes oppressive and cause
unnecessary waste and expense to estates administered therein and to
suitors Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent
Mpjesty by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative
Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament
assembled  and by the authority of the same as follows-
Actions
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Actions for Equitable Claims-Equitable defences in District Courts-
Suits for legal claims.
Equitable claims for 1. In all cases in which any person has an equitable claim or
debt or
be sued  for
damages may demand against any other person in respect whereof the only relief
sought is the recovery of a sum of money or of damages whether
liquidated or unliquidated and which cannot now be enforced and
prosecuted except in a court of equity the person seeking to enforce
such claim or demand may sue for and recover the same by action
in the Supreme Court or any District Court which if such claim or
demand were enforceable in a court of common law would have juris-
diction in respect thereof And such courts respectively are hereby
empowered to entertain and determine such actions.
Procedure and inci - 2. The several statutes and rules which for the time
dents of  action to be being shall regulate such courts of common law and the procedure
actions. process and remedies therein and the joinder of causes of action
therein and which for the time being shall allow and regulate appeals
therefrom shall extend and be applicable to all such actions in respect
of equitable claims and demands as fully and effectually as if such
actions were brought wholly in respect of claims or demands which
are now enforceable at law.
Proviso.  Provided that in any such action the declaration or plaint if
any or so much thereof as relates to such equitable claims or
demands shall express that the plaintiff is suing upon equitable
grounds.
Equitable  claims may 3. Any equitable claim or demand which under the preceding
beset -off in District
Courts sections of this Act might be the subject-matter of an action in a.
District Court may be pleaded by way of set-off in any action therein
whether such action be brought upon legal or equitable grounds in
the same manner and to the same extent as if such equitable claim or
demand were enforceable at law.
District Courts  may 4. The defendant in any action in a District Court in which
entertain pleas  upon if judgment were obtained against him he would be entitled to
equitable  grounds.
relief against such judgment on equitable grounds may plead the
facts entitling him to such relief by way of defence and such
District Court is hereby empowered to receive such defence by way of
plea.
Proviso. Provided that every such plea and every plea by way of
set-off under the third section hereof shall state that it is pleaded upon
equitable grounds.
Bi lls not to  be dis- 5. If upon the hearing
claiming a  legal  right l.
of any suit in the Supreme Court in
missed by reason Equity it shall appear that the only relief to which the plaintiff is
only entitled might have been obtained in an action at law the suit shall
not therefore be dismissed but the court shall proceed to grant such
relief as the plaintiff shall be entitled to.
Proviso.  Provided that in such cases the court may make such order as
to the payment of costs by the plaintiff or otherwise as shall seem just.
Suits for Administration and Account.
Administiation  sum- 6. Any person entitled to a decree for the administration of
mono may issue in  all the estate of a deceased person may apply for and obtain as of courseeases.
without bill filed or any other preliminary proceeding a summons
from the court requiring the persons who according to the present
practice ought to be made defendants to a bill for the same purpose
to attend the judge at chambers for the purpose of showing cause why
an order for the administration of the real and personal or real or
personal  estate of the deceased should not be granted.
Upon
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Upon proof by affidavit of the due service of such summons
or on the appearance in person or by his solicitor or counsel
of the person thereby required to attend and upon proof by affidavit of
such other matters if any as the judge shall require the judge may
make such order for the administration of the real and personal or
real or personal estate of the deceased as the circumstances of the
case may require.
7. Whenever the applicant for any such summons shall intend if wilful default
to charge any person thereby required to attend with wilful neglect or charged notice to begin.
default in the management or administration of the estate of the
deceased a note or memorandum shall be added to the summons
specifying shortly the nature of the alleged neglect or default and the
names of the persons intended to be charged therewith.
In like manner when any such summons. shall be applied for
by any person claiming to be a mortgagee or encumbrancer of the real
estate of the deceased a note or memorandum shall be added to the Notice of mortgage
summons specifying shortly the nature and amount of the alleged to  be given.
encumbrance together with the date when the same was created and
the property thereby affected.
8. The order made upon the hearing of any such summons Order on summons
shall have the force and effect of a decree to the like effect made  on equivalent to decree.
the hearing of a cause between the same parties.
9. The judge shall on the hearing of such summons have full power to adjourn &c.
discretionary power to adjourn the further hearing thereof for the
production of further evidence or other purpose or to grant or refuse
to make an order or to give any special directions touching the carriage
or execution of such order and in the case of applications for any such
order, by two or more different persons or classes of persons to grant
the same to such one or more of the claimants or classes of claimants
as he may think fit And if the judge shall think proper the carriage
of the order may subsequently be given to such party interested and
upon such terms as the judge may direct.
10. A duplicate or copy of such summons shall previously to summons sled to be
the service thereof be filed in the office of  the  Master in Equity and be sealed.
copies to
no service thereof shall be of any validity unless the copy so served
shall be stamped with a stamp of such office and the filing of such
summons shall have the same effect with respect to  lis pendens  as the
filing of a bill.
11. The present practice with respect to summonses and orders  present practico to
for the administration of the estate of deceased persons shall extend apply.
and be applicable to proceedings had under the five last preceding
sections of this Act until such practice shall be altered or repealed
And if and so far as it may be necessary the several general orders and
regulations now in force relating to such practice shall be deemed
to have been made after the passing of this Act and under the
authority thereof.
12. ikny person entitled to a decree for an account of the Decrees  for account
naed onestate of any partnership or for an account of the administration of ummobe oain
any trust estate or a decree for an account in any other case may
apply for and obtain in a summary way in the manner hereinbefore
provided with respect to the estate of a deceased person an order for
the taking of any such accounts and for such other relief consequent
thereon as he may be entitled to.
13. Whenever the applicant for any such last mentioned if wilful default
order shall desire to charge any party to the summons with wilful accou t sought o be
neglect or default it shall be lawful for him so to do upon adding reopened notice to be
to the summons a note or memorandum specifying shortly the given.
nature of the alleged neglect or default and the names of the persons
intended to be charged therewith. If
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If any such applicant shall desire to have any settled account
reopened for any cause other than fraud a like note or memorandum
may be added to the summons specifying the date of such alleged
settled account and the alleged causes for reopening the same and
thereupon the same relief may be had in respect of such settled
account as upon bill filed.
Fraud not to be Provided that no question of fraud shall be tried or determined
charged. upon any such summons unless the parties shall consent that such
question shall be so tried or determined.
Provisions as to ad-  14. All the provisions hereinbefore contained with respect to
ministration sum-
mouses extended to the application for an order in relation to the estate of a deceased
these.  person and consequent theregn shall extend and be applicable so far
as may be to an application for an order under the twelfth section
hereof And the like order or decree may be made upon the hearing of
the summons and the like relief had and directions given in all
respects as upon the hearing of a cause between the same parties.
Service of Bill and Proceedings in Default of Appearance.
Form of special 15. In all cases in which the defendant resides within the
indorsement o  Bill jurisdiction of the court in lieu of the endorsement required by thefor service within thejurisdiction. present practice to be made upon a bill of complaint an endorsement
may be made in the form or to the effect following:-
VICTORIA R.
GREETING-
To the within-named defendant C. D.
WE command you [and every of you  when there are more defendants than
one] that within days after the service hereof on you
exclusive ofthe day of such service you cause an appearance to be entered
for you in our Supreme Court to the within bill of complaint and
that you observe and do what our said court shall direct and take notice
that in default of your so doing the within-named plaintiff may proceed to
obtain a decree and subsequent relief against you in your absence And
further take notice that the appearance if by you in person shall give an
address at which it shall be sufficient to leave all proceedings not requiring
personal service.
Witness the Honorable  [et cetera].
NOTE-If you fail to comply with the above directions you will be liable to
be arrested and imprisoned.
Appearances are to be entered at the office of the Master in Equity Supreme
Court House Brisbane.
with such variations as circumstances may require and stamped with
a proper stamp by one of the clerks of the Supreme Court.
On default of appear- 16. In case of non-appearance by any defendant to a suit in the
aee  bill mayt k n pro confes
so. said court commenced by bill indorsed in the form hereinbeforet
provided the plaintiff on filing an affidavit of due service of the bill so
indorsed upon him may apply for and obtain as of course without any
further preliminary proceedings an order that the bill be taken  pro
confesso  against such defendant.
Indorsement  on bill 17. When any defendant to a suit in the said court commenced
for rv oaonoBritishby bill being a British subject is residing out of the jurisdiction. ofsubjectsjurisdiction. the court the copy of the bill intended for service upon such defen-
dant may be indorsed with an indorsement in the form following or
to the like effect-
VICTORIA R.
To the within -named  defendant C. D.
GREETING-
WE command you that within  [here insert a sufficient number o/ days
within which  the defendant  might appear with regard to the astance
he may  be  at from  Queensland ]  days after the service hereof on you
exclusive
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exclusive of the day  of such  service you cause an appearance to be
entered for you in our Supreme  Court  at Brisbane  to the within Bill of
Complaint and that  you observe and do what  our said court shall direct
And take notice that in default of your  so doing  the within- named plaintiff
may by leave of the court or a Judge proceed to  obtain a decree and sub-
sequent relief against you in your absence  And further  take notice that
the appearance  if by you  in person shall give an address at which it shall
be sufficient to leave all proceedings not requiring personal service.
Witness the Honorable  [et cetera].
Appearances are to be entered  at the office of the  Master in Equity Supreme
Court House Brisbane.
Memorandum- This  Copy Bill is  for service out of the jurisdiction of the
Court.
with such variations as circumstances nay require and such endorse-
ment shall be stamped with a proper stamp by one of the clerks of the
Supreme Court.
18. The time for appearance 'to such bill shall be regulated by Time for appearance.
the distance from Brisbane of the place where the defendant is
residing.
19. In any such case the court or judge upon being  satis -  On default of appear.
fied by affidavit that the alleged cause of suit arose within the ante bill may be
ordered to be takenjurisdiction or in respect of the breach of a contract made within  pro confesso.
the jurisdiction and that the bill so indorsed as aforesaid was
personally served upon the defendant or that reasonable efforts were
made to effect personal service thereof upon the defendant and that it
came to his knowledge and either that the defendant wilfully neglects
to appear to such bill or that he is living out of the jurisdiction of
the court in order to defeat or delay his creditors or the plaintiff may
order that the bill or some part thereof be taken  pro confesso  against
the defendant either unconditionally or subject to such conditions as
to evidence or otherwise as to such court or judge may seem fit having
regard to the time allowed for the defendant to appear being reasonable
and to the other circumstances of the case.
Provided always that no such order shall be made unless  Upon due proof
the plaintiff shall prove to the satisfaction of such court or judge
that the statements contained in the bill or so many thereof as shall
entitle the plaintiff to some part of the relief prayed are true.
20. In  any suit commenced by bill against a person residing  out in  case of foreigner.
of the  jurisdiction  of the court and not being a British subject the like
with babe servedproceedings  maybe had and taken as against a British subject resident
out of the jurisdiction.
Provided that in such case the plaintiff shall with the bill  Proviso.
serve a notice thereof signed by him or his solicitor upon the defendant
specifying shortly the nature of the plaintiff's claim and the con-
sequences of the defendant's non-appearance.
Service of the bill duly endorsed together with such notice
shall be of the same force and effect as service of the bill indorsed as
hereinbefore provided upon a British subject resident abroad.
And by leave of the court or a judge upon their or his being
satisfied by affidavit as aforesaid the like proceedings may be had and
taken thereupon.
21. The service of the bill or of the summons in the  cases service how effected
hereinbefore provided wherever it may be practicable shall be personal
but wherever reasonable efforts have been made without success to
effect personal service the copy may be left at the defendant's then
usual place of abode with some competent person there then
residing to be named or otherwise sufficiently described in the affidavit
of service hereinbefore mentioned.
Provided that in cases where the copy bill shall not have been
personally served upon any defendant no order to take the bill  pro
confessn
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confesso  against him shall be made without the order of the court or
a judge first obtained declaring the service sufficient which order
may be obtained  ex parte.
On corporations. 22. When a corporation aggregate is a defendant the copy bill
or summons may be served on the mayor or other head officer or on
the town clerk treasurer clerk or secretary of such corporation.'
Substituted service.  23. The court or a judge may direct substituted service of
any bill or summons in such cases and in such manner as shall be
deemed just.
Bills to  be  indorsed  24, In case there shall be two or more defendants to a suit com-
in such form  as menced by bill it shall not be necessary that the copies of the bill
applicable to the par-
ticular defendant. Intended to be served upon them shall all be endorsed in the same
form but in such cases every such copy may be endorsed in the form
applicable to the defendant upon whom it is to be served according to
his residence.
In case of infants 25. In the case of infant defendants no order shall be made to
leave to be obtained
to take Bill pro  take a bill  pro confesso  against them without a special application to
°°nfes,°• the court or judge for that purpose And such order may be made
upon such terms as shall seem just.
Leave to serve  out of 26. It shall not in any case be necessary to apply to the court
theessaicti °n un-
necessary. for leave to serve any bill or summons originating proceedings upon
any person out of the jurisdiction of the court but such service may
in all cases be made without such leave.
Omissions in indorse. . 27. If any of the matters by this Act required to be inserted in
ant
may
y be or indorsed on any copy bill or notice shall be omitted to be so inserted
or indorsed such copy bill indorsement or notice shall not on that
account be held to be void but the indorsement or notice or the service
thereof may be set aside as irregular or amended upon application to
the court or a judge and such amendment may be made upon any
application to set the proceeding aside and upon such terms as to the
court or judge may seem fit.
Mistake in corm may  28. If either of the forms of indorsement hereinbefore provided
be amended. shall by mistake or inadvertence be substituted for the other of them
such mistake or inadvertence shall not be an objection to any other
proceeding in the suit but the indorsement may upon an  ex parte
application to a judge whether before or after any application to set
aside the same or any proceeding founded thereon and whether the
same or notice thereof shall have been served or not be amended by
such judge upon or without payment of costs.
catonnotd
be
efendants who 29. If in any suit in the said court it shall be
proved to the
ca  round.
satisfaction of the court or a judge that any defendant thereto is beyond
the seas or out of the jurisdiction of the court and cannot be found
or has absconded into remote parts of the colony and cannot be found
so as to be served with process in such suit such court or judge may
make an order directing and appointing such defendant to appear at a
day therein to be named.
A copy of such order shall within fourteen days after the
making thereof be inserted in the  Gazette and published not less than
twice in some other Brisbane newspaper.
If the defendant's last known residence shall be more than
twenty miles from Brisbane then such copy shall also within two
months after such order made or such further time as the court or
judge shall direct be published in some newspaper published nearest
to the place of such residence.
The last of such publications shall be made so long before t' le
day appointed for appearance as the court or judge shall direct.
A copy of such order shall within the several times aforesaid
be posted up in some public place near the last known residence of
such
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such defendant and a copy thereof shall also within ten days from the
making thereof be posted up at the General Post Office in Brisbane.
If such defendant do not appear within the time limited
by such order or within such further time as the court or judge shall
appoint then on proof made of due publication of such order the court
or a judge may order that the bill or summons shall be deemed to have
been duly served on such defendant on the day so appointed for his
appearance and thereupon the same consequences shall ensue and the
same relief may be had against such defendant as if he had been so
served on the last mentioned day at a place out of the jurisdiction of
the Court with a bill endorsed as provided by the seventeenth section
hereof or with a summons as the case may be.
Answers and other pleadings.
And whereas it is expedient to amend the present practice
of the court with respect to enforcing answers from defendants Be it
enacted as follows :-
30. In any suit in the said court commenced by bill in which Notice to an°wermay
the plaintiff requires an answer from any defendant thereto in lieu of be given in  lieu
filing interrogatories for the examination of such defendant and
of interrogatories.
delivering a copy thereof to the defendant or defendants required to
answer or his or their solicitor the plaintiff shall within thirty days
after the appearance of such defendant or at or within such further
or other time as the court or a judge may direct deliver to such defen-
dant or his solicitor a notice in the form following or to the like effect
In  the Supreme Court  of Queensland in Equity.
Between &c.  [title  of cause.] Form.
The defendant C. D. is required to answer the  plaintiff's  Bill [or paragraphs 1 to 20
of the  plaintiff's Bill  or  as  the case may be]  within days otherwise the plaintiff
will obtain an order of course to take the  Bill  pro confesso  against him.
X. Y. Solicitor  for Plaintiff.
To the Defendant  C. D. and to  E. F. his Solicitor.
31. When any such notice shall have been delivered as aforesaid Effect thereof.
the defendant so served therewith shall be bound to put in an answer
upon oath to the plaintiff's bill within the same time and in the same
manner as if  at the time of such service interrogatories had been
served upon him according to the present practice interrogating him
specifically as to every allegation of fact contained in the bill and as if
each such interrogatory concluded with the words " and if not how
otherwise and how do the defendants make out to the contrary" or
words to the like effect.
32. When a defendant admits the allegations in any part of the Form of admission i
plaintiff's bill contained he may in his answer express such admission answer.
shortly in the form following or to the like effect-
I admit the  first paragraph of the plaintiff's bill  [or  as the case may be].
33. When a defendant on whom such notice is served  denies Denial bow to be
any allegation contained in the Bill he must deny it directly and not mad".
by way of negative pregnant And when a fact is alleged with divers
circumstances the defendant must not deny it literally as it is alleged
in the bill but must answer' the point of substance positively and
certainly and if he denies any of the circumstances alleged must set
forth what he alleges to be the true statement of such facts and what
variations in point of name place person date description number
amount or otherwise from the statement thereof in the bill he alleges
to exist.
34. When in any answer a defendant says nothing with respect  silence in an answer
to any part of the plaintiff's bill which he is required to answer such deemed admission.
part of the bill so unanswered shall as against such defendant be
deemed to be admitted.
35. The
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Interrogatories  for 35. The plaintiff in any suit in the said court commenced by
purposes of discovery
allowed with or with.bill whether he serves such notice to answer as hereinbefore provided
out notices to answer. or not may file with the Master in Equity and deliver to a defendant
or his solicitor interrogatories for the examination of such defendant
touching any matters not particularly charged in the bill with respect
to which by the present practice of the court he might be interrogated
for the purposes of discovery.
Effect of not answer-  36 . In case any defendant required to answer in either or both
ing.
of the modes hereinbefore provided shall not put in an answer within
the prescribed time either or both of the consequences following shall
ensue at the plaintiff's option-
(a.) The plaintiff may proceed according to the practice of
the court to enforce an answer.
(b.) The plaintiff may apply for and obtain as of course an
order that the bill be taken  pro confesso  against the
defendant so making default.
Exceptions abo lished . 37. The practice of excepting to answers for insufficiency is
hereby abolished and in lieu thereof be it enacted as follows-
Plaintiff  may apply Any plaintiff entitled to require an answer from a defendant
for further and better
who has answered may if he consider the answer put in to be insuffi-
anewer.
cient apply to the court or a judge for an order calling upon the
defendant to put in a further and better answer touching the
particulars in respect whereof the answer is insufficient and upon the
hearing of any such application such order may be made as to the
court or judge shall seem fit.
No such application 'shall be dismissed by reason only that
some part of the matter objected to as an insufficient answer ought
not to have been so objected to.
Time for further 38. Any such order requiring a further and better answer shall
fins
er to  be specs. specify a time within which it is to be put in and if no further answer
be put in within such time or if having been put in it shall upon a
summary application to the court or a judge for that purpose be held
insufficient the plaintiff shall be entitled to apply for and obtain as of
On default bill may course an order to take the whole bill  pro confesso  against the
be taken pro confesso. defendant so making default unless in the case last mentioned the
court or judge shall on the hearing of such application allow the
defendant further time to put in a complete answer.
But if such third answer be not put in within the required time
or if being put in it be held upon the like application insufficient the
same consequences shall ensue as are hereinbefore provided in the
case of a defendant wholly omitting to answer.
The applications in this section mentioned may be made by
summons or motion upon notice.
Defendant requiring 39. Any defendant to any suit commenced by bill who desires
discovery may file
concise statement discovery from the plaintiff \
(but in suits commenced by bill which the
with notice to defendant is required to answer not until he shall have put in a
anewer• sufficient answer to the bill) may without filing any cross bill of
discovery file a concise statement of the subjects on which discovery
is sought and deliver a copy of such statement to the plaintiff or his
solicitor with a notice to answer the same which maybe in a like form
to that hereinbefore provided with respect to notices requiring answers
to bills.
The plaintiff shall thereupon be bound to answer such state-
ment in the same manner and to the same extent as if the same had
been contained in a bill of discovery filed by the defendant against
him on the day on which such statement shall have been filed and
as if the defendant to such bill of discovery had on the same day
duly appeared and a notice to answer had been duly served.
Provided
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Provided that a defendant may if he shall think fit so to do
exhibit a cross bill of discovery against the plaintiff instead of filing
such concise statement.
40. The provisions hereinbefore contained with respect  to Provisions as to
interrogatories upon bills and with respect to answers to bills shall answers to bills to
extend to concise
alike extend and be applicable to interrogatories upon and answers  statements.
to any such concise statement in the same manner as if such concise
statement were a bill of discovery so that the same may be taken
pro confesso  against the plaintiff and all other proceedings may be had
and taken against him for his default in doing any of the things
hereby required and so that the like consequences in all respects shall
ensue as if he were the defendant to such bill of discovery and had
been required to answer the same.
41. No party whether plaintiff or defendant shall be required  Irrelevant matter not
or bound to answer as to any irrelevant matter. to be answered.
42. Any defendant may before answer apply to the court  or Irrelevant matter
a judge that any statement or allegation in or part of a Bill may be may be  struck out.
struck out for irrelevancy.
And in like manner any plaintiff may before issue joined
apply that any statement or allegation in an answer or part thereof may
be struck out for the like cause and if required to answer a concise
statement may before answering the same apply that any statement
or allegation therein or part thereof may be struck out for the
like cause.
Upon the hearing of any such application if the portion
of the bill answer or concise statement objected to be held to be
irrelevant the same may be ordered to be struck out with or without
costs as to the court or judge shall seem fit.
For the purposes of this section any statement or allegation
shall be deemed irrelevant which raises or tends to raise an immaterial
issue.
43. In determining the materiality or relevancy of any such Relevancy how deter-
concise statement or the sufficiency of any answer thereto the court mined.
is to  have regard to the statements in the original bill and in the
answer  which may have been put in thereto by the defendant filing
such  concise statement.
44. If upon an application. for a further and better  answer or If matter not answer-
to declare a further  answer  insufficient it shall appear to the court ed irrelevant app lica-cation for further
that the part of the bill or concise statement alleged to be insufficiently answer dnot to be
answered  is irrelevant or immaterial the application shall  be dismissed gig
with or without  costs as  to the court or judge shall  seem fit.
Bills taken pro confesso.
45. Any order of course to take a bill or concise statement Discharge of irregular
pro confesso  under this Act irregularly or improperly obtained may orders.
be di charged by the court or a judge.
46. Any such order of course to take a bill  pro confesso  may Forms of order to
be in such of the forms following  as is  applicable to the particular f 83O'
pro
`°"
case  with such variations as the case may require and an order in
such  form  shall be deemed sufficient although no evidence is therein
recited.
Orders against a defendant.
1. For not appearing.
[Name of  court title of cause and date as usual.]
The plaintiff 's Bill  was filed in this Court on the  [date  of filing)  and the defendant
C. D. having been duly served therewith hath not appeared thereto It it
therefore ordered that the said Bill be taken as admitted against the said C. D.
2. For not answering or  insufficiency  of answer.
[Formal parts  as usual.]
The
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The plaintiff ' s Bill was  filed in this  Court on the  [date of filing]  and the defendant
C.D having appeared and been duly required  to answer hath not answered
[or  having appeared and answered and his answer having  be en held insufficient
hath not put in a further answer or having appeared and answered and his
answer having been held insufficient  hath put  in a further answer which hath
also  been held  insufficient or having appeared and answered and  his  answer
and further answer having  both been held  insufficient hath put in a third
answer which bath also been held  insufficient] it  is therefore ordered that &c.
as in form 1.
The like-concise  47. Orders of course to take a concise statement  pro confesso
statements'
against a  plaintiff may be in the like form substituting the words " con-
cise statement" for I ° bill " the word plaintiff " for " defendant " and
" defendant" for -plaintiff."
Order of course to 48.  It shall not be necessary in order to obtain an order of
take bills pro  con- course to take a bill or concise statement  pro confesso  under this Act to
fesso  to be obtained
on prcecipe. produce to the Master in Equity or file any motion paper or petition but
upon production to such master by the proper party or his solicitor of
a prCecipe  for the order required he shall draw up sign seal pass and
enter the order.
Bills taken pro con- 49. Every cause in which an order to take a bill  pro confesso  isfesso not o be heardmade under this Act shall be set down to be heard on some day notfor fourteen days. less than fourteen days from the day on which such order is made and
upon the hearing of such cause all the allegations in such bill or
such part thereof  as is  ordered to be taken  pro confesso  that are well
pleaded shall be deemed true and such decree shall be made as upon
the case made by the bill or such part of the bill shall to the court
seem just.
Defendant maybe 50. The court or a judge may either before or after the hearing
admitted to defend.
of any such cause and upon such terms as shall seem fit let in the
defendant to defend upon an application supported by satisfactory
evidence accounting for his default and disclosing a defence upon the
merits.
Plaintiff to answer  51. The court or a judge may in like  manner  at any time before
concise statement the hearing of a cause in which a defendant' s concise  statement hasattar order.
been ordered to be taken  pro confesso  against a plaintiff and upon
such terms as shall seem fit let in such plaintiff to answer the same
upon. an application supported by satisfactory evidence accounting for
his default and disclosing an answer to such statement upon the
merits.
But no such order shall be made in the case of either a plaintiff
or a defendant where the order of course has been obtained by reason
of a third answer having been held insufficient except upon payment
of fu ll  costs.
Defendant waiving  52. A defendant  against  whom an order to take a bill or
ob
heard.
jections may be part  of a bill  pro confesso  under this Act has been obtained may
appear at the hearing of the cause and where he waives all objections
to the order but not otherwise may be heard to argue the case upon
the merits as stated by the bill or part of the bill taken  pro confesso.
Decree to be absolute  53. The like directions may be given and the like decree made
as in other cases. at the hearing of any such cause as to costs and in all other respects
and the like relief and process consequent thereon may be had as if the
defendant against whom the bill or part of the bill is taken  pro confesso
had appeared And the decree made in such cases shall be absolute
in the first instance except where by the practice of the court the
like decree made against an appearing defendant would be a decree
nisi  only.
Sections 34 to  40 54. The provisions of the 34th 35th 36th 37th 38th 39th and
Equity act  not  to
applyexcept o sec- 40th sections of  " The Equity Act of  1867 " shall be applicable to
tion 29 of  the act. orders made to take bills  pro confesso  under section twenty-nine of
this Act but shall not be applicable to any other orders to take bills
pro confesso  made under  the authority of this Act. 55. The
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55. The provisions of the forty-first section of  "The Equity Act Section 41 of  Equity
of  1867 " shall extend and be applicable to all orders to take bills Act to apply-
pro confesso  made under this Act.
Demurrers Pleas and Special Cases.
56. No formal commencement or conclusion shall be necessary Formalparts un-
to any demurrers or pleas.
57. A demurrer may be in the form following or to the like  Form of demurrer.
effect-
[Name of Court title of cause  and date.]
DEMURRER.
The defendant says that the plaintiff 's Bill [or so much
of the plaintiff' s  Bill  as relates to  &c. or as is contained in the first ten paragraphs
thereof  or as the case may  be] is bad in  substance.
And in the margin thereof some substantial matter of law intended to
be argued shall be stated.
58. A plea may be in the form following or to the like effect-  Form of plea.
[Name of court  title  of cause and date.]
PLEA.
The defendant says that &c. [here state the facts
relied upon]  or as  to so much of the  plaintiff's Bill as relates  to &c. says that &c.
59. When a plea extends to the whole bill no answer shall be Flea to whole billbe accom.
by
a
ansaver.required to accompany it. ppaanided
not
sw .
60. In case a demurrer or plea is too large it shall not therefore ]Demurrer or plea too
be overruled but the court shall allow it as to such parts of the matter foreeoveerruled.
there.
to which it is pleaded as are properly answered thereby.
61. When a demurrer or plea is put in to part of a bill it shall  Limitation f plead.
be sufficient to specify such part by mentioning the numbers of the c mmo eintento to
paragraphs or the parts of paragraphs to which it is pleaded or
otherwise to recite shortly the allegations to which it is intended to
apply And no such demurrer or plea shall be overruled for any defect
of form if the part of the Bill to which it is intended to apply is thereby
defined or particularised to a common intent.
62. The court shall hear and determine and give judgment Formal objections ot
upon every demurrer and plea set down before it according as the very to be entertained.
right of the cause and matter in law shall appear unto them without
regarding any imperfection omission defect in or lack of form.
63. No demurrer or plea to part of a bill shall be overruled by Demurrers
or pleas
reason only that the answer of the defendant (if any) does not extend to Partof bill
to the whole of the bill not well answered by such demurrer or plea.
64. Every demurrer and plea shall be treated and judgment .to
be
Demurrers or
ai opronounced therein as if it were the only pleading by the defendant to only pleadings.
the matters to which it is pleaded And no demurrer or plea shall
be required in order to its validity to be supported by an answer.
65. No order to set down a demurrer or plea for argument order to set down
shall be necessary but either party may set it down without any order unnecessary.
for that purpose.
66. Either party may require that a demurrer or plea shall be Argument to be
set down for argument before the full court in the first instance before full court at
request of either
Provided that the court or a judge upon being satisfied that a party.
defendant so requires for the purpose of delay may order that he shall Proviso.
answer the bill in the same manner as if such demurrer or plea had
not been put in.
67. All special cases stated by consent of parties shall unless special eases to be
the parties otherwise agree be set down for argument before the full coin before full
court in the first instance.
Notices of Motion. Leave  to serve notice
68. In cases where a plaintiff shall desire to serve a summons of motion before
appearance unneees•
or Nary.
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or notice of motion upon a defendant before appearance it shall not be
necessary to obtain the leave of the court or a judge for that purpose
but such service may be made without such leave either with the Bill
or at any time thereafter before appearance.
Notice of  motion bg No motion shall be refused by reason only that the noticeleave
leave. neednot epecif of motion omits to state that the motion will be made by special leave
of the court or a judge or that special leave has been obtained to make
such motion at the time or place for which the notice is given nor for
any other cause of the like nature And generally in any case in
which special leave has been obtained to move at any specified or
unusual time or before any judge other than the primary judge the
notice of motion may nevertheless be in the ordinary form.
Orders of  course and by consent.
Order of  course  how 70. In all cases in which b the ractice of the said court anto be obtained. y p y
party would be entitled to apply for and obtain upon motion or petition
of course an order for leave to take any step or proceeding or for any
other purpose it shall not be necessary for the party desiring to obtain
such order to file or present any motion paper or petition for such
order but in lieu thereof it shall be sufficient to file in the office of the
Master in Equity  a pr6ecipe  for the order required and the order shall
thereupon be drawn up signed and sealed in the same manner in all
respects as upon a motion or petition of course.
Such  preveipe  shall specify shortly the nature of the order
required and the circumstances under which it is so required.
And such order shall instead of reciting according to the
present practice a motion or petition therefor may be drawn up with a
short recital of the circumstances under which it is required.
How discharged. 71. Any order so made may be discharged by the court or a
judge for the same causes for which an order for the same purpose
obtained upon motion or petition of course might have been
discharged.
Order by consent. 72. Upon the written consent of parties the Master in Equity
may draw up sign and seal an order in any case in which in his
opinion the court or a judge would have made such an order Every
such order shall specify that it is made by consent and shall be of the
same force and validity as if it had been pronounced by the court or a
judge.
Every consent for such an order shall be filed in the office of
the Master in Equity.
Orders of course and 73. Orders by consent and orders of course other than orders
by consent need not
be passed or entered. to take Bills and concise statements  pro confesso  need not be passed or
entered but a copy of every such order shall be filed in the office of
the Master in Equity.
Evidence.
Directions as to mode 74. The present practice' with respect to evidence in causes inof trial'
which issue is joined is hereby abolished and instead thereof be it
enacted as follows-
In any cause in which issue is joined any party may within
three weeks or such further time as shall be allowed by the court or
a judge apply to the court or a judge upon notice of motion or
summons to be served upon the opposite party for directions as to
the mode of trial.
Issues how to be 75. Upon the hearing of any such application such order shalltried' be made as the parties shall consent to and in the absence of such
consent as to the court or judge shall seem just subject nevertheless
to the following provisions-
1. By
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1. By consent of the parties the evidence upon any issue or
issues may be given by affidavit without  cross -examina-
tion.
2. Whenever there shall appear to be any issue or issues
upon which there is likely to arise any conflict of
testimony or any question as to credibility of witnesses
the evidence upon the same shall be taken orally.
3. Whenever fraud is charged the evidence upon the issue
or issues respecting the same shall be taken orally.
4. In any other cases the evidence upon any issue  or issues
may be ordered to be given either wholly or partially by
affidavit or wholly or partially by the oral testimony of
witnesses as to the court or a judge shall seem most just
convenient and inexpensive.
76. Whenever evidence as to any facts or issues is ordered to when by oral evi-
be taken orally the same shall be taken and such issues shall be tried tebcbi
fore what
in such one of the modes following as shall appear most just convenient
and inexpensive.
1. Before the couri., at the hearing of the cause with or
without a jury or
2. Before a judge at the Brisbane Civil Sittings or any
circuit court with or without a jury or
3. By consent of the parties or whenever the amount or value
of the thing or right in question upon any issue is not
more than £500 before a judge of a district court with or
without a jury
And any party may require that any such issue shall be tried by a
jury.
77. Upon any such trial the court or judge. before which it shall Authority of Court
be held shall have the same power jurisdiction and authority as belong at trial.
to the same court or judge upon the trial of causes in their common
law jurisdiction.
78. Every order giving directions as to the mode of trial shall order to specify par-
specify in which of the modes hereinbefore provided and at what t'cu'ara.
times and places the several issues raised shall be tried.
79. It shall nevertheless be lawful for the court or a judge Trial may be  post-
at any time before the time appointed for the trial of any such  issues pond.
or at the time so appointed for the judge (whether of the Supreme
Court or a District Court) before whom the trial shall be appointed to
be held to order such trial to be postponed for such time and upon
such terms as shall seem just.
80. When any issues are directed to be tried otherwise than when before ajury
before the court itself without a jury such issues shall be set forth in a reeord to be prepared.
concise form by the parties in a record for trial and the form thereof
shall be settled by the Master in Equity in case the parties differ
Provided that any party dissatisfied with the settlement of any such
issue by the Master may apply to the court or a judge to vary the
same.
81. The formal parts of such record for trial shall be as follows Form of record for
or to the like effect- trial.
[Name of Court and title of  cause.]
Questions for trial before the Circuit Court at Rockhampton  [or  before the judge
of the Western District Court of Queensland holden at Dalby and a jury  or as
the case  may be.]
1. Whether or not [the execution of the deed of 1st April 1872 was procured by
the fraud of the defendant]  or as the  case may be.
2. Whether  or not &c.
And a copy of every such record shall be delivered to the jury if any
there be.
The
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Burden of  Proof. The burden of proof of every issue shall lie upon the party
alleging the affirmative thereof.
Juror's oath. 82. At the trial of any such issues before a jury the jury shall
be sworn to try the same and a true verdict to give thereon according,
to the evidence.
By consent oral evi- 83. Notwithstanding anything hereinbefore contained if at any
dence  may  betaken
before examiner. time after issue joined the parties shall by writing signed by them or
their respective solicitors and filed in the office of the Master in Equity
agree that the oral examination-in-chief and cross-examination of any
witness or witnesses (whether a party or parties or not) or the cross-
examination of any person or persons who shall have made an affidavit
or affidavits shall be taken before an examiner such examination may
be taken accordingly.
When by virtue of any such agreement any witness or person
shall be examined in chief before an examiner the cross-examination
and re-examination of such witness or person shall be taken before
the same examiner or his successor and the cross-examination of every
person so examined in chief shall immediately follow his examination-
in-chief and his re-examination shall immediately follow his cross-
examination.
Or in case of absence 84. Notwithstanding anything herein contained the court
infirmity &c. or a judge may direct that the oral examination and cross-
examination of any witness (whether a party or not) or the cross-
examination of any person who has made an affidavit shall be
taken before an examiner of the court or a special examiner in case it
shall appear that owing to the age infirmity or absence out of the
jurisdiction of any such witness or person or of the approaching depar-
ture out of the jurisdiction or into remote parts of the colony of any
such witness or person or for any other cause which to the court or
judge shall appear sufficient it is expedient that such direction should
be given.
Otherwise cross- 85. Except in the cases hereinbefore provided for no cross-
examination to be examination of any deponent or witness or of any party who has madebefore the court itself,
an  affidavit to be used at the hearing of a cause in which issue is
joined shall be taken otherwise than before the court at the hearing.
And every party who shall propose to read any such affidavit
shall if required in that behalf by the other party produce such
deponent witness or party at the hearing for cross-examination unless
the court or judge shall otherwise order.
Writs of  subpoena  86. Any party shall be at liberty to sue out writs of  subpoena
may be issued. ad testi facandum  and  subpana daces tecum  to compel the attendance at
any time and place appointed for the examination of witnesses or for
the trial of any issues of any witnesses whom he may desire to
produce.
Suits to perpetuate  87. In suits to perpetuate testimony evidence shall continue to
testimony. be taken according to the now existing practice.
when  issues  to be 88. When any issue shall be ordered to be tried in a District
tried in District Court the plaintiff shall in due time lodge with the registrar of suchCourt notice to be
given, court the order directing the same to be tried therein and a copy of
the pleadings and the record for trial and the judge of such court
shall appoint a day for the trial of such issues notice whereof shall be
sent by the registrar of such court to both parties or their attorneys or
solicitors in such manner as shall be directed in the rules of practice
or by the order giving directions as to the mode of trial.
Provisions as to 89. When any issues are directed to be tried before a jury thejuries. like rules and orders may be made the like precepts issued and the
like things in all respects done and by the like authority for the
purpose of procuring and enforcing the attendance of a jury for
the
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the trial of such issues as may be made issued or done by the
Supreme Court or District Courts and the judges thereof respectively
for the purpose of procuring and enforcing the attendance of juries in
'tctions in the common law jurisdiction of such courts respectively.
Every such jury shall consist of persons possessing the
qualifications and shall be struck summoned ballotted for and called
in like manner as if such jury were a jury for the trial of an action at
common law in the same court And every juryman so summoned
shall be entitled to the same rights and subject to the same duties and
liabilities as if he had been duly summoned for the trial of an action
at common law in the same court.
Every party to any such proceeding shall be entitled to the
same rights as to challenge and otherwise as if he were a party to any
such action at common law.
And generally for all purposes of or auxiliary to the trial
of any such issues before a jury the court or judge before whom the
same shall be tried shall have the same jurisdiction powers and
authority in all respects as belong to the same court or judge in their
common law jurisdiction for the like purposes.
90. When any issue shall have been tried otherwise than before Finding on issues to
the court itself the judge before whom the same shall be tried shall beence fied and to be .
in writing under his hand certify the result to the Master in Equity
and such certificate shall unless a new trial be ordered be deemed to
be conclusive as to the truth of the matters thereby certified with
respect to such issues.
91. All motions for new trials shall be made to the full court. Motionsfornewtrialr.
No new trial shall be granted upon the ground of improper
reception or improper rejection of evidence if the court shall be
of opinion that no substantial injustice has been occasioned by such
improper reception or rejection.
92. The court or judge at the hearing of any cause com- Questions of fact in
menced by summons may direct that any issue or issues raised between causes commenced by
summons.
the parties or any of them shall be tried in some one or more
of the modes hereinbefore provided with respect to the trial
of issues in causes in which issue is joined and may adjourn the hearing
of such cause for that purpose and the several provisions hereinbefore
contained with respect to the trial of issues and the certifying of the
result thereof shall be applicable to such cases.
93. The costs of and occasioned by the trial of any issue and costs of issues.
of the pleadings and evidence if any applicable thereto shall follow
the finding upon such issue unless the court shall otherwise direct.
Trust funds.
94. And whereas it is desirable to make further provision for the
investment of cash under the control of the court and of trust moneys
be it further enacted-
Cash under the control of the court may be invested  in  investment  of cash
debentures or securities of the governments of any of the Australian in control of court iny Government  eecuri•
Colonies or upon mortgage of unencumbered freehold estates  in ties.
Queensland or if not amounting to more than two hundred pounds
upon interest in the Government Savings Bank and in such other
stocks funds and securities as may from time to time be ordered under
the provisions of the ninety-first section of "  The Equity Act of  1867."
95. When a trustee executor or administrator is not by some  Investment of trust
instrument creating his trust expressly forbidden to invest any trust funds.
fund on any of the securities mentioned in the last preceding section
such trustee executor or administrator may invest such trust fund on
such securities and shall not be liable on that account as for a breach
of trust Provided that such investment shall in other respects be
reasonable  and proper.
Fees
1176
Fees of court not to
exceed five shillings.
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Fees of court.
96. No greater fee than five shillings shall hereafter be
demanded or taken in the office of the Master in Equity for or in
respect of any writ decree order advertisement report acknowledgment
of a married woman certificate whether of taxation or otherwise bond
or recognizance or for any taxation of costs nor for or in respect of
filing any bill information special case petition supplemental state-
ment or statement for revivor or for amending any record of a bill or
special case or for setting down any petition for hearing any order or
practice to the contrary notwithstanding.
Interpretation repeal and other provisions.
Interpretation clause. 97. In the construction of this Act-
The word " Bill" shall include amended bill and information.
The word Affidavit" shall include affirmation.
The word " Court" shall mean either a judge of the
Supreme Court sitting alone in Equity or the court holden
before two or more of the judges of the Supreme Court
or equally to one and the other as the context and the
nature of the case may require.
The word 01 Judge" shall mean any judge of the Supreme
Court sitting in chambers.
Repeal. 98. All Acts and parts of Acts and all general orders and parts
of general orders inconsistent with or repugnant to this Act are hereby
repealed so far as the same are so inconsistent or repugnant and all
practice heretofore existing inconsistent with this Act is hereby
Proviso. abolished Provided that whenever by this Act any proceeding is
abolished and some other substituted therefor the times for taking any
such substituted proceeding and the circumstances under which the
same may be taken shall except as herein otherwise provided and until
general orders regulating the same shall be made under the powers
herein contained be the same as are now applicable to the proceeding
so abolished And provided further that if and so far as. may be
necessary for all or any of the purposes of this Act all general orders
now existing shall be deemed to have been made after the passing of
this Act and under the authority thereof.
Power to Judges to 99. The Judges of the Supreme Court. or a majority of them
make rules. whereof the Chief Justice shall be one may from time to time make
rescind and alter general rules and orders for effectuating the purposes
of this Act and as to any costs of any proceedings under and in
pursuance of this Act and for regulating the times and form and
mode of procedure and generally the practice of the said court in
respect of the matters to which this Act relates and every of them and
also for altering the number of days by this Act prescribed for the
return of any writ or summons or for the doing of anything hereby
authorised to be done and substituting other days for the same as in
their judgment shall be necessary or proper.
Act to apply to all 100. From and after the commencement of this Act all suits
suits. and  proceedings then pending and all suits thereafter instituted shall
be governed by the provisions of this Act so far as the same are
applicable except so far as any step inconsistent with the provisions
hereof shall have been taken in any such suit then pending.
Short title. 101. This Act shall be styled and may be  cited as  "  The -Equity
Procedure Act of  1873."
By Authority ;  JAnaa 0. Baer,  Government Printer ,  William atrwt, Brlabene.
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ANNO  TRICESIMO SEPTIMO
VICTORIA, REGINE.
No. 4.
An Act to further Amend " The Justices Act of  1850  " in respect of
'Prohibitions.
[ASSENTED TO 15TH JULY, 1873.
WHEREAS it is desirable to further amend the Act of Council Preamble.
passed in the fourteenth year of the reign of Her present
Majesty Queen Victoria and numbered forty-three relating to the
duties of Justices of the Peace and to proceedings before and
convictions and orders by them being the Act known as  Q° The
-Justices Act of  1850" Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's
Most Excellent Majesty by and with the advice and consent of the
Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parlia-
ment assembled and by the authority of the same as follows-
1. The time limited for making applications for prohibitions Iamit of time.
under the said recited Act shall be extended as follows Where the
residence of the party desirous of applying for any writ of prohibition
shall be five hundred miles or upwards from Brisbane such application
may be made within one hundred days after the adjudication
conviction or order referred to in the application.
$°` construed.2. The preceding section of this Act shall so far as is consistent
with the subject-matter thereof be taken as part of and construed with
the said recited Act and also with "  The Justices Act Amendment Act
,of  1853."
3. This Act may be cited for all purposes as  " The Justices Act Mort title.
of  1850  Further Amendment Act."
By Authority :  Jncss C.  BEAL, Government Printer ,  William street,  Brisbane.
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ANNO TRICESIMO SEPTIMO
VTCTORT}E REGIN}E.
No. 5.
An Act to provide for the Appointment of Acting Judges of the Supreme
Court and for other purposes.
(ASSENTED TO 15TH JULY, 1873.
WHEREAS it is advisable to remove all doubts as to the power  Preamblesof the Governor in Council to appoint persons to act in the
place of Judges of the Supreme Court who are absent from illness or
other temporary cause Be it declared and enacted by the Queen's
Most Excellent Majesty by and with the advice and consent of the
Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parlia-
ment assembled and by the authority of the same as follows :-
1. The Governor in Council may grant leave of absence to any The Governor in
Judge of the Supreme Court on account of illness or other sufficient conned may appointperson in place of
cause and may by commission in Her Majesty's name appoint any judges absent on
person qualified to be a Judge of the Supreme Court to act temporarily leave.
in the place of a judge absent on leave and may cause a reasonable
salary to be paid to the person so appointed.
2. Every person so appointed shall for the time specified in such Powers of persons
commission have and may exercise all the powers and privileges and appointed.
may discharge all the duties of a Judge of the Supreme Court of
.Queensland and shall hold his said commission during good behaviour
and shall be removable in the same manner as a Judge of the
Supreme Court.
3. If
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Judgments may be 3. If at the determination by efuxion of time of any such
delivered  after  expiry Commission there shall be any causes or matters before the Courtof commission.
standing for judgment the commission shall for the purpose only of
deciding such causes or matters and so far as is necessary for that
purpose remain in force until judgment shall have been delivered
therein.
Persons appointed 4. No person so appointed shall while holding such commission
not to hold other be capable of accepting -taking or performing the duties of any other
offices
office or place of profit or emolument within the Colony of Queensland
except such office as may be granted to him under Her Majesty's
Sign Manual or by authority granted under the Great Seal of the
High Court of Admiralty of England or as may be cast upon him
by law or the office of Judge of a District Court and every such
acceptance taking or performance of the duties of any such other
office shall be deemed in law an avoidance of his office of Judge and
his office and commission shall be thereby in full superseded and his
salary shall thereupon cease.
Persons accepting 5. If any member of either House of the Legislature shall
Commission to be accept such Commission his seat shall thereby become vacant and he
disow0ified as
members of shall be incapable of being nominated or elected to either House until
Legislature. the expiration of six calendar months from the date of such
Commission.
One Judge may hear 6. A single Judge of the Supreme 'Court sitting
Parts motions during
alone may in
unopposed or term hear and dispose of all motions for rules  nisi  and all unopposed
term. or  ex party  motions or motions or matters in which one party only
appears and for such purpose shall have all the powers of the full
Court.
Preserving rights of 7. All rights of parties who might otherwise be prejudiced by
parties. the lapse of the last two terms of the Supreme Court are hereby
preserved and the time for moving for new trials or other matters shall
be held to run from the first day upon which the Supreme Court sits
in Banco  after the passing of this Act.
Short itle. 8. This Act may be cited for all purposes as  " The Acting Judges
.del  of  1873."
By.Autbority: JAxxs C. DEAL, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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ANNO TRICESIMO SEPTIMO
VICTORLE  REGIN}E.
No. 6.
An Act to Authorise the Appropriation out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund
of certain Sums to Supplement the Supplies granted for the Years 1872
and 1873.
[ASSENTED TO 15TH JULY, 1873.
WHEREAS we your Majesty's most dutiful and loyal subjects  Preamble.
the Members of the Legislative Assembly of Queensland in
Parliament assembled have in the present Session of Parliament
cheerfully granted to your Majesty the several sums hereinafter
mentioned for supplementing the grants made by Parliament for the
service of the years One thousand eight hundred and seventy-two
and One thousand eight hundred and seventy-three respectively
And whereas we desire to make good out of the Consolidated Revenue
Fund of Queensland the several sums granted to your Majesty as
aforesaid Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent
Majesty by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council
and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled and
by the authority of the same.
1. In addition to the sums already granted out of the said
O nsolidated Revenue Fund there shall and may be issued and applied
for the service of the year One thousand eight hundred and seventy-
two and one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three-
(1.) SUPPLEMENTARY
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(1.) SUPPLEMENTARY  1872.-Executive acid Legislative.-Any
sum or sums of money not exceeding one thousand and forty-seven
pounds nine shillings and twopence to defray the expenses of the
services  following-
£ s. d. £ s. d.
His Excellency the Governor-Official Trip to the
North ... ... .. ... 1,047 9 2
1,047 9 2
(2.) The Colonial Secretary.-Any  sum or sums of money not
exceeding ten thousand one hundred and eighty-six pounds thirteen
shillings and one penny to defray the salaries contingencies and
other expenses of the establishments and services following-
Steamer  "Kate"  ... ... ... ...
Police Establishments and Services ... ...
Gaols... ... ... ... ... ...
Penal Establishments ... ... ...
Colonial Stores ... ... ...
Government Printing ... ... ...
Benevolent Asylum ... ... ... ...
Orphanages ... ... ... ... ...
Lunatic Asylum ... ... ... ...
Somerset  Harbor of Refuge ... ... ...
Miscellaneous  Services  ... ... ...
£  s. d. £ s. d.
410 3 8
3,996 3 3
39 19 4
396 12 1
3,273 5 6
74 13 11
96 1 5
264 19 8
637 16 0
109 7 11
887 10 4
- 10,186 13 1
(3.) Administration  of Justice.-Any  sum  or sums of money not
exceeding seven hundred and fifty pounds three shillings and sixpence
to defray the salaries contingencies and other expenses of the establish-
ments and services following-
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Law Officers of the Crown ... ... ... ... 200 0 0
District  Courts  ... ... ... ... ... 550 3 6
.750 3 6
(4.) Treasurer and Secretary for F inance  and Trade.-Any  sum
or sums  of money not exceeding ten thousand seven hundred and
eighty-three  pounds seven shillings and one  penny to defray the
salaries contingencies and other expenses  of the establishments and
services following-
£ s d d£  8. . ..
Treasury Establishment ... ... 89 19 1
Customs Establishment ... ... 1,195 2 1
Distillation ... ... ... ... 192 6 3
Marine Board ... ... ... 7 13 9
Harbors and Pilot Establishment ... 535 17 11
Miscellaneous Services ... ... 8,762 8 0
-- 10,783 7 1
(5.) Department of Public Lands.-Any  sum or sums of money
not exceeding four thousand six hundred and eighteen pounds four
shillings and fourpence to defray the salaries contingencies and
other expenses of the establishments and services following-
Sale of Lands
Sur.vev cf Lands
B- ;tnical Gardens
M-sc'llaneous.j;
£  s. d. £ s. 1.
198 13 8
4,335 3 7
28 4 7
56 2 6
4,618 4 4
(6.) Department
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(6.) Department of Public  Works.- Any  sum or sums of money
not exceeding thirteen thousand nine hundred and sixty -one pounds
seventeen shillings to defray the salaries contingencies and other
expenses of the establishments and services following-
£ s. d. £ a. d.
Public Works  Establishment ... ... ... 159 9 9
Railways ... ... ... ... 10,958 7 7
Buildings ... ... ... ... ... 1,003 15 6
Roads ... ... ... ... ... 705 15 9
Gold Fields ... ... ... ... ... ... 756 6 4
Miscellaneous ... ... ... ... ... 378 2 1
13,961 17 0
(7.) Postmaster- General.-Any  sum or sums of money not
exceeding one thousand and eighty-six pounds fifteen shillings and
twopence to defray the salaries contingencies and other expenses
of the establishments and services following-
£ s. d. £ s. d.
General Post  Office ... ... ... ... ... 954 19 3
Electric Telegraph Department ... ... ... 131 15 11
1,086 15 2
(8.) Auditor- General.-Any  sum or sums of money not exceeding
two hundred and thirteen pounds thirteen shillings and twopence to
defray the salaries and contingencies of the Auditor-General's esta-
blishment-
£ s. d. £ s. d.
For the Service of the Department ... ... 213  13 2
-- 213 13 2
(9.) SUPPLEMENTARY 1873.---Schedules.-Any  sum or sums of
money not exceeding one hundred and fourteen pounds eleven shillings
and eightpence to defray retiring allowances-
Retiring Allowances... ... ...
£ s. d. £ s. d.
114 11 8
114 11 8
(10.)  The Colonial Secretary.-Any  sum or sums of money not
exceeding nine thousanid nine hundred and eighty-five pounds two
shillings and eightpence to defray the salaries contingencies and other
expenses of the establishments and services following-
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Agent-General  ... ... ... 400 0 0
Police Establishment 190 0 0
Gaols ... ... ... ... 859 0 0
Medical  and Board of Health ... 570 0 0
Colonial Stores ... ... ... 1,450 0 0
Government Printer ... ... ... 500 0 0
Charitable Allowances ... ... ... 1,300 0 0
Lunatic Asylum  ... ... ... ... 1,034 0 0
Grants in aid of Public Institutions ... 200 0 0
Somerset Harbor of Refuge... ... ... 250 0 0
Volunteers  ... ... ... ... ... 350 0 0
Miscellaneous Services ... ... ... 2,882 2 8
9,985 2 8
(11.)  Administration of Justice.-Any  sum or sums of money not
exceeding two thousand one hundred and sixty pounds to defray the
salaries contingencies and other expenses of the establishments and
services following-
Supreme Court ...
District, Courts
£ . .
1,000 0 0
... 1,160 0 0
£ s. d.
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(12.)  Treasurer
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£ s. d. £ s. d.
Miscellaneous Services ... ... 8,400 0 0
Customs Establishment ... ... 864 18 4
Distillation ... ... ... ... 300 0 0
Harbors and Pilot Establishment
... 380 6 11
Miscellaneous Services ... ... 11,706 0 0
21,651 5 3
(12.) Treasurer and Secretary for Finance and Trade.-Any  sum
or sums of money not exceeding twenty-one thousand six hundred and
fifty-one pounds five shillings and threepence to defray the salaries
contingencies and other expenses of the establishments and services
following-
(13.)  Department of Public Lands.-Any  sum or sums of money
not exceeding three thousand three hundred and twenty-nine pounds
six shillings and eightpenee to defray the salaries contingencies and
other expenses of the establishments and services following-
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Sale of Lands .. ... ... ... ... 471 13 4
Survey of Lands ... ... ... ... ... 657 13 4
Miscellaneous ... ... ... ... ... 2,200 0 0
3,329  6 8
(14.)  Department of Public Works.-Any  sum or sums of money
not exceeding thirty thousand five hundred and forty-four pounds
and ninepence to defray the salaries contingencies and other expenses
of the establishments and services following-
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Public Works  Establishment ... ... 1,739 16 8
Gold Fields ... ... ... ... ... 2,421 12 1
Public  Buildings ... ... ... 12,435 12 0
Roads-  Southern Division ... ... ... 447 0 0
Roads-Northern  Division ... ... ... ... 150 0 0
Southern  and Western  Railway ... ... ... 10,600 0 0
Great Northern  Railway ... ... ... ... 2,750 0 0
30,544 0 9
(15.)  Postmaster-General.-Any  sum or sums of money not
exceeding seven thousand three hundred and fifty-four pounds and
ten shillings to defray the salaries contingencies and other expenses
of the establishments and services following-
£ s. d. £ s. d,
General Post Office ... ... ... ... .. 5,762 10 0
Electric Telegraph Department  ... ... 1,592 0 0
7,354 10 0
(16.)  Auditor- General.-Any  sum or sums of money not exceed-
ing two hundred pounds to defray the salaries and contingencies of the
Auditor-General's establishment-
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Department ... ... ... ... ... ... 200 0 0
200 0 0
(17 )  General.-Any  sum or sums of money not exceeding three
thousand three hundred and twenty-one pounds to defray  allowances
to Police-
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Allowances to Police  ... ... ... ... 3,321 0 0
3,321 0 0
Treasurer  to pay 2. The Treasurer of the Colony shall issue and pay the several
moneys a  directed bysumswarrant. above-named for the pur p oses hereinbefore mentioned to such
persons upon such days and in such proportions as the Governor by
any warrant or order in writing under his hand and directed to the
said
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,said Treasurer shall from time to time order and direct and the
payments so made shall be charged upon and payable out of the
Consolidated Revenue Fund of the Colony.
3. The said Treasurer shall in his accounts from time to time Treasurer to be
be allowed credit for any sum or sums of money paid by him in lowed  credit forBums paid in
pursuance of such warrant or orders in writing as aforesaid and the  seance  ofwarrant.
receipt or receipts of the respective persons to whom the same shall
be so paid shall be a full and valid discharge to the said Treasurer in
passing his accounts for any such sum or  sums  as shall be therein
mentioned and he shall receive credit for the same accordingly.
1873. 4. This Act may be cited as  " The Appropriation Act of
Short title.
"
By Authority :  JAMS  C. Banc, Government  Pri nter ,  William street ,  Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earlof Mul grave, ViscountNormanby,
and Baron Mulgrave of Mulgrave, all
in the County of York, in the Peerage
of the United Ringdom ; and Baron
(L.s.) Mulgrave of New Ross, in the County
NORMLNBY, of Wexford, in the Peerage of Ireland ;
Governor.  a Member of Her Majesty's Most
Honorable Privy Council, Governor
and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS, by  " The Diseased Animals Act,'
it is, amongst other things, enacted, that it
shall be lawful for the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, from time to time, by
Proclamation, to prohibit, or put restrictions on
the introduction or importation of cattle, horses,
sheep, goats, pigs, poultry, and other animals, or of
any one or more kind of animals, into the colony
of Queensland, or into any district thereof, from
such places, and during such times as might appear
necessary. And whereas at an Intercolonial
Conference, held at Sydney, in the Colony of New
South Wales, during the months of January and
February last past, it was resolved, " That the
Conference having taken into consideration the
great danger to which Australian live stock are
exposed, from the importation of animals from
countries in which infectious diseases prevail, it was
resolved, that it is expedient to prohibit, for the
period of two years, the landing of cattle, sheep,
and pigs, from any places beyond the limits of the
Australasian Colonies, and that such prohibition
should take effect from and after the publication
of a notice in the London  Times."  And whereas
a notification to the above effect, signed b the
Agent-General of the Colony of Queensland, on
behalf of, and by the authority of the Government
of Queensland, was published in the London
Times  newspaper, of the fifteenth of May last :
Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the Jadvice of the Executive Council, in
[No. 68.
pursuance of the provisions of the Act above
recited, and of all other powers enabling me in
that behalf, do, by this my Proclamation, abso-
lutely prohibit and forbid the introduction or im-
portation of cattle, sheep, and pigs into the Colony
of Queensland, or any district thereof, from all
places beyond the limits of the Australasian Colo-
nies, for the term of two years from the date of
the publication of the notification bereinbefore
referred to in the London limes newspaper,  namely,
for the term of two years from the fifteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day
of July, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  '  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.9.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORiIANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
Y N  pursuance of the powers vested in me by
.Y " The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
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do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this ta*enty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by  The  Most
to wit. Honorable  GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.e.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NoumANBY, of Her Majesty' s Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colon of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the Act
31 Victoria, No. 46, respecting the Alienation of
Crown Lands, I, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the following Lots of Land
will be offered by public auction, for lease for five
years, at the undermentioned place,  at Eleven
o'clock, on the day specified, at the upset price
affixed to each Lot respectively.
QUESNSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . ) Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross. in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty's Most  Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases  in  Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 18th July, 1873.
HH IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM PINKERTON CUTHBERT
to be Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions  at Millches-
ter, in the room  of Herbert Grenside.
A. H. PALMER.
SALE OF FRONTAGE ALLOTMENTS FOR
WHARF PURPOSES AT THE POLICE OFFICE,
ST. LAWRENCE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 16TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1873.
County of  Murchison ,  parish  of St.  Lawrence, town
of Port St. Lawrence.
NO.
of
Lot
Price
per Lot
per
Annum.
Desc ri ption of each Lot.
1
S. P.
2 124
2 3 124
3 4 124
3 I The upper bounda ry ,  commencing at a
point one hundred and  fifty links from
centre of Government wharf, thence
downwards four chains, with an ave-
rage depth of one chain.
3 The upper bounda ry , commencing five
hundred and fifty links from centre of
Government wharf thence downwards
four chains, with an average depth of
one chain.
3 The upper boundary ,  commencing nine
hundred and fifty links from the centre
of Government wharf, thence  down-
wards  four chains, with an average
depth of one chain.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in. the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QC17ENSLAND, ' Proclamation  by the Most
to wit. ) Honorable  GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE ,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixt --
first  section of  "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
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1868," 1, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Mar-
quis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Selections of land, under the said Act, are. declared
forfeited.
Register
No. of
Applies.
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
1,367 J. J. Stuthridge ...
A. E. P.
640 0 0 Ipswich
1,368 Ditto ... ... 640 0 0 ditto
1,369 Ditto 640 0 0 ditto
882 Wm. Pointon, junr.... 100 0 0 Brisbane
1,062 H. Otto ... 45 0 0 ditto
144 Jae. Cane ... ... 100 0 0 Beenleigh
319 Wm.  Brown ... ... 100 0 0 Warwick
508 Hy. Bott ... ... 160 0 0 ditto
546 Mary J. Flanagan ... 51 2 0 ditto
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at  Govern-
ment  House ,  Brisbane ,  this fourteenth day of
July, in the  year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy -three, and
in the thirty- seventh year of  Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND,  1 P ro clamation  by The Most
to wit.  S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NoRHANET,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor  and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after THURSDAY, the
seventh day of August, 1873, at the Land Offices
of the districts in which they are respectively
situated.
Register
No. of
Applica_
tion.
QuEENSr.AND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUST US
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, iiscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and Baror Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the Count7 of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NOIlMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most. Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"  I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby, the
Governor  aforesaid , with  the advice  of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this  my Proclamation , notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder  described
shall be open to Selection,  under  the provisions of
'the said Act, on and after THURSDAY, the
twenty-first day of August. 1873, at the Land
Offices of the districts in which they are respectively
situated.
Register LandNo. of
Applica- Name of Lessee. Area.  Agent's
tion. District.
A. R. P.
882  Wm. Pointon, junr. ... 100 0 0 Brisbane
1,062  H. Otte ... ... 45 0 0  ditto
144, Jas. Cane 100 0 0  Beenleigh
319  Wm. Brown ... 100 0 0  Warwick
508  Hy. Bott 160 0 0 ditto
546  Mary J. Flanagan ... 51 2 0 ditto
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
311
319
Name of Lessee.
W. Gillis
W. Pointon ...
Area.
A. E. P.
99 0 0
80 0 0
Land
Agent's
Dist ri ct.
Toowoomba
Beenleigh
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this second day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
1 N pursuance of clause one of  " The Homestead
1 Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE. Marquis of .N ormanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be, and are hereby set apart, as Homestead Areas,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, as Home-
steads, and not otherwise, at the '1'oowoomba Land
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Office ,  on and after  THURSDAY,  the seventh day
of August, 1873.
No. of Portions.
143, 144,  and 145
No. of Selection.
440
Parish. Area.
i A. B. P.
Toowoomba  ... 1 120 0 0
Lessee. Area. District.
S. R. Davis
A. R. P.
160 0 0 Toowoomba.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this second day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount No,r-
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NousANBY , of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of clause  forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and  proclaim  that the lands hereunder
described  shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twenty- second  day of July, 1873, at the Mary-
borough Land Office.
No. of Name of Lessee Area
Land
Agent'sPo rt ion. . . District.
A R. P.
*3 Angus  Clerk 250 0 0
ti
...
Ditto ...
...
... 200 0 0 Mary- hb$2 Henry Hort Brown  ... 110 0 0 oroug.
*  Forfeited Selection ,  No. 130.
t Forfeited Selection , No. 131.
t Forfeited Selection ,  No. 132.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House ,  Brisbane , this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three,  and in  the thirty-
sixth year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON:THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND Proclamation by the Most
to wit. ' Honorable GEORGE AUGVSTII*
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron  Mul rave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) , in the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," I GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twenty-second day of July, 1873, at the St.
Lawrence Land Office.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
2 Harry W. Wran
A. B. P.
40 0 0
I
St. Law-
rence.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN ]
QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by The Most
to wit. I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave,  all in  the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, andin accordance with he eighteenth  section  or
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," I,
GEORGE AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Nor-
manby, the Governor  aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the  lands  bereinunder described shall
be reserved for Township  purposes.
TOWN RESERVE  OF MUNGAI ,  BURNETT DISTRICT.
660 acres.
Commencing at the south- west corner  of Mineral
Selection No. 280, and bounded thence on the north
by a line  bearing east  110 chains; on the east by a
line bearing  south sixty  chains ; on  the south by a
line bearing west 110 chains ; and on the west by a
line bearing north sixty  chains to  the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of July,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three,  and in  the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAye TUE QUEEN!
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QUEE NSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBr, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
%
HEREAS, by an Act passed in the thirty-
first year of the reign of Her Majesty,
intituled  " An Act to Consolidate and Amend the
Laws relating to the Alienation of Crown Lands,"
and numbered forty-six, in clause seventy-eight,
power is given to the Governor in Council to pro-
claim any unsold land as a Township Common, on
the conditions that a petition, signed by not less
than thirty freeholders resident within such town-
ship, praying for the proclamation of a Common
adjoining thereto, shall have been presented to the
Governor in Council, and that after said petition
shall have been notified in the  Government Gazette
for a period of sixty days, no counter petition shall
have been presented signed by a larger number of
freeholders resident in sudh township ; and whereas
a petition, signed by the required number of house-
holders resident in the town of Mackay, has been
received, praying that certain unsold lands adjoining
the said town be proclaimed a Common, under the
provisions of the said Act ; and such petition
having been published in the  Government Gazette
for a period of sixty days, and no counter petition
having been presented in objection thereto : Now,
I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of
Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of
the power and authority vested in me, and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby pro-
claim and declare that the following shall be
deemed to be a Township Common within the
meaning and for the purposes of the hereinbefore
mentioned Act, that is to say :-
THE MACEAY TowN COMMON.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard.
Portions 154, 165, 157, 158,  159, 162,  163, 164, 238,
239, 240, 241, 242, 243, and 345.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 345, and bounded
thence on part of the south by that road bearing
west sixty-three chains and sixty-four links to
another road one chain wide ; on part of the west
by that road bearing north forty chains to a road
two chains wide; on part of the north by that road
bearing east twenty-one chains ; again on the west
by a line bearing north twenty-three chains and
fifty links ; again on the south by a line bearing
west twenty-one chains to a road one chain wide ;
again on the west by that road bearing north
twenty-one chains and fifty links to another road
one chain wide; again on the north by that road
bearing east twenty-one chains ; on the remainder
of the west by a line bearing north ten chains and
fifty links ; again on the north by a line bearing
east forty-two chains ; on part of the east by a line
bearing south thirty-three chains; again on the
north by a line bearing east twenty-one chains ;
again on the east by a line bearing south twenty-
one chains and fifty links to a road two chains
wide ; on the remainder of the south by that road
bearing west twenty-one chains; on the remainder
of the east by a line bearing south twenty-two
chains ; on the remainder of the north by a line
bearing east eight chains ; and on the south-east
by a line bearing two hundred degrees twenty
minutes twenty-one chains and forty links to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of a road two
chains wide and two of one chain wide, as shown
on plan in the Surveyor-General's office.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  '  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NOII UANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twenty-second day of July, 1873, at the Rock-
hampton Land Office.
Description of lands resumed out of the  consoli-
dated runs, Panuco and Montrose, Port Curtis
District, under " The Crown Lands  Alienation
Act of  1868."
Area, 80 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Tooloombah
Creek, about one mile above the road crossing at
Tooloombah township thence by a line bearing
south forty degrees east about seven  miles, crossing
Mamelon Creek to right branch of Deep or
Brussel's Creek ; thence by that creek upwards to
Connor's Range ; thence by that range north-
westerly about fiftegn miles to the head of right
branch or Gilnorchie Creek ; thence by that creek
downwards to Tooloombah Creek, and by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Description of the boundaries of the Dundee and
iboloombah Runs, in the Port Curtis District,
which by reason of forfeiture for non-payment
of rent, are available for Selection in pursuance
of " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
Area, 20 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Granite Creek
about twenty chains below an ironbark tree marked
1 in triangle ; thence by a line bearing south forty
degrees east, crossing Montrose Creek about seven
and three-quarter miles to Tooloombab Creek ;
thence by that creek and right branch or Gilnorchie
Creek upwards to Connor's Range ; thence by
Connor's Range northerly about six miles to the
head of Granite Creek ; thence by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Description of the boundaries of Tivoli Run, in the
Port Curtis District, which by reason of for-
feiture for non-payment of rent,  is  available for
Selection in pursuance of " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1868."
Area, 36 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Tooloombah
Creek about one mile above the road  crossing at
Tooloombah township ; thence by  a line bearing
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south forty degrees east about 7 miles  crossing
Mamelon Creek to right branch of Deep or
Brussels Creek ; thence by that creek downwards to
Tooloombah Creek ; thence by that creek upwards
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. J Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the fifth day of August, 1873, at the Cardwell
Land Office.
Description of the boundaries of land resumed out
of the Herbert Vale Run, Kennedy District,
under " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868."
44,862 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Elphinstone
Creek with the Herbert  River , and bounded thence
on the south -west by that creek upwards to its
junction with Broadwater Creek ; thence by that
creek upwards to its head in Rockingham Bay
Range; on the north  by that  range easterly to
Dalrymple Gap ; on the east  by Mount Leech
Range southerly to the north boundary of Lanner-
cost Run; on the south by that boundary bearing
west about 645 chains to the head of Midway
Creek ; thence by that creek downwards to its
junction with the Herbert River ; and thence by
that river downwards to the point of commence-
ment, - exclusive of 640 acres applied for as a
Pre-emptive Selection , No. 95,  and known as the
Long Pocket.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this fifth day of June, in
the year of our  Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for Public purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
POLICE RESERVE,  MILLCHESTEB.
17 acres 3 roods 30 perches.
Commencing at a point 102 links north 312
degrees west of south corner of Bank of New South
Wales, at corner of the Main street ; thence bounded
by a line bearing 40 degrees 55 minutes north-east
1,038 links ; thence by a line bearing south 218
degrees 53 minutes west 1,457 links ; thence by a
line bearing south 132 degrees east 1,417 links,
along the side of the street, to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1873.
PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, in pursuance of the fifty-fifth clause of the
above Act, that the lands hereunder described have
been resumed from the lease of the Penang Run,
for Township purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
PENANG RUN, BURNETT DISTRICT.
660 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Mineral
Selection No. 280, and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing east 110 chains ; on the east by a
line bearing south sixty chains ; on the south by a
line bearing west 110 chains ; on the west by a
line bearing north sixty chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved and set apart for a Rail-
way Reserve.
J. MALBON  THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES NEAR CLIFTON
RAILWAY STATION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Elphinstone,
portion  No. 132.
165 acres.
Commencing  on a road one  chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 131, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion bearing north
forty-six chains and fifty links ; on the north by a
line bearing east thirty-three chains and twenty
links ; on the east by  lines  bearing 157 degrees
thirty minutes two chains and sixty links, 166
degrees ten chains and  nineteen links,  182 degrees
thirteen chains and five links, and 186  degrees
twenty- one chains  and twenty  links  to the aforesaid
road ; and  on the south by that  road bearing west
thirty-four  chains to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOIL CAMPING.
Dawson Crossing, Pernambuco Run.
640 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Dawson
River at a point bearing north forty-four degrees
thirty  min utes east , and distant about ninety chains
from the junction of Herbert's Creek with said
river, said point being at intersection of said river
by the north boundary of the Reserve for Public
purposes as published in the  Government Gazette
under notice dated 7th June, 1872; bounded
thence on the south by a west line 100 chains;
thence by a north line sixty-five chains ; thence
by an east line five chains to the left bank of
the Dawson River ; and thence by the said river
upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR  PUBLIC PURPOSES, LYTTLETON
CREEK,  GYMPIE ROAD.
County of Canning, parish, of Bribie.
100 acres.
Commencing on Lyttleton Creek at the crossing
of the Gympie road and bounded thence on the
west by that road northerly to the road forming
the south boundary of portion 11; on the north by
that road easterly about thirty chains ;  on the east
by a line bearing South to Lyttleton Creek ; and on
the south by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER  FOR ROAD PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish of Sedron, portion  596.
317 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and fifty
links wide at the south- east corner  of portion 594,
and bounded thence on the north-east by that road,
bearing 130 degrees five chains and twenty links,
160 degrees  seven chains  and eighty-one links, 166
degrees nineteen chains and  seventy-two links
south ten  chains and  twenty-five links, and 150
degrees ten chains  and sixty-five links ; on the
south by a  line bearing west nineteen chains ; on
the south- east and south-west  by lines and a road
bearing 243 degrees five chains and  eighty-five
links, 176 degrees  three  chains and sixty-seven
links, 241 degrees  one chain  and sixty -five links,
298 degrees one chain and twenty links, 241 de-
grees four chains and  forty-five  links,  293 degrees
eight chains and ninety-seven links, 307 degrees
four chains and forty-four links,  nineteen  degrees
one chain and forty links, 333 degrees one chain
and ninety- six links ; 286 degrees  thirty  minutes
six chains  and seventy-eight links, 326 degrees
three chains and seven links, 279 degrees nine
chains and  sixty-eight  links,  255  degrees five chains
and eighty- seven  links, 291 degrees five chains, and
253 degrees one chain and twenty-eight links ; on
the west by a line bearing north forty-three chains ;
and on the north by a line bearing  east  fifty-four
chains  and fifty links to the point  of commence-
ment.
be taken to have been inserted in the Grant, and in
every Deed containing the erroneous description,
and such Grant and every such Deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant.-16th  March, 1864.
Name of  Grantees.-Frederick William Dunsdon,
and Samuel  Henry Dunsdon.
Description of Land Granted.-All  that  piece or
parcel of land in Our  said  Territory, containing by
admeasurement seventy- seven acres ,  be the same
more or  less, situated  in the county of Aubigny,
and parish of Toowoomba, portion 60, in the Too-
woomba Agricultural Reserve, commencing at the
north-east corner of portion 26, on the left bank of
Gowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the west by
the eastern boundary line of that portion and of part
of portion 59,.bearing south thirty-one chains to a
road one chain wide ; on the south by that road
bearing east forty-five chains to Gowrie Creek ; and
on the north-east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement,-being the land proclaimed
as Lot. 56, on the 18th September, 1861.
Correct description of Land intended to be
granted.-County  of Aubigny, parish of Toowoomba,
portion No. 60, in the Toowoomba Agricultural
Reserve,  containing 112 acres -commencing at the
north- east corner  of portion No. 26, on the left
bank of Gowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the
west by the eastern boundary line of that portion
and of part of portion No. 59, bearing south forty
chains and sixty- nine  links to a road one chain wide ;
on the south by that road bearing east forty-four
chains and twenty links to Gowrie Creek; and on
the north-east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of party applying for Instrument.-Fred-
erick William Dunsdon.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th June, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently  set apart  for Customs purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
I
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 26th June, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
i OT1CE is hereby  given , that the Deed of Grant
1 mentioned in the Schedule  hereunder  written,
being erroneous  in the  particulars  therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor, will, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Titles to Land Act of  1858,"
at the expiration  of three months from the date
hereof, by an instrument endorsed on such Deed of
Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of he Colony,
describe the land intended to be granted, to the
intent  that, by force of the Act aforesaid, it shall
RESERVE  FOR  CUSTOMS PURPOSES AT BUNDABERG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, town of Bun-
daberg,  allotments 5 and  7 of section 26.
2 roods 29  perches.
Commencing  on the right bank of the  Burnett
River, at the north  corner of  allotment No. 3,
and bounded thence on the south-west by the
north-east boundary of allotment 3 south -easterly
one chain and eighty-four links to Quay street ; on
the south- east  by Quay  street  north-easterly four
chains ; on the north- east  by the south-west boun-
dary line of allotment 9 north-westerly at right
angles to Quay street one chain and sixty-seven
links to Burnett River ; and on the north-west by
that river upwards to the point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
` The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified  for general  information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes  named  with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PURPOSES AT TOWNSVILLE.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah,
town  of Townsville. Allotment 17 of section 5.
1 acre.
Commencing at the south corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the south-went by Stokes
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street north-westerly five chaius ;to Walker  street ;
on the north -west  by that  street  north -easterly at
right angles to Stokes street two chains ; on the
north-east by south-west boundary lines of allot-
ments 1 and 16 south-easterly parallel with Stokes
street five chains to Sturt street ; and on the south-
east  by that street south-westerly two chains to
the point of  commencement.
V
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1873.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any  Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FORA  PRIMARY SCHOOL AT NORMANBY.
County of Churchill ,  parish of Normanby.
2 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing 307 degrees, and distant one chain from
the west corner of portion 58, and bounded
thence on the south -east by that road bearing thirty-
seven degrees Ave  chains; on the north-east by a
line bearing 307 degrees four chains  ;  on the north-
west by a line bearing 217 degrees five chains to
another road one chain wide, and on the south-west
by that road bearing 127 degrees four chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A PRIMARY SCHOOL AT TENT HILL.
County of Churchill, parish of Gatton.
4 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Blackfellow's
Creek at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the north by that road
bearing west seven chains and fourteen links, on
the west by a line bearing south three chains and
eighty links ,  on the south -west by lines bearing
121 degrees five chains and twenty -four links, and
eighty degrees three chains and ninety-three links
to the aforesaid creek ,  and on the east by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th May, 1873.
WHEREAS,  by the twenty-fifth clause of "TheCrown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON '  THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  A HOSPITAL  AT STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe ,  allotments  1, 2, 3, and 22, of
section 10.
2 acres 17 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and  bounded thence on the west by Short
street northerly four chains and fifty links ; on the
north by the south boundary  lines of allotments
4 and 7 easterly  at right angles  to Short street four
chains and seventy links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 21 southerly parallel
with Short street four chains and fifty links to
Connor street; and on the south by that street
westerly  four chains and seventy links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A CEMETERY AT WESTWOOD.
County of Pakington, parish of Westwood,
portion 40.
15 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
each two chains  wide, and bounded thence on the
north by one  of said roads bearing east sixteen
chains and  forty- five links to a road one chain and
a-half wide  ;  on the east  by that road  bearing south
nine chains and twelve links; on the  south by
portion 41  bearing west sixteen chains and forty-
five links to the other  aforesaid road; and on
the west by that  road bearing north nine chains
and twelve links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A.  MAGAZINE AT TOWNSVILLE,
CLEVELAND BAY.
County of  Elphinstone.
Redcliff Island ,  situated in Cleveland Bay, in
east  longitude one hundred and forty -six degrees
fifty minutes forty- two seconds ,  and south latitude
nineteen degrees  fifteen minutes and twenty-eight
seconds.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1873.
T
HE following  amended description of the
boundaries of the Drayton and Toowoomba
Cemetery  is published  for general information.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY ,  DRAYTON AND
ToowooMBA.
Amended Description.
County of Aubigny,  parish  of Drayton.
10 acres 1 rood 34 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing east ,  and distant
one chain from the north-east corner of portion
269; and bounded thence on the west by a road
one chain wide bearing south fourteen chains and
sixty-nine links to another road one chain wide on ;
the south by that road bearing east three chains
and ninety-one and a-half links to a road one and
a-half chain wide; on the south-east by that road
bearing north eighteen degrees twenty-one minutes
east eighteen chains and nineteen links to another
road one chain wide ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing south seventy-four degrees fifty-one
minutes west ten chains and four links to the point
of commencement.
ALSO,
County of Aubigny,  parish  of Drayton.
26 acres 1 rood 12 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at, the
north-east corner of portion 268 ;  and bounded
thence on part of the north by that road bearing
east ten chains to another road one chain wide ;
on the east by that road bearing south fifteen
chains and sixty-two links to another road one
chain wide ; on the remainder of the north by that
road bearing east four chains and fifty-nine links
to a road one and a-half chain wide ; on the south-
east by that road bearing south eighteen degrees
twenty-one minutes west eight chains and forty-
two and three-quarter  links ; on  the south by a
line bearing west twelve chains and eighteen links ;
and on the west by a line bearing north twenty-
three chains and sixty-two links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th May, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty- fourth section of
The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for  general information that
the lands hereunder described have  been tempora-
rily reserved for the purpose  named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  HARBOR PURPOSES AT TOWNSVILLF
(CLEVELAND BAY).
County of'Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah,
23 acres.
Commencing on the shore of Cleveland Bay at
a point bearing north sixty  degrees  twenty-four
minutes west and distant about four chains from
the north corner of the Hospital  Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south-west by a line and the
north-east boundary of that  reserve , bearing south
sixty degrees twenty-four minutes east about
thirteen chains and fifty links to a small salt-
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water  creek ; on the south-east by that creek
downwards  to Cleveland Bay ; and on all other
sides by the shore of that bay northerly, westerly,
and south-westerly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A QUARRY FOR ROAD PURPOSES, AT
ROCKHAMPTON AGRICULTURAL RESERVE.
County of Livingstone, parish of - N icholson,
portion  64.
52 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
south by one of said roads bearing east forty
chains to  another road one chain  wide ; on  the east
by that road bearing north thirteen chains ; on the
north by portion sixty-five bearing west forty
chains to the other aforesaid road; and on the
west by that road bearing south thirteen chains to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid " Peel Island," Moreton Bay, will be per-
manently reserved for Public purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING GROUND AND WATER, ON
THE MAIN Tows SVILLE ROAD.
County of Erphinstone.
201 acres.
Commencing on the Main Townsville Road ten
chains wide at a point bearing 200 degrees thirty
minutes, and  distant seventeen links from a gum-
tree marked R ; and bounded thence on the north-
east  by that road bearing'170 degrees forty-nine
chains and  one link ; on the south by  a line bearing
west  forty-five chains and ninety-one links ; on the
west by a  line bearing  north forty-eight chains and
twenty-six links ; and on the north by a line bearing
east thirty-seven chains and forty links to the point
of commencement.
WATER RESERVE AT THE IPSWICH  AGRICULTURAL
RESERVE.
County of Churchill, parish of Mutdapilly,
portion  21.0.
129 acres  2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of a road, one
chain wide, with another road one chain and seventy-
two links wide, and bounded thence on the east by
the last-mentioned road bearing north twenty-seven
chains and sixty links ; on the north by portion
211 bearing west forty-seven chains to another oad
one chain wide ; on the west by that road bearing
south twenty-seven chains and sixty links to the
other aforesaid road ; and on the south by that road
bearing east  forty-seven chains to the point of
commencement.
WATER RESERVE  AT THE  IPSWICH AGRICULTURAL
RESERVE.
County of Churchill, parish of Mutdapillly.
184 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-west corner of portion 16, and bounded thence
on the south by a line bearing east forty-lour chains;
on the east by portion 14, and a road bearing north
thirty-nine chains ; on the north by a line bearing
west fifty chains and sixty-seven links to the afore.
said road ; and on the south-west by that road
bearing 170 degrees thirty-nine chains and sixty
links to the  point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved  from sale  for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently  reserved for Road purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR ROAD  PURPOSES  TO GIVE  ACCESS TO
PORTION 26 B, KANGAROO POINT.
All that piece of land situated in the county of
Stanley, parish of South Brisbane, being subdivisions
twenty-two and twenty-four of eastern suburban
allotment thirty-five ,  containing  by admeasuremen
nineteen perches and two-tenths of a perch,  more oa
less, commencing in a street  at the south-east
corner of subdivision twenty, and bounded thence
on the south by that street bearing north seventy-
nine degrees east one chain and twenty links; on the
east by the west boundary line of subdivision
twenty-six, bearing north  eleven  degrees  west one
chain  ;  on the north by a  line at right angles one
chain and twenty links south-westerly ; and on the
west by the east boundary line of subdivision
twenty bearing south  eleven degrees east one chain
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th April, 1873.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of  "The
W Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public  purpose,
notice thereof shall be published  in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive  weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently  set apart  for the  purposes named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE IPSWICH AND
WEST MORETON  AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich, town of
Ipswich, section  32.
5 acres.
Commencing at the north- west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the north by South
street easterly ten chains to Thorn street ; on the
east by that street southerly at right angles to
South street five chains to Roderick street ; on the
south by that street westerly ten chains to Gordon
street ; and on the west by that street northerly
five chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  NATIONAL SCHOOL, TOWNSVALE,
LOGAN.
County of Ward, parish of Logan.
2 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane road one chain and
fifty links wide at the west corner of portion
18, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing east four chains and thirty-five links ;
on the east by a line bearing north four chains ; on
the north by a line bearing west five chains and
sixty-five links to the Brisbane road ; and on the
south-west by that road bearing 162 degrees four
chains and twenty-one links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOE  NATIONAL  SCHOOL,  PINE RIVER.
County of Stanley, parish of Bunya.
10 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
56, and  bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing west nine chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south three chains and sixty links to a
small creek  ; thence by that creek upwards to a
point about south, and distant four chains and
fourteen links from the termination of the last line ;
on the south-west by lines and a road one chain
wide bearing eighty-six degrees one chain and
twenty-six links, 172 degrees two chains and two
links, and 124 degrees eight chains and seventy-six
links ; and on the east by a line bearing north
fourteen chains and fifty links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY,  RAVENswoOD.
3 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 107 degrees,
and distant about forty-two chains from the south
corner  of Hackett's homestead, and bounded thence
on the north by a line bearing east five chains ; on
the east by a line bearing south six chains ; on the
south by a line bearing west five chains ; and on
the west by  a line bearing  north six chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
1T is hereby notified for general informationthat  in cases where  applicants for Mineral
Lands are  desirous , before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be  lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices  of the  districts  in which the  lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1873.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
I the Commissioners of Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigh , the first Friday
in each month.
West  Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich,  the first Friday in
each month.
DARLIN G  DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba,  on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick,  on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday  of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi,  the firs
Tuesday in each month.
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PORT  CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday  of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence,  on the  first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY  AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie,  the  first Wednes.
day in every month.
At the Land Office,  Bundaberg ,  the first Tues-
day in  each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Norman River  Settle-
ment, on the second Tuesday  in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
8.11 the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
clay in February,  1873,  and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, andthereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in  every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings ,  when necessary ,  in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
I Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 28th May, 1872.
T HE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
shewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &e., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
PERSON S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands inthis Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance  and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1870.
NOTICE.
TO IMMIGRANTS  SEEKING SUITABLE SELEC.
TIONS, OR HOMESTEADS.
IMMIGRANTS or others who do  not possess
sufficient local knowledge to enable them to
select land in suitable situations  without visiting
the ground accompanied by a Surveyor, are hereby
informed that  arrangements  will be made, if induce-
ment  offers, to despatch a Licensed Surveyor to
any particular portion of the Moreton District, as
may be indicated, to assist them in their search,
and in drawing up the descriptions of the lands they
desire to select.
All persons requiring  assistance  of this nature
are requested to advise this Department, in writing,
as to the locality they wish to settle in, and also
forward a fee of ten shillings to cover the cost of
employing a Surveyor, when, if a sufficient number
of persons are found to join,  the Government will
immediately undertake to organize one or more
parties.
In the event of there being no party despatched,
the fee of ten shillings wi ll  be returned ,  on applies.
tion.  to the person paying same.
J.  MAT, ON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th October, 1870.
NOTICE.
W 
ITH the view of facilitating the transaction of
business  at the Land Offices throughout
the Colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible  assistance  is to be given
gratuitously to persons applying for land or seeking
information on matters connected with the working
of the Land Acts-even to the extent of filling up
forms of application and transfers, &c., for illiterate
persons , if there is time at the officer's disposal ;
and that any Land Agent, or other Officer, receiving
and appropriating fees for clerical assistance to his
own use, on  the matter being reported, will be
severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner , and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Secretary for Public Lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th September, 1870.
APPLICATIONS TO HAVE LANDS BROUGHT
FORWARD AT AUCTION.
F
OR the convenience  of persons desirous to have
lands, whether surveyed or otherwise ,  brought
forward for sale by auction ,  it is hereby notified
for general information ,  that instructions have been
issued to the Land Agents tc open in their respec-
tive offices ,  a cook ,  in which applications to have
lands offered at auction may be entered, and to
forward a return of such applications at the end of
each month for the consideration f the Minister
for Lands ,  when, if no objections exist, the lands
wi ll  be included in the next proclamation of sale.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands  Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
r^i is hereby notified that Applications under the
i provisions of the 41st section of "  The Pastoral
Leases  Act  of 18(19" for renewed leases for four-
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica.
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing
leases,  as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 30th June, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following Schedule of Ferry Dues
and Charges for Bundaberg Ferry Regulations
being substituted for those published 5th March,
1873, folio 518,  Government Gazette.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
SCHEDULE.
FzaaY DUES AND CHARGES.
s. d.
Single horse with rider ... ... ... 1 0
Two horses with rider or driver ... 1 0
Every single horse additional ... ... 0 6
Horse and dray ... ... ... ... 1 6
Every additional horse ... ... ... 0 6
Waggon or dray, drawn by two horses,
loaded or unloaded... ... ... 2 6
Every additional horse .. . ... ... 0 6
Waggon or bullock dray, drawn by two
0bullocks, loaded or unloaded ... 2
Every additional bullock in team .. 0 6
Buggies on two wheels, drawn by two
horses ... ... ... ... 1 6
Buggies on four wheels, drawn by one or
2 6two horses ... ... ... ...
Cows or bullocks, each ... ... ... 0 6
Calves, goats, or pigs, each ... ... 0 6
Fowls, dogs, or parcels ... ... .. 0 2
Foot passengers with parcel not exceed-
ing 14 lbs., each way .. ... 0 2
Fares, each way, after 9 p.m. till 5 a.m.,
will be twice the above charges.
Goons.
Parcels or goods to the amount of 14 lbs.
allowed to each passenger.
Parcel under 11 lbs. ... ... ... 0 1
14 lbs. and not exceeding 50 lbs. 0 2
50 lbs. 100 lbs. 0 4
100 lbs. 500 lbs. 1 6
PAr fin ... ... ... ... 5 0
A ll  goods to be delivered at the Wharf.
1.198
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  let July, 1873.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the proposed new
line, Northern Railway, from 30 miles Westwood,
to 38 miles 40 chains  (near Goganjo Creek), has
been approved and confirmed without any altera-
tion; and that in pursuance of the 17th section of
the Act 27 Victoria ,  No. 8, the Government intend
to proceed with the construction of the line , North-
ern Railway ,  from 30 miles to 38 miles 40 chains,
according to the Map or Plan and Book of Reference
so confirmed ,  to be seen at this Office,  and copy
thereof at the Office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions
at Rockhampton.
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
or at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, or at
the Court House, Maryborough, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance, otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department  of Public Works,
Roads Branch,
Brisbane, 25th March, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that any person or
l persons  removing  any stone, gravel, loam, or
other  material from  any public road, or who, by the
careless  use of fire, shall injure or destroy any
bridge or culvert, or damage any approaches thereto,
or who shall fall any timber across any public road,
or injure  any road by drawing timber along it,
otherwise  than on wheels, will be proceeded  against
as the law directs.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LOOK-UP, GLADSTONE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock on FRIDAY, the 15th August
next, from persons willing to contract for erection
of Lock-up at Gladstone.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Lock-up,
Gladstone."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, or at the Court House, Gladstone.
Tenders `must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ; and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security
for the due performance of the Contract in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and under-
taking in that event that he will execute and
deliver at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PUBLIC OFFICES, MARYBOROUGH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY; the 1st August
next, from persons  willing to contract for erection
of Public Offices at Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender  for Public
Ofices, Maryyborough."
The lowest or any Tender  will  not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
DESIGNS FOR PROPOSED WHARFAGE,
PETRIE'S BIGHT.
I IIIE time for receiving Designs for the
above Work has been extended to Noon on
SATURDAY, the 30th August.
Enlarged plans of the site of the proposed
Wharves can now be obtained at the office of the
Portmaster.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
Treasury,
Queensland , 10th July, 1873.
TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, ETC.
DESIGN FOR PROPOSED WHARFAGE.
( HE Government having in contemplation the
r Leasing of the River Frontage in Petrie's
Bight, Brisbane River, with a view to the erection
there of Wharves, according to an approved plan,
hereby invite competitive designs for the same.
A.  premium of One Hundred pounds will be
awarded for the most approved, and Fifty pounds
for the next approved, design. The accepted
designs to become the property of the Govern-
ment.
The principal objects and requirements sought
for in these designs are :-
1st. Permanency of structure.
2nd. Depth of water sufficient to allow a vessel
drawing 17 feet to float at low water, with a
depth at face of wharves of not less than 14 feet.
3rd. The greatest possible accommodation for
shipping that the site will admit of without inter-
fering with the navigation of the river.
4th. Easy access for drays to and from the
wharves.
5th. Means of connecting the line of proposed
wharves with those above, or that may at any future
time be constructed below such wharves.
6th. Adaptability of design for use of tramways
along the wharves, if such should be hereafter
required.
The drawings submitted by competitors must con-
sist of a general plan drawn upon a scale of 30 feet
to one inch, showing the proposed arrangement of
wharves and site for warehouses, &c., connected
therewith, together with carefully prepared detail
drawings showing method of construction, &c., upon
a scale of not less than 4 feet to 1 inch, with all
necessary dimensions figured on. An estimate of
cost and general specification of the proposed works
must also accompany the designs.
A plan of the ground has been prepared by
Government, giving soundings of depth of water
along the proposed site of wharves, lithographic
copies of which can be obtained by intending
competitors upon application to this Office.
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Designs must be lodged at the Treasury by noon
on. MONDAY, the 14th July,  and must have
appended to them a motto, but no name ; and with
the Design must be a separate enclosure containing
the name of the Designer ,  and the motto he has
appended  to the Design.
Further particulars may be obtained from the
Portmaster , Captain G. P. HEATH, R.N.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1873.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  10th June, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES  of the above are now open at A llora,
Banana, Beenleigh ,  Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane ,  Bundaberg ,  Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville ,  Clermont, Cleveland ,  Condamine,
Cunnamu lla,  Curriwillinghi ,  Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah ,  George  Town ,  Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna ,  Goondiwindi ,  Greenmount ,  Gympie,
Ipswich, Jimna ,  Kilkivan, Leyburn ,  Mackay, Marl-
borouggh, Maryborough ,  Milchester ,  Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek ,  Nanango, Nebo, Nori canton,
Ravenswood ,  Rockhampton ,  Roma, Shipping Office
(Brisbane ),  Springsure ,  S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St .  George, St .  Lawrence ,  Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Toowoomba ,  Townsville ,  Warwick, and
Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor ,  subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will  be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of  five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding  £ 100, but not
exceeding  £ 200. at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof ,  and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  17th July, 1873.
R1R ETURN of  all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Springsure ,  from the 1st day of January, 1873, to
the 30th day of June, 1873, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant' s Name.
Thomas Thorne ... Hardwood
Ditto ... Employers'
Hardwood
Henry  Iles  ..  Hardwood
Thomas Bunn ...
Henry Ditch ...
George Chipperfield ... i
J. E. Augoor ...
Ditto ...
Alexander Knox
Frederick Moffatt
Timothy Boyle
William Palmer
John Goodman
John Tregilgus
Description of Whether Amount
License. granted or of Fee.
refused.
„
Employers'
Hardwood
Hardwood
11
Granted
„
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1873.
ETURN of all Applications for Timber  Licenses
lL made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Cun-
amulla, from the 1st day of January, 1873, to
the 30th day of June, 1873, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant's Name.
Thos. Brown
Description of
License.
'Timber ...
Whether
granted or
refused.
Granted
Amount
of Fee.
2
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1873.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench  of Magistrates , at Gympie,
from the 1st day of January, 1873, to the 30th day
of June, 1873, both  inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
Applicant 's Name.
John Bell
John Copsen
Henry Panting
William Lilwall
John  Maulsberry
John Jefferson
Robert Tatnel
John Donnell
William Elworthy
James Mellor
Charles  Berssford
Andrew Zigunbein
William Grabs
Charles Euston
William Thile
Henry Schmalfeldt
Benjamin  Tyrrell
John Overland
Keeran Kenney
Joseph  Suthers
John  D. Barklay
Ditto
Ferguson and Co.
James Harwood
John Offen
Henry Tucker
Matthew Cooper
Albert H. Wilkin
Francis Clark
Maurice  McNamee
Thomas Appleby
Abraham F. Luya
Description of
License.
... General ...
Hardwood
„
„
General ...
Hardwood
General ..
Hardwood
„
General ...
Hardwood
11 .
General
Whether
granted or
refused.
Granted
„
Amount
of Fee.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
- Brisbane, 17th  July,  1873.
T ETURN of all Applications for Timber  Licenses
1. made to the Bench  of Magistrates, at
Gladstone, from the 1st day of January, 1873, to
the 30th day of June. 1873, both  inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
Applicant 's Name . Description of gWnted orLicense. refused.
D. E. Monro
Ditto
Ditto
Sydney  Francis
General .. .  Granted
Hardwood
Amount
of Fee.
£
4
4
4
1
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1873.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber Licensesmade to the Bench of Magistrates, at Dalby,
from the 1st day of January, 1873, to the 30th day
of June, 1873, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name. Description of
Whether Amount
License. granted or of Fee.refused.
Situation.
Applicant 's Name.
£ John Weygner Hardwood  Granted  1
Ales. Johnson  ...  Employers E. M. Long 2
Hardwood Granted  2 A. Elauven 2
William Gardener ...  2 H. E. O'Reilly „ 1
John Cock ... 2 John Walton „ 1
Joseph McCarthy ...  General  2
„ John Ryan 1
Wilhn.  Bruton  ,,  „ 2 T. R. Permewan 1
Geo. Hunt  is  "  2 J. Smith 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873,
T is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Crootn
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46) has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit  to this Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
2
3
4
Applicant.
F. T. Gregory
F. T. Gregory
F. T. Gregory
F. T. Gregory
Description of I Whether (Amount
License . granted or of Fee,
refused.
Parish. Area
Road separating portions 96, 102, and
103, from portions 95,104, and 106 Gowrie . .
Road separating portions  106, 107,
108, and 109, from portions 68, 69,
105, and 104 Gowrie..
Road separating portions 125, 126,
116, 116, 114, and 113, from por-
tions 132, 133, 136, 137, 140, and
141 .. Gowrie. .
Road separating portions 117, 116,
and 136, from portions 115 and 137 Gowrie
A. R. P.
5 1 5
4 1 0
6 0 16
4 1 28
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned  Roads ; and  all parties  who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit  to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
N o.
1
a
Applicant.
C. A.  I.  Woodcock...
Ditto ...
Situation.
Road separating  portion 196 from portion 196A
...  Reserved road  through portion 197 ... ...
Tinana ...
Tinana ...
Parish. Area.
A. H.  P.
2 1 33
6 0 18
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
T
AKE Notice,  that application has been made to bring the Land described below under the
provisions of "  The Real  Property Act of  1861." Any  person desiring to oppose must do  to  by
lodging ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said  Act, on or before  the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1873.
R ETURN of all Applications for Timber  Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Mackay, from the 1st day of January, 1873, to the
30th day of June, 1873, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
61 perches ,  being subdivision 18 of north-eastern  Thomas John Chapple ... 119th August, 1873.
suburban allotment number 66A,  parish of North
Brisbane ,  county of Stanley
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Crown  Lands  Office,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1873.
IT is hereby notified that the Rent of the undermentioned Run has been Appraised  in consequence of
the resumption of Mineral and other lands from the Lease thereof. The date from which the Appraised
Rent will take effect, and the amount payable per annum for the remainder of the first period of  lease, are
specified  hereunder.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Name of Run. Name of Lessee.
Date  from which
Appraised Rent will
take effect.
Estimated
Area
in Square
Miles.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
Rawbell  ... I  Lachlan McBean  ... 11st July, 1873 ...
1
70
Amount
payable per
Annum for re-
mainder of
first pe ri od of
Lease.
£ S. d.
Date of expiration of
the first period of
Lease.
30 0 0  130th June, 1876.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD.- FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open  a new Road from Logan Bridge to Beaudesert ,  parish of Logan ,  county of Ward,
Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of the  Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane ,  and at the
Police Office, Beenleigh  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive  Council,  within one month from this date, any we ll -grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-2346-W. J. MALBON THOMPSON
BOOR OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM LOGAN BRIDGE  TO BEAUDESERT,  PARISH OF  LOGAN, C OUNTY OF
WARD, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER  THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
No. Portion of Road . Reputed Owner. Bea rings. LengthIn Chains. Breadth of Road. Area. Remarks.
ohs.  Iles. ohs.  lice. A.  X.  P.
1 A.  triangular piece out of the north - R. Towns  and W . N. 1300 30' E . 8 7071 ... 1 1 38 Deviation ne-
east corner of portion  41 T. Walker cessary to
avoid
cro ssing
bad
of
gully; pasture
land; fenced.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through subdivision 1 of portion 121, parish of Bandamba, county of
Stanley, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office,
Ipswich; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the
Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the
formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
72.3682-W. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH SUBDIVISION 1 OF PORTION 121, PARISH OF BANDAMBA,
COUNTY OF STANLEY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER  THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4
WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion  of Road. ReputedOwner. Bearings.
Length in
Chains.
Breadth of
Road. Area. Remarks.
A triangular piece out of the south-west P. Wilkinson N. 120° 7' E.
chs. Ike.
2 88
A. H. P.
0 1 18 Agricultural land,
corner of  subdivision 1 of portion 121 fenced and
cleared.
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Department!of  Public Works,
Brisbane , 4th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
L[ IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1 to open a new Road from Clifton Railway Station to the Leyburn and Drayton Road, parishes
of Tooth, Elphinstone, Stephens, and Felton, counties of Aubigny and Merivale, Notice is hereby
given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in
this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Drayton ; and all
persons  interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
The Crown
72-4725-W . WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM  CLIFTON   RAILWAY  STATION TO THE LEYBURN AND DRAYTON
ROAD, PARISHES OF TOOTH ,  ELPHINSTONE ,  STEPHENS ,  AND FELTON ,  COUNTIES OF AUBIGNY AND
MERIVALE ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL  4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road.
Register
No. of  Reputed
Selec- Owner.
tion.
1 Commencing at the east ..,
boundary of portion
99, parish of Elphin-
stone ,  and running
westerly to its western
boundary
2 Commencing at the east War-
boundary of portion wick
101, parish of Elphin- Reg.
stone ,  and running No.
westerly to its western 60
boundary
3 Commencing at the east ...
boundary of portion
102, parish of Elphin-
stone ,  and running
westerly to its western
boundary
4 Commencing at the  east ...
boundary of Clifton
Pre-emptive No. 4, and
running westerly to
its north-west corner
5 Irregular-shaped piece
of land out of north-
east  corner of Clifton
Pre-emptive No. 5
Occupier.
By Command,
Bearings. Length in I readth Area.Chains .  of Road
chs. lks .  A.  it.  P.
N. 270° 0'E. 54 77 2 chains 10 3 28 Open plain.
W. B. Tooth Unoccupied  N. 270° 0' E.  40 00 2 chains 8 0 0 Unimproved agri-
cultural and; open
black soil plain ; a
fence  ru ns diago-
nally through this
selection ;  selection
under 1868 Act.
W. B. Tooth Unoccupied  N. 270° 0' E. 10  87 2 chains 7 2 36 Unimproved agri-
N. 256 0'  E. 27 77 cultural  land; open
black soil  plain;
freehold.
W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 256° 0' E. 79 20 2 chains  ;  18 0 17 Unimproved agri-
N. 366° 0' E. 5 08 irregular cultural land; open
shape black soil plain.
W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 310° 0' E. 3 08 About- 2 1 0 0 A fence across ; agri-
N. 0° 58' E .  2 41 chains cultural land; open
plain.
6 Commencing at the ...  W. B. Tooth Unoccupied
north bank  of  King's
Creek on the south
boundary of Clifton
Pre-emptive No. 3, and
running northerly and
westerly to its western
boundary
7 Commencing  at the  east  ...  W. B. Tooth Unoccupied
boundary  of Clifton
Pre-emptive  No. 6, and
running south -
westerly  to its western
bounda ry
N. 356° 0' E .  1 50 Irregular
shape
N. 340° 0' E .  1 00 Mean
width
about 4
chains
N. 263° 0' E . 12 30 2 chains
6  2  13 Unimproved ag ri .
cultural; open
plain.
N. 263°  0' E. 17 61 2 chains 14 2 30 Stony  ;  lightly - tim-
N.253_ 0'E. 41 60 bered agricultural;
N. 224°  21' E. 14 02 open plain ; fence
crosses road; Clif-
ton horse paddock.
8 Commencing at the east  ...  W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 224° 21 E .  48 48 2 chains
boundary of Clifton
Pre-emptive No. 8, and
ru nning mouth -westerly to its south-
ern  boundary
9 Commencing  at the ... W. B. Tooth Unoccupied
north boundary of
Clifton Pre - emptive
No. 7, and running
south westerly y its
.western boundat
9 1 7 Unimproved agri-
cultural ; open
black soil plain ;
western boundary
fenced.
N.  224° 21' E .  32 61 2 chains 6 3 11 Unimproved agri -
cultural ; open
black soil  plain ;
western bounda ry
fenced.
10 Commencing at the ... The Crown Unoccupied 235° 0' E .  18 48 2 chains 3 2 31 Unimproved agri-
no rt h-east corn er of cultural ; open
port ion 22, parish of black soil plain
Stephens ,  and  ru nning fence crosses road.
south-westerly to its
west boundary i
11 Commencing at the east  ...  J. P.  Wal-  Unoccupied N. 2352 0' E. 34 04 2 chains 6 3 9
boundary of portion Cott
23, parish of Stephens,
and running south-
westerly to its west
12 Commencing at the east  ...  W. Scott  ...  Unoccupied N. 236° 0' E .!  45 36  2 chains 13 1 36
boundary o f  portion 258°  0' 10 00
24, parish of Stephens ,  280° 0' 6 00
and running south - 265° 0' 6 33
westerly through that
port ion and  portion 37
to the  western boun-
dary of  the last-men-
tioned portion
boundary
Unimproved  agri-
cultural land;  open
black soil plain ;
selection under Act
of 1866.
Unimproved agri-
cultural  land ; open
plain and  box for-
est ; selection under
Let of 1866
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NEW RoAD- Boos of  REFERENCE-continued.
No. . Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings.
in Breath of I Area.  Remarks.
' Chains. Road,
I ohs. Ike. A.  Z.  P.
The Cro wn Unoccupied N. 245° 51'E. 87 79 Irregular  ...  Government Water
259° 56'  22 83 Reserve between
286° 56'  13 00 Kings Creek and
247° 0'  26 39 portions 38 to 53;
259° 56' 56 00 two fences acro ss.
13 Commencing at the west
boundary of portion
37, and running
westerly th ro ugh
Water Reserve at the
south of portions 38,
39, 49,  50, 51,  62, and
58, to a point fo rt y-
two chains west of
the west boundary of
po rt ion 53
14 Commencing at the west
bounda ry  of Water
Reserve, and running
north-westerly to the
east boundary of por-
tion 62i ,  parish of
Felton
The Crown Unoccupied N. 301°  OE. 74 001
289° 0' 23 00
271° 45' 25 00 J  5 chains
271° 45' 26 00
296° 30' 10 00
Irregular
296° 30' 24 00 width,
270° 0' 10 00 south
241° 0' 10 00 boundary
263° 30'  27 65  the Con-
283° 0' 11 00 damine
River
313° o' 25 00
344° 46' 20 00
359° 0' 27 00
350° 20' 30 00
330° 30' 29 69
307° 0' 4 39
16 Commencing at the east  ...  The Crown: Unoccupied N. 307° 0' E. 28 11
boundary of po rt ion
52k, parish of Felton,
and running north-
westerly to its north-
west bounda ry , being
the main road from
Leyburn  to Drayton
6 chains
Irregular
width,
average 7
chains 60
links
Gum and apple flat;
branch road to
Eilangowan ; poor
sandy country.
Open box and gum
forest ; fence
crosses.
Poor sandy country ;
open box forest.
21 1 27 Unimproved box
forest.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Cambooya Railway Station to Eton Vale, parish of Cambooya, county of
Aubigny, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Drayton ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit in writing, to the Clerk of
the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to
the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-2485. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM CAMBOOYA  RAILWAY  STATION TO  ETON VALE ,  PARISH OF CAM-
BOOYA ,  COUNTY OF  AUBIGNY, TO  BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL ,  4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road. Reputed Owner .  Occupier .  Bearings . Length
Breadth
Area  Remarks.in Chain Road.
ohs. lks .  A. a. P.
1 Commencing on the Hodgson and Hodgson and N .  90° E. 60 23  2 chains  12 0 6 Open black soil plain.
western bounda ry  of Ramsay Ramsay
Eton Vale Pre-emp-
tive 34,  and running
east to its eastern
boundary
9 Commencing on the Hodgson and Hodgson and N .  90° E. 4 48 2 chains 9 3 0 Open plain and
western bounda ry  of Ramsay Ramsay N .  122° 47'  E. 42 17 lightly timbered
Eton Vale Pre -emp- with .  apple and
tlve 33, and running  -  gum;  ro ad fenced
east and south-east- on N.E. boundary.
erly to its southern
boundary
3 Commencing on the Hodgson and Hodgson and N. 122° 47' E. 3 69 2 chains 11 2 36 Open forest, gum
northern bounda ry Ramsay  Ramsay N .  89° 45' E. 35 66 and apple;  ro ad
of Eton Vale Pre- N. 89° 9' E. 21 64 fenced on north
emptive 32. and run- boundary.
ning south-easterly
and easterly to its
eastern boundary16
Commencing on the Hodgson and Hodgson and N .  89° 40' E. 3 74 2 chains 0 2 34 Open gum ;  Govern-
western boundary of Ramsay Ramsay  ment road, fenced
Eton Vale Pre-emp -  on no rt h boun-
tive 61, and running dary.
out  to the main road
from Toowoomba to
Warwick
5 Commencing on the Hodgson and Hodgson and N .  82° 10' E. 14 37 1 chain 6 0 21 Black  BOB  forest
west side of the main Ramsay Ramsay N.  89° 40' E. 47 06 ridges; no rt h
ro ad from Too -  bounda ry  of road
woomba to Warwick partly fenced.
In Eton Vale Pre-
emptive 51, and run-
ning about east by
no rt h and east to the
east boundary of said
Pre -emptive 51
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Department of Pnblio Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
1st July, 1873.
.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it  expedient
to open new Roads to Ferry between Moggill and Goodna, county of Stanley, Notice is hereby
given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this
Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned , are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office,  Brisbane  ;  and all  persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
73-2275-W. By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROADS TO FERRY BETWEEN  MOGGILL AND GOODNA ,  COUNTY OF  STANLEY ; TO
BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF  COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
Portion of Road.No.
1 Commencing at the north -east corner of
portion 83, parish of Moggill, and running
in a south-westerly direction through
said portion to the Brisbane River
2 Commencing at the no rt h -east comer of
subdivision 36 of ori ginal portion 131,
parish of Goodna ,  and  ru nning along
part  of northern boundary of said sub-
division through subdivision 36
3 Commencing on the eastern boundary of,
and distant  five chains  fr om, south-
east corner of subdivision  27 of  ori ginal
po rt ion 131, parish of Goodna ,  and  ru n-
ning in a south  -  westerly direction
through said subdivision
Reputed Owner . Bearings. i
Length
n Chains.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
chg. Ike. A. R. P.
Wyatt  Stockton N. 2360 27'  E. 9 97 1 chain 1 2 10 Freehold; not
N. 303° 19' E. 1 543 fenced or im-
N. 263° 34' E. 2 40 proved.
T. Walker  ... N. 270°  E. ... 16 67 1 chain 1 2 25 Freehold ;  fenced
T. Walker  ... N. 236°  64' E. 7 163 1 chain 0 2 35
and pa rt ly culti-
vated.
Freehold;  fenced.
Department of Pub li c Works,
Brisbane ,  18th June, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST  NOTICE.
H
IS  Exce llency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Counc il,  having deemed it expedient
to open a nary Road from Clifton Ra ilway Station to Clifton Homestead Area, parish of Tooth ,  county
of Aubigny ,  Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions  of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11,  and now in force in this  Colony, a Plan  and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line
of Road above -mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane, and at
the Po lice Office, Drayton ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive  Council,  within one month from this date ,  any we ll -grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-2129-W.  WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOB OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM CLIFTON RAILWAY  S TATION TO  CLIFTON  HOMESTEAD AREA
PARISH OF TOOTH, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road .  ReputedOwner. I Occupier . Bearings . in
Length
Chains .
Breadth Area. Remarks.of Road, `--
1 Commencing on the north boun -  William B. Tooth
dary of road f ro m Clifton to
Ellangowan in Pre-emptive 6,
and running about west-north-
west to its northern boundary
2 Commencing on the northern The Crown
boundary of Clifton Pre-emptive
6, and running no rt h-westerly
and  westerly to the eastern
bounda ry  of Clifton Homestead
Area
A. E. P.
160 links 3 3 303  Open  black,
soil ridge, and
lightly tim.
bered with
box and apple
150 29 2  S Open black-
soil plain, and
open box and
I gum  forest.
ohs. Iks.
Unoccupied N. 3350  E.... 26 62
Held under  X.335° E.
pastoral lease  307°
by W. 8. Tooth  269° 51'
8 48
86 21
122 11
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Week ending July 12th, 1878...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase
Decrease
passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
9 8. d. $ s. d. a a. d. S a. d.'
420 18 9 1,223 16  5 58 8 0 1,708 8 2
461 11 0 982 16  7 61 0 0 1,495 7 7
240 19 10 7 8 0 207 15 7
40 12 3
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
TIME TABLE.
Commissioner for Ra ilways' Office,
Brisbane ,  30ih August, 1872.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY, 9th September, 1872, the following Tims Table
 will oome into operation  until further no se.
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
a n,P.S.
From Too-
Ipswioh. woomba.
Ipswich ... .•. ...
.. Wa lloon ... ... .•8
12 ... I Rosewood .. •.• •..
18 ... Western Creek ...
VI ATIO`1`.
21 Grandchester 5 depart
25 ... Victoria Tunnel ,,. ...
29 ... Laidlec ... .•. ...
38 ... Gatton ... .. ...
arrive49 1Helidon ... de part
arrive59 ... Murphys Creek i. depart
69 ... Highfields ... ... ...
farrive
78 Toowoomba
t depart
82.35  .. Mahoney's Gate ... .•.
85 7 Gowrie Junction ... arrive
85
901
94
102
109
118
120
131
140
143
7
121
16
24
31
40
42
53
62
65
Cowrie Junction ... depart
For Williams' Camp •..
Westbrook Crossing... ...
Cambooya ... .•.
Emu Creek Siding ..• ...
King's Creek „ ,., •••
Clifton ... ..• .••
A ll ora •.• ...
Lyndhurst Road .•• ..•
Warwick ... ... •.•
85
90
97
106
114
127
i30
Gowrie Junction depart
Gowrie ... •.. ..,
.•• Oakey Creek ,, ... ,
..• Jondaryan ... .•,
Bowenville ,,. ...
„• Blaxland'sSiding ,•. .•,
Dalby •.• ..• ••.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
UP TRAINS. MILla. DOWN TRAINS.
STATIONS.
No. 1, No. 2, No.3, No.4, No.6, No.6, From From No.1, No.2, No.3, No.4, No. 6. No. 6
Goods. Mixed. Mixed. Goods. Mixed . Mixed . Dalby. Warwick. Goods. Mixed. M ixed. Mixed. Goods. Mixed.
A.M. A.M. A.M.  P.M. P.M: P.M. A.M. A.M. A.M. A.M. A.M. P.Y.
10.0 .., ... ... 4.40 Dalby ... .•• ... 08.4
10.28 ,..  ... ... 05.8 3  ...
 Blaxland 's Siding A
...
A A 16 ... Bowenville •.. A ..•
A A A 24 J d 9'58
011.8 5.47
... aryan ...on
33 ... Oakey Creek ... 10.30
•.•
.•,
11.12 5.51 40 ... Cowrie A
••• A ... A A 45 ... Gowrie Junction ... arrive
11.49 6.28
12.18 •.• ..• 6'57 ... ... Warwick ., ... ... 8.5 •.• 5.5
...  12'63 ,,,  ... ... 7.32 ... 3 1Lyndhurst Road ... .•• ... ... A A .•. A
...  1.8
 .•. ... 7.47 ... 12 A llora ... ..• ••. ... ... 8.45 ... ... 6.45
*1.48
.
06
..
1.62 ,,,*8.30 2 7 8.27 ...  25 King's  Creek • .•• ... ... ... 9.32 ... 6'33
9.22
 244  ,,,  2.59 ... 9 .19 ... 34 Emu Creek Siding .•. ... •. ... A A ... A l„i
10.10
 3.32 ...  3.47 ... 10.7 ... 41 Cambooya •.. ... ... 1025 ... ... 7.26
415  10.50
 ... 3.55 ... ... 49 Westbrook Crossing •.• ... ... ... A A ... A
B B 521 For Williams' Camp,,, ..• ... ... A A ... A
..• 011.16 58 Gowrie Junction ...  arrive ... ... ... ... ...
$0.45 Mahoney' s Gate .•. ••. ••• ••• B ... ... B
011.25 4.20
A A Gowrie Junction ...depart ... ... *1 1.25 *11.16 ... 8.26
A A f arrive ... ... 11.55 11.44 ... 8.66
12.25 5.20 52 65 Toowoomba •.. l depart 6.30 6.50 ... 12.4 11.50 •,.
A A ... 61 Highfields ... 7.20 7.40 ... 12.54 12.40 •..
1.18 6.13 f arrive 8110 .. ... 1.44 1.30 .••
1.28 06.23 71 Murphy's Creek 1 depart *8.30 ... *1.48 ...
2.5 7.0 } arrive 9.10 ,,, 2.28 ...
A A ... 81 Helidon .•. 1 depart .•, 9.25 ,,, 2.43
2.45 7.40 .•. 92 Gatton ... •.. 10.0 ... 3118 ..•
101 Laidley ,., 10.29 .., 8'47 .•.
4.30 105 Victoria Tunnel A ... A ..•
arrive 11.4 4'22
6.8 ... 109 Grandchester depart *11.8
...
.•. 4.26 ...
5.38 112 Western Creek A ... A ...
A ... 118 Rosewood .•. ... A ,.. A .••
A ... 122 Walloon ... 11.49 .•. *5.8
.
...
6.50 ... 130 Ipswich ,..  ... 12.17 36... 5 ,..
* Trains meet here.
All Day Tickets  issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo ll owing Monday.
NOTE.- The Trains will stop only  at those places  at which they  are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains  marked thus ,  A, will  stop by signal  to take up  passengers  only, who  wi ll  be charged the fare to the Station  at which their  Journey terminates .  Passengers requiring  to alight  at those places can
enly do so by giving notice at the preceding Station  to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place  at which they  propose to alight.
(11.) The Nos. 2 and 3 Up,  and 3 and 6 Down Trains  only,.will, for the  present, stop at this Crossing,  subject to the foregoing regulation.
Goods Tra ins will be run when necessary.
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Commissioner for Railways'  Office,
Brisbane , 8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
G
REAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after  MONDAY , the 14th instant ,  the foll owing Time
Table wi ll  come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
stations Up Train,Mixed.
Miles
from West-  Stations.
wood.
Down Train
Mixed.
a.m. p.m.
Rockhampton... ... 11. 0 ... Westwood ... ... ... 3.30
6 Gracemere  • ... ... 11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing ,.. ... A.
15 Stanwell ... 12. 0 15 Stanwell  ... ... ... 4.30
24 Rosewood Croaiing ... A 24 Gracemere ... ... ... 6. 6
30 Westwood ... ... 1. 0 30 Rockhampton ... ... ... 6.30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays ava ilable to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITUREJanuary to 30th June, 1873. of the WARWICK MUNICIPALITY, from the 1st
Dr.
1873.  £ s. d.
6 Feb .- To Government Endowment on
Rates  .. ... ... 66 5 0
20 Mar.- „ Government Loan ... ... 1,000 0 0
30 June.-,, Rates collected ... ... 412 15 9
Licenses, &c. ... ... 31 0 6
Poli ce Court  fines  ... ... 1 0 0
Corporation seal ... ... 1 1 0
Bathurst burr account ... ... 1 5 0
Cr.
1873. £ s. d.
1 Jan.-
By balance last half year ... ... 415 17 4
30 June.-
Salaries  ... ... ...  137 11 8
„ Improvements-
Approach to Victoria
Bridge, on account ... £70 0 0
Road south of Deuchar's
Creek ... ... ... 23 3 6
Albion  street ... 26 1 4
Percy stre et .. ... 34 13 8
Palmerin street ... ...  8 6 8
Fitzroy street ... ... 9 1 0
Victoria  stre et  ... ...  5 4 0
Grafton street ... ...  3 2 8
Albert street .. ...  3 2 0
Toolburra road  ... ...  14 10 0
Sideling road  ... ...  9 7 6
Canning street  ... ... 22 8 0
Recreation square  ...  5 17 6
Day work ... ... 16 9 0
Auditors andAssessors' fees 30 10 0
Cartage of gravel and stone
for repairs of various
streets ... 128 18 5
Cutting Bathurst burr .. 23 0 0
Plans, and repairs to tools 2 3 6
Removing carcases ... 1 13 6
„
„
„ Weigh Bridge ...
E. D. H. and A. Society
prize ... ... ... 10 0 0
Law expenses  .  11 11 10
Printing ,  advertising, and
Government  Gazette...  35 14 0
Stationery ,  postage, and
duty  stamps  ... ...  9 6 6
234 17 10
202 14 5
161 9 3
66 12 4
Exchange , &c.... ... ... ... 0 13 8
Interest on overdraft to 20th March... 5 4 2
Balance in A. J. S. Bank  ... ...  288 6 7
£1,513 7 3 £1,513 7 3
I hereby certify the foregoing  statement  to be correct.
Foes . B. WooDS, Town Clerk.
J. LIDDELL  ROSS, Mayor.
We hereby certify that we have examined the Books of Account, and Vouchers connected there-
with, kept by the Warwick Municipal Council, and that the above statement corresponds therewith.
Municipal Council Chambers,
Warwick, 15th July, 1873.
THOS. HORSMAN, Auditors.ARCHD. STEWART, I
498 30s.
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R
EVENUE and ExPENDITURR of the MUNICIPALITY of ToowoombA,  for the Half-year ending
30th June, 1873.
Dr.
£  Jr.  d. £ s. d.
To Balance  ... ..  114 11
Government Endowment on
Rates for half-year ending
31st December, 1872 ... 168 10 4
Government Endowment on
Lands sold ,  1872  ...  45 2 6
Cr.
4 By Town Clerk's salary 100 0 0
„ Wages, Foreman of Works
and Inspector of Nui-
sances ,  and day labor ...  122 11 3
Repayment of balance of
old Government Loan ...
Auditors '  and Assessor's fees 14 2 0
Printing ,  advertising, and
501 10 10
213 12 10
Government Grant,  Queen's
Park  ... ... ...  100
Retention Money,  re  Town
Clerk  ... ... ...
Government Printer, excess
of charge in amount for-
warded for publishing
half -yearly statement of
n
accounts 0 1 6
Impressions of corporate
seal  ... ... ...  1 0 0
Rent ,  Corporation sale yards,
and market dues  ...  8 15 0
Licenses ,  drays and cabs  ...  24 10 0
„
32
Government Loan ...
Rates ... ...
60
0 0 subscriptions, to local
papers and  Government
0 0  Gazette  ...  ... ...  33 16 1
Stationery  ... ... ...  4 19 8
Interest  ... ... ...  47 3 0
„ Town Hall  ... ... ...  3 2 6
Incidental and petty ex-
penses ... ... ... 15 13 7
„ Bathurst Burr
„ Improvements ,  North Ward 58 1 7
South „ 5 2 0
„ Central „ 46 3 2
34 6 6
4,000 0 0
401 3 6
118 16 10
6 4 0
109 6 9
Queen 's Park  ... ...  123 13 0
„ Debentures  ... ...  400 0 0
„ Balance  ... ... ...  3,431 11 6
£4,91314 2 £4,91314 2
HENRY SPIRO,
JoHN M. FLYNN, Mayor.
Town Clerk.
We, the undersigned,  having examined the Books and Vouchers in connection with the above
Account, do hereby certify the same to be correct.
Toowoomba Municipality, 3rd July, 1873.
B. J. BEIRNE, I Auditors.CHARLES JONES,
488 22s. 6d.
R
EVENUE and  EXPENDITURE of the MUNICIPALITY of ALLORA ,  from the let January to the
30th June, 1873.
Dr. Cr.
£  a. d. £ a. d.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
63 9 1
10 0 0
73 9 1
39 0 6
1 5 0
46 0 0
7 0 0
6 15 0
100 0 6
... ... 79 19 9
... ... 15 0 0
14 3 6
6 8 0
2 2 11
1 5 2
23 19 7
... ... 160 7 6
£45216 5
£ s. d. £  a. d.
To Balance  ... ... ... 183 7 1 By Salaries  (five months) ...
Government Endowment on „ Assessors and Auditors ...
Rates ,  for Half-Year end-
ing 31st December ,  1872 80 3 9 „ Improvements:-
„ Government Endowment on Fencing the Town Com-
Lands sold, 1872  ... 69 5 10 mon .
149 9 7 Repairs to Graham ' s road
„ Commonage Fees received... 83 17 0 Repairs to Culverts,
„ Rates collected  ... ... 86 2 9 Danko'  lane  ... .
119 19 9 Water Closet,  Town Hall
Enclosure  ...
Fixing and  repairing
Pump ,  Drayton street
„ Bathurst Burr . .. ...
„ Grant to School of Arts
Printing ,  advertising, and
Government  Gazette  ...
Copying Press ,  including car-
riage
Exchange ,  stamps, and tele-
grams
Incidental and Petty Ex-
penses . .. ... ...
„ Balance  ... ... ...
ALEXANDER CAMERON,
Town Clerk.
SAMUEL GORDON,
Mayor.
We, the undersigned ,  having examined the Books and Vouchers in connection with the above
Accounts , do hereby certify the  same to be correct.
Municipal Chambers,
July, 1873.
499
£45216 5
WILLIAM DEACON, IAuditors.ROBERT COOKE,
23s.
1.-AccouNT CURRENT of
 the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND,  for the Year
 ending  the 31st December, 1872.
Dr. Cr,
Date .  Particulars. Amount. Total. Date.
1872  £ s. d. £ s. d,  1872
1 Jan. To Balance brought down from 1871 ...
20 Jan. „ Transfer from Unauthorised Expenditure on
account of the year 1870, provided for by "  The
Appropriation Act of  1872 " (35 Vie., No. 3),
particulars of which are given on folio 67 of
Auditor-General's Report for 1870 (exclusive
of the sum of £33 6s. 8d., Forage Allowance
to Colonel Commanding the Volunteers, re-
jected by the Legislature) ,.. 3,936 1 10
Transfer from Unauthorised Ex-
penditure on account of the year
1871, provided for as above, viz. :
Vide  folio 14 of Auditor-General's
Report for 1871 ... 38,987 0 2
Vide
 folio 70 of ditto... 859  44
39,846 4 6
238,471 14 6 31 Aug.
31 Dec.
,/
Particulars . Amount. Total.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
By Amount of Treasury Bills in circulation con-
solidated with Loan, having been provided
for by  "The Loan Act  of 1872." 36 Viet.,
No. 24 ... ... ... ... ... ... 350,000 0 0
Transfer from  " Brands Act Fund "  for work
done, and Articles supplied by the Govern.
ment Printing Office on account of the Brands
Office ... ... ... ... ... ...  258 2 6
„
to Revenue during the year 1872, as per State-
ment, on folio 12 ... ... 996,323 13 5
Less  Land Orders  cance lled  ... 7,434 16 1
988,888 17 4
43782 6 4 1 339 146 19 10,
31 Mar. „ Expenditure on account, of the year 1871, during
the year 1872, as per folio 17 of Auditor-
General's Report for 1871 ... 51,213
, ,
8 11
31 Dec. „ Transfer from " Loan Fund " for an amount
withdrawn from the Public Banking Account
of the Commissioner for Railways in 1869,
and erroneously credited to the Consolidated
Revenue Fund, now adjusted... 797 9 5
„ Expenditure on account of the year 1872, and
during the year 1872, as per Statement,
folio 13 ... ... ... ... ... ... 779,584 16 1•
„
Balance  to next year
875,378 0 9
225,297 4 7
£
 1,339,146 19 10
1873
1 Jan.
£  1,339,146 19 10
By Balance brought down from 1872 ... £ 225,297 4 7
MEmo.-Psde  Balance  Sheet on folio
 8, viz. :-Consolidated Revenue Fund
 ... ... ... ... ...
 Cr. £16 ,832 10 3
Consolidated  Revenue Fund on account  of the Year 1872 - Cr. £208 ,764 14 4
As above ... £225,297 4 7
Audit Office, F. 0. DARYALL,
Brisbane, 3rd June, 1873. Auditor -General.
Da.''' 1.-Accouxr CURRENT of " THE Lour FUND" for the Year ending the 31st of December, 1872. On.
Date. Part ioulare.
1872.
August 23 ... To amount of " Unauthorised Loan Ex-
penditure" incurred during the year
1871, now duly provided for by the
" Government Loan Act of  1872," 36
Viet., No. 24, and carried to the debit
of "The Loan Fund," particulars of
which were given on page 70 of
Auditor-General's report for 1871,
viz. ... ... ... £28,662 8 9
Less expenditure on
account of
 steamer
" Governor Blackall,"
provided for in the
mannershowninmemo.
at foot of page 62 ... 18,481 6 3
December 31
11
as per  statement on folio 62 ... ...
„ Expenditure during  the year 1872,
,, „
Balance to  1873  (vide  Balance Sheet
" Public Works Loan Account,"
folio 8) ... ... ... ...
Amount.
£ s. d.
Total
£ s. d.
Date .  1'artlculars.
1872.
January 1 ... By Balance brought down from last
year ...
 ...
August 23 ... „ Amount of Appropriation authorised
in  " The Government Loan Act of
1872," 36 Victoria. No. 24
*£1,466,5O0 0 0
Less amount inclu-
ded in the above
to retire Treasury
Bills, carried to the
credit of " The
Consolidated Re-
venueFund"-vide
Amount.
£ s. d.
Total.
£ 8. d.
121,958 16 0
081 3 610
Account Current,
folio 10 ... 350,000 0 0
500 0 01 116,
December 31
, ,
„ Repayments into Loan during the
156,424 3 2 y ear  1872, as per Detailed Statements
N 6166,505 6 8 o. 37 ... ... ... ... ... 11,431 1 1
1,127,931 16 1
1,083,385 5 5
£1,249,890 12 L £1,249,89012 1
1873.
January 1 ... By Balance brought down from 1872 ... £1,083,385 5 5
•  The gum actually authorised by 86
 victoria ,  No. 24,  is, £1,468 ,49919x. 6d.
Maio .- The pages above quoted refer to the Auditor -General's Repo rt on the Public  Accounts  for the year 1872.
F. O. DARVALL,
Auditor-General.
Audit Office,
Brisbane , 3rd June, 1873.
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TRUST FUND.
STATEMENT SHOWING:-
1. BALANCES on let  January, 1872.
2. RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE during the year 1872.
3. BALANCES on 31st December, 1872, on account of the various Special Funds constituting "THE TRUST FUND."
NAYS of SEPARATE FUND.
BRANDS  ACT FUND ... ,,, ,..
BRISBANE  WATERWAY CONSTRUCTION ACT FUND
COOLIE IMMIGRATION FUND ,,, "'
DEAD LETTER OFFICE TRUST FUND ,,. ...
GERMAN  IMMIGRATION  FUND ... ... ...
GOLD FIELDS HOMESTEAD  ACT FUND... ...
IMMIGRATION  FUND .,. ,,, ... ...
IMMIGRATION REMITTANCES  ACCOUNT  (BRITISH)
LIFE INSURANCE FUND ... ... ...
PLEUBO-PNEIIMONIA  FUND ... ... ...
POLICE REWARD FUND  ... ... ... ..,
POLICE SUPERANNUATION FUND ... ...
POLYNESIAN IMMIGRATION FUND ... ...
POUNDAGE ACCOUNT ... ... ... ...
PUBLIC BUILDINGS  FUND ... ... ...
REAL PROPERTY ACT ASSURANCE FUND ...
SAVINGS BANE .  FUND  ... ... ... ...
SHEEP FUND  ... ... ... ... ...
SINKING FUND  ... ... ... ... ...
CE. BALANCE ON
1ST JAN UART,1872.
Receipts.
£ a. d. £ a. d.
... 2,682 7 11
544 13 6
113 15 0 ...
88 10 2 ...
227 0 0 251 0 0
51 18 0 66 16 6
5,051  12  4  9,579 10 11
1,058 6 2 2,945 0 0
202 19 0 79 0 11
620 14 9
3,734 2 6 69216 3
5,61619 6 1,176 1 1
955 9 8 73 0 6
1,53718 8  423  19 10
7,002 12 9 ...
4,537 5 3 456 6 3
TRANSACTIONS DURING 1872.
Expenditure.
TOTAL ... ... ... ... £
Ca. BALANCE ON 31
Dxcxaaxa, 1872.
£ s. d. £ a. d.
1,933 19 3 748 8 8
450 0 0 94 13 6
113 15 0
... 88 10 2
... 478 0 0
... 118 14 6
11,341 19  5 3,289 310
2,511 8 9  1,491 17  6
12 6 0 269 13 11
224 18 3 395 16 6
382 18 6  1 3,943 19 3
213 3 8 6,5781611
640 14 9 387 15 5
90810 4 1,053 8. 2
6,734 13  9  267 19  0
... 4,992 11 6
402,394 6 5 337,848 4 2 278,750 2 8 461,492 7 11
5,604  18  4 1,686 4 0 3,760  6 10 3,530 15  6
100,867 7 1  18,932  12  11  ... 119,800 0 0
639,665 15  7  317,335 13  9 307,865 2 2 609,136 7 2
MEUo.- Balance to the Credit of "The Trust Fund ,"  as above  ... ... ... ... ... ... ..
Add Balance to Credit  of " Savings  Bank Profit and Loss Account ,"  vide  folio  8 ... ... ..
Deposited with Union Bank-Police Reward Fund Account .. ... £ 3,943 19 3
Police Superannuation Fund Account ... ... 6,578 16 11
Savings Bank Fund Account ... ... . ..  98,920 4 0
Sheep Fund Account  ... ... . ... ...  3,530 15 6
Sinking Fund Account ... ... ... ... 119,800 0 0
Trust Fund Account  ... ... ... ...  5,238 18 4
£609,136 7 2
8,930 10 8
£238,01214 0
In hands of Agent -General for Emigration ... ... ... ... ... ... £ 3,349 19 9
Less amount due to Agent in Germany  ... ... ... ...  80 15 11
3,289 3 10
£616,066 17 10
Invested in Government Securities and Mortgages ,  on Account of the  Savings Bank  ...  374,785 0 0
As above  ... ... ... ...
Audit Office,
Brisbane, 3rd June, 1872.
£616,066 17 1
F. O. DARVALL,
Auditor-General.
Colonial  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1873.
TM following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES  and ASSETS  of the BANK  OF  AUSTRALASIA, within the Colony Of QUEENSLAND, dz ug the Quarter from
the 1st APRIL to the 30th JuxE, 1873, is published in conformity with the third section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount
 of  Vie  LIABILITIES and ASSETS  of the BANK  of AUSTRALASIA, within the Colony  of Queensland, taken  from the several Weekly  Statements
during the Quarter from the 1st  APRIL  to the 30th  JuNE,  1873.
LIABILITIES.  AMOUNT.
Notes  in Circulation J Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest
Bills in Circulation..
I
Not bearing Interest ...
Bearing Interest
Balance due  to other Banks ...
Not bearing Interest
 ... ... ...  49,832 15 10{
6,844 7 8
1,870 7 4
epo8 8 ............... Bearing  Interest ... ... 64,311 14 7 114,144 10 5
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ... ... ... £ 122,859 5 5
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date ... ... ... ... £1,200,000 0 0
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders •.. ... ... ... 10 per cent. per annum
Amount of the last Dividend declared  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
 60,000 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... 330,908 10 7
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals...
Gold and Silver in Bullion
 or Bars
 ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ...
Stamp Account... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks •.• ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description ,  excepting Notes, Bills, and  Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ a. d.  £ s. d.
39,109 13 1
9,000 0 0
128 13 4
87 19 4
199,810 10 2
£
 248,136 15 11
JOSH. B. DIXON,
 Manager.
A. H. BARLOW,
 Accountant.
1, Joseph Black Dixon, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and. Liabilities of the above
Bonk during the period specified ; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before  me, at Brisbane , this 14th day of July, 1873. JOSH. B. DIXON.
EDWARD WmNHOLT, Justice of the Peace.
I, the undersigned ,  being the Manager of the  BANK  Of AUSTRALASIA,  do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps ,  under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, Section 9, the sum of £51 6s. 7d., for the
•d uty after the rate of £3 per cent. per annum upon the sum of £6,844 7s .  8d., being one quarter 's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the Notes in circulation of the
TOTALS.
£ s. d. £ a. d.
aid Bank ,  in the Colony  of Queensland ,  accord in g to the annexed Return.
JOSH. B. DIXON.
Dated this 14th day of July, 1873.
General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland , 14th July, 1873.
THE following
 SURK&RY of OBSERVATIONS taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION, BRISBAIcE,  during the  Month  of JUNE, 1873 ,  is published for general information.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR,  Postmaster-General.
RAIN. WIND.
so.;0Summary of Direction.
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Maximum ... ... 00030,458 30 352 30446  72-0 7610 65 *0 67,5  68.0 6510  1,000  940 1... 129.0 105.0 6810 67.0 76-0 64.0 29.0 4.100 280 N 3
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SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT BRISBANE, DURING  THE MONTH  OF JUNE, 1873.
LATITUDE ,  270 28' 3 "  S.; LONGITUDE,  1530 16' 15" E. HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN  SEA LEVEL ,  130 FEET; DISTANCE FROM SEA-COAST,  10 MILES.
SAROMETES .  RYGROMETEE.
Corrected to 32°
Fahrenheit ,  and Temperature Temperature of
reduced to mean of Air. Evaporation.
sea level
Humidity.
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The weather has been the warmest and wettest on record for June ,  the mean shade temperature ,  63.0°, being 2.3° over the average of this month for the previous ten years ,
 and 1.7°  over the previous three years .  The highest reading in shade,
76.01, was on the 2nd  •  the lowest on grass .  36.5°, was on the morning of the 21st .  The highest barometric reading ,
 30.458,  was at 9 a.m. on the 24th ,  and the lowest ,  29.824.  at 3 p .m. on the 5th. The mean barometric readings have been very much
above the average of the Month .  Rain fell on 16 days ; the total fall, 14.03 inches, being 10 .04 inches over the average of the month ; the greatest fall in 24 hours ,  4.10 inches ,  was on the 17th .  The excessive and unusual rainfall Is remarkable,
being greater than
 $ny preceding month of June on record ;  and only exceeded by four months during the previous 13 years ,  viz.:-February and March, 1863, when 15.14 inches ,  and 14.36 inches fell during 16 days and 23 day,7 respectively  ;  April, 1867, 15.28
inches fell during 19 days, and March ,  1870, when 34.01 inches fell during 26 days .
 The preceding month ,  May, was unusually dry, the rainfall in Brisbane being but 0.68 inch ,  and no rain fell at the following stations througbdnt the Colony ,  viz.:-B&nane,
Caamboon ,  Charleville ,  Croon Creek ,  Clermont ,  Condamine ,  Dslby, Gilbert River, Georgetown ,  Junction Creek ,  Normanton ,
 Norman Mouth, Ravenswood ,  Rockhampton ,
 Roma ,  Springsure ,  Stanthorpe ,  Taroom, Warwick. For further information as to therainlall
of the Colony ,  see general  summary published monthly in the  Government Gazette.
p
m°' wp,
M
P9 Ci
0
SELF -EEOISTERINO
THERMOMETERS.
8p
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
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OVERTIME GOODS.
TO be sold by Auction,  at the Custom House ,  Rockhampton ,  at Noon , on WEDNESDAY, 6th
August next ,  under 6th section, 13  Victoria, No. 43, the Goods  specified in the following Return.
Date of
Entry. Ship. Master .  Whence.
1869.
4,15 April Clarence ... Cottier  .,,  Brisbane...
18 May  ...  Havilab  ..,  Harley  ...  Brisbane...
28 July  ...  Martha Ellen ...  Flemming  ...  Sydney ...
6 August  ...  James Paterson Darre ll  ...  Sydney ...
4 October  ...  Leichhardt  ...  Smith .. Brisbane...
6 October  ...  Havilah  ...  Harley  ..,  Brisbane...
4 December Egmont  ...  Wall  ... ... Sydney ...
15 December Egmont ... Wall ... ... Sydney .,,
1970.
7 January  ...  Sea Ripple  ...  Heldon  .,.  Sydney ...
29 January  ...  Queensland  ...  Cottier
14 February ...  Queensland  ...  Cottler
10 March  ...  Balclutha  ...  Hill ...
Merchant, Mark
Number and Imported quantity and
and Numbers . Description of description  of goods.Packages.
A. Hughes ... H No. 8 1 box  ... ...  115 lbs. tobacco
213
Alexander and Co.  P 1 2 boxes  ...  197 lbs .  tobacco
216
F. L. Barker ,.. A } 3 boxes  ...  286 lbs .  tobacco
220
P. M. Marshall  ...  M 1 package  ...  79 lbs. tobacco
220
W. Reid and Co. F No. 2 1 hhd.... ... 50A galls. brandy
225
J. Palmer  ...  K No. 2 It cask  ... 26 galls. wine
225
Page and  O'Rourke U 11 box  ...  120 lbs .  tobacco
230
W. Pattison  ...  D 1 21  casks  ...  51 galls. wine
231
A.  Feels ... 8
232
6 cases ... ...  9-A  galls. wine
3 qr. casks  ...  82,1a ga ll s. brandy
16 cases ... 31}5  galls. wine
it tierce  ...  397 lbs. tobacco
1 hhd .... ...  551% galls. wine
2} casks  ...  55 galls. wine
it cask  ...  26 gall s.  wine
3t casks  ...  89A galls .  whisky
2 boxes  ...  242 lbs. tobacco.
Brisbane ...  Wing Wah  ...  R 1.3.4,
233
Brisbane... DaviesandJackson N
234
Sydney  ...  W. Reid and  Co. N No. 1
8 April  ...  Circe  ... ...  Scaplehorne Sydney ...
18 May  ...  Leichhardt  ..,  Brookes  ...  Brisbane...
4 June  ...  Sir lasac  Newton Mackay  ...  Brisbane...
4 June  ...  Sir  Issue  Newton Mackay  ...  Brisbane...
13 IJnne  ...  Egmont  ...  Darre ll  ...  Sydney ...
235
Wing  Well  ...  8 No. 2
236
Jas. Cbapple  ...  U 4.9
239
Jas. Cbapple ... B
241
Henriques  ...  E 2.3.4
241
Wing Wah ... 8 1.2
241
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Coll ector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane , July, 1873.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
WHARF, BROAD SOUND.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office until
Noon on SATURDAY, the 30th August
next,  from persons willing to contract for the
construction of a Wharf at the Basin, St. Lawrence
Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Wharf,
Broad  Sound."
Plan and Specifications may be seen, and
further particulars obtained, at the Port Office,
Brisbane, and at the Harbor Offices at Rock-
hampton, Broad Sound, and Cleveland Bay.
Tenders must state the time within which it
is proposed to complete the work ; and at the
foot of every' Tender there must be a memoran.
dum signed by the person tendering, agreeing to
deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of
Tender, for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that he will execute and
deliver at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor,
in Brisbane , within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance, otherwise the Ten-
der will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
G. P. HEATH, Commander, R.N.,
Portmaster.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 18th July, 1873.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified that Mr. JOHN CRoxER,
Police Magistrate at Taroom, has been appointed
Registrar of Births, Marriages, and Deaths, for
that District.p
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1873.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified that the Reverend JOHN
DONE, a Minister of the Church of England
registered in this office as authorised  to celebrate
Marriages, has removed from the Etheridge, in the
Registration District of Gilbert, to the  Registra-
tion District of Ravenswood , and has given me
due notice  of such change of residence ,  in accord.
ance with the provisions  of the 28th Vic., No.  15.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Office of Chief  Inspector of Sheep,
Brisbane , 11th July, 1873.
NOTICE TO SHEEP-OWNERS.
IT is hereby notified for general information that,
in future, the owner's or station brand will not
be necessary in the case of travelling sheep cross-
ing from Queensland into New South Wales, in
addition to the letter Q required by section 47 of
" The Diseases in Sheep Act"  of that colony.
P. R. GORDON,
Chief Inspector of Sheep.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1873.
T is hereby notified that the Upset Price of
I Portions 5, 6, and 71, in the Parish of Burrum,
proclaimed for sale by auction, at Maryborough, on
the 18th August, 1873, as Lots 39, 40, and 41, has
been  raised  to £1 per acre.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
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NOTICE.PATRICK NIHILL has this day been appointed
Bailiff of the Western District Court at
9tanthorpe, in the room of James Mahoney, re-
;igned, such appointment to take effect from the
Lst instant.
By order of the Judge of the Western District
court.
D. GALLWEY,
Registrar.
Western District Court,
Stanthorpe, 10th July, 1873.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Partnershipheretofore  xistin  between the undersigned,
under the firm of  "  Macpherson and  Lyons,"  was
this day dissolved . All debts due to the  late firm
will be received and the  liabi lities paid by Mr.
Lyons ,  at the offices lately occupied by the  firm.
Dated this fifteenth  day of July,  A.D. 1873.
P. MACPHERSON.
MAITRICE LYONS.
Witness-
A. W. CHAMBERS,
Articled Clerk to Mr. Maurice Lyons.
489 6s. 6d.
NOTICE.
THE Partnership hitherto  existing betweenHerbert Henry Adcock and Arthur Bell, car-
rying on business  together  as graziers , at Humber-
stone, Stanley  River, in the colony of Queensland,
under  the style or firm of " Adcock  and Bell," has
this  day been dissolved  by mutual consent. All
debts due  to or by the  said late  firm, will  be received
and paid by the said Herbert Henry Adcock, who
wi ll  continue  to carry on  the business.
Dated at Brisbane , this Eleventh day of July,
A.D. 1873.
HERBERT H. ADCOCK,
ARTHUR BELL.
Witness-
W. H. SPENCER,
So licitor , and Clerk to  Messrs. Little and
485
Browne, Solicitors, Brisbane.
5s.
NOTICE.THE. Business lately carried on under thestyle
or  firm of " Gardner , K ean, and Wi ll iams,"
as storekeepers ,  at Mount  Perry,  wi ll  be continued
as usual ,  on the same premises , by the  undersigned,
under the style or firm of " Gardner and Kean."
481
MAT. GARDNER.
M. D. BEAN.
3s.
THREE POUNDS REWARD.
S
TRAYED from Redbank, in December last,
Grey mare, AA off, FW near shoulder, 80
under saddle. Also, Chesnut Mare, ER of and
near shoulder, hipped. The above reward will be
paid on delivery of the two, or £1 10s. if delivered
singly to Chas. Dougherty, Redbank Hotel, Burnett
District, or £1 each for information leading to their
recovery.
487 3s.
NOTICE.I INTEND to apply to the Gladstone Be ch for
permission  to erect a Licensed Gate, to consist
of a double- swing gate  of eight feet each, and
painted white  with black  letters  ;  said gate to be
erected on  the Gladstone and Rawbell Road, about
four miles  on the Gladstone side of the Kroombit
Head Station.
MESSRS. CAIRD, PATERSON, & CO.
EDWD. NELSON LAcn,
Kroombit Station,
July 1st, 1873.
482
Manager.
5s.
The Chief  Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1873.
IT is hereby notified, that JOHN CROKER, of
Taroom, in the Colony of Queensland, Esquire,
Police Magistrate, has been appointed a Commis-
sioner  for Affidavits, &c., such Commission being
determinable  on his ceasing  to hold the above
appointment at Taroom.
Also, it is hereby notified, that MARx DAVis,.
of Basinghall street, London, England , Esquire;' ,
Solicitor, has been appointed  a Commissioner of
the Supreme Court of Queensland, for Affidavits,
&e., such Commission  being determinable on his
ceasing to remain on  the Roll of Attorneys.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honor the Chief Justice.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Before his Honor Sir JAMES COCKLE, Chief Jus.
tice of Queensland, and Judge of the said
Vice-Admiralty Court.
WEDNESDAY, 16TH JULY, 1873.
REGINA v. "CRISHNA."
In Be Walton and Jackson, and in Be Broom-
field and Whittaker.
I
IS Honor the Judge signed the Bills of Costs
as taxed and reported by the Registrar
against  the above.
Court adjourned till WEDNESDAY next, the
23rd instant , at Eleven o'clock, forenoon.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
TAKE Notice, that Plans of Distribution in
the undermentioned Estates now lie in the
Office of the undersigned, Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, for the inspection of Creditors ; and any
Creditor or other person interested therein, object-
ing to the confirmation thereof, must lodge  a caveat
in the said Office, stating the grounds of such their
objections, on or before the 2nd day of August next,
otherwise the said Plans of Distributions will on
MONDAY, the 4th day of August next, be con-
firmed:-
Smart, Donkin, and Co., a third dividend of
911d. in the £.
Cahill and Hughes, a third dividend of is. 2d. in
the £.
Cyril Allies, a first dividend of 5s. 6;d. in the £.
F. Bryant and Co., a first dividend of Is. 10jd.
in the £.
F. C. Daveney, on preferent  claims , 20s. in the £.
Dated at Brisbane, this 17th day of July, 1873.
496
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Assignee.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Duncan McLean, late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, formerly of
Jimna and Rawbelle Diggings, miner, de-
ceased.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that after the  expira-
tion of  fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court ,  that probate of the Will of the above-
named Duncan McLean, deceased may be granted
to James Webster ,  of Brisbane aforesaid ,  Saw-mill
Proprietor ,  the sole Executor named in the said
Will.
Dated this 5th day of July, 1873.
WILLIAM LAMBERT FOWLES,
497
Proctor for said Executor,
Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of George  Robinson ,  late of Musquet
Flat, in the District  of Wide  Bay, in the
Colony of Queensland,  licensed publican,
deceased.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that an Account of
the Administration in the above Estate
having been filed in the office of the Registrar, by
James Stephen Powe ll  and Wi lliam Powell, the
Executors  thereof;  all persons having claims on
the said Estate ,  or being otherwise interested
therein, may come in before me, at my office, at
the Supreme  Court  House, Queen street ,  Brisbane,
on or before  the Twentieth  day of August next, to
inspect the said Account ,  and (if  they  shall  think
fit) object  thereto.
Dated this seventeenth day of July, 1873.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
R. K. MAcr rsH,  Ma borough,
Registrar.
Proctor for the  said Executors,
By W. K. MAcNISH, his Town Agent,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
490 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Matthew Hogan, late of Stanthorpe,
in the Colony of Queensland, hotel-keeper,
deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable  Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above -named Matthew Hogan ,  deceased, may
be granted  to Mary Hogan, Patrick Hogan, and
Jeremiah Allman, of Stanthorpe aforesaid, the
Executrix  and Executors named in the said Will.
Dated at  Stanthorpe, this  fourteenth day of July,
A.D. 1873.
MATTHEW O'SULLIVAN,
Maryland street, Stanthorpe,
Proctor for the said Executors.
486 6s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil of the Honorable Robert
Towns, late of Cranbrook, near Sydney, in
the Colony of New South Wales, Esquire,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the  expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that probate of the Will
and Codicil of the above-named Robert Towns,
deceased , may be granted to Sophia Towns, Alex-
ander Stuart, George King, and Edward Knox, all
of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
the Executrix and Executors named in the said
Will.
Dated this nineteenth day of July, A.D. 1873.
492
MAURICE LYONS,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Applicants.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Ernest Petersen and
Hugh Cameron Miller, trading as "Petersen
and Miller," of Clermont and Copperfield,
storekeepers and general merchants.
W
1 THEREAS the said Petersen and Miller
 were, on the  16th day of April, A.D. 1873,
adjudged  to be  Insolvents, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON.
DAY, the 1st day of September, A.D. 1873, to
commence  at Eleven o'clock, for the  last examina.
tion of the Insolvents, and unless the Court shall
otherwise direct ,  for the Insolvents to make an
application  for their  certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 15th day of July, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
HENRY J .  WHITLEY,
O fficial Assignee.
491 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of George Ellis Walton,
of Brisbane.
W
HEREAS the said George Ellis Walton was,
on the 2nd day of July, A.D. 1873, ad-
udged to be an Insolvent, I hereby  appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme  Court  House ,  Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 1st day of September, A.D. 1873,  to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 14th day of July, A.D
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. MIsxIN,
Official Assignee.
493 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Joseph Collett ,  of Red-
cliffe, farmer.
W HEREAS the said Joseph Collett was,on the 18th  day of June, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent,  I hereby appoint a
Third Public  Sitting,  to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 1st day of September ,  A.D. 1873, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent ,  and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 14th day of July, A.D-
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. MISHIN,
Official Assignee.
495 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Adam Inglis, of
Bundaberg, storekeeper.
WHEREAS the said John Adam Inglis
was, on the 7th day of May, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an  insolvent,  I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 28th day of July, A.D. 1873, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at  Brisbane , the 14th day of July, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Assignee .'
494 6s. 6d.
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NOTION.
T/  Scale of Charges for the insertion of Advertise. HR
in the  Queensland Government  Gazette  in
rr  follows:-
Advertisements  relating to Insolvent oI Intestate
Estates, or Letters of Administration ,  6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relat in g to Impounded Stock, 18.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eight  lines  (or under),
and 3d. for every additional li ne, all owing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No  ADVERTISEMENT
WILL n;: INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the  cost of its insertion
according to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. BEAL,
Govornment Printer.
The Gov aaii SNT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the fo ll owing amuonts:-
£ a. d.
1873.
July 14 .-  Gardner,  Kean, and Williams
14.-J. Reid  ... ... ...
14.-J. L .  Denne  ... ... ...
14.-E. N. Lack  ... ... ...
14.-J. L .  Denne ... ... ...
14.-J. Fisher  ... ... ...
14.-R. McLeod  .. ... ...
15.-W. J .  Scott ... ...
16.-Municipal Council ,  A ll ora ...
17.-Municipal Council, Toowoomba
17.-Municipal Council, Warwick
17.-M. O 'Sulli van ... ...
18.-S. Brown  ... ... ...
0 6 0
1 0 0
0 3 0
0 5 0
0 11  0
0 4
0 4
1 0
1 5
1 2
1 10
0 6
2 0
Ihnpounb(nno.
SW Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PEE ANIMAL ;  and no  such Adver-
tisement  will be inserted  in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a remittance .pufcient to cover thd cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure ,  from Wongaleigh, on
the 30th June ,  1873, by A. Sisson, Esquire.
Driving, Is .  4d. ; trespass ,  2s. 6d .  per head.
One bay mare ,  T near shoulder ,  saddle-marked.
One bay mare ,  bald face ,  white patch under off shoulder,
fore feet white ,  near hind foot white, blotched brand
near shoulder.
One bay mare ,  star, near fore foot white, near hind foot
white ,  HL near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th August, 1873, wi ll
be sold to defray expenses.
JOSEPH L.  DENNE ,  Poundkeeper.
480 $a.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Fernlesa, on the
4th July, 1873,  by order of Thos.  G. Walker, Es-
quire. Driving ,  4e. 8d, per head.
One brown draught horse,  like ND near shoulder, very
low in condition.
One brown mare, star, off fore and near hind feet white, .
like JK conjoined near shoulder.
One cheenut horse, white feet ,  P near shoulder , ..  over
T off shoulder.
One iron-grey or black horse ,  blaze on face, near fore,
foot white ,  hind feet white, .. over T over  like
blotched RA over 2 near shoulder.
One brown horse, DR over F off shoulder.
One brown mare, WC off shoulder, large 8 off cheek.
One bay  roan entire colt, unbranded.
One black horse ,  star,  li ke blotched  ..  over T over  li ke -
jA over 12 near shoulder.
One bay mare ,  star ,  like blotched W off shoulder.
One bay horse ,  like HR conjoined off shoulder, like g
over R near shoulder.
One bay mare ,  off fore foot white ,  of  hind foot white,.
like 2C near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th August ,  1873, wi ll
be sold to defray expenses.
JOSEPH L .  DENNE ,  Poundkeeper.
483 116.
IMPOUNDED at Rolleston, from Planet Downs, on
the 30th June, 1873 ,  by order of J. B. Brodie,
Esquire. Driving ,  3s. 4d .  per head.
One bay horse ,  B over half circle over B near shoulder,
like T over A conjoined near thigh, star, near fore
and off bind foot white ,  split near ear.
One bay mare ,  6 near shoulder ,  g off shoulder ,  star and
snip.
One bay filly ,  W over like blotched brand in circle near
shoulder ,  near hip down, hind feet white, star and
snip.
One brown mare, Qp over PR conjoined  (the P reversed)
near shoulder, black points, star ybay colt foal at
foot.
If not released onor before the 25th July,  1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
J. FISHER,  Poundkeeper.
484 4s.
BRISBANE :
Printed and Published by JAxzs C. BEAT, Government Printer,
William  street ,  19th July, 1873.
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COMPARATNE STATEMENT of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE of the COLONY of QUEENSLAND
and of the SPECIAL FUNDS paid into the TREASURY, at BRISBANE, during the QUARTERS ended
30th JUNE, 1872, and 30th JUNE, 1873, respectively, showing the INCREASE or DECREASE
under each head thereof.
CUSTOMS-
Spirits ... ... ... ...
Wine ... ... ... ...
Methylated Spirits ... ... ...
Ale, Porter, Vinegar, &c. ... ...
Oils ... ... ... ... ...
Tobacco, Snuff, and Cigars ... ...
Opium ... ... ... ...
Tea ... ... ... ...
Coffee, Chicory, &c. .. ... ...
Butter, Cheese, Dried Fruits, &c. ...
Sugar ... ... ... ... ...
Soap ... ... ... ... ...
Rice, Oatmeal, &c. ... ...
Salt  ... ... ...
Potatoes, Onions, Hay, Chaff
Coals ... .. ... ...
Wheat, Barley, Bran, and Pollard ...
Bottled Fruits, Pickles, and Mustard
Ad valorem ... ... ... ...
EXCISE-
Duty on Colonial Spirits
-STAMP DUTY ...
Quarter ended Quarter ended
30th June , 30th  June, Decrease. Increase.
1872. 1873.
.... 30,510 0 5 35,655 13 10 ... 5,145 13 5
... 3,809 4 5 4,316 9 7 ... 507 5 2
... 3 2 6 18 2 6 ... 15 0 0
...
4,128 16 9 5,606 10 0 ... 1,477 13 3
... 1,167 5 8 1,628 6 9 ... 461 1 1
.. 11,646 5 6 12,760 4 2 ... 1,113 18 8
... 857 14 5 1,291 2 3 ... 433 7 10
...
8,113 14 6 7,952 18 0 160 16 6
... 1,226 13 0 1,319 8 10 ... 92 15 10
... 4,155 0 3 6,441 7 8 ... 2,286 7 5
... 2,799 7 6 564 13 6 2,234 14 0
... 40 14 4  40 13  11 0 0 5 ...
... 458 11 8 639 12 5 ... 174, 0 9
... 1,437 16 2 2,026 2 3 ... 588 6 1
.. 914 13 2 673 3 11 241 9 3 ...
.. 120 6 6 64 19 0 55 7 6 ...
.. 1,151 2 4 820 14 1 330 8 3
.. 178 16 7 333 19 11 ... 155 3 4
...
2,171 0
I
9 36,307 12 1 ... 14,136 11 4
94,890 6 5 118,45414 8 3,022 15 11 26,587 4 2
I
j 4,193 7 0 5,029 8 1 836 1 1
6,313 12 7 8,045 11 8 1,731 19 1
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF QUARTER'S REVENUE-continued.
Quarter ended Quarter ended
30th June, 30th June,  Decrease,
1872.  1873.
GOLD-
Duty on Gold ...
Miners' Rights and Business Licenses
Other Receipts ... ... ...
1,523 0 0
5,709 17 9
LAND REVENUE-
Proceeds of Land Sales ... ... ... 3,643 11 9 8,906 10 8
Mineral Selections ... ... ... ... 6,147 0 0 4,624 0 0
Rents of Conditional Purchases,  " Aliens-
}
43,974 8 10 38,264 11 1
lion Act of  1868"
R t f H t d S ti " Alelen s o omes ea ons ,ece ena-l 2,516 4 7 2,654 19 10tion  Act  of 1868" ...
Selections under  " Leasing  Act of  1866" ...  5,850 12 0 736 16 3
Rents of Land  for Pastoral Purposes  ...  2,463 15 2 2,883 2 10
All other  Rents ... ... ... ... 14 0 0 26 0 0
Assessment on Runs... ... ... ... 10 0 0
Mining Licenses ... .,. ... ... ... 38 15 0
Survey Fees ... ... ... ... ... 4,627 17  0 3,973 5 6
Transfer Fees ... ...  ...  114 13 0 192 18 0
Increase.
138 15 3
5,262 18 11
5,113 15 9
419 7 8
12 0 0
10 0 0
38 15 0
654 11 6
78 5 0
69,362  2 4  62,300 19  2 13,011 5 0 5,950 110
POSTAGE ... .., ... ...  5,288 15  8 6,106 4 6 ... 817  8 10
COMMISSION ON POST OFFICE ORDERS 239 0 6 287 3 0
LICENSES-
To cut Timber , make Bricks , &c. ... ... 406
To Auctioneers ... ... ... ... 64
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers ... ... 170
To Distil ... ... ... ... ...  29
To Bonded Storekeepers ... ... ... 803
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors 11,867
To Publicans, for Billiard  and Bagatelle 155Tables ....
To Hawkers  and Pedlars  ... ... ... 160
All other Licenses ... ... ... ... 449
FEES OF OFFICE-
Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds
Registrar-General ... ... ...
Sheriff ... ... ... ...
Courts of Petty  Sessions
Shipping  Master . .. ... ...
All  other Fees ... ... ...
FINES AND FORFEITURES-
Courts of Petty  Sessions  ... ... ...
Proceeds of Sale of Con fiscated and 2
Unclaimed Property ,.. ... I
Crown's Share of  Seizures  ... ... ...
A ll  other Fines
RENTS, EXCLUSIVE OF LAND-
Tolls and  Ferries  ... ... ...
Government  Buildings and Premises
HARBOR DUES AND FEES-
Pilotage ...
Light Dues .
Marine Board
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
... 2,983 13 6  2,489 16  8  493 16 10  ...
... 1,835  10 0 1,505 0 0 330 10 0
1,186 1 0  2,091 16  8 ...  905 15  8
6,005 4 6  6,086 13  4 824  6 10 905 15  8
48 2 6
10 0 423 10 0 ... 17 0 0
19 4 10216 8 ... 37 17 4
0 0 230 0 0 60 0 0
0 0 29 0 0
0 6 917 17 2 114 16 8
14 2 10,923 19 11 943 14 3
0 0 170 0 0 ... 15 0 0
0 0 160 5 0 0 5 0
6 6 430 15 2 18 11 4
14,105 10 6 13,359 3 11 991 5 7 244 19 0
487 0 0 400 15 0 86 5 0
733 9 0  880  12  5 ... 147 3 5
12 8 0 17 4 3 ... 4 16 3
222 4 6 261 3 4 ... 38 18 10
65 9 3 66 4 0 ... 014 9
66 14 0 79 15 0 ... 13 1 0
1,587 4 9 1,705 14 0 86 5 0  204 14  3
257 14 9 479 19 6 222. 4 9
2019 9 281911 ... 8 0 2
27 2 6 120 9  2 ... 93 6 8
32 8 9 36 4 7 ... 31510
338 5 9  665 13  2 ...  327 7 5
112 0 9 255 17 11
70 0 4 165 17 9 95 17 5
42 0 5 90 0 2 ... 47 19 9
1,101 19  5 1,405 9 3 ...
663 10 6 852 5 9
68 0 0 64 7 0 313 0
1,833  9 11  2,322 2 0  3 13  0
143 17 2
303 9 10
188 15 3
)
492 5 1
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF QUARTER'S  REVENUE- continued.
Quarter ended I Quarter ended
30th June , 30th June,  Decrease.
1872. 1873.
RAILWAY RECEIPTS-
Fares ... ... ...
Goods Traffic ...
Misce ll aneous Receipts
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Increase.
£ s. d..
6,045 16 0 6,532 1 4 ... 486 5 4
15,428 18 0 16,942 7 6 1,513 9 6
834 7 3 601 5 2 233. 2 1 ...
22,309 1 3 24,075 14 0 233 2 1 1,999  14  10
CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION FUNDj 275 0  0 396 2 2 ... 121 2 2
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS ... 4,412 17 5 7,092 9 5 2,679 12 0
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale of Government Property ... ... 285 11 11 530 11 3 ... 244 19 4
Government Printer... ... ... ... 94 10 4 115 1 1 ... 20 10 9
Balances in hands of Public Officers Refunded 2 9 2 55 15 6 ... 53 6 4
Surcharges Recovered  ••• ... ... 22 5 2  23 0 1 ... 0 14 11
Letters of Registration ,,, ... 209 0 0 162 0 0 47 0 0 ..,
Other Miscellaneous Receipts ... ... 692 16 3 1,440 12 6 ... 747 16 3
1,306 12  10  2,327 0 5  47 0 0 1,067 7 7
TOTAL  REVENUE PROPER £ 232,572  12  2  258,510 11  5  18,219 13  5 44,157 12 8
Deduct Decrease ... ... ... ... ... ... £ 18,219 13 5
Increase of Revenue Proper on corresponding Quarter, 1872 ... £ 25,937 19 3
SPECIAL RECEIPTS.
Brisbane  Waterway Construction Act
Immigration Collections, London ...
Immigration Collections, Colony ..,
Scab Assessment ... ... .,.
Brands Act  Fund ... ...
Pound Sales ... ...
Assurance Fund,  Beal .Property Act
Police Reward Fund... ... ...
Police Superannuation Fund ...
Gold Fields  Homesteads Act ...
TOTAL  SPECIAL RECEIPTS £
1,610 0 0
643 9 0 3,079 8 0
506 0 0  1,312 15  0
84 6 0 75 2 8
1,100 0 0  443  11  0
158 1 7 304 7 3
65 12 10 112 6 8
158 15 0 205 2 0
277 1 0 374 4 11
16 1 6 95 1 6
3,009 6 11 7,611 19 0
Deduct Decrease ... ...
9 3 4
656 9 0
665 12 4
... £
1,610 0 0
2,435 19 0
806 15 0
146 5 8
46 13 10
46 7 0
97 3 11
79 0 0
5,268 4 5
665 12 4
Increase of Special Receipts on corresponding Quarter, 1872... £ 4,602 12 1
F. O. DARVALL,
Auditor-General.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 7th July, 1873.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
PARTICULARS of CAsu and LANs ORDERS received on account of Sales and Rents of Land, during the Quarter
ended 30th June, 1872, and 30th June, 1873, respectively.
ucARTER ENDED QUARTER ENDED
30rm JIINE, 1872. 30TH JIINE, 1873.
Land Orders .)  Casb . Land Order. Cash.
£  8.  d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
Proceeds of Land Sales 447 0 7 2,536 6 2 758 12 2 8,147 1S 6
Mineral Selections ... 6,807 5 0 ( ... 4,624 0 0
Under  "Alienation Act 011868"
Conditional Purchases 418 6 6 43,556 2 5 235 8 8 38,029 2 5
L Homestead Selections... 27 10 6 2,488 14 1 2 8 0 2,652 11 10
Selections under  " Leasing  Act of  1866" ... ... ... ... ... 1,538 5 3 4,312 6 9 4 15 0 732 1 3
£ 2,431 2 9 59,700 14 5 1,001 3 10 54,185 13 11
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND
and of the SPECIAL FUNDS paid into the TREASURY, at BRISBANE, during the HALF-YEARS
ended 30th JUNE, 1872, and 30th JUNE, 1873, respectively, showing the INCREASE or
DECREASE tinder each head thereof.
Head  of Revenue or Receipt.
CUSTOMS-
Spirits ...
Methylated Spirits
Ale, Porter, Vinegar, &c.
Oils  ...
Tobacco, Snuff, and Cigars ...
Opium ... ... ...
Coffee and  Chicory, &c.
Butter ,  Cheese, Dried Fruits, &c.
Rice, Oatmeal, &c. ... ... ...
Salt ... ... ... ...
Potatoes, Onions, Hay, and Chaff ,,,
Coals ... ... ...
Wheat, Barley, Bran, and Pollard ,..
Bottled Fruits, Pickles, and Mustard
Ad valorem ... ... ... ...
Half-year ended IialY-year ended
30th June, 30th June,
1872. 1873.
£ s. d. £ s.
56,883 2 7 66,794 6
6,818 17 2  8,157 18
12 0. 6 52 12
8,548  19  3  9,778 16
2,171 1 6 2,834 7
20,384 3 3 23,230 6
1,553 5 2 2,289 11
14,534 5 6 15,417 13
1,877 11 0 2,270 7
8,221 5 5 12,301 14
4,139 10 0 1,555 4
90 18 8 90 1
1,019 3 7 1,054 8
2,666 16 1 3,409 18
1,198 15 3 941 4
210 15 6 133 17
1,733 7 6 1,897 2
331 6 7 578 14
45,591 9 3 67,410 1
EXCISE-
Duty on Colonial Spirits
STAMP DUTY ... ...
177,986 13  9  220,198  6 2  2,919 11  5
...  6,998  14  8 9,242 8 4
... 11,597 10 9 16,504 19 5
257 11 2
76 18 2
Increase.
£ s. d.
9,911 3 9
1,339 1 4
40 12 0
1,229 16 11
663 6 4
2,846 2 9
736 5 10
883 7 9
392 16  10,
4,080 8 7
35 4 9
743 2 1
163 14 10
247 7 8
21,818 12 5
45,131 3 10
2 ,243 13 8
4,907 8 8
GOLD-
Duty on Gold ... ... ... ... ...  6,204 9 3 4 ,481 15 6
Miners' Rights and Business Licenses  ... 3,130 0 0 3,196 10 0
Other Receipts... ... ... ... ... 2,257 18 6  4,126 1 8
LAND REVENUE-
Proceeds of Land Sales ...
Mineral Selections ... ...
Rents of Conditional Purchases,  Alienation
Act of  1868 ... ... ...
Rents -of Homestead Selections,  Alienation
Act of  1868
Selections under  Leasing Act of  1866
Rents of Land for Pastoral purposes ...
A ll  other Rents ... ... ... ...
Assessment on Runs ... ...
Mining Licenses ... ... ... ...
Survey Fees ... ... ... ... ...
Transfer Fees ... ... ... ... ...
1,722 13 9
11,592 7 9 11,804 7 2 1,722 13 9
6,340 5 9 11,508
12,954 5 0 7,559
0
3
10
Decrease.
0
11 2,584 5 1
8 0 17 0
4 ...
2
3 11
0 0 5,395 5 0
8 3,787 6 194,042 5 9  90,254  19
5,217 6 0  8,460 10  6 ...
13,387 6 9 7,848 13 7  5,538 13  2
3,775 17  2  4,866 11  1
233 11 3 39 10 0 194 1 3
30 0 0  ...  30 0 0
72 2 6
8,423 0 0 8,026 0 6  396 19  6
203 0 0 389 8 0 ...
144,606  17  8  139,024  19  9 15,342 5 0
POSTAGE ... ... ... ... ... ... 10,198 1 11 12,157 4 5
COMMISSION ON POST OFFICE ORDERS 437 1 6 564 18 0
LICENSES-
To out Timber, make Bricks, &c. ... 929 0 0 1,193
To Auctioneers ... ... ... ... 348 S 11 323
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers... ... ... 1,960 0 0 2,230
To Distil ... ... ... ... ... 191 0 0 238
To Bonded Storekeepers ... ... ... 1,685 9 11 1,864
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors 12,224 19 8 11,385
Licenses to Publicans for Billiard and Baga- 385 0 0 435telle Tables ... ...
To Hawkers and Pedlars ... ... ... 300 0 0 240
A ll  other Licenses ... ... ... ... 1,174 19 10 1,346
FEES OF OFFICE-
Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds
Registrar-General ... ... ... ...
Sheriff ... ... ... ... ... ...
Courts of Petty Sessions ... ... ...
Curator of Intestate Estates... ... ...
Shipping Master ... ... ... ...
A ll  other Fees ... ... ... ... ...
19,198 15  4 19,255
670 10 0
1,442 9 8
58 12 3
424 3 9
54 6 2
123 0 0
190 1 10
0 0
0 10 25 5 1
0 0 ...
0 0 ...
11 2
8 10 839 10 10
0 0
5 0 59 15 0
9 10
15 8 924 10 11
721 18 0 ...
1,703 12 7
53 16 3 4 16 0
547 15 10 ...
76 19 11 ...
137 9 3 ..
188 12 6 1 9 4
2,963 3 8 3,430 4 4 6 5 4
66 10 0
1,868 3 2
1,934 13 2
5,167 18 2
3,243 4 6
1,090 13 11
72 2 6
186 8 0
9,760 7 1
1,959 2 6
127 16 6
264 0 0
270 0 0
47 0 0
179 1 3
50 0 0
171 10 0
981 11 3
51 6 0•
261 2 11
123 12 1
22 13 9
14 9 3
473 6 0
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF HALF-YEAR'S REVENUE -continued.
Head of Revenue or Receipt.
h alfyear ended
30th June,
1872.
Half-year ended
30th June,
1873.
Decrease. ILcrease.
FINES AND FORFEITURES-
Sheriff . .. ... ... ... ... ...
Courts of Petty Sessions ... ... ...
Proceeds  of Sale of Confiscated and
IUnclaimed Property ... ... f
Crown's Share  of Seizures  ... ... ...
All other  Fines ... ... ... ...
RENTS, EXCLUSIVE OF LAND-
Wharves  ... ... ... ...
Gove rn ment Buildings and Premises
HARBOR DUES AND FEES-
Pilotage  ... ... ...
Light Dues ... ... ...
Marine Board  ... ... ...
RAILWAY RECEIPTS-
Fares  ... ... ...
Goods Traffic .. .
Misce ll aneous Receipts
£ s. d. £ s. d.
8 0 0
574 3 9 968 1 3
31 15 0 53 11 11
128 18 3 121 15 2
40 13 9 54 9 7
783 10 9 1,197  17 11
262 5 9 369 13 10
80 16 4 181 1 2
343 2 1 550 15 0
2,411 3 6  3,219 16  4
1,397 11 2 1,688 18 10
99 0 0 117 7 0
3,907  14  8 5,026 2 2
107 8 1
100 4 10
207 12 11
808 12 10
291 7 8
18 7 0
1,118 7 6
... 9,845 16 5 13,099 5 11 ... 3,253 9 6
... 27,852 18 4 35,028 0 6 ... 7,175 2 2
... 1,215 14 11  1,232  19 0 ... 17 4 1
38,914 9 8 49,360 5 5 10,445 15 9
CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION FUND 677 18  9 797 17 0
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS ... 7,578 19 9
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale of Government Property ...
Government Printer ... ..
Balances in hands of Public Officers
Refunded ... ... ... ...
Surcharges Recovered ... ...
Letters of Registration
Balances  of Intestate  Estates ...
Other  Misce ll aneous  Receipts ...
119 18 3
12,226 8 5 .. 4,647 8 8
530 14 1 731 9 6 200 15 5
307 17 5 303 19 5 3 18 0 ...
11 9 2 58 11 4 ... 47 2 2
72 13 0 46 2 0 26 11 0
271 0 0 333 0 0 ... 62 0 0
315 7 10 1,007 4 0 691 16 2
4,016 5 8 2,939 18 11 1,076 6 9 ...
5,525 7 2 5,420 5 2  1,106 15  9-  1,001 13  9
TOTAL  REvRxuE PROPER  ... £ 443,310 9 10 506,762 14 4 1 22,037 5 3 85,489 9 9
Deduct Decrease ... ... ... ... ... ... ...£ 22,037 5 3
Increase of Revenue Proper on corresponding Ha1f-yealr, 1872 £ 63,452 4 6
SPECIAL RECEIPTS-
Brisbane Waterway Construction Act
Immigration Collections, London ...
Immigration Collections, Colony ...
Scab Assessment ... ... ...
Brands Act  Fund ... ... ...
Pound Sales ... ... ... ...
Assurance Fund,  Real Property Act
Police Reward Fund ... ... ...
Police Superannuation Fund... ...
Gold Fields Homesteads Act  Fund ...
TOTAL SPECIAL  RECEIPTS
1,970 0 0
2,024 2 6  5,084  10  4
1,448 10 0 2,061 11 0
442 9 0 576 18 5
1,100 0 0 1,989 4 7
209 16 1 419 13 5
135 13 3 180 11 0
296 13 6 364 4 6
490 8 3 602 19 6
65 4 6 150 17 3
£ 6,212 17 1 13,400 10 0
Increase of Special Receipts on corresponding Half-year, 1872
1,970 0 0
3,060 7 10
613 1 0
134 9 5
889 4 7
209 17 4
44 17 9
67 11 0
112 11 3
85 12 9
7,187 12 11
7,187 12 11
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
F. O. DARVALL,
Auditor- Genefal.
£ s. d.1 £ s. d.
8 0 0 ..
... 393 17 6
... 21 16 11
7 3 1
... 13 15 10
15 3 1 429 10 3
The Treasury,
Queensland , 7th July, 1873.
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PARTICULARS of CASs and LAND ORDERS received on account of Sales and Rents of Land during the Half-years
ended 30th June, 1872, and 30th June, 1873, respectively.
HALF - YEAR ENDED 30Th HALF -\ EAR ENDED 30Th
JUNE, 1872 .  JUNE, 1873.
Land Orders.
30th June,
1873.
£  a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
Proceeds if Land Sales  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  2,208 15 5 4,131 10 4 1,133 10 10 10,374 13 1,
Mineral Selections ... .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 12,954  5  0 I, ... 7.669  0  0 4 ;
Conditional Purchases  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1,146 10 6 92,896 15 3 700 1 8 89,654 18 2
Homestead Selections  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  85 4 9 5,132 1 3 39 18 0 8,420 12 6-
Selections under  "Leaatnp Act  of  1866 ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,861 15 10 11,525 10 11 15 16 7 7,832 17 0
£ 15,301 6 6 126,640 2 9 1,889 6 11 123,742 0 9
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT Of the CUSTOMS DUTIES ,  received at each  PORT Of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND,
and paid into the TREASURY , at BRISBANE , during the Quarters and Half-Years ended 30th.
June, 1872, and 30th June, 1873, respectively.
Port. Quarter  ended  Quarter ended30th June, 1872. 30th June, 1873.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Cash.  Land  Orders. Cash.
Half-Year ended
30th June, 1872.
£ s. d.
half-Year ended
30th June, 1873.
£ s. d.
Brisbane ... 45,898 1 11 63,999 4 3 87,917 7 11 123,911 11 4
Ipswich 7,455 0 0 7,412 18 1  14,206 16 11 14,901 17 0
Maryborough ... ... 8,612 12 5 7,952 8 3 15,500 4 6 14,660 3 8
Burnett River ...
... 188 5 7 570 15 1  257 9 3 964 19 1
Rockhampton ... ... 12,364 3 4 13,734 16 8 24,127 16 0 25,769 7 4
Gladstone ,.. ... 475 14 1 544 11 9 1,10117 4 1,153 1 8
Mackay ... ... 1,678 8 5  1,774 19 2 3,019 4 9 3,184 8 10
St. Lawrence ...
... 2,735 7 7 3,551 0 2 4,485 6 10 5,169 11 10
Cleveland Bay ... 13,114 6 6 16,303 8 8 22,939 8 0 25,299 15 1
Port Hinchinbrook ,,, 287 7 11 673 13 1 638 0 11 856 O 3
Baffle  Creek ... 109 9 11 109 9 11
Port Denison ... ... 1,688 6 7 1,153 8 0 3,102 17 4 2,726 0 8
Sweer 's Island.., ... 105 0 10 150 17 8 172 8 5 602 3 4
Border Customs ... 178 1 4 632 13 10 408 5 8 999 6 1
TOTAL 94,890 6 5  118,454 14 8 177,98613 9 220,198 6 2
The Treasury,
Queensland, 7th June, 1873.
TREASURY STATEMENT.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND.
ABSTRACT of DISBURSEMENTS at the TREASURY,  BRISBANE,  for the  Quarters  and Half-Years  ended 30th June„
1872, and 30th June, 1873,  respectively.
! FOR THE QUARTERS ENDED FOR THE HALF-YEARS ENDED
30th June,
1872.
No. 1.-SCHEDULES.
Schedule  A ... ... ... ...
Schedule B ... ... ...
Schedule  C ... ...
Interest on Loans ...
No. 2.-EXECUTIVE  AND LEG ISLATIVE.
His Excellency the Governor ... ...
The Executive Council ... ... ...
The Legislative Council ... ... ...
The Legislative Assembly ... ... ...
The Legislative Council and Assembly ...
30th June, 30th June,
1872. 1873.
£  s. d.  £ e. d.
I
£ s.  d. £ s. d.
1,000 0 0 1,000 0 01 2,059  2  11  2,000 0 0
3,411 19 6 3,615 6 21 6,841 17 4 6,794 2 4
86 5 0 91 13 41 161 15 0 175 0 0
1121,435 10 0 120,935 10 0
4,498 4 6  4,706  19  6
302 2 7 455 4 2
124 6 6 126 5 0
741 4 4 727 19 7
706 9 9 670 2 8
798 6 9 622 7 6
130,497 15 3 129,904 12. 4
573 11 5
308 12 6
1,439 3 11
1,395 2 10
1,390 19 4
695 4 2
272 16 4
1,409 3 1
1,343 11 6
1,455 15 4
2,672 9 11 2,601 18  ii!  5,170 10 0 1 5,176 10 6
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CONSOLIDATED REVENUE  FUND- continued.
QUARTERS ENDED
30th June,
1872.
No. 3.-COLONIAL SECRETARY.
Colonial Secretary 's Department .,.
Registrar -General . .. ... ...
Immigration  ... ... ... ...
Steamer  " Kate" ... ... ...
Police ... ... ... ...
Gaols .
Penal Estab li shment ...
Medical  ... ... ... ...
Education  ... ... ... ...
Stores... ... ... ... ...
Government  Printing
Charitable Allowances ...
Benevolent Asylum ... ... ...
Orphan Schools  ... ... ...
Lunatic Asylum  ... ... ...
Endowments to Municipalities ...
Harbor of Refuge, Somerset ...
Admiralty Survey ... ... ...
Volunteers  ... ... ... ...
Census ... ... ... ...
Misce ll aneous  ... ... ...
No.  4-ADMINISTRATION  OF JUSTICE.
Law Officers of the Crown ... ... ...
Supreme Court ... ... ... ...
District Courts ... ... ... ...
Sheriff ... ... ... ... ...
Miscellaneous ... ... ... ...
NO. 5.-COLONIAL  TREASURER.
Treasury, Stamp, and Lithographic Office...
Excise ... ... ... ...
Harbor Department... ... ...
Interest, Commission, and Exchange ...
Superannuation Allowances ... ...
Refundments and Drawbacks ... ...
Unrendered Claims ... ... ... ...
Dredge Plant, Brisbane and Rockhampton
Miscellaneous ,,, ... ... .,,
No. 6.-SECRETARY FOR LANDS.
Department of Lands ... ...
Survey and Sale of Lands ... ...
Occupation of Lands ... ...
Botanic Gardens ... ...
Miscellaneous ... ... ...
£ s.
BA LF-YEARS ENDED
30th June, 30th June, 30th June,
1873. 1872. 1873.
d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
414 6 5
1,164 10 10
1,540 12 5
1,300 18 7
17,363 11 5
1,330 1 10
1,547 15 8
282 12 4
7,160 19 7
2,385 15 6
2,240 16 0
3,535 14 4
319 14 2
1,417 18 10
2,248 12 6
83 16 7
232 17 2
964 3 7
33 6 8
35 0 0
1,452 19 7
405 8 0 1,117 7 10
1,189 16 5  2,181 17  9
2,604 2 11 3,434 7 1
482 5 1 1,863 6 8
21,901 4 5 35,343 9 0
1,535 0 10 2,763 11 7
1,710 2 10 2,82119 0
299 8 11 500 19 0
11,395 17 2 17,059 19 8
7,372 12 10 6,264 5 11
4,218  16  0  6,530 18  4
4,035 9 10 7,201 2 8
683 7 4 842 1 5
1,339  15  0  3,788 10  6
2,334 14 9 4,135 12 9
350 3 6 3,511 2 6
409 14 6 964 2
285 3 8 1,265 13
474 17 7 100 0
819 5
2,720 3 9 3,388 5
47,056 14 0 65,748 5 4 104,900 18 10 126,586 3 0
... 490 4 4 405 0
... 1,687 15 4 890 15
... ' 1,719 17 ].0 1,420 8
... 642 18 8 447 12
... 169 9 0 62816
4,710 5 2 3,792 13
0 957 18 1 944 9 0
8 2,606 7 0 1,717 6 0
10 3,005 6 5  3,462 6 2
8 1,547 6 0 950 7 5
0 998 5 10 812 0 7
2 9,115 3 4 7,886 9 2
... 919 19 5  1,358 10  3 1,759  2  10  2,749  15  4
... 4,562 4 8  5,109 16  11 9,064 15 6 10,414 11 10
...  721 11  2 87419 6 1,35712 6  1,721 11  8
... 4,198 12 9 3,792 1 1 9,032 11 2 10,057 16 11
... 2,267 18 3 2,066 17 6 3,488 10 2  2,091 10  8
... 629 7 8  986 13  3 822 6 0  1,117  12  0
... 3,464 4 5  3,338 15  8 4,772 15 1 5,506 13 9
... 1,972 5 4 2,881 0 4 2,409 12 8 3,194 3. 0
... 218 9 2 1,252 19 5 839 13 2 1.773 9 6
... 781 12 6 1,206 12 9 2,643 19 4 3,287 1 6
19,735 5 4  22,868 6
637 10 4 744 16
4,997  17 7 7,494 8
913 10 1 795 9
354 19 8 535 2
93 0 0 434 7
6,996 17 8 10,004 3
No. 7.-SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC WORKS.
Department of Public Works ... ... ... 977 16 3 968 14
Railways ... ... ... ... ... ... 15,548 14 11 19,262 0
Roads and Public Buildings-Departments]. ... 691 13 4 701 5
Public Works and Buildings ... ... ... 3,244 9 1 6,996 14
Roads and Bridges-Southern Division 6,238 9 0 8,113 15
Roads and Bridges-Central Division -Depart-
mental ... ... ... ... 60919 4
Roads and Bridges-Central Division-Construc-
tion and Maintenance ... ... ... ... 922 11 0
Roads and Bridges-Northern Division - Depart-
mental ... ... ... ... 66 13
Roads and Bridges-Northern Division-Construc-
tion and Maintenance ... ... ... 11 4
Gold Fields ... ... ... ... ... 2,009 8
Geological Survey .., ... ... ... 250 0
No. S.-POSTMASTER-GENERAL.
30,570 18
8  36,190 18  5 41,864 6 2
0  1,078 18  5  1,570 17  3
9 11,503 3 10  16,339 18  8
6 1,860  9 11  1,747 2 9
0 84017  3 1,088 6 6
3 203  7 2 627 17 0
6  15,486 16  7 21,374 2 2
7 1,898 17 9 2,121
1  31,070  12  10  39,729
0 1,521 11 7 1,390
0  5,241  18 10  14,809
5 10,269 2 5 16,688
403 12 2 1,280 13 0 1,280
895 8 3 2,051 2 6 3,541
4 256 12 6 159 2 0 447
5 7
18 1
0 0
4 7
19 4
8 2
12 6
4 2
1 2,393 2 8  638 17  7 5,922 14 9
3 2,855 7 1 4,125 7 6 6,123 13 1
0 ... 350 0
995
2,441
5,341
1,259
43,869
3,005
3,545
596
21,596
11,268
6,703
7,357
1,033
2,651
4,817
3,014
0 1
8 10
4 8
12 0
10 9
13 4
5 2
6 4
5 8
18 10
9 6
10 7
19 1
11 8
16 10
17 8
5 1,173 0 9
8 342 4 8
0 574 17 7
9
4 4,997 9
0
7  42,846  11  9 58,607 6 9 92,058 0
Post  Office  ... 3,534 0
Conveyance  of Mails ... ... 7,225 2
Electric Telegraph ... ... ... ... ...  5,726 16
16,485 19
No. 9.-ArD ITOR-GENERAL.
Department  ... ... ... ...
5 3,221 2 7 6,375 12 4 6,448 9
5 8,112 2 0 13,711 9 1 18,853 9
4 7,147 19 9 10,974 3 6 14,129 10
0
3
5
2
6
2 18,481 4 4 31,061  4  11  39,431 9 1
895 6 3
Grand Total ... ... ... £ 1133,622 0 7
909 9 2  1,604  13  9 1,870 19 0
171,959 12 4 392,572 7 1 466,152 11 7
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LOAN EXPENDITURE.
ARSTRACT  of DI9BUuSRMENTB  for the Quarters and Half-years ended 30th June, 1872, and 30th June, 1873,
respectively.
QUARTERS  ENDED
30th June,
1872.
Immigration  ... ... ...
Electric Telegraph ... ... ...
Railways, Southern  and Western ...
Great Northern ... ...
Lighthouses ... ... ... ...
Harbors and Rivers ... ... ...
Approaches,  Tarampa Bridge ...
Municipalities ... ... ...
Roads and Bridges-
Southern  Division  of the Colony
Wide Bay and  Burnett ..
Central Division of the Colony
Northern  Division  of the Colony
Miscellaneous ...
TOTAL ...
£ s. d.
214 2 0
1,951 17 7
6,555 0 3
26 10 10
1,353-i5  4
49 12 0
65 0 0
... 6,838 6 2
... 3,516 5 11
£
30th June,
1873.
£ s. d.
13,796 4 6
4,345 14 3
17,753 5 10
13,041 14 4
555 17 4
3,242 8 4
MALY-YEARS RNDRD
30th June,
1872.
30th June,
1873.
£ s. d. 1 £ s.  d.'
' 13,806 0 6 30,408 2 8
16,189 8 7 7,301 5 9
26,025  12  11  25,845  9 10
30 18 4 16,053 10 7
5 9 0 1,210 5 3
2,815 6 4 5,2261211
74 12 0
5,265 0 0 13,863 14 0
5,099 3 3
4,590 14 11 12,230 15 7
2,349 3 6
746 15  6  8,936 12  9
5,549 2 1
20,570 10  1 171,070 4 5  85,379 16  0
9,473 9 9
7,636 1 9
4,348 3 4
1,067 6 0
9,570 6 7
132,004 8 5
SPECIAL EXPENDITURE.
ABSTRACT  of DISBURSEMENTS for the Quarters and Half-years ended 30th June, 1872, and 30th June, 1873,
respectively.
QUARTERS ENDED HALF-YEARS ENDED
30th Jane, 30th June, 30th June, 30th June,
1872. 1873. 1872. 1873.
£ s. d.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Sheep Account ... ... ...  513 9 11  464 8 10 2,966 6 0 887 14 0
Pleuro-pneumonia Fund ... ... 2 16 0
'
24 10 3
Poundage  ... 823 5 4 433 6 5 840 11 11 457 1 0
Police Reward Fund 92 18 10 37 6 8 127 18 10 70 6 8
Police Superannuation Fund ...  42 5 10  30 12 6 120 4 6 84 11 8
Immigration Remittances ... 330 0 6  586 17 4 1,525 19 4 831 14 11
„ London 423 1 2  2,232 18 4 3,696 1 5 5,444 9 5
„ Polynesian 216 3 6  22 0 0 466 8 0 37 18 0
Parliamentary and other Buildings  1,924 8 3 187 4 0 3,49018 3 267 19 0
Brands Act  Fund ... ... ... 724 11 0 304 16 4 1,247 19 9
Brisbane Waterway Construction Act 400 0 0
TOTAL ... 4,365 13 4 4,722 1 1 13,539 4 7 9,754 4 8
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 8th July, 1873.
By Authority: JAYRI C. BEAL, dovemment Printer. William street,  BrialianL
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T
HE  following Regulations for the establishment
and management  of Primary Schools inQueens-
land, having been approved by His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
in accordance with the sixth section of  " The
Education Act of  1860," are hereby published for
general information.
A. H. PALMER.
REGULATIONS FOR THE ESTABLISH-
MENT AND MANAGEMENT OF PRI-
MARY SCHOOLS IN QUEENSLAND.
Published by Order of the Board.
THE object of  " The Act to provide for Primary
Education in Queensland"  is, under one general
and comprehensive system, to afford facilities to
persons of every denomination for the efficient
education of their children in the same school,
without prejudice to the conscientious convictions
of any. The schools, therefore, are open upon equal
terms to all ; and adequate provision is made for
supplying the two parts, secular and religious, of
which a complete education consists. In reference
to the former, it may suffice to state that all the
ordinary branches of an English education are
taught in every Primary School. The religious
instruction is divided into  general  and  special.
The  general  religious instruction is given by the
' eacher to all the children whose parents do not
object, and is of such a character that all Christians
may receive it without offence. It is intended that
the  special  religious instruction should be given,
before or after the usual school hours, by clergymen,
to the children of their respective persuasions, and
every necessary arrangement is made for that pur-
pose.
[No. 70.
2. The advantages of a general system  are, that
through its instrumentality the means of obtaining
a sound education are extended to all parts of the
colony ; that by softening or removing prejudice, it
promotes toleration and harmony  among persons of
conflicting religious opinions ; that it trains them to
think and act as fellow- citizens  and friends, and not
as rivals or enemies  ;  and that it offers equal rights
and privileges to all  classes of  the community.
3. The following observations from clause 4 to 15
inclusive are intended to explain the proper mode
of procedure in establishing a Primary School, and
the practical working of the system when the school
is in actual operation. They refer to schools vested
in the Board, and those to the rent of which the
Board may find it expedient to contribute, pending
the erection of suitable buildings. The remaining
observations apply to all the schools under the
Board. The regulations peculiar to non-vested
schools are separately noticed in the sequel.
1.-ESTABLISHMENT  OF SCHOOLS.
4. As a general rule, the Board w ill not grant
aid towards the establishment of a Primary School,
unless an average attendance of thirty pupils can be
guaranteed.
5. The extent of the aid afforded by the Board
will be an amount equal to twice the sum raised by
local contributions ; but in  special cases, where
there may be an inability to raise  a sufficient sum
locally, the Board may grant, according to their
discretion, any further proportion of the whole cost
of the school-buildings, furniture, and apparatus.
6. When it is proposed to establish a Primary
School in any locality, it is desirable that a public
meeting should be held, in order that the inhabi-
tants may receive information on the subject, and
have an opportunity of expressing their opinions.
At this meeting a provisional committee may be
chosen, to initate proceedings and make a prelimin-
ary application to the Board for aid, and to collect
subscriptions. When a sufficient building fund has
been secured, the subscribers should meet and
elect  a School Committee.  It it desirable  that each of
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the leading religious denominations be represented
in the person of at least one member. Although
School Committees, being, for many important pur-
poses, the organs of the Board, necessarily hold
their appointments subject to its pleasure, the
Board will at all times pay to the wishes of the
local contributors the utmost deference, consistent
with the selection of fit and impartial persons.
7. The School Committee should choose one of
their number to act as secretary and conduct the
correspondence with the Board. Another should
be chosen as treasurer, to take charge of the funds
locally subscribed.
8. When the formal application has been sub-
mitted to the Board, and their approval has been
notified to the School Committee, the local contri-
butions should be collected and paid into the nearest
Government Savings Bank, to the credit of the
" Board of General Education," in trust for the
proposed school, and this payment should be
reported to the Board.
9. It will be necessary to select a suitable site for
the erection of the school buildings. A school site
should be central and convenient to the majority of
the subscribers, easily accessible  in all seasons,
healthy and pleasant, and within a reasonable dis-
tance  of wood and water. If there be any land
answering  to this description in the neighborhood
belonging to the Government, the School Committee
should furnish a technical description of a sufficient
area  thereof to the Board, who will make applica-
tion for it in the proper quarter. But if there be
no land belonging to the Government suitable for
the purpose, a site must be obtained from a private
individual, and a conveyance of the fee simple (or
lease  where specially agreed on) made to the Board ;
with this view, full particulars of the land and title
thereto should be reported to the Board.
10. Asa general rule, the Board supplies plans ;
but in remote districts, where there may be a diffi-
culty in carrying out the design of the Board's
architect, the School Committee will be at liberty to
submit for the Board's approval such alteration or
modification of the original plan and specification as
the peculiar  circumstances  may render desirable or
necessary.
11. The Board will not consider any plan as suit.
able in which  a less  width  is assigned  to the school-
room than  sixteen  feet when the school is small,
eighteen  feet when the attendance is expected to
exceed fifty, and  twenty  feet in a larger school. In
calculating the size of the room, an allowance of at
least ten square feet must be made for each child in
average  attendance.
12. The teacher's residence must contain not less
than three decent rooms and a kitchen. Provision
must also be made  for the necessary out-buildings,
and for supplying water. The Board will grant
two-thirds of any sums that may be found neces-
sary to keep the school buildings and teachers'
residences  in decent  repair.
13.  Forms  should be provided, so as to furnish
seats  for all the children expected to attend the
school, allowing eighteen inches for each child ; and
desks for  at least  two-thirds of the pupils. A black
board and easel are also necessary.
14. When the plans and specifications have been
approved, the Board will invite tenders by public
advertisement, or the School Committee will be
instructed to call for tenders, and they should lay
before the Board those which they deem the most
eligible.
15. The usual  arrangement  for paying contractors
is as  follows:-
One-third of the contract price when  the walls are
erected ;
One-third when the building is roofed in ; and
One-third when the whole is completed.
Forms of certificate that money asked for on
account of contracts is due, will be supplied by the
Board.
16. The Board will supply a first stock of school
books and maps ; but the pupils are expected to
provide their own copy books, slates, &c.
17. The teachers are expressly enjoined to use,
for the ordinary school business, such works only as
are supplied or sanctioned by the Board.
LIST  of Booxs SANCTIONED BY  THE BOARD.
First Book of Lessons.
Second ditto
Sequel to the Second Book, No. 1.
Sequel to the Second Book, No. 2.
Third Book of Lessons.
Fourth ditto.
Supplement to the Fourth Book.
Fifth Book (Boys').
Reading Bcok for Girls' School.
Introduction to the Art of Reading.
English Grammar.
Key to ditto.
Arithmetic.
Key to ditto.
Arithmetic in Theory and Practice.
Book-keeping.
Key to ditto.
Epitome of Geographical Knowledge.
A Compendium of ditto.
Elements of Geometry.
Mensuration.
Appendix to ditto.
Scripture Lessons (O.T.) No. 1.
Ditto „ No. 2.
Ditto kN.T.) No. 1.
Ditto „ No. 2.
Sacred Poetry.
Lessons  on the Truth of Christianity.
Set Tablet  Lessons , Arithmetic, 60 sheets.
Ditto, Spelling and Reading, 33
sheets.
Ditto, Copy Lines, 6 sheets.
Ogilvie's, or any other good English Dictionary.
Professor Sullivan's Spelling Book Superseded.
„ „ English Grammar.
Introduction to Geography and History.
Geography Generalised.
Together with such other works published by the
Board of Education in Ireland as may be found
useful. No other books are to be used in the
ordinary school business,  unless  the approval of
the Board be Specially obtained.
II.-TEACHERS.
18. The appointment of teachers rests solely with
the Board, who will, however, pay regard to any
recommendation of candidates by School Com-
mittees.
A teacher should be  a person  of Christian  sentiment,
of calm  temper and discretion, imbued with a
spirit of peace, of obedience to the law and
loyalty to the Sovereign ; and should not only
possess  the art of communicating knowledge,
but be capable of moulding the minds of youth,
and of giving a useful direction to the power
which education confers. These are the quali-
ties which the Board  are anxious  to find, to
encourage, and to reward.
19. Candidates for appointment as teachers must
possess at least a competent knowledge of the sub-
jects usually taught in primary schools-that is,
reading, writing, arithmetic, grammar, and geo-
graphy. This knowledge will be tested by an exa-
mination before the General Inspector and one or
more  examiners , who will report thereon to the
Board. Candidates must also attend for a sufficient
period at the Normal School, to acquire a familiarity
with the methods of teaching there adopted. As a
general rule , no teacher will be appointed who has
not undergone such a course of training and exa-
mination at the Normal School, and whose compe-
tency has not been thoroughly tested. Teachers,
on first entering the service, or who have not been
classified, are termed probationers, and receive
reduced rates of salary at the discretion of the
Board.
20. The Board will not appoint or  continue as
teacher, in any school to which they give aid, any
person who is a recognised minister of religion, or
who acts in public as a religious instructor ; the
exercise of such a function by a teacher being cal-
culated to excite religious jealousy, and thus to
interfere with the impartial  and  national  character,
of the school.
21. Teachers of Primary Schools are classified"
according to their attainments and skill in teaching.
Female teachers are classified and receive salaries
in the Normal School at Brisbane, and in large
towns where there may be  separate class-rooms
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required for girls and infants. In small towns and
in country districts the salary of the master includes
the assistance, for an hour and a-half daily, of his
wife, who need not be classified as a mistress.
When the number of pupils in average daily attend-
ance exceeds seventy, an assistant teacher may be
appointed. The ranks  and salaries  of teachers are
according to the following scale
CLASSIFIED TEAOHERs.
MASTERS.
Salaries  (exclusive of house rent.)
Sec.
(lr..aa T. A .. .. £200  per annum.
J5
-LZSU
CLASS II. fA .. .. 150B 130
CLASS III. A .. .. 110 „B .. .. 100
CLASS I.
CLASS II.
CLASS III.
MISTRESSES.
Salaries (including house rent.)
see.
A .. .. £170  per annum.
B .. .. 150
A .. .. 125
B 110
SA .. .. 90
B 80
ASSISTANTS.
1st Class (with rank as
teachers of Class 2, Sec-
tion A,).. .. .. Males, £150 per annum.
Females, 100 „ „
2nd Class (with rank as
teachers of Class 3, Sec-
tion A.).. .. Males, 110
Females, 80
3rd Class ... ... ... Males, 100 „
Females, 60
Unclassified junior  assist.
„
ants ... ... .. .  Males, 80
Females, 60
22. In addition to the salaries arising from clas-
sification ,  a further allowance is made to teachers
and assistants ,  according to the  daily  average attend-
ance of pupils ,  as follows :-
To principal teachers of boys' or mixed schools, at
the rate of eight pounds per annum for every
ten pupils in average attendance  up to 70. For
all over  70 and up to 140 the  principal teacher
receives half the above rates, the other half
being paid to the  first assistant ,  without regard
to the classification of the latter  ;  when the
attendance exceeds 140 ,  the principal teacher is
entitled to one-third of the rate  first mentioned,
the remaining two-thirds being apportioned
equally between the first and other  assistants:-
First  Assistant ,  at the rate of £4 per annum for
every ten pupils above 70, up to  140;  and two-
thirds of that rate for every ten pupils above
that number.
Second Assistant ,  at the last -named rate, for every
ten pupils above 14.0  up to 210.
Third ditto,  the same, above 210 up to  280;  and
so on.
Female teachers ,  whether principal or assistant,
receive two -thirds of the above rates ;  ani
teachers of infants one-half.
NOTE.-The expression  First  Assistant ,  Second  ditto,
&c., are to be understood as simply indicating
the position of an assistant ,  in a particular
school ,  without reference to classification.
The attainments of teachers will be tested by a
written examination ,  and their skill in teaching
by an inspection of their several schools. The
ordinary examination wi ll  be in reading, writing,
arithmetic ,  grammar ,  geography ,  and the theory
and practice of teaching .  Examinations in
other subjects will be at the option of teachers ;
but, if they  wish to obtain the higher certificates,
they must prepare to be examined in the higher
branches  of instruction .  The classification of
the teacher  and the amount of his salary will be
dependent ,  not only on personal attainment,
but also on the practical  efficiency of the school.
In forming an estimate  of the efficiency of a
school, as the above scale of remuneration is,
except in the cases before referred to, a joint
salary for  hdsband and wife, the competency
and usefulness of the latter will be taken into
account.
In order that the attainments  of teachers may be
thorough, and not be characterised by super-
ficiality, high class certificates will be awarded
for excellence in any two of the following
subjects-the reservation of competency with
regard to the ordinary subjects  as an indispens-
able preliminary  being  borne in mind:-
A.  The Art of Tea'•hing.- Including  the knowledge
of the organisation and discipline of schools,
and of the best methods  of imparting instruction
B. Literature .- Including a  critical  knowledge of the
English  language  and literature ;  the classical
languages, or the  modern languages -as French
and German.
C. The Exact  Sciences .-G eometry, algebra, and
mathematics generally.
D. History of Europe to the  beginning  of the 16th
century.
E. Drawing and music.
23. Should the Board  consider a teacher unfit
for office, or otherwise objectionable, they reserve
the power  to dismiss summarily  such teacher, and
to provide another.
The Board  regard the  conduct of  any teacher taking
an active  part in public  meetings  held for
political purposes as incompatible with the
performance of his duties.
III.-PUPIL TEACHERS.
24. Applications for the apprenticeship of pupil
teachers will be received from the School Com-
mittee of any school in which the average daily
attendance of scholars for the half-year preceding
the date of application  is not less  than seventy,
pprovided the teacher holds a certificate of merit not
lover than Class III., Section A. It is also neces-
sary that the school be well furnished, and well
provided with books and apparatus.
25. Candidates for the office of pupil teacher
must be at least fourteen years of age, and free
from any bodily infirmity likely to impair their
usefulness : a certificate to that effect must be signed
by a duly qualified medical practitioner if necessary.
26. If found properly qualified, candidates will be
apprenticed for four years. Their remuneration
consists partly of  instruction given by the teacher,
and partly in a fixed yearly  salary,  which is paid
by the Board, provided the teacher certify as to
their good moral character, and they pass their
annual  examinations in a satisfactory manner. The
teacher is bound to give an hour and a half's instruc-
tion to his pupil teachers on every school day, but
without extra  remuneration.
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
Pupil  Teachers -  Salaries.
MALES.
... £30 per annum
... 35 ,, „ ... 24
... 30
... 40
,,
... 45
... 60
„ „
IV.-GOVERNMENT
FEMALES.
... £ 20 per annuum.
OF SCHOOLS.
27. As the Board themselves decide upon a
teacher's competency, so they also reserve to them-
selves, through their officers, the power of con-
trolling the  internal management  of schools.
28. The duties of School Committees in reference
to the government of schools  are, in general terms,
to ace that the non-sectarian principle of the system
is maintained inviolate, and to take  care  that all the
Board's Regulations and Instructions are faithfully
and efficiently carried out.
School Committees should  remember  that, singly,
they have no power to act, authority being
vested in the body collectively, and not in
individuals.
The following  are some  of the more important
matters falling within the province of the School
Committees
To make due provision for keeping the school
buildings in constant repair.
To take care that they are not  used for any
improper purposes.
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The Board require  that no use  shall be made of
their school- houses tending  to contention-such
as the holding of political  meetings  in them,
bringing into them political petitions or docu-
ments of any kind for  signature , and that they
shall not at any time be converted into places
of public worship ; any such use made of a
school-house, being a violation of the principles
of the system, will be regarded by the Board as
a sufficient reason for dismissing the teachers
and withdrawing their confidence from the
School Committees.
To cause a sufficient quantity of suitable furniture
and apparatus to be provided, and to see that the
school is properly supplied with books.
To take precautions for excluding from the school,
during its ordinary  business , all books not sanc-
tioned by the Board.
To inspect periodically the school registers and
records, and  to countersign the returns made to the
Board.
To use their influence with parents to induce
them to send their children regularly to school.
To see that the school is open on all the usual
school days, and that the teacher is present at his
work.
The school days are five in each week, viz :-
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday. On each of these days five hours'
general instruction (including Scripture lessons)
is required to be given. Special religious
instruction may be imparted by ministers of
religion to those children whose parents desire
it, either before or after the ordinary school
hours.
The school  is never  to be closed upon any of the
usual school days without the written consent
of the School Committee : and if closed for
more than three days, the circumstances should
be reported to the Board.
To observe whether the teacher regularly and
punctually discharges his duties ; to report his
conduct to the Board when he is in fault ; and to
protect him from frivolous and vexatious complaints.
The Board do not wish  to impose  upon the School
Committee the difficult and delicate task of
deciding upon a teacher's competency. Their
great  duty is to supervise the teacher ; to
observe if he attend rigidly and conscientiously
to the  Board's  Regulations ; and to mark his
zeal and  energy in the discharge of his
scholastic functions. Any unauthorised devia-
tions,  as well  as neglect ,  and also disregard of
the directions of the School Committee, ought
in justice to the public, to be reported to the
Board.
While the Board strongly deprecate any vexatious
interference with a teacher out of school hours,
they feel so deeply that his efficiency depends
mainly upon the respect in which he is held by
the community, that they require any matters
affecting his moral character to be immediately
reported. The School Committee are also em-
powered to suspend a teacher from his office upon
receiving sufficient evidence of immoral conduct
on his part.
All important communications should be made to
teachers in writing. And it may he necessary
to hint that it is unadvisable for the School
Committee to visit the school for the purpose
of expostulating with teachers, in the hearing
of the children.
Parents should not be allowed to disturb the order
of the school by going with complaints to the
master, but should be encouraged to make
known their grievances to the School Committee
at their monthly meetings. The Committee
should carefully investigate the circumstances,
but calmly, dispassionately, and with a view
to preserve peace and harmony, and communi-
eate the results to the parents complaining.
Frivolous or ungrounded complaints should, of
course, be discountenanced.
To sign the teacher's monthly abstract of salary,
provided that They are of opinion that his duties
have been regularly and punctually performed.
To report, at the end of every year, upon the
progress of the school and the conduct of the
teacher.
Without wishing  to prescribe ,  the Board consider
that the report  may very properly touch upon
the following  subjects
Condition of the school- house.
Whether the school  land is fenced in ,  and proper
out-buildings erected.
As to the supply of furniture,  books, and apparatus.
Conduct of the master  and mistress.
Progress of the children,  their regularity ,  clean line=s,
and order.
If any clergymen attend for the  purpose  of affor
special  religious instruction.
Any suggestions which may be considered  beneficial
for the conduct of the school.
To correspond with the Board on all subjects
connected with the school.
Much good would  result from periodical meetings
of the School  Committee . At these  meetings,
which should  be held at least once a month,
complaints could be received from the parents,
and reports or requisitions for supp li es from
the teacher.
29. While a teacher  is required  to yield due
respect to school committees,  as administrators of
the Board' s regulations , it is expected of the com-
mittee that they will treat him with the courtesy
and consideration due to his honorable  and respon-
sible office, that they will second his efforts for the
improvement of the children, and aid him by their
influence  in the efficient discharge of his duties.
V.-CONDIICT  OF SCHOOLS.
30. It is the teacher's duty, not merely to
instruct  the children, but also to train them to
habits punctuality, regularity,  cleanliness, and
orderly behavior.  He shall also  pay attention to
their manners ,  language ,  and demeanor . Further,
he is  responsible for their safe keeping from the
time they  arrive at  school until they are dismissed.
31. The subjects of instruction in Primary
Schools are fixed by the Board, but not to the
exclusion of such other branches  as may be  required.
The following table shows the subjects deemed
appropriate  to each class
TABLE OF THE MINIMIr AMOUNT OF ATTAINMENTS
REQUIRED FROM EACH CLASS IN PRIMARY  S CHOOLS.
FIRST CLASS.
Children  enroll ed one quarter, wi ll  be expected-
To read the First  Book  correctly and intelligently,
as far as page 12; to answer simple questions
on the subject matter of  the lesson ; and to
spell all the words.
To write monosyllables  on slates, from copies, or
dictation.
To count and read any number  as far as 30, and to
write the  digits  from dictation ; to perform
mentally all the elementary arithmetical opera-
tions with numbers not involving a higher
result than 30.
NOTE.-1. Children who have been more than three
months in the  class,  will be expected to have
progressed in a corresponding ratio.
NOTE.-2. The teacher 's principal  object with a
First Class should be, to cultivate and develop
the children's powers of  observation , rather than
to load them with knowledge.
SECOND CLASS.
Children enrolled  one quarter ,  wi ll  be expected-
To read with  ease and fluency the Second Book, as
far as page  30, and  to have a fair comprehension
of the lesson read ; to spell correctly all words
occurring  in their reading lesson  ; and to under-
stand their  meaning.
To write on slates from  copies, or  from dictation,
passages  from  Second Book.
To write from dictation  easy numbers ,  as far as
seven places  of  figures  ; and to  work sums in
addition and subtraction, and to know the
multiplication  tables.
To give simple definitions of the nine parts of speech,
and distinguish the article, noun, pronoun, and
verb.
To be able to define the commoner geographical
terms, to understand the geography of the
locality, to know the use of a map, and to s -
acquainted with the outlines of the map if
Australia.
To be acquainted, by means of object lessons, with
the habits and uses of doliestic  animals.
NOTE.-Children who have been more than three
months in the  class will  be expected to have
progressed in a corresponding ratio.
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SEQUEL TO SECOND CLASS.
Children enrolled one quarter in this Class, will be
expected-
To read with ease and fluency, and correct into-
nation, the Sequel Book, as far as page 60;
to understand the lessons thoroughly ; to be
able to spell, and explain the meaning of all
words occurring in the lesson and give synonyms.
To write in books from copies, and on slates from
dictation, passages from the Sequel  Book,
putting capital letters where required.
To write difficult numbers from dictation ; to work
questions in all the simple rules, and to know
the most useful arithmetical tables.
To distinguish readily all the parts of speech in an
easy sentence selected from the Beading Book,
and to know the accidence of the noun.
To know the outlines of the geography of Australia
and America, and name and define the relative
positions of the continents and oceans.
To be acquainted, by means of object lessons, with
the properties and uses of common substances.
NOTE.-Children who have been more than three
months in the class, will be expected to have
progressed in a corresponding ratio.
THIRD CLASS.
Children enrolled one quarter, will be expected-
To read fluently with proper emphasis, the Third
Book, as far as page 72; to understand the
subject matter thoroughly and be able to spell
all words occurring in the lesson, explain their
meanings, give synonyms and equivalent
phrases ; and to know the Saxon and Latin
prefixes and affixes.
To write on paper from copies, and on slates from
dictation, passages selected from their reading
lessons, marking capitals and full-stops where
required.
To know all the most useful arithmetical tables, the
easier rules of mental arithmetic, and to work
questions in the simple and compound rules,
including reduction.
To parse fully all the words of an easy sentence
selected from their Reading Books, and to know
the principal rules of syntax, and the analysis
of simple sentences.
To be acquainted with the geography of the four
quarters of the Globe, and the physical geo-
graphy of Australia in detail.
To reproduce from memory the substance of an object
lesson.
NOTR.-Children who have been more than three
months in the class will be expected to have
progressed in a corresponding ratio.
FOURTH CLASS.
Pupils enrolled one quarter, will be expected-
To read with fluency and expression the Fourth
Book, as far as page 100; to explain the mean-
ing of all words occurring in the  lesson ; give
synonyms ; frame sentences showing the uses of
particular words ; and to paraphrase the sen-
tences composing the lesson.
To write on paper from copies, and from dictation ;
in the latter  case  with correct spelling and
punctuation.
To solve questions in proportion and practice, and to
know the rules of  mental  arithmetic.
To parse fully any sentence selected from the Fourth
Book ; to know all the prefixes,  affixes, and
principal roots; to analyse and reconstruct
compound sentences.
To have a good knowledge of the physical and
descriptive geography of the four quarters of
the Globe, and of Europe in detail; including
the tides, currents, and prevailing winds.
To write with correct syntax and punctuation the
substance of any object lessons they may have
received on such subjects as biography, natural
history, or elementary mechanics.
NoTa.-Children who have been more than three
months in the class will  be expected to have
progressed in a corresponding ratio.
FIFTH CLASS.
Pupils enrolled in the Fifth Class for one quarter,
will (in addition to the requirements already
specified for the other  classes) be expected-
To read with thorough  ease, fluency, and judgment,
both poetry and prose; to express correctly, in
their own language, the substance of the lesson
read.
To parse, paraphrase (and in poetry, to scan) pas-
sages containing simple, complex, and com-
pound sentences ; and to be acquainted with,
and give examples of the principal figures of
speech.
To know the form of "epistolary correspondence,"
and to write correctly from dictation.
To be acquainted with the whole theory of arith-
metic, and its application to the mensuration of
superficies.
To be thoroughly acquainted with physical and
mathematical geography.
To write in correct language, a theme on the subject
of one of their object lessons, which may be on
any of the abovementioned branches, or upon
works of art.
To be thoroughly acquainted with the First Book of
Euclid's Elements, and with algebra to simple
equations of two unknown quantities.
For the latter subject, Latin may be constituted, in
-which case the pupils will be required to con-
strue Caesar (De Bello Gallico) with facility,
and to know the accidence perfectly.
NoTs.-1. Children who have been more than three
months in the class, will be expected to have
progressed in .a  corresponding ratio.
NOTE.-2. The Sequel class will be expected to
know the contents of Scripture lessons, New
Testament, number one ; the Third class, Old
and New Testament, number one ; and the
Fourth all the four.
32. As every teacher will be required, before
being admitted into the Board's service, to attend
the Normal School for a specified period, he is sup-
posed to become acquainted with and to practise in
his own school the discipline and methods of
instruction carried out at that establishment. These
methods-which are often of a peculiar kind-have
for their object, not the mere cramming of a child's
memory, but the training and development of his
intellectual faculties. In other words, the teacher
of a primary school is expected to teach his pupils
to  think.  Hence, in well conducted primary schools,
there is little need of  learning by rote  in such sub-
jects as spelling and geography, the improved
methods of teaching these subjects being found
much more effectual.
33. The following is recommended as the daily
routine which ought to be adopted in every primary
school. The time for  commencing  school may be
varied according to circumstances, provided the
relative distribution of time be observed.
DAILY BouvinE OF A PRIMARY SCHOOL.
MORNING.
Time.
to 9.-Children assembled in the play-ground ;
books, slates, and other materials prepared for
lessons.
5 minutes to 9.-Children are arranged in ranks,
and inspected as to cleanliness and neatness.
They are then marched into school in an orderly
manner.
9 o'clock.-Lessons commence as noted in Time
Table.
I  past 10.-Recess for ten minutes in the play-
ground, accompanied by the teacher.
I to 11.-Lessons resumed, in accordance with the
Time Table.
5 minutes to 12.-Class-rolls called, to ascertain what
children are absent.
12 o'clock.-School is dismissed.
AFTERNOON.
Time.
12 to 2.-Recess for dinner and recreation. During
this interval the teacher is present with his
pupils, corrects what is wrong, and prevents
accidents from boisterous play. The mid-day
recess may be made to terminate at 1 o'clock, if
considered esirable.
J to 2.-Children re-assemble in the play-ground ;
materials prepared for lessons.
5 minutes to 2.-inspection  as to cleanliness ; march
into school.
2 o'clock.-Lessons commence as noted in the Time
Table.
5 minutes to 4.-Calling the rolls.
4 o'clock.-School  is dismissed.
On at least three days in each week the ordinary
school business should close at a quarter to four
o'clock, in order to allow the reading and exposition
of the "General Lesson" to the whole school.
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The Board require that the principle of the General
Lesson be strictly inculcated in all schools under
their superintendence, and that a printed copy
of the lesson itself, to be furnished by them, be
hung up in every school.
GxeEBAL LESSON.
"Christians should endeavor, as the Apostle Paul
commands them, to live peaceably with all
Yuen."-Rona. ch. xii. 18.
" Onr Saviour Christ commanded his disciples to love
one another. He taught them to love even
their enemies, to bless those that curse them,
and to pray for those that persecute them. He,
himself, prayed for his murderers."
"Many men hold erroneous doctrines, but we ought
not to hate or persecute them. We ought to
seek for the truth, and to hold fast what we are
convinced is the truth ; but not to treat harshly
those who differ from us. Our Saviorir did not
intend his religion to be forced on men by
violent means. He would not allow ltis dis-
ciples to fight for him."
" If auy persons treat us unkindly, we must not do
the same to them, for Christ and his Apostles
have tav:ght us not to return evil for evil. If
we would obey Christ, we must do to others,
not as they do to us, but as we should wish
them to do to us."
" Quarrelling with our neighbors and abusing them
is not the way to convince them that we are in
the right and they in the wrong : it is more
likely to convince them that we have not a
Christian spirit."
" We ought to chew ourselves followers of Christ,
who, when be was reviled, reviled not again."
---1  Pet.  ch. ii. 23.
34. The teacher's wife is required to teach needle-
work to the girls during at least one hour every
school day.
35. Registers are to be kept in each school,
according to form supplied by the Board. Weekly,
quarterly, and annual returns are to be forwarded
to the Board, approved and countersigned by one or
more of the School Committee.
The quarterly return, neatly and correctly made out,
is to be forwarded to the General Inspector's
office, immediately after the close of every
quarter : ten days will be allowed for transmis-
sion. It is to be made out in duplicate; one copy
for the information of the Board, and the other
to be retained by the teacher, as a record of the
school, and for the information of the public.
No salary due, or accruing at the end of any
quarter, will be paid, until the return, properly
completed, has been received. The annual
return should be forwarded immediately after
the close of the December quarter.
The Board's estimate of any teacher's character and
efficiency will be influenced by the neatness,
accuracy, and punctuality with which these
returns are compiled ; and any errors will
render the teacher liable to a fine, at the Board's
discretion, or, if repeated, to a loss of classifi-
cation. Wilful falsification of returns will be
punished by the instant dismissal of the teacher
so offending. These remarks are also applicable
to the keeping of the Register Book, the Daily
Report Book, the Ciass Rolls, or any other record
of the school.
36. The vacations sanctioned by the Board are
five weeks at Christmas, and a week in mid.winter.
37. The public have free access to every school
during the stated school hours, not to take part in
the business or to interrupt it, but, as visitors, to
observe how it is conducted.
38. Teachers and School Committees are required
to afford every facility for the inspection of Schools.
The Inspector is the representative of the Board,
and is autborised to enforce the observance of the
Regulations, his decisions being subject to appeal
to the Board. All schools receiving aid from the
Board are equally subject to inspection.
PROVISIONAL SCHOOLS.
39. In localities where the number of children is
not sufficient to secure the attendance requisite
for the establishment of a Vested School, a Pro-
visional School may be opened. Wherever there is
an attendance of not less than fifteen children,
whose parents are willing to pay a weekly fee to
the teacher, the Board may supplement such pay-
ments by a salary at the rate of £50 per annum,
without requiring that the teacher shall be able to
pass the usual examination.
NON-VESTED SCHOOLS.
40. The Board will give assistance to schools f
which the fee-simple of the land whereon they e
built is not vested in the Board, provided that su%
schools are conducted in conformity with the prin-
ciples (so far as they are consistent with the Regu-
lations set forth below) laid down for the
management of Vested Schools. The Board will,
however, discountenance any attempt to make these
schools further the ends of denominational rivalry,
and they will not grant aid to a Non-Vested School
in any locality where it does not appear that the
existing means of public instruction in Vested
Schools are insufficient.
In the following Regulations, the term " non-
vested " is applied to schools which are provided
and maintained at the sole cost of the promoters.
1. The aid to Non-Vested Schools will be limited to
salary and books.
2. Before aid can be granted, the Board must be satis-
fied that the case is deserving of assistance ; that there is
reason to expect that the school will be efficiently and
permanently supported ; that the school-house is sufficient
for the purpose, and suitably furnished ; and that the
teacher's competency has been ascertained by examination
before the General Inspector and one or more examiners
appointed by the Board.
3. To entitle a school to the continuance of aid, the
house and furniture must be kept in good repair by means
of local contributions ; the school conducted in all respects
in a satisfactory manner, and in accordance with the
Regulations of the Board, and the instructions of their
Inspectors, " Provided (24 Victoria, No. 6) that nothing
herein contained shall be construed to authorise any
inspection of or interference with the special religious
instruction which may be given in any such school,
during the hours set apart for such instruction ;" and
there must be an average daily attendance of at least
thirty children.
NOTE.-The Board reserve to themselves the right
of giving aid in special cases to schools where
the average daily attendance may be  temporarily
below thirty.
4. While the nomination of teachers in Non-Vested
Schools will rest with the School Committee or Managers,
the Board will require to be satisfied with the conduct of
the teacher and the efficiency of the school, as a condition
to the payment and continuance of the salary.
5. A time table, sanctioned by the Board, must be
kept constantly hung up in a conspicuous part of the
school-room.
6. During the hours appropriated in the time table to
the ordinary instruction of the pupils, the usual routine
of a National School must be observed in Non-Vested
Schools ; but the Board will not exercise any control
over the use of the school at any other time.
NOTE.-Any special religious instruction imparted in
the school must therefore occupy some time
before or after the hours fixed for the ordinary
duties, so as to admit of the convenient
absence of any children whose parents object
to their attendance. Teachers paid by the
Board are not permitted to give special religious
intruction in Non-Vested Schools, or to act in
public  as religious  instructors.
7. No books shall be used during the hours of ordinary
instruction but such as are sanctioned by the Board.
8. Registers shall be kept in each school, and the
returns forwarded to the Board, according to the forms
that will be supplied by them.
9. The Board and their officers are to be allowed to
visit and examine the schools whenever they think fit.
Those deputed to visit by the Board will be furnished
with credentials.
10. The public generally must have free access to every
school during the stated school hours, not to take part in
the business or to interrupt it, but, as visitors, to observe
how it is conducted.
11. The Board reserve to themselves the power of
altering or revoking any of the foregoing Regulations as,
from time to time, it shall seem to them to be expedient.
By Authority: JAxEs 0. BEAr. Government Printer ,  William
street, Brisbane.
QUEENSLAND
obrrnmtut
.PUBLISHED  BY AUTHORITY.
recited, and of all other powers enabling me in
that behalf,  do, by  this my Proclamation, abso-
lutely prohibit and forbid the introduction or im-
portation of cattle, sheep, and pigs into the Colony
of Queensland, or any district thereof, from all
places beyond the limits of the Australasian Colo-
nies, for the term of two years from the date of
the publication of the notification bereinbefore
referred to in the London  Times  newspaper, namely,
for the term of two years from the fifteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this seventeenth day
of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty 's reign.
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QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEoRGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Normauby,
and Baron  Mulgrave of Mulgrave, all
in the County of York, in the Peerage
of the United Kingdom ;  and Baron
(L.s.) Mulgrave  of New Ross, in the County
NOEMANBY, of Wexford, in the  Peerage  of Ireland ;
Governor .  a Member of  Her Majesty's Most
Honorable  Privy Council,  Governor
and Commander-in-Chief of  the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS,  by " The  Diseased  Animals Act,"it is, amongst ot r things ,  enacted, that it
shall be lawful  for the  Governor , with the advice
of the Executive  Council,  from time to  time, by
Proclamation , to prohibit, or put  restrictions on
the introduction or importation  9f cattle, horses,
sheep ,  goats , pigs, poultry, and other  animals, or of
any one or more  kind ofdanimals, into the colony
of Queensland, or into any district thereof, from
such places , and during such times as might appear
necessary . And whereas at an Intercolonial
Conference, bold at Sydney, in the Colony of New
South Wales, during the months of January and
February last past, it was resolved, "That the
Conference having taken into consideration the
great danger  to which Australian live stock are
exposed, from the importation of animals from
countries  in which infectious  diseases  prevail, it was
resolved, that it is expedient to prohibit, for the
period of two years, the landing of cattle, sheep,
and pigs, from any places beyond the limits of the
Australasian Colonies, and that such prohibition
should take effect from and after the publication
of a notice  in the London  Times."  And whereas
a notification to the above effect, signed by the
Agent-General of the Colony of Queensland, on
behalf of, and by the authority of the Government
of Queensland, was published in the London
Times  newspaper, of the fifteenth of May last
Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, in
pursuance  of the  provisions  of the Act above
a ette.
By Command,
A. H..I'ALMER.
GOD SAVE TEE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  ' ) Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the  County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the  Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
RORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
r N'V pursuance of the powers vested in me by
I " The  Diseases  in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit  the iittgduction or importation
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by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
E. subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
i ito the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
]'reclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
I ortation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, wilk be
1able to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
.Tune, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QURENI
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation by the Most
to wit . S Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the Unitedt
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the Act
31 Victoria, No. 46, respecting the Alienation of
Crown Lands, 1, the Governor aforesaid, wit i the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby roti£y
and proclaim that the following Lots of .Land
will be offered by public auction, for lease for five
years , at the undermentioned place, at Eleven
o'clock, on the day specified, at the upset price
affixed  to each Lot respectively.
QUEENSLAND , '  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  $ Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanlt.y,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Roas. in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor. Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
b sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
Subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane,  25th  July, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor,  with the advice
LLl of the Executive  Council, has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES  W. MACVEELL
to be Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions  at Normauby.
A. H. PALMER.
SALE OF FRONTAGE ALLOTMENTS FOR
WHARF PURPOSES AT THE POLICE OFFICE,
ST. LAWRENCE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 16TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1873.
County of Murchison, parish of  St. Lawrence, town
of Port  Si. Lawrence9
No.
of
Lot
1
om
Area.
Price
per Lot
per
Annum.
Description of each Lot.
H. P.
2 1 24
3 124
3 4!124
e
3
3
3
The upper boundary ,  commencing at a
point one hundred and fifty  links from
centre of Government wharf, thence
downwards four chains ,  with an ave-
rage depth of one chain.
The upper boundary ,  commencing  five
hundred and  fifty links from centre of
Government wharf ,  thence downwards
four chains, with an average depth of
one chain.
The upper boundary, commencing nine
hundred and fifty links from the centre
of Government wharf ,  thence down-
wards four chains, with an average
depth of one chain.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation by The Most
to wit . I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normauby,
Earl of Mulgrave, IT'scount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in  the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baror Muigrave of
New Ross, in the Count' of Wexford,
(L.a.) in  the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most, Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chiet' of the Colon- of
Queenslanc' and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The CroweLands Alienation Act of  1868," I, Gioaeet;
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normauby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after THURSDAY, the
twenty-first day of August, 1873, at the Land
Offices of the districts in which they are respectively
situated.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area.
A. B. P.
Land
Agent's
District.
882 Wm. Pointon, junr. ... 100 0 0 Brisbane
1,062 H. Otte ... 45 0 0 ditto
144 Jas. Cane ... ... 100 0 0 Beenleigh
319 Wm. Brown ... .. 100 0 0 Warwick
508 Hy. Bott ... ... 160 0 0 ditto
546 Mary J. Flanagan 51 2 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and Seali at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
QUEENSLAND, I Proclamation by The Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
nlanby,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy  Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of  the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after THURSDAY, the
seventh day of August, 1873, at the Land Offices
of the districts in which they are respectively
situated.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
311
319
Name of Lessee.
W. Gillis
W. Pointon ...
Area.
A. B. P.
99 0 0
80 0 0
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Land QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation  by Tho Most
Agent's
Dist ri ct. to wit. ) Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
Toowoomba
Beenleigh
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this second day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh  year of  Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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QUEENSLAND , 2  Proclamation by The Most
to wit. S Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(t.s.)  in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoRMANBY, of  Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause one of  " The HomesteadAreas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE. Marquis of N ormanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be, and are hereby set apart, as Homestead Areas,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, as Home-
steads, and not otherwise, at the Toowoomba Land
Office, on and after THURSDAY, the seventh day
of August, 1873.
No. of Portions.
143, 144, and 145
No. of  Selection.
440
Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
Toowoomba ... 120 0 0
Lessee. Area. District.
S. R. Davis
A. B. P.
160 0 0 Toowoomba.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this second day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign..
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorabl3
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty- one of  "The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act  of  1868, "  I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify  and proclaim  that the  lands  hereunder
described  shall be  open to Selection , under the
1234
provisions of the said Act ,  on and after  TUESDAY,
the twenty-second day of July, 1873, at the Mary-
borough Land Office.
No of Land.
Portion. Name of Lessee . Area. Agent's
District.
*3 Angus Clerk ...
A
250
R.
0
P.
0
ti Ditto ..
...
... 200 0 0 Mary-
$2 Henry Mort  Brown  ... 110 0 0 borough.
• Forfeited Selection ,  No. 130.
t Forfeited  Selection , No. 131.
Forfeited Selection , No. 132.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth  year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAPS THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND  Proclamation by the Most
to wit. ' Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of 1ormanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the Tfnited
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NOBMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after TUE SD AY,
the twenty-second day of July, 1873, at the St.
Lawrence  Land Office.
Register
ofNo Land. Name of Lessee.App lica-I
tion.
Area. Agent's
District.
2 Harry W. Wran ... i
A. R. P.
40 0 0 St. Law-
rence.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
QIIEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUs
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
L OBMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependnciea.
W
IiEREAS, by an Act  passed  in the thirty.
grit year of the reip  of Her  Majesty,
intituled  " An Act to Consolidate and Amend the
Lawv relating to the Alienation of Crown Lands,"
and numbered forty-six, in clause seventy-eight,
power is given to the Governor in Council to pro-
claim any unsold land as a Township Common, on
the conditions that a petition, signed by  not less
than thirty freeholders resident within such town-
ship, praying for the proclamation of a Common
adjoining thereto, shall have been presented to the
Governor in Council, and that after said petition
shall have been notified  in the  Government Gazette
for a period of sixty days, no counter petition shall
have been presented signed by a larger number of
freeholders resident in such township ;  and whereas
a petition, signed by the required number of house-
holders resident in the town of Mackay, has been
received ,  praying that certain  unsold lands adjoining
the said town be proclaimed a Common, under the
provisions of the said Act ; and such petition
having been published in the  Government  Gazette
for a period of sixty days, and no counter petition
havin been presented in objection thereto :  Now,
1, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of
Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of
the power and authority vested in me, and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby pro-
claim and declare that the following shall be
deemed to be a Township Common within the
meaning and for the purposes of the hereinbefore
mentioned Act, that is to say :-
THE MACKAY TOWN COMMON.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard.
Portions 154, 155, 157, 158, 159, 162, 163, 164, 238,
239, 240, 241, 242, 243, and 345.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 345, and bounded
thence on part of the south by that road bearing
west sixty-three chains and sixty-four links to
another road one. chain wide ; on part of the west
by that road bearing north forty chains to a road
two chains wide; on part of the north by that road
bearing east twenty-one chains ;  again  on  the west
by a line bearing north twenty-three chains and
fifty links ; again on the south by a line bearing
west twenty-one chains to a road one chain wide ;
again on the west by that road bearing north
twenty-one chains and fifty links to another road
one chain  wide;  again on the north by that road
bearing east twenty-one chains ; on the remainder
of the west by a line bearing north ten chains and
fifty links ; again on the north by a line bearing
east  forty-two chains ; on part of the east by a line
bearing south thirty-three chains; again on the
north by a line bearing east twenty-one chains ;
again on the east by a line bearing south twenty-
one chains and fifty links to a road two chains
wide ; on the remainder of the south by that road
bearing west twenty-one chains ; on the remainder
of the east by a line bearing south twenty-two
chains ; on the remainder of the north by a line
bearing east eight chains  ;  and on the south-east
by a line bearing two hundred degrees twenty
minutes twenty-one  chains  and forty links to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of a road two
chains wide and two of one chain wide, as shown
on plan in the Surveyor-General's office.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J, MALBON THOMPSON.
GOP  8 vE T$1D grsax 1
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation • by the Most
to wit. 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave Viscount Nor-
minby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council,  do, by  this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the fifth day of August, 1873, at the Cardwell
Land Office.
Description of the boundaries of land  resumed out
or the Herbert Yale Run, Kennedy District,
under " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868."
44,862 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Elphinstone
Creek with the Herbert River, and bounded thence
on the south-west by that creek upwards to its
junction with Broadwater Creek ; thence by that
creek upwards to its head in Rockingham Bay
Range ; on the north by that range easterly to
Dalrymple Gap ; on the east by Mount Leech
Range southerly to the north boundary of Lanner-
cost Run; on the south by that boundary bearing
west about 645 chains to the head of Midway
Creek ; thence by that creek downwards to its
junction with the Herbert River ; and thence by
that river downwards to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of 640 acres applied for as a
Pre-emptive Selection, No. 95, and known as the
Long Pocket.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
4. The undertaker, or person  orderin a grave,
shall furnish to the sexton a memorandum in the
form schedule D, at the time that the Trustees' per-
mission is  granted to him.
5. In accordance with the provisions of the
nineteenth (19th) section of  " The Cemetery Act,"
any person digging or making a vault, or erecting
a monument or tombstone in the Cemetery by
permission  of the Trustees, upon payment of the
charges herein mentioned, shall be entitled  to main-
tain  such vault or monument according to the term
of such permission, to and for the sole and separate
use of such person and his. and her heirs and
successors  for ever.
6. Application for permission to have  a• grave
prepared, or vault constructed, a monument, tomb-
stone, or tablet erected, must be made to the
Trustees ; if approved, a permission in the form set
forth in schedule B will be granted to the person
applying, on payment of the charges set forth in
schedule A.
7. Orders for interment must be given at the
Cemetery at least eight (8) working hours before
the hour fixed for the funeral ; if not, an extra charge
will be made  in accordance  with the scale in
schedule A.
8. A plan or drawing of every mortuary chapel,
monument , tombstone, or tablet proposed to be
erected. in the Cemetery, and a copy of  every
epitaph or inscription to be engraved thereon, must
be submitted to the Trustees for approval ; and the
Trustees shall have power to withhold their permis-
sion , and prevent the erection of any such monu-
ment , &c., as shall  appear to them improper or
unbecoming.
9. The sexton must be informed of the hour
fixed for the funeral at the time  permission  to inter
is obtained, and the hour fixed  must, in all  cases,
be punctually observed  ; at the same  tune the
particulars required to fill up schedule C must be
given by the party interring.
10. Funerals must take place between the hours
of 8 a.m. and 5 p.m., except on Sundays, when the
hours are restricted to between 2 and 5 p.m.
11. A plan of the Cemetery, a register of all
special grants, and of the position of all graves in
the Cemetery, shall be kept by the Trustees, and
shall be open to the inspection of all persons
interested, upon payment of the charges mentioned
in schedule A.
12. All monuments, vaults, graves,  and grave-
stones, must be kept in repair and proper condition
by and at the expense of the owners.
13. The sexton may turn out, or take into
custody, any person who shall behave indecorously,
or commit any trespass or injury to the trees,
flowers, or erections, or otherwise infringe any of
the provisions of  " The Cemetery Act,"  and the
person so infringing shall be proceeded  against
under the Act.
No person to be allowed inside the Cemetery
between the hours of 6 p.m.  and 6 a.m.
Deparment of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th July, 1873.
TOWNSVILLE CEMETERY.
T
HE  following Rules and Regulations, made by
the Trustees of the Townsville Cemetery,
pursuant to  " The Cemetery Act of  1865," having
been approved and confirmed by His.Excellency
the Governor in Council, are hereby published in
the  Government Gazette.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RULES OF THE TOWNSVILLE CEMETERY.
1. The fees and charges set forth in schedule A
'shall be paid at the time the order is, given for the
'preparation of a grave, or when the permission of
the Trustees is obtained for the erection of any
vault, monument, or tombstone, within the said
Cemetery.
2. The Trustees shall define the size and position
of all graves and vaults to be sunk in the Cemetery.
3. No grave shall be  dug  to a depth of less than
six  feet,  and  the  Trustees may,  it' they soo  fit,
require any grave to bo dug to a greater depth,
SCHEDULE A.
Public Graves.
A single grave in open ground, including
sinking ... ... ...
A single grave for children under five years
£ s. d.
1 0 0
0 12 6
Private Graves.
Land  for graves  (unselected), 8 feet by 4 feet 1 0 0
Land for graves (selected), 8 feet by 4 feet ... 2 0 0
Land for graves (selected), 8 feet by 8 feet ... 3 0 0
Land for graves (selected), 8 feet by 12 feet... 4 0 0
Interment fee, including cost of sinking each
grave 6 feet ... ... ... ... ... 0 15 0
0Re-opening grave or vault ... ... ... 1 0
For certificate of right of burial in all private
graves... ... ... ... ... ...
Additional fee for all interments that take
place on Sunday (except the grave is opened
0 5 0
on the previous day)... ... 0 7 6
For permission to erect headstones, tombs, or
monuments .., ... ... ... ... 0 10 6
For iron label, to be charged in all cases „ 0 5 0
For copy of any entry in  register 0 2 6
For periuioaiQn to inspect plan or register  9 1  0
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SCHEDULE B.
Form of Certificate of right of  Burial in Townsville
Cemetery.
On the application of , and
upon payment of the sum of , receipt
whereof is hereby acknowledged, the Trustees of the
Townsville Cemetery, in accordance with the powers
with which they  are invested  by the Act of Parliament,
29 Vic., No. 15, hereby grant unto
permission to use as a grave ,  or vault ,  that piece of land,
feet by feet, lying within the said Cemetery,
and marked No. on the map  or plan  of the said
Cemetery, kept by the said  Trustees , with permission to
have  dug a grave or graves, and erect a monument or
tombstone ,  on compliance  with the rules,  and payment
of the charges prescribed by them. And it is hereby
declared  that the said shall be
entitled to have and to keep up such grave, vault,
monument ,  or tomfstone ,  according to the terms of this
permission ,  to and for the sole  and separate  use of the
said ,  and his or her heirs
for ever. Provided always, and it is hereby declared,
that this  grant is  made subject to the terms and condi-
tions following, viz. :-First, that the said piece of
ground shall be kept and used by the said
, and his or her heirs, solely as a burying
place, and that no other  use shall  be made thereof ;
second, that  no enclosing  wall, fence, building, monu-
ment, or tombstone shall be erected or placed on the
said  piece of ground until a plan thereof shall have been
exhibited to the said Trustees, and their authority given
for the erection thereof ; third, that the said grave or
vault ,  wall, fence, building ,  monument ,  or tombstone,
shall be  maintained  and kept up by the said
, and his or her heirs, in proper repair, to
the satisfaction  of the said Trustees ; fourth, that the
said  , his or her heirs, shall, in
the use of the said piece of ground,  and access  thereto,
be subject in every respect to such rules and regulations
as the Trustees of the said Cemetery may from time to
time make, and shall not be entitled to exercise the right
to bury or inter therein except on payment of such
charges as shall from time to  time  be established by the
T ru stees.
SCHEDULE C.
Answer to be written opposite  following  questions at
time of application to inter.
Name of deceased :
Cause of death :
Age :
sex :
Denomination :
Birthplace :
Address :
Day and hour  of funeral :
Number of grave on plan :
SCHEDULE D.
Information  to Sexton to enable  him to prepare graves
proper  size.
Undertaker 's name :
Name of deceased:
Length of coffin:
Width of  widest part of same :
Day and hour  of funeral :
Names and  signatures  of Trustees.
JAMES GORDON, Chairman.
P. F. HANRAN.
A. BRODZIAK.
J. P. M. CONNOLLY.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
NORMANBY.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown,  lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any  public pu?-
pose ,  notice thereof shall be published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given , that  at the expiration of
the period  aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY, WALLOON.
County of Churchill,  parish  of Walloon, portion  603.
10 acres 38 perches.
Commencing  on a road  one chain  wide, at the
west corner of portion 602, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing 225  degrees,
nine chains  and thirty-two links to another road
one chain wide ; on the south-west by that road,
bearing 135 degrees, eleven chains .and  two links ;
on the south -east  by a line bearing forty-five
degrees, nine chains  and thirty-two links ; and on
the north-east by the National School  Reserve,
bearing  315 degrees ,  eleven chains  and one link to
the point  of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR NATIONAL  SCHOOL SITE,  WALLOON.
County of Churchill, parislc of Walloon,  portion
602.
10 acres 36 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
west  corner of portion 600, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that  road , bearing 225 degrees,
nine  chains and thirty links ; on the south-west by
the Cemetery Reserve, bearing 135  degrees ,  eleven
chains and one link ; on the south-east by a line
bearing forty- five degrees ,  nine  chains and thirty
links; and on the  north-east by portions 600 and
601, bearing 315 degrees, eleven chains to the
point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1873,
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of" The Crown Lands Alienati n Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for Public purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
POLICE RESERVE, MILLCHESTER.
17 acres 3  roods 30 perches.
Commencing at a point 102 links north 312
degrees west of south corner of Bank of New South
Wales,  at corner  of the Main  street  ; thence bounded
by a line bearing 40 degrees 55 minutes north-east
1,038 links ; thence by  a line  bearing south 218
degrees  53 minutes  west 1,457 links ; thence by a
line bearing south 132 degrees east 1,417 links,
along the side of the street, to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose, notice thereof shall • be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
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Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved and set apart for a Rail-
way Reserve.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR  RAILWAY PURPOSES NEAR CLIFTON
RAILWAY STATION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Elphinstone,
portion No.  132.
165 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 131, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion bearing north
forty-sin chains and fifty links ; on the north by a
line bearing east thirty- three chains  and twenty
links ; on the east by  lines bearing  157 degrees
thirty minutes  two chains  and sixty links, 166
degrees ten chains  and nineteen links, 182 degrees
thirteen chains and five links, and 186 degrees
twenty-one chains and twenty  links  to the aforesaid
road ; and on the south by that road  bearing west
thirty-four chains to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth  section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for  general  information that
the lands hereunder described have  been tempora-
rily reserved for the  purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
Dawson Crossing ,  Pernambuco Run.
640 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Dawson
River at a point bearing north forty-four  degrees
thirty minutes east, and distant about ninety chains
from the junction of Herbert's Creek with said
river, said point being at intersection of said river
by the north boundary of the Reserve for Public
purposes as published in the  Government Gazette
under notice dated 7th June, 1872; bounded
thence on the south by a west line 100 chains ;
thence by a north line sixty-five chains ; thence
by an  cast line five chains  to the left bank of
the Dawson River ; and thence by the said river
upwards to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC  PURPOSES , LYTTLETON
CREE%, GYMPIE ROAD.
County of Canning, parish, of Bribie.
100 acres.
Commencing on Lyttleton Creek at the  crossing
of the Gympie road and bounded thence on the
west  by that road northerly to the road forming
the south boundary of portion 11; on the north by
that road easterly about thirty  chains  ; on the east
by a line bearing south to Lyttleton Creek ; and on
the south by that  creek upwards  to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER FOR  ROAD  PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish of .Kedron, portion 596.
317 acres.
Commencing on a road one  chain and fifty
links wide at the south- east corner  of portion 594,
and bounded thence on the north- east  by that road,
bearing 130 degrees five chains and twenty links,
160 degrees seven  chains  and eighty-one links, 166
degrees nineteen  chains and seventy-two links
south  ten chains  and twenty-five links, and 150
degrees ten  chains and sixty-five links ; on the
south by a line bearing  west nineteen chains ; on
the south-east and south-west by lines and a road
bearing 243 degrees five chains and eighty-five
links, 176 degrees three chains and sixty-seven
links, 241 degrees one chain and sixty-five links,
298 degrees one chain and twenty links, 211 de-
grees four chains and forty-five links, 293 degrees
eight chains and ninety -seven links , 307 degrees
four chains and forty-four links,  nineteen degrees
one chain and forty links, 333 degrees one chain
and ninety-six links ; 286 degrees thirty minutes
six chains and seventy-eight links, 326 degrees
three chains and seven links, 279 degrees nine
chains and sixty-eight links,  255  degrees five chains
and eighty-seven links, 291 degrees five chains, and
253 degrees one chain and twenty-eight links ; on
the west by a line bearing north forty-three  chains ;
and on the north by a line bearing  east  fifty-four
chains and fifty links to the point  of commence.
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant
mentioned in the Schedule hereunder written,
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The 7etles to Land Act of  1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, by an instrument endorsed on such Deed of
Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony,
describe the land intended to be granted, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, it shall
be taken to have been inserted in the Grant, and in
every Deed containing the erroneous description,
and such Grant and every such Deed  shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant.-16th  March, 1864.
Name of Grantees.-Frederick  William Dunsdon,
and Samuel Henry Dunsdon.
Description of Land Granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in Our said Territory, containing by
admeasurement  seventy-seven  acres,  be the same
more or less, situated in the county of Aubigny,
and parish of Toowoomba, portion 60, in the Too-
woomba Agricultural Reserve, commencing at the
north-east corner of portion 26, on the left bank of
Cowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the west by
the eastern boundary line of that portion and of part
of portion 59, bearing south thirty-one chains to a
road one chain wide ; on the south by that road
bearing east forty-five chains to Gowrie Creek ; and
on the north-east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement,-being the land proclaimed
as Lot. 56, on the 18th September, 1861.
Correct description of Land intended to be
granted.-County  of Aubigny, parish of Toowoomba,
portion No. 60, in the Toowoomba Agricultural
Reserve,  containing 112 acres-commencing at the
north-east corner of portion No. 26, on the left
bank of Gowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the
west by the eastern boundary line of that portion
and of part of portion No. 59,  bearing  south forty
chains and sixty- nine  links to a road one chain wide ;
on the south by that road bearing east forty-four
chains and twenty links to Gowrie Creek; and on
the north-east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of party applying for Instrument.-Fred-
erick William Dunsdon.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th June, 1873.
W
EREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
"The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved from  sale for any  public purpose,
notice thereof shall he published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks  : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently set apart for Customs purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS PURPOSES AT BUNDABERG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, town of Bun-
daberq, allotments 5 and 7 of section  26.
2 roods 29 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the north corner of allotment No. 3,
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and bounded thence on the south-west by the
north-east boundary of allotment 3 south-easterly
one chain and eighty-four links to Quay street ; on
the south-east by Quay street north-easterly four
chains ; on the north-east by the south-west boun-
dary line of allotment 9 north-westerly at right
angles to Quay street one chain and sixty-seven
links to Burnett River ; and on the north-west by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PURPOSES AT TOWNSVILLE.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah,
town of Townsville. Allotment 17 of section 5.
1 acre.
Commencing at the south corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the south-wPSt by Stokes
street north-westerly five chains'to Walker street ;
on the north-west by that street north-easterly at
right angles to Stokes street two chains ; on the
north-east by south-west boundary lines of allot-
ments  1 and 16 south-easterly parallel with Stokes
street five chains to Start street ; and on the south-
east  by that street south-westerly two chains to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1873.
UTHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  A.  PRIMARY SCHOOL AT NORMANBY.
County of Churchill, parish of Normanby.
2 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing 307 degrees, and distant one chain from
the west corner of portion 58, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that road bearing thirty-
seven degrees five chains; on the north-east by a
line bearing 307 degrees four chains ; on the north-
west by a line bearing 217 degrees five chains to
another road one chain wide, and on the south-west
by that road bearing 127 degrees four chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A.  PRIMARY SCHOOL AT TENT HILL.
County of Churchill, parish of Gatton.
4 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Blackfellow's
Creek at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the north by that road
bearing west seven chains and fourteen links, on
the west by a line bearing south three chains and
eighty links, on the. south-west by lines bearing
121 degrees five chains and twenty-four links, and
eighty degrees three chains and ninety-three links
to the aforesaid creek, and on the east by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1873.
,g§7HEREAS,
Lands Alienation
twenty-fifth
Act of  1869," ' it
The
is
provided that before any Crown  larids  are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks  :  Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  A.  HOSPITAL AT STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe, allotments 1, 2, 3, and  22,* f
section  10.
2 acres 17 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by Short
street northerly four chains and fifty links ; on the
north by the south boundary lines of allotments
4 and 7 easterly at right angles to Short street four
chains and seventy links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 21 southerly parallel
with Short street four chains and fifty links to
Connor street ; and on the south by that street
westerly four chains and seventy links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A.  CEMETERY AT WESTWOOD.
County of Pakinyton, parish of Westwood,
portion  40.
15 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
each two chains wide, and bounded thence on the
north by one of said roads bearing east sixteen
chains and forty-five links to a. road one chain and
a-half wide ; on the east by that road bearing south
nine chains and twelve links ; on the south by
portion 41 bearing west sixteen chains and forty-
five links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the west by that road bearing north nine chains
and twelve links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A MAGAZINE AT TOWNSVILLE,
CLEVELAND BAY.
County of -Elphinstone.
Redcliff Island, situated in Cleveland Bay, in
east longitude one hundred and forty-six degrees
fifty minutes forty-two seconds, and south latitude
nineteen degrees fifteen minutes and twenty-eight
seconds.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1873.
`
IN
pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purpose named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR HARBOR PURPOSES AT TOWNSVILLE
(CLEVELAND BAY).
County of Elphinstone ,  parish of Coonambelah
23 acres.
Commencing on the shore of Cleveland Bay at
a point bearing north sixty degrees twenty-four
minutes west and distant about four chains from
the north corner of the Hospital Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south -west by a line and the
north-east boundary of that reserve, bearing south
sixty degrees twenty-four minutes east about
thirteen chains and  fi fty link ,-  to a small salt-
water creek ; on the south -east by that creek
downwards to Cleveland Bay ; and on all other
sides by the shore of that bay northerly, westerly,
and south -westerly to the point of commencement...
RESERVE roe .  A QUARRY FOR ROAD PURPOSES, AT
ROCKHAMPTON AGRICULTURAL RESERVE.
County of  Livingstone ,  parish , of Nicholson,
portion  64.
52 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain wide,  and bounded thence on the
south by one of said roads bearing east forty
chains to another road one chain wide ; on the east
by that road  bearing north thirteen chains; on the
north by portion sixty-five bearing west forty
chains to  the other aforesaid road  ; and on the
west by that  road  bearing south thirteen chains to
the point of co  ii inencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
W 1'
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
 1  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands  are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid  " Peel Island," Moreton Bay, will be per-
manently reserved  for Public  purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1873.
W1 THEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "TheVV 11  Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved  from sale  for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Road purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR ]ROAD PURPOSES TO GIVE ACCESS TO
PORTION 26 B, KANGAROO POINT.
All that piece of land situated in the county of
Stanley, parish of South Brisbane, being subdivisions
twenty-two and twenty-four of eastern suburban
allotment  thirty- five, containing by admeasu remen
nineteen perches and two -tenths of a perch, more os
less, commencing in a street  at the  south-east
corner of subdivision twenty, and bounded thence
on the south by that street bearing north seventy-
nine degrees east one chain  and twenty links; on the
east by the west boundary line of subdivision
twenty-six, bearing north eleven degrees west one
chain ; on the north by a line at right angles one
chain and twenty links south-westerly ; and on the
west by the east boundary line of subdivision
twenty bearing south eleven degrees east one chain
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
1T is hereby notified for  general  informationthat in cases where  applicants. for Mineral
Lands  are desirous , before survey, of amending
the boundaries  given  in  their applications, the
amendments  must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th January, 1873.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners  of Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance  of the fourth section of the
above-recited  Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office ,  Brisbane ,  on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigh , the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
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DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba,  on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick,  on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
A T, the Land Office, Condamine,  the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-•
after on the  second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the firs
Tuesday in  each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY  AND  BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
It the Land Office, Mackay,thesecond Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed.
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURRE.
At the Land Office, Norman River Settle-
ment,  on the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
si the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in February, 1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, andthereafter
on the last Thursday in every  alternate
month.
At the Land Office,  Springsure , on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every  alternate
month.
In the event  of any of the above days  fall ing on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the  following
day.
Special sittings ,  when necessary , in addition to
the above , will be duly notified from time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South ,  will, on the  first  TUESDAY  in  every
month ,  hold his Court Sittings ,  as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October ,  1872 ,  at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
THE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
showing  the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 10th
June, 1873, folio 947,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a New Road from Ipswich towards
Wivenhoe, parish of North, county of Churchill,
and no objections having been received to the same :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
4 William IV.7 No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the read referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at
the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intend.
ing to claim compensation in respect of the said
road, are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are  provided  in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-2086.
NOTICE.
PERSON S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands inthis Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance  and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the 41st section of " The Pastoral
Leases Act  of 1869" for renewed leases for four-
teen  years of the  runs in  the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will expire on and after the
81st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica.
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the  existing
leases,  as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated 12th June,
NV  1873, folio 947,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a New Road from Tinana Creek
to Tinaan Bay, parish of Bidwell, county of March :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Maryborugh ; and all persons intend-
ing to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1941.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W 
ITH reference to the Notice issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 15th
March, 1873, folio 525,  Government  Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of a New Road from Warwick
to Ipswich, through Glengallen Pre-emptives, Nos.
59, 60, 61, 62, parishes of Glengallen and Deuchar,
county of Merivale , and no  objections having been
received to the  same:  Notice is hereby  given, in ac-
cordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has  been leased  to confirm the
said portion of road ; and  it is  therefore hereby
declared expedient to open .and make the road
referred  to, according  to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the office of the Surveyer-
General,  Brisbane , and the Police Office, War-
wick ;  and all  persons intending to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must  be served upon the
Colonial Secretary within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1951.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 26th
March, 1873, folio 589,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a New Road from Ipswich to
Eden Station, parish of Goodna, county of Stanley,
and no objections having been received to the
same : Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane, and the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all
persons intending to claim compensation in respect
of the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner
and form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-702.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference  to the Notice ,  issued from the
Public Works Department ,  dated 18th March,
1873, folio 543,  Government Gazette ,  relative to the
opening of a New Road  fr om Westbrook Home-
stead Area to portion 9, parish of Westbrook,
county of Aubigny,  and no objections having
been received to the same  :  Notice is hereby
given ,  in accordance with the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11,  that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of  Reference, to  be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and the
Police Office, Drayton  ;  and all  persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice  must  be served
tupon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
he date hereof, in such manner and form as are
Provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or  they  wi ll  be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
73-628.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
V r
ITH reference to the Notice issued from the
i 1 Public Works Department ,  dated 2nd June,
1873, folio 948,  Government Gazette,  relative to
the opening of a New Road from Gympie Road to
Rush Creek, parishes of Redcliffe and Whiteside,
county of Stanley,  and no objections having
been received to the same : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance  with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the  Office of
the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and the Police
Office, Brisbane  ;  and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof ,  in such manner and form as are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73.1957.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
, J [  ITH reference to the Notice  issued  from the
Y Public Works  Department , dated 27th
May, 1873, folio  880,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening  of a New Road from Warwick
Agricultural Reserve up Emu  Creek to Warwick
Register No. 485, parish of Robinson ,  county of
Merivale, and no objections having been received
to the same  : Notice is  hereby given ,  in accordance
with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the
said portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient  to open and  make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference , to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Warwick ;
and all persons intending  to claim compensation in
respect of  the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty  days from the date hereof ,  in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section of  the Act above  referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed  from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1797.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice ,  issued from thePublic Works Department, dated 19th
May, 1873 ,  folio 911,  Government Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of a New Road through Selec-
tion No. 125, parish of Basset ,  county of Carlisle,
and no objections having been received to the
same:  Notice is hereby given ,  in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No.11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road  ;  and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen  at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Bris-
bane, and the PoliceOffice ,  Mackay ;  and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of the
said road ,  are hereby reminded that notice must
be served upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof ,  in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1820.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH  reference to the Notice issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 8th April,
1873, folio 673,  Government Gazette,  relative to the
opening of a New Road from South Pine River
towards Sandgate ,  parish of Nundah ,  county of
Stanley, and no objections having been received to
the same: Notice is hereby given ,  in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil,  has been pleased to confirm the said portion of
road ; and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are provided
in the sixth section  of the Act  above referred to, or
they  will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1220.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH  reference  to the Notice  issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 8th April,
1873, folio 673,  Government Gazette,  relative to the
opening of a New Road from SandgateRoad through
portion No. 195, parish of Kedron, and portion No.
4, parish of Nundah, county of Stanley, and no
objections having been received to the same :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the
Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion  of road; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient o open and make the road referred to,
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according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons in-
tending to claim compensation in respect of the said
road, are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form  as are  provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1222.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice  issued from
the Public Works Department, dated 18th
June, 1873, folio 973,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a New Road from Clifton Rail-
way Station to Clifton Homestead area, parish of
Tooth, county of Aubigny, and  no objections
having been received to the  same :  Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion of
road ; and it is therefore hereby declared ex-
pedient to open and make the road referred to,
according  to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the  Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Drayton ;  and all persons
intending to claim compensation  in respect of
the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in such  manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from  such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-2129.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice issued from thePublic Works Departmen , dated 8th April,
1873, folio 673,  Government Gazette,  relative to the
opening of a New Road from Cabulture Bridge to
Steamer Wharf, Cabulture River, parish of Canning,
county of Canning, and no objections having been
received to the same : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that his Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road ; and it is there-
fore hereby declared expedient to open and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be  seen  at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Brisbane ; and all persons intending to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such  manner  and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they
will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1221.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 19th
May, 1873, folio 853,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a New Road through Pre-emp-
tives 63 and 64, Glengallan Run, parish of Robin-
son, county of Merivale, and no objections having
been received to the same : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to con-
firm the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Drayton ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, if  such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1526.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 30th June, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
I_ of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following Schedule of Ferry Dues
and Charges for Bundaberg Ferry Regulations
being substituted for those published 5th March,
1873, folio 518,  Government Gazette.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
SCHEDULE.
FERRY DUES  AND  CHARGES.
a. d.
Single horse with rider ... ... ... 1 0
Two horses with rider or driver ... 1 0
Every single horse additional ... ... 0 6
Horse and dray ... ... ... ... 1 6
Every additional horse ... ... ... 0 6
Waggon or dray, drawn by two  horses,
loaded or unloaded... ... .. 2 6
Every additional horse ... ... ... 0 6
Waggon or bullock dray, drawn by two
bullocks, loaded or unloaded ... 2 0
Every additional bullock in  team .. 0 6
Buggies on two wheels ,  drawn by two
horses  ... ... ... ... 1 6
Buggies on  four wheels ,  drawn by one or
two horses ... ... ... ... 2 6
Cows or bullocks, each ... 0  6
Calves, goats, or pigs, each 0 6
Fowls, dogs, or parcels ... .. . 0  2
Foot passengers with parcel not exceed-
ing 14 lbs., each way ... 0 2
Fares, each way, after 9 p.m. till 5 a.m.,
will be twice the above charges.
Goons.
Parcels or goods to the amount of 14 lbs.
allowed to each  passenger.
Parcel under 14 lbs. ... ... ... 0 1
14 lbs. and not  exceeding  50 lbs. 0 2
50 lbs. 100 lbs. 0 4
100 lbs. 500 lbs. 1 6
Per ton ... ... ... ... ... 5 0
All goods to  be delivered at the Wharf.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1873.
N OTICE is hereby  given,  that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the proposed new
line, Northern Railway, from 30 miles Westwood,
to 38 miles 40 chains (near  Goganjo Creek), has
been approved and confirmed without any  altera-
tion; and that in pursuance of the 17th section of
the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend
to proceed with the construction of the line, North-
ern Railway, from 30 miles to 38  miles  40 chains,
according to the Map or Plan and Book of Reference
so confirmed, to be seen at this Office, and copy
thereof at the Office of the Clerk of Petty  Sessions
at Rockhampton.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Department  of Public Works,
Gold Fields  Branch,
Brisbane ,  22nd  July, 1873.
I T is hereby notified for  general information, that
the undermentioned  Miners '  Rights and
Business Licenses have been  returned  as issued in
the Gold Fields  Districts respectively speci fied.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RsvENswoon GOLD  FIEnn-continued.
MINERS'
No. Name.
51,180 Morgan Shaw
51,181 John Jenning
51,182 John Trulton
51,183 Thos. Duncan
51,184 M. H. Down
61,185 Peter Owens
51,186 Henry  Olivier
61,187 Conrad Burke
51,188  Sudiniz Fritz
GILBERTON  GOLD FIELD.
During the  Month ended Stet  May, 1873.
RIGHTS-continued.
61,189 Henry Halybond
51,190 Hugh McGlynn
No. Name.
51,191 B .  L. Rossiter
51,192 Chas. Tighe
51,193 Chas. Schuffar
51,194 Louis Jensen
51,195 H. Frank
51,196 F. Shaw
51,197 Js. Browne
51,198 J .  Middleton
51,199 John Lyon
51,200 Thos .  Harrison
51,201 Chas. White
BUSINESS  LICENSES.
No. Name .  No. Name.
MINERS' RIGHTS.  4,278 Daniel  Buchanan  4,289 Ah You
No. Name.
45,228 William Carpenter
45,229 Ali Sam
45,230 Gim  Sing
45,281 Foh Ben
45,232 Cancelled
45,233 Thomas  Flanagan i
No. Name.
45,234 James  Edmonds
46,235 Daniel Dowey
45,236 Thomas Smith
45 ,237 Thomas  Mackenzie
45,238 Phillip  Roberts
4,279 John Noble 4,290 Ali IIt
4,280 J .  P. Bermingham  4,291 Ali Why
4,281 John Clark  4,292 Wm. Davey
4,282 Henry Hun 4,293 C. F. Plant
4,283 Wm .  Bastell 4,294 Henry Caffal
4,284 Fraser & Bateman  4,295 On Wah
4,285 Mary Wilson 4,296 Ah Ku Lane
286 John Eccles 4,297 John Anderson4 ,
BUsuuzaa LICENSES.  4,287 A .  J. Hunter 4,298 Jacob Salen
No. Name. No. Name. 4,288 J .  Benjamen  4,299 Win. Stewart
2,512 Lin Ung 2,615 Ah Fook
2,513  Maurice Lynch
2,514 Ali Fook
2,516  W. H. Brown
ROCKHAMPTON GOLD FIELD.
1873.the Month ended 30th JuneDurin ,g
Mzii ns' RIGHTS.
RAVENSWOOD GOLD FIELD. No. Name. No. Name.
1873. 48,321 G. F. Robbinsthe Month ended 30th JuneDurin 48,335 E. Dean,g 322 Edward Lewis48 48,336 John Penherthy
MINERS' RIGHTS.
,
48,323 B. Brodnitz 48,337 Evan Thomas
No. Name . . No. Name. 48,324 Joseph Sandel 48,338 Ali Meez
121 John  Hardgraves61 275 Js. Hill61 48,325 Alfred Dobbin 48,339 Harvey Fitzgerald,
122 P .  Flynn61
,
276 John Menzies61 48,326 James Dodds 48,340 William Pattison,
123 Wm .  Laird61
,
61 277 J .  M. Ryan 48,327 Harry Vesperman 48,341 Jules Stirke,
124 J .  Donald61
,
278 John McDonald61 48,328 Charles Wilson 48,342 Daniel Buckley,
125 Peter Fraser61
,
61 279 Hugh Ross 48,329 J. O'Donoughue 48,343 John Pope,
126 Ben .  Hooper61
,
61 280 Paul Hempel 48,330 J. O. Portus 48,344 W. Summerville,
61.127 D .  Mitchell
,
61 281 John Halcrow 48,331 F. H. A'Court 48,345 Thomas Reynolds
128 Margaret Thullgold61
,
282 Pat. Jones61 48,332 Charles Miller 48,346 Charles King,
61,129 Ed .  Moore
61,130 Js. McGinter
61,131 John Kennedy
,
61 ,283 Thos. Christian
61,284 Js. Burns
61 ,285 Alex .  J. Webster
'
48,333 John Knox
48,334  Joseph Moore
48,347 Robt .  Henderson
61,132 Wm. Smith
61,133 Wm. Hodges
61,286 Wm. Briton
61,287 Fred. Findenberg
61,134 John Allingham 61,288 John Guthrie PEAK DOWNS GOLD FIELD.
61,135 Ali Fat
61,136 Robt .  Dunlop
61,289 Adolf Heilbronn
61,290 Ried. Maher During the Month ended 30th June, 1873.
61,137 Ricd .  Harry 61 ,291 Ali Lin MINERS' RIGHTS.
61,138 Riod .  Thomas . 61,292 Ali Sin Jon No.  Name.  No. Name.
61,139 Phillip Spence 61,293 B. M. Baird 60,682 John Marlan 60,698 Edward McMahon
61,140 Simon Elliott 61,294 John Jones 60,683 Everard Bolton 60,699 John Teddhope
61,141 R .  D. Webster 61,295 Ed. Kelly 60,684 Jas .  Nankivell 60,700 Hans Neesen
61,142 N .  Leoni 61,296 Peter Butwell 60,685 Stephen Barkla 60,701 Peter Drewes
61,143 John Ayre 61,297 Hugh Ross 60,686 John Adrian 60,702 Edward Crisp
61,144 J .  M. Goodwin 61 ,298 Peter Sullivan 60,687 Peter Morrison 60,703 Edwd .  Beriming-
61,145 M. Brodziak 61,299 A .  Ringstone 60,688 Richard Halpin ham
61,146 Win. Lloyd 61,151 Thos .  Gaitland 60,689 Frederich Voyeler 60,704 Jas. Bradfield
61,147 Thos .  Purvis 61 ,152 Thos. Simpson 60,690 John Davidson 60,705 John Birtwell
61,148 Geo. Pickup 61,153 Hugh Mossman 60,691 Robt. Buskell 60,706 Peter McLaughlan
61,149 Ernst Habutch 61,154 Thos. Sygert 60,692 Robt. Thomson 60,707 Thos. Elliott
61,150 Geo. Morris 61,155 F. Napoli 60,693 Jas. Grant 60,708 Wm. Lane
61,251 Thos .  Keough 61,156 John Buncher 60,694 John Johnson 60,709 John Weir
61,252 Tonz Hai 61 ,157 David Huston 60,695 Daniel Cook 60,710 Chas .  F. Rundt
61,253 O. Murray 61,158 John Carrol 60,696 Fred. S. Gayford 60,711 James Gibbs
61,254 John Boichu 61 ,159 Wm. Faul 60,697 John Baleman 60,712 David Browne
61,255 Ed .  Powell
256 Js. Armagh61
51,160 Js. Webster
51 161 Geo Buckle BUSINESS LICENSES.,
257 Thos .  Rose61
, . y
51 162 Mary Fearon No. Name .  No. Name.,
61,258 Denis Callaghan
,
61,163 M .  McNamara 3,739 Wm. St .  John Har - I 3,740 Ali Sue
61,259 John Lathan
M k S th ff
51,164 Je. Parr
6
ding 3,741 Hans Mortesen
ar a61,260 c en
61,261 Ali San
1,165 Conrad Burke
51,166 Fred .  Hansen Department of Public Works,
61,262 Ali Hung 51,167 John Williams Roads Branch,
61,263 Ali Sum
61,264 John Gormby
• 61,265 John McLean
61 266 J. Dutton
61 ,168 Mark Daly
51,169 A. McKay
51 ,170 John Lewis
51 171 Js. Sullivan
Brisbane ,  26th March, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that any person orpersons removing any stone ,  gravel ,  loam, or
,
267 John Armstrong61
,
51,172 Robert Smithson other material from any public road ,  or who, by the,
61 268 Win. Basted 51,173 Ernst Burt'e careless use of fire, shall injure or destroy any,
61,269 Andrew Works 51,174 Ed. Campbell bridge or culvert, or damage any approaches thereto,
61,270 S. E. Owens 51,175 John Williams or who shall fall any timber across any public road,
61,271 Tow Son 51,176 Abraham k ates or injure any road by drawing timber along it,
61,272 Ali Man 51 ,177 Sand .  Wecl:s otherwise than on wheels, will be proceeded against
61,273 Ali Mun 51,178 John Durand as the law directs.
61,274 John Dowling 51,179 J. Salom WM. HENRY WALSH.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LOCK-UP, GLADSTONE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock on FRIDAY, the 15th August
next, from persons willing to contract for erection
of Lock-up at Gladstone.
Tenders to be endorsed "Tender for Lock-up,
Gladstone."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, or at the Court House, Gladstone.
Tenders  must  be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete  the work ;  and at  the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security
for the  due performance  of the Contract in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and under-
taking in that event that he will execute and
deliver at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PUBLIC OFFICES, MARYBOROUGH.
Tf ENDERS will be received at this Office, until 4 o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st August
next, from persons willing to contract for erection
of Public Offices at Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Public
Offices, Maryboroughl."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars  obtained, at this Office,
or at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on  proper  printed form, and
must state the time within  which it  is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of tender as security for the due
performauce of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, or at
the Court House, Maryborough, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance, otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
DESIGNS FOR PROPOSED WHARFAGE,
PETRIE'S BIGHT.
r-.1HE time for receiving Designs for the
1 above Work has been extended to Noon on
SATURDAY, the 30th August.
Enlarged plans of the site of the proposed
Wharves can now be obtained at the office of the
Portmaster.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
Treasury,
Queensland, 10th July, 1873.
TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, ETC.
DESIGN FOR PROPOSED WHARFAGE.
1 rIIIE Government having in contemplation the
1 Leasing of the River Frontage in Petrie's
Bight, Brisbane River, with a view to the erection
there of Wharves, according to an approved plan.
hereby invite competitive designs for the same.
A premium of One Hundred pounds will be
awarded for the most approved, and Fifty pounds
for the next approved, design. The accepted
designs to become the property of the Govern-
ment.
The principal objects and requirements sought
for in these designs are :-
1st. Permanency of structure.
2nd. Depth of water sufficient to allow a vessal
drawing 17 feet to float at low water, with a
depth at face of wharves of not less than 14 feet.
3rd. The greatest possible accommodation for
shipping that the site will admit of without inter-
fering with the navigation of the river.
4th. Easy access for drays to and from the
wharves.
5th. Means of connecting the line of proposed
wharves with those above, or that may at any future
time be constructed below such wharves.
6th. Adaptability of design for use of tramways
along the wharves, if such should be hereafter
required.
The drawings submitted by competitors  must con-
sist of a general plan drawn upon a scale of 30 feet
to one inch, showing the proposed arrangement of
wharves and site for warehouses, &c., connected
therewith, together with carefully prepared detail
drawings showing method of construction, &c., upon
a scale of not less than 4 feet to 1 inch, with all
necessary dimensions figured on. An estimate of
cost and general specification of the proposed works
must also accompany the designs.
A plan of the ground has been prepared by
Government, giving soundings of depth of water
along the proposed site of wharves, lithographic
copies of which can be obtained by intending
competitors upon application to this Office.
Designs must be lodged at the Treasury by noon
on MONDAY, the 14th July, and must have
appended to them a motto, but no name ; and with
the Design must be a separate enclosure containing
the name of the Designer, and the motto he has
appended to the Design.
Further  particulars  may be obtained from the
Portmaster, Captain G. P. HEATH, R.N.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  28th May, 1873.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  10th June, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES  of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh ,  Bowen  (Port Denison),
Brisbane ,  Bundaberg ,  Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla ,  Curriwillinghi ,  Dalby ,  Drayton,
Gatton ,  Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna ,  Goondiwindi, Greenmount ,  Gympie,
Ipswich ,  Jimna, Kilkivan ,  Leyburn ,  Mackay, Marl-
borough ,  Maryborough ,  Milchester ,  Mount Perry,
Murphy' s Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton,
Ravenswood ,  Rockhampton ,  Roma ,  Shipping Office
(Brisbane ),  Springsure ,  S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe ,  St. George ,  St. Lawrence ,  Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Toowoomba ,  Townsville ,  Warwick, and
Westwood.
Deposits of five shill ings upwards will be received
from any depositor ,  subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ;  on deposits exceeding  £ 100, but not
exceeding  £ 200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at .the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained  by applying,
either by letter or in person ,  at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
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Colonial  Secretary ' s  Office, TIMBER  LICENSES - Continued.
Brisbane , 26th July, 1873.
Whether
AmountApplicant' s Name.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
Desc ri ption of
License.
granted or
refused. of Fee.
made t  the Bench of Magistrates, at Cop-
perfield, from the 1st day of January, 1873, to
the 30th day of June, 1873, both inclusive.
Henry Pent Hardwood G ranted 1
John Hunter 1H. H. MASSIE, James Hanna 1
Under Colonial Secretary.  Daniel Mullins
»
1
Joseph Roberts „ 1
Michael O'Brien 1
Description  of Whether  1Amount  John Gilliard „ 1App licant 's Name. Tcnio. granted or of Fee.  Henry Oppertonrefused.
Henry Frailly is
1
1
Joseph Oram 1
Henry Thompson r, 1
James Maher ...  Hardwood Granted 1 Carlo Bianco 1
Charles Long ... 1 Edward Howard is 1
Thomas Manning .,, » » 1 H. W. Bennett „ it 1
Angus McInnes ... John White1. „ 1
Henry Aspen
... „
1  George Wilson 1
Thomas B. Ricketts .,,  „ » 1  James Foot » 1
- McGuire .,, 1  Robert Fowler » „ 1
n „ 1 David Paine is 1
Hugh F etcher is 1  William Hodgons 1
Joseph Westcott » 1  Edward Doyle » 1
August  Plate ... » 1  William Dunne 1
Bernard Plate ... 1  Charles Pierce 1
Charles Pusle ... 1  George Robertson 1
J. D. Smith ... 1 George Bailley 1
Joseph Smith ... 1  Fox and Adair Employers'
John Robertson 1 Hardwood „ 1
Hugh McGuinness ... 1  Ditto 1
Morris Condron ,,. is 1  Ditto 1
James Harman ,..  » » 1  Ditto „ 1
William Harman ... is is 1  Ditto ,f 1
William Young is ,1 1  Ditto is 1
Jacob Walter ... is is 1  Ditto » 1
Henry Stafford ...  „ » 1  Ditto is is 1
Henry Gray ... is is 1  Ditto 1
James McGmre ,,.
„ „
1  Ditto 1
Timothy Ryan ... 1  John Asenkoff Hardwood is 1
Timothy Ryan,  junr.... 1  William Denning
J h Bl
is » 1
1George Sealy
Francis Power
...
...
o n oom1
1  John Ellery
„ is
» 1
Henry Peter ... 1  William Lowrie 1
John Kolber .,, 1  William Lowrie Employers'
Michael Dillon ,.. is 1 Hardwood 1
Peter Peant ,,,
„
1  Joseph Bu llinger Hardwood „ 1
Patrick Knox ... 1  Charles Bowes 1
Michael Flood .,, 1 Henry Bearman » is 1
Patrick Wall » is 1  Robert  Beveridge is » 1
Owen Davis ... 1  Lars  Gorgensen 1
Robert  McDonne ll ... 1  George Leit 1
Henry Bond ... 1  John Mclsaac » » 1
Mansell Brace ... 1  Godfred Weitz is » 1
Charles Rhodes ... 1  Joseph Kelly is 1
Adolph Madg# ... 1  George Hare is a 1
Martin Patterson .,. 1  Andrew Smith „ „ 1
John O'Meally ... » 1  Henry Cooke » » 1
William Toogood. ... 1  Henry  Sonneman 1
James  Feynson 1  Peter Glee » » 1
Henry Mathews ...  „ is 1  Jasper Munster „ rr 1
Joseph Jackson ...
„
1  Morgan Green » » 1
Henry Jameson ...  „ „ 1  Claus Weinholt 1
Charles Gcdrey ... 1  William Harding „ is 1
Robert Summerville ...
,f is 1  William Megil 1
Charles Walsh ... is „ 1  Charles Moete 1
James Brown 1  Patrick Henne 1
Thomas Daley 1  Patrick Raliegh 1
John  Blake ... 1  William Woodhouse 1
Thomas Rice ... 1.  John Frost 1
Samuel Leslie ... 1  Max Tolater is 1
s LeslieJam 1  Edward Rice 1e
Charles Robins
...
... 1  Charles Bellinger is 1
Benjamin Johnson ... 1  Fox and Adair Employers'
William Gordon ...  „ is 1 Hardwood 1
James Cameron ... 1  Ditto 1
James Hillingworth ... 1  Ditto is 1
Timothy Kinealy ... is » 1  Ditto » » 1
George Heyward ... 1  Ditto 1
Christian Paulin ,,. 1  Ditto 1
,,George Beecham
Anthony Bopf
...
...
1  Ditto
1  Ditto
1
1
James Bopf ... 1  Ditto » 1
Frederick Kleeman ... 1  Ditto ... „ 1
August Lavine ...  „ 1  Samuel Frederich ... Hardwood 1
William Miller ... 1  Ah Foo ... 1
John Rogers ... is 1 Henry Rice n 1
Joseph Wise ... Employers' Fox and Adair ... Employers'
Hardwood a 1 Hardwood „ 1
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TIMBER  LICENSES -continued.  Colonial Secretary s Office,
'
Description of
Brisbane, 25th July, 1873.
Whether lAmountApplicant s Name. License. granted or
refused. of Foe. RETURN of allApplications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Clermont, from the lst day of January, 1873, to
the 30th day of June, 1873, both inclusive.
Fox and Adair Employers'
Hardwood
Granted 1 H. H. MASSIE,
Ditto ... 1 Under Colonial Secretary.
Ditto 1
Ditto ... 1 Description of Whether AmountDitto ,.. 1  Applicant 's Name. License. granted or of Fee.
Richard Beasley ... Hardwood 1
George Newport ... 1
Andrew Reimers 1
Robert  Grey 1 £
James Neilson
...
1 Robert Kemp ... Hardwood Granted 1
John Godrey
...
1 Ditto ... Employers'
Patrick Toner 1 Hardwood
Christian Paulsen ... 1 Peter Schneider ... Hardwood
Christian Germansen... 1 John Flaherty  1
Hans Peter Johnson ... 1 Richard King
Thomas Kelly 1 John Cowey » 1
Patrick Ryan 1 Patrick Boylan „
Joseph Blair ... „ 1 Alfred Grundel ... „
'Donald Robertson 1 W. H. McKean ... Employers
Thomas Lester
...
... 1 Hardwood 2
John Goldfinch 1 Conrad Shafer ... Hardwood „ 1
Joseph McIntyre 1 George Herrscher ... 1
Thomas Morooney
...
1 Robert Apt .. » »  1
Joseph Grattey ... 1 John Cooper ... » 1
Christopher Gratty ... 1 Edwd. Cracknell ... 1
Edward Berminghan ... 1 Johannes Warnholtz ... 1
Thomas Kelly » 1James Bradfield
John Williams
...
...
1
1 Henry Warnholtz „ 1
Wm. Harding Employers'.. Louis Crossman ... 1.
Hardwood 1 August Klaproth ...  „ 1
Phillip McMahon ... Hardwood 1 Thos. Crosbie ... 1
Henry Luspert ... 1 Hans Mortesan ... » 1
Benjamin Barber ... „ 1 Thomas Fields ...  „ 1
Charles Parker .., 1 William Burn ... » 1
Fox and Adair Employers' John Seagur ... 1
Hard wood 1 Bon Cheau ... Employers'
Ditto „ 1 Hardwood 1
Ditto 1 Richd. Edwards Hardwood „ 1
J. N. Johnson Hardwood 1 Richd. Griffiths It „ 1
William Lynch „ 1 Patk. Burke  1
Fox and Adair ...  Employers'
Hardwood 1 Colonial Secretary's Office,Edward James ...  Hardwood 1 Brisbane, 25th July, 1873.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 25th July, 1873.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Roma,
during the half-year ending 30th June, 1873.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber  Licensesmade to the  Bench of Magistrates, at
Tennengering , from the 1st day of January, 1873,
to the 30th day of June, 1873, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name. Description of
Whether
License. nted orfu d
Amount
of Fee.
Applicant 's Name . Desc ription of
Whether Amount
License . granted or of Fee.
refused
sere .
£
1 £ Francis Hughes ... Hardwood Granted 1
Richard Col lins ... General  ...  Granted 2 T. C. Crawford . General  ...  „ 2
George Gibson ...  Hardwood » 1 Florence Sullivan Hardwood „ 1
Wil liam Murray ... 1 Carl Maher 1
Edward Glazier ... 1 George Peterson ... 1
Henry Curran ... 1 Fred .  Prange 1
Hugh Maclachan ... General ... 2 Claus Shnapt ... 1
Ditto ...
„
2 Henry Nass ... 1
Edwin Bellgrove ... Hardwood » I Wi ll iam Ness 1
Edward Barraclough ... „ „ 1 Joseph  Wi ll s ...H SmithH CS
» 1
1George Bredhauer
Ditto
...  General
...  Employers'
2 . . . ....
James Young
»
1
General ... 2 Ben. Kent 1
Ditto ... „ 2 C. F. Brown „ 1
Ditto ... 2 John Wil li ams General „ 2
John Ghee ...  Hardwood 1 John Chaeeakert Hardwood  » 1
George Bredhauer ...  General „ 2 Conrad Holtz „  1
Ditto ...  Employers' Wm. Severn General . „ 2
General . 2 John Peany Hardwood  »  1
Thomas Dixon Hardwood 1 Hans Funck „ 1
Hugh Maclachan
...
...  General » 2 Fred.  Fuller » „  1
Ditto ...  Employers' Henry King „ 1
General ... 2 John Parish „  1
Ditto ... „ 2 John Gorman 1
George Bredhauer ...  General 2 John Martin 1
Ditto ...  Employers' James Angus „ 1
General ... 2 Win.  Keightman „ „ 1
Ditto » „ 2 Thos. Keightman » » 1
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1873.
R
ETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at
St. Lawrence, from the 1st day of January, 1873, to
'The 30th day of June, 1873, both  inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name. Description ofLicense .
Whether Amount
9renrunedor  Of  Fee.
Charles K ollor  ...  Hardwood Granted 1
William Kearsey 1
Francis Quinn
„ 1
James Roberts 2
William  Hatfield „ „ 1
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 25th July, 1873.
T
HE following Bye-Law, made by the Municipal
Council of Gayndah, having been confirmed
by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, under his Hand, in ac-
cordance  with the 74th  section  of  " The Municipal
Institutions  Act of  1864,"  the same is  hereby pub-
lished in the  Government Gazette.
A. H. PALMER.
BYE-LAW OF THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL OF
GAYNDAH.
COMPLAINTS having been made to the Municipal
Council of Gayndah that persons are in the con-
stant habit of permanently  removing  stock from the
Municipality or Reserve without giving due notice
of their intention to do so, or without submitting
the stock for inspection before driven away, the
said Municipal Council have passed the following
Bye-Law:-
That any person  or persons  intending perma-
nently to remove stock from within the boundso f
the Municipality of Gayndah or Reserve without
giving twenty-four hours' notice in writing of their
intention to do so, to the said Municipal Council, or
to any person whoih they may appoint to receive
the same,  and without  placing  the stock intended to
be driven beyond the bounds of the Municipality
or Reserve in the pound yards of Gayndah, or any
other cattle yard  appointed  for the urpose within
the bounds of the municipality, for inspection,
shall be subject  to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds , to be recovered  by summons  in the Petty
Debts Court of Gayndah.
Passed this 28th day of June, 1873.
JAMES MILLER,
DuxcAN MACNEE,
Town Clerk.
Mayor.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's Reign.
NORMANBY.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1873.
NOTICE.
N accordance with the 5th section of "  The
I Marriaqe Act of  1864," it is hereby notified
that the Reverend JOHN IRVINE, a Minister
of the Particular Baptist Denomination Residing
at Townsville, is duly registered  in this office as a
Minister of Religion authorised to celebrate Mar-
riages in  Queensland.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1873.
NOTICE.
T
HE Reverend BENEDICT SconTEcrINI, a
Minister of the Roman Catholic Church, has
removed from Warwick, in the Registration Dis-
trict of Warwick, to Gympie, in the Registration
District of Gympie, and has given me notice of such
removal, in accordance with the provisions of "  The
Marriage Act of  1861."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, in con-
formity with the provisions of the 117th
section of "  The Real Property Act of  1861," on or
after the 11th day of August next, to issue, in the
name of Robert Marriott, of Kangaroo Point,
Brisbane, drayman, a Provisional Certificate of Title
for one rood thirty-one and two-thirds perches of
land, being subdivision A of suburban allotment
No. 24, situated in the county of Stanley and
parish of South Brisbane, more particularly
described in the Register Book, vol. 168, folio 185,
the original Certificate of Title having been lost.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
WHARF, BROAD SOUND.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Noon on SATURDAY, the 30th August
next, from persons willing to contract for the
construction of a Wharf at the Basin, St. Lawrence
Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Wharf,
Broad Sound."
Plan and Specifications may be seen, and
further particulars obtained, at the Port Office,
Brisbane, and at the Harbor Offices at Rock-
hampton, Broad Sound, and Cleveland Bay.
Tenders must state the time within which it
is proposed to complete the work ; and at the
foot of every Tender there must be a memoran-
dum signed by the person tendering, agreeing to
deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of
Tender, for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the 'l'ender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that he will execute and
deliver at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor,
in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance, otherwise the Ten-
der will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Office of Chief  Inspector of Sheep,
Brisbane , 11th July, 1873.
NOTICE TO SHEEP-OWNERS.
rT is hereby notified for general information that,
1 in future, the owner's or station brand will not
be necessary in the case of travelling sheep cross-
in from Queensland into New South Wales, in
addition to the letter Q required by section 47 of
The Diseases in Sheep Act'  of that colony.
P. R. GORDON,
Chief Inspector of Sheep.
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Department of Ptiblie Lands,
Ri i eliane ,  22nd May, 1873.
IT is  hereby notified fot general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The  Crown
Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868 "  (31 Victoria, No. 46)  has been made for the closing of the uhde
mentioned Roads ;  and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby ;  are requited
transmit to this Department their objections ,  in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Applicant.
1
2
9
4
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
Situation. Parish. Area
F.  T. Gregory  .. .. I  Road  separating  portions 96, 102, and
A. L .$.
103, from portions 95, 104, and 106 Gowrie .. „ ..  5 1 5
1'. T. Gregory .. .. Road separating portions 106, 107,
108, and 109, from portions 68, 69,
105, and 104 .. .. .. Gowrie .. .. .. 4 1 0
F. T. Gregory ... Road separating portions 125, 126,
116, 115, 114, and 113, from por-
tions 132 ,  193, 136 ,  187, 140, and
141 .. .. ..  .. Gdwrie .. ..  , . 6  Ole
F. T. Gregory  ... . ;  Road separating portions  117, 116,
and 136 ,  from portions 115 and 137 Gowrie .. 4 1 28
fepartment of Pub li c Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th May, 18731
T is  hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  "  The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868  " (31 Victoria ,  No. 46 ),  has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads ; and all parties who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SC EDuLE o1+ ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
Not Attlicant. Situation. Parish, Area
1 0. A. J. Woodcock ... ... Road separating portion 186 fro m portion 196A Tinans ...
A.  B. P.
2 136
Ditto  ... ... ... ...  Reserved road th ro ughp ortion 197 .:. Tinana ... 5 0 18
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th July, 1893.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
tS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
II to open a new Road from Logan. Bridge to Beaudeser parish of Logan, county of Ward,
Notice is hereby given,_' hat in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General; Brisbane, and at the
Po li ce Office,  Beeuleigh  ;  and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in  writing,  to
the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
73-2346-W.
By Command,
J. MALBOl ' THOMPSON
Boox OF 1LEFERENCE OF ROAD FROM LOGAN BRIDGE TO BEAUDESEBT, PARISH OF LOGAN, COUNTY OF
WARD, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road .  Reputed Owner. Bea ri ngs . Lengthin Chains. Breadth of Road. Area Bemarka.
ohs.  Ike. chi. lks. A. a. P.
1 A triangular  piece  out of the north -  R towns and W. N. 190°  30'E. 8 704 1 136 Deviation n8-.
east corner of  portion 41  P.  Walker ceasarq to
avoid bad
cro ssing of
gully; pSetu$
land;  fenced.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedier}t
to open a new Road through subdivision 1 of portion 121, parish of Bandamba, county of
Stanley , Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in  force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned , are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office,
Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the
Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the
formation  of the Road in question.
By Command,
72-6682-W. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SUBDIVISION 1 OF PORTION 121, PARISH OF BANDAMBA,
COUNTY  OF STANLEY ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A  PUBLIC  ROAD ?  IINDBB THB  ACT OF COUNCIL 4
WILLIAM  IV., No. Il.
No.l Port ion of Road.
A triangular  piece  out of  the south-west
corner of subdivision  1 of portion 121
Reputed
Owner. Bearings.
P. Wilkinson N. 1200 7' E.
Length in Breadth of
chains. Road.
ohs. lke.
2 88
Area. Remarks.
* gf
ancad
m7,1
and
cleared.
Department  of Public Wgrks,
Brisbane,  let July, 1$73.
NEW ROAD-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it pxpeddient
 to open g pew Road from Cambooya Railway Station to Eton Vale, parish of Cambooya, county of
Aubigny, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 Willaan} '., No.
11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, DrJLyton ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit in writing, to the Clef'k of
the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objectioW which may  exist to
the formation  of the Road  in question.
By Command,
73-2485. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOS pF RN } $BENCE OF ROAD  FROM CAMBOOYA  RAILWAY STATION TO ETON VALE ?  PARISH  OF CAM-
BOOYA ,  COUNTY OF AIIBIGNY , TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC  ROAD, UNDER THB ACT OF
COUNCIL, 4 WILLIAM rV., No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road .  Reputed Owner .  Occupier.
1 Commencing on the Hodgson and
western boundary of Ramsay
Eton Vale Pre-emp-
tive 34,  and running
east to its eastern
boundary
2 Commencing on the Hodgson and
western boundary of Ramsay
Eton Vale Pre-emp-
tive 33,  and running
east and south-east-
erly to its southern
boundary
3 Commencing on the Hodgson and
northern boundary Ramsay
of Eton Vale Pre-
emptive 32.  and run-
ning south-easterly
and easterly to its
eastern boundary
4 Commencing on the Hodgson  '  and
western  boundary  of Ramsay
Eton Vale Pre-emp-
tive 51,  and running
east to the main road
fro m Toowoomba to
Warwick
5 Commencing on the Hodgson and
west side of the main Ramsay
ro ad from Too-
woomba  to Warwick
in Eton Vale Pre-
emptive 61, and run-
ning about east by
no rt h and east to  he
east boundary of said
Pre-emptive 51
Length BreadthBearings. Chains. of Area.  4RRV]uj.
Hodgson
Ramsay
Hodgson
Ramsay
and
and
N. 90° E.
N.  W.  E.
N. 122° 47' E.
Hodgson and N. 122°  47' E.
Ramsay N. 88' 45' E.
N. 89° 9' E.
Hodgson
Ramsay
and N.  89° 40' E.
Hodgson and N. 82° 10' E.
Ramsay N. 89° 40' E.
ohs' Ike. A. s..  V.
60 23 2 chains 12 0 6 Open blank  soil plain.
4 48 2 chains 9 3 0 open plain and
42 17 lightly  timbered
with apple and
gum; road fenced
on N.E. boundary.
3 59
35 56
21 64
2 chains 11 2 06 Open forest,  gum
and apple; road
fenced on north
boundary.
3 74 12 chains 0  2 34 Open gsm ;  govern-
ment  road ,  fenced
on nort h boun-
diry .
14 37 1 chain 6 0 21 Suck  soil forest
47 06  ridges; no rt h
boundary of road
partly fenoed.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with. the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to  open  a new  Road from Clifton Railway Station to the Leyburn and Drayton Road , pari shes
of Tooth, Rlphinstone, Stephens, and Felton, counties of Aubigny and Merivale, Notice is hereb
given, that in conformity with the rovisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force i
this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned,  are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Drayton ;  and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
By Command,
72-4726-W. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM CLIFTON RAILWAY  STATION TO THE LEYBUBN AND DRAYTON
ROAD, PARISHES  OF TOOTH ,  ELPHINSTONE, STEPHENS ,  AND FELTON ,  COUNTIES OF AUBIGNY AND
MERIVALE ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD UNDER  THE ACT OF  COUNCIL 4  WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing at the east
boundary of portion
99, parish of  Elphin-
stone ,  and running
westerly to  Its  western
boundary
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
2 Commencing at the east War-
boundary of po rt ion wick
101, parish of Elphin- Beg.
stone ,  and running No.
westerly to its western 60
boundary
3 Commencing at the east  ...
boundary of portion
102, parish of Elphin-
stone, and running
westerly to its western
boundary
4 Commencing at the east  ...
boundary of Clifton
Pre-emptive No. 4, and
running westerly to
its no rt h -west corner
6 Irregular-shaped piece
of land out of no rt h-
east corner  of Clifton
Pre-emptive No. 6
6 Commencing at the
north bank  of  King's
Creek on the south
boundary of Clifton
Pre-emptive No. 3, and
running  northerly and
westerly to its western
boundary
7 Commencing at the east
boundary of Clifton
Pre-emptive No. 8, and
running south -
westerly  to its  western
boundary
8 Commencing at the east
boundary  of Clifton
Pre-emptive No. 8, and
running south -
westerly to its south-
ern boundary
9 Commencing at the
no rt h bounda ry  of
Clifton Pre - emptive
No. 7, and running
southwesterly y its
western bounday
10 Commencing at the
nort h-east corner of
po rt ion 22 ,  parish of
Stephens ,  and running
south -westerly to its
west boundary
11 Commencing at the east
12
boundary of port ion
23, parish of Stephens,
and running south-
westerly to its west
boundary
Commencing at the  out
boundary of port ion
24, parish of Stephens,
and running south -
westerly th ro ugh that
po rt ion and po rt ion 37
to the western boun-
dary of the last-men-
tioned portion
Reputed Occupier.Owner. Bearings. LChainsn ore ]3oad Area .
chs. lks. A. R.  P.
The Crown N. 270° O' E. 54 77 2 chains 10 3 28
W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 2701  0' E.  40 00 2 chains 8 0 0
W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 270° 0' E. 10 87 2 chains 7 2 36
N. 256 0' E. 27 77
W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 268° 0' E. 79 20 2 chains ; 18 0 17
N. 356° O' E. 6 08  Irregular
shape
W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 310° 0' E. 3 08 About 2 1 0 0
N. 0° 56' E. 2 41 chains
W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 356° 0' E. 1 50 Irregular
shape
6 2  13
N.340° 0' E.  1 00 Mean
width
about 4
chains
N. 263° O' E. 12 36 2 chains
W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 263° 0' E.  17 64 2 chains 14 2 30
N. 253° 0' E.  41 60
N. 224° 21' E.  14 02
W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 224°  21 E. 48 48 2 chains 9 1 7
W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 224°  21' E. 32 81 2 chains 6 3 11
The Crown Unoccupied 35° 0' E. 18 48 2 chains 3 2 31
J. P. Wal- Unoccupied
cott
N. 2362  0' E. 34 04 2 chains 6 3 9
W. Scott  ...  Unoccupied N. 2350  0' E. 46 36 2 chains 13 1 88
258° 0' 10 00
280° 0' 6 00
286° 0' 6 33
Remarks.
Open plain.
Unimproved agri-
culturalland; open
black  so il  plain ; a
fence  runs diago-
nplly through this
selection ;  selection
under 1868 Act.
Unimproved agri-
cultural and; open
black soil plain ;
freehold.
Unimp ro ved agri-
cultural and; open
black soil plain.
A fence across; agri-
cultural and; open
plain.
Unimp ro ved agri-
cultural; open
plain.
Stony ;  lightly - tim-
bored agricultural;
open  plain; fence
crosses  road; Clif-
ton horse paddock.
Unimproved agri-
cultural ; open
black soil plain ;
western boundary
fenced.
Unimp ro ved agri-
cultural ;  open
black soil plain;
western boundary
fenced.
Unimproved agri-
cultural ; open
black soil plain ;
fence crosses ro ad.
Unimp ro ved agri-
cultural and; open
black soil plain ;
selection under Act
of 1886.
Unimproved Uri-
cultural land;  open
plain and boX for-
est ; selection under
Act of 1866
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NEW ROAD- BOOK of REFERENCE-Continued.
No. Portion  of Road.
13 4 Commencing at the west
bounda ry  of port ion
37, and running
westerly through
Water Reserve at the
south of portions 38,
39, 49,  50, 51, 52, and
53, to a point fo rt y-
two chains west of
the west boundary of
port ion 63
14 Commencing at the west
boundary of Water
Reserve, and running
no rt h -westerly to the
east bounda ry  of por-
tion 52A,  parish of
Felton
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier . Bearings.
Length in
Chains.
Breath oft Area.Road.
I I ohs. lks.
The Crown Unoccupied N. 245° 51'E.  87 79 Irregular
259° 56' 22 83
286° 56' 13 00
247° 0' 26 39
269° 56' 56 00
The Crown Unoccupied  N. 01° 0' E. ' 74 00'
289° 0' 23 00
271° 46' 25 00 5 chains
271° 46' 26 00
296° 30' 10 00
15 Commencing at the east  ...  The Cro Unoccupied
boundary of portion
52A, parish of Felton,
and running north-
westerly to its no rt h-
west boundary, being
the main road fro m
Layburn to Drayton
A. H. P.
Irregular
2961  30' 24 00 width,
270° 0' 10 00 South
241? 0' 10 00 boundary
263° 30' 27 55 the Con-
283° 0'  11 00 damine
River
313° o' 25 00
344° 46' 20 00
359o 01 27 00
...3501  20 0 00 5 chains
330° 30' 29 69
307° 0' 4  39,
Remarks.
Government Water
Reserve between
King's Creek and
port ions 38 to 53;
two fences across.
Gum and apple sat;
branch road to
Ellangowan ; poor
sandy country.
r
Open box and gum
forest ; fence
crosses.
Poor sandy country;
open box forest.
N. 307°  0' E. 28 11 Irregular 21 1 27
width,
average 7
chains 60
links
Unimproved box
forest.
Department  of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
Brisbane, 1st July, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it  expedient
to open new Roads to Ferry between Moggill and Goodna, county of Stanley, Notice is heieby
given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this
Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned,  are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office,  Brisbane  ;  and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
73-2275-W. By Command,
HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE  OF ROADS TO  FERRY BETWEEN  MOGGILL AND G00DNA,COUNTY OF  STANLEY; TO
BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No Port ion of Road.
1 Commencing at the  north-east  corner of
portion 83,  parish of Moggi ll,  and running
in a south-westerly direction through
said po rt ion to the Brisbane River
2 Commencing at the no rt h-east corner  of
subdivision  36 of original  portion 131,
parish of Goodna,  and running along
part of northern boundary  of said sub-
division through subdivision 36
3 Commencing on the eastern boundary  of,
I and distant  five chains  from, south-
east corner of subdivision  27 of  original
portion 131,  parish of Goodna ,  and run-
ning in a south  -  westerly direction
through said subdivision
Reputed Owner . Bearings . Lengthin Chains
Breadth
of
]Load.
Area. Remarks.
ohs. iks. A. H. P.
Wyatt Stockton N. 236°  27E. 9 97 1 chain 1 2 10 Freehold; not
N. 303°  19' E. 1 541 fenced or im-
N. 253°  34' E. 2 40 proved.
T. Walker  ... N. 270°  E. ... 16 87 1 chain 1 2 26 Freehold; fenced
T. Walker  ... N. 238°  54' E. 7 181 1 chain 0 2
and partly culti-
vated.
36 Freehold ;  fenced.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods  and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
£ s. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
Week  ending  July 19th, 1878... 484 8 8 1,850 17 2 66 12 8 1,861 18 1
Corresponding  week  last year... ...  462 7 6 953 4 6 40 9 9 1,448 1 9
Increase 397 12 8 26 2 11 405 11 4
Decrease 18 4 3
EDWD. DEIGHTON,
pro Commissioner  for Railways.
TIME TABLE.
Commissioner  for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane, 3Oih August, 1872.
OUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY, 9th September, 1872, the following Time Table
 will come  into operation until further notice.
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
YIIZS. UP TRAINS. Ianae.
STATIONS.
From Toe- No.1, No.2, No. 3, No. 4, ,NO.  5, No. 6, Prom From
Ipswich . woomba. Goode. Mixed. Mixed.  Goode. Mixed.  Mix s& Dalby . Warwick.
Ipewioh ...
A.M. A.M .
10.0
A.H. P.M .
... ...
P.M. P.M.
,.. 4.40S Walloon ... 10.28
 ... ... ... * 5.8 8
12 Rosewood A ... ,.. A A 16
is Western Creek A ... ... A A -24
21 arriveGrandchester depart
*11.8 ... ... ... 6.47
11.12 ... ... ... 6.51
33
40
25 Victoria Tunnel A ... ... A A 45
29 Laidley ... 11.49  ... ... ...  6.28
38 Gatton ... 12.18 ...  ...  6.67 ...
49 arriveHelidon {depart
12-53
 ... ... ...
 7.32
... 1.8 ... ... ... 7.47
...
...
3
-12
5arrive ...
0
1.48 . . 2859
$9
Murphy's Creek depart
Highfields
...,. ... ..
*8.30 1.52 ..
 2-7
 ...  8.27
9'22 2.44 ,.. 2 59 ...  9.19
...
...
...
25
34
arrive 10.10 3 .32 3.47  10.7 ... -4178
82.36
... Toowoomba ... depart
Mahoney's Gate
...
.... 4.5 10.50 ... 3.55 ...
a s ... ...
...
...
49
621
85 7 Gowrie Junction ...
 arrive 011 16 ... ... ... 58
... 60.45
86 7 Gowrie Junction ... depart ... *11.25 .,. 4-20
901 12 1  For Wi ll iams '  Camp  .,. ... ...  A ... - A ... ...
94 16 Westbrook Crossing ... ... ... ...  A ... A ...
6.20.25 62 65102
1,09
24  Cambooya ... ,., ...
31 Emu Creek Siding
 ...
......
 12 ...
...  A ... A ... 61 ...
118 40 King's Creek ... ...
 ... ...  ... 1.18 ... 6.13 ,,.
120 42 Clifton ... ... ... ... ... 1.28 ... *6.23 71
131 63 Allora  ... ... ... ... ...  2.5 ... 7'
.•• 81
-140 62  Lyndhurst Road ... ... ... .., A "'
143 66 Warwick ... ... ... ... 2.45 ... 7.40 ... 92 ...
101 ...
-66 ... Gowrie Junction ... depart 4.30 ... ... ... ... 105  ...
90 ... Gowrie ... ... A ... ,,, ... ... 10997 ... Oakey Creek ... ... 5.8 "'
106 ... Jondaryan ... ... ... ... 5138 ... ... ... ... 112  ...
114 ... Bowenville ... ... A ... ... ... 118 ...
127 ... Blaxland ' s Siding
 ... .» ... a ... ... ... ... 122 ...
130 ... Dalby  ... 6.50 ... ... ... 130 ...
s Trains meet•here.
STATIONS.
Dalby ... ...
Blaxland's Siding ... ...
Bowenville ... ...
Jondaryan
 ... ... ...
Oakey Creek
 ... ...
Gow ri e
Gowrie Junction  ...  arrive
Warwick  ... ... ...
I0rndhurst
 Road  ... ...
A ll ora ... ... ...
Clifton ... ... ...
King's Cre ek
 ... ... ...
Emu Creek
 Siding ... . ..
Cambooya .. ...
Westbrook
 Crossing  ... ...
For Williams'
 Camp ... ...
Gowrie Junction
 ... arrive
Mahoney's Gate ...
Gowrie Junction  ... depart
Toowoomba arrive{depart
Highfields
 ... .. ...
farriveMurphy's Creek
.de art
arriHelldon J a t"' p
Gatton ... ... ...
Laidley ... ... ...
Victoria Tunnel ..,
f arriveGrandchester
t depart
Western-Creek
Rosewood ..•
W4llI  on ... ... ...
Ipswich
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
DOWN TRAINS.
No. I,
Goode.
N
M
o.2, No.3,
ixed. Mixed. M
No.4,
ixed.
No.5.
Goode. M
No. 6
ixed.
A.M. A .M. A.M. A.M.
8.4
A
0
A
A.M.
...
...
P.M.
9.68 ...
10.30 ...
A ...
... ... 8.5 ... ... 6.5
... ... A  A
... ... 8.45 ... ... 5'45
... ...  9'22 ... ... 06.25
... ...  9.32 ... ... 6'33
... A A ...  ...I
... ... 10.25 ... ... 7'26
... ... A A ... A
... ... A A ... A
...
...  B ... B
... *11.25 *1 1.16 ,,. 8'26
11.55 11.44 ... 8.56
6.30 6.50 ... 12.4 11.30 ...
7'20 7-40  ... 12.54 12.40 ...
8.10 ... ... 1.44 1.30 ...
... * 8.30 ... * 1.48 ... ...
... 9.10 ... 2'28
... 9.25 ... 2 .43 ... ...
... 10.0 ... 3.18 ... ...
...  10-29  ... 34 7
-A A ... ...
114 ... 4'22 ...
*11 ... 4.26 .. ...
A ... A ... ...
11.49 -05.8 ... ...
12.17 ». 6.86 .. ...
All Day Tieket s'issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
Noxs .- The _iins wi ll  stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains  marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers  only, who will  be charged  the fare to the Station at which their  Journey terminates .  Passengers requiring  to alight  at those placer can
manly do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard  of the Train ,  and paying  the fare  at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
(B.) The Nos.  2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down Trains only,  will, for the present,  stop at this Crossing,  subject to the foregoing regulation.
Goods Trains will  be run when neceae+u7.
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ai d.
6 10
TIME TABLE.
Cr
REAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY, the 14th instant,  the foll owing Time
5 Table  wi ll  come into  operation until further  notice.
a A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles f rom
Book-
hamptoh.
Stations Up Train,Mixed.
Miles
fr om West-
wood.
Dowtl TrainStations. Mixed.
a.m. pafi.
... Rockhaipton ... ... ... 11. 0 Westwood 3'80
6 Gracemere  ... ... ... 11.24 6 Rosewood  Crossing A
15 Stanwell ... ... 12. 0 15 Stanwell ... 4'30
24 Rosewood  Crossing ... ... A 24 Gracemere ...  5. 6
30 Westwood  ... ... ... 1.0 30 Rockhampton... 5.30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only ,  who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey  terminates. Passengers requiring to Alight at those places can  only  do so by giving notice at the preceding
,station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fate at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the placeat which they propose to alight.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT of the  MUNICIPALITY Of MARYBOROUGH, for the Half- year ending 30thJune, 1873.
Dr.
£ a. d. £
To cash on hand last balance 36
„ Rates collected  ... ...  220 11 6
„ Carters'  licenses  ... ...  46 0 0
Wharfage dues  ... .... 718 7 1
„ Princes Ferry  ... ...  301 8 2
Victoria Ferry  ... ...  31 17 6
To ll bar  ... ... ...  62 10 0
„ Creek Reserve  ... ... 7 10 0
Botanic Gardens Reserve ... 20 11 8
Proceeds of hay . 3 14 0
chain and blocks 4 19 9
„Rent boat landing ... ... 0 8 0
„ Endowment account  ... 172 12 0
--1,689
„ Government Loan Account 3;827
„ South Ward, improvements 18 14 7
„ East ditto ditto 119 1 3
West ditto ditto 91 14 3
„ South and West Wards,
improvements  ...  28 16 6
822 16 8
„ Salaries 263 3 7
„ Queen's  Wharf ... ..  9 13 6
„ New Wharf  ...  1,284 9 7
Princes Ferry 214 1 7
Victoria Ferry ... ...  80 19 8
„ New punt, balance 15 15 5
Punt ,  Princes Ferry, over-
hauling  ... ...  45 6 0
90 sore Reser6o  ... 1 7 0
„ Botanical Gardens Reserve,
near Wharf ...  18 5 7
-1,872 17 4
Balance at Commercial Bank  641 7 8
„ Cash on hand 3i 11 10
258 6 7
673 19 6
£6,45119 6 £6,46119 6
I hereby certify the above Statement to be correct.
R. J. RAMSAY,
Town Clerk.
HENRY STOWAItD,
Mayor.
We hereby certify that we have examined the Books of Account and Vouchers connected there.
with, kept by the Municipal Council of Maryborough, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
T. S. BARNETT, Auditors.N. E. N. TOOTH,
511 27s.
Commissioner or Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1870.
., Nuisance account  ... ...  13 1 0
Incidental expenditure  ...  85 18 4
Interest on bank overdraft 13 7 6
Stamps  . ..:  6 5 0
Printing ,  advertising, and
stationery  ... ...  68 7 9
,, Rent, chambers  ...  20 0 0
Cr.
a. d. £ a. d.
By Balance due; Commercial
Bank;  last half-year  ...  1256 0 8
Balance due, Government,
last half-year  ... ... 1,014 15 2
2,270 16 10
„ Metal 9 14 3
4 8 „ Tool account  ... ...  3 18 10
8 0 „ Governor' s receptions 83 h 0
„ Shade  trees account 2 2 0
„ Bonus, Town Clerk 20 0 0
T
HE  following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the UNION BANK of AUSTRALIA,
from 1st APRIL to 30th JUNE, 1873, is published in conformity with the third section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing Interest
...Bearing Interest
Bills in Circulation Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest ...
Balances
 due to other
 Banks ...
Deposits ........... ( Not bearing Interest ...
"' Bearing Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabilities
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 25th July, 1873.
within the Colony  Of QUEENSLAND, during the Quarter
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
Amount of the LIABILITIES and AssETS of the UNION BANK OF AUSTRALIA, Within the Colony of QuENNsLAND, taken from the several Weekly
Statements, during the Quarter from the 1st APRIL to 30th JUNE, 1873.
AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
29,895 7 9
3,596 6 2
102,968 18 10
312,858 3 8
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the last half-yearlyDividend declared ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
TOTALS. ASSETS.
£ s. d.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined  Metals ... ...
29,965""'1 9 Gold and Silver, in Bullion  or Bars  ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and  Bills of  other Banks  ... ... ... ...
3,696 6 2 Balances  due from  other Banks
415,827 2 6
£ 449,318 16 5
1,250,000 0 0
13 percent.  per annum.
81,250 0 0
485,779 19 5
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets...
I
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d. £  S.  d.
165,135 7 11
180 5 10
15,500 0 0
168 1 9
13,290 13 9
175,509 3 0
£ 369,783 12 3
A. THOMSON , Manager.
A. WOOLDRIDGE, Accountant.
1, Alexander Thomson, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the
above
 Bank, during the period specified ; and that the  same was made  up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the  Act  of the Governor and Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
A. THOMSON.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane , this 23rd day of July, 1873.
J. S. TURNER, Justice of the Peace.
T, the underped, being the Manager of the UNION BANK of AUSTRALIA, Brisbane, do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, section 9, the sum
of £224 4s. 3d., for the duty after the rate of £3 per cent. per annum upon the sum of £29,895 7e. 9d., being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the quarterly average of the money value of the
notes in circulation
 of the said -Bank in the  Colony  of Queensland ,  according to the annexed  return.
Dated this  22nd day  of July,  1873. A. THOMSON , Manager.
General Post Oftce,
Brisbane, Queensland, 20th July, 1873.
11E  followings 17MMARIES  of OBSERVATIONS taken at the
 METEOROLOGICAL  STATION, CAPE
 MORETON, during
 the Months of October, November, and December, 1872, arse published for
J general information.
By His Excellency's Command,
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
SUMMARIES OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT CAPE MORETON, DURING THE MONTHS OF OCTOBER, NOVEMBER, AND DECEMBER, 1872.
LATITUDE,  27° 1'  S.;  LONGITUDE, 153° 28'  E.;  HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL,  320 FEAT; ON SEA-COAST.
OCTOBER.
NOVEMBER.
BAROMETER.
Cor. to
 320 Fahr.
and red .
 to mean Temperature of
Sea level. Air.
a
0 c,
HYGROMETER.
Temperature of
Evaporation.
cL i , d d
O9 W
,,, 30.344 30-259
 !30309
,_, 30.103
 30-039
 30.075
29739 29644
 29670
,,, 30203
 30-140
,,, 30'018 29951
,,, 29'806
 29.722
73.0 77.0 72.0 69.0
67.4 71.6 66.6
 62-6
60.0 62.0 52.0 54.0
30.179 77.0 80.0
29'996 72.2
 74-0
29.717 64.0 65.0
DECEMBER.
Maximum ... ... ... ... ... 30033 3098230.014 80.0 86.0
Mean
 ... ... ... ... ... 29'874 29.822 129.850 75.5 76.4
Minimum ... ... ... ... ... 29'696  29-510'29-628  68.0 68.0
Humidity.
a, a 'I
m c  0.
76.0 69.0 •94
64.9 62.2 •74
54'0 52.0 •64
•94
67
•47
76'0 74.0 75.0 73'0 1'00  1-00
698  64-1 69-3  66.5
.751
 •70
66-0  59.0 550 I 61.0 •47 •43
77.0 77.0
73-8 70-8
68-0  64.0
79.0
74.4
64.0
75.0 1.00
714  •82
65.0 •64
1.00
•74
'56
SELF-REOIaTERINa
THERMOMETERS.
ti
mo
ow
£p
A
m93
a
a9
140.0
 113.0
 62-0 79-0  68.0  15-0
127.5 99.6 54.4 76.9 63.4  10-0
97.0 79.0 45.0 65.0
 55-0  5.0
1.00  142-0  118.0 64'0 82 0
•82 134'6  108-7
 56.7 78.1
65 111,0  84.0 500 72.0
100 100 147.0
 124,0 670  88.0
•75 87  134,5 108.9 61.2  82-3
'52 '69
 96-0 71-0 52-0  70.0
OCTOBER,  1872.-Mean Shade Temperature of Month, 68.5 degrees.
1871. 70'4
1870.
 71-6
1869. 71.7
NOVEMBER, 1872.- Mean Shade Temperature  of Month, 72.0 degrees.
1871. 72.1
1870. 741
1869. 73.4
DECEMBER, 1872.- Mean ShadeTemperature of Month, 73 .2 degrees,
1871. 76.3
Rain tell on 7 days. Total Rainfall, 2.02 inches.
13 „ 5.75 „
11 2.83
8 1.23
Rain fell on I I days. Total Rainfall,
 6-86  inches.
11 5'04
8 6.07 „
7 8.98
Rain fell on 10 days. Total Rainfall, 14.27 inches.
1870. „ 76.6 11 ,
1869.  78-0  10
1.40 „
4.17
2-71
RAIN. WIND.
00
0
0.049
•052
•000
72.0 16.0 11.047
66.8 11.3 •228
60.0 5.0 1 •000
74.0 18.0
71.1 104
64.0 3'0
5.060
•460
•000
Summary of  Direction.
9 am. 3 p.m.
NO NW1
Wo swo
80 'BE10
E10 NE 4
9 P.M.
,d Fr
w m
NO NW7 N7 NW2 NSNW1
W2 Swl wo Swl wo sw1
8 3 SE3 80' SE10 80 8E8
E6 NE3 E4  NE7 E5 NE8
N3 NW3
W1 SWI
S1 SE5
E9 NE7
N I NW 1
WO SW0
SO
 BED
ES NE11
N1 NWI
w0 sw0
SO 8E7
E10NE11
N2 NW6
W1 SWO
82 BE7
E9 NEO
N5 NW2
WO SW0
80  SE 12
E6 NE6
Electrical Observations-66 Positive ; 27 Negative.
63 „ 30
64 „ 29
Electrical Observations-45 Positive; 45 Negative.
54 „ 36
57 „ 33
Electrical Observations-24
51
56
81
Positive ;  69 Negative.
42
37
12
CLOUD. OZONE.
0-10.
10 10
5-0  5-5
2 1
10 10
6.1 6.2
2 2
10
6.4
2
10
6,3
3
Prevailing Winds, N., BE.
B.E.
S.E., 8.W.
S.E., N.
Preva iling
 Winds, N.E., R.
E., B.E.
E.,
 N.E.
3.E., N.
Prevailing Winds, S.E., E.
N.E., E.
N.E., S.E.
N., N.E.
13 3,5  ... j ...
0 ...
10
6.3
0
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
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OVERTIME GOODS.
TO be sold  by Auction ,  at the Custom House ,  Rockhampton , at Noon,  on WEDNESDAY, 6th
August  next ,  under 6th section ,  13 Victoria ,  No. 43, the Goods specified in the following Return.
Date of
Entry.
1869.
15 April ...
19 May ...
28 July ...
6 August ...
4 October ...
6 October ..,
4 December
15 December
1970.
7 January ..,
29 January ...
14 February...
10 March ...
8 Apr il  ...
18 May ..,
4 June ,,,
4 June .,.
13 June
Ship.
Clarence ..,
Havilah ...
Martha  Ellen...
James Paterson
Leichhardt .,,
Havilah ...
Egmont ...
Egmont ...
Sea Ripple
Queensland
Queensland
Balelutha
Circe ... ..
Leichhardt „
Sir Isaac Newton
Sir Isaac Newton
Egmont ,,.
Master. Whence. Merchant.
Cottier  ... Brisbane ...  A. Hughes ...
Harley .. .  Bri sbane... AlexanderandCo.
Flemming ... Sydney ... F. L.  Barker ...
Darre ll ... Sydney ...  P. M. Marshall ...
Smith ... Bri sbane ...  W. Reid and Co.
Harley ... Brisbane ...  J. Palmer ...
Wall ... ...  Sydney  ...  Page and O'Rourke
wall... ...  Sydney  ...  W. Pattison ...
Heldon
Cottier
Cottier
Hill ... ..
Scaplehorne
Brookes
Mackay
Mackay
Darrell
Sydney ... A. Feels ... ...
Brisbane ... Wing Wah ...
Brisbane ...  Davies andlackson
Sydney ...  W. Reid and Co.
Sydney ... Wing Wuh ...
Brisbane ...  Jas.  Cliapple  ...
Brisbane ...  Jas. Chapple ...
Brisbane ..:  Hen ri ques
Sydney  ...  Wing Wah
Mark Number and
and Numbers . Description ofPackages.
H No. 8
213
P $
215
A s
220
M
220
F No. 2
225
K No. 2
225
U
230
D $
231
S
232
R 1.3.4,
233
N
234
N No. 1
235
S No. 2
236
U 4.9
239
B
241
E 2.3.4
241
S  1.2
241
Imported quantity and
description of goods.
1 box . .. ...  115 lbs. tobacco
2 boxes 197 lbs. tobacco
3 boxes ...  286 lbs. tobacco
1 package  ...  79 lbs. tobacco-
1 hhd.... ... 50 galls. brandy
11 cask  ...  26 galls. wine
11 box ... 120 lbs. tobacco
2; casks ... 51  galls. Rine
5 cases...
3 qr. casks
16 cases
it tierce
91, galls. wine
82,!, galls. brandy
,..  311,0 galls. wine
... 397 lbs. tobacco
1 hhd.... ...  55,% galls. wine
21 casks  ...  55 galls. wine
1 cask ... 26 ga lls. wine
3-1 casks  ...  89-? galls .  whisky
2 boxes ... 242  lbs. tobacco.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of  Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane , July, 1873.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
91AKE Notice,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
I  provisions  of  "The  Real  Property Act of  1861." An person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of  saiyd Act,  on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Desc ri ption and Situation of Land .  Name  of Applicant.
1 rood 26 1  perches, being subdivisions 10 and 13 of
portion 83 ; parish  of North  Brisbane ,  county of
Stanley
I rood, being all otment 6 of section 91 ; parish and
town of Maryborough, county of March
181, perches ,  being re-subdivision A of subdivisions 3
and 4 of block 5 of eastern suburban allotments 70
and 71; parish of North Brisbane, county of Stanley
1 rood ,  being all otment 1 of section 103, parish and
town of Maryborough, county of Stanley
NOTICE.
R. W. J. SCOTT is re-appointed Poundkeeper
at Taroom ,  for twelve months from  the 12th
July instant.
For the Bench,
EDMUND MOREY,
Acting Police Magistrate.
Police Office,
Taroom, 8th July, 1873.
MR. FRANCIS GRANT MACB:AY was this day
re-appointed Poundkeeper at Roma, for the
ensuing twelve months.
WM. OSBORNE NORRIS,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
William  Fairfax
Philip Weinhiemer ...
Jane  Gray,  otherwise Dunn
The Corporation of the
Queensland National Bank
(Limited)
Date  within which  a Caveat
may be lodged.
26th August, 1873.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
NOTICE is hereby given , that Mr.  GEORGE
SALES has been appointed Bailiff of the
Metropolitan District Court holden at Mary-
borough,  vice  Mr. Robert F. O'Callaghan,  resigned.
By Order,
STANLEY G. HILL,
Registrar  Metropolitan District Court,
Maryborough.
Maryborough, 2nd July, 1873.
N OTICE is hereby given ,  that Mr .  GEORGE
EALEs has been appointed Bailiff of the
Sma ll  Debts Court holden at  Ma borough,  vice
Mr. Robert F. O'Callaghan ,  resigned.
By Order of the Bench,
STANLEY G. HILL,
Registrar Sma ll  Debts Court,
Maryborougb.
Court House ,  Police Office,
Roma , 17th July,  1873. Maryborough , 7th July, 1873.
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Surveyor -General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  16th July, 1873.
IT is hereby notified that the Upset Price of
Portions 5, 6, and 71, in the Parish of Burrum,
proclaimed for sale by auction, at Maryborough, on
t'_e 18th August, 1873, as Lots 39, 40, and 41, has
Bann raised to £1 per acre.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor -General.
Court House, Warwick,
18th July, 1873.
IT is hereby notified that, on the 6th day of May,
1873, Mr. W. G. WATT was duly appointed
Inspector of Weights and Measures for the Town
and District of Warwick.
By order of the Bench of Magistrates,
GEORGE W. DODWELL,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Before his Honor Sir JAMES  COCKLE, Chief Jus-
tice, Judge.
WEDNESDAY,  23RD  JULY, 1873.
REGINA v. " CRISHNA."
THE Attorney- General moves for decree for pay-
ment of the seizors' bill of costs as taxed out
of the proceeds  of the sale ,  and states  that  proceeds
not subject to appeal are sufficient  to cover the
bill. Stands over till to- morrow.
THURSDAY,  24TH  JULY,  1873.
REGINA v. "CRISHNA."
The Attorney- General renews his application of
yesterday ,  for payment of costs incurred by the
Proctor for the Queen, as taxed by the Registrar.
He also applies for monition on Broomfield and
Whittaker ,  to pay their costs as taxed. There
being no appeal in their case, monition granted.
Ordered that the Proctor for the Queen be paid
his costs from proceeds in Court - he undertaking
to pay into Court the costs when received from
Broomfield  and Whittaker.
John  Mackenzie Shaw ,  Esquire, Registrar
Supreme Court ,  to act as Registrar during the
temporary absence of the Registrar at Toowoomba,
as Associate  to the Chief  Justice.
Court adjourned  till MONDAY, 4th August,
1873.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
The Chief  Justice's Chambers,
Supremd Court House,
Brisbane,  24th July, 1873.IT is hereby notified,  that JOHN NICHOLSON,
Esquire, Clerk of Petty  Sessions  at Mackay,
has been appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits,
&c., such Commission being determinable on his
ceasing to hold the above appointment at Mackay.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honor the Chief Justice.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will  of Joseph  Rankin ,  late of Maryborough,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  gentleman, de-
ceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  application will 'be made to the said Honor-
able Court ,  that Probate of the last Wi ll  and Tes-
tament of the above -named Joseph Rankin may be
granted to Peter Graham ,  of Maryborough afore-
I'Vaid,  merchant ,  and Jens August Bogild, of
Charleville, Tinana Creek ,  near Maryborough,
aforesaid ,  planter, the Executors mentioned in the
said Wi ll .
Dated this 22nd day of July ,  A.D. 1873.
JOHN P. LYONS,
In the Supreme Court of Queenslan
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Alexander Mjcler,n, late of Rock-
hampton, in the Colony of Queensland,  farmer,
deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above -named Alexander Maclean, deceased, may
be granted to John Mackenzie, and John Mackenzie
the younger, both of the Agricultural Reserve, near
Rockhampton ,  aforesaid ,  farmers, the Executors and
Trustees named in the said Will.
Dated at Rockhampton ,  this nineteenth day of
July, A.D. 1873.
REES R . JONES AND BROWN,
Fitzroy street ,  Rockhampton,
Proctors for the said Executors.
By their Agent-
W. E. MURPHY,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
507 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Wi ll  and Codicil of Robert Meecham, late
of Rockhampton ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
miner ,  deceased.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application  will  be made to this Honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Probate of the Will and Codicil of the above-
named Robert Meecham, deceased ,  may be granted
to John Davidson ,  of Rockhampton , in the Colony
of Queensland ,  laborer, the Executor named and
appointed  by the said Will.
Dated this eighteenth day of July, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
three.
WILLIAM KNOX D'ARCY,
Proctor for the said  John  Davidson.
By his Agent
WALTER HoRATIO  WILSON,
Queen street, Brisbane.
510  68.6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
T
AKE NOTICE,  that Plans of Distribution in
the undermentioned Estates now lie in the
office of Henry  John Whitley,  Official Assignee,
Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane ,  for the inspection
of creditors  ;  and any creditor or other person inter-
ested therein ,  objecting to the confirmation thereof,
must  lodge  a caveat in the office of the said Official
Assignee ,  stating the grounds of such their objec-
tions, on or before the 9th day of August next,
otherwise the said Plans of Distribution will, on
MONDAY,  the 11th day of August ,  be con-
firmed
In the Estate of Joseph Bewsher Rudd ,  a second
and  final dividend of Is.  0-&.d. in the 9.
In the Estate of Orr and Honeyman ,  a second
and final dividend of 7,'1d.  in the  E.
In the Estate of James Woods ,  a first and final
dividend of 8s. in the £.
In the Estate of Thomas Downey, a first
dividend of Is. 6d. in the £.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this 26th day of July, A.D.
1873.
Bazaar street, Maryborougb,
Proctor for the said Executors.
508 6s. 6d. 505
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of the Insolvency of Edward
Fanshawe Holley, formerly of Mount McCon-
nell, in  the Colony of Queensland, but now of
Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
ggentleman.
?r
f
OTICE is hereby given, that a Certificate of
Discharge under  " The Insolvency Act of
1861 " was, on the twenty-sixth day of May, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three, granted
by the Judge sitting in Insolvency, to the above-
named Edward Fansbawe Holley.
Dated the 24th day of July, A.D. 1873.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
499
Solicitors  for the Applicant,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
6s. 6d.
Iti the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Charles Barber,
of Rockhampton.
HEREAS the said James Charles Barber
was, on  the 21st day of July, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 28th day of July, A.D. 1873, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the 1st
day of September, A.D. 1873, to  commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
Estate, and for such other matters connected with
the Estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated  at Brisbane , the 24th day of July, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official  Assignee.
504
Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Mackay, of
Brisbane, house-painter.
W
EREAS the said James Mackay was, on
the 6th day of June, A.D. 1873, adjudged to
be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 1st day
of September, A.D.1873, to commence at 11 o'clock,
for the last examination of the Insolvent,  and unless
the Court shall otherwise direct, for the Insolvent
to make an application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 21st day of July, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W.  H. MISB:IN,
Official  Assignee.
506
Judge.
6s. 6d.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amuonts
£ s d
1873.
. .
July 21.- H. Smith  ... ... ... 1 0 0
„ 21.-Municipal Council, Maryborough ... 1 10 0
„ 22.-W. J. Scott ... ... ... 0 2 0
„ 22.-G. J. Boulter ... ... 0 1 0
„ 22.-G. H.  Brown ... ... 0 4 6
23.-R. Allnutt ... 0 1 4
24.-R. Fitzgerald ... ... 0 12 0
24.-F. G .  Mackay ... 0 4 0
25.-J. L . Denne.. . ... ... 0 4 0
25.-J. P. Lyons  ... ... ... 0 6 6
l lnpaunbingo.
C41' Poundlceepersarereminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stoek will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANPMAL;  and no such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied bq a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of . s
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Franklyn Vale, on the
18th July, 1873. Driving, 49. 2d. per head.
One bay mare, SH off shoulder, blotch mark near thigh,
star, near hind fetlock white ; foal at foot.
One ehesnut mare, like CS near shoulder.
One black  mare, star , AM near shoulder.
One grey horse ,  like JC near shoulder ,  like WE off
shoulder.
One bay mare, like M over WC  near  shoulder, like JM
conjoined near thigh ,  blotch near rump, sma ll  star,
off hind foot and near hind heel white.
One dark-bay mare, writing N near shoulder ,  blaze, two
hind feet white.
One brown mare, JC conjoined near shoulder, white face,
four white feet.
One brown  mare , C + near shoulder.
One bay filly, like RC under saddle near side, like C near
shoulder, blaze, two hind feet white.
One bay mare, like EB over WB near shoulder, 122
under saddle, B near thigh, off hind foot white.
One brown filly, GT1 near shoulder, star.
One black snare, like B over S near shoulder, W near
thigh, star.
If not released on or before the 15th August, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
502 12s.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Gubberamunda, on the
14th July, 1873, by order of James Lalor, Esquire,
J.P. Driving, 3s. 8d.
One grey horse, c. over N over JJ near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, snip, near hind foot white, like ER
conjoined, the E reversed off shoulder.
One bay  filly, 8 over CP near shoulder, 88 near thigh.
One black horse,  star, sma ll snip, indistinct brands like
CC over All over HF conjoined near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th August, 1873,
wi ll  be sold to de fr ay expenses.
F. G. MACKAY,  Poundkeeper.
503 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Bowen, from Happy Valley, on the
8th July, 1873, by F. R. Bode, Esquire. Driving,
4s.
One brown horse, like Y over ND near shoulder, CM off
shoulder, saddle-marked.
If not released on or before the 15th August, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
G. J. BOULTER, Poundkeeper.
600 1s.
1
IMPOUNDED  at Taroom , from Pundi, on the 9th July,
1873, by order of Chas. Goldin,  Esquire. Driving,
11s. 8d.
One brown  mare, D over a near shoulder, O off shoulder.
Impounded  same date , from Hornet Bank, by A. Scott,
Esq.  Driving, 10s.
One bay  horse, star, B near shoulder.
If not released on or before  the 15th August, 1873,
will be sold  to defray expenses.
W. J. SCOTT,  Poundkeeper.
501 2s.
I
MPOUNDED at Springsure ,  from Springsure Station,
on the 8th July, 1873, by order of Henry Richards,
Esquire. Driving, 4s . ;  damages, 2s .  6d. per head.
One  li ght bay horse ,  star, near hind foot white, JT near
shoulder.
One bay mare, black points, small star and snip ,  blotched
brand like OC over numb°r near ribs, blotched brand
off ribs.
One dark-brown or black horse, like SO  (the S  reversed)
near shoulder, like K off shoulder.
One black horse, like over R near shoulder, like ¢d
near rump. e,
If not released on or before the 15th August,  187,
wi ll  be sold to defray expenses.
JOSEPH L. DENNE,  Poundkeeper.
509 4s.
BRISBANE:
Printed and  Published by JAMES C.  BEAL, Government  Printer.
William street, 26th July, 1873.
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QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave , all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
G7overnor. .Privy  Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS the Parliament of Queensland
now stands Prorogued to Tuesday, the
fifth day of August instant : Now, I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
in pursuance of the power in  me vested , as Governor
of the said Territory, do hereby further Prorogue
the said Parliament to TUESDAY, the sixteenth
day of September now next  ensuing.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, this first day of August, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-three, and in the thirty-seventh
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS,  by "Tice Diseased Animals Act,"
WHEREAS,is,  amongst other things, enacted, that it
shall be lawful for the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  from  time to time, by
Proclamation, to prohibit, or put  restrictions on
the introduction  or importation  of cattle,  horses,
sheep, goats , pigs, poultry ,  and other  animals, or of
any one or  more  k in d of animals ,  into the colony
of Queensland, or into any district thereof, from
such places ,  and during  such times as might appear
necessary . And whereas  at an Intercolonial
Conference, held at Sydney, in the Colony of New
South Wales, during the months of January and
February last past, it  was resolved , " That the
Conference having taken into consideration the
great  danger to which Australian li ve stock are
exposed, from the importation  of animals from
countries in which infectious  diseases prevail, it was
resolved, that  it is  expedient to prohibit, for the
period of two years, the landing of cattle, sheep,
and pigs, from any places beyond the limits of the
Australasian Colonies, and that such prohibition
should take effect from and after the publication
of a notice in the London  Times."  And whereas
a notification to the above  effect , signed by the
Agent-General of the Colony of Queensland, on
behalf of, and by the authority of the Government
of Queensland, was published in the London
Times  newspaper, of the fifteenth of May last :
Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, in
pursuance of _ the provisions of the Act above
recited, and of all other powers  enab li ng me in
that behalf, do, by this my Proclamation, abso-
lutely prohibit and forbid the introduction or im-
portation of cattle, sheep, and pigs into the Colony
of Queensland, or any district thereof, from all
places beyond the limits of the Australasian Colo-
nies, for the term of two years from the date of
the publication of the notification bereinbefore
referred to in the London  Times  newspaper,  namely,
for the term of two ears from the fifteenth day of
May, in the year olour Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day
of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEENI
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QUEENSLAND  Proclamation by the Most
to wit. j Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Norman  y,
Earl of Musgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Musgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander .in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me  in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea  of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation  of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 30th July, 1873.
1 IS Excellency the Governor , with the advice
_. of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
MORGAN COUNTER GREENE
to be Clerk of Petty Sessions at George Town ;
such appointment to have effect from lat July
instant.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
MITCHELL .DOWNS, in the Police District of
Maranoa,
to be a place at which Courts  of Petty  Sessions
shall  be holden under the provisions  of the Act of
Council, 3 Wm . IV., No. 3.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1873.
H IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to accept the resignation of the commission
held by
ADAM MOFFATT. Esquire,
as First Lieutenant in No. 2 Battery of the Queens-
land Volunteer Artillery.
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Musgrave, ViscountNormanby,
and Baron Mulgrave of Mulgrave, all
in the County of York, in the Peerage
of the United Ringdom; and Baron
(L.s.) Musgrave of New Ross, in the County
NORMANBY, of Wexford, in the Peerage of Ireland ;
Governor .  a Member of Her Majesty's Most
Honorable Privy Council, Governor
and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of- Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
"The Diseases in Cattle  Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent  Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim  that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be  seized and  forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle , in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign..
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 29th July, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to accept the resignation of the commission
held by
JOHN FOWLES, Esquire,
as Lieutenant in No. 2 Company of the Queensland
Volunteer Rifle  Brigade.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
$risbane, 29th July, 1873.
HIS  Excellency the Governor has been pleasedto appoint, by commission under his Hand
and Seal:-
No. 2 Battery, Queensland Volunteer Artillery:-
To be Captain-JOHN WILLIAM BEDFORD,
Esquire,  vice  Captain Henry C. Stanley,
placed on unattached list.
Second Lieutenant WILLIAM KNIB HAvARD
to be First Lieutenant,  vice  Adam
Moffatt, resigned.
ALEXANDER DUNCAN CAMPBELL,  Esquire, to
be Second Lieutenant, vice William Seib
Havard, promoted.
No. 3 Company, Queensland Volunteer Rifle
Brigade:-
To be Captain-Lieutenant WALTER HEN-
SHAW SNELLING,  vice  William Lambert
Fowles, resigned.
No. 5 Company, Queensland Volunteer Rife
Brigade:-
To be First Lieutenant-Second Lieutenant,
JOHN SKINNER.
To be-Second Lieutenant-MARTIN L. Ross,
Esquire.
A. H. PALMER.GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation by the Most
to wit .  Honorable Gaoaaa AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of  Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County  of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANDY, of Her  Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council,  Governor and Com.
mander -in-Chief  of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of the Act
31 Victoria, No. 46,  respect ing  the Alienation of
Crown Lands, I, the Governor  aforesaid , with the
advice  of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim  that the following Lots of Land
will be offered by public  auction , for lease for five
years, at the  undermentioned  place , at Eleven
o'clock, on the day specified, at the  upset price
affixed to each Lot respectively.
SALE OF FRONTAGE ALLOTMENTS FOR
WHARF PURPOSES AT THE POLICE OFFICE,
ST. LAWRENCE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE' 16TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1873.
County of Murchison, P arish  of St.  Lawrence, town
of Port St.  Lawrence.
no.
of
Lot.
1
2
3
R. I..
2 124
3 124
4.124
Price
per Lot
per
Annum.
0
3
3
Description of each Lot.
The upper  boundary,  commencing at a
point one hundred and fifty links from
centre of Government Wharf, thence
downwards four chains, with an ave-
rage depth of one chain.
The  tapper bounda ry ,  commencing  five
hundred and  fifty links from  centre of
Government Wharf ,  thence downwards
four chains ,  with an average depth of
one chain.
The upper boundary, commencing nine
hundred and  fifty  links from the centre
of Government Wharf, thence down-
wards four chains, with an average
depth of one chain.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of -Normaijby,
Earl of Mulgrave, `"scount Nor-
manby, and Barer-. B'lulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and Baron Muigrave of
New Ross, in the Count7 of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
wander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after THURSDAY, the
twenty-first day of August, 1873, at the Land
Offices of the districts in which they are respectively
situated.
Register LandNo. of Name of Lessee. Area. Agent'sApplica- District.tion.
882 Wm. Pointon, junr....
A. R. P.
100 0 0 Brisbane
1,062 H. Otte ... ... 45 0 0 ditto
144 Jas. Cane ... ... 100 0 0 Beenleigh
319 Wm. Brown ... .. 100 0 0 Warwick
608 Hy. Bott ... ... 160 0 0 ditto
646 Mary J.  Flanagan ... 51 2 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAV & THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all  in the  County  of
York,  in the Peerage  of the nited
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council , Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of  the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
1 Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after THURSDAY, the
seventh day of August, 1873, at the Land Offices
of the districts in which they are respectively
situated.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of  Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
311 W. Gillis ,,,
319 W. Pointon
A. R. P.
99 0 0
80 0 0
Toowocmb a
Beenleigh
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this second day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND , I Proclamation  by The Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
N.S.)
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
wander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE. Marquis of N ormanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be, and are hereby set apart, as Homestead Areas,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, as Home-
steads , and not otherwise, at the Toowoomba Land
Office,  on and after  THURSDAY, the seventh day
of August, 1873.
No. of Port ions. Parish. Area.
A. R. r.
143, 144, and 145
No. of Selectio n.
Toowoomba  ... 120 0 0
I
Lessee. Area District.
A. R. P.
440 S.  R. Davis 160 0 0 Toowoomba.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Govern-
ment House , Brisbane, this second day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, I Proclamation by the Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of " • Th  Crown
J,ands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGTTSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of ormanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lauds hereunder
described shall be  open  to Selection ,  under the
provisions  of the said  Act, on and after  TUESDAY,
the fifth day of August,  1873, at the Cardwe ll
Land Office.
Description of the boundaries of land resumed out
of the Herbert Yale Run, Kennedy  District,
under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868."
44,862 acres.
Commencing at the  junction of Elphinstone
Creek with the Herbert River, and  bounded thence
on the south-west by that creek  upwards to its
junction with Broadwater Creek; thence by that
creek upwards to its head in Rockingham Bay
Range ; on the north by that  range easterly to
Dalrymple Gap ; on the east by Mount Leech
Range southerly to the north boundary of Lanner-
cost Run ; on the south by that boundary bearing
west about 645 chains to the head of Midway
Creek ; thence by that creek downwards to its
junction with'the Herbert River; and thence by
that river downwards to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of 640 acres applied for as a
Pre-emptive Selection, No. 95, and known as the
Long Pocket.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three,  and in  the thirty-
sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN l
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
W
EREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose, notice thereof shall be published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY, WALLOON.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion  603.
10 acres 38  perches.
Commencing  on a road one  chain wide, at the
west corner of portion 602, and bounded  thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing 225 degrees,
nine chains and thirty-two links to another road
one chain wide ; on the south- west  by that road,
bearing 135 degrees,  eleven chains  and two links;
on the south- east  by a line bearing forty-five
degrees,  nine chains  and thirty-two links ; and on
the north-east by the National School Reserve,
bearing 315  degrees ,  eleven chains  and one link to
the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  NATIONAL  SCHOOL SITE , WALLOON.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon,  portion
602.
10 acres 36 perches.
Commencing  on a road  one chain wide, at the
west corner of portion 600, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing 225 degrees,
nine chains and thirty links ; on the south-west by
the Cemetery Reserve, bearing 1:i5 degrees, eleven
chains and one link ; on the south-east by a line
bearing forty-five degrees, nine chains and thirty
links; and on the north-east by portions 600 and
601, bearing 315 degrees, eleven chains to the
point of commencement,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1873.
I
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for Public  purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
POLICE RESERVE, MILLCHESTEE.
17 acres 3 roods 30 perches.
Commencing at a point 102 links north 312
degrees west of south corner of Bank of New South
Wales, at corner of the Main'street ; thence bounded
by a line bearing 40 degrees 55 minutes north-east
1,038 links ; thence by  a line  bearing south 218
degrees 63 minutes west 1,467 links ; thence by a
line bearing south 132 degrees east 1,417 links,
along the side of the street, to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved and set apart for a Rail.
way Reserve.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES NEAR  CLIFTON
RAILWAY STATION.
County of  Aubigny ,  parish of Elphinstone,
portion No. 132.
165 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 131, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion bearing north
forty-six chains and fifty links ; on the north by a
line bearing east thirty-three chains and twenty
links ; on the east by lines bearing 157 degrees
thirty minutes two chains and sixty links, 166
degrees ten chains and nineteen links, 182 degrees
thirteen chains and five links, and 186 degrees
twenty-one chains and twenty links to the aforesaid
road ; and on the south by that road bearing west
thirty-four chain's to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOE  CAMPING.
Dawson Crossing, Pernambuco Run.
640 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Dawson
River at a point bearing north forty-four degrees
thirty minutes east, and distant about ninety chains
from the junction of Herbert's Creek with said
river, said point being at intersection of said river
by the north boundary of the Reserve for Public
purposes as  published in the  Government Gazette
under notice dated 7th June, 1872; bounded
thence on the south by a west line 100 chains ;
thence by a north line sixty-five chains ; thence
by an east line five chains to the left bank of
the Dawson River ; and thence by the said river
upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES, LYTTLETON
CREE&, GYMPIE ROAD.
County of Canning, parish of Bribie.
100 acres.
Commencing on Lyttleton Creek at the  crossing
of the Gympie road and bounded thence on the
west by that road northerly to the road forming
the south boundary of portion 11; on the north by
that road easterly about thirty chains ; on the east
by a line bearing South to Lyttleton Creek ; and on
the south by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOE TIMBER  FOR  ROAD PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish of Sedron, portion  596.
317 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and fifty
links wide at the south-east corner of portion 594,
and bounded thence on the north-east by that road,
bearing 130 degrees five chains and twenty links,
160 degrees seven chains and eighty-one links, 166
degrees nineteen chains and seventy-two links
south ten chains and twenty-five links, and 150
degrees ten chains and sixty-five links ; on the
south by aline bearing west nineteen chains ; on
the south- east  and south-west by lines and a road
bearing 243 degrees five chains and eighty-five
links, 176 degrees three chains and sixty-seven
links, 241 degrees one chain and sixty-five links,
298 degrees one chain and twenty links, 241 de-
grees four chains and forty-five links, 293 degrees
eight chains and ninety-seven links, 307 degrees
four chains and forty-four links, nineteen degrees
one chain and forty links, 333 degrees one chain
and ninety-six links ; 286 degrees thirty minutes
six chains and seventy-eight links, 326 degrees
three chains and seven links, 279 degrees nine
chains and sixty-eight links, 255 degrees five chains
and eighty-seven links, 291 degrees five chains, and
263 degrees one chain and twenty-eight links ; on
the west by a line bearing north forty-three chains ;
and on the north by a line bearing east fifty-four
chains and fifty links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
OT1CE is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant
mentioned in the Schedule hereunder written,
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Titles to Land Act of  1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, by an instrument endorsed on such Deed of
Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony,
describe the land intended to be granted, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, it shall
be taken to have been inserted in the Grant, and in
every Deed containing the erroneous description,
and such Grant and every such Deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant.-16th  March, 1864.
Name of Grantees.--Frederick  William Dunsdon,
and Samuel Henry Dunsdon.
Description of Land Granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in Our said Territory, containing by
admeasurement seventy-seven  acres,  be the same
more or less, situated in the county of Aubigny,
and parish of Toowoomba, portion 60, in the Too-
woomba Agricultural Reserve, commencing at the
north-east corner of portion 26, on the-left bank of
Gowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the west by
the eastern boundary line of that portion and of part
of portion 69, bearing  south thirty-oae  chains to a
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road one chain  wide ; on the south by that road
bearing east  forty-five chains to Gowrie Creek ; and
on the north-east by that creek downwards to the
point  of commencement,-being the land proclaimed
as Lot. 56, on the 18th September, 1861.
Correct description of Land  intended to be
granted .-County  of Aubigny, parish of Toowoomba,
C
No. 60, in the Toowoomba Agricultural
Reserve ,  containing 112 acres- commencing at the
north- east  corner  of portion No. 26, on the left
bank of Gowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the
west by the eastern boundary line of that portion
and of part of portion No. 69, bearing south forty
chains and  sixty-nine links to a road one chain wide ;
on the south by that road bearing east forty-four
chains and  twenty links to Gowne Creek; and on
the north-east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of party applying for Instrument.-Fred.
erick William Dunsdon.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th June, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any•Crown lands  are per-
manently  reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently  set apart  for Customs purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS PURPOSES AT BUNDABEEG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, town of Bun-
daberg, allotments 6 and 7 of section  26.
2 roods 29 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the' north cor ier of allotment No. 3,
and bounded thence on the south-west by the
north-east boundary of allotment 3 south-easterly
one chain and eighty-four links to Quay street ; on
the south-east by Quay street north-easterly four
chains  ; on the north-east by the south-west boun-
dary line of allotment 9 north-westerly at right
angles to Quay street one chain and sixty-seven
links to Burnett River ; and on the north-west by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands Hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved  for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PURPOsRB  AT TOWNSVILLE.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah,
town  of Townsville. Allotment 17 of section 6.
1 acre.
Commencing at the south corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the south-wA%t by Stoker
street north -westerly five chains to Walker street ;
on the north-west by that street north-easterly at
right angles to Stokes street two chains ; on the
north-east  by south-west boundary  lines  of allot.
ments  1 and 16 south-easterly parallel with Stokes
street five chains to Sturt street ; and on the south-
east by that street south-westerly two chains to
the point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  5th  June, 1873.
W
' I7 HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
11  "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof sha ll  be published  in  the
(Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is  hereby given ,  that  at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will  be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect  to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A PRIMARY SCHOOL AT NORMANBY.
County of Churchill,  parish  of Normanby.
2 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing 307 degrees ,  and distant one chain from
the west corner of portion 58, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that  road bearing  thirty-
seven degrees five chains; on the north-east by a
line bearing 307 degrees four chains ; on the north.
west by a line bearing 217 degrees five chains to
another road one chain wide, and on the south-west
by that  road bearing 127 degrees four chains to the
point of  commencement.
RESERVE  FOR A.  PRIMARY SCHOOL AT TENT HILL.
County of Churchill, parish of  Gatton.
4 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Blackfellow's
Creek at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the north by that road
bearing west seven chains and fourteen links, on
the west by a line bearing south three chains and
eighty links, on the south-west by lines bearing
121 degrees five chains and twenty-four links, and
eighty degrees three chains and ninety-three links
to the aforesaid creek, and on the east by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1873.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth clause of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published  in the  Government
Gazette  fo (thirteen consecutive  weeks  : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder  described will be
permanently  reserved  for the purposes  named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  A.  HOSPITAL  AT STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe, allotments 1, 2, 3, and 22, of
section  10.
2 acres 17 perches.
Commencing at the south- west  corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by Short
street northerly four chains and fifty links ; on the
north by the south boundary lines of allotments
4 and 7 easterly at right  angles to  Short street four
chains and seventy links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 21 southerly parallel
with Short  street  four chains and fifty links to
Connor  street; and  on the south by that street
westerly four  chains and  seventy links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY AT WESTWOOD.
County. of Pakington,  parish  of Westwood,
portion  40.
15  acres.
Commencing  at the intersection of two roads
each two chains  wide, and bounded thence on the
north by one of said roads  bearing east sixteen
chains and  forty-five links to  a road one chain and
a-half wide; on the east by that road bearing south
nine chains and  twelve links ; on the south by
portion 41 bearing  west sixteen chains  and forty-
five links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the west by that road bearing north  nine chains
and twelve  links to the  point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A MAGAZINE AT TOWNSVILLE,
CLEVELAND BAY.
County of Riphinatone.
Redclif Island, situated in Cleveland Bay, in
east longitude  one hundred and forty -six degrees
fifty minutes  forty-two  seconds, and  south latitude
nineteen degrees fifteen minutes and  twenty-eight
seconds.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th May, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purpose named with respect
to each.
J.  MAT ON  THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOE HARBOR PURPOSES AT TOWNSVILLE
(CLEVELAND BAY).
County of Elphinstone, parish of .Coonambelah
23 acres.
Commencing on the shore of Cleveland Bay at
a point bearing north sixty degrees twenty-four
minutes west  and distant  about -four chains from
the north corner of the Hospital Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south-west by a line and the
north-east boundary of that reserve, bearing south
sixty degrees twenty-four minutes east about
thirteen  chains and  fifty links  to a sma ll  salt-
water creek ; on the south-east by that creek
downwards to Cleveland Bay ; and on all other
sides by the shore of that bay northerly, westerly,
and south -westerly to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A. QUARRY FOR ROAD PURPOSES, AT
ROCKHAMPTON AGRICULTURAL  RESERVE.
County of Livingstone, parish of Nicholson,
portion 64.
62 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
south by one of said roads bearing east forty
chains  to another road one chain  wide  ;  on the east
by that  road bearing  north thirteen chains ; on the
north by portion sixty-five bearing west forty
chains to the other aforesaid road ; and on the
west  by that  road bearing  south thirteen chains to
the point  of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
W
EREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid " Peel Island," Moreton Bay, will be per-
manently reserved for Public purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1873.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesai, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Road purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  ROAD PURPOSES TO GIVE  ACCESS TO
PORTION 26 B, KANGAROO POINT.
All that piece of land situated in the county of
Stanley, parish of South Brisbane, being subdivisions
twenty-two and twenty-four of eastern suburban
allotment thirty-five ,  containing  by admeasuremen
nineteen  perches and two-tenths of a perch ,  more oa
less, commencing in a street  at the south-east
corner of subdivision twenty, and bounded thence
on the south by that  street bearing  north seventy-
nine  degrees east  one chain  and twenty links; on the
east  by the west boundary line of subdivision
twenty-six, bearing north eleven degrees west one
chain ; on the north by a line at right  angles one
chain and twenty links south-westerly; and on the
west by the east boundary line of subdivision
twenty bearing south eleven degrees east one chain
to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for general information
that in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous, before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments  must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the  lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  7th January, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners  of Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance  of the fourth section of the
above-recited  Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following dates:-
MORETON  DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba , on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick,  on the second
Wednesdaylin each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
A t the Land Office, Condamine,  the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the firs
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every  alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence,  on the  first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY  AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
&t the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in Fe1 ruary, 1873, and every alternate
month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
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At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed.
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BUBKE.
At the Land Office, Norman River Settle-
ment, on the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MABANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
sv the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
clay in February, 1873, and thereafter onthe
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHAEDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, andthereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner  for the  District of Darling
Downs South ,  will, on the first  TUESDAY  in every
month ,  hold his Court Sittings ,  as prescribed in the
sixth clause  of the  Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October ,  1872 ,  at Stanthorpe.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
ERSOB S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 1st July, 1873.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the proposed new
line, Northern Railway, from  30 miles  Westwood,
to 38 miles 40 chains (near Goganjo Creek), has
been approved and confirmed without any  altera-
tion ; and that in pursuance of the 17th section of
the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend
to proceed with the construction of the line, North.
ern Railway, from 30 miles to 38 miles 40  chains,
according to the Map or Plan and Book of Reference
so confirmed, to be seen at this Office, and copy
thereof at the Office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions
at Rockhampton.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Roads Branch,
Brisbane, 25th March, 1873.
aTOTICE is hereby given, that any person or
1' persons removing any stone, gravel, loam, or
other material from any public road, or who, by the
careless  use of fire, shall injure or destroy any
bridge or culvert, or damage any approaches thereto,
or who shall fall any timber across any public road,
or injure any road by drawing timber along it,
otherwise than on wheels, will be proceeded against
as the law directs.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
THE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
showing  the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL  LEASES  ACT OF 1869."
IP is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the 41st section of "  The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869" for renewed leases for four-
teen years of the  runs in  the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his.office. These Applica-
tions  will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing
leases, as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Ckisf Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LOCK-UP, GLADSTONE.
f vIENDERS will be received at this Office until
I Four o'clock on FRIDAY, the 15th August
next, from persons willing to contract for erection
of Lock-up at Gladstone.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Lock-up,
Gladstone."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, or at the Court House, Gladstone.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ; and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security
for the due performance of the Contract in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and under-
taking in that event that he 'will execute and
deliver at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the.
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
1WM. HENRY WALSH.
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Department of Public Works,
Gold Fields Branch,
Brisbane, 28th July, 1873.
j T is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Miners' Rights and
Business Licenses have been returned  as issued in
the Gold Fields Districts respectively specified.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
CHARTERS TOWERS, CAPE, AND BROUGHTON
GOLD FIELDS.
During the Month ended 30th June, 1873.
MrNSas' RiGHTS.
No. Name.
56,316 Andy Thompson
56,317 J. Hynes
56,318 J.  Scholas
56,319 A. Doherty
56,320  M. Holmes
56,321 Daniel Grant
56,322 John  Saunders
56,323 F. Otleap
. 56,324 G. Sheppitch
56,325  E. Coane
56,326 Charles Coane
56,327 William Minihan
56,328 John Roberts
56,329 William Mahon
56,330 Louis Gergig
56,331 James Devlin
56,332 J. C. Ross
66,333 Hugh Gebbie
56,334 John Brooks
66,335 W. D. Banerle
56,336 J. M. Macrossan
56,337 M. McPhail
56,338 William Parker,
56,339 John Gallon
66,340 H. Jennings
56,341 Matthew Martin
56,342 E. Swords
56,343 Geo. Stevens
56,344 Pat Taylor
56,345 Henry Bethel
66,346 Henry Wolf
56,347 Ross Robinson
56,348 John Meehan
56,349 William Tough
66,350 Robert Louis
56,351 Thomas Green
66,352 Nicholas Lero
56,353 Patrick Mackin
56,354 James Norman
56,355 Old T. Lude
56,356 James Midson
56,357 Patrick Kinnirk
56,358 Sarah Leich
56,359 Daniel Gilchrist
66,360 H. H. White
56,361 Fritz Nelson
66,362 Peter Millins
56,363 Owen Pritchard
56,364 Thomas Wild
56,365 William Toll
56,366 Francis Benwell
56,367 K. Clarke
56,368 Fredk. Wright
56,369 John Hewitt
56,370 James Woolsey
56,371 E. Lambert
56,372 Alexander Burns
66,373 Thomas Rani
56,374 Frederick Kroger
65,375 T. McGuire
66,376 J. McCormack
56,377 F. F. Gray
66,378 F. A. Martial
56,379 Joseph Joyce
56,380 Michael Joyce
66,381 John Bracewell
66,382 Andrew Deihm
56,383 Joseph Gomersall
56,384 Henry Brandon
56,385 George Ryle
66,386 George Tough
56,387 George Tough
56,388 C. Halpin
No. Name.
66,389 E . Pendlebury
56,390 A. B. Carr
56,391  A. T. F. Wheeler
56,392 James Selwyn
56,393 Pat  McGarry
66,394  P. Brady
66,395 N .  Parish
56,396  T. McQuillan
56,397 T.  McQuillan
56,598 Alex . Thompson
56,399 Alex. Thompson
56,400 Julian  Le Breton
56,401 J. Castelo
56,402 W. Casleto
66,403 James Foreman
56,404 T. A. Hopkins
56,405 Henry Simpson
56,406 Peter Hansen
56,407 D. T. Boner
66,408 Henry Harden
66,409 John Line
66,410 Ali Foy
56,411 Ali Jung
56,412 An Sam
66,413 Ah Sam
56,414 Ali Smee
56,415 Wm. Jenkins
56,416 John Jenkins
56,417 Henry Bethel
66,418 Peter Pierce
56,419 Pat Williams
56,420 H. McLaughlan
56,421 Duncan McGregor
56,422 Robert Noary
56,423 James Moffat
66,424 Michael Gunn
56,425 Ah Hong
56,426  T. McGuire
56,427 J. Carrot
56,428 E. Borghen
56,429 John Thomas
56,430 Felix McCann
56,431 J.  D. Ross
56,432 Henry Seeger
56,433 Louis Borghero
56,434 M. Leader
56,435 F. D'Ottilie
56,436 R. Byrnes
56,437 Hugh Connelly
56,438 Michael Smith
56,439 Fred. Wolfe
56,440 James Toohey
56,441 James Neaves
56,442 Samuel Near
56,443 John  Haswell
56,444 C. B. Brim
56,445 John Flynn
56,446 C. D. Keane
56,447 J. i,. Drain
56,448 Albert Chambers
56,449 Duncan McLellan
56,450 E. Walsh
56,451 W. T. Donovan
56,452 H. A. Richardson
56,453 David J. Edwards
56,454 John Mille
66,455 Thomas  Roberts
66,456 A. Wockner
56,467 Julius Bage
56,458 Batfel Bade
56,459 Bernard Gileni
56,460 W. C. Taylor
66,461 Pietro  Pedretti
CHAwTaas Towsas, CAPS,  AND BaouGuToN Gorm
Frame-continued.
MIN=s'  RIGHTS,- continued.
No. Name.
56,462 Edmond Hoare
56,463 L. T. Dahl
56,464 Samuel Salisbury
56,465 John Endersby
56,466 Robert Young
56,467 Hugh Carey
56,468 James Kirk
56,469 John  Henderson
56,470 Thomas Walsh
56,471 John Quinlan
56,472 John Fraser
56,473 Alexander Poro
56,474 John Kirk
56,475 Jules Le Noir
56,476 Jules Le Noir
56,477 Fred. Chandler
56,478 J. Maxwell
56,479 R. 1. Moxham
66,480 William Mark
56,481 William Hill
56,482 William Hamilton
56,483 John Jones
56,484 P. Carrot
66,485 R. Mal
66,486 John Rolland
56,487 John Fallon
56,488 Arthur McElemel
56,489 James Hogan
66,490 John A. Hay
56,491 Kennedy O'Brien
No. Name.
56,492 James Roberts
56,493 William Kensley
56,494 James McGregor
56,495 Robert Chambers
56,496 Gustave Carlbach
56,497 Philip Somers
50,498 Harry Plant
56,499 Joseph Johnson
56,500 Clour Moller
56,601 Patrick Blake
56,502 Charles Morris
66,503 August Haumaut
66,504 David Nagle
56,505 Edwin Wilks
56,751 Henry Knighton
56,752 Henry Knighton
56,753 J. Hanrahan
56,754 J. Hanrahan
56,765 James Rishton
56,756 E. Davis
56,757 George Davis
56,758 Henry Williams
66,769 Edward Palmer
56,760 John Thomas
66,761 John Thomas
56,762 Henry Bethel
66,763 James Egan
56,764 John McGill
56,765 William Kennedy
56,766 Samuel Coombe
Buaus ss LICENSae.
No. Name.  No. Name.
4,391 C. D. Keane 4,408 E. Borghero
4,392 William Dorrat 4,409 Israel Leinel
4,393 Robert Coulter 4,410 On War, Jan, & Co.
4,394 Watson  Bros . 4,411 Wm. Richardson
4,395 Geo. Schultz 4,412 William Pocock
4,396 Gee Wah 4,413 Jimmy Ah Fee
4,397 W. A. Ross & Co. 4,414 Sin Wah
4,398 J. E. Lavery 4,415 Tommy Ah Boo
4,399 Charles Carr 4,416 Gee Hap
4,400 James Higginson 4,417 R. Binder
4,401 Fredk. Pogson 4,418 J. W. Tully
4,402 William Crane 4,419 Lin Hap
4,403 Ah Qui 4,420 E. M. Noone
4,404 John Hogsflesh 4,421 Sun You Lee
4,405 He Can 4,422 Thomas Mowbray
4,406 Ah Foo 4,423 Sin Wah I.
4,407 Donald Forbes 4,224 Patrick Hishon
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to th  Notice ssued from thePublic Works Department, dated 10t
June, 1873, folio 947,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a New Road from Ipswich towards
Wivenhoe, parish of North, county of Churchill,
and no objections having been received to the same :
Nonce is given , in accordance with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at
the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intend.
ing to claim compensation in respect of the said
road, are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-2086.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W V VT
ITH reference to the Notice dated 12th June,
1 1873, folio 947,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a New Road from Tinana Creek
to Tincan Bay, parish of Bidwell, county of March :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Maryborugh ; and all persons intend-
ing to  claim compensation  in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1941.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 15th
March, 1873, folio  525, Government Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of a New Road from Warwick
to Ipswich, through Glengallen Pre-emptives, Nos.
59, 60, 61, 62, parishes of Glengallen and Deuchar,
county of Merivale, and no objections having been
received to the same: Notice is hereby given, in ac-
cordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the
said portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the office of the Surveyer-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, War-
wick ; and all persons intending to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1951.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W1J 7 ITH reference to the Notice issued from the111 Public Works Department, dated 26th
March ,  1873 ,  folio 589,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a New Road from Ipswich to
Eden Station, parish of Goodna, county of Stanley,
and no objections having been received to the
same  : Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at  the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane, and the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all
persons intending to claim compensation in respect
of the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must  be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner
and form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-702.
Department of Pub lic Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference  to the Notice ,  issued  fr om the
Public  Works  Department ,  dated 18th March,
1873,  folio 543,  Government Gazette ,  relative to the
opening of a New Road from Westbrook Home-
stead Area to portion 9, parish of Westbrook,
county of  Aubigny, and no objections having
been received to the same : Notice is hereby
given ,  in accordance with the Act 4 Wil liam IV.,
No. 11, that His  Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and the
Police Office, Drayton  ;  and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will  be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-628.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
r ITH reference to the Notice issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 2nd June,
1873, folio 948,  Government Gazette,  relative to
the opening of a New Road from Gympie Road to
Rush Creek, parishes of Redcliffe and Whiteside,
county of Stanley, and no objections having
been received to the  same :  Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Brisbane ; and all persons intending to
claim  compensation in respect of the said  road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above  referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
73.1957.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 27th
May, 1873, folio 880,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a New Road from.Warwick
Agricultural Reserve up Emu Creek to Warwick
Register No. 485, parish of Robinson, county of
Merivale, and no objections having been received
to the same : Notice is hereby given, in accordance
with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the
said portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be  seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-
General,  Brisbane , and the Police Office, Warwick ;
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and all  persons : intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are  provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from  such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1797.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
' T ITH  reference  to the Notice, issued from the
 1 Public Works Department, dated 19th
May, 1873, folio 911,  Government Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of a New Road through Selec-
tion No. 125, parish of Basset, county of Carlisle,
and no objections  having been received to the
same : Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said. por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane, and the Police Office, Mackay; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of the
said road , are hereby reminded that notice must
be served upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1820.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice issued from thePublic Works Department, dated 8th April,
1873, folio 673,  Government Gazette,  relative to the
opening of a New Road from South Pine River
towards Sandgate, parish of Nundah, county of
Stanley, and no objections having been received to
the same: Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been pleased to confirm the said portion of
road ; and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are provided
in the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1220.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice issued from the
''1 9 Public Works Department, dated 8th April,
1873, folio 673,  Government  Gazette,  relative to the
opening of  a New Road from SandgateRoad through
portion  No. 195, parish of Kedron, and portion No.
4, parish of Nundah, county of Stanley, and no
objections having been received to thesame a
Notice is hereby given , in accordance  with the
Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons in-
tending to claim compensation in respect of the said
road, are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty
days from the date hereof,  in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be  forever fore-
closed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1222.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice issued fromthe Public Works Department, dated 18th
June; 1873, folio 973,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a New Road from Clifton Rail-
way Station to Cliftog Homestead  area,  parish of
Tooth, county of Aubigny, and no objections
having been received to the same : Notice is hereby
given,  in accordance  with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion of
road ; and it is therefore hereby declared ex-
pedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at  the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Drayton ;  and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in  such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from  such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-3129.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD- SECOND NOTICE.
W reference  to the Notice issued from the1 1 Public Works Department ,  dated 8th April,
1873, folio 673,  Government Gazette,  relative to the
opening of a New Road from Cabulture Bridge to
Steamer Wharf ,  Cabulture  River,  parish of Canning,
county of Canning, and no objections  baying  been
received to the same :  Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road ; and it is there-
fore hereby declared expedient to open and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and the Police Office,
Brisbane  ;  and all  persons intending to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road ,  are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary ,  within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they
will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1221.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th  July,  1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice  issued  from the
Public Works Department, dated 19th
May, 1873, folio 853,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a New Road through Pre-emp-
tiFes 63 and 64, Glengallan Run, parish of Robin.
son, county of Merivale ,  and no objections having
been received to the same  : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance  with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to con=
firm the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Drayton ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as  are provided in the sixth
section  of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1526.
DESIGNS FOR PROPOSED WHARFAGE,
PETRIE'S BIGHT.
THE time for receiving Designs for theabove Work has been extended to Noon on
SATURDAY, the 30th August.
Enlarged plans  of the site of the proposed
Wharves can now be obtained at the office of the
Portmaster.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
Treasury,
Queensland , 10th July, 1873.
TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, ETC.
DESIGN FOR PROPOSED WHARFAGE.
1
THE Government  having in  contemplation the
Leasing of the River Frontage in Petrie's
Bight, Brisbane  River, with a view to the erection
there of Wharves,  according  to an approved plan,
hereby invite competitive designs for the same.
A premium of One Hundred pounds will be
awarded  for the  most  approved, and Fifty pounds
for the next approved,  design . The accepted
designs  to become the property of the Govern-
ment.
The principal objects and requirements sought
for in these  designs  are:-
1st. Permanency of structure.
2nd. Depth of water  sufficient  to allow a vessel
drawing 17 feet to float at low water, with a
depth at face of wharves of not less than 14 feet.
3rd. The greatest  possible accommodation for
shipping that the  site will admit  of without inter-
fering with  the navigation  of the river.
4th. Easy access for drays to and from the
wharves.
5th. Means of connecting the line of proposed
wharves  with those above, or that may at any future
time  be constructed below such wharves.
6th. Adaptability of design for use of tramways
along the  wharves , if such should be hereafter
required.
The drawings submitted by competitors must con-
sist  of a general plan drawn upon a scale of 30 feet
to one inch, showing the proposed arrangement of
wharves and site for warehouses, &c., connected
therewith, together with carefully prepared detail
drawings  showing method of construction, &c., upon
a scale of not less than  4 feet to 1 inch, with all
necessary dimensions  figured on. An estimate of
cost and  general specification  of the proposed works
must also accompany the designs.
A plan of the ground has been prepared by
Government, giving soundings of depth of water
along the proposed site of wharves, lithographic
copies of which can be obtained by intending
competitors  upon application to this Office.
Designs must be lodged at the Treasury by noon
on MONDAY, the 14th July,  and must have
appended to them a motto,  but no name  ; and with
the Design must be a separate  enclosure containing
the name of the Designer, and the  motto he has
appended to the Design.
Further particulars may be obtained from the
Portmaster, Captain G. P. HEATH, R.N.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 28th May, 1873.
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 10th June, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANS.
BRANCHES of the above  are now open  atAllora,
Banana, Beenleigh , Bowen  (Port Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla , Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Gympie,
Ipswich, Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Milchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Sh;pping Office
(Brisbane), Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per  annum on  the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200. the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or  in person , at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency' s Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
WHARF, BROAD SOUND.
T
ENDERS will be received  at this  Office until
Noon on SATURDAY, the 30th August
next, from persons willing to contract for the
construction of a Wharf at the Basin, St. Lawrence
Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Wharf,
Broad Sound."
Plan and  Specifications may be seen, and
further particulars obtained, at the Port Office,
Brisbane, and at the Harbor Offices at Rock-
hampton, Broad Sound, and Cleveland Bay.
Tenders must state the time within which it
is proposed to complete the work; and at the
foot of every Tender there must  be a memoran-
dum signed by the person tendering, agreeing to
deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of
Tender, for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that he will execute and
deliver at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor,
in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance, otherwise the 'en
der will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
G. P. HEATH, CommanderR.N.,
Portmaster.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st August, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads ; and all  persons who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing ,  within two months from this date.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SommuLE op RoAns TO  BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
Trustees.
A. R. P.
1 A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay Road separating port ions 69A, 69B, Cambooya 6 0 6
72A, and 72B,  fr om portions 68A,
68n, 73A,  and 73B
2 A. Hodgson and R.  Ramsay Road separating portions 67s, 67B, Cambooya 6 0 13
74A, and 74n, from  portions  66A,
66B, 660, 66D,  75A, 75B,  750, and
76D
3 A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay Road separating portions 81B, 81A, Cambooya ... ... 10 3 36
fr om 80A ,  80B, and 82B ,  818, 80B,
79a, 78D,  from 83A, 83F, 84A, 848,
85A, 8533
4 A. Hodgson and R.  Ramsay Road separating portions 83D, 83F, Cambooya 8 0 6
84A, 84n, 85A,  85n, from portions
1, 2, 3, 4, 86, and 87
5 A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay Road separating portions 34A and Cambooya  ... ...  2 3 34
34B from portions 35A and 35B
6 A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay Road separating po rt ions 38A and Cambooya  ... ...  3 0 0
38B  fr om portions 39A and 39B
7 A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay Road separat in g portions 3 and 5 Ramsay  ... ... ...  5 3 30
fr om port ions 6 and 10
1
Nora .- The above  Roads  are proposed to be closed in consequence of a new Road being about to be opened to Cambooya Railway
station.
ROAD TRUSTS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  31st July, 1873.
P
URSUANT to the Advertisement issued from this Office,  dated 21st January, 1871, it is hereby
notified that the foll owing Road Boards have been approved for the Roads speci fied hereunder.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Port ion of Road.
Pariah. Area.
Where Residing.
BRISBANE DISTRICT.
Occupation.
Railway Station,  Rosewood, Joseph Wyles .. Rosewood .. .. Farmer
westerly to Lane 's Farm, William Perram .. ditto .. .. ditto
and  from Perram ' s Farm Mark Bensley ., ditto .. .. ditto
northerly to  Dobbie's John Lane . , ditto .. .. ditto
Charles Cowell ditto .. .. ditto
Gympie Road to South Pine John Lyons .. South Pine River .. .. Farmer
River Road Chas. McCaffrey .. ditto .. .. ditto
Charles Lean .. ditto .. .. ditto
John Lean .. ditto ... .. ditto
Thomas Ward .. ditto .. .. ditto
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Logan Bridge to Beaudesert, parish of Logan, county of Ward,
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Po lice Office ,  Beenleigh  ;  and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-2346-W. J. MALBON THOMPSON
BOOR OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM LOGAN BRIDGE To BEAIIDESERT,  PARISH OF  LOGAN,  COUNTY  OF
WARD, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A. PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF  COUNCIL  4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
NO. 1 Port ion of Road.
1 A triangular piece out  of the north-
east corner  of portion 41
Reputed Owner.
Situation.
Bea ri ngs. Lengthin Chains.
ohs. lke.
R. Towns  and W. I N. 130a 30'E. i 8 703 
T. Walker
Breadth of Road.
chs. lks.
Area.
A. R. P.
1 136
Remarks.
Deviation ne-
cessary to
avoid bad
crossing of
gully;  pasture
land; fenced.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through subdivision 1 of portion 121, parish of Bandamba, county of
Stanley, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office,
Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the
Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the
formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
72.3682-W. WM. HENRY WALSH.
Boos  op  REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  S UBDIVISION I OF PORTION 121, PABIBH OF BANDAMBA,
COUNTY OF STANLEY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AB A. PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER  THE  ACT OF  COUNCIL 4
WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No Portion of Road Reputed Bearings. Length in Breadth of Area. Remarks. . Owner. Chains. Road. .
A. triangular piece out of  the south-west P. Wilkinson N. 1209 7' E.
cbs. Iks.
2 86
L.  X.  P.
0 1 18 Agricultural land,
corner of subdivision  1 of portion 121 fenced and
cleared.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Cambooya Railway Station to Eton Vale, parish of Cambooya, county of
Aubigny, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Drayton ;  and all persons  interested therein are requested to transmit in writing, to the Clerk of
the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may  exist to
the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-2486. WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM CAMBOOYA RAILWAY STATION TO ETON VALE ,  PARISH OF CAM-
BOOYA, COUNTY OF AUBInNY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER TUB  ACT OF
COUNCIL, 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road .  I Reputed Owner .  Occupier. Length
Breadth
Bearings . in Chains. ofRoad.
Area.  Remarks.
chg. lks. A. R. P.
1 Commencing on the Hodgson and Hodgson and N. 90° E. 60 23 2chains 12 0 6 Open black soil plain.
western boundary of Ramsay Ramsay
Eton Vale Pre-emp-
tive 34,  and running
east to its eastern
boundary
2 Commencing on the Hodgson and Hodgson and N .  90° E. 4 48 2 chains 9 3 0 Open plain and
western boundary of Ramsay Ramsay N. 122° 47' it. 42 17 lightly timbered
Eton Vale Pre-emp- with apple and
tive 33, and running gum; road fenced
east and south-east- on N.E. boundary .
erly to its southern
boundary
3 Commencing on the Hodgson and Hodgson and N. 122° 47' E. 3 59 2 chains 11 2 38 Open forest, gum
northern boundary Ramsay Ramsay N .  89';95' E. 36 66 and apple; road
of Eton Vale Pre- N.  89°,9' it. 21 64 fenced on north
emptive 32.  and run -  boundary.
ning south-easterly
and easterly to its
eastern boundary
4 Commencing on the Hodgson and Hodgson and N. 89° 40'  it.  3 74 2 chains 0 2 34 Open gum; Govern-
western boundary of Ramsay Ramsay ment road ,  fenced
Eton Vale Pre-emp- on north boun-
ttve 61, and running dary.
east to the main road
from Toowoomba to
Warwick
5 Commencing on the Hodgson and Hodgson and N. 82°  10' E. 14 37 1 chain 6 0 21 Black soil forest
west side of the main Ramsay Ramsay N. 89° 40' E. 47 06 ridges; north
ro ad from Too- boundary of road
woombs to Warwick partly fenced.
in Eton Vale Pre-
emptive 51,  and run-
ning about east by
north and  east  to the
east boundary of said
Pre-emptive 51
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Department  of  Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
THIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road  from  Clifton  Railway Station  to the Leyburn  and Drayton Road, parishes
of Tooth,  Elphinstone ,  Stephens ,  and Felton ,  counties  of Aubigny  and Merivale ,  Notice is hereby
given, that in conformity with the provisions  of the  Act 4 Wi ll iam  IV., No.  11, and now in force in
this  colony, a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now
deposited  at the Office  of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office ,  Drayton  ;  and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date ,  any we ll -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
72-4725-W.
By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE or ROAD FROM  CLIFTON p  RAILWAY STATION TO THE LEYBURN AND DRAYTON
ROAD,  PARISHES OF TOOTH, ELPHINSTONE ,  STEPHENS ,  AND FELTON ,  COUNTIES OF AUBIGNY AND
MERIVALE, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4  WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
No. portion  of Boad.
Register
No. of  Reputed
Selec -  Owner.
tion.
1 Commencing at the
outboundary of portion
99, parish of Elphin-
stone,  and running
westerly to its western
boundary
2 Commencing at the east War-
boundary of portion
101, pariah of Elphln-
stone,  and running
westerly to its western
boundary
3 Commencing at the east
boundary of portion
102, pariah of Elphin-
stone,  and running
westerly to Its western
boundary
4 Commencing at the east
boundary of Clifton
Pre-emptive No. 4, and
running westerly to
its no rt h -west corner
Irregular-shaped piece
of land  out of north-
east corner of Clifton
Pre-emptive No. 5
Commencing at the
north bank of King's
Creek on the south
boundary of Clifton
Pre-emptive No. 3, and
running northerly and
westerly to its western
boundary
wick
W.
No.
80
The Crown
Occupier.  Bearings . Lengthin ,  Breadth Area.  Remarks.Chains .  of Road
ohs. Ike .  A.  R. P.
N. 270° 0' E. 54 77 2 chains 10 8 28 Open plain.
W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 270° 0' E. 40 00
W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 270°  OE. 10 87
N. 256 0 '  E. 27 77
2 chains 8 0 0 Unimproved agri-
cultural land; open
black soil plain ; a
fence runs  diago-
nally  through this
selection ;  selection
under 1868 Act.
2 chains 7 2 36 Unimproved ag ri -
cultural and; open
black soil plain ;
freehold.
W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 256°  0' E. 79 20 2 chains  ;  18 0 17 Unimproved agri -
N. 8689 0 '  E. 5 08 irregular cultu ra l land; open
shape black soil plain.
W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 310°  0' E. 3 08 About 2 1 0 0 A fence  across; sgri-
N.0° 56'  E. 2 41 chains cultural  land; open
plain.
W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 368°  0' E. 1 60 Irregular'hope
N.340° 0 '  E. 1 00 Mean
width
about 4
chains
N. 263° 0' E. 12 38 2 chains
7 Commencing at the  out  ,..  W. B. Tooth Unoccupied N. 283° 0 '  E. 17 84
0
0
boundary of Clifton N .  253° 0'  E. 41 80
Pre-emptive No. 6, and N.  824° 21' E. 14 02
running south -
westerly to Its western
bounda ry
Commencing at the east ... W. B.  Tooth Unoccupied N. 884°  21 E. 48 48
boundary of Clifton
Pre-emptive No. 8, and
running south -
westerly to its south-
ern boundary
Commencing at the
north boundary of
Clifton Pre - emptive
No. 7. and running
south westerly y Its
western bounds
6 2 18 Unimproved agri-
cultural ; open
plain.
2 chains 14 230 Stony  ;  lightly - tim-
bered agricultural;
open plain ; fence
crosses road; Clif-
ton horse paddock,
2 chains 9 1 7 Unimproved agri-
cultural; open
black soil plain;
western boundary
fenced.
2 chains 6 2 11 Unimproved agri-
cultural ; open
black  so il plain ;
western boundary
fenced.
W. B. Tooth Unoocupied N. 224° 21'  E. 82 81
10 Commencing at the  ...  The Crown Unoccupied N. 235° 0'  E. 18 48
north-east corner of
portion 22, parish of
Stephens, and running
south -westerly to its
west boundary
11
12
8 chains  8 2 81 Unimproved agri-
cultural; open
black soil plain ;
fence  crosses road.
Commencing at the  east  ...  J. P. Wal -  Unoccupied N.  2352 (Y  E. 34 04 2 chains 6 3 9 Unimproved agri-
boundary of portion Cott cultural and; open
23, parish of Stephens ,  black soil plain ;
and running south -  selection under Act
westerly to its west of 1866.
boundary
Commencing at the east  ...  W. Scott  ...  Unoccupied N. 235°  0' E. 45 38 2 chains 13 1 38 Unimproved agri-
bounda ry  of port ion 258° 0' 10 00 cultural land; open
24, parish of Stephens ,  280° 0 '  8 00 plain and box for-
and running  south -  285° 0' 6 33 eat; selection under
westerly through that Act of 1866
po rt ion and portion 37
to the western boun-
dary of the lint-men-
tioned portion
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NEw Ro&D-Boos of  REFEEExcE- continued.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of Reputed O i r Be in Length  in Breath  of A R kSelec-
tion.
Owner. ccup e . ar gs. rea.Chains. Road, emar s.
° '
ohs. Ike. A. E. P.
... , The Crown Unoccupied N. 246
269°
61 E.
56'
87
22
79 Irregular  ...
83
Government Water
Reserve between
286° 56' 13 00 King 's Creek and
247° 0' 26 39 to 63;portions 38
269° 66' 56 00
,
two fences across.
The Crown Unoccupied 301°N 0' E 74 00... .
289°
.
0' 23 00 Gum and apple flat;
271° 46' 25 00 6 chains branch  ro ad toEllangowan ; poor271°
296°
45'
30'
26
10
00
00 seedy country.
296°30' 24 00
Irregular
width, Open box and gum270° 0' 10 00 south forest ; fence241°
263°
0'
30'
10
27
00
55
boundary
the Con- crosses.
2831 0' 11 00 damine
313° 0' 25 00
River
344°46' 20 00
369° 0' 27 00 6 h i Poor sandy country ;360°20' 30 00 nsc a open box forest.
330°30' 29 89
307° 0' 4 39
...  The Crown Unoccupied N. 307° 0'  E. 28 11  Irregular 21 1 27 Unimproved box
width,
average 7
chains 8q
links
forest.
13 Commencing at the wes
boundary of portion
37, and running
westerly through
Water Reserve at the
south of  portions as,
39, 49, 50,  51, 52, and
58, to a point forty-
two chains west of
the west boundary of
po rt ion 63
14 Commencing  at the west
boundary  of Water
Reserve, and running
north -westerly to the
east boundary of por-
tion 52A,  parish of
Felton
16 Commencing at the east
boundary of portion
62A, parish of Felton,
and running north-
westerly to its north-
west boundary, being
the main  ro ad from
Leyburn to Drayton  I
Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD .- FIRST  NOTICE.
1st July, 1873.
.
HIS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto op n new Roads to Fe ry betwe n Moggill and Goodna , c ty  of Stanley, Notice is her by
given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 Wi ll iam IV., No. 11, and now in force in this
Colon,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned ,  are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ;  and all  persons
interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month  fr om this date ,  any we ll -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
73-2276-W. By Command,
WM. HENRY WALSH.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROADS TO FERRY BETWEEN MOGGILL  AND GOODNA ,  COUNTY OF  STANLEY ; TO
BE PROCLAIMED AS A  PUBLIC  ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF  COUNCIL  4  WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road. Reputed Owner .
I Commencing at the no rt h -east corner of Wyatt Stockton
portion 83, parish of Mogg ill,  and running
in a south -westerly direction through
said portion to the Brisbane River
2 Commencing at the no rt h-east corner of T. Walker  ...
subdivision 38 of original portion 131,
parish of Goodna ,  and running along
part of no rt hern boundary of said sub-
division through subdivision 36
3 Commencing on the eastern boundary of, T. Walker ...
and distant  five chains  fr om ,  south-
east corner of subdivision 27 of original
port ion 131,  parish of Goodna ,  and run-
ning in a south - westerly direction
th ro ugh said subdivision
Bearings . Lengthin Chains,
Breadth
of
Road.
ohs. Ike.
N. 2360 271  E . 9 97 1 chain
N. 303°  19' E. 1 644
N .  263° 34' E. 2 40
N. 270°  E. ... 18 67 1 chain
N. 2360  64' E. 7 161 1 chain
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Area. Remarks
A.  K.
1 2
P.
10 Freehold; not
1 2 26
fenced or im-
pro ved.
Freehold; fenced
0 2
and partly culti-
vated.
35 Freehold ;  fenced.
Passenger  Goods and Live Parcels and
Pares.
S a. d.
Week ending July 26th, 1878... ... ... 875 7 0
Corresponding week  last year ... ... ... 664 3 8
Increase  ... ... ... ...
Decrease 17816 8
Stock.  Miscellaneous. Total.
£  S. d. £ a. d. 2 a. d.
1,229 15 2 60 0 10 1,655 3 0
887 0 0 68 14 8 1,499 17 6
34216 2 ... 156 5 8
8 13 5 ...
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 30th July, 1873.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the undermentioned articles are in the custody of  the Lost  Property
Department ,  Southern and Western Railway, as  lost property.
Owners can obtain the same on application to the Traffic Manager, Ipswich, and paying costs.
If not released on or before  SATURDAY,  13th September , 1873, they  will be sold by public
auction , to defray  expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF LOST PROPERTY ON HAND AT IPSWICu STATION, 30TH JUNE, 1873.
Date found. Station and Place. Where found. Description of Article.
1873.
1 January . , Ipswich .. On platform .. .. 1 package,  shirt, &c.
1 „ .. „ . • On line .. 1 lady's hat
6 „ . • Warwick . • , ,  let class  No. 3, Up .  1 pipe and case
17 „ .. Ipswich .. „ On platform ., 1 paper parcel,  containing a dress
21 Dolby 1st class No. 2, Up 1  parcel glass
21 „ .. Laidley .. , , On line .. , . I lady's bat
23 „ . , Ipswich .. ... 2nd class No. 4, Down 2 parasols
23 1 straw hat
18 February . • Walloon .. , , On line Remains of quarter-bag flour
10 March • • Warwick 2nd class No. 5, Up I parasol
13 „ • • . „ • . , . 1st class No. 3, Up 1 tobacco pouch
15 „ • • „ .. .. In goods shed . , „ 1 bundle matting
15 „ „ l flat iron
15 3 broom handles
17 „ Ipswich , , .. On platform .. , . 1 package, shirt, &c.
17 „ ,i .. • • 1 walking stick
17 „ • • n .. .. 2nd class No. 2, Down .. 1 bundle cabbage-tree
18 „ • • „ -. • • His Excellency the (lover- 1 walking stick
nor's Special
20 Warwick . , „ On line .. .. 1 gentleman's hat
21 Ipswich . • . , On station .. • , 3 packages, containing clothing
24 Murphy' s Creek . ,  .. On line .. .. 1 lady's straw hat
26 „ . , Warwick On station .. , . 1 bag sundries
26 „ .. „ .. .. „ .. .. 1 blue  swag
26 „ .. „ ,. „ „ .. .. 1 bundle clothes, with 1 billy attached
31 „ , • „ . , .. On platform .. .. 1 valise,  containing  clothes
31 „ .. „ .. . • „ .. .. 1 fibre mattress, RA over W
10 April .. Ipswich „ 2nd class  carriage  .. 1 parasol
11 „ .. „ , . .. Platform . , .. 1 coat
24 „ .. Toowoomba .. • . Cloak room .. .. 1 trunk, containing  women's wearing
apparel
24 „ 3 felt hats
24  11  •. ,. ., ,. 1 cap
24 ,. 1 shawl
17 May Cambooya Main Range .. • • 1 handkerchief bundle
19 Ipswich , , . Platform .. .. 1 piece matting
20 In  carriage  .. 1 pipe and tobacco
20 1 muffler
20 „ .. „ „ 1 lady's bag
20 „ .. Cambooya On ground opposite station 1  tent swag
20 .. „ .. , , „ .. .. 1 handkerchief parcel
20 „ .. Ipswich  2nd class No . 4, Down 1 basket , containing towel
20 „ .. Toowoomba . • .. Dalby line 1 child's hat
21 „ , . Highfields . , . , Main Range 1 hat with turban
26 „ .. Toowoomba Cloak room • . , , 1 lady's scarf
26 „ .. „ .. „ .. .. 1 lady's winter cloak
31 „ . , Ipswich On platform • , • . 1 swag of clothes
31 „ „ 1 bag clothes
31 „ 1 hat box,  containing  black hat
31 „ .. „ 2 saddle bags
5 June • • Warwick .. . , On station 2 axle blocks
5 „ • • „
„ .. .. 1 sheet iron
9 „ .. llighfields .. ., 66, 70, Main Range . 1 hat
9 „ • , Ipswich .. , . On platform .. .. 1 handkerchief parcel
A quantity  of old  second-hand  railway porters ' uniform.
SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAY.LIST of UNCLAIMED ,  GOODS on hand ,  IPswIcw STATION,  30th June , 1873:-
Date. Name. Station from. Station to. Description.
1872.
5 September  ..  Harvey ... , , Ipswich Warwick .. 1 net, and rope attached
TIME TABLE.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1872.SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-On
 and after  MONDAY, 9th September, 1872, the following Time Table  will come into operation
 until further  notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.  Commissioner for Railways.
fTTATIONS.
From Too- No.1, No.2,
Ipswich .  woomba. Goods .  Mixed.
8 ...
12
18 ...
21
25 ...
29 ...
38 ...
49
69
69
78 ..,
82.35
85 7
85
90#
94
102
109
118
120
131
140
143
Ipswich ,.. ...
Walloon ...
Rosewood ... ...
Western Creek
.
.
arrive
Grandahester depart
Victoria Tunnel ... ...
Laidley ... ... ...
Gatton ... ... ...
Helidon ,,, arrive{depart
Murphy's Creek
4 depart
Highfields ... ...
Toowoomba .., arriveI depart
Mahoney's Gate ...
Gowrie Junction ...  arrive
ITP TRAINS.
No.3, No.4,
Mixed.  Goods.
MILES,
No. S, No.6,  From Fro m
Mixed .  Mixed .. Dalby.  Warwick.
A.M. A.M . A.M. P.M .  P.M. P.M.
... 10'0 ,,, ... ... 4.40
...
1028
 ... ... ... * 5.8 3 ...
A ... ...  A.  A 16 ...
A ... ... A A 24 ...
x'11.8 ... ... 5.47 33
... 11.12 ... ... 5'51 40
A ... ... A A 45 ...
... 11.49 ... ... ... 6.28
... 12.18 ... ... ... 6'57 ,., ...
... 12.53 •.. ... ... 7'32 ... 3
... 1.8 ... ... ... 7.47 ... 12*1.48
...
... ... 23
*8.30 1.62 .. 2.7 ... 8.27 ... 25
9.22 2.44 ,,, 2.59 ... 9.19 ... 34
10.10 3.32 3.47 10.7 ... 41
.,. 4.5 10.50 ... 3.55 ... ... 49
B B ... ... ... ... 521
*11.16 ... ... ... 58
... 50.45
7 Gowrie Junction ... depart ... ... *11.25
121 For Williams' Camp ... ... ... A
16 Westbrook Crossing... ... ... A
24 Cambooya ... ... ... ... 12.25
31 Emu Creek Siding ,.. ... ... A
40 King's Creek ... ... ... ... • 1.18
42 Clifton ... ... ... ... ... 1.28
53 Allora ... ,.. ... ... 2'5
62 Lyndhurst Road ... .. ... ... A
65 Warwick ... ... ... ... ... 2.45
85 ... GGowrie Junction ... depart ... 4.30 ...
90 ... Gowrie ... ,,, ... ...  s ..,
97 ... Oakey Creek ... ... ... ... 6.8 ...
106 ... Jondaryan ... ... ... ...  5.38 ...
114 ... Bowenville ... ... ... ... A ...
127 ... Blaaland's Siding ,.. ... A ...
130 ... Dalby ... ... ... ... 6.50 ...
I
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays  available to return  on the following Monday.
NoTB -The Trains will sto  onl at those laces at  which they are timed to stop.
4'20
STATIONS.
Dalby .. ... ...
Blaxland' s Siding
Bowenville ... ... .,
Jondaryan .,. ... ,..
Oakey Creek ... ... ...
Gowrie ... .
Gowrie Junction ...  arrive
Warwick
Lyndhurst Road
Allora ... ...
Clifton ...
King's Creek ... ...
Emu Creek Siding ...
Cambooya .. ...
Westbrook Crossing ...
For Williams' Camp...
Gowrie Junction ...
Mahoney's Gate ...
arrive
P.M.
8 5 .. .,. 5.5
... A •A ... A
... 8.45 ... ... 5.45
... 9.22 ... ... x6'23
... 9.32 ... ... 6.33
...
 10-25  . ... 7.26
... A A ... A
A A ... A
A ... ... ... Gowrio Junction ,..depart ... ... *11.25 *11.16 ... 8'26
A .,. 62 66 Toowoomba ,, 1arrive .. 11.55 11.44  ...
 8'56
5'20 ... l depart 6'30 6.50 ... 12.4 11.50 ...
A ... 61 ... Highfields ... ... ... 7'20 7.40 ... 12.54 12.40
6'13 J arrive 810 ... ... 1.44 1.30
*6.23 71 Murphy's Creek 1 depart ... *8.30 ... *1.48 ...
9.10 ... 2'28
7A ., 81 ... Helidon ... 1 depart ... 9.25 ... 2'43 ...
7'40 ... 92 ... Gatton 10.0 ... 3'18
101 ... Laidley ... ... ... ... 10.29  ... 3'47
105 ... Victoria Tunnel ... ... ... A
109 ... Grandchester arrive ... 11.4
'1 depart ... *11.8
112 Western Creek ... ... ... A
118 ... Rosewood ... ... ... ... A
122 ... Walloon ... ... ... 11.49
130 ... Ipswich ... ... ... ... 12.17
* Trains meet here.
DOWN TRAINS.
No.1,
Goods.
No.2, No.3,
Mixed, Mixed.
No.4, No. 5.
Mixed. Goods.
No. 6
Mixed.
A.M. A.M .  A.M.  A.M. A.M.1 IJ 8'40
... ... 9.58 ...
... ... ... 10.30 ...
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop
by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places canonly do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
(13.) The Nos. 2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down Trains only, will, for the present, stop at this Crossing, subject to the foregoing regulation.
Goode Trains  will be run when necessary.
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Commissioner or Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after  MONDAY, the 14th  instant ,  the following Time
Table will conic into operation  until  further  notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations Up Train,Mixed.
Miles
from West-  Stations.
wood.
Down Train
Mixed.
a.m. p.m.
.
Rockhampton. 11' 0 ... Westwood ... ... 3.30
6
.,
Gracemere ... 11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing ... A
15 Stanwell 12. 0 15 Stanwell ... ... ... 4.30
24 Rosewood Crossing A 24 Gracemere ... ... .., 5. 6
30 Westwood ... 1. 0 30 Rockhampton... ... 5.30
All Day Tickets  issued on Saturdays available  to return  on the fo llowing Monday.
(A.) The Trains  marked thus ,  A, will stop  by signal to take up passengers  only, who will  be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do  so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place  at which they join  the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the BRISBANE  MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, from 1st January
to 30th June, 1873.
Dr.
1873.  £ s. d. £ s.
.Jan. 1.-To Cash in hand, as per last
11
statement .. 0 18
„ Cash in  Bank, as per last
statement  .. ..  55 3
„ „ Metal in stock .. .. 110 0
.June 30 . „  Rates  received from-
East Ward .. 917 11 9
West Ward .. 457 18 11
North Ward .. 476 14 11
South Ward .. 166 15 4
Valley Ward..  344 16 6
Kangaroo Point
Ward .. 102 3 0
2,466 0
Watering  streets . . .. 112 7
Lighting streets  .. 214 1
„ Ferry rents received-
South .. 1y6 0 0
Alice street . ,  286 0 0
Edward  street 100 13 4
Kangaroo  Point 137 13 4
Turbot street.. 16 10 0
Cr.
d.  1873.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
9
June 30.-By improvements-
East Ward .. 729 2 6
West Ward .. 365 17 6
0 North Ward.. 415 8 0
0 South Ward  .. 306 12 2
Valley  Ward.. 384 1
Kangaroo Point
5
0
3
736 16 8
„ Town Hall rents .. .. 441 5 4
„ Market rent .. .. 80 0 0
„ Wharfage rent 27 10 0
Corporation Sale Yards rent 34 8 4
„ Licenses-Cabs, drays, &c. 461 5 0
„ Police fines .. .. 36 18 6
Brisbane waterway construc-
tion account .. .. 416 0 0
Government endowment . 741 13 7
„ Government endowment-
Advance on bridge account 2,500 0 0
4
Ward .. 206 1 3
2,407 2 9
Watering streets .. .. 105 0 0
Lighting streets .. 176 12 6
„ Town Hall, Interest, &c. 800 0 9-
Bridge account .. .. 2,755 11 5
Eagle street culvert account 301 12 9
„ Market, Interest on loan .. 75 0 0-
Fire Brigade .. .. 60 0 0
„ Salaries .. .. 538 1 8
„ Ferry approaches ... .. 6 5 0
Contingencies-
Printing, adver-
tising, and
stationery .. 95 0 9 x
Timber, &c. 38 11 0
Ironmongery and
tools .. 35 14 4
Auditors and
Assessors .. 70 0 0 x
Law expenses 48 15 0 ,
Election and inci-
dental expenses 85 16 0
Serving sum-
monses and
impounding 13 7 6 {
387 4  .7
„ Interest  ..  437 8  0-
Cash in Bank .. 376 18 11
„ Cash in hand .. 7 9 6
£8,434 710
I hereby certify the foregoing statement to be correct.
W. EWING ORR, Town Clerk.
384 8 5
£8,434  7 10
JAS. SWAN, Mayor.
We hereby certify that we have examined the books and vouchers kept by the Brisbane Municipal
Council, and that the above statement. corresponds therewith.
p523
Brisbane , 30th July, 1873.
JOHN CROWTHER' ] Auditors.
SEPTS. WEBSTER,
25s.
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BALANCE  SHEET of the MUNICIPALITYof iAIACK.ty, , for the Half-year ending 30th June,1873.
Dr.
Balance forward .. ..
Rates collected
Government  endowment on
rates
Dray  licenses
Dogs registered
To balance, overdraft AJ.S.
Bank ,
H. F. MORGAN,
Town Clerk.
522
3rd July, 1873.
Cemetery  road
Nebo road
Victoria street..
Brisbane street
Cr.
s. d. £ s. d.
173 18 4
193 0 0
200 0 0
110 0 0
184 10 10
43 0 0
90 0 0
25 0 0
25 12 0
Main Drain ..
Cutting at Lagoons ..
North street .. .. ..
Beach road
Culvert, Nebo road
Sydney, River, and Victoria
streets ,  repairs
Scuffler and Roller
Ballast for  crossings
Day labor
Town Clerk' s salary .
Printing  and advertising ...
Ladders and hook
Auditors
Assessor
Law expenses
Sundries
£1,25915 4
Audited and found correct.
OVERTIME GOODS.
20s.
TO be sold by Auction, at the Custom House, Rockhampton, at Noon, on WEDNESDAY, 6th
August next, under 6th section, 13 Victoria, No. 43, the Goods specified in the following Return.
Date of
Entry. ship. Master.
1969.
15 April ... Clarence  ...  Cottler  ...
19 May ...  Havilah  ...  Harley ...
28 July ...  Martha E llen ...  Flemming ...
6 August ... James  Paterson Darre ll  ...
4 October  ...  Leichhardt  ...  Smith ...
6 October  ...  Havilah  ...  Harley ...
4 December Egmont  ...  Wall ... ...
15 December  Egmont  ,..  Wall... ...
1970.
7 Ja:mary ... Sea  Ripple ...  Heldon ...
29 January  ...  Queensland  ... Cottier ...
14 February  ...  Queensland  ...  Cottier ...
10 March  ...  Balclutha  ...  Hill ... ...
8 April ...  Circe ... ... Scaplehorne
18 May ...  Leichhardt  ...  Brookes ...
4uune  ...  SirIsaacNewton Mackay ...
4 June . ..  Sir Isaac Newton Mackay ...
13 June ... Egmont ...  Darrell ..
Whence. Merchant.
Brisbane... A. Hughes .,
Brisbane ,., Alexander andCo.
Sydney ... F. L.  Barker ...
Sydney  ...  P. M. Marshall ...
Brisbane ... W. Reid and Co.
Brisbane ...  J. Palmer ...
Sydney  ...  Page and O'Rourke
Sydney  ...  W. Pattison ...
Sydney ... A.  Feelz ...
Brisbane ...  Wing Wah
Brisbane...  Davies andJackson
Sydney  ...  W. Reid and Co.
Sydney ... Wing Wah ...
Brisbane... Jas ,  Chapple ...
Bri sbane...  Jos. Chapple ...
Brisbane ...  Henriques ...
Sydney ... Wing Wah ...
Mark Number and
and Numbers . Description ofPackages.
H No. 8 1 box ...
213
P 1 2 boxes
215
A ; 3 boxes
220
it l package
220
F No. 2 1 hhd....
225
K  No. 2 l4 cask
225
U 11 box
D
230j  21 casks
231
S
232
R 1.3.4,
233
N
234
N No. 1
235
8 No. 2
236
U 4.9
239
B
241
E 2.3.4
241
S 1.2
241
5 cases...
3 qr. casks
16 cases
111 tierce
1 hhd....
21 casks
14 cask
31 casks
2 boxes
Imported quantity and
description of goods.
,,. 115 lbs. tobacco
197 lbs. tobacco
... 286 lbs. tobacco
.. 79 lbs. tobacco
50
.
galls. brandy
28 galls, wine
... 120 lbs. tobacco
1 51 galls. wine
9x3 galls. wine
82-A. galls. brandy
314; galls. wine
397 lbs. tobacco
55u galls. wine
65 ga lls. wine
26 galls, wine
89-.Iu galls .  whisky
242 lbs. tobacco.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
809 14 9
195 It 0
186 t: 5
9 0 0
4 10 0
54 13 2
1,259 15 4
49 18 0
14 18 0
14 1 0
14 7 0
60 14 4
11 2 3
10 8 0
2 2 0
15 0 0
8 17 6
13 6 1
f
£1,25915 4
GEORGE SMITH,
Mayor.
B. J. KEMP, Auditors.
S. BROMBERG,
Custom House,
Brisbane , July, 1873.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, Queensland, 24th July, 1873.T HE followi'
 '  SUMMARIES Of OBSERVATIONS taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION,
 RAVENSW OOD ,  during the Months of January, February ,  and March ,  1873, are published  for general
informatioi.
By His Exce llency's Command,
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR, Postmaster-General.
SUMMARIES
 OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT RLVENSWOOD, DURING THE MONTHS OF JANUARY, FEBRUARY, AND MARCH, 1873.
LATITUDE, 200 20' S.; LONGITUDE, 1463 50' E.
JANUARY.
Maximum  ...
Mean ...
Minimum
ANEROID
BAROMETER.
Actual reading.
... 29'350 29.350
...  29 280 29,230
... 29,170 29160
29350
29220
29.200
THERMOMETERS.
Temperature of
Air.
6
a
87-0
79'0
71.0
91-0
83-0
76.0
H EIGHT OF
 OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL, 600 FEET; DISTANCE FROM SEA-COAST, 70 MILES.
HYGROMETER.
Temperature of Elastic Force of
Evaporation . -  Vapor.
a ra a
m i a
Si E
a a
Humidity.
a a
78-0  87-0
74-0  74'0
72-0  70.0
83.0
 76-0  0955 0.993 •877
76.0
 71-0  •740 •755  -717
72.0 68.0 •567 598 •568
1,001
 •94
'72 •65
•53 '43
:v
8
a
SELF-REGISTERING
THERMOMETERS.
PIZ
1.00 160.0
•81 1400
'70 92.0
a
Is0
a
98'0 65.0
87'0 61.0
78.0 54.0
GA
400
260
16.0
RAIN.
0 Movementduring24
 hours,
in miles.
9.270
11
240
1'160 130
•000 40
FEBRUARY.
Maximum ... 129.45029.350 29'400 89.0  95.0  77'0 82.0 84.0 76.00,955  0,940  •877 '90 .94 •94 157'0 101'0  64'0 43-0 0.650 163
Mean ... ... 29,370 29280 29'320 82.0  84.0 740 74.0 76.0
 71-0  •745 •747 •712 '65 '61 -84 112'0 90'0 60'0 30-0 •120 96
Minimum ...
i
29.290 29.100 29'200 78.0  71.0 700 71-0 70-0  67.0 '624 •598 •568 54 •43 •70 120'0  81'0  54.0 22.0 '000 53
MARCH.
Maximum ... ... 129.500 29.450 29.500 90.0 1 94.0 77.0 80.0
 83-0 75.0 894 •867 •848 -88 -85 1-00 155.0 103.0 65.0 48-0 0.960 157
Mean ... ,.• 29.440 29.340 29.370 83.0 87-0 72.0 74-0 76-0 70-0 •666 1 15 •6881 62 •57 81 145-0 93.0 57.0 360 •068 83
Minimum ... 29.250 29.200 29.200 680 77-0 68.0 65.0 71.0 65.0 •567 '533 •568 •52 •37 •70 116.0 83.0 50.0 23.0 •000 44
JANUARY, 1873.-Mean Shade Temperature of Mouth, 78.7 degrees.
1872.- 82.0 „
1871.- 83.7
FEBRUARY, 1873.-Mean Shade Temperature of Month, 80.0 degrees.
- 1872.- 83.2
1871.-
 870
MARCH, 1873.-Mean Shade Temperature of Mouth, 80.7 degrees.
1872.- 83'0 „
„ 1871.-  81.7
Rain fell  on 22 days.
14
5
Rain fe ll  on 12 days.
11
7
Rain fe ll  on 9 days.
2
5
Total Rainfall, 34,89 inches.
4'00
141
Total Rainfall, 3.16 inches.
3.73
3'46
Total Rainfall , 2.12 inches.
0.40 „
2.15
WIND.
Summary of Direction.
9 a.m. 3 p.m. 9
 P.M.
N11 NWO',N0 NWO NO NWO
wo swo W1 swo wo swol
181 BE1 80 BE1 80 SEO
1
E10NE1s,E5NE 18 E1 NE24
10
68
0
NO NWO NONWO
 NO  NW0
8WO SW2 WISW1 W1 swO
80 SE3 80 SEO SO SE1
E4NE1O E1NE14 E2NE14
NO NWO Ni NW1
W2 SW2 W1 5W1
80 SE2  Si  SE3
E5 NE17 E6 NE14
NO NWO
W O Sri- 0
S1 SE0
E5 NE21
5-5
0
8
42
0
Prevailing Winds, N.E.
N.E, E.
1:., N.E.
Prevailing Winds, N.E.
N.E., E.
N.
Prevailing Winds, N.E.
„ E.
E., N.E.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
CLOUD.
0-1 n.
0
c
9 9 10
6.2 5.3  6.2
0 0 3
9 9  8
5.1 4-6  5.0
0 2
8 9 6
512 2.6 4.1
0 0 2
OZONE.
Government Meteorological Observer.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st August, 1873.
! E following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS Of the BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES, within the Colony Of QUEENSLAND, during
T the Quarter from the 1st APRIL to the 30tis JUNE, 1873, is published in conformity with the third section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of
LIABILITIES.
Notes  in Circulation Not bearing Interest...Bearing Interest
Bi ll s  in Circulation Not bearing Interest ... ...Bearing  Interest ... ...
Balances
 due to other Banks ...
Deposits ... Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabilities ...
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ...
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ... ,..
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
the LrAnrLrTIEs  and  ASSETS  of the BANx OF  NEW  SOUTH WALES, within the Colony of QQSENeLAND, taken from the several Weekly
Statements  during the quarter from the 1st APRIL to the 30th JUNE, 1873.
AMOUNT. TOTALS. ASSETS. AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d. £ c. d.
168,677 19 3
53,815 1 6
19,682 14 6
4,254 19 9
8,985 0 9
652,744 13 5
£ 908,160 9 2
£ a. d.
343,581 6 9
Bills of Exchange ,  and all Stock  and Funded Debts
of every description ,  excepting Notes, Bills, and
197,807 4 3 541,388 11 0 Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
£  S.  d.
86,936 2 4 Coined Gold and Silver, and other Coined Metals ...
......... Gold and Silver in Bullion and Bars ... ...
Government Securities ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ...
Balances due from other Banks ... ... ...
7,032  18 9 Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
£ 635,357 12  1 Total Amount of Assets
1,000,000 0 0
15'p ceat.  per annum.
75,000 0 0
333,333 6 8
Brisbane , 1st August, 1873. EDWD. D. DAY, Assistant Manager.
JNO. CRIBB, Accountant.
I, Edward Denny Day, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the abovs Pank
during the period specified; and that the
 same  was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wules,
4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this 1st day of August, 1873.
HENRY  SCOTT,  Justice of the Peace.
EDWD. D. DAY.
I, the undersigned, being the Assistant Manager of the BANS op NEw SOUTH WALES, do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, section 9, the s'; , of £652 Os. 5d.,
for the duty, after the rate of £3 per cent. per annum, upon the sum of £86,936 2s. 4d., being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the
 notes in
eiroulation  of tht -laid Bank in the Colony of Queensland, according to the annexed return.
Dated this 1st day of August, 1873. EDWD. D. DAY, Assistant Manager.
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ItEAL PROPERTY TRANSFER' NOTICE.
r'AARE Notice,  that applications have been made  to bring the Lauds described  below under the
provisions  of "  The Real Property Act  of 1S61." Any person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by  himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form  B of said Act, on or before  the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description  and Situation  of Land.
19 acres 1 rood 30 perches, being subburban allotment
61, parish of Drayton at Drayton Swamp, county
of Aubigny
36 perches, being allotment 11 of section 25, parish
and town of North Brisbane, county of Stanley
I rood 1a perches, being subdivisions  1,  2, and  10  of
block 9 of eastern suburban allotment 71, parish of
North Brisbane, county of Stanley
1 rood, being allotment 1 of section 103, parish and
town of Maryborough, county of March
Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
John Malbon Thompson , as 28th August, 1873.
attorney for Alexander G.
Mackenzie, Geo. Auldjo
Jamieson, and  Hugh Henry
Robertson Aikman,trustees
of the late Colin John
Mackenzie
James Spence  ... ... 2nd September, 1873.
James Greenwood ... - ... Ditto.
The Corporation of the Ditto.
Queensland National Bank
(Limited)
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1873.
No. 7.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF JULY, 1873.
PERSONS applying  for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post  Office,  are requested to
give the correct number of the page on which they may have observed their Names, as such
reference will materia ll y facilitate delivery.
Persons in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission  ;  and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission of Letters.
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster -General.
NOTE.- The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the General  Post Office  is opened for delivery , daily,  Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.m to Four p .m.: on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
A. 26 Ascher Edwd., Townsville c
27 Ashcroft H. Ipswich c1 ABBOTT Henry, P. O. Warwick o 28
,
Asshauer Christian, Eyel Farm Brisbane c2 Adams C., Canis c 29
,
Atkins P. Sugar of Creek c3 Adams John, P. O. Townsville e 30
,
Askin - (saddler) Westwood c4 Adsett Aaron, Brisbane c 31
,
Axe William Kilcoy u k5 A Dye (Chinaman), Cardarga c ,
6 Afflington Mrs., Ipswich C B.7 Ahern G., G. P. O. Brisbane C. (2)
8 Ali Hee (Chinese shepherd), Dalby o c 1 BABBAGE Mrs., Gympie c
9 Aldis W. L., Banana station s (2) 2 Bach A., Brisbane c
10 Alexanderson Mrs. Agnes, Proserpine f 3 Bagshawe G. W., Maryborough in
11 Allen -, Stanthorpe c 4 Bailey A., Brisbane o c
12 Allen Edward William, Maryvale f 5 Baillie Henry, Condamine Plains c (2)
13 Allen T., ship " John Rennie," Port Denison 6 Bailliere F., Brisbane c
uk 7 Bailliere J. W., Maryborough c
14 Alwin George, Warwick u k 8 Baines Miss, Toowoomba c
15 Amos Alexander, Stanthorpe s (2) 9 Baker George, Coomrith o
16 Anders Jacob, Brisbane f 10 Baker James, Cania c
17 Anderson John, Charters Towers c 11 Balls Luke, Junction, Ipswich c
18 Andersen Lars Moller, Brisbane c 12 Balmain Win. (painter and coachbuilder),
19 Andersen Inester, Bowen f Ipswich c
20 Anderson Chas. Robt., Westwood c 13 Banks James, Logan River c
21 Anthoni Win., Logan Hotel, Logan Reserve o 14 Barber -, Maryborough c
22 Arch - (butcher), Stanthorpe s 15 Barclay Mrs. Robt., Waverley
23 Armit Wm., Ipswich u k and w a (2) 16 Bardsley F., Brisbane o
24 Arnold Henry, Ipswich u k 17 Barett -, Gayndah c (2)
25 Arps -, Westwood c 18 Barker Eaglesfield, Ban Ban e
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19 Barlow J., Maryborough c C.
20 Barnett R. C., Brisbane c
21 Barron -, Townsville c 1 CAHILL Thomas, Gympie s
22 Barry J., Warwick c 2 Cahill Wm., Rockhampton c
23 Barry James, Brisbane u k 3 Cairncross -, Toowoomba c
24 Barry J. E., Brisbane o c 4 Calaghan Francis, Stanthorpe c
25 Bartel Caroline, Brisbane c 5 Calhurn D. W., Fortitude Valley c
26 Barton D. H., Stanthorpe o e 6 Calinan Simon, Toowoomba u k
27 Barton W. H., Brisbane u k 7 Callaghan Mrs. F., Rockhampton C
28 Baxendell J. G. H., Stanthorpe c 8 Callan A. J., Toowoomba in
29 Baxter Thomas, Brisbane u k 9 Cameron C. M., Nanango c (2)
30 Bayley Robert P., Rockhampton uk 10 Cameron Robert, Canis c
31 Bayne Mrs., Moreton Cottage u k 1]. Campbell & Co. Messrs.,  Brisbane c
32 Beach James, Rockhampton u k 12 Campbell Mrs. E., Brisbane c
33 Beamish C., Westwood c (2) 13 Camzten W., Brisbane c
34 Bell Josiah, Brisbane s 14 Cane Michael, Sugarloaf Creek c
35 Bell Mrs. K. M., Gayndah c 15 Carmichael John. Brisbane s
36 Bell Mrs. Mary, Ipswich c 16 Carrick Jerome J., Ipswich u k
37 Bell Robert (carpenter), Stanthorpe u k 17 Carrigan Mrs., Warrell Creek n z
88 Benglston Hakan, Bulimba f 18 Carroll James (farmer), Bundamba c
39 Bertoli Joseph, Maryborough f 19 Carroll John, Stanthorpe c
40 Beufer Frederick (carpenter),  Brisbane o c 20 Carroll Michael, Sugarloaf c
41 Beaumont J. T., Cooroorah c 21 Carson Thomas, Blackall e
42 Birdseye G. H., Brisbane a 22 Carter -, Dalby c
43 Black Mrs., Margaret street,  Brisbane c 23 Carter W., Brisbane c
44 Black J. Y. (hotel keeper), Maryborough c 24 Carter Wm., Brisbane c
45 Black Hume, Brisbane c 25 Carver K. W., Brisbane u k
46 Blacke - (publican), Westwood c 26 Casey Miss M., Toowoomba c
47 Blacknal -, Brisbane m 27 Casiner Mrs. T., Gympie s
48 Blair John, 70-Mile, Ravenswood u k 28 Cavay Jim, Westwood c
49 Blair Mrs. S., Brisbane s 29 Champion Hichard,Blackall CopperMinesa(2)
50 Blake Enoch, Ipswich c 30 Chaney Charles, Rawbelle Copper Mines c
51 Blake Richd., Brown's Hotel, Blackall Mine c 31 Chapman G. H., Sugarloaf s
52 Blakeney Henry, Brisbane u k (2) 32 Chapman Miss Mary Jane, Brisbane u k
53 Bleakly Miss, Brisbane c 33 Chapman Miss Sophia, Brisbane  u k and c (2)
54 Blend & Sparlers Messrs., Maryborough c 34 ChappleWm., Blackall Copper Minem nude (2)
55 Blooksber Mrs. H., Warwick c 35 Charley E. See, (South Sea Islander) Mary-
56 Blunt E. H,, Brisbane c borough o c
57 Bok Frederick, Logan River c 36 Charlton R. 0., Sugarloaf s
58 Booth -, Fryer Creek, Severn c 37 Chick illis•s Ann, Yatala u k
59 Booth Mrs. Daniel, Dalby u k 38 Chick Miss Ann, Yatala u k
60 Bormann Heinrich, Stanthorpe c 39 Childs J. W., Brisbane s
61 Bowen Miss Mary Ann, Rockhampton u k 40 Childs Thos. J., Breakfast Creek c
62 Bowescott E., Sugarloaf c (2) 41 Choorlock H., Brisbane c
63 Bowls Bridget, Warrill Creek e 42 Christie C. L., Townsville o c
64 Bowman William  (horsedealer ),  Taroom c 43 Christie Mrs. Margt., Brisbane o c
65 Boyd V. W., Warwick c 44 Clare -, Irish Town c
66 Bracken  Denis, Westwood e 45 Clark James, Gympie c
67 Bradford G., Stanthorpe c 46 Clarke James, Maryborough o
68 Bradley Mrs. Margaret,  Brisbane o 47 Clayton H. G., Rockhampton c
69 Bradley Mrs. Rose, Rockhampton o 48 Clements J. S., Stanthorpe s
70 Brady Mrs., Brisbane s 49 Clifford C. It., Brisbane o
71 Brady Thomas H., Hospital,  Brisbane o 50 Clifford W., Stanthorpe s
72 Brand Wilhelmine, Brisbane f 51 Cluett G., Yengarie u k (2)
73 Brennan P., Brisbane s 52 Cochran Mrs. Hugh, Gympie s
74 Brennan Mrs. T., 5-Mile Water, Ipswich c 53 Colgan John, Stanthorpe e
75 Brennick - (bootmaker), Brisbane c 54 Collins Fredk., Mitchell Downs c
76 Bride Mrs., S. Brisbane c 55 Colliss Wm., Mitchell Downs s
77 Brockhurst Lewis,  Brisbane u k 56 Collins James (laborer), Dalby o e (2)
78 Brocking Mrs. J . F., Brisbane c 57 Collosens P. C., Waterton o
79 Brough Patrick,  Brisbane c 58 Colter Mrs. Elizth., Rockhampton c
80 Brown G. T., Warwick o c 59 Conlon Mrs., Westwood c
81 Brown Miss L., Brisbane u k 60 Connell Mrs. Alfred, Ipswich o
82 Brown James, One-Mile Creek 61 Connell P., Stanthorpe c
83 Brown James, Maryborough o e 62 Connelly B., Stanthorpe n z
84 Brown Robert, Ipswich e (2) 63 Cooke Wm., Highfields c
85 Brown Samuel , Dalby c 64 Coonan Jno., Samford in
86 Brown Mrs. Sophia,  Brisbane o 65 Cooper Mrs. Edward,  Brisbane u k
87 Bruce  - (chemist ),  Brisbane a 66 Cooper E. It., Brisbane c
88 Bruce F.,  Brisbane s 67 Cooper Geo., Bowen c
89 Bruce Richard, Dalby s 68 Cortesi  Carlo,  Brisbane c
90 Bruce W. A., Brisbane c 69 Courtman Jonah, Kilkivan u k
91 Bulpitt Henry, Maryborough c 70 Coutts Miss Mary, Toowoomba c
92 Bunhill Henry Joseph (publican), Rock- 71 Cox Frederick, Stanthorpe t
hampton c 72 Cozzens J. C., Townsville c (2)
93 Bunting John, Brisbane c (2) 73 Cuckely Mrs. John, Blackall  Copper Mine a
94 Burdy T. L., Toowoomba c 74 Crickmore E. G., Brisbane u k
95 Burke Peter C., Brisbane c 75 Crickmore Edward, Auburn c
96 Burne  W. H., Goondiwindi s 76 Crockford -, Rockhampton c
97 Burness A. P., Brisbane m 77 Croak C. (carrier ), Dalby c
98 Burton R. C., Brunswick  street c (2) 78 Crooke John, Rockhampton u k
99 Butcher E., Sugarloaf a 79 Crosby Capt., " Mary Smith,"  Rockhampon &
100 Butcher E., Brisbane c 80 Cross C . (carrier), Gayndah c
101 Butler Joseph, Sugarloaf s 81 Cross Miss S. I., Brisbane u k
102 Butler Mrs. M., Brisbane o 82 Crowley Edward, Brisbane u k
103 Butler R., Brisbane c 83 Cuddy Richd., (carrier) Gayndah e
104 Buxton Thomas, Brisbane o c 84 Cudihy  James , Murphy' s Creek o c
105 Bytheway J. T., Stauthorpe c
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85 Cullen John, Maryborough c 6 Faris Mrs. J. D., Townsville c
86 Cummins - (carpenter), Toowoomba c 7 Farley John, Stanthorpe o c
87 Cunningham James D., Townsville c (3) 8 Farmer W. (carpenter), Townsville in (2)
88 Currie Miss Mary, Sandgate c (2) 9 Ferguson Bros. Messrs., Dalby c
89 Curry Patk., Dalby o 10 Ferguson John, Bungeworgorai s
11 Brisbane sFerre C
D. 12
.,
Ferris James, Sugarloaf Creek c
1 DADDOW Andrew, Blackall Copper Mine 13 Ferris J. D. (constable), Ravenswood c and
a (5) u k (3)
2 Dagwell John, or Fenty George, Bowen c (2) 14 Ferris Mrs. Mina, Townsville o c
3 Dahl Alfd., Townsville f 15 Fester Carl, Rockhampton c
4 Dalton J. C., Taroom c 16 Field Joseph, Rockhampton m
5 Daly -, Cariboo c 17 Fienburg Louis, Stanthorpe u k
6 Dalziel Mrs. Barbara, Brisbane o 18 Figan James, Maryborough c
7 Danes John, " Storm King," Brisbane c 19 Finlayson John, Maryborough a
8 Datson Mrs. John, Rockhampton a 20 Fisher A. L., Gympie u k
9 Davidson Charles, Toowoomba c 21 Fisher Luke (farmer), Boggo c
10 Davidson Wm., Brisbane u k 22 Fitzpatrick P., Rockhampton c
11 Davies Alfd. C., Brisbane u k 23 Flannigan Messrs. J. & F., Brisbane c
12 Davis Mrs. John, Brisbane c 24 Fletcher J., Brisbane u k
13 Day E. W., Brisbane c 25 Flitcroft J. (mail contractor), Brisbane o
14 Dean Joseph, Mt. Pleasant, One-Mile Creek c 26 Flood -, Highfields c
15 Dee Miss Emma, Townsville c 27 Fogarty Mrs. J. R., Blackall Copper Mine c
16 Delcotte Paul, Maryborough in 28 Eoote John, Brisbane c (2)
17 Denman Edward, Brisbane o 29 Ford Thomas, Stanthorpe o c
18 Denman George, Brisbane c 30 Forrest James, Westwood c (2)
19 Dennis Alexander, Stanthorpe c 31 Forest.Mrs. P., Beenleigh c
20 Desbois Mrs. D., Yatala u k 32 Forrest Richard, Stanthorpe u k
21 Desbois Rev. Dan., Yatala n z 33 Forno James, Townsville c
22 Desborough Mrs. Emily, Brisbane u k 34 Foster Wm., Mt. Abundance c
23 Devitt Patrick, Westwood c 35 Fowler Miss, Warwick u k
24 Devlin Hugh, Westwood u k 36 Fox Joseph, Brisbane c
25 Diamend John, Maryborough c 37 Frank John, Stanthorpe c
26 Diamond John, Maryborough o c (2) 38 Franklin -, Yatala c
27 Diamond L., Stanthorpe c 39 Franks Joseph, Stanthorpe e
28 Diamond Mrs. Rachel, Logan River c 40 Fraser Mrs. David, Toowoomba c
29 Dickinan Mrs. Christina, Brisbane o 41 Fraser R., Stanthorpe c
30 Divinney Miss Margaret, Brisbane o (2) 42 Fraser Wm., Balmoral Farm, Ipswich u k
31 Dods -, Brisbane c 43 Freestone Mrs. Sarah, Dalby o and c (2)
32 Doggrell L., Fortitude Valley c 44 Friederick Fritz, Westwood c
33 Dogherty Wm. (bushman), St. Lawrence o c 45 Fry John (miner), Rockhampton c
34 Doherty Thomas Kroombit  in
35
,
Doig R., Brisbane m G.
36 Donald G., Mt. Auburn s 1 GARBETT Win., Gayndah c
37 Donoghue Mrs., Brisbane c 2 Gardiner John, Brisbane c
38 Donohue John, Gynipie u k 3 Gardner J., Sugarloaf c
39 Douglas Walter, Springsure c 4 Gerds Miss Sophia, Old Racecourse, Ipswich,
40 Douglas W. J., Brisbane u k 5 Gianottoni Antoni, 70-Mile, Ravenswood m (2)
41 Douyere Miss Myrth, Brisbane e 6 Gibbs A., Brisbane u k
42 Dowdall James, Maryborough u k 7 Gibbs Mark, Stanthorpe c
43 Dowling James, Rockhampton c 8 Gibson Miss, Clydesdale Farm, Brisbane m
44 Downes Philip, Stanthorpe c (2) 9 Gibson Miss Honora, Toowoomba c
45 Downing Daniel, Stanthorpe c (2) 10 Gibson Mrs. J., Brisbane m
46 Duffy Thomas, Townsville u k 11 Gibson James, Brisbane in
47 Dugen Mrs. Henry, Brisbane a 12 Gibson John, Brisbane a
48 Dug Miss Kate S. Brisbane u k 13 Gibson P Clifton c,
H RD I i h
.,
49
ss
umq . ., cpsw c 14 Gill C., Clifton u k (2)
50 DuncJohn (produce merchant), Brisbane c 15 Gilligan Miss, Brisbane s
51 Dunkeld J., Brisbane u k 16 Gillin Joseph, Gympie c
52 Dunlop Edmond, Stanthorpe o c 17 Goldsmith Edward, Brisbane p o
53 Dunn Miss Jane, Toowoomba o 18 Gooding Mrs. W., Brisbane u k
54 Dunn Robert, Townsville a 19 Gordon W., Gayndah c
55 Dunstan Samuel, Moronish o 20 Gorman J., Murphy's Creek o c
56 Duth Mrs., Toowoomba c 21 Grafton Joseph, Rockhampton p o
57 Dyer Henry, Charters Towers s 22 Graham D. L., Toowoomba c
58 Dyer Miss M. L., Ipswich c 23 Graham Francis A., Brisbane s
59 Dyrkop Ludvig, Stanthorpe c 24 Graham. John, (cutter " Kattie King")
Ipswich c
E. 25 Grant Mrs. John, Dalby a
1 EADIE Edward, Rockhampton c 26 Grant Mrs. J. C., Dalby c
2 Eaton Mrs., Rockhampton u k 27 Grayham Miss Kate, Warwick c
3 Ede J., Broadsound c 28 Grayson Billy, Nundubbermere c
4 Edmunds H., Brisbane c 29 Greene Thomas, Gayndah o
5 Edwards Arthur, Stanthorpe c 30 Greer James, Warwick o c (2)
6 Egan Stephen, Stanthorpe o c 31 -Gregory -, Stanthorpe c
7 Ellis James, Sugarloaf Creek c 32 Green W. C., Townsville c
8 English William, Stanthorpe c 33 Grey Robt., Townsville s
9 Ericksen Jacob, Stanthorpe f 34 Grigg Mrs. N. U., Brisbane u k
10 Evans J., Petrie terrace c 35 Groehn Carl, Boombyjan f
11 Evans Thomas J. (sawyer), Maryborough o c 36 Grose Thomas, Blackall Copper Mine in
12 Ezzy Joseph, Stanthorpe o 37 Gross Mrs. Eliza, Brisbane o c
F.
38 Gumm Robert, Coomera o and u k (2)
1 FALKINER T. W., Stanthorpe c H.
2 Fallam Miss Mary, Rockhampton c 1 HACKET Jas. H., Stanthorpe u k
3 Fanning F., Stanthorpe c 2 Hadley Joseph, Leyburn s
4 Faray Herbert, Warwick c 3 Hager W. C., Stanthorpe n z
5 Faril Robert,  Brisbane c 4 Haire -, Pine River c (2)
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5 Hall Mrs .  Joseph ,  Toowoomba c 92 Honeyhall Abe. (engineer),  ship John
6 Hall W illiam ,  Peak Downs  in Rennie," Bowen u k
7 Hallahan James, Warwick c 93 Honeyford John, Brisbane o
8 Halley Thomas,  Dalby  in 94 Hoope J. E., Brisba ne e
9 Halloran -, Warwick c 95 Horneyblue Mrs. Lewis, Queensland s
10 Hamill Samuel ,  Ipswich u k 96 Hosking William  (miner ),  Mt. Perry a
11 Hamilton  -,  Broadwater ,  Stanthorpe c 97 Howard R. B., George Town ,  m and s (3)
12 Hamilton George Charters Towers s 98 Howard Wm. Gyymmppie o c
L,13
,
Hamilton J., Gympie c
,
99 Howes Wm. J.,  M E
14 Hamilton Thomas, Brisbane o 100 Howson David, Roc khampton w a
15 Hamlet Miss Alice, Stanthorpe e 101 Hughes Joshua, Brisbane c
16 Handcock F., Culeragie c 102 Hughes J. A., Mary borough c
17 Handcock W., Dalby c 103 Hughes Thomas, Brisbane c
18 Hanes H., Bowen c 104 Hull John ,  Brisban e u k:
19 Hankinson John  (sawyer ),  Sugarloaf c 105 Humford  -,  Bris bane a
20 Hanley T .,  Brisbane c 106 Hunt F. S., Stanth orpe c
21 Hansen Hans A .,  Dalby c 107 Hunter David ,  Blac kall  Mine c
22 Hanson John ,  Stanthorpe c 108 Hunter David Byrn e ,  Imbil o
23 Hansen  Lars, Marryyborou(h f 109 Hurley Mary, Rock hampton c
24 Hansen Lauritz  Win.,  Brisbane c 110 Huxley Thomas, Bu limba road c
25 Harden  -,  Brisbane c 111 Hymes E., Fortitud e Valley c
26 Hardie Wm., Maryborough u k 112 Hynes Michael, South Monckland c
27 Hardy Josiah Kariboe o, I.28 Harkness  -,  Lochabar c (2)
29 Harrias John, Brisbane u k 1 INGRAM Thomas , Stanthorpe s
30 Harris Mrs. Ann, Brisbane o 2 Irish F .,  Bulimba e
31 Harris Edwd .,  Brisbane s 3 Irvine Mrs .  A., We stwood c
32 Harris G., King's Creek o c 4 Irvine Mrs. Annie , Gympie c
33 Harris J., King 's Creek o o 5 Irvine J. D., Brisba ne s
34 Hartley John, Toowoomba f 6 Irveson Sigour, Townsville c
35 Hartz Miss E. C. Toowoomba c
36
,
Harvey John ,  Clermont c J.
37 Harvey J. H., Mondure c 1 JACKSON Charles ,  Peak Dns. Coppermines f
38 Harvey Michael ,  Townsville c (2) 2 Jackson J., Westw ood c
39 Harvey Robert, Toowoomba u k 3 Jackson John ,  War wick o c
40 Hassett Michael ,  Charleville c 4 Jakobson Allex Eri k,  Brisbane c
41 Haswe ll  H., Stanthorpe c 5 Jam John  (storekee per),  Warwick e
42 Hathaway Frederick ,  Townsville s 6 James Mrs. (semps tress ),  Spring Hill c
43 Hatwell - ,  Toowoomba c 7 James Caleb ,  Stant horpe c
44 Hauck F .,  Stanthorpe f 8 Jeffries Thomas ,  Bulimba road c
45 Hay John ,  Sugarloaf  Creeks 9 Jenner M .,  Ipswich c
46 Hayes Miss ,  Townsville c 10 Jenner Thomas  (ship " John Rennie "),  Bowen
47 Hayes Mrs. Ann, Warwick o c
48 Hayes H. B., Brisbane c 11 Jennings John ,  Toowoomba c
49 Hayward Edwin  (passenger per "John
Bennie, "  ship ),  Bowen u k
12 Jennings W., Brisb
13 Jepsen Knud, Brisb
ane c
ane c
50 Head S.  P. (bricklayer),  Mackay f 14 Jesen Halver Chr., Ipswich f
51 Healey -  (mechanic ),  Gympie c 15 Jessberg Henry  (carrier),  Roma c
52 Heston Thomas ,  Brisbane c 16 Johnson Chas .,  Gladstone u k
53 Hecton Michael, Stanthorpe c 17 Johnson J., Stanth orpe c
54 Helga H .,  Stanthorpe s 18 Johnson Polly, Bri sbane c
65 Heson W .,  Brisbane e 19 Johnson P., Brisba ne o
56 Heitz -  (commercial traveller ),  Brisbane c 20 Johnson W illi am, Brisbane c
57 Hemme M., Townsville f 21 Johnson  Win.,  Ips wich m
58 Henderson A., Crocodile c 22 Johnston  -,  Spring Vale c
59 Henderson Thomas ,  Gympie s 23 Johnston - (chemist ),  Warwick c
60 Henderson W. J., Warwick c 24 Johnston Thomas , Townsville c (2)
61 Henery Joseph, Indooroopilly c 25 Jones Henry, Suga rloaf  in
62 Hesetty F., Sugarloaf s (3) 26 Jones J. (saddler ), Blackall Copper Min e c
63 Hermann August, Fortitude Valley  f 27 Jones James, Mary borough o c
64 Hetherington W. C., Ipswich s 28 Jones J. M., Mary borough e
65 Hicks H. E.,  Canis,  Diggings u k 29 Jones M. A., Stant horpe c
66 Hi ll  Miss ,  Kangaroo Point c 30 Jones  Win.,  Dalby c
67 Hi ll  Alexander ,  Stanthorpe a 31 Jorgensen Christia n Julius ,  Glenprarie f
68 Hill D . (shipwright),  Brisbane c 32 Joseph B., Stantho rpe e
69 Hill Eliza, Brisbane u k 33 Joyce  -,  Aubur n e
70 11 ill J. M., Mt. Abundance c 34 Joyce James ,  Dalb y c
71 Hi ll  John M .,  Rockhampton c 35 Joyner W. C., Bris bane c (2)
72 Hill J .  W., Mt. Abundance e 36 Julian John ,  Towns ville n z
73 Hi ll Win.,  Bulimba road c 37 Jung Mrs .  Eva, St anthorpe o c
74 Highfields o cHilton Thomas , K.75 Hines Isaac  (miner ),  Gympie c (2)
76 Hinkler Johannes ,  Blackall Copper Mine c 1 KAHL Julius  (carrier ),  Westwood c
77 Hinkler John, Blackall Copper Mine c 2  Kane Wil liam , S tanthorpe o e
78 Hinton  Win.,  Rockhampton c 3 Karlsen Nekoline , Bowen c
79 Hivo Nat. (Chinese storekeeper ),  Taroom c 4 Kaye H. P., Rock hampton u k
80 Hobbs Wm., Brisbane u k 5 Keegan Mrs .  P., D arling Downs s
81 Hobkirk  -,  Yendah c 6 Keighran John A., Maryborough o
82 Hockings Wm., Brisbane c 7 Ke ll y C. D., Town svi lle c
83 Hodges  - (mason ),  Toowoomba c 8 Kelly Francis ,  Stanthorpe o c
84 Hodgson Mrs., Rockhampton s 9 Kelly James, Town sville c
85 Hof W illiam, Stanthorpe o c 10 Kelly John ,  Brisba ne o c
86 Hoidal H .  P., Glenprarie f 11 Kelly Joseph ,  Blac kall  Copper  Mine c
87 Holden Thomas ,  Brisbane u k 12 Kelly Michael ,  Sta nthorpe e
88 Holloway Benjamin.Tohn, Brisbane u k (2) 13 Kelly P .,  Nelson's Ridges ,  Ipswich c
89 Holmes Charles ,  Blackall Copper Mines e 14 Kemp Mrs . Win., Rockhampton c
90 Holmes H .,  Rockhampton s 15 Kennedy  Mrs. Ell en,  Ipswich o
91 Holzapefel Herman ,  Brisbane o 16 Kennedy Mrs. Do nald ,  Townsv ille  it
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17 Kent Charles,  Brisbane n z 18 Martin  Robert,  Tinana  Creek u k
18 Keogh James, Westwood e 19 Massey John, Fortitude Valley c
19 Keough Thomas (ship " John Rennie"), 20 Massie M. J., Brisbane o
Bowen u k 21 Massion T. B., Nanango c
20 Kerriao -, Brisbane c 22 Matheson Miss Eleanor, Rockhampton c
21 Kiel R. A., Brisbane o c 23 Mathews John, Townsville c
22 Kieseker Catherine,. Ipswich c 24 Mathewson T. (photographer), Bowen c
23 Kine Miss J., Ipswich u k 25 Mattinson Mrs. J. W., Toowoomba c
'24 King Henry, Musket Flat u k 26 Maunsell James, (farmer), Kedron Brook o c
25 King James, Logan River c 27 Mavar James, Dalengal, Burnett District f
26 King John (chinaman), Bungeworgorai c 28 Maynard H. G., Brisbane u k
27 King John, Hospital, Bowen c 29 Meade Daniel, Sugarloaf c
28 King W. S., Gympie c 30 Mead Murtougb, Coolmunda c
29 Kitt George, Maryborough o c 31 Meagher John, Ipswich s
30 Klintworth andMeyers, Stanthorpe s 32 Medruary Arthur, Ipswich c
31 Knight Bernard, Blackall Copper Mines u k 33 Megan Samuel, Highfields c
32 Knight Win. (Carrier), Maryborough c 34 Mehrtuss Johann, Ipswich c
33 Knox Robt., Cleveland e 35 Meldrum Thomas,
Ipswich c (2)34 Kook Win., Gayndah c 36 Melhuish James, Maryborough u k
35 Krausch P. C. (tailor), St. Lawrence c 37 Melville Robert, Rockhampton s
36 Kryschewsky A., Brisbane f 38 Metters George, Blackall Copper Mines a
37 Tulin Franz, Coondara c 39 Meyers J. R., Rockhampton c
40 Meyer John, Stanthorpe o c
L. 41 Meyer L., Toowoomba c
1 LADEN Austen, Stanthorpe c. 42 Milford George R., Stanthorpe s
2 Lahiff Thomas, Brisbane c 43 Milham Mrs. Louisa, Brisbane o (2)
3 Lalmeire E., Hospital, Brisbane c 44 Millar Win., Native Cat Diggings, West.
4 Lalon Miss,  Bengalla s wood c (2)
5 Lamb Joseph, Stanthorpe u k (5) 45 Millen J., Warwick c
6 Lamptor Mrs. E., Brisbane u k 46 Miller Charles, Gayndah c
7 Lander Miss A., Gogango c 47 Miller Franz, Stanthorpe f
8 Lannon Miss Ann, Brisbane o c 48 Miller George, Townsville c
9 Larkin James, Maryborough u k 49 Miller James, Stanthorpe c
10 Larkin John, Stanthorpe n z and in (2) 50 Miller Richd., Townsville s (2)
11 Larsen John, Ipswich t  51 Mills Robert, Dalby s
12 Lash Mrs. Anna, Brisbane o c 52 Mills Thomas, Rockhampton u k
13 Lathlean Richard, Mount Clara c (2) 53 Minslow John, Sugarloaf s
14 Lavery Win., Rockhampton n z 54 Mitchell C. J., Palm-tree Creek c
15 Lawson A., Blackall Copper Mine c 55 Moffatt John, Gympie o
16 Leach J. (sawyer), Blackall Copper Mine c 56 Mohr Ferdinand, Maryborough c
17 Leach Miss Mary, Ipswich u k  57 Mollerstedt Frederick, Brisbane f
18 Leader Michael (carrier), St. Lawrence o c 58 Monahan 0., Warwick c
19 Leary Maria, Brisbane u k 59 Moor - (teacher), Toowoomba c
20 Ledford Mrs. Catherine, Gympie u k 60 Moore Alexander (carrier), Westwood c
21 Leggatt James, Gympie c 61 Moore R. D., Sugarloaf Creek s
22 Leichmann John, Fortitude Valley o  62 Moore William, Gympie o
23 Lewis A., Warwick a 63 Morcombe Henry (sawyer), Rockhampton c
24 Lewis John, Cabulture u k  64 Morey James, Dalby c
25 Lewis J. T., Warwick in  65 Morgan Fredk., Stanthorpe c
26 Lincoln William, Stanthorpe c 66 Morgan John, Brisbane c
27 Lind Matilda, Westwood c 67 Morgan Martin (carrier), Warwick c
28 Linklater Thomas H., Cania c and u k (2) 68 Morris - (farmer), Junction, Ipswich c
29 Linsune Charles, Maryborough a 69 Morris C., Logan c
30 List C., ship "John Rennie" c 70 Morrison Archibald, Cleveland Bay e
31 Livingstone Mrs., Brisbane c 71 Mortensen C. P., Maryborough c
32 Livingstone R., ship " John Rennie " u k (2) 72 Moyle Charles, Dalby o
33 Lock Mrs. Johannah, Gympie u k 73 Moynihan -, Sugarloaf Creek
34 Lockyer George, Maryborough o c 74 Mulcahy John, Gympie u k
35 Long Shing, Leyburn c 75 Mullan George, Stanthorpe n z
36 Longstaff E., Maryborough c 76 Munroe J., Rockhampton s
37 Longstaff G., Ipswich c (2) 77 Murphy Barry, Stanthorpe a
38 Lonie R., Gympie c 78 Murphy G. Stratton, Sugarloaf Creek c (2
39 Lott W. N., Brisbane u k 79 Murry T., Brisbane c
40 Loveday Walter, Coomrith c 80 Murschel Henry, Stanthorpe o c
41 Lovejoy W., Fassifern c (2) 81 Mylett Stephen, Brisbane u k
42 Lovethoe Mark, Dalby c Mc.43 Lowther Miss Jane Toowong c, 1 Stanthorpe cMcADAMS J.44 Lucas J., Warwick o c (2) 2
,
McCabe James, Stanthorpe c
3 McCann James Leyburn cM. 4
,
Macartey Daniel, Westwood c
1 MADSEN -, Brisbane f 5 McCarthy Mrs., Westwood c
2 Madsen Christian, Stanthorpe s 6 McCauly George (painter), Stanthorpe c
3 Madsen Ponel Johansen, Glenprarie f 7 McCoy -, Townsville in
4 Maggs Mrs. S. C., Spring ll ill o 8 McDiarmid Duncan, Stanthorpe a
5 Magilelli Captain, Brisbane B 9 McDonald Alfred, Krombit Mines c
6 Maguire James, Toowoomba c 10 McDonald Mrs. Annie , Brisbane s
7 Mahony Michael (sawyer), Westwood c 11 McDonald Mrs. C., Bowen s
8 Maitland R., Teebar Station c 12 McDonald John F., Inglewood Pocket, One
9 Makin Miss Kate, Dalby o mile Creek o
10 Mangan E. A.. Coondara o 13 McDonald Mrs. J. R., Townsville e
11 Mann W., Sugarloaf Creek c 14 McDonald Lachlan, Gracemere c
12 Manning George, Brisbane c 15 McDougal Malcolm, Severn River ? a
13 Manson Thomas, Rockhampton u k 16 McElwee Mrs. J., Stanthorpe c
14 Marsh Charles, Blackall Copper Mine in 17 McGhee & Westfold  Messrs ., Gympie c
15 Marshall  J., Brisbane c 18 McGolderick Francis, Mitchell Downs c
16 Marshall J., Gayndah c 19 McGovern John, Blackall Copper Mines c
17 Martin John, South Brisbane u k 20 McGrath Mrs, Francis, Toowoomba o
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21 ' McGrath James, Ipswich c 26 Orr Mrs. J. Brown, Maryborough o
22 McGrath John, Ipswich o c 27 O'Shea Morty, Toowoomba u k
23 McGrath P., Coomera o c 28 O'Sullivan -, Toowoomba c
24 McGuire Thomas, Tancy's, Albert River c 29 O'Sullivan Wm., Toowoomba c
25 MeGurk Miss Elizabeth, Lota o
26 McIntosh David, Toowoomba u k P.
27 McIntyre Allan, Halliford o 1 PACEY James, Westwood c
28 McIntyre Donald, Toowoomba c 2 Page Thomas, One-mile Creek u k
29 McIver George, Gainsford c 3 Palmer Mrs. E., Rockhampton o
30 McKay -, Stanthorpe c 4 Palmer John, Gayndah e
31 Mackay Mrs., Irish Town c 5 Pasley Robert, Stanthorpe o c
32 Mackay Henry, Caledonian Hill, Gympie c 6 Pasley Walter, Rockhampton in
33 Mackay H. W., Brisbane c 7 Patsen Henry, Stanthorpe o c
34 McKean Alexander (timber-getter), Logan 8 Patterson Wm., Cannon Creek, Stanthorpe c
River c  9 Peachey E. W., Stanthorpe c
35 McKelion Mrs. W., Stanthorpe s 10 Pearce Wm., Blackall Copper Mine c
36 McKenzie -- (nurseryman, &c.), Brisbane c 11 Pears Mrs. Martha, Brisbane o
37 McKenzie Roderick, Strathdown s and a (4) 12 Peckham Miss S. J., Toowoomba u k
38 McKinley J. A., Townsville o c 13 Pedersen Miss Anne, Stanthorpe c
39 McLaren James H., Toowoomba c (2) 14 Pedersen Jens, Brisbane f
40 McLean Allan, Taroom c 15 Perrin Charles, Bowen u k
41 McLean Duncan, Brisbane n z 16 Perry Mrs. C. H., Warwick s
42 McLean Duncan, Rawbelle c 17 Petersen Christian Viggo, Bowen f and c (2)
43 McLeish Peter B., Stanthorpe c 1S Petersen Charles, Copperfield f
44 McLelland John, Condamine Plains c 19 Petersen Miss Randi, Bowen f
45 McLeod Miss M., Brisbane c 20 Pfeffer Joseph, Townsville o
46 McMahon Mrs., Ipswich o 21 Pfitzemnaier Ludwig, Rockhampton c
47 McMahon M., Fortitude Valley c 22 Phillips G., Townsville c
48 McMahon P., Warwick c 23 Phillips J. D., Sandy Cape c
49 McMenamin Peter, Ipswich c 24 Pickhand William, Stanthorpe e
50 McMillon Dr., Gayndah c 25 Piers Ed. J. King, North Queensland u k
51 McMillan Alexander (stonecutter), Ipsvvich c 26 Pitcairn Wm., Severn River c
52 McNally J., Rockhampton c 27 Pithers William, Stanthorpe a
53 McNamara --, Westwood c 28 Plante Samuel, Rockhampton c
54 McNamara F., Stanthorpe s 29 Pollard Win., Brisbane u k
55 McNamara Michael, Stanthorpe s 30 Pomroy W. 0., Blackall Copper Mine a
56 McNeil A., Morinish o 31 Pond Matthew, Stanthorpe o c
57 McPhial John, Toowoomba o c 32 Poore Win., Maryborough c
58 McPherson -, Hawkins Hill u k 33 Poore Win., Yengarie c
59 McVey Peter, Stanthorpe c 34 Porter -, Maryborough c
35 Bnlimba cPorter C.
N. 36
,
Porter J., Westwood c
1 NASON Mrs. J. W., Toowoomba o  37 Potter Henry, Port Denison f
2 Neal Miss Emily, Maryborough o c 38 Powell H., Brisbane u k
3 Neal John (carrier), Westwood c 39 Powell L. (carpenter), Toowoomba c
4 Neame F., Herbert River u k 40 Powell T. T., One-mile Creek road c (2)
5 Neill Miss, Fassifern c 41 Powers M., Euthella c
6 Neill Mrs. Win., Ipswich o 42 Powles Harry, Brisbane n z
7 Newborn Martin, Mt. Lawson c 43 Pownall Mrs. L., Oaklind, Albert River s
8 Nicholas G., Sugarloaf c 44 Preston H., Westwood o c
9 Nielsen Gustav, Brisbane o 45 Prevost Miss, Brisbane u k
10 Nielsen Jensine, Boombyjan f 46 Prewitt Joseph, Brisbane u k
11 Nielsen Maria (of Denmark), Brisbane o 47 Price John (carrier), Maryborough c
12 Nightingale Mrs. C. H., Brisbane o c 48 Procter John, Blackall Copper Mine in
13 Nilsson Obe, Westwood c 49 Purchase A., Octagon Mine, Stanthorpe
14 Nimmo and Co. Messrs. Brisbane c
15
,
Nix R. (ship "John Rennie"), Bowen u k 0.
16 Norton George, Brisbane or Gympie f 1 QUIGLEY Michael, Stanthorpe m
17 Nowman John (carrier), Westwood c 2 Quinlan Wm., Toowoomba u k
18 Nully Mrs. D., Brisbane o 3 Quinn James, Brisbane o c
4 Quinn Michael, Stanthorpe o c
0. 5 Quinn T., Stanthorpe s
1 OAKMAN Thorney Logan c
2
,
Oberlin Karl, Brisbane c It.
3 O'Brien M., Murphy Creek o c 1 RAABE Johannes, Kedron c
4 O'Brien Timothy, Stanthorpe c 2 Radmore W., Roma c
5 O'Bryen John, Rockhampton c 3 Raeburn W., Brisbane in
6 O'Byrne John, Rockhampton c 4 Rafter John (bushman), Halliford o c
7 O'Connell J., Campbell's Gully c 5 Ramke George, Toowoomba f
8 O'Connor J., Stanthorpe c 6 Ramsbotham Master W., Pine Creek c
9 O'Connor John, Townsville c 7 Rankin A., Gayndah c
10 O'Donnell John, Brisbane o c 8 Rankin James, Bowen Hills c
11 O'Donnell Michael, Auburn c 9 Rawlins Miss Catherine, South Brisbane c
12 O'Dwyer Thomas, Warwick o c 10 Ray Miss Ann Jane, Nanango o
13 Ogilvie Robert, Brisbane o 11 Raynor John, Bundi c
14 O'Gorman Timothy, Stanthorpe p o 12 Reece Mrs. Catherine, Townsville c
15 Oldlield George, Kelvin Grove u k 13 Reeve Mrs., Rockhampton a
16 Oldham -, Gayndah c 14 Reeve John, Warwick o c
17 Oldham Thomas, Brisbane c 15 Reeves John, Mackay u k
18 O'Leary John (miner), Hamburg Reef, 16 Reid Bernard (laborer), Dalby o c
Gympie c 17 Reid Walter, Bowen c
19 Olman Peter, Brisbane c 18 Reimers Edward, Glengallen c
20 Ollsen Miss Mary, Maryborough c 19 Rennie Mrs., Townsville c
21 O'Mallia Annie, Brisbane u k 20 Reuter --, Middle Ridge c
22 O'Neill Patrick (carrier), Westwood c 21 Rheuben A. M., Bowen o
23 Opie James, Stanthorpe in 22 Richards Mrs. Elizabeth, Indooroopilly o c
24 Ord David, Taroom c 23 Richards G. W., Brisbane o c
26 Ornaldo Isabella,  Broadsound o 24 Richards  J. W., Warwick e
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25 Richardson William, MonklandReef,Gympie c 44 Smiley Miss Isabella, Brisbane c
26 Ridgeway Mathew, Toowoomba o c 45 Smith - (boat builder), Brisbane c
27 Ridler Miss Bessie, Ipswich c 46 Smith Mrs., South Brisbane c
28 Riedy James (cooper), Brisbane c 47 Smith Charles, Fassifern u k (2)
29 Rigby John, Charters Towers in 48 Smith C. Septimus, Brisbane c
30 Riley William, Stanthorpe s 49 Smith Edward T. P., Boggo u k, o c, and c (5)
31 Ring Mrs. L. H., Brisbane c 50 Smith Francis, Kedron Brook
3" Ring L. H., Brisbane c 51 Smith Henry, Toowoomba c
3i Ritchie William and Mary, Brisbane o c 52 Smith. Harry Joseph, Waterton u k
34 Roberts Henry Lane, Wallgett a 53 Smith J., Maryborough t
35 Roberts Wm., Dalby c (2) 54 Smith J. (carrier), Roma c
36 Robertson Charles (stockman), Dalby o c 55 Smith John, Dalby o
37 Robertson James G., Lode Creek in 56 Smith John C., Gympie f
38 Robertson Wm. (seaman), Brisbane u k 57 Smith W. C., Stanthorpe c
39 Robertson William, Dalby c 58 Smith W. S., Stewart's Creek c
40 Robinson- (constable), Maryborough c 59 Smolenski Michael, Marlborough c
41 Robinson Mrs. E., Gympie s 60 Soll Henry, Stanthorpe o c (2)
42 Robinson James, Normanby c 61 Song Mrs., Brisbane c (2)
43 Robinson Wm. Langton (farmer), Brisbane c 62 Sorensen - (tailor), Townsville f
44 Robertson Joseph, Rockhampton u k 63 Spencer Wm., senr., Brisbane u k
45 L'ochfort Wm., Spring Hill u k 64 Spring John, Condamine Plains c
46 Rodgers Mrs. D., Townsville o c 65 Stanbridge A., Mount Abundance s
47 Rodger John G., Brisbane u k 66 Stanley F., Bowen s
48 Roes Alfred, Ipswich s 67 Stassen Alexander, Middle Ridge c
49 Roessler John, Stanthorpe o c  68 St. Croix Aaron de, Highfields  is  k
50 Rolleston H. C., Roma c (2) .69 St. Croix Aaron de, Highfields c and u k (2)
51 Roles Miss Alice Eleanor, Rockhampton c 70 Steinhage George, Gympie c
52 Roles Miss A., Rockhampton c  71 Stenmark August, Brisbane c
53 Rooney T., Town Marie c 72 Stenner Martin, Dalby c
54 Rose David (shoemaker), Stanthorpe o c 73 Stephens John, Rockhampton s
55 Ross Mrs. Charlotte, Brisbane in 74 Stephens Thomas, Blackall Mine a and c (8)
56 Ross Mrs. John, Cobble Cobble in 75 Stevenson Mrs. A., Stanthorpe c
57 Ross W. H., One-mile Creek road m 76 Stewart -, South Brisbane c
58 Rowe Miss, Brisbane u k 77 Stewart James, Roma c
59 Rowlands H. W., Brisbane c 78 Stewart Thomas, Kroombit c
60 Ruff B., Broad Sound c (2) 79 Stokes Edward, Spring Hill c
61 Rush G., One-mile Swamp, Brisbane s 80 Stone Mrs. Margaret, Brisbane u k
62 Rush George, South Creek Hut, Leyburn o 81 Storry William, Sugarloaf s and u k (2)
63 Ryan J., Ipswich c 82 Storey W. C., Brisbane u k
64 Ryan John, Stanthorpe o c 83 Stout C., Millchester s
65 Ryan Mary Anne, Stanthorpe c 84 Straker Alfred, Townsville u k
66 Ryan Thomas, Westwood s 85 Strigel Thomas, Stanthorpe c
67 Ryce A. C., Fortitude Valley in 86 Sturgess G., Brisbane u k
S. 87 Sullivan A., Stanthorpe c88 Sullivan H. Stanthorpe c1 SAILER Gottfried F., Boggo f 89
,
Sullivan M. Blackall c2 Samwell W., Stanthorpe u k 90
,
Sugarloaf cSullivan Michael3 Sandager Anders If., Brisbane f 91
,
Sully A., Brisbane c4 Sanders Mrs., Toowoomba c 92 Suter F., Stanthorpe u k (2)5 Sanne C. 0., Brisbane o 93 Sutton Mrs. J. Rockhampton c6 Saunders Thomas, Weranga c 94
,
Maryborough o eSutton Robert7 Savage Spring Hill c 95
,
Swan John Hornet Bank n z8 Sawers Mrs ., Westwood c 96
,
Brisbane oSweeney Miss Bridget9 Scanlan Mrs. M. T., Dalby o 97
,
Sweeney J. P. Brisbane c10 Scheattling Charles, Brisbane o 98
,
Swords Edward Brisbane c11 Schick Alexander, Roma c 99
,
One-mile Creek u kSylver Bartholomew12 Schmidt - (carrier), Westwood c ,
13 Schmidt Heinrich, Stanthorpe o c T.
14 Schofield George, Stanthorpe c (2) 1 TAIT John, Townsville c
15 Schumacher John, Stanthorpe c 2 Tannock D., Kariboe o
16 Scott Miss, Maryborough c (2) 3 Tansey M., Rockhampton o c and c (3)
17 Scott E. B., Stanthorpe in 4 Taylersen N., Brisbane c
18 Scott W. J., Ipswich c 5 Taylor Henry, Roma o c
19 Schumacher Carl, Bowen f 6 Taylor J. B., Brisbane in (2)
20 Scully John, Brisbane e 7 Taylor W., Brisbane c
21 Seagrave -, Ipswich c 8 Taylor Winterbottom, Ipswich c
22 Sennett John, Mount Beagle c 9 Tee H., Queensland u k
23 Sewart Archibald, Stanthorpe s 10 Tew Henry, Brisbane u k (2)
24 Shairp Charles Norman, Brisbane u k 11 Thomas D. K., Kariboe o and m (2)
25 Shallcross Thomas, Marlborough c 12 Thompson Edmund, Fassifern c
26 Sharpe Mrs. E., Rockhampton c 13 Thompson J., Gympie c
27 Shaw David A., Logan River u k (2) 14 Thompson John, Brisbane u k (2)
28 Shaw Thomas, Toowoomba c 15
Thomson --, Gympie o29 Shaw W., Bowen c 16 Thomson George, Ipswich c
30 Shea Murty, Stanthorpe p o 17 Thomson Mrs. Thomas, Townsville c (3)
31 Sheeran Miss, Bowen c 18 Thomson William, Rawbelle u k
32 Shephard George, Wilson's Downfall s 19 Thorn Edmund, Queensland u k
33 Shields Robert, Roma o 20 Thumann John, Rockhampton c
34 Shilling J. M., Cannon Creek c 21 Tilford Mrs. Margaret, South Brisbane c
35 Shinnick Miss E., Brisbane u k 22 Till Miss Rose, Rockhampton c
6 Sievers August, Theiloon f 23 Tillman H., Bridge Creek c
.s7 Sims Mrs. Jane, Brisbane o 24 Tiuworth Miss Amelia, Rockhampton c
38 Sink David, Brisbane c 25 Tobin Martin, Bowen c
39 Skene Michael, Brisbane c 26 Tomalin Henry, Normanby u k
40 Skinner B., Spring Hill c 27 Tomalin H. J., Gympie c
41 Slack Wm. (butcher), Brisbane o c (2) 28 Tomkins M., Brisbane u k
42 Smale Mrs., Brisbane u k 29 Tonkin Thomas, Kroombit ;l
43 Smart  A. F., Brisbane c 30 Toy George, Gympie o
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31 Trotter Mrs., Townsville o 49 Wh John,  Ipswich u k
32 Turnbull  -,  Brisbane f 44 Wickham  J. W., Ravenswood m
33 Turner P., Bowen a 45 Wight -, Samford c
34 Turner Robert H., Rockhampton c 46 Wilcox R., Auburn c
35 Tyrer Mrs. James, Ipswich c 47 Wilkins  R., Brisbane c (2)
48 Wilkinson - Ballard's Camp cIT. 49
,
Willey Josiah Wm., Blackall Mine  u k & m (5)
1 UNDERHILL John, Brisbane m 50 Williams  Mrs., Brisbane c
V. 51 Williams Eli, Marlborough c52 Williams H., Townsville c1 VACHELL Francis, Brisbane u k 53 Williams  Miss H. M., Brisbane u k (2)2 Veeber Simon, Ipswich c 54 Williams J., Blackall Mine in3 Vercomer Miss Emily, Rockhampton c 55 Williams Mrs. J., Spring Hill u k`4 Vincent It., Stanthorpe c 56 Willis Neot A. A., Durundur u k5 Voll Joseph, Stanthorpe c 57 Willman  E., Stanthorpe c6 Voogst Henry M., One-mile Creek in 58 Wilmot E. S., Eardley,  Stanthorpe c
W. 59 Wilson Miss, Valley c
60 Townsville mWilson Mrs. A. G. M.1 WAIT James, Townsville  o and m (2) 61
,
Stanthor e cWilson C2 Walke Allan, Roma, a 62
p.,
Bowen oWilson Mrs.  Catherine3 Walker John,  Brisbane c 63
,
Dalby cS. (carrier)Wilson C4 Walker Robert, Gayndah e 64
. ,
Wilson G. (sch. " Zephyr "), Maryborough o5 Walker Miss, Townsville u k 65 Rockhampton cWilson Geo. Alex.6 Walker Spencer Fredk., Townsville u k 66
,
Wilson James, Severn River c7 Walker Thomas, Ipswich s (2) 67 Wiison John Ipswich c8 Wall James, Gympie s 68
,
Toowoomba u kWilson John H.9 Wallace Charles Charters Towers c ,, 69 Ipswich u kWilson Mrs.  Samuel10 Walsh - Railway e ,, 70 Ipswich cWinne Richard11 Walshe David, Ipswich u k 71
,
Westwood cWinslow -- (carrier)12 Walsh J e cStantbor ,. p 72 Rockhampton u kWinsor Thomas13 Walsh James (carrier), Dalby c 73
,
Winsper Robert, Canal Creek o14 Walsh John, Bowen f 74 Miriam Vale cWitt A.15 e o cWalsh William Stanthor ,p, 75 Beenleigh u kWolff Arthur16 Walter Sam, Severn River c 76
,
Wood A. F., Woodend c17 Ward John  (carpenter ), Blackall Mine c (2) 77 Lake Victoria cWood C.18 Wardley John, Campabalu o e 78
,
Brisbane o cWood Edward19 Wardlow Mrs A Brisbane oM ,.,. . 79 Brisbane u kWood R.20 Warren D., Taroom c 80
,
Warwick u kWoodhouse H.21 Waters Cornelius, Rockhampton u k 81
,
Westwood cWoods Thomas (carrier)22 Watson Mrs Brisbane s ,., 82 Woodhouse George G., Westwood c23 Watson Walter, Warwick s 83 Toowoomba cWoolnough Henry24 Wavell C., Brisbane u k 84
,
Spring Hill cWrench  Mrs.25 Webb Mrs. Ann, Stanthorpe s 85
,
Wright Robert Stanthorpe a26 Webber John,  Brisbane u k ,
27 Webster W., Taroom in Y.
28 Wedge H., Ideraway c 1 YARWOOD G., Port Denison u k (2)
29 Weed E. (bootmaker),  Brisbane c 2 Young James, Kroombit  c
30 Weeding Dr. (chemist), Warwick c 3 Yule Sidney, Rockhampton c
31 Weir Thomas,  Blackall Mine  in  (2)
32 Welborne  Miss  Alice, Clermont c Z.
33 Wert --Toowoomba c 1 ZAUNDERS A., Beenleigh s
34 West James, Kroombit c 2 Zillfleisch Ludwig South Brisbane f
35 Westley -, Blackall Mine c 3 Zitt W., Warwick f
36 Bowen Downs c.Weston Thomas (carrier)
37
,
Wheelwright (storekeeper), Dalby e Initials, Etc.
38 Whitby C. E., Rawbelle c 1 M. A., Post Office, Brisbane u k
39 White Miss Ellen, Brisbane c 2 M. F., Post Office , Brisbane c (4)
40 White James, Warwick o c 3 Manager, Maryland Co., Ruby Creek s
41 White John, Stanthorpe c 4 Manager, Funnel Creek, St. Lawrence c
42 White M., Westwood c 5 Uzuah (baker), Blackall Mine c
Missing Friends
Inquiry having been made at the General Post Office, Brisbane, respecting the undermentioned
any persons who can give information respecting him are requested to communicate the same to the
nearest Post Office.
FIELDING (Joshua), from Oldham, Lancashire, a short dark man, left England  12 years ago.
Surveyor -General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  26th July, 1873.
r 1HIS  is to certify that Mr. TIMOTHY ALOYSISus
1 DEsmoND,  of Rockhampton ,  having exhibited
evidence of competency as a Surveyor, has been
licensed to effect Surveys under the provisions of
"The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 ,"  and sub-
ject to the rules of this Department.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor -General.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane , 30th July, 1873.
NOTICE.
R. TIMOTHY  ALOYSIBUB DESMOND , of Rock-
hampton, is this day  licensed as  a Surveyor
qualified to act under the provisions and for the
purposes of  "The Real Property Act of  1861."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1873.
T is hereby notified that the Upset Price of
I Portions 5, 6, and 71, in the Parish of Burrum,
proclaimed for sale by auction, at Maryborough, on
the 18th August, 1873, as Lots 39, 40, and 41, has
been raised to £1 per acre.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
T
HE  Bench of Magistrates in Rockhampton, in
Special Petty  Sessions assembled ,  have tkis
day appointed Mr. ROBERT WAREHAM GADEx  fll
Poundkeeper at Rockhampton,  vice  Mr. Barnard,
resigned.
FRANK N. BEDDEK,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Police Office,
Rockhampton, 22nd July, 1873.
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Office of Chief  Inspector of Sheep,
Brisbane , 11th July, 1873.
NOTICE TO SHEEP-OWNERS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information that,
iii future, the owner's or station brand will not
be ecessary in the case of travelling sheep cross-
ing from Queensland into New South Wales, in
addition to the letter Q required by section 47 of
" The Diseases in Sheep Act'  of that colony.
P. R. GORDON,
Chief Inspector of Sheep.
THREE POUNDS REWARD.
`TRAYED from the Queensland Tin Mining
1J Company's paddock, a light-bay buggy horse,
branded W  near cheek, W over WH off shoulder,
slit near ear..
From New  Banca T . M. Company's paddock, a
bay horse, branded JWoff shoulder, SB near saddle.
From Wheal Edith T. M. Company' s claim, a
bay filly, branded JC near shoulder and thigh.
The above reward will be paid on delivery at the
Border Post  office, Stanthorpe.
517 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the-Will of Joseph Macallister Lewthwaite, late
of Wyvernleigh, Tingalpa, in the Colony of
Queensland, gentleman, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Joseph Macallister Lewthwaite
may be granted to John Sergeant Turner, of
Brisbane, in the said colony, merchant, and Walter
Horatio Wilson, of the  same  place, solicitor, the
Executors and Trustees named in the said Will;
reserving leave  for Mary Arnold Lewthwaite, the
Executrix therein named , to come in and prove at
any time hereafter.
Dated this thirty-first day of July, A.D. 1873.
WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
518
Proctor for the said Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Estate of Peter Hartley, late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, freeholder,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby  given,  that Accounts of the
Administration in the above Estate from the
thirtieth day of June, one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-two, to the thirtieth day of June, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three, having
been filed in the office of the Registrar, by William
Thornton and Daniel Foley Roberts, the Executors
of the Will of the above-named deceased; all persons
having claims , or being otherwise interested herein,
may come in  before me, at my office,
S'upremeCourt House, Queen street, Brisbane, on or befor
the Twenty-fifth day of August next, to inspect
the said Accounts, and (if they shall think fit) object
thereto.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of July, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
tl}ree.
++'"^`` J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
THOMAS WILLIAM DALY,
Proctor for the  above-named  William
Thornton and Daniel Foley Roberts,
Queen street, Brisbane.
515 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will and Codicil of William  Bya ll iga
Turner ,  late of Strathalbyn ,  in the District of
South Kennedy , in  the  Colony of  Queensland,
deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby  given,  that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,-  application will  be made to the
said Honorable  Court, that Probate of the Will
and Codicil of the above-named Wi ll iam Byalliga
Turner ,  may be granted to Henry Morre ll  Bode,
of Leichhardt  Downs, in the Leichhardt District,
in the  Colony  of Queensland ,  the Executor named
in the  said ill.
Dated this twenty-third  day of July,  A.D. 1873.
514
MAURICE LYONS,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said  Henry  Morre ll  Bode.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Denis Bellamy (otherwise known
as James Green), late of Moonie Creek, in the
Colony of Queensland, laborer, deceased,
intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named Denis Bellamy (otherwise known as James
Green), deceased, who died intestate, maybe granted
to Thomas Bellamy, of West Maitland, in the
Colony of New South Wales, storekeeper, the
father of the above-named intestate.
Dated this thirty-first day of July, A.D. 1873.
MAURICE LYONS,
Proctor for the said Thomas Bellamy,
Queen street, Brisbane.
521 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Marsh, formerly
of Mount McConnell, but now of Rockhamp-
ton, gentleman.
WHEREAS the said Henry Marsh was, on
the 30th day of July, A.D. 1873, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 1st day of September, A.D. 1873, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of Debts against
the said Estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required, andalsoto determine
whether any or what allowance for support shall be
made to the insolvent up to the time of passing his
last examination, and whether any and what tools
and wearing apparel shall be allowed to the Insol-
vent; and a Second Public Sitting of the Court, at
the same place, on MONDAY, the 20th day of
October, A.D. 1873, to commence at Eleven o'clock,
for the proof of debts against the said Estate,
and for such other matters connected with the
Estate as may be required to be brought before the
Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 31st day of July, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
HENRY J. WHIrLEY,
Official Assignee.
520 6s. 6d.
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In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Holmes and Ramsden, of
Brisbane, merchants.
W
HEREAS the said Holmes and Ramsden
were, on the 28th day of July, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 4th day of August, A.D. 1873, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of Debts
against the said Estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to
determine  whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvents, up to the
time of passing their last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvents ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 8th day of September, A.D. 1873, to
commence  at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate, and for such other matters
connected with the Estate as may be required to
be brought before the Court,
Dated  at Brisbane , the 28th day of July, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Assignee.
519 6s. 6d.
NOTICE.THE Scale of Charges for the insertion of Advertise.
ments in the  Queenslatad Government  Gazette  is
as follows:-
Advertisements  relating to Insolvent c^ Intestate
Estates ,  or Letters of Administration ,  6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relating to  Impounded  Stock, i@.
per annual.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eight lines (or under),
and 3d. for every additional line, allowing ten
words to each line.
Empounbingo
S;W Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SnILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no  such  Adver-
tisement  will be inserted in the  G azette  unless ac."am-
punied  by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the  cost
b 
its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Roma,  from Blythdale ,  on 26th
July, 1873 ,  by order of Messrs .  Wienholt  Brothers.
A
Driving, 2s.
One bay mare, TB conjoined over CY near shoulder,  like
8 near thigh.
One black horse, near hind foot white, S reversed over
DR near shoulder ,  co 3 off shoulder, star.
One bay mare , AC over  D reversed near shoulder, DB
(the D reversed) near rump ; grey filly at foot.
One bay horse ,  near hind foot white ,  star, snip ,  indis-
tinct brand like CC over T near shoulder ,  34 near
thigh, blotched brand off neck.
One bay mare, Pa over E near shoulder, B near thigh,
star ,  snip  ;  foal at foot.
One dark bay or brown horse ,  JV off shoulder.
One bay horse, off hind leg white, star ,  LJ near shoulder
6 off shoulder, white spot off neck.
One brown horse, snip ,  like CC near shoulder ,  blotched
brand like 95 near thigh.
One bay filly ,  white face, off hind foot white, WS near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th August ,  1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
F. G. MACKAY,  Poundkeeper.
516 9s.
IMPOUNDED at Blackall, from Alice Downs, on
the 6th July ,  1873,  by order of R. W. Scholefield,
Esquire.
Advertisers are reminded that No ADVFRTISEMFN2 One bay mare, like 'd near shoulder.
WILL BF. Issua'rru in the  Gazette  unless aecouupu.nicd by One bay horse, like JOH near shoulder ,  like M near
a remitt muc•e sufi:cicut to cover the cost of its iusertioa hi N ldh ff hg ou er.t , so
according to the above scale.
nd d near hind and off fore foO ltb b t,ne ay co , un ra e o
By Order, white.
JAMES C..P,EAL, One bay filly ' i near Shoulder, enlargement  near fore,
c n  ernn•ert. Printer. hoof.
If not released on or before 5th August, 1873, will be
The GovERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt sold to defray  expenses.
of the following amounts:
£ s. d.
1873. WM. KEWLEY, Poundkeeper.
July 26.-S. F. Robinson ... ...  0 1 0 513 4s.
„ 28.-W. Kewley ...  0 4 0
28.-Government Printer, N.S.W.  0 8 8
29.-G. H. Wilson and Co.  0 0 6
„ 30.-Municipal Council, Gayndah  0 15 0  BRISBANE :
30.- „ „ Mackay  1 0 0 Printed and  Published by JAMES C.  Beet, Government Printer,
n 31.-F. G. Mackay ... ...  0 9 0 William street, 2nd August, 1873.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 5th August, 1873.
T
HE following List of Runs in the Colony of Queensland, shewing the Rent and Assessment payable in each case, on or
before 30th September next, is published for general information.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. P. BELL.
LIST OF RUNS.
9
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
375
138
139
140
141
180
181
otniruntent 6aPttP
Run. Rent.
£ s. d.
.UNSETTLED
Bank  of New South
Wales ... ... Baramba...
Ditto .. ... North Baramba...
Ditto ... ... East ditto ...
Ditto ... ... Baramba Ranges
Ditto ... ... Cherboprg ...
Ditto ... ... Murgon ... ...
Ditto ... ... Johnstone ...
Ditto ... ... , Stephenton ...
Ditto ... ... Charleston ...
Ditto ... ... Brisbane Range...
Ditto ... . Booie ... ...
Ditto ... .... Coolabunia ...
Ditto ... .  Nanango... ...
Ditto ... ... Broadwater ...
Ditto ... ... Halketburn ...
Ditto ... ... Greystonelea ...
37 10
37 10
37 10
46 5
46 5
30 0
30 0
30 0
31 0
27 10
30 0
30 0
30 0
30 0
62 19
50 3
m
aw
Lessee. Run.
DISTRICT OF BURNETT.
182 Bank of New South
0 Wales ... ... I Currieside ... ...
0 183 Ditto ... .. Rosehall  ... ...
0 184 Ditto ... ... Oakey Creek ... ...
0 Ditto ...  ...  ditto (arrears)
0 186 Ditto ... Oppenbill
0 124 Campbell and Hay ... Burrandowan
0 125 Ditto ... ... I Croone ...
0 126 Ditto ... ... Chappingah
0 127 Ditto ... ... Letterfourie
0 128 Ditto ... ... Gordon Stone
0 129 Ditto ... ... Dungore ...
0 130 Ditto ... ... Manruen...
0 131 Ditto ... ... Dunrobin
0 132 Ditto ... ... Kingsland
6 133 Ditto ... ... Cushnie
9 134 Ditto ... ... Ballogie
NoTE .-* Rert paid to 31st December.
," alances  of Rents only on account of previous over-payment.
$ Iroportion of License Fee required to cover period between expiration of license to occupy and commencement  of lease.
§ Not yet determined whether Run will be held under lease or renewal of license.
New or purchased Runs on which no Rent is due this year.
Under first  renewal of License.
Rent.
£ s. d.
51 14 0
66 0 0
68 15 0
0 10 0
33 0 0
35 0 0
33 0 0
38 0 0
40 0 0
33 5 0
35 0 0
65 0 0
75 0 0
38 18 0
24 0 0
27 16 0
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LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
330
331
322
142
143
144
145
246
296
317
318
319
320
321
135
151
152
153
154
155
106
107
109
108
110
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
176
177
178
267
179
285
283
284
191
188
189
190
192
383
193
196
196
197
194
207
208
209
264
265
266
268
226
370
225
224
242
243
244
245
306
307
251
252
253
254
116
117
Lessee.
Caswe ll,  H. D.... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .. ...
Clapperton, G.... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Commercial Bank ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .. ...
Dangar , F. H....
Dangar ,  Gilchrist, and
Dangar ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Dight  and Yeomans ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Gilchrist, W. 0. ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Haly, C. R.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto .
Haley and Kirley
Humphery, F. T.
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ivory, A. and F.
Ivory, F. J. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Jones, D. M.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
(arrears)
Ditto ... ...  Nangar ...
Jones ,  D. M. and G, H . Scrubby  Creek ...
Knox,  E. ... ... Munduburra ...
Ditto .. ... Abaranga ...
Knox and Rutledge  ... St. John's ...
Ditto ... ...  Mundowran ...
Ditto ... ... ; Malmoe ... ...
Ditto ... ...  Bungear ... ...
Lawless,  C. and P. ... Boonimbah ...
Ditto ... ...  Coondangan ...
Lawless, C. ... ... Boonbagan ...
Lawless,  P. ... ... Windera... ...
Mo re head and  Young... Dykehead ..
Ditto ... ... Delembra Creek...
Ditto ... ...  Flagstone Creek
Ditto ... ... Doctor's Corner...
Ditto ... ... Dyngie ...
Ditto ... ... Borania ...
Morton, B. B. and S.... Wetheron
Ditto ... ... Ginoondan
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Mort , Henry ...
Ditto ...
Run. Lessee.
UNSETTLED DISTRICT OF  BURNETT- continued.
Upper Chin Chin
Lower ditto
Crazier
Tarrong ...
Neumgna
Tureen ...
Kunioon ...
Euroka ...
Boomerang ...
Mondure... ...
ditto North ...
Mundure ...
North Mundure ...
Mundure  Back Run
Splinter  Creek ...
Broadwater ...
Dalgangal
Three  Moon Station
The Island ...
Monal
St. David's Fall...
View Hill
Mount Perry ..
Yenda ...
Wangoolimban ...
Jua ... ...
Waringa... ...
Wagineraganga ...
Boondooma ...
Durong ...
Piar ...
Dangarabungy ...
Wooroolin ...
Taabinga ...
Boonnenne ...
Bonaire .. ...
Gordon Brook ..
Mount Debateable
Buckingah ...
Malmaison
ditto
Geumga
The Flats
Eidswold
Telemark
Shallow Creek
Boolgal  ...
Goomembong
Boonam ...
Llangollen
Groongah
Wateranga
Gooroolballen
Whitebank
Redbank...
37 10 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
43 12 6
30 10 0
45 10 0
45 10 0
31 0 0
33 0 0
77 10 0
32 10 0
77 10 0
32 10 0
55 0 0
46 5 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
18 15 0
60 0 0
37 10 0
43 15 0
43 15 0
50 0 0
25 6 8
65 10 0
45 0 0
45 0 0
50 0 0
41 13 4
45 16 8
30 0 0
50 0 0
52 16 0
19 16 0
66 0 0
6 0 0
30 0 0
40 0 0
60 0 0
33 6 8
50 0 0
12 10 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
27 15 0
30 6 0
37 10 0
30 10 0
25 0 0
37 10 0
87 10 0
44 10 0
46 13 4
30 0 0
45 0 0
35 0 0
45 0 0
45 0 0
25 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
46 5 0
30 0 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
62 10 0
68 16 0
118
119
120
101
102
249
250
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
234
235
236
237
238
287
288
289
290
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
310
246
247 Ditto ...
248 Ditto ...
385 Ditto ...
57 McKay, D. F....
291 Plummer, J. M.
164 Prince, H. ...
165 Ditto ...
166 Ditto ...
167 Ditto ...
269 Ditto ...
270 Ditto ...
377 Province, Thos.
156 Ditto ...
297 Reid, J. B. ...
298 Ditto
299 Ditto
305 Ridler, R. and J.
309 Ditto ...
351 Ditto ...
303 Ridler, R. B. ...
304 Ditto .
323 Stratford, F. A.
292 Travis, R. ...
308 Ditto
327 Ditto
372 Ditto
379 Ditto
302 Ditto
328 Watt, J. B.
329 Ditto ...
336 Ditto ...
100 Ditto ...
168 Ditto ...
169 Ditto ...
170 Ditto ...
171 Ditto ...
172 Ditto ...
175 Ditto ...
337 Ditto ...
338 Ditto .
381 Watt and Gilchrist
300 Ditto ...
301 Ditto ...
Mort, Henry ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Mortimer, J. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
McBean, L.
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
McDonald, C. C.
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto . ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Run.
... I Woodbank ...
.. Barwood... ...
Linkwood ...
Toomcul ... ...
Manumbar ...
Gobongo... ...
Gallangowan ...
Dry Creek ...
Cominglah ...
... Rawbelle... .
... Mount Fortitude
Tireen .. ...
... Boolcalgopal ...
... Upper Tireen ...
... Little Reedy ...
Coondarra ...
... Courka ... ...
... Cadarga ... ...
... Upper Coondarra
... Cooranga  Creek...
... Fishy Creek ...
Lower Haugh ...
... Upper ditto ... ...
Ditto .. ... Auburn ... ... ...
McDonald and Smith ... Warra ... ...
Ditto ... ... Dundar ... ...
Ditto ... ... Head of Dundar Creek...
Ditto ... ... Aranbanga ...
Ditto ... ... Johngboon ...
Ditto ... ... Lower ditto ...
Ditto  ...  Back Creek ...
McDonald, Smith and Co. Woodmillar ...
McKay and Caswell ... Cannindah ...
Dangando ...
Ditto No. 2 ... ...
Branch Creek ... ...
Bannia ... ... ...
Toondoonananinegy ...
Wigton ... ... ...
Balleyhew ... ...
Woroon ... ... ...
Wangaringa ... ...
Small's Creek ... ...
Scrub Creek ... ...
Roslin .. .. ...
Mountain Creek ...
Binjour ... ... ...
Jonday ... ... ...
Tanjoar ... ... ...
Clonmell... ... ...
Dugallen... ... ...
Ditto  East ... ...
Upper Yarrol ... ...
Lower ditto ...
Land of Promise ...
Gingar Gingar ... ...
Knockbreak ... ...
Cai rossie... ... ...
Lochaber ... ...
Cloncose ... ... ...
Branch Creek No. 1 ...
Rent.
£ s. d.
57 5 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
56 10 0
30 0 0
51 0 0
30 0 0
90 0 0
66 13 4
30 0 0
100 0 0
66 13 4
45 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
166 13 4
55 0 0
57 0 0
166 13 4
37 15 0
50 0 0
112 10 0
137 10 0
137 10 0
63 0 0
45 10 0
62 10 0
65 11 0
37 10 0
38 2 0
46 5 0
20 12 6
37 10 0
37 10 0
30 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
27 10 0
61 17 6
44 0 0
45 16 8
42 1 6
68 15 0
40 2 6
27 10 0
30 0 0
45 0 0
30 0 0
45 0 0
38 10 0
37 10 0
6 5 0
31 0 0
38 10 0
60 17 6
37 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
44 0 0
49 10 0
30 0 0
Hillhouse  Ridge ... 65 0 0
Rocky  Springs  ... ...  84 7 6
Sandy Creek ... ... 37 10 0
Preston .. . ... ...  89 0 0
Dallarnil ... ... ... 37 10 0
Degilbo ... ... ... 45 0 0
Chowey ... ... ... 37 10 0
Mungore... ... ... 37 10 0
South Mungore ... ...  30 0 0
Coringa ... ... ... 45 0 0
Brorinia .... ... ...  65 0 0
Weir Weir ... ... 40 0 0
The Cattle Run... ... 27 10 0
Penang .. ... ... 45 0 0
Nour Nour ... ... 30 0 0
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LIST OF RUNS -- oonti wed.
Lessee.
f1
Run.
DISTRICT
108 Anning , and Deehan  ... I  Mout  Stergen  ...  26 8 0
109 Ditto ... ... Deehan Park ... ... 10 0 0
109
122
112
232
285
272
Anning , Deehan, and
Anning
Ditto ...
Anning Brothers ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ..
Bank  of New South
Wales ... ...
72 Bundock and Hayes ...
177 Ditto244 Ditto ...
266 Bundock, W. C. ...
280 Caird, G. S. ...
289 Ditto ...
170 Clifford and Courtney ...
171 Ditto ...
273 Commercial Bank
270 Cowan, Cowan,and Nichol
279 Ditto ... ...
280 Ditto ...
174 Gibson, James ... ...
216 Ditto ... ...
277 Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
89 Ditto ... ...
92 Ditto ... ...
164 Ditto ... ...
157 Ditto ... ...
166 Ditto ...
270 Ditto ...
90 Gibson  and Scrutton ...
91 Ditto ... ...
102 Ditto ... ...
217 Ditto
267 I Gibson ,  Mrs., and
Scrutton
268 Ditto ... ...
310 Barker and Sons
311 Ditto ...
312 Ditto ...
314 Ditto ...
315 Ditto ...
316 Ditto
341 Barnes and Smith
302 Collins, C. and T.
326
327
328
329
360
320
321
Cooper, Cooper, and
Mytton
Ditto ... ...Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Cranston and Firth ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
•146 Bell and  Sons ... ...
118 Campbell, Alex. ...
126 Ditto ...
222 Coutts, Thos. .
107 Gore, Baldock, and
Pyaulx ... ...
108 Ditto
109 Ditto ...
155 Hodgson and Ramsay...
127 Kent and Wienholt ...
131 Ditto ...
0132 Ditto ...
0263 Ditto ...
Ditto
114 King, Geo.
115 Ditto ...
6124  Marsh, M. H.... ...
253 McDonald and Smith...
ditto No. 21 ...
Pine-tree Creek11 ...
Reedy Springs ... ...
Strath Stewartll ... ...
Charlotte Plains1l ...
Western Fort Constan-
tine) .
Wyangarie ...
Landsborough Downs ...
Minnamere ... ...
Dixeyl ... ... ...
Mindie ... ... ...
Fort Constantine ...
Keira ... ... ...
Marathon
Cannobie ... ...
Cowan Downs
Sorghum Downs No. 1 ...
ditto No.  2.... ...
Gulnare ... ... ...
Cro wfells ... ...
Yerna ... ... ...
ditto: (arrears)
Chi llonll ••• ••• •••
Manfred11 ... ...
Mount Little 11 ...
Little Saxby  Plains l l ...
Ginbar11... ...
The Laket ...
Mazeppall ... ...
Parisinall ... ...
Beppoll ... ... ...
Drinall ... ... ...
The Ridge: ...
Britchy No. 11 ...
Roselle Plains ... ..
McDonald Plains
Ellendale ... .
Carpentaria Downs, East
Ditto West
Rosedale
Myall Downs, No. 2 ..
Lynn Water ... ..
Broadlands, No. 1 ..
Ditto  No.  2 ..
Oak Park ::
Spring Hill ...
Stony Rises: ... ...
Albert Downs ... ..
Fossill Brook ... ...
Rent.
£ a. ,6,
3 i8 9 274 Ditto
273 Gray Brothers ...
33 0 0 33 Gray, R. ...
84 Ditto
234 Ditto ...
116 Greig, W. ...
121 Ditto ...
10 8 4 263 Ditto ...
15 0 0 110 Greig, W. T. ...
15 0 0 118 Ditto ...
13 4 0 119 Ditto
3 2 6 286 McGi ll ivary, G.
12 10 0 261 McIntyre, D. ...
16 0 0 265 Ditto
10 0 0 254 Rourke and Munro
22  10  0 255 Ditto ...
17 0 0 256 Ditto ...
25 0 0 257 Ditto ...
25 0 0 258 Ditto ...
25 0 0 259 Ditto ...
9 5 0 69 Stewart, R. ...
1910 0 70 Ditto ...
6 6 0 71 Ditto ...
3 8 9 72 Ditto ...
3 2 6
Lessee.
OF BURKE.
269 Gibson,  Mrs.,
Scrutton
82 Gray, R.  Cl.,  and M.
105 Ditto ...
279 Ditto ...
271 Ditto .
165 Stratford, F. A.
276 Thompson, J. ...
Ditto ...
48 Ditto ...
49 Ditto ...
56 Ditto ...
117 Ditto ...
271 Ditto
3 2 6 139 Towns and Stuart
3 2 6 164 Walker, S. B. ...
Run. Rent.
£ a. d.
and
... Britchy No. 2t
... Sussex ... ...
Wongaleet ...
... Sussex No. 2§ ...
Glendower ...
Somerset ...
Bedford ... ...
Prairie No. 1 ...
... Lindsay Downs ...
... Eton Vale ...
... Prairie No. 211 .
... Kenmac  Downs No. 111 ...
...
ditto No. 211...
Eddington
... Dalgonally ...
... Winearing ...
... Ravensdalell ...
Merton Valell ...
DISTRICT OF COOK.
31 5 0 42 Mosman, A. ...
22 10  0 43 'Ditto ... ...
2210 0 44 Ditto ... ...
22 10  0 45 Ditto ... ...
23 15 0  46 Ditto
26 6 0 304 Smith,Barnee,and8mith
13 15  0 305 Ditto ... ...
80 0 0 306 Ditto ... ...
307 Ditto ... ...
17 10  0 330 Ditto ... ...
15 0 0 331 Ditto ... ...
13 10 0 332  Ditto .. ...
16 10 0 324 Smith and Co., H. F....
11. 9 2 323 Smith, H. F. ...
15 0 0 339 Ditto ... ...
7 10 0
I
SETTLED DISTRICT OF
Jimbour (consolidated) 1857 18 6
Pilton (consolidated)t ... 159 7 11
Rosalie Plaint ... ...
North Toolburral] ...
Yandillat ... ...
Tummavillet ... ...
North Brancht ... ...
Eton Vale ...
Lagoon Creek Downs,
West  ... ... ...
Jondaryant ... ...
Irvingdale ... ...
East Prairie ... ...
Ditto (arre ars) ...
Gowriet ... ... ...
Goombungeet ...
Maryland, North ...
Canning Downst ...
226 13 2
661 15 8
429 12 8
185 1 0
203 7 0
144 13 4
195 6 8
275 18 0
143 11 10
5 0 0
175 0 2
84 10 0
33 6 8
356 6 7
DARLING DOWNS.
116
251
•196
197
*198
101
102
*103
167
264
231
100
121
122
194
112
113
3 2 6
12 5 0
0 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
9 15 0
23 12 6
7 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
Bauhinia Vale No. I11 ...
ditto No. 211... ...
Aspasia No. 111 ... ...
ditto No. 211 . .
Fairlight No. 111 ...
ditto No. 2 ... ... 16 10 0
ditto No. 3 ... ... 16 10 0
Denbigh No. 111... ...
Albert Downs ... 30 0 0
Spring Lawn ... ...  25 0 0
Southerness  ... ...  12 10  0
Core"  ... ... 48 8 0
Rocky Hi ll s 12 10 0
ditto: (arrears) 10 8 4
Greenvale  ...  37 10 0
Mount Emu Plains ... 37 10 0
Prairie ... ... ... 25 0 0
Prairie No. 2 ... 42 0 0
Rocky Hills No. 21 ... 3 12 11
Floraville ... ... 16 0 0
Seward Downs ... ... 37 8 0
Pine ...
Copperfield ...
Nepowe ... ...
Preston ... ...
Rienza ... ...
Quinton ... .
North Lyndhurst
Lyndhurst
South Lyndhurst
Salcey Forrest ...
Glenrock
Sunnyside
Lynde, No. 1
Lynde, No. 2
Myall Downs
McLean and Beit  ... I  Weetbrookt ...
McLean, Hodgson, and Goomburrat ...
Green
Palgrave and Biggo  ...  Rosenthal
Ditto . .. ... St. Rutht ...
Ditto .  South Toolbura...
Peel River Land and
Mineral Company
Stratford, F. A.
Ditto
Taylor, Jae.
Ellangowant ...
Talgait ... ...
Canal Creek ...
Cecil Plaint ...
Ditto ... West Prairiet ...
Thorn, Geo. ... Werra Warrat ...
Tooth, W. B.... Cliftont ... ...
Tyson, Jae. Peel's Plainet ...
Ditto ... Beauarabat ...
Vickery, E. ... Greenbankt ...
Wienholt Bros. Strathmillart ...
Ditto ... Gladfieldt ••.
7 10 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
21 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
26 12 0
33 15 0
139 9 0
121 9 2
562 12 0
645 9 0
120 9 0
191 16 9
111 19 6
223 17 4
369 4 11
26 6 9
84 18 8
294 2 6
238 8 8
252 18 0
24 0 10
18 19 9
35 8 3
1294
Lessee.
280 Arndell, Jno. ...
289 Bailey, C. W....
257 Beck, R. C.
147 Bell  and Sons ...
162 Ditto ...
163 Ditto ...
164 Ditto ...
273 Ditto ...
148 Bell, J. T. M....
288 Ditto ...
Ditto ...
151 Ditto ...
141 Benjamin, D. and J. ...
265 Bowman Brothers ...
266 Ditto ... ...
195 Bracket, F.
153 Bracket, Grace ... ...
154 Ditto ...
286 Brennan, M. H. ...
284 Brennan, P.
281 Brown, S.
223 Campbell and Hay ...
224 Ditto ... ...
225 Ditto ... ...
200 Cardell, H. ... ...
204 Ditto ...
209 Ditto
205 Ditto ...
91 Christian, J. and W. ...
206 Clark, Geo.
93 Clynes, P. ... ...
295 Ditto ... ...
227 Ditto ... ...
287 Ditto ... ...
92 Ditto ... ...
171 Ditto ... ...
272 Ditto ... ...
297 Ditto ...
179 Commercial Bank
180 Ditto ... ...
182 Ditto ... ...
156 Ditto ... ...
262 Ditto ... ...
229 Daisey, M.
278 Ditto ...
293 Ditto ... ...
294 Ditto ... ...
282 Ditto ... ...
157 Devine, P.
158 Ditto ... ...
292 Ditto ... ...
254 Dickson, J.
255 Ditto ... ...
259 Ditto ... ...
275 Ditto ... ...
276 Ditto ... ...
277 Ditto ... ...
278 Ditto ... ...
281 Dines, R. ... ...
152 Ditto ... ...
275 Ditto ... ...
243 Dockrill, Wm.... ...
244 Ditto ... ...
245 Ditto ... ...
284 Easton, H. E.... ...
290 Ditto ... ...
178 Ferrett, J. ... ...
181 Ditto ... ...
183 Ditto
201 Ditto ... ...
234 Ditto ... ...
202 Ditto
236 Ditto ... ...
269 Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
173 Ditto
240 Ditto
241 Ditto
142 Forbes, Blythe, and
Schofield
Ditto
168 Gilchrist and Watt ...
169 Ditto ... ...
170 Ditto
Run.
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Rent. Lessee. Run. Rent.
£ s. d. II  I
UNSETTLED DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS.
Currinby ... ...
Bendiddee ... ...
Delta ...
Cooranga ... ...
Cobblegum ... ...
Lower Cobblegum ...
Miggabarroo ... ...
Alpha ... ... ...
Tingan ... ... ...
Nombey ...
ditto$ (arrears)
Ellengaba ... ...
Woolangail ...
Maidenhead ...
Aitken's Flat ...
Warroo .
Coolmunda
Brush Creek ...
Brushy Park ...
Foxborough ...
West Cooroora ...
Tarewinnabar ...
ditto, West...
Retreat No. 2 ...
Tieryboo ... ...
Bentland... ...
Wieambillall ...
Picurdah
Tenterfield North
Stonehenge .
Curringen South
Wanda Wanda
Wear Waar ... ...
Binigi
Bingeyrang ...
Junction ... ...
Bumball ... ...
Tinker's Creek ...
Bottletree Creek
Bottletree Ranges
Wallann ... ...
Gunyan ... ...
Bonshaw ... ...
Moogoon...
Kerambilla Forest
Bethecurriba West ...
Moogoon East ... ...
Backland's Dry ... ...
Swithland ... ...
Whetstone ... ...
Eena ... ...
Kinkabella ...
ditto Junction ...
Coomrith
Gayndall  ..
Upper Wongil Wongil ...
Lower ditto
Boonangar North ...
Bethebetheba ... ...
Merawa ... ... ...
Starvation Camp ...
Burning Thirst ... ...
Vexation ... ... ...
Coblecundy ... ...
Callingunee
Lower East Tchanning...
Columba ... ... ...
East Tcha.nning... ...
Hookwood ... ...
Binbean Downs... ...
Dogwood ... ...
Gnoondoolmally ...
Upper East Tchanning...
ditto (arrears)
Alderton ... ... ...
Blythslandil ... ...
Palmy Creekl ... ...
Meamba  ... ... ...
ditto (arrears)
Boondandilla
Burrando... ... ...
Ret re at,  No. 1 ...
35 0 0 199 Gilchrist and Watt
12 10 0 246 Gilchrist ,  Watt, and Co.
25 0 0 248 Ditto ... ...
153 0 0 247 Ditto ...
44 0 0 292 Graham and Wi ll iams
25 0 0 161 Gilchrist , W. 0. ..
44 0 0 277 Hal li day andLangholme
10 10 0 268 Holmes, A. and E. ...
60 0 0 Ditto ...
6 5 0 285 Holmes, E. ...
1 11 3 267 Ditto ...
90 0 0 149 Holmes, R.
12 10 0 159 Holt, Thos.
66 13 4 97 Jenkins, R. L....
50 0 0 145 Ditto
190 0 0 142 Johnson, D. ...
200 0 0 203 Koppe, C.
40 0 0 94 Knyvett and Box
13 10  0 144 Ditto ...
7 0 0 120 Lalor, Wm. ...
27 10 0 136 Ditto
65 0 0 239 Lloyd, C. G. H. ...
60 0 0 298 Logan, R.
55 0 0 160 London Chartered Bank
68 10 0 of Australia... .
25 0 0 269 Langholmeand Halliday
271 Ditto
46 5 0 96 Low,J.andW.(Assignees
28 0 0 of R. Gibson)
70 0 0 219 Macfie, R. A. ...
30 1 0 220 Ditto ... ...
30 5 0 221 Ditto ... ...
116 13 4 125 Marsh, M. H.... ...
12 10 0 104 Miles, William ...
12  10  0 165 Ditto ... ...
50 0 0 211 Ditto ... ...
212 Ditto ...
26 0 0 123 Morehead and Young...
30 0 0 175 Mort, Cameron, and
30 0 0 Buchanan ... ...
333 6 8 176 Ditto ... ...
100 0 0 177 Ditto ... ...
45 16 8 184 Mort, Henry ... ...
40 0 0 185 Ditto ... ...
12 10 0 186 Ditto ... ...
X710 0 187 Ditto ... ...
27 10  0 188 Ditto ... ...
6 5 0 191 Ditto ... ...
80 0 0 192 Ditto .. ...
80 0 0 213 Murray, Stewart ...
25 0 0 214 Ditto ... ...
27 10 0 215 Ditto ... ...
31 18 0 218 Ditto ... ...
27 10 0 247 Ditto ...
32 0 0 230 McDonald, C. C. ..
30 0 0 110 McDonald and Smith...
30 0 0 111 Ditto .. ..
30 0 0 105 New Zealand and Aus-
34 2 0 tralian Land Company
44 0 0 106 Ditto
40 0 0 210 Nelson, H. M.... ...
30 0 0 239 Ditto
30 0 0 288 Ditto ...
40 0 0 293 Ditto .
2710 0 226 North British Australian
12 10 0  Company
30 0 0  228 Ditto
30 10 1 260 O' Keeffe, E.
83 6 8 261 Ditto
27 10 0 267 Ditto
33 6 8 274 Ditto
48 10 0 297 Ditto
50 0 0 249 Ditto
35 0 0  135 Parr, J. C.
nor D3 15 0 235  Ra y , .
52 10 0 276 Robertson, R. R,. C.
296 Taylor, Jas.
232 Thorne, Geo. ...
233 Ditto ...
36 13  4 238 Ditto ...
10 0 0 128 Towns and Stewart ...
55 11 0 57 Trust and Agency Com-
50 0 0 pany ... ... ...
40 0 0 137 Ditto ... ...
£ s. d.
Pike's Creek  ... ...  180 0 0
Durah ... ... 55 0 0
Darr, No. 1 ... ... 42 10 0
Ballon ... ... 7210 0
Bombombah ... .. 12 10 0
Merinda ... ... ... 29 10 0
Scrubby Gully ... ... 13 0 0
Haran ... 35 0 0
ditto (arrears) 315 0
Highlands ... ... 27 10 0
South Glen§ ... ...
Gundewindi ... ... 60 0 0
Rayleigh ... ... ... 110 0 0
Carbucky ... ... 190 0 0
Broomfield ... ... 180 0 0
Miamba North ... ... 62 10 0
Myall Grove ... ...  25 0 0
Wyaga ... 76 0 0
Head of Yarril Creek ... 30 0 0
Bengalla ... ... 100 0 0
Beebo and Wyemoo ... 80 0 0
Culgarra ... ... 44 0 0
Mingoola ... .. 85 0 0
Winton ... ... ... 170 0 0
Wangaby§ ... ..
Eureka No. 2§ ... ...
Biran ... ... ...  1210 0
Goodar .. ... ... 100 0 0
Billa Billa ... 65 0 0
Yazaburn ... 40 0 0
Folkstonet ... ...  134 11 8
Langeland  ... ... 25 0 0
Goonypulla ... ...  27 10 0
Doolacka  ... ... 130 0 0
Scotland ... ... ...  25 0 0
Texas ...  ... ...  250 0 0
Kaywanna ...
Yarrilwanna ...
Well Town ...
Liddell Forest ...
Weranga No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
Liddell Dale ..
Weranga No. 5 ...
Jingi Jingi ...
Seven Oaks ...
Pelican Station ...
Canaga ...
Darr No. 2 .
Stockyard Creek
Bodumba ...
Canning Creek ...
90 0 0
150 0 0
110 0 0
50 0 0
68 6 8
41 13 4
68 6 8
58 6 8
60 0 0
68 6 8
208 6 8
18 0 0
50 0 0
32 0 0
42 10 0
30 0 0
113 0 0
200 0 0
Chinchilla ...
Wongongera
Upper Wieambilla
Tara ... ...
Myra ... ...
Malaya ... ...
350 0 0
200 0 0
43 4 0
51 6 0
49 8 0
41 8 0
Stretchworth ... ... 70 0 0
Halliford ... ... 45 0 0
Moonie No. 1 ... ... 27 10 0
ditto No. 2 ... ... 27 10 0
Chain of Ponds... ... 12 10 0
Golden Hillslj ... ...
Spring Mountll .. ...
Gayndell South II
Terrica .. ... ... 140 0 0
Goondool ... ...  36 13 4
Ballindean ... ... 200 0 0
Dunmore ... ...  23" 0 0
Kogan Creek . ... 47 0 0
Braemar Forest... ...  36 0 0
Warta Warta ... ...  43 6 8
Glenelg ... ... ...  300 0 0
Boundary  ... ... 2010 0
Cooro ora... ... ...  60 0 0
1295
Lessee.
138 Trust and Agency Com-
pany ... ... ...
139 Ditto ... ...
271 Ditto ... ...
282 Ditto ... ...
250 Vickery, E.
95 Ditto ... ...
96 Ditto ...
140 Vignolles, F. D. ...
134 Walker, Thos.... ...
237 Ditto ... ...
675 Costello, J. ...
Ditto ...
692 Ditto ...
693 Ditto ...
722 Ditto
723 Ditto
724 Ditto
725 Ditto ...
745 Ditto ...
746 Ditto ...
747 Ditto
680 Costello, M. ...
Ditto ...
694 Ditto
702 Doyle, R. ...
707 Ditto ...
708 Ditto
650 Drinan, Bros. ...
651 Ditto
652 Ditto ...
653 Ditto ...
654 Ditto ...
655 Ditto ...
656 Ditto ...
657 Ditto ...
658 Ditto ...
659 Ditto ...
660 Ditto ...
661 Ditto ...
668 Ditto ...
679 Ditto
697 Durack, P. and J.
698 Ditto ...
699 Ditto
676 Durack, P. and M.
Ditto ...
677 Ditto ...
Ditto ...
678 Ditto ...
Ditto ...
683 Ditto ...
Ditto ...
684 Ditto ...
Ditto ...
696 Ditto ...
720 Fraser, John ...
721 Ditto ...
703 Geary, E. M. ...
704 Ditto ...
706 Ditto ...
705 Ditto
681 Hammond, G. T.
Ditto ...
682 Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Run.
LIST OF RUNS-- contimced.
£ e. d.  II
Run.
UNSETTLED DISTRICT OF DARLING  DOWNS-continued.
Noon6oomally ...
Wallambah ...
Byerlin ...
Northwood ...
Daandine
ditto South ...
ditto South No. 1
Western Creek ...
Pikedale ... ...
Glenlyon ...
ditto$ (arrears)
Wheeo$ ...
Western Downs$ ...
ditto, North$ ...
ditto, West$ ...
Kyabra North$ ...
Loch Derg North$ ...
Gunnena$ ... ...
Yass$ ... ... ...
Dry Creek§
Loch Derg ..
dittol  (arrears)
Back Water$ ...
Tookabarnoo$ ...
Marpoo East$ ...
Owwerree$ ...
Lubrina West ...
ditto East ...
Conbar East ...
ditto West ..
Junctiont
Rent.
£ s. d.
Rent.
a7 0ft,
Lessee.
Nunduppermeret ...  109 2 0
Wombo Forest ... ...  185 0 0
Yamo  ... ... 3010 0
Badgimoulba ... ...  27 10 0
Cobbareena ... ...  6 6 0
Wondul... ... 105 0 0
Speculation ...  45 0 0
Charley's Creek West ...  33 0 0
Hamilton Plains ...  65 0 0
119 Watt, J. B. ...
36 0 0 207 Watt and Young
45 0 0 208 Ditto ...
27 10 0 274 Ditto ...
12 10 0 272 Willett, J.
34 4 7 95 Wienholt and gent
97 19 7 129 Young, Monteflore, and
159 9 2 Rundle
385 0 0 130 Ditto ...
396 0 4 279 Ditto ...
235 0 0
DISTRICT OF GREGORY.
6 5 0 700 Hammond , J.... ...
1 11 3 701 Hammond ,  Fannie ...
5 14 7 726 Hughes, H. B.... ...
5 14 7 728 Ditto ...
2 1 8 729 Ditto
2 1 8 730 Ditto ... •..
2 1 8 731 Ditto
2 1 8 732 Ditto ...
1 6 8 733 Ditto ... •..
1  0 10  734 Ditto ... •..
735 Ditto ... ...
6 5 0 736 Ditto ... ...
0 10  5 737 Ditto ... ...
5 14  7 738 Ditto
4 3 4 739 Ditto ... ...
7  5 10  740 Ditto ... ...
3 12 11  741 Ditto ... ...
3710 0 742 Ditto ... ...
37 10  0 743 Ditto ... •..
25 0 0 744 Ditto ..
25 0 0 712 Jones, Green ,  and Sul-
25 0 0 livan  ... ... ....
25 0 0 685 Macdonald ,  N. H. ...
37 10  0 Ditto ... ...
37 10  0 686 Ditto ... ...
12 10  0 Ditto ... ...
25 0 0 687 Ditto
25 0 0 Ditto ...
12 10  0 689 Ditto ... ...
12 10  0 Ditto ... ...
12 10  0 709 Ditto ... ...
4 3 4 710 Ditto ... ...
4 3 4 711 Ditto ...
4 3 4 713 Ditto
6 5 0 714 Ditto
010 5 715 Ditto ...
6 5 0 716 Ditto ... ...
010 5 717 Ditto
6 6 0 718 Ditto ... ...
0 6 3 719 Ditto ... ...
6 5 0 662 McRae ,  Christina ...
1  0 10  663 Ditto ... ...
6 5 0 664 Ditto ... ...
1 010 665 Ditto ...
666 Ditto
2 1 8 667 Ditto ...
2 1 8 688 Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
690 Nutting ,  C. M. ...
691 Ditto ... ...
695 Read, A . ... ...
6 5 0 674 Scanlan, J.
1 010 Ditto ... ...
6 5 0 679 Ditto ... ...
1 010 Ditto ... ...
Upper Conbar East ...
ditto West ...
Nockatunga East ...
ditto West ...
Branch Block ...
Queemarra North ...
ditto South ...
Pastoria ... ... ...
Nockaburrawarry South
ditto North
... ...Lough  Islet
Wallindery$ ... ...
Lough Neagh$ ..
Thilyoungra South No. 1
ditto$ (arrears)
ditto No. 2
ditto$ (arrears)
Mount Ortherin
ditto$ (arrears)
Cambroo West ...
ditto$ (arrears)
ditto East .,
ditto$ (arrears)
Bungindery§ ...
Wombundery South$ ...
Merri Merrilla$
Glengarry§ ... ...
Glenesk§ ... ...
Glencoe§ ... ...
Glenreedy§ ... ...
Argyle ...
ditto$ (arrears)
Tenham ...
dittot (arrears)
4 3 4
Wallaroo $ ... ... 4 3 4
Hughes$ ... ...  2 1 8
Tamati$ ... ...  2 1 8
Gindina$ 3 3 4
Tipperra $ ... ... 3 3 4
wippol 4 3 4
Merril ... ...  2 1 8
Pady Pady$ ... ...  2 1 8
Hobkirk$ ... ...  2 1 8
Heeney$ ... ...  2 1 8
Horse Run$ ... ... 2 1 8
Meadows$ 3 3 4
Ilbery $ ... ... 2 1 8
Pamamarrol ... ... 2 1 8
Herbert] ... ...  2 1 8
Rothesay$ ' ... ...  2 1 8
Bute$ ... ...  2 1 8
Ascog$ ... ...  2 1 8
Arrant ... ...  2 1 8
Bertula$ ...  2 1 8
Broorarie South 6 6 0
ditto$ (arrears) 1 0 10
ditto North... 6 5 0
ditto$ (arrears) 1 0 10
Ulloomunta .. 6 5 0
ditto$ (arrears) 1 0 10
Gro s 6 6 0
ditto$ (arrears) 1 010
Morinish East$ ... 3 12 11
ditto West$ ... 3 12 11
Nilparoo East $ ... 3 12 11
Stanley$ ... ...  2 1 8
Tartulla$ ... ... .  4 3 4
Callilpie$ 4 3 4
Dunoon$ ... ... 2 1 8
Glasgow $ ... ... 2 1 8
Greenock$ ...  2 1 8
Edinburgh$ 2 1 8
Delga East ... ... 12 10 0
ditto West ... ... 12 10 0
Kalboora East ... ... 12 10 0
ditto West ... ... 12 10 0
Kowroungala East ... 12 10 0
ditto West ... 12 10 0
Cathoo ... ... ... 6 5 0
ditto$ (arrears) 1 0 10
Berella North§ .. ...
ditto South§ ...
Wombundery$ ... ... 5 14 7
Grabben Gullen... ..  6 6 0
ditto$ (arrears) 1 11 3
Springfield 6 5 0
ditto$ (arrears) 1 0 10 6
1296
Lessee. Run.
LIST OF RUNS - castiaued.
Rent.
wa.
Lessee. Run. Rent.
2 a. d.
246 Allingham, J....
396 I Barker ,  Martin, and
Martin
434 Bell and Atherton ...
33 Clarke, John ... ...
336 Cook and  Ross ...
10 Campbe ll  and Hay ...
64 Ditto .. ...
20 Dangar , W. J.... ...
131 Ditto ... ...
133 Ditto ..
73 De Salis, L. F.
136 Emmerson, C....
Ditto
327 Gilchrist, W. O.
328 Ditto ...
376 Graham, R. W.
37 Holt, Thos. ...
63 Ditto ...
76 Ditto ...
126 Ditto ...
238 Ditto ...
375 McCartney, Sir J.
13 Allingham, J....
14 Ditto ...
19 Ditto ...
266 Ditto
268 Ditto ...
269 Ditto ..
151 Anning and Co. .
272 Anning, R. J. and F. A.
Ditto
50 Arming, R. J. and F....
150 Ditto ... ...
253 Ditto ...
140 Bland, Daintree, and
Klingender ... ...
141 Ditto ... ...
152 Ditto ... ...
248 Carr, J. C.
88 Carpendale and Vanneck
90 Ditto ... ...
95 Ditto ... ...
101 Ditto ... ...
117 Ditto ...
1 Campbell and Hay ...
7 Ditto ... ...
8 Ditto ... ...
9 Ditto ... ...
73 Ditto ... ...
74 Ditto
122 Ditto ... ...
123 Ditto ... ...
124 Ditto
154 Ditto ...
58 Clarke, W. J. T.
45 Cooper, Cooper, and
Mytton ...
94 Carr, Marmaduke ...
187 Ditto ...
63 Daintree, R., and Co....
272 Daintree, Bland, and
Klingender ... ...
30 Dangar, F. H.... ...
166 Forbes, G. E.... ...
168 Ditto ... ...
92 Hamilton, F. ... ...
93 Ditto ... ...
60 Hann, W.
65 Gilchrist, Watt, and
Co. .
68 Ditto
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
377Waterview (consolidated) 46 0 0
Hamilton (consolidated) 67 10 0
Plane Creek ... 27 10 0
Mount Pleasant... ... 30 0 0
Balnagowan  ... ...  55 0 0
Wongcar ...  35 0 0
Strathbogie 126 0 0
Strathdon (consolidated) 148 10 0
Bonaventura (consolida-
ted) ... ... 7110 0
Rookwood ... ...  27 10  0
Tallick .. ..  ... 38 15  0
Eagle  Vale (consolidated) 57 4 0
Ditto (arrears) ... 54 5 8
Greenmount ... 110 0 0
Care Palmerston (conso-
lidated) ...  80  14 0
St. Helens No. 2 ... 27 10 0
Tondara l l ... ... 0 0 0
Kirknilhl ... ... ... 0 0 0
Kilbogiell ... ... 0 0 0
Salisbury Plains... .. 330 0 0
Crystal Brook (consoli-
dated)... ... 110 0 0
St. Helens No. 1 ... 1 82 10 0
397
114
41
487
210
212
80
81
96
99
102
103
104
245
38
39
106
107
237
66
67
McCartney, W. G.
Rawson, C. E....
Rourke and Munro
Ditto ...
Rice and Tumor ...
Scott, Scott, and Dal-
rymple ...
Ditto ...
Towns, R. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Towns  and Co., R.
Towns  and Stuart
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Watt and Cunningham
Ditto ... ...
DISTRICT OF NORTH  KENNEDY.
Yandi lla, ... ... ...  27 10 0
Tarilla  ... ... ...  33 0 0
Weaterage  ... ...  44 0 0
McCauley* ... ... 2 12  1
Spring Lawn s ... ...  4 3 4
Burrowes$ ... ... 3 0 5
Cargoon No .  3 .. ... 80 0 0
Reedy Springs No. 2 .. 6 5 0
dittos (arrears) 1 11 3
Newburgh No. 211 ... ...
Cangoor No.  211... ... ...
Retreat Valley II... ... ...
Lolworth No. 1... ... 39 12 0
ditto No. 2... ... 37 8 0
Cargoon No. 4 ... ... 88 0 0
Cardigan  ... ...  37 10  0
Salisbury  ... 27 0 0
Warwick ... ... 30 0 0
Denham Park ... ... 18 15 0
Avoca ... ... 21 0 0
Tabletop Downs ... 12 10 0
East Downs .. ... 27 10 0
Bingee  ... ... 35 0 0
Mullar  ... ... 35 0 0
Dirrill  ... ... ...  36 8 0
Tullick  ... ... ...  38 15 0
Glen King  ... ... 27 10 0
West Downs ... ... 27 10 0
Strathmore ... ... 88 0 0
Mount  Wickham ... 33 0 0
Harvest Home ... ... 105 0 0
Kangerong  ... ...  88 0 0
Kinloch No.  211 ... ... ...
Bosworth ...  35 2 0
Gil Gunyah  ... ... 9 7 6
Tara ... ... ... 3710 0
Weaner Vales ...
Devlin Downs ...
Ravenswood ...
Dreghom ...
Middleham ...
Gloucester ...
Mary Vale ...
8 14 2
35 0 0
112 0 0
35 0 0
9 0 0
35 0 0
62 10 0
Dalmore ...
Dalbeg ...
37 10 0
18 16 0
75 Gilchrist, Watt, and Co.
251 Ke ll er,  H. ... ...
266 Keller , H. F. ... ...
190 Langton , Jno.... ...
273 Ditto ...
274 Ditto
61 Maguire and Rickards
160 Ditto
161 Ditto . ... ...
162 Ditto ...
159 Maguire and Rickards,
junr .... ...
163 Ditto ...
250 Mark, W. ...
269 Ditto ...
346 Miles, W. ...
347 Ditto
216 Mitchell and Gill
275 Ditto ...
46 Mytton, E.
47 Ditto
44 Ditto
51 Ditto
40 McDonald and Smith...
175 Ditto ... ...
178 Ditto
242 Ditto
270 Plant  and Cass ...
Ditto
271 Plant, E. H. ...
Ditto
35 Rourke and Munro ...
115 Ditto ... ...
110 Ditto
111 Ditto
112 Ditto
113 Ditto
116 Ditto
15 Ditto
16 Ditto
120 Ditto
242 Ditto
243 Ditto
244 Ditto
265 Ditto ...
265 Ditto ..
52 Sanders, J. C. and R....
,193  Scott, Scott, and Dal-
rymple ... ..,
St. Helens Nos. 3 and 4
(consolidated) ...
pfAbington ... ....
Watershed
Fridge, East and West,
(consoli dated)
Bong Bong (consolidated)
82 10 0
36 6 0
27 10 0
110 0 0
25 0 0
Lannercost (consolidated) 45 0 0
Vale of Herbert ... 44 0 0
Jarvisfield  East  ... ... 27 10 0
Ditto West ... ... 27 10 0
Woodstock  ... ... 49 10 0
Wyoming ... ... 27 10 0
Cleveland Plains ... 27 10 0
Cintra ... ... ... 27 10 0
Magenta... ... 27 10 0
Lansdowne ... ... 20 0 0
Springfieldli ... ... 0 0 0
Leicl hardt Downs .. 110 0 0
Glen Avon (consolidated) 82 10 0
Inkerman Downs ... 99 0 0
Balaclava 30 0 0
Northcote (consolidated) 192 10 0
Woodhouse ... ... 27 10 0
Drynoch ...
Cardington ...
Edith Vales ...
Tarroni ll ... ...
Saddington$ ...
Pandanus$ ...
Nulls Nulls .
Tallegu lla No. 2
ditto No.3
Nulls Nulla No. 2
18 16 0
6 6 0
31211
5 4 2
6 4 2
28 2 0
24 13 0
30 0 0
47 0 0
Tulligulla No. 1... ... 20 0 0
Nulla Nulla No. 3 34 0 0
The Plains ... ... 20 0 0
Corriesdalell ... ...
Victoria Downs No. 1 ... 17 10 0
ditto No. 2 ... 25 0 0
Merino Downs ... ... 56 5 0
Tuppal$ ... ... 614 7
Wando Vale ... ... 37 10 0
Yering ... ...  35 5 0
Kinloch No. 1 ... ... 18 15 0
Kinross ... ... ... 18 15 0
Hi llgrove ... ...  49  10  0
Kinyah ... ... ... 27 10 0
Eumara ... ... ... 27 10 0
Gordon Plains ... ...  38 10 0
Glenell .. 6 5 0
ditto$ (arrears) 4 13 9
Collopy . .. 6 5 0
dittos (arrears)  2  12 1
Tales ... ... ... 44 0 0
Back Plains Run 31 5 0
Dotswood ... 46 4 0
Emysland ... ...  53 18  0
Keelbdttom ... 46 4 0
Nursiedob ... 34 2 0
Red Dyke ... 27 10 0
Yallock Vale ... .. 20 0 0
Poon Boon .. ... 13 0 0
...Arthur's  PeakII
Hardwick$ 4 3 4
Smith's Brooks ,012 1
Pall  Ma ll$ 12 1
Gunny Warrall ... ...
Froylell ... ... ...
Cragie ... ... ... 56 0 0
Lake Lucy „ 27 10 0
1297
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194
201
202
204
206
207
214
184
186
185
183
185
240
483
294
295
296
297
298
299
359
360
362
363
284
285
286
287
288
289
462
277
278
279
280
311
395
457
432
387
388
455
331
390
391
450
452
453
454
326
381
382
383
333
333
468
475
475
478
478
466
481
292
423
424
300
301
302
Lessee. Run. Lessen.Rent.
I £ s. d.
Scott, Scott, and Dal-
rymple ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Stewart, R.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Tucker, Wm.
DISTRICT OF NORTH KENNEDY -continued.
Arthur's Plains...
St. John's  Rood...
Wyaadotte ...
Wyoming ...
Lugano ... ...
Rotherfield ...
Vale of Cashmere
Southwick No. 1
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 2
ditto North$
Thermop7Iw ...
Emu Plains ...
27 10 0
60 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
12 10 0
55 0 0
29 10 0
15 0 0
5 14 7
12 10 0
55 0 0
271
89
119
70
57
59
246
241
11
138
17
18
274
275
Run.
Walsh, Pritchard, & Just Powlathanga Lakell
Watt and Cunningham Richmond ...
Ditto ... ... Burdekin Downs
Ditto  ...  .. West Blackheath
White, W. D. and E.... Bird Bush ...
Ditto ... ... Red Bluff ...
Ditto ... ... Ban Banll ...
White, W. D. and Son Rimbanda ...
Ron
£ a. d
6 17 6
15 7 6
88 0 0
27 10 0
72 12 0
55 0 0
24 0 0
White, W. D.... ... Chance Haysil ...
Ditto ... ... Malmesbury l l ... ... ...
Wildash, F. J. C. ... Miles' Lake ... ... 158 8 .0
Ditto ... ...  Gara  ... ... ...  108 15  0
Ditto ... ... Spring Lakes ... ... 5 14 7
Ditto ... ... Reeve's Lake$ ... ... 6 14 7
DISTRICT OF SOUTH KENNEDY.
Bank of
Wales
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Beit, H.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
New South
Ditto ... ...
Cribb, T. B. ...
Crump, G. C....
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Eales , John ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Earl , James ...
Frazer and Manson ...
Haylock, A. J.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Hess, G. M.
Ditto
Ditto
Thos. Holt
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Irlam, Geo.
Kilgour and Mackay ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Kilgour, W. ...
Lorimer, J.
Miles,  W. ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Bradwell Grove...
Heidelberg ...
Bin Bin ... ...
Ban Ban ...
Yan Yan ...
Pooloon ...
Havilah ...
Rudolph ...
Elphinstone ...
Mount Macedon
Leichhardt ..
Arundell No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Mount McConnell
Graham ... ...
Smedley ... ...
Newlands ...
Tiptree Hill ...
Fan Fan... ...
Narrah ... ...
Topton ... ...
Sand Downs ...
Nurredurry ...
Diamond Downs
Mount Carmel ...
Minevera ...
Kilbrook ...
Staywood ...
Lockwood ..
Junction No. 2 ...
Norval No.1 :..
ditto No. 2 ...
Spring Lawns
Narrien Plains No. 1
ditto No. 2s
Banchory South$
Banchory ...
Islay  Plains ...
Bervie Downs ...
12 10 0
66 0 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
77 0 0
38 10 0
... 38 10 0
... 35 4 0
55 0 0
12 10 0
20 0 0
... 27 10 0
... 27  10 0
... 27 10 0
... 27 10 0
... 12 10 0
... 33 0 0
... 27 10 0
... 27 10 0
... 27 10 0
... 77 0 0
... 55 0 0
... 25 0 0
... 55 0 0
... 38 10 0
... 29 14 0
... 27 10 0
... 13 15 0
... 40 6 0
17 10 0
2 1 8
5 4 2
5 4 2
5 14 7
... 82 10 0
... 33 0 0
... 55 0 0
Banchory Mains  ...  27 10
Blue Mountain Peak No.1 26 0
ditto No. 2 ...
Monteagle No. 2
Alpha No. 1 ..
ditto No. 2 ...
Omega No.1...
Ditto No. 2 ...
Surbiton No. 211
Upper Eaglefield
Hidden Valley ...
Conway No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Montefiore and Joseph Dinang ...
Ditto ...  ...  Molong ...
Ditto ... ... I Wallagy ...
0
0
... 50 0 0
... 15 0 0
... 27 10 0
... 112 10 0
... 60 0 0
... 30 0 0
25 0 0
34 4 0
36 0 0
30 12 0
35 0 0
35 0 0
35 0 0
303 Montefiore and Joseph
304 Ditto
291 Morehead and Young...
416 Muirhead, J. ...
417 Ditto
281 McDonald and Smith ...
282 Ditto ... ...
283 Ditto .. ..
290 McG lashan, D. and J....
477 McMaster,  R... ..
402 McMaster and Small ...
422 Ditto ... ...
456 North, J. ...
Ditto ...
457 Ditto ...
Ditto
414 Ditto
439 Palmer , A. H....
442 Ditto
443 Ditto
446 Ditto
448 Ditto
451 Ditto
420 Parbury, C.
364 Ditto
365 Ditto
366 Ditto
367 Ditto
368 Ditto
473 Ditto
276 Ditto
393 Putallo,  Geo.  ...
433 Rolfe, J. ...
469 Ditto .
324
325
437
399
435
372
373
374
306
309
463
483
337
337
319
320
321
357
358
406
407
Stockton... ... ... 35 0 0
Marlborough ... ...  35 0 0
Avoca ... .. ...  65 0 0
Elgin Downs No. 1 ... 16 0 0
ditto  No. 2 ... ... 20 0 0
Surbiton No. 1 ... ... 20 0 0
ditto No. 3 ... ... 24 0 0
ditto No. 6 ... ... 12 10 0
Bully Creek ... 12 10 0
Lest re e Hi ll  No. 4 ... 100 0 0
Kulkabucll ...
Glenmorell
Tiptree Hill, North 6 5 0
dittos  (arrears) 2 12 1
ditto No. 2 ... 6 5 0
dittos (arrears) 2 12 1
Moray Downs  No.  211  ..
Arthur's Seat ... ... 50 12 0
Palmersleigh ... ... 47 6 0
Karlsbad ... ... 44 0 0
Ashenhurst  ... ... 35 4 0
Capricorn ... ... 27 10 0
Delgany ... ...  27 10  0
Enghien . 12  10  0
Natal Downs, Block No.1 55 0 0
ditto No.  2 ... ... 55 0 0
ditto No. 3 ... ... 27 10 0
ditto No. 4 ... ... 13 17 6
ditto No. 5 ...  ...  38 10 0
Emu Plains, Block No. 1 10 2 6
ditto No 2 ... ... 13 10 0
Lanark ... ... ... 25 0 0
Red Rock Valley No.1... 42 10 0
Recruitll...
Rourke  and Munro Scartwater  ...
Ditto ... Mount Kroman ...
Ditto ... Llanarth...
Ditto ... Vine Creek  No. 211
Ditto . Caerphillyll ...
Smith, Shepherd Carry Coats ...
Ditto ... Craven ... ...
Ditto ... Wynyards ...
Tucker, Wm. ... Bu ll i ... ...
Ditto ... Mount Lawson  ...
Ditto Blenheim
Warry  and Marsh Pyramid ...
Wilson, S. ... West Wolfang ...
Ditto ... ditto No.  2 ...
Ditto ... Chessborough ...
Ditto ... Solferino  ...
Ditto ... Vicenza  ...
Ditto ... Carroll's Creek ...
Ditto ... Villa Franca ...
Ditto ... Sheppard  Plains
Ditto ... Kilcummin  ...
... 27 10 0
... 60 10 0
...  83  12  0
...
...
... 27 10 2
... 55 0 0
...  55 0 0
... 2710 0
... 27 10 0
... 60 0 0
... 12  10  0
...  55 0 0
... 12 10 0
...  ' 37 16 0
... 37 16  0
...  37 16 0
.. 49 0 0
.. 50 0 0
62 10 0
...I 65 0 0
1298
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395 Aikman, F. R.... ...
420 Ditto ... ...
429 Ditto ... ...
431 Ditto ...
172 Anderson  and Timms...
174 Ditto
175 Ditto
175 Ditto
265 Ashton, J.
266 Ditto
266 Ditto
471 Atkins, F.
472 Ditto
424 Ditto
425 Ditto
270 Balfour, G.
487 Barber, S.
601 Ditto ...
653 Bank  of Australasia ...
654 Ditto ... ...
655 Ditto ... ...
656 Ditto
657 Ditto ...
115 Bank of New South
Wales
116 Ditto
116 Ditto ... ...
117 Ditto ... ...
117 Ditto ... ...
118 Ditto ... ...
118 Ditto ... ...
120 Ditto ... ,
121 Ditto ... ...
121 Ditto ... ...
122 Ditto ... ...
122 Ditto ... ...
482 Ditto ... ...
521 Ditto ... ...
522 Ditto ...
523 Ditto
524 Ditto
527 Ditto
578 Ditto
679 Ditto
580 Ditto ... ...
581 Ditto ... ...
682 Ditto ...
610 Bauman, H. ...
267 Beardmore, F....
404 Beardmore, F. J. W....
695 Beattie, J.
696 Ditto ... ...
590 Bell, Chas.
591 Ditto ... ...
592 Ditto ... ...
593 Ditto ...
694 Ditto ...
595 Ditto ...
596 Ditto .
182 Bell, Margaret...
183 Ditto ...
183 Ditto ...
466 Bell, J. S. ...
467 Ditto ...
469 Brown, C. W....
470 Ditto
576 (Buchanan, A. B.
677 Ditto ...
632 Ditto ...
633 Ditto ...
634 Ditto ...
635 Ditto ...
661 Ditto
671 Ditto
576 Ditto
447 Bushby, A. and W.
448 Ditto ...
449 Ditto ...
450 Ditto ...
Run.
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Rent.
£ s. d.
m
a4
DISTRICT OF LEICHHARDT.
Shotover ... ... ...  27 10 0
Ter li nga  ... ... ...  20 0 0
Mi ra nda  ... ... ...  12 10 0
Acrington  ... ...  12 10 0
Falkland  ... ...  20 0 0
Stratford  ... ...  20 0 0
Cannington  ... ... 28 10  0
Wyndham  ... ... 31 10  0
Clifford  ... ... ...  33 0 0
Woodducktt .•. •,.  43 0 0
Emu ... ... ... 36 0 0
Tuturin  ... ... ...  30 5 0
Coorada  ... ... ...  30 5 0
Clirrybee  ... ...  12 10  0
Tanberry  ... ...  12 10 0
Columba... ... .  12 10 0
Te rn all um ... ... 27 10 0
Botheramboo  ... ...  28 10 0
Markland  ... 38 10  0
Lily Vale ... .:.  30 4 0
Swampingah  ... ...  30 0 0
Sandy Creek  ... ...  30 4 0
Rosedale... ... ...  30 4 0
Dandry .. ... ...
Hornett Creek ... ...
Clivett .., ... ...
Canaltt ...
Hookingahtt ... ...
Euramba
Cowanga... ... ...
Llandilo... ... ...
Ardah .. ... , ..
Canal No. 2 ... ...
Picton ... ... ...
Anneyberry ... ...
Woodlands ... ...
Homechester ... ...
Tootolah... ...
Oxdowns
Saltbushton ... ...
Yatton ... ... ...
Killiney ... ...
Leislip ... ... ...
Naas
Wambrook
Bolero .
Island Camp .. ...
Blackrod No. 2 ... ...
Manamanella ... ...
Derby ... ... ...
Pernambuco ... ...
Bungaban ...
Ditto, Back Run . , .
North Branch of Bunga-
Junction Station ...
Upper Ditto ... ...
Lagoon Station ... ...
Newland No .  2 ... ...
Aughriss...
Heathland
Woodhill ... ..
North  Prairie ...
Belmont Block , No. 1 ...
Bottle  Hill ... ,..
Boren ...
Orion Creek, Block A ...
WDitto Block B ...
:Pamaro o... ...
Gunnewin ...
ICooimbah ...
Toarki ...
Ridgeland
Valletta ... ... ...
Orion Creek, Block Al...
Wallaroo ...
Emu Plains ...
Norwood
Osmondthorpe
33 0 0
33 0 0
43 0 0
43 0 0
43 0 0
33 0 0
33 0 0
50 0 0
35 0 0
35 0 0
35 0 0
33 4 5
45 0 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
30 16 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
6 6 0
12 10 0
20 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
30 2 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 2 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
55 12 0
35 0 0
35 0 0
35 2 0
34 2 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 12 6
33 5 0
31 0 0
31 0 0
31 0 0
31 0 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 12 6
59 8 0
27 10 0
73 3 0
57 4 0
33
357
275
277
279
280
281
275
276
276
277,
278
278
279
280
421
419
455
453
454
461
557
558
559
560
573
574
575
660
455
488
669
527
528
555
665
666
345
345
346
346
356
451
462
463
464
480
481
482
483
287
287
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
468
469
327
492
110
111
111
181
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
380
403
513
Lessee.
Bushby, A. and W. ,..
Bushby and Gregson ...
Cadell, Thos. ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... • •
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Castles, F.
Campbell and Hay . •
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... •.•
Ditto ... • • •
Ditto ... . • •
Ditto ...
Ditto ... •..
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ..
Ditto ... ..
Ditto ... • • •
Ditto ...
Ditto
Chase, H. C. ...
Ditto ... ...
Clewett, F.
Ditto ...
Collins, J. ...  ...
Ditto ... ..
Ditto
Collins, J. R. and W  . ...
Ditto ... •..
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Commercial Bank ..
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Cooper, It. C. ...
Run.
Yarrai No. 2
Nandowrie
Warm ...
Tu lly .
Wayland
Prospect Villa
Gibberland
Sugarloaf
Broadwater
l7ndercliffe
Ridgeland
Groonan
Coleroy ...
Munee
Ba llybrecken
Bundoora ... ...
Melginch
Turtle Creek No. 4 ...
Upper Tualka ... ...
Lower Ditto ... ...
Wagoon No. 3 .. ...
Police Lagoons No. 1 ...
Ditto No. 2 ...
Ditto No.3...
Broom Creek ... ...
Isla ... ... ...
Wallaby... .•. ...
Beere ... ... ...
Southend ... ...
Naraway ... ...
Rongaring ... ...
South Rongaring ...
Child's Creek§ ... ...
King Creeks ... ...
Soli tary ... ... ...
Baffie Creek No. 2 ...
Ditto No.3 ...
Boxvale  No.1... ...
Ditto No.2... ...
Ditto No.3...
Sardine  Creek ... ...
East  Cuddesden
Ensham ..,
Chalgrove
Cuddesden
Langley ...
Bolaria ...
Banana ...
Nieman ...
Cottenham
Bone Creek ..
Rent.
£ a. d.
31 18 0
27 10 0
9 7 6
9 7 6
9 7 6
9 7 6
35 0 0
33 0 0
33 0 0
33 0 0
33 0 0
33 0 0
33 0 0
33 0 0
35 0 0
29 8 0
27 10 0
12 15 0
30 10 6
31 1 0
27 15 0
31 10 0
31 10 0
31 10 0
30 0 0
44 10 0
28 0 0
28 0 0
27 10 0
52 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
30 0 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
33 0 0
37 8 0
27 10 0
28 12 0
37 8 0
37 8 0
49 10 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
27 10 0
42 18 0
42 18 0Ditto ... ... Sharper's Creek...
Craig,Simmie ,and Fraser Carrot  Field ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ..
Cribb and Foote
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Denison, Hope,
Rolleston ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Dodson, T. W....
Dutton, C. and A.
Dutton, C. B....
Ditto ...
and
30 10 6
Injune  ... ... ...  30 10 6
Crewman ...  30 10  6
Hutton  Vale ... ...  30 10 6
Myall Vale ... ...  30 10 6
Glenwiggle  ... ...  30 10 6
Highland Plains 31 0 0
Brigalow Park  ... ...  31 0 0
Rosedale  ...  ...  31 0 0
Reflection  ... ... 38 10  0
Springbok  ... ... 49 10  0
Kinnoull ... ... ...  30 0 0
Dykeran ... ... 30 0 0
Loch Scraig ... ... 30 0 0
Dunnoon ... ... 27 10 0
Meteor Creek No. 1 ... 27 10 0
ditto No.2 ... 27 10 0
ditto No.  3  ... 27 10 0
ditto No.4 ... 27 10 0
ditto  No.  5  27 10 0
ditto No.6 ... 27 10 0
ditto No. 7 ... ' 27 10 0
ditto No.  8  ... 27 10 0
Ingle Downs ... ... 15 0 0
Boonberry ... ... 27 10. 0
Gooma lly  ... ...  7  IN  0
ditto (arrears) 6 5 0
tt Includes  Assessment.
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O Lessee.
49
446
446
452
Eales, J. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
46  Fairbairn, Geo.
47  Ditto
47  Ditto
48  Ditto ...
494  Fanning, F.
511  Ditto
512  Ditto
514  Ditto
670  Farmer, Thos....
328  Farmer, T. and J.
417  Fitz, H. B.
651  Finlayson, J. ...
379  Foot and Sons...
380  Ditto ...
419  Ditto ...
511  Forlonge, W. ...
Ditto
...
95  Fraser and Manson ...
95  Ditto
96  Ditto ...
96  Ditto ...
97  Ditto ...
97  Ditto ...
405  Fraser, J. ...
453  Ditto ...
454  Ditto ...
525  Furber, Chas. ...
181  Gerard, W. B....
159  Glass, Jas.
381  Ditto
382  Ditto ...
382  Ditto ...
401  Ditto ...
614  Gordon, A.
264  Golden, G. L....
264  Ditto
265  Ditto ...
350  Ditto ...
351  Ditto ...
351  Ditto ...
222  Grell, Wm.
497 Griffiths, F. C.
606  Gilchrist, W. O.
507 Ditto ...
508  Ditto ...
509  Ditto ...
610  Ditto ...
536  Ditto ...
637 Ditto ...
638  Ditto ...
639  Ditto ...
307 Ditto ...
672  Ditto ...
673  Ditto ...
678  Ditto ..
362  Gilliam, T. W....
515  Haly, C. R. ...
516  Ditto ...
517  Ditto ...
518  Ditto ...
658  Ditto ...
273  Ditto
465  Hamilton, A. G.
198  Hayden, A. S....
286  Ditto ... ..
49 Hatfield, J.  ...
463  Hess, J. G. ..
427 Holmes and Looker ...
688  Holt, Thos. ... ...
689  Ditto ...
690  Ditto ...
691  Ditto ...
692  Ditto ...
693  Ditto ...
694  lytto
324 Hunt and Johnson ...
W29 .... ...Johnston,
65 Joint Stock Bank
Run.
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Rent.
£ s. d.
Run. Rent.
£ a. d.
as
O
P W
Lessee.
DISTRICT OF LEICHHARDT- continued.
Courtney ... ...
Errol ...
Oaklands No. 4... ...
Green  springs  ... ...
Bellevue
Khosh Balduek...
Lowestoff ... ...
Vandyke Creek ... ...
Prospect ... ...
ditto West ... ...
Glencairn ...
Lake Salvator ... ....
Fairview ...
Bentley ... ... ...
Leura  ...  ... ...
Moravia  Downs... ...
Moravia West ... ...
Morella Creek ... ...
Harrow ... ... ...
ditto: (arrears)
Woolthorpe ... ...
Hope ... ...
Castle Creek ... ...
Thalabatt .. ...
Thalaba Easttt... ...
The Foresttt ... ...
North Branch ... ...
Excess  No. 1 ... ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Gum Valley: ...
Carnangarra ... ...
Tierawoomba ...
Burton Downs No. Ill ...
ditto No. 211 ...
ditto No.  311 . . •
Wandoo ll
Stephenton ... ... 1
Sollow Hills ... ..
Yambone ...
Bundi .. ,
Yambone Downs I
Sollow Vale ... ...
Brigalow Downs ...
Oxton ... ... ...
Oaklands No. 3... ..
Mount Marlingspiko ...
Mount Yackawow ...
Leavenow ... ...
Walkerdean ... ...
Broughton Downs ...
Moura ... ... ...
E llerslie ... ... ...
Warnoah ... ...
East  Kianga ... ...
Beearrow ... ...
Euroka ... ...
Budgery Grass ... ...
Mount. Britton ... ...
Baffle Block ... ...
Sportsman's Vale ...
Glen Naughton... ...
Craig's Creek ... ...
Brush Creek ... ...
Cave Brook ... ...
Arcadia North ...
Belmont Block No. 3 ...
Cashel ... ...
Long Acre
Fulbourne Block C ...
The Mount ... ...
Uranna No.1 ... ...
ditto No. 2 ... ...
ditto No. 3 ... ...
ditto No. 4 ... ...
ditto No. 5 ... ...
ditto No. 6 ... ...
Albert No. 1 ... ...
Jollinbah ... ...
Deepdalo ... ...
30 10 0 65 Joint Stock Bank  ... Aldiboran Creek  106 14 0
3010 0 66 Ditto ... Muchamulla ... 57 4 0
30 0 0 66 Ditto ... Woothakarra ... 36 6 0
30 0 0 75 Ditto ... Indera ... 85 16 0
30 0 0 143 Ditto ... Clematis No. 1 ... 30 0 0
30 0 0 144 Ditto ditto No. 2 ... 30 0 0
34 2 0 144 Ditto ditto No. 3 ... 30 0 0
34 2 0 145 Ditto ditto No. 4 ... 30 0 0
33 0 0 152 Ditto Plainby ... ... 31 3 0
29 14 0 153 Ditto Kianga .. 28 17 0
30 16 0 153 Ditto Tarramba Creek 34 7 0
27 10 0 496 Ditto Drimrea ... ... 30 10 0
93 15 0 508 Ditto Lotus No. 1 ... 27 12 6
32 8 0 233 Ditto Wallah .. ... 30 2 6
27 10 0 493 Ditto Lotus No. 2 .. 27 12 6
27 10 0 494 Ditto ditto No. 3 ... 27 12 6
27 10 0 495 Ditto ditto No. 4 ... 27 12 6
20 0 0 269 Ditto St. Helen's ... 41 16 0
6 5 0 352 Ditto Anachie Downs... 55 0 0
5 4 2 360 Ditto Retreat ... ... ... 49 10 0
33 0 0 224 Ditto Talagi  .. ... ... 35 0 0
33 0 0 132 Ditto Kynebil ... ... ... 14 10 0
33 0 0 440 Ditto ... North Yan Yan Gurt ... 9 0 0
30 0 0 134 Lambe and Black Yan Yan Gurt ... ... 16 0 0
30 0 0 271 Lanson, H. V.... Upper Melaleuca ... 23 15 0
31 0 0 83 Little, John ... ... Redeliffe No. 1tt ... 30 0 0
34 2 0 83 Ditto ... ... ditto No. 2tt ... 30 0 0
27 10 0 84 Ditto ... ditto No. 4tt ... 30 0 0
37 8 0 477 Little,  Thos. ... South Doongal ... ... 44 0 0
3 12 11 478 Ditto ... ... Perch Creek No. 1 ... 38 10 0
24 0 0 479 Ditto ... ... Redcli8'e No. 5 ... ... 38 10 0
9 7 6 519 Living, G. N. ... ... Longlands .. ... 27 10 0
... 520 Ditto ... ... Blackboy Creek ... ,.. 27 10 0
... 659 Ditto ... Lily Creek 27 10 0
• • 525 Living, 0. N. and J.... Raby ... ... ... 30 10 0
• . • 526
5 7
Ditto ... ...
i
Waratah ...
E b k
30 10
7
0
030 0
30 0
0
0
1
517
ttoD
Ditto
ast roo
ditto: (arrears)
10
4 7 7
30 0 0 518 Ditto Westbrook 6 5 0
30 0 0 518 Ditto ditto: (arre ars) 2 12 1
27 10 0 514 Living, J. Woodford 12 10 0
27 10 0 514 Ditto ditto: (arrears) 14 7 6
27 10 0 304 Ditto Grassthorpe ... ... 25 0 0
1815 0 440 Ditto Mimosa ... ... ... 9 7 6
30 0 0 16 Logan, R. Robinson's Creek No. 2 35 0 0
27 10 0 16 Ditto Baroonda No. itt ... 30 0 0
29 14 0 18 Ditto Bundillatt ... 30 0 0
27 10 0 18 Ditto Robinson's Creektt ... 30 0 0
27 10 0 128 Ditto Baroonda No. 1A ... 35 0 0
27 10 0 385 Ditto Albert ... ... ... 35 0 0
31 1 0 386 Ditto Beilba ... ... ... 35 0 0
31 1 0 620 Ditto Hornett Bank ... ... 30 0 0
30 5 0 621 Ditto Hornett Plains ... ... 30 0 0
31 0 0 622 Ditto ... ... Line Forest ... ... 27 10 0
27 10 0 483 Lord and Co. .. Coorah ... ... ... 28 15 0
28 12 0 8 London Chartered Bank
27 10 0 Bank ... Planet Creek No. 1 ... 25 7 10
13 0 0 9 Ditto ... ditto No.4 ... 30 0 0
31 5 0 10 Ditto ... ditto  No.  5 ... 30 0 0
32 4 0 12 Ditto ... Woongaleigh ... ... 33 16 0
32 4 0 35 Lorimer, J. ... Denibah No. 1 ... ... 15 0 0
32 4 0. 359 Ditto ... Lenten ... ... ... 27 10 0
32 4 0 503 Ditto .. Mevagizey ... ... 30 16 0
27 10 0 668 Macansh, J. D. Crossbasket ... ... 27 10 0
30 0 0 456 Ditto ... Sandon No. 2 .. ... 12 10 0
34 2 0 615 Ditto ... Buckland Creek... ... 31 0 0
32 10 0 616 Ditto ... Sandon  ... ... ... 31 0 0
23 15 0 617 Ditto ... Claude ... ... ... 31 0 0
23 5 0 618 Ditto llawthorne ... ... 35 4 0
30 16 0 334 Marshall, C. H. Nardoo No. 1 .. ... 55 0 0
27 10 0 360 Ditto ... Wharton Creek... ... 27 10 0
44 0 0 411 Ditto ... Nardoo No. 3 ... ... 20 0 0
44 0 0 428 Ditto ditto No. 4 ... ... 12 10 . 0
27 10 0 233 Mattherson, D. Ashfield ... ... ... 18 15 0
36 6 0 567 Milson, J., junior Wolfang Downs No. 1 ... 27 10 0
33 0 0 567 Ditto ... ditto No.2... 27 10 0
27 10 0 566 Ditto ... ditto No.3... 27 10 0
27 10 0 565 Ditto ... ditto No.4... 27 10 0
50 0 0 568 Ditto ... Table Downs, Upper ... 34 5 0
36 0 0 568 Ditto ... ditto Lower ... 34 5 0
28 10 0 569 Ditto ... Crispin Plains ... ... 49 16 0
tt Includes Assessment.
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alW
Run. Rent.Lessee.
£ s. d.
DISTRICT OF  LEICHHARDT- continued.
570 Milson, J., junior ...
570 Ditto ...
303 Morehead and Young...
489 Ditto ... ...
650 Ditto
683 Ditto ... ...
584 Ditto ... ...
585 Ditto ... ...
649 Ditto ... ...
650 Ditto ... ...
680 Ditto ... ...
681 Ditto ... ...
683 Ditto ...
685 Ditto ...
686 Ditto ...
687 Ditto ...
172 Morgan , Wm....
377 Ditto
339 McCord and Skene
470 McDonald, A....
490 Ditto ...
491 Ditto ...
549 McDonald, P. F. ...
561 Ditto ... ...
662 Ditto ... ...
563 Ditto ... ...
564 Ditto ... ...
665 Ditto ... ...
666 Ditto ...
350 McDonald and Smith ...
502 McKellar and Holt ...
503 Ditto ... ...
604 Ditto ... ...
505 Ditto ...
239 McLean, M. J. ..
Ditto ... ...
331 McMaster, R.... ...
124 McLaughlan, T. ..
100 McMu ll en, J. F. ...
174 Ditto ... ...
176 Ditto ... ...
304 Ditto ... ...
395 Ditto ... ...
505 Ditto ... ...
506 Ditto ... ...
352 Ditto ... ...
368 Ditto ... ...
368 Ditto ..
157 McPherson, D. ...
157 Ditto ... ..
158 Ditto ... ...
158 Ditto ... ...
159 Ditto ...
215 McPhillamy, C.
215 Ditto ...
216 Ditto ... ...
55 Neale, J. T.
602 Ditto ... ...
86 Ditto ... ...
607 Ditto .. ...
54) New Zealand and Aus-
tralian Land Company
541 Ditto
542 Ditto ... ...
543 Ditto ... ...
544 Ditto ... .
500 Osborne and Stephen ...
501 Ditto ...
258 Ditto ...
Ditto ...
485 Parbury, C. ...
486 Ditto ...
487 Ditto ...
488 Ditto ...
240 Ditto ...
243 Ditto ...
Ditto ...
244 Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Apsley No. 5, Upper ... 27 10 0
ditto No. 5, Lower ... 27 10 0
Doonmanya 33 0 0
Moorooloo 58 6 0
Bulimba 27 10 0
Cracow ... ... 40 0 0
Dresden ... 30 0 0
Silesia 30 0 0
Bsambean 27 10 0
Toonba ... ... ... 27 10 0
Wiens No.2...  27 10  0
ditto No. 3 ... ... 27 10 0
Kill arney 30 10 0
Cowley  28 10  0
Rivereleigh 28  10  0
(lodstone 36 4 0
Littlecote 20 0 0
Barwon Park ... ... 67 10 0
Winchester Downs 18 15 0
Norliam 31 11 0
Lower Palm-tree Creek
No.1 30 7 0
Lower Palm-tree Creek
No.2 30 7 0
Selbridge 39 0 0
Gindie No. 1 27 10 0
Dura ... 55 0 0
Kilmore 49  10  0
Ludwig  60 10  0
Lurline  27 10  0
Columbria  27 10  0
Vervain  27 10  0
Campbell's Peak 99 0 0
Philip's Creek 99 0 0
Scott's Creek 55 0 0
Roper's Creek 110 0 0
Spring Creek No. 2 20 12 6
ditto (arrears) 1 17 6
Bathampton  18 15  0
Llandiloij
Balling-le-Roche 34 2 0
Redeliffett 30 1 0
Sandykett 30 1 0
Lamboote 28 10 0
Rockland 27 10 0
Wilpenah  28 10  0
Balpamah  28 10  0
Taurus 55 0 0
Burngrove 44 0 0
Burrigarra 55 0 0
Emerald Downs... ... 35 0 0
Kingower 35 0 0
Avoca 36 8 0
Modewarra 35 0 0
Middarra  38 15  0
Yandina 35 10 0
Sherwood 40 14 9
Somerby 37 16 0
Qinchester 27 10 0
Tindal Downs 27 10 0
Bridge Retreat Downs ... 30 16 0
Oxford Downs ... 27 10 0
Caerdbeign ... ... 27 10 0
Freitag ... ... 55 0 0
Buckleton ... ... 44 0 0
Aspanzia ... ...  30  16  0
Rangeland ... ...  27 10  0
Fairfield ... ... 30 0 0
Mount Agnes ... ... 30 0 0
Comely Bank 70 0 0
ditto (arresrs) 30 0 0
Dawson River ... ... 30 0 0
Cockatoo Creek... 30 0 0
Kroomgah ... ... 30 0 0
Ferneyside ... ... 31 11 0
Bockemurry ... ... 27 10 0
Inchabanyer 27 10 0
ditto (arrears) 2 10 0
Broadwater 27 10 0
ditto (arrears) 5 0 0
465 Perkins, Thos.... ... Conciliation Creek, block
466 Ditto
467 Ditto ...
468 Ditto
401 Peter and Co., John ...
402 Ditto
451 Ditto
462 Ditto
471 Peter, McLeay, Bonar,
Onelow, and Onslow
472 Ditto
473 Ditto
474 Ditto
475 Ditto
476 Ditto
478 Ditto
479 Ditto
480 Ditto
481 Ditto
402 Prince, H.
545 Ramsay, R.
546 Ditto
547 Ditto
548 Ditto
630 Ditto
552 Ramsay, D.
553 Ditto
554 Ditto
623 Ditto
624 Ditto
625 Ditto
626 Ditto
123 Reid, Jas.
123 Ditto
191 Ditto
191 Ditto
192 Ditto
192 Ditto
193 Ditto
340 Ditto
341 Ditto
412 Ditto
27 10 0
The Bald Hills ... ...  27 10 0
Repulse Creek  No.1 ... 28 0 0
ditto, No. 2  ... ... 28 0 0
Upper Carnarvon 27 10 0
Upper Consuelo 27 10 0
Western ditto ...  12 10 0
Broken Plains  ... ...  6 5 0
Carnarvon Creek No.  6... 30 0 0
Nonsuelo No.1 .-. ... 30 0 0
ditto No.2... ...  30 0 0
ditto No. 4... 30 0 0
ditto No. 5...  30 0 0
ditto No. 6 ... 30 0 0
Carnarvon Creek No. 1... 30 0 0
ditto No.  2 ... 30 0 0
ditto No. 3... ...  30 0 0
ditto No. 4... 30 0 0
Keilambite 18 15 0
Upper Crinum ... 30 0 0
Lower ditto 30 0 0
East Esmond ... ... 27 10 0
East Crinum 27 10 0
Lower Jumna ... ... 27 10 0
Broadmeadow ... 27 10 0
Teviot Bank ... ... 27 10 0
Rdseylie... 27 10 0
Goonyella 27 10 0
Moranbah 27 10 0
Broadlea... 27 10 0
Hermitage Forest 27 10 0
Greystonleestt ...  30 0 0
Boamtt ... 30 0 0
Coteeda ...  33 0 0
Delusion Creek ...  33 0 0
Oxtrack Creek ... ...  33 0 0
Okangal ...  33 0 0
Maeoom  ...  33 0 0
Kandoonan 35 0 0
Protection 35 0 0
Oxtrack Creek West .., 27 10 0
Mooroorba 38 10 0
Kandoonan East 35 4 0
Springsure 79 2 0
Twoton ... 32 4 0
Spring Creek 42 0 0
fiHullo 35 0 0
Abinger ... 44 16 0
Clifford ... 44 16 0
Gilead ... ... ... 2710 0
Ephraim... 27 10 0
Manasses ... 27 10 0
Galgathaa 13 2 6
Done-for-Watch 34 2 0
Runwater ...  34 2 0
Herbert Eff 34 2 0
Redcliffe No. 6 11
Benleith... ...  20 0 0
Bogaioom  ...  30 0 0
Wandoan ...  30 5 0
Hinckley  ... 30 0 0
Mud Creek ...  30 0 0
Tummerumbanya 30 0 0
Cooaga ... ... ...  30 0 0
Marydale ...  30 0 0
Juandah ...  30 0 0
Chermondah ... 30 0 0
Coringa ... 30 0 0
Saltpans ...  32 0 0
Kinross ...  32 0 0
Wallabic ...  32 0 0
Spottiswood ... :.  30 0 0
Ruined Castle Creek  No. 2 37 8 0
Gibbergunyah 30 0 0
Commissioner's Creek .. 6 5 0
ditto (arrears) 3 3 2 6Narran ... .... 30 0 0
Darran Downs ... 30 0 0
Old Down 30 0 0
413 Ditto
414 Ditto
224 Richards, W. H., and Co.
225 Ditto
225 Ditto
226 Ditto
6
6
497
498
499
519
489
490
491
Richardson , J.... ...
Ditto
Richardson and Wrench
Ditto
Ditto
Robertson  and Want
Rice and Turner ...
Ditto
Ditto
5 Ross, J. H.
226 Rothery, E. M.
597 Royds, C. and E.
598 Ditto
599 Ditto
600 Ditto
601 Ditto
302 Ditto
C03 Ditto
604 Ditto
605 Ditto
606 Ditto
607 Ditto
608 Ditto
609 Ditto
504 Salsbury, R. J.
436 Ditto
45 7 Scott, Wm.
44t Scott, A.
Ditto
586 Ditto
588 Ditto
589 Ditto
tt lnoludes  Assgsspient.
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LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
619
526
248
359
498
1
2
434
422
14
15
7
11
13
17
431
484
620
32
33
34
35
36
336
Lessee. Run. Rent.
£ s. d.
15 0 0
17 10 0
Lessee.
DISTRICT OF LEICHHARDT- eontinved.
Scott, A. ... Slate Hi lls ... ... 30 0 0
Scott, Henderson,and Co. Lower Palm-tree Creek
No. Ott ... 43 % 8
Ditto ... ... ditto No.5tt 43 7 8
Ditto ... ... Gwambigaine ... 42 0 0
Seal, Chas. ... ... Tresswell ... 28 0 0
Ditto ... Oakham ... ... 27 10 0
Ditto ... .. , Ranmore ... 28 0 0
Ditto ... ... Maaland  82 10  0
Shannon, Jno.... ... Saltbusli Park ... ... 20 0 0
Ditto ,.. ... ditto No.I ... 20 0 0
Ditto • ... ... ditto No, 2 ... 20 0 0
Ditto ... ... Drumcondra ...
Ditto ... Glassnevin ,,,
Skelton and Eglington Adder Creekjj
Smith, Shepherd ... Emu Creek, block 1
Ditto ... ... ditto 2
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
... ditto 3
... ditto 4
.., ditto 5
... ditto 6
... Theresa Creek ..
... Carbine Creek No. 4
... ditto  No. 5
... Winterbourne ...
Sutton ... ...
Wallburry ...
Taney, Michael ...
Ditto
Thornhill, Wallace, and
McGusty ... ...
Towns and Stuart
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Travers, R.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Travers, S. S.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Travers, S. S.
Killarney ...
Capella  ...  ...
Retro ... ...
Colinby ... ...
Aber
Rutland ... ...
Ailsa ... ...
Tea Tree... ...
Peak Downs ...
Upper Lagana . , .
Upper Jumna
Pastorale No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Lower Laguna ...
Belcong ... ...
Boorce ...
Berbeth ...
Misslone No. 1 ...
West Esmond ...
Gordonstone ...
Devon ...
Blackadder ...
ww°
662
628
217
495
496
676
104
445
459
432
132
133
134
252
30 0 0 651
30 0 0 196
30 0 0 476
30 0 0 642
30 0 0 644
30 0 0 645
12 10 0 646
30 5 0 647
30 5 0 648
20 0 0 674
29 8 0 675
37 10 0 663
667
12 10 0 300
30 0 0 301
30 0 0 301
30 0 0 326
30 0 0 326
27 10 0 72
46 14 0 170
37 10 6 509
44 2 6 610
30 0 0 611
27 10 0 612
30 0 0 613
30 0 0 221
30 0 0 636
30 0 0 637
30 0 0 638
33 10 0 639
27 10 0 640
27 10 0 641
40 16 9 523
33 0 0 107
35 4 0 270
Travers, S. S. ...
Ditto .
Turnbull, G. E.
Turner, J. S. ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .-.
Urquhart and Finlayson
Ditto ... ...
Wafer, M. ..
Wa ll ace, D. S..,.
Ditto ...
Want, R. C. ...
Ditto ..,
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Walsh, D. R. ...
Watt, J. B.
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ..
Webster, A. S....
Ditto ...
Welch, J. K. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ..,
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Wilson, S. ...
Ditto ...
Witham, J. D....
Williams, D. L.
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Wills, H. S. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Run.
South Berbeth
Gordonstone South
Clifton ...
Prospect Creek ...
Haulk Vale ...
Blue Mountain ...
Harcourt ...
Wandoo ... ...
Charlievue ...
Modewarra, No. 2
ditto (arrears)
Galgathaa East ... ...
Meroo  ... ... ...
Miambaa ...
Neeinbaa ... ...
Widerege Widerege ...
Rio ... ...
Rannes ...
Sandy Creek, No. 1 ,..
Reading ... ...
Surbiton ... ...
Downs Creek ...
Warmington ...
Triangle ...
Barford ...
Stratford ...
Huntly ... ...
Upper Huntly .,.
Borilla .. ...
Glondarriwell ...
ditto No. 2...
Withersfield ..
ditto No. 2...
Logan Downs ...
Chessborough ...
Double Peak ...
Rushleigh
Rumsdale
Talamon ... ...
... Wellon ...
,,, Mowbray
... Cullin-la-ringo No. 1
... ditto No. 2
... ditto No.  3
... ditto No. 4
Ditto ... ...  Perangiwa
Ditto  ...  Coorabelle
Wright, A. A. and F. W. Denby No. 4
Wright, A. and F. ... Denby No. 5
Yaldwyn,  J. ... ... Walton ,..
DISTRICT OF MARANOA.
Adams and McKay ...
Adams, R. J. ... ...
Anderson, T. ... ...
Arndell, John ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Baldwin, H. ... ...
Ditto
Baldwin, Baldwin, and
Manchee ...
Ditto ...
Ditto .,,
Ditto ,.,
Ditto ,..
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ba- k of Australasia
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Moyall Plains
Oberinia
Dulbydilla
Newinga
Bailyanna
Gurardera
Charlestown
Alygle
Bourabie
Thoulambil ...
Bangate
Doondi ...
Mirredhule ...
Boorgnangarl ...
Western Downs
,,. Alma ...
... Yulebar No. 1 ...
.., ditto 2 ...
ditto 3 ...
ditto 4 ...
... Centerbit
.., ! Yeulba
45 0 0
51 5 0
35 0 0
34 0 0
30 0 0
31 5 0
25 0 0
50 9 3
45 16 8
.,,
II
...
65 0 0
44 0 0
100 0 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
12 10 0
41 13 4
41 13 4
50 0 0
9 7 6
32 3 6
33 6 8
92 Bank of New South
Wales
93 Ditto ... ...
94 Ditto ... ...
95 Ditto ... ...
96 Ditto ...
97 Ditto ... ...
98 Ditto ...
314 Ditto ... ..,
315 Ditto ... ...
316 Ditto ,.
317 Ditto ...
318 Ditto ...
319 Ditto ... ...
320 Ditto ... ...
321 Ditto ... ...
322 Ditto ...
323 Ditto ...
324 Ditto ...
325 Ditto
326 Ditto ... ...
327 Ditto ... ...
381  Ditto
Karce  or Far West
Boomba East No. 1
ditto 2
ditto 3
Boomba No. 6 ..
Karee South No. 1
ditto 2
Strathmore ,..
Dunkeld ,..
Balmoral ...
Dunedin
Kinloch ...
Moonie No.  I  ...
Tequiban ...
Barrabanbel ,.,
Collitaliba ...
Amby No. 1 ...
ditto 2 ...
di tto 3 ...
ditto 4 ...
ditto 5
Lagoon Station...
Rent.
£ s.
33 0 0
34 4 3
13 15 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
20 0 0
31 0 0
30 0 0
27 10 0
30 16 0
16 16 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
13 2 6
12 10 0
27 10 0
25 0 0
30 0 0
33 0 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
33 0 0
33 0 0
37 8 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
55 0 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
35 4 0
65 0 0
27 10 0
64 8 0
64 13 0
30 0 0
28 0 0
28 0 0
28 0 0
28 0 0
9 7 6
45 2 0
38 10 0
27 10 0
18 10 0
34 2 0
57 4 0
25 0 0
18 15 0
16 16 0
83 6 8
28 0 0
28 0 0
28 0 0
44 0 0
27 l0 0
27 l0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
25 5 0
25 5 0
25 5 0
25 5 0
25 5 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
41 10
30 0
0
0
tt IncludesAssessmeft.
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Lessee.
Wales ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto
Barton, J.
Ditto
Beckett, John ... ...
Ditto •..
Beckett, J. and W. ...
Bell, C. ...
Bell, T., J.P., and A....
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .., •..
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Brennan, P. ...
Buchanan, A. B. ...
Rent.
yo
Lessee.
£ s. d.
382 Bank of  New South
383
384
388
339
390
391
392
526
539
578
557
590
433
579
84
360
24
25
26
27
28
29
646
60
61
62
155
165
166
169
170
274
275
660
562
564
585
146
528
537
81
416
417
418
407
313
544
75
76
277
653
309
310
174
175
53
54
55
56
629
30
31
99
100
101
102
440
58
108
107
353
361
396
123
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto
Bucknell and Winter ...
Ditto .. ...
Burdekin, M. A. ...
Burdekin, S. ...
Run.
DISTRICT
Grassmere ...
Longreach ...
Gilbercolly ...
Ironbark ...
Saltbush ...
Ferrarara ...
Borland ...
Forest Vale ..
Upper Possession
Havelock ..
ditto No. 2 ...
Scalby ...
Munghinyango ...
Tartulla Back Block
Wycombe ...
Tertella ...
Pannonia ...
Balloonai ...
Balle ...
Wallar ...
Dinwoodie ...
Coolaba ...
Murilla „•
Fairymount§ .,,
Cornwall No. 1 ...
ditto 2...
ditto 3...
Mindarin ...
Mount Beagle ...
Woolonia ...
Grafton Terrace
Fitzroy Square ,.,
Carpi ...
Bymount
ditto No. 2...
Mooga Mooga ,.,
Mugglemugar ...
Wallhollow ,..
Orallo No. 1 ...
Tomoo No. 211 ,..
Hoogarbunnall ...
Willarie ... ...
Gradule ... ...
Ditto ... ... Bullah ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... Munga Plain ... ...
Cameron and Williams Euraba West ... ...
Cameron D. ... ... Euraba ... ... ...
Close, Thos. .., ... Manandilla No. 1 ...
Clynes, P. ... ... Ballandine ... ...
Ditto ... ... Darin Darin ... ...
Ditto ... ... North Guralda ... ...
Collins and Piper ... Towtowrie§ ... ...
Commercial Bank ... Upper Yalebone ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Coxen, H. W....
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Crozier, F.
Daisey, M.
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Darey, R. E. ...
Darcy and Veness
Devine, P. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Dexter, T. C. ...
Eckford, P.
Eckford, W. ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ezzy, C. ...
Fanning, F. ...
Ditto ...
117
118
119
443
113
114
... Upper West Yalebonc ...
... Elii East .,. ...
... Cuoygall
... Lancaster ... ...
... Northumberland ...
... Sutherland
... Rutland ... ... ...
... Wanggle... ... ...
... Trinidad... ... ..
,.. Yalebone
... Hookingah ... ...
... ditto North ... ...
... Muccadilla ... ...
ditto North ... ...
... Berea Creek
... East Thomby ... ...
... West Thomby ... ...
... Yambugle
... North Yambugle ...
... Yalebone ... ...
... South Teelba
... Walwaddledi South ...
... Walwaddledi ...
... Minnum ... ...
... Codernah ...
., Eugun ll  .
... Alcurah No 1
Byan Byan
OF  MARANOA- continued.
410 Fanning, Griffiths, and
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
27 10 0
22 8 0
12 10 0
15 0 0
22 10 0
27 10 0
12 10 0
30 5 0
46 5 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
33 0 0
33 0 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
25 0 0
17 10 0
30 0 0
35 0 0
35 0 0
35 0 0
28 11 6
30 1 0
49 10 0
20 5 0
20 5 0
30 0 0
Co. ... ... ...
147, Ditto • ... ...
130 Ferritt, J. ... ...
131 Ditto ...
132 Ditto
172 Goggs, M. ... ...
173 Ditto • • •
156 Gordon and Flood ...
157 Ditto
158 Ditto
159 Ditto
161 Ditto
472 Goldsborough, Burt, and
Parker ... ...
176 Grover, D. ...
177 Ditto ... ...
178 Ditto
179 Ditto
449 Ditto
450 Ditto
451 Ditto ... ...
452 Ditto
460 Ditto ...
299 Ditto .. ...
654 Hall, M. H. and E. ...
541 Harding, junior, E. ...
542 Ditto ... ...
595 Ditto
465 Harding, Elias... ...
575 Ditto ... ..
576 Ditto •
245 Hazard, R. and G. ...
82 Ditto ... ...
83 Ditto •.•
105 IIerrenschmidt, E. ...
298 Ditto ... ...
421 Hi ll , F. H. ... ...
Ditto ...
143 Hodgson, Ramsay, and
Rait ... ...
144 Ditto ... ..
145 Ditto ... ...
446 Ditto ... ...
447 Ditto ...
279 Holmes, E.
197 Holmes and Kirk ...
673 Ditto • • •
198 Hoskison and Moore ...
637 Holland, J. ...
545 Hunter, H. ...
428 Ditto
463 Hyland, Elizabeth ...
66 0 0 311 Joint Stock Bank ...
77 0 0 312 Ditto ... ..,
33 0 0 409 Ditto ... ...
27 11  0 458 Ditto ... ...
44 0 0 461 Ditto
42 18 0 625 Kerrigan, J. and J.
42 18 0 104 Kirk, G. ...
27 10  0 68 Ditto ...
12  10  0 69 Ditto ...
40 5 0 70 Ditto ...
30 4 0 71 Ditto ...
30 0 0 72 Ditto
40 0 0 573 King, Wm.
40 0 0 574 Ditto ...
60 0 0 631 Ditto ...
27 10 0 633 Ditto ...
30 0 0 582 King and James
33 0 0 561 Kirwin, H. J....
30 0 0 563 Lalor, James ...
23 15 0 211 Lalor, William
43  15  0 212 Ditto ...
22  10  0 213 Ditto ...
35 0 0 217 Ditto ...
51 16  0 424 Ditto
35 0 0 18 Lamrock, William
35 0 0 22 Ditto ...
328 Ditto ...
27 10 0 329 Ditto ...
33 0 0 332 Ditto
tt includes  AssessIlAnt.
Run.
Mercurah ... ...
Orallo No. 2 ...
Tchanning West .
Lower West Tchanning
Upper West ditto ...
Western Lagoons
Western Lagoons Creek
Donga ... ... ...
Algiers ... ... ...
Morocco ... ... ..
Tripoli ... ... I ...
Mogadortt ... ...
Bent,
11 £ s. d.
33 0 0
35 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 10 2
30 0 0
30 0 0
55 0 0
49 10 0
60 10 0
44 0 0
70 12 6
Maroungle ... ... 27 10 0
Currawildi ... ... 88 0 0
Colleynboun ... ... 34 2 0
Mullum Mullumbah ... 33 1 1
Booligar ... ... ... 34 2 0
Goonandadi ... ...  36 8 0
Noondoo South ... ... 110 12 0
Bone Brokit South ... 44 16 0
ditto North ... ... 35 0 0
Yangle North ... ... 112 0 0
Noondoo Spring ... 32 10 0
Berringarrah North§ ...
Lamplough .. ... 20 0 0
Grassmere  Plains  ... 20 0, 0
Sandridge 12 10 0
Wild Horse Plains No. 1 49 10 0
ditto No. 3 ... ... 12 10 0
Moorindoorah ... ... 12 10 0
Melanga ... ... 50 0 0
Ballanga  ... ... 30 1 0
Haran ... ... ...  33 0 0
Mooni ... ... ...  30 2 6
Dareel  East ...  ... 30 5 0
Coonghan ... ... 35 0 0
ditto East ... ... 35 0 0
Apple-tree Vale... ... 37 16 0
Yellow Flower ... ... 34 10 0
Garden Ground... ... 44 8 0
Southland ... ... 27 10 0
ditto No. 2 ... ...
Umah
27 10 0
14 16 0
Wagaily ... .. ... 31 0 0
Drysdale Ponds No. 3 ... 35 0 0
Culpa ... ... ... 184 0 0
Bendena ... ... ... 27 10 0
Manandilla No. 2 ... 31 5 0
Redford ... ... ... 55 0 0
Weehan ... ... 27 10 0
Yangle  ...  31 10 0
ditto East ... ... 31 10 0
Goonaro ... ... ... 31 18 0
Mari lla ... ... ... 38 10 0
Turrenby ...  52 16  0
Widgiegowearrah ...  27 10  0
Warry ... ... ... 1210 0
Gulnarbar .. ... 29 5 9
ditto North ... 27 8 0
ditto West ... 25 0 0
ditto Retro ... 25 0 0
Currie ... ... ... 25 0 0
Tongy ... ... ... 1815 0
Waroo ... ... ... 1815 0
Boatman...
Clifton ..
12 10 0
12 10 0
Tongy South ... ... 27 10 0
Wceyan ... ... ... 25 0 0
Bengalla ... ... ... 12 10 0
Couthulla ...  30 10  0
Wathanalby ...  30 10  0
Minmean ... ...  30 10  0
Eumamurrin ... ... 27 10 0
Grafton Court ... ...  0111  10 0
Turo West ... ... :7 15 0
Jangalby West ... 27 15 0
Unnamed No. 1... ... 31 10 0
ditto No.  2... ... 31 10 0
Toothar ... ... ...  31 0 0
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Lessee.
335 Lamrock ,  Wi ll iam ...
517 Ditto ... ...
120 Lamrock, John
121 Ditto
124 Ditto ... ...
125 Ditto
63 Ditto ... ...
64 Ditto
65 Ditto ...
444 Ditto ... ...
669 Ditto
351 Lesser ,  Samuel...
216 Lloyd ,  H. G. ...
208 Levy,  L. W. ... ...
214 Ditto ... ...
215 Ditto ... ...
566 Ditto
572 Looker and McDonald
531 Low, J....
162 Low, J. and W.
639 Ditto ...
641 Ditto
180 Lukin, Rebecca L.
181 Ditto ...
182 Ditto ... ...
183 Ditto ... ...
184 Ditto ... ...
185 Ditto ... ...
186 Ditto ... ...
187 Ditto ... ...
188 Ditto ... ...
189 Ditto ... ...
190 Ditto ... ...
191 Ditto
192 Ditto ...
193 Ditto ... ...
194 Ditto
195 Ditto ... ...
196 Ditto ... ...
37 Marsh, W. ...
41 Ditto ... ...
429 Miles, W.
171 Molony, J. P. and
H. M.
227 Moore and Turnbull ...
230 Ditto ... ...
231 Ditto ... ...
232 Ditto ... ...
233 Ditto ... ...
671 Ditto ... ...
38 Moore, P. and E. ...
40 Ditto ... ...
583 Ditto ... ...
495 Moore, Wm.
496 Ditto ... ...
497 Ditto ... ...
500 Ditto ...
689 Ditto ... ...
601 Ditto • • •
236 Morehead and Young...
237 Ditto ... ...
238 Ditto
239 Ditto ...
247 Ditto ...
250 Ditto ... ...
362 Ditto ... ...
363 Ditto ... ...
648 Ditto
649 Ditto
666 Ditto ...
667 Ditto
668 Ditto
661 Ditto
662 Ditto ... ..
663 Ditto ... ...
664 Ditto ... ...
665 t itto
221 Mort, Cameron, and
Buchanan ...
222  Ditto ... ...
223 Ditto ... ...
224 Ditto ... ...
Run. Rent.
£s. d.
Thal yyale South  ...  31 0 0
Tootle r North  ..  27 10 0
Mimornagindi North  ...  35 0 0
Mugrugulla  ... ...  35 0 0
Guy Guy  ... ...  40 0 0
Upper Guy Guy  ...  36 0 0
Minnoon ... ... ...  27 12 6
Moorabrie  ... ...  27 10 0
Gunathaby  ... ...  30 0 0
Utbullingdie ... ...  27 10 0
Cowigella § ... ...
No rt h Colgoon1j ... ... ..
Yancey  ... ... ...  30 0 0
Dareel Retro  ... ...  42 4 0
Da re el ... ... ... 21 0 0
Upper Dareel  ... ...  21 0 0
Bottle Tree  ... ...  42 2 0
Mona  ... ... ...  12 10 0
Noona  ... ... ... 18 15  0
Byanbunnoo East ... 13 2 6
Bendeeba ... 20 0 0
Glenearn Back Run ... 6 5 0
Wa ll burin  ... ...  55 0 0
Wallambu lla  ... ...  25 0 0
Bainbilla ... ... ...  25 0 0
Yamannuda  ... ...  45 0 0
South ditto  ... ...  30 0 0
Margrol  ... . ...  45 0 0
ditto South  ...  55 0 0
Yealbon  ... ... ...  40 0 0
ditto South ... 55 0 0
Muccadilla  ... ...  25 0 0
Dunga  ... ... ...  55 0 0
North Dunga  ... ...  40 0 0
Colgoon  ... ... ...  45 0 0
Turin  ... ... ...  12 10 0
Goriman  ... ... ...  12 10 0
Berringarrahtt  ... ...  43 0 0
Yarbingtt  ... ...  30 10 0
Hi llsborough  ... ...  30 1 0
Laguna  ... ... ...  30 1 0
East Redford  ... ...  50 12 0
m
Lessee.
DISTRICT OF  MARANOA -continued.
Moongool ... 33 0 0
Yourangle No.1tt ... 40 7 6
ditto No.4tt ... 40 9 6
Gorinnat ... ... 21 14 6
Undulgumbalt ... ... 16 14 6
Mombaht ... 16 14 6
Drysdale Ponds No.1 ... 43 15 0
Ivanhoell ... ... ...
Bonavista ... 9 16 11
Lower Maranoa No. 1 ... 27 10 0
Fairview No. 1 ... ... 41 16 0
ditto No. 2 ... ... 40 14 0
Tyrconnell ... 33 0 0
Mangarellah No. 2 ... 38 10 0
Abbotsford .. ... 9 7 6
Womabella West ... 21 5 0
Yalebone Downs ... 30 0 0
Bungeworgorai No. 3 ... 30 0 9
ditto No.4 ... 30 0 9
ditto No.5 ... 30 0 9
Prairie ... ... 33 0 0
Bungeworgorai No. 2 ... 27 10 0
New Deepwater ... 30 0 0
Lower ditto ... ... 30 0 0
Mount Abundance 35 13 0
Bun ggeworgorai  ... ... 178 4 4
Candle .. ... ... 43 10 3
Polmont... ... 43 10 3
Denny ... ... ... 4310 2
Robertson ... ... 38 4 0
Norman ... ... ... 49 13 0
Herbertshire ... ... 31 16 8
Redcap ... ... ... 93 0 0
Sterling ... ... .. 85 0 0
Kargurrah .. 33 6 8
kourranimbal ... .. 33 6 8
Moongoolna ... ., 33 6 8
Wallala ... ... ... 33 6 8
225 Mort, Cameron, and
Buchanan ... ...
201 Murray, Stewart ...
202 Ditto ... ...
203 Ditto ... ...
204 Ditto ... ...
205 Ditto ... ...
206 Ditto ... ...
207 Ditto ... ...
474 Ditto
659 Mylne, Bramston, and
Co.  ...  ...
200 Mylne and Cc.... ...
510 Ditto ..
466 McDonald, A. and P....
467 Ditto
676 Ditto
281 McDonald, J. T.
148 McEwen, Thos. ...
39 McHardy,  M. C.
491 Mellwraith and Smyth
492 Ditto ... ...
493 Ditto
494 Ditto ... ...
600 Ditto ...
448 McIllwraith, T. ...
551 Ditto
552 Ditto ... ...
607 Ditto ... ...
278 Difto
16 McKay, D. F....
218 Ditto ... ...
219 Ditto ... ...
235 Ditto ...
273 Ditto ...
477 Ditto ... ...
478 Ditto ... ...
479 Ditto ... ...
488 Ditto ... ...
220 Ditto ... ...
483 Ditto ... ...
246 Ditto ... ...
66 Ditto
67 Ditto ... ...
462 Ditto ... ...
234 Ditto ...
275 Ditto ...
476 Ditto ... ...
481 Ditto ... ...
482 Ditto .. ...
266 McKinnon, M. ...
267 Ditto ... ..,
268 Ditto ... ...
269 Ditto ... ...
270 Ditto
271 Ditto ... ...
591 Ditto ... ...
622 Ditto ... ...
672 Ditto ... ...
670 Ditto ... ...
115 McLean, J. D., Repre-
sentatives of... ...
116 Ditto ... ...
364 Ditto ... ...
251 Ditto ... ...
252 Ditto ...
253 Ditto ... ...
254 Ditto ... ...
255 Ditto ••.
256 Ditto
257 Ditto ... ...
258 Ditto ... ...
259 Ditto ... ...
260 Ditto ... ...
261 Ditto ... ...
262 Ditto ... ...
263 Ditto
264 Ditto ... ••.
265 Difto
502 Ditto ...
503 Ditto ...
Run. Bent.
I £ s. d.
Moullit  ... ... ... 33 6 8
Ungabilla ... ... 31 0 0
Pooloon ... ... ... 31 0 0
Wagganba ... 31 0 0.
Beeree  ... ... ... 31 0 0
Mamaree 31 0 0
Woodstock ... 30 1 0
Blenheim ... ... 30 1 0
Blacks' Camp ... ...  28 12 0
Forsitan§
Taboonbay 61 12 0
27 10 0
Wild Horse Plains No. 2 49 10 0
ditto  No.  4  27  10 0
Moorindoorah  East ... 12 10 0
Collyben ... ... 50 0 0
Fairfield ... ... 37 10 0
G lenarmtt ... ... 30 1 0
S unville ... ... ... 27 10 0
Merivale ... ... ... 27 10 0
Ravenswood ... ... 27 10 0
Myrtleville ... ... 40 0 0
Mount Eden ... ... 20 0 0
Blessington ... ... 27 10 0
Mount Bindeygo ... 70 10 0
Tu ll ock  .. ... ... 32 0 0
Mispah No. 1 ... ... 63 0 0
Doogarry ... 62 10 0
Ana Ningham West ... 40 0 0
ditto East ... 25 0 0
Ballingarry ... ... 31 0 0
Gerar South ... ...  18 12 0
The Bladder ... 41 10 0
Goorarooman West ... 35 0 0
Gum Camp ... ... 37 16 0
Bookalong ... ... 18 15 0
Melanga South ... ... 47 12 0
Goorarooman ... ...  52 0 0
Tonimoo West ... 17 10 0
Minimi ... ... 31 1 0
Gunnin gundi  a ... ... 54 13 9
Gunninbrie ... ...  35 0 0
Murgomal ... ... 20 0 0
Gerar ... ... 32 10 0
Goorarooman East ... 27 10 0
Cunniana ... ...  35 0 0
Byron Plains ... ...  86 16 0
Tommoo ... 43 8 0
Lauristinas ... ... 30 1 0
Vaucluse ... 30 1 0
Altamount ... ... 30 1 0
Otranto ... ... ... 30 1 0
Albany ... ... ... 30 1 0
Montpelier ... ...  30 1 0
Tapley ... ... ... 12 10 0
Little Tartulla ... 12 10 0
Drysdale Ponds No.  2 . 27 10 0
Drysdale Ponds Back
Block§ ... ... ... ...
East Billin ... ... 27 10 0
South ditto ... 27 10 0
Eastern Creek No.  III  ...
ditto No.2 ... 30 1 0
Rialto ... ... ... 30 0 0
Marra ... ... ... 30 0 0
Beauchamp ... ... 30 1 0
Upton ... ... ... 28 10 0
Mount Bindeygo ... 28 10 0
Bosnia ... ... ... 28 10 0
Ravenna ... ... . ... 28 10 0
Mount Bindango ...  28 10 0
Mu llock ... ... ...  33 0 0
Isis . .. ... 33 0 0
Basalt Creek ... ... 40 14 0
Burgagy No. 1 ... 27 10 0
Ditto No. 2... ... 127 10 0
Western Downs... 27 10 0
B illin ... ... ... 27 10 0
North Billin ... ... 27 10 0
tt Includes  Assessment.
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aw°
504 McLean, J. D., Repre-
sentatives of ...
507 Ditto .. ...
571  McLeay, Little, and Beau-
mont ... ...
613 Ditto ...
399 McLeay and Taylor ...
400 Ditto ...
401 Ditto ...
402 Ditto ...
403 Ditto ...
404 Ditto ...
405 Ditto ... ...
406 Ditto ... ...
527 Ditto ...
652 Ditto ... ...
651 McManus,  W. R. ...
660 Ditto ... ...
241 North British Australian
282 O'Brien, M.
283 O'Brien, Thos.... ...
296 Pearse, J. ... ...
297 Ditto ...
300 Ditto ... ...
301 Ditto
285 Peel River Land and
Mineral Company ...
286 Ditto ... ...
287 Ditto ...
288 Ditto ...
289 Ditto ...
290 Ditto ...
291 Ditto ...
292 Ditto ...
284 Picton, C. ...
293 Ditto ...
511 Ditto ...
555 Ditto ...
556 Ditto •..
650 Ditto ...
Ditto ...
546 Powell, S. ...
547 Ditto ...
122 Purves, W. ...
442 Ditto ...
302 Rayner, D.
8 Richards, B. ...
9 Ditto
10 Ditto
12 Ditto
331 Ditto
415 Ditto
584 Ditto
23 Ross, D.
294 Ditto
294 Ditto
295 Ditto
567 Ditto
350 Ditto
676 Ditto ..
674 Schofield, Caroline ...
675 Ditto ... ...
489 Seidel, E. F.
656 Ditto ...
333 Skuthorpe, R.... ...
334 Ditto
19 Skuthorpe, Tertius R....
240 Smith, G. ...
525 Ditto ... .
680 Ditto ... . .
565 Smith, W. S. ... ...
569 Ditto ...
522 South, B. ..
427 Spencer, M. A.
453 Ditto ...
645 Ditto ...
678 Ditto ... ...
Run.
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Rent.
y
6 Lessee. Run. Rent.
I £ s. d.
DISTRICT  OF MARANOA- continued.
Macvale  ... ... ... 27 10 0
Watershed ... ... 27 10 0
Tego Springs .., ...
Garagully ... ...
Bogiria ... ...
ditto, Block No. 1 ...
ditto, Block No. 2 ...
ditto, Block No. 3 ...
ditto, Block No. 4 ..
Huillagarrah, Block No. 1
ditto, No. 2
Mimonginindi ... ...
Bogiria East ...
Mount Lonsdale No.
Oolandilla § ...
Haran West ...
Essex ...
Merrombill ...
Gnoolooma ...
ditto East ...
Upper Nilgic ...
Lower ditto ...
Collowlicy ... ...
Cashmere ...
Desideratum ...
Cypress Vale ... ...
Glen Lyon ... ...
Clearwater ... ...
Chesterfield ... ...
Cairngorm ,.. ...
Cambotlo ... ...
Nyphan ... ... ...
Neemin ... ... ...
Coolygoora ... ...
Wandibingie ... ...
Dinong Padlong... .
ditto (arrears).
Tomoo No. 3 ... ...
ditto • No. 4 ... ...
Cuoygah ... ... ...
Booligar East ... ...
Bibble ... ...
Merri Merri A ... ...
ditto B ...  ...
West Merri Merri B ...
Keebrah ... ... ...
Cowrawah ...
Merri Merit B, North ...
The Three Holes ...
Horse Track Creek ...
Combarngo .
27 10 0
27 10 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
33 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
67 2 0
19 12 0
6 5 0
21 0 0
35 0 0
27 10 0
80 0 0
'30 5 0
30 0 0
30 O 0
25 10 0
30 1 0
30 1 0
30 1 0
30 1 0
30 1 0
30 1 0
37 13 0
38 0 0
30 0 0
27 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
25 0 0
11 17 6
9 7 6
30  0 0
36 8 0
61 12 0
18 15  0
30 4 0
30 4 0
28 0 0
30 10 0
40 0 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
19 7 6
30 5 0
679 Spencer, M. A....
438 Tate, George ...
604 Tom, H. ...
605 Ditto ...
609 Ditto ...
601 Tom, C. ...
626 Ditto ...
657 Ditto ...
Ditto .
352 Tooth and Holt
354 Ditto ...
355 Ditto ...
356 Ditto ...
357 Ditto ...
358 Ditto ...
380 Tooth, R.
340 Tooth, W. B. ...
341 Ditto ...
342 Ditto ...
343 Ditto ...
344 Ditto ...
345 Ditto ...
346 Ditto
347 Ditto
3 Tyrrell, W.
4 Ditto
5 Ditto
20 Ditto
21 Ditto
126 Ditto
127 Ditto
128 Ditto
129 Ditto ...
412 Ditto ...
414 Ditto
91 Ditto ..
134 Verner, E. W....
135 Ditto ...
136 Ditto
137 Ditto ...
138 Ditto ...
139 Ditto ...
140 Ditto ...
141 Ditto ...
445 Ditto ...
548 Ditto ...
553 Ditto ...
554 Ditto ...
79 Vickery, Ebenezer
240 Ditto ...
393 Ditto ...
394 Ditto ...
395 Ditto ...
397 Ditto ...
398 Ditto ...
419 Ditto ...
534 Ditto
658 Wakeling, W. C.
303 Watt and Gilchrist
305 Ditto ...
306 Ditto ...
307 Ditto ...
308 Ditto ...
437 Ditto ...
647 Wienholt, E. ...
149 Ditto ...
151 Ditto ...
152 Ditto ...
153 Ditto ...
154 Ditto ...
455 Wienholt, Bros.
456 Ditto ...
457 Ditto
85 Ditto ...
86 Ditto ...
87 Ditto
'88 Ditto
89 Ditto ...
ditto  (arrears) 2 15 0
Yeulba Back Block 12 4 2
Oatlands  ... ..  9 7 6
South Muccadi lla ll
Waterhole Creek ... 6 5 0
Drysdale Ponds  No. 4 ...  35 0 0
ditto No. 5 ... 35 0 0
South Woodlawn  11  ...
North Durin Durin , , 11 5 0
Keeret  .. ... ...  36 0 0
Upper  Keeret  ... 40 0 O
Turo East 27 15 0
Bungeworgoria No. 6 30 0 9
Stewart 'sCreek Back Block 27 10 0
Weste rn  Blocks 4 3 4
Fourmile Creek Back
Block  ... ... ...  27 10 0
Tregruing  No. III .
Bindebango  ... ... 49 10  0
Armadilla ... ... 20 0 0
Tregoningll ,,,
Armadilla No 2 6 0
Scrubby Block No. 1§ ...
tt Includes  Assessment.
, £  8.  d.
Scrubby Block No. 2§ ... ..
$llurra Murra .. 35 0 0
... Mount Ogilvie No. 3  ... 12 10 0
... ditto No.4 ... 12 10 0
... ditto No.5 ... 1210 0
... Mount Ogilvie  ...  .. 19 5 0
... Bundara .. 1210 0
... Darkwater 12  10  4
,., dittos (arrears) 4 3 0
... North Wallumbilla ... 41 5 0
... Park ... ... 40 0 0
,,. Bruce .. 35 0 0
... Humboldt ... 40 0 0
... Lander ... ... 55 0 0
... Burkhardt ... ...  30 10  6
... Myall Plains ... ... 30 0 0
... Talavera ... ... 60 0 0
... Bungil ... ... 30 0 0
... ditto North ... ... 30 0 0
... Tivoli ... ... 60 0 0
...  ditto South ... ... 60 0 0
,,. Gunda Gunda ... ... 25 0 0
.., ditto North... .. 25 0 0
... Talavera South ... ... 45 0 0
... Take ... ... 2715 0
... Culgoa ... ... 2810 0
... ditto North... ... 28 11 0
... Miamomingindi North... 27 15 0
... ditto South...  27 15  0
,.. Burgurrah, or Warroo ... 100 0 0
... Thurragai ... ... 40 0 0
... Brennan's Run, or
Thomby ... ... 30 0 0
... Byan Bunnoo ... ... 30 0 0
... Culgoa Back Block .. 44 0 0
... Bogandina Back Block... 66 0 0
... Culgoa A. .. ... 27 10 0
... Upper Merivale... ... 36 6 0
... Head Creek Station ... 27 10 0
,.. Annie Vale ... ... 35 4 0
... Retreat ... ...  27 10  0
,,, Cockermaran ... ... 27 10 0
... Curryjong ... ...  28  12  0
.., Bathery ... ...  27 10  0
,.. Silver Foliage ... ... 27 10 0
... Limpid Water ... ... 27 10 0
,_, Woombalbank ... ... 21 0 0
... Tunis West ... ... 55 0 0
... ditto East .. ... 70 8 0
.,, Bedhill. Bedhill.... ... 33 0 0
,,, North Alton ... ... 35 0 0
... East Teelbar ... ... 36 6 0
.,, West ditto ... ... 36 6 0
.., Lower ditto ... ... 36 6 0
... Brigalow Scrubtt ... 43 0 0
Ashbytt ... 43 0 0
.,. West Teelbar No. 2 ... 30 16 0
... Moombah ... ... 29 3 0
... Hopeland§
. , . Winginbah ...  33 1 1
... Muggleton ... ... 33 0 0
.., Yandeboo ... ... 33 0 0
.., Inglebogiett ... ... 43 0 0
... Bendemeertt ... 43 0 0
... Cattle Station Creek ... 27 10 0
... Wallabella ... ... 30 4 0
... ditto North... ... 30 4 0
... Amedool ... ... 30 4 0
... Dooladie... ... ... 30 4 0
.., Poybah Downs ... ... 30 0 0
,, Tinowon ... ... 50 0 0
... Bandcmarango ... ... 33 15 0
,., Borerundooer ... 18 15 0
.,. Doungorallah ... ... 1815 0
... Bung ... ... 17 12 6
.. Bung Back Run ... 12 6
... Bungle Major Back Run :.J 0 0
...  Tickool  ... ... ... 16 16 0
... Mulga Mulga ... ... 12 4 0
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Lessee.
90
163
164
167
168
530
209
210
t
Wienholt  Brothers
Ditto ...
Ditto ,,,
Ditto ...
Ditto .,,
Rent.
£ s. d.
Lessee.
DISTRICT OF MARANOA--- contimsed.
Bungorin Bungorin
Yinkerbay ...
Blytfi' s Plains ...
Tingun
Beaufort ...
Ditto ... ... Warrooby ...
Wildashand  Hutchinson  Wallam  Plainejl...
Ditto ... ... ditto West)...
1 Allan, Mort,  and Man-
ning ... ...
2 Ditto ... ...
30 Ditto ... ...
31 Ditto ... ...
32 Ditto .... ..
33 Ditto ... ...
34 Ditto
103 Allan, J. T., and Co....
104 Ditto ... ...
13 Allan and Garnett ...
14 Ditto ... .,.
15 Ditto ... ...
16 Ditto ...
63 Ditto ...
64 Ditto ... ...
65 Ditto ... ...
66 Ditto ... ...
67 Ditto ... ...
68 Ditto ... ...
69 Ditto ... ...
70 Ditto ... ...
71 Ditto
72 Ditto ... ...
73 Ditto ... ...
181 Ditto
182 Ditto
40 Bank  of Australasia ...
41 Ditto
42 Ditto ... ...
64 Ditto ... ...
65 Ditto ... ...
135 Ditto ... ...
156 Ditto
95 Bank  of New South
Wales
96 Ditto ... ...
97 Ditto
170 Beit, W. ... ...
139 Ditto
187 Beit, W. (Executors of)
44 Be ll, Dutton, and Dutton
159 Ditto .. ,..
183 Be ll  and  Dutton ...
184 Ditto ... ...
185 Ditto ... ...
186 Ditto
192 Ditto ... ...
193 Ditto ... ...
194 Ditto ... ...
195 Ditto ... ...
196 Ditto ... ...
197 Ditto
134 Bilton, G. A. ...
144 Ditto
8 Bostock, R.
9 Ditto .
10 Ditto ...
22 Buchanan , A. B. ...
23 'Ditto ... ...
24 Ditto ... ...
25 Ditto
26 Ditto
27 Ditto
27 Ditto
28 Ditto
28 Ditto
Enniskillen, South
ditto Downs
Spring Block ...
Return ...
Recovered ...
Bexhill ... ...
Lowdon ,.,
Barcaldine No. 3
ditto  No.  4
Venture No. 1§
ditto No. 2§
ditto No. 3§
ditto No. 4§
Breedon No. 1§
ditto No. 2§
Vergemont No. 1§
ditto No. 2§
ditto No. 3§
Evesham No. 1§
ditto No. 2§
ditto No. 3§
ditto No. 4§
ditto No. 5§
ditto No. 6§
Vergemont No. 4§
Breedon No. 3§
Malvern ... ...
ditto Hills ...
Pershore ..
Dulwich, South ...
Forest Hill ...
Creswell Crags ...
Glen Stuart ...
Mooresland ...
The Prairie ...
Mia11 Downs ...
Levaton .. ...
Buccleugh ...
Weetwood§ ...
Ranger .
Mount Pleasant...
Moonda No. 1§
ditto No. 2§
Mungerie No. 1§
ditto No. 2§
Bimera South$ .,
ditto North$
Woodlands$ ...
Ridgelandss ...
Clifton$ ... ...
Wait•a-Whiles ...
Birkhead No. 2 ... ...
Birkhead Creek No. 1 ...
Boora $ ... ...
Cocone$ .. ...
Goounbilla$ ...
Bampton§ ...
Bradninch§ ...
Totness§.., ...
Birdstone§ ...
Oakhampton§ ...
Collumpton§ ...
Combemartin§ ...
Ilfracombe §  ...
Dartmouth§ ...
43 10 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
27 10 0
at w°
Run. Bent.
£ s. d.
226 Williams, C. L. ... Barrigomallahtt ... 40 11 6
228 Ditto ... Yduranglett ... 40 8 6
229 Ditto ... ... ditto No. 3tt .,. 40 9 9
272 Ditto ... ... Crinilus Topaz ... ... 35 0 0
587 Zieman, Benjamin, and
Benjamin ... ... Mount Lonedale ... 27 10 0
242 Zieman, J. ... ... Warree .,. ...  35 2 6
DISTRICT OF MITCHELL.
46 Buchanan, A. B.
110 0 0  47 Ditto ...
55 0 0 48 Ditto ...
27 10  0 94 Ditto ...
70 8 0 95 Ditto
70 8 0 141 Bucknell, W. W. ...
44 0 0 118 Campbell and Hay ...
55 0 0 119 Ditto
1210 0 121 Ditto
12 10 0 163 Christison, T. McK, C.
21 Christison, R.... ...
61 Ditto ... ...
... 62 Ditto ...
84 Ditto
... 125 Ditto ... ...
... 161 Cory, G. G.
.,. 162 Ditto ...
... 164 Ditto ... ...
.,, 175 Ditto ... ...
176 Ditto ... ...
177 Ditto ... ...
178 Ditto ... ...
... 179 Ditto ... ...
... 180 Ditto
7 Fanning, F.
8 Ditto ... .,.
9 Ditto ... ...
79 4 0 163 Forrester, W.... ,..
55 0 0 165 Ditto ... ...
82  10  0 158 Ditto ...
27 10 0 59 Forrester, W. J. ...
55 0 0 60 Ditto ... ...
44 0 0 61 Ditto ... ...
12  10  0 62 Ditto .. ...
34 Govett and Thomson ...
4416 0 79 Ditto ... ...
35 0 0 58 Naughton, G}.... ...
44  16  0 59 Ditto
7 10 0 166 Hi ll , C. L.
24 0 0 149 Ditto
151 Ditto
31 5 0 83 Ditto
12  10  0 84 Ditto
85 Ditto
86 Ditto
,.. 87 Ditto
88 Ditto
3 2 6 89 Ditto
3 2 6 90 Ditto
3 2 6 91 Ditto
3 2 6 92 Ditto
3 2 6 93 Ditto
3 2 6 96 Ditto
72 0 0 97 Ditto
18 0 0 98 Ditto
9 7 6 99 Ditto
4  13  9 100 Ditto
4  13  9 102 Ditto
... 139 Ditto
... 140 Ditto ...
149 Hill, Holberton, and
Allen ... ... ..
150 Ditto ... ...
... 150 Ditto ...
151 Ditto ...
... 152 Ditto ... ...
... 152 Ditto ... ...
Darnhall§ ... ...
Wellshot§
Elibank§ ... ...
Barnstaple§
Brixham§
Forrest Grove ... ... 25 0 0
Billabad ... ... ... 35 4 0
Coreena ... ... ... 70 8 0
Whalton... ...  26 6 0
Lammermoor, West ... 27 10 0
Foulden$ 6 5
Montgomery% ... ...  4 3 4
Peningunga$ .. ... 4 3 4
Cameron Downs§
Mingeburra§
Campsie No.  It 6-6  8
ditto No.12$ 4 3 4
ditto No. 3t ... 4 3 4
Vacy No. 1§ ... ...
ditto No.  2§... ... ...
Bona Vista No. 1§
ditto No. 2§
Tocal No. 1§ ... ,..
ditto No. 2§
Carrangarra  ... ...  52 16  0
Tambo ... ... 44 0 0
Hebel ... ... 46 4 0
Sedan ... ... ... 6 5 0
Metz ... ... ... 6 6 0
Kingston  .. ... 6 5 0
Reconciliation§ ... ...
Alliance§
Forrester's Retreats ... 10 8 4
Mount Harris§ ... ... ...
Tylden§ ... ...
Battery§
Haughton Vale No.  I§  ...
ditto No. 2§...
Isis Downs No. 10 ... 12 10 0
ditto No.  2 ... 9 7 6
ditto No.  6 ... 9 7 6
Mount Grey§ ... ...
The Land of Nob§ ... ..J
Minster§... ... ... ...
Melton§ ...
Widnerpool§
Cropwell§
Colston§
Quorn§ .. ... ... ...
Hazlewood§ ...
St. Helena§ ... ...
Redbill§ ... ...
Blackbill ... ... ...  12 10 0
Cleanskin  ... ...  12 10  0
Oounmarana ... 710 0
Talundilly ... 7 10 0
Belvoir .. 12 0 0
Isis  Downs No.  11 ... 6 5 0
Moselle [I .. ... ... ...
Bundaberiniall ...
Isis Downs No. 1
ditto  No. 3
ditto  No.  4
ditto No. 5
ditto No. 7
ditto No. 8
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10
tt Includes  Assessment.
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£ s. d.
...40 Lomax, J. It.
41 Ditto
42 Ditto
43 Ditto
44 Ditto
166 a Ditto
168  =  Ditto
78 !Lacy, D.
127 Miles, W.
128 Ditto
129 Ditto ... ...
10 Morehead and Young...
11 Ditto ... ...
12 Ditto ...  A
13 Ditto ... .
14 Ditto
15 Ditto
16 Ditto
17 Ditto
18 Ditto
70 Ditto
71 Ditto
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
81
82
83
85
86
91
128
128
175
142
178
179
164
2
130
133
143
117
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
49
50
61
52
98
99
188
102
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
113
101
45
36
37
38
39
49
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ...
Morehead and Young...
Morehead ,  B. D. ...Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Mort, T. S.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
MacIntosh , P.... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
McLean and  Beit ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto .,, ..
Ditto ... ..
Ditto ..
McMullen, J.  IF.
McWhannell and John-
stone ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
McWhannell, T. ...
MeNaughton, A.
Talleyrand§ ...
Emily Downs§ ...
Macsland§ ...
Cressy§ ...
St. Albans§ ...
Wallon ... ...
Bandour ...
E1ton§
Eversleigh No. 1
ditto No.2
ditto No.  3
Bowen Downs ...
Betawong ...
Crossmoor ...
Balang ...
Pickwick Goshen
Bramvil ... ...
Buggeraga ...
Horsehalt
Bungall ...
Corindah ...
Coreenah
Duntulla ...
Cornwall
Gemini ...
Oatway ... ...
Rayban ..
Emu Plains
Rainesby
Tablederry
Kateroy ...
Acacia Downs
Rio Downs
Goodberry
Longway...
m
Lessee.
DISTRICT OF  MITCHELL-- continued.
,,, 189 4 0
... 139 4 0
75 0 0
... 30 0 0
... 16 5 0
,.. 94 12 0
... 83 12 0
... 72 12 0
,,, 99 0 0
... 83 12 0
... 55 0 0
,., 83 12 0
... 105 12 0
... 110 0 0
... 39 12 0
.", 35 4 0
... 79 4 0
... 92 8 0
... 83 12 0
,,, 52 16 0
... 79 4 0
... 35 4 0
... 52 16 0
... 82 10 0
... 105 12 0
... 55 0 0
... 105 12 0
Rent.
94 12 0
83 12 0
53 18 0
6 5 0
0 10 5
21 0 0
Sardinia ... ...
Taberna ...
ditto... (arrears)t
Jericho ... ... ...
Christians' Land
Thistlebank
Spring Downs ...
Lochandhu
Rutilus+
The Huffer+
Jabirn§
Gellbele $
Lacy§
ditto$
Bobka§
... 8 15 0
... 34 10 0
... 12 10 0
19 10 0
6 15 0
8 6 8
... 8 6 8
(arrears) 1 10 0
Bawtry§ ... ...
Lockyersleigh§ ... ...
Ranken§ ... ...
Herbertshire§ ... ...
Elliesland§ ... ...
Janesland§
Swillington§ ... ...
Wilton§ ... ...
Foxhall No. 1 ... ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Barcaldine  Downs No. 1
ditto  No.  2
Bonnie Doon ...
Hayston ...
Finis+ ...
Alice Downs ...
Douglas Ponds ...
Thornleigh ...
Montes ...
Avington ...
Deepwater ...
Long Island ... ...
Long Reach ... ...
Norwood ... ...
Deadlock§
Listowal Downs  No. 1 ...
56 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
64 0 0
40 0 0
5 6 8
65 0 0
47 6 0
55 0 0
35 4 0
55 0 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
49 10 0
66 0 0
6 6 0
55 0' 0
Venar ... ... 18 7 6
Tenterden ... ... 15 0 0
Ollera ... ... 16 10 0
Rodney Downs ... ... 14 14 0
Alfred Downs No. 11 ... 10 8 4
50 McNaughton , A. ... Alfred  Downs No. 2+
51 Ditto ... .. ditto No. 3+
52 Ditto ...  ,.  ditto . No. 4§
53 Ditto W ditto No. 5§
47 New Zealand and Aus-
tralian Land Company
176 Ditto ... ...
1'77  Ditto ... ...
189 Nisbet, Jas ... ...
190 Ditto
191 Ditto ...
114 Parsons, C.  H.  H. ...
116 Ditto ...
138 Patton, Robert ...
29 Peter, J., and Company
29 Ditto ... ...
30 Ditto ... ...
31 Ditto ... ...
32 Ditto ... ...
33 Ditto ... ...
134 Ditto ... ...
135 Ditto ...
20 Rome, T. and C. ...
21 Ditto ... ...
22 Ditto ... ...
23 Ditto ... ...
24 Ditto .., ...
25 Ditto ... ...
26 Ditto ... ...
68 Ditto ... ...
69 Ditto
17 Ditto ... ...
18 Ditto ... ...
19 Ditto ... ...
20 Ditto ... ...
54 Ditto ... ...
55 Ditto ,,, ...
56 Ditto ,.. ...
57 Ditto ... ...
58 Ditto ... ...
74 Ditto
75 Ditto .,, ...
76 Ditto
140 Ditto ... ...
141 Ditto ... ...
77 Ditto ... ...
37 Russell, Thos.... ...
38 Ditto ... ...
39 Ditto ... ...
80 Rule, J. ... ...
81 Ditto ... ...
82 Ditto ... ...
114 Rule and Lacy... ...
116 Ditto
103 Roxburgh and Co.
11.1 Ditto
162 Solomon,  Al.  and I,.
164 Ditto ... ...
167 . Ditto
168 Ditto ..
100 Stephenson and Ander-
son ... ... ...
101 Stevenson, J. ... ...
131 Thomson, Jas.... ...
Run. Rent.
£ s. d.
10 8 4
10 8 4
Greendale ... 77 0 0
ditto, Back Run . 12 10 0
Gartmore ... 12 10 0
Chaunsit No. 1 § ... ..
ditto No.  2§ ... ...
ditto No. 3§
Lauriston ... ... 51 14 0
Maindample ... ... 55 0 0
Ernestinall ... ... ...
Meadowsland§ ... ... ...
Beaconsfield§ ... ... ...
Bedawin§ ... ... ...
Fullarton§ ... ... ...
Daunton§ ... ... ...
Weary-foot§ ... ... ...
Stuart Downs{ ... ... ...
Smallbcrryjl ... ... ...
Glenusk .., . 27 10 0
Pentwyn
.. ...
„ 82 10 0
Brynderwyn .,, ... 55 0 0
Caerthedine ... ... 42 18 0
Langynidr ,,, .. 55 0 0
Brynmawa ... ... 27 10 0
Hawarden .,, ,., 27 10 0
Northampton ... ... 27 10 0
Goondamah ... ... 27 10 0
Eden Downs$ ... ... 5 15 6
Dornock$ ... 5 15 6
Annandale+ ... ... 5 15 6
Romulus$ ... ... 5 15 0
Petworth§ ... ... ...
Blackdown§ ...
Romula§ ... ... ...
Sedburgh§ ... ... ...
Adaford$ ... ... 5 4 2
Cerincester§ ... ...
Cumberland ... ... 6 17 6
Adderly ... ... 6 17 6
Dalkeith ... ... 12 10 0
Swaylands ... 12 10 0
Welford Downs'," ... 6 17 6
Bloomfield§ ... ... ...
Coliban§ ... ... ...
Rokewood§
Sahara§
Siberia§
Darrwater§
Newark§
Aslockton§ ... ...
Westbrook Downs ... 48 15 0
Chain of Ponds... ... 22 10 0
Maharatta ... ... 6 5 0
Maneroo East ... ... 6 5 0
Maneroo 12 10 0
Ida Downs ... 12 10 0
Camberwell ... ... 35 0 0
Dulwich North ... ... 27 10 0
Terrick Terrick ... ... 55 0 0
136 Thomson, Thomson,
Russell, and Govett...
137 Ditto ... ...
147 Ditto ... ...
146 Ditto
169 Ditto ..
148 Thomson and Govett ...
123 Travers,. Travers, and
Gibson ... ...
126 Ditto ... ...
124 Ditto ... ...
60 Ditto ... ...
120 Ditto ... ...
122 Ditto ... ...
67 Ditto ... ...
93 Ditto ... ...
94 Ditto ... ...
5 Tweed, John ... ...
Portland Downs
Hossington ...
Seaford ...
Wellbeck
ditto North
Quo-by  ...
37 10 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
30 0 0
12 10 0
26 5 0
Rider ... ... 18 15 0
Corinda  ...  75 0 0
Stainburn Downs 53 4 0
Pelican Creek  ... ...  29 14 0
Ingberry  ... ...  105 12 0
Byarri  ... ...  2$' 8 0
Upper  Boxdale  ... ...  26' 5 0.
Boxdale  ... ...  5510 0
Jodrell ... 75 0 0
Windeyer  Creek  ...  15 0 0
Run.
LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
m;a Lessee.
53 Tweed, John ... ...
54 Ditto ... ...
55 Ditto ... ...
56 Ditto ... ...
57 Ditto ... ...
11 Tozer. W. P. ...
12 Ditto
160 \l-elford. R. ...
161 Ditto ... ...
141 Ditto ... ..,
Ditto ... ...
157 Ditto
Ditto
159 Ditto ... ...
*12 Barker, Win. ... ...
*63 Bell and Sons ... ...
*56 Bigge, Bigge and Bow-
man ...
*90 Bonney, T. E.... ...
*68 Byrnes. Bowden, and
Smith ...
*6 Campbell, Alex. ...
*28 Campbell and Hay ...
*45 Ditto ...
*29 Collins, Jno. ...
*8 Crump, G. C. ...
*78 Delaney, Joseph ...
*50 England, Jas. ...
*1 Forbes, G. E....
*3 Ditto ... ...
*84 Halkett, D. H.... ...
*61 Hodgson and Ramsay...
*21 Hope, Louis ... ...
*54 Ivory, Jas. . ...
*47 Marshall, C. H. ...
392 Allan, Street, and Norton
393 Ditto ... ...
334 Archer, Wm. ... ...
342 Ditto ... ...
*349 Atherton, Jae....
*308 Bank  of New South
Wales ... ...
*302 Barker, Win. ...
364 Barwell, C. H. A. ...
429 Beardmore, 0. C. ...
405 Bell, J. S. ... ...
*316 Bell, Robt.
315 Be ll , J. and W.
*321 Birkbeck, C. A. and R.
310 Buchanan, H. R. ...
*312 Ditto ... ...
*350 Button, John ... ...
400 Caird, G. S.
*473 Chapman, E.
371 CollUs, Mary (Trustees of)
373 CoYhmercial Bank ...
*417 Ditto ... ...
*442 Ditto ... ...
449 Ditto
450 Ditto ... ...
*484 Cooper and Crozier ...
Rent.
£ s. d.
Run. Rent.
£ s. d.
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Bothwell No. 1§
ditto No. 2§ ...
ditto No.  3§  ...
ditto No. 4§ ...
ditto No. 5§ ...
Holborn Hill* ... ...
.lundah$ ... ...
llenley ... ...
Walton ... ...
Wandsworth ..
ditto (arrears)*
Mortlake ..
ditto (arrears)
Marlow Bridge ... ... 1
155 i Wienholt Bros. ... Sherburn  ... 45 18 0
106 Wienholt, E. ... Henllan** 7 10 0
... 107 Ditto Hugden** 7 10 0
... 108 Ditto ... ... Brixton ** ... .. 7 10 0
109 Ditto ... ... St. Clears** .. 7 10 0
5 4 2 110 Ditto ... ... Penycoed  Downs** 7 10 0
5 4 2 1.11 Ditto ... ... 1'endine** .. 7 10 0
6 5 0 1.t2 Ditto ... ... Castle Plains**.., 7 10 0
6 5 0 113 Dit io Langhonie** ...J 7 10 0
6 5 0 112 Wienholt, J. W. A., E.,
1 11 3 and A. Gowen ... ... 36 0 0
6 5 0 66 Williamson audThornton Tower Hill  ... ... 69  6 0
2 12 1 1 Ditto ... Yanga$  ... . ...  4 13 9
6 5 0 160 Williamson, W. ... Cumbi Cumbi ... ...  19 0 0
SETTLED DISTRICT
Tamrookumt ... ...  163 7 0
Buaraba  ... ... ...  200 0 0
Mount Brisbane (consoli-
dated) ... ... ... 333 6 0
Sections Bribie ... ... 16 10 0
East Haldont ... ... 68 18 5
Cooyar ... ... 208 6 8
Undullah ... ... 63 17 0
Wivenhoe ... ... 70 8 0
Moondoolun ... ... 14 8 0
Telemon ... ... ... 267 3 8
Sections Cabulture ... 17 5 0
Tarampa... .. 91 1 0
Colinton (consolidated) ... 354 5 10
Mount Stanley (consoli-
dated) ... 354  5 10
Sections Oxley Creek ... 8 6 8
Tent Hill ... ... 123 6 8
Kilcoy .. 362 11 3
Eskdale (consolidated) ... 287 10 0
Northbrook ... ... 15 0 0
OF MORETON.
*41 Mort, H. ... ...
*88 McAndrew, Jas. ...
*52 McConnell, D. ...
*7 McConnell, J. ...
*22 McDon ld, Jessie ...
*18 McDonald, Coulson, and
Coulson ...
*27 MacDonnell, R.
*80 Norris, W.
*14 Persse, de Burgh
*9 Prior, T. L. M.
*55 Primrose, F. A.
*5 Scott, Walter ...
*19 Scott ,  Henderson ,andCo.
*60 Turner , J. C. ...
*51 Tooth , W. B. ...
*58 Vanneck ,  Carpendale,
and Vanneck ...
*16 White, W . D.... ...
*13 White  and Robinson ...
*48
SETTLED DISTRICT OF PORT CURTIS.
Prairie (consolidated) ... 212 10 0
Mount Scoria 41 13 4
Gracemere (consolidated) 544 0 0
Meadow Flats ... 70 0 0
Canoona No. 8, or Barmoya 58 6 8
Langmorn (consolidated) 180 8 4
Barmundoo ... ... 186 6 8
Tea Tree... .. 37 10 0
Panuco (consolidated)  ...  60 10 0
Kooingal (consolidated) 109 10 0
Dungaree (consolidated) 91 0 0
Booroon .. 110 0 0
Glenmore (consolidated) 125 0 0
Riverston 37 10 0
Inveragh (consolidated) 60 0 0
Coonoona No. 9, or Canal
Creek ... ... ... 58 6 8
The Kroombit (consoli-
dated) ...  ...  ... 209 3 4
Princhester (consoli-
dated) ... ... ... 138 6 8
Thornhill ... 50 0 0
Waroo (consolidated) ... 120 16 8
Clairview (consolidated) 120 0 0
Willangai (consolidated) 166 17 6
Porphyry Hills ... ... 35 0 0
Mount Funnel No. 1 .. 56 0 0
Windah (consolidated) 90 15 0
376
*385
62
309
*305
*447
*448
*359
*347
*469
*368
*357
402
*455
*353
397
398
*459
*426
*348
*361
Wienholt Bros.
Cox and Bloomfield ...
Ditto ... ...
Egan, Stephen ... ...
Graham, Eliza M. ...
Graham, J. L.... ...
Hutton, James... ...
Ditto ...
Joint Stock Bank
Kentish, Skelton, and
Stirratt ...
Lamb, J. de V. ...
Laird, Wm. ... ...
Lilley Bros. ... ...
Little, John ... ...
Little, Robert ... ...
Morehead and Young..
Mundell and Dalziel ...
Ditto
Murray, Stewart ...
Macartney and Mayne
McDonald, P. F.
Mackay, C. C.... ...
*487 Mackay and Caswe ll  ...
*327 McMullen , J. F. ...
*365 Neil, Hugh
*445 Newbolt , F. G. ...
*379 Parbury ,  C. and G. ...
Franklyn Vale (consoli-
dated)'} ..  353  15 3
Waverley (consolidated) 61 0 4
Cresebrook ... ... 300 0 0
Durundur 206 5 0
Dugandan (consolidated) X122 1 3
Bromelton (consolidated) 1131 5 0
Samford ...  1  31 12 0
Sections Logan River 23 1 4
Tabragalba (consolidated) 38 7 0
Melcombe (consolidated) ,134 4 0
Emu Creek ... ... 187 10 0
Tandary or Taromeo ... 116 13 4
Coochin Coochin ... 260 2 0
Helidon ... ...  ...  80 0 0
C'row's Nest ...  ...  175 0 0
Grantham .. 101 18 0
Nindooinibah (consoli-
dited) ... 138 0 6
Beaudesert
. .. ...
4 t 7 0
Fassifern (consolidated) 344 12 2
Bulburin (consolidated) 115 0 0
Miriam Vale(consolidated)1 93 14 0
Rosewoodli
Carrara  ...  37 10 0
Upper Calliope (consoli-
dated) ... ... ... 134 0 0
Shoalwater . ... 30 0 0
Raspberry Creek .. 30 0 0
Cawarral (consolidated) 61 5 0
Walla or Mount Alma ... 110 0 0
Grevillia... ... ...  30 0 0
Monte Christo  ... ... 99 8 0
Boyne Island 37 10 0
Rosedale  (consolidated) 205 16 8
Yelela Creek ... 27 10 0
Tilpal (consolidated) ... 254 3 4
Winterbourne ... ... 25 0 0
Thalberg... ... ...  25 0 0
Clifton (consolidated) .. 106 0 0
Waverley (consolidated) 187 10 0
Canoona (consolidated)... 81 17 3
Morinish  No. 3 and 4
(consolidated ) ... 80 0 0
Bompa  .. ... ...  168 13  4
Milton  (consolidated ) ... 337 6 8
To rell
Galloway Plains... ... 75 0 0
a  (consolidated) ... 62 0 0
Taunton  (consolidated) ... 209 19 0
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Rent.
8f Lessee. Run. Rent.
479 a. (ir
SETTLED DISTRICT OF PORT CURTIS-eontinued.
468 Pringle, R. .. The Peninsula ...  25 0 0  *409 Towns  and Stuart  ditto No. 2 ... ... 205 0 0
*483 Robertson, R. and T.... Baffle Creek and Eulilah  65 0 0  *481 Tucker, S. .. Maryvale 35 0 0
370 Robertson, If. J. and T. Targinie ...  37 10 0  451 Uther, W. J. and H. A. -Marlborough ... 155 0 0
*351 Robertson and Son ... Lake Learmouth (consoli- *436 Watt and Gilchrist ... Glen Prairie (consoli-
dated) ... ...  70 16 8 150 16 8
*304 Ross, A. ... Balaclava .. 37 10 0  *411 Ditto Stoodleigh (consolidated) 143 6 8
*486 Stratford, F. A. ... Morinish No. 2 ... 30 0 0  467 Ditto  Clayton....  15 0 0
389 Street and Norton ... Rodd's Bay (consolidated) 112 10 0  *455 Worthington, IF. Turkey ... ...  25 0 0
*486 Stuart, A. ... .. llforinish No. 1 ... ...  30 0 0  *325 Wilson, D. ...  Raglan  (consolidated)  108 18 4
*439 Tourle, Morse, and Co.  Banksia  (consolidated)...  90 0 0  313 Young, Win. ... Mount Larcom (conso&-
*478 Towns and Stuart ... Calliungal No. 1  145 0 0 150 0 0
*407 Ditto ... ...  ditto No. 3 ... 241 10 0
SETTLED  DISTRICT OF WARREGO.
200 Allan, Mort, and Man-  557 Bock, IF. C. ... Kahmoo Mulga... 21 0 0
th C 82 10 0 389Eli kb E JrB Opal Creek
473
za ree ...e
Anderson and Pittford  East Barrandi ll a  11 5 0 462
. .,orrowe
Bradley, E. . Ellen Vale 12 10 0
474 Ditt.. ...  West ditto  9 7 6 447 Bradley, W. B. Kudnapper 12 10 0
477 Ashburn, IF. ... Hoganthulla Downs  27 10 0 385 Ditto Q,uandan§ ...
4,78  Ditto ...  Koolbellup  55 0 0 465 Bradley and Zouch Quilbery ... ... ... 12 10 0
401 Ditto ...  Chesterton No. 2  60 10 0 466 Ditto '_Ylaroochoo 12 10 0
403 Ditto ...  ditto  No. 3  24 0 0 467 Ditto .. Pingine ... 12 10 0
402 Ditto ... Hoganthulla No. 1  37 10 0 421  Brassington, S. Reynella... 18 0 0
E. ... ...Brown436549 Auerback YarronijIF Redbank... 6 5 0,.,, . ...
443 Becker, J. Lake Collies Ditto dittos (arrears) 1  0 1055 0 0
444 Ditto ,..  Koraggarak 36 6 0 529  Buchanan and Mort ... Bogarella East ... ... 26 8 0
445 Ditto ... Yungerah  36 6 0 448  Buchanan, A. B.  Owthorpe No. 3 37 10 0
446 Ditto .., Owthorpe No. 1...  55 0 0 449  Ditto ... ditto No. 4 37 10 0
447 Ditto ... Ditto No. 2 ...  55s 0  0 450  , Ditto ditto No. S ... 18 15 0
451 Ditto Ditto No. 6 ...  27 10 0 453  Ditto ditto  No. 8  37 10 0
452 Ditto Ditto No. 7 ...  55 0 0 454  Ditto ditto No.9 37 10 0.
510 Ditto ... Wombadulla  27 10 0 455  Ditto ditto No. 10 18 15 0
553 Ditto  Gunadorah  55  0  0  573 Ditto Wombin East ...  66 0 0
593 Ditto  Goorie Goorie ...  44 0 0 578  Ditto Moble ... 32 10 0
594 Ditto ... Nyngin ... ...  44 0 0 578  Ditto ditto West ., 30 0 0
431 Ditto  Godesberg$ 5 4 2 579  Ditto Tangara East ... ....  93 0 0
432 Ditto Boun$ ... 5 4 2 595  Ditto Prairie ... 18 15 0
573 Becker and Sly Gumadorah West 55 0 0 428  Ditto Greenvale§ ...
380 Beit, Robert ... Bonedtha 27 10 0 401  Bucknall, W. A. Gogolo§ ...
381 Ditto Merregin 27 10 0 437  Budge, K. ... Coolie, East 6 5 0
383 Ditto Hurtle Vale 27 10 0  Ditto ditto$ (arrears) 2 1 8
530 Ditto  Murweh...  12 10 0 438  Ditto ... Coolie, West 6 5 0
531 Ditto ditto West ...  12 10 0  Ditto ditto $ (arre ars) 2 1 8
227 Beit, William ..  Al 57 10 0 415  Burns, F. ... Sedan§ ...
366 Benjamin, D. and If. „ Alba Creek No. 1  62 10 0 410  Ditto Berlin§ ... ...
425 Berkelman and Lambert
eh
411  Ditto Paris§
426 Ditto Be ool$ ...  6 0 0 412  Ditto Orleans§
427 Ditto Tollong$.., ...  6 0 0 413  Ditto Strasburg§
448 Berkelman, Lambert,  414  Ditto Metz§
and Milman ...  Sanquhar No. 2 ...  6 5 0 195  Calder, A. and T. Upper Eulo Right1l
476 Ditto  Sanquhar  27 10 0 399  Carmichael, W. Ashford§ ...
5 0 0 400  Ditto Yena§420 Ditto  Myall$ .. .
and Geary  Warana ... 35 0 0 458  Cameron, John Kungie, South ... 6 5 0288 Biggs , Biggs ,
289 Ditto Nargoon ...  35 0 0 235  Commercial Bank Danger's Lagoon 28 10 0
290 Ditto Northam...  35 0 0 240  Ditto Upper TD  over  G, East 27 10 0
291 Ditto Dungaroon  35 0 0 243  Ditto No. 3 Block ... ... 27 10 0
292 Ditto Yaramanbar  35 0 0 244  Ditto No. 1 Block 27 10 0
293 Ditto Wyandra  35 0 0 329  Ditto Hillsdale 35 4  0
294 Ditto  Ecclestone  35 0 0 425  Ditto Killowen, East ...  55 0 0
295 Ditto Werrai ...  35 0 0 426  Ditto Goonery 44 0 0
296 Ditto  Claverton 35 0 0 561  Ditto Inquin ... ...  25 0 0
297 Ditto  Wa llaroo... 35 0  0  561  Ditto Kambo ... ... 12 10 0
429 Ditto  Cliifdale No. I ...  31 5 0 572  Ditto Boondoona 42 10 0
576 Ditto  Barbara Plains ...  36 6 0 473  Ditto Dundoo, West, No. 1 ... 18 15 0
471 Bigg and Co.... Injaringa  12 10 0 474  Ditto ditto No.2 ... 1815 0
7 10 0594 Ditto Bierbank -  12 10 0 488  Ditto Belvanna No. 1 2
537 Ditto Echueajl ... ...  489  Ditto ditto No.2 2710 0
543 Ditto Alicia l)  ...  490  Ditto ... Bundee No.1 ... 27 10 0
421 Bignell J. ... ... Pine Hill  491  Ditto ... ditto No. 2 ... 27 10  0,
422 Ditto Charlotte Plains§ 492  Ditto ... Bargoon 55 0 0
601 Ditto Widgeegoarall 472  Costell o, M. ... Kyabba ...[ 10 O
364 Bock J. C. ... East Barkoothulla  57 15  0  435  Cox and Dowling Thuringowa 3 6 0,
365 Ditto West ditto  60 10 0 436  Ditto ... ditto North 36 6 0
490 Ditto Q.uilberry 12 10 0 437  Ditto ... ditto South 36 6 0
577 Ditto 25 0 0 438  Ditto ... Wiralla 36 6 0Mount  Morris
475 Ditto
...
Bandana  13 2 $ 439  Ditto ... ditto North 36 6 0
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440 Cox and Dow ling
441 Ditto ...
442 Ditto ... ..
575 Ditto ...
595 Ditto ...
451 Cudmore and Budge ...
452 Ditto ... ...
455 Ditto ...
456 Ditto ...
596 Ditto ... ...
X601 Ditto .. ...
322 Donkin , F. W.... ...
323 Ditto ... ...
,324 Ditto ... ...
435 Ditto ...
435 Ditto ...
489 Ditto ...
591 Dowling , V. J.... ...
390 Dreyer ,  E. W.... ...
391 Ditto ...
186 Fraser ,  Brown, and
B ro wn ... ...
300 Ditto ... ...
387 Ditto ... ...
209 Fraser and Brown ...
211 Ditto ... ...
560 Ditto ... ...
210 Ditto ... ...
449 Fraser ,  Mary ... ...
459 Geary ,  E. M. ... ...
408 Ditto ...
416 Ditto ... ...
417 Ditto ... ...
418 Ditto ... ...
419 Ditto ... ...
454 Ditto ... ...
253  Gogge ,  M. B. ... ...
254 Ditto ... ...
255 Ditto ... ...
554 Ditto ... ...
476 Gordon, A.
424 Gordon and Crawford
199 Gordon and Flood ...
407 Ditto
412 Ditto
413 Ditto
414 Ditto
416 Ditto
417 Ditto
418 Ditto
420 Ditto
230 Ditto
405 Ditto
406 Ditto
328 Ditto
334 Ditto
335 Ditto
336 Ditto
337 Ditto
408 Ditto
409 Ditto ...
410 Ditto ... ...
419 Ditto ...
501 Hood, Torrance, and
Hood ... ...
502 Ditto ... ...
503 Ditto ... ...
504 Ditto ... ...
506 Ditto ... ...
507 Ditto ... ...
508 Ditto ...
509 Ditto ...
510 Ditto ...
511 Ditto ...
512 Ditto ...
518 Ditto
550 Ditto
550 eJitto
551 Ditto
551 Ditto
552 Ditto
552 Ditto
670 Ditto
Run.
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Rent. q0o 0
Lessee. Run. Rent.
£ s. d.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF  WARREGO -continued.
Wiralla South ...
Kooliatto .. ...
ditto North ...
Wyara1l
Winbourne$ ... ...
Thurnby, East ... ...
ditto West .
Dowling's Creek, Right
ditto Left ...
Cudmore$ ... ...
Peringa$
Whitechapel ,.. ...
Westphalia ...
ditto  East ...
Murago ..
ditto I (arrears)
Baykool ... ...
Pinidary ... ...
Cultal ... ... ...
Dangarella$ ... ...
Deawadbodtheroling
Westerton ...
Watershed$
Cunno No. 4
Channin No. 2
Euraine
Channin, No.  III
Hoganthulla, No. 2
Boothalla Block
Prospect§ ...
Yabra§ ... ...
Yesaba§ .. ...
Cumbertine§ ...
Gumbardo§ ...
Junction Block ...
Black's Run ...
Mount View ...
Torn Coat ...
Authoringa ...
Lost Knife
Clara$ .. ,..
Block, No. 3
Glengarry ...
Karrol ... ...
Egoline .. ...
Tarrangella ...
Pomitheragah ...
Koralling ...
Bungoo
Ahmoo ...
A 4 ...
Cowrie
Glenelg ...
Barradeenl( .,.
Cryan
Marah
Buckebone ...
Millie
Quirundi
Warra
Wombo
Pardoo
Youlaingee ...
Werewilka ...
Boorara
Numalla Lake ...
Weromo ...
Currawinya ...
Bokeen ...
Ningaling West...
ditto East..,
Brindowappo ...
Boundary East ...
ditto West
Bylang ... ...
Burrilkan
Kurra Molo ...
Tilberry ...
Tungata ...
Tarko ...
Kyearing  Eastl( ...
36 6 0
24 0 0
24 0  0
10 8 4
6 5 0
6 5 0
570 Hood, Torrance, and
Co.
430 Hollinsworth, Joseph...
389 Howie, W. and J. ...
428 Ditto .. ...
250 Humphrey, C. H. ...
251 Ditto ... ...
6 5 0 i 552 Ditto ... ...
6 5 0 339 Ditto ... ...
6 5 0 316 Ditto ... ...
6 5 0 317 Ditto ... ...
35 4 0 582 Ditto ... ...
35 4 0 281 Joint Stock Bank
10 16 0
8 0 0
2 0 0
16 0 0
26 5 0
1 11 3
1 11 3
12 10 0
12 10 0
1 0 10
12 10 0
15' 0 0
15 0 0
10 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
42 18 0
282 Ditto ... ...
283 Ditto ... ...
284 Ditto ... ...
285 Ditto ...
286 Ditto ...
287 Ditto ...
343 Jones , A..B. ..
kyearing WestII ...
Speeling$ ... ...
Noorama East ... ...
Noorama ... ...
Creswell No. 2 ... ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Oakwood No.  8... ...
Fawley West ...
Belstead
Dunstan ..
Ahmoo Bembah... ...
Block  No. 6 on Warrego
River .. ...
ditto No. 7, ditto
ditto No. 8, ditto
ditto No. 9, ditto
ditto No. 10, ditto
ditto No. 11, ditto
ditto No. 12, ditto
Nice Junction .
466 Jones,Green,andSullivan Humeburn South
469 Ditto ... Tilbooroo South
183 Jones ,  Green, Massie,
and Sul livan ... ...  Booka Booka ...
184
185
187
188
189
190
201
202
203
298
299
391
38 10 0 392
36 6 0
12 10 0
423
427
13 2 6 461
5 0 0 462
35 0 0
35 0 0
35 0 0
463
464
465
35 0 0 467
35 0 0 468
35 0 0
35 0 0
$5 0 0
35 0 0
40 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
35 0 0
35 0 0
35 0 0
35 0 0
16 5 0
16 5 0
15 0 0
15 0 0
470
539
542
557
568
228
496
433
433
434
434
571
395
396
311
312
313
20 0 0 314
20 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
315
479
522
523
524
40 0 0 525
20 0 0 532
20 0 0 633
20 0 0 548
20 0 0 214
20 0 0 215
12 10 0 216
12 10 0 217
25 0 0 218
25 0 0 219
25 0 0 220
25 0 0 221
... 306
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ,..
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Joshua , Moss ...
Lalor, Jas. ..
Malpas, W. J....
Ditto ...
Ditto .,.
Ditto ..
Malpas ,  W. J....
Macdonald, N. H.
Ditto ..
Matheson, John
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Mayne and Ward
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
... Ella Plains ...
... Cora Downs
... Ella Plains North
... Koopa East ...
... Koopa ...
... Buloo ...
... Oonungoo ..
Warrah Warrah
Therriebooboo ...
... Koolah
... Husneburn North
... Dynevor Downs...
ditto South
ditto East
... Bingala ...
... Koolyadhu ...
... Boobara .
... ditto North
... ditto South
... Humeburn ...
... Tilbooroo
.., ditto North
... ditto East
... Fairlie Plains South
Koolpitta ....
Beechel West ...
ditto East ...
... A 2 ... ...
... Yarrawonga ...
...  Caiwarro  Right Lower...
... ditto Right ...
... ditto Left  Lower ...
... ditto Left ...
... Podmore EastjI ...
TobermoryX ...
Obau$ ...
Dilallah No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
... ditto No. 3 ...
... Wallal ... ...
... Upper Wallal ...
... Buckenby ..
... ditto North...
... ditto West ...
Kargoohiah ...
ditto East ...
Dilallah West ...
ditto Retro ...
Yarron Vale ...
Byrjanna  ...
Caniroo ... ...
Bayrik ... ...
Damson .. ...
Hoszfeldt ...
To ll iness... ...
Toolmaree
Tarrina ...
Metoura East ., .
£ s, d.
5 4 2
26 5 0
52 10 0
66 0 0
55 0 0
82 10 0
38 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
19 0 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
37 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
17 10 0
12 10 0
20 0 0
23 4 0
20 0 0
12 10 0
16 0 0
25 0 0
19 0 0
15 0 0
12 10 0
25 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
20 0 0
40 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
40 0 0
20 0 0
17 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
71 0 0
102 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
2 1 8
2 1 8
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
55 0 0
24 0 0
24 0 0
40 0 0
20 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
39 12 0
39 12 0
70 8 0
70 8 0
70 8 0
70 8 0
89 2 0
89 2 0
33 0 0
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LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Lessee.
Mayne and Ward
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Miles, Wm. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Moffatt,  J. C....
Rent.
£ a. d.
Ditto
Morehead  and Young...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .. ...
Morgan , N. F.... ...
McLean, J. D. (Repre-
sentatives of) ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
McMullen, J. F. ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Nicho ll s, John... ...
O'Sul li van ,  Florence ...
m
I
FTI
Lessee.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF WARREGO- continued.
307
308
309
354
193
342
344
500
538
538
222
223
224
225
226
259
260
261
393
396
397
398
399
394
395
494
194
348
349
350
192
191
352
182
181
180
487
516
485
486
487
353
204
205
258
453
388
407
265
266
387
493
477
357
358
278
279
280
384
562
562
301
327
450
571
605
576
554
558
674
497
517
526
535
539
197
198
232
310
346
347
Run.
Metoura West 33 0 0
Naramble East ... . 53 18 0
ditto West  ...  53 18 0
Brunel Downs South ... 20 0 0
Lower Eulo Left . 15 0 0
Brunel Downs North ... 36 8 0
ditto West ... 81 4 0
Ivanhoe Downs ... ... 33 0 0
Fairlie Plains .. ... 10 4 0
Ditto West ... 7 10 0
Cargara  ...  ... 27 10 0
Parattamow ... ... 53 18 0
Narrga ... ... ... 53 18 0
Mil Mil ... ... ... 33 0 0
Popye ... ... 27 10 0
Upper Kennedy... ... 110 0 0
East ditto ... 55 0 0
Muggadilla ... ... 110 0 0
Watford ... ... ... 82 10 0
Centre ... ... 62 14 0
Kennedy West .. ... 60 10 0
Nive Downs West ... 64 18 0
Back Run ... ... 110 0 0
Creswell  ... ... ... 13 15 0
Fawley ... ... 13 15 0
Hundsworth ... 12 10 0
Lower Edo Right ... 31 0 0
Moonjarrie ... ... 55 0 0
Teengulla ... ... 55 0 0
ditto South ... ... 27 10 0
Burrabilla ... ... 55 0 0
ditto East ... ... 19 0 0
Camaroo ... 77 0 0
Moonjarrie East ... 12 10 0
ditto West ... ... 17 0 0
Teengulla East ... .. 12 10 0
Listowel Downs No. 2 ... 78 2 0
Elizabeth Creek... .. 82 10 0
Listowel Downs No. 4 ... 9 7 6
ditto No.5... 10 2 6
ditto No.3... 20 0 0
Burrandilla South ... 12 10 0
Farnham ... ...  27 10  0
Biddenham ... ... 66 0 0
Callene  ...  ... ... 75 0 0
Stockade Block ... ... 28 15 0
Okeden, D. P.... ... Uroko§ ... ...
Okeden, W. E. P. Turnworth§
Pain, Thos. ... Bowra West ...
Ditto ... ... Bandy ... ...
Ditto ... Goomorah ...
Pebberdy, W. K. ... Jeroll ...
Pettiford, Jas.... ... Binbilla West ...
Read, Joseph ... ... Onay Angelalla ...
Ditto ... Ooloowooloonoo
Rutherford  and Robert-
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
...
...
Trunkey ...
Harimon
Chance ..
...
...
Ditto ... ... Lower Bowra West
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Trunkey East
Yanda
...
...
Sadlier and Brook ... Bingara North ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
...
...
...
...
...
ditto South ...
ditto East ...
Podmore West ...
Werie Ela Westli
Werie Elall ...
Sandeman, G.... Authoringa East
Ditto ... ditto South
Ditto ... ditto West
Ditto ... Myall Plains ...
Ditto ... Clonmel ...
Ditto ... Mindahrin ...
Ditto ... Cashel ...
Scott, A. ... Cushalton ...
Ditto ... Branch Creek ...
Ditto ... Victoria Downs...
Skinner, H. and R. ... A 6
Snow, E. ... ... Hoganthulla No. 3
Stevens, E. J.
... ... Imbadulla ...
Ditto ... ... ditto East  ...
... ...
... 70 0 0
... 70 0 0
... 27 10 0
... ...
... 27 10 0
... 6 5 0
... 6 5 0
110 0 0...
... 110 0 0
... 110 0 0
... 55 0 0
... 12 10 0
... 25 0 0
... 12 10 0
... 12 10 0
... 6 5 0
... 18 15 0
...
...
... 12 10 0
... 12 10 0
...  12  10  0
. 40 6 0
15 0 0
... 85 15 0
... 15 0 0
... 16 10 0
... 72 12 0
... 55 0 0
... 37 10 0
... 35 4 0
... 12 10 0
...  12 10 0
356 Stevens, E. J. ...
360 Ditto ...
383 Ditto ...
385 Ditto ...
390 Ditto ...
480 Ditto ...
481 Ditto
440 Ditto
Ditto
441 Ditto ...
Ditto ...
442 Ditto ...
Ditto ...
444 Ditto ...
445 Ditto ...
367 Surlick, A. F. ...
404 Tom, H.
229 Towns, R., and Company
231 Ditto
234 Towns and Stuart ...
233 Ditto
388 Ditto .. ...
517 Towns, Stuart, and Cow-
per ... ...
533 Ditto
591 Ditto
213 Tyson, Jas.
236 Ditto
237 Ditto
238 Ditto
239 Ditto
241 Ditto
2t2 Ditto
245 Ditto
246 Ditto ...
247 Ditto ...
248 Ditto ...
249 Ditto
263 Ditto
264 Ditto ...
267 Ditto ...
268 Ditto ...
268 Ditto ...
272 Ditto ...
273 Ditto ...
302 Ditto ...
304 Ditto ...
305 Ditto ...
331 4Ditto ...
332 Ditto ...
333 Ditto ...
460 Ditto ...
461 Ditto ...
484 Ditto ...
498 Ditto ...
499 Ditto ...
303 Ditto ...
394 Ditto ...
526 Ditto ...
207 Walker, Thos....
208 Ditto
431 Ditto ...
432 Ditto ...
545 Ditto ...
482 Ditto ...
483 Ditto ...
369 Ditto
)
...
370 Ditto ...
371 Ditto ...
372 Ditto ...
373 Ditto ..,
374 Ditto
375 Ditto
376 Ditto
377 Ditto
378 Ditto
379 Ditto
446 Ditto
518 Ditto
519 Ditto
520 Ditto
521 Ditto
Run. Rent.
£ s. d.
Injamu lla .. . ..  1 12 10 0
ditto East .. 12 10  0
Gundary  ...  20 0 0
ditto East  ... ... 11 20 0 0
Mogadarra  ..  20 0 0
Hoomooloo South  ..  12 10 0
ditto  1 orth ... 12 10 0
Coomite G 5 0
ditto'  (arrears) 4 13 9
ditto East  .. ..  I 6 5 0'
ditto$  (arrears) 4 13 9'
Morgans  ..  6 5 0
ditto+ (arrears) 4 13 9
Patchimillan  ... ..  6 5 0
ditto East .. 6 5 0
Alba Creek No. 2 .. ] 5 0 0
Chesterton  No. 1 ... 32 5 0
A No. 3 ... ...  37 10 0
A No. 5  ...  ...  21 0 0
Thurulgunnia East  ...  55 0 0
Thurulgunnia ... ...  140 0 0
ditto South  ... ...  27 10 0
Burrabogie ... ...  33 0
Pretty Plains ... ...  38 10
Deis:alla ... ... 12 10
Cuttaburra  ... ... 82 10
Gordon's Sheet  West ... 22 0
Warrego .. 27 10
Upper TD over G ... 27 10
Daogar's Sheet ... ... 27 10
Cuttaburra No. 1 ... 27 10
ditto No. 2 27 10
Block  No. 1 on Cuttilar
River ... ...  3010
ditto No. 2  ditto ... i 30 10
ditto No. 3 ditto ...
ditto No. 4 ditto ...
ditto No. 5 ditto ...
Tinuenburra  No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 3
D4No.1
30 10
30 10
30 10
82 10
41 16
28 10
D4No.2 ... . .. 12810
D 4 No.  3 ... . 29 12
D4No.6 ... ...  2810
D4•No. 7 ... ... 2810
Cuttaburra East 30 16
ditto West  No. 5 ... 27 10
ditto No.6 ...  27 10
Hi ll 's Plains ... .. 27 10
Emu Plains  ... ..  27 10
Kangaroo Plains ..
Meekin Kelley ... ...
Urdah Uraine ... ...
Gum Holes ... ...
Koongan ... ...
Kolley .. .
Cuttaburra West No. 4
Callala§ ... !..
Kungie ... ...
Cunno No. 2 .. ...
ditto No. 3 ... ...
Carnarvon East ...
ditto North ...
ditto Downs ...
Maermeddo ... ...
Woonboeng ..
55 0
10 0
10 0
25 0
20 0
20 0
15 0
27 10
28 10
34 0
20 0
20 0
12 10
7 10
7 10
Dalgaddy South No 1 ... 27 10
ditto No. 2 ... ... 27 10
ditto No. 3 ... ... 27 10
ditto North No. 1 ... 27 10
Burrenda  East  ... ... 70 8
ditto North ... ...  58 6
ditto Downs :.. 33 0
Augathella Junction ... 27 10
Arcadia West .. .. [ 1 4
Ellangowan North ... I  ' i 0
Victoria North ... . 28 0
Burenda Ranges .. 9 10
Dalgaddy ... 82 10
Augathella No. 1 ... 82 10
ditto No.  2 ... ... 82 10
ditto No. 3 ... ... 55 0
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Lessee. Run.
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Rent. Lessee.
I £s. d.  II I
DISTRICT OF  WARREG O-continued.
60 0 0
480 Waller, W. R. ... Entally ... ... 36 6 0 468 Waller, W. R.... ... Yarraboota North 30 0 0
481 Ditto ... Cheshunt 36 6 0 584 Ditto .. ... Norley West .. ... 115 0 0
482 J)itto ... ... Lawrenny ... 36 6 0 685 Ditto ... ... Lawrenny Back Block
483 Ditto . , . ... Hemptworth ... 33 0 0 No. 1 ... ... 15 0 0
484 Ditto ... ... Norley ... ... 36 6 0 585 Ditto ... ditto No. 2 ... ... 15 0 0
485 Ditto ... ... Quamby ... ... 36 6 0 588 Ditto ... ... Yarraboota West ... 15 0 0
547 Ditto ... ... Cheshunt South... 12 10 0 589 Ditto ... ... Mooroola ... ... 15 0 0
547 Ditto ... ... Yarraboota ... 15 0 0 589 Ditto ... ditto South ... ... 15 0 0
548 Ditto ... ... Pintahra 22 10 0 409 Walter, F. ... ... Serpentine§
586 Ditto ... ... Cheshunt South, Back 439 Williams, J. ... ... Inguin East . 6 5 0
Block No. 1 ... 12 10 0 Ditto ... dittoT (arrears) 2 12 1
586 Ditto ... .. ditto No. 2 ... 15 0 0 386 Williams Brothers ... Gidgee Camp§ ... ... ...
587 Ditto ... ... ditto No. 3 ... 15 0 0 405 Ditto ... ... Sahara§ ... ... ...
587 Ditto ... ... Cheshunt Back Block 406 Ditto ... ... Round Sandhills§ ...
No. 1 ... ... 12 10 0 429 Ditto ... ... Mungiun$ ... ... 5 4 2
588 Ditto ... ... ditto No. 2 ... ... 15 0 0
SETTLED DISTRICT OF
*147 Alison, Wm. ... ... Stanton Harcourt (con-
solidated) ... 159 11 0
*9 Atherton, J. T. ... Miva (consolidated) ... 92 15 0
122 Barker, John ... ... Walla (consolidated) ... 108 2 0
*103 Barton, A. P. ... .... Moolboolaman (consoli-
dated)
...
... 90 7 0
*332 Barton, R. 0. ... ... Toweran (consolidated) 60 10 0
173 Bates, William ... Bompatt 30 0 0
*45 Broadbent and Williams Widgee Widgee (consoli-
dated)... ... ...  358  5 0
*115 Broom, Thos. ... ... Sarahannah and Agnes
*15 Commercial Bank ... Curia (consolidated) ... 62 0 0
*12 Eaton, John ... ... Teebar (consolidated) ... 116 15 0
*25 Ditto ... ... Tagigan ... ... ... 30 5 0
*24 Ditto ... ... Tahiti ... . , . 91 0 0
*158 Ditto ... ... Kulogam ... 30 0 0
*53 Ditto ... ... Clifton ... 27 10 0
*113 I Foster, Blaxland, Brown,
and Brown . Gin Gin (consolidated)... 1196 4 2
*334 Gilchrist, W. O. ... Kalonga (consolidated) 273 15 0
*17 Graham, Hugh Mariana (consolidated) 83 14 0
*0  Ditto ... ... Dunmora ... ... 32 10 0
d o
55 5.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT.
*187
*22
*112
*29
*1
*278
*39
*41
149
*271
*23
*137
*31
*36
*295
*280
*311
*42
*382
*343
Harwood, John
Ifelsham, Douglas
Knox and Stephen
Lawless, C. and P.
Mant and Littleton
Melville, A. W.
Moore,  Isaac ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ran.
Warra ... ...
Gutchy ...
Colan (consolidated) ...
Imbil (consolidated)
Gigoomgan (consolidated)
Doongal (consolidated)
Camboon ...
... North Kenilworth
Tantitha (consolidated)
Mort, Cameron, and
Buchanan ... Moolangool (consolidated)
McConnell, John ... Conandale
McKay, D. F.... ... Woonbah (consolidated)
MeTaggart, J. D. ... Kilkivan (consolidated)
McTaggart and Kelly... Glenbar
Powell, J. S. ... Lower Doongal ...
Rent.
£ s. d.
30 0 0
45 0 0
239 2 9
90 0 0
212 5 0
93 0 6
30 1 8
46 7 6
48 12 8
225 10 0
56 5 0
60 0 0
167 7 6
90 6 0
30 0 0
Ridler, R. and J. ...  Bingera  (consolidated )... 1120' 1
Routledge and Palmer  Tomolongore  (consoli- j
dated) ... ... 60 1
Swanson , A. ... ... I Yabber (conso li dated ) ... 123  0
Slater and  Aldridge ...  Toongoom ...  ... 12 10
Walsh, W. H.... ... 1 Monduran  (consolidated) 220 10
I f
if Includes  Assessment.
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POLICE DISTRICTS.
S
EVERAL new Police Districts having. been
established,  and certain  modifications having
become necessary  in the boundaries of some of
those previously  existing , the following boundaries
of the undermentioned  Police Districts are pub-
lished for general information ,  and all former
notices affecting the said Districts , or any part
thereof, are hereby cancelled.
A. H. PALMER.
MORETON.
POLICE DISTRICT OF BRISBANE.
Commencing on the  Brisbane  River at the south
boundary of portion 14, parish of Moggill, and
bounded thence by a road forming the southern
and western boundaries of portions 14, 13, 158,
159, 18, 167, 169, 170, and 171, parish of Moggill ;
then by part of the east boundary of portion 172
and a line  north to D'Aguilar's Range ; then by
said range northerly, and by the watershed separat-
ing the Mooloola and Mooroochydore Rivers from
the Mary River ; then by the northern watershed
of the Mooroochydore River easterly to the sea-
coast  ; then by a line bearing south-easterly to
Cape Moreton and by the eastern shores of
Moreton Island and Stradbroke Island southerly ;
then by a line bearing west to the north boundary
of the village reserve of Redland ; then by a line
west to the main road from Brisbane to the Logan
River at Waterford, and by that road to the water-
shed separating the Brisbane River from the Logan
River, and by said watershed to the head of
Oxley Creek ; then by the eastern watershed of
Woogaroo Creek northerly to the main road from
Brisbane to Ipswich, and by that road to Woogaroo
Creek, and by that creek to its mouth ; thence by
the Brisbane River downwards to the point of
commencement.
Court of Ietty  Sessions-Brisbane,
POLICE DISTRICT  OF LOGAN.
Commencing on the shore of Moreton Bay, at
the north boundary of the Redland Village
Reserve, and bounded thence by a line bearing
west to the main road from Brisbane to the Logan
River at Waterford ; then by said road to the
watershed  separating  the Logan River from the
Brisbane  River, and by said watershed south-
westerly ; then by a line bearing south to the
junction of Teviot Brook with the Logan River ;
then by the watershed  separating  the Logan River
from Teviot Brook south-easterly to the southern
boundary of the colony, and by said boundary
easterly to  Point Danger ; then by the  sea-coast
and the eastern shore of Stradbroke Island
northerly, and by a line  bearing west  to the point
of commencement.
Court of Petty  Sessions-Beenleigh.
POLICE DISTRICT  OF IPSWICH.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at the south
boundary of portion 14, parish of Moggill, and
bounded thence by a road forming the southern
and western boundaries of portions 14,13, 158, 159,
18, 167, 169, 170; and 171, parish of Moggill ; then
by a line bearing north to D'Aguilar's Range, and
by that range northerly ; then by the watershed
separating the Brisbane River from the Mary River
and Burnett River westerly; then by the eastern
watershed of Cooyar Creek to its junction with the
Brisbane River, and by the southern watershed of
Cooyar Creek to the Great Dividing Range, and by
that range southerly ; then by the watershed
separating  Beauaraba  Creek from Lockyer Creek,
and by a line bearing  east  to Lockyer Creek at the
north boundary of portion 1 parish of Clarendon ;
then by a line south to the Little Liverpool Range
at the Railway Tunnel, and by that range southerly
to the Great Dividing Range, and by that range
and the southern boundary of the colony to the head
of Teviot Brook ; then by the watershed  separating
Teviot Brook from theLogan River to theirjunction;
then by a line north to the watershed  separating
the Logan River from the Brisbane River, and by
that wgtershed to the head of Woogaroo Creek;
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then by the western watershed of Woogaroo Creek
northerly to the road forming the south boundary
of portion 73, parish of Bundanba ; then by that
road west to the south-west corner of portion 74,
and north to the north-west corner of portion 70,
parish of Bundanba, and then westerly to Six-mile
Creek, by that creek to its mouth, and by the Bris-
bane River downwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
Court of Petty  Sessions -Ipswich.
POLICE DISTRICT OF GOODNA.
Commencing  at the mouth of Woogaroo Creek,
and bounded by that  creek upwards to the Brisbane
and Ipswich road, and by that  road  easterly to the
eastern watershed  of Woogaroo Creek, and by that
watershed southerly ; then by the  western water-
shed  of said  creek northerly to a road forming the
south boundary of portion 73, parish of Bandanba,
and by that road westerly to the south- west corner
of portion 74; then north to the north-west corner
of portion 70, parish of Bundanba ; then westerly
to Six-mile Creek, by that creek to the Brisbane
River, and by that  river  downwards to the point of
commencement.
Court of Petty  Sessions -Goodna.
POLICE DISTRICT  OF GATTON.
Commencing  on Lockyer's Creek at the north
boundary of portion 1, parish of Clarendon, and
bounded thence by  a line  bearing west to the
watershed  separating  Lockyer's Creek from Beau-
araba Creek ; then by said watershed and the
northern watershed of Lockyer's Creek to the Great
Dividing Range and by that  range  southerly ; then
by a line bearing south to the south- east  corner of
Toowoomba  selection  No. 216 by a  line bearing
west  three chains  sixteen links - and by a line bear-
ing south to the Ipswich and Toowoomba Railway,
and by the railway to the  summit  of the Great
Dividing  Range ;  then by  a line bearing east 230
chains and by a line bearing south to the Great
Dividing  Range and  by that range southerly and
easterly to  the head of Laidley Creek ; then by the
Little Liverpool  Range northerly  to the  railway at
the lone tunnel  and by  a line bearing north to
Lockyer s Cre ek, at the point of commencement.
Court of Petty  Sessions -Gatton.
DARLING DOWNS-MARANOA-
WARREGO.
POLICE DISTRICT  OF TOOWOOMBA.
Commencing at the Great Dividing Range, and
bounded thence by the watershed separating King's
Creek from Dalrymple Creek and by a line bearing
west to the Warwick Railway at the north boundary
of portion 186, parish of Allora ; then by the Rail-
way northerly to King's Creek, and by that creek
to its junction with the Condamine River ; then by
that river and its north branch downwards to the
western boundary of Warwick selection No. 96, by
the western boundaries of that portion (Tumaville)
pre-emptive purchase IV., Warwick selections 230,
308, 407, and 262, south-south-westerly, and by a
continuation of the same to the watershed separat-
ing the Condamine River from tributaries of the
Barwan River ; then by said watershed, and that
separating  the Weir River from Commoran Creek
and Yarrell Creek,  and a line  north-westerly to the
junction  of Borrinda Creek,  and a line  north-west to
the northern watershed of the Weir River ; then
by that watershed easterly, and by the southern
watershed of Wilkie's Creek to the north-west
corner of Cecil Plains 10 years'  lease;  then by the
north boundary of that  lease and  of West Prairie
and East Prairie 10 years' lease easterly ; then by
a line bearing  north to Oaky Creek at the west
boundary of Jondaryan pre-emptive  purchase
XXVIII. ; then by Oaky Creek and the east bound-
ary of Bowenville Towns Reserve, and a line north
to the watershed separating  Oaky Creek from Myall
Creek, and by that watershed to the Great Dividing
Range ; by that  range and a line bearing  south to
the south -east corner  of Toowoomba  selection 216 ;
then west three chains sixteen links, and south to
the Toowoomba Railway, and by the railway to the
Great Dividing Range; then by a line east 230
chains ; then south to the Great Dividing Range,
and by that range southerly to the point of com-
mencement.
Court of Petty  Sessions -Toowoomba.
POLICE DISTRICT  OF DALBY.
Commencing at the junction  of Charley' s Creek
with the Condamine River, and bounded thence by
the western  watershed of Charley's Creek northerly
to the Great Dividing Range, then by said range
south-easterly and by the watershed  separating
Myall Creek from Oaky Creek south-westerly ;
then by a line bearing south  passing  along the east
boundary of the Bowenville Reserve ; then by part
of the north boundary of Jondaryan pre-emptive
purchase XXIX. to Oaky Creek ; then by that
creek and the western boundary of Jondaryan
pre-emptive purchase XXVIII. and a line bearing
south; then by the northern boundaries of East
Prairie, West Prairie, and Cecil Plains 10 years'
lease,  westerly to the watershed of Wilkie's Creek ;
then by the southern watershed of said creek, and
by the watershed  separating  the Weir River from
the Moonie River, south-westerly to the east
boundary of North Guradla Run ; then by a line
bearing north to the north-cast corner of Wagganba
Run by  a line  west to the south-east corner of
Pooloon Run; then by a line bearing north to the
watershed separating the Moonie River from the
Condamine River, and by that watershed easterly,
and by a line bearing north twenty degrees west to
the Condamine River at the junction of Charley's
Creek, the point of commencement.
Court of Petty Sessions-Dalby.
POLICE  DISTRICT  OF WARWICK AND ALLORA.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at the east corner of portion 1, parish of
Ellangowan, and bounded thence by a line bearing
south-west to the watershed  separating  Thane's
Creek from Canal Creek, and by that watershed
southerly ; then by the  southern  watershed of the
Condamine River easterly to Maryland; thence
by the Great Dividing Range norther ; then by
the watershed  separating  Dalrymple reek from
King's Creek westerly to the north- east corner
of portion 254, parish of Goomburra ; then by a
line bearing west to the Warwick Railway at the
north boundary of portion 186, parish of Allora ;
then by the railway northerly to King's Creek, and
by that creek south- westerly to the Condamine
River, and by that river downwards to the point
of commencement.
Court of Petty Sessions-Warwick.
POLICE DISTRICT OF STANTHORPE.
Commencing on the Great Dividing Range at
Maryland, and bounded thence by the watershed
separating the Severn River and Pike's Creek from
tributaries of the Condamine River bearing north-
westerly ; then by the watershed separating Pike's
Creek from the Macintyre Brook southerly to a
point bearing west from Glenlyon head station ;
then by a line bearing south-west to the Dumaresq
River; by that river upwards to the junction of
Tenterfield Creek ; then by a spur range forming
the watershed between Tenterfield Creek and the
Severn River easterly to the Great Dividing Range,
and by that range northerly to the point of com-
mencement.
Court of Petty Sessions-Stauthorpe.
POLICE  DISTRICT OF LEYBIIBN.
Commencing on the north branch of the Con-
damine  River at the  western  boundary of Warwick
selection No. 96, -and bounded thence by the
western boundaries  of that portion,  Tumaville pre-
emptive purchase  No. IV, Warwick  selections 230,
308, 407, and  262, bearing  south-south-easterly,
and by a continuation  of the  same to  the watershed
separating the Condamine  River from Western
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Creek ; thence by the watershed  separating the
Condamine River from Western Creek and other
tributaries  of the Barwan River southerly and
easterly to the bead of Canal Creek ; then by the
watershed  separating  Canal Creek from Thane's
Creek northerly and by a line bearing north- east to
the Condamine River  at the east corner  of portion
'l parish of Elan gowan ;  and thence  by the Con.
damine River and its northern branch downwards
to the point  of commencement.
Court of Petty  Sessions-Leyburn.
POLICE DISTRICT OF INGLEWOOD.
Commencing at the junction of the Macintyre
Brook with the Dumaresq River, and bounded
thence by a line bearing north separating the
Macintyre Brook from Commoran Creek and by
that watershed north-easterly ; then by the water-
shed separating the Macintyre Brook from the
Condamine River south-easterly ; then by the
watershed  separating  Macintyre Brook from Pike's
Creek southerly to a point bearing west from
Glenlyon head  station and  by a line bearing south-
west to the Dumaresq River; and by that river
downwards  to the point  of commencement.
Court of Petty  Sessions -Inglewood.
POLICE DISTRICT OF GOONDIWINDI.
Commencing at the junction of the  Maeintyre
Brook with the Barwan River, and bounded thence
by a line bearing north to the watershed separating
the Macintyre Brook from Ccmmoran Creek;
thence by said watershed north -easterly to Mount
Dorav ille ; then  by the  watershed separating
Commoran Creek and Yarre ll  Creek from Western
Creek and Borrinda Creek  ;  then by  aline  bear-
ing north -west crossing  the Weir  River at the
junction  of  Borrinda  Creek to the  watershed  sep-
arating the Weir River from the Moonie River ;
then by that watershed south-westerly to the
east boundary of North Guradla Run ; then
by that boundary bearing south, the north boun-
dary of Guradera Run, bearing east to the
north-east corner, and by a line bearing south to
the Barwan River, and by that river upwards to
the point  of commencement.
Court of  Petty  Sessions-Goondiwindi,
POLICE DISTRICT OF CONDAMINE.
Commencing at the junction of Charley's Creek
with the Condamine River, and bounded thence by
the western watershed of Charley's Creek northerly
to the Great Dividing Range ; then by said
range westerly; then by the western watershed
of Tchanning Creek southerly, and a line bearing
east  to the junction of said creek with Dogwood
Creek ; then by Dogwood Creek to the Condamine
River, and by that river upwards ; then by the
south-eastern boundaries of Murilla. Dinwoodie
and Woodstock Huns south-westerly to the water-
shed separating the Condamine River from the
Moonie River, and by said watershed easterly ;
then by a line bearing north twenty degrees
west to the Condamine River, at the junction of
Charley's Creek, the point of commencement.
Court of Petty  Sessions -Condamine.
watershed separating Munga ll ala  Creek from the
Warrego River; then by that watershed and the
watershed  separating  the Maranoa River from the
Warrego River northerly and easterly to the Great
Dividing Range, and by that  range south -easterly ;
then by the  western watershed of Tchanning
Creek southerly to a point bearing_  west  from the
junction of Tchanning  Creek  and ogwood Creek.
Court of Petty  Sessions-Roma.
POLICE DISTRICT OF SURAT.
Commencing at the junction of Dogwood Creek
with Tchanning Creek, and bounded thence by a
line bearing west  ; then by the  northern boun.
daries of the following runs, Balle, Warkon,
Amoolee, Horsetrack Creek, Coombarngo,  bearing
west ;  then by part of the north-west and north-
east boundaries of Bainbilla North, Wollombolla
North, Yambugle North, Bungil North, and Ganda
Gunda North, south-westerly ; then by the
south -west boundaries of  Oberina  and Pannonia
and the south boundaries of Lower Deepwater and
Mount Abundance,  and a line bearing true west to
the western watershed of the Maranoa River ;
then by said watershed southerly, and by a line
bearing a t, crossing the Balonne River at the
junction of the Maranoa River to the watershed
separating the Balonne River from the Moonie
River, and by said watershed north-easterly ; then
by the south-east boundaries of the Woodstock,
Dinwoodie, and Murrilla north-easterly to the Con-
damine River, by that river downwards to Dog-
wood Creek, and by that creek upwards to the
junction of Tehannmg Creek ,  the point of com-
mencement.
Court of Petty  Sessions - Surat.
POLICE DISTRICT OF ST. GEORGE.
Commencing  at the  junction  of the  Maranoa
River with the  Balonne  River, and bounded thence
by a line bearing  east to the  watershed  separating
the Balonne River from  the Moonie River ; then
by the said  watershed north -easterly ; then by a
line bearing  south  to the north -east corner of
Blacks '  Camp Run, and by the east  boundaries of
that run and Ungabilla and Pooloon  Runs ; then
by the north boundary of Wagganba , bearing east
to the north -east corner ; then by the  east boundaries
of Wagganba ,  Lower Teelba ,  and Brigalow Scrub,
bearing south  to the Moonie River at  a tre e marked
DDM; then by  a line bearing  south along the
east boundaries of Brigalow Scrub, Ula Ula, and
North Guradla; then by the north boundary of
Guradera ,  bearing east one mile ;  then by the east
boundary of that run  and its continuation ,  bearing
south to the  Barwan River , and by that river
downwards to the twenty-ninth degree of south
latitude, and by that parallel of latitude west to
the watershed  separating  the Balonne River and
Mungallala Creek from the Warrego River, and
by that watershed northerly ; and then by a line
bearing  east  to the Junction of the Maranoa River
with the Balonne River to the point of commence-
ment.
Court  of Petty Sessions- St. George.
POLICE DISTRICT  OF 110M1.
Commencing at the junction of Tchanning Creek
with Dogwood Creek, and bounded thence by the
northern boundaries of the Runs Balle, Warkon,
Ainoolee, Horsetrack Creek, Coombarngo, bearing
west ; then by part of the north-east and north-
west boundaries of Bainbilla North, Wollombolla
North, Yambugle North, Bungil North, and
Gunda Gunda North, bearing south-westerly ;
then by the south-west boundaries of Oberina,
Pannonia, and the southern boundaries of Lower
Deepwater and Mount Abundance, and a line bear-
ing true west to the watershed separating the
Maranoa River from Wallam Creek, and by that
watershed southerly to a point bearing west from
the junction of the Maranoa River with the Bo-
lonne River  ;  then by a line bearing west to the
POLICE DISTRICT OF CUNNAMULLA.
Commencing  on the  watershed separating the
Warrego River from Mungallala Creek, and
bounded thence by the twenty-seventh degree of
south latitude  true west  to the south- eastern water-
shed of the Corni Paroo River ; then by that
watershed northerly to the southern watershed of
the Barcoo River, and by that watershed south.
westerly to the twenty- sixth  degree of south lati-
tude, and by that parallel of latitude true west to
the 141st  meridian  of east longitude ; by that
meridian true south to the twenty-ninth degree of
south latitude, and by that parallel of  latitude true
east to  the eastern watershed of the  Warrego
River, and by said watershed northerly to the point
of commencement.
Court of Petty  Sessions-Cunnaniu lla.
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POLICE DISTRICT OF CHARLEVILLE.
Commencing  on the watershed  separating the
Warrego River from Mungallala Creek, and
bounded thence by the 27th parallel of south lati-
tude bearing true west to the south -eastern water-
shed of the Corni Paroo River ; then by that
watershed north-easterly to the southern watershed
of the Barcoo River ; then by the watershed
separating the Paroo and Warrego Rivers from
the Barcoo River and the Nogoa River easterly ;
then by the watershed separating the Warrego
River from the Comet River, Maranoa River, and-
Mungallala Creek southerly to the point of com-
mencement.
Court of Petty  Sessions -Charleville.
WIDE BAY.
POLICE DISTRICT OF MARYBOROUGIr .
Commencing  at the mouth of the Elliot, and
bounded thence by the southern watershed of that
river westerly to a point bearing south- east from
the junction of Gin Gin Creek with the Bolan
River ; then by a line bearing north-west to the
Burnett River and by that river upwards to Degilbo
Creek ; then by the watershed separating Degilbo
Creek from the Upper Burnett southerly and by the
watershed  separating  the Mary River from the
Burnett River ; then by the northern watershed of
Wide Bay Creek easterly to the Mary River ; and
thence by  a line  bearing  east  to the sea and by the
sea-coast  northerly to the point of commencement,-
including Great Sandy Island and all other islands
adjacent  thereto.
Court of Petty  Sessions , Maryborough.
POLICE  DISTRICT  OF GYMPIE.
Commencing at the mouth of the Mooroochydore
River, and bounded thence on the south by the
northern watershed of the Mooroochydore River
north-westerly to the eastern watershed of the Mary
River ; then by the watershed separating the Mary
River from the Mooroochydore River, Mooloolah
River, and Brisbane River southerly and westerly ;
on the west by the watershed  separating  the Mary
River from the Burnett River northerly; on the
north by the northern watershed of Wide Bay
Creek easterly to its junction with the Mary River
and by a line  bearing east  to the  sea-coast ; and on
the east by the sea-coast southerly to the point of
commencement.
Court of Petty  Sessions-Gympie.
POLICE DISTRICT  OF GAYNDAE.
Commencing  at the Great Dividing  Range, and
bounded thence by a line bearing east-north-east
crossing  the Boyne River at a point seven miles
below Burrandowan Station, to the watershed
separating  the Burnett River from the Mary River ;
then by said watershed, and the watershed  separat-
ing the Upper Burnett River from Degilbo Creek,
northerly to the Maryborough and Gayndah road ;
then by that road westerly to the  summit  of a high
ridge about thirteen  miles from  the crossing of
Barramba Creek ; then by a line bearing west
crossing  the Burnett River to the western water-
shed of Reid's Creek, and by that watershed and a
spur ridge to the Burnett River at the junction of
Rawbelle Creek ; then by the southern watershed
of Rawbelle Creek and Trevethan's Creek westerly
to the watershed separating the Burnett River
from the Dawson River, and by that watershed and
the Great Dividing Range southerly to the point
of commencement.
Court of Petty Sessions-Gayndah.
POLICE DISTRICT OF NANANGO.
Commencing  on the Great Dividing  Range, and
bounded thence by a line  bearing east -north-east
crossing  the Boyne  River at a  point  seven miles
below Burrandowan  Station to  the range separating
the Burnett River from the Mary River ; then by
said range  and the watershed  separating  the Burnett
River from  the Brisbane  River ; then by the water,
shed separating the head  of the  Brisbane River
from Cooyar  Creek southerly  to their  junction ;
then by the southern watershed of Cooyar Creek to
the Great Dividing  Range, and  by that range
northerly to the point  of commencement.
Court of Petty  Sessions - Nanango.
POLICE DISTRICT OF BUNDABERG.
Commencing at the mouth of the Elliot River,
and bounded thence by the southern watershed of
that river westerly ; then by a line bearing north-
west crossing the Burnett River to the Bolan River
at the junction of Gin Gin Creek ; and by a con-
tinuation of the said line north-west to the water-
shed separating the Bolan River from  Baffl e Cre ek ;
and by said watershed easterly to the head of
Littabella Creek, and by that creek to its mouth ;
and thence by the sea -coast southerly to the point
of commencement.
Court of  Petty Sessions - Bundaberg.
POLICE DISTRICT OF TENINGERING.
Commencing at the junction of Gin Gin Creek
with the Bolan River, and bounded thence by a
line bearing north-west to the watershed separating
the Bolan River from Baffle Creek ; then by that
watershed and the watershed separating the Bur-
nett River from  the Boyne River  westerly ; then
by the watershed separating Reid's Creek from the
Upper Burnett River southerly ; then by a line
bearing east, crossing the Burnett River, to the
Maryborough and Gayndah Road at the summit of
a high ridge about thirteen miles  from the crossing
of Barramba Creek  ;  then by said  ro ad easterly to
the watershed separating Degilbo Creek from the
Upper Burnett River ; and by that watershed to
the junction of Degilbo Creek with the Burnett
River, and by that river downwards to a point
bearing south-east from the junction of Gin Gin
Creek with the Bolan River ; and then by a line
bearing north-west to the point of commencement.
Court of Petty  Sessions-
POLICE DISTRICT OF RAWBELLE.
Commencing at the junction  of Rawbelle Creek
with the Burnett River, and bounded thence by
the southern watershed of Rawbelle Creek and
Trevethan's Creek westerly; then by the watershed
Separating  the Burnett River from  the Dawson
River northerly ; then by the watershed  separating
the Burnett River from Kroombit Creek and the
Boyne River easterly ; then by the watershed
separating  the U'a'nd-r Burnett River from Reid's
Creek southerly, by a  spur ridge  westerly to
the junction of Rawbelle Creek with the Burnett
River, the point of commencement.
Court of Petty  Sessions-
GL ADSTONE-ROCKHAMPTON.
POLICE DISTRICT  OF GLADSTONE AND KROOMBIT.
Gladstone.
Commencing on the south bank of the Fitzroy
River, at a point bearing south from the  summit of
Broad Mount, and bounded thence by  a line bear-
ing south-west to the watershed  separating Raglan
Creek from the Fitzroy River ; then by  said water-
shed and the watershed  separating  Raglan Creek,
the Calliope River, and the Boyne River, from the
Dee River, the Don River, and Kroombit Creek,
southerly ; then by the watershed separating the
Boyne River and Baffle Creek from the Burnett
River and Kolan River easterly to the head of
Littabella Creek, and by that creek to its mouth ;
thence by the sea-coast and the Fitzroy River
northerly to the point of commencement, including
Facing Island and Curtis Island.
Kroombit.
Commencing at the junction of Bell's Creek with
the Callide and Kroombit Creeks, and bounded
thence by the northern watershed of Bell's Creek
easterly ; then by the watershed separating Kroom-
bit Creek from the Boyne River southerly ; then
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by the watershed separating  Kroombit  Creek from
the Burnett River and the Dawson River westerly
and northerly  ;  and by a line bearing east to the
junction of Be ll' s Creek with  Kroombit  Creek, the
point of commencement.
Court of Petty Sessions - Gladstone.
POLICE DISTRICT OF ROCKHAMPTON.
Commencing on the south bank of the Fitzroy
River, at a point bearing south from the summit of
Broad Mount ,  and bounded thence by a line
bearing south-west to the watershed separating
Raglan Creek from the Fitzroy River ; then by said
watershed and the watershed separating Raglan
Creek and the Calliope River from the Dee River
and Don River ,  southerly ;  then by the northern
watershed of Bell 's Creek westerly to its junction
with the Callide and  Kroombit  Creeks ; then by a
line bearing west to the watershed separating
Kroombit Creek from the Dawson River, and by
said watershed southerly  ;  then by a line bearing
west over the summit of Mount Ramsay and cross-
ing the Dawson River to the northern, watershed
of Perch Creek ,  and by that watershed to Expedi-
tion Range  ;  by that range northerly ,  and a line
bearing north -west to the  junction  of the Comet
River with the Mackenzie  River,  and by that river
north-easterly to the junction of the Isaac River;
then by a line bearing north -east to the watershed
separating the Upper Fitzroy River from Marl-
borough Creek  ;  then by the northern watershed of
that creek and a spur ridge to Mount Wel lington,
and a line belting east to Broad Sound ,  and thence
by the sea -coast easterly and southerly to the Fitz-
roy River ,  and by that river upwards to the point
of commencement ;- including the islands adjacent
thereto.
Court of Petty Sessions - Rockhampton.
POLICE DISTRICT OF ST .  LAWRENCE.
Commencing on the shore of Broad Sound, and
bounded thence by a line bearing west to Mount
Wellington ;  then by a spur ridge to the watershed
of Marlborough Creek, and by that watershed
south-westerly and a line bearing south-west to the
Junction of the Isaac River with the Mackenzie
River ; then by the Mackenzie River upwards to
the junction of the Comet River; then by a line
bearing north to the eastern watershed of Crinum
Creek,  and by that watershed and  Peak  Range
northerly to Fletcher 's Awl; then  by the  northern
watershed of Philip 's Creek to its junction with
the Isaac River ; then by a line bearing north-
easter ly to the junction of Cooper Creek with
Funnell Creek ,  and thence by a line bearing east to
the western watershed of Connor 's River, and by
that watershed north -easterly ; then by the range
separating Funne ll  Creek from waters flowing
easterly to the sea northerly ,  and by a line bearing
north-east to Cape Palmerston  ;  and thence by the
sea coast southerly to the point of commencement,
- including all  islands adjacent thereto.
Court of Petty Sessions - St. Lawrence.
POLICE DISTRICT OF BANANA.
Commencing at the junction of Zamia Creek
with the Dawson River ,  and bounded thence by
that river upwards to Crakow Creek  ;  then by the
southern watershed of that creek easterly ; then by
the watershed separating the Dawson River from
the Burnett River and kroombit Creek northerly ;
then by a line bearing west over the summit of
Mount Ramsay and crossing the Dawson River to
the northern watershed of Perch Creek ; then by
the northern watershed of Perch Creek and Zamia
Creek westerly to Expedition Range and by that
ran a southerly  ;  then by the southern watershed
of Zamia Creek and its tributaries easterly and
northerly to its junction with the Dawson River,
the point of commencement.
Court of Petty  Sessions - Banana.
POLICE DISTRICT OF TAROOM.
Commencing at the junction of Zamia Creek with
the Dawson River ,  and bounded thenoe by that
river upwards to Crakow Creek  ; then by the south-
ern watershed of that creek easterly  ;  then by the
watershed separating the Burnett River southerly
to the Great Dividing Range, and by that range
westerly and northerly ; then by the watershed
separating the Upper Dawson River and Palm-tree
Creek from the Comet River and Zamia Creek
easterly to the junction of Zamia Creek with the
Dawson River, the point of commencement.
Court of Petty  Sessions-
POLICE DISTRICT OF SPBINGsuRE.
Commencing at the junction of the Comet River
with the Mackenzie River, and bounded thence by
a line bearing south-east to Expedition Range ; then
by that range southerly ; then by the watershed
separating  the Comet River and Nogoa River
from the Dawson River, Maranoa River, and
Warrego River westerly ; then by the watershed
separating  the Nogoa Riverfrom the Warreo River,
Barcoo River, and Belyando River northerly ; then
by the southern watershed of Theresa Creek to its
junction  with the Nogoa River ; and thence by the
Mackenzie River downwards to the junction of the
Comet River, the point of commencement.
Court of Petty  Sessions - Springsure.
POLICE DISTRICT OF CLERMONT AND COPPERFIELD.
Commencing at the junction of Theresa Creek
with the Nogoa River, and bounded thence by the
watershed between those  streams  westerly; then
by the watershed  separating  the Belyando River
from the Nogoa River southerly ; then by the water-
shed separating the Belyando River from the
Barcoo  River northerly to the twenty-second degree
of south latitude; then by said parallel of latitude
true east to the watershed separating Logan Creek
from the Isaac River; then by said watershed
southerly to Peak Range, and by that  range and
the eastern watershed of Crinum Creek and a line
bearing  south to the junction of the Comet River
with the Mackenzie River, and by that river
upwards to the junction of Theresa Creek and the
Nogoa River, the point of commencement.
Courts of Petty Sessions-Clermont andCopperfield.
POLICE DISTRICT OF FORT COOPER.
Commencing  at Fletcher's Awl, and bounded
thence by the northern watershed of Phillip's Creek
to its junction with the Isaac River, then by a line
bearing north-easterly to the )unction of Cooper
Creek with Funnell Creek and by a line bearing
east to the western watershed of Connor's River,
and by that watershed to the range  separating
Funnel Creek from waters flowing direct to the
sea-coast , then by said range northerly, then by
the watershed separating the Mackenzie River from
the Pioneer River and Burdekin River westerly
and southerly to Fletcher's Awl, the point of
commencement.
Court of Petty Sessions-Nebo.
POLICE DISTRICT OF TAMBO.
Commencing on the Barcoo River, at the west
boundary of the Enniskillen South Run, and
bounded thence by the western boundaries of
Enniskillen South and Bexhill runs southerly ; then
by the southern watershed of the Barcoo River
easterly, and by the eastern watershed northerly ;
then by the watershed separating the upper part of
the Barcoo River and Birkhead Creek from Dismal
Creek ; then by a line south forming the boundary
between Spring Block and Northampton  runs to the
Barcoo River ,  at the point of commencement.
Court of Petty  Sessions -Tambo.
POLICE DISTRICT OF BLACBALL.
Commencing  on the Barcoo River, at the west
boundary of Enniskillen South Run, and bounded
thence by the western boundaries of that run and
Bexhi ll  run  southerly to the southern watershed of
the Barcoo River ; then by said watershed south-
westerly to the twenty-sixth degree of south lati-
tude , and by that parallel of latitude  true west;
then by the one hundred and thirty-eighth degree
of east longitude true north ; then by the twenty-
fourth degree of south latitude true east to the
watershed  separating  the Thompson River from the
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Barcoo River  and Alice River ; then by said water-
shed north-easterly ; then by the eastern watershed
of the Barcoo River southerly, and by the water-
shed separating  Dismal Creek from Birkhead Creek
westerly ; then by a line bearing south forming the
boundary between Northampton and Spring Block
runs, to the  Barcoo River , at the point of com-
mencement.
Court of Petty  Sessions -Blackall.
POLICE DISTRICT OF MARATHON.
Commencing in latitude twenty-one degrees south
and longitude one hundred and thirty-eight degrees
cast, and bounded thence by a line bearing true
east,  and by the northern watershed of the Barcoo
River easterly to the Great Dividing Range, and by
that range southerly ; then by the watershed sepa-
rating the Thompson River from the Alice River
south-westerly to latitude twenty-four degrees
south, and by that parallel of latitude true west,
crossing  the Thompson River, and by the one
hundred and thirty-eighth degree of east longitude
true north to the point of commencement.
Court of Petty  Sessions -Marathon.
KENNEDY-BURKE.
POLICE DISTRICT  OF MACKAY.
Commencing  at the mouth of the O'Connell
River, and bounded thence by a line bearing south-
west to the watershed  separating  the O'Connell
River and Pioneer River from the Bowen River
and Isaac  River ; then by said watershed south-
easterly and by a line bearing north-east to Cape
Palmerston; and thence by the sea-coast north-
westerly  to the point of commencement,-including
the islands  adjacent thereto.
Court of Petty Sessions-Mackay.
POLICE DISTRICT OF BOWEN.
Commencing at the mouth of the Burdekin River,
and bounded by that river upwards to the Suttor
River, and by the Suttor River upwards to the
Cape River, and by that river to the junction of
the Campaspe River ; then by a line bearing south
to the southern watershed of the Cape River, and
by that watershed to the Great Dividing Range,
and by that  range  southerly to the twenty-second
degree of south latitude, and by that parallel of
latitude true east to the watershed separating the
Isaac River from Logan Creek ; then by that water-
shed and the watershed separating the Sutter River
and Bowen River from the Isaac River, Pioneer
River, and O'Connell River easterly and northerly ;
then by a line bearing north-east to the mouth of
the O'Connell  River; and thence by the sea-coast
northerly to the point of commencement ,- including
the islands adjacent thereto.
Court of Petty Sessions-Bowen.
POLICE  DISTRICT  OF TOWNSVILLE.
Commencing  at the mouth of the Burdekin River,
and bounded by that river upwards to the junction
of the Bowen River; then by a line bearing west
to the north-eastern watershed of the Upper Bur-
dekin, and by that watershed north-westerly; then
by a line bearing south-west to the junction of the
Fanning River with the Burdekin River, and by the
Burdekin River upwards to the Clarke River ; then
by a line bearing north- east  to the nineteenth degree
of south latitude, and by that parallel of latitude
true east  to Halifax Bay ; and thence by the sea-
coast  south-easterly to the point of commencement,
-including  all islands  adjacent thereto.
Courts of Petty Sessions-Townsville-Dalrymple.
northerly to the twelfth degree of south latitude,
and by that parallel of latitude  east  to Cape Gren.
ville, and thence by  the sea-coast  southerly to the
pout of commencement,- including all  islands
adjacent hereto.
Court of Petty  Sessions -Cardwell.
P OLICE DISTRICT  OF RAVENSwooD.
Commencing at the junction of the Bowen
River with the Burdekin River, and bounded
thence by  a line  bearing west to the  north-eastern
watershed of the Upper Burdekin River ; then by
that watershed north-westerly, and by a line bear-
ing south-west to the junction of the Fanning
River with the Burdekin River ; and thence by the
Burdekin River downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Court of Petty  Sessions -Ravenswood.
POLICE DISTRICT  OF CHARTERS  TOWERS AND CAPE
RIVER.
Commencing at the junction of the Suttor River
with the Burdekin River, and bounded thence by
the Burdekin River upwards to the junction of the
Clarke River; then by the southern watershed of
the Clarke River south-westerly to the Great Divid-
ing Range, and by that range southerly ; then by
the southern watershed of the Cape River easterly,
and a line  bearing north to the junction of the
Campaspe River with the Cape River, and by the
latter river and the Suttor River downwards to the
Burdekin River, the point of commencement.
Court of Petty Sessions-Mill8hester.
POLICE DISTRICT  OF GILBERTON.
Commencing at the junction of the Gilbert River
and Einasleigh River, and bounded thence by a
line bearing south to the southern watershed of the
Gilbert River ; then by that watershed south.
easterly ; then by the watershed separating the
Gilbert River from the Ethridge River northerly
and westerly to their junction, and by the Gilbert
River downwards to the point of commencement.
Court of Petty  Sessions -Gilberton.
POLICE  DISTRICT OF ETHRIDGE.
Commencing at the junction of the Ethridge
River with the Gilbert River, and bounded thence
by the watershed separating those rivers south-
easterly to the Great Dividing Range ; then by said
range northerly to latitude twelve degrees south,
and by that parallel of latitude true west to the
Gulf of Carpentaria ; then by the shore of the Gulf
southerly to latitude eighteen degrees south, and by
that parallel of latitude true east, and by a line
bearing south to the junction of the Gilbert River
with the Einasleigh River, and by the Gilbert River
upwards to the point of  commencement.
Court of Petty Sessions-Georgetown.
POLICE DISTRICT OF BURKE.
Commencing on the shore of the Gulf of Carpen-
taria ,  in latitude  seventeen  south, and bounded
by that parallel of latitude true east ; then by a line
bearing south ,  crossing  the Gilbert River at the
junction of the Einasleigh River to the southern
watershed of the Gilbert River, and by that water-
shed south-easterly to the Great Dividing Range ;
then by the eastern and southern watersheds of the
Flinders River southerly and westerly, and by the
twenty-first degree of south latitude westerly to the
138th meridian of east longitude, and by said meri-
dian true north to the Gulf of Carpentaria ; and by
the shore of the Gulf easterly to the point of com-
mencement,-including  all islands  adjacent thereto.
Court of Petty Sessions-Normanton.
POLICE  DISTRICT  OF CARDWELL.
Commencing on the shore of Halifax Bay and
bounded thence by the nineteenth degree of south
latitude true west to the watershed separating the
Herbert River from the Burdekin River ; then by
a line south-west to the junction of the Clarke
River with the Burdekin River, and by the
southern watershed of the Clarke River westerly
to the Great Dividing Range, and by that range
POLICE DISTRICT OF SOMERSET.
Commencing at Cape Grenville , and bounded
thence by the twelfth degree of south latitude,
bearing true west to  the shore of the Gulf of Car-
pentaria ; then by the shore of that Gulf northerly
to Cape York, and by the  east coast  southerly to
the point of commencement,- including all islands
adjacent hereto.
Court of Petty Sessions- Somerset.
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"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
T
HE following  Statement of Brands , being  those Registered during the  month of July last, is published  for general
information ,  in accordance  with the Fifteenth  Section of  the above-recited Act.
Stockowners ,  whose Names , Address, or  Brands are incorrectly stated, are requested  to notify  the same to th6
Registrar ;  and in all  such noti fications  either the  Registered Brand  of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate  of Registration
must be given.
F. R. GORDON,
Office of Registrar of Brands, Registrar of Brands.
Brisbane, 5th August, 1873.
Brand No. of
Registered. ,Certifloste
Horses.
bBL
7BL
8BL
9BL
B3M
B4M
BbMI
B7M
POEMEB BBd-TD.
6487 Various ... ...
6486 Various .. ...
6493 JC near shoulder ...
6494 K over K ... ...
6492 PC ... ...
6511 M over M near shoul-
der
6512 DD near hip ...
6518 Various ... ...
6540 Various ... ...
B9M
oBM
4BM
bBM
9BM
BNO
BN3
BN5
13obtrumeut%ath
6541 Nil
6542 Nil
6543 Nil ...
6544 J near shoulder
6545 Various ...
6550 MC near thigh
6556 Nil ...
6557 CW ...
6555 WG ...
6566 Nil .
6565 JK near shoulder
6604 Nil .,.
Cattle.
Various
Various
Nil
KK
PC
Nil
DD near side ...
Nil
JW off shoulder and
hip
Nil ...
Nil
Name.
PBOPBIETOB.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
August Fritz ... ... Pine Mountain ... Pine  Mountain
William Band ... ... Normanby  Reserve ... Ipswich
James Chattin ... Bundaberg ... ... I Bundaberg
Michael Kuhn ... ... Spring Creek ... Clifton
Patrick O'Connor... ... Limerick ... ... Murphy's Creek
Robert Livingstone Mearns Ipswich ... ... Ipswich
Dennis Dunne ... North-street Farm ... Toowoomba
William Handcock ... Drayton . Drayton
James Wilson ... ... Edenfields, Spring Allora
Maurice L. Lewis...
John Hennessy ...
William Mackay ...
John Higgins ...
John Wright ...
Michael McCallum
... I MK near ribs
CH
Various
MC near
shoulder
Nil
and off
... CW ,..
... WG ..
... JJW off ribs
Various ...
W off rump ..,
. James Green ...
...o Carl Wiesman ...
... William Gerler .
... John James Webb
... Jeffery Keating ...
... Joseph Cook ...
Creek
Irrawarra . Maryborough
Saw Mills, Bustard Gladstone
Bay
Commonage ... ... Calliope
Reserve ... ...  1 Rockhampton
Reserve ... ... St. Laurence
Knockbreak ... ... Gayndah
Reserve ... ... Roma
Sandy Creek ... I Walloon
Sandy Creek ... Walloon
I Western Creek ... Ipswich
i Reedy Creek ... Toowoomba
...  Mackay ... ... Mackay
1320
Brand No.  of
Registered. jCertidcatel
4__
I
b
BN9
B
B
cNI
2N
B4N
BbNf
B7 N
B9N
2BN
6605
6606
6607
6608
6609
6615
6616
6617
6618
6620
6625
6642
6641
6640
Horses.
702UMB 22APDi,
Nil .,,
Various
AB near shoulder
Nil
Various ...
Nil .,.
Nil ...
Various ...
JS over 52 ...
Nil ,,,
Nil ...
Nil
PK near shoulder
Nil ,..
Nil
WS near shoulder
HB ,..
Nil
Nil
JW near shoulder
Various ...
Various ...
Various ...
Various ...
Cattle.
CB rump ...
Nil ,,,
Nil ...
W off side ...
Various ...
Nil ,.
MC of rump
Various ...
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
W
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
3B  N 6645
4 B N 6554
5 B N 6655
b B N 6656
7 B N 6657
8 B N 6668
9 B N 6669
B @0 3 6658
B@4  6670
B@6 6680
B O b 6682
B@7
BO
B@9
B (5 0
B10
B2®
BT9
Nil
CB over C off ribs
Name.
Christina Black ...
George Oliver ...
Emanuel Borghero ...
James Water ... ...
John Mahon ... ...
William Warland... ...
William Mann ... ...
John Bergin ... ...
John Mongumary... ...
John Ashton ...
Christopher Shaplan ...
William Brotherton ...
James Wanmer ... ...
Harriett Wear ...
George Beattie Galloghy...
William Spence ... ...
Henry Brewer ... ...
Christian Marks ...
John Dymock ...
Joshua Watson ...
John  Haswell ...
Nil  ...  James Spence ...
JM off ribs ,  J off thigh James Murphy ...
Various . .. ... George West ...
Various  ... ... Jeremiah  O'Sullivan
6681 JFB(theJFconjoined), UJF(theJFconjoined) John Finlayson ...
(,G98 Nil ... ... I CW  ...  Charles Wechmann
6699 Various ... ... SG over co off rump William Glasby ...
6703 Various ... ... Various ... Timothy Ronan ...
6702 Various ... ... JB off rump and ribs James Brown ...
6697 Nil ... ... Various ... ... Michael Connell ...
6586 Nil ... ... Nil
B b T 6524 Nil Nil
5 B Y 6610 Various ... ... Various
B 4 Y 6647 Nil ... ... Nil
C 4 A 6530 Various ...
C c 9 6549 Nil ...
3 C Q 6628 Nil
6 C K 6548 Nil ..,
6514  0
4 C K 6707 Various
C8L 7 C
L
6664 Nil ,,,
6713 MC near ribs
C N 5 ' 6577 CN offrump...
C N 8 6661 Nil ...
1 C Qo 6529 Like Co, ..,
C 2 P 6560 P2 near shoulder
6 C R 6546 CCSCR  6708 DC near shoulder
C T:a 6685 Nil ...
C (3
2 C
U 6590 Nil ...
6571 ' over H
D7H
DP5
D R9
DbR
OS
D2S
D
4DS
DOU
DV3
03W
IDW
f3DW
Nil ...
CG ...
Various ...
CK ...
Various ...
Nil ...
MC off ribs .. .
CN off rump...
Nil ...
Nil ...
... Thomas Boldery ...
... Thomas Broad ...
... Benidict Vangur ..
... Henry Edward Bailey
Claus Dilrich Asmus
Carl Golinski ...
Charles Gregory ...
Christian Kruger ..,
Mining Company
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where Nearest Post Town
Brand is to be used. of Run  or foram.
Port Curtis Road
Reserve ...
Millchester ...
Mackay
Pine Mountain
Spring Dale ...
North Ipswich
Coochin Coochin
Kinkora ...
Tent Hill ...
Emu Creek ...
Tantitha .
Hawkwell Farm
Mackay ...
Bowen Downs ...
Reserve ... ...
Charleville ...
Albert Junction ...
Broombill Farm ...
Farm, Gowrie Road
Bundambah Creek ...
Reserve .. ...
Warrill Creek ...
St. Lawrence ...
Four-mile Railway
Gate
Wandoo ...
Walloon .
Pine Farm, Killarney
Stanton Cross ...
Tamrookum street ...
Reserve
Tiaro ...
Upper South Pine ...
Brisbane River ...
I Bowen Downs ...
... Rockhampton
St. Laurence
Millchester
Mackay
Pine Mountain
Ipswich
Ipswich
Ipswich
Dalby
Gatton
Greenmount
Bundaberg
Calliope
Mackay
Bowen Downs
Roma
Charleville
Beenleigh
Gatton
Toowoomba
Ipswich
Roma
Ipswich
St. Lawrence
Ipswich
Banana
Walloon
Warwick
Ipswich
Brisbane
Rockhampton
Tiaro
Brisbane
Ipswich
Bowen Downs
... Gayndah ... ... Gayndah
... Albert River .. Beenleigh
Grange, Brookfield Moggill
. Albert River... . Beenleigh
John Conrick ... ... Thorgomindah . Thorgomindah
Cornelius Kenely ... ... Grandchester ... Grandchester
William Henry Cogzell ... Mount Perry ... Mount Perry
Mathew Carroll ... ... Sunnnerlea Farm ... Yandinia
Benjamin Collisson ... Six-mile Creek ... Gympie
John Caton ... Buderum Mountain... Mooloolah
The Peak Downs Copper Copper Mines ... Copperfield
Nil ... ... Christopher Porter
Nil ... Christopher Cooper
DC near rump and ribs  Dougald Carr
A Christopher Todd...
Nil ... Joseph Canny ...
Nil ... ... James  Henderson...
6671 DH near shoulder ... Nil ... ...
6704 Various ... ... Various ...
6528  Nil ... ... Nil ... ...
6623 Nil ... ... Nil ...
6558 Nil ... ... Various ...
6533 DS over - near rump Same
6695 Various ... ... Various ...
6631 DS near shoulder ... Nil ... ...
6627 Various ... ... A of hip, M off ribs,
2 off shoulder
6696 Nil ... ... Nil ... ..,
6677 WD ... ... WD ... ...
6491 Various N il
6582 Nil  ... ,.. Nil
2 E A 6701  Various ...
E b C 6662
E7C 6711
E 5 H 6595
Various ...
.. over EC near shoul-
der
EH conjoined ...
E7%  6600 Nil  ,.. ,..
E 5 6665 Various ... ...
Various ... ...
Nil ...
.. over EC off ribs ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
HE  in square off rump
and  ribs
Donald Hoadgson...
David Phillips ...
James Drinan ...
Donald Ross ..,
David Runge
Daniel Salmon
Daniel Smoldon ...
Donald Smith ...
... Mooraree ... ... Brisbane
... Reserve ... ... Tambo
... Town Reserve  ...  Roma
... Table Mountain -, Gracemere
... Ivera  ...  ... Maryborough
... Jimboomba ... ... Village of Logan
Inglewood ... ... Inglewood
Churchill ... ... Ipswich
Electra ... ... Bundaberg
Basin  .. .,, Surat
Brisbane River ... Ipswich
Douglass  Creek ... Copperfield
Old Imbil Crossing Gympie
Mount Pleasant, Mt. Ipswich
Esk
North Ipswich ... IpswichAlexander McDouga ll  ...
Jones, Green, and Sullivan
William Leworthy Good
Drew
The Hon. William Duckett
White
William Donald ... ...
Dynevor Downs ...
Milton
Cunnamulla
Brisbane
Lota ... ...  Tingalpa
Coomera ... ... Coomera
Edward Aylward... ... Brisbane River
Edward Coombs .. . Warroo ...
The Trustee of Ellen Junction Farm
Collins
Elisa Horsman  ... ...  Prospect ..,
Edward Robinson... ... Yengarie ...
Ann E li za Stewart  ..,  Warwick ,,,
Ipswich
Leyburn
Ipswich
Warwick
Yengarie
Warwick
1321
Brand
Registered.
°E  b S
EW 5
E2
W7
Horses.
6687 Various
6591 Nil
6501 Various
6716 Various
6521 Nil
I
F7B 6569
FE9
FJ8
F1
1FN
bFP
G;BBQ9B
b G! B
9G!B
0, 5C
5G;C
3eD
Q E'Z
L'5G1
GaG:
G4K
G:9 M
4GM
a4P
N il
6579 Nil
6573 JF
6567 Nil
6568 Nil
6490 Various
6516 F over ,I neck
6498 Nil ...
6523
6637
6621
6570
Various
q B  conjoined
Various ...
Nil ...
6718
6596
6499
6564
6684
6649
6648
6714
6497
6538
FORMER BRAND.
Cattle.
EM off side ...
... N il  ...
Various
Various
... PW ...
FGB off shoulder,
rump,  and ribs
Various ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Various ... ...
Same ... ...
Various .
GFB of shoulder,
rump, and ribs
Nil ...C5 near shoulder, 5
near thigh
GC near shoulder, 310
off shoulder
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ...
Nil
Various
6505 Nil
5 Gt R 6634 Nil ...
GI S rj 6679 WG near shoulder ...
Gt 5 S 6488  Various ... ...
'b GGS
GT3
G'1V
HA9
'2HA
7HA
H7C
6706
6660
6583
6613
Various
Various
Nil
N il
6581 Various
6636 Nil
6612 Nil
6692 Various
5 H G' 6572 Various ..
b H L 6650 G over HL conjoined
H3P
H5P
3HR
5HR
HT@
bHT
HY4
near shoulder
6598 Various ...
6639  H near hip ...
6519 Various ...
6712 N il  ...
6578 HR ribs ...
6688 Various
6502 TH off shoulder ...
6584 Nil ...
6513 HY off shoulder ...
6504 N il  ... ...
J4 E
J@o
JQ5
JUQ5
JU 7
J3Y
6510 JE near shoulder ...
6710 N il  ...
6651 GS over 8 near shoul-
der
6599 Nil .
6585 OX near side
6683 Various ...
6496 Various
6495 JC off shoulder
Various
Nil ...
Various ...
Various ...
Various ...
GK ...
Nil ...
GM off rump, 3
ribs
Nil .
G over WP or
off ribs
Nil ...
Nil ...
Various ...
Frederick Smith ... ...
Eliah Vallis ...
Henry Warren Watson ...
Edward Ward ...
James Edward White ...
Frederick  Brown ...
Ferdinand  Ebeling
John Franks ...
John Fulcher ...
Forster Fitzherbert Nixon
John Fleischman ... ...
Arthur Moreley  Francis ...
John Officer ... ...
George Bashford ...
Esther Jane Bunn
George Boodle ...
George Brown ...
George Cavanagh... ...
George Clem ...
George Davis .. ...
Gustav Ernst ... ...
Charles Gill ...
Richard Davies Graham ...
Gottfried Kriedemann ...
Gottfried Miller ... ...
George Murray ... ...off
. George McKnight
WP George Wilson Pointon ...
... George Richard .. ..
... William Gibson  and Sons
__. Gottlieb Schonknecht
Nil ...
Nil ... ...
MT off rump ...
Nil ... ...
N il
Nil
N il
Various
Nil ...
Same near rump
Various ... ...
H off hip ... ...
Various ... ...
N il  ... ...
HR ribs ... ...
Nil ...
TH off rump and loin
Nil ... ...
HY off rump ...
Nil
JE  of  ribs ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
C near side ...
Nil ..
Various ...
JC off ribs ...
George Budd ...
James Smith ..
George Turkington
John Garigin ...
Herman Althous ...
Mary  Ann Hu ll  ...
Archibald Hamilton
Charles Holden ...
George Hamilton...
George Hugh Lomas
Hugh Perry
Mary Ann Perkins
Henry Parsons ..
J. and H. Raessler
Heinrich Rossmann
Thomas Harbottle
Thomas Head ...
Henry A. Torry ...
Henry Young ...
James Henry ...
John Eastwell ...
James Orphant ...
James Quinn ...
Jochim Pohlman ...
Ludwig Judas ...
James Mulvany
William Barriskill
Jeremiah Cockery...
PPOPanTOR.
Run or  Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Commonage ...
Dawson Bridge
Warwick ...
Nee Nee ..
Laidley Creek
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
... Gladstone
... Gainsford
... Warwick
... Cu rawwillinghi
... Laidley
Reserve ...
Logan River... ...
Carrier, Northern
Downs
Tiaro ... ...
Trrawarra ... ...
Wa ll oon ... ...
Humpy Bong ...
Humeburn ... ...
Newton ...
Home Park ...
Bethecurrabba
Reserve ...
Reserve
Walloon
Town Reserve
Town Reserve
Laidley ...
Ipswich
Albert Junction
Farm
Reserve ...
Neil street ...
Tingalpa ... ...
Upper Mary River ...
Clydesdale ...
McGrath's Water-
course
Ipswich ... ..
Commonage ... ..
Bowen ..
Fig-tree Pocket ...
Wa lloon ...
Waverley ...
North  Pine ... ..
Bunya, Susan River
Winton ..
Catton Hill ...
Reserve ... ...
Hasten's Camp
Town Commonage ...
Toowoomba... ...
Logan River... ...
Paradise Farm ...
Milton Farm ...
Alice  Downs... ...
Spring Creek ...
Seventeen -mile Rocks
Summer Hill
Black Snake
Eton Vale ...
Yengarie
Cox's  Cre ek ...
Reserve ...
Tiara,  ...
Laidley ...
Dalby
Beenleigh
Dalby
Tiaro
Yengarie
Walloon
Brisbane
Yale,
Ipswich
Tiaro
Goondiwindi
Dalby
St. George
Ipswich
Gayndah
Gayndah
Laidley
Ipswich
Beeneigh
Toowoomba
Toowoomba
Toowoomba
Tingalpa
Maryborough
Doughboy Creek
Ipswich
Ipswich
Townsville
Bowen
Brisbane
Ipswich
St. Lawrence
North Pine
Mary borough
Goondiwindi
Warwick
Gcondiwindi
Copperfield
Dalby
Toowoomba
Beenleigh
Gladstone
Gatton
Blackall
Warwick
Oxley
Warwick
Gympie
Drayton
Yengarie
Westwood
Gainsford
Tiaro
Laidley
... South Brisbane  ...  Brisbaneb K A 6553 Nil  ...  AK  of  ramp  ... Archibald  Karr ...
... Thirteen -mile Sheep Stanthorpe.1 K Q 6575 KO near shoulder  ...  KO off hip ... ... James Keogh ...
Station
1322
Brand
Registered.
9LJ
LM5
LR3
2LS
LOT
LU7
2MA
5MA
M 8 G:
1MR
8MT
9MW
MY8
M1Y
M7Y
bMY
Ce e:Nrt4f&
t
6678
6691
6673
6535
6536
6594
sORXEE BRAND.
Cattle.
Nil ...
Various
LR near ribs (the L
reversed) ... ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
HS near shoulder ,..
6672 AM near shoulder ...
6632 Nil ...
6663 GI ...
6720 Nil ,., ...
6525 Nil ...
6562 MT near shoulder ...
6689 Various ... ...
6667 Various ... ...
6674 Nil
6622 G ToverM near shoul-
der ...
6580 Nil ...
6709 Nil , , . ...
6563 Various ...
6509 Nil ...
Nil ... ...
Various
LR near ribs (the L
reversed) ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ...
S over wo off rump ...
AM off ribs ...
Nil ...
GI ...
BM ribs ...
Various ...
Various ...
Nil ...
it w off rump
Nil ...
GT over M off rump...
Nil ... ...
Nil
ATM over Y near side
Nil ... ...
Nam e.
John Guild
Laurie and Company
Lewis Richardson
Lazarus Josiah Smith ...
Phillip John Hardy ...
Marmaduke Cahwindah ...
William McCann
August Maurer ...
Margaret Irwin ...
Jolm McGregor ...
Johann Meier ...
Mathew Trowers .. ...
Thomas Tringler Miller ...
Wilhelm Muchow
William Henry Maddock...
George Thomas Myles ...
Joseph Menerry ... ...
Sir John Macartney, Bart.
Anne Moloney ... ...
John Murphy ... ...
John Ballard
Arthur Bell
Nicholas Hart
James Norman
Thomas Neale
N. F. Morgan
James Nolan
PRpsRrxron.
Run or Farm where Nearest Post Town
Brand is to be used. or Bun or Farm.
Don River ...
Calgoo ...
Charleville ...
Fi -
Bowen
Itilkivan
Charleville
Commonage ...
The Knole ...
Woodhouse ...
Mort's Creek
Seventeen-mile Rocks
Didoot .. ...
Rob Roy Farm ...
Indooroopilly ...
Pine Mountain ...
Reserve ...
Logan Reserve ...
Kedron Brook ...
Rockhampton,
Westwood
Bowen
Grandchester
Oxley
Maryborough
Murphy's Creek.
Brisbane
Ipswich
Springsure
Logan  Reserve
Brisbane
Texas  .. Leyburn
Indooroopilly ...  Brisbane
Foulden ... ...  Mackay
Ipswich ... Ipswich
Westgrove ... ... Nebo
North Ridge ..,  Brookfield
Caboolture ... ...  Caboolture
Warwick ... ... Warwick
Wivenhoe ... ... Ipswich
Bowen Downs  ... Bowen Downs
Cunnamulla ... ... Cunnamulla
Racecourse  ... ... Ipswich
N 1 B 6722 Various ... i-4I off ribs ...
N :L D 6576 Nil ... ... Nil
N H 3 6614  Nil ... ... Nil ...
N 1 J 6559 Various ... ... Nil ...
N L 1 6646 Nil ... ... Nil ...
6 N M 6508 Nil  ... ... Nil ...
N 6 N 6626 Nil  ... Various ...
Q C 1 6635 OC  or JC near shoul- OC or JC ...
der
1 Q K 6603 Nil  ... ... Nil ...
1 R 6526 OR  ... ... Nil ...
b :Q  A 6629
3 P D 6705
PGi7 6717
PSH 6589
P 4 K 6534
I PL 8 6592
PbP  6539
P 5 S 6532
P4W 6588
... Owen Carroll ... ...  Reserve ...
,,, Alfred Norton ... Black Creek ...
... Dalby
... Rockhampton
... RockhamptonPage and O'Rourke ... Rockhampton
AP off rump... ...
P over PD  off side ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ...
Various ,,,
Various ..,
Same ...
M off rump ...
R A 6 6561 Nil ...
1 R A 6644 Various ...
R D 9 6601 Nil
3RD 6686 Nil ,,.
R 2 E 6522 Nil
R 3 J 6554 pJ near shoulder
G R J 6574 Nil
R Q 4 6653 RO near shoulder
3 R S 6652 Nil ,,.
7 R S 6690 Various ...
2SA
S
5SJS7M
GSM
2SN
OTC
TGF
OT F
TTO
T8T
T9T
9  T T
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
LD near rump
ribs
R2 ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
WL off ribs ...
Nil ...
Various ...
6489 AS off ribs ... ... AS off ribs ...
6527 SS . Nil ...
6630 Nil ... ... Nil ...
6659 G ... ... Nil ...
6552 Nil ... ... Nil
6517 JM ... ... Nil
6619 Various ... ... Various ...
6602 Nil ... ... ... CT ribs
6515 SY off shoulder ... SY off rump
Charles TryhornNil6666 Nil ......
6597 TD off rump TD off rump
...  Thomas Dwyer .
6537 Nil . TF conjoined off ribs John Chisholm Fraser
6633 Nil .. ... Nil  ...  ... ... Thomas Fowler ...
6643 Nil ... ... .... JT off rump, or fJ o John Trueman ...
6503
6520
6587
Various ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
Various ... ...
Nil .,. ...
Various ... ...
Various .
DS over S- near rump
W off shoulder ,..
i ribs
TC off shoulder  ...  TC off rump and loin Thomas Cumner ...
R over 3 off shoulder, Nil ... ... ... Tong Tee ... ...
JG near shoulder,
WH conjoined ... I WH conjoined, ME Walter Hay ...
JEI
6719 Various ... .... Nil ... ... ... James Halpin ..,
and
Andrew Phillips ...
Peter Dwyer ...
Patrick Gredden ...
Peter Harrison ...
Patrick Kilmartin
Martin Platte
J. P. and A. Pinwill
Patrick Salmon
Thomas Henry Pasco
Robert Anthony ...
Joseph Wilson Raven
Jenz  Frederick Rosenthal
William Robert Devine ...
John Thomas Reedman ...
Joseph White Johnston ...
Donald Ross ... ...
Robert Owen .. ...
John Ruell Swallow ...
Robert Stirling ... ...
August Spann .
_„ Alexander Shaw ...
Alfred Halcolm Smith
... James Savill .
... Jolm Scarborough
... John Manuel
... Mary Stockan ...
... John Schwarter ...
,,. Samuel Young ,,.
Indooroopilly ... Brisbane
Grandchester ... Grandchester
Mount Abundance ... Roma
Cardbeign ... ... Springsure
Helidon ... ... Helidon
Mackay ... ... Mackay
Koonooroo ... ... Beenleigh
Douglass Creek ... Copperfield
Commonage ... ... Calliope
Main  Range ... ... Toowoomba
Whatton . Blackall
Bowen ... ... Bowen
Commonage ... ... Toowoomba
Minoser Farm ... Eight-mile  Plains.
Reserve ... ... Roma
Yalebone Creek ...  Roma
Gubberamunda ... Roma
Mount Abundance  ... Roma
Kholo, Brisbane River Ipswich]
Four-mile Gate
Calliungal ...
Gatton ...
Taldora ...
Logan ...
Burenda ...
Churchill ...
North Rockhampton
Spring Creek
Tent Hill ...
Grandchester
St. Lawrence
Maryborough
Doughboy Creek
Milton Farm
Jimbour
Ipswich
Westwood
Gatton
Normanton
Waterford
Burenda
Ipswich
Rockhampton
Warwick
Gatton
Grandchester
St. Lawrence
Maryborough
Brisbane
Gatton
Dalby
Hilton and Coolum... Tewantin
Reserve ... ... Mitchell Downw
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Registered.
UH1
U B U
WE9
WbE
9WLWbN
Wc3><
>0<7
0>0(
1YT
YY6
Y7Y
Z1W
No. of
Certificate
Horses.
FORMER BRAND,
6676 Nil ... ...
6693 Various ... ...
6638 A in circle ... ...
6551 WE ... ...
6506 Various ... ...
6593 Nil ... ... ...
6624 Nil
6694 WW near shoulder...
6721 Nil ... ... ...
6547 Various ... ...
6675 Nil . , , ... ...
6507  Nil ... ... ...
6715 Nil ... ... ...
6611 JCW ... ...
6531 Nil ... ... ...
6423 Nil ... ... ...
6700 Various ... ...
Cattle.
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
CW off rump
JA off ribs ...
PBOPBIBTOB.
Nam e.
George Osborne ..
Charles James Warner
William Henry Archer
William Ernest ...
Cullen White ...
William Lovely ...
HW near rump  ... Henry  Wilson ...
WW off  rump and loin Wil liam Waterson
WTR ribs ,  the T in Wi ll iam Taylor ...
circle
WW off rump ... William Watt
Nil ... ... ... Beryne and Harden
Nil ...
Nil
JCW ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Various
R. W. Stuart ...
John Archibald ...
James Charles White
Edmund Croft ...
George White
David Lewis Williams
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Jimna
Greendale ... ... Village of Logan
Everton Farm  ...  Bundaberg
Logan .. Beenleigh
Seventeen-mile Rocks Oxley
Goodna  ...  Goodna
Calloothane ...  ...  Mooloolah
Stanthorpe ...  ...  Stanthorpe
Murphy's Creek ... Murphy's Creek
Brookfield ... ... Moggill
Jimna
Mitchell Downs ... Mitchell Downs
Coochin Coochin ... Ipswich
Commonage ... ... Toowoomba
Yenra Yenra ... Yengarie
Bluff Downs... ... Townsville
Glenlee ... ... Springsure
BnAln a TRANBFEBB,ED during  the Month of JULY, 1873.
Brand. No. ofCerti ficate.
Gi G 2
KM1
HA2
JJb
WIZ
Transferror.
767 Eliza Mauley Graham ... ...
1275 Kenneth Michael ... ...
152 Adcock and Bell ... ...
648 John Irving .. ...
2479 The Saint Vincent Orphanage ...
3526 David Lewis Williams ... ...
Transferee.
Patrick Drinan ... ...
Edwin Macaree ... ...
Herbert Adcock .. ...
Thomas and John Irving
John Ahren ... ...
Felix Clewett
Name of Run where Brand Nearest Post Town.is to be used.
... Carrara .
... Rockhampton
... Humberstone
... Logan Reserve
... Nudgee ...
... Glenlee ...
... Gladstone
... Rockhampton
... Caboolture
... Logan Reserve
... German Station
... Springsure
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
By Authority .  JAMES C.  BSAL,  Government Printer, William  street ,  Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th August, 1873.
THE subjoined communication, having reference
to a former Despatch from the Indian Govern-
ment respecting the purchase of remount horses
required for the Bengal Army, is published for
general information.  [Vide Government Gazette,
19th April,  1873.]
A. H. PALMER.
REMOUNT HORSES.
No. 657.
GOVERNMENT OP INDIA.
Military Department.
Fort William, the 19th June, 1873.
SIR,-I am desired by the Right Honorable
the ' Governor-General in Council to forward, for
general information, the accompanying notice,*
restricting the purchase of colonial horses in
Calcutta to the period between the 1st October and
the 31st March annually.
I am, &c.,
E. H. H. COLLIN, Lieut. R.A.,
Offg. Asst. Secy. to the Govt. of India.
To the Colonial Secretary, Queensland.
Exd : H. de Silva.
NOTICE.
1. The Government of India having found it
expedient to restrict the purchase of colonial horses
in Calcutta to the period between the 1st of
October and 31st March annually,-
Notice is hereby given that, except under very
exceptional  circumstances , the Government pur-
chasing  agents  will cease operations from the 1st
of April, 1874, and on the  same  date in successive
years, resuming purchases on 1st October.
2. Shippers and dealers are therefore invited to
make early arrangements for supplying the market
within the period above indicated.
Exd.: D. N. lialdar.
Para,. 1 and 2 of enclosure of No. 688, dated 22nd May, 1873,
from President special stud  Commission.
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. 5 Honorable  GEORGE AUGusTUs
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the  Peerage of  Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBy, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
UT HEREAS, by  ".1%e Diseased Animals Act,"
it is,  amongst other things , enacted, that it
shall be lawful for the Governor,  with the advice
of the Executive Council,  from time  to time, by
Proclamation, to prohibit, or put restrictions on
the introduction  or importation  of cattle,  horses,
sheep, goats,  pigs , poultr , and other animals, or of
any one or more kind ofdanimals, into the colony
of Queensland, or into any district thereof, from
such places, and during such  times  as might appear
necessary . And whereas  at an  Intercolonial
Conference, held at Sydney, in the Colony of New
South Wales, during the months of January and
February  last past ,  it was  resolved, "That the
Conference having taken into consideration the
great danger  to which Australian live stock are
exposed , from the importation  of animals from
countries  in which infectious  diseases  prevail, it was
resolved, that  it is expedient  to prohibit, for the
period of two years, the landing of cattle, sheep,
and pigs, from any places beyond the limits of the
Australasian Colonies, and that such prohibition
should take effect from and after the publication
of a notice in the London  Times."  And whereas
a notification to the above effect, signed by the
Agent-General of the Colony of Queensland, on
behalf of, and by, the authority of the Government
of Queensland, was published in the London
Times  newspaper, of the fifteenth of May last :
Now, therefore, I, GEORGE Atousrus  CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, in
pursuance of the provisions of the Act above
recited, and of all other powers enabling me in
that behalf, do, by this my Proclamation, abso-
lutely prohibit and forbid the introduction or im-
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portation of cattle, sheep, and pigs into the Colony
of Queensland, or any district thereof, from all
places beyond the limits of the Australasian Colo-
nies, for the term of two years from the date of
the publication of the notification hereinbefore
referred to in the London  Times  newspaper, namely,
for the term of two years from the fifteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day
of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. 11. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND ? Proclamation  by the  Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUs
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the II'nited
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent  Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim  that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle , in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earlof Mulgrave, VlscountNormanby,
and Baron  Mulgrave of Mulgrave, all
in the County of York, in the Peerage
of the United Kingdom ;  and Baron
(L.s.) Mulgrave  of New Ross, in the County
NORMANBY, of Wexford, in the Peerage of Ireland ;
Governor .  a Member of Her Majesty's Most
Honorable Privy Council, Governor
and Commander -in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested irk me by
" The Diseases  in Cattle  Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me  in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea  of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been  altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction orim-
portatlon, or attempting to introduce or import  any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. JOHN NICHOLSON,
Clerk of Petty Sessions at Mackay, to be Registrar
of the Northern District Court at that place. This
appointment to take effect from the 1st proximo.
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th August, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that the name of
HENRY MORRELL BODE, Leichhardt,
be substituted for Henry Markham Bode, Leich-
hardt, appearing in the General Commission of
the Peace, published in the  Government Gazette
Extraordinary  of 2nd January, 1873; and the name
of
FRANK VILLENEUVE NICHOLSON, Noogoora,
be substituted for John Villeneuve Nicholson,
Noogorra, as a Magistrate for the Territory, appear-
ing in the  Government Gazette  of 12th July, 1873.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873.
Iij IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to accept the resignation tendered by
WILLIAM PINKERTON CUTHBERT,
of his appointment as a Magistrate of the Territory.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873.
NIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned gentlemen to be
Magistrates of the Territory :-
HARDGRAVE,  STEPHEN , Moggill;
JAMES, GEORGE VENABLES, Cardwell;
RYAN, JOHN, Townsville ;
SUTHERLAND, ALEXANDER, Canmaroo ;
WHITE, WILLIAM GEORGE, Bluff, North Ken-
nedy.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office;
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873.
U IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
MICHAEL BURKE,
Senior Constable of Police, to act as Clerk of Petty
Sessions at Mitchell Downs.
A. H. PALMER.
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QUEENSLAND, I Proclamation  by The Mostto wit. Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross , in the County of Wexford,
(11.5.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ;  a Member
&ORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Govern or.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of the sixty-
first section  of "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868 ," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Mar-
quis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Selections of land, under the,said Act, are declared
forfeited.
Register
No of Land.
App lica- Name of Lessee. Area . Aaent's
tion. District.
32  C. Berlin
[A.
40
R. P.
0 0 Brisbane
136  W. Sommer 136 0 0 ditto
764  L. Hahn 44 0 0 ditto
7  J. Moore 109 1 13 Goondi-
26 P. Cronoly ... 69
windi
0 0 Gympie
1,099 A. Tessmann ... 94 3 0 Ipswich
287 A. L. Wall ... 76 0 0 Mary-
297 T. Buffey, junr. 98 1 4
borough
ditto
381 J. Bennett ... 32 0 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this sixth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, 2  P ro clamation  by The Most
to wit . 3 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
the sixteenth day of September, 1873, at the Land
Offices of the Districts in which they  are respec-
tively situated.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
26
287
Name of Lessee .  I Area.
Land
Agents
District.
I  A. X P. i
P. Cronoly ... ... 69 0 0 Gympie
A. L. Wall ... ... 76 0 0 Mary-
boro ugh
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this sixth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and  seventy -three,  and in the  thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE  TUB  QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by the Most
to wit .  3  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoRMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy  Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of the Act
31 Victoria, No. 46,  respecting  the Alienation of
Crown Lands, I, the Governor  aforesaid , with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the following Lots of Land
will be offered by public  auction ,  for lease for  five
years, at  the undermentioned place,  at Eleven
o'clock, on the day  specified , at the  upset price
affixed to each Lot respectively.
SALE OF FRONTAGE ALLOTMENTS FOR
WHARF PURPOSES AT THE POLICE OFFICE,
ST. LAWRENCE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 16TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1873.
County of 3Turchison, parish of St. Lawrence, town
of Port St. Lawrence.
NO. G m
of o Area.
LUG x0
Price
per Lot
per
Annum.
a Y 4CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, 1  21
. .
124 3
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of 2 3 124 3
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross. in the County of Wexford,
3 4 1 24 3(L.8.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Gover nor.  Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander -in-Chief of  the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"  I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
the Governor  aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
Desc ri ption of each Lot.
The upper  boundary, commencing at a
point one  huadred  and  fifty  links  fr om
centre of  Government wharf ,  thence
downwards  four  chains, with an ave-
rage depth of one chain.
The upper boundary, commencing  five
hundred and  fifty links  from centre of
Government  wharf, thence  downwards
four  chains, with an average depth of
one chain.
The upper  boundary , commencing nine
hundred and  fifty  links  fr om the centre
of Government wharf , thence down-
wards four chains,  with an average
depth of one chain.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
July, in the year of our  Lord one thousand
eight hundred  and seventy -three,  and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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QVXNNSLAND,
'
Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, V'sconnt Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron. Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mender-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after THURSDAY, the
twenty-first day of August, 1873, at the Land
Offices of the districts in which they are respectively
situated.
Register
No. of
Applies'
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
882 Wm. Pointon, junr. 100 0 0 Brisbane
1,062 H. Otte ... 45 0 0 ditto
144 Jas. Cane ... 100 0 0 Beenleigh
319 Wm. Brown ... 100 0 0 Warwick
508 Hy. Bott ... 160 0 0 ditto
546 Mary J. Flanagan 51 2 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this fourteenth  day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and  seventy-three ,  and in the  thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN i
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873.
T
HE  accompanying amended description of the
Reserve for Town Hall, Clermont, is sub-
stituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 31st July, 1869, folio 928.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  TOWN HALL.
County of Clermont, parish of Clermont. town of
Clermont,  allotments  4, 5, 9, and  10,  of section  18.
2 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the sec-
tion, and bounded thence on the north by Lime
street westerly four chains ; on the west by the east
boundary line of allotments 3 and 8 southerly, at
right angles to Lime street, five chains to Mimosa
street; on the south by that street easterly parallel
with Lime street four chains to Capella street ; and
on the east by that street northerly five chains to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873.
W V 1' HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The1 I  Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for a School site.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE.
County of  Bentinck , parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe, allotments 13, 14, 16, 16, 17, 18,
19,  and  20  of section 8.
4 acres 2  roods 10 perches.
Commencing on the  west side  of Marsh street, at
the south- east corner  of allotment 12, and bounded
thence on  the east by that  street bearing south
seven chains  and fifty links to Connor  street ; on
the south by that street  bearing west seven chains
and ninety- six links ; on  part of the west by allotment
No. 21, bearing north four chains and fifty links ;
on part of the north by allotments Nos. 9, 10, and
11, bearing east four chains and sixty-two links ;
on the remainder of the West by 'a line bearing
north three chains, and on the remainder of the
north by allotment No. 12, bearing east three chains
and thirty-four links to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF  1869."
[I IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, in pursuance of the fifty-fifth clause of the
above Act, that the lands hereunder described
have been resumed from the lease of the Mount
Perry Run, Burnett District, and that the said
lands have been reserved for Public purposes.
C. J. GRAHAM.
30 square miles.
Commencing at the east angle of the Tenninger-
ing Town Reserve (as gazetted under notice dated
24th November, 1871,  vide Government Gazette  for
year 1871, page 1756), bounded thence on the
south by an east line to the watershed of Sunday
Creek ; thence on the south- east, north-east, north,
south-west, and west by that watershed to a spot
west of the  west angle  of said Tenningering Town
Reserve; thence by an east line to west angle of
said reserve ; and thence by the north-west and
north-east boundaries of that reserve to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873.
THE accompanying amended description ofReserve for Timber for Railway purp ses is
substituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 7th December, 1872, folio 2028.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR .TIMBER FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Cavendish, parishes of Crow's Nest and
Murphy.
Commencing on Perseverance Creek at a point
bearing east from the north boundary of portion
No. 741, and bounded thence on the east by that
creek upwards to its source ; thence on the south
by ttiline bearing west about five and a-half miles to
the summit of the Main Range ; on the west by the
summit of that range northerly to a point bearing
south from the west boundary of portion No. 741 ;
thence by a line bearing north about two and a-half
miles to the north-west corner of that portion ; and
on the north by a line bearing east about three and
a-half miles to the point of commencement,-ex-
elusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose, notice thereof shall be published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
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Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration lof
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOB  CEMETERY, WA LOON.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion  603.
10 acres 38 perches.
Commencing  on a road one chain  wide, at the
west corner of portion 602, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing 225 degrees,
nine  chains and thir111 wo links to another road
one chain wide; on south-west by that road,
bearing 135 degrees, eleven chains and two links ;
on the south-east by a line bearing forty-five
degrees, nine chains and thirty-two links ; and on
the north-east by the National School Reserve,
bearing 315 degrees, eleven  chains  and one link to
the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  NATIONAL  SCHOOL  SITE, WALLOON.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon,  portion
602.
10 acres 36  perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
west corner of portion 600, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing 225 degrees,
nine chains and thirty links; on the south-west by
the Cemetery Reserve, bearing 135 degrees, eleven
chains and one link; on the south-east by a line
bearing forty-five degrees, nine chains and thirty
links; and on the north-east by portions 600 and
601, bearing 315 degrees, eleven chains to the
point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for Public purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
POLICE  RESERVE, MILLCHESTER.
17 acres 3 roods 30 perches.
Commencing at a point 102 links north 312
degrees west of south corner of Bank of New South
Wales, at corner of the Main'street ; thence bounded
by a line bearing 40 degrees 55 minutes north-east
1,038 links ; thence by a line bearing south 218
degrees 53 minutes west 1,457 links ; thence by a
line bearing south 132 degrees east 1,417 links,
along the side of the street, to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period afbresaid the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved and set apart for a Rail-
way Reserve.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
RESERVE FOR  RAILWAY  PURPOSES  NEAR CLIFTON
RAILWAY STATION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Elphinstone,
portion No.  182.
165 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 131, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion bearing north
forty- six chains  and fifty links ; on the north by a
line bearing  east  thirty-three chains and twenty
links ; on the east by  lines bearing  157 degrees
thirty minutes two chains and sixty links, 166
degrees ten chains and  nineteen  links, 182  degrees
thirteen  chains and  five links, and  186 degrees
twenty-one chains and twenty links to the aforesaid
road ; and on the south by that  road bearing west
thirty-four chains to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING.
Dawson Crossing, Pernambuco Run.
640 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Dawson
River at a point bearing north forty-four degrees
thirty minutes east, and distant about ninety chains
from the junction of Herbert's Creek with said
river, said point being at intersection of said river
by the north boundary of the Reserve for Public
purposes as published in the  Government Gazette
under notice dated 7th June, 1872; bounded
thence on the south by a west line 100 chains;
thence by a north line sixty-five chains ; thence
by an east line five chains to the left bank of
the Dawson River ; and thence by the said river
upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC  PURPOSES , LYTTLETON
CREEK, GYMPIE ROAD.
County of Canning, parish of Bribie.
100 acres. -
Commencing on Lyttleton Creek at the  crossing
of the Gympie road and bounded thence on the
west by that road northerly to the road forming
the south boundary of portion 11; on the north by
that road easterly about thirty chains ; on the east
by a line bearing south to Lyttleton Creek ; and on
the south by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER FOR ROAD PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish of Sedron, portion  696.
317 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and fifty
links wide at the south-east corner of portion 594,
and bounded thence on the north-east by that road,
bearing 130 degrees five chains and twenty links,
160 degrees seven chains and eighty-one links, 166
degrees nineteen chains and seventy-two links
south ten chains and twenty-five links, and 150
degrees ten chains and sixty-five links ; on the
south by a line bearing west nineteen chains ; on
the south-east and south-west by lines and a road
bearing 243 degrees five chains and eighty-five
links, 176 degrees three chains and sixty-seven
links, 241 degrees one chain and sixty-five links,
298 degrees one chain and twenty links, 241 de-
grees four chains and forty-five links, 293 degrees
eight chains and ninety-seven links, 307 degrees
four chains and forty-four links, nineteen degrees
one chain and forty links, 333 degrees one chain
and ninety-six links ; 286 degrees thirty minutes
six chains and seventy-eight links, 326 degrees
three chains and seven links, 279 degrees nine
chains and sixty-eight links, 255 degrees five chains
and eighty-seven links, 291 degrees five chains, and
25 degrees one chain and twenty-eight links; on
the west by a line bearing north forty-three chains ;
and on the north by a line bearing east fifty-four
chains and fifty links to the point of commence-
ment.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
f OT1CE is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant
L I mentioned in the Schedule hereunder written,
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Titles to Land Act of  1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, by  an instrument  endorsed on such Deed of
Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony,
describe the land intended to be granted, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, it shall
be taken to have been inserted in the Grant, and in
every Deed containing the erroneous description,
and such Grant and every such Deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant.-16th  March, 1864.
Name of  Grantees.-Frederick William Dunsdon,
and Samuel Henry Dunsdon.
Description of Land Granted.-All  that piece or
parcel  of land in Our said Territory, containing by
admeasurement  seventy -seven  acres, be the same
more or less , situated in' the county of Aubigny,
and parish of Toowoomba, portion 60, in the Too-
woomba Agricultural Reserve, commencing at the
north- east corner  of portion 26, on the left bank of
Gowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the west by
the eastern boundary line of that portion and of part
of portion 59, bearing south thirty-one chains to a
road one chain wide ; on the south by that road
bearing east forty-five chains to Gowrie Cheek ; and
on the north- east  by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement,-being the land proclaimed
as Lot. 56, on the 18th September, 1861.
Correct description of Land intended to be
granted.-County  of Aubigny, parish of Toowoomba,
portion No. 60, in the Toowoomba Agricultural
Reserve ,  containing 112 acres- commencing at the
north- east corner  of portion No. 26, on the left
bank of Gowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the
west  by the eastern boundary line of that  portion
and of part of portion No. 59,  bearing  south forty
chains  and sixty-nine links to a road one chain wide ;
on the south by that road bearing east forty-four
chains and twenty links to Gowrie Creek ; and on
the north- east  by that creek downwards to the
point of  commencement.
Name of party applying for Instrument.-Fred-
erick William Dunsdon.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th June, 1873.
% THEREAS,  by the twenty -fifth section of
V V  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall  be published in  the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A PRIMARY SCHOOL AT NOBMANBY.
County of Churchill, parish of Normanby.
2 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing 307 degrees, and distant one chain from
the west corner of portion 58, and bounded
thence on the south- east by that road bearing thirty-
seven degrees five chains ; on the north-east by a
line bearing 307 degrees four chains ; on the north-
west by  a line  bearing 217 degrees five chains to
another road one chain wide, and on the south-west
by that road bearing 127 degrees four chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A PRIMARY SCHOOL AT TENT HILL.
County of Churchill, parish of  Gatton.
4 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Blackfellow's
Creek at the termination of a road one chain wide;
and bounded thence on the north by that road
bearing west seven chains and fourteen links, on
the west by a line bearing south three chains and
eighty links, on the south-west by lines bearing
121 degrees five chains and twenty-four links, and
eighty degrees three chains and ninety-three links
to the aforesaid creek, and on the east by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th May, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth clause of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  fo (thirteen  consecutive weeks :  Notice is
hereby given, that at the  expiration  of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th June, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown lands  are per-
manently reserved from  sale for  any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently set apart for  Customs purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS PURPOSES AT BUNDABERG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundabery, town of Bun-
daberg ,  allotments 5 and  7 of  section 26.
2 roods 29 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the north cor Ier of allotment No. 3,
and bounded thence on the south-west by the
north- east  boundary of allotment 3 south-easterly
one chain and eighty-four links to Quay street ; on
the south-east by Quay street north-easterly four
chains ; on the north -east by the south -west boun-
dary line of allotment 9 north-westerly at right
angles to Quay street one chain and sixty-seven
links to Burnett River ; and on the north-west by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A HOSPITAL AT STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinek, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe,  allotments  1, 2,  3, and 22, of
section  10.
2 acres  17 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by Short
street northerly four chains and fifty links ; on the
north by the south boundary lines of allotments
4 and 7 easterly at right angles to Short street four
chains and seventy links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 21 southerly parallel
with Short street four chains and  fifty links to
Connor street ; and on the south by that street
westerly four chains and seventy links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY AT WESTWOOD.
County of Pakington, parish of Westwood,
portion  40.
15 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
each two chains wide, and bounded thence on the
north by one  of said roads bearing east sixteen
chains and  forty-five  links to a road one chain and
a-half wide  ;  on the east by that road bearing south
nine chains and twelve  links  ; on the south by
portion 41 bearing west sixteen chains and forty-
five links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the west by that road bearing north nine chains
and twelve links to the point of commencement.
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RESERVE  FOR  A MAGAZINE AT TOWNSVILLE,
CLEVELAND BAY.
County of Elphinstone.
Redclif Island, situated in Cleveland Bay, in
east  longitude one hundred and forty-six degrees
fifty minutes forty-two seconds, and south latitude
nineteen degrees fifteen  minutes and  twenty-eight
seconds.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 22nd May, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid " Peel Island," Moreton Bay, will be per-
manently reserved  for Public  purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"  it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved ,  from sale for any  public
purpose, notice thereof shall  be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Road purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR ROAD PURPOSES TO GIVE ACCESS TO
PORTION 26 B, KANGAROO POINT.
All that piece  of land situated  in the county of.
Stanley, parish of South Brisbane, being subdivisions
twenty-two and twenty-four of eastern suburban
allotment thirty-five, containing by admeasuremen
nineteen perches and two-tenths of a perch, more ox
less, commencing in a street  at the south-east
corner of subdivision twenty, and bounded thence
on the south by that street bearing north seventy-
nine degrees east one chain and twenty links; on the
east by the west boundary line of subdivision
twenty -six, bearing  north eleven degrees west one
chain  ; on the north by a line at right  angles one
chain and twenty links south-westerly ; and on the
west by the east boundary line of subdivision
twenty bearing  south eleven degrees east  one chain
to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
T is hereby notified for  general information
1 that in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are  desirous , before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments  must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the  lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following dates
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DowNs DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba,  on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick,  on the second
Wednesday" in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
A't the Land Office, Condamine,  the second
Thursday in January, 1873,  and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Lund Office, Goondiwindi, the firs
Tuesday in each month.
PORT GunTIs DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every  alternate
month.
At the Land Office,  St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month-.
WIDE BAY  AND BuRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in  each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
it the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs.
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the -second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT of BURSE.
At the Land Office, Norman River Settle-
ment , on the second Tuesday  in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday  in each alternate month.
the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in February, 1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont,  on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, andthereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office,  Springsure , on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the  following
day.
sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified :'ram time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  4th August, 1873.
IT is  hereby notified for general information, thatthe within -named persons have been licensed
to occupy for pastoral purposes the undermentioned
Runs, situated in the UNSETTLED DISTRICTS, in
accordance with the provisions of "  The Pastoral
Leases  Act of  1869," 33 Victoria , No. 10,  and the
Regulations established thereunder.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Gum Valley.
Licensee-Charles Furber.
Estimated Area-46 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked LIII situated at
the junction of the Claude River with the Nogoa
River, and bounded thence on the west by a north
line 240  chains , said line forming the east boundary
of the Claude Run ; thence by a line bearing north
thirty-eight degrees east to the right bank of
Balmy Creek ; thence by the right bank of said
creek downwards to its junction with the NogoaRiver ; thence by the right bank of the Nogoa
River downwards to a point opposite to a tree
marked XLV ; thence by a line bearing east
twenty degrees south about three  miles  ; thence by
a line bearing south-west about 848 chains to the
north-east boundary of Buckland Creek Run ; and
thence by a line bearing west twenty degrees north,
said  line being a portion of the north -east  boundary
of the  last-named  run, about 256 chains to point of
commencement.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Name of  Run-Speeling.
Licensee - Joseph Ho ll ingsworth.
Estimated Area-25 square miles.
Commencing at a box -tree marked  JOl on the
east bank of a waterhole about thirty -three miles
south -easterly from Inquin East Run, and about
forty miles south -easterly from Cunnamulla ;  thence
east two and a-half miles  ;  thence south five miles ;
thence west five miles  ;  thence north five miles ;
and thence east two and a-half miles to  the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Munquin.
Licensees - Frank Wi lliams, Thomas  Williams,
George Williams ,  and James Williams.
Estimated  Area- 25 square miles.
Commencing at a yapunya -tree  marked WB on
west  bank of a waterhole about twenty-five miles
south-easterly  from Inguin  East Run, and about
thirty-three  miles south -easterly from  Cunnamulla ;
thence east two and a-half miles  ; thence south five
miles ; thence west five miles ; thence  north five
miles ; thence east two and a-half miles  to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run- Greenvale.
Licensee -Archibald  Berdmore Buchanan.
Estimated  Area- 30 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east  corner of J. T.
Allen's Elizabeth Creek Run, on the low scrub
ridge watershed dividing  the waters  of the Barcoo
from  those of the Ward River and Elizabeth
Creek ; and bounded thence on the north-west by
a line, being part of south-eastern boundary of said
Elizabeth Creek Run, bearing south-westerly about
three and a-half miles to northern boundary of
Glanmire Run ; thence by that boundary south-
easterly about three miles  until it meets  the north
boundary of Eastbourne Run ; thence by part of
that boundary about four  miles easterly to western
boundary of Narambla Run ; thence by part of the
western boundary of Narambla Run northerly
about two miles to northern boundary of said run ;
thence by part of that boundary easterly until it
cuts the low scrub range before referred to ; and
thence by that range north-westerly to point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Tollong.
Licensees - William Furlong  Berkelman and
William Frederick Lambert.
Estimated Area - 64 square miles.
Commencing at a box-tree  marked broad-arrow
over B in triangle on the left bank of the Langlo
River, about fourteen  miles above  the junction of
Whitechapel Creek; and bounded thence on the
south by an  east line seven miles ten chains  ;  thence
on the east by a north line eight  miles ; thence on
the north by a west line  eleven miles to the Langlo
River at a box-tree marked  broad-arrow over T in
triangle  ;  thence on the west by  aforesaid river
downwards to the marked  tree hereinbefore first
referred to.
Name of Run-Behool.
Licensees -William  Furlong Berkelman and
William Frederick Lambert.
Estimated Area -64 square miles.
Commencing  at a box -tree marked  broad-arrow
over B.in triangle, on the left bank of the Langlo
River, about fourteen miles above the junction of
Whitechapel Creek ; bounded thence on the south
by a west line eight miles seventy chains ; thence
on the west by a north line eight  miles  ; thence on
the north by an east  line  five miles to the western
or main branch of the Langlo River, at a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over T in triangle on left
bank ; thence on the east by aforesaid river down-
wards to the marked tree hereinbefore first
described.
Name of Run-Opal.
Licensees-William Furlong Berkelman and
William Frederick Lambert.
Estimated Area-76 square miles.
Commencing  at a tree  marked broad-arrow over
P4 on the eastern boundary of Listowel Downs
No. 3 Run, situated on Pleasant Creek, and about
three miles north from the south-east boundary of
that run, and running north to the north-east
boundary of same run; thence by a line east about
nine  miles to the range between the Langlo River
and Pleasant Creek ; thence by a line south to the
mountains running parallel  with Pleasant Creek ;
thence by  those mountains  westerly to the south-
east boundary of Listowel Downs No.  4 Run, and
thence north to point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Clara.
Licensees-James Gordon and Andrew Craw.
ford.
Estimated Area-60 square miles.
Commencing on the Angellala River, at the
south-west corner of Black's Run ; thence north
eleven miles ; thence west about seven miles to the
eastern boundary of Dalgaddy No. 3 Run ; thence
south about four miles thirty chains to south-east
corner of Dalgaddy No. 3 Run ; thence east two
miles twenty-eight chains to western boundary of
Mindahrin Run ; thence by part of that boundary
south about one mile sixty-four chains to north
boundary of Lost Knife Run ; thence by that
boundary  east  five miles forty-five chains to Clara
Creek ; thence by that creek downwards to its
junction with the Angellala River; thence by that
river upwards to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Charlotte Plains.
Licensee-John Bignell.
Estimated Area- 25 square miles.
Commencing at a point one mile west of north-
east corner of Widgegoara Run, and about four-
teen miles easterly from north-east corner of
Kudnapper Run ; thence west five miles ; thence
north five  miles ;  thence east five miles ; thence
south five miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Pine Hill.
Licensee-John Bignell.
Estimated Area-25 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the north boundary of
Charlotte Plains Run, one mile east from north-
west corner of said run ; bounded thence by a line
west five miles ; thence north five miles ; thence
east five miles ; thence south five miles to point
of commencement.
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Name of Run-Myall.
Licensees-William Furlong Berkelman, Wil-
liam Frederick Lambert, and Hugh
Millman.
Estimated Area-60 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Behool
Run, and bounded thence by a line north about
four miles to the watershed of the Bullo and Barcoo
Rivers ; thence by a line easterly about eight miles
to southern boundary of Messrs. Berkelman and
Lambert's Elizabeth Creek Run ; thence by part
of that boundary south-easterly about three and
a-half miles ; thence by part of' the south-eastern
boundary of same run north-easterly about three
miles to southern boundary of Glanworth Run ;
thence by that boundary about four miles south-
easterly ; and thence by a line south about two and
a-half miles to northern boundary of Tollong Run ;
and thence by part of that boundary and by
northern boundary of Behool Run westerly about
fifteen miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Gumbardo.
Licensee-Edward Montague Geary.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of Hoomoo-
loo North Run on Gumbardo Creek ; thence north
about six miles ; thence  east ten miles  ; thence
south about four miles to Gumbardo Creek ; thence
by that creek downwards to point of' commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Cumbertine.
Licensee-Edward Montague Geary.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Conmencing at the south- cast  corner of Gumbardo
Run on Gumbardo Creek ; thence north about four
miles ; thence  east  ten miles ; thence south about
six miles to  Gumbardo Creek ; and thence by said
creek downwards to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Yesaba.
Licensee-Edward Montague Geary.
Estimated Area- 50 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Hoomoo-
loo South Run on Gumbardo Creek ; thence by a
line south about four miles ; thence east ten miles ;
thence north about six miles to Gumbardo Creek ;
and thence by said creek downwards to point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Yabra.
Licensee-Edward Montague Geary.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of Yesaba
Run on Gumbardo Creek ; thence south about six
miles  ; thence east ten miles ; thence north about
four miles to Gumbardo Creek ; thence by said
creek downwards to point of  commencement.
Name of Run- Sedan.
Licensee-Frederick Burne.
Estimated Area- 50 square miles.
Commencing on the Paroo River on its east bank
at the north-west corner of Kargoolnah Run at
a tree  marked broad-arrow over 11; thence east
about four miles to west boundary of Kargoolnah
East Run ; thence north ten miles ; thence west
about six miles to the Paroo River; thence south
by that river to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Metz.
Licensee-Frederick Burne.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the east bank of the Paroo River
at the north-west corner of the Sedan Run ; thence
east  about four  miles  ; thence north  ten miles ;
thence west  about six miles to the Paroo River ; and
thence by that river southerly to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Strasburg.
Licensee-Frederick Burne.
Estimated Area- 50 square miles.
Commencing on the east bank of the Paroo River
at the north-west corner of the Metz Run; thence
by a line east about four miles ; thence north ten
miles ; thence west about six miles to the Paroo
River ; thence by that river southerly to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Orleans.
Licensee-Frederick Burne.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the west bank of the Paroo River
at a point opposite the south-west corner of the
Sedan Jun; thence west about six miles ; thence
north ten miles ; thence east about four miles to
the Paroo River ; thence by that river southerly
to the point of commencement,-exclusive of any,and
previously held under license, lease, or promise
of same from the Crown
Name of Run-Paris.
Licensee-Frederick Burne.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the west bank of the Paroo
River, at the north-east corner of the Orleans Run ;
thence west about six miles ; thence north ten
miles; thence east about four miles to the Paroo
River ; thence southerly by that river to point of
commencement,-exclusive of any land previously
held under license or lease, or promise of same,
from the Crown.
Name of Run-Berlin.
Licensee-Frederick Burne.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the west bank of the Paroo
River, at the north-east corner of the Paris Run ;
thence west about six miles ; thence north ten
miles ; thence east about four miles to the Paroo
River ; and thence by that river southerly to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Serpentine.
Licensee-Fredrick Walter.
Estimated Area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of gar-
goolnah East Run ; thence north ten miles ; thence
east ten miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence
west ten miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Prospect.
Licensee-Edward Montague Geary.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Stockade
Block Run ; thence north five miles ; thence east
ten miles ; thence south five miles to northern
boundary of Junction Block Run ; and thence west
ten miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Round Sandhills.
Licensees-James Williams, Thomas Williams,
Francis Williams, and George Williams.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a box-tree narked HW on the
bank of a waterholeon the Widgegoara Creek, about
thirty miles east of Cunnamulla and about one mile
and a-half north of Cunnamulla and St. George
road ; thence west four miles ; thence north ten
miles thence east five miles ; thence south ten
miles ; thence west one mile to point of com-
mencement.
BURKE DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Rocky Hills No. 2.
Licensee-James Thompson.
Estimated Area-40 square miles.
Commencing on the Flinders River (locally known
as Walker Creek) where the southern boundary of
Rocky Hills Run crosses the river, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing east six
miles ; on the east by a line bearing south eight
miles ; on the south by a line bearing west about
four miles to the Flinders River ; and on the west by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-The Lake.
Licensee-James Gibson.
Estimated Area-30 square miles.
Commencing on the eastern or right bank of the
Saxby River at a point  fifteen m iles above a
tree marked broad-arrow over 42 over E standing
at the south-east corner of Corella Run ; and
bounded thence on the north-west by a line bearing
north-east seven miles ; on the north-east by a line
bearing south-east five miles ; on the south-east by
a line bearing south-west to the Saxby River five
miles ; and on the south-west by that river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Britchy No. 1.
Licensees-Mrs. James Gibson and Charles
Joseph Scrutton.
Estimated Area-30 square miles.
Commencing on the western or left bank of
the Saxby River at a tree marked S about
eighty-one miles above Taldora Station, and bounded
thence on the west by a line bearing south six
miles ; on the south by a line bearing  east five
miles ; on the east by  a line  bearing north  six miles
to the Saxby River, and thence by that river
downwards to the point of  commencement.
Name of Run-Britcby No. 2.
Licensees-Mrs. James Gibson and Charles
Joseph Scrutton.
Estimated Area-30 square miles.
Commencing on the eastern or right bank of the
Saxby River at the north-west corner of Britchy
No. 1, and bounded thence on the west by a line
bearing north  six miles  ; on the north by a line
bearing east five miles ; on the east by a line bearing
south six miles to the Saxby river, and on the
south by that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-The Ridge.
Licensees-Mrs. James Gibson and Charles
Joseph Scrutton.
Estimated Area-30 square miles.
Commencing on the western or left bank of the
Saxby River at a tree marked S about 5 miles above
the north-east corner of Britchy No.1; and bounded
thence on the west by  a line  bearing south six
miles  ; on the south by a line bearing east five
miles ; on  the east by a line bearing north six miles
to the Saxby River; and thence by that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Deehan Park No. 2.
Licensees-Henry Anning, Louisa Deehan,
and William Anning.
Estimated Area-46 square miles.
Commencing on the  western  side of Bettsgorge
Creek where the northern boundary of Spring-
lawn Run crosses that creek, and bounded thence
on the south by the northern boundary of Spring-
lawn , being  a line bearing  west about  nine miles
twenty chains ; on the west by  a line  bearing north
to and  continuing  along the eastern boundary of
Mount Pleasant Run four miles forty  chains, and
by the south-east boundary of Deehan Park, being
a line bearing north-east one mile; on the north
by a line bearing  east  to Bettsgorge Creek about
nme miles  forty chains ; and on the east by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
GREGORY DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Wheeo.
Licensee-John Costello.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
The block  commences  at the  west aide  of Kyabra
Creek at the tree marked JS, being the commence-
ment of the Touro Ran on the south ; thence in a
line north ten miles ; thence  in a line west five
miles ; thence in a line south ten miles ; thence
five miles east  to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Western Downs.
Licensee-John Costello.
Estimated Area-40 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked JO  on the eastern
bank of Costello Creek,  an eastern  tributary of
Cooper's Creek, about eighteen miles up the creek
from its junction with Cooper's Creek ; thence east
about five miles ; thence north eight miles ; thence
west five miles more or less to the creek ; and
thence by the creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Back Water.
Licensee-Michael Costello.
Estimated Area-25 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Loch
Derg Run ; thence running west five miles ; thence
south five miles; thence east five m iles; thence
north to the  point of commencement.
Name of Run-Wombunderry.
Licensee-Alexander Read.
Estimated Area-50  square miles.
The upper boundary of this  run commences at a
tree marked AR on the left branch of Cooper's"'
Creek, about forty miles below the junction of
Kyabra Creek (Costello's) ; bounded  thence on the
north by a  line five miles east ; thence on the east
by a line ten miles south ; thence on the south by
a line  west five  miles  ; thence on the west by the
creek to the  point of commencement.
Name of Run-Bungindery.
Licensees-Patrick Durack  and Michael
Durack.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing  at a tree marked M, about fifteen
miles south-easterly from south-west corner of
Mount Ortheven  Run, and close to road leading
from Thylyungra Read Station to Moble Run ;
thence north five  miles ; thence west ten miles
thence south five miles ; and thence  east ten miles
to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Lough Isle.
Licensees-Patrick Durack and Jeremiah
Durack.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the east side of Cooper's Creek,
.at the south-west corner of Argyle Run, about five
miles  down Cooper's Creek, below the junction of
Kyabra Creek, or Bow River, with Cooper's Creek ;
thence east about three miles, more or less ; thence
south ten miles ; thence west about seven miles,
more or less, to Cooper's Creek ; and thence by
that creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Wallindary.
Licensees - Patrick Durack and Jeremiah
Durack.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the west bank of Cooper's Creek,
at a tree marked P about  one mile  northerly from
Arning Waterhole ; thence by a line west about
seven  miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence east
about three miles, more or less, to Cooper's Creek ;
and thence by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
NOTE.-Arning Waterhole  is situated  at or about the
junction  of Cooper's Creek with Kyabra Creek.
Name of Run-Lough Neagh.
Licensees - Patrick Durack and Jeremiah
Durack.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the west bank of Cooper's Creek
at the south-east corner of Wallindery Run, thence
west about seven  miles  more or less ; thence south
ten miles; thence east about three miles, more or
less, to Cooper's Creek ; and thence by the creek
upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Junction.
Licensee-James Hammond.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Tenham
Run, and bounded thence on the north by a line
west five miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence
east  five miles to west boundary of Tenham Run ;
thence north ten  miles  to point of  commencement.
Name of Run-Wallaroo.
Licensee- Fannie Hammond.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the east bank of Cooper's Creek
at the north-west corner of Argyle Run, and bounded
thence by a line east about five miles ; thence north
ten miles ; thence west about five miles to Cooper's
Creek ; and thence by that creek downwards to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Tookabarnoo.
Licensee-Robert Doyle.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a koolabah-tree marked H02 on
the upper end of Tookabarnoo Waterhole on the
southern bank of the Wilson River, about twelve
miles above its junction with Cooper's Creek ; and
about thirty miles below Drinan Brothers' lower
boundary on said river ; and extending down the
left (southern bank), and having an average ilepth
of five miles.
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Name of Run-Glengarry.
Licensee-Edward Montague Geary.
Estimated Area- 50 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked NP on the west
bank of Pinnacle Creek, about fifteen  miles west
from south- west  corner of Ulloomunta Run, and at
Gilmour's Camp ; thence west about five miles ;
thence south ten miles ; thence  east  about five miles
to Pinnacle Creek ; and thence by said creek
northerly to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Glenesk.
Licensee-Edward Montague Geary.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the  west  bank of Pinnacle Creek
at south-east corner of Glengarry Run ; thence
west about five miles ; thence south ten miles ;
thence east about five miles to Pinnacle Creek; and
thence northerly by said creek to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Glenreedy.
Licensee-Edward Montague Geary.
Estimated Area-50  square miles.
Commencing  on the east bank of Pinnacle Creek
at a point  opposite the north- east  corner of Glen-
garry  ;  thence east  about five  miles  ; thence south
ten miles ; thence west  about five miles to Pinnacle
Creek ; thence northerly by said creek to point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Glencoe.
Licensee-Edward Montague Geary.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the east bank of Pinnacle Creek
at the south-west corner of Glenreedy Run ; thence
east about five miles ; thence south ten miles
thence west about five  miles to  Pinnacle Creek ;
and thence by that creek northerly to point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Nilparoo East.
Licensee-Neil Hugh Macdonald.
Estimated Area- 50 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Morinish
East Run on Annie Creek ; thence south about
three miles more or less ; thence west ten miles ;
thence north about seven miles more or less to the
creek ; and thence by the creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Morinish East.
Licensee-Neil Hugh Macdonald.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing  at a tree marked  N on the south
bank of Annie Creek, two miles down the creek
from the lower end of the Kagee Billabong, said
tree being  also about fifteen miles  west from south-
east  corner of Conbar West Run ; thence south
about three  m iles ,  more or less  ;  thence ten miles
west ; thence north about  seven miles , more or
less , to the creek ; and thence by the creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Morinish West.
Licensee-Neil Hugh Macdonald.
Estimated Area- 50 square miles.
Commencing on the northern bank of Annie
Creek, at a point opposite the north- east  corner of
Morinish East Run ; thence north about seven
miles , more or less ; thence west ten miles ; thence
south about three miles,  more or less , to the creek ;
and thence by the creek downwards to the point of
commencement.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Langharne.
Licensee-Edward Wienholt.
Estimated Area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the point where the back line of
Rodney Downs joins Gemini on Aramac Creek ;
thence bounded
by the south boundary of Gemini,east to Joebell ; thence by the west boundary of
Joebell and a continuation of the line south twelve
miles ; thence west two miles ; thence south one
mile sixty chains to the north- east corner  of Ollera ;
thence by the north boundary of that run to
Venar ; and thence by the back boundaries of
Venar and Rodney Downs to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Castle Plains.
Licensee-Edward Wienholt.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
At the back of Joebell and adjoining Langharne ;
bounded by a portion of the east boundary of
Langharne, being a line ten miles forty chains due
south from the south-east corner of Joebell ; on the
south by a line east about nine miles forty chains;
thence by a line north to Joebell ; and thence by
the south boundary of that run west to Langharne.
Name of Run-Pendine.
Licensee-Edward Wienholt.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
The piece of land situated between Castle Plains,
Joebell, Ingberry, Bellabad, and Whalton, by a line
drawn east from the south-east corner of Castle
Plains block to Whalton.
Name of Run-Penycoed Downs.
Licensee-Edward Wienholt.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Starting at the south-east corner of Ollera ; thence
east nine  miles forty chains ; thence north ten miles
forty chains ; thence west nine miles forty chains ;
thence south ten miles forty chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-St. Clears.
Licensee-Edward Wienholt.
Estimated Area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Penycoed
Downs ; thence east ten miles ; thence south ten
miles;  thence west ten miles; thence ten miles
north to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Brixton.
Licensee-Edward Wienholt.
Estimated Area-100 square miles.
At the back of Penycoed Downs Block ; bounded
on the north by said block and a portion of the St.
Clears Block ; on the west by the east boundary of
Tenterden, and a line extended on the south in the
back country to a point due west from the north-
west corner of Foxhall No. 1 ; thence by a line
from said point east eight miles seventy-one chains ;
and thence by a line north to St. Clears.
Name of RLicensee-Edwardun-Hugden.
V ienholt.
Estimated Area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Brixton ;
thence east nine miles thirty-five chains to the
south-west corner of Foxhall No. 2 ; thence north
by the west boundary of that run ; thence by the
boundary of Newark to a point on the west boun-
dary of that run one mile above its south-west
corner ;  thence west nine miles thirty-five chains ;
thence south ten miles forty-five chains to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Heullan.
Licensee-Edward Wienholt.
Estimated Area-100 square miles.
Adjoining the south boundaryof Brixton, bounded
on the east by the west boundary of Foxhall No. 1 ;
on the south by a part of the north boundary of
Barcaldine Downs No. 1 and by a line extended
west from the north-west corner of Barcaldine
Downs No. 1 to a point in the back country ten
miles from Foxhall No. 1; on the west by a line
north ten miles to a point ten miles west from the
north-west point to Foxhall -No. 1 ; and on the
north by a line to the south-Rest corner of Brixton.
Name of Run-Evesham No. 1.
Licensees-James Thomas Allan and Herbert
Garnett.
Estimated Area-100 square miles.
Commencing at a point on Barr Creek (or western
branch of Maneroo Creek) due west from Mount
Sydney; thence west five miles; thence by a line
in a northerly direction parallel to the said creek
ten miles ; thence east ten miles; thence by a line
northerly  parallel  to Barr Creek ten miles ; thence
west  five miles to the point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Evesham No. 2.
Licensees-James Thomas Allan and Herbert
Garnett.
Estimated Area-100 square miles.
Commencing at a point on Barr Creek (or western
branch of Maneroo Creek) where the said creek is
intersected by the south boundary of Evesham No.
1 ; thence west five miles ; thence by a line
southerly parallel to the creek ten miles ; thence
east ten miles ; thence by a northerly line parallel
to the creek ten miles ; thence west five miles to
the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Evesham No. 3.
Licensees--James Thomas Allan and Herbert
Garnett.
Estimated Area- 100 square miles.
Commencing at a point on Barr Creek (or western
branch of Maneroo Creek) where the said creek is
intersected by the south boundary of Evesham No.
2; thence west five miles ; thence by a southerly
line parallel  to the creek ten miles ; thence  east ten
miles ; thence by a northerly line parallel to the
creek ten  miles ;  thence  west  five miles to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Evesham No. 4.
Licensees - James  Thomas Allan  and Herbert
Garnett.
Estimated Area - 50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Eve-
sham No. 3;  thence east  to the  north -west corner
of Ida  Downs about ten miles ; thence south ten
m iles ; thence by a line north -west to  the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Evesham No. 5.
Licensees-James Thomas Allan and Herbert
Garnett.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of Eve-
sham No.  3;  thence east to the west boundary of
Maneroo Run ; thence following the boundary of
that run to the north boundary of Ida Downs ;
thence by the boundary of that run to the south-
east corner of Evesham No.  a; thence by the east
boundary of that run to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Evesham No. 6.
Licensees-James Thomas Allan and Herbert
Garnett.
Estimated Area-100  square miles.
Commencing  at a point  on Vergemont Creek,
where the said creek is intersected by the north
boundary of Vergemont No. 1; thence west five
miles ; thence by a line parallel to the said creek
upwards ten  miles ; thence east ten miles ; thence
by a line parallel to the creek  downwards ten
miles ; thence  west  five miles  to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Vergemont No. 1.
Licensees-James Thomas Allan and Herbert
Garnett.
Estimated Area-100 square miles.
Commencing at a point on Vergemont Creek,
where that creek is intersected by the north
boundary of Vergemont No. 2; thence  west five
miles ; thence by a line parallel with the creek
upwards ten miles ; thence east ten miles ; thence
by a line parallel with the creek downwards ten
miles ;  thence west five miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Vergemont No. 2.
Licensees-James Thomas Allan and Herbert
Garnett.
Estimated Area-100  square miles.
Commencing at a point on Vergemont Creek,
where that creek is intersected by the north
boundary of Vergemont No. 3; thence west five
miles ; thence by a line parallel with the creek
upwards ten miles ; thence east ten miles ; thence
by a line parallel with the creek downwards ten
miles  ;  thence west five miles to  the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Breedon No. 1.
Licensees  - James Thomas Allan and Herbert
Garnett.
Estimated Area-100 square miles.
Commencing at a point on Maneroo Creek (east
branch) due west  of Mount  Sydney, thence west
ten miles ; thence south ten miles  ;  thence east
about ten miles to Maneroo Creek ; thence fo llow-
ing the said creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Breedon No. 2.
Licensees-James Thomas Allan and Herbert
Garnett.
Estimated  Area-100 square miles.
Commencing  at the north -west corner of Breedon
No. 1, thence  west ten miles  ; thence  south ten
miles ; thence east ten miles ; thence north ten
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Breedon No. 3.
Licensees-James Thomas Allan and Herbert
Garnett.
Estimated Area-100 square miles.
Commencing at a point on Breedon Creek (a
tributary of the eastern branch of Maneroo Creek)
where Breedon Creek is intersected by the northern
boundary of Breedon No. 1, or Breedon No. 2;
thence west five miles ; thence by a line parallel
with the upward course of the creel. ten miles ;
thence east ten miles ; thence by a line parallel with
the downward course of the creek ten miles ; thence
west five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Romulus.
Licensees-Thomas Rome and Charles Rome.
Estimated Area-34 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Camber-
well ; thence  east seven  miles; thence south five
miles ; thence  west seven miles  ; thence north five
miles to  the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Annandale.
Licensees -Thomas Rome and Charles Rome.
Estimated Area- 82 square miles.
Commencing  at north- west  corner of Walton
thence by the  west  boundary of Marlow Bridge ten
miles ; thence west five miles forty chains ; thence
fifteen miles south ;  thence east  five miles forty
chains to the west boundary of Walton ; thence by
the boundary of the said run to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Dornock.
Licensees-Thomas Rome and Charles Rome.
Estimated Area-82 square miles.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of Annandale,
thence west five miles forty chains ; thence south
fifteen miles ; thence east five miles forty  chains to
the south-west corner of Henley; thence by,  the
boundary of that run and Walton to the point of
commencement. -
Name of Run- Eden Downs.
Licensees - Thomas Rome  and Charles Rome.
Estimated  Area-84 square miles.
Commencing  at the south- east corner  of Metz,
thence  east seven miles ; thence  north about twelve
miles ;  thence  west about seven miles to the east
boundary of Sedan ; thence by the boundary of that
run and Metz  to the point  of commencement.
Name  of Run-Welford Downs.
Licensees -Thomas Rome and Charles Rome.
Estimated  Area-100 square miles.
Commencing  at the south- east corner  of Metz
thence  parallel  to the course of the Barcoo River
about south  ten miles  ;  thence west ten m iles ;
thence parallel to the course of the river about
north ten miles to the boundary of Henley ; thence
by the boundaries of that run and Metz to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Adderley.
Licensees-Thomas Rome  and Charles Rome.
Estimated  Area-100  square miles.
Commencing  at a point on Powell's Creek where
the said creek  is intersected  by the  east  boundary
of Kingston  ; thence by the east boundary of that
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run about five miles south  ;  thence by  a line parallel
to the said creek  ten miles ; thence  north  ten miles ;
thence by  a line parallel  to the course  of the said
creek  to a point  five miles  north of  the north-east
reorner of  Kingston  ; thence five miles south to the
;point of commencement.
Name of Run-Cumberland.
Licensees-Thomas Rome and  Charles Rome.
Estimated Area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the south -east corner of Kings-
ton ; thence by the boundary of that  run about west
five miles ; thence south  ten miles ; thence about
east ten  miles ; thence north ten  miles ; thence
about  west  five miles  to the point  of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Cirencester.
Licensees - Thomas Rome  and Charles Rome.
Estimated  Area -50 square miles.
Commencing at a point  on Powell 's Creek five
miles from its  junction with  the Barcoo ;  thence
following the  course of the said creek ten miles
from point  to point ; thence about  north five miles ;
thence by  a line parallel  with the said creek ten
miles ;  thence about south five  miles to the point
,of  commencement.
Name of Run-Adaford.
Licensees-Thomas Rome and Charles Rome.
Estimated  Area - 50 square miles.
Commencing at a point  on the  Barcoo River
where the said river  is intersected  by south boun -
-dary of Welford Downs ; thence west  five miles ;
thence by a line parallel to the  Barcoo River ten
miles ; thence east to the Barcoo River  five miles ;
thence following the course of the  river  to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Sedbergh.
Licensees - Thomas Rome and Charles Rome.
Estimated  area- 50 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Welford
Downs ; thence west five miles  ;  thence by a line
parallel to the west boundary of Welford Downs
ten miles ; thence  east to the south-west corner of
Welford Downs ; thence by the west boundary of
that run to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run - Romula.
Licensees -Thomas Rome and Charles Rome.
Estimated  Area- 50 square miles.
Commencing at the north -west corner  of Adaford,
thence west five miles ; thence by a southerly line
para llel with the west boundary  of Adaford ten
m iles ; thence east five miles to the south-west
corner of  Adaford ;  thence by  the west boundary
of that run  to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Blackdown.
Licensees - Thomas  Rome and Charles Rome.
Estimated Area - 50 square miles.
Commencing  at the north -east corner of Ciren-
cester ,  thence five miles  north  ;  thence by a line
parallel with  the north boundary  of Cirencester in
a westerly  direction  ten miles  ;  thence south five
miles  to the north -west corner  of Cirencester ;
thence by the boundary'of that run to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run - Petworth.
Licensees - Thomas Rome and Charles Rome.
Estimated  Area-50 square miles.
Commencing  at the north -east corner  of Adderley,
thence north five miles; thence by a  line  parallel
with the north boundary of Adderley  ten miles ;
thence south  to the north -west corner of that run
-ve miles  ;  thence by the boundary  of that run to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Redbill.
Licensee - Charles Lumley Hill.
Estimated area-80 square miles.
Commencing  at the  north-west corner of Clean-
skin  ;  thence to the north -west corner  of Blackill,
about  fifteen  miles ; thence east ten miles  ;  thence
south ten miles ; thence north -east ten miles ; thence
:by the boundary of Isis Downs No. 10 to the south-
east corner  of Cleanskin ;  thence by the boundary
of that run  to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-St.  Helena.
Licensee-Charles Lumley Hill.
Estimated Area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the south -west corner of Barn-
staple, being  a point about  one mile  forty chains
west of the north -west corner  of Welbeck  ;  thence
north ten miles ; thence  west ten miles  ;  thence
south ten miles ; thence east ten miles  to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Hazlewood.
Licensee - Charles Lumley Hill:
Estimated Area - 100 square miles.
Commencing  at the south- west corner of St.
Helena ; thence north  ten miles ; thence west ten
miles ; thence  south  ten miles ; thence east ten
miles to the  point of  commencement.
Name of Rum-Quorn.
Licensee-Charles Lumley Hill.
Estimated  Area- 100 square miles.
Commencing  at the south -west corner  of Hazle-
wood ; thence north ten miles ; thence  west ten
miles ; thence  south  ten miles ; thence east ten
miles  to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Colston.
Licensee - Charles Lumley Hill.
Estimated  Area-100 square miles.
Commencing  at the south -west corner  of Quorn ;
thence north  ten miles ;  thence  west ten miles
thence south  ten miles ; thence east ten miles to the
point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Cropwell.
Licensee-Charles Lumley Hill.
Estimated  Area - 100 square miles.
Commencing  at the south -west corner of  Colston ;
thence north four  miles ;  thence west  twelve miles
thence south  ten miles ; thence east nine miles
thence north  six miles ; thence east three miles to
the point  of commencement.
Name of Run - Widnerpool.
Licensee-Charles Lumley Hill.
Estimated  Area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the south -west corner  of Colston ;
thence west three miles  ;  thence south  ten miles
thence east ten miles ; thence  north  ten miles
thence west seven miles to, the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run - Melton.
Licensee - Charles  Lumley Hill.
Estimated  Area-100  square miles.
Commencing  at the north -east corner  of Widner-
pool : thence  east ten miles ; thence south ten
miles ; thence  west ten  miles ;  thence  north ten
miles to the point of  commencement.
Name of Run - Minster.
Licensee-Charles Lumley Hill.
Estimated  Area 100  square m iles.
Commencing at a point  on the south -east  boundary
of Isis Downs No .  7, south-east  of a waterhole in
the Barcoo River called Smith 's Camp ; thence
north-east five miles ; thence south-east ten miles ;
thence south -west ten miles ; thence north-west
ten miles ;  thence north -east five miles to  the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-The Land of Nob.
Licensee-Charles Lumley Hill.
Estimated Area -100 square miles.
Commencing  at the south -west corner of Isis
Downs  No. 4; thence  west about fourteen m iles ;
thence south  about  fourteen miles to the south-west
corner of Isis Downs  No. 11; thence by the
boundaries of Isis Downs  No. 11,  Isis Downs
No. 5, and Isis  Downs No. 4, to  the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run - Mount Grey.
Licensee - Charles  Lumley Hill.
Estimated Area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the south -east corner of Belvoir ;
thence west ten miles  ;  thence south  ten miles
thence east ten miles ; thence  north  ten miles to
the point  of commencement.
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Name of Run-Talundilly.
Licensee - Charles Lumley Hill.
Estimated Area - 60 square miles.
Is bounded on the east by a line running north
two miles from a tree marked T, about two miles
above a small  waterhole called by the blacks
Talundilly ; thence on the north by a line west
twelve miles  ;  thence on the west by a line south
about eight miles ,  cutting Fannin  's Creek ; thence
on the south -east by Fanning  'a Creek to  the point
of commencement.
Name of  Run-Ounmarana.
Licensee - Charles Lumley Hill.
Estimated Area-60 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked T on Fanning's
Creek  ;  thence south eight miles  ;  thence west
twelve miles ; thence north two miles to Fanning's
Creek  ;  thence by that creek to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Darrwater.
Licensee-John Rule.
Estimated Area-100 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked M over Y on the
eastern branch of Maneroo Creek about twenty-
five miles in a westerly direction from Mount
Sidney (at the junction of Ar+mac Creek with the
Thompson River) ; thence west five miles; thence about
north-north-west parallel with the course of Maneroo
Creek ten miles ; thence east about ten miles ;
thence about south-south-east parallell to the course
of Maneroo Creek ten miles ; thence west five
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Siberia.
Licensee-John Rule.
Estimated Area-100 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the eastern branch of
Maneroo Creek where that creek is intersected by
the north boundary of Darrwater ; thence about
north-north-west parallel to the course of the creek
ten miles ; thence east ten miles ; thence about
south-south-east parallel with Maneroo Creek about
ten miles ; thence west five miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Sahara.
Licensee-John Rule.
Estimated Area-100 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the eastern branch of
Maneroo Creek where that creek is intersected by
the north boundary of Siberia ; thence west five
miles ; thence about north-north-west parallel to
the said creek ten miles ; thence  east  ten miles ;
thence about south-south-east parallel to the creek
ten miles  ; thence west five miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Elton.
Licensee-Dyson Lacy.
Estimated Area-48  square miles.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of Aslock-
ton ; thence four miles  east ;  thence twelve miles
north ; thence four miles west ; thence twelve miles
south to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Mount Harris.
Licensee-William James Forrester.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a point on Powell 's (or Dowling s)
Creek where the said creek is intersected by the
eastern  boundary of Adderley ; thence south five
miles  ; thence in an easterly direction parallel with
the said creek ten  miles ;  thence north five miles ;
thence following the said creek to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Forrester's Retreat.
Licensee-William James Forrester.
Estimated Area-100 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the Barcoo River,
where the said river is intersected by the south
boundary of Welford Downs, thence  east  ten miles ;
thence south ten miles ; thence west ten miles to
the Barcoo River ; thence by the Barcoo River
upwards to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Alliance.
Licensee-William James Forrester.
Estimated Area-100  square miles.
Commencing at a point on the Barcoo River
where the said river is intersected by the south
boundary of Forrester' s Retreat ,  thence east ten
miles ; thence about south ten miles ; thence west
ten miles to the Barcoo River; thence following
the course of that river to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Reconciliation.
Licensee-William James Forrester.
Estimated Area-100 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the Barcoo River
where the said river is intersected by the south
boundary of Alliance ; thence east ten miles
thence south ten  miles  ; thence west ten miles to
the Barcoo River ; thence following the course of
the Barcoo River to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Barnstaple.
Licensee-Archibald Berdmore Buchanan.
Estimated Area-44 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Welbeck
North ; thence north seven miles ; thence west
about six miles and fifteen chains ; thence south
seven miles ; thence east about six miles and fifteen
chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Elibank.
Licensee-Archibald Berdmore Buchanan.
Estimated Area-90 square miles
Commencing at the north-west corner of Combe-
martin ; thence south ten miles ; thence west
fourteen  miles  to the boundary of Blackall Downs ;
thence by the boundaries of that run and Henry
Downs to a point due west of the north-west
corner  of Combemartin ; thence east three  miles to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Wellshot.
Licensee--Archibald Berdmore Buchanan.
Estimated Area-84 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Elibank ;
thence south six miles ; thence west fourteen miles ;
thence north six miles  ;  thence east fourteen miles
to the point of coommencement.
Name of Run-Darnhall.
Licensee-Archibald Berdmore Buchanan.
Estimated Area-72 square miles.
Commencing at a point one mile east of the
south-west corner of Wellshot ; thence south nine
miles ; thence east eight miles ; thence north nine
miles ;  thence west eight miles to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Vergemont No. 3.
Licensees-James Thomas Allan and Herbert
Garnett.
Estimated Area- 100 square miles.
Commencing at the  junction  of Vergemont Creek
and the Thompson -River ; thence west ten miles;,
thence north  ten miles  ; thence east  ten miles,
being the south boundary of Vergemont No. 2
Run ; thence  south ten  miles to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Vergemont No. 4.
Licensees -James Thomas Allan and Herbert
Garnett.
Estimated  Area-39  square miles.
Commencing  at the north-west point of Alfred
Downs No. 3 ; thence by a line west to the bound-
ary of Vergemont No. 3; thence following the
boundary of that  run to  the Thomson River ;
thence by that river upwards to south-west bound-
ary of Alfred Downs No. 3; thence by the bound.
ary of that run to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Blackbill.
Licensee-Charles Lumley Hill.
Estimated Area-100  square miles.
Commencing  at the south -west corner of Isis
Downs No. 4; thence ten miles north ;  thence ten
miles west ; thence  ten miles south ; thence ten ,
miles east  to the  point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Ilfracombe.
Licensee -Archibald  Berdmore Buchanan.
Estimated Area-67 square miles.
Commencing at the south -east corner of Tenter-
(len ; thence south five miles and sixty-four chains ;
thence west eleven miles sixteen chains ; thence
north five miles sixty -four chains ; thence east
• eleven miles and sixteen chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Dartmouth.
Licensee-Archibald Berdmore Buchanan.
Estimated Area-90 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Ilfra-
combe ; thence west five miles and fifty chains ;
thence south sixteen miles ; thence east five miles
and fifty chains ; thence north sixteen miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Collumpton.
Licensee-Archibald Berdmore Buchanan.
Estimated Area-90 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Dart-
mouth; thence west five miles and fifty chains ;
thence south sixteen miles ; thence  east five miles
and fifty chains ; thence north sixteen miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Combe Martin.
Licensee-Archibald Berdmore Buchanan.
Estimated Area-90 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Col-
lumpton ; thence west five miles and fifty chains ;
thence south sixteen miles ; thence east five miles
and fifty chains ; thence north sixteen miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Oakhampton.
Licensee-Archibald Berdmore Buchanan.
Estimated Area-45 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Barcal-
dine Downs No 3 ; thence five miles south ; thence
'ten miles  west ; thence north four miles and forty
chains to Dartmouth ; thence following the boun-
daries of Dartmouth and Barcaldine No 4 to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
.Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause  of the  Regulations  with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
:31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
T
HE  first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
shewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
1. 11ALBON THOMPSON.
Departmen'c of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
PERSOIN S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands inthis Colony are hereby informed that, o
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lams Office,
Brisbane ,  21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF  PASTORAL  LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF  1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under theprovisions of the 41st section of  "  The Pastoral
Leases Act  of  1869"  for renewed leases  for four-
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which wi ll  expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief  Commissioner of Crown Lands ,  Brisbane, on
forms  to be obtained  at his office. These Applica-
tions wi ll  require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing
leases, as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Roads Branch,
Brisbane, 25th March, 1873.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that any person or
persons removing any stone, gravel, loam, or
other material from any public road, or who, by the
careless use of fire, shall injure or destroy any
bridge or culvert, or damage any approaches thereto,
or who shall fall any timber across any public road,
or injure any road by drawing timber along it,
otherwise than on wheels, will be proceeded against
as the law directs.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
1\ and Book of Reference of the proposed new
line, Northern Railway, from 30 miles Westwood,
to 38 miles 40 chains (near Goganjo Creek), has
been approved and confirmed without any altera-
tion; and that in pursuance of the 17th section of
the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend
to proceed with the construction of the line, North-
ern Railway, from 30 miles to 38 miles 40 chains,
according to the Map or Plan and Book of Reference
so confirmed, to be seen at this Office, and copy
thereof at the Office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions
at Rockhampton.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND  NOTICE.
WITH reference  to the Notice issued from thePublic Works Department ,  ated 10th
June, 1873, folio 947,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a New Road from Ipswich towards
Wivenhoe ,  parish of North, county of Churchill,
and no  objections  having been received to the same :
Notice is hereby given ,  in accordance with the Act
4 William IV ., No. 11,  that His Excellency the
Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to con firm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at
the Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane, and
the Police Office, Ipswich  ;  and all persons intend-
ing to claim compensation in respect of the said
road, are hereby  reminded'  that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty
days from the date hereof ,  in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or  they  w il l be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
By Command,
73-2086.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
1 TITH reference  to the Notice  dated  12th June,
V r 1873, folio 947,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a New Road from Tinana Creek
to Tincan Bay, parish of Bidwe ll ,  county of March :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance  with the Act
4 William IV .,  No. 11,  that His Excellency the
Governor ,  with the  advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the
Office  of the  Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and the
Police Office, Maryborugh  ;  and all persons ntend-
ing to claim compensation in respect of the  said  road,
are hereby rem in ded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary  within forty  days from
the date hereof ,  in such manner and form as are
provided  in the sixth section  of the Act above
referred to, or  they will  be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1941.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH  reference to the Notice ,  issued from the'Public Works Department, dated 18th!MIarch,.
1873, folio 513,  Government Gazette,  relative to the
opening of a New Road from Westbrook Home-
stead Area to portion 9, parish of Westbrook,.
county of  Aubigny, and  no objections having
been received to the same : Notice is hereby
given ,  in accordance with the  Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm  the said portion of road ;
and it is therefore  hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General. Brisbane, and the
Police Office ,  Drayton; and all persons  intending
to claim compensation in respect  of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof,  in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
Department  of Public Works, By Command,J. MALBON THOMPSON.Brisbane ,  24th  July, 1873. 73-628.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice issued from thePublic Works Department ,  dated 15th
March ,  1873, folio 525,  Government Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of a New Road from Warwick
to Ipswich, through Glengallen Pre-emptives, Nos.
59, 60, 61, 62, parishes of Glengallen and Deuchar,
county of Merivale, and no objections having been
received to the same: Notice is hereby given, in ac-
cordance  with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council ,  has been leased to confirm the
said portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference ,  to be seen at the office of the Surveyer-
General ,  Brisbane ,  and the Police Office, War-
wick  ;  and all  persons intending to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary within forty days from the date
hereof, in such  manner and form as are  provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they wi ll  be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1951.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice issued from thePublic Works Department ,  dated 26th
March, 1873 ,  folio 589,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a New Road from Ipswich to
Eden Station ,  parish of Goodna ,  county of Stanley,
and no objections having been received to the
same : Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Bris-
bane, and the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all
persons intending to claim compensation in respect
of the said road ,  are hereby reminded  .that  notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof ,  in such manner
and form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-702.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice  issued  from the
Public Works Department, dated 2nd June,
1873, folio 918,  Government Gazette,  relative to
the opening of a New Road from Gympie Road to
Rush Creek, parishes of Redcliffe and Whiteside,
county of Stanley,  and no objections having
been received to the same : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William,
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,.
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and the Police
Office, Brisbane  ;  and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof ,  in such manner and form as are pro--
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referred
to, or they will  be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1957.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice issued from thePublic  Works  Department ,  dated 27th
Ma Eel 873, folio 880,  Government Gazette,  relative
to opening of a New Road from Warwick
Agricultural Reserve up Emu Creek to Warwick
Register No. 485, parish of Robinson ,  county of
Merivale, and no objections having been received
to the same : Notice is hereby given, in accordance
with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the
said portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane ,  and the Police Office, Warwick ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road ,  are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,.
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within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1797.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice, issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 19th
May, 1873, folio 911,  Government Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of a New Road through Selec-
tion No. 126, parish  of Basset , county of Carlisle,
and no objections  having been received to the
same : Notice is hereby  given , in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and  make  the road referred to
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane, and the Police Office, Mackay;  and all  persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of the
said road , are hereby reminded that notice must
be served upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are  provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
fr om such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1820.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference  to the Notice issued  from thePub lic Works Department , dated 8th April,
1873, folio 673,  Government Gazette,  relative to the
opening of a New Road from South Pine River
towards Sandgate ,  parish of Nundah ,  county of
Stanley ,  and no objections having been received to
the same :  Notice is hereby given ,  in accordance with
the Act 4 Wi lliam IV ., No.11,. that His Excellency
the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been leased to confirm the said portion of
road ; and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane ,  and the
Police Office ,  Brisbane  ;  and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect  of the  said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary  within forty  days  from the
date hereof ,  in such manner and form as are provided
in the sixth section of  the Act above  referred to, or
they  wi ll  be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1220.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice  issued  from thePublic Works Department, dated 8th April,
1873, folio 673,  Government Gazette,  relative to the
opening of a New Road  from  SandgateRoad through
portion No. 195, parish of Kedron, and portion No.
4, parish of Nundah, county of Stanley, and no
objections having been received to the same :
Notice is hereby given,  in accordance  with the
Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient o open and  make  the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons in-
tending to  claim  compensation in respect of the said
road, are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon  the Colonial Secretary, within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are  provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1222.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice issued from
the Public Works Department, dated 18th
June, 1873, folio 973,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening. of a New Road from Clifton Rail-
way Station to Clifton Homestead area, parish of
Tooth, county of Aubigny, and no objections
having been received to the same : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion of
road ; and it is therefore hereby declared ex-
pedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Drayton ; and  all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed.
from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-2129.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
• WITH reference to the Notice issued from theWITH
Works Department, dated 8th April,
1873, folio 673,  Government Gazette,  relative to the
opening of a New Road from Cabulture Bridge to
Steamer Wharf, Cabulture River, parish of Canning,
county of Canning, and no objections having been
received to the same : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road ; and it is there-
fore hereby declared expedient to open and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General,  Brisbane , and the Police Office,
Brisbane; and all persons intending to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof,  in such manner  and form as are provided in
the sixth  section  of the Act above referred to, or they
will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1221.
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Department of Public Works,
Gold Fields Branch,
Brisbane, 4th August, 1873.
i T is hereby notified for general information, that
li the undermentioned Miners' Rights and
Business Licenses have been returned as issued in
the Gold Fields Districts respectively specified.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GILBERTON GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 30th June, 1873.
MINEas '  RIGHTS.
No. Name.  No. Name.
45,239  Do Cong 45,247 Ali Chong
45,240 Ali Un 45,248 Ali See
45,241  Ali Choy 45,249 Ali Pow
45,242 Ching Foi 45,250 Alfred Chick
45,243 Ali Yong 45,251  Samuel Baker
45,244  Ali Kao 45,252 John Bafh
45,245 Ali Tim  46,253  Charles Edmonds
45,246  John Jack
BUSINESS  LICENSE.
No. Name.
2,618 Ali Chon
ETHERIDGE GOLD FIELD.
During Month ended 30th June, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
45,644 M. Carey
45,645 G. Bradbury
45,646 P. Dunne
45,647 F. Hart
45,648 G. Duncan
45,649  J. Davis
45,650 H. St. Clair
58,951 J. Williams
58,952 J. Sullivan
58,953 E. Hansen
58,954 J. Carey
58,955 J. Hough
58,956 J. Hough
58,957 J. Brennan
58,958 T. Connel
58,959  C. Myers
58,960 J . Simpson
58,961 J.  Simpson
58,962 G. Splain
58,963 F. Prows
58,964 L. Meany
58,965 T. Neighbor
58,966 T . Neighbor
58,967 J. Clark
58,968 G. T. Moore
58,969 J .  Slater
58,970 G. Thomas
58,971 J. C. Barnick
58,972 J. G. Harmon
58,973 H. Sylvester
58,974 H. Sylvester
58,975 W. Ford
58,976 T. Walters
58,977 J. McPherson
58,978 J. McPherson
58,979 J. McPherson
58,980 C. Bobel
58,981 W. Skinner
58,982 W. Skinner
58,983 J. Cowan
58,984 A. Ball
68,985 J. Avent
58,986 E. A. Tucknell
BUSINESS
No. Name.
58,987 G. H. Brooks
58,988 G. H. Brooks
58,989 E .  Eaggers
58,990 G. T. Robinson
58,991 R. Jones
58,992 S. Brown
58,993 S. Brown
58,994 W. Rodgers
58,995 T. Ball
58,996 E. Humphries
58,997 C. Percival
58,998 W. Ross
58,999 E. Dounes
59,000 W. Pattison
59,001 G. Robinson
59,002 J. Grant
59,003 W. Hanke
59,004 J. McNamara
59,005 J. Kelso
59,006 A. Coapland
59,007 R. Bardeley
59,008 J. Simpson
59,009 W. Campbell
59,010 J. Lewis
59,011 B. Horne
59,012 J. Hair
59,013 J. Hogg
59,014 E. Hoekl
59,015 A. Volmeider
59,016 F. Prowe
59,017 M. Delaney
59,018 W. Buis
59,019 M. Gahan
59,020 T. Nugent
59,021 W. Rodgers
59,022 J. Yates
59,023 H. Richardson
59,024 C. Smith
59,025 J. Attmorc
59,026 J. Pellican
59,027 Ali Him
59,028 W. J. Summister
LICENSES.
No. Name.
2,196 J. Willmett
2,197 Geddes and Heap
2,198 Rice  and Hennesey
2,199 T . T. Chong
2,200 Clifton and Aplin
Bros.
4,801 R. Solden
4,802  Bank  New South
Wales
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W IT1I reference to the Notice issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 19th
May, 1873, folio 853,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a New Road through Pre-emp-
tives 63 and 64, Glengallan Run, parish of Robin-
son, county of Merivale, and no objections having
been received to the same : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to con-
firm the said portion of road ; and  it is  therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Drayton;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1526.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BALCONY, &c., TELEGRAPH AND POST
OFFICES, MARYBOROUGH.
!MENDERS will be received at this Office, until
j, 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th instant,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Balcony, &c., at Telegraph and Post Offices,
Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Balcony,
4c., Telegraph and Post OBlces, Maryborough."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
or at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance,  a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such per-
formance, otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LOCK-UP, GLADSTONE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
1 Four o'clock on FRIDAY, the 15th August
next, from persons willing to contract for erection
of Lock-up at Gladstone.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Lock-up,
Gladstone."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, or at the Court House, Gladstone.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ; and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security
for the due performance of the Contract in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and under.
taking in that event that he will execute and
deliver at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The.° west or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. HENRY WALSH.
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The Treasury, Queensland, PUB LICA 1s- Continued.
Bri b t J l 187331s u y, .ane, s
T is hereby notified for general information, that Name. Name.
Licenses from the Treasury have been granted
to the undermentioned persons during the months
of Juno and July, 1873. CoNDAMIN6. GLADSTONE.
JOSHUA P. BELL, Bayley, J. Brown, B.
Colonial Treasurer. Carmody, Jno. Evans, S. W.
G-Mackie R.  Ferguson
PUBLICANS-TO 30 JUNE 1874.
,,
Rayner, D. Haig and Blundell
,
E. McGuire C.Wa llace, ,
McIntosh, B.
Name. Name. CLBRMOPrr.  Nicolls, R.
W. B. Pugolas, F.Anderson ,
Reilly, Thos.PhamCunninBANANA.  BRISBANE - continued. .,g FallsR
Bolger M. A.C. MacDonald
.y ,Chardavoine, E.
J. Sutherland, M. A.Copol, ,
Hutchinson, W. Mooney, R.
,
Gillies, P. Worthington, J.
Pearse, M.  Moxley,  T. Harris, Thos.
Morrison, J. W. Irlam, G. GATTON.
BEENLEIGH.  Moylan, J. C. Killeen, P. Burns, Owen
Monaghan, R.Betz P Kettle, J. W. Cook, W., . McLennan, K.B.Brooker R Kim, Ali Dixon, J. G., . Nolan J Moat C., .Cockerill, B. Orr, G. A.Champ W.
,
McIntosh, J. GOONDIWINDI., Ogilvie, B.Drynan, W. O'Brien C
Milne, D.
Bailey, C. W.McLeod J, .Drewe, J. W. Overland R
, .
Heusler, C.Nichols J.,Hanlon, Thos. O'Brien Jno
, .
Lucas, W.Nankeville J.,Lee, R. O'Rourke, M.Schulz H
, .
O'Leary, T.
, . Parish, C. O'Kee ffe, E. GEORGETOWN.
Phillips, J. A. Porter, G. Bindon MNBRISBANE. Rose, A.
..,
Richards, J. Chong, T. Tin
Aherne, M. Raymond, F. Rhodes, C. Donald, M.
Bamberger, L. Row, C. E. Steel, W. B. Gordon, W.
Buckby, Jno. Ruddle, W. Small, A. Gillies, H.
Brockmann, A. Rhodes, R. Sin, Young Gibbons, D.
Bolger, P. Rossiter, E. Hardie, Jno.
Baines, F. J.  Scanlon, J. CUNNAMULLL. Hennessey, J.
Burton, M.  Scanlon, Thos. Huxley, Thos. Healy, J.
Brodie, J. Smith, H. Shearer, W. McDermott, P.
Bateman, S. Staeheli, G. Mahony, J.
Biggs, Hy. Tronc, Hy. CHARTVILLE.  Morris, S.
Bradford, J. B. Toes, S. K. Mich. Moran, J.CavanaghCarey, M. Tickle, P. ,J. McLennan, J.CorbettCampbell, H. Underwood, W. , Thos. Smith, W. M.EnrightCorbett, H.  Vick, Thirza , W. Swan, Jno.MurphyCasey, J. Voges, J. , H. Wing, OnPrestonCampbell, C. Willett, E. ,
Cassim, J. V. Wayte, W. GYMPIE.CAEDWELLDaly E. Witty W. K. ., ,
Duncan, W. Woods, E. O'Neill, Mel. Abbey, W.
Darragh, H. Waldeck, G. Betts, Thos.
Daly, M. Wyatt, Thos. DALBr. Barry, P.
Darragh, J. Walsh, W. Black, Joy Bolton, J.
Drake, Jno. Branckhorst, J. C. Croaker, H.
Dinsdale, J.  BLACSALL. Coleman, W. Corrigan, H.
Donovan J. Cormack, J.  Corry, Jno., Desmond, J.Darragh Hy. Carstens, F.  Cowell, Thos.,
Fishley, G. O'Malley, P. Delger, Jno.  Cahill, Jno.
Goodall A. Gibson, A.  Draper, Jno., BUNDABERG.Geddes, W. G. Hallinan, P. Flynn, W.
Grant, J. Adams, W. Lynch, D. Goodwin, H.
Graham J. Archer M. McGoldrick, T. Hendry, D., ,
Gaffney, P. Colman, F. May, P. Hill, P.
Green, C. Foley, J. McGoldrick, Jno. Junin, T.
Hamilton, S.  Reed H. Norris, Thos. Kemsley, F.,
Hardcastle, Thos. Thornton Thos. E. O'Keeffe, E. Luddy, Jno.,
Hayes, O. Range, M. J.  Lynch, J.
Hamilton D.  BOWEN. Steward, J. Landers, W.,
Humber C. Snow, Elliott Lynch, E.,
M. Beasley, C.Horan Wood, W. McIntyre, E., Beasley, R.Hyland D Mi llerick, P., .
C. Chisholm, J. G.Hughes GOODAA.  McCormack, M.,
W. Clarke, Jno.Halloran Neill, G.Benn W., Campbell, Jno.Hendry J.
,
O'Leary, W.Drysdale Jno,
Thos. Cook, E.Holmes
, .
Pritchard, G. H.Smith J. A,
J. D. Emmerson, D.Heal
, .
W. Ryan, J.Simpson, Gordon, P.Johnson, J.
,
Taylor, W.Thomas AnneHorning, W. G.Jackson J.
,
Thrower, G.,
McKenzie, A.Keogh P. Tinselback, F.GAYNDAH, Nicoll, A. H.Kavana H Mh
.
Woodward, E.
. .g , Nelson Js Bates, Jno., .Low, J. Corr ANorton, AlfredLloyd, Thos.
y, . IrewloM.Cornwall P GRamsay, Thos.L b J H
, . .
enne erg, . .
StricklandW Dougherty, C. Birch, Thos., .Mathew, J. W. Hirst J Batston H WZimmerman, E.McGoldrick, P.
., , . .
Lawlor, Jno. Bergin, D.
Manning, S. Merlet C. Baldrey CCLONCURRY.Munro, W.
, , .
Lohr, W. Brecht, C.
Morrison, D. Sue, Ali Paris, Jno, Clements, J
Mofihtt, H, Young, Ab Reid, J.  Devine, W,
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Name. Name. Name. Name.
IPSWICH ---  ContinUed. MACKAY. NORMANTON. Roe  K H AMPTON- continued.
Donigan, P.  Bagley, W.  Jamieson, M. Flanagan, A.
Doherty, J. Brown, R. S. P. McLennon, 1). Godber, E.
Elliott, T. J.  Cook, J. Shaw, J. Gibbs, Jno.
Fletcher, J. Hoey, Thos. Hanrahan, M.
Green, B. Lalor, J.  NORMANBY. Hardy, P.
Haswell M. Landells W. Harris M, , Silver, A.Johnston, T. J. McDonnell, B.
, .
Hill, J.
Lennon J. G.  Martin J. D. Hourigan C, ,
Larter, W. F. McCluskey, M. NEBO.
.,
Johnston, W.
McDonald, G. Payne, P. J. Adrien, W. C. L. Jones, J. C.
McGill, J.  Robb, J.  Cashin, J. Joyce, Jno.
McGrath, J. Ronald, W. Greig, J. Juar, Jim
McDonnell, J. Solnay, Thos. Hill, Rich. Kearney, W.
Moore, T. Wood, G. Mayne, Thos. Kennington, Thos.
McClean, Alex.  W ills, K. H. Lawson, H. V.
O'Sullivan, M.  RAVRNSWOOD. Lee, Mich.
J.  MARATHON.Paul Link H., Aisbitt, Jno. ,M h Jll hPhillips, D. Kingston, J. W. Buchanan, D.Tinsley H.
ars a , osep
McMullen, E., Bussey, W.Thompson W. McDonald, A., MILCHESTER  AND CHAB. Casey, Mich.Thain G. McGregor J., TRRS  TOWERS. Cusack, W. G. ,M llWhite, W. Chap, W. OneE.Astell
o oy, J.
Mitchell Thos. E.,
P. Cooper, A.AherneJIMNA
,
Murphy W. J.,. Davis, J. H.Ah Yon
,
Muller C. C. T
E. For, W. T.Whittington, J. Borghers
, .
Newcombe R.,
J. Fearon, F.Bowden
,
Nash E.,
KnKIVAN.  Gardiner, J.L.Borghers
,
O'Hara D. B.,
A. Hoon, AhBright, A. Beaton
,
O'Rourke Jno,
R. Hughes, J. D.Mackey, M. Bedford
, .
O'Rourke Thos.,
J. Paige, H.Bracewell
,
Odgers Jno.,
W. H. Raw, JamesLBYBURN. Buchanan
,
O'Brien M. J.,
Bell, Chs. Cameron, J. Stuttard, J.
,
Phelan Thos.
M. Tait, JamesMurray C. Casey
,
Poole H.J, ,
W. D. Wab, Y.Porter G.  Casey
, .
Proctor J., ,
S. F. West, W. Q. F.Richardson G. Cadenhead
,
Ryan Thomas, ,
Seller, O. Dalrymple, A. West, W.
,
Squibb, J. R.
Weekes, Geo. Delory, D. Sheehy, Wm.
Duffy, G. F. RoMA. Smith, Wm.
MABYBOROUGH.  Davis, G. W. Ahern, C. Straube, J. H.
J. Fitzmeyer, J. P. Adair, R.Armour Thomson, W.,
S. Graham, E. P. Byrne, Thos.Baxter Tarrant, E.,
Thos. Higginson, J. Bailey, D.Buffey Vespernann, H.,
C. Hung Si Close, Thos.Bauer Wafer, Moses,
Baxter, B. Henry, D. Clune, J. Wesley, S. A.
Bonarius, H. Hogan, P. Hogan, E. Warner, C.
A. L. James, R. Jones, HenryBrett You, Ah,
Brown, J. King, P. Langton, Jno. Zimmermann, M.
Thos. Kane, H. Martin, Rob.Cooper ,
Cumming, R. McDougall, A. McEwan, Thos. SPRINGSURE.
J. Minogue, J. McKenna, J.Cain ,
T. Monaghan, P. McKenzie, J.Dillane Cassidy, J.,
J. McCulloch, G. Raynor, Benjn.Franklin Campbell, Thos.,
S. McKillop, J. Steuart, Saml.Gregory Ellis, W.,
McKelvie, J. Seitz, F.Goodwin E Furber, Chs., .
J. Newton, Annie Thompson, J.Gallagher Heath, R.,
Ed. Pack, C. Wilson, W.Grant Protheroe, Jno.,
A. Phillips, J.Hackett Short, Mich.,
Palmer, E.  ROC$HAXPTON.Hallida W Stone, Jno.y, .
W. Pan, Ah Baxter, IN.Howard Storck, P. J.,
Hill, Fred Patton, E.  Bolger, E. Tye, Kin
Howell, Rees Patten, J. D. C. Bennett, Thomas
Hurt, W. Pyne, Patrick Bartholomew, J. T. ST. LAWRENCE.
Inker, S. Russell, E. K. Brogli, B. HenryChidgey
Johnson, Js. Robertson, J. H. Boyer, A.
,
Cooke Robert
Johnson, Geo. Stephens, M. A. Brady, Michael
,
Hatfield Thos.
Keneally, J. F. Seymour, F. Belfield, W.
,
Roberts Jas.
McConkey, E. L. Smith, A. Beattie, Jno.
,
Schnider H. F.
Mehan, D. Seymour, E.  Boysen, G. H.
,
Stephenson, E.  Chapple, J.McGror Robt S Gy, .
Nash, W. Sherwin, J. Cook, Fred.
T. EORGE.
Pitt, G. Smith, W. F. Considine, C. Anderson, W. B.
Priddy, E. Sam, Wo. Casey, E. Crothers, Thos.
Purcell, J. Turner, J. S. Callaghan, W. Enright, C. H.
Reid, Thos. Thompson, M. Crump, J. Fraser, G. C.
Ross, Geo. Tierney, E.  Corcoran, P. McAllister, A.
Smith, H. Tierney, Jno. Cruikshank, R. D. Pallisier, M.
St. Ledger, W. Woodburn, J. Clarke, Fanny Roberts, Jno.
Sutton, Geo. Walford, E.  Dean, T.
C. H. Wah Gee  Davis, J.Scarrptt SURAT.,
Taylor, R. Wallace, W. Dolling, T. C. C. F.Gandry
Trail, N. Yan Lee  Evans, Jno.
,
Thureoht, B. Egan, P. STANTHORPS
Wade, Rob. NANANGO.  Eiseman, E.
.
Walsh, M. S.  Bright, Mary  Fane, C. Allenan, J.
Young, C. Laherty, R. Fenzi, J. Burke, P. F,
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Name.
STANTHORPE - continued.
Bowden, H.
Carrigg, A.
Corwall, P.
Ellis, R.
Fletcher, Thos. H.
Farley, H.
Groom, W. H.
Hogan, M.
Higgins, P.
Irvine, A.
Kelly, Margaret
Kelly,  Martin
Keating, Ed.
Keleher, Jno.
Lynch, E.
Leong, J.
Laird, D.
Liddy, P.
Meagher, Ed.
O'Hallaran, M.
O'Mara, M.
O'Connell, C.
Penny, J.
Quinlan, D.
Quinlan, M.
Shannon, P.
Scowen, S. P.
Shanahan, G.
Sheahan, J.
Tevlin, P.
Watson, J. F.
Watts, E.
TAMBO.
Walsh, J.
Whitman, J.
TAROOM.
Ashton, J.
O'Donoghue, M.
Zerbe, M.
TENNINGERING.
Apjohn, Michl.
Booth, Jno.
Butcher, Geo.
Brushaler, F.
Burnside, Js.
Clarke, J. T.
Cox, Thos.
Duncan, D.
Franc, Mich.
Gillam, C.
Gillam, W. G.
Harris, J. M.
Kelly, Jas.
McShea, Jno.
Mathews, Geo.
Morgan, Thos.
Moller, J. G.
Mowen, J.
MeAvoy, M.
Mitchell, W.
Patterson, W.
Schaff, J. H.
Schumann, J.
Smith, M.
Thomas, Joseph
Wedemeyer, G. H. L.
TOWNSVII.LE.
Evans, H.
Falkiner, D.
Fewe, A. F.
Gleeson, Thos.
Name
TOW NSVILLE - continued.
Head, E. A.
Hanran, J.
Horkins, J.
Jelf, G.
Lynch, J.
Major, Wm.
Mark, W.
Morris, J.
McCarey, T.
O'Neill, Rose
Palmer, A.
Randa ll, Wm.
Rowe, C. S.
Simmonds, W. G.
Webb, W.
Yates, W.
To0W00MBA.
Allen, Thomas
Barklay, A.
Ball, E.
Burge, R.
Bullock, M. W.
Donovan, D.
Fogarty, M.
Farquharson, J.
,Higgins, J. E.
Hutchinson, W.
Hancock, W.
Linderberg, H.
Lucas, Alfred
Mortimer, G.
Malony, J.
McKee, W.
McHugh, P.
McGlynn, Mich.
Manning, Thos.
McMahon, P.
Neild, W.
Nolan, P.
O'Hallaran, J.
Oelkers, J.
Power, Mich.
Perkins, W. T.
Perkins, J.
Reeves, W.
Ryan, Patk.
Walker, C. E.
Wockner, F. Jr.
Watson, R.
WARWICK.
Craig, E.
Colas, C.
Cleary, Hy.
Dinte, H. D.
Dowyere, F.
Erhart, Dlichl.
Fleming, P.
Gordon, S.
Holmes, John
Isambert, C. J.
Kluge, W.
Kries, Hy.
Law, W.
Lethbridge, J. T.
McNamara, P.
McDermott, P.
Meagher, E.
Muller, Louis
Neylan, D.
O'Leary, A.
Quinn, J. W.
Ryan, Mary
Saunders, R.
White,  Patrick
GENERAL LICENSES FOR YEAR 1873.
Name. Place.
WHOLESALE  SPIRIT DEALERS.
Muir,  James ... Brisbane
Pietzker, H., and Co.... ditto
Sissner and  Co., J. ... Charters Towers
Yang on War ditto
Walsh and Co. ... Gympie
Connolly, Jno. ... Gayndah
Steward, H. ... Maryborough
Connolly, Jno. ... Mount Perry
Hishorn and Co. ... Milchester
Ross and Co., W. A.... ditto
Wah and Co., On ... Ravenswood
Cochran,  Saml. ... Stanthorpe
AUCTIONEERS.
Hicks, Francis ... ...  Brisbane
Laird, D. J. ... ... Dalby
Balmain ,  H. D. ... ... Goondiwindi
Hendren, W. ... ... Ipswich
Milsted, Jno . ... ... Taroom
PACKET LICENSES.
Burns,  C. The " Emu"
Brooks, F. ... .. The "  Queensland"
Cottier, W. ... ... The "Lady Bowen"
Davis, Jno. ... ... The " Francis Cadell"
West, G. ... ... The " Ipswich"
BILLIARDS.
Walsh, W. .., ., i Brisbane
Cruikshank R. D. Rockhampton,
Joyce, J. ditto,.. ...
Adair, R. ... Roma
Ashton, J. ,.. ... I Taroom
BAGATELLE.
Marshall, J. ... .. Rockhampton
Phelan, F. ... .. ditto
O'Donoghue, M. ... .. Taroom
Zerbe, M. ... ... ... ditto
The Treasury,
Queensland , 10th June, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above  are now open  at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh ,  Bowen  (Port Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayyton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone,  Goodna, Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Gympie,
Ipswich, Jimna, K ilkivan , Leyburn, Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Milchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), Springsure, S. and W.  Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will  be received
from any depositor, subject to the  undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits  not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding  £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds  per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds  per cent .  per annum  on the  remainder;
on deposits  exceeding  £200, the above  rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the  residue.
Deposits  can be made  and money  withdrawn at
any of the above  branches during ordinary office
hours ,  and on Saturday evenin s.
Further information  can be obtained by applying,
either by  letter or in person ,  at the Treasury, or at
any of the  above offices.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL,
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DESIGNS FOR PROPOSED WHARFAGE,
PETRIE'S BIGHT.
IHE time for receiving Designs for the
A_ above Work has been extended to Noon on
SATURDAY, the 30th August,
Enlarged plans of the site of the proposed
Wharves can now be obtained at the office of the
Portmaster.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
Treasury,
Queensland , 10th July, 1873.
TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, ETC.
DESIGN FOR PROPOSED WHARFAGE.
T
HE Government having in contemplation the
Leasing of the River Frontage in Petrie's
Bight, Brisbane River, with a view to the erection
there of Wharves, according to an approved plan,
hereby invite competitive designs for the same.
A premium of One Hundred pounds will be
awarded for the most approved, and Fifty pounds
for the next approved, design. The accepted
designs to become the property of the Govern-
ment.
The principal objects and requirements sought
for in these designs are :-
1st. Permanency of structure.
2nd. Depth of water sufficient to allow a vessel
drawing 17 feet to float at low water, with a
depth at face of wharves of not less than 14 feet.
3rd. The greatest possible accommodation for
shipping that the site will admit of without inter-
fering  with  the navigation of the river.
4th. Easy access for drays to and from the
wharves.
5th. Means of connecting the line of proposed
wharves with those above, or that may at any future
time be constructed below such wharves.
6tb. Adaptability of design for use of tramways
along the wharves, if such should be hereafter
required.
The drawings submitted by competitors must con-
sist of a general plan drawn upon a scale of 30 feet
to one inch, showing the proposed arrangement of
wharves and site for warehouses, &c., connected
therewith, together with carefully prepared detail
drawings showing method of construction, &c., upon
a scale of not less than 4 feet to 1 inch, with all
necessary dimensions figured on. An estimate of
cost and general specification of the proposed works
must also accompany the designs.
A plan of the ground has been prepared by
Government, givin soundings of depth of water
Colonial Secretary's Office,
. Brisbane ,  8th August, 1873.
RETURN of  all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Banai<a,
from the lst day of January, 1873, to the 30th
June, 1873, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name.
Ah Chong
Description of
License.
Hardwood
whether
granted or
refused.
Granted
Amount
lof Fee.
1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th August, 1873.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber Licensesmade to the Bench of Magistrates, at Charle-
ville, from the 1st day of April, 1873, to the 30th
day of June, 1873, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name.
Henry Green ...
James  Bengbam
R. A. Skinner ...
WhetherDescription of granted or Amount
License.
refused. of Fee.
Hardwood  Granted 1
„ 111
Employers' „ 2
W. Carroll ... ... „
Ditto
J. Sparks ... ... Hardwood
T. Thomas ... ... „
H. G. Skinner,.. .. Employers' „
Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  8th August, 1873.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Bowen, from the  let  day of April ,  1873, to the
30th  day of June ,  1873, both inclusive.
along the proposed site of wharves, lithographic
copies 'of  which can be obtained by intending
competitors upon application to this Office.
Designs must be lodged at the Treasury by noon
Applicant 's Name.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
Description of
License.
on MONDAY, the 14th July,  and must have
appended to them a motto, but no name ; and with
the Design must be a  separate 'enclosure  containing
the name of the Designer , and the  motto he has
appended to the Design.
Further particulars may be obtained from the
Portmaster ,  Captain G .  P. HEATU, R.N.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1873.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th August, 1873.
R ETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Normanton, from the 1st day of January, 1873,
to the 30th day of June, 1873, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
App licant 's Name. Description ofLicense.
Whether
granted or
refused.
Amount
of Fee.
Ali  Foo ... .., I Hardwood I Granted 2
John Wylie Wilson ...  I Employers'
John Wylie Wilson ...
John Wylie Wilson ...
Whether Amountgranted or of Fee,
refused.
£
Granted 2
„ 2
„
2
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th August, 1873.
RETURN of all Applications for T mber Licenses
made to  the  Bench  of Magistrates, at
Goondiwindi, from the 1st day of January, 1873, to
the 31st day of July, 1873, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIF,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
Applicant' s Name.
Stephen Dwyer
Thomas Parmeter
George Thompson
Joseph Cooper
Description of Whether
License, granted orrefused.
... General ... Granted
Hardwood
Amount
of Fee.
£
2
2
2
1
1347
Colonial  Secretary 'sOffice,
Brisbane , 8th August, 1873.
ETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
b made to  the Bench of Magistrates, at Rock-
hampton , from the 1st day of January, 1873, to
the 30th day of June, 1873, both inclusive.
Applicant' s Name.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Description of hantedeorAmount
License. refused. of  Fee.
Ali  Sue  ...  Hardwood  Granted; £
Charles Jewe ll  ... ... „ 1
E. Waite ...
William Buxton
Thomas Buxton
General Post Office,
Queensland, 8th August, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE 1874-6.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
S
EPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, and
will be received until noon of SATURDAY,
the 11th October next, for the conveyance of Post
Office Mails, as undermentioned, from the 1st
January, 1874.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously on
application at any Post Office in the Colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the Tender Box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail services for which they
tender, and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each
service, as well as  for the periods mentioned,
namely, one year or two years.
Every Tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount  of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their  agents , are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane , on the 20th October next, and must then
be prepared, if called on, forthwith to, pay to the
Postmaster -General a sum equal to ten per cent. of
the amount of such of their tenders as may be
accepted,  as a guarantee  until their bonds and con-
tracts shall  be executed.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender can be inspected at the General Post
Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster-General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
Service-From and to, and to and from :-
Number of Service.-80. Bowen and Mackay,
via  Newstead, Proserpine, Gogango, Bloomsbury,
St. Helen's, Jollimount, and Cook's Station.-By
horse, once a fortnight, for one or two years.
86. Bowen and Nebo,  via  Bowen Crossing, Nor-
manby Goldfield, Blenheim, McEwan's, Lake
Elphinstone, and Fort Cooper, including Bowen
Run and Sonona.-By horse, once a week, for one
or two years.
92. Bowen and Ravenswood.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years ; route to be determined.
94. Townsville and Dalrymple.-By horse, once
a week, for one or two years.
95. Dalrymple and Cape River Goldfields.-By
horse, onca a week, for one or two years.
100. Richmond Downs and the Cloncurry River
via  Minnimere and MacGillivrays.-By horse, once
a month, for one or two years.
119. Gilberton and Georgetown.-By horse, once
a week, for one or two years.
120. Georgetown and Normanton.-By horse,
once a fortnight, for one or two years.
122. Bowen Downs and Hughenden.-By horse,
once a fortnight, for one or two years.
124. Cloncurry and Normanton,  via  Sheaffes,
Dalgonally, Millengera, Taldora, Conobie, Clifton,
Sorghum Downs, and Bynoe.-By horse, once a
month, for one or two years.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 5th August, 1873.
MONEY ORDER OFFICE, ST. LAWRENCE.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
a Money Order Office will be established at
St. Lawrence on the 1st September next.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
REPORTED  DANGERS,  INNER  ROUTE TO
TORRES STRAITS.
lR. A. SYKES,  Master of the schooner
Hannah Broomfield ,"  reports striking on1j
a mushroom coral patch , with about our  feet water
over it at low water, and fifteen fathoms close
alongside - in the foll owing position ,  viz.:-
Cape Melville ,  bearing  W. by N. 12N.
Barrow Point , „ S. by E.
Rocky Point, „ S.W. by W. a W.
Also, the existence of a coral patch north of
Ni ght Island ,  with about four  feet of  water over it
at low water , with-
Round  Rock  bearing N.W. by N. I N.
Highest part  of u. Reef, North.
He describes  Edward Rock, lying to the south-
wards of Restoration Island, as being 100 yards
wide ,  and extending nearly half-a-mile east and
west, and also as being awash at low water.
Also, a detached coral patch  with five feet of
water over it at low water ,  lying from to a mile
from g. Reef ; the small westernmost rock of
Forbes Islets  bearing N. by E.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , 6th Aug., 1873.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
WHARF, BROAD SOUND.TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Noon on SATURDAY, the 30th August
next, from persons willing to contract for the
construction of a Wharf at the Basin, St. Lawrence
Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Wharf,
Broad Sound."
Plan and Specifications may be seen, and
further particulars obtained, at the Port Office,
Brisbane, and at the Harbor Offices at Rock-
hampton, Broad Sound, and Cleveland Bay.
Tenders must state the time within which it
is proposed to complete the work ; and at the
foot of every Tender there must be a memoran-
dum signed by the person tendering, agreeing to
deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of
Tender, for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that he will execute and
deliver at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor,
in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance, otherwise the Ten-
der will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st August, 187 3.
IT
is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section  of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit  to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
2
3
4
Applicant.
A. Hodgson and R.  Ramsay
A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay
A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay
A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay
A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay
A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay
A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay
Situation. Parish. Area.
A. H. P.
Road separating  portions  69A, 69B , Cambooya ... ...  6 0 6
72A, and 72B, from portions 68A,
68B, 73A, and 73n
Road  separating  portions 67A, 67B, Cambooya ... ...  6 0 13
74A, and 74B, from portions 66A,
66B, 66c, 66D, 75A, 75B, 75o, and
75D
Road separating portions SIB, 81A, Cambooya ... ... 10 3 36
from 80A, 80B, and 82B, 81a, 80n,
79B, 78D, from 83A, 83F, 84A, 84B,
85A, 85B
Road separating portions 83n, 83F, Cambooya ... ... 8 0 5
84A, 84B, 85A, 85B, from portions
1, 2, 3, 4, 86, and 87
Road separating portions 34A and Cambooya ... 2 3 34
34B from portions 35A and 35B
Road separating portions 38A and Caibooya
38B from portions 39A and 39B
Road separating portions 3 and 5 Ramsay ...
from portions 6 and 10
3 0 0
5 3 30
NOTE.-The above Roads are proposed to be closed in consequence of a new Road being about to be opened to Cambooya Railway
Station.
Department  of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
Brisbane, 18th July, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Logan Bridge to Beaudesert, parish of Logan, county of Ward,
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police Office, Beenleigh ;  and all persons  interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-2346-W. J. MALBON THOMPSON
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM LOGAN BRIDGE TO  BEAUDESERT , PARISH OF  LOGAN, COUNTY  OF
WARD, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
No. Port ion of Road .  Reputed Owner .  Bearings . I Length  I Breadth of Road. Area .  Remarks.in Chains.)
1 A triangular  piece  out of the north-
east corner  of portion 41
R. Towns and W.
T. Walker
ohs. Ike.
N. 130° 30' E. ! 8 70}
chg.  1ks. A. a. P.
1 1 36 ! Deviation  ne.
cessary to
avoid bad
crossing of
gay; Pasture
land; fenced.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
MAKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions  of  " The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by  himself or  his attorney,  a Caveat in  form B of said Act, on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description  and Situation  of Land . I Name of Applicant.
1 rood 1J perches ,  being subdivisions  1, 2, and 10 of
block 9 of  eastern suburban  allotment 71 ,  parish of
North B ri sbane ,  county of  Stanley
1 rood 32 perches ,  being all otments  7 and 12 of section
29, parish and town of  North  Brisbane ,  county of
Stanley
20-A perches ,  being re -subdivision  B of subdivision 4
of suburban  all otment  187, parish of North Brisbane,
county of  Stanley
1 rood 32 perches ,  being allotment 5 of section 5,
parish and town of Dalby, county of Aubigny
James  Greenwood ...
The Corporation of the Bank
of New South Wales
Edmund  Warburton ...
Samuel Hawkee
Date within which a Caveat
may be  lodged.
I2nd October, 1873.
9th September, 1873.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  7th August, 1873.
T
HE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the
 LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OF SYDNEY,  within the  Colony of QUEENSLAN I, during
the Quarter from 1st APRIL to 30th JuxE 1873 is published
 in conformity
 with the third  section of  the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under  Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT ,  showing
 the Average  Amount of the LLABILITIE9
 and ASSETS of the CoxxsEcIAL BANKING COMPANY of SYDNEY,  within the Colony of  QuEENSLAND,  taken from the several
Weekly
 Statements ,  during the Quarter from  the let APRIL to 30th JUNE, 1873.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT. TOTALS. ASSETS. AMOUNT .  I TOTALS.
Notes in Circulation
C
Not bearing Interest ...
 Bearing Inte re st
B il ls in Circulation
I
Not bearing Interest ...
Bearing Inte re st
Balance due to other Banks ...
Deposits
 ...............
I
Not bearing Interest ...
Bea ri ng Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabilities
£ a. d.
116,294 9 10
70,133 8 6
£  S.  d.
26,284  13 10 Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined  Metals ...
Gold and Silver ,  in Bullion or  Bare ... ... ... ...
Government Secu ri ties  ... ... ... ... ...
362 10 6 Landed  Property .. ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other  Banks
 ... ... ... ...
Balances  due from other Banks  ... ... ... ...
3,606 0 7 Amount of all  Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
186,427 18 3
£ 216,681 3 1
400,000 0 0Amount of the Capital Stock  paid up  to this date ... ...
Rate of the last Dividend and Bonus declared to
 the Shareholders ,..
Amount of the last Dividend and Bonus
 declared
 ... ... ...
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring
 such Dividend  and Bonus
20 per cent .  per annum.
40,000 0 0
180,000 0 0
Bi ll s of Exchange ,  and all  Stock  and Funded Debts
of every description ,  excepting Notes, Bi ll s, and
Balances due to the said Bank
 fr om other Banks
Total Amount of Assets...
£ a. d. £ a. d.
85,395 0 9
11,200 0 0
4,913 5 0
627 16 0
204,388 6 0
... ... ... £ 306,424 6 9
Brisbane,  4th August,  1873.  THOS. H. PAIGE, Manager.
T. T. FAIINCE ,  Accountant.
I, Thomas Henry Paige ,  make oath ,
 that, to the beat of my knowledge and belief ,
 the foregoing  Abstract  is a true  and faithful Account of the Average Amount of  Assets and  Liabilities of the
above Bank ,  during
 the period specified ; and that the same was made up from the Weekly
 Statements thereof, kept in pursuance  of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South
Wales, 4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
Sworn before me ,  at Brisbane ,  this 4th day of August, 1873.
S.
 FUSEE, Justice of  the Peace.
THOS. H. PAIGE.
I, the undersigned ,  being the Manager of the COMMEROIAL BANKING
 COMPANY OP SYDNEY,  at Brisbane ,  do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, section 9, the sum
of £197 2s .  9d., for the duty after the rate of
 £ 3 per cent .  per annum upon the sum of £26 ,28413s .  10d., being one quarter ' s composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the
notes
 in circulation  of the said Bank in the Colony of Queensland ,
 according to the annexed return.
THOS. H. PAIGE, Manager.
Colonial
 Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 8th August, 1873.
T
HE following General Abstract of the Average `,'Amount of the LIABILITIES  and ASSETS  of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANE, within the Colony  of QUEENSLAND, during
the Quarter from the 1st APRIL to the 30th JUNE, 1873, is published in conformity with the third section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANE, in the Colony of QuEENSLAND, taken from  the several Weekly
Statements  during the quarter from the 1st ATRU, to the 30th JuiR, 1873.
LIABILITIES.  AMOUNT.  TOTALS.
Votes in
 Circulation
I
Not bearing Interest...
t Bearing  Interest
Bills in Circulation (
Not bearing Interest ...
Bearing Interest
Balances  due to other Banks ...
Deposits ... ( Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabilities ...
4
Gold and Silver  in Bullion and Bars
 ... ... ... .........  23,013 18 4
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ... .........  26,643 12 4
1,061 5 8 Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ... ......... 5,418 10 9
Balances  due from
 other Banks  ... ... ... ......... 787 0 3
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
15,558 18 8 1 Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
£ 454,631 18 5
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at the close of the quarter ended 30th June...
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ...
Amount of the last Dividend declared, and Bonus ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of  declaring  such Dividend
484,656 0 0
8 per cent .  per annum, and
bonus of Is .  per share.
22,415 6 10
25,266 15 3
of every description, excepting Notes ,  Bi ll s, and
Balances  due to the  said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
398,479 10 3
... £  556,032 18  2
WIL. JNO. TAYLOR,  Assistant Manager.
J. CANE, Sub-Accountant.
I, William John Taylor, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities  of the above Bank
during the  period specified , and that the same  was made up  from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council, 4 Victoria,  No. 18.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this  7th day of  August, 1873.
E. MACDONNBLL,  Justice of the Peace.
WIL. JNO.
 TAYLOR.
I
85,891 9 2 Coined Gold and Silver, and other Coined Metals ... ......... 101,690 6 3
ASSETS. AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ s. d.
239,056 4 6
113,064 0 5 352,120  4  11
I, the undersigned, being the  Assistant Manager of  the AUSTRALL&N JOINT STOCK BANK, do hereby  offer  to pay to the Commissioner  of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, section  9, the sum of £644 3s. 8d.,
for the duty,  after,  the rate of £3 per cent.  per annum, upon the sum of £85, 891 9s.  2d., being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual
 average  of the money value of the  notes in
circulation
 of the  said Bank  in the Colony  of Queensland,  according to the annexed return.
Dated this
 7th day of August,  1873. WIL. JNO. TAYLOR,  Assistant Manager.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  8th August, 1873.
1
THlr followin g  General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LI ILITIEs and ASSETS of the QUEENSLAND NATIONAL BANK  (Limited ),  within the Colony of QUEENSLAND,  during the Quarter
from the 1st APRIL to the 30th JUNE,
 1873 ,  is published  in conformity
 with the third  section of  the Act of Council, 4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the
 Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the QUEENSLAND
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing  Interest ...{Bearing Interest ...
Bills in Circulation .. Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest ...
Balances
 due to other  Banks ... ... ...
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
NATIONAL BANS  (Limited), within the Colony of QUaaNSLAND, taken from the several Weekly Statements
during the Quarter  from the 1st APRIL to the 30th JuNB, 1873.
AMOUNT. ToTALs.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
18,680 16 11
434 16 8
12,098 16 1
fNot bearing
 Interest
 ... ... ...  51,780 5 10
 .........Deposits
 ............... 1 Bearing  Interest ... ... 95,401 1 0 147,181 6 10
Total Amount of Liabilities  ... ... ... ... £  178,395 16 6
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... . .. ... .. ... £ 110,290 0 0
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
 ... ... ... ...  Nil.
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ... ... N il .
Amounts of  the Reserved Profits at
 the time  of declaring such Dividend
Brisbane ,
 7th August, 1873.
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other
 coined  Metals... ...
Gold and Silver in Bul li on or Bars  ... ... ...
Government Securities - Stamps ... ...
Landed Property
 ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bi ll s of other Banks  ... ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks ...
Amount of all  Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes,
Bills of Exchange ,  and all  Stock and Funded Debt. of
every description ,  excepting Notes, Bills ,  and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
AMOUNT .  TOTALS.
£  S.  d.
Total Amount of Assets ...
£ s. d.
45,403 8 10
13,886 2 4
212 9 4
9,158 2 11
42 9 2
19,501 10 9
199,517 16 1
... £
 287,721 19  5
E. R. DRURY, General  Manager.
JOHN H .  RYLAND ,  Accountant.
1, Edward Robert Drury ,
 make oath ,  that ,  to the best of my knowledge and belief ,
 the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and.Liabilities of the above
Bank
 during the period specified ; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council ,
 of the Colony of New South
Wales ,  4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
Sworn before  me, at Brisbane ,
 this 7th day  of August, 1873.
F. H. HART, Justice of the Peace.
E. R. DRURY.
I, the undersigned ,
 being the General Manager of the QUEENSLAND NATIONAL BANK
 (Limited ),
 do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps ,  under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, Section 9, the sum of £140 2s. 2d.,
for the duty after the rate of
 £ 3 per cent. per annum upon the sum of
 £ 18,680 16s. 11d .,  being one quarter 's composition of the duty payable on the annual  average  of the money value of the Notes in circulation of
the said Bank ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  according to the annexed Return.
Dated this 7th clay of August,
 1873.
E. R. DRURY.
General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland , 7th August, 1873.
4'(! HE following
 Su MARfES
 of OBSERVATIONS taken at the  METEOROLOGICAL STATION, CAPE MORETON, during the Months of January, February,  and March , 1873, are published for
! general information .
By His Excellency' s Command,
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster -General.
SUMMARIES
 OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT CAPE MORETON, DURING THE MONTHS OF JANUARY, FEBRUARY, AND MARCH, 1873.
LATITUDE ,  27° 1'
 S.;  LoNGITUDE ,  153° 28' E . ;  HEIGHT  OF  OBBEavATOaY ABOVE MEAN SEA La'v  t,  320 PEET ; ON SEA-COAST.
RAaorxrra.
C.;.  to  32-  F.h,.
and red ,  to mean
Sea  level.
a.
4 d  .1
m a, m w
Temperature of Temperature of
Air. Evaporation.
JANUARY.
A
a,
Maximum ... ... ... ... ...
1.I30.110 30.073 90.118 77.0 87.0
mean ... ... ... ... ... 129849
 29.84.6  931 73.6 77.5
Minimum ... ... ... ... ....29.758 29.676 129.730 69.0 70.0
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
FEBRUARY.
30.121 30'993
1
29.951  29-895
9.716 29'001
30.074 78.0 84.0
29'964
 739 78.0
29.692 68'0 72.0
82.0
73.1
70.0
77.0
73.6
70.0
HIGROHETER.
a d
w a
74.0 75.0 75.0 '96
690 70.6 68.6 '80
65.0 66.0
 63,0  '56
78.0
70.0
65.0
MARCH.
Maximum 30.145 30'091 30.137
Mean 29 942 29'875129920
Minimum 29.779 29828  '29.703
78'0 84.0 76.0 1 76.0
73.8 77.3 73.2 61.6
66.0 65.0 65.0 63.0
JANUARY,  1873.-Mean Shade Temperature  of Month, 74.1 degrees.
1872. „ 77.4
1871.
 „  76.6 ,
1870. 77.0
FEBRUARY ,  1873.- Mean Shade Temperature of Month ,  748 degrees.
1872. „ 78.4
1871.
 78.5
1870. 76.4
MARCH , .  1873: Mean  ShadeTemperature of Month ,  74-8  degrees.
1872. 71.5
1871. „ 74.3
1870. 75.8
78.0
73.0
680
77.0 100
70-0 •80
67.0 61
79.0
72.6
64.0
75.0 •94
702 •78
81.0 •53
Humidity.
0
n
1.00
'73
'52
94
'70
'S2•
1.00
•69
'44
Rain  fell on 16 days.
„ 12 „
„ 12
6
Rain fell on 12 days.
15 „
„ 13 „
8
Rain fell on 17 days.
14
„ 13
16
•94 146.0
-78 135.8
'66
 WO
9EL 7 -RE°ISPERING
THERMOMETERS.
118.0
 67-0  86.0  73-0
107.0  61.2  79-7 70-0
89.0
 56-0  73.0 67.0
94 ! 145'0 ... 67'0 88.0
•78 . 132.0 ... 59.0 81.0
68 1108.0 ... 55.0 74.0
'90 146.0 117.0 670 86.0
1 9 134.1  105-9  60.2 79.6
•49 88'0  79-0  64'0 70.0
Total Rainfa ll ,  5-34 Inches.
16.08
15.47
5.97
Total Rainfa ll ,  4.16 inches.
4.57 „
3.30
6.79
Total  Rainfall,  11.23 inches.
13.42
8-62
27.5711
RAIN.
75.0  19-0
 1.150
70.0 7.0 •200
66.0 6.0 •000
73.0 14.0
 2-210
67-9  9.4 •360
63.0 6
.0 •000
WIND.
Summa ry  of Direction.
9
 sin.  3 p.m.
N2 NW1 NO NW3
wl swo wo 8wo
N4
WO
81
E3
S 0 SE 15 S I BE 19 81 BE 17
E 11 NE1 E5  NE3 E8 NE 2
NO NW4
IW4 SWO
185 SE7
IE5 NE3
N2 NW2
W3 SW2
82 BE 12
E7 NE0
9 p.m.
N3NW O
wo
 ewe
NWO NO NWO '
SW0 WO SW0
BE12 81 BE11
NE8 E6 NE4
N4 NWO
W0 SW2
80
 BE 13
E7 NE4
N4 NW1
wo swo
83 BE10
Ell NE2
CLOUD.  OZONE.
0-10.
d
S
10 10 I 10
7-6 7-21  7.3
4 3 0
10 10
7.0 6.0
2 2
10
7-0
2
10
6.8
2
Electrical Observations-72 Positive ; 21 Negative.
59 „ 84
49 „ 44
66 27
Elect ri cal  Observations-64  Positive  ;
 20 Negative.
41 „ 44
62 „ 32
72 12
Electrical Observations-89 Positive 24 Negative.
66 „ 27
50 „ 43
12
Prevailing Winds ,
 BE., E.
E., S.E.
E.
S.E.,  N.E.
Prevailing Winds, S.E.
8.E., E.
B.E.
E., S.E.
Prevailing  Winds,S.E., E.
S.E, S.
S.E., E.
10
6'0
2
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,S
Government Meteorological  Observer.
178 2.500
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Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  30th July, 1873.
LOST PROPERTY - SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the undermentioned articles are in the custody of the Lost Property
Department ,  Southern and Western Railway, as lost property.
Owners can obtain the same on application to the Traffic Manager ,  Ipswich ,  and paying costs.
If not released on or before  SATURDAY,  13th September ,  1873, they will be sold by public
auction ,  to defray expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OP LOST PROPERTY ON HAND AT IPSWICH  STATION,  30TH JIINE, 1873.
Date found . Station and Place .  Where found. Description of Article.
1873.
1 January Ipswich On platform 1 package ,  shirt, &c.
1 » On line 1 lady's hat
6 „ Warwick let class  No. 3, Up 1 pipe  and case
17 Ipswich On platform 1 paper parcel, containing a dress
21 „ D4b 1st class  No. 2, Up 1  parcel  glass
21 Laidley On line 1 lady's hat
23  „
28
Ipswich 2nd class No .  4, Down 2 parasols
1 straw hat
18 February
11
Walloon On line Remains of quarter-bag flour
10 March Warwick 2nd class No. 5, Up 1 parasol
13
„
let class No. 3, Up 1 tobacco pouch
15 „ In goods shed 1 bundle matting
fl15
„
1 at iron
15 3 broom handles
17 „ Ipswich On
platform
1 package,  shirt, &c.
17 „ » 1 walking stick
17 2nd class No. 2, Down 1 bundle cabbage-tree
18 „ His Excellency the Gover-
nor's Special
1 walking stick
20 » Warwick On line 1 gentleman's hat
21 „ Ipswich On station 3  packages,  containing clothing
24 Murphy's Creek On line 1 lady's straw hat
26 Warwick On station 1 bag sundries
26 „ 1 blue swag
26 „ 1 bundle clothes, with 1 billy  attached
31 On platform 1 valise, containing clothes
31 1 1 fibre mattress ,  RA over W
10 April Ipswich 2ndclass carriage 1 parasol
11 Platform 1 coat
24 Toowoomba Cloak room 1 trunk, containing women's wearing
apparel
24 „ 3 felt hate
24 » „ „ l cap
24 1 h l
17 May
„
Cambooya Main Range
s aw
1 handkerchief bundle
19 » Ipswich Platform 1 piece matting
20 „ In carriage 1 pipe and tobacco
20
„ » „ 1 muffler
'20 1 lady s bag
20
20
Cambooya On ground  opposite station 1 tent swag
1 h d h11 an kerc ief parcel
20 Ipswich 2nd
class No .  4, Down ,
1 basket,  containing towel
20 Toowoomba Dalby line 1 child's hat
21 „ Highfields Main Range 1 hat with turban
26 „ Toowoomba Cloak room 1 lady' s scarf
26 11 1 lady's winter cloak
31 „ Ipswich On platform 1 swag of  clothes
31 1 bag clothes
31 1 hat box , containing  black hat
31 2 saddle bags
5 June Warwick On station 2 axle blocks
5 11 1 sheet iron
9 Highfields 66, 70 ,  Main Range 1 hat
9 Ipswich On platform .. 1 handkerchief parcel
A quantity of old second -hand railway porters '  uniform.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.LIST of UNCLAIMED GOODS on hand, IPSWICH STATION, 30th June, 1873 :-
Date. Name. Station from. Station to. Description.
1872.
5 September .. Harvey ... .. Ipswich Warwick 1 net ,  and rope attached
TIME TABLE.
No. 4,
Goods.
SOIITHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.- On and after  MONDAY,
 9th September,  1872, the following Time Table will come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.  Commissioner for Railways.
I[ILX%.
From Too-
Ipswich .  woomba.
29 ...
88 ...
49
86
86
901
94
102
109
118
120
131
140
143
85
80
97
106
114
127
130
STATIONS.
Ipswich ... ... ...
Walloon ... ... ...
Rosewood
 ... ... ...
Western Creek
Grandchester arrivedepart
Victoria Tunnel ... ...
Laidley ... ... ...
Gatton ... ... .
Helidon , ,,
I
arrive
depart
Murphy's Creek
I darriveepart
Highfields ... .. ...
Toowoomba .,, arrivedepart
Mahoney's Gate
7 Gowrie Junction ... arrive
No.1, No.2,
Goods. Mixed.
UP TRAINS.
No. 3,
Mixed.
A.M. A.M. A.M.
... 10.0 ...
... 10.28 ...
A ...
A ...
*11.8 ...
... 11.12 ...
A ...
11.49 ...
... 12.18 ...
... 12.63 ...
... 1.8 ...
*1'48
...
*8.30 1.52
9.22 2.44 ,,,
10.10 3.32
4.5 10.50
B B
*11.16
7 Gowrie Junction ... depart ... ... *11.25
121 For Williams' Camp ... ... A
16 Westbrook
 Crossing ... ... ... A
24 Cambooya ... .,. ... ... 12.25
31 Emu Creek Siding ... ... ... A
40 King ' s Creek  ,.. ... ... ...  1.18
42 Clifton
 ... ... ... ... ...  1.28
53 j A ll ora
 ...
 ... ... ...
 2.5
62 Lyndhurst
 Road .. . ... ... ...  A
65 Warwick
 ... ... ... ... ... 2.45
... Gowrie Junction ...
 depart ...  4'30 ...
... Gowrie ... ... ... ...  A ...
... Oakey Creek .,, ... ... ...  6.8 ...
... Jondaryan ... .,. ... .,.  6.38 ...
Bowenville ... ... ... ...  A ...
... Blaxland's Siding ,,. ,,, A ...
Dalby ... ... ... ..,
 6.50 ...
4.20
A
A
5.20
A
6.13
*6.23
7.0
A
7-40
52 65
61 ...
71
81
92
101
105
109
112
118
122
130
* Trains meet here.
Gowrie Junction
Toowoomba ...
Highfields ...
Murphy's Creek
Helidon ...
Gatton ...
Laidley
Victoria Tunnel
Grandchester
Western Creek
Rosewood ...
Walloon ...
Ipswich ...
,..depart
5 arrive
depart
f arrive
1 depart
arrive
depart
I
arrive
depart
6.30
7'20
810
DOWN TRAINS.
No.2, No.3,
Mixed.  Mixed.
No.4, No.6.
Mixed .  Goods.
No. 6
Mixed.
A.M. A.M. A.M. A.M.
8'40 ...
A
9.68 ...
10-30  ...
A ...
P.M.
8.5 ... ... 5.5
A   A
8.45 ... ... 6.46
9-22
 ... ... *6.23
9.32 ... ... 6.33
A A ... A
W10'25 ... ... 7.26
A A ... A ktA.
A
B
A
B
... *11.25 *11.16 ...  8-26
11-55  11 .44 8.56
6.50 ... 12 .4 11.50 ...
7.40 ... 12.64 12.40 ...
1.44 1.30 ...
*8.30 ... *1.48 ... ...
9.10 ...  2-28  ... ...
9'25 .,.  2-43  ,., ...
10'0 ... 3.18
10.29  ...  8.47 ... ...
A ... A
All Day Tickets  issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
NoTE. The Trains
 will stop only at those places at which they are timed  to stop.
(A.) The Traa"  marked thus , A, will stop  by signal to take up passengers  only, who will be charged  the fare  to the Station at which their  Journey terminates .  Passengers requiring  to alight at those  places can
only do so by giving  notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place  at which they  propose to  alight.
(13.) The Nos. 2 and 3 Up, and
 3 and 6 Down Trains  only ,  wi ll , for the present, stop  at this  Crossing ,  subject to  the foregoing regulation.
Goods Trains  will be run when ueeoseary.
MILES.
No.6, No.6 ,  From From
Mixed .
 Mixed .  Dalby. Warwick.
STATIONS.
P.M. I P.M .  P.M. ... :
4.40 Dalby
.. ..
... ... *5.8 3 Blaaland ' s Siding  ...
A A 16 ... Bowenvillo ... ...
A A 24 ... Jondaryan ... ...
5.47 33 ... Oaks Creek ...
5 51 40 rG... ow ie ... ......
.,. A A 45  ... 1 Gowrie Junction  ...  arrive
6.28
... ... 6'57 ... ... Warwick ... ...
.,, ... 7.32 ... 3 Lyndhurst Road
... ... 7'47 ... 12 A ll ora ... ...
23 Clifton ... ...
2.7 ... 8.27 ... 25  K ing's Creek . ...
2.59 ... 9 .19 ... 34 Emu Creek Siding ...
Commissioner for Railways'  Office,
Brisbane , 30ih Aug ust, 1872.
No. 1,
Goods.
A.M.
3.47
 ...  10.7 ... 41 Cambooya .. ... ...
... 3.65 ... ... 49 Westbrook Crossing ... ...
,, 521 For Wi ll iams '  Camp ... ... .••
... ,., ... 58 Gowrie Junction .., arrive ...
... 50.45 Mahoney ' s Gate
 ... ... ••.
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Commissioner or Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after  MONDAY, the  14th instant,  the following Time
Table will  come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rook-
hampton.
stations IIp Train,Mixed.
Miles
from West-
wood.
stations. Down TrainMixed.
A.M. p.m.
. Rockhampton  ... ... ... 11. 0 Westwood ... ... ... 3.306
Gracemere  ... ... ... 11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing ... ... A
15 Stanwell ... ... 12. 0 15 Stanwell ... ... ... 4.30
24 Rosewood Crossing ... ... A 24 Gracemere ... ... ... 5. 6
80 Westwood  ... ... ... 1. 0 30 Rockhampton ... ... 5.30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo llowing Monday. r
(A) The TrA ns marked thus, A. will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who  will  be charged the fare to the station at
which their journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to slight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they  j oin the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
REVENUE and ExpSNDITVna of the DALBY MUNICIPAL COUNCIL for the Half year ending slot
December, 1872.
Dr.
£ a. d.
1872.
80th June.
To Balance Account ,  Commercial Bank ... 38
„ „ in hand  ... ... ... ...  21
81st Dec.
To amount resumed and interest  ... ...  610
Rates  ... ... ... ... ...  154
„ Water  licenses  ... ... ... ...  10
„ Carriers'  licenses ... ... ... ...  4
„ Amount received for iron... ... ...  3
» Fines
Cash from Alfred Elms
Cr.
1872.
Slot Dec.
9 11 By ironwork  ... ... ... ... ...  7 0 9
5 8 „ Clearing Town Hall ... ... 3 10 0
Town Clerk  ... ... ... ...  67 6 4
0 0 „ Town Inspector  ... ... ... ...  47 15 6
16 6 „ Labor ... ... ... 99 11 6
4 0 „ Lead ,  oil, kerosene , &c.... ... ... 12 0 1
6 0 „ Summonses  ... ... ...  1 13 0
14 0 „ Well -sinking  ... ...  123 14 9
DALBy DAM.
Da,
1872. £ a. d.
31st Dec.
To special account, Commercial Bank  ...  1,020 0 0
£1,020 0 0
Case. W. EBBS,
Town Clerk.
1872.
31st Dec.
By cheque to Contractor ...
£ a. d.
£  S.  d.
... 46 0 0
... 975 0 0
£1,020 0 0
G. B. MOLLE,
Mayor.
We have this day examined the foregoing Accounts and found them correct.
Dalby, 27th  January, 1873.
Ca,
2 12 6  „...  23 17 10
1 0 0 „  1=0d  repair of. Wells  ... 16 16 0
Loam  ... ... ... ... ...  27 6 4
Telegrams... ... ...  1 19 8
Carnage on tank... ... ...  8 5 3
Printing and advertising  ... ...  11 8 6
„ Removing caresses  ... ... ...  0 15 0
„ Iron for well buckets  ... ... ...  2 16 0
Whim, Stuart street well  ... ... 88 0 0
Wire and railway carriage ... ... 1 14 0
Auditors fees, ... ... ... ...  2 10 0
„ Water at fires, &c. ... ... ...  14 7 0
Stationrey, &o. ... 2 19 4
Pump hose  ... ... ... ...  0 15 0
Tank frame,  Stuart street well  ... ... 46 0 0
» Postage and stamps ... ... ... 1 16 4
„ Shade trees  ... ... ... ...  1 0 4
Law expenses ... ... ... ... 14 11 8
„ Window blinds , &c. ... ... ... 1 0 1
Engineer for dam, travelling expenses  ...  9 19 0
petitions respecting Reserves  ... ...  4 4 0
Bank charges and exchange  ... ...  5 18 10
Government Gazette  ... ...  1 10 0
Balance at Commercial Bank  ... ... 79 8 7
„ Balance in hand ... ... ... ... 16 2 4
£746 7 7 £746 7 7
JULI[ 1S OTTO, Auditors.SAML.  BUTTERWORTH,]
536 32s.
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STATEMENT of R CEIPTS and DISBUR EMBNTB by the COUNCIL of the MUNICIPALITY of Bowrx, for
the half-year ending 30th June, 1873.
BSOEIPTS.
1873.
Jan.  1.  £ a. d.
To cash on hand  ... ,,,
...  4 0 10
„ Balance in Bank of New South Wales 230 10 6
Rates  ... ... ...  244 7 6
Jetty wharfages  .. £ 218 10 10
Ditto,  old accounts 11 5 4
229 16. 2
Loan from  Government „ 600 0 0
Government Endowment on rates for
half-year ending 31 Dec., 1872  ...  163 4 0
Town Common fees ... ... ... .7 3 0
DIenuaaxiSSTs.
1873.
Jan.
By Jetty  wages, wharfingers
1,
„
salary, &c. ... £78 13 2
Weighing  machine  ...  14 0 0
£ •a.  d.
92 13 2
Incidental  expenses  ... ... ...  12 10 6
Horse  expenses ... ... ... ...  33 9 10
Printing and advertising 17 16 6
Implements  ... £ 616 8
Ditto and dray  ...  13 0 0
... ... ... .,,
Deficit account ,  cash received from
rates as per receipts ... ... ... 1 6 0
Stationery  ... ... ... ...  519 0
Building account  ... ... ...  4 16 6
Gregory street ... ... ... 10 4 9
Herbert street ... ... ... ...  34 1 3
Quay street  ... ... ... ...  6 10 3
Pool street  ... ... ... ...  0 1 9
Sinclair street  ... ... ... ... 0 1 9
Livingstone  street  ... ... ...  167 13 6
Leichhardt street ... ... ... 176 7 11
Don street  ... ... ... ...  519 12 4
Kennedy street  ... ... ... ...  19 8 6
William street  ... ... ... ...  16 3 9
Thomas street ... ... ... ... 0 10 6
King 's Beach road  ... ... ... 4 11 0
Salaries  ... ... ... £116 17 7
Ditto Inspect. Town
Common to 30th June 3 6 8
£1,869 1 11
R.  H. SMITH,  Town Clerk.
„
19 16 8
20 0 0
120 4 3
Inspector of Town Common, 60 per
cont. on amount of fees coll ected,
£7 3s. Od. 3 11 6
Balance in Bank  ... ... ...  80 7 10
Cash in hand  ... ... ... ...  2 4 0
£1,869 1 11
D. MILLER, Mayor.
We have this day examined all the Books and Vouchers of the Bowen Municipality that have been
exhibited to us, and find them correct.
T . S. HORSEY, 2
J. M. PRATT,
I Auditors.
Bowen, 16th July, 1873.
530 308.
C OPPERFIELD MUNICIPALITY.-B LANCE SHEET for Half Year  ending June 30, 1873.
Dr.
To Cash in hand last Balance  ... ...  6
Rates  ... ... ... ... ...  65
Licenses ,  Carriers  ... ... ... ...  31
Do. Dogs  ... ... ... ...  4
„ Fines  ... ... ... ... ... 1
Government Endowments ,  Rates ... 186
„ Do. do, Land Sales ... 77
„ Rent  ... ... ... ... ... 4
Unpaid Cheque ... ... ... ...  6
Audited,  and found oorrect.
Cr.
s. d. £ a. d.
12 9 By Balance last half year .. 68 2 4
1 3 „ Town Clerk ' s Salary and Com-
10 0 mission  ... ... ...  32 6 0
10 0 „ Office Expenses  ... ...  5 14 6
9 6 ., Law do. ... ... ... 10 3 0
0 2 „ Printing and Advertising 6 15 0
4 2 „ Audit and Returning Officers'
0 0 Fees  ...  816 0
14 0 „ Repairs to Streets  ...  146 10 3
Metal ling Christoe street  ...  20 4 0
Clermont Balance, due on
Separation 7 2 1
Bank Interest... 4 0 0
„ Repairs to Dam ... ... 3 13 0
Balance ,  Bank  ... ... 60 16 7
Do. Cash... ... ... 7 19 1
£882 1 10
649
68 15 8
£382 1.10
A. B. McCONALA,
Mayor.
T. NICHOLLS, Auditors.WM. TENNANT,
16s.
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BALANCE SH ET of theMUNICIPALITY of GLADSTONE, for the Half-year ending 30th June, 1873.
Dr.
1873.
Jan. £ s. d.
To Balance  at A.J. B. Bank  ... ...
... 48 11 9
„ Cash in band ... ... 3 19 1
„ Endowment on land sold, 1872 ... ... 10 18 7
„ Balance of Government Loan .. .. 380 0 0
Rates for half-year ending 30th June, 1873 124 7 7
£567 17 0
Correct.
W. HIGGINS, Town Clerk.
Compared with the Books and Vouchers and found correct.
Cr.
1873.
June.  £ s. d.
By repairs of roads, streets, &c. ... 368 11 5
Stationery, stamps, and printing... ...  5 2 2
Repayment of Government Loan ... 10 18 7
Salaries, fees, and commission ... ... 38 15 6
General stores ... ... ... ... 2 10 4
„ Cash at A.J.S. Bank ... ... ... 141 19 0
£567 17 0
JAMES HAWTHORNE, Mayor.
THOMAS S. BLOOMFIELD, IAuditors.R. HARVEY,
C. W. RICH, P.M.
31st July, 1873.
548
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1873.
NOTICE.
1N accordance with the 5th Section of  "TheMarriage Act,"  28 Victoria, No. 15, it is
hereby notified that the
Reverend ALEXANDER, DANDIE,
a Minister of the Presbyterian Denomination,
residing at Warwick, is duly registered as a Minister
of Reli gion, authorised to celebrate Marriages in
Queensland.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1873.
N OTICE is hereby given, that HuGo  SENFTLE-
BEN, of Brisbane, NICHOLAS KENNEDY, Of
Brisbane, and AxEL H. F. B. KORTUM, of Bowen,
were this day admitted as duly qualified Medical
Practitioners ; and JoHN MCKENNA, of Brisbane,
and JAMES WILLIAMS, of Brisbane, were this day
admitted as Chemists and Druggists.
K. CANNAN,
President.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS,
Secretary.
13s-
NOTICE.
R. JOSEPH WILSON, of Briffney Creek, was
this day appointed Poundkeeper at Glad-
stone, for the ensuing twelve months.
For the Bench,
GEORGE WHITE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Gladstone , 4th August, 1873.
NEW DOLCOATH TIN MINING COMPANY
(LIMITED).
NOTICE.
A
T a Special General Meeting of the Share-
holders, held at the Office of the Company,
on the 5th instant, a Resolution was passed that
the Company be voluntarily wound up, and the
undersigned were appointed Liquidators.
A. HOLLAND,
FREDK. CHAFFERS, Liquidators.
Brisbane , 6th August, 1873.
533 3s. 6d.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane , 5th August, 1873.
NOTICE.
L
OT 84 of the  sale  of Crown Lands to be held
at Martin's Auction Rooms on the 13th
Instant, is Portion 633A, parish of North Brisbane,
and not Portion 633,  as proclaimed.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1873.
I
T is hereby notified that the Upset Price of
Portions 5, 6, and 71, in the Parish of Burrum,
proclaimed  for sale by  auction, at  Maryborough, on
the 18th August, 1873, as Lots 39, 40, and 41, has
been raised to  £ 1 per acre.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor- General.
£60 REWARD.
TO CONSTABLES AND OTHERS.
STOLEN  from Moolayember Creek, during thefirst week in April last, the thorough-bred
entire horse, "Young Kelpie." He is a small
li ght-ba , rising eight years old ; branded MLR
(the ML conjoined)  on near  shoulder.
Also, a light-bay mare, aged, branded with
fetlock brand on near shoulder, and numbers under
saddle.
The above reward will  be paid to any person
giving information leading to the apprehension anti
conviction of the party or parties who stole the
above-described horses ; or £10 on delivery of said
horses to the undersigned.
T. FOOT AND SONS.
Moravia,
Rolleston, 17th July, 1873.
528 58.
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MACKAY DISTRICT COURT.
IN pursuance of "  The District  Courts Act of
1867 ,"  and by authority of the same, I hereby
appoint the day and time hereinafter mentioned for
holding a District Court at the Town of Mackay,
within the Northern District.
Criminal Jurisdiction.
Thursday, 6th Nov., 1873.
Civil Jurisdiction.
Thursday, 6th Nov., 1873.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
20th July, 1873.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A SITTING of the above Court will be held atthe Supreme Court House,  Brisbane , before
His Honor  Sir JAMES  COCKLE, Knight, Chief
Justice of Queensland, and Judge of the Vice-
Admiralty Court of Queensland, on MONDAY,
the 18th day of August  instant, at Eleven  o'clock
in the forenoon.
By Order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
To the Worshipful the Justices of the Peace in and
for the District of Port Curtis.
I HEREBY give Notice that I intend to make ap-
plication to the Court of Petty  Sessions , at Glad-
stone, on THURSDAY, the 4th day of September,
1873, for a License to erect Swing Gates across the
Dawson Road, on the Calliope Range,  in accordance
with the terms of  " The Closing of Roads Act,"  28
Victoria, No. 19.
JOHN S. BELL.
Dumgree , 30th July, 1873.
647 3s. 6d.
To the Worshipful the Justices of the Peace in and
for the District of Gladstone.
I HEREBY give Notice that I intend to make
application to the Court of Petty Sessions, at
Gladstone, on THURSDAY, the 4th day of Sep-
tember, 1873, for a License to erect Swing Gates on
the Road unnamed, North and South, in the
Calliope Agricultural Reserve, leading to Targinnie,
in accordance with the terms of  "The Closing of
Roads Act,"  28 Victoria, No. 19.
HENRY FRIEND.
Gladstone, 30th July, 1873.
546 3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Sarah Jones ,  late of Brisbane, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  widow, deceased,
intestate.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this Honorable
Court ,  in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Letters of Administration  of the  goods ,  chattels,
credits, and effects of the above -named deceased
may be granted  to William Anthony  Jones, of
Sydney aforesaid , the only  son and next of kin of
the said deceased.
Dated this seventh day of August ,  A.D. 1873.
WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
P ro ctor for the said Wi lliam Anthony Jones.
637 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Robert Gardner, late of Redford,
near Roma, in the District of Maranoa, in the
Colony of Queensland,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after  the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,  appli-
cation will be made  .  to this Honorable Court,
in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction ,  that Probate of
the Will of the above-named Robert Gardner,
deceased, may be granted to John Ashburn, of
Hogenthulla Downs, in the said colony, and John
Urquhart, of Redford Station, the Executors named
in and appointed by the said Will.
Dated at Brisbane, this seventh day of August,
A.D. 1873.
ROBERTS AND DALY,
Proctors for the said Executors,.
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of George Blunt, late of Ipswich, in
the Colony of Queensland, waggon builder,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, applig ation will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named George Blunt, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Edred Stady Blunt, of Ipswich
aforesaid, the eldest son and one of the next of kin
of the said intestate.
Dated this seventh day of August, A.D. 1873.
MACALISTER AND MEIN,
Proctors for the Applicant,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
542 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of  Holmes and Ramsden,
of Brisbane ,  merchants.
W
HEREAS the said Holmes  and Ramsdenwere,
on  the 28th day of July, A.D. 1873, ad-
judged to be Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 22nd day of September, A.D. 1873,  to com-
mence  at Eleven o'clock, for the  last examination
of the Insolvents, and unless the Court shall other-
wise direct, for the Insolvents to make an applica-
tion for their Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 4th day of August, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MtsKix,
543
Official Assignee.
- Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of Patrick McMahon, late of Too-
woomba, in  the Colony  of Queensland ,  publican,
deceased.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court ,  that Letters of Administration of all
the goods ,  chattels ,  credits, and effects of the
above-named Patrick McMahon, deceased ,  who died
intestate, may be granted to Bridget McMahon, of
Toowoomba ,  in the said colony, widow of the said
deceased.
Dated at Toowoomba, this twenty -fifth day of
July, A.D. 1873.
GUSTAVUS HAMILTON,
Ruthven street ,  Toowoomba ,  and Queen street,
Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Bridget McMahon.
631 6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland. The GovxRNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
In the Matter of the Act of  Parliament  31 Vic.,
No. 10, and of the Personal Estate of Ole
Jensen, late of Bowen, deceased :
To a Son, Ole Olsen.
'.nd of the Personal Estate of Yarrawis, late of
Macknade Plantation, Lower Herbert, de-
ceased, South Sea Islander :
To a Brother.
TAKE Notice that,  unless  you apply for and
. obtain Letters of Administration to the Per-
sonal Estates of Ole Jensen  and Yarrawis ,  deceased,
intestate , or show  cause  within one calendar month
after the date hereof, to the satisfaction of the
Supreme Court of Queensland, or the Judge
thereof, why orders should not be made for me to
'collect, manage, and  administer the said Estates of
the said Ole  Jensen and Yarrawis, I shall, at the
expiration  of the  said one calendar  month, apply by
Petition to the said Court, or the Judge of the
said Court,  for such orders ,  and the same will be
made accordingly.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Curator of  Intestate Estates.
Brisbane , the 9th day of August, 1873.
MEMORANDUM :- Cause  will be expected to be
shown by you, if at all, on Wednesday, the 10th
day of September, at 10 o'clock, before ,he Judge
then sitting , in Chambers, at the Court House,
Queen street, Brisbane.
545 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Samuel Hegarty, of
Freestone Creek, near Warwick, farmer.
W
the said Samuel Hegarty was,
11  on the 1st day of August, A.D. 1873, ad-
udged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme  Court House,  Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 1st day of September, A.D. 1873, to
commence  at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against  the said Estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to deter-
mine whether  any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination , and whether any and
what tools and wearing  apparel  shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ;  and a  Second Public Sitting of the
of the following  amounts
1873.
August 2 .-T. Foot  and Sons ...
2.-T. Foot  and Sons
2.-R. McLeod ... ...
2.-J. Fisher .. ...
2.-A. McLeod ... ...
5.-E. Bradley, junr....
5.-Bowen  Municipal Council
6.-T. Black ..
6.-Harrison, Jones, and Devlin
7.-J. Watson ... ... ...
7.-F. G. Mackay
7.-Municipal Council, Dalby
8.-A. McLeod... ... ...
8.-Municipal Council, Copperfield
8.-A. Geddes ... ... ...
8.-Municipal Council, Gladstone
Jmpounbings
£ S. d.
1 0 0
0 16 0
0 5 0
0 4 0
0 4 0
0 10 0
1 10 0
0 10 0
0 2 6
0 6 0
0 4 0
1 12 0
0 2 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 14 0
SW'  are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLIN G  PER ANIMAL ; and no such Adver-
fisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a  remittance sufficient  to cover the  cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, on the 24th July, 1873,
by the Clermont Police.
One light-bay mare, short switch tail, off hind fetlock
white, like 4 near shoulder, 0 near thigh, like W8
off shoulder, blaze face.
One bay gelding, few white hairs on forehead, short tail,
black points, like H near shoulder, like EF or EP
(the E writing capital) near rump, off bip slightly
knocked in.
If not released on or before the 25th August, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
A. McLEOD, Poundkeeper.
539 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Yaamba ,  from Toori lla, on the 29th
July, 1873, by Carden  Collins,  Esquire.
One bay filly, like small  M near shoulder, and M near
thigh.
If not  released  on or before the 25th August, 1873, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
Court ,  at the same  place, on MONDAY, the 20th
A. GEDDES, Poundkeeper.
day of October, A.D. 1873, to commence at Eleven 538
o'clock,  for the proof of debts against the said
Estate ,  and for such other matters connected with
the Estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 1st day of August, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. MISKIN,
544
Official Assignee.
6s. 6d.
NOTICE.
T
HE  Scale of Charges for the insertion  of Advertise-
ments  in the  Queensland Government  G azette  is
as
follows:-
Advertisements  relating to Insolvent of Intestate
Estates ,  or Letters  of Administration ,  6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relating to Impounded Stock, l &
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be  charged for at the
rate of 3s . for the first eight  lines  (or under),
and 3d. for every additional li ne, all owing ten
words  to each line.
Advertisers  are reminded  that No ADVERTISEMEN'!
WILL BE INSERTED  in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance  sufficient to cover the  cost of its insertion
according to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Is.
IMPOUNDED at North Brisbane,  for trespass at
Government House, on the 24th June, 1873, by
Police.
One dark-cliesnut horse, DD near shoulder, D off
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th August, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
V. HUGHES, Poundkeeper.
540 Is.
I
MPOUNDED at Gayndah, from Degilbo  Station, for
trespass, on the 29th July, 1873, by order of William
Sly, Esquire. Driving expenses, 5s. per head.
One grey mare, D  near  shoulder, HZ  near rump.
One bay horse, JR near shoulder.
One bay horse 2 over B near shoulder, collar-marked.
One chesnut mare, CPL over 54 (the PL conjoined)
near  shoulder, docked.
One bay mare, like W or H blotched near thigh.
One black mare, io over N of shoulder, white  face, off
hind foot white.
One brown mare, SB near shoulder.
One bay mare, like spade brand off shoulder, blind off eye.
One chesnut horse, W in circle near shoulder, like PC
off shoulder, bald face, hind feet white, white
stripe on cheek, ewe necked.
One grey horse, AM near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th September, 1873,
will be  sold to defray expenses.
THOS. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
532 10s.
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IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from Wolfang, on the
7th July, 1873, by Messrs. Milson, De Satge, and
Co. Damages, 10s.  6d.;  driving, 2s. 6d.
One dark-brown gelding, star, near hind foot white, CO
over WR blotched  near  shoulder, like C near neck,
like A&W conjoined off shoulder.
One bay mare, blaze face, hind feet white, HL conjoined
over 5 off shoulder.
One bay gelding, star, long tail, blotch brand near neck,
blotch brand near shoulder, indistinct.
If not released on or before the 15th August, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
A. MCLEOD, Poundkeeper.
524 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from The Langloe, for
1 trespass, on the 23rd July, 1873, by order of Mr.
Petiford. Driving, 3s. each.
One black  mare,  like CC near shoulder, indistinct brand
like RO near thigh, saddle-marked.
One black mare, like 55 near shoulder, indistinct brand
off neck, like saddle-marked.
If not released on or before the 5th September, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
E. BRADLEY, Junior, Poundkeeper.
529 2s.
IMPOUNDED  at Surat,  fr om Combarengo ,  on the 25th:
July, 1873, by order of Mr. Wm. Collie. Driving,
3s. 4d.
One red and white bullock, worker, like 1 over '- near,
loin,  like W off shoulder, like blotch  off ribs, sl
of  ear.
One strawberry bullock, worker, JIM off ribs, 2 off cheek.
One brown and white bullock, worker, like QM conjoined
or CM near rump.
One white bullock, red neck, worker, blotch brands near
and off rump, off ear of.
One red cow, like BC  near ribs , blotch  near rump.
One red heifer, like JM off ribs, slit off ear.
If not released on or before the 25th August, 1873,
wi ll  be sold  to defray  expenses.
I
635
IMPOUNDED  at Ro ll eston ,  from Barangah, on the
1 17th July, 1873, by order of J. H.  Stevens, Esquire.
Driving expenses ,  9s. 2d. per head.
One bay horse, 2 near shoulder, like ML or NL con-
joined (the M writing capital )  over half-circle near
saddle ,  co ll ar-marked ,  black points.
One bay mare, blotched brand like square near shoulder,
H in circle near rump ,  S off rump ,  saddle -marked,
black points,  fistula-mark.
One chesnut horse, like TV near shoulder, PB or PR
near rump, c-ill or c-iR conjoined off shoulder,
saddle-marked, star, hind feet white.
One black horse, e. I conjoined over like T near shoulder,
white  marks  under saddle.
If not released on or before the 15th August, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. FISHER ,  Poundkeeper.
625 4s.
IMPOUNDED  at Banana , from Cracow, on the 17th
July, 1873, by order of J. Nisbet, Esquire. Driving,
10s. 10d. each.
One black  mare , DR near shoulder, M off shoulder, star
in forehead ; colt foal at foot, unbranded.
One chesnut colt ,  R over 5 near  shoulder ,  blaze  on face,
of hind and off fore feet white.
One bay mare ,  like B near  shoulder  ;  bay filly foal at
foot, unbranded.
One bay colt, illegible brand near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th August, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
R. MCLEOD, Poundkeeper.
626 4e.
J. WATSON, Poundkeeper.
6s.
IMPOUNDED  at Roma , from Gubberamunda, on
the 26th July, 1873, by order of James Lalor,.
Esquire .  Driving ,  3s. 8d.
One dark -bay mare ,  star and snip ,  2 over 3A near
shoulder.
One bay mare , hollow-backed, IM over indistinct brand.
like H  over C  sideways near  shoulder ; foal at  foot.
One grey  ma re , like WB  of shoulder,  R upside -down off
thigh.
One grey hrse , blotched brand like IL over MJ con-
joined, the J upside-down,  near shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 6th September , 1873,.
wil be  sold to defray  expenses.
F. G. MACKAY , Poundkeeper.
534 4s.
IMPOUNDED  at Banana , from Banana Station, on the
2nd July, 1873, by order of Mr. J. Cunninghame..
Driving, 4d.
One red and white bullock, illegible brand on off rump,.
off ribs, and off thigh, part of off ear cut off.
Also, from Callide, on 3rd July, 1873, by order of J.
Mundell, Esquire. Driving, 8s. 4d. each.
One light-bay horse,  star , two white hind feet, lately
fired on the fore legs ,  white hairs on back of wither,
like R in circle over illegible brands near shoulder..
One bay mare, J over S near shoulder ; bay filly, progeny
of above, unbranded.
Also, from the Prairie Station, on the same date, by
order of F. Morton, Esquire. Driving, 6s. 4d. each.
One bay horse, small star, white spot  near  saddle, CR
near  shoulder, like 21 off shoulder, like S off thigh.
One bay horse, star, off hind foot white, grey tail, had a
sore back , OC over 7  near saddle,  li ke 42  of  saddle.
If not released on or before the 5th August, 1873, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
R. MCLEOD, Poundkeeper.
527 5s.
BRISBANE :
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 14th August, 1873.
T_T IS Excellency the Governor  directs the sub-
joined  Despatches ,  with their respective
Enclosures ,  received from the Secretary of State
for the Colonies , to be  published in the  Government
Gazette,  for general  information.
A. H. PALMER.
1.
[CIRCULAR.]
ADVANTAGES UNDER " THE MERCHANT SHIPPING
ACT AMENDMENT ACT, 1862," TO BE Ex-
TENDED TO SHIPS OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES
ADOPTING THE RULES FOR THE MEASURE-
MENT  OF TONNAGE NOW IN FORCE IN GREAT
BRITAIN.
Downing street,
20th May, 1873.
MY Loan,-I have the honor to transmit to you,
for information in the Colony under your Govern-
ment, a  copy of an Order of The Queen in Council, of
the 5th instant, extending to French  vessels the
advantages held out by  "The Merchant Shipping
Act Amendment Act,  1862," to ships of Foreign
Countries adopting the rules for the measurement
of tonnage which obtain in this country.
I have, &c.,
KIMBERLEY.
The Officer Administering the
Government of Queensland.
AT THE C OURT  AT WINDSOR,
The 5th day of May, 1873.
PRESENT :
The Queen' s Most Exce ll ent  Majesty in Council.
Whereas by  " T&e Merchant Shipping Act
Amendment Act, 1862,"  it is  enacted that, whenever
it is  made to appear to Her Majesty that the rules
concerning  the measurement of tonnage of merchant
ships for the time being in force under the principal
Act have been adopted by the Government of any
foreign country, and are in force in that country, it
shall be lawful for Her Majesty, by Order in
Councit, to direct that the ships of such foreign
country shall be deemed to be of the tonnage
denoted in  their  certificates  of registry or other
national  papers, and thereupon  it sha ll no longer
be necessary  for such ships to be  remeasured in
any port or place in Her Majesty's dominions, but
such ships shall be deemed to be of the  tonnage
denoted in their  certificates  of registry or other
papers,  in the same manner , to the same  extent, and
for the same  purposes , in, to, and for which the
tonnage denoted in the "Certificates of Registry
of British Ships is to be  deemed  the tonnage of
such Ships ." And whereas  it has been made  to
appear to Her Majesty that  the rules concerning
the measurement  of tonnage  of merchant ships
now in  force under  " The Merchant Shopping Act,
1854," have been adopted by the President of the
French Republic,  and are in  force in the French
dominions.
Her Majesty is hereby  pleased , by and with the
advice of Her Privy Council, to direct that the
ships of France, the certificates of French  nation-
ality and registry of which are dated on or after
the first day of June, one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-three, shall be deemed to be of the
tonnage denoted in the said  certificates  of French
nationality and registry.
II.
[CIRCULAR.]
ERROR CORRECTED IN ARTICLE XVIII. OF THE
TREATY BETWEEN HER MAJESTY AND THE
KING OF ITALY FOR THE MUTUAL  SURRENDER
of FUGITIVE CRIMINALS.
Downing street,
24th  May, 1873.
MY LoRD,-With reference  to my Circular Des-
patch of the 10th April,  enclosing  copy of a Treaty
between Her Majesty and the King of Italy for the
mutual surrender  of fugitive  Criminals , I have the
honor  to transmit  to you, for your  information, a copy
of a declaration signed at  Rome by Sir Augustus
Paget and M. Visconti Venosta, on the 7th of this
month, correcting  an error in  the date of a Maltese
Ordinance mentioned at the end of the 18th
Article of that Treaty.
I have, &c.,
KIMBERLEY.
The Officer Administering the
Government of Queensland.
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Declaration rectifying an Error in  Article XVIII.
of the  Treaty between  Her Majesty and the
King of Italy ,  of the  5th  February ,  1873,  for
the Mutual Surrender  of Fugitive  Criminals.
Signed at Rome, 7 May,  1873.
The Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo-
tentiary of Per  Majesty  the Queen of Great
Britain and Ireland to  His  Majesty the King of
Italy and His Ita lian Majesty's Minister for
Foreign Affairs ,  having concurrently recognised a
material error in the date of the Ordinance of the
Maltese Government of the 21st of  February,  1863,
as it is mentioned at the end of the XVIIIth
Article of the Extradition Treaty of the 5th of
February ,  1873, between Great Britain and Italy,
have, by common consent, declared that the
words
-Finally, it is agreed that this stipulation does
not appl to the Island of Malta, the Ordinance of
the Maltese Government of May 3, 1863 (No.
1230 ),  remaining in full force ,"  shall be read:-
" Finally, it is agreed that this stipulation does
not apply to the Island of Malta, the Ordinance of
the Maltese Government of the 21st of February,
1863, remaining in full force."
The present declaration is signed in duplicate at
Rome, this 7th day of May, 1873.
A. B . PAGET.
VISCONTI VENOSTA.
III.
[CIRCULAR.]
ON THE SUBJECT OF " THE AUSTRALIAN COLONIES
DUTIES ACT, 1873."
Queensland.
Downing street,
13th June, 1873.
Mr Loun,•--I have the honor to transmit to you
six copies of an Act intituled  " The Australian
Colonies Duties Act,  1873."
2. The telegram sent on February 11th, by
desire of the representatives of the Colonies as-
sembled in Conference in Sydney, expressed their
earnest hope that Her Majesty's Government would
introduce, at as early a date as possible, the neces-
sary measure for giving effect to the wish of the
Conference-namely, that those restrictions should
be removed which precluded two or more Colonies
of the Australian group from entering into arrange-
ments for the admission of articles the growth,
produce, or manufacture of any part of Australia
or New Zealand, upon terms to which they might
mutually agree.
3. Her Majesty's-Government, upon the receipt
of this telegram, determined after full considera-
tion to propose to Parliament a Bill giving effect
to this strongly and repeatedly expressed wish of
the Australasian Colonies, and, Parliament having
passed the Bill, there would be no advantage in
continuing the discussion of the questions raised
in the correspondence which has taken place on this
subject, and in which the general views of Her
Majesty's Government have been already fully
explained.
4. It will be perceived that the Act gives full
power to each of the Australian Colonies to make
laws imposing or remitting duties, for the purpose
of giving effect to an agreement in respect of any
article  imported  into it from any other colony to
which the Act applies. It has been thought ex-
pedient that, subject to the proviso against differ-
ential duties, the powers given to the Colonial
Legislatures should be extended to articles not the
growth, produce, and manufacture of Australia or
New Zealand, in order to remove all doubts as to
such arrangements as have already been made
as to border duties between Victoria and New
South Wales, and also to enable a Customs Union
to be established between any two or more of the
Colonies to which the Act applies.
5. You will be at liberty, in consequence of the
passing of  "  The Australian Culoiaies Duties  Jet
1873," to assent to any -Bill imposing such differ-
ential duties as fall within its provisions,' notwith-
standing anything contained in the Royal Instruc-
tions, which will hereafter be modified in accord-
ance with the new enactment.
I have, &c.,
KIMBERLEY.
The Most Honorable
The Marquis of Normanby,
&c., &c., &c.
[Enclosure.]
[36 VmT.] [CH. 22.3
AUSTRALIAN COLONIES (CUSTOMS
DUTIES).
cuAPTEa 22.
A.D. 1873.
"An Act to Amend the Law with respect to Customs
Duties in the Australian Colonies."  26th
May, 1873.
WHEREAS it is expedient to amend the law with
respect to Customs duties in the Australian
Colonies :
Be it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent
Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the
Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this
present Parliament assembled, and  by the  authority
of the same, as follows
Short title.
1. This Act may be cited as  " The Australian
Colonies Duties Act,  1873."
Interpretation  clause.
2. In this Act the term " Australian Colonies "
shall mean the colonies of New South Wales,
Victoria, South Australia, Queensland, Western
Australia, and Tasmania : The term "country"
shall mean any country or place except Australian
Colonies and the colony of New Zealand.
Power to Colonial Legislatures to regulate duties.
3. The Legislature of any one of the Australian
Colonies shall, for the purpose of carrying into
effect any agreement  between  any two or more of
the said colonies, or between any one or more of
the said colonies and New Zealand, have full power
from time to time to make laws with respect to the
remission or imposition of duties upon the importa-
tion into such colony of any article the produce or
manufacture of or imported from any other of the
said colonies, or the produce or manufacture of or
imported from New Zealand. Provided always,
that for the purpose aforesaid no new duty shall be
imposed upon, and no existing duty shall be re-
mitted as to, the importation into any of the
Australian Colonies of any article, the produce or
manufacture of any particular country, which shall
not be equally imposed upon, or remitted as to, the
importation into such colony of the like article the
produce or manufacture of any other country :
Provided further, that no duties shall be levied
upon articles imported into any of the Australian
Colonies for the supply of Her Majesty's land or
sea forces, nor shall any duty be levied or remitted
contrary to or at variance with any Treaty or
Treaties for the time being subsisting between Her
Majesty and any Foreign Power.
QUEE1CRLAND, 2 Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  I Honorable GiaoBGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in  the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.e.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
7  HEREAS, by  " The Diseased Animals Act,"
it is amongst other things enacted that it
shall be lawful for the Governor, with the advice of
1868
the Executive Council, from  time to time , by Pro-
clamation , to prohibit or put restrictions on the
introduction or importation of cattle, horses, sheep,
goats, pigs, poultry, and other animals, or of any
one or more kind-of animals, into the Colony of
Queensland, or into any district thereof, from such
places and during such  times as  might appear
necessary : And whereas, at an Intercolonial Con-
ference held at Sydney, in the Colony of New
South Wales, during the months of January and
February last passed, it was resolved-" That the
Conference having taken into consideration the
great danger to which Australian live stock rre
exposed from the importation of animals from
countries in which infectious diseases prevail, it
was resolved that it is expedient to prohibit, for the
period of two years, the landing of cattle, sheep,
and pigs from any places beyond the limits of the
Australasian Colonies, and that such prohibition
should take effect from and after the publication of
a notice in the London  Times."  And whereas a
notification to the above effect, signed by the
Agent-General of the Colony of Queensland on
behalf of and by the authority of the Government
of Queensland, was published in the London  Times
newspaper of the fifteenth of May last. And
whereas the Government of the Colony of New
Zealand have not, in the present state of the law of
that colony, the power to prohibit the importation
of stock other than diseased cattle, but propose, as
soon as  practicable, to obtain authority from the
Legislature of that colony for such purpose : Now,
therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINEC,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, in
pursuance of the provisions of the Act above
recited and of all other powers enabling me in that
behalf, do, by this my Proclamation, absolutely
prohibit and forbid the introduction or importation
of cattle, sheep, and pigs into the Colony of Queens-
land, or any district thereof, from the Colony of
New Zealand, until such time as the Government
of that colony shall have issued a proclamation, and
published  the same  in the  Times,  London, prohibit-
ing the introduction of cattle, sheep, and pigs into
that colony, in pursuance of the resolution of the
Conference hereinbefore referred to.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN ]
QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and Baron Dlu]lrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(a.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBV. of Her Majesty's Most honorable
Governor.  Privy C:,uneil, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS,  by " The  Diseased  Animals Act,"
it is, amongst  other things,  enacted, that it
shall be lawful  for the Governor, with  the advice
of the Executive Council, from time to time, by
Proclamation , to prohibit,  or put restrictions on
the introduction or importation of cattle ,  horses,
sheep, goats ,  pigs , poultry,  and other animals, or of
any one or more kind ofdanimals ,  into the colony
of Queensland ,  or into any district thereof, from
such places ,  and during such times as might appear
necessary .  And whereas at an Intercolonia
Conference ,  held at Sydney, in the Colony of New
South  Wales,  during the months of January and
February last past ,  it was resolved, " That the
Conference having taken into consideration the
great danger to which Australian  live stock are
exposed, from the importation of animals from
countries in which infectious diseases prevail, it was
resolved ,  that it is expedient to prohibit ,  for the
period of two years ,  the landing of cattle, sheep,
and pigs, from any places beyond the limits of the
Australasian Colonies, and that such prohibition
should take effect from and after the publication
of a notice in the London  Times."  And whereas
a notification to the above effect, signed by the
Agent-General of the Colony of Queensland, on
behalf of, and by the authority of the Government
of Queensland ,  was published in the London
Times  newspaper ,  of the fifteenth of May last :
Now, therefore ,  I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby ,  the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, in
pursuance of the provisions of the Act above
recited ,  and of all other powers enabling me in
that behalf ,  do, by this my Proclamation, abso-
lutely prohibit and forbid the introduction rim-
portation of cattle ,  sheep, and pigs into the Colony
of Queensland ,  or any district thereof, from all
places beyond the limits of the Australasian  Colo-
nies,  for the term of two years from the date of
the publication of the notification hereinbefore
referred to in the London  Times  newspaper, namely,
for the term of two years from the fifteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -three.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane ,  this seventeenth day
of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -three, and in the
thirty -seventh year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command,
A. It. f!ALMIER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUERN 1
QUEENSLAND Proclamation by the Most
to wit. I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council,. Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its tependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than.  ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
.Tune, in the  year  of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GQD SAVE THE QUEENI
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QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. 3 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earlof Mulgrave,ViscountNormanby,
and Baron Mulgrave of Mulgrave, all
in the County of York, in the Peerage
of the United Ringdom ; and Baron
(L.a.) Mulgrave of New Ross, in the County
NoRMANBY, of Wexford, in the Peerage of Ireland ;
Governor.  a Member of Her Majesty's Most
Honorable Privy Council, Governor
and Commander -in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by" The Diseases in Cattle Art,"  an of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and yroclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, I Proclamation  by The Mostto wit . Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE , Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the  Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
N ORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance  with the  provisions  of sec. 18 of
The Homestead Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor  aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify  and proclaim
that the town or suburban  lots, as  the case may
be, in the town of Burleigh,  and in the  parish of
Nerang, to be offered  at auction  at Beenleigh, on
the 11th August, 1873 ; in the towns of Yandina
and Lytton, to be offered at auction  at Brisbane,
on the 13th August. 1873; in the parish of Tiaro,
to be offered at  auction  at Maryborough, on the
18th August, 1873; in the towns of Wolca and
Boolboonda, to be offered  at auction at Tenninger-
ing, on the  18th August, 1873; and in the town of
Esk, to be offered at auction at Ipswich, on the
15th August, 1873; included in the Proclamation
of Land Sales, dated 3rd July, 1873, which may
remain unsold  after such auction  sales , and are not
withdrawn from sale, shall be open to selection at
the upset price, on and after MONDAY, the 1st
day of September, 1873.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this fourteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
T N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, an&
1 in accordance with the provisions of the Act 31
Victoria,  No. 46, respecting the Alienation of Crown
Lands, I, the GOVERNOR aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the following Lots of Land wi ll  be
offered for sale by public auction, at the under-
mentioned place ,  at Eleven o'clock, on the day
specified, at the upset price affixed to each Lot
respectively. Deposit 20 per cent.)
The Deed Fees and Survey Fees  on the under.
mentioned Lots will be charged according to the
following  scale  :-Under 1 acre, £1 12s. ;  1 acre and
under 5 acres , £1 18s. ;  5 acres and under 10 acres,
£2  12s.  ; 10 acres and under 15 acres, £2 18s. ; 15
acres  and under  20 acres,  £ 3 4s. ; 20 acres and under
30 acres, £3 12s. ; 30 acres and under 40 acres,
£3 18s.; 40 acres and under 50 acres, £4 88. ; 50
acres and under 60 acres , £ 4 139.; 60 acres and
under 80 acres, £5 1s.; 80 acres and under 100
acres, £5 17s.; 100 acres and under 120 acres, £ 6 2s. ;
120 acres and under 160 acres, £6 14s. ; 160 acres
and under 240 acres, £7 6s.; 240 acres and under
320 acres , £7 14s. ;  320 acres and under 480 acres,
£8  10s.;  480 acres and under 500 acres, £9 8s.,
500 acres and under 640 acres, £9 18s. ; 640 acres,
£10; above  640 acres and not exceeding 1,000
acres, £14.
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, CLER-
MONT,
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 24TH DAY  OF SEPTEMBER,
1873.
No of  I No. otf No of
Lol. !Allotment freclion. Area.
i I A. R. P. 1,  S.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Leichhardt, parish of Clermont, town of
Clermont.
1 1 18 0 1 0 100 0
2 2 18 0 1 0 100 0
3 3 18 0 1 0 100 0
4 6 18 0 1 0 100 0
5 7 18 0 1 0 100 0
6 8 18 0 1 0 100 0
7 11 '18 0 1 0 40 0
8 12 18 0 1 0 40 0
9 13 18 0 1 0 40 0
10 14 18 0 1 0 40 0
11 15 18 0 1 0 40 0
12 16 18 0 1 0 40 0
County of Clermont, parish of Copperfield, town of
Copperfield.
13 1 11 0 2 0 8 0
14 2 11 0 2 0 8 0
15 3 11 0 2 0 8 0
16 4 11 0 2 0 8 0
17 9 1 11 0 2 0 8 0
*18 2 1 0 2 0 60 0
'Improvements in this lot  to be paid  for acoording to valuation
by Land Commissioner. -
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventh day of August,
in the year of our  Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in  the thirty.
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
Prirc
per  J1crd.
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QUEENSLAND ,  2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit . S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all  in the  County of York,
in the Peerage  of the United King-
dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New
Ross, in the County of Wexford, in
(L.S.) the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NoRMANBY. of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy  Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"  I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
the Governor  aforesaid, with  the advice of the
Executive Council , do, by  this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection ,  under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after  TUESDAY,
the  sixteenth day of September ,  1873, at the Land
Offices of the Districts  in which they  are respec.
tively situated.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee .  Area.
Laud
Agent's
District.
26
A. R. P.
P. Cro noly ... .... 69 0 0 Gympie
287 A. L. Wall ... ... ' 76 0 0 Mary-
borough
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this sixth  day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -three, and in the  thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of Mul-
grave, all  in the County of York, in
the Peerage of the United Kingdom ;
and Baron Mu]grave  of New Ross, in
(L.S.) the County of Wexford, in the Peer-
NORMANBY,  age of Ireland  ;  a Member of Her
Governor .  Majesty's Most Honorable Privy
Council, Governor and Commander-
in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after THURSDAY, the
twenty-first day of August, 1873, at the Land
Offices of the districts in which they are respectively
situated.
Register
No. of
Applies-!
Lion.
i
Name of Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
882 Win. Pointon, junr. ... 100 0 0 Brisbane
1,062 H. Otte ... 45 0 0 ditto
144 Jae. Cane ... ... 100 0 0 Beenleigh
319 Wm. Brown ... .. 100 0 0 Warwick
608 Hy. Bott ... ... 160 0 0 i ditto
646 Mary  J. Flanagan ... 51 2 0 ditto
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by the Most
to wit .  '  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby , and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NnuMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of.
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in mevested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the Act
31 Victoria, No. 46, respecting the Alienation of
Crown Lands, I, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the following Lots of Land
will be offered by public auction, for lease for five
years, at the undermentioned place, at Eleven
o'clock, on the day specified, at the upset price
affixed to each Lot respectively.
SALE OF FRONTAGE ALLOTMENTS FOR
WHARF PURPOSES AT THE POLICE OFFICE,
ST. LAWRENCE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 16TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1873.
County of Murchison, Parish of St. Lawrence, town
of Port St. Lawrence.
No. a
Price
of o 9 Area , ppeLotLot. Z Annum.
1
2
3
Desc ri ption of each Lot.
R.  P. i2 1 24 3  The upper boundary ,  commencing at a
point one hundred and fifty links from
centre of Government Wharf, thence
downwards four chains, with an ave-
rage depth of one chain.
3 1 24 3 The upper boundary, commencing  five
hundred and fifty links from centre of
Government Wharf ,  thence downwards
four chains, with an average depth of
one chain.
4 1 24 3 The upper boundary, commencing nine
hundred and fifty links from the centre
of Government Wharf ,  thence down-
wards four chains, with an average
depth of one chain.
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
July, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th August, 1873.
AREA FOR MINING LICENSES, SUGARLOAF
OR LODE CREEK, DISTRICT OF DARLING
DOWNS SOUTH, SITUATED ON THE FOLK.
STONE RUN.
7 T is hereby notified for  general  information that
1 the Areas hereunder described, within the limits
of the  roads running  between Mineral Selections
Nos. 333 and 420D, and Nos. 337, 338,  and 347B, on
Sugarloaf  or Lode Creek, in the District of Darling
Downs South,  shall be available  for Mining
Licenses, under the provisions of Section 33 of
" The Mineral Lands Aot of  1872,"  on and after
MONDAY, the  1st September, 1873.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this fourteenth  day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the  thirty-
seventhyear of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
DESCRIPTION OP ROADS  ON  SUGARLOAF  OR  LoDE
CREEK, AVAILABLE FOR MINING LICENSES.
Extension 6.
Area, 3 acres 16 perches.
Commencing at north -west corner  of Mineral
Selection No. 420v, thence bounded on the west by
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a line north one chain  ;  on the north by the south
boundary of Mineral Selection No.  333B  east thirty-
one chains ; on the east by a line south one chain ;
and on the south by the north boundary of Mineral
Selection No. 420B west thirty-one chains to point
of commencement.
Extension 6.
Area,  2 acres.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of Mineral
Selection No. 338B, thence bounded on the north
by a line east one chain ; on the east by the west
boundary of Mineral Selection No. 347B south
twenty chains; on the south by a line west one
chain ; and on the west by the east boundaries of
Mineral Selections Nos. 337 and 338B north twenty
chains  to point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873.
r 1HE accompanying amended description of the
Reserve for Town Hall, Clermont, is sub-
stituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 31st July, 1869, folio 928.
C. J. GRAHAM.
have been resumed from the lease of the Mount
Perry Run, Burnett District, and that the said
lands have been reserved for Public purposes.
C. J. GRAHAM.
30 square miles.
Commencing at the east angle of  the Tenninger-
ing Town Reserve (as gazetted  under notice dated
24th November, 1871,  vide Government Gazette  for
year 1871, page 1756), bounded thence on the
south by an  east  line to the watershed of Sunday
Creek ; thence on the south-east, north-east, north,
south-west, and west by that watershed to a spot
west  of the  west angle  of said Tenningering Town
Reserve ; thence by an east line to  west angle of
said reserve;  and thence by the north-west and
north- east boundaries  of that  reserve  to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  7th August, 1873.
Irl HE accompanying amended description of
Reserve for  Timber for Railway  purposes is
substituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 7th December ,  1872 ,  folio 2028.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE  FOR TOWN HALL.
County of Clermont, parish of Clermont, town of
Clermont ,  allotments  4, 5, 9, and  10,  of section  18.
2 acres.
Commencing at the north-east  corner  of the sec-
tion, and bounded thence on the north by Lime
street westerly four chains ; on the west by the east
boundary line of allotments 3 and 8 southerly, at
right angles  to Lime street, five chains to Mimosa
street ; on  the south by that street easterly parallel
with Lime street four chains to Capella street; and
on the east  by that street northerly five chains to
the point  of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  " The
Crown  Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for a School site.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe ,  allotments  13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19,  and  20  of  section 8.
4 acres 2 roods  10 perches.
Commencing  on the west side of Marsh street, at
the south -east corner  of allotment 12, and bounded
thence on the east by that street bearing south
seven chains and  fifty links to Connor  street ; on
the south by that street bearing west  seven chains
and ninety- six links; on  part of the west by allotment
No. 21, bearing north four chains and fifty links ;
on part of the north by allotments Nos. 9, 10, and
11, bearing east four chains and sixty-two links ;
on the remainder of the west by a line bearing
north three chains, and on the remainder of the
north by allotment No. 12, bearing  east  three chains
and thirty-four links to the point of commencement
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1873.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
r) IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 1 of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, in pursuance  of the fifty-fifth  clause of the
above Act, that the  lands  hereunder described
RESERVE FOR TIMBER FOB RAILWAY PURPOSES'
County of Cavendish, parishes of Crow's Nest and
Murphy.
Commencing on Perseverance Creek at a point
bearing east from the north boundary of portion
No. 741, and bounded thence on the east by that
creek upwards to its source; thence on the south
by a line bearing west about five and a-half miles to
the summit of the Main Range ; on the west by the
summit of that range northerly to a point bearing
south from the west boundary of portion No. 741 ;
thence by a line bearing north about two and a-half
miles to the north-west corner of that portion ; and
on the north by a line bearing east about three and
a-half miles to the point of commencement,-ex-
elusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose, notice thereof shall be published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  CEMETERY, WALLOON.
County of Churchill, parish, of Walloon, portion  603.
10 acres 38 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
west corner of portion 602, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, hearing 225 degrees,
nine chains and thirty-two links to another road
one chain wide ; on the south-west  by  that road,
bearing 135 degrees, eleven chains and two links;
on the south-east by a line bearing forty-five
degrees, nine chains and thirty-two links ; and on
the north-east by the National School Reserve,
bearing 315 degrees, eleven chains and one link to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  NATIONAL SCHOOL SITE, WALLOON.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon,  portion
602.
10 acres 36 perches.
Commencing  on a road one  chain wide, at the
west corner of portion 600, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing 225 degrees,
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nine chains and thirty links ; on the south-west by
the Cemetery Reserve, bearing 135 degrees, eleven
chains and one link ; on the south-east by a line
bearing forty-five degrees, nine chains and thirty
links; and on the north-east by portions 600 and
601, bearing 315 degrees, eleven chains to the
'Vint of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for Public purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
POLICE RESERVE,  MILLCHESTER.
17 acres 3 roods 30 perches.
Commencing  at a point  102 links north 312
degrees west of south  corner of  Bank of New South
Wales, at corner of the  Main : street ; thence bounded
by a line bearing 40 degrees  55 minutes  north-east
1,038 links ; thence by a line bearing south 218
degrees 53 minutes  west 1,457 links ; thence by a
line bearing south 132  degrees east  1,417 links,
along the side of the street, to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved and set apart for a Rail-
way Reserve.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  RAILWAY  PURPOSES NEAR CLIFTON
RAILWAY STATION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Elphinstone,
portion No.  132.
165 acres.
Commencing  on a road one  chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 131, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion  bearing north
forty- six chains  and fifty links ; on the north by a
line bearing east  thirty-three  chains  and twenty
links ; on  the east by  lines  bearing 157  degrees
thirty minutes two chains and sixty links, 166
degrees ten chains and  nineteen links ,  182 degrees
thirteen chains and five links, and 186  degrees
twenty-one chains and twenty links to the aforesaid
road ; and on the south by that road bearing west
thirty-four chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for  general  information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
Dawson Crossing, Pernambuco Run.
640 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Dawson
River at a point bearing north forty-four degrees
thirty minutes cast, and distant about ninety chains
from the junction of Herbert's Creek with said
river, said point being at intersection of said river
by the north boundary of the Reserve for Public
purposes as published in the  Government Gazette
under notice dated 7th June,  1872;  bounded
thence on the south by a west line 100 chains;
thence by a north line sixty-five chains ; thence
by an cast line five chains to the left bank of
the Dawson River ; and thence by the said river
upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES, LYTTLETON
CREEK, GYMPIE ROAD.
County of Canning, parish, of Bribie.
100 acres.
Commencing on Lyttleton Creek at the  crossing
of the Gympie road and bounded thence on the
west by that road northerly to the road forming
the south boundary of portion 11; on the north by
that road easterly about thirty chains ; on the east
by a line bearing south to Lyttleton Creek ; and on
the south by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER FOR ROAD PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish of Kedron, portion  596.
317 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and fifty
links wide at the south- east  corner of portion 594,
and bounded thence on the north-east by that road,
bearing 130 degrees five chains and twenty links,
160 degrees  seven  chains and eighty-one links, 166
degrees nineteen chains and seventy-two links
south ten chains and twenty-five links, and 150
degrees ten chains and sixty-five links ; on the
south by a line bearing west nineteen chains ; on
the south-east and south-west by lines and a road
bearing 243 degrees five chains and eighty-five
links, 176 degrees three chains and sixty-seven
links, 241 degrees one chain and sixty-five links,
298 degrees one chain and twenty links, 241 de-
grees four chains and forty-five links, 293 degrees
eight chains and ninety-seven links, 307 degrees
four chains and forty-four links, nineteen degrees
one chain and forty links, 333 degrees one chain
and ninety-six links ; 286 degrees thirty minutes
six chains and seventy-eight links, 326 degrees
three chains and seven links, 279 degrees nine
chains and sixty-eight links, 255 degrees five chains
and eighty-seven links, 291 degrees five chains, and
253 degrees one chain and twenty-eight links ; on
the west by a line Bearing north forty-three chains ;
and on the north by a line bearing east fifty-four
chains and fifty links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
N? i'  OT ICE  is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant1 mentioned in the Schedule hereunder written,
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Titles to Land Act of  1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, by an instrument endorsed on such Deed of
Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of he Colony,
describe the land intended to be granted, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, it shall
be taken to have been inserted in the Grant, and in
every Deed containing the erroneous description,
and such Grant and every such Deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFEREED TO.
Date of Grant.- 16th  March, 1864.
Name  of Grantees.-Frederick William  Dunsdon,
and Samuel Henry Dunsdon.
Description of Land Granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in Our said Territory, containing by
admeasurement seventy-seven acres, be the same
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more or less ,  situated in the county of Aubigny,
and parish of Toowoomba ,  portion 60,  in the Too-
woomba Agricultural Reserve, commencing at the
north-east corner of portion 26, on the left bank of
Gowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the west by
the eastern boundary line of that portion and of part
of portion 69, bearing south thirty-one chains to a
road one chain  wide;  on the south by that road
bearing east forty -five chains to Gowrie Creek ; and
on the north -east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement ,- being the land proclaimed
as  Lot. 56,  on the 18th September, 1861.
Correct description of Land intended to be
granted .- County  of Aubigny ,  parish of Toowoomba,
portion No .  60, in the Toowoomba Agricultural
Reserve ,  containing 112 acres - commencing at the
north -east corner of portion No. 26, on the left
bank of Gowrie Creek ,  and bounded thence on the
west by the eastern boundary line of that portion
and of part of portion No. 59, bearing south forty
chains and sixty -nine links to a road one chain wide ;
on the south by that road bearing east forty-four
chains and twenty links to Gowrie Creek ; and on
the north -east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of part yy  apppplying for Instrument .- Fred-
erick William Dunsdon.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th June, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1 1  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided  that  before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently set apart for Customs purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS PURPOSES AT BUNDABERG.
County  of Cook, parish of  Bundaberg ,  town of Bun-
daberg, allotments 5 and 7 of section  26.
2 roods 29 perches.
Commencing on the ri;ht bank of the Burneti
River ,  at the north cor ier of all otment No. 3,
and bounded thence on the south-west by the
north-east boundary of allotment 3 south-easterly
one chain and eighty -four links to Quay street ; on
the south -east  by Quay  street north -easterly four
chains ; on the north -east by the south -west boun-
dary line of allotment 9 north-westerly at right
angles to Quay street one chain and sixty-seven
links to Burnett River  ;  and on the north-west by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published m the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A PRIMARY SCHOOL AT TENT HILL.
County of  Churchill ,  parish of Gatton.
4 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Blackfe llow's
Creek at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the north by that road-
bearing west seven chains and fourteen links,  Ca
the west by a line bearing south three chains and
eighty links ,  on the south -west by lines bearing
121 degrees five chains and twenty -four links, and
eighty degrees three chains and ninety -three links
to the aforesaid creek ,  and on the east by that creek
downwards  to the  point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth clause of  "The
V Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  fo rthirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the  expiration  of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOIL  A HOSPITAL AT STANTHORPE.
County of  Bentinck , parish of  Stanthorpe , town of
Stanthorpe ,  allotments  1, 2,  3, and 22, of
section 10,
2 acres 17 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by Short
street northerly four chains and fifty links ; on the
north by the south boundary  lines  of allotments
4 and 7 easterly at right angles to Short street four
chains and  seventy  links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 21 southerly parallel
with Short street four chains and fifty links to
Connor street; and on the south by that street
westerly four chains and seventy links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY AT WESTWOOD.
County of Pakington, parish of Westwood,
portion  40.
15 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
each two chains wide, and bounded thence on the
north by one of said roads bearing east sixteen
chains and forty-five links to a road one chain and
a-half wide; on the east by that road bearing south
nine chains and twelve links ; on the south by
portion 41 bearing west sixteen chains and forty-
five links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the west by that road bearing north nine chains
and twelve links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A MAGAZINE AT TOWNSVILLE,
CLEVELAND BAY.
County of Blphinstone.
Redclif Island, situated in Cleveland Bay, in
east longitude one hundred and forty-six degrees
fifty minutes forty-two seconds, and south latitude
nineteen degrees fifteen minutes and twenty-eight
seconds.
RESERVE FOR A PRIMARY SCHOOL AT  NORMANBY.
County of Churchill, parish of Normanby.
2 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing 307 degrees, and distant one chain from
the west corner of portion 58, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that road bearing thirty-
seven degrees five chains; on the north-east by a
line bearing 307 degrees four chains ; on the north-
west by a line bearing 217 degrees five chains to
another road one chain wide, and on the south-west
by that road bearing 127 degrees four chains to the
point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid " Peel Island," Moreton Bay, will be per-
manently reserved for Public purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1873.
W V 1' HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "Tice1  Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Govern;nent. Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Road purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  ROAD PURPOSES TO GIVE  ACCESS TO
PoRTiox 26 B, KANGAROO POINT.
All that piece of land situated in the county of
Stanley, parish of South Brisbane, being subdivisions
twenty-two and twenty-four of eastern suburban
allotment  thirty- five, containing by admeasuremen
nineteen perches and two -tenths of a perch, more oa
less, commencing in a street at the south-east
corner  of subdivision twenty, and bounded thence
on the south by that street bearing north seventy-
nine degrees east one chain and twenty links; on the
east by the west boundary line of subdivision
twenty -six, bearing north eleven degrees west one
chain  ; on the north by a line at right  angles one
chain and twenty links south-westerly; and on the
west by the east boundary  line of subdivision
twenty bearing south eleven degrees east one chain
to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for  general information
that in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous ,  before survey ,  of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must  be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the  lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  7th January, 1873.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands ,  under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of 1868,"  will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above -recited Act at the under -mentioned offices, on
the following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East  Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane ,  on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigh ,  the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office,  Ipswich, the first F ri day in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office ,  Toowoomba ,  on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick ,  on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby ,  on the first Friday
in each month.
A t the Land Office, Condamine ,  the second
Thursday  in January,  1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office ,  Goondiwindi ,  the firs
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIs DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office,  Gladstone ,  the third
Thursday, in February ,  1873 ,  and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the  Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday  in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in  each month.
S ETTLED DISTRICT  OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Norman River Settle-
ment, on the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January. 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
At the Land Office,  St.  George ,  the third Tues-
day in February, 1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday  in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, andthereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings ,  when necessary ,  in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st November, 1872.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South ,  will, on the first  TUESDAY  in every
month, hold his Court Sittings ,  as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October ,  1872 ,  at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department of Pub li c Lands,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1873.
"CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT."
IT is  hereby notified, that the undermentioned
Leases under  "  The Crown Lands Alienation
Act  of 1868,"  having been executed by His
Exce llency the Governor ,  are now lying at the
several Land Agents' Offices,  to be delivered to the
Lessees.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under  Secretary.
No. of
Applcar
Lion.
Name of Lessee. Ares. No. ofLease.
BRISBANE.
A. R. P.
1319
1499
John Monsell  Eyre 80
Alex.  Campbell and John 635
Hay
0 0 3,899
0 0 3,900
1642
1544
John Barnard  ... ...  118
Wil liam Black  ... ...  300
0 0 3,901
0 0 3,902
1645
1551
1553
Charles Henkey ... ... 164
David Russe ll  200
Graham Albert Haggarth 6,400
0 0 3,903
0 0 3,904
0 0 3,905
1576
1683
1584
Patrick Ryan ... ... 120
Edwin Minnage  ... ...  400
1 Wil li am Slack  ... ...  250
0 0 3,906
0 0 3,907
0 0 3,908
BEENLEIGB.
499 Thomas Coonan...  100
1835 Thomas  Alford  ... ... 12,551
0 0 13,909
2 0 3,910
2404
IPSWICH.
Ralph Fitzgibbon Lewis ...  3,100 0 0 3,911
24481 Ditto  )  920 0 0I 3,912
747
ToowooMBA
Duncan ,  McIntyre
.
1,000 0 0 3,914
798 1 Ditto  ... ... 500 0 0 3,916
799 Ditto  ... 1 500 0 0 8,916
801 Ditto ... 800 0 0 3,917
578
WARWICK.
John Flint ... 640 0 0 3,918
580 Christian Bezold ... 640 0 0 3,919
604 James Butler .. ... 200 0 0 3,920
605 Michael Bezold ... ... 640 0 0 3,921
617 John Buckley ... ... 320 0 0 3,922
620 Ditto ... ... 628 0 0 3,923
629 John Locke 260 0 0 3,924
DALBY.
231 1 Frederick Wienholt  ...  14,001 0 0 ! 3,925
ROCKHAMPTON.
475 Walter Neil .. ... 320 0 0 3,926
604 Thos .  Blackwe ll ... ... 80 a 0 3,927
628 Frank Ha ll 134 1 21 3,928
644 Duncan McDonald 222 0 0 3,929
654 Wil li am Lutton ... 320 0 0 3,930
671 Joseph Walter Fletcher... 640 0 0 3,931
672 Ditto ... ... 3,235 0 0 3,932
573 John McKenzie ... 160 0 0 3,933
CLERMONT.
16  1 Wi lliam Henry McKean 253 0 0  I  3,934
MARYBOROUGH. ,
166 Edgar Thomas Aldridge 168 3 0 3,935
551 Jens August Bogild  .. 460 1 0 3,936
589 Richard Heath  .. .. 127 0 0 3,937
613 Wi ll iam Laurie George 131 0 0 3,938
646
Gibson
Joseph Barlow  ... .. 80 0 0 3,939
647 August Wieland... ... 185 3 0 3,940
BUNDABERG.
75  1 Alex.  Christie Walker  ...  1 478 0 0 3,941
747
MACKAY.
Tremaine Rowe Permewan 169 3 31 3,944
158 John Francis Dunning  . 198 0 0 8,945
215 Charles Webster ... .. 133 3 0 3,946
253 William Royal Willie 116 3 29 3,947
LEASES LYING FOR  DELIVE &Y-continued.
Register
No. of
Appnca-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area. No.
A. R. P.
84
TOWNSVILLE.
Henry Fredk .  Robinson ...  1 435 0' 0 1 3,948
H18
CARDWELL.
Daniel Cudmore ... 80 0 0 3,949-
98 Henry Rt. Wm. Miles ... 894 1 12 3,950
99 Bartley  Fahey... ... 120 0 0 3,951
100 James Charles Cozens ... 1,041 0 0 3,952
101 William Stewart 100 0 0 3,953
118 Isabella Janet Mackenzie 1,328 0 0 8,954
124 Nathan Walters ... 103 2 0 3,955
15
BURKE.
Henry Aplin 240' 0 0 3,956-
17 Jimmy Shaw 91 0 0 3,957
18 Thomas Holder Cowl ... 80 0 0 3,958
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
THE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
chewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public-
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
P
ERSON S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed  to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared  and issued  to them, requesting the officer
m charge of the district to afford them every
assistance  and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 11th August, 1873.
PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
T HE Lessees of the undermentioned Runs having
made application for the Instruments of Lease,
to be issued to them by the Government, the follow-
ing descriptions of the boundaries thereof are hereby
published  in pursuance  of the 58th section of  " The
Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said descriptions,  must  forward their
objections, in writing, to this Office, before the
11th November, 1873.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Cannindah.
Claimants of Lease - Patrick Mackay and
Henry Drew Caswell.
Area- 66 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow over
ST over X in triangle, at the junction of Tellebang
Creek with Splinter Creek, and bounded thence
on the south by a west line to the watershed
between Splinter Creek and Three Moon Creek ;
thence on the west by that watershed northerly
until it is intersected by a line bearing west from a
tree on the road between Cannindah and Yarrol,
marked broad-arrow over YL over II in triangle ;
thence on the north by the said line  east ,  passing
through the said tree to the watershed between
1371
'Tellebang Creek and the  Burnett River ; thence on
the east by that watershed southerly until it is
intersected by a line bearing east from the first-
mentioned tree ; and thence on the south by a west
line to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Dangando.
Claimants of Lease-Henry Mackay and Henry
Drew Caswell.
Area- 65 square miles.
Commencing  at a tree situate  on the road from
Cannindah to Yarrol, marked broad-arrow over YL
over II in triangle, and bounded thence on the south
by a line bearing west to the watershed between
Splinter Creek and Three Moon Creek  waters ;
thence on the west by that watershed northerly,
until it is intersected by a line bearing west from a
tree at the junction of Thunder Creek with Splinter
Creek marked broad-arrow over ST over XXVIII
in triangle ; thence on the north by an  east line
passing through the last-mentioned tree to the
watershed between Splinter Creek and the Burnett
River waters; thence on the east by that watershed
southerly until  it is intersected  by a line  bearing
east from  the first-mentioned tree marked broad-
arrow  over YL over II in triangle ; and thence. on
the south by a west line to the point of commence-
ment.
Name"of Run-Dangando No. 2.
Claimants  of Lease-Patrick Mackay and
Henry Drew Caswell.
Area-60 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Thunder Creek
with Splinter Creek,  at a tree  marked broad-arrow
over XXVIII over ST in  triangle, and  bounded
thence on the south by a line bearing west to the
watershed between Splinter Creek and Three Moon
Creek waters ; thence on the west by that water-
shed northerly until it is intersected by a line bear-
ing west  from a tree on Splinter Creek marked
broad-arrow over XXXV over ST in triangle ;
thence on the north by an  east line  passing through
the said tree to the watershed between the Splinter
Creek waters and the Burnett River and other waters;
thence on the east by that watershed southerly
until it is intersected by a line bearing east from the
first-mentioned tree marked broad-arrow over
XXVIII over ST in triangle; thence on the south
by a west line to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Branch Creek.
Claimants of Lease - Patrick Mackay and
Henry Drew Caswell.
Area-40 square miles.
Commencing on Splinter Creek at a tree marked
broad-arrow over XXXV over ST in triangle, and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing west
to the watershed between the Splinter Creek and
Three Moon Creek waters ; thence on the west by
that watershed northerly to the watershed between
the heads of Splinter Creek and other waters; and
on the north and the east by the said watershed
until it is intersected by a line bearing east from the
tree marked broad-arrow over XXXV over ST in
triangle ; and on the south by a west line to the
point of commencement.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Name of Run-A No. 1.
Claimant of Lease-Robert Beit.
Area- 50 square miles.
Commencing at a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over 27 in triangle, on the left bank of a large pool
in the Warrego4River, in about latitude 27° 1'south,
and bounded thence on the south by  an east line
seven miles fifty-four chains ; thence on the east by
a north line ten miles ; thence on the north by a
west line three miles sixty-seven chains to the
Warrego River, at a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over 29 in triangle on the bank of a large reach of
open water; thence on the west by the aforesaid
river downwards to the marked tree hereinbefore
first described.
Crown Lands Office,
B ri sbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL  LEASES  ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the  41st section  of " The Pastoral
Leases  Act  of 1869" for renewed  leases  for four-
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
31st December ,  1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands ,  Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions  will require to be lodged  not later  than three
months prior to the expiration of the  exi sting
leases, as prescribed  in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th August, 1873.
ROAD TRUST.
R
EFERRING to the Notice published in the
Government Gazette  of 22nd April, 1871, folio
634, appointing Road Trustees, Darling Downs
District , it is  hereby notified that the following
gentlemen  are Members of the Road Board for
Leyburn to Goondiwindi and Callandoon, &c., viz.:-
JOHN MURPHY, Police Magistrate,
H. D. BALMAIN,
EDMUND LORD,
SAMUEL DROUGHTON.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Gold Fields Branch,
Brisbane, 11th August, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Miners' Rights have
been returned  as issued  in the Gold Fields District
specified.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOYNE AND CALLIOPE GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 31st March, 1873.
MINERS'  RIGHTS.
No. Name.
36,349 Thomas Chetham
36,350 Thomas Baines
63,151 F. C. Fisher
63,152 E. McCallim
63,153  Arthur Preston
63,154 Henry Friend, jun.
63,155 Thomas 8. Bloom-
field
No. Name.
63,156 James Mills
63,157 James Friend
63,158 John Gandolf,',
63,159 William Baines
63,160 Peter Doyle
63,161 Charles Welch
63,162 William Henry
Welch
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 10th
June, 1873, folio 947,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a New Road from Ipswich towards
Wivenhoe, parish of North, county of Churchill,
and no objections having been received to the same :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient o
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at
the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intend-
ing to claim compensation in respect of the said
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road, are hereby  reminded  that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they kill be forever fore-
closed from  such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
persons intending to claim compensation in respect
of the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date  hereof, in such manner
and form as are provided  in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they  will  be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.73-2086.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 12th June,
1873, folio 947,  Government  Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a New Road from Tinana Creek
to Tincan Bay, parish of Bidwell, county of March :
Notice is hereby  given ,  in accordance  with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Maryborugh ; and all persons intend-
ing to claim  compensation  in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1941.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 15th
March, 1873, folio 525,  Government Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of a New Road from Warwick
to Ipswich, through Glengallen Pre-emptives, Nos.
59, 60, 61, 62, parishes of Glengallen and Deuchar,
county of Merivale, and no objections having been
received to the same: Notice is hereby given, in ac-
cordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the
said portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the office of the Surveyer-
General, Brisbane, and the Police O ffice, War-
wick ; and all persons intending to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1951.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice  issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 26th
March, 1873, folio 689,  Government Gazette ,  relative
to the opening of a New Road from Ipswich to
Eden Station,  parish  of Goodna, county of  Stanley,
and no objections having been received to the
same : Notice is hereby  given, in  accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
ane, and  the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all
73-702.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice, issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 18th March,
1873, folio 543,  Government Gazette,  relative to the
opening of a New Road from Westbrook Home-
stead Area to portion 9, parish of Westbrook,
county of Aubigny, and no objections having
been received to the same : Notice is hereby
C
en, in accordance with the Act 4 William IV.,
. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Drayton ; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner  and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-628.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
7 ITH reference to the Notice  issued  from the
 Public Works Department, dated 2nd June,
1873, folio 948,  Government Gazette,  relative to
the opening of a New Road from Gympie Road to
Rush Creek, parishes of Redcliffe and Whiteside,
county of Stanley, and no objections having
been received to the same : Notice is hereby
K
en, in accordance with the Act 4 William
., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Brisbane ;  and all  persons intending to
claim compensation in respect  of the said  road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as  are pro.
vided in the sixth  section  of the Act above referred
to, or they will  be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73.1957.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice  issued  from the
Public Works Department, dated 27th
May, 1873, folio 880,  Government  Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a New Road from Warwick
Agricultural Reserve up Emu Creek to Warwick
Register No. 485, parish of Robinson, county of
Merivale, and no objections having been received
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-to the  same:  Notice is hereby given,  in accordance
with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the
said portion of road ;  and it  is therefore hereby
-1eclared expedient to open  and make  the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference , to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Warwick ;
and all persons intending  to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof,  in such
manner  and form as are provided in the sixth
section  of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1797.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
' %7 ITH reference to the Notice, issued from the
 Public Works Department, dated 19th
May, 1873, folio 911,  Government Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of a New Road through Selec-
tion No. 125, parish of Basset, county of Carlisle,
and no objections having been received to the
same:  Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No.11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive-
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane, and the Police Office, Mackay; and all persons
intending to claiia compensation in respect of the
said road, are hereby reminded that notice must
be served upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1820.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice  issued  from thePublic Works Department, dated 8th April,
1873, folio 673,  Government  Gazette,  relative to the
opening of a New Road from SandgateRoad through
portion No. 195, parish of Kedron, and portion No.
4, parish of Nundah, county of Stanley, and no
objections having been received to the same :
Notice is hereby given,  in accordance  with the
Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient o open and make the road referred to,
according  to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at  the Office of the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane,
and the Police Office,  Brisbane  ; and all persons in-
tending to claim compensation  in respect of the said
road, are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty
days  from the date hereof, in  such manner and
form as are  provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1222.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice issued from
the Public Works Department, dated 18th
June, 1873, folio 973,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a New Road from Clifton Rail-
way Station to Clifton Homestead  area,  parish of
Tooth, county of Aubigny, and no objections
having been received to the same : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion of
road ; and it is therefore hereby declared ex-
pedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Drayton ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must  be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from such claim.
WTITH reference to the Notice issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 8th April,
1873, folio 673,  Government Gazette,  relative to the
opening of a New Road from South Pine River
towards Sandgate, parish of Nundah, county of
Stanley, and no objections having been received to
the same: Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been pleased to confirm the said portion of
road ; and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are provided
in the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1220.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-2129.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD- SECOND  NOTICE.
WY r ITH reference to the Notice issued from the1 1 Public Works Department ,  dated 8th April,
1873, folio 673,  Government Gazette,  relative to the
opening of a New Road from Cabulture Bridge to
Steamer  Wharf,  Cabulture River ,  parish of Canning,
county of Canning, and no objections having been
received to the same  :  Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV ., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased tp
confirm the said portion of road ; and it is there-
fore hereby declared expedient to open and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of the
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Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Brisbane ; and all persons intending to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as :ire provided in
the sixth section  of  the  Act  above referred. to, or they
will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1221.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice  issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 19th
May, 1873, folio  853,  Government Gazette ,  relative
to the opening of a New Road through Pre-emp-
tives 63 and 64, Glengallan Run, parish of Robin-
son, county of Merivale, and no objections having
been received to the same : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to con-
firm the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General,  Brisbane , and the Police Office, Drayton ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice  must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner  and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1526.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BALCONY, &o., TELEGRAPH AND POST
OFFICES, MARYBOROUGH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th instant,
from persons willin to contract for erection of
Balcony, &c., at Telegraph and Post Offices,
Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Balcony,
14c., Telegraph and Post Oiiees, Mary borough."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
or at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state  the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such per-
formance, otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
ANNUAL PASTORAL RENT LIST FOR 1873.
1
THE attention of Crown Lessees, and others,
is directed to the  Queensland Government
Gazette  of 5th August, 1873, containing a list of
all Rents and Assessments due and payable at the
Treasury on or before 30th September, 1873.
The  Gazette  may be seen at any Court House
in the Colony on application to the C.P.S., or may
be obtained direct from the Government Printing
Olice by remitting the sum of one shilling.
J. P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 10th June, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAYINGS BANS.
B
RANCHES of the above  are now open  at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla , Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone , Goodna, Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Gympie,
Ipswich, Jimna,  Kilkivan , Leyburn,  Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Milchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Nebo,  Normanton,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office
(Brisbane ),  Springsure , S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Westwood.
Deposits of five  shillings  upwards will be received
from  any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
'.'Interest will be allowed on deposits  not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the  remainder;
on deposits  exceeding  £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be  made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
DESIGNS FOR PROPOSED WHARFAGE,
PETRIE'S BIGHT.
rp1HE time  for receiving Designs for the
l_ above  Work has  been extended to Noon on
SATURDAY,  the 30th August.
Enlarged plans of the site of the proposed
Wharves can now be obtained at the office of the
Portmaster.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial  Treasurer.
Treasury,
Queensland, 10th July, 1873.
TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, ETC.
DESIGN FOR PROPOSED WHARFAGE.
IIHE Government having in contemplation the
Leasing of the River Frontage in Petrie's
Bight, Brisbane River, with a view to the erection
there of Wharves, according to an approved plan,
hereby invite competitive designs for the same.
A premium of One Hundred pounds will be
awarded for the most approved, and Fifty pounds
for the next approved, design. The accepted
designs  to become the property of the Govern-
ment.
The principal objects and requirements sought
for m these  designs are :-
1st. Permanency of structure.
2nd. Depth of water  sufficient  to allow a vessel
drawing  17 feet to float at low water, with a
depth at face of wharves of not less than 14 feet.
3rd. The  greatest  possible accommodation for
shipping that  the  site  will admit  of  without inter-
fering with the navigation of the river.
4th. Easy access for drays to and from the
wharves.
6th. Means of connecting the line of proposed
wharves with those above, or that may at any future
time  be constructed below such wharves.
6th. Adaptability of design for use of tramways
along the wharves, if such should be hereafter
required.
The drawings submitted by competitors  must con-
sist of a general  plan drawn upon a scale of 30 feet
to one inch, showing the proposed arrangement of
wharves and site for warehouses, &c., connected
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therewith, together with carefully prepared detail
drawings  showing method of construction, &c., upon
a scale of not  less than 4 feet to 1 inch, with all
necessary  dimensions figured on. An estimate of
cost and general specification of the proposed works
must also  accompany the designs.
A plan of the ground has been prepared by
Government, giving  soundings  of depth of water
along the proposed  site of wharves , lithographic
copies of which can be obtained by intending
competitors upon application to this Office.
Designs must be lodged at the Treasury by noon
on MONDAY, the 14th July, and must have
appended to them a motto, but no name ; and with
the Design must be  a separate enclosure  containing
the name of the Designer, and the motto he has
appended to the Design.
Further particulars may be obtained from the
Portmaster, Captain G. P. HEATH, R.N.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 28th May, 1873.
General Post Office,
Queensland, 13th August, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE, 1874-5.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
S
EPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, and
will be received until noon of SATURDAY,
the 11th October  next , for the conveyance of Post
Office Mails, as undermentioned, from the 1st
January, 1874.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously on
application at dny Post Office in the Colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the Tender Box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as  below, the mail services for which they
tender, and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders, on  separate forms, are  required for each
service, as  well as for the periods mentioned,
namely , one year or two years.
Every Tendet  must bear  the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two  responsible persons will ing
to become  bound with him in  such sum as the
Postmaster -General may direct,  not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering , or their agents, are required
to be in attendance at the General  Post Office, at
Brisbane , on the 20th October next, and must then
be prepared , if called on, forthwith to pay to the
Postmaster -General a sum  equal to ten per cent. of
the amount  of such of their tenders as may be
accepted ,  as a guarantee  until their bonds and con-
tracts shall  be executed.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender can be inspected at the General Post
Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster -General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
Service-From and to, and to and from:-
Number of Service-2. Brisbane, Tingalpa, and
Cleveland.-By coach, twice a week, for one or two
years.
6. Brisbane and Nerang Creek,  vid  Eight-mile
Plains, Logan Reserve, Waterford, Beenleigh,
Pimpama, Coomera, and Coombambah. By coach,
three times a week, for one or two years.
7. Brisbane and Gympie,  via  Stewart's Ferry,
Yandina, and One-mile (:reek.-By coach, twice a
week, for one or two years.
8. Nerang Creek and Kynumboon.-By horse,
twice a week, for one or two years.
11. Brisbane, Rocky Waterholes, Oxley, Goodna,
and Ipswich.-By coach, twice a day except Sun-
days), and expresses when required, for one or two
years. The distance to be curtailed as the railway
traffic is extended, a proportionate reduction of
payment being made.
13. Dalby and Condamine,  via  Kogan and
Wombo.-By coach, twice a week, for one or two
years.
14. Condamine and Roma,  via  Morabie, Wallum-
billa, and Blythedale.-By coach, twice a week, for
one or two years.
15. Roma and Mitchell Downs,  via  Mount Abun-
dance, Bungeworgorai, Bindango, and Amby Downs.
-By horse, twice a week, for one or two years.
16. Mitchell Downs and Charleville.-By horse,
twice a week , for one or two years.
17. Brisbane, Caboolture, and Jimna,  via  Durun-
dur and Kilcoy.-By horse, once a week, for one or
two years.
22. Ipawich.and Unumgar (N.S.W.),  via  Peak
Hotel, One Eye Waterhole, Dugandan, Coocbin
Coochin, and Maroon.-By horse, once a week, for
one or two years.
26. Toowoomba and Emu Creek, via Highfields.
-By horse, once a week, for one or two years.
27. Toowoomba and Drayton.-By horse, twice
a day, for one or two years.
29. Cambooya and Lyburn.-By horse, twice a
week, for one or two years. In times of flood,
mails  to be conveyed from and to Warwick and
Leyburn.
34. Dalby Post Office and the Railway Station.-
By coach, once a day (except Sundays), for one or
two years.
35. Dalby and Goondiwindi,  via  Broadribb's,
Gore's, Jolly's, Liscomb's, St. Ruth's, Cecil Plains,
Western Creek, Wyaga, Billa Billa, Gooda, and
Yambercolli.-By horse,  once a week,  for one or
two years.
36. Dalby and St. George,  via  Halliford, We.
ranga , Tartha, Cooroorah, Coomrith, Canmaroo,
West Teelbar, Kooroona, Balledine, Warre, and
West Haran.-By horse, once a week, for one or
two years.
37. Dalby and Gayndali,  via  Jimbour, Burran-
dowan, Boondooma, and Cooranga.-By horse, or
by two-horse mail cart, once a week, for one or two
years.
44. Warwick and Stanthorpe,  via  Maryland
(N. S. W.).-By coach,  six times  a week, for one
or two years.
46. Cunnamulla  and Thorgomindah,  via  Sharpe's,
Eulo, Doyle's (Yowar), Brookes and Sadler's, and
Sullivan's Gumbole Station.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
46. Goondiwindi and Mungindi,  via  Callandoon,
Winton, Welltown, Talwood, and Wilverah (in
time of flood,  via  Picton's, between Talwood and
Mungindi).-By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
48. Condamine and Surat,  via  Undullah, Murilla,
Warkon, Combarngo, and Noorindoo.-By horse,
once a week, for one or two years.
49. St. George and Curriwillinghi,  via  Bombah,
Doondi, Curriwildi, Nee Nee, Boorimberra, and
Euraba.-By horse,  once a  week, for one or two
years.
50. Maryborough and Gympie,  via  Tiaro, Owan-
yilla, and Gootchy.-By coach, six times a week,
for one or two years.
52. St. George and Mitchell Downs,  via  Wagabyy,
Wondan, Cashmere No. 10, Waterloo, Perwell,
Glencoe, Hillsborough, and Foyle View.-By horse,
once a week, for one or two years.
53. Condamine and Taroom,  via  Tieryboo, Wal.
lann, Juandah, and Rochdale.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
64. Gympie and One-mile Creek.-By horse,
once a day, for one or two years.
65. Roma and Taroom,  via  Euthella, Myall
Downs, Mount Hutton, Baroondah, Googarry,
Euroombah, and Kinnoul.-By horse, once a week,
for one or two years.
56. Gympie and Tewantin.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years, subject to three months
notice.
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59. Maryborough Post Office and the Wharf, to
meet  every  steamer .-By dray, for one or  two years.
60. Rockhampton Post Office and the Railway
Station .-By coach, twice a day,  except Sundays,
for one or two years.
61. Gainsford and Copperfield, via Lilyvale and
Clermont.-By coach ,  twice  a week ,  for one or two
years.
64. Maryborough and Gayndah,  via  Degilbo.-
By coach, twice a week, for one or two years.
65. St. Lawrence Post Office  and Steamers at
the Wharf, Broadsound.'-By horse,  to meet
steamers and vessels carrying mails , for one or two
years.
67. St. Lawrence and Nebo,  via  Collaroy , Tiery-
woomba,  and Funnel Creek.-By horse, once a
week, for one  or two years.
68. Westwood,  Banana, and Taroom,  via  Cal-
li ungal,  Rannes, K yanga , Walloon, Camboon, Cra-
cow, and Cockatoo.-By horie, once a week, for
one or  two years.
70. Mackay and Nebo,  via  Hazlewood.-By
horse , once a week, for one or two years.
71. Nebo and Copperfield,  via  Oxford Downs,
Police Barracks, Grosvenor Downs, Tinwald Downs,
Spring Diggings, Wolfang, and Clermont.-By
horse, once a week , for one or two years.
73. Clermont and Beaufort,  via  Western Dig-
Police  Barracks , Rolfe's, Banchory, and Sur-
biton,  returning  from Beaufort,  via  Craven, Bely-
ando  Hotel, Banchory, Blue Mountain Peak, Police
Barracks , Red Rock Valley, Oakey Creek Hotel,
and Western Diggings.-By horse, once a week, for
one or  two years.
74. Clifton and Spring Creek.-By horse, once a
day (except Sundays) for one or two years.
75. Warwick and Leyburn,  via  Toolburra and
Talgai.-By horse,  once  a week, for one or two
years.
76. Rockhampton and St. Lawrence, via Yaamba,
Princhester, Police  Barracks , Marlborough, Too-
loomba, and Waverley.-By horse, once a week, for
one or two years.
81. Westwood and Gainsford.-Twice a week by
coach,  and once  a week by horse, for one or two
years. The  distance  to be curtailed  as the  railway
traffic is extended, a proportionate reduction of
payment being made.
83. Blackall  and Bowen Downs,  via  Home Creek,
Cameron's, Aramac, and Ravenshead.-By horse,
once  a week, for one or two years.
84. Warwick Post Office and the Railway Station.
-By coach,  twice a  day (except Sundays), for one
or two years.
85. Gayndah  and Banana ,  via  Dalgangal, Rawbelle
Cattle Station, and Belmont.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
87. Walloon and Sandy Creek (Mount Esk),  via
Glamorgan Vale and Tarampa.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
89. Gladstone and Kariboe,  via  Ten-mile Creek,
Boyne  Reef, Mann's, Riverston, Barmundoo, and
Milton, with  extension  to Kroombit Copper
Mines-.By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
103. Gladstone  and Banana , vid Calliope Dig-
gings , East Stowe, Catfish, Upper Calliope Station,
Mount Alma, Callide, Prairie, and K.oomgal.-By
horse, once a week, for one or two years.
104. Gayndah and Mount Perry.-By horse,
twice a week, for one or two years.
105. Rockhampton, Cawarral, and Hewittville.-
By coach, once a week, for one or two years (sub-
ject to three months' notice).
109. Gainsford and Springsure,  via  Wooroonga,
Barangah, Bauhinia Downs, Afbinia Downs, Meteor
Downs, Orion Downs, and Rainworth.-By horse,
once a week, for one or two years.
111. Springsure and Beaufort,  via  Glenlee, Echo
Hills, and Avoca.-By horse, once a week, for one
or two years.
112. Tambo and Isis Downs,  via  Elizabeth Creek,
Forest Hill, Ravensbourne, Moorsland, Terrick
Terrick, Wooroolah, Malvern Hills, Thornleigh,
and Portland.-By horse, once a week, for one or
two years.
115. Gympie and Kilkivan,  vih  Black Snake.-
By horse, once  a week  (subject to three months'
notice).
117. Kariboe and Mount Perry.-By horse, once
a week, for one or two years.
127. Degilbo and Mount Perry.-By horse, once
a week, for one or two years.
130. Bundaberg and Mount Perry via Bingera,.
Gin Gin, Moolboolaman, Boolboonda, and Walca.  -
By  horse, twice a week, for one or two years.
131. Eulo and Hoodsville.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
133. Elizabeth Creek and Thorgomindah,  via  Lis-
towel Downs, Tintinchilla, Commongin, Ardoch,and
Norley.-By horse, once a fortnight, for one or
two years.
135. Stanthorpe and Ballandean, and Stanthorpe
and Bookookoorara.-By coach, twice a week, for
one or two years.
139. St. George and Cunnamulla (route to be
determined).-By horse, once a fortnight, for one
or two years.
140. Thorgomindah and Hoodsville.-By horse,.
once a week, for one or two years.
141. Hawkwood and Caamboon,  via  Yerilla,.
Redbank Township, Redbank Station, Calrossie,
and Knockbreak.-By horse, once a week, for one
or two years.
142. Cawarral and Toorilla,  via  Mulambin,
Taranganba, Bald Hills Township, Bamoyea,,
Byfield, Raspberry Creek, Tilpal, and Banksia
Plains.-By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
144. Clermont and Aramac (route to be deter-
mined).-By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
General Post Office,
Queensland, 8th August, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE 1874-5.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
S
EPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, and
will be received until noon of SATURDAY,
the 11th October next, for the conveyance of Post
Office  Mails, as undermentioned , from the 1st
January, 1874,
All Tenders are required to be  written on a  form,.
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously on
application at any Post Office in the colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid)  addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the Tender Box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail  services  for which they
tender, and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders,  on separate  forms, are required for each
service, as well  as  for the periods  mentioned,
namely , one year or two years. .
Every Tender must bear the  bond  fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two  responsible persons wi lling
to become  bound with him in such  sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct,  not exceeding the
gross  amount of the contract.
Persons  tendering ,  or their  agents ,  are required
to be in attendance  at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane , on the 20th October next, and must then
be prepared, if called on, forthwith to pay to the
Postmaster- General a sum  equal to ten per cent. of
the amount of such of their  tenders as may be
accepted  as a guarantee until  their bonds  and con-
tracts shall be executed.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender can be inspected at the General Post
Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept-the
lowest or any Tender.
PHOS. L. HURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster -General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
Service-From and to, and  to and from:-
Number  of Service .- 80. Bowen and Mackay,
via  Newstead ,  Proserpine ,  Gogango ,  Bloomsbury,
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St. Helen's, Jollimount, and Cook's Station.-By
horse, once a fortnight, for one or two years.
86. Bowen and Nebo, via Bowen Crossing, Nor-
manby Goldfield, Blenheim, Mclwan's, Lake
Elphinstone, and Fort Cooper,  including Bowen
Run and Sonora.-By horse, once a week, for one
„i, two years.
92. Bowen and Ravenswood.-By horse, once a
week, for  one or two years ; route to be determined.
94. Townsville and Dalrymple.-By horse, once
a week ,  for one or two years.
95. Dalrymple and Cape River Goldfields.-By
horse, once a week, for one or two years.
100. Richmond Downs and the Cloncurry River
via  Minnimere and MacGillivrays.-By horse, once
a month, for one or two years.
119. Gilberton and Georgetown.-By horse, once
a week, for one or two years.
120. Georgetown and Normanton.-By horse,
once a fortnight, for one or two years.
122. Bowen Downs and Hughenden.-By horse,
once a fortnight, for one or two years.
124. Cloneurry and Normanton, vaa Sheaffes,
Dalgonally, Millengera, Taldora, Conobie, Clifton,
Sorghum Downs, and Bynoe.-By horse, once a
month, for one or two years.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane , 5th August, 1873.
MONEY ORDER OFFICE, ST. LAWRENCE.
i T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 a Money Order Office will be established at
St. Lawrence on the 1st September next.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane , 15th August, 1873.
RULES OF SMALL DEBTS COURTS,
TENNmGERING.
THE following Rules of the Court of PettySessions ,  at Tenningering , having been duly
approved,  are published for general  information.
JOHN BRAMSTON,
Attorney- General.
RULES OF COURT OF PETTY SESSIONS HOLDEN
AT TENNINGER11W IN AND FOR THE
POLICE DISTRICT OF TENNINGERING.
SiAtr , Drme JURISDICTION.
Tine c holding Court.
1. There shall be twelve  sessions  each year, which
shall be he}ld_ in the Court House, Tennmgermgg, on
the third Wednesda ifi every month ; but when-
ever circumstances shall occur to prevent any Court
froni proceeding to the dispatch of business on the
days appointed for the sittings by these Rules, the
magistrate or magistrates in attendance at such
Court may adjourn the same to some convenient
day.
Time of entering Plaint and service of Summons.
1, In all  cases where the defendant resides within
the police district, the plaint shall be entered not
less than six clear days and the summons served
not less  than five clear days prior to the sittings of
each Court; where the defendant resides within a
radius of 100  miles  or fractional part thereof, four
clear days additional shall be allowed for the service
of the  summons.
Defence when to be filed.
3. In all cases the plea, notice of defence or set-off,
shall be filed with the Registrar of the Court at least
two clear days previous to the sittings of the Court.
On return of Summons.
4. Upon or before the return day of every sum.
=one which shall have been duly served affidavit
of such service shall be made by the fiailiff, or
other person serving it, whereupon the case shall
be heard and determined, unless the cage shall be
adjotituod tb some future day appointed by the
Court for such purpose.
List of causes.
5. Before each sittings of the Court a numerical
list of causes shall be prepared by the Registrar of
such Court, such list to be kept according to the
time and order in which the summonses were taken
out, and distinguishing the defended from the
undefended.
What books to be kept.
6. The Registrar of the Court shall keep a Day
Book, in which he shall correctly enter an account
of the business of each day as the same  arises,
together with a Record Book, which books he shall
always have in Court during the sittings thereof,
and in which he shall enter the proceedings of the
Court ; also, the Ledger and Cash-book as supplied
by the Audit Office.
Execution ,  when to issue.
7. Execution may be taken out at any time after
the expiration of four clear days from the day of
adjudication of the case, where the judgment, or
sum sued for, is under ten pounds; and in all other
cages rive clear days from the day of adjudication
of the case, unless the Court shall otherwise order,
and then in the event of any such special order, on
the day and time appointed by such order, and
excepting  also a new  trial has been granted by the
Court : Provided always, that in cases of ten pounds
and upwards, upon notice of appeal being given
under the 34th section, 31 Victoria, No. 29, and
the conditions  mentioned  therein being complied
with, the execution shall be stayed, and any execu-
tion which may not be executed within sixty days
of its date may be renewed for ninety days by the
Registrar endorsing thereon "renewed," and at-
taching his initials thereon, without any charge for
the same : Provided that after four such renewals
new execution must be taken out by the party
entitled thereto, and if no execution be taken out
before twelve months from the date of judgment,
none shall issue, without  giving at least two clear
days' notice to the party  against  whom it is  to issue,
to show  cause why  it should  not be issued.
Sales how regulated.
8. Any property sold in execution of the process
of the said Court shall be sold publicly by
auction, and for ready money, by the bailiff or
his deputy, to the highest bidder, as near to
the place where the  same was levied  upon as may
be convenient for the sale thereof; and the said
bailiff or his deputy shall affix notice of the said
sale upon or  near the door of the house where the
sale takes  lace two clear days before the day
appointed for the sale, which shall not be earlier
than five clear days from the day of levying on the
property : Provided that with the consent of the
occupier of any house at which property shall be
levied, such  sale  may take place at such house.
Bail
9. The bailiff levying or recovering any money
by virtue of any process out of the Court, shall
forthwith pay over the same to the Registrar of the
Court.
Moneys to be paid over by the Registrar.
10. In every case of an execution for a debt, or
damages and costs, or for costs only, and of the
same  having been obtained and paid to the Regis-
trar, the amount thereof shall, on demand, be paid
over by such Registrar to the suitor or suitors, or
to his or their attorney or authorised agent.
Intel leader.
11. The  summons to be issued  under the inter-
pleader order directed to be made under the fifty-
first  section of the said Act shall be in the form or
to the effect mentioned in Form 2 and Form 3 hereto
annexed, and shall be served on both the claimant
and execution creditor two clear days before the
time appointed for the hearing thereof, and the case
shall proceed as if the claimant were the plaintiff
and the execution creditor the defendant. Any
money paid  into  the Court under the  execution
shall be retained by the Registrar until the claim
shall have been adjudicated upon.
Judgment Summons.
12. It shall be lawful for any party who has
obtained afty unsatisfied judgment or order in the
said Court,  to obtaiu  from the  said Court a judg.
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ment summons ,  which summons shall be in the
form or to the effect mentioned in Form 4, and such
summons  may be granted by the said Court, on an
affidavit filed with the Registrar of the said Court,
stating the facts, and a copy of such summons and
affidavit shall be served upon the person to whom
it is directed, in the manner provided by the forty-
first section of the said Act, five clear days before
the day appointed for the hearing thereof.
The form hereunto annexed, marked 1, shall be
that form to be used in the matter to which it refers.
FORM 1.
In the Court  of Petty Sessions.
Tenningering, Queensland.
Small  Debts  Jurisdiction.
Plaintiff, and defendant.
Take notice, that application  will be made  to a Justice
of the  Peace on next , the day of
at the hour of o'clock in the forenoon, at the
Court House,  Tenningering , that the order made herein
on the day of for the payment of the
debt and costs due by you to the above-named
plaintiff, may be set aside and cancelled on the grounds
appearing in the affidavit of sworn herein, and
filed with the Registrar.
Foam 2.
Inerpleader  Summons to Claimant.
In the Court of Petty  Sessions.
Tenningering, Queensland.
Small Debts Jurisdiction.
Between  plaintiff, and defendant.
Exparte Bailiff of this Court.
To
You are hereby summoned  to appear  at a Court to be
holden at the Police Court, Tenningering, on the
day of at the hour of in the forenoon,
to support a claim made by you to certain  goods and
chattels  (or  the proceeds  or value of certain goods and
chattels )  taken  in execution by the Bailiff of this Court
under process issued in  this cause at the  instance of
(name of execution creditor) ; and in default of your
establishing such  claim , the said goods and chattels will
be sold according to the exigency of the said process, or
such order made in the  premises as to  the Justice or
Justices  there present shall appear just and fit.
Dated this day of one thousand eight
hundred and  seventy.
Registrar.
Foam  3.
Interpleader  Summons to Execution  Creditor.
In the Court of Petty  Sessions.
Tenningering, Queensland.
Small Debts Jurisdiction.
Between plaintiff ,  and defendant.
Whereas hath made  a claim  to taken
in execution by the Bailiff of this Court under process
issuing out  of this Court at your instance : You are
therefore hereby summoned to appear at a Court to be
holden at the Police Court, Tenningering, on
next, the day of at the hour of
in the forenoon, when the said claim will be adjudicated
upon, and such order made thereon as to the Justice or
Justices there present shall appear just and fit.
Dated this day of one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-
Registrar.
Fo$x 4.
In the Court of Petty  Sessions.
Tenningering ,  Queensland.
Small Debts Jurisdiction.
No. of Plaint.
No. of Judgment Summons.
plaintiff.
Between plaintiff; and defendant.
Whereas the plaintiff obtaineda,judgment against you,
the above- named  defendant, in this Court, holden at
Tenningering, on the day of 187 , for
the payment of £ and £ for costs, upon which
judgment ,  and the subsequent process issued  thereon,
the sum of £  is now  due : You are, therefore, hereby
summoned to appear personally , in this Court, to be
holden at  the Police  Court, Tenningering, on the
day of 187 , at the hour of in the
forenoon,  to be examined  by the Court, touching your
estate and effects, and the circumstances under which
you contracted the said debt (or incurred the said
damages ),  and as  to the  means and  expectations you
then had, and as to the  means you st il l  have of die-
charging the said debt  (or damages ),  and as to the
disposal you have made of any property.
Dated this day of 187
Registrar.'t:
The Bench framed the foregoing Rules on the
thirtieth day of May, 1873, and ordered the same
to be forwarded to His Honor Judge Sheppard.
A. W. COMPIGNE, P.M.,
Chairman.
Court House,
Tenningering, 30th May, 1873.
Approved :
EDMUND SHEPPARD,
. Judge Metropolitan District Court,
Maryborough.
3rd July, 1873.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
REPORTED DANGERS, INNER ROUTE TO
TORRES STRAITS.
R. A. SYKES, Master of the schooner
1 " Hannah Broomfield," reports striking on
a mushroom coral patch, with about four feet water
over it at low water, and fifteen fathoms close
alongside-in the following position, viz.:-
Cape Melville, bearing W. by N. N.
Barrow Point, „ S. by E.
Rocky Point, „ S.W. by W. I W.
Also, the existence of a coral patch north of
Night Island, with about four feet of water over it
at low water, with-
Round Rock bearing N.W. by N. a N.
Highest part of u. Reef, North.
He describes Edward Rock, lying to the south-
wards of Restoration Island, as being 100 yards
wide, and extending nearly half-a-mile east and
west, and also as being awash at low water.
Also, a. detached coral patch with five feet of
water over it at low water, lying from s to ; mile
from g. Reef ; the small westernmost rock of
Forbes Islets bearing N. by E.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 5th Aug., 1873.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
WHARF, BROAD SOUND.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Noon on SATURDAY, the 30th August
next, from persons willing to contract for the
construction of a Wharf at the Basin, St. Lawrence
Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Wharf,
Broad Sound."
Plan and Specifications may be seen, and
further particulars obtained, at the Port Office,
Brisbane, and at the Harbor Offices at Rock-
hampton, Broad Sound, and Cleveland Bay.
Tenders must state the time within which it
is proposed to complete the work ; and at the
foot of every Tender there must be  a memoran.
dum signed by the person tendering, agreeing to
deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of
Tender, for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the 'lender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that he will execute and
deliver at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor,
in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance, otherwise the Ten-
der will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily
be accepted.
G. P, HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st August, 1873.
I T is hereby noti fied for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 "  (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are required to
`ransmit to this Department their objections in writing ,  within two months  from this date.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
1 A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay Road separating portions 69A, 69B, Cambooya ... ... 6 0 6
72A, and 72B, from portions 68A,
68B, 73A, and 73B
2 A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay Road separating portions 67A, 67B, Cambooya  ... ...  6 0 13
74A, and 74B, from portions 66A,
66n, 66c, 66D, 15A, 75B, 750, and
76D
3 A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay Road separating portions S1B, 81A, Cambooya  ...  10 3 36
from 80A, SOB, and 82n, 81B, SOB,
79B, 78D, from 83A, 83F, 84A, 84B,
85A, 85B
4 A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay Road separating portions  83n, 83F ,  Cambooya  ... ...  8 0 5
84A, 84B ,  85A, 85n, from portions
1, 2, 3, 4,  86, and 87
5 1 A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay Road separating portions 34A and Cambooya  ... ...  2 3 34
34B from portions 35A and 36B
6 A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay Road separating portions 38A and Cambooya  ... ...  3 0 0
38B from portions 39A and 39B
7 A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay Road separating portions 3 and 5 Ramsay ... ... ... 5 3 30
from portions 6 and 10
NOTE.- The above  Roads are  proposed to be closed in consequence of a new Road being about to be opened to Cambooya Railway
Station.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 18th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
l
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
r to open a new Road from Logan Bridge to Beaudesert, parish of Logan, county of Ward,
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now  in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-2346-W. J. MALBON THOMPSON
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM LOGAN BRIDGE To BEAUDESERT ,  PARISH OF  LOGAN, COUNTY OF
WARD, TO  BE PEOCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4  WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
No. Portion of Bond Reputed Owner . Bearings . C,gh. Breadth of Road . Area . Remarks.
Is.
lks . chs. lks. A. E. P.
1 A triangular piece out  of the north - R. Towns and W. N. 190' 30' E. 8 701 ... 1 1 36 Deviation no.
east corner of portion 41 T. Walker cessary to
avoid bad
crossing of
gully;  pasture
land ;  fenced.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Week ending August 2nd ,  1873
Corresponding week last  year ...
Increase  ...
Decrease  ...
Week ending August 9th, 1873
Corresponding  week  last year...
Increase
Decrease
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods an
Stoc
d Li
k.
ve Par
Misc
cels and
ellaneou
Total.
s.
s
2 s. d. £ s. d. 2  s. d. £ a. d.
... ... 685 18 0 1,035 5 10 80 5 6 1,801 9 4
... ... 393 14 6 876 13 6 80  19 5 1,351 7 5
... ... 292 3 6 16812 4 ... 460 1 11
... ... ... ... 0 13 11
428 2 3 1,093 4 7 49 11 5 1,570 18 3
635 0 6 981 8 8 51 5 1 1,667 14 3
111 15 11
206 18 3 1 13 8 96 16 0
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane , 30th July, 1873.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned articles  are in  the custody of the Lost Property
Department, Southern and Western Railway, as lost property.
Owners can obtain the same on application to the Traffic Manager, Ipswich, and paying costs.
If not  released  on or before SATURDAY, 13th September, 1873, they will be sold by public
auction, to defray  expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF LosT PROPERTY ON HAND AT IPSWICH  STATION ,  30TH JUNE, 1873.
Date found . Station and  Place. Where found .  Description of Article.
1873.
1 January Ipswich On platform I package, shirt, &c.
1 ', On line I lady's bat
6 „ Warwick let class No. 3, Up 1 pipe and case
17 Ipswich On platform 1 paper parcel, containing a dress
21 Dalby let class No. 2, Up 1  parcel  glass
21 Laidley On line 1 lady's hat
23 Ipswich 2nd class No. 4, Down 2 parasols
23 I straw hat
18 February Walloon On line Remains of quarter-bag  flour
10 March Warwick 2nd class No. 6, Up 1 parasol
13 1st class No. 3, Up 1 tobacco pouch
15 „ In goods shed I bundle matting
15 „ 1 flat iron
15 „ 3 broom handles
17 Ipswich On platform 1 package, shirt, &c.
17
:3 „ 1 walking stick
17 „ 2nd class No .  2, Down 1 bundle cabbage-tree
18 His Excellency the Glover.
nor's Special
1 walking stick
20 Warwick On line 1 gentleman's hat
21 Ipswich On station 3 packages ,  containing clothing
24
„
Murphy's Creek On line l lady s straw hat
26 Warwick On station 1 bag sundries
26
„ „ 1 blue swag
26 „ 1 bundle clothes, with 1 billy attached
31 On platform 1 valise, containing clothes
31
„
1 fibre mattress ,  RA over W
10 April Ipswich 2nd class carriage 1 parasol
11
„
Platform 1 coat
24 Toowoomba Cloak room I trunk ,  containing women's wswing
apparel
24 „ 3 felt hats
24 1 cap
24
„
1 shawl
17 May Cambooya Main Range .. 1 handkerchief bundle
19 Ipswich Platform .. 1 piece matting
20 „ In carriage .. .. 1 pipe and tobacco
20
„
1 muffier
'20 1 lady s bag
20
,, Cambooya On ground opposite station I tent swag
20 1 handk rcelr hief
20 » Ipswich 2nd class No. 4, Down
pae c
1 basket, containing towel
20 Toowoomba Dalby line 1 child's hat
21
„
Highflelds Main Range 1 hat with turban
26 Toowoomba Cloak room 1 lady's carf
26
„ » 1 lady's winter cloak
31
,, Ipswich On plaatfom I swag of clothes
31 1 bag clothes
bl k h ti i31
31 „ .. „ »
ac ang1 hat box, conta n
2 saddle bags
6 June ..  Warwick On station 2 a=le blocks
5
9
9
„ „ .. .. 1 sheet iron
Highfields  .. ..  66, 70, Main Range .. 1 hat
Ipswich .. .. On platform .. .. 1 handkerchief parcel
A quantity of old second-hand railway  porters'  uniform.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.LIST of UNCLAIM1tD Goons on hand, IPswICH STATION, 30th June,  1873:-
Date. Name. Station from. Station to. Description.
1872.
Warwick 1 net ,  and rope attached5 September .. Harvey ... .. Ipswich
TIME TABLE.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  30th August, 1872.
SOUTHEL ? AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY, 9th September, 1872, the following Time Table will come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK. Commissioner for Railways.
STATIONS.
From Too- No. 1, No. 2,
Ipswich. woomba. Goods. Mixed.
8
12
18
21
26
29
38
Ipswich ...
... Walloon ...
... Rosewood
... Western Creek
Grandchester arrivedepart
A.M. A.M.
... 10.0
... 10.28
A
A
*11.8
...  11.12
A
... 11.49
... 12.18
... 12.53
... 1.8
•1.48
•8.30 1.52
9.22 2.44
10.10 3.32
4... B
49
Victoria
 Tunnel ... ...
Laidley ... ... ...
Gatton ... .
Helidon
69 ... Murphy ' s Creek
69 ... High fields ,..
78 ... Toowoomba .,
82.36 Mahoney's Gate
85 7 Gowrie Junction
arrive
{ depart
5 arrive
1  depart
arrive
•€ depart
... arrive
85 7 Gowrie Junction
 ...  depart ...
901 121 For Williams' Camp ... ...
94 16 Westbrook Crossing ... ... ...
102 24 Cambooya
 ... ... ...
109 31 Emu Creek Siding
 ... ... ...
118 40 King 's Creek  ... ... ... ...
120 42 Clifton ...
131 63  Allors .. ,,, ,,, ...
140 62 Lyndhurst Road
 ... ... ...
140 65 Warwick
 ... .,, ,,, ...
86 Gowrie Junction ... depart
90 I .., Gowrie
 ... ... ... ...
91 ... Oakey Creek ... ... ... ...
106 ... Jondaryan ... ... ... ...
114 ... Bowenville  ... ... ... ...
127 Blaxland ' s Siding ... ..
130 Dalby ... ... ... ...
80.45 Mahoney's Gate
 ... ... ... ... B ... ... B
*11.25  ... 4.20 ...
... A ... A ... ...
A
12 25  ...  5-20 ... 52
A ... A .,. 1 61
1.18 ... 6 .13
... 71
' * 62328 ...... 1
... 2.5 ... 7.0
2.45 ...  1-40
52$ For Williams' Camp... ... ... ... A A ... A
... Gowrie Junction
65 Toowoomba ...
... Highfields ...
... Murphy's Creek
81 ... Helidon
92
101
105
109
112
118
122
130
* Trains meet here.
Gatton ,..
Laidley
Victoria Tunnel
Grandchester
Western Creek
Rosewood ,,.
Walloon ,..
Ipswich ... 12.17 ... 5.36 1 .,. .,,
11.49 ... *6.8
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
Nora ..- The Trains will stop only at those plazas at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, wi ll  stop by signal to take up passengers only, who wi ll  be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to  Alight at those places can
only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they pro pose to alight.
(13.) The Nos. 2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down Trains only ,  wi ll , for the present, stop at this Cro ssing ,  subject to the foregoing regulation.
G oods Trains will be run when necessary.
UP TRAINS.
No.3, No.6,
Mixed .  Goods.
A.M. P.M.
IIILle.
No.5, No . 6, From Prom
STATIONS.
No.1,
Mixed ,
 Mixed .  Darby.  Warw ic k .  Goods.
DOWN TRAINS.
No. a, No. 3,
Mixe& Mixed.
No.4, No. 5.
Mixed.
 Goods,
No. 6
Mixed.
P.M. P.M .  A.M. A.H .  A.H. A.M .  A.M.  P.M.
... 4.40 Dalby ... ...
I
... ... ...  8.40 ... ...
... *5.8 3 ... Blarland ' s Siding  ... ... ... ... ...  A ... ...
A A 16
 ...  Bowenvillo
 ... ... ... ... ...
 A ... ...
A A 24 ... Jondaryan
 ... ... ... ... ... ...  9.58 ... ...
5.47 33 ... Oakey Creek
 ... .. ... .•. ...  10.30 ... ...
5.51 40 ,., Gowrie ... ... ... A ... ...
A A 45  ...
 Gowrie Junction  ...  arrive  ... ... ... ...
... 6.28
... 6'57 ... ... , Warwick ... ... ... ... ...  8 5 .. ... 6 6
... 7.32 ... 3 Lyndhurst Road ... ... ... ... A A ... A
... ... 7'47 ... 12 Allora  8.45 ... ... 5.46
... ... ... 23 Clifton  9.22 ... ... *6.23
2.7 ... &27 ... 25 " K ing's
 Creek
 ... ... ... ... ...
 9.32 ... ... 6 133
2.69 ... 9 '19 ... 34  Emu Creek  Siding ...  ... ... ...  A A ... A }.
3.47 10 .7 ... 41 Cambooya
 ... ... ... ...
 10.26
 .. ...  7'26 co
3.55 ... ... 49 Westbrook
 Cro ssing  ... ... ... ...  A A ... A 06.4
... ... b8 Gowrie  Junction  ...  arri ve  ... ... ... ...
...depart  ... ... * 11.26  * 11.16 ... 8'26
Jf arrive  ..  11.65 11 .44  ...  8'56
l depart  6 .30 6'50 ... 12'4 11.60 ,..
7'20 7.40 ... 12 .64 12.40 ,.,
J arrive 8 '10 .. .. 1'44 1.30
).depart ... *8.30 ... *1.48
J arrive ... 9.10 2.28
1.depart ... 9.26 ... 2 '43 ,.,
... ... ... 10.0 ... 3 .18 ... ...
,,. ,,. ,,, 10.29
 ...  8'47 ... ...
ar ri ve  ...  11-4  ., 4 .22
depart  * 11.8 4.26
A ... A ... .,.
A ... A ... ...
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the AVERAGE LIABILITIES and ASSETS,  and of the CAPITAL and PROFITS of the
ended on the 30th June, 1873.
Coined Gold and Gold and Silver in
Silver, and other Bul lion or Bars, and
Coined Metals. Stamp Account.
undermentioned
LIABILITIES.
BANKS. Notes in Circulation
not bearing  Interest.
Notes in Circulation
bearing Interest.
Bi lls  in Circulation
not bearing Interest.
Bills in Circulation
bearing Interest.
Balances due  to other
Banks.
Union Bank of Australia ... ... ... ...
£ s. d.
29,895 7 9
£ a. d. £  S.  d.
3,596 6 2
£ s. d. £ a. d.
Bank of New South Vales ... ... ... ... 86,936 2 4 7,032 18 9
Bank of Australasia ... ... ... ... 6,844 7 8 1,870 7 4
Commercial Bank  ... ... ... ... ... 26,284 13 10 362 10 5 3,606 0 7
Australian Joint Stock Bank ... ... ... ... 85,891 9 2 1,061 5 8 15,558 18 8
Queensland National Bank ... ... ... ... 18,680 16 11 434 16 8 12,098 16 1
TOTALS ... 254,532 17  8 i ... 7,325 6 3 38,296 14 1
ASSETS.
BANKS.
£  8.  d. £ s. d.
Union Bank of Australia 165,135 711 180 5 10
Bank of New South Wales ... 168,677 19  3 63,815 1 6
Bank of Australasia ... 39,109 13 1 128 13  4
Commercial  Bank ... 85,395 0 9
Australian Joint Stock  Bank ... ... ... 101,690 6 3 23,013 18  4
Queensland National  Bank ... ... ... 45,403 8 10 14,098 11 8
TOTALS  .. 605,411 16 1 91,236 10 8
BANKS.
Government
Securities. Landed Prope rt y.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, ath August, 1873.
BANKS of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND, for the Quarter
Deposits not bea ri ng Deposits bearing Total Liabilities.Interest .  Interest.
£  s. d. £ a. d, £ s. d.
102,968 18 10 312,858 3 8
 449,318 16
 5
343,581 6 9
 197,807 4 3 635,357 12 1
49,832
 15 10  64,311 14 7 122,859 5 5
116,294 9 10 70,133 8 6 216,681 3 1
239,056 4 6  113,064 0  5 454,631 18 5
51,780 5 10 95,401 1 0 178,395 16 6
903,514 1 7 853,575 12 4 2,057,24411 11
Notes  and Bills  of Balances due from
other Banks .  other Banks.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £  s.
•15 600 0 0 168 1 9
 13 290 13
...
,
19,682 14 6 4,254 19 9
,
8,985 0
9 000 0 0 87 19 4...
...
,
11,200 0 0 4,913 5 0 52716
... 26,64312 4 5,418 10 9 787 0
... 9,158 2 11 42 9 2 19,501  10
91,184 9 9 14,885 5 9 43,092 1
Capital paid up
to date. Rates  per annum last Dividend. Bonus.
£
Union Bank of Australia ... ... ... 1,250,000 13 per cent. per annum ...
Bank of New South Wales 1,000,000 15 per cent. per annum ...
Bank of  Australasia ... 1,200,000 10 per cent. per annum
Commercial Bank 400,000 20 per cent. per annum
Australian  Joint Stock Bank ... ... ... 484,656 8 per cent. per annum 19. per share
Queensland National Bank ... ... ... 110,290
Amount of all debts due
to the Banks, including
Notes ,  Bills of Exchange,
and
 all Stock  and
Funded Debts of every
description, excepting
Notes, Bills, and Balances
due to the said Banks
from other Banks.
Total Amount of
Assets.
d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
9 175,509 3 0 369,783 12 3
9  652,744 13  5 908,160 9 2
199,810 10 2 248,136 15 11
0 204,388 5 0 306,424 6 9
3 398,479 10 3
 556,032 18  2
9
 199,517  16 1 287,721 19 5
6 1,830,449 17 11 2,676,260 1 8
Amount of last Dividend
declared.
Amount of the Reserved
Profits at the time of
declaring such Dividend.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
81,250 0 0 485,779 19 5
75,000 0 0  333,333 6 8
60,000 0 0
 330,908 10
 7
40,000 0 0 180,000 0 0
22,415 6 10 25,264 15 3
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
General Post
 Office,
Brisbane, Queensland , 12th Au_Eust, 1873.
THE following SUMMARY Of OBSERVATIONS taken at the METEOROLOGICAL  STATION, BRISBANE , during the Months of July, 1873, is  published for general information. [
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR ,  Postmaster-General.
SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT BRISBANE, DURING THE MONTH OF JULY, 1873.
LAT., 27 °  28' 3"  S.; LONG., 153° 16 '  15"  E.;  HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN  SEA LEVEL ,  130 FEET ; DISTANCE FROM SEA-COAST,  10 MILES.
BAROHETEE.
Corrected to 32°
Fahrenheit ,  and Temperature
reduced to mean of Air.
sea level.
Si,  of
0 W
S
d
sBLY - EEOISTEB.INO
TRERIIOMETEBS.
RAIN. .
0
HYGROMETER.
Temperature of
Evaporation.
6
Cs
Humidity. 5
S F
e a i3 l 8 l 8a
w a ad R
m m °o e, a
m
0
ma
o il
Ma=imnm ... ... ... ;30.416 30.33930.428 59.0
II
7110 59.0 58.0 82.0 56.5 '930 870 '930 130.0104.0 47'6 61.0 73.0 52.0 34.5
Mean ... ... ... .. 30.172 30.127 30.160 52.5 66.0 62.1 50.9 58.0 49.5 '772 •593 '824 117.8 91.3 379 55.1 691 43.5 25.6
Minimum ... ... ... 130100029.94U 129 998 48 6 55-0 46-0 46-0 640 410 660 460 •650 90.0 830 30.5 57.0 61,0 35.0 14.0I
If
1
Summary of  July, 1873
1872
1871
1870
1889
1888
1867
1868
1865
1864
1863
1862
Mean Shade Temp., 56.8 degrees .  Rain fell on 7 days. Total Rainfa ll ,  0.98 inches.
0.410
•030
'000
WIND.
summary of Direction.
N
d
mA 9 a.m. 3 p.m. 9 P.M.
202 NONWO NONW1IN1 NW1
131
W28W21 W98W14W88W14
87 BE182 SE484 SEO
100 E 0  :E 0EO NE11E2 NE1
Evaporation ,  3'210 inches. Electrical Observations - 74 Positive ; 18 Negative.
CLOUD.
a
m
10
3'0
10 10
3.1 1.7
0 1 0 0
OZONE.
7
4.8
12
8.3
3 6
Prevailing  Winds, S.W., W.
58.1 6 3.90 4.810 69 34 W.,  S.W.
59.7 7 „ 3.32 3.445 ° n u 60 33 „ 8., W.
59.5 8 6.13 4010 56 35 B.W.
6810 3 0.56 2.705 65 26 8. W., S.
58.3 13 5.51 2.694 69 24 S.W., W.
58.1 6 0.72 2915 „ - „ 70 23 8.W., W.
58.2 10 1.97 2.598 77 46 S.W.,  S.
57'1 4 1'55 r, B.E., B.W.
66.1 7 3'04 3'091 S.W.,  W.
58.3 11 2.43 2760 69 24 B.W., W.
56.8 3 0.51 3010 rr 87 6 S.W., W.
The weather has been much cooler than usual during the month-colder than any corresponding month for the past eight years ;  the mean shade temperature ,  56.8°, being 1.3° under the average of this month for the previous ten years ,  and 2.3°
under the previous three years .  The highest reading in shade, 730 °,  was on the  25th;  the lowest on grass ,  30.5°, was on the morning of the 14th .  The highest barometric reading ,  30.428,  was at 9 p.m. on the 31st, and the lowest ,  29.940, at 3 p .m. on the 27th
The mean barometric readings have been above the average of the month .  Rain fell on 7 days  ;  the total fall, 0.98 inches ,  being 1.85 inches under the average of the month  ;  the greatest fan in 24 hours ,  0.41 inches ,  was on the 27th. For fu rt her
information as to the rainfa ll  of the Colony ,  see general summary published monthly in the  Government Gazette.
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B ALA N C E SHEET of the CORPORATION of IPSWICH,  to June 30th, 1873.-
Dr.1873.
January 1.  £ a. d.
To Balance  of Government
Loan ... ... ...  5,932 10 8
June 30.
Interest to date 172 10
Cr.
1873.
'  S.  d.  January  1. £ a.  d. £ a.
0
6,105
January 1.
To Balance ... ... ... ... 15
June 30.
To General Revenue:-
Rent of Town Hall Re-
serve 1 1 0
Rent of Wharves and
Frontages ... 84 17 10
Rent of Cottage ... .. 3 18 0
,,
Corporation Store 3 12 0
MarketandWeigh
Bridge ...  11 10  0
Water Reserve ... 17 0 0
Baths and Water-
works . ... 24 5 0
It Sale Yards .. 9 3 10
Corporation Wharf Dues 4 17 6
Fines for Breach of Bye-
Licenses-Drays...
„ Cars ...
„ Nightman
Sale of Watercart
Constructing Drain
„ Rates on Assessment
„ Overdraft  at A.J.S. Bank
32 11 9
14 15 0
4 15 0
2 0 0
14 0 0
2 0 0
„ Rent of Offices ... ...
„ Public Works-
„ Interest  on Overdraft ...
Labor and Cartage ..,
Smith and Carpenter ...
Timber, Metal, &c. ...
Printing, Stationery, and
Advertising ... ...
Legal Expenses
Incidental Charges, Light-
ing Streets , &c. ...
29 8 8
6 4 4
41 19 6
8 17 0
230 6 11
433 17 9#
154 16 1 Cash in Hand ,..
£834 1 6
I certify the above to be a correct  statement.
R. J. KENDALL, Town Clerk.
2,600 0 0 By  Salaries ... 30 8 6
We have examined the Books and Vouchers of this Municipality, and certify the above  statement
to be correct.
554
„
B  AL  A N C E SHEET  of the IPSWICH  S CHOOL of ARTS ,  to June 30th,  1873.-
Dr.
31 10 9
£834 1 5
THOMAS PRYDE,  Mayor.
WILLIAM HAVARD, Auditors.WILLIAM DUESBERY,
25s.
Cr.
1873.  £ s. d. £ s. d.  June 30.  £ a. d. £ a. d.
To Loan from Government ... ...
January 1.
To Balance in A.J.S. Bank ... 16 8 8
„ Cash in Hand ... 26 17 0
June 30. -
To Subscriptions ...
Government Grant in Aid ...
Hire of Rooms ... ... ...
Rent of Offices ... ... ...
Incidental Charges, includ-
ing Lighting ...  34 19 11
,, Books, Periodicals, and
43 5 8 Newspapers , supplied to
50 15 0 Library  and Reading
86 0 0 Room ... ... ...
89 10  0 „ Interest on Government
45 10 0 Loan
„
Balance in A.J. S. Bank  ... 174 0 0
„ Cash in Hand ...  9 16 3
26 18
39 0
0
0
183 16 3
£315 0 8 £315 0 8
I certify the above to be  a correct statement.
THOMAS PRYDE,  Mayor.
R. J. KENDALL, Town Clerk and Secretary.
We have examined the Books and Vouchers of the Ipswich School of Arts, and certify  the aboyo
statement  to be correct.
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By Endowment on Rates to
December, 1872 ... ...  181 16 3
June 30.
,,  Balance ... ... ... 5,923 4 5
0 8 ---6,105  0 8
January 1.
0 71 By Overdraft at A.J.S. Bank... ... 69 11 10
June 30.
By Salaries :-
Town Clerk (7 months) 87 10 0
Rate Collector, &c. (do.) 73 6 8
Auditors ... ... 7 10 0
Assessors  ... ... 26 0 0
WILLIAM HAVAR 22 Auditors.WILLIAM DTJSB RY,S 18s.
193 6 8
15 0 0
374 2 11
21 2 5
52 14 6
- 447 19 10
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Commissioner  or Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th 1\ ovember, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY, the 14th  instant, the  following TimeTable wi ll  come into operation  until further  notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles troa
Rock-
bampton.
Stations Up  Train,Mixed.
miles
from West-
wood.
Stations. Down TrainMixed.
a.m. p.m.
Rockhampton... 11. 0 Westwood ... ... ... 3.306
Gracemere ... 11.24 6  Rosewood Crossing ... ... A.
15 Stanwell 12. 0 15  Stanwell ... ... ... 4.30
24 Rosewood  Crossing A 24  Gracemere ... ... ... 5. 6
30 Westwood .r. 1-  0 30  Rockhampton ... ... ... 5'30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A ,  will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates .  Passengers  requiri ng to ali ght at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
at  which  they propose to alight.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
rARE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
r  provisions  of "  The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description  and Situation  of Land. Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveatmay be lodged.
3 roods 8 perches ,  being portion 26n, part of original
po rt ion 26 ,  parish of South Brisbane , county of
Stanley
2 roods 9  perches, being allotment 6 of section 24,
parish of Pring, town of Bowen, county of Herbert
3 acres , being subdivision A of portion 17, parish of
Drayton, at Drayton Swamp, county of Aubigny
32. perches, being subdivisions 3 and 4 of block 9 of
eastern  suburban allotment 71, parish of North
Brisbane ,  county of Stanley
1 acre, being part of port ion 148, parish of Ipswich,
county of Stanley
Edward Wyndham Tufnell 16th September, 1873.
as Lord Bishop of Bris-
bane, William  Thornton,
and Robert  Douglas, trus-
tees ,  exercising  powers of
sale  under and by virtue
of  " The Kangaroo Point
Church Land Sale Act of
1872"
Gosselke  Matte ... ... Ditto.
John Graham ... ... Ditto.
Edmund Warburton ... 12th September, 1873.
Johann Liabler ... ... 16th September, 1873.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane , 14th August, 1873.
NOTICE.
R. WILLIAM  COOKE CLEMENTS, of Rockhamp-
ton, is this day licensed as a Surveyor
qualified to act under the provisions and for the
purposes of  " The Real Property Act of  1861."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 15th August, 1873.
NOTICE.
MR. CHARLES WI LIAM Plrrs, of Stanthorpe, asbeen appointed under the provisions of the
Act 19 Vic., No. 34, to be District Registrar of
Births, Marriages, and Deaths, for the Registration
District of Stanthorpe, in the room of Mr. Lewis
Phillips, resigned.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane , 16th August, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, in con-formity with the provisions of the 95th
section of the  " Real Property Act of  1861," on
and after the first day of September next, to dis-
pense with the production of duplicate Bill of
Mortgage, No. 2,998, from Edward Wilmot Pechey
to Abraham Fitzgibbon, over certain lands in the
Reg
of Drayton, and will cause a Memorial of
Registration of a certain Power of Attorney from
th  said Abraham Fitzgibbon to Lewis Adolphus
Bernays  to be entered on the original of such.
Mortgage (now lying in this Office), and also in the
Register Book, vol. 154, folio 121 ; Such endorse-
ment, when so made, enabling the said Lewis
Adolphus Bernays, as such attorney as aforesaid, to
execute transfers on behalf of the said Abraham
Fitzgibbon, as Mortgagee,  in exercise  of power of
sale of  subdivisions 1 and 2 of portion 451, subdi-
visions  4 and 8 of portion 452, and subdivision 6 of
portion 453 in the parish aforesaid, in favor of
Wilhelm Schulz, Peter Mentze, William Cox,
Edward Bentel, and Moritz Zahn, respectively, of
Toowoomba ; such duplicate mortgage having been
lost, and such dispensing  as aforesaid  being with a
further view to the registration of such transfers as
last aforesaid, when so executed.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
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Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 16th August, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, in con-
formity with the provisions of the 95th
section of the  " Real Property Act oy  1861," on and
after the 16th day of September next, to dispense
with the production of Deed of Grant in the name
of John Marshall, for 2 roods of land, being allot-
ment 2 of section 133A, situated in the county of
March, parish and town of Maryborough, and more
particularly described in the Register Book, vol. 62,
folio 203, and will cause a Memorial of Registration
of Transfer of the said land to be entered on the
duplicate of such Deed of Grant in the Register
Book aforesaid ; such endorsement, when so made,
completing a transfer of the said land from Alex-
ander Raf, as Official Assignee of the said John
Marshall, in favor of John Winter Moore, the pur-
chaser ; the original deed of grant having been lost.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
£50 REWARD.
TO CONSTABLES AND OTHERS.
STOLEN from Moolayember Creek, during the
first week in April last, the thorough-bred
entire horse, "Young Kelpie."  He is a small
light-bay, rising eight years old ; branded MLR
(the ML conjoined)  on near  shoulder.
Also, a light-bay  mare, aged ,  branded with
fetlock brand on near shoulder, and  numbers under
saddle.
The above reward will be paid to  any person
giving information leading to the apprehension and
conviction of the party or parties who stole the
above-described  horses ; or  £10 on delivery of said
horses to  the undersigned.
T. FOOT AND SONS.
Moravia,
Rolleston, 17th  July, 1873.
528 5s.
Surveyor-General's Office,,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1873.
T
HIS is to certify that Mr. WILLIAM CooKE
CLEMENTS, of Rockhampton, having ex-
hibited evidence of competency as a Surveyor,
has been Licensed to effect Surveys under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," and subject to the  rules  of this Department.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
Surveyor- General 's Office,
Brisbane , 5th August, 1873.
NOTICE.
L
OT 84 of  the sale of Crown Lands to be held
at Martin 's Auction Rooms on the 13th
Instant, is Portion 633A, parish of North Brisbane,
and not Portion 633 ,  as proclaimed.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor -General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1873.
TT is hereby notified that the Upset Price of
i Portions 5, 6, and 71, in the Parish of Burrum,
pro -laimed for sale by auction, at Maryborough, on
the 18th August, 1873, as Lots 39, 40, and 41, has
been raised to £1 per acre.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Store under
the Town Hall, opening into Burnett Lane,
is set apart for the purposes of a Queen's Ware-
house.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom  House, Brisbane,
9th August, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that Mr .  PATRICK
NIHILL has been appointed Bailiff of the
Small Debts  Court  holden at Stanthorpe,  vice
James Mahoney, discharged.
By order of the Bench,
D. GALLWEY,
Registrar Small Debts Court, Stanthorpe.
Court House,
Stanthorpe ,  9th August, 1873.
MACKAY DISTRICT COURT.
IN pursuance  of  " The District Courts Act of
1867 ," and by authority of the  same , I hereby
appoint  the day and  time hereinafter mentioned for
holding a  District Court at the Town of Mackay,
within the Northern District.
Criminal Jurisdiction.
Thursday, 6th Nov., 1873.
Civil  Jurisdiction.
Thursday,  6th Nov.,  1873.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
20th July, 1873.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Intestate Estates of Daniel McLaughlan,
late of Georgetown ; Thomas Walton, late
of Normanton ; Francis Robbie, late of Gil-
berton Gold Fields ; Thomas Bret, late of
War War ; Margaret McLennan, late of
South Brisbane; James Ryan, late of Hogun-
thulla Downs ; Robert Sparkes, late of Mille
Station ; John Kelly, late of Nanango ;
Arthur Wilkinson, late of Brisbane ; Michael
Kelly, late of Gympie ; William Marcus,
late of Campbell's Camp ; Charles Long, late
of Cootharaba ; Dick, South Sea  Islander,
late of Beenleigh ; William Price,  late of
Goodna; Frederick Sharp, late of  Bingara
Station ; Peter Benton,  late of Severn River ;
James Duggan, late  of Burenda  Station ;
William Adam, late of Biddenham  Station;
John Romriel, late of Mackay ; Boyd and
Ole Jensen , late of Bowen.
P
URSUANT to Act of Parliament, 31 Victoria,
No. 10, all persons having any claims against
the Estate of any of the above-named deceased
ppersons , are to  come in  and prove their debts at my
Office, Queen street, Brisbane, on or before the
sixteenth  day of October next, or, in default, the,
will be peremptorily excluded from all benefit"
accruing  from the said Estates.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Curator of Intestate  Estates.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 16th August,  A.D.  1873.
657 6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of the Act of Parliament 31 Vic.,
No. 10, and of the Personal Estate of Ole
Jensen, late of Bowen, deceased :
To  a Son, Ole Olsen.
And of the Personal Estate of Yarrawis, late of
Macknade Plantation, Lower Herbert, de-
ceased, South Sea  Islander :
To a Brother.
T
AKE Notice that,  unless  you apply for and
obtain Letters of Administration to the Per-
sonal  Estates of Ole Jensen and Yarrawis,  deceased,
intestate, or show cause within one calendar month
after the date hereof, to the satisfaction of the
Supreme Court of Queensland, or the Judge
thereof, why orders should not be made for me to
collect, manage, and administer the said Estates of
the said Ole Jensen and Yarrawis, I shall, at the
expiration of the said one calendar month, apply by
Petition to the said Court, or the Judge of the
said Court, for such orders, and the  same will be
made  accordingly.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane , the 9th day of August, 1873.
MEMORANDUM  :-Cause will be expected to be
shown by you, if at all, on Wednesday, the 10th
day of September, at 10 o'clock, before the Judge
then sitting, in Chambers, at the Court House,
Queen street, Brisbane.
545 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Ruddy,  late of Hopevale
Estate, near South  Brisbane , in the Colony of
Queensland ,  farmer ,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the above-named John Ruddy, deceased, may
be granted to John Henry Trimble and John Neil,
both of Brisbane aforesaid,  gentlemen , the Execu-
tors named  in the said Will.
Dated this fourteenth day of August, A.D. 1873.
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WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Proctor for  the said Executors,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of the  Insolvency of James Howden,
of  Stanthorpe, joiner.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that application will
be made to his Honor  the  Judge in Insol-
vency, on MONDAY,  the First  day of  September
next  (the day appointed for hearing such applica-
tion ),  that a Certificate of Discharge under the
provisions  of  "The  Insolvency  Act of  1864" may be
granted to the above -named James Howden.
Dated this eleventh day of August, A.D. 1873.
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JAMES HOWDEN.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Tn the Insolvent Estate of Leonard Williams, of
Stanthorpe, tin-miner.
W
HEREAS the said Leonard Williams was, on
the 8th day of August, A.D. 1873, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 1st day of September, A.D. 1873, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of Debts against
the said Estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to determine
whether any  or what all owance  for support shall be
made to the Insolvent up to the time  of passing his
last examination ,  and whether any and what tools
and wearing apparel shall be allowed to the Insol-
vent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the Court, at
the same place , on MONDAY, the 20th day of
October, A.D. 1873, to commence at Eleven o'clock,
for the proof of debts  against the said Estate,
and for such other matters connected with the
Estate as  may be required to be brought before the
Court.
Dated  at Brisbane , the 16th day of August, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
556 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Mitche ll , of Emu
Creek ,  near Warwick ,  farmer.
6]7 HEREAS the said James Mitche ll  was, on, the 8th day of August, :A.D. 1873, ad-
judged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court ,  to be holden before
me, at the Supreme  Court  House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY,  the 1st day of September , A.D. 1873,  to
commence at Eleven o clock ,  for the proof of debts
against the said Estate ,  and for the election of a
Creditors '  Assignee ,  if required ,  and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall  be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination ,  and whether any and
what  tools  and  wearing  apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent  ;  and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court ,  at the same  place, on MONDAY,  the 20th
day of October ,  A.D. 1873, to commence at Eleven
o'clock ,  for the proof of debts against the said
Estate, and for such other matters connected with
the Estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the  9th day of August,  A.D'
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Assignee.
551 6s. 6d.
NOTICE.THE Scale of Charges for the insertion of Advertise.
ments in the  Queensland  G overnment Gazette  is
as fo ll ows
Advertisements relating to Insolvent m Intestate
Estates, or Letters of Administration,  6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements  relat in g to  Impounded Stock, Wis.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eight lines (or under),
and 3d. for every additional line, allowing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that NO ADVERTISEMENT
WILL BE INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless accompanied bye
a remittance sufficient to cover the  coat of its insertion
according  to the  above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts :-
1873
X  s. d.
.
August 12.-E. Bradley ... ... ... 0 10 0
„ 13.-Municipal Council, Ipswich ... 2 0 0
„ 13.-G. H. Wilson and Co. ... .,. 0 2 6
14.-J. Watson ... ... ... 0 6 0
14.-C. Lambly ... ... 0 1 0
„ 14.-R. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 3 0
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1Empounbing%
SW  Poundkeepers are reminded  that  Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no  such Adver-
tisement  will be  inserted in the  Gazette unless  accom-
panied by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the  cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Allora, from  G lenga ll on Swamp, on.the 11th August, 1873, by order of Mr. M. McDonall.
Damages ,  2s. 6d. ; driving  expenses, Is.
One dark-brown or black mare,  meerschaum  pipe brand
near hip.
If not released on or before the 5th September, 1873r"
will be sold  to defray  expenses.
CHAS. LAMBLEY,  Poundkeeper.
553 1s.
IMPOUNDED  at Charleville , from Quilberry  Station,for trespass ,  on the 1st August ,  1873, by order of
F. Walter ,  Esquire. Driving ,  7s. 6d. each.
One chesnut horse, TM near Shoulder ,  li ke T near neck,
off hind foot white, white stripe down face.
One bay mare ,  like w ri ting D off cheek ,  indistinct brand
like J4 conjoined  (the 4 reversed )  off shoulder, blind
off eye, saddle -marked, off hind foot white, star on
forehead.
If not released on or before the 15th September, 1873,
wi ll  be sold to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY, Junr.,  Poundkeeper.
550 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Ten-mile Swamp, on
the 7th August, 1873. Driving, Is. 8d.
One Chesnut entire, like CC conjoined near shoulder_
star ,  blind in off eye ; damages, £5.
One bay filly ,  star, like 435 near shoulder.
Also, from Bundamba, by order of Richard Donnelly.
Driving, 6d.
One red and white heifer, like HW off ribs.
If not released on or before the 5th September, 1873,.
wil be sold to defray expenses.
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
652 3s.
BRISBANE :
Printed and  Published by JAMES C. Baer., Government Printer
William street ,  16th August, 1873.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
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ST. HELENA PENAL ESTABLISHMENT.
HIS Excellency  the Governor, with the advice  of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
cancel the former Regulations  for the  management  of the  Penal Establishment at St .  Helena,
published in the  Government Gazette  of  1870, No. 94, page 1321,  and to approve of certain other
Rules and Regulations in lieu thereof,  which are hereby  published  for general information.
A. H. PALMER.
RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF ST. HELENA
PENAL ESTABLISHMENT.
GENERAL REGULATIONS.
I.-THE, SUPERINTENDENT.
1. The establishment will be under the immediate control of an officer to be styled "The
Superintendent ,"  who will be held responsible for its proper management,  according to regulations
established for the time being.
2. The Superintendent will reside on the island,  in quarters provided at public cost, and
he will on no account quit the station unless under sanction in writing from the Colonial Secretary
first obtained.
3. He will be the person in immediate command of all subordinate officers, or other free
persons at any time employed on the island  ;  and he will see that no such subordinate  officer  or
other person quits the island,  on any pretext whatever,  without leave,  which leave be will be
empowered to grant, at his discretion,  for a period not exceeding three days,  under restrictions to
be imposed by himself,  for which he will be held responsible.
4. He will see that no person  (unless duly authorised )  lands on the island without an order
in writing from the Colonial Secretary  or Visiting Justice,  nor will he allow any boat to approach
the island ,  at any point, without challenge and detention until the circumstance is reported to him;
he shall then, in his discretion ,  grant  or withhold  permission for such boat  to come  to the landing
place. In the event of permission being granted ,  he will see that such  boat,  after discharging
cargo or passengers ,  pulls off to the mooring-buoy fixed for such purpose ,  and there remains until
again required.
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5. He will himself ,  or the officer next in command, accompany all visitors while on the
island, and be held responsible that no communication is had with any prisoner ,  except in his
presence and hearing ;  and will cause any visitor who may infringe this regulation to be immediately
removed off the island ,  entering the occurrence in his official diary ,  and making immediate
report thereof to the Colonial Secretary.
6. He will not permit any boat to land passengers at any other than the principal landing-
place ,  unless under competent authority .  He may, however ,  permit  cargoes to be landed at the
most convenient spot, and shall then take all proper precautions to prevent communication with the
prisoners.
7. He will see that no visitors remain on the island after sunset, unless in possession of the
Colonial Secretary 's authority for a later hour; and he will not permit anyone, not being an
authorised official, to sleep on the island, -as it is  absolutely necessary that the intercourse between
the island and the mainland ,  shall be,  as much as possible ,  restricted.
8. He will not allow any letter or written paper to pass from or to any prisoner ,  until it has
been read and initialled by himself ,  nor will he permit any prisoner to retain in his possession any
paper ,  pen, pencil ,  or ink, whereby illicit correspondence or communication may possibly be effected.
9. He will himself, or at any time he may be absent on leave, the officer next in rank will,
muster the prisoners three times each day, viz., at sunrise, dinner -time, and locking -up; and should
there be any prisoners serving sentence in irons ,  he will cause those irons to be carefully examined
at every muster.
10. He will cause the prisoners to be worked in good order and regularity ,  and will enforce
the strictest discipline on all occasions .  Any infringement of this regulation on the part of a prisoner
be will report to the Visiting Justice, and ,  should the offence be of a serious nature, he will
place the offender in strict confinement ,  and make immediate report to the Justice.
11. He will have full control over the distribution of the labor of the prisoners, but will,
in every case where practicable, adhere to the system of task-work.
12. He will form the prisoners into suitable working gangs ,  and appoint a prisoner of good
conduct as sub-overseer to each ,- a free officer being in responsible charge of not more than two
such gangs at any one time ;  and he shall require from each free officer a daily report of the conduct
of the prisoners under his charge ,  and make entry thereof in his official diary.
13. He will not allow any prisoner to perform work on his own account, or for any private
party, nor for the private advantage or convenience of any officer connected with the establishment;
but he will himself be permitted to retain the services of one prisoner as a domestic servant, and may
appoint one prisoner as cook for the officers' ward; but these servants shall be selected from the
well-conducted men whose length of service shall be sufficient to render them proper objects for
exemption from ordinary labor.
14. When any prisoner reports himself sick, the Superintendent shall cause him to be placed
on low diet until examined by the Visiting Surgeon.
15. Should any serious disturbance occur on the island ,  or any escape be effected ,  he will,
by preconcerted signal, make the same known through the nearest telegraph or police station ,  in order
that the necessary assistance maybe forwarded.
16. The Superintendent will understand that his general duty is to ensure ,  by his own
supervision ,  the vigilance of his officers and the safe custo'iy and discipline of the prisoners; and
he will, without reservation, make full report of any breach of the Regulations on the part of
officials or prisoners.
17. The power of punishing prisoners given to gaolers of Her Majesty's prisons by statute,
is possessed by the Superintendent of the Penal Establishment, and he is expected to combine
discretion and firmness in the use of such power. He is empowered to place in confinement, when
required, any prisoner who may be guilty of refractory or other improper conduct, and so detain
such prisoner until the Visiting Justice can adjudicate on the offence; and he is immediately to
report the circumstance to that officer.
18. He will keep a Journal or Diary, in which he will enter the daily reports, and notify
all particular occurrences .  He will also keep a register of all prisoners on the island, giving one
page or folio to each individual, and recording therein everything implying good or bad conduct of
that individual. He will also keep an index of all prisoners so registered ,  in order that immediate
reference may at any time be made as to the conduct of any prisoner. He will further keep a book,
to be called the "Visitors '  Book, "  in which every person, official or otherwise ,  will enter his
name, and state the object of his visit to the island.
19. He will each day visit every cell and apartment.
20. He will keep or cause to be kept the following books,  viz.: -
"Journal "- In which he must enter the number of prisoners daily received and
discharged ,  and the total number sleeping in the prison each night .  He must also
record therein any unusual occurrence ,  and any departure from the Rules and Regula-
tions, the particulars and cause thereof.
" Entrance Book  "- In which shall be entered the names and particulars of conviction of
all prisoners received.
Description Book "-Containing personal description ,  religion, and all other prescribed
information of all prisoners received ,  in the same order as in the Entrance Book. .
" Index" to Entrance and Description Books
" Discharge Book  "- Showing the names and particulars of conviction of all prisoners
discharged daily.
Muster Book "-Containing the names of every prisoner in the establishment.
Misconduct Book "-In which shall be entered the names of every prisoner locked
up for bad conduct, and showing how the charge has been disposed of.
Punishment Book"-In which shall be entered the name and offence of every prisoner
taken before the Visiting Justice, who shall therein sign his decision on each case.
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" Prisoners '  Property Book "- In which shall be entered all clothing and other property,
except money, taken from prisoners , '  and showing how it is disposed of, and rece ipts
therefor.
" Prisoners '  Cash Book  "- Similar to Property Book ,  but giving an account of any cash
found with prisoners, and how it is disposed of, with receipt therefor.
" Conduct Register, Monthly "-Showing according to established form, the daily conduct
of every prisoner whose sentence exceeds twelve months.
" Conduct Register, Half-Yearly "-The monthly reports brought forward, and the totals
shown,  every six months.
Prisoners '  Letters Received  "- In which the name of every prisoner receiving a letter is
to be entered, with the name and relationship of the writer to the prisoner.
" Prisoners' Letters Dispatched "-Showing the name of every prisoner  allowed to write,
together with the date of writing, and to the person to whom the letter may be
addressed.
"Postage Book  "- In which shall be entered the address of every letter upon which
postage stamps are used.
Letter Book,"  with Index- Containing copies of all official letters dispatched.
" Register of Correspondence,"  with Index - In which shall be entered particulars of al
letters received and showing what has been done with them.
"Ration Book  "- Giving daily number of rations drawn ,  their cost and copies of con-
tractors '  accounts for rations.
"  Requisition Book  "- Copies of all requisitions for stores,  clothing, stationery, &o., sent in.
" Cash Book  "- In which shall be entered all moneys received on account of the Public
Service, and all moneys paid away for gratuities or otherwise.
" Court Book,"  with Index- Where Circuit or District Courts are held, the names and
particulars of all prisoners tried at those courts must be entered.
Diary of Discharges"- In which shall be entered,  under the date of expiration of
sentence,  the name of every prisoner to be discharged during the year.
Salary Book  "- Containing copies of Salary Abstracts.
"  Visitors '  Book  "- In which every visitor to the establishment shall write his name.
Order Book "- In which shall be entered such instructions in detail, from time to time,
by the Superintendent,  as the working of the establishment may require in conformity
with the  Regulations.
" Chief Warder's Journal "-In which the Chief  Warder must enter the number of rations,
all orders be may receive from the Superintendent,  any breach of regulations or
unusual occurrence,  or any matter he may wish to bring under notice.
Store Book "-To be kept by the officer in charge of Stores, who will enter therein all
stores received and issued, and the stock on hand the last day of each quarter.
21. He will, where there may be no Chief Warder, conduct the muster, and if there be a
Chief Warder, he will, as a rule, be present thereat.
22. 1-le will see that the warders always present a smart and cleanly appearance, and that the
arms are properly kept and ready for immediate and effective use. He  will see  that the drill and
practice are well attended to.
23. All prisoners must have a ready access to him. He will hear their cases or complaints
with patience ;  while he is required at all times to maintain an absolute control over the prisoners,
and to permit no disobedience ,  he is expected so to comport himself as to obtain an in fluence over
them, which ,  whenever occasion may require ,  he will exert by his personal presence.
24. He will especially see that all prisoners are treated with strict impartiality.
25. He will see that all persons visiting the establishment are treated with civility.
26. He  will personally inspect the different posts, wards, &c , at uncertain times,  during both
day and night.
27. He will carefully study economy,  and propose any saving or reduction in expenditure
which he may  see to  be practicable.
II.-THE VISITING JUSTICE.
1. This officer will visit the island at least once  a-week  in the dis;harge of the duties
devolving upon him.
2. Upon each occasion, he will hold a court for the trial of such offenders as may be brought
before him, and, when he shall have received previous intimation from the Superintendent, that a
charge of a serious nature will be preferred against any prisoner, he will be authorised to seek the
assistance  of another magistrate to form a court competent to inflict a punishment which he by
himself could not order.
3. He will muster the prisoners whenever he may think necessary, and will receive any com-
plaint which any prisoner may desire to make against the persons in authority on the island, and will,
thereafter, take such steps as he may deem necessary and equitable.
4. He will make a monthly report to the Colonial Secretary, and shall therein specify the
state of the establishment, how far the Regulations have been attended to, and the business of the
island properly conducted.
5. He will, as speedily as possible, report to the Colonial Secretary any occurrence of an extra-
ordinary nature, or that may seem to him proper to be brought under the notice ( f the Government.
6. He will, under date of the 1st of every month, furnish the following returns to the
Colonial Secretary, viz.:--
1st. General lieport, in the shape of a letter.
2nd. Numerical return, including admissions and discharges.
:3rd. Return cf punishment inflicted by his own order, or that of the Superintendent.
7. He will countersign all requisitions or applications, which, either directly or indirectly,
entail  expenditure of public money on account of the Penal Establishniegt; and no requisitions, or
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applications of this nature will be attended to unless so countersigned; and the Visiting Justice will
be held strictly responsible that he recommends nothing that can be reasonably dispensed with.
8. He will inspect provisions and clothing supplied to the prisoners, and report to the Colonial
Secretary whenever he shall find that either is not of proper quality or quantity.
9. He has no authority to alter any existing Regulation, but be will be at liberty to commu-
nicate directly with the Government, and make any suggestions he may consider for the general good.
III.-THE VISITING SURGEON.
1. The Surgeon will, until otherwise directed,  visit the island at least once a-week.
2. On each occasion he may,  if absolutely necessary,  direct the prisoners to be mustered, and
shall make a personal inspection  of their  condition.
3. He will keep a journal,  and therein record the state of  every  sick prisoner,  the name of his
disease, the medicines prescribed and administered,  and the diet and treatment be may direct to be
observed.  All such records being inserted in the journal in English ,  avoiding professional phrase-
ology when practicable.
4. He will also visit the island whenever he may be required  so to do by  the Colonial Sec-
retary or Visiting Justice.
IV.-THE CHIEF WARDER.
The Chief Warder will, in the absence of the Superintendent, have the charge of the
establishment, and be responsible in like manner as the Superintendent.
(1.) He is specially charged with the carrying out of the Rules and Instructions in the
" Order Book."
(2.) He will be present at the opening and closing of the gaol, and conduct the musters.
(3) He will superintend the arrival and departure of prisoners, and will see that the
searching duty is properly performed, and all matters relating to them duly regulated.
(4.) He will exercise, under the direction of the Superintendent, a general supervision of
the establishment, and see that the subordinate officers perform their respective duties.
(5.) He will give his constant attention to the security of the establishment.
(6.) He will be specially looked to for the smartness and cleanliness of the subordinate
officers, and for the good condition and readiness of the arms.
(7.) He will parade the warders each day previous to placing them on their several posts,
and before dismissing them from their duty ; and he will explain to any officer placed
for the first time upon any post the exact duties of such post.
THE SENIOR WARDER.
The Senior Warder will take a general charge next after the Chief Warder,  and will perform
such duties as may be laid down for him in the  "  Order  Book."
V.-WARDERS.
1. The Warders will be under the  control and immediate orders of the Superintendent, whose
instructions  they are strictly to obey.
2. It will be the first duty of all Warders to make themselves thoroughly acquainted with
these Regulations, and with the rules laid down in the " Order Book," and for each to endeavor by
zeal, attention, and care, to promote their exact and successful working.
(1.) Each Warder will constantly bear in his mind that discipline is the purpose of the
establishment, and of his employment therein. He will study not only to enforce
but himself to observe it in the smallest detail While he will  understand  that, by
failing to  compel submission to the authority with which he is entrusted, he will show
himself to be incompetent for his duty, he will carry out the  exercise  of that authority
with  firmness, accompanied  by good temper and humanity. Although determination
and force may be  at times  necessary, violence  or harshness must never  be resorted to.
He will render, in his turn, with promptitude  and cheerfulness,  the same implicit
obedience that he is required to exact. He will not  question  the order  of a superior,
but will obey first, and, if he think himself warranted  in so doing, remonstrate after-
wards. He will treat his superior officers with deference  and respect.
(2.) Sobriety  being an essential in prison discipline,  no failings  in that  respect, whatever
may be the degree, will be tolerated ;  neither will improper language nor otter
analogous  misconduct be overlooked.
(3.) Trafficking with prisoners, or obtaining their work  or services in any way not
authorised, is strictly forbidden ; and no warder will make use for his own purpose
of any Government property or material, however trifling in value the  same may  be.
(4) Proficiency in their drill and shooting  exercises  will be expected from the  warders.
(5.) It will be understood that, either in the charge  of a gaol  or of a particular post or
body of officers, the command, unless otherwise directed,  devolves  upon the  superior
or senior  officer present, who will be held responsible.
(6.) No warder will be permitted,. either directly or indirectly, to carry on any trade- or
business.
(7.) Warders are required, without as well as within the establishment,  to conduct them-
selves in a decorous  manner,  so as to maintain  a general respect  both for  themselves
and for the establishment to which they belong.
(8.) Warders will not communicate beyond the  establishment occurrences which may take
place therein.
(9.) It is the duty of each warder to report any breach of the Regulations, or other
irregularity that may occur. Such reports, whether containing a charge againAt
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other warders or not, must be made in writing, and within twenty-four hours
after the alleged occurrence. All communications or complaints so made must be
submitted through the immediate superior of the warder complaining, who will,
unless the matter be within his own authority to deal with, be responsible for
immediately forwarding the same to the proper quarter.
(10.) Warders are warned against making frivolous or vexatious complaints, or allowing
private differences to interfere with the working of the establishment. A warder
will be held strictly responsible for establishing any charge that he may prefer.
(11.) Any  proceeding on the part of warders in the nature of or tending to a combination
for any object connected with their  duties, position,  or  charges  against a superior,
taken without the knowledge and sanction of the Superintendent, is strictly prohibited.
But the Superintendent will forward any representation made in writing, and duly
signed by the warders, or any of them, respecting their duties or position, to the
Visiting Justice. Warders permitting their official conduct to be influenced by sectarian
feelings will be removed from the service.
(12.) No warder will address the head of his department excepting through the Superin-
tendent.
(13.) Members of the families of warders will not have access to the warders while on duty.
3. No warder will be allowed on any pretext to leave the island,  except with the sanction of
the Superintendent; nor shall he, except with the sanction of the Colonial Secretary, absent himself
from duty at any one time for longer period than three days.
4. No warder shall bring anything on the island without the knowledge and sanction of
the Superintendent; nor shall he give or sell anything to any prisoner, nor carry to or from any
prisoner anything ,  message or letter, without express sanction  first obtained in like manner ;  and all
bundles, boxes, parcels, and persons of any warder arriving at or departing from the island may be
examined by the Superintendent or the officer next in command, should the former deem such
search or examination necessary.
5. No warder will permitted on any account to bring spirituous liquors to the island without
leave from the Superintendent, and the sanction of the Visiting Justice. Any liquors brought
without such sanction will be immediately confiscated and thrown away.
6. No warder shall strike nor use any offensive or provoking language towards any
prisoner.
7. Any warder infringing any Regulations, or guilty of any improper conduct, will im-
mediately be suspended from duty by the Superintendent and brought before the Visiting Justice,
who shall inquire into the circumstances of the charge, and report thereupon to the Colonial
Secretary, who, at his discretion, shall order the dismissal of the warder, forfeiture of wages then
due, or  both  dismissal and forfeiture,  as the circumstances of the case may seem to warrant.
8. The warders will observe the strictest punctuality in their hours of attendance, and
will hold themselves always in readiness for any extra or special duty that may be required of them.
(1.) No warder will absent himself without permission ; and if he be absent from  illness,
a certificate from the Medical Officer of the establishment must be produced.
(2.) A warder will not be entitled to his pay during absence, from illness, unless it
be specially allowed by the Visiting Justice.
(3.) No warder will be entitled to pay for any time during which he may have been
under suspension,  whether such suspension terminates in dismissal or reinstatement.
(4.) A warder will be subject to dismissal for unfitness, disobedience, failure in duty,
neglect, breach by himself, or by his permission, of regulation or rules, or for any
other sufficient misconduct. A fine in the form of deduction from his pay, or a
reprimand, maybe substituted for dismissal, by the authority of the Colonial Secretary.
(5.) For each warder there shall be a " Defaulter Sheet," on which shall be recorded all
instances wherein be may have been punished or reprimanded for misconduct.
(6.) A warder leaving the service under circumstances other than dismissal can obtain
a character from the Visiting Justice.
(7.) While on duty, no warder will read or otherwise employ himself so as to distract
his attention; nor will he smoke within the walls of the gaol.
(8.) No warder will leave his post until duly relieved, or by permission.
(9.) All warders will exercise the utmost vigilance in the custody and surveillance of the
prisoners under their charge ; and no warder will part with the custody of a prisoner,
unless by disposing of him according to orders, or handing him over to another
officer.
(10.) Warders on armed duty will at all times preserve an attitude of attention. While
they will abstain from using their arms without sufficient occasion, they will under-
stand it to be their duty to prevent escape, either by individual attempts of prisoners,
or by general riot leading to such attempts, and to protect the unarmed officers.
They must be guided by their own judgment and intelligence; but any default in
seeing their proper course of duty, or in acting with effect when needful, will be
regarded as incompetency, and the officer will, apart from any legal penalties incurred,
be dismissed.
(11.) The  warders will  keep their  prisoners  who may be  engaged in  labor diligently at
work, and will be specially careful in keeping their daily record sheets of conduct.
(12.) It will be the duty of warders to see that no tools, iron, or implements are secreted.
They will seize all forbidden  articles.
(13.) Warders will hold no conversations with prisoners, excepting as may be required by
their duty.
(14.) It is the duty of a warder firmly, but temperately, to maintain his authority. He
is empowered and required to lock up any prisoner guilty of disorderly conduct, dis-
obedience, or disrespect.
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(15.) The warders will report upon their °' Daily Occurrence Sheet" any irregularity or
unusual occurrence that may have come under their notice; and they will respectfully
call the attention of their superior officer to any apparent defect in the security of
the prison.
(16.) A warder may only leave his post for the purpose of preventing a prisoner's escape,
or what may appear to be a preparation to do so.
(17.) A warder in charge of a gang of prisoners will march them to and from their
work ,  two deep, in an orderly manner, and will not allow any to leave the ranks.
When they are at work ,  be must not permit any of them to be out of his sight. He
is responsible for the number he takes out, and must count them frequently to
ascertain that they are all present. Should he be unable to account for the absence
of any ,  he must at once march the remainder back to the yard, hand them over to
the warder on duty, and report the circumstances to the officer in charge of the
island.
(18.) No firearms are,  under any pretence whatever,  to be discharged without the sanction
of the officer in charge of the island, unless as a signal of alarm ; but warders will
be held responsible that they create no false alarm.
(19.) Should any prisoner attempt to escape from the island ,  by swimming ,  or by boat
or raft, the warder who shall observe him shall call upon such prisoner to return to
shore and surrender himself; and should the prisoner so attempting to escape fail
to obey immediately ,  he shall be fired upon .  It is, however, to be borne in mind,
that so long as a prisoner is on the island, although in hiding, he should not be dealt
with as an escaped prisoner .  In such case ,  he must be arrested without use of fire-
arms, if possible.
VI.-THE SCHOOLMASTER.
1. The  duties of the Schoolmaster will consist in carrying out with care and attention the
instructions issued concerning schools.  He will bear in mind that the test of his faithful
performance of his duties will be found in the success of the school establishment ,  and that such
success is best to be obtained by earning the respect and regard of the prisoners,  while he maintains
a complete authority over them, and compels their due exertion in their tasks.
VII.-TREATMENT AND CONDUCT OF PRISONERS.
Reception and disposal  of property.
1. All prisoners, upon their reception at the establishment , shall be duly  searched, and all
property taken from them.  Such property shall be entered into a book to be  kept for the purpose,
and retained for the prisoner upon discharge; and, in the event of removal of the prisoner,
invariably transferred with him, together with a list thereof.  If  there be no property, a  11 nil" list
is to be forwarded .  Any case of the non -receipt of a list is to be immediately reported to the
Visiting Justice.
Wearing apparel.
2. The wearing apparel of any prisoner shall be entered,  apart from all other property, in a
separate  book, under  a number, and shall, after purification,  if necessary, be placed in a bag having
a corresponding number.  The bags shall frequently be examined,  and means taken for preserving
the contents.  They  shall, in like manner as other property,  be transferred with the prisoners
from place to place.
Hair-cutting; shaving.
3. All prisoners shall have their hair cut upon admission ,  and afterwards monthly, in a
manner not to disfigure them, and be shaved once a week .  All prisoners serving sentences of not less
than six months may be permitted to grow their hair and beard  as they may  desire, for two months
before  the expiration of their sentences; and those serving for longer periods, for three months
previous to the expiration ,  or the time when ,  according to their conduct under the Remission
Regulations ,  they may be  eligible for discharge . Under very  special circumstances ,  the shaving may
be dispensed with by the Superintendent, who will report the circumstances to the Visiting Justice.
Washing.
4. Prisoners shall, when practicable,  bathe once a week. They shall wash each morning (and
if there be no means of bathing) their feet every Saturday.
Divine service.
5. All prisoners will be required to attend the Divine service of their espective persuasions.
Classification.
6. Prisoners shall be classified as below stated, and the, several classes shall, so far as the con-
struction of the building and the necessities of the works  and trades  will admit, be kept apart.
But any prisoner may for special reasons, to be reported  in each case  to the Visiting  Justice, be
associated with a class other than his own.
First-Prisoners convicted for the  first time.
Second-Prisoners of two or more convictions.
(1.) Prisoners  of the  first class shall consist  of two  Divisions,  A and B.
Prisoners in the  A Division may be  employed as far as practicable in other than field
works,  such as wardsmen,  cooks, or working in the sugar-house, &c.  They will be
permitted the usual indulgences, and receive No. 1 rations.  They will occupy the A
yard and associated  cells. They will be  allowed to receive visits at intervals of two
months subject to the conditions relating to visits to prisoners.  In other respects
they will be  subject to the general Rules and Regulations ,  orders for the treatment,
conduct of prisoners, and the management  of the  establishment. All prisoners of
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the first class will during  good behavior be in this  division,  irrespective of the stages
of their sentences.
B DIVISION.
Prisoners in this division will receive  No. 2 rations .  No indulgences . Will occupy the
B yard  and separate  cells. They will not be allowed  to write letters more  than once
in four months, nor to receive letters more than  once in two months .  They will not
be eligible to hold a billet .  They can only receive  visits once in four months. Each
prisoner shall on arrival at the establishment serve his first two months in this
division ,  unless otherwise determined  by the Visiting Justice.
(2.) Prisoners of the 2nd class shall consist of two divisions, C and D.
C DIvIsioN.
Prisoners in this division will receive No. 1 rations .  No indulgences or privileges. Will
occupy the C yard and single cells .  They will wear a badge, showing the number of
their convictions. Their labor will be entirely field-work; and at no time will they
be allowed to labor or converse with those of the 1st class. Each prisoner will be
allowed one hour daily for school purposes ,  or for reading such instructive or reforma-
tory books as may be selected for them .  They will not be permitted to receive visits
oftener than once in six months .  They will be permitted to write letters once in four
months, and receive letters once in two months.
D DIVISION.
Prisoners of this division will receive No. 2 rations. No indulgences.  Will not be
permitted to see visitors .  Will not be permitted to receive or write letters. Will
be locked up in their cells when not employed in labor. The labor to  be of the most
severe field kind.  They will not be permitted to labor or converse with any other
class of prisoners.  Prisoners of more than two convictions are liable to be at once
placed in this class.  They will occupy the D yard  and single cells.
Gratuities.
7. No prisoner during the period of his confinement has any claim to remuneration of any
kind, but as a reward for good conduct and industry to deserving  men. A  gratuity may be allowed
on the expiration of their sentence of such aI} amount as may be recommended  by the  Visiting
Justice and approved  by the Colonial  Secretary.
General Rules  for Conduct.
8. Prisoners will strictly observe the following rules of  conduct:-
(L) They are required promptly to obey all orders they may receive from their  officers.
Though they should consider themselves aggrieved by such orders,  they must never-
theless obey,  but may afterwards complain to the Superintendent or the Visiting
Justice. No complaint will be taken notice of, unless made within one week after the
occurrence towhich it has reference.
(2)  Profane swearing,  indecent conversation,  gambling,  trafficking,  damaging or defacing
the wards,  cells, or furniture of the prison,  sharpening the spoons or knives, and
cutting on the tables,  are strictly prohibited,  and offenders will be punished for any
such offence.  No scratching or marking,  however slight, on the walls or furniture
will be overlooked.
(3.) Prisoners are never to light pieces of paper, rags, or other articles,  either in their cells,
airing yard,  or any other part of the prison ; and they are strictly prohibited from
having in their possession tobacco, money, sharp instruments, or any other article not
issued to them by the prison authorities.
(4.) P risoners are not allowed to alter their clothing; they are held responsible for its
being kept in repair,  properly marked,  and clean.  They are not to leave any article
of their clothing on the works.
(5.) Should any prisoner be dissatisfied with the quantity or quality of his rations,  be must
state his complaint as soon as the meal has been given to him; no complaint respecting
quantity will be attended to afterwards.  No rations are to be taken out of the mess-
room,  Refuse food is not to be thrown or left on the tables or floors, but is to be
put into a plate or dish, which is to be placed in the centre of the table.  No defect
in the rations,  either as to quantity or quality ,  will justify prisoners in refusing to
go to their work,  or in any other act of disobedience.
(6.) Prisoners are not to leave school or Divine service before being regularly dismissed,
nor .are they to leave the ranks at muster,  nor their places at work during labor hours,
without permission of the officer in whose charge they may be at the time.
(7.) At all musters,  prisoners are required to be in their places in the ranks immediately
after the bell rings.
(8.) Prisoners will preserve strict silence at all musters, at meals, in the dormitories and
cells at night ,  while undergoing solitary confinement, and while marching to and from
their places of labor, which they will do in regular and orderly manner.
(9.) Prisoners will invariably touch their hats when passing or addressing an officer,
and will always stand up  (except when at meals)  when any of the principal officers or
visitors enter the mess-rooms or yards.
(10.) Prisoners are to be attentive and diligent in performing whatever description of labor
may be assigned to them .  They are on no account to be idle during the authorised
hours of labor ,  but must continue to devote themselves actively to the work during the
day. They will ,  when requisite , apply  to the warder for instruction as to the manner
of performing their work. Any wilful or negligent mismanagement of work will
subject the offender to punishment.
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(11.) Prisoners desirous of seeing the Visiting Justice must apply to the officer under
whose charge they may be, to have their names placed on a list to be kept for the
purpose. The same rule will apply in the case of visits of Ministers of the Crown, or
other gentlemen in public pooition visiting the establishment. Prisoners are warned
against making frivolous or groundless complaints.
(12.) No prisoner shall, on any pretence, leave his work or allotted place of labor without
the permission of the officer.
(13.) All games, jumping, wrestling, singing,-or conduct of a like description are strictly
prohibited.
VIII.-GENERAL REGULATIONS.
Hours of opening and closing.
1. The hour for unlocking the gaol shall be 6.15 o'clock a. m. in summer , and 6.30 in winter
months; and the hour of locking-up shall be, 5.30 o'clock  p.m. in summer , and 5 in winter.
Bell-ringing.
The first bell shall be rung at 5.45 o'clock a.m.
Rising and preparing  for  work.
Immediately upon the ringing of the bell, the prisoners  shall rise,  and place their cells in
order. They shall then be mustered into their respective yards, wash their hands and faces as
directed, and prepare for work.
Proceeding to work.
At 7 o'clock the bell for commencing work shall ring, and the prisoners shall immediately
proceed to the work of the day.
Hours for meals.
The hour of breakfast shall be 8 o'clock a.m., dinner at 12 o'clock, and supper at 4 o'clock.
Time for meals.
Forty-five minutes will be allowed for breakfast, sixty minutes for dinner, and thirty for
supper.
No two prisoners in one cell.
Two prisoners shall never be confined in the same cell, nor shall that number be suffered to
be at one time in the same closet.
Muster and searching.
The evening  muster  shall be held immediately previous to the locking-up; and the time
for commencing such muster shall be 4.45 o'clock p.m. in winter,'and 5 o'clock in summer. Each
prisoner, when he shall have answered to his name, shall be searched, proceed to his cell, and finally
be locked-up.
Final  examination, and custody of keys.
After locking-up, the Chief Warder will make a careful examination of the prison, and hand
over the keys to the Superintendent, with his report. The Superintendent will retain the keys in
his personal  charge until the time for again opening the prison. No warder entrusted with a key
will lend it to any other warder, or otherwise dispose of it than according to his instructions.
Cleanliness.
1. The walls and cells shall be swept and cleaned daily, and the sweepings carried outside the
walls of the establishment. The floors shall be frequently washed, and  the walls lime-washed.
2. The beds and bedding will be aired not less frequently than twice a-week  in summer, and
weekly in winter.
3•. The night-pails will be kept carefully clean, and their contents disposed of according to
orders. Where earth -closets are  provided, the warders will see that they are used according to
instructions.
4. No pigs, poultry, rabbits, or  goats, shall  be kept at the establishment, nor any other
animals,  without the special  sanction  of the Visiting Justice.
Prohibited  articles.
The introduction of spirits or fermented liquors into the establishment is strictly prohibited,
and any person introducing such liquors will be liable to prosecution.
Indulgences.
No indulgences, beyond the authorised allowances, shall be given to any prisoner; and in all
instances  of illness, negligence, or misconduct, the Superintendent  will cause all  indulgences to
be withdrawn for such time as he may think fit.
Orders of Surgeon.
Any order made by the Surgeon, for the special dieting of any prisoner, shall be given in
writing, and strictly attended to.
Applications to Surgeon.
Prisoners desiring to see the Surgeon will give in their name in the morning, immediately
after unlocking; but in  cases  of sudden illness they may apply to see him at any time. Such
applications will be made known to the Chief Warder, who before sending for the Surgeon, will
himself see the prisoner, Who will be responsible for not making a needless application.
Visitors to establishment.
No persons shall visit the establishment without an order from the Colonial Secretary, or
the Visiting Justice, except His Excellency the Governor, Ministers of the Crown, the Judges,
and Ministers of Religion.
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Visits to  prisoners.
1. Visitors to prisoners, excepting as in these Regulation,- otherwise specially provided for,
shall be allowed to see them upon the following conditions :-
(1.) At intervals of two months, it being understood that each prisoner can only be visited,
by whatever the number of visitors , on one  day, and after the lapse of two months
from any previous visit.
(2.) The time for a visit shall be twenty minutes, but may be extended by the Superin-
tendent.
(3.) A warder shall be present at every visit, and observe all that may pass.
(4) Persons who have served sentences in gaol, and others of known bad character, shall
not be eligible  as visitors ,  unless , from the nature of their business with the prisoner,
the Superintendent may consider it desirable to admit then.
2. Special permission may any time be given by the Visiting Justice, to visit a prisoner.
But if the Superintendent be aware of any reason against the person permitted being allowed to
visit  the prisoner, he will defer acting upon the permission until he shall have reported the objection
for the consideration of the Visiting Justice.
Prisoners' complaints.
Any prisoner will be permitted, if he desires; to complain of the treatment to which be is
subjected, or to address in writing the Visiting justice or the Colonial Secretary; and such
communication  shall forthwith be forwarded by the Superintendent, with his report thereupon, to
the Visiting Justice.
IX.-PRISON OFFENCES AND PUNISHMENT.
1. The Superintendent shall have power to bear all  complaints  touching any of the following
offences, that is to say :-Disobedience of orders; any infringement of the rules of the prison ;
profane cursing and swearing; gaming of every description; any indecent or irreverent behavior
while attending Divine service; pretending to be sick, so as to be exempt from work; bartering,
selling , or improperly cooking the rations; neglect of work; assaulting a fellow prisoner; discoloring
the walls or doors of the cells; writing or making any obscene or profane words or figures
thereon; whistling,  singing,  or making improper  noise  in the cells or exercise yards;., wilfully
destroying any prison property, or making groundless complaints;-all of which are declared to
be offences if committed by any description of prisoners.
2. The Superintendent is empowered to cause any prisoner guilty of such offences to be placed
in close confinement  in a punishment cell, and there kept on bread and water only for any term
not exceeding three days, or to be kept in close confinement, and upon half rations, for any time
not exceeding  seven days,  or until the  arrival of the Visiting Justice, to whom the circumstances
of the case shall be reported, and who will, if be see fit, require the prisoner to be brought
before him, for discharge or further punishment, The Superintendent may place a refractory
prisoner  in irons, but he will not continue the use of irons for longer than forty-eight hours,
without the permission of the Visiting Justice; nor will he cause a gag to be used, beyond the
necessity  for compelling the prisoner to submit, and cease from shouting, or making use of offensive
language. The Superintendent will report in writing, to the Visiting Justice, the circumstances
of every  case  wherein he may have found it necessary to resort to any of the measures of coercion,
as above specified.
3. Every prisoner convicted of felony or sentenced to hard labor, who shall be found guilty,
on complaint  made upon oath, before any two Justices of the Peace, of whom the Visiting Justice
may or may not be one, of any of the offences hereinafter  mentioned, that is to say :-
(1.) Manufacturing  or concealing, or being in  possession  of, any tool, key, or implement,
intended to effect the escape of any prisoner, or for any  unlawful purpose
(2.) Attempting to escape
(3.) Conniving  at and concealing  prisoners attempting to escape
(1.) Mutiny or outbreak
(5.) Threatening to do grievous bodily harm  to an officer
(6.) Any  actual assault upon an officer
(7.) Any act of indecency or obscenity
(8) Singing obscene songs
(9.) Any act of gross insubordination  or insolence  at any officer,
shall be liable to punishment by personal correction not exceeding fifty lashes.
4. No corporal punishment shall be inflicted  unless  in the presence of a Medical Officer and a
Justice of the Peace.
5. The establishment shall be provided with punishment cells, but no punishment cell
shall be used unless it is certified by the Visiting Surgeon that it is furnished with the  means of
enabling  the prisoner to communicate at any time with an officer of the prison, and that it can
be used as  a punishment cell without detriment to the prisoner's health; and the time for which it
may so be  used shall be  stated in  the certificate.
Prisoners '  correspondence.
1. No prisoner shall be permitted to send or to receive any letter or parcel of any description
whatever, excepting through the hands of the Superintendent; and the Superintendent is hereby
empowered to open  and examine  such letter or parcel, being conveyed from or to a prisoner contrary
to this regulation ; and the Superintendent is further required to detain any such letter or parcel
which may appear to him to affect the discipline or security of the establishment, and to lay the
same before the Visiting Justice, who shall be empowered to retain  the same, and  to take such
action  concerning it as to him may  seem fit.
2. Prisoners in one gaol will not be allowed to correspond with prisoners in another  gaol, unless
by special permission of the Visiting Justice.
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3. Prisoners will be allowed  (unless otherwise provided as regards their class in these
Regulations )  to communicate in writing with their relatives and friends, under the following
conditions ,  viz.:-
(1.) To write one letter  owery  two months ,  and to receive such letters as may have been
sent for them ,  one ii ,  each month.
(2.) All letters to and from prisoners will be inspected by the Superintendent or Chief
Warder,  and none shall be delivered or forwarded unless they conform to these
Regulations.
(3.) The subjects of the letters must be confined to matters personally concerning the
prisoners and their relatives and friends ,  and contain no general information or news
of the day .  Those from the prisoners will be on a prescribed form.
(4.) The  Visiting Justice may,  under special circumstances,  allow letters to be forwarded
or received at any time.
S tores.
The stores, as regards reception, charge, and issue, will be  managed  according  to rules
approved by the Visiting Justice and inserted in the 10 Order Book."
Shot-drill.
Where shot-drill is substituted for hard labor, instructions will be framed by the Visiting
Justice, subject to the following conditions :-
(a) The shot to be used shall weigh 24 lbs. each.
(b) No prisoners shall be required to undergo shot-drill oftener than once a day.
(c) The exercise shall not be continued longer than one hour and a-quarter, nor less than
three-quarters of an hour each time.
(d) No prisoner shall be put to shot-drill who is under 20 or over 45 years of age, or who
shall be certified by the Medical Officer to be unfit for it.
X.-REMISSION OF SENTENCES.
1. Prisoners will, by continuous good conduct and industry, become eligible  to a remission of
sentence in proportion to the time served by them in accordance with the subjoined  scale.  In cases
of cumulative sentences, the united period is to be deemed the term of sentence.
(1.) Sentences over twelve months, and not exceeding five years, a service of five-sixths.
(2.) Sentences over five years, and not exceeding ten years, a service of four-fifths.
(3.) Sentences over ten years, a service of three-fourths of the term.
But this regulation shall not be applied to sentences commuted from capital convictions, or those
wherein the prisoner may be serving under a third conviction.
2. Prisoners serving under a second conviction shall lose one-half of the period of  remission.
3. By good conduct is meant, not merely the prisoner's obedience to all prison and penal
rules, but a readiness  to assist in maintaining  order, and a  willingness as well  as steady industry in
every employment or work which may be required of him.
4. Any portion of prisoner's term of  sentence  passed under punishment inflicted for misbe-
havior shall be deducted from his prescribed period of remission within the  meaning of these Regula-
tions.
5. Before the tenth day of each month the Superintendent will forward to the Visiting
Justice, in a form prescribed, a return of all prisoners in his custody becoming eligible by servitude
for remission during the following month, with the necessary information in each case for decision by
the Government.
6. Nothing in these Regulations shall be constructed to prevent any prisoner from, at any
time, memorialising the Executive Government in respect to his conviction, if he can bring forward
in support of his appeal  some  material evidence which be was unable to adduce at his trial.
7. The foregoing Regulations, generally, shall take effect from and after 1st August, 1873.
XI.-DISPOSITION OF SENTRIES.
Day Posts.
1. In front of the prisoners' building.
2. At south-east corner of the yard, to command a view of the south and east.
3. At the jetty on the beach, to command a view of all the south end of the  island, and a
portion of the west.
4. Round warders' quarters.
5. On an elevation  on south-east  point of the  island.
Night Posts.
1. As by day.
2. At back of  the prison-building,  within  the yard.
Post duties ;  i. e.:-Orders  for Sentries.
I.-DAY PosT.
To keep a look-out for  signals at  No. 3 Post, and  report  same.
This sentry will keep a sharp look-out for any signals at No. 3 post, and report any such
signals to the warder on duty.
I.-NIGHT POST.
To wattle front and ends of Prison- building , and  to  report  any suspicious noise.
The sentry of this post will keep a sharp look-out on the front and ends of the prison
building; and should be bear or see anything suspicious, or which might lead him to believe that an
attempt was being made to break out, he will at once report the same to the warder inside the
building, and to the sentry on No. 2 post.
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II.-DAY PosT.
To see that no  prisoners  climb over  the fence.
This sentry will see that no prisoner or prisoners  leave the yard by climbing over the  fence of
the south  and east angles.
II.-NraaT POST.
To  watch  the back  of Prison- buildings ,  and report any suspicious noise.
The sentry on this post will keep a sharp look-out on the back of the prison-buildings,
hospital, and cook-house; and should he see or hear anything suspicious, or which might lead him to
suppose that an attempt was being made to break out, he will at once report the same to the warder
on duty inside, and also to the sentry on No. 1 post.
III. AND V. DAY POST.
To see that no prisoners leave the island by any  means.
The sentries on these posts will keep a sharp look-out, and be very careful that no prisoner or
prisoners leave the island by means of any boat, raft, buoy, swimming, or otherwise.
To fire for  assistance  in case of  any attempt being made.
In case of any such attempt being made  they  will at once fire for assistance,  and prevent such
departure by all the  means  at their command.
To report , by firing,  any boat or vessel approaching the island.
They will also report, by firing, any boat or other vessel approaching the island.
IV.-DAY PosT.
The sentry on this post will be very careful that none of the prisoners rush the quarters or
stores, so to take arms therefrom.
Signals to be used.
Boat or any other vessel approaching-blue flag; want  assistance-red and white flag.
By Authority  :  JAIexS 0 .  Brrr „  Government Printer, Wi lliam street, Brisbane.
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QV NBLAlrn, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit, f Honorable GEoxGa  AUGUSrue
CONBTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of  Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.B.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
ROBxANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Gkvernor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS, by  " The Diseased Animals Act,"
it is amongst other  things enacted that it
shall  be  lawful for the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive  Council, from time to time, by Pro-
clamation , to prohibit or put restrictions on the
introduction or importation of cattle, horses, sheep,
goats ,  pigs ,  poultry ,  and other  animals,  or of any
one or more  kind of animals, into the, Colony of
Queensland, or into any district thereof, from such
places and  during such  times  as might appear
necessary  :  And whereas ,  at an Intercolonial Con-
ference held at Sydney, in the Colony of New
South Wales, during the months of January and
February last passed, it was resolved-" That the
Conference having taken into consideration the
great danger to which Australian live stock are
exposed from the importation of animals from
countries  in which infectious  diseases  prevail, it
was resolved  that it is expedient to prohibit, for the
period of two years, the landing of cattle, sheep,
and pigs from any places beyond the limits of the
Australasian Colonies, and that such prohibition
should take effect from
and after the publication of
a notice in the London  Times."  And whereas a
notification to the above effect, signed by the
Agent-General of the Colony of Queensland on
behalf of and by the authority of the Government
of Queensland, was published in the London limes
newspaper of the fifteenth of May last. And
whereas the Government of the Colony of New
Zealand have not, in the present state of the law of
that colony, the power to prohibit the importation
of stock other than diseased cattle, but propose, as
soon as  practicable, to obtain authority from the
Legislature of that colony for such purpose : Now,
therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, in
pursuance  of the provisions of the Act above
recited and of all other powers enabling me in that
behalf, do, by this my Proclamation, absolutely
prohibit and forbid the introduction or importation
of cattle, sheep, and pigs into the Colony of Queens-
land, or any district thereof, from the Colony of
New Zealand, until such time as the Government
of that colony shall have issued a proclamation, and
published  the same in  the  Times,  London, prohibit-
mg the introduction of cattle, sheep, and pigs into
that colony,  in pursuance  of the resolution of the
Conference hereinbefore referred to.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane , this fifteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND , 2  Proclamation by The Most
to wit. S Honorable  GEoncE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of  Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in  the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its  Dependencies.
W
HEREAS, by  " The Diseased Animals Act,"
it is, amongst other things, enacted, that it
shall be lawful for the Governor, with the advice
of the  Executive Council ,  from time to time, by
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Proclamation, to prohibit, or put  restrictions on
the introduction or importation of cattle, horses,
sheep, goats, pigs, poultr , and other animals, or of
any one or more kind ofyanimals, into the colony
of Queensland, or into any district thereof, from
such places, and during such times as might appear
necessary. And whereas at an Intercolonia
Conference, held at Sydney, in the Colony of New
South Wales, during the months of January and
February last past, it was resolved, " That the
Conference having taken into consideration the
great danger to which Australian live stock are
exposed, from the importation of animals from
countries in which infectious  diseases  prevail, it was
resolved, that it is expedient to prohibit, for the
period of two years, the landing of cattle, sheep,
and pigs, from any places beyond the limits of the
Australasian Colonies, and that such prohibition
should take effect from and after the publication
of a notice in the London  Times."  And whereas
a notification to the above effect, signed by the
Agent-General of the Colony of Queensland, on
behalf of, and by the authority of the Government
of Queensland, was published in the London
Times  newspaper, of the fifteenth of May last :
Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, in
pursuance of the provisions of the Act above
recited, and of all other powers enabling me in
that behalf, do, by this my Proclamation, abso-
lutely prohibit and forbid the introduction or im-
portation of cattle, sheep, and pigs into the Colony
of Queensland, or any district thereof, from all
places beyond the limits of the Australasian Colo-
nies , for the term of two years from the date of
the publication of the notification bereinbefore
referred to in the London  Times  newspaper, namely,
for the term of two years from the fifteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day
of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, '  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  S Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in  the County of
York, in the Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty' s Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned  cattle from  the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in  the said
recited Act is provided,
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAYE  THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earlof Mulgrave, Viscount Normanby,
and Baron Mulgrave of Mulgrave, all
in the County of York, in the Peerage
of the United Kingdom ; and Baron
(L.s.) Mulgrave of New Ross, in the County
NORMANBY, of Wexford, in the Peerage of Ireland ;
Governor.  a Member of Her Majesty's Most
Honorable Privy Council, Governor
and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 21st August, 1873.
ll] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
Zl of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
The Honorable ARTHUR MACALISTER,
The Honorable JOHN MALBON  THOMPSON,
RICHARD GILL, -
WILLIAM VOWLES, and
RICHARD JOHN RENDALL,
to be Trustees of the land reserved for the pur-
poses of the Ipswich and West Moreton Horticul-
tural and Agricultural Association.
C. J. GRAHAM.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 21st August, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
GEORGE  FREDERICK SANDROCK
to be a Trustee of the Bowen General Cemetery,
in the room of William Marsh, resigned.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 19th August, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WALTER AUGUSTUS CROSS
to be Superintendent of Works, Brisbane and
Ipswich Railway.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
QVEENSLAND , '  Proclamation by the Most
to wit . 3  Honorable GEORGE Auausxm
CoNBTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Mul gr ave,  Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mul gr ave of
Mul gr ave, all  in the County of
York,  in the Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mul gr ave of
New Ross , in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NOEMANS:,  of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief  of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of " The Crown
Lando Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Art, on and after THURS-
DAY, the twenty-fifth day of September, 1873, at
the Warwick Land Office.
The portion of the Emu Creek Run  lately under
pastoral lease,  and now forfeited for non-
payment  of rent.
14,145 acres.
Commencing  at the south. boundary of selection
by lease No .  122, at a pont 6  chains from the
south-west corner , and bounded thence on the
south-east by  a line  bearing south-west to the
watershed separating  Emu Creek from Farm
Creek ; thence by that watershed north-easterly
about fourteen  miles  ; on the north-east by the
Great Dividing Range north-westerly ; on the
north-west by a line bearing west-south-west about
four and a-half miles to Emu Creek, at a point six
hundred  chains in  a direct line above the east
boundary of selection by lease No. 119; then by
Emu Creek south-westerly to the  east  boundary of
selection by lease No. 119; by that boundary bear-
ing south fifty-eight chains ninety-four links ; then
by the south boundary bearing west fifty-six
chains ; then by the  east  boundary of selection by
lease  No. 120, bearing south forty-nine chains
seventy links ; then by the south boundary bearing
west fifty  chains ;  then b the east boundary of
selection  by lease No. 122,
bearing south thirty-twochains fifty-five links; and by the south boundary
bearing west  thirty-four chains to the point of
commehcement.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House , Brisbane, this fifteenth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
QUEENSLAND , I Proclamation by The Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave,  Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave , all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy  Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the Act 31
Victoria ,  No. 46 ,  respecting the Alienation of Crown
Lands ,  I, the GOVERNOR aforesaid, with the advice
of the  Executive Council ,  do hereby notify and
proclaim that the following Lots of  land  will  be
offered for sale by public auction, at the under-
mentioned place ,  at Eleven o'clock ,  on the day
speci fied,  at the upset price affixed to each Lot
respectively .  'Deposit 20 per cent.)
The Deed Fees and Survey Fees on the under-
mentioned Lots will  be charged according to the
following scale Under 1 acre, £1 12s . ;  1 acre and
under 5 acres , £ 1 18s.  ;  5 acres and under 10 acres,
£2  12s.;  10 acres and under 15 acres , £2  18s.;  15
acres and under 20 acres,  £3 4s. ; 20 acres and under
30 acres, £3 12s.  ;  30 acres and under 40 acres,
£3  18s.;  40 acres and under 50 acres,  £ 4 8s. ; 60
acres and under 60 acres, £4 13s . ;  60 acres and
under 80 acres, £5  is.  ; 80 acres and under 100
acres, £517s . ;  100 acres and under 120 acres, £6 2s. ;
120 acres and under 160 acres, £6 14s.  ;  160 acres
and under 240 acres , £ 7 6s. ; 240 acres and under
320 acres, £7 14s . ;  320 acres and under 480 acres,
£8 10s.  ;  480 acres and under 500 acres , £ 9 8s. ;
500 acres and under 640 acres , £ 9 18s. ; 640 acres,
£10 ; above 640 acres and not exceeding 1,000
acres, £14.
SALE AT THE  POLICE OFFICE, CLER-
MONT,
ON WEDNESDAY ,  THE  24TH  DAY OF SEPTEMBER,
1873.
No of No. of
Lot. Allotment
No. of
Section. Area.
A. B. P. £ e.
I Price
per Acre.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Leichhardt, parish of Clermont, town of
Clermont.
1 1 18 0 1 0 100 0
2 2 18 0 1 0 1 100 0
3 3 18 0 1 0 .100 0
4 6 18 0 1 0 100 0
5 7 18 0 1 0 100 0
6 8 18 0 1 0 100 0
7 11 18 0 1 0 40 0
8 12 18 0 1 0 40 0
9 13 18 0 1 0 40 0
10 14 18 0 1 0 40 0
11 15 18 0 1 0 40 0
12 16 18 0 1 0 40 0
County of Clermont, parish of Copperfield, town of
Copperfield.
13 1 11 0 2 0 8 0
14 2 11 0 2 0 8 0
15 3 11 0 2 0 8 0
16 4 11 0 2 0 8 0
17 9 I 11 0 2 0 8 0
*18 2 1 0 2 0 50 0
*  Improvements in this lot to be paid for according to valuation
by Land Commissioner.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventh day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM. C. J. GRAHAM,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!  G OD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND 2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit. I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
I OEMANEY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
J in accordance with the provisions of sec. 18 of
The Homestead Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the town or suburban lots, as the case may
be, in the town of Burleigh, and in the pariah of
Nerang, to be offered at auction at Beenleigh, on
the 11th August, 1873; in the towns of Yandina
and Lytton, to be offered at auction at Brisbane,
on the 13th August, 1873; in the parish of Tiaro,
to be offered at auction at Maryborough, on the
18th August, 1873; in the towns of Wolca and
Boolboonda, to be offered at auction at Tenninger-
ing on the 18th August, 1873; and in the town of
Esk to be offered at auction at Ipswich, on the
16th August, 1873; included in the Proclamation
of Land Sales, dated 3rd July, 1873, which may
remain unsold  after such auction  sales,  and are not
withdrawn from sale, shall be open to selection at
the upset price, on and after MONDAY, the 1st
day of September, 1873. '
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit. J Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of York,
in the Peerage of the United King-
dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New
Ross, in the County of Wexford, in
(LS.) the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
N pursuance  of clause forty -one of  "The Crown
I Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"  I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the  advice of the
Executive  Council, do, by this my  Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall  be open to Selection ,  under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after  TUESDAY,
the sixteenth day of September ,  1873, at the Land
Offices  of the  Districts  in which they  are respec-
tively situated.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
26
287
Name of Lessee. Area
Land
Agent'.
Dlstriay.
A. H. P. I
P. Cronoly ... ... 69 0 0 Gymliie
A. L. Wall ... ... 76, 0 0 Mary-
borough
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New-Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Guaernor.  Privy Council, Gbvcrnor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in mevested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the Act
31 Victoria, No. 46, respecting the Alienation of
Crown Lands, I, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the following Lots of Land
will be offered by public auction, for lease for five
years, at the undermentioned place, at Eleven
o'clock, on the day specified, at the upset price
affixed to each Lot respectively.
SALE OF FRONTAGE ALLOTMENTS FOR
WHARF PURPOSES AT THE POLICE OFFICE,
ST. LAWRENCE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 16TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1873
County of Murchison, parish of St.  Lawrence, town
of Port St. Lawrence.
No. m fLot
of  Area. perper
Lot. ? .2 Annum.
d-1  R.  P.
1 2 1 24 3
Description of each Lot.
The upper boundary ,  commencing at a
point one hundred and fifty rinks f ro m
centre of Government Wharf ,  thence
downwards four chains ,  with an ave-
rage depth  Of  one chain.
The upper boundary ,  commencing Ave
hundred and Afty links from centre of
Government Wharf ,  thence downwards
fo ur  chains , with  an average depth of
one chain.
The upper boundary ,  commencing nine
hundred and fifty  links from the centre
of Government Wharf ,  thence down-
wards four chains, with an average
depth of one chain.
3 124
3 4!124 3
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C.  J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE TEE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, '  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby.
Earl of Mulgrave, °'scount Nor.
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the Count7 of Wexford,
(L.s.) - in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
N011MANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Conl-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependeneics.
y N pursuance of the authority vested in me by
1 an Act passed in the second year of the reign
of His late Majesty King William the Fourth, and
numbered twelve, and with the advice of the Exe-
cutive Council, I, the Governor  aforesaid , do hereby
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appoint the Mingo Crossing -place ,  Burnett River,
Maryborough and Mount Perry Road, a place of
public traffic, and where ferry dues shall be levied
to the amount and under the regulations ,  restric-
tions ,  and provisions of the said Act ; of which
ferry all  persons are hereby required to take due
notice.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this fourteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-three, and in
the thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 21st August, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
Notice is hereby given, that the lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purposes named with respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE  FOR  WATER AND CAMPING ,  BEAVARABA
RUN.
County of Aubigny.
92 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the north-west corner of selec-
tion 749, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing west twenty-five chains ; on the west
by a line bearing south thirty-seven chains ; on the
south by a line bearing east twenty-five chains ;
and on the east by a line bearing north thirty-seven
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR POUND,  STANTHORPE.
1 acre.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe,  allotments  14 and 15 of section  10.
Commencing on the west side of Johnson street
at the south -east  corner of allotment 13, and
bounded thence on the east by that street southerly
three chains ; on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 16 westerly at right angles to
Johnson street three chains and thirty-four links ;
on the west by a line northerly parallel with John-
son street  three chains ;  and on  the north by the
south boundary line of allotment 13 easterly at
right  angles to  Johnson street  three chains and
thirty -four links to the point  of commencement,
RESERVES FOR GRAVEL Aim TIMBER Fox ROAD
PURPOSES.
County of Canning,  parish  of Bribie.
Commencing on the main road from Brisbane to
Gympie,  at the south-west corner  of portion No.
11, and bounded thence on the north  by that por-
tion and  it  line bearing east about fifty chains ; on
.the  east by a line bearing south about eighty  chains ;
on the south by a line  bearing west  about sixty
chains to the main  road  from Brisbane  to Gympie;
and on  the west by that road northerly to the
point of  commencement.
ALSO,
County of Canning, parish of Bribie.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
No. 4, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing south about 120 chains ; on the south by
a line bearing west about 180 chains ; on the west
by a line bearing north about 100 chains to the
Mooloolah River ; and on the north by that river
downwards and by portions Nos. 10 and 4 to the
point of commencement,
ALSO,
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
No. 30, and bounded thence on the south-west by
a line  bearing south-easterly about 105 chains to
the north-west corner of portion No. 4, and thence
about five chains to Mountain Creek ; on the south
and east by that creek downwards to the south corner
of portion No. 1 ; on the north- east  by that portion
and portion No: 27 to a point on the south-west
boundary of the last-mentioned portion distant
twenty chains from  its west  corner ; and thence on
the north-west by a line bearing south-westerly
about 120  chains to  the point of commencement.
ALSO,
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
Commencing at a point on the west boundary of
portion No. 21, distant twenty chains from its north-
west  corner, and bounded thence on the east by
that portion and portion No. 62 and by a line
bearing south about twenty-eight chains ; on the
south by a line bearing west about 130 chains ; on
the west by  a line  bearing north about 100 chains ;
and on the north by a line  bearing east  about 120
chains to  the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOE WHARVES AND WATER.
Mouth of Maroochy River, county of Canning,
parish of Maroochy.
216 acres.
Commencing  on the right bank of Cornmeal
Creek, at the  crossing  of a road, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that road bearing
one hundred and forty-five degrees one chain and
seventy-five links, one hundred and twenty-five
degrees five chains , one hundred and forty  degrees
nine chains  and forty links, one hundred and five
degrees five  chains , one hundred and fifteen degrees
twenty chains, one hundred and five degrees
seventeen  chains, one hundred and fifteen degrees
fifteen chains, one hundred and forty-five degrees
fourteen chains, and one hundred and thirty
degrees two chains and forty-six links ; on the
south-east by a line bearing forty-five degrees ten
chains to the South Pacific Ocean ; on the east by
the waters of that ocean northerly to the mouth of
the Maroochy River ; and on the west and north
by that river southerly and westerly to Cornmeal
Creek, and by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
Mouth of Baker's Creek, parish of Howard.
Commencing at the south- west  corner of applica.
tion 230 (Bovey's) ; and bounded on the north by
a line bearing  east twenty-two chains and twenty.
five links to the sea- coast ;  on the east and on the
south by the  sea-coast  to the mouth of Baker's
Creek  ;  on the west  by that creek upwards to the
mangroves north of the landing place; and thence
on the west  by the  mangroves  to the  point of com•
mencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  21st August, 1878.
T
HE accompany in  amended description of the
Drayton and  Toowoomba  Cemetery is sub-
stituted  for that published in the  Government
Gazette of  the Slat May, 1873, folio 868.
C. J. GRAHAM.
County of  Aubigny, parish  of Drayton.
56 acres 2 roods 2 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain  wide at the north-
east corner  of portion 267, and bounded thence on
part of the north by that road  bearing east seventeen
chains and  fifty links to another road  one chain
wide ; on part of the east by that road bearing
south fifteen chains and sixty-two links ; on the
remainder of the north by a line bearing east four
chains and fifty-nine links to a road one and a-half
chain wide;  again  on the east by thatroad bearing 198
degrees twenty- one minutes eight chains  and forty-
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two three-quarter  links ;  on part of the south by
a line  bearing west two chains and 18 links ; on the
remainder of the east by a line bearing 173 degrees
thirty minutes  seven  chains and five links ; on the
remainder of the south by the north boundary line
of portion 271, bearing west eighteen chains and
forty links ; and on the west by  a line  and the east
boundary line of portion 267, bearing north thirty
chains and fifty-seven links to the point of com-
mencement.
Extension 6.
Area, 2 acres.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of Mineral
Selection No. 338B, thence bounded on the north
by a line east one chain; on the east by the west
boundary of Mineral Selection No. 347E south
twenty chains; on the south by a line west one
chain ; and on the west by the east boundaries of
Mineral Selections Nos. 337 and  338B  north twenty
chains to point of commencement.Also,
10 acres 1 rood 34 perches.
Commencing at a point one chain east from the
north-east corner of portion 269, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a road one chain wide
bearing seventy-four degrees fifty-one minutes ten
chains and four links to a road one and a-half chain
wide ; on the south- east  by that road bearing 198
degrees twenty-one minutes eighteen chains and
nineteen links ; on the south by another road one
chain wide, bearing west three chains and ninety-
one and a-half links to another road one chain
wide ; and on the west by that road bearing north
fourteen  chains  and sixty-nine links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st August,  1873,
HEREAS, by the  twenty-fifth section of
"  The  Crown Lands  Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for  any  public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published  in  the
Government Gazette  fbr thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a Cemetery.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY,  STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinek, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe.
12 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north, and distant
one chain from the north-west corner of allotment 6,
section 18, and bounded thence on the south by
Funker street, bearing east nine chains and fifty-
three links ; on the east by a line bearing north
twelve chains and fifty-eight links ; on the north by
a line bearing west nine chains and fifty-three links ;
and on the west by McGlew street, bearing south
twelve chains and fifty-eight links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th August, 1873.
AREA FOR MINING LICENSES, SUGARLOAF
OR LODE CREEK, DISTRICT OF DARLING
DOWNS SOUTH, SITUATED ON THE FOLK-
STONE RUN.
r T is hereby notified for general information that
1 the Areas hereunder described, within the limits
of the roads running between Mineral Selections
Nos. 333 and 420B, and Nos. 337, 338, and 347B; on
Sugarloaf or Lode Creek, in the District of Darling
Downs South, shall be available for Mining
Licenses, under the provisions of Section 33 of
" The Mineral Lands A,:t of  1872," on and after
MONDAY, the 1st September, 1873.
C. J. GRAHAM.
DESCRIPTION OF ROADS ON SUGARLOAF OR LODE
CREEK ,  AVAILABLE FOR MINING LICENSES.
Extension 5.
Area,  3 acres  16 perches.
Commencing at north-west corner of Mineral
Selection No. 420n, thence bounded on the west by
a line north one chain ; on the north by the south
boundary of Mineral Selection  N o.  333B east  thirty-
one chains ; on the east by a line south one chain ;
and on the south by the north boundary of Mineral
Selection No. 420E west thirty-one chains to point
of commencement,
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1873.
71 HE accgmpanying amended description of theReserve for Town Hall, Clermont,  is sub-
stituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 31st July, 1869, folio 928.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE  FOR TOWN HALL.
County of Clermont, parish of Clermont. town of
Clermont, allotments  4, 5,  9,  and  10,  of section  18.
2 acres.
Commencing at the north -east corner  of the sec-
tion, and bounded thence on the north by Lime
street westerly four  chains ; on  the west by  the east
boundary line of allotments 3 and 8 southerly, at
right  angles  to Lime street, five chains to Mimosa
street ; on  the south by that street  easterl y parallel
with Lime  street  four chains to Capella  street; and
on the east  by that street northerly  five chains to
the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands  are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks  : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for a School site.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe,  allotments  13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19,  and  20  of  section 8.
4 acres 2 roods  10 perches.
Commencing on the west side of Marsh street, at
the south-east corner of allotment 12, and bounded
thence on the east by that street bearing south
seven chains and fifty links to Connor  street ; on
the south by that street bearing west  seven chains
and ninety-six links; on part of the  west  by allotment
No. 21, bearing north four chains and fifty links ;
on part of the north by allotments Nos. 9, 10, and
11, bearing east four chains and sixty-two links ;
on the reyliainder of the west by a line bearing
north three chains, and on the remainder of the
north by allotment No. 12, bearing  east three chains
and thirty-four links to the point  of commencement
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873.
p HE accompanying amended description of
Reserve for Timber for Railway purposes is
substituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 7th December, 1872, folio 2028.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE  FOR TIMBER  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
County of Cavendish, parishes of crow's Nest and
Murphy.
Commencing on Perseverance Creek at a point
bearing east from the north boundary of portion
No. 741, and bounded thence on the east by that
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creek upwards to its source ;  thence on the south
by a line bearing west about five and a-half miles to
the summit  of the  Main Range ; on the west by the
summit of that range northerly to a point bear ing
south from the west boundary of portion  No. 741 ;
thence by a line bearing north about two and a-half
miles . to the north -west corner of that portion ; and
on the north by a line bearing east about three and
a-half miles to the point of commencement,-ex-
elusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
W
% THEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
 1'  " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before  any  Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose, notice thereof shall  be published  in  the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of
the period  aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder  described
wi ll  be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY, WALLOON.
County of Churchill, pariah of Walloon,  portion603.
10 acres 38  perches.
Commencing  on a road  one chain wide, at the
west  corner of portion 602 ,  and bounded thence on
the north -west by that road, bearing  225 degrees,
nine chains and thirty- two links  to another road
one chain  wide ; on the south-west by that road,
bearing 135 degrees, eleven chains  and two links ;
on the south- east by a line bearing  forty-five
degrees ,  nine chains  and thirty -two links ; and on
the north-east by the National School Reserve,
bearing 315 degrees ,  eleven chains  and one link to
the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1873.
W  V
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose , notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for  thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is  hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved  and set apart  for a Rail-
way Reserve.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES NEAR CLIFTON
RAILWAY STATION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Elphinstone,
portion No.  132.
165 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south- east corner  of portion 131, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion bearing north
forty-six chains and fifty links ; on the north by a
line bearing  east thirty-three chains and twenty
links  ;  on the east by l ines bearing 157 degrees
thirty minutes two chains and sixty links, 166
degrees ten chains and nineteen links ,  182 degrees
thirteen chains and five links ,  and 186 degrees
twenty-one chains and twenty links to the aforesaid
road ; and on the south by that road bearing west
thirty-four chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR NATIONAL SCHOOL SITE , WALLOON.
County of  Churchill, parish  of Walloon,  portion
602.
10 acres 36 perches.
Commencing on a road one  chain wide, at the
west corner  of portion 600, and bounded thence on
the north -west by that  road ,  bearing 225 degrees,
nine chains  and thirty  links  ;  on the south-west by
the Cemetery  Reserve, bearing 135 degrees ,  eleven
chains and one link ; on the south- east  by a line
bearing  forty-five  degrees, nine chains  and thirty
links ; and on  the north-east by portions 600 and
601, bearing  315 degrees ,  eleven  chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth -section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved  for Public  purposes.
J. MAT,  ON  THOMPSON.
POLICE  RESERVE,  MILLCHESTER.
17 acres 3 roods 30 perches.
Commencing at a point 102 links north 312
degrees west  of south corner of Bank of New South
Wales, at corner of the Main street ; thence bounded
by a line bearing 40 degrees 55 minutes north-east
1,038 links ; thence by a line bearing south 218
degrees 53 minutes west 1,467 links ; thence by a
line bearing south 132 degrees east 1,417 links,
along the side of the street, to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING.
Dawson Crossing, Pernambuco Run.
640 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Dawson
River at a point bearing north forty-four degrees
thirty minutes  east ,  and distant about ninety chains
from the junction of Herbert's Creek with said
river, said point being at intersection of said river
by the north boundary of the Reserve for Public
purposes as published in the  Government Gazette
under notice dated 7th June, 1872; bounded
thence on the south by a west line 100 chains ;
thence by a north line sixty-five chains ; thence
g
an cast line five chains to the left bank of
e Dawson River ; and thence by the said river
upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC PURPOSES ,  LYTTLETON
CREEK ,  GYMPIE ROAD.
County of Canning,  parish  of Bribie.
100 acres.
Commencing on Lyttleton Creek at the  crossing
of the Gympie road and bounded thence on the
west by that road northerly to the road forming
the south boundary of portion 11; on the north by
that road easterly about thirty chains ; on the east
by a line bearing south to Lyttleton Creek ; and on
the south by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER  FOR ROAD  PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish of Nedron, portion  596.
317 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and fifty
links wide at the south-east corner of portion 594,
and bounded thence on the north-east by that road,
bearing 130  degrees  five chains and twenty links,
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160 degrees seven chains and eighty -one  links, 166
degrees nineteen chains and seventy -two links
south ten chains and twenty-five links, and 150
degrees  ten chains and sixty-five links ; on the
south by a line bearing west nineteen chains ; on
the south-east and south-west by lines and a road
bearing 243 degrees five chains. and eighty-five
links, 176 degrees three chains and sixty-seven
links, 241 degrees one chain and sixty-five links,
298 degrees one chain and twenty links, 241 de-
grees four chains and forty-five links, 293 degrees
eight chains and ninety-seven links, 307 degrees
four chains and forty-four links, nineteen degrees
one chain and forty links, 333 degrees one chain
and ninety-six links ; 286 degrees thirty minutes
six chains and seventy -eight links ,  326 degrees
three chains and seven links, 279 degrees nine
chains and sixty-eight links, 255 degrees five chains
and eighty-seven links, 291 degrees five chains, and
253 degrees one chain and twenty-eight links ; on
the west by  a line  bearing north forty-three chains ;
and on the north by a line bearing east fifty-four
chains and fifty links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OT1CE is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant
mentioned in the Schedule hereunder written,
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Titles to Land Act of  1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, by an instrument endorsed on such Deed of
Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony,
describe the land intended to be granted, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, it shall
be taken to have been inserted in the Grant, and in
every Deed containing the erroneous aescription,
and such Grant and every such Deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant.-16th  March, 1864.
Name ofGrantees.- Frederick  William Dunsdon,
and Samuel Henry Dunsdon.
Description of Land Granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in Our said Territory, containing by
admeasurement  seventy- seven acres , be the same
more or less , situated in the county of Aubigny,
and parish  of Toowoomba, portion 60, in the Too-
woomba Agricultural Reserve, commencing at the
north- east corner  of portion 26, on the left bank of
Gowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the west by
the eastern  boundary line of that portion and of part
of portion  59, bearing south thirty- one chains to a
road one chain  wide ; on the south by that road
bearing east  forty-five chains to Gowrie Creek ; and
on the north-east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement,-being the land proclaimed
as Lot. 56, on the 18th September, 1861.
Correct description of Land intended to be
granted.-County  of Aubigny, parish of Toowoomba,
portion No. 60, in the Toowoomba Agricultural
Reserve, containing 112 acres-commencing at the
north-east corner of portion No. 26, on the left
bank of Gowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the
west by the eastern boundary line of that portion
and of part of portion No. 59, bearing south forty
chains and sixty-nine links to a road one chain wide ;
on the south by that road bearing east forty-four
chains and twenty links to Gowrie Creek ; and on
the north-east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of party applying for Instrument.-Fre?-
erick William Dunsdon.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th June, 1873.
W 1' 1'
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
 "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown lands  are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently set apart for Customs purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS PURPOSES AT BuNDABERO.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, town of Bun-
daberg; allotments 5 and 7  of section  26.
2 roods 29 perches.
Commencing on the ri;ht bank of the Burnett
River, at the north cor ier of allotment No. 3,
and bounded thence on the south-west by the
north- east  boundary of allotment 3 south-easterly
one chain and eighty-four links to Quay street ; on
the south-east by Quay street north-easterly four
chains ;  on the north- east  by the south-west boun-
dary line of allotment 9 north-westerly at right
angles to Quay  street one  chain and sixty-seven
links  to Burnett River ; and on the north-west by
that river upwards to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A PRIMARY SCHOOL AT NORMANBY.
County of Churchill, parish of Normanby.
2 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing 307 degrees, and distant one chain from
the west corner of portion 58, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that road bearing thirty-
seven degrees five chains ; on the north-east by a
line bearing 307 degrees four chains ; on the north-
west by a line bearing 217 degrees five chains to
another road one chain wide, and on the south-west
by that road bearing 127 degrees four chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A PRIMARY SCHOOL AT TENT HILL.
County of Churchill, parish of Gatton.
4 aches.
Commencing on the left bank of Blackfellow's
Creek at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the north by that road
bearing west seven chains and fourteen links, on
the west by  a line  bearing south three chains and
eighty links, on the south-west by lines bearing
121 degrees five chains and twenty-four links, and
eighty degrees three chains and ninety-three links
to the aforesaid creek, and on the east by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th May, 1873.
11T  HEREAS,  by the twenty -fi fth clause of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  forthirteen consecutive weeks  :  Notice is
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'hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid , the lands hereunder described will be
„permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FORA HOSPITAL  AT STANTHOEPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe,  allotments  1, 2,  3, and 22, of
section  10.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1873.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands, under  "1?ie
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following dates
2 acres 17 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the west by Short
street northerly four chains and fifty links ; on the
north by the south boundary lines of allotments
4 and 7 easterly at right angles to Short street four
chains and seventy links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 21 southerly parallel
with Short street four chains and fifty links to
Connor street ; and on the south by that street
westerly four chains and seventy links to the point
,of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A CEMETERY AT WESTWOOD.
County of Pakington, parish of Westwood,
portion  40.
15 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
each two chains wide, and bounded thence on the
north by one of said roads bearing east sixteen
,chains and  forty-five links to a road one chain and
a-half wide ; on the east by that road bearing south
nine  chains and twelve links; on the south by
portion 41 bearing west sixteen  chains  and forty-
five links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the west by that road bearing north nine chains
and twelve links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR A MAGAZINE AT TOWNSVILLE,
CLEVELAND BAY.
County of Elphinstone.
Redcliff Island, situated in Cleveland Bay, in
east longitude one hundred and forty-six degrees
fifty minutes forty-two seconds, and south latitude
nineteen degrees fifteen minutes and twenty-eight
seconds.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shalt be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid " Peel Island," Moreton Bay, will be per-
manently reserved for Public purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
I.T is  hereby notified for general informationthat in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous ,  before survey ,  of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
MORETON DISTRICT.
Bast Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane,  on the  first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigh ,  the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich,  the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
A t the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the' Land Office, Goondiwindi, the firs
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Norman River Settle-
ment, on the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
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At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in February, 1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in  every alternate month.
LEICHHdBDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, andthereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Mineral Land
Commissioner  for the  District of Darling
Downs South ,  will, on the first  TUESDAY  in every
month ,  hold his Court Sittings ,  as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations  with  respect to the
alienation  of or  otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain  , districts proclaimed on the
31st October ,  1872,  at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
T
HE  first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
shewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1871.
NOTICE.
PERS01N S desirous of selecting Sugar Lands in
this Colony are hereby informed that, on
application to the Secretary for Lands, Letters
addressed to the Land Commissioner or Land
Agent of the district they wish to inspect, will be
prepared and issued to them, requesting the officer
in charge of the district to afford them every
assistance  and information in his power.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown  Lands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under theprovisions  f the 41st section of "  The Pastoral
Leases  Act of  1869" for renewed leases for four-
teen years  of the  runs in  the unsettled districts, the
current leases of  which will expire on and after the
31st  December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms  to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions  will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration  of the existing
leases ,  as prescribed  in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st August 1873.
NEW ROAD-IPSWICH TO THE UPPER.
LOGAN,  vid  DUGANDAN.
FINAL NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the new line of road
leading from Ipswich to the Upper Logan, vid
Dugandan, parish of Normanby, county of Church-
ill, referred to in notices dated respectively 6th.
December, 1872, and 11th February, 1873, folio
2043,  in  Government  Gazette,  1872, and folio 239,
Government Gazette,  1873, has been formally
marked and,. opened by the proper officer, and the-
same  is now open for public use.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
FERRIES, LOGAN RIVER.
TO BOATMEN, FERRYMEN, &c.SEPARATE Tenders willbe received at this.
Office, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 26th September next, from persons willing to
contract for the Lease, for a period of Three (3)
years, of the following Public Ferries, viz.:-
Beenleigh Ferry, Logan River ;
Waterford Ferry, ditto.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Beenleigh
Ferry"  (or  "Waterford Ferry,"  as the case may
be).
Conditions of Lease, and Regulations for Working
the Ferries, can be seen on application at the Clerk
of Petty Sessions' Office, Beenleigh, or at this.
Office.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Con-
tract in the event of the Tender being accepted,.
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty in a penal sum of such
amount as may be hereafter determined upon, for
securing such performance ; otherwise the Tender
w ill not be taken into consideration.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BALCONY, &c., TELEGRAPH AND POST
OFFICES, MARYBOROUGH.TENDERS will bereceived at his Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th  instant,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Balcony, &c., at Telegraph and Post Offices,
Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Balcony,
4'c., Telegraph and  Post  Offices, Mary borough."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
or at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
lender being accepted, and undertaking in thpt
event that he will execute and deliver at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such per-
formance, otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department of Public Works,
Gold Fields Branch,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS AND BUSINESS
LICENSE.
IT is hereby notified for  general  information, that
the undermentioned Miners' Rights and
:Business  License have been returned as issued in
the Districts respectively specified.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GYMPIE GOLD FIELD.
During the  Month  ended 31st  July, 1873.
MINERS'
No. Name.
' 61,619 John McPherson
61,620 Charles Cuffe
61,621 Maurice McNamee
61,622  Arthur O'Keefle
61,623 Alex .  McTaggart
61,624 Nicholas Landy
61,625 Michael Fahey
61,626 Alex. R. Pillow
61,627 Timothy  Sullivan
61,628 Michael  Scullin
•61,629 Charles Weston
61,630 Philip  Heckscher
61,631 Peter Hill
61,632 John Moffatt
61,633 Laurence Connor
61,634  Samuel Weller
.61,635 James Connor
61,636 Charles Russell
61,637 John Artur
61,638 John Care
61,639 H. A. Cochrane
61,640 Reginald Tippett
61,641 James Bonthron
61,642 George Linacre
61,643 Joseph Lydement
61,644 William Outred
61,645 Thomas Northy
,61,646 Elijah Manuel
61,647 Hugh Reilly
61,648 Cornelius O'Neill
61,649 Robert Dillon
61,650 James Purcell
61,651 John Clarke
61,652 Robert Clarke
61,653 Edmond Casey
61,654 F. H. Atherton
61,655 John Hampson
61,656 Geo. Thos. Eves
61,657 Wm. C. Rogers
61,658 B. E. Quinlan
61,659 Frank Morgan
61,660 Mark Curtis
61,661 John Kemp
61,662 Stanford Taberner
61,663 John Bradford
61,664 Ge Harres
61,665 Wmor.gHenry Walsh
61,666 John Bennetts
61,667 David McKinley'
•61,668 Bridget Price
61,669 Wm. Crotty
61,670 Wm. Deizman
61,671 C. H. Ball
61,672 Henry Barnes
61,673 James Finch
61,674 Thomas Johnson
61,675 Thomas Lillis
61,676 James Steel
61,677 John Smith
61,678 John Ranken
61,679 Wm. Stolberg
61,680 F. Boachaton
61,681 Robert Stuart
61,682 Daniel Stewart
61,683 John Burt
61,684 Henry Cramer
61,685 John Jackson
61,686 Mary Clarke
61,687 D. B. Morgan
61,688 Richard Toll
61,689 Thomas Savage
RIGHTS.
No. Name.
61,690 A.  R. Hemming
61,691 Janet McTaggart
61,692 William Moss
61,693 Robert  Kennedy
61,694 Patrick Haugh
61,695  John Scott
61,696 Donald  McDonald
61,697 Joseph Brown
61,698 Michael Dillon
61,699  Thomas Findley
61,700 Anthoney Naylon
61,701 John McCoy
61,702 Fred.  Sizemore
61,703 Robert Dath
61,704 Arthur Mann
61,705  Thomas Mortimer
61,706 John Renni9
61,707 Joseph Ostwald
61,708 David Williams
61,709 James Holmes
61,710 Charles Mann
61,711 William Kremer
61,712 Denis Kennedy
61,713 John Herd
61,714 Richard Gregg
61,715 T. H. Hunt
61,716 Alex. Secombe
61,717 Maurice Lane
61,718  Richard Beausang
61,719 Edward Lynch
61,720 Thomas Cowell
61,721 Joseph Lalonde
61,722 Robert Sawyer
61,723 Wm.  Barrowman
61,724 Thos. Bloodsworth
61,725 Daniel McTaggart
61,726 Henry Gatfield
61,727 Charles Roles
61,728 John Collins
61,729 John Marr
61,730 John Sullivan
61,731 Wm. Williams
61,732 George Potter
61,733 Win. Greig
61,734 James Landy
61,735 Wm. Wright
61,736 Wm. Wright
61,737 Timothy Enright
61,738 Geo. Millers
61,739 Wm. R. Marshall
61,740 Henry Freloar
61,741 Wm. Staunton
61,742 Dong Cong
61,743 A. H. Wilkin
61,744 John McMaster
61,745  B. H. Gerler
61,746 John Elworthy
61,747 James E. Jones
61,748 Robert Fatnel
61,749  Thomas Bearup
61,750 James O'Connell
61,751 Wm. Henry Gill
61,752 Samuel Oates
61,753 Alexander Archer
61,754  Trustees  Presby-
terian Church
61,755 Charles Weeking
61,756 John Olfen
61,757 Charles Lee
61,758 Thomas Wright
61,759 James Morton
GYMPIE GOLD  FIELD -continued.
During the Month ended 31st July, 1873.
MINExs' RIGHTS.
No. Name.
61,760 Wm. Park
61,761 Win. Dougherty
61,762 Robert Clayton
61,763 Andrew Ball
61,764 Win. Peake
No. Name.
61,765  Samuel Harrison
61,766 James Connor
61,767 John Jefferson
61,768 Thomas Waddle
61,769 Richard Govey.
CANIA GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 31st July, 1873.
MINER 'S RIGHT.
No. Name.
48,990 Charles Rennison.
TENNINGERING GOLD FIELD.
During  Month ended  31st  July, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name.  No. • Name.
52,300 Robert B. Rifler 52 ;302 Ernest Zoble
52,301 John C. Ridler 52,303 J. E. E. Walker.
WARWICK GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 31st July, 1873.
MINERS '  RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
58,899 Thomas Morgan
58;900 Henry Turner
58,901 P. W. Anderson
58,902 G. H. Yates
58,903 Sydney Carter
58,904 Anthony Hoffman
58,905 David Sutherland
58,906 Oswald Sellers
58,907 John McGuire
58,908 William Pethers
58,909 James Knight
58,910 LukeFeatberstone.
BUSINESS LICENSE.
No. Name.
280 Patrick Clare.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 10th
June, 1873, folio 947,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a New Road from Ipswich towards
Wivenhoe, parish of North, county of Churchill,
and no objections having been received to the same :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at
the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intend-
ing to claim compensation in respect of the said
road, are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they kill be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-2086.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WT ITH reference to the  Notice dated 12th June,
1873, folio  947,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening  of a New Road  from Tinana Creek
to Tinaan Bay, parish of Bidwell ,  county of March :
Notice  is hereby given ,  in accordance  with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
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has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and  make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Maryborugh ;  and all persons  intend-
ing to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1941.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 15th
March, 1873, folio 525,  Government  Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of a New Road from Warwick
to Ipswich, through Glengallen Pre-emptives, Nos.
59, 60, 61, 62, parishes of Glengallen and Deuchar,
county of Merivale, and no objections having been
received to the same: Notice is hereby given, in ac-
cordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been  pleased  to confirm the
said  portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the office of the Surveyer-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, War-
wick ; and all persons intending to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will  be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. 1VIALBON THOMPSON.
73-1951.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 26th
March, 1873, folio 589,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a New Road from Ipswich to
Eden Station, parish of Goodna, county of Stanley,
and no objections having been received to the
same : Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at  the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
ane, and  the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all
persons  intending to claim compensation in respect
of the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must  be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in  such manner
and form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed  from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-702.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice , issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 18th March,
1873, folio 543,  Government  Gazette,  relative to the
opening of  a New Road from Westbrook Home-
stead  Area to portion 9, parish of Westbrook,
county of  Aubigny,  and no objections having
been received to the same : Notice is hereby-
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council,  has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and' make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane , and the
Police Office, Drayton ;  and all  persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof,  in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth  section  of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
73-628.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873;
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W IT  T1 reference to the Notice issued from the
V Public Works Department, dated 2nd June,
1873, folio 918,  Government Gazette,  relative to
the opening of a New Road from Gympie Road to
Rush Creek, parishes of Redeliffe and Whiteside,
county of Stanley, and no objections having,
been received to the same : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that. His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the  Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Brisbane ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are,
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof ,  in such manner and form as are  pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such,
claim.
73-1957.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 20th August, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following  Regulations being
observed on the Ferry at the  Mingo Crossing-
place, Burnett  River, Maryborough,  in virtue of the
provisions  of the Acts 2 William IV., No.  12, and'
14 Victoria, No. 5.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
FERRY REGULATIONS.
1. That the ferry  be leased by auction ,  tender, or
otherwise ,  as the Government may determine.
2. That the ferry rates and charges shall be in
accordance with the annexed Schedule, and that
the same shall be  painted on boards  and placed in
conspicuous situations on each side of the ferry,
at the cost of the lessee thereof. The lessee shall
also provide  scales  and weights, and keep the same
in a convenient place at the ferry.
3. The lessee will be required to make all im-
provements and repairs that may be required at the
approaches to the ferry on each side of the river
for a distance of 100 feet from low-water mark,
and leave the  same  in good order at the termi-
nation of his lease.
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4. The  lessee  of the ferry shall enter into a bond
in an amount  to be fixed by the Government, with
two sureties , for the due performance of his con-
tract,  and for his information he will be supplied
with a  copy of these regulations.
5. The lessee will be required to furnish, and
to keep during the currency of his lease,  in a clean,
dry, and secure condition, such sufficient number
of boats and punts as the Government may deter-
mine to be used on the ferry, and such boats and
punts must be approved of, and passed by an officer
appointed in that behalf by the Government. The
following are the dimensions required, viz.:-
Boats.-Not to be  less than  18 feet over all,
5 feet beam, to carry eight passengers ;
two extra  passengers  may be carried for
one foot by one inch more in the foregoing
measurement  ; the number of passengers
each boat is licensed to carry to be
painted in legible characters  in some con-
spicuous part thereof; a man to be in
constant attendance with each boat, and
each boat to be provided with a safe rope
or chain.
Punts.-Not  to be less than 35 feet long and
10 feet wide,  inside  measurement, 3 feet
deep, and decked over level with top of
gunwale  ; height of top rail 3 feet 6 inches
from the deck of punt, with three inter-
mediate  rails,  to have fall-down flaps, be
well battened down to prevent cattle from
slipping, with chains and shifting cross-
bars  at each end, and to be worked by not
less than two men.
6. Life-buoys and  drags, with proper appliances,
shall be furnished by the lessee, who shall be
required to have the  same in constant readiness for
any emergency.
7. During dark nights, and in the  absence of
moonlight , there shall be lights kept burning and
properly trimmed on 'the steps of the ferry, on
each  side of the river, and the  lessee shall  provide
the same.
8. All persons  crossing  the ferry, with the follow-
ing exceptions, shall pay the charges fixed in
Schedule, viz. :-
The Governor, and any person  in actual  attend-
ance  upon him, and any carriages or horses
of or belonging to him.
Ministers  of religion, officers,  soldiers, or
sailors, in  Her Majesty' s service , proceed-
ing or returning  on duty.
Any member of the Executive Government,
officers of police, troopers, and constables
on actual  duty, and any  prisoners  in their
charge.
Any person proceeding  to or returning from
divine worship on the Lord's Day.
All children proceeding to or returning from
any school, whether public or private ; all
officers and men connected with Her
Majesty's Customs and with the Roads
Department, when on duty.
N.B.-The horses or vehicles used by such
exempted parties shall also be conveyed  across the
ferry free.
PENAL  CLAUSES.
9. Any lessee of the ferry who shall infringe
upon, or act contrary to any clause or condition
contained in these regulations, shall, on conviction
before two or more Justices of the Peace, be sub-
ject to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
10. In the event of two convictions within one
month against the lessee of the ferry, such con-
victions shall cancel the lease, and the Government
may at once resume the ferry.
11. If the lessee, or if any collector, boatman, or
ferryman employed by such lessee, shall demand
and take from any person or persons exempt from
payment of charges, and who shall claim such
exemption, as provided in clause 8 of these regula-
tions,  or shall, under color of his office  as lessee,
collector, boatman,or ferryman, wilfully extort from
any person or persons any sum of money or thing
of value whatsoever, as and for, or in lieu of pay-
ment of dues ; or shall refuse to permit and suffer
any person or persons to read, or shall in any
manner hinder or prevent any person or persons
from reading, the inscription on such boards ; or
shall refuse to tell his christian and surname to
any person or persons who shell demand to know
the same, on being paid the said dues, or any of
them, or shall in answer give a false name or
names ; or upon legal dues being tendered or
paid, shall detain or wilfully obstruct, hinder, or
delay any person or persons from passing over the
ferry ; or if such lessee, collector, boatman, or ferry-
man shall make use of any scurrilous or abusive
language to any traveller or passenger ;-then and
in each and every such case the said lessee shall
forfeit and pay for every such offence any sum not
exceeding five pounds, to be recovered before any
two or more of Her Majesty's Justices of the
Peace.
12. If any lessee, or collector, boatman, or ferry-
man employed by such lessee, shall neglect or
unreasonably delay to take across the ferry any
passengers, or travellers of any description, or any
goods or wheeled vehicles delivered to him, in each
and every such case the said lessee shall forfeit and
pay for every such offence any sum not exceeding
five pounds, in addition to any damage that may
arise from such neglect or delay, to be recovered
as hereinbefore provided.
13. If any person liable to the payment of any
dues under these regulations shall, after demand,
neglect or refuse to pay the same, or any part
thereof, it shall be lawful for anyone duly autho-
rised to collect the same, to prevent such person
from passing over the ferry until the dues demand-
able from and payable by such person so refusing to
pay the same be paid and discharged.
14. Any person who shall intentionally evade the
payment of the dues as per schedule shall, unless
exempt from payment thereof, as provided in clause
8 of these regulations, upon conviction, be subject
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
15. No person in a state of intoxication shall be
permitted to cross over in any of the ferry boats,
except when in charge of the police.
16. The lessee shall have the exclusive right of
taking all passengers, live stock, and goods across
the ferry ; and no person or persons shall ply for
hire, by conveying passengers, live stock, or goods
across the river within a radius of three miles of
the ferry, unless authorised to do so by the Govern-
ment, under a penalty not exceeding five pounds
for each offence, to be recovered as hereinbefore
provided.
17. The rent to be paid to the Colonial Treasurer,
in such manner as may be approved by the Govern-
ment, and intimated to the lessee ; and if not so
paid, the lease will be liable to be absolutely
cancelled at the option of the Government.
18. The lessee shall, at the time of executing the
bond, give a warrant of attorney to enter upon
judgment, as a collateral security for the due pay-
ment of the rent, should the Government so desire.
19. The lessee shall not sub-let, or in any way
dispose of the ferry without  the express  sanction  of
the Government.
SCHEDULE.
Ferry Dues and Charges.
s. d.
Every foot passenger with a parcel or par-
cels not exceeding 14 lbs. weight in all 0 2
Single horse, with rider 0 6
All vehicles, of any description whatever, of
two or more wheels, loaded or unloaded,
drawn by one horse or other  animal,
including driver, &c. .. ... ... 1 0
Same, drawn by two horses or other  animals,
including driver, &c., . 1 3
Same  (with the exception of bullock  teams),
drawn by more than two horses or other
animals,  including driver, &c. ... ... 1 6
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Bullock teams, with dray loaded or unloaded,
including driver, &c., and with or with-
out dray, in yokes, including driver ... 1 6
N.B.-The  fares of passengers travelling in vehicles
are included in the foregoing charges.
Cattle or horses, or other large animals, un-
attached, up to ten in number, each .. 0 4
Same, for all above ten in number (the first
ten at rate of 4d. each), each ...  ...  0 3
Sheep, pigs, goats, sucking  calves or foals,
or other small animals (dogs excepted),
0 1
Goods.
Packages exceeding in all 14 lbs., and under
56 Mg.  weight ... ... ... ... 0 2
Ditto, 56 lbs. and under  I  cwt. . 0 4
Every 1 cwt. and under 10 cwt.,  at rate of
per cwt. ... ... ... ... ... 0  6
Every 10 cwt. or more, at rate of per ton, by
dead weight or measurement 5 0
Half of the above rates only shall be paid  in all cases
when return is made on the same day, with the excep-
tion of foot passengers.
Live stock to be put into and out of the punts by the
owners or parties in charge thereof. Goods and
wheeled vehicles to be put into and taken out of the
punts by the  lessee.
The ferry to be opened for the transit of passengers
and goods, at all hours, from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m., at the
above prices.
After 11 p.m. double all the above  rates  shall be
charged and paid.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th August, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
I of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following Regulations to be
observed on the Beenleigh and Waterford Ferries,
Logan River, on and after the 1st September, 1873,
in lieu of those now in force thereat, in virtue of
the provisions of the Acts 2 William IV., No. 12,
and 14 Victoria, No. 5.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
FERRY REGULATIONS.
1. That the ferry be leased by auction, tender, or
otherwise, as the Government may determine.
2. That the ferry rates and charges shall be in
accordance with the annexed Schedule, and that
the same shall be  painted on boards,  and placed in
conspicuous  situations  on each side of the ferry, at
the cost of the lessee thereof. The lessee shall
also provide  scales and  weights, and keep the same
in a convenient place at the ferry.
3. The lessee will be required to make all im-
provements and repairs that may be required at the
approaches to the ferry on each side of the River,
for a distance of 100 feet from low-water mark,
and leave the same in good order at the termination
of his lease.
4. The lessee of the ferry shall  enter  into a bond
in an amount to be fixed by the Government, with
two sureties, for the due performance of his con-
tract, and for his information he will be supplied
with a copy of these regulations.
5. The lessee will be required to furnish, and to
keep during the currency of his  lease, in a clean,
dry, and secure condition, such sufficient number
of boats and punts as the Government may deter-
mine  to be used on the ferry, and such boats and
punts must be approved of, and passed by an officer
appointed in that behalf by the Government. The
following are the  dimensions  required,  viz.:-
Boats.-Not  to be less than 18 feet  over all,
5 feet beam, to carry eight  passengers ;
two extra  passengers  may be carried for
one foot by one inch more in the foregoing
measurement  ; the number of passengers
each boat is licensed to carry to be painted
in legible characters in some conspicuous
part thereof; a man  to be in constant
attendance with each boat, and each boat
to be provided with a safe rope or chain.
Punts.-Not  to be less than 40 feet long and
12 feet wide,  inside measurement, 3 feet
deep, and decked over level with top of
gunwale ; height of top rail  3 feet 6 inches
from the deck of punt, with three inter-
tsediate rails, to have fall-down  flaps, be
well battened down to prevent cattle from
slipping, with chains and shifting cross-
bars at each end, and to be worked by not
less than two men.
6. Life-buoys and drags, with proper  appliances,
shall be furnished by the lessee, who shall be
required to have the  same in constant readiness for
any emergency.
7. During dark nights, and in the absence of
moonlight, there shall be lights kept  burning and
properly trimmed on the steps of the ferry, on
each side of the river, and the  lessee sha ll provide
the same.
8. All persons crossing the ferry, with the follow-
ing exceptions, shall pay the charges fixed in
Schedule, viz. :-
The Governor, and any person in actual attend-
ance upon him, and any  carriages  or horses
of or belonging to him.
Ministers of religion,  officers, soldiers, or
sailors, in Her Majesty's service, proceed-
ing or returning on duty.
Any member of the Executive Government,
officers of police, troopers, and constables
on actual duty, and any prisoners in their
charge.
Any person proceeding to or returning from
divine worship on the Lord's Day.
All children proceeding to or returning £rox
any school, whether public or private ; all
officers and men connected with Her
Majesty's Customs, and with the Roads
Department, when on duty.
N.B.-The horses or vehicles used by such
exempted parties shall also be conveyed  across the
ferry free.
PENAL CLAUSES.
9. Any lessee of the ferry who shall infringe
upon, or act contrary to any clause or condition
contained in these regulations, shall, on conviction
before two or more Justices of the Peace, be sub-
ject to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
10. In the event of two convictions within one
month against the lessee of the ferry, such con-
victions shall cancel the lease, and the Government
may at once resume the ferry.
11. If the lessee, or if any collector, boatman,
or ferryman employed by such lessee, shall demand
and take from any person or persons exempt from
payment of charges (and who shall claim such exemp-
tion), as provided in clause 8 of these regulations, or
shall, under color of his office as lessee, collector,
boatman, or ferryman, wilfully extort from any
person or persons any sum of money or thing of
value whatsoever, as and for, or in lieu of payment
of dues ; or shall refuse to permit and suffer any
person or persons to read, or shall in any manner
hinder or prevent any person or persons from
reading, the inscription such boards; or shall
refuse  to tell his  christian and surname to any
person or-persons who shall demand to know the
same , on being paid the said dues, or any of
them, or shall in answer give a false name or
names; or upon legal dues being tendered or
paid, shall detain or wilfully obstruct, hinder, or
delay any person or persons from passing over
the ferry ; or if such lessee, collector, boatman, or
ferryman shall make use of any scurrilous or
abusive language to any traveller or passenger  ;-
then and in each and every such case the said
lessee shall forfeit and pay for every such offence
any sum not exceeding five pounds, to be recovered
before any two or more of Her Majesty' s Justices
of the Peace.
12. If any lessee, or collector, boatman, or
ferryman employed by such lessee, shall neglect,
or unreasonably delay to take across the  ferry any
passengers, or travellers of any description, or any
goods or wheeled vehicles delivered to him, in each
and every such case the said lessee shall forfeit and
pay for every such offence any sum not exceeding
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five pounds, in addition to any damage that may
arise  from such neglect or delay, to be recovered as
hereinbefore provided.
13. If any person liable to the payment of any
dues under these regulations shall, after demand,
neglect or refuse to pay the same, or any part
thereof, it shall be lawful for anyone duly
authorised to collect the  same,  to prevent such
person from passing over the ferry until the dues
demandable and payable by such person so refusing
to pay the same be paid and discharged.
14. Any person who shall intentionally evade the
payment of the dues, as per Schedule, shall, unless
exempt from payment thereof, as provided in clause
8 of these regulations, upon conviction, be subject
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
15. No person in a state of intoxication shall be
permitted to cross over in any of the ferry boats,
except when in charge of the police.
16. The lessee shall have the exclusive right of
taking  all passengers , live stock, and goods across
the ferry ; and no person or persons shall ply for
hire, by conveying passengers, live stock, or goods
across the river within a radius of three miles of
the ferry, unless authorised to do so by the Govern-
ment , under a penalty not exceeding five pounds
for each offence, to be recovered as hereinbefore
provided.
17. The rent to be paid to the Colonial Treasurer,
in such manner as may be approved by the Govern-
ment, and intimated to the lessee ; and if not so
paid, the lease will be liable to be absolutely
cancelled at the option of the Government.
X18. The lessee shall, at the time of executing the
bond, give  a warrant  of attorney to enter upon
judgment , as a collateral  security for the due pay-
ment of the rent, should the Government so
desire.
19. The  lessee  shall not sub-let, or in any way
dispose of the ferry, without the express sanction
of the Government.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITEI reference to the Notice  issued  from the
Public Works Department, dated 27th
May, 1873, folio 880,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a New Road from Warwick
Agricultural Reserve up Emu Creek to Warwick
Register No. 485, parish of Robinson, county of
Merivale, and no objections having been received
to the same : Notice is hereby given, in accordance
with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the
said portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General ,  Brisbane , and the Police Office, Warwick ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect  of the  said road , are hereby reminded that
notice must be served  upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form  as are provided in the sixth
section  of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever  foreclosed  from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1797.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
SCHEDTTLE.
Ferry Dues and Charges.
s. d.
Every foot passenger with a parcel or par-
cels not exceeding 14119. weight in all... 0 1
Single horse, with rider ... ... ... 0 4
All vehicles, of any description whatever, of
two or more wheels, loaded or unloaded,
drawn by one horse or other animal, in-
cluding driver, &c. ... .. 0 8
Same, drawn by two horses, or other  animals,
including driver, &c. ... ... ... 1 0
Same  (with the exception of bullock  teams),
drawn by more than two horses or other
animals, including driver, &c. ... .. 1 6
Bullock teams, with dray loaded or unloaded,
including driver, &c., and with or with-
out dray, in yokes, including driver ... 1 0
N.B.-The fares of passengers travelling in vehicles
are included in the foregoing charges.
Cattle or horses, or other large  animals, un-
attached, up to ten in number, each ... 0 4
Same, for all above ten in number (the first
ten at rate of 4d. each), each ... ... 0 3
Sheep, pigs, goats, sucking calves or foals or
other small animals (dogs excepted), each 0 1
Goods.
Packages exceeding in all 14 lbs., and under
56 lbs. weight ... ... ... 0 2
Ditto, 56 lbs. and under 1 cwt. .. 0 4
Every 1 cwt. and under 10 cwt., at rate of
per cwt.  6
Every 10 cwt. or more, at rate of per ton,
by dead weight or measurement ... 5 0
Half of the above rates only shall be paid in  all cases
when return is made on the same day, with the excep-
tion of foot qasangers.
Live stock to be put into and out of the punts by the
owners or parties in charge thereof. Goods and wheeled
vehicles to be put into and taken out of the punts by
the lessee.
The ferry to be opened for the transit of passengers and
goods, at all hours, from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m., at the above
prices.
After 11 p.m. double all the above rates shall be charged
and paid.
{
W1TH reference to the Notice, issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 19th
May, 1873, folio 911,  Government Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of a New Road through Selec-
tion No. 125, parish of Basset, county of Carlisle,
and no objections having been received to the
same: Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., N o. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane, and the Police Office, Mackay; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of the
said road, are hereby reminded that notice must
be served upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1820.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W reference to the Notice issued from theW Public Works Department, dated 8th April,
1873, folio 673,  Government Gazette,  relative to the
opening of a New Road from South Pine River
towards Sandgate, parish of Nundah, county of
Stanley, and no objections having been received to
the same: Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been pleased to confirm the said portion of
road ; and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the road referred to, according to
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the Plan and Book of Reference,. to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
PoliceOffice, Brisbane ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must b served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty d,iys from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are provided
in the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
73-1220.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND  NOTICE.
M
ITH  reference to the Notice issued from the
Public Works Department ,  dated 8th April,
1873, folio 673,  Government Gazette,  relative to the
opening of a New Road from  Sandgate Road  through
portion No. 195, parish of Kedron, and portion No.
4, parish of Nundah, county of Stanley, and no
objections having  been  received to the same :
Notice is hereby given ,  in accordance with the
Act 4  William  IV., No.  11, that His Excellency
the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office,  Brisbane  ;  and all persons in-
tending to claim compensation in respect of the said
road, are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary ,  within forty
days from the date hereof',  in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1222.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
C7ITH reference to the Notice issued from
V i the Public Works Department, dated 18th
June, 1873, folio 973,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a New Road from Clifton Rail-
way Station to Clifton Homestead area, parish of
Tooth, county of Aubigny, and no objections
having been received to the  same :  Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion of
road and it is therefore hereby declared ex-
pedient  to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Drayton ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-2129.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice issued from the
1 Public  Works  Department ,  dated  8th April,
1873 , folio  673,  Government Gazette ,  relative to the
opening of a New Road from Cabulture Bridge to
Steamer Wharf, Cabulture River, parish of Canning,
county of Canning, and no objections having been
received to the same: Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road ; and it is there-
fore hereby declared expedient to open and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of theSurveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Brisbane ; and all persons intending to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such inanner and form  as are  provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they
will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Commend,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1221.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
NEW ROAD-SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice issued from the
Public Works Department, dated 19th
May, 1873, folio 853,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a New Road through Pre-emp-
tives 63 and 64, Glengallan Run, parish of Robin-
son, county of Merivale, and no objections having
been received to the same : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 1'l,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to con-
firm the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Drayton;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1526.
ANNUAL PASTORAL RENT LIST  FOR 1873.
THE attention of Crown Lessees ,  and others,is directed to the  Queensland Government
Gazette  of 5th August, 1873, containing a list of
all Rents and Assessments due and payable at the
Treasury on or before 30th September, 1873.
The  Gazette  may be seen at any Court House
in the Colony on application  to the C.P .S., or may
be obtained direct from the Government Printing
Office by remitting the sum of one shi ll ing.
J. P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 10th June, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above  are now  open at Allora,
Banana,  Beenleigh, Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton., Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Gympie,
Ipswich, Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Milchester, Mount  Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office
(Brisbane ),  Springsure , S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
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Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the. remainder;
on deposits exceeding 9200. the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further  information can be obtained  by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
DESIGNS FOR PROPOSED WHARFAGE,
PETRIE'S BIGHT.
THE time for  receiving  Designs for the
1 above Work has been extended to Noon on
SATURDAY, the 30th August.
Enlarged plans  of the site of the proposed
Wharves can now be obtained at the office of the
Portmaster.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
Treasury,
Queensland , 10th July, 1873.
TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, ETC,
DESIGN FOR PROPOSED WHARFAGE.
I1 HE Government having in contemplation the
Leasing of the River Frontage in Petrie's
Bight, Brisbane River, with a view to the erection
there of Wharves, according to an approved plan,
hereby invite competitive designs for the same.
A premium of One Hundred pounds will be
awarded for the most approved, and Fifty pounds
for the next approved, design. The accepted
designs to become the property of the Govern-
ment.
The principal objects and requirements sought
for in these designs are :-
1st. Permanency of structure.
2nd. Depth of water sufficient to allow a vessel
drawing 17 feet to float at low water, with a
depth at face of wharves of not less than 14 feet.
3rd. The greatest possible accommodation for
shipping that the site will admit of without inter.
fering with the navigation of the river.
4th. Easy access for drays to and from the
wharves.
5th. Means of connecting the line of proposed
wharves with those above, or that may at any future
time  be constructed below such wharves.
6th. Adaptability of design for use of tramways
along the wharves, if such should be hereafter
required.
The drawings submitted by competitors must con-
sist of a general plan drawn upon a scale of 30 feet
to one inch, showing the proposed arrangement of
wharves and site for warehouses, &c., connected
therewith, together with carefully prepared detail
drawings showing method of construction, &c., upon
a scale of not less than 4 feet to 1 inch, with all
necessary dimensions figured on. An estimate of
cost and general specification of the proposed works
must also accompany the designs.
A plan of the ground has been prepared by
Government, giving soundings of depth of water
along the proposed site of wharves, lithographic
copies of which  can be  obtained by intending
competitors upon application to this Office.
Designs must be lodged at the Treasury by noon
on MONDAY, the 14th July, and must have
appended to them a motto, but no name ; and with
the Design must be a separate enclosure containing
the name of the Designer, and the motto he has
appended to the Design.
Further particulars may be obtained from the
Portmaster, Captain G. P. HEATH, R.N.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 28th May, 1873.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS, 1874-5.
S
ERVICES No. 61 (Gainsford and Copper-
field), and No. 81 (Westwood and Gainsford),
are withdrawn from list of Tenders called for
on 13th August, 1873.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
General Post Office,
Queensland, 13th August, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE, 1874-5.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
S
EPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, and
will be received until noon of SATURDAY,
the 11th October next, for the conveyance of Post
Office Mails, as undermentioned, from the 1st
January, 1874.
All lenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously on
application at any Post Office in the Colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words "  Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the Tender Box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail services for which they
tender, and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each
service, as well as for the periods mentioned,
namely, one'year or two years.
Every Tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on the 20th October next, and must then
be prepared, if called on, forthwith to pay to the
Postmaster-General a sum equal to ten per cent. of
the amount of such of their tenders as may be
accepted, as a guarantee until their bonds and con-
tracts shall be executed.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender can be inspected at the General Post
Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster-General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
Service-From and to, and to and from :-
Number of Service-2. Brisbane, Tingalpa, and
Cleveland.-By coach, twice a week, for one or two
years.
6. Brisbane and Nerang Creek,  vid.  Eight-mile
Plains, Logan Reserve, Waterford, Beenleigh,
Pimpama, Coomera, and Coombambah.-By coach,
three times a week, for one or two years.
7. Brisbane and Gympie,  via  Stewart's Ferry,
Yandina, and One-mile creek.-By coach,  twice a
week, for one or two years.
8. Nerang Creek and Kynumboon.-By horse,
twice a week, for one or two years.
11. Brisbane, Rocky Waterholes, Oxley, Goodna,
and Ipswich. -By coach, twice a day (except Sun•
days), and expresses when required, for one or two
years. The distance to be curtailed as the railway
traffic is extended, a proportionate reduction of
payment being made.
13. Dalby and Condamine,  via  Kogan and
Wombo.--By coach, twice a week, for one or two
years.
14- Condamine and Roma, via Morabie, Wallum-
billa, and Blythedale.-By coach, twice a week, for
one or two years.
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15. Roma and Mitche ll  Downs ,  via  Mount Abun-
dance, Bungeworgorai ,  Bindango ,  and Amby Downs.
- By horse, twice a week, for one or two years.
16. Mitchell Downs and Charlevi ll e.- By horse,
twice a week ,  for one or two years.
17. Brisbane ,  Caboolture ,  and Jimna ,  via  Durun-
dur and Kilcoy .- By horse, once a week, for one or
two years.
22. Ipswich and Unumgar  (N.S.W.),  via  Peak
Hotel, One Eye Waterhole, Dugandan, Coochin
Coochin, and Maroon. - By horse ,  once a week, for
one or two years.
26. Toowoomba and Emu Creek,  via  Highfields.
- By horse, once a week, for one or two years.
27. Toowoomba and Drayton .- By horse, twice
a day, for one or two years.
29. Cambooya and Leyburn .- By horse, twice a
week ,  for one or two years .  In times of flood,
mails to be conveyed from and to Warwick and
Leyburn.
34. Dalby Post Office and the Railway Station.-
By coach ,  once a day (except Sundays ),  for one or
two years.
35. Dalby and Goondiwindi ,  via  Broadribb's,
Gore's, Jolly's ,  Liscomb's ,  St. Ruth's, Cecil Plains,
Western Creek ,  Wyaga, Billa Billa, Gooda, and
Yamberco ll i.- By horse, once a week ,  for one or
two years.
36. Dalby and St. George,  via  Halliford, We-
ranga, Tartha ,  Cooroorah ,  Coomrith ,  Canmaroo,
West Teelbar ,  Kooroona, Balledine, Warre, and
West Haran. - By horse, once a week ,  for one or
two years.
37. Dalby and Gayndah, via Jimbour, Burran-
dowan ,  Boondooma, and Cooranga .-By horse, or
by two- horse mail cart, once a week ,  for one or two
years.
44. Warwick and Stanthorpe ,  via Maryland
(N. S. W.).-By  coach, six times a week , for one
or two years.
45. Cunnamulla and Thorgomindab ,  via  Sharpe's,
Eulo, Doyle's (Yowar),  Brookes and Sadler's, and
Sullivan 's Gumhole Station.-By horse, once a
week ,  for one or two years.
46. Goondiwindi and Mungindi ,  via  Callandoon,
Winton, Welltown ,  Talwood, and Wilverah (in
time of flood ,  via Picton 's, between Talwood and
Mungindi ).- By horse, once a week ,  for one or two
years.
48. Condamine and Surat ,  via  Undullah ,  Murilla,
Warkon, Combarngo, and Noorindoo.-By horse,
once a week, for one or two years.
49. St. George and Curriwillinghi ,  via  Bombah,
Doondi, Curriwildi, Nee Nee, Boorimberra, and
Euraba .- By horse, once a week ,  for one or two
years.
50. Maryborough and Gympie,  via  Tiaro, Owan-
yilla, and Gootchy.-By coach, six times a week,
for one or two years.
52. St. George and Mitchell Downs,  via  Wagaby,
Wondan, Cashmere No. 10, Waterloo, Perwell,
Glencoe, Hillsborough, and Foyle View.-By horse,
once a week ,  for one or two years.
53. Condamine and Taroom ,  via  Tieryboo, Wal-
lann, Juandah ,  and Rochdale .- By horse, once a
week ,  for one or two years.
M.  Gympie and One-mile Creek .- By horse,
once a day, for one or two years.
55. Roma and  Taroom,  via  Euthella, Myall
Downs, Mount Hutton ,  Baroondah ,  Googarry,
Euroombah, and Kinnoul .- By horse, once a week,
for one or two years.
56. Gympie and Tewantin .- By horse, once a
week ,  for one or two years ,  subject to three months
notice.
59. Maryborough Post Office and the Wharf, to
meet every steamer .- By dray, for one or two years.
60. Rockhampton Post Office and the Railway
Station.-By coach, twice a day, except Sundays,
for one or two years.
64. M aryborough and Gayndah,  via  Degilbo.-
By coach, twice a week, for one or two years.
65.  St. Lawrence Post Office and Steamers at
the Wharf, Broadsound.-By horse, to meet
steamers and vessels carrying mails, for one or two
years.
67. St. Lawrence and Nebo ,  via  Collaroy ,  Tiery-
woomba, and Funnel Creek .- By horse, once a
week, for one or two years. -
68. Westwood,  Banana,  and Taroom,  via  Cal-
liungal ,  Rannes, Kyanga ,  Walloon, Camboon, Cra-
cow, and  Cockatoo. -By horse ,  once a week, for
one or two years.
70. Mackay  and Nebo,  via  Hazlewood.-By
horse, once a week ,  for one or two years.
71. Nebo  and Copperfield ,  via Oxford Downs,
Police Barracks ,  Grosvenor Downs, Tinwald Downs,
Spring Diggings ,  Wolfing,  and Clermont.-By
horse, once a week ,  for one or two years.
73. Clermont and Beaufort ,  via  Western Dig-
t ings, Police Barracks ,  Rolfe's, Banchory ,  and Sur-
iton .  returning from Beaufort ,  via  Craven, Bely-
ando Hotel ,  Banchory ,  Blue Mountain Peak ,  Police
Barracks ,  Red Rock Valley ,  Oakey Creek Hotel,
and Western Diggings .- By horse, once a week, for
one or two years.
74. Clifton and Spring Creek .- By horse, once a
day (except Sundays )  for one or two years.
75. Warwick and Leyburn ,  via  Toolburra and
Talgai.-By  horse, once a week ,  for one or two
years.
76. Rockhampton and St. Lawrence ,  via  Yaamba,
Princhester, Police Barracks ,  Marlborough, Too-
loomba ,  and Waverley .- By horse, once a week, for
one or two years.
83. Blackall and Bowen Downs,  via  Home Creek,
Cameron's ,  Aramac, and Ravenshead .- By horse,
once a week ,  for one or two years.
84. Warwick Post Office and the Railway Station.
-By coach ,  twice a day (except Sundays ),  for one
or two years.
85. Gayndah and Banana ,  via  Dalgangal, Rawbe lle
Cattle Station ,  and Belmont .- By horse, once a
week, for  one or two years.
87. Walloon and Sandy Creek (Mount Esk),  via
Glamorgan Vale and Tarampa.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
89. Gladstone and Kariboe ,  via  Ten-mile Creek,
Boyne Reef, Mann's, Riverston ,  Barmundoo, and
Milton, with extension to Kroombit Copper
Mines-.By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
103. Gladstone and Banana ,  via  Calliope Dig-
gings, East Stowe, Catfish ,  Upper Calliope Station,
Mount Alma, Callide, Prairie, and Kooingal.-By
horse, once a week ,  for one or two years.
104. Gayndah and Mount Perry.-By horse,
twice a week ,  for one or two years.
105. Rockhampton, Cawarral, and Hewittville.-
By coach, once a week ,  for one or two years (sub-
ject to three months' notice).
109. Gainsford and Springsure ,  via  Wooroonga,
Barangah ,  Bauhinia Downs, Albinia Downs, Meteor
Downs, Orion Downs, and Rainworth.-By horse,
once a week ,  for one or two years.
111. Springsure and Beaufort,  via  Glenlee, Echo
Hills, and  Avoca.- By horse, once a week ,  for one
or two years.
112.  Tambo and Isis Downs,  via  Elizabeth Creek,
Forest Hi ll, Ravensbourne ,  Moorsland, Terrick
Terrick, Wooroolah, Malvern Hills, Thornleigh,
and Portland .- By horse, o tae a week, for one or
two years.
115. Gympie  and Kilkivan ,  via  Black Snake.-
By horse, once a week  (subject to three months'
notice).
117. Kariboe  and Mount  Perry.- By horse, once
a week ,  for one or two years.
127. Degilbo and Mount Perry .- By horse, once
a week ,  for one or two years.
130. Bundaberg and Mount Perry  via  Bingera,
Gin Gin , Moolboolaman ,  Boolboonda ,  and  Walca.  -
By horse, twice a week ,  for one or two years. -
13]. Eulo and Hoodsville.-By horse, once a
week ,  for one or two years.
133. Elizabeth Creek and Thorgomindah,  via  Lis-
towel Downs, Tintinchilla, Commongin, Ardoch,and
Norley.-By horse, once a fortnight, for one or
two years.
135. Stanthorpe and Ballandean, and Stanthorpe
and Bookookoorara .- By coach, twice a week, for
one or two years.
i
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139. St. George and Cunnamulla  (route to he
determined).-By horse, once a fortnight, for one
or two years.
140. Thorgomindah and Hoodsville.-By horse,
once a week, for one or two years.
141. Hawkwood and Caamboon,  via  Yerilla,
Redbank Township, Redbank Station, Calrossie,
and Knockbreak.-By horse, once a week, for one
or two years.
142. Cawarral and Toorilla ,  via  Mulambin,
Taranganba, Bald Hills Township, Bamoyea,
Byfield, Raspberry Creek, Tilpal,  and Banksia
Plains.-By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
144. Clermont and Aramac (route to be deter.
mined).-By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
General Post Office,
Queensland, 8th August, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE 1874.5.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.SEPARATE Tenders are  hereby invited, and
will be received until noon of SATURDAY,
the 11th October next, for the conveyance of Post
Office  Mails, as  undermentioned, from the 1st
January, 1874.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously on
application at any Post Office in the colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number  of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the Tender Box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail services for which they
tender, and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire  service as  called for.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each
service, as  well as for the periods mentioned,
namely, one year or two years.
Every Tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount  of the contract.
Persons tendering , or their  agents, are  required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane , on the 20th October next, and must then
be prepared, if called on, forthwith to pay to the
Postmaster -General  a sum equal to  ten per  cent. of
the amount  of such of their tenders as may be
accepted as a guarantee  until their bonds  and con-
tracts hall  be executed.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender can be inspected at the General Post
Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
The Government will not  necessarily  accept the
lowest or any Tender.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster-General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
Service-From and to, and to and from
Number of Service.-80. Bowen and Mackay,
via  Newstead, Proserpine, Gogango, Bloomsbury,
St. Helen's, Jollimount, and Cook's Station.-By
horse, once a fortnight, for one or two years.
86. Bowen and Nebo,  via  Bowen Crossing, Nor-
manby Goldfield, Blenheim, McEwan's, Lake
Elphinstone, and Fort Cooper, including Bowen
Run and  Sonona. -By horse, once a week, for one
or two years.
92. Bowen and Ravenswood.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years ; route to be determined.
94. Townsville and Dalrymple.-By horse, once
a week, for one or two years.
95. Dalrymple and Cape River Goldfields.-By
horse, once a week, for one or two years.
100. Richmond Downs and the Cloncurry River
via  Minnimere  and MacGillivrays.-By horse, once
a month, for  one or two years.
119. Gilberton  and Georgetown . By horse, once
a week ,  for one or two years.
120. Georgetown and Normanton.-By horse,
once a fortnight, for one or two years.
122. Bowen Downs and Hughenden.-By horse,
once a fortnight, for one or two years.
124. Cloncurry and Normanton,  via  Sheaffes,
Dalgonally, Millengera, Taldora, Conobie, Clifton,
Sorghum Downs, and Bynoe.-By horse, once a
month, for one or two years.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane , 5th August, 1873.
MONEY ORDER OFFICE, ST. LAWRENCE.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
a Money Order Office will be established at
St. Lawrence on the 1st September next.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
QUEENSLAND BOARD OF GENERAL
EDUCATION.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
rpHE Queensland Board of Education will grant
Grammar School Scholarships annually to
deserving  Pupils of the Primary Schools of the
Colony. The Board will pay the Grammar School
tuition fees of such Primary School boys as shall
prove themselves , on examination , to be fitted for
a higher class of education than is afforded in the
Primary Schools.
2. Examinations  for Scholarships will be held
simultaneously  at some time  during the first three
weeks of the December of  every  year, one month's
notice at least to be given of the precise date of
holding.  Examiners  to be appointed by the Board.
3. The examinations for 1874 Scholarships will
take place in December, 1873, at Brisbane, Ips-
wich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, and Rockhampton
only, unless special application shall be made and
approved for holding  examinations  elsewhere ; but
candidates may present themselves from any Pri-
mary School.
4. Nominations of candidates, by the principal
teachers of their respective schools, must reach the
Education Office at least one month before the
date fixed for holding  the examinations , and the
nominations  must be accompanied by a statement
that the candidates are Primary School scholars,
not exceeding fourteen years of age at the date of
the examinations , that they have  not been pupils
at a grammar  school, and have been in fairly
regular attendance at a primary  school for the
previous six months ,  and have been Queensland
Primary School boys for eighteen months.
5. Scholarships will be tenable, during good
behaviour and the pleasure of the Board, for three
years.
6. The examinations will be held under the
supervision  of responsible officers of the Board
appointed for the purpose. The questions will be
the same in all  places . The candidates '  papers are
to be  anonymous , distinguished by a motto or
number, and accompanied by a sealed envelope
containing  the name and age of the candidate, the
whole to be forwarded under seal to the Secretary
of the Board, immediately after  the examinations,
for transmission to the Examiners.
7. Successful competitors will be entitled,
through their  parents or guardians , to elect the
particular Grammar School at which they shall
study ; and, in the case of change of residence, or
other sufficient cause shown,  leave  will be given for
transfer from one Grammar School to another.
8. The subjects of examination for 1874 scho-
larships will be the same as those prescribed in the
Board's printed regulations for boys who have
reached the fourth form in a Primary School.
9. The percentage of marks entitling to a
Scholarship at the  next examinations  will be fifty
(50) ; but in  special cases , brought under their notice
by the Examiners, the Board may act independently
of this rule.
By order of the Board,
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st August, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  " The Grown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 "  (31 Victoria ,  No. 46),  has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing ,  within two months from this date.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation.
1 A. Hodgson and R . Ramsay Road separating portions 69A, 69B,
2 A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay
3 A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay
4
72A, and 72n, from portions 68A,
688, 73A, and 73 1,
Road separating portions 67k, 67a,
74A, and 74B, from portions 66A,
668, 66c, 66D, 75A. 758, 75c, and
75D
Road  aspirating  portions 818, 81A;
from 80A, 808, and 828, 81a, 80B,
79B, 78D, from 83A, 831F, 84A, 84B,
85A, 85B
Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
Cambooya ... ...  6 0 6
Cambooya
Cambooya
CambooyaA. Hodgson and R. Ramsay Road separating portions 83D, 83F,
A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay
A. Hodgson and It. Ramsay
A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay
84A, 84n, 85A, 858, from portions
1, 2, 3, 4, 86, and 87
Road separating portions 34A and Cambooya
34B from portions 35A and 35B
Road separating portions 38A and Cambooya
38B from portions 39A and 39B
Road separating portions 3 and 5 Ramsay ...
from portions 6 and 10
Ship. Whence.  Importers . Date Ware- Impo rt  Bondhoused. Mark. Mark.
NOTE.-The above Roads are proposed to be closed in consequence of a new Road being about to be opened to Cambooya Railway
Station.
REAL PROPERTY  TRANSFER  NOTICE.
T
AKE  Notice ,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of "  The Real  Property Act  of  1861 ."  Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
odging ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveatmay be lodged.
2 roods, being allotment 5 of section 10, parish and
town of Warwick, county of Merivale
James Jones Kingsford ... 23rd September, 1873.
12 6-10ths perches, being subdivision A of eastern sub•
urban allotment 66, parish of North Brisbane,
count f St l
Amelia Pettigrew ... ... Ditto.
y o an ey
31 acres, being portion 34, parish of Indooroopilly, James Gibbon and William
county of Stanley Leworthy Goode Drew,
Ditto.
trustees  with  power of sale
under the Will of Henry
Chas.  Rawneley
L
IST of Overtime and Damaged Goods, in Queen's Warehouse, St. Lawrence, to be Sold by Auction,
at the Custom House, on SATURDAY, September 27th, 1873.
Date of
Arrival.
1870.
1 April .. .  Tinonee ... Sydney
11 March  ...  Tinonee ... Sydney,
1870.
Woods, Shortland ,  23 August R F
Fox, and Co.  444 2
Ditto .. F No. 3 1 C  No. 3
.. Tinonee  ... Sydney Ditto
1873.
20 January
234
ENo.4CNo.4
234 2
1873.
Goods. Quantities.
3 0 0
5 3 30
Data
when
liable to
sale.
1873.
15 cases brandy 29-;a gals., 21.1 u.p. 23 Aue.
1 qr.-cask brandy  29A gals .,  0.9 up.
1 qr.-cask brandy 29,-, gals., 0.5 u.p.
Hannah Sydney Fox and Adair  ...  3 March ... PM  I  8 4 casks biscuits 388 lbs.
Newton  6
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane , 20th August, 1873.
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Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane , 30th July, 1873.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
T OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the undermentioned articles are in the custody of the Lost Property
1r Department ,  Southern and Western Railway, as lost property.
Owners can obtain the same on application  to the  Traffic Manager, Ipswich, and paying costs.
If not released on or before  SATURDAY,  13th September ,  1873 ,  they will be sold by public
uction, to defray expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Date found. Station and Place . Where found. Description of Art icle.
1873.
1 January Ipswich On platform 1 package ,  shirt, &c.
1 „
„
On line 1 lady's hat
6  Warwick 1st class  No. 3, Up 1 pipe and case
17  „ Ipswich On platform 1 paper parcel,  containing a dress
21  Dalby 1st class  No. 2, Up 1  parcel glass
21  Laidley On line 1 lady's hat
23
„
Ipswich 2nd class No .  4, Down 2 parasols
23 11 1 straw hat
18 February  Walloon On line Remains of  quarter- bag  flour
10 March  Warwick 2nd class  No. 5, Up 1 parasol
13
„
let class  No. 3, Up 1 tobacco pouch
15 In goods shed 1 bundle matting
1  fl15
„
atiron
15
„ 31 3 broom handles
17
„ Ipswich On platform
1 package , shirt, &c.
17 1 walkin stick
„ „
17 2nd class No .  2, Down
g
..  1 bundle  cabbage-tree
18
„ „ His E
nor'
xcellency  the Gove
s Special
r-  1 walking stick
20  Warwick On lin e 1 gentleman's hat
21  Ipswich On sta tion 3 packages, containing clothing
24 „ Murphy' s Creek On lin e 1 lady' s straw hat
26  Warwick On sta tion 1 bag sundries
26 1 blue swag
26 1 bundle clothes, with 1 billy  attached
31 On pla tform 1 valise, containing clothes
31 11 1 fibre mattress, RA over W
10 April  Ipswich 2nd class carriage 1 parasol
11 Platform 1 coat
24 Toowoomba Cloak room 1 trunk, containing  women's wearing
apparel
24 „ 3 felt hats
24 l cap
24 1 shawl
17 May  Cambooya Main Range 1 handkerchief bundle
19  Ipswich Platform 1 piece matting
20 In carriage  1 pipe and tobacco
20 1 muffler
20 1 lady's bag
20  Cambooya On ground opposite station 1 tent swag
20 1 1 handkerchief parcel
20  Ipswich 2ndclass No. 4, Down 1 basket, containing towel
20 Toowoomba Dalby line 1 child's hat
21  Highfields Main Range 1 hat with turban
26 Toowoomba Cloak room  1 lady's scarf
'26
„ „
1 ladys winter cloak
31  Ipswich On platform 1 swag of clothes
31 1 bag clothes
31 1 hat box, containing black hat
31 2 saddle bags
5 June Warwick On station 2 axle blocks
5
„
.. , . 11 1 sheet iron
9 Highfields 66, 70, Main Range .. 1 hat
9 „ Ipswich On platform .. .. 1 handkerchief parcel
A quantity of old  second -hand  railway porters '  uniform.
LIST OF LOST PROPERTY ON HAND AT IPSWICH  STATION ,  30TH JUNE, 1873.
SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAY.LIST of UNCLAIMED  GOODS  on hand ,  IPSWICH STATION, 30th June ,  1873:-
Date. Name. Station fro m. Station to. Desc ri ption.
1872.
5 September .. Harvey ... Ipswich Warwick 1 net, and rope attached
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General Post Office,
Brisbane, Queensland, 18th August, 1873.
T
HE following  SUMMARIES of RAINFALL, taken at the undermentioned  Stations  throughout the
Colony, during the Month of JUNE, 1873, are published for general information.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster-Genes al.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF JUNE, 1873.
MEOWING the Latitude and Longitude, and distance from Sea-coast of each Station ; also, the  maximum
fall during 24 hours, and date of same, the number of days on which Rain fell, and Total Rainfall of
the Month.
This Table will be continued monthly, and the returns obtained  from new Stations  added to it
as received.
Name of Station . Latitude  (South ). Longitude  (East). Distance fromsea-coast.
Maximum in 24
hours ,  and date.
No. of
days Rain
fell.
Total
Rainfall.
Miles. Inches. Date. Inches.
Banana  ... ... ... 24° 30' 150° 10' 80 115 3rd 10 7 *54
Beenleigh (Windaroo) ... 27 49 153 8 10 3.54 17th 11 13.77
Bloomsbury ... ... 20 39 148 32 12 2.50 17th 5 4.60
Bowen ... ... ... 20 1 148 16 on coast 0.65 8th 9 2.69
Brisbane ... ... ... 27 28 153 6 10 4.10 17th 15 14.03
Caamboon 25 1 150 25 105 5.75 17th 10 14.94
Cabulture (Morayfield)* 27 7 152 55 5
Cape Moreton ... ... 27 1 153 28 on coast 2.10 17th 18 13.23
Cardwell ... ... 18 6 146 0 on coast 1.37 10th 13 4.31
Cashmere ... ... 18 3 145 13 50 0.40 24th 9 1.15
Charleville ... ... 26 35 146 6 350 1.40 11th 11 7.10
Clermont ... ... 22 45 147 38 130 0.94 15th 7 3.02
Cleveland ... ... 27 32 153 18 on coast 2.70 17th 10 12.74
Condamine ... ... 26 67 150 6 180 2.38 10th 12 8.43
Craven* ... ... ... 23 10 147 0 180
Creen Creek* ... ... 18 0 142 0 119
Dalby ... ... ... 27 30 151 15 112 1.75 16th 8 6.18
Durah* ... 26 20 150 28 135
Enoggera Reservoirs ... 27 27 152 55 16
Fairlie Plainst ... ... ... ... 500 0.84 16th 13 2.92
Gayndah ... ... 25 38 151 36 72 1.76 17th 11 6.22
George-tn,EthridgeRiver 17 57 143 40 176 0.07
.
Sth 2 0.10
Gilbert River ... ... 17 54 143 0 133 0 15 3rd 1 0115
Gladstone ... ... 23 50 151 20 on coast 3.10 17th 10 8.76
Goodna ... ... ... 27 36 152 56 21 4.50 17th 12 11.70
Gyymmppie ... ... ... 26 12 152 38 30 5.52 16th 8 11.83
Helidon ... ... 27 39 152 3 60 5.15 17th 11 11.02
Herbert River, Lower*... 18 25 146 6 5
Ipswich ... ... ... 27 38 152 48 28 5.07 17th 12 14.39
Junction Creek ... 17 45 144 9 78 0.08 10th 4 0.18
Keppel Bay ... ... 23 28 151 4 on coast 3.00 16th 5 10.00
Lytton 27 25 153 11 on coast 3.50 17th 9 10.73
Mackay ... ... ... 21 10 149 5 5 1.72 Sth 11 3.89
Marlborough ... ... 22 57 150 1 40 1.10 16th 4 3.01
Maryborough ... ... 25 35 152 43 18 3.36 17th 12 10.25
Nebo ... ... ... 21 55 148 10 50 0.49 4th 9 1.95
Normanton ... ... 17 38 141 25 38 0.39 10th 1 0.39
Norman-mouth*... ... 17 28 141 0 on coast
.Ravenswood* ... ... 20 20 146 50 70
Rockhampton ... ... 23 25 150 25 20 • 2.64 16th 7 8.87
Roma ... ... ... 26 37 148 42 230 1.95 8th 10 7.79
Sandy Cape 24 48 153 25 on coast 4.05 17th 20 14.94
Springsure (Rainworth) 24 30 149 0 180 1.84
'
3rd 11 6.89
St. Helenat ... ... 27 26 153 16 on coast 4 50 4th 11 23.10
St. Lawrence ... ... 22 21 149 30 8 0.50 16th 9 1.34
Stanthorpe* ... ... 28 40 152 0
Taroom ... ... ... 25 38 149 45 160 2.47 16th 11 7.95
Toowoomba ... ... 27 34 152 10 80 5.80 17th , 14 13.76
Townsville ... ... 19 18 146 50  on coast 5.10 9th 5 6.74
Va lley of Lagoons ... 18 23 145 0 140 0.32 8th 11 1.53
Warwick ... ... 28 12 152 16 90 2.22 18th 13 9.88
Waterview ... ... 18 5 146 10 5 2.37 8th 13 5.74
Westwood ... ... 23 38 150 8 45 1.87 16th 8 9.88
Woody Island ... ... 25 21 152 57 on coast 5.07 16th 16 11.63
• No Return received . t  New Station.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
TIME TABLE.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.- On and after
 MONDAY,
 9th September ,  1872, the foll owing Time Table wi ll  come
1.
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA,.DALBY, AND WARWICK.
MILES.
From
r_pswic'1.
Too-
woumba.
8 ...
12 ...
18 ...
21
25
29
38
49
69 ...
69 ...
78 ...
82.35
85 7
85
903
94
102
109
118
120
131
140
143
86
90
97
106
114
127
130
7
121
16
24
31
40
42
63
62
65
PT&Tloi S.
Ipswich ...
Walloon ...
Rosewood
Western Creek
Grandchester arrive
f depart
Victoria  Tunnel ...
Laidley ... ... ...
Gatton ...
Helidon ...
Murphy's Creek
Highfields ...
Toowoomba ...
Mahoney's Gate
Gowrie Junction
arrive
{ depart
1
arrive
depart
I
arrive
depart
.,. arrive
Gowrie Junction ... depart
For Williams' Camp ..,
Westbrook  Crossing... .
Cambooya ...
Emu Creek  Siding ... ...
King' s  Creek  ... ... ...
Clifton ...
Allora
Lyndhurst Road
Warwick ...
Gowrie  Junction
 ...  depart
... Gowrie ... ... ...
... Oakey Creek ... ... ...
... Jondaryan ... ... ...
... Bowenville ... ... ...
... Blaxland's Siding ...
... Dalby ... ... ...
UP TRAINS.
No.1, No.2.  No. 3, No.4,
M
A.M.
*8.30
9.22
1010
ixed. Mixed. Goods.
A.M.
10.0
10.28
A
A
*11.8
11.12
A
11.49
12.18
12.53
1.8
*1.48
1.52
2*44
3.32
4.5
B
A.M. P.M.
10.50
B
*11.16
*11.25
A
A
12.25
A
1.18
1.28
2.5
A
2.45
4.30
L
6.8
5.38
A
A
6.50
4.20
A
A
5.20
A
6.13
*6.23
7.0
A
7.40
8-27,
9.19
10.7
MILEP.
From From
STATIONS.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 30ih August, 1872.
into operation  until further noitee.
No.1,
Dalby.  Warwick .  Goods.
A.M.
Dalby ... ... ... ...
3 ... Blaxland's Siding .. . ... ...
16 ... Bowenvillo
 ... ... ... ...
24 ... Jondaryan ... ... ... ...
33 ... Oakey Creek . ...
40 ... I Gowrie ... ... ... ...
45 ... Gowrie Junction
 ... arri ve ...
3
12
23
25
34
41
49
52;
58
S0'46
Warwick
Lyndhurst Road
Allora ... ...
Clifton ... ...
King's  Creek ... ...
Emu Creek Siding ...
Cambooya .. ...
Westbrook Crossing...
For Williams' Camp... ... •..
Gowrie Junction ... arrive ...
Mahoney's Gate ... ... •••
... ... Gowrie Junction ..depart
52 65 Toowoomba 1arrive
l depart
61 ... Highfields ... .. ...
71 ... Murphy's Creek arrive
idepart
81
 ...  Helidgn ... J arriveldepart
92 ... Gatton ... ... ...
101 ... Laidley ,.. ... ...
105 .,. Victoria Tunnel ... ...
109 ... Grandchester Iarrivedepart
112 ... Western Creek ... ...
118 ... Rosewood ...
122 ... Walloon ...
130 ... Ipswich ...
* Trains meet here.
630
7.20
8.10
..
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
No. 2,
Mixed.
A.M.
6.50
7.40
*8.30
9.10
9'25
10.0
10.29
A
11.4
*11.8
A
A
11.49
12.17
DOWN TRAINS.
No. 3,
Mixed.
No. 4, No. 5.
Mixed. Goods.
No. e
Mixed.
A.M. A.M. A.M.
8.40 ...
A ...
A ...
9.58 ...
10.30 ...
A ...
P.M.
8.5 ... ... 5.5
A A ... A
8.45 ... ... 5.45
9.22 ... ...
 *6,23
9.32 ... ... 6.33
A A ... A f..
1026 ... ... 7.26 k Q1_
A A ... A
toA A ... A
s ... B
*11.25 *11.16 ... 8.26
11.55 11.44 8.56
... 12.4 11.50 ...
... 12.54 12.40
... 1.44 1.30
... *1.48
... 2.28
... 2.43
... 3.18
3.47
... A
... 4.22
... 4.26
... A
.., A
... *5.8
... 5.36
All Day Tickets issued  on Saturdays available  to return on the following Monday.
NoTE.-The Trains will stop only  at those places  at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates.  Passengers  requiring to alight  at those places can
or'y do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
(13.) The Nos. 2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down Trains only, will, for the present, stop at this Crossing, subject to  the foregoing regulation.
Goode Trains will be  run when necessary.
No. 5, No. 6,
Mixed. Mixed.
P.M. P.M.
... 4.40
*5.8
A A
A
5,A47
5.51
A A
... 6.28
... 6'57
... 7.32
... 7.47
2.7 ...
2.59 ...
3.47
...  4765
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SC)UTHER.N AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Week ending August 16th, 1873
Corresponding  week last year...
Increase
Decrease
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
£ s. d. £ a. d. d.
410 6 9 1,216 7 11 49 9 4 1 1,676 4 0
465 5 3 994 9 8 52 5 10 1,512 0 9
'
221 18 3 164 3 3
54 18 6 2 16 6
EDWD. DEIGHTON,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  or Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
G
REAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and  after MONDAY , the 14th instant ,  the following Time
Table will come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles fro m
Rook-
hampton.
Stations Up Train,
it Miles
Mixed. from West.wood.
K.M.
. .  11' 0Rockhampton
6
..
11.24Gracemere ... 6
16 Stanwell  12. 0 15
24 Rosewood Crossing A 24
30 Westwood .,. 1. 0 30
Stations. Down TrainMixed.
p.m.
Westwood 3-30
Rosewood Crossing ... A
Stanwell 4 *30
Gracemere ... 5 6
Rockhampton... ... ... 6 *30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  f ro m the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
STATEMENT of RecitiPTS and EXPENDITURE of the GAYNDAH MUNICIP L COUNCIL, from
1st January, to 30th June, 1873.
Dr. Cr,
1 Jan., 1873 £ s. d. 30 June, 1873. £ s. d
To balance in hand 6 12 6 By  Balance  .. .. .. .. . ,  35 3 9
Rates half-year 71 12 1 Improvements . 283 17 5,
„ Assessment on Stock , half-year.. 23 3
„ . .. .. ..
4 „ Salaries .. 38 10 0
„ Endowment 28 17 7 „ Printing,  advertising ,  Gazette,  stamps,
„ Government grant, Gayndah and Daw- stationery, and exchange .. .. 8 4 0
son roads .. 272 0 0 „ Rent, and cleaning Chambers .. .. 6 19 0
„ Licenses . 5 7 6 „ Auditors and Assessors „ .. , . 9 14 6
„ Balance due Bank 25 1 7 „ Ferryman .. .. .. 5 0 0
„ Impounding and contingencies.. .. 2 18 0
„ Interest .. .. .. .. 12 1 4
„ Sum to Loan .. .. .. .. 18 7 7
„ In hand .. .. .. .. 11 19 0
£432 14 7 £432 14 7
I hereby certify this  Statement  to be correct.
JAMES MILLER,
Mayor.
Dux. MACNSE,
Town Clerk.
We hereby certify that we have examined the Books of Accounts and Vouchers connected there-
with, kept by the Gayndah Municipal Council, and that the above corresponds therewith.
560
HARRY BRYMAN, Auditors.J. F. PIZZEY, S
16s.
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the Corporation of ROCKHAMPTON, for the Half Year
DISBURSEMENTS.
STATE Of RECEIPTS and DISBUR SEMENTS Ofending 30th June, 1873.
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d.
To Balance  in A.J. S. Bank,
31st Dec., 1872 ... 1,245 2 4
Balance in  hand, ditto... 264 18 7
£ d. d.
Wharfage Dues collected
Miscellaneous Receipts
Carriers' Licenses .
Rent of Toll-gate atWise.
man's Bridge...
Ditto, Yeppen Pumps ...
Receipts of Punt, Ferry,
Licenses, &c...
Market Account-Rents
received
Rates Account-Leich-
hardt Ward, collected 123 11 6
Rates Account - Leich-
hardt Ward, endowment 51 16 6
Rates  Account -Archer
Ward, collected ... 305 0 6
Rates  Account - Archer
Ward, endo wment ...  209 13 10
Rates  Account-Fitzroy
Ward, collected ... 131 18 0
Rates  Account-Fitzroy
Ward, endowment ... 49 0 9
Rate of 1864, ditto
Endowment on Land Sales
to 31st Dec., 1872 ...
River Frontage Account
£ s. d.
By Repairs Toll-house, &c. ... .. 3 4 0
Interest on Loan, &c., o.D. 290 17 6
Contract No. 126, for Cleaning Streets 80 4 2
1,510 0 11 Punt and Ferry, &c. ... ... ... 256 11 1
983 '0 8 Salaries  ...  ...  ... ... ... 545 15 4
7 10 6 Charges Printing, Advertising,Tools,&c. 354 16 8
30 5 0 Ditto, Commission on Wharfage ... 122 17 6
Leichhardt Ward-Re-
14 0 6 pairs  and Works ... 410 18 2
23 13  6 Archer Ward, ditto ... 1,139 6 4
Fitzroy Ward, ditto 764 15 2
293 9  11 River Frontage Account,
ditto ... 295 7 7
180 0 0 Broken Metal Account... 30 0 7
Loan repaid ...
Cash in hand ...
175 8 0
514 14 4
180 18 9
0 15 0
52 2 6
-Rent, &c. ... ... 15 0 0
A.J.S. Bank, o.D. ...  874 2 1
£4,855 1 8
Rockhampton, August, 1873.
WM. DAVIS, Town Clerk.
We have this day audited the Corporation accounts
find the same correct.
268
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
NOTICE.-It is hereby notified that the under-
mentioned Clergymen, duly registered as
Ministers authorised to celebrate Marriages in
Queensland, have, in conformity with the pro-
visions  of the 28th Vic., No. 15,  given me notice
of their change of residence as under :-
The Reverend DENIs FOULEY, Roman Catholic
Minister,
from the Registration District of Brisbane, to the
Registration District of Roma ;
The Reverend JOSEPH WILSON HENRY, Con-
gregational Minister,
from the Registration District of Goodna, to the
Registration District of Rockhampton.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Surveyor -General 's Office,
Brisbane , 20th  August, 1873.
T
HIS is  to certify that Mr .  CHARLES EATWELL
BRADBURY,  of Brisbane ,  having exhibited
evidence of competency as a Surveyor ,  has been
Licensed to effect Surveys under the provisions of
" The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," and
subject to the rules of this Department.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor -General,
2,640 7 10
500 0 0
60 7 7
£4,855 1 8
EDWD. P. LIVERMORE,  Mayor.
for the half-year ending 30th June, 1873, and
R. L. DIBDIN, Auditors.SAML. PART, I
24s. 6d.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
REPORTED  DANGERS, INNER ROUTE TO
TORRES STRAITS.
R. A. SYKES, Master of the schooner
.111 " Hannah Broomfield," reports striking on
a mushroom  coral patch, with about four feet water
over it at low water, and fifteen fathoms close
alongside -in the following position, viz.:-
Cape Melville, bearing W. by N. a N.
Barrow Point, „ S. by E.
Rocky Point, „ S.W. by W. s W.
Also, the existence of a coral patch north, of
Night Island, with about four feet of water over it
at low water, with-
Round Rock bearing N.W. by N.  -'  N.
Highest part of u. Reef, North.
He describes Edward Rock, lying to the south-
wards of Restoration Island, as being 100 yards
wide, and extending nearly half- a-mile east and
west,  and also as  being awash at low water.
Also, a detached coral patch with five feet of
water over it at low water, lying from a to 26mile
from g. Reef; the small westernmost rock of
Forbes Islets bearing N. by E.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 5th Aug., 1873.
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Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
WHARF, BROAD SOUND.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office until
Noon on SATURDAY, the 30th August
next, from persons willing to contract for the
construction of a Wharf at the Basin, St. Lawrence
Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Wharf,
Broad, Sound."
Plan and Specifications may be seen, and
further particulars obtained, at the Port Office,
Brisbane, and at the Harbor Offices at Rock-
hampton, Broad Sound, and Cleveland Bay.
Tenders must state the time within which it
is proposed to complete the work ; and at the
foot of every Tender there must be a memoran-
dum signed by the person tendering, agreeing to
deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of
Tender, for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that he will execute and
deliver at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor,
in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance, otherwise the Ten-
der will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
MACKAY DISTRICT COURT.
IN pursuance of  " The District Courts Act of
1867," and by authority of the same, I hereby
appoint the day and time hereinafter mentioned for
holding a District Court at the Town of Mackay,
within the Northern District.
Criminal Jurisdiction.
Thursday, 6th Nov., 1873.
Civil Jurisdiction.
Thursday, 6th Nov., 1873.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge of the Northern  District Court.
20th July, 1873.
To the Worshipful the Justices of the Peace
sitting in Petty Sessions for the District of
Rockhampton, Colony of Queensland.
I INTEND to apply to Court of Petty Sessions,
Rockhampton, to be holden on FRIDAY, the
12th day of September, 1873, for permission to
erect a Licensed Public Gate, to consist of a double
swing gate of eight feet each, to be painted white
with black letters, said gate to be erected on the
Rockhampton and Banana Road, about three miles
on the Banana side of the township of Dundee.
FREDK. W. MYLES,
Pro  Messrs. R. TOWNS AND Co.
Calliungal Station, August 7, 1873.
561 5s.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Store underthe Town Hall, opening into Burnett Lane,
is set apart for the purposes of a Queen's Ware-
house.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House, Brisbane,
9th August, 1873.
£50 REWARD.
TO CONSTABLES AND OTHERS.
STOLEN  from Moolayember Creek, during thefirst week in April last, the thorough-bred
entire horse, "Young Kelpie." He is a small
li ght-bay, rising eight years old ; branded MLR
(the ML conjoined) on near shoulder.
Also, a light-bay mare, aged, branded with
fetlock brand on near shoulder, and numbers under
saddle.
The above reward will be paid to any person
giving information leading to the apprehension and
conviction of the party or parties who stole the
above-described horses ; or £10 on delivery of said
horses to the undersigned.
T. FQOT AND SONS.
Moravia,
Rolleston, 17th July, 1873.
528 5s.
AT a Court  of Petty Sessions held at St.George , on the  12th instant ,  Mr. WILLIAM
Da MORLEY CHASE was reappointed  Poundkeeper
for the ensuing twelve months.
REGINALD C. H. UHR, P.M.
Court }ic-L C, S.. Gecrg ,
August 13th, 1873.
To the Worshipful the Justices of the Peace
sitting in Petty Sessions for the District of
Rockhampton, Colony of Queensland.
I INTEND to apply to the Court of Petty
Sessions, Rockhampton, to be holden on
FRIDAY, the 12th day of September, 1873, for
permission to erect a Licensed Public Gate, to
consist of a double swing gate of eight feet each,
to be painted white with black letters, said gate to
be erected on the Rockhampton and Banana Road,
about nine and a-half miles on the Banana side of
the township of Dundee.
FREDK. W. MYLES,
Pro E.  G. WooD, Esquire.
Calliungal Station, August 7, 1873.
561 5e.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Dickson, late of Holmwood,
Newtown, near Sydney, in the Colony of
New South Wales, Esquire, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion, with the exemplification of the Will annexed,
of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects, with-
in the Colony of Queensland, of the above-named
James Dickson, deceased, may be granted to Agnes
Graham Dickson, of Holmwood, Newtown, near
Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales,
the sole Executrix named in the Will of the said
James Dickson, deceased. -
Dated this twenty-first day of August, A.D. 1873.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Agnes Graham Dickson.
76 6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of Hugh McKay, late of Copperfield,
in the Colony of Queensland , deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from th  date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the goods, chattels, credits,  and effects
of the above-named deceased, may be granted
to Charles Stuart Mein, of Brisbane, in the said
colony, the lawfully constituted Attorney of George
McKay, of Scullamy Tongue, Scotland,  the natural
and lawful father and next of kin of the said
deceased.
Dated this fifteenth day of August, A.D. 1873.
ARTHUR MACALISTER,
Proctor for the Applicant,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
573 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of David Edwards, late of Towns-
ville, in the Colony of Queensland, solicitor,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira.tion of fou teen days from th  dat  of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
-said Honorable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion, with the Will of the above-named David
Edwards, deceased,  annexed , may be granted to
Charles Stuart Mein, of Brisbane, in the said
colony, the lawfully constituted Attorney of Anne
Edwards, of Bala, in the County of Merioneth,
England, spinster, the sole Executrix named in the
said Will.
Dated this fifteenth day of August, A.D. 1873.
ARTHUR MACALISTER,
674
Proctor for the Applicant,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Insolvent Estate of  Raphael Tolano, of
Brisbane ,  hawker.
W
the said Raphael Tolano was,
vv on the 18th day of August, A.D. 1873,
-adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me , at the Supreme Court House,  Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 1st day of September, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven  o'clock, for the proof of
Debts  against  the said Estate, and for the  election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to
determine  whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent, up to the
time of passing his last examination , and whether
a,. and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
al, iwed to the Insolvent ;  and a  Second Public
Sitting of the Court,  at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 20th day of October, A.D.1873, to
commence at Eleven  o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate , and for such other  matters
connected  with the Estate  as may be  required to
be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 23rd day of August, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
HENRY  J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
575 6s. 6d.
NOTICE.THE Scale of Charges for the insertion of Advertiew
ments in the  Queensland Government Gazette  is
se  follows:-
Advertisements  relating to Insolvent o_ Intestate
Estates, or Letters of Administration,  6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relat in g to Impounded  Stock, ls.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eight lines (or under),
and 3d. for every additional line, allowing ten
words to  each line.
Advertisers  are reminded that No ADVERTISEMENT
WILL  BE  INSERTED  in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of  its insertion
according  to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. BEAL,
Govrrnmert Printer.
The GOVERNMENT  PRINTER acknowledges  the receipt
of the fo llowing  amounts: -
d2  s
1873.
..
August 16.-J. Wilson ,.. ... ... 0 1 0
16.-R. W. Gaden ... ... ... 0 2 0
16.-C. H.  Buzacott  ... ... ... 0 10 0
„ 16.-Gayndah Municipality ... ... 0 1 0
„ 19.-A. J. Stacey ... ... ... 0 1 0
19.-W. J. Scott ... ... ... 0 1 0
19.-F. G. Mackay ... ... 0 2 0
20.-R. W. Gaden ... ... 0 9 0
„ 20.-Chas. Lambley ... 0 1 0
20.-Rockhampton  Municipality ... 1 10 0
„ 20.-P. Lenihan ... ... ... 0 6 0
21.-E. Bradley ... ... ... 0 10 0
21.-W. D. Chase ... ... ... 0 9 0
3Fmpaunbfnga.
Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded  Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a  remittance sufficient  to cover the  cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, 4th August, 1873,
by Henry Jones, Esquire.
One red'cow, P in diamond off ribs.
One white heifer, like EC near rump.
If not released on or before the 5th September, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ROB. W. GADEN, Poundkeeper.
563 - 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Allora, f om Mr. Chas. Gillam's
cultivation paddock, Spring Creek, 15th August,
1873. Damages, £1.
One bay horse ,  DS near shoulder ,  small star.
If not released on or before the 15th September, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
CHAS. LAMBLEY, Poundkeeper.
569 is.
IMPOUNDED at Gladstone, from theCalliope Station,
11th August, 1873.
One chesnut mare, like JMp1P (the JM conjoined) near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th September, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
564
J. WILSON, Poundkeeper.
1s.
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, on the 4th August,
1873, by order of Mr. Edward Brown.
One dark-brown horse, like bo over  E near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th September, 1873,
will be add to defray expenses,
ALES. J. STACEY, Poundkeeper.
is.
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CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED  at Roma,  from Blythdale, 25th July,
1873, by order  of Messrs . Wienholt Brothers.
Driving, 2s.
One black  mare, near  hind foot white, S (reversed) over
DR near shoulder, "0 3 off shoulder, star.
One bay horse, off hind  leg white, star , LJ near shoulder,
like 6  off shoulder, white spot off neck, MT off
neck.
If not released on or  before the 15th September, 1873,
wi ll  be sold  to defray  expenses.
F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
566 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Cliford, n the 10th
August, 1873, by W. J. Ashton, Esquire. Driving,
108.
One dark-chesnut mare, white face,  near  hind foot white,
white spots under off saddle, SD over W near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th September, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
W. J. SCOTT, Poundkeeper.
665 18.
I
MPOUNDED  at Rockhampton, on the 13th August,
1873, by Birkbeck Bros., Glenmore. Driving, 3s.;
ferry, 1s. per head.
One black mare, WB over PN near shoulder, near hind
foot white ; brown foal at foot, unbranded.
One dark-bay mare, RR off shoulder, near fore foot
white.
One light-bay mare, like RR blotched off shoulder, near
hind foot white.
One chesnut mare, like writing over b over LH near
shoulder, blaze in face.
One dark-bay mare,  SA  over WB near shoulder.
One bay mare, RP over like pitchfork near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th September, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
Also, by Archer and Co., Gracemere, 15th August, 1873.
Driving expenses, 1s.; damages, £5.
One bay entire, like S over 2 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th September, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
570
ROB. W. GADEN, Poundkeeper.
7s.
IMPOUNDED at (Charleville, from Dellalah Station,.
on the 7th August, 1873, by order of F. Walter,
Esquire, for trespass. Driving, 6s. 8d. each.
One bay horse, like MF over R near shoulder, R over X
near thigh, TD off shoulder, near hind foot white,
small star on forehead, saddle-marked.
One light-brown horse, like EP near shoulder, 3 near
cheek, two hind feet white, saddle-marked.
If not released on or before the 25th September, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses. 1(
572
E. BRADLEY, Junior, Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED  at St.  G eorge,  from Whyanbar, on the
Sth August, 1873, by C. Ezzy, Esquire. Driving, 6s.
One black horse, GF over C (dot in centre of C) near
shoulder.
From Warroo, on the 9th August, 1873, by R.
McDougall, Esquire. Driving, 63.
One black horse, star, like A or R blotched over like E-4 B
or H 8 near shoulder, like small I near cheek.
One brown mare, MD near shoulder, white spot near
neck.
One bay filly, MD near shoulder.
One black horse, off hip down, H C over 4 and like two
hearts near shoulder.
One baymare, star, off hind foot white, t4 over t4 (both
writing N's) near shoulder, DD over A pq  off
shoulder.
One dark-grey filly, white face, R off shoulder and thigh,
off fore and hind feet white, p over J near shoulder.
One bay horse, like U overt over n conjoined near
thigh.
From Gulnaber, on the 11th August, 1873, by G.
M. Kirk, Esquire. Driving, 2s.
One black horse, star, near fore foot white, TI near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th September, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
WM. D. CHASE,  Poundkeeper.
571 9s.
BRISBANE :
Pri nted  and Published by JAMES 0 .  REAL, Government  Printer,
William street, 23rd August, 1873.
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QUEENSLAND , I Proclamation by The Mostto wit . Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross. in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
V Y
HEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-
`? seventh year of HerMajesty's reign, intituled
An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relat-
ing to Quarantine,"  it is amongst other things
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, by pro-
clamation in the  Government Gazette,  to prohibit
allpersons, vessels, and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of any station which, by any order of the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been, or may be assigned for the performance
of Quarantine ; and whereas the Island known as
Peel Island, within the port of Moreton Bay, has
been duly proclaimed a station for the performance
of Quarantine under the said Act : Now, therefore,
I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of
Normanby, in pursuance of the power so vested in
me as Governor of the said Colony, do, by this my
Proclamation, issued with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, hereby prohibit all persons, vessels, and
boats whatsoever, from going, under any pretence
whatsoever, within the limits of the said proclaimed
station under the penalties contained in the said
Act, until this my Proclamation shall have been
rescinded.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Brisbane,
this twenty-fifth day of August, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
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QvaaNBLAND, ' Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONBTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.e.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
&oaxANBr , of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
W
%% HEREAS, by  " The Diseased AnimalsActt,"
1 1 it is amongst  other things enacted that it
shall be lawful for the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, from time to time, by Pro-
clamation, to prohibit or put restrictions on the
introduction or importation of cattle, horses, sheep,
goats , pigs, poultry, and other  animals , or of any
one or more kind of animals, into the Colony of
Queensland, or into any district thereof, from such
places and during such  times as  might appear
necessary : And whereas,  at an  Intercolonial Con-
ference held at Sydney, in the Colony of New
South Wales, during the months of January and
February last passed, it was resolved-" That the
Conference having taken into consideration the
great danger to which Australian live stock are
exposed from the importation of animals from
countries in which infectious  diseases  prevail, it
was resolved that it is expedient to prohibit, for the
period of two years, the landing of cattle, sheep,
and pigs from any places beyond the limits of the
Australasian Colonies, and that such prohibition
should take effect from and after the publication of
a notice in the London  Times."  And whereas a
notification to the above effect, signed by the
Agent-General of the Colony of Queensland on
behalf of and by the authority of the Government
of Queensland, was published in the London  Times
newspaper of the fifteenth of May last. And
whereas the Government of the Colony of New
Zealand have not, in the present state of the law of
that colony, the power to prohibit the importation
of stock other than diseased cattle, but propose, as
soon as  practicable, to obtain authority from the
Legislature of that colony for such purpose : Now,
therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, in
pursuance of the provisions of the Act above
recited and of all other powers enabling me in that
behalf, do, by this my Proclamation, absolutely
prohibit and forbid the introduction or importation
of cattle, sheep, and pigs into the Colony of Queens-
land, or any district thereof, from the Colony of
New Zealand, until such time as the Government
of that colony shall have issued a proclamation, and
published the same in the  Times,  London, prohibit-
ing the introduction of cattle, sheep, and pigs into
that colony, in pursuance of the resolution of the
Conference hereinbefore referred to.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation by The Most
to wit . S  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave ,  all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief  of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N1T HEREAS,  by  " The Diseased  Animals Act,"
it is, amongst other  things, enacted, that it
shall be lawful for the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, from time to time, by
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Proclamation, to prohibit, or put restrictions on
the introduction or importation of cattle, horses,
sheep, goats, pigs, poultr , and other anils, or of
any one or more kind ofyanimals, into the colony
of Queensland, or into any district thereof, from
such places, and during such times as might apppear
necessary. And whereas at an Intercolonia
Conference, held at Sydney, in the Colony of New
South Wales, during the months of January and
February last past, it was- resolved, "That the
Conference having taken into consideration the
great danger  to which Australian live stock are
exposed, from the importation of animals from
countries  in which infectious  diseases  prevail, it was
resolved , that it is expedient to prohibit, for the
period of two years, the landing of cattle, sheep,
and pigs, from any places beyond the limits of the
Australasian Colones, and that such prohibition
should take effect from and after the publication
of a notice in the London  Times."  And whereas
a notification to the above effect, signed by the
Agent-General of the Colony of Queensland, on
behalf of, and by the authority of the Government
of Queensland, was published in the London
Times  newspaper, of the fifteenth of May last :
Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, in
pursuance  of the provisions of the Act above
recited, and of all other powers enabling me in
that behalf, do, by this my Proclamation, abso-
lutely prohibit and forbid the introduction or im-
portation of cattle, sheep, and pigs into the Colony
of Queensland, or any district thereof, from all
places beyond the limits of the Australasian Colo-
nies , for the term of two years from the date of
the publication of the notification bereinbefore
referred to in the London  Times  newspaper, namely,
for the term of two years from the fifteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day
of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. It. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by The  Most
to wit.  S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  a ll  in the  County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Coml-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation , may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earlof Mulgrave,ViscountNormanby,
and Baron Mulgrave of Mulgrave, all
in the County of York, in the Peerage
of the United Kingdom ; and Baron
(L.s.) Mulgrave of New Ross, in the County
NoassANBY, of Wexford, in the Peerage of Ireland ;
Governor.  a Member of Her Majesty's Most
Honorable Privy Council, Governor
and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th August, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased-
to appoint
RICHARD GINGHAM SHERIDAN,
ANDREW WEDDERBURN MELVILLE, and
EDMUND BLUCHER U II E,
to be Trustees of the Maryborough School of Arts.
C. J. GRAHAM.
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QIIT,F.NSLAND,  Proclamation by The Most
to wit. ) Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
111ulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland;  a Member
hole SLANBS. of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
U vernor  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
inander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause 12 of
" The Homestead
Area  Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the lands here-
under described, having been resumed by  resolutions
of both Houses of Parliament,  shall be and are
hereby resumed  from the leases  of the runs of
which they respectively form part, for the purpose
of setting them apart  as homestead areas under the
Act first aforesaid.
Lands proposed  to be resumed  from Yandilla Run.
About 81  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Condamine
River, at the boundary between the  resumed and
ten years' lease of Yandilla Run ; and bounded
thence by the said boundary north-easterly to the
North Branch ; thence by that branch upwards ;
thence  by a line passing  through a spot distant
about 200  chains  from the boundary of the resumed
and ten years' lease of Yandilla Run bearing
south-westerly about 300  chains  ; thence by a line
bearing north-westerly about 120  chains  ; thence
by a line bearing south-westerly to Condamine
River ; and thence by said river downwards to the
point of  commencement.
Lands proposed  to be  resumed from Cecil Plains
Run.
8 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Condamine
River at the north-west corner of Cecil Plains
pre-emptive purchase No. 20, and bounded thence
on the south by a line bearing  east  150 chains ; on
the east by  a line  bearing north 127 chains and 69
links ; on the north by the north boundary of Cecil
Plains Run, and bearing  west  295 chains ; on  the
west by a line bearing south 295 chains ; on the
loath by a line bearing  east  to the Condamine
River ; thence by that river downwards to the
south- east corner  of Cecil Plains pre-emptive
purchase No. 1; thence by the south boundary of
that portion, by the west boundary of the same
portion, by part of the south, the west, and north
boundaries of Cecil Plains pre-emptive purchase
No. 25 to the Condamine River, and by that river
upwards to the point of commencement,-exclusive
of Cecil Plains pre-emptive purchase No. 5.
Lands proposed to be resumed from West Prairie
Run.
81 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the ten
years'  lease  of West Prairie, and bounded thence
on the east by a line bearing south one and three-
quarter miles ; on the south by a line bearing west ;
on the south-west by part of the north-east boun-
dary of Cecil Plains Run north-westerly ; and on
the north by the north boundary of the ten years'
lease  of West Prairie bearing  east  to the point of
commencement.
Lands proposed  to be resumed  from the St. Ruth's
Run.
About  8 square miles.
Commencing on Oakey Creek  at its  intersection
by the west boundary on the Jondaryan Run, and
bounded thence on the  east by part of the west
boundary of that run bearing southerly about 160
chains ; thence on the south by a line bearing west
about 390  chains to  the Condamine River; thence
by that  river downwards  to the  south-west corner
of portion 142, parish of St. Ruth ; thence by the
south boundaries of portions 142, 139, 141, and
east boundaries of portions 141, 140, 132., 131, and
120, parish of St. Ruth to Oakey Creek; thence
by that creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Lands proposed  to be resumed  from the Joondaryan
Run.
About 8 square miles.
Commencing at the north- west  corner of Jon-
daryan pre-emptive purchase No. 35, and bounded
thence on the east by the west boundary line of
that portion ; thence by the south boundary of the
same portion , by parts of the west and south
boundaries  of pre-emptive purchase 57 and 68, by
part of the west, the south, and part of the east
boundaries of pre-emptive purchase 59, by the
south and part of the east boundaries of pre-emptive
purchase  33 to the south- west corner  of pre-emptive
purchase  53 ; thence by a line bearing east about
forty chains; thence by a line south to the south
boundary of Jondaryan Run ; on the south by
part of the south boundary of that run  bearing
westerly to the east boundary of the St. Ruth's
Run; thence by part of the east boundary of that
run northerly to Oakey Creek ; thence by the west
boundary of Jondaryan Run north-westerly to a
point west from the north- west corner  of portion
14, parish of Young ; on the north by a line
bearing east , and by the north boundary of portion
14; again on the east by the east boundary of
portion 14,  and a line  bearing south to the north
boundary of the Jondaryan pre-emptive purchase
No. 34; and thence by the north boundary of that
portion bearing west to the point  of commence-
ment.
Lands proposed to be  resumed  from Warra Warra
Run.
About 812square miles.
Commencing at the south- east corner of pre-
emptive purchase No. 1 on Warra Warra Run, and
bounded thence by a line south to the Condamine
River ; thence by that river downwards to the
junction of Cooranga Creek ; thence by that creek
upwards to the west boundary of pre-emptive
purchase No. 3; thence by part of the west boun-
dary of that portion south to the north- east corner
of pre-emptive purchase No. 2; thence by the
north-west and south boundary  lines  of that portion
west, south,  and east , to the west boundary line of
pre-emptive purchase No. 1 ; thence by part of the
west and the south boundaries of that portion south
and east to the point  of commencement.
Lands proposed  to he  resumed from  Beauaraba
Run.
82' square miles.
Commencing at the south- west  corner of Too-
woomba Register selection No. 441, and bounded
thence on the north by the south boundary of that
selection, and the south boundaries of selections
430, 527, 429, 455, and 432 to the south-east corner
of selection 432; on the east by  a line bearing
south to a point due east from the east corner of
Toowoomba Register selection No. 409; thence by
a line  bearing west to that  east  corner ; and on the
south-west by the north-east boundary of selection
No. 409 aforesaid ; by the north-east boundary of
portion 141, parish of Cecil Plains ; and by the
north- east  boundary of selection No. 446 north-
westerly to the point  of commencement ,- exclusive
of all alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
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QUEENSLAND, I Proclamation  by The Mostto wit. Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the  County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most  Honorable
Governor.  Privy  Council, Governor  and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be, and
are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, subject
to the provisions of the said Act, and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection as Homesteads,
and not otherwise, at the Dalby Land Office, on
and after WEDNESDAY, the first day of
October, 1873.
Lands proposed  to be  resumed from Cecil Plains
Run.
8 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Condamine
River, at the north-west corner of Cecil Plains
pre-emptive purchase No. 20, and bounded thence
on the south by a line bearing east 150 chains ; on
the east by a line bearing north 127 chains 69links;
on the north by the north boundary of Cecil Plains
Run, and bearing west 295 chains ; on the west by
a line bearing south 295 chains ; on the south by a
line bearing east to the Condamine River ; thence
by that river downwards to the south -east corner
of Cecil Plains pre-emptive purchase No. 1 ; thence
by the south boundary of that portion, by the
west boundary of the same portion, by part of the
south, the west, and north boundaries of Cecil
Plains pre-emptive purchase No. 25 to the Conda-
mine  River, and by that river upwards to the point
of commencement ,-exclusive of Cecil Plains pre-
emptive purchase No. 6.
Lands proposed  to be  resumed from West Prairie
Run.
8ia square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the ten
years'  lease  of West Prairie, and bounded thence
on the  east  by a line bearing south one and three-
quarter miles ; on the south by a line bearing west;
on the south-west by part of the north-east boun-
dary  of Cecil Plains Run north-westerly ; and on
the north by the north boundary of the ten years'
lease of West Prairie bearing east to the point of
commencement.
Lands proposed to be resumed from the St. Ruth's
Run.
About 8 square miles.
Commencing on Oakey Creek at its intersection
by the west boundary on the Jondaryan Run, and
bounded thence on the east by part of the west
boundary of that run, bearing southerly about 160
chains ; thence on the south by a line bearing west
about 390 chains to the Condamine River ; thence
by that river downwards to the south-west corner
of portion 142, parish of St. Ruth ; thence by the
south boundaries of portions 142, 139, 141, and
east  boundaries of portions 141, 140, 132, 131, and
120, parish of St. Ruth, to Oakey Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Lands proposed  to be  resumed from the .Tondaryan
Run.
About 8 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Jonda.
cyan pre-emptive purchase No. 35, and bounded
thence on the east by the west boundary line of
that portion ; thence by the south boundary of the
same portion, by parts of the west and south boun-
daries of pre-emptive purchase 57 and 58, by part
of the west, the south, and part of the east boun-
daries of pre-emptive purchase 59, by the south
and part of the east boundaries of pre-emptive pur-
chase 33 to the south-west corner of pre-emptive
purchase 53; thence by a line bearing east about
forty chains ; thence by a line south to the south
boundary of Jondaryan Run ; on the south by part
of the south boundary of that run, bearing westerly
to the east boundary of the St. Ruth's Run ; thence
by part of the east boundary of that run northerly
to Oakey Creek ; thence by the west boundary of
Jondaryan Run north-westerly to a point west from
the north-west corner of portion 14, parish of
Young ; on the north by a line bearing  east and
by the north boundary of portion 14; again on the
east by the east boundary of portion 14 and a
line bearing south to the north boundary of the
Jondaryan pre-emptive purchase No. 34; and
thence by the north boundary of that portion bear-
ing west to the point of commencement.
Lands proposed to be resumed from Warra Warra
Run.
About 812square miles.
Commencing at the south -east corner  of pre-
emptive purchase No. 1 on Warra Warra Run,
and bounded thence by  a line  south to the Conda-
mine River ; thence by that river downwards to
the junction of Cooranga Creek ; thence by that
creek upwards to the west boundary of pre-emptive
purchase No. 3; thence by part of the west boun-
dary of that portion south to the north-east corner
of pre-emptive purchase No. 2 ; thence by the
north-west and south boundary lines of that portion
west, south, and east, to the west boundary line of
pre-emptive purchase No. 1 ; thence by part of the
west and the south boundaries of that portion south
and east to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Sandgate, this
thirtieth day of August, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three, and in the thirty-seventh year
of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAYE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, ' Proclamation by The Most
to wit . I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of Clause one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, and that the said
lands shall be open to selection  as Homesteads, and
not otherwise, at the Toowoomba Land Office, on
and after WEDNESDAY, the first day of October,
1873.
Lands proposed to be resumed from Beauaraba Run.
8l square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Too-
woomba Register selection No. 441, and bounded
thence on the north by the south boundary of tha
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selection ,  and the south boundaries of selections 430,
527, 429, 455, and 432 to the south-east corner of
selection 432 ; on the east by a line bearing south to
a point due east from the east corner of Toowoomba
Register selection No. 409; thence by a line bear-
ing west to that east corner ;  and on the south-west
by the north-east boundary of selection No. 409
aforesaid ; by the north-east boundary of portion
141, parish of Cecil Plains ; and by the north-east
boundary of selection No. 446 north-westerly to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of all
alienated lands.
Lands proposed to be resumed from Yandilla Run.
About 82 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Condamine
River at the boundary between the resumed and
ten years' lease of Yandilla Run ; and bounded
thence by the said boundary north-easterly to the
North Bramlh ; thence by that branch upward ;
thence by a line passing through a spot distant
about two hundred chains from the boundary of the
resumed and ten years '  lease of Yandilla Run bear-
ing south-westerly about three hundred chains ;
thence by a line bearing north-westerly about one
hundred and twenty chains ; thence by a line bear-
ing south-westerly to Condamine River ; and thence
by said river downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Sandgate,
this thirtieth day of August, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-three, and in the thirty-seventh
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by the Most
to wit. I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County  of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANBY, of Her  Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council,  Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in  accordance with the provisions  of the third
section  of  " The  Homestead  Areas Act  of 1872," I,
GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Nor-
manby,  the Governor aforesaid , with  the advice
of the  Executive Council , do hereby  notify and
proclaim that the unalienated lands comprised
within the Gowrie Homestead Area shall be, and
are hereby withdrawn from selection.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty-eighth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
(BOA SAVn T$B QU39N  I
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by The Most
to wit. 3 Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
N-8.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her  Majesty's  Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its  Dependencies.
T N pursuance  of clause one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE. Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be, and are hereby set apart, as Homestead Areas,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, as Home.
steads ,  classed as  agricultural ,  and not otherwise, at
the Land Office, Warwick, on and after WEDNES-
DAY, the first day of October, 1873.
County of Merivale, parish of Allora.
Portions Nos. 210, 211, 212, 213, 213A, 215,
and 216.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by the Most
to wit. ' Honorable GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of  Mulgrave,  Viscount Nor-
inanby,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage of  the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most  Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council , Governor  and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after THURS-
DAY, the twenty-fifth day of September, 1873, at
the Warwick Land Office.
The portion of the Emu Creek Run lately under
pastoral  lease , and now forfeited for non-
payment of rent.
14,145 acres.
Commencing at the south boundary of selection
by lease No. 122, at a point 6 chains from the
south-west corner, and bounded thence on the
south-east by a line bearing south-west to the
watershed separating Emu Creek from Farm
Creek ; thence by that watershed north-easterly
about fourteen miles ; on the north-east by the
Great Dividing Range north-westerly ; on the
north-west by a line bearing west-south-west about
four  and a-half miles to Emu Creek,  at a point six
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hundred chains in a direct  line above the east
boundary  of selection  by lease No. 119; then by
Emu Creek south-westerly to the east boundary of
selection  by lease No. 119; by that boundary bear.
ing south fifty-eight chains ninety-four links ; then
by the south boundary bearing  west  fifty-six
chains ; then by the  east  boundary of selection by'
lease No. 120, bearing south forty -nine chains
seventy links ; then by the south boundary bearing
west fifty  chains  ; then by the east boundary of
selection by lease No. 122, bearing south thirty-two
chains fifty-five links ; and by the south boundary
bearing west thirty-four chains to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this fifteenth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND Proclamation by the Most
to wit. 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANRY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of sec. IS of
The Homestead Areas Act  of 1872," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the town or suburban  lots, as  the case may
be, in the town of Burleigh, and in the parish of
Nerang, to be offered  at auction  at Beenleigh, on
the 11th August, 1873; in the towns of Yandina
and Lytton, to be offered at auction at Brisbane,
on the 13th August, 1873; in the parish of Tiaro,
to be offered at auction at Maryborough, on the
18th August, 1873; in the towns of Wolca and
Boolboonda, to be offered at auction at Tenninger-
ing, on the 18th August, 1873; and in the town of
Esk, to be offered at auction at Ipswich, on the
15th August, 1873; included in the Proclamation
of Land Sales, dated 3rd July, 1873, which may
remain unsold  after such auction  sales,  and are not
withdrawn from sale, shall be open to selection at
the upset price, on and after MONDAY, the 1st
day of September, 1873.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh yearof Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by the Most
to wit. 5 Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of  Mulgrave,  Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all in the  County of York,
in the Peerage  of the United King-
dom ; and Baron  Mulgrave of New
Ross , in the County of Wexford, in
(L.s.) the  Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoRAIANEY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The CrownI Lands Alienation Act f 1868,"  I, GEORGE
4IIGQSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid,  with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do, by this  my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the sixteenth day of September, 1873, at the Land
Offices of the Districts in which they  are respec-
tively situated.
Register
No. of
App liea-
tion.
Name  of Lessee .  I Area.
Land
Agent's
Distriot.
I A.  It . P.
26 P. Cronoly ... 69 0 0 Gympie
287 A. L. Wall ... ... 76 0 0 Mary-
borough
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
(2 7FENSLAND, Proclamation  by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
N0EMMANEY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority vested in me by
an Act passed  in the second  year of the reign
of His late Majesty King William the Fourth, and
numbered twelve, and with the advice of the Exe-
cutive Council, I, the Governor aforesaid, do hereby
appoint the Mingo Crossing-place, Burnett River,
Maryborough and Mount Perry Road, a place of
public traffic, and where ferry dues shall be levied
to the amount and under the regulations, restric-
tions, and provisions of the said Act ; of which
ferry all  persons are hereby required to take due
notice.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-three, and in
the thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation by The Most
to wit . Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, °scount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the Councy of Wexford,
(n.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NonmANSV, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in mevested, and
in accordance  with the  provisions  of the Act
31 Victoria, No. 46,  respecting  the Alienation of
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Crown Lands, I, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the following Lots of Land
will be offered by public auction, for lease for five
years, at the undermentioned place, at Eleven
o'clock, on the day specified, at the upset price
affixed to each Lot respectively.
4 SALE  OF FRONTAGE ALLOTMENTS FOR
WHARF PURPOSES AT THE POLICE OFFICE,
ST. LAWRENCE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 16TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1873.
County of  Murchison ,  pariah  of St.  Lawrence, town
of Port St.  Lawrence.
NO.
of
Lot,
2
Ares.
Price
per Lot
per
Annum.
Description of each Lot.
1
2
3
3
4
R.  P.
1 24
1 24
1 24
3
0
The upper boundary ,  commencing at a
point one hundred and fifty links from
centre of Government Wharf ,  thence
downwards four chains ,  with an ave-
rage depth of one chain.
The upper boundary,  commencing five
hundred and fifty links from centre of
Government Wharf ,  thence downwards
four chains, with an average depth of
one chain.
The upper boundary ,  commencing nine
hundred and  fifty links from the centre
of Government wharf ,  thence down-
wards four chains ,  with an average
depth of one chain.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this eighteenth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight huni)red and seventy-three ,  and in the
thirty -seventh year of Her  Majesty's  reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 28th August, 1873.
T
HE accompanying amended description of the
School Reserve at Moggi ll is substituted for
that published  in the  Government  Gazette  of the
16th November, 1872, folio 1920.
C. J. GRAHAM.
County of Stanley, parish of Moggill, portion No.
248.
16 acres 2 roods 32 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
north- east  by one of said roads bearing three hun-
dred and twenty degrees thirteen chains and ten
links; on the north by a line bearing west eleven
chains and  eighty  links to another road one chain
wide ; on the north-west by that road bearing one
hundred and  ninety degrees nine chains  and eighty-
five links to the other aforesaid road ; and on the
south by that  road bearing east twenty-one chains
and eighty-eight links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 28th August, 1873.
IN consequence of Mr.  Commissioner  Coxen's
absence, the  usual Monthly Land Courts to be
held at Brisbane, on Tuesday, the 2nd proximo,
and at Beenleigh, on Friday, the 5th proximo, will
not be held. All business that would have been
dealt with at these Courts is postponed until the
sittings  of the above Courts in the month of
October.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1873.
FORFEITED SELECTIONS UNDER " CROWN
LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."
T
HE undermentioned Selections having become
absolutely forfeited by reason of non-payment
of rent, or other defaults, as provided in the fifty-
first clause of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1868," and the Regulations thereunder, it is
hereby notified for general information that unless
within one month from this date cause to the con-
trary is shown, the said Selections will then be
thrown open to Selection by Lease, or advertised for
Sale by Auction , as may seem  most expedient.
C. J. GRAHAM,
Secretary for Public Lands.
Name of Lessee. RegisterNo. clause. Rent
BRIS BANE.
£ s. d.
James Cash ... ... 656  46 6 10 0
P. Gaynor ... ... 793  3 0 0
CostarJ 954  2 0 0.
M. Mylett
...
...
... "
... 956  13 0 0
Wm. Forbes ... ... 991 „ 4 0 0
Wm. Blank ... ... 1,294 „ 6 8 6
Wm. Forbes ... ... 1,304  13 13 6
O. A. Hall ... ... 1,331  6 0 0
F. Johnstone ... ... 1,334  15 15 0
J. Mitchell ... ... 1,354 „ 7 0 0
E. Cooper ... ...  1,359  3 0 6
A. E. Bonney ... ... 1,430 „ 3 0 0
J. Quinn ... ... 1,697 „ 1 5 11
G. Biggs 1,657  0 16 8
R. Fleming ... ... 1,760  0 14 7
S. Tudman .. ... 1,771  0 4 2
Wm. Collin (balance) ... 30  71  0 2 0
Wm. C. Joyner ... ... 45 „ 0 4 2
E. Mo llenhauser  ... ...  132 „ 0 15 0
E. W. Maclean ... ...  316  3 15 6
J. Costar ... ...  360 „ 0 10 0
H. Gold ... 791  3 5 0
A. Wagner ... 891 „ 0 10 0
S. Macalister ... ... 1,041  3 10 0
J. Costar ... 952  2 18 9
G. Brown ... 1,150  1 16 6
T. Forbes ... ...  1,215  2 6 0
R. Brady ... ...  1,254 „ 2 1 0
Wm. Hockings ... ...  1,259  3 12 6
H. Steffen ... ...  1,266  2 15 0
H. Shultz ... ... 1,505
I
0 6 8
R. Murphy ... ... 1,761 „ 0 6 3
BEENLEIGH.
C. Reinhardt ... ... 134  46  15 0 0
M. Howie ... ... 266  6 15 0
E. W. Geary ... ... 251  11 4 6
Wm. Hintz ... ... 314  4 15 0
M. Howie ... ... 348 „ 4 5 0
R. Smith ... ... 354 „ 8 0 0
F. J. Brooth ... ...  395 „ 37 12 6
F. McIntyre ... ... 405 „ 6 9 6
T. Hanlon 409 „ 5 0 0
P. McCabe ... ...  459  2 0 0
S. Birley ... ...  486 „ 18 11 3
J. Heather ... ... 510  2 12 8
J. Heather ... ... 511  7 16 0
M. Fanning ... ...  540  2„ 1 8
A. Beaton ... ...  553 „ 0 12 8
J. Harding ... ...  656  0 15 8
W. B. Witty ... ...  669 „ 0 8 4
R. Orr ... ... 560  056
J. Hodson ... ... 663  0 12 6
J. Hamer ... ...  664 „ 0 6 3
J. Duncan ... ... 665 „ 0 12 6
A. Dunne ... 570 11 0 3 4
J. D. Hall ... ...  495  71 2 16 3
T.  Roman 63  1 5 0
G. K. Jopp ... ... 86  2 19 3
C. Humberg ... ... 182  3 3 0
W. Schmidt ... ... 184  3 2 6
W. Steele ... ... 59  66  29 5 0
H. Opperman ... ... 196  71  3 5 0
C. Thorns ... 218  3 2 6
Wm. Hinz ... ...  315 „ 3 10 0
S. Staunton ... ...  352 „ 3 4 6
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FORFEITED  SELECTIONS - Contin u ed.
Name of Lessee. RegisterNo.
£ a. d.
0. Book ... ...
H. Shaffer ... ...
D. Guinea ... ...
E. Goeldner ... ...
Wm. Huston ... ...
J. M. Douglass ... ...
J. Orr ...
E. Richards (balance) ...
J. G. Gass (balance) ...
A. R. Croft (balance) ...
G. C. Mi ller ...
P. Hallam, junr....
J. E. Hallam ...
Jae. Stanley ...
J. North ...
D. Lincoln ...
J. Thomas ...
F. A. Mandelkow
R. Morrow ...
J. McNamara ...
H. Argow ...
R. Hardgrave ...
R. Martin ...
R. Sparrow ...
Wm. Reid ...
E. Horne ...
H. Heiner ...
J. Wieland ...
D. Dwyer ...
G. Kickbush ...
J. P. Bell ...
F. Startz ...
J. Connolly ...
G. Loveday ...
J. Murphy ...
M. McIntyre ...
H. Oughton ...
L. Niebling ...
Wm. Kickbush ...
A. Bucks ...
J. Baker ...
D. Cunningham ...
Wm. Dunege ...
M. H. Beckham ...
T. Goggin ...
Jas.Oughton ...
J. Rossiter ...
J. McCarthy ...
W. A. Here ...
R. Little ...
Wm. Chadwick ...
R. Cleary ...
T. Spencely ...
T. F. Atkin ...
J. McCa ll  ...
John McGrath ...
R. Martin ...
B. Jones ...
C. H. Berlin ...
C. Giesz ...
A. Wieck ...
H. C. Gorgensen ...
J. Hooper ...
M. Gregoreck
C. Brosnan ...
J. E. Macalikter...
W. Fitzgerald
Ditto
J. Mitchell
J. Murray
G. McKinlay
F. Greener
A. McPhee ...
E. Deane ...
J. J. Sweeney ...
L. Byrne
365
432
452
488
512
651
555
1
21
109
IPawicH.
... 350
... 486
... 497
... 772
... 808
... 913
... 959
... 1,104
... 1,253
... 1,333
... 1,899
... 2,019
... 2,170
... 2,304
... 2,355
... 2,409
... 2,410
... 2,583
... 2,602
... 2,607
... 2,626
... 2,629
... 2,633
... 2,640
2,641
... 2,643
... 571
... 738
... 992
... 1,355
... 1,557
... 1,572
... 1,585
... 1,593
... 1,644
... 1,653
... 1,694
... 1,728
... 1,766
... 1,854
... 1,906
... 1,915
1,945
2,041
... 2,072
... 2,125
... 2,169
... 2,236
... 2,271
... 2,289
... 2,336
... 2,350
... 2,475
... 2,580
WARWICK.
... 157
555
Portion.
Clause.
„
„
„
»
»
»
71
»
Rent.
3 10 0
3 1 6
2 10 0
3 4 2
2 3 0
0 5 10
0 2 1
0 2 6
0 6 8
3 2 9
4 5 6
17 10 0
4 5 0
2 10 0
3 5 0
2 15 0
2 10 0
7 1 0
6 15 0
10 5 0
4 17 6
4 17 0
4 19 11
3 15 0
1 6 8
4 13 4
1 17 11
0 10 0
0 13 0
0 4 2
5 4 2
0 4 2
0 5 0
1 0 10
FORFEITED  SELECTIONS - COntinnelZ.
Name of Lessee. Clause.
ToowooMBA.
F. Murphy ... ...  54 46
J. Hann 574
D. S. Mi ller ... ... 587
Ditto ... ... 594
E. W. Pechey ... ...  802
S. Webber ... ... 211
M. Fallon ... ... 617
H. Harth ... ... 558
J. E. Brown 640
J. McLennan (Act of 1872) 857
Jas. Frawley ... ... 871
Wm. Cuskelly 898
Wm. Burrow(Act of 1872) 904
C. H. Davenport... ... 424
GYMPIE.
S. Inker ... ... 68
W. Garde ... 125
J. L. A. Poingdestre ... 147
C. Bigger ... ... 217
H. Smith ... ...  225
F. Munro .. ... 252.
Mant and Littleton ... 264
T. Mullaly ... ... 265
D. Cassidy ... ... 128
W. Smith ... ... 136
H. Storer ... ... 199
J. Maltman ... ...  213
G. Bu ll  ... ...  228
J. Bray .. ... 293
MABYBOROIIGH.
G. Gee ... ... 273
J. Nolan ... ... 473
Register
No.
0 12 6 J. Weireen ... ... 476
0 12 6 A. H. Wilson ... ... 511
2 3 0 p. Ramsay ... ... 632
2 4 6 J. H. Pengelly ... ... 635
0 15 9 W. Whitley ... ... 657
3 0 0 J. Poole ... ... 334
1 10 0 R. M. Weir ... ... 488
4 0 0 J. J. Eulindt ... ... 567
0 8 3
2 6 3
3 0 0
3 3 6
1 17 0
3 17 9
2 5 0
3 0 0
3 0 0
0 9 9
2 0 0
1 2 6
1 0 0
3 6 6
3 2 4
2 1 3
2 12 1
0 18 4
1 17 11
2 5 0
1 6 8
0 6 8
BUNDABERG.
E. Hobson
J. Brown
W. Broom
Ditto
C. D. Seragutt
H. Reinhart
A. McKinley
..
...
135
142
148
152
200
89
221
D. Little ...
S. Frew ...
W. P. Morley ...
J. Muggleton ...
A. It. McGregor ...
T. Elvins ...
S. A. Russell ...
W. Frank ...
J. Brown ...
242
246
254
266
293
337
30
279
295
ROCKHAMPTON.
46  24  0 0
,l 7 0 0
29
...
19
67
4
13 6
0
Beg. No.
...
226 71 4 0 0
695 71 4 2 6
... 703  1
734 „ 3 10 0
DALBY.
243
277
100
102
46
11
71
»
3 10 0
1 0 0
3 0 0
2 0 0
J. O. Portus ... 260
Ditto ... ... 255
C. De Via ... ... 327
W. Stewart ... ... 329
C. De Via ... 326
P. Dunn ... ... 349
J. F. Adam ... ... 455
Ditto ... ... 456
J. Frances ... ... 485
The A.J.S. Bank... ... 490
T. Hayes ... 530
G. S. Bird ... ... 186
C. Do Via ... ... 325
R. J. Garton ... ... 408
T. Hayes ... 470
J Cowan ... 486
W. Lynch ... 656
MACEAY.
„
71
Rent.
21 0 0
48 0 0
43 1 0
96 0 0
5 6 8
1 10 3
3 8 6
0 6 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
0 5 0
0 6 6
0 18 9
3 0 0
46 12 0 0
5 2 6
7 14 0
1 10 0
1 6 8
4 0 0
3 10 8
4 3 4
1 10 0
1 0 0
0 18 4
1 8 4
2 13 4
0 6 3
46
46
»
71
46
»
3 7 6
5 2 6
16 10 0
24 15 6
15 0 0
9 6 8
0 10 6
4 0 0
1 12 0
0 19 6
24 0 6
5 0 0
4 10 0
3 18 0
11 13 4
1 12 6
2 18 4
32 0 0
6 10 0
814 0
7 10 0
6 0 0
1 13 4
0 13 4
2 15 6
4 0 0
6 8 6
9 1 6
4 7 0
24 12 6
4 4 0
21 5 0
2 0 0
2 0 b
2 0 0
7 6 0
6 13 4
0 12 6
2 14 0
3 19 6
4 0 0
4 0 0
2 0 0
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FORFEITED  SELECTIONS--continued.
" IMMIGRATION ACT OF 1869."
Name of  Lessee. RegisterNo. Clause. Rent Due.
£ s. d.
BRISBANE.
J. Mason ... 11
A. Kapitzke ... ... 37
J. Wood ... 52
H. W. P. Hughes ... 56
BEENLEIGH.
S. T. Hall ...  2
J. Heather
...
... 12
T. A. Butt
G. F. Burn
IPSWICH.
... 9
WARWICK.
.. 7
T. Woodthorpe ... ... 9
T. Horsepool
J. Langton
C. De Vie
C. Duprey
C. J. Moran
F. Clewitt
0 5 3
1 8 11
0 0 4
0 0 2
1 10 0
0 16 0
0 1l 3
0 8
1 8
MARYBOROUGH.
... ...1 3 ...
BUNDABERG.
15 I ...
ROCKHAMPTON.
... ... 5 ...
MACKAY.
... 3 ...
ROMA.
... ...1 47 1 46
SPRINGSURE.
... ... 4 1 71
BOWEN.
P. Frazer ... 213 46
F. J. Amhurst ... 215 46
C. G. Bradley ... ... 1 118 71
BURKE.
W. A. McDonald 10
J. Fieley ... 12
Jan.O'Dowd  ... ...  13
W. Smith ...
E. S. Cox ...
S. Droughton ... 8 46
1'. Hunter ... ... 11 71
TOWNSVILLE.
F. Corvette , ..  ...  SO 46
Ditto ...
..81
Ditto ... ...  82
W. Randa ll ... ... 87
C Bachmann 90
GLADSTONE.
.'. 75
108
GOONDIWINDI.
46
,,
46
L. Hamann ... ... 69 71
W. Eggbrecht ...
N. Donnelly ...
J. Tottenham ...
CARDWELL.
...  66
88
121
46
0 2
0 0
0 3
2 5
4 0
4 0
2 13
9 7
3 4
0
0
6
7
6
0
0
0
0
6
0
7 0 0
5 5 0
5 15 0
3715  0
2 1 8
2 6 2
0 6 8
1 10 0
1 10 0
1 10 0
0 9 4
0 3 4
5 0 0
11 0 0
48 0 0
2 1 8
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th August, 1873.
I
T is hereby notified for. general information,
that the name of ltichard John Rendall, as
published in the notification of appointment of
Trustees of the Ipswich and West Moreton Horti-
cultural and Agricultural Association, in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of the 23rd instant, was inserted in
error, instead of RICHARD JOHN KENDALL.
C. J. GRAHAM.
...
1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of
I " The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
Notice is hereby given ,  that the lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purposes named with respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  WATER AND CAMPING,  BEAUARABA
RUN.
County of Aubigny. -
92 acres  2 roods.
Commencing at the north-west corner of selec-
tion 749, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing west twenty-five chains ; on the west
by a line bearing south thirty-seven chains ; on the
south by a  line bearing  east twenty- five chains ;
and on the  east  by a line bearing north thirty-seven
chains  to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR POUND , STANTHORPE.
1 acre.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe,  allotments  14  and 15 of section  10.
Commencing on the west side of Johnson street
at the south- east  corner of allotment 13, and
bounded thence on the east by that street southerly
three chains ; on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 16 westerly at right  angles to
Johnson street three chains and thirty-four links
on the west by a line northerly parallel with John-
son street three chains; and on the north by the
south boundary line of allotment 13 easterly at
right angles to Johnson street three  chains and
thirty-four links to the point  of commencement.
RESERVES  FOR GRAVEL  AND TIMBER  FOR ROAD
PURPOSES.
County of Canning, parish of Bribie.
Commencing on the main road from Brisbane to
Gympie, at the south-west corner of portion No.
11, and bounded thence on the north by that por-
tion and a line bearing east about fifty chains ; on
the east by a line bearing south about eighty  chains ;
on the south by a line bearing west about sixty
chains to the main road from Brisbane to Gympie;
and on the west by that road northerly to the
point of commencement.
ALSO,
County of Canning, parish of Bribie.
Commencing at the south- east corner of  portion
No. 4, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing south about 120 chains ; on the south by
a line bearing west about 180 chains ; on the west
by a line bearing north about 100 chains to the
Mooloolah River ; and on the north by that river
downwards and by portions Nos. 10 and 4 to the
point of commencement.
ALSO,
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of portion
No. 30, and bounded thence on the south-west by
a line  bearing south-easterly about 105 chains to
the north-west corner of portion No. 4, and thence
about five chains to Mountain Creek ; on the south
and east by that creek downwards to the south corner
of portion No. 1; on the north- east  by that portion
and portion No. 27 to a point on the south-west
boundary of the last-mentioned portion distant
twenty chains from its west corner ; and thence on
the north-west by a line bearing south-westerly
about 120 chains to the point of commencement.
ALSO,
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
Commencing at a point on the west boundary of
portion No. 21, distant twenty  chains  from its north-
west corner, and bounded thence on the east by
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that portion and portion No. 52 and by a line
bearing south about twenty-eight chains ; on the
south by a line bearing west' about 130 chains ; on
the west by a line bearing north about 100 chains ;
and on the north by a line bearing east about 120
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR WHARVES AND WATER.
Mouth of Maroochy River, county of Canning,
parish of Maroochy. •
215 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Cornmeal
Creek, at the  crossing of a road, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that road bearing
one hundred and forty-five d grees one chain and
,;events-five links, one hundred and twenty-five
degrees five chains, one hundred and forty degrees
nine chains and forty links, one hundred and five
degrees five chains, one hundred and fifteen degrees
twenty chains, one hundred and five degrees
seventeen chains, one hundred and fifteen degrees
fifteen chains, one hundred and forty-five degrees
fourteen chains, and one hundred and thirty
degrees two chains and forty-six links ; on the
south-east by a line bearing forty-five degrees ten
chains to the South Pacific Ocean; ' on the east by
the waters of that ocean northerly to the mouth of
the Maroochy River ; and on the west and north
by that river southerly and westerly to Cornmeal
Creek, and by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR PUBLIC  PURPOSES.
Mouth of Baker's Creek, parish of Howard.
Commencing  at the south-west corner of applica-
tion 230 (Bovey's) ; and bounded on the north by
a line bearing east  twenty-two chains and twenty-
five links to the  sea-coast  ; on the east and on the
south by the sea-coast to the mouth of Baker's
Creek ; on the west by that creek upwards to the
mangroves  north of  the landing place ;  and thence
on the west by the  mangroves  to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1873.
T
HE  accompanying amended description of the
Drayton and Toowoomba Cemetery is sub-
stituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the  31st May, 1873 ,  folio 868.
C. J. GRAHAM.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
56 acres 2 roods 2 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the north-
east  corner of portion 2671and bounded thence on
part of the north by that road bearing east seventeen
chains and fifty links to another road one chain
wide; on part of the east by that road bearing
south fifteen chains and sixty-two links ; on the
remainder of the north by a line bearing east four
chains and fifty-nine links to a road one and a-half
chain wide;  again  on the east bythatroad bearing 198
degrees twenty-one minutes eight chains and forty-
two three-quarter links ; on part of the south by
a line  bearing west two chains and 18 links ; on the
remainder of the east by a line bearing 173 degrees
thirty minutes  seven  chains and five links ; on the
remainder of the south by the north boundary line
of portion 271, bearing west eighteen chains and
forty links ; and on the west by a line and the east
boundary line of portion 267, bearing north thirty
chains and fifty-seven links to the point of com-
mencement.
Also,
10 acres 1 rood 34 perches.
Commencing at a point one chain east from the
north-east corner of portion 269, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a road one chain wide
hearing seventy-four degrees fifty-one minutes ten
phaius and four links to a road one  and  a-half phain
wide ; on the south-east by that road bearing 198
degrees twenty-one minutes eighteen chains and
nineteen links ; on the south by another road one
chain wide, bearing west three chains and ninety-
one and a-half links to another road one chain
wide ; and on the west by that road bearing north
fourteen chains and sixty-nine links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a Cemetery.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  CEMETERY , STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe.
12 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north, and distant
one chain from the north-west corner of allotment 6,
section 18, and bounded thence on the south by
Funker street, bearing east nine chains and fifty-
three links ; on the east by a line bearing north
twelve chains and fifty-eight links ; on the north by
a line bearing west nine chains and fifty-three links ;
and on the west by McGlew street, bearing south
twelve chains and fifty-eight links to the point of
commencement. -
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th August, 1873.
AREA FOR MINING LICENSES, SUGARLOAF
OR LODE CREEK, DISTRICT OF DARLING
DOWNS SOUTH, SITUATED ON THE FOLK-
STONE RUN.
7 T is hereby notified for general information that
1 the Areas hereunder described, within the limits
of the roads running between Mineral Selections
Nos. 333 and 420n, and Nos. 337, 338, and 347B, on
Sugarloaf or Lode Creek, in the District of Darling
Downs South, shall be available for Mining
Licenses, under the provisions of Section 33 of
" The Mineral Lands A.ot of  1872," on and after
MONDAY, the 1st September, 1873.
C. J. GRAHAM.
DESCRIPTION OF ROADS ON SUGARLOAF OR LODE
CREEK, AVAILABLE FOR MINING  LICENSES.
Extension 5.
Area,  3 acres  16 perches.
Commencing at north- west  corner of  Mineral
Selection  No. 420B, thence bounded on the west by
a line  north one chain ; on the north by the south
boundary of Mineral Selection No. 333B east thirty-
one chains'; on the east by a line south one chain ;
and on the south by the north boundary of Mineral
Selection No. 420B west thirty-one chains to point
of commencement.
Extension 6.
Area, 2 acres.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of Mineral
Selection No. 338B, thence bounded on the north
by a line east one chain ; on the east by the west
boundary of Mineral Selection No. 347E south
twenty chains ; on the south by a line west one
chain ; and on the west by the east boundaries of
Mineral Selections Nos. 337 and 338V north twenty
chains  to point of  commeneement,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  7th August, 1873.
T
HE accompanying amended description of the
Reserve for Town Ha ll,  Clermont, is sub-
stituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 31st July, 1869, folio 928.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE  FOR TOWN HALL.
County of Clermont, parish of Clermont. town of
Clermont,  allotments 4, 5,  9,  and  10,  of section  18.
2 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the sec-
tion, and bounded thence on the north by Lime
street  westerly four chains ; on the west by the cast
boundary line of allotments 3 and 8 southerly, at
right angles to Lime street, five chains to Mimosa
street  ; on the south by that street easterly parallel
with Lime  street  four chains to Capella street ; and
on the east by that street northerly five chains to
the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for a School site.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOB A SCHOOL SITE.
County of Bentincle, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe, allotments  13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19,  and  20  of  section 8.
4 acres 2 roods 10 perches.
Commencing on the west side of Marsh street, at
the south-east corner of allotment 12, and bounded
thence on the east by that street bearing south
seven  chains and fifty links to Connor street ; on
the south by that street bearing west seven chains
and ninety-six links; on part of the west by allotment
No. 21, bearing north four chains and fifty links ;
on part of the north by allotments Nos. 9, 10, and
11, bearing east four chains and sixty-two links ;
on the remainder of the west by a line bearing
north three chains, and on the remainder of the
north by allotment No. 12, bearing east three chains
and thirty-four links to the point of commencement
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose, notice thereof shall be published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration'of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  CEMETERY, WALLOON.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion  603.
10 acres 38 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
west corner of portion 602, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing 225 degrees,
nine chains and thirty-two links to another road
one chain wide; on the south-west by that road,
bearing 135 degrees, eleven chains and two links ;
on the south-east by a line bearing forty-five
degrees, nine chains and thirty-two links ; and on
the north-east by the National School Reserve,
bearing 315 degrees, eleven chains and one link to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  NATIONAL  SCHOOL SITE , WALLOON.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion
602.
10 acres 36  perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
west  corner  of portion 600, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing 225 degrees,
nine chains and thirty links ; on the south-west by
the Cemetery Reserve, bearing 135 degrees, eleven
chains and one link ; on the south-east by a line
bearing forty-five degrees,  nine chains  and thirty
links ; and on the north- east  by portions 600 and
601, bearing 315 degrees,  eleven  chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1873.
1
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for Public purposes.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873.
1
T HE accompanying amended description of
Reserve for Timber for Railway purposes is
substituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 7th December, 1872, folio 2028.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Cavendish, parishes of Crow's Nest and
Murphy.
Commencing on Perseverance Creek at a point
bearing east from the north boundary of portion
No. 741, and bounded thence on the east by that
creek upwards to its source; thence on the south
by a line bearing west about five and a-half miles to
the summit of the Main Range ; on the west by the
summit of that range northerly to a point bearing
south from the west boundary of portion No. 741;
thence by a line bearing north about two and a-half
miles to the north-west corner of that portion ; and
on the north by a line bearing east about three and
a-half miles to the point of commencement,-ex-
elusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
POLICE  RESERVE ,  MILLCHESTER.
17 acres 3 roods 30 perches.
Commencing at a point 102 links north 312
degrees west of south corner of Bank of New South
Wales, at corner of the Main street ; thence bounded
by a line bearing 40 degrees 55 minutes north-east
1,038 links ; thence by a line bearing south 218
degrees 53 minutes west 1,457 links ; thence by a
line bearing south 132 degrees  east 1,417 links,
along the side of the street, to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
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Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved andg set apart for a Rail-
way Reserve.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  RAILWAY PURPOSES  NEAR  CLIFTON
RAILWAY STATION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Elphinstone,
portion No.  132.
165 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 131, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion bearing north
forty-six chains and fifty links ; on the north by a
line bearing  east  thirty-three chains and twenty
links ; on the east by lines bearing 157 degrees
thirty minutes two chains and sixty links, 166
degrees ten chains and nineteen links, 182 degrees
thirteen chains and five links, and 186 degrees
twenty-one chains and twenty links to the aforesaid
road ; and on the south by that road bearing west
thirty-four chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily  reserved  for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING.
Dawson Crossing, Pernambuco Run.
640 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Dawson
River at a point bearing north forty-four degrees
thirty minutes  east,  and distant about ninety chains
from the junction of Herbert's Creek with said
river, said point being at intersection of said river
by the north boundary of the Reserve for Public
purposes as published in the  Government Gazette
under notice dated 7th June, 1872; bounded
thence on the south by a west line 100 chains;
thence by a north line sixty-five chains ; thence
by an east line five chains to the left bank of
the Dawson River ; and thence by the said river
upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC PURPOSES, LYTTLETON
CREEK, GYMPIE ROAD.
County of Canning, parish, of Bribie.
100 acres.
Commencing on Lyttleton Creek at the crossing
of the Gympie road and bounded thence on. the
west by that road northerly to the road forming
the south boundary of portion 11 ; on the north by
that road easterly about thirty chains ; on the east
by a line bearing South to Lyttleton Creek ; and on
the south by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER FOR ROAD PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish of Kedron, portion  596.
317 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and fifty
1links wide at the south- east corner  of portion 594,
and bounded thence on the north- east  by that road,
bearing 130 degrees five chains and twenty links,
160 degrees  seven  chains and eighty-one links, 166
degrees nineteen chains  and seventy-two links
south ten chains and twenty-five links, and 150
degrees ten chains and sixty-five links ; on the
south by a line bearing west nineteen chains ; on
the south- east and  south-west by lines and a road
bearing  243 degrees five chains and eighty-five
links, 176 degrees three chains and sixty-seven
links,  241 degrees one chain and sixty-five links,
298 degrees one chain and twenty links, 241  de-
grees four chains and forty -five links, 293 degrees
eight chains and ninety -seven links ,  307 degrees
four chains and  forty-four  links, nineteen degrees
one chain  and forty  links, 333 degrees one chain
and ninety -six links ; 286 degrees thirty minutes
six chains and seventy -eight links ,  326 degrees
three chains and seven links ,  279 degrees nine
chains and sixty -eight links ,  255 degrees five chains
and eighty -seven links, 291 degrees five chains, and
253 degrees one chain and twenty-eight links ; on
the west by a line bearing north forty -three chains ;
and on the north by a line bearing east fifty-four
chains and fifty links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
r OT1CE is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant
L J mentioned in the Schedule hereunder written,
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Titles to Land Act of  1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, by an instrument endorsed on such Deed of
Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony,
describe the land intended to be granted, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, it shall
be taken to have been inserted in the Grant, and in
every Deed containing the erroneous description,
and such Grant and every such Deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant.- 16th  March, 1864.
Name of  Grantees .- Frederick  William Dunsdon,
and Samuel Henry Dunsdon.
Description  of Land Granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in Our said Territory ,  containing by
admeasurement seventy-seven acres, be the same
more or less ,  situated  in the county of Aubigny,
and parish of Toowoomba ,  portion 60 , in the Too-
woomba  Agricultural  Reserve, commencing at the
north-east corner of portion 26, on the  left bank of
Gowrie Creek,  and bounded thence on  the west by
the eastern  boundary  line of that portion and of part
of portion  59, bearing south  thirty-one  chains to a
road one chain wide ; on the south  by that road
bearing east  forty-five chains to Gowrie Creek ; and
on the north-east  by that creek  downwards to the
point of  commencement ,-being the  land proclaimed
as Lot. 56, on the 18th September, 1861.
Correct description of Land intended to be
gran  ted.-County of Aubigny,  parish of Toowoomba,
portion  No. 60, in the  Toowoomba Agricultural
Reserve, containing 112 acres- commencing at the
north-east corner of portion No .  26, on the left
bank of Gowrie Creek ,  and bounded thence on the
west by the eastern boundary line of that portion
and of part of portion  No. 59,  bearing south forty
chains and sixty -nine links to a road one chain wide ;
on the south by that road bearing east forty-four
chains and twenty links to Gowrie Creek ; and on
the north- east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name ,y pirty app1 '&.a for  Instrument .- Fred-
erick William Dunsdon.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th June, 1873.
W
by the twenty-fifth section of
11  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
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hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently set apart for Customs purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS PURPOSES AT BUNDABERI.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg,  town  of Bun-
daberg,  allotments  5 and 7 of section  26.
2 roods 29 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the north cor ser of allotment No. 3,
and bounded thence on the south-west by the
north-east boundary of allotment 3 south-easterly
one chain and eighty-four links to Quay street ; on
the south-east by Quay street north-easterly four
chains ; on the north-east by the south-west boun-
dary line of allotment 9 north-westerly at right
angles to Quay street one chain and sixty-seven
links to Burnett River ; and on the north-west by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th June, 1873.
1THEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
V V  " The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved  and set  apart for the
purposes named with  respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR A PRIMARY  SCHOOL AT NozxANi8Y.
County of Churchill,  parish  of Normanby.
2 acres.
Commencing on a road one  chain wide at a point
bearing 307  degrees,  and distant one chain from
the west corner of portion 58, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that road bearing thirty-
seven degrees five chains; on the north-east by a
line bearing 307 degrees four chains ; on the north-
west by a line bearing 217 degrees five chains to
another road one chain wide, and on the south-west
by that road bearing 127  degrees  four chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A PRIMARY SC$ooa AT TENT HILL.
County of Churchill, parish of Gatton.
4 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Blackfellow's
Creek at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the north by that road
bearing west seven chains and fourteen  links, on
the west by a line bearing south three chains and
eighty links, on the south-west by  lines bearing
121 degrees five chains and twenty-four links, and
eighty degrees three chains and ninety-three links
to the aforesaid creek, and on the east by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1873.
%lTHEREA.S, by the twenty-fifth clause of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from  sale for  any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  fo r thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  A HOSPITAL  AT STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinek, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe,  allotments  1, 2, 3,  and  22,  of
section 10.
2 acres  17 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and  bounded thence on the west by Short
street northerly four chains and fifty links; on the
north by the south boundary lines of allotments
4 and 7 easterly at right angles to Short street four
chains and seventy links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 21 southerly parallel
with Short street four chains and  fifty links to
Connor street ; and on the south by that street
westerly four chains and seventy links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A.  CEMETERY  AT WESTWOOD.
County of Pakington, parish of  Westwood,
portion 40.
15 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
each  two chains  wide, and bounded thence on the
north by one  of said roads bearing east sixteen
chains  and forty- five links to a road one chain and
a-half wide  ; on the east  by that road  bearing south
nine chains and twelve links ;  on the south by
portion 41  bearing west sixteen chains and forty-
five links to  the other  aforesaid road ; and on
the  west  by that  road bearing north nine chains
and twelve links  to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A MAGAZINE AT TOWNSVILLE,
CLEVELAND BAY.
County of  Elphimtone.
Redcliff Island, situated in Cleveland Bay, in
east longitude one hundred  and forty- six degrees
fifty  minutes  forty -two seconds ,  and south latitude
nineteen degrees fifteen minutes and twenty-eight
seconds.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1873.
W
v V HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1 1  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid " Peel Island," Moreton Bay, will be per-
manently reserved for Public purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
1T is hereby notified for  general  information
that  in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands  are desirous , before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the  lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF  1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices,  on
the following dates
MORETON DISTRICT.
Fast Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
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West 1lloreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday: in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
A i the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the firs
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
'Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At.the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT'OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Norman River Settle-
ment, on the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Laud Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
gt the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
aay in February, 1873, and thereafter onthe
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, andthereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st November, 1872.
N
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY  in every
month, hold his Court  Sittings ,  as prescribed in the
sixth clause  of the  Regulations  with  respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within  certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October,  1872 ,  at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
r THE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
shewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief' Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Ollice, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the 41st  section of  "  The Pastoral
Leases Act  of 1869" for renewed  leases  for four-
teen years  of the  runs in  the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will  expire on  and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands,  Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration  of the existing
leases , as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 26th August, 1873.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Miners' Rights have been
returned as issued in the Gold Fields Districts
respectively specified.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
ROCKHAMPTON GOLD FIELDS.
During the Month ended 31st July, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name.
48,348 James Dougherty
48,349 Ali Pow
48,350 Ali Sin
48,351 Ali Leon
48,352 Ali Gee
48,353 John Coombes
48,354 0. D. Brock
48,355 George Lambert
48,356 John Hepton
48,357 Edward Blann
48,358 John Canper
48,359 William Waghorn
48,360 John Jansen
48,361 George Pergeline
48,302 Charles Everett
48,363 Thos. Murray
48,364 Robt. Murray
48,365 James Connel
48,366 William Fanning
48,367 Beth Hank
48,368 Michael Handen
48,369 William Jerden
48,370 Chas. E. Everett,junr.
No. Name.
48,371 Qua Gong
48,372 She Sing
48,373 Boon Gang
48,374  Ali  Gow
48,375 Sing Chow
48,376 Ali Thow
48,377 Ali Tong
48,378 Heinrich Dalling
48,379 Charles Nash
48,380 Patrick Feeney
48,381 Michael Murphy
48,382 Li Ching
48,383 Bernard Berning
48,384 John Murray
48,385 George Bowles
48,386 Alfred Cank
48,387 Charles Ashley
48,388 Hugh Crawford
48,389 John McMeriman
48,390 Lauritz Rastuifreu
48,391 Robt. Pearson
48,392 Mathew S. Rundle
48,393 Henry  Carr
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 25th August, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a'New Road
from Dalby to St. Ruth, referred to in
Notices dated 24th March, 1873, and 12th June,
1873, folios 589 and 943, respectively, of the  Govern-
ment Gazette ,  has been formally marked and opened
by the proper officer,  and same is  now open for
public use.
73-2886 J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a New Roadfrom Dalby to Lagoon Reserve, referred to
in Notices dated 31st March, 1873, and 12th June,
1873, folios 628 and 943, respectively, of the  Govern-
ment  Gazette,  has been formally marked and opened
by the proper officer,  and same is  now open for
public use.
73-2886.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 21st August 1873.
NEW ROAD-IPSWICH TO THE UPPER
LOGAN,  vitc  DUGANDAN.
FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the new line of roadleading from Ipsw ch to the Upp r Logan,  vih
Dugandan, parish of Normanby, county of Church-
ill, referred  to in notices  dated respectively 6th
December, 1872, and 11th February, 1873, folio
2043, in  Government Gazette,  1872, and folio 239,
Government Gazette,  1873, has been formally
marked and opened by the proper officer, and the
same is now  open for public use.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 26th August, 1873.
FERRY, MINGO CROSSING, BURNETT RIVER.
TO BOATMEN, FERRYMEN, ETC.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd
October, 1873, from persons willing to contract for
the Lease, for the period of Five years,  commencing
from date  of acceptance of Tender, of the Ferry on
the Burnett River at Mingo Crossing, Maryborough
to Mount Perry road.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender ,for Ferry,
Mingo Crossing, Burnett River."
Conditions of Lease, form of Tender, and Regu-
lations for working the Ferry, can be seen on appli-
cation at  the Office of Foreman of Works, Mary-
borough.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum  signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible  persons as sureties , agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute and  deliver, at the office of the Civil Crown
Solicitor  in Brisbane , within fourteen days from the
usual notification  of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty in a penal sum of such amount as may be
hereafter determined upon, for securing such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
No Tender will be entertained, except in the
approved form, and the highest or any Tender will
not necessarily  be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1873.
FERRIES, LOGAN RIVER.
TO BOATMEN, FERRYMEN, &c.
S
EPARATE Tenders will be received at this
Office, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 26th September next, from persons willing to
contract for the Lease, for a period of Three (3)
years, of the following Public Ferries, viz.:-
Beenleigh Ferry, Logan River ;
Waterford Ferry, ditto.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Beenleigh
Ferry"  (or  "Waterford Ferry,"  as the case may
be).
Conditions of Lease, and Regulations for Working
the Ferries, can be seen on application at the Clerk
of Petty Sessions' OffiV, Beenleigh, or at this
Office.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Con-
tract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty in a penal sum of such
amount as may be hereafter determined upon, for
securing such performance ; otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 20th August, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following Regulations being
observed on the Ferry at the Mingo Crossing-
place, Burnett River, Maryborough, in virtue of the
provisions of the Acts 2 William IV., No. 12, and
14 Victoria, No. 5.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
FERRY REGULATIONS.
1. That the ferry be leased by auction, tender, or
otherwise, as the Government may determine.
2. That the ferry rates and charges shall be in
accordance with the annexed Schedule, and that
the same shall be  painted on boards  and placed in
conspicuous  situations on each side of the ferry,
at the cost of the lessee thereof. The lessee shall
also  provide scales and weights, and keep the same
in a convenient place at the ferry.
3. The lessee will be required to make all im-
provements and repairs that may be required at the
approaches to the ferry on each side of the river
for a distance of 100 feet from low-water mark,
and leave the  same  in good order at the termi-
nation  of his lease.
4. The lessee of the ferry shall enter into a bond
in an  amount to be fixed by the Government, with
two sureties, for the due performance of his con-
tract, and for his information he will be supplied
with a  copy of these  regulations.
5. The lessee will be required to furnish, and
to keep during the currency of his lease,  in a clean,
dry, and secure condition, such sufficient number
of boats and punts as the Government may deter-
mine to be used on th ferry, and such boats and
punts must be approve of, and passed by an officer
appointed in that behalf by the Government. The
following are the  dimensions  required, viz. r
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Boats.-Not  to be less than 1S feet over all,
5 feet beam, to carry eight passengers ;
two extra passengers may be carried for
one foot by one inch more in the foregoing
measurement ; the number of passengers
each boat is licensed to carry to be
painted in legible characters in some con-
spicuous part thereof ; a man to be in
constant attendance with each boat, and
each boat to be provided with a safe rope
or chain.
Punts.-Not  to be less than 35 feet long and
10 feet wide, inside measurement, 3 feet
deep, and decked over level with top of
gunwale ; height of top rail 3 feet 6 inches
from the deck of punt, with three inter-
mediate rails, to have fall-down flaps, be
well battened down to prevent cattle from
slipping, with chains and shifting cross-
bars at each end, and to be worked by not
less than two men.
6. Life-buoys and drags, with proper appliances,
shall be furnished by the lessee, who shall be
required to have the 'same in constant readiness for
any emergency.
7. During dark nights, and in the . absence of
moonlight, there shall be lights kept burning and
properly trimmed on the steps of the ferry, on
each side of the river, and the lessee shall provide
the same.
8. All  persons crossing the ferry, with the follow-
ing  exceptions, shall  pay the charges fixed in
Schedule, viz. :-
The Governor, and any person in actual attend-
ance upon him, and any carriages or horses
of or belonging to him.
Ministers of religion, officers, soldiers, or
sailors, in Her Majesty's service, proceed-
ing or returning on duty.
Any member of the Executive Government,
officers of police, troopers, and constables
on actual duty, and any prisoners in their
charge.
Any person proceeding to or returning from
divine worship on the Lord's Day.
All children proceeding to or returning from
any school, whether public or private ; all
officers and men connected with Her
Majesty's Customs and with the Roads
Department, when on duty.
N.B.-The horses or vehicles used by such
exempted parties shall also be conveyed across the
ferry free.
PENAL CLAUSES.
9. Any lessee of the ferry who shall infringe
upon, or act contrary to any clause or condition
contained  in these regulations, shall, on conviction
before two or more Justices of the Peace, be sub-
ject to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
10. In the event of two convictions within one
month against the lesseQ of the ferry, such con.
victions shall  cancel  the lease, and the Government
may at once  resume  the ferry.
11. If the  lessee, or if  any collector, boatman, or
ferryman employed by such lessee, shall demand
and take from any person or persons exempt from
payment of charges, and who shall claim such
exemption, as provided in clause 8 of these  regula-
tions,  or shall, under color of his office  as lessee,
collector, boatman,or ferryman, wilfully extort from
any person or-persons any sum of money or thing
of value whatsoever, as and for, or in lieu of pay-
ment of dues ; or shall refuse to permit and suffer
any person or persons to read, or shall in any
manner hinder or prevent any person or persons
from reading, the inscription on such boards ; or
shall refuse to tell his christian and surname to
any person or persons who shall demand to know
the same, on being paid the said dues, or any of
them, or shall in answer give a false name or
names ; or upon legal dues being tendered or
paid, shall detain or wilf*ly obstruct, hinder, or
delay any  erson or  persons from passing over the
ferry ; or ?I uch  lessee , collector, boatman, or ferry-
man shall make use of any scurrilous or abusive
language to any traveller or passenger ;-then and
in each and every such case the said lessee shall
forfeit and pay for every such offence any sum not
exceeding five pounds, to be recovered before any
two or more of Her Majesty's Justices of the
Peace.
12. If any lessee, or collector, boatman, or ferry-
man employed by such lessee, shall neglect or
unreasonably delay to take  across the ferry any
passengers , or travellers of any description, or any
goods or wheeled vehicles delivered to him, in each
and every such case the said lessee shall forfeit and
pay for every such offence any sum not exceeding
five pounds, in addition to any damage.that may
arise from such neglect or delay, to be recovered
as hereinbefore provided.
13. If any person liable to the payment of any
dues under these  regulations  shall, after  demand,
neglect or  refuse  to pay the same, or any part
thereof, it shall be lawful for  anyone  duly autho-
rised to collect the same, to prevent such person
from passing over the ferry until the dues demand-
able from and payable by such person so refusing to
pay the same be paid and discharged.
14. Any person who shall intentionally evade the
payment of the dues as per schedule shall, unless
exempt from payment thereof, as provided  in clause
8 of these regulations, upon conviction, be subject
to a ]penalty not exceeding five pounds.
15. No person in a state of intoxication shall be
permitted to cross over in any of the ferry boats,
except when in charge of the police.
16. The lessee shall have the exclusive right of
taking all passengers, live stock, and goods across
the ferry ; and no person or persons shall ply for
hire, by conveying passengers, live stock, or goods
across the river within a radius of three miles of
the ferry, unless authorised to do so by the Govern-
ment, under a penalty not exceeding five pounds
for each offence, to be recovered as hereinbefore
provided.
17. The rent to be paid to the Colonial Treasurer,
in such manner  as may be approved by the Govern-
ment, and intimated to the  lessee ;  and if not so
paid, the lease will be liable to be absolutely
cancelled at the option of the Government.
18. The  lessee shall , at the time of executing the
bond, give a warrant of attorney to enter upon
judgment, as a collateral security for the due pay-
ment of the rent, should the Government so desire.
19. The lessee shall not sub-let, or in any way
dispose of the ferry without the  express  sanction of
the Government.
SCHEDULE.
Ferry  Dues and Charges.
s. d.
Every foot passenger with a parcel or par-
cels not exceeding 14 lbs. weight in all 0 2
Single horse, with rider ... ...  ...  0 6
A ll  vehicles, of any description whatever, of
two or more wheels, loaded or unloaded,
drawn by one horse or other  animal,
including driver, &c. ... ... ... 1 0
Same, drawn by two horses or other animals,
including driver, &c.,  ... ...  1 3
Same (with the exception of bullock teams),
drawn by more than two horses or other
animals, including driver, &c. ...  ...  1 6
Bullock teams, with dray loaded or unloaded,
including driver, &c., and with or with-
out dray, in yokes, including driver ... 1 6
N.B.-The fares of passengers travelling in vehicles
are included in the foregoing  charges.
Cattle or horses, or other large animals, un-
attached, up to ten in number, each 0 4
Same, for all above ten in number (the first
ten at rate of 4d. each), each ... ... 0 3
Sheep, pigs, goats, sucking calves or foals,
or other small  animals  (dogs excepted),
each  ,. ., ... ... 0 1
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Goods.
Packages  exceeding  in all 14 lbs., and under
56 lbs. weight ... ... ... ...  0 2
Ditto, 56 lbs. and under 1 cwt. ...
Every 1 cwt. and under 10 cwt., at rate of
0 4
0 6
Every 10 cwt. or more, at rate of per ton, by
dead weight or measurement ... ... 5 0
Half of the above rates only shall be paid in all cases
when return is made on the same day, with the excep-
tion of foot passengers.
Live stock to be put into and out of the punts by the
owners or  parties in charge thereof. Goods and
wheeled vehicles to be put into and taken out of the
punts by the lessee.
The ferry to be opened for the transit of passengers
and goods, at all hours, from 6 ajn. to 11 p.m., at the
above prices.
After 11 p.m. double all the above rates shall be
charged and paid.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th August, 1873.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve  of the following Regulations to be
observed  on the Beenleigh and Waterford Ferries,
Logan  River, on and after the 1st September, 1873,
in  lieu  of those now in force thereat, in virtue of
the provisions  of the Acts 2 William IV., No. 12,
and 14 Victoria, No. 5.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
FERRY REGULATIONS.
1. That the ferry be leased by auction, tender, or
otherwise, as the Government may determine.
2. That the ferry  rates  and charges shall be in
accordance with the annexed Schedule, and that
the same shall  be  vainted on boards,  and placed in
conspicuous situations  on each side of the ferry, at
the cost of  the lessee  thereof. The lessee sha11
also provide  scales and  weights, and keep  the same
in a convenient  place at the ferry.
3. The lessee will be required to make all im-
provements  and repairs that maybe required at the
approaches to the ferry on each  side  of the River,
for a distance of 100 feet from low-water mark,
and leave  the same  in'good order at the termination
of his lease.
4. The lessee of the ferry shall enter into a bond
in an amount to be fixed by the Government, with
two sureties, for the due performance of his con-
tract, and for his information he will be supplied
with a copy of these regulations.
5. The  lessee  will be required to furnish, and to
keep during the currency of his  lease, in a clean,
dry, and secure condition, such sufficient number
of boats and punts as the Government may deter-
mine to be  used on the ferry, and such boats and
punts  must be approved of, and passed by an officer
appointed in that behalf by the Government. The
following are the dimensions required, viz.:-
Boats.-Not  to be less than 1.8 feet over all,
5 feet beam, to carry eight  passengers ;
two extra passengers may be carried for
one foot by one inch more in the foregoing
measurement ; the number of passengers
each boat is licensed to carry to be painted
in legible characters in some conspicuous
part thereof;  a man  to be in constant
attendance with each boat, and each boat
to be provided with a safe rope or chain.
Punts.-Not  to be  less than  40 feet long and
12 feet wide, inside measurement, 3 feet
deep, and decked over level with top of
gunwale; height of top rail 3 feet 6 inches
from the deck of punt, with three inter-
mediate rails, to have fall-down flaps, be
well battened down to prevent cattle from
slipping, with chains and shifting cross-
bars at each end, and to be worked by not
less than two men.
6. Life-buoys and drags, with proper appliances,
shall be furnished by the lessee, who shall be
required to have the same in constant readiness for
any emergency.
7. During dark nights, and in the absence of
moonlight, there shall be lights kept burning and
properly trimmed on the steps of the ferry, on
each side of the river, and the lessee shall provide
the same.
8. All persons crossing the ferry, with the follow-
ing exceptions, shall pay the charges fixed in
Schedule, viz. :-
The Governor, and any person in actual attend-
ance upon him, and any carriages or horses
of or belonging to him.
Ministers  of religion, officers, soldiers, or
sailors, in  Her Majesty's service, proceed-
ing or returning on duty.
Any member of the Executive Government,
officers of police, troopers, and constables
on actual duty, and any prisoners in their
charge.
Any person proceeding to or returning from
divine worship on the Lord's Day.
All children proceeding to or returning from
any school, whether public or private ; all
officers and  men connected with Her
Majesty's Customs, and with the Roads
Department, when on duty.
N.B.-The  horses  or vehicles used by such
exempted  parties shall also  be conveyed across the
ferry free.
PENAL CLAUSES.
9. Any lessee of the ferry who shall infringe
upon, or act contrary to any clause or condition
contained in these regulations, shall, on conviction
before two or more Justices of the Peace, be sub-
ject to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
10. In the event of two convictions within one
month against the lessee of the ferry, such con-
victions shall cancel the lease, and the Government
may at  once resume the ferry.
11. If the lessee, or if any collector, boatman,
or ferryman employed by such lessee, shall demand
and take from any person or persons exempt from
payment of charges (and who shall claim such exemp-
tion), as provided  in clause 8  of these regulations, or
shall, under  color of his office  as lessee , collector,
boatman , or ferryman, wilfully extort from any
person  or persons  any sum of money or thing of
value whatsoever,  as and  for, or in lieu of payment
of dues ; or shall refuse to permit and suffer any
person or persons to read, or shall in any manner
hinder or prevent any person or persons from
reading, the inscription such boards; or shall
refuse  to tell his christian and surname to al y
person or persons who shall demand to know the
same, on being paid the said dues, or cuwy of
them, or shall  in answer  give a false name or
names ; or  upon legal dues being tendered or
paid, shall detain or wilfully obstruct, hinder, or
delay any person or persons from passing over
the ferry ; or if such lessee, collector, boatman, or
ferryman shall make use of any scurrilous or
abusive language to any traveller  or  passenger;-
then and in each and every such  case  the said
lessee  shall forfeit and pay for every such offence
any sum not exceeding five pounds, to be recovered
before any two or more of Her Majesty's Justices
of the Peace.
12. If any lessee, or collector, boatman, or
ferryman employed by such  lessee, shall  neglect,
or  unreasonably delay  to take across the ferry any
passengers , or travellers of any description, or any
goods or wheeled vehicles delivered to him, in each
and every such case the said  lessee sha ll forfeit and
pay for every such offence any sum not exceeding
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five pounds, in addition to any damage that may
arise from such neglect or delay, to be recovered as
hereinbefore provided.
13. If any person liable to the payr ^ .nt of any
dues under these regulations shall, a!.er demand,
neglect or refuse to pay the same, or any part
thereof, it shall be lawful for anyone duly
authorised to collect the same, to prevent such
person from passing over the ferry until the dues
demandable and payable by such person so refusing
to pay the same be paid and discharged.
14. Any person who shall intentionally evade the
payment of the dues, as per Schedule, shall, unless
exempt from payment thereof, as provided in clause
8 of these regulations, upon conviction, be subject
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
15. No person in a state of intoxication shall be
permitted to cross over in any of the ferry boats,
except when in charge of the police.
16. The lessee shall have the exclusive right of
taking all passengers, live stock, and goods across
the ferry ; and no person or persons shall ply for
hire, by conveying passengers, live stock, or goods
across the raver within a radius of three miles of
the ferry, unless authorised to do so by the Govern-
ment, under a penalty not exceeding five pounds
for each offence, to be recovered as hereinbefore
provided.
17. The rent to be paid to the Colonial Treasurer,
in such manner as may be approved by the Govern-
ment, and intimated to the lessee ; and if not so
paid, the lease will be liable to be absolutely
cancelled at the option of the Government.
18. The lessee shall, at the time of executing the
bond, give a warrant of attorney to enter upon
judgment, as a collateral security for the due pay-
ment of the rent, should the Government so
desire.
19. The lessee shall not sub-let, or in any way
dispose of the ferry, without the express sanction
of the Government.
SCHEDULE.
Ferry Dues and Charges.
s. d.
Every foot passenger with a parcel or par-
cels not exceeding 14 lbs. weight in all ... 0 1
Single horse, with rider ... ... ... 0 4
All vehicles, of any description whatever, of
two or more wheels, loaded or unloaded,
drawn by one horse or other animal, in-
cluding driver, &c. ... ... .. 0 8
Same, drawn by two horses, or other  animals,
including driver, &c. ., 1 0
Same (with the exception of bullock  teams),
drawn by more than two horses or other
animals, including driver, &c. ... .. 1 6
Bullock teams, with dray loaded or unloaded,
including driver, &c., and with or with-
out dray, in yokes, including driver ... 1 0
N.B.-The fares of passengers travelling in vehicles
are included in the foregoing  charges.
Ckttle or horses, or other large  animals, un-
attached, up to ten in number, each ... 0 4
Same, for all above  ten in  number (the first
ten at rate of 4d. each), each ... 0 3
Sheep, pigs ,  goats, sucking calves or foals or
other  sma ll  animals  (dogs excepted ),  each 0 1
Goods.
Packages  exceeding  in all 14 lbs .,  and under
56 lbs.  weight  ... ... ... ...  0 2
Ditto, 56 lbs. and under 1 cwt. .. 0 4
Every 1 cwt.  and under  10 cwt.,  at rate of
per cwt. 0 6
Every 10 cwt. or more,  at rate of  per ton,
by dead weight  or measurement ... 5 0
Half of the  above rates  only shall be paid  in all  cases
,when return  is made on the same  day, with the excep-
tion of foot qasangers.
Live stock to be put into and out of the punts by the
owners or parties in charge thereof. Goods and wheeled
vehicles to be put into  and taken  out of the punts by
the lessee.
The ferry to be opened for the transit of passengers and
goods,  at all hours , from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m., at the above
prices.
After 11 p. m. double  all the above  rates shall  be charged
and paid.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1873.
TO STOREKEEPERS, IRONMONGERS,
AND OTHERS.
STORES, ETC., REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF
THE RAILWAY DEPARTMENT AT IPSWICH.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th
October next, from persons willing to contract for
the supply of the whole or any of the under-
mentioned Stores, &c., in such quantities as may be
required during the year commencing 1st January,
1874, upon the conditions hereafter specified, to be
delivered at the Railway Stores, Ipswich.
Printed Forms of Tender, with lists and further
particulars specified, may be obtained at this Office ;
and at the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract,
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event, that they will severally
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within seven days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty in the penal sum of £100 for securing such
performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
The Stores to be of the very best description of
their several kinds.
The probable quantities of each article required
are given for the guidance of persons concerned,but it must be understood that they are only
approximate, and the Contractors must supply more
or less of each article, as required.
This Notice does not apply to stores and material
of every description required for the construction
of new works, or to any Stores required on
emergency, where time will not admit of the
Contractors supplying same to the Railway Stores.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST  OF ARTICLES AND PROBABLE  QUANTITIES  REQUIRED
FOR THE USE OF THE SOUTHERN AND  WESTERN
RAILWAY  FOR THE  YEAR 1874.
Augers, Matheson 's screw , 4, and 4, per dozen
(30 dozen)
Axes, American (2 dozen)
Adzas (% dozen)
Arsenic (14 lb.)
Alum (1 cwt.)
Axes, carpenter's broad (f dozen)
Bends, wrought iron for gas tubing I up to 3 inches
(2 dozen)
Bolts, flush for doors (1 dozen)
Bolts, barrel (1 dozen)
Bolts and Nuts, caphead ,  hexagon ,  and countersunk,
assorted  sizes  (5 cwt.)
Borax  (14 lb.)
Brass  sheet  (28 lb.)
Brooms, bass, per dozen  (6 dozen)
Brushes,  large banister ,  per dozen  (12 dozen)
Brushes, scrubbing,  per dozen  (2 dozen)
Brushes, painter' s sash tools , Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, per dozen
(12 dozen)
Brushes, French, fitches (2 dozen)
Brushes, large hair  sweeping  (2 dozen)
Blocks, iron, assorted  sizes, single ,  double ,  and snatch
(} dozen)
Blocks, wood, ditto, ditto (I dozen)
Braces  and Bits, iron  (t dozen)
Braces and Bits, wood (} dozen)
Buckets,  galvanised iron  (1 dozen)
Bunting, red, white, and green (200 yards)
Bath Bricks (2 gross)
Basil Skins ,  large  (2 dozen)
Blankets, good, 12 x 4 (12 pairs)
Bricks, common (5,000)
Bricks, fire (1,000)
Canvas, best brands, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 (2,000 yards)
Cement, best brands (25 casks)
Chain,  assorted sizes , iron (5 cwt.)
Chalk, white (1 cwt.)
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Ch. Lime (2 cwt)
Copper, bars (1 cwt.)
Copper, sheets (28 lb.)
Copper, ingots (5 cwt.)
Chairs, cane-seated office (2 dozen)
Cord, say stout fish lines (7 lb.)
Corks, assorted (3 gross)
Crucibles, Morgan's patent (2 dozen)
Chalk Lines (1 dozen)
Chamois Leathers (6 dozen)
Cotton, clean ginned, for polishing (14 lb.)
Calico, for mounting maps (20 yards)
Coal, house, in bags, bags returned (60 tons)
Coal, smithy (150 tons)
Dusters, flannel (20 yards)
Dusters, linen (20 yards)
Duck, English, for tents (100 yards)
Dressed Horse Hides, for laces (1 dozen)
Emery Cloth, Nos. 1, It, and 2 (5 reams)
Emery Powder, Nos. 1, If, and 2 (56 lb.)
Escutcheons ,  brass  (2 dozen)
Files,  assorted  as per Sheffield list (50 dozen)
Flannel, for floor cloth (20 yards)
Felt, tarred for bridges (100 yards)
Flax, spun for packing (5 cwt.)
Flour, for moulders (f cwt.)
Filters, medium size, office (f dozen)
Glass, best window (200 square feet)
Glass ,  plate  (50 square feet)
Glass Cloth ,  Nos. 1, 2 , 3 (2 reams)
Glasses ,  kerosine  lamp, assorted  (2 dozen)
Glue (f cwt.)
Gold Leaf ,  in books of  50 (20 books)
Gold Size  (10 gallons)
Grinding Stones, best (6)
Gum Arabic (28 lb.)
Guttering, 4 to 6 (50 feet)
Gas Piping, I  to 3 (200 feet)
Hinges ,  brass  butt ,  assorted sizes  (6 dozen)
Hinges, iron  ditto (6 dozen)
Hinges, T, assorted sizes (6 dozen)
Hammers ,  fitter ' s, per lb. (2 dozen)
Handles ,  American axe  (2 dozen)
Handles, pick hickory (40 dozen)
Hose, India -rubber and  canvas ,  assorted sizes, 2 and 3
ply (100 feet)
Hose ,  canvas ,  assorted  sizes  up to 21  (100 feet)
Hooks, reaping (6 dozen)
Horse  Hair (2 cwt.)
Hemp, best Tathem's (28 lb.)
Holland, for window blinds (50 yards)
Hooks ,  brass screw , for notice boards (1 gross)
Iron , round and square, best Best Stafford-
shire, BBH
Iron , angle, ditto, ditto
Iron , flat, ditto, ditto
Iron , plate, ditto, ditto
Iron , sheet,.ditto, ditto
Iron, best Lowmoor bare
Iron, ditto ditto plate
Iron, best galvanised corrugated
Knives , office (2 dozen)
Knives,  painter 's large flag  ( j dozen)
Leather, best belting (1 ton)
Leather, brown bridle (2 cwt.)
Leather, bag (f cwt.)
Lamp Wick, flat, from f to 2 (100 yards)
Lamp Wick, round, ditto (20 dozen)
Lead, pig (5 cwt.)
Lead, sheet (1 ton)
Lamp Cotton (56 lb.)
Locks, chest and box, assorted sizes (6 dozen)
Locks, drawer, ditto (6 dozen)
Locks, rim, complete (6 dozen)
Looks, pad, 3 in. and 21 in. (12 dozen)
Locks, pad, with duplicate keys (6 dozen)
Measuring  Tape, metallic, 66 ft. and 33 ft. (2 dozen)
Mops, wool (2 dozen)
Murlin or tar band (2 cwt.)
Monkeys, water (1 dozen)
Metal , Babbit'a patent (5 cwt.)
Nails, wire, assorted sizes(fton)
Nails , clout, ditto (1 cwt.)
Nails, wrought iron, ditto (5 cwt.)
Needles, best sail (5 dozen)
Oil, best refined colza (1,000  gall ons)
Oil, Chinese (500 gallons)
Oil, kerosine, approved brands (1,000 gallons)
Oil, nest's foot (1,000  gall ons)Oil, sweet
Oil, linseed, raw and boiled (500 gallons)
Osnaburg (100 yards)
Pine, for papers, assorted sizes (7 lb.)
Paints, Turkey umber, in oil (5 cwt.)
patent dryers (5 cwt.)
green ground dry (1 cwt.)
„ black (5 cwt.)
red lead, ground dry (5 cwt.)
yellow ochre (2 cwt.)
black japan (20 gallons)
white lead (10 tons)
Prussian blue (56 lb.)
Potash, American (28 lb.)
Potash, Prussian (28 lb.)
Paper, sand, Nos. 1, 2, and 3 (3 reams)
Pliers, assorted (1 dozen)
Pincers, ditto (1 dozen)
Rope, best Europe (5 cwt.)
Rope, Manilla (10 cwt.)
Riddles, assorted mesh (1 dozen)
Rivets and WVashers, tinned (20 lb.)
copper (28 lb.)11 11
Rings, brass screw, for notice boards (1  gross)
Rings, tinned for tarpaulins 110 gross)
Ratline, 9 thread (10 cwt.)
Rule, 2 feet (1 dozen)
Steel, blister, best brands
Steel, spring, ditto
.
(5 cwt.)
Steel, cast, ditto
Saws, hand (1 dozen)
Saws, crosscut (f dozen)
Screws, all sizes, as per printed list (500 gross)
Screws, galvanised iron (1 cwt.)
Screws, coach (2 cwt.)
Stones, for reaping hooks (5 dozen)
Shovels, No. 4 round nose, T handles (20 dozen)
Shovels, ditto square ditto, ditto (5 dozen)
Soda, wasting (2 cwt.)
Soap , yellow bar (5 cwt.)
Soap, soft (5 cwt.)
Soap, best brown Windsor ( 12 dozen)
Solder, Tinman's (28 lb.)
Spirits of Salts (2 gallons)
Scissors, assorted sizes (1 dozen)
Sponges, common  (56 lbs.)
Sulphur (14 lb.)
Salt, common  coarse  (3 bags)
Staples, galvanised  iron  (10 cwt.)
Salamoniuc (14 lb.)
Shellac (28 lb.)
Spirits, methylated (20 gallons)
Tar, coal (100 hogsheads)
Tar, Stockholm (150 gallons)
Tin, sheet, XXX (2 cases)
Tin, block (5 cwt.)
Tacks, tin (21 lb.)
Tacks, cut (14 lb.)
Tacks, iron (14 lb.)
Tumblers, cut  glass  (1 dozen)
Twine, best sail (56 lb.)
Twine, best packing (56 lb.)
Turpentine (50 gallons)
Tanks, malt (20)
Towels, best office (2 dozen)
Tallow, best (1 ton)
Vices, fitters  (5 cwt.)
Varnish, Noble 's and Hoare 's best  hard drying body
(50 gallons)
Waste,  white  cotton (3 tons)
Water- wells,  for copying (1 dozen)
Wax Qestas, 250's (5 gross)
Whiting (3 cwt.)
Worsted (14 lb.)
Washers, iron, assorted sizes (50 gross)
Wire, copper (28 lb.)
Wire, brass (28 lb.)
Wire, steel (28 lb.)
Wire,  iron  (28 lb.)
Weighing Machine, spring dial  for parcels , 112 lb.,
Avery's or Pooley's (1 dozen)
Ditto, ditto, to weigh 1 ton (3)
Ditto, ditto, to weigh I ton (3)
Timber, pine, per 100 feet superficial (100,000 feet)
Timber, hardwood, ditto (100,000 feet)
Timber, cedar, per foot (50,000 feet)
Timber, Cudgeree, per 100  feet super ficial  (10,000 feet)
ANNUAL PASTORAL  RENT LIST FOR 1873.
1 HE attention of Crown Lessees ,  and others,
7_ is directed to the Queensland  Government
Gazette  of 5th August, 1873, containing a list of
all Rents and Assessments due and payable at the
Treasury on or before 30th Septmeber, 1873.
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The  Gazette  may be seen at any Court House
in the Colony on application to the C.P.S., or may
be obtained direct from the Government Printing
Office by remitting the sum of one shil: ag.
J. P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  10th June, 1873.
QUEE NSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES  of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh ,  Bowen  (Port Denison),
Brisbane ,  Bundaberg ,  Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville ,  Clermont, Cleveland ,  Condamine,
Cunnamulla ,  Curriwillinghi ,  Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah ,  George Town .  Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna ,  Goondiwindi ,  Greenmount ,  Gympie,
Ipswich, Jimna , K ilkivan, Leyburn ,  Mackay, Marl-
borough ,  Maryborough ,  Milchester ,  Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek,  Nanango, Nebo ,  Normanton,
Ravenswood .  Rockhampton ,  Roma, Shipping Office
(Brisbane ),  Springsure ,  S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe ,  St. George ,  St. Lawrence ,  Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Toowoomba ,  Townsville ,  Warwick, and
Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor ,  subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
in £100, at the rate of  five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding  £ 100, but not
exceeding  £ 200. at the rate of  five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on  deposits exceeding  £ 200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours. and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by  letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
5th. Means of connecting the line of proposed
wharves with those above, or that may at any future
time be constructed below such wharves.
6th. Adaptability of design for use of tramways
j along the wharves, if such should be hereafter
required.
The drawings submitted by competitors must con-
sist of a general plan drawn upon a scale of 30 feet
to one inch, showing the proposed arrangement of
wharves and site for warehouses, &c., connected
therewith, together with carefully prepared detail
drawings showing method of construction, &c., upon
a scale of not less than 4 feet to 1 inch, with all
necessary dimensions figured on. An estimate of
cost and general specification of the proposed works
must also accompany the designs.
A plan of the ground has been prepared by
Government, giving soundings of depth of water
along the proposed site of wharves, lithographic
copies of which can be obtained by intending
competitors upon application to this Office.
Designs must be lodged at the Treasury by noon
on MONDAY, the 14th July, and must have
appended to them a motto, but no name ; and with
the Design must be a separate enclosure containing
the name of the Designer, and the motto he has
appended to the Design.
Further particulars may be obtained from the
Portmaster, Captain G. P. HEATH, R.N.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1873.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS,  1874-5.
S
ERVICES No. 61 (Gainsford and Copper-
field), and No. 81 (Westwood and Gainsford),
are withdrawn from list of Tenders called for
on 13th August, 1873.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
i
DESIGNS FOR PROPOSED WHARFAGE,
PETRIE'S BIGHT.
THE time for receiving Designs for the
above Work has been extended to Noon on
SATURDAY, the 30th August.
Enlarged plans of the site of the proposed
Wharves can now be obtained at the office of the
Portmaster.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial  Treasurer.
Treasury,
Queens', ind, 10th  July, 1873.
TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, ETC.
DESIGN FOR PROPOSED WHARFAGE.
1HF Government having in contemplation the
r Leasing of the River Frontage in Petrie's
Bight, Brisbane River, with a view to the erection
there of Wharves, according to an approved plan,
hereby invite competitive designs for the same.
A premium of One Hundred pounds will be
awarded for the most approved, and Fifty pounds
for the next approved, design. The accepted
designs to become the property of the Govern-
ment.
The principal objects and requirements sought
for in these designs are :-
1st. Permanency of structure.
2nd. Depth of water sufficient to allow a vessel
drawing 17 feet to float at low water, with a
depth at face of wharves of not less than 14 feet.
3rd. The greatest possible accommodation for
shipping that the site will admit of without inter-
fering with the navigation of the river.
4th. Easy access for drays to and from the
wharves.
General Post Office,
Queensland ,  13th August, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE,  1874-5.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
SEPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, andwill be received until noon of SATURDAY,
the 11th October next, for the conveyance of Post
Office Mails, as undermentioned, from the 1st
January, 1874.
All Tenders are required to be written  on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously on
application at any Post Office in the Colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words "  Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number  of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the Tender Box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as  below, the mail services for which they
tender, and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire  service  as called for.
Tenders,  on separate forms, are  required  for each
service, as well as  for the periods  mentioned,
namely, one year or two years.
Every Tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such  sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on the 20th October next, and must then
be prepared, if called on, forthwith to pay to the
Postmaster-General a sum equal to ten per cent. of
the amount of such of their tenders as may be
accepted , as a guarantee  until their bonds  and con-
tracts hall  be executed.
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The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender can be inspected at the General Post
Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster -General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
Service-From and to, and to and from :-
Number of Service-2. Brisbane, Tingalpa, and
Cleveland.-By coach, twice a yveek, for one or two
years.
6. Brisbane and. Nerang Creek,  vid  Eight-mile
Plains, Logan Reserve, Waterford, Beenleigh,
Pimpama, Coomera, and Coombambah.-By coach,
-three times a week ,  for one or two years.
7. Brisbane and Gympie,  via  Stewart's Ferry,
Yandina, and One-mile Creek.-By coach, twice a
week ,  for one or two years.
8. Nerang Creek and Kynumboon.-By horse,
twice a week ,  for one or two years.
11. Brisbane , Rocky Waterholes, Oxley, Goodna,
and  Ipswich .- By coach ,  twice a day  (except Sup.
days ),  and  expresses  when required ,  for one or two
years .  The distance to be curtailed as the railway
-traffic  is extended ,  a proportionate reduction of
payment being made.
13. Dalby and Condamine ,  via Kogan and
Wombo .- By coach ,  twice a week ,  for one or two
years.
14. Condamine and Roma ,  via  Morabie , Wallum.
bill a, and Blythedale .- By coach ,  twice a week, for
one  or two years.
15. Roma and Mitche ll  Downs ,  via  Mount Abun-
dance, Bungeworgorai ,  Bindango ,  and Amby Downs.
- By horse, twice a week, for one or two years.
16. Mitchell Downs and Charleville.-By horse,
twice a week, for one or two years.
17. Brisbane, Caboolture, and Jimna,  via  Durun-
dur and Kilcoy.-By horse, once a week, for one or
two  years.
22. Ipswich and Unumgar (N.S.W.),  via  Peak
Hotel, One Eye Waterhole, Dugandan, Coochin
Coochin, and Maroon.-By horse, once a week, for
one or two years.
26. Toowoomba and Emu Creek,  via Highfields.
- By horse, once a week ,  for one or two years.
27. Toowoomba and Drayton .- By horse, twice
a day, for one or two years.
29. Cambooya and Leyburn .- By horse, twice a
week ,  for one or two years. In times of flood,
mails to be conveyed from and to Warwick and
Leyburn.
34. Dalby Post Office and the Railway Station.-
By coach ,  once a day  (except Sundays ),  for one or
two years.
35. Dalby and Goondiwindi,  via  Broadribb's,
Gore's, Jolly's, Liscomb's, St. Ruth's, Cecil Plains,
Western Creek, Wyaga, Billa Billa, Goods, and
Yambercolli.-By horse, once a week, for one or
two years.
36. Dalby and St. George,  via  Halliford, We-
ranga , Tartha, Cooroorah, Coomrith, Canmaroo,
West Teelbar, Kooroona, Balledine, Warre, and
West Haran.-By horse, once a week, for one or
two years.
37. Dalby and Gayndah,  via  Jimbour, Burran-
Bowan, Boondooma, and Cooranga.-By horse, or
by two-horse mail cart, once a week, for one or two
years.
44. Warwick and Stanthorpe,  via  Maryland
(N. S. W.).-By coach,  six times  a week, for one
or two years.
45. Cunnamulla and Thorgomindab,  via  Sharpe's,
Eulo, Doyle's (Yowar), Brookes and Sadler's, and
Sullivan 's Gumhole Station.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
46. Goondiwindi and M2  di,  via  Callandoon,
Winton, Welltown, Talwood, and Wilverah (in
time of flood,  via  Picton's, between Talwood and
Mungindi).-By horse, once a week, for one or two
.years.
48. Condamine and Surat,  via  Undullab, Miurilla,
Warkon, Combarngo, and Noorindoo.-By horse,
once a week, for one or two years.
49. St. George and Curriwillinghi, via Bombah,
Doondi, Curriwildi, Nee Nee,  Boorimberra, and
Euraba.-By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
50. Maryborough and Gympie,  via  Tiaro, Owan-
yilla, and Gootchy.-By coach, six times a week,
for one or two years.
52. St. George and Mitchell Downs,  via  Wagaby,
Wondan, Cashmere No. 10, Waterloo, Perwel,
Glencoe, Ilillsborough, and Foyle View.-By horse,
once a week, for one or two years.
53. Condamine and Taroom,  via  Tieryboo, Wal-
lann, Juandah, and Rochdale.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
54. Gympie and One-mile Creek.-By horse,
once a day, for one or two years.
55. Roma and Taroom,  via  Euthella, Myall
Downs, Mount Hutton, Baroondah, Googarry,
Euroombab, and Kinnoul.-By horse, once a week,
for one or two years.
56. Gyrnpie and Tewantin.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years, subject to three months
notice.
59. Maryborough Post Office and the Wharf, to
meet every steamer.-By dray, for one or two years.
60. Rockhampton Post Office and the Railway
Station.-By coach, twice a day, except Sundays,
for one or two years.
64. Maryborough and Gayndah,  via  Degilbo.-
By coach, twice a week, for one or two years.
65. St. Lawrence Post Office and Steamers at
the Wharf, Broadsound.-By horse, to meet
steamers and vessels carrying mails, for one or two
years.
67. St. Lawrence and Nebo,  via  Collaroy, Tiery-
woomba, and Funnel Creek.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
68. Westwood, Banana, and Taroom,  via  Cal-
liungal, Rannes, Kyanga, Walloon, Camboon, Cra-
cow, and Cockatoo.-By horse, once a week, for
one or two years.
70. Mackay and Nebo,  via  Hazlewood.-By
horse, once a week, for one or two years.
71. Nebo and Copperfield,  via  Oxford Downs,
Police Barracks, Grosvenor Downs, Tinwald Downs,
Spring Diggings, Wolfang, and Clermont.-By
horse, once a week, for one or two years.
73. Clermont and Beaufort,  via  Western Dig-
gings, Police Barracks, Rolfe's, Banchory, and Sur-
biton. returning from Beaufort,  via  Craven, Bely-
ando Hotel, Banchory, Blue Mountain Peak, Police
Barracks, Red Rock Valley, Oakey Creek Hotel,
and Western Diggings.--By horse, once a week, for
one or two years.
74. Clifton and Spring Creek.-By horse, once a
day (except Sundays) for one or two years.
75. Warwick and Leyburn,  via  Toolburra and
Talgai.-By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
76. Rockhampton and St. Lawrence,  via  Yaamba,
Princhester, Police  Barracks , Marlborough, Too-
loomba, and Waverley.-By horse, once a week, for
one or two years.
83. Blackall and Bowen Downs, via Home Creek,
Cameron's, Aramac, and Ravenshead.-By horse,
once a week, for one or two years.
84. Warwick Post Office and the Railway Station.
-By coach, twice a day (except Sundays), for one
or two years.
85. Gayndah and Banana,  via  Dalgangal, Rawbelle
Cattle Station, and Belmont.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
87. Walloon and Sandy Creek (Mount Esk),  via
Glamorgan Vale and Tarampa.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
89. Gladstone and Kariboe,  via  Ten-mile Creek,
Boyne Reef, Mann's, Riverston, Barmundoo, and
Milton, with extension to Kroombit Copper
Mines-.By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
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103. Gladstone  and Banana ,  vid  Calliope Dig-
gings, East Stowe, Catfish, Upper Calliope Station,
Mount Alma, Callide, Prairie, and Kooingal.-By
horse, once a week, for  one or  two years.
104. Gayndah and Mount Perry.-By horse,
twice a week, for one or two years.
105. Rockhampton, Cawarral, and Hewittville.-
By coach, once a week, for  one or  two years (sub-
ject to three months' notice).
109. Gainsford  and Springsure ,  via  Wooroonga,
Barangah, Baubinia Downs, Albinia Downs, Meteor
Downs, Orion Downs, and Rainworth.-By horse,
once a week, for one  or two  years.
111. Springaure and Beaufort,  via  Glenlee, Echo
Hills, and Avoca.-By horse,  once a week , for one
or two years.
112. Tambo and Isis Downs, via Elizabeth Creek,
Forest Hill, Ravensbourne, Moorsland, Terrick
Terrick, Wooroolah, Malvern Hills, Thornleigh,
and Portland.-By horse, o ,,,,e a week, for one or
two years.
115. Gympie and Kilkivan,  vid  Black Snake.-
By horse, once a week (subject to three months'
notice).
117. Kariboe and Mount Perry.-By horse, once
a week , for one or two years.
127. Degilbo and Mount Perry.-By horse, once
a week , for one or two years.
130. Bundaberg and Mount Perry  via  Bingera,
Gin Gin, Moolboolaman, Boolboonda, and Walca.-
By horse, twice a week, for one or two years.
131. Eulo and Hoodsville.-By  horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
133. Elizabeth Creek and Thorgomindah,  via  Lis-
towel  Downs, Tintinchilla, Commongin, Ardoch,and
Norley.-By horse, once a fortnight, for one or
two years.
135. Stanthorpe and Ballandean, and Stanthorpe
and Bookooloorara.-By coach, twice a week, for
one or two years.
139. St. George and Cunnamulla (route to be
determined).-By horse, once a fortnight, for one
or two years.
140. Thorgomindah and Hoodsville.-By horse,
once a week , for one or two years.
141. Hawkwood and Caamboon,  via  Yerilla,
Redbank Township. Redbank  Station , Calrossie,
and Knockbreak.-By horse, once a week, for one
or two years.
142. Cawarral and Toorilla,  via  Mulambin,
Taranganba , Bald Hills Township, Bamoyea,
Byfield, Raspberry Creek, Tilpal,  and Banksia
Plains.-By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
144. Clermont and Aramac (route to be deter-
mined ).-By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
General Post Office,
Queensland, 8th August, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE 1874-5.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.SEPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, and
will be received until noon of SATURDAY,
the 11th October next, for the conveyance of Post
Office Mails, as undermentioned, froln the 1st
January, 1874.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be bad gratuitously on
application at. any Post Office in the colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the Tender Box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail  services  for which they
tender, and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each
service, as  well as for the periods mentioned,
namely, one year or two years.
Every Tender must bear the bond  fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on the 20th October next, and must then
be prepared, if called on, forthwith to pay to the
Postmaster-General a sum equal to ten per cent. of
the amount of such of their tenders as may be
accepted as a guarantee until their bonds and con-
tracts shall be executed.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender can be inspected at the General Post
Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the.
lowest or any Tender.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster-General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
Service-From and to, and to and front :-
Number of Service.-80. Bowen and Mackay,.
via  Newstead, Proserpine, Gogango, Bloomsbury,
St. Helen's, Jollimount, and Cook's Station.-By
horse, once a fortnight, for one or two years.
86. Bowen and Nebo,  via  Bowen Crossing, Nor-
manby Goldfield, Blenheim, McEwan's, Lake
Elphinstone, and Fort Cooper, including Bowen
Run and Sonoma.-By horse, once a week, for one
or two years.
92. Bowen and Ravenswood.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years ; route to be determined.
94. Townsville and Dalrymple.-By horse, once
a week, for one or two years.
95. Dalrymple and Cape River Goldfields.-By
horse, once a week, for one or two years.
100. Richmond Downs and the Cloncurry River
via  Minnimere and MacGillivrays.-By horse, once
a month, for one or two years.
119. Gilberton and Georgetown.-By horse, once
week, for one or two years.
120. Georgetown and Normanton.-By horse,
once a fortnight, for one or two years.
122. Bowen Downs and Hughenden.-By horse,
once a  fortnight, for one or two years.
124. Cloncurry and Normanton,  via  Sheaffes,
Dalgonally, Millengera, Taldora, Conobie, Clifton,
Sorghum Downs, and Bynoe.-By horse, once a
month, for one or two years.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 26th August, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased,
to cancel the Rules numbered 25, 26, 27, 28, 29,
relating to gratuities to prisoners under the Rules
and Regulations for the management of Her Ma-
jesty's Gaols in Queensland, published in the
Government Gazette  of 29th July, 1868, and  to,
approve of the subjoined Rule, to be substituted in
lieu thereof.
A. H. PALMER.
GRATUITIES.
Such gratuities may be granted. to deserving
prisoners on their discharge from gaol, as the
Sheriff may recommend ,  and the Colonial Secretary
approve.
NOTICE.
" ROADS CLOSING ACT."
I HEREBY  give notice, that it is my intention
to apply, at the next sitting of the Clermont
Bench of Magistrates ,  for permission to erect
five Licensed Gates on the Banchory  Station,
to be swing gates of eight feet each ,  and painted
white with black letters. Two gates on the Albra
and Bowen Downs Road  ;  one on the Bowen Road ;
two on the Surbiton and Clermont Road.
A. PIDDOCKE TOMPSON.
Banchory , 15th Aug., 1873.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 26th August, 1873.
-SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS IN THE  UNSETTLED  DISTRICTS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-seventh clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act  of 1869," the unexpired terms of the Leases of the
Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described, which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, will be
offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on
TUESDAY,  14th October, 1873, at Eleven o'clock.
The upset price per square mile at which each Ran will be offered is inserted opposite to its name
in the appended Schedule, according to the estimated area in each case ; and the highest amount bid shall
-be the annual Rent for the unexpired period of the Leases ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale, together with the Survey Fee chargeable on each Run.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall be allowed six months
to stook the country ; failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon as
prescribed by the Act, the Lease may become cancelled.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
-SALE AT THE AucTION Rooms of A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE, ON TUESDAY, 14TH OCTOBER,
• 1873, AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.
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WARREGO DISTRICT.
I D 4 No .  5 ... 43 Commencing at a box -tree marked broad-arrow
over I in triangle on south side close to the
left bank of the Warrego River, and bounded
thence on the north by an east line seven miles
thirty-three chains; thence on the east by a
south line about eight miles to the southern
boundary of Queensland, in latitude 29 degrees
south ; thence on the south by a line west
along the south boundary of Queensland, about
four miles forty chains to the Warrego River
at or near a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
LAT 29 in  triangle  by Commissioner F. T.
Gregory ; thence on the west by the left bank
of the Warrego River upwards, to the tree 1873. 1877.
hereinbefore first described ... ... ... 4 1 July 30 June 0 12
2 EleanorPlains 25 Commencing at the south-west corner of the Til-
booroo South Run, on west side of Paroo
River, and bounded thence on the east by a
north line three and a-half miles to a gidyah=
tree marked broad-arrow over Si in triangle
on its north side ; thence on the north by a
west line eleven miles eighteen chains to a spot
six chains south of a gidyah-tree marked broad-
arrow over S in triangle on its west side;
bounded on the west by a south line  five miles
to a spot thirty-two chains west 'of a gidyah-tree
marked broad-arrow over 0  in triangle on its
west side ; thence on the south by an east line
seven and a-half miles ; thence again on the
east by a north line one and a-half mile ; and
thence again on the south by an east line three
miles fifty-eight chains to the spot hereinbefore 1873. 1882.
first described ... ... ... ... ... 9 1 July 30 June 0 12 7 10
Z Springs  ...  30 Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Bargoon Run, on east side of Yowah Creek,
at a gidyah-tree marked broad-arrow over B
in triangle on its north side, and bounded
.4 Narraburra
thence on the west by a south line five miles
to a spot six chains south of a gidyah-tree
marked broad-arrow over S in triangle on its
west side ; bounded on the south by an east
line eleven miles eighteen chains to a gidyah-
tree marked broad-arrow over S1 in triangle
on its north side ; thence on the east by a north
line five miles to a beefwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over Ni in triangle on its east side;
and thence on the north by a west line eleven
miles eighteen chains to the marked tree herein- 1873. 1882.
before first described ... ... ... ... 9 1 July 30 June 0 12
39 Commencing at the south-east corner of Pretty
Plains Run, on east side of Yowah Creek, at a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over P in triangle
on its south side, and bounded thence on the
west by a north line ten miles to a spot twer,ty-
seven chains cast of a gidyah-tree marked
broad-arrow over N2 in triangle on its north
side ; bounded on the north by an east line
eight miles  to a mulga -tree marked broad-
arrow over C in triangle  on its  south side ;
thence on the east by a south  line  eight and
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WARREGO DISTRICT-continued.
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a-half miles to the south-west corner of the
Tilbooroo  Run, on west side  of the Paroo
River ,  at a spot three chains  west of  a box-tree
marked broad- arrow over T in triangle on its
east side  ; bounded on the south bye west line
one mile seventy-seven chains to a mulga-tree
marked broad-arrow over N in triangle on its
north side ; thence again on the east by a south
line one and a-half mile to a beefwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over Ni in triangle on its
east side  ; and thence again on the south by a
west line six miles  three chains to the marked 1873. 1881.
tree hereinbefore first described ... ... 81 1 July 31 Dec. 0 12
5 Paroo  ... 25 Commencing at a koolabah-tree in the bed of the
Paroo River marked broad-arrow over 6 in
triangle on  its east  side, situated at the north-
west corner of the Boobara North Run;
bounded thence on the south by an  east line
five miles seventy-three chains ; thence on the
east by a north line five miles ; thence on the
north by a west line four miles seven chains to
the Paroo River, at a treble gum-tree on the
left bank marked broad-arrow in triangle on its
east side  ; and thence on the west by the said
river downwards to the marked tree herein- 1873. 1880.
before first described ... ... ... 7 1 July 30 June 0 12
6 Tathum- 25  Commencing at a large box-tree marked broad-
narra arrow  over 43 in triangle on the left bank of
the Warrego River about six miles above the
confluence  of the Yo Yo Creek ; and bounded
thence on the south by a west line  two miles
four chains; thence on the west by a north
line five miles ; thence on the north by an east
li ne six  miles twenty- nine chains  to the Warrego
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
44 in triangle ; thence on the east by the
aforesaid river downwards to the marked tree 1873. 1879.
hereinbefore first described ... ... ... 6 1 July 30 June 0 15
W
A
aw
M
£ s.-
7 Authoringa 45 Commencing on the Angellala River at the tree
No. 2 marked broad-arrow over A6 in triangle at the
north-westcornerof AuthoringaSouth Run; and
bounded thence partly on the east by a south
line four miles and forty chains ; thence on
the south by a west line ten miles ; thence on
the west by a north line nine and a-quarter
miles crossing the creek at a tree marked broad-
arrow over A8 in triangle ; and thence on the
north by an east line about six and three-quarter
miles; and thence again on the east by a south
line four miles and fifty-eight chains to the
Angellala River and by that creek upwards t 1873. 1882.
the marked tree hereinbefore first described ... 91 1 July 31 Dec. 0 15 11 6.
8 Jingidilla 25 Commencing at a koolabah-tree marked broad-
arrow over B1 in triangle on its south side,
situated at the north-west corner of the
Byrganna Run on the west side of the Ward
River ; bounded thence on the nol th by a
west line two miles and a-quarter to a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over B2 in triangle on
its south side, said tree being on the east
boundary of the Westphalia East Run ; thence
on the west by a south line eleven miles;
thence on the south by an east line five
miles ten chains to the south-west corner of
the Fawley West Run ; thence on the east by
a north line five miles ; thence again on the
north by a west line two miles seventy chains
to a double-stemmed box-tree marked broad-
arrow over B in triangle on its west side ;
thence again on the east by a north line six
miles to the marked tree hereinbefore first 1873. 1881.
described ... ... ... ... ... ... 8 1 July 30 June 0 12
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Lot. Name of Bun.
UNEXPIRED TERMS OF  LEASES-continued.
Description of Boundaries.
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Years. I, £ S. S.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
9  I'Vermont ... 40 Commencing on Phillip's Creek at  a tree marked
TXW, and bounded thence on the west by a
north line to the watershed dividing  the waters
falling into Phillip' s Creek from  those falling
into Hugh's Creek ;  thence  on the north-west
by a line bearing north-easterly to the south-
west corner of the Carfax Run ; thence on the
north by an east line along the south boundary
of said Carfax  Run crossing  Phillip's Creek at
a point about  forty chains  in a direct  line above
a tree on the right bank marked broad-arrow
over PIP four  miles twenty chains to the west
boundary of Coxendean Run; thence on the
east by a south  line along a part of the west
boundary of said Coxendean Run about one
mile and a -half ; thence  on the north -east by a
a south-east line along a part  of the  south-west
boundary  of last-mentioned run to the north
angle of Down 's Creek  Run ; thence on the
south -east by a  li ne bearing  south forty-one
degrees west along the north-west boundary
of said Down's Creek  Run ten miles thirty
chains; thence again on the east by a south
line along a part of the west boundary  of last-
mentioned run to the watershed separating
Campbe ll 's  from Phillip's Creek ; thence on the
south by that  watershed in a westerly  direction
to a spot bearing south from  the commencing
point  ;  and thence again on  the west by a 1873. 1874.
north line to the  point  of commencement  ... if 1 July 31 Dec. 0 10
MARANOA DISTRICT.
10 Lower Bollon 25 Commencing at a point  on the west side of
West Wa llam Creek on the west  boundary of the
Bo llon Water Reserve about  forty chains west
from a box -tree marked  XXVIII.WOB over
bro ad-arrow near  the lower end of the Bollon
waterhole ; bounded thence on the north by a
west  line three  miles  ; thence on the west by
a south line six miles ; thence  on the south by
an east line  about five miles to  the Wallam
Creek  ;  thence on the east  by the  right bank of
that  creek upwards  to the south  boundary of
said water reserve ; thence again  on the north
by a west line about a half a-mile, said  li ne
being part of the  south boundary of said
reserve ; thence again on the east by part of
the west boundary of said reserve ,  being a north  1873. 1879.
line half a-mile to the point of commencement  6 1 July 30 June 0 10
11 Bo ll on  ...  25 Commencing on the right  bank of Wallam Creek
at a point  half a-mile north  of or above the box-
tree marked XXIX  over broad -arrow by Mr.
Commissioner Austin ; and  bounded on the
north by  a west line  about five  miles ; thence
on the west  by a south line six miles ; thence
on the south by an  east line about three miles
to the west boundary of the Bollon Water
Reserve at a point about  forty  chains west from
a box -tree on Wallam Creek marked XXVIII
WOB over broad- arrow , situated near the lower
end of the Bollon waterhole ; on the east by a
north  line along  part of the west boundary of
said Bollon Water Reserve, about forty chains
to its north- west  corner ;  again on the  south by
an east line along a part  of the north boundary
of said water reserve  about forty chains to the
right bank of the Wallam Creek ; and thence
again  on the east by the right bank of Wallam 1873. 1879.
Creek upwards to the point of commencement... 64 1 July 31 Dec. 0 10 7 10
BURKE DISTRICT.
12 Richmond 60 Commencing  on the south bank of the Flinders
Downs  River  at a tree marked  broad- arrow  over LXIX;
and bounded thence on the east by a line  bearing
south being a portion of  the western  boundary
of Marathon Run two  miles  forty chains ; on
the south by a line bearing  west fifteen miles ;
on the west by a line being the eastern boundary
of Wyangarie Run bearing north three miles
sixty chains  to the Flinders River  at a tree
marked broad-arrow over LXXXI ; and on the
north by the left bank of that river  upwards  to 1873. 1879.
the point of commencement  6j 1 July 31 Dec. 0 10 11 6
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 26th August, 1873.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
IT is hereby notified  for general  information, that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-
seventh  clause  of  " The Pastoral Leases Act  of 1869," and of the Regulations of the 27th May,
1870, established under said Act, relating to the Sale by Auction of Forfeited or Vacated Runs, the
boundaries of which have not been defined by actual survey, the unexpired terms of the Leases of Un-
surveyed Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described, which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise,
will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of Arthur Martin, Queen street, Brisbane,
on TUESDAY, 14th October, 1873, at Eleven o'clock, a.m.
The right, title,  and interest  of the previous  Lessee in  the unexpired Lease of each of the Runs
will only be sold ; and the Government will not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of the
area or boundaries of any Unsurveyed Runs so offered.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered  is inserted  opposite to its name
in the appended Schedule, according to the estimated  area in  each case ; and the hi hest amount bid
shall be the  annual  Rent for the unexpired period of the Leases, ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
Sale.
A Deposit  of  the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have  to  be paid at the time of
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall be allowed six
months to stock the country; failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon
as prescribed by the Act, the Lease may become cancelled.
Fu ll  information respecting the boundaries and situation of the Runs, so far as is known, may be
obtained by application to the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE AT THE AUCTION ROOMS or A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, Bnisni R, ox TUESDAY, 19TH OCTOBER,
1873, AT'ELEVEN  O'CLOCK,  A.M.
Lot.
1
2
3
4
5
Name of Run. District.
Carbueky ... Leichhardt
Clondalkin ditto
Humeburn West Warrego
Paroo North ditto
Cookara ... ditto
6 Bierbank  East ... ditto
7 Attica ... ditto
8 Gibber Ahmoo... ditto
Available  Date of
Area Unexpired Term Commencement
in Square of Lease .  of Unexpired
Miles. Term of Lease.
25 11 years ... 1 July, 1873...
25 11 „ ... ditto ...
25 7 „ ... ditto ...
25 9 „ ... ditto ...
26 17 „ ... ditto ...
25 10; „ ... ditto
25 41
38 8 „
Date of
Expiration of
Lease.
Upset Price
per Square
Mile.
1874. £ s. d.
31 December 0 12 0
ditto ...I  0  12  0
30 June, 1880 0 12 0
30 June, 1882 0 12 0
30 June, 1890 0 12 0
1883.
31 December O 12 0
1877.
ditto ... 31 December 0 12 0
ditto ... 30 June, 1881 0 10 0
1882.
31 December 0 10 0
30 June, 1883 0 12 0
1875.
31 December 0 12 0
1880.
31 December 0 12 0
1876.
31 December 0 12 0
30 June, 1878 0 12 0
1879
31 December 0 10 0
1882.
9 Walker's Creek ditto ... 25 91 ... ditto
10 Weirbolla ...  Maranoa  ... 25 10 „ ... ditto
11 Talki ... ... South Kennedy 70 21 „ ... ditto
12 North Talki ... ditto ... 25 71 ,, ... ditto
13 Collygorrey ... ditto ... 70 21 „ ... ditto
14 Kenilworth ... ditto ... 50 5 „ .., ditto
15
16
17
18
Gerah ... ... Burke ... ... 38 61 „ ... ditto
Maapoo ... ...  Gregory
Glenpatrick ... Mitchell
Cedar Creek .,. ditto
50 91
25 91
25 91
ditto  ...  31 December 0 12 0
ditto ditto  ... 0 15  0
ditto ... ditto  ... 0 16 0
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 1st August, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Sommer i OF ROADS TO BB CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
1 A. Hodgson  and R .  Ramsay Road separating portions 69A, 69B , Cambooya
72A, and 72B,  from portions 68k,
6 0 6
688, 73A, and 73n
2 A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay  Road separating  portions 67A, 67B, Cambooya
74A, and 74n ,  from portions 66A,
6 0 13
66B, 66c, 66D, 75A, 75B, 760, and
761)
3 A. Hodgson  and R .  Ramsay  Road  separating portions 81B, 81A,  Cambooya
from 80A, BOB, and 82B ,  81B, 808,
10 3 36
798, 78D,  from 83A, 83r, 84A, 848,
85A, 85B
4 A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay Road separating portions 83D, 83F, Cambooya  8 0 5
84A, 84n,  85A, 85n, from portions
1, 2, 3, 4 , 86, and 87
5 A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay  Road separating portions 34A and Cambooya 2 3 34
34B from portions  35A and 35B
6 A. Hodgson and  R. Ramsay  Road  separating  portions 38A and
38B from portions  39A and 39B
Cambooya 3 0 0
7 A. Hodgson and R.  Ramsay Road separating  portions  3 and 5 Ramsay ... 5 3 30
from portions 6 and 10
I
Nora .- The above  Roads are  proposed to be closed in consequence of a new Road being about to be opened to Oambooya Ballway
Station.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  29th August, 1873.
ROAD TRUST.
P
URSUANT to  Advertisement issued from this Office ,  dated 21st January, 1871 ,  it is hereby notified
that the  following Road Board has been approved for the Road speci fied hereunder.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Portion of Road. Trustees. Where Residing. Occupation.
rThos. Johnston Oxley ... ... .. I Farmer
'
John Orr ditto dittoOxley Farms Roads ,  Boyland s Henry Campbell ditto
...
.
... ....
dittoPocket District George Jimison ditto
. .
...
...
...
..
... ditto
Emanuel Sutton ditto ... ... ... ditto
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock.
Pa
Mis
rcels
ce lla
and
neous .
Total.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Week ending August 23rd, 1873 399 6 6 1,050 7 11 62 9 4 1,512 3 9
Corresponding week  last year... 473 2 6 1,026 2 1 71 8 1 1,570 12 8
Increase 24 5101
Decrease 73 16 0 8 18 9 58 8 11
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 30th July, 1873.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
NOTICE is hereby  given, that the undermentioned articles are in the custody of the Lost Property
Department ,  outhern and Western Railway ,  as lost property.
Owners can obtain the same on application to the Traffic Manager ,  Ipswich ,  and paying costs.
If not released on or before  SATURDAY,  13th September ,  1873,  they will  be sold by public
auction, to defray expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Date found. Station and Place. Where found .  Desc ri ption of Article.
LIST OF LOST PROPERTY ON HAND AT IPSWICH STATION, 30TH JUNE, 1873.
1873.
1 January .. Ipswich
1 „ •• „
6 „ .. Warwick
17 „ .. Ipswich
21 „ .. Dalby
21 „ .. Laidley
23 „ .. Ipswich
23
18 February .. Wa lloon
10 March .. Warwick
13
15
15
15
17 „ •• Ipswich
17
17
18
„
„
„
»
Warwick
Ipswich
Murphy's Creek
Warwick
„
Ipswich
20
21
24
26
26
26
31
31
10 April
11
24
24
24
24 „
17 May
19
20
20
20
„
„
Toowoomba
Cambooya
„ Ipswich
20 Cambooya
20 ••
20 „ .. Ipswich
20 „ .. Toowoomba
21 „ Highfiel{is
26 „ .. Toowoomba
26
31
31 „
31 „
31
„
Ipswich
»
5 June Warwick
6
„ •• „
9 „ .. Highfields
9 „ Ipswich
On platform
On line
1st class  No. 3, Up
On platform
1st class  No. 2, Up
On line
2nd class  No. 4, Down
On line
2nd class  No. 5, Up
let class No. 3, Up
In goods shed
»
On
platform . .
2nd class No. 2, Down . ,
His Excellency the Gover-
nor's Special
On line
On station
On line
On station
On platform
„
2nd class carriage
Platform ..
Cloak room 0 . .
»
Main Range
Platform
In carriage
On ground opposite station
11
2nd class  No. 4, Down
Dalby line
Main Range
Cloak room
On platform
On station . , . ,
11
66, 70, Main Range
On platform ..
1 package, shirt, &c.
1 lady's bat
1 pipe and case
1 paper parcel,  containing a dress
1 parcel glass
1 lady's hat
2 parasols
1 straw hat
Remains of quarter-bag flour
1 parasol
1 tobacco pouch
1 bundle matting
1 flat iron
3 broom handles
1 package, shirt, &c.
1 walking stick
1 bundle cabbage-tree
1 walking stick
1 gentleman's hat
3 packages, containing clothing
1 lady's straw hat
1 bag sundries
1 blue swag
1 bundle clothes, with 1 billy attached
1 valise, containing clothes
1 fibre  mattress , RA over W
1 parasol
1 coat
1 trunk,  containing women ' s wearing
apparel
3 felt hats
1 cap
1 shawl
1 handkerchief bundle
1 piece matting
1 pipe and tobacco
1 muffler
1 lady's bag
1 tent swag
1 handkerchief parcel
1 basket, containing towel
1 child's hat
1 hat with turban
1 lady's scarf
1 lady's winter cloak
1 swag of clothes
1 bag clothes
1 hat box, containing black hat
2 saddle bags
2 axle blocks
1 sheet iron
1 hat
1 handkerchief parcel
A quantity of old second-hand railway porters' uniform.
s
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.LIST Of UNCLAIMED GOODS  on hand, IPswICH STATION, 30th June, 1873
Name. Station from. Station to. Desc ri ption.
1872.
1 net, and rope attached5 September .. Harvey ... .. Ipswich Warwick
TIME TABLE.
owns Junctio
Brisbane, 30th August, 1872.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.- On and after
 MONDAY,
 9th September , 1872,  the foll owing Time Table wi ll  come into operation until further notice.
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
MILES.
From
*_pswioh.
Too-
woomba.
sTATIONs.
Ipswich ...
e Walloon ... ... ...
12 ... I Rosewood ... ... ...
18 ... , Western Creek ... ...
21 G-randchester
€ darriveepart
25 ... Victoria Tunnel ,,. ...
29 1 ... Laidley ... ...
88 Gatton ...
49 Helidon ...
59
69
78
8235
85
85
90}
94
102
109
118
120
131
140
143
8B
90
97
106
114
127
130
7
7
121
16
24
31
40
42
53
62
65
Murphy' s Creek
Highfields ...
Toowoomba ...
Mahoney's Gate
Gowrie Junction
,departI epart
4
arrive
depart
arrive
depart
... arrive
Gowrie Junction ...  depart
For Williams' Camp ...
Westbrook  Crossing... ...
Cambooya
Emu Creek  Siding ... ...
King's  Creek ..
Clifton ...
Allora
Lyndhurst Road
Warwick
Jondaryan ... ... ... ... 5.38 ...
Bowenville ... ... ... ... A ...
Blaxland's  Siding  ... ... ... A ...
Dalby ... ... ... ... 6'50
No.1, No.2,
Goods. Mixed.
A.M. A.M.
... 10.0
... 10.28
... A
... A
... *11.8
... 11.12
... A
... 11.49
... 12.18
... 12.53
... 1.8
*1.48
*8.30 1.52
9.22 2.44
10.10 3.32
... 4.5
... B
•
UP TRAINS.
No. 3,
Mixed.
A.M.
10.60
B
*11.16
No. 4,
Goods.
11LEe.
No.5, No.6,  From From
Mixed .
 Mixed .  Dalby. Warwick.
P.M. I P.M. P.M.
... 4.40
... *5.8 3
A A 16
A A 24
5.47 33
5'51 40
A A 45
... 6.28
... 6'57 ...
... 7.32 ...
... 7.47 ...
2.7 ... 8.27 ...
2.59 ... 9.19 ...
3.47 10'7 ...
... 3.55 ... ...
*11.25 ... 4.20
A ... A
A ... A
12.25 ... 5.20
A ... A
1.18 ... 6.13
1.28 ... *6.23
2.5 ... 7.0
2'45 ... 7'40
Oakey Creek
 ... ... ...
 5.8 ...
Gowrie ...
Gowrie Junction ... depart ... '4.30
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
No. ],
Goods.
A.M.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner
 for Railways.
DOWN TRAINS.
No..2, No.3,
Mixed. Mixed.
A.M. A.M.
No. 4, No. 5.
Mixed.
 Goode.
A.M.
8.40
A
A
A.M.
... ... 9.58
10.30
A
No. 8
Mixed.
P.M.
... Warwick
 ... ... ... ... ... 8.5 ... ... 5.5
3 Lyndhurst Road ... A A ,.. A
12 A llora ,,, ,,. ... ... ...  8.45 ... ... 5.45
23 Clifton  ... 9.22 ... ... *6.23
25 King's
 Creek ... ... ... ...  9.32 ... ... 6'33
34 Emu Creek Siding ... ...  ... ... A A ... A
41 Cambooya ... ... ... 10'25 ... ... 7.26
49 Westbrook Crossing ... ... ... A A ... A
521 For Wi ll iams '  Camp ... ... ... .•. A A .•• A
68 Gowrie
 Junction ...  arrive ... ...
50.45
 Mahoney's
 Gate ... B B
81
92
101
105
109
112
118
122
130
* Traina meet here.
STATIONS.
Dalby ... ...
Blaxland' s Siding ... ...
Bowenvillo ...
Jondaryan ... ... ...
Oakey Creek .
Gowrie ... ...
iG ... arrn ve
Gowrie Junction
Toowoomba ...
Highfields ...
Murphy's Creek
... Helidon ...
... Gatton ...
... Laidley
... Victoria Tunnel
.,. Grandchester
... Western Creek
,,, Rosewood ...
... Walloon ...
...depart
arrive
{ depart
Jarrive
1 depart
J arrive
l depart
arrive
.depart
,,, Ipswich ... .•.
*11.8
A
A
11.49
12.17
10.0
10.29
A
11.4
9.10
9.25
A
4.22
4.26
A
A
*5.8
5.36
All Day Tickets  issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo ll owing Monday.
Nor.-The  - Trains will stop only at those places  at which they  are timed to stop.
(A.) The  Trains marked thus, A, wi ll  stop by signal to take up passengers only, who wi ll  be charged the fare to the Station  at which their  Journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to ali ght at those places can
only do  so by  giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they propose to ali ght.(13.) The  Nos. 2 and 3 Up, and 3 and 6 Down Trains only, will , for the present,  stop at this Crossing,  subject to the foregoing regulation.
Goods Trains will  be run when necessary.
6.30 6.50
7.20 7.40
8.10 .
,,. *8.30
*11.25 *11.16
 8.26
11.55 11.44 8.56
... 12.4 11.50 •..
... 12.54 12.40 ...
... 1.44 1.30
... *1.48'
... 2.28
... 2.43
... 3.18
,.. 3.47
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Commissioner or Railways' Office,
Brisbane , Sth November. 1870;
TIME TABLE.
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY, the 14th instant, the following Time
Table will  come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations Up Train,
ill
Mixed.
Miles
from West.
wood.
Stations. Down TrainMixed.
p.m.
Rockhampton ... ... ... 11. 0
.24 6
Westwood ...
d CR i
... ...
3.30
A6
15
Gracemere  ...
Stanwell  ...
...
..
... 11
12. 0 15
osewoo ross ng
Stanwell ...
...
...
...
...
.
4.30
24 Rosewood Crossing ... A 24 Gracemere ... ... ... 5. 6
30 Westwood ... ... ... 1. 0 30 Rockhampton... ... 5.30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo llowing Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the  Guard  of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  fro m the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which they pro pose to slight.
General Post Office,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1873.
No. 8.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF AUGUST, 1873.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, are requested to
give the correct number of the page on which they may have observed their Names, as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in  the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with. the amount of postage required for transmission; and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an  unnecessary transmission  of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists, and to place them where any person may see and
search them.
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
NOTE.-The DEAD LETTER  Bnii cu  of the General Post Office is opened for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.m to Four p.m.. on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
A. 26 Arman Thomas, Brisbane c
I ADAMS W., Stanthorpe c 27 Armstrong A., Combarngo c
28 Arndt Carl Brisbane o2 Adam-yams Jules, Mackay f (3) ,
3 Agar Mrs., Brisbane c 29 Arthurs J. N. (railway), Ipswich c
4 Ahern George, Stanthorpe c 30 Austin H., Brisbane p o
5 Ahlmain F Stanthorpe c
6
.,
Ah Look Tommy, Aramac c B.
7 Alcock Alfred, Tiaro u k  1 BAGOT Walter, Cambo Cambo a
8 Alcock J. G., Condamine c 2 Bailey Wm. B., Brisbane c
9 Alderson Henry, Gympie c 3 Bain Miss Annie, Brisbane c
10 Allen -, Stanthorpe c 4 Baker Mrs. Anne, Brisbane o
11 Allen Matthew, Mackay o 5 Baker Michael, Grandchester o
12 Althans John, Ipswich c 6 Balfe Miss M. A., Brisbane c
13 Althans Paul, Condamine o 7 Ball Thos. D., Ipswich c
14 Alwin Hy. J., Brisbane u k 8 Ballance David, Dalby c
15 Anders -, South Brisbane c 9 Balls L., Ipswich c
16 Anderson A., Mackay c 10 Bambling Matthew, Brisbane u k
17 Andersen Miss Marie, Mackay o 11 Banoo David, Maryborough c
18 Andersson Sven, Maryborough o c 12 Bargert M. Johann, Toowoomba o
19 Andrew -, Brisbane c 13 Barlow John, Maryborough c
20 Andrews Charles, Brisbane s 14 Barrett John, Westwood c
21 Andrews H. J., Warwick s 15 Barry J., Warwick c (2)
22 Andrews Jessie, Stanthorpe p o 16 Batch Priscilla, Brisbane o
23 Angelo T. M. (carpenter), Brisbane c 17 Beames Mrs. E., Brisbane c
24 Aptn V. E. W. (shoemaker), Stanthorpe o c 18 Beaton James, Brisbane p o
25 Arlow William, Mackay o 19 Becke C., Brisbane c
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20 Beck Christian, Maryborough c 7 Cameron W. J., Mackay o
21 Beck Joseph, Westwood c 8 Campbell Lawrence,  Mackay m
22 Becker  F., Clifton o 9 Carlson Magnus ,  Brisbane o c
23 Beer Fred .,  Brisbane c 10 Carlton Mrs. Jay H.,  Brisbane o
24 Behan John, Stonehenge c 11 Carpenter Albert, Brisbane a
25 Bell Cain, Clifton c 12 Carroll-, Bourke s
26 Bell Edward, Tiereyboo o 13 Carroll Michael, Dnlacca c
27 Bell G., Ipswich u k 14 Carson James, Dabilban o c
28 Bell George ,  Brisbane c 15 Carson Tms., Westwood e
29 Bell Robert, Stanthorpe c 16 Carver Joseph, Stanthorpe o
30 Beran  Harry ,  Stanthorpe c 17 Casey John (baker), Rockhampton u k
31 Berghanser Pauline,  Ipswich o 18 Cenealey Arthur, Mount Hutton c
32 Bergin  J. D., Pine River c 19 Champion Mrs., Beenleigh c
33 Berry Mrs., Mackay c 20 Cherrett -, Breakfast Creek c
34 Best  Ben, Warwick o 21 Child Thomas, Yatala o
35 Bewglas Miss Emily ,  Brisbane u k 22 Chinatomboy (stonemason ), Brisbane o c
36 Biengts  Hakan, Maryborough o c 23 Chin Zeak (shepherd), Condamine o c
37 Bigg William, Dalby u k 24 Chirnside Thomas, Brisbane o c
38 Birdseye G. H., Brisbane u k 25 Christiansen L., Mackay f (2)
39 Birefield Miss F . A., Milton c 26 Christy  Mrs. James ,  Brisbane u k (2)
40 Black  Mrs. Charles ,  Ipswich c 27 Clarke D., Dalby c
41 Black  J., Queen street c 28 Clarke Dodd  S., Mariana u k
42 Blackburn J. C., Toowoomba c 29 Clark Edward, Mackay u k
43 Blacker Miss Margt .,  Bowen c 30 Clarke J., Stanthorpe c
44 Blackwood James, Stanthorpe c 31 Clarke John, Gympie c
45 Blair F.  H., Mackay a 22 Clark Miss M., Westwood c
46 Blanks Thomas  (smith ), Ipswich u k 33 Clark Peter, Westwood c
47 Bloom Fredk . (carpenter ), Westwood c 34 Clarke S. F., Brisbane c
48 Boardman  Alfred, Warwick  c and s (2) 35 Clarke Thomas,  Brisbane c
49 Bohan Mrs .  Ellen, Brisbane u k 36 Clearey John, Dalby c
60 Bolger James  M., Mackay c 37 Cleghorn and Chapman, Stanborough s
51 Boram  John, Westwood c 38 Clements Margaret, Yandilla c
52 Borham  'Mrs., Brisbane c 39 Cleverton Cornwallis , Brisbane u k
53 Bott James  E., Mackay c 40 Clewes S., Ipswich c
54 Bott Jasper  (engineer ),  Mackay o c 41 Clonsin Peter James, Mackay o c
55 Bowden P., Stanthorpe o c 42 Clynes Patrick, Toowoomba o
56 Bowie Mrs., Fortitude  Valley c 43 Coleman Andrew, Wooroona c
57 Boyce  James, Fortitude  Valley c (2) 44 Coleman  John, Grandchester u k
58 Bradley Miss ,  Rosenthal c 45 Coleman J. and J., Toowoomba c
59 Brandskov L. S., Stanthorpe c 46 Colgon John , Stanthorpe s
60 Braun T., Mackay o c (2) 47 Colmder -, South Pine o c
61 Brasch Th. E., Brisbane f (2) 48 Collins Christopher, Baker's Creek s
62 Bray James ,  Tiaro c 49 Collins Christopher,  Baker 's Creek o
63 Braybam W., Wallan c 50 Collins James, Daandine e
64 Bredey J., Stanthorpe c 51 Collins Job, Westwood c
65 Bredfeldt Edward, Brisbane f 52 Collins William, Stanthorpe c
66 Brennan Eugene, Ipswich c 53 Comyn Mrs. J., Nerang s
67 Brennan Mrs. T., Ipswich c 54 Conkley John, Cardwell c
68 Brensch William , Brisbane c 56 Connel James, Stanthorpe o c
69 Bridger A. G., Brisbane u k 56 Connell P., Stanthorpe c
70 Brooks William, Nerang Creek o 57 Connolly Mrs. O. M., Brisbane o
71 Brown - (hotel-keeper), Blackall c 58 Connor John, Stanthorpe o e
72 Brown Captain, Nerang c 69 Conway Mrs. B .,  Brisbane o
73 Brown James, One-mile c 60 Cooke George, Westwood m
74 Brown John (bricklayer), Mackay u k 61 Cook J., Oakey Creek n z
75 Brown J. E., Mackay c 62 Cook Joseph, Queensland Hotel p o
76 Brown Thomas, Tiaro c 63 Cook W.,  Roma o c
77 Brown V. (surveyor), Mackay o c 64 Cooling Christopher, Maryborough a
78 Bruce J. C., Brisbane u k 65 Cooper Henry, Stanthorpe c
79 Bryans Mary Ann, Westwood c 66 Cooper R., Maryborough c
80 Bryson William, Mount Illalong c 67 Corbett Andrew, Brisbane o
81 Burke Miss Catherine, Brisbane o 68 Corcoran James, Stanthorpe u k
52 Burke P. (publican), Stantborpe c 69 Corser Mrs. F. C., Condamine s
83 Burley Joseph (carpenter), Kedron Brook o c 70. Coughlan Albert M., Gympie s
84 Burnham D., Brisbane u k 71 Coutts Robert, Mackay o
85 Burns Robert, Rockhampton c 72 Crampton J., Brisbane s
86 Burred S., Mackay u k 73 Craven -, Gympie c
87 Burton Mrs. Ellen, Brisbane o 74 Crickmore Mrs., Auburn u k
88 Burton William, Bunya c 75 Crinjean -, Warwick c
89 Bury G. L., Brisbane u k 76 Crittenden Robert, Walla Walla a
90 Butcher A. T., St. Lawrence  o c and o (2) 77 Crofton Malby, Bonnie Doon o
91 Butcher Edwin,  Brisbane o 78 Cronin Peter, Rosenthal c
92 Butcher E. A., Toowoomba o 79 Crouch Thomas, Brisbane o
93 Butler A., Brisbane u k (2) 80 Crowdy F., Stanthorpe o
94 Butler George, Brookfield c 81 Crozier - (carrier), Westwood c
95 Butler Miss Isabella, Kangaroo Point o 82 Cuffe Thomas, Brisbane s
96 Butler Rd., Brisbane c 83 Cullen C., Maryborough c
97 Byrne Albert, Toowoomba u k 84 Cullen John, South Brisbane s
98 Byrne Andrew, Brisbane c 85 Cumming Miss A. J., Warwick c
99 Byrnes  Francis ,  Blackall s (2) 86 Cunningham Mrs. Michael, Gympie c
87 Curnow J., Brisbane u k
0. 88 Cuttler George, Brisbane u k
1 CAHILL Mrs. Bridget Stanthorpe o c
2
,
Cahill E., Wooroona c D.
3 Cahill James, Brisbane c (2) 1 DARKER William, Jimbour c
4 Cahill Thomas, Brisbane c 2 Dasecke Carl, Herbert River c (2)
5 Callighan Daniel, Warwick e 3 Davey C. G., Toowoomba o c
6 Cameron John, Ipswich c 4 Davey Richard ,  Mount Flora a
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5 Davidson Captain A., Maryborough c 29 Forrest Dugald Moe.,  Condamine u k (2)
6 Davidson J., South Brisbane c 30 Forrest Richard, Stanthorpe c and u k (2)
7 Davies Mrs. Richard, Brisbane a 31 Forster M., Brisbane t
8 Davis Miss A., Toowoomba c 32 Foster -, Brisbane u k
9 Davis E., Bald Hills c 33 Fox Miss Bridget, Stanthorpe o c
10 Davis George, Hungry Flat u k 34 Fox J. M., Albert street c
11 Davis Miss Jane, Stanthorpe c 35 Fox William, Stanthorpe e
12 Davis Richard, Stanthorpe c 36 Francis Joseph, Stanthorpe e
13 Davis W ., Gracemere o (2) 37 Francklyn Henry  E., Brisbane  a  k
14 Dawson Thomas, Mackay u k 38 Fraser Peter, Brisbane c
15 Day -, Robin Hood Hotel c 39 Frederics Austin E., Brisbane f (2)
16 Deitz Leonbardt, Bald Hills o c 40 French W., Brisbane s
17 Delaney James, Brisbane f 41 Fryar -, Mackay c
18 Dennison George, Blackall c 42 Fullarton James, Westwood s
19 Dewes C., Herbert River c 43 Furlong R. T., Stanthorpe c
20 Dileff Andrew, Ipswich c
21 Donelly J., Bowen Downs o G.
22 Donelly N., Toowoomba c 1 GABRIELSSON Charl, Mackay f
23 Donivan Denis, Toowoomba c 2 Gallry Mrs. Teresa, Brisbane o
24 Donohoe  James,  Brisbane o c 3 Ganerley G., Ipswich c
25 Donovan Patrick, Clifton c (2) 4 Gardner - (farmer), Killarney c
26 Doran -, Maryborough c 5 Garner Miss M., Milton e
27 Doran R., Ipswich c 6 Gaynor Peter, North Pine o c
28 Douglas W. J., Brisbane c 7 Gelogly F. (carpenter), Mackay s
29 Dowling Martin, Condamine c 8 Gibbs James, Condamine c
30 Downes Philip, Stanthorpe c 9 Gibson (fruiterer), Brisbane s
31 Downey John, Stanthorpe c 10 Gilligan Martin, Ipswich c
32 Downing D., Stanthorpe c 11 Gilmore Miss, Yandilla m
33 Doyle Patrick, Mackay o c (2) 12 Gillson Joshua, Henley Valley u k
34 Draper Mrs. John, Maryborough a 13 Glat, Fred. Ferdinand, Maryborough f
35 Draper Miss S., Maryborough s 14 Glanson -, One-mile Swamp c
36 Drinan J. T., Brisbane s 15 Gloge D., Brisbane c
37 Drinan Mrs. P., Brisbane o c 16 Gluckin Peter, Gainsford c
38 Dugless Mrs. Bridget, Brisbane u k 17 Gobbi Mrs. C., Warwick o
39 Duglas J., Maryborough c 18 Golding James, Clifton t
40 Dunlop Wm., Stanthorpe o c 19 Gones  G  C., Brisbane s
41 Dunn R., Bourke a 20 Gordon G., North Pine o c
42 Durrant John, Brisbane u k 21 Gould T. D. W., St. George o c
43 Dyre Edward, Stanthorpe c 22 Graham Thomas  (carrier), Roma c
44 Dwyer T. A., Dalby c 23 Graham William (carrier), Roma c
24 Brisbane cGrainger R.
E. 25
,
Gram Maria, Brisbane f
1 EBERT Nicholas, North Pine c 26 Grant John, Dulacca c
2 Edminston John, New Farm c 27 Green Mrs. H., Mackay u k
3 Edwards Mrs., Wickham Terrace c 28 Green Mrs. John, Stanthorpe u k
4 Edwards George, Grandchester o 29 Green T. W., Brisbane n z
6 Edwards John, Gordon Downs c 30 Green, William, Dalby e
6 Eggert John, Stanthorpe c 31 Greening G. H., Maryborough c
7 Ehrhardt C., Clifton o 32 Greenup A., Brisbane o c
8 Elliott A. J., King's Creek o c 33 Gregson W. A. F., Stanthorpe c
9 Elliot John F., Brisbane u k 34 Grieve W., Condamine c
10 Ellis Miss Fanny, South Brisbane c 35 Griffiths Daniel, Fortitude Valley c
11 Ellis John Thomas, Gympie c 30 Griffith Mrs. Margaret, Brisbane a
12 Emmings Mrs., Gympie c 37 Grigor W., Brisbane c
13 Enright Charles H., Toowoomba o 38 Grogan John (bootmaker), Milton u k
14 Esch Stephan, Toowoomba f 39 Grot W., Toowoomba s
15 Evens Miss K., South Brisbane c 40 Guilfoyle John, Stanthorpe c
16 Ezzy Charles, Roma o 41 Guilfoyle William, Warwick c
42 Gundersen Olavus, Mackay c
F. 43 Gunn P. McD., Bowen c and u k (3)
1 FANNING Lawrence, Fernie Lawn c 44 Gunnie D. (farmer), Logan c
2 Farmer Mrs. Charles, Stanthorpe m 45 Gwynn Herbert, Roma a
3 Mackay cFarrell Edward
4
,
Farrell Miss Kate, Ipswich c H.
5 Farrelly Peter, Dalby f 1 HABERECHT  Miss  Pauline, Maryborough $
6 Fehrson Mrs., Brisbane u k 2 Haer Conrad, Brisbane o c
7 Feige George,  Brisbane c 3 Hagan Mrs. Mary Ann, Coomrith o
8 Ferd B., Brisbane c 4 Hage H. (surveyor), Mackay c
9 Ferguson Mrs. J., Main Range o 5 Hallen C., Blackall c
10 Ferguson James, Warwick o c 6 Halliday James, Brisbane f
11 Ferguson Mrs. Robert, Brisbane c 7 Hampton W., Stanthorpe c
12 Fickeison Otto, Mackay c 8 Hamwood -, Toowoomba c
13 Finger John, Mackay m 9 Hand Benjamin, Mount Flora  m and a (2)
14 Fitzalan Edward, Stanthorpe o and c (2) 10 Handcock Miss Bertha, Mackay c
15 Fitzgerald James, Eagle Farm c 11 Hanrahan George, Stanthorpe o c
16 Fitzpatrick D., Leyburn c 12 Hansen Hans, Brisbane c (2)
17 Fitzsimons Mrs. Jas., Warwick c 13 Hansky Edward, Ipswich f
18 Flavelle W., Brisbane u k 14 Harbour F., Maryborough c
19 Flaver Esther, Brisbane o 15 Harden H. S., Brisbane c
20 Fleck Charles, Brisbane o c 16 Hardy F. E., Mackay s c and u k (17)
21 Flemming Thomas, Gympie m 17 Hare Thomas, Spring Hill c
22 Menders Andrew, Mackay u k 18 Harper Mrs. B. B., Owanyilla c
23 Fletcher Wm., Brisbane o 19 Harper William, Warwick o
24 Flinn Mrs. J., Brisbane c 20 Harris J., Western Creek u k
25 Flynn Mrs. Rosa, Brisbane o 21 Harrison (brewer),  Brisbane s
26 Fogg James, Dalby c 22 Harrison Thomas, Imbrue c
27 Foley Michael, Brisbane c 23 Hart Mrs. E., Gympie a
28 Foley Patrick, Roma e 24 Hart John, Pine Creek c
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25 Hartnett J., Toowoomba c 18 Jones William, One-mile c
26 Harvey Robert, Brisbane u k 19 Jordan Richard, Blackall c and f (2)
27 Harvey T. S., Springsure c 20 Jorgensen Christian, Mackay c
28 Hassell Joseph, King's Creek c 21 Jorgensen H., One-mile c
29 Haugh Mrs. John, Toowoomba c 22 Joyce James, Dalby n z
30 Gympie cRay John
31
,
Hazleton Mrs., Ipswich c X.
32 Heeney W., Burenda c 1 KANE William, Wuallen u k
33 Helion T., Normanby c 2 Kavanagh Hugh, Bald Hills c
34 Hellowell Mrs. M., Elizabeth street o c 3 Keating John, Roma o
35 Henderson Albert Alexander, Brisbane u k 4 Keigh Mrs. Ann, Gympie c
36 Hendle John, Reedy Springs c 5 Kelly Mrs. John, Five-mile Water c
37 Hennesse Miss A., Brisbane c 6 Kellow Joseph If., Brisbane o
38 Henney J., Stanthorpe u k 7 Kells Dunlop, Brisbane s
39 Hennerce W., Myrtle Creek c 8 Kelly John, Maryborough c
40 Hewitt Alfred, Brisbane c 9 Kelly Thomas J., One-mile u k
41 Hickery -, Mary River c 10 Kemp Mrs. C., Rockhampton o
42 Hickey J. P., Brisbane p o 11 Kenedy William, Stanthorpe in
43 Hicks John B., Mount Flora s 12 Kennedy -, Fernberg c
44 Higgin Sergeant, Toowoomba c 13 Keogh Patrick,. Brisbane c
45 Hill C. Lumbley, Dalby c 14 Kidman W., Brisbane c
46 Hill J. M., Westwood c 15 Kilham T., Brisbane a
47 Hill Mrs. Maria, Brisbane c 16 Kilmartin J., Clifton c
48 Hill P., Toowoomba u k 17 Kimber Mrs. Elizth., Brisbane it k (2)
49 Hillberg Harry, Maryborough o 18 Kimmance H. H. H., Brisbane c
50 Hindley George, Brisbane u k 19 Kirkwood William, Dalby c
61 Ring Barry, Westwood c 20 KKellberg Mrs. Charlotte, Brisbane o
52 Hinks Miss, Sandgate c 21 Kjoge Mrs. Laura, Gympie f
53 Hinrichsen Johann Fred., Franklin f 22 Knudsen Hans, Maryborougll f
54 Hisks J. B., Mount Flora a 23 Knudsen Paul, One-mile c
55 Hoare John, Toowoomba o 24 Kunst Fritz, Brisbane f
56 ITodgkinson Dr. E. R., Brisbane u k 25 Kopprod Johannes Nilsen, Brisbane f
57 Hockings Mrs., Toowong c 26 Kriger John, Mackay c
68 Holden John, Westwood c 27 Kroll F., Walloon o c
59 Hollins Miss Margaret, Ipswich c 28 Kyle - (hotel-keeper), One Mile c
60 Holloway Benin John, Brisbane u k
61 Holmes --, Breakfast Creek c L.
62 Holmes Gordon, Gainsford c 1 LAHIFF Thomas, Brisbane s
63 Holme G., Gainsford o 2 Lalor W., Bengalla o
64 Holmes Robert, Russell street c 3 Langton Thomas, Stanthorpe o
65 Holter Jacob If., Gracemere f (3) 4 Larsen Jena, Brisbane c
66 Hoo Ali Kim, Sprin sure c 5 Larsson P., Maryborough c
67 Hooker (carrier), Westwood c (2) 6 Last Mrs. Joseph, Mackay s
68 Holt Miss R., Sandgate c 7 Lauritsen Lauritz, Mackay c
69 Hopkins J., Maryboro c 8 Lawler Edward, Westwood s
70 Horan James, Warwick c 9 Lawlor Richard, Stanthorpe c
71 Horner George, Carnarvon s 10 Lawson Robert, Clifton c
72 Horning -, Stanthorpe a 11 Leavy James, Rockhampton c
73 Horsman Mary, Brisbane a 12 Lee Toy, Jimna e
74 Horton John, Maryborough c 13 Lenehan  James , Ipswich a
75 Hough Joseph, Maryborough o c 14 Leo Miss Ellen, Mackay o
76 Hourigan Michael, Gympie m 15 Leering Frederick, Gainsf'ord o
77 Howard George, Condamine c 16 Lewis J. J., Brisbane a
78 Howard William, Dulacca c 17 Lewis Ralph F., Brisbane c (2)
79 Howe Charles, Brisbane c 18 Lindsay John, Tiaro c
80 Howe William, Stanthorpe c 19 Ling Henry, Gympie m
81 Howes Wm. J., Dalby e 20 Linnemann H., Kariboe o
82 Humphreys John, Currawilgan c 21 Linthwaite T. F., Glenlee c
83 Hudson Wm,, Wallan o c 22 Lips Salomon, Owanyilla f
84 Hughes D., Brisbane o 23 Livingstone A., Toowoomba c
85 Hurley J., Roma s 24 Lockyer Mrs. Edmund, Spring Hill f
86 25Hutchings John, Mackay u k (2) Lockyer Thomas, Warrak a
87 Hyland -- (printer), Mackay c 26 Locock Thomas, Yuamba s27 London Miss Sarah Jane, Stanthorpe o e
I.  28 Lonergan Mrs., South Brisbane c-
29 Long George Westwood c
1 INGLIS Thomas, Donnybrook m 30
,
Long Robert, Brisbane c
2 Inskip Thomas, Ipswich o 31 Lornsen Julius, Brisbane f3 Irons W. C. Frederick, Aramac u k and c (5) 32 Lott W. N., Brisbane u k
33J. Loncrane John, Finch Creek o c34 Loughlan Mary, Tewantin u k
1 JACK Mrs., Dalby c 35 Lovejoy William, Warwick u k (2)
2 Jack John, Gympie n z 36 Love Charles (gardener), Brisbane o c
3 Jackson Frederick, Maryborough c
4 Jacobsen J.,,Mackay o 37 Lynch Joseph, Rockhampton a
5 Jacobsen Lorenz, Mackay f 38 Lynott -, Lily Vale c
6 Jensen A. N., Bowen Downs f
7 Jensen Jacom Otto, Ipswich c and in (2) M.
8 Job J., Westwood c 1 MADDEN M., Maryborough c
9 Johanssen Foro J. H., Bowen Downs f (2) 2 Madsen Niels, Brisbane f
10 Johnson James, Maryborough c 3 Maggs and Gunn, Pikedale o c
11 Johnson John, Maryborough c 4 Maguire James, Toowoomba c
12 Johnson John, Stanthorpe in 5 Mahon Mrs. Jane, Westwood c
13 Johnston James, Dugdan c 6 Mahood George, Stanthorpe c
14 Johnston J., Ipswich c 7 Malardy John, Indooroopi y o c (4)
15 Jones Arthur, Brisbane u k and c (2) 8 Malone Mat., Westwood c
16 Jones John, Maryborough c 9 Malony William, Roma c
17 Jones John, (carpenter), Hawthorne street u k 10 Maloy Mrs. James, Stanthorpe a
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11 Mau Christian P., Mackay f 24 MeGarly R. D., Saltbush o
12 Mandall H., Balgownie c 25 McGavin John A. S., Westwood c (2)
13 Manning  Benjamin , Stanthorpe s 26 McGuinness Joseph, St. George t (2)
14 Marchant Miss Mary, Stanthorpe o 27 McIntyre D., Brisbane o
15 Marks -, Moongool c 28 Mackay D., Warwick e
16 Marks H., Warwick s 29 McKeon V., Tambo c
17 Markwell S., Brisbane c 30 McKinlay -,  Brisbane c
18 Marolly George, Blackall f 31 MeLaren J., Rockhampton m
19 Marsden James, Gympie s 32 McLaughlin  James , Stanthorpe o c
20 Marsh John, South Brisbane u k 33 McLean Miss, Fortitude Valley c
21 Martell George, Stanthorpe c 34 McLean Wm., Gainsford c
22 Martin William, Wallan w a 35 McLeod Norman, Mackay c (2)
23 Mason M., Toowoomba c 36 McManus John, Tambo c
24 Mather James, Stonehenge c 37 McMaugh -, Coop-panock s
25 Mathiason Chr.,Gympie f 38 McNab James, Brisbane o
26 Mattinson Mrs., Wickham Terrace c 39 McNamara M., Burenda c
27 Maunsell Wm., Maryborough o c 40 McNamara M., Ipswich o
28 Mayne Edward, Severn Tin Mines s 41 McNamara P., One-mile c
29 Meade Miss Catherine, Brisbane s 42 McNicol George, Ipswich o
30 Meade Mrs. J., Yubba c 43 McPherson Donald, Kin& s Creek e
31 Meausy Cornelius, Ipswich c (2) 44 McPherson Lachlan, Spring Creek c
32 Meany Miss Mary, Brisbane u k 45 McSullavan -, Stanthorpe c (2)
33 Melchior Henry, Mackay u k 46 McSharry Charles, Dalby c
34 Melchior Henry, Mackay u k (1) 47 McTaggart Michael, Warwick c
35 Mellifont Patrick, Mackay u k 48 McTyre John, Stanthorpe o c
36 Merrett M., Canning Creek c 49 McVey P., Roma f
37 Brisbane sMeyer Miss F
38
.,
Me nell Francis, Roma c N.
39 Middleton Thomas, Maryborough c 1 NATALI Jacques, Gayndah f
40 Mill Mrs. John, Ipswich m 2 Neel Mrs., Ipswich c
41 Miller -, Maryborough c 3 Neels R., Mackay c
42 Miller E., Mackay c. 4 Neilson Olava, Four-mile Creek Hotel, S. Pinec
43 Miller Henry, Clifton c 5 Nelins Thomas, Brisbane u k
44 Mills Joseph, Breakfast Creek u k 6 Nelson Chas. (blacksmith), Yandilla c
45 Milne James, Stanthorpe s (3) 7 Newbury Mrs. Louisa, Brisbane c
46 Milton Mrs. Sarah, Brisbane o c 8 Newell W. (auctioneer), Toowoomba c
47 Mitchell Nicholas, Kedron Brook o c 9 Newey Miss Elizth., Herbert River c and o (2)
48 Mitchell Thomas, Clifton c 10 Nicholson Wm., Westwood in
49 Moffatt John, Gympie o 11 Nicholson, Bergin, and Co., Upper South
50 Moffitt Wm. J., Yengarie c Pine o c (2)
51 Molyneus---, Warwick c 12 Nielson Niels, Hospital, Mackay c
52 Monteith W., Ipswich o 13 Nisbet John, Mitchell Downs e
53 Mooney Michael (baker), Stanthorpe c (2) 14 Nisbet John, Toowoomba c
54 Moore J. E., Brisbane u k 15 Nisbet John, Dalby c
55 Morgan F., Stanthorpe c 16 Nolan Patk., St. George c
56 Morgan H. F., Brisbane u k 17 Noonan Mrs. Kate, Toowoomba o
57 Morgan Martin, Warwick c 18 Nyine Zozipu (S.S. Islander), Mackay c
58 Morris Mrs Toowoomba c., 0.59 Morris Aaron, Killarney c (2)
'60 Morris  Samuel , Killarney c 1 BRIEN D. (storekeeper),  Brisbane cO
61 Mortensen N. P., Maryborough c 2 O'Brien James, Paroo Jinn c
62 Morton H., Mackay e 3 O'Brien John F., Junction Station c (2)
63 Mulfahey Catherine, Ipswich o 4 O'Brien Wm. H., Swanston Plantation,
64 Murdock Gordon, Dalby o Mackay o
65 Muller F. E., Blackall f 5 O'Connor Mrs., Stanthorpe e
66 Mumford E., Maryborough c 6 O'Connor E., Fortitude Valley c
67 Munro Hugh, Emu Creek o 7 O'Connor M., Westwood c
68 Murphy John, Rockhampton s 8 O'Connor Michl., Gladstone o
69 Murphy Mrs. Kate, Ipswich c 9 Olson Peter (carrier), Westwood c
70 Murray -, Maryborough c 10 O'Neil John, Toowoomba c
71 Murray T. H.,  Westwood c 11 O'Reilly Mrs. A., Brisbane c
72 Murschel John, Stanthorpe o c 12 O'Reilly Mrs. L.,  Brisbane c
73 Myer Miss Mary, Mackay c 13 Orr M. B., Clum Logan c14 Osborne Thomas, Mackay cMc. 15 O'Shea John, Westwood c
1 MACARTHUR James, Mackay o 16 O'Sullivan Mrs. Richd.,  Toowoomba c
2 Macarthy James, Retreat c 17 Ossenkopp -, Dalby c
3 McAuliffe James Tran., Stanthorpe s 18 O'Toole A. (carrier),  Roma o
4 McCaughy - Bowen Bridge c
5
,
McCaul T., Condamine o P.
6 McCaul Thomas, Westwood c 1 PAIN Mary, Toowoomba c
7 McConville Mrs., Ipswich c 2 Pappin ----, Stratton, Fortitude Valley c
8 McCoo Hugh Gainsford c 3 Park R. 0., Colleroy c
9 McCoom D., Petrie Terrace c 4 Parker George, Brisbane c
10 McCourt Patrick, Tiaro o 5 Parker Wm. J., Wooroona c
11 McCrone James, Maryborough u k and c (3) 6 Parnell Donald, Mackay c
12 McCulloch Hugh, Westwood c 7 Partridge John, St. George c
13 McDonald Mrs., Surface Hill c 8 Passmore Hugh, Stanthorpe c
14 McDonald Mrs. J. F., One-mile c 9 Paterson Andrew, Gracemere o c
15 McDonald Mrs., Petrie Terrace c 10 Patterson Alexr., Westwood c
16 McDonald (farmer), King's Creek c 11 Paterson Miss Martha, Dulacca u k
17 MacDonald C. H., Walloon c 12 Paterson Mrs. Wm., Spring Hill, Brisbane c
18 McDonald D., Mackay o c 13 Paulin Miss Mary, Blithesdale in
19 McDonald Patrick, Gordon Downs s 14 Payne H. H., Pine River c
20 McDonnell John, Mount Hutton c 15 Peachy E. W., Stanthorpe c (2)
21 McDonnell 1Eneas, Stanthorpe o 16 Pearson James, Rockhampton c
22 McEwen -, Bald Hills c 17 Pedersen C. V., Westwood c
23 McEwen James, Mary River e 18 Percy H., Maryborough c
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19 Perman George, Maryborough u k
20 Perrott G., Stanthorpe c
21 Perry Mrs. Margaret, Brisbane o
22 Perry Miss Margt., Brisbane o
23 Petersen Hinz, Maryborough f
24 Philps Daniel, Maryborough c
25 Pippin -, Stratton, Fortitude Valley c
26 Pit Wm., Ma borough c
27 Pollard Wm., Brisbane u k
28 Pope James (carpenter), Brisbane c
29 Porter Samuel, Mackay o c
30 Potts Mrs. Eliza, Condamine o
31 Potts Ricbd. (cabman), Brisbane o c
32 Power It., Toowoomba c
33 Power W. H., Brisbane a
34 Presho John J. (hawker), Brisbane o
35 Prevost Miss, Brisbane u k
36 Price -, Kelvin Grove Road c
37 Priestley Mrs. Charles, Stanthorpe c
Q.
1 QUINLAN John, Drayton c
2 Quinn Mrs. John, Yatala c
3 Quinn Michael (laborer), Stanthorpe o c
4 Quinn Robert, Condamine c
R.
1 RAFTREY Miss, Sandgate c
2 Ralton T. (bakery), Ipswich c
3 Ramsay George, Baker's Creek, Mackay u k
4 Ramsbotharn Master W., Pine Creek c
6 Ramaden W., Gympie c
6 Ranking Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
7 Ratcliffe Miss Eliza, Gainsford o
8 Read Alfred (miner), Gympie c
9 Read J. (engineer), NebaPlantation, Mackay c
10 Reader Wm., Stanthorpe c
11 Real Alfd., Stanthorpe s
12 Reetz H., Westwood c
13 Reid Alexr. (carrier), Westwood c
14 Reynolds Michl., Blythedale c
15 Richardt T., Walloon o c
16 Richards Robert E., Brisbane c
17 Ridge John, Stanthorpe s (2)
18 Ridge John, Warwick s
19 Ridley F., St. George's Bridge s
20 Ring Robert, Tiaro o
21 Rintoul Wm., Charleville in
22 Robilliard H. J., Brisbane u k
23  Roberts Edwd., Ipswich u k
24 Roberts M. H., Maryborough u k
25 Roberts W. N., Four-mile Swamp c
26 Roberts Wm. Ward (seaman), Brisbane a
27 Robertson Robert, Gympie o
28 Robertson Win. (seaman), Brisbane u k
29 Robins Henry, Mackay c
30 Robinson -, One-mile Swamp, South Bris-
bane c
31 Robinson J., Dalby c
32 Robinson W. L., Brisbane c
33 Rocbford It. (carrier), Maryborough c
34 Roder Phillip, Maryborough c
35 Rodgers S. T., Stanthorpe c
36 Rogers F., Fortitude Valley, Brisbane c
37 RollestonHenryE.,AlbiniaDowns sand uk (5)
38 Rooney Alexander, Brisbane u k
39 Rose David (shoemaker), Stanthorpe o e
40 Rose Hugh L., Brisbane c (3)
41 Rose Mrs. Mary, Toowoomba o
42 Rose W., Stanthorpe c
43 Roser G. F., Dalby c
44 Ross John, Brisbane c
45 Ross Wm., Stanthorpe c
46 Rourke T., Dalby m
47 Roy Mrs., Brisbane c
48 Royston Mrs. Mary Ann, Gracemere o
49 Ruff B., St. Lawrence c
50 Russell George (gardener), Mackay o c
51 Russell Henry (storekeeper), Queensland s
52 Russell James, Stanthorpe s
53 Ryan Michl. (miner), Stanthorpe o c
54 Ryan Patk. (laborer), Bowen Bridge o c (2)
55 Ryan Pierce, Clifton in
66 Ryon Stephen, Gympie c
57 Ryan Timothy (laborer), Stanthorpe o c
68 Ryan Wm., Clifton c
S.
1 SACHAN H., Mackay f
2 Samuel John, Brisbane u k
3 Sanholt Peter Petersen, Maryborough f
4 Scanlan Wm., Coomrith c
5 Schaumberg John, Wooroora. o
6 Schivardi Peter, Stanthorpe o
7 Schmit -, Westwood c
8 Scott Mrs., Brisbane s (2)
9 Scott Chas., Dalby c
10 Scott James, Brisbane c
11 Scully John, Westwood c
12 Seaton Miss Jemima, Macleay Island, More
ton Bay c
13 Seckington H. C., Condamine c
14 Sehen H., Dalby o
16 Seivens H. C., Mackay o c
16 Severt - (farmer), Walloon c
17 Shanahan Michael, Cardwell n z
18 Sharp James, Brisbane u k
19 Sheehan John, Brisbane m
20 Sheehy Mrs., Warwick c
21 Shehen C. (carrier), Condamine c
22 Sheldon Wm., Brisbane u k (2)
23 Sheppard Thomas (miner), Gympie c
24 Shermer George, Brisbane u k
25 Sherry Margt. T., Mackay f
26 Shierer Claus, Maryborough n z
27 Sijmire Henry, Clifton c
28 Simeon Mrs. D., Swanston, Mackay o
29 Simpson A., Westwood c
30 Simpson John, Herbert River s
31 Sinclair Mrs., Brisbane s
32 Sinnott Nicholas (surveyor), Western Creek c
33 Sitgody August, Brisbane s
34 Skinner H. G., Gowrie c
35 Slaughter John, Oakey Creek c
36 Small Pk.. Warwick c •
37 Small  S. M., Maryborough c
38 Smirdon Mrs. W., Maryborough in
39 Smith Alexr., Spring Creek c
40 Smith A. J., Brisbane a
41 Smith Miss Eliza, Brisbane o and u k (2)
42 Smith E. T. P., Boggo c (4)
43 Smith Mrs. Harriet S. C., Toowoomba c
44 Smith James (publican), Graoemere c
45 Smith Mrs. Margt., Toowoomba o
46 Smith Robert James, Warwick c
47 Smith Mrs. S., Brisbane p o
48 Smith Wm., Brisbane s
49 Smythe F. J., Mackay c
50 Sopp George, Western Creek u k (21
51 Sorensen Peter, Summerland Farm f
52 Span Christian, per " Alardus, "Maryborough c
53 Sparks N., Maryborough c
54 Spencer Mrs. A., Maryborough c
55 Spencer John, Maryborough e
56 Speer James L., Barcoo a
57 Stansbury James, One-mile Creek c
58 Staples Arthur, Brisbane u k
59 Stark Christy (butcher), Warwick o c (2)
60. Starmer John T., Roma o
61 Stay Joseph, Stanthorpe c
62 St. Croix Aaron de, Highfields u k
63 Stedman Henry W., Maryborough u k (2)
64 Stephens James, Gympie o
65 Stevens G. W., Drayton c
66 Stewart --, South Brisbane c
67 - Stewart Alexr., Mount Abundance o
68 Stewart Mrs. S., Brisbane o
69 Stiles Wm., Maryborough c
70 Stokes John, One-mile Creek o
71 Stockton Wyat, Moggill o c
72 Stroctmann T., Toowoomba it
73 Stroll -, Gympie s
74 Stuart -, Mount Marley c
75 Stuart W. H., Brisbane u k
76 Styles Mrs., Maryborough c
77 Stuart E., Tieryboo c
78 Sullivan James, Cooranga c (2)
79 Sully J., Maryborough c
80 Summer Samuel, Maryborough c
81 Suter F. S., Four-mile Creek, Stanthorpe
u k (2)
82 Swan John (storekeeper), Warwick c
83 Swann Mrs. Margt., Westwood o
84 Swoan John, Roma c
85 Symonds -, Warwick c
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T. 17 Wendt W., Cleveland Road e
1 TAIT Mrs. Jane, Maryborough c 18 West  James, Pioneer Plantation ,  Mackay c
2 Taylor - One-mile Ck. c 19 Whalen Captn.,  Brisbane c
3
,
Taylor John, Fort Cooper South c 20 Whalen James, Toowoomba o
4 Teelie Wm. Tieryboo c 21 Whin Casillia, Brisbane c
5
,
Thompson - Brisbane c 22 White John, Mackay c
6
,
Thompson and Compton  Messrs ., Gympie 23 Whitehead Joshua, Gympie u k
c (2) 24 Wier Mrs., Gympie c
7 Thompson Edmond, Franklyn Vale o 25 Wier D.,  Brisbane c
8 Thompson Mary Ann, Stanthorpe o c 26 Wigg, Doctor H. L., Bigge's Camp c
9 Thompson H. Blackall u k 27 Wilke August, Brisbane f
10
,
Thompson T., Dawson, Gainsford o 28 Wilkinson Arthur,  Brisbane u k
11 Thompson,  junr . Wm., Warwick c 29 Wilkinson Edmd., Drayton c
12 Thomsett Alfred (blacksmith) Pikedale o 30 Williams H., Nerang Creek c
13
,
Thorigen Niels, Maryborough o 31 Williams Edwd. P., Tiaro o
14 Thornton Mrs. J. A., Mackay o 32 Williams Frederick, Walloon s
16 Thornton Thomas, Maryborough c 33 Williams Henry, Stanthorpe  c and o c (2)
16 Thorp E., Maryborough c 34 Williams Henry, Mackay c
17 Throcmorton -, Stanthorpe c 35 Williamson John, Malvern Hills e
18 Thwaite J. (carpenter) Brisbane c 36 Wilman C., Mackay f
19
,
Tighe Martin Westwood s 37 Willmott J. S., Ipswich c (2)
20
,
Tindale George Brisbane River e 38 Willows Robert, Ipswich c
21
,
Toppin D., Maryborough c 39 Wilma Peter, Toowoomba f
22 Toogea  John Ipswich c 40 Wilson Mrs., Severn River c
23
,
Tracy Daniel Brisbane m 41 Wilson Archibald, Maryborough c
24
,
Treacye Catherine , Brisbane m 42 Wilson George A., Crinan c
25 Tack Chas. E. Brisbane o 43 Wilson John H., Toowoomba u k
26
,
Tucker Dennis (laborer) Rockhampton o c 44 Wissenden -, Mackay u k
27
,
Turner  Miss E . Maryborough u k 45 Wittkowski Julius,  Brisbane c and m (6)
28
,
Turner Miss  K ate, Brisbane s 46 Wittey M., Stanthorpe s
47 Condamine cWockner C29 Turnnidge Fredk., Brisbane u k (2) .,
30 Turtle Miss Mary, Brisbane c 48 Wolff Max., Mackay u k (2)
49 Wood A.,  Brisbane a
50 Toowoomba cWood ThomasU. 61
,
Worborton -- (or Mrs.), Ma borough u k
1 UNDERHILL John, Brisbane m 52 Worth Wm. (bullock driver), Westwood c
2 Underwood -, Mary River c (2) 53 Wright R., Dalby c
64 Wrighter Fredk., Swan Creek c
V. 55 Wyett Henry (per " Ramsey"),  Brisbane u k
1 VACHELL F Brisbane u kT.
2
. ,
Valier'I., Maryborough c Y.
3 Vold Herman B., Brisbane f 1 YANNUS A., Mount Abundance o c
2 Yet War Chang, Western Creek c
W. 3 Yone John, Maryborough c
4 Tieryboo eYoung D.1 WALKER David, Maryborough c
'
5
,
Young George  Angus, Stone Cottage m
2 cWalker James, Fortitude Valley 6 Young James,  Milton, near Brisbane u k
3 Walker John G., Brisbane u k 7 Young S. Tieryboo c4 Wallon P., Mackay c 8
,
Young S. H., Rockhampton c
5 Wallworth John A., Branscombe, Mackay o 9 Young Wm., Nerang Creek c6 Walsh John, Ft. Bourke c 10 Yunker George,  Brisbane c
7 Walsh Thos., Maryborough c
8 Walter J., Brisbane u k Z.9 Walton J. C. General Post Office Brisbane o e
10
, ,
Walton P. Mackay c 1 ZAHEL V. Z., Warrego a
11
,
Wandus -, Queensland u k 2 Zieman and Benjamin Messrs. , Toowoomba a
12 Ward - Tiaro c
13
,
Ward J.,  Bandamba c Initials, &c.
14 Ward Luke, May Villa Farm c 1 Mrs. B. H., G.P.O., Brisbane o
15 Watts George, Gympie f 2 H. S., G.P.O., Brisbane e
16 Weller -, Nudgee c 3 M. F., G.P.O., Brisbane c (2)
L IST of Overtime and Damaged Goods ,  in Queen ' s Warehouse ,  St. Lawrence ,  to be Sold by Auction,at the Cus o  House , on SATURDAY,  September 27th, 1873.
Date of
Arri val. ship .  Whence. Importers.
1870.
1 April ...  Tinonee  ...  Sydney
11 March  ...  Tinonee ... Sydney
Woods,  Shortland,
Fox, and Co.
Ditto ...
... Tinonee  ...  Sydney Ditto
1873.
20 January Hannah sydney J  Fox and Adair
Newton
Date  Ware-  Import
housed. Mark.
1870.
23 August
1873.
3 March ...
B
444
F No. 3
234
E No. 4
234
PM
Bond
Mark. Goods. Quantities.
Date
when
liable to
sale.
1873.
F 15 cases brandy  29A gals.,  21.1 u .p. 23 Aug.
C N
2
o. 3 1 qr.-cask brandy 29A gals .,  0.9 u.p.
C No. 4 1 qr.-cask brandy  29'A gals .,  0.6 u.p.
2
8 4 casks biscuits  1388 lbs.
6
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane , 20th August, 1873.
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QUEENSLAND BOARD  OF GENERAL
EDUCATION.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
THE Queensland Board of Education will grantGrammar School Scholarships annually to
deserving Pupils of the Primary Schools of the
Colony. The Board will pay the Grammar School
tuition fees of such Primary School boys as shall
prove themselves, on examination, to be fitted for
a higher  class  of education than is afforded in the
Primary Schools.
2. Examinations for Scholarships will be held
simultaneously at some time during the first three
weeks of the December of every year, one month's
notice at least to be given of the precise date of
holding. Examiners to be appointed by the Board.
3. The examinations for 1874 Scholarships will
take place in December, 1873, at Brisbane, Ips-
wich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, and Rockhampton
only, unless special application shall be made and
approved for holding  examinations  elsewhere ; but
candidates may present themselves from any Pri-
mary School.
4. Nominations  of candidates, by the principal
teachers  of their respective schools, must reach the
Education Office at least one month before the
date fixed for holding the examinations, and the
nominations  must be accompanied by a statement
that the candidates are Primary School scholars,
not exceeding fourteen years of age at the date of
the examinations , that they have not been pupils
at a grammar  school, and have been in fairly
regular attendance  at a primary school for the
previous  six months, and have been Queensland
Primary School boys for eighteen months.
5.  Scholarships  will be tenable, during good
behaviour and the pleasure  of the Board, for three
years.
6. The examinations  will be held under the
supervision of responsible officers  of the Board
appointed for the purpose. The questions will be
the same in all places . The candidates' papers are
to be  anonymous , distinguished by a motto or
number , and accompanied by a sealed envelope
containing the name and  age of the candidate, the
whole to be forwarded under seal to the Secretary
of the Board, immediately after the  examinations,
for transmission  to the Examiners.
7. Successful  competitors will be entitled,
through their.  parents or guardians , to elect the
particular Grammar  school at which they shall
study ;  and, in  the case of  change of residence, or
other sufficient cause shown ,  leave  will be given for
transfer from  one Grammar  School to another.
8. The subjects  of examination  for 1874 scho-
larships will be the  same  as those prescribed in the
Board's printed regulations for boys who have
reached the fourth form in a Primary School.
9. The percentage of marks entitling to a
Scholarship at the next  examinations  will be fifty
(50) ; but in special  cases,  brought under their notice
by the  Examiners , the Board may act independently
of  this rule.
By order of the Board,
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
NOTICE.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane,  29th August, 1873.
R.  JOHN ALEXANDER BOYCE has been ap-
pointed under the provisions  of the Act 19
Vic., No.  34, to be District Registrar of Births,
Marriages , and  Deaths, for the Registration Dis-
trict of Toowoomba ,  in the place  of Mr. T. P,
Haslam, dismissed,
Real Property Transfer Office,
B ri sbane, 26th August, 1873.
NOTICE.
R. CHARLNS  EATWELL BRADBURY,  of  Brisbane,
is this day licensed as a Surveyor qualified
to act under the provisions  and for the  purposes of
The Real Property Act of  1861."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
NOTICES TO MARINERS.
LIGHT ON LADY ELLIOT'S ISLAND.
0
N and after this date the temporary light on
Lady Elliot's Island will be replaced by a
Fourth Order Dioptric Holophotal Revolving Light,
the flashes being at intervals of thirty seconds.
The tower is painted white, and the light, which
is visible all round the horizon, is elevated 60
feet above high water, being, in clear weather,
visible from a distance of 12 miles.
TEMPORARY LIGHT, BURNETT RIVER.
On and after this date a temporary light will be
exhibited from the Pilot Station, at the mouth of
the Burnett River. The light will be a fixed white
light, showing from seaward between the bearings
of S.E. and N.W., and visible in clear weather
from a distance of 9 miles.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, August 12th, 1873.
Department  of Ports  and Harbors,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
WHARF, BROAD SOUND.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Noon on SATURDAY, the 30th August
next, from persons willing to contract for the
construction of a Wharf at the Basin, St. Lawrence
Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Wharf,
Broad Sound."
Plan and Specifications may be seen, and
further particulars obtained, at the Port Office,
Brisbane, and at the Harbor Offices at Rock-
hampton, Broad Sound, and Cleveland Bay.
Tenders must state the time within which it
is proposed to complete the work ; and at the
foot of every Tender there must be  a memoran-
dum signed by the person tendering, agreeing to
deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of
Tender, for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that he will execute and
deliver at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor,
in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance, otherwise the Ten-
der will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
N
O
the  Town Hall ,  opening  i nto B
Store
Lane,
is set apart for the purposes of a Queen's Ware.
house.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of  Customs,
HENRY SCOTT, Custom House,  Brisbane,
Reglstrar.G}eaerul,  8th August, 1678,
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NOTICE.
I HEREBY givenotice, according to the Act
(28th Vic., No. 19), that it is my intention to
apply at the Court of Petty  Sessions , Clermont, to
be holden on the second Tuesday in October next,
for a license  to erect four (4) pairs of swing-gates
across the main road  from Clermont to Rock-
hampton, on the Retro and Capella Runs.
The .1st pair about half-way between Retro and
Abor Creeks ; the 2nd pair about two (2) miles on
the Clermont side of Abor Creek ; the 3rd pair
about half-way between Abor and Capella Creeks,
and the 4th pair about two (2) miles on the Rock-
hampton  Side of Capella Creek.
JOHN BURN.
Retro, 11th August, 1873.
576 5s. 6d.
PUBLIC NOTICE.
I HEREBY  give  notice  that I intend to apply to
the Justices of the Peace in Petty  Sessions,
for the District of Maryborough, at their next
Licensing  Meeting, for permission to erect two
Swing Gates on the road leading from Maryborough
to Walker's Point, at my boundary, and where
the said road crosses the Swamp.
JOHN G. WALKER.
Maryborough, August 27, 1873.
590 3s. 6d.
THE Partnership  existing  between the under-
signed, trading as "Evans and  Co.," has
this day been dissolved by mutual consent.
THOMAS EVANS.
C. O. LAMB.
Witness-E. A. HYDE.
Maryborough, 20th August, 1873.
580 3s.
THE Bench  of Magistrates at Condamine, as-sembled this  day in Petty  Sessions, have
re-appointed  Mr. JAMES  KING as Poundkeeper
at Condamine ,  for the period of twelve months.
ROBT. VINCENT,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Police  Office,
Condamine , 14th August, 1873.
THE Bench  of Magistrates at Townsville, inSpecial Petty Sessions assembled ,  have this
day appointed Mr. HENRY SYDNEY WILLIAMS
as Poundkeeper at Townsvi ll e ,  vice  Mr. Joseph
Fletcher, resigned.
FRANCIS C. N. THISTLETHWAYTE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions
Police Office,
Townsvi ll e,  12th August, 1873.
£50 REWARD.
TO CONSTABLES AND OTHERS.
STOLEN  from Moolayember Creek, during thefirst week in April last, the thorough-bred
entire horse, " Young Kelpie." He is a small
light-bay, rising eight years old ; branded MLR
(the ML conjoined) on near shoulder.
Also, a light-bay mare, aged, branded with
fetlock brand on near shoulder, and numbers under
saddle.
The above reward will be paid to any person
giving information leading to the apprehension and
conviction of the party or parties who stole the
above-described horses ; or £10 on delivery of said
horses to the undersigned.
T. FOOT AND SONS.
Moravia,
Rolleston , 17th July, 1873.
LOST, from Peyton 's Springs ,  Charters Towers,
one Black Cob Horse ,  branded DK near
shoulder ; one Bay Mare ,  branded shovel over S
near shoulder .  The above are my property, and
the public are cautioned against purchasing them.
10
JOHN MOORE,
Merry Monarch Reef,
Charters Towers.
585 3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
As OF MONDAY, THE  25TH  DAY OF AUGUST, A.D.
1873.
T is hereby ordered that the additional term
I appointed to be held by the Regula Generalis,
made as of Wednesday, the ninth day of July,
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three, and
which said term was by the Regula Generalis as of
Wednesday, the thirteenth day of August, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three, enlarged
until and including Monday week next, be further
enlarged until and including this day fortnight.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
As OF WEDNESDAY , THE 13TH DAY  OF AUGUST,
A.D. 1873.
IT is hereby ordered that the additional term
appointed to be held by the Regula  Generalis,
made as  of Wednesday, the ninth day of July, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three, be
enlarged until and including next Monday fort.
night.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
MACKAY DISTRICT COURT.
IN pursuance of "  The District Courts Act of
1867," and by authority of the same, I hereby
appoint the day and time hereinafter mentioned for
bolding a District Court at the Town of Mackay,
within the Northern District.
Cri minal Jurisdiction.
Thursday, 6th Nov., 1873.
Civil Jurisdiction.
Thursday, 6tb Nov., 1873.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
20th July, 1873.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
F
OR the purposes  mentioned  in the eighteenth
section  of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint  JOHN JAAF, of Goodna, in the Colony of
Queensland , Justice of the Peace,  to be a Justice
of the Peace in the Registrar's District of Goodna,
who shall, by virtue of this  appointment, give
consent in  the cases provided for in and by the
eighteenth and nineteenth  sections  of the said Act.
Dated this twenty- second day  of August, A.D.
1873.
JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED  J.  P, LUTWYCHE,  J.
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In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of William Robinson, late of Mary-
borough, in the District of Wide Bay, in the
Colony of  Queensland ,  carrier, deceased, in-
testate.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that after-the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to the said Honorable
Court, that Letters of Administration of all  the
goods, chattels ,  and effects of the above-named
William Robinson ,  who died intestate, may be
granted to Bridget Robinson ,  of  Mar borough
aforesaid, the Widow of the said deceased.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Edward Atkinson, late of George
Town, in the Colony of Queensland, carrier,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the Supreme
Court of Queensland, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdic-
tion, that Probate of the last Will and Testament
of the above-named Edward Atkinson, deceased,
may be granted to James Henry Geddes, of George
Town aforesaid, storekeeper, the sole Executor
named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of August, A.D.
1873.
Dated at Maryborough ,  this twentieth day of W. E. MURPHYAugust, A.D. 1873.
WM. BARNS,
, .
Proctor for the said Executor,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
588 6s 6dKent street ,  Maryborough,
Proctor for the said Bridget Robinson.
. .
579 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Estate of Charles Denyer,
late of Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
freeholder, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that accounts of the
administration  in the above Estate, from the
thirtieth day of June, 1872, to the thirtieth of
June, 1873, having been filed in the office of the
Registrar , by Daniel Foley Roberts and Charles
Baldwin, the Executors of the Will of the said
deceased ,  all persons having claims , or being
otherwise interested therein, may come in before
me at my office, Supreme Court House, Queen
street, Brisbane, on or before the twenty-ninth day
of September, to inspect the said accounts, and if
they shall think fit, object thereto.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of August, A.D.
1873.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
THOMAS WILLIAM DALY,
Proctor for the above -named Executors,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
587 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of John Hinerich  Iwers , late of
Donnybrook  Farm, near  the Town of Mackay,
in the Colony of Queensland,  farmer, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels, credits ,  and effects  of the above.
named John Hinerich  Iwers, deceased , who died
intestate,  may be granted  to Johann Iwers, of same
plac farmer , father of the  said deceased.
Dated at Mackay, this seventh day of January,
A.D. 1873.
GILBERT WRIGHT,
Wood street, Mackay,
Proctor for the said Applicant.
By his Agent-
THOMAS BUNTON,
Queen street, Brisbane.
589 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of Owen Burns ,  late of He lidon,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  hotel-keeper,
deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will  be made to the said
Honorable  Court, that  Letters of Administration
of all the  goods, chattels ,  credits, and effects
of the  above-named deceased ,  who died intestate,
may be granted to Hannah Burns ,  of Helidon,
in the said  colony, the  widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Ipswich ,  this 23rd  day of August, A.D.
1873.
584
CHUBB AND SON,
Ipswich and Dalby,
Proctors  for the  said Administratrix.
6s. 6d.
NOTION.
/j1HB Scale of Charges for the insertion of Advertia.
JL  meats in the  Queensland Goverxareng Gazette  it
as  follows
Advertisements relating to Insolvent of Intestate
Estates, or Letters of Administration ,  6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relating to Impounded  Stock, Is.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate  of 3s. for the first eight lines (or under),
and 3d. for every additional  line, all owing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded  that No ADVERTISEMENT
WILL Be INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of its insertion
according to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. BEAL,
Governmert Printer.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts
£ s. d.
1873.
August 23.-T. J. Kelly ... ... ... 0 1 0
11 25.-W. Barnes ... ... ... 0 6 6
,, 25.-J. Burns ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
„ 25.-H. Beat ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
25.-A. McLeod ... ... ... 0 4 0
25.-A. Yeomans ... ... ... 0 1 0
26.-W. J. Scott ... ... ... 0 1 0
27.-J.  Dowzer ... ... ... 0 1 0
27.-J. Ivory ... ... ... 0 1 2
28.-W.'?. Cuthbert ... ... ... 0 3 0
28.-R. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 1 0
28.-T. Cadell ... ... ... ... 0 1 2
28.-11. P. Thompson ... ... ... 0 3 0
28.-T. Pryde ... ... ... ... 0 6 6
29.-J. Fisher ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
29.-J. G. Walker ... ... 0 3 6
29.-Gordon and Flood ... ... 0 1 0
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rMpounbing%.
Poundkeepers are reminded that .4dcertisements
of Impounded Stock  will  be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING Pim ANIMAL;  and no each Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by  a  remittance sufficient  to cover the  cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Maryborough, by John  Burns, from
1 his garden in Lenox street, August, 15th 1873.
One light-grey  mare , WB over like WB over - near
shoulder, saddle  marked , and shod all round.
If not released on or before the 15th September, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
582
JAS. DOWZER,  Poundkeeper.
is.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from Craven, on the 10th
of August, 1873, by T. W.  Rannessom , Esquire.
Driving and  trespass , 12s. per head.
One bay mare, switch tail,  B near  shoulder, 001 off
shoulder.
One brown mare, long tail, star, off fore and near hind
fetlock white, 165 near shoulder, like 1M off shoulder;
brown filly foal at foot, unbranded.
One bay gelding, short tail, star, like YX over C blotched
off ribs, like EW over S near shoulder, like EW near
thigh, like 72Y blotched near ribs.
One bay gelding, long tail, small star, HB conjoined near
shoulder, PM off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th September, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
577
1. McLEOD, Poundkeeper.
6s. 6d.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Bundi, on the 9th
July, 1873, by order of Chas. Goldin, Esquire.
Driving, lls. 8d.
One brown mare, J> over like H or A near shoulder, Q
off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th September, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
581
W. J. SCOTT, Poundkeeper.
is.
IMPOUNDED. at Rolleston, fr m Moravia, on the
18th August, 1873, by order  of Messrs . Foot and
Sons . Driving  expenses ,  lOs. ; damages, 2s. 6d. per
head.
One black or dark-brown horse, like  A in circle near
shoulder,  star , fistula  mark ,  saddle -marked, white
mark on neck.
If not released on or before the 15th September, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JOSEPH FISHER, Poundkeeper.
591 is.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, fromBundamba, on 14th
August, 1873, by order of Richard Donnelly.
Driving,  6d.;  damages, 2s. 6d.
One bay horse, like blotch over 7 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th September, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
586
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
is.
BRISBANE :
Printed and Published by JAMES 0 .  REAL, Government Pri nter,
Wil liam street, 30th August, 1873.
QUEENSLAND
ob runuut
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PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XIV.] TUESDAY,  2ND SEPTEMBER ,  1873. [No. 82.
QUEENSLAND, ) Proclamation by The Most Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
to wit. CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, Earl of Mulgrave,
Viscount Normanby, and Baron Mulgrave of Mulgrave, all
in the County of York, in the Peerage of the United King-
dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New Ross, in the County of
(L.S.) Wexford, in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member of Her
NORMANBY, Majesty's Most Honorable- Privy Council, Governor and
Governor.  Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
EREAS the Legislative Council of Queensland now stands Prorogued
to 'T'uesday, the sixteenth day of September, 1873: Now, I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, in pursuance .of the power
and authority in me vested, as Governor of the said Colony, do hereby
further Prorogue the said Legislative Council to TUESDAY, the fourth
day of November, 1873.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this
first day of September, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-seventh year of
Her Majesty's Reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
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QUEENSLAND,  I  Proclamation by The Most Honorabl -1  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
to wit.  J  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of IN ormanb- , Earl of Mulgrave,
Viscount Normanby, and Baron Mulgrave of Mulgrave,
in the County of York, in the Peerage of the United King-
dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New Ross, in the County of
(L.s.) Wexford, in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member of Her
NORMANBY, Majesty's Most Honorable Privy Council, Governor and
Governor.  Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
T N pursuance of the power and authority in me vested as Governor of
1 the said Colony, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of
Normanby, do hereby Dissolve the Legislative Assembly of Queensland,
and the same stands Dissolved accordingly.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this
first day of September, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-seventh year of
Her Majesty's Reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
By Authority;  JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, W02 m street ,  Brlebsne.
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Date of Wri t. Returning Officer.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 1st September, 1873.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to cancel all former notifications ofiL_L appointment of Polling Places, and to appoint several places named in th  subjoined list as the P lling Places for the
several Electorates, as specified in such list.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st September, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that Writs, under His Excellency's Hand, have this day been issued,
11 addressed to the Returning Officers of the several Electoral Districts throughout the Colony, for a General Election of
Members to serve in the Legislative Assembly of Queensland ; and that the following is the arrangement for the holding of the
different Elections, viz.:-
Electoral Dist rict.
1. Brisbane ... ..
2. Wickham ... ...
3. Fortitude  Valley  ..
4. Enoggera  ... ...
5. South Brisbane ...
5. BulLnba ... ...
7. Oxley.,,
H. Last 3loretml ...
9. Logan ... ...
11) nswich ...
I  ner ...
1'.
" 3danba
...
13. Stanley ...
14. West  Moreton
Place of
Nomination, Polling Place.
Date of I Polling Day.Nomination.
[No. 83.
Return of
Writ.
1 Sept., 1873 Ha lloran, A. E. ... Brisbane  ...  Police Office ,  North Brisbane  ... ...  Tues., Nov .  11 li FrL,  Nov. 14 Thur., Dec. 4
„  Macdonne ll,  E. ... Bri sbane  ...  Police Office,  Nort h Bri sbane  ... ...  Tues., Nov. 18 FrL, Nov. 21 Wed., Nov. 26
„  Trundle .  C. J. ... Fort itudeValley Fort itude Valley  ... .. .. ...  Tues.,  Nov. 11 F ri ., Nov. 14 Tues .,  Nov. 18
„  Fenwick, J . ...  Brisbane  ...  North Brisbane, German Station, Water Tues., Nov. 26 Fri ., Nov. 28 Fri ., Dec. 5
Works
„  Rawlins , F. ... South Brisbane  South Brisbane  .. .. ... Fri., Nov. 28  Mon., Dec.  1 Mon., Dec. 8
„ Coxen, C. ... Bulimba ... Bulimba Ferry, Bulimba  Bridge , Cleve- Tues., Nov. 18 Tues., Nov. 25 Tues., Dec. 2
land, Strachan's Ferry, Drynan's
Ferry
„ Blakeney, W. T. ... Oxley ... ... Oxley. Moggill, Indootoopilly, Goodna ... I Tues., Nov. 25 Fri., Nov, 28 Fri., Dec. 3
Petrie, J.... ... Brisbane ... North Brisbane, German Station, Bald Tues., Nov. 18 Tues., Nov.  25 Tues., Dec. 9
Hills, Cabulture
„ Gibson, J. ... ... Beenleigh ... Beenleigh, Pimpama, Nerang Creek, Tues., Nov. 18 Fri., Nov. 28 Fri., Dec. 12
Talabagera , Coomera, Waterford,
Loganelllage, Alpert nndge
Hendren, W. Ipswich ... Ipswich ... ... ... ... ...  Tues ., Nov. 11 Fri, Nov. 14 Mon., Nov. 24
Gulland, J.  Ipswich . .. Ipswich ... ... ... ...  Tues ., Nov. 18  Tues., Nov .  25 Tues., Dec. 9
Welsby, S. P. ... Goodna ...  Goodna ,  Mount Flinders ,  Bundanba Wed., Nov. 26 Satur .,  Nov.29  Mon., Dec. 15
Creek, School  House, parish of
Moggill, Ipswich
North, J. ... .... Gallon ... Gallon, Laidley,Murphy's Creek,  Coliuton ,  Tues., Nov. 11 Thur .,  Nov. 20 Thurs., Dec 4
Cooyar, Tarampa , Ipswich
Smith, R. J.  .  Walloon  ... Walloon, Grandchester,  Fe rn y Lawn, Tues., Nov, 11 Tues., Nov. 18 Tues ., Dec.  2
Pine Mountain ,  Ipswich
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POLLING  PLACES-COntinUelt.
Electoral District.
15. Fassifern ... ...
16. Toowoomba'... ...
17. Aubiguy ... ...
18. Warwick ... ...
19. Dalby ... ...
20, Darling Downs ...
21. Northern Downs  ...
22. Carnarvon ... ...
23. Maranoa ... ...
21. Balonno
25.  Warrego
26. Maryborough
2 7.  Wide Bay ...
2 9. Gympie ...
29. Burnett .,,
30. Mulgr ave ...
31. llookhamptoe
3.. Blackall .,
33. fort Curtis ...
34. Norman by ...
35. Leichhardt ...
36. Springsure ...
37. Clermont ...
39. Mitchell ...
39. Bowen
40. Kennedy
41. Ravenswood
42. Burke
Date of Writ.
1 Sept., 1873
11
Returning Officer. Place ofNomination.
I
Polling Place. Date of Return ofNomination. roiling  Day.
Dean, W. II. ... Normanby ... Normanhy, Fassifern, Bromelton, Logan  I Tues ., Nov. 18 Tues., Nov. 25
Bridge , Ipswich
Robinson, E. W.... Toowoomba ... Tooaoomba, Drayton ... ... ... Tues., Nov.  4 Mon ., Nov. 10
King, G. B. ... Drayton ... Drayton, Highflelds, Greenmount,  Spring Tues ., Nov. 4  Tues ., Nov. 11
Creek, Cambooya, Clifton
Writ.
Tues., Dec. 9
Ac,, 7ov.24
Tues .,  Nov. 25
McKeachie,  J. ... Warwick  .., Warwick, Allora ... ...  Tues., Nov. 4 Mon., Nov. 10  Mon., Nov. 24
Roche, F.  W. ... Dalby ... ... Dalby,  Jondaryan ,  Oaky Creek, Cum- Tues .,  Nov. 4 Mon., Nov. 10 Mon., Nov. 24
killenbar
Gore, F. A.... ... Leyburn ,., Leyburn,  Warwick,Cambooya ,  Jondaryan ,  Tues., Nov. 4 Tues., Nov .  11 Mon., Dec. 1
Yandilla, Cecil Plains
Cardell, H.... ... Condamine ...  Condamine ,  Warra, Dalby ... ...  Tues., Nov . 11 Thur., Nov.  20 Thur ., Dec. 4
Jenkins, W. V. ... Goondiwindi ... Goondiwindi, Stanthorpe,  Inglewood ,  Tues., Nov. 4 Tues., Nov .,  25 Mon., Dec. 15
N-eranga ,  Western Creek ,  Welltown
Grahame , J. V. ... Roma ... ...  Roma,  Mitchell Township, Forest Vale,  Tues., Nov. 4 Tues., Nov .  25 Mon .,  Dec. 22
Yulebah,  Mount Abundance ,  Wallum-
billa
Uhr, R. C. H. ... St. George ... St. George,  Surat, Balalgna, Curri -  Tues., Nov. 4 Mon., Dec. 1 Tues .,  Dec. 30
wilhughi, Wyanbah, Balonno River
Heeney, F. X. ... Charleville ... Charleville , Cunnamulla , Authorpe, Tues., Nov. 4  Mon., Dec. 1 Tues ., Dec. 30
Chesterton, Claverton  Downs ,  Tilboo-
roo, Oakwood,  Bulloo, Burenda,
Listowel Downs
Powell, C. R. ... -'Jaryborongh... Maryborough ... ... ...  Tues ., Nov. 4 Fri., Nov. 7 Mon., Nov. 24
Holsham, D. ... Maryborough... Maryborough, Imbil, Gympie,  Kilkivan,  Wed., Nov. 5 Wed., Nov. 12 Mon., Dec. 1
Tiaro, Noosa
Bligh, J. 0'C. ... Gympie ... Gympie ... ... ... ...  Tues ., Nov. 4 Fri., Nov. 7 Mon., Nov. 24
Connolly, J. ... Gayndah ... Gayndah, Nanango, Boondoomah, Cania, Thur., Nov. 6 Tues., Nov. 1S Tues, Dec. 9
IIawkwood, Rawbelle, Boonara
Compignc, A. W.... Tenningering... Tennmgering, Bundaberg, Walla, Mary- Thur., Nov. 6 Thur., Nov. 20 Wed., Dec. 10
borough, Musket Flat, Yarrol
Hunter, R. Al. ... Rockhampton Rockhampton ... ... ... ... Thur., Nov. 20 Mon., Nov. 24 Mon., Drc. 8
Livermore, E. P.... Rockhampton Rockhampton, Yaamba ... ... ... Tues., Nov. 11 Tues., Nov. 18 Mon., Dec. 1
White, G. ... ... Gladstone ... Gladstone, Westwood, Baffle Creek, ;Tues ., Nov. 4 Tues., Nov. 18 Mon., Dec. 22
Prairie Station, Mount Larcombe,
Kroombit
Tagg, T. F.... ... St. Lawrence.., St. Lawrence, Nebo, Marlborough, Con- Tues., Nov. 4 Tues., Nov. 18 Mon.,  Dec. 22
nor's Crossing Place
Aeeougb, W. N. ... Taroom  ... Taroom, Banana .•Mount Hutton, Nulal- Tues., Nov. 4  Tues., Nov .  25 Mon., Dec. 29
bin, Gainsford, Bauhinia Downs,
Juandah, Camboon
Dicken, C. S. ... Springsure ... Springsure, Albinia Downs, Lilyvale, Tues., Nov. 4  Tues ., Nov. 25 Mon.,  Dec. 29
Clermont,  Mantuan Downs
Murray, G. P. M.... Clermont ... Clermont, Copperfleld ... ... ...  Tues ., Nov. 4 Fri., Nov. 7 Mon., Dec. 1
Henry, A. ... ... Tambo ... Tambo, Blackall, Bowen Downs, Aramac , Tues ., Nov. 4 Tues., Nov. 25 Mon., Dec. 22
Inniskillen, Holm Creek, Listowel,
Beaufort
Buttanshaw, If. R. Bowen . .. Bowen , Mackay, Normanby  Diggings , Tues„ Nov. 4 Tues., Nov. 25 Mon., Dec. 22
Strathmore, Clermont
Somerset, P. It. W. II. Townsville ... Townsville, Cardwell, Dalrymple, Valley Tues., Nov. 4 Tues., Nov. 25 Mon., Dec. 29
of Lagoons
Ramsay, J. B. P. It, Ravenswood ,,, Ravenswood, Cape Gold  Fields, Mill- Tues., Nov. 4 Tues., Nov. 18 Mon., Dec. 29
cheater
St. George, H. . George Town... George Town,  Gilberton ,  Finegan, Tues ., Nov. 4 Thur ., Dec. 4  Wed., Dee. 31
Nommnnton
By Command,
By Authority:  JAMES  C.  Basr , Government  Printer ,  Wi lliam street ,  Brisbane.
A. H. PALMER.
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QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. 3 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in  the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Iependencies.
IN
pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
.6. t'Om 11101d,
A. If. E'n'1,0 h.l!,.
4 UEENSLAND,  2 Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . I Honorable  GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the  County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
((L.s.) in the Peerage of  Ireland ; a Member
hoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Coin.
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its  Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers ve ted in me by
" The Diseases  in  Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with  the advice  of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction  or importation
by sea of any horned  cattle from  the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent  Proclamation: And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
I hirty-sixth veAr of F1 r l s.jesty', resign.
y. l'omrnan,:.
11,  1110,.WJ.
C'o) bAVf: Td3, QUiJL1' (v,, k cJ 'oki
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 4th September, 1873.
Il IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice1  of th  Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HENRY EUGENE BLAKE
to be a Surveyor of the Second Class in the Sur-
veyor-General's Department ; to take effect from
the 1st instant.
C.  T.  GRAHAM.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council. has been pleased
to make the following appointments in the Electric
Telegraph Department :-
Mr. JOHN WILLIAM DEAR, Station Miaster,
Gladstone.
to be Station Master, Gin Gin ;
Mr. CHARD MASSEY WINNIETT
to be Station Master, Cardwell,  vice  Edridge,
removed to Gladstone.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
EDWARD HAMMOND
to be a Government Agent to accompany ships
employed in carrying Polynesian Laborers between
the South Sea Islands and Queensland, under the
provisions  of " The Polynesian Laborers Act of
1868."
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 2nd September, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to accept the resignation tendered by
CHARLES  LILLEY, Esquire, Q.C.,
of his appointment as Commissioner under  " The
Civil Procedure Reform Act of  1872."
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 2nd September, 1873.
A
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the  Executive  Council, has been pleased
to appoint
SAMUEL WALKER GRIFFITH ,  Esquire, Barrister-at-
law,
a Commissioner under  " The Civil Procedure Re-
form Act of  1872 ," in the room  of Charles Lilley,
Esquire , Q.C., resigned.
A. H. PALMER.
(ti1UERNSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit . honorable GeoROns AuGuSTUS
CONSTSNTINF, Marquis of Norinauby,
Earl of 11ulgra a', % iscount Nor-
maubr, and Karon i\lulgr'avo of
Mulgrave, all in the Count of
York. in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.i in the Peerage, of Ireland ; a _Member
NonsiaNEr. of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
inander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause 12 of  " The HomesteadArea  Act  of 1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the lands here-
under  described, having been resumed by resolution,
of both Houses of Parliament, shall be and are
hereby  resumed  from the leases of the runs of
which they respectively form part, for the purpose
of setting them apart as Homestead Areas under the
Act first aforesaid.
Lands resumed from Yandilla Run.
About 8a square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Condamine
River, at the boundary between the resumed and
ten years' lease of Yandilla Run ; and bounded
thence by the said boundary north-easterly to the
North Branch; thence by that branch upwards;
thence by a line passing through a spot distant
about 200 chains from the boundary of the resumed
and ten years' lease of Yandilla Run bearing
south-westerly about '300 chains ; thence by a line
bearing north-westerly about 120 chains; thence
by a line bearing south-westerly to Condamine
River ; and thence by said river downwards to the
point of commencement.
Lands resumed from Cecil Plains Run.
8 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Condamine
River at the north-west corner of Cecil Plains
pre-emptive purchase No. 20, and bounded thence
on the south by a line bearing east 150 chains ; on
the east by a line bearing north 127 chains and 69
links ; on the north by the north boundary of Cecil
Plains Run, and bearing west 295 chains ; on the
west by a line bearing south 295 chains ;  on the
south by a line bearing east to the Condamine
River ; thence by that river downwards to the
south-east corner of Cecil Plains pre-emptive
purchase No: 1; thence by the south boundary of
that portion, by the west boundary of the same
portion, by part of the south, the west, and north
boundaries of Cecil Plains pre-emptive purchase
No. 25 to the Condamine River, and by that river
upwards to the point of commencement,-exclusive
of Cecil Plains pre-emptive purchase No. 6.
Lands resumed from West Prairie Run.
8 12square miles.
Commencing at the north-east  corner  of the ten
years' lease  of West Prairie, and bounded thence
on the east by a line bearing south one and three-
quarter miles ; on the south by a line bearing west ;
on the south-west by part of the north-east boun-
dary of Cecil Plains Run north-westerly ; and on
the north by the north boundary of the ten years'
lease of West Prairie bearing east to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed from the St. Ruth's Run.
About 8 square miles.
Commencing on Oakey Creek  at its  intersection
by the west boundary on the Jondaryan Run, and
bounded thence on the east by part of the west
boundary of that run bearing southerly about 160
chains ; thence on the south by a line bearing west
about 390 chains to the Condamine River ; thence
by that river downwards to the south- west corner
of portion 142, parish of St. Ruth ; thence by the
south boundaries of portions 142, 139, 141, and
east boundaries  of portions 141, 140,  132, 131, and
120, parish of St. Ruth to Oakey Creek ;  thence
by that creek upwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed from the ,Tondaryan Run.
About 8 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Jon-
daryan pre-emptive purchase No. 35, and bounded
thence on the east by the west boundary line of
that portion ; thence by the south boundary of'the
same portion, by parts of the west and south
boundaries of pre-emptive purchase 57 and 58, by
part of the west, the south, and part of the east
boundaries of pre-emptive purchase 59, by the
south and part of the east boundaries of pre-emptive
purchase 33 to the south-west corner of pre-emptive
purchase 53 ; thence by a line bearing cast about
forty chains; thence by a line south to the south
boundary of Jondaryan Run ; on the south by
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part of the south boundary of that run bearing
westerly to the east boundary of the St. Ruth's
Run ; thence by part of the east boundary of that
run northerly to Oakey Creek ; thence by the west
boundary of Jondaryan Run north-westerly to a
point west from the north-west corner of portion
14, parish of Young ; on the north by a line
bearing east, and by the north boundary of portion
14; again on the east by the east boundary of
portion 14, and a line bearing south to the north
boundary of the Jondaryan pre-emptive purchase
N o. 34; and thence by the north boundary of that
portion bearing west to the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed from Warra Warra Run.
About 8.' square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of pre-
emptive purchase No. 1 on Warra Warra Run, and
bounded thence by a line south to the Condamine
River ; thence by that river downwards to the
junction of Cooranga Creek ; thence by that creek
upwards to the west boundary of pre-emptive
purchase No.  3;  thence by part of the west boun-
dary of that portion south to the north-east corner
of pre-emptive purchase No. 2; thence by the
north-west and south boundary lines of that portion
west, south, and east, to the west boundary line of
pre-emptive purchase No. 1 ; thence by part of the
west and the south boundaries of that portion south
and east to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed  from  Beauaraba Run.
8 '. square miles.
Commencing at the south-west 'corner of Too.
woomba Register selection No. 441, and bounded
thence on the north by the south boundary of that
selection, and the south boundaries of selections
430, 527, 429, 455, and 432 to the south-east corner
of selection 432; on the  east  by a line bearing
south to a point due east from the east corner of
Toowoomba Register selection No. 409; thence by
a line  bearing west to that east corner ; and on the
south-west by the north-east boundary of selection
No. 409 aforesaid; by the north-east boundary of
portion 141, parish of Cecil Plains ; and by the
north- east  boundary, of selection No. 446 north-
westerly to the point of commencement,-exclusive
of all alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in  the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUI;sNSLAND, ' Proclamation by The Most
to wit . .' Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.e.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NOEMANBY,  of Her  Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the  lands hereunder described shall  be, and
are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, subject
to the provisions of the said Act, and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection  as Homesteads,
and not otherwise, at the Dalby Land Office, on
and after WEDNESDAY, the first day of
October, 1873.
Lands resumed from Cecil  Plains Run.
8 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Condamine
River, at the north -west corner  of Cecil Plains
pre-emptive purchase No. 20, and bounded thence
on the south by a line bearing  east  150 chains ; on
the east by  a line  bearing north 127  chains 69 links ;
on the north by the north boundary of Cecil Plains
Run, and bearing west 295 chains ; on the west by
a line bearing south 295 chains ; on the south by a
line bearing  east  to the Condamine River ;  thence
by that river downwards to the south- east corner
of Cecil Plains pre-emptive  purchase  No. 1 ; thence
by the south boundary of that portion, by the
west boundary of the same portion, by part of the
south, the west, and north boundaries of Cecil
Plains pre-emptive purchase No. 25 to the Conda-
mine  River, and by that river upwards to the point
of commencement,- exclusive  of Cecil Plains pre-
emptive purchase No. 5.
Lands resumed from West Prairie Run.
81 square miles.
Commencing at the  north-east  corner of the ten
years' lease of West Prairie, and bounded thence
on the east by a line bearing south one and three-
quarter miles ; on the south by a line  bearing west ;
on the south-west by part of the north-east boun-
dary of Cecil Plains Run north-westerly ; and on
the north by the north boundary of the ten years'
lease of West Prairie  bearing east  to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed from the St.  Ruth's Run.
About 8 square miles.
Commencing on Oakey Creek  at its intersection
by the west boundary on the Jondaryan Run, and
bounded thence on the east by part of the west
boundary of that run, bearing southerly about 160
chains ; thence on the south by a line  bearing west
about 390 chains to the Condamine River ;  thence
by that river downwards to the south- west corner
of portion 142, parish of St. Ruth ; thence by the
south boundaries  of portions  142, 139, 141, and
east  boundaries  of portions  141, 140, 132, 131, and
120, parish of St. Ruth, to Oakey Creek ;  thence
by that creek  upwards  to the point  of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed  from the Jondaryan Run.
About 8  square miles.
Commencing  at the north- west corner  of Jonda-
ryan pre-emptive purchase No. 35, and bounded
thence on the east by the west boundary line of
that portion; thence by the south boundary of the
same portion, by parts of the west and south boun-
daries of pre-emptive purchase 57 and 58, by part
of the west, the south, and part of the east boun-
daries of pre-emptive purchase 59, by the south
and part of the east boundaries of pre-emptive pur-
chase 33 to the south-west corner of pre-emptive
purchase 53; thence by a line bearing east about
forty chains ; thence by a line south to the south
boundary of Jondaryan Run ; on the south by part
of the south boundary of that run, bearing westerly
to the cast boundary of the St. Ruth's Run ;  thence
by part of the east boundary of that run northerly
to Oakey Creek ; thence  by the  west boundary of
Jondaryan Run north-westerly to a point west from
the north-west corner of portion 14, parish of
Young ; on the north by  a line bearing east and
by the north boundary of portion 14; again on the
east by the east boundary of portion 14 and a
line bearing south to the north boundary of the
Jondaryan pre-emptive purchase No. 34; and
thence by the north boundary of that portion bear-
ing west to the point  of commencement.
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Lands resumed  from Warra lYarra Run.
About 8a square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of pre-
emptive purchase  No. 1 on Warra Warra Run,
and bounded thence by a line south to the Conda-
mine River ; thence by that river downwards to
the junction of Cooranga Creek ; thence by that
creek upwards to the west boundary of pre-emptive
purchase No. 3; thence by part of the west boun-
d iry of that portion south to the north- east corner
of pre-emptive purchase No. 2 ; thence by the
north-west and south boundary lines of that portion
wast, south,  and east, to  the west boundary line of
p.'e-emptive  purchase  No. 1 ; thence by part of the
west and the south  boundaries  of that portion south
avid east to  the point  of commencement.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Sandgate, this
thirtieth day of August, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three, and in the thirty-seventh year
of Her Majesty' s reign.
North  Branch  ;  thence by that branch upward ;
thence by  a line passing through a spot distant
about two hundred chains from the boundary of the
resumed and ten years '  lease of Yandilla Run bear-
ing south-westerly about three hundred chains;
thence by  a line bearing north-westerly about one
hundred and twenty chains  ; thence by  a line bear-
ing south -westerly to Condamine River  ;  and thence
by said river downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Sandgate,
this thirtieth day of August, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-three, and in the thirty-seventh
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND,  ' Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . 3 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount N or-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the  Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross , in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
T N pursuance  of Clause one of  " The Homestead
.l Areas  Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, 'notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be and are
hereby set  apart as  Homestead Areas, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, and that the said
lands shall  be open to selection as Homesteads, and,
not otherwise , at the Toowoomba Land Office, on
and after  WEDNESDAY, the first day of October,
1873.
Lands resumed from Beauaraba Run.
8 2'  square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Too-
woomba Register selection No. 441, and bounded
thence on the north by the south boundary of that
selection, and the south boundaries of selections 430,
627, 429, 455, and 432 to the south-east corner of
selection 432 ; on the east by a line bearing south to
a point due east from the east corner of Toowoomba
Register selection No. 409; thence by a line bear-
ing west to that east corner; and on the south-west
by the north-east boundary of selection No. 409
aforesaid; by the north-east boundary of portion
141, perish of Cecil Plains; and by the north-east
boundary of selection No. 446 north-westerly to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of all
alienated lands.
Lands resumed from Yandilla Run.
About 8* square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Condamine
River at the boundary between the resumed and
ten years' lease of Yandilla Run ; and bounded
thence by the said boundary north-easterly to the
QUEENSLAND, ) Proclamation by the Most
to wit. 3 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mnlgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANRY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the third
section of  " The Homestead Areas Act of  1872," I,
GEORGE AUGUSTUS' CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Nor-
manby, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the unalienated lands comprised
within the Cowrie Homestead Area shall be, and
are hereby withdrawn from selection.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  3  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANRY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
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aforesaid , with the  advice of the Executive  Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and  proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be, and are hereby set apart, as Homestead Areas,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, as Home-
steads, classed as agricultural, and not otherwise, at
the Land Office, Warwick, on and after WEDNES-
DAY, the first day of October, 1873.
County of Merivale, parish of Allora.
Portions Nos. 210, 211, 212, 213, 213A, 216,
and 216.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND '  Proclamation  by the Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Nornianby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the Ufnited
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRarANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of sec. 18 of
" The homestead Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTU S CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the town or suburban lots, as the case may
be, in the town of l3urleigh, and in the parish of
Nerang, to be offered at auction at Beenleigh, on
the 11th August, 1873; in the towns of Yandina
and Lytton, to be offered at auction at Brisbane,
on the 13th August, 1873 ; in the parish of Tiaro,
to be offered at auction at Maryborough, on the
18th August, 1873; in the towns of Wolca and
Boolboonda , to be. offered at  auction  at Tenninger-
ing, on the  18th August, 1873; and in the town of
Esk, to be offered  at auction  at Ipswich, on the
15th August, 1873;  included in  the Proclamation
of Land Sales , dated 3rd July, 1873, which may
remain unsold after  such auction  sales ,  and are not
withdrawn from sale, shall  be open to selection at
the upset price, on and  after  MONDAY, the 1st
day of September, 1873.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh yearof Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTTNE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of York,
in the Peerage of the United King-
dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New
Ross, in the County of Wexford, in
(L.s.) the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
iOEMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this  my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the .lands hereunder
described shall be open  to Selection , under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the sixteenth day of September, 1873, at the Land
Offices of the Districts in which they are respec-
tively situated.
Register
No. of
Applies
n.tio
I Land
Name of Lessee .  Area. Agent's
District.
A. E. P.
26 P. Cronoly ... 69 0 0 Gympie
287 A. L. Wall ... .. 76 0 0 Mary-
borough
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, ViscountNormanby,
and Baron Mulgrave of Mulgrave, all
in the County of York, in the Peerage
of the United Ringdom ; and Baron
(L.s.) Mulgrave of New Ross, in the County
NoRMANBY, of Wexford, in the Peerage of Ireland ;
Governor.  a Member of Her Majesty's Most
Honorable Privy Council, Governor
and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in mevested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the Act
31 Victoria, No. 46, respecting the Alienation of
Crown Lands, I, the Governor aforesaid, with the
i advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the following Lots of Land
will be offered by public auction, for lease for five
years, at the undermentioned place, at Eleven
o'clock, on the day specified, at the upset price
affixed to each Lot respectively.
SALE OF FRONTAGE ALLOTMENTS FOR
WHARF  PURPOSES AT THE POLICE OFFICE,
ST. LAWRENCE,
ON TUESDAY, THE 16TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1873.
County of  Murchison , parish of  St. Lawrence, town
of Port St.  Lawrence.
NO.
of
Lot-
1
2
3
om
Price
Area . per Lotper
Annum.
1  B. P.
2;124
3
4
1 24
3
3
1 24 3
Desc ription of each Lot.
The upper boundary, commencing at a
point one buadred and fifty links from
centre of Government wharf ,  thence
downwards four chains ,  with an ave-
rage depth of one chain.
The upper boundary ,  commencing  Ave
hundred and fifty links  from centre of
Government wharf, thence  downwards
four chains, with an  average depth of
one chain.
The upper boundary, commencing nine
hundred and fifty links from the centre
of Government wharf, thence down-
wards four chains, with  an average
depth of one chain.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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QUEENSLAND, '  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. 3  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, i''scount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the  Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORn4NBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority vested in me by
an Act  passed in  the second year of the reign
of His late Majesty King William the Fourth, and
numbered twelve, and with the advice of the Exe-
cutive Council, I, the Governor aforesaid, do hereby
appoint the Mingo Crossing-place, Burnett River,
Maryborough and Mount Perry Road, a place of
public  traffic,  and where ferry dues shall be levied
to the  amount  and under the regulations,  restric-
tions, and provisions  of the said Act ; of which
ferry all  persons are hereby required to take due
notice.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this fourteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight  hundred and seventy-three, and in
the thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th September, 1873.
WHEREAS, by  the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall  be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL AT CALLIOPE.
County of Clinton, parish of East Stowe, town of
Calliope.
5 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about fifty
degrees, distant about twelve chains and twenty
links from the east corner of allotment 1 of section
2, and bounded thence on the west by a line
bearing north ten chains and seventy-three links ;
on the north by a line bearing east six chains and
thirteen links ; on the east by a line bearing south
five chains and fifty-nine links to the Gladstone
road; and on the south-east by that road bearing
230 degrees eight chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  A CEMETERY AT MOGGILL.
County of Stanley, parish of Moggill, portion No.
249.
10 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
247, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west fifteen chains; on the west by a line
bearing north six chains and seventy links; on the
north by a line bearing east fifteen chains ; and on
the east by a line bearing south six chains and
seventy links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purpose named with respect
to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  A POUND AT GAYNDAH.
County of Mackenzie, parish of Gayndah.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the  intersection  of Simon and
Porter  streets,  and bounded thence on the north.
east by Porter  street bearing  south-easterly five
chains ; on the south-east by  a line  at right angles
to Porter street bearing south-westerly five chains ;
on the south-west by a line parellel with Porter
street bearing north-westerly five chains to Simon
street ; and oa the north-west by that street bearing
north-easterly five chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR BALLAST FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES
AT GOODNA.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, part of
portion  154.
14 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at a point bearing north and distant
about eight chains from the south-west corner of
portion 150, at intersection of the railway line with
the west boundary of portion 150, and bounded
thence on the east by part of that west boundary
bearing north to the north corner of original portion
154; on the north-west by a road one chain wide
dividing this land from portion 153, bearing south
sixty-one degrees thirty minutes west twenty-five
chains and twenty- nine links  to another road one
chain wide ; on the south-west by that road  bearing
south forty-three degrees fifteen  minutes east to
the Brisbane and Ipswich Railway line ; and on-the
south by that  railway line easterly  to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A  LANDING  PLACE, BAKER ' S CREEK,
MACKAY DISTRICT.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard.
113 acres.
Commencing in a mangrove marsh at the south-
west corner of selection 230, and bounded thence
on the north by that selection and a line bearing
east twenty-two chains and twenty-five links to the
South Pacific Ocean ; on the east by the shore of
that ocean southerly to the mouth of Baker's
Creek ; and on the south-west and west by that
creek and its overflow upward to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE  FOR WATER, GALLOWAY PLAINS, GLAD-
STONE.
County of Clinton.
30 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Clyde Creek at
the south-east corner of selection 71, and bounded
thence on the north by that selection bearing west
twenty-seven chains and thirty-six links to the
Krooinbit road ; on the west by that road bearing
174 degrees nine chains and fifty links ; on the
south by selection 106 bearing east thirty-seven
chains and twenty-eight links to Clyde Creek ;
and on the north-east by that creek downwards to
the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th September , 1873. .
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
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such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended grantees, to the intent that  by force
of the Act aforesaid they shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants, and in every
deed containing the erroneous names, and such
Grants respectively, and every such Deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of grant-22nd  June, 1870.
Name of grantee-Joseph  1{yne Hinds.
Description of land granted-Fifty-four  acres,
county of Stanley, parish of Maclean, portion
ninety-two B.
Nature of  misnomer -The  name Joseph Ryne
Hinds  having been inserted as that  of the intended
grantee, instead  of Joseph Royal Hinds.
Name of  intended  grantee-Joseph  Royal Hinds.
Name of party applying for instrument-Joseph
Royal Hinds.
Date of grant-7th  August, 1872.
Name of grantee-Louise  Thom.
Description of land granted-Thirty- seven  acres
one rood eight perches, county of Livingstone,
parish of Gracemere, portion nine.
Nature of misnomer-The  name Louise Thom
having been inserted as that of the intended grantee,
instead of Louise Thon.
Name of intended grantee-Louise  Thou.
Name of party applying for instrument-Louise
Thon.
aforesaid it shall be taken to have been inserted in
the Grant, and in every Deed containing the
erroneous description, and such Grant, and every
such Deed, shall operate and be construed ac-
cordingly.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of grant-22nd  .July, 1872.
Name of grantee-Robert  Ballard.
Description of land granted-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement one acre one rood and
thirty-three p rches, be the same more or less,
situated in the county of March, parish of Gympie,
and town of Gympie, being allotment No. 2 of
section 'P, commencing on the north side of Bligh
street, at the south-east corner of allotment one,
and bounded thence on the south by that street
bearing ninety-two degrees one chain and forty-
one links and one-half of a link, and seventy-eight
degrees thirty minutes one chain and seventy-eight
links and one-quarter of a link ; on the east by the
west boundary line of allotment three bearing
three hundred and fifteen degrees three chains and
sixty-seven links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing two hundred and ninety- nine  degrees forty-
five minutes three chains and fifty links ; and on
the west by the east boundary lines of allotments
twelve and one, bearing one hundred and eighty-
three degrees fifteen minutes five chains and seventy
links to the point of commencement.
Nature of error-The  bearing of the eastern
boundary being three degrees fifteen minutes
instead of three hundred and fifteen degrees as in
the deed.
Name of intended grantee-Robert  Ballard.
Name of party applying for instrument-Robert
Ballard.
Date of grant-21st  February, 1873.
Name of  grantee-Frederick Henzell.
Description of land granted-Twenty-three  per-
ches, county of March, parish of Gympie, town of
Gympie, allotment No. 9 of section O.
Nature of misnomer-The  name Frederick Hen-
zell having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of Frederick Lumley Henzel.
Name of intended  grantee-Frederick Lumley
Henzell .
Name of party applying for instrument-Fre-
derick Lumley Henzell.
Date of ,grants - 21st  February, 1873.
Names of grantees - Adam  Walker and George
Lamb.
Description  of land  granted-Portions  nine, ten,
eleven ,  twelve ,  and fourteen , county of  Belmore,
and parish  of St. George,  containing twenty acres
each.
Nature of  misnomer-The  names  Adam Walker
and George  Lamb  having been inserted as that of
the intended grantees,  instead of Adam Walker
and Thomas  George Lamb.
Names of intended grantees -Adam  Walker and
Thomas George Lamb.
Name of party applying for  instrument - Thomas
George Lamb.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTIOE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by an instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended to
be granted, to the intent that  by  force of the Act
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th August, 1873.
l1HE accompanying amended description of the
1 School Reserve at Moggill is substituted for
that published in the  Government Gazette  of the
16th November, 1872, folio 1920.
C. J. GRAHAM.
County of Stanley, parish of Moggill, portion No.
248.
16 acres 2 roods 32 perches.
Commencing  at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
north-east by one of said roads bearing three hun-
dred and twenty degrees thirteen chains and ten
links; on the north by a line bearing  west eleven
chains and eighty links to another road  one chain
wide ; on the north-west by that road bearing one
hundred and ninety degrees nine chains and eighty-
five links to the other aforesaid road ; and on the
south by that road bearing east twenty- one chains
and eighty-eight links to the point  of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
Notice is hereby given, that the  lands  hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purposes named with respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR WATER AND CA MPING, BEAIIARABA
RUN.
County of Aubigny.
92 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the north- west corner of selec-
tion 749, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing west twenty-five chains  ;  on the west
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by a line bearing south thirty-seven chains ; on the
south by a line bearing east twenty-live chains ;
and on the east by a line bearing north thirty-seven
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  POUND, S TANTHORPE.
1 acre.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe ,  allotments  14  and  15  of section  10.
Commencing  on the west  side  of Johnson street
at the south- east corner  of allotment 13, and
bounded thence on the east by that street southerly
three  chains ;  on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 16 westerly at right  angles to
Johnson street three chains and thirty-four links
on the west  by a line northerly parallel with John-
son street three chains; and on the north by the
south boundary line of allotment 13 easterly at
right angles to  Johnson street three chains and
thirty-four links to the point of commencement.
RESERVES  FOR GRAVEL  AND TIMBER  FOR ROAD
PURPOSES.
County of Canning, parish of Bribie.
Commencing  on the main road from Brisbane to
Gympie, at the south- west corner  of portion No.
11, and bounded thence on the north by that por-
tion and a  line bearing east about fifty chains ; on
the east by  a line  bearing south about eighty chains ;
on the south by a line bearing west about sixty
chains  to the  main road  from Brisbane to Gympie ;
and on the  west  by that road northerly to the
point of commencement.
ALSO,
County of Canning, parish of Bribie.
Commencing  at the south- east corner  of portion
No. 4, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing south about 120 chains ; on the south by
a line bearing west about 180 chains ; on the west
by a line bearing north about 100 chains to the
Mooloolah River ; and on the north by that river
downwards and by portions Nos. 10 and 4 to the
point  of commencement.
ALSO,
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
Commencing  at the south-east corner of portion
No. 30, and bounded thence on the south-west by
a line bearing south-easterly about 105 chains to
the north-west corner of portion No. 4, and thence
about five chains to Mountain Creek ; on the south
andeast by that creek downwards to thesoutheoruer
of portion No. 1 ; on the north-east by that portion
and portion No. 27 to a point on the south-west
boundary of the last-mentioned portion distant
twenty chains from its west corner ; and thence on
the north-west by a line bearing south-westerly
about 120 chains to the point of commencd'ment.
ALSO,
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolak.
Commencing at a point on the west boundary of
portion No. 21, distant twenty chains from its north-
west corner, and bounded thence on the.  east by
that portion and portion No. 52 and by a line
bearing south about twenty-eight chains ; on the
south by a line bearing west about 130 chains ; on
the west by a line bearing north about 100 chains ;
and on the north by a line bearing east about 120
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  WHARVES AND WATER.
.Mouth of Marooclcy River, county of Canning,
parish of Marooclcy.
215 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Cornmeal
Creek, at the crossing of a road, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that road bearing
one hundred and. forty-five degrcos one chain and
z,.woaty-five links. one hundred ar.•? w enty-five,
rI ,sees five chain,-, one hun l;fed ;uid  linty  (i• grees
I.in.: chains and ortr, link'. one li1lrudrpd and five
l,-<itrees tire chains. ore hundred and lifteen degrees
twenty ohaibs, one hundred t+.nd live degrees
seventeen chains, one hundred and fifteen degrees
fifteen chains, one hundred and forty-five degrees
fourteen chains, and one hundred and thirty
degrees two chains and forty-six links ; on the
south-east by a line bearing forty-five degrees ten
chainsito the South Pacific Ocean ; on the east by
the waters of that ocean northerly to the mouth of
the Dlaroochy River; and on the west and north
by that river southerly and westerly to Cornmeal
Creek, and by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC  PURPOSES.
Mouth of Baker's Creek, parish of Howard.
Commencing at the south-west corner of applica-
tion 230 (Bovey's) ; and bounded on the north by
a line bearing east twenty-two chains and twenty-
five links to the sea-coast ; on the east and on the
south by the sea-coast to the mouth of Bakers
Creek ; on the west by that creek upwards to the
mangroves north of the landing place; and thence
on the west by the mangroves to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
THE accompanying amended description of the
Drayton and Toowoomba Cemetery is sub-
stituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 31st May, 1873, folio 868.
C. J. GRAHAM.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
56 acres 2 roods 2 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the north-
east corner of portion 267, and bounded thence on
part of the north by that road bearing east seventeen
chains and fifty links to another road one chain
wide; on part of the east by that road bearing
south fifteen chains and sixty-two links ; on the
remainder of the north by a line bearing east four
chains and fifty-nine links to a road one and a-half
chain wide; again onthe east by that road bearing 198
degrees twenty-one minutes eight chains and forty-
two three-quarter links ; on part of the south by
a line bearingwest two cbsins and 18 links ; on the
remainder of the east by a line bearing 173 degrees
thirty minutes seven chains and five links ; on the
remainder of the south by the north boundary line
of portion 271, bearing west eighteen chains and
forty links ; and on the west by a line and the east
boundary line of portion 267, bearing north thirty
chains and fifty-seven links to the point of com-
mencement.
Also,
10 acres 1 rood 34 perches.
Commencing at a point one chain east from the
north-east corner of portion 269, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a road one chain wide
bearing seventy-four degrees fifty-one minutes ten
chains and four links to a road one and a-half chain
wide ; on the south-east by that road bearing 198
degrees twenty-one minutes eighteen chains and
nineteen links ; on the south by another road one
chain wide, bearing west three chains and ninety-
one and a-half links to another road one chain
wide; and on the west by that road bearing north
fourteen chains and sixty-nine links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1873.
yt  ii l  t E '. hr LL. 1 ifitn ttth :•e;tiou
a;°,. perrnanenily  i esel  r,d fro:.osale for  any _oubii,-
purpose,  notice th ;,rcif -bail  ha published ru the
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Government Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a Cemetery.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY,  STANTHORPE.
County  qf  Bentinek, parish. of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe.
12 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north, and distant
one chain from the north-west corner of allotment 6,
section 18, and bounded thence on the south by
Dunker street, bearing east nine chains and fifty-
three links ; on the east by a line bearing north
twelve chains and fifty-eight links ; on the north by
a line bearing west nine chains and fifty-three links ;
and on the west by McGlew street, bearing south
twelve chains and fifty-eight links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1873.
fj1HE accompanyinf amended description of the
Reserve for '1 own Hall,  Clermont, is sub-
stituted for that published  in the  Government
Gazette  of  the 31st July,  1869, folio 928.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE  FOR TOWN HALL.
County of Clermont, parish of Clermont. town of
Clermont, allotments  4,  5, 9,  and  10,  of section  18.
2 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the sec-
tion, and bounded thence on the north by Lime
street westerly four chains ; on the west by the east
boundary line of allotments 3 and 8 southerly, at
right angles to Lime street, five chains to Mimosa
street ; on the south by that street easterly parallel
with Lime street four chains to Capella street; and
on the east by that street northerly five chains to
the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for a School site.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE.
County of Bentinek, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe, allotments 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19,  and  20  of section 8.
4 acres 2  roods 10 perches.
Commencing on the  west side  of Marsh  street, at
the south -east  corner of allotment 12, and bounded
thence on the east by that street bearing south
seven chains and fifty links to Connor street ; on
the south by that street bearing west  seven chains
and ninety-six links; on part of the west by allotment
No. 21, bearing north four chains and fifty links ;
on part of the north by allotments Nos. 9, 10, and
11, bearing east four chains and sixty-two links ;
on the remainder of the. west by  a line  bearing
north three chains, and on the remainder of the
north by allotment No. 12, bearing east three chains
and thirty-four links to the point of commencement
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873.
T! HE accompanying amended description of1 Reserve for Timber for Railway  purposes is
substituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 7th December, 1872, folio 2028.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER FOR  RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
County of Cavendish, parishes of Crow's Nest and
Murphy.
Commencing on Perseverance Creek at a point
bearing east from the north boundary of portion
No. 741, and bounded thence on the east by that
creek upwards to its source ; thence on the south
by a line bearing west about five and a-half miles to
the summit of the Main Range ; on the west by the
summit of that range northerly to a point bearing
south from the west boundary of portion No. 741;
thence by a line bearing north about two and a-half
miles to the north-west corner of that portion ; and
on the north by a line bearing east about three and
a-half miles to the point of commencement,-ex-
elusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th July, 1873.
WHEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth section of
" 1'he Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per=
manently reserved from sale for any public  ppur-
pose, notice thereof shall be published in the Gov-
ernment Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY, WALLOON.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion  603.
10 acres 38  perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
west corner of portion 602, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing  225 degrees,
nine chains and thirty-two links to another road
one chain wide ; on the south-west by that road,
bearing 136 degrees, eleven chains and two links;
on the south-etst by  a line bearing  forty-five
degrees, nine  chains and  thirty-two links ; and on
the north-east by the National School Reserve,
bearing 315 degrees, eleven chains and one link to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR NATIONAL SCHOOL SITE , WALLOON.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon,  portion
602.
10 acres 36 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
west comer of portion 600, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing 225 degrees,
nine chains and thirty links; on the south-westby
the Cemetery Reserve, bearing 135 degrees, eleven
chains and one link ; on the south-east by a line
bearing forty-five degrees, nine chains and thirty
links ; and on the north-east by portions 600 and
601, bearing,"- 315;;degrees, eleven chains to the
point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for Public purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
POLICE RESERVE ,  MILLCHESTER.
17 acres 3 roods 30 perches.
Commencing at a point 102 links north 312
degrees  west  of south corner of Bank of New South
Wales, at corner of the Main street ; thence bounded
by a line bearing 40 degrees 55 minutes north-east
1,038 links ; thence by a line bearing south 218
degrees 53 minutes west  1,457 links ; thence by a
line bearin& south 132 degrees east 1,417 links,
along the side of the street, to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved and set apart for a Rail-
way Reserve.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES NEAR CLIFTON
RAILWAY STATION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Elphinstone,
portion No. 132.
165 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 131, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion bearing north
forty-six  chains and  fifty links ; on the north by a
line bearing east thirty-three chains and twenty
links ; on the  east  by lines bearing 157 degrees
thirty minutes two chains and sixty links, 166
degrees ten chains and nineteen links, 182 degrees
thirteen chains and five links, and 186 degrees
twenty-one chains and twenty links to the aforesaid
road ; and on the south by that road bearing west
thirty-four chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  3rd July, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  C AMPING.
Dawson Crossing, Pernambuco Run.
640 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Dawson
River at a point bearing north forty-four  degrees
thirty minutes  east,  and distant about ninety chains
from the junction of Herbert's Creek with said
river, said point being at intersection of said river
by the north boundary of the Reserve for Public
purposes  as published in the  Government  Gazette
under notice  dated 7th June, 1872; bounded
thence on the south by a west line 100 chains;
thence by a north line sixty-five chains ; thence
by an  east line  five chains to the left bank of
the Dawson River ; and thence by the said river
upwards  to the  point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC  PURPOSES ,  LYTTLETON
CREEK, GYMPIE ROAD.
County of Canning, p arish  of Bribie.
100 acres.
Commencing on Lyttleton Creek at the crossing
of the Gympie road and bounded thence on the
west by that road northerly to the road forming
the south boundary of portion 11; on the north by
that road easterly about thirty chains  ; on the east
by a line bearing South to Lyttleton Creek ; and on
the south by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER  FOR ROAD P URPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish of Kedron, portion  596.
317 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and fifty
links wide at the south-east corner of portion 594,
and bounded thence on the north-east by that road,
bearing 130 degrees five chains and twenty links,
160 degrees seven chains and eighty-one links, 166
degrees nineteen chains and seventy-two links
south ten chains and twenty-five links, and 150
degrees ten chains and sixty-five links ; on the
south by a line bearing west nineteen chains ; on
the south-east and south-west by lines and a road
bearing 243 degrees five chains and eighty-five
links, 176 degrees three chains and sixty-seven
links, 241 degrees one chain and sixty-five links,
298 degrees one chain and twenty links, 241 de-
grees four chains and forty-five links, 293 degrees
eight chains and ninety-seven links, 307 degrees
four chains and forty-four links, nineteen degrees
one chain and forty links, 333 degrees one chain
and ninety-six links ; 286 degrees thirty  minutes
six chains and seventy-eight links, 326 degrees
three chains and seven links, 279 degrees nine
chains and sixty-eight links, 255 degrees five chains
and eighty-seven links, 291 degrees five chains, and
253 degrees one chain and twenty-eight links ; on
the west by a line bearing north forty-three chains ;
and on the north by a line bearing east fifty-four
chains and fifty links to the point  of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
IN
i OT1CE is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant
1. mentioned in the Schedule hereunder written,
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Titles to Land Act of  1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, by an instrument endorsed on such Deed of
Grant, under his ITand and the Seal of the Colony,
describe the land intended to be granted, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, it shall
be taken to have been inserted in the Grant, and in
every Deed containing the erroneous description,
and such Grant and every such Deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant.-16th  March, 1864.
Name of Grantees.- Frederick  William Dunsdon,
and Samuel  Henry Dunsdon.
Description of Land Granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in Our said Territory, containing by
admeasurement seventy-seven acres, be the same
more or less, situated in the county of Aubigny,
and parish of Toowoomba, portion 60, in the Too-
woomba Agricultural Reserve, commencing at the
north-east corner of portion 26, on the left bank of
Gowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the west by
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the eastern  boundary line of that portion and of part
of portion 59, bearing south thirty-one chains to a
road one chain wide ; on the south by that road
.bearing east forty-five chains to Gowrie Creek ; and
on the north-east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement,-being the land proclaimed
as Lot. 56, on the 18th September, 1861.
,, Correct description of Land  intended to be
gran  ted.-County of Aubigny, parish of Toowoomba,
portion No. 60, in the Toowoomba Agricultural
Reserve, containing 112 acres-commencing at the
north-east  corner  of portion No. 26, on the left
bank of Gowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the
west by the eastern boundary line of that portion
and of part of portion No. 59, bearing south forty
chains and sixty-nine links to a road one chain wide ;
on the south by that road bearing east forty-four
chains and twenty links to Gowrie Creek ; and on
the north-east by that creek downwards to the
point of  commencement.
Name of party applying for Instrument.-Fred-
erick William Duns on.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th June, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved  from sale  for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently  set apart  for Customs purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS PURPOSES AT BUNDABERG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, town of Bun-
daberg,  allotments  5 and 7 of section  26.
2 roods 29 perches.
Commencing on the ri;ht bank of the Burnett
River, at the north cor ier of allotment No. 3,
and bounded thence on the south-west by the
north-east boundary of allotment 3 south-easterly
one chain and eighty-four links to Quay street ; on
the south-east by Quay street north-easterly four
chains ; on the north-east by the south-west boun-
dary line of allotment 9 north-westerly at right
angles to Quay street one chain and sixty-seven
links to Burnett River ; and on the north-west by
that  river upwards  to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th June, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period  aforesaid , the lands hereunder described
wi ll  be permanently reserved and set  apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR  A PRIMARY SCHOOL AT NORMANBY.
County of Churchill, parish of Normanby.
2 acres.
Commencing  on a road one  chain wide at a point
bearing 307 degrees, and distant one chain from
the west corner of portion 58, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that road bearing thirty-
seven degrees five chains; on the north-east by a
line bearing 307 degrees four chains ; on the north-
west by a line bearing 217 degrees five chains to
another road one chain wide, and on the south-west
by that road bearing 127 degrees four chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A PRIMARY SCHOOL AT TENT HILL.
County of Churchill, parish of Gatton.
4 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Blackfellow's
Creek at the termination of a road one chain wide,
and bounded thence on the north by that road
bearing west seven chains and fourteen links, on
the west by a line bearing south three chains and
eighty links, on the south- west by lines bearing
121 degrees five chains and twenty-four links, and
eighty degrees three chains and ninety-three links
to the aforesaid creek, and on the east by that creek
downwards  to the  point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
i T is hereby notified for general information
1 that in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous ,  before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  7th January, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
I the Commissioners of Crown Lands, under  "The
Grown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited  Act at the  under -mentioned offices, on
the following dates :-
MOBETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane,  on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigh , the first Friday
in each month.
JVest Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba,  on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick,  on the second
Wednesdayliin each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
A -.  the Land  Office, Condamine ,  the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday  of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi , the fire
Tuesday in each month.
POET CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office,  St. Lawrence ,  on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE  BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  on the  first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
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BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every  alternate
month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay,  the second Thurs-
day in February, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in January, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in  each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Norman River Settle-
ment, on the second Tuesday in every
third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in January, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in January, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
gt the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in February, 1873, and thereafter onthe
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in February, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event  of any  of the above days falling on
a holiday,  the sitting  will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings ,  when necessary ,  in addition to
the above , will be duly notified from time to time.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
THE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,shewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane,  2nd September, 1873.
PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
THE Lessees of the undermentioned Runs having
made application for the Instruments of Lease
to be issued to them by the Government, the follow-
ing descriptions of the boundaries thereof are hereby
published  in pursuance  of the  58th section of "  The
Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said descriptions, must forward their
objections, in writing, to this Office, before the
2nd December, 1873.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Cro wn Lands.
Name of District-Darling Downs.
Name of Run-Cobblegun.
Estimated Area-98 square miles.
Claimants of Lease-J. A. and J. P. Bell.
Commencing on the left bank of the Corbel g in
Creek at a point opposite to a gum-tree marked
W broad-arrow over C over V and distant about
ten miles  thirty-two chains in a direct  line from its
junction with the Condamine River ; bounded on
the east by the left bank of Corbelgun Creek
upwards to  its source  ; on the south,  west, and
north-north-west by the  watershed separating the
waters of  Corbelgun Creek  from those  of Teelba
and Muri lla Creeks in a north-westerly , northerly,
and north-easterly  direction to a point bearing west
from starting  point ; and thence on the north by
an east line along a part  of the south boundary of
the Lower Cobblegun Run to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner  for the District of Darling
Downs South ,  will , on the first  TUESDAY  in every
month, hold  his Court Sittings ,  as prescribed in the
sixth clause  of'the  Regulations  with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October ,  1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands  Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
"PASTORAL  LEASES  ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions  of the  41st section  of "  The Pastoral'
Leases Act  of 1869"  for renewed leases  for four
teen years  of the  runs in  the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
31st December , 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be  obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior  to the expiration of the existiug
leases ,  as prescribed  in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Name of District-Darling Downs.
Name of Run-Miggabaroo.
Estimated Area-81 square miles.
Claimants of Lease-J. A. and J. P. Bell.
Commencing on the right bank of the Corbelgun
Creek at  a gum-tree  marked W broad-arrow over
C over V distant about ten miles thirty-two chains
in a direct line from its junction with the Condamine
River ; bounded on the west by the right bank of
Corbelgun Creek upwards  to its source ; on the
south, south-east, and east  by  the watershed
separating  the waters of Corbelgun Creek from
those of Brigalow  and Bagot 's or Palmy Creeks in
a north-easterly and northerly  direction to a point
bearing east from starting  point ; and thence on the
north by an  east line along a part  of the south
boundary of the Lower Cobblegun Run to the
point of commencement.
Name of District-Darling Downs.
Name of Run-Lower Cobblegun.
Estimated Area-37 Square miles.
Claimants of Lease-John and Alexander Bell
Commencing  on the right bank of the Corbelgun
Creek  at a gum -tree marked W broad-arrow over
C over V distant about ten  miles  thirty-two chains
in a direct  line from its junction with the Conda-
mine River; bounded thence on the south by an
east line along the north boundary of the Migga-
baroo Run to the watershed  separating  Corbelgun
Creek from other waters ; on the east by that
watershed in a northerly direction to a spot bearing
east from a point on the right bank of Corbelgun
Creek about  eight chains  below  a gum-tree marked
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broad-arrow over C over  V ; thence on the north
by a west  line to  Corbelgun Creek at  last-mentioned
point ; thence  again on  the north by a continuation
of said west  line along a  part of the south boundary
of the Alpha Run to the watershed  separating
Corbelgun Creek waters  from those  of Murilla
Creek  ;  thence on the west and north-west by said
watershed in a south -westerly direction to a point
bearing west from starting point ; and thence again
on the south by an east  line along the north
boundary of the Cobblegun Run to the point of
commencement.
Name of District - Darling Downs.
Name of Run-Alpha.
Estimated Area-14  square miles.
Claimants of Lease-Messrs .  Bell and Sons.
Commencing on the south bank of the Condamine
River at the north -east  corner of the Murilla Run ;
bounded thence on the north-west by a line bearing
south thirty- five degrees west about five m iles ;
thence on the south by an east line about four miles
sixty chains to Corbelgun Creek at a point about
eight chains below a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over V ; thence on the east by a north line
about four and a-quarter miles to the Condamine
River; and thence on the north by the left bank
of that river downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of District - Darling Downs.
Name of Run - Pikedale.
Estimated  Area-261  square miles.
Claimant of Lease-Thomas Walker.
Commencing on the right bank of Pike's Creek
at a point opposite the junction of Lighthouse Gully
with said creek; bounded thence by said creek down-
wards about half -a-mile in a direct line to a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over D ; thence on the south-
west by a  line bearing 305 degrees 119 chains to an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over G; again
on the south-west by a line bearing 263 degrees
150 chains to a tree marked broad-arrow over P•P
on the watershed separating the waters of Bracker's
and Treverton's Creeks and McIntyre Brook from
those of Pike's Creek ; thence on the R est, north-
west, nort h, north- east, east ,  and south-east,
by the watershed of Pike's Creek to the head
of Lighthouse Gully ; and thence again on the
south-west by said Lighthouse Gully downwards
along a part of the north-east boundary of Pike's
Creek Run to the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of all  alienated lands and reserves.
Name of District- Maranoa.
Name of Run-Balloonai.
Estimated Area-25  square miles.
Claimants of Lease-1., J. A., and J. P. Bell.
Commencing on the south bank of the Balonne
River, and bounded thence on the west by a line
five miles in length bearing south and passing
through  a point seven and a-half miles west from
the junction of the Balonne River and Dogwood
Creek ;  on the south by a line bearing east about
two miles to the north-west boundary of Coolaba
Run ; on the south-east by the aforesaid north-west
boundary of Coolaba Run bearing north thirty-five
degrees east about five miles to the Balonne River;
and on the north by the Balonne River downwards
to the point  of commencement.
Name of District - Maranoa.
Name of Run-Balle.
Estimated Area-45 square miles.
Claimants of Lease-'1., J. A., and J. P. Bell.
Commencing  on the right bank of the  Balonne
River at a tree marked B situate about 555 chains
in a direct line below the junction of Dogwood
Creek, and bounded thence on the west by the east
boundary of Warkon Run bearing north 465
chains; on the north by the south boundary of
Centrebit Run bearing east about 545 chains ; on
the east by the western boundary of Bibble Run
bearing south 30 degrees east 250 chains to Dog-
wood Creek ; and by that  creek downwards to its
junction  with the  Balonne River  ;  and on the south
by the  Balonne River downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of District - Maranoa.
Name of Run-Muri lla.
Estimated Area-25 square miles.
Claimants of Lease -T., J. A., and J.  P. Be ll .
Commencing at a marked tree on Murilla Creek
about ten miles from its junction with the Conda-
mine River ,  and bounded on the south -west by a
line bearing  south fifty- five degrees east two and
a-half miles  ;  on the south -east by a line bearing
north thirty -five degrees east about eleven and
a-quart er miles to the Condamine River at a point
about three miles in a straight line, bearing nearly
east above the junction of Murilla Creek ; on the
north by the Condamine River downwards to the
j unction of Murilla Creek  ;  and on the north-west
by Murilla Creek  upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of District - Maranoa.
Name of Run-Coolaba.
Estimated Area-25 square miles.
Claimants of Lease-T., J. A., and J. P. Bell.
Commencing at a marked tree on Mur illa Creek
ten miles from its junction with the Balonne River,
and bounded on the south-west by a line bearing
north fifty-five degrees west two and a-half miles
in length ; on the north-west by a line bearing
north thirty-five degrees east to the Balonne River
at a point about three and a-quarter miles west five
degrees south from the junction of Murilla Creek
and the Condamine River; on the north by the
Balonne River upwards to the junction of Dogwood
Creek ; thence by the Condamine River upwards
to the junction of Murilla Creek ; and on the south-
east by said creek upwards about ten miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of District - Maranoa.
Name of Rnn - Dinwoodie.
Estimated Area - 25  square  miles.
Claimants of Lease-I ., J. A., and J.  P. Bell.
Commencing at a marked tree on the Muri lla
Creek about ten miles from the junction of the
Mur illa Creek and the Condamine River, and
bounded on the nort h-east by a line bearin g  east
thirty- five degrees south  five miles in length ; on
the south -east by a line bearing south thirty- five
degrees west four and three -quarter miles ; on the
south -west by a line bearing west thirty -five de-
grees north about seven miles to Murilla Creek  five
miles in a direct line above the marked tree herein-
before described as being ten miles from tho
unction of Muri lla Creek and t4 Condamine
River ;  and on the nort h-west by the Muri lla Creek
downwards about five miles to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of District - Maranoa.
Name of Run-Wallar.
Estimated Area-25 square miles.
Claimants of Lease-T., J. A., and J. P. Bell.
Commencing at a marked  tree on the bank
of Murilla Creek ten  miles above its junction
with the Condamine River, and bounded on the
north-east by a line bearing west thirty-five de-
grees north three  miles  ; on the north-west by a
line bearing south fifty- seven degrees  west four
miles sixty-eight chains ; thence by a line bearing
about south fifteen degrees west five miles ; on the
south-west by a line bearing south fifty-five degrees
east to the Murilla Creek at a point five miles
above the upper boundary of the Dinwoodie Run;
and on the the east by the Murilla Creek down-
wards about ten miles to the point  of commence-
ment.
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Brisbane, 1st September, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Miners' Rights and Busi-
ness  Licenses have been returned as issued in the
Gold Fields Districts respectively specified.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RAVENSWOOD GOLD FIELDS.
During  the Month  ended 31st July, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name.
61,300  Ali  Sin
61,301  Ali  Nu
61,302 Js. Wilshire
61,303 W. C. W ilshire
61,304 Jeremiah Holland
61,305 John Fanning
61,306 J. Soloman
61,307 David Stuttridge
61,308 Js. Hooper
61,309 J. P. Darby
61,310 A. M. Cusack
61,311 R. U. Cusack
61,312  Ali  Sing
61,313  Ali  Nee
61,314 Mun Pow
61,315  Ali  Look
61,316 Chung Cue
-61,317  Tong Cue
61,318  Ali  Pow
61,319 A li  Sam
61,320  Ali  Nu
61,321 Con Fuk
61,322
61,323
61,324
61,325
61,326
61,327
61,328
61,329
61,330
Ali  Fuk
Ali  Sam
Ali  Nu
Ali  Shong
Ali Kun
Ali  Sam
Ali  Su
J. Sheridan
Hy. Bennett
61,331 John Jellan
61,332 R . Anderson
61,333 Hy. Caffall
61,334 Ml. Ryan
61,335 Js. Mitchell
61,336 C. Wilander
61,337 F. S. Courtenay
61,338 All Jong
61,339 Ali Nu
61,340 R. P. Scott
61,341 Augustus Norris
61,342 John Johnston
61,343 Hy. Whenfield
61,344 Denis Nixon
61,345 Timothy Barry
61,346 J. B. Turner
61,347 D. Nixon
61,348 L. F. Sacks
BUSINESS
4,300 A. C. Haldane
4,501 Thos. Purves
4,502 Thos. Purves,
4,603 John English
4,504 Pat. Hishon
No. Name.
61,349 C. Kennington
61,350 Ah Lan
61,202 Richd. Raffell
61,203 Hugh Connolly
61,204 M. S. Buchanan
61,205 E. Millar
61,206 W. H. Jackson
61,207 Js. Smith
61,208 Geo. Cooper
61,209 M. L. Baker
61,210 M. L. Baker
61,211 Robt. Roberts
61,212  Ali  Sam
61,213  Ali  One
61,214  Ali  Su
61,215  Ali  Thow
61,216 Gim Skin
61,217 Peter Petersen
61,218 W. J. Allom
61,219 John Nimo
61,220 Chas. Sjobuy
61,221 Chas. Sjobuy
61,222 Js. Armour
61,223
61,224
61,225
61,226
61,227
61,228
61,229
61,230
61,231
Geo. Hill
A. Dunnel
Wm. Hent
Ricd. Kennett
Reuben Tyson
Mar Kin
David Murphy
Daniel Benson
Geo. Cooper
61,232 Js. Donald
61,233 Wm. N ilson
61,234 John Morgan
61,235 J. W. Eden
62,651 Frank Longtrim
62,652 Peter Johnston
62,653 Geo. Crawley
62,654 Js. Dillon
62,655 Js. Dillon
62,656 John Tait
62,657 Wm. Charles
62,658 Wm. Brown
62,659 Dominick Bligh
62 ,660 Js. Taylor
62,661 Thos. Leigh
62,662 Frank Napoli
LICENSES.
4,505 John Ellis
4,506 Ellen Adams
4,507 Js. Lee
4,508 Pack Yan
4,509 Laurence Jobnetone
CHARTERS TOWERS, CAPE, AND BROUGHTON
GOLD FIELDS.
During  the Month ended 31st July, 1873.
MINEas' RIGHTS.
No. Name.
66,506 Peter  Driscoll
66,607 Matthew Murphy
66,608 Henry Barrow
56,509 Edwin Hewer
66,610 Thos. Upperton
66,511 Bilk Que
66,512 D. T. Hopkins
56,513 J. P. Hoare
66,514 William Adams
56,515 Michael Slattery
56,516 Patrick O'Brien
66,517 Ali Gnu
66,518 Arthur Johnson
66,519 Frederick Broad
56,520 Harry Mortimer
66,521 Robert Gardiner
No. Name.
56,622 John Eck
66,23 W. P. Cuthbert
56,524  Edward Conroy
56,525 Andrew Ross
56,526 John Martin
56,527 John Boylaiid
56,528 D. Rewcastle
56,529 Alexr. Colder
56,530 Thomas Englett
56,531 William Palmer
56,532 John Rolland
56,533 Alexander Hay
56,534 John Kyne
56,535 Neil McLean
56,536 J. S. Reid
56,537 John Johnson
CHARTERS TOWERS, CAPE, AND BROUGHTON
GOLD  FIELDS- continued.
MINERS'  RIGHTS-continued.
No. Name.
56,538 Joseph Shae
56,539 W. Moldroon
56,540 James White
56,541 William Copeman
56,542 Charles Feary
56,543 John Maher
56,544 James Irwin
56,545 William Wall
56,546 F. O'Donnell
56,547 John McGahey
56,548 Edward Suthers
56,549 W. R: Hardwick
56,550 Nathl. Millsacher
56,551 Alfred Smith
56,552 Barth. Lyons
66,553 Thomas Copp
56,554 David Davidson
56,555 William Andrews
66,556 George Hollington
56,557 Thomas Chandler
56,558 Charles Wilson
56,559 James Boyce
56,560 Edward Farrelly
56,561 H. Fuldart
56,562 Ambrose Grose
56,563 Alexander Smith
56,564 Stuart McLeod
56,665 John Dillon
56,566 Edward Hill
56,567 Harry Lute
56,568 Alexr. Nicholson
56,569 Ali Poy
56,570 John Mill
56,571 W. H. Buchanan
56,572 Charles Fry
56,573 W. H. Buchanan
56,574 John Bodel
56,575 Michael Chalk
56,576 J. McMahon
56,577 George Minton
56,578 Thomas Smith
56,579 Owen Daly
56,580 Joseph Hughes
56,681 Jorgen Thompson
66,682 John McMunns
56,583 P. C. Woodward
66,584 P. C. Woodward
56,585 P. C. Woodward
56,586 Pasquale Nigro
56,587 T. A. Boughton
56,588 Batiste Sabtena
56,589 John Webber
56,590 Richard Coxall
56,591 George Clarke
56,592 David Evans
56,593 Henry Hayes
56,594 Thomas Mufford
56,595 Bernd. Thompson
56,596 Alex. Donaldson
56,597 Frank Winton
56,598 D. Galvin
66,599 W. C. McCrae
56,600 Louis Gabbo
56,601 John R. Jamison
56,602 Samuel McCord
56,603 C. Murphy
66,634  Thomas Fondy
56,605 Oliver Gray
56,606 M .  Halligan
56,607 E. F. Wilson
56,608 Theodore Wagner
66,609 John Rigby
56,610 Thomas Clarke
56,611 Fredk. Hockey
56,612 Gattleib  Zoerner
56,613 Jacob Write
56,614 James Midson
56,615 Patrick Joyce
55,616 Thomas Manson
56,617 C. P. Martin
56,618 John Coulson
56,619 Arthur Allan
56,620 Michael Duffz 56,783 John Walker
56,621 Owen Duffz 56,784 John Killop
No. Name.
56,627 Otto Fickeresin
56,628 Edward Stock
56,629 John Driscoll
56,630 William Owen
56,631 Patrick Campbell
56,632 Frederick Jansen
56,633 David Rollstone
56,634 Thomas Ellem
56,635 John Caffray
56,636 Grieves Gosling
56,637 David O'Brien
56,638 E. Barry
66,639 John Nicholson
66,640 Lawrence Byrne
56,641 Lawrence Byrne
56,642 Sam Fook
56,643 Ludwig Suhr
56,644 John Feshenfield
56,645 Peter Nelson
56,646 Donald Forbes
56,647 William Graham
56,648 Robt. McPhee
56,649 William Higgins
56,650 James Wood
56,851 William Calnon
56,852 John Gilchrist
56,853 Thomas Watts
36,854 James Henry
56,855 Michael Casey
56,856 George Burton
56,857 John Morando
56,858 A. Cattanach
56,859 A. B. Carr
56,860 James Stewart
56,861 Jos. Johnson
56,862 Joe. Boodle
66,863 Ali Chow
56,864 John Fraser
56,865 Thomas Thompson
66,866 Simon Leskey
55,867 George Steele
56,868  Fred. Gibson
66,869 Ml.  Cunningham
66,870 William Maxwell
56,871 John Maxwell
56,872 Daniel Gollan
56,373 Jerome Moran
56,874 Ranold Rankin
56,875 James Alles
56,876 Tom Scarborough
56,877 George Humphries
56,878 H. P. Kaye
56,879 James Hamilton
56,880 Frank Nash
56,881 John Pfitzmayer
56,882 Charles Kicbner
56,883 William Porter
66,884 John"Clarke
56,885 John James
56,886 Archibald Beaton
56,887 John C. Wright
56,888 Allan S. Grant
56,889 Fredk. Arnot
56,890 M. J. Bourke
55,891 William Roche
56,992 John Rixon
56,767 James John
56,768 Abraham  Sharman
66,769 George  Tuellot
56,770 F.  Wil li ams
56,771 R.  Sacars
56,772 William Batton
56,773 John Spillane
56,774 E. Nicholson
56,775 James Barr
56,776 D. Lynn
56,777 H. Petersen
56,778 W.  Bennet
56,779 W. Morris
56,780 J. B. McMahon
56,781  Michael Flanagan
56,782 Anthoney Nihil
56,622 John Stibie 56,785 John Cameron
56,623.-Josiah Wright 56,786 Thomas Connor
56624 Thomas Cummings 56,787 Henry Dagge
56,625 James Raffertz 56,788 James John
56,626 Elie Sieber
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CHARTERS TOWERS, CAPE, AND 13ROUGHTON
GOLD  FIELDS- continued.
Busm ss LIc irsEs.
No. Name.
4,425 George Bolger
4,426 Sin Wah
4,427 Patrick Hishon
4,428 Lee Hap
,429 Alexander Fraser
,430 Patrick  Hishon
4,431 Brodziak ,  Rodgers,
and Lamel
4,432 Ah Sam
4,433 J .  M. MacDonald
4,434 Hagh Mitche ll
4,435 Bank N. S. Wales
4,436 J. D. C. Patten
No. Name.
4,437 J. E. Rutherford
4,438 Thomas Mowbray
4,439 Charles Smith
4,44.0 E. P. Graham
4.441 E .  F. Wilson
4,442 W. J. Toll
4,443 Ali You
4,444  J. E. Rutherford
4,445 J. Thygesen and Co.
4,446 McCu ll ough and
Ross
4,447 Ah You
ETHERIDGE GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 31st  July, 1873.
Mlxaas' RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
59,029 L.  W. Reseig 59,077 D. Stewart
59,030 P . O'Dyer 69,078 E. R. Nixon
59,031 T.  Tripke 59,079 T. Walters
59,032 E.  R. Nixon 59,080 H. Williams
69,033 J. Lewis 59,081 J. Coffey
59,034 H .  Gillies 59,082 T. Reynold
59,036 C.  Sandroski' 69,083J. Hardie
69,036 H .  Poggie 59,084 W. Steel
69,037 J.  Campbell 59,085 H. Smith
59,038  W. D. Miller 59,086 O. S. Cassidy
69,039 W. D. Miller 59,087W. A. Macdonald
59,040 D.  Mullens 59,088 T. Reste
69,041 J. Bair 59,089 P. Furmosi
59,042  M. Fitzpatrick 59,090 M. Depolo
69,043 C.  Robinson 59,091 W. Thorley
59,044 B . Payfor 59,092 J. Barry
59,045 M. Magnor 59,093 J. Watson
59,046 D. Driscoll 59,094 J. Heuser
59,047 N. Kundatrip 59,095 C. A. Johnson
59,048 D. Cumming 59,096M. Hoolohan
59,049 C. Karol 59,097 H. Denny
59,050 W. Lowe 59,098 P. Boree
59,051 J. McCabe 59,099 M. Gahan
59,052 H. Shiels 59,100 R. Walker
59,053 A. H. Mercer 59,101 C. Dundee
69,054 P. Rowan 59,102 J. Thomas
59,055 F. Forster 69,103 T. Cosole
59,056 W. Forster 59,104 W. Blackmore
59,057 J. Frazer 59,105 D. Murray
59,058 J. Frazer 59,106 E. Pickering
59,059 W . Canard 59,107 W. Durr
59,060 H. Oat 59,108 C. Norman
59,061 H . St. Clair 69,109 J.  Ramsay
59,062 S. Deliate 59,110 J. Halpin
59,063 J. Sutherland 69,111 J. O'Donel
59,064 T. Whommack 59,112 P. Halpin
59,065 J. McLeod 59,113 T. Quinlan
59,066 H. Smith 59,114 W. Perrin
59,067 A. Nicholson 59,115 1). T. Pullen
69,068 F. Hart 59,116 D. T. Pullen
59,069 J. Constantine 59,117 M. Keogh
59,070 J. Bitchell 59,118 J. Martin
59,071 D. McGrath 59,119 M. Lannon
59,072 G. Pincine 59,120 W.  Harvey
59,073 J. McKay 59,121 T. Englishby
59,074 J. Malone 59,122 W. Brock
59,075 J. Corbett
59,076 G. Thomas
59,123 D. McQueen
BUSINESS LIcENsEs.
4,804 Wing On and Co. 4,807 Geddes  and Heap
4,805 J. O'Donohue 4,808 J. Davis
4,806 W. Jackson 4,809 T. McKay
GILBERT RANGES GOLD FIELD.
During the Month  ended Slat  July, 1873.
MINEaa'
No. Name.
45,254 W. J. Warne
45,255 Ah Foo
45,256 John Barker
45,257  Wm. Boone
45,258  James Maher
45,259 John  Simpson
45,260 John Long
45,261 Ah Hat
45,262  Lim Fook
RIGHTS.
No. Name.
45,263 Ah Pang
45,264 C. Bechlmeyer
45,265 Yow Shin
45,266 Ah Que
45,267 Yong Sam
45,268 W. Peters
45,269 Ali Bin
45,270 George Yule
45,271 George Yule
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 26th August, 1873.
NEW ROAD.- FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that a New Road
from Dalby to St .  Ruth, referred to in
Notices dated 24th March, 1873 ,  and 12th June,
1873 ,  folios 589 and 943, respectively, of the  Govern-
ment Gazette ,  has been formally marked and opened
by the  proper officer,  and same is now open for
public use.
73-2886 J .  MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  25th August, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereb given, that aNew Roadfrom Dalby to lagoon Reserve, referred t
in Notices dated 31st March, 1873, and 12th June,
1873, folios 628 and 943, respectively, of the  Govern-
ment Gazette,  has been formally marked and opened
by the proper officer, and  same is now  open for
public use.
73-2886.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 21st August 1873.
NEW ROAD-IPSWICH TO THE UPPER
LOGAN, vid DUGANDAN.
FINAL NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the new line of road
leading from Ipswich to the Upper  Logan,  vi-4
Dugandan, parish of Normanby, county of Church-
ill, referred to in notices dated respectively 6th
December, 1872, and 11th February, 1873, folio
2043, in  Government Gazette,.  1872, and folio 239,
Government Gazette,  1873, has been formally
marked and opened by the proper  officer, and the
same is now open  for public use.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POWDER MAGAZINE, MOUNT PERRY.
T
ENDERS will be received  at this  Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd
October next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Powder  Magazine  at Mount
Perry.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Powder
.Magazine, Mont Perry."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Mount Perry.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must  state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver, at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notifica-
tion of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing  such performance ; otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LOCK-UP AND POLICE QUARTERS, CLER-
MONT.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 17th
October next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Lock-up and Police Quarters at
Clermont.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Lock-up
and Police Quarters  at  Clermont."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Clermont.
Tenders must be on groper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, CAMBOON.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th
October next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Telegraph Office. at Camboon.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Telegraph
Office, Camboon."
Plan, S edification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House,  Banana.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent . on amount of Contract as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance,  a Bond to Her Majesty for.securing such per-
formance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th September, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE AND LOCK-UP, GLADSTONE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd Oc-
tober next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Court House and Lock-up at Glad-
stone.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Court
House and Lock-up, Gladstone."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Gladstone.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is pro-
posed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not  be,
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ROADS OFFICES, ROCKHAMPTON.
MENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd October
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Offices for Roads Department, Rockhamp.
ton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Roads
Offices, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Roads Office, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on printed forms, and must state
the time within which it is proposed to complete
the work, and at the foot of every Tender there must
be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per cent. on
amount of Tender as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event that
he will execute and deliver, at the office of the Civil
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 26th August, 1873.
FERRY, MINGO CROSSING, BURNETT RIVER.
TO BOATMEN, FERRYMEN, ETC.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd
October, 1873, from persons willing to  contract  for
the Lease, for the period of Five years, commencing
from date of acceptance of Tender, of the Ferry on
the Burnett River at Mingo Crossing, Maryborough
to Mount Perry road.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Ferry,
Mingo Crossing, Burnett River."
Conditions of Lease, form of Tender, and Regu-
lations for working the Ferry, can be seen on appli-
cation at the Office of Foreman of Works, Mary-
borough.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute and deliver, at the office of the Civil Crown
Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the .
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty in a penal sum of such amount as may be
hereafter determined upon, for securing such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
No Tender will be entertained, except in the
approved form, and the highest or any Tender will
not necessarily be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
FERRIES, LOGAN RIVER.
TO BOATMEN, FERRYMEN, &c.
EPARATE Tenders will be received at this
Office, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 26th September next, from persons willing to
contract for the Lease, for a period of Three (3)
years, of the following Public Ferries, viz.
Beenleigh Ferry, Logan River ;
Waterford Ferry, ditto.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Beenleighl
Ferry"  (or  "Waterford Ferry,"  as the case may
be).
Conditions of Lease, and Regulations for Working
the Ferries, can be seen on application at the Clerk
of Petty Sessions' Office, Beenleigh, or at this
Office.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible  persons as  sureties, agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the Con-
tract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days ,from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty in a penal sum of such
amount as  may be hereafter determined upon, for
securing  such performance ; otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  20th August, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following Regulations being
observed on the Ferry at the Mingo Crossing-
place ,  Burnett River ,  Maryborough ,  in virtue of the
provisions of the Acts  2 William IV ., No. 12, and
14 Victoria, No. 6.
By Command,
J. MALBON  THOMPSON.
Boats. -Not  to be less than 18 feet over all,
5 feet beam, to carry eight passengers ;
two extra  passengers  may be carried for
one foot by one inch more in the foregoing
measurement ; the number of passengers
each boat  is licensed  to carry to be
painted in legible characters  in some con-
spicuous part thereof ; a man to be in
constant attendance with each boat, and
each boat to be provided with a safe rope
or chain.
Punts.-Not  to be less than 35 feet long and
10 feet wide, inside measurement, 3 feet
deep, and decked over level with top of
gunwale ;  height of top rail 3 feet 6 inches
from the deck of punt, with three inter-
mediate rails, to have fall-down flaps, be
well battened down to prevent cattle from
slipping, with chains and shifting cross-
bars at each end, and to be worked by not
less  than two men.
6. Life-buoys and drags, with proper appliances,
sha ll be furnished by the lessee, who shall be
required to have the same in constant readiness for
any emergency.
7. During dark nights, and in the absence of
moonlight, there shall be lights kept burning and
properly trimmed on the steps of the ferry, on
each side of the river, and the lessee shall provide
the same.
8. All persons crossing the ferry, with the follow-
ing exceptions, shall pay the charges fixed in
Schedule, viz.:-
The Governor, and any person in actual attend-
ance upon him, and any carriages or horses
of or belonging to him.
Ministers of religion, officers, soldiers, or
sailors, in Her Majesty' s service , proceed-
ing or returning on duty.
Any member of the Executive Government,
officers of police, troopers, and constables
on actual duty, and any prisoners in their
charge.
Any person proceeding to or returning from
divine worship on the Lord's Day.
All children proceeding to or returning from
an7 school, whether public or private ; all
officers and men connected with Her
Majesty's Customs and with the Roads
Department, when on duty.
N.B.-The horses or vehicles used by such
exempted parties shall also be conveyed across the
ferry free.
FERRY REGULATIONS.
1. That the ferry be leased by auction, tender, or
otherwise, as the Government may determine.
2. That the ferry rates and charges shall be in
accordance with the annexed Schedule, and that
the same shall be  Rainted on boards  and placed in
conspicuous situations on each side of the ferry,
.at the cost of the lessee thereof. The lessee shall
also provide scales and weights, and keep the same
in a convenient place at the ferry.
3. The lessee will be required to make all im-
provements and repairs that may be required at the
approaches to the ferry on each side of the river
for a distance of 100 feet from low-water mark,
.and leave the same in good order at the termi-
nation of his lease.
4. The lessee of the ferry shall enter into a bond
in an amount to be fixed by the Government, with
two sureties, for the due performance of his con-
tract, and for his information he will be supplied
with a copy of these regulations.
5. The lessee will be required to furnish, and
to keep during the currency of his lease, in a clean,
dry, and secure condition, such sufficient number
of boats and punts as the Government may deter-
mine to be used on the ferry, and such boats and
punts must be approved of, and passed by an officer
appointed in that behalf by the Government. The
following are the dimensions required, viz.:-
PENAL  CLAUSES.
9. Any lessee of the ferry who shall infringe
upon, or act contrary to any clause or condition
contained in these regulations, shall, on conviction
before two or more Justices of the Peace, be sub-
ject to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
10. In the event of two convictions within one
month against the lessee of the ferry, such con-
victions shall cancel the lease, and the Government
may at once resume the ferry.
11. If the lessee, or if any collector, boatman, or
ferryman employed by such lessee, shall demand
and take from any person or persons exempt from
payment of charges, and who shall claim such
exemption, as provided in clause 8 of these regula-
tions, or shall, under color of his office  as lessee,
collector, boatman,or ferryman, wilfully extort from
any person or persons any sum of money or thing
of value whatsoever, as and for, or in lieu of pay-
ment of dues ; or shall refuse to permit and suffer
any person or persons to read, or shall in any
manner hinder or prevent any person or persons
from reading, the inscription on such boards ; or
shall refuse to tell his christian and surname to
any person or persons who shall demand to know
the same, on being paid the said dues, or any of
them, or shall in answer give a false name or
names ;  or upon legal dues being tendered or
paid, shall detain or wilfully obstruct, hinder, or
delay any person or persons from passing over the
ferry ; or if such lessee, collector, boatman, or ferry-
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man sha ll  make  use of any  scurrilous  or abusive
language  to any traveller or passenger ;-then and
in each and every such  case  the said lessee shall
forfeit and pay for every such offence any sum not
exceeding  five pounds, to be recovered before any
two or more  of Her Majesty's Justices of the
Peace.
12. If any lessee, or collector, boatman, or ferry-
man employed by such  lessee , shall neglect or
unreasonably delay to take across the ferry any
passengers , or travellers of any description, or any
goods or wheeled vehicles delivered to him, in each
and every such case the said  lessee  shall forfeit and
pay for every such offence any sum not exceeding
five pounds, in addition to any damage that may
arise from  such neglect or delay, to be recovered
as hereinbefore provided.
13. If any person liable to the payment of any
dues under  these regulations shall, after demand,
neglect  or refuse to pay the  same , or any part
thereof, it shall be lawful for anyone duly autho-
rised to collect the same, to prevent such person
from passing over the ferry until the dues demand-
able from and payable by such person so refusing to
pay the  same be  paid and discharged.
14. Any person who shall intentionally evade the
payment of the dues as per schedule shall, unless
exempt from  payment thereof, as provided  in clause
8 of these regulations , upon conviction, be subject
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
15. No person  in a state  of intoxication shall be
permitted to cross over in any of the ferry boats,
except when in charge of the police.
16. The lessee shall have the exclusive right of
taking all  passengers , live stock, and goods across
the ferry ; and no person or persons shall ply for
hire, by conveying  passengers , live stock, or goods
across the  river within a radius of three miles of
the ferry, unless authorised to do so by the Govern-
ment, under  a penalty not exceeding five pounds
for each offence, to be recovered as hereinbefore
provided.
17. The rent to be paid to the Colonial Treasurer,
in such manner  as may be approved by the Govern-
ment, and intimated to the  lessee ;  and if not so
paid, the  lease will  be liable to be absolutely
cance lled  at the option of the Government.
18. The  lessee  shall, at the time of executing the
bond, give a warrant of attorney to enter upon
judgment , as a collateral security for the due pay-
ment of the rent, should the Government so desire.
19. The lessee shall not sub-let, or in any way
dispose of  the ferry without the  express  sanction of
the Government.
SCHEDULE.
Ferry Dues and Charges.
Jr.  d.
Goods.
Packages exceeding in all 14 lbs .,  and under  a. d-
66 lbs .  weight  ... ... ... ...  0 2
Ditto, 56 lbs. and under 1 cwt. 0 4
Every 1 cwt .  and under 10 cwt .,  at rate of
per cwt. ... ... ... ... ...  0 6
Every 10  cwt. or more, at rate of per ton, by
dead weight  or measurement  ... ...  5
Half  of the above  rates only shall be paid in all  cases.
when return is made on the same day ,  with the excep-
tion of foot passengers.
Live stock to be put into and out of the punts by the-
owners or parties in charge thereof .  Goods and
wheeled vehicles to be put into and taken out of the
punts by the  lessee.
The ferry to be opened for the transit of passengers-
and goods ,  at all  hours ,  from 6 a .m. to 11 p. m., at the
above prices.
After 11 p.m. double all the above  rates shall  be-
charged and paid.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1873.
TO STOREKEEPERS, IRONMONGERS,
AND OTHERS.
STORES, ETC., REQUIRED FOR THE USE  OF
THE RAILWAY DEPARTMENT AT IPSWICH.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th
October next, from persons willing to contract for
the supply of the whole or any of the under-
mentioned Stores , & c., in such quantities as maybe-
required during the year commencing 1st January,.
1874, upon the conditions hereafter specified, to be
delivered at the Railway Stores, Ipswich.
Printed Forms of Tender, with lists and further-
particulars specified, may be obtained at this Office ;.
and at the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable  for the due  performance of the contract,
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event, that they will severally
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown;
Solicitor, in Brisbane ,  within seven days from the
usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty in the penal sum of £100 for securing such
performance, otherwise the Tender will  not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be-
accepted.
The Stores to be of the very best description of
their several kinds.
The probable quantities of each article required
are given for the guidance of persons concerned,.
but it must be understood that they are only
approximate ,  and the Contractors must supply more
or less of each article, as required.
This Notice does not apply  to stores and material ,
of every description required for the construction
of new works ,  or to any Stores required on,
emergency ,  where time will not admit of the
Contractors supplying same to the Railway Stores:
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Every foot passenger with a parcel or par-
cels not exceeding 14 lbs. weight in all 0 2
Single  horse, with rider ... ... ... 0 6
All vehicles, of any description whatever, of
two or more wheels, loaded or unloaded,
drawn by one horse or other  animal,
including driver, &c. ... ... ... 1 0
Same,  drawn by two horses or other animals,
including driver, &c., ... ... ... 1 3
Same  (with the exception of bullock  teams),
drawn by more than two horses or other
animals , including driver, &c. .. . 1 6
Bullock teams, with dray loaded or unloaded,
including driver, &c., and with or with-
out dray, in yokes, including driver ... 1 6
N.B.-The fares of passengers travelling in vehicles
are included in the foregoing charges.
Cattle or horses, or other large animals, un-
attached ,  up to ten in number ,  each ...
Same, for all above ten in number (the first
ten at rate of 4d. each ),  each ... ..
Sheep, pigs, goats ,  sucking  calves  or foals,
or other small  animals  (dogs excepted),
each  .„ .., ... ... ...
LIST OF ARTICLES AND PROBABLE QUANTITIES REQUIRED-
FOR THE USE OF THE SOUTHERN AND WESTERN
RAILWAY  FOR THE  YEAR 1874.
Augers, Matheson' s screw, $ ,  and 1, per dozen,
(30 dozen)
Axes, American (2 dozen)
Adzes ($ dozen)
Arsenic (14 lb.)
Alum (1 cwt.)
Axes, carpenter ' s broad  ($  dozen)
Bends ,  wrought  iron for gas tubing I up to 3 inches-
0 4 (2 dozen)
Bolts, flush for doors (I dozen)
0 3 Bolts, barrel (1 dozen)
Bolts and Nuts, caphead,  hexagon, and countersunk:.
assorted  sizes  (5 cwt.)
0 1 Borax  (14 lb.)
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Brass sheet  (28 lb.)
Brooms, bass, per dozen  (6 dozen)
Brushes ,  large banister ,  per dozen  (12 dozen)
Brushes, scrubbing, per dozen (2 dozen)
Brushes ,  painter 's sash tools ,  Nos. 4 ,  5, 6, 7, 8 ,  per dozen
(12 dozen)
Brushes, French, fitches (2 dozen)
Brushes, large hair sweeping (2 dozen)
Blocks, iron ,  assorted sizes, single ,  double, and snatch
(4 dozen)
:3locks, wood, ditto, ditto (i4 dozen)
Braces and Bits, iron  (4  dozen)
Braces and Bits, wood (I dozen)
Buckets, galvanised iron (1 dozen)
Bunting, red, white, and green (200 yards)
Bath Bricks (2 gross)
Basil Skins ,  large  (2 dozen)
Blankets, good, 12 x 4 (12 pairs)
Bricks, common  (5,000)
Bricks, fire (1,000)
Canvas, best brands, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 (2,000 yards)
Cement ,  best brands  (25 casks)
Chain, assorted sizes, iron (5 cwt.)
Chalk, white (1 cwt.)
Ch. Lime (2 cwt.) .
Copper, bars (1 cwt.)
Copper, sheets  (28 lb.)
Copper ,  ingots  (5 cwt.)
Chairs, cane -seated office  (2 dozen)
Cord, say stout fish lines (7 lb.)
Corks, assorted (3 gross)
Crucibles, Morgan's patent (2 dozen)
Chalk Lines (1 dozen)
Chamois Leathers (6 dozen)
Cotton ,  clean ginned ,  for polishing  (14 lb.)
Calico, for mounting maps (20 yards)
Coal, house ,  in bags, bags returned  (60 tons)
Coal, smithy  (150 tons)
Dusters ,  flannel  (20 yards)
Dusters ,  linen  (20 yards)
Duck ,  English, for tents  (100 yards)
Dressed Horse Hides ,  for laces  (1 dozen)
Emery Cloth ,  Nos. 1 ,  11, and 2  (5 reams)
Emery Powder ,  Nos. 1 ,  14, and 2 (56 lb.)
Escutcheons ,  brass  (2 dozen)
Files ,  assorted as per Sheffield list  (50 dozen)
Flannel, for floor cloth (20 yards)
Felt, tarred for bridges  (100 yards)
Flax, spun for packing  (5 cwt.)
Flour, for moulders (4 cwt.)
Filters, medium size ,  office  (4 dozen)
Glass, best window  (200 square feet)
Glass, plate (50 square feet)
Glass Cloth ,  Nos. 1,  2, 3 (2 reams)
Glasses ,  kerosine lamp, assorted  (2 dozen)
Glue (} cwt)
Gold Leaf ,  in books of 50  (20 books)
Gold  Size  (10 gallons)
Grinding Stones ,  best (6)
Gum Arabic (28 lb.)
Guttering, 4 to 6 (50 feet)
Gas Piping, $ to 3 (200 feet)
Hinges, brass butt, assorted  sizes  (6 dozen)
Hinges ,  iron ditto (6 dozen)
Hinges, T, assorted sizes (6 dozen)
Hammers ,  fitter 's, per lb. (2 dozen)
Handles, American axe (2 dozen)
Handles, pick hickory (40 dozen)
Hose, India-rubber and canvas, assorted sizes, 2 and 3
ply (100 feeti
Hose ,  canvas, assorted sizes up to 21 (100 feet)
Hooks, reaping  (6 dozen)
Horse Hair  (2  cwt.)
Hemp, best Tathem's (28 lb.)
Holland ,  for window blinds  (50 yards)
Hooks ,  brass screw ,  for notice boards (1 gross)
Iron ,  round and square ,  best Best Stafford-)
shire, BB11
Iron, angle, ditto, ditto
Iron,  flat, ditto, ditto
Iron, plate, ditto, ditto
Iron, sheet, ditto, ditto
Iron, best Lowmoor bars
Iron, ditto ditto plate
Iron ,  best galvanised  corrugated
Knives ,  office  (2 dozen)
Knives,  painter 's large flag (} dozen)
Leather, best belting (1 ton)
Leather, brown bridle (2 cwt.)
Leather, bag (4 cwt.)
Lamp Wick ,  flat, from 4  to 2 (100 yards)
Lamp Wick, round, ditto (20 dozen)
Lead, pig (5 cwt.)
Lead, sheet (1 ton)
200 tons)
Lamp Cotton (56 lb.)
Locks, chest and box, assorted  sizes  (6 dozen)
Locks, drawer, ditto (6 dozen)
Locks, rim, complete (6 dozen)
Locks, pad, 3 in. and 24  in. (12 dozen)
Locks, pad, with duplicate  keys  (6 dozen)
Measuring T,ipe, metallic, 66 ft. and 33 ft. (2 dozen)
Mops, wool (2 dozen)
Murlin or tar band (2 cwt.)
Monkeys,  water  (1 dozen)
Metal, Babbit's patent (5 cwt.)
Nails, wire, assorted  sizes (4 ton)
Nails, clout, ditto (1 cwt.)
Nails, wrought iron, ditto (5 cwt.)
Needles,  best sail  (5 dozen)
Oil, best refined colza (1,000  gall ons)
Oil, Chinese (500 gallons)
Oil, kerosine, approved  brands (1,000 ga llons)
Oil, neat ' s foot
}
(1,000  gall ons)
Oil, sweet
Oil, linseed ,  raw and boiled (500 gallons)
Osnaburg (100 yards)
Pine ,  for papers ,  assorted sizes (7 lb.)
Paints, Turkey umber ,  in oil  (5 cwt.)
patent dryers (5 cwt.)
green ground dry (1 cwt.)
„ black  (5 cwt.)
red lead, ground dry (5 cwt.)
yellow ochre (2 cwt.)
„ black japan  (20 gallons)
„ white lead (10 tons)
„ Prussian blue (56 lb.)
Potash, American (28 lb.)
Potash, Prussian  (28 lb.)
Paper ,  sand, Nos. 1, 2, and 3  (3 reams)
Pliers, assorted (1 dozen)
Pincers, ditto (1 dozen)
Rope, best Europe (5 cwt.)
Rope, Manilla  (10 cwt.)
Riddles, assorted mesh (1 dozen)
Rivets and Washers, tinned  (20 Ib.)
it „ copper  (28 lb.)
Rings, brass screw ,  for notice boards  (1 gross)
Rings, tinned for tarpaulins  (10 gross)
Ratline, 9 thread (10 cwt.)
Rule, 2 feet (1 dozen)
Steel ,  blister ,  best brands
Steel, spring, ditto
-
(5 cwt.)
Steel, cast, ditto
Saws, hand (1 dozen)
Saws, cross -cut (} dozen)
Screws, all sizes, as per printed list  (500 gross)
Screws, galvanised iron  (1 cwt.)
Screws ,  coach  (2 cwt.)
Stones, f>r reaping hooks (5 dozen)
Shovels, No. 4 round nose, T handles (20 dozen)
Shovels, ditto square ditto, ditto (5 dozen)
Soda ,  washing  (2 cwt.)
Soap ,  yellow bar  (5 cwt.)
Soap, soft  (5 cwt.)
Soap ,  best brown Windsor  (12 dozen)
Solder, Tinman's (28 lb.)
Spirits of Salts (2 gallons)
Scissors, assorted sizes (1 dozen)
Sponges ,  common  (56 lbs.)
Sulphur (14 lb.)
Salt, common coarse  (3 bags)
Staples, galvanised iron  (10 cwt.)
Salamoniac (14 lb)
Shellac (28 lb.)
Spirits, methylated (20 gallons)
Tar, coal (100 hogsheads)
Tar, Stockholm (150 gallons)
Tin, sheet, XXX (2 cases)
Tin, block (5 cwt.)
Tacks, tin (21 lb.)
Tacks, cut (14 lb.)
Tacks, iron (14 lb.)
Tumblers, cut glass (1 dozen)
Twine, best sail (56 lb.)
Twine, best packing (56 lb.)
Turpentine (50 gallons)
Tanks ,  malt (20)
Towels, best office (2 dozen)
Tallow, best (1 ton)
Vices,  fitters  (5 cwt.)
Varnish, Noble's and Hoare ' s best hard drying body
(50 gallons)
Waste, white cotton (3 tons)
Water-wells, for copying (1 dozen)
Wax Vestas,  250's  (5 gross)
Whiting (3 cwt.)
Worsted (14 lb.)
Washers, iron, assorted sizes (50 gross)
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Wire, copper (28  lb.)
Wire, brass (28 lb.)
Wire, steel (28 lb.)
Wire, iron (28 lb.)
Weighing Machine, spring dial fora parcels, 112 lb.,
Avery's or Pooley's (1 dozen)
Ditto, ditto, to weigh 1 ton (3)
Ditto, ditto, to weigh *aton (3)
Timber, pine, per 100 feet superficial (100,000 feet)
Timber, hardwood, ditto (100,000 feet)
Timber, cedar, per foot (50,000 feet)
Timber, Cudgeree, per 100 feet superficial (10,000 feet)
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st September, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information that
Licenses from the Treasury have been granted
to the undermentioned persons during the month of
August, 1873.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
Name Place.
To RETAIL LIQuox.
Boyd, Edw.  ,,, Bowen.
Drummond, W. ... Brisbane.
Orr, Jno. ... ditto.
Guilfoy, Jno. .. ... Bundaberg.
Brassington, Saml. Charleville.
Bradley, Edward, senr. ditto.
Elliott, W. ... ... ditto.
Fraser, Mary ... ... ditto.
Hanlin, Jas. ... ... ditto.
Brynes, P. E. ... ... Clermoni.
Dean, J. ... ... ditto.
Cassidy, 0. P. ... ... Georgetown.
Mullens, D. ... ... ditto.
MoGroarty, J. ... ... ditto.
O'Donel, Js. ... ... ditto:
Devine, Matthew ... Gympie.
Edwards, Thos. J. ditto.
Williams, L. ... ... ditto.
Clewes,  D. .. ... Gladstone.
Yon Coon ... Millchester.
Irwin, Margaret ... Maryborough.
Muir, Archibald ... ditto.
Thayne, Alex. ... ... ditto.
Forkington, Jno. ... Nebo.
Haynes, Joseph... ... Ravenswood.
Wallace, J. T. J. ... ditto.
Burke, Patk. ... ... Rockhampton.
Egan, Pat. ... ... ditto.
Foxford, W. H.... ... ditto.
Fulton, H. ... ... ditto.
Hurley, D. ... ... ditto.
Nash, C.... ... ... ditto.
Winton, W. ditto.
Yin, Ali ditto.
Dwyer, M. Stanthorpe.
Burnes, Jno. Townsville.
WnOInSALE SpIniT )  DEALERS.
Parbury, Lamb, and Co. Brisbane.
Warry and Co., R. S. ... ditto.
Sin Yon Lee and Co. ... ... Millchester.
AUCTIONEERS.
Morwitch, H. ... ... ... Brisbane.
Stephenson, R.... ... ... Bundaberg.
Evereste, C. J.... ... ... Gympie.
Pattison, J. ... ... Georgetown
Shiels,  Alex. ... ... Mackay
Bellgrove,  Edwin ... ... Roma.
Craig , Alex. ... ... ... ditto.
BILLIARDS.
Kipling, A. ... ... Clermont.
Hyne, R. M, ... ... .... Maryborough.
McAlister, A. ... ... . St. George.
Perkins,  W. T.... ... Toowoomba.
BAGATELLE.
Jackson,  J. ... ... ... Brisbane.
Munroe,  W. ... .. ditto.
Pritchard, G. H. ... ... Gympie.
Goodwin,  E. ... ... ... Maryborough.
Taylor, R. ... ... ditto.
Fraser,  G. C. ... ... ... St. George.
Roberts, J. ... ... .. ditto.
Maloney, J. ... ... ... Toowoomba.
ON and after the 15th  instant, a  Branch of the,
Government Savings Bank will be established
at Burrenda, under the charge.of Mr.  ALEXANDER
TaoMPsox.
W. L. G. DREW,
Under- Secretary.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
UPPER BRISBANE RIVER. x.
MASTERS of Steam Vessels navigating the,
Upper Brisbane are cautioned, when ap-
proaching the punt employed in obtaining borings
at the site of the proposed Railway Bridge at
Oxley, to reduce the speed of their  engines  suffi-
ciently to prevent any wash while passing the punt,
as any sudden movement might break the boring
apparatus, and cause great delay and expense in
carrying out the work.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, August 30th, 1873.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SUNKEN ROCK OFF NUSA HEAD.
R. WILLIAM JEw, Master of the Barque
ll " Crishna," reports that while lying in Laguna
Bay, off the mouth of the Nusa River, on the 22nd
and 23rd instant-a heavy sea running outside-he
observed a break about 14 miles northwards of
Nusa Head. This probably shows the existence of a
sunken rock lying off that head, similarly situated
to the rocks off Point Lookout, Cape Moreton,
Point Raper, and Double Island Point.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 28th August, 1873.
ANNUAL PASTORAL  RENT LIST FOR 1873.
11IE attention of Crown Lessees ,  and others,
is directed to. the  Queensland Government
Gazette  of 5th August, 1873, containing a list of
all Rents and Assessments due and payable at the
Treasury on or before 30th Septmeber, 1873.
The Gazette  may be seen at any Court House
in the Colony on application to the C.P.S., or may
be obtained direct from the Government Printing
Office by remitting the sum of one shi ll ing.
J. P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 10th June, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above  are now  open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Bowen (Port  Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont,  Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Gympie,
Ipswich, Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Milchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards  will  be received,
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed  on deposits not exceed.
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds  per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding  £200. at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and  at the rate of
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four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part 'thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
aiy of the above offices.
By His  Exce llency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS, 1874-5.SERVICES No. 61(Gainsford and Copper-
field), and No. 81 (Westwood and Gainsford),
are withdrawn from list of Tenders called for
on 13th August, 1873.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
General Post Office,
Queensland, 13th August, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE, 1874-5.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
S
EPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, and
will be received until noon of SATURDAY,
the 11th October next, for the conveyance of Post
Office Mails, as undermentioned, from the 1st
January, 1874.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously on
application at any Post Office in the Colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words "  Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number  of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the Tender Box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as  below, the mail services for which they
tender, and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each
service ,  as well  as for the periods mentioned,
namely,  one year or two years.
Every Tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such  sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross  amount of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on the 20th October next, and must then
be prepared, if called on, forthwith to pay to the
Postmaster-General a sum equal to.ten per cent. of
the amount of such of their tenders as may be
accepted, as a guarantee until their bonds and con-
tracts shall be executed.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender can be inspected at the General Post
Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster-General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
Service-From and to, and to and from :-
Number of Service-2. Brisbane, Tingalpa, and
Cleveland.-By coach, twice a week, for one or two
years.
6. Brisbane and Nerang Creek,  viii  Eight-mile
Plains, Logan Reserve, Waterford, Beenleigh,
Pimpama, ('oomera, and Coombambah.-By coach,
three times a week, for one or two years.
7. Brisbane and Gympie,  via  Stewart's Ferry,
Yandina, and One-mile Creek.-By coach, twice a
week, for one or two years.
55. Roma and Taroom,  via  Enthella, Myall
Downs, Mount Hutton, Baroondah, Googarry,
Euroombah, and Kinnoul.-By horse, once a week,
for one or two years.
8. Nerang Creek and Kynumboon.-By horse,
twice a week, for one or two years.
11. Brisbane, Rocky Waterholes, Oxley, Goodna,
and Ipswich.-By coach, twice a day (except Sun-
days), and expresses when required, for one or two
years. The distance to be curtailed as the railway
traffic is extended, a proportionate reduction of
payment being made.
13. Dalby and Condamine,  via  Kogan and
Wombo.-By coach, twice a week, for one or two
years.
14. Condamine and Roma,  via  Morabie, Wallum-
billa, and Blythedale.-By coach, twice a week, for
one or two years.
15. Roma and Mitchell Downs,  via  Mount Abun-
dance, Bungeworgorai, Bindango, and AmbyDowns.
-By horse, twice a week, for one or two years.
16. Mitchell Downs and Charleville.-By horse,
twice a week, for one or two years.
17. Brisbane, Caboolture, and Jimna,  via  Durun-
dur and Kilcoy.-By horse, once a week, for one or
two years.
22. Ipswich and Unumgar (N.S.W.),  via  Peak
Hotel, One Eye Waterhole, Dugandan, Coochin
Coochin, and Maroon.--By horse, once a week, for
one or two years.
26. Toowoomba and Emu Creek,  via  Highfields.
-By horse, once a week, for one or two years.
27. Toowoomba and Drayton.-By horse, twice
a day, for one or two years.
29. Cambooya and Leyburn.-By horse, twice a
week, for one or two years. In times of flood,
mails to be conveyed from and to Warwick and
Leyburn.
34. Dalby Post Office and the Railway Station.-
By coach, once a day (except Sundays), for one or
two years.
35. Dalby and Goondiwindi,  via  Broadribb's,
Gore's, Jolly's, Liscomb's, St. Ruth's, Cecil Plains,
Western Creek, Wyaga, Billa Billa, Gooda, and
Yambercolli.-By horse, once a week, for one or
two years.
36. Darby and St. George,  via  Halliford, We-
ranga, Tartha, Cooroorah, Coomrith, Canmaroo,
West Teelbar, Kooroona, Balledine, Warre, and
West Haran.-By horse, once a week, for one or
two years.
37. Dalby and Gayndab,  via  Jimbour, Burran-
dowan, Boondooma, and Cooranga.-By horse, or
by two-horse mail cart, once a week, for one or two
years.
44. Warwick and Stanthorpe,  via  Maryland
(N. S. W.).-By coach, six times a week, for one
or two years.
45. Cunnamulla and Thorgomindah,  via  Sharpe's,
Eulo, Doyle's (Yowar), Brookes and Sadler's, and
Sullivan's Gumhole Station.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
46. Goondiwindi and Mungindi,  via  Callandoon,
Winton, Welltown, Talwood, and Wilverah (in
time of flood,  via  Picton's, between Talwood and
Mungindi).-By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
48. Condamine and Surat,  via  Undullah, Murilla,
Warkon, Combarngo, and Noorindoo.-By horse,
once a week, for one or two years.
49. St. George and Curriwillinghi,  via  Bombah,
Doondi, Curriwildi, Nee Nee, Boorimberra, and
Euraba.-By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
50. Maryborough and Gympie,  via  Tiaro, Owan-
yilla, and Gootchy.-By coach, six times a week,
for one or two years.
52. St. George and Mitchell Downs,  via  Wagaby,
Wondan, Cashmere No. 10, Waterloo, Perwell,
Glencoe, Hillsborough, and Foyle View.-By horse,
once a week, for one or two years.
53. Condamine and Taroom, via Tieryboo, Wal-
lann, Juandah, and Rochdale.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
64. Gympie and One-mile Creek.-By horse,
once a day, for one or two years.
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56. Gympie and Tewantin.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years, subject to three months
notice.
59. Maryborough Post Office and the Wharf, to
meet every  steamer .-By dray, for one or two years.
60. Rockhampton Post Office and the Railway
Station.-By coach, twice a day, except Sundays,
for one or two years.
64. Maryborough and Gayndah,  via  Degilbo.-
By coach, twice a week, for one or two years.
65. St. Lawrence Post Office  and Steamers at
the Wharf, Broadsound.-By horse, to meet
steamers and vessels  carrying  mails, for one or two
years.
67. St. Lawrence and Nebo,  via  Collaroy, Tiery-
woomba, and Funnel Creek.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
68. Westwood,  Banana,  and Taroom,  via  Cal-
liungal, Rannes, Kyan,a, Walloon, Camboon, Cra-
cow, and Cockatoo.-By hor:  e, once  a week, for
one or  two years.
70. Mackay and Nebo,  via  Hazlewood.-By
horse, once a week, for one or two years.
71. Nebo and Copperfield,  via  Oxford Downs,
Police Barracks, Grosvenor Downs, Tinwald Downs,
Spring  Diggings, Wolfang, and Clermont.-By
horse, once a week, for one or two years.
73. Clermont and Beaufort,  via  Western Dig-
gngs, Police Barracks, Rolfe's, Banchory, and Sur-
biton. returning from Beaufort,  via  Craven, Bely-
ando Hotel, Banchory, Blue Mountain Peak, Police
Barracks , Red Rock Valley, Qakey Creek Hotel,
and Western Diggings.-By horse, once  a week, for
one or  two years.
74. Clifton and Spring Creek.-By horse, once a
day (except Sundays) for one or two years.
75. Warwick and Leyburn,  via  Toolburra and
Talgai.-By horse,  once  a week, for one or two
years.
76. Rockhampton and St. Lawrence,  via  Yaamba,
Princhester, Police Barracks, Marlborough, Too-
loomba, and Waverley.-By horse,  once  a week, for
one or  two years.
83. Blackall and  Bowen Downs,  via  Home Creek,
Cameron's, Aramac, and Ravenshead.-By horse,
once  a week, for one or two years.
84. Warwick Post Office and the Railway Station.
-By coach, twice a day (except Sundays), for one
or two years.
85. Gayndah and Banana,  via  Dalgangal , Rawbelle
Cattle Station, and Belmont.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
87. Walloon and Sandy Creek (Mount Esk), via
Glamorgan Vale and Tarampa.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
89. Gladstone and Kariboe,  via  Ten-mile Creek,
Boyne Reef, Mann's, Riverston, Barmundoo, and
Milton, with extension to Kroombit Copper
Mines -.By horse, once a week, for  one or two
years.
103. Gladstone and  Banana ,  vi4  Calliope Dig-
gings, East  Stowe, Catfish, Upper Calliope  Station,
Mount Alma, Callide, Prairie, and Kooingal.-By
horse ,  once  a week, fcr one or  two years.
10v,. Gayndah and Mount Perry.-By horse,
twice  a week, for one or two years.
105, Rockhampton, Cawarral, and Hewittville.-
By coach, once a week, for  one or two  years (sub-
ject to three months'  notice).
109. Gainsford and Springsure,  via  Wooroonga,
Barangah , Baubinia Downs, Albinia Downs, Meteor
Downs, Orion Downs, and Rainworth.-By horse,
once  a week, for one or two years.
111. SpringsurP and Beaufort,  via  Glenlee, Echo
Hills, and Avoca.-By horse,  once a week, for one
or two years.
112. Tambo and Isis Downs, via Elizabeth Creek,
Forest Hill, Ravensbourne, Moorsland, Terrick
Terrick, Wooroolah, Malvern Hills, Thornleigh,
and Portland.-By horse,  o w:e a  week, for one or
two years.
115. Gympie and Kilkivan,  vid Black Snake.-
By horse, once a week  (subject to  three months'
notice).
117. Kariboe and Mount Perry.-By horse, once
a week, for one or two years.
127. Degilbo and Mount Perry.-By horse, once
a week, for one or two years.
130. Bundaberg and Mount Perry  via  Bingera,
Gin Gin, Moolboolaman, Boolboonda, and Walca.-
By horse, twice a week, for one or two years.
131. Eulo and Hoodsville.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
133. Elizabeth Creek and Thorgomindah, via Lis
towel Downs, Tintinchilla, Commongin, Ardoch, and
Norley.-By horse , once  a fortnight, for one or
two years.
135. Stantborpe and Ballandean, and Stanthorpe
and Bookookoorara.-By coach, twice a week, for
one or  two years.
139. St. George and Cunnamulla (route to be
determined).-By horse, once a fortnight, for one
or two years.
140. Thorgomindah and Hoodsville.-By horse,
once a week, for one or two years.
141. Hawkwood and Caamboon,  via  Yerilla,
Redbank Township. Redbank Station, Calrossie,
and Knockbreak.-By horse,  once a  week, for one
or two years.
142. Cawarral and Toorilla,  via  Mulambin,
Taranganba, Bald Hills Township, Bamoyea,
Byfield, Raspberry Creek, Tilpal, and Banksia
Plains.-By horse, once a week, for  one or two
years.
144. Clermont and Aramac (route to be deter-
mined).-By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
General Post Office,
Queensland, 8th August, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE 1874-5.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
1
QEPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, and
will be received until noon of SATURDAY,
the 11th October next, for the conveyance of Post
Office Mails, as undermentioned, from the 1st
January, 1874.
All Tenders are required to be written  on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously on
application  at any Post Office in the colony,  and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid ) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words  "Tender
for the Conveyance o j' Mails,"  together with the
number of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the Tender Box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail services for which they
tender, and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each
service, as well as for the periods mentioned,
namely, one year or two years.
Every Tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, qnd two responsible persons  willing
to become bound with him in such  sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount  of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their  agents, are  required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on the 20th October next, and must then
be prepared, if called on, forthwith to pay to the
Postmaster-General a sum  equal to ten  per cent. of
the amount of such of their tenders  as may be
accepted  as a guarantee  until their bonds and con-
tracts  shall be executed.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender can be inspected at the General Post
Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR. .
Postmaster-General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
Service-From and to, and to and from
Number of Service.-80. Bowen and Mackay,
via  Newstead, Proserpine, Gogango, Bloomsbury,
St. Helen's, Jollimount, and Cook's Station.-By
horse, once a fortnight, for one or two years.
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86. Bowen and Nebo,  via  Bowen Crossing, Nor-
manby Goldfield, Blenheim, McEwan's. Lake
Elphinstone, and Fort Cooper, including Bowen
Run and Sonona.-By horse, once a week, for one
or two years.
92. Bowen and Ravenswood.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two 'years ; route to be determined.
94. Townsville and Dalrymple.-By horse, once
I week, for one or two years.
95. Dalrymple and Cape River Goldfields.-By
horse, once a week, for one or two years.
100. Richmond Downs and the Cloncurry Liver
via Minnimere and MacGillivrays.-By horse, once
a month, for one or two years.
119. Gilberton and Georgetown.-By horse, once
week, for one or two years.
120. Georgetown and Normanton.-By horse,
once a fortnight, for one or two years.
122. Bowen Downs and Hughenden.-By horse,
once  a fortnight, for one or two years.
124. Cloncurry and Normanton, via Sheaffes,
Dalgonally, Millengera, Taldora, Conobie, Clifton,
Sorghum Downs, and Bynoe.-By horse, once a
month, for one or two years.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 26th August, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the subjoined Regulations for the
treatment of habitual offenders, which are hereby
pub lished for general information.
A. H. PALMER.
TREATMENT OF PRISONERS ON SECOND AND SUB-
SEQUENT CONVICTIONS.
39. Sentences not exceeding Twelve Months.-
Separate treatment for the whole period. Two
months with cell door closed ,  and the .  remainder
of the sentence in cell with open door ,  prisoner being
employed at tailoring, shoemaking, &c.
40. Sentences over one year and not exceeding
two years.-Separate treatment for two months
in cell with closed door. Ten months in cell with
open door ,  at work at tailoring, shoemaking, &c.,
and the remainder of the sentence in the D yard,
which yard shall be set apart for the exclusive use
of such prisoners.
41. Sentences of two years and upwards.-The
same  as No. 40, till the expiration of two years,
when they shall be associated in labor in the work-
shops with the other prisoners .  In the event of any
misconduct to be returned to the D yard.
Rations.
42. For the first six months to receive No. 1
ration in dietary scale  ;  from six to twelve months,
No. 2 ration ; from twelve months to two years,
No. 3 ration daily.
Hours of labor.
43. From 8.15 a.m. till 12 o'clock noon ; from
1 p.m. till 4 p.m. Saturdays, from 8'15 a.m. till
12 noon.
Exercise.
44. From 7'15 a.m. till 8.15 a.m.
CLASSIFICATION.
Shot  drill.
45. From 4.20 p.m. to 5 p.m. continuously. To
be locked up on Sundays ,  except when at exercise.
The strictest Silence to be observed at all times.
Visitors.
46. Not to be allowed to see any visitor during
the first six months ; after which, a prisoner will
be permitted to receive a visit every four months.
Letters.
47. A prisoner will not be allowed to receive or
to send a letter during the first six months ; after
which, he may write a letter every four months,
and receive a letter every two months. Prisoners
of this class will not be allowed indulgences of any
kind. The officer in charge of No. 12 Tower will
take charge of the D Ward, and exercise and give
shot drill to the prisoners.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 26th August, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to cancel the Rules numbered 25, 26, 27, 28, 29,
relating to gratuities to prisoners under the Rules
and Regulations for the management of Her Ma-
jesty's Gaols in Queensland, published in the
Government Gazette  of 29th July, 1868, and to
approve of the subjoined Rule, to be substituted in
lieu thereof.
A. H. PALMER.
GRATUITIES.
Such gratuities may be granted to deserving
prisoners on their discharge from gaol, as the
Sheriff may recommend, and the Colonial Secretary
approve.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd September, 1873.
THE following Bye-law, made by the MunicipalCouncil of Dalby, having been conf rmed
by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, under his Hand, in
accordance with the 74th section of  "1'he Municipal
Institutions Act of  1864," the same is hereby pub-
lished in the  Government Gazette.
A. H. PALMER.
MUNICIPALITY OF DALBY.
BYE-LAW.
Any person who shall  erect  or cause to be
erected any  haystack within the Municipality of
Dalby, within  a distance  of one hundred yards of
any dwelling -house,  building, or  place of business,
shall be liable ,  on conviction , to a penalty not ex-
ceeding twenty pounds (£20).
G. B. MOLLE, Mayor.
Passed  by the  Municipal  Council of Dalby, on
the 14th day of August, 1873.
CHAS. W. EBBS,
Town Clerk.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of Septem-
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's Reign.
NORMANBY.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd September, 1873.
T
HE  following Bye-laws, made by the Municipal
Council of Warwick, having been confirmed
by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, under his Hand, in
accordance with the 74th section of "  The Municipal
Institutions Act  of 1864," the same are hereby pub-
lished in the  Government Gazette.
A. H. PALMER.
BYE-LAWS FOR REGULATING THE TRAFFIC OF THE
BRIDGES OVER THE CONDAMINE RIVER AT
WARWICK.
In pursuance of the powers in that behalf con-
tained in  "The Municipal Institutions  Act of  1864, "
and all  other powers enabling them ,  the Council
of the Municipality of Warwick do make the fol-
lowing  Bye-laws:-
1.  All persons riding or driving over the Vic-
toria Bridge crossing the Condamine River, War-
wick ,  or its approaches within the chain fence, or
over the bridge crossing the Condamine River in
Helene street, town of Warwick ,  shall cause the
horse and vehicle ridden or driven by them to pro-
ceed at a walking pace.
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2. Any  person riding or driving across the said
bridges and approaches ,  or shall cause or allow the
horse driven or ridden  by him  or her to proceed at
any faster pace than a walk, shall pay for every
such offence a penalty not exceeding five pounds
sterling  (£ 5), to be recovered in  -a  summary way
under section 90 of the said  " Municipal  Institu-
tions Act  of 1864." • A
Made and approved  of by the  Council of the
Municipality  of Warwick,  this 12th  day of  August,
1873.
J. LIDDELL ROSS,
Mayor.
PeAs.  B. WOODS, -
Town Clerk.
Confirmed ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -eighth day of
August, in  the yearof our Lord one  thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three,  and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty 's reign.
NORMANBY.
By Command
A. H. PALMER.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 6th September, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, in con-
formity with the provisions of the 117th
section of  "  The  Real Property Act of  1861," on or
after the 21st day of September instant, to issue in
the name of Charles Corcoran, of the Logan River,
farmer, a Provisional Certificate of Title for 10
acres of land, being part of portion 37, situated in
the -county of Stanley, and parish of Mackenzie, in
the Logan Agricultural Reserve, and more particu-
larly described in the Register Book, vol. 35, folio
71, the original Certificate of Title having been lost.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1873.
NOTICE.
THE Revd. J. H. KLNSEN, a Minister of the
Lutheran Denomination, residing at Mary-
borough, within the Registration District of Mary-
borough, is duly registered as a Minister authorised
to celebrate Marriages within the Colony, under
the provisions of  " The Marriage Act of  186t."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1873.
NOTICE.
THE Revd. J. HASSALL, a Minister of the Church
of England, has removed from the Northern
Districts to the Registration District of Brisbane,
and has given me notice of such removal, in accord.
ance with the provisions of  " The Marriage Act_
of 1864."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
NOTICE is hereby given, that GEORGE Locu.
INGTON DIcaENs, WILLIAM COYLE, RICHARD
APPLEBY COATES, and WILLIAM  BEER  HOLBERTON,
all of Brisbane,  were  this day admitted as Chemists
and Druggists.
K. CANNAN, President.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS, Secretary.
Queensland Medical Board,
4th September, 1873.
N.B.-The Medical Board  meet on  the first
Thursday in each month, at half-past 10 a.m., at
the Immigration Office, William street, Brisbane.
QUEENSLAND BOARD OF GENERAL
EDUCATION.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
THE Queensland Board of Education will grant
Grammar School Scholarships annuall y to
deserving Pupils of the Primary Schools of the
Colony. The Board will pay the Grammar School
tuition fees of such Primary School boys  as shall
prove themselves,  on examination, to be fitted$or
a higher class of education than is afforded in the
Primary Schools.
2. Examinations for Scholarships will be held
simultaneously at some time during the first three
weeks of the December of every year, one month's
notice at least to be given of the precise date of
holding. Examiners to be appointed by the Board.
3. The examinations for 1874 Scholarships will
take place in December, 1873, at Brisbane, Ips-
wich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, and Rockhampton
only, unless special application shall be made and
approved for holding examinations elsewhere ; but
candidates may present themselves from any Pri-
mary School.
4. Nominations of candidates, by the principal
teachers of their respective schools, must reach the
Education Office at least one month before the
date fixed for holding the examinations, and the
nominations must be accompanied by a statement
that the candidates are Primary School scholars,
not exceeding fourteen years of age at the date of
the examinations, that they have not been pupils
at a grammar school, and have been in fairly
regular attendance at a primary school for the
previous six months, and have been Queensland
Primary school boys for eighteen months.
5. Scholarships will be tenable, during good
behaviour and the pleasure of the Board, for three
years.
6. The 'examinations will be held under the
supervision of responsible officers of the Board
appointed for the purpose. The questions will be
the same in all places. The candidates' papers are
to be anonymous, distinguished by a motto or
number, and accompanied by a sealed envelope
containing the name and age of the candidate, the
whole to be forwarded under seal to the Secretary
of the Board, immediately after the examinations,
for transmission to the Examiners.
7. Successful competitors will be entitled,
through their parents or guardians, to elect the
particular Grammar School at which they shall
study; and, in the case of change of residence, or
other sufficient cause shown, leave will be given for
transfer from one Grammar School to another.
8. The subjects of examination for 1874 scho-
larships will be the same as thuse prescribed in the
Board's printed regulations for boys who have
reached the fourth form in a Primary School.
9. The percentage of marks entitling to a
Scholarship at the next examinations will be fifty
(50) ; but in special cases, brought under their notice
by the Examiners, the Board may act independently
of this rule.
By order of the Board,
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
NOTICES TO MARINERS.
LIGHT ON LADY ELLIOT'S ISLAND.
()N and after this date the temporary light on
Lady Elliot's Island will be replaced by a
Fourth Order Dioptric Holophotal Revolving Light,
the flashes being at intervals of thirty seconds.
The tower is painted white, and the light, which
is visible all round the horizon, is elevated 60
feet above high water, being, in clear weather,
visible from a distance of 12 miles.
TEMPORARY LIGHT, BURNETT RIVER.
On and after  this date a temporary  light will be
exhibited from the Pilot  Station,  at the mouth of
the Burnett  River . The light will be a fixed white
light, showing
N.W.,
seaward  between the  bearings
of S.E. and 1V.W.,  and visible in clear weather
from a distance of 9 miles.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , August 12th, 1873.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th September, 1873.
SALE OF RUNS IN SETTLED DISTRICTS BY AUCTION.
N pursuance of the Regulations proclaimed respectively on the 4th January and 8th March, 1872,
I under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is hereby notified for  general
information, that  a lease  for five years of the Runs of Crown lands hereunder described, which have become
vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of
A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on TUESDAY, 28th October, 1873, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
The upset price per square mile at which each run will be offered, according to the  estimated area,
iii each  case, is one  pound sterling, and the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the term
of five years,  ending  on the 31st December, 1878.
A deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year 's rent , will have to be paid at the time of
sale  ; each subsequent year's rent will require to be paid at the Treasury.
The runs offered for sale under this Notice will be subject to general selection, under the  provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," and in the  case of an area  exceeding  one square mile
being alienated in one or more years, a proportional reduction of rent will be made  in the payment
following such alienation.
All information  respecting  the boundaries and situation of the runs, may be obtained by application
to the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SALE AT THE AUCTION ROOMS OF A. MARTIN ,  QUEEN STREET,  BRISBANE ,  ON TUESDAY, THE
28TH OCTOBER, 1873.
Date of
m m
Lot. Name of Run. Description of Boundaries . Expiration
Of  Lease.
Pm
a
a d.
1 Eton Vale... 731
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Commencing where  the western  boundary  of Mount Pleasant 31st Dec.,
Run crosses  the Bogie River ,  and bounded  thence on  the 1878.
east  by portion of said boundary ,  being a  li ne south about
two hundred and forty  chains  ;  thence on  the south by a
line bearing  west sixteen degrees  north about  one thousand
and twenty chains ; thence on the  west by a line  bearing
north  to the Bogie  River about four hundred and eighty
chains ; and thence on the north  by said river upwards to
the point  of commencement
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
2 Greycli f e ... ... 42 Commencing at the south corner of Calliungle Conso lidation 31st Dec., 1 0 0
No. 3, at the Lily Waterholes ,  Kroombit Creels, and 1878.
bounded thence on the north-east by the  aforesaid con-
solidation in a north-westerly direction about seventeen
miles to the range dividing the watershed of the Kroombit
and Rannes Creeks ; thence by that range southerly about
thirteen miles; thence on the south by a line bearing
east about seven miles to the point of commencement
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st August, 1873.
T is hereby notified for general information ,  that application  under  the 27th section of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests lffected thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing ,  within two months from this date.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Sc88DuLB OP ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
i A. Hodgson and R.  Ramsay
2 A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay
3 A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay
4 A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay
5 A. Hodgson and R . Ramsay
6 A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay
7 I A. Hodgson and R.  Ramsay
situatio n. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
Road separating portions  69A, 69B ,  Cambooya  ... ...  6 0 6
72A, and 728, from portions 68A,
688, 73A, and 73B
Road separating portions 67A, 678 ,  Cambooya
74A, and 74B ,  from portions 66A,
66B, 66c, 66n, 75A, 758,  76o, and
75D
Road  separating  portions BIB, 81A,  Cambooya
from 80A, 80B, and 82B, 818, 80B,
79B, 78n, from 83A, 83r, 84A, 84B,
85A, 85B
Road separating portions 83D, 83r ,  Cambooya
84A, 848, 85A,  858, from portions
1, 2, 3, 4, 86, and 87
1 0 0
6 0 13
10 3 36
8 0 5
Road separating portions 34A and Cambooya  ... ...  2 3 34
34B from portions 35A and 35B
Road separating portions 38A and Cambooya  ... ...  3 0 0
38B from portions 39A and 39B
Road separating portions 3 and 5 Ramsay  ... ... 5 3 30
from portions 6 and 10
Nora .- The above Roads are proposed to be closed in consequence of a new Road being about to be opened to Oambooya Railway
Station.
1500
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  1st September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HHIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open a new Road through Glengallan pre-emptives 62 and 61, in the parishes of Deuchar and
Glengallan respectively, in the county of Merivale, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the
provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of
Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of  tL+iv
Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Warwick ;  and all persons  interested  therein are  requested
to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this  date, any well-
grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-1626-W. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  GLENGALLAN  PEE-EMPTIVES 62 AND 61, PABIsHES DEUcHAR
AND GLENGALLAN ,  COUNTY OF  MRRIViLE ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC  ROAD,  UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL, 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No.
1
0
Portion of  Road .  Reputed Owner.
Commencing  at  the
eastern boundary of
pre-emptive 62, and
running westerly and
no rt h -westerly to its
western boundary
Commencing at the
eastern boundary  of
pre-emptive 61, and
running no rt h-west-
erly to the main road
from Warwick to
Ipswich
Occupier . I  Bearings.
Breadth
of
Road.
Marsha ll and Unoccupied ... N. 265° E. 7 00 1 chain 4 223 Bald ridge ; black
Deuchar N. 280' 3 50 soil.
N. 303°
I
35 97
Marsha ll
Deuchar
and Unoccupied ... N. 303° E. 10 31 1 chain  1 0 10 Unimproved
land.
forest
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  1st September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Selections 201, and Portion 49, parish of Indooroopilly, Notice is
hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in
force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above.
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ;
and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive
Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may  exist  to the formation
of the Road  in question.
Passenger Goods and Live
73-3177. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION  201, AND PORTION 49, PARISH  OF INDOOROOPILLY,
COUNTY OF STANLEY,  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER  THE  ACT OF COUNCIL,
4 WILLIAM IT., No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road .
1 Commencing at the
north-west corner of
selection 201, and
running southerly to
its southern boundary
2 Commencing on the
nort h boundary of
portion 49, and run-
ning  southerly and
westerly to  a reserved
road
Register Length BreadthNo. of
Selection.
Reputed Owner. Occupier. Bearings . in chains. of Road.
cha. lks,
1314 M. Moffatt ... N. 187° 32' E. 6 76 Irregular
N.  183° 7' E. 4 50  width
N. 199° 28' E. 2 15
... J. McGrath ... N. 199° 28' E. 0 73 Irregular
N. 236° 13'E. 1 25 width
N. 276° 28' E. 4 20
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Week ending Augast 30th ,  1873 ...
Corresponding week last year .... ...
Increase  ... ...
Decrease
Fares,
Length
n Chains.
ohs. 1ks,
By Command,
Stock.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
426 13 3 1,207 7 1
446 6 9 1,111 1 7
96 5 6
19 12 6
Area.
A.  R.  P.
Remarks.
Total.
£  s. d. £ a. d.
68 3 6 1,702 310
6015 1 1,608 2 5
17 8 6 94 1 6
EDWD. DEIGHTON,
Pro  Commissioner for Ra ilways.
Area ,  Remarks.
A. a. P.
1 3 7 Forestland,un-
fenced and
uncultivated.
0 2 14 Forest land,
partly fenced
and occupied.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
1501
Commissioner for Railways'  Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1873.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
NOTICE is hereby given; that the undermentioned  articles are in  the custody of the  Lost Property
Department, Southern and Western Railway, as lost property.
Owners can obtain the same on application to the Traffic Manager, Ipswich, and  paying costs.
If not  released on  or before SATURDAY, 13th September, 1873, they will be sold by public
auction, to defray expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF LOST PROPERTY ON HAND AT IPSWICH STATION ,  30TH JVNE, 1873.
Date found . Station and Place . Where found . Desc ri ption of Art icle.
1873.
1 January  . .  Ipswich .. On platform 1 package ,  shirt, &c.
1 is „ On line 1 lady's hat
6 „ Warwick .. let class  No. 3, Up 1 pipe and case
17 „ . . Ipswich .. On platform 1 paper parcel, containing a dress
21 „ . . Dalby . , let class No. 2, Up 1 parcel glass
21 „ . . Laidley .. On line 1 lady's hat
23 „ . . Ipswich . , ... 2nd class No.  4, Down 2 parasols
h23 „ . . „ .. ., „ 1 straw at
18 February  . .  Walloon .. .. On line Remains of  quarter-bag  flour
10 March  . .  Warwick .. .. 2nd class No.  5,  Up 1 parasol
18 „ . .  is .. .. 1st class No. 3, Up 1 tobacco pouch
16 „ • . is In goods shed . . 1 bundle matting
1 fl i15 n .. n is ro nat
l16 „ •• „ .. .. „ 3 broom hand es
17 „ •• Ipswich , . . , On platform 1 package ,  shirt, &c.
17 •• stick1 walkin„
17 „ •
is
• „ . , 2nd  class No .  2, Down ..
g
1 bundle  cabbage-tree
18 „ •• „ .. .. His Excellency the Gover-
nor's Special
1 walking stick
20  „ Warwick .. . , On line 1 gentleman's hat
21 „ Ipswich .. .. On station 3 packages ,  containing clothing
24 f, Murphy's Creek .. .. On line 1 lady' s straw hat
d i26 Warwick .. ..  On station r1 bag sun es
26
„ . . „ „
1 blue swag
26
„ „
1 bundle clothes, with 1 billy  attached
31 On platform 1 valise, containing clothes
31 „ 1 fibre mattress , RA over W
10 April Ipswich .. 2nd class carriage 1 parasol
11 „ „ , , .. Platform 1 coat
24  is  . . Toowoomba .. .. Cloak room .. 1 trunk,  containing women's wearing
apparel
24 „ „ 3 felt hats
24 is 1 cap
24 1 shawl
17 May Cambooya Main Range 1 handkerchief bundle
19
„
Ipswich Platform 1 piece matting
20
„
In carriage 1 pipe and tobacco
20 1 mu ffier
20
„
1 lady's bag
20 Cambooya , , . On ground opposite station 1 tent swag
20
.
1 h dk hi f l
20 Ipswich
. , , . 2nd class No. 4, Down ,
erc e parcean
1 basket,  contain in g towel
20 Toowoomba .. Dalby line 1 child's hat
21 Highfields .. Main Range 1 hat with turban
26 „ Toowoomba Cloak room 1 lady's scarf
26 1 lady's winter cloak
31 Ipswich On platform 1 swag of clothes
31
„
1 bag clothes
31 1 hat box, containing black hat
31 2 saddle bags
5 June Warwick On station 2 axle blocks
6 Is 11 1 sheet iron
9 „ Highfielda .. . ,  66, 70 ,  Main Range 1 hat
9 is Ipswich .. „ On platform .. 1 handkerchief parcel
A quantity of old second -hand railway porters '  uniform.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.LIST of UNCLAIMED GOODS on hand ,  IPSWICH STATION , 30th June, 1873:-
Date. Name. Station from. Station to. Description.
1872.
Warwick  .. I  1 net, and rope attached6 September  ..  Harvey  ... ..  Ipswich
TIME TABLE.
Commissioner for Railways'  Office,
B ri sbane ,  1st September, 1873.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY
.- On and  after MONDAY ,  Sth September ,  1873, the foll owing Time Table wi ll  come into operation until further notice.
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
FEET
ABOVE
HIGH
WATER
MARE.
140 12 ...
198 18 ...
274 21
574 25
335 29 ...
340 88 ...
465 49 ...
788 59 ...
1630 69 ...
2005 76 ...
1928 I 78 ...
... 82.35
... 85 7
MILES.
From From Too-
.Tpewich.  woomba.
85 7
901 121
94 16
102 24
109 31
118 40
120 42
131 63
140 62
143 65
... 85
... 97 ...
106 ...
114 ...
127 ...
i30 ...
STATIOA S.
Ipswich ...
Walloon ...
Rosewood
Western Creek
Grandchester
Victoria Tunnel
Laidley ...
Gatton ...
Helidon
Murphy's Creek
Highfields
Summit of Range
Toowoomba ...
Mixed.  Mixed.
A.M. A.M.
10.0 ...
,,, 10.28 ...
... A ...
UP TRAINS.
Mixed.
 Mixed.
P.M. P.M.
4.40
FEET
ABOVE
HIGH
WA TEA
MARE.
MILET.
From From
Dalby. Warwick.
*5.8 ... 3
A ... ... 16
A ... ... 24
arrive  *11-13
 ... ...  5.47 ...
 ...
33
depart 11 .17 ... ... 5.51
 ... ...  40
... ... A ... ... A ... ... 45
,,, ,,, 11.64
 ... ...  6.28 ...
12.23
 ... ... *6.57 ... ...
arrive 12 .58  7.32
{depart 1 .13 ,.. ... 7.47  ... ... ...
arrive 1.63
depart  * 1.58 ... ... 8 27  ... ... ...
... ... 2.50 ... ... 9119 ... ... ...
arrive 3.38 ... 10 7
depart 4 .11 10.50 4.0  ... ... ...
Mahoney's Gate ... ... B  B
Gowrie Junction
 ...  arrive  ... * 11.16
Gowrie Junction
 ...  depart ... *11.25 4.25
For Williams '  Camp ... ... A A
Westbrook Crossing... ... ... A A
Cambooya  .. ... ... ...  12.25 5.25
Emu Creek Siding
 ... ... ...  A A
King's Creek  ... ... ... ...  1.18 6.18
Clifton ... ... ...  1.28 *6.28
Allora ... ... ... ...  2.5 7.5
Lyndhurst Road ... ... ... A A
Warwick ... ... ... ...  2.45 7.45
Gowrie Junction ...  depart 4.36
Gowrie ... ... ... A
Oakey Creek
 ... ... ..,  5.14
Jondaryan ... ... ...  5.44
Bowenville A
Blaxland's Siding A
Dalby ...  6.55
1530 61  ... Highfielde ...
788 71  ... Murphy' s Creek
STATIOnS.
Dalby .. ..
Blaxland's Siding
Bowenvillo
 ... ... ...
Jondaryan ... ... ...
Oakey Creek ... ... ...
Gowrie
 ... ... ...
Gowrie Junction
 ...  arrive
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Mixed.  Mixed.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed. Mixed.
A.M. A.M. I A.M.
8'40A
A
... ... 9.58
... ... 10.30
A
P.M.
... Warwick ... ... ... ...  8.5 ... 5.10 ...
3 Lyndhurst Road
 ... ... ...
 A ... A
12 Allora ... ... ... ...  8.45 ... 6.50
23 Clifton
 ... ... 9.22 ...  0 6.28 ...
25 King's Creek ... ...  9.32 ... 6.38 ...
34 Emu Creek Siding ... ... ... A ... A ...
41 Cambooya ... ... 10.25 ... 7.31 ...
49 Westbrook Crossing ... ... ... A ... A ...
521 For Williams' Camp... ... ... A ... A ...
58 Gowrie Junction
 ...  arrive  ... ... ... ... ...
Gowrie Junction ...depart
47.45 60.45 Mahoney's Gate ... ...
1928 62 65 Toowoomba ... {arrive1 depart
2005 54 67 Summit of Range ... ...
465 81  ...  Helidon ...
340 92  ...  Gatton ...
335 101  ... Laidley ..
674 105
 ...  Victoria Tunnel
274 109
 ...  Grandchester
J arrive
1 depart
arrive
{ depart
arrive
depart
198 112
 ...  Western Creek ... ...
140 118
 ...  Rosewood ...
111 122
 ...  Wa ll oon ...
65 130
 ...  Ipswich ...
* Trains meet here.
6.50
7.44
x8.44
*9.24
9.39
10-9
1.0.34
A
11.9
*11.13
A
A
11.52
12.20
*5.8
6.36
A
A I ...
4.27
4.31
2.2 ...
2.42 ...
2.57 ...
3.27
8.62
A ...
12.58 ...
*1.58 ...
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
NoTB.-T .a Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The .rains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers, who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates. Passengers  requiring  to slight at those  places can
salt' do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of bgoking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
(B.) The Trains leaving Toowoomba at 10.60 a.m. and 4-11 p .m. on the 'Up journey, and leaving Warwick at 8.5 a.m. and 5.5 p.m. on the Down journey ,  will, for the present,  !stop at this Crossing,  subject
to the foregoing regulation.
*11.25
 * 11.16  8-31
1155 11.44  9.0
... 12.4 ...
1503
Commissioner or Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
REAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after  MONDAY,  the 14th instant ,  the foll owing Time
lX Table  wi ll  come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Book-
hampton.
Stations Up Train,Mixed.
M
from
w
iles
West-
ood.
stations. Down TrainMixed.
a.m. P.M.
Rockhampton... ... 11. 0 ... Westwood ... ... ... 3.30
6 Gracemere ... ... 11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing ... ... A
.15 Stanwell ... 12. 0 15 Stanwell  ... ... ... 4 30
24 Rosewood Crossing ... A 24 Gracemere  ... ... ... 5. 6
80 Westwood ... ... 1.0 30 Rockhampton... ... ... 5130
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo ll owing Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A. will stop by signal to take up  passengers  only ,  who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to slight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train .  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
LIST of  Overtime and Damaged Goods, in Queen's  Warehouse,  St. Lawrence , to be Sold by Auction,at the  Cus o  House , on SATURDAY,  September  27th, 1873.
Date of
Arrival. Ship .  Whence .  Importers.
Date Ware -  Import Bond
housed. Mark. Mark. Goods.
1870. 1870.
1 April ...  Tinonee  ...  Sydney Woods ,  Shortland ,  23 August R F 15 cases brandy
Fox, and Co. 444 2
11 March  ...  Tinonee  ...  Sydney ,  Ditto  ... „ F No. 3 0 No. 3  1 qr.-cask brandy
234
Tinonee ... Sydney Ditto  ... „ E No. 4 0 No. 4  1 qr.-cask brandy
234 2
1873. 1873.
20 January Hannah Sydney Fox and Adair  ...  3 March  ...  PM 8 4 casks biscuits
Newton 8
Quantities.
Date
when
liable to
sale.
1873.
29,h  gals.,  21.1 up.  23 Aug.
294 gals .,  0'9 u.p.
29r'  gals., 0.6  U.P.
388 lbs.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane , 20th August, 1873.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of  11 The Real Property Act  of 1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description  and Situation  of Land.
12 acres  3 roods, being portion 153, parish of Warwick,
county of Merivale
5 acres, being suburban all otments 1 and  4 of section 31,
parish of Warwick, county of Merivale
2 roods, being subdivision 9 of portion 28, parish of
Warwick, county  of Merivale
1 rood 6% perches, being subdivision B of allotment 4
of section 47, parish and town of Rockhampton,
county of Livingstone
79 acres ,  being portions 64 and 65 , parish of Indooroo-
pilly, county of  Stanley
20% perches, being subdivision 10A of suburban allotment
25, parish of South Brisbane, county of Stanley
1 rood 313, perches, subdivision 6 of eastern suburban
allotment  46, parish of North Brisbane, county of
Stanley
Name of App licant. Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
Samuel Botson Aldred, by 6th October, 1873.
his attorney (with power
of sale ),  Thomas William
Daly
Ditto ... ... Ditto.
Ditto ... Ditto.
Alexander  Grant ... ...  Ditto.
James Gibbon and Wm. L. Ditto.
G. Drew, trustees with
power of sale under Wi ll
of Henry Chas. Rawnsley
Robert Marrott ... ... Ditto.
Luke Steward Mason ... Ditto.
 (1HE following
 StMMAB1;Es
J information.
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
General Post  Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  2nd September, 1873.
of OBSERVATIONS taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION, CAPE MoEETON, during the Months of April, May, and June, 1873, are published for general
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
SUMMARIES OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT CAPE MORETON, DURING THE MONTHS OF APRIL, MAY, AND JUNE, 1873.
LATITUDE,  27° 1'  S.;  LONGITUDE,  153° 28 '  E.;  HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL,  320 FEET ; ON SEA-COAST.
BAROMETER.
APRIL.
MAY.
JUNE.
Cor. to  32° Fabr.
HIGROMETER.
Temperature of Temperature of
Air. Evaporation.
l3 s A l a e
ai d d i d
8
a,
S
a,
... 30'268 30.230 30.2891
 74.0 79.0 73'0 72.0
... 29.406 29.339129.394  68 5 72  4 69.8 63.8
... 29.761 29.632 29.708
I
59.0 65.0 164.0 63.0
30.278130,218130.253
 7010 76.0 73.0 68.0
29890 29.869 29.931 67.2 71.7 88.1 63.9
29.877
 29-810 129,886  64.0 64.0 1 64.0 56.0
.•. 30.367 30.306
... 29'770 29'637
... 29.877 29.817
30.364 70.0
30.099 63.0
29.870 54.0
13 l3
d a. .0
m m a m
72.0 71.0 90 •82 96 136.0
66.0 64.4  1 4 62 68 126.8
55.0 52.0 •58 •50 •57 99.0
73.0 71.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 140.0
66.4 64.3 •79 •68 •77 133.1
000  61.0 •63 •58 •59  1118-0
SELF-REGISTERING
THERMOMETERS.
CS
S
106.0 59.0 79.0
97.9 62.9 74.4
83.0 43.0 68.0
100.0 58.0 77-0
96.7 61.9 73.8
86.0 43.0 68.0
73.0 70.0 68.0 70.0
65 4 64'4 60.4 60.3
60.0 58.0 52.0 1 51.0
APRIL ,  1873.- Mean Shade Temperature  of Month,  70'2 degrees.
1872. 71.3
1871. 71.4
1870. 72.6
MAY, 1873.-3iL ean Shade Temperature  of Month, 69.0 degrees.
1872. 67.3
1871.
 68'4
68.9
JUNEt, 118,73 .- Mean  Shade Temperature of Mouth, 64.2 degrees.
1872. 64.0
1871. 62.8 ,
1870.  62.0
92.0
 580  73.0
75.4 51.1 70.1
71.0 37'0 62.0
Rain fe ll  on 12 days .  Total Rainfa ll ,  4.21 inches.
10 „ 2.18
» .. 16 „ 8'64
13 4.49
Rain fell on 10 days. Total Rainfall, 3 87 inches.
,. „ 8 1'47
7 ,. » 1'26
18 11.61
Rain fell on 18 days. Total Rainfall ,  13.23 inches.
8 „ 3.12
0 „ 3'97 ,,
11 391
68.0 1.00
61.6 •80
61.0 •75
1.00 1.00
•74 '76
•62 •72
134.0
1180
71.0
Humidity.
RAIN.
a
A
M
69.0 17.0 1.26
64.3 1 10.1 140
56.0 6 0 •000
67.0
 16-0
 1.120
63.6 10.2 I 124
58.0 6.0 •000
67.0 13.0
62.3 7.6
52.0 3.0
2.100
•441
-000
WIND.
Summary  of Direction.
9 am. 3 p.m. 9 p.m.
NO NWO N2 NW1IN3NWO
W3 8W8 W1 BW5 W3 SW51
810 BE5 S3
 BE 13  85  BE  8
E4 NEO E4 NE1 E5 NEO
N5 NW3
W3 SW1
87 BE4
E3 NE7
NO NW3 N3 NWO N4 NW1I
10 9
1W3 SW3 WO SW1 WO 8WO
4.0 5.0
87  5E5 82 BE14 83 SE101
0 0
E8 NE21E6 NE4 E7 NE61 J
Ni NW4
W6 SW2
S9 BE2
E1 NE5
N3 NW3
W2 9W2
84 BE8
E1 NE6
Electrical Observations- 60 Positive;  40 Negative.
83 „ 23
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The readings of the Barometer at Cape Moreton are corrected  to 324  Fahrenheit,  and reduced to mean sea ISSL
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government  Meteorological  Observer.
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THE Bench of Magistrates at Tambo have this
day appointed Mr. WILLIAM WHITMAN to
be Poundkeeper for the District of Tambo, for
twelve months  from the  20th instant.
For the Bench,
FRANK SCARR, J.P.
Dated at Tambo, this 19th day of August, 1873.
N OTICE is hereby given, that  the Store under
the Town Hall,  opening into  Burnett Lane,
is set apart for the purposes of a Queen's Ware-
house.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector  of Customs.
Custom House ,  Brisbane,
9th August, 1873.
MACKAY DISTRICT COURT.
IN pursuance of  " The District  Courts Act of
1867," and by authority of the same, I hereby
appoint . the day and time hereinafter mentioned for
holding a District Court at the Town of Mackay,
within the Northern District.
Criminal Jurisdiction.
Thursday, 6th Nov., 1873.
Civil Jurisdiction.
Thursday, 6th Nov., 1873.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge of the  Northern  District Court.
20th July, 1873.
ELECTORAL DISTRICT OF BRISBANE.
ARTHUR EDWARD HALLORAN, Re-
I9 turning Officer for  the Electoral  District of
Brisbane , having this day received from His
Excellency the Governor a Writ of Election for
the return of a Member  to serve in  the Legislative
Assembly of Queensland, do hereby  give notice
that Nomination Papers (in the prescribed form)
of Candidates will be received by me, from 9 a.m.
till 6 p.m., on Monday, the 10th day of
November, 1873, at the Police Office, North Bris-
bane, copies  of which will be immediately posted
at the said Police Office ; and the Nomination
will be publicly notified at the Police Office, North
Brisbane ,  at noon , on Tuesday, the 11th day of
November, 1873; and, in the event of there being
more than  one Candidate nominated, a poll will be
taken at the Police Office aforesaid, on Friday,
the 14th day of November, 1873, commencing at
9 o'clock in the morning, and closing at 4 o'clock
in the afternoon, of that day.
Dated at  Brisbane , this second day of September,
A.D. 1873.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Returning Officer.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A SITTING of the above Court was held at theSupreme Court House, Brisbane, on Mon-
day, the 18th day of August, A.D. 1873, before His
Honor SIR JAMES COCKLE, Knight, Chief Justice of
Queensland , and Judge of the Vice-Admiralty
Court of Queensland.
No business being on the paper, the Court was
adjourned till FRIDAY, the nineteenth day of
September , A.D.1873.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
F
OR the purposes  mentioned  in the eighteenth
section of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint CROKER, of Taroom, in the Colony of
Queensland, Police Magistrate, to be a Justice of
the Peace, in the Registrar's District of Taroom,
who shall, by virtue of this appointment ,  give  consent
in the cases  provided for in and by the eigthteenth
and nineteenth sections  of the said Act.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of August, A.D.
1873.
JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
F
OR the  purposes  mentioned  in the eighteenth
section of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint WILLIAM NICHOLSON AscouGH, of Palm-
tree Creek, in the Colony of Queensland, Justice
of the Peace, to be a Justice of the Peace in the
Registrar's District of Taroom, who shall, by virtue
of this appointment,  give consent in the cases
provided for in and by the eighteenth and nineteenth
sections  of the said Act.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of August, A.D.
1873.
JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED  J.  P. LUTWYCHE,  J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of William Norris Cooper, late of
Malvern Downs, near Clermont, in the Colony
of Queensland, grazier, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above.
named William Norris Cooper, may be granted to
Henry Cooper, of Talagi, in the Colony of Queens-
land, gentleman, the lawfully constituted attorney
of Jane Cooper, of Bundoora, in the Colony of
Victoria, the mother of the said deceased.
Dated at Rockhampton, this first day of Septem-
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three.
WILLIAM KNOX D'ARCY,
Denham street, Rockhampton,
Proctor for the said Henry Cooper.
By his Agent-
WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Queen street, Brisbane.
609 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Matthew Burton, late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, builder,  deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Probate of the Will of;the above-
named Matthew Burton, deceased, may be granted
to Elizabeth Sophia Burton, of Brisbane aforesaid,
widow, sole Executrix named and appointed in the
said Will.
Dated this fourth day of September, A.D. 1873.
MACALI6 TER AND MEIN,
602
Proctors for the Applicant,
Queen Street,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Alfred Slaughter, the elder, late of
Kiendwah, Tingalpa, in the Colony of Queens-
land, gentleman, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the above-named Alfred Slaughter, the elder,
deceased, may be granted to Ellen Slaughter, of
Kiendwah, Tingalpa aforesaid, widow of the said
deceased, and sole Executrix named in the said
Will.
Dated this fourth day of September, A.D. 1873.
W. E. MURPHY,
596
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said  Executrix.
6s. 6d.
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In the  Supreme Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Duncan Henry Maitland, late of
Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queensland,
chemist, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expiration
of fourteen days from the date of the publica-
tion hereof, application will be made to the said
Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of the
above-named Duncan Henry Maitland, deceased,
may be granted to Frederick Elliott, of Sydney,
in the Colony of New South Wales, wholesale
druggist, and James Stewart, of Rockhampton
aforesaid, draper, the Executors and Trustees
named in the said Will.
Dated at Rockhampton, this twenty-fifth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three.
REES R. JONES AND BROWN,
Proctors for the said Frederick Elliott
and James Stewart,
Fitzroy street, Rockhampton.
By their Agent-W. E. MvapnY,
Queen street, Brisbane.
597 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of John Forbes, late
of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
miner, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the accounts in
the above Estate have this day been filed in
my office, and all parties having any claims on the
said Estate , or being otherwise interested therein,
are required to come in before me at my office,
Supreme Court House, Queen street, Brisbane, on
or before Wednesday, the first day of October next,
and inspect the said accounts, and if they should
think fit, object thereto, and if no exception shall
be taken to such accounts, the same will be duly
inquired into at my said office -on the above day, at
the hour of Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this first day of September, A.D. 1873.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Solicitors for the Executors,
Registrar.
Queen street, Brisbane.
604 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Estate of William Alexander Fraser
Gregson, of Stanthorpe, storekeeper.
TAKE Notice, that I intend to apply to His
Honor the Judge sitting in Insolvency, on
MONDAY, the 22nd day of September instant,
for a Certificate of Discharge in conformity with
"The Insolvency Act of  1864."
Dated this 4th day of September, 1873.
WM. ALEXR. FRASER GREGSON,
303
By GUSTATVB HAMILTON,
His Attorney,
34, Town Hall , Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Insolvent  Estate of Michael O' Brien, of
Donga Creek,  near Surat , in the Colony of
Queensland.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the above-named
Insolvent  intends to apply to His Honor the
Judge in Insolvency, on MONDAY, the 22nd
day of September  instant , for a Certificate of
Discharge under "  The Insolvency Act  of 1864."
Dated this second day of September, 1873.
605
ROBERTS AND DALY,
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s.  6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Denis Thomas Keogh,
of Ipswich ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  store-
keeper.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that application will
i be made to His Honor the Judge in Insol-
vency ,  on the 22nd day of September instant (the
day appointed for hearing such application ),  that a
Certificate of Discharge under the provisions of
" The Insolvency Act of  1864 "  may be granted to
the above -named insolvent.
Dated this 3rd day of September, A.D, 1873.
MACALISTER AND MEIN,
601
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the Insolvent.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Samuel Hegarty, of
Warwick, farmer.
1 r W
HEREAS the said Samuel Hegarty was,
on the 1st day of August, A.D. 1873, ad-
judged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden beforQ me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 27th day of October, A.D. 1873, to com-
mence at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination
of the Insolvent , and unless  the Court shall other-
wise direct, for the Insolvent to make an applica.
tion for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 2nd day of September,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MISgIN,
Official Assignee.
594
Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Mitchell, of
Warwick, farmer.
W 
HEREAS the said James Mitchell was, on
the 8th day of August, A.D. 1873, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a third
Public Sitting, to be holden before me at the
Supreme Court House , Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 27th day of October, A.D. 1873, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his certif cate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 2nd day of September,
A.D.1873.
A. J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MISgIN,
Official Assignee.
595
Judge.
6s.  6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Marsh, of
Rockhampton ,  gentleman.
WHEREAS the  said Henry Marsh was, on
the 30th day of July ,  A.D. 1873 ,  adjudged to
be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House ,  Brisbane , on MONDAY,  the 27th day
of October,  A.D.1873 ,  to commence at Eleven o 'clock,
for the last examination of the Insolvent ,  and unless
the Court  shall otherwise direct, for the Insolvent
to make an application for his Certificate. .
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 2nd day of September,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
599
Judge.
6s.  6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Leonard Wil li ams, of
Stanthorpe ,  tin-miner.
WHEREAS  the said Leonard Williams was, on
8th day of  August, A.D. 1873, adjudged
to be  an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint  a Third Public
Sitting , to be  holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House ,  Brisbane , on MONDAY,  the 27th
day of October ,  A.D. 1873, to commence at Eleven
o'clock ,  for the last examination of the Insolvent,
and unless  the Court  shall otherwise direct, for the
Insolvent to make an application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 2nd day of September,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J . WHITLEY,
600
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Insolvent Estate of  Edwin Lewis  Scott, of
Brisbane ,  comedian.
WHEREAS  the said Edwin Lewis Scott was, on
11  the 29th day of August, A.D. 1873, adjudged
to be  an Insolvent , I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House,  Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 8th day of September, A.D. 1873,  to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of Debts against
the said Estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required, andalsoto determine
whether any or what allowance for support shall be
made to the Insolvent up to the time of passing his
last examination , and whether any and what tools
and wearing  apparel shall be allowed to the Insol-
vent ;  and a  Second Public Sitting of the Court; at
the same  place, on MONDAY, the 20th day of
October, A.D. 1873, to commence at Eleven o'clock,
for the proof of debts against the said Estate,
and for such other matters connected with the
Estate as may be required to be brought before the
Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 6th day of September, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
598
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Arthur Jenkins,
of Ravenswood, hairdresser.
`[? HEREAS the said Henry Arthur Jenkins
• was, on the 28th day of August, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 8th day of September, A.D. 1873, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the 20th
day of October, A.D. 1873, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
Estate, and for such other matters connected with
the Estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 29th day of August, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MIS%IN,
Official Assignee.
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The GovELNMmNT PEINTEn acknowledges  the receipt
of the following  amounts:-
s. d.
1873.
August 30 .- A. Sutherland
Septr. 1.-P. Brennan
2.-J. Forrest
2.-E. Bradley
3.-J. North ...
4.-W. Howie
4.-J. Watson
4.-A. McLeod
6.-J. Fisher  ...
5.- 4 . Stewart
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
Oil  0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 6
1Emponnbtngo.
SW  Poundkeeper: are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING  PEE. ANIMAL ;  and no such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless acoom-
panied by a remittance  sufficient  to  cover the post of its
insertion.
Judge.
6s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Gowrie Station, on
the 21st August ,  1873, by  order  of H. G.  Skinner,
Esquire ,  for trespass.
One chesnut  horse,  li ke q over d near shoulder ,  saddle-
marked.
If not released  on or before  the 5th October, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
E. BRADLEY, Junior,  Poundkeeper.
692 is.IMPOUNDED at Rolleston, from Bauhinia Downs, on
the 23rd August, 1873, by order of A. F. Dutton,
Esquire .  Driving expenses ,  9s.  2d.;  damages,  2s.  6d.
per head.
One chesnut horse, like HJC  near neck ,  star and snip
saddle-marked, high wither and rump.
One dark-bay horse, JF near neck, JF off'hip, black' points,
saddle-marked, hole in wither.
If not released on or before the 25th September, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
J. FISHER, Poundkeeper.
608 2s.IMPOUNDED at Surat, from Noorindoo, on the
26th August, 1873, by order of D. Ross, Esquire.
Driving, 2s. 6d. per head.
One dark-chesnut mare, blaze down face, near hind foot
white, like 0 over CC near shoulder, like L off
shoulder ; bay filly at foot.
One bay horse, like H off shoulder, like  H off neck, sma ll
star , collar-marked.
One grey horse, like  collar -mark  S off shoulder, 2 off
cheek.
One brown  horse,  blotch like JB over   off shoulder,
hollow back.
One bay horse, four white legs, white face, collar-mark,
like JHL conjoined over 3 over W3 near shoulder,
like T over 00 off shoulder.
One grey mare, like 111 over CH near shoulder ; chesnut
filly at foot.
One bay horse, white face, four white legs, collar-murk,
like G over G near shoulder, q near ribs, like JIJ
conjoined off shoulder, whip mark.
One bay colt, star, hind feet white, F near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, AH conjoined off shoulder ; chesnut
filly at foot.
One brown colt foal, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 25th September, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JOS. WATSON, Poundkeeper.
606 108.
Judge.
6s. 6d.
AMENDED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from Peak Vale. Driving
and trespass , 6s. 6d. per head.
One dark-bay mare,  long  tail, off hind fetlock white,
blotch brands off shoulder, like d off rump, like
square over TE conjoined  near rump , like B over
DYR near shoulder; chesnut colt foal, white face
unbranded, at foot.
One bay gelding, long tail, like 0 over K over CC near
shoulder.
if not  released  on or before the 25th September, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
A. McLEOD, Poundkeeper.
607 2s.
Printed and Published by  JAM FS  C,  BeAI., Government Printer,
Wil liam street ,  6th September, 1873.
BRISBANE
Judge.
6s. 6d.
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"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
T
HE following  Statement  of Brands, being those Registered during the month of August  last, is  published  for general
information ,  in accordance  with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners ,  whose Names , Address, or Brands may be incorrectly stated, are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar ;  and in all  such notifications  either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate of Registration
must be given.
P. R. GORDON,
Office of Registrar of Brands , Registrar  of Brands.
Brisbane ,  5th September, 1873.
Brand No. Of
Registered. ,Cert ificate
FORMER BRd.YD.
Horses.
B 3 O I 6727 JK
B40 6732 JC near shoulder ...
B50 6738 Various ... ...
'B b O 6739 Nil
B70 6740 Various
B8@  6741 JF conjoined, P near
shoulder
1390  6745 Nil ... ...
6 B 0 6742 Various ... ...
1 B0 6746 Various
2BQ 6752 WUT ... ...
3 B 0 6767 JD ... ...
4-BO 6774 WH ... ...
5B® 6775 Nil ...
b B Q 6776 AM near shoulder ...
7 B Q 6780 BB near shoulder
G B O 6789  J  near shoulder and hip
9 B O 6790 Nil ... ...
B P-1 6803 JH ...
B }l. 6802 HM conjoined near
thigh
B P 3 6801 Various ... ...
B P 4 I 6812 I Various ... ...
Cattle. Name.
JK near ribs, WB John Kahl ...
near rump
Nil ... ... John Cronin ...
Nil ... ... John Bates ...
CS off rump and ribs Mary Hennessy ...
Various Edmond Daly
Same near  rump ... John Fitzpatrick ...
Nil ...
Various
7JM
Nil ...
Nil
Nil ...
Nil
Alf near shoulder
BB off shoulder
JM off side ...
AA near side
Nil ...
Nil ...
Patrick Curry ...
Joseph Binstead ...
James Meehan ..
Ernest Magnus Wuth
Rachel Ward ...
William Healy ...
James Kington ...
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Pink Lily Lagoon ... Rockhampton
Quart Pot Creek ... Stanthorpe
Reserve ... ... Gayndah
Reserve ... ... Dalby
Waterfield ... ... Ipswich
Sandy Creek... ... Laidley
Reserve ... ...
Reserve ... ...
Oak Tree Farm
Westwood ... ...
Kroombit ... ...
...  Mort's Estate ...
Rosewood Scrub
August Muckert ... ... Upper Brisbane River
Thomas Benjamin Brooks North Toolburra ...
John McCrystal
Andrew Auld
Joseph Horton
henry Milton
Nil
Various
Goodna
Mustering  Gully ...
.. Reserve ...
,,, Reserve ...
George Milne ... ... I Ipswich
Daniel Kcittoy ... ... Commonage...
Dalby
Gayndah
Ilelidou
Westwood
Gladstone
Toowoomba
Ipswich
Wivenhoe
Warwick
Goodna
Ipswich
Ipswich
Roma
Ipswich
Gladstone
1510
Brand No. of
Registered.
Certificate
BPS  6813
B P b 6814
B P 7 6815
BPS 6822
B P 9 6823
B G P 6833
B 1 P 6834
B 3 P 6835
B 4 P 6839
B 5 P 6853
B b P 6854
B 7 P 6860
B S P 6859
B9  P 6879
a B P 68801 B P 6836
2 B P 6861
3 B P 6881
4 B P 6882
5 B P 6887
b B P 6886
7BP 6899
ESB P 6900
B Q G 6901
2 B R 6809
B S 5 6851
B 7 S 6763
7 B S 6786
BST 6783
7 C D 6777
C1'7 6797
S C K 6751
C 9 Z, 6798
C N b 6766
C Q rj 6729
C P 9 6796
2 C T 6779
b C T 6855
C >(1 6862
D1 e,
1DK
D L ES
DS L
E9C
EDES
EKb
7EP
bER
*ES
EWES
EW9
F2D
F4H
F H
Horses. Cattle.
Nil MB ...
MC near shoulder MC off rump
Various ... ... Various ...
JM
JW
Various
Various
Nil
DC
Various
Nil
DORMER DARD.
... JM ... ...
... JW ..
over CB near ribs
Various ... ...
AM off rump ...
Nil ... ...
Various ... ...
Nil ... ...
JA2 ...
Nil ...
Nil
Nil
H near shoulder
Nil
M near rump
shoulder
Nil
JW off rump
Various ...
Various ...
WC ...
Various ,..
Various ...
WS
Nil
Nil ...
Various ...
... Nil
... Nil
... Nil
... Nil
... Various
Nil
and Same
Nil ... ...
JW off rump ...
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
Nil ...
JM near shoulder ...
RI oft' ribs ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ...
GB over 9 off ribs ...
DC near shoulder ... Nil
F over t  near  shoul- Nil
der
Various ...
Various ...
Nil ...
over HE ...
Various ...
Various
CC near shoulder
C near shoulder
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
Nil ...
ER ...
CP off rump ...
Nil
CC ..
C over C off ribs, C
off rump
... Nil
... Various
... DLB
... Nil
6805 over DG ...
6826 Various ,..
6828 JB ...
6817 Nil ..,
6778 Various ...
6799 MD ,,,
6773 Various ...
6804
6888
6843
6896
6756
6844
JP off shoulder
Nil ,..
ER ...
Nil
Nil ...
Nil ...
6755 FD
6785 w over F
6737 FH near shoulder
6816
6772
5 F L 6793
1'P4 6889
7 QC  6898
Q b K 6733
Q N 3 6749
Q N 5 6830
Q  3 N 6850
Gam'
cis R 6788
G Qn S 6725
Nil ...
- over JW near shoul-
der and thigh
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
GC near shoulder ...
JM near side ...
TT near shoulder ...
GN conjoined near
shoulder
Various
Various ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ...
MD ...
Various ...
JP near ribs...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil
Nil ...
N il
Same
Various
N il
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil ..
JM near side
Nil ...
Same ...
Name.
Matthew Ballinger
Michael Cullinen ...
Samuel Soloway .,,
John Molloy .,.
John Wallace .,,
Charles Backhouse
James Hood
Archibald McDonald
David Clohessy .
Johannes Knickel...
Mathew Bradley ...
James Arnold ...
Hugh Brady ...
Claus Warnholz ...
Maurice Harrington
John Hill ...
Duncan Martin ...
James Mead ...
Burnett and Evers
James Warlow ...
Michael O'Brien ...
John McGahan ...
William Callaghan
James Mullen .
Richard McBratncy
Robert Somerville
Charlotte Mary Briggs  ...
Robert Barrington Sharpe
Thomas Bridges ... ...
PROPRIETOR.
Run or  Farm where Nearest Post Town
Brand is to be used. of Run or Farm.
Tower Hill ...
Tivoli .
Church Bank
Little Pocket
Mustering Gully
Sanders ...
Sunnyside ... ...
Pine Mountain ...
Town Reserve ...
Frederick's Hill ...
Almsford, Coobey
Creek
Mount Perry ,,.
Kettle Swamp ...
Carrier .,, ...
Reserve ... ...
Sanders ... ...
Mount Perry ...
Dairy Farm ... ...
Commonage ... ...
Bnndaberg ... ...
Racecourse ... ...
Swan Creek ... ...
Cumkillenbar ...
Split Yard Gully ...
Commonage ... ...
Reserve ...
Stoney Creek ...
Ifumeburne ... ...
German Station ...
... Gracerpere
... Ipswj ch
... Ipswich
,. Ipswich
,.. Ipswich
Gainsford
Bundaberg
Ipswich
Jondaryan
Rockhampton
Toowoomba
Mount Perry
Stantliorpe
Copperfield
Ravenswood
Gainsford
Mount Perry
Millchester
Donald Campbell...  ... Cloneurry
Charles Fullwood ... Lozellsville ... ... Brisbane
Charles Kemp
James Lee
Peter Corcoran
Isaac Coombs
Charles Perry
Claus Steenbock
Thomas Currie
Thomas Cos
... Donald Coutts Gordon ...
... Daniel Kennedy ... ...
... David Laughland Brown...
Duncan McDougall ...
Martin John Edward Carroll
James Donovan ... ...
Edward Kelly
Eliza Pettiford ...
E. R. Edkins ...
Edward Ryan ...
Edward Sommerville
Emanuel Williams
James White ...
Norman
Bundaberg
Rockhampton
Warwick
Dalby
Warwick
Gladstone
Copperfield
Brisbane
Eulo
German Station
Farm, near Mackay Mackay
,., Laidley ... ... Laidley
... Lower Dawson Road Rockhampton
Stanwell  , '  Rockhampton
Kedron Brook  .  Brisbane
North Pine  River Brisbane
Moggi ll  ... ... Moggill
Mount Perry ... Mount Perry
Glen Gordon ... Westwood
Bremer River .., Ipswich
Yardfoot ... ... Sandgate
Jimbour ,.. ... Dalby
Ban Ban ... Gayndah
Shamrock Hotel , Brisbane
Fair Lawn, Peak Ipswich
Mountain
Binbilla ... Charleville
Mount Cornish ,,, Bowen Downs
Araby Downs . Roma
Bother Tom's Gully Ipswich
Black Snake... . Gympie
Oak Farm ... ... North Pine
Frederick Dietz ... ... Hurstvale, King's Clifton
Creek
Edward Fitzpatrick  .. Spring Valley ... Toowoomba
John Fredrick Hertwig ... McGrath's Water- Ipswich
course
Crawshay and Smith ,,, Murilla ... ... Condamine
Frederick Hinton... ... IJimbour ... ... Dalby.
Frederick Lack ... . 1 Selection, Clifton .. Toowoomba
John Charles Fitzpatrick... Gympie Road ... Maryborough
George Collins .,.
George McKay ,.,
George Neil .,.
John Neal ...
Warwick ...
Mount Pleasant ...
Sanders ... ...
Sanders ... ...
Warwick
Bundaberg
Gainsford
Gainsford
Various. ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ...
GS off rump, S off
shoulder
Greig and Nash ...
George Biggs .
Albert George Rice
Johan Georg Spann
Cambridge Downs ...
Brookfield ... ...
Redbank Plains ...
Brisbane River ...
Town (' io
R dbt
,
Plains.
Wiveuiioe
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limed , No. of
Registered. Certifcate
3G:T
H
3HA 14
4HCl
7HC1
2HE1
H2F
bHQ
H4L
HbL
2HL
H7P
Hop
HbR
H5T
H1Z
J5E
3J @
JV9
JC
J 7 Y
Horses.
... ... Nil.
6784 Nil ,,, ,,,
6723 Nil ... ,.
6765 Various ... ..
6856 Nil .. ,..
6827 CIM of shoulder ,,,
6744 Nil ,.. ,..
6792 Various ... ...
6866 Nil .,, ,..
6794 Nil ... ...
6871 Nil
6893 HL conjoined ,.
6867 Various ... ..
6782 Nil ... ...
6724 Nil ... ...
6760 Nil ,,,
6857 Nil ...
6764 W near shoulder,t4
near shoulder
6758 H near shoulder, F off
shoulder
6841 H overt near shoulder
Nil ...
Nil ...
AH ...
Nil ...
CIM ...
Nil ...
Various ...
Various ...
WG ...
Nil ...
Same ...
Various ...
Various
HL near shoulder
JP near rump
HP ...
Nil ...
Name.
,,, George Tickle
Henry Allen
August Hausman ...
Alexander Hamilton
W illiam Cormack ...
C. J. Moran ...
Horris Everett ...
Heinrich Eckart ...
Hugh Fraser Milles
William Henry Greenwood
John George Herrscher ...
Henry Villiers Lauson ...
John William Hill
Milton Hall ...
Hinrich Lindemann ...
John Palethorpe .. ...
Henry Phillips and Compy.
Hugh Robison ...
H near ribs  and rump
H over 2 off thigh ...
Henry Hannant
James Hall
6781 Various .. Various
6840 ZY shoulder, J in Nil
circle neck
6838 Nil ... ... JV
6873 Nil ... ... Nil
6730  JA ... ... JA
K J 3 6872  Various ... . Various
2 K J 6795 Nil  ... ... Nil
K 4 M 6847  Various .. ... Various
1 K M 6869 Nil  ... ,., Various
T, B,3
4LJ
3LL
L1Y
2LZ
CMA
bMA
8MA
M9a
7Ma
9MG;
6884 LB
6837 Various
6791 JL
6875 Nil
6890 Various
.6858 Various
6759 Nil
6845 DM
6849 Nil
6821  Various
6852 Nil
6820 Various
2 M Y 6810 Various
M7Z 6753 Nil
1 P B 6842 Various
P9 D 6800 Various
C P D 6878 Various
PF 9 6824 Nil
P J 3 6895 Nil
4 PL 6825 Various
P5 W 6750 VariousP Y 5 6829 Nil
C R A 6877
2 R A 6807
R3.  E 6743
1 R E 6731
R2L 6811
CRM 6819
R N 5 6734
9 R R 6754
*R9 6831
b R': 6870
Real 6892
AR conjoined ...
Various ... ...
Various ...
JR ribs .. ...
Nil ... ...
M in circle ... ...
Various ...
H over JO near shoul-
der
Nil
Tlf near shoulder ...
RW .,. ..,
FORMER BRAND.
,,, John Ewing ,..
,,, Joseph Rendall ...
,,, James Vendon ...
,,, John MacLellan ...
,,, E llena  Allen ,..
,,, James  Kelly ...
,,, James Kinnane ...
,,, Mary Keaveny ...
,,, Michael Kennedy...
... James Leary ...
... Jeremiah Larkin ...
... Joseph Callaghan
... Ludwig Zaber ...
PROPRIET0B,
Run or Farm where
Brand is to  be used.
Allora
Eight-mile Plains ...
Crown street ...
Golden Ace ... ...
Morton street ...
Reserve ... ...
Tingalpa ..
Fairney Lawn ...
Samson Vale ...
Gympie
near Drummond Creek
Rewilgar
Summerville... ...
North Pine River ...
Brisbane River ...
Brightside Farm ...
Goombilla ... ...
Calliungal ... ...
Rosewood ... ...
Jondaryan,Dalby Gate
,,, Warwick ...
Whyanbah ...
,,, Ruthven street
,, . Emu and King's
Creek
,,, Allendale ... ...
Spring Creek
,,, Peak Mountain
,., Rocky Range
,,, Rockhampton
. Lewis  Bulgin  ... ...  Cape River Diggings
,,. Arthur  Leslie Beurcicault Hi ll side ... ...
Bridget O'Mara ...
Daniel Mattf aces ...
August Miers ...
AM off ribs and rump
Nil
AM off shoulder and
rump
Various ... ... Morris Gough
Nil ...
CMC off rump
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
Same ...
Various ...
Nil
JR ribs .
AJW off side
Patrick McGrane ...
Catherine Green
John Mulvena ..
Charles Monkweitz
... Michael Brennan ...
... Patrick Devin
... Patrick Downey ...
,,, Peter Foster
... John Preston
... Patrick Lynch
... John Philip Wheeler
Joseph Poultney ...
Andrew Ross ...
George Rickets ...
James Biddle ...
John Rees .
Roderick McLeod...
Richard Maddock...
Roger North ...
Hellen Orr ...
Same ... ...
Various ... .
H over JO off shoul-
der and rump
Nil ...
TR near shoulder ...
Nil ...
Cattle.
Joseph Ross ...
Thomas Ripley ...
Robert Warnock ...
... Hinton Farm ...
... Toowoomba ... ...
.., Reserve ... ...
Boggie Creek ...
Nearest Post Town
of run or Farm.
Allora
Eight-mile Plains
Toowoomba
Helidon
South Brisbane
Roma
Tingalpa
Ipswich
North Pine
Gympie
Copperfield
Westwood
Fight-mile Plains
North Pine
Wivenhoe
Gatton
Thorgomindah
Westwood
Ipswich
Dalbv
Warwick
St. George
Toowoomba
Clifton
Maryborough
Drayton
Ipswich
Village  of Logan
Rockhampton
Cape River
Rockhampton
Gympie
Toowoomba
Springsure
Breakfast Creek
... Ipswich  ... ...  Ipswich
.. Stone Quarries  ... Ipswich
... Boggy Creek  ...  Breakfast Creek
... Franklyn, Bremer Ipswich
Ri ver
... Reserve ... ... Nebo
... Racecourse, Eagle Breakfast Creek
Farm
.. Carrier ... Rockhampton
... Redland Bay ... Beenleigh
Commonage ... .. Dalby
Cullen Farm ,  Kholo Ipswich
Commonage... ... Townsville
Railway Station  ...  Clifton
Tiverton  . Laidley
Helidon ... ...  Helidon
Mackay  ... ...  Mackay
Kedron Brook  ...  Brisbane
Commonage ... ...
Mackay ... ...
The Oval, North Road
Nine-mile Waterhole
Farm, Buarba ...
Moggill Paddock ...
Queensholme ...
Woodside ... ...
Townsvi lle
Mackay
Brisbane
Rockhampton
Tarampa
Brookfield
Ipswich
Brown's Plains
Owanilla  ... ... 111aryborough
... Dalrymple
Rockhampton  ... Rockhampton
1512
Brand No. of
Registered. Certificate
Horses.
PORl1BB BBARD.
Name.
5 S B I 6757 Nil ... ...
9S  B 6868 Nil ... ...
S D b 6897  Various ...
1 S D 1 6894 SD  near  shoulder ,,.
S 'F ' rj 6891 Various ...
9 S (n 6848 Various ... ...
S3 M 6818 Various ... ...
S2  N i 6787 Nil ...
3SP
bST
SYG
T9C
TbJ
8TL
2TN
6863 SPE near shoulder ..,
6748 Various ...
6770 TS near shoulder ...
6747 Various ... ...
Cattle.
SB ...
Nil ...
m over D off
and ribs
Nil ...
FS off rump...
Various ...
JM off rump
Nil
rump
Name.
Frederick Beuschel
Isaac Burgess ...
Sylvester Devlin ...
Samuel C. Davey ...
Henry Frederick Schnider
George Smith ... ...
James Mannsell
R. W. Stuart and C. M.
Nutting
Samuel Evans
John Charles Stieglitz ...
Thomas Stokes ...
The Saint Vincent Orphan-
age
Same ...
Nil
TS near shoulder
Various ...
6769 Various ... ... Various ...
6761 Nil ... ... Nil ...
6762 Various ... . T off rump ...
6832 Nil ... ... Nil
6735 Various ... ... TN off ribs ...
b U U 6806 Various ... ... Various ...
WSF
W7F
9WF
WSK
W4L
bWN
WYb
6769 Nil ...
6771 Various ...
6874 Nil ...
6736 Various .
6846 L oft shoulder
6885 Nil ...
6726 Nil
Thomas Appleby ... ...
Thomas Connor ... ...
James Timms ... ...
Thomas McLoughlin ...
Patrick and Thomas Nolan
... George William Roebuck
... Nil ... ...
... Nil ... ...
,., Nil ... ...
... Various ... ...
... Nil
... WN off shoulder and
rump
Various ... ...
PROPRIBTOB.
Alexander Foster ...
William Ferguson
William Foster
William Schonknecht
William Lucas ...
Wilhelm Nest ...
Wilhelm Voigt ...
><-L2 6728 Nil ... ... Nil ... ... Charles Lamb ...
>0(4 6883 Nil ... Nil ... Alexander Cuthbut
Run or Farm where Nearest Post Town
Brand is to be used. of Run or Farm,
Drayton
... Mallum Creek ...
Freestone Creek ...
DrijFt2n
M,oolah
Warwick
Coonambula... .. Gayndah
Connor's Range ... St. Lawrence
selection, Mount Esk Ipswich
Kedron Brook  ... Brisbane
Cottesmore ... ... Thorgomindah
'Upper Bundambah ... Ipswich
Bereberinga ... ... Townsville
Laidley ... ... Laidley
Nudgee ... ... German Station
Colathin Creek
Toowoomba...
Enoggera ...
Craiglea ...
Brisbane River
Noosa
Toowoomba
Brisbane
Maryborough
Ipswich
Maryborough
Tent Hill
Caledonian Hotel
Reserve ...
Mutdabilly ...
Ashwood ...
Logan Reserve
Maryborough
Gatton
Ipswich
Roma
Ipswich
Peak Mountain
Yatala
Logan  Junction ...  Beenleigh.
Maryborough ... Maryborough
Meillungua ... ... Townsville
BRANDS TRANSFERRED  during the Month of AUGusT, 1873.
Brand. No. ofCertificate. Trausferror.
L`,H 2 2774 Little and Hetzer
T 1 A 4376 The Trust and Agency Company
S B 2 825
J 7 T 2969
M D b 135
of Australia
Samuel Brown ... ...
Henry Beit
Charles Henry Marshall ... ...
Martin Hetzer ... ... I Majowra
Samuel Brown ... ... i Cooroora
Nearest Post Town.
Normanton
Dalby
Graham and Williams . .. Coomrith ... ... Dalby
McKellar and Ilolt . . Cotherstone ... ... Clermont
Marshall and Slade ... Glengallan ... ... Warwick
CORRECTION.
l3rand No. of
Rey:ste.cd. CcrLiflcate
7HT 6584Nil
FORMER LRAND,
Horses. Cattle.
... ... I Nil
Name of Run where Brand
is to be used.
PBOPRIETOH.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Menzies, Nicoll, and Co.... Alice Downs
Nearest  Post Town
of Run or Farm.
... Blackall
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
Transferee.
By Authority  :  TAnFs C. BEAL, Government  Printer,  VV illiam street ,  Brisbane.
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QuRENsLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Ba ro n  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoBniANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor  and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependeneiea
IN pursuance of th  powers ve ted in me by" ursuance
Diseases  in  Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that  behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
Tune, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
QUIONSIAND, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  ) Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
LQORMANBV, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any. person  concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE Q.VEEN 1  J GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th September, 1873.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM MATTHEW MOWBRAY
to be Clerk to the Gold Commissioner, Milchester,
Charters  Towers  Gold Fields.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
QUEENSLAND  Proclamation by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Rose, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AIIGIISTIIS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open  to Selection ,  under the
p ro visions  of the said Act, on and after MONDAY,
the thirteenth day of October, 1873, at the Been-
leigh Land Office.
No. of
Portion.
36
Name of late Lessee.
J. Veivers
Area.
A R. P.
51 0 0
Parish.
Nerang.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this eleventh day of
September , in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the  thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QIIEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit .  '  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis ofNormanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.)  in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
1`ONMANBY. of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Guver»un  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
inander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its -Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and  proclaim  that the lands hereunder
described , shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after MONDAY,
the thirteenth day of October, 1873, at the Brisbane
Land Office.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly , portion
260,  part of  selection  964.
59 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road  one chain  wide at the
south-west corner of portion No. 219, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that road  bearing one
hundred and forty- six degrees  three chains and
ninety-seven links ; two hundred and three
degrees seven chains and five links; one hun red
and fifty-seven  degrees  five chains  and thirty ur
links ; one  hundred and thirty-five  degrees our
chains  and seventy-two links ; one hundred and
twenty-two  degrees six chains and seventeen links ;
and one hundred and fifty -seven degrees ten chains
and eighty- one links ;  on the south by portion 260A
bearing east nine chains  and eighty  links ; on the
east by a line bearing north  thirty- one chains and
forty links ; and on the north by portion 219
bearing west  twenty-four  chains  and thirty-five
links  to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of Sep-
tember, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave ,  all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
first section of  " The Crown Lands Alienations Act of
1868," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis
of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid ,  with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  do hereby notify
and proclaim that the Leases of the fo ll owing
selections of Land, under the said Act, are
declared forfeited.
Register
No. of Name of Lessee .Applica-
tion.
Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
A.E.  P.
555 W. Unwin ... ... 140 0  0 Brisbane.
884 J. Craig ... ... 67 0 0 Ditto.
78 F. Frahm ... 40 0 0 Toowoomba.
156 J. J. Whitchurch ... 575 0 0 Ditto.
51 J. Michie ... ... 50 0 0 Bundaberg.
No. of Name of Lessee . Area . Parish.Portions.
A. R. P.
The Corpora-178 80 0 0tion of the179 80 0 0 Geham.Bank of New180 80 0 0South Wales
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of  September,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three,  and in  the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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QUEENSLAND, ' Proclamation by the Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AuuusTcs
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of " The CrownLands Alien tion Act of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim  that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
fifteenth day of October, 1873, at the Land Offices
of the districts in which they are respectively
situated.
Register Land
No. of Name of Lessee .  Area .  Agent's
Applies -  District.
Lion.
A. B. P.
566 W. Unwin ... ...  140 0 Brisbane.
78 F. Frahm  ...  40 0 0 Toowoomba.
16 J. J. Whitchurch ... 575 0 0 Ditto.
No. of
Portions.
178
179
180
Name of Lessee .  Area .  Parish.
The Corpora-
tion of the
Bank of New
South Wales
A. B. P.
80 0 0
80 0 0 Geham.
80 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, I Proclamation  by The Mostto wit. Honorable  GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all in  the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
first section of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act
Of  1868," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
M arquis  of Normanby, the Governor  aforesaid,
with  the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify  and proclaim that the Leases of the
following selections of Land, under the said Act,
are declared forfeited.
Register No.
of
Application.
Name  of Lessee.
Land
Ares. Agent's
District.
66
88
90
125
167
W. Eggebrecht
N. Donnelly ..
F. J. W. Beard-
more
A. J. Ascher ...
G. T. Lockyer...
A. B. P.
290 0 0 Cardwell.
640 0 Ditto.
640 0 0 Ditto.
1280 0 0 Ditto.
247 0 0 Gympie.
Given under my 1! . -. d  and Seal,  at Govern-
ment House,  Brisbane , t his fourth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred  and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE Auar'sri s
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.e.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a -Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of" The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council ,  do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after MONDAY,
the third day of November ,  1873, at the Cardwe ll
Land Of&ce.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
66 W. Eggebrecht ... 240  0 0 Cardwell.
88 N. Donnelly 640 0 0 Ditto.
90 F. J. W. Beardmore ... 640 0 0 Ditto.
125 A. J. Ascher ... ... 1280 0 0 Ditto.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of Septem-
ber, in the year of our Lord one  thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three,  and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by The Most
to wit.  '  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
Nc aMANBY,  of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council , Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act  of 1872," 1, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be, and
are hereby  set apart  as Homestead Areas, subject
to the provisions of the said Act, and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection as Homesteads,
and not otherwise, at the Dalby Land Office, on
and after WEDNESDAY, the first day of
October, 1873.
Lands resumed from Cecil Plains Run.
8 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Condamine
River, at the north-west corner of Cecil Plains
pre-emptive purchase No. 20, and bounded thence
on the south by a line bearing east 150 chains ; on
the east by  a line  bearing north 127 chains 69 links ;
on the north by the north boundary of Cecil Plains
Run, and bearing west 295 chains ; on the west by
a line bearing  south 295 chains ; on the south by a
line bearing  east to  the Condamine River ; thence
by that river downwards to the south- east corner
of Cecil Plains pre-emptive purchase No. 1; thence
by the south boundary of that portion, by the
west boundary of the  same  portion, by part of the
south, the west, and north boundaries of Cecil
Plains pre-emptive purchase No. 25 to the Conda-
mine  River, "and by that river upwards to the point
of commencement ,--exclusive of Cecil Plains pre-
emptive purchase No. 5.
Lands resumed from West Prairie Run.
8; square miles.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of the ten
years ' lease of West Prairie, and bounded thence
on the'east by, a line bearing  south one and.three-
quarter miles  ; on the south by a line bearing west ;
on the south-west by part of the north-east boun-
dary of Cecil Plains Run north-westerly ; and on
the north by the north boundary of the ten years'
lease of West Prairie bearing east to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed from the St. Ruth's Run.
About 8  square miles.
Commencing on Oakey Creek  at its intersection
by the west boundary on the Jondaryan Run, and
bounded thence on the east by part of the west
boundary of that run, bearing southerly about 160
chains ; thence on the south by a line bearing west
about 390 chains to the Condamine River ; thence
by that river downwards to the south-west corner
of portion 142, parish of St. Ruth ; thence by the
south boundaries of portions 142, 139, 141, and
east boundaries of portions 141, 140, 132, 131, and
120, parish of St. Ruth, to Oakey Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
that portion ; thence by the south boundary of the
same portion , by parts of the west  and south boun-
daries of pre-emptive purchase 57 and 68, by part
of the west, the south, and part of the east boun-
daries  of pre-emptive purchase 59, by the south
and part of the east boundaries of pre-emptive pur-
chase 33 to the south- west  corner of pre-emptive
purchase 53; thence by a line  bearing east about
forty chains ; thence by  a line  south to the South
boundary of Jondaryan Run ; on the south by part
of the south boundary of that run, bearing westerly
to the east boundary of the St. Ruth's Run ; thence
by part of the east boundary of that run northerly
to Oakey Creek ; thence by the west boundary of
Jondaryan Run north-westerly to  a point west from
the north- west corner of portion  14, parish of
Young ; on the north  by a line bearing east and
by the north boundary of portion 14; again on the
east  by the east boundary of portion 14 and a
line bearing south to the north boundary of the
Jondaryan pre-emptive purchase No. 34; and
thence by the north boundary of that portion bear-
ing west to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed from Warra Warra Run.
About  81,square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of pre-
emptive purchase No. 1 on Warra Warra Run,
and bounded thence by a line south to the Conda-
mine River ; thence by that river downwards to
the Junction of Cooranga Creek ; thence by that
creek upwards to the west boundary of pre-emptive
purchase No. 3; thence by part of the west boun-
dary of that portion south to the north-east corner
of pre-emptive purchase No. 2 ; thence by the
north-west and south boundary  lines  of that portion
west, south, and east, to the west boundary line of
pre-emptive purchase No. 1 ; thence by part of the
west and the south boundaries of that portion south
and east to the point of  commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Saudgate, this
thirtieth day of August, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three, and in the thirty-seventh year
of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nar-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NOIMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
TN pursuance of Clause one of  " The Homestead
1. Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, and that the said
lands shall be open to selection as Homesteads, and.
not otherwise, at the Toowoomba Land Office, on
and after WEDNESDAY, the first day of October,
1873.
Lands  resumed  from the Jondaryan Run.
About  8 square miles.
Commencing at;the;north-west corner of Jonda-
ryan pre-emptive purchase No. 35, and bounded
thence on the east by the west boundary  line of
Lands resumed from Beauaraba Run.
8' square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Too-
woomba Register  selection  No. 441, and bounded
thence on the north by the south boundary of that
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selection, and the south boundaries of selections 430,
527, 429, 465, and 432 to the south-east corner of
selection 432 ; on the east by a line bearing south to
a point due east from the east corner of Toowoomba
Register selection No. 409; thence bZ11,line bear-
ing west to that east corner; and on south-west
by the north-east boundary of selection No. 409
aforesaid ; by the north-east boundary of portion
141,,arish of Cecil Plains ; and by the north-east
bo dary of  selection  No. 446 north-westerly to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of all
alienated lands.
Lands  resumed  from Yandilla Run.
About 8 12square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Condamine
River at the boundary between the resumed and
ten years' lease of Yandilla Run; and bounded
thence by the said boundary north-easterly to the
North Branch ; thence by that branch upward ;
thence by a line passing through a spot distant
about two hundred chains from the boundary of the
resumed and ten years' lease of Yandilla Run bear-
ing south-westerly about three hundred chains;
thence by a line bearing north-westerly about one
hundred and twenty chains ; thence by a line bear-
ing south-westerly to Condamine River ; and thence
by said river downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
QUEENSLAND, ' Proclamation by the Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of York,
in the Peerage of the United King-
dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New
Ross, in the County of Wexford, in
iL.s.) the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NoasfANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N  pursuance  of clause forty-one of  " The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the sixteenth day of September, 1873, at the Land
Offices of the Districts in which they  are respec-
tively situated.
Register
No. of
Appiica.
tion.
Land
Name  of Lessee .  Area .  Agent's
Distriot.
A. 8. P.Given under my Hand and Seal, at Sandgate,
26 CronolyP ... 69 0 0 Gympie
this thirtieth day
of our Lord one
of August, in the year
thousand eight hundred
287
.
A. L. Wall
...
... ... , 76 0 0 Mary-
borough
and seventy-three, and in the thirty-seventh
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by The Most
to wit. ' Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all in  the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross,  in the County of Wexford,
No.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor. Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its  Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause one of " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE. Marquis of N ormanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land'hereunder described shall
be, and are hereby set apart, as Homestead Areas,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, as Home-
steads, classed as agricultural, and not otherwise, at
the Land Office, Warwick, on and after WEDNES-
DAY, the first day of October, 1873.
County of Merivale, parish of Allora.
Portions Nos. 210, 211, 212, 213, 213A, 215,
End 216.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GQD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
seventh year  of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
Q UEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation by The Most
to wit . S  Honorable GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  z''scount Nor-
manby, and Baroi Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross,  in the Coun ty of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NOn MANGY, of Her Majesty' s Most Honorable
Gwerieor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the  authority vested in me by
an Act passed in the second year of the reign
of His late Majesty King  William the  Fourth, and
numbered twelve ,  and with the advice of the Exe-
cutive  Council,  I, the Governor aforesaid ,  do hereby
appoint the Mingo Crossing -place, Burnett River,
Maryborough  and Mount Perry Road,  a place of
public  traffic, and where ferry dues shall be levied
to the  amount and  under the  regulations ,  restric-
tions ,  and provisions of the said Act ; of which
ferry all persons are hereby required to take due
notice.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this fourteenth day of
August, in the  year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy -three, and in
the thirty- seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEIQ
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QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by The Most
to wit. ) Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earlof Mulgrave,ViscountNormanby,
and Baron  Mulgrave of Mulgrave, all
in the County of York, in the Peerage
of the United Ringdom; and Baron
(L.s.) Mulgrave of New Ross, in the County
NORMANBY, of Wexford, in the Peerage of Ireland ;
Governor.  a Member of Her Majesty's Most
Honorable Privy Council, Governor
and Commander -in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in mevested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of the Act
31 Victoria, No. 46, respecting the Alienation of
Crown Lands, I, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim  that the following Lots of Land
will be offered by public auction, for lease for five
years , at the undermentioned place, at Eleven
o'clock, on the day specified, at the upset price
affixed to each Lot respectively.
SALE OF FRONTAGE ALLOTMENTS FOR
WHARF PURPOSES AT THE POLICE OFFICE,
ST. LAWRENCE,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 16TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1873.
County of Murchison, parish of St. Lawrence, town
of Port St. Lawrence.
NO.
of
Lot.
s
c Area.
x a°
X.  P.
1  2 124
3 184
0 4.184
Price
per Lot
per
Annum.
ie
3
3
3
Description of each Lot.
The upper boundary ,  commencing at a
point one hundred and fifty links from
centre of Government Wharf ,  thence
downwards four chains, with an ave-
rage depth of one chain.
The upper boundary,  commencing  five
hundred and fifty  finks from centre of
Government Wharf, thence downwards
four chains, with an average depth of
one chain.
The upper boundary ,  commencing nine
hundred and fifty links from the centre
of Government Wharf ,  thence down-
wards four chains, with an average
depth of one chain.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this eighteenth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th September, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby  notified for  public information, thatthe Commission rs  f Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868 ," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited  Act at the  under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office,  Brisbane ,  on the first
Tuesday in  each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigh , the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
A t the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick,  on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday  in September, 1873, and t4iere-
after on the second Thursday of each iter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the firs
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY  AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-.
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in September, 1873, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURHE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, on the second
Tuesday in  every  third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in November, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office,  Surat , on the first Thurs-
day in November, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
M. the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in October, 1873, and thereafter onthe
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. J. GRAHAM.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
j]J HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
11 ' Crown Lands Alienation pct of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice  thereof  shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
here given, that at the expiration of the period
afo reraid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL AT CALLIOPE.
County of Clinton, parish of East Stowe, town of
Calliope.
5 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about fifty
degrees, distant about twelve  chains  and twenty
links from the east corner of allotment 1 of section
2, and bounded thence on the west by a line
bearing north ten chains and seventy-three links ;
on the north by a line bearing east six chains and
thirteen links ; on the  east  by a line bearing south
five chains and fifty-nine links to the Gladstone
road ; and on the south-east by that road bearing
230 degrees eight chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY AT MOGGILL.
County of Stanley, parish of Moggill, portion No.
249.
10 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
247, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west fifteen chains; on the west by a line
bearing north six chains and seventy links ; on the
north by a line bearing east fifteen chains ; and on
the east by a line bearing south six chains and
seventy links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora.
rily reserved for the purpose  named  with  respect
to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE  FOR A POUND AT GAYNDAH.
County of  Mackenzie , parish of Gayndah.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing  at the intersection  of Simon and
Porter  streets,  and bounded thence on the north-
east  by Porter  street  bearing south -easterly five
chains ; on  the south- east  by a line at  right angles
to Porter  street bearing  south-westerly  five chains ;
on the south-west by  a line  parellel with Porter
street bearing north-westerly five chains  to Simon
street ; and on the  north-west  by that street bearing
north-easterly  five chains  to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR BALLAST FOR  RAILWAY  PURPOSES
AT GOODNA.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Goodna, part of
portion  154.
14 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at a point bearing north and distant
about eight chains from the south-west corner of
portion 150, at intersection of the railway line with
the west boundary of portion 150, and bounded
thence on the east by part of that west boundary
bearing north to the north corner of original portion
154; on the north-west by a road one chain wide
dividing this land from portion 153, bearing south
sixty-one degrees thirty minutes west twenty-five
chains and twenty-nine links  to another road one
chain wide ; on the south-west by that road bearing
south forty-three degrees fifteen minutes east to
the Brisbane and Ipswich Railway line ; and on the
south by that railway line easterly to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A LANDING PLACE,  BAKERS  C REEK,
MACKAY DISTRICT.
County of  Carlisle ,  parish  of Howard.
113 acres.
Commencing in a mangrove marsh at the south-
west corner of selection 230, and bounded thence
on the north by that selection and a line bearing
east twenty -two chains and twenty -five links to the
South Pacific Ocean  ;  on the east  by the  shore of
that ocean southerly to the mouth of Baker's
Creek; and on the south -west and west by that
creek and its over flow upward to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER, GALLOWAY PLAINS, GLAD-
STONE.
County of Clinton.
30 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Clyde Creek at
the south -east corner of selection  71, and bounded
thence on  the north by that selection  bearing west
twenty- seven chains  and thirty- six links to the
Xroombit road ; on the west by that road  bearing
174 degrees nine chains and fifty links; on the
south by selection 106 bearing east thirty-seven
chains and  twenty-eight links to Clyde Creek ;
and on the north-east by that creek  downwards to
the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
pct of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended grantees, to the intent that by force
of the Act aforesaid they shall  be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants, and in every
deed containing the erroneous  names,  and such
Grants respectively, and every such Deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFEREED TO.
Date of grant-22nd  June, 1870.
Name of grantee-Joseph  Ryne Hinds.
Description of land granted-Fifty-four  acres,
county of Stanley, parish of Maclean, portion
ninety-two B.
Nature of misnomer-The  name Joseph Ryne
Hinds having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of Joseph Royal Hinds.
Name of intended  grantee -Joseph  Royal Hinds.
Name of party applying for  instrument -Joseph
Royal Hinds.
Date of grant-7th  August, 1872.
Name of grantee-Louise  Thom.
Description of land granted-Thirty- seven  acres
one rood eight perches, county of Livingstone,
parish of Gracemere, portion nine.
Nature of misnomer-The  name Louise Thom
having been inserted as that of the intended  grantee,
instead of Louise Thou.
Name of intended grantee-Louise  Thon.
Name of party applying for instrument-Louise
Thou.
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.bate of grant- 21st  February , 1873.
Name  of grantee-Frederick  Henze ll .
Description of land  granted-Twenty-three per-
ches, county of March, parish of Gympie, town of
Gympie, allotment No. 9 of section O.
Nature of  misnomer -The  name Frederick Hen-
te ll  having been inserted  as that of the intended
grantee, instead  of Frederick Lumley  Henzel.
Name of intended  grantee-Frederick Lumley
Henze ll .
Name of party applying for  instrument-Fre-
dsrick Lumley  Henzoll.
Date of grants-21st  February, 1873.
Names of grantees-Adam  Walker and George
Lamb.
Description of land granted-Portions  nine, ten,
eleven, twelve, and fourteen, county of  Belmore,
and parish of St. George, containing twenty acres
each.
Nature of misnomer-The  names Adam Walker
and George Lamb having been inserted as that of
the intended grantees, instead of Adam Walker
and Thomas George Lamb.
Names of intended grantees-Adam  Walker and
Thomas George Lamb.
Name of party applying for instrument- Thomas
George Lamb.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Exce ll ency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by an instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended to
be granted ,  to the Intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid it sha ll  be taken to have been inserted in
the Grant ,  and in every Deed containing the
erroneous description, and such Grant ,  and every
such Deed, shall operate and be construed ac-
cordingly.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFEREED TO.
Date of grant-22nd  July, 1872.
Name of grantee-Robert  Ballard.
Description of land granted-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement one acre  one rood and
thirty-three p rches, be the  same  more or less,
situated in the county of March, parish of Gympie,
and town of Gympie, being allotment No. 2 of
section P,  commencing  on the north side of Bligh
street , at the south-east corner of allotment one,
and bounded thence on the south by that street
bearing ninety-two degrees one chain and forty-
one links  and one-half of a link, and seventy-eight
degrees thirty minutes one chain and seventy-eight
links and one -quarter of a link ; on the east by the
west boundary line of allotment three bearing
three hundred and fifteen  degrees  three chains and
sixty-seven  links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing two hundred and ninety- nine  degrees forty-
five minutes three chains and fifty links ; and on
the west by the east boundary lines of allotments
twelve and one, bearing one hundred and eighty-
three degrees fifteen minutes five chains and seventy
links to the point of commencement.
Nature of error-The  bearing of the eastern
boundary being three degrees fifteen minutes
instead of three hundred and fifteen  degrees as in
the deed.
Name of intended grantee-Robert  Ballard.
Name of party applying for instrument-Robert
Ballard.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 28th August, 1873.
T
HE accompanying amended description of the
School Reserve at Moggill is substituted for
that published in the  Government Gazette  of the
16th November, 1872, folio 1920.
C. J. GRAHAM.
County of Stanley, parish of .Moggill, portion'yNo.
248.
16 acres 2  roods 32 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
north-east by one of said  roads bearing  three hun-
dred and twenty degrees thirteen  chains and ten
links ; on the north by a line bearing  west eleven
chains and eighty links to another road one chain
wide ; on the north-west by that road bearing one
hundred and ninety degrees nine chains and eighty-
five links to the other aforesaid road ; and on tfihe
south by that road bearing  east  twenty-one chains
and eighty-eight links to the point of commence.
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
Notice is hereby given, that the lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purposes named with respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR WATER AND CAMPING ,  BEAUARABA
RUN.
County of Aubigny.
92 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the north -west corner of selec-
tion 749, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing west twenty -five chains  ;  on the west
by a line bearing south t irty -seven chains ; on the
south by a  line bearing east  twenty -five chains ;
and on the east by a line bearing north thirty-seven
chains  to the  point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR POUND, STANTHORPE.
1 acre.
County of Bentinek, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe, allotments  14  and  15  of section  10.
Commencing on the west side of Johnson street
at the south-east corner of allotment 13, and
bounded thence on the east by that street southerly
three chains ; on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 16 westerly at right angles to
Johnson street three chains and thirty-four links
on the west by a line northerly parallel with John-
son street three chains; and on the north by the
south boundary line of allotment 13 easterly at
right angles to Johnson street three chains and
thirty-four links to the point of commencement.
RESERVES FOR GRAVEL AND TIMBER FOR ROAD
PURPOSES.
County of Canning, parish of Bribie.
Commencing on the main road from Brisbane to
Gympie, at the south-west corner of portion No.
11, and bounded thence on the north by that por-
tion and a line bearing east about fifty chains ; on
the east by a line bearing south about eighty chains ;
on the south by a line bearing west about sixty
chains to the main road from Brisbane to Gympie;
and on the west by that road northerly to the
point of commencement.
ALSO,
County of Canning, parish of Byibie.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
No. 4, and bounded thence on the east by aline
bearing south about 120 chains ; on the south by
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aline  bearing  west about 180 chains ; on the west
'by a line  bearing north about 100 chains to the
Mooloolah River ; and on the north by that river
downwards and by portions Nos. 10 and 4 to the
point of commencement.
ALSO,
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolalt.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
No. 30, and bounded thence on the south-west by
a line bearing south-easterly about 105 chains to
the north-west corner of portion No. 4, and thence
about five chains to Mountain Creek ; on the south
and east by that creek downwards to thesouthcorner
of portion No. 1 ; on the north-east by that portion
and portion No. 27 to a point on the south-west
boundary of the last-mentioned portion distant
twenty chains from its west corner ; and thence on
the north-west by a line bearing south-westerly
about 120 chains to the point of commencement.
ALSO,
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
Commencing at a point on the west boundary of
portion No. 21, distant twenty chains from its north-
west corner , and bounded thence on the east by
that portion and portion No. 52 and by a line
bearing south about twenty-eight chains ; on the
south by a line bearing west about 130 chains ; on
the west by a line bearing north about 100 chains ;
and on the north by a line bearing  east  about 120
chains to  the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR  WHARVES  AND  WATER.
Mouth of Marooehy  River,  county of Canning,
parish of Maroochy.
215 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Cornmeal
Creek, at the crossing of a road, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that road bearing
one hundred and forty-five degrees one chain and
seventy-five links, one hundred and twenty-five
degrees five chains, one hundred and forty degrees
nine chains and forty links, one hundred and five
degrees five chains, one hundred and fifteen degrees
twenty chains, one hundred and five degrees
seventeen chains, one hundred and fifteen degrees
fifteen chains, one hundred and forty-five degrees
fourteen chains, and one hundred and thirty
degrees two chains and forty-six links ; on the
south-east by a line bearing forty-five degrees ten
chains'to the South Pacific Ocean ; on the east by
the waters of that ocean northerly to the mouth of
the Maroochy River ; and on the west and north
by that river southerly and westerly to Cornmeal
Creek, and by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR PUBLIC  PURPOSES.
Mouth of Baker's Creek, parish of Howard.
Commencing at the south-west corner of applica-
tion 230 (Bovey's) ; and bounded on the north by
a line  bearing  east  twenty-two chains and twenty-
five links to the sea-coast ; on the east and on the
south by the sea-coast to the mouth of Bakers
Creek;  on the west by that creek  upwards to the
mangroves  north of the  landing place ;  and thence
on the west by the  mangroves  to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1873.
T
HE  accompanying amended description of the
Drayton and Toowoomba Cemetery is sub-
stituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 31st  May,  1873,  folio 868.
C. J. GRAHAM.
chains and  fifty  links to another road one chain
wide ; on part of the east by that road bearing
south fifteen chains and sixty-two links ; on the
remainder of the north by a line bearing east four
chains and fifty-nine links to a road one and a-half
chain wide; again on the east by that road bearing 198
degrees twenty-one minutes eight chains and forty-
two three-quarter links ; on part of the south by
a line bearing west two chains and 18 links ; on the
remainder of the east by a line bearing 173 degrees
thirty minutes seven chains and five links ; on the
remainder of the south by the north boundary line
of portion 271, bearing west eighteen chains and
forty links ; and on the west by a line and the east
boundary line of portion 267, bearing north thirty
chains and fifty-seven links to the point of com-
mencement.
Also,
10 acres 1 rood 34 perches.
Commencing at a point one chain east from the
north-east corner of portion 269, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a road one chain wide
bearing seventy-four degrees fifty-one minutes ten
chains and four links to a road one and a-half chain
wide ; on the south-east by that road bearing 198
degrees twenty-one minutes eighteen chains and
nineteen links ; on the south by another road one
chain wide, bearing west three chains and ninety-
one and a-half links to another road one chain
wide ; and on the west by that road bearing north
fourteen chains and sixty-nine links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a Cemetery.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE  FOR  CEMETERY ,  STANTHORPE.
County  of Bentinek, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe.
12 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north, and distant
one chain from the north-west corner of allotment 6,
section 18, and bounded thence on the south by
Funker street, bearing east nine chains and fifty-
three links ; on the east by a line bearing north
twelve chains and fifty-eight links ; on the north by
a line bearing west nine chains and fifty-three links ;
and on the west by McGlew street, bearing south
twelve chains and i fty-eight links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  7th August, 1873.
T
HE accompanying amended description of the
Reserve for Town Hall, Clermont ,  is sub-
stituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 31st July ,  1869, folio 928.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  TOWN HALL.'
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
56 acres 2 roods 2 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the north-
east corner of portion 267, and bounded thence on
part of the north by that road bearing east seventeen
County of Clermont, parish of Clermont. town of
Clermont, allotments 4,  5, 9,  and  10,  of section  18.
2 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the sec-
tion, and bounded thence on the north by Lime
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street westerly four chains ; on the west by the east
boundary line of allotments 3 and 8 southerly, at
right angles to Lime street, five chains to Mimosa
street; on the south by that street easterly parallel
with Lime street four chains to Capella street; and
on the east by that street northerly five chains to
the point of commencement.
erament Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section  of "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for a School site.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE.
County of Bentinclc, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe, allotments 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19,  and  20  of section 8.
4 acres 2 roods 10 perches.
Commencing on the west side of Marsh street, at
the south-east corner of allotment 12, and bounded
thence on the east by that street bearing south
seven chains and fifty links to Connor street ; on
the south by that street bearing west seven chains
and ninety-six links; on part of the west by allotment
No. 21, bearing north four chains and fifty links ;
on part of the north by allotments Nos. 9, 10, and
11, bearing east four chains and sixty-two links ;
on the remainder of the west by a line bearing
north three chains, and on the remainder of the
north by allotment No. 12, bearing east three chains
and thirty-four links to the point of commencement
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1873.
T
T HE accompanying amended description of
Reserve for Timber for Railway  purposes is
substituted  for that published  in the  Government
Gazette  of  the 7th December, 1872, folio 2028.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of  Cavendish, parishes  of Crow' s Nest and
)Wurphy.
Commencing on Perseverance Creek at a point
bearing east from the north boundary of portion
No. 741 ,  and bounded thence on the east by that
creek upwards to its source  ;  thence on the south
by a line bearing west about five and a-half miles to
the summit  of the  Main Range  ;  on the west by the
summit of that range northerly to a point bearing
south from the west boundary of portion No. 741 ;
thence by a line bearing north about two and a-half
miles to the north-west corner of that portion ; and
on the north by a line bearing east about three and
a-half miles to the point of commencement,-ex-
elusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
11  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose, notice thereof shall be published in the  Gov-
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY, WALLOON.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion  603.
10 acres 38 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
west corner of ortion 602, and bounded thence on
the north-west toy, that road, bearing 225 degrees,
nine chains and thirty-two links to another road
one chain wide; on the south-west by  that road,
bearing 135 degrees, eleven chains and two links ;
on the south-east by a line hearing + forty-five
degrees, nine chains and thirty-two iin s ; and on
the north-east by the National School Reserve,
bearing 315 degrees, eleven chains and one link to
the point of commencement.
I RESERVE  FOR NATIONAL SCHOOL  SITE,  WALLOON.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion
602.
10 acres 36 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
west corner of portion 600, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing 225  degrees,
nine chains and thirty links ; on the south-west by
the Cemetery Reserve, bearing 135 degrees, eleven
chains and one link ; on the south-east by a line
bearing forty-five degrees, nine chains and thirty
links ; and on the north-east by portions 600 and
601, bearing 315 degrees, eleven chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1873.
I
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for Public purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
POLICE RESERVE, MILLCHESTER.
17 acres 3 roods 30 perches.
Commencing at a point 102 links north 312
degrees west of south corner of Bank of New South
Wales, at corner of the Main street ; thence bounded
by a line bearing 40 degrees 55 minutes north-east
1,038 links ; thence by a line bearing south 218
degrees 63 minutes west 1,457 links ; thence by a
line bearing south 132 degrees east 1,417 links,
along the side of the street, to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved and set apart for a Rail-
way Reserve.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES NEAR CLIFTON.
RAILWAY STATION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Elphinstone,
portion No. 132.
165 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 131, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion bearing north
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forty-six chains and  fifty links ; on the north by a
line bearing east thirty-three chains and twenty
links ; on the east by lines bearing 157 degrees
thirty minutes two chains and sixty links, 166
degrees ten chains and nineteen links, 182 degrees
thirteen chains and five links, and 186 degrees
twenty-one chains and twenty links to the aforesaid
road ; and on the south by that road bearing  west
thirty-four chains to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 26th June, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
OT1CE is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant
Bill mentioned in the Schedule hereunder written,
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of " The Titles to Land Act of  1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, by  an instrument  endorsed on such Deed of
Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony,
describe  the land intended to be granted, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, it shall
be taken to have been inserted in the Grant, and in
every Deed containing the erroneous description,
and such  Grant and every such Deed shall operate
and be construed  accordingly.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant.-16th  March, 1864.
Name of  Grantees.-Frederick William Dunsdon,
and Samuel Henry Dunsdon.
Desert Lion of Land Granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in Our said Territory, containing by
admeasurement seventy-seven acres, be the same
more or less, situated in the county of Aubigny,
and parish of Toowoomba, portion 60, in the oo-
woomba Agricultural Reserve, commencing at the
north-east corner of portion 26, on the left bank of
Gowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the west by
the eastern boundary line of that portion a-id of part
of portion 59, bearing south thirty-one chains to a
road one chain wide ; on the south by that road
bearing east forty-five chains to Gowrie Creek ; and
on the north-east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement,-being the land proclaimed
as Lot. 66, on the 18th September, 1861.
Correct description of land intended to be
granted.-County  of Aubigny, parish of Toowoomba,
portion No. 60, in the Toowoomba Agricultural
Reserve, containing 112 acres-commencing at the
north-east corner of portion No. 26, on the left
bank of Gowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the
west by the eastern boundary line of that portion
and of part of portion No. 59, bearing south forty
chains and sixty-nine links to a road. one chain wide ;
on the south by that road bearing east forty-four
chains and twenty links to Gowrie Creek ; and on
the north-east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of party applying for Instrument.-Fred-
erick William Dunsdon.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  5th  February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
T is hereby notified for general information
that in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous, before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th  June,  1873.
W
by the twenty -fifth section of
1v 1 " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described w il l be
permanently set apart for Customs purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESEBVE FOB CUSTOMS PURPOSES AT BUNDABERG.
County of Coop, parish of I3andaberg, town of Bun-
dabelg,  allotments 5  and 7 of section  26.
2 roods 29 perches.
Commencing  on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the north cor ier of allotment No. 3,
and bounded thence on the south-west by the
north-east boundary of allotment 3 south-easterly
one chain and eighty-four links to Quay street ; on
the south- east  by Quay street north-easterly four
chains ; on  the north-east by the south-west boun-
dary line of allotment 9 north-westerly at right
an les to  Quay street one chain and sixty-seven
links to Burnett River ; and on the north-west by
that river upwards  to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
1HE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
skewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be bad at the Publio
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands  Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions  of the 41st section of " The Pastoral
Leases  Act of  1869" for renewed leases for four-
teen  years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief' Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his oLice. These Applica.
tions will require  to be lodged not later than three
months prior  to the expiration  of the existing
leases, as prescribed  in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1873.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
I the undermentioned Miners' Rights and Busi-
ness Licenses have been returned as issued in the
Gold Fields Districts respectively specified.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
NORMANBY GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended July 31st, 1873.
MINER 'S RIGHT.
No. Name.
37,938 S. C. Allen.
YARROL GOLD FIELDS.
During the Month ended 31st August, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name.
60,482 Henry Zube
60,483 Owen Day
48,991 John R. Ridler
48,992 Frank Logan
48,993 Robert Dyke
48,994 Fredk. Coulehan
No. Name.
48,995 James Thompson-
48,996 Edward Treed
48,997 James Savage
48,998 William Pearson
48,999 E. W. Quilley
49,000 Samuel Hutchins
TENNINGERING GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 31st August, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name.  No. Name.
52,304 James Thompson 52,306 James Savage
52,305 Edward Trood 52,307 Edwd. W. Quilley
.
During  the Month ended 31st August, 1873.
D BROUGHTONRO C AWE S, APE, NCHARTERS T
MINERS '  RIGHTS . GOLD FIELDS.
No. Name. No. Name.
61,770 Alexander Pollock 61,817 Thomas V. Alkin During  the Month ended 31st August, 1873.
61,771 Patrick Hickey 61,818 Stephen  Trueman MINERS' RIGHTS.
61,772 John Healy 61,819 T. E. D. Byrne No. Name. No. Name.
61,773 Bong Tong  61,820  Henry Grant 56,893  T. A. Davis 56,956 Andrew  Henderson61,774 Herbert Rogers 61,821 George Toys 894 Chas. Patching56 957 Henry Taylor5661,775 George Poole  61,822  M. McFarlane ,56,895 Francis Smith
,
958 Henry Dower56
61,776 George Gibson  61,823 Andrew Beilbitz 56,896 James Swain
,
56,959 Henry Dower
61,777 George Neill 61,824 William Smith 897 James Crawford56 960 William Hogan5661,778 Matthew Costello 61,825 Joseph Smith
,
898 James Whelan56
,
961 M..McC. Brown56
61,779 R. G. Walker 61,826 George Cooper ,899 Henry Mulberan56
,
962 J. H. Brunges56
61,780 Michael Ryan 61,827 John Meade
,
900 Henry Kane56
,
963 Daniel Delory56
61,781 Jeremiah Ryan 61,828 George Lee
,
901 James McKea56
,
964 Thomas McCabe5661,782 Thomas Frost 61,829 John McGregor ,902 George Harris56
,
965 C. J. Walter56
61,783 L. C. Power 61,830 Michael Power
,
903 H. W. Palmer56
,
966 John Crotty56
61,784 John Mayo  61,831 George Stuckey
,
56,904 George Medley
,
967 Gustave Carlbach.56
61,785 John Harris 61,832 Edward Murdock 905 Wm. Hamilton56
,
968 Henry Taylor56
61,786 Robert Laurie 61,833 Patrick Ryan
,
906 John Jones56
,
969 Thomas Kelly56
61,787 Thomas Whitmore 61,834 Robert Collisson
,
907 William Clarke56
,
56 970 Pat McGuire61,788 John Donohoe 61,835 William Lynch ,908 Ernest Buette56
,
971 John Boyland5661,789 Charles O'Donnell 61,836 Terence Fox
,
909  D. McCullough56
,
56 972 Edward Lavery61,790 Zachariah Smith 61,837 John Paul ,910 Ali Hon56
,
973 Edwin Morrisby5661,791 Robert Henderson 61,838 Michael Campbell ,911 Alexr. Deani56
,
974 C. Soransen5661,792 Edward Billing 61,839 William  Shatling ,912 Chas.  Morgan56
,
975 D. McIntyre5661,793 John Marshall. 61,840 John Werk ,913 J. F. Williams56
,
56 976 B. H. Palmer
61,794 Jacob Croft 61,841 Thomas Kermode
,
914 Edward Ward56
,
56 977 John McGuinness61,795 George Mann 61,842 Robert Metcalf ,915 C. McCarthy56
,
978 Michael Galvin5661,796 Peter Stewart 61,843 Fredk. Hollyman ,916 J. L. Dudley56
,
56 979 Peter Sachan61,797 Thomas Hambleton 61,844 Thomas Mouat ,56,917 John Murphy
,
56,980 Henry Stanley61,798 Thomas McGuire 61,845 Edward Farrow 918 Andr. Thompson56 56 981 Patrick Pyne61,799 George Nott 61,846 James Wood ,919 Alexander Fraser56
,
982 Patrick Pyne5661,800 Peter Biddle 61,847 Thomas Corley ,920 William Sadd56
,
983 George Kendel5661,801 John Foster 61,848 Thomas Harding ,921 John Deane56
,
56 984 Isaac Erlanson61,802 William Carver 61,849 Allan Cook ,922 Mary A. Blakeney56
,
985 John Arps5661,803 Joseph Brewer 61,850 Robert Newsam
,
923 John Yerves56
,
986 Daniel Downey56
61,804 John Robertson 61,851 John Mogan
,
924 William Kitchin56
,
987 Geo. E. Clarke5661,805 Edwin Evans 61,852 James Kildey ,925 Patrick Cashin56
,
56 988 Louis Hamann853 John Leeman61 806 Henry Lacey 61 , ,,,
854 Andrew Baird61 807 William Lee 61 56,926 Charles Burns 56,989 Hector McPhail,,
855 Vernon BrownFisher 6161 808 R E 56,927 Charles Ashbury
56,990 J. F. Williams
,, . .
856 John WellsDawson 6161 809 J W 56,928 John Chisholm
56,991 Thomas Hayes
,, . .
857 Thomas Fraser810 James Dwyer 6161
56,929 Fred. Weston 56,992 William Stewart
,,
61,811 Chas. E. Barrett 61,858 George Toms
56,930 F. G. Keating
931 Edwd. Craig56
56,993 Peter  Be ll inger
994 James Brooks56
61,812 John Beattie 61,859 Timothy Collins
,
932 Daniel Logue56
,
56 995 William Phealan61,813 William Whitford 61,860 Thomas Jinkins ,933 Michael Casey56
,
996 A. F. Cadenhead56Walsh61 814 Wm S 861 John Hay61 , ,, . .
61,815 Frederick Klever
,
61,862 Harry Malton 56,934 Charles McLaren935 James Irwin56
56,997 Joe. Joyce
66 998 Wm.  Heinamann
816 John McDonald61 863 Terence Aheran61
, ,
,, 56,936 W. T. Morrison 56,999 Patrick Murphy
BUSINESS LICENSES. 56,937 James Collins56 938 S dne R d
57,000 J. Davis
Ma n001 J57, yy eeNameNoNo Name
y e.,
... . 56,939 James Fuller1,154 William Skinner 1,155 R. B. Balfour 56,940 Philip Farlane
57,002 Timothy Kugan
57,003 J. J. Cassells
56,941 W. H. McCormack 57,004 Isaac Erlanson
56,942 James Scott 57,005 D. Bozle
56,943 Henry Sugar 57,006 John Crow
BOYNE AND CALLIOPE GOLD FIELDS. 56,944 Charles Roberts 57,007 John Andrews
56,945 Robt. Meecham
During the Month ended 31st August, 1873. 56,946 James Weir
57,008 Thomas  Bradshaw
57,009 G. Klatte
MINERS' RIGHTS.  56,947 Catherine Casey 57,010 Andrew Farrelly
No. Name. No. Name.  56,948 William Isani 57,011 George Tough
63,163 Thomas Rome 63,170 Michael Kelly 56,949 William Kohler 57,012 Albert Neilson
63,164 William Madden 63,171 Robert Welch 56,950 William Kohler 67,013 Wm. Ashworth
63,165 Abel Vallas 63,172 William Kelly 56.951 James Wallace 57,014 William  Davison
63,166 John Bowyer 63,173 Alfred Fletcher  56,952  George W ilson 57,015 Ambrose Grose
63,167 John McKenna 63,174 Charles Johnson 56,953 A. O. Hardy 57,016 Thomas Roberts
63,168 Wm. McGillavey 63,175 D. Lynch 66,954 James  Moensen 57,017 Fredk. O'Donnell
63,169 M. A. Sutherland 63,176 Martin Croyer 56,955 Andrew Henderson 57,018 C. J. Blakeney
GYMPIE GOLD FIELD
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CHARTERS TOWERS, CAPE, AND BROUGHTON
GOLD  FIELDS- continued.
MnNSas'  Rionrs-continued.
No. Name.
57,019 John Powell
67,020 Joseph Drake
67,021 John Fick
57,022  Oliif Christiensen
57,023 Carl Stamp
67,024  Thadeus O'Kane
67,025 Michael Hickey
57,026 John Brady
67,027 James Pyle
67,028 W. H. Day
67,029 E. Lee
67,030 T. G. Wray
67,031 T. Chapman
57,032 Wm. Brannagan
57,033 Arthur Bristow
67,034 Samuel Moffatt
57,035 Thomas Dupin
67,036 Peter Mi llo
57,037 Thomas Curtis
67,038 Robert Gray
57,039 George Winkel
57,040 John Towers
67,041 Thomas Battison
67,042 Patrick Joyce
57,043 T . A. Hopkins
57,044 George Moore
67,045 Stephen  Nicholson
67,046 Thomas  Williams
67,047 Adam Welhelm
67,048 Adam Welhelm
57,049 Robert  Brendel
57,050 William Ogilvy
57,051 Pat. O'Donaghue
Busxac ss
No. Name.
4,448 Hubert and Co.
4,449 Ah Gee
4,450 J. C. Nolan
4,451 Ali Ging
4,452 William Tierney
4,453 On War, Jang, & Co.
4,454 Hans Petersen
4,455 John Cameron
4,456 Thomas Kelly
4,457 J. R. C. Moore
No. Name.
57,052 John Hall
57,053 Henry Bemi
67,054 William Ryan
57,055 Robert Sayman
57,056 M. A. Blakeney
57,057 John Niehems
57,058 Robert Thompson
57,059 William Wallace
57,060 Clifford Cox
57,061 J. C. Pike
57,062 Nathaniel Newman
57,063 Thomas Mowbray
57,064 William Bampton
57,065 Nicholas Lessen
57,066 Robert  Baskerville
57,067 James McDonald
57,068 William Cook
57,069 George Hickling
57,070 William Spalding
57,071 E. P. Graham
67,072 Andrew Clair
66,789 Mary Bethel
66,790 Mary Bethel
56,791 T. French
56,792 A. Cameron
66,793 Archibald Gray
66,794  Archibald Gray
66,795 S. McLeod
56,796 Richard Adams
66,797 John  Belenken
66,798 John Tuley
66,799 P. Donovan
66,800  Henry Gregory
Lroaxsas.
No. Name.
4,458 Peter Crameri
4,459 Thomas Jones
4,460 Geo. Sam Wo
4,461 Brodziak,  Rogers,
and Semel
4,462 Brodziak, Rogers,
and Semel
4,463 Su Soo
4,464 James Hutchinson
4,465 Adolph Poenitz
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 11th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
OTICE is hereby  given , that a New Road from
l Cabulture Bridge to Steamer Wharf, Cabul-
ture River , parish of  Canning , county of Canning,
referred  to in Notices dated 8th April and 24th
July, 1873, folios 673 and 1242, respectively, of the
Government Gazette ,  has been formally marked and
opened by the proper officer, and  same is  now open
for public use.
73-1221.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a New Road
from Dalby to St. Ruth, referred to in
Notices dated 24th March, 1873, and 12th June,
1873, folios 589 and 943, respectively, of the  Govern-
ment Gazette,  has been formally marked and opened
by the proper officer, and same is now open for
public use.
73-2886 J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given,, that aNew Roadfrom Dalby to Lagoon Reserve, referred t
in Notices dated 31st March, 1873, and 12th June,
1873, folios 628 and 943, respectively, of the  Govern-
ment  Gazette,  has been formally marked and opened
by the proper officer,  and same is  now open for
public use.
73-2886. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 21st August 1873.
NEW ROAD-IPSWICH TO THE UPPER
LOGAN,  viii.  DUGANDAN.
FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the new line of road
leading from  Ipswich to the Upper Logan,  viii
Dugandan, parish of Normanby, county of Church-
ill, referred to in notices dated respectively 6th
December, 1872, and 11th February, 1873, folio
2043, in  Government Gazette,  1872, and folio 239,
Government Gazette,  1873, has been formally
marked and opened by the proper officer, and the
same is  now open for public use.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF LOGAN, COUNTY
OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 18th July,
1873, folio 1201,  Government Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of a New Road from Logan
Bridge to Beaudesert, parish of Logan, county of
Ward: Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to
according  to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at  the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of the
said road , are hereby reminded that notice must
be served upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are  provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BANDAMBA,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 10th July,
1873, folio 1078,  Government Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of a New Road through sub-
division 1 of portion 121, parish of Bandamba,
county of Stanley : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance  with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with thg advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said portion of road; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the road re-
ferred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice  must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in sueh
manner and  form as are provided in the sixth
section  of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON  THOMPSON.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF MOGGILL AND
GOODNA, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 1st July,
1873, folio 1022,  Government Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of New Roads to Ferry between
Moggill and Goodna, county of Stanley : Notice
is  hereby  given,  in accordance  with the Act 4
William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been  pleased to confirm the said portion of
road ; and it  is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said  road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as areprovided
in the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-2275.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 4th September, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POWDER MAGAZINE, MOUNT PERRY.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd
October next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Powder Magazine at Mount
Perry.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Powder
Magazine, Mount Perry."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Mount Perry.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver, at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notifica-
tion  of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing  such performance; otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LOCK-UP AND POLICE QUARTERS, CLER-
MONT.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 17th
October next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Lock-up and Police Quarters at
Clermont.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Lock-up
and Police Quarters at Clermont."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Clermont.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that be will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be-
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 4th September, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, CAMBOON.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th
October next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Telegraph Office at Camboon.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraph
Ofice, Camboon."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Banana.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and.
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Contract as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the-
ender being gccepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the Office,
of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken,
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be-
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th September, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE AND LOCK-UP, GLADSTONE.-
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd Oc-
tober next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Court House and Lock-up at Glad-
stone.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Court
Souse and Lock-up, Gladstone."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,,
and at the Court House, Gladstone.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is pro-
posed to complete the work,  and at  the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be•
accepted.'
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ROADS OFFICES, ROCKHAMPTON.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd October
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Offices for Roads Department, Rockhamp-
ton.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Roads
Offices, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Roads Office, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on printed forms, and must state
the time within which it is proposed to complete
the work, and at the foot of every Tender there must
be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit . the sum of ten per cent. on
amount of Tender as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event that
he will execute and deliver, at the office of the Civil
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securin , such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
J. MALBON  THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  26th August, 1873.
FERRY, MINGO CROSSING ,  BURNETT RIVER.
TO BOATMEN, FERRYMEN, ETC.
T
ENDERS will  be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 3rd
October ,  1873, from persons willing to contract for
the Lease ,  for the period of Five years ,  commencing
from date of acceptance of Tender ,  of the Ferry on
the Burnett River at Mingo Crossing ,  Maryborough
to Mount Perry road.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender  for Ferry,
Mingo Crossing ,  Burnett River."
Conditions of Lease, form of Tender ,  and Regu-
lations for working the Ferry ,  can be seen on appli-
cation at the Office of Foreman of Works, Mary-
borough.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum
signed by the party tendering, andtwo responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they wi ll  severa lly
execute and deliver ,  at the office of the Civil Crown
Solicitor in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty in a penal sum of such amount as may be
hereafter determined upon, for securing such per-
formance  ;  otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
No Tender will be entertained ,  except in the
approved form, and the highest or any Tender will
not necessarily be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Conditions of Lease, and Regulations  for Working
the Ferries, can be seen on  application  at the Clerk
of Petty Sessions '  Office,  Beenleigh ,  or at this
Office.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible p rsons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Con-
tract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Civil Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen
days from the usual noti fication of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty in a penal sum of such
amount as may be hereafter determined upon, for
securing such performance  ;  otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1873.
TO STOREKEEPERS, IRONMONGERS,
AND OTHERS.
STORES, ETC., REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF
THE RAILWAY DEPARTMENT AT IPSWICH.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th
October next, from persons willing to contract for
the supply, of the whole or any of the under-
mentioned Stores, &c., in such quantities as may be
required during the year commencing 1st January,
1874, upon the conditions hereafter specified, to be
delivered at the Railway Stores, Ipswich.
Printed Forms of Tender, with lists and further
particulars specified, may be obtained at this Office ;
and at the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract,
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event, that they will severally
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within seven days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty in the penal sum of £100 for securing such
performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
The Stores to be of the very best description of
their several kinds.
The probable quantities of each article required
are given for the guidance of persons concerned,
but it must be understood that they are only
approximate, and the Contractors must supply more
or less of each article, as required.
This Notice does not apply to stores and material
of every description required for the construction
of new works, or to any Stores required on
emergency, where time will not admit of the
Contractors supplying same to the Railway Stores.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
FERRIES, LOGAN RIVER.
TO BOATMEN, FERRYMEN, &c.
S
EPARATE Tenders will be received at this
Office, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 26th September next, from persons willing to
contract for the Lease, for a period of Three (3)
years, of the following Public Ferries, viz.
Beenleigh Ferry, Logan River ;
Waterford Ferry, ditto.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Beenleigla
Ferry"  (or  "Waterford Ferry,"  as the case may
LIST OF ARTICLES AND PROBABLE Q,UANTITIEs  REQUIRED
FOR THE USE OF THE SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN
RAILWAY FOR THE YEAR 1874.
Augers, Matheson's screw, a, and i, per dozen
(30 dozen)
Axes, American (2 dozen)
Adzas (z dozen)
Arsenic (14 lb.)
Alum (1 cwt.)
Axes, carpenter's broad (2 dozen)
Bends, wrought iron for gas tubing up to 3 inches
(2 dozen)
Bolts, flush for doors (1 dozen)
Bolts, barrel (1 dozen)
Bolts and Nuts, caphead, hexagon, and countersunk,
assorted sizes (5 cwt.)
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.uorax  ( L% 1D.)
Brass sheet (28 lb.)
Brooms, bass, per dozen (6 dozen)
Brushes, large banister, per dozen (12 dozen)
Brushes, scrubbing, per dozen (2 dozen)
Brushes, painter's sash tools, No. 4,  5, 6, 7, 8, per dozen
(12 dozen)
Brushes, French, fitches (2 dozen)
Brushes, large hair sweeping (2 dozen)
Blocks, iron ,  assorted  sizes ,  single,  double ,  and snatch
Q  dozen)
Blocks, wood, ditto, ditto (a dozen)
Braces and Bits, iron (% dozen)
Braces and Bits, wood (2 dozen)
Buckets, galvanised iron (1 dozen)
Bunting, red, white, and green (200 yards)
Bath Bricks (2 gross)
Basil Skins ,  large  (2 dozen)
Blankets, good, 12 x 4 (12 pairs)
Bricks, common (5,000)
Bricks, fire (1,000)
Canvas, best brands, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 (2,000 yards)
Cement, best brands (25 casks)
Chain, assorted  sizes, iron  (5 cwt.)
Chalk, white (1 cwt.)
Ch. Lime (2 cwt.)
Copper, bars (1 cwt.)
Copper, sheets (28 lb.)
Copper, ingots (5 cwt.)
Chairs, cane-seated office (2 dozen)
Cord, say stout fish lines (7 lb.)
Corks, assorted (3 gross)
Crucibles, Morgan's patent (2 dozen)
Chalk Lines (1 dozen)
Chamois Leathers (6 dozen)
Cotton, clean ginned, for polishing (14 lb.)
Calico, for mounting maps (20 yards)
Coal, house, in bags, bags returned (60 tons)
Coal, smithy (150 tons)
Dusters, flannel (20 yards)
Dusters, linen (20 yards)
Duck, English, for tents (100 yards)
Dressed Horse Hides, for laces (1 dozen)
Emery Cloth, No. 1, 112, and 2 (5 reams)
Emery Powder, Nos. 1, 12, and 2 (56 lb.)
Escutcheons, brass (2 dozen)
Files, assorted as per Sheffield list (50 dozen)
Flannel, for floor cloth (20 yards)
Felt, tarred for bridges (100 yards)
Flax, spun for packing (5 cwt.)
Flour, for moulders (a cwt.)
Filters, medium size, office (j dozen)
Glass, best window (200 square feet)
Glass, plate (50 square feet)
Glass Cloth, Nos. 1, 2, 3 (2 reams)
Glasses, kerosine lamp, assorted (2 dozen)
Glue (j cwt.)
Gold Leaf, in books of 50 (20 books)
Gold Size (10 gallons)
Grinding Stones, best (6)
Gum Arabic (28 lb.)
Guttering, 4 to 6 (50 feet)
Gas Piping, I to 3 (200 feet)
Hinges, brass butt, assorted  sizes  (6 dozen)
Hinges, iron ditto (6 dozen)
Hinges, T, assorted  sizes  (6 dozen)
Hanmmers, fitter's, per lb. (2 dozen)
Handles, American axe (2 dozen)
Handles, pick hickory (40 dozen)
Hose, India-rubber and canvas,  assorted sizes, 2 and 3
ply (100 feet)
Hose, canvas, assorted sizes up to 2; (100 feet)
Hooks, reaping (6 dozen)
Horse Hair (2 cwt.)
Hemp, best Tathein's (28 lb.)
Holland, for window blinds (50 yards)
Hooks, brass screw, for notice boards (1 gross)
Iron, round and square, best Best Stafford-)
shire, BBH
Iron, angle, ditto, ditto
Iron, flat, ditto, ditto
Iron, plate, ditto, ditto
Iron, sheet, ditto, ditto
Iron, best Lowmoor bars
Iron, ditto ditto plate
Iron, best galvanised corrugated
Knives, office (2 dozen)
Knives, painter 's large flag  ( a dozen)
Leather, best belting (1 ton)
Leather, brown bridle (2 cwt.)
Leather, bag (i cwt.)
Lamp Wick, flat, from  j  to 2 (100 yards)
Lamp Wick, round, ditto (20 dozen)
Lead, pig (5 cwt.)
Lead, sheet (1 ton)
Lamp Cotton (56 lb.)
Locks, chest and box, assorted  sizes  (6 dozen)
Locks, drawer, ditto (6 dozen)
Locks, rim, complete (6 dozen)
Locks, pad ,  3 in. and  21 in. (12 dozen)
Locks, pad, with duplicate keys (6 dozen)
Measuring  Tape, metallic,  66 ft. and 33 ft.  (2 dozen)
Mops, wool (2 dozen)
Murlin or tar band (2 cwt.)
Monkeys, water (1 dozen)
Metal, Babbit's patent (5 cwt.)
Nails, wire, assorted  sizes  (t ton)
Nails, clout, ditto (1 cwt.)
Nails, wrought iron ,  ditto  (5 cwt.)
Needles, best sail (5 dozen)
Oil, best refined colza  (1,000 gallons)
Oil, Chinese (500 gallons)
Oil, kerosine, approved  brands  (1,000 gallons)
Oil, neat's foot (1,000  gall ons)
Oil, sweet
Oil, linseed, raw and boiled (500 gallons)
Osnaburg (100 yards)
Pins, for papers, assorted sizes (7 lb.)
Paints, Turkey umber, in oil  (5 cwt.)
patent dryers (5 cwt.)
green ground dry (1 cwt.)
„ black (5 cwt.)
red lead, ground dry (5 cwt.)
yellow ochre (2 cwt.)
black japan (20 gallons)
„ white lead (10 tons)
Prussian blue (56 lb.)
Potash, American (28 lb.)
Potash, Prussian (28 lb.)
Paper, sand, Nos. 1, 2, and 3 (3 reams)
Pliers, assorted (I dozen)
Pincers, ditto (1 dozen)
Rope, best Europe (5 cwt.)
Rope, Manilla (10 cwt.)
Riddles, assorted mesh (1 dozen)
Rivets and Washers, tinned (20 lb.)
„ „ copper (28 lb.)
Rings, brass screw, for notice  boards (1 gross)
Rings, tinned for tarpaulins (10 gross)
Ratline, 9 thread (10 cwt.)
Rule, 2 feet (1 dozen)
Steel,  blister ,  best brands
Steel, spring , ditto  (5 cwt.)
Steel, cast, ditto
Saws, hand (1 dozen)
Saws, cross -cut (l; dozen)
Screws, all sizes, as per printed li st (500 gross)
Screws, galvanised iron (1 cwt.)
Screws, coach (2 cwt.)
Stones, for reaping hooks (5 dozen)
Shovels, No. 4 round nose, T handles (20 dozen)
Shovels, ditto square ditto, ditto (5 dozen)
Soda, washing (2 cwt.)
Soap, yellow bar (5 cwt.)
Soap, soft (5 cwt.)
Soap, best brown Windsor ( 12 dozen)
Solder, Tinman's (28 lb.)
Spirits of Salts (2 gallons)
Scissors, assorted sizes (1 dozen)
Sponges, common (56 lbs.)
Sulphur (14 lb.)
Salt, common  coarse  (3 bags)
Staples, galvanised  iron  (10 cwt.)
Salamoniac (14 lb.)
Shellac (28 lb.)
Spirits, methylated (20 gallons)
Tar, coal (100 hogsheads)
Tar, Stockholm (150 gallons)
Tin, sheet, XXX (2 cases)
Tin, block (5 cwt.)
Tacks, tin (21 lb.)
Tacks, cut (14 lb.)
Tacks, iron (14 lb.)
Tumblers, cut  glass  (1 dozen)
Twine, best  sail  (56 lb.)
Twine, best packing (56 lb.)
Turpentine (50 gallons)
Tanks, malt (20)
Towels, best office (2 dozen)
Tallow, best (1 ton)
Vices, fitters (5 cwt.)
Varnish, Noble's and Hoare' s best hard drying body
(50 gallons)
Waste, white cotton (3 tons)
Water-wells, for copying (1 dozen)
Wax Vestas, 250's (5 gross)
Whiting (3 cwt.)
Worsted (14 lb.)
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Washers, iron, assorted sizes (50 gross)
Wire, copper  (28 lb.)
Wire, brass (28 lb.)
Wire, steel (28 lb.)
Wire, iron (28 lb.)
Weighing Machine, spring dial for- parcels, 112 lb.,
Avery's or Pooley's (1 dozen)
Ditto, ditto, to weigh 1 ton (3)
Ditto, ditto, to weigh a ton (3)
Timber, pine, per 100 feet superficial (100,000 feet)
Timber, hardwood, ditto (100,000 feet)
Timber, cedar, per foot (50,000 feet)
Timber, Cudgeree, per 100 feet superficial (10,000 feet)
0
N and after the 15th instant, a Branch of the
Government Savings Bank will be established
at Burrenda, under the charge of Mr. ALEXANDER
TaoMPSON.
W. L. G. DREW,
Under-Secretary.
Deposits  can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above  branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information  can be  obtained by applying,
either by letter  or in person ,  at the Treasury, or at
any of the above  offices.
By His Excellency' s Command,
JOSHUA. P. BELL.
Postmaster-General ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1873.
CONVEYANCE  OF MAILS, 1874-5.
SERVICES No. 61 (Gainsford and  Copper-field), and o 81 (Westwood and Gainsford),
are withdrawn from list of Tenders call ed for
on 13th August, 1873.
THOS. L.  MURRAY-PRIOR.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
UPPER BRISBANE RIVER.
1M ASTERS  of Steam Vessels navigating the
1111 Upper Brisbane are cautioned, when ap.
proaching the punt employed in obtaining borings
at the site of the proposed Railway Bridge at
Oxley, to reduce the speed of their engines suffi-
ciently to prevent any wash while passing the punt,
as any sudden movement might break the boring
apparatus, and cause great delay and expense in
carrying out the work.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, August 30th, 1873.
ANNUAL PASTORAL RENT LIST FOR 1873.
Ig1HE attention of Crown Lessees, and others,
J is directed to  the Queensland Government
Gazette  of 5th August, 1873, containing a list of
all Rents and Assessments due and payable at the
Treasury on or before 30th Septmeber, 1873.
The  Gazette  may be seen at any Court House
in the Colony on application to the C. P.S., or may
be obtained direct from the Government Printing
Office by remitting the sum of one shilling.
J. P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 10th June, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunuamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Gympie,
Ipswich, Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Milchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normantou,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of  five pounds per cent, per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
General Post Office,
Queensland, 13th August, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE, 1874-5.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
SEPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, and
will be received until noon of SATURDAY,
the 11th October next, for the conveyance of Post
Office Mails, as undermentioned, from the 1st
January, 1874.
All Tenders are required to be written  on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously on
application at any Post Office in the Colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid)  addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words  "Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the Tender Box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the  mail services  for which they
tender, and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each
service, as well as for the periods mentioned,
namely, one year or two years.
Every Tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible  persons will ing
to become bound with him in such  sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not  exceeding the
gross  amount of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on the 20th October next, and must then
be prepared, if called on, forthwith to pay to the
Postmaster-General a sum equal to ten per cent. of
the amount of such of their tenders as may be
accepted,  as a guarantee  until their bonds and con-
tracts shall be executed.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender can be inspected at the General Post
Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster-General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
Service-From and to, and to and from:-
Number of Service-2. Brisbane, Tingalpa, and
Cleveland.-By coach, twice a week, for one or two
years.
6. Brisbane and Nerang Creek, vie Eight-mile
Plains, Logan Reserve, Waterford, Beenleigh,
Pimpama, Coomera, and Coombambah.-By coach,
three times a week, for one or two years.
7. Brisbane and Gympie,  via  Stewart's Ferry,
Yandina, and One-mile Creek.-By coach, twice a
week, for one or two years.
55. Roma and Taroom,  via  Euthella, Myall
Downs, Mount Hutton, Baroondah, Googarry,
Euroombah, and Kinnoul.-By horse, once a week,
for one or two years.
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8. Nerang Creek and Kynumboon.-By horse,
twice  a week, for one or two years.
11. Brisbane, Rocky Waterholes, Oxley, Goodna,
and Ipswich. -By coach, twice a day (except Sun-
days), and expresses when required, for one or two
years. The distance to be curtailed as the railway
traffic is extended, a proportionate reduction of
payment being made.
1t. Dalby and Condamine, via Kogan and
Wcmbo.-By coach, twice a week, for one or two
years.
1 k Condamine and Roma,  via  Morabie, Wallum-
bill,!, and Blythedale.-By coach, twice a week, for
one or two years.
16. Roma and Mitchell Downs,  via  Mount Abun-
dan Re, Bungeworgorai, Bindango, and Amby Downs.
-Ey horse, twice a week, for one or two years.
16. Mitchell Downs and Charleville.-By horse,
twice a week, for one or two years.
17. Brisbane, Caboolture, and Jimna, via Durun-
dur and Kilcoy.-By horse, once a week, for one or
two years.
22. Ipswich and 17numgar (N.S.W.),  via  Peak
Hotel, One Eye Waterhole, Dugandan, Coocbin
Coochin, and Maroon.-By horse, once a week, for
one or two years.
26. Toowoomba and Emu Creek,  via  Highfields•
-By horse, once a week, for one or two years.
27. Toowoomba and Drayton.-By horse, twice
a day, for one or two years.
29. Cambooya and Leyburn.-By horse, twice a
week, for one or two years. In times of flood,
mails to be conveyed from and to Warwick and
Leyburn.
M. Dalby Post Office and the Railway Station.-
By coach, once a day (except Sundays), for one or
two years.
35. Dalby and Goondiwindi,  via  Broadribb's,
Gore's, Jolly's, Liscomb's, St. Ruth's, Cecil Plains,
Western Creek, Wyaga, Billa Billa, Gooda, and
Yambercolli.-By horse, once a week, for one or
two years.
36. Dalby and St. George,  via  Halliford, We.
ranga , Tartha, Cooroorah, Coomrith, Canmaroo,
West Teelbar, Kooroona, Balledine, Warre, and
West Haran.-By horse, once a week, for one or
two years.
37. Dalby and Gayndah,  via  Jimbour, Burran.
dowan, Boondooma, and Cooranga.-By horse, or
by two-horse mail cart, once a week, for one or two
years.
44. Warwick and Stanthorpe,  via  Maryland
(N. S. W.).-By coach, six times a week, for one
or two years.
45. Cunnamulla and Thorgomindah,  via  Sharpe's,
Eulo, Doyle's (Yowar), Brookes and Sadler s, and
Sullivan's Gumbole Station.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
46. Goondiwindi and Mungindi,  via  Callandoon,
Winton, Welltown, Talwood, and Wilverah (in
time of flood,  via  Picton's, between Talwood and
Mungindi).-By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
48. Condamine and Surat,  via  Undullah, Murilla,
Warkon, Combarngo, and Noorindoo.-By horse,
once  a week, for one or two years.
49. St. George and Curriwillinghi,  via  Bombah,
Doondi, Curriwildi, Nee Nee, Boorimberra, and
Euraba.-By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
50. M borough and Gympie,  via  Tiaro, Owan-
yilla, and ootchy.-By coach, six times a week,
for one or two years.
52. St. George and Mitchell Downs,  via  Wagaby,
Wondan, Cashmere No. 10, Waterloo, Perwell,
Glencoe, Hillsborough, and Foyle View.-By horse,
once a week, for one or two years.
53. Condamine and Taroom,  via  Tieryboo, Wal-
lann, Juandah, and Rochdale.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
54. Gympie and One-mile Creek.-•By borse,
once  a day, for one or two years.
56. Gymple and Tewantin.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years, subject to three months
notice.
59. Maryborough Post Office and the Wharf, to
meet every steamer.-By dray, for one or two years.
60. Rockhampton Post Office and the Railway
Station.-By coach, twice a day, except Sundays,
for one or two years.
64. Maryborough and Gayndah, via Degilbo.-
By coach, twice a week, for one or two years.
65. St. Lawrence Post Office and Steamers at
the Wharf, Broadsound.-By horse, to meet
steamers  and vessels carrying mails, for one or two
years.
67. St. Lawrence and Nebo, via Collaroy, Tiery-
woomba, and Funnel Creek.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
68. Westwood,  Banana , and Taroom,  via  Cal-
liungal, Rannes, Kyanga, Walloon, Camboon, Cra-
cow, and Cockatoo.-By horse,  once a  week, for
one or two years.
70. Mackay and Nebo,  via  Hazlewood.-By
horse, once a week, for one or two years.
71. Nebo and Copperfield,  via  Oxford Downs,
Police Barracks, Grosvenor Downs, Tinwald Downs,
Spring Diggings, Wolfang, and Clermont.-By
horse, once a week, for one or two years.
73. Clermont and Beaufort,  via  Western Dig-
gings, Police Barracks, Rolfe's, Banchory, and Sur-
biton. returning from Beaufort,  via  Craven, Bely-
ando Hotel, Banchory, Blue Mountain Peak, Police
Barracks, Red Rock Valley, Oakey Creek Hotel,
and Western Diggings.-By horse, once a week, for
one or two years.
74. Clifton and Spring Creek.-By horse, once a
day (except Sundays) for one or two years.
75. Warwick and Leyburn,  via  Toolburra and
Talgai.-By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
76. Rockhampton and St. Lawrence,  via  Yaamba,
Princhester, Police Barracks, Marlborough, Too-
loomba, and Waverley.-By horse, once a week, for
one or two years.
83. Blackall and Bowen Downs,  via  Home Creek,
Cameron's, Aramac, and Ravenshead.-By horse,
once a week, for one or two years.
84. Warwick Post Office and the Railway Station.
-By coach, twice a day (except Sundays, for one
or two years.
85. Gayndah  and Banana ,  via  Dalgangal, Rawbelle
Cattle Station, and Belmont.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
87. Walloon and Sandy Creek (Mount Esk),  via
Glamorgan Vale and Tarampa.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
89. Gladstone and Kariboe,  via  Ten-mile Creek,
Boyne Reef, Mann's, Riverston, Barmundoo, and
Milton, with extension to Kroombit Copper
Mines-.By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
103. Gladstone and Banana, vid Calliope Dig-
East Stowe, Catfish, Upper Calliope Station,
Mount Alma, Callide, Prairie, and Koomgal.-By
horse, once a week, for one or two years.
104. Gayndah and Mount Perry.-By horse,
twice at week, for one or two years.
105. Rockhampton, Cawarral, and Hewittville.-
By coach, once a week, for one or two years (sub-
ject to three months' notice).
109. Gainsford and Springsure,  via  Wooroonga,
Barangah, Bauhinia Downs, Albinia Downs, Meteor
Downs, Orion Downs, and Rainworth.-By horse,
once a week, for one or two years.
111. Springsure and Beaufort,  via  Glenlee, Echo
Hills, and Avoca.-By horse, once a week, for one
or two years.
112. Tambo and Isis Downs,  via  Elizabeth Creek,
Forest Hill, Ravensbourne, Moorsland, Terrick
Terrick, Wooroolah, Malvern Hills, Thornleigh,
and Portland.-By horse, o ;:e a week, for one or
two years.
115. Gympie and Kilkivan,  vill  Black Snake.-
By horse, once a week (subject to three months'
notice).
117. Kariboe and Mount Perry.-By horse, once
a week, for one or two years.
127. Degilbo and Mount Perry.-By horse, once
a week, for one or two years.
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130. Bundaberg and Mount Perry  via  Bingera,
Gin Gin ,  Moolboolaman ,  Boolboonda ,  and Walca.-
By horse ,  twice a week ,  for one or two years.
131. Eulo and Hoodsvi lle .- By horse, once a
week ,  for one or two years.
133. Elizabeth Creek and Thorgomindah ,  via  Lis-
towel Downs ,  Tintinchilla ,  Commongin ,  Ardoch,and
Norley .- By horse ,  once a fortnight ,  for one or
two years.
135. Stanthorpe and Ballandean ,  and Stanthorpe
and Bookookoorara .- By coach ,  twice a week, for
one or two years.
139. St .  George and Cunnamu lla  (route to be
determined ).- By horse, once a fortnight ,  for one
or two years.
140. Thorgomindah and Hoodsville .- By horse,
once a week ,  for one or two years.
141. Hawkwood and Caamboon ,  via  Yerilla,
Redbank Township .  Redbank Station ,  Calrossie,
and Knockbreak .- By horse, once a week, for one
or two years.
142. Cawarral and Toori lla,  via  Mulambin,
Taranganba,  Bald Hills Township ,  Bamo yyea,
Byfield, Raspberry Creek, Tilpal ,  and Banksia
Plains .- By horse, once a week ,  for one or two
years.
144. Clermont and Aramac  (route to be deter-
mined ).- By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
General  Post Office,
Queensland , 8th August, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE 1874-5.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
SEPARATE Tenders are hereby  invited, and
wi ll  be received until  noon of SATURDAY,
the 11th October  next, for  the conveyance of Post
Office  Mails, as undermentioned ,  from the 1st
January, 1874.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of  which may be had gratuitously on
application at any Post Office in the colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number  of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the Tender Box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as  below, the mail services for which they
tender, and  every Tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders , on separate forms, are required for each
service, as  well as for the periods mentioned,
namely, one  year or two years.
Every Tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster -General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount  of the contract.
Persons  tendering, or their agents, are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on the 20th October next, and must then
be prepared, if called on, forthwith to pay to the
Postmaster-General a sum equal to ten per cent. of
the amount of such of their tenders as may be
accepted  as a guarantee  until their bonds and con-
tracts shall be executed.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender can be inspected at the General Post
Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster-General.
Elphinstone, and Fort Cooper,including Bowen
Run and Sonoma.-By horse, once a week, for one
or two years.
92. Bowen and Ravenswood.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years ; route to be determined.
94. Townsville and Dalrymple.-By horse, once
a week, for one or two years.
95. Dalrymple and Cape River Goldfields.-By
horse, once a week, for one or two years.
100. Richmond Downs and the Cloncurry River
via  Minnimere and MacGillivrays.-By horse, once
a month, for one or two years.
119. Gilberton and Georgetown.-By horse, once
week, for one or two years.
M. Georgetown and Normanton.-By horse,
once a fortnight, for one or two years.
122. Bowen Downs and Hughenden.-By horse,
once  a fortnight, for one or two years.
124. Cloncurry and Normanton,  via  Sheaff'es,
Dalgonally,  Mi llengera , Taldora, Conobie, Clifton,
Sorghum  Downs ,  and Bynoe .- By horse, once a
month, for one or two years.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  9th September, 1873.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber  Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Goondiwindi, from the 9th day of August, 1873, to
the 31st day of August, 1873, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's :lame. Description ofLicense.
Whetber
granted
refused.
Amount
of Fee.
Thomas Halle Hardwood Granted
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 11th September, 1873.
NOTICE.
THE undermentioned Clergymen  are duly regis-tered in this office as Ministers authorised to
celebrate  Marriages  within the Colony, in accor-
dance  with the provisions of  " The Marriage Act
of  1864,"  viz.:-
The Revd. ANDREW HORAN,
a Minister of the Roman Catholic  Denomination,
residing at Ipswich, within the Registration District
of Ipswich ; and
The Revd. FEIEDERICH COPAS,
a Minister of the German Lutheran Denomination,
residing at Maryborough, within the  Registration
District of Maryborough.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
1
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 12th September, 1873.
NOTICE.
SERVICES REQUIRED. R.
DAVID PARRY  OBEDEN has  been appointed,
under the provisions of the Act 19 Victoria,
Service-From and to, and to and from :-  No. 34, to be District Registrar of Births, Mar-
Number of Service.-80. Bowen and Mackay, riages , and Deaths for the Registration District of
via  Newstead, Proserpine, Gogango, Bloomsburyy, South Warrego, in the room of Mr. William
St. Helen's, Jollimount, and Cook's Station.-By Edward Parry Okeden, resigned.
horse, once a fortnight, for one or two years.
86. Bowan and  Nebo,  via  Bowen Crossing , Nor. HENRY SCOTT,
manby Goldfield ,  Blenheim ,  MeEwan 's,  Lake  I  Registrar -General.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
SALE OF RUNS IN SETTLED DISTRICTS BY AUCTION.
N pursuance  of the Regulations proclaimed respectively on the 4th January and 8th March, 1872,
I under the  provisions  of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is hereby notified for general
information , that  a lease for  five years of the Runs of Crown lands hereunder described, which have become
vacant  by forfeiture or otherwise, will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of
A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on TUESDAY, 28th October, 1873, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
The upset price per square mile at which each run will be offered, according to the estimated area,
in each  case, is one  pound  sterling,  and the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the term
of five  years ,  ending on  the 31st December, 1878.
A deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
sale ; each subsequent  year' s rent  will require to be paid at the Treasury.
The runs offered  for sale  under this Notice will be subject to general selection, under the provisions
of 11The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," and in the case of an area exceeding one square mile
being alienated in one or more years,  a proportional reduction of rent will  be made in  the payment
following such alienation.
All information  respecting  the boundaries  and situation  of the runs, may be obtained by application
to the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SALE  AT THE AUCTION ROOMS OF A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE, ON TUESDAY, THE
28TH OCTOBER, 1873.
A • Date of m
Lot. Name of Run. m m Description  of Boundaries . Expiration a 0
of Lease. ° a
m p m
£ s. d.
1 Eton Vale...
2 Greycliffe ...
731
42
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Commencing where the western boundary of Mount Pleasant 31st Dec.,
Run crosses  the Bogie River, and bounded thence on the 1878.
east by portion of said boundary, being a line south about
two hundred and forty chains; thence on the south by a'
line bearing west sixteen degrees north about one thousand
and twenty chains ; thence on the west by a line bearing
north to the Bogie River about four hundred and eighty
chains ; and thence on the north by said river upwards to
the point of commencement
1 0 0
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
Commencing  at the south  corner  of Calliungle Consolidation 31st Dec., 1 0 0
No. 3, at the Lily Waterholes, Kroombit Creek, and 1878.
bounded thence on the north-east by the aforesaid con-
solidation  in a north-westerly direction about seventeen
miles to the range  dividing the watershed of the Kroombit
and Rannes  Creeks ; thence by that range southerly about
thirteen miles ; thence on the south by a line bearing
east about  seven miles  to the point of commencement
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st August, 1873.
I T is hereby notified for  general information , that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads ; and all  persons  who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department  their objections in writing, within two months from this date.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay
2 A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay
3 A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay
4 A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay
5
6
7
A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay
A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay
A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay
Situation. Parish. Area.
Road separating portions 69A, 69B ,  Cambooya
72A, and 72B , fr om portions 68A,
68B, 73A,  and 7313
Road separating portions 67A, 67B ,  Cambooya
74A, and 74B, from portions 66A,
66n, 66c, 66D, 75A.  75B, 75o, and
75D •
Road separating portions SIB, 81A, Cambooya
fr om 80A,  80n, and 82B ,  81n, BOB,
79B, 78D,  fr om 83A, 83F , 84A, 84B,
85A, 85B
Road separating portions 83D, 83F, Cambooya
84A, 84B, 85A,  85 13,  fr om portions
1, 2, 3, 4 ,  86, and 87
Road separating portions  34A and Cambooya
34B from portions 35A and 35B
Road separating portions  38A and Cambooya
38B  fr om portions 39A and 39B
Road separating portions 3 and 5 Ramsay ...
fr om portions 6 and 10
A. R. P.
6 0 6
6 0 13
10 3 36
8 0. 5
2 3 34
3 0 0
5 3 30
Nors. - The above Roads are proposed to be closed ' in consequence  of a ,ow Road  being  about to be opened to Cambooya Railway
Station.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  Sth September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it  expedient
H to open a new Road through Portion 2, parish of Allora, county of Merivale : Notice is hereby
given, that in conformity with the  provisions  of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,  and now in force in this
Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned,  are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Warwick;  and all  persons
interested therein are requested  to transmit ,  in writing , to the Clerk of the Executive  Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the  formation of the
Road in question.
73-2232-W.  By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 2 ,  PARISH OF ALLOBA , C OUNTY OF MERIVALE, TO
BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF  COUNCIL  4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Port ion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec -
tion.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings. Chains.
Breath  of
d. Area Remarks.
ohs. Ike. A. R. P.
... J.W. Buck- Unoccupied N. 360°  E. 11 35 One chain 1 0 21 Unimproved open
land plain ;  out and
west boundaries
fenced.
Commencing on the
south boundary of
Portion  2, parish of
A llora, at the bridge
over Dalrymple Creek,
and running no rt h to
its northern boun-
dary
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  8th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.--FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Selections ,  Warwick Register ,  Nos. 430 and 534, and Maryland Run
North,  county of Merivale  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11,  and now in force in this  Colony,  a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the in-
tended line of Road above -mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, and at the
Police Office,  Warwick ;  and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing, to the
Clerk of the Executive Council ,  within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-3307-W. J. MALBON  THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  THROUGH  S ELECTIONS ,  WARWICK REGISTER ,  Nos. 430 AND 534, AND
MARYLAND RUN NORTH ,  COUNTY OF  MERIVALE ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER
THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No,) Port ion of Road.
Register)
No. of Reputed
Mae- Owner.
tion.
Occupier. Bearings. Lenin Ch
gth
ains.
Breoafdth
Bead
Area.
ohs. lks. A. R.
N. 357° E.
I
1 00'
341° 46' 29 00
330° 30' 6 00
307° 30' 6 32
346° 0( ' 16 00
337° 00'  7 38 L Two
353° 00' 13 50  ( chains 26 1
318° 00' 12 00
355° 00' 11 00
315° 30' 2 39
360° 17 60
354° 10 40J
364° 00' 4 60)
28° 15' 17 00 I
36° 30' 10 00, Two
10°46' 18 00 chains
}10 0
31° 10' 3 64
31010,  19 17 Two
chains
3 3
Remarks.
1 Commencing  fr om Mr.
Roehricbt 's survey of
road ,  Warwick to
Maryland ,  at his Sta-
tion No.  166, distant
34 chains 4 links
northerly  fr om the
boundary of New
South wales ,  and run-
ning north-westerly
throughMarylandRun
North to  the south
boundary of Warwick
Register No. 430
I Commencing on the
south boundary of
Selection ,  Warwick
Register ,  No. 430, and
running about no rt h
by east to its nor-
thern boundary
I Commencing on the
south boundary of
Selection ,  Warwick
Register ,  No. 534, and
running north-east-
erly to junction with
Mr  . Roehricht 's survey
of  ro ad ,  Warwick to
Maryland ,  near the
23-mile tree
Held under I M. H. Marsh
pastoral
lease by
M. H. Marsh
War- George Fagg! George Fagg
wick
Register
No. 430
War- HenryJonee
wick
Register
NO.  534
Unoccupied
P.
rI Sandyridgesthickly
I timbered withstringybark, gum,
7 box, and apple,
with undergrowth
of oak ,  dogwood,
and wattle ; no
improvements.
L
38
okly - timbered
sandy ridges.
southern boundary
fenced; part of
selection cultivated.
but not near road
13 Unimp ro ved ;  thickly
timbered  sa ndy
ridges.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  8th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Main Ipswich and Toowoomba Road to Lockyer 's Creek, parish of
Lockyer ,  county of Cavendish  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 Wi lliam IV., No .  11, and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the
intended line of Road above-mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, and at
the Police Office, Ipswich  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive Council ,  within one month from this dale ,  any we ll -grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-3391-W .  J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF BRANCH ROAD FROM MAIN IPSWICH AND TOOwOOMBA ROAD TO LOCKYER'S
CREEK, PARISH OF L0cKYER ,  COUNTY OF CAVENDISH ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD
UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV .,  NO. 11.
No.
1
Port ion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Commencing on the 285 Alexander Alexander
north bank of Lock-  Ipswich Victor  victor
yer's Creek at the Register Carpendale Carpendale
confluence of Sandy
Creek therewith, and
running  north-wes-
terly through portiont rl
No. 139 to Its north-
west boundary
Lengths. Breadth Area.
of Road.
chg. Ike.  chg.  Ike. A.  It. P.
8 79 (Irregular) 3  2 11
25 00 1 00
Remarks.
Selection under 1868
Act. Bound open
flat, rich pasture,
enclosed paddock.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  8tb September, 1873,
Po rt ion of Road.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Hendon to A llora, parish of A llora,  county of Merivale :
Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV .,  No. 11,
and now in force in this Colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended  line of Road
abovementioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, and at the Po lice
Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk
of the Executive Council ,  within one month from this date ,  any we ll -grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the  Road in question.
73-2584-W.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM HENDON TO ALLORA ,  PARISH OF ALLORA ,  COUNTY OF MEBIVALE,
TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No.
1
2
Commencing on the
south boundary of
Goomburra pre-emp.
tive 22, and running
north and north-
easterly to its nor-
them boundary
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Reputed
Owner.
Reputed
Owner.
316° 45'
311° 30'
Bearings. Length Breadthin Chains, of Road.
I
Occupier .  Bearings.
Occupier.
McLean , Unoccupied
Hodgson,
and Green
Commencing on the
south boundary of
Portion 134,  parish of
A llora, and running
north -easterly to its
north- east corn er
3 A sma ll  t ri angular por-
tion out of the south-
east oornerof Port ion
101, parish of Allora
4 Commencing at the
south-west corner of
Po rt ion 41,  parish of
A llora,  and running
no rt h -easterly to its
no rt he rn  boundary
5 Commencing on the
0
south boundary  of
Port ion 40, parish of
Allora,  and running
no rt h -easterly to its
no rt he rn  bounda ry
Commencing on the
south boundary  of
Port ion 39, and run-
ning no rt h-easterly
to its no rt he rn  boun-
dary
Hodgson, Unoccupied
McLean,
and Green
oha. Ike.  chg. Ike.
N. 359° 51' E. 16 33 0 150
23° 45' 26 10
Area . Remarks.
A. A. P.
6 1 18 Open black-so il  plain.
West and south
boundary fenced.
N. 23° 45'  22 42 0 150 I 3 1 0 Open  black-soil  plain.
Hodgson,  Unoccupied I N.  28° 15' 0 35
McLean,
and Green
Hodgson, Unoccupied
McLean,
and Green
0 0 i Open  black-soil  plain.
N. 28° 15' 16 85  0 160 J 2 3 3 Open black -moil  plain.
Hodgson, Unoccupied  N. 28? 15'  19 32 0  150  2 3 20 Unimproved black-
McLean ,  soil plain.
and Green
... Hodgson ,  Occupied by
McLean, Gate-keeper
and Green
N. 28° 15' 20 43 0 150 3 0 0 Black -soil plain, north
boundary  fenced.
1535
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane,  13th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Glengallan pre-emptives 62 and 61 ,  in the parishes of Deuchar and
Glengallan respectively, in the county of Merivale, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the
provisions  of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of
Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor -General, and at the Police Office, Drayton  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested
to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-
grounded objections which may exist to the formation  of the  Road in question.
By Command,
73-1626 -W. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOS or REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH GLENGALLAN PRE-EMPTIVES 62 AND 61 ,  PARISHES DEUCHAR
AND GLENGALLAN ,  COUNTY OF MERIVALE ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER  THE
ACT OF COUNCIL, 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion  of  Road. Reputed Owner .  Occupier.
1 Commencing at the
eastern boundary of
running westerly slid
no rt h -westerly to Its
western boundary
2 Commencing at the
eastern boundary of
pre -emptive 61, and
running no rt h-west-
erly to the main road
from Warwick to
Ipswich
I
Bearings. Lengthin Chains
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
ohs. Ike. A.X.  P.
Marshall and Unoccupied N. 265° E. 7 00 1 chain 4 223 Bald ridge ; black
Denohar N.280' 3 50 soil.
N.303° 135 97
Marshall and Unoccupied N. 303° E. 10 31 I chain 1 0 10 Unimproved forest
Deuohar land.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  tat September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Selections 201, and Portion 49, parish of Indooroopilly, Notice is
hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in
force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ;
and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive
Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation
of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-3177 . J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION 201, AND PORTION 49 ,  PARISH OF INDOOROOPILLY,
COUNTY OF STANLEY, TO BE PROCLAIMED As A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL,
4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
Register
Portion of Road .  No. of
Selection.
I Commencing at the 1314
no rt h-west corner of
selection 201, and
running southerly to
its southern bounda ry
2 Commencing on the  ...
north boundary of
portion 49,  and run-
ning southerly and
westerly to a reserved
road
I
Reputed Owner. Occupier. Bearings. LengthIn  chains.
Breadth '
of Road. Area. Remarks.
she. Ike. A. s-
P.M. Moffatt N. 187° 32' E. 6 76 Irregular 1 3 7 Forestland, un-
N. 183° 7' E. 4 50 width fenool and
N.199° 28' E. 2 15 uncultivated.
J. McGrath N. 199° 28'E. 0 73 1 Irregular 0 2 14 Forest land,
N. 236° 13'E. 1 25 width partly fenced
276° 28' E. 4 20 and occupied,
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger  Goods and Live
Fares. Stock.
Week ending September 6th, 1873 ...
Corresponding week last year... ...
Increase ... ...
Decrease ... ...
£ e. d. £ a. d.
473 10 11 1,105 11 0
493 16 9 851 1 11
254 9 1
20 5 10 ,,,
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
Remarks.
Total.
a.  d. £ a. d.
66 16  4 1,64518 3
47 6 8 1,892 4 4
19 10 8 253 13 11
EDWD. DEIGHTON,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 30th July, 1873.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that the undermentioned articles are in the  custody of the Lost PropertyDepartment,  Southern and Wester  Railway, as los  prope ty.
Owners can obtain the same on application  to the  Traffic Manager ,  Ipswich, and paying costs.
If not released on or before  SATURDAY,  13th September , 1873, they  will be  sold by public
auction, to defray expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OP LOST PROPERTY ON HAND AT IPSWICH STATION ,  30TH JuNE, 1873.
Date found . Station and Place .  Where found .  Description of Art icle.
1873.
1 January ..  Ipswich On platform 1 ackage ,  shirt, &c.
1 » •• „ On line 1 lady's hat
6 „ .. Warwick 1st class No. 3, Up 1 pipe and case
17 „ .. Ipswich On platform 1 paper parcel ,  containing a dress
21 „ .. Dalby 1st class No. 2, Up 1 parcel glass
21 „ .. Laidley On line 1 lady's hat
23 „ .. Ipswich 2nd class No .  4, Down 2 parasols
23 1 straw hat
18 February
11
Wa ll oon On line Remains of quarter -bag flour
10 March Warwick 2nd class No. 5, Up 1 parasol
13 1st class No. 3, Up 1 tobacco pouch
15 In goods shed 1 bundle matting
15 „ 1  fiat  iron
15 „ 3 broom handles
17 „ Ipswich On platform 1 package ,  shirt, &c.
17 1 walking stick
17  „ 2nd class No .  2, Down 1 bundle cabbage-tree
18 » His Ex cell ency the Gover.
nor's Special
1 walking stick
20 » Warwick On line 1 gentleman's hat
21 „ Ipswich On station 3 packages, containing clothing
24
„
Murphy ' s Creek On line 1 lady 's straw hat
26 Warwick On station 1 bag sundries
26 1 blue swag
26 » 1 bundle clothes, with I billy attached
31 On platform 1 valise, containing clothes
31 11 1 fibre mattress ,  RA over W
10 April Ipswich 2nd class carriage 1 parasol
11 Platform 1 coat
24 Toowoomba Cloak room 1 trunk ,  containing women's wearing
apparel
24 3 felt hats
24 1 cap
24 1 shawl
17 May Cambooya Main Range 1 handkerchief bundle
19 Ipswich Platform 1 pie ce  matting
20
„
In carriage 1 pipe and tobacco
20 » 1 muffler
'20 „ s bag31 1 lady
20 „ Cambooya On ground opposite station 1 tent swag20 » 91 1 1 handkerchief parcel
20 Ipswich 2ndclass .No. 4, Down 1 basket, containing towel
20
„
Toowoomba Dalby line 1 child's hat
.21 „ Highfields Main Range 1 hat with turban
26 „ Toowoomba Cloak room 1 lady's scarf
'26 » „ 1 lady s winter cloak
31 Ipswich On platform 1 swag of clothes
31
„
1 bag clothes
31 1 hat box, containing black hat
31 2 saddle bags
5 June Warwick On station 2 axle blocks
5 » 11 1 sheet iron
9 » Higbfields 66, 70 ,  Main Range 1 hat
9 » Ipswich On platform .. 1 handkerchief parcel
A quantity of old second -band railway porters' uniform.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
T IST of UNCLAIMED GooDS on hand, IPswrci STATION, 30th June, 1873:-
Date. Name. Station  fr om. Station to. Description.
1872.
1 net, and rope attached5 September  ..  Harvey  ... ..  Ipswich Warwick
T TABS.
Commissioner  for Railways` Offioe,
Brisbane ,  1st September, 1873.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY
.- On and  after MONDAY ,  Sth September ,  1873, the following  Time Table will  come into operation  until further notice.
IPSWICH ,
 TOOWOOMBA, DALBY ,  AND WARWICK.
FEET
ABOVE
HIGH
WATER
MARE.
65
MILES.
From Ftom Too-
T.pswich.
 woomba.
STATIONS.
Ipswich ...
111 8 ... Walloon ..,
140 12 ... Rosewood
198 18 ... Western Creek
274 21 .,. Grandchester
574 25 ., Victoria Tunnel
335 29 . ..  Laidley ...
340 88 . ..
 Gatton ...
465 49
 ,..  Helidon ...
788 59  ...  Murphy ' s Creek
1530 69 Highfields .
2005 76 Summit of Range
1928 78 ... Toowoomba ...
... 82.35 Mahoney's Gate
... 85 7 Gowrie Junction
Mixed.  Mixed.
UP TRAINS.
Mixed. Mixed.
A.M. A.M .  P.M. P.M.
10.0 ... ... 4 40
10.28 ...
 ' ... * 5.8
,.. ... A ... ... A
A ... ... A
arrive  * 11'13 . .. .,.  5.47
depart  11.17 ... ...  5.51
... ... A ... ... A
11.54
 ... ...  6.28
12.23 ... . .. 'x6157
arrive 12.58  ... ...  7'32
{depart 1.13 ... ... 7.47 ...
5 arrive 1'53
depart  * 1.58 ... ... 8.27
... 2.50 ... ... 9.19
arrive 3.38 10.7
depart 4.11 10.50 4.0
... B B
... arrive ...  * 11.16
... 85 7 Gowrie Junction  ...  depart ...  * 11.25 4.25 ..,
.., 901 12 1
 For Williams '  Camp ...
 ...  A A ,,,
... 94 16 Westbrook Crossing ... ... ...  A A ,..
102 24 Cambooya
 ... ... ... ...  12.25 5.25 ...
... 109 31 Emu Creek Siding . .. ... ...  A A .,,
... 118 40 King's Creek  ... ... ... ...  1.18 6.18 .,.
,.. 120 42  Clifton ... ... ... ...  1.28 *6.28
.., 131 63 Allora  ... ... ... ...  2.5 7.5 ,.,
... 140 62 Lyndhurst Road ...  ... ...  A A .,,
143 65 Warwick
 ,., .,. ... ...  2.45 7.45
85 ... Cowrie Junction
 ...  depart 4.36
... 90 ... Gowrie  ,.. .,. ...  A
.,. 97 ... Oakey Creek ... ... ... 5.14
... 106 ... Jondaryan  ... ... ...  5.44
114 ...
 Bowenville  .. ... , ...  A
... 127 ... Blaxiand ' s Siding  ... ...  A
... 130 ... Dalby  ... ... ...  6.55
FEET
ABOVE
HIGH
WATE R,
MARX.
MILES.
From From
Dalby .  Warwiok.
STATIONS.
Dalby ... ...
3 Blaaland ' s Siding ... ...
16 ... Bowenvillo ...
24 .. Jondaryan
 ,.. ... ...
33 ... Oakey Creek ... ... ...
40 ... Gowrie ... ... ...
45 ... Gowrie Junction
 ...  arrive
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Mixed.  Mixed.
A.M. A.M.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed.
A.M.
8.40
A
A
9.58
10.30
A
Mixed.
P.M.
Warwick ,., ...  ,.,  8.5 ... 5.10 .,,
3 Lyndhurst  Road
 ... ... ...  A ... A ...
12 A llora ... ... ... ... 8.45 ... 5.50
23 Clifton
 ... ... ... ...
 9.22 ... *6.28 ,,.
25 King's
 Creek
 ... ... ... ...
 9.32 ... 6.38 ...
34 Emu Creek Siding ...
 ...  A ... A ...
41 Cambooya ... ... ... ...
 1015
 ... 7.31 ,.,
49 Westbrook
 Crossing
 ... ... .. A ... A ,,.
621 For Williams '  Camp ... ... ...  A ... A
58 Gowrie Junction
 ...  arrive  .., ... ... ... ..
... 47.45 5045
1928 52 65
2005 54 67
1530 61 ,..
788 71 ...
Gowrie Junction ...depart
Mahoney 's Gate .,
Toowoomba arrive
I depart
Summit of Range ... ...
Highfields
 ... ... ...
Murphy's Creek arriveI depart
465 81 ,.. Helidon
340 92 ... Gatton ...
335 101
 ...  Laidley
674 105 ,,. Victoria Tunnel
274 109 ... Grandchester
198 112 Western Creek
140 118
 ,..  Rosewood ..
111 122
 ... Walloon
65 130
 ...  Ipswich
* Trains meet here.
arrive
{ depart
arrive
depart
•1125 *11.16 8'31 ,.,
B B ..,
11.55 11.44 9.0 ,,,
6'50 ... 12.4 ...
7.41  ... 12.58 ...
•, *1.58 ,..
*8.44 ... 2.2 ,..
*9.24 ... 2'42 ...
9.39 .,. 2 .57 ,.. ...
10.9 ... 3.27
10.34 ... 3.52
A A
11.9 ... 4.27 1 ...
*11.13 ...  4.31
11-52
 ...
*6-8 I ... I ...
12.20 ... 5.36 ,., ...
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo ll owing Monday.
NOTE.-The Trains will stop onl at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers, who wi ll  be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to ali ght at those places can
only do  so  by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking,  fr om the place at which  they join  the Train to the place at which they pi ,;pobe to alight.
(13.) The Trains leaving Toowoomba at 10.50 a.m.  and 4.11 p.m.  on the Up journey, and leaving Warwick at 8.5 a.m. and 5.5 p.m. on the Down journey,
 will, for the present,  ;stop at this Crossing,  subject
to the foregoing regulation.
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Commissioner or Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after  MONDAY, the  14th instant,  the following Time
Table wi ll  come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles  from
Rook -
hampton .
Stations Up  Train,Mixed.
Miles
from West-
wood.
stations. Down TrainMixed.
a.m. P.M.
Rockhampton... 11. 0 ... Westwood ... ... ... 3.30
6 Gracemere ... 11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing ... ... A
.16 Stanwell 12. 0 15 Stanwell  ... ... ... 4 30
24 Rosewood Crossing A 24 Gracemere  ... ... 6. 6
30 Westwood ... 1.0 30 Rockhampton... ... ... 6.30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, w il l stop by signal to take up passengers only ,  who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to slight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TARE Notice,  that applications have been made to bring  the Lands described  below under the
provisions  of  " The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person  desiring  to oppose  must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form  B of said Act ,  on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land.
1 rood 11 perches ,  being subdivisions 1, 2, and 10 of block
9 of eastern suburban all otment 71, parish of
North Brisbane, county of Stanley
1 acre 2 roods 3 perches,  being allotment 52, parish of
Ipswich, county of Stanley
Name of Applicant. Date  within which  a Caveat
may be lodged.
James Greenwood  ... ...  2nd October, 1873.
Wil li am Thornton ,  as Attor- 13th October, 1873.
ney with power of sale,
acting for and on behalf of
the Austra lian Mortgage
Land and Finance Com-
82 acres  2 roods,  being portions 1, 2, and 3, parish of
t lI ih f S
pany (Limited)
Ditto ... ... ... Ditto.
y o tanpsw c , coun ey
1 rood 30 perches, being subdivisions 10 and 11 of allot- The Commercial Banking Ditto.
ment  151, parish of South Brisbane ,  county of Company of Sydney
Stanley
1 acre 2 roods ,  being allotments 3, 4, and 5 of section 27, George Clark ... ... Ditto.
parish and town of Warwick ,  county of Merivale
1 rood 37T& perches, being subdivisions 14 and 16 of John Docherty ... ... Ditto.
eastern suburban allotment  37, parish of North
B risbane, county of  Stanley
L IST of Overtime and  Damaged  Goods, in Queen 's Warehouse,  St. Lawrence ,  to be Sold by Auction,at the Custo  House, on SATURDAY,  September  27th, 1873.
Date of
Arriva l. Ship. Whence .  Importers.
Date Ware -  Import Bond
housed .  Mark. Mark.
1870. 1870.
1 April  ...  Tinonee  ...  Sydney Woods ,  Shortland ,  23 August
Fox, and Co.
11 March  ...  Tinonee ... Sydney  Ditto ...
n ... Tinonee  ...  Sydney Ditto
1873. 1873.
20 January  Hannah Sydney ;  Fox and Adair  ...  3 March ...
Newton
Goods .  Quantities.
Date
when
liable to
We.
1873.
R F 15 cases  brandy  291, gala ,  21.1 u .p. 23 Aug.
444 2
F No. 3 C No. 3 1 qr.-cask brandy 29-4  gals .,  0r9 u.p.
234
E Noo. 4 C N2o.  4 1 gr.caskbrandy 29, o gals., 0.5 u.p.
23 1
PM 8 4 casks  biscuits
6
388 lbs.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector  of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane , 20th August, 1873.
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Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 13th September, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on and
after the thirteenth day of October next, in
conformity with the provisions ofthe 95th section
of  "The Real Property Act  of 1861," to dispense
with the production of Duplicate Bill of Mortgage,
No. 10,620, from John Patrick Purcell to John
Perry Walcott, over 2 roods of land, allotment 2 of
section 49, in the parish and town of Drayton, and
will cause a Memorial of Registration of a power
of Attorney from the said John Perry Walcott to
William Leonard Shea and William Reid, jointly
and severally, to be entered on the original Bill of
Mortgage now lying in this office, and in the Re-
gister Book, vol. 42, folio 176, and in pursuance of
such last-mentioned entry, will permit the said
William Reid, as one of such Attorneys  as aforesaid,
to sign a release of  said Bill  of Mortgage on such
on oral as aforesaid now lying  in this office, such
endorsements ,  when so made ,  completing  a release
of the said land in favor of the said John Patrick
Purcell; the Duplicate Bill of  Mortgage having
been destroyed.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
QUEENSLAND BOARD OF GENERAL
EDUCATION.
8. The subjects of examination for 1874 scho-
larships will be the same as those prescribed in the
Board's printed regulations for boys who have
reached the fourth form in a Primary School.
9. The percentage of marks entitling to a
Scholarship at the next examinations will be fifty
(50) ; but in special cases, brought under their notice
by the Examiners, the Board may act independently
of this rule.
By order  of the Board,
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting  Secretary.
Police Office, Allora,
3rd September, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that at a Meeting of
the Bench of Magistrates held at Allora, on
3rd day of September, 1873, JAMES STEWART, of
Allora, was appointed Poundkeeper, in the room of
Charles Lambley,  resigned . Appointment to take
effect from the 3rd instant, for the period of twelve
months.
(For the Bench,)
PHILIP PINNOCK, P.M.
Mackay, 11th July, 1873.I hereby appoint WILLIAM JAMES CLEMMENTS,
Bailiff of the Northern District Court at
Mackay.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge, Northern District Court.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.'
THE Queensland Board of Education will grant
Grammar School Scholarships annually to
deserving  Pupils of the Primary Schools of the
Colony. The Board will pay the Grammar School
tuition fees of such Primary School boys  as shall
prove themselves,  on examination , to be fitted for
a higher  class  of education than is afforded in the
Primary Schools.
2. Examinations for Scholarships will be held
simultaneously  at some time  during the first three
weeks  of the December of every year, one month's
notice  at least to be given of the precise date of
holding. Examiners to be appointed by the Board.
3. The examinations for 1874 Scholarships will
take place  in December, 1873, at Brisbane, Ips-
wich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, and Rockhampton
only, unless  special application shall be made and
approved for holding  examinations  elsewhere ; but
candidates  may present themselves from any Pri-
mary School.
4. Nominations of candidates, by the principal
teachers  of their respective schools, must reach the
Education Office at  least  one month before the
date fixed for holding the examinations, and the
nominations  must be accompanied by a statement
that the candidates are Primary School scholars,
not exceeding fourteen years of age at the date of
the examinations, that they have not been pupils
at a grammar  school, and have been in fairly
regular attendance at a primary school for the
previous six months, and have been Queensland
Primary School boys for eighteen months.
5. Scholarships will be tenable, during good
behaviour and the pleasure of the Board, for three
years.
6. The examinations will be held under the
supervision  of responsible  officers  of the Board
appointed for the purpose. The questions will be
the same in all places.  The candidates'  papers are
to be anonymous, distinguished by a motto or
number, and accompanied by a sealed envelope
containing  the name and age of the candidate, the
whole to be forwarded  under seal  to the Secretary
of the Board, immediately after  the examinations,
for transmission  to the Examiners.
7. Successful competitors will be entitled,
through their parents or guardians, to elect the
particular Grammar School at which they shall
study ; and, in the  case  of change of residence, or
other sufficient cause shown, leave will be given for
transfer  from one Grammar School to another.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Store underthe Town Hall, opening into Burnett Lane,
is set  apart for the purposes of a Queen's Ware-
house.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of  Customs.
Custom House, Brisbane,
9th August, 1873.
MACKAY DISTRICT COURT.
IN pursuance of  " The District Courts Act of
1867," and by authority of the same, I hereby
appoint the day and time hereinafter mentioned for
holding a District Court at the Town of Mackay,
within the Northern District.
Criminal Jurisdiction.
Thursday, 6th Nov., 1873.
Civil  Jurisdiction.
Thursday, 6th Nov.,  1873.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
20th July, 1873.
ELECTORAL DISTRICT OF BRISBANE.
ARTHUR EDWARD HALLORAN, Re-
turning Officer for the Electoral District of
Brisbane, having this day received from His
Excellency the Governor a Writ of Election for
the return of a Member to serve in the Legislative
Assembly of Queensland, do hereby give notice
that Nomination Papers (in the prescribed form)
of Candidates will be received by me, from 9 a.m.
till 6 p.m., on Monday, the 10th day of
November, 1873, at the Police Office, North Bris-
bane, copies of which will be immediately posted
at the said Police Office ; and the Nomination
will be publicly notified at the Police Office, North
Brisbane, at noon, on Tuesday, the 11th day of
November,  1873;  and, in the event of there being
more than one Candidate nominated, a poll will be
taken at the Police Office aforesaid, on Friday,
the 14th day of November, 1873, commencing at
9 o'clock in the morning, and closing at 4 o'clock
in the afternoon, of that day.
Dated at Brisbane, this second day of September,
A.D. 1873.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Returning Officer.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN EQUITY.
Between Ju Luck, on behalf of himself and all
other the creditors of John Deian, deceased,
plaintiff ; and Mary Jane Deian, James
Boyer, and Jonathan Hazel, defendants.
P
of Sale of Property, situated
1 at and near the town of Gayndah, in the
Colony of Queensland, to be sold in two lots,
pursuant to a decree of the Supreme Court of
Queensland, in its Equitable Jurisdiction, made
on the eighteenth day of July, one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-two, in the above Cause,
with the approbation of JOHN MACSENZIE SHAW,
Esquire, Master in Equity, by James Robert
Dickson, auctioneer, at his auction rooms, in the
town of Brisbane, on FRIDAY, the third da of
October, A.D. 1873, at Eleven o'clock in the fore-
noon.
PARTICULARS OF THE LOTS.
Lot 1.-A ll  that freehold, situate in the parish of
aayndah, town of East Gayndah, county unnamed,
the Colony of Queensland, being suburban
allotment 7 of section 21, consisting of one acre
and one rood, more or less, on which is erected a
cottage. This lot is occupied at a nominal rental.
Lot 2.-All that freehold, situate in the parish of
Gayndah, town of East Gayndah, county unnamed,
in the said Colony of Queensland, being part of
suburban allotment 4 of section 21, consisting of
one rood and twenty-four perches, more or less,
adjoining lot 1.
615 9s.
To the  Worshipful the Justices  of the Peace in and
for the  District of Brisbane ,  Queensland.
W E hereby give Notice of  our intention to
apply at the  Court of  Petty Sessions, to be
holden at Brisbane , on MONDAY,  the 5th day of
October next, for permission to enclose the road
through our selections ,  being portions numbered
233 and 236, parish of Toombul ,  county of Stanley,
by erecting a swing gate ,  sixteen feet wide, between
the south -west corner of portion 233 and the north-
north -west corner of portion 236.
Dated this eighth day of September ,  A.D. 1873.
E. M. CONLON.
C. FLANAGAN.
B. MURPHY.
H. GRIFFIN.
By their Bailiff, CORNELIUs DRISCOLL.
623 4s. 6d.
To the Worshipful the Justices of the Peace in and
for the District of Brisbane, Queensland.
WE hereby give Notice of our intention to apply
at the Court of Petty Sessions, to be holden
at Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 5th day of October
next,  for permission to enclose the road through
our selections, being portions numbered 245 and
270, parish of Toombul, county of Stanley, by
erecting a swing gate, sixteen feet wide, between
the south-east corner of portion 245 and the south-
west corner  of portion 270.
Dated this eighth day of September, A.D. 1873.
E. M. CONLON.
C. FLANAGAN.
B. MURPHY.
H. GRIFFIN.
By their Bailiff, CORNELIt5 DRISCOLL.
624 4s. 6d.
To the Worshipful the Justices of the  Peace in and
for the District of Brisbane,  Queensland.
W V Ehereby give Notice of our  intention  to applyat the Court of Petty Sessions, to be holden
at Brisbane , on MONDAY, the 5th day of October
next, for permission to enclose  the road through
our selections ,  being portions numbered 234 and
246, parish of Toombul, county of Stanley, by
erecting a swing gate,  sixteen feet  wide, between
the south- east corner  of portion 234 and the north-
west corner  of portion 246.
Dated this eighth day of September, A.D. 1873.
E. M. CONLON.
C. FLANAGAN.
B. MURPHY.
H. GRIFFIN.
By their Bailiff,  COENELIUS DRISCOLL.
625 4s. 6d.
To the Worshipful the Justices of the Peace in and
for the District of Brisbane, Queensland.
WE hereby give Notice of our intention to
apply at the Court of Petty Sessions, to be
holden at Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 5th day of
October next, for permission to enclose the road
through our selections, being portions numbered
250 and 265, parish of Toombul, county of Stanley,
by erecting a swing gate, sixteen feet wide, between
the said portions, at the north of the entrance to
the Nudgee Orphanage.
Dated this eighth day of September,  A.D.  1873.
E. M. CONLON.
C. FLANAGAN.
B. MURPHY.
H. GRIFFIN.
By their Bailiff, CORNELIUS DRISCOLL.
626  4s. 6d.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A SITTING of the above Court will be held atthe Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
FRIDAY, the 19th day of September instant,
before His Honor Sir James Cockle, Knight, Chief
Justice of Queensland, and Judge of the said Vice-
Admiralty Court.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of the Insolvency of Ernest Peter-
sen and Hugh Cameron Miller ,  lately trading
together under the  firm of " Petersen and
Mi ller."
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that application will
be made to His Honor the Judge in Insol-
vency , on MONDAY,  the 27th  day of  October
next, that a Certificate of Discharge under the pro-
visions of  "  The Insolvency  Act of  1864" may be
granted to each of us, the above -named Insolvents.
Dated this eleventh day of September , A.D. 1873.
ERNEST PETERSEN.
If.  C. MILLER.
617 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL  JURISDICTION.
In the Wi ll  of William Clayton Wakeling, of
Dalby,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  surveyor,
deceased.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the pub lication
hereof ,  application will be made to this Honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction ,  that Pro-
bate of  the Will of the  above-named deceased may
be granted to Catherine Wakeling, of Dalby
aforesaid ,  the widow of the said deceased, and the
sole Executrix appointed by the said Wi ll .
Dated the tenth day of September , A.D.  1873.
THOMPSON AND HELLICAR,
Town Hall, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Catherine Wakeling.
614 6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Joseph Carton, late of the Native
Police Barracks, in the District of Maranoa,
in the Colony of Queensland,  sergeant in the
Native Police, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Queensland Government.
Gazette,  application will be made to this Honorable
Court, that Probate of the last Will of the above-
named Joseph Carton, deceased, may be granted to
John George Brown, of the city of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland,  gentleman  (described in
Will as solicitor's clerk),  the sole Executor named
in and appointed by said Will.
Dated at  Brisbane aforesaid , this tenth day of
September , A.D. 1873.
616
ROBERTS AND DALY,
Proctors for the said Executor,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil of James Mooney, late of
South Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
gentleman , deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, a plication will be made to the
Supreme Court of Queensland, in its Ecclesiasti-
cal Jurisdiction, that Probate of the last Will and
Testament of the above-named James Mooney,
deceased, with the Codicil thereto, may be granted.
to Patrick Real, of Ipswich, in the said colony,
gentleman , and John Galwey, of Brisbane, in the
said colony, sheriff's officer, the Executors appointed
under the said Will and Codicil.
Dated this twelfth day of September, 1873.
W. E. MURPHY,
618
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Executors.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of George  Banfield, late  of Teninge-
ring, in the  Colony of Queensland,  miner,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expiration
of fourteen days from the publication hereof,
application will be made to the said Honorable
Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named George  Banfield, deceased, who died intes-
tate, may be granted to Eyles Irwin Caulfeild
Browne, of Brisbane, in the said colony, the
lawfully constituted attorney of Benjamin Banfield,
of Sevenoaks, in the county of Kent, in England,
yeoman, the father of the said deceased.
Dated this twelfth day of September, 1873.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Proctors for the said Administrator,
629
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
TAKE NOTICE, that Plans of Distribution in
the undermentioned Estates now lie in the
office of Henry John Whitley, Official Assignee,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, for the inspection
of creditors ; and any creditor or other person inter-
ested therein, objecting to the confirmation thereof,
must lodge a caveat in the office of the said Official
Assignee ,  stating the grounds of such their objec-
tions, on or before the 27th day of September next,
otherwise the said Plans of Distribution will, on
MONDAY,  the 29th day or September ,  be con-
firmed :-
In the Estate of John Alexander Watt  (deceased),
a first and final dividend of led .  in the £.
In the Estate of Thomas Mann Cumings, a first
dividend of 5s. 6d. in the £.
In the Estate of Henry Prebble ,  a first dividend
of 3s. 4d. in the £.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this 13th day of September,
A.D. 1873.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
619 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Insolvent  Estate of Edward Stipton Craig,
of Warwick, laborer.
j WHEREAS the said Edward Stinton Craig was,
11 on  the 10th day of September, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 22nd day of September, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of Debts against the said Estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required, andalso to deter-
mine whether any or whatallowance for support shall
be made to the insolvent up to the time of passing his
last examination , and whether any and what tools
and wearing apparel shall be allowed to the Insol-
vent; and a Second Public Sitting of the Court, at
the same place, on MONDAY, the 20th day of
October, A.D. 1873, to commence at Eleven o'clock,
for the proof of debts against the said Estate,
and for such other matters connected with the
Estate as may be required to be brought before the
Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 13th day of September, in.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY  J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
620 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Insolvent  Estate of William Jager, of
Rockhampton, butcher.
W
the said William Jager was, on
v the 10th day of September, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
onMONDAY,the 22nd day of September, A.D.1873,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
Debts against the said Estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent, up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MON DAY, the 20th day of October, A.D. 1873, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate, and for such other matters
connected with the Estate as may be required to
be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 11th day of September, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MIsmm,
Official  Assignee.
Judge.
621 6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Edward Casey, of Rock-
hampton, publican.
WHEREAS the said Edward Casey was,
Y r on the 8th day of September,  A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  I  hereby  appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court ,  to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane, on
MONDAY,  the 22nd day of September ,  A.D. 1873, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate ,  and for the election of a
Creditors '  Assignee ,  if required ,  and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall  be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination ,  and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent  ;  and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place ,  on MONDAY ,  the 20th
day of  October ,  A.D. 1873, to commence at Eleven
o'clock ,  for the proof of debts against the said
Estate, and for such other matters connected with
the Estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 8th day of September, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MISxIN,
Official Assignee.
622 6s. 6d.
NOTICE.
POUNDKEEPERS  are requested to take notice, that
all  Remittances on account  of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over  five shillings , must be made by
Post-Office Order,  or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The  GOVERNMENT  PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts:-
1873.
Septr. 11.-J. Watson ... ... ... 0 1 0
11.-W. D. Chase ... ... ... 0 1 0
11.-P. Devine ... ... ... 0 1 0
11.-R. J. Alexander ... ... ... 0 4 6
11.-R. Fitzgerald ... ... ,.. 0 1 0
11.-F. G. Mackay ... ... ... 0 12 0
12.-J. Spiller ... ... ... ... 0 0 6
12.-R. Gaden... ... ... ... 0 6 0
12.-W. Whitman ... ... ... 0 4 0
12.-G. H. Wilson ... ... ... 2 0 0
1fmpounbings.
' Pound keepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by aremittance .rufficient to cover the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at St. George, from Warroo, on the
29th August, 1873, by R. McDougall, Esquire.
Driving, 6s.
One hack horse, star, AJ near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 6th October, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
WM. D. CHASE, Poundkeeper.
612
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Ravensburne, on the
27th August, 1873, by order of J. W. Powell,
Esquire. Driving  expenses , 8s. 4d. per head.
One bay  mare,  WS near shoulder, with bell- strap  leather,
one hobble strap, and four  shoes on.
One bay colt, unbranded.
One bay mare, cc near rump, like ZD  conjoined off
shoulder.
One dark-grey filly, unbranded.
If not released  on or before the 25th September, 1873,
will be  sold to defray expenses.
W. WHITMAN, Poundkeeper.
628 4s.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Surat, from Noorindoo, on the 26th
August, 1873, by order of D. Ross, Esquire.
One bay horse, white face, four white legs, collar-marked,
like JHL conjoined over  like  3 over W3 or WB
conjoined near shoulder, like K writing capital over
GOB off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th September, 1873,
will  be  sold to defray expenses.
JOS. WATSON, Poundkeeper.
613 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Roma,  from Mount Beagle,  on 26th
August, 1873,  by order  of Mr.  Adam Herth.
Driving, 4s.
One brown colt, JC off thigh.
From Bindango, on the 30th August, 1873, by order
of L. McKinnan, Esquire.  Driving, 5s.
One brown horse, like HM over PS near shoulder, star.
One bay filly, white face, off hind foot white, blotched
brand near shoulder.
One bay horse, like S over H over HP near shoulder,
00 over  writing n  off shoulder, Z near thigh, star.
One bay mare,  star, near  hind leg white, H over AJ near
shoulder.
One chesnut filly, white face, blotched brand, like C near
rump.
One black horse, off hip down, star, bind  feet white, like
co off shoulder, blind off eye.
One bay horse, oo over 8 near shoulder, 8 near thigh.
One chesnut mare, like JM conjoined over W over K
near shoulder, JB over 2 and two  hearts (pound
brand) off shoulder.
One bay mare, C near shoulder and near thigh.
One cliesnut horse, hind  legs  white, white face, M near
shoulder, W  near rump , EL off shoulder, collar-
marked.
From Gubberamuda, on 26th July, 1873, wrongly
described in former  advertisement.
One grey  mare,  like WB off shoulder,  H near rump, B
off thigh.
If not released on or before  the 6th October, 1873,
wi ll  be sold to defray expenses.
F. G. MACKAY,  Poundkeeper.
610 12s.
Judge.
£ s. d.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich ,  from Bundamba Creek, on
the 8th September ,  1873. Driving, 8d.
One bay horse, W over W  near  thigh, star, light- colored
mouth.
If not released  on or  before the 5th October, 1873
will be sold to  defray  expenses.
R. FITZGERALD,  Poundkeeper.
611 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton,  from Langmorne, onthe 2nd ',September, 1873, by T. and G. Creed.
Driving, 4s. 2d. per head ;  damages on entire, £5.
One bay horse,  star,  OC over  6 near saddle, like 91 off
saddle, off fore and off hind  feet white.
One chesnut  entire colt , white face,  unbranded.
If not  released on or before  the 5th October, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
Also, at Rockhampton,  from Gracemere Cattle Station,
on the 30th August, 1873, by E.  Cross .  Driving ,  3e. per
head.
One bay horse,  like  DE off shoulder.
One bay horse, SM near shoulder.
One grey horse, JM off shoulder, like AR  over 182 near
shoulder.
One light-bay  horse, cross in circle  over 0  near shoulder,
157 off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th September, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
ROB. W. GADEN,  Poundkeeper.
Is.
627 6s.
BRISBANE :
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-[y IS Excellency  the Governor  in Council having been pleased to approve of the following
11 Instructions  to Officers  authorised to transact  Government Savings Bank Business,  the
same are published for general information ,  and are to be strictly observed by all Savings Bank
Officers throughout the Colony.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
INSTRUCTIONS TO OFFICERS AUTHORISED TO TRANSACT GOVERNMENT
SAVINGS BANK BUSINESS.
1. The Governor in Council having selected your office to be a place of receipt for once authorised to,,
deposits in the Government Savings Bank, you are hereby instructed to keep it open for receive deposits.
that purpose, and for the repayments to depositors, during ordinary business hours, and for Hours of business.
one hour on  Saturday evenings.
2. You are supplied herewith with the undermentioned  forms and  books,-viz.:-
A.-Copy of General  Regulations  for your own use.
B.-Copy of General  Regulations  for exhibition to the public.
C.-Declaration forms for ordinary depositors. (See clause three of Regula.
tions.)
D.-Declaration forms for deposits on trust, (See clause ten of Regulations.)
E. Depositors' books, numbered. (See clause five of Regulations.)
F.-Forms of daily account for reporting deposits. (See clause five of
Regulations.)
G.-One Cash Book.
H.-Monthly statements of Savings Bank transactions, (See clause seven of
Regulations.)
I.-Notices of withdrawal. (See clause fourteen of Regulations.)
K.-Orders to pay withdrawals when depositors cannot attend  in person.
(See clause fifteen of Regulations.)
Forms  and books
supplied.
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L-Envelopes  of sizes.
M.-Forms of advice to Auditor-General.
N.-Receipt forms.
O.-Telegram Book.
P.-Rough Cash Book.
Box containing  stamp, &c.
One copy of Regulations  3. You will place the large copy of the printed Regulations  in some conspicuous
to be posted up for position in office where the public can read it conveniently. Yon will retain  the smallpublic information. your y
One copy foroiscer's use. copy for your own guidance, and study it carefully ; and if there be any part of the
If not understood, apply Regulations, or of these Instructions, which ycu do not understand, you will at once apply
to the Treasury. for further information to the Treasury, Brisbane.
A deposit of eve shillings  4. You will learn from  clause two  of the  Regulations  that you may receive  deposits
received.dsmaybe of five shillings or upwards from any depositor, subject to  the conditions as to interest in
clause eight of the Regulations.
Deposits  how to be 5. When a person applies to you to receive his  first deposit for transmission to the
received. Government Savings Bank, furnish him with the form of declaration required by clauseDeclaration to be made
and witnessed. three of the Regulations, and direct him to read it. If he cannot read, read it to him. He
must then sign it, and his signature must be witnessed by yourself. If he cannot write, he
must affix his mark, and his mark must be witnessed  in a similar manner . The occupation
Money to be next taken of the depositor must be noted on declaration ; if a married woman, to be so stated. Next
Ent ry  in depositor's
book.
Entry in daily Savings
Bank account.
Number of book and
name of office to be
entered on declaration.
obtain the money intended to be deposited, and take one of the numbered depositor's books
referred to in clause five of the Regulations (taking care to issue the numbers consecutively),
in which you are to enter the christian name, surname, address, and occupation of the
depositor, the date of the receipt of the deposit, and its amount; place your initials opposite
the entry, and affix an impression of the Savings Bank stamp in the place prepared for the
same in the book. You will then enter the whole of the particulars of the deposit in the
daily cash-book supplied to you for that purpose ; and after satisfying yourself that you
have made correct entries of every item-namely, the number of the depositor's book, the
amount deposited, the christian name, surname, address, and occupation of the depositor-
you will insert on the form of declaration, in the place indicated thereon, the name of your
office, and the number of the depositor's book, which you will copy from the book itself, and
Depositor to be informed then deliver the book to the depositor, whom you must inform that by return  of post he will
that he is to expect the receive an acknowledgment  from the Treasury that the  deposit has been entered in the booksTreasurer 's acknowledg-
ment, and,  if necessary, of the Government  Saviugs Bank; and that  if he  does not receive that acknowledgment in
to report its non-receipt, due course ,  he must write  to the Treasury,  and state that he has not received it. This
Second and subsequent
deposits.
course is enjoined in clause five of the Regulations.
6. On making every deposit after the first ,  the depositor must bring his book with
him, and you  must  enter in that book the correct amount of such deposit ,  with the date on
which it is made ;  and affix your initials and the Savings Bank stamp, as directed for first
Entry in daily Savings deposits. You must also enter the particulars of every deposit,  as it is made , in your daily
Bank cash-book.
Deposits  may be  received
from trustees.
Declaration to be made
by the trustee.
From minors,
From women.
Savings Bank cash-book, as before.
7. You may  receive deposits :-
(A.) From  a trustee  on behalf  of another person  (see clause ten of Regula-
tions). In such  cases  the declaration must be made by the trustee on
the form specially provided ; but the names of both parties must be
entered in the depositor's book, and in your Savings Bank cash-book, &c.
(B.) From persons under twenty-one years of age (see clause  eleven of Regula-
tions).
(C.) From women, whether married or single (see clause  twelve of Regulations,
which  clause  you must recommend female depositors to read carefully).
Rough cash-book to be 8. In addition  to the cash-book, you will be furnished with a book  in which you are
kept.
Savings Bank moneys
to be kept distinct from
other funds.
Deposits  must be re-
mitted by Bank slip.
Advice of Remittance
to be sent  to Auditor-
General.
Remittances from
Treasury to be acknow-
ledged.
Withdrawals.
to debit yourself, on one side, with all moneys received by you on Savings Bank account,
whether by way of deposits to be remitted to the Treasury, or money received from the
Treasury to be paid to depositors wishing to withdraw, or for other purposes. On the other
side, you are to credit yourself with all remittances made to this Office, and with the with-
drawals, as they are paid to the depositors by you; and show the balance of cash on hand
at the close of every day.
9. All moneys received by you on Savings Bank account must be kept distinct and.
apart from all other funds; and deposits must be remitted to the Treasury in registered
letter by first post, by Bank slip, initialed by the Teller, in favor of the Manager of the
Union Bank of Australia, Brisbane, with your report, Form F (see clause five of the Regu-
lations). Cheques for collection, crossed, payable to the Colonial Treasurer only, may be
sent direct by post.
10. A report, Form M, must be filled up and forwarded to the Auditor-General en
every occasion of a remittance being sent to the Treasury.
11. Remittances received from the Treasury must be acknowledged, by return
post, on the printed form supplied for the purpose.
12. Any depositor wishing to withdraw the whole or any part of his deposits, and
applying to you for information as to the proper mode of effecting his object, must be
supplied with one of the forms of notice of withdrawal (see clause fourteen of Regulations);
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but before supplying the form you will, of course, satisfy yourself, by inspection of the
-depositor's book or otherwise, that the party applying is a depositor. You will instruct the
depositor how to fill up the form,  and impress  on him the necessity of stating accurately
on the.-form the name of the place where the first deposit entered in his book was made, and
the %pber of that book. On the receipt of the notice in Brisbane, a cheque for the
amoun o be withdrawn will be  issued, and be remitted by first post to any Savings Bank
'Office at which the depositor  wishes  payment to be made. Advice of such remittance will
also be  sent  to the depositor. When application  is made to  you for payment of any amount
to be withdrawn, you must call upon the applicant to produce the Treasury letter of advice,
and his depositor's book, in which you are to enter the amount withdrawn. If satisfied that
he is the party entitled to payment, you must pay the amount accordingly. He must then
sign  the established form of receipt, which must be forwarded to the Treasury by the first
mail after payment. If you are in doubt as to his identity, you must require him to bring
some  person known to you who can identify him as the person named in the letter of advice.
In such a case the depositor's signature must be affixed to the receipt at the foot of the
notice, and must be witnessed by the person identifying him. In cases where the depositor
cannot write, his mark to the receipt for money withdrawn must (if possible) be witnessed
by a third person, i.e., not by yourself or the person witnessing the x to the notice. If
you have reason to think that the person presenting the letter of advice is not entitled to
receive the amount, you must refuse payment, and report the same to the Treasury, Brisbane.
13. The greatest care must be exercised in the transmission by electric telegraph, of Withdrawals by
requests to withdraw money, and every precaution in your power must be taken to  ascertain
that the person applying is the person mentioned in the depositor's book.  (Vide  clause
seventeen of the Regulations.)
14. Withdrawals can only be paid to the depositor in person, or to a person authorised Payment of withdrawals
by him in the prescribed form, a copy of which you must supply if applied for. The order a iena;nositor motperson.
must be signed in the manner prescribed in clause fifteen of the Regulations, and when the
,payment has been duly made you must attach the order to the receipt.
15. Any moneys forwarded to you from the Treasury to pay withdrawals to depositors withdrawals  IInolslmsd.
:remaining  unclaimed one month after receipt by you, are to be returned to the Treasury as
a re-deposit.
16. At the expiration of every month a detailed statement of your collections must monthly Saturn.
be forwarded to the Treasury in Form H, with the declaration thereon signed by you in the
-presence  of a Magistrate. If no money has been received during the month, a -Nil" return
must be sent.
17. Postage will not be charged on letters, &c., on Savings Bank account, provided Postage,
-the words " Savings Bank Branch" are printed or written on the covering envelope.
Envelopes are to be supplied to depositors on application, and where the depositor cannot
write his letters should be addressed for him.
18. You are forbidden to give any information (except to the proper officers of the  secrecy.
Treasury) as to the name of any depositor, or the sum deposited or withdrawn by him, and
yyou are on no account to use Savings Bank envelopes or forms for any other than Savings
. Bank  business.
Sy Authority :  JAxua 0. Bast, Government  Printer,  William Street ,  Brisban e,
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QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. J Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencie s.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation , or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
td wit. Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.e.) in the  Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the powers vested in me by
"The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER..
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!  GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 19th September, 1873.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM SKELTON  EWBANH MELBOURNE
O1868, "  I, GEORGE AIIGIISTIIS  CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the teases of the
following Selections of Land, under the said,
are declared forfeited.
CHARTERS Register No.
of Name  of Lessee Area
Land
ent'sAto be Returning Officer for the- Electoral District
of Burke, in the room of Howard St. George,
App lication.
. . g
District.
resigned.
A. B.  P.(For the Colonial Secretary,) 791 H. Gold 100 0  0 Brisbane.
JOHN BRAMSTON. 1,242 Jos. Wright ... 40 0 0 Ditto.
198 J. K. Black ... 140 0 0 Bowen.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 19th September, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to appoint
RICHARD LYNCH
to be an Auditor of the Municipality of Drayton,
under the provisions  of  " The Municipal Institu-
tions Act  of  1864."
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 19th September, 1873.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive  Council, has  been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM MATTHEW MOWBRAY
to be Clerk of Petty  Sessions  at Millchester, in the
room  of William Pinkerton Cuthbert,  dismissed.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th September, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM SCOUGALL, and
PELHAM OBBARD,
to be Government Agents to accompany ships
employed in carrying Polynesian laborers between
the South  Sea Islands  and Queensland ,  under the
provisions  of  " The Polynesian Laborers Act of
1868."
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th September, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that the Court of Petty Sessions at George
Town be substituted for the Court of Petty Ses-
sions at Gilberton ,  as a Court for preparing and
revising  the Lists of the Electoral District of
Burke, under the provisions of Section 24 of  " The
Electoral Districts Act of  1872."
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
QUEENSLAND , 2  Proclamation  by the Most
to wit. J Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of the sixty-
first section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this eighteenth day of
September ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
(For the  Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE TEE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. ) Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable.
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my  Proclamation , notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
twenty-ninth day of October, 1873, at the Bowen
Land Office.
No. of
Por-
tion.
Register
No. of Name of
Applica-  Lessee.
tion.
Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
Parish.
198 198  J. K. Black
A. R. P.
140 0 0 Bowen Unnamed
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this eighteenth day of
September ,  in the year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy -three,
and in the  thirty-seventh  year of Her Ma-
jesty's reign.
By-Command,
(For the  Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit. j Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby , and Baron  Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.S.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of • the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
pursuance of clause forty-one of  "  The CrownI ' Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
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AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid , with'  the advice of the
Executive Council , do, by this  my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection ,  under the
provisions of the said  Act, on  and after  MONDAY,
the twentieth  day of  October ,  1873 ,  at the Warwick
Lay' nOffice.
Portions 16 and 17 ,  parish of Canning ,  county of
Merivale ; each 73 acres 3 roods.
Given under my Hand .  and Sea] ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this eighteenth day of
September ,  in the year of our  Lord  one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy -three, and
in the thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by the Most
to wit. 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all  in  the County of York,
in the Peerage of the United King-
dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New
Ross ,  in the County of Wexford, in
(L.s.) the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council,  Governor and  Com-
mander-in-Chief  of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "  The Crown
'Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868 ,"  * GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid,  with the advice of the
Executive Counc il , do ,  by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall  be open to Selection,  under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after MOND AY,
the third day of November ,  1873, at the Cardwe ll
Land Office.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND , I Proclamation by The Mostto wit.  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.)  in the  Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
utander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
.IN pursuance of clause forty-one of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after MONDAY,
the thirteenth day of October, 1873, at the Brisbane
Land Office.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly, portion
260,  part of selection  964.
59 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-west corner of portion No. 219, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that road bearing one
hundred and forty-six degrees three chains and
ninety-seven links ; two hundred and three
degrees seven  chains and five links; one hundred
and fifty-seven degrees five chains and thirty-four
links ; one hundred and thirty-five degrees four
chains and seventy-two links ; one hundred and
twenty-two degrees six chains and seventeen links ;
and one hundred and fifty-seven degrees ten chains
and eighty- one links ;  on the south by portion 260A
bearing east nine chains and eighty links ; on the
east  by a line bearing north thirty-one chains and
forty links ; and on the north by portion 219
bearing west twenty-four chains and thirty-five
links to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of Sep-
tember, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Register
No. of
App lica-
tion.
66
88
90
125
Name of Lessee.
W. Eggehrecht
N. Donnelly ...
F. J. W. Beardmore ...
A. J. Ascher ... ...
Area.
A. R. P.
240 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
1280 0 0
Land
Agent's
District.
Cardwell.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of Septem-
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND Proclamation by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland;  a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the  lands  hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after MONDAY,
the thirteenth day of October, 1873, at the Been-
leigh Land Office.
No. of
Portion
35
Name of late Lessee.
J. Veivers
Area.
A R. P.
51 0 0
Parish.
Nerang.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in  the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit . f Honorable GEORGE AUGPTSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normauby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all  in  the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
No; eSANRY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
fifteenth day of October, 1873, at the Land Offices
of the districts in which they are respectively
situated.
Register
No. of Name  of Lessee.
Applica-
tion.
Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
555 W . Unwin ... ... 140 0 0 Brisbane.
78 F. Frahm ... 40 0 0 Toowoomba.
156 J. J. Whitchurch ... 575 0 0 Ditto.
No. of
Portions. Name of Lesse e. Area. Parish.
178
179
180
The Corpora-
tion of the
Bank of New
South Wales
A. R. P. chains ; thence on the south by  a line bea
about 390 chains to the Condamine Rive
ring west
r ; thence
80 0 0 by that river downwards to the south- west corner
80 0 0 Geham. of portion 142, parish of St. Ruth ; then ce by the
80 0 0 south boundaries of portions 142, 139, 141, and
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN!
QUEF.NSLAND, I Proclamation by The Mostto wit . Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all  in  the County of
York, in  the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANDY,  of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council,  Governor and Com.
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
1N pursuance  of clause  one of  " The HomesteadAreas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the  lands  hereunder described shall be, and
are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, subject
to the provisions of the said Act, and that the
said lands  shall be open to Selection  as Homesteads,
and not otherwise , at the Dalby  Land Office, on
and after  WEDNESDAY, the first day of
October, 1873.
Lands resumed from Cecil  Plains Run.
8 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Conde--3ine
River, at the north- west  corner of Cecil Plains
pre-emptive purchase No. 20, and bounded thence
on the south by a line bearing east 150  chains ; on
the east by a line bearingnorth 127 chains  69 links ;
on the north by the north boundary of Cecil Plains
Run, and bearing  west 295 chains ; on  the west by
a line bearing  south 295  chains ; on  the south by a
line bearing east to the  Condamine  River ; thence
by that river  downwards  to the  south-east corner
of Cecil Plains pre-emptive purchase No. 1 ; thence
by the south boundary of that portion, by the
west boundary of the same portion, by part of the
south, the west, and north boundaries of Cecil
Plains pre-emptive purchase No. 25 to the Conda-
mine  River, _and by that river upwards to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of Cecil Plains pre-
emptive purchase No. 5.
Lands resumed from West Prairie Run.
81, square miles.
Commencing  at the north- east  corner of the ten
years' lease of West Prairie, and bounded thence
on the ,, east  by'a line bearing south one and three-
quarter miles ; on the south by a line bearing west ;
on the south-west by part of the north-east boun-
dary of Cecil Plains Run north-westerly ; and on
the north by the north boundary of the ten years'
lease of West Prairie bearing  east  to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed from the St. Ruth's Run.
About 8 square miles.
Commencing on Oakey Creek at its intersection
by the west boundary on the Jondaryan Run, and
bounded thence on the east by part of the west
boundary of that run, bearing southerly about 160
east  boundaries of portions 141, 140, 132, 131, and
120, parish of St. Ruth, to Oakey Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed from the rondaryan Run.
About 8 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Jonda-
ryan pre-emptive purchase No. 35, and bounded
thence on the east by the west boundary line of
that portion ; thence by the south boundary of the
same  portion, by parts of the west and south boun.
daries of pre-emptive purchase 57 and 58, by part
of the west, the south, and part of the east boun-
daries of pre-emptive purchase 59, by the south
and part of the east boundaries of pre-emptive pur-
chase 33 to the south-west corner of pre-emptive
purchase 53; thence by a line bearing east about
forty chains; thence by  a line  south to the south
boundary of Jondaryan Run ; on the south by part
of the south boundary of that run, bearing westerly
to the east boundary of the St. Ruth's Run ; thence
by part of the east boundary of that run northerly
to Oakey Creek ; thence by the west boundary of
Jondaryan Run north -westerly to a point west  fr om
the north -west corner of portion 14, parish of
Young  ;  on the north by a line bearing east and
by the north boundary of portion 14; again on the
east by the east boundary of portion 14 and a
line bearing south to the north boundary of the
Jondaryan pre-emptive purchase No. 34; and
thence by the north boundary of that portion bear.
ing west to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed from Warra Warra Run.
About 82  square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of pre-
emptive purchase No. 1 on Warra Warra Run,
and bounded thence by a line south to the Conda.
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mine River ; thence by that river downwards to
the junction of Cooranga Creek ; thence by that
creek upwards to the west boundary of pre-emptive
purchase No. 3; thence by part of the west boun-
dary of that portion south to the north-east corner
of pre-emptive purchase No. 2 ; thence by the
north-west and south boundary  lines  of that portion
*, c, south, and east, to the west boundary line of
pre-emptive purchase No.  I ; thence by part of the
west and the south boundaries of that portion south
and east to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Sandgate, this
thirtieth day of August, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three, and in the thirty-seventh year
of Her  Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND , 2  Proclamation  by Tho Most
to wit.  I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby , •  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all  in  the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross , in the County of Wexford,
in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NonsIANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of Clause one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, and that the said
lands shall be  open to selection as Homesteads, and
not otherwise, at the Toowoomba Land Office, on
and after WEDNESDAY, the first day of October,
1873.
Lands resumed from  Beauaraba Run.
81 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Too-
woomba Register selection  No. 441, and bounded
thence on the north by the south boundary of that
selection ,  and the south boundaries of selections 430,
527, 429, 455, and 432 to the south-east corner of
selection 432 ; on the east by a line bearing south to
a point due east from the east corner of Toowoomba
Register selection No. 409; thence by a line bear-
ing west to that east corner ; and on the south-west
by the north-east boundary of selection No. 409
aforesaid; by the north-east boundary of portion
141, parish of Cecil Plains ; and by the north-east
boundary of selection No. 446 north -westerly to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of all
alienated lands.
Lands resumed  from  Yandilla Run.
About 81,  square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of the Condamine
River at the boundary between the resumed and
ten years'  lease of  Yandilla Run ; and bounded
thence by the said boundary north-easterly to the
North Branch ; thence by that branch upward ;
thence by a line passing through a spot distant
about two hundred chains from the boundary of the
resumed and ten years'  lease  of Yandilla Run bear.
ing south -westerly about three hundred  chains ;
thence by a line bearing north-westerly about one
hundred and twenty chains ; thence by a line bear-
ing south-westerly to Condamine River ;  and thence
by said river downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Sandgate,
this thirtieth day of August, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-three, and in the thirty-seventh
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN  1
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . 3  Honorable GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , "  seount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross ,  in the County  of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor  and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause one of  "  The  Homestead
Areas  Act of  1872,"  I, GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE.  Marquis of N ormanby ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive  Council,
do, by this  my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be, and are hereby set apart ,  as Homestead Areas,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection ,  as Home-
steads, classed as agricultural ,  and not otherwise, at
the Land Office , Warwick,  on and after  WEDNES-
DAY, the first day of October, 1873.
County  of Merivale, parish of  Allora.
Portions  Nos. 210, 211 , 212, 213 ,  213A, 215,
and 216.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -fifth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  28th August, 1873.
THE accompanying amended description of the
School Reserve at Moggill is substituted for
that published in the  Government Gazette  of the
16th November, 1872, folio 1920.
C. J. GRAHAM.
County of Stanley, parish of Moggill, portion No.
248.
16 acres 2 roods 32 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
north-east  by one of said  roads  bearing three hun-
dred and twenty degrees thirteen  chains and ten
links ; on the north by  a line bearing west eleven
chains and eighty links to another  road one chain
wide ; on the north-west by that road  bearing one
hundred and ninety degrees  nine chains  and eighty-
five links to the other aforesaid road ;  and on the
south by that road bearing east  twenty-one chains
and eighty-eight links to the point  of commence.
ment.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th September, 1873.
"CROWN LANDS ALIENAT14N ACT OF 1868."
IT is hereby notified, that the undermentioned
Leases  under  " The Crown Lands Alienation
Act  of 1868," having been executed by His
Excellency the Governor, are now lying at the
several Land Agents' Offices, to be delivered to the
Lessees.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under Secretary.
Register
No. of
Appuoa-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area No. ofLeave.
BaisaANs.
A.  it.  P.
608 Richard McGinn  ...  114 2 5 3,959
1,673 Charles Brown .. ... 109 0 0 3,960
1,577 George Cresswell Crump 327 0 0 3,961
1,586 Peter Jackson  ...  116 0 0 3,962
1,594 Thos. de Montmorenci M.
Prior  ... ... ...  1,093 0 0 3,963
1,595 John Delaney Bergin . ..  240 0 0 3,964
1,598 Ambrose Holland ... 277 0 0 3,965
1,599 Patrick Ryan ... ... 129 0 0 3,966
1,606 Joseph Poultney ... 137 0 0 3,967
1,612 Wil li l m Barker ... ...  96 2 0 3,96k
1,617 Ambrose Peter Rode .. 392 0 0 3,969
1,625 Frederick George Coe ., 55 0 32 2,420
1,635 Joseph Bancroft ,. 88 0 0 3,970
1,638 Mathew  Brown  Orr .. 200 0 0 3,971
1,654 Aaron Adsett . .. 222 0 0 3,972
1,688 William Charles Joyner 356 0 0 3,973
1,698 Henry Purton . .. 100 0 0 3,974
1,731 Richard Raymond ...
BESNLBIaa.
100 0 0 3,975
260 I Samuel  William Gray  ...  354 0 0 13,976
IPSWICH.
1,486 Charles Smith ... ... 79 0 0 3,977
1,488 Charles Smith  ... ...  568 0 0 3,978
1,989 James Cooper ... ... 333 0 0 3,979
2,049 Catherine Brennan ... 100 0 0 3,980
2,095 John Campbell ... ... 80 0 0 3,981
2,098 Patrick Hughes ... ... 80 0 0 3,982
2,143 William Charles Garvey 90 0 0 3,983
2,183 James Lucas ... ... 320 0 0 3,984
2,276 Prtrick Kinnane, senr .... 90 1 0 3,985
2,302 William Short ... ... 100 0 0 2,421
2,841 Harris Thistlethwaite ... 201 0 0 3,986
2,303 William Short ... ... 200 0 0 2,422
2,361 John Noonan  ... ... 111 0 0 3,987
2,362 John Philipp Jost ... 148 3 0 3,988
2,364 William Cook, junr. 99 3 0 3,989
2,621 Hans W ilken ... .. 42 3 14 3,990
2,582 Abraham Phelps .. 441 3 0 3,991
2,495 Charles James Whitehouse 84 0 33 3,992
2,485 James Shea ... .. 103 0 0 3,993
2,433 Edwin Hines ... .. 170 0 0 3,994
2,413 John Roulston  ... ... 1,128 0 0 3,995
2,400 Hugh Mackey, junr. ... ' 180
DALBY.
0 0 3,996
203 Henry Grosvenor Simpson 249 3 5 3,997
149 Henry Grosvenor Simpson[ 3,876 3 5 ( 3,998
BINDABERG.
132  Alexander Walker .. 230 0 0 3,999
143 John Broom  ... .. 200 0 0 4,000
198 Stephen Kirby ... ... 210 0 0 4,001
211 William Henry Archer.. 80 0 0 4,002
229 Richard Lee ., 253 0 0  4,003
235 George  Shor ro ck .. 80 0 0 4,004
242 Thomas Williams
MACKAY.
150 1 271  4,005
189 Ayneley John Elliott  105 1 31 4,006
221 Robert Garcia ... 206 2 0 4,007
225 William Kemp ... 103 0 0 4,008
329 Levi Poynson ... .. 210 0 0 4,009
231 Reuben Kean ... 500 0 0 4,010
238 Michael  Carro ll  ... .. 313 2 0 4,011
261 Edmund Atherton 116 1 0 4,012
282 Michael Flood ... .. 640 0 0 4,013
300 Richard Atherton 640 0 0I 4,014
307 Edmund Atherton  106 3
I
0 4,015
Lxisas  Lyn m  Bon DaLZVBay-continued.
Register
No. of
Appaea-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area.
A. B. P.
No.
BowEN.
149 John Alex. Gregory  ...  1  286 0 0 4,016
CARDWELL.
1 Henry Stone  ...  640 0 0 4,017
9 James Atkinson  ...  640 0 0 4,018
42 Charles Bridson  ... ...,  80 0 0 4,019
135
134
63
64
65
130
RoosnAMPTON.
T. Robertson,  sear., J.
Robertson ,  Jno. Robert-
son, and Thomas Ro-
bertson ,  junr .... 747 0 0
T. Robertson ,  senr., J.
Robertson ,  Jno. Robert-
son, and Thomas Ro-
bertson, junr.... ... 1,826 0 0
WABwIOX (67 clause, 31 V., 46).
Mary Garvey
J. Geany, P. O'Neil, T.
O'Neil ,  and J .  Enright
J. Geany, P. O'Neil, T.
O'Neil, and J. Enright
Jae. McNally,  as assignee
of Thomas O'Dwyer...
61 0 0
29 2 32
29 2 32
69 3 0
2,123
2,424
2,425
2,426
2,427
2,428
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th September, 1873.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
,i
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands ,  under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
JJARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
A t the Land Office, Toowoomba,  on the second
Monday in  each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick,  on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
A t the Land Office, Condamine,  the second
:Thursday in September, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the firs
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CuuTIs DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every  alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
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WIDE BAT  AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in  each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office,  Bowen , the fourth Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville,  the second
Thursday  in September ,  1873,  and every
alternate  month  afterwards.
At the  Land Office ,  Cardwe ll , the  second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office ,  Normanton ,  on the second
Tuesday in eve ry third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Roma ,  on the second
Wednesday in November ,  1873,  and there-
after  on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land  Office,  Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in November ,  1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
Al. the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
aay in October, 1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in October ,  1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in eve ry  alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings ,  when necessary ,  in addition to
the above ,  will be duly notified from time to time.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th September, 1873.
Wj HEREAS,  by the twenty-fifth section of  "The1 1  Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof sha ll  be pub li shed in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks  :  Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described wi ll  be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL AT CALLIOPE.
C aunty of Clinton, parish of East Stowe, town of
Calliope.
5 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about fifty
degrees, distant about twelve chains and twenty
links  from the east  corner of allotment  1 of section
2, and bounded thence on the. west by a line
bearing north ten chains and seventy-three links ;
on the north by  a line bearing east six chains and
thirteen links ; on the east by a line bearing south
five chains and fifty-nine links to the Gladstone
road ; and on the south-east by that road bearing
230 degrees eight chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY AT MOGGILL.
County of Stanley,  parish  of Moggill, portion No.
249.
10 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
247, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west fifteen chains; on the west by a line
bearing north six chains and seventy links ; on the
north by a line bearing east fifteen chains ; and on
the east by  a line bearing south six chains and
seventy links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th September, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purpose named with respect
to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A POUND AT GAYNDAH.
County of Mackenzie, parish of Gayndah.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of Simon and
Porter streets, and bounded thence on the north-
east  by Porter street bearing south-easterly five
chains ; on the south -east by a line at right angles
to Porter street bearing south-westerly  five chains ;
on the south-west by a line parellel with Porter
street bearing north-westerly five chains to Simon
street ; and on the north-west by that street bearing
north-easterly five chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR BALLAST FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES
AT GOODNA.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, part of
portion  154.
14 acres 3 roods.
Commencing  at a point bearing north  and distant
about eight chains from the south-west corner of
portion 160, at intersection of the railway line with
the west boundary of portion 150, and bounded
thence on the east by part of that west boundary
bearing north to the north corner of  original  portion
154; on the north-west by a road one chain wide
dividing this land from portion'153, bearing south
sixty-one degrees thirty minutes  west  twenty-five
chains and twenty-nine links to another road one
chain wide ; on the south-west by that road bearing
south forty-three degrees fifteen minutes east to
the Brisbane and Ipswich Railway line; and on the
south by that railway line easterly to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A LANDING PLACE ,  BAKER'S  CREEK,
MACKAY DISTRICT.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard.
113 acres.
Commencing in a mangrove marsh at the south-
west corner of selection 230, and bounded thence
on the north by that selection and a line bearing
east twenty-two chains and twenty-five links to the
South Pacific Ocean ; on the east by the shore of
that ocean southerly to the mouth of Baker's
Creek ; and on the south-west and west by that
creek and its overflow upward to the point of com-
mencement.
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It ESERVE  FOR WATER, GALLOWAY PLAINS, GLAD-
STONE.
County of Clinton.
30 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Clyde Creek at
the south- east  corner of selection 71, and bounded
thence on  the north by that selection  bearing west
twenty-seven  chains  and thirty-six links to the
Rroombit road ; on the west by that road bearing
174 degrees  nine chains  and fifty links; on the
south by selection 106 bearing east thirty-seven
chains and twenty-eight links to Clyde Creek.;
and on the north-east by that creek downwards to
the point of commencement.
Q rNature of  misnomer - The  names  Adam Walker
and George Lamb having  been inserted  as that of
the intended  grantees , instead of Adam Walker
and Thomas George Lamb.
Names of  intended grantees -Adam  Walker .. nd
Thomas George Lamb.
Name of party applying for instrument- Thomas
George Lamb.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date  hereof,  by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended grantees, to the intent that by force
of the Act aforesaid they shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants, and in every
deed containing the erroneous names, and such
Grants respectively, and every such Deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of grant-22nd  June, 1870.
Name of grantee-Joseph  Ryne Hinds.
Description of land granted-Fifty -four acres,
county of Stanley, parish of Maclean, portion
ninety-two B.
Nature of misnomer-The  name Joseph Ryne
Hinds having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of Joseph Royal Hinds.
Name of intended grantee-Joseph  Royal Hinds.
Name of party applying for instrument-Joseph
Royal Hinds.
Date of grant-7th  August, 1872.
Name of grantee-Louise  Thom.
Description of land  granted-Thirty-seven acres
one rood eight perches, county of Livingstone,
parish of Gracemere, portion nine.
Nature of misnomer-The  name Louise Thom
having been inserted as that of the intended grantee,
instead of Louise Thou.
Name of intended grantee-Louise  Thon.
Name of party applying for instrument-Louise
Thon.
Date of grant-21st  February, 1873.
Name of grantee-Frederick  Henzell.
Description of land granted-Twenty-three per-
ches, county of March, parish of Gympie, town of
Gympie, allotment No. 9 of section O.
Nature of misnomer-The  name Frederick Hen-
zell  having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of Frederick Lumley Henzel.
Name of intended grantee-Freerick  Lumley
Henzell.
Name of party applying for instrument-Fre-
derick Lumley Henzell.
Date of grants-21st  February, 1873.
Names  of grantees-Adam  Walker  and George
Lamb.
Description of land  granted-Portions  nine, ten,
eleven, twelve , and fourteen, county of  Belmore,
and parish  of St. George , containing twenty acres
each.
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, ;His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by an instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended to
be granted, to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid it shall be taken to have been inserted in
the Grant, and in every Deed containing the
erroneous description, and such Grant, and every
such Deed, shall operate and be construed ac-
cordingly.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of grant-22nd  July, 1872.
Name of grantee-Robert  Ballard.
Description of land granted-A ll that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement  one acre one  rood and
thirty-three p rches, be the  same  more or less,
situated in the county of March, parish of Gympie,
and town of Gympie, being allotment No. 2 of
section P. commencing on the north side of Bligh
street, at the south-east corner of allotment one,
and bounded thence on the south by that street
bearing ninety-two degrees one chain and  forty-
one links and one-half of a link, and seventy-eight
degrees thirty minutes one chain and seventy-eight
links and-one-quarter of a link; on the east by the
west boundary line of allotment three bearing
three hundred and fifteen degrees three chains and
sixty-seven links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing two hundred and ninety-nine degrees forty-
five minutes three chains and fifty links ; and on
the west by the east boundary lines of allotments
twelve and one, bearing one hundred and eighty-
three degrees fifteen minutes five chains and seventy
links to the point of commencement.
Nature of error-The  bearing of the eastern
boundary being three degrees fifteen minutes
instead of three hundred and fifteen degrees as in
the deed.
Name of intended grantee-Robert  Ballard.
Name of party applying for instrument-Robert
Ballard.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 21st August, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
Notice is hereby given, that the lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purposes named with respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  WATER AND  CAMPING, BEAVARABA
RUN.
County of Aubigny.
92 acres 2 roods.
Commencing  at the north-west  corner of selec-
tion 749, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing west twenty-five  chains  ; on the west
by a line bearing south thirty- seven chains ; on the
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south by a line bearing east twenty-five chains ;
and on the east by a line bearing north thirty-seven
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR POUND, STANTEORPE.
if 1 acre.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe, allotments 14 and 15 of section  10.
Commencing on the west side of Johnson street
at the south-east corner of allotment 13, and
bounded thence on the east by that street southerly
three chains ; on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 16 westerly at right angles to
Johnson street three chains and thirty-four links
on the west by a line northerly parallel with John-
son street three chains; and on the north by the
south boundary line of allotment 13 easterly at
right angles to Johnson street three chains and
thirty-four links to the point of commencement.
RESERVES  FOR GRAVEL AND TIMBER  FOR ROAD
PURPOSES.
County of Canning, parish of Bribie.
Commencing  on the main road from Brisbane to
Gympie, at the south-west corner of portion No.
11, and bounded thence on the north by that por-
tion and a line bearing east about fifty chains ; on
the east by a line bearing south about eighty chains ;
on the south by a line  bearing  west about sixty
chains to the main  road from Brisbane to Gympie;
and on the  west by that road northerly to the
point of  commencement.
ALSO,
County of Canning; parish of Bribie.
Commencing  at the south -east corner  of portion
No. 4, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing  south about 120 chains ; on the south by
a line bearing  west about 180 chains ; on the west
by a line bearing north about 100 chains to the
Mooloolah River ; and on the north by that river
downwards and by portions Nos. 10 and 4 to the
point of commencement.
ALSO,
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
No. 30, and bounded thence on the south-west by
a line bearing south-easterly about 105 chains to
the north-west corner of portion No. 4, and thence
about five chains to Mountain Creek ; on the south
andeast by that creek downwards to thesouthcorner
of portion No. I ; on the north- east  by that portion
and portion No. 27 to a point on the south-west
boundary of the last-mentioned portion distant
twenty chains from its west corner ; and thence on
the north-west by a line bearing south-westerly
about 120 chains to the point of commencement.
ALSO,
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
Commencing at a point on the west boundary of
portion No. 21, distant twenty chains from its north-
west corner, and bounded thence on the east by
that portion and portion No. 52 and by a lint,
bearing south about twenty-eight chains ; on the
south by a line bearing west about 130 chains ; on
the west by a line bearing north about 100 chains ;
and on the north by a line bearing east about 120
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WHARVES AND WATER.
Mouth of Maroochy River, county of Canning,
parish of Maroochy.
215 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Cornmeal
Creek, at the crossing of a road, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that road bearing
one hundred and forty-five degrees one chain and
seventy-five links, one hundred and twenty-five
degrees five chains, one hundred and forty degrees
nine chains and forty links, one hundred and five
degrees five chains, one hundred and fifteen degrees
twenty chains, one hundred and five degrees
seventeen chains, one hundred and fifteen  degrees
fifteen chains, one hundred and forty-five degrees
fourteen chains, and one hundred and thirty
degrees two chains and forty-six links; on the
south-east by a line bearing forty-five degrees ten
chains to the South Pacific Ocean ; on the east by
the waters of that ocean northerly to the mouth of
the Maroochy River ; and on the  west  and north
by that river southerly and westerly to Cornmeal
Creek, and by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
Mouth of Baker's Creek, parish of Howard.
Commencing at the south-west corner of applica-
tion 230 (Bovey's) ; and bounded on the north by
a line bearing east twenty-two chains and twenty-
five links to the sea-coast ; on the east and on the
south by the sea-coast to the mouth of Bakers
Creek ; on the west by that creek upwards to the
mangroves north of the landing place ; and thence
on the west by the mangroves to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
THE accompanying amended description of the
Drayton and Toowoomba Cemetery is sub-
stituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 31st May, 1873, folio 868.
C. J. GRAHAM.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton,
56 acres  2 roods 2 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the north-
east  corner of portion 267, and bounded thence on
part  of the north by that road bearing  east seventeen
chains and fifty links to another road one chain
wide ; on part of the east by that road  bearing
south fifteen chains and sixty-two links ; on the
remainder of the north by a line bearing east four
chains and fifty- nine  links to a road  one and a-half
chain wide;  again  onthe east bythatroad  bearing 198
degrees twenty-one minutes eight chains and forty.
two three-quarter links ; on part of the south by
a line bearing west two chains and 18 links ; on the
remainder of the east by a line bearing 173 degrees
thirty minutes seven chains and five links ; on the
remainder of the south by the north boundary line
of portion 271, bearing west eighteen chains and
forty links ; and on the west by a line and the east
boundary line of portion 267, bearing north thirty
chains and fifty-seven links to the point of com-
mencement.
Also,
10 acres 1 rood 34 perches.
Commencing at a point one chain east from the
north-east corner of port ion 269, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a road one chain wide
bearing seventy-four degrees fifty-one minutes ten
chains and four links to a road one and a-half chain
wide ; on the south-cast by that  road bearing 198
degrees twenty- one minutes  eighteen  chains and
nineteen links ; on the south by another road one
chain wide, bearing west three chains and ninety-
one and a-half links to another road one chain
wide ; and on the west by that road bearing north
fourteen chains and sixty-nine links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
? HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
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Government  Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby  given , that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a Cemetery.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873.
f }1 HE accompanying amended description of
1 Reserve for Timber for Railway purposes is
substituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 7th December, 1872, folio 202 ;.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY,  STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinek, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe.
12 acres.
Commencing  at  a point  bearing north, and distant
cue chain from the north-west corner of allotment 6,
r ection 18, and bounded thence on the south by
.N'unker street, bearing  east  nine  chains  and fifty.
three links ; on the  east  by a line bearing north
twelve chains and fifty-eight links ; on the north by
a line bearing west nine chains and fifty-three links ;
and on the west by McGlew street, bearing south
twelve  chains  and fifty-eight links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE  von  TIMBER  FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Cavendish, parishes of Crow's Nest and
Murphy.
Commencing on Perseverance Creek at a point
bearing east from the north boundary of portion
No. 741, and bounded thence on the east by that
creek upwards to its source ; thence on the south
by a line bearing west about five and a-half miles to
the summit of the Main Range ; on the west by the
summit of that range northerly to a point bearing
south from the west boundary of portion No. 741
thence by a line bearing north about two and a-half
miles  to the north-west corner of that portion ; and
on the north by a line bearing east about three and
a-half miles to the point of  commencement,-ex.
elusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.THE accompanying amended description of he
Reserve for Town Hall, Clermont, is sub-
stituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 31st July ,  1869, folio 928.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE  von TOWN HALL.
County of Clermont, parish of Clermont. town of
Clermont, allotments 4,  5, 9,  and  10,  of section  18.
2 acres.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of the sec-
tion, and bounded thence on the north by Lime
street westerly four chains ; on the west by the east
boundary line of allotments 3 and 8 southerly, at
right angles  to Lime street,  five chains  to Mimosa
street; on  the south by that street easterly parallel
with Lime street four chains to Capella street ; and
on the east by that street northerly five chains to
the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873,
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid , the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for a School site.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE.
County of  Bentinek , parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stantlwrpe,  allotments  13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19,  and  20  of section 8.
4 acres 2 roods 10 perches.
Commencing  on the west side of Marsh street, at
the south- east  corner of allotment 12, and bounded
thence on the  east  by that street bearing south
seven  chains and fifty links to Connor street ; on
the south by that street bearing west seven chains
and ninety-six links ; on part of the west by allotment
No. 21, bearing north four chains and fifty links ;
on part of the north by allotments Nos. 9, 10, and
11, bearing east four chains and sixty-two links ;
on the remainder of the west by a line bearing
north three chains, and on the remainder of the
north by allotment No. 12, bearing east three chains
and thirty-four links to the point of commencement
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the  twenty -fifth  section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before  any  Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose, notice thereof shall be published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given , that  at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
C, J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE  FOR  CEMETERY, WALLOON.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion  603.
10 acres 38 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
west corner of portion 602, and bounded thence on
the north- west  by that road, bearing 225 degrees,
nine chains and thirty-two links to another road
one chain wide ; on the south-west by that road,
bearing 135 degrees, eleven chains and two links ;
on the south-east by a line bearing forty-five
degrees, nine chains and thirty-two links ; and on
the north-east by the National School Reserve,
bearing 315 degrees, eleven chains and one link to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR NATIONAL SCHOOL SITE, WALLOON.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion
602.
10 acres 36 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain  wide, at the
west  corner of portion 600, and bounded  thence on
the north-west by that road,  bearing 226 degrees,
nine chains and  thirty links ; on  the  south-west by
the Cemetery Reserve, bearing 135  degrees, eleven
chains and one link ; on the south-east by a line
bearing forty-five degrees,  nine chains  and thirty
links ; and on the north-east by portions 600 and
601, bearing 315 degrees, eleven chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  3rd July, 1873.
WHEREAS,  by the twenty -fifth section .f
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868,{'
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
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Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved and set apart for a Rail-
way Reserve.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES NEAR CLIFTON
RAILWAY STATION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Elphinstone,
portion No.  132.
165 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 131, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion bearing north
forty-six chains and fifty links ; on the north by a
line bearing east thirty-three chains and twenty
links ; on the east by lines bearing  157  degrees
thirty minutes two chains and sixty links, 166
degrees ten chains and nineteen links, 182 degrees
thirteen chains and five links, and 186 degrees
twenty-one chains and twenty links to the aforesaid
road ; and on the south by that road bearing west
thirty-four chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 26th June, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant
mentioned in the Schedule hereunder written,
being erroneous  in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions  of "  The Titles to Land Act of  1858,"
at the expiration  of three months from the date
hereof, by  an instrument  endorsed on such Deed of
Grant, under  his Hand and the Seal of the Colony,
describe  the land intended to be granted, to the
intent that , by force of the Act aforesaid, it shall
be taken to  have been inserted in the Grant, and in
every Deed  containing  the erroneous description,
and such Grant and every such Deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant .- 16th  March, 1864.
Name ofGrantees .- Frederick  Wil li am Dunsdon,
and Samuel Henry Dunsdon.
Description of Land Granted .- All  that piece or
parcel of land in Our said Ter ri tory ,  containing by
admeasurement seventy-seven acres, be the same
more or less ,  situated in the county  of Aubigny,
and parish of Toowoomba, portion 60 ,  in the Too-
woomba Agricultural Reserve, commencing at the
north-east corner of portion 26, on the left bank of
Gowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the west by
the eastern boundary line of that portion and of part
of portion 59, bearing south thirty -one chains to a
road one chain wide  ;  on the south by that road
bearing east forty-five chains to Cowrie Creek ; and
on the north -east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement ,- being the land proclaimed
as Lot .  56, on the 18th September, 1861.
Correct description  of Land  intended to be
granted.-County  of Aubigny ,  parish of Toowoomba,
portion No .  60,  in  the Toowoomba Agricultural
Reserve ,  containing 112 acres- commencing at the
north -east corner of portion No. 26 ,  on the left
bank of Gowrie Creek ,  and bounded thence on the
west by the eastern boundary line of that portion
and of part of portion No. 59, bearing south forty
chains and sixty -nine links to a road one chain wide ;
on the south  by that  road bearing east  forty-four
chains and twenty links to Gowrie Creek ; and on
the north -east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of party applying  for Instrument .- Fred.
Brick Wi ll iam  Duns on.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT
is hereby notified for general information
that in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous, before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the  lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th June, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands  are per-
manently reserved from  sale  for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently  set apart  for Customs purposes.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS PURPOSES AT BUNDABEBO.
County of Cook, parish of Bundabery, town of Bun-
daberg, allotments 5 and 7 of section  26.
2 roods 29 perches.
Commencing on the ri;bt bank of the Burnett
River, at the north cor ier of allotment No. 3,
and bounded thence on the south-west by the
north-east boundary of allotment 3 south-easterly
one chain and eighty-four links to Quay street ; on
the south-east by Quay street north-easterly four
chains ; on the north-east by the south-west boun-
dary line of allotment 9 north-westerly at right
angles to Quay street one chain and sixty-seven
links to Burnett River ; and on the north-west by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South ,  will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month ,  hold his Court Sittings ,  as presc ribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October ,  1872, at Stanthorpe.
i J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
I!1' is hereby notified that Applications under theprovisions f the 41st section of " The Pastoral
Leases Act  of 1869" for renewed  leases  for four-
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands , Brisbane, on
Forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged  not later than three
mo its prior to the expiration  of the existing
leases, as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner  of Crown mark
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  28th May, 1872.
T
HE first sheet  of the New Map of  the Colony,
shewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs , &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Comnussioner of Crown Lands, is now
published .  Copies may be had at  the Public
Lands Oice, George street. Price, 38.
1. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 16th September, 1873.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
N OTICE.-It is hereby notified for general
information , that the Crown Lands Office
for the Mitchell District has been removed from
Tambo to Blackall.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 18th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD FROM SANDGATE ROAD THROUGH
PORTION No. 195, PARISH OF KEDRON,
AND PORTION No. 4, PARISH OF NUNDAH,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
FINAL NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the New line of
Road leading  from Sandgate  Road through
Portion No .195, parish  of Kedron, and Portion N o. 4,
parish of  Nundah, county of Stanley, referred to
in Notices  dated respectively 8th April and 24th
July, 1873, folios 673 and 1241 in the  Government
Gazette,  has  been formally marked and opened
by the proper  officer,  and the  same is now  open for
public use.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th September, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
1 T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 the undermentioned Miners' Rights have been
returned as issued in the Gold Fields Districts
respectively specified.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
WARWICK GOLD FIELDS.
During  the Month ended 31st August, 1873.
MINIMS' RIGHTS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  8th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF LOGAN, COUNTY
OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 18th July,
1873, folio 1201,  Government Gazette  rela-
tive to the opening of a New Road from Logan
Bridge to Beaudesert, parish of Logan, county of
Ward : Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of the
said road, are hereby reminded that notice must
be served upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH  OF BANDAMBA,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 10th July,
1873, folio 1078,  Government Gazette,  rela-
tive to the  opening  of a New Road through sub-
division  1 of portion 121, parish  of Bandamba,
county of Stanley : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance  with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased to confirm
the said portion of road ;  and it is  therefore hereby
declared expedient to open  and make  the road re-
ferred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich ;
and all persons intending to claim  compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and  form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from  such claim.
No. Name. No. Name. By Command,
911 Francis Kates68 054 H .  P. MacKnight64,
58,912 Thomas Barrett
,
64,055 J .  F. G. Foxton J. MALBON THOMPSON.
58,913 John  Rock 64,056 A. Halloran
051 Robert  Austin64 64,057 R. W. Shire,
64,052 Bartley Ross 64,058 L.  Bernstein. Department of Public Works,
64,053 James Keogh Brisbane, 8th September, 1873.
ROCKHAMPTON GOLD FIELDS.
During the  Month ended 31st August, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name.
48,394  George Larner
48,395 Peter  Johnson
48,396 James  Chappin
48,397 George Cruss
48,398 William Tucker
48,399 Thomas Holmes
48,400 Joseph Cummings
48,401 John Mathews
48,402 Silas  Broadhurst
48,403  Patrick Linekey
48,404 William Cue
48,405 William Acton
48,406 Robert Pringle
No. Name.
48,407 John Hee
48,408 Roderick Morrison
48,409 Miles  McManus
48,410 William Bruome
48,411 A. P. Rogers
48,412 John Davidson
48,413 Thomas Flew
48,414 Alfred Swindles
48,415 Francis McAdam
48,416 George Sendt
48,417 William McMaster
48,418 Daniel O'Donnell.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF MOGGLLL AND
GOODNA, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 1st July,
1873, folio 1022,  Government Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of New Roads to Ferry between
Moggill and Goodna, county of Stanley : Notice
is hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4,
William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of
road ; and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane; and the
Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons intending to
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claim  compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are provided
in the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
thV will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
73-2275.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 4th September, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POWDER MAGAZINE, MOUNT PERRY.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd
October next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Powder Magazine at Mount
Perry.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Powder
Magazine, Mount Perry."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Mount Perry.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver, at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notifica-
tion of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing  such performance ; otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 4th September, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LOCK-UP AND POLICE QUARTERS, CLER.
MONT.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 17th
October next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Lock-up and Police Quarters at
Clermont.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Lock-up
and Police Quarters at Clermont."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Clermont.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
r be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, CAMBOON.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th
October next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Telegraph Office at Camboon.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraph
Office, Camboon."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House,  Banana.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Contract as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such per-
formance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th September, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE AND LOCK-UP, GLADSTONE.
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd Oc-
tober next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Court House and Lock-up at Glad-
stone.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Court
House and Lock-up, Gladstone."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Gladstone.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is pro-
posed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must  be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for  securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ROADS OFFICES, ROCKHAMPTON.
MENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd October
next, from  persons willing to contract  for the erec-
tion of Offices for roads  Department ,  Rockhamp-
ton.
Tenders to be  endorsed  " Tender for Roads
Offices, Rockhampton.
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Plan, S ecification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Roads Office ,  Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on printed forms, and must state
the time within which it is proposed to complete
the work, and at the foot of every Tender there must
be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per cent. on
amount of Tender as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event that
he will execute and deliver ,  at the office of the Civ il
Cro wn Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance  ;  other-
wise the Tender will  not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily
be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Pub lic Works,
Brisbane ,  26th August, 1873.
FERRY ,  MINGO CROSSING ,  BURNETT RIVER.
TO BOATMEN ,  FERRYMEN, ETC.
T
ENDERS wi ll  be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 3rd
October ,  1873, from persons willing to contract for
the Lease ,  for the period of Five years, commencing
from date of acceptance of Tender, of the Ferry on
the Burnett River at Mingo Crossing ,  Maryborough
to Mount Perry road.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Ferri,
Mingo Crossing ,  Burnett River."
Conditions of Lease, form of Tender ,  and Regu-
lations for working the Ferry ,  can be seen on appli-
cation at the Office of Foreman of Works, Mary-
borough.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking  in that event that they will severally
execute and deliver ,  at the office of the Civil Crown
Solicitor in B ri sbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty in a penal sum of such amount as may be
hereafter determined upon, for securing such per-
formance  ;  otherwise the Tender will  not be taken
into consideration.
No Tender wi ll  be entertained ,  except in the
approved form, and the highest or any Tender will
not necessarily be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her  Majesty in  a penal sum of such
amount as may be hereafter determined upon, for
securing such performance  ;  otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The highest or any Tender will not necessar ily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  27th August, 1873.
TO STOREKEEPERS ,  IRONMONGERS,
AND OTHERS.
STORES,  ETC., REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF
THE RAILWAY DEPARTMENT AT IPSWICH.
f(IENDERS w ill be received at this Office, until
1 Four o 'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 10th
October next ,  from persons willing to contract  for
the supply of the whole or any of the under-
mentioned Stores , &c., in such quantities as may be
required during the year commencing 1st January,
1874, upon the conditions hereafter specified, to be
delivered at the Railway Stores ,  Ipswich.
Printed Forms of Tender ,  with lists and further
particulars specified, may be obtained at this Office ;
and at the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract,
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event ,  that they will severally
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within seven days from the
usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty in the penal sum of £100 for securing such
performance ,  otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
The Stores to be of the very best description of
their several kinds.
The pro bable quantities of each article required
are given for the guidance of persons concerned,
but it must be understood that they are only
approximate ,  and the Contractors must supply more
or less of each article ,  as required.
This Notice does not apply to stores and material
of every description required for the construction
of new works ,  or to any Stores required on
emergency ,  where time will not admit of the
Contractors supplying same to the Railway Stores.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
FERRIES, LOGAN RIVER.
TO BOATMEN ,  FERRYMEN, &c.
S
EPARATE  Tenders wi ll  be received at this
Office, until Four o 'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 26th September next ,  from persons will ing to
contract for the Lease ,  for a  _period  of Three (3)
years, of the following Public Ferries, viz.
Beenleigh Ferry ,  Logan River ;
Waterford Ferry, ditto.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Beenleigk
Ferry"  (or  "Waterford Ferro y,"  as the case may
Conditions of Lease, and Regulations for Working
the Ferries ,  can be seen on application at the Clerk
of  Petty  Sessions '  Office,  Beenleigh ,  or at this
Office.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Con-
tract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that  event 'that  they w ill
severa lly  execute  and deliver at the Office of the
Civil Cro wn Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within foa rtee'n
LIST OF AaTIOLBS AND PROBABLE QUANTITIES REQUIRED
FOR THE USE OF THE SOUTHERN AND WESTERN
RAILWAY FOR THE YEAR 1874.
Augers ,  Matheson 's screw , -4, '-„ 1, and  ,  per dozen
(30 dozen)
Axes ,  American  (2 dozen)
Adzes (4 dozen)
Arsenic  (141b.)
Alum (1 cwt.)
Axes, carpenter 's broad  (I  dozen)
Bends ,  wrought iron for gas tubing  -1 up to 3 inches
(2 dozen)
Bolts, flush for doors  (1 dozen)
Bolts ,  barrel  (1 dozen)
Bolts and Nuts ,  caphead ,  hexagon ,  and countersunk,
assorted sizes  (5 cwt.)
Borax  (14 1b.)
Brass sheet  (28 lb.)
Brooms ,  bass, per dozen  (6 dozen)
Brushes ,  large banister ,  per dozen  (12 dozen)
Brushes, scrubbing ,  per dozen  (2 dozen)
Brushes,  painter's sash tools,  Nos. 4,  5, 6, 7, 8, per dozen
(12 dozen)
Brushes, French ,  fitches  (2 dozen)
Brushes, large hair sweeping  .(2 dozen)
Blocks, iron,  assorted sizes,  single, double,  and suatch
(k dozen)
Blocks, wood,  ditto, ditto (} dozen)
Braces and Bits ,  trot  (4 dozen)
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Braces and Bits , wood (I dozen)
Buckets ,  galvanised  iron (1 dozen)
Bunting, red, white, and green (200 yards)
Bath Bricks  (2 gro ss)
Basil Skins ,  large  (2 dozen)
Blankets ,  good ,  12 x 4  (12 pairs)
Bric's, common (5,000)
Bricks,  fire (1,000)
Canvas, best brands ,  Nos. 1,  2, 3, 4 (2 ,000 yards)
Cement, best brands  (25 casks)
Chain,  assorted sizes,  iron (5 cwt.)
Chalk, white (1 cwt.)
Ch. Lime (2 cwt.)
Copper, bars (1 cwt.)
Copper, sheets (28 lb.)
Copper, ingots (5 cwt.)
Chairs, cane-seated office (2 dozen) '
Cord, say stout fish lines (7 lb.)
Corks, assorted  (3 gross)
Crucibles, Morgan's patent (2 dozen)
Chalk Lines (1 dozen)
Chamois Leathers (6 dozen)
Cotton, clean ginned, for polishing (14  lb.)
Calico, for mounting maps (20 yards)
Coal, house, in bags, bags returned (60 tons)
Coal, smithy (150 tons)
Dusters, flannel (20 yards)
Dusters,  linen  (20 yards)
Duck, English, for  tents  (100 yards)
Dressed Horse Hides, for laces (1 dozen)
Emery Cloth, Nos. 1, 11, and 2 (5 reams)
Emery Powder, Nos. 1, 11, and 2 (56 lb.)
Escutcheons, brass  (2 dozen)
Files, assorted as per  Sheffield  list (50 dozen)
Flannel, for floor cloth (20 yards)
Felt, tarred for bridges (100 yards)
Flax, spun for packing (5 cwt.)
Flour, for  moulders  (4 cwt.)
Filters ,  medium size ,  office  (;  dozen)
Glass, best window  (200 square feet)
Glass ,  plate  (60 square feet)
Glass Cloth, Nos. 1,  2, 3 (2 reams)
Glasses, kerosine lamp, assorted  (2 dozen)
Glue (* cwt.)
Gold Leaf, in books of 60 (20 books)
Gold Size  (10 gall ons)
Grinding Stones, best (6)
Gum Arabic (28 lb.)
Guttering, 4 to 6  (60 feet)
Gas Piping , I  to 3 (200 feet)
Hinges, brass  butt , assorted sizes (6 dozen)
Hinges, iron  . ditto (6 dozen)
Hinges, T, assorted sizes (6 dozen)
Hammers ,  fitter's ,  per lb . (2 dozen)
Handles ,  American axe (2 dozen)
Handles ,  pick  hickory (40 dozen)
Hose, India -rubber and canvas ,  assorted sizes, 2 and 3
ply (100 feet
Hose, canvas,  assorted sizes up to 2; (100 feet)
Hooks,  reaping  (6 dozen)
Horse Hair (2 cwt.)
Hemp ,  beat Tathem 's (28 lb.)
Holland, for window blinds (60 yards)
Hooks ,  brass screw, for notice boards (1 gross)
I ro n,  ro und and square ,  beat Beet Staford-
shire, BBH
Iron,  angle, ditto, ditto
Iron, flat, ditto, ditto
Iron, plate,  ditto, ditto  (200 tons)
Iron, sheet, ditto, ditto
Iron ,  beat Lowmoor bars
Iron, ditto ditto plate
Iron, beat galvanised corrugated
Knives, office (2 dozen)
Knives ,  painter 's large flag  ((  dozen)
Leather, best belting (1 ton)
Leather, brown bridle (2 cwt.)
Leather, bag (k cwt.)
Lamp Wick, flat, from # to 2 (100 yards)
Lamp Wick, round, ditto (20 dozen)
Lead, pig (6 cwt.)
Lead, sheet (1 ton)
Lamp Cotton  (56 lb.)
Locks, chest and box, assorted  sizes  (6 dozen)
Locks, drawer, ditto (6 dozen)
Locks, rim, complete (6 dozen)
Locks, pad, 3 in. and 21 in. (12 dozen)
Locks, pad, with duplicate keys (6 dozen)
asuring Tape, metallic, 66 ft. and 33 ft. (2 dozen)
Mops, wool (2 dozen)
Murlin or tar band (2 cwt.)
Monkeys, water (1 dozen)
Metal, Babbit's patent (5 cwt.)
Nails, wire, assorted sizes (4 ton)
Nails, clout,  ditto  (1 cwt.)
Nails ,  wrought  i ro n, ditto  (6 cwt.)
Needles, best sail  (5 dozen)
Oil, beat refined colza  (1,000 gall ons)
Oil, Chinese  (500 gallons)
Oil, kerosine ,  approved brands  (1,000 gallons)
Oil, neat's  foot 1(1,000 gallons)Oil, sweet
Oil, linseed , raw and bo iled  (500 gall ons)
Osnaburg  (100 yards)
Pins ,  for papers ,  assorted  sizes  (7 lb.)
Paints ,  Turkey um ber,  in oil (5 cwt.)
„ patent dryers  (5 cwt.)
„ green ground  dry (1 cwt.)
„ black  (5 cwt.)
red lead, ground dry  (5 cwt.)
yellow ochre  (2 cwt.)
„ black japan (20 gallons)
„ white  lead (10 tons)
Prussian blue (56 lb.)
Potash,  American  (28 lb.)
Potash, Prussian  (28 lb.)
Paper, sand ,  Nos. 1, 2, and 3  (3 reams)
Pliers, assorted (1 dozen)
Pincers, ditto (1 dozen)
Rope, beat Europe  (5 cwt.)
Rope, Mani lla  (10 cwt.)
Riddles ,  assorted mesh  (1 dozen)
Rivets and Washers, tinned  (2D lb.)
copper  (29 lb.)It 13
Rings ,  brass screw ,  for notice boards (1 grc
Rings, tinned for tarpaulins  (10 gross)
Ratline ,  9 thread  (10 cwt.)
Rule, 2 feet (1 dozen)
Steel,  blister, best brands
Steel ,  spring, ditto  (5 cwt.)
Steel, cast, ditto
Saws,  hand  (1 dozen)
Saws ,  cro ss -cut (} dozen)
Screws, all sizes ,  as per printed list (500 gross)
Screws, galvanised iron  (1 cwt.)
Screws, coach (2 cwt.)
Stones, for reaping hooks  (5 dozen)
Shovels ,  No. 4 round nose, T handles  (20 dozen)
Shovels ,  ditto square ditto, ditto  (5 dozen)
Soda ,  washing  (2 cwt.)
Soap, yellow bar  (5 cwt.)
Soap, soft  (5 cwt.)
Soap ,  beat brown Windsor  ( 12 dozen)
Solder, Tinman ' s (28 lb.)
Spirits of Salts  (2 gallons)
Scissors, assorted sizes (1 dozen)
Sponges, common  (56 lbs.)
Sulphur  (14 lb.)
Salt ,  common coarse  (3 bags)
Staples ,  galvanised iron  (10 cwt.)
Salamoniac  (14 lb.)
Shellac  (28 lb.)
Spirits, methylated  (20 gallons)
Tar, coal  (100 hogsheads)
Tar, Stockholm (150 gall ons)
Tin, sheet, XXX (2 cases)
Tin, block  (5 cwt.)
Tacks, tin (21 lb.)
Tacks ,  out (14 lb.)
Tacks ,  iron  (14 lb.)
Tumblers ,  out  glass  ( 1 dozen)
Twine, best sail  (56 lb.)
Twine, beat packing  (56 lb.)
Turpentine  (50 gallons)
Tanks ,  malt (20)
Towels, best office  (2 dozen)
Tallow,  best (1 ton)
Vices, fitters  (5 cwt.)
Varnish , Noble 's and Hoare 's  be at hard drying body
(50 gallons)
Waste, white cotton  (3 tons)
Water-wells, for copying (1 dozen)
Wax Vestal ,  250's  (5 gross)
Whiting  (3 cwt.)
Worsted  (14 lb.)
Washers, iron, assorted sizes (60 gross)
Wire, copper  (28 lb.)
Wire ,  brass  (28 lb.)
Wire,  steel  (28 lb.)
Wire, iron  (28 lb.)
Weighing  Machine, spring dial for parcels ,  112 lb.,
Avery' s or Pooley ' s (1 dozen)
Ditto, ditto,  to weigh 1 ton (3)
Ditto,  ditto, to weigh 4 ton (3)
Timber,  pine, per 100 feet super ficial  (100,000 feet)
Timber ,  hardwood, ditto (100,000 feet)
Timber, cedar , per foot (50,000 feet)
Timber,  Cudgeree ,  per 100 feet super ficial  (10,000 feet)
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ON and after the 15th instant, a Branch of the
Government Savings Bank will be established
at Burrenda, under the charge of Mr. ALEXANDER
THOMPSON.
W. L. G. DREW,
Under-Secretary.
ANNUAL PASTORAL RENT LIST FOR 1873.
THE attention of Crown Lessees, and others,is directed to the  Queensland Government
Gazette  of 5th August, 1873, containing a list of
all Rents and  Assessments  due and payable at the
Treasury  on or  before 30th Septmeber, 1873.
The  Gazette  may be seen at any Court House
in the Colony  on application  to the C.P.S., or may
be obtained direct from the Government Printing
Office by remitting the sum of  one shilling.
J. P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 10th June, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above are now open atAllora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gil on, Glad-
stone,  Goodna, Goondiwmdi, Greenmount, Gympie,
Ipswich, Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Milchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office
(Brisbane ), Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
General Post Office,
Queensland, 18th September, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE 1874-5.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
S
EPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, and
will be received  until noon  of SATURDAY,
the 1st November  next , for the conveyance of Post
Office Mails,  as undermentioned , from the 1st
January, 1874.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously on
application at any Post Office in the colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words  "Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the Tender Box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe ,  by their
numbers as  below,  the mail services for which they
tender ,  and every Tender will  be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders ,  on separate forms, are required for each
service, as we ll  as for the periods mentioned,
namely, one year or two years.
Every Tender  must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer ,  and two responsible persons willing
to become  bound with  him in such sum as the
Postmaster -General may direct ,  not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender can be inspected at the General
Post Office,  or at any Post Office in the  colony.
The Government will  not necessarily accept the
lowest or any tender.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster -General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
Service-From and to, and to and from
37. Dalby and Gayndah,  via  Jimbour,  Burran-
dowan, Boondooma, and Cooranga.-By coach,
once or twice a-week, for one or two years.
104. Gayndah and Mount Perry.-By coach,
once  or twice a-week, for one or two years.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane , 21st August, 1873.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS, 1874-5.
S
ERVICES No. 61 (Gainsford and Copper-
field), and No. 81 (Westwood and Gainsford),
are withdrawn from list of Tenders called for
on 13th August, 1873.
THOS. 1. MURRAY-PRIOR.
General Post Office,
Queensland, 13th August, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE, 1874-5.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
SEPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, andwill be received until noon of SATURDAY,
the 11th October next, for the conveyance of Post
Office Mails, as undermentioned, from the 1st
January, 1874.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously on
application at any Post Office in the Colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words "  Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
'number of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the Tender Box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail  services  for which they
tender, and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire  service  as called for.
Tenders, on  separate forms , are required for each
service, as well as  for the periods mentioned,
namely, one year or two years.
Every Tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible  persons  willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross  amount of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their  agents , are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane , on the 20th October  next, and must then
be prepared, if called on, forthwith to pay to the
Postmaster-General a sum equal to ten per cent. of
the amount of such of their tenders as may be
accepted,  as a guarantee  until their bonds and tort
tracts shall be executed.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender can be inspected at the General Post
Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
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The Government will  not necessar ily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
SIP
Postmaster-General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
Service--From and  to, and  to and from
Number of Service-2. Brisbane, Tingalpa, and
Cleveland.-By coach, twice a week, for one or two
years.
6. Brisbane and Nerang Creek,  vid  Eight-mile
Plains, Logan Reserve, Waterford, Beenleigh,
Pimpama, Coomera, and Coombambah.-By coach,
three times a week, for one or two years.
7. Brisbane and Gympie,  via  Stewart's Ferry,
Yandina, and One-mile Creek.-By coach, twice a
week, for one or two years.
55. Roma  and Taroom,  via  Euthella, Myall
Downs, Mount Hutton, Baroondah, Googarry,
Euroombah, and Kinnoul.-By horse, once a week,
for one or  two years.
8. Nerang Creek and Kynumboon.-By horse,
twice a week ,  for one  or two  years.
11. Brisbane, Rocky Waterholes, Oxley, Goodna,
and Ipswich. -By coach, twice a day (except Sun-
days),  and expresses  when required, for one or two
years.  The distance to be curtailed as the railway
traffic  is extended, a proportionate reduction of
payment being made.
13. Dalby and Condamine,  via  Kogan and
Wombo .- By coach ,  twice a week ,  for one or two
years.
14. Condamine and Roma ,  via  Morabie, Wallum-
billa,  and Blythedale .- By coach, twice a week, for
one or two years.
15. Roma and  Mitchell Downs ,  via  Mount Abun-
dance, Bungeworgorai ,  Bindango , and Amby Downs.
- By horse ,  twice a week ,  for one or two years.
16. Mitchell  Downs and  Charleville.-By horse,
twice a week, for one  or two years.
17. Brisbane, Caboolture, and Jimna,  via  Durun-
dur and  K ilcoy.-By  horse, once a week, for one or
two years.
22. Ipswich and Unumgar (N.S.W.),  via  Peak
Hotel,  One Eye Waterhole, Dugandan, Coochin
Coochin,  and Maroon .-By horse, once a week, for
one or two years.
26. Toowoomba  and Emu Creek,  via  Highfields.
- By horse, once  a week ,  for one or two years.
27. Toowoomba  and Drayton.-By horse, twice
a day,  for one or two years.
29. Cambooya  and Leyburn.-By horse ,  twice a
week ,  for one or  two years .  In times  of flood,
mails  to be conveyed from and to Warwick and
Leyburn.
34. Dalby Popt Office and the Railway Station.-
By coach, once  a day  (except Sundays ),  for one or
two years.
36. Dalby and Goondiwindi,  via  Broadribb's,
Gore's, Jolly's, Liscomb's, St. Ruth's, Cecil Plains,
Western Creek, Wyaga, Billa Billa, Gooda, and
Yambercolli.-By horse, once a week, for one or
two years.
36. Dalby and St. George,  via  Halliford, We-
ranga, Tartha, Cooroorah, Coomrith, Canmaroo,
West Teelbar, Kooroona, Balledine, Warre, and
West Haran.-By horse, once a week, for one or
two years.
37. Dalby and Gayndah,  via  Jimbour, Burran-
dowan, Boondooma, and Cooranga.-By horse, or
by two-horse mail cart, once a week, for one or two
years.
44. Warwick and Stanthorpe,  via  Maryland
(N. S. W.).-By coach, six times a week, for one
or two years.
45. Cunnamulla and Thorgomindah,  via  Sharpe's,
ulo, Doyle's (Yowar), Brookes and Sadler's, and
llivan 's Gumhole Station.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
46. Goondiwindi and Mungindi, via Callandoon,
Winton, Welltown, Talwood, and Wilverah (in
time of flood,  via  Pictou's, between Talwood and
D¢ungindi).-By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
48. Condamine and Surat,  via  Undullah, Murilla,
Warkon, Combarngo, and Noorindoo.-By horse,
once a week, for one or two years. -
49. St. George and Curriwillinghi,  via  Bombah,
Doondi, Curriwildi, Nee Nee, Boorimberra, and
Euraba.-By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
50. Mar borough and Gympie,  via  Tiaro, Owan-
yilla, and Gootchy.-By coach, six times a week,
for one or two years.
52. St. George and Mitchell Downs,  via  Wagaby,
Wondan, Cashmere No. 10, Waterloo, Perwell,
Glencoe, Hillsborough, and Foyle View.-By horse,
once a week, for one or two years.
53. Condamine and Taroom,  via  Tieryboo, Wal-
lann, Juandah, and Rochdale.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
M. Gympie and One-mile Creek.-By horse,
once a day, for one or two years.
56. Gympie and Tewantin.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years, subject to three months
notice.
59. Maryborough Post Office and the Wharf, to
meet every  steamer .-By dray, for  one or two years.
60. Rockhampton Post Office and the Railway
Station.-By coach, twice a day, except Sundays,
for one or two years.
64. Maryborough and Gayndah,  via  Degilbo.-
By coach, twice a week, for one'or two years.
65. St. Lawrence Post Office  and Steamers at
the Wharf, Broadsound.-By horse, to meet
steamers and vessels  carrying  mails ,  for one or two
years.
67. St. Lawrence and Nebo,  via  Collaroy, Tiery-
woomba , and Funnel Creek.-By  horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
68. Westwood ,  Banana, and Taroom ,  via  Cal-
liungal, Rannes, Kyan$a, Walloon, Camboon, Cra-
cow, and Cockatoo.-By horse, once a week, for
one or two years.
70. Mackay and Nebo,  via  Hazlewood.-By
horse, once a week, for one or two years.
71. Nebo and Copperfield, via Oxford Downs,
Police Barracks, Grosvenor Downs, Tinwald Downs,
Spring Diggings, Wolfang, and Clermont.-By
horse, once a week, for one or two years.
73. Clermont and Beaufort,  via  Western Dig-
gs, Police  Barracks , Rolfe's, Banchory, and Sur -
on. returning from Beaufort,  via  Craven, Bely-
ando Hotel, Banchory, Blue Mountain Peak, Police
Barracks, Red Rock Valley, Oakey Creek Hotel,
and Western  Diggings .-By horse , once a week, for
one or two years.
74. Clifton and Spring Creek.-By horse, once a
day (except Sundays) for one or two years.
75. Warwick and Leyburn, via Toolburra and
Talgai.-By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
76. Rockhampton and St. Lawrence, via Yaamba,
Princhester, Police Barracks, Marlborough, Too-
looniba, and Waverley.-By horse, once a week, for
one or two years.
83. Blackall and Bowen Downs,  via  Home Creek,
Cameron's, Aramac, and Ravenshead.-By horse,
once a week, for one or two years.
84. Warwick Post Office and the Railway Station.
-By coach, twice a day (except Sundays), for one
or two years.
85. Gayndah  and Banana , via Dalgangal, Rawbelle
Cattle Station, and Belmont.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
87. Walloon and Sandy Creek (Mount Esk),  via
Glamorgan Vale and Tarampa.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
89. Gladstone and Kariboe,  via  Ten-mile Creek,
Boyne Reef, Mann's, Riverston, Barmundoo, and
Milton, with extension to Kroombit Copper
Mines-.By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
103. Gladstone and Banana,  v14  Calliope Dig-
gings, East Stowe, Catfish, Upper Calliope Station,
Mount Alma, Callide, Prairie, and Kooingal.-By
horse, once  a week ,  for one or two years.
10w. Gayndah and Mount Perry:-By horse,
twice a  week ,  for one  or'two years.
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105. Rockhampton, Cawarral, and Hewittville.-
By coach, once a week, for one or two years (sub-
ject to three months' notice).
109. Gainsford and Springsure,  via  Wooroonga,
Bllrangah, Bauhinia Downs, Albinia Downs, Meteor
Downs, Orion Downs, and Rainworth.-By horse,
once a week, for one or two years.
111. Springsure and Beaufort,  via  Glenlee, Echo
Hills, and Avoca.-By horse, once a week, for one
or two years.
112. Tambo and Isis Downs,  via  Elizabeth Creek,
Forest Hill, Ravensbourne, Moorsland, Terrick
Terrick, Wooroolah, Malvern Hills, Thornleigh,
and Portland.-By horse, o •s-e a week, for one or
two years.
115. Gympie and Kilkivan, via Black Snake.-
By horse, once a week (subject to three months'
notice).
117. Kariboe and Mount Perry.-By horse, once
a week, for one or two years.
127. Degilbo and Mount Perry.-By horse, once
a week, for one or two years.
130. Bundaberg and Mount Perry  via  Bingera,
Gin Gin, Moolboolaman, Boolboonda, and Walca.-
By horse, twice a week, for one or two years.
131. Eulo and Hoodsville.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
133. Elizabeth Creek and Thorgomindah,  via  Lis-
towel Downs, Tintinchilla, Commongin, Ardoch, and
Norley.-By horse, once a fortnight, for one or
two years.
135. Stanthorpe and Ballandean, and Stanthor e
and Bookookoorara.-By coach, twice a week, for
one or two years.
139. St. George and Cunnamulla (route to be
determined).-By horse, once a fortnight, for one
or two years.
140. Thorgomindah and Hoodsville.-By horse,
once a week , for one or two years.
141. Hawkwood and Caamboon,  via  Yerilla,
Redbank Township, Redbank Station, Calrossie,
and Knockbreak.-By horse, once a week, for one
or two years.
142. Cawarral and Toorilla, via Mulambin,
Taranganba, Bald Hills Township, Bamoyea,
Byfield, Raspberry Creek, Tilpal, and Banksia
Plains .-By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
144. Clermont and Aramac (route to be deter-
mined ).-By horse,  once  a week, for one or two
years.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on the 20th October next, and must then
be prepared, if called on, forthwith to pay to the
Postmaster-General a sum equal to ten per cent. of
the amount of such of their tenders as may be
accepted as a guarantee until their bonds aril con-
tracts shall be executed. na
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender can be inspected at the General Post
Office, or at any Post  Office  in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster-General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
Service-From and to, and to and from :-
Number of Service.-80. Bowen and Mackay,
via Newstead, Proserpine, Gogango, Bloomsbury,
St. Helen's, Jollimount, and Cook's Station.-By
horse, once a fortnight, for one or two years.
86. Bowen and Nebo,  via  Bowen Crossing, Nor-
manby Goldfield, Blenheim, McEwan's, Lake
Elphinstone, and Fort Cooper, including Bowen
Run and Sonoaa.-By horse, once a week, for one
or two years.
92, Bowen and Ravenswood.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years ; route to be determined.
94. Townsville and Dalrymple.-By horse, once
a week, for one or two years.
95. Dalrymple and Cape River Goldfields.-By
horse, once a week, for one or two years.
100. Richmond Downs and the Cloncurry River
via Minnimere and MaeGillivrays.-By horse, once
a month, for one or two years.
119. Gilberton and Georgetown.-By horse, once
week, for one or two years.
120. Georgetown and Normanton.-By horse,
once a fortnight, for one or two years.
122. Bowen Downs and Hughenden. By horse,
once a fortnight, for one or two years.
124. Cloncurry and Normanton,  via  Sheaffes,
Dalgonally, Millengera, Taldora, Conobie, Clifton,
Sorghum Downs, and Bynoe.-By horse, once a
month, for one or two years.
QUEENSLAND BOARD OF GENERAL
EDUCATION.
General Post Office,
Queensland, 8th August, 1873.
TENDERS FOR  THE SERVICE 1874-5.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
EPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, and
1.7 will be received until noon of SATURDAY,
the 11th October  next , for the conveyance of Post
Office  Mails, as  undermentioned, from the 1st
January, 1874.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously on
application at any Post Office in the colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words "  Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number  of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed  in the Tender Box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers  are requested to describe, by their
numbers as  below, the  mail services  for which they
tender, and  every Tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders ,  on separate forms, are  required for each
service, as we ll as for the periods mentioned,
namely , one year or two years.
Every Tender  must bear  the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with hint in such sum as the
Postmaster -General may  direct, not exceeding the
g ross amount  of the  contract.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
T
E Queensland Board of Education will grant
Grammar School Scholarships annually to
deserving Pupils of the Primary Schools of the
Colony. The Board will pay the Grammar School
tuition fees of such Primary School boys as shall
prove themselves, on examination, . to be fitted for
a higher class of education than is afforded in the
Primary Schools.
2. Examinations for Scholarships will be held
simultaneously at some time during the first three
weeks of the December of every year, one month's
notice at least to be given of the precise date of
holding. Examiners to be appointed by the Board.
3. The examinations for 1874 Scholarships will
take place in December, 1873, at Brisbane, Ips-
wich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, and Rockhampton
only, unless special application shall be made and
approved for holding examinations elsewhere ; but
candidates may present themselves from any Pri-
mary School.
4. Nominations of candidates, by the principal
teachers of their respective schools, must reach the
Education Office at least one month before the
date fixed for holding the examinations, and' the
nominations must be accompanied by a statement
that the candidates are Primary School scholars,
not exceeding fourteen years of age at the date of
the examinations, that they have not been pupil:
at a grammar school, and have been in fairly
regular attendance at a primary school for the
previous six months, and have been Queensland
Primary School boys for eighteen months.
I
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5. Scholarships  will be  tenable, during good
behaviour;and the pleasure of the Board, for three
years.
6. The examinations will be held under the
superv ,  n of responsible  officers  of the Board
appo for  the purpose .  The questions will be
the same in all places. The candidates '  papers are
to be anonymous ,  distinguished by a motto or
number, and accompanied by a sealed envelope
containing the name and age of the candidate, the
whole to be forwarded under seal to the Secretary
of the Board, immediately after the examinations,
for transmission  to the  Examiners.
7. Successful competitors will be entitled,
through their parents or guardians ,  to elect the
particular Grammar School  at which they shall
study ; and,  in the case of change of residence, or
other sufficient cause shown ,  leave will be given for
transfer from one Grammar -School to another.
8. The subjects of examination for 1874 scho-
larships wi ll  be the same as those prescribed in the
Board 's printed regulations for boys who have
reached the fourth form in a Primary School.
9. The percentage of marks entitling to a
Scholarship at the  next examinations  will be fifty
(50) ; but in special  cases,  brought under their notice
by the Examiners, the Board may act independently
of this rule.
By order of the Board,
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  19th September, 1873.
T
I-IE  following amended Bye-law, made by the
Municipal Council of Copperfield ,  having been
confirmed by His Excellency  the Governor , with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  under his Hand,
in accordance with  the 74th  section of  " The Muni-
cipal Institutions  Act of  1864,"  the same is hereby
published in the  Government Gazette.
JOHN BRAMSTON.
MUNICIPALITY OF COPPERFIELD.
AMENDED BYE - LAW NO .  1-REGULATION FOR
CARRIERS.
Whereas by the provisions of  " The Municipal
Institutions  Act of 1864," the council of any muni-
cipality are authorised to make bye-laws for regu.
lating public  carriers ' licenses : Be it therefore
enacted by the Council of the Municipality of
Copperfield, that from and after the confirmation
hereof by the Governor with the advice of the
Executive  Council and the publication thereof in
the  Government Gazette,  the No. 1 bye-law passed
by the said council for the regulation  of carriers'
licenses on the 20th day of December, 1872, shall
be, and the same is hereby repealed ; and the fol-
lowing  amended bye -law shall, after the confirma-
tion hereof by the Governor with the advice of
the Executive Council and the publication thereof
in the  Government Gazette,  be the No. 1 bye-law
for the  regulation of carriers '  licenses within the
said Municipality of Copperfield, as follows:-
1. All persons  carting for  hire ,  reward, or  pay-
ment,  or  for the  use or  behalf of another person,
whether by  contract  or otherwise ,  without a muni-
(  )al license , shall be liable, upon conviction before
two or more justices  of the peace, to forfeit and
pay for every such offence a penalty in the Sum of
money not  exceeding  five pounds  sterling.
The foregoing amended bye-law was  duly passed
by the Municipal Council of Copperfield, at their
special meeting held on the eighteenth day of
August ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three.
A. B. McDONALD,  Mayor.
H. H. TAwsx, Town Clerk.
Confirmed ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council,  under my Hand ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this eighteenth  day of Sep-
tember ,  in the year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -three, and in the
thirty -seventh year of Her Majesty 's Reign.
NORMANBY.
By Command,
(For the  Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 18th  September, 1873.
NOTICE.
T
HE undermentioned Clergymen are duly regis-
tered in this office as Ministers authorised to
celebrate Marriages within the Colony, in accor-
dance with the provisions of  " The Marriage Act
of  1864," viz.:-
Revd.  FRANCIS TRIPP,
a Minister  of the Church  of England, residing at
Clermont ,  within the Registration District of Cler-
mont ; and
Revd.  THOMAS O'BRIEN,
a Minister of the Roman Catholic Denomination,
residing at Maryborough ,  within the Registration
District of Maryborough.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
General  Registry Office,
Brisbane, 18th September, 1873.
NOTICE.
T
HE Revd.  FRANCIS  A. W. DUNHAM has
removed from Charters '  Towers, in the Regis.
tration District of Ravenswood ,  to Roma, in the
Registration District of Roma ,  and has given me
notice of  such removal in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "The Marriage Act  of 1864."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
" JURY ACT OF 1867."
IN conformity with  the seventh  section of  " The
Jury Act of  1867," 31 Victoria, No. 34, I
hereby appoint
JOHN NICHOLSON, Esquire,
Registrar of the District, Mackay, to be a Deputy
Sheriff, for the purpose  of issuing Summonses for
Jurors for the Northern District Court, to be holden
at Mackay ,  in the Colony  of Queensland ,  under the
said Act.
Given  under  my Hand  and Seal of  Office, at
Brisbane , this eighteenth day of September,
A.D. 1873.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  19th September, 1873.
NOTICE.
R. MATTHEW  WILLIAM MOWBRAY has been
appointed  Assistant  District  Registrar  for
Births and Deaths at Millchester ,  in the Registra-
tion District of Ravenswood, in the room of Mr.
Herbert Grenside,  dismissed.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
1666.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 4th September, 1873.
SALE OF RUNS IN SETTLED DISTRICTS BY AUCTION.
IN pursuance of the Regulations proclaimed respectively on the 4th January and 8th March, 1872,
`under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation. Act of  1868," it is hereby notified for general
information, that a  lease  for five years of the Runs of Crown lands hereunder described, which-havel 3come
vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of
A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on TUESDAY, 28th October, 1873, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
The upset price per square mile at which each run will be offered, according to the estimated area,
i i each case, is one pound sterling, and the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the term
f five years, ending on the 31st December, 1878.
A deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
i :tie ; each subsequent year's rent will require to be paid at the Treasury.
The runs offered for sale under this Notice will be subject to general selection, under the provisions
(X  " The brown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," and in the case of  an area  exceeding  one square mile
1 eing alienated  in one or more  years, a proportional reduction of rent will be made in the payment
following such  alienation.
All information  respecting  the boundaries and situation of the runs, may be obtained by application
to the Under  Secretary  for Lands,  Brisbane.
Description of Boundaries.
SALE AT THE AUCTION ROOMS  OF A. MARTIN,  QUEEN STREET ,  BRISBANE, ON TUESDAY, THE
28TH OCTOBER, 1873.
Lot. Name of Run.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Date of
Expiration
of Lease. m 4p a
£ s. d.
1 Eton Vale...
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
7311 Commencing where the western boundary  of Mount Pleasant , 31st Dec.,
Run crosses the Bogie River, and bounded thence on the 1878.
east  by portion of said boundary, being a line south about
two hundred and forty chains ; thence on the south by a
line bearing west sixteen degrees north about one thousand
and twenty chains ; thence on the west by a line bearing
north to the Bogie River about four hundred and eighty
chains ; and thence on the north by said river upwards to
the point of commencement
2 Greycliffe ... .... 42
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
Commencing at the south corner of Calliungle Consolidation 31st Dec.,
No. 3, at the Lily Waterholes, Kroombit Creek, and 1878.
bounded thence on the north-east by the aforesaid con-
solidation  in a north-westerly direction about seventeen
m iles  to the range dividing the watershed of the Kroombit
and  Rennes  Creeks; thence by that range southerly about
thirteen m iles; thence on the south by a line bearing
east about seven miles to the point of commencement
1 0 0
1 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st August, 1873.
I
T is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868  " (31 Victoria ,  No. 46),  has been made for the closing of the under.
mentioned Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing ,  within two months  fr om this date.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay Road separating portions 69A, 69B ,  Cambooya  ... ... 6 0 6
72A, and 72B, from portions 68A,
68B, 73A,  and 73B
2 A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay Road separating portions 67A, 678, Cambooya  ... ... 6 0 13
74A, and 74B, from portions 66A,
66n, 66c, 66n, 75A, 758, 75c, and
75D
3 A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay Road separating portions 818, 81A,  Cambooya  ... ... 10 3 36
from 80A, 80B, and  82B, 81B, SOB,
79B, 78n, from 83A, 83F, 84A, 84B,
85A, 85B
4 A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay I Road separating portions 83D, 83F, Cambooya ... ... 8 0 5
84e, 84B, 85A, 858, from portions
1, 2, 3, 4, 86, and 87
5 A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay Road separating portions 34A and Cambooya ... ... 2 3 34
34B from portions 35A and 35D t`J
6 A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay Road separating portions 38A and Cambooya ... ... 3 0 0
7 A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay
38B from portions 39A and 39B
Road separating portions 3 and 5 Ramsay ... ... 5 3 30
from portions 6 and 10
lore.-Tbe above Roads are proposed to be closed in consequence of a new Road being about to be opened to Cambooya  Railway
Station.
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Department of Pub lic Works,
Brisbane ,  16th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST NOTICE.
jj IS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open  a new Road from Mount Perry to Boolboonda ,  Wide Bay  and Burnett District ,  county
of Bowen  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions  of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line
of Road above -mentioned ,  are now deposited at the  Office  of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane, and at
the Police  Office,  Teningering ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date ,  any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF RRFERENCE OF ROAD FROM MOUNT PERRY TO B00LBOONDA ,  WIDE BAY AND BURNETT
DISTRICT ,  COUNTY OF BOWEN ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS :A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV .,  No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
RegisterNo. of
Mineral Reputed  Owner .  Occupier.
8eleo-
tion.
Length BreadthBearing s'  in Chains .  of Road. Area'
lipka. ohs.lke.
1 Through portion of se- 200 D. and J. Pollock D.  and J. Pol- N. 344°  30'E. 881 0 160
lection look
2 Through weste rn  portion 210 E. Vickery N. 341°  30' E. 419 0 150
of selection ,  from north- N. 331° E.... 1,052 0 150
west boundary of por. N.  $27° 30' E. 757 0 150
tion 200 N. 355° E .... 65 0 150
3 I Through no rt h portion 1,943 J. Marshall  ... ... N. 343° 35' E. 451 0 1601
of selection N. 332° 53' E. 814 0 150
4 Through no rt h  -  west 883 Alex .  Walker ... N. 14° 30' E. 113 0 150
portion of Selection in { N. 58°  2(r E. 669 0 150
no rt h-easterly direction N. 609  50' E. 487 0 150
N. 52° 20' E.
N 64° 35' E
629 0
808 0
150
150. .
N. 48° E. ... 348 0 150
N.38° E.  ... 215 0 150
5 Thro ugh no rt h-west end 230 Forbes ,  Walker ,
...
N. 38° E,  ... 630 0 150
of selection Fife, and Collier N .  23° E. 333 0 150
N. 348°  20'E.
367°  EN
687 0
739 0
150
150. . ...
6 Through no rt h -west  per.  215  Maher  and Webb ... N. 367° E. 61 0 150
tion of selection N. 17° 45' E. 984 0 150
N. 34° 30' E. 260 0 150
N. 38° 10'  E. 764 0 150
7 Thro ugh south -east por-  1,444  Oxley ,  Kennedy , ... N. 38° 10'  E. 336 0 150
tion of selection and grafter N. 38° 40'  E. 269 0 160
N. 93° 26' E. 712 0 160
N. 86° 40' E. 641 0 160
N. 430  E. ... 268 0 150
8 Thro ugh centre of selec- 1,926 E .  Roberts  ... ... 79.201  E. 325 0 150
tion .  in no rt h-easterly N .  14° 45' E, 777 0 150
direction N. 26° 30'  E. 531 0 150
i N. 44° 30 '  E. 697 0 150
N. 46° 30'  E. 528 0 150
N. 559  30 '  E. 398 0 150
0 Thro ugh centre of selec-  734 Reuben Hall ... N. 55°  30'E. 291 0 150
tion in no rt herly  direc- N. 7° 46'  E.... 1,069 0 160
tion N. 360°  E.... 1,190 0 150
N. 353° 40' E. 1,165 0 150
N. 14° E . ... 880 0 150
N. 30° E . ... 910 0 160
N. 351°  E.... 345 0 160
N. 8° 3' E .... 531 0 160
10 Thro ugh eastern po rt ion 1,074 Finney, Isles ,  and ... N.  S.  3' E.... 137 0 150
of selection in no rt herly Stewa rt N .  100 30' E. 978 0 150
direction N.9° 30' E.... 893 0 150
11 Prom western corner ,  891 0. von Kosa  ... ... N. 88° E. ... 813 0 150
running easterly N. 109° E . ... 754 0 150
N. 85° E. ...
°
1,040 0 150
N.84 E .
N. 105°  E. ,..
407 0
1,118 0
150
150
12 Through south portion 1,112 Finney, Isles ,  and ... N. 18° 2(1 E. 136 3 0
of selection Co. N. 69°  46' E. 379 3 0
N.1120 E. 679 3 0
N. 76° E 924 3 0
N. 120° 30'E. 101 3 0
Remarks,
A. E. P.
1 2 7  Freehold; por-
tion  xiii. ;
open fore st;
fenced in.
3 1 32  Open forest.
1 3 21 Open forest.
4 3 13 Open forest
andironbark
ridges.
3 2 11 Ironbark
forest and
ridgy coun-
try.
3 0 11 Open forest.
3 0 33 Open forest.
4 3 35 Open forest ;
flat and low
ridges.
9 2 20
3 0 1 Open forest;
fiat and low
unditlating
ridgy&
5 3 38 Open forest.
6 2 27
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  17th September, 1873.
ROAD TRUST.
P
URSUANT to  Advertisement issued  from  this Office, dated 21st January ,  1871 ,  it is hereby noti fieje
that the  following Road Board has been approved  for the  Road speci fied hereunder.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Port ion of Road. Trusteps. Where Residing. Occupation.
Wm Scanlan near Rosewood FarmerRoad from Rosewood Gate .S dto the Seven-mileCreek aml. Eaton itto ...dittoChas Deutne
... ...  ditto
. dittoBridge . y ...Robt. Bougham ditto ...
...
...
...
ditto
Nat. Latcham ditto  ... ... ...  ditto
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  13th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS  Exce llency the Governor, with the advice  of the  Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Glengallan pre-emptives 62 and 61 ,  in the parishes of Deuchar and
Glengallan respectively ,  in the county of Merivale , Notice  is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the
provisions  of the  Act 4 William  IV., No.  11, and now in  force  in this  Colony,  a Plan and Book of
Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned ,  are now deposited at the  Office  of the
Surveyor -General, and at the Police  Office' Drayton  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested
to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the  Clerk of the  Executive Council ,  within one month from this date ,  any well-
grounded objections which may exist to the formation  of the  Road in question.
By Command,
73-1626-W .  J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  GLENGALLAN  PRE-EMPTIVES  62 AND 61 ,  PARISHES DEUCHAB
AND GLENGALLAN , COUNTY OF  MERIVALE , TO BE  PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL, 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road .  Reputed Owner.
I Commencing at the Marshall and
eastern boundary of Deuchar
pre-emptive 62, and
running westerly and
no rt h -westerly to its
western boundary
2
4
Commencing at the Marshall and
eastern boundary of Deuchar
pre-emptive 61, and
running north-west-
erly to the main road
from Warwick to
Ipswich
Occupier.
Unoccupied
Unoc cupied
Bearings. Lengthin Chains.
I  cha. Ika.
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
A. R. P.
Remarks.
...  I N. 266° E. 7 00 I chain 4 2 23 Bald ridge ; black
N.280' 3 50 soil.
N.303° 35 97
... N. 303° E. 10 31 1 chain 1 0 10  Unimproved
land.
forest
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  1st September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Selections 201, and Portion 49, parish of Indooroopilly, Notice is
hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in
force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ;
and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive
Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation
of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-3177. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION 201, AND PORTION 49, PARISH OF INDOOROOPILLY,
COUNTY OF STANLEY ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE  ACT OF  COUNCIL,
4 WILLIAM  IV.,  NO. 11.
No. Portion  of Road .
I Commencing at the
no rt h -west corner of
selection 201, and
running southerly to
its southern boundary
2 Commencing on the
no rt h boundary of
po rt ion 49,  and run-
ning southerly and
westerly to a reserved
road
Register
No of Reputed Owner i Occupier Bearings Length Breadth Area Remarks.
Selection.
. . . in chains . of Road. . .
ohs. Iks. A. E. 'P.
1314 M. Moffatt N. 187'32 E. 6 76 Irregular1 3 7 Forestland,un-
N.183° 7'E. 4 50 width fenced and
N. 199028 '  E. 2 15 uncultivated.
... J. McGrath N. 199° 28' E. 0 73 Irregular 0 2 14 Forest and.
N. 236°  13' E. 1 25 width part ly fenced
N. 276° 28' E. 4 20 and occupied.
1,569
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Exce ll ency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1 to open a new Road through Portion 2, parish of Allora ,  county of Merivale  :  Notice is hereby
given ,  that
in
conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William  IV., No.  11, and now in force in this
Colony,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road  above-mentioned,  are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, and at the .  Police Office ,  Warwick ; and all  persons
interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date ,  any we ll -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
73-2232-W. By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTION 2, PARISH OF ALLOBA, COUNTY OF MEBIVALE, TO
BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER  THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO.  11-
No. Portion of Road.
Commencing on the
south boundary of
Portion 8,  parish of
Allows,  at the bri dge
over Dalrymple Creek,
and running no rt h to
its northern boun-
dary
No. of Reputed u iO Be in Length in Breath of Area RemarksMae-
tion.
Owner. pcc er . ar gs . Chains. Road. ..
J.W. Buck- Unoccupied N. 360°  E.
chg.  Ike.
11 35 One chain
A. H. P.
1 0 21 Unimproved. open
land plain  ;  east and
west bounda ri es
fenced.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  8th September,  1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Selections, Warwick Register, Nos. 430 and 634, and Maryland Run
North, county of Merivale : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the in-
tended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the
Police Office, Warwick ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing, to the
Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist to the formation  of the Road  in. question.
By Command,
73-3307-W. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS ,  WARWICK REGISTER ,  Nos. 430 AND  634, AND
MARYLAND RUN NORTH ,  COUNTY OF MERIVALE ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER
THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No.` Port ion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier.
Breadth
Bearings . in chhainhs. ofRoad.
ahs. 1ks.
1 Commencing fro m Mr. ...  Held under M. H. Marsh  N. 357° E. 1 00)
Roehricht 's survey of pastoral 341° 46' 29 00
ro ad, Warwick to lease by 330-301 6 00
Maryland ,  at his Sta- !M.  H. Marsh 307° 30' 6 32 I
tion No. 156, distant 345° 00' 15 00
31 chains 4 links 337° 00' 7 38 ` Two
no rt herly f ro m the 353° 00' 13 50  (  chains
boundary of New 318° 00' 12 00
South Wales ,  and run -  355° 00' 11 00
ning no rt h -westerly 315°  30' 2 39
th ro ughMarylandRun 360° 17 60
Nort h to the  south  354° 10 40J
boundary of Warwick
Register No. 430
2 Commencing on the
south boundary of
Selection ,  Warwick
Register ,  No. 430, and
running about no rt h
by east to its nor-
thern boundary
War- George Faggl George Fagg 354° 00' 4 60)
wick  28° 15' 17 00 1
Register  36-301  10 00
No. 430 10°45' 16 00
31° 10' 3 54
I
3 Commencing  on the War -  Henry Jones
south  boundary of wick
Selection ,  Warwick Register
Register ,  No. 634,  and No. 684
running north-east-
erly to junction with
Mr. Roehricht 'ssurve
of road ,  Warwick to
Maryland ,  near the
23.mile tree
Two
chains
Area.
A. R. P.
126 1 7
Remarks.
I Sandy ri dgesthickly
timbered with
stringybark, gum,
box, and apple,
withundergrowth
of oak,  dogwood,
and wattle ; no
improvements.
hickly - timbered
sandy  ri dges.
southern boundary
fenced;  part of
selection cultivated,
L but  not near road
Unoccupied 31° l0' 19 17 Two  3 3 13 Unimproved ;  thickly
chains I timbered sandy
ri dges.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, Sth September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
Il
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedier'
to open  a new  Road from Main Ipswich and Toowoomba Road to Lockyer's Creek, parisk.n
Lockyer, county of Cavendish : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road above-mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, and at
the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
73-3391-W.
Alexander Alexander
Victor Victor
Carpendale Carpendale
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF BRANCH ROAD FROM MAIN IPSWICH AND ToowooMBA ROAD TO LocKYER'S
No.
CREEK ,  PARISH OF  LOCKYER ,  COUNTY  OF CAVENDISH ,
UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No.11.
Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier.  Bearings .
I I
1 Commencing on the 285
nort h bank of Lock- Ipswich
yer'e  Creek at  the Register
confluence of Sandyl
Creek therewith, and
running  north-wes-
terly
through portion
No. 139 to its north-
west boundary
Hodgson, Unoccupied
McLean,
and Green
Departmenf  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  8th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Hendon to Allora, parish of Allora, county of Merivale :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police
Office, Warwick ;, and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
Hodgson, Unoccupied
McLean,
and Green
73-2584-W. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  FROM HENDON  TO ALLORA,  PARISH OF  ALLORA, COUNTY  OF MERIVALE,
TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  ROAD,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road.
Register
No. of Reputed
Selec- Owner.
tion.
Occupier.
1 ;Commencing on the  ...  McLean ,  Unoccupied
South boundary of Hodgson,
Ooomburra pre-emp -  and Green
tive 22,  and running
no rt h and north-
easterly to its nor-
thern boundary
2 Commencing on the
south boundary of
Portion 134, parish of
A llora, and running
north-easterly to its
north -east corner
3 A sma ll  tri angular por-
tion out of the south-
east corner of Port ion
4
101, parish of Allora
Commencing at the
south-west corner of
Po rt ion 41,  parish of
Alters,  and running
no rt h-easterly to its
nort hern boundary
5 'Commencing on the
south boundary of
Portion 40,  parish of
Allora ,  and running
north -easterly to its
northern boundary
0 Commencing on the
south boundary ofd
Portion 39, and run-
ning  north -easterly
to its northern boon-
dart'
Hodgson, Unoccupied
McLean,
and Green
316° 45'
311° 30'
Bea ri ngs.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD
Lengths Breadth Area. Remarks. of Road. .
chs. Ike . chs. Ike.
I
A. R. P. I
8 79 (Irregular) 3 2 11 Selection under 1868
26 00 1 00 Act. Sound open
flat,  ri ch pasture,
enclosed paddock.
By Command,
Length
in Chains.
Breadth
of Road.
I
chs. Ike.  ohs' Ike.N. 369° 51' E. 16 33 0 150
23° 45' 26 10
N. 23° 45'  22 42 0 150
N. 28° 15' 0 35
Area.  Remarks.
A.  B.  P.
6 1 18 Open black -soil plain.
West  and south
boundary fenced.
3 1 0 Open  black-boil  plahi.
0 0 's Open black -soil plain.
N. 28° 15'  I 16 85 0 160  2 3 3 Open black-soil  plain.
Ilodgeon, Unoccupied N. 28? 15' 19 32 0 150
McLean,
and Green I
Hodgson, Occupied by N. 28° i5' 20 43 0 150
McLean, Gate -keeper
and Green
TIME TABLE.
52; For Williams '  Camp... ... ... A
58 Gowrie Junction
 •.. arrive ... ...
QOUTIHERN AND 'WESTERN RAILWAY.- On and after
 MONDAY,
 8th September ,  1873, the following Time Table wi ll
 come into operation
k
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
I .r:r
ABOVE
HIGH
TF R
MAYA.
E ILTS.
From  From Too-I
Ipswich. woomba.
STATION,.
65 Ipswich
111 8 ... Walloon
140 12 ...  Rosewood
198 18 ... Western Creek
274 21 ... Grandchester
574 25 ... Victoria Tunnel
335 29
 ... Laidley ...
340 88 ... Gatton ...
466 49 Helidon ...
788 59 ... Murphy's Creek
1530 59
 ...  Highfields .
2005 76 ... Summit
 of Range
1928 78 ... Toowoomba ...
... 182.35  Mahoney's Gate
85 7 Gowrie Junction
I
85
901
94
102
109
118
120
131
140
148
85
90
97
106
114
127
130
7
121
16
24
31
40
42
53
62
65
Mixed. Mixed.
UP TRAINS.
Mixed .  Mixed.
A.M. A.M .  P.M. P.M.
... ... 10.0 ... ... 4.40
... ,,, 10.28 *5.8
... ... A j ... ... A
A ... ... A
arrive  #11.13 5.47
depart 11.17 ... ... 5.51
... ... A ... ... A
11.54 ... ...
 6.28
,,, ... 12.23  ... ... *6.57
arrive  12.58  .., ...  7.32
. depart 1.18 ... ... 7.47
arrive 1.53
depart  * 1.58 ... ... 8-27.
2.50 ... ... 9119
arrive  3 38 10.7
depart 4'11 10 .50 4.0 ...
B B
... arrive ... *11.16 ... ...
Gowrie Junction
 ...  depart ... *11.25 4.25
For Williams '  Camp ... ... A A
Westbrook Crossing ... ... ..  A A
Cambooya  ... ... ... ...  12.25 5.25
Emu Creek Siding  ... ... ...  A A
King's  Creek  ... ... ... ...  1.18 6.18
Cli fton ... ... ... ...  1.28 *6.28
A llora ... ... ... ...  2.5 7.5
Lyndhurst Road
 ... ... ...
 A A
Warwick  ... ... ... ...  2.45 7'45
Gowrie Junction  ..  depart 4.36 ...
Gowrie  ... ... ...  A ... ...
Oakey Creek ... ... ... 6.14 ... ...
Jondaryan  ... ... ...  5'44 ... ...
Bowenvi ll e  ... ...  A ... ...
Blaxland's Siding
 ... ...
 A ...
Dal by ... ... ...  6.55 ...
PENT
ABOVE
HIGH
WATER
MARK.
MILES.
From
Dalby.
From
Warwick.
Dalby ... ...
3 ... Blaxland ' s Siding ... ...
16 ... Bowenvi ll e  ... ... ...
24 ... Jondaryan
 ... ... ...
33 ... Oakey Creek ... ... ...
40 ... Gowrie ... ... ...
45 ... Gowrie
 Junction
 ...  arrive
... 47.45
1928 52
2005 54
1530 61
788 71
465 81
340 92
335 101
574 105
274 109
198 112
140 118
111 122
65 130
* Trains
 meet here.
Brisbane , 1st September, 1873.
until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner
 for ,J 1ways.
Mixed.
 Mixed.
A.M.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed. Mixed.
P. M.
... Warwick ... ... ... ... 8.5 ... 5.10 ,..
3 Lyndhurst
 Road
 ... ... A ... A ...
12 A llora ... ... ... ...  8.45 ... 5.50 ...
23 Clifton ... ... ... ...
 9.22 ... *6.28 ...
25 King 's Creek  ... ... ... ...  9.32 ... 6.38 ...
34 Emu Creek Siding
 ... ... ... A ... A ...
41 Cambooya ... ... 1025 ... 7.31 ...
49 Westbrook
 Crossing
 ... ... ... A ... A ...
Cowrie Junction
50.46 Mahoney' s Gate
65 Toowoomba ...
67 Summit of Range
Highfields ...
Murphy's Creek
YrATIOICS.
Commissioner  for Railways '  Office,
...depart
J arrive
depart
arrive
depart
... *11.25 *11.16
B
11.55 11.44
6.50 ... 12.4
7.41 ... 1258
*1.58
*8.44 ... 2.2
*9.24 ... 2.42
9.39 .,. 2.57
10.9 ... 3.27
10.34 ... 3.52
11.9 ... 4.27
*11.13  ...  4.31
A ... A
A ... A
11.52
 ... * 6.8
12.20
 ...  5.36
A
8.31
B
9.0
Helidon arrive1 depart
Gatton ... ...
Laidley ,.. ,.. ...
Victoria  Tunnel ...
Grandchester
€ darerpavret
Western Creek ... ...
Rosewood
 ... ,., .,,
Walloon .,. ,.. ..,
Ipswich  .., ... .,.
All Day Tickets  issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo ll owing Monday.
NOTE.-The Trains  will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The  Trains marked thus ,  A, wi ll  stop by signal to take up passengers ,  who wi ll  be charged the fare to the Station at  which their  Journey terminates. Passengers requiring to ali ght at those places can
* uiy do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  fr om the place at which  they join  the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
(B.) The Trains leaving Toowoomba at 10 .50 a.m. and  4.11 p .m. on the Up journey, and leavi ng Warwick at 8'5 a.m. and 5.5 p.m. on the Down journey ,  wi ll , for the present, (stop at this Crossing, subject
to the foregoing regulation.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
_i-
Passen
Fare
ger
s.
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total
£ r. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
Week ending September 13th, 1873
... 457 8 9 1,782 10 0 60 12 10 2,300 11 7
Corresponding  week last year... ... 488 4 6 1,127 12 10 36 12 0 1,651 9 4
Increase 654 17
'
2 25 0 10 649 2 3
Decrease 36 15  9 ... I I ...
EDWD. DEIGHTON,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.LIST of UNCLAIMED GooDS n hand, IPswicn STATION, 30th June, 1873:-
Date.
1872.
5 September
Name.
Harvey ...
Station from.
Ipswich
Station to. Description.
Warwick  ..  I 1 net, and rope attached
Commissioner  or Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 8th November, 1870.
TIME TABLE.
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY, the 14th instant, the following TimeTable will  come into operation  until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Bock-
hampton.
Stations Up Train ,  IMixed,
Miles
from West-  Stations.
wood.
Down Train
Mixed.
a.m. P.M.
Rockhampton ... ... 11. 0 Westwood ... ... ... 3.30
6 Gracemere ... ... 11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing ... ... A
16 Stanwe ll ... 12. 0 15  Stanwell  ... ... ... 4.30
24 Rosewood Crossing ... A 24 Gracemere  ... ... ... 5. 6
30 Westwood ... ... 1. 0 30 Rockhampton ... ... ... 5.30
All Day Tickets  issued on Saturdays  available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which  their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station .to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying  the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which  they propose to alight.
LIST of Overtime and Damaged Goods, in Queen's Warehouse, St. Lawrence, to be Sold by Auctionat the Cus o  House, on SATURDAY, September 27th, 1873.
Date of Ship .Arrival. Whence. Impo rt ers.
Date Ware-
housed.
Impo rt
Mark.
Bond
Mark. Goods.
Date
Quantitie s. whenliable to
We.
1870 1870. 1 1873..
1 April ... Tinonee  ... Sydney Woods ,  Shortland , 23 August B F 15 cases brandy 29A gale .,  21.1 u .p. 23 Aug.
Fox, and Co. 444 2
11 March  ...  Tinonee  ... Sydney Ditto ... F No. 3
234
C No. 3 1 qr.-cask brandy '29$ gale., 0.9 u.p.
Tinonee  ... Sydney Ditto 11 E No. 4 C No. 4 1 qr.-cask brandy 29. gale., 0.5 u.p.
234 2
1873. 1873.
20 January Hannah Sydney , Fox and Adair  ... 3 March ... PM S 4 casks  biscuits 388 lbs.
Newton e
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane ,  20th August, 1873.
General Post
 Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland , 12th
 September, 1873.THE following SUMMARY
 of OBSERVATIONS taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION, BRISBANE,
 during  the Month  of August ,  1873, is published for general
 information.
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR , Postmaster-General.
SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT BRISBANE, DURING THE MONTH OF AUGUST, 1873.
LAT., 27 ° 28' 3"  S.; LONG., 153° 16' 15" F.; HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE  MEAN SEA LEVEL ,  130 FEET ; DISTANCE FROM SEA-COAST, 10 MILES.
BAROMETER.
 HYGROMETER,
maximum
Mean ...
Minimum
Corrected to 32°
Fahrenheit, and
reduced to mean
sea level.
M
6
30.420
30,073
29.95429838
Temperature Temperature of
of Air. Evaporation. Humidity.
a a
m a,
30.420 71.0
30,149  60.6
29-960!  62.5
a s a a 6 F7
d d, a a a
m a r m m
82,01
 510  6410 1 9101 6410 •84
66'3 67.9 9714
59.0
 60,01 51,0
5 4 52.3 -77
57.0 51.0 •58
.65
45
1.00 150.0 107.0
•88 1206 96.4
•76 70.0 65.0
aRLF -REGISTERING
THERMOMETERS.
54.0 66.0 85.5 67.0
47-1  63,1  73.5 52.2
400 59.0 63.0 44.0
RAIN.
m
00
.0
0
$6.0 1.200
21.1 •103
6.0 •000
0
WIND.
Summary of Direction.
•m
mom! 9 a.m.
240 N 1 NW 2
W1SW17
133
8 6 BE1
80 E0 NE3
3 P.M. 9 p.m.
NO
 NW 31N O  NW6
W3 SW1 W1 SWSI
82 3E8'S 1 BE4'
E2 NE13E0  NE  141
CLOUD. OZONE.
6
0-10.
a
m
6
m
CL
10 10 10
47  5.3 3.2
0 1 0 1 0
0
11
4.5 7.7
2 5
summary of August, 1873 Mean Shade  Temp., 61.6 degrees .  Rain fell on 8 days. Total Rainfall ,  3.21 inches. Evaporation ,  51&10 inches . Elect ri cal  Observations.-77  Positive ; 18 Negative. Prevailing  Winds, N.E., B.W.
1872 59.2 8 091 » 6.440 74 19 S.W.
1871 62.2 4 0.43 4'485 78 15 N.E., S.
r, » 1870 60.6 13 1.94 4660 48 45 ,. S.W.,  S.
1869 618 0 0.00 3.730 88 5 N.E., B.
1868 607 6 0.70 „ 3.122 81 9 W, S. W.
1867 61.0 n » 7 0.77 3.467 67 6 N.E., B.W.
1868 60.2 12 „ .4-48 3.691 76 17 S., B.W.
1885 58.8 3 0.89 S. W.
1864 58.8 4 5.12 ,, 4.898 W., B.W.
1863 60.3 9 „ 1.61 4'250 „ 79 „ 14 W., B.W.
1862 58.0 0 060 4.867 „ 90 „ 3 N., S.W.
The weather has been warmer than usual during the month ;  the mean shade temperature ,  61.60, being 1.5°  over the average of this month for the previous ten years ,  and 0.8°  over the previous three years .  The highest reading in shade ,  85.5°,
was on the 28th  ;  the lowest on grass, 400°, was on the morning of the 2nd .  The highest barometric reading ,  30.468 ,  was at 9 a.m. on the 14th ,  and the lowest ,  29.836,  at 3 p .m. on the 9th .  The mean baromet ri o readings have been higher than the
average of the month .  Rain fell on 8 days ;  the total fall, 3.21 inches ,  being 1.31 inches over the average of the month  ;  the greatest fall in 24 hours ,  1.20 inches ,  was on the 17th .  For fu rt her information as to the rainfa ll  of the Colony, see
general summary  published monthly in the  Government Casette.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
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CC LERMONT MUNICIPALITY .- STAPBMaNT of RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS for the Half-yearending 30th June, 1873.
Dr.
£  S.  d.
To Balan ce  from 31st De cember ,  1872  ...  104 5 5
Land endowment - ending 31st Decem-
ber, 1872  ... ... ... ...  87 12 6
Government endowment for half-year
ending 31st December ,  1872  ...  64 10 4
Arrears of rates ,  1872  ... ... ...  12 12 4q
Licenses ... ... ... ... ... 3 0 0
£272 0 71
G. SIDNEY PEGUS, Town Clerk.
Examined and found correct.
643
Auditors ... ... ...  2 2 0
Assessors  ...  15 10  0
F li nders street ,  improve-
ment  ... ... ...  438 15 6
Wickham street, im-
provement 9 16 0
Eyre street ,  improvement 56 0 0
Trees on Strand ... 0 10 0
Tools and repairs  ...  12 0 7
Dray, repairs  ... ...  15 14 6
Keep of horses  .. ..  53 3 10
Fire in F li nders street ... 3 14 0
Law expenses  ... ...  16 8 4
Stationery  ... ...  2  17 9
Printing  ... ... ...  12 11 10
Petty cash payments ... 2 8 2
Town clerk, salary  ...  75 0 0
ST4TEMENT of R CEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE  of the  MUNICIPALITY of ToWNSVILLE ,  for the Half
year ending 30th June, 1873.
Dr.
1873.  £  a. d. £ s. d.
To Government Endowment to
half - year, ending 31st
December ,  1872  ... ...  104 3 6
Cash, Joint  Stock Bank  ..  1,050 0 0,,
„ Rates for half-year ,  ending
30th June ,  1873 ... ...  201 14 6
Dray  li censes  ... ...  2 0 0
Dog ditto  ... ...  7 15 0
Rent of land  ...  70 19 2
Rent of Council Chamber  ...  1 10 0
Sale of dray and ha rn ess  ...  15 0 0
„
„
298 18 8
£ s. d.
By Town Clerk 's salary and commission  ...  33 19,( 0
Auditor's  fees ... ... 4 ,r 0
Returning Officer 's fee  ... ... ...  3 3 0
Law expenses  ... ... ... ...  5 12 0
Bank charges ...  ... ... ...  1 15 4
Telegrams and postage  ... ... ...  1 4 3
Corporation seal ... ... ... ... 2 10 0
Printing and advertising  ... ...  13 15 6
Stationeryy  ... ... ... ...  2 18  0
Corporation pump  . ...  30 16 8
Freight,  carriage ,  and  ad valorem  duty 9 13 6
Repairing Drummond and Capricorn
streets, Wolfang and Native Bee
Crossings  ... ... ...  55 10 0
Destroyin g caresses  ... ...  1 0 0
Refundment of land endowment-Cop-
per field  ... ... ... ...  70 2 0}
Balan ce  . .. ... ... ... ...  36 3 4
£272 0 7'1
J. MACKAY, Mayor.
JOHN STEWART , Auditors.ROBERT LEA, s
18s.
Cr,
1873.  £  s. d. £ a. d.
By Balance from last half-
„
Inspector of Nuisances,
II
,I
Cr.
10 0 0
Colonial Treasurer, in-
terest on loan ... 68 6 8
Colonial Treasurer, liqui-
dation of loan ... 35 16 10
A.J.S. Bank ,  interest ...
Cash balance  in Bank  ...  109 19 0
Cash balance in hand ... 8 10 2
480 14 0
726 12 6
104 3 6
23 3 0
118 9 2
£1,453 2 2 £1,453 2 2
We have this day examined the Books  and Vouchers  of the Municipality of Townsv ille, and
certify .  the above statement  to be  correct. .
W. POCOCK, I  Auditors.FRED. GORDON,
I certify  the above statement to be correct.
JOSEPH  FLETCHER ,  Mayor.
H. J. JoNES, Town Clerk.
634 28s.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
ARE Notice, that  applications  have been made to bring the Lands described  below under the
T provisions of "  The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person desiring  to oppose must do so by
lodging , by himself or his attorney,  a Caveat in  form B of said Act, on or before  the  day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description and  Situation  of Land. Name of  Applicant.
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
291 perches, being subdivision 1 of block 12 of eastern I John McMaster ... ... 20th October, 1873.
suburban allotments 72 and 73, parish of North
Brisbane, county of Stanley
1 rood 3o perches, allotment 9 of section 14, parish John George Cribb ... Ditto.
and town of North Brisbane, county of Stanley ;
and 33 perches, being  subdivision 16 of north-
eastern suburban allotment 92, parish  of North
Brisbane,  county of  Stanley
30 acres,  being portion 111A,  parish of Yeerongpilly ,  George James Ness  ...  Ditto.
county of Stanley
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane ,  16th September, 1873.
T
HE following Rules of the Court of Petty
Scissions,  at Stanthorpe,  having  been duly
approved,  are published  for general information.
JOHN BRAMSTON,
Attorney-G eneral.
R1QI.1PS OF THE SMALL DEBTS COURT,
STANTHORPE.
Tame of holding Court.
1. There  shall  be twelve Sessions  in each year,
which shall be held in the Court House, Stan-
thorpe, on the,first Thursday in every month; but
whenever  circumstances  shall occur to prevent any
court from proceeding to the despatch of business
on the days appointed for the sittings by these
rules, the  magistrates  or magistrate in attendance
at such  court may adjourn the  same to some
convenient day.
Time  for entering Plaint and  Service  of  Summons.
2. In all  cases  the plaint shall be entered not
less than six  clear days ,  and the summons served
five clear  days  prior  to the sittings of each court,
when the defendant resides within the police
district ; ten  clear  days, when defendant  resides
within a radius of one hundred miles beyond such
police district and four days additional for every
extra one'hundred  miles or  fractional part thereof.
Defence  when to  be filed.
3. In all cases the plea, or defence, or set off,
shall be filed with the Registrar of the Court two
clear days previous to the  sittings  of the court.
On Return of Summons.
4. Upon or before the return day of every sum-
mons which shall have been duly served, affidavits
of such service shall be made by the bailiff or
other person serving it ; whereupon the case shall
be beard and determined,  unless  the same shall be
adjourned to some future day appointed by the
court for such purpose.
List of Causes.
6. Before each sitting of the court,  a numerical
list of causes shall be prepared by the Registrar of
such court, such list to be kept according to the
time and order in which  the summonses were taken
out, distinguishing the defended from the unde-
fended cases.
What Books shall be kept.
6. The Registrar of the court,shall keep a plaint
book, a record book, and ledger, in which he shall
correctly enter an account of the business of each
day as the  same arises,  which books he shall always
have in court on trial, and in which he shall enter
the proceedings of the court.
7. Where the defendant is desirous of paying
money into court, it shall be paid two clear
t g
before  the  return  day of  the summons with the
fees paid to the officers of the court, and notice of
such payment shall, on the same day, be given to
the plaintiff; and, after receiving notice of si}ch
payment into court as aforesaid, the defendant shall
not be liable for any further  costs ,  unless  the court
shall otherwise order.
8. If, at any time before the return day of the
summons ,  the plaintiff elects to  accept  the money
paid into court, under  Rule 7, in full  satisfaction
of his claim ,  the defendant shall , when  pa Ling  such
money or moneys into court ,  hand to the Registrar,
or leave at his office, a notice signed by the
plaintiff ,  or by his attorney ,  stating such accept-
ance.
Execution ,  when to Issue.
9. Execution may be taken out on any day after
the expiration of seven days from the day of
adjudication  of the  case, excepting where tipie has
been granted  by the court; and then on the days
and times appointed by such order ,  and excepting
also a new trial has been granted  by the  court ; or
in cases over ten pounds where an appeal has been
made in conformity  with the thirty- fourth section
of 31 Victoria,  No. 29, unless it be shown, by
affidavit, to the satisfaction of the court ,  that the
judgment  of the court  would be defeated by the
delay,  in which  event execution may, upon the
order  of the court  to that effect,  issue any time
after  Judgment . Provided  always ,  upon notice of
appeal being given under the said  thirty-fourth
section and the conditions mentioned therein bein gg
complied with ,  the execution shall be stayed; and
any execution which may not have been executed
within  sixty  days of the date ,  may  be  renewed by
the Registrar endorsing thereon, "renewed,"' and
attaching his initials thereon, for ninety days,
without  any charge for the same  :  provided that
after four  such renewals ,  new execution must be
taken  out before twelve  months from the date of
judgment-none shall issue  without  giving at least
two clear days '  notice to  the party  against whom
it is to issue, to show cause  why it  should not be
issued.
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Sales ,  how regulated.
10. Any property sold in the execution of the
process of the said court, shall be sold publicly, by
auction and  for ready money, by the bailiff or his
deputy, to the highest bidder, as  near to the place
where the same was levied as may be convenient
for the sale thereof ; and the said bailiff, or his
deputy, shall affix notice of the said sale upon or
near  the door of the house where the sale takes
place, two clear  days before the day appointed for
the sale , which day shall not be  earlier  than the
sixth day from the day of levying on the property.
Provided that with the consent of the occupier of
any house at which the property shall be levied,
such  sale may take  place at such house.
Moneys to be paid over by the Registrar.
11. In every case of an execution for a debt, or
damages and  costs, or for costs only, and of the
same  having been obtained and paid to the Regis-
trar, the amount thereof shall, on demand, be paid
over by such Registrar to the suitor or suitors, or
to the person or persons holding his or their
written order.
12. The form hereto annexed, marked No. 1,
shall  be that form to be used in the matter to
which it refers.
Interpleader.
13. The interpleader o der directed to be made
under the fifty-first section of the said Act, shall
be in form or to the effect mentioned in forms Nos.
2 or 3, and shall be served on both the claimant
and the execution creditor, two clear days before
the time appointed for the hearing thereofi
according to the exigency of the said process, or such
order made in the premises  as to  the said court shall
appear just and fit.
Dated this day of , 187
Registrar.
r
FoaM No. 3.
Interpleader  Summons to Execution  Creditor.
In the Court of Petty Sessions for the
District of Stanthorpe,  Sma ll  Debts  No. of plaint.
Jurisdiction.
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
Er parte,  A.W., bailiff of  this court.
Whereas E.F. hath made  a claim to cert ain goods
and chattels ,  taken in execution ,  by the bailiff, under
process  issuing  out of this court  at your instance ; you
are hereby summoned to  appear at a court to  be Bolden
at the Police Court  House, Stanthorpe ,  on next,
the day of , 187 , at the hour of
o'clock in the forenoon,  where  the said claim will be
adjudicated upon, and such order made thereon as to
the said court shall appear just and fit.
Dated this day of , 1&7
, Registrar.
Foaat No. 4.
Judgment  Summons.
In the Court of Petty Sessions for the
District of Stanthorpe, Small Debts No. of plaint.
Jurisdiction.
Between { and
Judgment  Summons.
14. It shall be lawful for any party who has
obtained any unsatisfied judgment or order in the
said court  to obtain from the said court a judgment
summons,  which  summons shall  be in the form or
to the effect mentioned in form No. 4, and such
summons may  be granted by the said court on an
affidavit  filed with the Registrar of the said court,
stating the facts,  and a  copy of such  summons and
affidavit shall be served on the persons to whom it
is directed in the manner  provided by the forty-
first section  of the said Act, five clear days before
the day appointed for the hearing thereof.
FORM No. 1.
In the Court of Petty  Sessions  for the District of Stan•
thorpe  Sma ll Debts Jurisdiction.
( , plaintiff,
Between and
defendant.
Take  notice, that application will be made to a justice
of the  peace  on next, the day of , at
the hour of o'clock in the forenoon, at the Court
House,  Stanthorpe, that the order made herein on the
day of , for payment, by instalment, of
the debt and costs due by you to the above-
named plaintiff, may be set  aside  and cancelled, on the
grounds appearing  in the affidavit of
Sworn and  filed with the Registrar.
FORM No. 2.
Interpleader Summons to a Claimant setting up a
Claim to Goods.
In the Court of Petty  Sessions  for the )
District of Stanthorpe, Small Debts )} No. of plaint.
Jurisdiction.
Between  A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
Ex parte,  A.W., bailiff of this court.
To  [name, address , and description of claimant].
You are hereby summoned to appear at a court to be
holden at the Police Court House, Stanthorpe, on
next, the day of , 187 , at
the hour of o'clock in the forenoon, to support
a claim made  by you to certain goods and chattels,
taken in execution by the bailiff of this court, under
process issued  in this cause at the instance of  [the
execution  creditor],  and in default of your establishing
such claim, the said goods and chattels will be sold
plaintiff,
defendant.
Whe re as the plaintiff obtained a judgment against
you, the above-named defendant, in the Small Debts
Court, holden at Stanthorpe, on the day of
187 , for the payment of £ for
and £ for costs upon which judg-
ment and subsequent process issued therein, the sum
of £ is now due ; you are, therefore, hereby
summoned to appear persona lly in this court, at Stan-
thorpe, on the day of , at the hour of
o'clock in the forenoon, to be examined by the
court, touching your estate and effects and the circum-
stances under  which you contracted the said debt  (or
incurred the said damages), and as to the means and
expectations you then had,  and as  to the means you still
have, of discharging the said debt or damages, and as to
the disposal you may have  made of  any property.
Dated this day of , 187 .
, Registrar.
The Bench agreed to the above Rules, on the 16th
day of July, 1873, and ordered the same to be
submitted to His Honor Judge Blakeney.
POLLET CARDEW, P.M.
Court House, Stanthorpe,
16th day of July, 1873.
I approve of the above Rules
CHAS. W. BLAKENEY,
Judge of the Western District Court.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
TEMPORARY LIGHT, CAPE BOWLING GREEN.
0
N and after  this date , during the  construction
of the Lighthouse,  a Temporary Bright
Fixed Light will be exhibited  from Cape Bow ling
Green,  at an elevation  of 30 feet above high water.
In clear weather the  light will be  visible nine miles.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports  and Harbors,
Brisbane , 17th September, 1873.
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AT THE COURT AT WINDSOR CASTLE,
26th July, 1873.
PRESENT:
7e'ii QUEEN 'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY IN
'
(. COUNCIL.
W HERE AS in many  appeals  now pending before
Her Majesty in Council no effectual steps
have been taken by the parties or their agents to
set down their  cases  for hearing, although more
than twelve months  have elapsed since  the arrival
and registration of the transcript of appeal in this
country, and it is expedient to make further pro-
vision in  that behalf : Her Majesty, by and with the
advice of Her Privy Council,  and upon a  recommen-
dation of the Lords of the Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council, is pleased to order, and it is
hereby ordered, that the solicitors or agents for
the party appellant  in all such Appeals now pending
before Her  Majesty in Council are  hereby required
to take effectual steps to set down  their  cases for
hearing within six months  from the date of this
Order,  and in  all other Appeals  to Her  Majesty in
Council within a period not exceeding twelve months
from the  date  of the  arrival and registration of the
transcript in this country.
And Her  Majesty is further pleased to order,
and it is hereby ordered,  that it shall be the duty
of the  Registrar  of the Privy Council to report to
the Lords of the Judicial  Committee the names of
the parties and dates  of the  Decrees in  Appeals in
which no effectual steps have been taken  within the
aforesaid periods of time to set  down the  case for
hearing  ;  and the Lords of the Judicial  Committee
of the Privy Council  shall be at liberty to call upon
the Appellant  or his agent in such cases to show
cause wh the said Appeal  or Appeals should not be
dismissed for non-p ro secution , and (if they shall so
think fit)  to recommend to Her Majesty the
dismissal  of any such  appeal, or  to give such
directions there in  as the justice  of the  case may
require.
And Her Majesty is further pleased to  order that
nothing in the present Order shall prevent the
dismissal  of an Appeal under the 5th of the Rules
approved by Her Majesty on the 13th of June, 1853,
in cases to  which that  Rule is  applicable.
Whgreof the Governors of Her Majesty's Plan-
tations and Dominions  abroad and the Judges or
Officers of Her Majesty's Courts of Justice from
which an Appeal lies to Her Majesty in Council and
all  other persons  whom it may  concern, are to take
notice and govern themselves  accordingly.
ARTHUR HELPS.
MUNICIPALITY OF MARYBOROUGH.
OTICE is hereby given, that. the Mayor and
N Council of the Municipality of Maryborough
have this day appointed Mr. WILLIAM PALMER
WooLSTON to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses
and of Cattle intended for slaughter, within the
Municipality of Maryborough, in accordance with
Bye-law No. 4, and dated 29th October, 1868.
HENRY STOWARD,
Mayor.
Municipal Council Chambers,
Maryborough, 25th February, 1873.
STOLEN  or Strayed from the neighborhood ofBowen, a Grey Draught Gelding, branded
ML conjoined off Shoulder, S in diamond near
shoulder ; sixteen hands high ; heavy build ; rising
four years of age; collar-marked when last seen.
Property of JAMES McGILL, Bowen.
633 3s. 6d.
NOTICE is  hereby given , that the  Store underthe Town Hall ,  opening into Burnett Lane,
set apart for the purposes of a Queen's Ware.
house,
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector  of Customs.
Custom House, Brisbane,
9th August, 1873.
To he Worshipful the Justices of the  Peace in and
for the District  of Brisbane ,  Queensland.
E hereby give Notice of our intention to
W apply at the Court of Petty  Sessions, to be
holden at Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 27th day of
October next,  for permission to enclose  the road
separating  our portion numbered 236 from portion
numbered  233, parish  of Toombul, county of  Stanley,
by erecting  a swing gate ,  sixteen feet  wide. between
the south -west corner  of portion  233 and  the north-
west corner  of portion 236.
Dated this eighth day of September, A.D. 1873.
E. M. CONLON.
C. FLANAGAN.
B. MURPHY.
H. GRIFFIN.
By their Bailiff,  CORNELIUS  DRISCOLL.
644 4s. 6d.
To the Worshipful the Justices of the Peace in and
for the District of Brisbane, Queensland.
WE hereby give Notice of our intention to apply
at the Court of Petty Sessions, to be holden
at Brisbane , on MONDAY, the 27th day of October
next , for permission to enclose the road separating
our portion numbered 245 from portion numbered
270, parish of Toombul, county of Stanley, by
erecting  a swing  gate,  sixteen  feet wide, between
the south- east corner  of portion  246 and  the south-
west corner  of portion 270.
Dated this eighth day of September, A.D. 1873.
E. M. CONLON.
C. FLANAGAN.
B. MURPHY.
H. GRIFFIN.
By their Bailiff,  CORNELIUS DRISCOLL.
645 4s. 6d.
To the Worshipful the Justices of the Peace in and
for the District of Brisbane ,  Queensland.
W E hereby give Notice of our intention to applyat the Court  of P tty Sess ons, t  be holden
at Brisbane , on MONDAY,  the 27th day of October
next, for permission to enclose the road through
our selections ,  being portions numbered 234 and
246, parish of Toombul ,  county of Stanley, by
erecting a swing gate, sixteen feet wide, between
the south -east corner of portion 234 and the north-
west corner of portion 246.
Dated this eighth day of September ,  A.D. 1873.
E. M. CONLON.
C. FLANAGAN.
B. MURPHY.
H. GRIFFIN.
By their Bailiff ,  CORNELIUS DRISCOLL.
646 4s. 6d.
To the Worshipful the Justices of the Peace in and
for the District of Brisbane, Queensland.
WE hereby give Notice of our intention to
apply at the Court of Petty Sessions, to be
holden at Brisbane, onMONDAY,the 27th day of
October next, for permission to enclose the road
separating our selections, being portion numbered
265, from portion numbered 250, parish of Toombul,
county of Stanley, by erecting a swing gate, sixteen
feet wide,,between the said portions, at the north
of the entrance to the Nudgee Orphanage.
Dated this eighth day of September, A.D. 1873.
E. M. CONLON.
C. FLANAGAN.
B. MURPHY.
H. GRIFFIN.
By their Bailiff, CORNELIUS DRISCOLL.
647 4s. 6d.
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Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 10th September, 1873.
TRADE MARK.
IT is hereby notified that Messrs. George Raffand Co., as the duly constituted att n ys of
Michael Thomas Bass, Richard Ratcliff, John
Gretton, Joseph Spender Clay, Michael Arthur
Bass , and Frederick Gretton, all of Burton-on-
Trent, in the county of Stafford, in the Kingdom
of England ,  carrying on business there as brewers,
in co-partnership, under the style or firm of " Bass
and Company ,"  have, in pursuance of the fourth
section of  " The Trade Marks Act  of 1864,"
applied to reter trade marks of the following
description tot used by them, namely
For their Pale Ale, an oval label three and a-
quarter inches long and two and a-half inches
broad ,  with the centre ornamented with engraved
lines, colored red ; and having an ornamental
border, colored black, having printed at the top, in
block letters, colored black, the words, " This
label is issued only by Bass & Company ;" and
printed at the bottom of the said label, also in
block letters, colored black, the words, " Brewers,
Burton-upon-Trent;" in the centre of such label
an equilateral triangle, colored red, with the
words, " Trade mark," printed in block letters,
colored black at the base, and within the said
triangle, in one line ; and around the apex of the
said triangle, the words, " Bass & Co.'s Pale Ale,"
printed in block letters, colored black, and beneath
the said triangle a fac-simile, in black ink, of the
signature of the said firm, " Bass & Co."
For their Burton Ales, a label similar to the
above, except that in the centre is a diamond,
colored red, which, in addition to bearing the
words, " Trade mark " in two lines at the bottom
of and within such diamond, printed in block
letters, colored black, has also a number 1, 2, or
3, colored white, in the centre of the diamond,
denoting the quality of the ale ; numbers 1 and 2,
having the words, " Bass & Co.'s Strong Burton
Ale," printed in block letters, colored black, above
such diamond ; and number 3, having the words,
" Bass & Co .'s Burton Ale ,"  printed in block
letters ,  colored black ,  above such diamond. And
for their Brown Beers ,  also an oval label similar to
the others in ornamentation ,  but colored chocolate,
and with a diamond in the centre of a chocolate
color, bearing the words, " Trade mark " in two
lines , printed in block letters, colored black ; and
round the top of the said diamond the words,
" Bass & Co.'s Extra Stout," printed in block
letters, colored chocolate ; in this label three
colors of chocolate are used, the ornamentation of
the ground being a light chocolate, the printing a
little darker, and the diamond darker still.
Copies of each and every such label and trade
mark may be seen at this office, and which trade
marks it is intended ,  by the said Bass and Co., to
apply to ales and brown beers of their own manu-
facture in bottles.
Notice is hereby given, that unless it be shown
to my satisfaction, before the expiration of four-
teen days from the publication hereof, that such
trade marks have been previously registered, or
that some other person is entitled to such trade
marks, or that such trade marks are so like some
other trade marks that they may be mistaken for
the same, a certificate will, in pursuance of the
provisions of the said Act, be issued to the said
Bass and Company ,  certifying that they are
entitled to the use of the same.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar of the Supreme Court, and
Acting Registrar of Trade Marks.
To the Worshipful the Justices of the Peace in and
for the District of Gladstone.
I HEREBY give notice that I intend to make
application to the Court of Petty Sessions at
Gladstone, on the 20th day of October, 1873, for
a License to erect two Swing Gates on the Road
leading from the Boyne River to Rods Bay Station,
in accordance with the terms of  " The Closing of
Roads Act,"  28 Vict., No. 19.
PATRICK DRINAN.
Gladstone, 9th September, 1873.
640 3s. 6d.
MACKAY DISTRICT COURT.
IN pursuance of  " The District Courts Act of
1867," and by authority of the same, I hereby
appoint the day and time hereinafter mentie for
holding a District Court at the Town of : j_:4ckay,
within the Northern District.
Cri minal Jurisdiction.
Thursday, 6th Nov., 1873.
Civil Jurisdiction.
Thursday,  6th Nov., 1873.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
20th July, 1873.
ELECTORAL DISTRICT OF BRISBANE.
ARTHUR EDWARD HALLORAN, Re-
I .9  turning Officer for the Electoral District of
Brisbane, having this day received from His
Excellency the Governor a Writ of Election for
the return of a Member to serve in the Legislative
Assembly of Queensland, do hereby give notice
that Nomination Papers (in the prescribed form)
of Candidates will be received by me,  from 9 a.m.
till 6 p.m., on Monday, the 10th day of
November, 1873, at the Police Office, North Bris.
bane, copies of which will be immediately posted
at the said Police Office ; and the Nomination
will be publicly notified at the Police Office, North
Brisbane, at noon, on Tuesday, the 11th day of
November, 1873; and, in the event of there being
more than one Candidate nominated ,  a poll wi ll  be
taken at the Police Office aforesaid, on Friday,
the 14th day of November, 1873, commencin at
9 o'clock in the morning ,  and closing at 4 o'clock
in the afternoon, of that dap.
Dated at Brisbane, this second day of September,
A.D. 1873.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Returning Officer.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Michael Grogan, late of Drayton,
in the Colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the ex-
piration  of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the
above-named Michael Grogan, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Ellen ' Grogan, of
Drayton, in the said colony, the Widow of the
said deceased.
Dated at Toowoomba, this 13th day of Sep-
tember,  A.D. 1873.
EDWARD JOHN MAY,
632
Ruthven street, Toowoomba,
Proctor for  the said Ellen  Grogan.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Claudius Buchanan
Whisb, of Brisbane, gentleman.
ai y r HEREAS the said Claudius Buchanan Whish
VI was, on the 15th day of September, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 22nd day of September,A.D.  1873,  toe-
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
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Court, at the  same place , on MONDAY, the 27th
day of October, A.D. 1873, to  commence  at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
Estate, and for such other matters connected with
the Estate as may be required to be brought before
e Court.
gated at Brisbane, the 20th day of September,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official  Assignee.
641 6s. 6d.
NOTICE.THE Scale of Charges for the insertion of Advertise.
ments in the  Queensland  G overnment Gazelle  is
as  follow[,:-
Advertisements  relatin, to Insolvent  a_ Intestate
Estates, or Letters of Administration,  6s. 6d,
each.
Advertisements relating to 'Impounded  Stock, li.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eight lines (or under),
and 3d. for every additional line, a llowing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No ADVEETIsenr:NT
WILT. n? INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remoIanoe sui cient to cover the  cost of its insertion
acco.din; to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. DEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice, that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements, over five shillings, must be made by
Post-Office Order, or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will be returned.
J. C. DEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the  following amounts :-
1873.
. .
Septr. 15.- R: Hamilton  ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 15.-B. White . ... ... 0 1 2
„ 16.-Unwin and Williams ... ... 0 1 0
„ 16.-W. J. Scott ... ... ... 0 8 0
n 17.-J. Stewart ... ... ... 0 2 0
„ 18.-W. Mathers ... ... ... 0 3 6
18.-G. W. Dddwell ... ... ... 0 1 2
18.-M. Fraser ... ... ... 0 2 6
„ 18.-R. Fitzgerald .. 0 3 0
„ 18.-Townsville Municipality 1 8 0
18.-F. G. Mackay ... ... 0 13 0
„
19.-T. Black ... ... 0 2 0
„ 19.-A. McLeod ... ... ... 0 10 0
„ 19.-R. Gaden... ... ... ... 0 1 0
19.-W. H. Hold ... ... ... 0 0 8
19.-P. Drynan ... 0 7 0
19.-Clermont Municipality ... ... 1 0 0
„
19.-W. D. Chase .,. ... ... 0 7 0
3Empaunbfngo.
C<W Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no  such ..dver-
tisernent will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a remittance .sxfcient to cover the cost of its
insertion. e
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IIPOUNDEI) at Rockhampton, from Gracemere Cattle
Station, 10th September, 1873, by E. Cross, Esquire.
Damages, £5.
One white bull, top off both ears, like JR4 off ribs.
(Supposed to be a registered brand).
If not released on or before the 5th October, 1873,
will be sold  to defray  expenses.
ROB. W. GADEN, Poundkeeper.
639  Is.  636
IMPOUNDED  at Ipswich ,  from Ten-mile Swamp, od
the 9th September ,  1873. Driving, Is. Sd. per
head.
One chesnut mare, like DP over C over C near shoulder,
like C near thigh, like J off shoulder, star.
One brown horse, two fore and near hind feet white,
star , JK near shoulder.
One brown colt, like G over A off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th October, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
635 as.
IMPOUNDED at Allora, from the Commonage, on the
11th September, 1873, by order of Mr. H. Rinehart,
Commonage Inspector. Damages, 2s. 6d. ; driving, Is.
One black mare, TL conjoined off shoulder,  small star,
fistula on wither.
One bay horse, 2 over blotch over (`76V near shoulder,
2 near rump, docked tail.
If not released on or before the 15th October, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JAMES STEWART,  Poundkeeper.
631 2s.
I
MPOUNDED at Taroom, from Westgrove, on the
4th September, 1873, by order of it. M. Collins,
Esquire.  Driving, 16s. 8d. per head,
One dark-bay mare, W over NB (the NB conjoined)
near shoulder , W over T near thigh,  small star,
collar-marked.
One bay horse, GT near shoulder.
One bay horse, CM over 2 near shoulder, small star,
white spots under saddle, saddle-marked.
One black  mare, F  like AW conjoined over B sideways
near shoulder, star.
One chesnut  entire, 2 .pDC near  shoulder, 2 over like
DDC near rump, hind feet white, star.
One bay mare, like 0  near  shoulder ; bay filly foal at
foot, unbranded, star.
Also, from Kinnoull, on the 9th September, 1873, by
order of J. Anderson, Esquire. Driving, 2s. per head.
One bay horse, blotch brand near and off shoulder, like
8 near thigh, hind feet white.
One bay horse, like HC near shoulder.
If not  released on or  before the 15th October, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
2  s d
630
W. J. SCOTT, Poundkeeper.
8s.
IMPOUNDED  at Roma , from Wallumbilla, by order
of David Turbayne, Esquire,  Driving, 5s. ; damages
on entices, £1 each.
One bay mare, 77 over  B near  shoulder, hind foot
white ; foal at foot,
One black mare, MC over C off shoulder ; foal at foot.
One grey mare, over JL  near  shoulder ; foal at foot.
One bay mare, W near shoulder, FE off shoulder, star.
One bay entire colt, indistinct brand like PC near
shoulder.
One grey colt, 'jW conjoined near shoulder and near
thigh, star, off hind leg white.
One chesnut entire colt, WS blotch (like registered
brand) near shoulder, white face.
One chesnut horse, white face, JF over 73 near shoulder.
One chesnut colt, WS blotch (like registered brand)
near shoulder, white face,  near  bind feet white.
One bay entire colt., two white spots on face, H off
shoulder.
One brown horse, star, indistinct brand like FE near
shoulder, bandy-legged.
One bay entire colt, M (writing capital)  near  shoulder.
From Mount Beagle.
One dark-bay mare, bang tail, indistinct brand like pA
over J near shoulder,
If not released on or before the 15th October, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
F. G. MACKAY,  Poundkeeper.
13s.
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MMPOUNDED at St. George, from Toonoongan, on
the 8th September, 1873, by order of R. McDougall,
Esquire. Driving, 2s.
One dark-bay horse, short tail, blotched brand like UR
over oc near shoulder, TB7 near thigh.
One bay horse, star, hind feet white, collar marked, 8
over JS over W near shoulder.
One bay mare, IfN (or 11W conjoined) over 25 or 2S
near shoulder, star.
One bay mare, like writing WV conjoined near shoulder,
pair of tongs brand near rump.
One brown horse, blaze, hind feet white, P near neck,
JO  over like PD blotched near shoulder,
One bay colt, indistinct brand like rl near shoulder.
CORRECTED BRAND.
From Warroo, on the 9th August, 1873, by R. McDougall,
Esquire. Driving, 6s.
One black horse, star, like A or R over `i C near shoul-
der, small J near cheek.
If not released on or before 6th October, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
WM. D. CHASE, Poundkeeper.
642 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from Tenningering  Station
on the 9th September, 1873, by order of H. D ,
Caswell, Esquire. Driving, 6s. 8d.
One bay mare, WR off shoulder,  stripe down  face, hind
feet white.
One chesnut  mare, no brand  visible,  stripe down face,
near hind  foot white.
If not released on or before  the 15th October, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
THOS. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
637 2s.
IMPOUNDED  at Clermont ,  from  Murray Downs, oii
1 the 4th September ,  1873, by J. North, Esquire.
Driving, 13s .  per head.
One bay mare ,  star, long ta il , black points, m over 29
near shoulder.
One bay mare , small star ,  off hind  fetlock white, G
near shoulder.
One black mare ,  star, long ta il, m H over 29 near thigh,
143 near ribs.
One dapple -grey mare, switch tail,  G II  near shoulder.
One dark-bay mare, large star, long tail ,  like FH over 9
near thigh ,  like 0 near ribs.
One bay mare ,  switch tail ,  scar near neck, scar near
thigh, q over D near shoulder, D near thigh ; bay
colt foal at foot, unbranded.
One bay mare, star ,  long tail, 2 over  FU  near thigh, 8
near ribs.
One bay mare, long tail, near hind fetlock white, GH
near shoulder; bay filly foal at foot, unbranded.
One bay mare, star ,  long tail ,  white marks under saddle
on both sides ,  black points, P off neck, no other
visible brands.
One dark- brown gelding ,  few white hairs on forehead,
saddle-marks on back ,  like C over O conjoined off
shoulder ,  like indistinct brands over N near shoulder,
like 1 near neck , like CS (indistinct )  near rump,
like indistinct brands near thigh.
If not released on or before the 5th October, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
A. MCLEOD, Poundkeeper.
638 10s.
BRISBANE :
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QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  .  all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoRMANEY,  of Her Majesty 's Most  Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by" The Diseases  in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that  behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby  prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea  of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South  Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent  Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim  that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation , may be seized and forfeited : And
any person  concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
.Tune, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER,
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by e Most
to wit.  I  Honorable GEORG) OGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  'manby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Vise( t Nor.
manby, and Baron Mr ave-Vol
Mulgrave,  all in the G(,unty'"of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANRY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
"The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- two, and in  the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PATeMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1 1 GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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QUEENSLAND, I Proclamation  by the 3T.,st
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGCTSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NOBMANBY, of  Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of.
Queensland and its Dependencies.
V VT
HEREAS by Proclamation under my Hand
and Seal dated the tenth day of  J anuary
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three
I GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE Marquis of
Normanby in pursuance of the power and authority
in me vested as Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land aforesaid and under and by virtue of the
provisions of an Act gassed in the twenty-seventh
year of Her Majesty s reign intituled  "An Act
to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relating to
Quarantine "  did appoint a certain island in Moreton
Bay known as Peel Island to be a station for the
performance of Quarantine under and for the
purposes of the said Act And whereas by another
Proclamation under my Hand and Seal dated the
twenty-fifth day of August one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -three and made in pursuance
of the powers and authorities hereinbefore recited
I did prohibit all persons  vessels and  boats whatso-
ever from goin under any pretence whatever within
the limits of the said proclaimed station under the
penalties contained in the said Act until the said
Proclamation should have been rescinded And
whereas the said prohibition is no longer necessary
and it is expedient to rescind the same Now
therefore I the said GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONsTAN-
TINE Marquis of Normanby in pursuance of the
power and authority  in me  vested and by and
with the advice of the Executive Council do by
this my Proclamation rescind the Proclamation
relating to such prohibition as aforesaid and do
hereby declare that the same is revoked and has no
further force or effect.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane , this twenty-fifth day
of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the  thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN BRAMSTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to issue  a Commission under his Hand and under
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the 0r4ce
of the Executive Council, has been ple ed
to appoint
THOMAS STEVANSON SWORD
to be Recording Clerk for the Unsettled District of
Mitchell.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th September, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
.,f thA ExeenfivA Council, has been pleased
to direct that the notification of
FERNY LAWN
as a place for taking the Poll for the Election of a
Member to serve in the Legislative Assembly for
the Electoral District of West Moreton, published
in the  Government Gazette Extraordinary  of 2nd
September  instant,  be cancelled ; and that
THE POST OFFICE, WIVENHOE,
be appointed a Polling Place for the said purpose
in lieu thereof.
(For the  Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council , has been pleased
to direct that the notification of
TAMBo
as the Place of Nomination for the Election of a
Member to serve in the Legislative Assembly for
the Electoral District of Mitchell, published in
the  Government Gazette Extraordinary  of 2nd
September instant, be cancelled, and that
BLACK.ALL
be substituted in lieu thereof.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned places to be Addi-
tional Polling Places for taking the Poll for the
Election of Members to serve in the Legislative
Assembly for the several Electoral Districts men-
tioned in connection with each place respectively
Electoral District. Po ll ing Place.
the Great Seal of the Colony to
Blackall Stanwe ll
WILLIAM LEWORTHY GOOD DREW,
...
Carnarvon ...
.
Bi lls Bi lla
AUGUSTUS CHARLES GREGORY, Kennedy ... Charters Towers
CHARLES COXEN, Esquires, and Lower Herbert  (Neames')Millchester
The Revd. JOHN GODFREY  HAUSSMANN, Normanby ... Cawarral
ose of taking into consideration certainfor the ur Clermontp p
questions in relation to the amelioration of the Port Curtis Calliope
condition of the Aborigines, and the possibility of
rendering their services available to settlers and
beneficial to themselves. (For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.C. J. GRAHAM.
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QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
"SG
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.S.) in  the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"  1,  GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor  aforesaid , with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall  be open to Selection ,  under the provisions of
the said  Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
twenty -ninth day of October ,  1873 ,  at the Bowen
Land Office.
No. of
Por-
tion.
198
Register
No. of
AppHoa
Lion. I
198
Name of
Lessee.
J. B. Black
Area.
A. R. P.
140 0 0
Land
Agent's
District.
Bowen
Pariah.
Unnamed
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this eighteenth day of
September ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty -seventh year of Her Ma-
jesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave,  all in. the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"  I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the  lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after MONDAY,
the twentieth day of October, 1873, at the Warwick
Land Office.
Portions 16 and 17, parish of Canning, county of
Merivale  ; each 73 acres 3 roods.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this eighteenth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand  eight hundred and seventy-three, and
in the thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit .  '  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Norman by,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave , all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Woxlbrd,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty'sllost Honorable
Governor  Privy Council, Governor and Coin-
mander•in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of clause  forty- one of  " The CrownLands Alienation  Act of  1868 ,"  1,  GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid,  with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do, by this  my Proclamation.
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection,  under the
provisions of the said Act, on and  after MONDAY,
the thirteenth  day of October,  1873 ,  at the Brisbane
Land Office.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly, portion
260,  part of selection  964.
59 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-west corner of portion No. 219, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that road bearing one
hundred and forty-six degrees three chains and
ninety-seven links  ;  two hundred and three
degr ees seven chains and five links  ;  one hundred
and fifty -seven degrees five chains and thirty-four
links ; one hundred and thirty-five degrees four
chains and seventy-two links  ;  one hundred and
twenty-two degrees six chains and seventeen links;
and one hundred and fifty-seven degrees ten chains
and eighty-one links ; on the south by portion 260A
bearing  east nine  chains and eighty links ; on the
east by a line bearing north thirty-one chains and
forty links ; and on the north by portion 219
bearing west twenty-four chains and thirty-five
links to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of Sep-
tember, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty' s reigii.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Qrf FNBLAND , 2 Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave , all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the  Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor. Privy Council, Governor and Coin-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this  my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands  hereunder
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described  shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after MONDAY,
the third day of November, 1873, at the Cardwell
Land Office.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee.
Land
Area .  Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
66 W. Eggebrecht ... 240 0 0 Cardwell.
88 N. Donnelly ... 640 0 01 Ditto.
90 F. J. W. Beardmore ... 640 0 0 Ditto.
125 A. J. Ascher ... ... 1280 0 0 Ditto.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of Septem-
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND I Proclamation by the Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE , Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.S.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described  shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after MONDAY,
the thirteenth day of October, 1873, at the Been-
leigh Land Office.
No. of
Portion. Name of late  Lessee. Area. Parish.
35 J. Veivers
A R. P. I
51 0 0 1Nerang.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command.
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUFrrNSLAND, 2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit . S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of clause forty-one of  "The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTAS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu.
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the grovisio f
the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
fifteenth day of October, 1873, at the Land Offices
of the districts in which they are respectively
situated.
Register
No. of Name of Lessee.
Applioa- 1
tiou.
555
78
15"
Land
Area .  Agent's
Dist ri ot.
A. R. P.
W. Unwin ... ... 140  0 0 Brisbane.
F. Frahm ...  40 0 0 Toowoomba.
J. J. Whitrhnrch 675 0 0 Ditto.
No. of
Portions.
178
179
180
Name of Lessee.
The Corpora-
tion of the
Bank  of New 180 0South Wales 0
Geham.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QVEI'-N.SLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty ' s Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be, and
are hereby  set apart  as Homestead Areas, subject
to the provisions of the said Act, and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection  as Homesteads,
and not otherwise, at the Dalby Land Office, on
and after WEDNESDAY, the first day of
October, 1873.
Lands resumed from Cecil Plains Run.
8 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Condamine
River, at the north-west corner of Cecil Plains
pre-emptive purchase No. 20, and bounded thence
on the south by a line bearing east 150 chains ; on
the east by a line bearing north 127 chains 69 links ;
on the north by the north boundary of Cecil Plains
Run, and bearing west 295 chains ; on the west by
a line bearing south 295 chains ; on the south by a
line bearing east to the Condamine River  ;  thence
by that river downwards to the south-east corner
of Cecil Plains pre-emptive purchase No. 1 ; thenc'
by the south boundary of that portion, by the
west boundary of the same portion, by part of the
Area.  i Parish.
A. E. P.
80 0 0
80 0 0
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south, the  west , and north boundaries of Cecil
Plains  pre-emptive purchase No. 25 to the Conda-
mine  River, and by that river upwards to the point
ommencement ,-exclusive of Cecil Plains pre-
Zptive purchase No. 5.
Lands resumed from West Prairie Run.
8a square miles.
Commencing  at the north- east  corner of the ten
years' lease  of West Prairie, and bounded thence
on the east by a line bearing south one and three-
quarter miles  ; on the south by a line bearing west ;
on the south-west by part of the north-east boun-
dary of Cecil Plains Run north-westerly ; and on
the north by the north boundary of the ten years'
lease of West Prairie bearing east to the point of
commencement.
Land; resumed from iha St.  Rua',@ Ran.
About 8  square miles.
Commencing  on Oakey Creek  at its intersection
by the west boundary  on the  Jondaryan Run, and
bounded thence on the east by part of the west
boundary  of that  run, bearing  southerly about 160
chains ; thence  on the south  by a line bearing west
about 390 chains to the Condamine  River  ;  thence
by that  river downwards  to the south -west corner
of portion 142, pari sh  of St. Ruth ; thence by the
south boundaries of portions  142, 139, 141, and
east boundaries of portions  141, 140, 132, 131, and
120, parish of St.  Ruth, to Oakey Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards to  the point  of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed  from  the Jondaryan Run.
About 8  square miles.
Commencing at the north -west corner  of Jonda-
ryan pre-emptive purchase  No. 35, and bounded
thence on the east by the  west boundary line of
that  portion ; thence by the south  boundary of the
same portion ,  by parts of the west  and south boun-
daries of pre-emptive purchase 57 and 58 , by part
of the west, the south,  and part of  the east boun-
daries of pre-emptive  purchase 59, by the south
and part of  the east boundaries of pre-emptive pur-
chase 33 to  the south- west  corner of pre-emptive
purchase  53; thence by a line bearing east about
forty chains; thence by a  line south to the south
boundary of Jondaryan Run ; on the south by part
of the south boundary of that run, bearing westerly
to the east  boundary of the St. Ruth's Run ; thence
by part of the east boundary of that run northerly
to Oakey Creek ; thence by the west boundary of
Jondaryan  Run north-westerly to a point west from
the north- west corner  of portion 14, parish of
Young ; on the north by a line bearing  east and
by the north boundary ofportion 14; again on the
east by the east boundary of portion 14 and a
line bearing  south to the north boundary of the
Jondaryan pre-emptive purchase No. 34; and
thence by the north boundary of that portion bear-
ing west to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed from Warra Warra Run.
About 812square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of pre-
emptive purchase No. 1 on Warra Warra Run,
and bounded thence by a line south to the Conda-
mine  River ; thence by that river downwards to
the junction of Cooranga Creek ; thence by that
creek upwards to the west boundary of pre-emptive
purchase No. 3 ; thence by part of the west boun-
dary of that portion south to the north-east corner
of pre-emptive purchase No. 2 ; thence by the
north-west and south boundary lines of that portion
west, south, and east, to the west boundary line of
pre-emptive purchase No. 1 ; thence by part of the
west and the south boundaries of that portion south
and east to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Sandgate, this
thirtieth day of August, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three, and in the thirty-seventh year
of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  '  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
C ONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nar-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORSIANRY, of Her  Majesty's  Most  Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
TN pursuance of Clause one of  "Tice Homestead
1 Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUs
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, and that the said
lands shall be open to selection as Homesteads, and
not otherwise, at the Toowoomba Land Office, on
and after WEDNESDAY, the first day of October,
1873.
Lands  resumed  from Beauaraba Run.
81 square miles.
Commencing  at the south -west  corner of Too-
woomba Register  selection  No. 441, and bounded
thence on the north by the south boundary of that
selection, and the south boundaries of selections 430,
527, 429, 455,  and 432 to the south-east corner of
selection  432 ; on the east by a line bearing south to
a point due east from the east corner of Toowoomba
Register selection No. 4.09; thence by a line bear-
ing west to that east corner ; and on the south-west
by the north-east boundary of selection No. 409
aforesaid ; by the north-east boundary of portion
141, parish of Cecil Plains ; and by the north-east
boundary of selection No. 446 north-westerly to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of all
alienated lands.
Lands resumed from Yandilla Run.
About  8a square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Condamine
River at the boundary between the resumed and
ten years' lease of Yandilla Run ; and bounded
Thence by the said boundary north-easterly to the
North Branch ; thence by that branch upward ;
thence by a line passing through a spot distant
about two hundred chains from the boundary of the
resumed and ten years' lease of Yandilla Run bear-
ing south-westerly about three hundred chains ;
thence by a line bearing north-westerly about one
hundred and twenty chains ; thence by a line bear-
ing south-westerly to Condamine River ; and thence
by said river downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Sandgate,
this thirtieth day of August, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-three, and in the thirty- seventh
year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SIDE THa QUEEN I
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QUEENSLAND , '  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTII9
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Norman by,
Earl of Mulgrave, t"scount Nor-
manby, and Baror. Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the Coun7 of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the  Peerage of Ireland. ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most. Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Pependeneies.
IN pursuance of clause one of  " The Homestead
Are as Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE. Marquis of N ormanby, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be, and are hereby set apart, as Homestead Areas,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, as Home-
steads, classed as agricultural , and not otherwise, at
the Land Office, Warwick, on and after WEDNES.
DAY, the first day of October, 1873.
County of Merivale, parish of Allora.
Portions Nos. 210, 211, 212, 213, 213A, 215,
and 216.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOB  CAMPING.
Top of Hervey's Range, Townsville and Gilberton
Road.
201 acres.
Commencing at a point distant seventeen links
and bearing two hundred  degrees  thirty minutes
from a gum-tree marked bro ad- arrow  over R  about
fifteen chains north-west from Randall's public-
house, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing west thirty-seven chains forty links ; thence
on the west by a line bearing south forty-eight
chains twenty-six links ; thence on the south by a
line bearing east forty -five chains ninety-one links ;
and thence on the east by a line bearing north ten
degrees west forty-nine chains one link to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOB LANDING PLACE.
Parish of Kelsey, county of Herbert.
177 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
20, in the parish of Bassett, county of Herbert,
and bounded thence on the south by the north
boundary of portions 20 and 19 bearing east seventy-
one chains ; on the east by a line bearing north
twenty-five chains ; on the north by a line bearing
west seventy-one chains ; and on the west by a line
bearing south twenty-five chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR LANDING PLACE.
Heath's Creek, Burdekin River.
10 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at a point on Heath's Creek bearing
one hundred and twenty-four degrees and distant
seventy-two links from  an ash -tree marked broad-
arrow over IV, and bounded  thence on  the east by
a line  south 1,040 links ; thence on the south byy !!
line west 1,000 links ; thence on the west by a liner
north 1,160 links to Heath's Creek ; and thence by
that creek easterly to point of commencement.
The above  reserve is  bounded on the east, south,
and west by  selection  No. 28,  Bowen  District.
RESERVE FOB CAMPING.
Gregory River,  at the Junction  of Chrystal Brook
and Bowen Roads.
92 acres  2 roods.
Commencing at a point  bearing one  hundred and
thirty-three  degrees and distant nineteen and a-half
links from a scrubwood tree marked broad-arrow
over III ,  being the north -' oet corner of arlentinn
No. 169, and bounded thence on the east by the
west boundary line of that  selection  bearing one
hundred and seventy-nine degrees 5,000 links ;
thence on the south by a line bearing eighty-nine
degrees 2,000  links  ; thence on the west by a line
bearing three hundred and sixty degrees 4,357
links  to Gregory River ; and thence by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  THE USE  OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC WORKS.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane, city
of Brisbane,  allotment  7 of section  23.
3 roods 24 perches.
Commencing on the south- east side  of Turbot
street three chains north-easterly from the west
corner of the section, and bounded thence on the
north-west by that street north-easterly four chains ;
on the north- east  by a line south-easterly at right
angles  to Turbot street two chains and twenty-five
links; on the south-east by the north-west boun-
dary line of allotments 2, 3, and 4 south-westerly
parallel with Turbot street four  chains  ; and on the
south-west by the north-east boundary line of allot-
ment 6 north-westerly at  right angles  to Turbot
street  two chains  and twenty- five links  to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period  aforesaid , the lands hereunder described will
be reserved  for the purpose of School Sites.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE  FOR  SCHOOL SITE ,  BULIMBL
County of  Stanley , parish of  Bulimba, portion
No. 158A.
23 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at the
south-east corner of portion 125n, and bounded
thence on the east  by that  road bearing 158 degrees
34 chains and 25 links to a road 1 chain and 50
links wide  ;  on the south by that road bearing 260
degrees 45 minutes 13 chains and 70 links ; and on
the west by a line bearing 358 degrees 45 minutes
34 chains and 1 link to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE, BUNDAMBA.
County  of Stanley,  parish of Bundamba, portion
No. 171A.
1 acre 2 roods.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at the
north -west corner  of a W ater Reserve ,  and bounded
thence on the south by that reserve bearing 157
degrees 2 chains and 39 links ,  112 degrees 3 chains
and 36 links, and 46 degrees 5 minutes 4 chains and
11 links; on the east by a line bearing north 26
minutes east  60 links;  and on the north by a line
bearing west 7 chains and 3 links to the point of
commencement.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th September, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public  information, that
the Commissioners  of Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance  of the fourth  section of the
above-recited  Act at the  under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the  Land Office ,  Brisbane ,  on the first
Tuesday  in each month.
At the Land  Office, Beenleigh ,  the first F ri day
in each month.
West  Moreton.
At the  Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba ,  on the second
Monday in each month.
At the  Land Office, Warwick,  on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office , Dalby, on the  first Friday
in each month.
Alt  the Land Office ,  Condamine ,  the second
Thursday in September ,  1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the  Land Office,  Goondiwindi,  the firs
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday,  in October ,  1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE  BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day  in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in September, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BUREE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, on the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in November, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in November, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
oay in October, 1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days fall ing on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings ,  when necessary ,  in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manent ly reserved from sale  for any public  purpose,
notice thereof shall-be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  A.  SCHOOL AT CALLIOPE.
County of Clinton, parish of East Stowe, town of
Calliope.
6 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about fifty
degrees, distant about twelve chains and twenty
links from the east corner of allotment 1 of section
2, and bounded thence on the west by a line
bearing north ten chains and seventy-three links ;
on the north by a line bearing east six chains and
thirteen links ; on the east by a line bearing south
five chains and fifty-nine links to the Gladstone
road ; and on the south-east by that road bearing
230 degrees eight chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE  FOR A  CEMETERY  AT MOGGILL.
County of Stanley, parish of Moggill, portion No.
249.
10 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
247, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west fifteen chains; on the west by a line
bearing north six chains and seventy links ; on the
north by a line bearing east fifteen chains; and on
the east by a line bearing south six chains and
seventy links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been  tempora-
rily reserved for the purpose  named  with respect
to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A POUND AT GAYNDAH.
County of Mackenzie, parish of Gayndah.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of Simon and
Porter streets, and bounded thence on the north-
east by Porter street bearing south-easterly five
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chains  ; on the south- east  by a line at right angles
to Porter street bearing south-westerly five chains ;
on the south-west by a line parellel with Porter
street  bearing north-westerly five chains to Simon
street ; and on the north-west by that street bearing
north-easterly five chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR BALLAST FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES
AT GOODNA.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, part of
portion 154.
14 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at a point bearing north and distant
about eight  chains  from the south-west corner of
portion 150,  at intersection  of the railway line with
the west boundary of portion 150, and bounded
thence on the east by part of that west boundary
bearing north to the north corner of original portion
154; on the north-west by a road one chain wide
dividing this land from portion 153, bearing south
sixty-one degrees thirty minutes west twenty-five
chains and twenty-nine links to another road one
chain wide ; on the south-west by that road bearing
south forty-three degrees fifteen minutes east to
the Brisbane and Ipswich Railway line ; and on the
south by that railway line easterly to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A. LANDING PLACE, BAKER 'S CREEK,
MACKAY DISTRICT.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard.
113 acres.
Commencing in a mangrove marsh at the south-
west corner of selection 230, and bounded thence
on the north by that selection and a line bearing
east twenty-two chains and twenty-five links to the
South Pacific Ocean ; on the east by the shore of
that ocean southerly to the mouth of Baker's
Creek ; and on the south-west and west by that
creek and its overflow upward to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  WATER ,  GALLOWAY PLAINS, GLAD-
STONE.
County of Clinton.
30 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Clyde Creek at
the south-east corner of selection 71, and bounded
thence on the north by that selection bearing west
twenty-seven chains and thirty-six links to the
Xroombit road ; on the west by that road bearing
174 degrees nine chains and fifty links; on the
south by selection 106 bearing east thirty-seven
chains and twenty-eight links to Clyde Creek ;
and on the north-east by that creek downwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended grantees, to the intent that by force
of the Act aforesaid they shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants, and in every
deed containing the erroneous names, and such
Grants respectively, and every such Deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of grant-22nd  June, 1870.
Name of grantee-Joseph  Ryne Hinds.
Description of land granted-Fifty-four  acres,
county of Stanley, parish of Maclean, portion
ninety-two B.
Nature of  misnomer -The  name Joseph Ryne
Hinds having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of Joseph Royal Hinds.
Name of intended grantee-Joseph  Royal Hin';.
Name of party applying for instrument-Joseph
Royal Hinds.
Date of  grant -7th  August, 1872.
Name of grantee-Louise  Thom.
Description of land  granted-Thirty- seven acres
one rood eight perches, county  of Livingstone,
parish of Gracemere,  portion nine.
Nature of  misnomer - The  name  Louise Thom
having been  inserted as that of  the intended  grantee,
instead  of Louise Thon.
Name of intended  grantee-Louise  Thon.
Name of party applying  for instrument-Louise
Thou.
Date of grant-21st  February, 1873.
Name of grantee-Frederick  Henzell.
Description of land granted-Twenty-three  per-
ches, county of March, parish of Gympie, town of
Gympie, allotment No. 9 of section O.
Nature of  misnomer -The  name Frederick Hen-
zell  having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of Frederick Lumley Henzel.
Name of intended grantee-Frederick  Lumley
Henzell.
Name of party applying for instrument-Fre-
derick Lumley Henzell.
Date of grants-21st  February, 1873.
Names of grantees-Adam  Walker and George
Lamb.
Description of land granted-Portions  nine, ten,
eleven, twelve, and fourteen, county of Belmore,
and parish of St. George, containing twenty acres
each.
Nature of  misnomer -The  names Adam Walker
and George Lamb having been inserted as that of
the intended  grantees ,  instead  of Adam Walker
and Thomas George Lamb.
Names of intended  grantees -Adam  Walker and
Thomas George Lamb.
Name of party applying for instrument- Thomas
George Lamb.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that  the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth,  His Excellency  the Governor  will, in
pursuance  of the  provisions  of  " The  Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by an instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal  of the Colony , describe the land intended to
be granted , to the  intent that by force  of the Act
aforesaid it shall be taken to have been inserted in
the Grant,  and in every Deed containing the
erroneous description ,  and such Grant ,  and every
such Deed ,  shall operate and be construed ac-
cordingly.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of grant-22nd  July, 1872.
Name of grantee-Robert  Ballard.
Description of land granted-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement one acre one rood and
thirty-three perches, be the same  more or less,
situated in the county of March, parish of Gympi ,
and town of Gympie, being allotment No. 2F
section P, commencing on the north side of BliA.
street, at the south-east corner of allotment one,
and bounded thence on the south by that street
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bearing  ninety-two degrees one chain and forty-
one links and one-half of a link, and seventy-eight
degrees thirty minutes one chain and seventy-eight
links and one-quarter of a link ; on the east by the
west  boundary line of allotment three bearing
th hundred and fifteen degrees three chains and
sit-seven  links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing two hundred and ninety-nine degrees forty-
five minutes  three chains and fifty links ; and on
the west by the east boundary lines of allotments
twelve and one, bearing one hundred and eighty-
three degrees fifteen minutes five chains and seventy
links to the point of commencement.
Nature of error-The  bearing of the eastern
boundary being three degrees fifteen minutes
instead of three hundred and fifteen degrees as in
the deed.
Name of intended grantee-Robert  Ballard.
Name of party applying for  instrument -Robert
Ballard.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  28th August, 1873.
T
HE  accompanying amended description of the
School Reserve at Moggill is substituted for
that published in the  Government Gazette  of the
16th TTovember, 1872, folio 1920.
C. J. GRAHAM.
County of Stanley, parish of Moggill, portion No.
248.
16 acres 2 roods 32 perches.
Commencing  at the intersection of two roads,
each  one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
north-east by one of said roads bearing three hun-
dred and twenty degrees thirteen chains and ten
links ; on  the north by a line bearing west eleven
chains and  eighty  links  to another road one chain
wide  ; on the north-west by that road bearing one
hundred and  ninety degrees  nine chains  and eighty-
five links  to the other aforesaid road ; and on the
south by that road  bearing east  twenty-one chains
and eighty-eight links to the point of commence.
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 21st August, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
Notice is hereby given, that the lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purposes named with respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR WATER AND CAMPING, BEAUARABA
RUN.
County of Aubigny.
92 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the north-west corner of selec-
tion 749, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing west twenty-five chains ; on the west
by a line bearing south thirty-seven chains ; on the
south by a line bearing east twenty-five chains ;
and on the east by a line bearing north thirty-seven
chains to  the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR POUND, STANTHORPE.
1 acre.
County of Bentinek, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe, allotments 14 and  15  of section  10.
Commencing on the west side of Johnson street
at the south-east corner of allotment 13, and
bounded thence on the east by that street southerly
three chains ; on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 16 westerly at right angles to
Johnson street three chains and thirty-four links
on the west by a line northerly parallel with John-
son street three chains; and on the north by the
south  boundary line of  allotment  13 easterly at
right angles  to Johnson street three chains and
thirty-four links to the point of commencement.
RESERVES  FOR GRAVEL  AND TIMBER  FOR ROAD
PURPOSES.
County of Canning, parish of Brsbie.
Commencing on the main road from Brisbane to
Gympie, at the south- west corner  of portion No.
11, and bounded thence on the north by that por-
tion  and a line bearing east about fifty chains ; on
the east by aline bearing south about eighty chains ;
on the south by a line bearing west about sixty
chains to the main road from Brisbane to Gympie;
and on the west by that road northerly to the
point of commencement.
ALSO,
County of Canning, parish of Bribie.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
No. 4. and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing south about 120 chains ; on the south by
a line bearing west about 180 chains ; on the west
by a line hearing north about 100,  chains to the
Mooloolah River ; and on the north by that river
downwards  and by portions Nos. 10 and 4 to the
point of commencement.
ALSO,
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
Commencing  at the south- east corner of portion
No. 30, and bounded thence on the south-west by
a line bearing  south-easterly about 105 chains to
the north- west corner  of portion No. 4, and thence
about five  chains to Mountain Creek ; on the south
andeast by  that creek downwards to thesouthcorner
of portion No. 1 ; on the north-east by that portion
and portion No. 27 to a point on the south-west
boundary of the last-mentioned portion distant
twenty chains from its west corner ; and thence on
the north-west by a line bearing south-westerly
about 120  chains to  the point  of commencement.
ALSO,
County of  Canning, parish  of Mooloolah.
Commencing at a point on the west boundary of
portion No. 21, distant twenty chains from its north-
west corner , and bounded thence on the east by
that portion and portion No. 52 and by a line
bearing south about twenty -eight chains ; on the
south by a line bearing west about 130 chains ; on
the west by a line bearing north about 100 chains ;
and on the north by a line bearing east about 120
chains to  the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  WHARVES AND WATER.
Mouth of Maroochy River, county of Canning,
parish of Maroochy.
215 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Cornmeal
Creek, at the crossing of a road, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that road bearing
one hundred and forty-five degrees one chain and
seventy-five links, one hundred and twenty-five
degrees five  chains, one  hundred and forty degrees
nine chains  and forty links, one hundred and five
degrees five chains, one hundred and fifteen  degrees
twenty chains, one hundred and five  degrees
seventeen  chains, one hundred and fifteen degrees
fifteen chains, one hundred and forty-five degrees
fourteen chains, and one hundred and thirty
degrees two chains and forty-six links ; on the
south-east by a line bearing forty-five degrees ten
chains to the South Pacific Ocean ; on the east by
the waters of that ocean northerly to the mouth of
the Maroochy River ; and on the west and north
by that river southerly and westerly to Cornmeal
Creek, and by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC  PURPOSES.
Mouth of Baker's Creek, parish of Howard.
Commencing at the south-west corner of applica-
tion 230 (Bovey's) ; and bounded on the north by
a line bearing  east twenty-two chains and twenty-
five links to the sea-coast; on the east and on the
south by the sea-coast to the mouth of Baker's
Creek ; on the west by that creek upwards to the
mangroves  north of the landing place; and thence
on the west by the mangroves to the point of com-
mencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  21st  August, 1873.
T
HE  accompanying amended description of the
Drayton and Toowoomba Cemetery is sub-
stituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 31st May, 1873, folio 868.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873.
THE accompanying amended description of the
Reserve for 't'own Hall, Clermont , is sub-
stituted for that published  in the  Governnt
Gazette  of the 31st July, 1869, folio 928. NV,
C. J. GRAHAM.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
56 acres 2 roods 2 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the north-
east corner of portion 267, and bounded thence on
part of the north by that road bearing east seventeen
chains and fifty links to another road one chain
wide; on part of the east by that road bearing
south fifteen chains and sixty-two links ; on the
remainder of the north by a line bearing east four
chains and fifty-nine links to a road one and a-half
chain wide; again on the east  by  thatroad bearing 198
degrees twenty-one minutes eight chains and forty-
two three-quarter links ; on part of the south by
a line bearing west two chains and 18 links ; on the
remainder of the east by a line bearing 173 degrees
thirty minutes seven chains and five links ; on the
remainder of the south by the north boundary line
of portion 271, bearing west eighteen chains and
forty links ; and on the west by a line and the east
boundary line of portion 267, bearing north thirty
chains and fifty-seven links to the point of com-
mencement.
Also,
10 acres 1 rood 34 perches.
Commencing at a point one chain east from the
north-east corner of portion 269, and bounded
thence on the north-west by it road one chain wide
hearing seventy-four degrees fifty-one minutes ten
chains and four links to a road one and a-half chain
wide ; on the south-east by that road bearing 198
degrees twenty-one minutes eighteen chains and
nineteen links ; on the south by another road one
chain wide, bearing west three chains and ninety-
one and a-half links to another road one chain
wide ; and on the west by that road bearing north
fourteen chains and sixty-nine links to the point of
commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 21st August, 1873.
W
1 THEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1V 1  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a Cemetery.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE  FOR  CEMETERY,  STANTHORPE.
County of L'entinck, parish of Stanlhorpe, town of
Stanthorpe.
12 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north, and  distant
one chain from the north-west corner  of allotment 6,
section  18, and bounded thence on the south by
Funker street, bearing east nine chains and fifty-
three links ; on the east by a line bearing north
twelve chains and fifty-eight links ; on the north by
a line bearing west nine chains and fifty-three links ;
and on the west by McGlew street, bearing south
twelve chains  and fifty-eight links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR TOWN HALL.
County of Clermont, parish of Clermont. town of
Clermont, allotments 4, 5,  9,  and  10,  of section  18.
2 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the sec-
tion, and bounded thence on the north by Lime
street westerly four chains ; on the west by the east
boundary line of allotments 3 and 8 southerly, at
right angles to Limo street, five chains to Mimosa
street ; on the south by that street easterly parallel
with Lime street four chains to Capella street ; and
on the cast by that street northerly five chains to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873.
W
HERE AS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for a School site.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE.
County of Bentinck, parish of' Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe,  allotments  13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19,  and  20  of  section 8.
4 acres 2 roods  10 perches.
Commencing on the west side of Marsh street, at
the south- east corner  of allotment 12, and bounded
thence on the east by that street bearing south
seven chains and fifty links to Connor street ; on
the south by that street bearing west seven chains
and ninety-six links; on part of the west  by  allotment
No. 21, bearing north four chains and fifty links ;
on part of the north by allotments Nos. 9, 10, and
11, bearing east four chains and sixty-two links ;
on the remainder of the west by a line bearing
north three chains, and on the remainder of the
north by allotment No. 12, bearing east three chains
and thirty-four links to the point of commencement
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873.
rf1E accompanying amended description of
Reserve for Timber for Railway purposes is
substituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 7th December, 1872, folio 2028.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Cavendish, parishes of Crow's Nest and
Murphy.
Commencing on Perseverance Creek at a point
bearing east from the north boundary of portion
No. 741, and bounded thence on the east by that
creek upwards to its source; thence on the south
by a line bearing west about five and a-half  miles to
the summit of the Main Range ; on the west by the
summit of that range northerly to a point bearing
south from the west boundary of portion No. 741 ;
thence by a line bearing north about two and a-half
miles to the north-west corner of that portion ; and
on the north by a line bearing east about three and
a-half miles to the point of commencement,--ex-
elusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose, notice thereof shall be published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY, WALLOON.
County of Churchill,  parish  of Walloon, portion  603.
10 acres 38  perches.
Commencing on a road one  chain wide, at the
west corner  of portion 602, and bounded thence on
the north- west  by that road, bearing 225 degrees,
nine chains  and thirty-two links to another road
one chain  wide ; on the south-west by that road,
bearing 135 degrees, eleven chains and two links ;
on the south- east by a line  bearing forty-five
degrees, nine chains  and thirty-two links ; and on
the north-east by the National School Reserve,
bearing 315 degrees ,  eleven chains and  one link to
the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  NATIONAL  SCHOOL SITE , WALLOON.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion
602.
10 acres 36 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
west corner  of portion 600, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing 225 degrees,
nine chains and  thirty links ; on the south-west by
the Cemetery Reserve, bearing 135 degrees, eleven
chains and  one link ; on the south-east by a line
bearing forty-five degrees, nine chains and thirty
links  ; and on the north-east by portions 600 and
601, bearing 315 degrees, eleven chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently  reserved  from  sale for  any public pur-
pose , notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved and set apart for a Rail-
way Reserve.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  RAILWAY PURPOSES NEAR CLIFTON
RAILWAY STATION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Elphinstone,
portion No.  132.
165 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 131, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion bearing north
forty-six chains and fifty links ; on the north by a
line bearing east thirty-three chains and twenty
links ; on the east by lines bearing 157 degrees
thirty minutes two chains and sixty links, 166
degrees ten chains and nineteen links, 182 degrees
thirteen chains and five links, and 186 degrees
t enty-one chains and twenty links to the aforesaid
a;,d ; and on the south by that road bearing west
thirty-four chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
?NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deed of Grant
1 mentioned in the Schedule hereunder written,
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  l7e  Tales  to Land  Act of  1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, by an instrument endorsed on such Deed of
Grant, under his  If and  and the Seal of  he  Colony,
describe the land intended to be granted, to the
intent that ,  by force  of the Act  aforesaid, it sha ll
be taken to have been inserted in the Grant, and in
every Deed containing the erroneous description,
and such Grant and every such Deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant.-16th  Mareh, 1864.
Name of Grantees.-Frederick  William Dunsdon,
and Samuel Henry Dunsdon.
Description of Land Granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in Our said Territory, containing by
admeasurement seventy-seven acres, be the same
more or less, situated in the county of Aubigny,
and parish of Toowoomba, portion 60, in the Too-
woomba Agricultural Reserve, commencing at the
north-east corner of portion 26, on the left bank of
Gowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the west by
the eastern boundary line of that portion and of part
of portion 59, bearing south thirty-one chains to a
road one chain wide ; on the south by that road
bearing east forty-five chains to Gowrie Creek ; and
on the north-east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement,-being the land proclaimed
as Lot. 56, on the 18th September, 1861.
Correct description of Land intended to be
granted.-County  of Aubigny, parish of Toowoomba,
portion No. 60, in the Toowoomba Agricultural
Reserve, containing 112 acres-commencing at the
north-east corner of portion No. 26, on the left
bank of Gowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the
west by the eastern boundary line of that portion
and of part of portion No. 59, bearing south forty
chains and sixty-nine links to a road one chain wide ;
on the south by that road bearing east forty-four
chains and twenty links to Gowrie Creek ; and on
the north-east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of party applying for Instrument.-Fred-
erick William Dunsdon.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for general information
that in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2901  May, 1872.
T
HE  first sheet of the  New Map  of the Colony,
skewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
pub lished .  Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office,  George street .  Price, 3s.
J. MALBON  THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 16th September, 1873.
PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
UNSETTLE I) DISTRICTS.NOTICE.-It is hereby notified for general
information, that the Crown Lands Office
for the Mitchell District has been removed from
Tambo to Blackall.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Crown  Lands Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under the
i provisions of the 41st section of "  The Pastoral
Leases Act  of 1569" for renewed leases for four.
teen  years of the rc.ns in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane. on
forms to he obtained at his office. These Applica.
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing
leases, as  prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Comnoisaioner of Crown Lsn4
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd September, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS AND BUSINESS
LICENSES.IT is hereby notified or general information, that
the undermentioned Miners' Rights and Busi-
ness  Licenses have been returned as issued in the
Gold Fields Districts respectively specified.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
PEAK DOWNS GOLD FIELD.
During the  Month ended  31st August, 1873.
MINEE9 '  RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
60,719 Wm. Hargraves
60,720 Patrick Minnis
60,721 Philip McMahon
60,722  Crofton Moat
60,723 Frank Shears
60,724 Thomas Dunn
60,725 W. B. Hawthorne
60,726 Wm. Reed
60,727 Jno. Peard
60,728  W. R. Edmonds
60,729 Jas. Flaharty
60,730 Jno. Burrowes
60,731 R. C. Morgan
60,732 Daniel Sheehey
60,733 James Kane
60,734 Thos. Shaw
60,735 Wm. Bagnoll
60,736 Daniel Smith
60,737 Fredk.  Ehmann
60,738 A lice  Bamford
60,739  Wm. Cameron
60,740 Jno. McColl
60,741 W. B. Henderson
60,742 Jno. Mullaney
B rsne sS LICENSES.
No. Name. No. Name.
3,742 Ah Long 3,743 Tommy Ah Long
NORMANBY AND MOUNT WYATT GOLD
FIELDS.
During the Month ended 31st August, 1873.
MnsEEs '  RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
37,939  Paul Faust 37,941 John Watts
37,940 John Manning 37,942  James Higgins
[BusINEss LICENSE.
No. Name.
2,340 John Campbell
R AVENSWOOD GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 31st August, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name. No.  Name.
61,236 J.  H. Davies 62 ,684 Wm.  Dickson
61,237 J. Daly 62,685  Fred. Tonna
61,238 Jane Aubrey 62,686 John Palin
61,239 Robt. Braden  62,687  Ah Chaw
61,240 Chas. Thompson  62,688  Henry Teash
61,241 A. Abraham 62,689 Thos. Bancroft
61,242 Chas. Davis 62,690 J. Ashworth
61,243 N. Byrne 62,691 Ricd. Rowalson
61,214 Si. B . Barash 62,692  Js. Barrow
61,245 AV. A. Ackers 62,693 Ah Tow
61,246 J. W. Moore 62,694 M. H. Danie
61,247 Wm. Hodgson 62,695 Men Ilou
61,248 J. H. Beames  62,696 Pat . McMahon
61,249 E. IT.  Russell 62 ,697 Saml. Sims
61,250 John Solets 62,698 F. Robson
62,663 W. Loche 62,699 W. Henning
62,664 John Anderson 62,700 Thos. Coleman
62,665 S. J. Forstun 62,701 W. McClelland
62,666 John Webb 62,702 Js. McClelland
62,667 Joseph Nichols 62,703 R. H. Smith
62,668 Js. Flynn 62,704 Tir Low
62,669 John Nindn 62,705 Ricd. Cameron
62,670 J. W. Kelly 62,706 Ricd. Savage
62,971 H. E. King 62,707 Js. Jackson
62,672 Ed. Chapman 62,708 Ah Look
62,673 Robt. Flemming 62,709 Ah Lum
62,674 J. Harris 62,710 P. Moran
62,675 Pat. McGarvey 62,711 Je. Moodie
62,676 Hug  Ee 62 ,712 D. Buckley
62,677 John Davidson 62,751 Mvr Frou
62,678 John Luckley 62,752 H. S. Leak
62,679 A. Dorna 62,753 Geo. Rattenden
62,680  Js. Wood 62,754 John Leatham
62,681 Pat. Welsh 62,755 Chas. Kyle
62,682 Js. Welsh 62,756 J. C. Nillis
62,683 John Lee
i
BOSINESS  LICENSES.
No. Name. No. Name.
4,510 H. H. Barton
4,511 Robt. Rollinson
4,512 Brodziak and
Rodgers
4,513 A. J. S. Bank
4,514 J. Aisbett
4,515 J. Aisbett
4,524 Lissner and Co.
4,516 Sin Qua
4,517 A. C. Haldam
4,518 A. C. Haldam
4,519 Henry Paige
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, St'a September, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF LOGAN, COUNTY
OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 18th July,
V 1873, folio 1201,  Government Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of a New Road from Logan
Bridge to Beaudesert, parish of Logan, county of
Ward : Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of the
said road, are hereby reminded that notice must
be served upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th September, 18Z3.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BANDAMBA,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 10th July,
1873, folio 1078,  Government  Gazette,  rela-
tive to the  opening  of a New Road through suba
division  1 of portion 121, parish of BandambE,
county  of Stanley : Notice is hereby given, in
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accordance  with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
tk# said portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby
dared expedient to open and make the road re-
ferred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference , to be  seen at  the office of the Surveyor-
General ,  Brisbane , and the Police Office, Ipswich ;
and all persons  intending to claim compensation in
respect of  the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served  upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty  days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as  are provided in the sixth
section of  the Act above referred to, or they will- be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF MOGGILL AND
GOODNA, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
reference to the Notice dated 1st July,
1 . 1873, folio 1022,  Government  Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of  New Roads to Ferry between
Moggi ll  and Goodna , county of Stanley : Notice
is hereby given, in accordance  with the Act 4
William IV ., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor ,  with the advice  of the Executive Council,
has been  pleased  to confirm  the said portion of
road  ;  and it is therefore  hereby declared expedient
to  open  and make the road referred  to, according to
the Ilan and Book  of Reference , to be seen at the
Office  of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane, and the
Po lice  Office,  Brisbane  ;  and all persons  intending to
claim compensation in respect  of the said road, are
hereby reminded  that notice  must  be served upon
the Colonial Secretary  within forty days from the
date hereof ,  in such manner  and form as areprovided
in the sixth section  of the Act above referred to, or
they will  be  forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-2276.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  23rd September, 1873.
UPPER OR CARTER'S FERRY, ALBERT
RIVER.
TO BOATMEN, FERRYMEN, &c.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
October, 1873, from persons willing to contract for
the Lease, for the period of Two years, of the Upper
Ferry, Carter's Crossing, on the Albert River.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Upper
Ferry, Albert River."
Conditions of Lease, form of Tender, and Regu-
lations for  working the Ferry, can be seen on
application at the Police Magistrate's Office, Been-
leigh, or  at this Office.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum  signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible  persons  as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the Con-
tract in the  event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severa lly  execute and deliver at the Office of the
Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
-days from  the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty  in a penal  sum of such
amount as  may be hereafter determined upon, for
securing  such performance ; otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
e highest or any Tender will not necessarily be
-acs ted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  4th September, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POWDER MAGAZINE, MOUNT PERRY.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd
October next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Powder Magazine at Mount
Perry.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Powder
31 ayazine, Minent Perry."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House. Mount Perry.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver, at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notifica-
tion of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing such performance ; otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LOCK-UP AND POLICE QUARTERS, CLER-
MONT.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 17th
October next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Lock-up and Police Quarters at
Clermont.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Lock-up
and Police Quarters at Clermont."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Clermont.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance , a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. 1MIALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 4th September, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, CAMBOON.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th
October next, from  persons willing  to contract for
the erection  of a Telegraph Office at Camboon.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraphs
Office,  Camboon."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at  the Court  House, Banana.
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Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Contract as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that lie will execute and deliver at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th September, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE AND LOCK-UP, GLADSTONE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd Oc-
tober next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Court House and Lock-up at Glad-
stone.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Court
House and Lock-up, Gladstone."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Gladstone.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is pro-
posed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender  being  accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver at the
office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ROADS OFFICES, ROCKHAMPTON.
TENDERS will be received at his Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd October
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Offices for Roads Department, Rockhamp-
ton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Roads
Offices, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Roads Office, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on printed forms, and must state
the time within which it is proposed to complete
the work, and at the foot of every Tender there must
be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per cent. on
amount of Tender as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event that
he will execute and deliver, at the office of the Civil
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 26th August, 1873.
FERRY, MINGO CROSSING, BURNETT RIPER..
TO BOATMEN, FERRYMEN, ET C.  -1(
T
will be received at this Office, until
j Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd
October, 1873, from persons willing to contract for
the Lease, for the period of Five years, commencing
from date of acceptance of Tender, of the Ferry on
the Burnett River at Mingo Crossing, Maryborough
to Mount Perry road.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Ferry,
Mingo Crossing, Burnett River."
Conditions of Lease, form of Tender, and Regu-
lations for working the Ferry, can be seen on appli-
cation at the Office of Foreman of Works, Mary-
borough.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that  they  will severally
execute and deliver, at the office of the Civil Crown
Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty in a penal sum of such amount as may be
hereafter determined upon, for securing such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
No Tender will be entertained, except in the
approved form, and the highest or any Tender will
not necessarily be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd September, 1873.
RAILWAY NOTICE.
IN order to expedite the settlement of claims for
Railway compensation, it is requested that all
persons  who have any  claim  for compensation on
account  of land  resumed  for the purposes of the
Brisbane  and Ipswich Railway Line, will forward
the Deeds or other  instruments  showing their title
to the land taken, or an abstract hereof, to the
Office of the Crown Solicitor, Queen street, Bris-
bane, at the same time that they forward their
claims for compensation to this Office.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  25th September, 1873.
TO STOREKEEPERS , IRONMONGERS,
AND OTHERS.
STORES, ETC.,  REQUIR ED FOR THE USE  OF
THE NORTHERN  RAILWAY,  ROCKHAMP-
TON.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 31st
October next, from persons wi lling to contract for
the supply of the whole or any of the undermen-
tioned Stores , &c., in such quantities as may be-
required for the year 1874 ,  upon the conditions
hereafter specified ,  to be delivered at the Ra ilway
Stores, Rockhampton.
Printed forms of Tender ,  with lists and further
particulars speci fied, maybe obtained at this Office,
or at the Railway Office, Rockhampton  ;  and at the
foot of every Tender there must be a memorandum
signed  by the party  tendering ,  and two responsible
persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event  that they  w ill severally execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane ,  within seven days from the usual  notifi-
cation  of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty in the
penal sum of £100 ,  for securing such performan ce ,
otherwise the Tender wi ll  not be taken into chin..
sideration.
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The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
The Stores to be of the very best description of
their several kinds.
The probable quantities of each  article  required,
•'e given for the guidance of persons concerned,
but it must be understood that they  are only
approximate, and the Contractors  must supply
more or less of each  article as required.
This notice does not apply to  stores and material
of every description required for the construction
of new works.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF ARTICLES ,  AND PROBABLE QUANTITIES
REQUIRED TO BE TENDERED  FOR.
Adzes, handled, per dozen  (1 dozen)
Augurs,  Matheson ' s screw, I-inch to 2 inches, per dozen
(12 dozen)
Axes, American ,  per dozen  (1 dozen)
Alum, per lb. (12 lbs.)
American cloth ,  best, per yard  (50 yards)
Bolts, flush, for doors ,  per lb . (28 lbs.)
Borax ,  per lb. (3 lbs.)
Brass, ,'. -inch ,  per sheet  (1 sheet)
Brooms, hair ,  per dozen  (2 dozen)
Brooms, bass, per dozen  (2 dozen)
Brushes, scrubbing,  per dozen  (2 dozen)
Buckets ,  galvanised iron ,  at each (6)
Buttons, maroon, per gross.
Canvas, beat brands ,  No. 4, per yard  (500 yards)
Chalk ,  per lb . (50 lbs.)
Chisels ,  carpenter ' s large panel ,  per dozen  (1 dozen)
,Copper ,  sheets, a-inch ,  per sheet (1 sheet)
Chamois  leathers,  per dozen  (1 dozen)
Cord ,  hat string ,  silk and worsted ,  per yard
Canvas or  duck,  light, per yard
Calico, black glazed, per yard
,Cement ,  Portland ,  best brand ,  per cask
Dusters, flannel , per yard (1 dozen)
Dusters, linen , per yard (1 dozen)
Emery, ground ,  per lb . (30 lbs.)
Files ,  assorted ,  as per Sheffield list, per dozen (4 dozen)
Felt roofing ,  Scroggina ',  per yard  (100 yards)
(Basses, kerosine lamp, per dozen  (1 dozen)
Gold size,  per gall on
,Gold leaf,  per book
Hammers, hand ,  handled, per dozen  (1 dozen)
Handles, American axe, per dozen  (2 dozen)
Handles ,  beaters, per dozen  (5 dozen)
Handles, adze, per dozen (2 dozen)
Handles ,  hammer, per dozen  (3 dozen)
Handles, sledge hammer ,  3 feet 3 inches long, per dozen
(2 dozen)
Hinges, iron butt ,  per pair
Hinges, brass butt ,  per pair
Iron, round and square ,  best Best Staffordshire ,  per cwt.
(10 cwt.)
Iron ,  angle, best Best Staffordshire ,  per cwt . (40 cwt.)
Iron ,  flat, best Best Staffordshire ,  per cwt . (4Q  cwt.)
Iron,  plate, best Best Staffordshire ,  per cwt . (5 cwt.;
Iron, sheet ,  Nos. 10 to 20  wire gauge ,  per cwt.  (40 cwt.)
Iron, B.B.H., Crown over ,  per cwt.  (40 cwt.)
Iron ,  corrugated ,  26 gauge, best brand ,  per cwt.
Leather, best belting, per foot (150 feet)
Leather ,  Morocco, per dozen
Lead, per cwt.  (20 cwt.)
Lace, trimming or pasting, per yard
Locks, desk ,  per dozen
Locks, drawer ,  per dozen
Locks, press ,  per dozen
Na ils, wire, assorted sizes, per cwt . (3 cwt.)
Nails ,  clouts, assorted sizes, per cwt.  (3 cwt.)
Nails, wrought iron ,  assorted sizes ,  per cwt.  (3 cwt.)
Na ils, wrought iron ,  4-inch, per cwt. (3 cwt.)
Oil , rape, per  gallon (20 gall ons)
O il ,  linseed ,  boiled and raw ,  per gallon  (50 ga llons)
Oil, kerosine ,  approved brands, per gall on  (20 ga ll ons)
O il , neatafoot ,  per gallon  (50 gallons)
Oil , sweet, per gallon  (100 gallons)
Paint, white lead, per cwt . (5 cwt.)
Potash, American ,  per lb.  (28 lbs.)
Pins, iron panel , 1 and  It inch, per lb.
Pins, brass  panel,  1 and  It inch,  per lb.
'Po 'sh, French,  per gallon
'Peiils, sable  picking out ,  per dozen
Padlocks, 2, 3, and 4 inch, per dozen
Rope, best Europe, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Rope, best Manila, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Rivets and washers, copper, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Steel , blister, best brands, per cwt. (28 lbs.)
Steel, round, square, hexagon, best brands, per cwt. (3
cwt.)
Steel , spring, best brands, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Steel, cast, best brands, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Saws, hand, at each (6)
Screws, all  sizes,  as per printed list, per gross (20 gross)
Screw-drivers, per dozen (1 dozen)
Shovels, No. 4, round-nose, T handles, per dozen (4
dozen)
Soap, soft, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Sponges, common ,  per dozen  (2 dozen)
Silk, latestring, per yard
Silk, green and maroon, per yard
Soda,  washing, per lb.
Tacks, tin, per lb. (6 lbs.)
Tacks, cut, per lb. (6 lbs.)
Tacks, iron, per 1b. (6 lbs.)
Tacks, black, e, J, and 1 inch, per lb.
Thread, sewing, per lb.
Tubing, I.R., per foot
Tallow, best, for lubricating, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Tarpaulins, 25 x 171 feet, at each (12)
Tar, coal, per hhd. (500 gallons)
Tar, Stockholm, per gallon (50 gallons)
Tar brushes, per dozen (1 dozen)
Twine, sewing, per lb.
Twine, tarred, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Twine, packing, per lb. (101bs.)
Varnish, best coach body, per gallon
Waste, white cotton, per cwt. (8 cwt.)
Wire, copper, per lb. (20 lbs.)
Wire, brass, per lb. (20 lbs.)
Wire, steel, per lb. (20 lbs.)
Web, chair, per yard
Wine, spirits of, per gallon
Zinc, sheet,  per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Timber, pine, per 100 feet superficial
Timber, hardwood, 100 feet superficial
Timber, cedar, per foot
Timber, Cudgeree, per 100  feet superficial.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 27th August, 1873.
TO STOREKEEPERS, IRONMONGERS,
AND OTHERS.
STORES, ETC., REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF
THE RAILWAY DEPARTMENT AT IPSWICH.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th
October next, from persons willing to contract for
the supply of the whole or any of the under.
mentioned Stores, &c., in such quantities as may be
required during the year commencing 1st January,
1874, upon the conditions hereafter specified, to be
delivered at the Railway Stores, Ipswich.
Printed Forms of Tender, with lists and further
particulars  specified, may be obtained at this Ofce ;
and at the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum  signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible  persons as  sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the contract,
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event, that they will severally
execute and deliver at the Office of the  Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within seven days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty in the penal sum of £100 for securing such
performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
The Stares to be of the very best description of
their several kinds.
The probable quantities of each article required
are given for the guidance of persons concerned,
but. it must be understood that they are only
approximate, and the Contractors must supply more
or less of each article, as required.
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This Notice  does  not apply to  stores and material
of every  description  required  for the  construction
of new works,  or to any Stores required on
emergency ,  where time will not admit of the
Contractors supplying same to the Railway Stores.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF ARTICLES AND PROBABLE QUANTITIES REQUIRED
FOR THE USE OF THE SOUTHERN AND WESTERN
RAILWAY FOR THE YEAR 1874.
Augers, Matheson's screw, a, 21, 4, and 4, per dozen
(30 dozen)
Axes, American (2 dozen)
Adzes (adozen)
Arsenic  (14  lb.)
Alum (1 cwt.)
Axes, carpenter's broad (I dozen)
Bends, wrought iron for gas tubing a up to 3 inches
(2 dozen)
Bolts, flush for doors (1 dozen)
Bolts, barrel (1 dozen)
Bolts and Nuts, caphead, hexagon, and countersunk,
assorted sizes  (5 cwt.)
Borax (14  lb.)
Brass sheet (28 lb.)
Brooms, bass, per dozen (6 dozen)
Brushes, large banister, per dozen (12 dozen)
Brushes, scrubbing, per dozen (2 dozen)
Brushes, painter's sash tools, Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, per dozen
(12 dozen)
Brushes, French, fitches (2 dozen)
Brushes, large hair sweeping (2 dozen)
Blocks, iron, assorted sizes, single, double, and snatch
(a dozen)
Blocks, wood, ditto, ditto (; dozen)
Braces and Bits, iron (2 dozen)
Braces and Bits, wood (I dozen)
Buckets, galvanised iron (1 dozen)
Bunting, red, white, and green (200 yards)
Bath Bricks (2 gross)
Basil Skins, large (2 dozen)
Blankets, good, 12 x 4 (12 pairs)
Bricks, common (5,000)
Bricks, fire  (1,000)
Canvas, best brands, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 (2,000 yards)
Cement, best brands (25 casks)
Chain, assorted sizes, iron  (5 cwt.)
Chalk, white (1 cwt.)
Ch. Lime (2 cwt.)
Copper, bars (1 cwt.)
Copper, sheets (28 lb.)
Copper, ingots (5 cwt.)
Chairs, cane-seated office (2 dozen)
Cord, say stout fish lines (7 lb.)
Corks, assorted (3 gross)
Crucibles, Morgan's patent (2 dozen)
Chalk Lines (1 dozen)
Chamois Leathers (6 dozen)
Cotton, clean ginned, for polishing (14 lb.)
Calico, for mounting maps (20 yards)
Coal, house, in bags, bags returned (60 tons)
Coal, smithy (150 tons)
Dusters, flannel (20 yards)
Dusters, linen (20 yards)
Duck, English, for tents (100 yards)
Dressed Horse Hides, for  laces  (1 dozen)
Emery Cloth, Nos. 1, IL and 2 (5 reams)
Emery Powder, Nos. 1, 112, and 2 (56 lb.)
Escutcheons, brass (2 dozen)
Files, assorted as per Sheffield list (50 dozen)
Flannel, for floor cloth (20 yards)
Felt, tarred for bridges (100 yards)
Flax, spun for packing (5 cwt.)
Flour, for moulders (I cwt.)
Filters ,  medium size ,  office (a dozen)
Glass, best window  (200 square feet)
Glass, plate (50 square feet)
Glass Coth, Nos. 1, 2, 3 (2 reams)
Glasses, kerosine lamp, assorted  (2 dozen)
Glue (4 cwt.)
Gold Leaf, in books of 50 (20 books)
Gold Size (10 gallons)
Grinding Stones, best (6)
Gum Arabic (28 lb.)
Guttering, 4 to 6 (50 feet)
Gas Piping, k4 to 3 (200 feet)
Hinges, brass butt, assorted sizes (6 dozen)
Hinges, iron  ditto (6 dozen)
Hinges, T, assorted sizes  (6 dozen)
Hammers, fitter's, per lb. (2 dozen)
Handles, American axe (2 dozen)
Handles, pick hickory (40 dozen)
Hose, India-rubber and  canvas ,  assorted sizes, 2 and 3
ply (100 feet)
Hose, canvas, assorted sizes up to 2 (100 feet)
Hooks, reaping (6 dozen)
Horse Hair (2 cwt.)
Hemp, best Tathem's (28 lb.)
Holland, for window blinds (50 yards)
Hooks, brass screw, for notice boards (1 gross)
Iron, round and square, best Best Stafford-1
shire, BBH
Iron, angle, ditto, ditto
Iron, flat, ditto, ditto
Iron, plate, ditto, ditto
Iron, sheet , ditto, ditto
Iron, best Lowmoor bars
Iron, ditto ditto plate
Iron, best galvanised corrugated
Knives, office (2 dozen)
Knives, painter's large flag (I- dozen)
Leather, best belting (1 ton)
Leather, brown bridle (2 cwt.)
Leather, bag ( cwt.)
Lamp Wick,, flat, from a to 2 (100 yards)
Lamp Wick, round, ditto (20 dozen)
Lead, pig (5 cwt.)
Lead, sheet (1 ton)
Lamp Cotton (56 lb.)
Locks, chest and box, assorted  sizes  (6 dozen)
Locks, drawer, ditto (6 dozen)
Locks, rim, complete (6 dozen)
Locks, pad, 3 in. and 221 in. (12 dozen)
Locks, pad, with duplicate keys (6 dozen)
Measuring Tape, metallic, 66 ft. and 33 ft. (2 dozen)
Mops, wool (2 dozen)
Murlin or tar band (2 cwt.)
Monkeys, water (1 dozen)
Metal, Babbit's patent (5 cwt.)
Nails, wire, assorted sizes (a ton)
Nails, clout, ditto (1 cwt.)
Nails, wrought iron, ditto (5 cwt.)
Needles, best sail (5 dozen)
Oil, best refined colza (1,000 gallons)
Oil, Chinese (500 gallons)
Oil, kerosine, approved brands (1,000 gallons)
Oil, neat's foot
}
(1,000 gallons)
Oil, sweet
Oil, linseed, raw and boiled (500 gallons)
Osnaburg (100 yards)
Pins, for papers, assorted sizes (7 lb.)
Paints, Turkey umber, in oil (5 cwt.)
„ patent dryers (5 cwt.)
„ green ground dry (1 cwt.)
„ black (5 cwt.)
„ red lead, ground dry (5 cwt.)
yellow ochre (2 cwt.)
„ black japan (20 gallons)
„ white lead (10 tons)
Prussian blue (56 lb.)
Potash, American (2S lb.)
Potash, Prussian (28 lb.)
Paper, sand, Nos. 1; 2, and  3 (3 reams)
Pliers, assorted (1 dozen)
Pincers, ditto (1 dozen)
Rope, best Europe (5 cwt.)
Rope, Manilla (10 cwt.)
Riddles, assorted mesh (1 dozen)
Rivets and Washers, tinned (20 lb.)
11„ copper (28 lb.)
Rings, brass screw, for notice  boards  (1 gross)
Rings, tinned for tarpaulins  (10 gross)
Ratline, 9 thread (10 cwt.)
Rule, 2 feet (1 dozen)
Steel,  blister, best brands
Steel, spring, ditto
.
(5 cwt.)
Steel, cast, ditto
Saws, hand (1 dozen)
Saws, cross -cut (4 dozen)
Screws, all sizes , as per printed  list (500 gross)
Screws, galvanised iron (1 cwt.)
Screws, coach (2 cwt.)
Stones, fir reaping hooks (5 dozen)
Shovels, No. 4 round nose, T handles (20 dozen),,
Shovels, ditto square ditto, ditto (5 dozen)
Soda, washing (2 cwt.)
Soap, yellow bar (5 cwt.)
Soap, soft (5 cwt.)
Soap, best brown Windsor (12 dozen)
Solder, Tinmau's (28 lb.)
Spirits of Salts (2 gallons)
Scissors, assorted sizes (1 dozen)
Sponges, common  (56 lbs.)
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Sulphur  (14lb.)
Salt ,  common coarse  (3 bags)
Staples, galvanised iron  (10 cwt.)
P'' %moniac (14 lb.)
lilac  (28 lb.)
.hits ,  methylated  (20 gallons)
Tar, coal  (100 hogsheads)
Tar, Stockholm  (150 gallons)
Tin, sheet, XXX (2 cases)
Tin, block (5 cwt.)
Tacks ,  tin (21 lb.)
Tacks ,  cut (14 lb.)
Tacks ,  iron (14 lb.)
Tumblers ,  cut glass  (1 dozen)
Twine, best sail (56 lb_)
Twine,  best packing  (56 lb.)
Turpentine  (50 gall ons)
Tanks ,  malt (20)
Towels,  beet office  (2 dozen)
Tallow, best (1 ton)
Vices,  fitters  (5 cwt.)
Varnish, Noble ' s and Hoare ' s beat hard drying body
(50 gallons)
Waste, j) ite cotton  (3 tons)
Wgter -wells, for copying  (I dozen)
Wax Vestal ,  250's  (6 gross)
Whit'  3 cwt.)
lb.)Wpreted 14
Washers,  iron,  assorted sizes  (50 gross)
Wire ,  copper  (28 1b.)
Wire , braes  (28 lb.)
Wire,  steel  (28 lb.)
Wire,  iron  (28 lb.)
Weighing Machine ,  spring dial for parcels , 112 lb.,
Avery' s or Pooley 's (1 dozen)
Ditto, ditto, to  weigh 1  ton  8)
Ditto, ditto,  to weigh  }  ton (3)
Tiipber ,  pine, per 100 feet superficial  (100,000 feet)
Timber, hardwood ,  ditto  (100,000 feet)
Tiujber,  Rader, per foot  (54,000 feet)
Timber,  Cudgbree,  per 100 feet superficial  (10,000 feet)
The Treasury,
Queensland,  26th September, 1873.
THE following Notipe  to Mariners is publishedfor general  inforp information.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
Office of the Marine Board  of New South Wales,
11th September, 1873.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SUNKEN  WRECK  IN CHANNEL TO TWEED
RIVER.
MASTERS of vessels trading to the Tweed are
hereby informed that the wreck of the schooner
" Bellinger "  lies in the channel leading to the river.
A green buoy has been placed on the wreck, and
a black buoy on the rocks close abreast of it.
Vessels entering the River must therefore pass
between the buoys ,  having the black on the port,
and the green on the starboard hand.
FRANCIS HICKSON,
President.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th September, 1873.
THE following Notices toMariners ar  publishedfor general information.
JOSHUA.  P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the LighthCPO ox
GlenelF Jetty having been burned down, a
y Light'will be exhibited till the Lighthouse"is
rebuilt.
By order,
f EO. E. DRMOLE,
Part  Adelaide,
ec}'etary.
8th September, 1878.
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SOUTH AUSTRALIA -S PENCER'S GULF.
MASTERS of vessels trading to and  fr om Port
Lincoln, Tumby Bay, and Port Augusta are hereby
informed that it has been reported that, a rock, on
which the cutter  "  Secret  "  was totall y lost, exists
about three miles north of Point Bolingbroke and
one mile off the headland.
As this danger lies directly in the track of
vessels trading to and  from Port Lincoln and ports
to the northward ,  masters of such vessels are
hereby directed to give the above reef a wide berth.
t does not appear on any existing chart.it'
R. H. FERGUSSON,
President of the Marine Board
of South Australia.
26th August, 1873.
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
ST. VINCENT'S GULF, SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
ALTERATION OF LIGHTS.
ON and after 1st January ,  1874, a  fixed red light
will be exhibited from the Glenelg Jetty, in lieu of
the present fixed green light.
On and after 1st January, 1874 ,  a fixed green
light will  be exhibited from. the Semaphore Jetty,
in lieu of the present  fixed  red light.
Early in 1874 ,  a revolving white  light, on the
Holophotal system, will be exhibited from the
Port Adelaide Lighthouse, in lieu of the present
fixed  white light.
Furtl}er particulars will be given when details
are perfected.
R. H. FERGUSSON,
President  Marine Board,
South Australia.
Port Adelaide,
28th August, 1873.
ON and after the 16th instant,  a Branch of the
Government Savings Bank will be established
at Burrenda ,  under the charge of  Mr. ALEXANDER
THOMPSON.
W. L. G. DREW,
Under- Secretary.
ANNUAL PASTORAL RENT LIST FOR 1873.
THE attention of Crown Lessees, and others,
is directed to the  Queensland Government
Gazette  of 5th August ,  1873, containing a list of
all  Rents and Assessments due and payable at the
Treasury on or before 30th Septmeber, 1878.
The  Gazette  may be seen at any Court House
}}n the Colony on application to the C.P .S., or may
be obtained direct from the Government Printing
Office by remitting the sum of one shi ll ing.
J. P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 10th June, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above  are now open  at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh ,  Bowen  (Port Denison
Brisbane , Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card.
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamu lla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad.
Stone , Goodna, Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Gypipie,
Ipswich, Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborougb, Milchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek , Nanango , 'Nebo, Normapton,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Shippip g  Office
(Brisbane ),  Springsure , S. and WP. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
aroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Westwood.
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Deposits of five shill ings upwards will be received
from any depositor ,  subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest  will be allowed  on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding  £100, but not
exceeding  £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding  £`200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further  information  can be obtained by applying,
either by  letter or in person,  at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
General Post Office,
Queensland , 18th September, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE 1874-5.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
S
EPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, and
will be received until noon of SATURDAY,
the 1st November  next , for the conveyance of Post
Office Mails ,  as undermentioned ,  from the 1st
January, 1874.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously on
application at any Post Office in the colony, and
may be forwarded  (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words  "Tender
for the Conveyance  of Mails,"  together with the
number of the service  endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the  Tender Box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below ,  the mail services  for which they
tender,  and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire service as  called for.
Tenders, on  separate forms ,  are required for each
service ,  as we ll  as  for the periods mentioned,
namely ,  one year or  two years.
Every Tender  must bear  the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster  .General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of  the contract.
The general  conditions  referred to in the printed
form of tender  can be  inspected at the General
Post Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
The Government  will not necessarily  accept the
lowest or  any tender.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster -General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
Service - From and to ,  and to and from :-
37. Dalby and Gayndah,  via  Jimbour, Burran-
dowan, Boondooma ,  and Cooranga .-By coach,
once or twice a-week, for one or two years.
104. Gayndali and Mount Perry.-By coach,
once or twice a-week ,  for one or two years.
Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1873.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS, 1874-5.
SERVICES No. 61 (Gainsford and Copper-field), and o . 81 (Westwood and Gainsford),
are withdrawn  from list of Tenders called for
on 13th August, 1873.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
General Post Ofoe,
Queensland ,  13th August, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE, 18746.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
S
EPARATE  Tenders are hereby invited, and
will be received until noon of SATURDAY,
the 11th October next, for the  conveyance of Post
Office Mails,  as undermentioned ,  from the 1st
J anuary, 1874.
All Tenders are required to be  written on a form,
printed copies of  which  may -be had gratuitously on
application at  any  Post Office in the Colony, and
may be forwarded  (if by  post, prepaid )  addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words  "  Tender.
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the Tender Box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail services for which they
tender, and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire  service as  called for.
Tenders ,  on separate forms, are required for each
service, as we ll  as for the periods mentioned,
namely, one year or two years.
Every Tender  must bear  the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer,  and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on the 20th October next, and must then
be prepared, if called on, forthwith to pay to the
Postmaster-General a sum equal to ten per cent. of
the amount of such of their tenders as may be
accepted,  as a guarantee  until their bonds and con-
tracts hall  be executed.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender can be inspected at the General Post
Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
THOS . L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster -General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
Service - From and to, and to  and from : -
Number of Service-2 .  Brisbane ,  Tingalpa, and
Cleveland.-By coach ,  twice a week ,  for one or two
years.
6. Brisbane and Nerang Creek ,  vid  Eight-mile
Plains ,  Logan Reserve ,  Waterford ,  Beenleigh,
Pimpama ,  Coomera, and Coombambah .- By coach,
three times a week ,  for one or two years.
7. Brisbane and Gympie ,  via Stewart 's Ferry,
Yandina, and One-mile Creek .- By coach ,  twice a
week, for one or two years.
55.  Roma and Taroom,  via  Euthe lla, Mya ll
Downs, Mount Hutton, Baroondah ,  Googarry,
Euroombah ,  and Kinnoul .- By horse, once a week,
for one or two  years.
8. Neran gg  Creek and Kynumboon .- By horse,
twice a week, for one or two years.
11. Brisbane ,  Rocky Waterholes ,  Oxley ,  Goodna,
and Ipswich.-By coach, twice a day  (except Sun-
days ),  and expresses when required ,  for one or two
years. The distance to be curtailed as the railway
traffic is extended ,  a proportionate reduction of
payment being made.
13. Dalbyy  and Condamine,  via  Kogan and
Wombo .- By coach, twice a week ,  for one or two
years.
14. Condamine and Roma,  via  Morabie ,  Wa llum-
billa,  and Blythedale .- By coach ,  twice a week, for
one or two years.
15. Roma and Mitche ll  Downs, via Mount Abun-
dance, Bungeworgorai ,  Bindango ,  and Amby Downs.
- By horse, twice a week, for one or two years.
16. Mitche ll  Downs and Charlevi lle.-By horse
twice a week ,  for one or two years.
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17. Brisbane, Caboolture, and Jimna,  via  Durun-
dur and Kilcoy .- By horse,  once a week ,  for one or
two years.
x.22. Ipswich and Unumgar (N.S.W.),  via  Peak
iotel, One Eye Waterhole, Dugandan, Coochin
Coochin, and Maroon.-By horse, once a week, for
one or two years.
26. Toowoomba and Emu Creek,  via  Highfields.
-By horse, once a week, for one or two years.
27. Toowoomba and Drayton.-By horse, twice
a day, for one or two years.
29. Cambooya and Leyburn.-By horse, twice a
week, for one or two years. In times of flood,
mails to be conveyed  from  and to Warwick and
Leyburn.
34. Dalby Post Office and the Railway Station.-
By coach, once a day (except Sundays), for one or
two years.
36. Dalby and Goondiwindi,  via  Broadribb's,
Gore 's, Jolly 's, Liscomb's, St. Ruth 's, Cecil Plains,
Western Creek, Wyaga,  Bi lla . Billa, Gooda, and
Yambercolli .- By horse ,  once a week ,  for one or
two years.
36. Dalby  and St. George, via  Halliford, We-
ranga ,  Tartha„ Cooroorah ,  Coomrith ,  Canmaroo,
West  Teelbar ,  Kooroona ,  Balledine ,  Warre, and
West  Haran .- By horse ,  once  a week, for one or
two years.
37. Dalby and Gayndah,  via  Jimbour,  Burran-
dowan ,  Boondooma ,  and Cooranga .-By horse, or
by two-horse  mail cart, once  a week, for  one or two
years.
44. Warwick  and Stanthorpe ,  via  Maryland
(N. S. W.). By coach,  six times a week, for one
or two years.
45. Cunnamulla and Thorgomindah ,  via Sharpe's,
Eulo, Doyle's  (Yowar ),  Brookes and Sadler's, and
Sullivan 's Gumhole Station.- By horse, once a
week, for one  or two years.
46. Goondiwindi  and  Mungindi, via Callandoon,
Winton, Welltown, Talwood, and Wilverah (in
time of flood, via Picton 's, between  Talwood and
Mungindi).-By  horse, once a week ,  for one or two
years.
48. Condamine  and Surat ,  via  Undullab, Murilla,
Warkon, Combarngo, and Noorindoo.-By horse,
once  a week ,  for one or two years.
49. St. George and Curriwillinghi,  via  Bombah,
Doondi, Curriwildi, Nee Nee, Boorimberra, and
Euraba.-By horse,  once a week , for one or two
years.
50. Maryborough and Gympie,  via  Tiaro, Owan-
yilla, and  Gootchy.- By coach, six times a week,
for one or  two years.
52. St .  George and  Mitchell Downs,  via  Wagaby,
Wondan, Cashmere No. 10, Waterloo, Perwell,
Glencoe, Hillsborough, and Foyle View.-By horse,
once  a week, for  one or two years.
53. Condamine and Taroom,  via  Tieryboo, Wal-
lann, Juandah ,  and Rochdale .- By horse, once a
week, for one or two,  years.
54. Gympie and One-mile Creek.-By horse,
once a day, for one or two years.
56. Gympie and Tewantin.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years, subject to three months
notice.
59. Maryborough Post Office and the Wharf, to
meet every  steamer .-By dray, for one or two years.
60. Rockhampton Post Office and the Railway
Station.-By coach, twice a day, except Sundays,
for one or two years.
64. Maryborough and Gayndah,  via  Degilbo.-
By coach ,  twice a week ,  for one or two years.
65. St. Lawrence Post Office  and Steamers at
the Wharf, Broadsound.-By horse, to meet
steamers and vessels  carrying  mails,  for one or two
years.
67. St. Lawrence and Nebo,  via  Collaroy, Tiery-
woomba, and Funnel Creek.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
68. Westwood,  Banana , and Taroom,  via  Cal-
liungal, Rannes, Kyanga, Walloon, Camboon, Cra-
cow, and Cockatoo.,-By horse,  once a week, for
one or two  years.
70. Mackay and Nebo ,  via  Hazlewood.-By
horse, once a week ,  for one or  two years.
71. Nebo and Copperfield,  via  Oxford Downs,
Police Barracks, Grosvenor Downs, Tinwald Downs,
Spring Diggings, Wolfang, and Clermont.-By
horse, once a week, for one or  two  years.
73. Clermont and Beaufort,  via  Western Dig-
gings, Police Barracks, Rolfe's, Banchory, and Sur-
biton, returning from Beaufort,  via  Craven, Bely-
ando Hotel, Banchory, Blue Mountain Peak, Police
Barracks, Red Rock Valley, Oakey Creek Hotel,
and Western Diggings.-By horse, once a week, for
one or two years.
74. Clifton and Spring Creek.-By horse, once a
day (except Sundays) for one or two years.
75. Warwick and Leyburn, via Toolburra and
Talgai.-By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
76. Rockhampton and St. Lawrence,  via  Yaamba,
Princhester, Police  Barracks , Marlborough, Too-
loomba, and Waverley.-By horse, once a week, for
one or two years.
83. Blacka ll  and Bowen Downs ,  via  Home Creek,
Cameron 's,  Aramac,  and Ravenshead .- By horse,
once a week, for one or two years.
84. Warwick Post Office and the Railway Station.
-By coach, twice a day (except Sundays), for one
or two years.
85. Gayndah and Banana ,  via  Dalgangal ,  Rawbelle
Cattle Station, and Belmont.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
87. Walloon and Sandy Creek (Mount Esk), via
Glamorgan Vale and Tarampa.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
89. Gladstone and Kariboe,  via  Ten-mile Creek,
Boyne Reef, Mann's, Riverston, Barmundoo, and
Milton, with  extension  to Kroombit Copper
Mines -. By horse ,  once a week ,  for one or two
years.
103. Gladstone  and Banana , vid Calliope Dig-
gings, East Stowe, Catfish, Upper Calliope Station,
Mount Alma, Callide, Prairie, and Koomgal.-By
horse ,  once a week ,  for one or two years.
104. Gayndah and Mount Perry.-By horse,
twice a week, for one or two years.
105. Rockhampton,  Cawarral, and  Hewittville.-
By coach, once a week, for one or two years (sub-
ject to three months' notice).
109. Gainsford and Springsure, via Wooroonga,
Barangah, Bauhinia Downs ,  Albinia Downs, Meteor
Downs, Orion Downs, and Rainworth.-By horse,
once a week ,  for one or two years.
111. Springsure and Beaufort,  via  Glenlee, Echo
Hills, and Avoca.-By horse,  once  a week, for one
or two years.
112. Tambo and Isis Downs,  via  Elizabeth Creek,
Forest Hill, Ravensbourne, Moorsland, Terrick
Terrick, Wooroolali, Malvern Hills, Thornleigh,
and Portland.-By horse, o i ,e a week, for one or
two years.
115. Gympie and Kilkivan,  vid  Black Snake.-
By horse, once a week (subject to three months'
notice).  -
117. Kariboe and Mount Perry.-By horse, once
a week, for one or two years.
127. Degilbo and Mount Perry.-By horse, once
it week, for one or two years.
130. Bundaberg and Mount Perry via  Bingera,
Gin Gin, Moolboolaman, Boolboonda, and Walea.-
By horse, twice a week, for one or two years.
131.  Eulo and Hoodaville.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
133. Elizabeth Creek and Thorgomindah, via Lis-
towel Downs, Tintinchilla, Commongin, Ardoch, and
Norley.-By horse, once a fortnight, for one or
two years.
135. Stanthorpe and Ballandean, and Stanthorpe
and Bookookoorara.-By coach, twice a week, for
one or  two years.
139. St. George and Cunnamulla (route to be
determined).-By horse, once a fortnight, for one
or two years.
140. Thorgomindah and Hoodsville.-By horse,
once a week, for one or two years.
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141. Hawkwood and Caamboon,  via  Yerilla,
Redbank Township. Redbank Station. Calrossie,
and Knockbreak.-By horse, once a week, for one
or two years.
142. Cawarral and Toorilla,  via  Mulambin,
Taranganba , Bald Hills Township, Bamoyea,
Byfield, Raspberry Creek, Tilpal, and Banksia
Plains .-By horse,  once  a week, for one or two
years.
144. Clermont and Aramac (route to be deter-
mined ).-By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
General Post Office,
Queensland, 8th August, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE 1874-5.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
119. Gilberton  and Georgetown .--By horse, once
week, for one or two years.
120. Georgetown  and Normanton .-By horse,
once a fortnight,  for one or  two years.
122. Bowen Downs and Hughenden.-By horse;
once a fortnight, for one or two years.
124. Cloncurry and Normanton,  ma Sheaffes,
Dalgonally, Millengera, Taldora, Conobie, Clifton,
Sorghum Downs, and Bynoe.- By horse, once a
month, for one or two years.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  24th September, 1813.
HIS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to cancel the Prison Regulations for the treatment
of Habitual Offenders ,  published in the Govern-
ment Gazette  of Saturday ,  the 6th  September,
1873, and to approve of the subjoined Amended
Regulations ,  to be substituted  in  lieu thereof,
which are hereby published  for general informa-
tion.
SEPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, and
J will be received until noon of SATURDAY,
the 11th October next, for the conveyance of Post
Office  Mails , as undermentioned, from the 1st
January, 1874.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies  of which may be had gratuitously on
application at any Post Office in the colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words "  Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the Tender Box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below,  the mail  services  for which they
tender, and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire  service as  called for.
Tenders,  on separate  forms, are required for each
service, as we ll  as  for the periods mentioned,
namely , one year or two years.
Every Tender must bear the  bond  fide  signatures
of the  tenderer ,  and two  responsible persons wi lling
to become  bound with him in such  sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount  of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to be in  attendance  at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane , on the 20th October next, and must then
be prepared, if called on, forthwith to pay to the
Postmaster -General  a sum  equal to ten per cent. of
the amount of such of their tenders as may be
accepted  as a guarantee  until their bonds and con-
tracts sha ll be executed.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender can, be inspected at the General Post
Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or  any Tender.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster-General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
Service -From and  to, and  to and from
Number of Service.-80. Bowen and Mackay,
via  Newstead, Proserpine, Gogango, Bloomsbury,
St. Helen's, Jollimount, and Cook's Station.-By
horse, once a fortnight, for one or two years.
86. Bowen and Nebo,  via  Bowen Crossing, Nor-
manby Goldfield, Blenheim, McEwan's, Lake
Elphinstone, and Fort Cooper, including Bowen
Run  and Sonoza .- By horse, once  a week ,  for one
or two years.
92. Bowen and  Ravenswood.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years ; route to be  determined.
94. Townsville and Dalrymple.-By horse, once
a week, for one or two years.
95. Dalrymple and Cape River Goldfields.-By
horse, once a week, for one or two years.
100. Richmond Downs and the Cloncurry River
via  Minnimere  and MacGillivrays.-By horse, once
a month, for one or two years.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN  BRAMSTON.
TREATMENT OF PRISONERS ON SECOND AND
SUBSEQUENT CONVICTIONS.
Prisoners whose sentences do not exceed twelve
months, shall be kept  under separate treatment for
the whole of that term. For the first two months
of their  sentence , the door of the cell in which they
are confined shall be continually kept closed ; and,
for the remainder of the term, the cell door shall be
left open. The prisoner, whilst  so confined, shall
be employed  at tailoring ,  shoemaking ,  or other
suitable work.
Prisoners whose sentences are for more than
twelve months, but do not exceed two years, shall
be kept under separate treatment for twelve
months .  For the first two months of that term they
shall be confined  in a cell , the door of which shall
be continually kept closed; and, for the following
ten months of that term, the door  of the cell in
which they  are confined shall  be left open ; and
they shall be employed, whilst so confined, at
tailor ing, shoemaking ,  or other suitable work. For
the remaining  twelve months of their  sentence,
they shall be kept at work at the same trades, in
the D yard.
Prisoners whose sentences are for two years and
upwards, shall be kept under separate treatment
for twelve months-for the first two months of the
term in a cell,, the door of which shall be con-
tinually closed ; tand, for the following ten months,
in a cell, the door of which shall be open. Whilst
in the cell , they shall be employed  at tailoring,
shoemaking ,  or other suitable work.
On their release from separate treatment, they
shall be kept at work at the same trades for twelve
months, in  the D  yard, at the expiration  of which
term ,  if their conduct has been good ,  they shall  be
removed into the gaol workshops and associated in
labor with the other pri soners. In the event of
any misconduct , they  sha ll  be immediately returned
into the D yard.
The D  yard is set apart expressly for the use of
this class of prisoners.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane,  26th September, 1873,
NOTICE.
IN accordance with the 5th section of  " The
Marriage Act"  (28th Victoria, No. 15), it is
hereby notified that
The Revd. WILLIAM JOSEPH HUGILL, Minister of
the Church of England, Leyburn, and
The Revd. JAMES FERGUSON, Minister of the
Presbyterian Church, Springsure,
are duly registered in this office as Ministers of
Religion authorised to celebrate  Marriages in
Queensland.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
SALE OF RUNS IN SETTLED DISTRICTS BY AUCTION.
pursuance of the Regulations proclaimed respectively on the 4th January and 8th March, 1872,
I under the provisions  of  " The  Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of 1868,"  it is hereby notified for general
information ,  that a lease for five years of the Runs  of Crown  lands hereunder desc ri bed ,  which have become
vacant by forfeiture or otherwise ,  will be offered for Sale by Pub lic Auction ,  at the Auction Rooms of
A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane , on TUESDAY,  28th October ,  1873, at Eleven o 'clock a.m.
The upset price per square mile at which each run wi ll  be offered ,  according to the estimated area,
in each case ,  is one pound sterling, and the  highest  amount bid sha ll  be the annual rent for the term
of five years ,  ending on the 31st December, 1878.
A deposit of the whole an,onnt  bid, being  the first year 's rent ,  will have to be paid at the time of
sale ; each  subsequent year 's rent will require to  be paid at the Treasury.
The runs offered for sale under this Notice wi ll  be subject to general selection, under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of 1868 ,"  and in the case of an area exceeding one square mile
being ali enated in one or more years, a proportional reduction of rent will  be made in the payment
fo llowing such alienation.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the runs, may be obtained by application
to the Under Secretary for Lands,  Brisbane.
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Commencing where the western boundary of Mount Pleasant
Run crosses the Bogie River ,  and bounded thence on the
east by portion of said boundary ,  being a line south about
two hundred and forty chains  ;  thence on the south by a
line bearing west sixteen degrees north about one thousand
and twenty chains  ;  thence on the west by a line bearing
north to the Bogie River about four hundred and eighty
chains ; and thence on the north by said  ri ver upwards to
the point of commencement
SALE AT THE  AUCTION Rooms OF A. MARTIN, QUEEN  S TREET, BRISBANE, ON TUESDAY, THE
28TH  OCTOBER, 1873.
Date  of
a 4
Lot. Name of Run. Description of Boundaries . Expiration
fo Leme.
pm m
£ e. d.
1
2
Eton  Vale ...
Greycliffe ...
731
42
C. J. GRAHAM.
31st Dec.,
1878.
1 0 0
PORT CURTIS  DISTRICT.
Commencing at the south corner of Call iungle Conso lidation 31st Dec., 1 0 0
No. 3, at the  Lily  Waterholes, Kroombit Creek, and 1878.
bounded thence on the  north-east by the aforesaid con-
solidation in a north-westerly direction about seventeen
miles to the range dividing the watershed of the Kroombit
and Rannes Creeks  ;  thence by that range southerly about
thirteen miles ; thence on the south by a line beaming
east about seven miles to the point of commencement
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 1st August, 1873.
T is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  " The Grown
I Lands Alienation Act  of 1868 " (31 Victoria, No. 46), has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads ; and all  persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing ,  within two months from this date.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BB CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Pari sh. Area.
A. B. P.
1 A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay Road separating portions 69A, 69B , Cambooya ... ... 6 0 6
72A, and 728, from portions 68A,
688, 73A, and 73B
2 A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay Road separating portions 67A, 67B, Cambooya ... 6 0 13
74A, and 7413, from portions 66A,
666, 66o, 66n ,  75A, 756 ,  75c, and
75D
3 A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay Road  separating  portions SIB, 81A,  Cambooya ... 10 886
from 80A, 806 ,  and 82B,  81B, 808,
796, 78D, from 83A, 83F, 84A, 848,
85A, 85B i
4 A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay Road separating portions 83n, 83F, Cambooya ... 8 0 5
84A, 84B ,  85A, 85B ,  from portions
1, 2, 3, 4, 86, and 87
5 A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay Road separating portions 34A and I Cambooya ... ... 2 3 34
34B from portions 35A and 356
6 A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay Road separating portions 38A and Cambooya 8 0 0
7
38B from portions 39A and 39B
1 A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay Road separating portions 3 and 5 Ramsay ... ... ... 6 3 30
from portions 6 and 10
NOTE.- The above  Goads are  proposed to be closed In consequence of a new Road being about to be opened to Cambooya Railway
Station.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  25th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a New Road from Gatton to Cressbrook, parishes Clarendon and Buaraba, county of Ca 4 n-
dish: Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ;
and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive
Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the forma-
tion of the Road in question.
N.18°  OE.  6 20 l
380  30' 10 42 l1 chain 2 3 17
337° 0' 4 73 1(
321° 0' 10 22
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM  GATTON TO  CiRESSBBOOK ,  PARISHES CLARENDON AND BUABABA,
COUNTY OF CAVENDISH,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
later
No. of Reputed Length Breadth
Selec- Owner . Bea ri ngs . in Chains .  of Road.
lion.
Area. Remarks.
I 1 ohs. lks. A. R. P.
1 Commencing  at the southern 1,330 A. V. Carpen -  N. 17° 0' E. 32 72 1 chain 3 1 3
boundary of Portion 189, dale
parish of Clarendon, and
running  northerly to its
northern boundary
2 Commencing at the western  1,061 J .  A. and J. P
bounda ry of Portion  4, Bell
parish of Buaraba ,and run-
ning north -easterly and
north- westerly to the nor-
thern boundary
3 A strip of land running  nor- 1,080 Ditto
therly along the eastern,
bounda ry of Portion 3,
Open forest ,  unfenced
and unimproved.
Scrubby forest.
N. 369°  16' E. 6  74 1 chain 0 3 10 Forest land.
parish of Buaraba
4 Commencing at the western  1 1,061 Ditto ...
boundary of Port ion 4, and
running no rt h -easterly to
Buaraba Creek
5 Commencing on Buaraba  1 1,062 Ditto ...
Creek ,  and running no rt h-
easterly to the  eastern
boundary  of Portion 5,
parish of Buaraba
$ Commencing  on Running  1,754 W.  Pat ri ck...
Creek,  and running nor-
therly along the eastern
boundary of Portion 17,
parish of Buaraba
7 Commencing on the western 4,981 S.  Watson ...
boundary of Portion 28,
pariah of Buaraba .  and run-
ning  north -easterly to its
no rt hern bounda ry
N. 22° 15'E. 21 18 } 1 chain 2 1 7 Sound flat.260 0' 3 00 f
N. 25° 0' E. 9 58
364° 0' 1 40 }1 chain 2 020 Forest land.4° 30' 7 8242° 0' 2 87
N. 369° 36'  E. 51 00 1 chain 6 0  16 Forest land.
N. 26° 30' E. 14 36 1 chain  1 1 13 Forest land.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  1st September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Selections 201, and Portion 49, parish of Indooroopilly : Notice is
hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in
force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ;
and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive
Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation
of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-3177. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  THROUGH SELECTION  201, AND PORTION 49,  PARISH OF  INDOOROOPILLY,
COUNTY OF STANLEY, TO  BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER  THE  ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
Register
No. Portion of Road .  No. of Reputed Owner.
Selection.
I Commencing at the 1314
north-west  corner of
selection 201, and
running  southerly to
its southern  boundary
2 Commencing on the
north  boundary of
portion 49,  and run-
ning southerly and
westerly to a reserved
road
Occupier.
By Command,
J. MA  BON  THOMPSON.
Bearings. Length  Breadthin chains. of Road.
ohs. Iks.
M. Moffatt ... N. 187'32'E.  6 76
N. 183° 7' E. 4 60
N. 1990 28' E. 2 15
J. McGrath ... N. 199° 28'E. 0 73
N. 238° 13' E. 1 26
N. 276° 28' E. 4 20
Area.
A. R. P.
Irregular 1 3 7
width
Irregular 0 2 14
width
Remarks.
Forest land, un-
fenced and
uncultivated.
Forest and,
partly fenced
and occupied.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  16th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
r
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it  expedient
to open a new Road from Mount Perry to Boolboonda, Wide Bay  and Burnett  District, county
of Bowen  : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line
of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at
the Police Office, Teningering ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM MOUNT PERRY TO BOOLBOONDA , WIDE BAY AND  BuuNBTT
DISTRICT ,  COUNTY  OF BOWEN, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  ',A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Port ion of Road.
Register
No. of
Mineral Reputed Owner. Occupier. Bearings.
Seleo-
tion.
Length Breadth Area
n Chains .  of Road.
Remarks.
I
links, chs .  lka. A. X. P.
I Th ro ugh po rt ion of se -  200 D.  and J .  Pollock D. and J .  Pol- N. 3449  30'  E. 881 0 150 1 2 7 Freehold; por-
lection lock tion xii i. ;
open forest;
fenced in.
2 Through weste rn  port ion 210 E .  Vickery ...  ...  N. 344°  80' E. 419 0 150 8 1 32 Open fore st.
of selection from no rt h .  N. 331° E . ...  1,052 0 150
west boundary of por -  N. 327° 30'  E. 757 0 150
tion 200 N .  355° E ....  65 0 150
3 Through no rt h portion 1,943 J.  Marshall  .. ...  N. 343° 85' E. 451 0 150 1 3 21 Open forest.
of selection N. 332°  53' E. 814 0 150
4 Through no rt h  -  west 883 Alex .  Walker  ... ...  N. 14° 30'  E. 113 0 150  4  3 13 Open forest
portion of selection in N. 58°  2lr E. 669 0 150 and lronbark
no rt h -eeaterlydltectton N. 60° 60'  E. 467 0 150 ridges.
5 Through  north-west and  230  Forbes ,  Walker,
N. 52° 20' E. 629 0 150
N. 64° 35'  E. 808 0 150
N. 48° E . ...  348 0 150
N. 38° E . ...  215 0 150
N. 38° E, ... 630 0 150 3 2 11 Iro nbark
of selection  Fife, and Collier N. 23° E. 333 0  150 forest and
e Through north -west por-
tion of selection
7 Through  south-east por-
tion of  selection
N. 348° 20' E. 687 0  150 ridgy coun-
N. 367°  E. ... 739  0 150 try.
215 Maher and Webb .. , N. 357°  E. ... 51 0 150 3 0 11 Open fore st.
N.17° 45'  E. 984 0 150
N. 34° 30' E.  260 0 150
N. 38° 10' E. 754 0 150
1,444  Oxley,  Kennedy , ... N. 38° 10' E. 336 0 150  3 0 33 Open forest.
and  W rafter  N .  38° 40' E. 269 0 150
N. 930  25' E. 712 0 150
N. 86° 40'  E. 641 0 150
N. 43° E . ...  288 0 160
8 Thro ugh centre of selec- '  1,925  B.  Robe rt s  ... ...  N. 20° E. 325 0  160 4 3 35 Open forest;
Lion. in no rt h-easterl y N. 14° 46' E, 777 0 150  net  and low
dire ction  N. 26° 30' E. 531  0 150 ridg es .
N. 44° 30' E.  697 0 150
N. 46° 30' E. 528 0 150
N. 56° 30' E. 398 0 150
9 Through  centre  of selec-
tion in northerly direc-
tion
734 Reuben Hall ... N. 56° 30' E. 291
N. 7° 46'E....  1,069
0
0
150 9 2 20
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
.V. 360° E.... 1,190 0
N. 363° 40' E. 1,155 0
N. 14° E, ... 860 0
N. 30° E . ...  910 0
N. 351°  E.... 345 0
N. 8° 3' E . ,.,  531 0
150 3 0 1 Open fores t ;
150  list  and low
150 undulating
ridges.
10 Thro ugh eastern  portion 1 1,074 Finney,  Isles ,  and ... N. 8° 3' E.... 137 0
of selection  in northerly Stewart N .  10° 30' E. 978 0
direction  Y.9° 30'  E.... 893 0
11 From  western co rn er,  891 0 .  von Koss ...
running  easterly
N. 88° E . ...  813 0 160 5 3 38 Open forest.
N.109 °  E..,, 754 0 150
N. 86° E. :.. 1,049 0 150
N. 64° E .  407 0 150
N. 105° E.... 1,118 0 150
12 Through south portion 1,112 Finney ,  Isles, and  ...  N. 18° 20'  E. 138 3 0 6 2 27
of selection Co. N. 69° 45' E. 879 8 0
N. 112° E . ...  678 8 0
N. 76° E. ..  924 8 0
N. 120°  $0'  E. 101 3 0
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane,  8th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having  deemed it expediaitto op n a new Road thr ugh Portion 2, parish of Allora, county of  Merivale  : Notice is hereby
given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now  in force in this
Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road  above-mentioned ,  are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Warwick;  and all persons
interested therein are  requested  to transmit , in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive  Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the  formation of the
Aoad in  question.
73-2232-W. By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOS OF  43 FERENCE  OF ROAD  THROUGH PORTION  2, PARISH or ALLOBA ,  COUNTY  OF MERIVALE, TO
BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Port ion of Road.
Register
No. of Reputed iO B i Length in Breath of Area R rksSelec-
tion.
Owner. ccup er . ngs.ea r Chains. Road. . .ema
ohs. lke. A* It.  P.
... J.W. Buck- Unoccupied N. 360° E. 11 35 One chain 1 0 21 Unimp ro ved open
land plain ; east and
west boundaries
fenced.
Commencing on the
south boundary of
Portion 2,  pariah of
A llora,  at the bridge
Over Dalrymple Creek,
and running no rt h to
its no rt hern boun-
dary
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  8th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Selections, Warwick Register, Nos. 430 and 634, and Maryland Run
North, county of Merivale : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 Willi} IV., No. 11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing # 1e in-
tended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the
Po lice Office, Warwick ; and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing, to the
Clerk of the Executive Jouncil, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-3307-W. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS ,  WARWICK REGISTER , Nos.  430 AND 634, AND
MARYLAND RUN NORTH ,  COUNTY  OF MERIVALE, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER
THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4  WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No.. Port ion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier .  Beari ngs.
I Commencing from Mr. ...  Held under ;  M. H. Marsh
Roeh ri cht 's survey of pastoral
road,  Warwick to lease by
Maryland ,  at his Sta -  M. H. Marsh]
tion No .  158, distant
34 chains 4 links
northerly from the
boundary of New
South Wales ,  and run-
fling  north-westerly
through Maryland Run
North to the south
boundary of Warwick
Register No. 430
2 Commencing on the War-  George Fagg George Fagg
south boundary of wick
Selection ,  Warwick Register
Register ,  No. 430,  and No. 430
running about nort h
by east to  its nor-
thern boundary
3 Commencing  on the War -  Henry  Jones  Unoccupied
south boundary of wick
Selection ,  Warwick  Register'
Register ,  No. 534,  and No. 634
running nort h-east-
erly to junction with
Mr.Roehrieht 'ssurvey
of road . Warwick t.J
Maryland ,  new  the
23-mile tree
BreadthLength Area.in Chains. Road.
ohs. Ike. A. R. P.
N. 357° E. 1 00)
341° 46'  29 003Wc
30'  6 00
307° 30'  6 82
346° 00'  15 00
337° 00'  7
353° 00'  13
38
50 [
Two
chains 126
318° 0(Y  12
113650001
0
00
0
316° 30'  2 39
1360°  17 6
354° 10 40)
354° 00' 4 60)
28° 15' 17 001 Two36° 30' 10 00, chains }1010°45' 16 00
31° 10' 3 54
31° 10'  19 17 Two
chains
3
Remarks.
Sendyridgesthick4y
timbered with
stringybark, gum,
1 7 box,  and apple,
withunderg rowtb
of oak, dogwood,
and wattle ; no
imp ro vements.
I-
ickly -  ti mbered
sandy ridges.
030 Southern boundaryfenced;  part of
selection oultivgted.
but  riot near road
3 13  Unimproved ;  thickly
timbered sandy
ridges.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane,  8th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST NOTICE.
fl IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open a new Road from Main Ipswich and Toowoomba R ad to Lockyer 's Creek ,  parish of
Lockyer ,  county of Cavendish  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William  IV., No.  11, and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the
intended line of Road above-mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, and at
the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any we ll -grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-3391-W .  J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF BRANCH ROAD FROM MAIN IPSWICH AND TOOwOOMBA ROAD TO L0cKYER's
CREEK, PARISH OF LocxvER ,  COUNTY OF CAVENDISH ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD
UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO.11.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of I Reputed
Mae -  Owner.
Lion.
Occupier. Bearings .  Lengths . Breadth Area .  Remarks.of RwAL
1 Commencing on the 285  Alexander Alexander
north bank  of Lock- Ipswich Victor  victor
yer's Creek  at the Register Carpendale Carpendale
confluence of Sandy
Creek therewith, and
running north-wes-
terly through portion
No. 139 to its no rt h-
west boundary
Hodgson, Unoccupied
McLean,
and Green
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane,  8th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Hendon to A llora, parish of A llora, county of Merivale :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 Wi lliam IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this Colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, and at the Police
Office ,  Warwick  ;  and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any we ll -grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
73-2584-W.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  FROM HENDON  TO ALLORA , PARISH  OF ALLOBA ,  COUNTY OF MERIVALE,
TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER  THE ACT OF CouNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
Port ion of Road.No.
Commencing on the
south boundary of
Ooomburra pre-emp-
tive 22, and running
no rt h and no rt h-
easterly to its nor-
thern boundary
Register'
No. of Reputed
Selec- Owner.
tion.
McLean ,  Unoccupied  i  N. 359° 51' E.
Hodgson, I 23° 46'
and Green
Occupier. Bearings. Length Breadth Area .  Remarks.in Chains . of Road.
1
2 Commencing on the
south boundary of
Portion 134, parish of
A llora, and running
north -easterly to its
north -east corner
A sma ll  triangular por-
tion  out  of the south-
east oornerof Port ion
101, parish of Allors
Commencing at the
south-west corner of
Portion 41, par ish of
A llora,  and running
north-easterly to its
northern boundary
Commencing on the
south boundary of
Portion 40, pa rish of
Allora ,  and running
no rt h -easterly to its
no rt hern boundary
Commencing on the
south boundary of
Portion 39,  and run-
ning no rt h-easterly
i.. to its northern  boun-
dary
5
0
Hodgson, Unoccupied
McLean,
and Green
cbs. lks .  ohs. Ike.  A.  X.  F.
318° 46'  8 79 (Irregular )  3 2 11 Selection under 1888
311° 30' 25 DO  1 00 Act .  Sound open
fiat, rich pasture,
enclosed paddock.
By Command,
chs. Iks. Ohs.  1ks. A.  x.  P.
16 33 0 150 8 1 18 Open black -Boil  plain.
26 10  West  and south
bounda ry  fenced.
N. 23° 45' 22 42 0 150  3 1 0 Open black -roll plain.
N. 28° 15' 0 36 0 0 f Open black -soil plain.
oodogson,  Unoccupied  N. 28° 16'  18 85 0 150 2 3 3 Open black -so il plain.
M
and Green
Hodgson ,  Unoccupied  N. 28?  15' 19 32 0 150 2 3 20 Unimproved black-
McLean,
and Green
... Hodg son ,  Occupied by
McLean ,  Gate-keeper
and Green
soil plain.
N. 28° 16'  20 43 0 150 3 0 0 Black -soil plain, north
boundary fenced.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Glengallan pre-emptives 62 and 61, in the parishes of Deuchar and
Glengallan respectively, in the county of Merivale, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with *he
provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of
Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Drayton ; and all persons interested therein are requested
to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-
grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
73-1526-W.
Up Train,
Mixed.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  GLENGALLAN  PRE-EMPTIVES  62 AND 61,  PARISHES DEUCHAR
AND GLENGALLAN ,  COUNTY OF MERIVALE ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC  ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL, 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road .
1 Commencing at the
eastern boundary of
pre-emptive 62, and
running westerly and
north -westerly to its
western boundary
2 Commencing at the
eastern boundary of
pre-emptive 61, and
running north-west-
erly to the main road
fr om Warwick to
Ipswich
Stations
TIME TABLE.
G
REAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after  MONDAY, the  14th instant ,  the following Time
Table wi ll  come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles  fr om
Rook-
hampton.
Rockhampton ... ...
6 Graoemere ... ...
16 Stanwell  ...
24 Rosewood Crossing ...
30 Westwood
a.m.
11. 0
11-24
12-  0
A.
1. 0
Miles
from West-
wood.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
stations.
p.m.
... Westwood ... ... ... 3180
6 Rosewood Crossing .,. ... A
15 Stanwell  ... ... ...  4.30
24 Gracemere  ... ... ...  5. 6
30 Rockhampton ... ... ...  5.30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by  signal to take up passengers  only ,  who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can duly do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the  place at which they join the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
LIST of UNCLAIMED
Date.
1872.
5 September
Reputed Owner . Occupier. Bearings. Lengthin Chains.
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
Remarks.
ohs. lks. A. E. P.
Marsha ll and Unoccupied N.266° E. 7 00 1 chain  4 223 Bald ridge ; black
Deuchar N.280° 3 50 soil.
N.303° 135 97
Marshall
Deuchar
and Unoccupied ... I N. 303° E. 10 31 1 chain  1 0 10 Unimproved
land.
forest
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
GOODS on hand ,  IPSWICH STATION,  30th June, 1873:-
Name.
Harvey ...
Station from.
Ipswich
Station to. Description.
Warwick  ..  I 1 net, and rope attached
Commissioner or Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 8th November, 1870.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares,
Week ending September 20th, 1873 .,.
Corresponding week last year... ...
Increase
Decrease
9  S.  d.
342 1 2
491 12 3
149 11 1
Goods and Live Parcels and
Stock. Mleoellaneous.
Down Train
Mixed.
Total.
R  s. d.  R  S.  d. $ s. d.
1,688 3 9 54  4  11  2,084.9  10
1,2481310 41 8 7  1,781  14  8
439 9 11 12 16 4 302 15 2
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
TIME TABLE.
Commissioner for Railways'  Office,
Brisbane, 1st September, 1873.
SOUThIERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-
On and after MONDAY ,  8th September,  1873, the following Time Table will come into operation until further notice.
IPSWICH ,
 TOOWOOMBA , DALBY, AND WARWICK.
FEET MILES.
ABOVE
HIGH' I-
WATFB
MARE.
65
111 8
140 12
198 13
274 21
574 25
335 29
From From Too-
!pswich. woomba.
344 38
466  49
788. 69
1530 69
2005, 76
1928 78
... 82.35
... 85
STATIONS.
Ipswich ...
Walloon ...
Rosewood
Western Creek
Grandchester arrivedepart
,.. Victoria Tunnel ... ...
Laidley ... ... ...
Gatton ... ... .
Helidon ,,, arrivei depart
Murphy's  Creek arriveI depart
Highfields ... ...
Summit of Range .. ...
Toowoomba ,,, arrvedepart
Mahoney 's Gate ... .
7 Gowrie Junction
 ...  arrive
Mixed. Mixed.
IIP TRAINS.
Mixed.
 Mixed.
A.M. A.Y. P.M.
10.0 ... ...
10.28
A
A
*11.13
1117
A .,. ...
11.54
12.23
12.58
1.13
1.53
*1.58
2.50
3.38
4111 10.50 4.0
B B
*11.16
85 7 I Gowrie Junction  ..  depart ...  * 11.25 4.25
... 901 12 1  For Williams '  Camp ... ... A A
... 94 16 Westbrook Crossing ... ... ...  A A
... 102 24 Cambooya ... ...  12.25 5.25
... 109 31 Emu Creek Siding  ... ... ...  A A
... 118 40 King ' s Creek ,.. ... ... ...  1.18 6.18
... 120 42  Cli fton ... ... ... ...  1.28 *6.28
.,. 131 53 Allora  ... ... ... ...  2.5 7'6
... 140 62 Lyndhurst Road  ... ... ...  A A
143 65  Warwick  ... ... ...  2.45 7.45
85
90
97
106
114
127
180
Gowrie Junction
 ...  depart 4.36
Gowrie ... ... ... A
Oakey Creek ... ... ... 514
Jondaryan
 ... ... ...  6.44
Bowenville  ... ...  A
Blaxland's Siding
 ... ... A
Dalby
 ... ... ...  6.56
All Day Tickets  issued on Saturdays av ail able to return on the fo ll owing Monday.
NoTE.- The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
FEET
ABOVE
HIGH
WATER
MARY.
MILES.
From From
Dalby.  Warwick.
STATIONS.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Lailways.
DOWN
 TEAIN8.
Mixed. Mixed.
P.M. A.M .
 A.M. A.M. I P.M. ...
4.40 ... ... Dalby
 ... ... ... ...  8.40 ... ...
*6.8 ... ... 3 ... Blaxland ' s Siding ...  . ... ... ...  A ... ...
A ... ... 16 ... Bowenville ... ... ... ... ... A .., ...
A ... ... 24 ... Jondaryan
 ... ... ... ... ...  9.58 ...
5.47 ... ... 33
 ...  Oakey Creek
 ... ... ... ... ...
 10.30 ... ...
5.51 ... ... 40
 ...
 Gowrie ... ... ... ... A ... ...
A ... 45 ... Gowrie Junction
 ...  arrive  ... ... ... ...
6.28 ...
*6.57  ... ... ... ...
 Warwick
 ... ...  8.5 ... 5.10
7.32 ... ... 3
 Lyndhurst  Road
 ... ... ... A ... A ,,,
7.47 ... ... ... 12 Allora
 ,., ...  8.45 ... 5.60.
... ... ... 28 Clifton
 ... ... ... ...
 9.22 ... *6.28 ,.,
8 27. ... ... ... 26 King's Creek ... ... ... 9.32 ... 6•38
9.19 ... ... ... 34 Emu Creek Siding
 ... ... ... A ... A ...
41 Cambooya
 ... ... 1026 ... 7.31 ,..
10.7 ... ... ... 49 Westbrook Crossing
 ... ... ...
 A ... A ...
521 For Wi ll iams' Camp ... ... ...  A A ...
58 Gowrie Junction
 ...
 arrive  ... ... ... ... ..
Gowrie Junction
... 47'45 50 .46 Mahoney's Gate
1928 52 65 Toowoomba
2005 54 67 Summit of Range
1530 61
 ...
 High fields ...
788 71  ...  Murphy's Creek
465 81
 ...  Helidon ..,
340 92
 ...  Gatton ...
335 101
 ... Laidley
574 105
 ...  Victoria Tunnel
274 109
 ...  Grandchester
198 112 ... Western Creek
140 118
 ...  Rosewood ...
111 122 ... Walloon ...
65 130
 ...  Ipswich ,,,
* Trains meet here.
depart ...
f arrive
depart 6.50
Mixed. Mixed.
7.49
J arrive
1.depart *8.44
arrive *9.24
depart 9.39
,,, ... 10.9
... ,., 10.34
A
arrive 11.9
depart *11.13
A
A
11.52
.,, ... 12.20
*11.25 *11.16 8.31
B .. B
11.55 11.44 9.0
...12.4
12.68 ...
... *1.58 ...
... 2.2 ...
... 2.42 ,..
2.57 ...
... 3.27
... 8.52
A
4.27
,.. 4.31
A
A
* 5.8
5-36
 ...
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up  passengers ,  who will be charged the fare to the  Station  at which their Journey
 terminates .  Passengers requiring  to alight  at those places can
only do  so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare  at the time  of booking , from the place  at which they  join the Train  to the  place  at which they propose to slight.
(B.) The Trains leaving Toowoomba at 10.50 a.m. and 411 p.m .  on the Up journey ,  and leaving  Warwick  at 8.5 a.m. and 5.5  p.m. on the Down journey ,
 will, for the present, ;stop at this  Crossing,  subject
to the foregoing regulation.
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General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  18th September, 1873.
T
HE following  SIIMMAnIEa of RAINFALL, taken at the undermentioned  Stations  throughout the
Colony, during the Month of JULY, 1873, are published for general information.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF JULY, 1873.
SHOWING  the Latitude and Longitude ,  and distance fro m Sea -coast of each Station ; also, the maximum
fall during 24 hours, and date of same, the number of days on which Rain fell , and Total Rainfall of
the Month.
This Table w ill be continued monthly, and the returns obtained from new Stations added to it
as received.
Name of Station . Latitude  (South ).  Longitude  (East). Distance fromSea-coast.
maximum  in 24
hours ,  and date.
No. of Totaldays Bain Rainfall,fell.
Miles. Inches .  Date . Inches.
Banana  ... ... ... 24° 30' 150° 10'  80 0.40 19th 2 0.45
Beenleigh  (Windaroo) ... 27 49 153 8 10 0.70 27th 2 0.86
Bloomsbury ... ... 20 39 148 32  12 0.53 1st 4 1.69
Bowen  ... ... ... 20 1 148 16  on coast 0.26 19th 3 0.46
Brisbane  ... ... ... 27 28 153 6  10 0.20 24th 7 0.98
Caamboon  ... 25 1 150 25 105 0.15 3rd 3 0.22
Cabulture (Morayfield) ... 27 7 152 55  5 0.09 23rd
.
3 0.20
.Cape Moreton ... ... 27 1 153 28 on coast 05 19th1 7 4 96
Cardwell ... ... 18 6 146 0 on coast 0.12 30th 4 0.27
Cashmere  ... ... 18 3 145 13  50 0.15 2nd 3 I 0.27
Charleville$ ... ... 26 35 146 6 350
Clermont  ... ... 22 45 147 38 130 0.11 3rd 2 0.21
Cleveland ... ... 27 32 153 18 on coast 0.85 21st 4 1.99
Condamine$ ... ... 26 57 150 6 180
Craven* _... ... ... 23 10 147 0 180
Creen Creek* ... ... 18 0 142 0 119
Dalby$ ... ... , ... 27 30 151 15 112
Durah ... ... ... 26 20 150 28 135 0.06 19th 1 0.06
Enoggera  Reservoir*  ... 27 27 152 55 16
Fairlie Plainst$... ... 27 9 145 0 450
Gayndah ... ... ... 25 38 151 36  72 0.07 18th 1 0.07
George-tn,EthridgeRiver$ 17 57 143 40 176
Gilbert River$ ... ... 17 54 143 0 133
..Gladstone ... ... 23 50 151 20  on coast 1204 4th 3 00
Goodna ... ... ... 27 36 152 56 21 0.28 27th 5 0.46
m ppie$ ...G ... ... 26 12 152 38 30y
lidon ... ... ... 27 39 152 3  60 0.49 27th 2 0.61
Herbert River, Lowers... 18 25 146 6 5
Ipswich ... ... ... 27 38 152 48 28 0.25 27th 3 0140
Junction Creek ... 17 45 144 9  78 0.04 2nd 1 0104
Kepppel Bay ... ... 23 28 151 4 on coast 1.00 19th 1 1.00
Kimberley+ ... ... 17 28 141 0  on coast
. 1.20Lytton .. 27 25 153 11  on coast 55 21st 50. ... ...
Mackay .. 21 10 149 5  5 0.76 19th 5 1.65
Marlborough ... ... 22 57 150 1 40 1.00 18th 4 1.40
Maryborough ... ... 25 35 152 43  18 0-21,  19th 3 0.55
Nebo*  ... ... 21 55 148 10 50
Normanton* ... ... 17 38 141 25 38
$avenswood * ... ... 20 20 146 50 70
Rockhampton ... ... 23 25 150 25 20 1.05 18th 1 1.05
Roma $ ... ... ... 26 37 148 42 230
Sandy Cape ... 24 48 153 25 on coast 0.35 19th 5 0.71
Springsure  (Rainwortb) 24 30 149 0  180 0.04 18th 3 0.10
2. 1.St. Helena ... ... 27 26 153 16  on coast 36 21st 5 61
St. Lawrence ... ... 22 21 149 30  8 0.70 19th 6 1.35
Stanthorpe ... ... 28 40 152 0 0.43 27th 7 1.07
Taroom $ ... ... ... 25 38 149 45 160
Toowoomba ... ... 27 34 152 10  80 0.30 27th  2 0.56
Townsville+t ... ... 19 18 146 50  on coast
Valley of lagoons ... 18 23 145 0 140 0.28 4th
d.
4 0.42
1.83Warwick ... ... 28 12 152 16 90 80 23r0 6
Waterview ... ... 18 5 146 10 5 0.11 4th 5 0.33
Westwood ... ... 23 38 150 8  45 0.40 3rd 4 0.45
Woody Island ... ... 25 21 152 57 on coast 0.40 18th 2 0.42
*  No Return received . t  New Station . -  No rain fell.
EDMUND  MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer,
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REAL PROPERTY  TRANSFER  NOTICE.
TAKE Notice ,  that  applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions  of  " The Real Property Act of  1861."  Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging,  by himself or his  attorney,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the day named.
.QS
Description  and Situation  of Land.
29 perches ,  being subdivision  1 of block  2 of eastern
suburban allotments 70 and 71, parish of North
Brisbane ,  county of Stanley  ;  and 43 acres ,  portion
-, parish of Capalaba ,  county of Stanley ,  origina ll y
granted to  Alexr. K nowles
1 rood 24 perches, being subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4, of
allotment 1 of section 1, parish of Nundah, town
of Sandgate,  county of Stanley
36 perches,  being allotment 12 of section 27, parish of
North Brisbane,  county of Stanley
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd September, 1873.THIS is to certify that Mr. HENRY ST. JOHN
WOOD, of  Brisbane ,  having exhibited evidence
of  competency  as a Surveyor ,  has been  licensed to
effect Surveys under the provisions of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," and subject to the
rules of this Department.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor -General.
Name of  Applicant.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Date  within which  a Caveat
may be  lodged.
William  Mason  ... ... 27th October, 1873.
Elizabeth Price  ... ...  Ditto.
Charles Joseph Trundle  ...  27th November, 1873.
I regular attendance at a primary  school for theprevious six months ,  and have been Queensland
Primary School boys for eighteen months.
5. Scholarships will be tenable, during good
behaviour and the pleasure of the Board, for three
years.
6. The  examinations  will be held under the
supervision of responsible officers of the Board
appointed for the purpose. The questions will be
the same in all  places . The candidates'  papers are
to be  anonymous , distinguished by a motto or
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
TEMPORARY  LIGHT, CAPE BOWLING GREEN.
O
N and after this date ,  during  the construction
of the Lighthouse, a Temporary Bright
Fixed Light will be exhibited from Cape Bowling
Green,  at an elevation  of 30 feet above high water.
In clear  weather the light will be visible nine miles.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1873.
QUEENSLAND BOARD OF GENERAL
EDUCATION.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
THE Queensland Board of Education will grantGrammar School Scholarships annually to
deserving  Pupils of the Primary Schools of the
Colony. The Board will pay the Grammar School
tuition fees of such Primary School boys as shall
prove themselves ,  on examination , to be fitted for
a higher class  of education than is afforded in the
Primary Schools.
2. Examinations  for Scholarships will be held
simultaneously  at some time  during the first three
weeks of the
December of every year, one month'snotice at  least to be given of the precise date of
holding.  Examiners  to be appointed by the Board.
3. The  examinations  for 1874 Scholarships will
take place  in December, 1873, at Brisbane, Ips-
wich , Toowoomba, Maryborough, and Rockhampton
only, unless special application  shall be  made and
approved  for holding examinations  elsewhere ; but
candidates may present themselves  from any Pri-
mary  School.
4. Nominations  of candidates, by the principa
teachers  of their respective schools, must reach the
Education Office  at least one  month before the
date fixed for holding the examinations, and the
nominations must  be accompanied by a statement
that the candidates are Primary School scholars,
not exceeding  fourteen years of age at the date of
the examinations , that they have not been pupils
at *, grammar  school, and have been in fairly
number, and accompanied by a sealed envelope
containing the name and age of the candidate, the
whole to be forwarded under seal to the Secretary
of the Board, immediately after the examinations,
for transmission to the Examiners.
7. Successful competitors wi ll  be entitled,
through their parents or guardians ,  to elect the
particular Grammar School at which they shall
study  ;  and, in the case of change of residence, or
other sufficient cause shown ,  leave wi ll  be given for
transfer from one Grammar School to another.
8. The subjects of examination for 1874 scho-
larships wi ll  be the same as those prescribed in the
Board 's printed regulations for boys who have
reached the fourth form in  a Primary  School.
9. The percentage of marks entitling to a
Scholarship at the next examinations will be fifty
(50) ; but in special cases, brought under their notice
by the  Examiners ,  the Board may act independently
of this rule.
By order of the Board,
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
AT THE COURT AT WINDSOR  CASTLE,
26th July, 1873.
PRESENT:
THE QUEEN 'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY IN
COUNCIL.
j HERE AS in many appeals now pending beforeW¶.1 1 Her Majesty in Council no effectual  steps
have been taken by the parties or their  agents to
set down their  cases  for hearing, although more
than twelve months have elapsed since the arrival
and registration of the transcript of appeal in this
country, and it is expedient to make further pro-
vision in that behalf : Her Majesty, by and with the
advice of Her Privy Council, and upon a  recommen-
dation of the Lords of the Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council, is pleased to order,  and it is
hereby ordered, that the solicitors or agents for
the party, appellant in all such Appeals now pending
before r Majesty in Council are hereby required
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to take effectual steps  to set down their  cases for
hearing within six months from the date of this
Order, and in all other Appeals to Her Majesty in
Council within a period not exceeding twelve months
from the date of the  arrival and  registration of the
transcript in this country.
And Her Majesty is further pleased to order,
and it is hereby ordered, that it shall be the duty
of the  Registrar  of the Privy Council to report to
the Lords of the Judicial Committee the names of
the parties and dates of the Decrees in Appeals in
which no effectual steps have been taken within the
aforesaid periods of time to set down the  ease for
hearing ; and the Lords of the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Council shall be at liberty to call upon
the Appellant or his  agent in such cases to show
cause why  the said  Appeal or Appeals should not be
dismissed  for non -prosecution, and (if they shall so
think fit) to recommend to Her Majesty the
dismissal  of any such appeal, or to give such
directions therein as the justice of the  case may
require.
And Her Majesty is further pleased to order that
nothing in the present Order shall prevent the
dismissal  of an Appeal under the 5th of the Rules
'approved by Her Majesty on the 13th of June, 1853,
in cases to  which that Rule is applicable.
Whereof the Governors of Her Majesty's Plan-
tations  and Dominions abroad and the Judges or
Officers of Her Majesty's Courts of Justice from
which an Appeal lies to Her Majesty in Council and
all other persons whom it may concern, are to take
notice and govern themselves accordingly.
ARTHUR HELPS.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
' N I hitherto  existing  between the undersigned
John Andrew Turner and Henry Missing, lately
trading as Graders under the Firm of " Turner
and Missing ,"  in the Station or Run known as
Milton, in the District of Port Curtis, Queensland,
and the Stock thereon, has, this day, been dissolved
by mutual consent.
All debts due to or by the said Partnership will
be received and paid by the said John Andrew
Turner, who will, in future, carry on the Station
on his own  account.
Dated this twenty-second day of September,
A.D. 1873.
JOHN A. TURNER.
H. MISSING.
Signed in my presence-
CHARLES STUART MEIN,
Solicitor,  Brisbane.
660 4s. 6d.
To the Worshipful the Justices of the Peace in and
for the District of Gladstone.
I HEREBY give notice that I intend to make
application to the Court of Petty  Sessions at
Gladstone, on the 20th day of October, 1873, for
a License to erect two Swing Gates on the Road
leading from the Boyne River to Rods Bay Station,
in accordance  with the terms  of " The Closing of
Roads Act,"  28 Viet., No. 19.
PATRICK DRINAN.
Gladstone, 9th September, 1873.
640 3s. ed.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A SITTING of the above Court was held at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on Friday,
the 19th day of September, A.D. 1873, before His
Honor SIR JAMES COCKLE, Knight, Chief Justice of
Queensland, and Judge of the said Vice-Admiralty
Court. No business being n the paper, the Court
was adjourned  till WEDESDAY, the 15th day
of October,  in.  1873.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
MACKAY DISTRICT COURT.
IN pursuance of  11 The  District  Courts Act of
1867," and by authority  of the same , I hereby
appoint the day and time hereinafter mentioned -.'
holding a District Court at the Town of Mack:.,r,
within the Northern District.
Criminal Jurisdiction Civil Jurisdiction.
Thursday, 6th Nov., 1873. Thursday, 6th Nov.,  1873.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge of the  Northern District Court.
20th July, 1873.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
REGULA  GENERALIS.
As of Friday, the nineteenth day of September,
A.D. 1873.
A SPECIAL  Sitting in Banco of the Supreme
Court is appointed to be held  on MON DAY
next, the 22nd  dal  of September ,  A.D. 1873, for
the purpose of delivering judgments ,  hearing
Crown cases reserved ,  and proceeding with the
business on the paper.
(By the Court,)
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
FOR the purposes  mentioned in the eighteenth
section of  "  The Marriage  Act of  1864," we,
the  Judges  of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint WILLIAM  TowNLBY,  of Ipswich, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  Police Magistrate, to be a
Justice of the Peace in the Re ' trar 's District of
Ipswich, who shall , by virtue of this appointment,
give consent in the cases provided for in and by the
eighteenth and nineteenth sections of the said Act.
JAMES  COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
Dated this seventeenth day of September, A.D.
1873.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Intestate Estates of David Hume, late of
Brisbane ; Richard Parker, Louis Hahn, and
William Robins, late of Bowen Downs; Henry
Williams, late of Georgetown ; George Farr,
late of Waroonga ; unknown deceased, found on
Surbiton Run ; Thomas Finton, late of Callan.
doon ; Robert Gilmour, late of Richmond
Downs ; Harry V. Hardy, late of Dreghorn ;
and S. Blackall, late of Walsh town, Etheridge
Gold Fields.
PURSUANT to Act of  Parliament , 31 Victoria,
No. 10,  all persons having any claims against
the Estate of any of the  above-named  deceased
persons,  are to  come in and prove their debts
at my Office, Queen street, Brisbane, on or before
the twenty-seventh day of November  next, or, in
default, they will be peremptorily excluded from all
benefit accruing from the said Estates.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
27th September, A.D. 1873.
658 6s. 6d,
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of George Ellis  Walton,
of Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
gentleman.
,T OTICE is hereby given ,  that application wi ll
I be made on  MONDAY. the  twentieth day of
October, A.D. 1873 ,  to His Honor the Judge in
Insolvency ,  that a Certificate under  "The Insolvency
Act of  1864"  may be granted to the above-named
Insolvent.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of September, A.D.
1873.
653
THOMAS BUNTON,
Solicitor  for the  Insolvent,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the matter of the Insolvency  of Charles Frederick
Holmes, and Ernest Ho lland Ramsden , lately
trading together under the name ,  style, or firm
of " Holmes and Ramadan."
N OTICE  is hereby  liven,  that application wi ll
be made to this Honorable  Court, on MON-
DAY, the twentieth  day of October next, that a
Certificate of Discharge under the provisions of
"  The  Insolvency  Act  of 1864 "  may be  granted to
each of the above -named Insolvents.
Dated  this twenty -second day  of September, 1873,
654
W, E. MURPHY,
Solicitor  for the  Insolvents,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
69. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent  Estate of Michael  O'Brien, of
Donga  Creek,  near Surat, in the Colony of
Queensland,  grazier.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Certificate of. Discharge  under  the provisions of  " The
Insolvency  Act  of 1864 "  has been  granted by the
aforesaid  Court to the above-named Michael
O'Brien.
Dated this 22nd day of September, A.D. 1873.
652
ROBERTS  AND DALY,
Solicitors,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
Bs. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of James Logan ,  late of Mangoola
Station, Eastern  Downs, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  squatter, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of  fourteen  days from the publication
hereof, application wi ll  be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the goods ,  chattels, credits ,  and effects of the
above-named James Logan, deceased , who died
intestate , may be granted to John Logan, of
Mangoola Station aforesaid, eldest lawful son of
the said deceased, during the minority of the
widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this 26th day of September,
A.D. 1873.
MACNISH AND SON,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said John Logan.
6s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Edward Stinton Craig,
W
of Warwick, laborer.
HEREAS the  said  Edward Stinton Craig
was, on  the 10th day of September, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 27th day of October, A.D. 1873, to com-
mence at Eleven o'clock, for  the last examination
of the Insolvent,  and unless  the Court shall other-
wise direct ,  for the Insolvent  to make an applica-
tion for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 27th day of September,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
657 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Raphael Tolano, of
B ri sbane ,  hawker.
W
HEREAS  the said Raphael Tolano was, on
the 18th day of August ,  A.D. 1873, adjudged
to be an Insolvent,  I hereby appoint a third
Public Sitting ,  to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, B ri sbane , on MONDAY,
the 27th day of October ,  A.D. 1873, to comience at
Eleven o'clock ,  for the last examination of the
Insolvent ,  and unless the Court shall  otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his certificate.
Dated at B ri sbane ,  the 27th day of September,
A.D.1873.
A. J. P. LUTW Y CHE,
Judge,
HENRY J.  WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
666 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Claudius Buchanan
Whish , of Brisbane ,  gentleman.
11
THEREAS the said Claudius Buchanan Whish
was, on the  15th  day of September ,  A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an  Insolvent, I  hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 3rd daft' of November,  A.D. 1873,  to commence at
Eleven o clock, for the  last  examination of the
Insolvent,  and unless  the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at  Brisbane ,  the 27th day of September,
A. D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
666 6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Arthur Jenkins,
of Ravenswood, hairdresser.
WHEREAS the said Henry Arthur Jenkins
11 was, on the 28th day of August,  A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the 27th day of October, A.D. 1873, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the last examina-
tion of the Insolvent, and unless the Court shall
otherwise direct, for the Insolvent to make an
application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 22nd day of September,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MISHIN,
Official Assignee.
659 6s. 6d.
NOTICE.
T
HE Scale of Charges for the insertion of Advertise.
ments in  the  Queensland Government  Gazette  is
as follows:-
Advertisements  relating to Insolvent  a Intestate
Estates, or Letters  of Administration , 6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements  relat in g to Impounded  Stock, le.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eight lines (or under),
and 3d. for every additional li ne, all owing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that  No ADVERTIsEMEN'1'
wiLr. ar rsee!(Tr;n in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a rci tirt:iw e su;i;c•ieot to cover the cost of  its insertion
acc n thug to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. BEAL,
(;nrernmert  Printer.
NOTICE.
P
OUNDKEEPERS  are requested to take notice, that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements, over five shillings, must be made by
Post-Office Order, or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will  be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
The GovERNMENT PRINTS] acknowledges  the receipt
of the following amounts:-
a. d.
1873.3.
Septr. 20.-J. Ferrett .
20.-W. W. Burknett...
22.-Shendon  and Addison
22.-Chas. Bell ...
23.-M. A. Spence ...
23.-W. J. Scott
23.-E. Bradley ...
24.-M. Jordan ...
25.-F. G. Mackay ...
25.-Cribb and Foote ...
25.-F. G. Mackay ...
26.-R.  C.  Beck ...
JEmpounbinjo.
Poundkeepers  are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock  will be charged  f or at  the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no such A 'r-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless acbdin-
panied by  a remittance . sufficient  to cover the  cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Hornet Bank, on the
9th July, 1873, by A. Scott, Esquire. Driving, 10s.
(Strayed from Pound.)
One bay horse, star, B near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th October, 1873
will be sold to defray  expenses.
649
W. J. SCOTT, Poundkeeper.
ls.
I
MPOUNDED at Charleville, from Gowrie Station,
on the 13th September, 1873, by order of H. G.
Skinner ,  Esquire,  for trespass.
One Chesnut horse, M over M near shoulder, like Z in
circle near thigh, indistinct brand like TA off
shoulder, shoe on off front foot,  saddle-marked.
If not released on or before the 16th October, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY, JUNIOR, Poundkeeper.
648 Is.
Judge.
IMPOUNDED  at Roma,  from Bindango, on 30th
August, 1873,  wrongly  described  in former adver-
tisement.
One brown horse, HM over PS over TC near shoulder,
star.
If not released on or before the 25th October, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
F. G. MACKAY,  Poundkeeper.
650 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Blythdale, on the 13th
September, 1873, by order of Messrs. Wienholt
Brothers .  Driving, 2s.
One bay horse ,  JB off shoulder ,  near hip down, star.
One dark -brown horse ,  white  face, white legs, small
lump on nose ,  indistinct brand like CI over E near
shoulder, blotched brand near thigh.
One chesnut horse, white face, three white legs, indistinct
brand like Pq C over F with H to left conjoined near
shoulder, F with H to left conjoined off shoulder.
One chesnut mare, like C over 9 near shoulder, l near
rump, 2 near thigh.
One brown horse, R over B5 near shoulder, like W5 off
shoulder, the 6 if such is blotohed, like B near thigh.
One brown  mare , A. (writing capital) over WW near
shoulder, bell on ; foal at foot.
One brown horse, hind feet white, star, blotched brand
like A5T the 5 if such is very blotched.
If not released on or before the 25th October, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
651 7s.
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SUPPLEMENT
TO THE
QUEENSLAND
ob erument
OF SATURDAY,  27TH SEPTEMBER, 1873.
PUBLISHED  BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XIV.]  TUESDAY, 30TH SEPTEMBER, 1873.
QUEENSLAND , I Proclamation  by The Mostto wit. Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross. in the County of Wexford,
(L.e.) in the  Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of the Act
31 Victoria, No. 46,  respecting  the Alienation of
Crown Lands, I, the GOVERNOR aforesaid, with
the advice  of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim  that the following Lots of Land
wi ll  be  offered  for sale  by public auction, at the
undermentioned places , at Eleven o'clock, on the
days specified , at the  upset price affixed to each
Lot respectively. (Deposit 20 per cent.)
And I further notify and proclaim that such of
the said Country Lots as may remain unsold shall,
at and after Eleven o'clock on the day following
such auction, be open to selection by purchase, at
the upset price ; and that on and after the thirtieth
day following such auction sale, the Country Lots
which may remain unsold, and are not withdrawn
from sale, shall be open to selection by lease, at the
annual  rent established by the Act for the class to
which the land may belong.
NOTE. - Portions under 40 acres cannot be
selected by lease, except as Homesteads.
The Deed Fees and Survey Fees on the under-
mentioned Lots will be charged according to the
following scale :-Under 1 acre, £1 12s. ; I acre and
under 5 acres, £1 18s. ; 5 acres and under 10 acres,
£2 12s. ; 10 acres and under 15 acres, £2 18s.; 15
acres  and under 20 acres, £3 4s. ; 20 acres and under
30 acres, £3 12s. ; 30 acres and under 40 acres,
£3 18s.; 40 acres and under 50 acres, £4 8s. ; 50
acres and under 60 acres, £4 13s.; 60 acres and
under 80 acres, £5 ls.; 80 acres and under 100
acres, £5 17s.; 100 acres and under 120 acres, £6 2s. ;
120 acres and under 160 acres, £6 14s. ; 160 acres
and under 240 acres, £7 6s.; 2=10 acres and under
0"0  acres, £7 14s.; 320 acres and under  48 0 acres,
£d 10s. ; 480 acres and under 500 acres, £9 8s. ;
500 acres and under 640 acres, £9 18s. ; 640 acres,
£10 ; above 640  acres and  not exceeding 1,000
acres, £14.
[No. 90.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,
BRISBANE,
ON TUESDAY , TEE 4TH DAY  OF NOVEMBER, 1873.
No. of
Lot
No. of
Portion.
M.  of Area. Price perAcre.
I A. R. P. L  a.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Stanley, parish of Yeerongpilly.
1 1 35 1 ... 71 0 0 J 0 15
County of Stanley, parish of Redland.
*2 110 ... 0 0 0 16
t3 I 117 I ... 136 0 0 I 0 16
County of Stanley, Parish of Moggill.
4 243A I ... 28 0 0 1 0 16
County of Stanley, parish of Redcliffe.
5 1 386 1 ... 1 44 0 0 1 0 16
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Stanley, parish of Enoggera.
6 755 ... 5 3 33 2 0
7 757 ... 3 3 29 2 0
8 759 ... 2 0 22 2 0
9 760 ... 0 3 35 2 0
10 761 ... 3 0 1 2 0
Lot 2, forfeited Selection, No. 32.
Lot 3, forfeited Selection, No. 136.
Lot 5, forfeited Selection, No. 764.
• Improvements valued at 2100.
t Improvements valued at 2600.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE,
BEEN LEIGH,
ON THURSDAY , THE  6TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1873.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of  Ward, parish  of Coomera ,  town of
Coomera.
Section. Allotment.
1 1 5 0 3 23 4 0
2 1 6 0 2 21 4 0
3 1 7 1 1 0 4 0
4 1 8 1 1 0 4 0
5 1 11 1 0 16 4 0
6 1 12 1 016 4 0
7 2 1 1 0 0 4 0
8 2 2 1 0 0 4 0
9 2 3 1 0 0 4 0
10 2 4 1 0 0 4 0
11 2 5 1 0 0 4 0
12 2 6 1 0 12 4 0
13 2 7 1 0 12 4 0
14 2 8 1 0 12 4 0
15 2 9 1 0 12 4 0
16 2 10 1 0 12 4 0
17 2 11 1 0 12 4 0
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SUBURBAN  LOTS-continued. COUNTRY LOTS.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Section.;
No of
Allotment Area.
Price per
Acre.
No.  Of it No.  of No. of
Lot. I Port ion. Area.
Price
per Acre.
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
12
13
1
2
3
4
5
A. R. P.
1 0 12
1 0 12
1 3 39
1 3 39
0 2 3
0 2 3
5 2 0
£
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
S.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
44 1 28
County of
45 1 15
County o
46 310
Parish
I  ...
Cannin
...
f Stanle
A. R. P.
of Chuwar.
1 42 0 0
g, parish of Dur
1 46 0 0
y, parish of Tar
58 0 0
1
und
1
am
S.
0 15
ur.
0 15
pa.
0 15
25
COUNTRY LOTS.
Parish of Nerang.
1 33 1  ...  114 0 0  1  0 15
47
48
49
400
4,01
402
...
...
...
...
82 0 0
68 0 0
80 0 0
0 15
0 15
0 15
County of  Ward, parish of Moffatt. 50
51
403
404
... 80 0 0
0
0 15
0 1526
27
28
265A 1 ...
265B
266A  ...
29 1 0
12 1 0
45 2 0
0
0
0
15
15
15
52 405
...
...
TOW
80 0
80 0 0
N LOTS.
0 15
29
30
267A  ..
267B ...
23 2 0
31 0 0
0
0
15
15
County of  Stanley, parish of Ipswich ,  town of
Ipswich.
Section Allotment
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, IPSWICH, 5354
.
37
37
1
2
.
0 2 56
0 2 30.
5 0
5 0
ON TH URSDAY ,  THE 6TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1873. 65 38 1 2 0 16 5 0
COUNTRY LOTS. 56 38 2 1 0 32 5 0
County of Churchi ll,  parish of North. 57 38 3 1 3 10 5 0
1
2
3
84 ...
85 ...
86 , ...
26 0 0
34 0
34
3
0
0
0
0
15
15
15 58
Portion.
209
SUBUR
..
BAN LOTS.
1 3 19 5 0
Parish of Walloon. 5960
210
211
... 2 1 27
2 2 27
5 0
5 04 I 400 I ... 31  2  22 0 15 Lots 1,  2, and 3, forfeited Selection No. 1,099.
TOWN LOT. Lot 4, forfeited Selection No. 1,503.
County of Stanley ,  parish of Goodna ,  town of
Goodna. SALE AT THE LAND OFFI CE,
Section. Allotment. TOWNSVILLE,
5 8 I 6 I 1 014 1 8 0 ON WEDNESDAY ,  THE 12TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1873.
COUNTRY LOTS. SUBURBAN LOT.
County of Churchill, parish of East Haldon.
P
County of Elphinstone ,  parish of Townsville.
ortion. Section. Allotment.
6 13 ... I 640 0 0 0 15 1 1 6A 1 5 2 10 4 07 i 14  ...  640 0 0 0 15 Improvements valued at £200.8 15 1 ... 640 0 0 0 15
Parish of Goolman.
9 1110
101
... 104 2 0
1 3 0
0
0
15 SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, WAR
15
WI CK,
10
11 102
...
...
11
72 2 0 0 ON TUESDAY,  THE 11TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1873.15
12 103 76 3 0 0 15  TO N LOTS
13 104
...
... 100 0 0 0
.W
15 County of Merivale, parish of Leslie, town of
14 105  ... 93 3 0  0 15 Hendon.
SUBURBAN LOTS. 1 7 1 1 0 32 8 0
County of Stanley ,  parish of Ipswich. 2 7 2 1 0 6 8 0
15 374 ... 5 0 0 2 0 3 7 3 0 2 0 8 0
16 375 ... 5 0 0 2 0 4 7 4 0 2 0 8 0
17 376 ... 5 0 0 2 0 5 7 9 0 2 0 8 0
18 377  ... 5 0 0 2 0 6 . 7 10 0 2 0 8 0
19 378 ... 5 0 0 2 0 7 8 1 0 1 35 8 0
20 379  .. 6 0 24 2 0 8 8 2 0 1 35 8 0
21 380 ... 4 3 8 2 0 9 8 3 0 1 35 8 0
22 381  ... 5 3 34 2 0  10 8 4 0 1 35 8 0
23 382 ... 5 0 0 2 0  11 8 5 0 1 35 8 0
24 383 ... 5 0 0 2 0  12 8 6 0 1 36 8 0
26 384 ... 5 0 0 2 0  13 8 7 0 1 36 8 0
26 385 ... 5 0 0 2 0 14 8 8 0 1 36 8 0
27 386 ... 5 0 0 2 0  15 8 9 0 1 36 8 0
28 387  ...  5 0 0 2 0  16 8 10 0 1 36 8 0
29 388 ... 4 0 0 2 0 17 9 1 0 1 35 8 0
30 389 ... 4 0 0 2 0 18 9 2 0 1 35 8 0
31 390 ... 5 0 0 2 0  19 9 4 0 1 36 8 0
32 391  ...  5 0 0 2 0  20 9 5 0 1 36 8 0
33 392 ...  4 0 0 2 0  21 9 6 0 1 36 8 0
34 393 ...  5 0 0 2 0  22 9 7 0 1 19 8 0
35 394 ...  4 0 0 2 0  23 10 1 2 2 0 8 0
36 395 ... 4 0 0 2 0 21 10 2 2 2 0 8 0
37 396 ... 5 0 0 2 0  25 10 3 2 2 0 8 0
38 397 ... 5 0 0 2 0  26 10 4 2 2 0 8 0
39 398 ... 5 3 10 2 0  27 11 1 1 1 16 8 0
40 399 ...  4 0 5 2 0  28 11 2 1 1 16 8 0
41 401 ...  2 1 16 2 0 29 11 3 1 2 8 8 0,
42 402 ... 3 3 20 2 0  30 11 4 1 1 22 8 0
43 403 ... 5 010 2 0  31 11 5 2 0 11 8 0
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TOWN  LOTS-co nti nued. TOWN  LOTS - Continue d.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Section.
No. of
Allotment Area.
Price No of No. of I No. ofLot, I Section . (Allotmentper Acre. Area.
Price per
per Acre.
i I A. R.  P. £ S. ' A.L. P. £ S•
32  11 6 2 2 0 8 0  113 21 2 0 2 0 8 0
33  11 7 2 2  0 8 0  114 21 3 0 2 0 8 0
34  11 8 2 2 0 8 0  115 21 4 0 2 0 8 0
35  11 9 2 2 0 8 0  116 21 5 0 2 0 8 0
36 11 10 2 0 11 8 0 117 21 6 0 2 0 8 0
37  12 1 1 0 0 8 0  118 21 7 0 2 0 8 0
38  12 2 1 0 0 8 0  119 21 8 0 2 0 8 0
39  12 I 3 1 0 0 8 0  120 21 9 0 2 0 8 0
40 12 4 1 1 16 8 0 121 21 10 0 2 0 8 0
41 12 5 1 1 16 8 0  122  22 1 0 2 0 8 0
42  12 6 1 2 8 8 0  123 22 2 0 2 0 8 0
43 12 7 1 1  22,  8 0 124 22 3 0 2 0 8 0
44  12 8 1 2 0 8 0  125 22 4 0 2 0 8 0
45  12 9 1 2 0 8 0  126 22 5 0 2 0 8 0
A6 13 1 2 2 20 8 0 127 22 6 0 2 0 8 0
47 13 2 2 2 20 8 0  128 22 7 0 2 0 8 0
48  13 3 4 011 8 0  129 22 8 0 2 0 8 0
49  13 4 4 0 6 8 0  130 22 9 0 2 0 8 0
.50  13 5 2 0 39 8 0 131 22 10 0 2 0 8 0
.51  13 6 1 3 32 8 0 132 23 1 0 2 0 8 0
52  13 7 1 2 24 8 0 133 23 2 0 2 0 8 0
63 14 2 2 2 24 8 0 134 23 3 0 2 0 8 0
54 14 3 2 0 19 8 0 135 23 4 0 2 0 8 0
-55  14 4 1 2 34 8 0 136 23  5  0 2 0 8 0
.66  14 5 5 2 29 8 0 137 23 6 0 2 0 8 0
67 14 6 5 1 24 8 0 138 23 7 0 2 0 8 0
68  14 7 5 1 24 8 0 139 23 8 0 2 0 8 0
.59  17 1 6 1.24 8 0 140 23 9 0 2 0 8 0
60 17 2 5 1 24 8 0 141 23 10 0 2 0 8 0
61 17 3 6 3 33 8 0 142 24 1 0 2 0 8 0
62 17 4 6 3 16 8 0 143 24 2 0 2 0 8 0
63  17 5 5 1 2 8 0  144 24 3 0 2 0 8 0
64  17 6 5 3 4 8 0  145 24 4 0 2 0 8 0
65  15 1 2 2 0 8 0  146 24 5 0 2 0 8 0
,66  15 2 2 2 0 8 0  147 24 6 0 2 0 8 0
67  15 3 2 2 0 8 0  148 24 7 0 2 0 8 0
68  15 4 2 2 0 8 0 149 24 8 0 2 0 8 0
69 15 5 2 3 20 8 0 150 24 9 0 2 0 8 0
70 16 6 4 2 16 8 0 151 24 10 0 2 0 8 0
71  15 7 2 2 0 8 0  152 25 1 0 2 13 8 0
72  15 8 2 2 0 8 0  153 25 2 0 2 20 8 0
73  15 9 2 2 0 8 0  154 25 3 0 2 20 8 0
74  16 1 2 2 0 8 0  155 25 4 0 2 20 8 0
75  16 2 2 2 0 8 0  156 25 6 0 2 20 8 0
76  16 3 2 2 0 8 0  157 25 6 0 2 20 8 0
77 16 4 3 2 16 8 0 158 25 7 0 2 16 8 0
78 16 5 2 3 13 8 0 159 25 8 0 0 33 8 0
79  16 6 2 2 0 8 0  160 25 9 0 3 21 8 0
80  16 7 . 2 2 0 8 0  161 25 10 0 1 36 8 0
81  16 8 2 2 0 8 0  162 26 1 0 1 35 8 0
82 18 1 0 1 35 8 0 163 26 2 0 1 35 8 0
83  18 2 0 1 35 8 0 164 26 3 0 1 35 8 0
84 18 3 0 1 35 8 0 165 26 4 0 1 35 8 0
85  18 4 0 1 35 8 0 166 26 5 0 1 35 8 0
86 18 5 0 1 12 8 0  167 26 6 0 1. 36 8 0
87 18 6 0 1 36 8 0 168 26 7 0 1 36 8 0
88 18 7 0 1 36 8 0 169 26 8 0 1 36 8 0
89 18 8 0 1 36 8 0 170 26 9 0 1 36 8 0
90 18 9 0 1 36 8 0 171 26 10 0 1 36 8 0
91 18 10 0 2 30 8 0 172 27 1 0 1 35 8 0
92 19 1 0 1 35 8 0 173 27 2 0 1 35 8 0
93 19 2 0 1 35 8 0 174 27 3 0 1 35 8 0
94 19 3 0 1 35 8 0 175 27 4 0 1 35 8 0
-95  19 4 0 1 35 8 0 176 27 5 0 1 35 8 0
96 19 5 0 1 35 8 0 177 27 6 0 1 36 8 0
97 19 6 0 1 36 8 0 178 27 7 0 1 36 8 0
98 19 7 0 1 36 8 0 179 27 8 0 1 36 8 0
99 19 8 0 1 36 8 0 180 27 9 0 1 36 8 0
100 19 9 0 1 36 8 0 181 27 10 0 1 36 8 0
101 19 10 0
102  20 1 0
1 36 8
2 0 8
0
0 County of Warwick, parish of Warwick, town of
103  20 2 0 2 0 8 0 Warwick.
104  20 3 0 2 0 8 0  182 75A 1 1 0 0 8 0
105  20 4 0 2 0 8 0  183 75A. 2  1 0 0 8 0
106  20 5 0 2 0 8 0 184 75A 3 1 0 0 8 0
107  20 6 0 2 0 8 0 185 75A 4 1 0 0 8 0
108  20 7 0 2 0 8 0 186 75A 5 1 1 7 8 0
109  20 8 0 2 0 8 0' 187 75A 6 1 0 8 8 0
110  20 9 0 2 0 8 0 189 75A i 7 1 0 18 8 0
111  20 10 0 2 0 8 0 190 75A 8 1 0 0 8 0
112  21 1 0 2 0 8 0 191 75A I 9 1 0 30 8 0
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No. of
Lot.
TOWN  LOTS-continued.
No. of No. of
Section Allotment Area.
Price per
Acre.
A. B. P. I £' 3.
192 75A 10 1 0 28 8 0
193 76A 2 1 0 0 8 0
194 76A 3 1 0 0 8 0
195 76A 4 1 0 0 8 0
196 76A 5 1 0 0 8 0
197 76A 6 1 0 0 8 0
108 76A 7 1 0 0 8 0
199 76A 8 1 0 0 8 0
200 76A 9 1 0 30 8 0
201 77 2 1 0 0 8 0
202 77 3 1 0 0 8 0
203 77 4 1 0 0 8 0
204 77 5 1 0 0 8 0
205 77 6 1 0 0 8 0
206 77 7 1 0 0 8 0
207 77 8 1 0 0 8 0
208 77 14 1 0 0 8 0
209 77 15 1 0 0 8 0
210 77 16 1 0 0 8 0
211 77 17 1 0 0 8 0
212 77 18 1 0 0 8 0
213 77 19 1 0 0 8 0
214 78 2 1 0 0 8 0
215 78 3 1 0 0 8 0
216 78 4 1 0 0 8 0
217 78 5 1 0 0 8 0
218 78 6 1 1 4 8 0
219 78 7 1 2 12 8 0
220 78 8 1 1 28 8 0
221 78 9 1 0 0 8 0
222 78 10 1 0 0 8 0
223 78 11 1 0 0 8 0
224 78 12 1 0 0 8 0
225 78 13 1 0 0 8 0
226 78 14 1 0 0 8 0
227 80 1 1 3 20 8 0
228 80 2 1 0 20 8 0
229 80 3 0 3 0 8 0
230 80 4 1 1 0 8 0
2 31 80 5 1 1 30 8 0
SUBURBAN LOT.
County of Merivale, parish of Leslie.
Portion.
232 19 1 ... 1 45 2 0 1 1 0
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Merivale, parish of Dalrymple,
233 57 ... 239 0 0 0 15
234 61 ... 188 2 0 0 15
235 66 ... 214 2 0 0 15
236 67 ... 202 1 0 0 15
County of Merivale, parish of North Toolburra.
237 93 I ... 1 337 0 0 I 0 15
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, DALBY,
ON FRIDAY ,  THE 14TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1873.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Derby, parish  of Miles.
36 ... 29 0 0 0 15
37 I ... 20 2 0 0 15
37A ... 32 0 0 0 15
38 ... 20 0 0 0 15
39 ... 20 0 0 0 15
40 ... 25 0 0 0 15
41 ... 23 0 0 0 15
42 ... 20 0 0 0 15
43 ... 20 0 0 0 15
44 ... 20 0 0 0 15
45 ... 20 0 0 0 15
46 ... 20 0 0 0 15
47 ... 20 0 0 0 15
48 ... 20 0 0 0 15
49 ... 20 0 0 0 15
56 ... 40 0 0 0 15
57 ... 40 0 0 0 15
58 ... 40 0 0 0 15
59 ... 40 0 0 0 15
71 ... 40 0 0 0 15
72 ... 40 0 0 0 15
73 ... 40 0 0 0 15
SUBURBAN  LOTS-continued.
No. of I No. of
Lot. Portion.
No. of Area. Price perAcre.
I I I A. R P. £  S.
23 74 ... 20 0 0 0 15
24 75 ... 20 0 0 0 15
25 76 ... 20 0 0 0 15
•26 77 ... 20 0 0 0 15
27 78 ... 20 0 0 0 16
28 79 ... 20 0 0 0 15
29 86 ... 11 2 0 1 0
30 87 ... 16 2 0 1 0
31 88 ... 18 2 0 1 0
32 89 ... 18 2 0 1 0
33 90 ... 18 2 0 1 0
34 91 ... 18 2 0 1 0
35 96 ... 68 0 0 1 0
36 97 ... 82 0 0 1 0
37 98 ... 40 0 0 0 15
38 99 ... 72 0 0 0 15
County of Lytton, parish of Macalister, on and
near the Condamine River.
39 68 ... 30 0 0 0 15
40 69 ... 20 0 0 0 15
41 70 ... 20 0 0 0 15
42 73 ... 23 1 5 0 15
43 74 ... 19 3 14 0 15
44 77 20 0 0 0 15
45 79 ... 20 0 0 0 15
46 80 ... 20 0 0 0 15
47 81 ... 20 0 0 0 15
48 83 ... 30 0 0 0 15
49 111 ... 20 0 0 0 15
60 112 ... 20 0 0 0 15
51 114 40 0 0 0 15
52 115 ... 40 0 0 0 15
53 116 ... 40 0 0 0 15
54 121 ... 20 0 0 0 15
55 126 29 1 7 0 15
56 127 ... 28 3 8 0 15
57 137 40 0 0 0 16
58 138 ... 40 0 0 0 15
69 139 40 0 0 0 15
60 140 ... 56 3 0 0 15
TOWN LOTS.
County of Lytton, parish of Macalister, town of
Macalister.
Section. Allot.
61 35 1 0 2 0 8 0
62 35 3 0 2 0 8 0
63 35 5 0 2 0 8 0
64 35 7 0 2 0 8 0
65 35 9 0 2 0 8 0
66 35 10 0 2 0 8 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, MACKAY,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 18TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1873.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of  Carlisle, parish  of Mackay.
Portion.
1 1 99 I ... 10 2 0 1 0 15
Improvements valued at E80.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE,
TOOWOOMBA,
ON THURSDAY, THE 13TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1873.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, town of
Toowoomba.
Section. Allotment.
1 56 4 0 2 0 8 0
2 56 5 0 2 0 8 0
3 56 6 0 2 0 8 0
4 56 7 0 2 0 8 0
5 56 8 0 2 0 8 Q
6 56 9 0 2 0 8 0
7 56 10 0 2 0 8 0
8 56 11 0 2 0 8 0
9 56 12 0 2 0 8 0
10 56 13 0 2 0 8 0
11 56 19 02 0 8 0
12 56 20 0 2 0 8 0
13 56 24 0 2 0 8 0
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TOWN  LOTS - Continued.
No. of
Lot.
No. of No, of
Section.  (Allotment. Area.
Price
per Acre.
14 57 13
15 57 14
16 67 15
17 57 16
18 57 17
19 57 18
20 57 19
21 57 20
22 57 21
23 57 22
24 57 23
25 57 24
A. R. P.
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 1 38;
0 1 39
0 1 391
0 2 0
0 2 0-
0 2 1
0 2 11
0 2 2
0 2 0
0 2 0
£ s.
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
Portion.
26 690  21 0 13 0 15
27 691 ... 21 0 4 0 15
28 692  ... 19 3 17 0 15
29 693  ...  20 3 35 0 15
30 694  ... 21 0 5 0 15
Parish of Geham.
31 786  I ... 1 32 2 20 10 15
Parish of Meringandan.
32 I 200  1 ... 1 45 0 0 1 0 15
Lot 31, Forfeited Selection No. 786.
Lot 33, Forfeited Selection  No. 200.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, ROMA,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 11TH DAY OF NOVEMEBEE, 1873.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of  Waldegrave ,  parish  of Hodgson.
1 62 ... 12 2 0 1 0
2 63 .., 14 2 0 1 0
3 64 ... 10 3 0 1 0
4 65 ... 23 2 0 1 0
5 67 39 0 0 . 1 0
6 55 ... 20 0 0 1 0
7 56 ... 20 0 0 1 0
8 57 ... 20 0 0 1 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, MARY-
BOROUGH,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 11T II  DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1873.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of March, parish of Tiaro.
1 1 47 ... 60 0 0 0 15
2 48 ... 60 0 0 0 15
3 52 ... 60 0 0 0 15
4 53 ... 60 0 0 0 15
5  54  ... 60 0 0 0 15
6 55 ... 60 0 0 0 15
7 56 ... 60 0 0 0 15
8 57 ... 75 2 0 0 15
9 58 ... 45 3 0 0 15
10 61 ... 109 1 0 0 15
11 63 ... 160 0 0 0 15
12 66 ... 47 2 0 0 15
13 67 ... 62 2 0 0 15
14 70 ... 68 0 0 0 15
15 74 ... 70 1 0 0 15
16 75 ... 70 1 0 0 15
17 80 ... 52 3 0 1 0 15
18 84 ... 108 0 0 0 15
19 85 ... 108 0 0 0 15
20 86 ... 110 0 0 0 15
21 89 ... 110 0 0 I 0 15
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of March, parish of Tinana.
Section. Allotment.
22 125 1 54 0 39 0 15
23 125  2 51 2 7 0 15
24 129 1 29 2 10 0 15
15 129 2 27 1 2 0 15
26 129 3 24 0 33 0 15
27 129  4 21 0 24 0 15
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
COUNTRY LOTS.
No, of Area. Price perAcre.
7
A. R. P. £ S.
28 I 100 I ... 45 0 0 10 15
`29 101 45 0 0 0 15
County of Lennox, parish  of Denison.
30 206  1 ...  98 1 4 0 15
31 I 178 { ... 32 0 0 I 0 15
Lot 30, Forfeited  Selection,  No. 297.
Lot 31,  Forfeited  Selection ,  No. 331.
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, GYMPIE,
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 12TH DAY  OF NOVEMBER, 1873.
TOWN LOTS.
County of March, parish of Gympie, town of
Gympie.
Section. Allotment.
1  P.  6 0 2 24 8 0
2 P 6 0 310 8 0
3 P 6 0 2.24 8 0
4 28 8 0 1 0 8 0
5 28 9 0 1 0 8 0
6 28 12 0 1 0 8 0
7 29 1 0 1 0 8 0
8 29 2 0 1 0 8 0
9 29 5 '0 1 0 8 0
10 29A 16 0 0 14 8 0
11 29A 16A 0 0 4 8 0
12 29A 19 0 1 0 8 0
13
,
20 0 1 0 8 0
14 36 17 0 1 0 8 0
15 36 18 0 1 0 8 0
16 48 1 0 1 0 8 0
17 54 12 0 1 0 8 0
18 a 4 0 1 2 8 0
COUNTRY LOT.
County of Lennox, parish of Miva.
Portion.
19 11 I I 244 0 0 1 0 15
Lot 19, Forfeited Selection,  No. 157.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE,
BUNDABERG,
ON THURSDAY ,  THE 13TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1873.
COUNTRY LOT.
County of Cook, parish  of Kalkie.
1 29 1  ...  50 0 0 1 0 15
2
TOWN LOTS.
Section . Allotment.
6 4 0 1 0• 8 0
3 6 12 0 1 0 8 0
4 7 5 0 1 0 8 0.
5 7 7 0 1 0 8 0
6 7 9 0 1 0 8 0
7 7 13 0 1 0 8 0
8 11 5 0 1 0 8 0
9 11 11 0 1 0 8 0
10 12 4 0 1 0 8 0
11
Lot 1, Forfeited Selection 51.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, ROCK-
HAMPTON,
ON THURSDAY,  THE 13TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1873.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
town of Rockhampton.
1 134 1 2 0 32 20 0
2 134 2 2 1 16 20 0
3 134 3 0 1 30 20 0
4 134 4 0 2 22 20 0
5 134 5 0 3 2 20 0
6 134 6 0 3 14 20 0
7 134 7 0 3 17 20 0
8 134 8 0 3 21 20 0
12 19 0 1 0 8 0
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COUNTRY LOTS.
No. of No.  of No. of  _( I  Price
Lot. Portion.  II Area . per Acre.
A. R. P. I £ J.
Parish of Barmoyea.
9 203  ... 1 60 •0 0 I 0 15
Parish of Hewittville.
10 53 ... 119 0 0 0 15
11 54 ... 103 0 0 0 15
12 55 ... 109 0 0 0 15
13 56 ... 113 0 0 0 15
14 57 ... 169 0 0 0 15
15 58 ... 42 2 0 0 15
16 59 ... 68 3 0 0 15
17 60 ... 64 0 0 0 15
18 61 ...  44  1 0 0 15
19 62 ... 49 0 0 0 15
20 63 ... 52 0 0 0 15
Parish of Nicholson.
21 I 114 ... 1 56 0 0 0 15
22
23
SUBURBAN LOTS.
Parish of Cawarral.
9 .. 21 3 18
... I I
0 15
13 33 0 0 0 15
Lot 9, Forfeited Selection No. 203.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE,
CARDWELL,
ON TUESDAY, THE 18TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1873.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Cardwell, parish of Ellerbeck, town of
Cardwell.
Section. Allotment.
1 4 1
2 4 2
3 4 3
4 4 4
6 4 5
6 4 6
7 4 7
8 5 1
9 5 2
10 5 3
11 5 4
12 5 5
13 5 6
14 5 7
15 5 8
16 5 9
17 5 10
18 6 1
19 6 2
20 6 3
21 6 4
22 6 5
23 6 6
24 6 7
25 6 8
26 6 9
27 6 10
28 6 11
29 6 12
30 6 13
31 6 14
32 6 15
33 6 16
34 6 17
35 6 18
36 6 19
37 6 20
38 7 1
39 7 2
40 7 3
41 7 4
42 7 5
43 7 6
44 7 7
45 7 8
46 7 9
47 7 10
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 10 8 0
0 1 0 • 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
No of
Lot.
TOWN  LOTS - conginRecl.
No. of
Section.
No. of
Allotment Area.
Price per
Acre.
48 7 11
49 7 12
50 7 13
51 8 1
52 8 2
53 8 3
54 8 4
55 8 5
56 8 6
57 8 7
68 8 8
59 8 9
60 8 10
61 8 11
62 8 12
63 8 13
64 8 14
65 8 1 15
66 8 16
67 9 1
68 9 2
69 9 3
70 9 4
71 9 5
72 9 6
73 9 7
74 9 8
75 9 9
76 9 10
77 10 1
78 10 2
79 10 3
80 10 4
81 10 5
82 10 6
83 10 7
84 10 8
85 10 9
86 10 10
87 11 1
88 11 2
89 11 3
90 11 4
91 11 5
92 11 6
93 11 7
A. B. P.
0 1 0 8  `V"
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 11 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 0 33 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 .8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Cardwell, parish of Ellerbeck.
94 4
95 4
96 4
97 4
98 8
99 8
100 8
101 107
102 108
103 108
104 108
105 108
106 109
107 109
108 . 109
109 109
5 22 0 0 1 0
6 25 3 0 1 0
7 29 1 0 1 0
8 34 3 0 1 0
1 20 2 0 1 0
2 28 2 0 1 0
3 34 0 0 1 0
5 10 0 0 2 0
I.  7 2 0 2 0
2 7 2 0 2 0
3 6 0 14 2 0
4 10 0 0 2 0
3 7 2 0 2 0
4 5 0 0 2 0
5 5 0 0 2 0
6 5 0 0 2 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her .
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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QUSENSLAND, I  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  f Honorable  GEoRGn AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea  of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of. Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, wil'. be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited  Act is provided.
QULBNSLAND,  Proclamation'  by The ':Host
to wit .  Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of  Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and  Baron Mul ;rave of
Mulgrave, all  in  the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross , in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the  Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
&OBMANBT, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its  Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the  powers  vested in me by
"The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of  all other
powers enabling  me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation: And I do further notify,
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction orim-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
Given under  any Hand and  Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this twenty-fourth day of
June ,  in the year of our  Lord one thousand
eight  hundred  and seventy -two, and in the
thirty- sixth year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
y. ,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAYE  THE QIIEEN l
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd October, 1873.
H IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
FRANCIS GILL ,  Gilberton,
to be a Magistrate of the Territory.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd October, 1873.
u IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
lj of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that the notification of
BULLOO and AUTHORPE,
as Polling Places for taking the Poll for the
Election of a Member to serve in the Legislative
Assembly of Queensland for the Electoral District
of Warrego, published in the  Government Gazette
Extraordinary of 2nd September, 1873, be can-
celled ; and that
THURGOMINDAH
be appointed for the said purpose in lieu thereof.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd October, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint MILLCHESTER, in the Police District of
Charters Towers and Cape River, a place for estab-
lishing a Public Pound, under the provisions of
" The Impounding Act of  1863."
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 3rd October, 1873.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
FRANCIS GILL
Assistant  Gold Commissioner.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 3rd October, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
IN pursuance of the provisions contained in the
Act of the Parliament of New South Wales,
20th Victoria, No. 29, intituled  " An Art to Amend
the Laws relating to Gold Fields,"  His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
FRANCIS GILL, Assistant Gold Commissioner,
to be an officer for determining the extent and posi-
tion of the Claims to which each person is entitled
under any Miners' Right, Lease, or License issued
under the provisions of such Act, and for marking
out such extent.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
hereby notify and proclaim that the Leases of the,
following selections of Land, under the said Act,,
are declared forfeited.
Register No. Land
of Name of Lessee. Area. Agent's
Application. Dis5rict.
66 W. Wilson ...
A.
572
R. P.
0 0 Ipswich.
77 J. England ... 560 0 0 ditto.
350 G. C. Miller ... 91 0 0 ditto.
992 W. %ickbush... 21 0 0 ditto.
1104 F. A. W. Man- 161 1 0 ditto.
delkow
1507 J. Rafter ... 68 0 0 ditto.
1769 F. Muller ... 61 2 0 ditto.
2112 R. Heller ... 80 0 0 ditto.
2130 R. Heller ... 67 0 0 ditto.
793 P. Gaynor ... 100 0 0 Brisbane.
1465 J. J. Caine ... 320 0 0 ditto.
128 D. Cassidy ... 60 0 0 Gympie.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government.
House, Brisbane ,  this second day of October,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight.
hundred and seventy-three ,  and in the thirty-
seventh year  of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEF YSLAND,  Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AuGUSTUB
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the  Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  "Tlie Crown
I Lands  Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands included in the
undermentioned selections shall be open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said Act, on and
after THURSDAY, the sixth day of November,
1873, at the Land Offices of the Districts in which
they are respectively situated.
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by The Most
to wit. 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council,  Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the  Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
fi rst section  of  " The Crown Lands  Alienation Act
of  1868, "  I, GEORGE  AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby ,  the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
66 W. Wilson ...
A. R. P.
572 0 0 Ipswich.
128 D. Cassidy ... 60 0 0 Gympie.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this second day of October,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND, I Proclamation by the Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
!Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868, I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
'Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after THURS-
DAY, the sixth day of November, 1873, at the
Brisbane Land Office.
Register Land
d is
No.of
Applica - Name  of  Lessee. Area. Agent's Parish.
Lion. District.
A. H. P.
367A 1465 J. J. Caine  ... 320 0 0 Brisbane Yeerong-
piny.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this second day of October,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, I Proclamation by the Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"  1,  GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
twenty-ninth day of October, 1873, at the Bowen
Land Office.
Register LandNo. of No. of Name of
District.
Por- pplica -  Lessee. Area .  Agent's Parish.
,ion. lion.
198 J. S. Black
A. B. P.
140 0 0 Bowen Unnamed
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
n
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her Ma-
jesty's reign.
By Command,
'(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, ' Proclamation by The Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Musgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after MONDAY,
the twentieth day of October, 1873, at the Warwick
Land Office.
Portions 16 and 17, parish of Canning, county of
Merivale ; each 73 acres 3 roods.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-three, and
in the thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit.  ' Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.y in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANB'r, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
inander-in-Chief , of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The CrownLands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after MONDAY,
the thirteenth day of October, 1873, at the Brisbane
Land Office.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly, portion
NO, part of selection  964.
59 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-west corner of portion No. 219, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that road bearing one
hundred and forty-six degrees three chains and
ninety-seven links ; two hundred and three
degrees seven chains and five links; one hundred
and fifty-seven degrees five chains and thirty-four
links ; one hundred and thirty-five degrees four
chains and seventy-two links ; one hundred and
twenty-two degrees six chains and seventeen links;
and one hundred and fifty-seven degrees ten chains
and eighty-one links ; on the south by portion 260A.
1622
bearing east nine chains and eighty links ; on the
east by a line  bearing north thirty-one chains and
forty links ; and on the north by portion 219
bearing west  twenty-four chains and thirty-five
links to the point of commencement.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this eleventh  day of Sep-
tember, in  the year of  our Lord one thousand
eight hundred  and seventy-three ,  and in the
thirty- seventh year  of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command, .
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, I Proclamation by The Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
wander-in-Chief of the  Colony  of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," T GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE. Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after MOND AY,
the third day of November, 1873, at the Cardwell
Land Office.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
66 W. Fggebrecht „ 240 0
88 N. Donnelly ... ... 640 0
90 F. J. W. Beardmore ... 640 0
125 A. J. Ascher ,.. ... 1280 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at
House, Brisbane, this fourth day
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND Proclamation by the Most
to wit. S Honorable  GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and  after  MONDAY,
the thirteenth day of October, 1873,  at the Been-
leigh Land Office.
No. of
Portion.
35
Name of late Lessee.
J. Veivers
Area.
A  R.  P.
51 0 0
Parr,
7V
0' Cardwell. of the districts in which theyit t d
are respectively
OI Ditto. s ua e .
0 Ditto.
0l, Ditto. Register Land
No. of Name  of Lessee. Area. Agent's
Gov ernment
Applica-
tion.
District.
of Septem-
A. R. P.
A.B.  P.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this eleventh day of
September ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTVS
CoNSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
NewPoss, in the County of Wexford,
(LS,) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
1oRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.IN pursuance of clause forty-one of "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTAS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the  lands  hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
fifteenth day of October, 1873, at the Land Offices
555
78
15(;
W. Unwin
F. Frahm
J. J. Whitchurch
140 0 0  Brisbane.
40 0 0 Toowoomba.
575 0 0 Ditto.
No. of
Portions.
178
179
180
Name of Lessee. Area.
The Corpora-
tion of the
Bank of New
South Wales
Nerang.
Parish.
80 0 0
80 0 0 Geham.
80 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty' s  reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHA1IT.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN!
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' QUEENSLAND, 7 Proclamation by The Most
to wit . S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the  County  of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty 's Most  Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause one  of " The Homestead
Areas Act  of 1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be, and
are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, subject
to the provisions of the said Act, and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection as Homesteads,
and not otherwise, at the Dalby Land Office, on
and after WEDNESDAY, the first day of
October, 1873.
Lands resumed from. Cecil Plains Run.
.8 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Condamine
River, at the north-west corner of Cecil Plains
pre-emptive purchase No. 20, and bounded thence
on the south by a line bearing east 150 chains ; on
the east by a line bearing north 127 chains 69 links ;
on the north by the north boundary of Cecil Plains
Run, and bearing west 295 chains ; on the west by
a line bearing south 295 chains ; on the south by a
line bearing east to the Condamine River ; thence
by that river downwards to the south- east corner
of Cecil Plains pre-emptive purchase No. 1 ; thence
by the south boundary of that portion, by the
west boundary of the same portion, by part of the
south, the west, and north boundaries of Cecil
Plains pre-emptive purchase No. 25 to the Conda-
mine River, and by that river upwards to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of Cecil Plains pre-
emptive purchase No. 5.
Lands resumed from West Prairie Run.
8 '2 square miles..
Commencing at the north-east  corner  of the ten
years'  lease of  West Prairie, and bounded thence
on the east by a line bearing south one and three-
quarter miles ; on the south by a line bearing west ;
on the south-west by part of the north- east boun-
dary of Cecil Plains Run north-westerly; and on
the north by the north boundary of the ten years'
lease of West'Prairie bearing east to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed from the  St.  Ruth's Run.
About 8 square miles.
Commencing on Oakey Creek  at its intersection
by the west boundary on the Jondaryan Run, and
bounded thence on the east by part of the west
boundary of that run, bearing southerly about 160
chains ; thence on the south by a line bearing west
about 390 chains to the Condamine River ; thence
by that river downwards to the  south-west corner
of portion 142, parish of St. Ruth ; thence by the
south boundaries  of portions  142, 139, 141, and
east boundaries  of portions 141, 140, 132, 131, and
120, parish of St. Ruth, to Oakey Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Lands  resumed  from the Jondaryan Run.
About 8 square miles.
Commencing  at the north -west  corner of Jonda-
,qan pre-emptive purchase No. 35, and bounded
thence on the east by the west boundary line of
that portion ; thence by the south boundary of the
-same portion , by parts of the west and south boun-
daries of pre-emptive purchase 57 and 58, by part
of the west, the south, and part of the east boun-
daries of pre-emptive purchase 59, by the south
and part of the east boundaries of pre-emptive pur-
chase 33 to the south-west corner of pre-emptive
purchase 53; thence by  a line  bearing east about
forty chains; thence by aline south to the south
boundary of Jondaryan Run; on the south by part
of the south boundary of that run, bearing westerly
to the east boundary of the St. Ruth's Run ; thence
by part of the east boundary of that run northerly
to Oakey Creek ; thence by the west boundary of
Jondaryan Run north-westerly to a point west from
the north-west corner of portion 14, parish of
Young ; on the north by a line bearing east and
by the north boundary of portion 14; again on the
east by the east boundary of portion 14 and a
line bearing south to the north boundary of the
Jondaryan pre-emptive purchase No. 34; and
thence by the north boundary of that portion bear-
ing west to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed from Warra Warra Run.
About 82 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of pre-
emptive purchase No. 1 on Warra Warra Run,
and bounded thence by a line south to the Conda-
mine River ; thence by that river downwards to
the junction of Cooranga Creek ; thence by that
creek upwards to the west boundary of pre-emptive
purchase No. 3 ; thence by part of the west boun-
dary of that portion south to the north-east corner
of pre-emptive purchase No. 2 ; thence by the
north-west and south boundary lines of that portion
west, south, and east, to the west boundary line of
pre-emptive purchase No. 1 ; thence by part of the
west and the south boundaries of that portion south
and east to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Sandgate, this
thirtieth day of August, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three, and in the thirty-seventh year
of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
queensland  and its Dependencies.
TN pursuance of Clause one of  " The Homestead
1 Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, and that the said
lands shall be open to selection as Homesteads, and
not otherwise, at the Toowoomba Land Office, on
and after WEDNESDAY, the first day of October,
1873.
Lands resumed from Beauaraba Run.
812 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Too-
woomba Register selection No. 441, and bounded
thence on the north by the south boundary of that
selection, and the south boundaries of selections 430,
527, 429, 455,  and 432 to the south-east corner o
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selection 432; on the east by a line bearing south to
a point due east from the east corner of Toowoomba
Register selection No. 409 ; thence by a line bear-
ing west to that east corner; and on the south-west
by the north-cast boundary of selection No. 409
aforesaid ; by the north-east boundary of portion
141, parish of Cecil Plains ; and by the north-east
boundary of selection No. 446 north-westerly to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of all
alienated lands.
Lands resumed from Yandilla Run.
About 81, square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Condamine
River at the boundary between the resumed and
ten years' lease of Yandilla Run ; and bounded
thence by the said boundary north-easterly to the
North Branch; thence by that branch upward;
thence by a line passing through a spot distant
about two hundred chains from the boundary of the
resumed and ten years' lease of Yandilla Run bear-
ing south-westerly about three hundred chains ;
thence by a line bearing north-westerly about one
hundred and twenty chains ; thence by a line bear-
ing south-westerly to Condamine River ; and thence
by said river downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Sandgate'
this thirtieth day of August, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-three, and in the thirty-seventh
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit. ) Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of N ormauby,
Earl of Mulggrave, VT'scount Nor-
manby, and Baron, Musgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron. Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the Couur7 of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland. ; a Member
NonMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of.Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be, and are hereby set apart, as Homestead Areas,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, as Home-
steads, classed as agricultural, and not otherwise, at
the Land Office, Warwick, on and after WEDNES-
DAY, the first day of October, 1873.
County of Merivale, parish of Allora.
Portions Nos. 210, 211, 212, 213, 213A, 215,
and 216.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1873.
IT is hereby  notified for general information, that
application under the  27th  section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," has been
made for the closure  of the  under -mentioned road,
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing, within two
months from this date.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
Applicant.
A. Phelps
Situation.
Road separating por-
tions 158 and 150 from
portions 160 and 161
Parish.
Mutdapilly
Area.
A.15.  P
5 336
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1873.
"CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."
ITis hereby notified, that the undermentionedLeases under  " The Crown Lands Alienation
Act  of 1868," having been executed by His
Excellency the Governor, are now lying at the
several Land Agents' Offices, to be delivered to the
Lessees.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under Secretary.
Register
No. of
Appliea-
tion.
350
429
472
490
493
505
514
521
541
400
Name of Lessee.
BEEIQLEIGH.
Henry Schneider ...
John Wardley ... ...
James Cockerill ... ...
Henry Welch .. ...
James Cockerill ... ...
Michael Hart ... ...
John Mathewson ,.,
Arthur Binstead ...
John Wardley ... ...
Ditto ... ...
WARWICK.
618 Leonard Gillespie
621 William  Clunes ...
628 Henry Page  ... ... I
GYMPIE.j
44 I Robert Gordon Walker...  1
BoWEN.
162 John Clement Rutter  ...
171 Daniel Campbell ...
174 Robert Walker  ...  ..
199 William Aloin Eymer  ...
196 Charles George Bradley...
161 Sidney Yeates ... ...
ToowooMBA.
784 ; John Leane ... ..
616
704 James Murphy ... I
Kenric Edmund Brodribb
SPRINGSURE.
17 Ernest Magnus Worth ...'
IPSWICH.
2108
2191
2372
2384
2427
2437
2639
2659
2661
Thomas Abell ... ...
Robert William Le Grand
John Marstaeller ...
George McLean... ...
Alexander Dunbar Camp-
bell
James Henry McConnel
Michael Donoghue ...
Ditto... . ...
Charles Vanneck ...
Area. No. ofLease.
A. R. P.
41 0 0 4020
494 0 0 4021
80 0 0 4022
207 0 0 4023
264 0 0 4024
80 0 0 4025
100 0 0 4026
80 0 0 4027
407 0 0 4028
776 0 0 4057
241 0 0 4029
232 0 0 4030
100 0 0 4031
80 0 0 4032
521 0 0 4033
1,057 0 0 4034
134 0 0 4035
153 0 0 4036
83 0 0 4037
116 0 0 4038
328 0 0 4039
120 0 0 4040
7,690 0 0 4041
187 2 26 4042
210 0 0 4043
200 0 0 4044
115 0 0 4045
115 0 0 4046
184 0 0 4047
184 3 0 14048
124 3 0 4045
123 1 0 J 4050
90 0 0
I
4051
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LEASES LYING FOE  DELIVERY - continued.
Register
No. of
App lica-
4.Lion.
Name  of Lessee. Area. No. ofLease.
123
237
239
273
306
539
555
78
81
84
MACKAY.
Commercial Banking Com-
pany
Michael Carroll ... ...
John Symons Avery ...
G eorge Ricketts... ...
Charles Keeley ... ...
A. R. F.
427 0 0 4052
545 3 0
200 0 0
120 0 0
2,222 0 0
RocKB:.& PTON.
Alexander Anderson 350 0 0
Daniel Connor ... ... I 98 0 0
GLADSTONE.
Robert Cowan ... .. 137 0 0
Robert Harvey .. .... 140 1 0
Margaret  Agnes Suther- 222 0 0
land
4053
4054
4055
4056
4057
4058
4059
4060
4061
BRISBANE.
1500 Alexander Campbe ll  and 800 0 0 4062
John Hay
1501 Ditto ... 640 0 0 4063
1518 George Cresswell Crump 440 0 0 4064
1531 Andrew  Ing li s Henderson  78 0 0 4065
1565 John George Cribb ... 178 0 0 4066
1587 William Pettigrew ... 200 0 0 4067
1605 William Leith Gordon ... 230 0 0 4068
1614 Andrew Gibson Corbett... 860 0 0 4069
1647 Joseph Henry Delpratt... 120 0 0 4070
1666 Patrick  Egan ...  207 0 0 4071
1671 Jonathan Carseldine ... 80 0 0 4072
1674 John George Cribb .. 200 0 0 4073
1676 George Perryman Mar- 80 0 0 4074
shall
DALBY.
167 Jesse Mighell  ... ... j  215 3 16 4075
168 Ditto 359 0 34 1 4076
169 Ditto 578 1  37 4077
178 Robert Kennedy .. , ; 136 1 4 4078
BUNDABERG.
237 Robert Walker ... ... 457 0 0 14079
GOONDIWINDI.
4 I Wil liam George Lucas  ...  1 41 0 0 1 4080
TOWNSVILLE.
78 George  Saunders .. 80 3 0
77 Henry Fredrick  Robinson  1,003 0 0
79 Charles  Findlater  .. 135 1 0
83 Thomas Marrow ... ...  82 0 0
4081
4082
4083
4084
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1873.
I pursuance of the twenty -third section of  "The
I- Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved  for the  purpose of a Camping Ground for
Railway Laborers.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lvnds Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown lands  are per-
manently reserved from sale for any special purpose,
notice  thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE, SWAN CREEK.
County of  Merivale, parish of Robinson, portion
No. 199A.
23 acres.
Commencing on Swan Creek, at the south corner
of portion No. 199, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the south-west boundary of that
portion bearing 299 degrees 8 chains and 30 links ;
on the north by a line bearing west 2 chains ; on
the west by the east boundary of portions Nos.
206 and 208 bearing south 24 chains 41 links to
Swan Creek ; and on the south and east by that
creek  upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOB RACECOURSE , MARYBOROUGH.
County  of March, parish of Marybborough.
160 acres 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 1.20 degrees 30
minutes and distant 1 chain from the south corner
of portion 191 on a road 1 chain wide, and bounded
thence on the north-west by that road bearing 30
degrees 30 minutes 43 chains ; on part of the north-
east by a line bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 35
chains  to another road one chain wide ; on part of
the south-east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes  11 chains and 44 links; on the remainder
of the north-east by portion A and a road bearing
120 degrees 30 minutes 12 chains and 90 links to
another road 1 chain wide ; again on the south-east
by that road bearing 210 degrees 30 minutes 11
chains and  44 links ; on part of the south-west by
No. 7 and a road bearing 300 degrees 30  minutes
12 chains and 92 links ; on the remainder of the
south-east  by that road bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes  20 chains to another road 1 chain wide ;
and on  the remainder of the south-west by that
road bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes 35 chains to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of 4 acres
for a road 1 chain wide, and 1 acre and 23 perches
for another road 1 chain wide, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's office.
RESERVE  FOR WATER, MARYBOROUGH.
County  of March, parish of  31aryborough ,  portion
No. A.
RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY LAnoBERs' CAMP.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich, portion  400A.
4 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on the left bank of Bundamba Creek
at a point about 1 chain and 30 links north from the
north-east corner of portion 401, and bounded
thence on the west by a line and portion 401 bear-
ing south about 4 chains and 30 links to the main
Brisbane and Ipswich road ; on the south-east by
that road bearing north 66 degrees 25 minutes east
.'about 13 chains and 50 links to Bundamba Creek ;
and on the north-east and north by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
13 acres 2 roods 14 perches.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at a point
bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes and distant 1 chain
from the east corner of the .Racecourse Reserve;
and bounded thence on the north-east by a line
bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 11 chains and 88
links to another road 1 chain wide ; on the south-
east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30 minutes
11 chains and 44 links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes 11 chains and 88
links to the road first aforesaid ; and on the north-
west by that road bearing 30 degrees 30 minutes
11 chains and 90 links to the point of commence-
ment.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 25th September, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
Top of Hervey's Range, Townsville and Gilberton
Road.
201 acres.
Commencing  at a point distant seventeen links
and bearing two hundred degrees thirty minutes
from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over R about
fifteen chains north-west from Randall's public-
house, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing west thirty-seven chains forty links ; thence
on the west by a line bearing south forty-eight
chains twenty-six links ; thence on the south by a
line bearing east forty-five chains ninety-one links ;
and thence On the east by a line bearing north ten
degrees west forty-nine chains one link to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  LANDING PLACE.
Parish of Kelsey, county of Herbert.
177 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
20, in the parish of Bassett, county of Herbert,
and bounded thence on the south by the north
boundary of portions 20 and 19 bearing east seventy-
one chains ; on the east by a line bearing north
twenty-five chains ; on the north by a line bearing
west seventy-one chains ; and on the west by a line
bearing south twenty-five chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR LANDING PLACE.
Heath's C,rcek, Burdekin River.
10 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at a point on Heath's Creek bearing
one hundred and twenty-four degrees and distant
seventy-two links from an ash-tree marked broad-
arrow over IV, and bounded thence on the east by
a line south 1,040 links ; thence on the south by a
line west 1,000 links ; thence on the west by a line
north  1,160  links to Heath's Creek ; and thence by
that creek easterly to point of commencement.
The above reserve is bounded on the east, south,
and west by selection No. 28, Bowen District.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
Gregory River,  at the  Junction of Chrystal Brook
and Bowen Roads.
92 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at a point bearing one hundred and
thirty-three degrees and distant nineteen and a-half
links from a scrubwood tree marked broad-arrow
over III, being the north-west corner of selection
No. 169, and bounded thence on the east by the
west boundary line of that selection bearing one
hundred and seventy-nine degrees 5,000 links ;
thence on the south by a line bearing eighty-nine
degrees 2,000 links ; thence on the west by a line
bearing three hundred and sixty degrees 4,357
links to Gregory River ; and thence by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR THE USE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC WORKS.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane, city
of Brisbane,  allotment  7 of section  23.
3 roods 24 perches.
Commencing on the south-east side of Turbot
street three chains north-easterly from the west
corner of the section, and bounded thence on the
north-west by that street north-easterly four  chains ;
on the north-east by a line south-easterly at right
angles to Turbot street two chains and twenty-five
links; on the south-east by the north-west boun-
dary line of allotments 2, 3, and 4 south-westerly
parallel with Turbot street four chains ; and on the
south-west by the north-east boundary line of allot-
ment 6 north-westerly at right angles to Turbot
street two chains and twenty-five links to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1873.
WHEREAS, HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published  in  the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks.
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will
be reserved for the purpose of School Sites.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL  SITE, BULIMBA.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion
No. 158A.
23 acres I rood.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at the
south-east corner of portion 125v, and bounded
thence on the east by that road bearing 158 degrees
34 chains and 25 links to a road 1 chain and 50
links wide ; on the south by that road bearing 260
degrees 45 minutes 13 chains and 70 links ; and on
the west by a line bearing 358 degrees 45 minutes
34 chains and 1 link to the point  of commence.
ment.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE, BUNDAMBA.
County of Stanley, parish of Bundamba,  portion
No.  171A.
1 acre 2 roods.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at the
north-west corner of a Water Reserve, and bounded
thence on the south by that reserve bearing 157
degrees 2 chains and 39 links, 112 degrees 3 chains
and 30 links, and 46 degrees 5 minutes  4 chains and
11 links; on the east by a line bearing north 26
minutes east 60 links ; and on the north by a line
bearing west 7 chains and 3 links to the point of
commencement. -
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th September, 1873.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
Fast Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane,  on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the  first Friday-
in each month.
TYest fforeton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS  DISTRICT.
At the Land OIDce, Toowoomba,  on the  second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on  the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby,  on the first Friday
in each month.
A t the Land Office, Condamine,  the second
Thursday in September, 1873,  and there-
after on the second Thursday  of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the fire
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIs  D ISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone,  the third
Thursday, in October, 1873, and  thereafter
on the third Thursday of every  alterna',e
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence,  on the  first.
Monday in each month.
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WIDE  BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Laud Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in September, 1873, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BUBRE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, on the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in November, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in November, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
Gay in October, 1873, and thereafter onthe
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office,  Springsure , on the fourth
Monday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings ,  when necessary , in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 4th September, 1873.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently  reserved  from  sale for  any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive  weeks  : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described w ill be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
REIEEVE  FOR  A SCHOOL AT CALLIOPE.
County  of Clinton, paria1 of $ aet Stowe ,  town 4f
Callio.po,
6 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing  about fifty
degrees,  distant about twelve chains and twenty
links from the east corner  of allotment  1 of section
2, and. bounded thence on the west by a line
bearing north  ten chains  and seventy -three links ;
Dn the north by a line bearing  east six chains and
thirteen links ; on the east by  a line  bearing south
aye chains and fifty-nine links to the Gladstone
road ; and on the south -east by that road bearing
230 degrees eight chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY AT MO00ILL.
County of  Stanley ,  parish  of Mogg ;Zl, portion No.
249.
10 acres.
Commencing at the north -east corner of portion
247, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west  fifteen chains; on the west by a line
bearing north six chains and seventy links ; on the
north by a line bearing east fifteen chains ; and on
the east by a line bearing south six chains and
seventy links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purpose named with respect
to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE  FOR A POUND AT GAYNDAH.
County of Mackenzie, parish of Gayndah.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection  of Simon and
Porter streets, and bounded thence on the north-
east by Porter  street  bearing south-easterly five
chains ; on the south- east  by a line  at right angles
to Porter street bearing south-westerly five chains ;
on the south-west by a line parellel with Porter
street bearing north-westerly five chains  to Simon
street ; and on the north-west by that  street bearing
north-easterly five  chains  to the point of  commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR BALLAST FOR  RAILWAY  PURPOSES
AT GOODNA.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, part of
portion 164.
14 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at a point bearing north  and distant
about eight chains from the south-west corner of
portion 150, at intersection of the railway line with
the west boundary of portion 150, and bounded
thence on the east by part of that west boundary
bearing north to the north corner of  original  portion
154; on the north-west by a road one chain wide
dividing this land from portion 153, bearing south
sixty-one  degrees  thirty minutes west twenty-five
chains and twenty-nine links to another  road one
chain wide ; on the south-west by that road  bearing
south forty-three degrees fifteen minutes east to
the Brisbane and Ipswich Railway line ; and on the
south by that railway line easterly to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR A LANDING PLACE ,  BAKER 'S CREEK,
MACKAY DISTRICT.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard.
113 acres.
Commencing in a mangrove marsh at the south-
west corner of selection 230, and bounded thence
on the north by that selection and a line bearing
east twenty-two chains and twenty-five links to the
South Pacific Ocean ; on the east by the shore of
that ocean southerly to the mouth of Baker's
Creek ; and on the south-west and west by that
creek and its overflow upward to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER,  GALLOWAY PLANTS, GLAD,
STONE.
County q f  Clinton.
80 sores.
Commencing on the left bank of Clyde Creek at
the south-east corner of selection 71, and bounded
thence  on the  north  by that  selection bearing west
twenty-seven chains and thirty-six links to the
Kroombit road ; on the west by that road bearing
174 degrees nine chains and  fifty links; on the
south by selection 106 bearing  east thirty-seven
chains and twenty-eight links to Clyde Creek ;
and on the  north-east  by that creek  downwards to
the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended grantees, to the intent that by force
of the Act aforesaid they shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants, and in every
deed containing the erroneous names, and such
Grants respectively, and every such Deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of grant-22nd  June, 1870.
Name of grantee-Joseph  Ryne Hinds.
Description of land granted-Fifty -four acres,
county of Stanley, parish of Maclean, portion
ninety-two B.
Nature of  misnomer -The  name Joseph Ryne
• Hinds having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of Joseph Royal Hinds.
Name of intended grantee-Joseph  Royal Hinds.
Name of party applying for instrument-Joseph
Royal Hinds.
Date of grant-7th  August, 1872.
Name of grantee-Louise  Thom.
Description of land  granted-Thirty-seven acres
one rood  eight perches, county of Livingstone,
parish of Gracemere, portion nine.
Nature of  misnomer -The  name Louise Thom
having been  in serted  as that of the intended  grantee,
instead  of Louise Thon.
Name of intended grantee-Louise  Thon.
Name of party applying for instrument-Louise
Thon.
Date of grant--21st  February, 1873.
Name  of grantee-Frederick Henzell.
Description of land granted-Twenty-three  per-
ches, county of March, parish of Gympie, town of
Gympie,, allotment No. 9 of section O.
Nature of  misnomer -The  name Frederick Hen-
zell  having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee , instead of Frederick Lumley Henzel.
Name of intended grantee-Frederick  Lumley
Henzell.
Name of party applying for instrument-Fre-
derick Lumley Henzell.
Date of grants-21st  February, 1873.
Names of grantees-Adam  Walker and George
Lamb.
Description of land granted-Portions  nine, ten,
eleven, twelve, and fourteen, county of Belmore,
and parish of St. George, containing twenty acres
each.
Nature of misnomer-The  names Adam Walker
and George Lamb having been inserted as that of
the intended grantees,  instead of Adam Walker
and Thomas George Lamb.
Names of intended  grantees -Adam  Walker and
Thomas George Lamb.
Name of party applying for  instrument -Thomas
George Lamb.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
 Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1868," at the expiration of three months
from  the date hereof, by an instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended to
be granted, to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid it shall be taken to have been inserted in
the Grant, and in every Deed containing the
erroneous description, and such Grant, and every
such Deed, shall operate and be construed %c-
cordingly.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of grant-22nd  .July, 1872.
Name of grantee-Robert  Ballard.
Description of land granted-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement one acre one rood and
thirty-three perches,  be the same more or less,
situated in the county of March, parish of Gympie,
and town of Gympie, being allotment No. 2 of
section P,  commencing  on the north side of Bligh
street , at the south- east  corner of allotment one,
and bounded thence on the south by that street
bearing ninety-two degrees one  chain and forty-
one links and one-half of a link, and seventy-eight
degrees thirty minutes one chain and seventy-eight
links and one-quarter of a link ; on the east by the
west boundary line of allotment three bearing
three hundred and fifteen degrees three chains and
sixty-seven links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing two hundred and ninety-nine degrees forty-
five minutes three chains and fifty links ; and on
the west by the east boundary lines of allotments
twelve and one, bearing one hundred and eighty-
three degrees fifteen minutes five chains and seventy
links to the point of commencement.
Nature of error-The  bearing of the eastern
boundary being three degrees fifteen minutes
instead of three hundred and fifteen degrees as in
the deed.
Name of intended  grantee-Robert Ballard.
Name of party applying for  instrument -Robert
Ballard.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 28th August, 1873.
THE accompanying amended description of the1 School Reserve at Moggill is substituted for
that published in the  Government Gazette  of the
16th November, 1872, folio 1920.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Count/ of Stanley, parish of Moggill, portion No.
248.
16 acres 2 roods 32 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
north-east by one of said roads bearing three hun-
dred and twenty degrees thirteen chains and ten
links ; on the north by a line bearing west eleven
chains and eighty links to another road one chain
wide ; on the north-west by that road bearing one
hundred and ninety degrees  nine chains  and eighty-
five links to the other aforesaid road ; and on the
south by that road bearing east twenty-one chains
and eighty-eight links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 21st August, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
Notice is hereby given, that the lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purposes  named  with respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RassavE FOR WATER AND CAMPING, BEAUARABA
RUN.
County of Aubigny.
92 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the north-west  corner  o solee-
tion 749, and bounded  thence on  the north by a
line bearing west twenty-five chains; , on the west
by a line  bearing south  thirty- seven chains ; on the
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uouth  by a line bearing east  twenty-fivo  chains i
and on the east by a line bearing north thirty-seven
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOIL POUND, STANTHORPE.
1 acre.
Co unty of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe,  allotments  14 and  15  of section  10.
Commencing on the west side of Johnson street
at the south- east  corner of allotment 13, and
bounded thence on the east by that street southerly
three chains ; on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 16 westerly at right angles to
Johnson street three chains and thirty-four links
on the west by a line northerly parallel with John-
son street three chains ; and on the north by the
south boundary line of allotment 13 easterly at
right  angles to  Johnson street three chains and
thirty-four links to the point of commencement.
RESERVES FOR GRAVEL AND TIMBER  FOR ROAD
PURPOSES.
County of Canning, parish of Bribie.
Commencing on the main  road from Brisbane to
Gympie, at the south -west corner  of portion No.
11, and bounded thence on the north by that por-
tion and a line bearing east about  fifty chains ; on
the east by a line bear ing  south about eighty  chains ;
on the south  by a line bearing west  about sixty
chains to the main road from Brisbane  to Gympie;
and on the  west by that road northerly to the
point of commencement.
ALSO,
County of  Canning , parish of Bribie.
Commencing  at the  south-east corner o f portion
No. 4, and bounded thence  on the east  by a line
bearing south  about 120  chains  ; on the south by
a line bearing west  about 180  chains ;  on the west
by a line bearing north -about 100 chains to the
Mooloolah River ; and on the north by that river
downwards and by portions Nos. 10 and 4 to the
point  of commencement.
ALSO,
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of portion
No. 30, and bounded thence on the south-west by
a line  bearing south-easterly about 105 chains to
the north- west  corner of portion No. 4, and thence
about five  chains  to Mountain Creek ; on the south
andeast by that creek  downwards  to the south corner
of portion No. 1; on the north- east  by that portion
and portion No. 27 to a point on the south-west
boundary of the last-mentioned portion distant
twenty chains from its west corner ; and thence on
the north-west by a line  bearing  south-westerly
about 120 chains to the point of commencement.
ALSO,
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
Commencing at a point on the west boundary of
portion No. 21, distant twenty chains from its north-
west corner, and bounded thence on the east by
that portion and portion No. 52 and by a line
bearing south about twenty-eight chains ; on the
south by a line bearing west about 130 chains ; on
the west by a line bearing north about 100 chains ;
and on the north by a line bearing  east  about 120
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  WHARVES AND WATER.
Mouth of Maroochy River, county of Canning,
parish of Maroochy.
215 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Cornmeal
Creek, at the crossing of a road, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that road bearing
one hundred and forty-five degrees one chain and
seventy-five links, one hundred and twenty-five
degrees five chains, one hundred and forty degrees
nine -,hains and forty links, one hundred and five
deb ees five chains, one hundred and fifteen degrees
twenty chains, one hundred and five degrees
seventeen chains, one hundred and fifteen degrees
fifteen chains, one hundred and forty-five degrees
fourteen  chains,  and one  hundred and thirty
degrees two chains and forty -six  links; on the
south- east  by a line bearing forty- five degrees ten
chains to the South Pacific Ocean ; on the east by
the waters of that ocean northerly to the mouth of
the Maroochy River ; and on the  west  and north
by that river southerly and westerly to Cornmeal
Creek, and by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
Mouth of Baker's Creek, parish of Howard.
Commencing at the south-west corner of applica-
tion 230 (Bovey's) ; and bounded on the north by
a line bearing east twenty-two chains and twenty-
five links to the sea-coast ; on the east and on the
south by the sea-coast to the mouth of Baker's
Creek ; on the west by that creek upwards to the
mangroves north of the landing place ; and thence
on the west by the mangroves to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
THE accompanying amended description of the
Drayton and Toowoomba Cemetery is sub-
stituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 31st May, 1873, folio 868.
C. J. GRAHAM.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
56 acres 2 roods 2 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the north-
east corner  of portion 267, and bounded thence on
part of the north by that road bearing  east seventeen
chains and fifty links to another road one chain
wide; on part of the east by that road  bearing
south fifteen  chains and  sixty-two links ; on the
remainder of the north by a  line bearing  east four
chains and fifty-nine  links  to a road one  and a-half
chain wide; again onthe east bythatroad bearing 198
degrees twenty- one minutes  eight chains and forty-
two three-quarter links ; on part of the south by
a line bearing west two chains  and 18 links ; on the
remainder of the east by a line bearing 173 degrees
thirty minutes  seven  chains and five links ; on the
remainder of the south by the north boundary line
of portion 271,' bearing west eighteen  chains and
forty links ; and on the west by a line and the east
boundary line of portion 267, bearing north thirty
chains and fifty-seven links to the point of com-
mencement.
Also,
10 acres 1 rood 34 perches.
Commencing at a point one chain east from the
north-east corner of portion 269, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a road one chain wide
bearing seventy-four degrees fifty- one minutes ten
chains and four links to a road one and a-half chain
wide ; on the south-east by that road bearing 198
degrees twenty-one minutes eighteen chains and
nineteen links ; on the south by another road one
chain wide, bearing west three chains and ninety-
one and a-half links to another road one chain
wide ; and on the west by that road bearing north
fourteen chains and sixty-nine links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
W V V
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1 1  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a Cemetery.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY ,  STANTHOBPE.
County of  Bentinck , parish of  Stanthorpe , town of
Stanthorpe.
12 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north ,  and distant
one chain from the north -west corner of allotment 6,
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section 18, and bounded thence on the south by
Funker street, bearing east  nine  chains and fifty-
three links ; on the east by a line bearing, north
twelve chains and fifty-eight links ; on the north by
a line bearing west nine chains and fifty-three links ;
and on  the west by McGlew street, bearing south
twelve  chains  and fifty-eight links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873.
r HE accompanying amended description of the
Reserve for Town Hall, Clermont, is sub-
stituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of  the 31st July, 1869, folio 928.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  Towiv HALL.
County of Clermont, parish of Clermont. town of
Clermont ,  allotments  4,  5, 9,  and  10,  of section  18.
2 acres.
Commencing at the north-east  corner  of the sec-
tion, and bounded thence on the north by Lime
street westerly four chains ; on the west by the east
boundary line of allotments 3 and 8 southerly, at
right angles to Lime street, five chains to Mimosa
street; on the south by that street easterly parallel
with Lime street four chains to Capella street; and
on the east  by that street northerly five chains to
the point  of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1873.
W T I HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The1 1  Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from  sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall  be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration  of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for a School site.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe, allotments 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19,  and  20  of  section 8.
4 acres 2  roods 10 perches.
Commencing on the west side of Marsh street, at
the south- east corner  of allotment 12, and bounded
thence on the east by that street bearing south
seven chains and fifty links to Connor street ; on
the south by that street bearing west  seven chains
and ninety-six links; on part of the west by allotment
No. 21, bearing north four chains and fifty links ;
on part of the north by allotments Nos. 9, 10, and
11, bearing east four chains and sixty-two links ;
on the remainder of the west by a line bearing
north three chains, and on the remainder of the
north by allotment No. 12, bearing east three chains
and thirty-four links to the point of commencement
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1873.
1
1 HE  accompanying  amended  description of
Reserve for Timber for Railway purposes is
substituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 7th December, 1872, folio 2028.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Cavendish, parishes of Crow's Nest and
Murphy.
Commencing on Perseverance Creek at a point
bearing east from the north boundary of portion
No. 741, and bounded thence on the east by that
creek upwards to  its source  ; thence on the south
by a line bearing  west  about five  and a-half miles to
the summit of the Main Range ; on the west by the
summit of that  range  northerly  to a point bearing
south from the west boundary of portion No. 741 ;
thence by a line bearing north about  two and a-lyslf
miles  to the north-west corner  of that portion ; and
on the north by a line  bearing east about three and
a-half  miles to  the point  of commencement,-ex-
elusive of all alienated or surveyed lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1873.
WEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently  reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose, notice thereof shall be published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved  and set  apart for the
purposes  named with respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY, WALLOON.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion  603
10 acres 38 perches.
Commencing on a, road one chain wide, at the
west corner of portion 602, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing 225 degrees,
nine chains and thirty-two links to another road
one chain wide; on the south-west by that road,
bearing 135 degrees, eleven chains and two links ;
on the south- east  by a line bearing forty-five
degrees, nine chains and thirty-two links ; and on
the north-east by the National School Reserve,
bearing 315 degrees, eleven chains and one link to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  NATIONAL  SCHOOL SITE , WALLOON.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion
602.
10 acres 36 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
west corner of portion 600, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing 225 degrees,
nine chains and thirty links ; on the south-west by
the Cemetery Reserve, bearing 135 degrees, eleven
chains and one link ; on the south-east by a line
bearing forty-five degrees, nine chains and thirty
links; and on the north-east by portions 600 and
601, bearing 315 degrees, eleven chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  3rd July, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty- fifth section of" The Crown  Lands  Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose ,  notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved and set apart for a Rail-
way Reserve.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES NEAR CLIFTON
RAILWAY STATION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Elphinstone,
portion No.  132.
165 acres.
Commencing en a road one chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 131, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion bearing north
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forty-six chains and fifty links ; on the north by a
line bearing east thirty-three chains and twenty
links ; on the east by lines bearing 157 degrees
thirty minutes two chains and sixty links, 166
degrees ten chains and nineteen links, 182 degrees
th'rteen chains and five links, and 186 degrees
twenty-one chains and twenty links to the aforesaid
road ; and on the south by that road bearing west
thirty-four chains to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 26th June, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant
mentioned in the Schedule hereunder written,
being erroneous  in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions  of "  The  Titles to  Land Act of  1858,"
at the expiration  of three months from the date
hereof , by an  instrument  endorsed on such Deed of
Grant, under his Hand and the Seal  of the Colony,
describe the land intended to be granted, to the
intent that , by force of the Act aforesaid, it shall
be taken to have been inserted  in the Grant, and in
every Deed containing the erroneous  description,
and such Grant  and every such Deed shall operate
and be construed  accordingly.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st  November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY  in every
month, hold his Court Sittings,  as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation  of or otherwise dealing with  Mineral
Lands within  certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October,,1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
HE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
IL ,hewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief  Commissioner  of Crown  Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands  Office,
Brisbane , 16th September, 1873.
PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
NOTICE.-It is hereby notified for  general
l information , that the Crown Lands Office
for the Mitchell District  has been removed from
Tambo to Blackall.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant.-16th  March, 1864.
Name of  Grantees .- Frederick  William Dunsdon,
and Samuel  Henry Dunsdon.
Description of Land Granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in Our said Territory, containing by
admeasurement  seventy-seven  acres ,  be the same
more or less , situated in the county of Aubigny,
and parish  of Toowoomba, portion 60, in the Too-
woomba Agricultural Reserve, commencing at the
north-east  corner of portion 26, on the left bank of
Gowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the west by
the eastern  boundary line of that portion and of part
of portion 59, bearing  south thirty -one chains to a
road one chain  wide ; on the south by that road
bearing east  forty-five chains to Gowrie Creek ; and
on the north -east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement ,-being the land proclaimed
as Lot .  56, on the 18th September, 1861.
Correct description of Land intended to be
granted. -County  of Aubi ny, parish of Toowoomba,
portion No. 60, in the Toowoomba Agricultural
Reserve ,  containing  112 acres - commencing at the
north -east corner  of portion No. 26, on the left
bank of Gowrie Creek, and bounded thence on the
west by the eastern boundary line of that portion
and of part of portion No. 59, bearing south forty
chains  and sixty-nine links to a road one chain wide ;
on the south by that road bearing east forty-four
chains and twenty links to Gowrie Creek ; and on
the north-east by that creek downwards to the
point of  commencement.
Name of par tLyy applying for Instrument.-Fred-
erick William Ilunsdon.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for  general  information
that in  cases where  applicants for Mineral
Lands  are desirous , before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be  lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary  for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief  Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
I is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the 41st section of "  The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869" for renewed  leases  for four-
teen years of the  runs in  the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands,  Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the  existing
leases, as  prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner  of Crown Laada
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 30th September, 1873.
ROAD TRUSTS-IPSWICH DISTRICT.
REFERRING to the Notice issued from thisDepartment, da ed 10th Mar h, 1871, and
published in the  Government Gazette,  11th March,
1871, folio 436, appointing Road Trustees, Ipswich
District, Ipswich to Agricultural Reserve (Middle
Road), 54 miles, it is hereby notified that the
following gentlemen are Members of the Board.
G. M. CHALLINOR, Chairman.
JAMES  DENMAN,
JAMES DICK,
JOHN RUSSELL,
PHILmr HATCHER.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 30th September, 1873.
ROAD TRUSTS-IPSWICH DISTRICT.
REFERRING to the Notice ssued from thisDepartment, dated 9th June, 1871, and pub-
lished in the  Government Gazette of  the 10th June,
1871, folio 831, appointing Road Trustees, Ipswich
District, it is hereby notified that Mr. WALTER
CROSS has been appointed Trustee in the place of
the late Mr. Taos. BELL, deceased, for the Town
Marie Road from Ipswich to the Junction.
J. MALBON THOMPSON
19$2
Department  of Publio Works,
Brisbane , 8th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF LOGAN, COUNTY
OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 18th July,
1873, folio 1201,  Government Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of a New Road from Logan
Bridge to Beaudesert, parish of Logan, county of
Ward : Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at  the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of the
said road , are hereby reminded that notice must
be served upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BANDAMBA,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 10th July,
1873, folio 1078,  Government Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of a New Road through sub-
division I of portion 121, parish of Bandamba,
county of Stanley : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance  with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor. with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said portion of road ; and  it is  therefore hereby
declared expedient  to open and make the  road re-
ferred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be  seen  at the office of the Surveyor-
General,  Brisbane , and the Police Office, Ipswich ;
and all persons  intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and  form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF MOGGIft AND
GOODNA, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 1st July,
1873, folio 1022,  Government Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of New Roads to Ferry between
Moggill and Goodna, county of Stanley : Notice
is hereby given,  in accordance  with the Act 4
William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of
road ; and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office,  Brisbane  ; and all persons intending to
claim  compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof,  in such manner  and form as areprovided
in the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-2275.
Department  of Publio Works,
Brisbane , 2nd October, 1873.
FERRIES, LOGAN RIVER.
TO BOATMEN, FERRYMEN, ETc.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd September, 1873.
UPPER OR CARTER'S FERRY, ALBERT
RIVER.
TO BOATMEN, FERRYMEN, &c.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
October, 1873, from persons willing to contract for
the Lease, for the period of Two years, of the Upper
Ferry, Carter's Crossing, on the Albert River.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Upper
Ferry, Albert River."
Conditions of Lease, form of Tender, and Regu-
lations for working the Ferry, can be seen on
application at the Police Magistrate's Office, Been-
leigh, or at this Office.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Con-
tract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty in a penal sum of such
amount as may be hereafter determined upon, for
securing such performance ; otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily be
h(_! EPARATE Tenders will be received at -t is
  Office, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 24th October next, from persons  willing to
contract for the Lease, for the period of Three (3)
years, of the following Public Ferries,  viz..-
Beenleigh Ferry, Logan River ;
Waterford Ferry, ditto.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Beenleigh
Ferry"  (or  " Waterford Ferry,"  as the case may
be).
Conditions of Lease, and Regulations for Working
the Ferries, can be seen on application at the Clerk
of Petty Sessions' Office, Beenleigh, or at this
Office.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible  persons as  sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute and deliver, at the office of the Civil Crown
Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty in a penal sum of such amount as may be
hereafter determined upon, for securing such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
accepted.
EXTENSION of TIME.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  4th September, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LOCK-UP AND POLICE QUARTERS, CLER-
MONT.
T
ENDERS will  be received  at this Office, until
Four o'clock  p.m. on  FRIDAY, the 17th
October next,  from persons willing to contravttfor
the erection  of Lock-tip and Police  Quarters at
Clermont.
Tenders to  be endorsed  " Tender for Lock-up
and Police Quarters at Clermont."
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Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Clermoat.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, CAMBOON.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th
October next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Telegraph Office at Camboon.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Telegraph
Once, Camboon."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House,  Banana.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Contract as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance,  a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 3rd October, 1873.N OTICE is hereby given, that the Map orPlan
and Book of Reference of the proposed line
of Railway,  Brisbane Extension , from Ipswich to
2 miles 30 chains  (near Bandamba  Creek ), has been
approved and confirmed without any  alteration ;
and that in  pursuance of the 17th section of the
Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend to
proceed with the construction of the line of Railway
(Brisbane  Extension) from Ipswich to  2 miles 30
chains, according to the Map or Plan and Book of
Reference so confirmed, to be seen at this office,
and copy thereof at the  office of  the Clerk of Petty
Sessions  at Ipswich.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 22nd September, 1873.
RAILWAY NOTICE.
IN order to expedite the settlement of claims for
Railway compensation, it is requested that all
persons who have any claim for compensation on
account of land resumed for the purposes of the
Brisbane and Ipswich Railway Line, will forward
the Deeds or other instruments showing their title
to the land taken, or an abstract thereof, to the
Office of the Crown Solicitor, Queen street, Bris-
b^ne, at the same time that they forward their
claims for compensation to this Office.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1873.
TO STOREKEEPERS, IRONMONGERS,
AND OTHERS.
STORES, ETC., REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF
THE NORTHERN RAILWAY, ROCKHAMP-
TON.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
October next, from persons willing to contract for
the supply of the whole or any of the undermen-
tioned Stores, ic., in such quantities as may be
required for the year 1874, upon the conditions
hereafter specified, to be delivered at the Railway
Stores, Rockhampton.
Printed forms of Tender, with lists and further
particulars specified, may be obtained at this Office,
or at the Railway Office, Rockhampton ; and at the
foot of every Tender there must be a memorandum
signed by the party tendering, and two responsible
persons as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event that they will severally execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within seven days from the usual notifi-
cation of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty in the
penal sum of £100, for securing such performance,
otherwise the Tender will  not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
The Stores to be of the  very  best description of
their several kinds.
The probable quantities of each article required,
are given for the guidance of persons concerned,
but it must be understood that they are only
approximate, and the Contractors must supply
more or less of each article as required.
This notice does not apply to stores and material
of every description required for the construction
of new-works.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF ARTICLES, AND PROBABLE QUANTITIES
REQUIRED TO BE TENDERED FOR.
Adzes, handled, per dozen (1 dozen)
Augurs, Matheson' s screw,  I-inch to 2 inches, per dozen
(12 dozen)
Axes, American, per dozen (1 dozen)
Alum, per lb. (12 lbs.)
American cloth, best, per yard (50 yards)
Bolts, flush, for doors, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Borax, per lb. (3 lbs.)
Brass,
--inch, per sheet (1 sheet)
Brooms, hair, per dozen (2 dozen)
BroonV, bass, per dozen (2 dozen)
Brushes, scrubbing, per dozen (2 dozen)
Buckets, galvanised iron, at each (6)
Buttons, maroon, per gross.
Canvas, best brands, No. 4, per yard (500 yards)
Chalk, per lb. (50 lbs.)
Chisels, carpenter's large panel, per dozen (1 dozen)
Copper, sheets, ,'-winch, per sheet (1 sheet)
Chamois leathers, per dozen (1 dozen)
Cord, hat string, silk and worsted, per yard
Canvas or duck, light, per yard
Calico, black glazed, per yard
Cement, Portland, best brand, per cask
Dusters, flannel, per yard (1 dozen)
Dusters, linen, per yard (1 dozen)
Emery, ground, per lb. (30 lbs.)
Files, assorted, as per Sheffield list, per dozen (4 dozen)
Felt roofing, Scroggins', per yard (100 yards)
Glasses, kerosine lamp, per dozen (1 dozen)
Gold size, per gallon
Gold leaf, per book
Hammers, hand, handled, per dozen (1 dozen)
1T: sidles, American axe, per dozen (2 dozen)
Handles, beaters, per dozen (5 dozen)
Handles, adze, per dozen (2 dozen)
Handles, hammer, per dozen (3 dozen)
Handles, sledge hammer, 3 feet 3 inches long, per dozen
(2 dozen)
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Hinges , iron butt, per pair
Hinges, brass  butt, per pair
Iron , round and  square,  best Best Staffordshire, per cwt.
(10 cwt.)
Iron , angle, best Beet Staffordshire, per cwt. (40 cwt.)
Iron,  flat, best Best Staffordshire, per cwt. (40 cwt.)
Iron, plate, best Best Staffordshire, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Ir n, sheet, Nos. 10 to  20 wire gauge , per cwt. (40 cwt.)
Iron, B.B.H., Crown over, per cwt. (40 cwt.)
Iron, corrugated, 26 gauge, best brand, per cwt.
Lather, best belting, per foot (150 feet)
L:'ather, Morocco; per dozen
L. ad, per cwt. (20 cwt.)
Lr,ce, trimming  or pasting , per yard
L -cks, desk, per dozen
Lacks,  drawer , per dozen
L 'oks ,  press ,  per dozen
N::ils ,  wire, assorted sizes, per cwt. (3 cwt.)
Nails, clouts,  assorted sizes,  per cwt. (3 cwt.)
Nails, wrought iron,  assorted sizes, per  cwt. (3 cwt.)
Nails, wrought iron, 4-inch, per cwt. (3 cwt.)
Oil, rape, per gallon (20 gallons)
Oil, linseed, boiled and raw, per gallon (50 gallons)
Oil, kerosine, approved brands, per gallon (20 gallons)
Oil, neatsfoot, per gallon (50 gallons)
Oil, sweet, per  gallon  (100 gallons)
Paint , white lead, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Potash, American, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Pins, iron panel, 1 and 11 inch, per lb.
Pine ,  braes  panel, 1 and 11 inch, per lb.
Polish, French,  per gallon
Pencils,  sable  picking out, per dozen
Padlocks, 2 , 3, and 4 inch, per dozen
Rope, best Europe, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Rope, best Manila, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Rivets and washers , copper, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Steel , blister, best brands, per cwt. (28 lbs.)
Steel , round, square, hexagon, best brands, per cwt. (3
cwt.)
Steel, spring , best brands, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Steel ,  cast,  best brands, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Saws, hand, at each (6)
Screws, all  sizes, as per  printed list, per  gross  (20 gross)
Screw-drivers, per dozen (1 dozen)
Shovels , No. 4, roand•nose, T handles, per dozen (4
dozen)
Soap , soft, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Sponges, common , per dozen (2 dozen)
Silk, lutestring , per yard
S ilk, green and maroon , per yard
Soda ,  washing , per lb.
Tacks, tin, per lb. (6 lbs.)
Tacks, cut, per lb. (6 lbs.)
Tacks, iron, per lb. (6 lbs.)
Tacks, black, e, 1, and 1 inch, per lb.
Thread, sewing, per lb.
Tubing, I.R., per foot
Tallow, best, for lubricating, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Tarpaulins, 25 x 174 feet, at each (12)
Tar, coal, per hhd. (500 gallons)
Tar, Stockholm, per gallon (50 gallons)
Tar brushes, per dozen (1 dozen)
Twine, sewing, per lb.
Twine, tarred, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Twine, packing, per lb. (10 lbs.)
Varnish, best coach body, per gallon
Waste, white cotton, per cwt. (8 cwt.)
Wire, copper, per lb. (20 lbs.)
Wire,  brass,  per lb. (20 lbs.)
Wire, steel, per lb. (20 lbs.)
Web, chair, per yard
Wine, spirits of, per gallon
Zinc, sheet, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Timber, pine, per 100 feet superficial
Timber, hardwood, 100 feet superficial
Timber, cedar, per foot
Timber, Cudgeree, per 100 feet superficial.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1873,
TO STOREKEEPERS, IRONMONGERS,
AND OTHERS,
STORES,  ETC. REQVIBE FOR THE VSE OF
THE RLIL'GAY DEPARTMENT AT IPSWICH.TENDERS will be received at this  Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 10th
October  next, from persons willing to contract for
the supply of the whole or any of the under-
mentioned  Stores,  &e., in such quantities as may be
required  during the year commencing lst January,
1874, upon the conditions hereafter specified, to be
delivered at the Railway Stores,  Ipswich.
Printed Forms of Tender, with lists and further
particulars, specified, may be obtained at this Office ;
and at the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as  sureties , agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contrac .
in the event of the Tender being accepted, aki
undertaking in that event, that they will severally
execute and deliver at the office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within seven days from the
usual  notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty in the penal sum of £100 for securing such
performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  wi ll  not necessarily be
accepted.
The Stores  to  be of the very best description of
their several kinds.
The probable quantities of each article required
are given for the guidance of persons concerned,
but it must be understood that they are only
approximate, and the Contractors must supply more
or less of each article, as required.
This Notice does not apply to  stores and material
of every description required for the construction
of new works, or to any Stores required on
emergency, where time will not admit of the
Contractors supplying  same to  the Railway  Stores.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LINT OF ARTICLES AND PROBABLE QUANTITIES  REQUIRED
FOR THE USE OF THE SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN
RAILWAY  FOR THE  YEAR 1874.
Augers, Matheson' s screw , 1, and s, per dozen
(30 dozen)
Ages, American (2 dozen)
Adzes (1 dozen)
Arsenic (14 lb.)
Alum (1 cwt.)
Axes ,  carpenter 's broad (,} dozen)
Bends, wrought iron  for gas  tubing I up to 3 inches
(2 dozen)
Bolts, flush for doors (1 dozen)
Bolts, barrel (1 dozen)
Bolts and Nuts, caphead, hexagon, and countersunk,
assorted  sizes  (5 cwt.)
Borax (14 lb.)
Brass sheet (28 lb.)
Brooms, bass, per dozen (6 dozen)
Brushes,  large  banister, per dozen (12 dozen)
Brushes, scrubbing, per dozen (2 dozen)
Brushes, painter' s sash tools , Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, per dozen
(12 dozen)
Brushes, French, fitches (2 dozen)
Brushes, large hair sweeping (2 dozen)
;Blocks, iron,  assorted sizes, single,  double,  and snatch
(} dozen)
Blocks, wood, ditto, ditto (;  dozen)
Braces and Bits, iron  (I dozen)
Braces and Bite, wood (d- dozen)
Buckets, galvanised iron (1 dozen)
Bunting, red, white, and green (200 yards)
Bath Bricks. (2 gross)
Basil Skins ,  large  (2 dozen)
Blankets, good, 12 x 4 (12 pairs)
Bricks, common (5,000)
Bricks, fire (1,000)
Canvas, best brands, Nos. 1,  2, 3, 4 (2,000 yards)
Cement, best brands (26 casks)
Chain,  assorted sizes,  iron (5 cwt.)Chalk, white (1 cwt)
Ch. Lime  (2 cwt.)
Copper,  bare (1 owt.)
Copper,  sheets 28 lb,)
Coper,  ingots (6 owt,)
Ckairs,  cane-seated office I damns)
Cord,  say stout fish lines (71b,)
Corks,  assorted (8 gross)
Crucibles, Morgan's patent (2 dozen)
Chalk Lines  (1 dozen)
Chamois Leathers (6 dozen)
Cotton,  clean ginned, for polishing  (14 lb,)
Calico, for mounting maps  (20 yards)
Coal, house, in bags, bags returned  (60 tons)
coal, smithy  (160 tons)
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Dusters ,  flannel  (20 yards)
Dusters ,  linen  (20 yards)
Duck, English, for tents (100 yards)
Dressed Horse Hides,  for laces  (1 dozen)
,Emery Cloth, Nos. 1, 1I and 2 (5 reams)
Winery Powder, Nos. 1, 11, and 2 (56 lb.)
Escutcheons, brass (2 dozen)
Files ,  assorted  as per Sheffield list  (50 dozen)
Flannel, for  floor cloth (20 yards)
Felt, tarred for bridges (100 yards)
Max, spun for  packing  (5 cwt.)
Flour, for moulders (} cwt.)
Filters,  medium size ,  office  (1 dozen)
Glass, best window (200 square feet)
Glass , plate (50 square feet)
Glass Coth, Nos. 1,  2, 3 (2 reams)
Glasses ,  kerosine  lamp ,  assorted  (2 dozen)
Glue (I cwt.)
Gold Leaf, in books of 50 (20 books)
Gold Size (10 gallons)
Grinding Stones, best (6)
Gum Arabic (28 lb.)
Guttering, 4 to 6 (60 feet)
Gas Piping , I to 3 (200 feet)
Hinges, brass  butt ,  assorted sizes  (6 dozen)
Hinges, iron  ditto (6 dozen)
Hinges, T, assorted sizes  (6 dozen)
Hammers , fitter's, per lb. (2 dozen)
Handles, American  axe (2 dozen)
Handles, pick  hickory (40 dozen)
Hose, India -rubber and  canvas ,  assorted  sizes, 2 and 3
ply (100 feet)
Hose, canvas ,  assorted  sizes up to 21  (100 feet)
Hooks ,  reaping  (6 dozen)
Horse Hair  (2 cwt.)
Hemp ,  best Tsthem ' s (28 lb.)
Holland, for  window blinds (50 yards)
Hooks ,  brass screw ,  for notice boards  (1 gro ss)
Iron , ro und and square , best Best Stafford-`l
shire, BBH
Iron, angle,  ditto, ditto
Iron, flat,  ditto, ditto
I ro n, plate,  ditto, ditto  (200 tons)
I ro n, sheet ,  ditto, ditto
Iron, beet Lowmoor bare
Iron, ditto ditto plate
Iron, beat galvanised  corrugated J
Knives, office  (2 dozen)
Knives, painter 's large flag (f dozen)
Leather ,  best belting (1 ton)
Leather, brown bridle  (2 cwt.)
Leather, bag  (}  cwt.)
Lamp  Wick ,  flat,  fr om  }  to 2 (100 yards)
Lamp  Wick ,  ro und, ditto  (20 dozen)
Lead 6 cwt.
Lead, het (1 ton)
Lamp Cotton  (66 lb.)
Locks, cheat and box,  assorted sizes  (6 dozen)
Looks, drawer,  ditto  (6 dozen)
Locks,  rim, complete  (6 dozen)
Locks, pad, 8 in. and 21  in. (12 dozen)
Locks, pad ,  with duplicate  keys (6 dozen)
Measur in g Tape, metal lic,  66 ft. and 83  ft. (2 dozen)
Mops, wool  (2 dozen)
Murlin or tar band (2 c(,,)
Monkeys, water  (1 dozen)
Metal, Babbit ' s patent  (5 cwt.)
Nails ,  wire, assorted sizes (1 ton)
Nails, clout, ditto (1 cwt.)
Nails,  wrought iro n ,  ditto  (5 owt.)
Needles,  best sail  (5 dozen)
Oil, best refined  colza  (1,000 gallons)
Oil, Chinese (500 gallons)
Oil, kerosine, approved brands (1,000  gallons)
Oil, neat's foot 1(1,000 gallons)Oil, sweet
Oil, linseed, raw and boiled (500 gallons)
Osnaburg (100 yards)
Pins, for papers,  assorted sizes (7 lb.)
Paints , Turkey umber, in oil (5 cwt.)
patent dryers (5 cwt.)
„ green ground dry (1 cwt.)
„ black (5 cwt.)
red lead, ground dry (5 cwt.)
yellow ochre (2 cwt.)
„ black japan (20 gallons)
white lead (10 tons)
Prussian blue (56 lb.)
Potash, American (28 lb.)
Potash ,  Prussian (28 lb.)
Paper, sand ,  Nos. 1 ,  2, and 3  (3 reams)
Pliers ,  assorted  (1 dozen)
Pincers, ditto  (1 dozen)
Rope, best  Europe  (5 cwt.)
Rope, Manilla  (10 cwt.)
Riddles ,  assorted mesh  (1 dozen)
Rivets and Washers, tinned (20 lb.)
11„ copper (28 lb.)
Rings, brass screw ,  for notice boards  (1 gross)
Rings, tinned for tarpaulins (10 gross)
Ratline, 9 thread (10 cwt.)
Rule, 2 feet (1 dozen)
Steel, blister, best brands
Steel, spring, ditto (5 cwt.)
Steel, cast, ditto
Saws,  hand (1 dozen)
Saws, cross-cut (j dozen)
Screws, all  sizes , as per printed list (500 gross)
Screws, galvanised iron (1 cwt.)
Screws, coach (2 cwt.)
Stones, for reaping hooks (5 dozen)
Shovels, No. 4 round nose, T handles (20 dozen)
Shovels, ditto square ditto, ditto (5 dozen)
Soda, washing  (2 cwt.)
Soap, yellow bar (5 cwt.)
Soap, soft (5 cwt.)
Soap, best brown Windsor (12 dozen)
Solder, Tinman ' s (28 lb.)
Spirits of Salts  (2 gallons)
Scissors, assorted sizes (1 dozen)
Sponges,  common  (56 lbs.)
Sulphur (14 lb.)
Salt, common  coarse  (3 bags)
Staples,  galvanised  iron  (10 cwt.)
Salamoniac  (14 lb.)
Shellac (28 lb.)
Spirits, methylated  (20 gallons)
Tar, coal (100 hogsheads)
Tar, Stockholm (150 gallons)
Tin, sheet, XXX (2 cases)
Tin, block (5 cwt.)
Tacks, tin (21 lb.)
Tacks, cut (14 lb.)
Tacks, iron (14 lb.)
Tumblers,  cut glass  (1 dozen)
Twine, best  sail  (56 lb.)
Twine, best packing (56 lb.)
Turpentine (50 gallons)
Tanks, malt (20)
Towels, best office (2 dozen)
Tallow, best (1 ton)
Vices, fitters (5 cwt.)
Varnish, Noble's and Hoare 's best  hard drying body
(50 gallons)
Waste, white cotton  (3 tons)
Water-wells, for copying (1 dozen)
Wax  Vestas , 250's  (5 gross)
Whiting 3 cwt.)
Worsted 14 lb.)
Washers ,  iron ,  assorted sizes  (60 gross)
Wire ,  copper  (28 lb.)
Wire , brass  (28 lb.)
Wire, steel  (28 lb.)
Wire, iron (28 lb.)
Weighing Machine, spring dial  for parcels ,  112 lb.,
Avery's or Pooley's (1 dozen)
Ditto, ditto, to weigh 1 ton (3)
Ditto, ditto, to weigh I ton (3)
Timber, pine, per 100 feet superficial (100,000 feet)
Timber, hardwood, ditto (100,000 feet)
Timber,  cedar , per foot (50,000 feet)
Timber, Cudgeree, per 100 feet superficial (10,000 feet)
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1873.
NOTICE. -Mr. HENRY EDWARD KING, of
Townsville, is, this day, Licensed  as a Sur-
veyor  qualified to act under the provisions and for
the purposes of  " The Real Property Act  of 1861."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 30th September, 1873.NOTICE.-Mr. HENRY ST. JOHN WOOD, Of
Brisbane ,  is, this  day, Licensed  as a Sur-
veyor qualified to act under the provisions and for
the purposes of  " The Real Property Act  of 1861."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st Ocobcr, 1873.
T
HE following Regulations in respect to Suffer-
ance  Wharves have been approved and
sanctioned  by the Colonial Treasurer, in terms of
clause  271 of "  The Customs Act  of 1873," and are
published for general information.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
SUFFERANCE WHARVES.
1st. The wharf to be  licensed as a Sufferance
Wharf shall be in a proper state of repair.
2nd. There shall be at the wharf a suitable store
for the use of the Customs  as a baggage warehouse
for the temporary custody and examination of
goods and  passengers ' baggage, as landed from the
ships discharging at the wharf.
3rd. There shall be at the wharf hro er office
accommodation for the landing waiter in charge.
4th. The wharfinger shall provide all materials
and labor required by the landing waiter in charge
for examining , weighing,  gauging,  marking, pack-
ing, and  repacking goods.
5th. The sufferance granted to any rivate wharf
under the foregoing conditions andp restrictions
shall be liable to revocation in the event of any of
the foregoing conditions not being strictly adhered
to, and shall be subject to such further conditions
and restrictions as the Collector, with the Colonial
Treasurer's sanction and approval, may hereafter
think fit to impose.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 27th September, 1873.
ON and after the 15th  instant,  a Branch of the
Government  Savings  Bank will be established
at Burrenda , under the charge of Mr. ALEXANDER
THoMPSox.
W. L. G. DREW,
Under- Secretary.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  10th June, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS  BANK.
B
RANCHES  of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana ,  Beenleigh ,  Bowen.(Port Denison),
Brisbane ,  Bundaberg ,  Calliope ,  Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville ,  Clermont ,  Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla ,  Curriwi llinghi ,  D al by, Drayton,
Gatton ,  Gayndah ,  George Town ,  Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna ,  Goondiwindi ,  Greenmount ,  Gympie,
Ipswich ,  Jimna ,  Kilkivan ,  Leyburn ,  Mackay, Marl-
borough ,  Maryborough ,  Milchester ,  Mount Perry,
Murphy' s Creek ,  Nanango, Nebo ,  Normanton,
Ravenswood ,  Rockhampton ,  Roma, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), Springsure ,  S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe ,  St. George ,  St. Lawrence ,  Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Toowoomba ,  Townsv il le ,  Warwick, and
Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed.
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ;  on deposits exceeding  £ 100, but not
exceeding  £ 200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding  £ 200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and  on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can he obtained  by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency' s Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
General Poet Office,
Queensland, 18th September, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE 1874-5..-
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
SEPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, and
will be received until noon of SATURDAY,
the 1st November next, for the conveyance of Post
Office Mails,  as undermentioned , from the 1st
January, 1874.
All Tenders are required to be  written on a form,
printed copies of which may  be had gratuitously on
application at any Post Office in the colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid)  addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words  "Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the Tender Box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail  services  for which they
tender, and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each
service,  as we ll  as  for the periods mentioned,
namely, one year or two years.
Every Tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender can be inspected at the General
Post Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any tender.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
SERVICES- REQUIRED.
Service-From and to,  and to  and from : -
37. Dalby and Gayndah,  via  Jimbour,  Burran-
dowan, Boondooma, and Cooranga.-By coach,
once or twice a-week, for one or two years.
104. Gayndah and Mount Perry.-By coach,
once or twice a-week, for one or two years.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS, 1874-5.
S
ERVICES No. 61 (+Gainsford and Copper-
field), and No. 81 (Westwood and Gainsford),
are withdrawn from list of Tenders called for
on 13th August, 1873.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
General Post Office,
Queensland ,  13th August, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE ,  1874-5.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
S
EPARATE  Tenders are hereby invited, and
will be received until noon of SATURDAY,
the 11th October next ,  for the conveyance of Post
Office Mails ,  as undermentioned ,  from the 1st
January, 1874.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously on
application at any Post Office in the Colony, ar- l
may be forwarded  (if by post ,  prepaid )  addressed
to the Postmaster -General, with the words  "  Tender
fbr the Conveyance  of 141ai1.s,"  together with the
number of the service endorsed on the cover. or
placed in the Tender Box, at the General Post
Oi6ce.
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Tenderers are requested  to describe, by their
numbers as  below, the mail  services  for which they
tender, and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire  service as  called for.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each
service,  as well as for the periods mentioned,
naep ely, one year or two years.
Every y Tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross  amount of the contract.
Persons tendering, of their agents, are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane , on the 20th October next, and must then
be prepared, if called on, forthwith to pay to the
Postmaster-General a sum equal to ten per cent. of
the amount of such of their tenders as  may  be
accepted , as a guarantee  until their bonds and con-
tracts hall  be executed.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender can be inspected at the General Post
Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
THOS. L. M JRRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster-General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
Service-From and to, and to and from:-
Number of Service-2. Brisbane, Tingalpa, and
Cleveland.-By coach, twice a week, for one or two
years.
6. Brisbane  and Nerang Creek,  vid  Eight-mile
Plains, Logan Reserve, Waterford, Beenleigh,
Pimpama, Coomera, and Coombambah.-By coach,
three times a week, for one or two years.
7. Brisbane and Gympie,  via  Stewart's  Ferry,
Yandina, and One-mile Creek.-By coach, twice a
week, for one or two years.
55. Roma and  Taroom, via Euthella, Myall
Downs, Mount Hutton, Baroondah, Googarry,
Euroombah, and Kinnoul.-By horse, once a week,
for one or two years.
8. Nerang Creek and Kynumboon.-By horse,
twice a week, for one or two years.
11. Brisbane , Rocky Waterholes, Oxley, Goodna,
and Ipswich . -By coach, twice a day (except Sun-
days ),  and expresses  when required, for one or two
years . The distance to be curtailed as the railway
traffic is extended , a proportionate reduction of
payment being made.
13. Dalby  and Condamine ,  via  Kogan and
Wombo.-By coach, twice a week, for one or two
years.
14. Condamine  and Roma,  via  Morabie, Wallum-
billa, and Blythedale.-By coach, twice a week, for
one or two years.
15. Roma and  Mitchell Downs,  via  Mount Abun-
dance, Bungeworgorai , Bindango, and Amby Downs.
- By horse ,  twice  a week, for one or two years.
16. Mitchell Downs and Charleville.-By horse,
twice a week, for one or two years.
17. Brisbane, Caboolture, and Jinma,  via  Durun-
dur and Kilcoy.-By horse, once a week, for one or
two years.
22. Ipswich and Unumgar (N.S.W.), via Peak
Hotel, One Eye Waterhole, Dugandan, Coochin
Coochin, and Maroon.-By horse, once a week, for
one or  two years.
26. Toowoomba and Emu Creek,  via  Highfields.
-By horse,  once a week , for one or two years.
27. Toowoomba and Drayton.-By horse, twice
a day, for one or two years.
29. Cambooya and Leyburn.-By horse, twice a
week , for one or  two ears . In times of flood,
mails to be  conveyed  from and to  Warwick and
Leyburn.
34. Dalby Post Office and the Railway Station.-
By coach, once a day (except Sundays), for one or
two years.
35. Dalby and Goondiwindi,  via  Broadribb's,
Garb's, Jolly's, Liscomb's, St. Ruth's, Cecil Plains,
Western Creek, Wyaga, Billa Bills, Gooda, and
Yambercolli.-By horse,  once  a week, for one or
two years.
36. Dalby and St. George,  via  Halliford, We-
ranga, Tartha, Cooroorah, Coomrith, Canmaroo,
West Teelbar, Kooroona, Balledine, Warre, and
West Haran.-By horse, once a week, for one or
two years.
37. Dalby and Gayndah,  via  Jimbour, Burran-
dowan, Boondooma, and Cooranga.-By horse, or
by two-horse mail cart, once a week, for one or two
years.
44. Warwick and Stanthorpe,  via  Maryland
(N. S. W.).-By coach,  six times  a week, for one
or two years.
45. Cunnamulla and Thorgomindah,  via  Sharpe's,
Eulo, Doyle's (Yowar), Brookes and Sadler's, and
Sullivan's Gumbole Station.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
46. Goondiwindi and Mungindi, via Callandoon,
Winton, Welltown, Talwood, and Wilverah (in
time of flood,  via  Picton's, between Talwood and
Mungindi).-By horse,  once  a week, for one or two
years.
48. Condamine and Surat,  via  Undullah, Murilla,
Warkon, Combarngo, and Noorindoo.-By horse,
once a week, for one or two years. .
49. St. George and Curriwillinghi,  via  Bombah,
Doondi, Curriwildi, Nee Nee, Boorimberra, and
Euraba.-By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
50. Maryborough and Gympie,  via  Tiaro, Owan-
yilla, and Gootchy.-By coach, six times a week,
for one or two years.
52. St. George and Mitchell Downs,  via  Wagaby,
Wondan, Cashmere No. 10, Waterloo, Perwell,
Glencoe, Hillsborough, and Foyle View.-By horse,
once  a week, for one or two years.
53. Condamine and Taroom,  via  Tieryboo, Wal-
lann, Juandah, and Rochdale.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
54. Gympie and One-mile Creek.-By horse,
once  a day, for one or two years.
56. Gympie and Tewantin.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years, subject to three months
notice.
59. Maryborough Post Office and the Wharf, to
meet  every  steamer.-By dray, for one or two years.
60. Rockhampton Post Office and the Railway
Station.-By coach, twice a day, except Sundays,
for one or two years.
64. Maryborough and Gayndah,  via  Degilbo.-
By coach, twice a week, for one or two years.
65. St. Lawrence Post Office and Steamers at
the Wharf, Broadsound.-By horse, to meet
steamers and vessels  carrying  mails , for one or two
years.
67. St. Lawrence and Nebo, via Collaroy, Tiery-
woomba, and Funnel Creek.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
68. Westwood, Banana, and Taroom,  via  Cal-
liungal,  Rannes,  Kyanga, Walloon, Camboon, Cra-
cow, and Cockatoo.-By horse, once a week, for
one or two years.
70. Mackay and Nebo,  via  Hazlewood.-By
horse, once a week, for one or two years.
71. Nebo and Copperfield,  via  Oxford Downs,
Police Barracks, Grosvenor Downs, Tinwald Downs,
Spring Diggings, Wolfang, and Clermont.-By
horse, once a week, for one or two years.
73. Clermont and Beaufort,  via  Western Dig-
gings, Police Barracks, Rolfe's, Banchory, and Sur-
biton. returning from Beaufort,  via Craven,  Bely-
ando Hotel, Banchory, Blue Mountain Peak, Police
Barracks, Red Rock Valley, Oakey Creek Hotel,
and Western Diggings.-By horse, once a week, for
one or two years.
74. Clifton and Spring Creek.-By horse, once a
day (except Sundays) for one or two years.
75. Warwick and Leyburn,  via  Toolburra and
Talgai.-By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
76. Rockhampton and St. Lawrence, via Yaamba,
Princhester, Police Barracks, Marlborough, Too-
loomba, and Waverley.-By horse, once ceweek, for
one or two years.
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83. Blacka ll and Bowen Downs,  via  Home Creek,
Cameron's, Aramac, and Ravenshead.-By horse,
once a week, for one or two years.
84. Warwick Post Office and the Railway Station.
-By coach, twice a day (except Sundays), for one
or two years.
85. Gayndah and Banana, via Dalgangal, R.awbelle
Cattle Station, and Belmont.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
87. Walloon and Sandy Creek (Mount Esk),  via
Glamorgan Vale and Tarampa.-By horse, once a
week; for one or two years.
89. Gladstone and Kariboe,  via  Ten-mile Creek,
Boyne Reef, Mann's, Riverston, Barmundoo, and
Milton, with extension to Kroombit Copper
Mines -.By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
103. Gladstone  and Banana , vif. Calliope Dig-
gings,  East Stowe, Catfish, Upper Calliope Station,
Mount Alma, Callide, Prairie, and Kooingal.-By
horse, once  a week , for one or two years.
10,%. Gayndah and Mount Perry.-By horse,
twice a  week, for one or two years.
105. Rockhampton, Cawarral, and Hewittville.-
By coach, once a week, for one or two years (sub-
ject to three months' notice).
109. Gainsford and Springsure,  via  lo, To
Barangah , Bauhinia Downs, Albinia Downs, Meteor
Downs, Orion Downs, and Rainworth.-By horse,
once a week , for one or two years.
111. Springsure and Beaufort,  via  Glenlee, Echo
Hills, and Avoca.-By horse,  once a  week, for one
or two years.
112. Tambo and Isis Downs,  via  Elizabeth Creek,
Forest Hill, Ravensbourne, Moorsland, Terrick
Terrick, Wooroolah, Malvern Hills, Thornleigh,
and Portland.-By horse, o tae a week, for one or
two years.
115. Gympie and Kilkivan,  vid  Black Snake.-
By horse, once a week (subject to three months'
notice).
117. Kariboe and Mount Perry.-By horse, once
a week , for one or two years.
127. Degilbo and Mount Perry.-By horse, once
a week , for one or two years.
130. Bundaberg and Mount Perry  via Bingera,
Gin Gin, Moolboolaman, Boolboonda, and Walca.-
By horse, twice a week, for one or two years.
131. Eulo and Hoodsville.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
133. Elizabeth Creek and Thorgomindah,  via  Lis-
towel Downs, Tintinchilla, Commongin, Ardoch, and
Norley.-By horse, once a fortnight, for one or
two years.
135. Stanthorpe and Ballandean, and Stanthorpe
and Bookookoorara.-By coach, twice a week, for
one or two years.
139. St. George and Cunnamulla (route to be
determined).-By horse, once a fortnight, for one
or two years.
140. Thorgomindah and Hoodsville.-By horse,
once a week ,  for one or two years.
141. Hawkwood and Caamboon,  via  Yerilla,
Redbank Township, Redbank Station, Calrossie,
and Knockbreak.-By horse, once a week, for one
or two years.
142. Cawarral and Toorilla, via Mulambin,
Taranganba, Bald Hills Township, Bamoyea,
Byfield, Raspberry Creek, Tilpal, and Banksia
Plains.-By horse, once a week, for one or two
years.
144. Clermont and Aramac (route to be deter-
mined).-By horse, once a week, for one or two
General Post Office,
Queensland, 8th August, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE 1874-5.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
S
EPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, and
will be received until noon of SATURDAY,
the 11th October next, for the conveyance of Post
Office Mails, as undermentioned, from the 1st
Janua 1874.
All
ry,
Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously on
application at any Post Office  in the  colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number of the service  endorsed  on the cover, or
placed in the Tender  Box, at  the General Post
Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the  mail services  for which they
tender, and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each
service,  as well  as for the periods mentioned,
namely, one year or two years.
Every Tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such  sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount  of the  contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on the 20th October next, and must then
be prepared, if called on, forthwith to pay to the
Postmaster-General a  sum equal  to ten per cent, of
the amount of such of their tenders as may be
accepted as a guarantee until their bonds and con-
tracts hall  be executed.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender can be inspected at the General Post
Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Postmaster -General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
Service-From and to, and to and from :-
Number of Service.-80. Bowen and Mackay,
via  Newstead, Proserpine, Gogango, Bloomsbury,
St. Helen's, Jollimount, and Cook's Station.-By
horse, once a fortnight, for one or two years.
86. Bowen and Nebo, via Bowen Crossing, Nor-
manby Goldfield, Blenheim, McEwan's. Lake
Elphinstone, and Fort Cooper, including Bowen
Run and Sonoma.-By horse, once a week, for one
or two years.
92. Bowen and Ravenswood.-By horse, once a
week, for one or two years ; route to be determined.
94. Townsville and Dalrymple.-By horse, once
a week, for one or two years.
95. Dalrymple and Cape River Goldfields.-By
horse, once a week, for one or two years.
100. Richmond Downs and the Cloncurry River
via  Minnimere and MacGillivrays.-By horse, once
a month, for one or two years.
119. Gilberton and Georgetown.-By horse, once
week, for one or two years.
120. Georgetown and Normanton.-By horses
once a fortnight, for one or two years.
122. Bowen Downs and Hughenden.-By horse,
once a fortnight, for one or two years.
124. Cloncurry and Normanton,  via  Sheaffes,
Dalgonally, Millengera, Taldora, Conobie, Clifc)n,
Sorghum Downs, and Bynoe.-By horse, once it
month, for one or two years.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 3rd October, 1873.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
P[1HE Sheep-owners in the District of Mitchell
1 having failed to elect Directors for the current
ye", is Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint the following gentlemen to be Sheep
Directors for the said District :-
THOMAS ROME, Northampton Downs ;
HERBERT GARNETT, Enniskillen Dawns ;
JOHN GovITT, Portland ;
HENRY DUTTON, Tambo ;
ROBERT KERB , Bowen Downs.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 30th September, 1873.
T
HE  subjoined communication, received from
the Committee appointed to arrange and
carry out the Exhibition of Foreign and Colonial
Wines at the London International Exhibition,
1874, is hereby published for general information.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
July, 1573., No. 14.
LONDON INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION,
1874.
SUB-COMMITTEE FOR COLONIAL WINES.
Sir DANIEL  COOPER, Bart .  I E. Ares SMITH, Esq.
The committee appointed  to arrange  and carry
out the Exhibition of Foreign and Oolonial Wines
in 1874, desire to call your attention to the advan-
tages that  may be obtained by exhibiting  wines on
this occasion ,  and to point out that it affords a
better  opportunity of bringing the wines of Aus-
tra li a  more directly before the notice of English
and Continental buyers than has ever before been
available .  The arrangements for seeing ,  tasting,
and obtaining samples of the wines  will allow of
close  and careful  comparison  with the various Con-
tinental wines  exhibited of the same character and
class, which  comparison , the committee venture to
hope, will be of some  value.  The committee also
will be glad if exhibitors, where practicable, will
send specimens  of the soil where wines of a peculiar
excellence  or quality are grown, together with
particulars  of climate, temperature, &c., and infor-
mation  as to mode of growing, making, and maturing
the wines, where those processes differ from the
methods ordinarily  in use on  the Continent ; to
which might be added, age of the vines, percentage
of saccharine in the must, produce per acre, &c.,
&c.
The committee are of opinion that, if a majority
of the growers will send specimens and information
as here suggested, it cannot fail to have  a material
and beneficial influence, not only in extending the
consumption of Colonial wines, but also in improv-
ing and perfecting their growth and manufacture, by
the interchange of statistics and experience with
growers of the older and more famous wine
countries.
All wines for exhibition and tasting should be
delivered at the International Exhibition, or Cellars
of the Royal Albert Hall, not later tha3 the 1st of
March, 1874.
T. A. WRIGHT,
Secretary  for the  International Exhibitions.
5, 1 fpper Kensington Gore.
London, S. W.
July, 1873. No. 6.
LONDON INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF
1874,
Being the Fourth  of the Series  of Annual  International
Exhibitions  of Selected  Works  of Fine Art (in-
cluding Music ), Industrial Art, and recent  Scien-
tific Inventions  and Discoveries.
Under the direction of
HEB MAJESTY 'S COMMISSIONERS FOR THE EsnIBITION
OF  1851.
EXHIBITION OF FOREIGN WINES.
1. Her Majesty's Commissioners have requested the
following noblemen and gentlemen to  act as a committee
for making an exhibition of the pure  wines of all
countries in 1874, when the public will be enabled to
taste and carry  away samples :-
Earl of Dunmore
Viscount Powerscourt
Lord Skelmeredale
Sir Daniel  Cooper, Bart.
Colonel Charles Baring
Mr. E. L. Beckwith
Mr. Gordon Clark
Mr. F. W. Cosens
Mr. C. H.  Kayser
Mr. C. Lombard de Luc
Mr. H. Matthiessen
Mr. G. Moffatt
Mr. Joseph Prestwich
Mr. E. Apps Smith
Mr. Morgan Yeatman.
2. The Exhibition will take place in the brick vaults
of the Royal Albert Hall, which  are, in all  respects
perfectly suited for the purpose, and well lighted.
3. The Corporation of the Royal Albert Hall will
grant the free use of  the vaults for the Wine Exhibition,
but the exhibitors will have to fit up, at their own cost,
the spaces  allotted to them.
4. Growers ,  shippers ,  and importers only are eligible
to be exhibitors. The place of growth  must  be given in
all  cases, and the name of the grower, if possible.
5. Attendants of exhibitors will be allowed, under
regulations.
6. The Exhibition will open on Easter Monday, the
7th April, 1874.
7. Growers, shippers, and importers,  who desire to
have space allotted to them, must fill up the accompany-
ing form.
LONDON INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF 1874.
Foreign Wines.
I or We' of s
of wine,  produced in• hereby
make application for space  to exhibit,
in 1874,  and request to have 6  superficial feet
of floor space allotted to  me, which I  am wi ll ing to fit
up and  occupy  according  to the  rules  which  may be laid
down.
Signature and Address of intending  Exhibitor
1\ orx.- This application should be delivered to the Secretary o f
the Executive  of the International  Exhibition  of 1874, No. 6,
tipper  Kensington Gore, at latest  on the 15th  day of November,
1873,  and as much  earlier as  convenient.
'  Here insert name and address.
°  Here state whether grower ,  shipper, or  importer.
Insert name of wine.
•  State where grown.
°  Here state number, size, marks, and quantity ;  whether in
casks, cases , or bottles,  and any other pa rt iculars.
° Space in feet.
" BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
NOTICE TO STOCK-OWNERS.
0
WNERS of Horses and Cattle, to the number
of fifty-one bead  and upwards ,  are hereby
notified that the assessment payable under the
above-named Act, at the rate of two  shillings and
sixpence  per hundred, or portion of a hundred,
will be due on 1st January next, 1874,  and may be
paid to the Clerks of Petty  Sessions  in the  various
districts on or before that date.
Forms for return of stock will be supplied by
any Clerk of Petty Sessions.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar  of Brands.
Registrar of Brands Office,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1873.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 4th September, 1873.
SALE OF RUNS IN SETTLED DISTRICTS BY AUCTION.
N pursuance  of the Regulations proclaimed respectively on the 4th January and 8th March, 1872,
ll under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is hereby notified for  general
information, that a  lease  for five years of the Runs of Crown lands hereunder described, which have become
vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Roods of
i1. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on TUESDAY, 28th October, 1873, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
The upset price per square mile at which each run will be offered, according to the  estimated area,
in each  case, is one  pound sterling, and the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the term
c-f five years, ending on the 31st December, 1878.
A deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
i.tle ; each subsequent year's rent will require to be paid at the Treasury.
The runs offered for sale under this Notice will be subject to general selection, under the  provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," and in the case of  an area  exceeding  one square mile
1 eing alienated in one or more years, a proportional reduction of rent will  be made in  the payment
following such alienation.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the  runs , maybe obtained by application
to the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SALE  AT THE AUCTION Roods OF A. MARTIN ,  QUEEN STREET ,  BRISBANE ,  ON TUESDAY, THE
28TH OCTOBER, 1873.
Lot. Name of Run.
S.  d.
1 Eton Vale...
2 Greyclifre ...
Applicant.
731
42
1 0 0
1 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st August, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868  " (31 Victoria ,  No. 46 ),  has been made for the closing of the under-
mentioned Roads  ;  and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections in writing ,  within two months from this date.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BR CLOSED.
No.
1
2
3
4
Description  of Boundaries.
Date of
Expiration
of Lease.
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Commencing where the western boundary of Mount Pleasant 31st Dec.,
Run crosses the Bogie River, and bounded thence on the 1878.
east by portion of said boundary, being a line south about
two hundred and forty chains; thence on the south by a!
line bearing west sixteen degrees north about one thousand
and twenty chains ; thence on the west by a line bearing
north to the Bogie River about four hundred and eighty
chains ; and thence on the north by said river upwards to'
the point of commencement
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
Commencing at the south corn er of Calliungle Conso lidation 31st Dec.,
No. 3, at the Lily Waterholes, Kroombit Creek, and 1878.
bounded thence on the north-east by the aforesaid con-
solidation  in a north-westerly direction about seventeen',
miles to the range dividing the watershed of the Kroombit
and Rannes Creeks; thence by that range southerly about
thirteen miles ; thence on the south by a line bearing
east  about seven  miles  to the point of  commencement
Situation.  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay Road separating portions 69A, 69B ,  Cambooya  ... ...  6 0 6
72A, and 72B, from portions 68A,
68B, 73A, and 73n
A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay Road separating portions 67A, 67B, Cambooya  ... ...  6 0 18
74A, and 74u, from portions 66A,
66a, 66c, 66D, 75A, 75B, 75o, and
75D
A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay Road aspirating portions SIB, 81A, Cambooya  ... ...  10 8 36
from 80A,  80B, and 82B, SIB, 80n,
79B, 78n ,  from 83A ,  83F, 84A, 84B,
85A, 85B
A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay Road separating portions 83D, 83F,  Cambooya  ... ...  8 0 6
84A, 84B,  85A, 85B, from portions
1, 2, 3, 4, 86, and 87
A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay Road separating portions  .34A•and Cambooya  ... .. 2 3 84
34B from portions 36A and 36B
A. Hodgson and R .  Ramsay Road separating portions 38A and Cambooya  ... ...  3 0 0
38B from portions 39A and 39B
A. Hodgson and R. Ramsay Road separating portions 3 and 5 Ramsay ... ... ... 5 '30 30
f-om portions 6 and 10
Nora.-The above Roads are proposed to be closed in consequence of a new Road being about to be opened to Cautbooya Ra ilway
Station.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st October, 1873.
I
is hereby  notified for general information ,  that the interest  of the  previous occupant in the Lease
q  the undermentioned Run, which has been  subdivided,  under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Alienktion Act  of 1868," has been transferred ,  during the Quarter ending 30th September, 1873, with
the sanction of the Secretary of Pub lic Lands ,  to the party hereinunder particularised.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under Secretary.,
Name of Run. Transferror.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
Canoona  ... .. I P. F. Macdonald ... ... ...
1
J. P. Sherwin
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that the interest of the previous occupants in the under-
mentioned Runs of Crown Lands, situated in the Unsettled Districts, has been transferred, during
the Quarter ended 30th ultimo, with the sanction of the Government, to the persons hereunder
particularised.
Traneferror.
The Trust and Agency
Australasia  (Limited)
H.
F. A. Stratford  .. ... ...
J. B. Reid  ... ... ...
F. H. Dangar .
R. C. Dangar,  J. Gilchrist, and F.
Danger
E. W. Lamb and J. R. Black ...
A. and D. Urquhart ,  and J .  Finlayson
Lord and Co. ... ... ... ...
S. Barber  ... ... ... ...
P. Clyne...
S. Lesser  ... ... ...
P. Clyne .. ...
The Nank of New South Wales
H. W. Cozen ...
H. G. Lloyd  ... ... ...
C. Bell  ... ... ...
R. J. Adams
Reb. Lukin,  Executrix of the late T. S.
Hall
W. Beit
L. Jones, M. R. Greene, R.  G. Massie,
and A.  F. Sullivan
R. Daintree and Co:
M. Solomon  and Louis Solomon
J. D. McLean and W .  Beit ...
LJ
W. Forrester, junr.
F. A. Stratford ...
G. S. Caird
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Company  of I The  Corporation of the Bank of  ` Noondoomally, Wallanba,  Cooroora,
f New South  Wales  I Byerlin,  Northwood,  and Boundary
Transferee.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
John Brown Watt ... ... Land of  Promise
James John Cadell ... ... Binjour, Tanjour, and Jonday
Edward Wienholt ... ... Splinter Creek
Ditto ... ... ... The Island ,  Three  Moon Station,
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
The Commercial  Banking Company
of Sydney
William  Francis  Walton ... ...
Edward William Lamb .
John Franklin McMu llen, Inspector
of the Union Bank of Austra li a
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Dalgingal, Broadwater,  and Monal
Yan Yen Gurt
Wandoo  and Harcourt
Coorah
Ternallum and Botheramboo
Ebenezer  Vickery ... ... ... I Bedhill
N 2
;Transferee.
Name of Run.
Bedhill and West Teelba
o.
Donald Ross  ... ... ... North Colgoon
Owen Brennan ... ... Ba ll andine
John Charles  Manchee,  William  Karee  South No. 2
Baldwin, and  Julia  Baldwin
Graham Mylne , John  Bramston,
and Algernon Thomas Lempriere
Albert Augustus Danger
Wi lliam Thomas Clarke andSamuelHodgson
William Thomas Clarke and Samuel
Hodgson
Albert Augustus Dangar
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Robert Beit ... ... ... ...
Lloyd Jones, Molesworth Richard
Greene, and Alexander Falconer
Sullivan
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Rutland, Northumberland, Len..
caster, and Sutherland
Yancey
Pannonia
Oberina
Wallburin, Wallumbilla,  Bainbilla,
Yamanunda ,  South Yamanunda,
Margool ,  South Margool ,  Turin,
Goriman ,  Beringgarah ,  and Yar-
bing
A No. 1
Koolyadhu ,  Koopa ,  Koopa East,
Buloo, Therriebooboo, Warrah
Warrah ,  Koolah,  Dynevor Downs
East, Dynevor Downs ,  Dynevor
Downs South,  Booka Books, Ella
Plains, Cora  Downs, Ella Plains
North,  and Oonungoo
... I William Hann .. . ... ... I Tara
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
James Rhodes Lomax ...
John Wienholt, William Wienholt,
Arnold Wienholt, Edward Wien-
holt, and Arthur Wielholt
John Thomas Neale ... ...
BURKE DISTRICT.
William Sloane and Robert Jonathan
Jeifray
The Bank of New South Wales ...
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Ida Downs,  Maneroo ,  Maneroo Fast,
and Maharatta
Deepwater and Thornleigh
Sedan, Metz, and Kiugstone
Corella
Fort Constantine  and Miudie
Crown Lands Offioo,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1873.
1 T is hereby notified for general information, that the interest of the previous occupant in tht%licensc
of the undermentioned Run of Crown Lands, situated in the Unsettled Districts, has been transferred,
during the Quarter ended 30th ultimo, with the sanction of the Government, to the undermentioned persons.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Tranefer ro r. Transferee.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
G. C. Langhorne ... ... ... IAlexander and Edwin Holmes ... I Wangaby
Name of Bun.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a New Road from Gatton to Cressbrook, parishes Clarendon and Buaraba, county of Caven-
dish: Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ;
and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive
Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the forma-
tion of the Road in question.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM GATTON  TO CBESSBBOOK ,  PARISHES CLARENDON AND BUARABA,
COUNTY OF CAVENDISH, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD , UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Po rt ion of  Road.
egietf
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Reputed
Owner. Bearings .
I Length
in Chains.
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks.
ohs. lks. A, a. P.
A. V. Carpen -  N. 17° 0' E. 32 72 1 chain 3 1 3 Open  forest, unfenced
dale and unimproved,
J. A. and J. P. N.16° 0' E. 6 20
Bell  36° 30' 10 42
337°
321°
0' 4
0' 10
73
22
} chain 2 3 17 Scrubby for at.
Ditto N. 369° 16'E.  5 74 1 chain 0 3 10 Forest land.
Ditto ... ' N. 220 15'  E, 21 18 1 1 chain 2 1 7 Sound  flat25° 0' 3 00 .
Ditto N 9 68
1364° 0'  1 40 1 chain 2 020 Forest land4° 30' 7 82 ( .
420 0' 2
J
87
W. Patrick... N. 359° 36'F. 51 00 1 chain 5 0 16  'Forest land.
S. Watson ... N. 25° 30'  E. 14 36  1 chain 1 1  13 I Forest land.
I Commencing at the southern 1,330
boundary of Po rt ion 189,
parish of Clarendon, and
running no rt herly to its
no rt hern boundary
2 Commencing at the western 1,061
boundary of Po rt ion 4,
parish of Buaraba ,  and run-
ning north -easterly and
north -westerly to the nor-
thern boundary
3 A strip of land  ru nning nor- lI' 1,060
tberly along the eastern
boundary of Port ion 3, '
parish of Buaraba
4 Commencing at the 'western 1,061
boundary of Portion 4,  and:
running no rt h-easterly to
Buaraba Creek
5 Commencing on Buaraba 1,062
Creek,  and  ru nning  north-
easterly  to the eastern
boundary of Port ion 6,
parish of Buamba
6 Commencing on Running 1,754
Creek,  and running nor-
therly along the eastern
bouddary of Portion 17,
parish of Buaraba
7 Commencing on the western 1,981
bounda ry  of Po rt ion 28,
pariah of Buaraba and run-
ning no rt h-easterly to its
northern boundary
1648
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed  it expedient
to open a new Road from Mount Perry to Boolboonda, Wide Bay and Burnett District, county
o' f Bowen  : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the  intended line
of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General , Brisbane, and at
the Police Office, Teningering ; and all persons interested therein are requested  to transmit , in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
'which may  exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM MOUNT PERRY To BOOLBOONDA ,  WIDE BAY AND B17RNETT
DISTRICT ,  COUNTY OF BOWEN, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS :A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Through portion of se-
lection
Register
No. of
Mineral Reputed  Owner. Occupier .  Bearings.
Selec-
tion.
Length  Breadth
n Chains .  of Road.
links .  ohs.Iks.
200 D.  and J .  Po llock D.  and J .  Pol- N. 344°  30'E. 881 0 150
look
Area . Remarks.
A.  B.  P.
1 2 7 Freehold;por-
tion xiii ;
open  forest;
fenced in.
2 Through weste rn portion 210 E. Vickery  ... ...  N. 344° 30'E. 419 0 150 3 1 32 Open forest,
ofselection , tomnorth- N. 331° E, .., 1,062 0 150
west boundary of  par- N. 327° 30' E. 757 0 150
tiou 200 N. 355° E.... 66 0 150
8 Through north portion  ], 943 J .  Marsha ll  ... ...  N. 343°  35' E. 451  0 150  1 3 21 Open forest.
of selection  N. 332° 53' E. 814 0 150
4 Thro ugh no rt h  -  west 883 Alex .  Walker  ... ...  N. 14° 30' E. 113 0  150 4 3 13 Open forest
po rt ion of selection in N. 58° 20' E. 669 0 150 and iro nbark
Kort h-easterlydlreotion  N. 60° 50' E. 467 0 160  ridges.
N. 62° 20'  E.  629 0 150
N. 64° 35' E. 808 0 150
N.48° E. 348 0 150
N.38° E. ... 215 0 150
8 Thro ugh no rt h -west end 230 Forbes ,  Walker , ,,.  N. 38° If,  ...  630 0 150 3 2 11 Iro nbark
of selection Fife ,  and Coll ier N. 23° E. 333  0 150  forest and
N. 348° 20'  E. 687 0 150  ri dgy coun.
N. 357°  E. ... 739 0 150  try.
0 Th ro ugh north -west por -  215 Maher and Webb  ,.,  N. 357°  E. 51 0 150 3 0 11 Open forest.
tion of selection  N. 17°  46' If. 984 0 150
N. 34° 30' E. 250 0 150
N. 38° 10' E. 754 0 150
7 Thro ugh south -east por -  1,444  Oxley ,  Kennedy , ...  N. 38° 10' If. 336 0 150 3  0 33 Open forest.
tionof selection and Wrafter  N. 38° 40'  If.  259 0 150
N. 93° 25' E. 712 0 150
N. 86° 40' E .  641 0 150
N.  4,30  E. ... 288 0 150
8 Thro ugh centre of selec- 1,926  E. Roberts  ... ...  N. 20° E. .., 325 0 150 4 3 35 Open forest ;
Lion.  In  no rt h-easterly N. 141 46' E. 777 0 150 flat and low
direction  N. 26° 30'E. 531 0  150  ri dges.
N. 44° 30' E. 697 0 150
N. 48° 30' If.  528 0 150
N. 65° 30' E. 398 0 160
S Thro ugh centre of selec. 734 Reuben Hall .•.
tion in no rt herly direc-
tion
N. 55° 30' E. 291 0  150 9 2 20
N. 7° 45' E. ...  1,069 0 150
N. 350° E....  1,190 0 150
N. 353° 40' E. 1,166 0 150
N. 14° E.  ...  880 0 160
N. 30° E  ...  910 0 160
N. 351°  If.  ... 345 0 150
N. 8° 3' E....  531 0 150
10 Through eastern portion  1,074 Finney,  Isles, and  ... N. 8° 3' E. 137 0 150 3  0 1 Open forest;
of selection  in northerly Stewart N. 10° 30'  E. 978 0 150  flat and low
direction  N.9° 30' If....  893 0 150 undulating
ri dges.
11 From weste rn corner, 891 0. von Koss  ... ,,,  N. 88° E. ... 813  0 150 5 3 38 Open forest.
running easterly  N. 109° E. ... 754 0 150
N. 85° E. ...  1,040 0 160
N. 64° E . ...  407 0 150
N.  105.  E.... 1,118 0 150
12 Through south po rt ion  1,112 'Finney,  Islee, and  ...  N. 18° 20'  E. 130 3 0 6 2 27
of selection  Co. N. 69°  45' E. 379 3 0
N.112° E. . ..  678 3 0
N. 76° E. 924 3 0
N.120° 30'  E. 101 3 0
'r•
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  8th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST NOTICE.
HHIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open  a new Road through Portion 2, parish of  Allora,  county of Merivale  :  Notice is hereby
given ,  that in conformity with the provisions  of the Act 4 William IV., No.  11, and now in force in this
Colon, a Plan  and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned ,  are now
deposited at the  Office of  the Surveyor -General ,  and at the  Police Office ,  Warwick  ;  and all  persons
interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk  of the Executive Council,
within one month  fr om this date ,  any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
73.2232-W. By Command,
J. MALBON  THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 2 ,  PARISH OF ALLORA ,  COUNTY OF MERIVALE, To
BE PROCLAIMED As A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Port ion of Road.
Register
No. of Reputed iO Bea i s Length in Breath of A R kSelec- Owner . ccup er . .r ng Chains. Road. rea emar s.
tion.
ohs' lks . A, S. P.
J. W. Buck - Unoccupied N. 390° E. 11 35 One chain 1 0 21 Unimproved open
land plain  ;  east and
west boundaries
fenced.
Commencing on the
mouth boundary of
Portion 2,  parish of
ABora ,  at the bri dge
overDalrymple Creek,
and running no rt h to
its no rt hern boon.
dary
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane,  8th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
[IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice  of the  Executive  Council ,  having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Selections ,  Warwick Register ,  Nos. 430 and 534, and Maryland Run
North ,  county of Merivale  :  Notice  is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV ., No. 11,  and now in force in this  Colony, a Plan  and Book of Reference ,  showing the in-
tended line  of Road  above -mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, and at the
Police Office ,  Warwick  ;  and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing, to the
Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well -grounded objections which may
exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73.3307-W. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS ,  WARWICK REGISTER ,  Nos. 430 AND 534, AND
MARYLAND RUN NORTH ,  COUNTY OF MERIVALE, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER
THE ACT OF  C OUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No] Port ion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier.
1 Commencing  fr om Mr. .., l  Held  under  M. H. Marsh
Roehricht 'e survey of pastoral
road Warwick to lease by
Maryland ,  at  his  Sta-  M.  H. Marsh
tion No. 156, distsnt
31 chains 4 links
northerly from the
boundary of New
South Wales ,  and run -
ning no rt h-westerly
throughMaryland Run
No rt h to the south
boundary of Warwick
Register No. 430
2 Commencing on the War -  George Fagg George Fagg
mouth boundary of wick
Selection ,  Warwick Register
Register ,  No. 430, and No. 430
running about no rt h
by east to its nor-
thern boundary
3 Commencing on the War-  Henry Jones Unoocupied
south boundary of wick
Selection ,  Warwick Register
Register ,  No. 634 and No. 534
running north-east-
erly to junction with
Mr. Roehricht 's survey
of road ,  Warwick to
Maryland ,  near the
23-mile tree
Bearings. Length
Breadth
in Chains. ofRoad.
N. 357° E. 1 00'i
341° 45'  29 00
330° 30'  0 00
307° 30'  9 32
345° 00'  15 00
337° 00'  7 38
353° 00'  13 50
318° 00'  12 00
355° 00'  11 00
315° 30'  2 39
360°  17 60
354°  10 40
354° 00'  4 80'
28° 15'  17 001
30° 30'  10 00'
10-45,  18 00
31° 10'  3 54
31° 10'  19 17
I_-
Area.
A.  R.  P.
1 26
Remarks.
I
Sandy ridges thickly
timbered with
stringybark, gum,
1 7 box ,  and apple,
with undergrowth
of oak ,  dogwood,
and wattle ; no
improvements.
L
O 10 039
Thickly - timbered
sandy  ri dges.
Southern boundary
chains fenced; part of
selection cultivated,
but not near road
Two 3 3 13 Unimproved; thickly
chains timbered sandy
ri dges.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open  a new  Road from Main Ipswich and Toowoomba R ad to Lockyer's Creek, parish of
Lockyer, county of Cavendish : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at
the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the formation  of the  Road in question.
Occupier.
73-3391-W. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF BRANCH ROAD FROM  MAIN  IPswICH  AND ToowoOMBA ROAD TO LOCKYEB 8
CREEK ,  PARISH OF  LOCKTER, COUNTY OF CAVENDISH ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD
UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Port ion of Road.
ter
No. of Reputed
Mee -  Owner.
tion.
1 Commencing on the 265 Alexander
north bank of Look-  Ipswich Victor
yer's Creek at the Register Carpendale
confluence of Sandy
Creek therewith, and
running no rt h-wes-
terly through portion
No. 139 to its no rt h-
west boundary
Bearings.
By Command,
Lengths. Breadthof Road. Area. Remarks.
ohs. Ike.  ohs. Ike. A. a. r.
Alexander 316° 46' 8 79 (Irregular)3 2 11  Selection under 18688
Victor 311° 30' 25 00 1 00 Act. Sound open
Carpendale Eat,  ri ch pasture,
enclosed paddock.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  8th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it  expedient
to open a new Road from Hendon to Allora, parish of Allora, county of Merivale :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police
Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-2684 -W. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM HENDON TO  ALLOBA ,  PARISH OF ALLOBA,  COUNTY OF  MERIVALE,
TO BE PROCLAIMED AB A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF  COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No.
1
Port ion of Road.
Register
No. of Reputed
Seleo- Owner.
tion.
eng reaOccupier .  Bea ri ngs . in Chains of Road . Area .  Remarks.
Commencing on the
south boundary of
Ooomburra pre-emp-
tive 22,  and running
no rt h and  north-
easterly  to its nor-
them boundary
Commencing on the
south boundary of
Portion 134, parish of
Allora ,  and  ru nning
no rt h -easterly to its
north -east  corner
8 A small triangular por-
tion out of the south-
east  cornerof  Portion
101, parish of A llora
4 Commencing at the
south -west  corner  of
Portion 41, parish of
Allora ,  and  ru nning
north -easterly to its
northe rn  boundary
5 i Commencing on the
south boundary of
Port ion 40, parish of
Agora ,  and running
no rt h-easterly to its
no rt hern boundary
Commencing on the
south boundary of
Portion 89, and  ran.
ring no rt h-easterly
to its no rt hern boun-
dary
McLean ,  Unoccupied N. 369°
Hodgson ,  23°
and Green
Hodgson ,  Unoccupied N. 23°
McLean,
and Green
Hodgson ,  Unoccupied  N. 28°
McLean,
and Green
... Hodgson ,  Unoccupied  N. 28°
McLean,
and Green
Hodgson ,  Unoccupied
McLean,
and Green
N. 28?
Hodgson, Occupied  by N. 28°
McLean, Gate-keeper
and Green I
ohs. Ike* chs .  W.  A. a. P.
51' E. 16 33 0 150 6 1 18 Open black -soil plain.
46'  26 10 West and south
boundary fenced.
46' 22 42 0 150  3 1 0 Open black -soil plain.
16'  0 35 ... 0 0 f Open black -soil plain.
15' 16 86 0 160 2 3 3 Open  black -soil plain.
16' 19 32 0 160 2 3 30 Unimproved blsck-
soil plain.
16' 20 43 0 160 3 0 0 Black-soil plain, north
boundary fenced.
L th B dth
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto op n a new Road thr ugh Glengall n pre-emptives 62 and 61, n t e parish s of Deuchar and
Glengallan respectively, in the county of Merivale, Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the
provisions  of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of
Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Drayton ; and all persons interested therein are requested
to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-
grounded objections which may  exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-1526-W. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Boos OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH CLENGALLAN PRR-RMPTIvBS 62 AND 61, PABISHE8 DEUCHAR
AND GLENGALLAN, COUNTY OF MERIVALE, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL, 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road. Reputed  Owner .  Occupier .  Bearings.
1 Commencing at the Marshall
eastern boundary of Deuchar
pre-emptive  62, and
running westerly and
north -westerly to its
weste rn  boundary
2 Commencing  at the Marshall
easte rn  boundary of Deuchar
pre-emptive 61, and
running north-west-
erly to the main road
from Warwick to
Ipswich
Length
n Chains.
ohs. iks.
and Unoccupied .,. N. 265° E. 7 00
N. 280' 3 50
N. 303° 35 97
and Unoccupied ... N. 303° E. 10 31
Breadth
of
Road.
1 chain
1 chain
Area. Remarks.
A. H. P.
4 223 Bald ridge ; black
1 0 10
soil.
Unimproved forest
land.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice, that  applications  have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions  of "  The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person desiring to oppose  must do so by
lodging, byi himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in  form B of  said  Act, on or before  the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land.
4 acres 2 roods 2 perches ,  being suburban portions 112
and 130, parish of North  Brisbane , county of
Stanley
2 roods ,  being  allotment 20 of section 22, parish and
town of Warwick ,  county of Merivale
10} perches ,  being subdivision 1 of eastern suburban
all otment 32, parish of North Brisbane ,  county of
Stanley
10} perches ,  being subdivision 8 of eastern suburban
allotment 82, parish of North Brisbane ,  county of
Stanley
Name of Applicant. Data  within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
James  Gibbon ... ... 4th November, 1873.
William Page ... ... Ditto.
Thomas Smedley ... ... Ditto.
Elizabeth Clark ... ... Ditto.
TIME TABLE.
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after  MONDAY, the  14th instant,  the following Time.Table will come into operation  until further  notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rook-
hampton.
Stations Up Train,Mixed.
Miles
from West-
wood.
Stations. Down Train
Mixed.
a.m. p.m.
Rockhampton ... 11. 0 ... Westwood ... ... ,.. 3.30
6 Gracemere ... 11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing ,,, ,,. A
15 Stairwell 12. 0 15 Stanwell ... ... ... 4.30
24 Rosewood Crossing A 24 Gracemere  .., ... .,, 5. 6
30 Westwood .,. 1 0 30
_
Rockhampton... ... ... 5.30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available  to return on the  fo llowing Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey  terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at  those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
station  to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at  the time  of booking ,  from the place  at which they  Join the Train to the place
at which  they  propose to alight.
TIME TABLE.
SOUTHERN
 AND WESTERN  RAILWAY .-On and after  MONDAY,
 8th September,  1873, the following Time Table will come into
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
FEET
ABOVE
TO  rI
WATER
MARE.
65
111
140
198
274
574
335
340
465
788
1530
2005
1928
MILEC.
From From Too-j
*_pswiC i.
 woomba.
8
12
18
21
25
29
38
49
59
e9
76
78
82-35
85
85
901
i 94
102
109
118
120
131
140
143
85
90
97
106
114
127
130
STATIONS.
Mixed. Mixed.
IIP TRAINS,
Mixed.  Mixed.
A.M. A.M .  P.M. P.M.
Ipswich ... .,. 10.0 ... ... 4.40
Wa ll oon ... ... ...  10.28 I ... *5.8
Rosewood  ... ... ... A ... A
Western Creek ... .. A ... .., A
... Grandchester
1
arrive  * 11.13  ...  5'47
depart 11'17 ... ... 6.51
Victoria Tunnel ,,, ,.,  A ... .., A
Laidley ... ... ..  11.54  ...  6.28
,..  Gatton  ... ... ...  12.23  .,, ... *6 157
Helidon arrive 12.58  ,,. ...  7-32
"' depart 1 '13 ,,, ... 7.47
... Murphy's Creek i depart *158 .. ... 8.27
... Highfields ... ... ...  2.50 ,., .., 9119
... ... ... ...... Summit  of Range
"'
Toowoomba .., arrive 3'38 10 7
t depart 4.11 10.50 4.0 ...
Mahoney's Gate ... ... B B ... ...
7 Gowrie Junction ...  arrive  ... *11.16 ... ...
7 Cowrie Junction ... depart ... *11.25 4.25 ,..
121 For Williams' Camp ... ... A A ...
16 Westbrook Crossing... ... ... A A ...
24 Cambooya ... ... ... 12.25 5.25 ,..
31 1 Emu Creek  Siding  ... ... ... A A ...
40 King's Creek .., ... ... ... 1'18 6.18
42 Cli fton ... ... ... ,..  1.28 *6.28 ...
53 Allora ... ... ... ... 2'5 7.5 ...
62 Lyndhurst Road ... ... ... A A ...
65 i Warwick ... ... ... ... 2.45 7'45
-1-
... I Gowrie Junction ... depart 4'36
,,, Gowrie ... ... ... A
... Oakey Creek ... ... ... 5.14
,.. Jondaryan ... ... ... 5.44
1 Bowenville
 ... ... A
Blaxland ' s Siding  ,,. ...  A
... Dalby ... ... ...  6'55
A11 Day  Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo ll owing Monday.
NOTE.-The Trains wi ll  stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
FEET
ABOVE
HIGH
WATER
MARK.
1928
2005
1530
788
465
340
335
574
274
.198
140
111
... 65
* Trains meet here.
MILES.
From Prom
Dalby. Warwick.
23 Clifton ... ...
25 King's Creek ...
34 Emu Creek Siding ... ...
41 Cambooya ... ,.. ...
49 Westbrook
 Crossing ... ...
521 For Williams' Camp...
68 Gowrie Junction
 ...  arrive
A.M.
STATIONS.
Dalby ... ... ...
3 ... Blaxland ' s Siding ... ... ...
16 ... Bowenville ...
24 ... Jondaryan ,..
33 ... Oakey Creek ... ... ... ...
40 ... Gow ri e ... ... ... ...
45 ... Gowrie Junction
 ...  arrive ...
... Warwick ,,, ...
... 3 Lyndhurst Road ,.. ...
... 12 Allora ... ,.. ...
47.45 5045
52 65
54 67
61 ..,
71
81
92
101
105
109
112
118
122
130
Gowrie Junction  ... depart
Mahoney's Gate
Toowoomba
Summit of Range
de art *8.44I
arrive
. depart 6.50
Highfields ... ... 7.44
Murphy' s Creek
p
{Helidon
arrive *9.34
depart 9.39
Gatton ... ... ... 10.9
Laidley , . . ... ... 10.34
Victoria Tunnel .. A
Grandchester
Western Creek
Rosewood ,..
Commissioner for Railways'
 Office,
Brisbane ,  1st September, 1873.
operation
 until further  notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner
 for Railways.
Mixed.  Mixed.
arrive
DOWN TRAINS.
A.M.
Mixed.
A.M.
8.40
A
A
9.58
10.30
A
Mixed.
P.M. ...
...
8.5 ... 5'10
A ... A ,,.
8.45 ... 5.50
9.22 ... *6.28
9.32 ... 6.38
10-25
 ... 7'31 ...
A ...  A.  ,.,
A ... A ...
*11.25 *11.16  8-31
B .. B
11-55 11-44  9.0
... 12.4
... 12.58
... *1.58
...  2-2
... 2.42
2-57
... 3.27
.., 3.52
1
arrive 11.9
depart *11.13
Wa lloon .,. ,..  11-52
,,, Ipswich ,,,  12 20
... A I
... 4.27
... 4.31
.,, A
A
*5-8
5'36
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, wi ll  stop by signal to take up passengers ,  who wi ll  be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to ali ght at those places can
only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the  Train,  and paying the fare at the time of booking,  fr om the place at which  they join  the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
(B.) The Trains leaving Toowoomba at 10.50 a.m. and 4.11 p.m. on the Up journey,  and leaving Warwick at 8.5 a.m, and 5.5 p.m. on the Down journey,  will, for the present, (stop at this Crossing,  subject-
to the foregoing regulation.
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TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Pas senger
Fares.
Goods  and Live
Stock.
Paroels and
Mlsoellaneoua. Tota4
£ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
Week ending September  27th, 1873
...  421 0 6 1,870 13 11 71 12 9 2,363 7 2
Corresponding week last year... ... 409 5 3 1,23817 0 62 0 9 1,710 8 0
Increase ... ... 11 15 3 631 16 11 9 12 0 653 4 2
Decrease ... ...
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
REVENUE and EXPBNDITUBB of the DALBY MUNICIPAL COUNCIL ,  for the Half year ending 30th
June, 1873.
1873.
1 Jan.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Dr.
To Balance at Commercial Bank
it  Balance  in hand ... ...
80 June.
To Rates ...
„ Endowment on rates .
Legal expenses recovered...
Fine  ... ... ...
» Water licenses  ... ...
Carriers '  licenses ... ...
„ Loan from dam account ...
„ Overdrafts ,  Commercial Bank
11
£  S.  d.
Cr.
1873.
80 June.
By Telegrams  ... ... ... ...
£ a. d.
... 79 8 7
... 16 2 4
... 189 13 10
63 10 3
8 0 0
1 1 0
9 1 0
... 7 10 0
... 271 8 7
.... 42 17 10
Printing ,  advertising, &o.
Stationery ,  &c. ... ... ...
Loam for footpaths ,  &c.... ...
Cartage  ... ... ... ...
Removing carcases ... ...
Tank and whim  ... ... ...
Plans, &c....
Ironwork  ... ... ... ...
Lamps, kerosene, &c. ...
J. T. Smith, C.E., travelling expenses
Assessment, 1873...
Bonus to McFarlane  (engine at fire)
Stamps and postage ... ...
Town Clerk  ... ... ...
Acting Inspector  ... ... ...
Care and repair of we ll s ... ...
Paint, oil ,  and sundries ... ...
Cleaning Town Hall
Water at fires ...
Town Crier  ... ... ...
Labor ...
Messenger to Spring Creek ...
Petition respect in g Reserve ...
Insurance ,  Town Ha ll  ... ...
Auditors'  fees  ... ... ...
Timber  ... ... .. ...
Bark for Scarlet -street bridge ...
Bathurst burr, on account ...
Legal expenses ...
Town Inspector  ... ... ...
Bank charges and exchange ...
Balance in hand  ... ... ...
... 2 4 3
... 13 7 6
... 3 0 6
... 67 17 9
9 11 6
0 5 0
... 189 1 3
... 4 4 0
17 11 10
4 7 9
16 11 0
5 0 0
1 0 0
2 9 6
57 14 0
7 0 0
11 4 0
12 8 9
3 10 0
7 6 0
0 6 0
84 11 6
0 10 0
2 2 0
3 2 6
2 10 0
55 18 0
0 10 0
25 0 0
12 10 9
43 8 0
1 14 10
6 16 3
£673 13 5 £673 13 5
DALBY DAY.
1 Jan.
To Balance,  Special Account,  Commercial
Bank  ... ... ... ... ...  975 0 0
£976 0 0 £975 0 0
G. B. MOLLE, Mayor.
CHAS.  W. EBBS, Town Clerk.
We have this  day examined  the foregoing Accounts and found them correct.
JULIUS OTTO,
I Auditors.SAML. BUTTERWORTH,
DAnBY DAY.
80 June.
By amount paid Contractor  ... ... ...  290 16 5
„ Loan to current account  ... ... ...  271 8 7
» Balance  ... ... ... ... ...  412 16 0
Dalby ,  28th July, 1873.
666 30s.
al=
HE following
 S UMMARIES  of OBSERVATIONS taken
J information.
S.
BAROMETER.
Cor. to 320 Fahr.
d d
m N m
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
Maximum
Mean ...
Minimum ...
APRIL.
MAY.
JUNE.
28.199
28.009
62.0 68.0 62.0 61.0
52.3 68• 53.7 610
40.0
 52-0 43-0 39-0... 27.777 27.762127-789
APRIL ,  1873.-Mean Shade Temperature of Month ,  60.7 degrees.
„ 1872.  63-8
1871. 63.0
1870. 63.8
MAY, 1873.- Mean Shade Temperature of Month ,  67.6 degrees.
1872. „  66.7
1871.  57.4
1870. „ 68.1
JUNE ,  1873.- Mean Shade Temperature of Month, 641  degrees.
1872. „  69.3 „
1871.  61.4
„ 1870.  60'6
General Post Office,
Brisbane,  Queensland, 29th September, 1873,
during the Months of April, May, and June, 1873, are published
 for general
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
PoOffiaster-General.
SUMMARIES OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT TOOWOOMBA, DURING THE MONTHS OF APRIL, MAY, AND JUNE, 1873.
LATITUDE,  270 34 '  S.;  LONGrrUDE,  1520 10 '
 E.;  HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA  LEVEL,  1,960 FEET ; DISTANCE FROM SEA-ooesT ,  80 MILES.
... 28.218 28.136128.196
27.969
 27,896
1
27-939
27.784
 27-752 27-734
... 28,183 28.113
... 28.080 28.024
... 7.847  27-784
Temperature of
Air.
a A
OD  eq
64.0 71.0
67.6  674
47.0 68.0
at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION, TOOWOOlBi,
HYOHOYETEE.
Temperature of
Evaporation.
d a
m a0
650 610
66.4
 54,9
42.0 49.0
28.156 63.0 700  61.0 590
28.047  674  66.2 54.8 63.6
27.788  49.0  57-0  48.0  47,0
... 28.239 28204
... 28.031 27993
d d
4 4 d
ea m m
SELF-REGISTERING
THERHOMETERM.
Humidity .
a
w
64.0
 62-0  •941 •82
68.9 630  •831 •60
47,0  38.0 •67 46
61.0
 59-0  100
58.4 62.0 •83
66 0 1 469 •66
63-0
64.6
46.0
•93
•05
•46
60.0 1.00 94
61.7  -91  •75
409 •78 •66
Rain fe ll  on 6 days.
2
11
12
Rain fe ll  on 4 days.
2
17 ..
Rain fe ll  on  14 days.
.. „ 6
4
12
9
m
93 ...
 115-0 50-0
 73.0
79 ... 99.0  39,0
 68.4
87 ... 66.0
 27-0 58-0
93 122.0 102.0 49.0 73.5
•82
1107.
0 93.2 310
 67-0
69
 91 TO 67O 20-0 880
1.00 1T136.0 89.0
 400
 680
•87103 .2 76.8 34.5 609
•42  67,0  620 180
 52-6
Total Rainfall ,
 1.20 inches.
0.76
3.57
3.34
Total  BRainfall ,
 0,52  inches.
0.18
0-62
4.12
Total
 Rainfall, 13.76 inches.
197
0.67
2.61
a
RAIN. WIND.
66.0 300 -52
47.2 21.2 04
39.0 12.0 00
Summa ry  of Directio n.
8  am.  2  P.M.
NO NWO NI NWO
W 1 SW 16 W e 8W 14
Be  9E10 BO BE9
E 0 P L E 1 E O NE I
NO NWO
53.0 31.5
 •28 ... W 0 S W 6
440 22.8 •01 ...
 80  BE 18
W5  90 00 ... E 0 NE 0
--
66.0  29-01  6.80
44.6 18.4 •46
30-5  8.0 •00
N O NW 1
W 0  SW8
BO BE9
E4 NE2
N O NW
 O
WO SW6
80 BE 19
EO NE1
N0 NWO
W0 8W8
BO  BE 12
E2 NE2
Electrical Observations-75  Positive;  13 Negative.
72 14
72 „ 13
78 6
Electrical Observations - 86 Positive ; 20 Negative.
80 „ 1s
70 „ 6
79 7
Electrical Observations - b6 Positive ;  30 Negative.
73 17
58 2
89 1
8 P.M.
NO NWO
W 1 SW 12
BO BE9
E O
 NE O
NO NWO
WO SW2
80  BE17
EO NEO
NO NW0
W1 SW6
81 BE 12
EO NEO
CLOUD.
0-10.
4
m a
10 10
30 4.0
d
m
10
9.0
0 0 0•
10 10 10
3.5 3.2 3.0
0 0 0
10
6.2
0
10 10
4.6 5.5
0 0
Prevailing Winds ,
 S.W.,  BE.
B.E., B.W.
E.
E., N.E.
Preva il ing Winds ,  S.E., S. W.
S.W., B.E.
B.W.
E., S.W.
Prevailing Winds ,  B.E., S.W.
B.W.
S.W.
„ B.W.
OZONE
The readings of the Barometer at Toowoomba (1,960 feet over mean see level )
 are reduced to 320 Fahrenheit only.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological
 Observer.
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Education Office,
Brisbane , 27th September, 1873.
TO CARPENTERS, &c.
T
HE Board of Education will receive, until
noon on MONDAY, the 6th proximo,
Tenders for the erection of a School House and
Teacher's Residence at Cedar Creek, Upper Albert
River, according to plans and specification, which
may be seen on application to Mr. Joshua Waldron,
Cedar Creek.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
QUEENSLAND BOARD OF GENERAL
EDUCATION.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
T
HE Queensland Board of Education will grant
Grammar School Scholarships annually to
deserving  Pupils of the Primary Schools of the
Colony. The Board will pay the Grammar School
tuition fees  of such Primary School boys  as shall
prove  themselves ,  on examination , to be fitted for
a higher  class  of education than is afforded in the
Primary Schools.
2. Examinations  for Scholarships will be held
simultaneous ly at some time during the first three
weeks of the December of every year, one month's
notice at  least  to be given of the precise date of
holding. Examiners to be appointed by the Board.
3. The examinations for 1874 Scholarships will
take place in December, 1873, at Brisbane, Ips-
wich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, and Rockhampton
only, unless special application shall be made and
approved for holding examinations elsewhere ; but
candidates may present themselves from any Pri-
mary School.
4. Nominations of candidates, by the principa
teachers of their respective schools, must reach the
Education Office at least one month before the
date fixed for holding the examinations, and the
nominations must be accompanied by a statement
that the candidates are Primary School scholars,
not exceeding fourteen  years  of age at the date of
the examinations, that they have not been pupils
at a grammar  school, and have been in fairly
regular attendance at a primary school for the
previous six months, and have been Queensland
Primary School boys for eighteen months.
5. Scholarships will be tenable, during good
behaviour and the pleasure of the Board, for three
years.
6. The examinations will be held under the
supervision of responsible officers of the Board
appointed for the purpose. The questions will be
the same in all places. The candidates' papers are
to be anonymous, distinguished by a motto or
number, and accompanied by a sealed envelope
containing the name and age of the candidate, the
whole to be forwarded under seal to the Secretary
of the Board, immediately after the examinations,
for transmission to the Examiners.
7. Successful competitors will be entitled,
through their  parents or guardians , to elect the
particular Grammar School at which they shall
study ; and, in the case of change of residence, or
other sufficient cause shown, leave will be given for
transfer from one Grammar School to another.
8. The subjects of examination for 1874 scho-
larships will be the same as those prescribed in the
Board's printed regulations for boys who have
reached the fourth form in a Primary School.
9. The percentage of marks entitling to a
Scholarship at the  next examinations  will be fifty
(50) ; but in special  cases,  brought under their notice
by the Examiners, the Board may act independently
of this rule.
By order of the Board,
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
Surveyor -General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  30th September 1873.
IT is  hereby notified, that an error has occurred
in the Proclamation  of the  sale of Crown Lands
at the Land Office, Mackay, on the 18th November,
1873, in which lot 1 is stated to be in the parish
of Mackay, instead of in the parish of Bassr'st.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor -General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane,  30th September, 1873.
THIS  is to certify that Mr. HENRY EDWARDKING, of Townsv ille ,  having exhibited evi-
dence of  competency  as a Surveyor ,  has been
Licensed to  effect  Surveys under the provisions of
"The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868,"  and
subject to the rules of this Department.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor -General.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane , 2nd October, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby giver}, that SAMUEL HANLEY
STAFFORD  SNEYD ,  and CHARLES HENRY
HUGHES, both of Brisbane,  were  this day duly
admitted as Chemists  and Druggists.
K. CANNAN, President.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS, Secretary.
N.B.-The Medical Board meet on the first
THURSDAY in each month, at half-past  ten a.m.,
at the Immigration Office, William  street, Brisbane.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
TEMPORARY LIGHT, CAPE BOWLING GREEN.
N and after this date, )luring the  construction
V of the Lighthouse, a Temporary Bright
Fixed Light will be exhibited from Cape  Bowling
Green,  at an elevation  of 30  feet above high water.
In clear weather the light will be  visible nine miles.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1873.
Court House,
Charleville, 9th September, 1873.
NOTICE.
R. EDWARD BRADLEY, Junior, was, this day,
I9 re-appointed Poundkeeper at Charleville for
twelve months.
FRANCIS X. HEENEY, P.M.
MACKAY DISTRICT COURT.
IN pursuance  of " The Distract Courts Act of
1867," and by authority of the same, I hereby
appoint the day and time hereinafter mentioned for
holding a District Court at the Town of Mackay,
within the Northern District.
Criminal Jurisdiction.
Thursday, 6th Nov., 1873.
Civil Ju risdiction.
Thursday, 6th Nov., 1873.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge of the Northern District  Cost •t.
20th July, 1873.
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Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1873.IT is hereby notified, that WILLIAM M THEw
MOWBRAY, of Millchester, in the Colony of
Queensland, Esquire, Clerk of Petty Sessions, has
been appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits, &c.,
such Commission being determinable on his ceas-
ing to hold the above appointment at Millchester.
Also, it is hereby notified, thatROBERT TIIORROLD,
Esquire, Associate to His Honor Mr. Justice
Lutwyche, has been appointed a Commissioner
for Affidavits, in Equity, such Commission being
determinable on his ceasing to hold the above
appointment.
By order,
JAMES  STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honor the Chief Justice.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Purves, late of Sydney, in
the Colony of New South Wales, Presbyterian
minister, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honorable Court, that Probate with an
Exemplification of Probate of the Will of the
above-named William Purves, deceased, annexed,
maybe granted to Edward Denny Day, the younger,
of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, the duly
constituted attorney of John Morrison Saunders,
of West Maitland, in the Colony of New South
Wales, one of the Executors named in the said Will.
Dated this third day of October, A.D. 1873.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Edward Denny Day.
677 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Collings, late of Beenleigh, in
the Colony of Queensland, sugar-planter,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira.tion of fourt en days from th  date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named John Collings, deceased, may be
granted to  Mary Collings, the Executrix  named in
the said Will.
Dated this second day of October, 1873.
WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Proctor for the said Mary Collings,
675
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Michael Epple, late of Toowoomba,
in the Colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.
.L
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion, with the Will annexed, of the above-named
Michael Epple, deceased, may, with the consent of
her husband, be granted to Fredericka Wertwine,
wife of Christian Wertwine, of Toowoomba afore-
said,  formerly Fredericka Epple, the widow of the
said deceased.
(;,.Dated this first day of October, 1873.
GUSTAVUS HAMILTON,
Proctor for the said Fredericka Wertwine,
Rutliven street, Toowoomba,
and Queen street, Brisbane.
676 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Howel Price Lloyd, late of Glad-
stone, in the Colony of Queensland, gentleman,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of -Administration of all
the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the
above-named Howel Price Lloyd, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Alfred Wilt, of
Miriam Vale, Gladstone aforesaid, gentleman, the
lawfully constituted attorney of Octavius Lloyd, of
Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, surveyor,
brother of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
September, A.D. 1873.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Proctors for the said Alfred Wilt,
Queen street, Brisbane.
673 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In. the Will of John Cramp, late of Banana, in the
Colony of Queensland, storekeeper, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named John Cramp, deceased, may be
granted to John James Cramp, of Ipswich, in the
colony aforesaid, pianoforte tuner, the sole Executor
named in the said Will.
Dated at Ipswich, this first day of October,
A.U. 1873.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Brisbane street,  Ipswich,
Proctor for the said John James Cramp.
By his Agent
G. V. HELLICAR,
Town Hall, Brisbane.
671  6s.  6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Jonas Frederick Hamburger, late
of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
merchant, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate with an
Exemplification of Probate of the Will of the
above-named Jonas Frederick Hamburger, deceased,
annexed, maybe granted to John ChristianHeussler,
of Brisbane, iif the Colony of Queensland, the duly
constituted attorney of Amalia Charlotta Dorothea
Sophia Hamburger, the sole Executrix named in
the said Will,
Dated this first day of October, A.D. 1873.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said John Christian Heussler.
672 6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Adolph Feez, late of Sydney, in the
Colony of New South Wales, merchant,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate with an
Exemplification of Probate of the Will of the
above-named Adolph Feez, deceased, annexed, may
be granted to John Christian Heussler, of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, the duly constituted
attorney of Frederica Feez, the sole Executrix
named in the said Will.
Dated this first day of October. A.D. 1873.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said John Christian Heussler.
674 6s. 6d.
The GovERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts:-
£ s. d.
1873.
Septr. 27.-R. M. Hunter ... ... ... 0 7 2
27.-A. McLeod ... ... ... 0 6 0
27.-Municipal Council, Ipswich ... 0 10 0
„ 27.-J. P. Lyons ... ... ... 2 0 0
„ 27.-J. Dowzer ... ... ... 0 9 0
„ 27.-J. Fisher ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
30.-Municipal Council, Dalby 1 10 0
30.-E. Bradley ... ... ... 0 1 0
30.-A. J. Stacey ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 30.-W. J. Scott ... ... ... 0 1 0
Oct. 2.-F. G. Mackay ... ... ... 0 6 0
ff 2.-E. Bradley ... ... ... 0 10 0
Emp uttbittgs.
SW Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING pan ANIMAL;  and no such Adver-
tisement  will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a remittance sufcient to cover the  cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from Trunkey, on the
11th September, 1873, by order of Edward Brown,
Esquire. Driving, 4s. 2d.
One brown mare, star forehead, off hind foot white, like
-D conjoined near shoulder, like co near neck.
If not released on or before the 25th October, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ALEX. J. STACEY, Poundkeeper.
665 is.
I
MPOUNDED  at Charleville, from the Langloe, 23rd
July, 1873, by order of James Petiford, for trespass.,
Driving, 3s. 4d. each. (Re-advertised, 16th September,
1873, having been lost.)
One black mare, CC near shoulder, indistinct brand like
RO near thigh, saddle-marked.
One black mare, like 55 near shoulder, like 5 off neck.
If not released on or before the 25th October, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY, junr., Poundkeeper.
668
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Blythdale, on 22nd
September, 1873, by order of Messrs. Wienholt
Brothers. Driving, 29. ; damages on entires, £1.
One grey filly, indistinct brand near shoulder, like M off
shoulder.
One chesnut mare, like W over A over A  near  shoulder,
CY near thigh and off shoulder, star ; foal at foot.
One bay entire colt, near hind  foot  white, star, strip
face, C or G near shoulder and near thigh.
One bay mare, indescribable brand over DW near
shoulder, L near ribs and near thigh, EL off
shoulder.
One bay entire colt, like JG over J near shoulder, F
near thigh.
One black colt, short tail, half-circle over IC near
shoulder, WW off shoulder, star.
If not released on or before the 5th November, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
667 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Rolleston, fr om Meteor Downs, onthe 4th September, 1873, by rder of  W. Kelman,
Esquire. Driving, 3s. 6d. per head.
One bay mare, like DR or BR off shoulder, slight star
and snip, hind feet white, saddle-marked ; bay filly
foal at foot.
If not released on or before the 5th October, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
663
J. FISHER,  Poundkeeper.
is.IMPOUNDED at Clermont, fr m Lanack Downs, o
the 13th September, 1873, by order of S. Boyd,
Esquire. Driving and  trespass , 7s. 6d. per head.
One bay mare, black points,  long tail ,  scar , like W over
M near shoulder.
One black  mare , short tail,  star, 3 near  cheek, JL over
.. over  M near shoulder , *Ql pound brand off
shoulder.
One dark-brown gelding, star, long tail, near hind fetlock
white, like HB near shoulder, like ES off shoulder.
One dark-brown gelding, long tail, like R9 near shoulder,
like H off shoulder.
One chesnut gelding, blaze face,  near fore  and off hind
fetlock white, HF conjoined  near  shoulder.
One grey gelding,  long  tail, HF conjoined  near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th October, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
A. McLEOD, Poundkeeper.
662 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Maryborough, from Stanton Har-
court, September 18th, 1873, by order of Edward
M. 'Louth, Esquire. Driving and toll charges,  8s. 6d.
per head.
One light-grey  mare , CJP conjoined  near  shoulder, 7Y
off shoulder.
One bay mare, AS near shoulder, off hind foot white.
One iron-grey mare, VI near shoulder.
One dark-bay mare, WP over JH conjoined  over E near
shoulder, small star.
One brown horse, p over JE over A near shoulder, off
hip down.
One chesnut horse, RH near shoulder, HP conjoined
near  neck, blaze, off hind foot white.
One bay mare, T near shoulder, like WH over RF off
shoulder, small star.
One bay mare, Jhi near neck,  white spot near shoulder,
off hip down.
One chesnut horse, like  M near shoulder ,  5 over JH off
shoulder, stripe down face , off fore and hind feet
white.
If not released on or before the 15th October, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
JAMES DOWZER,  Poundkeeper.
661 9s.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Gowrie Station,
18th September, 1873, by order of H. G. Skinner,
Esquire, for trespass.
One brown horse, ('7 over HW off shoulder, off hind
foot white, star, and stripe  down face ,  sma ll  piece
out of both ears, saddle-marked.
If not released  on or  before the 5th November, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses,
E. BRADLEY, junr., Poundkeeper.
669 is.
I
MPOUNDED at Charleville, from Murweh, 20th
September, 1873, by order of Mr.  Beit, for trespass.
Driving, 8s. 4d.
One chesnut horse, like PD over 0 near shoulder, like
O near neck, white face, piece of rope  around neck.
If not  released on  or before the 5th November, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
E. BRADLEY, junr., Poundkeeper.
670 is.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Kinnoull, on the 9th
September, 1873, by order of J. Anderson, Esquire.
Driving, 2s.
One bay horse, HG over like F near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th October, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
2s.
661
W. J. SCOTT, Poundkeepe
BRISBANE :
Printed  and Published by JAMES 0. REAL,  Government Printer,
William  street , dtii October, 1873.
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PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XIV.] THURSDAY, 9TH OCTOBER, 1873.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
"BRANDS ACT  OF 18 7 2."
T
HE  following Statement of Brands ,  being those Registered during the month of September last, is published for general
information ,  in accordance with the Fifteenth Section of the above -recited Act.
Stockowners ,  whose Names ,  Address, or Brands may be incorrectly stated, are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar ;  and in all such noti fications either the Registered Brand of the Owner ,  or the Number of Certificate of Registration
must be given.
Office of Registrar of Brands,
No. ofBrand
istered.
BQ1
BQ2
BQ3
BQ4
BQ5
BQb
BQ7
BQ8
BQ9
BGQ
B1Q
B2Q
Brisbane , 4th October, 1873.
f
,Certificate
6914
Horses.
FORMES BIIArD.
Cattle.
JJ near shouldder ... JJ off rump ... ...
6915  JC ... ...
6916 JM2 near shoulder...
6917 Various
6918 Nil
6819 Various
6920 WC
6921 Various
6922 CXC
6952 Various
6955 Nil ... ...
6966 M over D near shoul-
der
JC ... ...
JM2 ribs ... ...
JH ... ...
Nil ... ...
W over  W off rump
WC
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
M over D off  side ...
.B 3 Q 6979 Nil ... ... GW .,.
B 4 Q 6981 M ... ... M off ribs ...
B 5 Q 6982 MD conjoined near MD conjoined
shoulder
B b`
Q
6983 JM ... ... JM
B 7 6999 Nil ... ... Nil ,.,
B 8 Q 7000 Various ... ... Various ..
B 9 Q 7011 Nil ... ... Nil
Name.
William Jackson ,,,
James Cooper ...
James Morrison ...
James Hine ...
John Hall ...
Wilhelm Wendorf
William Clegg ...
Joseph  Henry  Hoare
Charles Carroll ...
George Mawhirt ...
John Martin ...
Michael Dowling ,.,
George Wright ... ...
James McPherson ...
Alexander Bonar McDonald
... Jeremiah Morris ...
... John Mahon .,,
John Buckley ..,
John White ...
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Murphy's Creek
Cooper's Valley
Fairvue ...
Rosella ...
Tewantin ...
Sandy Creek
Hillgate ...
Reserve ...
[No. 92.
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Murphy's Creek
Ipswich
Toowoomba
... Ipswich
... Tewautin
... Ipswich
... Ipswich
... Springsure
Taroom and Westwood Westwood
Killarney ... ... Warwick
Mount Perry ... Mount Perry
Sandy Creek ... Laidlcy
Calliope Diggings ... Gladstone
Westwood ... ... Westwood
Copperfield ... ... Copperfield
Newry Farm ... Toowoomba
Toowoomba ... ... Toowoomba
Black Gully... ... Toowoomba
Bowen Downs ... Bowen Downs
1654
Brand  1 No. of
Reb:.v,ered. Certi ficate
GBQ
1BQ
2BQ
3BQ
4BQ1
5BQ
bBQ
7BQ
8BQ
9BQ
BRa
BGR
B3R
B4R
BSR
bBR
B3T
7012
7013
7011
7028
7037
7038
7039
7013
7019
7050
6927
7057
7058
7059
7070
7084
7005
6978
6965
Horses.
PORMER BRAND.
Various ...
MC ...
JD off shoulder
Nil ...
JA  near shoulder
Nil ...
GW ...
Various ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
BR off shoulder
over W ...
Various ...
Nil ... ...
MH ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ...
Nil
TB off shoulder
Nil ... ...
Various ...
Various ...
3BT 694.4
B U 1 6925
7 B W 6946
C b A 6940
3 C A 7073
C 9 D 7019
GCL 6912
b C L 6972
9 C L 7069
G C N 6974
9 C P 6968
CbR 6960
C 7 R 6984
C a R 7026
4 C R 7054
C T 9 6933
C  (5T 6948
C 7 T 6929
3 C U 6936
D4A
D4B
DbB
bDB
DJ9
D@J
4DJ
4DN
DT4
D4W
5 D.W
9DW
E8C
EbH
FAb
9FB
8FC
F5F
FGa
F2J
F7M
5FM
FT3
G:A3
QD4.
0,  Ea
OW  over A near
shoulder
AC near shoulder ...
Various ...
Nil  ...
CPL (PL  conjoined)
Nil ... ... ...
Nil ... ... ...
Nil ... ... ...
Various ...
PVI ... ...
CR ... ...
Nil ... ...
Various
JC near shoulder
Nil ... ...
Ace of clubs...
7085 Nil ... ... ...
6938 Various ...
7008 Various
6956 DB near shoulder ...
6998 Nil ... ...
6945 Various ...
6928 JD conjoined near
shoulder
7078 Nil
6930 Nil
7032 Nil
6988 Various
6902 Various
Cattle.
Various ... ...
MC ... ...
Various ... ...
Nil ..
JA off  ribs and rump
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil ...
MH ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil .. ...
TM. FG ...
B near rump
WB ...
Name.
John Collins ...
John McDermott Clarke...
William Coles ... ...
Daniel Marks ...
John Adams
Edward Butler
George Williams ... ...
James Walsh ... ...
James Shanley ... ...
John Hebbel ... ...
Bernard Rcid ... ...
Joseph Wonderley
James Wainman ... ...
Andrew Bockheister ...
John Martin Hacnke ...
Joint Henry Mittellieuser
Henry Reginald Buttan-
shaw
Henry Robert Brett
Thomas Bradley ...
Thomas Bell ...
John Butler ...
William Bennett ...
Same off rump and ribs Charles  William Andrews
ACO near ribs and
rump
Nil .. ... ...
CL off ribs ..
CPL (PL conjoined)
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ... ...
Nil .. ... ...
YVI ... ... ...
CR ... ...
Nil ... ...
CT ... ...
JO  near shoulder
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Various ...
Nil ...
DB off rump
Nil
Alexander  Coutts...
Charles Shortt Dinken ...
Carsden Lindemann ...
Clement Francis Lawless...
James Carroll ... ...
George Adams ... ...
Charles Peachey ... ...
William O'Connor
The Bank of New South
Wales
Christian  Rasmussen ...
John Carter ... ...
Carl Tage ... ... ...
John Collcutt ... ...
Thomas Coyne ... ...
James Halliday ... ...
... Alexander McDonald
... Daniel Bischof ...
... Diamond Brothers
... Dominick Braminglian
... John Dineen ...
John Davies ...
John Davis ...
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Nearest  Poet Town
of Rur  or Farm.,
Commonage...
Condamine ...
Cowrie Creek
Reserve ...
Churchill ...
Lagoon Pocket
Auburn ...
Purga Creek...
Yuleba Reserve
Spring Creek
Jimbour .
Spring Creek
Reserve ...
Eton Vale ...
Walloon
Brushy Creek
Town Common
Everton Farm
Reserve .
Indooroopilly
Babbiloora ...
Nudges  ...
Townsvi lle
Condamine
Toowoomba
Copperfield
Ipswich
Gympie
Gayndah
Ipswich
Condamine
Clifton
Dalby
Toowoomba
Dalby
Cambooya
Ipswich
Bundaberg
Bowen
Rockhampton
Roma
Brisbane
Mitchell Downs
German Station
Goodna Creek ... Goodna
Drayton ... ... Drayton
Reserve .. ... Springsure
Sanely Creek... ... Walloon
Boonbyjan ... ... Gayndah
Police Camp... ... Mitchell Downs
Cullodeir ...  ...  Blackall
Gap Farm, Enoggera Brisbane
Jimbour ... ... Dalby
Craven ... ... Clermont
Maryborough ... Maryborough
Eton Vale ... ... Cambooya
Albert River  ...  Yatala
Russell Island ... Cleveland
Reserve  ...  Rolleston
Bendee ... ... Dalby
Pikedale .
Farm, Gowrie Road
Warwick ...
Commonage ...
Cambooya ...
Enoggera ...
Condamine ...
Leyburn
Toowoomba
Warwick
Norman
Drayton
Brisbane
Condamine
DJ off hip ..
Same off  shoulder and
ribs
Nil ...
DT over T off  rump
Nil ... ...
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
7074 EC near  shoulder and EC near ribs
thigh
7068 Nil ... ... Nil
7045 Various
7047 Nil
7066 Nil
7010 Various
6961 Nil
7017 Nil
7081 Various
7075 Various
6987 Various
6953 Nil
7061 Nil
7020 Nil
6926 Various ...
7002 E in horseshoe near
shoulder
AF off thigh
FB ...
Various ...
Various
Nil ..
Nil ...
Nil ...
FM off rump
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
George Perry Dicken ... Glendarriwill
Donald Turner ... ... Mount Pleasant
William Dwyer ... ... Rosenthal Creek
David Walsh ... ... Bald Ridges ...
John Clarke ... ... Commonage...
... Edward Campbell
... Edward Heally ...
Springsure
Brisbane
Warwick
Glamorgan Vale
Gympie
,.. Dalby ... Dalby
... Glamorgan Vale ... Glamorgan Vale
... August Friemund ...
... George Bender ... ...
... Frances Cranney ..
Franz Firrnbach ...
... William Green ...
... Benjamin Franklin Johnson
... James Fitzimons ... ...
... Frederick Mullenhogen ...
... Francis Mann ...
... Frederick Patrick ... ...
• • • John Thompson ... ...
Zillman's Waterholes German Station
Doughboy  Creek  ...  Doughboy Creek
Reserve  ...  St. George
Farm, Rosenthal  ...  Warwick
Reserve .. ... Roma
Sandy Creek ...  Copperfield
Commonage ... ...  St. Lawrence
Logan Reserve  ...  Logan Reserve
Toowoomba  ... ... Goodna
Enoggera  ... ...  Brisbane
Reserve ...  ...  Roma
N near ribs, bell  off John Gardner
rump
Nil
Nil
Calliope Saw  Mi ll s  ... Gladstone
r
... George Boyd ... ... Laidley Creek
... George Ellis ... ... Commonage...
... Laidley
... Allora
1655
Brand No. of
Registered, Certificate
/ G G
4GP
GbT
FORMER BRAND.
Horses. Cattle.
6969 Various ... ,., Various .,.
7029 Various .. ... GJ over M off rump
6992 GP near ribs ... GP off ribs ,,. .
6943 GT ... ... Nil ,,, .,,
H G A 6957
H50 7042
b H F 7023
H a G 7056b H P 7046
H,3  R 6962
H 5 R 7007
H 7 T 7080
J b E 6977
3 J E 7082
AH
HC
Various
.,. Nil ,,, ..,
... HC
over F off shoulder
Nil ... ...
P in square ,.,
JRH (JR conjoined)
Various ...
PH near shoulder ..,
M ... ..,
or rump
Nil
Same
Same
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil ,,, .., Nil
JE. JW ... ...  JE near rump
J 3 O 7022 Nil  ... ... Nil
K3.  A 6904
K F c3 6975
1 K J 6913
K S 4 6958
1 L A 7025
L03 7087
L 2 D 6949
L H 5 7034
L 2 J . 7041
1 L M 70882 Lam/ 7053
M  6"F 7009
4 M G 6905
M N 9 7006
M 1 N 6903
M4T 697054
G M U 6931
M 2W  7036
M 9W  7086
5MW 6950
N 1 C 6979
1 N E 6967
2 N J 6937
N 1 K 7033
N M 7 6996
N  R,3 7027
1 N S 7015
N U 1 6995
Nil .., ,,, Various
KF ,,. ,.. Nil
Nil ,,, ... Nil
NS
AL conjoined near
shoulder
MC ... ,,,
Nil ... ,..
Various .., • ,.,
Nil .., .,,
JAI  ,,, ,..
Nil ... ...
,., Nil
Nil .,.
Nil ...
MN
B near  shoulder, g hip
M near shoulder ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ..,
WM ...
WM near  shoulder...
GJ over 2 ... ...
NE near shoulder ...
Nil ... .., ...
Various .., ...
Nil .., ... ...
Nil ... ... ...
Nil .,,
NU ..,
@H4 7071 Various
PA2 7044
P G B 7051
9 P D 6964
P9H 7016
71P H 6923
9 P H 6986
P J 4 7035
2 P J 6994
P  T b 7052
P7W 6993
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ..,
Various
Various
JP .,.
Nil ,.,
Nil ...
Nil .,.
Same
Nil ...
Nil .,.
Various ,..
LL off rump
Nil
Shield with box
Name,
William Grell ...
George  Jimmierson
Gottlib Pinow ..,
George Teasdale ...
Anton Hose ...
Hugh Collins ...
Henry Fletcher ...
PHOPRIETOB,
Run or Farm where
Brand  is to be used.
,.. Ducabrook ..
... Yorkshire Farm
.., Alberton ,,,
... Mooloolah ...
Commonage ...
Main Range...
Crocodile Creek
Hume street
Bowen ...
Barton Farm
Risliton Common
Town Reserve
Tiaro ...
Heinrich Geitz ... ...
Michael Phelan ... ...
Henry  Rinehart ... ...
James Henry Robertson...
Henry Rieman ... ...
Wi ll iam Mo ll oy ... ...
,,, John Evans  ... ... Goldfield ...
... John George Walker  (as Brook field ...
Trustee for his children)
Copperfield ... ... Copperfield
Clifton ... Clifton
Gatton and Mary street Brisbane
North Ipswich ... Ipswich
Jeebropilly ... ... Ipswich
Commonage... ... Dalby
Redcliffo ... ... Toowoomba
,,, John Orth ... .,, Woomba Farm ... Dalby
,,, James Armstrong... ... near Slack's Creek ... Logan Reserve
Conrad Frei ... ... Bumetlnille... ... Rockhampton
... Jens Aller Clementzen Whitestcad,Frcestone Warwick
Kirkegaard Creek
,,, Charles Schreck ... ... Selection, Clifton ... Allora
Andrew  Renne ll  Lidstone
Michael Comerfore
Bridget Devitt ... ...
William Halsey ... ...
Johann Lather ... ...
James McLoughlan ,..
William Nelson Watson ...
Various ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ,., ...
JIN ,., .,,
Nil ...
MD conjoined off rump
Nil ,,, ..,
WM „
WM off ribs ...
NE off rump
Nil ,,,
Various
Nil ,,,
Nil ,,,
Various ,,,
NU ...
Margaret Fenwick ...
George Marsh .. ...
Murdoch Nicholson ...
Mary Nicholson ...
Thomas Mogavan... ...
John McDiarmid... ...
William Edward Murphy
William McGrath ...
William Moran .., ,,,
Michael Weckei „ ...
George Charles Finlay ...
Niklis Ebert ... .,,
James Novelle ...
Nicholas Joseph Kessels...
Michael Maloney ... .
Frank Nicholas Reimers,
junr.
Joseph Sulston .
Thomas John Hartley
Nussey
James Denis O'Hea
Commonage ...
Helidon
Loudoun
Samford
Jimbour
Oxley
Oakwood .
Spring Creek
Blackfcllow's
Range ...
,., Warwick
... Helidon
... Dalby
.., Brisbane
... Dalby
... Oxley
... Brisbane
Toowoomba
Creek Laidley
... Toowoomba.
Falkland .,, Gainsford
North Pine River ... North Pine
Banana ... Banana
Eight-mile  Plains  ... Eight mile  Plains
Wallinderry... ... Thorgomindah
Reserve ... . .. Copperfield
Kangaroo  Point ... Brisbane
School Grounds ... Beenleigh
Nearer  t Post Town
of Run or  Farm.
... Springsure
... Rocky Waterholes
,,. Beenleigh
Mooloolah
Dalby
Toowoomba
Crocodile Creek
Toowoomba
Bowen
Allora
Charters Towers
Clermont
Tiaro
,.. Clermont
... Mary  borough
,,, Tingalpa
Nil ... ... ... Peter Stephan Andersen...
Nil ...  ...  ... Patrick O'Brian ... ..,
Nil ... ... ... Patrick and Jeremiah
Nil
Nil
Nil
JP
Nil
Nil ...
Various
Durack
Patrick Halligan ... ...
Philip Healy ... ...
Patrick Hughes ... ...
John Pullin ,.. ...
James Porter ,.. ...
Peter Drowst .., ...
Welhelm Pepper ... ..,
,,, Brisbane
Zillman's Waterholes German Station
Tieryboo  ... ...  Condamine
Galway Downs ... Thorgomindah
Commonage  ... ...  Copper field
Avoca  ... ...  Springsure
Toowoomba  ... ...  Goodna
Chatsworth Farm ,,. Gympie
Carabah ... . .. Condamine
Commonage  ... ... Dalby
Alberton  ... ...  Beenleigh
R9A 6976 Various .., ... Various  ...  Anthony Albert Reilly  ...  East View ... ... Toowoomba
R 6 Q 6909 Various ...  ...  WG off and near ribs William Gray ... ... Oxley ... ... Oxley
4R61 7003 Nil Nil ...  ...  James Greer . ... Graham's Creek ... Yengarie
R a 7065 RNJ (the R and J Nil ... ... ... Robert James Clayton ... Boombah ... ... St. George
reversed) conjoined
near shoulder
1656
Brand
Registered.
No. of
Certificate
Horses.
RL8
ROT
5RW
6911
7077
7040
6997
6910
6908
6924
7062
7083
7004
6990
7072 Nil ... ...
6989 Nil ... ...
6942 Various ...
7018 Nil .. .
6939 P4 over WR...
4SA
SCG
S1D
1S G'
S3 H
3S  H
Sol
8 S J
8SM 7089
6941
S 7 T 7064
SSW  7060
G S W 6959
3 T A 7063
4 T L 6991.
TO7 7021
3 T T 6932
bTW  6935
ULG
UZ7
Y1Z
WbA
W9A
W2E
3W E
bWE
3WK
W 5L
WGN
2WN
1WR
WYG
1)(A
lYW
ZZ3
6949
7031
6985
6006
7043
7001
6951
6963
7024
6971
No. of
Certificate.
6907 Nil
7030 Nil
7055 Nil
6973 Various
7079 JXA
7090 Nil
6934 Nil
7067 Various
... Nil ... I Alexander Wyndham
... -- over JW ... ... Jane Williamson ...
... Nil ... ... John David Walker
... Various ... ... William Villinger
...ISM ... ... James Anderson ...
Nil
Nil
Nil
James Cowlishaw...
August Wieland ...
James Smith ...
Goodna Creek ...
Emu Creek ... ...
Doughboy Creek ...
Forest Vale ... ...
Spring Creek ...
Reserve ... ...
Lower Doongal, Mus-
ket Flat
Winton ... ...
Gladstone ...
Mount Perry ...
Reserve ... ...
Goodna
Greenmount
Doughboy Creek
Roma
Drayton .
St. Lawrence
Marlborough
Goondiwindi
Gladstone
Mount Perry
Rockhampton
... Colton Farm ... Bundaberg
... Montpellier ... ... Brisbane
... Twelve-mile Creek ... Marlborough
... Reserve ...
BRANDS TRANSFERRED  during the Month  of SEPTEMBER, 1873.
Brand.
Q6R
7WN
9PC
2MIF
DGL
FORMER BRAaD.
AS off shoulder ...
Nil
Nil ...
Various ... ...
Nil ... ...
G 50  near shoulder ...
CS near shoulder ...
Nil ...
JH conjoined ...
Nil
SW near shoulder, J
off shoulder
MS near shoulder ...
JB near shoulder ...
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
Cattle.
Nil ... ...
Nil ...
TM off side ...
Nil ... ...
Same ...
AS off ribs ...
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
S near shoulder
Various ...
Nil
Nil ...
Nil
Nil
JB near rump and ribs
Nil ... ...
Various ... ...
S off ribs ... ...
JA near and off shoul- Nil ...
der
Various ... ... TL of ribs ...
Nil ... ... Nil ...
Various ... ... Various ...
8
C4S near rump
Nil
... Nil ...
Name.
John Ryan ...
Robert Lowery ...
Richard Mawdsley
Thomas Reid ...
Walter Reid ...
August Schultz ...
Alexander Slater ...
Casper Suhl ..
Charles Sheppard ...
Stephen Downs
George Smith
Richard Heath
Henry Sippel
Morris Hawkins
James Scanlon
James Savage
ruOPRIETOR.
Ran or Farm where Nor .it Post Town
Brand is to be used. of .en or Farm.
...  I  Hadinhill, Emu Creek Greenmount
... Highfields Road ... Toowoomba
... Swathdale ... ... Oxley
,,, Gayndah Road ... Maryborough
Cemetery ... ... Toowoomba
Sandy Creek... ... Walloon
Banana ... Banana
Fernie Lawn Ipswich
Kholo ... Ipswich
Tiger st re et  ... ... Ipswich
Stewart's  Creek .. Roma
Main Range Hotel ... Springsure
Walloon Scrub ... Ipswich
Glendarriwill ... Springsure
Reserve ... ... Roma
Newtown ... ... Ipswich
Michael Scully ... ... Jimbour ... ... Dalby
John Shannon McGovau Whycomb ... ... Surat
Samuel Tibb  ...  Reserve ... ... St. George
William Hammersley Spode Indooroopilly ... Brisbane
William Short .:. ... Cabbage-tree Creek ... Moggill
Thomas and Samuel Alcock Hillsborough ... St. George
Thomas Lillis ... ... Logan Reserve ... Beeuleigh
Thomas Orth ... ... Woomba Farm ... Dalby
Thomas Tobin ... ... Toowong ... ... Brisbane
Thomas Percival White ... Bendee ... ... Dalby
... C4S near shoulder and William Stephenson ... Eulo ...
I  ribs
Nil ... ... Charles Joseph Harden ... Twinbyhan ...
... Eulo
... Jimna
Nil ... ... I Nil ... ... Marten and Long ... Branscombe... ... Mackay
Various ... ... WA over U off side William Auld ...
Nil ... ... Nil ... ... William Adams ...
Nil ... ... Various ... ... William Evans ...
Nil ... ... Nil ... ... Michael Weir ...
Nil ... ... Nil ... John White ...
Various ... ... Nil ... William Kearsey .,.
Various ... ... AP near ribs William Parrack ...
Transferrer .  Transferee.
4720 Francis Gore ... ... .. .  Frank Needham ... ... ...
5391 James Watson  ... ... ...  Hugh Watson  ... ... ...
4093  The  Peel River Land and Mineral Robert McMicking ... ...
Co.
3820 )olin Finlayson  ... ... ...  Thomas Bickerton Moffatt ...
2957 Danger ,  Gilchrist ,  and Co. ... Wienholt Brothers ... ...
746 Fanning ,  Griffiths, and Co. ...  ,  Wienholt Brothers  ... ... I
Name of Run where Brand
is to be used.
Lyndhurst ...
Christmas Creek ...
Cashmere ...
St. George
Nearest Post Town.
Warwick
Telamon
St. George
Leura ... . I Marlborough
Dangangal ... ... Gayndah
Wallumbilla ...  ...  Condamine
STATEMENT of BRANDS  ALLOTTED  and REGISTERED to PUBLIC PouNDS.
Brand Allotted.
005 Stanthorpe.
Pound at which Brand is to be used.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
By Authority  :  JAmrs 0 .  BzAL, Government Printer, William street ,  Brisbane.
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QUa)zi swirD ,  I Proclamation by The Most
to wit.  Honorable  GEORGE AvarSTUe
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The  Diseases  in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea  of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent  Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation , may be seized and forfeited : And
any person  concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-fourth day of
.Tune, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QCEENSLAND, ' Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave ,,of
Mulgrave, all in the County-`of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(t.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
&oRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers ve ted in me by
" Tlie Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation  by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Normanby,
and Baron Mulgrave of Mulgrave, all
in the County of York, in the Peerage
of the United Ringdom ; and Baron
(L.s.) Mulgrave of New Ross, in the County
NoRMANBY, of Wexford, in the Peerage of Ireland ;
Governor.  a Member of Her Majesty's Most
Honorable Privy Council, Governor
and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act of the Parliament ofQueensland, styled  "The District Courts Act
of  1867," it is amongst other things enacted that
it shall be lawful for the Governor in Council from
time to time  to order, by proclamation in the
Gazette,  that courts to be called District Courts
shall be holden at such towns and places as he shall
think fit, and to alter the place for holding any
such court ; and whereas by the said last-mentioned
Act it is further enacted that it shall be lawful for
the Governor in Council to divide the colony into
districts for the purposes of the said Act, and from
time to time to alter such districts ; and whereas
by the said  " District Courts Act of  1867 " it is
further enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor in fiouncil from time time, by proclama.
tion in the  Gazette,  to declare that any District
Court shall be a court  possessing criminal juris-
diction, and by the same or any subsequent pro-
clamation  to declare at what place or places the
said jurisdiction shall be exercised, and that any
District Court named in any such proclamation
shall, after three calendar months from the pub-
lication thereof in the  Gazette,  possess jurisdiction
in respect of crimes, misdemeanors , and offences
as therein  more particularly is mentioned ; and
whereas amongst  others a District Court has been
duly created having jurisdiction within a district
called the Northern District, the limits whereof
were  duly defined in and by a certain proclamation
under my Hand and the Seal of the Colony bearing
date the twelfth day of February, A.D. 1872; and
whereas  I, by my said proclamation, did order and
direct that the  said  court should be holden at the
towns  and places therein mentioned, and that the
said  court should be a court possessing criminal
jurisdiction, and that the said jurisdiction should
be exercised  at the several towns and places in the
said proclamation mentioned ; and whereas it is
necessary that the said court should be holden at
another  town  or place within the said Northern
District -namely, the town or place of Millchester,
and that the criminal jurisdiction of the said court
should be exercised at the said town or place of
Millchester : Now, therefore, 1, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid , by virtue of the powers vested in me by
the said recited Acts, and by virtue of all other
powers enabling me in  that behalf, and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation , order and declare that the said Dis-
trict Court shall be holden at the town or place of
Millchester, within the said Northern District, and
that the criminal jurisdiction possessed by the said
District Court shall be exercised at the said town or
place of Millchester.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House , Brisbane, this fourth day
of October, in the  year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN BRAIv1STON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
l1 the Executive Council, has been  pleased'Eo
make the following appointments in the Electric
Telegraph Department, viz.:-
Mr. WILLIAM O'CONNOR, Operator in Charge,
Stanthorpe,
to be acting First Operator, Brisbane.
Mr. GEORGE GiPPs ORR, Line Repairer  in Charge,
Caboolture,
to be  Station Master , Stanthorpe.
Mr. LEOPOLD  FRANCIS HASELEE , Line  Repairer in
Charge, Inglewood,
to be removed to Caboolture.
Mr. WILLIAM CANNING, Line Repairer, Warwick,
to be Line Repairer in Charge, Inglewood.
Mr. EDWARD PEARSON TROLLOPE, Supernumerary
Operator, Brisbane,
to be Operator in Charge at Ipswich Railway Sta-
tion.
These appointments to take effect from the 1st
October, 1873.
THOS. L. MURRAY PRIOR.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 9th October, 1873.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to direct that the name of
GEORGE FREDERICK  WANT, Sydney,
be substituted for Frederick Want, Sydney,  appear-
ing in the  general  Commission of the Peace, pub-
lished in the  Government  Gazette  Extraordinary  of
2nd January, 1.873.
(For the Colonial  Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 9th October,  1873,
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to accept the resignations tendered by
LEWIS  PHILLIPS, and
FELIX NEELD BURNE,
of their appointment  as Magistrates of the
Territory.
(For the Colonial  Secretary,)
. JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary s Office,
Brisbane , 9th October, 1873.
LI IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES E. ADAMS
to be a Government Agent to accompany ships
employed in carrying Polynesian laborers between
the South Sea Islands and Queensland, under the
provisions  of  " The Polynesian Laborers Act of
1868."
(For the  Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 9th October, 1873.
HH IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS  STEVENSON SWORD
to be Clerk of Petty Sessions at Blackall, in the
room of George Hill.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned places to be addi-
tional Polling Places for taking the Poll for the
Election of Members to serve in the Legislative
Assembly for the several Electoral Districts men-
tioned in connection with each place respectively :-
Electoral District. Polling Place.
Aubigny... ... Barkley's House, and
Davis' School House at Highfield.
Burke  ... ...  Palmerston.
Gympie ... ... One-mile.
Kennedy ... Millchester.
Ravenswood  ...  Broughton
Rishton
Kirk
Triate Camp
Seventy-mile.
Stanley  ... ..  Helidon
Cressbrook
Durundur.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  3  Honorable  GEORGE AuGUSTUs
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave , all  in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom  ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wex ford,
(LS.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Mein ber
RoaxANBr , of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Govsrrnor.  Privy Council, Governor and COm-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands included in the
undermentioned  selections  shall be open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said Act, on and
after THURSDAY, the sixth day of November,
1873, at the Land Offices of the Districts in which
they are respectively situated.
Register
No of Land.
A pp lica- Name of Lessee. Area. Agent's
tion. District.
66 W. Wilson ...
A. R. P.
572 0 0 Ipswich.
128 D. Cassidy ... 60 0 0 Gympie.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NonMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868, I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
pvisions of the said Act, on and after THURS-roDAY, the sixth d y of November, 1873, at the
Brisbane Land Office.
`oo
Register
f I
INo. o Name of Lessee Area.
Land
Agent' s Parish.dt; ica -A ppl
tion.
.
District.
387A 1486 J. J. Caine .
A. R.
320 0
P.
0 Bri sbane Yeerong-
pilly.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this second day of October,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three,  and in  the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mul ave of
New Ross ,  in the County  of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty -one of  "  The CrownLands Alienation  Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor  aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection ,  under the provisions of
the said Act ,  on and after WEDNESDAY, the
twenty-ninth day of October ,  1873, at the Bowen
Laud Office.
No. of Register
Por- No. of
[ion. Applica-11011.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this second day of October,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
198 198
Name of
Lessee.
J. K. Black
Area.
A.  B.  P.
140 0 0
Land
Agent's
District.
Bowen
Parish.
Unnamed
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House,  Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
September ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in  the thirty- seventh year of Her Ma-
jesty's reign.
By Command,
For  the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. f Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NO;:MANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after MONDAY,
the twentieth day of October, 1873, at the Warwick
Land Office.
Portions 16 and 17, parish of Canning, county of
Merivale ; each 73 acres 3 roods.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand  eight hundred and seventy-three, and
in the thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave , all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.e.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor ,  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
inander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance  of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of  Normanby,
the Governor  aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
aotify and  proclaim that the lands  hereunder
lescribed shall  be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said  Act, on and after MONDAY,
the thirteenth day of October, 1873,  at the Brisbane
Land Office.
County  of Stanley,  parish  of Indooroopilly,  portion
260,  part  of selection  964.
59 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain  wide at the
south-west corner of portion No. 219, and bounded
;hence on the south-west by that road bearing one
iundred and  forty-six degrees three chains and
ninety-seven links ; two hundred and three
iegrees seven  chains and five links ; one hundred
Ind fifty- seven  degrees five chains and thirty-four
inks ; one hundred and thirty-five degrees four
;haius and seventy-two links ; one hundred and
;wenty-two  degrees six  chains and seventeen links ;
ind one hundred and fifty- seven  degrees ten chains
ind eighty- one links  ; on the south by portion 260A
bearing east  nine chains  and eighty links ; on the
east by a line bearing north thirty-one chains and
forty links ; and on the north by portion 219
bearing west twenty-four  chains  and thirty-fib
links to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of Sep-
tember, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three,  and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QurFN SLAND,  Proclamation by The Most
to init. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all  in the  County of
York, in the  Peerage  of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NOIMANBY, of Her Majesty' s Most  Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Conn.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the  lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after MONDAY,
the third day of November, 1873, at the Cardwell
Land Office.
Register
No. of
App lica-
tion.
66
88
90
125
Name of Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
W. Eggehrecht ...
N. Donnelly ...
F. J. W. Beardmore ...
A. J. Ascher ... ...
A. R. P.
240 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
1280 0 0
Cardwell.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this fourth day  of Septem-
ber, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND Proclamation by the Most
to wit .  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, -Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's  Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
yN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crow-
1 Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGI
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
1661
described shall be open to Selection ,  under the
pro visions  of the said Act, on and after MONDAY,
the thirteenth day of October, 1873, at the Been-
4gh Land Office.
No. of
Portion. Name of late Lessee. Area .  Parish.
A R. P.
35 J. Veivers  ... ...  51  0 0 Nerang.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this  eleventh day of
September ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy -three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I.
QVEENSL1. rt , 2  Proclamation by the Most
to wit . I  Honorable GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CoUUTANTiNB,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , 'Viscount Nbr-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,..all  in the County of
York ,  in the Peerage of the United
ggdom ,i and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross ,  in the County  of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORYANBT,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief  of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of claus e,  forty -one of  " Tke Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"  I, GEORGE
AIJGUSTAS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor  aforesaid, with the advice  of the Execu.
tive Council , do, by this  my Proclamation , notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection ,  under the Vrovisions of
the said Act, on and after  WEDNESDAY, the
fifteenth day of October, 1873, at the Land Offices
of the districts in which  they  are respectively
situated.
Register
No. of Name of Lessee.
Applie s-
tion.
Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
A.  R.  P.
$86 W .  Unwin ... ... 140 0 0 Brisbane.
78 F. Frahm ...  40 0 0 Toowoomba.
156 J. J. Whitchurch ...  575 0 0 Ditto.
No. of
Portions. Name of Lessee .  Area . Parish.
A. R. P.
The Corpora-
80 0 0178 tion of the 80 0 0179 Geham.Bank  of New s0 0 0180 South Wales
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this fourth day of
September ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the  thirty- seventh year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEENI
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," has been
made for the closure of the under-mentioned road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit o this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
C. J. GRAHAM.
No.
1
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant.
A. Phelps
Situation.
Road separating por-
tions 158 and 159 from
port ions 180 and 181
Parish.
Mutdapillp
Area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1873.
A. 1. P
5  336
N pursuance of the twenty-third section of  "The
I Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved  for the purpose of a Camping Ground for
Railway Laborers.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  RAILWAY LABORERS' CAMP.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich, portion  400A.
4 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on the left bank of Bundamba Creek
at a point about 1 chain and 30 links north from the
north-east  corner of portion 401, and bounded
thence on the west by a line and portion 401 bear-
ing south about 4 chains and 30  links  to the main
Brisbane  and Ipswich road ; on the south-east by
that road bearing north  66 degrees 25 minutes east
about 13  chains and  50 links to Bundamba Creek ;
and on the north -east and  north by that creek
downwards  to the point  of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1873.
WT HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"Thee Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any special purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE,  SWAN CREEK.
County of Merivale, parish of  Robinson ,  portion
No.  199k.
23 acres.
Commencing on Swan Creek, at the south corner
of portion No. 199, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the south-west boundary of that
portion bearing 299 degrees 8 chains and 30 links ;
on the north by a line bearing west 2 phains ; on
the west by the east boundary of portions Nos.
206 and 208 bearing south 24 chains 41 links to
Swan Creek ; and on the south and east by that
creek upwards to the point of  commencement.
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RESERVE FOR RACECOURSE,  MARYBOROUGH.
County  of March, parish of Maryborough.
160 acres 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 120 degrees 30
minutes and distant 1 chain from the south corner
of portion 191 on a road 1 chain wide ,  and bounded
thence on the north -west by that road bearing 30
degrees 30 minutes 43 chains  ;  on part of the north-
east by a line bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 35
chains to another road one chain wide ; on part  of
the south -east  by that road bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes 11 chains and 44 links ; on the remainder
of the north -east by portion  A.  and a road bearing
120 degrees 30 minutes 12 chains and 90 links to
another road 1 chain wide  ;  again on the south-east
by that road bearing 210 degrees 30 minutes 11
chains and 44 links ; on part of the south -west by
No. 7 and a road bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes
12 chains and 92 links  ;  on the remainder of the
south-east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes 20 chains to another road 1 chain wide ;
and on the remainder  of the south-west by that
road bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes 35 chains to
the point of commencement ,- exclusive of 4 acres
for a road 1 chain wide ,  and 1 acre and 23 perches
for another road 1 chain wide ,  as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor -General 's office.
RESERVE FOR WATER ,  MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish  of Maryborough,  portion
No. A.
13 acres 2 roods 14 perches.
Commencing on a road 1 chain  wide ,  at a point
bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes and distant 1 chain
from the east corner of the Racecourse Reserve ;
and bounded thence on the north-east by a line
bearing 120 degrees 30  minutes 11  chains and 88
links to another road 1 chain wide ; on the south-
east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30 minutes
11 chains and 44 links  ;  on the south-west by a line
bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes 11 chains and 88
links to the road  first aforesaid  ;  and on the north-
west by that road bearing 30 degrees 30 minutes
11 chains and 90 links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th September, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information" that
the lands her eunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING.
Top of Hervey's Range, Townsville and Gilberton
Road.
201 acres.
Commencing  at a point distant  seventeen links
and bearing two hundred degrees thirty  minutes
from a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over R about
fifteen chains  north -west  from Randall 's public-
house , and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing west  thirty-seven chains forty links ; thence
on the west by a line bearing south forty-eight
chains  twenty-six links ; thence on the south by a
line bearing  east forty-five chains ninety-one links ;
and thence on the  east  by a line bearing north ten
degrees west forty-nine chains one link to the
point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOE  LANDING PLACE.
Parish of Kelsey, county of Herbert.
177 acres  2 roods.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
20, in the parish of Bassett, county of Herbert,
and bounded thence on the south by the north
boundary  of portions  20 and 19 bearing  east  seventy -
one chains ; on the east by a line bearing north
twenty-five chains ; on the north by a line bearing
west seventy-one chains ; and on the west by a line
bearing south twenty-five chains to the point of
commencement. f'
RESERVE FOR  LANDING PLACE.
Heath's Creek, Burdekin River.
10 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at a point on Heath's Creek bearing
one hundred and twenty-four degrees  and distant
seventy-two links from an ash-tree marked broad-
arrow over IV, and bounded thence on the east by
a line south 1,040 links ; thence on the south by a
line west 1,000 links ; thence on the west by a line
north 1,160 links to Heath's Creek ; and thence by
that  creek easterly to point of commencement.
The above  reserve is  bounded on the east, south,
and west by selection No. 28, Bowen District.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
Gregory River, at the Junction of Chrystal Brook
and Bowen Roads.
92 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at a point bearing one hundred and
thirty-three degrees and distant nineteen and a-half
links from a scrubwood tree marked broad-arrow
over III, being the north-west corner of selection
No. 169, and bounded thence on the east by the
west boundary line of that selection bearing one
hundred and seventy-nine degrees 5,000 links ;
thence on the south by a line bearing eighty-nine
degrees 2,000 links ; thence on the west by a line
bearing three hundred and sixty degrees 4,367
links to Gregory River ; and thence by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR THE USE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC WORKS.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane, city
of Brisbane,  allotment 7  of section  23.
3 roods 24 perches.
Commencing on the south-east side of Turbot
street three chains north -easterly from the west
corner of the section, and bounded thence on the
north-west by thbt street north-easterly four chains ;
on the north-east by a line south-easterly at right
angles to Turbot street two chains and twenty-five
links; on the south-east by the north-west boun-
dary line of allotments 2, 3, and 4 south-westerly
parallel with Turbot street four chains ; and on the
south-west by the north-east boundary line of allot-
ment 6 north-westerly at right angles to Turbot
street two chains and twenty-five links to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th September, 1873.
W HEREAS ,  by the twenty -fifth section of" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall  be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will
be reserved for the purpose of School Sites.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE ,  BULIMBA.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion
No. 158A.
23 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at the
south-east corner of portion 125B, and bounded
thence on the east by,  that road bearing 168 degrees
34 chains and 25 links to a road 1 chain and 50
links wide ; on the south by that  road bearing 260
degrees 45 minutes 13 chains and 70 links ; and on
the west by  a line bearing 358 degrees 45 minutes
34 chains and 1 link to the point of commence-
ment.
L
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RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE, BUNDAMBA.
County of Stanley , parish of  Bundamba ,  portion
No. 171A.
1 acre 2 roods.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at the
north-west corner of a Water Reserve ,  and bounded
thence on the south by that reserve bearing 157
degrees 2 chains and 39 links ,  112 degrees 3 chains
and 36 links ,  and 46 degrees 5 minutes 4 chains and
11 links; on the east by a line bearing north 26
minutes east 60  links  ;  and on the north by a line
bearing west 7 chains and 3 links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th September, 1873.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
I the  Commissioners  of Crown Lands, under  "The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above -recited Act at the under- mentioned offices, on
the following dates
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land  Office ,  Brisbane , on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigh , the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in September, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in  each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, on the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in November, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in November, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
-4.tthe Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in October, 1873, and thereafter onthe
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont ; on the last
Thursday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the last Thursday  in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office,  Springsure , on the fourth
Monday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary ,  in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from  time to time.
West Moreton.
At the Land  Office,  Ipswich ,  the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
A' the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in September, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter.
nate month.
At the Lund Office, Goondiwindi, the firs
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every  alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
kt the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in  each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards. ,
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs.
day in October; 1873, and every alternate
month after+wt rds.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
Wj HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The1 1  Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL AT  CALLIOPE.
County of Clinton, parish of East Stowe, toton of
Calliope.
5 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about fifty
degrees, distant about twelve chains and twenty
links from the east corner of allotment 1 of section
2, and bounded thence on the west by a line
bearing north ten chains and seventy-three links ;
on the north by a line bearing  east six chains and
thirteen links ; on the east by a line bearing south
five chains and fifty-nine links to the Gladstone
road ; and on the south-east by that road  bearing
230 degrees eight chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY  AT MOGGILL.
County of Stanley, parish of Moggill, portion Noy
249.
10 acres.
Commencing  at the north-east corner of portion
247, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west fifteen chains; on the west by a line
bearing north six chains and seventy links ; on the
north by a line bearing  east fifteen chains ; and on
the east by  a line bearing  south six  chains and
seventy links  to the  point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th September, 1873.
IN pursuance  of the  twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purpose named with respect
to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Haiid
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended grantees ,  to the intent that by force
of the Act aforesaid they shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants ,  and in every
deed containing the erroneous names, and such
Grants respectively ,  and every such Deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
RESERVE FOR  A POUND  AT GAYNDAH.
County of Mackenzie , parish  of Gayndah.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing  at the intersection of Simon and
Porter streets, and bounded thence on the north-
east by Porter street bearing south-easterly five
chains  ; on the south- east  by a line at right angles
to Porter street bearing south-westerly five chains ;
on the south-west by a line parellel with Porter
street  bearing north-westerly five chains to Simon
street  ; and on the north-west  by that  street bearing
north-easterly five chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  BALLAST FOR  RAILWAY PURPOSES
AT GOODNA.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, part of
portion  154.
14 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at a point bearing north and distant
about eight chains from the south-west corner of
portion 160 , at intersection  of the railway line with
the west boundary of portion 150, and bounded
thence on the east by part of that west boundary
bearing north to the north corner of original portion
154; on the north-west by a road one chain wide
dividing this land from portion 153, bearing south
sixty- one degrees  thirty minutes west twenty-five
chain s and  twenty-nine links to another road one
chain wide ; on the south-west by that road bearing
south forty-three degrees fifteen minutes east to
the Brisbane and Ipswich Railway line ; and on the
south by that railway line easterly to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A LANDING PLACE, BAKER' S CREEK,
MACKAY DISTRICT.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard.
113 acres.
Commencing in a mangrove marsh at the south-
west corner of selection 230, and bounded thence
on the north by that selection and a line bearing
east twenty-two chains and twenty-five links to the
South Pacific Ocean ; on the east by the shore of
that  ocean  southerly to the mouth of Baker's
Creek ; and on the south-west and west by that
creek and its overflow upward to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE  FOR WATER, GALLOWAY PLAINS, GLAD-
STONE.
County of Clinton.
30 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of Clyde Creek at
the south- east  corner of  selection  71, and bounded
thence on  the north by that selection  bearing west
twenty- seven chains  and thirty- six links to the
Kroombit road ; on the west by that  road bearing
174 degrees nine chains and  fifty links; on the
south by  selection  106 bearing  east  thirty-seven
chains  and twenty eight links to Clyde Creek;
and on the north- east  by that creek downwards to
the point  of commencement.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th September, 1873.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written ,  being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFEREED TO.
Date of grant-22nd  June, 1870.
Name of grantee-Joseph  Ryne Hinds.
Description of land granted--Fifty -four acres,
county of Stanley, parish of Maclean, portion
ninety-two B.
Nature _ of misnomer-The  name Joseph Ryne
Hinds having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of Joseph Royal Hinds.
Name of intended grantee-Joseph  Royal Hinds.
Name of party applying for  instrument -Joseph
Royal Hinds.
Date of grant-7th  August, 1872.
Name of grantee-Louise  Thom.
Description of land granted-Thirty- seven  acres
one rood eight perches, county of Livingstone,
parish of Gracemere, portion nine.
Nature of misnomer-The  name Louise Thom
having been inserted as that of the intended grantee,
instead of Louise Thou.
Name of intended grantee-Louise  Then.
Name of party applying for  instrument -Louise
Thon.
Date of grant-21st  February, 1873.
Name of  grantee-Frederick Henzell.
Description of land  granted-Twenty-three per-
ches, county of March, parish of Gympie, town of
Gympie, allotment No. 9 of section O.
Nature of  misnomer -The  name Frederick Hen-
zell having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of Frederick Lumley Henzel.
Name of intended  grantee-Frederick Lumley
Henzell.
Name of party applying for instrument-
Fre-derick Lumley Henzell.
Date of grants-21st  February, 1873.
Names of grantees-Adam  Walker and George
Lamb.
Description of land granted-Portions  nine, ten,
eleven , twelve, and fourteen, county of Belmore,
and parish of St.  George, containing twenty acres
each.
Nature of  misnomer - The  names  Adam Walker
and George Lamb having been inserted as that of
the intended  grantees ,  instead  of Adam Walker
and Thomas George Lamb.
Names of intended  grantees -Adam  Walker and
Thomas George Lamb.
Name of party applying for instrument- Thomas
George Lamb.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED. '
N
OTICE is hereby  given , that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the  particulars  there; Lt
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, iii
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by an instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the
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:Seal  of the Colony, describe the land intended to
be granted, to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid  it shall be taken to have been inserted in
he Grant, and in every Deed containing the
erroneous description, and such Grant, and every
such Deed, shall operate and be construed ac-
-cordingly.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of grant-22nd  July, 1872.
Name of grantee-Robert  Ballard.
Description of land granted-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taming by admeasurement one acre one rood and
thirty-three perches, be the same more or less,
situated in the county of March, parish of Gympie,
and town of Gympie, being allotment No. 2 of
section  .P, commencing on the north side of Bligh
street, at  the south-east corner of allotment one,
and bounded thence on the south by that street
bearing ninety-two degrees one chain and forty-
one links and one-half of a link, and Seventy-eight
degrees thirty minutes one chain and seventy-eight
links  and one-quarter of a link ; on the east by the
west  boundary line of allotment three bearing
three hundred and fifteen degrees three chains and
sixty-seven  links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing two hundred and ninety-nine degrees forty-
five minutes  three chains and fifty links  ; and on
the west  by the east boundary lines of allotments
twelve and one, bearing one hundred and eighty-
three degrees fifteen minutes five chains and seventy
links to  the point of commencement.
Nature of error-The  bearing of the eastern
boundary being three degrees  fifteen minutes
instead  of three hundred and fifteen degrees as in
the deed.
Name of  intended  grantee-Robert  Ballard.
Name of party applying for instrument-Robert
Ballard.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 28th August, 1873.
T
HE accompanying amended description of the
School Reserve at Moggill is substituted for
that published in the  Government 'Gazette  of the
16th November, 1872, folio 1920.
C. J. GRAHAM.
County  of Stanley, parish of Moggill, portion No.
248.
16 acres 2 roods 32 perches.
Commencing  at the  intersection  of two roads,
each one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
north-east by one of said roads bearing three hun-
dred and twenty  degrees thirteen chain s and ten
'links ;  on the north by  a line bearing west eleven
chains  and eighty links to  another road one chain
wide ; on the north-west by that  road bearing one
hundred and ninety degrees  nine chains  and eighty-
five links to the other aforesaid road ; and on the
south by that road bearing east twenty- one chains
and eighty-eight links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1873.
T
HE  accompanying amended description of the
Drayton and Toowoomba Cemetery is sub-
stituted  for that published  in the  Government
Gazette  of the 31st  May, 1873,  folio 868.
C. J. GRAHAM.
chains and fifty-nine links to a road one and a-half
chain wide; again onthe  east  bythatroad bearing 198
degrees twenty-one minutes eight chains and forty-
two three-quarter links ; on part of the south by
a line bearing west two chains and 18 links ; on the
remainder of the east by a line bearing 173 degrees
thirty minutes seven chains and five links ; on the
remainder  of the south by the north boundary line
of portion 271, bearing west eighteen chains and
forty links ; and on the west by a line and the east
boundary line of portion 267, bearing north thirty
chains and fifty-seven links to the point of com-
mencement.
Also,
10 acres 1 rood 34 perches.
Commencing at a point. one chain  east  from the
north-east corner of portion 269, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a road one chain wide
bearing seventy-four degrees fifty-one minutes ten
chains and four links to a road one and a-half chain
wide ; on the south-east by that road bearing 198
degrees twenty-one minutes eighteen chains and
nineteen  links ; on the south by another road one
chain wide, bearing west three chains and ninety-
one and a-half links to another road one chain
wide ; and on the west by that road bearing north
fourteen chains and sixty-nine links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
`NTHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section
VV ii  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act ,
1868,"  it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette for  thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a Cemetery.
C. J. GRAHAM-
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY ,  STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town oj
Stanthorpe.
12 acres.
Commencing
at a point bearing north ,  and distantone chain from the north-west  corner  of allotment 6
section 18, and bounded thence on the south by
Funker street, bearing east nine chains and fifty-
three links ; on the east by a line bearing north
twelve chains and fifty-eight links ; on the north by
a line  bearing west nine chains and fifty-three links ;
and on  the west by McGlew street, bearing south
twelve chains and fifty-eight links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for a School site.
C. J. GRAHAM.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
56 acres 2 roods 2 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the north.
east corner of portion 267, and bounded thence on
part of the north by that road bearing east seventeen
chains and fifty links to another road one chain
wide; on part of the east by that road bearing
south fifteen chains and sixty-two links ; on the
remainder of the north by a line bearing east four
RESERVE FOR  A.  SCHOOL SITE.
County of Ben finch, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe,  allotments 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19,  and  20  of section 8.
4 acres 2 roods 10 perches.
Commencing on the west side of Marsh street, at
the south-east corner of allotment 12, and bounded
thence on the east by that street bearing south
seven chains and fifty links to Connor street ; on.
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the south by that street bearing west seven chains
and ninety -six links; on part of the west by allotment
No. 21, bearing north four chains and fifty links ;
on part of the north by allotments Nos. 9, 10, and
11, bearing east four chains and sixty -two links ;
on the remainder  of the  west by a line bearing
north three chains, and on the remainder of the
north by allotment  No. 12,  bearing east three chains
and thirty -four links to the point of commencement.
line bearing east thirty-three chains and twenty
links ; on the east by lines bearing 157 degrees
thirty minutes two chains and sixty links, 166
degrees ten chains and nineteen links, 182 degreestd
thirteen chains and five links, and 186 degrees
twenty-one chains and twenty links to the aforesaid
road ; and on the south by that road bearing west
thirty-four chains to the point of commencement.
Department of'Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th July, 1873.
WHEREAS,  by the twenty -fifth  section of
1 "The Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose, notice thereof shall be published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each. -
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY, WALLOON.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion  603
10 acres 38 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
west corner of portion 602, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing 225 degrees,
nine chains and thirty-two links to another road
one chain wide; on the south-west by that road,
bearing 135 degrees, eleven chains and two links;
on the south-east by a line bearing forty-five
degrees, nine chains and thirty-two links ; and on
the north-east by the National School Reserve,
bearing 315 degrees, eleven chains and one link to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR NATIONAL SCHOOL SITE, WALLOON.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion
602.
10 acres 36 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
west corner of portion 600, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing 225 degrees,
nine chains and thirty links; on the south-west by
the Cemetery Reserve, bearing 195 degrees, eleven
chains and one link ; on the south-east by a line
bearing forty-five degrees, nine chains and thirty
links ; and on the north-east by portions 600 and
601, bearing 315 degrees, eleven chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1873.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved and set apart for a Rail.
way Reserve.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  RAILWAY  PURPOSES NEAR CLIFTON
RAILWAY  STATION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Elphinstone,
portion No.  132.
165 acres.
Commencing  on a road one chain wide at the
south- east corner  of portion 131, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion bearing north
forty- six chains  and fifty links ; on the north by a
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for  general information
that in  cases  where applicants for Mineral
Lands are  desirous , before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments  must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the  lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. IIENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 28th May, 142.
T
HE first sheet  of the New Map of the Colony,
shewing  the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs , &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 16th  September, 1873.
PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869.%'
'UNSETTLED  DISTRICTS.
N OTICE.- It is hereby notified for general
information ,  that the Crown Lands Office
for the Mitchell District has been removed from
Tambo to Blackall.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions  of the  41st section  of " The  Pastoral
Leases  Act  of 1869" for renewed leases for four.
teen years  of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica.
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration  of the existing
leases,as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief  Commissioner of Crown Laa4F
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Department of Public Works, GYMPIE GOLD FIELD.
Brisbane, 9th October, 1873. During the Month ended 30th September, 1873.
'
'
MINERS RIGHTS.
MINERS RIGHTS AND BUSINESS No. Name. No. Name.
LICENSES. 61,864 George Penny 61,922 John Wray
`
that 61,865eneral informationT is hereb notified for Michael Cogan
Cartwright61,923 John
,I y g 86661 G. Christiansen 924 Edward Broadie61,
the undermentioned Miners' Rights  and Busi- 61,867 P. Christiansen
,
61,925 John Casey
ness  Licenses have been returned  as issued in the 61 868 EngelJG 926 Henry Wessels61,
Gold Fields respectively specified. 61,869
..
Ennis Blucher
,
61,927 Sara Cooper
MALBON THOMPSON. 61,870J George Long 61,928 Catherine Reilly. 61,871William Newell 61,929 Hugh Hughes
61,872Anne Thompson 61,930 James Donnelly
ETHRIDGE GOLD FIELD.  61,873 John Smith 61,931 Alfred Braird
61 874 George Lister 61,932 James Webber,
During the Month ended 31st August, 1873. 61,875 John Byrne 61,933 John S. Arnold
MINERS' RIGHTS.  61,876 Stefano Bonguni 61,934 J. B. Jefferies
No. Name. No. Name. 61,877 John Comerford 61,935 John Purcell
124  J. Ryan69 59,163 T. Ward 61,878 John Ely 61,936 George Stable,
125  R. Maxfield59 59,164 W. McIntyre 61,879 William Leavy 61,937 Patrick Sullivan,
126  P. McGuire69 59,165 J. Savage 61,880 George Thompson 61,938 James Puller,
127  J. West69 59,166 J. Chaseling 61,881 Edward Leddy 61,939 William Powley,
128  J. Russell69 59,167 J. Baker 61,882 J. H. Lane 61,940 John Cahill,
129  D. Hassel69 59,168 J. Baker 61,883 G. H. Strict 61,941 H. H. Smith,
130  J. McCullock59 59,169 J. Baker 61,884 Joseph Allenby 61,942 Edward Rogers,
131  T. Heard69 59,170 W.O'Donohue 61,885 E. H. Booth 61,943 Andrew McIntosh,
132  J. O. Sachs59 59,171 J.  Pearce 61886 John Murphy 61,944 Walter Scott,
133  D. Murray59 59,172 J. McKay 61,887 Edward Woodward 61,945 Wm. Hutchinson,
134  J. Campbell 59,173 R.  R. Crompton59 61,888 James Humphries 61,946 Mark Kendall,
135  H. Hanks 59,174 T. Purch59 61,889 Andrew Costello 61,947 John Halleron,
59,136  F. Walsh 59,175 M. Ruddy 61,89061 891
Alexr. Ferguson
Ch l lC
61,948 John Ramkenna
i61 949 Th M137 D. Pyle 69,176 G. Fletcher69 , ar es avo orr ssey, os.,
Goldsmith 69,177 J. Quinn59 138 F 61,892 A. R. Hemmings 61,950 James Eva.,
Kuhr 59,178 W. Wright139 A69 61,893 James Malynn 63,451 D. W. McLeod.,
140 E. Pickering  69,179 T.  Frazer59 61,894 William Gurney 63,452 Stephen Bickford,
141 H. Frenz 69,180 D. Pyle69 61,895 Bernard Mulligan 63,453 John Ryeand,
Frenz 59,181 R.  Johnson142 G59 61,896 Patrick Gallagher 63,454 James  Summers.,
143 W. Jack 59,182 G. Burns59 61,897Hugh Corrigan 63,455 Michael Shanahan,
144 N .  McDermott 59,183 J. Smith69 61,898Henry Callaghan 63,456 James Kildey,
Luatt 69,184 G . Letteh145  G59 61,899 Georg Linkeater 63,457 Mary J.Catherwood.,
Gordon  69,185  A. Graham146 T69 61,900 John O'Neill 63,458 James Fitzpatrick, .
Dell 69,186 T. Lane69 147 T O 61,901 Edward Hill 63,459 Thomas McMahon. .,
148 H. Bunge 59,187 L.  F. Sachs69 61,902 Thomas Wilson 63,460 John Smith,
149  J.O'Doud 59,188 L.  F. Sachs59 61,903 David Anderson 63,461 J. G. Edwards,
Kerr 59,189 L .  F. Sachs150 W59 61,904 William Shanks 63,462 Henry Cross, .
11 F .  Burgdorf  59,190 L.  F. Sachs69 61,905 Daniel Gorey 63,563 R. E. W. Nicholson,
16655 H. Mellon 69,191 J.  S. McKenzie59 61,906 J. A. Antill 63,564 Thomas Chock Tong,
153 Spiro  Deliatto 59,192 R. Bardeley59 61,907 Cornelius Flynn 63,565 Frederick Sieffarth,
154 P. Schell 59,193 R. Graham59 61,908 John Morrell 63,566 Wm. O'Brien,
155 H. Inskip 59,194 H. Brown59 61,909 James Scholes 63,567 John Dunne,
156 W. Stone 59,195 J. Wertzel59 61,910 Hugh Shanks 63,568 John Conway,
157 D .  D. Creighton 59,196 J. Hardie59 61,911 George Robinson 63,569 George Williams,
158 R. Ryan 59,197 J. McCabe59 61,912 William Trafford 63,570 Jonas Gatiens,
159 W .  Fenner  59,198 P. O'Niel59 61,913 P. Lillis 63,471 J. S. Todd,
160 W. Fenner 59,199 P. McGuire69 61,914 John Woodburn 63,472 Joseph Irwin,
161 C.  Larkins' 59,200 J. Heddle59 .61,915 Alexr. Short 63,473 George  Harrison,
162 T. Ward 59,201 H. Barsto.59 61,916 Alexr. Nelson 63,474 Patk. McGladrigan, 61 917 Thomas Shanks 63 475 James Lon,
BUSINESS LICENSES.  61,918 Robert Shanks
, g
63,476 Edward Long
No. Name. No. Name. 61,919 James Keary 63,477 Nicholas Rutter
4,810 J. Carrie I 4,812 R. Leighton 61,92061 921
Vincent Dovey
The Hibernian
63,478 W. Southerden
4,811 G. Blanchard , Society
GILBERTON GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 31st August, 1873.
MINERS ' RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
45,272  George James 1 45,273 Ong Nee
BUSINESS LICENSES.
No. Name.  No. Name.
2,519 A. C. F. Bernecker I 2,521 A. C. F. Bernecker
2,520 Yet War
BOYNE AND CALLIOPE GOLD FIELDS.
During the Month ended 30th September, 1873.
MINER'S RIGHT.
No. Name.
63,183  M. Crayer
TENNINGERING GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 30th September, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
'62,308  James Croyden 52,310 John Howie
52,309 Louis Hansen  52,311 George Browne
BUSINESS LICENSES.
No. Name. No. Name.
1,156 Edward Woodward 1,157 Henry Malton
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1873.
N
OTICE is hereby given, under the 14th  section
of  "An Act to make provision for the Con-
struction  by the Government of Railways, and for
the Regulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that his Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has pri-
marily approved of the Map and Book of Reference
of the proposed new line from Ipswich to  Brisbane,
from its commencement at Ipswich  to 2 miles 30
chains near  Bandamba.
The map or  plan, and  book of reference, can be
seen at this Office, and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in  writing,  within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objection which may  exist to
the adoption of the said line of railway, or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection
therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner of Railways.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 7th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD-FINAL NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that New Road from
Westbrook Homestead Area, parish of West-
brook, county of Aubigny, referred to in Notices
dated 18th March and 24th July, 1873, folios 559
and 1241 respectively of the  Government Gazette,
has been formally marked and opened by the
proper officer, and same is now opened for public
use.
73-3968. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF LOGAN, COUNTY
OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 18th July,
1873, folio 1201,  Government  Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of a New Road from Logan
Bridge to Beaudesert, parish of Logan, county of
Ward : Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Beenleigh;  and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of the
said road , are hereby reminded that notice must
be served  upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form  as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from  such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BANDAMBA,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice  dated  10th July,
1873, folio 1078,  Government  Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of a New Road through sub-
division 1 of portion 121, parish of Bandamba,
county of Stanley : Notice is hereby  given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William 1V., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the road re-
ferred to,  according  to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must  be served  upon  the Colonial Secretary
within forty  days from  the date hereof',  in such
manner and form as are  provided  in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed  from  such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  8th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF MOGGILL AND
GOODNA, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND  NOTICE.
W
ITH reference  to the Notice dated 1st. July,
1873, folio 1022,  Government Gazette,  rela-
tive to the opening of  New Roads  to Ferry between
Moggill and Goodna, county of Stanley  : Notice
is hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4
William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of
road; and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the road referred to, according tda
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said  road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as areprovided
in the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-2275.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER SWAN CREEK, WARWICK
AGRICULTURAL RESERVE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th
November next, from persons willing to contract for
the construction of a Bridge over Swan Creek, on
the road from Warwick to Emu Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Swan Creek
Bridge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, also at the Roads Office, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that  be will execute  and deliver, at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor,  in  Brisbane,
within fourteen days from -the  usual notifica-
tion of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing  such  performance  ; otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be-
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th October, 1873.
FERRY, COOMERA RIVER.
TO BOATMEN, FERRYMEN, &c.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th
November, 1873, from persons willing to contract
for the Lease, for the period of two years, of the
Ferry on the Coomera River.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Ferry,
Coomera River."
Conditions of Lease, form of Tender, and Regu-
lations for working the Ferry, can be seen on
application at this Office, or at the Police Magis-
trate's Office, Beenleigh.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum  signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the Con-
tract  in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty in a penal sum of such
amount as  may be hereafter determined upon, for
securing such performance ; otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily be-
accepted.
73-3183W. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 9th October, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
-ERANDAH, POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICES,
MARYBOROUGH.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
1 until 4 o'clock P.M. on FRIDAY, the 31st
October, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Verandah at the Post and Telegraph
Offices, Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Verandah,
Post and Telegraph Offices, Marlborough."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is pro-
posed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY STATION, BRISBANE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th November
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of  a Passenger  Station,. S. and W. Railway,
Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Passenger
,Station,  S. and W. Railway, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and  form  of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must  be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within whica it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per cent.
on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due per-
formance  of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted ,  and undertaking  in that event that
he will execute  and deliver, at the Office of the Civil
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen day a
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performanco ; other-
wise  the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
d. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1873.
FERRIES, LOGAN RIVER.
TO BOATMEN, FERRYMEN, Eve.
EXTENSION of TIME.
S
EPARATE Tenders will be received at this
office, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 24th October next, from persons willing to
contract for the Lease, for the period of Three (3)
years, of the following Public Ferries, viz.
Beenleigh Ferry, Logan River ;
Waterford Ferry, ditto.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Beenleigh
-Ferry"  (or  " Waterford Ferry,"  as the case may
Conditions of Lease, and Regulations for Working
the Ferries, can be seen on application at the Clerk
of Petty Sessions' Office. Beenleigh, or at this
Oi'cice.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that  they  will severally
execute and deliver, at the Office of the Civil Crown
Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty in a penal sum of such amount as may be
hereafter determined upon, for securing such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd September, 1873.
UPPER OR CARTER'S FERRY, ALBERT
RIVER.
TO BOATMEN, FERRYMEN, &c.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
October, 1873, from persons willing to contract for
the Lease, for the period of Two years, of the Upper
Ferry, Carter's Crossing, on the Albert River.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender ,for Upper
Ferry, Albert River."
Conditions of Lease, form of Tender, and Regu-
lations for working the Ferry, can be seen on
application at the Police Magistrate's Office, Been-
leigh, or at this Office.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Con-
tract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty in a penal sum of such
amount as may be hereafter determined upon, for
securing such performance ; otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  4th September, 1873.
TO BUILDERS  AND OTHERS.
LOCK-TIP AND POLICE QUARTERS, CLER-
MON T.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY, the 17th
October next ,  from persons willing to contract for
the erection  of Lock-up  and Police Quarters at
Clermont.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Lock-up
and Police Quarters at Clermont."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Clermont.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot  of every T ender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender ,  as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
Office of the  Civil  Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual noti fication of
acceptance,  a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance  ;  otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any  Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  4th September, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, CAMBOON.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY , the 10th
October next ,  from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Telegraph Office at Camboon.
Tenders to be  endorsed"  Tender for  Telegraph
Ofice, Camboon."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the  Court  House, Banana.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Contract as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that be will execute and deliver at the Office
of the Civil  Crow n Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such per-
formance  ;  otherwise the Tender wi ll  not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd September, 1873.
RAILWAY NOTICE.
IN order to expedite the settlement of claims for
Railway compensation, it is requested that all
persons who have any claim for compensation on
account of land resumed for the purposes of the
Brisbane and Ipswich Railway Line, will forward
the Deeds or other instruments showing their title
to the land taken, or an abstract hereof, to the
Office of the Crown Solicitor, Queen street, Bris-
bane, at the same time that they forward their
claims for compensation to this Office.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1873.
TO STOREKEEPERS, IRONMONGERS,
AND OTHERS.
STORES, ETC., REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF
THE NORTHERN RAILWAY, ROCKHAMP-
TON.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
October next, from persons willing to contract for
the supply of the whole or any of the  undermen-
tioned Stores, &c., in such quantities  as may be
required for the year 1874, upon the conditions
hereafter specified, to be delivered at the Railway
Stores,  Rockhampton.
Printed forms of Tender, with lists and further
particulars  specified, may be obtained at this Office,
or at the Railway Office, Rockhampton ; and at the
foot of every Tender there must  be a memorandum
signed by the party tendering, and two responsible
persons as sureties ,  agreeing  to be  answerable for
the due performance of the Contract  in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event that they will severally execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown  Solicitor, in
Brisbane , within seven days from  the usual noti fi-
cation of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty in the
penal  sum of £100, for securing such performance,
otherwise the Tender will  not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
The Stores to be of the very best description of
their  several kinds.
The probable quantities of each article required,
are given for the guidance of persons concerned,
but it must be understood that they are only
approximate, and the Contractors must supply
more or less of each article as required.  IN
This notice does not apply  to stores and material
of every description required for the construction
of new works.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
LIST OF ARTICLES ,  AND PROBABLE QUANTITIES
REQUIRED TO BE TENDERED FOR.
Adzes, handled, per dozen (1 dozen)
Augurs, Matheson ' s screw , 4- inch  to 2 inches ,  per dozen
(12 dozen)
Axes, American , per dozen  (1 dozen)
Alum, per lb. (12 lbs.)
American cloth, best, per yard (50 yards)
Bolts, flush, for doors, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Borax, per lb. (3 lbs.)
Brass, inch, per sheet (1 sheet)
Brooms, hair, per dozen (2 dozen)
Brooms, bass, per dozen (2 dozen)
Brushes, scrubbing, per dozen (2 dozen)
Buckets, galvanised iron, at each (6)
Buttons, maroon, per gross.
Canvas, best brands, No. 4, per yard (500 yards)
Chalk, per lb. (50 lbs.)
Chisels, carpenter' s large panel , per dozen (1 dozen)
Copper, sheets, --,'s•inch, per sheet (1 sheet)
Chamois leathers, per dozen (1 dozen)
Cord, hat string, silk and worsted,  per yard
Canvas or duck, light, per yard
Calico, black glazed, per yard
Cement, Portland, best brand,  per cask
Dusters, flannel, per yard (1 dozen)
Dusters, linen, per yard (1 dozen)
Emery, ground, per lb. (30 lbs.)
Files, assorted, as per Sheffield  list, per dozen (4 dozen)
Felt roofing, Scroggins', per yard (100 yards)
Glasses, kerosine lamp, per dozen (1 dozen)
Gold size, per gallon
Gold leaf, per book
Hammers, hand, handled, per dozen (1 dozen)
Handles, American  axe, per dozen (2 dozen)
Handles,  beaters, per  dozen  (5 dozen)
Handles, adze ,  per dozen  (2 dozen)
Handles, hammer ,  per dozen  (3 dozen)
Handles, sledge hammer ,  3 feet  3 inches long ,  per dozen
(2 dozen)
Hinges, iron butt, per pair
Hinges, brass butt, per pair
Iron, round and square, best Best Staffordshire,  per cwt.
(10 cwt.)
Iron, angle, best Best Staffordshire, per cwt. (40 cwt.)
Iron, flat, beat Best Staffordshire,  per cwt.  (40 cwt.)
Iron, plate, best Best Staffordshire, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Iron, sheet, Nos. 10 to 20  wire gauge , per cwt . (40 cwt.)
Iron, B.B.H., Crown over, per cwt. (40 cwt.)
Iron, corrugated, 26 gauge, best brand, per cwt.
Leather, best belting, per foot (150 feet)
Leather, Morocco, per dozen
Lead, per cwt. (20 cwt.)
Lace, trimming  or pasting , per yard
Locks, desk, per dozen
Locks, drawer, per dozen
Locks, press, per dozen
Nails, wire,  assorted sizes ,  per cwt. (3 cwt.)
Nails, clouts, assorted  sizes, per cwt. (3 cwt.)
Nails, wrought  iron, assorted sizes, per cwt.  (3 cwt.)
Nails, wrought iron, 4-inch, per cwt. (3 cwt.)
Oil, rape, per gallon  (20 gallons)
Oil, linseed, boiled and raw, per  gallon  (50 gall ons)
Oil, kerosine ,  approved  brands, per gallon  (20 gallons)
Oil, neatsfoot, per gallon (50 gallons)
Oil, sweet, per gallon (100 gallons)
Paint, white lead, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Potash, American, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Pins, iron panel, 1 and 14 inch, per lb.
Pins, brass panel, 1 and 14 inch, per lb.
Polish, French, per gallon
Pencils, sable picking out, per dozen
Padlocks, 2, 3, and 4 inch, per dozen
Rope, best Europe, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Rope, best Manila, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Rivets and washers, copper, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Steel, blister, best brands, per cwt. (28 lbs.)
Steel,  round, square ,  hexagon, best  brands, per cwt.  (3'
cwt.)
Steel , spring, best brands, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Steel, cast ,  best brands,  per cwt.  (5 cwt.)
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Saws, band ,  at each (6)
Screws, all  sizes, as per  printed list ,  per gross  (20 gross)
Screw -drivers ,  per dozen  (1 dozen)
9;' ovels, No. 4, round -nose, T handles,  per dozen (4
dozen)
Soap , soft, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Sponges, common ,  per dozen  (2 dozen)
Silk, lutestring, per yard
Silk ,  green and maroon ,  per yard
Soda ,  washing, per lb.
Tacks, tin ,  per lb.  (6 lbs.)
Tacks, cut ,  per lb . (6 lbs.)
Tacks, iron, per lb. (6 lbs.)
Tacks, black, g, 1, and 1 inch, per lb.
Thread, sewing, per lb.
Tubing, I.R., per foot
Tallow, best, for lubricating, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Tarpaulins , 25 x 171 feet, at each (12)
Tag, coal , per hhd. (500 gallons)
Tar, Stockholm, per gallon (50 gallons)
Tar brushes, per dozen (1 dozen)
Twine, sewing , per lb.
Twine, tarred, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Twine, packing, per lb. (10 lbs.)
'Varnish, best coach body, per gallon
Waste, white cotton, per cwt. (8 cwt.)
Wire, copper, per lb. (20lbs.)
Wire,  brass,  per lb. (20 lbs.)
Wire, steel, per lb. (20 lbs
Web, chair, per yard
Wine, spirits of, per gallon
Zinc, sheet, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Timber, pine, per 100 feet superficial
Timber, hardwood, 100 feet superficial
Timber, cedar, per foot
Timber, Cudgeree, per 100 feet superficial.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 30th September, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for  general information,
that Licenses from the Treasury have been
granted to  the undermentioned  persons  during the
Month of September, 1873.
W. L. G. DREW,
Under Secretary.
Name. Place.
To RETAIL  LIQuoR.
Walsh, Dd. ... ... Banana
Mullen ,  B. ... ... Clermont
Brown , G. H. ... ... Gilberton
Cameron ,  Jno.... ... ditto
Petersen ,  Jno. ... Mackay
Ryan ,  Jno. . ... ditto
Crane , W. ... ... Mi ll chester
Doratt, W. ditto
Fraser, Alex. ditto
Foo, Ah J. ditto
Hup, Gee ditto
Cook, J. Roma
Anderson, F. Ravenswood
Eccles, J. ditto
Fanning, J. ... ditto
Heat, D. .. ditto
Clifford, W. C. Rockhampton
Connor, Jna. ditto
Ferguson, J. S. ditto
Ireland, Rd. .. ditto
Wormald, J. ditto
Adair, Jno. St. Lawrence
Candish, F. Stanthorpe
Lynch, Thos. Surat
McKenna, C. ditto
Marsha ll , M. ditto
Smith, R. H. ...
Jessop, J. S.
Kemp, B. J.
Morris, F. L. ...
Stewart, Jno.
Williams, H. S....
AUCTIONEERS.
Bowen
Dalby
Mackay
Miilchester
Maryborough
Townsville
BILLIARDS.
Duncan ,  W. ...  ...  Brisbane
Phillips, J. A. ... ... ditto
Voges, J. ... ... ... ditto
Steel,  W. B. ... ... Clermont
BAGATELLE.
Sutton,  G. ... ... ... I Maryborough
Thompson ,  J. ... ... . Roma
QUEENSLAND TREASURY BILLS,
T
HE attention of holders of Queensland Trea-
sury Bills due and payable the 31st December,
1873, is directed to the provision contained in the
said Bills , which requires that notice shall be given
to the Colonial Treasurer,  at Brisbane, on or
before the 1st day of December next, of the place
where  such Bills are to be presented for payment,
viz., whether at Brisbane, Sydney, or Melbourne.
Should the holder of any Bills fail to give the
stipulated notice, such Bills will  require  to be pre-
sented for payment in Brisbane.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 6th October, 1873.
()N and after the 15th instant, a Branch of theGovernmen  Savings B k will be established
at Burrenda, under the charge of Mr. ALEXANDER
THOMPs0N.
W. L. G. DREW,
Under-Secretary.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 10th June, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane , Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla , Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Gympie,
Ipswich, Jimna, Kilkivan. Leyburn, Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Milchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on  deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding  £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds  per cent. per  annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding 2200,  the above  rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and  on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offl„es.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
General Post Office,
Queensland, 18th September, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE 1874-5.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
S
EPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, and
will be received until noon of SATURDAY,
the 1st N ovember next, for the conveyance of Post
Office Mails, as undermentioned, from the 1st
January, 1874.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously on
application at any Post Office in the colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words  "'l'ender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the Tender Box, at the General Post
Office.
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Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail services for which they
tender, and  every  Tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each
service, as well as for the periods mentioned,
namely, one year or two years.
Every Tender must bear the  bnnl fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender can be inspected at the General
Post Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any tender.
THOS. L. MURIAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
Service-From and to, and to and from
37. Dalby and Gayndah,  via  Jimbour, Burran-
dowan, Boondooma, and Cooranga..-By coach,
once or twice a-week, for one or two years.
104. Gayndah and Mount Perry.-By coach,
once or twice a-week, for one or two years.
Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane , 9th October, 1873.
AMENDED ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH
REGULATION.
HIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to cause  No. 4 of the Electric Telegraph  Regula-
tions  to be amended  as under .  To take effect on
and after  the 1st November, 1873.
THOS. L. MURRAY PRIOR.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH REGULATION No. 4.
The address, signature, name of sending station,
and the date, hour, and minute of the deposit of
the Message, will be transmitted without charge.
When the sender wishes to pay for a reply, have
the message repeated or posted, instructions are to
be inserted in the address immediately before the
name of the terminal station. Intercolonial mes-
sages, which are addressed beyond the limits of
delivery, can be posted to their destination free of
charge. Messages received for transmission within
the colony can be posted to any address on pre-
payment of postage, in addition to the ordinary
charge for transmission. Senders may have posted
messages registered on payment of the additional
fee.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  9th October, 1873.
HE  fo ll owing Bye-laws, made by the Municipal
Council of Dalby, having been con firmed by
His Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of
the Executive Council, under  his Band,  in accord-
ance with the 74th section of  " The Municipal
Institutions  Act of  1864," the same are hereby
published in the  Government Gazette.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
3. The duties of such inspector shall be as
follows :-
(1.) He shall allow no cattle nor stock to
depasture upon the said  common or resell
unless the owner of such cattle, or his
duly authorised agent, shall deliver to
him an order signed by said council
empowering said owner or authorised
agent to do so.
(2.) On receipt of such order, the said  inspector
shall require any such owner or agent of
any such cattle or stock to enter in a book
kept by the  said  inspector for the purpose,
the particulars of-
(a) The name, residence, and occupation of
(b)
V)
(c) The number of sheep allowed to be
depastured on said comthon or reserve,
and the distinctive marks thereon.
And until such particulars have been fully complied
with, he may not allow any depasturage of such
cattle or stock.
4. Such registry being completed, the said
inspector may and is hereby empowered to permit
the depasturage of any such cattle or stock, subject
to the following conditions :-
(a) The depasturage of sheep shall not be
(b)
(c)
(9)
(d) Any person wishing to depasture any entire
(e)
BYE-LAWS FOR THE REGULATION AND
MANAGEMENT OF THE DALBY TOWN
COMMON OR  RESERVE,
As proclaimed under date the 8th October,  1868,  in
the Government Gazette  of 10th  October,  1868.
1. The Municipal  Council of Dalby shall have
full power to enfore all and every the regulations
herein contained.
2. The said Municipal Council shall appoint
some person to be an inspector of the cattle or
stock depastured within or upon the aforesaid
common or reserve, and in such manner, and at
such rate of remuneration ,  as the said council may
direct.
the owner, owners, or agents thereof.
The description of all cattle or stock to
be depastured on said common or reserve,
and the registered brand under  " The
Brands Act  of 1872," without which
brand affixed by the owner or his duly
authorised agent, no cattle, as herein-
after specified, shall be allowed to be
depastured thereon.
allowed, with the exception of sheep the
property of " licensed butchers," carrying
on  bona fide  business as such within the
municipality and resident therein, who
shall be allowed to depasture a number
not to exceed two hundred (200), at the
rate of sixpence (6d.) per head per annum,
payable at the same time  and in  the same
manner as  the rates for the depasturage of
cattle or other stock.
No owner shall be allowed to run more
than forty (40) head of cattle, as specified
hereinafter, on said common or reserve.
By the term "  cattle" is meant mares,
geldings, colts, fillies, asses ,  mules, cows,
oxen,.heifers, steers, and calves ; but such
term shall not apply to  entire male  ani-
mals more than six (6) months old.
horse or bull on the said common or
reserve shall give notice, in writing, of
such intention to the said Council ; and if,
in the opinion of whom the said Council
may appoint, such depasturage may be
permitted, the Inspector may allow same,
but not without a registered distinctive
brand being affixed on each and every
such entire animal. Without such per-
mission and brand no such depasturage to
be allowed, under a special penalty of
five pounds (£5) for each and every such
offence, to be recovered from the owner
or owners of such entire animal as herein-
after provided.
All stock suffering from any contagious
disease found on the said common or
reserve shall be immediately destroyed,
but not without the consent of the said
Council, or whom they may appoint.
Payment must be made for cattle at the
rate of two shillings (2s.) per head per
annum, and all payments  must be made
half-yearly in advance.
In default of such registration and pay-
men t, all cattle in respect to which default
shall be made shall be dealt with as tres-
passing on said common or reserve, and
impounded.
5. Every owner, being a householder within the
said municipality or within the boundary of the
said common or reserve, shall, on compliance with
the regulations hereby made, and on payment of
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the fees prescribed, be entitled to depasture such
stock as by these  regulations , and subject to the
foregoing bye-laws, are permitted.
6. The Inspector shall, within one week of the
x,, upt of any of the fees or payments herein pre-
scribed, pay the same over to the Town Clerk,
whose receipt shall be a full and sufficient discharge
for any such payment.
7. The Inspector shall prepare and forward to
the said Council twice in every year-that is to say,
on the 30th June and the 31st December in each
year-a detailed return of all moneys received by
him in respect to these regulations, and of .nil
cattle, stock, sheep, and goats depastured, together
with the names, residences, and occupations of all
persons owning, or claiming to own, any such
cattle, stock, sheep, or goats, and shall also render
a fortnightly report to the same effect to the said
Council.
8. Any cattle, stock, or sheep found on said
common or  reserve which shall not have been regis-
tered as herein required, shall be deemed to be
trespassing , and shall be liable to be impounded and
dealt with  in all  respects as provided for  by " The
Impoundinq Act of  1863," or any other Act to
regulate the impounding of cattle which may,
during the  existence  of these regulations, be in
force in the colony.
9. These regulations shall not affect sheep, cattle,
nor stock within the following provisions of the said
Act, viz. "Nothing herein  contained  shall pre-
vent  bona  fide  travellers from depasturing their
bullocks , horses , or other stock : provided  also that
no person travelling  with stock  shall be deemed a
bona fide  traveller who shall not proceed four (4)
miles  in one direction every twenty-four (24) hours,
unless  detained by floods."
10. All persons travelling with sheep or cattle,
whether owners, shepherds, or any other person or
persons in  charge thereof shall  serve notice, in
writing , on the Reserve Inspector or Town Clerk
twenty-four (24) hours prior to crossing said com-
mon or reserve, of their intention to travel such
sheep or  cattle across  same or any other reserve
which may hereafter be granted for the use of the
said municipality, under a penalty not to exceed
twenty pounds (£20), to be recovered as hereinafter
provided for.
11. The owners of all trespassing sheep or cattle,
their overseers, superintendents,  managers , agents,
or other persons in charge, shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding twenty pounds (£20) for
every such trespass.
The word "  trespass " shall apply to all sheep
or cattle found depasturing on the said
common or reserve, or any other reserve
which may, from time to time, be granted
to the said municipality, except to those
sheep, the property of licensed butchers
carrying on business  within the  munici-
pality, as hereinbefore provided for; stock
travelling, as provided for in the 62nd
section of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of
1869" ; and cattle, as provided for in these
regulations.
12. All  carriers not resident  within the boun-
daries of the said common or  reserve  are hereby
allowed to depasture their working stock to the
number  of thirty (30) head free of all charges under
these regulations, for the term of fifteen (16) days ;
but after lapse of said fifteen days shall be liable to
all charges  and penalties under these regulations.
13. All fat stock previously advertised as such
and for  bond fide  sale in the town of Dalby shall
be allowed seven (7) clear days' depasturage on the
said common or reserve ; and all store stock previ-
ously advertised as such and for  bond fide  sale as
aforesaid shall be allowed three (3) clear days'
depasturage  as aforesaid  ; but at the lapse of, such
term sha ll be subject to the provisions prescribed
in these regulations.
14. No person shall be allowed  to run more than
five (5)  goats  on the  said common or reserve ; and
X_
;h goats  shall be branded with the owner' s regis-
ed brand by the  owner , and shall be registered
by same at the Reserve Inspector's office ; and every
such owner shall pay in advance the sum of one
shilling  (is.) per head per annum for the depastur-
age of every such goat. All unregistered and
unbranded goats found on the said common or
reserve shall be destroyed by the said Inspector.
15. Any person depasturing or attempting to
depasture any such cattle, stock, sheep, or goats
upon the aforesaid common or reserve, or on any
other reserve or reserves which may, from time to
time, be vested in the municipality of Dalby, with-
out having conformed to the foregoing regulations
in their behalf, shall be subject to all special penal-
ties as hereinbefore provided, and to a penalty of
not more than ten pounds (£10) for every such
offence where no special penalty is herein provided
recoverable as hereinafter specified. .
16. All offences against these regulations shall
be heard and determined, and all fines and penalties
in respect thereof sliall be awarded and imposed, in
a summary way, by and before any two Justices
of the Peace, upon information. Provided always
that no person shall be convicted for any offence
against these regulations unless the complaint be
made, within one month next after the time the
offence shall have been committed.
17. The forms to be employed in the different
notices and registries under these regulations shall
be in accordance with those set out in the
schedules hereunto annexed.
SCHEDULE A.
187 .
Form of  Application to be allowed to depasture by a
resident householder.
Gentlemen,
I beg to apply to you for  permission to depasture the
following cattle and  stock  on the Dalby  Common or
Reserve, subject  to the regulations  in that behalf, viz.
Mares  Mules
Geldings Cows
Colts Oxen
Fillies Heifers
Asses Steers
Calves Goats
I have the honor, &c.,
To the Municipal Council, Dalby.
A. B.
SCHEDULE B.
Form of Council Order.
To the Inspector of the Dalby Common  or Reserve.
On the receipt of this order, and the payment of the
required  fees, you will permit Mr. A. B., of Dalby, to
departure on the Commonage of Dalby,  the following :-
Mares Mules
Geldings Cows
Colts Oxen
Fillies Heifers
Asses Steers
Calves Goats
Town Clerk.
Town Hall,
Dalby, , 187
SCHEDULE C.
Form of Inspector's Register.
O
as x
J p P
m
y
c
cap y a!
Mayor.
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SCHEDULE D.
Form  of Application  to Depaature Sheep.
187
Gentlemen,
I beg to apply to you for permission to depasture on
the Dalby Town Common or Reserve sheep,
for Slaughtering purposes only.
I have the honor, &c.,
Licensed Butcher.
To  he  Municipal Council , Dalby.
The above were adopted and confirmed at a
meeting of the Municipal Council, held on
TIl URSDAY,  11th September, 1873.
J. S. JESSOP,
CHARLES W. EBBS,
Town Clerk.
Mayor.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of October,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
NORMANBY.
By Command,
(For the Colonial Secretary)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1873.
R
ETURN  of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Goondiwindi, from the 1st day of September, 1873,
to the 30th day of September, 1873, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name. Description ofLicense.
Whether
granted or
refused.
Amount
of Fee.
John  McKenzie . Hardwood Granted
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information,
that the several Clerks of Petty Sessions
throughout the colony are authorised to receive
Retillins from Owners of Stock for the purposes of
assewlnient , under  " The Brands Act of  1872."
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
10 BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
NOTICE TO STOCK-OWNERS.
OWNERS of Horses and Cattle, to the number
of fifty-one bead and upwards, are hereby
notified that the assessment payable under the
above-named Act, at the  rate  of two shillings and
sixpence  per hundred, or portion of a hundred,
will be due on 1st January  next , 1874, and may be
paid to the Clerks of Petty Sessions in the various
districts on or before that date.
Forms for return of stock will be supplied by
any Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
Registrar  of Brands Office,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1873.
Education Office,
Brisbane , 27th September, 1873.
TO CARPENTERS, &c. R..
THE Board of Education will receive, untilnoon on MONDAY, the 6th proximo,
Tenders for the erection of a School  House and
Teacher's Residence at Cedar Creek, Upper Albert
River, according to plans and specification, which
may be  seen  on application to Mr. Joshua Waldron,
Cedar Creek.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
QUEENSLAND BOARD OF GENERAL
EDUCATION.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
T
HE Queensland Board of Education will grant
Grammar School Scholarships annually to
deserving Pupils of the Primary Schools of the
Colony. The Board will pay the Grammar School
tuition fees of such Primary School boys  as shall
prove themselves, on examination, to be fitted for
a higher class of education than is afforded in the
Primary Schools.
2. Examinations for Scholarships will be held
simultaneously at some time during the first three
weeks of the December of every year, one month's
notice at least to be given of the precise date of
holding. Examiners to be appointed by the Board.
3. The  examinations  for 1874 Scholarships will
take place in December, 1873, at Brisbane, Ips-
wich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, and Rockhampton
only, unless special application shall be  made and
approved for holding  examinations  elsewhere ; but
candidates may present themselves from any Pri-
mary School.
4. Nominations of candidates, by the principa
teachers of their respective schools, must reach the
Education Office at least one month before the
date fixed for holding  the examinations , and the
nominations  must be accompanied by a statement
that the candidates are Primary School  scholars,
not exceeding fourteen years of age at the date of
the examinations, that they have not been pupils
at a grammar  school, and have been in fairly
regular attendance at a primary school for the
previous six months, and have been Queensland
Primary School boys for eighteen months.
5. Scholarships will lse tenable, during good
behaviour and the pleasure of the Board, for three
years.
6. The examinations will be held under the
supervision of responsible officers of the Board
appointed for the purpose. The questions will be
the same in all places. The candidates'  papers are
to be anonymous, distinguished by a motto or
number, and accompanied by a steed envelope
containing the name and age of the candidate, the
whole to be forwarded  under seal  to the Secretary
of the Board, immediately after  the examinations,
for transmission to the Examiners.
7. Successful competitors wi ll  be entitled,
through their  parents or guardians , to elect the
particular  Grammar School at whichi they shall
study ; and,  in the case  of change  of residence, or
other  sufficient cause  shown, leave will be given for
transfer from one Grammar School to another.
8. The subjects of examination for 1874 scho-
larships will be the same as those prescribed in the
Board's printed regulations for boys who have
reached the fourth form in a Primary School.
9. The percentage of marks entitling to a
Scholarship at the next  examinations  will be fifty
(50) ; but in special  cases, brought under their notice
by the Examiners, the Board may act independently
of this rule.
it
By order of the Board,
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
RECEIPTS INTO  AND PAYMENTS OUT OF THE TREASURY, QUTENSLAND, FROM 1sT JANUARY  TO 30Ta SEPTEMBER, 1873.
REVENUE AND OTHER  RECEIPTS.
Cash  Balances, 1st  January,  1872 and  1873:-
London ...  ...
Colony ... ...
REVENUE.
Customs
Excise
stamp  Duty ... ...
Gold ... ...
Land Revenue ...
Postage ... ...
Licenses ... ...
Railways ... ...
Telegraphs ... ...
Pines ,  Fees, &c., &c....
REVENUE
TOTAL, INCLUDING BALANCES
OTHER RECEIPTS.
Trust and Other Special Receipts
Loan  Receipts ... ...
Total  Receipts from
1st January to 30th
September, 1872.
a. d.
145,487  7 11
72,528  6 10
288,061 4 3
11,674 17 4
19,626 2 1
17,245 10 6
289,397 3 0
16,790 0 3
24,679 17
 3
60,216 13 7
12,787 8 4
22,324 9 6
762,96A  6 1
980,819 0 10
12,091 19 11
25,983 5 11
Total Receipts from
let January , to 30th
September, 1873.
£ s. d.
216,275 13 9
315,474 7 4
360,387 6 3
14,774 2 0
24,930 2 7
17,502 14 7
272,260 17 1
19,59217 4
28,042 5 8
71,890 0 10
17,616 8 7
25,474 6 3
852,471 1 2
Total Payments from Total Payments from
let January t 30th 1st January to 30th.
September , 1872.  September, 1873.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
241,937 3 4 248,137 0 0
428,543 1 2  529,488  14  0
Ravmxu%  ExPENDITuRr
 £ 670,480 4 6 777,625 14 0
1,384,221 2 3 OTHER PAYMENTS.
Trust and Other Special Payments
Loan Expenditure ... ...
19,533 11 6
181,688 12 7
E%PENDI?QRE AND OTHER PAY3IENTS.
EXPENDITURE.
Interest
 of Public Debt ...
Other Revenue Payments
Cash  Balances, 30th September, 1872 and 1873:-
London
 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Colony ...
Tours 1,018,894 6 8 1,585 ,443 6 4 ToTALs
11
24,872 4 5 135,491 14 10
118,550 3 5  256,353 19  9
813,902 12  4 1,169,471 8 7
126,090 2 7
78,901 11 9
£ 1,018,894 6 8
110,670 14 9
305,301 3 0
1,585,443 6 4
N.B. The transactions of the Government Savings Bank are not included in the above Statement.
The Treasury ,
 9th October, 1873.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedi,pt
to open a new Road through Portion 315, parish of Enoggera : Notice is hereby given
that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in
this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane; and all persons
interested  therein are requested to transmit in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
one month  from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road
in question.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 315, PARISH OF ENOGGEBA ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PImLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No.1 Port ion of Road.
1
Reputed Owner. Bearings
Commencing  on the  south ,  I. Mullen  ..  North
bounda ry  of  portion 315,  parish  I N. 35° E.
of Enoggera ,  and running in a N. 19° E.
no rt herly direction to its north
boundary
{
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a New Road from Gatton to Cressbrook, parishes Clarendon and Buaraba, county of Caven-
dish: Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ;
and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive
Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist  to  the forma-
tion of the Road in question.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Boox  OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM GATTON  TO CBESSBROOa ,  PARISHES  CLARENDON AND BUABABA,
COUNTY OF CAVENDISH, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
N. Portion of Road.
I Commencing at the southern  1,:330  A. V. Carpen -, N. 17° 0' E.
bpunda ry  of Po rt ion 189, dla:e
parish of Clarendon, and
running  northerly to Its
northern boundary
2 1 Commencing at the western 1,061 J. A. and J. P
bounda ry  of Port ion 4, Bell
parish of Buaraba, and  ru n-
ning north -easterly and
north -westerly to the nor-
thern boundary
Length in
Chains.
ohs. lks. I chs. Ike.
9  21
0 17
1 0
1
26 61
Area . Remarks.
A. R. P.
4 1 39
Area.
i
Remarks.
ohs. Ike. A. R. P.
32 72 1 chain 3
Breadth
of
Road.
N.16° 0' E. 6 20 l
36° 30' 10 42
J
1 chain 2337° 0' 4 73
321° 0' 10 22
3 A strip of land running nor. 1,060 Ditto  ,.  N. 359° 15'E. 5 74 1 chain 0
therly along the eastern
boundary of Portion 3,
parish  of Buaraba
4 Commencing  at the  western  1,061 Ditto ... N. 22° 15' B. 21 18
boundary of Portion  4, and 25°  0 g 00 1 chain  2
running north-easterly to
Buaraba Creek
6 Commencing on Buaraba  1,062
Creek ,  and running north.
easterly to the eastern
boundary of Portion 5,
parish of Buaraba
6 Commencing  on Running 1,754
Creek ,  and running nor-
therly  along the eastern
boundary of Portion 17,
parish of Buaraba
7 Commencing on the western 1,981
boundary  of Portion 28,
pariah of Buaraba .  and run.
ning  north -easterly to its
no rt hern boundary
RNO. of Reputed Bearings . Length BreadthSelec- Owner .  in Chains .  of Road.
tion. I
Ditto ...
W. Patrick...
S. Watson ...
N. 25° 0' E.
354° 0'
4°30'
42° 0'
9 58
1 40
7 82
2 87
1 chain 2
N. 359° 36' E. 61 00 1 chain 5
N. 26° 30' E. 14 36 1 chain 1
1 3 Open  forest, unfenced
and unimproved.
3 17 Scrubby for at.
3 10  Forest land.
1 7  Sound  flat.
0 20 Forest land.
0 16  I Forest  had.
1 13  Forest laaad.
1877
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  16th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Counc il, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Mount Perry to Boolboonda ,  Wide Bay and Burnett District ,  county
of Bowen : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11,  and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line
of Road above -mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane, and at
the Police Office, Teningering  ;  and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Counc il , within one month  fr om this date ,  any we ll -gr ounded objections
which may exist to the formation  of the  Road in question.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM MOUNT PERRY TO BOOLBOONDA ,  WIDE BAY AND BIIRNUT
DISTRICT ,  COUNTY OF BOWEN ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS 'A PUBLIC  ROAD,  UNDER TSB ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Port ion of Road.
1 Through port ion of se-
leotlon
Register
No. of
Mineral Reputed Owner .  Occupier.
selec-
tion.
200 D.  and J .  Pollock  D. and J .  Pot- N. 344°  30' E. 881  0
lock
2 Through western port ion 210 E .  Vickery ... ... N. 341°  30'E.  419  0
of selection ,  from north - N. 331°  E. ... 1,062 0
west boundary of  per. N. 327°  30' E. 757° 0
ti on 200 N. 355° E.... 66 0
3 Through north  portion 1,943 J .  Marsha ll ... ...  N. 343°  36' E. 451 0
of selection N. 332° 63' E. 814 0
4 Through north  -  west 883  Alex .  Walker  ... ...  N. 14° 30' E. 113 0
portion  of selection  in N. 58°  20' E. 669 0
north -easterlydireotlon N. 60° 50' E. 467 0
N. 52'  20'E.  629 0
N. 64° 35'  E. 808 0
N. 48° E . ...  348 0
N. 38° E . ...  215 0
6 Through no rt h -west end 230 Forbes ,  Walker , ...  N. 38° E , ...  630 0
of selection Fife, and Collier N. 23° E. 333 0
N. 348° 20' E. 687 0
N. 367° E. ... 739 0
e Through north -west por -  216 Maher and Webb
tion of se lection
7 Through south-east por-
tion of selection
B Through centre of selec-
tion, in north-easterly
direc ti on
1,414 Oxley ,  Kennedy,
and Mutter
1,926  E. Roberts
Bearings. Length Breadth Area.In Chains .  of Road.
N. 357° E . ...  51 0
N.17° 46' E. 984 0
N. 34° 30' E. 250 0
N. 38° 10'  E. 754 0
N. 38° 10'  E. 336 0
N. 38°  40'E. 259 0
N. 93° 26'  E. 712 0
N. 86° 40'  E. 641 0
N. 430 E . ...  288 0
N. 20° E. .. 326
N. 14° 46' E. 777
N. 26° 30' E. 531
N. 44° 30' E. 697
N. 46° 30' E. 528
N. 55° 30' E. 398
9 Through  centre of seleo- 734 Reuben Hall . ..  N. 55° 30' E.
tion in northerly  direr - N. 7° 45'E....
tion I N. 360° E....
N. 353° 40' E.
N. 14° E. ..,
N. 30° E. ...
N. 351° E....
N. 8° 3' E. ...
links.  chg.  Ike .  A.  It. P.
291
1,069
1,190
1,156
860
910
345
531
10 Through  eastern  portion 1,074 Finney ,  Isles, and  ...  N.  SO S' E ....  137
ofselection  In northerly Stewart N .  100 30' E. 978
direction N.9° 30 '  E.... 893
Rcm vke.
150 1 2 7 Frs!rsol d ; per-
tics  silt. ;
open forest;
fenced in.
150 3 1 32 Open forest.
150
150
150
150 1 3 21 Open  forest.
150
150 4 3 13 Open forest
150 and ironbar
150 ridges.
150
150
160
150
150 3 2 11 Ironbark
150 forest and
160 ri dgy conn-
150 try.
150 3 0 11 Open forest.
150
150
150
150 3 0 33 Open  forest.
160
150
150
150
150 4 3 35 Open  forest ;
160 flat and low
150 ri dges.
160
160
150
150 9 2 20
150
150
150
150
150
160
150
150 3 0 1 Open forest;
150 flat and low
150 undulating
ridges.
160 6 3 38 Open forest.
160
150
150
160
0 6 2 27
0
0
0
0
o
o
0
0
0
0
11 From western corner ,  891 0. von Rosa  ... ...  N. 88° E . ...  813 0
running easterly N. 109° E . ...  754 0
N. 64° E . ...  407 0
N. 106° E.... 1,118 0
N. 18° 20'  E. 136 312 Through south portion 1 ;.tl$ Finney, Isles, and
N. 89°  45'E. 379 3of selection Co.
N. 112°  E. ... 678 3
N. 76° E .  924 3
N. 110° 20' E. 101 . 3
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST  NOTICE.
IS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Glengallan pre-emptives 62 and 61, in the parishes of Deuchar and
Glenga llan respectively ,  in the county of Merivale , Notice is  hereby given ,  that in conformity .  with the
provisions of the  Act 4 William IV., No . 11, and now in force in  this  Colony ,  a Plan and Book of
Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above -mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor -General, and at the Police Office, Drayton  ;  and all  persons interested therein are requested
to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the  Clerk  of the Executive Council, within one mouth  fr om this date ,  any well-
grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
73-1526-W.
By Command;
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Boox  OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH GLENGALLAN  PRE-EMI'TIVES  62 AND 61 ,  PARISHES DEIICHAR
AND GLENGALLAN, COUNTY OF MERIVALE, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL, 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of  Road .
1 Commencing at the
eastern boundary of
pre-emptive 62, and
running westerly and
north -westerly to its
western boundary
2 Commencing at the
eastern boundary of
pre-emptive 61, and
running north-west-
I erly to the  main road
from Warwick to
Ipswich
Reputed  Owner . Occupier . Bea ri ngs. Lengthin Chains.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
chs. Ike. A. A. P.
Marshall and Unoccupied ... N. 265° E. 7 00 I chain 4 223 Bald  ri dge ; black
Deuchar N. 280' 3 50 soil.
N . 303° 1 35 97
Marshall and Unoccupied ... N. 303° E. 10 31 1 chain
i
1 0 10  Unimproved forest
Deuchar land.
. TIME TABLE.
G
REAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On  and after  MONDAY,  the 14th instant ,  the following Time
Table wi ll  come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Miles from
Rook-
hampton.
Stations
Rockhampton ...
6 Gracemere ...
15 Stanwell
24 Rosewood Crossing
30 Westwood ...
Up Train, Miles
Mixed. 1i from Westwood.
a.m.
11 0
11.24
12. 0
A
1. 0
6
16
24
30
Stations. Down TrainMixed.
P.M.
Westwood ... ...  3.30
Rosewood Crossing  ... ... A
Stanwell ... ... ... 4.30
Gracemere  ... . ...  5. 6
Rockhampton... ... 5.30
All Day  Tickets  issued on Saturdays available to return on the  following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers  only, who  will be charged  the fare  to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiri ng  to alight  at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guar d of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they  j oin the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total
£ a. d. £ s. d. ` £ s. d. £ e. d.
Week ending October 4th, 1873 461 18 3 1,818 13 1 53 15 1 2,334 6 5
Corresponding week  last year... 464 7 9 1,27216 0 32 10 10 1,769 14 7
Increase ... 545 17 1 21 4 3 664 11 10
Decrease ... I 2 9 6
EDWD. DEIGHTON,
pro  Commissioner for Railways.
WVI J L  eoavuor ivr .L ULLWa ra WMUV,
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY .- On and after
 M ONDAY ,  8th September,  1873, the following Time Table will come into operation
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
Brisbane ,  1st September, 1873
until farther  notice.
A. O. HERBERT, if
Commissioner for Railways.
FEET MILE.[. UP TRAINS . FEET MILES. DOWN TRAI NS.
ABOVE ABOVE
HIGH
WATER FromHARK. Ipswich .
STATIONS.
From Too-!
woomba. Mixed.
I I
HIGH STATIONS.
WATER From  From
Dalby .  Warwick. Mixed. Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.
A.M. A.M. I P.M. P.M. A.M. A.M. A.M. P.M. ,
65 Ipswich ... ... 10.0 4.40 Dalby ... ... ... 8.40
111  3 ... Walloon ... ... . ... 10.28 *5.8 3 ... Blaxland ' s Siding A
140  12
18
... Rosewood
k
A A 16 ... Bowenvi ll e ...
24
A
9.58198 ... Western Cree
arrive *11.13
A
5.47
... Jondaryan ...
33 Oakey Creek 10.30
274  21 ... Grandchester depart 11.17 5.51
...
40 ... Gowrie A
574  Z5 ... Victoria Tunnel A A 45 ... Gowrie Junction ... arrive
5  29 11 4 6.2833
340 38
...
...
Laidley ...
Gatton ...
5
..  12-23 *6'57 Warwick 8.5 5.10
arrive 12.58 7.32 3  L ndhurst Road A A465 49 ... Helidon ... depart 1.13{
,
7.47
y
12
 Allora ... 8.45 5.50
arrive 153 23  Clifton 9.22 *6.28788 69 ... Murphy's Creek depart 01.58 8.27
...
25
 King ' s Cre ek ... 9-32 6.38
1630 59 ... Highfields ... 2.50 9.19 34  Emu Creek Siding A A
2005 76 ... Summit of Range 41  Cambooya .. ... ... 10-25 7.31
arrive 3.38 10.7 49  Westbrook Crossing A A1928 78 ... Toowoomba ... depart 4.11  10.50 4.0 ...
,., ...
521 For Williams' Camp... ... A A
82.35 Mahoney 's Gate B B ... ... 58  Gowrie Junction ...  arrive
85 7 Gowrie Junction ... arrive ...  *11.16 ...
Gowrie Junction ...depart ... *11.25  * 11.16 8.31
85 7 Gowrie Junction ... depart  *11.25 4 .25 ... ... 47'45 80.405 Mahoney's Gate B .. B
901 124 A AFor Williams'  Cam . ... I arrive 11.55 11.44 9.0
94 16
p ...
Westbrook Crossing... ...  A A
.. 1928 62 65 Toowoomba ,,. l depart
...
6.50 ... 12.4 ...
102
109
24
31 1
Cambooya
Emu Creek Siding
..• ...
... ...
12.25 5 .25
A A
...
...
...
...
2005 54 67
1530 61 ...
Summit of Range
Highfields ... ... 7.44 .., 12.58 ...
118 40 's CreekK in 1.18 6.18 l arrive 01.58
120
g ...
42 Clifton ...
... ...
... ... 1.28 *6.28 ... 788 71 ... Murphy's Creek '1 depart *8.44
...
2.2
.
131 53  Allora 2.5 7.5 ... arrive 2.4209.24
140 62 Lyndhurst Road ... ... A A
...
,,. ..•
465 81
 Helidon ... ldepart
...
9 .39 ... 2.57 ...
143 65 Warwick ... ... ... 2.46 7.45 ... ... I 340 92 ...  Gatton ... ... 10-9  ... 3.27
335 101 .,. Laidley .. ... .. 10.34  ...  3.52
86
90
... Gowrie Junction
Gowrie
...  depart 4.36
A 1II 574 105 Victoria Tunnel arrive A11.9 ... A.. 4.27 ...... ...
k
... ... 274 109 ... Grandchester depart *11.13
:
4131
106 d dean ... 5.44 198 112 ... Western Creek ... ... A .., A ,..
114 ... Bowenvi ll e ... ... ...  A 140 118 ...  Rosewood
127 ... Bla xland's Siding .,, ...  A 111 122 Wa lloon 1152 ...  *5-8
130 ... Dalby ... ... ... 6.55 65 130 ... Ipswich ... ... 12.20 ... 5.36 ,,,
* Trains meet here.
A I Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
Nora.-The Trains will stop only at those plan es at  which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal , to take up ,  passengers ,;  who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can
sely do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they. join the Train to the place at which they propose .to alight. .
(B.) The Trains leaving Toowoomba at 10.60 &.m, and 4.11 p.m. on the Up journey, and leaving Warwick at 8,5 a.m. and 5.5 p.m. on the Down journey ,  will, for ' the present ,  stop at this Crossing, subject
to the foregoing regulation.
General Post Office,
Bnsbane, Queensland, 10th October, 1873.
THE following SUMMARY of OBSERVATIO218  taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION,  BRISBANE,  during the Month  of SEFTEMBEE,  1873, is published for general information.
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR, Postmaster-General.
SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT BRISBANE, DURING THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER, 1873.
LAT., 27° 28'  3" S. ; LONG .,  153° 16 '  15"  E.;  HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY AEOVE MEAN  S EA LEVEL, 130 FEET  ;  DISTANCE FROM SEA-COAST ,  It) MILES.
EAROKETEE .  HYGROMETER.
Corrected to 32°
Fahrenheit ,  and Temperature Temperature of
reduced to mean of Air .  Evaporation.
sea
 level.
Humidity.
0
F1 a
a a I P9a V a a
9
W
BELT -aEOIsTERINO
THERMOMETERS.
RAIN. WIND. CLOUD.
Summa ry  of Direction.
9 S.M. 3 P.M. 9 p.m. i3
OZONE.
I  V
I A
0-10. 9 m
6
aO
A
c
° 0 0
m W :°. cal
Maximum 30.423 30.32030.382 75-0 946 73.0 70.0 84.0 1 62-01 .90 •86 '90 155-012(YO 54.6 72.0 96.0 6410 38.0 •600 260 N 2 NW 1 1N0 NW2N0  NW 0 10 10 10 7 11
4. . . . . . . - ' •69 • 2  136'6 1051 46.0 66.7 79.3 51.0 28-3 •08
W I SW18' W9 SW2 W6 8W7
1 1"9 2.3 0.9 3.9 7.6Mean ... 30 12 30 008 30 088 64 7 760 59 5 59 8 8 7 56 5 73 8 4 172
87 BE1 80 BE181 8E1
Minimum 29.888 29.74829.827 60.5 61.0 51.0 I 47.0 640 46.0 } •40 •15 •61 99.0 78.0 37.0 61.0 630 410 16.0 '000 92 E 0 NEO E 7 NE9IE3 NE 11 0 0 0 1 3
Summary of September ,  1873 Mean  Shade Temp ., 66-6  degrees .  Rain fell  on 4 days . Total Rainfall, 0.86 inche s .  Evaporation ,  71230 inches .  Electrical  Observations - 82 Positive ;  8 Negative .  Prevailing Winds ,  S.W., N.E.
1872 64.6 „ „ 11 1'81 5.810 68 „ 22 N.E.
1871 67.5 5 1'52 6-215 67 „ 23 „ S., N.E .
1870 849 6 0.74 6.375 68 „ 22 „ w S., N.E .
w w 1869 65.3 7 1.56 6.670 70 „ 20 N.E., S.
r n 1888 88.3 ., ., .. 7 ., .. 1.97 ., .. 4' ,. ,. „ 62 „ 13 .. ., B.W.. N,11,
r n 1867 r „ 659 7 n .,  0,92 5.168 82 ., 8 N.E., W.
r .. 1SB8 , „ WI » » • ., ,, 010 r 4418  » „ „ 70 20 S.W. N.E.
1866 „ ., 661 ,. „ „ 6 „ ,. 3.56 „ „ ... ,. ,. .. ... .. ... .. .. .. S.W. S.E.
» ., 1864 650 7 0'96 ., .. 5138 ,. ., ,. ... ,. ... ,. „ ., B.W., N.
» 1883 639 3 1.07 „ „ 5'270 ,. 84 6 „ W., &W.
1889 1P 65.1 9 2.71 w 1. 6.257 80 „ 10 S.
The weather has been a little warmer than usual during the month ;  the mean shade temperature ,  66.6°, being 10° over the average of this month for the previous ten years ,  and 09 °  over the previous three years. The highest reading in shade, 960°'
was on the  20th;  the lowest on grass ,  37.0°, was on the morning of the 6th. The temperature in shade on the 19th and 20th ,  was 96.5° and 98.0° respectively ,  a most unusual heat for this time of year ,  as no corresponding month on record shows so
high a reading .  The winds on those days were  fr om W.  and N.W .  The evaporation was very great ,  095 inch in 48 hours .  The highest baromet ri c reading ,  30'929,  was at 9 a.m. on the 24th ,  and the lowest, 29148, at 3 p.m. on the 9th. The mean
baromet ri c readings bave been below the average of the month .  Rain fe ll  spa ri ngly ,  and only on 4 days in the beginning of the month ;  the total fall, 0.88  Inches,  being 0-59 inches under the average of the month ; the greatest 1914. In 24 hour,
0.50 inches ,
 was on the  3rd.'  For further information as to the rainfall of the Colony ,  see general summary published monthly in the Gosernsreai  Garette. -
6 16 H
4 II a a
m m m
S I e 0
d e, 4
m ' w m
EDMUND MAC DONNELL
GovernnlentMeteorological Observer.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
T
AKE Notice,  that applications have been made to bring  the Lands  described below under the
provisions of "  The Real  Property Act of  1861." Any person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by  himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in  form B of said Act, on  or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land .  Name of Applicant.
204 perches ,  being part of north -eastern  suburban allot- Henry Wm. Wyborn
ment 87, parish of North  Brisbane , county of
Stanley
491 perches ,  being subdivision 15 of portion 83, parish  Patrick Shaughnessy
of North  Brisbane ,  county of Stanley
33 perches ,  being  subdivision 11 of portion  108, James  Tredenick ...
parish of  North  Brisbane , county of Stanley
22} perches ,  being subdivision 3 of eastern suburban Bartholomew Downing
all otment 83, parish of  North  Brisbane, county of
Stanley
9 perches ,  be ing subdivision 1 of all otment 8 of section Margaret  Watterson
26, parish of  South  Brisbane, town of Brisbane,
county of Stanley
9 perches ,  be ing subdivision 2 of allotment 8 of section  Anne  Baker ...
26,  parish  of  South  Brisbane ,  town of Brisbane,
county of Stanley
Date within which  a Caveat
may be lodged.
(--
11th December, 1873.
Ditto.
11th Novem be r, 1879.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
General Post Office,
Brisbane , 30th September, 1873.
No. 9.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH  OF SEPTEMBER, 1873.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, are requested to
give the correct number of the page on which they may have observed their Names,  as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission ; and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists, and to place them where any person may see and
search them.
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster-General,
NOTE.-The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the General Post Office is opened for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.m to Four p.m.: on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
A. 27 Andress F., Leichhardt Downs c
1 ABRAHAMS Charles Townsville o 28 Ankinson -, Stanthorpe c
2
,
Abslom J. Brisbane u k 29 Appel C., Stanthorpe a
3
,
Acheson Mrs. Brisbane o 30 Appoo Louis , Brisbane a
4
,
Adams Mrs. E. Millchester c 31 Archer  Miss Julia ,  Kooingal c, 32 Archer W Toowoomba o c5 Adams E. K., Canis u k (2) 33
.,
Armstron J A Natal Downs a6 Adams H. J., Brisbane o c g . .,
7 Adams Mrs. R. J. Brisbane s 34 Arnesen Olaf M., Mackay f (2)
8
,
Ali Ging Western Creek c 36 Arundell John, Gympie c
9
,
Ali Hab (storekeeper) Ipswich e 36 Ash W.,  Brisbane u k
10 Queensland .r 37Ah Him Ashton -, Maryborough c
11
,
Ali Hung, Calliope c 38 Atkins  Miss  S., Townsville c
12 Ahlers John, Ipswich o 39 Atkinson Henry, Crocodile Creek in40 Aubre George Brisbane c13
14
Ainger Edward, Gympie u k (5) 41Alford Abel, Cabbage-tree Creek o
y ,
Auchterlonie Miss Anne, Gympie o
15 Alford C., Rockhampton c 42 Auld William, Townsville o
16 Allen -, Stanthorpe c B.
17 Allen Leneford,  Blacksoil e  1 BACHMAN Rudolf, Maryborough o
18 Allin John, Charters Towers c 2 Bailey H.  B., Brisbane c
19 Allison -, Terrick Downs c 3 Bailey Henry, One-mile c
•20 Alrey -, Brisbane u k 4 Bailey John, Stanthorpe o
21 Alvers Andreas, Maryborough o 5 Bailey S. B., Rockhampton a
22 Andersen A. H., Gympie s 6 Bailie John, Toowoomba a k
23 Andersen F. T., Brisbane c 7 Baker James, Copperfield c and in (2)
$4 Andersen Miss K eratin , Westwood c 8 Ball Thomas, Brisbane u k
25 Anderson Robert, Rockhampton c (2) 9 Balfour Betson, Glenelg c
26 Andreasen  P., Brisbane f 10 Bange John, Toowoomba f
1,682
11 Barbour Wi lliam ,  Townsvi lle c 99 Brinkley Edward, Queensland u k
12 Barkley Mrs. Helen M. S., Waverley c 100 Broadbent Kendall,  Rockhampton s
13 Baines  William,  Brisbane c 101 Broomfield James, Townsville a
14 Barnett R. C., Brisbane c 102 Brown  -, Brisbane a
15 Barratt  John, Rosewood c 103 Brown J., Six-mile Bridge c
16 Barrett James , Pikedale c 104 Brown F., Mackay o
17 Barrington W., Somerset a 105 Brown Francis, Toowoomba c
18 Barron Alexander, Gympie road u k 106 Brown Frederick ,  Stanthorpe o
19 Barry Edward, One-mile o 107 Brown James ,  Consuelo o
20 Barte T. and others, Maryborough o e 108 Brown John, Warwick s
21 Bartlett Wm., Glenlyon c 109 Brown John  (brickmaker ),  Dalby c
22 Barton  W. H., Brisbane u k 110 Browne Robert, Warwick c
23 Barry Edmond, Ravenswood f 111 Brown Thomas ,  Peak Downs c
24 Bassett Samuel, Roma s 112 Brown N. W., Mackay c
25 Bateman Thomas, Dalby c and s (2) 113 Brownlea James H., Brisbane a
26 Bates James  T., Townsville o 114 Bruce James, Gym ppie c
27 Battan  -, Cleveland c 115 Brunley M E., Kroombit c
28 Baynham Walter, Springsure u k and c (3) 116 Brunton F. R., Goon gqarry c
29 Beagley  C., Ravenswood c 117 Brunton  S., Baroondnlx c
30 Beasley Mrs., Ravenswood u k 118 Bryan Charles, Townsville c
31 Beatty Chas., Springsure c 119 Bryan Maras  (carrier ),  Townsvi lle c
32 Beck Jorgen, Clermont c (2) 120 Bryant R., Mackay c
33 Beer John, Lockyer's Creek c 121 Bryce James, Moreton Bay s
34 Beeston Miss ,  Brisbane u k 122 Brydges John, Townsville o
35 Bell Miss  Bessie , Ipswich c (2) 123 Buchanan Hamilton R., Brisbane u k
36 Be ll  Joshua ,  Brisbane o c 124 Buckland Mrs., Townsville a
37 Bench Richard, Normanby u k 125 Budd Mrs .  Sarah ,  Ipswich o
38 Benke Conrad ,  Ravenswood o 126 Bulling  Jacob, Toowoomba f
39 Bennett J., Brisbane u k 127 Burbage  -,  Ipswich e
40 Benny Robert, Gladstone c 128 Burgvard Carl, One-mile Swamp c
41 Benser  -, Mackay c 129 Burke James, Talgai o (2)
42 Benton  ---,  Brisbane u k 130 Burleigh Jonathan ,  Toowoomba o
43 Berry Mrs . Walter, Westwood c 131 Burn Mrs .,  Brisbane o
44 Bertheau C. E., Brisbane c 132 Burne  Richmond,  Toowoomba o
46 Beynon Miss E .,  Mackay o 133 Burnett J., Townsville o
46 Biengts Hakan ,  Ma borough o c 134 Burnhill H. J., Mackay o (2)
47 Bigg ins Miss Anna, Ravenswood u k 136 Burns John, Roma o e
48 Bingford Henry, CanningDowns f 136 Burrowes  J., Copperfield c
49 Bin kie C., Mackay c 137 Burrowea T., Brisbane c
50 Bird George, Rockhampton a 138 Burton E. John, Brisbane u k
61 Bird Henry, Rockhampton c 139 Burton R., Ipswich e
52 Bird Robert C., Westwood c 140 Burton Miss Rachel ,  Brisbane u k
53 Bishop Joanna, Brisbane o 141 Burton W. W., Rockhampton o
54 Mackie Robert, Kelvin Grove o c 142 Bury G. L., Brisbane u k
55 Blackner  W., Copperfield s 143 Butcher A., Brisbane u k
56 Blake Miss E. B., Brisbane m 144 Butler George, Brookfield c (2)
57 Blake Henry ,  Brisbane u k 145 Butterworth  -,  Bri sbane a
68 Blake Mart in  George, Brisbane u k 148 Byrne Albert, Toowoomba u k
59 Blanskert -,  Eushenery Station c 147 Byrne W. G., Walloon c
60 Blacksben  H., Warwick c
61 Blom Bengt,  Mackay f 0.
62 Bloomer  Hugh, Ravenswood f 1 CADELL  Mrs., Brisbane a
63 Blunt John ,  Ipswich m 2 Caffey James, i l:ackay f
64 Boag W ., Clermont e 3 Cahill Miss Honora, Brisbane o a
65 Bodotiovick Lewis, Townsville o 4 Cahill John, Stanthorpe o o
66 Boff -, Clermont c 5 Caldwell Richard,  Amby  Junction o
67 Bojanovich Antonio, Townsville o 6 Callaghan James, Brisbane s
68 Bo gild Mrs., Charleville u k 7 Callaghan Miss Mary, Mackay c
69 Bohn J., Clermont n z (2) 8 Cally Edward,  Stanthorpe c
70 Bolger  G., Rockhampton c 9 Calman Louis ,  Brisbane c
71 Bones Brothers, Maryborough c 10 Cameron Alexander, Rockhampton a (3)
72 Bonnett  John, Spring Hill o c 11 Cameron A. L. P., Dalby c
73 Bonser  -, Mackay c 12 Cameron J.,  Baffle  Creek c
74 Boran John, Rockhampton u k 13 Cameron John,  Brisbane u k (2)
76 Boughy Walter, Rockhampton s 14 Campbell A. H., Townsville o
76 Bower Walter, Gainsford m 15 Campbell Charles (Z.A.), Stanthorpe o
77 Bowes Charles , Copperfield c 16 Campbell David C.,  Brisbane u k
78 Boyd W. Carr, Charleville c 17 Campbell  F., Stanthorpe a
79 Boyer -, Gympie c 18 Campbell H. C., Toowoomba o
80 Boyle Thomas A., Ravenswood c 19 Campbell Henry, Brisbane f
81 Boys Mrs .  Harriet ,  South Brisbane u k 20 Campbell James, Clermont c
82 Boysen K. 0., Brisbane s 21 Campbell  Mrs.  Jeminia, Dalby o
83 Brabazon Samuel, Cannamu lla o 22 Campbe ll  Robert, Rockhampton u k
84 Bradram  Mrs., Maryborough c 23 Cann John, Roma c (2)
85 Brady -, Mackay c (2) 24 Cannon  Henry, K edron Brook c
86 Brady Miss  Ellen, Copperfield o c 25 Carinton Wm., Townsville c
87 Brady T. B., Rockhampton c 26 Carley Mrs. D., Valley e
88 Brady  T. H., Logan Downs c 27 Carmahall A., South Brisbane u k
89 Braizer  Mrs., Jandowine e 28 Carney Miss Alice ,  Stanthorpe c
90 Brangrove  H., Clermont c 29 Carolan Miss Margaret ,  Stanthorpe o e
91 Brannan  Mrs. M., Copperfield c 30 Carrigan M. (carrier),  Clermont c
92 Branne lly  John,  Brisbane u k (2) 31 Carroll J., Norley a
93 Breden  D., Townsville a 32 Carroll William, Clermont o
94 Bredesen Oscar ,  Brisbane o 33 Carse Mrs ., Townsville c
95 Brentigam  H., Clermont f 34 Carson Mrs.,  Mary  River c
96 Brewer James, M ilton u k 35 Carson James ,  Dab ilban o
97 Bride Mrs .,  South Brisbane c 36 Carson Peter, Planet Downs o c:
98 Bridger John ,  Peak Downs a 37 Carson Robert, Brisbane u k and .f (2)
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38 Carter Charles J. B., G pie o 126 Crowley Jeremiah ,  Ravenswood c
39 Carter Elizabeth ,  Mar rough  o 127 Cuddy Dick,  Clermont o
40 Carter Frederick ,  Brisbane u k 128 Cullen George ,  St. Lawrence c
41 Carver Joseph, Stanthorpe o 129 Culnane J., Maryborough c
Ofd Casy G.  B., Copperfield c 130 Cuddy  Henry Dain, Brisbane u k
43 Casey John ,  Copperfield c 131 Cunning  K. E., Gladstone c (2)
44 Casey Michael, Townsville o 132 Curchod Jas. B .,  Ravenswood c (2'
45 Cash Mrs .,  Six-m ile Creek o 133 Curry Thos., Seven-mile Lagoon c
46 Cattanach A., Ravenswood s 134 Curtius Quintus, Cunnamulla  in
47 Cavanagh E., Oakey Camp c 135 Cusack Michael ,  Ravenswood c
48 Cecil Miss E llen, Brisbane o 136 Cutler George, Brisbane s
49 Chambers A., Dalby o 137 Cutler W. H., Brisbane s
50 Chapman  - Eagle Farm c
51
,
Chapman John, Spring Hi ll  c D.
52 Cherrett  -,  Breakfast Creek c  1 DALY John , Brisbane o c
53 Child Thomas ,  Brisbane u k 2 Daly John,  Highfields o c
54 Chippendale Charles, Clermont o 3 Dalzell Richard ,  Townsv ille c
65 Chiver J., Toowoomba c 4 Daniels Henry, Toowoomba o
56 Chiverton C., Kariboe u k 5 Danielsen J., Mackay f
57 Chow Wont -,  Ipswich c  6 Danielsen Johan ,  Maryborough f
58 Christiansen Carl,  Mackay  c 7 Danner A .,  Townsvi lle c
69 Christianson Hans, Stanthorpe o c 8 Darcy -, Mackay c
60 Christiansen Hans Peter ,  Mackay f and c (2) 9 D'Arcy F .  R., Stanthorpe o
61 Churchi ll  Alfred, Brisbane u k 10 Darragh Mrs. Henry ,  Brisbane t
62 Cichoracki Julius ,  Mackay o c 11 Dash John, Roma f
63 Clarke D., Dalby c 12 Davidson  -,  Copper field c
64 Clark Edward,  Mackay n k (2) 13 Davidsen Hans ,  Brisbane f
65 Clark James, Copperfield u k 14 Davies Elias ,  Copperfield m
66 Clark John ,  Mackay o 16 Davies Isaac, Cargoon u k
67 Clark Philip,  Brisbane c 16 Davies W.  0.,  Brisbane u k (2)
68 Clausen P., Mackay c 17 Davis Miss Anne M., Brisbane o
69 Clavoon Aug., Mackay c 18 Davis Benjamin ,  Gympie s
70 Clay C., Clermont o 19 Davis James ,  Dalby c
71 Clayton  -,  Mackay c 20 Davis William, Clermont c
72 Clayton Hen ry ,  Mitche ll  Downs c 21 Dawe Mrs .  Jane, Spring H ill o
73 Clerk Albert,  Inglewood t 22 bawling John ,  Rockhampton p o
74 Clifford Mrs. E lizabeth ,  Stanthorpe o 23 Dawson James, Stanthorpe o
75 Clifford Wi lliam  (carrier),  Surbiton c 24 Dawson Dr. James R .,  Brisbane o
76 Clive James, Rockhampton c 25 Day Mrs .  Alice, Ipswich o
77 Clyde Alexander ,  Tiaro u k 26 Day Mrs .  Mary ,  Ipswich o
78 Coleman George, Me ri vale c and u k (4) 27 Death Burton ,  Westwood c
79 Coles Richd .  junr . (baker ),  Brisbane o c (4) 28 Dechant William ,  Stanthorpe c
80 Collins A., One-mile c 29 Della J., Westwood c
81 Collins J .  B.. Ravenswood s and c (5) 30 Dempsey Michael, Prairie o
82 Coll ins W. H., Stanthorpe c 31 Dennis ?Mrs. Ellen, Roma o
83 Collins W .  S., Brisbane c 32 Desbois Revd .  Dan., Yatala c (3)
84 Colquhoun A., Brisbane o c 33 Devereux T., Westwood c
85 Colreavy Bernard, Ravenswood s 34 Devenney Andrew ,  Brisbane c
86 Conn -, Brisbane s 35 Devinney Hugh, Stanthorpe o c
87 Conn Thomas  (carrier),  St. Lawrence c 36 Diamond Mark ,  Roma u k,  in,  o c,
88 Connell James ,  Ravenswood o 37 Dickson W illiam,  Copperfield  m
89 Connell Michael, Capella Creek c 38 Di llon Pat ri ck, Stanthorpe o c
90 Conners Michael ,  Clermont c 39 Dina Miss Catherine ,  Owanyilla o
91 Connor Patrick ,  Roma o c 40 Dinsey G., Goodna s (2)
92 Connor Mrs. Sarah ,  Maryborough o 41 Dix Miss Eliza Anne ,  B risbane u 1
93 Considine Miss T., Ravenswood c 42 Dobloo Henry ,  Ipswich o
94 Cooke Mrs. E llen, Bowen B ri dge o c 43 Docker Thomas ,  Co perfield c
95 Cook Mrs .  Henry, Brisbane u k 44 Dohren T. H. van ,
South B ri sbane96 Cook James ,  Westwood c 45 Doig Robert ,  Bri sbane u k
97 Cook Joseph, Mackay c  46 Donally T .,  Brisbane River e
98 Cooling  Chris.,  Copperfield u k 47 Donavan John ,  Gladstone f
99 Coonan Daniel ,  Brisbane a 48 Donoghue  John,  Ravenswood c (2)
100 Cooper J., Mogo ll u k 49 Doretery James, South Brisbane c
101 Coory  Wm., Brisbane o 50 Douglas Constable ,  Cardwe ll  c
102 Coppord Win.,  Dalliy c 51 Douglas Charles D., B ri sbane c
103 Corbett Timothy,  K edron Brook c 52 Dowda ll -=,  Albert River c
104 Corbett W illiam ,  Ravenswood u k 63 Dowling F., Rockhampton s
105 Cordey Wi lliam, Jimbour c 54 Dowling L., Stauthorpe o
106 Cormick Ralston, Ipswich u k 55 Dowling Matthew James, Roma o
107 Cornell  R. J., Brisbane u k 56 Down G .  W. R., Rockhampton o
108 Corser Francis ,  Rockhampton c 57 Downay Patrick, Brisbane c
109 Cotton David,  Spring Hill c 58 Downes H., Fortitude Valley o
110 Coutts John, Cecil  Plains o 59 Downes H. E., Ravenswood c
111 Covaney Edward, Gympie c (2) 60 Downing  -,  Stanthorpe c
112 Cox -, Clermont c 61 Doyle  George, Brisbane s
113 Cox John W., Copperfield u k and s (2) 62 Driscoll Mrs. J .,  Bri sbane c
214 Craig Emma, Westwood o 63 Drougerzen Mathias ,  Stanthorpe o
115 Craig George,  Mackay c 64 Duggan D., Bri sbane s
116 Craig Wm., Stanthorpe o (2) 65 Duggan Mary .  Townsvi lle c
117 Cran John C•, Ravenswood c 66 Dun Seaton H., Roma c (2)
118 Crane George ,  Toowoomba c 67 Duncan James ,  Warroo c (2)
119 Cranley Pat ri ck, Stanthorpe s 68 Dungett George ,  B ri sbane u k
120 Croker R. W., Cardington c 69 Dunne Edward ,  Brisbane c
121 Crompton W. H., Townsville c 70 Dunne Pensioner Eyre ,  Westwood
122 Cronan Patrick, Town Marie c 71 Dunne J .,  Rockhampton o o
123 Cross W illiam ,  Rockhampton o 72 Dunn James ,  One-mile Creek o
124 Crowe Miss Honoz h,  Brisbane  o 73 Dunn Robe rt, Mackay c
125 Crowl I Frederick, Ravenswood o e 74 Dunn Mrs .  H. J., Rockhampton o
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75 Dunn W., Mackay c 54 Frazer Alexander, Brisbane c
76 Dwyer Edward, Brisbane o 55 Frederics A. E., Brisbane f
77 Dwyer Malick, Stanthorpe o c 56 Fredriksen H. P., Mackay f
78 Dwyer S., Warwick c 57 Frew S., Mackay c
58 Frost Mrs. Thomas, Cawarral u k
E. 59 Fry Lady, Warwick Paris a
1 EAMONS -, Stanthorpe c 60 Fulcher John, Brisbane c
2 Easton Mrs., South Brisbane c 61 Fuller Arthur, Brisbane u k
3 Edwards -, Mackay c 62 Fulton Robert, Ravenswood o c
4 Edwards H., Brisbane o 63 Fulton William, Three-mile Creek c
5 Edwards J., Mackay c 64 Furnival James, Rockhampton c
6 Edwards J. A., Mackay o c 65 Furry J., Logan c
7 Edwards James, Mackay c 66 Fyfe Robert, Mackay c
8 Egan James West Talgai o
9
,
Ehrmann S., Toowoomba c and o c (2) G.
10 Elcock -, Moggill c 1 GABRIEL Carl, Mackay o c
11 Ellery F., Gympie c 2 Gage William, Prince Alfred Mine u k
12 Elliott James, Myrtle Brook u k 3 Gatton George, Brisbane uk (2)
13 Elliott Thomas, Wolfang c (2) 4 Gamble J. W., Brisbane uk (3)
14 Ellis Hon. Augustus, Brisbane u k 5 Ganley George, Brisbane o
15 Ellis B., Mackay c 6 Garch J., Toowoomba o c
16 Ellis Hon. J., Wollaton m 7 Gardner -, Killarney c
17 Ellis W. D., Brisbane o c 8 Garrod B., Charters Towers u k
18 Elson Edwin, Townsville o 9 Garrot --, Clermont c
19 England John, Maryborough o c 10 Gaudry E. John, Copperfield s
20 Erbert Valentine, Toowoomba c 11 Gaze Thomas, Clermont u k
21 Ericksen Carl Frithof, Mackay f (2) 12 Geddes C., Norley a and c (3)
22 Ericksen Peter, Mackay f 13 Gesang John, Gladstone o c (2)
23 Evins  -,  Maryborough c 14 Gibson H., Brisbane u k (2)
24 Evans J. W., Mackay c 15 Gibson Harry, Brisbane o
25 Evans Miss M. A., Logan road u k 16 Gibson John, Brisbane a
26 Evans Thomas ,  Brisbane u k 17 Gibson Patrick, Stanthorpe o
27 Evans William, Cooper's Creek s 18 Gilbert W. B., Dalby o
19 Gilbertson Revd. -, Mackay c
F. 20 Gilday Mrs. Ellen, Dalby c
1 FAINE W. F., Lake Elphinstone o 21 Gill Charles, Gatton c
2 Faine F. and Cameron.T.,Lake Elphinstone o c  22 Gill Joseph G., Townsville o
3 Fairley Michael, Tiaro c 23 Gillies Hugh, Dalby c
4 Falconer John, Gigoomgan e 24 Glanville R. E., Toowoomba o
5 Farell William, Eskdale u k 25 Goldfinch John, Purbrook Downs o
6 Farley H., Clermont c 26 Goodenough H. P., Brisbane it k
7 Farquharson David, Brisbane u k 27 Goodwin F. G., Ipswich c
8 Farral John, Mackay c 28 Goodwin George, Yatala c
9 Farrell -, Gym ie road c 29 Goopy John, Dalby c
10 Farreyer Edward, Ravenswood c 30 Gordon -, Helidon c
11 Faving E., Walla c 31 Gordon Mackay c
12 Feate Mrs., Brisbane m  32 Gordon Brothers, Westwood c
13 Featherston W., Charlotte street c 33 Gordon George, Stanthorpe o
14 Feeney Mrs. P., Ipswich a 34 Gordon Thomas, Warwick c
15 Fensen R. C., Mackay p o 35 Gorman Mrs. Ellen, Brisbane o
16 Fenwick and Watkinson, Dalby c 36 Gorrie T., Townsville o c
17 Ferguson A., Harcourt c 37 Gosling , Gladstone c
18 Ferguson A., Brisbane o c 38 Grant Mrs., Toowoomba o
19 Ferguson Mrs. J .,  Main Range o 39 Grant Mrs. J. D., Rockhampton o
20 Ferguson Matthew, Peak Downs c 40 Gray John, Roma o
21 Ferriss John D., Townsville c (2) 41 Gray and Son R., Brisbane m
22 Fevre H. J., Stanthorpe o 42 Grayson W., East Talgai c
23 Fiddes Edward, Charleville c  43 Green Mrs. Catherine, Clermont c
24 Field George, Charters Towers u k 44 Green Mrs., Mackay u k
25 Fife Robert, Rockhampton c 45 Green A. B., Brisbane u k (2)
26 Finch G., Mackay c 46 Green Miss Honora, Brisbane o
27 Fitzgearl G., North Pine c 47 Green J ames,  Charleville a (2)
28 Fitzgerald Gerald ,  Brisbane c 48 Greenland Bertram, Brisbane u k (2)
29 Fitzgerald James, Dawson c 49 Greenway E., Stanthorpe c
30 Fitzgerald James M., Rockhampton c 50 Greenwood -, Dalby s
31 Fitzherbert Inspector, Donnybrook e 51 Gregson W. A., Stanthorpe c
32 Flannery John, Maryborough m 52 Greig William, One-mile a
33 Flemming Michael, Morinish u k 53 Griffin Patrick, Stanthorpe s
34 Flood M., Mackay c 54 Griffis John Lloyd, Stanthorpe m
35 Flynn J., Mackay c 55 Grigg R., Copperfield u k
36 Folkman W., Mackay c 56 Groble Mrs. Catherina, Ipswich o
37 Foote J. C., Mackay c 57 Grunke Anton, Indooroopilly f
38 Forbes Alexander, Dalby c 58 Gumm Robert, Brisbane u k
39 Forbes Finlay, Ravenswood c 59 Guy S. (baker), South Brisbane o c
40 Ford John, St. Lawrence c
41 Forge -, Toowoomba a H.
42 Forkler Joseph, Ipswich a 1 HABERECHT Ernst, Brisbane c
43 Forman Richard, Ravenswood u k (3) 2 Haddon John, Stantborpe o c
44 Forsyth Thomas, Gwambegwyne e 3 Hafomeister Frederick, Ipswich c
45 Fox It. J., Mackay c 4 Hagan John, Brisbane u k
46 Fox Michael, Goodna c 5 Hagan Miss Sarah, Brisbane o
47 Fraley H., Clermont c 6 Haig Farrand, Mackay c
48 Francis Charles, Cape York s 7 Haldorson Th., Mackay f
49 Francis Mrs. Eliza, Brisbane u k 8 Hales R., Brisbane s
50 Frank J., Brisbane c 9 Haley W. B., Brisbane u k
51 Frank John, Clermont c 10 Halfpenny H. W., Mackay u k
52 Frank Joseph, Wolfang b 11 Hall Joseph, Copperfield u k
53 Franzene Seth, Clifton c 12 Hall Mrs. Margaret, Toowoomba o
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13 Hall Thomas, Bowen Bridge c 101 Horan Mrs. Elizabeth, Stanton Cross o e
14 Hall William, Brisbane u k 102 Hore William, Goodna c
15 Hallam G., Clermont c 103 Horgor Mrs. Elizabeth, Rockhampton c
16 Halliday Isabella M.. Stanthorpe o 104 Horne William F., Rockhampton c
17 Hamilton J., One-mile c 105 Horton Thomas, St. Helena c
18 Hammett Richard, Belalie u k 106 Hosking Win. B., Clermont c and u k (3)
19 Hammil James, Gympie c 107 Hourigan Mrs. Mary Ann, Allora o
20 Hancock Thos. James, Brisbane u k (2) 108 Howard William, Dalby u k
21 Haney Andrew, Ravenswood c . 109 Howe William, Stanthorpe c
22 Hanny T., Maryborough s 110 Howes Thomas Sidney, Warwick c
23 Hannon - (carpenter), Maryborough c 111 Howey Charles, Brisbane c
24 Hansen Christen, Maryborough f 112 Howlin Mrs., Stanthorpe o
25 Hanson  C. N., Gympie c 113 Howson David, Rockhampton in
26 Hansen L. Chr., Mackay f 114 Hubert - (planter), Mackay s
27 Hansen Edward, Brisbane f 115 Ruch S. V. T., Maryborough c
28 Hansen Peder, Mackay f 116 Hughes Miss Annie, Bowen o
29 Harden Henry, Clermont c 117 Hughes John, Cawarral o
30 Harding Mrs. Margaret, Brisbane o 118 Hughes Mrs. Mary J., Ravenswood o c (2)
31 Hare James, Brisbane c 119 Hughes Miss Margaret J., Macdonald's Flats
32 Hargraves W. H., Brisbane c 120 Hughes Patrick, Stanthorpe o (2)
33 Harington Robert, Stanthorpc c 121 Hulbert Miss Mary, Townsville c
34 Harper -, Cawarral c 122 Humer -, Eight-mile Plains c
35 Harper James, Brisbane c 123 Hunter J. W., Brisbane c
36 Harries John, Mackay u k 124 Hunter James, Copperfield uk (2)
37 Harrington Robert, Ipswich c 125 Hutchings Mrs. Ann, Fortitude Valley o c
38 Harris G., Western Creek u k 126 Hutchinson (merchant ), Townsville c
39 Harris S., Brisbane in
40 Harrison George, Brisbane u k 1.
41 Harrison Mrs. Joseph, Brisbane u k 1 IPSON Henry, Warwick c
42 Harvey Arthur J., Townsville o 2 Irvine Andrew, Rockhampton u k
43 Harvey Mrs. Harriet, Warwick Paris s 3 Irvine J. D., Brisbane s
44 Harwood Captain A., Gladstone c 4 Irwin John H., Dalby c
45 Haselwood Miss C., Kedron Brook c 5 Ives T. E., Maryborough m
46 Hasfond C. H., Brisbane s 6 Ivey Samson, Breakfast Creek s
47 Hassall Mrs. J., Warwick u k (3)
48 Hastings  W., Kelly's Creek e J.
49 Hatch Mrs., Brisbane c 1 JACKSON C., Brisbane o
50 Hathaway Frederick, Westwood c 2 Jackson Charles F., Stanthorpe o c
61 Hawkes Mrs. G. L., Mackay u k 3 Jackson Dennis, Stanthorpe in (2)
52 Hay John, Warwick c 4 Jackson  James , Rockhampton c
53 Hayden L. F., Mackay c 5 Jackson William, Copperfield o
54 Hayes Georgge, Stanthorpe c 6 Jackson W. R., Townsville s
55 Hayes W. H , Ipswich road e 7 Jacobsen K. A., Mackay f
56 Hayward -, Gympie c 8 Jackson Wm., Brisbane s
57 Hayward Miss Elizabeth, Clermont c 9 James George, Clermont a
58 Hazell W., Rockhampton o 10 James Miss Mary, Brisbane u k
59 Healy Michael, Gympie c 11 James Thomas, Brisbane u k
60 Hebbard  Miss  Maria, Rockhampton e 12 James Thomas H., Copperfield u k
61 Hedges Wm., Brisbane o 13 Jardine Wm., Brisbane s
62 Heffernan  D., Stanthorpe c 14 Jelfer Frederick J., Gympie f
63 Heinshon Christian ,  Banana o c 15 Jensen Hans Jacob, Mackay f
64 Heis Philip ,  Brisbane o 16 Jensen  Jens, Maryborough o c
65 Helmore  M., Gowrie, Warrego c 17 Jensen  Jens Christian ,  Mackay f
66 Hely P., Townsville c 18 Jensen Jochim Otto ,  Brisbane River c
67 Henderson  John, Ravenswood u k 19 Jensen Rasmus  Christian ,  Mackay o c (2)
68 Henderson Mips  Mary,  Brisbane s 20 Jerrard Brothers, Scorio Creek c
69 Henderson  Wm., Ipswich o c 21 Jessen Peter, Brisbane f
70 Henkey  Charles , Logan Reserve o c 22 Johansen Johan C., Mackay f
71 Heppe; T., Warwick c 23 Johansen J. Nielsen, Mackay f
72 Heritage  --,  Warwick s 24 Johnson - (boatman), Valley c
73 Hermann  -,  Moggill c 25 Johnson --, Maryborough c
74 Hesse August, Stanthorpe f 26 Johnson (Chinese baker), Gladstone a (2)
75 Hibbert T. H., Brisbane u k 27 Johnson D., Allora c
76 Higgins Miss Ann, Brisbane o c 28 Johnson Duncan, Alberton c
77 Higgs M., Townsville c 29 Johnson J., Inglewood c (2)
78 Higgham W. C., Townsville o c 30 Johnson James (carpenter), Gladstone c
79 Hilfiing Fritz, Brisbane f 31 Johnson James (miner), Rockhampton s
80 Hill Miss Margaret, Brisbane u k 32 Johnson Thomas, Prairie e
81 Hill Peter, Cecil Plains c 33 Johnson T. A., Stanthorpe c
82 Hill J. F., Rockhampton c 34 Johnson William, Townsville o
83 Hill Stanley, Dalby c 35 Jones Mrs., Roma c
84 Hislop John, Maryborough c 36 Jones Charles Wm., Blackall Coppermine
85 Hitz Rudolf, Felton o u k and f (3)
86 Hodges Alfred, St. Lawrence e 37 Jones David Henry,  Brisbane  in
87 Hodgson Z., Mackay u k 38 Jones Mrs. E. J., Brisbane o
88 Hodson Miss J., Townsville c 39 Jones Miss Ellen, Brisbane u k (3)
89 Hof William, Stanthorpe o c 40 Jones Ernest, Gympie road c
90 Hoffinsetz Harald T., Herbert River f 41 Jones Fred. E., Canning Downs c
91 Hoge Caroline, Rockhampton o 42 Jones J., Warwick s
92 Holliday Mrs. Isabella M., Stanthorpe o 43 Jones Richard, Stanthorpe o
93 Hollins Miss Margaret, Ipswich s 44 Jones J. B., Gladstone c
94 Holm John, Brisbane o c 45 Jones Mrs. or Miss S., Brisbane o
95 Holm S., Ipswich c 46 Jones W., Maryborough c
96 Holmes J., Mackay c 47 Jones William, One-mile c
97 Holmes and Kirk, Drysdale Ponds in (3) 48 Jones William, Spring Hill o
98' Holpin Mrs. Js., Woo#and Farm u k 49 Jonson Mrs., Brisbane c
99 Honeler William, Townsville o c 50 Jonson John, Gladstone s
100 Hopson Mrs. Henry, Clermont s 51 Jorgensen H. J., Brisbane f
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5`2 Josephson T., Goomburra o c 13 Langston Thomas,  Brisbane n z
53 Joyce G., Townsville c 14 Larson August, Rockhampton f
54 Mrs. James, Brisbane c 15 Larsen Niels, Brisbane c
55 Jubb Mrs. Eleanor, Brisbane o 16 Lauchlan Mrs. Esther, South  Brisbane o
17 Lauritsen L. H., Mackay, c
K. 18 Law Harry Owen, Dalby o
1 KAIL James, Maryland Gap s 19 Lawden Ogorn, Racecourse c
2 Kalidas Leonidas, Rockhampton o 20 Lawrencon Sinclair, Mackay c
3 Kay Mrs. F., Brisbane c 21 Lawton,Mrs. Henry, Stanthorpe e
4 Kaye H. P.. Rockhampton u k 22 Lawton James, Hodgson in
5 Keane Owen, Saltbush Park c 23 Leadlow Miss E., Petrie  terrace c (2)
6 Keating Miss, Mackay s 24 Leahy David, Toowoomba c
7 Keating Michael, Yandilla o 25 Leary Arthur, Roma o
8 Keddie James, Brisbane u k 26 Leary Thomas, Rockhampton c
9 Keef R., Monkland c 27 Lee James, Nundubbermere c
10 Keefer D. F., Stanthorpe o 28 Lee William, Cullamulla s
11 Keeffe Mrs., Doughboy Creek c 29 Leeky Frederick, Warra Warra c
12 Keene S., Brisbane s 30 Leggett John, Townsville u k
13 Keit' or Kiver George, Copperfield c 31 Leigh Mrs. E., Brisbane u k
14 Kellett P., Mackay c 32 Leitch Colin, Brisbane u k
15 Kelley W. C., Monkland c 33 Lennox C. G., Rockhampton c
16 Kelly E. W. S., Pikedale c 34 Leslie -, Brisbane c
17 Kelly George, Townsville o 35 Lesprit -, Queensland f
18 Kelly James, Stanthorpe o 36 Levinge R. C., Cunnamulla c
19 Kelly Patrick, Warrill Creek c 37 Lewin A., Stanthorpe c
20 Kelly Thomas, Roma e (2) 38 Lewis A., Brisbane c
21 Kemmis and Vesey, Townsville s 39 Lewis Arthur, Brisbane s
22 Kennedy Miss, Brisbane s 40 Lewis F., Peak Downs s
23 Kennedy Mrs., South Brisbane c 41 Linch E., Toowoomba c
24 Kennedy Mrs. E., Brisbane c 42 Lindenberg Peter, Townsville o
26 Kennedy G., Wanna Wanna s (3) 43 Lindgren Louise, Maryborouph o
26 Kenny Charles, Severn River c 44 Lindsay Mrs. Isabella, Gympie o
27 Kenny Mrs. G., Brisbane o 45 Linihon Cornelius, Mackay u k
28 Kenoulty Mary, Warwick u k 46 Lobwein M., Warwick c
29 Kent B., Rockhampton c 47 Loeven S. L., Mackay c
30 Keogh Miss, Ipswich c 48 Logan Robert, Mungoola o c
31 Keough Mrs. Thomas, Clermont e 49 Lohse Henry, Rockhampton c
32 Keogh Thomas, Copperfield o  50 Long Mrs. William, Brisbane c
33 Kerkow Chr., Ipswich c 51 Lorentz-, Mackay c
34 Kerr W., Mackay c (2) 52 Lovell William, Emu Creek c
35 Keule Andrew, Ippswich o 53 Loveridge Harry, Townsville u k
36 Kidd John, Stanthorpe u k 54 Lowcock Thomas, Gainsford o
37 Kiddell John, Warwick o c 55 Lowther Miss Jane,  Brisbane c
38 Kiely Miss Catherine, Brisbane c 56 Luckly John, Ravenswood c
39 Kiggans  Philip, Ravenswood u k 57 Luff Edwin, Stonetrough m
40 Kilgour J. T., Copperfield s 58 Lull -, Marlborough e
41 Kilkearney E., Upper Mary o 59 Lund H. P., Normanby f (2)
42 King Mrs., Copperfield c 60 Lusa Mrs. G., Rockhampton c
43 King Albert E. W., Bowen u k and c (4) 61 Luscott Charles, Copperfield c
44 King George, Townsville c 62 Lynam Miss Maria, Eton Vale o
45 Sing Henry, Bulloo Downs s (2)  63 Lynch James, Craven s
46 King John, Mackay o c 64 Lynch John, Craven c
47 Kinimer Patrick, Stanthorpe o c 65 Lynch John, Ravenswood o
48 Ravenswood u kKinsella James
49
,
King Joseph, Copperfield c M.
60 King Mrs. M. A. T., Mackay c 1 MADDEN W., Rockhampton t
51 Kirkegaard -, Maryborough c 2 Madsen Carl, Redcliffe c (2)
52 Kirstenfeld Christof, Stanthorpe 3 Maguire Thomas, Ipswich o
53 Kitchen J., Toowoomba a 4 Maher Thomas, One-mile c
54 Kitchen William, Townsville c 5 Mahon Mrs. Jane, Rockhampton c
55 Klaer Feodor, Ravenswood f 6 Mahoney -, Westwood c
56 Klemm Carl Christian, Brisbane f 7 Mahoney Richard, Ravenswood c (2)
57 Klupfel Peter, Ipswich o 8 Main Captain, Townsville c
58 Knight Harry, Toolburra c (3) 9 Maitland Miss Emma, Townsville c
59 Knowles Miss J., Rockhampton c 10 Major T., Dalgangal c
60 Knowles J. B., Broughton c 11 Malaar Frank, Mackay o c
61 Knudsen P. C., Mackay f 12 Maloney Mrs. J., Ipswich c
62 Kock Frederick, Caamboon o c 13 Manary Mrs. John, Clermont a
63 Kohler William, Townsville o c 14 Mann Charles, Valley e
64 Kolth C., Ipswich o c 15 Mann Lachlan, Stanthorpe o c
65 Krans Herman, Toowoomba a 16 Manson Andrew, Brisbane f
66 Kruck C., Old Cleveland road c 17 Manson James, Kedron Brook o c
67 Krynen H., Westwood c 18 Manton George B., Rockhampton u k (2)
68 Kuhl Nicholas, Ravenswood o c 19 Marchant Mrs. Mary, Stanthorpe o
20 Markovick William, Rockhampton n z
L. 21 Marsh E. S., Mackay c
1 LACY Alfred, Mackay c 22 Marsh M., Maryborough c
2 Lacey Peter, Stanthorpe o 23 Marsh Wm., Drysdale Ponds m (2)
3 Lader Johann, Brisbane c 24 Marshall F., Mackay c (2)
4 Lamb Joseph, Severn River c 25 Martin C., Mackay c (2)
6 Lambert -, Peak Downs c 26 Martens Detlef, Stanthorpe c
6 Lamprill Mrs. Wm., Brisbane c 27 Martin John, Ravenswood o
7 Lancaster James, Gatton c 28 Maslen Thomas H., Ipswich  m uk and a (4)
8 Land Joseph, Ravenswood  c, s, and n z (3)  29 Massie J. P., Brisbane u k
9 Landy Mrs. Catherine, Warwick s 30 Mathews E. D. (butcher),  Fleetwood e
10 Lane Louis, Peak Downs c 31 Matthews John, Dotswood c
11 Lane Maurice, Gympie c 32 Mathews Mrs. R!, Clermont a (2)
12 Lane William , Lower Herbert c  33 Matthewson James, Brisbanem  k
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34 Martin  John,  Roma u k 8 McCarthy Mrs. Anne, Coomrith o
35 Maw T. S., Brisbane o 9 McChristil John and Annie, Ipswich u k
36 May George Emanuel, Maryborough c 10 McClean John, Mackay c
37 Mayer T., Ipswich c 11 McCloskey John, Copperfield u k
-98 Mayne Henry, Mackay c 12 McCloskey Patrick, Rockhampton c
39 Mayne John S., Ravenswood f 13 McClure J., Stanthorpe o
40 Mayo Mrs. Emma, Brisbane u k 14 McConville Mrs. E., Brisbane c
41 Mead Murry, Coolmunda c 15 McCoothers Miss Kate, Cardwell u k
42 Meagher John, Ipswich a 16 McCormack James, Stanthorpe c (2)
43 Meier T., Rockhampton o 17 McCoy A., Warwick c
44 Melchior Henry, Mackay u k 18 McCue James, Ravenswood u k
45 Mercer -  senr ., Gympie c 19 McCullagh Edward, Brisbane c
46 Mercer George, Maryborough o 20 McCulloch George, Copperfield u k
47 Merritt George, South Brisbane s 21 McCullum A., Brisbane c
48 Metter Miss
Ellen, Brisbane o
22 Macguire Martin, South Brisbane o
49 Meynell Francis, Daandine o c 23 MacDermott Ii., Townsville o
50 Michal William, Blythedale c 24 McDonald Alexander, Ravenswood u k
51 Middleton Henry, Ravenswood o 25 McDonald Archibald, Ravenswood c
52 Midson Mrs. Catherine, Brisbane c 26 McDonald D., Antfield Farm u k
63 Miles Robert, Warwick c 27 McDonald J. A., Charters Towers e
54 Miller Charles A., Stanthorpe o 28 McDonald James, Ardock s
55 Miller C. H., Copperfield s 29 McDonald John Brisbane e
56 Miller  Henry, Warwick o 30 MacDonald John, Charleville e
67 Miller Henry, Roma o 31 McDonald John (carrier), Clermont c
58 M illman Anna , Rockhampton c 32 McDonnell Miss Margaret, Gulphia u k
59 Milne Mrs . Ellen, South Brisbane u k 33 McDonnell Mrs. Margaret, Brisbane o
60 Mire Mrs . Henry, Cabbage-tree Creek c 34 McDougall M. S., Gunyan c
61 Mitchell C. J., Palm-tree Creek c 35 McDowall John, Ravenswood c
62 Mitchel  H., Charleville m 36 McElwain Mrs. Mary, Stanthorpe o
63 Mitche ll Peter, Coppperfield c 37 McElwee John, Groves Vale u k
64 Moerach  W., Mackay o c 38 McErlane Arthur, Oxford Downs c
66 Moignard  Clement, Eight-mile Plains u k 39 McEwen Captn. Thos. F., Herbert River c (3)
66 Moisse ll  Lena, Roma o 40 McFarlane -, Ipswich o
67 Mole Mrs. George , Leyburn c 41 McFarline Charles, Fortitude Valley o c
68 Moller Alexander ,  Brisbane f (2) 42 McFeeley D., Brisbane o
69 Molineux  Michael, Warwick  a and o (2) 43 McGeever H., Stanthorpe c
70 Monaghan  Joseph, Maryborough c 44 McGilverie Neil, Stanthorpe s
71 Monster  - (German ), Copperfield c 45 McGonegal Edward, Ravenswood c
72 Mooney James, Brisbane c 46 McGowen James, Toowoomba c
73 Mooney  Thomas , Jimbour o 47 McGrath Edward, Gympie c
74 Moores  -,  Brisbane u k 48 McGrath John, Moggil c
75 Moore Mrs . Ann, Mackay o 49 McGrath Malachi, Rockham ton c
76 Moores  Charles, Brisbane u k 50 McGrath Miss Mary Jane, Townsville c
77 Moore Miss  Annie, Stanthorpe o 51 McGregor J., Mackay e
78 Moore P. C. M., Clermont o c 52 McGrillis J., Langton e
79 Moran Frank or Joseph, Ravenswood e 53 McHarg Wm., Brisbane u k
80 Moran Joseph, Ravenswood f 54 McHenley J., Townsville c
81 Morgan John, Warwick c 55 Mclnosh J., Eurella c
82 Morgan  Thomas, Gympie n z 56 McIntyre James, Townsville m
83 Moroney Timothy, Stanthorpe o 67 McIntyre M., Brisbane u k
84 Morris  C., Logan c 58 McIntyre Malcolm, Valley c
85 Morris  R., Killarney c 59 McKay -, Stanthorpe e
86 Morrison  F., Stanthorpe s 60 McKay Brothers, Mackay s
87 Morrnan  John, Clermont c 61 McKay A., Warwick c
88. Mortimer  John, Clermont c 62 McKeachie -, Ravenswood c
89 Morton  A lice,  Townsville c 63 McKenzie -, Westwood e
90 Moss Mrs .,  Ipswich road c 64 McKenzie Mrs. George, Ravenswood f
91 Mossman  D., Stanthorpe s 66 McKeon Miss Margaret, Dalby o
92 Mott E., Herschel street c 66 McKinlay Miss G., Gympie c
93 Moule F., Warwick c 67 McKinnon John A., Warwick o c
94 Muhlhaus William, Clermont c 68 McKlar Wm., Clermont c
95 Muir Brothers, Maryborough c 69 MQKoan Mrs. Bella, Brisbane o
96 Muir Andrew, Fortitude Valley c 70 McLaren Alexander, Stanthorpe a (2)
97 Muldoon John, Copperfield o 71 McLean -, McKay Island c
98 Mulipbant Thomas, Gainsford c 72 McLean A., Gladstone c
99 Mullane M., Mackay c (2) 73 McLean Allan, Surat c
100 Mullen Mrs. Anna V., Brisbane o c 74 McLean Duncan, Copperfield e
101 Munro -, Murphy's Creek c 75 McLean Duncan, Brisbane  n z and a (2)
102 Munro Frederick, Yatala c 76 McLean Mrs. Norman, Mackay c
103 Munster Claus, Brisbane f 77 McLear Mrs. Anne, Brisbane o
104 Murphey -, Brisbane s 78 McLellan John, Gladstone s (2)
105 Murphy Barry N., Toowoomba c 79 McLeod Angus, Dalby o
106 Murphy Mrs. Emily, Ipswich o 80 McLeod Mrs. Mary, South Brisbane o c
107 Murphy John, Stanthorpe c 81 McLeran. Duncan, Purbrook Downs c
108 Murray - (farmer), Warwick c 82 McGill Miss Ann, Brisbane u k
109 Murray Mrs. G., Boraugh Station a 83 Mackay Miss A. B., Brisbane c
110 Murry Mrs. John, Blythedale c 84 Maclean Mrs., South Brisbane c
111 Myles Miss Jane, Brisbane o 85 McMaster Mrs., Ridgelands c
86 McMillan Alexander, Brisbane m
MC. 87 McMillan J., Mackay c
1 McADAM G.. Severn River c 88 Macnish Mrs. E., Townsville o
2 MacArthur Miss M. L. J., Cawarral o 89 Macnish W. G., Townsville s
3 McBride T., Townsville c 90 McNally Stephen, Townsville m
4 McCabe A., Gympie c 91 McNicol D., Stanthorpe m
5 McCafferty James, Charleville c (2) 92 McPherson William, Ravenswood c (2)
6 McCallum George, Stanthorpe o 93 McSharry Charles, Dalby e
7 McCarthy Alexander, Brisbane n z (2) 94 McVeigh Patrick, Roma c
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N. 12 Parrott T., Brisbane c
1 NAILOR William, Queensland s 13 Partridge John, Roma u k
2 Naismith  Samuel Rockhampton n z 14 Pascoe J., Mackay c
3
,
Nankervice Thomas, Maryborough f 15 Paskins William, Clermont road e
4 Napier W. Mackay c 16 Patefield James, Stanthorpe o
6
,
Nash John, Gladstone m 17 Paton James, Bowen o
6 Needham John junr. Clermont c 18 Patten H. (butcher), Stanthorpe o
7
, ,
Nee Gon Cha, Roma s 19 Patten Henry Charles, Stanthorpe c
8 Neenan William Townsville o c 20 Pattison W., Clermont o c (2)
9
,
Neill James, Mackay c 21 Paul Arthur John, Bloomsbury c
10 Neill W. J. Mackay c 22 Paulin Miss Mary, Dalby  c and o (3)
11
,
Neville Thomas Stanthorpe s 23 Pearce - (drover), Rolleston e
12
,
Newbury James Bowen a 24 Pearce  Benjamin , Townsville s
13
,
Newby John Monkland c 25 Pearson Charles, Maryborough f
14
,
Newell - (auctioneer) Toowoomba c 26 Pedersen Miss Koran, Mackay o c
15
,
Newey Miss E., Mackay c 27 Pedersen Ludwig, Ravenswood c (2)
16 Newman John Brisbane f 28 Pedersen N. C., Mackay f
17
,
Newsam Walter, Brisbane u k 29 Penberthy John N., Copperfield  u k and c (2
18 Newton Mrs. J. Dalby o 30 Penver John, One-mile c
19
,
Nicholas Alexander Cunnamulla c 31 Perkins and Nephew, Charleville c
20
,
Nicholas S. J. Stanthorpe m 32 Perkins Mary Ann, Brisbane o
21
,
Nickelson Wm. (carrier) Roma o e 33 Peterkin -, Maryborough c
22
,
Nielson H. F. North Pine o 34 Peters George, Ipswich o
23
,
Nielsen Jens Julius, Brisbane f 35 Petersen Carl W. A., Brisbane f
24 Nielsen N. C. F. Townsville f 36 Peterson F. A., Maryborough f
25
,
Nielsen N. J. W. Toowoomba c 37 Petersen  Hans,  Brisbane f
26
,
Nilsen Ole S. Mackay f 38 Petterson Hans, Mackay f
27
,
Nisbet John Warwick c 39 Petersen Mrs. Maria N., Brisbane f
28
,
Nolan Henry Townsville c 40 Pfitzmier Louis, Rockhampton c, 41 Phelan Michael Gympie c29 Norman Mrs., Brisbane u k and c (2) 42
,
Mora field u kPhilli s  Miss30 Norris E., Mackay c ,p y
31 Noyes Richard Stanthorpe o 43 Phillips George, Brisbane  o c and  e  (2)
32
,
Nunn Miss  Eliza Westwood e 44 Phillips John, Eurella c
33
,
Nunn E. S. Mooloolah o 45 Philips Louis, Burenda c, 46 Philp Wm. Haig, Charleville c
0. 47 Pierse R., Rockhampton c
1 OBERLE Karl, Brisbane f 48 Pitts Richard, Clermont c
2 O'Brien Alexander, Brisbane s 49 Place and West, St. Helens c
3 O'Brien Charles, Stanthorpe s 50 Plant John, Stanthorpe o
4 O'Brien Charles, Westwood c 51 Platt Thomas, Townsville s
5 O'Brien James, Paroo c (2) 52 Ponsell F., Mackay c
6 O'Brien Jack (thatcher), Bulloo c 53 Poole Mrs. Eliza, Brisbane o
7 O'Brian John, Oakey Creek c 54 Poole Joseph, Rockhampton c
8 O'Brien Michael, Monkland c 55 Pope George, Copperfield c
9 O'Brine Michael, Gainsf'ord c 56 Popham J., Yengore Creek u k
10 O'Cannan Arthur, Maryborough o c 57 Potts Miss  Eliza, Brisbane o
11 O'Connor E. J., Gympie o 58 Potts Mrs. Elizabeth,  Brisbane o
12 O'Connor J., Townsville c 59 Poulden F. G., Beams Brook u k
13 O'Connor W., Stanthorpe o 60 Poulden R. B., St. Lawrence u k
14 O'Dowd M., Townsville c 61 Powell Benj amin , Gympie c
15 O'Down Miss North, Brisbane o c 62 Power J., Brisbane c
16 Ogilvy George, Ravenswood c 63 Power John, Ipswich c (2)
17 Ogilvy James, Copperfield u k 64 Power William, Rockhampton in and c (2)
18 O'Hara John, Stanthorpe o c 65 Preaman Murt, Clermont c
19 O'Leary Miss Annie, Ipswich o 66 Prentice Alfred, Cunnamulla m
20 Oliveria Fredk., Euthulla o c 67 Preston George, Clermont c (2)
21 Olrich H. W., Brisbane c 68 Preso Miss, Brisbane u k
22 Olson Christian, Maryborough c 69 Price Mrs. Catherine, Mackay c
23 Olsen Ole, Ravenswood c 70 Prickett A., Brisbane u k
24 Olson Rasmus A., Maryborough c 71 Prickett Miss Kate, Brisbane u k
25 Olsson Jens, Toowoomba f 72 Priestmay George, Mackay u k
26 O'Marra John, Ipswich o 73 Primrose G., Townsville s
27 O'Neil Anthony, Fire Clay c 74 Proctor John, Clerment o c
28 O'Neal Benjamin, Townsville c 75 Purdie Mrs. Ruth, Clermont o
29 O'Neill Pensioner Patrick, Brisbane u k 76 Purgins C., Ipswich c
30 O'Neill W., Brisbane u k 77 PymR.E.,Mackayc
31 O'Neill W. W., Mackay f Q.32 Organ  Ben., Stanthorpe o I QUIN Thomas, Warwick u k (2)33 Orpwood Miss S., Brisbane c 2 Quinlan John Gympie c34 Osborne Mrs. Ada F., Copperfield o 3
,
Quinn P. Brisbane road m35 Osborne Mrs. Emily, Brisbane p o ,
36 Ormond Charles, Clermont c R.
37 O'Sullivan Michael, Stanthorpe o 1 RAATZ R., Brisbane f
38 Overlak Henry Brisbane u k 2 Rabig Herman, Brisbane o (2)
39 Owen Captain It., Brisbane u k 3 Raeburn W., Brisbane s
4 Ralph Henry, Peak Downs m
P. 5 Ramke Mrs. A., Toowoomba o
1 PACEY Alfred, St. Lawrence c 6 Ramsay Wm., Clermont c (2)
2 Page Frederick, Clermont o c 7 Ramsey H. W., Moreton Bay s
3 Page Thomas, Westwood c 8 Ramsey William, Brisbane o
4 Palmer James, Toowoomba s 9 Rankin R., Clermont c
5 Palmer James, Leichhardt Downs c 10 Rasmussen Hans Jacob, Mackay f
6 Palmerston -, Brisbane c 11 Ratcliffe Mrs. Ellen, Brisbane o
7 Par Miss Margaret J., Stanthorpe o 12 Rathjen -, Clermont c
8 Paragneen Alexander, Townsville c 13 Rawlinson -, South Brisbane c
9 Parker Edward, Stanthorpe s (2) 14 Rea James, Stanthorpe o
10 Parker J. P., Roma c 15 Read Josiah (engineer), Mackay u k (3)
11 Parr D. (fruiterer), Roma c 16 Read J. W., Brisbane
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17 Read Wyatt, Roma u k (2) 7 Sanders W. H., Brisbane o
18 Reardon D., Westwood c 8 Sanderson T. J., Ravenswood m
19 Real Mrs. T., Townsville c 9 Sandford Miss A., Ipswich o
,$0 Redmond P., Springsure c 10 Sandford William, Severn River s
'Gl Reed Elizabeth, Townsville c 11 Santley L., Rockhampton c
22 Reed J., Rockhampton m 12 San Young, Prairie c
23 Reeve E. W., Clermont c 13 Sass Henry, Mackay f
24 Reeves Mrs. T. W., Comet River c 14 Satter Peter C., Mackay f
25 Reid Mrs. J., Moorsland m 16 Saul David (carrier), Toowoomba c
26 Reid J. and others, Mackay o c 16 Saunders J., senior, Stanthorpe a
27 Reid Wm., Cunnamulla o c 17 Savage .James, Dalby s
28 Reilly - (sawyer), Mackay c 18 Scales Robert, Brisbane u k
29 Reinke A., Felton o 19 Scantlebury - Mackay e
30 Benny Mrs. Elizabeth, Brisbane o 20 Schambolt August, Stanthorpe c
31 Resen C., Rockhampton c 21 Schedel Josef, Clermont c
32 Retchless G., Westwood c 22 Scheuer •-, Logan road c
33 Rice Mrs. Charles, Rockhampton u k 23 Schild Christian, Mackay f
34. Rice T., Mackay c (3) 24 Schmidt Heinrich, Stanthorpe o c
35 Richards E. N., Cracow m 25 Schofield Isaac, Rockhampton a
36 Richards James T., Copperfield a 26 Scholl -, Fortitude Valley c
37 Richards John Griffiths, Brisbane u k 27 Scholz W., Stanthorpe o
38 Richards Thomas, Rockhampton m 28 Schroles William, Westwood c
39 Richardson J. (carrier), Westwood c 29 Schutze Mrs. F., Rockhampton f
40 Richardson John, Brisbane in 30 Schultz George, Clermont o c
41 Richardson John, Wilton Farm u k 31 Schweizer Rudolph, Ravenswood 0
42 Richardson William, Tiaro o 32 Scilly William, Brisbane u k
43 Richler -,'Warwick c 33 Scollor Joseph, Gainsford o
44 Rider William, Brisbane o 34 Scott Mrs., Brisbane s
45 Ridgley Miss H. B., Warwick e 35 Scott James, Craven u k
46 Rielly Mrs. Ellen, Brisbane o 36 Scott J. W., Mackay c
47 Rien John, Logan c 37 Scott John, Clermont c
48 Rigby John, Clermont in 38 Scott R., Talgai o
49 Rimmer Sarah, Gladstone c 39 Seal W. A., Valley c
50 Riscoe John, Mackay c 40 Seales Robert, Brisbane u k
51 Rix George, Yatala c 41 Searle Mrs. Eleanor, One-mile o
52 Roach Miss Sarah, Maryborough o 42 Seavol Mrs. Marion. Brisbane o
53 Roads Frediek, Brisbane u k 43 Seivers H. C. W., Mackay o c
54 Roberson Mrs., Stanthorpe s 44 Seville William, Mackay o c
55 Roberston Mrs. Ann, Gympie c 45 Seymour R., Brisbane c
56 Roberts D. F., Mackay c 46 Skillon and Eglinton, Westwood c
57 Roberts James, Toowoomba s 47 Skinner and Nott, Brisbane c
58 Roberts Captain John, Maryborough t 48 Skyring and Co., Mackay c
59 Roberts Mrs. Thomas, Ravenswood c 49 Shanan Mrs. Janet, Stanthorpe o
60 Robey - (plaater), Mackay c 50 Shanks If., Rockhampton c
61 Robilliard Dr. Fredk., Brisbane u k (2) 51 Shannon Brothers, Gympie e
62 Robins C., Copperfield u k 52 Sharkey Miss Sarah, Ipswich u k
63 Robinson Miss Elizabeth, Rockhampton c 53 Shaw W.,.Brisbane c
64 Rochfort J., Charleville m 54 Shedel Jos., Clermont e
65 Rodger John G., Brisbane u k (2) 55 Sheldrick John, Boggo road e
66 Rogers Arthur, Brisbane f and a (2) 56 Shepherd F., Townsville c
67 Rollinson Robert, One-mile u k 57 Shepherd J., Tent Hill s
68 Ronald  Miss  M., Brisbane c 58 Shepperd Shml. G., Stanthorpe o
69 Roots W., Copperfield u k (3) 59 Sherley Mrs. Harriet E., Toowoomba s
70 Rose Henry, Rolleston s 60 Sherwood William, Mackay o
71 Rose Captain John, Brisbane m 61 Shine John, Ipswich o
72 Rose W. R. B., Clermont  s and c (2) 62 Shinners Michael, Ravenswood o
73 Rosenthal Chr., St. Lawrence p o 63 Shoecroft -, Ravenswood c
'74 Ross John, Ravenswood o and u k (2) 64 Shorsbourne Aug., Maryborough o
76 Rossi Joseph, Clermont c 65 Short F., Mackay c
'76 Bowling George, Gympie u k 66 Short Wm., Ipswich o
77 Rowney Mrs., Brisbane u k 67 Shroeder Henry, Warwick s
78 Ruddle G., Stanthorpe o 68 Shultz -, Pikedale s
79 Ruddy Miss Catherine, Dalby o c 69 Sianini F. P., Stanthorpe a
80 Rudgeley S. W., Townsville o (2) 70 Silvgert A., Brisbane s
81 Rudolph Bernhard, Meteor Downs f 71 Simmons Miss Mary, Mackay c
82 Ruff B., St. Lawrence c 72 Simonsen K. Gustav, Stanthorpe o
83 Rush W. C., Ipswich c 73 Simpson Miss, Baraba c
S4 Russell J. P., Brisbane e 74 Simpson A., Westwood c
85 Russell J. W., Brisbane c 75 Simpson T. A. B., Rockhampton e
86 Russell Mrs. W., South Brisbane c 76 Sinn William, Ipswich s
87 Rrux Michael, Mar borough f 77 Small W., Petrie Terrace c
88 Ryan Miss C., South Brisbane c 78 Smallman Edward C., Brisbane u k (2)
89 Ryan Daniel, Clermont road c 79 Smith Mrs., Clermont s
90 Ryan Miss Eliza, Ipswich o 80 Smith A. B., Mackay c (2)
91 Ryan J. H., Warwick o 81 'Smith August, Clermont a
92 Ryan Jeremiah, Warrill Creek c 82 Smith Alexander 1I., Brisbane o c
93 Ryan Patrick, Bowen Bridge u k 83 Smith Conway, Townsville c
94 Ryan Stephen, One-mile c 84 Smith Mrs. Ellen, Brisbane o
95 Ryan '1'., Roma e 85 Smith Miss Frances Jane, Maryborough co
96 Ryan William, Deep Creek c 86 Smith Henry, Cooroora a
87 Smith Herbert Brisbane oS 88
,
Smith John, Stanthorpe e
1 SADDINGTON F. J., Ravenswood m 89 Smith Mrs. Kate, Ipswich o
2 Salmon, Read, and Overall, Normanby o c 90 Smith Margaret, Ipswich c
3 Salmon Daniel, Bowen o 91 Smith Noel C., Brisbane u k
4 Sam Meeck, Biudalla c 92 Smith Patrick, Stanthorpe o c
5 Sames Miss Anne E., Brisbane o 93 Smith Samuel D., Clermont c
6 Sanders Thomas H., Ipswich c 94 Smith Thomas, Townsville o
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95 Smith Constable Thos., Cardwell e 26 Tickle Thomas, Copperfield c
96 Smith William, Maryborough o c 27 Tighe C., Townsville c
97 Smith William, Brisbane u k 28 Tinsley W., Stanthorpe o
98 Smythe Lieut. J. G., Ardock s 29 Tiplar W., Brisbane c
99 Smythe R. S., Brisbane m 30 Toby D., Mackay c
100 Smollett A., Mackay c 31 Tomlyn E., Mackay u k
101 Soames J., Mackay c 32 Tomy Cook (Chinese), Roma o e
102 Soden John, Eight-mile  Plains u k (2) 33 Tooth A., Rockhampton s
103 Soll Heinrich, Stanthor e o c 34 Tooth Robert, Rockhampton a
104 Sorensen - (tailor), Townsville f 35 Topper Mrs. Louis, Townsville c
105 Sorrensen Miss Anne K., Townsville f 36 Tottenham F. C., Ravenswood c (2)
106 Sorensen Asmus, Brisbane f 37 Tough Mrs. Elizabeth, Gympie o
107 Sorensen Christian, Mackay o c 38 Towner Thomas, Murphy's Creek c
108 Sorrensen Jens, Brisbane c 39 Trevaskin Mrs E., Copperfield c
109 Spalding J., Brisbane u k 40 Trusheim John, Rockhampton o
110 Spar F., Mackay c (2) 41 Truston F., Maryborough s
111 Spieler A., Mackay c (2) 42 Tucker Ambrose,  Brisbane c
112 Spillane  Phillip, Stanthorpe o 43 Tunney John, Stanthorpe u k
113 Spiller Mrs. H. J., Devonshire Garden u k 44 Turman W., Mackay c
114 Spiro Robert, Brisbane s 45 Turner R. H., Rockhampton c
115 Spithill J., Gladstone s 46 Tyack John, Ravenswood in
116 Stacey E. C., Clermont c 47 Tyrrell Thomas, Copperfield in  and c (2)
117 Stacy W. H., Wolston u k
U118 Stanbridge A., Breakfast Creek c (3) .
119 Stanley Albert, Myrtlebrook u k 1 UHLMANN Christopher, Stanthorpe o
120 Stanley James, Brisbane c 2 Unwin William, Kariboe c
121 Stapleton John, Townsville o 3 Uren Thomas, Copperfield a
122 Stark Robert, St. Lawrence  u k and s (2) 4 Urquhart James, Rockhampton o
123 Starvelcit John, Nebo c 5 Urquhart John, Roma c
124 Aurin P.St Brisbane u k
125
,.
Steer Mrs. Elizabeth, Brisbane o c V.
126 Stephens If., Thorgomindah s 1 VANGEUR Benedict, Ipswich o (2)
127 Sterling J. (cooper), Rockhampton c 2 Veizer -, South Brisbane e
128 Sterling R., Mackay c 3 Vicary James, Brisbane e
129 Stevenson Charles, Clermont e 4 Vilmand Miss Trine, Mackay c
130 Stevenson Mrs. Eliza, Mackay c (2) 5 Vohrenbach John, Brisbane f (2)
131 Stewart Alexander Ipswich a
132
,
Stewart  William, Ravenswood o c W.
133 Stichford -, Kirk Diggings c 1 WADE Mrs. S. A., Clermont c
134 Stipich John, Ravenswood o 2 Wagner John, Severn River c
135 Stirling James R., Brisbane u k 3 Waine Thomas, Dalby o
136 Storzbach Henry, Rockhampton f 4 Wallis James, Tin Mines s
137 Stratfull John, Queensland u k 5 Walker -, Albert River c
138 Strebz Dr., Brisbane c 6 Walker Mrs. M., Brisbane m
139 Stuart W. H., Brisbane u k 7 Walker Richard,  Brisbane m
140 Stubley F. H., Ravenswood m 8 Walker Spencer F., Townsville  u k, a, andlo-
141 Sullivan H., Stanthorpe e (5)
142 Sullivan Nancy, Brisbane o 9 Wallace Mrs. Rose, Brisbane u k
143 Sullivan Patrick, Felton a (2) 10 Wallace Wm., Mooloolah o
144 Suls William, Warwick c 11 Waller Henry, Yandina o
145 Sutherland George, Stanthorpe e 12 Walsh 1l]iss Minnie, Ipswich o
146 Sutherland H., Roma o e 13 Walsh Patrick, Toowoomba o e
147 Svanberg Emanuel, Townsville c 14 Walsh T. G., Rockhampton e
148 Svendson Jugger, Brisbane c 15 Walsh Thomas, Ipswich o c
149 Svendsen Lars, Mackay c (2) 16 Walters Francis, Brisbane u k (2)
150 Swartz Henry, Ellangowan c 17 Ward Mrs. Jane, Mary borough o
151 Sweeney Mrs. K. M., Brisbane e 18 Ward John, Rockhampton c
152 Sword T. S., Brisbane u k 19 Ward John, Purbrook e
153 Symes T. W., Canal Creek c 20 Ward William, Brisbane u k
154 Symonds S., Toowoomba, s 21 Ware W. J., Cawarral p o
155 Sywer Harry, Ravenswood e 22 Warner Mrs. Catherine, Sebastopol e
23 Warner John, Brisbane e
T. 24 Warpole Miss Ada, Brisbane c
1 TANHEN (Chinese), Prairie c 25 Warren L. P., Brisbane o c (2)
2 Tannock James, Toowoomba o 26 Waterson -, Brisbane in
3 Taylor John, Fort Cooper South c 27 Watha Billy, Maryborough o c
4 'T'aylor Miss Mary Jane, Brisbane e 28 Watson -, Langlow Creek s
5 Taylor William (carrier), Westwood c 29 Watson Mrs. D., Ipswich o c
6 Taylor J., Gainsford e 30 Watson Mrs. J., Maryborough a
7 Teevan Thomas S.,  Banana o c 31 Watson James, Toowoomba o
8 Tellman Johann C., Toowoomba o 32 Watson James, Brisbane o
9 Ternan Patrick, Copperfield e 33 Watt J. B., N undubbermere c
10 Thorns - (sailmaker), Ipswich m 34 Webb Samuel, Dalby o e
11 Thomas Mrs. Anne, Townsville o 35 Webb Samuel, Clermont o c
12 Thomas James, Copperfield  u k and m (2) 36 Webbdale Mrs. E., Normanton m (3)
13 Thomas John, Copperfield s 37 Webster James. Ipswich u k
14 Thomas Mrs. S., Ipswich o 38 Weier Josef, Maryborough c
15 Thomas Wm., Copperfield c 39 Weir D., Miriam Vale e
16 Thompson -, Mackay e 40 Weise George, Toowoomba c
17 Thompson A., Myrtle Creek o 41 Welbourne Miss Alice, Clermont f
18 Thompson David, Townsville c 42 Weller -, Eagle Farm c
19 Thompson T. J., Taurus Downs c 43 Welsh Thomas, Toowoomba o
20 Thorns James A., Roma a 44 Wendt Heinr., Brisbane f
21 Thomsen H. P., Mackay f and c (2) 45 Wernham George, Walloon S tation o
22 Thomson J. C., Toowoomba c 46 West Reed C., Townsville c
23 Thomson M., Rockhampton c 47 Weyman J., Dalby u k
24 Thomson Mary Ann, Stanthorpe o c (2) 48 Whelan Patrick, Rockhampton u k
25 Thorpe W. F., Severn River c 49 White Edmund, Tambo e (3)
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50 White Edwin, Brisbane u k 86
51 White G., Mackay a 87
52 White James, Stanthorpe c 88
White John, Mackay c 89
8h White T. (butcher), Townsville c 90
55 White W., Stanthorpe s 91
56 White Wm. G., Maryborough o 92
57 Whiteside R. J., Brisbane u k 93
58 Whitfield Edwin, Brisbane c 94
59 Wholohan John, Warwick c 95
60 Whyte Wm., Sandgate road c 96
61 Wildman Frederick, Gowrie, Charleville s 97
62 Wiley Miss Rachel, Brisbane e 98
63 Wilkins R., Stanthorpe c 99
64 Wilkinson J., Kilcoy c 100
65 Wilkinson W. B., Roma s 101
66 Wilkinson W. P., Dalbyy o 102
67 Williams - (carpenter), Clermont c 103
68 Williams Mrs., Toowoomba s 104
69 Williams C., Brisbane c 105
70 Williams Miss Ellen, Inglewood o (5) 106
71 Williams Frank, Mackay o
72 Williams Frank A. D., Rockhampton u k (5)
73 Williams H., Brisbane c 1
74 Williams H., Stanthorpe c 2
75 Williams Mrs. John, Ipswich c 3
76 Williams John G., Stanthorpe u k 4
77 Williams Leonard, Stanthorpe c
78 Williams, Morris, Maryborough s
79 Williams Robert, Brisbane u k 1
80 Williamson -, Brisbane e 2
81 Williamson Mrs., Townsville e 3
82 Williamson Mrs. R., Gladstone c 4
83 Williamson Robert, Charters Towers c 5
84 Willis Mrs., Queensland u k 6
85 Willson G. J., Warwick s 7
Wilmott -, Ipswich c
Wilson George, Clermont c
Wilson George, Townsville c
Wilson Mrs. Johanna, Ipswich o (2)
Withworth Edward, Brisbane a
Witzke Miss Caroline, Brisbane f
Wolff Frederick, Stanthorpe o
Wood Robert, Brisbane u k
Wood Theodore, Brisbane u k
Wood Thomas, Rockhampton s
Woodcroft Charles, Dalby o
Woodrow and Co., Rockhampton c
Woolly Mrs. Mary, Brisbane o
Wordell Thomas, Gympie c
Wordell William, Gympie c
Worsley John, Jinghi Jinghi e
Worth W., Mackay c
Wright Miss Mcrgaret, Brisbane o
Wright R., Stanthorpe s
Wyatt Mrs., Brisbane c
Wyman James, Darkey Flat c
Y.
YOUNG Mrs., Tieryboo s
Young Arthur, Brisbane c (2)
Young Sydney If., Gladstone o
Yule Udney Brisbane u k
Initials, &c.
A.Z., Post Office, Brisbane c
Delta, Post Office, Brisbane c
H.S., Post Office, Brisbane e
Harry Lefu, Maryborough e
Manager of Mount Wickham o e
Manager  of Willferley's Station s
XYZ, Post Office, Brisbane c
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 11th October, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that I intend, inconform ty with the provisions of the 117th
section of  " The Real _Vroperty  Act of 1861," on
or after the  27th day of October instant, to  issue in
the name of  the Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney a Provisional Certificate of Title for 6 acres
and 30 perches of land, being portion No. 32,
situated in the county of Stanley and parish of
Tingalpa , and more particularly described in
Certificate No. 18,374, Register Book, vol. 137,
folio 121; the  original  Certificate of Title having
been lost or stolen.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
TEMPORARY LIGHT, CAPE BOWLING GREEN.
ON and after this date, during the construction
of the Lighthouse, a Temporary Bright
Fixed Light will be exhibited from Cape  Bowling
Green,  at an elevation  of 30 feet above high water.
In clear weather the light will be visible  nine miles.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1873.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 30th September 1873.
IT is hereby notified, that an error has occurred
in the Proclamation of the sale of Crown Lands
at the Land Office, Mackay, on the 18th November,
1873, in which lot 1 is stated to be in the parish
of Mackay, instead of in the parish of Bassett.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
Court House,
Stanthorpe, 30th September, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that at a meeting of
the Bench of Magistrates, held at Stanthorpe,
on Tuesday, the 30th day of September, 1873,  E. J.
BANBIRY, of Stanthorpe, was appointed Pound-
keeper; such appointment to take effect from the
30th September, 1873, for the period of twelve
months.
By order of the Bench,
D. GALLWEY, C.P.S.
I HEREBY givenotice, that on the 12th day
of November, 1873, I intend to apply to the
Court of Petty Sessions to be holden in Brisbane,
for a License to erect Gates across the road
through portion No. 10, parish of Mitchell, at the
north and south boundaries of said portion, in
accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Vic..
No. 19.
ADAM MOODY.
Brisbane , 7th October, 1873.
686 3s. 6d.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.A SITTING of the above Court will be held at
the Supreme Court House, * Brisbane, on
WEDNESDAY, the 15th day of October, before
His Honor Sir James Cockle, Knight, Chief
Justice of Queensland, and Judge of the said Vice-
Admiralty Court.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
MACKAY DISTRICT COURT.
IN pursuance of "  The District Courts Act of
1867," and by authority of the same, I hereby
appoint the day and time hereinafter mentioned for
holding a District Court at the Town of Mackay,.
within the Northern District.
I
Criminal Ju,isdiction .Civil  Jurisdiction.
Thursday, 6th Nov., 1873. Thursday, 6th Nov.,  1873.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
20th. July, 1873
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In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of Hannah Louise
Schmidt, late of German  Station, near Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland, widow,
deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that accounts of the
administration of the above Estate from the
seventh day of September, 1870, to the thirtieth
day of June, 1873, having been filed in the office
of the Registrar by John Leopold  Zillman and
Franz Joseph August Rode, the Executors of the
Will of the said deceased , all persons having claims
or being otherwise interested therein may come in
before me, at my office, Supreme Court House,
Queen street, Brisbane, on or before the tenth
day of November next, to inspect the said accounts,
and, if they shall think fit, object thereto.
Dated this ninth day of October, A.D. 1873.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
ROBERTS AND DALY,
Proctors for the above- named Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
693 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas Maxwell, late of St. George,
in the Colony of Queensland, freeholder,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in  the  Queenslond  Government Gazette,
application will be made to this Honorable Court,
in its Ecclesiastical  Jurisdiction, that Probate of
the Will of the above-named Thomas  Maxwell,
deceased , may be granted to Charles  Egan, of St.
George aforesaid, son-in-law of the said testator,
and the sole Executor named in and appointed by
the said Will.
Dated at Brisbane, this ninth day of October, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-thrre.
ROBERTS AND DALY,
Proctors for the above-named Executor,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
691 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Howel Price Lloyd, late of Glad-
stone, in the Colony of Queensland,  gentleman,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the goods , chattels, credits, and effects of the
above-named Howel Price Lloyd, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Alfred Witt, of
Miriam Vale, Gladstone aforesaid,  gentleman, the
lawfully constituted attorney of Octavius Lloyd, of
Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, surveyor,
brother of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
September , A.D. 1873.
LITTLE AND BIIOWNE,
Proctors for the said Alfred Witt,
Queen  street,  Brisbane.
673 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Sophia Feez, late of Rockhampton,
in the Colony of Queensland  (wife of  Albrec,t
Feez), deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Sophia Feez, deceased, may be
granted to Albrecht Feez, of Rockhampton, one of
the Executors named in the said Will, to whom
leave was reserved to come in and prove.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of September, A.D.
1873.
CHARLES S. D. MELBOURNE,
Fitzroy  street,  Rockhampton,
Proctor for the said Albrecht Feez.
By his Agent-
CHA.RLES S. MEIN,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
685 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of David Lanham, late of  Brisbane, in
in the Colony of Queensland, cooper , deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Probate of the Will of the above-
named David Lanham, deceased, may be  granted
to Sarah Lanham, widow, Executrix, and William
Henry Knowles, Executor,  named  and appointed
by the said Will.
Dated this 9th day of October, 1873.
MACALISTER AND MEIN,
Proctors for Applicants,
Queen Street, Brisbane.
690 6s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of James Stephen Powell, late of
Doongal, near  Maryborough, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  grazier, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
lN tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honorable Court, that Probate of the
Will of the above-named James Stephen Powell,
deceased, may be granted to Martha Ann Powell,
of Doongal, near Maryborough, in the colony afore-
said, the sole Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated this 6th day of October, A.D. 1873.
MACNISH AND SON,
Bazaar  Street, Maryborough,
Proctors for the said Martha Ann Powell.
695 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Hartley
Sneyd, of Brisbane, journeyman printer.
1 WHEREAS the said William Hartley Sneyd
was, on  the 6th day of October, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 20th day of October, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
Debts against the said Estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent, up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
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Sitting of the Court ,  at the same place, on
MONDAY,  the 24th day of November ,  A.D.1873, to
commence at Eleven o'clock ,  for the proof of debts
against the said Estate ,  and for such other matters
c u nected  with the Estate as may be required to
be wrought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 11th day of October, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
692 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Cross, of
Mackay, draper' s assistant.
WHEREAS the said Henry  Cross was, on
W the 6th day of October, A.D. 1873, ad-
judged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at  the Supreme Court House, Brisbang, on
MONDAY, the 20th day of October, A.D. 1873, to
commence  at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against  the said Estate, and for the  election of a
Creditors'  Agsignee , if required,  and also  to deter-
mine  whether any or what  allowance  for support
shall be made  to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination , and whether any and
what tools  and wearing apparel  shall be  allowed to
the Insolvent ;  and a  Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the  same place , on MONDAY, the 24th
day of November, A.D. 1873, to  commence at Eleven
o'clock ,  for the proof  of debts  against  the said
Estate, and for such other matters connected with
the Estate as may be required to be brought befdte
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 6th day of October,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J . P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MISKIx,
691
Official Assignee.
Judge.
6s. 6d.
NOTION.THE Beale of Charges for the insert ion  of Advertise
mente in the  Qxeeaslasd Goversment  Gazette is
N follows
Advertisements relating to Insolvent ai Intestate
Estates,  or Letters of Administration,  6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relating to Impounded  Stock, Is.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3s .  for the first eight lines  (or under),
and 3d. for every additional line, allowing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No  ADVERTISEMENT
WILL BE INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of  its insertion
according to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. REAL,
Gorornment Printer.
The GOVERNMENT  PRINTER acknowledges  the receipt
of the following  amounts :-
£ s. d.
1873.
Oct. 4.-A. L. Bourcicault ... ... 1 11 6
4.-C. S. D.  Melbourne ... ... 0 6 6
4.-J. C. Dunne ... ... ... 0 3 0
4.-W. Whitman ... ... ... 0 2 0
4.-W. Whitman ... ... ... 0 4 0
„
4.-H. S. Williams ... ... ... 0 7 0
4.-Municipal  Council,  Townsvi lle... 0 3 2
4.-A. Geddes ... ... ... 0 6 0
„ 6.-Gearard and Dodson ... ... 0 1 0
6.-W. Morgan ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 7.-W. J. Scott ... ... ... 0 1 0
,, 8.-J. Nesbitt ... ... ... 0 2 6
,, 9.-E. Bradley ... ... ... 0 1 0
10.-W. Whitman ... ... . ... 0 2 0
,, 10.-W. Whitman ... ... ... 0 2 0
ifmpounbing8.
Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no s uch Adver-
tisement will be inserted  in  the  G azette  unless accom-
panied by  a  remittance .sufficient to cover the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from St. Helen's, on22nd September, 1873, by o der of Rswdon F.
Greene, Esquire. Driving, 8s. 4d. per head ; damages on
entire, £5.
One bay draught mare, blaze on forehead, WS under
blotch brand  near  shoulder, 15 near thigh, S near
rump.
One brown  mare,  like JB near shoulder, N off shoulder.
One iron-grey entire colt ,  0 off hip,  like A I HI off
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th October, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JOSEPH L. DUNNE, Poundkeeper.
682 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Yaamba, on 22nd September, 1873,byR. E. Lovell, Esquire.
One chesnut horse,  star  on forehead, off hind foot white,
blotch like Z over like 3 off shoulder, and 0 with
I inside, like shield near shoulder.
If not  released on  or before the 25th October, 1873,
will be  sold to defray  expenses.
A. GEDDES, Poundkeeper.
683 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Yaamba, from Morinish Station, on
the the 24th September, 1873, by Colin C. Mackay,
Esquire.
One black mare ,  short ta il ,  piece of rope round neck,
writing capital A near thigh.
One bay mare, off hind foot white, white blaze down the
face, like broad -arrow over C off shoulder ,  with piece
of rope round neck.
Onebay horse ,  short tail ,  hind feet white, star on forehead,
R near rump.
One bay mare ,  W over blotch ,  numbers  li ke 632 off
* near rump.
One grey horse ,  like horseshoe over H near shoulder.
If not released on or before  the 25th October, 1873,
wi ll  be sold to defray expenses.
A. GEDDES,  Poundkeeper.
684 5s.
IMPOUNDED  at Taroom,  from  K innoull,  on the 1st
October, 1873, by order  of J. Anderson ,  Esquire.
Driving, 2s.
One bay colt, long tail, CC or OG  near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 6th November, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
W. J. SCOTT,  Poundkeeper.
687 1e.
IMPOUNDED at North Brisbane, on October 6th,
1873, by Police.
One chesnut  mare ,  star in forehead ,  snip down the face,
like WV conjoined  near  shoulder, S off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th November, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
E. HUGHES, Poundkeeper.
688 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Gowrie, on the 27th
September ,  1873, by order of H. G .  Skinner, Esquire,
for trespass.
One bay horse, T near shoulder, like 17 near thigh,
blotched brand off neck, two hind feet white, saddle-
marked.
If not released on or before the 15th November, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
E. BRADLEY, junr., Poundkeeper.
689 1s.
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IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Lansdown Station, o
the 13th September,  1873, by order of De Lancey
Fortue, Esquire.
One red and white bu ll ock ,  TH near rump ,  piece out and
piece off near ear.
One roan cow ,  L in circle near ribs ,  li ke x off ribs, piece
oat  of near ear ; roan  calf at foot ,  unbranded.
One red and white  poley  cow, 2 near shoulder ,  2 near rump.
If not released on or before  the 15th October ,  1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
W. WHITMAN ,  Poundkeeper.
681
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Greendale ,  on the 23rd
September ,  1873, by order of L. S .  Omsby, Esquire.
Damages ,  6s. ; driving expenses ,  2s. per head.
One brown mare,  IX near thigh ,  TD near shoulder, off
bind foot white, star in forehead, fistula broke near
side.
One bay filly ,  unbranded ,  star in forehead.
If not released on or before the 25th October, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
W. WHITMAN ,  Poundkeeper.
697
IMPOUNDED at Tambo ,  from Metaura ,  on the 26th
September ,  1873 ,  by order of  -  Ledger, Esquire.
Driving expenses ,  2s. per head.
One bay mare ,  WK  over S over pa over le near shoul-
der,  li ke 18 off shoulder, short tail.
One Chesnut horse, PC near near thigh, silver mane and
tail, star in forehead ,  girth -marked ,  with four shoes
on.
If not released on or before  the 25th October, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
W. WHITMAN ,  Poundkeeper.
697
IMPOUNDED at Townsville,  from Woodatook, on15th September, 1873.
One grey mare ,  M over  0  and bar near shoulder, aged,
blotch off shoulder.
One roan gelding, IB near shoulder, aged.
One dark-grey filly ,  W over near shoulder , unbrok( .
One bay gelding ,  star ,  R near shoulder, aged.
One bay mare ,  M near shoulder, aged.
One black filly, no bra{  ds, unbroken ,  star and snip.
One chesnut gelding, JH conjoined near shoulder, 5 near
neck, aged.
If not released on or before the 9th October, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
H. S. WILLIAMS ,  Poundkeeper.
678 6s.
IMPOUNDED  at Townsvi ll e,  from the Rose ,  on 27th
September, 1873.
One black filly, no brands, unbroken.
If not released on or before the 21st September, 1873,
wi ll  be sold to defray expenses.
4s.
679
H. S. WILLIAMS ,  Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOUNDED  at Tambo, from Elizabeth Creek, on the
18th September, 1873, by order of  E. B. Ware, Esquire.
Driving expenses ,  4s. 2d .  per head.
One dark-brown horse ,  TL conjoined near 'shoulder, few
white hairs on the near  hind foot.
One bay mare ,  like  '-z  P over 6  (conjoined )  over DC like
BJ5 over DC  near shoulder ,  WO near ribs, F near
thigh ,  few white hairs in forehead ,  lump off shoulder,
also girth-marked.
If not released on or before the 25th October, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
2s.
680
W. WHITMAN ,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND
and of the SPECIAL FUNDS paid into the TREASURY, at BRISBANE, during the QUARTERS ended
30th S EPTEMBER, 1872, and 30th  SEPTEMBER, 1873, respectively, showing the INCREASE or DECREASE
under each head thereof.
Quarter ended Quarter ended
30th September , 30th September,  Decrease .
1872. 1873.
Increase.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
CUSTOMS-
Spirits ... 35,315 19 6  39,843 11  6 ... 4,527 12  0
Wine 4,286 11  2  5,366 11  4 ... 1,080 0 2
Methylated Spirits ... 010 0 36 7 2 ... 35 17 2
Ale, Porter, Vinegar, &c. 5,172 10 11  7,288 16 1 ... 2,116 5 2
Oils .. 1,707 12 0 2,527 14 5 ... 820 2 5
Tobacco, Snuff, and Cigars ... 13,292 16  8 14,751 2 8 ... 1,458 6 0
Opium ... ... ... 901 5 0 1,043 14 9 ... 142 9 9
Tea .. ... ... 7,293 1 3  9,051 19  9 1,758 18  6
Coffee, Chicory, &c. .. 1,219 6 8 1,139 7 3  79 19  5
Butter, Cheese, Dried Fruits, &o. 4.601 7 5 7,426 1 3 2,824  13 10
1,769 19  2  1,137 16 11  632 2 3 ...
85 8 10 66 16 6 18 12 4
Rice, Oatmeal, &c.  ... ... ...
S lt
358
6
7 7 643 8 7 ... 285 1 0
1 1 6 9a . 1,40 17 5 2,638 4 2 ... ,23
Potatoes, Onions, Hay, Chaff 631 17 6 1,081 19 0 ... 450 1 6
Coals ... 71 18 1 138 0 3  ... 66 2 2
Wheat, Barley, Bran, and Pollard ... 1,597 18 10  1,044 18  8 553 0 2
Bottled Fruits, Pickles, and Mustard 297 5 8 289 1 8 8 4 0
Ad valorem ... ... ... ... 30,063 16 10 44,673 8 2 ... 14,60911 4
110,074 10 6 1140,189 0 1 1,291 18  2 I 31,406 7 9
EXCISE-
Duty on Colonial Spirits 4,676 2 8 5,531 13 8 855 11 0
STAMP DUTY ... ... 8,028 11 4 8,425 3 2 396 11 10
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF QUARTER'S REVENUE-continued.
Quarter ended Quarter ended
30th September, 30th September,  Decrease.
1872. 1873.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
GOLD-
Duty on Gold ... ... ... ...  2,592
Miners' Rights  and Business Licenses  ... 1,778
Other Receipts ... ... ...  1,283
LAND REVENUE-
Proceeds of Land Sales ... ... ...
Mineral Selections ... ... ...
Rents of Conditional Purchases,  " Aliena-
tion Act of  1868"
Rents of Homestead Selections,  "  Aliena-
tion Act of  1868"
Selections under  "Leasing Act of  1866" ...
Rents of Land for Pastoral Purposes ...
All other Rents ...
Assessment on Runs... ... ...
Mining Licenses ... ... ... ...
Survey Fees ... ... ... ... ...
Transfer Fees ... ... ... ...
0 9 1,938 4 3 653 16 6
0 0 1,492 0 0 286 0 0
2 0 2,268 3 2 ...
5,653 2 9 5,698 7 5 939 16 6 985 1 2
4,970 8 7 2,068 5 4 2,902 3 3
23,743 17 0 4,745 17  0 18,998 0 0
10,807 7 7 18,509 14 0
POSTAGE ... ... ... ... ... 5,861 3 10
COMMISSION ON POST  OFFICE ORDERS 290 13 0
LICENSES-
To cut Timber, make Bricks, &c. ... ... 342 0 0
To Auctioneers ... ... ... ... 51 3 6
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers ... ... 270 0 0
To Bonded Storekeepers ... ... ... 811 2 7
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors 3,513 2 0
To Publicans, for Billiard and Bagatelle 270 0 0Tables ... ... ... ...
To Hawkers and Pedlars ... ... ... 70 0 0
All other Licenses ... ... ... ... 153 13 10
FEES OF OFFICE-
Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds
Registrar -General ...
Sheriff  ... ... ... ...
Courts of  Petty  Sessions ... ...
Shipping  Master ... ... ...
All  other Fees  ... ... ...
FINES AND FORFEITURES-
Sheriff... ... ... ... ...
Courts of Petty Sessions
Proceeds of Salo of Confiscated
Unclaimed Property
Crown's Share of Seizures ...
A ll  other Fines ... ... ...
RENTS, EXCLUSIVE OF LAND-
Tolls and  Ferries ...
Wharves ... ...
Government Buildings and Premises
HARBOR DUES AND FEES-
Pilotage ... ... ...
Light Dues ... ... ...
Marine Board ... ...
6,525 1 5 ... 660 17 7
650 2 7 961 11 2 ... 311 8 7
832 10 6 1,141 0 9 ... 308 10 3
101,844 0 0 103,917 16 11 ... 2,103 16 11
28 10 0 120 1.3 0 92 3 0
892 16 3 430 0 0 462 16 3
79 7 6 79 7 6
7,349 10 0 3,883 7 1 3,466 2 11
269 4 0 167 14 0 101 10 0 ...
151,388 6 6 136,055 6 9 25,930 12 5 10,597 12 8
345 13 6
Increase.
£ s. d.
985 1 2
7,702 6 5
55 0 6
586 3 6 244 3 6
38 2 2 13 1 4 ...
190 0 0 80 0 0
929 14 6 ... 118 11 11
6,393 10 4 ... 2,880 8 4
285 0 0 15 0 0
120 0 0 ... 50 0 0
243 19  6 ... 90 5 8
5,481  1 11 8,786 10  0 93 1  4 3,398 9 5
362 4 0 417 15 0
757 14 8 998 12 11
20 7 3 26 18 3
185 0 10 233 14 8
68 18 3 70 14 9
32 7 0 145 3 8
1,426 12 0 1,892 19 3
8
490
and '1 66
0 0
1 0 545 1 4
8 10 74 9 10
... 6 8 7
... 17 11 6
17 3 2
13 1 6
588 9 11 649 15 10
53 1 8 75 9 9
62 0 0 1 0 0
52 5 9 169 7 3
167 7 5 245 17 0
... 1,795 7 1 2,08910 2
...  788 13  4 1,066 18 5
... 65 0 0 51 3 0
2,649 0 5 3,207 11 7
55 11 0
240 18 3
6 11 0
48 13 10
1 16 6
112 16 8
466  7 3
8 0 0
4 10 0
55 0 4
8 1 0
10 14 7
12 10 0 73 15 11
22 8 1
61 0 0
117 1 6
61 0 0 139 9 7
.,, 294 3 1
278 5 1
13 17 0 ...
13 17 0 572 8 2
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF QUARTER'S  REVENUE- continued.
Quarter ended  Quarter  ended
30th September, 30th September,
1872. 1873.
RAILWAY RECEIPTS-
Fares ... ... ...
Goods  Traffic ...
Misce ll aneous Receipts
£ s. d.
6,837 4 5
13,750 18 5
714 1 1
£ s. d.
6,180 15 10
15,732 6 1
616 13 6
Decrease. Increase.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
656 8 7
97 7 7
1,981 7 8
21,302 3 11 22,529 15 5
CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION FUND,  539  8 10 391 15 11
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS :..
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale of Government Property ... ...
Government Printer... ... ... ...
Balances in hands of Public Officers Refunded
Surcharges Recovered ... ... ...
Letters of Registration ... ... ...
Other Miscellaneous Receipts ... ...
5,208 8 7
904
223
15
13
195
1,400
753 16 2 1,981 7 8
147 12 11
5,390 0 2 ... 181 11 7
13 8 392 6 S 512 7 0 ...
12 11 166 10 4 57 2 7 ...
4 9 2 10 0 12 14 9
5 2 61 0 1 47 14 11
0 0 83 0 0 112 0 0
17 4 1,957 18 0 ... 557 0 8
2,752 13  10 2,663 5 1 694 4 4 60415 7
TOTAL REVENUE PROPER £  326,090 17  5 348 ,527 163 29,938 8 10 52,375 7 8
Deduct  Decrease  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £ 29,938 8 10
Increase of Revenue Proper on corresponding Quarter, 1872 ... £ 22,436 18 10
SPECIAL RECEIPTS.
Immigration Collections, London ...
Immigration Collections, Colony ...
Scab Assessment ... ... ...
Brands Act  Fund ...
Pound Sales ... ... ... ...
Assurance Fund,  heal .Property Act
Police Reward Fund...
Police Superammation Fund ...
Gold Fields Homesteads Act ...
Post Office Trust Fund
Brisbane Waterway Construction. Act
TOTAL SPECIAL  RECEIPTS £
2,768 1 2 I 3,275 14 8
1,085 0 0 573 15 0 511 5 0
5 11 8 I 0 5 0 5 6 8
921 10 0 685 10 10 235 19 2
507 13 6
13619 6 170 3 0 ... 33 3 6
46 9 6  I 95 1 0 ...  48 11 6
143 4  9 176 3 3  ..  32 18 6
31610 9
2 0 1 46 7 8
1 2 0 5912 0 ... 5810 0
26 13 8  ...  26 13 8
45113 6 800 0 0 ... 345 6 6
5,879 2 10
Deduct Decrease ... ...
6,133 1 6 798 18  6 1,05217 2
£ 798 18 6
Increase of Special Receipts on corresponding Quarter, 1872... £ 253 18 8
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Colonial Treasurer.
F. O. DARVALL,
Auditor -General.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 7th October, 1873.
PARTICULARS of CASIL and LAND ORDERS received on account of Sales and Rents of Land, during the Quarters
ended 30th September, 1872, and 30th September, 1873, respectively.
QUARTER RPDED  QUARTF' R ENDED
30TH SEPTEMBER, 1873. 3( ru SSVIeMRCR,1873.
and Orders Cash. Land Orders. Cash.
£ e. d. £ 8. d. £ 8. d. £ s. d.
i Proceeds of Land Sales 594 0 0 4,376 8 7 I 623 7 8 1,444 17  8-
Mineral Selections .,. 14 1 9 23,729 15 3 ... 4,745 17 0
'Under  " Alienation  Act  of 1868" ...
Conditional Purchases 87 6 1 10,720 1 6 292 15 2 18,21618 10
L Homestead Selections... 5 0 0 645 2 7 961 11 2
Selections under  "  Leasing  Act  of  1866" ... ... 596 6 10 236 3 8 13 19 8 1.127 1 1
£ 1,296 14 8 39,707 11 7  930 2 6 26.496 6 9
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND
and of the SPECIAL FUNDS paid into the TREASURY, at BRISBANE, during the NINE MONTHS
ended 30th SEPTEMBER, 1872, and 30th SEPTEMBER, 1873, respectively, showing the INCREASE
or DECREASE under each head thereof.
Head of Revenue or Receipt.
Nine Months Nine Months
ended 30th ended 30th Decrease.  Increase.
September , 1872.  September, 1873.
CUSTOMS- I £
Spirits ... ... ... ... ... ... 92,199
Wine ... ... ... ... ... 11,105
Methylated Spirits 12
Ale, Porter, Vinegar, &c. 13,721
Oils ... ... ... ... ... ... 3,878
Tobacco, Snuff, and Cigars ... ... ... 33,676
Opium ... ... ... ... ... ... 2,454
Tea ... ... ... ... ... ... 21,827
Coffee and Chicory, &c. ... ... ... 3,096
Butter, Cheese, Dried Fruits, &c. ... ... 12,822
288,061 4
Sugar ... ... ... ... ... ... 5,909 9
Soap ... ... ... ... ... ... 176 7
Rice, Oatmeal, &c. ... ... ... ... 1,377 11
Salt ... ... ... ... ... ...  4,073  13
Potatoes, Onions, Hay, and Chaff ... ... 1,830 12
Coals ... ... ... ... ... 2r2 13
Wheat, Barley, Bran, and Pollard ... ... 3,331 6
Bottled Fruits, Pickles, and Mustard ... 628 12
Ad valorem ... ... ... ...  ... 75,655 6
EXCISE-
Duty on Colonial Spirits
STAMP DUTY ... ...
s. d.
2 1
8 4
10 6
10 2
13 6
19 11
10 2
6 9
17 8
12 10
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
106,637 17 10 ...  14,438  15  9
13,524 9 10 ... 2,419 1 6
88 19 8 ... 76 9 2
17,067 12 3 ... 3,346 2 1
5,362 2 3 ... 1,483 8 9
37,981 8 8 .,, 4,304 8 9
3,333 5 9 ... 87815 7
24,469  13  0 ... 2,642 6 3
3,409 15 1 ... 312 17 5
19,727 15 3 6,905 2 5
2,693 1 10 3,216 7 4 ...
156 18 2 19.9 4
1,697 16 11 ... 320 5 9
6,048 2 4 ... 1,974  8 10
2,023 3 1 192 10 4
7 271 17 7 10 16 0 ...
4 2,942 1 0 389 5 4
3 867 15 11 ...  239 3 8
1 112,083 9  10 ... 36,428 3 9
3 360,387 6 3  3,635 18  0 75,962 0 0
3,099 4 8...  11,674  17  4 14,774 2 0
19,626 2 1 24,930 2 7 5,304 0 6
GOLD-
Duty on Gold ... ... ... ... ... 8,796 10 0 6,419 19 9 2,376 10 3 ...
Miners' Rights  and Business  Licenses ... 4,908 0 0 4,688 10 0 219 10 0
Other Receipts... ... ... ... ... 3,541 0 6 6,394 4 10 .,.
LAND  REVENUE-
Proceeds of Land Sales  ... ... ...  11,310
Mineral Selections  ... ... ... ...  36,698
Rents of Conditional Purchases,  Alienation 104,849Act  of  1868  ... ... ...
14
2
13
Rents of Homestead Selections,  Alienation 5,867 8Act  of 1868
Selections under  Leasing Act of  1866 ... 14,219 17
Rents of Land for Pastoral purposes ... 105,619 17
A ll  other Rents ... ... ... ... 262 1
Assessment on Runs ... ... ... 922 16
Mining Licenses ... ... ... ...
Survey Fees ... ... ... ... ... 15,772 10
Transfer Fees ... ... ... ... ... 472 4
POSTAGE ... ... ... ... ... ...  16,062 5 9  18,682 5 10
17,245 10  6  17,502 14  7 2,596 0 3
2,853 4 4
2,853 4 4
4 13,576  9 3 2,265  14 11
0  12,304 17.  0 24,393 5 0 ...
4  108,764 13  8  ... 3,915 0 4
7 9,422 1 8 ...  3,554 13  1
3  8,989 14  4 5,230  2 11  ..
2 108,814 8 0 3,1941010
3 160 3 0 101 18 3 ...
3 430 0 0 492 16 3
151 10 0 15110 0
0 11,909 7 7 3,863 2 5
0 557  2 0 ... 8418 0
295,995 4 2 275,080 6 6 34,081  4  10  13,166 7 2
COMMISSION ON POST OFFICE ORDERS 727 14 6
LICENSES-
To cut Timber, make Bricks, &c. ... 1,271 0 0
To Auctioneers ... ... ... ... 399 9 5
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers... ... ... 2,230 0 0
To Distil ... ... ... ... ... 191 0 0
To Bonded Storekeepers ... ... ... 2,496 12 6
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors 15,738 1 8
Licenses to Publicans for Billiard and Baga- 655 0 0telle Tables ... ... ...
To Hawkers and Pedlars ... ... ... 370 0 0
All other Licenses ... ... ... ... 1,328 13 8
24,679 17 3
FEES  OF OFFICE-
Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds 1,032 14 0
Registrar-General ... ... ... ... 2,200 4 4
Sheriff ... ... ... ... ... ... 78 19 6
Courts of Petty Sessions ... ... ... 609 4 7
Curator of Intestate Estates... ... ... 64 6  2
Shipping Master ... ... ... ... 191 18 3
A ll  other Fees... ... ... ... ... 222 8 10
4,389 15 8
2,620 0 1
910 11 6 ... 182 17 0
1,779 3 6 508 3 6
361 3 0 38 6  5
2,420 0 0 .,. 190 0 0
238 0 0 ... 47 0 G
2,794  5 8 ... 297 13 2
17,778 19  2 ..,  2,040  17  6
720 0 0 ...  65 0 0
360 5 0 9 15 0
1,590 9 4 ... 26115 8
28,042 5 8 48 1 5 3,410  9 10
1,139 13 0
2,702 5 6
80 14 6
781 10 0
76 19 11
208 4 0
333 16 2
5,323 3 7
106 19 0
502 1 2
1 15 0
172 5 11
22 13 9
16 6 9
111 7 4
933 7 11
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF NINE MONTHS' REVENUE- continued.
Head of Revenue or Receipt.
FINES AND FORFEITURES-
Nine Months
ended 30th
September, 1872.
£ s. d.
Nine Months
ended 30th  Decrease.  Increase.
September, 1873.
£ a. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Sheriff ... ... ... ... ... ... 16
Courts of Petty Sessions  ... ... ...  1,064
Proceeds of Sale of Confiscated  . and1, 98Unclaimed Property  ... ... J
Crown's Share of Seizures  ... ... ...  135
A ll  other Fines ... ... ... ... • 58
RENTS,  EXCLUSIVE OF LAND-
Tolls and Ferries ... ... ...
Wharves ... ... ... ...
Government Buildings and Premises
HARBOR DUES AND FEES-
Pilotage ... ... ...
Light  Dues ... ... ...
Marine Board  ... ... ...
RAILWAY RECEIPTS-
Fares ... ... ...
Goods Traffic .. .
Miscb?leneous Receipts
0 0 16 0 0
4 9 1,513 2 7 ...  448 17 10
3 10 128 1 9  ...  29 17 11
6 10 138 18 4 ... 3 11 6
5 3 67 11 1  ...  9 510
1,372 0 8 1,847 13 9 16 0 0 491 13 1
315 7 5 445 3 7 129 16 2
62 0 0 1 0 0 61 0 0
133 2 1 350 8 5 ... 217 6 4
510 9 6 796 12 0 61 0 0 347 2 6
4,206 10 7
2,186 4 6
164 0 0
6,556 15 1
5,309 6 6 ...  1,102  15  11
2,755 17  3 ...  569  12  9
168 10 0 ... 4 10 0
8,233 13  9 ... 1,676 18 8
... 16,683 0 10 19,280 1 9
... 41.603.16 9 50,760 6 7
... 1,929 16 0  1,849 12  6
60,216 13  7 71,890  0 10
CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION FUND 1,217 7 7
,,, 2,597  0 11
9,156 9 10
80 3 6
80 3 6  11,753 10 9
1,189 12 11 27 14 8
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS ... 12,787 8 4 1 17,616 8 7 4,829 0 3
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale of Government Property ... ... 1,435 7 9 1,123 16 2 311 11 7 ...
Government Printer ... ... ... ... 531 10 4 470 9 9 61 0 7 ...
Balances in hands of Public Officers 26 13 11 61 1 4Refunded ... 34 7 5
Surcharges Recovered ... ... ... 85 18 2 107 2 1 21 3 11
Letters of Registration ... ...  ...  466 0 0 416 0 0 50 0 0 ..
Balances of Intestate Estates ... ... 315 7 10 1,007 4 0  , ...  691 16 2
Other Miscellaneous Receipts ... ... 5,417 3 0 ; 4,897 16 11 519 6 1 ...
8,278 1 0  8,083 10  3  941  18  3 747 7 6
TOTAL REVENUE PROPER ... £ 769,401 7 3 855,290 10 7 41,488 0 11 127,377 4 3
Deduct  Decrease ...£ 41,488  0 11
Increase of Revenue Proper on corresponding Nine Months, 1872 £ 85,889 3 4
SPECIAL RECEIPTS-
Immigration Collections, London ... ... 4,792 3 8 8,360 5 0 ... 3,568 1 4
Immigration Collections, Colony 2:533 10 0 2,635 6 0 ... 101 16 0
Scab Assessment ... ... ... .. 448 0 8 577 3 5 ... 129 2 9
Brands Fund ... ... ... ... ... 2,021 10 0 2,674 15 5 ... 653 5 5
Pound Sales ... ... ... ... ... 346 15 7 589 16 5 ... 243 0 10
Assurance Fund,  Real Property Act  ... 182 2 9 275 12 0 ... 93 9 3
Police Reward Fund ... ... ... ... 439 18 3 540 7 9 ... 100 9 6
Police Superannuation Fund... ... ... 806 19 0 873 2 7 ... 66 3 7
Gold Fields Homesteads Act... ... ...  66 6 6 210 9 3 ... 144 2 9
Post Office Trust Fund ... ... ... ... 26 13 8 ... 26 13 8
Brisbane Waterway Construction Act ...  454 13 6 2,770 0 0 ... 2,315 6 6
TOTAL SPECIAL RECEIPTS ... £ 12 ,091 19 11 19,533 11 6 ... 7,441 11 7
Increase of Special Receipts on corresponding Nine Months,  1872 ... £ 7,441 11 7
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
F. O. DARVALL,
Auditor -General.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 7th October, 1873.
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PARTICULARS Of CASH and LAND ORDFRS received on account of Sales and Rents of Land during the Nine Months
ended 30th September, 1872, and 30th September, 1873, respectively.
NINE MONTHS ENDED 30TII NINE MONTHS ENDED 308. 7
SEPTEMBER, 1872. SEPTEMBER, 1873.
Proceeds of Land Sales ... ,..
Mineral Selections ... ...
Conditional Purchases ... ...
Homestead Selections  ... ... ... .
Selections under  "Leasing Act  of  1666 "
Land Orders. Cash. Land Orders. Cash.
£ a. d. I  £ s. d.  £ e. d. £ a. d.
2,80215 5 8,507 16 11 1,756 18 6 11,819 10 9
14 1 9 36,684 0 3 ... 12,304 17 0
1,232 16 7 103,616 16 9 992 16 8 107,771 17 0
90 4 9 5,777 3 10 39  18 0 9,382 3 8
2,458 2 8 11,761 14 7 29 16 3 8,959 18 1
£ i 6,5913  1 2 1166,347 14 4 1 2,819 9 5 150,238 6 6
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT Of the CUSTOMS DUTIES, received at each PORT Of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND,
and paid into the TREASURY, at BRISBANE, during the Quarters and Nine Months ended 30th
September, 1872, and 30th September, 1873, respectively.
Quarter endedPort.
30th Sept., 1872.
Quarter ended
30th Sept., 1873.
inc 'NMonths ended Ni
30th Sept., 1872.
ne Month
30th Sept.,
s end
187
ed
3.
£ s* d.. £ s. d. I g s. d. £ s. d.
Brisbane ,..  54,55411 1 78,20:110 9 142,471 19 0 202,117 2 1
Ipswich ...  8,604 15 11 7,757 0 6 22,811 12 10 22,658 17 6
Maryborough ...  8,986 3 1 10,374 4 2 24,486 7 7 25,034 7 10
Burnett River ...  304 15 1 3t2 7 11 • 562 4 4 1,277 7 0
Rockhampton ...  14,272 17 18,028 9 9 38,400 13 5 43,797 17 1
Gladstone ...  714 2 7 892 6 7 1,815 19 11 2,045 8 3
Mackay ...  1,528 4 2 2,265 10 0 4,547 8 11 5,449 18 10
St. Lawrence ...  1,957 18 8 2,920 11 1 6,443 5 6 8,090 2 11
Cleveland Bay 14,275 0 9 15,601 0 2 37,214 8 9 40,990 15 3
Port Hinchinbrook 228 14 3 234 0 3 866 15 2 1,090 0 6
Baffle Creek ... 135 16 2 245 6 1
Port Denison ... 2,057 11 7 1,544 19 5 5,160 8 11 4,271 0 1
Sweer's Island... 2,027 18 9 1,564 8 9 2,200 7 2 2,166 12 1
Border Customs  426 1 0 398 10 9 834 6 8 1=39716 10
TOTAL  .,. ... £ 110,074 10 6 j 140,189 0 1 288,061 4 3 360,387 6 3
The Treasury,
Queensland , 7th October, 1873.
TREASURY STATEMENT.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND.
ABSTRACT  of DISBURSEMENTS  for the Quarters and Nine Months ended the 30th September, 1872, and 30th
September, 1873, respectively.
FOR THE QUARTERS ENDED FOR  THE  NINE  MONTHS ENDED
No. 1.-SCHEDULES.
Schedule  A ... ... ... ...
Schedule B ... ... ... ...
Schedule  C ... ... ... ...
Interest on Loans ... ... ...
30th September ,  30th S,ptember ,  30th September, 30th September,
1872. 1873.  1872. 1873.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
'
£ s. d. £ s. d.
1,000 0 0 1,000 0 0 3,059 2 11 3,000 0 0
3,337 12 0 3,432 11 9'I 10,179 9 4  10,226  14  1
No. 2.-E%EcuTIVE AND LEGISLATIVE.
His Excellency the Governor ,.. ...
The Executive Council ... ... ...
The Legislative Council ... ... ...
The Legislative Assembly ... ...
The Legislative Council and Assembly ...
100 0 0 58 6 8; 261 15 0 233 6 8
,.. 1120,502 3 4 127,201 10 0 241,937 3 4 248,137 0 0
124,939 15 4 131,692 8  5;  255,437 10 7 261,597 0 9
302 4 1 269 12 6 875 15 6 964 16 8
..
124 16 6 122 5 0 433 9 0 395 1 4
682 15 3 709 1 8 2,121  19 2 2,118 4 9
738 10 7 685 2 2 2,133 13  5 2,128 13 8
925 4 21 1,005 2 5  2,316  36 2,460 17 9
2,773 10 71 2,791 3 9' 7,881 0 7 7,96714 2_
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CONSOLIDATED REVENUE  FUND- continued.
QUARTERS ENDED
No. 3.-COLONIAL SECRETARY.
Colonial Secretary's Department •..
Registrar-General ... ...
Immigration ... ... ...
Steamer "Sate" ... .•. ...
Police ... ... ... ...
Gaols  ...  ..• ...
Penal Establishment ,., ...
Medical ... ... ... ...
Education ... ... ... ...
Stores ... ... ... ... ...
Government Printing ... ...
Charitable Allowances ... ...
Benevolent Asylum ... ... ...
Orphan Schools .
Lunatic Asylum and Reception Houses
Endowments to Municipalities ...
Harbor of Refuge, Somerset ..•
Admiralty Survey ... ... ...
Volunteers ... ... ... ...
Census ... ... ...
Miscellaneous ... ...
332 5 0 391 19 0 1,290 3 1
673 2 2 538 14 1 3,279 9 2
1,659 1 1.  1,896 15  7 4,664 7 6
542 13 8 582 14 6 2,089 19 8
441 7 2 386 2 6 1,439 13 0
30th September, 130th September, 30th September, 30th September,
1872. 1873. 1872. 1873.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
532 1 5 460 1 1 1,649 9 3 1,455 1 2
1,054 13 .3  1,206  14  2 3,236 11 0 3,618 3 0
2,273 0 7 3,669 3 3 4,707 7 8 9,010 7 11
2,919 0 3 747 19 0 4.782  6 11  2,007 11 0
23,726 3 11 25,668 10 9 59,069 12 11 69,538 1 6
1,440 4 4 1,710 15 0 4,203 15 11 4,716 8 4
1,583 17 3 1,736 19 9 4,408 16 3 5,282  4  11
280 8 4  551 13  3 781 7 4 1,147 19 7
11,175 11 4 11,463 1 1 28,235 11 0 33,059 6 9
4,498  16  3  4,557 19  7 10,763 2 2 15,82618 5
2,291 17  2 2,334 5 1 8,327 10 7 9,037 14 7
1,727 3 11 4,261 18 8 8,928 6 7 11,619 9 3
786 8 9  610 17  4  1,628 10  2 1,64416 5
1,641 7 6 1,31816 2 5,42918 0 3,970 7 10
2,272 9 5 2,482 19 4 6,408 2 2 7,300 16 2
1,527 1 1 984 13 11 5,038 3 7 3,999 11 7
451 18 11 577 6 11 1,416 1 4 1,750 7 8
550 16 9 393 7 2 1,816 10 5 735 11 10
20 16 8 315 12 6 120 16 8 890 10 1
819 5 9
2,830  14  1 4,383 11 7 6,218 19 5 9,381 0 7
63,584 11  2 69,436 5 7 167,990 51 196,022 8 7
No. 4.-ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.
Law Officers of the Crown ... ..• ...
Supreme Court ... ... ... ...
District Courts ... ..• ... ...
Sheriff ... .•. ... ..• ...
Miscellaneous ,.. ... ... ...
No. 5.-COLONIAL  TREASURER.
Treasury, Stamp, and Lithographic  Offices ...
-Customs and Border Patrol ..• ... ...
Excise  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Harbors, Lighthouses, and Pilots ... ... ...
Interest, Commission, and Exchange
Superannuation Allowances ... .•.
Refuudments and Drawbacks ...
Unrendered Claims ... ... ..• .. ...
Dredges, Steamers, and Plant
Jetties, and Improvement of Harbors  and Rivers
Miscellaneous .,. ,,, .,, ,,, .•.
No. 6.-SECRETARY FOR LANDS.
Department of Lands ,,, ... •..
Survey and Sale of Lands ... ... ...
Occupation of Lands ... ... ...
Botanic Gardens ... ... ••• .•.
Miscellaneous  ... ... ... ...
No. 7.-SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC WORKS.
Department of Public Works ... ... ...
Railways- Southern and Western... ... ...
Ditto Great Northern... ... ... ...
Roads and Public Buildings-Departmental.
Public Works and Buildings
Roads and Bridges-Southern Division, including
Wide Bay and Burnett ...
Roads and Bridges-Central Division -Depart.
mental ... ...
Roads and Bridges-Central Division-Construe-
tion and  Maintenance ... ... ... ...
Roads and Bridges-Northern  Division -Depart-
mental ... ... ... ...
Roads and Bridges-Northern  Division - Construe-
tion and Maintenance ... ... ... ...
Gold Fields ... ... ... ... .•.
Misce llaneous  ... ... ...
No. 8.-POSTMASTER -GENERAL.
Post Office
Steam Mail Services ...
Conveyance of Mails
Electric Telegraph ...
Miscellaneous ... ...
No. 9.-AuDIToB- GENERAL.
Department ... ... ... ...
3,648 9 1 3,796 5 8  12,763  12  5
1,334  10  2 1,348 6 7
5,417 4 6 5,834 19 0
885 1 6 853 13 9
5,887 8 7 5,623 15 4
674 14 7 494 1 10
182 13 10 73 8 6
2,929 3 1 4,064 1 5
1,206 6 3 721 6 1
231 16 5 113 8 9
.. 1,670 3 6
1,17013 9 3,614 2 4
19,919 12 8 24,411 7 1
644 2 10 700 13 9
7,824  12  4 7,449 1 11
1,012 17 2 952 17 6
436 13 0 884 17 4
9,918 5 4
264 12 9
10,252 3 3
1,008 18 11 1,097 15
13,819 1 10 17,666 9
1,756 5 9 2,986 3
651 5 0 913 5
3,771 6 8 8,050 2
6,747 4 4
620 6 9
6,836 11
639 8
743 10  7 1,427 17
157 15 3  256  12
113 4 6 2,091 10
2,329  7 10 2,821 13
NINE MONTHS ENDED
3,833 4 11
14,432 0 0
2,212 14 0
14,919 19 9
4,163 4 9
1,004 19 10
7,701 18 2
3,615 18 11
1,071 9 7
3,570 6 1
1,336
2,256
5,359
1,533
1,198
8 0
0 1
1 9
1 11
3 1
11,682 14 10
4,098 1 11
16,219 10 10
2,575 5 5
15,681 12 3
2,585 12 6
1,191 0 6
9,570 15 2
3,865 9 1
726 10 8
2,830 11 1
6,901 3 10
56,605 16 0  66,275 13  3
1,723 1 3 2,271110
19,327 16 2 23,789 0 7
2,873 7 1 2,700 0 3
1,277 10 3 1,973  3 10
203 7 2 • 892 9 9
25,405  1 11  31,626 5 5
8 2,907 16 8 3,211)
7 41,810 5 9 52,540
0 4,835 14 8 7,842
0 2,172 16 7 2,303
5 9,013 5 6 22,859
0 17,016 6 9 23,525
6 1,900 19 9 1,919
9
1 3
5 6
5 2
5 0
7 0
10 4
16 8
2,794 13 1 4,972 10 3
316 17 3 703 16 8
752 2 1 8,014 5 1
6,804  15  4 8,945 6 1
6
4
0
31,718 7 5 44,787 8 9
2,667 18 3 3,456 12 4
5,396 4 8
11,803 17 10 7,856 8 8
6,154 12  2 6,753 7 7
90,325 13 5 136,845 9 0
9,043 10 7 9,905 1 9
5,396 4 8
25,515 6 11 26,709 17 10
17,128 15 8 20,882 18 1
90 626 8 3 23,462 13 3 51,687 13 2 62,894 2 4
778 17 7 843 6 8 2,383 11 4 2,714 5 8
GRAND TOTAL ... ... £ 277,907 17 5 311,473 2 5 670,480 4 6 777,625 14 0
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LOAN EXPENDITURE.
ABSTRACT of DISBmusEIaErrrs for the Quarters  and Nine Months ended  30th September , 1872 , and 30th September,
1873, respectively.
QUARTERS ENDED
Immigration ... ...
Electric Telegraphs
Railway, Southern and Western
„ Great Northern ..,
Lighthouses ... ... ...
Harbors and Rivers .. ...
Municipalities (Loans to) ...
Roads  and Bridges-
Southern Division
Wide Bay and Burnett
Central Division ...
Northern Division ...
Misce ll aneous ... ,,,
30th September,
1872,
£ s. d.
7,868 2 9
1,750 18 1
3,350 9 3
175 4 4
35 1 11
2,360 5 1
4,000 0 0
I
30th September,
1873.
£ s. d.
32,136  12  6
7 399 9 5
29,870 4 5
24,856 13  8
3,153 4 2
2,696 3 1
5,786 3 5
5,120 3 3
3,000 13 10
22f 9 4,957  6 78
5,151 7 4
TOTAL
6,259 18  2(
6,007 12 6
1,362 15 4
£ 33,170 7 5 124,34911 4
NINE MONTHS ENDED
30th September ,  30th September,
1872. 1873.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
21,674 3 3  62,544 15 2
17,940 6 8  14,700 15 2
29,376 2 2 55,715 14 3
206 2 8  40,910 4 3
401011  4,363 9 5
5,175 11 5  7,922 16 0
9,265 0 0  19,649 17 5
Z 14 593 13 018,490y 13
,9
. 10,636 15 7
944j 14 5 3
S  8,569 13 0
,
. 2,024 12 7
1,437 7 4 14,721 13 11
118,550 3 5 256,353 19 9
SPECIAL EXPENDITURE.
ABSTRACT of D1sBIIBsantiNTs  for the Quarters and Nine Months ended 30th September, 1872, and 30th  September,
1873, respectively.
QUARTERS ENDED NINE MONTHS ENDED
30th September ,  30th September ,  30th September ,  30th September,
1872. 1873. 1872. 1873.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.  £ s. d.
Sheep Account ... .., 609 11 5 401 15 1 3,575 17 6  1,289 9 1
Pleuro•pneumonia Fund ... ... 24 10 3
Poundage ... ... 43 14 7 55 16 7 884 6 6 612 17 7
Police Reward Fund ... 113 2 0 17 10 0 241 0 10  87 16 8
Police Superannuation Fund
... 60 13 4 69 2 10 170 17 10 143 14 6
Immigration ... 181 0 9 592 5 8 1,710 0 1 1,424 0 7
„ London 6,885 19 1 4,100 3 6 10,582 0 6 9,544 12 11
Polynesian ,., 466 8 0 37 18 0
Parliamentary and other Buildings 2,303 15 6 5,794 13 9  267 19 0
Brands Act  Fund ... ... ...  742 3 2 582 0 10 1,046 19 6 1,830 0 7
Brisbane Waterway Construction Act  400 0 0 100
2
0 0 400
5
0 0 500 0
15
0
8Real Property Assurance Fund ... ... - 8 1 _8 28
TOTAL .., £ 11,332 19
_
10 5,937 10 2 1 24,872 4 5 15,691 14 10
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 7th October, 1873.
By Authority :  JAYas 0.  BsAx, Government  Printer,  William a BtWis
I 0
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VOL. XIV.] FRIDAY, 17TH OCTOBER, 1873. [No. 95.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the  Executive  Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
CHABLRS EDWARD BEDDOME
to be a Magistrate  of the Territory.
(For the Colonial  Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceE of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES EDWARD BEDDOME
to be Police Magistrate at Somerset.
(For the  Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
BY  Authority :  J"= 0. Rrri .,  GovornmeU Printer, W1 liam  Street, RdShsue-
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QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation by The Most
to wit .  I Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoRMANBY,  of Her  Majesty 's Most  Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependenciea.
IN pursuance of th  powers ve ted in me by" The Diseases  i Cattle  Act,"  and of all oth r
powers enabling  me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea  of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
Q UEENS, ND, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. f Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron Mulgrave  of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
&ORMANBY, of  Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction  or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may he seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two,  and in  the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE Q.Unar  l J GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
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QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earlof Mulgrave,ViscountNormanby,
and Baron Mulgrave of Mulgrave, all
in the County of York, in the Peerage
of the United Ringdom ; and Baron
(L.s.) Mulgrave of New Ross, in the County
NORMANBY, of Wexford, in the Peerage of Ireland ;
Governor.  a Member of Her Majesty's Most
Honorable Privy Council, Governor
and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies.
W HEREAS by an Act of the Parliament ofQueensland, styled  "Tice District Courts Act
of  1867," it is amongst other things enacted that
it shall be lawful for the Governor in Council from
time to time to order, by proclamation in the
Gazette,  that courts to be called District Courts
shall be holden at such towns and places as he shall
think fit, and to alter the place for holding any
such court ; and whereas by the said last-mentioned
Act it is further enacted that it shall be lawful for
the Governor in Council to divide the colony into
districts for the purposes of the said Act, and from
time to time to alter such districts; and whereas
by the said  " District Courts Act of  1867 " it is
further enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor in Council from time time, by proclama-
tion in the  Gazette,  to declare that any District
Court shall be a court possessing criminal juris-
diction, and by the same or any subsequent pro.
clamation  to declare at what place or places the
said  jurisdiction shall be exercised, and that any
District Court named in any such proclamation
shall, after three calendar months from the pub-
lication thereof in the  Gazette,  possess jurisdiction
in respect of crimes ,  misdemeanors ,  and offences
as therein  more particularly is mentioned ; and
whereas amongst others a District Court has been
duly created having jurisdiction within a district
called the Northern District, the limits whereof
were duly defined in and by a certain proclamation
under my Hand and the Seal of the Colony bearing
date the twelfth day of February, A.D.  1872;  and
whereas I, by my said proclamation, did order and
direct that the said court should be holden at the
towns and places therein mentioned, and that the
said court should be a court possessing criminal
r
risdiction , and that the said jurisdiction should
exercised at the several towns and places in the
said proclamation mentioned ; and whereas it is
necessary that the said court should be holden at
another town or place within the said Northern
District-namely, the town or place of Millchester,
and that the criminal jurisdiction of the said court
should be exercised at the said town or place of
Millchester : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, by virtue of the powers vested in me by
the said recited Acts, and by virtue of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, order and declare that the said Dis-
trict Court shall be holden at the town or place of
Millchester, within the said Northern District, and
that the criminal jurisdiction possessed by the said
District Court shall be exercised at the said town or
place of Millchester.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane , this fourth day
of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN BRAMSTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to appoint
JOSEPH THoMAS  BEGGE, M.D.,
JUSTIN Fox GREENLAW FoxTON, and
JOHANN CHRISTOPH BRUNHHORST,
to be  Trustees  of the School of Arts, Stanthorpe.
(For the Secretary  for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
r] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint Messrs.
JAMES SAVAGE,
ROBERT RANKEN BOAR,
JAMES MCKINLAY,
PETER BETZ, and
OSCAR VON ROSA,
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Water  at Been-
leigh, established by notice of same date.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th October, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS BATTERSHILL,
Traffic Auditor, Railway Department. Appoint.
ment to date  from 1st July, 1873.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
HIS Excellency  the Governor , with  the advice
of the Executive  Council, has been pleased
to accept the resignation tendered by
ARTHUR TYTON BLAEISTON
of his appointment as a Magistrate  of the Territory.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN  BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to cancel the notification of the appointment of
Polling-places  for taking the poll for the election of
a Member to serve in the Legislative Assembly of
Queensland, for the Electoral District of Burke,
that appeared in the  Government Gazette Extra-
ordinary  of 2nd September, 1873, and to substitute
the several places hereinunder mentioned in lieu
thereof, namely
GEORGE TowN (place of nomination).
GILBERTON.
CHARLESTON.
PALMERSTON.
NORMANTON.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned places to be addi-
tional Polling Places for taking the Poll for the
Election of Members to serve in the Legislative
Assembly for the several Electoral Districts men-
tioned in connection with each place respectively
Electoral  District. Polling Place.
Port Curtis ... Rockhampton
Maranoa ... Blythdale
Muckadilla
Hodgson
Balonne Woolowrie
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl  of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all  in  the County of
York,  in the Peerage of  the United
Kingdom; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause twelve of "  The Homestead
1 Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE. Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the lands hereunder described having been
resumed by Resolutions of both Houses of Par-
liament, shall  be and are hereby resumed from the
lease of the Jimbour Run, in the Settled District
of Darling Downs, for the purpose of setting them
apart as a Homestead Area  under the said Act.
Lands resumed  from Jimbour Run.
About 91  square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of Middle or
Cattle Creek at the south- east  corner of pre-emptive
portion No. 31, and bounded on part of the west by
a line bearing north one  and a-half miles ; on the
north by a  line bearing  east about' four miles, ; on
the east by  a line bearing  south about two and
a-quarter miles ; on  the south by a line bearing
west to Middle or Cattle Creek ; and thence by
that creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Yandilla,
this fifteenth day of October, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three, and in the thirty-seventh year
of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, °'scount Nor-
mauby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Muigi ve of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
G,,-varrw•.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queeaslaud and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of clause one  of  " 7'he  Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify  and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be and
are hereby  set apart as a Homestead Area ,  subject
to the  provisions  of the said Act, and that the
said lands  shall be open to Selection  as Homesteads,
and not otherwise, at the Dalby Land Office, on
and after THURSDAY, the 20th day of Novem-
ber, 1873.
Lands resumed foom  rimbour Run.
About 91 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Middle or
Cattle Creek at the south- east corner  of pre-emptive
portion No. 31, and bounded on part of the west by
a lin e bearing north one and a-half miles ; on the
north by a line bearing east about four miles ; on
the east by  a line bearing  south about two and
a-quarter  miles  ; on the south by a line bearing
west to Middle or Cattle Creek, and thence by that
creek upwards to the point  of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Yandilla,
this sixteenth day of October, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three, and in the thirty-seventh year
of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QIIEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
KORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands included in the
undermentioned selections shall be open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said Act, on and
1708
after  THURSDAY, the sixth day of November,
1873, at the Land Offices of the Districts in which
they are respectively situated.
Register
No. of
ADPiioa-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
66 W. Wilson ...
A. B. P.
572 0 0 Ipswich.
128 D. Cassidy ... 60 0 0 Gympie.
Given under my Hand  and Sea], at  Government
House, Brisbane, this second day of October,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QIIEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation by the Most
to wit . J  Honorable GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave Viscount  Nor-
inanby,  and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave ,  all  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Gove rn or and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868, I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid,  with the advice of the
Executive Council ,  do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after THURS-
DAY, the sixth day of November ,  1873, at the
Brisbane Land Office.
Op
xo
P4
Register, I
No. of
Applica
tion.
Name  of Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
Parish.
A. 8 P.
387A I48b r, J. Caine
.
320 0 0 BrisbaneYeerong-
1
pilly.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this second day of October,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by the Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgra ve, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
pvavsTVI CONITAxTixE,  Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
twenty-ninth day of October, 1873, at the Bowen
Land Office.
No. of IRegisterNo. W
tion. Applica-tion.
Name of
Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
Parish.
198 i 198 J. K. Black
A. B. P.
140 0 0 Bowen Unnamed
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this eighteenth day of
September ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in  the thirty- seventh year of Her Ma-
jesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit. 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " 1'he Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after MONDAY,
the twentieth day of October, 1873, at the Warwick
Land Office.
Portions 16 and 17, parish of Canning, county of
Merivale ; each 73 acres 3 roods.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-three, and
in the thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QrFFNSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(LS.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The CrownI Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," I GEORGE
A 1VavsT 1;8  C opsTA2 TiX#, Marquis of Normauby,
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the Governor  aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after MONDAY,
the third day of November, 1873, at the Cardwell
Land Office.
Register
ofNo Land.
Applica- Name of Lessee.  Area, Agent's
tion. District.
66
A. R. P.
W. Eggebrecht  240 0 0 Cardwell.
88 N. Donnelly .. ... 640 0 0 Ditto.
90 F. J. W. Beardmore ... 640 0 0 Ditto.
125 A. J. Ascher ... ... 1280 0 0 Ditto.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of Septem-
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of  Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
RESERVE  FOR WATER, BEENLEIGH.
County of Ward, parish of Boyd.
30 acres.
Commencing on the west side of the road from
Beenleigh to the IIpper Albert River Ferry, and
bounded on the north by a road  one chain wide,
forming the south boundary of portion 117, parish
of Boyd, bearing westerly ; on the west by a line
bearing south in continuation of the west boundary
of same portion about 20 chains  to the first men-
tioned road ; and on the south-east by that road
north-easterly to the point of commencement.
REBERVE FOR  PUBLIC  PURPOSES, TOWNBVILLE.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah,
town of Townsville,  allotment  6A  of Section
No. I.
2 roods 28  perches.
Commencing on the northern  side  of Flinders
street at the south-east corner  of the Lockup
Reserve, and bounded thence on the north-west by
a line bearing north 27 degrees  east 3 chains 48
links to the Strand ; thence by  a  line bearing east
27 degrees south 58 links; thence easterly, southerly,
and westerly by a semicircular line with  a radius
of 174links; and by Flinders street bearing north
68 degrees west 58 links to the point  of commence-
ment.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
LANDS IN THE SETTLED DISTRICT OF COOK.
T is hereby notified for  general information,
I that the vacant Crown lands in the Settled
District of Cook, including the lands lying to the
north of the Cardwell Land Agent's District, *e
now open to  selection  under the 15th clause of
"The Grown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," and
that applications to select  same  under the pro-
visions of  said Act may be made to the Land
Agent at Cardwell on and after MONDAY. 3rd
November, 1873. Applications prior to that date
to be made as heretofore to the Under Secretary,
Public Lands Office,  Brisbane.
The Government  reserves  the right of rejecting
any applications  for land that may be required for
township or other public purposes , or which is
reported to contain minerals.
A plan showing  the proposed  reserves  for town-
ships on the coast between Cardwell and the
Endeavour River will  be published  as soon as
practicable.
(For the  Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth  section of
" The  Crown  Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes  named  with respect
to each.
(For the Secretary for Public  Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR GRAVEL FOR  ROAD  PURPOSES,
BRISBANE AND WATERFORD ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of  Mackenzie.
370 acres.
Commencing  at the south- east corner of portion
227, and bounded thence on the north by part of
the south boundary line of that portion bearing
west about 40 chains ; on the  west  by a line bearing
south SO chains ; on the south  by a line bearing
east to the road from Waterford  to Brisbane ; and
on the east by that road northerly  to the point of
VommepoemeAt,
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK, R ocKHAMPTON.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
portion No. 4.
103 acres.
Commencing at  the  south- east  corner of portion
No. 3 (Reserve for Gardens and Water), and
bounded thence on the west by a line bearing north
38 chains 50 links ; on the north by the south
boundary of portion No. 2 bearing  east 24 chains ;
on the east by a line bearing south 47  chains 40
links  to Yeppen Yeppen Lagoon; and on the south
by that lagoon north-westerly to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR RACEcouRBE ,  RAVENswoOD.
County of Gladstone.
142 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of a small creek
at a point bearing about 275 degrees and distant
about 44 chains from the south corner of portion 5
on Elphinstone Creek, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing 204 degrees  43 chains
and 75 links  ;  on the south -east by a line bearing
114 degrees 36 chains and 25 links to Elphinstone
Creek ; on the south- east  by that creek  upwards to
the junction of the small creek aforesaid ; and on
the north-east by that creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
IT is hereby  notified for general information, that
application  under  the 27th  section of  " The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868 ,"  has been
made for the  closure of the undermentioned roads;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby,  are required to transmit to this
Department  their objections ,  in writing, within two
months from  this date.
(For the Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
J. MAT BON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. I Applicant .  I  Situation.
1 D. H. Cud-
more
Rowd separating selec-
tion r18 from selection
92
2 P. Foreman,
W. Bryce,
and T.
Bro oke
Pariah.
unnamedon
Herbert
River
Road separating por- ' Br u&i
tion 883 from  pyortions
819 880  and 821
Area
1 0 a
2 9 2I
1710
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," has been
made for the closure of the under-mentioned road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
Applicant.
A. Phelps
A. a P
5 3 36
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd October, 1873.
Situation.
load  separating por-
tions  158  and 159 from
portions 160 and 161
Parish.
Nutdapilly
Area.
I N pursuance  of the twenty-third section of  "TheCrown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder  described have been temporarily
reserved for the purpose of a Camping  Ground for
Railway Laborers.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY LABoBBBB CAMP.
County of  Stanley, pa ri ah  of Ipswich,  portion  400A.
4 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on the left bank of Bundamba Creek
at a  point  about 1 chain and  30 links  north from the
north-east corner of portion 401,  and bounded
thence on the west by a line and portion 401 bear-
ing south about 4 chains and 30 links to the main
Brisbane and Ipswich road ; on the south-east by
that road bearing north 66 degrees 25 minutes east
about 13 chains and 50  links to Bundamba Creek ;
and on the north-east and north by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd October, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
The Crown L'vnds Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any special purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE, SWAN CREST.
County of Merivale, parish of Robinson,  portion
No.  199A.
23 acres.
Commencing  on Swan Creek, at the south corner
of portion No. 199, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the south-west boundary of that
portion bearing 299 degrees 8 chains and 30 links ;
on the north by a line bearing west 2 chains ; on
the west by the east boundary of portions Nos.
206 and 208 bearing south 24 chains 41 links to
Swan Creek ; and on the south and east by that
creek  upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR  RACECOURSE, MAnYBOnouGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough.
160 acres 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 120 degrees 30
minutes  and distant 1 chain from the south corner
of portion 191 on a road 1 chain wide, and bounded
thence on the north-west by that road bearing 30
degrees 30 minutes 43 chains ; on part of the north-
east by a line bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 35
chains to another road one chain wide ; on part of
the south-east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes 11 chains and 44 links  ;  on the remain der
of the north-east by portion A and  a road bearing
120 degrees 30 minutes 12 chains and 90 links to
another road 1 chain wide ; again on the south-east
by that road  bearing 210 degrees 30 minutes 11
chains and 44 links ; on part of the south-west by
No. 7 and a road bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes
12 chains and 92 links ; on the remainder of the
south-east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes 20 chains to another road 1 chain wide ;
and on the  remainder  of the south-west by that
road bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes 35 chains to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of 4 acres
for a road  1 1.chain wide, and 1 acre and 23 perches
for another road 1 chain wide, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's office.
RESERVE  FOR WATER,  MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough, portion
No. A.
13 acres 2 roods 14 perches.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide ,  at a point
bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes and distant 1 chain
fr om the east corner of the Racecourse Reserve ;
and bounded thence on the north-east by a line
bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 11 chains and 88
links to another road 1 chain wide ; on the south-
east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30 minutes
11 chains and 44 links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes 11 chains and 88
links to the road first aforesaid ; and on the north-
west by that road bearing 30 degrees 30 minutes
11 chains and 90 links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th September, 1873.
N pursuance  of the twenty-fourth  section ofI Be "Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for  general  information that
the lands hereunder described have  been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
Top of  Hervey 's Range, Townsville and Gilberton
Road.
201 acres.
Commencing at a point distant seventeen links
and bearing two hundred degrees thirty minutes
from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over R about
fifteen chains north-west from Randall 's public-
house, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing west thirty-seven chains forty links  ;  thence
on the west by a line bearing south forty-eight
chains twenty-six Iinks  ;  thence on the south by a
line bearing east forty -five chains ninety-one links ;
and thence on the east by a line bearing north ten
degrees west forty -nine chains one link to •the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR LANDING PLACE.
Parish of Kelsey,  county  of Herbert.
177 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the north -west corner of portion
20, in the parish of Bassett ,  county of Herbert,
and bounded thence on the south by the northI
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boundary  of portions  2Gand 19 bearing  east  seventy-
one chains  ;  on the east by a line bearing north
twenty- five chains  ; on the north by  a line  bearing
west seventy -one chains  ;  and on the west by a line
bearing south twenty-five chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR LANDING PLACE.
Heath's Creek, Burdekin River.
10 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at a point on Heath's Creek bearing
one hundred and twenty-four degrees and distant
seventy-two links from  an ash -tree marked broad-
arrow over  IV, and bounded thence on the east by
a line south  1,040 links ; thence on the south by a
line west 1,000 links ; thence on the west by a line
north 1,160 links to Heath's Creek ; and thence by
that creek easterly to point of commencement.
The above  reserve is  bounded on the east, south,
and west  by selection No. 28, Bowen District.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING.
Gregory River,  at the Junction  of Chrystal Brook
and Bowen Roads.
92 acres  2 roods.
Commencing at a point bearing one hundred and
thirty-three degrees and distant nineteen and a-half
links from a scrubwood tree marked broad-arrow
over III, being the north-west corner of selection
No. 169, and
bounded thence on the east by thewest boundary line of that selection bearing one
hundred and seventy-nine degrees 5,000 links ;
thence on the south by a line bearing eighty-nine
degrees 2,000 links ; thence on the west by a line
bearing three hundred and sixty degrees 4,367
links to Gregory River; and thence by that river
upwards to  the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR THE USE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC WORKS.
County of Stanley, Parish of North Brisbane, rity
of Brisbane,  allotment  7 of section  23.
3 roods 24  perches.
Commencing on the south-east side of Turbot
street three chains north-easterly from the west
corner  of the section, and bounded thence on the
north-west by that street north-easterly four chains ;
on the north-east by a line south-easterly at right
angles to  Turbot street two chains and twenty-five
links ; on the south- east  by the north-west boun-
dary line of all otments  2, 3, and 4 south-westerly
parallel  with Turbot street four  chains  ; and on the
south -west  by the  north -east  boundary line of allot-
ment '6 north-westerly at right  angles  to Turbot
street two chains  and twenty-five links to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  25th September, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall  be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will
be reserved for the purpose of School Sites.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE, BULIMBA.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion
No. 1580.
23 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at the
south-east corner of portion 125B, and bounded
thence on the east by that road bearing 158 degrees
34 chains and 25 links to a road 1 chain and 50
links wide ; on the south by that road bearing 260
degrees 45 minutes 13 chains and 70 links ; and on
the west by a line bearing 358 degrees 45 minutes
34 chains and I link to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE  FOR  SCHOOL SITE ,  BUNDAMBA.
County of  Stanley, parish of Bundamba ,  portion
No.  1710.
1 acre 2 roods.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at the
north-west corner  of a Water  Reserve, and bounded
thence on the  south by that reserve bearing 157
degrees 2 chains and 39 links ,  112 degrees 3 chains
and 36 links, and 46 degrees 5 minutes 4 chains and
11 links ; on the east by a line bearing north 26
minutes east 60 links ;  and on the north by a line
bearing west 7 chains and 3 links to the point of
commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th September, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby  noti fied for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands ,  under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of 1868," will hold the
Sittings in pursuance  of the fourth  section of the
above-recited  Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following  dates:-
MORETON  DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land  Office, Brisbane ,  on the  first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigh ,  the  first Friday
in each month.
West  Moreton.
At the  Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick,  on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
A t the Land Office, Condamine,  the second
Thursday in September, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday  of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the. firs
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every  alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence,  on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND  BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day in every month.
At the Land Office,  Bundaberg ,  the  first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
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At the Land Office ,  Towns,, ille ,  the second
Thursday  in September ,  1873 ,  and every
alternate  month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in  each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, on the second
Tuesday in every  third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in November, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office,  Surat , on the first Thurs-
day in November, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in October, 1873, and thereafter onthe
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office,  Springsure , on the fourth
Monday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when  necessary , in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 4th September, 1873.
Y r
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
1' tr Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided  that before any Crown lands are per-
manent ly reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for  thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid , the lands hereunder described will be
permanently  reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE  FOR A SCHOOL AT CALLIOPE.
County  of Clinton, parish of East Stowe, town of
Calliope.
5 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about fifty
degrees, distant  about twelve chains and twenty
links from the east corner of allotment 1 of section
2, and bounded thence on the west by a line
bearing north ten chains and seventy-three links ;
on the north by  a line  bearing east six chains and
thirteen links ; on the east by a line bearing south
five chains and fifty-nine links to the Gladstone
road ; and on the south-east by that road bearing
230 degrees  eight chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE  FOR A CEMETERY AT MOGGILL.
County of Stanley, parish of Moggill, portion No
249.
10 acres.
Commencing  at the north-east corner of portion
247, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing  west fifteen chains; on the west by a line
bearing  north six chains and seventy links ; on the
north by a line bearing east fifteen chains; and on
the east by a line bearing south six  chains and
seventy links to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th September, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty- fourth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for  general information that
the lands hereunder described  have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purpose  named  with  respect
to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  A POIIND AT  GAYNDAH.
County of Mackenzie, parish of Gayndah.
2 ac re s 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of Simon and
Porter streets, and bounded thence on the north-
east  by Porter street bearing south-easterly five
chains ; on the south- east  by a line at right angles
to Porter street bearing south-westerly five chains ;
on the south-west by a line parellel with Porter
street bearing north-westerly five chains to Simon
street ; and on the north-west by that street bearing
north-easterly five chains to the point of  commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR BALLAST  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES
AT GOODNA.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, part of
portion  154.
14 acres 3 roods.
Commencing  at a point bearing north  and distant
about eight chains from the south-west corner of
portion 150, at intersection of the railway line with
the west boundary of portion 150, and bounded
thence on the east by part of that west boundary
bearing north to the north corner of original portion
154; on the north-west by a road one chain wide
dividing this land from portion 153, bearing south
sixty-one degrees thirty  minutes  west twenty-five
chains and twenty-nine links to another road one
chain wide ; on the south-west by that road  bearing
south forty-three degrees fifteen minutes east to
the Brisbane and Ipswich Railway line ; and on the
south by that railway line easterly to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR A LANDING PLACE,  BAKER 'S CREEK,
MACKAY DISTRICT.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard.
113 acres.
Commencing  in a mangrove marsh at  the south-
west corner of selection 230, and bounded thence
on the north by that  selection and a line bearing
east  twenty-two chains and twenty-five links to the
South Pacific Ocean ; on the east by the shore of
that ocean southerly to the mouth of Baker's
Creek; and on the south-west and west by that
creek and its overflow upward to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  WATER, GALLOWAY PLAINS, GLAD-
STONE.
County of Clinton.
30 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Clyde Creek at
the south- east  corner of selection 71, and bounded
thence on the north by that selection bearing west
twenty- seven  chains and thirty-six links to the
Kroombit road ; on the west by that road bearing
174 degrees nine chains and fifty links ; on the
south by selection 106 bearing east thirty-seven
chains and twenty-eight links to Clyde Creek ;
and on the north-east by that creek downwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
ERROR IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act cf  1858," at the expiration of three months
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,from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended grantees, to the intent that by force
of the Act aforesaid they shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants, and in every
deed containing the erroneous names, and such
Grants  respectively, and every such Deed shall
,operate and be construed accordingly.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of grant-22nd  June, 1870.
Name ofgranlee-Joseph  Ryne Hinds.
Description of land granted-Fifty-four  acres,
county of Stanley, parish of Maclean, portion
ninety-two B.
Nature of  misnomer -The  name Joseph Ryne
Hinds  having been inserted as that of the intended
-grantee, instead  of Joseph Royal Hinds.
Name of intended grantee-Joseph  Royal Hinds
Name of party applying for  instrument -Joseph
Royal Hinds.
Date of grant-7th  August, 1872.
Name of grantee-Louise  Thom.
Description of land granted-Thirty-seven  acres
one  rood eight perches, county of Livingstone,
parish  of Gracemere, portion nine.
Nature of misnomer-The  name Louise Thom
having been inserted as that of the intended  grantee,
instead of Louise Thou.
Name of intended grantee-Louise  Thon.
Name of party applying for instrument- Louise
Thon.
Seal  of  the Colony, describe  the  land intended to
be granted, to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid it shall be taken to have been inserted in
the Grant, and in every Deed containing the
erroneous description, and such Grant, and every
such Deed, shall operate and be construed ac-
cordingly.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of grant- 22nd  July, 1872.
Name of grantee-Robert  Ballard.
Description of land granted-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement  one acre one  rood and
thirty-three perches, be the same  more or less,
situated in the county of March, parish of Gympie,
and town of Gympie, being allotment No. 2 of
section P , commencing  on the north side of Bligh
street, at  the south -east corner of allotment one,
and bounded thence on the south by that street
bearing ninety-two degrees  one chain  and forty-
one links and  one-half of  a link,  and seventy-eight
degrees thirty  minutes one  chain and seventy-eight
links and  one-quarter of a link ; on the east by the
west boundary line of allotment three bearing
three hundred and fifteen degrees three  chains and
sixty-seven links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing two hundred and ninety-nine degrees forty-
five minutes three chains and fifty links ; and on
the west by the east boundary lines of allotments
twelve and one, bearing one hundred and eighty-
three degrees fifteen minutes five chains and seventy
links to  the point of commencement.
Nature of error-The  bearing of the eastern
boundary being three degrees fifteen  minutes
instead of three hundred and fifteen  degrees as in
the deed.
Name of intended grantee-Robert  Ballard.
Name of party applying for instrument-Robert
Ballard.
Date of grant- 21st  February, 1873.
Name of  grantee-Frederick Henzell.
Description of land  granted-Twenty-three per-
,ches, county of March, parish of Gympie, town of
Gympie,  allotment  No. 9 of section O.
Nature of  misnomer -The  name Frederick Hen-
,.Zell having been inserted  as that of the intended
grantee, instead  of Frederick Lumley Henzel.
Name of intended  grantee-Frederick Lumley
Henze ll .
Name  of party applying for  instrument-Fre-
•derick Lumley Henze ll .
Date of  grants - 21st  February, 1873.
Names of grantees-Adam  Walker and George
Lamb.
Description of land granted- Portions  nine, ten,
-eleven , twelve, and fourteen, county of Belmore,
and parish of St. George, containing twenty acres
,each.
Nature of  misnomer -The  names Adam Walker
and George Lamb having been inserted as that of
the intended grantees, instead of Adam Walker
and Thomas George Lamb.
Names of intended grantees-Adam  Walker and
Thomas George Lamb.
Name of party applying for instrument-Thomas
George Lamb.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 4th Sc,,tember, 1873.
ERROR IN DE]:: ).
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by an instrument endorsed
on;such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th August, 1873.
T
HE accompanying amended description of the
School Reserve at Moggill is substituted for
that published in the  Government Gazette  of the
16th November, 1872, folio 1920.
C. J. GRAHAM.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Moggill , portion No.
248.
16 acres 2  roods 32  perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
north-east by one of said roads bearing three hun-
dred and twenty degrees thirteen chains and ten
links ; on the  north by a  line bearing west eleven
chains and  eighty links  to another road one chain
wide ; on the north-west  by that  road bearing one
hundred and ninety degrees nine chains  and eighty-
five links to  the other  aforesaid road ; and on the
south by that road bearing  east twenty-one chains
and eighty -eight links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
T
HE  accompanying amended description of the
Drayton and Toowoomba Cemetery is sub-
stituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 31st May, 1873, folio 868.
C. J. GRAHAM.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
56 acres 2 roods 2 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the north-
east corner of portion 267, and bounded thence on
sort of the north by that road bearing east seventeen
ains and fifty links to another road one chain
Ede ; on part of the east by that road bearing
wiuth fifteen chains and sixty-two links ; on the
remainder of the north by a line bearing east four
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chains  and fifty-nine links to a road one and a-half
chain  wide; again onthe east bythatroad bearing 198
degrees  twenty-one minutes eight chains and forty-
two three-quarter links ; on part of the south by
a line bearing west two chains and 18 links ; on the
remainder of the east by a line bearing 173 degrees
thirty minutes seven chains and five links ; on the
remainder of the south by the north boundary line
of portion 271, bearing west eighteen chains and
forty links ; and on the west by a line and the east
boundary line of portion 267, bearing north thirty
chains and fifty-seven links to the point of com-
mencement.
Also,
10 acres 1 rood 34 perches.
Commencing at a point one chain east from the
north-east corner of portion 269, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a road one chain wide
bearing seventy-four degrees fifty-one minutes ten
chains and four links to a road one and a-half chain
wide ; on the south-east by that road bearing 19.8
degrees twenty-one minutes eighteen chains and
nineteen links ; on the south by another road one
chain wide, bearing west three chains and ninety-
one and a-half links to another road one chain
wide ; and on the west by that road bearing north
fourteen chains and sixty-nine links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be Permanently reserved for a Cemetery.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  CEMETERY,  STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinek, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe.
12 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north, and distant
one chain from the north-west corner of allotment 6
section 18, and bounded thence on the south by
Funker street, bearing east nine chains and fifty-
three links ; on the east by a line bearing north
twelve chains and fifty-eight links ; on the north by
a line bearing west nine chains and fifty-three links ;
and on the west by McGlew street, bearing south
twelve chains and fifty-eight links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  7th August, 1873.
W 
HEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth  section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved f'or a School site.
C. J. GRAHAM.
on part of  the north by allotments  Nos. 9, 10, and
11, bearing east four chains and sixty -two links ;
on the remainder of the west by a line bearing
north three chains ,  and on the remainder of the
north by allotment No. 12, bearing  east three chains
and thirty- four links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the tweuty•fifth section of
WHEREAS,"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose, notice thereof shall be published in the Gov-
ernment Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY, WALL00N.
County of Churchill, parish of Tl'alloon, portion  603
10 acres 38 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
west corner of portion 602, and bounded thence on
the north-west' by that road, bearing 225 degrees,
nine chains and thirty-two links to another road
one chain wide ; on the south-west by that road,
bearing 135 degrees, eleven chains and two links;.
on the south-east by a line bearing forty-five
degrees, nine  chains and thirty-two links ; and on
the north-east by the National School Reserve,
bearing 315 degrees, eleven  chains and one link to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  NATIONAL SCHOOL SITE, WALLOON.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon,  portion
602.
10 acres 36 perches.
Commencing  on a road one chain wide, at the
west corner  of portion 600, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing 225  degrees,
nine cha ins.and thirty links ; on the south-west by-
the Cemetery Reserve, bearing 135 degrees,  eleven
chains and one link; on the south-east by a line
bearing forty-five degrees, nine chains and thirty
links; and on the north-east by portions 600 and,
601, bearing 315 degrees, eleven chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for general information
that in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous, before survey,  of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the  lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE.
County of Benlincle, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe, allotments  13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19,  and  20 of  section 8.
4 acres 2  roods 10 perches.
Commencing on the west side of Marsh street, at
the south-east corner of allotment 12, and bounded
thence on the east by that street bearing south
seven  chains and fifty links to Connor street; on
the south by that street bearing west seven chains
and ninety-six links; on part of the west by allotment
No. 21, bearing north four chains and fifty links ;
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in  every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON  THOMPSON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
T
HE first sheet of the New Maki of the Colony,
shewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Buns , &c.,  prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 16th September, 1873.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
N
OTICE.-It is hereby notified for general
information, that the Crown Lands  Office
for the Mitchell District has been removed from
Tambo to  Blackall.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
I is hereby notified that Applications under the
pro visions  of the 41st section of "  The Pastoral
Leases Act  of 1869" for renewed leases for four-
teen years  of the runs in the unsettled districts,, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
81st December , 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions  will require to be lodged not later than three
mouths  prior to the expiration of the existing
leases, as prescribed  in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of  Crown  Lando
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th October, 1873.
£1 STERLING  REWARD.
L
OST or Stolen ,  from Stoney Creek, on the
Gayndah Road,
One dark-bay horse, branded broad-arrow over TV
over T near shoulder ,  244 near shoulder.
The above reward will be paid on delivery of
the said horse to
SAML. BRAGG,
Foreman of Works,
Maryborough.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th October, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS AND BUSINESS
LICENSES.IT is hereby notified or general information, that
the undermentioned Miners' Rights and Busi-
ness Licenses  have  been  returned as issued at the
Gold Fields respectively specified.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
ROCKHAMPTON GOLD FIELDS.
During the Month ended 30th September, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name.
48,419 William Schultz
48,420 Robert Pearson
48,421 George Cross
48,422  James Smith
No. _.ame.
48,423 Ali Yow
48,424 Charles Tagendorfi
48,425 Michael Fogel
48,426 Neil McLennan
BUSINESS LICENSE.
No. Name.
3,270 Hugh Crawford
WARWICK GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 30th  September, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
58,914 Henry Hoferman 58,916 William  Pearson
58,915 Henry A. Iloyer
BUSINESS  LICENSE.
John Brown.
BRISBANE DISTRICT.
During the Quarter ended 30th September, 1873.
MINEaS' RIGHTS.
No. Name.
61,964 Francis Organ
61,965 Benjamin Organ
61,966 Wm. James Strain
61,967 Stanley Wood
61,968 W. M. Goostrey
61,969 Thos. Stabler
61,970 P. J. Walsh
61,971 Alfred Wood
61,972 George Bedgood
No. Name.
61,973 Chas. Fred. Holmes
61,974 David Day
61,975 George Pollard
61,976 John Trundle
61,977  G. P. Remfry
61,978 James Perry
61,979 S. Ridley
61,980 J. Kennedy
61,981 J. Coldwell
UPPER MARY GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 30th September, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
63,351 Ashbury Bright 63,360 David Elliott
63,352 AdolphusMassineo ! 63,361 James Robertson
63,353 William Frazer 63,362 James Robertson
63,354 Harry Horst 63,363 George Tarbout
63,355 John Underwood I 63,361 George Tarbout
63,356 John Mackay 63,365 James McPhie
63,357 Michael Mackay  63,366  Joseph Engel
63,358 Kenny Mayne 63,367 William Topping
63,359 Wm. O'Leary. 63,369 Matthew Devine
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that the following
charges will be made by the Analytical
Chemist for testing, assaying,  and analysing
minerals, ores, articles  of commerce,  victuals, &c.,
&c.
As soon as the necessary arrangements are made,
fire assays  will be  undertaken , of which due notice
will be  given.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
£ s. d.
Assaying ores for chrom (wet assay) ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for nickel (wet assay) ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for trobalt (wet assay)... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for antimony (wet assay) ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for arsenic (wet assay)... ... 0 10 6
Assaying metallic platina (wet assay) 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for sulphur (sulphuric acid) 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for phosphoi (phosphoric
acid) ... ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for chlorine ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for iodine ... ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for bromine .. ... 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for fluor (fluoric acid) ... 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for boron (boracic acid) ... 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for silicon (silicic acid) .. 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for carbon (carbonic acid) 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for cyan (Prussic acid) ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for lime .,, .., .., 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for barytes... ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for strontian ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for magnesia ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for alumina , 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for potass, soda, lithia, each,
separately ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 6
Testing acids or sour liquors, for their strength
in anhydrous acid--
Sulphuric acid ... ... ... 0 5 0
lydrochlotic acid ... ... .,. 0 5 0
Nitric acid ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Acetic acid (vinegar) ... .., ... 0 5 0
Tartaric acid ... 0 5 0
Citric acid, &c.... ... ... ... 0 5 0
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£ s. d.
Testing for  their strength in alkali only-
Soda crystals ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Soda ash ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
Testing alloys-silver and copper ... 0 1 6
Assaying  quartz for gold ... ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for gold ... ... ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for silver (wet assay) .. ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for quicksilver (wet assay) 0 10 6
Assaying ores for lead  (wet assay ) ,  0 10 6
Assaying ores for bismuth (wet assay) ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for copper (wet assay)... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for zinc (wet assay) 0 10 6
Assaying ores for cadmium (wet assay) ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for tin (wet assay) .. ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for manganese (wet assay ) ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for iron (wet assay) ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for uran (wet assay) ... ... 0 10 6
Caustic soda  ... ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Potash  ... ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
Liquor ammonia (gas water) ... ... ... 0 5 0
Common ashes  ... ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
Testing wine or winemust, juices of fruits, &c.,
for acids, sugar, and alcohol .. 0 10 6
Testing manures, guanoes, &c., for phosphates,
ammonia, and potash ... ... ... 0 10 6
Testing soap, salt, sugar, or chemical prepara.
tions, for their commercial value or purity 0 10 6
Testing a substance for a specified or sus-
pected adulteration, like drugs, mer-
chandise, victuals, butter, milk, &c. ... 0 10 6
Analysis of water, ores in which occur three,
four, or more bodies, and which are re-
quired to be quantitatively ascertained ... 3 3 0
Analysis of substances belonging to the Vege-
table and Animal Kingdom (zoochemical
analysis), from £1 Is. to £3 3s., accord-
ing to demands made
Testing soils for one or two substances ... 0 10 6
Analysis of  soils  ... ... ... ...  3 3 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD-FINAL NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a New Road from
Westbrook Homestead Area, parish of West-
brook, county of Aubigny, referred to in Notices
dated 18th March and 24th July, 1873, folios 559
and 1241 respectively of the  Government Gazette,
has been formally marked and opened by the
proper officer,  and same is  now opened for public
use.
73-3968. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th October, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE BARRACKS, WARWICK.TEN DERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th
November next, from persons willing to  contract
for the erection of Police Barracks at Warwick.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Barracks, Warwick."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Warwick.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Contract, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance , a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such  performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1873.-
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER SWAN CREEK, WARWICK
AGRICULTURAL RESERVE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until l
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th.
November next, from persons willing to contract for
the construction of a Bridge over Swan Creek, on
the road from Warwick to Emu Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tenderjbr Swan Creek
Bridge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this-
Office, also at the Roads Office, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
Performance of the Contract, in the event of the
.Gender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver, at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notifica-
tion of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing such performance ; otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th October, 1873.
FERRY, COOMERA RIVER.
TO BOATMEN, FERRYMEN, &c.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th
November, 1873, from persons willing to contract
for the Lease, for the period of two years, of the
Ferry on the Coomera River.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Ferry,
Coomera River."
Conditions of Lease, form of Tender, and Regu-
lations for working the Ferry, can be seen on
application at this Office, or at the Police Magis-
trate's Office, Beenleigh.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Con-
tract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty in a penal sum of such
amount as  may be hereafter determined upon, for
securing such performance ; otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
73-3183W. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 9th October, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
VERANDAH, POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICES,
MARYBOROUGH.
F
RESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
until 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
October, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Verandah at the Post and Telegraph
Offices, Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for -Verandah,
Post and Telegraph Offices, Maryborough."
Plan, S ecification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Maryborough.
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Tenders  must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the  time within which it is pro-
posed  to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be  a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event,  that he will  execute  and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the  usual  notification of
acceptance , a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY STATION, BRISBANE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7tb November
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion  of a Passenger Station, S. and W. Railway,
Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Passenger
Station, S. and W. Railway, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per cent.
on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being  accepted, and undertaking in that event that
he will execute and deliver , at the Office of the Civil
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such perlormance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 2nd October, 1873.
FERRIES, LOGAN RIVER.
TO BOATMEN, FERRYMEN, ETC.
EXTENSION OB TImm.
S
EPARATE Tenders will be received at this
Office, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 24th October next, from persons willing to
contract  for the Lease, for the period of Three (3)
years, of  the following Public Ferries, viz.
Beenleigh Ferry, Logan River ;
Waterford Ferry, ditto.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender far Beenleigh
Ferry"  (or  " Waterford Ferry,"  as the case may
be).
Conditions of Lease, and Regulations for Working
the Ferries, can be seen on application at the Clerk
of Petty Sessions' Office, Beenleigh, or at this
Office.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute and deliver, at the Office of the Civil Crown
Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty in a penal sum of such amount as may be
hereafter determined upon, for securing such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd September, 1873.
UPPER OR CARTER'S FERRY, ALBERT
RIVER.
TO BOATMEN, FERRYMEN, &c.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
October, 1873, from persons willing to contract for
the Lease, for the period of Two years, of the Upper
Ferry, Carter's Crossing, on the Albert River.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Upper
Ferry, Albert River."
Conditions of Lease, form of Tender, and Regu-
lations for working the Ferry, can be seen on
application at the Police Magistrate's Office, Been-
leigh, or at this Office.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Con-
tract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty in a penal sum of such
amount as may be hereafter determined upon, for
securing such performance ; otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 17th October, 1873.
N
OTICE is hereby given, under the 14th section
of  " An Act to make provision for the Con-
struction by the Government of Railways, and for
the Regulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd Sep-
tember, 1863, that his Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Map and Book of
Reference of the 3rd section of part of the Bris-
bane Extension from Oxley into Brisbane.
The map or plan, and book of reference, can be
seen at this Office, and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in writing, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objection which may exist to
the adoption of the said line of railway, or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection
therewith.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner  of Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1873.NOTICE is hereby given, u der the 14th section
of  " An Act to make provision for the Con-
struction by the Government of Railways, and for
the Regulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that his Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council. has pri-
marily approved of the Map and Book of Reference
of the proposed new line from Ipswich to Brisbane,
from its commencement at Ipswich to 2 miles 30
chains near Bandamba.
The map or plan, and book of reference, can be
seen at this Office, and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in writing, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objection which may exist to
the adoption of the said line of railway, or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection
therewith.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner of Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd September, 1873.
RAILWAY NOTICE.
IN order to  expedite the settlement of claims for
Railway compensation ,  it is requested that all
persons who have any claim for compensation on
account of land resumed for the purposes of the
Brisbane and Ipswich Railway  Line,  will forward
the Deeds  or other instruments showing their title
to the land taken, or an abstract hereof, to the
Office of the  Crown Solicitor,  Queen street, Bris-
bane, at the same time  that they  forward their
claims for compensation  to this Office.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1873.
TO STOREKEEPERS, IRONMONGERS,
AND OTHERS.
STORES, ETC., REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF
THE NORTHERN RAILWAY, ROCKHAMP-
TON.
TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
October next, from persons willing to contract for
the supply of the whole or any of the undermen-
tioned Stores, &c., in such quantities as may be
required for the year 1874, upon the conditions
hereafter specified, to be delivered at the Railway
Stores, Rockhampton.
Printed forms of Tender, with lists and further
particulars specified, maybe obtained at this Office,
or at the Railway Office, Rockhampton; and at the
foot of every Tender there must be a memorandum
signed by the party tendering, and two responsible
persons as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event that they will severally execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within seven days from the usual notifi-
cation of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty in the
penal sum of 0100, for securing such performance,
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
The Stores to be of the very best description of
their several kinds.
The probable quantities of each article required,
are given for the guidance of persons concerned,
but it must be understood that they are only
approximate, and the Contractors must supply
more or less of each article as required.
This notice does not apply to stores and material
of every description required for the construction
of new works.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST Or ARTICLES, AND PROBABLE QUANTITIES
REQUIRED TO BE TENDERED FOR.
Adzes, handled, per dozen (1 dozen)
Augurs, Matheson's screw, i-inch to 2 inches,  per dozen
(12 dozen)
Axes , American, per dozen (1 dozen)
Alum, per lb. (12 lbs.)
American cloth, best, per yard (50 yards)
Bolts, flush, for doors, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Borax, per lb. (3 lbs.)
Brass,  -I!6-inch, per sheet (1 sheet)
Brooms, hair, per dozen (2 dozen)
Brooms, bass, per dozen (2 dozen)
Brushes, scrubbing, per dozen (2 dozen)
Buckets, galvanised iron, at each (6)
Buttons, maroon, per gross.
Canvas, best brands, No. 4, per yard  (500 yards)
Chalk, per lb. (50 lbs.)
Chisels, carpenter's large panel, per dozen (1 dozen)
Copper, sheets, ,'e-inch, per sheet (1 sheet)
Chamois leathers, per dozen (1 dozen)
Cord, hat string, silk and worsted,  per yard
Canvas  or duck, light, per yard
Calico, black glazed, per yard
Cement, l'ortland, best brand,  per cask
Dusters, flannel, per yard (1 dozen)
Dusters, linen, per yard (1 dozen)
Emery, ground, per lb. (30 lbs.)
Files, assorted,  as per  Sheffield  list, per dozen  (4 dozen)
Felt roofing, Scroggins', per yard (100 yards)
Glasses,  kerosine  lamp, per dozen (1 dozen)
Gold size, per gallon
Gold leaf, per book
Hammers , hand, handled,  per dozen  (1 dozen)
Handles, American  axe, per dozen  (2 dozen)
Handles,  beaters, per dozen (5 dozen)
Handles, adze, per dozen (2 dozen)
Handles, hammer, per dozen (3 dozen)
Handles, sledge hammer,  3 feet 3 inches long ,  per dozen
(2 dozen)
Hinges, iron butt, per pair
Hinges, brass  butt, per pair
Iron, round and square, best Best Staffordshire , per cwt.
(10 cwt.)
Iron, angle, best Best Staffordshire, per cwt. (40 cwt.)
Iron, flat, best Best Staffordshire, per cwt. (40 cwt.)
Iron, plate, best Best Staffordshire, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Iron, sheet, Nos. 10 to 20  wire gauge , per cwt. (40 cwt.)
Iron, B.B.H., Crown over, per cwt. (40 cwt.)
Iron, corrugated, 26 gauge, best brand, per cwt.
Leather, best belting, per foot (150 feet)
Leather, Morocco, per dozen
Lead, per cwt. (20 cwt.)
Lace, trimming or pasting, per yard
Locks, desk, per dozen
Locks, drawer, per dozen
Locks, press, per dozen
Nails, wire, assorted sizes, per  cwt. (3 cwt.)
Nails, clouts, assorted  sizes,  per cwt. (3 cwt.)
Nails, wrought iron, assorted  sizes, per cwt. (3 cwt.)
Nails, wrought iron, 4-inch, per cwt. (3 cwt.)
Oil, rape, per gallon (20 gallons)
Oil, linseed, boiled and raw, per gallon (50 gall ons)
Oil, kerosine, approved brands, per  gallon  (20 gall ons)
Oil, neatsfoot, per gallon (50 gallons)
Oil, sweet, per gallon (100 gallons)
Paint, white lead, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Potash, American, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Pins, iron panel, 1 and 14 inch, per lb.
Pins, brass panel, 1 and 14 inch, per lb.
Polish, French, per gallon
Pencils, sable picking out,  per dozen
Padlocks, 2, 3, and 4 inch,  per dozen
Rope, best Europe, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Rope, best Manila, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Rivets and washers, copper, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Steel, blister, best brands, per cwt. (28 lbs.)
Steel, round, square, hexagon, best brands,  per cwt. (3
cwt.)
Steel, spring, best brands, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Steel, cast, best brands, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Saws, hand, at each (6)
Screws, all sizes, as per printed list, per gross (20 gross)
Screw-drivers, per dozen (1 dozen)
Shovels, No. 4, round-nose, T handles,  per dozen (4
dozen)
Soap, soft, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Sponges, common, per dozen (2 dozen)
Silk, lutestring, per yard
Silk, green and maroon, per yard
Soda, washing, per lb.
Tacks, tin, per lb. (6 lbs.)
Tacks, cut, per lb. (6 lbs.)
Tacks, iron, per lb . (6 lbs.)
Tacks, black, 4, a, and 1 inch, per lb.
Thread, sewing, per lb.
Tubing, I.R., per foot
Tallow, best, for lubricating, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Tarpaulins, 25 x 174 feet, at each (12)
Tar, coal, per hhd. (500 gallons)
Tar, Stockholm, per gallon (50 gallons)
Tar brushes, per dozen (1 dozen)
Twine, sewing, per lb.
Twine, tarred, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Twine, packing, per lb. (10 lbs.)
Varnish, best coach body, per gallon
Waste, white cotton, per cwt. (8 cwt.)
Wire, copper, per lb. (20 lbs.)
Wire, brass, per lb. (20 lbs.)
Wire, steel, per lb. (20 lbs )
Web, chair, per yard
Wine, spirits of, per gallon
Zinc, sheet , per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Timber, pine, per 100 feet superficial
Timber, hardwood, 100 feet superficial
Timber, cedar, per foot
Timber, Cudgeree, per 100  feet super ficial.
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QUEENSLA.ND TREASURY BILLS.
T
HE  attention of holders of Queensland Trea-
sury Bill s due and payable the 31st December,
1873 ,  is directed to the provision contained in the
said Bills ,  which requires that notice shall be given
to the Colonial Treasurer ,  at Brisbane, on or
before the 1st day of December next ,  of the place
where such Bi lls are to be presented  for payment,
viz., whether at Brisbane ,  Sydney,  or Melbourne.
Should the holder of any Bills fail to give the
stipulated notice ,  such Bills will require to be pre-
sented for payment in Brisbane.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 6th October, 1873.
ON and after  the 15th  instant, a  Branch of the
Government Savings  Bank will be established
at Burrenda ,  under  the charge of Mr. ALFaaaDEn
THOMPSON.
W. L. G. DREW,
Under- Secretary.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 10th June, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville ,  Clermont, Cleveland ,  Condamine,
Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Gympie,
Ipswich, Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough ,  Milchester ,  Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office
(Brisbane ), Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St .  George, St. Lawrence ,  Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from  any depositor ,  subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest  will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding  £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four  onnds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits  exceeding 2200. the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and  on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or, in person ,  at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
General Post Office,
Queensland, 18th September, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE 1874-5.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
S
EPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, and
will be received until noon of SATURDAY,
the 1st November next, for the conveyance of Post
Office Mails, as undermentioned, from the 1st
January, 1874.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously on
application at any Post Office in the colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words  "Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number  of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the Tender Box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers  as below. the  mail  services for which they
tender, and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire  service as  called for.
Tenders, on  separate  forms, are required for each
service, as  well as for the periods mentioned,
namely, one  year or two years.
Every Tender must bear the  bond  fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons  willing
to become bound with him in such  sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount  of the contract.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender can be inspected at the General
Post Office,  or at  any Post Office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any tender.
THOS. L. MURI;AY-PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
Service-From and to, and to and from :-
37. Dalby and Gayndah,  via  Jimbour, Burran-
dowan , Boondooma, and Cooranga.-lay coach,
once or  twice a-week, for one or two years.
104. Gayndah and Mount Perry.-By coach,
once or twice  a-week, for one or two years.
Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane , 9th. October, 1873.
AMENDED ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH
REGULATION.
(- IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
t of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to cause  No. 4 of the Electric Telegraph Regula-
tions to be amended  as under. To  take effect on
and after the 1st  November, 1873.
THOS. L. MURRAY PRIOR.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPI REGULATION No. 4.
The address, signature, name of sending  station,
and the date, hour, and minute of the deposit of
the Message, will be transmitted without charge-
When the sender wishes to pay for a reply, have
the message  repeated or posted, instructions are to
be inserted in the address immediately before the
name of the terminal station. Intercolonial mes-
sages, which are addressed beyond the limits of
delivery, can be posted to their destination free of
charge. Messages received for transmission within
the colony can be posted to any address on pre-
payment of postage, in addition to the ordinary
charge for  transmission . Senders may have posted
messages registered on payment of the additional
fee.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
A SPECIAL Meeting of Sheep-owners compe-
tent to vote for the election of Directors for
the Sheep District of Goondiwindi, will be held in
the Court House, Goondiwindi, on MONDAY,
the third day of November next, to elect a Director
in the  room of Alexander Wyndham, resigned.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  8th October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information,
that the several Clerks of Petty Sessions
throughout the colony are authorised to receive
Returns from Owners of Stock for the purposes of
assessment ,  under  "  The  - Brands Act  of  1872."
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  16th October, 1873.
"DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
NOTICE TO SHEEP -OWNERS.
T
HE  attention of Owners of Sheep is hereby
directed to  "  The Diseases in Sheep Act of
1867  Further Amendment Act"  (34 Victoria, No.
26), by which they are required to make to the
Crown Lands Commissioner in the district in which
the sheep are at the time depastured, on the first
day of January next ,  1874, a return of the number
of sheep owned by them, and ,  at the same time, to
pay into the Colonial Treasury a sum of five
shi ll ings upon every thousand or part of a thousand
sheep, under a penalty of fifty pounds ,  in case of
neglect or false return.
In the event of no Commissioner having been
appointed to any district, the returns are to be
made to the Acting Commissioner of such district,
except in the case of Moreton and Wide Bay, and
Burnett Districts ,  whence they  are  to be made to
the Chief Inspector of Sheep, who has been autho-
rised to receive the same.
As far as practicable ,  printed forms of return
will be supplied ,  but the non-receipt of such forms
wi ll  not afford a plea for exemption from penalty.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN  BRAMSTON.
Education Office,
Brisbane, 27th September, 1873.
TO CARPENTERS, &c.
THE Board of Education will receive, until
Moon on MONDAY, the 20th proximo,
Tenders for the erection of a School House and
Teacher's Residence at Cedar Creek, Upper Albert
River, according to plans and specification, which
may be seen on application to Mr. Joshua Waldron,
Cedar Creek, or at this office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
QUEENSLAND BOARD OF GENERAL
EDUCATION.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
THE Queensland Board of Education will grant
Grammar School Scholarships annually to
deserving Pupils of the Primary Schools of the
Colony. The Board will pay the Grammar School
tuition fees of such Primary School boys as shall
prove themselves, on examination, to be fitted for
a higher class of education than is afforded in the
Primary Schools.
i
"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
NOTICE TO STOCK-OWNERS.
OWNERS of Horses and Cattle, to the number
of fifty-one head and upwards, are hereby
notified that the assessment payable under the
above-named Act, at the rate of two shillings and
sixpence  per hundred, or portion of a hundred,
will be due on 1st January next, 1874, and may be
paid to the Clerks of Petty  Sessions  in the various
districts on or before that date.
Forms for return of stock will be supplied by
any Clerk of Petty Sessions.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar  of Brands.
Registrar of Brands Office,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1873.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
T is hereby notified, that an error has occurred
in the Proclamation of the Sale of Crown
Lands, at the Land Office, Ipswich, on the 6th
November, 1873, in which lots 53 to 60 are stated
to be in the parish of Ipswich, instead of the
parish of Chuwar.
A. C. GREGORY.
Surveyor -General's Office,
Brisbane ,  14th October, 1873.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that the purchaser ofLot 236 of  the sale of Crown Lands, to be
held at Warwick ,  on the 11th November, 1873,
being Portion 67, parish of Dalrymple, will have
to pay £73 Os.  9d. for the improvements on the
said portion.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor -General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 30th September 1873.
IT is hereby notified, that an error has occurred
in the Proclamation of the sale of Crown Lands
at the Land Office, Mackay, on the 18th November,
1873, in which lot 1 is stated to be in the parish
of Mackay, instead of in the parish of Bassett.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
2. Examinations for Scholarships will be held
simultaneously at some time during the  first three
weeks of the December of every year ,  one month's
notice at least to be given of the precise date of
holding. Examiners to be appointed by the Board.
3. The examinations for 1874 Scholarships will
take place in December ,  1873, at Brisbane, Ips.
wich, Toowoomba ,  Maryborough ,  and Rockhampton
only, unless special application shall be made and
approved for holding examinations elsewhere ; but
candidates may present themselves from any Pri-
mary School.
4. Nominations of candidates ,  by the principa
teachers of their respective schools, must reach the
Education Office at least one month before the
date fixed for holding the examinations ,  and the
nominations must be accompanied by a statement
that the candidates are Primary School scholars,
not exceeding fourteen years of age at the date of
the examinations, that they have not been pupils
at a grammar school ,  and have been in fairly
regular attendance at a primary school for the
previous six months ,  and have been Queensland
Primary  School boys  for eighteen months.
5. Scholarships will be tenable ,  during good
behaviour and the pleasure of the Board ,  for three
years.
6. The examinations will be held under the
supervision of responsible officers of the Board
appointed for the purpose .  The questions will be
the same in all places. The candidates '  papers are
to be anonymous ,  distinguished by a motto or
number, and accompanied by a sealed envelope
containing the name and age of the candidate, the
whole to be forwarded under seal to the Secretary
of the Board, immediately after the examinations,
for transmission to the Examiners.
7. Successful competitors will be entitled,
through their parents or guardians, to elect the
particular Grammar School at which they shall
study ; and, in the case of change of residence, or
other sufficient cause shown, leave will be given for
transfer from one Grammar School to another.
8. The subjects of examination for 1874 scho-
larships will be the same as those prescribed in the
Board's printed regulations for boys who have
reached the fourth form in a Primary School.
9. The percentage of marks entitling to a
Scholarship at the next examinations will be fifty
(50)  ;  but in special cases, brought under their notice
by the Examiners ,  the Board may act independently
of this rule.
By order  of the Board,
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through the 90-acre Reserve, in the town and parish of Maryborough,
county of March : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Maryborough ; and all persons interested therein are requested to
transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-
grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-3810. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH THE 90-ACRE  RESERVE, IN  THE TOWN AND PARISH OF
MARYBOROUGH ,  COUNTY OF MARCH, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No.
1
Portion of Road .  Owner . Bearings.
Continuation of Kent street ,  com- Crown
mencing  on the south-east boundary
of the reserve, at the point bearing
300° 23 ,  and distant  one chain from
the south-west corner of the Town
Hall Reserve ,  and thence bearing
westerly to the north -west boundary
of the 90-sore Reserve
300° 23'
Lengths. Breadth Area.of Road.
cbs. lks .  ch. Ike. A. R. P.
27 93 1 00 2 3 7
Remarks.
Reserve for Recreation and
Water Supply.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new  Road from Bowen to Ravenswood, parish of Kelsey, county'(of Herbert,
Kennedy District  : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William
IV., No.  11, and now  in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended
line of Road abovementioned , are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
at the Police Office,  Bowen ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist  to the  formation  of the Road in question.
By Command,
79-4,92-W . J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PORTIONS OF ROAD FROM  BOWEN TO RAVENSWOOD ,  PARISH OF KELSEY
COUNTY OF HERBERT ,  KENNEDY DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC  ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
I Commencing on the
left bank of the Don
River ,  and running
westerly and south-
westerly through por-
tion No. 47 to its
south -west corner
2 Commencing on the
southern boundary of
selection  No. 54, and
running north-wes-
terly  along  Euri Creek
for about 17 chains
3 Commencing on the
southern  boundary of
selection No .  83, and
running no rt h-wes-
terly,  westerly, and
south -westerly to the
southern boundary
ter
No. of Reputed
seleo -  Owner. Occupier .
tion.
Bearings.
.. J. F.  Kelsey J .  F. Kelsey 274° 0'
289°30'
249° 0'
272° 45'
232°45'
Bowen
Beg.
54 IJ. Hall Scott Unoccupied 299° 16'
333°30'
Bowen
R63 T S. E. Holt Unoccupied 323° 25'
312° 55'
305° 40'
261° 25'
270°40'
289° 0'
259° 26'
270°10
255° 65'
242°10'
213° 25'
198°25'
Length  I Breadth Area.in Chains ..  of Road.
ohs. Iks.  C115, Iks. A.  X.  r.
81 26 2 0
24 63
11 51
9 91
43 74
I
7 83
12 87
Width
irregular
Average
2 Chains
60  links
2 chains
i
Remarks.
34 0 0 Open forest country,
unimproved.
i
5 1 0  Forest land,  unoccu.
pied.
68 2 0 Forest land, unoccu-
pied.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 6th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD.---FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion 315, parish of Enoggera : Notice is hereby given
that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in
this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons
in Serested therein are requested to transmit in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
olio month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road
in question.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK or  REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTION 315 ,  PARISH OF  ENOGGERA ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED
As A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER  THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No.
1
Portion of Road. Reputed Owner. Bearings.
Commencing on the south J. Mullen  ... ....  No rt h
bounda ry  of po rt ion 315,  pa ri sh N351  B.
of Enoggera ,  and running , In a N. 19° E.
no rt herly direction to its north
boundary
Length in
Chains.
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
ohs. Ike. I ohs .  Ike. A.  R.  P.
9 21 1 0 4  1  39
10 17
25 81
Remarks.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane,  25th September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a New Road from Gatton to Cressbrook, parishes Clarendon and Buaraba, county of Caven-
dish: Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above.
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ;
and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive
Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the forma-
tion of the Road in question.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM GATTON TO  ORESsBROOK,  PARISHES  CLARENDON AND BUARABA,
COUNTY OF CAVENDISH,  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., No.- 11.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Reputed
Owner. Beari ngs.
Length
in Chains.
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks.
ohs.  Ike. A. R. P.
A. V. Carpen-N. 17° 0' E. 32 72 1 chain 3 1 3 Open forest ,  unfenced
dale i and unimp ro ved.
J .  A. and J. P. N. 16° 0' E. 6 20 l
Bell 36° 30'
337° 0'
10
4
42
73 1 chain 2 3 17 Scrubby forest.
321° 0' 10 22
Ditto  .,  N. 359°  15' E. 5 74 1 chain 0 8 10 Forest hind,
I Ditto N.  22° 15'  E. 21 18 1 chain 2 1 7 Sound fiat25° 0' 3 00 ,
Ditto N. 26° 0 E.
° '
9 58  1
354 0
4° 30'
1
7
40 ((
82 1 chain 2 020 Forest land.
42° 0' 2
)
87
1
W .  Patrick ... N. 359° 36'E. 61 00 1 chain 5 0 18 Forest land.
S. Watson .., N. 25° 30  E. 14 30 1 chain 1 1 13 Forest land.
1 Commencing at the southern 1,330
bounda ry  of Port ion 189,
parish of Clarendon, and ,
running no rt herly to its
no rt hern boundary
2 Commencing at the western 1,061
bounda ry  of Port ion 4,
pariah of Buaraba ,  and  run- !
ning north -easterly and ;
no rt h •we'terly to the nor-
thern boundary
8 A strip of land running nor- li 1,060
therly along the easte rn
bounda ry  of Port ion 3,
parish of Buaraba
4 Commencing at the weste rn 1,061
boundary of Portion 4, and
running  north- easterly to
Buaraba Creek
5 Commencing on Buaraba 1,062
Creek ,  and running no rt h- '
easterly to the eastern
boundary of Port ion 6,
parish of Buaraba
6 Commencing on Running 1,754
Creek ,  and running nor-
therly along the easte rn
boundary of Portion 17,
parish of Buaraba
7 Commencing on the western 1,981
bounda ry  of Port ion 28,
parish of Buaraba .  and run-
ning no rt h-easterly to its
nort hern boundary
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th  September, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Mount Perry to Boolboonda, Wide Bay and Burnett District, county
of Bowen : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line
of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at
the Po lice  Office,  Teningering  ;  and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM MOUNT PERRY TO BOOLBOONDA , WIDE  BAY AND BURNETT
DISTRICT ,  COUNTY  OF BOWEN ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS iA PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER  THE  !ACT OF
COUNCIL 4  WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road.
1 Through port ion of se-
lection
2 Through western portion
of selection, fro m no rt h-
west boundary of por-
tion 200
3 Through no rt h portion
of selection
4 Through north - west
portion  of selection in
north-easterly direction
5 Through  north -west end
of selection
8 Through no rt h -west por-
tion of selection
7 Through south -east  por-
tion of  selection
8 Through centre of selec-
tion, in north -easterly
direction
Register
No. of
Mineral
Selec-
tion.
Reputed Owner .' Occupier. Length BreadthBearings . in Chains. of Road. Area.
links. ohs. Ike.
200 D.  and J .  Pollock D.  and J. Pol-
lock
N. 344° 30' E. 881 0 160
.210 E .  Vickery  ... ... N. 344°  30' E. 419 0 150
N. 331° E. ... 1,052 0 150
N. 327°  30' E. 767 0' 150
N. 355°  E.... 65 0 150
1,943 J. Marshall  ... ... N. 343° 35' E. 451 0 150
N. 332° 53' E . 814 0 150
883 Alex .  Walker  ... ... N. 14° 30' E. 113 0 160
N. 58° 20' E. 669 0 150
N. 600 50' E. 467 0 150
N. 52° 20' E. 629 0 160
N. 64° 35' E. . 808 0 150
N. 48° E. ... 348 0 150
N.38° E.  ... 215 0 150
230 Forbes ,  Walker , ... N. 38° E,  ... 630 0 160
Fife ,  and Collier N. 23° E. 333 0 160
N. 348° 20' E. 687 0 150
N. 357° E. ... 739  * 0 150
215 Maher and Webb . .. N. 357° E . ... 61 0 160
N.17° 45' E. 984 0 150
N.  34130'  E. 250 0 160
N. 38° 10, E. 764 0 150
1,444 Oxley ,  Kennedy , ... N. 38° 10'  E. 338 0 150
and Wrafter N. 381 40'  E. 259 0 150
N. 93° 26'  E. 712 0 150
N. 86° 40  E.
N. 430 E
841
288
0
0
150
150
1,925 E .  Roberts  ...
. ...
N. 20° 46' E,
325 0
0 116060
N.  261 301  E. 631 0 150
N. 44° 30' E. 697 0 150
N. 48° 30' E. 528 0 160
N. 56° 30' E. 398 0 150
734 Reuben Hall ... N. 66° 30'E. 291 0 150
N. 7°  WE .... 1,069 0 160
N. 350° E. ... 1,190 0 150
N.  $59°  40' E. 1,165 0 160
N. 14° E.  ... 860 0 160
N. 30° E . ... 910 0 150
N. 351° E.... 345 0 150
N. 8° 3' E. ... 631 0 150
1,074 Finney ,  Isles ,  and ... N. 8° 3' E. ... 137 0 150
Stewart N. 10° 30'E. 978 0 150
N.9° 30' E.... 893 0 150
891 j 0 .  on  Kona  ... N. 88° E. ... 813 0 150
N. 109° E. ... 754 0 150
N. 85° E . ...
N 84° E
1,049
407
0
0
150
150. . ...
N.  1050  E.... 1,118 0 150
•1,112 Finney, Isles, and N. 18° 20' E. 136 3 0
Co. N. 69° 45' E. 379 3 0
N.112 °  E. ... 878 3 0
N.76° E. 924 3 0
N. 120°  30' E. 101 3 0
9 Thro ugh centre of selec- j
tion in no rt herly dire e-
tion
10 Through  eastern  portion
of selection  in northerly
direction
11 From western corner ,
running easterly
12 Through south portion
of selection
Remarks.
A. E. P.
1 2 7 Freehold;por-
tiox xii i. ;
open forest;
fenced in.
3  1 32 Open forest.
1 3 21 Open forest.
4 3 13 Open forest
andironbar
ridges.
3  2 11 Ironbark
forest and
ridgy coun-
try.
3  0 11 Open forest.
3  0 33 Open forest.
9 2 20
Open forest ;
li st and low
ridges.
3 0 1 Open forest;
flat and low
undulating
ridges.
6 3 38 Open forest.
6 2 27
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General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland , 14th October, 1873.
T lIE following  SUMMARIES of RAINFALL, taken at the undermentioned Stations throughout the
Colony, during the Month of AUGUST, 1873, are published for general information.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster -General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF AUGUST, 1873.
SHOWING the Latitude and Longitude, and distance from Sea-coast of each Station ; also, the maximum
fall during 24 hours, and date of same, the number of days on which Rain fell, and Total Rainfall of
the Month.
This Table will be continued monthly, and the returns obtained from new Stations added to it
as received.
Name of Station . Latitude  (South ).  Longitude  (East ). Distance fromSea-coast.
Maximum in 24 No. of
hours ,  and date. days Rainfell.
Total
Rainfall.
Miles. Inches. Date. Inches.
Banana  ... ... ... 24° 30' 150° •10' 80 1.22 6th 4 2-35
Beenleigh  (Windaroo) ... 27 49 153 8  10 1.00 8th 4 2-67
Bloomsbury ... ... 20 39 148 32  12 0.54 20th 2 0.69
Bowen ... ... ... 20 1 148 16  on coast 0.45 8th 4 0'78
Brisbane  ... ... ... 27 28 153 6  10 0.50 3rd 4 0.86
Caamboon .. 25 1 150 25  105 1.50 6th 5 3.97
Cabulture (Morayfield) 27 7 152 55  5 1.45 8th 4 3-20
Cape Moreton ... ... 27 1 153 28 on coast 2-38 25th 11 7-85
Cardwell ... ... 18 6 146 0  on coast 0.18 20th 10 0'89
Cashmere ... ... 18 3 145 13  50 0-13  21st 8 1-24
Charleville ... ... 26 35 146 6  350 0.45 7th 3 0.66
Clermont  ... ... 22 45 147 38 130 039 20th 2 0.58
Cleveland ... ... 27 32 153 18  on coast 0.75 22nd 3 1.15
Condamine ... . ' 26 57 150 6  180 0-73  20th 3 0.95
Craven*  ...  ... 23 10 147 0  180
Creen Creek" ... 18 0 142 0 119
Dalby ... ... ... 27 30
.
151 15 112 1.05 22nd 6 3,03
Dural ... ... 26 20 150 28  135 4
Enoggera Reservoir*
i h l i
... 27
27
27
9
152
14
55  16
0 h 4. .8Fa r e P a ns
Gayndah$
... ...
.. 25 38
5
151
500
36 72
34 7t0 40
George -tn,EthridgeRiver$ 17
*
57 143 40  176
Gilbert River ... ... 17 54 143 0  133
Gladstone ... ... 23 50 151 20  on coast 0.92 21st 3 1-57
Goodna ... ... ... 27 86 152 56 21 1-04  8th 7 2.87
Gympie ... ... ... 26 12 152 38 30 1.08 21st 7 2.91
Helidon ... ... ... . 27 39 152 3  60 1.18 21st 5 3,28
Herbert River, Lower*... 18 25 146 6  5
Ipswich 27 38 152 48 28 0.93 8th 7 2.68
Junction Creek$ ... 17 45 144 9  78
Seppel Bay ... 23 28 151 4  on coast 1'00 7th 3 1175
Kimberley 17 28 141 0  on coast
L n ... ... ... 27 25 153 11  on coast 1'70 8th 3 34 5
Mackay ... ... ... 21 10 149 5  5 0-53  21st 3 1.26
Marlborough ... ... 22 57 150 1  40 1105 7th 4 2'38
Maryborough ... ... 25 35 152 43  18 1.61 7th 7 4.69
Nebo  .. ... ... 21 55 148 10  50
Normanton$ ... ... 17 38 141 25  38
Ravenswood* ... ... 20 20 146 50  70
Rockhampton ... ... 23 25 150 25  20 1.57 21st 1 1.57
Roma  ... ... ... 26 37 148 42 230 0-61  7th 4 1.04
Sandy Cape 24 48 153 25  on coast 2-54  21st 10 4.10
Springsure  (Rainworth) 24 30 149 0  180 2-06  7th 4
.
2.78
.St. Helena ... ... 27 26 163 16  on coast 20 8th 52 4 27
St. Lawrence ... ... 22 21 149 30  8 0.86 21st 3 1.93
Stanthorpe ... ... 28 40 152 0 1.00 8th 9 2,21
Taroom ... ... ... 25 38 149 45  160 1.10 21st 5 2.39
Toowoomba ... ... 27 34 152 10  80 1.50 21st 6 3-88
Townsvi ll e ... ... 19 18 146 50  on coast 0.35 8th 2 0.46
Valley of Lagoons ... 18 23 145 0  140 0.10 12th
.
3 0-17
.Warwick ... ... 28 12 152 16  90 80 22nd0 8 243
Waterview ... ... 18 5 146 10  5 0.11 8th 8 0-48
Westwood ... ... 23 38 150 8  45 1.35 7th 3 1 2.41
Woody Island ... ... 25 21 152 67 on coast 2-32  20th -8 4.67
*  No Return received. t  New Station . ;  No rain fe ll .
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
TIME TABLE.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-On and after  MONDAY,
 8th September,  1873, the following Time Table will  come
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
FEET
ABOVE
HIGH
WATER
MARK.
65
111
140
198
274
574
335
340
465
788
1630
2005
1926
MILES.
From From Too-
Ipswich. woomba.
STATIO3 S.
Ipswich
8 ... Walloon ,,.
12 ... Rosewood
18 ... Western Creek
21 ... Grandchester
25 .,. Victoria Tunnel
29 ... Laidley ...
38 ... Gatton ..,
49 ... Helidon .,.
69 ... i Murphy's Creek
69 ... Highfields
76 ... Summit of Range
78 ... Toowoomba •..
82.35  Mahoney's Gate
85 7 Cow ri e  Junction
I
85 7
901 121
94 16
102 24
109 31
118 40
120 42
131 63
140 62
143 66
Mixed. I  Mixed.
UP TRAINS.
Mixed .  Mixed.
A.M. A.M.  P.M. P.M.
...
 ... 1010 ... ... 4.40
... ,., 10.28 ... ... *5.8
A ... ... A
A ... ... A
arrive  * 11.13 . .. ..  5.47
depart 11.17 ... ... 5.51
... ... A ... A
... ... 11.54
 ... ... 6.28
,.. ,,. 12.23 ...  ... *6.57
arrive 12 .58 7.32
{ depart 1 .13 ... ... 7.47
arrive 1.53
depart  * 1.58 ... ... 8.27
2.50 ... 9.19
arrive  3.38 ... 10.7
depart 4.11 10 .50 4.0 ..,
B B
.,, arrive ... *11.16 ... ...
Gowrie Junction
 ...  depart  ... * 11.25 4.25
For Williams '  Camp ... ... A A
Westbrook
 Crossing ... ... ... A A
Cambooya ... ... ...  12.25 5.25
Emu Creek Siding ... ... ... A A
King's Creek • .
 ... ... ...  1.18 6.18
Clifton ... .,, ,.. ...  128 *6.28
Allora . ... ... ...  2.6 7.5
Lyndhurst  Road . ,. ,.. ... A A
Warwick ... ... ... ...  2.45 7.45
Cowrie Junction ... depart 4.86 .•.
(cowrie ... ... ,..  s ... •.•
Oakey Creek
 ... ,.. ,..  5.14 ,,, ...
Jondaryan  ... ... ...  5.44 ,., ...
Bowenville
 .., ,..  A ... ...
Blaxland ' s Siding
 ... .•.  A ..• ...
Dalby ... ...  6.65 ... ...
FEET
ABOVE
HIGH
W ATEA
MARL
1928
2005
••• 1530
... 788
... 465
••• 340
-'- 335
••• 574
... ... 274
198
... ••• 140
,.. ••• 111
...
... 65
* Trains meet here.
MILES.
From From
Dalby .  Warwick.
3
16
24
33
40
45
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,.lst September, 1873
into operation  until further notice. r
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways,
STATIONS.
Dalby •.. ...
Blazland ' s Siding ... ...
Bowenvillo
 ... ... ..•
Jondaryan  ... ... ,..
Oakey Creek ... ... ..•
Gowrie
 .•. .., ...
(cowrie Junction  ...  arrive
...depart ...
arrive
{ depart 6.50
... Warwick
 ... ... ..•  8.5 ... 5110
3 Lyndhurst Road ... ... ... A ... A
12 Allora ... ... ... ...  8.45 ... 6.50
23 Clifton ... ... ... ...  9.22 ... *6.28
25 King's Creole ... ... ... 9.32 ... 6'38
34 Emu Cree Siding
 ... ... ... A ... A
41 Cambooya ... ... ... ... 1025 ... 7.31
49 Westbrook Crossing ... ... ... A ... A
521 For Williajn ' Camp.., ... ... A ... A
58 Gowrie Junction
 ...  arrive ... ... ... ..
Gowrie Junction
47'45 50 .45 Mahoney's Gate
62 65 Toowoomba ...
54 67 Summit of Range
61 ... Highfields ...
71 ... Murphy ' s Creek
81-
92
101
105
109
112
118
122
130
i Helidon ...
Gatton ..,
Laidley
Victoria Tunnel
Grandchester
.., Western Creek
Rosewood ...
Walloon ..,
Ipswich ,..
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed.
 Mixed.
 I Mixed.  I Mixed.
A.M.
 A.M.  I  A.M. I  P.m
A
.
SS ...
A ...
... ... 9.58 ...
... 10.30 ..•
A ...
7.49
arrive
depart *8.44
arrive *9.24
ldepart  9.39
,,, ... 10.9
,,, ,,, 10.34
A
arrive  119
(depart . * 11.13
A
A
,,. ,,. 11.52
.., ,,, 12.20
*11.25
 *11.16 8.31
B ... B
11.65 11.44 9.0
12.4
... 1258 ..,
... *1.58
... 2.2 ,..
,,, 2.42 ...
2.57 •.•
3.27 ...
... 8.52 ...
...  4-27  ...
... 4.31 ...
A ...
...  06-8  ...
... 5.36 ...
Al Day Tickets  issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo ll owing Monday.
NoTE .- The Trains wi ll  stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, wi ll
 stop by signal to take up passengers ,  who wi ll  be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to ali ght at those places can
only do so bJ giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and pay in g the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which  they join  the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
(B.) The Trains leaving Toowoomba at 10.60 a.m. and 4.11 p.m. on the Up journey,  and leaving Warwick at 8.5 am, and 5.6 p.m. on the Down journey,  will, for the present,  stop at this Crossing,  subject
to the foregoing regulation.
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SCOTT??  H.N AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS. '
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. TotaL
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ S. d. £ s. d.
Week ending  October 11th, 1873 445 17 0 1,584 8 9 57 16 1 2,088 1 10
Corresponding week last year... 470 12 9 1,396 14 10 75 18 11 1,943 6 6
Increase 187 13 11 14415 4
Decrease 24 15 9 18 2 10
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
TIME TABLE.
G
REAT NORTHERN RAILWAY. - On aid afterZVIONDAY ,  the 14th instant, the following Time
Table will come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Miles from  Miles
from West.
wood.
a.m.
Rockhampton... 11. 0
6 Gracemere ... 11-24
15 Stanwell 12. 0
24 Rosewood Crossing A
30 Westwood ... 1. 0
Stations. Down TrainMixed.
P.M.
Westwood  ... ... ... 3.30
6  Rosewood Crossing  ... ... A
15  Stanwell  ... ... ... 4.30
24  Gracemere  ... ...
... 5.6
30  Rockhampton... ... .. 5.30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo llowing Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, w il l stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey  terminates.  Passengers requiri ng to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they  join  the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice ,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions  of "  The Real Property Act of  1861 ."  Any person desiring to oppose must do  so  by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in  form B of  said Act, on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Desc ri ption and Situation of Land .  Name of Applicant.
2 acres ,  being subdivision 2 of portion 84, parish of Charles Yarrow ...
32 perches ,  being subdivision 4 of section 3, and sub -  Mary Ann Rollins
division 8 of section 7 of easte rn  suburban all ot-
ment 7, parish of North Brisbane ,  county of
Stanley
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
18th November, 1873.
Ditto.
Ditto.4 acres 2 roods 16 perches ,  being allotments 1 and 2 of George Harris, Official
section 4 ,  within the  re serve  at Campbell 's Camp, Liquidator of the Bank
on the Condamine River of Queensland  (Limited),
mortgagees exercising
power of sale
301 perches ,  being subdivision 6 of suburban all otment Robert  Cribb  and Thos.
205, parish of North Brisbane ,  county  of Stanley B. Stephens ,  Trustees of
the Moreton Bay Benefit
Investment and  Building'
Society  (No. 4), mort-
gagees exercising power
of sale
32 perches ,  part of subdivision 4 of portion 71, parish  Lorenz Bik  otherwise
of South Brisbane ,  county of Stanley Laurence Pek
Goodna ,  county of Stanley
Ditto.
18th  December, 1873.
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OVERTIME GOODS SALE UNDER 114th CLAUSE "CUSTOMS ACT 1873."
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned goods will be Sold by Auction, by Mr. Arthur
Martin, the Government  auctioneer , at his Rooms, on THURSDAY, 20th November, 1873, on the
application of Mr. Robert Sparrow, lessee of Flemming's Bond, under the 114th  clause  " Customs Act of
1873," the store rent on such goods being now in arrear for the space of six consecutive months, unless the
said goods  are duly cleared from Bond, for home consumption, or exportation, in meantime.
Bond . Date , Ship . Master . whence . I:Bond Mark . Merchant Goods.
1871.
ro rs yth 's ,.. May 86 ... Deoapolis  ... Almond  ... Lone .,. ...  Q 666 H .  Box and Son ... 7 quarter -casks wine.
1872.
March 8  ... Lord Ashley  ... Briatowe  ... Sydney ... N  715 Holmes and Hamadan 9 hda. ale.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane,  15th October, 1873.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
NOTICE.-It is hereby notified for publicinformation that in conformity with the
5th section of  " The  Marriage  Act,"  the
Reverend CHARLES EDWARD Amos, Presbyterian
Clergyman Dalby,
is duly registered in this Office as a Minister of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in
Queensland.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
TEMPORARY LIGHT, CAPE BOWLING GREEN.
O
N and after this date, during the construction
of the Lighthouse; a Temporary Bright
Fixed Light will be exhibited from Cape Bowling
Green,  at an elevation  of 30 feet above high water.
In clear weather the light will be visible nine miles.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , 17th September, 1873.
£10 REWARD.
S
TOLEN from the Office of the  undersigned,
two Promissory Notes, dated 16th October,
1873, at four and five months, for £177 7s. 7d.
each,  drawn  by L. W. Cusack in favor  of ourselves,
and which  bear our endorsement . The above
reward wi ll be paid to any  person  giving infornia.
tion  that will lead to  a conviction  of the thief.
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LOVE AND COMPANY,
Jewell' s Buildings.
4s.
STOLEN OR STRAYED. ' '
O NE Grey Horse, branded D over a over 3near  shoulder, known by the name of " Sign."
Also, one Bay Horse, branded D over 3 near
shoulder,  small lump  on near  fore fetlock ; both
horses well bred. £'20 reward if stolen, or £5 if
strayed, on recovery.
J. M, HUGHES,
9th October, 1873,
706
Copper Hill,
Molong.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
As of TUESDAY, THE 14TH DAY OF OCTOBER,
A.D. 1873.
REGUL 2E  GENERALES.IT is hereby ordered that-
1. The following shall be the Law Calendar for
the year 1874.
2. The Court will not sit  in Banco on  any day in
Term except the first four days and the last day of
the Term, unless by adjournment  or special  appoint-
ment.
3. At all sittings of the Circuit Courts Crown
business shall commence  on the first day, and Civil
business on the third day.
4. The days mentioned in Table VII., Equity,
shall be days for motions upon notice. Other
business in Equity will be taken on the chamber
days of the Judge in Equity.
5. Chamber days and hours  shall, except as
hereinafter provided, be Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.; and at 10 a.m.
the Registrar  shall send to  the Associate a list of
all  summonses and matters  returnable at Chambers,
together with all affidavits  and papers connected
therewith.
6. Chamber days and hours shall, during the
Christmas and Winter Vacations, be Wednesdays,
from 10 a.m. to 12 at noon.
7. The Offices of the Supreme Court shall be
open from 10 a.m. till 3 p.m. in term and  in vaca-
tion, upon all lawful days, except Saturdays, when
the said Offices shall be closed at 12 noon,  excepting
in the Christmas and Winter Vacations, when they
hall be opened from 10 a.m. till 1 p.m.
8. The office will be closed from Tuesday, 3rd
February, to  Saturday,  7th February, both inclu-
sive, and on  Good Friday, Easter Eve, Monday
and Tuesday  in Easter  Week, Ascension Day,
Christmas Day, and the three days  following next
after  Christmas Day ; and on St. Patrick's Day,
17th March ; St. George's Day, 23rd April ; the
Prince of Wales' Birthday, 9th November ; St.
Andrew's Day, 30th November ; and Separation
Day, 10th December ; and on such of the following
days as may not fall in the time of term, but not
otherwise, unless by order of the Court,  namely,
the Queen's Birthday and the Queen's Accession ;
and such times and days shall be holidays of the
Supreme Court.
9. Christmas Vacation will commence  on Satur-
day, 20th December, 1873, and end on Saturday,
7th February, 1874.
10. Winter Vacation will commence on Saturday,
6th of June, 1874, and end on Saturday, 4th July,
1874.
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TABLE I .- TERMS.
Term. Begins. Ends.
HILARY ... 10th March ...20th March
EASTER ... 26th May ... 5th June
TRINITY ... 8th September ... 18th September
MICHAELMAS 8th December ... 18th December
TABLE II.- BRISBANE  SITTINGS.
Civil Sittings. Criminal sittings.
Monday, 16th February  ... Monday ,  2nd March
Monday, 4th May ... Monday, 18th May
Monday, 17th August ... Monday, 31st August
Monday, 16th November... Tuesday, let December
TABLE III.-TooWOOMBA CIRCUIT COURT
Criminal Sittings . ,  Civil Sittings.
Monday, 2nd February
Monday, 27th July
The Chief  Justice 's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane , 13th October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified that  Louis FREDERICK
LAYARD, of Bathurst , in the Colony of New
South Wales, Esquire, Clerk of the Peace, and
Registrar of the District Court, Bathurst, has been
a pointed a Commissioner for Affidavits &c such
sCommission being determinable on his ceasing to
hold the  above appointment ,  and to reside within
twenty miles of Bathurst aforesaid.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honor. the Chief Justice.
MACKAY DISTRICT COURT.
TN pursuance of  " The District Courts Act of
1 1867," and by authority of the same, I hereby
Wednesday, 4th February
Wednesday, 29th July
TABLE IV.- IPSWICH CIRCUI T,  COURT.
Criminal Sittings.
Monday, 9th February
Monday, 10th August
Civil Sittings.
Wednesday, llth  February
Wednesday ,  12th August
TABLE V -ROCKHAMPTON CIRCUIT COURT.
Cri minal Sittings.
Monday, 30th March
Monday, 5th October
Civil  Sittings.
Wednesday, let April
Wednesday, 7th October
TABLE VI.- MARYBOROUGH CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal Sittings.
Thursday, 23rd April ...
Thursday, 29th October ...
Civil Sittings,
Saturday, 25th April
Saturday, 31st October
TABLE VII .-EQUITY.
JANUARY ... None
FEBRUARY ... None
MARCH ... ... Wednesday ,  4th, 25th
APRIL ... ... Wednesday, 8th, 15th
MAY ... ... Wednesday, 6th, 13th
Jr" ... ... None
JULY ... ... Wednesday, 8th, 16th, 22nd, 29th
AUGUST ... ... Wednesday, 5th, 12th
SEPTEMBER ... Wednesday, 2nd, 23rd
OCTOBER ... Wednesday, 21st, 28th
NOVEMBER ... Wednesday, 4th, 11th, 18th, 25th
DECEMBER ... None
TABLE VIII.- INSOLVENCY DAYS.
JANUARY '... None -
FEBRUARY Monday, 9th, 16th, 23rd
MARCH ... Monday, 9th
APRIL ... Monday, 13th, 20th, 27,th
MAY ... Monday, 18th
JUNE ... None
JULY ... Monday, 6th, 13th, 20th
AUGUST ... Monday, 17th, 24th
SEPTEMBER Monday, 7th, 21st, 28th
OCTOBER Monday, 5th, 12th, 19th
NOVEMBER Tuesday, 10th
DE0rMBER Tuesday, 7th
apoint the day and time hereinafter mentioned for
hoplding a District Court at the Town of Mackay,
within the Northern District.
Criminal Jurisdiction.
Thursday, 6th Nov., 1873.
Civil Jurisdiction.
Thursday, 6th Nov., 1873.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
20th. July, 1873
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Edward McSweeny, of
Stanthorpe ,  draper.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that application will
be made to His Honor the Judge in Insol-
vency, on MONDAY, the 24th day of November
next (the day appointed for hearing such applica-
tion), that a Certificate of Discharge under the
provisions of  "  The Insolvency Act  of 1864" may
be granted to the above-named Insolvent.
Dated this 15th day of October, A.D. 1873.
MACALISTER AND MEIN,
709
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil  of Alexander Busby, late
of Blackheath ,  in the County of Kent, in Eng-
land, Esquire ,  deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given , that  after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from  the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that  Probate of the Will of
the above-named Alexander Busby, deceased, may
be granted  to John  Busby ,  now of 'Brisbane, in
the Colony  of Queensland, the Executor named
in the said Wi ll , reserving leave for Caroline
Busby, the Executrix named in the said  Will, who
resides out of the jurisdiction of the said Honorable
Court, to come  in and prove at any time hereafter.
Dated this  sixteenth  day of October,  A.D. 1873.
JAMES COCKLE, C.J. LITTLE AND BROWNE,
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J. Queen street, Brisbane,(By the Judges,) Proctors for the said John Busby.J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar. 707 6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of James Logan, late of Mangoola
Station ,  Eastern Downs ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  squatter ,  deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court ,  that Letters of Administration of all
the goods ,  chattels, credits ,  and effects of the
above -named James Logan ,  deceased ,  who died
intestate ,  may be granted to John Logan ,  of Man-
goola Station aforesaid,  eldest lawful son of the
said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this 16th day of October,
A.D. 1873.
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MACNISH AND SON,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said John Logan.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Lewis Phillips and
Samuel Louis Prince, trading as " Phillips and
Prince," of  Stanthorpe, storekeepers.
WHEREAS the said Phillips and Prince were,
on the 15th day of October, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be Insolvents, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me,
at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the 27th day of October, A.D. 1873, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvents up to the time of
passing their last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvents ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the 24th
day of November,  A.D. 1873,  to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
Estate, and for such other matters connected with
the Estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 18th day of October,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
708 . 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Macalister, of
Ipswich, laborer.
W
HEREAS the said.Thomas Macalister was, on
the 15th day of October, A.D. 1873, ad-
judged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 27th day of October, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of Debts against the said Estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required, andalso to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support shall
be made to the insolvent up to the time of passing his
last
examination, and whether any and what tools
and wearing apparel shall be allowed to the Insol-
vent; and a Second Public Sitting of the Court, at
the same place, on MONDAY, the 24th day of
November,  A.D. 1873,  to commence at Eleven o'clock,
for the proof of debts against the said Estate,
and for such other matters connected with the
Estate as may be required to be brought before the
Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 15th day of October, A.D..
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MIsgIN,
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Official Assignee.
Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Sehmisch,
of Bonogin Creek, farmer.
W
THEREAS the said William Sehmisch was,
 on the 13th day of October, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First -Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 20th day of October, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof' of
Debts against the said Estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent, up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 24th day of November,  A.D. 1873,  to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate, and for such other matters
connected with the Estate as may be required to
be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 13th day of October, A.D
1873.
W. H. MIsgIN,
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Official Assignee.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
6s. 6d.
The  GovERNMENT PRINTERacknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts:-
£ s. d.
1873.
Oct. 14.-A. J. Stacey ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 14.-W. J. Scott ... ... 0 1 0
14.-G. H. Wilson and Co. ... ... 1 0 0
„
15.-J. Deschamps ... ... ... 0 2 6
15.-T. Black ... ... ... ... 0 11 0
„ 16.-J. M. Hughes ... ... ... 0 5 0
„ 16.-J. B. Tonson ... ... ... 0 1 0
16.-F. G. Mackay . 0 5 0
16.-Municipal Council, Warwick ... 0 3 0
„ 16.-E. Bradley ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 16.-R. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 3 0
„ 17.-J. Dowzer ... ... ... 0 2 0
17.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
„ 17.-W. Hopkins ... ... ... 2 6 0
„ 17.-J. G.  Hess  ... ... ... 0 1 0
1EmPounbfnga.
SW Poundkeepera are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PEE ANIMAL;  and no such Adver-
fisement will be inserted  in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a remittance  sufficient  to  cover  the  cost  of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Eton Vale, 9thOctober, 1873, by order  of Messrs . Hodgson and
Ramsay. Driving  expenses , 2s. per head.
One brown  mare,  A over J dot C near shoulder, CW or
GW near neck, like CW or GW off shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 5th November, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
Also, from Eton Vale, same date. Driving, 2s. per head.
One black mare W3P near thigh (registered).
One bay horse, $F+'1 near shoulder (registered).
If not  released  on or before the 15th November, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
713 3s.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Maryborough, f m Stanton Har-court, 18th September, 1873, by rder of E. M.
Zouch, Esquire. Driving expenses , 8s. 6d. per head.
One light-grey mare, CJP (the JP  conjoined) near
shoulder, TY conjoined off shoulder.
One bay mare, AS near shoulder, JK conjoined  near hip,
off hind foot white.
If not released on or before the 25th October, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
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JAMES DOWZER, Poundkeeper.
2e.
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IMPOUNDED at Giayndah,  from St .  David's Falls, on
the 4th October, 1873, by order of Allan Yeomans,
Esquire.  Driving, 5s. per head.
One bay gelding, like writing X over 2S over E near
shoulder.
One grey gelding, CD near shoulder, collar-marked.
One bay mare,  star, near  hind foot white, PC over 85
near shoulder, BT near thigh, docked.
Also, from Yenda. Driving, 2s. 4d. per head.
One grey gelding, CB or CR near shoulder, Roman nose.
One roan gelding, P off shoulder.
One bay  mare, star  and snip, .. over JC near shoulder,
off hind foot white.
One chesnut gelding, w over U or p, over 0 near
shoulder, J2 near saddle.
Also, from Bandon, by order of J. J. Cadell, Esquire.
Driving, 3s. per bead.
One chesnut  mare,  C over MO  near  shoulder.
One chesnut horse, JR conjoined  near  shoulder, like
pitchfork brand off shoulder,  stripe  down face, off
hind foot white.
One grey horse, indistinct brand near shoulder, 7 off
shoulder.
One dark-bay horse, like - over WC near shoulder,
blind near eye.
If not released on or before  noon on the 15th
November, 1873, will be sold to defray  expenses.
THOS. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
700 lls.
I
MPOUNDED at Roma , from Blythdale, on 4th
October, 1873, by order  of Messrs . Wienbolt
Brothers. Driving, 2s.
One brown horse, M over BB over 2M (Roma Pound
brand) near shoulder.
One bay mare, W over co over 8 near shoulder, W off
shoulder ; foal at foot.
One bay mare, RH near shoulder, indistinct brand like
C off shoulder.
One bay colt, indistinct brand like A over I near
shoulder, star.
If not released on or before the 15th November, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
702 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Gowrie  Station,
21st  August ,  1873, by order of H. G. Skinner,
Esquire, for trespass. (Re-advertised, 6th October,
1873.)
One chesnut horse, like A over (l near shoulder, saddle-
marked.
If not released on or before the 15th November, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY, junr., Poundkeeper.
704 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Nelson's Ridges, on9th October, 1873. Driving, Is. 2d. per head.
One roan horse, PB or PR  near  shoulder.
One bay horse ,  star  and snip, four white feet ,  two feet
bumble, M near shoulder.
One black mare ,  like _& over JF near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th November, 1873,
w ill be sold to defray expenses.
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
703 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from Trunkey, on the
27th September, 1873, by order of Edward Brown,
Esquire. Driving, 4s. 2d.
One black horse, saddle-marked, like GE near shoulder.
If not  released on  or before the 15th day of November,
1873, will be sold to defray  expenses.
ALEX. T. STACEY, Poundkeeper.
699 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Kinnoull, on the 1st
October, 1873, by order of J. Anderson, Esquire.
Driving, 2s.
One bay colt-foal, unbranded, three white  feet, star.
If not released on or before the 5th November, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
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W. J. SCOTT, Poundkeeper.
ls.
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Colonial Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane , 24th October, 1873.
I11S Excellency the Governor directs the sub-
joined Circular Despatch from the Secretary
of State for the Colonies to be published for
general information.
A. H. PALMER.
[CIRCULAR.]
Downing street,
Sth July, 1873.
SIa,-I have  the honor  to transmit  to you, for
88th June,  1873.  publication  in the usual  and most authentic manner
in the  Colony under your Government, a copy of
an Order of Her Majesty in Council of the 26th
June, requiring  parties  appellant in  causes pending
before Her Majesty, to take effectual steps to set
down their  cases  for hearing within a limited time
from the registration  of the appeal in England.
I have, &c.,
KIMBERLEY.
The Officer Administering the
Government of Queensland.
[ENCLOSURE.]
At the Court at Windsor, the 26th day of June,
1873.
PRESENT :
The Queen's Most Excellent Majesty in Council.
Whereas in many appeals now pending before
Her Majesty in Council no effectual steps have
been taken by the parties or their agents to set
down their cases for hearing, although more than
twelve months have elapsed since the arrival and
registration of the transcript of appeal in this
country, and  it is expedient  to make furtbor provi-
bnnmeut
[No. 97.
Sion in that behalf, Her Majesty, by and with the
advice of Her Privy Council, and upon  a recom-
mendation  of the Lords of the Judicial  Committee
of the Privy Council,  is pleased to order, and it is
hereby ordered, that the solicitors or agents for the
party appellant in all such appeals now pending
before Her Majesty in Council are hereby required
to take effectual steps to set down their cases for
hearing within six months from the date of this
order, and in all  other appeals to Her Majesty in
Council, within a period not exceeding twelve
months from the date of the arrival and registra-
tion of the transcript in this country.
And Her Majesty is further pleased to order, and
it is hereby ordered, that it shall be the duty of the
Registrar of the Privy Council to report to the
Lords of the Judicial Committee  the names of the
parties and dates of the Decrees in Appeals in
which  no effectual steps have been taken within the
aforesaid periods of time to set down the  case for
hearing , and the Lords of the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Council shall be at liberty to call upon
the Appellant  or his agent in such cases to show
cause why the said appeal or Appeals should not be
dismissed for non-prosecution, and (if they shall so
think fit) to recommend to Her Majesty the dis-
missal of any such Appeal, or to give such direc-
tions therein as the justice of the case may require.
And Her Majesty is further pleased to order that
nothing in the present Order shall  prevent the
dismissal of an Appeal under the 5th of the Rules
approved by Her Majesty on the 13th of June,
1853, in cases to which that Rule is applicable.
Whereof the Governors of Her Majesty' s Plan-
tations and Dominions abroad, and the Judges or
Officers of Her Majesty's Courts of Justice from
which an appeal lies to Her Majesty in Council,
and all other persons whom it may concern, are to
take notice, and govern themselves accordingly.
ARTHUR HELPS.
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QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in  the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most  Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent  Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim  that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation ,  may be seized  and forfeited : And
any person concerned  in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in  the said
recited  Act is provided.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred  and seventy -two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEENI
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to  wit. Honorable GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron  Mulgrave. , of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Gover nor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases  in Cattle  Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation  has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent  Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim  that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation ,  may be  seized and  forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation , or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation  of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a  fine not exceeding  fifty pounds,  nor less
than  ten pounds, to be recovered as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in tie
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 24th October, 1873.
1- i IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of Branch Offices of the Government,
Savings  Bank being opened at
BLACKALL
and GAINSFORD;
and has also  been pleased to appoint the Pay Clerk
for the time being employed  to pay laborers
and others engaged in the construction of the
Northern Railway to be an Officer for the  receipt
of Savings  Bank deposits.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 24th October, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council , has been pleased
to direct that the notification of
TILBOOROO and LISTOwEL DowNs,
as Polling Places  for taking the Poll for the election
of a member to serve in the Legislative Assembly
of Queensland for the Electoral District of War-
rego, published in the  Government  Gazette Extra-
ordinary of  2nd September, 1873, be cancelled, and
that
EULO RESERVE
be appointed for the  said purpose in lieu thereof.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th October, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, and upon the peti-
tion of fifty inhabitants and upwards of the district
of Townsville, under the provisions of  " The Care-
less Use of Fire Prevention Act,"  has been pleased
to direct that the said Act shall be of full force and
effect in the said district of Townsville.
A. H. PALMER.
QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of the sixty-
first section  of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1868," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE,
Marquis  of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the Leases of the
following Selections of land, under the said Act,
are declared forfeited.
Register No.
of
Application.
1002
1138
Name of Lessee.
E. Rice ...
E. Bibend ...
Area.
A.  R.  r.
320 0 0
140 0 0
Land
Agent's
District.
Brisbane
Ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Yandilla,
this fifteenth day of October, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three, and in the thirty-seventh year
of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public  Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE. THE QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND, '  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . ) Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, tr'scount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the  Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of clause  one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands  hereunder described shall be and
are hereby set apart  as a Homestead Area, subject
to the provisions  of the said Act, and that the
said lands shall  be open to Selection  as Homesteads,
and not otherwise , at the Dalby Land Office, on
and after  THURSDAY, the 20th day of Novem-
ber, 1873.
Lands resumed foom Jimbour Run.
About 91 square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of Middle or
Cattle Creek at the south-east corner of pre-emptive
portion  No. 31, and bounded on part of the west by
a-line bearing  north one and a-half miles ; on the
north  by a line bearing  east about four miles ; on
the east by a  line bearing south about two and
a-quarter  miles ; on the south by a line bearing
west to  Middle or Cattle Creek, and thence by that
creek  upwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Yandilla,
this sixteenth day of October, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three, and in the thirty-seventh year
of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND ,  2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . f  Honorable GEORGE AUGUST E
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor.
manby,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.e.) in the Peerage of  Ireland ;  a Member
rloaMANBr , of Her Majesty' s Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of clause  forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor  aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,'
notify and proclaim that the lands included in the
undermentioned selections shall be open to Selec-
tion , under the provisions of the said Act, on and
of er THURSDAY, the sixth day of November,
1873, at the Land Offices of the Districts in which
they are respectively situated.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee.
66 W. Wilson ...
128 D. Cassidy ...
Area.
A.  B.  P.
572  00
60  00
Land
Agent 's
District.
Ipswich.
Gympie.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this second day of October,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868, I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after THURS-
DAY, the sixth day of November, 1873, at the
Brisbane Land Office.
G
Register LandNo. of  I
Appllea - Name of Lessee . Area . Agent 's Parish.
a tion. District.
A.  R. F.
87A 1486 J. J. Caine  ... 320 0 0 Brisbane Yeerong-
piny.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this second day of October,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEENI
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by The Most
to wit . Honorable  GEORGE  AUGUSTIIS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby.
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in  the Peerage of Ireland;  a Member
NORSMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
G v6rnor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Q)uernsland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
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Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council , do, by this  my Proclamation , notify
and proclaim  that the  lands hereunder  described
shall  be open to Selection ,  under  the provisions of
the said Act ,  on and after  WEDNESDAY, the
twenty-ninth  day of October, 1873,  at the Bowon
Land Office.
No.' f
Por-
tion
Register
No. of
Applies-
tion.
Name of
Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
Pariah.
19:3 198 J. B. Black
A. B. P.
140 0 0 Bowen Unnamed
l ,iven under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this eighteenth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in  the thirty-seventh year of Her Ma-
jesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QDEENSLAND , I Proclamation by The Mostto wit.  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl  of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave , all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mul;rave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY,  of Her  Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.IN pursuance of clause  forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," I GEORGE
AUGUSTUS C ONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall  be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after MONDAY,
the third day of November, 1873, at the Cardwell
Land Office.
Register
No. of
Applios-
tion.
66
88
90
125
Name of Lessee.
W. Eggebrecht
N. Donnelly ...
F. J. W. Beardmore ...
A. J. Ascher ... ...
Area.
A. R. P.
240 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
1280 0 0
Land
Agent's
District.
Cardwell.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Given under my Hand and  Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of Septem.
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEENI
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 21st October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for  general  information,
that the Reserve for Public Purposes at
Townsville, established by notice in the  Govern-
ment Gazette ,  under date the 16th October, 1873,
has been placed  under  the control of the Townsville
Municipal Council,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th October, 1873.
IN pursuance  of  the twenty-fourth section of
" 7%e Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general  information , that--
the  lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for Public  purposes.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOB PUBLIC Punpoass.
County of Churchill, parish of Taranrpa , portion
No.  901.
68 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River ,  at the south -east corner  of portion 400, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion  bearing
west forty-three chains and twenty-two links to
a road one chain wide ; on the west by that road
bearing south seventeen chains to another road one
chain wide ; on the south by that road bearing west
thirty-five chains to the Brisbane River ; and on
the south-east by that river upwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified in pursuance of the fifty-fifth  clause of
"The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," that the lands
hereunder described have been resumed from the
lease of the Terrica Run in the Unsettled District
of Darling Downs, and that the said lands have
been reserved for Public purposes.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
LANDS RESUMED FROM TERRICA RUN.
County of  Bentinck.
2,560 acres.
Commencing  on Treverton' s Creek at the north-
east corner of mineral selection 794w, and bounded
thence on the west by  a line bearing south 80 chains,
on the south by a line  bearing east 160 chains, on
the east by a line bearing north 160  chains, on the
north by a  line bearing west 160 chains, and on the
remainder  of the west  by a line bearing south 80
chains  to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
LANDS IN THE SETTLED DISTRICT OF COOK.
IT is hereby notified for  general information,
that the vacant Crown lands in the  Settled
District of Cook, including the lands lying to the
north of the Cardwell Land  Agent's District, are
now open to  selection  under the 15th  clause of
" The Grown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," and
that  applications  to select  same under  the pro-
visions of  said Act may be made to the Land
Agent at Cardwell  on and after  MONDAY, 3rd
November, 1873. Applications prior to that date
to be  made  as heretofore to the Under  Secretary,
Public Lands Office,  Brisbane.
The Government  reserves  the right of rejecting
any applications for land that may be required for
township or other public  purposes , or which is
reported to contain minerals.
A plan showing the proposed  reserves  for town-
ships on the coast between Cardwell and the
Endeavour River will be published  as soon as
practicable.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR GRAVEL FOR  ROAD  PURPOSES,
BRISBANE  AND WATERFORD ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Mackenzie.
370 acres.
Commencing  at the south-east corner of portion
227, and bounded  thence on the north by part of
the south boundary  line  of that portion bearing
west  about 40 chains ; on the west by a line  bearing
south 80  chains  ; on the south by a line  bearing
east to the  road from Waterford to Brisbane ; and
on the east  by that road northerly to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  WATER,  BEENLEIGH.
County of Ward, parish of Boyd.
30 acres.
Commencing  on the west side of the road from
Beenleigh  to the 'Upper Albert River Ferry, and
bounded on the north by a road one chain wide,
forming the  south boundary of portion 117, parish
of Boyd ,  bearing westerly  ;  on the west by a line
bearing  south  in continuation  of the west boundary
of same portion about 20 chains  to the first men-
tioned road  ;  and on  the south-east by that road
north -easterly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES,  TOWNSVILLE.
County of Elphinstone ,  parish  of Coonambelah,
town of Townsville , allotment  6A  of Section
No. 1.
2 roods 28 perches.
Commencing  on the  northern  side of Flinders
street  at the south- east corner  of the Lockup
Reserve, and bounded  thence  on  the north -west by
a line bearing north 27 degrees east 3 chains 48
links to the Strand ; thence by a line bearing east
27 degrees south 68 links ; thence easterly, southerly,
and westerly by a semicircular  line with  a radius
of 174 links ;  and by Flinders street bearing north
88 degrees west  58  links to  the point  of commence-
ment.
RESERVE  FOR POLICE PADDOCK,  ROCKHAMPTON.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
portion No. 4.
103 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of' portion
No. 3 (Reserve for Gardens and Water), and
bounded thence on the west by a line bearing north
38 chains  50 links ; on the north by the south
boundary of portion No. 2 bearing east 24 chains ;
on the east by a line bearing south 47 chains 40
links to Yeppen Yeppen Lagoon; and on the south
by that lagoon north-westerly to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
I
T is hereby notified for  general information, that
application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," has been
made for the  closure  of the  undermentioned roads;
and all persons  who may  consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections,  in writing , within two
months  from this date.
(For the Secretary for Public  Lands,)
Applicant.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation.
1 D. H. Cud-
more
2 T. Foreman,
W. Bryce,
and T.
Brooke
A. Phelps
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"  has been
made for the closure of the under -mentioned road ;
and all  persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months  fr om this date.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Road  separating selec-
tion  r18 from  Selection
92
Road  separating por-
tion 383 fro m  portions
319 9a0 and 321
Situation.
Road separating por-
tions 158 and 159  fr om
portions 180 and 181
Parish. Area.
A. a.  P.
unnamedon 1 0  6
Herbert
River
Brassall 2 2  21
Pariah,
Mntdapilly
Area.
A. IL F.
5 336
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty -third section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purpose of a Camping Ground for
Railway Laborers.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR RACECOURSE,  RAVENSWOOD.
County of Gladstone.
142 acres.
Commencing  on the right bank of  a small creek
at a point bearing about 275 degrees and distant
about 44 chains from the south corner of portion 6
on Elphinstone Creek, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing 204 degrees 43 chains
and 75 links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
114 degrees 36 chains and 25 links to Elphinstone
Creek ; on the south-east by that creek upwards to
the junction of the small creek aforesaid ; and on
the north-east  by that creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOE RAILWAY  LABORERS'  CAMP.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich, portion  400A.
4 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on the left bank of Bundamba Creek
at a point about 1 chain and 30 links north from the
north-east corner of portion 401, and bounded
thence on the west by a line and portion 401 bear.
ing south about 4 chains and 30 links to the main
Brisbane and Ipswich road ; on the south-east by
that road bearing north 66 degrees 25 minutes east
about 13 chains and 50 links to Bundamba Creek ;
and on the north-east and north by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement .
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd October, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently  reserved  from  sale  for any special purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for  thirteen  consecutive weeks :  Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid , the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved  for the purposes named with
respect o each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE ,  SWAN CREEK.
County of Merivale, parish of Robinson,  portion
No.  199A.
23 acres.
Commencing  on Swan Creek ,  at the south corner
of portion No. 199, and bounded thence on the
north-east  by the south-west boundary of that
portion bearing 299 degrees 8 chains and  30 links ;
on the north  by a line bearing  west  2 chains ; on
the west by the east boundary of portions Nos.
206 and 208 bearing south 24  chains 41 links to
Swan Creek  ; and on the south and east by that
creek upwards  to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RACECOURSE ,  MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough.
160 acres 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 120 degrees 30
minutes and distant 1 chain from the south corner
of portion 191 on a road 1 chain wide, and bounded
thence on the north-west by that road bearing 30
degrees 30 minutes 43 chains  ;  on part of the north-
east by a line bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 35
chains to another road one chain wide ; on part of
the south-east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes 11 chains and 44 links  ; on the  remainder
of the north-east by portion A and a road bearing
120 degrees 30 minutes 12 chains and 90 links to
another road 1 chain wide ; again on the south-east
by that road bearing 210 degrees 30 minutes 11
chains and 44 links ; on  part of the south-west by
No. 7 and a road bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes
12 chains and 92 links ; on the remainder of the
south-east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes 20 chains to another road 1 chain wide ;
and on the remainder of the south-west by that
road bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes 35 chain s to
the point of commencement ,- exclusive of 4 acres
for a road 11, chain wide, and 1 acre and 23 perches
for another road 1 chain wide, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's office.
RESERVE FOR  WATER,  MARYBOBOUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough, portion
No. A.
13 acres 2  roods 14 perches.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at a point
bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes and distant 1 chain
from the east corner of the Racecourse Reserve;
and bounded thence on the north-east by a line
bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 11 chains and 88
links to another road 1 chain wide ; on the south-
east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30 minutes
11 chains and 44 links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 300  degrees  30 minutes it chains and 88
links to the roa first aforesaid ; and on the north-
west by that road bearing 30 degrees 30 minutes
11 chains and 90 links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
Top of  Hervey's Range, Townsville and Gilberton
Road.
201 acres.
Commencing at a point distant seventeen links
and bearing two hundred degrees thirty minutes
from a gum-tree marked broad -arrow over Tt about
fifteen chains north-west from Randall's public-
house, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing west  thirty-seven  chains  forty links  ; thence
on the west by  a line  bearing south forty-eight
chains twenty -six links ; thence on the south by a
line bearing east  forty- five chains ninety-one links ;
and thence on the east by a line bearing north ten
degrees west forty-nine chains one link to the
point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOB LANDING PLACE.
Parish of Kelsey, county of  Herbert.
177 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the north -west corner of  portion
20, in the parish of  Bassett, county  of Herbert,
and bounded thence on the south by the north
boundary of portions 20 and 19 bearing  east  seventy-
one chains ; on the east by a line bearing north
twenty-five chains ; on the north by a line bearing
west seventy-one chains ; and on the west by a line
bearing south twenty-five chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR LANDING PLACE.
Heath's Creek, Burdekin River.
10 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at a point on Heath's Creek bearing
one hundred and twenty-four degrees and distant
seventy-two links from  an ash -tree marked broad-
arrow over IV, and bounded thence on the east by
a line south 1,040 links ; thence on the south by a
line west 1,000 links ; thence on the west by a fine
north 1,160 links to Heath's Creek ; and thence by
that creek easterly to point of commencement.
The above reserve is bounded on the east, south,
and west by selection No. 28, Bowen District.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING.
Gregory River, at the Junction of Chrystal Brook
and Bowen Roads.
92 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at a point bearing one hundred and
thirty-three  degrees and distant nineteen and a-half
links from a scrubwood tree marked broad-Arrow
over III, being the north-west corner of selection
No. 169, and bounded thence on the east by the
west boundary  line of that  selection  bearing  one
hundred and seventy -nine degrees 5,000 1uika ;
thence on the south by a line bearing eighty-nine
degrees 2,000 links ; thence on the west by a line
bearing three hundred and sixty degrees 4,357links to Gregory River; thence by thatriver
upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR THE USE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC WORKS.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane, city
of Brisbane,  allotment  7 of section 23.
3 roods 24 perches.
Commencing on the south- east side  of Turbot
street three chains north-easterly from the west
corner of the section, and bounded thence on the
north-west by that street north-easterly four chains ;
on the north-east by a line south-easterly at right
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an les to  Turbot street two chains and twenty-five
links; on the  south-east by the north-west boun-
dary line of allotments 2, 3, and 4 south-westerly
parallel with Turbot street four chains ; and on the
south-west by the north-east boundary line of allot-
ment 6 north -westerly  at right angles  to Turbot
street two chains  and twenty -five links to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th September, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will
be reserved  for the purpose of School Sites.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL SITE ,  BULIMBA.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion
No.  158A.
23 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at the
south-east corner of portion 125B, and bounded
thence on the east by that road bearing 158 degrees
34 chains and 25 links to a road 1 chain and 50
links wide ; on the south by that road bearing 260
degrees 45 minutes 13 chains and 70 links ; and on
the west by a line bearing 358 degrees 45 minutes
34 chains and 1 link to the point of commence.
ment.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE, BUNDAMBA.
County of Stanley, pariah of Bundamba, portion
No.  171A.
1 acre 2 roods.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at the
north-west corner of a Water Reserve, and bounded
thence on the south by that reserve bearing 157
degrees 2 chains and 39 links, 112 degrees 3 chains
and 36 links ,  and 46 degrees 5 minutes 4 chains and
11 links ; on the  east  by a line bearing north 26
minutes  east 60 links ; and on the north by a line
bearing west 7 chains and 3 links to the point of
commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th September, 1873.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sitting in persuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the  Land Office ,  Brisbane ,  on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
A t the Land Office, Condamine,  the second
Thursday in September, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
AL the Land Office, Goondiwindi,  the firs
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in October, 1873,  and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every  alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence,  on the  first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND  BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg,  the first Tues-
day in each month.
BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the  second Thurs-
day in October, 1873,  and every alternate
month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville,  the second
Thursday  in September , 1873, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton,  on the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Roma, on the second
Wednesday in November, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs.
day in November, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday  in each alternate month.
all the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in October, 1873, and thereafter onthe
third Tuesday in every  alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont , on the last
Thursday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the last Thursday  in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office,  Springsure , on the fourth
Monday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every  alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days  fall ing on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings ,  when  necessary ,  in addition to
the above, will be duly  noti fied from time to time.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "TheWHEREAS,Crown  Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands  are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published  in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks  :  Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the  expiration of the period
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aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder  described will be
permanently reserved  for the purposes  named with
respect o each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  A.  SCHOOL AT CALLIOrg.
County of Clinton, parish of East Stowe, town of
Calliope.
5 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about fifty
degrees, distant about twelve chains and twenty
links from the east corner of allotment 1 of section
2, and bounded thence on the west by a line
bearing north ten chains and seventy -three links ;
on the north by a line bearing east six chains and
thirteen links ; on the east by a line bearing south
five chains and fifty-nine links to the Gladstone
road ; and on the south-east by that road bearing
230 degrees eight chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOIL  A CEMETERY AT MOGGILL.
County  of Stanley,  parish  of Moggill, portion No
249.
10 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
247, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west fifteen chains; on the west by a  line
bearing north six chains and seventy  links; on the
north by  a line bearing east fifteen chains ; and on
the east by a line bearing south six chains and
seventy links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 4th September, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purpose named with respect
to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  A POUND AT GAYNDAH.
County of  Mackenzie ,  parish  of Gayndah.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of Simon and
Porter streets, and bounded thence on the north-
east by Porter street bearing south-easterly five
chains  ;  on the south -east by a line at right angles
to Porter street bearing south-westerly five chains ;
on the south -west by a line  parellel with Porter
street bearing north-westerly five chains to Simon
street ; and  on  the north -west by that street bearing
north-easterly five chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FO IL  BALLAST FOR  RAILWAt  PURPOSES
AT GOODNA.
County of Stanley,  parish  of Goodna, part of
portion 154.
14 acres 3 roods.
Commencing  at a point bearing north and distant
about eight chains from the south-west corner of
portion 150, at intersection of the railway line with
the west boundary of portion 150, and bounded
thence on the  east  by part of that west boundary
bearing north to the north corner of original portion
154; on the north-west by a road one chain wide
dividing this land from portion 153, bearing south
sixty-one degrees thirty minutes west twenty-five
chains and  twenty-nine links to another road one
chain wide ; on the south-west by that road bearing
south forty-three degrees fifteen minutes east to
the Brisbane  and Ipswich Railway line ; and on the
south by that  railway line easterly  to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A LANDING PLACE ,  BABER ' s CREEK,
MACKAY  DISTRICT.
County of Carlisle,  parish  of Howard.
113 acres.
Commencing in a mangrove marsh at the south-
west  corner of  selection 230, and bounded thence
on the north by that selection  and a line bearing
east twenty-two chains and twenty-five links to the
South Pacific Ocean ; on the east by the shore of
that ocean southerly to the mouth  of Baker's
Creek ; and on the south-west and west by that
creek and its overflow upward to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  WATER, GALLOWAY PLAINS, GLAD-
STONE.
County of Clinton.
30 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Clyde Creek at
the south-cast corner of selection 71, and bounded
thence on the north by that  selection  bearing west
twenty-seven chains and thirty-six links to the
Kroombit road ; on the west by that  road bearing
174 degrees nine chains and fifty links ; on the
south by selection 106 bearing east thirty-seven
chains and twenty-eight links to Clyde Creek ;
and on the north-east by that creek downwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written; being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe  the names of
the intended  grantees , to the intent that by force
of the Act aforesaid they shall  be taken to have
been inserted in the respective  grants , and in every
deed containing the erroneous  names, and such
Grants respectively, and every such Deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of grant-22nd  June, 1870.
Name ofgrantee-Joseph  Ryne Hinds.
Description of land granted-Fifty -four acres,
county of Stanley, parish of Maclean, portion
ninety-two B.
Nature of misnomer-The  name Joseph Ryne
Hinds having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee , instead of Joseph Royal Hinds.
Name of  intended  grantee-Joseph  Royal Hinds.
Name of arty applying for instrument-Joseph
Royal Hinds.
Date of grant-7th  August, 1872.
Name of grantee-Louise  Thom.
Description of land  granted-Thirty- seven acres
one rood  eight perches, county of Livingstone,
parish of Gracemere, portion nine.
Nature of misnomer-The  name Louise Thom
having been inserted as that of the intended  grantee,
instead of Louise Thon.
Name of intended grantee-Louise  Then. -
Name of party applying for  instrument-Louise
Then.
Date of grant-21st  February, 1873.
Name of  grantee-Frederick Henzell.
Description of land  granted - Twenty-three  per.
ches , county of March, parish of Gympie, town of
Gympie, allotment No .  9 of section O.
1739
Nature of  misnomer -The  name Frederick Hen-
-sell having  been inserted as that of the intended
grantee,  instead  of Frederick Lumley Henzel.
Name of intended grantee-Frederick  Lumley
Henzell.
Name of party applying for  instrument-Fre-
-derick Lumley Henzell.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th August, 1873.
T
HE  accompanying amended description of the
School Reserve at Moggill is substituted for
that published in the  Government Gazette  of the
16th November, 1872, folio 1920.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Date of grants-21st  February, 1873.
Names of grantees-Adam  Walker and George
lamb.
Description of land  granted-Portions nine, ten,
-eleven, twelve, and fourteen, county of Belmore,
and parish of St. George, containing twenty acres
each.
Nature of misnomer-The  names Adam Walker
and George Lamb having been inserted as that of
the intended grantees, instead of Adam Walker
-and Thomas George Lamb.
Names of intended qrantees-Adam  Walker and
Thomas George Lamb.
Name of party applying for instrument-Thomas
George Lamb.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
-written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by an instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended to
be granted, to the intent that by force of the Act
-aforesaid it shall be taken to have been inserted in
the Grant, and in every Deed containing the
erroneous description, and such Grant, and every
such Deed, shall operate and be construed ac-
eordingly.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of grant-22nd  July, 1872.
Name of grantee-Robert  Ballard.
Description of land ,granted-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining  by admeasurement one acre one rood and
thirty-three perches, be the same more or less,
situated in the county of March, parish of Gympie,
and town of Gympie, being allotment No.' 2 of
section P, commencing on the north side of Bligh
street, at the south-east corner of allotment one,
and bounded thence on the south by that street
bearing ninety-two degrees one chain and forty-
one links and one-half of a link, and seventy-eight
degrees thirty minutes one chain and seventy-eight
links and one-quarter of a link ; on the east by the
west boundary line of allotment three bearing
three hundred and fifteen degrees three chains and
sixty-seven links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing two hundred and ninety-nine degrees forty-
five minutes three chains and fifty links ; and on
the west by the east boundary lines of allotments
twelve and one, bearing one hundred and eighty-
three degrees fifteen minutes five chains and seventy
links to the point of commencement.
Nature of error-The  bearing of' the eastern
boundary being three degrees fifteen • minutes
instead of three hundred and fifteen degrees as in
the deed.
Name of intended grantee-Robert  Ballard.
Name of party applying for instrument-Robert
Ballard.
County of Stanley, parish of Moggill, portion No.
248.
16 acres  2 roods 32 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
north-east by one of said roads bearing three hun-
dred and twenty degrees thirteen chains and ten
links ; on the north by  a line bea ri ng  west eleven
chains and eighty links to another road one chain
wide ; on the north-west by that road bearing one
hundred and ninety degrees nine chains and eighty-
five links to the other aforesaid road ; and on the
south by that road bearing east twenty-one chains
and eighty-eight links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1873.
THE accompanying amended description of the
Drayton and Toowoomba Cemetery is' sub-
stituted for that  published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 31st May, 1873, folio 868.
C. J. GRAHAM.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
66 acres 2 roods 2 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the north-
east corner of portion 267, and bounded thence on
part of the north by that road bearing east seventeen
chains and  fifty links to another road one chain
wide ; on part of the east by that road bearing
south fifteen chains and sixty-two links ; on the
remainder of the north by a line bearing east four
chains and fifty-nine links to a road one and a-half
chain wide; again onthe east  by  thatroad bearing 198
degrees twenty-one minutes eight chains and forty.
two three-quarter links ; on part of the south by
a line bearing west two chains and 18 links ; on the
remainder of the east by a line bearing 173 degrees
thirty minutes seven chains and five links ; on the
remainder of the south by the north boundary line
of portion 271, bearing west eighteen chains and
forty links ; and on the west by a line and the east
boundary line of portion 267, bearing north thirty
chains and fifty-seven links to the point of com-
mencement.
Also,
10 acres 1 rood 34 perches.
Commencing at a point one chain east from the
north-east corner of portion 269, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a road one chain wide
hearing seventy-four degrees fifty-one minutes ten
chains and four links to a read one and a-half chain
wide ; on the south-east by that road bearing 198
degrees twenty-one minutes eighteen chains and
nineteen links ; on the south by another road one
chain wide, bearing west three chains and ninety-
one and a-half links to another road one chain
wide ; and on the west by that road bearing north
fourteen chains and sixty-nine links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
W HEREAS, by  the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown  Lands Alienation Act of
1868 ,"  it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved  from  sale for any public
purpose,  notice  thereof  shall be published  in  the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive  weeks:
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Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently  reserved  for a Cemetery.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE  FOR  CEMETERY ,  STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe.
12 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north, and distant
one chain  from the north-west corner of allotment 6
section 18, and bounded thence on the south by
Funker street, bearing  east nine  chains and fifty-
three links ; on the east by a line bearing north
twelve chains and fifty-eight links ; on the north by
a line bearing west nine chains and fifty-three links ;
and on  the west by McGlew street, bearing south
twelve chains and fifty-eight links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873.
W
by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
1 1  Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for a School site.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOB A SCHOOL SITE.
County of Bentinek, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe, allotments 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19,  and  20  of  section 8.
4 acres 2 roods  10 perches.
Commencing  on the west side of Marsh  street, at
the south- east corner  of allotment 12, and bounded
thence  on the  east  by that  street  bearing south
seven  chains and fifty  links  to Connor  street ; on
the south by that street bearing west  seven chains
and ninety-six links ; on part of the west by allotment
No. 21, bearing north four chains and fifty links ;
on part of the north by allotments Nos. 9, 10, and
11, bearing  east  four chains and sixty-two links;
on the remainder of the west by a line bearing
north three chains, and on the remainder of the
north by allotment No. 12, bearing east three chains
and thirty-four links to the point of  commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
W
by the twenty-fifth section of
1 11  " Z'he Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently  reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose , notice thereof shall be published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be  permanently reserved  and set  apart for the
purposes  named with respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  CEMETERY, WALLOON.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion  603
10 acres 38 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
west  corner of portion 602, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing 225 degrees,
nine  chains and thirty-two links to another road
one chain wide; on the south-west by that road,
bearing 135 degrees, eleven chains and two links;
on the south-east by a line bearing forty-five
degrees , nine chains and thirty-two links ; and on
the north- east  by the National School Reserve,
bearing 315 degrees, eleven chains and one link to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOB  NATIONAL SCHOOL SITE, WALLOON.
County of Churchill, parish of
602
Walloon, portion
.
10 acres 36 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
west corner of portion 600, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing 225 degrees,
nine  chains and thirty links ; on the south-west by
the Cemetery Reserve, bearing 135 degrees, eleven
chains and one link ; on the south-east by a line
bearing forty-five degrees, nine chains and thirty
links; and on the north-east by portions 600 and
601, bearing 315 degrees, eleven chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for general information
that in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous, before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioier for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation  of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  28th May, 1872.
HE first sheet  of the  New Map of the Colony,
T shewing  the boundaries of the  Surveyed
Runs , &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief  Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published .  Copies may be had at the Public
Lands  Office,  George street .  Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 16th September, 1873.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.NOTICE.-It is hereby notified for general
information, that the Crown Lands  Office
for the Mitchell District has been removed from
Tambo to Blackall.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Crown Lands  Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
I'I` is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the 41st section of "  The Pastoral
Lcast.y  Act  of 1869" for renewed leases for four-
teen ,v ears of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
curit it leases of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
iiiet' Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
fhiruis to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tion, will require to be lodged not later than three
..,.I,Lhs prior to the expiration of the existing
,_._s, as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Laada
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Department  of Public  Works,
Brisbane , 20th October, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS AND BUSINESS
LICENSES.
CHARTERS TOWERS, CAPE AND BROUGHTON
GOLD FIELDS.
To 30th September, 1873.
MINERS'  RIGHTS.
T is hereby notified  for general information, that No. Name . No. Name.I
the undermentioned  Miners'  Rights  and Busi- 57,073 Francis  Simmonds 67,160 Ah Lee
ness Licenses have been returned as issued at the 57,074  Geo.  Attenborough 57,161 Ah Lun
Gold Fields respectively specified. 57,075 Frederick Thiers67,076 Isaac  Robinson
57,162 Ah Fack
57,163 Ali Quoi
J. MALBON THOMPSON. 57,077 Matthew  Sherman
67,078 William  Manson
57 ,164 Ali Qui
57 ,165 Ah Chit
57,079 Louis Smith 57,166 Ah Fook
NORMANBY AND MOUNT WYATT GOLD 67,080 Alexander  Carr 57,167 Ali Ki
FIELDS. 67,081 Thomas Neary67,082 David Wilson
57,168 Guok Leon
57,169 William Wallace
During the  Month ended  30th September, 1873. 67,083  Thomas Dennehey 67,170 Andrew Ines
MINERs' RIGHTS. 57,084 Charles Wilson 57,171 J.  Burling
No. Name. No. Name. 57,085  Alexander  Tweedie57,086 C. J. Walker
57,172 W.  Steele
57,173 J. O'Brien
87,343 Othello Bar re tt 37,348 George  Townsend 57,087 William  Shires 57,174 W. Belcher
37,344  J . A. Watson 37,349  R. Smith 57,088 John Dalziel 57,175 T. Dupin
87,345 John  Hutchinson 37,350 Patrick  Higgins 089 Thomas limlin67 57,176 P.  Markham
37,346 Wi ll iam Robinson 37,351 Lorenz  Normenson
,
57,090 Edward Ashe 57,177 J. Green
87,347 Jos .  Heaton 57,091 John Gibson
092 John Gibson57
67,178 Michael Hickey
179 Michael Galvin57,
57,093 Francis Ellis
,
57,180 William  Thompson
PEAK DOWNS GOLD FIELD. 67,094 John  Greaves 57,181 W. D. Baurle
During the Month ended 30th  September, 1873. 57,095 Leycester Greaves57,696 James Nicholls
57,182 Samuel Peek
57,183 Thomas Warren
MINERS '  RIGHTS. 57,097 Henry Lord
'
57,184 P. S. Duff
Name. No. Name.No Neill57,098 Owen O 57,185 Carle Mu.lla.
757 Chas. Piper743  James Giffin 6060 67,099 Thomas Bradshaw 57,186 S. Delaro,,
744  Wm. Dillet 60,768 Peter Black60 57,100 Frederick Thum 57,187 Joseph Doherty,
745  Pat. Gilmore 60,759 J. P. S. Dobbin80 57,101 George Jansen 57,188 William Sadd,
760 John  Wil li ams746  Michael Heenan  6060 57,102 R.  Beadnell 57,189 Joseph Gallon,,
761 John Williams747  Martin O'Neil 6060 67,103 C. Tartor 67,190 Charles  Parmann,,
762 Richard Rock748  Wm. Kyle 6060 57,104 William Lisk 67,191 Henry  Bliss,,
749  Edward Murphy 60,763 Ching Chong60 57,105 Thomas Watts 57,192 C. McCarthy,
764 Ali On750  Joseph Dean 6060 57,106 Edward Fulton
'
57,193 Edward Larkin
,,
765 Ah Low751  John Johnson  6060 D. Lahan67,107 57,194 William Little,,
752  Saml . Cowham 60 766 Ali Hing60 57,108 Hung Lam 57,195 T. McTaggart,,
F. Bond 60 767 J. J. Paine60 753  C 57,109 Alexander Power 57,196 A. Malcolm,.,
768 John  Memowitch754  George Gording 6060 67,110 James Power 67,197 W. O. D. Condell,,
769 Yang Yee755  Wm. R le 6060 67,111 G. O'Loughlin 67.198 Levi Sellar,,
60,756  Robert Farrant  60,770 Ali Sew 57,112 Simon Leskie57 113 J. S. Larkin
57,199 A. O. Hardy
200 William Sadd57,
BusINBSs LIommit.  57,114 A. Malcolm
,
57,201 William Sadd
No. Name.  No. Name. 57,115 H. Wendler 57,202 Michael Flynn116 Henry Buckeridge57 203 Michael Dillon57,8,745  Tommy Ali Goon I 3,747 Jemmy Ali Qui
746  Johann Petroski 57,117 William Brunel8
,
57,204 John Slattery
, 57,118 M. Smith
b G119 J57
57,205 James Carr
206 William A57 dertoregorya ez,
57,120 T. Larkins
n n,
57,207 W. J. Peyton
RAYENSWOOD GOLD FIELDS.  57,121  James Cosgrove 57,208 Richard Johns
67,122  John QuirkDuring the  Month ended 30th September 1873 67,209 G.  E. Clarke, . 57,123  A. Bartley 57,210 A. Irwing
MINaRa' RIGHTS.  67,124  G. Taylor 57,211 William Carroll
No. Name. No. Name. 67,125  L. Slobley 57,212 G. J. Carter
740 Hans Ruge 67,126  T. W. Lindsay713 D.  Kennedy  6262 57,213 Patrick Gavin, ,
62,714  John Cronin 62,741 Walter Raleigh 57,127  J. McIntosh 57,214 Patrick Hehir57,128  Allis Jones715 J. Tyson 6262 742 Neil Desne 57,215 John McKinneen, , y
62,716 J . Crichton 62,743 John Wardle 57,129  D. Sutherland 57,216 Joseph Mills
744 S. W. Brown 57,130  E. Seymour62,717 Con. Mathews  62 57,217 Alexander Quorp,
Robertson 57,131  Charles Norman62 718  Win.  Campbell  62 745 Jo 57,218 James Brown Orr, , .
746 Antonio Sylvester 57,132  Petro Baroletta62,719 Lun Cun  62 57,219 William Fitch,
747 Pat. Ginty 57,133  Michael Gonn62,720 Ml . Wilkins 62 57,220 Morgan McSweney,
62,721 N. G. Willoughby 57,134,  John Gonn62 748 Hugh Reid 57,221 Simmons Butler: 57,135  Thomas Whiting52,722  Geo. Gooch  62 749 P Brad 57,222 C. W. Siebald, . y
723 Chas. Dunlop 57,136  P O'Connor62 62 750 Wn; Brown 57,223 T. McQuillan, , .
62 724 J. Hardgraves 57,137  Peter Byrne62,851 Robt. Edwards 57,138  William Crapp62 725 Ed P t 2
57,224 T. McQuillan
Hugh Bond57.225
, . or er 62,85 Js. Kelly 57,139  Robert Shawh L62 726 Chu 53 W. H. Craig57,226, c um 62,8 Jim Kennedy John Finnacan727 Ali Jon 57,14062 854 J62 h T 57,227  Michael Connor, osep, racey
855 Ali Soso 57,141 John Fey62 728 Reuben Tyson 62 Henry Neep57,228, , 57,142 Frederick Baxter62 729 R Willi 56 J M 57,229  John McGinness, . ams s.62,8 artin
730 Ali Tow 57,143 Charles Dinneen62 62 857 Jon Con 57,230  John Williams
'
, ,
6'.,731 And. Arneson 57,144 James Lee858 Wm62 Toll 57,231  John O Ha lloran
62,732 Wm. Watts
, . 57,145 Edward Walsh
859 Thos62 Jackson
57,232  John Goom
62,733 Antonio Lardiva
62 734 W Ni
., 57,146 John D. Collis62,860 Henry Derchler 57,147 Joseph Shea61 l
57,233  James R. Reiley
I). Morris57;234
m., xon
62 735 Js. Sheridan
62,8 A ex. Johnston 57,148 Ro,s Robinson862 J62 C Smith
D. Richards57,235
,
62,736 L. Grono
, . . 57,149 J. J. O'Rourke62 863 Danl Buckley 57,236 J. Jones
62,737 Wm. Fellowes
62 738 J S i t
, . 57,150 James Monaghan62,864 F. L. Augustine 57,1:1 Joseph Lash65
57,237  J. McDevitt
J. Hunter57,238
, p. n 62,8 J. P. Hansen 57 152 Ali Foo J Tierne23957,62,739 A. J. Richardson  62,866 141. Coyne
57,153 Ali Chong
. y,
57,240 James Palmer
BUSINESS  LICENSE. 57,154 Ali Pan 57,241  James Ryan
No. Name. No. Name. 57,15 Ali Lee
57,156 Ali Man
57,242 Ali Sue
W. 1{amill57,13
4,520 Richd. Maher 4,523 Ali Hoon 57,157 Ali Qui 57,241  ZV. IcCarthy
4,521 Claus Suhr 4,524 Win Tuk 57,158 F. Weber 57,295 P. lturrane
4,522 J. Lissner 57.159 B. Winter 57,246 M. Connor
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FIELDS-c ontinued.
No. Name.
57,247 Martin Murphy
57,248 John Bailey
67,249 Samuel Peek
67,250  W. S. Peet
67,251 H. R. Rutherford
67,252 W. Brown
57,253 C. Krantz
57,254 Henry Bliss
67,255 Harry Rookley
57,256  Owen Williams
67,257 Stevens Peet
57,258 W. J. Paterson
57,259 John  ']`watt
57,260 W. Campbell
67,261 George Lee
57,262 C. Dean
67,263 A .  Mollsucker
67,264 John Rivers
57,265  J. B. Whitehead
57,266 C. H. Gilliam
57,267 John Twatt
57,268 Emanuel Borghero
57,269 Patrick Pyne
57,270 Peter Byrne
57,271 W. Rollston
57,272 Gus Duck
57,273 John Foley
57,274 E. McGovern
57,275 Joseph Page
57,276 Carsten  Hellmann
No. Name.
57,277 Michl.  Donaghue
57,278 W.  Beaumont
57,279 Samuel Webb
57,280 John Reeves
57,281 Duncan McIntosh
57,28 2  H. C. Jansen
57,283 F. W. Travis
57,284 Thomas Cannon
57,285 W. Blissner
57,286 Charles Mackereth
57,287 George Burton
57,288 John  Davidson
57,289 W. A. Green
57,290 John  Henderson
66,801 Frederick Ho ffman
56,802  William Canfield
56,803 William Canfield
56,804 Thomas Williams
56.805 Henry Hiddey
56,806  William Tierney
56,807 P. McEarchen
56,808 Nicholas Ambros
56,809 W. Fenerregele
56,810 John Hegenbrart
56,811 J. G. Burke
56,812 Tin Chow
56,813 Ah Pah
56,814 William Johnson
56,815 Al. D. Ryan
BI SU S$ LICENSES.
4,466 H .  Petersen
4,467 William Fielding
4,468  Ali  Choy
4,469 Joseph Owens
4,470 Thomas Mowbray
4,471 John  Parsons
4,472  Israel Lemel
4,473  Israel Lemel
4,474 Charles  Kichner
4,475 William  Simpson
4,476 Joseph  Sherwin
4,477  George Taylor
Department of Public. Works,
Brisbane, 24th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF TOOTH, ELPHIN-
STONE, STEPHENS, AND FELTON; COUNTIES
OF AUBIGNY AND MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 4th July,1873, olio 1023,  Government G zette,  relative
to the opening of a new Road from Clifton Rail-
way Station to the Leyburn and Drayton Road :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the
Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said portion
of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared ex-
pedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the  Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Drayton ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as  are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above  referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from such claim.
By Command,
73-3883.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th October, 1873.
£1 STERLING REWARD.
L
OST or Stolen, from Stoney Creek, on the
Gayndah Road,
One dark-bay  horse, branded broad-arrow over TV
over T near shoulder ,  244 near shoulder.
The above  reward  will be paid on delivery of
the said horse to
SAML. BRAGG,
Foreman of  Works,
Maryborough.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the following:charges will be made by the Analytical
Chemist for  testing ,  assaying ,  and analysing,
minerals ,  ores ,  articles of  commerce ,  victuals, &c.,.
&c.
As soon as  the necessary  arrangements are made,.
fire assays  will be undertaken, of which due notice
will be given.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
£ s. d.
Assaying  ores for chrom (wet assay ) ... ...  0 10 6
Assaying ores for nickel (wet assay) ... ... 0 10 6"
Assaying ores for trobalt (wet assay)... ...  0 10 6
Assaying ores for antimony (wet assay) ... 0 10 &
Assaying ores for arsenic (wet assay)... ... 0 10 6
Assaying metallic platina (wet assay) ..  0 10 6
Assaying minerals for sulphur (sulph uric acid) 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for phosphor (phosphoric
acid) ... ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
Assaying minerals for chlorine 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for iodine ... ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for bromine ... 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for fluor (fluoric acid) ... 0 10 6.
Assaying minerals for boron (boracic acid) ... 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for silicon (silicic acid) .. 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for carbon (carbonic acid) 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for cyan (Prussic acid) ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for lime ... ... ... 0 5 •G
Assaying minerals for barytes... ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying  minerals  for strontian ... ...  0 5 0
Assaying minerals for  magnesia ... ... 0 5 0 1
Assaying  minerals  for alumina . 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for potass, soda, lithia, each,
separately .. ... ... ... ...
Testing acids or sour liquors, for their strength
in anhydrous acid-
0 10 6
Sulphuric acid ... ... ... ...  0 6 01
Hydrochloric  acid ... ... ... 0 5 0
Nitric  acid  ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Acetic acid (vinegar) ... ... ... 0 5 0
Tartaric acid ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
Citric acid, &c.... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Testing for their strength in alkali only-
Soda crystals ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
Soda ash... ... ... ... 0 6 0
Testing alloys-silver and copper ... ...  0 1 6
Assaying quartz for gold ... ... ... 0 10 &
Assaying ores for gold... ... ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for silver (wet assay) .. ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for quicksilver (wet assay) ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for lead (wet assay) 0 10 6.
Assaying ores for bismuth (wet assay) 0 10 6
Assaying ores for copper (wet assay)... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for zinc (wet assay) ... 0 10 6.
Assaying ores for cadmium (wet assay) ..,  0 10 6
Assaying ores for tin (wet assay) .. ...  0 10 6
Assaying ores for  manganese  (wet assay) ...  0 10 6
Assaying ores for iron (wet assay) ... ...  0 10 6
Assaying  ores for uran  (wet assay ) ... ... 0 10 6
Caustic soda ... ... ... ... ...  0 6 0
Potash ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
Liquor ammonia (gas water) ... ... ... 0 5 0 1
Common ashes ... ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Testing wine or winemust ,  juices of fruits, &c.,
for acids,  sugar , and alcohol . 0 10 6,
Testing manures, guanoes, &c„ for phosphates,
ammonia, and potash ... ... ... 0 10 6
Testing soap, salt, sugar, or chemical prepara-
tions, for their commercial value or purity 0 10 6•
Testing a substance for a specified or sus-
pected adulteration,  like drugs, mer-
chandise, victuals, butter, milk, &c. ... 0 10 6•
Analysis of water, ores in which occur three,
four, or more bodies, and which are re-
quired to be quantitatively ascertained ... 3 3 0
Analysis of substances belonging to the Vege-
table and Animal Kingdom (zoochemical
analysis ), from £1  Is. to  £ 3 3s., accord-
ing to demands made
Testing soils for one or two substances ... 0 10 6
Analysis of soils ... ... ... ... 3 3 0
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th October, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE  BARRACKS , WARWICK.
T
ENDERS will  be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th
November next, frbm persons willing to contract
for the erection of Police Barracks  at Warwick.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Barracks ,  Warwick."
Plan, Specification ,  and form  of Tender may be
seen, and fur4 er particulars  obtained,  at this
Office, and at the Court House , Warwick.
Tenders must be on proper  printed forms, and
must state the time  within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at  the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum  of ten per
cent .  on amount of Contract ,  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract  in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ;  otherwise the Tender will  not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  6th October, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BR ID GE OVER SWAN CREEK ,  WARWICK
AGRICULTURAL  RESERVE.
TENDERS  will  be received  at this Office, until
Four  o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th
November next, from persons willing  to contract for
the construction  of a Bridge over Swan Creek, on
the road from Warwick to Emu Creek.
Tenders to  be endorsed  " 'l'ender for Swan Creek
Bridge."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further  particulars obtained ,  at this
Office,  also at  the Roads Office, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete  the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering , agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent . on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event,  that he will execute and deliver, at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notifica-
tion  of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing  such performance ; otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 7th October, 1873.
FERRY, COOMERA RIVER.
TO BOATMEN, FERRYMEN, &c.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th
November , 1873, from persons willing to contract
for the Lease, for the period of two years, of the
Ferry on the Coomera River.
Tenders  to be endorsed  " Tender for Ferry,
Coomera liner."
Conditions of Lease, form of Tender, and Regu-
lations for  working the Ferry, can be seen on
application  at this Office, or at the Police Magis-
trate's  Office, Beenleigh.
At the foot of each Tender there  must be a
memorandum signed  by the  party tendering, and
two responsible persons  as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Con-
tract in  the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her . Majesty in a penal sum of such
amount as may be hereafter determined upon, for
securing such performance  ;  otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
73-3183W. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
VERANDAH, POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICES,
MARYBOROUGH.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,until 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
October, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Verandah at the Post and Telegraph
Offices, Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Verandah,
Post and Teleraph Offices, Maryborough."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at  the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must  state the time within which it is pro-
posed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 9th October, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY STATION, BRISBANE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th November
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of a Passenger Station, S. and W. Railway,
Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Passenger
Station, S. and W. Railway, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained , at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within whic:i it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of ever Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per cent.
on amount of Tender as security f'or the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event that
he will execute and deliver, at the Office of the Civil
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken  into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any  Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 23rd September, 1873.
UPPER OR CARTER'S FERRY, ALBERT
RIVER.
TO BOATMEN,  FERRYMEN, &a.
T
ENDERS will be  received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
October, 1873, from persons  willing to contract for
the Lease, for the period of Two years, of the Upper
Ferry, Carter's Crossing, on the Albert River.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Upper
Ferry, Albert River."
Conditions of Lease, form of Tender,  and Regu-
lations  for working the Ferry,  can be seen on
application  at the Police Magistrate' s Office, Been-
leigh , or at this Office.
At the foot of each Tender there  must be a
memorandum  signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the Con-
tract  in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty  in a penal sum of such
amount  as may be hereafter determined upon, for
securing  such performance ; otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 17th October, 1873.
NN OTICE is hereby given, under the 14th sectionof  "An Act to make provision for the Con-
struction by the Government of Railways, and for
the Regulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd Sep-
tember, 1863, that his Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Map and Book of
Reference of the 3rd section of part of the Bris-
bane Extension from Oxley into Brisbane.
The map or plan, and book of reference, can be
seen  at this Office, and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in writing, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objection which may exist to
the adoption of the said line of railway, or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection
therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner of Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1873.
N OTICE is hereby given, u der the 14th section
of  " An .Aet to make provision for the Con-
struction by the Gover,,meirt of Railways, and for
the Regulation of the same,  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that his Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has pri-
marily approved of the Map and Book of Reference
of the proposed new line from Ipswich to Brisbane,
from its coin meiiceinent at Ipswich to 2 miles 30
chains near l3andamba.
The map or plan, and book of reference, can be
seen at this 01lice, and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in writing, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objection which may exist to
the adoption of the said line of railway, or any part
thereof', or of any works proposed in connection
therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner of Ra ilways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd September, 1873.
RAILWAY NOTICE.
IN Raiorder to  expedite the settlement of claims for,way  compensation ,  it is requested that all
persons who  have  any claim for compensation on
account of land resumed  for the  purposes of the
Brisbane and Ipswich Railway Line ,  will forward
the Deeds or other instruments showing their title
to the land taken, or an abstract hereof, to the
Office of the Crown Solicitor,  Queen street, Bris-
bane, at the same time that they forward their
claims for compensation to this Office.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways ' Office,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1873.
TO STOREKEEPERS ,  IRONMONGERS,
AND OTHERS.
STORES, ETC.,  REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF
THE NORTHERN  RAILWAY,  ROCKHAMP-
TON.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 31st
October next, from persons willing to contract for
the supply of the whole or any of the undermen-
tioned Stores, &c., in such quantities as may be
required for the year  1874, upon the conditions
hereafter specified ,  to be delivered at the Ra ilway
Stores ,  Rockhampton.
Printed forms of Tender ,  with lists and further
particulars specified, may be obtained at this Office,
or at the Railway Office, Rockhampton  ;  and at the
foot of every Tender there must be a memorandum
signed  by the party  tendering ,  and two responsible
persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event  that they  w ill severally execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane ,  within seven days from the usual notifi-
cation of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty in the
penal sum of £100, for securing such performance,
otherwise the Tender wi ll  not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
The Stores to be of the very best description of
their several kinds.
The probable quantities of each article required,
are given for the guidance of persons concerned,
but it must be understood  that they  are only
approximate ,  and the Contractors must supply
more or less of each article as required.
This notice does not apply to stores and material
of every description required for the construction
of new works.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF ARTICLES, AND PROBABLE QUANTITIES
REQUIRED TO BE TENDERED FOR.
Adzes, handled, per dozen (1 dozen)
Augurs, Matheson's screw, s-inch to 2 inches,  per dozen
(12 dozen)
Axes, American, per dozen (1 dozen)
Alum, per lb. (12 lbs.)
American cloth, best, per yard (50 yards)
Bolts, flush, for doors, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Borax, per lb. (3 lbs.)
Brass,
,e-inch, per sheet (1 sheet)
Brooms, hair, per dozen (2 dozen)
Brooms, bass, per dozen (2 dozen)
Brushes, scrubbing, per dozen (2 dozen)
Buckets, galvanised iron, at each (6)
Buttons, maroon, per gross.
Canvas, best brands, No. 4, per yard (500 yards)
(hulk, per lb. (50 lbs.)
Chisels, carpenter's largo panel, per dozen (1 dozen)
Copper, sheets, 20-inch, per sheet (1 sheet)
Chamois leathers, per dozen (1 dozen)
Cord, hat string, silk and worsted, per  yard
Canvas or duck, light, per yard
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Ca li co ,  black glazed ,  per yard
Cement, Portland ,  best brand ,  per cask
Dusters,  flannel ,  per yard  (1 dozen)
Dusters ,  li nen , per yard  (1 dozen)
Emery,  ground ,  per lb . (30 lbs.)
Piles, assorted, as per Sheffield  li st, per dozen (4 dozen)
Felt  ro ofing ,  Scroggins ',  per yard  (100 yards)
Glasses, kero sine lamp, per dozen  (1 dozen)
Gold size,  per gall on
Gold leaf,  per book
Hammers , hand, handled, per  dozen  (1 dozen)
Handles, American axe, per dozen  (2 dozen)
Handles ,  beaters , per dozen  (5 dozen)
Handles ,  adze,  per dozen  (2 dozen)
Handles ,  hammer, per dozen  (3 dozen)
Handles, sledge hammer ,  3 feet 3 inches long ,  per dozen
(2 dozen)
Hinges ,  iron  butt, per pair
Hinges, brass  butt, per pair
Iron , round and  square,  best Best Staffordshire,  per cwt.
(10 cwt.)
Iron ,  angle , best Best Staffordshire, per cwt. (40 cwt.)
Iron ,  flat, beat Beat  Staffordshire, per cwt. (40 cwt.)
Iron, plate, best Best Staffordshire, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Iron, sheet, Nos. 10 to 20 wire gauge, per cwt. (40 cwt.)
Iron, B.B.H., Crown over, per cwt. (40 cwt.)
Iron , corrugated, 26 gauge, best brand, per cwt.
Leather, best belting, per foot (150 feet)
Leather, Morocco, per dozen
Lead, per cwt. (20 cwt.)
Lace,  trimming or pasting, per yard
Locks, desk, per dozen
Locks, drawer, per dozen
Locks, press, per dozen
Nails , wire, assorted  sizes,  per cwt. (3 cwt.)
Nails, clouts, assorted Sizes, per cwt. (3 cwt.)
Nails, wrought iron,  assorted sizes,  per cwt.  (3 cwt.)
Nails, wrought iron, 4-inch, per cwt. (3 cwt.)
Oil, rape, per gallon (20 gallons)
Oil, linseed, boiled and raw, per  gallon  (50 gallons)
Oil, kerosine, approved brands, per gallon (20 gall ons)
Oil, neatsfoot, per gallon (50 gallons)
Oil, sweet, per gallon (100 gallons)
Paint, white lead, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Potash, American, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Pins, iron panel, 1 and 1; inch, per lb.
Pins, brass panel, 1 and 11 inch, per lb.
Polish, French, per gallon
Pencils, sable  picking out, per dozen
Padlocks, 2, 3, and 4 inch, per dozen
Rope, best Europe, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Rope, best Manila , per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Rivets and  washers, copper, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Steel, blister , best brands, per cwt. (28 lbs.)
Steel ,  round ,  square, hexagon ,  best brands, per cwt.  (3
cwt.)
Steel, spring ,  best brands ,  per cwt.  (5 cwt.)
Steel ,  cast ,  best brands ,  per cwt.  (5 cwt.)
Saws , hand,  at each (6)
Screws ,  all sizes, as per printed list, per gross  (20 gross)
Screw -drivers, per dozen  (1 dozen)
Shovels , No. 4,  round -nose, T handles, per dozen (4
dozen)
Soap ,  soft, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Sponges, common ,  per dozen  (2 dozen)
S ilk, lutestring , per yard
Silk, green and maroon , per yard
Soda , washing, per lb.
Tacks, tin, per lb. (6 lbs.)
Tacks, cut , per lb (6 lbs.)
Tacks, iron, per lb. (6 lbs.)
Tacks, black, $, 1, and 1 inch, per lb.
Thread, sewing, per lb.
Tubing, I.$., per foot
Tallow, best, for lubricating, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Tarpaulins, 25 x 171 feet, at each (12)
Tar, coal, per hhd. (500 gallons)
Tar, Stockholm, per gallon (50 ga llons)
Tar brushes, per dozen (1 dozen)
Twine, sewing, per lb.
Twine, tarred, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Twine, packing, per lb. (10 lbs.)
Varnish, best coach body, p.v gallon
Waste, white cotton, pct- cwt. (S cwt.)
Wire, copper, per lb. (20 lbs.)
Wire, brass, per lb. (20 lbs.)
Wire, steel, per lb. (2U lbs )
Web, chair, per yard
Wine, spirits of, per gallon
Zinc,  sheet, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Timber, pine, per 100 feet superficiol
Timber, hardwood, 100 feet superficial
Timber, cedar, per foot
Timber, Cudgeree, per 100  feet superficial.
QUEENSLAND TREASURY BILLS.
T HE attention of holders of Queensland Trea-sury Bi lls due and payable the 31st December,
1873 ,  is directed  to the  provision contained in the
said Bills, which requires that notice sha ll  be given
to the Colonial Treasurer ,  at Brisbane, on or
before the 1st day of December next, of the place
where such Bills are to be presented for payment,
viz., whether at Brisbane ,  Sydney ,  or Melbourne.
Should the holder of any Bills fail to give the
stipulated notice, such Bills wi ll  require to be pre-
sented for payment in Brisbane.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
ueensland, 6th October, 1873.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 10th June, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana,  Beenleigh, Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla , Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone,  Goodna, Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Gympie,
Ipswich, Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Milchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton,
Ravenswood , Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office
(Brisbane ), Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom , Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to  interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200. the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the  residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1873.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH CHARGES.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
of the Executive Council, has been  pleased
to cancel  the Charges for Telegraphic  Messages,
published in the  Government Gazette  of the 11th
January last, and to substitute the following. To
take effect on and  after the 1st November, 1873.
THOS. L. MURRAY PRIOR.
SCALIC  OF  CHARGES.
Between any two Stations in Queensland, ex-
cepting on the Gulf Line from Cardwell to
Normanton-
For every message of ten (10) words,  s. d.
exclusive of address and signature ... 1 0
For every additional word ... ... 0 1
Between any two Stations on the Gulf Line
from Cardwell to Normanton, or to or from
L any Station on the Gulf Line-
For every message of ten (10) words
exclusive of address and signature ,., 2 0
For every additional word ... ... 0 2
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General Post Office,
Queensland , 18th  September, 1873.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE 1879-5.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
SEPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, andwill be received until noon of SATURDAY,
the 1st November next, for the conveyance of Post
Office Mails, as undermentioned, from the 1st
January, 1874.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously on
application at any Post Office in the colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words  "Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number of the service -endorsed on. the cover, or
placed in the Tender Box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers are requested  to describe, by their
numbers  as below, the  mail services  for which they
tender , and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire service as  called for.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
A SPECIAL Meeting of Sheep- owners compe-
tent to vote for the election of Directors for
the Sheep District of Goondiwindi, will be held in
the Court House, Goondiwindi, on MONDAY,
the third day of November next, to elect  a Director
in the room of Alexander Wyndham , resigned.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary' s  Office,
Brisbane , 8th October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified  for general information,that the several Clerks of Petty  Sess s
throughout the colony are authorised to receive
Returns from Owners of Stock for the purposes of
assessment , under  " The Brands jet of  1872."
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each
service ,  as well  as for the periods mentioned,
namely, one  year  or two years.
Every Tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross  amount of the contract.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender can be inspected at the General
Post Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any tender.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster -General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
Service-TFrom and to, and to and from :-
37. Dalby and Gayndah, via Jimbour, Burran-
dowan, Boondooma, and Cooranga.-By coach,
once or twice a-week, for one or two years.
104. Gayndah and Mount Perry.-By coach,
once or twice a-week, for one or two years.
Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane , 9th October, 1873.
AMENDED ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH
REGULATION.
F
IIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to cause No. 4 of the Electric Telegraph Regula-
tions to be amended as under. To take effect on
and after the 1st November, 1873.
THOS. L. MURRAY PRIOR.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH REGULATION No. 4.
The address, signature, name of sending station,
and the date, hour, and minute of the deposit of
the Message, will be transmitted without charge.
When the sender wishes to pay for a reply, have
the message repeated or posted, instructions are to
be inserted in the address immediately before the
name of the terminal station. Intercolonial mes-
sages, which are addressed beyond the limits of
delivery, can be posted to their destination free of
charge. Messages received for transmission within
the colony can be posted to any address on pre-
payment of postage, in addition to the ordinary
charge for transmission. Senders may have posted
messages  registered on payment of the additional
fee.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
"DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
NOTICE TO SHEEP-OWNERS.
THE attention of Owners of Sheep is hereby
directed to  " The Diseases in Sheep Act of
1867  Further Amendment Act"  (34 Victoria, No.
26), by which they are required to make to the
Crown Lands Commissioner in the district in which
the sheep are at the time depastured, on the first
day of January next, 1874, a return of the number
of sheep owned by them, and, at the same time, to
pay into the Colonial Treasury a sum of five
shillings upon every thousand or part of a thousand
sheep, under a penalty of fifty pounds,  in case of
neglect or false return.
In the event of no Commissioner having been
appointed to any district, the returns  are to be
made to the Acting Commissioner of such district,
except in the case of Moreton and Wide Bay, and
Burnett Districts, whence they are to be made to
the Chief Inspector of Sheep, who has been autho-
rised to receive the same.
As far as practicable, printed forms of return
will be supplied, but the non-receipt of such forms
will not afford a plea for exemption from penalty.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
NOTICE TO STOCK-OWNERS.
OWNERS of Horses and Cattle, to the number
of fifty-one head and upwards, are hereby
notified that the assessment payable under the
above-named Act, at the rate of two  shillings and
sixpence per hundred, or portion of a hundred,
will be due on let January next, 1874, and may be
paid to the Clerks of Petty Sessions in the  various
districts on or before that date.
Forms for return of stock will be supplied by
any Clerk of Petty Sessions.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
Registrar of Brands Office,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1873.
NOTICE.
A
CCORDING to the eighth  clause of  "The
Impounding Act,"  I hereby notify that a
new Pound Yard has been erected on the  reserve
for a  Pound, with a frontage to Porter  and Simon
streets, Gayndah.
JOHN RANKEN, P.M.
Gayndah, 11th October, 187 3.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through the 90-acre Reserve, in the town and parish of Maryborough,
county of March : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Maryborough ; and all persons interested therein are requested to
transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-
grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
73-3810.
Owner.  Bearings.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH THE 90-ACRE REsERvE ,  IN THE TOWN AND PARISH OF
MARYBOROUGH, COUNTY OF MARCH, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. I Portion of Road.
1 Continuation of Kent street, com-
mencing on the south -east boundary
of the reserve ,  at the point bearing
300° 23',  and distant one chain f ro m
the south -west corner of the Town
Hall Reserve ,  and thence bearing
westerly to the north -west boundary
of the 90-acre Reserve
Crown  ...  300° 23'
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Bowen to Mackay, parish of Dargin, county of Herbert, District of
Kennedy : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Bowen ;
and all  persons interested  therein  are requested  to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive
Council, within  one month  from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the  formation
of the Road  in question.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOON :  OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM BOWEN TO MACKAY ,  PARISH OF DARGIN ,  COUNTY OF
HERBERT, DISTRICT OF KENNEDY ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road. Nr Reputed Occupier.  Bearings. Length Breadth Area.selie - Owner .  in Chains .  of Road.
Lion.
I  Commencing  at the No .  14 Towns and Towns and N .  3 22° E .  31.13 2 0 15 2 2011
south -eaat bound -  Co Co N 349 ?  E 47.93. . ..
ary of selection
No. 14,  parish of
north- westerly to
its north-west
boundary
2 Commencing  at the No .  8 Towns and
south-seat bound- Co.
ary of  selection
No.
Bergin, running
north -westerly to
its north-west
boundary
Towns and N. 3480 E. 8.16 2 0 10 2
Co. N. 344° 15' E. 4000
N. 368? 30' E. 5104
3 Commencing at the No .  11 Towns and Towns and N.10° 30' F.. 18.91
south-east bound-  Co. Co.  N. 352° E. 63.20
ary of Selection N. 334°  30' E. 6.81
No. 11,  being the
north-weetbound-
ary of Camping
Reserve ,  parish of
Dargin ,  running
through Selection
No. 11, in a north-
erly direction, to
its no rt h-w est
boundary
4 Commencing at the No. 21  Towns  and
south -east bound- Co.
ary of Selection
No. 21,  pariah of
Durgin ,  running
no rt h -westerly to
its no rt h-w es t
boundary
6 Commencing at the No. 15 John
south-east bound-  Robert son
ary of Selection
No. 15, parish of
Dargln ,  running
no rt h-westerly to
its no rt h-w es t
boundary
Towns and  N. 334° 30' E.
Co. N. 320° 30' E.
N. 339° 45'E.
N. 325° 46'
N. 321° 30'
N. 312° E.
Lengths.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Breadth
of Road.
chs. lks. ch. lks.
27 93 i 1 00
Area.
A. A. P.
2 3 7
0 18 0
Remarks.
Reserve for Recreation and
Water Supply.
ai
37.51 2 0 27 3
19.86
16.70
22.68
22.87
20.10
N. 202° 16'  K. 15.69
N. 317°  15'E. 34.35
0 10 0 32
Remarks.
ISelOction s  Nos.8 ,  11, 14.
and 21,  are fenced in
in one paddock, fence
not near road ,  except
on the south-east
boundary of Selection
No.14 ,  and the no rt h-
west boundary of
Selection No. 21; in
those two places it
cro sses the road
where there are
licensed gates. The
land is poor forest
with a  little plain
Poor forest land unim-
proved,
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st October, 1873.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST  NOTICE.
H
HIS Excellency the Governor,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portions 683, 48, and 46.  parish of Indooroopilly, county  of Stanley :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William  IY., No. 11,
and now in force in this colony, a  Plan and Book of Reference,  showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,  and at the Police Office,  Brisbane;
and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit,  in writing,  to the Clerk of the Executive
Council,  within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation
of the  Road in question.
Register
No. of
selec-
tion.
734 276-W. J. MACRON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OP ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 683, 48, AND 46, PAsfes OF INDOOBOOPILLY,
COUNTY OF  STANLEY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  ROAD ,  UNDES TSE  ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Port ion of Road.
I Commencing on the
north -west boundary
of portion  683, and
running south-eas-
terly to its east boun-
dary
2 Commencing on the
w est boundary of
portion 48, and run-
ning easterly to its
out  boundary
I Oemmencing on the
west boundary of
portion 48,  and run-
ning easterly to
Ratiway Reserve
2 6 Unfenced and unim-
proved forest land.
0 2 29 Partly fenced but
not otherwise ten-
proved.
If.  100° 0(y  E.
N. 127° 35' E.
1 83 Oneohain
about
5 10
Deartment of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD. FIRST NOTICE.
R18 Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Bowen to Ravenswood, parish of Kelsey, county of Herbert,
Kennedy District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended
line of Road abovementioned,  are now  deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane, and
at the Police Office, Bowen ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-432-W. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF PORTIONS OF ROAD FROM BOWEN TO RAVENSwOOD, PARISH OF kELSE7
COUNTY OF HERBERT, KENNEDY DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.  UNDER TSE
ACT OF  COUNCIL  4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Roa&
Reputed
Owner. Area.  Remarks.Occupier .  Bearings.
By Command,
Length Breadth
inOhains, ofRoad.
chg. iks.
C. Street ...  Not occupied N. 122° 36' E. 5 00 Onechainn
N.172°  4' E. 8 00
N.170°  51' E. 5 10
N. 140° 6 '  E. 4 79
A. A. P.
a 0 2 Unfenced and unim-
proved forest land.
E. Anderson  Not occupied N. 143° 2' E. ' 0 41  One chain 1
N. 99° 44+ E. 6 50
N. s9° 00' E. 4 50
N.100°  00' E. 3 79
ton
No. of Reputed
Selec- Owner.
lion.
Occupier .  Bea ri ngs. Length  Breadthin Cha ina. )  of Road.
ohs. Ike .  ohs. Ike.
1 Ooanmebning  on the  ...  J. F. Kelsey J .  F. Kelsey 274°  0' 81 25 2 0
left bas k  of the Don  289° 30' 24 53
liv er ,  and  running  240° 0' 11 51
westerly  and south -  272° 46' 9 91
westerly  through por- 232° 45' 43 74
Lion  No. 47 to its
muth-waft corner
a Commencing on the
soafiern  boundary of
selection No. 54, and
running north-wes-
terly along Euri Creek
for about 17 chains
3 Commencing on the
southern boundary of
selection No. 88, and
running north-
wes-terly ,  westerly, and
south -westerly to the
southern boundary
Bowen
Reg.
54
Bowen
Reg.
63
Area .  Remarks.
A. a. P.
34 0 0 Open forest country,
unimp ro ved.
J.llall Scott Unoccupied  299° 15'  7 83 Width  5 1 0 Forem land ,  unooou-pled,
3339 30' 12 87 Avg erraage
2 chains
60 links
T. S. E. I to Unoccupied  328° 26'
312° 65'
306° 40'
261° 26'
278° 40'
269° 0'
259° 25'
270° 10'
2850 55'
242° 10'
213° 25'
1999 26'
2 chains 68 2 0 Forest land, up.ocsu.
pled.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed  it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion 315, parish of Enoggera  :  Notice is  hereby given
that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV .,  No. 11, and now In force in
this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road  above-Jentioned, are
now deposited  at the Office of the Surveyor -General ,  and at the Police Office ,  Brisbane  ;  and all persons
interested therpip  are requested  to transmit in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
one month  from thin date, any well -grounded objections which  may exist  to the formation  of the Road
in question.
Reputed
Owner.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE OF Ro+D THILOUG $  PORTION 315 ,  PABISIr of ENOGGERA ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC  ROAD,  UNDER  THE  ACT OF COUNCIL  S WILLIAM IV., No, 11.
No.! Po rt ion of  Bond,
I Commencing on the 'ouch
boundary of portion 31x, pariah
of Raoggerq ,  aid rgii np In a
northerly diyeatlon to ita_port h
boundary
Reputed Owner.
J. Mullen ...
Bearings.
North
N. 3t° E.
N. 190 E. ...
Renigrka.
.l1ep4rimept Of Polio Works,
Brisbane,  25th Septembep, 1$q3.
NEW ROAID,-- FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Qovernor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it @xpedient
to open a +New Bead from Gatton to Oressbrook, parishes Clarendon and Buaraba ,  county of Oaven.
dish :  Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV„ Np. 11,
and now in forge in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of  R oad above-
mentioned ,  are now deppsited at the Office of the Surveyor .Gpnefal, and aj the Police Office ,  Ipswich ;
and all persons  Interested  therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the $xecutive
Council, within one month from this date ,  any well-grounded objections which may exist to the forma-
tion of the Road in question.
Bearings.
BOOB OF REFERENCE  or  Rpan FRAM  GATTOJT To CRBssBR00 $,  PARISHJ mm cLARRNI)ON ANIJ $U4RABA,
COUNTY OF CAVHNPISH, TO 133 PROCLAIMED As A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER Tl$E ACT  Of  COUNCIL
4 WILLIA #  IV., :Tp. 11.
Vq, Port ion of Road, o
r
Selec-
tion.
1 Commencing at the  southern  1.330 A. V. Carpan-
boundary or Portion  189. dale
p¢rlpl} of CJar9nggg. qnd
Itsbno rt hern dop
2 Oon}mencing t the w
u sry
boundary  of Port id
alleh or Btl4raba,an4
north -easterly
north -we.teily to the npr-
thern boun4 ry
1,061
3 A strip of  running  r- ,06Q
ttbrly alo the eelt a
bQnndat'y  Of  PQrl IQ
p4Fleli of B ,praba
4 Connnenoing at the weatgrn 1,081
boundary of Po rt ion 4; aid
Tr nin th eaetertyn g no> toC
boundary of Portion 6,
pgpah of  Buaraba
1,062
4 CpnWepoing an Running 1,764
Creek ,  and running por-
B(ipraba Crank
irep#. 14ud nu34lgt B*ths
t4f-rly alon the ens
boundary f Portioli
ptiish of Bdarabe
7 Commencing on the wee 1,981
boundary of Portion
pariah of Buarabe, and
ring no rt h -easterly to is
northern  boundary
ly to the ` ess n
J,ength la
Chains.
By Command,
J. MALBON THO I IEPSON.
Length
in Chains.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
ohs. lks. A. a P.
-1 0 4 1 39
Breadth
of Rood.
ohs. 1 .
N. 170 O' E. 32 79 1 chain
J .  A. and J. P. N.  16- 0'  E. 6
Bell . 30' 10 42
3370 01 4
73
} 1 chain
33 0 0 ' 14 2
Ditto N. 969° 15'  E. 4 74 1 chain
Ditto ... N. 22015 '  E. 21 10
I 960 0' 1 chainI 9 00
Ditto ... N. 260 0 '  E. 9 58
354° 0' 1 40
V 30'
4 0 0'
7 82 1 chain
2 2 87
W. Tstrlck... N. 3590 36'  E. 51 00 1 ch ain
B.  Watson ... N. 250  WE. 14 38 1 ch ai n
Remarks.
A. R. P.
3 1 3 Open forest,  unfenggd
and unlmprped.
2 3 17 Scrubby forpl,
0 3 10 Jprept laud.
2 1  7 Sound a3t.
2 0 20 Forest land.
5 Ole Forest land.
1 1 13 Forest land.
General Post
 Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  24th  October, 1873.
HE  following SIIMMASIES of OBSERVATIONS taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION, TOOWOOMBA,  during the Months  of July , August, and September ,  1873, are published for general
information.
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
SUMMARIES
 OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT TOOWOOMBA, DURING THE  MONTHS  OF JULY, AUGUST, AND SEPTEMBER, 1873.
LATITVDB,  27°  SO S.;  LONGITUDE,  1520 10'  E.;  HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MBAN  SEA LEVEL,  1,960 PEST ; DISTANCE PROM SEACOAST,  80 MILES.
aAROMRTEa. HYGROMETER .
SELF-RRGISFERfNG
RAIN . WIND. CLOVE . OZONE.
THERMOMETER&
Cor. to
 32° Fshr. Temperature of Temperature ofAir. Evaporation.
e a e s a
d a d ,i d
CD N m m N
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
JULY.
... 28.227 28.200139.179 52.0 60.0
28.026 27990 128.002 43.8 54.8
... 27.902 27.902127.857 35.0 51.0
Ma ximum
Mean
Minimum
... •039
 27-950  28.012 52.5 61'6
... 27.820 27.703 ;27'840 430 52.0
0. as
m m
a
a
o.
N w
510 50.0 51.0 50'0 '93 74
419 41.2  47-5
 424  81 •58
38.0 31.0 43.0 370 •50 '44
61.0 56'0
63,2 50.2
46.0 42.0
SEPTEMBER.
Max imum  ... ... ... ... ...  28.256 28.196 28'261 690 83'0
Mean
 ... ... ... ... ... 28'007  27-954 127*987  659 081
Minimum
 ... ... ... ...
... 27'774
 27,712 27,820  41.0 660
JULY,
70.0
56.0
45.0
58.0
40.9
37'0
62.0 56.0 •93
54.7 50.6 •83
49 0 1 430 •57
68-0
65.8
40.0
61.0 93
60-0 •66
370 •37
Humidity.
93
.6y
'41
•76
'47
1873r - Mean Shade Temperature of Month ,  47,8  degrees.
1872.
 ,, ,, 499 „
1871 .  60'2 „
1870 .  u „ 50.3
1869. 50.8
1873. - Mean Shade Temperature of Month ,  55-7 degrees.
1872. a 50.0
1871 .  55.0
1870. „ 52.8
1869. , 620
1873. - Mean Shade Temperature of Month, 00.1 degrees.
--1872.
1871.
1870.
1869.
Rain fell  on 2 days.
„ n 5 n
6 „
11 ,
8
Rain fell on 7 days.
4
4 ,
18
3
Rain tell on 2 days.
5
3 „
10
?i
Mo
6n
X
4i
 e) be 0I -S9 m
3
N
w
93 137.0 89.0  36-5  600
•80 1249 81'6 21.4 651
'67 79'0 58'5  11.0 500
410 29.5 '300
32,9  22.1 •020
24'6 12.6
 '000
'931144-0 105.6  44-5  76.0 64.6 340 1.500
-80 1123-5  87'2 3414  63-3  42-8  20-8 •120
59, 65.0 56'0 26.0  53-0
 32.5 80 000
•871147'0 1100  460
 85-0
 690 35.6 '840
63 1380 100-1 36.5 68.9 43'8 260 08O
1 4  86,0  65'5  27-0  51.6  33,0 15-0  000
b p
Summary of Direction.
m'q d
m m 8 a m 2 p.m. 8 P.M.
NO NWO NO NWIINO NW1
WOSW21
 WO SW18 WOSW16
81  SES  80 8E6 80 SE2
EO NEO EO NEI EO NE1
NO NW2 NO NW1 NO NWO
WOSW13 WOBW15 WOSW13
90 SE 5 81 SE 7 go SE 7
EO NEOiE0 NE2 EO NE1
N O  NW I
WOSW14
s0 8E9
EO NE3
NO NWO NO NWO
WOSW18 WOSW11
so 8E9 s0 8E8
EO NEO EO NEO
0-10.
a
m N
a
00
CS
10 10 10 ... ...
1-1  2.3 2.2 ... ...
0 0 0 ,.. ...
10 10 10
4.0 60 60
0 0 0
10
2.4
0
10
1-8
0
Total Rainfall, 0 .56 inches .  Electrical Observations -74 Positive ;  8 Negative.
69 24
„ 1.66 n „ 84 9
„ 4'09 n „ 78 „ 6
Total Rainfall, 3.88 inches .
 Electrical Obse rv ations - 55 Positive ;
1'24 , „ 75
0'68 ,. 896.20 „ 90 ,
0'29 , 29
Total Rainfall,  0.89 inches.  Electrical Obaervatione- 74 Positive;
191 „ 71
1.54 „ 82
1-84
 87
55'7 7
 0-85 27
The readings  of the  Barometer
 at Toowoomba  (1,960 feet over  mean sea level )
 are corrected  to 320 Fahrenheit only.
AUGUST..
.. ... ... ... 28.280
 28-224,38-239 61,0  74-0
600 „
59.5
1.37 63 18
176 „
25 Negative.
18
4
3
5
6 Negative.
22
8
3
3
Prevailing Winds, S.W.
„ S.W.
B.W.
S.W., E.
S.W., E.
Prevailing
 Winds, S.W.S.W.
S.W., B.E.8 W.„
•, S. W., E.
Prevailing Winds, 8.W., B.E.
B.E.
B.E., B.W.
S.W., E.
E.
8 ... .,.
1.0
0 ... ...
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Obs er ver.
TIME TABLE.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,SOPTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-On and after
 MONDAY,
 8th September,  1873, the following Time Table will come into operation
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
FEET
ABOVE
HIGH
WATER
MARK.
MILES.
From From Too-
Ipswich .  woemba.
STATIONS.
65 Ipswich ...
111 8 ... Walloon ...
140 12 ...
 Rosewood
198 18 ... Western Creek
274 21 ...
 Grandchester
574 25
 ... Victoria Tunnel
335 29  ... Laidley ...
340 88 ... Gatton
465 49 ... Helidon ...
788 59 ... Murphy's Creek
1530 69 ... Highfields ...
2005 76 ... Summit of Range
1928 78 ... Toowoomba ...
82.35 Mahoney's Gate
85 7 Gowrie Junction
Mixed.  Mixed.
A.M.
10.0
,., ,,, 10.28
A
A
arrive *11.13
depart 11'17
A
11.54
12.23
UP TRAINS.
Mixed .  Mixed.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
4.40
... ...
*6-8
A
A
5.47
5.51
A
... 6.28
*6.57
... ... 7'32
.., ... 7.47
8.27
919
10.7
10.50 4.0 ...
arrive 12.58
{depart 1.13
arrive 1.53
depart *1.58
,,, ,,, 2.50
arrive 3.38
depart 4.11
B
.., arrive ...
85 7 Gowrie Junction ... depart
901 121 For Williams' Camp ...
94 16 Westbrook Crossing... ...
... 102 24
 Cambooya ... ...
... 109 31 Emu Creek Siding
118 40 ' King's Creek .. ... ...
120 42 Clifton ... ... ...
131 63 A ll ora
... 140 62 Lyndhurst Road ... ...
143 65 Warwick
 ... ... ...
85 ... Gowrie Junction .. depart
... 90 ... Gowrie ...
B
*11-16
... *11.25 4.25 ...
A A
A A ...
12.25 5-25 ...
A.  A ...
1.18 6.18
... 1.28 *6.28 ...
... 2.5 7.5 ...
...  2-45  7'45
4.36
A
... 97 ... Oakey Creek ... ... ... 5.14
... 106 Jondaryan
 ... ... ... 5.44
... 114 ... Bowenvi ll e  ... ... ...  A
... 127 ... Blaxland ' s Siding ... ... A
... 130 ... Dalby ... ... ... 6.56
FEET
ABOVE
HIGH
WATER
MARE.
1928
2005
1530
788
465
340
335
574
274
198
140
111
65
* Trains meet here.
MILES.
From From
Dalby. Warwick.
STATIONS.
Dalby ... ...
3 ... Blamland ' s Siding ... ...
16 ... Bowenvillo
 ... ... ...
24 ... Jondaryan ..,
33 ... Oakey Creek
 ... ... ...
40 ...
 Gowrie
 ... ... ...
45 ... Gowrie Junction
 ...  arrive
... Warwick  ... ... ...
3 Lyndhurst Road ... ...
12 Allora ... ... ...
23 Clifton
 ... ... ...
25 King's Creek
 ... ... ...
34 Emu Creek Siding ... ...
41 Cambooya
 .. ... ...
49 Westbrook Crossing ... ...
521 For Wi ll iams' Camp...
58 Gowrie Junction ... arrive
Gowrie Junction  ... depart
47'45 50 .45 Mahoney ' s Gate ... ...
52 65 Toowoomba  .. , arrive1 depart
54 67 Summit of Range ... ...
61 ... Highfields ...
Mur h 's Creek71 arrivep y... depart
iae81 ... Helidon ,,, d
e
e
p
p
d
{art
92 ... Gatton ... ...
101 ... Laidley
105 ... Victoria Tunnel ...
109 ... Grandchester dePIartapartl
112
 ... Western Creek . ... ...
118 ... Rosewood
 ... ... ...
122 ... Walloon
 ... ... ...
130 ... Ipswich ...
Brisbane ,  1st September, 1873.
until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Mixed.  Mixed.
A.M. A.M.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed. Mixed.
A.M. P.M. ...
8.40
A ...
9.58 ...
10'30 ...
A
A A
1025
 ... 7'31
A ... A
A ... A
,,, *11.25 * 11.16 8.31
B B
11.55 11.44 9.0
6.50 ... 12.4 ...
7.49 .,. 12.58 ...
*1.58 ...
*8.44 ... 2.2 ...
*9.24 ... 2'42 ...
9.39 ... 2.57 ..,
10.9 ... 3.27
10.34 ...  3.52
11.9 ...  4-27
 ...
*11.13 ...  4.31
A ... A
A .., A
11.52 ... * 5.8
12.20 ... 5.36
Al Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo ll owing Monday.
NoTE .- The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, wi ll  stop by signal to take up passengers ,  who wi ll  be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can
only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking , fr om the place at which they  j oin the Train to the place at which they propose to slight.
(B.) The Trains leaving Toowoomba at 10.50 a.m. and 4.11 p.m. on the Up journey ,  and leaving Warwick at 8.5 a,m. and 5'5 p.m. on the Down journey,  will, for the present, stop at this Crossing,  subject
to the foregoing regulation.
845  ... 5.50
9.22 ... *6.28
9.32 ... 6.38
8-5  ... 5.10 ...
A ... A ...
1752
TIME TABLE.
G
REAT  NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after  MONDAY,  the 14th instant ,  the following Time
Table wi ll  come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Mies from
aook-
h.mpton.
stations Down TrainMixed.
Up Train,
Mixed.
Miles
from West-
wood.
stations.
a.m. I p.m.
11. 0 Westwood ... ... ... 3.30
11.24 6  Rosewood Crossing  ... ...  A
12. 0 16 Stanwell ... ... ... 4'30
A 24 Gracemere ... ... ... 6.6
1. 0 30 Rockhampton ... ... ... 5.30
Rockhampton  ... ... ...
6  Gracemere  ... ... ..
16 Stanwell  ... ... ...
24 Rosewood Crossing ... ...
30 Westwood  ,. ... ...
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo llowing Monday.
1A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will  stop by signal to take up passengers only ,  who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
OVERTIME GOODS SALE UNDER 114th CLAUSE "CUSTOMS ACT 1873."
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned goods will be Sold by Auction, by Mr. Arthur
Martin, the Government  auctioneer , at his Rooms, on THURSDAY, 20th November, 1873, on the
application of Mr. Robert Sparrow, lessee of Flemming's Bond, under the 114th  clause  "  Customs Act of
1873 ,"  the store  rent on  such goods being now  in arrear  for the space  of six consecutive months, unless the
said  goods  are duly cleared from Bond, for home consumption, or exportation ,  in meantime.
Bond. Date. Ship. Master. Whence . Bond Mark. Merchant. Goods.
1871.
Forsyth 's... May 26
1872
Decapolls ... Almond  .... London ... @ 666 H. Box and Son ... 7 quarte }- casks wine.
.
March 8 Lord Ashley ... $ristowe  ... Ili Sydney ... N 715 Holmes and Bameden '9 lids, ale.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector  of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 15th  October, 1873.
PURSUANT to the powers conferred upon  me, as  Judge of the Western District Court, by the Aot31 Victoria ,  No. 30, I do hereby appoint the following  times and places  at which Courts are to be
held in the Western District, in the Colony of Queensland, for the year 1874; that is to say-
CRIMINAL JURISDICTION .  CrVIL JURISDICTION.
District and Town . Day 9f  the Weep. Date. District and Town .  Day of the Week. Date.
1874. 1874.
Ialby Friday ... 28 January Dalby Friday ... 23 January
Wednesday ... 22 April Wednesday ... 22 April
Monday ... 27 July Monday ... 27 July
,, 26 October ,, 26 October
Toowoomba  ... ...  Tuesday ... 27 January Toowoomba ... ... Tuesday ... 27 ,Tanuary
Saturday ... 25 April Saturday ... 25 April
Thursday ... 23 July Thursday ... 23 July
29 October ,, 29 October
„
Warwick ... Friday ... SO January Warwick ... Friday ... 30 January
Wednesday ... 29 April Wednesday ... 29 April
Monday ... 20 July
2 November
Monday
,
... 20 July
2 November
„
,
Otanthorpe ... ... Tuesday ... 3 Febru ary Stanthorpe ... Tuesday ... 8 February
Saturday ... 2 May Saturday ... 2 May
Thursday ... 16 July Thursday ... 16 July
Friday ... 6 November Friday ... 6 November
Aom} Saturday ... 18 April Roma ... Saturday ... 18 April tA1 August „ ugus1
;, 17 October „ 17 October.
Qondpmine  ... ...  Monday ... 20 April Condamine  ... ...  Monday ... 20 April
„ 3 August „ 3 ugast
pFriday ... 23 October Friday .. . ctober$3
Given under  my Hand, this 18th day of October, 1873,  at Brisbane , in the Colony  aforesaid.
CHAS. W. BI_.AKENEY,
Judge of the Western  Disk  ct Court.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
r AKE Notice ,  that appplications have been made to bring  the Lands  desc ri bed below under the
l provisions of "  Petal Property Act  of 1861." Any person  desiring  to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or  his  attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said  Act, on or before  the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar.General.
Description and altuation of Land. Name of Applicant.
Date within wbtoh a Osve$,
may be lodged.
2 roods  32zJy  perches,  being subdivision  A of portion  James Swan  ... ...  25th November, 1873.
170, parish and town of  North  Brisbane, county of
Stanley
32 perches,  being allotment  14 of  section 6, parish and  Wm. Vowles ... ...  29th December, 1873.
town of Ipswich ,  county of Stanley
4  acres  8 roods 88 perches,  subdivisions 1 and 2 of  John  James Stewart ...  Ditto.
suburban allotment 32, parish of Drayton,  county
of Anbigny
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  24th Octobe r, 1873.
NOTICE.
IT is  hereby notified for public information, that
M.  Monoa CouNTas GREENS,  Gold Com-
missioner 's Clerk  at George Town ,  has been
appointed.  Registrar of Births ,  Marriages, and
Deaths ,  for the Registration District of Gilbert, in
the room of Mr. Francis Gill, transferred.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane,  25th October, 1873.
NOT ICE is hereby  given ,  that I intend, in con-
formity with the provisions  of the 117th
section of  "  Tke Real  Property Act of  1861," on or
after the tenth day of November next ,  to issue in
the name of Gottlieb Pinnow ,  of Beenleigh ,  farmer,
a provisional Deed of Grant ,  for 8  acres of land,
situate in the county  of Ward;  and parish  of Albert,
being portion  No. 81,  and more particularly des-
cri bed in the  Register  Book ,  vol. 161 ,  folio  155;  the
ori ginal Deed  of Grant  having been lost or mislaid.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Surveyor-General's Office
Brisbane,  18th October, 1873.
TT is hereby notified ,  that  in  consequence of the
1 reservation  of a Road, the  areas  in  lots 26 and
27, at the Crown Lands Sale at Toowoomba, have
been altered  to 18  acres  1 rood 31  perches, and 18
acres  1 rood  24 perches respectively.
A. C. GREGORY.
Surveyor  General's  Office,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
T is hereby notified that an error has occurred
I in the  Proclamation of the Sale  of Crown
Lands ,  at the  Land Office ,  Ipswich ,  on the 6th
November , 1873, in which lots 63 to 60 are stated
to  be  in the perish of Ipswich ,  instead of the
parish of Chawar.
A. C. GREGORY.
Surveyor -General's Office.
Brisbane ,  14th October, 1873.
N OTICE is  hereby given, that the_ purchaser of
Lot 236 of the sale of Crown Lands, to be
held  at  Warwick ,  on the 11th November, 1873,
being 4'ortiaa 67,  parish of Dalrymple ,  will have
to pay £73  N.  9d. for the improvements  94  the
said portion.
A. C. GREGORY,
Survepor.General.
Surveyor -General's Office,
Brisbane ,  30th September 1878.
T is hereby notified, that an error has occurred
in the Proclamation of the sale of Crown Lends
at the Land Office ,  Mackay, on the 18th November,
1873, in which lot 1 is stated to be in the parish
of Mackay ,  instead of in the parish of Bassett.
A.C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
QUEENSLAND BOARD OF GENERAL
EDUCATION.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
rFTE Queensland Board of Education will gm- t
Grammar School Scholarships annually to
deserving Pupils of the Primary Schools of the
Colony. The Board will pay the Grammar School
tuition fees of such Primary School boys as shall
prove themselves, on examination, to be fitted for
a higher  class  of education than is afforded in the
Primary Schools.
2. Examinations for Scholarships will be held
simultaneously at some time during the first three
weeks of the
December of every year, one nwnth'snotice at least to be given of the precise date of
holding. Examiners to be appointed by the Board.
3. The examinations for 1874 Scholarships will
take place in December ,  1873 ,  at Brisbane, Ips-
wich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, and Rockhampton
only, unless special application shell be made and
approved for holding examinations elsewhere ; but
candidates may present themselves from any Pri-
mary School.
4. Nominations of candidates ,  by the principa
teachers of their respective schools, must reach the
Education Office at least one month before the
date fixed for holding the examinations ,  and the
nominations must be accompanied by a statement
that the candidates are Primary School scholars,
not exceeding fourteen years of age at the date of
the examinations ,  that they have not  been  pupils
at a grammar school, and have been in fairly
regular attendance at a primary school for the
previous six months ,  and have been Queensland
Primary School boys for eighteen months.
5. Scholarships will be tenable ,  during good
behaviour and the pleasure of the Board ,  for three
years.
6. The examinations will be held under the
supervision of responsible officers of the Board
appointed for the purpose. The questions will be
the same in all places. The candidates '  papers are
to be anonymous, distinguished by a motto or
number ,  and accompanied by a sealed envelope
containing the game and age of the candidate, the
whole to be forwarded under seal to the Secretary
of the Board ,  immediately after the examinations,
for transmission to the Examiners.
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7. Successful competitors will be entitled,
through their parents or guardians, to elect the
particular Grammar School at which they shall
study ; and, in the case of change of residence, or
other sufficient cause shown, leave will be given for
transfer from one Grammar School to another.
8. The subjects of examination for 1874 scho-
larships will be the same as those prescribed in the
Board's printed regulations for boys who have
reached the fourth form in a Primary School.
9. The percentage of marks entitling to a
Scholarship at the next examinations will be fifty
(50) ; but in special cases, brought under their notice
by the Examiners, the Board may act independently
of this rule.
By order of the Board,
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
T
AKE Notice, that the Partnership hitherto
existing between us, the undersigned, Carl
Adolf Fielberg and William Keith, of Adelaide
street, Maryborough, as Printers and Publishers,
was dissolved as and from the first day of October,
1873, by mutual consent ; and in future the business
will be carried on by the said William Keith, on
his separate account, who will receive all moneys
and pay all debts.
Dated this thirteenth day of October, 1873.
CARL A. FIELBERG.
WILLIAM KEITH.
Witness-
HENEY WALKER,
727
Solicitor ,  Maryborough.
6s. 6d.
STOLEN  or strayed from Round Swamp, nearBald Rock Creek Tin Mines, New England,
one Bay Horse, black points, rather lofty, T G near
shoulder. One Bay Mare, black points, slightly
hollow back, L D near shoulder ; both with bells
and hobbles on. A reward of £3 sterling will be
paid on their recovery by applying to
723
N. FOLDI,
Deepwater.
3s. 6d.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A SITTING of the above Court was held atthe Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
Wednesday, the 15th day of October, A.D. 1873,
before His Honor Sir JAMES COCKLE, Knight, Chief
Justice of Queensland, and Judge of the said
Vice-Admiralty Court. No business being on the
paper, the Court was adjourned till MONDAY, the
1st day of December, A.D. 1873.
By Order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
MACKAY.DISTRICT COURT.
IN pursuance of "  The District Courts Act of
1867," and by authority of the same, I hereby
appoint the day and time hereinafter mentioned for
holding a District Court at the Town of Mackay,
within the Northern District.
Criminal Jurisdiction.
Thursday, 6th Nov., 1873.
Civil  Jurisdiction.
Thursday, 6th Nov., 1873.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge of the Northern  District Court.
20th July, 1873.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1873.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the matter of  "The Real Property Act of
1861," and in the matter of the application of
Alexander Grant and Thomas Skarrett Hall
for a Rule  Nisi.
TO ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice that a Writ of  Fieri Facias  has been
issued upon a Rule of the Supreme Court of
Queensland, dated the twenty-second of July, A.D.
1873, in the above matter ; and that all the right,
title, and interest (if any) of the late Emily Sarah
Ann MacDonald, otherwise Emily Sarah Ann
Ward, of Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queens-
land, deceased, in the Certificate of Title hereinafter
mentioned, called Emily Sarah Ann MacDonald,
of, in, and to-All that piece or parcel of land,
containing  by admeasurement one rood, be the
same more or less , situated in the county of
Livingstone, parish and town of Rockhampton,
being part of allotment No. 9 of section No. 10;
commencing at the north side of Bolsover street,
at the south corner of allotment 10, and bounded
thence on the north-west by the south-east boun-
dary line of allotment 10, bearing north forty-
seven degrees thirty minutes east two chains and
fifty links to a lane thirty links wide ; on the
north -east  by that lane bearing south forty-two
degrees thirty minutes east one chain ; on the
south-east by the north-west boundary line of a
measured portion of one rood, being part of the
said allotment No. 9 bearing south forty-seven
degrees thirty minutes west two chains and fifty
links to Bolsover street ; and on the south-west by
that street bearing north forty-two degrees thirty
minutes west one chain to the point of commence-
ment,-Being part of the land sold on 29th
September, 1859, as lot No. 9, in pursuance of the
proclamation of 1st August, 1859, which said lot
No. 9 is also delineated as allotment No. 9 of
section No. 10 in the public map of the said parish,
deposited in the Office of.the Surveyor-General,
originally granted to Catherine Gaynor, by Deed
of Grant under the Seal of the Colony of Queens-land, signed by Sir George Ferguson Bowen,
G.C.M.G., Governor, enrolled in the Office of the
Registrar-General, at Brisbane, No. 369, vol. B,
folio 236, dated 18th September, 1860, and being
the whole of the land described in Certificate of
Title, No. 1603, Register Book vol. XVI., folio 121,
-Will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
Public Auction, at the Alliance Hotel, Rock-
hampton, on TUESDAY, the second day of
December next, at Twelve o'clock noon, unless this
execution is previously satisfied.
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ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff.
15s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estate of Michael Flannery, and Fred
(a Dane), late of Clermont ; George Savelle,
and George Woodluck, late of Toowoomba;
James Boyce, and William Cannal, late of
Charters Towers ; George B. Evans, late of
Cardbeign ; Jemmy Low Meng, late of Bris-
bane ; and John Beck, late of Westbrook.
P
URSUANT to Act of Parliament, 31 Victoria,
No. 10,  all persons  having any  claims  against
the Estate of any of the above-named  deceased
persons, are to come in and prove their debts at my
office, Queen street, Brisbane, on or before the 25t
day of December next, or, in default, they will be
peremptorily excluded from all benefit accruing
from the said Estates.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 25th October, A.D. 1873.
726 6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Jemmy Low Meng, late of Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland, storekeeper,
deceased.
N Ol'ICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to this Honorable Court,
in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Letters of
Administration of all and singular the goods,
chattels, credits, and effects of the above-named
Jemmy Low Meng, deceased, may be granted to
Mary Low Meng, wife of the said deceased.
Dated this 24th day of October, A.D. 1873.
ROBERTS AND DALY,
Proctors for the said Mary Low Meng,
Queen street, Brisbane.
732 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the matter of the Will of the Reverend Charles
Stewart, formerly of Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, and late of the Town of St.
George, in the Island of Bermuda, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland  Government  Gazette,
application will be made to this Honorable Court,
in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate of
the last Will and Testament of the above-named
Charles Stewart, deceased, may be granted to
Daniel Rountree Somerset, of Brisbane, in the
said colony, the duly constituted attorney of
Elizabeth Hall, of the Island of Bermuda afore-
said,  sister  of the said  deceased ,  and sole Executrix
named  in the said Will.
Dated at Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
October, A.D. 1873.
ROBERTS AND DALY,
Proctors for the  said Daniel  Rountree  Somerset,
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Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas P. Haslam, of
Toowoomba.
WHEREAS the said Thomas P. IIaslam was,
on the 17th day of October, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 27th day of October, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
Debts against the said Estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if-required, and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent, up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MON DAY, the 24th day of November, A.D.1873, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate, and for such other matters
connected with the Estate as may be required to
be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 25th day of October, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official  Assignee.
725 6s. 6d.,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Hartley Sneyd,
of Brisbane, journeyman printer.
17 HEREAS the said William Hartley Sneyd
was, on the 6th day of October, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 8th day of December, A.u. 1873, to com-
mence at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination
of the Insolvent,  and unless  the Court shall other-
wise direct, for the Insolvent to make an  applica.
tion for his Certificate.
Dated at  Brisbane , the 25th day of October,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
724
Judge.
6s. 6d.
NOTICE.pOUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements, over five shillings, must be made by
Post-Office Order, or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printter.
NOTICE.
T
II E Scale of Charges for the insertion of Advertise.
ments in the  Queensland Government Gazette  is
follows:-
Advertisements  relating to Insolvent  m Intestate
Estates,  or Letters  of Administration, Gs. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relat in g to Impounded  Stock, is.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eight lines (or under),
and 3d. for  every  additional line, allowing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No ADVERT ISE\IEN1'
WILL BE INSRLTrD in the  Gazette  unless accompamcd by
a rewitln.nre enf;irieut to cover the cost of its insertion
according, to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. BEAL,
(4orernmert Primer.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges  the receipt
of the fo llowing amounts:-
£ s. d.
1873.
Oct. 20.-R. W. Gaden ... 0 6 0
„ 20.-W. Kewley ... 0 9 0
„ 20.-E. H. Lloyd ... 0 1 2
20.-J.  Rolleston ... 0 1 0
21.-W. S. Williams ... 0 4 0
22.-T. Pryde ... ... 1 0 0
23.-N. Foldi ... ... 0 3 6
23.-W. Hnmphery ... 0 1 0
23.-F. G. Mackay ... 0 3 0
23.-W. Wallace . 0 2 0
23.-D. S. Sutherland... 0 2 0
24.-J. E. Kennan ... 0 1 6
24.-J. P. Wilkie ... 0 1 6
24.-R. Fitzgerald ... 0 6 0
Jlmpounbingo.
CIW Poundkeepers are reminded  that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will  be  charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no such Adver-
tisement  will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless  accom-
panied by a  remittance sufficient  to cover the  cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at nalby, from Jinghi Jinghi, on the
11th October, 1873, by order of A. S.  Cameron,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 6s.
One bay gelding, JD over JD  near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th November, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
J. P. WILKIE, Poundkeeper.
729 16.
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IMPOUNDED at Townsvi ll e, on 29th September,
1 1873.
One red cow, white face, slit near ear, 9t near rump, x
near loin ; white bull calf, progeny of same.
One red cow, white face, slit near ear, 9t near rump, B
near loin.
One white steer, 9t near rump, slit near ear, top off off
ear.
If not released on or  before the 17th October, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
H. S. WILLIAMS, Poundkeeper.
718 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Blackall, from  Avington, by C. L.
Hill, Esquire .  Driving, 7s. 4d .  per head.
One brindle and white bullock, indistinct brand off ribs.
One red and white bullock, 5 off shoulder and rump,
like star off ribs, tips off both cars.
One strawberry cow, JT conjoined near rump, blotch near
ribs.
One red and white bull calf, bald face, unbranded.
One yellow poley cow, 1K off rump, like C near loin.
One strawberry  steer, B near ribs.
One white cow, L w near rump.
One red and white cow, like m reversed near ribs.
If not released on or before the 5th November, 1873,
wi ll  be sold to defray expenses.
WM, KEWLEY, Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, from Stanwell, on
the 9th October, 1873, by order of Mr. Lamina.
Damages, 2s.  6d.;  driving, 3s.
One bay mare, blaze, off hind foot white, branded TC
over SF near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th November, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
ROBT. W. GADEN, Poundkeeper.
716 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, from Oracemere, on
11th October, 1873, by order of  Robert McKim,
Esquire, ire. Damages, 10s. per head ; driving, 1s. per
One strawberry cow, (ER conjoined near rump, near ear
marked.
One white  steer , 88 of rump.
One white steer, blotch off ribs, off ear marked.
One strawberry heifer, no brand visible.
One strawberry cow, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 5th November, 1873,
will be  sold to defray expenses.
ROBT. W. GADEN, Poundkeeper.
717 5s.
IMPOUNDED at North Brisbane, on 20th October,1873, by order of the Inspector, from the  streets.
One black horse, AW over AW  near  shoulder, star in
forehead.
Also, one bay  horse,  star in forehead,  snip on nose, near
hind foot white, JO off shoulder, M over JMM  over
writing capital G near shoulder, like BE under
saddle,
If not released on or before the 15th November, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
E. HUGHES, Poundkeeper.
722 2s.
CORRECTED  BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Wallumbilla,  on 9. '
September, 1873.
One grey  mare , half circle over JL over DP conjoin 1,
the D reversed near shoulder ; foal at foot.
From Blythdale.
One brown horse, hind  feet  white,  star,  blotched brand
like A5T near shoulder.
One bay colt, indistinct brand like I  over M over very
indistinct brand like W near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th November, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
F.  G.  MACKAY,  Poundkeeper.
720 3s.
I
MPOUNDED  at Gloondiwindi, from Minnimie, on
17th October, 1873, by order of J. T. M. Bell,
Require.  Driving ,  3s. 8d.
One bay spare, snip, gB near shoulder, indistinct brand
li ke CI conjoined over same sideways off shoulder ;
bay filly foal at foot, unbranded.
One chesnut mare, blaze, hind feet white, blind off eye,
TH over T near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th November, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
WILLIAM WALLIS,  Poundkeeper.
719 2s.Se.
IMPOUNDED at Inglewood, on October 17th, 1873,by order of Mr. George Porter , from his pastoral
paddock.
One bay mare, shod, like spur brand near shoulder, T off
shoulder.
Also, on the 18th October, by order of Mr. Porter, from
his paddock.
One bay mare, branded co over PL over W near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th November, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
D. S. SUTHERLAND, Poundkeeper.
721 2s.
IMPOUNDED  at Ipswich,  from Mount Walker, on
14th October,  1873. Driving ,  29. 6d.  per head.
One bro wn filly ,  like 5RR near shoulder  (registered
brand).
One yellow mare, star, W3P near thigh  (registered
brand).
One bay horse, star and snip, near bind  foot  white, MH
conjoined near shoulder.
One bay  colt, near hind foot white,  EH 8 near shoulder
(registered  brand).
One bay filly, kq over 0 near shoulder, 0 near rump,
like EK3  of  shoulder  (registered brand).
Also, from Peak Mountain, on 17th October, 1873.
Driving,  2s. 6d.
One bay filly ,  T near shoulder, 4 near thigh ,  near hind
and off fore feet  white,  blaze.
If not released on or before the 15th November, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
R.. 'ITZGERALD,  Poundkeeper.
730 6s.
BRISBANE :
Punted sad Publisbed by 7euas 0. Bssr,  Government  Printer,
W1Atam. treet, 25th  00tober, 1873.
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QUEENSLAND,  I  Proclamation by The Most Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
to wit. f CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, Earl of Mulgrave,
Viscount Normanby, and Baron Mulgrave of Mulgrave, all
in the County of York, in the Peerage of the United King-
(L.s.) dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New Ross, in the County of
NORMANBY, Wexford, in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member of Her
Governor.  Majesty's Most Honorable Privy Council, Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS the Legislative Council of Queensland now stands Prorogued
to Tuesday, the fourth day of November, 1873: Now, I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, in pursuance of the power
and authority in me vested, as Governor of the said Colony, do hereby
further Prorogue the said Legislative Council to TUESDAY, the 16th day
of December, 1873.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this
29th day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-seventh year of
Her Majesty's Reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
A. H. PALMER.
By Authority :  Jaxas C. BxAL, Government Printer ,  William street ,  Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND ,
)
Proclamation by The Most
to wit . 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
' Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the  Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NOBMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor  aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the ninth day of December, 1873, at the Rockhamp-
ton Land Office.
Part of Gracemere Run, Port Curtis District,
resumed from  the ten years' lease.
About 120  square miles.
Commencing  at the south boundary of portion 11,
parish of Gracemere, where it is intersected by the
telegraph  line from Rockhampton to Gladstone, and
bounded thence on the north-west by the south-east
boundaries  of portions 11 and 10, parish of Grace-
mere, bearing  south-west to Gavial Creek about
forty chains ; then by that creek southerly about
forty chains ; then by the south boundaries of
portions  59, 64, and 53, bearing west about one
hundred and seventy  chains  to a point three miles
south-easterly from the railway ; then by a line
parallel to the railway and  distant  therefrom three
miles ,  said line bearing  south-westerly about twenty
miles ;  on the south by the watershed separating
the waters flowing into  the lower Fitzroy River
[No. 99.
from Gogango Creek and  the Dee  River, bearing east
north-easterly about sixteen miles  ;  then by the
western watershed  of Gavial Creek northerly about
three and a-half miles  ; then by a line  bearing east
about two  and a-half  miles crossing Gavial Creek at
the north  boundary of portion  9, parish of Boulder-
combe ; then  by the  eastern watershed of Gavial
Creek southerly  about two  and a-half miles ;
then by the watershed separating Midgee Creek
from the Dee River easterly about one mile to the
head of Midgee  Creek; on the east by Midgee
Creek northerly to the telegraph line from Gladstone
to Rockhampton  ;  and on the north-west by said
telegraph line north -westerly to the point of  com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -ninth day of
October, in  the year of our Lord  one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-three, and
in the thirty -seventh year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1873.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule  hereunder
written being erroneous  in the particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  "The Titles  to  Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such deeds  of grant respectively under his  Hand and
Seal of the  Colony, describe the lands  intended to
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be granted , to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid , the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the  respective grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants respectively and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED  TO.
Date of Grant-10th August, 1871.
Name of Grantee-Richard Furlong.
Description of Land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement twenty-four  acres and
six perches (be the same more or less), situated in
the county of Livingstone and parish of Cawarral,
portion 10, commencing at the south-east corner of
portion 9, and bounded thence on the  east  by a line
bearing 183 degrees 41 minutes, ten chains and one
link ; on the south by a line bearing west twenty-
three chains ; on the west by a line bearing 351
degrees 62 minutes, ten chains and one link ; and
on the north by a line east thirty chains and 58
links to the point of commencement.
Description of Land intended to be granted.-
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion 9,
and bounded thence on the east by  a line  bearing
183 degrees 41 minutes, ten chains and one link ;
on the south by a line bearing west twenty-three
chains ; on the west by a line bearing 351 degrees
62 minutes, 10 chains and 10 links ; and on the
north by a line bearing east twenty-five chains and
eight links to the point of commencement.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-James Dignam.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland con-
taining by admeasurement forty-eight acres three
roods, be the same more or less, situated in the
county of Ward and parish of Logan, portion 99,
commencing on the right bank of the Logan River
at the south-west corner of portion 98, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing east forty-
seven chains and six links ; on the east by a line
bearing two hundred and nine degrees twelve
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west forty-
six chains and seventy-five links to the Logan
River, and thence by that river downwards to the
point of commencement.
Nature of error.-The  area being described as
forty-eight acres three perches, instead of  fi fty
acres ; and commencing at the south-west corner
of portion 98, instead of 98A.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1473.
Name of Grantee-Charles Merkley.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement fifty-two acres one rood
and eighteen perches, be the same more or less,
situated in the county of Ward and parish of
Logan, portion 98, commencing, on the right bank
of the Logan liver at the south-west corner of
portion 85, and bounded thence on the north by a
inc lbearing east fifty-three chains and eighty-one
links; on the east by a line hearing south ten
chains and fifty links; on the south by a line bear-
ing west forty-seven chains and six links to the
Logan River ; and thence by that river downwards
to the point of commencement.
Nature  of error.-The land being called portion
98, area fifty-two acres one rood and eighteen
perches, instead of portion 98t, area  fi fty acres.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles McIntosh
Description of land ranted.-A ll that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining  by admeasurement two thousand five
hundred and sixty  acres , be the same  more or less,
situated in the county of Merivale and parish of
Cunningham, selection 72. Commencing at a point
bearing north and distant two chains and two links
from the north-east corner of selection 415 ; and
bounded thence on the south by a road two chains
wide bearing west twelve degrees north fifteen
chains and two links west four degrees thirty
minutes north twenty-two chains, south sixty
degrees west seventeen chains ,  and west fourteen
degrees north three hundred and sixty-four chains
and sixty-two links ; on the west by a line bearing
north thirty-one chains and eleven links ; on the
north by a line bearing east fifty-eight chains and
eighty-three links to a road one chain and fifty links
wide ;  again on  the west by that road  bearing
north nineteen chains and eighty-two links to
another road one chain and fifty links  wide ; again
on the north by that road bearing east fifty-six
chains ; thence by lines bearing south thirty-four
chains and seventy-six links east fifty-four chains
and fifty links, south three chains and ninety-three
links, and east fifty-six chains to another  road one
chain and fifty links wide; thence by that road
bearing south fourteen chains and seventy-two
links ; thence by lines bearing east fifty-seven
chains and fifty links, south three chains and
nineteen links, east fifty-six chains to another road
one chain and fifty links wide ; thence by that road
bearing south seven chains and sixty-six links to
another road one chain and fifty links wide ;  thence
by that road bearing east fifty-eight chains and
fifty-three links, north one chain and seventy-two
links, and east forty-eight chains and thirty links ;
on the east by a line bearing south thirty-three
chains and seventy-one links ; thence by a line
bearing west forty chains and two links ; and
thence by a line bearing south thirty- seven chains
and two links to the point of commencement.
Description of- land intended  to  be granted.-
Commencing at a point bearing north and distant
two chains and two links from the north-east
corner of selection 415 ; and bounded thence on
the south by a road two chains wide, bearing west
twelve degrees north fifteen chains and two links,
west four degrees thirty minutes, north twenty-two
chains, south sixty degrees, west seventeen chains,
and west fourteen degrees, north three hundred
and sixty-four chains and sixty-two links ; on the
west by a line bearing north thirty-one chains and
eleven links ; on the north by a line bearing east
fifty-eight chains and eighty-three links to the east
side of a road one chain fifty links wide ; again on
the west by that road bearing north nineteen chains
and eighty-two links to another'-road one chain and
fifty links wide ; again on the north by that road
bearing east fifty-six chains, thence by lines bear-
ing south thirty-four chains and seventy-six links,
east fifty-four chains and fifty links, south three
chains and ninety-three links, east fifty-six chains
to another road one chain and fifty links wide ;
thence by that road bearing south fourteen chains
and seventy-three links ; thence by lines bearing
east fifty-seven chains and fifty links, south three
chains and nineteen links, east fifty-six chains to
another road one chain and fifty links wide ; thence
by that road bearing south nine chains and sixteen
links to another road one chain and fifty links
wide ; thence by that road bearing east fifty-eight
chains and fifty-three links, north one chain and
seventy-two links, east forty-eight chains and
thirty links ; on the east by a line bearing south
thirty-three chains and seventy-one links ; thence
by a line bearing west forty chains and two links ;
and thence by a line hearing south thirty-seven.
chains and two links to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of three reserved roads as marked
and shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's office, the areas of which have
been deducted from the total area.
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Date of Grant- 29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Frederick John Cobb
Wildash.
Description  of land granted.- All  that piece or
parcel of land in the  Colony of Q ueensland, con-
taining by admeasnrement two thousand five hun-
dred  and sixty acres, be the same more or less,
situated  in the county  of Merivale and parish of
Cunningham - selection 71, commencing at a point
bearing west, and distant two chains and ninety-five
links, and thence north one  chain  and fifty links
from the north -east corner of selection  347, under
" The Leasing Act  of 1866," and bounded thence
on part of  the south by a road one  chain  and fifty
links wide, bearing  west thirty- three chains and
fifty-five links ; thence by  roads ,  one chain and
fifty links wide, bearing south twenty- four chains
and eighty five links, west thirty- seven chains and
eighty links, north twenty-eight chains,  west two
chains and  thirty links, north twenty- five chains,
east fourteen chains and  ninety links ,  north twenty-
nine chains  and fifty links,  east two chains and
sixty-nine  links, north twenty-eight  chains, east
one  chain  and thirty links, north  twenty-nine
chains and  fifty links, west thirty- five chains and
sixty links, north twenty  chains,  west forty chains
and eighty links, north thirty- five chains, west
fifty-nine chains, south  seventeen links, west
twenty-six chains, north twenty-eight  chains, west
four chains and  forty links ,  north twenty-four
chains  and forty -two links ; on  the north  by a line
bearing east  two hundred  and eight chains and
seventy -eight links  ;  and on the east by a line bear-
ing south two hundred and twenty -four chains and
eighty -nine links  to the point  of commencement,-
exclusive of a reserved road, one chain  and fifty
links wide, as shown on  plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor -General 's office, the area  of which has
been  deducted  from  the total area.
Description of land intended to begranted.-Com-
mencing at a point bearing west and distant two
chains ninety-five links, and thence north one chain
fifty links from the north-east corner of selection
three hundred and forty-seven under  "The Leasing
Act of  1866," and bounded thence on part of the
south by a road one chain fifty links wide, bearing
west thirty-three chains fifty-five links ; thence by
roads one chain fifty links wide, bearing south
twenty-four chains eighty-five links, west thirty-
seven chains eighty links, north twenty-eight
chains, west two cha in s  thirty links, north twenty-
five chains, east fourteen chains ninety links, north
twenty-nine chains fifty links, east two chains sixty-
nine links, north twenty-eight chains, east one chain
thirty links, north thirty-one chains, west thirty-
five chains sixty links, north twenty chains, west
forty chains eighty links, north thirty-five chains,
west fifty-nine chains, south seventeen links, west
twenty-six chains, north twenty-eight chains, west
four chains forty links, north twenty-five chains
forty-two links ; on the north by a line bearing
east two hundred and fourteen chains sixty-eight
links, and on the east by a line bearing south two
hundred and twenty-four chains eighty-nine links to
the point of commencement ,- exclusive of a reserved
road one chain fifty links wide, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's office,
the area of which has been deducted from the
total area.
Date of Grant-lst July,  1873.
Name of Grantee - Charles Fitzsimmons.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
tauung by admeasurement eighty-four acres, be the
same more or less, situated in the county of Carlisle
and parish of Bassett ,  portion 53,  commencing on
a road one chain wide at the south-west corner of
portion 52, and bounded thence on the south by
that road bearing west twenty-eight chains ; on the
west by a  li ne bearing north thirty chains ; on the
north by a line  bearing east twenty -eight chains ;
and on the east by a line bearing south thirty chains
to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be  granted.-
Commencing  on a road one chain wide at the south-
west corner of portion 52, and bounded thence on
the south by that road bearing west one degree
north twenty-eight chains ; on the west by a line
bearing north one degree east  thirty  chains ; on the
north by a line bearing  east  one degree south
twenty-eight chains ; and on the east by a line
bearing south one degree west thirty chains to the
point of commencement.
Date of Grant-9th August, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles Fitzsimmons.
Description of land .granted-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement  one hundred and ninety-
three acres , be the  same more or less ,  situated in
the county of Carlisle and parish of Bassett, por-
tions 56 and 57, commencing on the left bank of
the Pioneer River, at the south-east corner of por-
tion 55, and bounded thence on the west by the
east boundary line of that portion, bearing north
thirty-three chains to a road one chain wide ; on the
north by that road bearing east fifty-six chains to
another road one chain wide ; on the east by that
road bearing south twenty-six chains to the Pioneer
River ; and on the south by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted-Com-
mencing on the left bank of the Pioneer River, at
the south-east corner of portion 55, and bounded
thence on the west by the east boundary line of
that portion, bearing north one degree east thirty-
three chains to a road one chain wide ; on the north
by that road bearing east one degree south fifty-six
chains to another road one chain wide ; on the east
by that road bearing south one degree west twenty-
six chains to the Pioneer River ; and on the south
by that river upwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
By Authority :  JLxss 0. Bnsi ,  4overument Printer ,  Willism  street, Brlsbsne.
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QUZENSLAND, 2  Proclamation by The Most
to wit.  S  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all  in the  County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(t.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMAN]BY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENeLAND, 2  Proclamation by The Most
to wit.  S  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave Hof
Mulgrave,  all  in the County'of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(t.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ; a Member
N0RMANBY, of Her Majesty' s Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers  vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation,  will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -two, and in  tie
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th October, 1873.
H
IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to accept the resignation by
RICHARD SYMES WARRY
of his appointment as Trustee of the Bowen Ceme-
tery.
(For the  Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st October, 1873.
F I
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned places to be addi-
tional Polling Places for taking the Poll for the
Election of Members to serve in the Legislative
Assembly for the several Electoral Districts men-
tioned in connection with each place respectively
Electoral  District. Polling Place.
Department of Public Lands, EnoggeraBrisbane, 30th October, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council has been pleased
Eagle Farm  (Lather's house)
Sandgate  Road (Wheeler's
store)
Normanby Bridge (Oldfield's,
to appoint
Bu li mba
RICHARD  BRINSLEY SHERIDAN,
house,  Three-mile Scrub)
Lytton
Intersection of Cleveland and
HENRY
GEORGE
HENRY
STOWARD,
HOWARD,
PALMER, and
Aubi u
Logan Roads
Waterford (Police Station)
Doughboy (Gibson's sugar-mi ll)
Toowoombg y ...
PETER GRAHAM, Northern Downs
a
Jimbour
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Botanical Gardens Carnarvon
at Maryborough, established by Notice of this date. Mulgrave
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
...
...
Glenelg
Maryborough
A. H. PALMER.
Department of Public Works,
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st October, 1873.
Brisbane, 31st October, 1873.
LT IS Exc ellen cy the Governor, with the advice
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of th e Ex ecutive Council, has been pleased
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to accept th e res ignation tendered by
to appoint RICHARD SEXTON,
ALFRED THOMAS
to be Resident Engineer, Southern and Western
Railway. This appointment to date from 1st
November, 1873.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 24th October, 1873.
TIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
i of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of Branch Offices of the Government
Savings Bank being opened at
BLACKALL
and GAINSFORD;
and has also been pleased to appoint the Pay Clerk
for the time being employed to pay laborers
and others engaged in the construction of the
Northern Railway to be an Officer for the receipt
of Savings Bank deposits. •
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  1st November, 1873.
PRINCE OF WALES' BIRTHDAY.
IT is hereby notified  that, as the Anniversary of
the Prince of Wales'  Birthday falls upon
Sunday,  the Government  Offices will be closed, and
a Public Holiday observed on MONDAY, the 10th
November instant.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st October, 1873.
[1
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to
direct that the notification of
THE WATERWORKS
as a Polling Place for taking the Poll for the
election of a Member to serve in the Legislative
Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral District
of Enoggera, published in the  Government Gazette
Extraordinary  of 2nd September, 1873, be can-
celled.
A. H. PALMER.
of his appointment as a Magistrate of the territory.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1873.
POUND SALES.
T
HE  following notification of the days appointed
for the sale of Impounded Stock which
appeared in the  Government Gazette  of Saturday,
7th November, 1863, is hereby republished for
general information.
A. H. PALMER.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, and in conformity with
the provisions of  " The Impounding pct of  1863,"
section 26, has been pleased to direct that the
First and Third Tuesdays and the last Friday in
every month, shall be the days upon which Sales
of Impounded Stock may take place at the  several
Public Pounds in the Colony.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
QUEENSLAND , ' Proclamation by The Most
to wit. J Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s. ) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NovMANRY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance with the tenth sub-section of
clause fifty-one of  " The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
1765
this  my Proclamation, notify  and declare  that the
road hereinunder  described shall be and is hereby
opened as  a public road.
Description of a Road one  chain wide ,  resumed
from Selection No.  1,466,  Brisbane  District
(E. Deshon).
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
389, parish  of Yeerongpilly, and bearing south
thirty minutes  cast  thirty- nine chains  and fifty-six
links along  its west boundary,  containing an area
of three  acres three  roods and thirty-six perches.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day
of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in  the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE  THE QIIEEN !
QUEENSLAND,
I
Proclamation by The Most
to wit . Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of clause  forty-one of  " The CrownLands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and  proclaim  that the lands hereunder
described  shall be open to Selection, as surveyed,
under the  provisions of the said Act, on and after
WEDNESDAY, the third day of December, 1873,
at the Brisbane  Land Office.
Portion  No.  23,  parish of Mooloolah.
695 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her Ma-
jesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE  THE QIIEEN !
of the Executive Council, by Proclamation in the
Government  Gazette,  to rescind, either wholly or in
part, any Proclamation setting apart any Crown
lands as town and suburban lands ; and whereas it
is expedient to rescind all. previous Proclamations
in connection with the unalienated lands in and
around the Town Reserve of Tiaro, in the bettle t
District of Wide .Bay and Burnett, with the view
of throwing the said lands open to selection by
lease, under  the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1868": Now, therefore, I,
GEORGE AuatSTrs CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Nor-
manby, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the
power and authority vested in me, and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, declare that all previous Proclama-
tions  having reference to the lands as aforesaid in
and around the hereinbefore mentioned Township
Reserve, shall be and are hereby rescinded, of
which all persons are requested to take notice.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. I Honorable GEORGE Arausrus
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoBMANEY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of clause  forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AIIGIISTIIS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor  aforesaid , with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim  that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
third day of December, 1873, at the Maryborough
Land Office.
QUEENSLAND ,
I
Proclamation by the Most
to wit. ) Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(U.S.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRmANEY, of  Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the thirty-
third year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled
"An Act to Amend the Laws relatin,q to Town and
Suburban Lands,"  and numbered eight, in clause
one power is given to the Governor, with the advice
Description of lands open  to selection  under " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
The unsurveyed  lands  within the suburban area
in and around the Town Reserve of Tiaro, exclusive
of an area  of 1,000 acres as marked on the Land
Agent's official map.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND,
I
Proclamation by The Most
to wit.  S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross. in the County of Wexford,
(L.e.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
jueensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE. Marquis of N ormanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the lands hereunder described shall be and
are hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, subject
to the provisions of the said Act, and that the said
lands shall be open to Selection as Homesteads,
and not otherwise, at the Brisbane Land Office, on
and after WEDNESDAY, the third day of
December, 1873.
Description of the boundaries of a portion of the
Tambourine Run, in the Moreton District,
formerly held under pastoral  lease , which, by
reason of forfeiture for non-payment of rent,
is available  for Selection; parish of' Ward;
county of Tambourine.
5,240 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
4, and bounded thence on the west by the east
boundary line of that portion bearing south ninety-
four chains ; thence by south boundary line of the
same  portion and  a line  in continuation bearing
west to the Coburg River or Cannigra Creek, and
by that creek upwards about two hundred and fifty
chains in a straight line to the north boundary of
Sarabah Run resumed half ; on the south by that
boundary bearing east one hundred and twenty-
seven  chains and fifty links to Darlington Range ;
on the east by that  range  northerly about one
hundred and forty-two chains in a straight line ;
and on the north by a line, being the south boundary
of the eight square  miles  resumed from Tambourine
Run, as proclaimed in the  Government Gazette  of
the 2nd December, 1872, No. 123, folio 2017,
bearing west about one hundred and ten chains to
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth
day of October, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
three, and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earlof Mulgrave, ViscountNormanby,
and Baron Mulgrave of Mulgrave, all
in the County of York, in the Peerage
of the United Ringdom; and Baron
(L.s.) Mulgrave of New Ross, in the County
NoaarANSV, of Wexford, in the Peerage of Ireland ;
Governor.  a Member of Her Majesty's Most
Honorable Privy Council, Governor
and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
first section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1868," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, dc
hereby notify and proclaim that the Leases of the
following Selections of land, under the said Act,
are declared forfeited.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
91
1,337
1,338
Name of Lessee. Area.
G. F. Schneider
J. L. Sands ...
T. Mitton ...
A. R. P.
... 80 0 0
... 68 0 0
... 103 0 0
Land
Agent's
Dist ri ct.
Ipswich
Brisbane
ditto.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-three, and in
the thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND , '  Proclamation by the Most
to wit.  -  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor.
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of  York,
in the Peerage of the United King-
dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New
Ross, in the County of Wexford, in
(L.s.) the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-'
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of  "  The CrownLand  Alienation  Act  of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby, the.
Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and
proclaim that the lands hereunder described sha ll
be open to Selection ,  under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after  WEDNESDAY,  the third
day of December ,  1873, at the Land Offices of the
districts in which they are respectively situated.
No. of
Por-
tion.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of
Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
Parish.
61A 91 G.F. Schneider
A. R.
80 0
F.
0 Ipswich Alfr ed
61 and 1338 T. Mitten ... 103 0 0 Brisbane Redclife
62
63 1337 T. L. Sands... 68 0 0 Ditto Ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND , I Proclamation by the Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl  of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.S.) in  the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NoRMANRY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the
eighteenth section of "  The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify  and declare  that the lands
hereinunder described shall be reserved for Town-
ship purposes.
TowN RESERVE ON TEnaici RIIx.
County of Bentinck.
2,560 acres.
Commencing on Treverton's Creek at the north-
east corner  of mineral selection 794 W., and
bounded thence on the west by a line bearing south
eighty  chains  ; on the south by a line bearing east
160 chains ; on the east by a line bearing north 160
chains; on  the north by a line bearing west 160
chains ;  and on the remainder, of the west by a line
bearing south eighty chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
a line bearing north one and a-half miles ; on the
north by a line bearing east about four miles ; on
the east by a line bearing south about two and
a-quarter miles ; on the south by a line bearing
west to Middle or Cattle Creek, and thence by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Yandilla,
this sixteenth day of October ,  in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy -three ,  and in  the thirty -seventh year
of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANB'r, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands included in the
undermentioned  selections  shall be open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said Act, on and
of er THURSDAY, the sixth day of November,
1873, at the Land Offices of the Districts in which
they are respectively situated.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , -'scount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in  the County of
York,  in the  Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBT, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and  proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be and
are hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, subject
to the provisions of the said Act, and that the
said lands  shall be open to Selection  as Homesteads,
and not otherwise, at the Dalby Land Office, on
and after THURSDAY, the 20th day of Novem-
ber, 1873.
Lands resumed foom  Jimbour Run.
About 9,'- square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of Middle or
Cattle Creek at the south- east corner of pre-emptive
portion No. 31, and bounded  on part  of the west by
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
66 W. Wilson ...
A. R. P.
572 0 0 Ipswich.
128 D. Cassidy ... 60  00 Gympie.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this second day of October,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-
seventh year of her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND , I Proclamation by the Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.S.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "  The  Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868, 1, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
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the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this may Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after THURS-
DAY, the sixth day of November, 1873, at the
Brisbane  Land Office.
00
367A
Register
No. of
Appiica-
Lion.
1465
Name of Lessee.
J. J. Caine ...
Area.
A. R. P.
320 0 0
Land
Agent's
District.
Brisbane
Parish.
Yeeron;
piy
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this second day of October,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty.
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoawANBY, of  Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after MONDAY,
the third day of November, 1873, at the Cardwell
Land Office.
Register
No of Land.
App lica-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area. Agent's
District.
66 W. Eggebrecht ...
A. B. P.
240 0 0 Cardwell.
88 N. Donnelly 640 0 0 Ditto.
90 F. J. W. Beardmore ... 640 0 0 Ditto.
125 A. J. Ascher ... ... 1280 0 0 Ditto.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of Septem-
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for  general  information, that
the Reserve for Wharves at Maryborough,
established by notice of this date, has been placed
under  the control of the Maryborough Municipal
Council.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 31st October, 1873.
AREA FOR MINING LICENSES, NEAR CHINA-
MAN'S GULLY, LODE CREEK, DISTRICT
OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH, SITUATED
ON THE FOLKESTONE RUN.
IT is hereby notified for  general information that
the area hereunder  described within the limits
of a reserve near Chinaman 's Gully, Lode Creek,
in the District of Darling  Downs  South, shall be
available  for Mining  Licenses under the provisions
of section  33 of  " The Mineral Lands Act of  1872,"
on and after  MONDAY, 17th November, 1873.
(For the  Secretary  for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Description of a Reserve near Chinaman's Gully,
Lode Creek,  available  for Mining Licenses.
Extension No. 7.
Commencing  at the north -east  corner of mineral
selection 420 B, thence bounded on the east by
mineral  selection No. 126 W north six  chains ; on
the north by mineral selection No. 652 W west
ten chains ; on the west by mineral selection No.
333 B south five chains to its south east corner;
thence continuing south one chain ; on the south by
mineral selection 420 B east ten chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation. Act  of 1868,"
Notice is hereby given, that the lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purposes named with respect to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TIMBER RESERVE , MARoocHY.- BRISBANE  AND,
GYMPIE ROAD. '
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
780 acres.
Commencing  on the Gympie road , at a point
about eighty chains in a south-easterly direction
from the south-east corner of portion thirty-three,
and bounded thence on the north by a line  bearing
east one hundred and twenty chains ; on the east
by a line bearing south ten degrees east eighty
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west to the
Gympie road ; and on the south-west by that road
north-westerly to the point of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE.
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
1,160 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing west about
seventy-four chains from the north-east corner of
portion 23, and bounded thence on the west by a
line bearing north eighty chains ; on the north by
a line bearing east 284 chains;  on the east by a
line bearing south ten degrees east eighty-two
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west about
298 chains  to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING,  STATION CREEK:,  RODD's.
BAY.
About 3,200 acres.
Commencing on the west bank of Station Creek,
on the Rodd's Bay Run, at a tree marked broad-
arrow 5 in triangle ; thence west about 340 chains
to the River Boyne ; thence by that river down-
wards to the south-west corner of selection No.
126 ; thence by the south boundary of selection
No. 126 easterly to Station Creek ; and thence by
Station Creek upwards about 220 chains in a direct
line to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
selection No. 96.
RESERVE NOR CAMPING ,  RIVEHSTONE RUN.
Parish of Boyne.
About 3,000 acres.
Commencing  at the west side  of the main road
from Gladstone to Maryborough  at a point due
west and distant ten chains from the north-west
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,corner of portion No. 30, parish of Boyne ; thence
being  bounded on the  east  by that  road in a
southerly direction to the north- west corner of
selection No. 68 ; thence on the east by the west
boundary of that  selection  south to Machine Creek ;
thence by that creek upwards to the north boundary
of the Calliope and Boyne Gold Field  Reserves ;
thence west by that boundary about 115  chains;
thence north about 220 chains, and thence east
:about 120  chains to  the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING, CALLIOPE RIVER,  BoI ooN
RUN.
About 1,400 acres.
Commencing on the north side of the main road
from Rockhampton to Gladstone at a point ten
chains north from the north-east corner of selection
No. 80; thence on the south by the aforesaid main
road westerly to the Calliope River ; thence by
that river downwards to the south-west corner of
the East Stowe Agricultural Reserve ; thence by
the south boundary of that reserve and a line due
east therefrom about 170 chains ; thence south
about ninety-two chains to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of selection No. 66 and of any
alienated lands within the above boundaries.
RESERVE FOR RACECOURSE, BIINDABERG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, portion
No.  26.
320 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and a-half wide
at a point bearing sixty-five degrees and distant
fifteen chains and ninety-five links from the south
corner of portion 16, and bounded thence on the
north-east by that road bearing 144 degrees twenty-
nine chains  and 146 degrees five chains and fifty
links to a road one chain wide; on the south-east
by that road and a line bearing 238 degrees eighty-
two chains and sixty-two links ; on the south-west
by a tine bearing 328 degrees forty-four chains
and thirty-one links ; and on the north-west by a
line  bearing sixty-five degrees eighty-one chains to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.
"WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved  from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently  reserved  for the purposes named with
respect to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR WHARVES, MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough, town of
Maryborough.
2 acres  2 roods.
Commencing  at the east corner of the reserve for
Immigration Depot, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing north thirty degrees
eighteen minutes east one chain ; thence on the
west by a line bearing north four degrees forty-five
minutes west  eight chains fifty-three links to Bazaar
street ; on  the north-west by Bazaar street bearing
north thirty degrees forty-three minutes east about
three chains sixty-seven links to a creek ; thence by
that creek downwards to the River Mary; on the east
by the River Mary upwards to the public wharf re-
serve; on  the south -east  by a line bearing south thirty
degrees eighteen minutes west fifty links ; and on
the south-west by a line bearing west thirty degrees
eighteen minutes north four chains eighty-five links
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  BOTANICAL GARDENS, MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough.
2 acres 37 perches.
Commencing at the east corner of the Reserve
for Immigration Depot, and bounded thence on the
south-east by a line bearing north thirty degrees
eighteen minutes east one chain; thence on the
east by a line bearing north four degrees forty-five
minutes west eight chains fifty-three links to
Bazaar street ; on the north-west by Bazaar street
bearing south thirty degrees forty-three minutes
west, eight chains to the reserve for Telegraph and
Post  Offices;  and on the south-west by a line bear-
ing east thirty degrees eighteen minutes south four
chains ninety-six links to the point of commence-
ment.
Also,
Section 88, town of Maryborough.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY, BIINDABERG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, portion
No. 29.
40 acres.
Commencing on the Bundaberg road three
chains wide at a point bearing 210  degrees and
distant forty chains from the east  corner  of portion
27, and bounded thence on the south-east by that
road bearing 210 degrees twenty chains and two
links ; on the south-west by a line bearing 300
degrees  twenty chains ; on the north-west by a line
bearing thirty degrees twenty chains ; and on the
north-east by a line bearing 120 degrees twenty
chains and one link to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A POUND, MILCHESTRR.
Parish of Milchester.
2 acres.
Commencing nineteen chains south from the
north-west corner of Milchester Township Reserve,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west four chains and forty-seven links ; on the west
by aline bearing south four chains and forty-seven
links ; on the south by a line bearing east four
chains and forty-seven links ; and on the east by a
line bearing north four chains and forty-seven
links  to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE, KILLARNEY.
County of Merivate, parish of Killarney.
6 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at the north-west corner of portion 157, and
bounded thence on the east by a line bearing south
twelve chains and sixty links ; on the south by a
line bearing west eight chains and twenty-seven
links ; on the west by  a line  bearing north seven
chains and sixty-one links to the Condamine River ;
and on the north-west by that river upwards to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.
rT is hereby notified for general information that
1 the Lands as hereunder described, situated
within the Clermont Town Reserve, have been
withdrawn from selection under the provisions of
the 41st clause of  " The Crown Lands Alienation
Act  of 1878," for the purpose of being offered at
auction as Town and Suburban Lots.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FROM SELECTION FOR SURVEY IN TowN
AND SIIBURBAN LOTS.
County of Clermont.
580 acres.
Commencing at the south corner of selection No.
83, and bounded thence by the south-east boundary
of that selection bearing north forty-five degrees
east fifty-four chains and in continuation of same
line to Brewery Creek ; thence on the north by
that creek downwards to the south-cast corner of
selection No. 26 ; thence by part of the east
boundary of that selection bearing north and by a
line east along the south boundary of selection No.
75 ; thence by part of the west boundary of selection
No. 5 bearing south to Douglas Creek ; thence by
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Douglas Creek downwards to the south -east corner
of selection No. 5 ; then by southern boundary of
selection  No. 25  and a line bearing east to the
north -west corner of mineral selection No. 48A ;
on the east by the west boundary of that selection
bearing south to the south-west corner of same
selection ; on the south by a line bearing west to
the north corner of selection No. 38 by the north-
west boundary of that selection and by a line
bearing west to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 21st October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general  information,
that the Reserve for Public Purposes at
Townsville, established by notice in the  Govern-
ment  Gazette,  under date the 16th October, 1873,
has been placed under the control of the Townsville
Municipal Council.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth  section of
" 1'he Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have  been tem.
porarily reserved for Public purposes.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
County of Churchill, parish of Tarampa, portion
No.  401.
68 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River, at the south-east corner of portion 400, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bearing
west forty-three chains and twenty-two links to
a road one chain wide; on the west by that road
bearing south seventeen chains to another road one
chain wide ; on the south by that road bearing west
thirty-five chains to the Brisbane River ; and on
the south-east by that river upwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IT IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1J of the Executive Council; directs it to be
notified in pursuance of the fifty-fifth clause of
" The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," that the lands
hereunder described have been resumed from the
lease of the Terrica Run in the Unsettled District
of Darling Downs, and that the said lands have
been reserved for Public purposes.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
LANDS RESUMED FROM TERRICA RUN.
County of Bentinck.
2,560 acres.
Commencing on Treverton 's Creek at the north-
east corner of mineral selection 794w, and bounded
thence on the west by a line bearing south 80 chains,
on the south by a line bearing east 160 chains, on
the east by a line bearing north 160 chains, on the
north by a line bearing  west  160 chains ,  and on the
remainder of the west by a line bearing south 80
chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
LANDS IN THE SETTLED DISTRICT OF COOK.IT is hereby notified for general information,
that the vacant Crown lands in the Settled
District of Cook, including the lands lying to the
north of the Cardwell Land Agent's District, are
now open to selection under the 15th clause of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of  1868," and
that applications to select same under the pro-
visions of said Act may be made to the Land
Agent at Cardwell on and after MONDAY, 3rd
November, 1873. Applications prior to that date
to be made as heretofore to the Under Secretary,
Public Lands Office, Brisbane.
The Government  reserves  the right of rejecting
any applications for land that may be required for
township or other public purposes, or which is
reported to contain  minerals.
A plan showing the proposed reserves for town-
ships on the coast between Cardwell and the
Endeavour River will be published  as soon as
practicable.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,. 16th October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR GRAVEL FOR  ROAD  PURPOSES,
BRISBANE  AND WATERFORD ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Mackenzie.
370 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
227, and bounded thence on the north by part of
the south boundary line of that portion bearing
west about 40 chains ; on the west by a line bearing
south 80 chains ; on the south by a line bearing
east to the road from Waterford to Brisbane ; and
on the east by that road northerly to the point of
commencement. -
RESERVE FOR  WATER,  BEENLEIGH.
County of Ward, parish of Boyd.
30 acres.
Commencing on the west side of the road from
Beenleigh to the Upper Albert River Ferry, and
bounded on the north by a road  one chain wide,
forming the south boundary of portion 117, parish
of Boyd, bearing westerly ; on the west by a line
bearing south  in continuation  of the west boundary
of same  portion about 20 chains to the first men-
tioned road; and on the south-east by that road
north-easterly to the  point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC  PURPOSES, TowNSVILLE.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah,
town of Townsville,  allotment  6A  of Section
No. 1.
2 roods 28 perches.
Commencing on the northern side of Flinders
street at the south-east corner of the Lockup
Reserve, and bounded thence on the north-west by
a line bearing  north 27 degrees  east 3 chains 48
links to the Strand ; thence by a line bearing east
27 degrees south 58 links; thence.easterly, southerly,
and westerly by a semicircular line with a radius
of 174 links; and by Flinders street bearing north
68 degrees west 58 links to the point of commence-
ment.
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.RESERVE FOR POLICE PADDOCK,  ROCKHAMPTON.
•Cunty of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
portion No. 4.
103 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
No. 3 (Reserve for Gardens and Water), and
bounded thence on the west by a line bearing north
38 chains 50 links; on the north by the south
boundary of portion No. 2 bearing east 24 chains ;
on the east by a line bearing south 47 chains 40
links to Yeppen Yeppen Lagoon ; and on the south
by that lagoon north-westerly to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR RACECOURSE, RAVENSWOOD.
County of Gladstone.
142 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of a small creek
at a point bearing about 275 degrees and distant
about 44 chains from the south corner of portion 5
on Elphinstone Creek, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing 204 degrees 43 chains
and 75 links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
114 degrees 36 chains and 25 links to Elphinstone
Creek ; on the south-east by that creek upwards to
the junction of the small creek aforesaid ; and on
the north-east by that creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," has been
made  for the closure of the undermentioned roads;
and all  persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty -third section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," it is
hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purpose of a Camping Ground for
Railway Laborers.
RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY LABORERS' CAMP.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich, portion  400A
4 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on the left bank of Bundamba Creek
at a point about 1 chain and 30 links north from the
north-east corner of portion 401, and bounded
thence on the west by a line and portion 401 bear-
ing south about 4 chains and 30 links to the main
Brisbane and Ipswich road ; on the south-east by
that road bearing north 66 degrees 25 minutes east
about 13 chains and 50 links to Bundamba Creek;
and on the. north-east and north by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1873.
WEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any special purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE, SWAN CREEK.
County of Merivale, parish of Robinson, portion
No. 199A.
23 acres.
Commencing on Swan Creek, at the south corner
of portion No. 199, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the south-west boundary of that
portion bearing 299 degrees 8 chains and 30 links ;
on the north by a line bearing west 2 chains ; on
the west by the east boundary of portions Nos.
206 and 208 bearing south 24 chains 41 links to
Swan Creek; and on the south and east by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  RACECOURSE, MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough.
160 acres 20 ' arches.
Commencing at a point searing 120 degrees 30
minutes and distant 1 chain from the south corner
of portion 191 on a road 1 chain wide, and bounded
thence on the north-west by that road bearing 30
degrees 30 minutes 43 chains ; on part of the north-
east by a line bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 35
chains to another road one chain wide; on part of
the south-east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes 11 chains and 44 links ; on the remainder
of the north-east by portion A and a road bearing
120 degrees 30 minutes 12 chains and 90 links to
another road 1 chain wide; again on the south-cast
by that road bearin210 degrees 30 minutes 11
chains and 44 links ;'on part of the south-west by
No. 7 and a road bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes
12 chains and 92 links; on the remainder of the
south-east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes 20 chains to another road 1 chain wide ;
and on the remainder of the south-west by that
road bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes 35 chains to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of 4 acres
for a road 1,1 chain wide, and 1 acre and 23 perches
for another road 1 chain wide, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's office.
C. J. GRAHAM.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. App licant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  X.  P.
1 D. H. Cud- Road  separating selec- unnamedon 1 0 6
more tion p18  fr om selection
92
Herbert
River
2 T. Foreman,  Read separating por- Brassall 2 2  21
W. Bryce, tion 383 from portions
and T.  319 320 and 321
Brooke
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1873.
IT is hereby noti fied for general information, that
application under  the 27th  section of  " The
Crown  Lands  Alienation  Act  of  1868," has been
made for the closure  of the  under -mentioned road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
C. J. GRAHAM.
No.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD  TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation. Pa ri sh. Area.
Mutdapilly1 I A. Phelps I Road separating por• 5 3 36
bons 158 and 159fmm
portions 160 and 161
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RESEE'E  FOB WATER,  MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough, portion
No. A.
13 acres 2 roods 14 perches.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at a point
bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes and distant 1 chain
from the east corner of the  -Racecourse Reserve;
and bounded thence on the north-east by a line
bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 11 chains and 88
links to another road 1 chain wide ; on the south-
east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30 minutes
11 chains and 44 links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes 11 chains and 88
links to the road first aforesaid ; and on the north-
west by that road bearing 30 degrees 30 minutes
11 chains and 90 links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
Top of Hervey's Range, Townsville and Gilberton
Road.
201 acres.
Commencing at a point distant seventeen links
and bearing two hundred degrees thirty minutes
from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over R about
fifteen chains north-west from Randall's public-
house, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing west thirty-seven chains forty links ; thence
on the west by a line bearing south forty-eight
chains twenty-six links ; thence on the south by a
line bearing east forty-five chains ninety-one links ;
and thence on the east by a line bearing north ten
degrees west forty-nine chains one link to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR LANDING PLACE.
Parish of Kelsey, county of Herbert.
177 acres 2 roods.
--Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
20, in the parish of Bassett, county of Herbert,
and bounded thence on the south by the north
boundary of portions 20 and 19 bearing east seventy-
one chains ; on the east by a line bearing north
twenty-five chains ; on the north by a line bearing
west seventy-one chains ; and on the west by a line
bearing south twenty-five chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR LANDING PLACE.
Heath's Creek, Burdekin River.
10 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at a point on Heath's Creek bearing
one hundred and twenty-four degrees and distant
seventy-two links from an ash-tree marked broad-
arrow over IV, and bounded thence on the east by
a line south 1,010 links ; thence on the south by a
line west 1,(;00 links ; thence on the west by a line
north 1,160 links to l{eath's Creek ; and thence by
that creek easterly to point of commencement.
The above reserve is bounded on the east, south,
and west by selection 1\o. 28, Bowen District.
llvsvnVE FOR CAMPING.
Gregor y1inv ', at the Junction of Chrystal Brook
and Bowen Roads.
92 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at a point bearing one hundred and
thirty-three degrees and distant nineteen and a-half
links from a scrubwood tree marked broad-arrow
over III, being the north-west corner of selectiidn
No. 169, and bounded thence on the east by the
west boundary line of that selection bearing one
hundred and seventy-nine degrees 5,000 links ;
thence on the south by a line bearing eighty-nine
degrees 2,000 links ; thence on the west by a line
bearing three hundred and sixty degrees 4,367
links to Gregory River; and thence by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOB  THE USE OF  THE DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC WORKS.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane, city
of Brisbane,  allotment  7 of section 23.
3 roods 24 perches.
Commencing on the south-east side of Turbot
street three chains north-easterly from the west
corner of the section, and bounded thence on the
north-west by that street north-easterly four chains ;
on the north-east by a line south-easterly at right
angles to Turbot street two chains and twenty-five
links ; on the south-east by the north-west boun-
dary line of allotments 2, 3, and 4 south-westerly
parallel with Turbot street four chains; and on the
south-west by the north-east boundary line of allot-
ment 6 north-westerly at right angles to Turbot
street two chains and twenty-five links to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will
be reserved for the purpose of School Sites.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL SITE,  BULIMBA.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Bulimba,  portion
No. 158A.
23 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at the
south-east corner of portion 125u, and bounded
thence on the east by that road bearing 158 degrees
34 chains and 25 links to a road 1 chain and 50
links wide ; on the south by that road bearing 260
degrees 45 minutes 13 chains and 70 links ; and on
the west by a line bearing 358 degrees 45 minutes
34 chains and. 1 link to the point of commence.
ment.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL SITE, BUNDAMBA.
County of Stanley, parish of Bundamba,  portion
No. 171A.
1 acre 2 roods.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at the
north-west corner of a Water Reserve, and bounded
thence on the south by that reserve bearing 157
degrees 2 chains and 39 links, 112 degrees 3 chains
and 36 links, and 46 degrees 5 minutes 4 chains and
11 links; on the east by a line bearing north 26
minutes east 60 links; and on the north by a line
bearing west 7 chains and 3 links to the point of
commencement.
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Department  of Public  Lands,
Brisbane, 9th September, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sitting in persuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigb, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLIN G  DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
A t the Land  Office , Condamine , the second
Thursday in September, 1873, and there-
after  on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the firs
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday  in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY  AND BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  on the first
Friday in  every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office,  Bundaberg , the first Tues-
day in each month.
BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in September, 1873, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED  DISTRICT OF BUR%E.
At the Land Office, Normanton, on the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in November, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in November, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
All the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
(lay in October, 1873, and thereafter onthe
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th September, 1873.
WHEREAS,  by the twenty -fifth section of  "The1 Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE  FOR A SCSOOL AT CALLIOPE.
County of Clinton, parish of East Stowe, town of
Calliope.
5 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about fifty
degrees, distant about twelve chains and twenty
links from the east corner of allotment 1 of section
2, and bounded thence on the west by a line
bearing north ten chains and seventy-three links ;
on the north by a line bearing east six chains and
thirteen links ; on the east by a line bearing south
five chains and fifty-nine links to the Gladstone
road ; and on the south-east by that road bearing
230 degrees eight chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE  FOR A CEMETERY AT MOGGILL.
County of Stanley, parish of Moggill, portion No
249.
10 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
247, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west fifteen chains; on the west by a line
bearing north six chains and seventy links; on the
north by a line bearing east fifteen chains ; and on
the east by a line bearing south six chains and
seventy links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th September, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown  Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby  noti fied for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purpose named with respect
to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  A POUND AT GAYNDAH.
County of Mackenzie, parish of Gayndah.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing  at the intersection  of Simon and
Porter  streets, and  bounded thence on the north-
east  by Porter  street bearing  south-easterly five
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chains ; on the south-east by a line at right angles
to Porter street bearing south-westerly five chains ;
on the south-west by a line parellel with Porter
street bearing north-westerly five chains to Simon
street ; and on the north-west by that street bearing
north-easterly five chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Nature of  misnomer-The  name Joseph Ryner
Hinds having been inserted as that of the intend-.
grantee, instead  of Joseph  Royal Hinds.
Name of intended  grantee-Joseph  Royal  Hinds..
Name of party applying  for instrument - Joseph
Royal Hinds.
RESERVE FOR BALLAST FOE RAILWAY  PURPOSES
AT GOODNA.
County of  Stanley, parish of Goodna , part of
portion 154.
14 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at a point bearing north and distant
about eight chains from the south-west corner of
portion 150 ,  at intersection of the railway line with
the west boundary of portion 150, and bounded
thence on the east by part of that west boundary
bearing north to the north corner of original portion
154; on the north-west by a road one chain wide
dividing this land from portion 153, bearing south
sixty-one degrees thirty minutes west twenty-five
chains and twenty-nine links to another road one
chain wide  ;  on the south -west by that road bearing
south forty-three degrees fifteen minutes east to
the Brisbane and Ipswich Railway line  ;  and on the
south by that railway line easterly to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A LANDING PLACE, BAKER'S CREEK,
MACKAY DISTRICT.
County of  Carlisle , parish of  Howard.
113 acres.
Commencing in a mangrove marsh at the south-
west corner of selection 230, and bounded thence
on the north by that selection and a line bearing
east twenty -two chains and twenty -five links to the
South Pacific Ocean ; on the east by the shore of
that ocean southerly to the mouth of Baker's
Creek ; and on the south -west and west by that
creek and its overflow upward to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER ,  GALLOWAY PLAINS, GLAD-
STONE.
County of Clinton.
30 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Clyde Creek at
the south-east corner of selection 71, and bounded
thence on the north by that selection bearing west
twenty-seven chains and thirty-six links to the
Xroombit road ; on the west by that road bearing
174 degrees nine chains and fifty links; on the
south by selection 106 bearing east thirty-seven
chains and twenty-eight links to Clyde Creek ;
and on the north-east by that creek downwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended grantees, to the intent that by force
of the Act aforesaid they shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants, and in every
deed containing the erroneous names, and such
Grants respectively, and every such Deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of grant-22nd  June, 1870.
Name of grantee-Joseph  Ryne Hinds.
Description of land granted-Fifty-four  acres,
county of Stanley, parish of Maclean, portion
ninety-two B.
Date of grant-7th  August, 1872.
Name of grantee-Louise  Thom.
Description of land  granted-Thirty-seven acres
one rood eight perches, county of Livingstone,
parish of Gracemere, portion nine.
Nature of misnomer-The  name Louise Thom
having been inserted as that of the intended grantee,
instead of Louise Thon.
Name of intended  grantee-Louise Thou.
Name of party applying for instrument-Louise
Thou.
Date of grant-21st  February, 1873.
Name of  grantee-Frederick H enzell.
Description of land granted-Twenty-three  per-
ches, county of March, parish of Gympie, town of
Gympie, allotment No. 9 of section O.
Nature of misnomer-The  name Frederick Hen-
zell having been inserted as. that of the intended
grantee, instead of Frederick Lumley Henzel.
Name of intended  grantee-Frederick Lumley
Henzell.
Name of party applying for instrument-Fre-
derick Lumley Henzell.
Date of grants-21st  February, 1873.
Names of grantees-Adam  Walker and George-
Lamb.
Description of land granted-Portions  nine, ten,
1 eleven, twelve, and fourteen, county of Belmore,
and parish of St. George, containing twenty acres
each.
Nature of misnomer-The  names Adam Walker
and George Lamb having been inserted as that of
the intended grantees, instead of Adam Walker-
and Thomas George Lamb.
Names of intended grantees-Adam  Walker and
Thomas George Lamb.
Name of party applying for instrument-Thomas
George Lamb.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th September, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
]NOTICE  is hereby given, that the Deed of"
v Grant mentioned in the Schedule  hereunder,
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by an instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant ,  under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended to
be granted ,  to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid it shall be taken to have been inserted in
the Grant,  and in every Deed containing the
erroneous description ,  and such Grant ,  and every
such Deed,  shall operate and be construed ac-
cordingly.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of grant-22nd  July, 1872.
Name of grantee-Robert  Ballard.
Description of land granted-All  that  piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement one acre one rood and
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thirty-three perches, be the same  more  or less,
situated in the county of March, parish of Gympie,
and town of Gympie, being allotment No. 2 of
section  :P, commencing on the north side of Bligh
street, at the south- east corner  of allotment one,
and bounded thence on the south by that street
bearing ninety-two  degrees one  chain and forty-
one links and one-half of a link, and seventy-eight
degrees thirty  minutes one chain and  seventy-eight
links and one-quarter of a link ; on the east by the
west boundary line of allotment three  bearing
three hundred Sand fifteen degrees three chains and
sixty-seven links ; on the north- east  by a line
bearing two hundred and ninety-nine degrees forty-
five minutes three chains and fifty links ; and on
the west by the east boundary lines of allotments
twelve and one, bearing one hundred and eighty-
three degrees fifteen minutes five chains and seventy
links to the point of commencement.
Nature of error-The  bearing of the eastern
boundary being three degrees fifteen minutes
instead of three hundred and fifteen degrees as in
the deed.
Name  of  intended grantee -Robert  Ballard.
Name of
Ballard.
applying for instrument-Robert
.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th August, 1873.
T
HE  accompanying amended description of the
School Reserve at Moggill is substituted for
that published in the  Government Gazette  of the
16th November, 1872, folio 1920.
C. J. GRAHAM.
County of Stanley, parish of Moggill, portion No.
248.
16 acres 2 roods 32  perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
north-east by one of said roads bearing three hun-
dred and twenty degrees thirteen chains and ten
links ; on the north by a line bearing west eleven
chains and eighty links to another road one chain
wide ; on the north-west by that road bearing one
hundred and ninety degrees nine chains and eighty-
five links to the other aforesaid road ; and on the
south by that road bearing east twenty-one chains
and eighty-eight links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 21st August, 1873.
T
HE accompanying  amended description of the
Drayton and Toowoomba Cemetery is sub-
stituted  for that published  in the  Government
Gazette  of the  31st  May, 1873,  folio 868.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Also,
10 acres 1 rood 34 perches.
Commencing at a point one cba m  east from the
north-east corner of portion 269, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a road one  chain n idc
bearing seventy -four degrees fifty -one minutes ten
chains and four  lin ks to a read one and a-half chain
wide ; on the south-east by that road bearing 198
degrees twenty-one minutes eighteen chains and
nineteen links  ;  on the south by another road one
chain wide, bearing west three chains and ninety-
one and a-half links to another road one chain
wide  ;  and on the west by that road bearing north
fourteen chains and sixty-nine links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a Cemetery.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY, STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck, par:sh of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe.
12 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north, and distant
one chain from the north-west corner of allotment 6
section 18, and bounded thence on the south by
Funker street, bearing east nine chains and fifty-
three links ; on the east by a line bearing north
twelve chains and fifty-eight links ; on the north by
a line bearing west nine chains and fifty-three links ;
and on the west by McGlew street, bearing south
twelve chains and fifty-eight links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873.
W V 1' HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "  The1 Crown Lands Alienation clct  of 1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for a School site.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
56 acres 2  roods 2 perches.
Commencing on a road one  chain  wide at the north-
east corner  of portion 267, and bounded thence on
part of the north by that road bearing east seventeen
chains and fifty links to another road one chain
wide; on part of the east by that road bearing
south fifteen chains and sixty-two links ; on the
remainder  of the north by a line bearing east four
chains and fifty-nine links to a road one and a-half
chain wide; again onthe east bythatroad bearing 198
degrees twenty- one minutes  eight chains and forty-
two three-quarter links ; on part of the south by
a line bearing west two chains and 18 links ; on the
remainder of the east by a line bearing 173 degrees
thirty minutes seven chains and five links ; on the
remainder of the south by the north boundary line
of portion 271, bearing west eighteen chains and
forty links ; and on the west by a line and the east
boundary line of portion 267, bearing north thirty
chains and fifty-seven links to the point of com-
mencement.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE  FOR  A SCHOOL SITE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanlhorpe, town of
Stanthorpe, allotments  1:3, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19,  and 20 of section 8.
4 acres 2 roods 10 perches.
Commencing on the west side of Marsh street, at
the south-east corner of allotment 12, and bounded
thence on the east by that street bearing south
seven chains and fifty links to Connor street; on
the south by that street bearing west seven chains
and ninety-six links; on part of the west by allotment
No. 21, bearing north four chains and fifty links
on part of the north by allotments IVos. 9, 10, and
11, bearing east four chiins and sixty-two links;
on the remainder of the west by a fine bearing
north three chains, and on the remainder of the
north by allotment No. 12, bearing east three chains
and thirty-four links to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public pur-
pose, notice thereof shall be published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
willbe permanently reserved and set apart for the
purposes named with respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY, WALLOON.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion  603
10 acres 38 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
west corner of portion  602,  and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing 225 degrees,
nine chains and thirty-two links to another road
one chain wide; on the south-west by that road,
bearing 135 degrees, eleven chains and two links ;
on the south-east by a line bearing forty-five
degrees, nine chains and thirty-two links ; and on
the north-east by the National School Reserve,
bearing 315 degrees, eleven chains and one link to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR NATIONAL SCHOOL SITE, WALLOON.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion
602.
10 acres 36 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at the
west corner of portion 600, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing 225 degrees,
nine chains and thirty links ; on the south-west by
the Cemetery Reserve, bearing 135 degrees, eleven
chains and one link ; on the south-east by a line
bearing forty-five degrees, nine chains and thirty
links; and on the north-east by portions 600 and
601, bearing 315 degrees, eleven chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for general information
that in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous, before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
T
HE  first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
shewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 27th October, 1873. 3
PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
THEILessees of the undermentioned Runs  having.
made application for the Instruments of Lease
to be issued to them by the Government, the follow-
ing descriptions of the boundaries thereof are hereby
published in pursuance of the 58th section of  " The
Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Any persons who may consider their  interests
prejudiced by said descriptions,  must  forward their
objections, in writing, to this Office, before the
27th January, 1874.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Name of District-Mitchell.
Name of Run-Boxdale.
Estimated Area-74 square miles.
Claimants of Lease-Roderick Travers, Marcus
Travers, and Edward Gibson.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Marathon Reserve, on the right side of the Aramac
Creek, being a point bearing north and distant one
mile from a tree marked broad-arrow over L on
said creek ; bounded thence on the east by a north
line four miles ; thence on the north by a west line
sixteen miles ; thence on the west by a south line
about five miles thirty-two chains to the north-west
corner of the reserve for Native Police Station;
thence by the north boundary of that reserve, being
an east line one mile ; thence by the east boundary
of last-mentioned reserve, being a south line about
fifty-seven chains and fifty links to the right bank
of Aramac Creek ; and thence on the south by that
creek upwards to the intersection of the creek by
the west boundary of the Marathon Reserve;.
thence by a part of the west boundary of last-named
reserve, being a north line about twenty chains ;
and thence by the north boundary of last-named
reserve, being a west line one mile to the point of
commencement.
Name of District-Mitchell.
Name of Run-Joebell.
Estimated Area-111 square miles.
Claimants of Lease-Roderick Travers, Marcus
Travers, and Edward Gibson.
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow over
L on Aramac Creek, bounded thence on the east by
a south line about  six miles  sixty-four chains ;
thence on the south by a west line  sixteen miles ;
thence on the west by a north line about five miles
to the Aramac Creek at a point opposite to the
south-west corner of the reserve for Native Police
Station ; thence on the north by said creek  upwards
to where it is intersected by the west boundary of
the Marathon Reserve ; thence by a part of the west
boundary of last-mentioned reserve, being a south
line about sixty chains ; and thence by the south
boundary of said last-named reserve  one mile to
the point of commencement.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the 41st section of "  27ee Pastoral
Leases  Act  of 1869" for renewed leases for four-
teen  years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the-
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing.
leases,  as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner  of Crown Lap-4
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  16th September, 1873.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
'UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
.LN
OTICE.- It is hereby notified for general
information ,  that the Crown Lands Office
for  the Mitchell District has been removed from
Tambo to Blacka ll .
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  30th October, 1873.
R
EFERRING  to the Notice published in the
Government Gazette,  folio 1256, 19th August,
1871, appointing Road Trustees ,  Maryborough Dis-
trict, it is hereby noti fied for publio information
that the undermentioned gentlemen  haze  been
:appointed  members of the Road Board, Maryborough
to Burrum River r-
RosaaT TRAVIS,  Burrum ,  Merchant ;
THOMAS WATKINS, Burrum ,  Farmer.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Gold Fields Branch,
Brisbane ,  29th October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Auriferous Leases are
ready for issue on payment  of the  balance of
first year 's rent, &c.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. Name of Lessees. Name of Gold Field.
79 James McGbie ...  ... ...  Gympie.
80 Wm. Henry Cauldery ... ...
86 Messrs .  Pollock, Benson, and
Party ... ... ...
93 Chas. Whitley and R. S. Lord...
96 J. A .  Antill and Party ... ...
108 George Mean ...  ... ...
110 G .  Nott and R .  Lyons ... ...
113 W .  Casey and P. McCabe ...
125 Robert Lyons ... ... ...
126 Ditto ... ...
130 Horace Tozer  ... ... ...
132 H .  Scanlan and Party ... ...
140 R .  Lyons and F. Lawrence ...
142 R. Lyons and C.  H. Barlee ...
150 T . J. Cox ...
156 F. Laurence and Party ,,,
155 J .  Coates and J. Bergin ...
32 D. McMurrich and Party ,.
„
31 R. Gray and Party
A. Feez and Wing  Wah ... Crocodile Creek.
W. G. Jackson ... ... ...  Morinish.
29 Messrs .  Rossiter ,  Smith, and
Others ... ... ...
21 Messrs .  Jackson and Plant ...
Ravenswood.
„
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th  October, 1873.
£ 1 STERLING REWARD.
L
OST or  Stolen, from Stoney Creek, on the
Gayndah Road,
One dark-bay horse, branded broad-arrow over TV
over T near shoulder, 244  near  shoulder.
The above reward will be paid on delivery of
the said horse to
SAML. BRAGG,
Foreman of Works,
Maryborough.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  16th October, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the following
charges wi ll  be made  by the  Analytical
Chemist for testing ,  assaying ,  and analysing
minerals, ores, articles of commerce, victuals, &c.,
&c.
As soon as the necessary arrangements are made,
fire assays will be undertaken, of which due notice
will be given.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
£ s. d.
Assaying ores for chrom (wet assay) ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for nickel  (wet assay ) ... ...  0 10 6
Assaying ores for trobalt  (wet assay )... ...  0 10 6
Assaying ores for antimony  (wet assay ) ...  0 10 6
Assaying ores for arsenic  (wet assay )... ...  0 10 6
Assaying metallic platina  (wet assay) 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for sulphur  (sulphuric acid) 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for phosphor  (phosphoric
acid ) ...  0 5 0
Assaying minerals for chlorine ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for iodine  ... ... ...  0 10 6
Assaying minerals for bromine  ...  0 10 6
Assaying minerals for fluor  (fluoric acid ) ...  0 10 6
Assaying minerals for boron  (boracic acid ) ...  0 10 6
Assaying minerals for silicon  (silicic acid) .. 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for carbon  (carbonic acid) 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for cyan  (Prussic acid ) ...  0 5 0
Assaying minerals for lime ... ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for barytes ... ... ...  0 5 0
Assaying minerals for strontian  ... ...  0 5 0
Assaying minerals for magnesia  ... ...  0 5 0
Assaying minerals for alumina . 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for potass ,  soda, lithia, each,
separately  ... ... ... ... ...  0 10 6
Testing acids  or sour liquors , for their strength
in anhydrous acid-
Sulpburic .........a ed ... 0 5 0
Hydrochloric  acid 0 5 0
Nitric acid ... ... 0 5 0
Acetic acid (vinegar ) ... ... .  0 5 0
Tartaric  acid ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
Citric acid, &c.... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Testing for their strength in alkali only-
Soda crystals  ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
Soda ash ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
Testing alloys - silver and copper 0 1 6
Assaying quartz for gold  ... ...  0 10 6
Assaying ores for gold... ... ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for silver  (wet assay) 0 10 6
Assaying ores for quicksilver  (wet assay) 0 10 6
Assaying ores for lead  (wet assay ) ...  0 10 6
Assaying ores for bismuth  (wet assay) 0 10 6
Assaying ores for copper  (wet assay )... ...  0 10 6
Assaying ores for zinc  (wet assay ) ...  0 10 6
Assaying ores for cadmium (wet assay) 0 10 6
Assaying ores for tin  (wet assay) 0 10 6
Assaying ores for manganese  (wet assay) 0 10 6
Assaying ores for iron (wet assay) ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for uran  (wet assay) ... ... 0 10 6
Caustic soda  ... ... ... . ... ...  0 5 0
Potash ... ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Liquor ammonia  (gas water ) ...  0 5 0
Common ashes ... 0 5 0
Testing wine or winemust, juices of fruits, &c.,
for acids ,  sugar, and alcohol
.. 0 10 6
Testing manures, gunnoes,  &c.,  for phosphates,
ammonia, and potash ... ... ... 0 10 6
Testing soap, salt, sugar ,  or chemical prepara.
tions ,  for their commercial value or purity 0 10 6
Testing a substance for a specified or sus-
pected adulteration ,  like drugs, mer-
chandise ,  victuals ,  butter ,  milk, &c. ... 0 10 6
Analysis of water, ores in which occur three,
four, or more bodies, and which are re-
quired to be quantitatively ascertained ...  3 3, 0
Analysis of substances bel aging to the Vege-
table and Animal Kingdom (zoochemical
analysis), from £1  is.  to £:i 3s., accord.
ing to demands made
Testing soils for one or two substances ... 0 10 6
Analysis of soils ,,, 3 3 0
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 27th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that a new Road
from Allora to the Town Commonage, parish
of Goomburra, county of Merivale, referred to
in Notices dated 3rd February, 1871, and 21st
February, 1873, folios 161 and 263, respectively, of
the  Government Gazette,  has been formally marked
and opened by the proper officer, and  same is now
opened for public traffic.
72-3305. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF CAMBOOYA,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 1st July,
1873, folio 1021,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening  of a new  Road from Cambooya
Railway Station to Eton Vale, parish of Cambooya,
county of Aubigny : Notice is hereby  given, in
accordance  with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased to
con firm the  said  portion  of road  ; and it is there-
fore hereby declared expedient to open and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor -General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Drayton ; and all persons intending  to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in  such manner  and form as  are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they
will be  forever foreclosed  from such claim.
By Command,
73-2485. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 27th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ALLORA,
COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
rt](TTITH reference to the Notice dated 8tb Sept-
11 11  ember. 1873, folio 1531,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road from Hendon
to Allora, parish of Allora, county of Merivale :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the
Act 4 William IV., No.  I t, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the  road referred
to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane , and the Police Office, Warwick;  and all
persons  intending to claim compensation  in respect
of,the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and  form as are provided in the sixth
section  of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
73-2581 . J. MALBON  THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisi ane, 24th October, 1873.
NEW TOAD, PARISHES OF TOOTH, ELPHIN-
STONE, STEPIIENS, AND FELTON; COUNTIES
OF AUBIGNY AND MIS HVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
IT II reference to the Notice dated 4th July,
X V  1873, folio 1023,  Gor'ernnrent  Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a new Road from Clifton Rail-
way Station to the Leyburn and Drayton Road:
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the
Act 4 William IV. No. 11, that  His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said portion;
of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared ex-
pedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Drayton ;  and all persons
intending to claim compensation  in respect of
the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof,  in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-3883.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER NO. 1 SANDY CREEK,
TARAMPA ROAD.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 5th
December next, from persons willing to contract
for the construction of a Bridge over No. 1 Sandy
Creek, Tarampa Road.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Bridge
over  No. 1 Sandy Creek, Tarampa Road."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained, at this Office,
or at the Roads Office, Ipswich.
Tenders  must  be on proper printed  form, and
must state the time within which it is pro-
posed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sure
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute  and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond  to Her Majesty  for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTH I!.RS.
BRIDGE OVER IRONPOT CREEK, IPSWICH
TO NANANGO.
TENDFRS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 5th
December next, from persons willing to contract
for the construction of a Bridge over Ironpot
Creek, on the Nanango road.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Bridge  over
Iron pot Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
or at the Roads Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and must
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a Bond to Her Majesty for s curing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMP SON
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th October, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE BARRACKS, WARWICK.TENDERS will bereceived at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th
November next, from persons willing to contract
for the erection of Police Barracks at Warwick.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Barracks, Warwick."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Warwick.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Contract, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
At the foot of each Tender  there must be a
memorandum  signed  by the party  tendering, and
two responsible  persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Con-
tract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within  fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty in a penal sum of such
amount as  may be hereafter determined upon, for
securing  such performance ; otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
73-3183W. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 9th October, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY STATION,  BRISBANE.
/TENDERS  will be received at this Office, unt il
1 4 o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY, the  7th November
next, from persons w illing to contract for the erec-
tion of a Passenger Station, S. and W .  Railway,
Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for  Passenger
Station ,  S. and  W.  Railway ,  Brisbane."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
.Office.J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  6th October, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER SWAN CREEK, WARWICK
AGRICULTURAL  RESERVE.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office, unt ilFour o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY, the 14th
November next, from persons willing to contract for
the construction of a Bridge over Swan Creek, on
the road from Warwick to Emu Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Swan Creek
Bridge."
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per cent.
on amount of Tender as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event that
he will execute and deliver, at the Office of the Civil
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
J. MALBON  THOMPSON.Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, also at the Roads Office, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver, at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notifica-
tion  of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing  such performance ; otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th October, 1873.
FERRY, COOMERA RIVER.
TO BOATMEN ,  FERRYMEN, &c.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 7th
November ,  1873, from persons willing to contract
f'or the Lease, for the period of two years, of the
Ferry on the Coomera River.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender  for Ferry,
Coomera River."
Conditions of Lease, form of Tender ,  and Ilegu-
Lations for working the Ferry, can be seen on
application at this Office, or at the Police M agis-
trate's Office, Beenleigh.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 17th October, 1873.
Na 1 OTICE is hereby given, under the 14th section1 of  " An Act to make provision for the Con-
struction by the Government of Railways, and for
the Regulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd Sep-
tember, 1863, that his Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Map and Book of
Reference of the 3rd section of part of the Bris-
bane Extension from Oxley into Brisbane.
The map or plan, and book of reference, can be
seen at this Office, and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in writing, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objection which may exist to
the adoption of the said line of railway, or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection
therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  of Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1873.
N OTICE is hereby given, under the 14th section
of  " An Act to make provision for the Con-
struction by the Government of Railways, and for
the Regulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that his Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has pri-
marily approved of the Map and Book of Reference
of the proposed new line from Ipswich to Brisbane,
from its commencement at Ipswich to 2 miles 30
chains near Bandamba.
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The map or plan, and book of reference, can be
seen at this Office, and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in writing, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objection which may exist to
the adoption of the said line of railway, or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection
the -ewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner of Ra ilways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 22nd September, 1873.
RAILWAY NOTICE.
II; order to expedite the settlement of claims for
Railway compensation, it is requested that all
persons who have any claim for compensation on
account  of land resumed for the purposes of the
Brisbane  and Ipswich Railway Line, will forward.
the Deeds or other instruments showing their title
to the land taken, or an abstract thereof, to the
Office of the Crown Solicitor, Queen street, Brie-
bane, at the same time that they forward their
claims for  compensation to this Office.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND TREASURY BILLS.THE attention of holders of Queensland Trea-
sury Bills due and payable the 31st December,
1873, is directed to the provision contained in the
said Bills, which  requires  that notice shall be given
to the Colonial Treasurer, at Brisbane, on or
before the 1st day of December next, of the place
where such  Bi ll s are to be presented for payment,
viz., whether  at Brisbane , Sydney, or Melbourne.
Should the holder of any Bills fail to give the
stipulated notice, such Bills will require to be pre-
sented for payment in Brisbane.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 6th October, 1873.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 10th June, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Bowen (Port Denison),
Brisbane , Bundaberg, Calliope, Cape River, Card-
well, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine,
Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gilberton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Gympie,
Ipswich, Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn, Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Milchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Nebo, Normanton,
Ravenswood , Rockhampton, Roma, Shipping Office
(Brisbane ),  Springsure , S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits  exceeding £100, but not
exceeding  £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the  remainder;
on deposits exceeding  £200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and  on Saturday  evenings.
Further  information  can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency' s Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd October , 1873.v
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH CHARGES.
HIS Excellency the Governor , with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to cancel  the Charges  for Telegraphic  Messages,
published in the  Government Gazette  of  the 11th
January last , and to substitute  the following. To
take  effect on and  after the  1st November, 1873.
THOS. L. MURRAY PRIOR.
ScALS  of Cseso$S.
Between any two Stations in Queensland, ex-
cepting on the Gulf Line  fr om Cardwell to
Normanton-
For every  message of  ten (10)  words, a. d.
exclusive of address and signature ... 1 0
For every additional word ... 0 1
Between any two Stations  on the Gulf Line
from Cardwell to Normanton, or to or from
any Station on the Gulf Line-
For every  message of ten (10)
exclusive of address and signature
words
... 2 0
For every additional word  ... ... 0 2
Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1873.
AMENDED ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH
REGULATION.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
. of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to cause No. 4 of the Electric Telegraph  Regula-
tions to be amended as under. To take effect on
and after the 1st November, 1873.
THOS. L. MURRAY PRIOR.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH REGULATION No. 4.
The address ,  signature ,  name of sending  station,
and the date ,  hour, and minute of the deposit of
the Message, will be transmitted without charge.
When the sender wishes to pay for a reply, have
the message repeated or posted ,  instructions are to
be inserted in the address immediately before the
name of the terminal station. Intercolonial mes-
sages,  which are addressed beyond the limits of
delivery, can be posted to their destination free of
charge. Messages received for transmission within
the colony can be posted to any address on pre-
payment of postage, in addition to the ordinary
charge for transmission. Senders may have posted
messages  registered on payment of the additional
fee.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  31st October, 1873.
rI' HE following Rules and Regulations of the
1 Kennedy Hospital, having been approved and
confirmed by His Excellency the Governor in Coun-
cil, are hereby published in the  Government Gazette
for general information.
A. H. PALMER.
RULES OF THE KENNEDY HOSPITAL.
1. Name and  locality.
Kennedy Hospital ,  Bowen.
2. Objects.
To afford medical  and surgical aid and treatment
to the sick poor ,  either  as in-door or out-door
patients.
3. Finds.
This institution shall  be supported by voluntary
contributions and charges to patients ,  together with
such aid as may from time to time be  afforded by
the Government.
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4. Government.
The government of this institution is vested in
the subscribers, and administered on their behalf
by a committee.
5. Honorary officers.
The honorary officers of the institution shall be
the Patron, President, Trustees, Vice-President,
and Treasurer.
6. Committee.
The Committee shall consist of the honorary
officers, and twelve (12) subscribers annually elected,
and the medical officer. The committee shall
transact all  necessary business in relation to the
hospital, and shall have the entire management of
the institution, but always in pursuance of the
rules.  The Committee may appoint and remove
the medical officer, secretary, and matron, and all
servants  of the institution.
7. Sittings of committee.
(a.) The chairman of the committee shall have a
casting vote , but not a deliberative vote.
(b.) Five (5) shall be a quorum of the committee
at their ordinary  meetings , but for the object of
appointing or removing the medical officer, secre-
or matron , seven (7) shall be  a quorum.
(c.) The committee shall sit the first Monday in
every month, and such other days as they may
appoint for  the transaction  of such business as may
be brought before them.
(d.) The committee shall appoint a sub-committee,
consisting  of not less than three (3) of its mem-
bers ,  to manage  the internal arrangements of the
hospital ; to inspect and visit the patients at least
once  in every week, and to report to the general
committee  at their usual monthly meetings.
(e.) Any member of committee who shall be
absent from three (3) consecutive monthly meetings,
shall be considered to have resigned his seat, and
his seat shall therefore be declared vacant, and a
member  shall be appointed in his place by the com-
mittee at their next usual monthly meeting, unless
satisfactory reason for such absence shall be given
to the committee.
8. Treasurer.
The Treasurer shall keep for public inspection in
the committee room of the hospital, a list of per-
sons entitled to vote. He shall render to the
committee  a quarterly account of the receipts and
disbursements on the first Monday in January,
April, July, and October respectively. He shall
deposit the funds of the institution in such of the
local banks  as the committee of management may
from time to time appoint, in the name of the
Kennedy Hospital,  and all payments  ordered by
the said committee shall be made by cheque, signed
by one of the  members  of the said  committee, and
countersigned by the Treasurer and Secretary.
9. Auditors.
Two Auditors  shall be elected  each year at the
general annual  meeting, who  may examine the
accounts  of the Treasurer every month. They shall
certify to their correctness at each quarterly audit
meeting of the committee,  and sha ll  countersign
the financial  statement  presented  at the annual
general meeting.
10.  Medical Officer.
The Medical Officer shall have the entire control
of the patients, and shall give in his report every
month to the committee.
11.  Secretary.
The Secretary shall attend all meetings, whether
general or  in committee, take  minutes  of all pro-
ceedings, conduct all correspondence,  and assist
the committee in any business which may be allotted
to them. He shall produce receipts for all pay-
ments  made by him and examine all accounts, and
submit the  same  at the monthly meetings of the
committee.
12.  Powers of subscribers.
12. Donors of one pound (£1) shall  be sub-
scribers  for the current year, during which time
they may recommend one in-patient and one out-
patient ; and for every additional donation of one
pound (£1) the subscriber  may so recommend one
in and one out-patient.
13.  Meetings of subscribers.
(a.) All meetings of subscribers shall be called
by advertisement in the local paper  at least one
week before the day of meeting
(b.) The annual meetings of subscribers shall take
place on the third Thursday in January in each
year for the following purposes : To elect officers
and committee for the year ensuing, to receive the
report of the committee and auditors for the past
year, and to transact any business which may be
brought forward.
(c.) Special general meetings may be called by
the secretary giving seven (7) days' notice in the
public papers of the day of meeting, and of the
purpose for which such meeting is called, on
authority of the committee, or on a requisition
addressed to them and signed by  at least  ten (10)
subscribers.
(d.) At all meetings of subscribers  seven (7)
shall form a quorum, and in the event of there
not being that number present at the expiration
of half an hour from the time appointed for the
meeting, no business shall be transacted ; but the
meeting shall stand adjourned to that day week at
the same time and place, when five (5) shall form a
quorum.
14. Alteration of rules.
No rule of the institution shall be altered
except at the general annual meeting or at  a special
meeting of the subscribers called for that purpose.
15. Voting.
All subscribers of at least one pound (£1) in one
sum, shall be entitled to one vote at every annual
or special general meeting.
16. Patients.
(a.) Patients may be admitted:-
1. On the recommendation of a subscriber.
2. On the guarantee of a subscriber.
3. On the payment of a sum to be fixed by the
committee.
Such admission, however, to be in all cases subject
to the confirmation of the medical officer and
visiting committee.
(b.) Patients not admissible. - No pregnant
female for the purpose of confinement, no person
insane, epileptic, or incurably diseased, no child
under five (5) years of age, shall be admitted
except in case of accident or for a surgical opera-
tion ; but the medical officer shall have discretionary
power to admit such prohibited cases, subject to
the approval of the committee.
(c.) The visiting committee shall cancel the re-
commendation of any patient able to pay for
hospital charges or medical attendance.
SCHEDULE A.
Form of Recommendation.
To the Committee of the Kennedy Hospital.
I recommend residing at
by occupation a fit object of charity as an
(in or out) patient.
Subscriber.
Bowen day of 1873.
SCHEDULE B.
Form of Guarantee.
To the Committee of the Kennedy Hospital.
In consideration of your admitting the bearer
into the Kennedy Hospital, I hereby guarantee
such sum not exceeding five pounds (£5) to the Treasurer
of the Kennedy Hospital, as may be chargeable in respect
of (his or her) lodging, board, or medicine.
Bowen day of 1873.
Subscriber.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of Octo-
ber, in  the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty 's Reign.
NORMANBY.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
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colonial Secretary '. Office,
Brisbane , 8th October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information,
that the several Clerks of Petty Sessions
throughout the colony are authorised to receive
Returns from Owners of Stock for the purposes of
assessment , under  " The Brands Act  of 1872."
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
"DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
NOTICE TO SHEEP-OWNERS.
THE attention of Owners of Sheep is hereby
directed  to  " The  Diseases  in Sheep Act of
1867  Further Amendment Act " (34 Victoria, No.
26), by which they are required to make to the
Crown Lands Commissioner in the district in which
the sheep  are at  the time depastured, on the first
day of January next, 1874, a return of the number
of sheep owned by them, and, at the same time, to
pay into the Colonial Treasury a sum of five
shil li ngs upon  every thousand or part of a thousand
sheep , under a penalty of fifty pounds, in case of
neglect or false  return.
In the event of no  Commissioner  having been
appointed to any district, the returns are to be
made  to the Acting Commissioner of such district,
except in the case of  Moreton and Wide Bay, and
Burnett Districts, whence they are to be made to
the Chief Inspector of Sheep, who has been autho-
rised to  receive the same.
As far as practicable, printed forms of return
will be supplied, but the non-receipt of such forms
will not afford a plea for exemption from penalty.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
NOTICE TO STOCK-OWNERS.
OWNERS of Horses and Cattle, to the number
J of fifty-one head and upwards, are hereby
notified that the  assessment  payable under the
above -named Act, at the rate of two shillings and
sixpence per hundred, or portion of a hundred,
will be due on 1st January next, 1874, and may be
paid to the Clerks of Petty  Sessions  in the various
districts  on or before that date.
Forms  for return of stock will be supplied by
any Clerk of Petty Sessions.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar  of Brands.
Registrar  of Brands Office,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1873.
Surveyor-General's Office
Brisbane, 18th October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified, that in consequence of the
reservation  of a Road, the areas in lots 26 and
27, at  the Crown Lands Sale at Toowoomba, have
been altered to 18  acres  1 rood 31 perches, and 18
acres 1 rood  24 perches respectively.
A. C. GREGORY.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified, that an error has occurred
in the Proclamation of the Sale of Crown
Lands, at the Land Office, Ipswich, on the 6th
November, 1873, in which lots 53 to 60  are stated
to be in the parish of Ipswich, instead, of the
parish  of Chuwar.
A.C. GREGORY.
Surveyor-General's Of fice,
Brisbane, 14th October, 1873.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that the purchaser of
Lot 236 of the sale of Crown Lands, to be
held at Warwick, on the 11th November, 1873,
being Portion 67, parish of Dalrymple, will have
to pay £73 Os. 9d. for the improvements on the
said portion.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's  Office,
Brisbane,  30th September 1873.
IT is hereby notified, that  an error has occurred
in the Proclamation of the sale of Crown Lands
at the Land Office, Mackay, on the 18th November,
1873, in which lot 1 is stated to be in the parish
of Mackay, instead of in the parish  of Bassett.
A.C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
QUEENSLAND BOARD OF GENERAL
EDUCATION.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
r["HE Queensland Board of Education will grant
Grammar School Scholarships annually to
deserving Pupils of the Primary Schools of the
Colony. The Board will pay the Grammar School
tuition fees of such Primary School boys as shall
prove themselves, on examination, to be fitted for
a higher class of education than is afforded in the
Primary Schools.
2. Examinations for Scholarships will be held
simultaneously at some time during the first three
weeks of the December of every year, one month's
notice at least to be given of' the precise date of
holding. Examiners to be appointed by the Board.
3. The examinations for 1874 Scholarships will
take place in December, 1873, at Brisbane, Ips-
wich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, and Rockhampton
only, unless special application shall be made and
approved for holding examinations elsewhere ; but
candidates may present themselves from any Pri-
mary School.
4. Nominations of candidates, by the principa
teachers of their respective schools, must reach the
Education Office at least one month before the
date fixed for holding the examinations, and the
nominations must be accompanied by a statement
that the candidates are Primary School scholars,
not exceeding fourteen years of age at the date of
the examinations, that they have not been pupils
at a grammar  school, and have been in fairly
regular attendance at a primary school for the
previous six months, and have been Queensland
Primary School boys for eighteen months.
5. Scholarships will be tenable, during good
behaviour and the pleasure of the Board, for three
years.
6. The examinations will be held under the
supervision of responsible officers of the Board
appointed for the purpose. The questions will be
the same in all places. The candidates' papers are
to be anonymous, distinguished by a motto or
number, and accompanied by a seeded envelope
containing the name and age of the candidate, the
whole to be forwarded under seal to the Secretary
of the Board, immediately after the  examinations,
for transmission to the Examiners.
7. Successful competitors will be entitled,
through their parents or guardians, to elect the
particular Grammar School at which they shall
study ; and, in the case of change of residence, or
other sufficient cause shown , leave  will be given for
transfer from one Grammar School to another.
8. The subjects of examination for 1874 scho-
larships will . be the same as those prescribed in the
Board's printed regulations for boys who have
reached the fourth form in a Primary School.
9. The percentage of marks entitling to a
Scholarship at the next examinations will be fifty
(50) ;.but in special cases, brought under their notice
J
the Examiners, the Board may act independently
this rule.
By order of the Board,
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
Os+owe Lands OMoe,
Brisbane ,  27th October, 1873.
SURVEYED RUNS.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
IT is hereby notified for general information ,  that ,  in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-
seventh clause of  " The Pastoral Leases  Act  of  1869 ,"  the unexpired terms of the Leases of the
Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described ,  which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise ,  will be
offered for Sale by Pub lic Auction, at the Auction Rooms of A. Martin ,  Queen street ,  Brisbane, on
TUESDAY, 16th December ,  1873, at Eleven o'clock.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name
in the appended Schedule, according to the estimated area in each case  ;  and the hiihest amount bid shall
be'the annual Rent for the unexpired period of the Leases ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year 's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale, together with the Survey Fee chargeable on each Run.
. The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall  be allowed six months
to stock the country  ;  fa il ing in which ,  or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon as
presc ri bed by the Act, the Lease may become cance lled.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE  AT THE AUCTION  Rooms  of A. MARTIN ,  QUEEN STREET ,  BRISBANE ,  ON TUESDAY , 16TH DECEMBER,
1873, AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.
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MARANOA DISTRICT.
Yarrara Lake 25 Commencing at the west corner of Desideratum
Run, which  is  indicated by an oak -tree marked
Q in triangle ,  and bounded  thence partly on the
north -east by a south -east  line five miles along
the south -east boundary of Desideratum Run
to an oak-tree marked broad -arrow over Y in
triangle; thence partly on the south-east by a
south-west line one mile  and thirty-seven
chains  ;  thence again  on the north -east by a
south-east line two miles  ;  thence on  the south-
east by a south-west line six miles and three
chains;  thence on the south-west by a north-
west line seven miles ; thence on the nort h-west
b a no rt h-east line seven miles and forty
Us s to the marked  tree hereinbefore first
Years.
1873.
17 1 July
£ s.
1890.
30 June 0 16
£ a.
2 Wooloomoo-
doole  ...  25 Commencing at a box -tree marked broad-ar ro w
over 1062 in triangle ,  eighteen miles and a-
quarter east from the Narren River, at the
upper boundary of the Yangle East Ran, and
bounded thence on the west by a south line
about five miles and a -quarter to the boundary
of New South Wales  ;  thence on the south by
a true east line  five miles three chains  ;  thence
on the east by a north line about four miles
and three -qua rt ers to a box -tree marked bro ad-
arrow over 1862 in triangle;  thence on the
north by a west line five miles to the marked 1879.
tree hereinbefore first described  ... ...  6 „ 30 June 0 10 7 10
3 Wooloomoo-
dooleNorth 45 Commencing at a box -tree marked broad-arrow
over 1862 in triangle ,  twenty-three  miles and
a-quarter east from the Narren River, at the
upper boundary of Yangle East Run, and
bounded thence on the east by a north line
nine miles thirty chains to a box -tree marked
broad-arrow over NS in triangle ; thence on
the north by a west line five miles to a berah-
tree marked broad-arrow in triangle  ;  thence
on the west by a  south line nine miles thirty
chains to a bor - tree marked broad -arrow over
1062 in triangle  ;  thence on the south by an
out  line five miles  to the marked tree herein-
before first  described  ... ... ... ... 6
„ 91 0 10 14 2
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MARANOA  DISTRICT- continued.
4 Cobble Cobble;  40 Commencing at a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over 2 in triangle, at south-east corner of the
Yarraman Run, between the Mooni and Narren
Rivers,  and bounded  thence on  the north by a
west line six miles  thirty-seven  chains to a box-
tree marked broad -arrow over 4 in triangle ;
thence on the west by a south  li ne about eleven
miles and three-quarters ,  passing .through a box-
tree marked  broad- arrow over 1862 in triangle,
at the north- east corner  of Wooloomoodoole
Run, to the boundary of New South Wales ;
thence on the south by a true east line two
miles ; thence  on the south-east by a line
bearing  about north twenty degrees out, twelve
miles thirty chains to  the marked tree herein-
before  first  described  ... ... ... ... 6
£ 8.
1873. 1879.
1 July 30 June 0 10 14 14
I I6 Yirr!ur.aii. 1 50  Commencing at a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over B in triangle at north-west corner of the
Bottletree  Run, and bounded thence on the
east by a south line about nine miles to a box-
tree marked broad -arrow over 2 in triangle ;
thence on the south by a west line six miles
thirty-seven chains to a box-tree marked broad-
arrow  over 4 in triangle  ; thence on the west
by a north line nine miles ten chains  to a box-
tree marked  broad- arrow  over TW in triangle;
thence on the north by an east line six miles
forty-seven chains to the marked tree herein-
before first described ... ... ... ... 6 0 10 16 0
6 Sa, ,ia ... 25 Commencing  on the right bank of Wallam Creek
at the south-west  corner of the Media Run,
being a point about two miles in a direct line
below or down the creek from a tree marked
XXXIV over broad-arrow ; bounded on the
north by  a west line along  the south boundary
of the Agea Run and a continuation thereof,
in all  five and a-half mules  ;  on the west by a
south line  five miles ; on  the south  by an east
line along the north boundary of the Melissus
Run five miles to the right bank of Wallam
Creek ; and thence on the east by said creek 1876.
upwards to the point of commencement ... 3 „ 30 June 0 10
7 Woodlawn 25 Commencing at the south-west corner of Moom-
bah Run, which is a spot situated about two
miles and ten chains south from a tree on right
bank of the Mooni River marked broad-arrow
over A and B, by Mr. Commissioner Boyle, as
the upper boundary of Durin Durin Run, and
bounded on the north by an east line about
five miles forty -six chains from aforesaid spot
along the south boundary of Moombah Run to
its south-east corner ; thence on the east by a
south line about eight miles seventy-eight
chains; thence on the south by a west  line
about five miles forty-six chains ; thence on the
west by a north line eight miles and seventy-
eight chains to the spot first described at the 1876.
north-west corner  ... ... ... ...  3I „ 31 Dec. 0 10
8 Me li ssus  ... 25 Commencing on the right bank of Wellam Creek
at the south-east corner of the Samia Run,
being a point about two and a-half miles in a
direct line below or down the creek from a tree
marked XXXIII over broad-arrow ; bounded
on the north by a west line along the south
boundary of the Sarnia Run five miles; on
the west by a south line five miles ; on the
south by an east line along the north boundary
of the Colophon Run about five miles to the
right bank of the Wallam Creek at a point about
a quarter of a mile in a direct line below or
down the creek from a tree marked XXXII
over broad -arrow  ;  on the east by said creek
upwards  to  the point of commencement
1876.
30 June 0 10
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MARANOA  DISTRICT -continued.
Ephesus  ...  25 Commencing on the left bank of Wallam Creek
at the south-west corner of the Samos Run
being a point about two and a-half miles in a
direct line below or down the creek from a tree
marked XXXIII over broad-arrow ; bounded
on the north by  an east line  along the south
boundary of the Samoa Run five miles; on the
east by a south line five miles ; on the south by
a west line along the north  boundary of the
Ionia Run five miles to the left bank of Wallam
Creek at a point about a quarter of a mile in a
direct  line below or down the creek from a tree
marked XXXII over broad -arrow ;  on the west
by said creek upwards to the point of com- 1873. 1876.
mencement  ... ... ... ... ...  3 1 July 30 June
9
10 Samoa  ...  25 Commencing  on the  left bank  of the Wallam
Creek at the  south-west corner of the Media
Ran being a point about two miles in a direct
line below or down the creek f rom a tree
marked  XXXIV  over broad -arrow  ; bounded
on the  north by  an east  li ne along a part of the
south boundary of Media Run four and a-half
miles  ;  on the east  by a south line  five miles ;
on the south by a west line along  the north
boundary of Ephesus Run five miles to the
left bank  of the Wallam  Creek  ;  and on the
west by Wallam  Creek upwards to  the point of
commencement ... 3
11 Ages  ...  26 Commencing on the right bank of Walhun Creek
at a point about sixteen chains in a direct line
above or up the creek f ro m a tree marked J
over broad -arrow  ;  bounded thence on the
north by a west line along the south boundary
of the Athens Run and a continuation thereof
westerly ,  in all seven and a-half miles ; thence
on the west by a south line five miles ; on the
south by an east line along a part of the north
boundary of the Samia Run two miles to the
right bank of the Wallam Creek ; on the east
by said creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement  ... ... ... ... ...  3
12 Media  ...  25 Commencing at a point on the le ft  bank of the
Wallam Creek about sixteen chains in a direct
line above or up the creek from a tree marked
J over broad-arrow, bounded thence on the
north by  an east  li ne along a part  of the south
boundary of the Olympus Run two and a-half
miles ; thence on the east by a south line five
miles ; thence on the south by a west line
along a part of the north boundary of the
Samos Run about eight miles to the le ft  bank
of Wa llam Creek  ;  and thence on the west by
that creek upwards to the point of commence-
13 Athens  ...  25 Commencing on the right bank of Wallam Creek
adjoining the south boundary of Byzantium
Run, and bounded on the north by a west line
four and a-half miles ; thence on the west by
a south line five miles ; thence on the south by
an east line about five miles to the Wallam
Creek striking opposite to the south boundary
of Olympus  Run ; and thence on the east by
the right  bank  of the  said creek upwards to
the point of commencement  ... ... ...
14 Olympus  ...  26 Commencing on the left bank of Wallam Creek
adjoining the south boundary of Cyprus Run,
and bounded on the north by an east line five
and a-half m iles  ;  thence on the east by a
south line five miles ; thence on the south by a
west  li ne about  five m il es  to Wallam Creek
striking about sixty chains south of or below
the gum-tree marked XXXV over broad-arrow
on the right bank by Mr. Commissioner Austin
at Manargi ll a Pool  ;  and .thence on the west
by the left bank of the  said  creek upwards to
the point of commencement  ... ... ... 3
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MARANOA  DISTRICT- continued.
15 Byzantium 25 Commencing on the right bank  of the Wallam
Creek, adjoining  the south boundary  of Phocis,
and bounded  on the north by a west  li ne five
and a-half miles  ;  thence on the west by a
south line five miles  ;  thence on the south by
an east  line about four and a-half m iles to the
Wa ll am Creek ,  and opposite to the south
boundary of Cypress Run ; and thence on the
east by the right bank of the said creek up- 1873. 1876.
wards to the point of commencement ... ...  3 1 July  30 June 0 10 7 10
16 Cyprus  ..  25 Commencing on the left  bank of Wallam Creek
adjoining  the south boundary of Thermopylae
Run, and bounded on the north  by an east  li ne
four and a-half miles ; thence on the east by
a South line five m il es  ;  thence on  the south by
a west line about  five  and a half miles to Wal-
lam Creek ,  striking about sixty chains  south of
or below a box-tree marked J over broad-arrow
in square, recorded  by Mr.  Commissioner
Austin , on the left bank of the said creek
half  a-mile below a box -tree recorded and
marked JF  & Co. (the JF  conjoined) over 1
in square  ;  and thence  on the  west by the le ft
bank of that creek upwards to the point of
commencement  ... ... ... ... ...  3 0 10
17  Phocis  ...  25 Commencing on the right bank of Wallam Creek
adjoining the south boundary of Cytherea Run,
and bounded on the north by a west line five
and a-half miles ; thence on the west by a
south line five miles ; thence on the south by
an east line about four and a-half m iles to
Wallam Creek, opposite to the south boundary
of Thermopyh e  Run ; and thence on the east
by the right bank of the said creek upwards to
the point of commencement  ... ... ...
18 Thermopylae 25 Commencing on the left bank of Wallam Creek,
adjoining the south boundary of Sparta Run,
and opposite to the south boundary of Cytherea
Run, and bounded on the north by an east
line four and a -half m iles ; thence on the east
bya southline five mil es ;  thence on the south by
a west line about five miles twenty chains to
Wallam Creek ,  striking at the junction of a
large tributary falling into the left bank about
one and a -half miles south of or below the
ironbark tree marked XXXVI over broad-arrow
by Mr .  Commissioner Austin ,  on the same bank
of the creek  ;  and thence on the west by the
left bank of the creek upwards to the point of
commencement  ... ... ... ... ...
3
3
19 Cytherea  ...  25 Commencing  on the right bank of Wallam Creek,
adjoining  the south boundary of Hellespont,
and opposite to the north boundary of Sparta
Run, and bounded on the north by a west line
five m iles; thence  on the west by a south line
five m iles  ;  thence on  the south  by an east line
about five  m iles to  Wallam Creek ,  and thence
on the east by the  right  bank of  that creek
upwards to the point of commencement ... 3
20 Sparta  ...  25 Commencing  at the left  bank of Wallam Creek,
adjoining  the south boundary  of Marathon
Run, and forty chains north of or above the
box-tree marked  XXVII over broad-arrow by
Mr. Commissioner  Austin, on the  right bank of
that creek,  and bounded  on the north by an
east line five miles;  thence on the east by a
south line  five m iles ; thence  on the south by a
west  li ne about five miles to Wallam  Creek, and
thence on the west by the left bank of that
creek upwards to  the point  of commencement 3
21 Parnassus ...  25 Commencing  on the right  bank  of Wallam Creek
opposite the north boundary of Corycus Run,
and bounded on the north by a west line four
miles ; thence on the west by a south line five
miles; thence on the south by an east line
about six  miles to Wallam Creek  ;  and thence
on the east  by that creek upwards to the point
of commencement  ... ... ... ...  3
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MARANOA  DISTRICT- continued.
22 Corycus  ...  25 Commencing at the head and on the left bank of
Wallam Creek three miles no rt h and one mile
and a-half west from a box-tree marked XXXIX
over broad -arrow by Mr .  Commissioner Austin,
on the right bankof Wallam Creek, and bounded
on the no rt h by an east line six miles  ;  thence
on the east by a south  li ne five miles  ;  thence
on the south by a west line about four m iles to
Wallam Creek ; and thence on the west by the
left bank of that creek upwards to the point of 1873. 1876.
commencement  ... ... ... ... ...  3 1 July 30 June 0 10 7 10
23 Salamis  ... 25 Commencing on the right bank of Wallam Creek,
adjoining the south boundary of Parnassus
Run, and opposite to the north boundary of
Delphi Run, and bounded on the north by a
west line four miles  ;  thence on the west by a
south line five miles ; thence on the south by
an east line about five miles to Wallam Cre ek ;
and thence on the east by the right bank of
that  creek upwards  to the point  of commence-
3 „ „ 0 10 7 10
24 Delphi  ...  25 Commencing on the left bank of Wallam Creek,
adjoining the south boundary of Corycus Run,
and bounded on the north by an east line six
miles ; thence on the east  by a south  line five
miles ; thence on the south by a west line about
five miles  to Wallam Creek,  two and a-half
miles north of or above a box-tree marked
XXVIII over broad-arrow by Mr. Commis-
sioner Austin, on the right bank ; and thence
on the west by that creek upwards to the point
of commencement ... ... ... ...  3
'25 He ll espont 25 Commencing  on the right bank of Wallam Creek
adjoining the south boundary  of Salamis Run,
and opposite to the south boundary of Delphi
Run, and  bounded on the north by a west line
five and a-half  miles ;  thence on the west by a
south line five  miles ;  thence on the south by
an east  line  about four  miles to  Wallam Creek ;
and thence  by that creek  on the east upwards
along the  right  bank to  the point  of commence-
,, >, 0 10 7 10
3 „ „ 0 10 7 10
$6 Marathon ...  25 Commencing  on the left hank of Wallam Creek,
adjoining  the south boundary of Delphi Run,
and opposite to the south boundary of Salamis
Rnn, and bounded  on the north by an  east line
four and a-half miles; thence  on the east by a
south line five miles  ;  thence  on the south by a
west  line about six miles  to Wallam Creek, forty
chains north  of or above the box-tree marked
XXVII over broad-arrow by Mr. Commissioner
Austin, on the right  bank  ; and thence on the
west  by the left bank of that creek upwards to
the point  of commencement  ... ... ...  3
27 Colophon ... 25 Commencing on the right bank of Wallam Creek,
at the south-east corner of the Melissus Run,
being a point about a quarter of a mile in a
direct line below or down the cr,ek, from a
tree marked XXX I I overbroad -arrow; bounded
on the north by a west line about five miles ;
on the west by a south line five miles ; on the
south by an e:: t line, along the north boundary
of the Nubin Run, about five miles to the right
bank of Wallam Creek ; on the east by said
creek upwards to the point of commencement 3
28 Ionia  ... 24 Commencing on the left bank of Wallam Creek
at the southwest corner of the Eph. sus Run
being a point about a quarter of a mile in a
direct line below or down the Creek from a
tree marked XXXII over broad arrow ; bound
ed on the n rih by an cast line, along the
south boundary of the said Ephesus Run five
miles; on the east by a south line five miles;
on the south by a west line about five miles,
along the north boundary of the Ida Run to
the left bank of the Wallam Creek; on the
west by said creek upwards to the point of
commencement ... ... ... ... ... 3
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MARANOA  DISTRICT- continued.
29 Nubia  ... 25 Commencing on the right bank of Wallam Creek
at a point about fifty chains in a direct line
above or up the creek  fr om a tree marked 8
over broad arrow; bounded on the south by
a west  line along the north boundary of the
Homeboin Run about five miles ; on the west
by, a north line five miles ; on the north by an
east line  along  the south boundary of Colophon
Run, about five miles to the right bank of
Wallam Creek; on the east by said creek 1873. 1876.
downwards  to the point of commencement. 3 1 July  30 June 0 10
30 Ida  ...  25 Commencing  on the left bank of Wallam Creek
at a point about fifty chains in a direct line
above or up the creek from a tree marked
8 over broad-arrow ; bounded on the south by
an east  line five miles  ; on the east by a north
line five miles ; on the north by a west line
along  the south boundary of the Ionia Run
about  five miles  to the left bank of the Wallam
Creek; on the west by said creek downwards
to the point of commencement ... ... ...  3 0 10
31 Homeboin Commencing  on the left bank of Wallam Creek
East  ... 25 fifty chains north of or above  a gum-tree
marked 8 over broad-arrow in square, recorded
by Mr. Commissioner Austin, and bounded on
the north by an east line five miles and sixty
chains ; thence on the east by a south line five
miles  ; thence on the south by a west line four
and a-half miles to the Wallam Creek ; and
thence on the west by the left bank of that 1882.
creek upwards to the point of  commencement 9 „ 30 June 0 10 7 10
32 Homeboin ...  25 Commencing  on the right bank of Wallam Creek
fifty  chains  north of or above  a gum-tree
marked 8 over broad- arrow in square by Mr.
Commissioner Austin,  said point  being opposite
to north boundary of Homeboin East Run,
and bounded on the north by a west line four
and a-quarter miles  ;  thence  on the west by a
south line five miles ; thence on the south by an
east  line five and a-half miles to the Wallam
Creek ; and thence on the east by the right
bank of that creek upwards to the point of
commencement ... ... ... ... ... 9 0 10 7 10
BURKE DISTRICT.
33 Rocky  Vale 29 Commencing  on Stewart 's Creek at a point half
a-mile above a tree marked broad-arrow over
XVIII, and bounded thence partly on the
north by  a line bearing  west seven miles sixty
chains; on the west by a line bearing south
six miles  thirty chains to the north boundary
of Fairlight No. 2 Run ; partly on the south
by a line bearing east, crossing Stewart's Creek
ten chains below a tree marked broad-arrow
over XIII,  seven miles  to the western boun-
dary of Denbeigh No. 2 Run ; partly on the
east  by a line bearing north four  miles ; again
on the south by a line bearing east three miles
twenty chains ;  again  on the east by a line
bearing north two miles thirty chains to the
south boundary of the Strath Stewart Run; and
again on the north by a line bearing west two
miles forty chains to the point of commence-
34 Clutha No. l 25
1880.
7 „ 30 dune 0 10 7 7
Commencing on the north bank of the Flinders
River, opposite a point sixty chains above a
tree on the south side marked broad-arrow
over XIV, being the south-west corner of
Harvey Downs Run, and bounded thence on
the east by a line bearing north seven miles
sixty chains; on the north by a line bearing
west five miles ; on the west by a line bearing
south, being, the eastern boundary of Clutha
No. 2 Run, seven miles twenty chains to the
Flinders River opposite a point one mile below
a tree marked broad-arrow over X ; and on
the south by that river upwards to the point 1882.
of commencement 9 51 30 June 0 10 5 11
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BURKE  DISTRICT- continued.
36 Clutha No. 2 25 Commencing  on the north bank of the Flinders
River  opposite a point one  mile  below a tree
on the south side marked broad-arrow over X,
and bounded thence on the east by a line,
being the western boundary of Clutha No. I
Run, bearing north seven miles twenty chains ;
on the north by a line bearing west five miles ;
on the west by a line bearing south seven
miles to the Flinders River ; and on the south
by that river upwards to the point of com- I 1873. 1882.
mencement  ... ... ... ... ... 9 1 July  30  June  0 10 5 11
86 Denbeigh
No. 2 ... 46 Commencing at the north-west  corner  of Fair-
light No. 3 Run, and bounded thence on the
west  by a line bearing north  seven miles ; on
the north by a line bearing east ten miles ;
on the east by a line bearing south, being the
western boundary of Denbeigh No, 1 Run,
seven miles  to the north boundary of Fairlight
No. 3 Run ; and on the south by a line being
portion of the northern boundary of that run
bearing west ten miles to the point of com- 1879.
mencement ... ... ... ... ... 61, „ 31 Dec. 0 10 10 10
87 Richmond
Downs  ... 50 Commencing on the south bank of the Flinders
River at a tree marked broad-arrow over LXIX ;
and bounded thence on the east by a line bear-
ing south, being a portion of the western boun-
dary of Marathon Run two miles forty chains ;
on the south by a line bearing west fifteen
miles ; on the west by a line being the eastern
boundary of Wyangarie Run bearing north
three miles sixty chains to the Flinders River
at a tree marked broad-arrow over LXXXI ;
and on the north by the left bank of that river
upwards to  the point of commencement 6j
WARREGO DISTRICT.
38 Corni Paroo 35 Commencing at a yappunyah -tree marked broad-
arrow over  NI in  triangle on its east side, said
tree being in western boundary of the Owthorpe
No. 2 Run, and forming also the south-east
corner of the Nyngin Run, on west  aide  of the
Bulloo River, and bounded thence on the north
by a west line five miles six chains to a spot
eleven chains west of a leaning bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over N2 in triangle
on its south side; bounded on the west by a
south line ten miles to a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over 03 in triangle on its north side ;
thence on the south by an east line five miles
six chains  to a spot ten chains east of a yap-
punyah-tree marked broad-arrow over 02 in
triangle on its north side ; and bounded on the
east by a north line ten miles to the marked
tree hereinbefore first described ... ...
» er 010 11 6
1882.
9 30 June 0 12 15 0
89 Retrao  .,.  60 Commencing  on the right bank of Yowah Creek
opposite to a koolabah-tree on left bank marked
broad-arrow over Y7  in triangle on its south
side, and bounded thence on the south by a
west line seven miles sixty-four chains ; thence
on the west by a north line fifteen miles ;
thence on the north by an east line four miles
four chains to a koolabah- tree on  right bank of
Yowah Creek marked broad-arrow over Y10 in
triangle on its west side  ; and thence on the
east by the  said creek  downwards to the point 1881.
of commencement  ... ... ... ...  8 21 30 June 0 15
1790
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WARREGO  DISTRICT- continued.
40 Dundoo  ...  60 Commencing  at a koolabah -tree ,  on the left bank I
of Yowah Creek. marked broad-arrow over
Y7 in triangle, on its south  side,  and bounded
thence on  the south by an  east  line two
miles sixteen chains to a spot twenty-seven
chains west of a beefwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over D in triangle on its west side ;
bounded on  the east  by a north  line fifteen
miles ; thence on the north by a  west line
five miles seventy -six chains  to a point opposite
to a koolabah-tree on the right bank of Yowah
Creek, marked broad-arrow over Y10 in triangle
on its west  side ; and thence on the west by
the said creek downwards to the marked  tree  1873. 1878.
hereinbefore first described 5J 1 July 31 Dec. 0 15
DARLING DOWNS  DISTRICT.
41 Beta ... 26 Commencing on the left bank of Bagot's Palmy
Creek about forty chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over I, and bounded on the south
by a west line about three hundred and ninety
chains to Corbelgun Creek, at a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over C over V ; thence on
the west by a north line crossing Corbelgun
Creek about three hundred and forty chains to
the Condamine River ; thence by the left bank
of that river upwards to the junction of Bagot's
Palmy Creek and by the left bank of that
creek upwards to the point of commencement
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
42 Lolworth
No. 3 ... 35 Commencing  at a point on the left bank of
Fletcher's Creek, where there  is a tree marked
broad-arrow over If, being also the south-
western corner of Lolworth No. 2 Run, and
bounded thence on the east by  a line bearing
north ten degrees west, five miles twenty
chains , passing through  a tree  marked broad-
arrow over IX, forty chains distant from the
northern extremity of the boundary; thence
on the north by a line bearing west, ten degrees
south, six miles ; thence on the west by a line
bearing south, ten degrees east, five miles sixty
chains to Fletcher's Creek, about sixty chains
above a tree marked broad-arrow over X on
said creek ; bounded thence on the south by
that creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement ... ... ... ...
43 Rockwood ...  45 Commencing at a point  on the left bank of the'I
Basalt River, at the south-western corner of the
Thorngrove Run, bounded thence on  the  east
by the  western  boundary of that  run, being a
north line five miles twenty chains ; thence on
the north-east by a north-west line fifty-
six chains ; thence on the north-west by a
south-west line 10 miles 20 chains ; thence
on the south-west  by a south-east line
passing  through a tree marked broad-
arrow over I near the confluence  of a sma ll
creek with the Basalt River,  about six miles
sixty chains to the said river; thence on the
south-east  by that river downwards to the
point of commencement ... ... ...
44 Tara No. 2 40
Bounded on the north-east by the south-west
boundary of Tars, being  a south-east  line eight
miles, on the south-east by the north-west
boundary of Kangerong and a continuation
thereof to the north-east boundary of  Kinlock
No. 2 Run about five miles ; thence on the south.
west by a part of the north east boundary of
Kinlock No. 2 Run about eight and a-half miles
to the Clarke River, and on the north-westtothe
Clarke River downwards to the point of com-
2;
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NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT- continued.
45 Ravenswood 35 Commencing at a point on the left bank of the
Basalt River ,  at the south corner of Rockwood,
and bounded thence on the north-east by a
portion of the south-western boundary of that
run four miles sixteen chains;  thence on the
north -west by a south-west line seven miles ;
thence on the south-west by a  south-east line
about  five miles and a-half to the Basalt River,
opposite to a tree marked broad -arrow  over%IV,
and thence on the south -east by said river down -  1873. 1877.
wards to the point of commencement  ...  4j 1 July 31 Dec. 0 15
46 Woodlands 33 Commencing on the right bank of Pe li can Creek
where the Port Denison road crosses said
creek; thence on the south by Pelican Creek
downwards to a point south of Mount Bella
Vista ;  thence on the west by a north line
about four miles crossing Mount Bella Vista
to Strathmore Creek;  thence on the north-
west by Strathmore Creek upwards to where
it is crossed by the Port Denison road  ;  thence
on the north -east by the Port Denison road in
a south -south-easterly direction to the point of
commencement  ... ... ... ... ...  4}
47 Springlands  50 Commencing on the right bank of Pelican Creek
at a point where the Port Denison  road crosses
the same ; bounded thence on the south-east
by Pelican Creek upwards to its head in
Clarke's Range; thence on the north-east by
Clarke 's Range in a north -westerly direction
to a point east of a tree marked * over LII in
square on  the Port Denison road; thence on
the north by a west line to the road at the
marked tree aforesaid  ;  thence on the west by
the Port Denison road in a south -south-
easterly direction to the point of commence-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ...  4}
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
48 Hunter  .,.  26 Commencing on the left bank of Native  Com-
panion Creek opposite a tree -marked AP at the
western corner of Meta Vale Run, and bounded
on the north  by  a line bearing west three
miles sixty chains ; thence on the west by a
line bearing south ten miles  ;  thence on the
south by a line bearing east four miles sixty
chains to Native Companion Creek at a sput
opposite the south -west corner of Meta Vale
Run and about fifteen chains in a direct line
below  a tree  marked NC over 16; and bounded
on the east by the left bank of that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement ... ...  4
49 Sophienberg 25 Commencing on the right bank of Native Com-
panion Creek at the south -west corner of Meta
Vale Run being about twenty chains in a
direct line below a tree marked NC over  If,
and bounded on the north by the south
boundary  of Meta Vale  Run, a prolongation
thereof, and a portion of the south boundary of
Ashenhurst Hun, being a line bearing east eight
miles seventy six chains ;  on the east by a line
bearing south ten  miles;  thence on the south
by a line bearing west two miles sixty-four
chains to Native  Companion  Creek at a spot
about thirty-five chains above a tree marked
NC over 31  ; I hence on the  west and south-west
by the right bank of that creek downwards to
the point of commencement  ... ... ...  17
11
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SOUTH KENNEDY  DISTRICT -continued.
60 Redcliffe  ...  25 Commencing  on Native Companion Creek at the
south-east corner of Hunter Run about fifteen
chains  below a tree marked NC over 16, and
bounded on the north by a part of the south
boundary of that run,  being a line bearing west
one mile  twelve chains ; thence on the west by
aline bearing south ten miles ; thence on the
south by a line  bearing east  seven miles twenty-
four chains to Native Companion Creek opposite
the south-west corner of 9ophienberg Run and
about thirty chains above a tree marked NC
over 31 ; and bounded on the east and north-
east  by the left bank of that creek downwards 1873. 1890.
to the point of commencement ... ... 17 1 July 30 June 0 12
61 Meta  Vale 25 Commencing on the right bank of Native Com-
panion Creek at a tree marked AP, and
bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
east,  a portion of which forms part of the south
boundary of Dalganey Run six miles twenty
chains ; thence on the east by a 'line bearing
south ten miles ; thence on the south by a
line  bearing west five miles twenty chains to
the Native Companion Creek at a spot about
twenty chains in a direct line below a tree
marked NC over 16 ; and on the west by the
right bank of that creek downwards to the 1877.
point of commencement ... ... ... 4J „ 31 Dec. 0 12
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
62 Overton  ...  15 Commencing  at the northern  corner  of the Table-
derry Run, bounded thence partly on the
north- east  by a line bearing north fifty-five
degrees west  two miles sixty chains  ; thence
again on the north-east by a line bearing north
twenty-six degrees  west six miles  forty-eight
chains ; thence on the north by a west line
crossing  Landsborough Creek at a tree marked
broad-arrow over L over VI six miles forty
chains ; thence on the south-west by a line
bearing south twenty-six degrees east thirteen
miles forty chains ; thence on the south by an
east  line about two miles forty chains to the
western corner of Tablederry Run ; thence
on the south-east by the northern boundary
of that run crossing Landsborough Creek at a
point about one mile thirty chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow over L over VIII five
miles  forty-eight chains to the point of com- 1878.
mencement  ... ... ... ... ...  5 „ 30 June 0 12 22 10
63 Caledonia  ... 75 Commencing on the Landsborough  River at a
tree  marked broad-arrow over L on the north
boundary of Demeron Run, and bounded
thence on the south by a west  line six miles
forty chains; thence on the west by a north
line fifteen  miles ;  thence on the north by an
east line  three miles forty chains to the Lands-
borough River  at a point  about half- a-mile
below a  tree marked broad-arrow over L over
III at the junction of Jerking Creek with said
river ; and thence by that river downwards
to the point of commencement., 5* 1)
1878.
31 Dec. 0 12 22 10
1793
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 27th October, 1873.
UNSURVEYED RUNS.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
T is hereby  noti fied for general information , that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-
seventh  clause of  " Tke Pastoral  Leases Act of  1869," and of the Regulations of the 27th May,
1870, established  under  said Act, relating to the Sale by Auction of Forfeited or Vacated  Runs, the
boundaries  of which have not been defined by actual survey, the unexpired terms of the Leases of Un-
surveyed Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described, which have become vacant by forfeiture  or otherwise,
will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of Arthur Martin, Queen  street, Brisbane,
on TUESDAY, 16th December, 1873, at Eleven o'clock, a.m.
The right, title, and interest of the previous Lessee in the unexpired Lease of each of  the Runs
will only be sold ; and the Government will not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of the
area or boundaries  of any Unsurveyed  Runs so  offered.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite  to its name
in the appended Schedule, according to the estimated area in each case; and  the  highest  amount bid
shall be the annual  Rent for the  unexpired  period of the Leases,  ending as  stated in the Schedule  annexed.A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year 's rent,  will have to be paid at the time of
Sale.
The purchaser  of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall be allowed six
months  to stock the country ; failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon
as prescribed  by the Act, the Lease may become cancelled.
Full information respecting the boundaries and situation of the Runs,  so far as  is known, may be
obtained  by application to the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
BALE AT THE  AUCTION ROOMS of A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE, ON TUESDAY, 16TH DECEMBER,
1873, AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK, A.M.
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BURKE DISTRICT.
1 Pentland 35 Commencing  on the left bank of the Leichhardt
DownsNo.1  River three miles above the junction of Gun-
powder Creek, bounded on the north by a line
running west  five miles  ; on the west by a line
south ten miles running  parallel to the river ;
on the south  by a line east  five miles to the
ri ver ; and thence  by the river to the  point of 1873 1880
commencement  ... ... ... ... ... 7 1 July 30 June 10
2 Pentland 25 Commencing  at the southern boundary of Pent-
DownsNo . 2 land Downs  No. 1, bounded on the north by
that run five miles  ; on the  west  by a line run-
ning south five miles para ll el  to the river ; on
the south by a line east  five miles  to the river;
and thence  by the river to the point of corn- 1873 1880
3 Blatch-
7 1 July 30 June 10
borough twenty  miles  by the northern boundary of the
Lotus Creek Runs ; on the west by Connor's
River for five miles; on the north partly by
the southern boundary of the run known as
Coldwater, and partly by the range forming
the watershed between Sheepskin and Lotus
Creek and that of Collaroy Creek for twenty
miles ;  and on the east for four miles by the
range between the heads of Lotus Creek and 1873 1878
the waters running into the sea ... ... 5 1 July 30 June 12
4 Saltbush  25  Situate on the  left  bank  of  Funnel  Creek,  and is
Park No. 5 bounded on the south by a line at right angles
with the creek, and starting from the junction
of Funnel Creek with Connor's River, and
extending five miles back from Funnel Creek ;
the northern boundary is a line at right angles
with the creek, and starting from a marked
tree about ten miles above the junction or
south boundary, and extends five miles back
from Funnel  Creek ;  the eastern boundary is a
line running parallel with the creek and
joining the north and south boundary  lines ;  1873 1890
the western boundary is Funnel Creek .. 17 1 July 30 June 12
Nameo
mencement ... ... ... ... ...
50 Blatchborough
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
is bounded on the south for
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LEICHHARDT  DISTRICT- continued.
5 Punchbowl 25 Bounded on the west by the watershed of Punch-
bowl Creek northerly to the watershed sepa-
rating the waters of Spottiswood and Kangaroo
Creeks from Punchbowl Creek ; on the north
by the southe rn  watershed of Kangaroo Creek ;
on the east  by a line bearing about mouth
twelve  degrees east ,  passing through a point
bearing east and distant sixty-five chains from
a tree on Punchbowl Creek marked broad-
arrow  over VI to the north boundary of the
Narraway Run, being the line of sandstone
cliffs known as the Broken country ; thence on
the south by a part of the northern boundary
of last-mentioned run north -westerly along
the line of sandstone cliffs, and also the broken
country separating the heads of Roundstone
Creek from lower part of their valleys to the
southern watershed of Punchbowl Creek, and
by last-mentioned watershed until it is met by
the western watershed of said Punchbowl
S.
1873 1882
91 1 July 31 Dec.  12
MARANOA DISTRICT.
6 Tootharang  25 Commencing at a tree marked RS, which is three
miles south-east of a waterhole named Tooth-
arang, which  waterbole  is about twelve miles
north-west of the western corner pin of Tootha
North Run ; and bounded thence on the south-
east by a south-west line four miles ; thence
on the south-west by a north- west line six
miles; thence on the north-west  by a north-
east line  eight miles ; thence on the north-east
by a south- east line six miles  ; and thence
again on the south-east by a south-west line
four miles to the  marked tree  hereinbefore  first 1873 1879
described ... ... ... ... ... 6 1 July 31 Dec. 12
7 Green  Forest 25 Commencing on the  right bank  of the Wallam
Creek, at  a point  where it is intersected by the
south boundary of Mona Run; thence partly
on the north by a west line two and a-half
miles ; thence on the west by a south line ten
miles ; thence on the south by an east line five
miles crossing the creek ; thence. on  the east
by a north line ten miles ; thence again on the
north by a west line two and a-half miles to 1873 1881
the point of commencement ... ... ... 8j 1 July 31 Dec. 12
8 Ombimurrah 25 Commencing at the north-west corner of the
Eastern Moongool Run, being a point bearing west and
Back Run distant one hundred and fifty chains from a
tree marked RK on Yuleba Creek ; bounded
on the north by a west line along a part of the
south boundary of the Inglebogie Run about
two miles ; on the west by a south  line along
a part of the  east  boundary of the Wallaballa
Back Block Run about  nine  miles ; on the
south by an east line about seven miles to the
south-west boundary of the Upper Tingin
Run ; on the north-east by a north- west line
along a part of the south-west boundary of
last-mentioned run, and the south west boun-
dary of the  aforesaid  Moongool Run about 1873 1885
ten miles to the pint of commencement ... 12 1 July 30 June 10
9 Wallaballa 25 Commencing on the north-east corner of the
Back Block Tinowon Run, being a point about four miles
east of the Wafambilla Creek ; bounded on
the east by a north line about fifteen miles
along the west boundary of the Ombimurrah
Back Block Run and a continuation thereof;
on the north by a west line to the  eastern
boundary of the Omedool Ran, said boundary
being the eastern watershed of Wallambilla
Creek ; on the west by said watershed southerly
along tie eastern boundary of said Omedool
Run to its south-east corner; thence by a west
line along a part of the south boundary of last-
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MARANOA DISTRICT- continued.
named  run to the  north-east  corner of the
Wallaballa North  Run ; again  on the west by
a south line along the east boundary of last-
named run about five miles  to the north boun-
dary of the Wallabella Run ; thence  east about
two miles along the  north boundary  of last-
named  run to its north -east corner  ;  thence
south  along the east  boundary of said Walla-
bella Run about five miles  to the north boun-
bary of Tinowon . Run ; and thence east about
two miles along  a part of the north boundary
of last-named run to the point of commence-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ...
NORTH  KENNEDY DISTRICT.
10 Tars No. 8 26 Commencing where the west corner of the
Kangerong Run abuts on the south -east boun-
dary of the Tara No. 2 Run, between the
Basalt and Clarke Rivers  ;  bounded thence on
the north -east by a south -east line along the
south-west boundary of said Kangerong Run
about five miles sixty -four chains to the north
angle of Rockwood  Run ; thence on the south-
eas t by a south -west line along a part of the
no rt h -west boundary of last-mentioned run six
and a-half m iles ; thence by a north -west line
about five mil es to the south-east bounda ry  of
the Kinlock No. 2 Run ; thence on the north-
west by a part of the las t-mentioned boundary
to the eas t angle of last-named run ; thence
by part of the north -eas t bounda ry  of said run
to the south angle of  Tam  No. 2 Run ; and
thence again on the north-west by a part of
the south-east boundary of last-named run to
the point of commencement ... ... ...
WARREGO DISTRICT
11 Gu llan  ...  25  i Commencing at a tree marked D in diamond,
situated  on the north boundary of the Pintahra
North Run ,  on the  west side  of Bulloo River ;
thence  west five miles ;  thence north ten miles ;
thence east  five miles ; thence south ten  miles
to the point  of commencement  ... ...
12 Bowally ... 26
18 Tungars ... 25
14 Glsnmire ... 26
Commencing at the south -east  corner of the
Gullan Run ,  on the west side of the Bulloo
River; thence north ten  m iles; thence east
five miles  ;  thence south  ten miles  ;  thence
west five miles to the point  of commencement
Commencing at the north -east  corner of the
Wombin Run, on the  west side  of the Coorni
Paroo River  ;  bounded thence on the south by
a west line five  miles ; thence north ten miles ;
thence east  five miles  ;  thence south  ten miles
to the point  of commencement ... ...
Commencing at the south-eastern corner of
J. T. Allen's run  call ed Elizabeth Creek, and
extending along the eastern boundary of the
said run, being a north-east line twelve m il es ;
thence on  the north by a line south -eas t four
miles ; thence on the east by a south-west line
twelve miles  ;  and thence on the south by a
north-west line four miles to the point of com-
mencement  ... ... ... ... ...
S.
14
1878 1887
1 July 80 June 10
1873 1880
7* 1 July 81 Dec. 16
1873 1882
9 1 July 30 June 12
1873 1882
9 1 July 30 June 12
1878 1880
7 1 July  80 June 12
1878 1879
6ij 1 July 81 Dec. 12
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WARREGO DISTRICT- contined.
16 Glanworth 26 Commencin at the south-west corner of the 'g
Glanmire Run, on the east side of Elizabeth
Creek; bounded thence on the west by the
eastern boundary of Berkelman  and Lambert's
ran called Elizabeth Creek, being  a line bearing
south twenty- eight degrees west twelve miles ;
thence on  the south by  a south-east line four
miles ; thence on the east  by a line bearing
north twenty-eight degrees  east twelve miles to
the south corner of the Glanmire Run ; thence
on the north by a north- west line to  the point
of commencement
16 Babbilloora 25 Commencing  at the southeast corner of the
Westerton Run, on the  east side  of the River
Warrego ; bounded thence on the north by a
line west five miles ; on the west by a line
south five miles ; thence on the south by a line
east five miles ; and thence on the east by a
line north five miles to the point of commence-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ...
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
17 MorayDowns 26 Commencing at a marked tree on the west side
No. 1 of the River Belyando, at the north-west  corn er
of Elgin Downs No. 3, and running South
along that river for about seven  miles to a
marked tree ; thence west to a marked tree for
about seven  miles  ; thence north about seven
miles to a marked tree ;  and from thence east
to the starting point,-comprising small plains,
river flats ,  and scrub  ... ... ... ...
18 Moray Downs 25 Commencing from a marked tree on northe rn
No. 3 boundary ,  and about four miles from its north-
east L .  of Moray Downs No. 1, and running
north for about ten miles to a marked tree ;
thence west for about five miles to a marked
tree ;  and from thence south ten  miles to a
U1cEZP1RaD Turns  OF  LEASEs o '  UNsURvRYED  RUNS--continued.
marked  tree  on No. 2 Moray Downs, and from
thence due  east to starting  point ... ...
19 Albion
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
75 Starting  from northern boundary of the Caledonia
Run, and running in a northerly direction
fifteen  miles , and bounded on the eastern side
by the Landaborough Creek which forms the
1873
6} 1 July
1873
9 1 July
1879
31 Dec. 12
1R82
30 June 12
1873 1878
61 1 July 31 Dec. 12
1873 1878
51 1 July 31 De c.  12
1 1873 1878
6} 11 July 31 Dec. 12
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 27th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed  it expedient
to open a new  Road through Portion 11, parish of Enoggera, county of Stanley : Notice is hereby
given , that in conformity with the  provisions  of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in
this colony.,  a Plan  and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road  above-mentioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ;  and all persons
interested  therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
one month from  this date, any well-grounded objections which  may exist  to the formation of the Road in
question .
By Command,
73-3609. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 11, PARISH OF ENOGGEBA, COUNTY OF  STANLEY,
TO BE PROCLAIMED ABA PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road . Reputed Owner. Occupier. Bearings. Length
Breadth
in Chains. ofRoad.
No rt h1 Commencing on the J. Free ... ... ! Not occupied ...
south boundary of
Portion 11, and run-
ning north to its
no rt h boundary
chs. Ike.
9 chains 1 chain
Area  Remarks.
A. R. P.
0 3 24 Scrub  land, fenced
in, but not other-
wise improved.
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Department of Public Works.
Brisbane,  27th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a  new Road through Portion No. 77, Parish of Coomera, county of Ward: Notice is
hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now  in force
in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Beenleigh;  and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
By Command,
73-3967. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 77, PARISH OF COOMEBA , C OUNTY OF WARD, TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL  4  WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road .
Register
No.
of
Reputed Owner .
1
Occupier.  Bearlugs. Lengthin  ohabte
Breadth
of Road
a. Rib.
Selection. ,
ohs. lks . A. a.
I.1 Commencing on the 304 A. Bell ... A. Bell  .. 324° 9 0 1 chain 3 0 0 Forestland,un-
east boundary of 312° 6 0 fenced and
Portion 77, and
-
333.
5(r
9
0 ve
ning north-westerly  to 916° 86 ' 6 70 I I
Its north boundary
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 27th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it ex-
pedient to open a new Road from  Turner's  Creek to Warwick and Stanthorpe Road, through
Selections ,  Warwick Register ,  Nos. 363, 754, 385, 676 ,  and 508, Rosenthal Run, county of
Merivale : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11,  and now in force  in  this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line
of Road above -mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at
the Po lice Office,  Warwick  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council ,  within one month from this date, any well -grounded objections
.  which may exist. to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-364 .9 W. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  FROM TURNER'S  CREEK TO WARWICK  AND STANTHORPE  ROAD,  THROUGH
SELECTIONS , WARWICK REGISTER, Nos. 363, 754, 385, 676, and 508, ROSENTHAL RUN, COUNTY OF
MERIVALE , TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
Register
No. Port ion of Road .
eeeleoof
Reputed Owner .  Occupier.
Lion.
1 Commencing on the War-  J. M. Firmbach J. M. Firm-
south boundary of wick bach
Warwick Register No. Register
363, and running nor- No.
therly to its no rt he rn  363
boundary
Bearings, Length Breadth Aresin Chains. of Road. Remarks.
A. X.
N. 14° 46'E. 261OC  Unimproved
4° 30'  $0.00 150links 8 2 10 thickly-tim-
27° 30'  1*08 beredforest.
2  Commencing  on the War -  Oeo. Webb  ...  Geo. Webb ...  N. 27° SD' 4x921
south boundary of wick 71°  30' 6.22
Warwick Register No. Register  42° 800
734, and  running  °  3W  7W
north -easterly anNo. 90° 30' 3'80
no rt herly to its nor- 88° 30' 1100  150 links
them boundary Be* 30' 5150
32° 7' 1110
13° 50'  20-00
10° 11.28
is 1 6
nimproved
tbioklytim-
bored forest,
ironbark,
box, and oak
and stony
ridges,asndy
i soiI,
3 Commei sing on the Wsr -  A. Locke ... ...  A. Locke ... IN. 10° E. 207
south boundary of wick M. 20' 1200 I !  (Stonyridges,
Warwick Register No. Register! I 321° 55'  1500  thickly tim-
385, and running No. 342°  30' 800 bered ; no
north -westerly to its 385 12° 30 g.60 15o links 7 182 improve-
northern boundary 64° 4.75 Monts; near
88° 30'  2-121114  C
I 14° 30' 1.834 Commencing on the War -  A. Locke... ... Unoccupied N. 14° 30'  E. 7.17  i  150 links 4 0 25 Unimproved,
south boundary of wick 32° 2032 open forest.
Warwick Register
No.
Register
north-easterly to its 676
northern boundary
5 Commencing on the War- Forfeited ...  ...  N. 82° E .  1968 160 links  2 315  Unimproved,
south boundary of wick open forest.
Warwick Register No. Begls sandy soil.
508, and running No.
no rt h - eas terly  to  508
Junction with road
already surveyed in
portion 508.
I I I
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed  it expedientto open a new Road through the 90-acr  Reserve, in the town and parish of Maryborough,
county of March : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11,  and now in  force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
jut  dlnded line  of Road  abovementioned , are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor- General,
BI '.sbane, and  at the Police Office, Maryborough ; and all persons interested therein are requested to
tr:. asmit, in writing , to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date,  any well-
gr ended objections  which  may exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
,3-3810.1
Reputed
Owner.
BCOY OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH THE 90-ACRE RESERVE, IN THE TOWN AND PABIsK OF
MARYBOROUGH ,  COUNTY OF MARCH ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A  PUBLIC  ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road.
1 Continuation of  Kent  street, com-
menting on the south -east boundary
of the reserve ,  at the point bearing
3000 23', and distant one chain  fr om
the south -west comer of the Town
Hall  Reserve,  and thence bearing
westerly to the north -west boundary
of the 90-acre Reserve
Towns and
Co.
NEW ROAD-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having  deemed it expedient
to open  a new Road  from  Bowen to  Mackay, parish of Dargin, county of Herbert, District of
Kennedy  : Notice is hereby  given,  that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now  in force in  this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned ,  are now deposited  at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office,  Bowen ;
and all  persons interested therein are  requested  to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the  Executive
Council, within  one month  from this  date, any well -grounded objections which may  exist to the formation
of the Road in question.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM BOWEN  TO MACKAY ,  PARISH OF DARGIN ,  COUNTY OF
HERBERT, DISTRICT OF KENNEDY ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion
1 Commencing  at the No. 14
south -east bound-
ary of selection
No. 14,  parish of
Dargln ,  running
north-westerly to
its north-west
boundary
2 Commencing  at the No. 8
south-east bound-
ary of  Selection
No. 8, parish of
Dargln ,  ru nning
north -westerly to
its north-westl
boundary
3 Commencing at the No. 11
south -east bound-
ary of  Selection'
No. 11,  being the
no rt h-westbound-
ary of Camping
Reserve ,  pariah of
Dargin,  running
th ro ugh Selection
No. 11, in a no rt h-
erly direction, to
Its north-west
Towns and
Co.
Owner .  Bearings.
Crown  ...  300° 23'
Occupier. Bearings.
Towns and  N. 3 22° E.
Lengths.
ohs. lke.
27 93
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Breadth Area.of Road.
oh. lice. A.  K.  P.
1 00 2 3 7
Remarks.
Reserve for Recreation and
Water Supply.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th October, 1873.
Length
in Chains.
31.13
Breadth Area.
of Road.
oh. ika  A. B.  P.
2 0 15 2 28}1
Co. N. 3 49? E. 4793
Towns and N.  340° E.
Co. N.  M.  16' E.
N. 368? 30' E.
8.16
1
2 0 10 2 0
400o
604
Remarks.
Selections Nos. 8, 11, 14,
Towns and Towns and N .  10° 30'  E. 18.91 2 0
I Co. Co.  N. 362:  E. 83.20
N. 334° 30'  E. 8181
18 0 0
and 21, are fenced in
in one  paddock, fence
not near road, except
on the south-east
boundary of  Wootton
No.14, and the north-
west boundary of
Selection No. 21; in
those two places it
crosses  the road
where there are
licensed gates. The
land Is poor forest
with a  little plain
boundary
4 Commencing at the No. 21 Towns and Towns and N .  334° 30'  E. 1 37.61 0 27 3 0
south-east bound-
ary of Selection
Co. Co. N. 320°  WE.
N. 339° 46'E.
19,86
16.70
No. 21,  parish of N. 326° 46' 22.58
Dargln ,  running N. 321°  30' 22.87
north-westerly to N. 312° E . 20.10
its north-west
boundary J
6 Commencing at the No. 15 John N. 292° 16' E. 16.89 2 0 10 0 32 Poor forest land unim-
south -east bound- Robertson N. 317°16'E. 34.35 pro ved.
ary of  Selection!
No. 16, pariah of
Durgin ,  running !
north -westerly to
its no rt h-west
boundary
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st October, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through' Portions 683, 48, and 46, parish of Indooroopilly, county of Stanley :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office,  Brisbane ;
and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing , to the Clerk  of the Executive
Council, within one month from this date ,  any we ll -grounded objections which may exist to the formation
of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-4275-W. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THRO U GH PORTIONS 683, 48, AND 46, PARISH OF IND00BOOPILLY,
COUNTY OF  STANLEY, TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC  ROAD,  UNDER  THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing on the
north-west  boundary
of portion 683,  an d
running south-eas-
terly to its east boun-
dary
2 Commencing on the
west boundary of
portion 48,  an d run-
ning easterly to its
east boundary
3 Commencing on the
west boundary of
portion 48, and run-
ning easterly to
Railway Reserve
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Reputed
Owner.
0.  Street...
E. Anderson
L. Stamm
Occupier .  Bearings.
Not  occupied  N. 122° 36' E.
N. 172° 4' E.
N. 170° 51' E.
N.140° 6' E.
Not occupied N. 140° 8' E.
N. 98° 68' E.
N.  Sr 17'R
N. 97° 17'E.
Not occupied N. 97° 17' E.
N. 124° 52'E.
Length Breadth
in Chains. Road.
ohs. lks.
5 00 One chain
6 00
6 10
4 79
0 41 One chain
5 50
4 50
3 79
Area .  Remarks.
A. E. P.
2 0 2  'Unfenced  an d unim-
proved forest land.
1 1 30  Unfenced an d unim-
proved forest land.
1 53 Oneohalnl 0 2 29  Part ly  fenced but
about not otherwise tm-
5 10 proved.
Deartment  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  14th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Bowen to Ravenswood, parish of Kelsey, county of Herbert,
Kennedy District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended
line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane, and
at the Police Office, Bowen  ;  and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may  exist to the formation  of the  Road in question.
By Command,
73-432-W. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PORTIONS OF ROAD FROM BOWEN TO RAVENSWOOD, PARISH OF KELSEY
COUNTY OF  HERBERT ,  KENNEDY DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A  PUBLIC  ROAD,  UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No.
1
Portion of Road.
Commencing on the
left bank of the Don
River ,  and running
westerly and south-
westerly through por-
tion No .  47 to its
south-west corner
Occupier.
J. P. Kelsey J. F. Kelsey
Bearings.
274° 0'
289° 30'
249° 0'
272° 45'
232° 45'
Bowen
Beg.
2 Commencing on the 54 J. Hall Scott  Unoccupied 299° 15'
southern boundary of
selection No. 54,  an d 333° 30'
running no rt h-wes-
terly alongEuri Creek
for about 17 chains
3 Commencing on the
southern boundary of
selection No. 83, and
running no rt h-wes-
terly,  westerly, and
south -westerly to the
southern boundary
Register
No. of  Reputed
Selec -  Owner.
tion.
Bowen
Reg.
63 T. S. E. Holt Unoccupied 323° 25'
812° 56'
805° 40'
281° 2N
276° 40'
2690 o'
259° 25'
270° 10'
2650 65'
242° 10'
213° 25'
198° 25'
Length Breadth Area.in Chains .  of Road.
ohs.  Ike.  oho. lks.
81 25 2 0
24 53
11 51
9 91
43 74
7 83
12 87
A.  R.  P.
34 0 0
Width 5 1 0
irregula r
Average
2 chains
60 links
2 chains 68 2 0
Remarks.
Open forest country,
unimproved.
Forest land ,  unoeeu-
pied.
Forest  land, unooou.
pied.
1800
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  6th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD.- FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS  Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Counc il , having deemed it'expedient
to open a new Road through Portion 315 ,  parish of Enoggera  :  Notice is hereby given
that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV .,  No. 11, and now in force in
this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane  ;  and all  persons
interested therein are requested to transmit in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Counc il , within
one month from this date ,  any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road
in question.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTION 315 ,  PARISH OF ENOGGBRA ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED
As A PUBLIC  R OAD, UNDER  THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No.1 Port ion of. Road. Reputed Owner.
Commencing on the  south J. Mullen ...
boundary of portion 315, parish
of Enoggera , and running in a
northerly direction to its north
bounda ry
1
Bearings . Lesin
chain
Breadth
of
Road.
ohs. Ike. I ohs. lke.
No rt h ... 9 21 1 0
N. 36° E . ...  10 17
N. 19° E . ...  25 61
A.  a.  P.
4 1 39
Remarks.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  29th October, 1878.
TENDERS FOR FLOUR.
THE following copy of an Advertisement by the Commissary-General ,  Madras, calling for Tenders
for the supply of two hundred and seventy -six tons of Australian Flour ,  deliverable at the
Bakery of the Indian  Government ,  Bangalore ,  is published for general information.
Form of Tender can be obtained on application to this office.
A. H.  PAT  R.
SEALED Tenders in the form used in the Commissariat Department  (blank forms whereof can be
had on application at the Commissariat Office at Bangalore )  w ill be received up to 12 o 'clock on the 6th
day of January ,  1874 ,  by the Executive Commissariat Officer at Bangalore ,  for the Supply by Contract
of the Articles mentioned in the subjoined Schedule.
Tenders w ill be opened by the Executive Commissariat Officer at Bangalore, in the presence of
those interested who may choose to attend.
Each Tender must be accompanied by the deposit  (in Cash or Currency Notes) shown in Column 5
of the Schedule ,  and in default of such deposit the Tender will  be rejected  ;  no Tender will  be received
after the time fixed for the opening of Tenders.
No person making a Tender shall be allowed to withdraw his Tender for the space of 60 days from
the date thereof ,  and in the event of his so doing his deposit shall  be forfeited to Government.
Tenders should be superscribed  " Tenders for  the Supply of Australian Flour."
A ll  needful information may be had on  application  at the  Commissariat  Office at Bangalore.
Eve ry  Tender not made in the required form will be rejected.
The Commissary -General  reserves-to  himself  the right  of rejecting Tenders without assigning any
reason for so doing.
The Tenderer ,  if successful, must, within three days ,  deposit security of the nature and amount
specified in Column 6 of the Advertisement.
The successful Competitor will be required to  pay  the value of the Stamp under the provisions of
Clause 16, Schedule  I. of"  The General Stamp  Act,"  XVIII .  of 1869 .  Value of Stamp about Rupees 350,
more or less ,  according to total cost of Flour ,  calculated at rate of approved Tender.
8CHEDULE.
1 2
Description  of Articles Probable
to be  Supplied . Quantity .Number.
Tons.
Australian Flour, 276
best sort, war-
ranted to keep for
6 months.
3 4 6 6 7
Period of Delivery,
and
Place of
to whom
specifying quantities . made .
Amount Amount of
of Deposit in I Security in  Cask
be reCash or Cur-ncyNotes to
Currency Promi soryr eacFlues for
h Breach
accompany Notes ,  to be furnished of Contract.
the Tender . I by the successriil
Tenderer.
Rs.
To be delivered as At the  Govern-
follows:-  ment Bakery,
1874 Tons. Bangalore, free
16th  March  ...  70 of  all  expense.
16th May ... 70
16th August ... 70
15th  Nov. ... 60
Total ...276
3,000 At 20  per cent.
on the value of
the Articles
contracted for.
By order of the Commissary -General.
R. A. MOORE,  Lieutenant-Colonel,
Asst. Commissary -General.
J. LOUDON ,  Colonel ,  Commissary -General.
Commissariat Office,  Bangalore ,  2nd September, 1873.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.
1
Tm following G ene* Abstract
 of the  Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the QUEENSLAND NATIONAL BANS (Limited ),  within the  Colony of  QUEENSLAND,  during  the Quarter
from the  let JULY
 to the 30th
 SEPrESBEI.,  1873, is pub li shed in conformity with  the third  section of  the Act of  Council. 4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT ,
 showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIEs and ASSETS of the QUEENSLAND NATIONAL BAIrx  (Limited), within the Colony of QUEn sLAxD, taken from the several Weekly Statements
during the Quarter from the let JULY to the 30th SsPTEXBsa, 1873.
LIABILITIES.
Notes  in Circulation  {Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest
Bil ls  in Circulation.. f Not bearing  Interest ...t Bearing Interest
Balances due to other Banks ...
AMOUNT .  TorALS.
£ a. d.
Deposits
I
Not bearing Interest
 ... ... ...  61,948 10 10
............... 1 Bearing Interest  ... ...  147,893 7 3
Total Amount of Liabi li ties
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ...
ASSETS .  AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d.
26,09x1 18 6 Coined  Gold  and Silver and other Coined Metals... ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion and Bars  ... ... ...
Government
 Securities - Stamps
 ... ... ... ...
£ s. E  S.  d.
66,626 1 6
13,008 18 1
17,432
 " 4 2
89 7 7
19,099 4 7
362 6  5 Lauded Property  ... ... ... ...
Notes and
 Bills of other Banks  ... ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks
10,074 4 4 Amount of all Debts due to the Bank,  including Notes,
209,841 8 1
246,323 6 3
... £114,696 0 0
Bate of the  last  Dividend declared to the Shareholders  ... ... ... ...  Nil.
Amount of the last Dividend declared  ... ... ... ... ... ...  Nil.
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend  ... ...  Nil.
B il ls of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded ebts of
every desc ri ption, ex ting Notes, Bills ,  and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
263,688 16  4
£ 359,894 12 3
Brisbane,  30th October ,  1873.  B. R. DRURY ,
 General Manager.
JOHN H .
 RYLAND, Accountant.
I, Edward Robert Drury ,  make oath ,  that, to the best of my knowledge and belief ,  the forego '  Abstract is a true and faithful Account
 of  the Average Amount of Assets and .  Liabi li ties of the above
Bank during the period specified  ;  and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereoo kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South
Wales.  4 Victoria,  No. 13.
Sworn before me,  at Brisbane,  this 30th day of October, 1873.
J. HAxm TON Soorr, Justice of the Peace.
E. R. DRURY.
I, the undersigned,  being the General Manager of the QUSENaniND NArIoran BANK (Limited), do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14,  Section 9,  the sum of £187 16s. 9d.,
for the duty after the rate of  £3  per cent .  per  annum upon the sum of £25 ,04418.. 5d., being one  quarter's  composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the Notes is circulation of
the said Bank, in the Colony  of Queensland,  according to the annexed Return.
E. R. DRURY.
Dated this 30th day of October, 1878.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  29th October, 1873.
THE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the  L IABILITIES and ASSETS of the COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OF SYDNEY, within the Colony of QvBExsLAND,  during
the Quarter from 1st JULY to 30th SEPTEMBER, 1873, is published in conformity with the third section of the Act of Council ,  4 Victoria, No. 13.
H. H. MASSIF,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT ,
 showing the Average Amount of the LI ABILITIES and Assays of the COMMERCIALBANKING COMPANY of SYDNEY,  within the Colony of QUBBNsLAND,  taken  fr om the several
Weekly Statements ,  during the Quarter from the 1st JULY to 30th SEPTEMBER, 1873.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation
I
Not bea ri ng Interest ...
Bearing Interest ...
Bills in Circulation
I
Not bearing Interest ...
Bea ri ng Interest
Balance  due to other Banks ...
Deposits ...............
I
Not bearing Interest ...
t Bea ri ng Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabi li ties
AMOUNT.
£ S. d.
110,577 5 10
82,226 12 0
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ...
Sate of the last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders  ... ... ...
Amount of the last Dividend and Bonus declared  ... ... ... ... ...
Amounts  of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend and Bonus
Brisbane ,  28th October, 1873.
TOTALS. ASSETS.
£  S.  d.
25,011 10 9 Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ...
Gold and Silver ,  in Bullion or  Bars ... ... ... ...
Government
 Securities  ... ... ... ... ...
658 18 11 Landed Property  . , . ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks
 ... ... ...
Balances  due from other  Banks ...
3,154 0 9 Amount of all  Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bi ll s of Exchange, and all  Stock and Funded Debts
of every description ,  excepting Notes, Bi ll s, and
192,803 17 10 Balances due to the said Bank fro m other Banks
221,528 8 3
400,000 0 0
20 per cent .  per annum.
40,000 0 0
180,000 0 0
Total Amount of Assets...
AMOUNT.
£ a. d.
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
81,327 6 11
11,200 0 0
3,813 7 10
430 14 6
218,418 11 11
£ 315,190 1 1
THOS .  H. PAIGE,  Manager.
T. T. FAITNCE ,  Accountant.
I, Thomas Henry Paige, make oath ,  that ,  to the best of my knowledge and belief, the  foregoing  Abstract  is a true  and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the
above Bank ,  during the period specified ; and that the  same was made  up from the Weekly Statements thereof ,  kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor  and Council  of the Colony of New South
Wales,  4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
Sworn  before me ,  at Brisbane ,  this 28th day of October, 1873.
JOHN FBNwicu,  Justice of the Peace.
THOS.  H. PAIGE.
I, the undersigned, being the Manager of the COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OP SYDNEY, at Brisbane ,  do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 80 Victoria ,  No.14 ,  section 9 ,  the sum
of £187 119. 9d., for the duty after the rate of  £ 3 per cent .  per annum upon the sum of £25 ,011 10s .
 9d.,  be ing one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of that,.
notes in circulation of the  z id  Bank in the Colony of Queensland ,  according to the annexed return.
THOS .  H. PAIGE,  Manager.
H F
 following SIMMAEIEB of OBSERVATloNS talren at the MEraoaoLOGICas
 STATIoN, CAPE
 MORETON,  during the
information.
55.0 73.0
60.1 08.8
430 62.0
SUMMARIES
 OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAR EN AT CAPE MORETON,  DURING THE MONTHS OF  JULY, AUGUST, AND SEPTEMBER, 1878.
LATITUDE,  27° 1'
 S.;  LONGITUDE, 153° 28 ' E.;  HEIGHT Or OBSERVATORY ABOVE MRAN SEA LEvEL,  820 FEET;  ON SEA-COAST.
LALOYETER.
Cor. to 32° Fahr.
andred.toM.B.leveL
Temperature of
Air.
a a
JULY.
Maximum  ... ... ... ... ... 0.349  30-291
 30.351 80.0  66,0
Mean ... ... ... ... ... 29'978 30.048 30.037 66.3 61.6
Minimum
 ... ... ... ... ...
 29941 29.875 '29.926 62,0 58.0
AUGUST.
Maximum  ... ... ... ... ...  0.381 30334
Mean
 ... ... ... ... ...  30,120  30068
Minimum  ... ... ... ... ... '894 29 831
30356 660 720
30,096 63,0  670
29.899 570 59.0
SEPTEMBER.
I
Maximum
 ... ... ... ... 30360 30.301 130'338  70-0  78.0
mean
 ... ... ... ... ... 30093 30.121  30,072  86.0 769
Minimum
 ... ... ... ... ... 29.795 29920 129.759 550 600
HYOLOYETEL
Temperature of
Evaporation.
a a a
d d . o. 4
m O w m
76.0
62.5
570
620 590 62.0 59.0 1.00
68.8 611  560 53.4  1 8
64.0 460 51.0 430 •57
68.0 640 69.0
63.0 550 63'2
67.0 62.0 65'0
70.0 850
68.3 65.7
55,0  600
JULY ,  1873.- Mean Shade Temperature  of Month , 58.5 degrees.
.  1872. N „ 60.8
1871. „  63.2
1870. 61.2
AUGUST ,  1873.- Mean Shade Temperature  of Month ,  649 degrees.
1872. N 610
1871. „ 66.1N
1870.  62,6
SEPTEMBER ,  1873:  Mean Shade Temperature  of Month ,  69.2 degrees.
1872.  68'2
N 1871. N 669
N 1870. „ N 649 ry
66.0 98
69.6 •76
50.0 •48
67.0 90
61.8 •70
54.0 •47
Humidity.
a
m
1.00
70
•48
90
•68
.50
90
•67
•42
Bain fell on 7 days.
7
7 ,.
14
Rain fell an 11 days.
„ 10 ,
e „N
11
Rain tell on Z days.
7
ry q 33
a
96
•80
•50
SELr -RZoISrELINO
THELMOKETZE&
d q°( dm
mm
m
o m m
79 0
qp aR a S
N1
 x
96 140.0 94.0
•77 124.0 860
•50 73.0 680
94 1146.0 1060
•77 132.1 92.6
•561 870 730
Summary of  Direction. 0-10.
9
 am.  3 p.m.
NO NWO NO NWO
WISW21 W4SW11
87 SE1 85 SE1O
E 1 NE0 E1 NEO
N1 NW6
68.0 17.0 2.380
 ... W 9 8W 4
690 100 •263 ...
 84  BE 5
630 40 000 ... E 2 NE 0
LAIN .  WIND. CLOUD. OZONL
O
0
550 810 680 190
47.4 78.3 60.0 121
36.0 650  63,0  8.0
Total Rainfa ll  ,  496 inches.
8.40 ry
1.55
8.20
Total Rainfall ,  795 inches.
9.24
1.26
3.70
Total Rainfall, 1.13Inches.
1.60
1-84
201
General Post Office,
B ri sbane ,  Queensland ,  27th October, 1878.
Months
 of July , August, and September ,  1873,  are published for general
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
%
A
13210 870 490 660 570 15.0 1060
126.6 80.5 39.7 634  61.8 110 •160
96.0 710 35.0 810 48.0  6,0  000
0940
•376
000
N5
W2
BO
E2
NW 4
SW 1
BE 10
NE2
10 10
4.8 60
1 0
9
 P.M.
E a
NO NWO
W 2 SW 12
8 11
 SE 4
H O NE O
10 10
39 4.2
0 0
N4 NW4
W 2 SW 13
80 8E7
E9 NE6
NO NW8iN3 NW6 N4 NW7
W4 SW7
S i  8E6
E4 NE1
W2 8W4 W1 8W4
80 BE6 BO BE4
E5 NE4 E4 NE6
Elect ri cal Observations - 76 Positive ;  17 Negative.
79 14
67 26
37 56
Elect ri cal  Obset  vatlona- -63 Positive ; 37 Negative.
82 11
69 84 N
66
Electrical Observation -77 Positive ;  1133 Negative.
66 N 24 ,
61 29
60 q 40 N
10
2.6
0
10
3.2
0
Prevailing Winds, B.W.
ew.
.. B.W.
S.W. 5.
Prevailing
 Winds, R.R.
S.W., 8.E.
N.ry
8, W, N.R.
Prevailing Winds, N.W.
11 . E.
N  B.
N B.W.
10
3.8
0
10
4.7
0
EDMUND MAO DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
TIME TABLE.
Commissioner for Railways'  Office,
Brisbane,  1st September, 1873.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN
 RAILWAY .- On and after MONDAY ,  8th September,  1873, the following Time Table will  come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
IPSWICH , TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.  Commissioner for Railways.
1EET
ABOVE
HIGH
WATER
MARX.
MILES.
From
Ipswich.
From Too-
wocmba.
STATIONS.
Mixed. 1  Mixed.
A.M.
65 Ipswich ... 10.0
111 8 ... 1 Walloon ... ... ...  10.88
140 1. ... Rosewood ... ... A
198 13 ... Western Creek ... ... A
274 2'_ Grandcheeter arrive •11.13depart 11.17
574 25 ... Victoria Tunnel ... ... A
335 PP ... Laidley ... ... ... 11.54
340 38 ... Gatton ... ... ... 12'23
465 49 Helidon .. .
I
arri ve 12'58
depart 1.13
788 69  ...
 Murphy's  Creek arri ve 1.53I depart •1.58
1630 69  ... Highfields
 ...  ... ...  2'50
2005 76 ...
 Summit of  Range ...
1928 78
 ...  Toowoomba  ... arrivei depart
82.35
 Mahoney's Gate
85 7 Gowrie Junction ...  arrive
A.M.
UP TRAINS.
Mixed .  Mixed.
P.M. P.M.
4.40
•5.
A
A
5.47
5.51
A
6.28
•6.57
7.32
7.47
827
919
10.73'88 .
4.11 10.50 4.0
B
 in
... •11.16 ...
85 7 Gowrie Junction
 ..  depart  ... • 11.25 4.25
... 901 121 For Williams' Camp ... ... A A
... 94 16 Westbrook
 Crossing ... ... ... A A
... 102 24 Cambooya ... ... 12.26 5.25
109 31 Emu Creek
 Siding
 ... ... ... A A
118 40 King ' s Creek  ... ... ... ...  1.18 6.18
... 120 42  Clifton ... ... ... ...  1.28 •6.28
... 181 58  Allora .. ... ... ... 2.5 7.5
... 140 62 Lyndhurst Road ... ... A A
148 66 Warwick ... ... ... ... 2.45 7.45
... 127 ...
... 130 ...
Gowrie Junction ...  depart 4.36
Gowrie ... ... ... A
Oakey Creek ... ... ... 5.14
Jondaryan ... ... ...  5.44
Bowenville  ... ...
 A
Blaxland's Siding
 ... ...  A
Dalby
 ... ... ... 6.55
FEET
ABOVE
aIGH
WATE R,
MARK.
1928
2005
1530
788
465
340
335
574
274
198
140
111
65
* Trains meet here.
MILES.
From From
Dalby. Warwick.
rrATIOHS.
Dalby ... ...
3 ... Blaxland 's Siding ... ...
16 ... Bowenville ... ... ...
24 ... Jondaryan ...
33 ... Oakey Creek ...
(lowrie40 ... ... ... ...
45 ... Gowrie Junction
 ...  arrive
Mixed.  Mixed.
A.M. A.M.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed.
A.M.
840
A
A
958
10.30
A
Mixed.
P.M.
... Warwick ... ... ... ... 8.5 ... 5.10
3 Lyndhurst
 Road A ... A
12 A llora ... ... ... ... 8.45 ... 5.50
23 Clifton
 ... ... ... ... 9.22 ... •6.28
25 King's Creek
 ... ... ...
 9.32 ... 6.38
34 Emu Creek
 Siding  ... ... ...  A  ...  A
.41 Cambooya .. ... ... ...  10.25  ... 7.31
49 Westbrook Crossing ...
..
A ... A
521 For Williams '  Camp... . ... A ... A
58 Gowrie Junction ...  arrive  ... ... ... ...
... ... Gowrie Junction ...depart  ... 'x11.25 •11 .16 8.31
47'45 $0.45 Mahoney's Gate .. ... ...  B B
52 66 Toowoomba ... arrive
11 .55 11.44 9.0
1 depart 6.60 ... 12.4 ...
54 67 Summit of Range  ... ... ...
61 ... , Highfields  ... ... ...  7'44. ... 12.58 ...
71
f  arrive  01.58
Murphy's Creek I depart  •8:44
...
2.2
...
{81 Helidon
arrive  09.24 ... 2'42
depart 9.39 ... 2.67 ...
92 ... Gatton ... ... ... 10.9 ... 3.27 ...
101 ... Laidley  ... ... ...  10.84  ... 8.52 ...
105 ... Victo ri a  Tunnel  ... ... A ... A ...
109 ... Grandohester
arrive 11.9  ... 4.27
f depart 11.18 ... 4.31 ...
112 ... Western Creek ... ... A ... A ...
118 ... Rosewood  ... ... ... A ... A ...
122 ... I Walloon ... ... ... 11.62 ... • 5.8 ...
130 ... ! Ipswich  ... ... ...  12.20 . ..  5.36 ...
Al Day Tickets  issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
Nora.-The Trains
 will stop only at those places at which  they  are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marled thus, A, will  stop by signal to take npp passengers, who will be  charged  the fare to  the Station  at which their  Journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight  at those  places can
only do so by  giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the  Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking,  from the place at which  they join  the Train to the place  at which  they propose to alight.
(B.) The Trains
 leaving Toowoomba at 10.50 a.m.  and 4.11 p.m. on the Vp journey ,  and leaving Warwick at 8.5 a.m.  and 5.6 p.m. on the Down journey,  will, for the present, stop at this Crossing,  subject
to the foregoing regulation.
1805
TIME TABLE.
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY, the 14th instant, the following TimeTable  wi ll  come into operation  until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Book-
hampton.
stations Up Train,Mixed.
a.m.
... Rockhampton  ... ... ... 11. 0
6 Glracemere  ... ... ... 11.24
15 Stanwe ll  ... ... ... 12. 0
24 Rosewood Crossing ... ... A
30 Westwood ... ... ... 1. 0
Miles
from West-
wood.
stations. Down TrainMixed.
P.M.
... Westwood  ... ... 8.30
6 Rosewood  Crossing  .,. ...  A
15 Stanwell  ... ... ... 480
24 Gracemere  ... ... ...  5. 6
30 Rockhampton ... ... ... 5.30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A,  w il l stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Pas sengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they  join  the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
OVERTIME GOODS SALE UNDER 114th CLAUSE " CUSTOMS  ACT 1873."
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the undermentioned goods will be Sold by Auction ,  by Mr .  Arthur
Martin ,  the Government auctioneer ,  at his Rooms , on THURSDAY,  20th November, 1873, on the
application  of Mr .  Robert Sparrow ,  lessee of Flemming's Bond, under the 114th clause  " Custonw Act of
1873," the store rent on such goods being now in arrear for the space of six consecutive months, unless the
said goods are duly cleared from Bond, for home consumption ,  or exportation ,  in meantime.
Bond .  Date. ship .
I
Master. Whence .  Bond Mark . Merchant . Goods.
1871.
Forsyth 's ,.. May 9s  ... Decapolis  ... Almond ... London  ...  Q 665 H .  Box and Son  .,. 7 quarter-casks wine.
1878.
March 8  ... Lord Ashley  ... Bristowe  ... Sydney  ...  N 715 Holmes  and Ramadan 9 hds. ale.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane,  15th October, 1873.
PURSUANT  to the powers conferred upon me ,  as Judge of the Western  District Court,  by the Act
31 Victoria, No. 30, I do hereby  appoint the following times and places at which Courts are to be
held in the  Western District,  in the  Colony of Queensland ,  for the year  1874;  that is to say-
CBIMrNAL JIIBISDIOTION.  CIVIL JVBISDIOTION.
District and Town .  Day of the Week . Date . District  and Town .  Day of the Week. Date.
1874. 1874.
Dalby ... Friday ... 23 January Dalby Friday ... 28 January
Wednesday ... 22 April Wednesday ... 22 April
Monday ... 27 July Monday ... 27 July
26 October „ 26 October"
Toowoomba ... ... Tuesday ... 27 January Toowoomba ... ... Tuesday ... 27 January
Saturday ... 25 April Saturday ... 25 April
Thursday ... 23 July Thursday ... 23 July
t b29 O
„
29 October ,, erc o
Warwick ... ... Friday ... 30 January Warwick Friday ... 30 January
Wednesday ... 29 April Wednesday ... 29 April
Monday ... 20 July Monday ... 20 July
„ 2 November " 2 November
Stanthorpe ... ...  Tuesday ... 3 February Stanthorpe ,.. Tuesday ... 3 February
Saturday ... 2 May Saturday ... 2 May
Thursday ... 16 July Thursday ... 16 July
Friday ... 6 November Friday ... 6 November
Roma ... ... Saturday ... 18 April Roma Saturday ... 18 April
1 August „ 1 August
17 October „ 17 October
Condamine ... ...  Monday ... 20 April Condamine  ... ...  Monday ... 20 April
„ 3 August „ 3 August
Friday ... 23 October Friday ... 23 October
Given under my Hand, this 18th day of October, 1873, at Brisbane, in the Colony aforesaid.
CHAS. W. BLAKENEY,
Judge of the Western  Dist ri ct Court.
1806
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TARE Notice ,  that  applications have been made to bring the Lands desc ri bed below under the
provisions  of  " The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person  desiring to oppose  m ust  do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney , it  Caveat in form B of said  Act, on or before  the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description and situation of Land. Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveatmay be lodged.
119 acres 2 roods,  being portions 70, 71,  and 74,  parish
of Bundanba,  county of  Stanley
161 perches ,  being subdivisions 8, 9, and 10 of all ot-
ment 14 of section  27, parish of  North Brisbane,
city of  B ri sbane,  county of  Stanley
13.1 perches ,  being re-subdivision  1 of subdivisions 2
and 3 of suburban portion 163 ,  parish of North
Brisbane ,  city of  Brisbane ,  county of Stanley
1 rood ,  all otment 8 of section  48, pariah and town of
Ipswich, county  of Stanley
86 perches ,  being allotment  12 of  section 27 ,  pariah of
North  Brisbane , county of  Stanley
191  perches ,  north -western part of allotment  12 of
section 46 ,  parish and town of Rockhampton,
county of Livingstone
Fredk .  Hamilton Hart, as 1st December, 1873.
Attorney  for the Trust
and Agency  Co. of Aus-
tralasia  (Limited ),  Mort-
gagees exercising power
of sale
David  Brown  ...  Ditto.
Robert Little ,  as Attorney
for Henry  Beercroft
Harvey, mortgagee exer-
cising power of sale
Augustus Chas . Gregory...
Chas. Joseph Trundle ...
Ba rn ett Brodnitz ,  as attor-
for Michael Brodnitz
Ditto.
Ditto.
27th November, 1873.
let December, 1873.
General Post Office,
Brisbane,  31st October, 1873.
No. 10.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF OCTOBER, 1873.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed  Letters at  the General Post Office,  are requested to
give the correct number of the page on  which they  may have observed their Names, as such
reference wi ll  materia lly faci li tate  delivery.
Persons in  the Country  making written applications should accompany such written app li cations
with the amount of postage required for transmission ;  and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect  their Letters  from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists, and to place them where any person may see and
search them.
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster -General.
NOTE.- The DEAD LnrrEn BaAxca of  the General Post Office  is opened  for delivery , daily, Saturday
excepted ,  from Ten a.m to Four p .m.: on Saturday ,  from Ten  a.m. to Twelve noon.
1 Brisbane o cABBOTT James 28 Andrews Alfred, Mount Vincent c
2
,
Toowoomba cAberg Carl 29 Andrews  Benjamin, Mi llchester o c
3
,
Ipswich cAbert John 30 Andrew W., Brisbane o
4
,
Brisbane cAbrahams Professor 31 Andrews W., Charters  Towers s
5
,
Bowen u kAbrey Mrs F. 32 Ankinson -, Stanthorpe c
6
. ,
Brisbane u kA'Court  Honorable  C. G H. 33 Argow Hermann, Wallon o ci7
. ,
Brisbane u k 34Adams A. J. ngton  Sam., Ravenswood cArl
8
, 35Maryborough oAdams Charles Arndt C., Kedron Brook o
9
, 36Kedron Brook o cAdsett Mrs Mary Arnold C.,  Bowen s (2),. 37 Arnold David Roma c10 Ali Sing ,  Charters  Towers c 38
,
Arnold E Bowen s11 Aget B. Toowoomba c .,, 39 Arthur James W., Oxley o c (2)12 Akers Samuel , Ipswich c 40 Ashby Mrs Blue Gum Flat a13 Ali Chin, Gympie c 41
.,
Ashley H. E. Colinton c14 Albert Peter ,  Brisbane o c 42
,
Atenborough George Etheridge c15 Albierz Miss L ., Brisbane c and s (2) 43
,
Atkin T F Walloon o c16 Allan John Gympie u k .,., 44 Atkins Thomas Rockham ton c17 Allan John (smith) Copperfields u k , p
18
, 45Allen Henry,  Bowen a 46
Atwell D., Brisbane c
Aullen George Brisbane s19 Alwin George, Warwick u k 47
,
Ausburne S. Brisbane c20 Alwin Henry J., Brisbane u k and c (2) 48
,
Aylett Phili Stanthorpe u k21 Ames Mrs. Sarah Ann, Rockhampton o p,
22 Amond Theodore, Stanthorpe o c B.
23 Anderson  Frank ,  Charters Towers c 1 BACHER J,, Stanton Cross o c
24 Anderson J., Bowen a 2 Bagshawe E. W., Maryborougb s
26 Anderson  John T., Toowoomba u k 3 Bailey A. C., George street c
26 Anderson  Thomas L., Fortitude Valley c 4 Bailey Mrs . Eliza , Rockhampton o
27 Anderson  W., Jindah c 5 Bailey Wilson, Westwood c (2)
1807
6 Baird Mrs. Jane, Copperfield c 94 Bradwe ll  Elizabeth ,  Warwick o
7 Baker George Edward ,  Stanthorpe a 95 Braidwood Miss Isabella, H ill End o
8 Baker Mrs. F .,  Warwick o 96 Brain John, Lake's Creek s
9 Baker James ,  Brisbane o c 97 Bransom W., Brisbane u k
10 Baker James ,  Toowoomba c 98 Breede Henry, Western Creek Diggings f
11 Baker  Joseph,  Wa lloon 'o c 99 Breede Henry, Western Creek m and f (3)
12 Baldwin  Miss  Martha ,  Green street c 100 Breeney Martin, Brisbane o
13 Ball  -, Kelvin Grove c 101 Brennan Patrick, Canning Downs o
14 Ball Mrs. Jane, Rockhampton c (2) 102 Brereton Thomas A., Roma s
16 Balshan R., Briebnn , s 103 Brewin Richard, Charters Towers o
16 Bamford  -,  Mao4onald 's Flat c 104 Brickhi ll  Mrs., South Brisbane c
17 Banch August ,  Toowoomba o 105 Bride  -  South Brisbane c
18 Banfield Thomas, Westwood c 106 Brien Ed., Townsvi lle c
19  Banham D., Rockhampton o c 107 Brien John, Breakfast Ceeek u k
20 Bannister R. P., Ipswich c 108 Bronke Hermine, Myrtle Creek c
21 Barclay Alexr .,  Gympie a 109 Brook Amos, A llora c (2)
22 Barker Joe, Charters Towers c 110 Brooks William Henry ,  Stanthorpe u k
23 Barker L. B., Brisbane o 111 Brown Alfred, Rockhampton o
24 Barttrop Henry, Brisbane u k 112 Brown G., Tingalpa o 0
25 Barns Charles , Copperfield  c 113 Brown Henry, Warwick o c
26 Barnes Miss E .,  Brisbane c 114 Brown Harry J .,  Stanthorpe  0
27 Barnes H., Eagle Farm a 115 Brown J. E., Toowoomba o c
28 Barrat James, Rockhampton u k 116 Brown James, (carrier)  Gympie c
29 Barrat Miss Po lly ,  Rockhampton c 117 Brownlow Henry, Rockhampton a (2)
30 • Barrett Charles, Toowoomba c 118 Bruce Miss  Mary,  Brisbane o
31 Barry Mrs .  Ellen, Brisbane o 119 Bruce Richard ,  Queensland a
32 Barton  -,  Brisbane c 120 Bryden Donald, Rockhampton 0 (2)
33 Batchford Wm., Brisbane u k 121 Buckly  -,  Breakfast Creek c
34 Batho William ,  Townsville o o 122 Budd John, Warwick o c
35 Batten  .Tames,  Charters Towers c (2) 123 Bu ll  George ,  Amarmoor o c
36 Baxter David ,  Towoomba a 124 Bullen F .  E., Rockhampton u k
37 Baxter Mrs. Jane, Ravenswood c 125 Burbidge Geor gge,  Townsvi lle o
38 Beales R., Brisbane n k 126 Burgess John, Rockham ton o
39  Beanies  John, Hurdcall o c 127 Burke Joseph, Copperfield c (2)
40 Beardmore F. J. W., Brisbane s (2) 128 Burke J. G., Townsvi lle p o
41 Beazley Al fred ,  Townsvi lle c 129 Burke Thomas, Bulimba c
42 Beck Miss M. C., Bowen a 130 Burke Thomas, Gympie c
43 Beddoe George, Toowoomba o 131 Burns C., Rockhampton c (2)
44 Beddom0 Charles E .,  G ilberton c 132 Burns Hugb, Westwood c
45 Beer Henry, Toooomba c 133 Burnes Michael, Copperfield c
46 Bell  Angus Beenleigh c 134 Burns Michael, Charters Towers c
47 Be ll  Mies .essie, Ipswich o 135 Burn William ,  Mill chester  c-
48 Be ll  James ,  Taroom s 136 Burrows Samuel, Lake's Creek c (2)
49 Bennett Miss C.,  Claremont s 137 Burton David, Georgetown o
50 Bennett W., Brisbane u k 138 Burton E. John, Brisbane u k
51 Benson A., Copperfileld c 139 Burton Miss Rachel, Brisbane u k
52 Bent W. H., Toowoomba a 140 Butler J., Brisbane u k
53 Bertwe ll  John ,  Copperfield o 141 Butler James, Gympie o
64 Best R., One-m ile c 142 Butler Miss L. E., Townsville c
55 Bevan Edward ,  Brisbane c 143 Butler Michael, Stanthorpe 0
56 Biddle Peter,  G mpie u k 144 Butterworth William, Ipswich u k,
57 Biggs Georg, Samford c 145 Button John ,  Canal Creek o
68 Bird John,. Toowooaba s,' 146 Buxton Samuel, Brisbane u k
69  Bishop J  W., Brisbane 0
"
147 Byrne Mrs. E llen ,  Ipswich o
60 Black J. R. Brisbane o . 148 Byrnes Mrs. Frank, Roma o
61 Black W., bainsford o 149 Byrne Thomas, Georgetown s
62 Blackford and Williamson,  dharters Towers c 150 Byrne Wi ll iam,  Gympie o
63 Blackwell  John,  ma o
64 Bleker  A'., B.,  Oxley a k' 0.66 Bleakeley William, Georgetown c
66 Bloom Fred .,  Westwood c 1 CAIRNEY D. M., Charters Towers a
67 Bloomer  - (carrier),  Copperfield c 2 Calder J .,  Maryboroughc
68 Blore Miss R., Townsville o 3 Calder James ,  Rockhampton o
69  Bonding  J., Charters Towers c 4 Call aghan  -,  Stanthorpe c
70 Boardman Al fred, Stanthorpe s 5 Callaghan P., Copperfield c
71 Bochaton John ,  One-mile o c 6 Cameron  (carpenter), Fortitude Va lley c
72 Bocock R., Ipswich o c 7 Cameron John, Brisbane u k
73 Bohme  Carl, Marathon o c 8 Cameron J. W., Cnarters Towers c
74 Boiseu Niels Peter ,  Rockhampton f 9 Campbe ll  Mrs. Jane, Rockhampton o
75 Bolton Miss Annie, Breakfast Creek o c 10 Canham Wi lliam, Roma o
76 Bond F .,  Rockhampton c 11 Cannon George, Ipswich o
77 Bones Henry ,  Toowoomba c 12 Cannon John, Stanthorpe o c
78 Bonke L .,  Copperfield c 13 Carber Thomas ,  Charters Towers c
79 Booth Mrs .  D., Roma s 14 Carmichael Henry, Toowoomba o c
80 Bothel Mrs ..  Brisbane u k 15 Carmod Matthew, Ipswich o c
81 Bort W illiam ,  Brisbane c 16 Came  John ,  Brisbane u k
82 Bourke  -  Bulimba c 17 Carnell George ,  Stanthorpe u k
83 Bourne Mrs, Brisbane c 18 Carney Wi ll iam, Stanthorpe  o
84 Bowden E. J., Townsvi lle o c 19 Carr John ,  Bowen f
85 Bowers Alfred, Glenga llan u k 20 Carroll Mrs. Bridgpt, Black Snake o
86  Boyed  E. F., Copperfield c 21 Carroll  Francis, Toowoomba c
87 Boyd Robert, Roma c 22 Carter Henry, Rockhampton o
88 Boyle T.,  Cardwell  c 23 Carter J., Brisbane o
89 Boyle William H., Toowoomba o 21 Carter  John,  Seventeen -mile Rocks a
90 Bradbury C. J., Brisbane o 25 Carter  John C ., Stanthorpe o c
91 Bradley L. D., Roma c (2) 26 Casey James ,  Charters Towers c
92 Bradshaw  -  Kedron Brook e 27 Cassidy Thomas ,  Normanby o (2)
93 Bradshaw George, Brisbane o 28 Cawley Mrs., Brisbane s
1808
29 Chambers Albert, Charters Towers s 3 Dal] N ., Maryborough  f
30 Chandler Thomas, Charters Towers c 4 Daly Jonas ,  Copperfield c
31 Chapman  John,  Brisbane c 5 Dan George ,  Brisbane c
32 Chaseling J., Georgetown c 6 Dants  Alice,  Brisbane o
33 Cherritt  -,  Breakfast Creek c (2) 7 Darcus Wi ll iam, Brisbane u k
34 Cherry Raymond, Maryborough o  8 D'Arcy L.,  Townsvi lle c
35 Cheshire  ---,  Westwood c 9 Darrington C., Millchester c
36 Cheshire Jacob ,  Toowoomba c 10 Davidson Michael ,  Copperfield c
37 Chinchin Miss Matilda Jane, Brisbane u k 11 Davidson  -,  Albert River c
38 Ching Richard ,  Georgetown  in  and a (4) 12 Davidson R. L., Gainsford c
39 Christenson C., Ipswich o c 13 Davies Jabez F .,  Bowen c
40 Chrestesen Lorenz ,  Rockhampton f 14 Davies Thomas, Stanthorpe c
41 Christian Mark, Co perfield c 15 Davis H. H., Gainsford o
42 Churchi ll  Alfred, North Rove c 16 Davis John, Stanthorpe o
43 Clarke Frank ,  Charters Towers c 17 Davis Miss Mary, Toowoomba c
44 Clark G., Headington Hi ll  c 18 Davis Michael, Gympie o
45 Clark John,  Maryborough c 19 Davisen Hans, Stanthorpe o
46 Clarke John ,  Georgetown c 20 Dawson Mrs. T.,  Moonle River c
47 Clarke Mrs. Mary Ann, Brisbane o 21 Deagon W., All ora c
48 Clarke Wil liam, Moreton Bay u k 22 Dearing John, Mi ll chester c (3)
49 Clarke Wil li am F., Brisbane u k 23 Deering Miss Bridget,  Ipswich  o
50 Claughton Miss, Breakfast Creek m 24 De la Chaumette F. T., Copperfield c
51 Clegg Henry ,  Townsville c 25 Delaney James ,  Townsvi lle a
52 Clements J. S., Stanthorpe s 26 Delaney Owen ,  Toowoomba c
53 Clifford H., Toowoomba o 27 Delotz G.  G., Rockhampton u k (2)
54 Clinton Mrs. F .,  Townsvi ll e s 28 Denahy Daniel, Alderlycorner u k
55 Coal J., Rockhampton c 29 Dennett Miss M . A., Gympie c
56 Coane John T., Rockhampton o 30 Dennis Mrs., Ipswich c
57 Coffey Martin ,  Westwood o c 31 Dennis Alexander ,  Toowoomba a
58 Coghlan Joseph, Ravenswood n z 32 Denton Mrs. Sarah ,  Brisbane o
59 Cole Mrs .,  Tingalpa c 33 Dereient Miss, Western Creek u k
60 Cole W., Mary River c 34 Desmond T., Brisbane c
61 Coleman Mrs., Bridget Rockhampton o 35 Detz Leonard ,  Mount Sampson c
62 Coleman J., Gympie c 36 Deutel  Gottlieb, South  Brisbane o
63 Coles Richard , j unr., Brisbane o c  37 Dickson  Mrs., Terary u k
64 Collet Joseph, Brisbane m 38 Dickson Robert, Townsvi lle u k
65 Coll ins James, Brisbane o 39 Diehm Carl Oxley c
66 Coll isson M., Brisbane River c 40 Dike Cornelius ,  Charters Towers  is
67 Collosseus Phi lip Clermont m  41 Dillon -,  Highfields c
68 Colman Mrs .,  Boggo Road c 42 Dixon T .  W., Brisbane m
69 Colquhoun Archibald Brisbane o c 43 Dlan C., Ipswich o c
70 Companer Wm ,,  Ipswich c 44 Dofour  -,  Charters Towers c
71 Comport C. A., Brisbane c (2) 45 Do herty  -,  unr., Talgai c
h72 Condey John, Stanthorpe f 46 erty Hugh , Warwick cDo
73 Condon Patrick, Ravenswood c 47 Doherty P., Coppperfield a
74 Conkley Miss Margaret Rockhampton c 48 Dolan Thomas ,  Grandchester o
75 Connell E llen,  Bowen c (2) 49 Donahy Patrick, Gainsford c
76 Connel James ,  Stanthorpe o c 60 Donald and Ross ,  Bowen c
77 Connly F., Toowoomba o 61 Donelly Miss Margaret Adelaide street c
78 Connor James, Drayton o 52 Donigan Miss B., Ipswich c
79 Conroy  -,  Toowoomba c 53 Donnelly Miss Margaret Oxley o
80 Cook C.,  Walloon o c  54 Donnelly R., Toowoomba c
81 Cook R. E .,  Brisbane River c 55 Donohue Patrick, Brisbane o
82 Cook W .,  Mary street u k 56 Doolan John,  Ipswich  u k (2)
83 Cooksey W., Mount Coora c 57 Doolan Miss Margaret, Ipswich o
84 Coombs Wi ll iam, Copperfield u k 58 Doonan Wil liam, Toowoomba c
85 Coonan John, Samford m 59 Dougherty Charles ,  Toowoomba c
86 Cooper G. S., Brisbane o 60 Dougherty Thomas, Toowoomba c
87 Coote Wil li am , Walloon u k  61 Douglas Miss  Alice , Rockhampton u k (2)
88 Corbett Miss Teresa, Brisbane o  62 Douglas Charles, Charters Towers c
89 Corser Mrs., Rockhampton s 63 Douglas M., Townsvi lle c
90 Cosg rove John, Broughton o 64 Douglas M. A., Brisbane o
91 Cotole Mrs .,  Rockhampton c 65 Douglass W., Yarrawin a
92 Cowrey William, Rockhampton  in  66 Dow John ,  Broughton c
93 Cox John ,  Copperfield u k 67 Downes Miss E .  A., Warwick o
94 Cox Wi ll iam  J., Ipswich c  68 Downing Charles, Ravenswood o
95 Cozens J. C., Maryborough s 69 Doyle Matilda, Brisbane c
96 Crate John S., Rockhampton s and c (2) 70 Draper G., Fortitude Vall ey c
97 Crawford Miss Ann, Rockhampton o 71 Dredge John, Bowen c
98 Crawford James ,  Ipswich o c 72 Drew Wi lliam ,  Rockhampton c
99 Crichton  D. D., Charters  Towers c 73 D rongezen Mathias Stanthorpe o c
100 Crilary Louis, Brisbane c 74 Dryden Patrick, Rockhampton c
101 Croft  Jacob ,  One-mile o 75 Duggan Daniel, Bandamba c
102 Crofton James, Natal Downs o 76 Duncan John, Stantho e a
103 Crofts Mrs. S .,  Rockhampton o 77 Duncan  John, Townsville n z
104 Cro ss John ,  St. Anne's c (2) 78 Dunege Wi lliam, Highfields c
105 Crowd  F., Warwick o 79 Dungett George ,  Brisbane u k
106 Cummins H., Roma o 80 Dunn John ,  Nat al  Downs c
107 Cundy  Caleb, Teebar Mine s (2) 81 Dunne John ,  Copperfield o
108 Cunn in gham Miss M .,  Rockhampton c 82 Dunne Mrs .  Johannah, Toowoomba o (2)
109 Cunningham Peter ,  Townsvi lle a 83 Dyer Thomas Scott, Gatton c
110 Curson and Co.,  Rockhampton c E111 Cusack Michael, Ravenswood u k .
112 Cush George, Westwood c 1 EAGLE A.,  Brisbane u k
2 Eames Helen H., Toowoomba c
D. 3 Earp J .  B., South Brisbane c (2)
1 DALBY W.  A., Boggo Road c 4 Eastwood H., Brisbane a
2 Daley James,  Copperfield•c (2) 5 Ebert John, Toowoomba o
1809
6 Eccles  Mn.  Joseph,  Ravenswood a 61 Frazer Miss L. A., Brisbane c
7 Eden  -, (farmer)  Pine River c 62 Frazer Miss L .  M., Brisbane c
8 Eden F. W., Brisbane o.  63 Fredericks Ed., Maryborough c
9 Edmonds Charles, Ravenswood c  64 French John, Clifton o
10 Edwards C., Ravenswood u k  65 French R. Owen, Dalby u k
11 Edwards Frank, Townsville a 66 Fridge George, Toowoomba c
12 Edwards G., Ipswich o c  67 Frinding Ed., Copperfield c (2)
13 Edwards Thomas, Charters Towers c  68 From Miss Maren, Bowen c
14 Eggers F. W., Rockhampton c  69 Frost Peter, Toowoomba c
15 Elcock Mrs. Elizth. A., Brisbane o 70 Frost Robert, Stanthorpe u k
16 Ellery F., Gympie c  71 Fry John, Mill chester c
17 Ellis E., Blindman Mine u k  72 Funck H. F., Charters Towers f
18 Ellis Honorable John, Brisbane c 73 Funckner Mrs. Betty, Brisbane f
19 Ellis William Rockhampton c
20
,
Elson Edwin, Stanthorpe o c and c (2) G.
21 Engarde IF., Ma borough p o 1 GABBEDY John, Charters  Towers m
22 England R., Brisbane c  2 Gabriel Jean, Charters Towers o
23 Enright James, Georgetown  in  (2)  3 Gaffney Peter,  Bowen c (4)
24 Ensor  J. A., Brisbane u k 4 Galleur C., One-mile c
2i Erhman  -,  Ipswich o c 5 Galton George ,  Stanthorpe o
23 Erundell John, Charters Towers a (2) 6 Gamble T. W., Brisbane u k
27 Erwin James, Charters Towers s 7 Gardiner Frederick, Toowoomba a
28 Evans Miss C. E., Rockhampton a k 8 Garfit George D., Rockhampton u k
29 Evans John, Stanthorpe o 9 Gavan Michael ,  Roma u k
30 Evans Mrs.  Margaret,  Brisbane o 10 Gay Thomas, Copperfield in
31 Evans Morgan , Queensland c 11 Gayler Mrs., Stanthorpe c
12 Gaynor Patrick, North Pine o c
F. 13 Gaynor Peter, Ipswich c
1 FACE John, Rockhampton c  14 Gees  Christopher,  Ipswich o c
2 Fahy Mrs. Margaret, Toowoomba o 15 Geiger L., Maryborough f
3 Fall aize  Peter, Ipswich in 16 Gerhart Mrs. Maria, Toowoomba o
4 Fallon M., Kings Creek o c 17 Gerrand  Miss, Brisbane  in  (2)
5 Fanning  Patrick, Ipswich o 18 Ghisalberto Antonio, Rockhampton o
6 Farde ll W. J., Clermont in 19 Gibbins Mrs. Louisa, Brisbane o c
7 Farizer Mrs., Ravenswood o 20 Gibson Bryson ,  Toowoomba o and c (2)
8 Farley Edward, Toowoomba o 21 Gibson  James, Millchester a
9 Farquisson  -,  Brisbane s  22 Gibson Robert, Dalby c
10 Farrington Francis H., Ipswich c 23 Gibson Samuel J., Toowoomba c
11 Faulkner James, Brisbane o  24 Giles F.,  Brisbane c
12 Fe llows -, Townsv ille c 25 Gi llanders Mrs. D .,  Brisbane  in  (2)
13 Fenny Mrs. C., Ipswich o 26 Gillian John, Maryborough u k
14 Ferguson  James, Warwick c 27 Gillorey J., Brisbane c.
15 Ferrari Francisco , Millchester in  28 Gilmour James ,  Rockhampton  in  (2)
16 Ferris Mrs .  D., Ravenswood u k  29 Gimes R. S., Stanthorpe c
17 Fett Henry, Toowoomba c 30 Glanville J. D., Warril Creek u k
18 Meeker Heinrick, Maryborough o c 31 Glanville Oliver, Rockhampton c
19 Field Henry ,  Brisbane  in  (2)  32 Glasson -, Copperfield in
20 Finlayson George J,, Toowoomba c  33 Glasson William, Western Mine o
21 Finn Mrs., Copperfield o  34 Gleeson Daniel, Toowoomba c
22 Finn Henry ,  Toowoomba u k 36 Gleeson Wil liam,  Stanthorpe c
23 Finnimore  Joe. J., Copperfield c (2) 36 Globe A., Stanthorpe s
24 Fisher Michael ,  Goonddiwindi o 37 Goddard Neslen ,  Brisbane u k
25 Fitzgerald George ,  Townsvi lle o 38 Goding Thomas, Copperfield c
26 Fitzgerald J. B., Ipswich o c 39 Goebel J .,  Rockhampton o
27 Fitzgerald Maurice,  Brisbane o 40 Goldsaok Thomas, Broughton o
28 Fitzgerald  William, Copperfield a 41 Goldsmith J., Brisbane o
29 Flaherty  -,  Copperfield o 42 Goldsmith Miss, Fortitude Valley u k
30 Flanagan  Joseph.  Grandchester c 43 Goldsworthy James, Bowen in
31 Flaren - ,  Westwood o 44 Goodall  -,  Brisbane o
32 Fleischman Christian,  Brisbane o 46 Goodwin Mrs. E .,  Warwick p o
33 Flinn P .,  Mount Hogan a 40 Goodwin Edward,  Stanthorpe m
34 Flower F .,  Brisbane u k 47 Goodwhen J., Rockhampton o
36 Flynn  Mn.  Mary,  Brisbane o 48 Goranger John James,  Millchester a
36 Fogg Wm.  farmer),  Brisbane o a 49 Gordon  Charles,  Millchester o a
37 Ford Mrs. K., Ipswich o 50 Gordon H., Maryborough o
38 Forrest Richard,  Stanthorpe o  61 Gordon Murdoch, Amby Downs a
39 Fortescue  C., Toowoomba c  52 Gorry James, Charters Towers u k
40 Foss Kristian N., Stanthorpe o c  63 Govers -, Kedron Brook c
41 Fouhey William, Charters Towers c  54 Graham Benjamin ,  Oakey Creek o
42 Fountain S., Rockhampton c 55 Graham Owen, Brisbane s
43 Fowler -, Copperfield c  56 Grame Thomas ,  Ravenswood c
44 Fowker John P., Ipswich c 67 Grant Mrs. A., Stanthorpe o
45 Fox Patrick, Toowoomba o 58 Grant S., Townsville c
46 Fox Thomas, Georgetown  in  and c (2)  59 Grap D.. Westwood c
47 Francis Mrs. Bridget, Brisbane u k 60 Gray R ., Stanthorpe c
49 Francis Mrs. Christina ,  Clermont s  61 Gray Thomas, Copperfield in
49 Francis E., (farmer) Dalby c 62 Green Henry,  Brisbane n z
50 Francis  G. M., Copperfield c 63 Green Henry B., Cooroora o
51 Francis James  M., Etheridge u k 64 Green W. C., Ipswich c
62 Francis Paul, Brisbane u k  65 Greenalch Miss Alice, Leichhardt Downs c
63 Franck H., Gympie p o and c (2) 66 Greenland B., Brisbane u k
64 Frank J., Brisbane o 67 Greenway Patrick, Dalrymple o
55 Fransischinel  John, Rockhampton f 68 Greenwood W., Townsville u k
56 Fraser Thomas, Charters Towers o 69 Greet Joshua, Grandchester o c
57 Fratson  Mrs. J.,  Brisbane s  70 Gregor Henry, Millchester c
58 Frazer  A. T., Brisbane c 71 Greig William, One-mile c
59 Frazer  E. J., Brisbane c 72 Greyling Edward, Charters Towers c
60 Frazer H. B., Brisbane c 73 Gribble  T., Brisbane  in
1810
74 Griessner -,  Hafer Station c 76 Hill  Henry H., Fortitude Volley o
75 Griffiths  G., Goodna c 77 Hill John, Toowoomba o
76 Grimes J. D., Brisbane c 78 Hill J.  H., Brisbane u k
77 Grogan J. B., Townsville s 79 Hill John M., Gainsford s78 Gronning Mrs. M .  M., Kedron Brook o 80 Hilton Thomas, Warwick s
79 Groos Herman ,  Copperfield c (2) 81 Hinds David, Gym ie o
80 Guhl Mary, Maryborough c 82 Hines Henry, Walloon c
81 Guilfoyle Mrs. J., Townsville o c 83 Hinz W., Rmpama o
82 Gumm Robert ,  Brisbane u k 84 Hobbs Henry, Millchester c (2)83 Gunn John, Rockhampton o 85 Hobein H., Rockhampton o
86 Hobin Miss Catherine Charters Towers u k
H. 87 Hocke ll  Mrs. B .,  Toowoomba o
1 HAGERTY Andrew Westwood c 88 Hockins Mrs., Townsvi lle c
2
,
Hagger  W. C. (surveyor) Bowen o c 89 Hodda John ,  Charters Towers o
3
,
Hairs George Gerard, Stanthorpe o 90 Hodde Henry ,  Westwood a
4 Hall Henry Ravenswood u k 91 Hodgkinson J. C. (butcher ),  Westwood c (2)
5
,
Ha ll  Mrs. Jane Brisbane o 92 Hoepfuer Will., Rockhampton c
6
,
Hall Thomas Herbert River c 93 Hof Wi ll iam, Stanthorpe o c
7
,
Hall William Brisbane c 94 Hogan - Townsvi lle c
8
,
Haly  - (carrier) Gympie c 95 Hogarth Robert, Doughboy Creek o
9
,
Hamell James Gympie c 96 Holladay W., Charters Towers c
10
,
Hamilton Mrs. Agnes Brisbane o c 97 Holland A., Westwood c
11
,
Hann J. Toowoomba o c 98 Ho llands James ,  Townsvi lle c, 99 Rockhampton cHolland John12 Hannah J. (baker), Ravenswood o (2)
100
,
Townsville cHolland John13
14
Hannah James or Francis, Rockhampton u k
Hannam George Brisbane c 101
,
Holly William C., Rockhampton f
15
,
Hannan James Stanthorpe c 102 Holmes Gordon, Gainsford c
16
,
Hannon John Stanthorpe u k 103 Holyce W., Brisbane in
17
,
Hanold Captain B ri sbane n z 104 Honan John, Toowoomba c
18
. ,
Hanrahan  - Normanby c 105 Honan Part ri ck,  Toowoomba c
19
,
Hanrahan George ,  Stanthorpe o c 106 Hook H., Little Ipswich c
20 Hansen Kresten T . Bri sbane c 107 Hore Walter A., Walloon u  k and o c (2,
21
,
Hansen Miss Maren , Maryborough c 108 Horford John,  Brisbane c
22 Hansen Soren Brisbane c 109 Horne Charles, Ipswich p o
23
,
Hansen  S. P. Herbert River o 110 Horning Mrs. H., Ipswich o,
111 Rockhampton cHorsefield  - (carpenter )24 Hanson Mrs., Brisbane s (2)
112
,
Horwood Geor e Stanthorpe o25 Harden  C. J., Rockhampton  s and o c (2)
113
g ,
Hoser  - Brisbane c26 Harden Theodore Rockhampton c ,
27
,
Harding James Ipswich u k 114 Hosking  Samuel, Copperfield a
28
,
Hardy Charles ,  Brisbane u k 115 How F.  0.,  Toowoomba c
29 Hargrave  W. Toowoomba o 116 Howard  Mrs. Emma , Fortitude Valley c
30
,
Harlow Mrs. Rhoda, Toowoomba o 117 Hoy George, Rockhampton o
31 Harner Thomas Toowoomba o c 118 Hoyles Hugh W., Stanthorpe o
32
,
Harper James Townsville c 119 Huddart John, Toowoomba c,
120 Hughes James Charters Towers o33 Harrex  James  P., Nerang Creek in  and c (2) 121
,
hes Matthew Mar borou h fHu34 Harris  J. W. Toowoomba c yg , g
35
,
Harris  T. J. Rockhampton c 122 Hughes Owen, Brisbane a
36
,
Harrison George Brisbane u k 123 Hughes Thomas, Georgetown o
37
,
Harrison John, Westwood c 124 Humpkries  -,  Fortitude Va lley c
38 Harrison Nicholas Rockhampton o 125 Hunt George,  Bandambah u k and c (2)
39
,
Harrison Paul Bri sbane u k 126 Hunter James ,  Rockland u k
40
,
Harrison Peter Brisbane s 127 Hunter J. M. A., Brisbane s
41
,
Hart E. Owanyilla c 128 Husman Mrs. C.,  Rockhampton o
42
,
Harte Charles ,  Toowoomba s 129 Huston Mrs. B., Rockhampton o
43 Harth  Henry Stanthorpe o 130 Hutchinson James ,  Ravenswood o (2),
131 Huttman John Broughton c44 Harty Miss E., Toowoomba c and a (2)
132
,
Hyatt Richard Toowoomba c45 Hassa ll W. W., Rockhampton in (3) ,
46 Haswe ll H., Brisbane c
47 Haughton F., Memalo Plains c I.
48 Hawthorne Mrs. Emily, Stanthorpe o 1 INGLIS P.,  Brisbane s
49 Hay Adam, Ipswicho 2 Ires Mrs.,  Bowen c50 Hayes Mrs .  C., Townsvi ll e u k
61 Hayes John ,  Charters Towers u k J.52 Hayward -, Gympi.e o
63 Healy -, Milton Road c 1 JACKSON John,  Brisbane o
64 Heardal  -,  Westwood o 2 Jackson Lydia,  Rockhampton o
55 Heather John ,  Toowoomba c 3 Jackson Michael, One- mile c (5)
56 Heenan Martin ,  Stanthorpe o c 4 Jacobsen Asmus, Stanthorpe p o and c (2)
57 Heeney Charles ,  Black Snake u k 5 James Henry, Toowoomba c
68 Heffernan D., Stanthorpe o 6 James Soldar ,  Charters Towers c
69 Heinsohn Christian ,  Glenhaughton f (2) 7 Jansen Peter, Jindah c
60 Heinsohn Peter, Georgetown o 8 Jenkins F., Eulo a
61 Hely Charles  B., Mi llchester a 9 Jenkins H., Rockhampton c
62 Henderson  John,  Brisbane u k 10 Jenkins Walter H., Charters Towers u k (3)
63 Hend ri ckson M., Ipswich o c 11 Jensen Mrs. Ann Christine, Maryborough o
64 Henne Patrick ,  Westwood c 12 Jensen Frederick, Brisbane f
65 Hennessy John, Townsville o 13 Jensen Hans, Bri sbane f
66 Henry Joseph, Ipswich u k 14 Jensen Joachim Otto, Brisbane River c
67 Henry R., Brisbane u k 15 Jensen Ludwig, Maryborough o c
68 Herbert F., Brisbane a k 16 Jensen P., North Pine o
69 Heweett David, Peak Downs  in 17 Jerome John J., Stanthorpe o
70 Hewin John,  Brisbane u k 18 Jessop and Highell (butchers), Warwick c
71 Hey Mrs. Helen, Toowoomba o 19 Jessop John F., Townsville in
72 Higgins Richard, Charters Towers a 20 Johansen L. H., Ipswich o
73 Higgs M. E., Brisbane c (2) 21 Johens John, Rockhampton c
74 Hill  - (saddler ),  Kedron Brook c 22 Johns L. D., Gympie c
75 Hi ll  Mrs., Toowoomba o 23 Johnsen B., Copperfield c
1811
24 Johnsen Peter Quist, Copperfield f
25 Johnson -, Oxley c (4)
26 Johnson Sergeant, Rockhampton c 1 LACKETT James, Stanthorpe o
27 Johnson Arthur, Rockhampton c 2 Lagren Miss Anna, Brisbane o
28 Johnson James, Townsville u k 3 Lahy Francis, Bellissima u k (2)
29 Johnson J. F., Millchester p o 4 Laich -, Albert River c
30 Johnson W., Brisbane in 5 Lamb Patrick, Stanthorpe o c
31 Johnstone George, Townsville o 6 Lambert Owen, Warwick c
32 Johnstone H., Ipswich in 7 Lamprice Mrs., Brisbane c
33 Johnston John Cursitor, Stanthorpe o 8 Lander G., Gympie c
34 Johnston Joseph, Yengarie o 9 Landrigan J., Ipswich c
35 Johnston Miss Kate, Ipswich o 10 Lane Miss Agnes, Brisbane a
36 Jolly David, Brisbane u k 11 Lang Neil, Charters Towers c
37 Jones George Francis, Toowoomba o 12 Lang S., Leichhardt Downs o
38 Jones Henry, Ipswich c 13 Langtrie John, Charters Towers c
39 Jones Lishon, Peak Downs c 14 Larbalestier James, Talbot Creek o
40 Jones Mrs. M., Toowoombo o 15 Larkom John, Stanthorpe s (2)
41 Jones William (blacksmith), Gympie u k 16 Larsen N. P., Rockhampton o
42 Jonson August, Brisbane c 17 Larsson Per., Brisbane f
43 Jordon John, Townsville o c 18 Laughf -, Millchester c (2)
44 Joseph  Emma , Charters Towers c 19 Lavelle M., Bulimba c
45 Juno , Copperfield c 20 Lawes F.,  Brisbane a
21 Lawson Miss Louisa, Brisbane c
22 Leadlow Miss E.. Petrie  Terrace cK. 23 Leane John, Highfields o c
1 KANHAR Patrick, (carrier) Gainsford c 24 Leconite J. G., Rockhampton o
2 Karney Patrick Charters Towers c 25 Lee Miss, Brisbane c
3
,
Kavanagh Kate Ipswich o 26 Lee David, Stanthorpe o c
4
,
Kearney John Toowoomba c 27 Lee Miss Grace,  Brisbane  in
5
,
Kearsley G., (carrier) Charters Towers c 28 Leggatt James, Gympie c
6 Keating Ellen Stanthorpe c 29 Leggoe Charles, Brisbane u k
7
,
Reef ., Doughboy Creek c 30 Lehardy Miss Alice, Gainsford o
8 Keegan John Western Mine c 31 Leich Richard, Charters Towers c
9
,
Kelly Daniel. Toowoomba c 32 Leighan Mary, Brisbane u 7c
10 Kelly Mrs. Ellen Brisbane u k 33 Leuch Carl, Bowen c
11
,
Kelly John Townsville f 34 Lewis -, Leichhardt street c
12
,
Kelly John Maryborough o 35 Liebs Adolf, Albert River f
13
,
Kelly Kate Fitzroy street f 36 Lincoln D., Wivenhoe o c
14
,
Kelly  Mrs. M ., Rockhampton o 37 Lincoln William, Georgetown u k
15 Kelly Mary,  Toowoomba o 38 Lindsay John, Gympie c
16
,
Kelly Michael,  Grandohester c 39 Ling R., Brisbane c
IT Ke lly Patrick ,  Nine-mile Water c 40 Livingstone A., Warwick e
18 Ke lly T.,  Townsville e 41 Loan James, Brisbane u k
19 Kelly William J., Capperfceld s 42 Loder Robert, Ipswich o c
20 Kemp Mrs., Townsvi lle c 43 Logan Thomas, Stanthorpe o
21 Kendall John , Brisbane c 44 Lohman S. 0., Stanthorpe f
22 Rene Miss Anne ,  Brisbane u k 45 Lomas John G., Brisbane u k
23 Kenneally  Denis, Charters Towers c 46 Loncrain Joshua, Georgetown in  and a (2)
24 Kennedy Miss Ellen Ipswich o 47 Lonergan -,  Brisbane c
25
,
Kennedy  Miss  Lucy Brisbane c 48 Long Rev. F. H., Ipswich u k
26
,
Kennedy Thomas Copperfield o 49 Long H., Brisbane o
27
,
Kenny Mrs. George Brisbane o 50 Loosemore W. H., Brisbane u k
28
,
Kent Catherine Toowoomba c 61 Lord J. F., Brisbane c (3)
29
,
Gympie oKeogh Miss Anne 52 Lord John M., Gympie c
30
,
Brisbane oKeough Daniel 53 Lorensen Niels, Oakey Creek c, 64 Stanthorpe u kLou hlin Andrew31
32
Kerry  Mrs., Glengal]an Gate c (2)
Walloon o cKickbush Gottfried 65
,g
L,3vell Charles, Oxley c (3)
33
,
Walloon o cKickbush W. 56 Lovell Joseph, Toowoomba c
34
,
Warwick o cKidd John 67 Lowe Miss Isabella,  Brisbane c
35
,
Stanthorpe o cKiely John 58 Lowe John, Black Snake c
36
,
Brisbane oKiely Mrs Kate 59 Lucas G., Stanthorpe e
37
. ,
Culgoa Mines cKildey James 60 Lusher A., Brisbane u k
38
,
Rimer - Comuller c 61 Lye W. S , Rockhampton o
39
,
Oakey Creek cKing Jose h 62 Lyle Gilbert, Brisbane c and o (2)
40
p ,
Charters Towers sKing Joseph 63 Lynch Miss B., Gympie o
41
,
King W. H., Toowoomba c 64 Lynch William, Gympie c
42 Kinlong J. Millchester c
43
,
Kirkham Miss A., Brisbane c M.
44 Kitchin Mrs. Fanny, Millchester o e 1 MAEKEL Miss, P. 0., Ipswich c
45 Kitchin Mrs. Fanny, Millchester a 2 Magee James, Spring Hill c
46 Kitchin Mrs. Joseph, Mountain c s in and 3 Magor Francis, Cleveland Bay c
0 (5) 4 Magor John, Peak Downs in and u k (4)
47 Kitchin William, Millchester in 5 Maguire Jas., Toowoomba c
48 Kittson Michael, Georgetown c 6 Maher Henry, Bowen s
49 K'alstrom T. Anders, Allora n z 7 Mahon John, Roma o c
50 Klein Martin, Toowoomba o 8 Mahon Peter, P. 0., Copperfield c
51 Knight -, Brisbane u k 9 Malay Jas., Stanthorpe o
52 Knight Mrs. E., Rocky Waterholes o 10 Mann Alexander, H.M. Gaol, Rockhampton e
53 Knight George, Toowoomba u k 11 Man Wilhelmena, Roma o
54 Kolth C., Ipswich o e '12 Mandall Thos. Hy., P.O., Stanthorpe c (2)
55 Kooloofa G., Charters Towers c 13 Manning T., Stanthorpe o (3)
56 Kratzmann Charles, Toowoomba o 14 Mansfield J., Brisbane c
57 Kreipcke Henry, Charters Towers in 15 Mansfield Roswell, Normanby c
58 Krenz Miss Pauline, Brisbane o 16 Manson W., Charters Towers c
59 Kroening Augustus, North Pine o 17 Marchant Mrs. Mary, Stanthorpe o
60 Kruger -, Mount Walker o 18 Marcovich Tripo, Mamusella, Townsville is
61 Kuddock -, Maryborough p o 19 Marshall Geo., Talgai c
82 Kurz Joseph,  Toowoomba c 20 Marshall  Thos.,  Charters Towers o
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21 Martin Geo., Toowoomba s 103 Murphy John, Stanthorpe o
22 Martin Henry  (butcher ),  Copperfield c 104 Murphy J. C. Ipswich m
23 Martin Henry F .,  Brisbane c 105 Murphy Michl .  Stanthorpe o
24 Martin John ,  junr . (miner ),  Peak Downs 106 Murphy Michl .  Charters Towers o
u k and c (5) 107 Murphy R. Cedar Creek ,  Enoggera o c
25 Martin J. A., Townsville c IOS Murphy Wm. Toowoomba c
26 Martin Pk., Stanthorpe c 109 Murray G. Mar borough a
27 Martindale  -,  Brisbane m 110 Murray Mrs. Marion ,  Maryborough s
28 Marwedel E., Helidon c 111 Murray  Nathan, Toowoomba c
29 Masey Fredk . (teacher), Rockhampton a 112 Murschel John (miner ),  Stanthorpe o c
30 Massie J. Brisbane o
31
,
Mather Robt .,  Wivenhoe o c me.
32 Mattews J. G., Copperfield c 1 McADAMS Geo., Brisbane c
33 Matthias G., Copperfield c (2) 2 McAnnally Jas. (bootmaker ),  Toowoomba s
34 Mannsett Stephen, Kedron Brook o 3 McAnderson Mrs., Brisbane c
35 Mayer  Capt .,  schooner " Marchioness of 4 McBride Wm., Dawson Bridge o
rne,"  Brisbane a 5 McBurnie W. D., Charters Towers  in
36 Mazlin John ,  Gympie a 6 McBurnie W. J., Charters Towers  in  and s (2)
37 Meade Margt .,  Brisbane o 7 McBurnie  Win.,  Charters Towers s (3)
38 Meagher Mrs. Margt .,  Peak Downs o 8 McCa ll  James, Coochin Coochin o c
39 Mears Edwin Jas., Brisbane u k 9 McCarthy J., Toowoomba o c
40 Meikle Miss Grace ,  Six-mile Creek, Ipswich o 10 McCarthy Owen ,  Warwick o
41 Me llon P .,  Ipswich c 11 McCarthy Thos., Toowoomba o
42 Melville Alex .,  Cleveland Bay c 12 McCluskey John, Copperfield  c
43 Menzies Miss Christina ,  care of Evans, Towns- 13 McCool Mrs. Mary, Rockhamptoa o
vi lle c 14 McCotters Miss  Rate  Townsville u k
44 Merritts Miss M., Brisbane c 15 McCoughlan Albert, Toowoomba s
45 Metlicke Mrs. Mary ,  Copperfield u k 16 McCoy Wm .,  Bowen u k
46 Meulline Eugane, Roma c 17 McCrae Mrs. J. M.,  Spring Hill  in
47 Meyer Chas ., Millchester  a and c (4) 18 McCrossin  -,  Limestone Creek a
48 Michel Louis ,  Kedron  c 19 McCulllugh James, North Pine u k
49 Midwood A. H., Charters Towers c (2) 20 McCu llough Messrs .  G. and J .,  Indooroopilly o
50 Millan Mrs. Mary ,  Ipswich o 21 McCurdy James, Stanthorpe, o
61 Miller G .  C., Ipswich o c 22 MoCusken Owen, Amby Downs o c
52 Mi ller R., Etheridge c 23 McDonald Archd .,  Roma c
63 Mills  John, Ipswich k and f (3)u 24 McDonald Alexander ,  Oxley Creek o c
54 Milne D .,  Rockhampton o 25 McDonald Alexr .,  Charters Towers c
55 Milne Johnson  (carpenter), Roma c 26 McDonald John ,  Brisbane c
66 Minne John ,  Warwick s 27 McDonald Mrs., Beenleigh c
57 Mi ll er -  (stonemason ),  Brisbane c 28 MacDonald Hugh ,  Rockhampton o c
58 Miller Albert,  Rockhampton f 29 McDonough Miss Kate, Rockhampton o
59 Miller H .  F., McGregor Hotel, Yandina o 30 McElwain R., Oxley a
60 Mi ller Wm .,  Gympie c 31 MeEnelen  W. H., Brisbane c
61 Mindarell Jane, Nindooinbah c 32 McErlane Arthur  (miner ),  Mount Flora o c
62 Minnie R. (bootmaker), McDonald 's Flat c 33 McEvoy Richd .,  Bowen s (2)
63 Mitche ll  Geo., Charters Towers o 34 McEwen Robt.,  Copperfield o
64 Mitchell Geo., Maryborough c 35 McFadden Mrs. Mary Jane, Rockhampton o
65 Mitchell W. C., Sanders ',  Gainsford o 36 McFadden John,  Oxley Creek c
66 Molhogan  -,  Bromelton c 37 M'Gachin Wm., Brisbane o
67 Molloy Pat . (carrier),  Banana c 38 McGavin Chas. ,  Normanby o (2)
68 Molonny Michl . (miner ),  Stanthorpe o c (2) 39 McGeary D., Copperfield c (2)
69 Monahan Eugene, Gympie s 40 McGeary Henry ,  Ipswich a
70 Monro James, Myrtle Grove Plantation o 41 McGhee R., Copperfield c
71 Moodie  -,  Brisbane a 42 McGill Wm . (butcher), One-mile Creek a
72 Mooney Mrs. M .,  Brisbane m 43 McGiviney Mrs. S .,  Stanthorpe o
73 Mooney Miss Mary ,  care of Drinan, Logan 44 McGough P., Brisbane u k
Village a (2) 45 McGown  Miss Honar ,  Brisbane n z
74 Moore John ,  Strathmore Hotel c 46 McGrath Jas., Westwood c
75 Moor Frank ,  Warwick o 47 McGregor J. (carpenter ),  Toowoomba c
76 Moore G .,  Charters Towers c 48 McGregor Jas., Charters Towers c
77 Moore P .,  Ipswich o 49 Mcllvena Niel., Brisbane o
78 Moore Miss Sarah ,  Warwick o 50 McInnis Daniel  (seaman), Maryborough o c (4)
79 Moor Wm., Charters Towers c 51 McIntosh Daniel ,  Toowoomba c and o c (2)
80 Moorfield Benjamin ,  per " Light  Brigade," W McIntyre Colin ,  Toowoomba c
Rockhampton c 63 McIntyre  It.  B., Brisbane c
81 Moores C., Brisbane u k 54 McKay -, Stanthorpe c
82 Moran Edw .,  Toowoomba c 56 McKay Wm .,  Etheridge c
83 Moran John, Mill cheater c 56 McKean Mrs. Fred .,  Brisbane o
84 Morgan Chas .,  Charters Towers s 57 McKeane P., Brisbane o c
85 Morgan Patk .,  Roma o 58 McKelwee Miss Emily ,  Ballard's Camp o
86 Morris Arthur, Charters Towers c 69 McKensie Donald, Bowen c
87 Morrison Capt.  J. W., Bald Hills Road c (2) 60 McKenzie Alex., ship " Toowoomba ,"  Bris-
88 Morrissey Edw. (miner ),  Stanthorpe o c bane u k
89 Mortimer Geo., Roma o 61 McKenzie A. (saddler ),  Dalby c
90 Moss John, Roma c 62 McKenzie E., Townsvi lle c
91 Moyes Henry ,  Charters Towers  in 63 McKenzie John, Brisbane  in
92 Mufford  Win.,  Peak Downs Copperfield u k 64 McKeon John ,  Rocky Waterholes a
93 Mulcahy  John ,  Gympie e 65 McKeon Mrs. Margt .,  Warwick o
94 Mulholland  -,  Westwood c 66 MacKewen  -,  Copperfield c
95 Mulligan  Bernard, One -mile Creek u k 67 McKie Wm .,  Oxley c
96 Mumby G .  H., Charters Towers a 68 McKiern Margt., Ipswich o
97 Munro Chas .,  Toowoomba c 69 McLaren Alexr . (carrier), Stanthorpe c (2)
98 Munton Geo. B .,  Rockhampton u k (2) 70 McLatchey John ,  Calliungal c
99 Murdock Mathew ,  Mundal ,  Logan River s 71 McLaughlin D., Bremer  River,  Franklyn o c
100 Murphy Bernard ,  Nundubbermere u k 72 McLean A. W. G., Ballandean s
101 Murphy Miss Catherine ,  ship " Storm King," 73 McLean Roderick ,  Toowoomba c
Brisbane u k 74 McLennan  -, Kedron  Brook c
102 Murphy H., Nundubbermere a 75 McLeod  Donald, Toowoomba c
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76 McLeod John (wheelwright), Townsville c 29 Osborn J. H., Brisbane, s
77 McLeod J. (bootmaker), Stanthorpe c 30 Osbourne -,  Beenleigh c
78 MacLeod W. A., Roma m 31 Osbourne Joseph, Brisbane c
)I9 MoLish Peter, Albert River a 32 O'Sullivan F. (carpenter), Yengarie c
80 McLouglin Js., Georgetown c 33 O'Sullivan F., Western Creek o c
81 McLoskey Patk.,  Dawson c 34 O'Sullivan P., Toowoomba o
82 McMahon Arthur, Toowoomba c 35 Ottaway Thos., Brisbane f
83 McMahon Michl., Toowoomba c 36 O'Toole Thos., Ipswich c
84 McMahon P., Rockhampton c 37 Oughton A., Alfred o c (2)
85 MacManua  Jas., Charters Towers s 38 Outram Jae., Ipswich u k
86 McMillan A., Charters Towers c 39 Owens John, Charters Towers s
87 McMullen Mrs. Rebecca, Little Ipswich o
88 Maryborough oMcNab Mrs. F. G.
89
,
McNamara  Pat, Georgetown u k P.
90 McNeil Miss  Teresa ,  Brisbane o c
91 McPherson -,  Brisbane c 1 PACE H. E., Brisbane c
92 McPherson A., Nudgee c 2 Page Francis , Copperfield c
93 McPherson W. H., Brisbane c 3 Page John, Brisbane u k
94 McPhillips -, Westwood c 4 Palmer Edwd.,  Springsure c
95 McSharry J., Charters Towers c 5 Palmer Mrs . Wm., Brisbane c
6 Pamtz Ch.,  Brisbane o
N. 7 Parker Miss Mary Ann, Maryborough o
8 Parker Saml., Stantborpe c
1 NAGLE Miss Mary, Warrill Creek o 9 Parkes Thomas, Stanthorpe o
2 Nash  Miss C., Westbrook s 10 Parkins Peter, Westwood c
3 Nash Thos., Gunyan o 11 Parnell Miss L., Brisbane m
4 Nathan  W. B., Roma a 12 Paterson Robt., Maryborough o c
5 Naughton P., Warwick c 13 Pattison Jos., Charters  Towers c (2)
6 Neal  Wm., Maryborougb o c U Paulsen Arthur Joyensen, Bowen f
7 Neilson Johannes  (blacksmith), Beenleigh o c 15 Payen Wilhelm, Beenleigh c
8 Neilson  Gustave,  Brisbane c 16 Pearce  Benjamin , Townsville s9 Neilson Thos .  Brown  (laborer ),  Beenleigh o c 17 Pearce Henry, Rockhampton o
and c (3) 18 Pearce Thomas Townsville c10 Neustadt  H., Gympie s 19
,
Rockhampton cPearson H. G.11 Newcombe  W. H., Helidon c 20
,
Tingal a Creek u kPearson John12 Newsy Wm .,  Stanthorpe o 21
,
Peatey C. Charters Towers c13 Newfur -, Maryborough c 22
,
Peckham Sarah, Toowoomba u k
14 Newlands James ,  Charters  Towers s (2) 23 Pedersen Miss Anne, Stanthorpe c
15 Newman Mrs., Wickham  Terrace c 24 Pedersen Mitd. Christian Viggo Rockhamp-16 Newsand W., Brisbane u k ,ton c17 Newton Wm., Stanthorpe c 25 Pedersen  Hans, Brisbane f18
'
Newton Isaac,  P. 0., Oakey Creek o 26 Brisbane n zPedersen Peter19 Nicholas  J. E., Warwick o 27
,
Rockhampton cPedersen Th. 0.20 Nicho lls  T. W., Georgetown s 28
,
Ravenswood cPeet Captain21 Nicolas Peter ,  Charters  Towers c 29
,
Pelen John, Bowen u k22 Nielsen  Christian,  Beenleigh  f and c (3) 30 Pengel Mrs. Bridget, Toowoomba o23 Nielsen Hanna ,  Brisbane c 31 Pentland  Miss Eliza , Rockhampton a24 Nielsen  Jacob,  Bowen c 32 Toowoomba o cPeters G.25 Nielsen Jens, Brisbane f 33
,
Peters John, Charters  Towers s26 Nielsen Nils, Bowen o 34 Petersen  P. H. Normanby c27 Nielsen  Niels,  Brisbane f 35
,
Petersen A. Maryborough f28 Noe. Miss ,  Brisbane c 36
,
Peterson Peter care of Bauer  - Pimpama o29 Nolan Henry ,  Townsvi ll e c 37
, ,
Petry Miss Rhoda Toowoomba o30 Nolan James ,  Stanthorpe o 38
,
Petters  John  (miner ) Charters  Towers c31 Norrisvitz H., Charters Towers c 39
,
Phersson Nils . Brisbane e32 Norton  Win. John,  4bowoomba o c 40
,
Phillips - Rockhampton c33 Nugent  Edward  J .,  Rockhampton u k 41
,
Phillips Mrs. Middleton u k34 Nugent  Thee.,  Toowoomba c 42
,
Phillips J. D., Rocky Point c
43 Phillips Jas Pimpama a kS0. 44
. .,
Phillips R., Stanthorpe o
1 O'BRIAN  Miss,  Ravenswood c 45 Phillips S. Palmer,  Brisbane c
2 O'Brien Charles, Stanthorpe s 46 Phillip Wm., Rockhampton c
3 O'Brien Denis, McKenzie's Hotel c 47 Phipps Thomas, Stanthorpe o
4 O'Brien  Miss Margaret , Townsville c 48 Pickering  Miss  Christina , Brisbane o
5 O'Brine Denis, Bowen c 49 Plett  Mrs., Glencross m
6 O'Connell  James  (painter  &c.), Brisbane e 50 Pock M.,  Brisbane c
7 O'Conners John, Brisbane a 51 Pollock Mrs., Albert River c
8 O'Dott James (carrier), Georgetown c 52 Pond Matthew (miner ), Stanthorpe o c
9 Ogilvie Mrs. Samuel, Rockhampton c 53 Ponditch J., Roma c
10 O'Hare Thomas J., Waroonga o 54 Popham Mrs Steaven (farmer), Doughboy u k
11 O'Keefe Charles,  Bowen o 55 Potter Thos. E., ship " Annie Taylor" s
12 O'Kine Patrick, Toowoomba c 56 Potts Miss  Sarah , Brisbane u k
.13 O'Leary Miss Annie, Ipswich o 57 Powell Geo., Stanthorpe c
14 Oliver -, Worroma c 58 Powell J. J., Charters Towers u k
15 Olason John Alfred, Brisbane o 59 Powell W., schooner "  Princess  Lorne,"
16 Olsen Stirra,  Brisbane c Rockhampton s
17 O'Mara John, Rockhampton u k 60 Power Edwd., Toowoomba e
18 O'Mara Patrick, Georgetown c 61 Power John St. John, Amby Downs o e
19 O'Meara P. (saddler), Townsville c 62 Power Robt., Rockhampton c
20 O'Neal Patrick, Charters Towers c 63 Power W. E., Charters Towers m
21 O'Pie Thos. (stonemason ), Charters Towers c 64 Pratt Mrs., Townsville c
22 O'Reilly E., Marothon c 65 Pratton J.L. (photographer), Bulimba c
23 O'Reilly Michl., Charters Towers o c 66 Prehn Harry, Charters Towers c
24 Ormsby P. G., Rochampton s 67 Preston G., Charters Towers c
25 Orr John, Logan c 68 Preston Thos. J., Brisbane o
26 Orr Mrs, John, Oxley Creek a 69 Prince Augustus,  Brisbane a
27 Osborne Francis, (of Morabie), Brisbane c 70 Prior Thomas, Gainsford c
28 Osborne Francis, Roma o 71 Pryen Richd . E., Tingalpa  0
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Q.  •  81 Ryan Patrick (laborer), Bowen Bridge o c
1 QUEEN George, Maryborough o c 82 Ryan Patrick, Charters Towers s
2 Quigley George, Toowoomba c 83 Ryan Wm., Toowoomba c
3 Quinlan Michael, Warwick o 84 Tyle Wm., Gympie c .
4 Quynn Patrick, Toowoomba c 85 Ryndle J. P., Mount Merrion c
1
R.
RAAEN Ole,  Brisbane n z  1
S.
SALISBURY J., Basin Pocket c
2 Raatz Rudolf, South Brisbane o  2 Salin- , Brisbane c
3 Rafter John, Headington Hill c 3 Salman Thos., Charters Towers s
4 Rine John, Warwick o 4 Sargent Geo., Tiaro c
5 Raphi -, Rockhampton c 5 Saunders H. (surveyor), Brisbane c
6 Ramsay John, Rockhampton e 6 Sanderson Thos., Toowoomba c
7 Ramsey John,  Brisbane o  7 Savage -, Spring Hill c
8 Rasmussen  Fredk., Brisbane o 8 Savage A., Rockhampton o
9 Ratcliffe Mrs. Ellen, Rockhampton o 9 Savage George M., Stanthorpe o c
10 Rath en George, Middle Camp o 10 Saw T., Charters Towers in
11 Raveling Walter, Charters Towers c 11 Saxby Mrs. M., Morinish o
12 Ra llins  James, Warwick c 12 Scilly Jas., Stanthorpe o
13 Rawlings E. H., Warwick c 13 Schatzel Peter, Rockhampton f
14 Reardon William, Toowoomba c 14 Schofield Miss L., Maryborough c
15 Rebora Mrs., Charters Towers c 15 Scholl -, Fortitude Valley c (2)
16 Rebora John, Charters Towers s 16 Scholl Henry, Toowoomba c
17 Redmond W. B., Ravenswood c 17 Schmeekel Chas., Copperfield c (2)
1S Redrware Mrs C. N., Gympie o  18 Schmidt Gottleib (bootmaker), Toowoomba o
19 Reed Wm., Wivenhoe o c (2) 19 Schreiwers Christian, Coomera f
20 Rees Rees, Brisbane c and o c (2) 20 Schroder Gustav, Ravenswood road f
21 Reid Mrs., Townsville c 21 Scilly Win., Indooroopilly o
22 Reilly  Mrs., Brisbane o 22 Scott Mrs., Toowoomba c
23 Reimers Henry, Copperfield c 23 Scott Francis, Brisbane o
24 Reyland - (carrier), Gympie c 24 Scott Thomas (laborer), Maryborough o c (3)
25 Reuter -, Toowoomba c 25 Scott W., Clifton o c
26 Reuter Paul Hans, Toowoomba c  26 Seaman  Wm., Millchester c
27 Richardson John A., Brisbane u k (2) 27 Sehter F. C., Myrtle Brook, Maryborough o
28 Richardson M. R., Townsville o c 28 Semington -, Maryborough c
29 Ricketts Thos. B., Copperfield c (2) 29 Shadock John, Rockhampton c
30 Rid Matthew, Rockhampton c 30 Shanahan Patrick, Etheridge u k
31 Rielly Patk., Copper Mines c 31 Sbaw Mrs. M. A., Brisbane o c (2)
32 Riethmuller G. F., Drayton c 32 Sheedy Mary, Stanthorpe c
33 Riley Jas., Brisbane c 33 Sheehon David, South Brisbane c
34 Riley Wm., Warwick u k 34 Shepard Albert, Queensland s
35 Ring E., Oxley c 35 Shepherd Jas., Toowoomba c
36 Ring Mrs, Edwd., Brisbane c 36 Shepherd Keating, Black Swamp, Spring
37 Ring Miss S. A., Maryborough o Creek c
38 Ripley Thomas S., Cleveland Bay u k (2) 37 Shepherd Mrs. Mary, Ipswich o
39 Rix George, Severn River c 38 Sheriden Jas., Rockhampton c
40 Roach Chas., Stanthorpe c 39 Sheridan Robert  (sailmaker ), ship " Altcar,"
41 Robertson D. B., Ipswich u k (3) Brisbane u k
42 Robin A. B., Maryborough s  40 Sleiel William, Toowoomba o c
43 Robinson C., Rocky Water Holes o 41 Short Joseph, per ship " Gloucester," Mary-
44 Robinson James (miner), Stanthorpe o c (2) borough u k
45 Robinson Miss M. E., Brisbane c 42 Short Michael, Stanthorpe c
46 Robinson Wm., Stanthorpe s 43 Shultz Wm., Seventeen-mile Rocks , Brisbane
47 Robson Edwd., Toowoomba c River c
48 Robson James, Ravenswood u k 44 Shultz Wm., Charters Towers in
49 Roche Mrs. M. J., Brisbane u k 45 Simes -, Stanthorpe c
50 Roddy Robt., Townsville s 46 Simmonds Palm-tree Creek, Taroom c
51 Roff Thomas, Brisbane o 47 Simpson C. (laborer), Brisbane o c
52 Rogers Mrs. Bridget, Walloon P. O. o 48 Simpson George, Ipswich c
53 Rogers Mrs. Geo., Maryborough s 49 Simpson John, Herbert River o
54 Rogers John G., Brisbane u k 50 Simson W. P., Bowen o
55 Rogers M., South Brisbane c 51 Sinclair (carrier), Townsville c
56 Rogers  S. (carrier), Clermont c 52 Sinclair David, Eagle Hawk Farm, Brisbane s
57 Roles Mrs. Martha, Gympie o 53 Skinner John, Toowoomba o
58 Rollestone Davd., Gympie c 54 Skott Zaurids Petersen, Rockhampton f
69 Roney Patk., Stanthorpe a 55 Skyring Mrs., Seventeen-mile Camp, Bris-
60 Roschmann Hans, Copperfield c (2) bane road c
61 Ross J. C., Copperfield c (2) 56 Slack H., Ipswich c
62 Ross J., Maryborough c 57 Slack Miss Jane, Brisbane o
63 Ross John D,,Middle Camp, Ravenswood o (4) 58 Slahhott Mrs. Win., Rockhampton c
64 Ross Miss Mary Anne, Rockhampton s  59 Sloan Jas., Copperfield o
65 Rostock William H., schooner " Monarch" s 60 Sloan James, Bowen u k (5)
66 Rousen Mrs. E., Rockhampton o 61 Smaldon David, Toowoomba c
67 Rowan Daniel, Charters Towers in 62 Small Miss S. M., Brisbane c
68 Rowan Thos., Peak Downs c 63 Smith Aaron, Toowoomba c
69 Rowan Thos., Westwood c 64 Smith Bernard, Ipswich o
70 Rows Mrs. Caroline, Rockhampton c 65 Smith Chas. Septimus, Brisbane c
71 Rowson Saml., Toowoomba c 66 Smith Conway, Townsville c
72 Rudstock Miss Ann, Brisbane o 67 Smith Edgar, Toowoomba c
73 Rush Geo., Warwick o 68 Smith Eliza, Roma o
74 Russell J., Brisbane c 69 Smith Geo., Brisbane u k
75 Rutson Wm. (carpenter), One-mile Creek c (2) 70 Smither G. C., Brisbane p o
76 Ryan Miss Anastasia, Toowoomba c 71 Smith Mrs. Joseph, Copp-rfield c
77 Ryan Mrs. John, Toowoomba c 72 Smith Mrs Kate, Ipswich o
78 Ryan Miss Mary Ann, Stanthorpe c 73 Smith Luke, Owanyilla o
.79 Ryne John, Charters Towers u k 74 Smith Robert H., Townsville o c
80 Ryan  Miss  Margaret,  Brisbane c 75 Smith R. J., Rockhampton is (2)
1815
76 Smith Thos.,  Brisbane s 30 Thomson  Mrs. Maria ,  Brisbane o
r7 Smith W., South Brisbane c 31 Thorn Mrs. E. M., Rockhampton c
i$ Smith Wm. (bricklayer),  South Brisbane c 32 Thorn Geo., Myall Creek c
79 Smyth Fredk., Lower Camp, Ravenswood o 33 Thorngreen H. H., Brisbane o
80 Smythe J., Charters Towers s 34 Tippett Francis, Peak Downs u k (2)
81 Soddon Mrs. W.,  Mi llchester c 35 Tolano R., Maryborough c
82 Sell Heinrich (miner ), Stanthorpe o c 36 Tomlind -, Drayton c (2)
83 Somers  Christopher, Charters  Towers  0  C 37 Tomphson  Jas., Queensland c
84 Somers  Jas., Copperfield c (2) 38 Tones John,  Brisbane o
85 Sothern  A. R., Burenda c 39 Toon Lac, Brisbane c
86 Sothern J. Russell, Roma c 40 Trednick -,  Enoggera  road c (2)
87 Sowden  Jas., Toowoomba c 41 Tresgett Mrs. H.,  Charters  Towers c
88 Spahen  C. E., Stanthorpe c 42 Trevethan Adolphus, Warwick o
89 Spillane John or Thomas Chandler, Charters 43 Trollope Mrs. Ellen, Bowen a
Towers c 44 Trotter Wm., Stanthorpe s
90 Spencer John, Ma borough in 45 Trundle-,  Eagle Farm c
91 Speed Miss Anna, Oxley p o 46 Truss Phillip, Toowoomba o
92 Spicer  -, Warwick o c 47 Turkey -,  Brisbane c
93 Stack P. W., Westwood c 48 Tuffey Mrs. Ellen, Rockhampton o
94 Stackey Mrs. John, Stanthorpe c 49 Turnbull G. H., Maryborough c
95 Stafford  Thomas, Charters Towers u k 50 Turner Mrs. S., Georgetown o
96 Stamell  Miss Lottie, Townsville o 51 Tyrett Mrs. Grute , Rockhampton c
97 Stanfield A., Brisbane o
98 Stanley  Albert, Myrtle Brook u k U.
99 Stanley Mrs . D., Warwick o 1 ]7HE Edwd., Copperfield c (2)
100 Stanley Jas. (hotel-keeper), Ipswich c and o c 2 Underwood John, Fortitude Valley o c
3 Uren Mrs. Catherine, Port Denison a
101 Startz  Fdk. Walloon o c
102
,
Strachan  Henry, Warwick o V.
103 Stedman  Henry W., Maryborough u k 1 VACHELL  Francis, Brisbane u k
104 Sten Frank (min er), Clermont o 2 Vachell H., Brisbane o
105 Stephenson  Robert H., Charters Towers s 3 Vaughan C. H., Brisbane u k
106 Stevenson  Andrew, Maryborough c 4 Verrall Thos., Normanby o c
107 Stewart  James , Ipswich c 5 Vickers John, Georgetown c
108 Stewart  Robt.,  Brisbane c 6 Volff Jacob  Haussen , Townsville c
109 Stipicich John ,  Charters Towers s 7 Vrochler Wm., Georgetown c
110 Stone Mrs. Job near gedron Brook c
111
,
Stone Mrs., Mount Abundance c W.
112 Streckfers Chri stian  (laborer ),  Stanthorpe o c 1 WADE William, Toowoomba c
113 Strehz Dr., Brisbane c 2 Wagner H., Toowoomba c
114 Stroh Henry,  Forty -mile, Ravenswood o 3 Wakeham R., Copperfield c (2)
115 Stewart Robert , Gympie c 4 Walcott J. P., Clifton o c
116 Sturtrid a Henry, Charters  Towers o 5 Walker Mrs. Charlotte,  Brisbane m
117 Stythe Are. M.P., Brisbane c 6 Walker C. J., Queensland m
118 Suckling Fredk .,  Brisbane o 7 Walker E., Ipswich c
119 Suhr  C. H., Highfields o c 8 Walker J., Copperfield c
120 Sul livan  A. F., Brisbane m 9 Walker John, Brisbane c
121 Sullivan  Fanney, Rockhampton o 10 Walker J., Warwick o c
122 Su llivan  John, Westwood c 11 Walker Joseph, Etheridge c
123 Su ll ivan M., gaol, B ri sbane c 12 Walker Richd.,  Brisbane m
124 Sundeary  Walter, Rockhampton c 13 Walker Robert  Francis ,  Charters Towers
126 Swa llow Isaac , Gympie c (2) u k (2)
126 Swallow  Mrs. 0. M., Warwick o 14 Wallace Jas. B.,  Clermont m
127 Swanson  Geo., Toowoomba e 15 Walsh Miss Ellen, Rockhampton u k
128 Sweeny  Win., Dalby u k 16 Walsh Henry, Toowoomba c
129 Syms Thomas , Charters Towers c 17 Walsh John (builder), Copperfield c (3)
18 Walter F.,  Brisbane c
T. 19 Wands Wm., Copperfield s
1 TAIT John (farmer), Kedron Brook c 20 Wanless -, Rockhampton m
2 Tait  -,  tannery,  Kedron Brook c 21 Want -, Gympie c
3 Talbot John, Ipswich m 22 Ward Thos., Stanthorpe c
4 Talby  James  (bullock-driver), Etheridge c 23 Ward W. J., Rockhampton u k
5 Tamm John, Charters Towers m (2) 24 Wardle J., Rockhampton o
6 Tanskhow A. J. (laborer), Maryborough o c 25 Wardle John, Brisbane u k
7 Taylor Chas., Brisbane u k (3) 26 Warker J., Ipswich c
8 Taylor Isaac  James,  Stanthorpe c 27 Warland W., Springdale, Brisbane u k
9 Taylor J. (storekeeper), Toowoomba c 28 Warner Jas. (constable), Georgetown c
10 Taylor James, Rockhampton u k 29 Warren John, Normanby o
11 Taylor H. A., Brisbane u k 30 Warren L. P., Brisbane o c
12 Taylor R., Toowoomba c 31 Watson C. N., Normanby c
13 Taylor Thomas, Brisbane o c 32 Watson C. N., Bowen  c and s (2)
14 Teale Wilfred, Gympie c 33 Watson T., Copperfield c
15 Teltzel Geo., Townsville c 34 Watson Rob., Warwick c
16 Tenetta W., Maryborough u k 35 Watson Thos., Gowrie road, Toowoomba o
17 Theis Henry, Highfields Saw Mills c 36 Watson Wm. M., Stanthorp 0e
18 Thicknatt J., Rockhampton c 37 Watt Mrs. Chas., Townsville c
19 Thomas George, Western Creek Diggings c 38 Watts Mrs. H., Brisbane u k
20 Thomas John, Maryborough o 39 Webber S., Toowoomba o c
21 Thomas John, Toowoomba c 40 Weight J., Rockhampton u k (2)
22 Thompson J., Ipswich u k 41 Weiss Mrs. Sarah, Rockhampton c (2)
23 Thompson Capt. J., schooner "  Helena," 42 Weisser Dominick (watchmaker), Brisbane f
Brisbane m 43 Weick Albert, Walloon o c
24 Thompson L., Rockhampton c 44 Welsh P., Townsville c
25 Thompson Mrs. Mathew, Ipswich c 45 West Master Geo., Charters Towers c
26 Thompson H. W., Ipswich u k 46 Weston Mrs. Clementina, Cleveland Bay c
27 Thomsen William, Georgetown m 47 Weybrook Mrs., Townsville c
28 Thomson Mrs., Townsville m 48 Whelan Stephen, Toowoomba c
29 Thomson  J. (painter), Maryborough c 49 Wheeler  Chas .,  Ipswich c
1816
50 Wheeler W.  If.,  Brisbane c 91
51 White E. G., Rockhampton o 92
52 White Frank (carpenter), Vegetable Creek s 93
53 White Hugh, Toowoomba c 94
54 White Mrs. Kate, Brisbane o 95
55 White Luke, Roma o 96
56 White Mrs. Mary, Toowoomba c 97
57 White Richd., Normanton c (4) 98
58 White Capt. Robert, schooner "gate Moyn- 99
han," Brisbane s 100
59 White Silvanus (carpenter), Toowoomba o c 101
60 Whitelaw Miss Mary, Brisbane u k 102
61 Wholey Miss Mary, Fortitude Valley o c 103
62 Whyte Wm., Stanthorpe s
63 Wiese Christopher, Bowen 'c 104
64 Wiencke Horn. Fritz, Ravenswood f (3)
65 Wigley A. B. H., Etheridge in 105
66 Wilding Mrs. J., Brisbane o c 106
67 Wilkins Henry, Charters Towers u k 107
68 Wilkins Mrs. M., Rockhampton u k 108
69 Wilkinson Andrew, Rockhampton o
70 Wilkinson Miss Harriet, Rockhampton o
71 Willadsen Peter (laborer), Warwick o c
72 Willara Jas., Copalabo, Cleveland road c 1
73 Willey Wm., Ipswich c 2
74 Williams -, Rockhampton c 3
75 Williams Eli, Maryborough c 4
76 Williams Jas., Copperfield o 5
77 Williams John (prospector), Townsville c
78 Williams Robt., Brisbane c
79 Williams W., Rockhampton c
80 Wilmot -, Ipswich c 1
81 Willson - (butcher), Millchester c
82 Wilson Mrs., Brisbane u k
83 Wilson D. G. (cooper), Ipswich s
84 Wilson Eliza (stewardess of the " Morel"), 1
Brisbane u k 2
85 Wilson G. W., Rockhampton c 3
86 Wilson Jacob, Townsville m
87 Wilson Jas. (stockman), Natal Downs c 4
88 Wilson Miss R., Brisbane c (2)
89 Wilson R., Roma c 5
90 Wilson Robt. (butcher), Normanby o 6
NOTICE.
TRANSFERABLE AND REMITTABLE GOVERN-
MENT DEBENTURES.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 27th October, 1873.
IN conformity with the provisions  of " The
Queensland Government  Loan Act of  1872"
(36 Victoria, No. 24), His Excellency the Governor,
in Council ,  directs  it to be notified that Sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office, until Noon
of WEDNESDAY, the 17th of December, from
persons desirous  of purchasing the whole or any
portion of Queensland Government Debentures,
amounting  to the sum of Two Hundred and Fifty
Thousand Pounds, to be issued under authority of
the abovenamed  Act, subject to the  undermentioned
terms and conditions - viz. :-
1. Each Tender  must be  for the amount of one
or more  Debentures,  and must  be endorsed
" Tender for Debentures."
2. In the event of equivalent enders being re-
ceived, in excess of the Debentures for
disposal ,  a pro rata  distribution will be
made.
3. The Debentures will be payable to the holder
for the time being, and will be  issued in
sums  of £100, £200, and £500 each (as may
be required), secured upon the Consolidated
Revenue Fund of Queensland, and will bear
interest  at the rate of Four per cent. per
annum , payable half-yearly on the 1st of
July and the 1st of January in each year.
4. The  principal  sum will be payable on the
1st January, 1913, either in Brisbane, Syd-
ney, Melbourne, or London, at the option
of the holder. .
6. The interest  will commence  on the 1st Jan-
uary, 1874, and will be payable at the
Treasury, in Brisbane, or at the Office of
the Banking Agents in Sydney, Melbourne,
or London, at the option of the holder.
Wilson Thos., Western Mines e
Wilson W., Ipswich c
Wilson W., Black  Snake c (2)
Windom John, Helidon o c
Wiseman S., Collaroy o
Witney Wm., Georgetown c
Witt Caroline,  Bowen c
Witty C.,  Brisbane c
Wood Robt ., Brisbane u k
Wood Thos., Rockhampton o
Wood Thomas, Toowoomba a (2)
Woodrow T. T., Rockhampton c
Woods - (overseer , road party),  Towns-
ville c
Woodward  James , Main Camp,  Charters
Towers c
Woolmeart  Sharlt ,  Rockhampton c
Wray G.,  Rockhampton m
Wright Robert,  Toowoomba c
Wright  Mrs. (dairy farm), Logan road c
Y.
YANSON C.,  Charters Towers c
Young E., Stanthorpe o
Youngg George , Brisbane o
Yule Jdne ,  Brisbane u k (3)
Yunker Mss  Eliza,  Eight- mile Hill, Bris-
bane o
Z.
ZOLLER Miss R., Toowoomba o
Initials, &c.
C. K., Millchester c
M. P., North Pine c
Chief Templar, Monkland, I.O.G.T. Lodge,
Monkland c
Chief Templar,  Salem , Lodge 15, I.O.G.T.,
One Mile c
Ignoramus, Brisbane o
Temperance Boarding House , Brisbane e
6. The Tenders will be opened at the Treasury,
Brisbane, at noon on the above-named day
(17th December), in the presence of such of
the Tenderers as may desire to be present.
The minimum price to be accepted by the
Government having been first placed on the
Table under Seal.
7. The amount tendered, if accepted, must be
paid in cash, or in Queensland Government
Treasury Bills, in Brisbane, on the 1st
January, 1874, on which day the Debentures
will be deliverable.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
TENDER FOR QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT
DEBENTURES.
I hereby tender for £
Queensland  Government Deben-
Denominations  tures, in terms  of the notice of the
required  (a)  27th October ,  at the pri ce of
£ for every £100 of such
of £100 ea. Debentures,  and I agree to accept
the same or  any less amount that
of £200 „ may be allotted to me and to pay
of £500 „ for them, in cash (b), in Brisbane,
on the first day of January, 1874.
Name:
Address :
Date :
The Under Secretary of the Treasury,
Queensland.
(a) It is particularly requested that these blanks be filled up by
the Tenderer.
(b) Or Treasury  Bil ls, as  the case may be.
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NOTICE.-WARWICK POUND.
R. PATRICK  LENIIAN is this  day duly
1 appointed Poundkeeper  for the  district of
Warwick ,  for the ensuing twelve months.
By order  of the  Bench of Magistrates,
GEORGE W. DODWELL,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House, Warwick,
28th October, 1873.
R.  THOMAS RAYMOND was  this day re-ap-
pointed Poundkeeper at Gympie, for the
ensuing twelve  months.
By order of the Bench,
WALTER COMPIGNE, C.P.S.
Police Office Gympie,
17th October, 1873.
Court of Petty Sessions,
Leyburn, 22nd October, 1873.
NOTICE.
R. GEORGE WEEKES has this day been reap-
pointed Poundkeeper at Leyburn, for twelve
months.'
For the Bench of Magistrates,
HENRY BRAMSTON,
Police Magistrate.
NOTICE.
P
OUNDKEEPERS  are requested to take notice that
all  Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements ;  over five shillings ,  must be made by
Post -Office  Order,  or cash; otherwise the advertisements
w il l be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printter.
MACKAY DISTRICT COURT.
IN pursuance of "  The  District  Courts Act of
1867, "  and by authority of the same , I hereby
appoint the day and time hereinafter mentioned for
holding a District Court at the Town of Mackay,
within the Northern District.
Criminal Jurisdiction.
Thursday, 6th Nov., 1873.
Civil Jurisdiction.
Thursday, 6th Nov., 1873.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
20th July, 1873.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Arthur Jenkins,
of Ravenswood ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
hairdresser.
I OTICE is  hereby given, that a Certificate of
-' Discharge,  under the provisions of  " The
Insolvency  Act  of  1864," has been granted by the
aforesaid Court to the above-named Henry Arthur
Jenkins.
Dated this 28th day of October ,  in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
three.
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ROBERTS AND DALY,
Solicitors,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of  Lutwec Werner, late of Tingalpa,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  farmer, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that  after the expira-
N tion of fourteen  days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable  Court, that  Probate  of the Will of
the above -named  Lutwec  Werner, deceased, maybe
granted to Marie  Werner, of  Tingalpa, in the
colony aforesaid ,  widow ,  the sole Executrix named
in the said Wi ll.
Dated  this 30th  day of October,  A.D. 1873.
THOMAS BUNTON,
Proctor for the said Marie Werner,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
741 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the matter of the Insolvency of Ernest  Petersen
and Hugh Cameron Miller, lately trading
together at Copperfield, under the firm of
"Petersen and Miller."
V, OTICE is hereby given, that on the 27th day
i of October instant, a Certificate of Discharge,
under the provisions of  " The Insolvency Act of
1864," was granted to each of us, the above-named
insolvents.
Dated this 30th day of October, A.D. 1873.
740
ERNEST PETERSEN.
H. C. MILLER.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Richard Bambridge
Brooker, of Beenleigh, millwright.
W HEREAS the said Richard Bainbridge
Brooker was, on the 28th day of October, A.D.
1873, adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint
a First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden be-
fore me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 10th day of November, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
Debts against the said Estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent, up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MON DAY, the 8th day of December, A.D.1873, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate, and for such other matters
connected with the Estate as may be required to
be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 1st day of November, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
737 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Richard Thomas
Bellemey, of Brisbane, chemist and druggist.
7
HEREAS the said Richard Thomas Bellemey
r was, on the 27th day of October, A.D. 1873, ad-
judged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MO N DAY, the 3rd day of November, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of Debts against the said Estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required, andalso to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support shall
be made to the insolvent up to the time of passing his
1818
last examination , and whether any and what tools
and wearing apparel  shall be allowed to the Insol-
vent ; and a  Second Public Sitting of the Court, at
the same place , on MONDAY, the 8th day of
December , A.D.1873, to commence at Eleven o'clock,
for the proof of debts  against  the said Estate,
and for such  other matters  connected  with the
'state as may be  required to be brought before the
Court.
Dated at Brisbane , the 1st day of November, A.D.
1  13.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J .  WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
738 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Insolvent Estate of  Thomas M .  M. Crompton,
of Rockhampton ,  contractor.
WHEREAS the  said Thomas  M. M. Crompton
was, on the  27th day of October, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me,
at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the 3rd day of November, A.D. 1873, to
commence at Eleven  o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said  Estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required,  and also  to deter-
mine whether any or what  allowance  for support
shall  be made  to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination ,  and whether any and
what tools  and  wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a econd Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the 8th
day of December, A.n. 1873,  to commence  at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts  against  the said
Estate , and for such other matters connected with
the Estate as may be  required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane , the 30th day of October,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED  J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent  Estate  of Henry Reich, late of
Toowoomba, storekeeper.
W HEREAS the said Henry Reich was, on the
27th day of October, A.D. 1873, ad-
)udged to be  an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden be-
fore me,  at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 3rd day of November, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven o 'clock, for the Proof of
Debts against the said  Estate, and for the election
of a Creditors '  Assignee if required ,  and also to
determine  whether any  or what allowance  for sup-
port shall  be made  to the Insolvent up to the time
of the passing his last examination , and whether
any and what tools and wearing  apparel shall be
all owed to  the Insolvent  ;  and a Second Public
Sitting of  the Court ,  at the  same place ,  on MON-
day, the 8th day of December, s.D. 1873, to com-
mence at 11  o'clock, for the Proof of Debts against
the said Estate ,  and for such other  matters con-
nected with the Estate as may be  required to be
brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane , the 27th day of October,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Assignee,
742 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN  INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Patrick Haslam,
of Toowoomba, storekeeper.
W
HEREAS the said Thomas Patrick Haslam
was, on the 17th day of October, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 8th day of December, A.D. 1873, to com-
mence at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination
of the Insolvent,  and unless  the Court shall other-
wise direct ,  for the Insolvent to make an applica-
tion for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 1st day of November,
A.D. 1873.
Judge.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J .  WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
736
Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolveat Estate of Thomas Macalister, of
Ipswich, laborer.
W HEREAS the  said Thomas Macalister was,
on the 15th day of October, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 8th day of December, •.D.1873,  to commence at
Eleven o clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 30th day of October,  in.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. MISFIN,
Official Assignee.
747
Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Jager, of Rock-
hampton, butcher.
W
HEREAS the said William  Jager was, on the
10th day of September, A.D. 1873, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a third
Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House,  Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 24th day of November, A.D. 1873, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent ,  and unless  the Court  shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 22nd day of October,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
68.6d.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
746 6s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate  of William Sehmisch, of
Monogan Creek, farmer.
WHEREAS the said William Sehmisch was,
on the 13th day of October, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane , on MONDAY,
1819
the 8th day  of December ,  A.D. 1873 ,  to commence at
A Pleven o'clock for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 22nd day of October, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. If. MIsKrN,
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Edward Casey, of Rock-
hampton, publican.
(,;WHEREAS the said Edward Casey was, on
11 the 8th day of September, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the 24th day of November, A.D. 1873, to
commence  at Eleven o'clock, for the last  examina-
tion of the Insolvent,  and unless  the Court shall
otherwise direct, for the Insolvent to make an
application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 22nd day of October, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. MISZIN,
Official Assignee.
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NOTICE.
T
HE Scale of Charges for the insertion of Advertise.
ments in the  Queensland  Government Gazette  ii
v  follows:-
Advertisements  relating to Insolvent  ei Intestate
Estates ,  or Letters  of Administration, 6s. 6d,
each.
Advertisements relating to  Impounded Stock, s.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will hr charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eic-ht lines (or under),
and 3d. for every additional line, allowing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers  are reminded that No ADVERTr7F*.1fN
WILL BE INsamer .P in the  olazete  unlee cecornhuie,i by
a remittance  snL'ieienl; to cover the cost of tic rOrliov
accordin g to the above sccle.
By Order,
JAlii 5 C. BE AL,
1'-nren,rarl Printer.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts:-
£ s. d.
1873.
Oct. 27.-A. Wood ... ... ... 0 3 8
28.-J. Watson ... ... ... 0 9 0
29.-P. Lenihan ... ... ... 0 8 0
30.--J. King ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
30.-J. Moore ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
31.-A. B. Neilson ... ... ... 0 7 6
„ 31.-T. Hunter ... ... ... 0 1 6
1mpaunbingo.
i" Poundkeepers  are reminded that Advertisements
q f Impounded Stock will  be charged  for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no such Adver.
tise,nent  will be inserted  in  the Gazette, unless accom-
panied by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the  cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Canning DownsSouth, on October 18th  1873, by order of T. J.
Howard, Esquire. Damages and driving expenses, 5s.
per head.
One chesnut horse, M over  X  near shoulder, star and
long snip, hind feet white.
One grey horse, like  R sideways and blotched over blotch
brand  near  shoulder, collar and whip marked.
One grey colt, no brand visible.
One dark-bay or brown horse, TL over E near shoulder,
L off rump.
Also, from the Reserve, by order of Mr. Patrick
M'Namara,  on October 18th, 1873.  D riving expenses,
6d. per head.
One black horse, 3K conjoined in circle near shoulder.
One grey entire, M and illegible brand near shoulder ;
damages, £1.
One dark-bay mare, E upside-down off shoulder, (95 ( )
near  shoulder,  star , hind feet white.
Also, from paddock nearWarwick, by order of E. L.
Thornton, Esquire, on October 20th, 1873.
One bay mare, JS over blotch brands near shoulder,
illegible brands off shoulder, off hind heel white,
white spots under saddle.
If not  released  on or before the 25th November, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
P. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
733 8s.
6s. 6d.
I
I
MPOUNDED at Condamine, from Wombo, on the
24th October, 1873, by order of J. C. Montgomery,
Esquire.  Driving, 4s.
One chesnut mare, stripe down face, R over W near
shoulder.
One brown  mare, p0 over H near shoulder; foal at foot.
One chesnut mare, stripe down face, C reversed near
shoulder; foal at foot, branded Y off  rump and
thigh.
If not  released on  or before the 25th November, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JAS. KING, Poundkeeper.
735 3s.
6s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Surat, from Conbango, on the 29th
September, 1873, by order of D. Ross, Esquire.
Driving, 3s. 4d. per head.
One brown horse, blaze down face, hind feet white, RS
over J near shoulder, blotch like 0 off shoulder.
One bay  horse, star , like AG] over -  near  shoulder,
fistula.
One bay mare, hind feet white, ds off shoulder, ay off
thigh ; foal at foot.
One brown  mare, small star , like Ain circle near
shoulder, like CN off shoulder ; foal at foot.
One bay  mare, star , M over ..  over M near  shoulder ;
foal at foot.
One brown  mare, small blaze,  WB like ( p over M
(conjoined) near shoulder.
One brown or bay  mare , W over JP over  like 47 near
shoulder, P+  near  cheek, dock tail.
One black filly, small star, T near shoulder, T near thigh.
One bay colt, small star, like JHB (conjoined) near
shoulder.
If not  released on  or before the 5th November, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
JOS. WATSON, Poundkeeper.
734 9e.
BBIsBANE :
Printed and  Published by JAMES  C.  BEAt,  Government Printer,
William street ,  let November, 1873.
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GOLD FIELDS REGULATIONS.
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by the  Most Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
to wit .  f Marquis of Normanby ,  Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Normanby, and Baron
Mulgrave of Mulgrave ,  all in the County of York, in the Peerage of the
United Kingdom ;  and Baron Mulgrave of New Ross ,  in the County of Wexford,
NORMANBY,  in the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member of Her Majesty's Most Honorable Privy
Governor .  Council, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of  the Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of  " The  Gold Fields  Management  Act"'  (20 Victoria,  No. 29), I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby ,  the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of
the Executive Council, do , by this my  Proclamation ,  establish the following Regulations under
the provisions of the said Act ,  and, except as hereinafter mentioned ,  do cancel all Regulations
previously existing.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane,  this thirty -first day
of October,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
three, and in the thirty-seventh year of Her  Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON  THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PART I.
FORMER REGULATIONS REPEALED.
1. All regulations hitherto in force  for the  management of the gold fields are hereby repealed,
and the foll owing are substituted in lieu thereof - saving all existing rights ,  claims, penalties, and
liabilities acc ru ed ,  incurred ,  or in existence ,  and excepting the regulations of the Gympie Local
Mining Court.
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PART II.
COMMISSIONERS AND ASSESSORS, AND THEIR RESPECTIVE DUTIES AND
POWERS.
Who are Commissioners.
2. The term " The Commissioner," when used in these Regulations, shall be understood to
mean the person who shall have been, or shall be appointed as Commissioner, Sub-Commissioner, or
Assistant Commissioner, on any gold field or portion thereof; and  also to mean  the person who shall
have been appointed on any gold field, or any portion thereof, an officer under section 11 of the
Act 20 Victoria, No. 29, to determine the extent and position of the claim to which each person or
company is entitled under any miner's right , license, or lease, issued under the provisions of the
said Act, and to mark such extent.
Commissioner to  make temporary Rules.
3. The  Commissioner  may at any  time make  such temporary  rules or orders as may be
necessary in any matter  connected  with the gold  fields management not herein  provided for; but
no such rules or orders shall be inconsistent with these  Regulations , or with the Act 20 Victoria,
No. 29.
Commissioner to decide disputes and carry out Regulations.
4. The Commissioner shall carry out these Regulations, and may  exercise all and  singular the
powers conferred on him by the said Act, 20 Victoria, No. 29, and these Regulations, or which may
be necessary to carry the  same  into effect.
Voluntary  arbitration.
5. If any difference or dispute shall arise between miners or other authorised  occupants on
any gold field in reference to the ownership of shares, or auriferous earth or quartz, or to gold, or to
partnership accounts, or any other matters in respect of which the Commissioner has not jurisdiction
by the said Act or these Regulations, the same may be referred to the arbitration and decision of
the Commissioner, with or without  assessors, as hereinafter provided.
Submission to be in writing.
6. Persons wishing the Commissioner to arbitrate any matter must sign a memorandum in the
form or to the effect of the form contained in schedule No. 1 hereto annexed, and if with assessors
their consent to act must be obtained, and they must be named in such memorandum.
After such memorandum is signed, the reference shall not be revocable by either party.
Proceedings thereupon.
7. On such memorandum being signed, it shall be the duty of the Commissioner, or of the
Commissioner  and assessors, as the  case  may be, to proceed to the hearing of such arbitration; and
the Commissioner, or Commissioner  and assessors,  as the case  may require, shall be judges of law
and fact, and their decision, or the decision of the majority of them, shall  be  final, and  may be made
a rule of the Supreme Court on the motion of either party.
PART III.
CLAIMS GENERALLY.
What a Claim  is.
8. The term "claim," whenever used in these Regulations, shall mean the portion of land
which each person or company shall be entitled to occupy, or occupy  and mine  in, by virtue of any
miner's right, business license, or  lease, under the provisions of the Act 20 Victoria, No. 29.
Sow acquired.
9. Any person  desirous  of becoming possessed of a claim shall proceed to  take possession  thereof
by fixing in the ground  at each corner  of the claim,  or as  near to  each corner of the claim as may
be, a peg or post projecting above the surface  not less  than two (2) feet, and  set in  1_ trenches
four feet long and six inches deep, along each boundary line, and such  possession shall be deemed a
prima facie  title to any such  claim. All such pegs or posts shall be kept distinctly  visible, and no
person shall remove,  injure,  or conceal the same.
To be registered.
10. Within  a reasonable  time after  taking possession of a claim , as provided in the  last preceding
clause, the person  or persons so taking possession shall cause  a description thereof to be  furnished to
the Commissioner, who shall thereupon cause the same to be  registered  in a book to be kept by him
for that purpose.
Claimholder's rights.
11. The owner of  any claim of  whatever  description  shall be entitled to all  auriferous deposits
within the perpendicular of the pegs  uniting the surface boundaries  thereof,  and shall not, by virtue
of any such  claim,  have a right to follow  a vein, reef, lead, or underlay beyond  such boundaries.
Mode of acquiring  claim  previously  worked.
12. When a claim  or share in a claim has  been abandoned ,  or has  been forfeited for non-com-
pliance  with these Regulations  or otherwise,  applications  for the  same may be made to the Commis.
sioner, who may, immediately or at a convenient time, inquire into the fact of abandonment or for-
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eiture,  and hear all objections that may be made to the application,  and may, according to the
nets, either allot the same to the applicant, or refuse his application. If the application be granted,
the Commissioner shall make an entry of the case in a register to be kept by him, and put the appli-
cant in possession of the claim or share in a claim so allotted to him.
Marking o,$'  too much ground.
13. Any miner or miners marking off more ground than is allowed under these Regulations
shall be liable to have the extra ground so marked pegged off at either end of the claim, at the
option of the Commissioner.
Working claims  what  considered sufficient.
14. A claim shall be considered as "effectively and continuously worked" when six hours'  bona
fide  work is performed thereon,  or in  connection therewith, by the complement of miners required by
these rules on every day except Saturday, when four hours' work only is required.
Forfeiture for not  working.
15. All claims ,  except where otherwise provided ,  not specially exempted from work ,  shall,
within forty -eight hours after possession is taken thereof ,  be effectually and continuously  worked;
and thereafter any claim or share in a claim shall be liable to forfeiture if it remain unworked or
unrepresented for a longer period than two consecutive days, or four days in all in any one
calendar month .  Provided that no miner shall forfeit his interest in any claim if employed
away from the claim at any necessary work in connection with it, or if his absence be caused through
attendance at a court of justice or local court ,  or through a general cessation from work from rain
or floods ,  or if the days be the days of nomination or polling for members of Parliament, or for
holding the local court for the district, or on any of the following days : Good Friday, 23rd
December to 4th January ,  both inclusive ,  and any other day publicly proclaimed  a holiday by the
Commissioner.
Exemption  from  working.
16. The Commissioner may issue a certificate of exemption from working for not more than
one month,  renewable at his discretion,  in cases where he is satisfied either that the person claiming
exemption is incapacitated from working by sickness,  or that the breaking-down or absence of
machinery,  or superabundance or want of water justifies such exemption,  and the Commissioner shall
hear and determine any objection to granting or renewing such certificate.
• Number of  claims which may  be held.
17. Any bolder  of a miner's right may hold any number  of claims or  shares  in claims,
provided that such  claims  or shares  in claims are  duly worked by employees holding  miners'  rights.
Number of  men required.
18. All prospecting claims (not otherwise specially provided for), and all other mining'
claims  whatsoever, except ordinary alluvial claims to the extent of one man's ground, must be
worked by at least two miners until payable gold is found, after which it must be worked full-
handed. What is payable gold shall be determined by the Commissioner.
Rules for  amalgamation  of  claims.
19. When difficulties  in working adjoining claims are occasioned  by water or otherwise,
they may, with the Commissioner' s consent,  be amalgamated. The same number of miners shall
be employed  on an amalgamated claim as was  required for the claims of which it consists before
amalgamation.  The Commissioner shall record  every such  amalgamation  in a book to be kept by
him.
Unworked  claims.
20. Any claim  or share in a claim not  worked, occupied, or exempted, shall be held to be
abandoned.
Public  interests  protected.
21. No claim will be allowed in any position where the working and occupation thereof would
be injurious to the public interests i and no person or persons will  be  allowed to sink or drive
within ten feet of any road, race, or tunnel.
Sludge and waterholes.
22. No miner shall dig,  out  into, or undermine the banks of any hole or excavation con-
taining sludge or water, in such a manner as  thereby to  cause damage to any claim ,  waterhole, dam,
bank, drain ,  roadway, engine, machine ,  or to any substance containing gold, the property of any
miner or miners.
Transfers.
23. The holder  or holders of a claim or share in a claim may transfer the same ,  with consent
of the Commissioner,  on payment of a fee  of two  shillings and sixpence.
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PART IV.
ALLUVIAL CLAIMS.
ORDINARY CLAIMS.
Size and shape  of claim.
24. Each ordinary claim,  in alluvial diggings ,  shall be marked off in a rectangular form-
The dimensions of claims shall be as follows
feet. feet.
For one miner
... ... ... ... ... ... 40 x 40
two „ ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 50 x 80
three ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 50 x 100
four „ ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 60 x 120
A boundary wall of one foot in thickness shall be left between each separate claim,  which shall be
the property of the Government,  and must not be interfered with ,  except by consent of all parties
interested.
Numbers in party.
25. In no case shall a party in alluvial ground consist of more than four  (4) men,  except in
cases of amalgamation.
Claims in abandoned ground.
26. The extent of claims in any locality which has been tried or worked and abandoned
shall, with the sanction of the Commissioner,  be double the length of ordinary alluvial claims.
PROTECTION AREA.
How obtained  and renewed.
27. Any miner  or miners  prospecting for alluvial gold may take  possession and mark off
an area of ground double the length and width of an ordinary  alluvial claim; and on registering
such claim may obtain from the  Commissioner  a certificate that the  same  is held  for prospecting
purposes for a time to be named in such certificate. The Commissioner may renew  such certi-
ficate from time to time for any period not exceeding two months.
Effect of certificate.
28. The Commissioner' s certificate  under the last preceding clause shall enable the person
or persons  in whose favor it is granted to hold such area, which shall be called  a protection
area, for  prospecting purposes, until the discovery of payable gold therein, and so long  thereafter as
the Commissioner may see fit to enable him or them to choose, mark off, and register such pros-
pecting or reward claim, or ordinary  claim,  as he or they may be entitled  to under these
Regulations.
PROSPECTOR'S OR REWARD CLAIMS.
Commissioner to allot to discoverers.
29. The Commissioner shall proceed to the site of any new discovery  as soon as possible,
and may, in his discretion,  grant  or renew protection  under clause  27, or allot to the discoverer
or discoverers a prospector's or reward  claim  ; and the discoverers shall have the first choice of
-ground.
Size of such  claims.
30. The size of a prospector's or reward claim under the last preceding rule shall not exceed
the following  scale :-
Feet. Feet.
At a distance from any payable ground previously worked,
over  one mile and under 20 miles . .. ... ... 100 X. 100
Over 20 miles ... ... ... ... ... ... 300 x 200
Restriction  of reward if gold  not reported.
31. Any miner discovering new diggings,  and neglecting to report the  finding of gold as
soon as possible,  shall not be entitled to more than one ordinary claim on the ground discovered by
him.
PART V.
RIVER AND  CREEK CLAIMS.
Definition.
32. " River claim  " shall  mean alluvial  ground in the bed  or watercourse of a river.
"Creek claim"  shall mean alluvial ground  in the bed  or watercourse  of a creek.
Extent.
33. The extent of an ordinary claim shall be as follows :-Fifty (50) feet of frontage
for each  miner , not exceeding six (6) men in one party, will be allowed in the beds of rivers
or main creeks running across the whole bed, unless the Commissioner deem the river or creek of
such a breadth as to render a division desirable, in which case he will determine the division.
When from a superabundance of water or other cause such claims cannot be worked, they may be
exempted from work, but will be liable to forfeiture if the occupation  is not resumed as soon as
practicable.
Flood race.
34. Every holder  of a claim  in a river or creek shall form  and maintain  a sufficient flood
race through or past such  claim,  and shall be entitled to  maintain the natural  level at the head of
his claim, provided no prior right be injured thereby.
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PART VI.
QUARTZ REEFS.
Definition.
35. The term 11 reef  "  shall be taken to mean a seam of quartz or any substance containing
gold  other than alluvial.
ORDINARY CLAIMS.
Extent.
36. The extent allowed for each miner in an ordinary quartz claim shall be a parcel of land
measuring  forty (40) feet along the supposed line of reef, or parallel thereto, by a width of three
hundred (300) feet. The width of all ordinary claims must be marked off at right angles to the
base line  on  or o such base line, at the option of the claimholders. N.B.-See bottom of page.
Number of  claim, &c., to be  posted.
37. In all quartz claims, the names of the shareholders, together with the dates and
numbers of their miners' rights under which such claim is held, as also the name of the reef upon
which it is situated and the number of the claim, must be registered in a book to be kept by the
Commissioner,  and a  copy of the entry  must always  be kept posted  on some conspicuous  part of the
claim.
Tunnelling.
38. Any miner or party of miners prospecting may cut a tunnel for a reef,  and twenty
feet in width along the entire length of such tunnel shall be allowed as a protection for the same,
outside the boundary of their reef claim, such tunnel not to exceed one thousand yards in length ;
and they will be farther protected in being allowed to hold a share of three hundred (300) feet
square at the mouth of the tunnel on which to deposit quartz or other substances taken from the
tunnel or claim ; and if a payable reef is struck in the tunnel they shall be entitled to a reward
-claim under clause  45 of  this section.
Alluvial ground in quartz reefs.
39. Where an alluvial deposit is found in quartz claims, working the alluvial deposit
shall not be considered working the quartz claim, which must be worked in terms of these regula-
tions irrespective of the labor employed on the alluvial deposit; and no person shall be allowed
to work alluvial deposits in a quartz claim without the consent of the holder.
Partition walls.
40. A wall of three feet thick shall be maintained between adjoining claims, to be con-
sidered the property of the Government. Whenever any miner, in marking off a new claim,
shall have neglected to leave the proper space for partition walls, the Commissioner shall deduct
the necessary length from the claims last marked off, and assign it as 'a wall between such claim
and the adjoining claims first marked; and in like manner, when any miner or miners shall
have marked off more than a proper share of the wall, the Commissioner may curtail such excess,
and assign it to the holders of the claim first marked, or if he deems it advisable, may order the
boundary posts of the  claim last  marked to be removed to their proper position.
PROTECTION AREAS.
How allotted.
41. On any unoccupied quartz reef or vein, a protection prospecting area can be taken up
as in alluvial ground. The protection area, allowed shall  be double  the length of a reward
claim along the course of the reef allowed under clause 45 of these Regulations, by a width of 400
feet, for each member of the party,  not exceeding six.
Prospecting .- Discovery  of gold  to be reported.
42. Upon the finding of a gold-bearing reef within any protection area, the miner must,
without any delay ,  report such discovery to the Commissioner ,  who, as soon as possible ,  shall proceed
to lay down the line or supposed line of reef ,  and mark off the prospector 's claim at right angles
thereto ,  and allot the claims thereon according to the priority of occupation ,  and duly enter particulars
thereof in a book to be kept by him for the purpose, a copy of which entry shall be posted on the
ground .  No work shall  be  commenced until the Commissioner has laid out the claims ,  nor shall
any miner be entitled to ground he may have marked off previous to the arrival of the Commissioner.
N.B.-In striking  a right angle ,  this simple  rule of 3, 4, and 5, may be adopted by Commissioners who
are  not surveyors , thus :-
so
30
Base Line.
40
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Neglecting to report gold.
43. Any quartz prospector discovering gold, and neglecting to report the same to the  Com-
missioner  within six (6 )  working days thereafter,  unless he shall satisfy the Commissioner that
sufficient reasonable cause existed for such neglect,  shall not be entitled to more than his ordinary
claim.
Reef  to be proved.
44. Before any prospecting reward claim is granted, the Commissioner must be satisfied
that the claim contains gold.
REWARD CLAIM.
How allotted.
45. As a reward for the discovery of gold in any new locality, whether in a proclaimed gold
field or not, the party discovering the same shall be entitled to a claim of one hundred and twenty
(120) feet, if within five miles of any known working reef ; and if beyond five  miles, a claim of two
hundred and forty (210) feet on the line of reef by a width of three hundred (300) feet over and
above the ordinary  claims.
Water in old shafts or openings.
46. The owner or owners of any quartz mine or mines having thereon disused shafts or
openings, on receipt of a complaint in writing to the effect that the water contained in such
shafts or holes is injurious to adjoining  claims , will be required to have the  same  baled out, and to
take measures to prevent the accumulation of surface water; and whenever the Commissioner shall
decide that night and day baling is requisite, all miners who have struck water will be required to
bale out such water every day and night, until it be exhausted or the claim abandoned. Non-
compliance with this regulation will render the share or the shares of the party liable to
forfeiture.
PART VII.
AURIFEROUS LEASES.
How applied for.
47. Persons desirous of obtaining leases for gold mining purposes, under sec. 6 of the said
Act, 20 Vic., No. 29, must apply for the  same  in the form contained in schedule No. 2 hereto
annexed,  and subject to the following regulations:-
(1.) The area applied for shall not exceed 25 acres.
(2.) The term shall not exceed 10 years.
(3.) The rental shall be at the rate of £2 per acre per annum, or for any part of an acre.
(4.) The applicants shall, at the time of their application, post a notice in the form of the
schedule No. 3, hereto annexed, on a conspicuous part of the claim, and at the Com-
missioner's office, and, when practicable, in the local newspaper or  Government
Gazette, and shall duly mark the ground.
(5.) Each application must be signed by the party or parties applying for the lease,
or by accredited agents, and must be accompanied by a sketch plan, executed by a
surveyor, defining the position of the land applied for.
(6.) On gold fields where a mining surveyor has been appointed by the Government,
the applicant shall, within three months after lodging the application, furnish to the
Commissioner a plan in duplicate and description showing the boundaries of the land
as actually surveyed, and marked by the mining surveyor. Where no mining surveyor
has been appointed, such plan and description shall be lodged within six months after
application; but the Gold Commissioner shall have power to recommend further
extensions of three months on such gold fields. The plan and description of an
auriferous lease shall be executed in accordance with the general directions issued.
by the Government.
(7.) In cases where the Government have appointed  a mining  surveyor to act within the
limits of any proclaimed gold field or district, all surveys for auriferous leases shall only
be executed by such mining surveyor, and the fees, according to the following schedule,
shall be deposited with the applications for leases :-
SCHEDULE.
Survey of Land applied for as Auriferous Lease.
£ s.
For 1 acre  and under  ... ... ... ... ... ...  2 0
„ 5 acres „ ... ... ... ... .. . ...  3 10
„ 10 ... ... ... 5 0
15 ... ... ... ... ... ... 6 10
20 „ .. .. ... ... ... 7 10
For any area exceeding  20 acres, as  by special  arrangement.
For Traverse Connection Lines, at per mile ... ... ... 1 15
For Survey of Underground Workings,  at per diem... 5 5
For travelling  expenses  of Mining Surveyor, for every mile
or part of a mile from the Mining Surveyor's Office,
after the first three  miles, at per mile one  way ... ... 0 4
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(8.) In all cases where the land is so available, the area applied for shall be rectangular,
and its length shall not exceed twice its breadth ; but when, owing to the positions of
adjoining boundaries or natural features, regular rectangular areas are not available,
any intervening or irregular shaped pieces of land may be applied for, and leases of
such pieces may be granted by the Government.
(9.) Each application must set forth the nature of the machinery to be used, and describe
the proposed method of working the claim, and the number of men the applicant
proposes to employ, within a stated period.
(10.) Each application must he accompanied by a deposit of £5 5s. towards the first year's
rent, together with the survey fees when required under paragraph seven (7) of
this regulation, which deposit of rent and survey fees shall be forfeited, should the lease,
when approved, not be taken out. In the event of the application being refused, the
deposit of £5 5s. only will be returned.
(11.) On approval of any lease, the balance of rent shall be paid within three months,
otherwise the application for lease will be cancelled, and the land be again open to
selection under the gold regulations.
Commissioner to record application.
48. The Gold Commissioner shall record each application for an auriferous lease in a book to be
kept by him, but he shall not submit a recommendation for the issue of any lease until after the
,ground applied for has been surveyed and described by a duly licensed or mining surveyor, and
correct plans and descriptions have been lodged in his office.
Commissioner to report.
49. The Commissioner shall report on each application to the Government, and in such report
shall specify whether, in his opinion, the lease should be granted or not; and whether it interferes
with the rights of any claimholders already in occupation of the land proposed to be leased, or any
part thereof ; and if he recommends that the same should be granted, he shall report what number
of men, or what machinery should be employed.
Interim working until lease granted.
50. Pending the decision of the Government, the Commissioner may authorise the applicant
for a lease temporarily to work the ground applied for at his own risk.
Exemption from work pending decision.
51. From the date of the application being lodged with the Commissioner until the decision
of the Government is made known, the ground applied for shall be held for the applicant-the same
to be worked half-handed at least by such number of men as the Commissioner shall direct; but
when intimation has been given that the application has been granted, the ground shall, within one
month, be effectually and continuously worked. A failure to comply with this clause will entail
forfeiture, whether the lease has issued or not.
Sanction to races.
52. The Commissioner may sanction the cutting of any race or the performance of any other
operation necessary for the profitable working of any claim under lease, although such race or
other operation may not be executed upon the ground actually leased. Provided that such sanction
be not prejudicial to the public or private interests.
Lessee entitled to all gold found.
53. Leases issued under these Regulations shall entitle the lessees to the absolute right to
and interest in all gold in and upon the lands leased, to the exclusion of all other parties.
Exemption from work.
54. Upon good  cause  being shown, the Minister in charge of the Mining Department may
authorise the exemption from work of a gold lease for any period not exceeding six months.
How applied for.
55. Any application for such registration must be made through the Gold Commissioner,
who shall forward it, with his report, to the Minister at the head of the Mining Department
for decision.
Commissioner may exempt for short time.
56. The Commissioner may, if he think fit, on his own responsibility, authorise the exemp-
tion from work of a gold lease for one month, on good cause being shown ; but in this event the
Commissioner  shall report his reasons to the Minister at the head of the Mining Department.
Transfers.
57. Leases may be transferred in the form annexed (schedule No. 4) upon payment of a fee
of one  guinea.
Forfeiture of lease.
58. In all  cases  the number of men specified in the  lease shall  be kept constantly employed
on the lands  demised during the usual working hours, under penalty of forfeiture of the lease upon
due inquiry by the Commissioner, and approval of the Minister at the head of the Department,
unless the  lease  has been exempted from work. Any other infraction of the conditions  of a lease
shall also involve  the forfeiture thereof.
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Date. 0
59. All leases granted under these Regulations shall commence from a date to be fixed by the
Governor.
Current leases.
60. These Regulations shall not affect leases now in existence.
PART VIII.
LICENSES IN LIEU OF LEASES.
May be  granted.
61. Persons not willing to wait until the arrangements for a formal lease can be completed
may apply to the Commissioner,  and obtain from him a license  (Schedule No. 5 hereto annexed),.
to work any ground for any term not exceeding twelve months.
How applied for.
62. The mode of applying for the same shall be, as far as possible, the same as for leases;
but the Commissioner may, in the absence of a surveyor, waive the plan and description required
to accompany applications for leases and the deposit and survey fees, but the rent must be payable in
advance.
Effect thereof.
63. Such license shall have the effect of a lease, and be subject to all the regulations as to
leases herein contained.
Not to prejudice an application for lease.
64. Any person holding a license shall not thereby be precluded from applying for a lease of
the same ground if he see fit, but on a lease being issued such license shall cease to have effect.
PART IX.
THE USE OF WATER.
Water privilege.
65. Water privilege shall be taken  to mean the  right to convey by means  of a race a
specified quantity of water to any locality. The water privilege is to be considered distinct from
the ground claim, and may be held in connection with fresh claims.
Races.
66. The Commissioner may grant water privileges, if, in his opinion, the public interests will
not thereby be injured. Previous to any such privilege being granted, the party applying must post
notice of his intention so to do for fourteen days previously on some conspicuous part of the locality
to which his application refers. Water privileges shall be granted subject to the condition that the
water shall be allowed to return to the ordinary channel, whenever the Commissioner shall so
direct. Persons wishing to divert water from races for the purpose of tomming or sluicing, may be
permitted to use the surplus water on payment to the proprietors of any such race, such sum as may
be determined by the Commissioner and assessors, as prescribed in the Act 20 Vic., No. 29. Surplus
water shall be taken to mean all water in excess of the extent of water privilege.
.  Dams ,  reservoirs ,  or wells.
67. Persons desirous of constructing dams or reservoirs for washing gold, may apply to
the Commissioner, who may, if no objection exists, grant the requisite permission. The water con-
tained in such reservoirs or dams, or in any wells, sunk for domestic purposes, with the consent of
the Commissioner, shall be reserved for the exclusive use of the holders. Where, however, any
dam or reservoir interferes with the working of the bed of a river or creek, or obstructs the supply
of water for domestic purposes,  such dam or reservoir, if the  Commissioner so direct,  shall be tem-
porarily lowered by the owner.
Priority  of right.
68. Water rights shall take precedence according to the date of registration; and if at any
time the supply of water should become insufficient,  the party or company last registered shall cease
to enjoy such right during such deficiencies of water,  as against any antecedent registry.
Water  in beds of  rivers, &c.
69. In all river beds and creeks  from which  water is diverted for mining purposes, there
shall be left a supply sufficient in the judgment of the Commissioner,  for the general use of the
residents in the locality.
Protection of water races.
70. All water races shall be protected throughout their entire length for a space of ten (10)
feet on  cacti  side,  measuring from the centre thereof, provided that the space so protected may be
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,-opined on, on payment to the raceholder of a sufficient compensation, to be determined, in case of
dispute, by a Commissioner  and assessors, or by providing beforehand an equally good race in lieu
thereof.
Tailing  not to'be thrown  so as  to obstruct rivers, &c.
71. Persons mining or crushing or washing in the bed or on the banks of any main creek or
river shall not deposit any soil, stones, tailings, or other substances in the bed of such creek or river
which may obstruct the flow of water or divert the course thereof.
PART X.
BUSINESS RESIDENCE AND MACHINERY AREAS.
Allotments to be marked  for  Business  Licenses.
72. Where a  new gold field has been discovered,  and an influx of population may be expected
the main street and any necessary cross streets at right angles thereto shall  be  marked off by the
direction of the Commissioner or other officer in a convenient situation,  but one not  likely to be
auriferous.  The course of such main street shall be in a straight line, and the same shall be one
chain and a half wide. The mining surveyor or other officer acting under the Commissioner shall
mark the allotments for business premises along such street or streets ; and after such site has been
marked off, it shall be reserved for holders of business licenses only ,  and the mining surveyor or
other officer shall, as soon as conveniently  may be, also lay off  suitable sites and reserves for public
purposes.
Where there  is  no mining surveyor.
73. When  any mining surveyor or officer aforesaid shall lay off a line of street,  no holder of
a miner's right or business license shall take possession of or occupy any allotment on such street
until the same is  properly  surveyed and marked off by the mining surveyor or other officer aforesaid;
but  when there shall be no mining surveyor or other  officer duly  appointed competent to make such
survey, then the Commissioner or other officer  duly appointed  may permit the holder of the business
license to mark off and occupy the said allotment until a proper survey can be made ; always
provided the width of one chain and a half is everywhere reserved for the main street.
Business  area,  extent of.
74. Any holder  of a business license may take possession of a business area,  on any line of
street laid off under Regulation 72, and shall be entitled to sixty-six (66) feet frontage to such
street, by a width of one hundred and sixty -five (165 )  feet; corner allotments to have their full back
measurement  to any  cross street.
Occupation  of business area.
75. If at the  expiration  of twenty (20) working  days from the date of  registry of a business
area, the same shall not  have  been improved to a value of not less than  (10 pounds),  the Commis-
sioner may,  on application,  declare the same abandoned.
Transfer of business  license.
76. The holder of a business license may,  with the consent of the Commissioner,  transfer the
same by memorandum on the face thereof to any person to be named thereon, on payment of a fee
,of two shillings and sixpence.
To exhibit same.
77. Every person in occupation of a business area must keep his business license exhibited
in a frame on some part of the business premises,  in such a position that persons passing by or doing
business on such premises may see and inspect the same.
Residence area.
78. Any holder of a miner's right shall be entitled to occupy, for the purpose of residence,
any area not exceeding sixty-six (66) feet by one hundred and sixty-five (165) feet. Provided that
no residence  area  shall be taken up on the line of any street, or without the consent of the holder
thereof, upon any claim.
Quartz crushing area.
79. Any  person erecting quartz cru shing machinery,  shall be entitled to an area not
-exceeding three  (3) acres, such area not to include any portion of a mining or business tenement.
Puddling machine area.
80. Any person erecting a puddling machine, shall be entitled to an area of one hundred and
twenty (120) feet, by one hundred and twenty (120) feet; such area not to include any portion of a
mining or business tenement.
Areas  to be registered.
81. All business,  residence,  and machinery areas must,  where practicable ,  be registered with
the Registrar on or before  the day  on which the same are  occupied  or taken possession of, and until
so registered, they will not be  recognised  or protected. All boundaries should be defined by four (4)
substantial corner pegs,  firmly placed  in the ground ,  and standing  eighteen  inches above it.
Prevention  of nuisances.
82. All  persons occupying sites, either for business or residence,  shall keep  them  in a proper
state of cleanliness,  and make and maintain the necessary drains, and keep them clear and free
from every  obstruction,  so that the same shall in nowise  be or become  an annoyance or a nuisance.
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Protection of areas. I
83. The owner of any residence area upon which there is a dwelling-house, or the holder of
any business site or puddling machine area upon which there are improvements to the value of £10,
or machinery area upon  which there  are improvements  to the ' value  of £100, may  leave the same
unoccupied for three calendar months without rendering such holding liable to be  considered
abandoned, if he shall have obtained from the Commissioner a protection registration for that length
of time, and shall post a  copy of the  certificate of such registration on some conspicuous part of the
holding.
Gold deposits.
84. The holders of business residences and machinery areas will not be entitled, as such, to
mine  thereon.
PART XI.
MISCELLANEOUS REGULATIONS.
Shafts near  roads  to be fenced.
85. Any miner or miners who may sink a shaft or hole within ten feet of any roadway, foot-
path, or crossing, in ordinary use, shall, if the  same is not  filled in, securely log or enclose by a
fence four feet high, the same, and no person shall remove or destroy such logs or fence.
Buildings, etc., to be removed.
86. When any dwelling-house, tent, stable, or other erection shall have been placed so as to
cause public inconvenience, the Commissioner may order the removal of the same.
Compensation.
87. When any land occupied for any public purpose, or held by any authorised occupant,
or which is occupied by any building or machinery, or connected with mining operations, or
used as a garden, or occupied by any waterbole, drain, race, reservoir, roadway, or site for stacking
quartz, tailings, or auriferous earth, or any other mineral product, shall be proved to be auriferous,
it may be mined upon, provided the miner or miners intending to mine thereon shall, before breaking
ground or commencing work, compensate the owner or owners thereof, for any loss, damage, or
injury that maybe sustained by him or them in consequence thereof. Such compensation, in case of
dispute, shall be determined in the manner prescribed by the Act 20 Victoria, No. 29.
Roads through  claims.
88. No miner or miners shall have power to prevent public traffic across any part of a claim.
Felling of  trees across a road.
89. Persons who may fell or cause to be felled, any tree across or upon any road, footpath, or
crossing-place,  claim,  water-race,  tailrace, or channel, in common use,  shall remove or cause such tree
to be removed within twelve hours after the same has been felled, or notice of such obstruction
given, by any person inconvenienced or injured thereby.
Tunnels or tramways.
90. Any person cutting a tunnel or forming a road or tramway for the greater convenience of
working a claim, may hold possession of the same, together with a wall of ten (10) feet on each side
thereof, provided the same does not impede the working of the  claim  of any other person, or obstruct
any road in ordinary use.
Removing slabs from abandoned ground.
91. No person other than the owners may remove slabs from any shaft until one calendar
month after the claim shall have been abandoned; and all abandoned shafts must be filled up as the
slabs are removed, or secured against accident to the satisfaction of the Commissioner.
Erection of machinery.
92. No machinery of any description beyond the appliances for ordinary gold washing, shall
be erected on any gold field without the sanction of the Commissioner. Applications for permission
to erect any machine used for gold washing must be made in writing to the Commissioner.
Sanction will in no case be given until it has been shown to the satisfaction of the Commissioner
that a notice of the intended application has been posted for six (6) clear days, on the spot on
which it is proposed to erect such machinery, and also at the Commissioner's office. To prevent
any injurious deposit of sludge from any machine, a condition will be attached to the sanction for
its erection, that the owner shall at any time, on pain of suspension of operations, dispose of the
sludge in such manner as the Commissioner shall direct. The Commissioner may, if he thinks fit,
demand that a plan and description of the area applied for shall be furnished to him, duly executed
by a licensed or mining surveyor. All disputes to be decided under the Act 20 Viet., No. 29.
Names of prospectors discovering gold fields to be registered.
93. To facilitate the recognition of claims of discoverers of new gold fields to any rewards
that may be granted by Government, all prospectors (who may consider themselves the discoverers)
are required to register with the Commissioner or officer of the district at the time of reporting the
discovery, the names, occupations, and residences of all persons who are sharers therein, with the
date of the discovery and description of the locality.
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Loss of miner's right, &c.
94. When  any person loses the miner's right, certificate,  or transfer  ticket, by virtue of
which he holds  any mining share or  portion  of a share, he may make  a declaration  of such loss before
the Commissioner in the  form in  the schedule No. 6, annexed hereto; and the Commissioner shall, for
all purposes connected with the transfer of such interest, receive such declaration in lieu of the sni
miner's right, certificate,  or transfer  ticket.
Auriferous earth, quartz,  etc., may be stacked.
95. Any person shall be at liberty to hold possession of any quartz,  stone , or other  substance
containing  gold, that may have been stacked by him, or of which he may be the owner, provided
that the same shall be stacked or stored upon a claim in the occupation of such person or owner. If
stacked on unoccupied ground, he shall give notice to the Registrar of having done so, and the
Registrar shall thereupon register the title of the person to such quartz, stone, or other substance,
and such registration shall be made for any period not exceeding twelve calendar months, and the
owner shall  cause  a notice of such registration to be legibly written or painted on a board or metal
plate, which shall be posted and kept posted upon the stack or stone, and no person shall remove any
substance  so stacked and registered in accordance with this regulation without the consent of the
registered  owner of the same; but should such owner neglect to give notice, and obtain registration
as aforesaid , or otherwise fail to comply with the provisions of this regulation, or neglect or fail to
remove the same  within the period of twelve ( 12) months as aforesaid , such auriferous  substance
shall be  deemed to be abandoned, and may be taken possession of by any other person who shall
lawfully  take  possession  of the ground upon which such auriferous  substance  may have been  stacked.
Penalty for breach.
96. Any  infraction  or breach of these  Regulations  which is not herein otherwise specially
provided for, may be dealt with in the manner prescribed in the thirty-second clause of the Act 20
Victoria, No. 29.
Fees.
97. All  fees, and all other moneys paid to the Commissioners under  the Act 20 Viet., No.
29, and these Regulations ,  shall be paid into the general revenue.
PART XII.
SCHEDULES.
SCHEDULE No. 1.
Arbitration.
IN the matter of arbitration under the Gold Fields Regulations, between
and
To the  Gold Commissioner.
Take notice that, under the provisions  of the Gold  Fields Regulations ,  a dispute, difference ,  or question ,  has arisen
between and . under the foll owing circumstances :-
And take notice that under the provisions of the Gold Fields Regulations require you to take such action
as may be necessary  to settle, adjust, or decide upon, and arbitrate such dispute, difference, or question.
As witness  hand and seal at this day of 187
SCHEDULE No. 2.
Application for Auriferous Lease.
PURSUANT to the provisions of the Act and of the Regulations estab li shed
thereunder
do hereby apply for a lease of situated on the
Gold  Fields  (which is more particularly described in the annexed Schedule, and the Surveyor 's plan and description
herewith ),  for the purpose of mining for gold ,  and hereby tender the sum of as deposit,
in accordance with the existing Regulations.
t
Given under hand, this day of A.D. 187
To the Gold Commissioner,
Received from
being the amount of deposit on application for auriferous lease.
the sum of
Gold Field.
Gold Commissioner.
• "I" or " We ,"  all names to be  given in full.
t Here follows  signature of applicant .  Applications should always be signed by the applicant or applicants, or by his or their
accredited agents.
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Schedule  to accompany  application for Auriferous Lease.
Situation  and Boundaries of the
ground applied for.
Area or The term or Number of
length of period for men  pro-
riverbed  or which the posed to be
quartz reef . g ro und is employed,
required.  and when.
Information on the following head to be subjoined:-
if the application  is made by an association or company,,
the constitution of the association or company bywhich the 1
ground will be worked ,  the number of shares ,  and the lj
names of the shareholders.
* Applicant to  sign here.
Machinery to be used, and pro posed method of
working the claim, also the extent and nature of the
preparatory work.
SCHEDULE No. 3.
Notice of Application.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undersigned, have made application this day for a Lease under the Gold Fields
Regulations of ground known as containing acres roods
perches commencing
As witness  hand  and seal at  this day of 187 .
SCHEDULE No. 4.
Transfer of Auriferous Lease.
KNOW all  men by these presents that proprietors of auriferous lease
No. known as on the Gold Field ,  commencing at
and containing acres roods perches, do hereby transfer and assign
all right, title, and interest in the said  lease to
and hereby request that this transfer may be registered at the office of the Minister for Works, and at the office
of the Gold Commissioner for the Gold Fields accordingly.
In witness whe re of have he re unto set hand and seal this day of
187
Signature  of l
Transferror
Signed, sealed ,  and deli vered by the said
in my presence.
J. P.
or  Commissioner of the Supreme Court.'
SCHEDULE No. 5.
Form of License.
This license entitles to hold possession  of and mine the claim mentioned at the
foot hereof for the term of . This document  is granted under the  Gold F ields Regulations
proclaimed in the  Government G azette  on  ,  and is subject in all re spects to these Regula•
i tions.
Dated this day of 187
o U° Commissioner.
e+3 We, the above -named miners ,  accept  the above li cense, and agree to abide  by the Gold Fields
Regulations  above-mentioned ,  and to be bound thereby  in respect to this license and our claim
b m hereunder.
Miners.
:b
.u -
aa o.
S
Description  of Claim.
SCHEDULE No. 6.
Loss of  Miner's Bight, Certifccate, or Transfer  Ticket.
To the Gold  Commissioner,
I, do hereby  solemnly and since re ly declare that I have lost my
No. by virtue of which I hold
and request that for the purposes of transfer of the said this declaration may be received in lieu
of the said lost
As witness my hand and seal at this day of 187
By Authority  :  JAMES 0 .  Baer,  Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
SUPPLEMENT
TO THE
QUEENSLAND
obnnment t!%aette
OF SATURDAY, 1ST NOVEMBER, 1873.
PUBLISHED  BY AUTHORITY.
ITOL. XIV.] SATURDAY, 8TH NOVEMBER, 1873. [No. 10.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 4th November, 1873.
iT IS Exce llency the Governor has been pleased
JJ1 to direct the subjoined Despatches, with
their respective Enclosures ,  received  from the
Secretary of State for the Colonies, to be published
for general information.
A. H. PALMER.
1.
[CIRCULAR.]
COPY of A TREATY BETWEEN  HER MAJESTY AND
THE KIN G  OF DENMARK  FOR THE MUTUAL
S URRENDER OF FUGITIVE CRIMINALS.
Downing  street,
9th July, 1873.
Sia,-I  have the honor to transmit to you, for
publication in the Colony under your government,
a copy of a Treaty between Her Majesty and the
King of Denmark for the mutual surrender of
fugitive Criminals,  as well as a  copy of the Order
in Council of the 26th June last, for carrying into
effect that Treaty.
I have, &c.,
KIMBERLEY.
The Officer Administering the
Government of Queensland.
AT THE COURT AT WINDSOR,
The 26th day of June, 1873.
PRESENT :
The Queen's Most Excellent Majesty in Council.
Whereas by an Act of Parliament made and
passed in the Session  of Parliament holden in the
thirty-third and thirty-fourth years of the reign of
Her present Majesty, mtituled "  An Act, for Amend-
ing the  law  relating  to the - xtraditionof Criminals,"
it was amongst other things enacted , that where an
arrangement has been made  with any foreign State
with respect to the surrender to such State of any
fugitive criminals ,  Her Majesty  may, by Order in
Council ,  direct that the said  Act shall apply in the
case of such foreign State  ;  and that Her  Majesty
may, by the  same  or any subsequent Order, limit the
operation of the Order ,  and' restrict the same to
fugitive  criminals  who are in or suspected of being
in the part of Her Majesty 's dominions specified
in the Order, and render the operation thereof
subject to such conditions, exceptions, and qualifica-
tions as may be deemed expedient :
And whereas a Treaty was concluded on the
thirty-first day of March last between Her Majesty
and the King of Denmark for the Mutual Extra-
dition of Fugitive Criminals, which Treaty is in the
terms following :-
Her Majesty the Queen of the United K ingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland, and His Majesty the
King of Denmark, having judged it expedient,
with a view to the better administration of justice,
and to the prevention of crime within their re-
spective territories and jurisdictions, that persons
charged with or convicted of the crimes herein-
after enumerated, and being fugitives from justice,
should, under certain circumstances, be reciprocally
delivered up ; their said Majesties have named as
their Plenipotentiaries to conclude a Treaty for
this purpose-that is to say :
Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland, Sir Charles Lennox
Wyke, Knight Commander of the Most Honorable
Order of the Bath, Her Envoy Extraordinary and
Minister Plenipotentiary to His Majesty the King
of Denmark ;
And His Majesty the King of Denmark, Baron
Otto Ditley Rosenorn-Lehn, Knight Commander
of the Order of the Danebrog and Danebrogsmand,
His Majesty's Minister for Foreign Affairs ;
Who, after having communicated to each other
their respective full powers, found in good and due
form, have agreed upon the following Articles
ARTICLE I.
It is agreed that Her Britannic Majesty and
His Majesty the King of Denmark  shall, on re-
quisition made in their  name  by their respective
Diplomatic Agents, deliver up to each other re-
ciprocally,  any persons ,  except native -born or
naturalized subjects  of the Party upon whom the
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requisition may be made, who, being accused or
convicted of any  of the crimes hereinafter specified,
committed.  within the  territories  of the  requiring
Party ,  shall be found within the  territories of the
other Party :-
1. Murder,  or attempt or conspiracy to murder.
2. Manslaughter.
3. Counterfeiting  or altering money ,  or uttering
counterfeit or altered money.
4. Forgery ,  or counterfeiting ,  or altering, or
uttering what is forged or counterfeited  or altered.
5. Embezzlement or larceny.
6. Obtaining  money or goods  by false  pretences.
7. Crimes by bankrupts  against bankruptcy laws.
8. Fraud by a bailee ,  banker ,  agent ,  factor,
trustee, or  director ,  or member or  public  officer of
any company  made criminal  by any law for the
time being in force.
9. Rape.
10. Abduction.
11. Child-stealing.
12. Burglary  or housebreaking.
13. Arson.
14. Robbery with  violence.
15. Threats by letter  or otherwise  with  intent to
extort.
16. Piracy by law of nations.
17. Sinking or destroying  a vessel at sea, or
attempting or conspiring  to do so.
18. Assaults on board a ship on the  high seas
with intent to destroy life or to do grievous bodily
harm.
19. Revolt or conspiracy to revolt by two or
more persons on board a ship on the high seas
against the  authority of the master.
Provided that the surrender shall be  made only
when, in  the case of  a person accused ,  the com-
mission  of the crime  shall be so established as
that the laws  of the country where the fugitive or
person so  accused shall be found would justify his
apprehension and commitment  for trial if the crime
had been there committed ;  and, in the case of a
person alleged  to have been  convicted,  on such
evidence as, according  to the laws of the country
where he is  found ,  would prove that he had been
convicted.
ARTICLE II.
In the dominions of Her Britannic Majesty,
other than the Colonies or Foreign  Possessions of
Her Majesty ,  the manner of proceeding shall be
as follows :-
I. In the case of a person  accused-
The requisition for the surrender shall be made
to Her Britannic Majesty's Principal Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs by the Minister or  other
Diplomatic Agent of His Majesty the King of
Denmark at London, accompanied by (1) a warrant
or other equivalent judicial document for the
arrest of the accused, issued by a judge or magis-
trate duly authorized to take cognizance of the
acts charged against him in Denmark; (2) duly
authenticated depositions or statements taken on
oath before such judge or magistrate, clearly
setting forth the acts on account of which the
fugitive is demanded; and (3) a description of
the person claimed, and any other particulars
which may serve to identify him. The said Sec-
retary of State shall transmit such documents to
Her Britannic Majesty's Principal Secretary of
State for the Hmue Department, who shall then,
by order under his hand and sea], signify to some
police magistrate in London that such requisition
has been made, and require him, if there be due
cause, to issue his warrant for the apprehension of
the fugitive.
On the receipt of such order from the Secretary
of State, and on the production of such evidence
as would, in the opinion of the magistrate, justify
the issue of the warrant if the crime had been
committed in the United Kingdom, he shall issue
his warrant accordingly.
When the fugitive shall have been apprehended
in virtue of such warrant, he shall be brought
before the police magistrate who issued it, or
some other police magistrate  in London. If the
evidence  to be then produced  shall be such as to
justify, according to the law of England,  the com-
mittal  for trial of  the prisoner  if the crime of
which he is  accused had been committed in England,
the police magistrate shall  commit him to prison
to await the warrant of the Secretary of State for
his surrender  ;  sending immediately to the See-
retary of State a certificate of the committal am:,
a report upon the case.
After the expiration of a period from the com-
mittal of the prisoner ,  which shall  never be less
than fifteen days, the Secretary of State shall, by
order under his hand and seal, order the fugitive
criminal to be surrendered to such person as may
be duly authorized to receive him on th ep art of
the Government of His Majesty the King of
Denmark.
II. In the case of a person convicted-
The course of proceeding shall be the same as
in the preceding case of a person accused, except
that the document to be produced by the Minister
or other Diplomatic Agent of His Danish Majest yy
in support of his requisition ,  shall clear ly set forth
the crime of which the person claimed has been
convicted, and state the fact, place ,  and date of his
conviction .  The evidence to be produced before
the police magistrate shall be such as would, ac-
cording to the law of England, prove that the
prisoner was convicted of the crime charged.
After  the police magistrate shall have com-
mitted the accused or convicted person to prison
to await the order of a Secretary of State for his
surrender ,  such  person shall have the right to apply
for a writ of  habeas corpus.  If he should  so apply,
his surrender must be deferred until after the
decision of the court upon the return to the writ,
and even then can only take place if the decision
is adverse to the applicant .  In the latter case the
court may at once order his delivery to the person
authorized to receive  him, without  the order of a
Secretary of State for his surrender ,  or commit
him to prison to await such order.
ARTICLE III.
In the dominions of His Majesty the King of
Denmark other  than  the Colonies or Foreign Pos-
sessions of His said Majesty ,  the manner of pro-
ceeding shall be as  follows:-
1.  In the case of a person accused-
The requisition for the surrender shall be made
to the Minister for Foreign Affairs of His Majesty
the King of Denmark  by the  Minister or other
Diplomatic  Agent  of Her Britannic Majesty at
Copenhagen ,  accompanied  by (1) a  warrant for
the arrest  of the  accused ,  issued  by a judge or
magistrate duly authorized  to take cognizance of
the acts charged against  him in Great  Britain ;
(2) duly authenticated  depositions or statements
taken  on oath before such  judge or magistrate,
clearly setting forth the  acts on account  of which
the fugitive  is demanded  ; and (3) a description
of the person  claimed, and  any other  particulars
which may serve to identify him.
The Minister for Foreign Affairs of His Majesty
the King of Denmark shall  transmit  such requisi-
tion for surrender to the Minister of Justice of
His Majesty the King of Denmark, who, after
having ascertained that the crime therein specified
is one of those enumerated in the present Treaty,
and satisfied himself that the evidence produced is
such  as, according to Danish law, would justif
the committal for trial of the individual demanded,
if the crime- had been committed in Denmark,
shall take the necessary measures for causing the
fugitive to be delivered to the person charged to
receive him by the Government of Her Britannic
Majesty.
II. In the case of a person convicted-
The course of proceeding shall be the same as
in the preceding case of a person accused, except
that the warrant to be transmitted by the Minister
or other Diplomatic Agent of Her Britannic
Majesty in support of his requisition, shall clearly
set forth the crime of which the person claimed
has been convicted, and state the fact, place, and
date of his conviction. The evidence to be pro-
duced shall be such as would, according to the laws
of Denmark, prove that  the prisoner was convicted
of the crime  charged.
ARTICLE IV.
A fugitive  criminal may, however, be appre-
hended under a warrant  issued by  any police
magistrate ,  justice of the peace ,  or other compe-
tent authority in either  country,  on such informa-
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tion or complaint ,  and such evidence , or after such
proceedings as would, in the opinion  of the person
Issuing the warrant ,  justify the  issue of a warrant,
if the crime had been committed ,  or the prisoner
convicted ,  in that part of the dominions  of the two
Contracting Parties  in which he  exercises juris-
-bl iction  : Provided,  however ,  that in  the United
Kingdom the accused shall ,  in such case, be sent
as speedily as possible before a police magistrate
in London ;  and that in the dominions of His
Majesty the King of Denmark, the case shall  be
immediately submitted to the Minister  of Justice of
His Majesty the King of Denmark ; and provided,
also, that the individual arrested  shall-in  either
country be discharged , if within fifteen days a
requisition shall not have been made  for his sur-
render by  the Diplomatic Agent of his country,
in the manner  directed by Articles II. and III.
of this Treaty.
The same  rule shall apply to the cases  of persons
accused or convicted  of any of the crimes specified
in this Treaty,  committed  on the high  seas, on
board a vessel  of either country, which may come
into a port  of the other.
ARTICLE V.
If the fugitive  criminal  who has been committed
to prison  be not  surrendered  and conveyed away
within two  months after such committal (or within
two months  after the decision of the court, upon
the return  to a writ  of habeas corpus  in the
United K ingdom ), he shall be discharged from
custody, unless  sufficient cause be shown to the
contrary.
ARTICLE VI.
When any person shall have been surrendered
by either  of the High Contracting Parties to the
other , such persons shall not, until he has been
restored  or had an opportunity of returning to the
country  from whence he was surrendered, be
triable or  tried for any offence committed in the
other country prior to the surrender, other than
the particular  offence on account of which he was
surrendered.
ARTICLE VII.
No accused  or convicted person shall be sur-
rendered , if the offence in respect of which his
surrender  is demanded shall be deemed by the
Government upon which it is made to be one of a
political character , or if in the United Kingdom
he prove to the satisfaction  of the police magistrate,
or of the  court  before which he is brought on
habeas corpus ,  or to  the Secretary of State, or
in Denmark to the satisfaction  of the Minister of
Justice of His Majesty  the King of Denmark, that
the requisition for his surrender  has, in fact, been
made with a view  to try or to punish him for an
offence of a political character.
ARTICLE VIII.
Warrants ,  depositions ,  or statements  on oath,
issued or taken in the dominions  of either of the
two High Contracting Parties , and copies thereof,
and certificates of or  judicial documents  stating
the fact of conviction, shall be received in evidence
in proceedings  in the  dominions  of the other, if
purporting to be signed or certified by a judge,
magistrate , or officer of the country where  they
were  issued  or taken, and provided they are authen-
ticated by the oath of some witness, or by being
sealed with the official seal of the Minister of
Justice, or some other Minister of State.
ARTICLE IX.
The surrender shall not take place if, since the
commission  of the acts charged, the accusation, or
the conviction, exemption from prosecution or
punishment has been acquired by lapse of time
according  to the laws of the country where the
accused  or  convicted person shall have taken
refuge.
ARTICLE X.
If the individual claimed should be under pro-
secution , or in custody, for a crime or offence
committed in the country where he may have taken
refuge, his surrender may be deferred until he shall
.have been set at liberty in due course of law.
In case he  should be proceeded against or de-
tained in such country, on account of obligations
contracted towards private individuals, his sur-
render shall nevertheless take place, the injured
party retaining his right to prosecute his claims
before the competent authority.
ARTICLE XI.
Every article found in the possession of the
individual claimed at the time of his arrest, shall
be seized, in order to be delivered up with his
person at the time when the surrender shall be
made.  Such delivery shall not be limited to the
property or articles obtained by stealing of bj-
fraudulent bankruptcy, but shall extend to every
thing that may serve as proof of the crime. It
shall take place even when the surrender, after
having been ordered, shall be prevented from
taking place by reason of the escape or death of
the individual claimed.
ARTICLE XII.
Each of the two Contracting Parties shall defray
the expenses occasioned by the arrest within its
territories, the detention, and the conveyance to
its frontier, of the persons whom it may consent to
surrender in pursuance of the present Treaty.
ARTICLE XIII.
The stipulations of the present Treaty shall be
applicable to the Colonies or Foreign Possessions
of the two High Contracting Parties, in the fol-
lowing manner :-
The requisition for the surrender of a fugitive
criminal who has taken refuge in a colony or
foreign possession of either of the two Contracting
Parties, shall be made to the Governor or Chief
Authority of such colony or possession by the
Chief Consular Officer of the other Party in such
colony or possession; or, if the fugitive has
escaped  from  a colony or foreign possession of the
Party on whose behalf the requisition is made, by
the Governor or Chief Authority of such colony or
possession.
Such requisitions may be disposed of, subject
always, as nearly as may be, to the provisions of
this Treaty, by the respective Governors or Chief
Authorities, who, however, shall be at liberty
either to grant the surrender, or to refer the matter
to their Government.
Her Britannic Majesty and His Majesty the
King of Denmark shall, however, be at liberty to
make special arrangements in their colonies and
foreign possessions for the surrender of criminals
who may take refuge therein, on the basis, as
nearly as may be, of the provisions of the present
Treaty.
ARTICLE.XIV.
The present Treaty shall come into operation
ten days after its publication, in conformity with
the forms prescribed by the laws of the High
Contracting Parties.
After the Treaty shall so have been brought
into operation, the Convention concluded between
the High Contracting Parties on the 15th of April,
1862, shall be considered as cancelled, except as to
any proceeding that may have already been taken
or commenced in virtue thereof.
Either Party may at any time terminate the
Treaty on giving to the other six months' notice of
its intention.
ARTICLE XV.
The present Treaty shall be ratified, and the
ratification shall be exchanged at Copenhagen as
soon as may be within four weeks from the date of
signature.
In witness whereof, the respective Plenipoten-
tiaries have signed the same, and have affixed
thereto the seals of their arms.
Done at Copenhagen, the thirty-first day of
March, in the year of Our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three.
(L.s.) CHARLES LENNOX WYKE.
(L.s.) 0. D. ROSENORN-LEHN.
And whereas the ratifications of the said Treaty
were exchanged at Copenhagen on the twenty-
sixth day of April last
Now, therefore, Her Majesty, by and with the
advice of Her Privy Council, and in virtue of the
authority committed to Her by the said recited
Act, doth order, and it is hereby ordered, that from
and after the seventh day of July, One thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, the said Act shall
apply in the case of the said Treaty with the
King of Denmark.
(Signed) ARTHUR HELPS.
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U.
[CIRCULAR.]
DIRECTORY FOR THE SERIES OF LONDON INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS ,  WITH REGULATIONS FOR THE
LONDON INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1874.
Downing street, s.
4th August, 1873.
My LORD,-At the request of Her Majesty' s Commissioners  for the Exhibition of 1851, I
transmit to you for your information, and for publication in the Colony under your government, a
copy of the Directory for the series of London Annual International Exhibitions, with Regulations
for the London International Exhibition of 1874, accompanied by an extract from the Commissioners'
Letters, directing attention to certain information contained in the Directory.
I have, &c.,
The Officer Administering the Government of Queensland.
KIMBERLEY.
EXTRACT OF  A.  LETTER FROM MAJOR -GENERAL SCOTT TO THE  UNDER  SECRETARY OF STATE FOR
THE COLONIES , DATED UPPER K ENSINGTON  GORE, LONDON, S.W., 30 JULY, 1873.
Her Majesty's Commissioners consider that it may be useful to point out that the Directory
contains-
(a.) The General Regulations, page 5.
(b.) The regulations for Division I., Fine Arts,  the classes  of which are  the same as in the
previous Exhibitions of 1871, 1872, and 1873, page 9.
(c.) The Rules for Manufactures, Division II., with the raw produce, machinery, and
processes employed, page 13.
As the industries included in this division are different each year, it is desirable that particular
attention should be called to the classes of manufactures chosen for next year's Exhibition, which
are as  follow:-
(Class  8.)  Lace, hand and machine made (ancient and modern).
(Class 9.)  Civil engineering, architecture, and building contrivances.
(Class  10.) Heating, by all methods and kinds of fuel.
(Class  11.) Leather, including saddlery and harness (ancient and modern).
(Class  12.) Bookbinding (ancient and modern).
(Class  13.) Foreign wines, in the vaults of the Royal Albert Hall.
The rules for Division III., recent scientific inventions and new discoveries, may be found
on page 15.
The Commissioners trust that the document will afford all necessary information to the British
Colonies in respect of next year's Exhibition. I am, however, to add that Her Majesty's Commissioners
will have much pleasure in giving any further information or explanation that may be required.
DIRECTORY FOR THE SERIES OF LONDON ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS (HELD
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF HER MAJESTY'S COMMISSIONERS), WITH REGULATIONS
FOR THE LONDON INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION 1874.
To OPEN EASTER MONDAY, 6TH APRIL,  AND  CLOSE 31ST OCTOBER.
Revised up to 1st July,  1873.
The Rules in the present edition supersede those previously issued, but are subject to revision as may
be found necessary.
LIST OF HER MAJESTY 'S COMMISSIONERS  FOR THE EXHIBITION OF 1851.
H.R.H. The Prince of Wales, K.G.
H.R.H. The Duke of Edinburgh, S.G.
H.R.H. The Prince Arthur, K.G.
H.R.H. The Prince Christian, K.G.
H.R.H. The Duke of Cambridge, K.G.
H.S.H. The Duke of Teck, G.C.B.
The Marquis of Ripon, K.G.
The Duke of Buccleuch, K.G.
The Duke of Argyll, K.T.
The Duke of Buckingham and Chandos.
The Marquis of Lansdowne.
The Rarl of Derby.
The Earl of Carnarvon.
The Earl Granville, K.G.
The Earl Russell, L.G.
The Viscount Portman.
The Lord Overstone.
The Right Hon. William E. Gladstone, M.P.
The Right Hon. Benjamin Disraeli, M.P.
The Right Hon. Robert Lowe, M.P.
The Right Hon. Sir Stafford H. Northcote, Bart., C.B.,
M.P.
The Right Hon. Hugh C. E. Childers, M.P.
The Right Hon. H. A. Bruce, M.P.
BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
The Earl of  Carnarvon ,  Chairman.
Sir William G. Anderson ,  B.C.B.
Thomas F. Gibson, Esq.
Dr. Lyon Playfair, C.B., M.P., F.R.S.
Henry  Cole, Esq .,  C.B.,  deting  Commissioner.
The Right Hon. Chichester S. Forteseue, M.P.
The Right Hon. W. E. Forster, M.P.
The Right Hon. Sir Alexander Y. Spearman, Bart.
The Right Hon. A. S. Ayrton, M.P.
Sir Anthony de Rothschild, Bart.
Sir Charles Lyell, Bart.
Sir Thomas Bazley, Bart., M.P.
Sir Richard Wallace, Bart., M.P.
Sir Henry Bartle E. Frere, K.C.B. G.C.S.I.
Sir William G. Anderson, L.C.B.
Major-General Sir T. M. Biddulph, K.C.B.
Sir Henry Thring, K.C.B.
Sir Francis  Grant, P.R.A.
Sir F. R. Sandford, C.B.
Thomas Baring , Esq., M.P.
Edgar A .  Bowering ,  Esq., C .B., M.P.
Thomas Fairbairn, Esq.
Thomas Field Gibson, Esq.
Thomas Hawksley, Esq., P.I.C.E., F.R.S.
Alexander J. B. Beresford Hope,  Esq., M.P.
Dr. Lyon Playfair, C.B., M.P., F.R.S.
Major -Gen. H. F. Ponsonby, C.B.
Major -General Henry Y. D. Scott,  C.B., Secretary.
L. C. Bayles, Esq.,  Clerk.
OF HER MAJESTY ' S COMMISSIONERS.
Executive .- Captain E . G.  Clayton, R.E.;  Lieutenant
H. H. Cole, R.E.
T. A. Wright , Esq.,  Secretary for the International
Exhibitions.
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THE OBJECTS OF THE EXHIBITIONS.
1. The London Annual International Exhibitions are conducted by the Royal Commissioners for, London Annualder
the Exhibition of 1851, who are Trustees of the funds arising from the profits of the first International the Royal Com-
Exhibition in 1851, to be devoted to the promotion of Science and Art bearing on Productive Industry. mission for Exhi-
2. It is intended that these exhibitions shall furnish the opportunity of decennially reviewing the bition of 1851.
prp"s, throughout the world, of Fine Arts, and of every branch of Industrial Manufactures, with the Objects of the
view of stimulating the application of the principles of Science and Art to Productive Industry. bona
3. In modern times Beauty or Fine Art has, sometimes, been too much dissociated from purposes Alliance of Fine
of utility; but, in the ancient and mediaeval periods, high Art was often brought into alliance with the Art and Indus-
commonest materials of manufacture. Thus, the Etruscans painted on vessels of clay subjects which try'
still charm us by their beauty of composition and skilful drawing; the furniture and implements
recovered from Pompeii are as remarkable for their artistic form as for their ingenious design ; and the
celebrated Cartoons of Raffaelle were merely designs for the decoration of woollen hangings.
4. Hence, in the London International Exhibitions, the Fine Art Division, No. I., will recur Objectsadmitted
annually, so that encouragement may be given to progress in the application of Art to Manufactures, and three
exhibited in
Divisions.
to objects of everyday use. Illustrations of Musical Art will also be given. Division II. will consist of
three or four of the chief classes of Manufactures, so selected that all the Industrial Arts shall be brought
under review once in the series of ten years. The respective Raw Materials and Machinery employed in
such Manufactures will also be exhibited. Division III. will include Scientific Inventions and New Dis-
coveries, of such importance that their introduction to the public should not be delayed till the proper
year for their exhibition in Division II. The objects admitted to the current series of London Interna-
tional Exhibitions are therefore classified as follows :-
Division  I.-FINE AHTs.
„ II.-MANUFACTURES, WITH THE RAW MATERIALS, MACHINERY, AND PROCESSES
EMPLOYED.
III.-RECENT SCIENTIFIC INVENTIONS AND NEW DISCOVERIES.
(See Special Rules for each Division, pp. 9,  13, 15.)
GENERAL REGULATIONS.
5. The London Annual International Exhibitions are held in permanent buildings, erected for the Buildings.
purpose, at South Kensington, adjoining the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, and in the Galleries
of the Royal Albert Hall.
6. The productions of all Nations will be admitted, subject to the decision of competent judges as Objectsaxi
to their being worthy of exhibition, and provided that they have not been exhibited in previous approved by
International Exhibitions of this series. Committees of
7. Applications to submit objects proposed for exhibition to the official " Committees of Selection " selection.
should be made on the Form of Preliminary Application  (No.  10,  see Appendix G, p.  28), which can be Application tosubmit objects
obtained at the Offices, 5, Upper Kensington Gore, London, S.W., and should be forwarded to the for exhibition.
Secretary before the 1st January of the year in which the Exhibition will be held.
8. Foreign Governments desiring to have apace guaranteed to them can obtain such guarantee  Space guaran-
upon making application  (see paragraph  59) before the 1st January of the year in which the Exhibition  is c eto For s n
to be held. Such guaranteed space cannot, however, be reserved for any foreign objects which are not
delivered at the time appointed by Her Majesty's Commissioners. Objects forwarded by a Foreign
Government to fill any such guaranteed space will not (if they come within the scope of the Exhibition)
be submitted to the Committees of Selection, but will be exhibited on the responsibility of the Govern-
ment sending  them. Her Majesty's Commissioners reserve to themselves the right of admitting to the
Exhibition, through the Committees of Selection, any object coming from a foreign country, whether such
country has had space  guaranteed  to it or not.
9. Objects produced in the United Kingdom or in the Colonies, as well as objects produced in those Objects to be
foreign countries for which  space has  not been guaranteed, must be sent direct to the building for approved
by
ofinspection  and approval of the Committees of Selection. All objects must be delivered on the appointed selection.
days, at the proper  entrances  to the building (which will be duly advertised), and into the care of the
appointed  officers , free of  all charges  for carriage, &c., unpacked, labelled, and ready for immediate
exhibition.
10. In order that the necessary arrangements for meetings of the Committees of Selection may be Gods mustd t be
carried into effect, strict punctuality will be required in the delivery of all objects, whether Foreign or tuauy.
British.
11. The Commissioners cannot undertake to receive any package which may be presented by Carriage must be
carriers with charges unpaid. Foreign artists whose works are not sent through a Foreign Government prepaid.
should consign their works to an agent in London. Messrs. CHAPLIN & HoRNE, Swan with Two Necks,
Gresham street, London, will convey packages from vessels to the Exhibition at fixed rates, and are
recommended as the London Agents for Exhibitors.
12. No rent will be charged for space ; and Her Majesty's Commissioners will provide glass cases, No rent for
mud ,
railin g s, and shaftin g for machiner y in motion, free of cost to the Exhibitors, should the Exhibitors "etc ., are propacareprovi ededd
desire it; but their requirements in these respects must be notified to the Commissioners before the 1st for exhibitors.
January of the year in which the Exhibition is to be held.  (See Appendix G, p.  30,  borm No. 10 a.)
13. In the case of Exhibitors supplying their own glass cases, all the woodwork of frames should Woodwork of
be black and polished, and the designs approved by Her Majesty's Commissioners. oasestobeblaek.
14. Her Majesty's Commissioners will carry out the arrangement of the objects by their own Objects generally
officers, unless the Exhibitors make special application to be allowed to do so. The arrangement of for xhib for
ed
machinery and other articles requiring skilled assistance and special fittings must be undertaken by the
exhibitor.
15. The arrangement of objects  will, as  far as possible, be according to classes, and not Arrangement of
nationalities.
16. Her Majesty's Commissioners reserve to themselves the power of determining all questions Changes will bemade if deeir-
relating  to the position and arrangement of all objects in all the classes, as well as those relating to such able,
changes as may from time to time be found desirable.
17. Every object sent for exhibition should be accompanied by a label, stating the name and Labels.
address of the exhibitor, and if several works are sent, a numbered list of the works submitted for
approval must be sent in with them, each work bearing a label and a number corresponding with this
list . To each work should also be securely attached a label bearing the title and the name and address of
the artist and owner : particular accuracy is requested in this respect.
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Prices hould be  18 p  'k uld b tt h dT)-; s ll b P__  1 ft tt d dh bl l h h
nice clerks.  Exhibition .  Price clerks wi ll  be appointed to register the selection of objects for purchase, and to
introduce the seller to the  buyer.*
Rejected goods  19. Objects not accepted for exhibition must be removed from the building in compliance with the
b removed notices which will be given, after the decisions of the committees of selection have been notified to Her
Majesty's Commissioners.
Accepted 'goods  20. Objects exhibited cannot be removed until the close of the Exhibition ,  except under theers
must remain of Her Majesty 's Commissioners.during the
Exhibition. 21. No prizes will be awarded  ;  but a medal will be given to each exhibitor, as a certificate that he
Medals for exhi- has obtained the distinction of admission to the Exhibition.
bitors. 22. An official catalogue will be published in the English language, but every Foreign n countrycatalogue. y g
will be at liberty to publish a catalogue in its own language.
Thecommission - 23. Her Majesty's Commissioners will take the greatest possible care of all objects sent forere not  responsi-
ble for damage exhibition ,  but they will not hold themselves responsible for  loss  or damage of any kind.
to objects exhi-
bited  . 24. Tickets of admission ,  available during the Exhibition ,  will be given, on application ,  after theF admission
opening of the Exhibition ,  to each exhibitor, or firm exhibiting.Free
tickets  for exhi- 25. All exhibitors in the London International Exhibitions, by the fact of exhibiting ,  render them-
bitors. selves subject to the present rules, and to such other rules and regulations as Her Majesty's Commis-
sidere tos  on-
sinnerssideret!  to bind may, from time to time, lay down.
themselves to
these  Rules, ss
condition of ad-
mission.
REGULATIONS  FOR CLASSES OF FINE ART .- DIVISION I.
Fine Arts. 26. Examples of Fine Art (either applied or not applied to works of utility )  will form part of each
exhibition of the series ,  and will be arranged under Division I., in the following  classes:-
Class  1. Painting of all kinds, in oil, water colors, distemper, wax, enamel ,  and on glass,
porcelain ,  etc. Mosaics  ;  drawings of all kinds.
Class 2. Sculpture ,  modelling, carvinand chasing in marble ,  stone ,  wood, terra-cotta ,  metal,
ivory, glass ,  precious stones,  and-any  other materials.
Class 3. Engraving  ;  lithography  ;  photography ,  as a fine art, executed in the preceding
twelve months.
Class 4. Architectural designs and drawings, photographs of completed buildings ,  studies or
restorations of existing buildings ,  and models.
Class 5. Tapestries ,  carpets, embroideries ,  shawls, lace, etc., shown not as manufactures, but
for the Fine Art of their design in form or color.
Class 6. Designs for all kinds of decorative manufactures.
Class 7. Reproductions,  i.e.,  exact full size copies of ancient or mediaeval pictures painted
before A.D. 1556. Reproductions of mosaics and enamels  ;  copies in plaster and fictile
ivory ; electrotypes of ancient works of art, etc. Such works may be ancient or modern,
according to the special regulations  issued for each year.
Paintings and 27. As respects modern works ,  an artist himself must not submit more than three works of each
Sculpture. kind for exhibition, but he may submit works of as  many  different kinds as he pleases : thus the same
artist may send for admission three oil paintings ,  three water -color paintings, three paintings on enamel,
porcelain ,  etc. ; also three sculptures in marble, three in wood, etc.
Privileges of 28. Works by British or Foreign artists, who are members of Academies ,  such as the Royal
societies. Academy of London ,  the Institute of  British  Artists, the  two Water  Color Societies ,  the Royal Scottish
Academy, and the French ,  German, Italian ,  Belgian ,  or other Foreign Academies ,  and well-established
Societies of Artists ,  will be secured admission if application be made and particulars of the works given
by the respective Societies before 1st January, 1874.
What Pictures 29. The pictures may have been already publicly exhibited in other places than the Annual Inter-
are admissible.
national Exhibitions, and may have been painted at any period of the career of the artist.
Preference given 30. Merit being equal in the case of paintings ,  preference in the selection will be given to pictures
to Pictures men- which have been already exhibited by societies named in paragraph 28 ; also to those paintings which aretioned in par. 28.
of a decorative character, and are designed for a special decorative purpose.
Deceased British 31. Collections of the works of deceased eminent British artists will be made every year by Her
Artists. Majesty's Commissioners, to illustrate their career.t  (See -Appendix H, p.  31.)
Admission and 31a. The admission of works sent direct by artists will be regulated by the space available either
aroma reegalat
of in the east and west galleries, or in the galleries of the Royal Albert Hall. Her Majesty's Commissioners
by space avail- reserve to themselves the absolute right of arranging all such work where they see fit.
able. 32.  In the case of any distinguished artist recently deceased, a selection of his works may beRecently de-
ceased Artiste.  exhibited as a group.
*
To afford the public facilities for obtaining objects at the close of the Exhibition ,  clerks will be employed in various pa rt s of
the building to register exhibits selected for purchase .  They wi ll  be at their desks daily ,  and will assist intending purchasers under the
subjoined rules framed in accordance with the practice followed at the Royal academy Exhibitions.
a. The price clerk will register the exhibits selected by intending purchasers
b. Any object or picture not priced by the exhibitor w il l be regarded by the price clerk as "Not for sale ,"  unless special
instructions are given by the owner.
C. An intending purchaser wi ll  sign his name and enter his address on a form, which wi ll  be retained as a voucher for
marking the object or picture as selected for purchase.
d. The price clerk will then communicate with the owner of the exhibit ,  and wi ll  enter it as selected for purchase.
e. No article can be removed from the Exhibition until its close.
f. All copies or duplicates must be obtained out of the Exhibition ,  and for them the price clerk w il l not take orders ; such
applications should be made direct to the exhibitor.
a. Articles selected for purchase will be removed by the exhibitor ,  with whom all  monetary transactions must be conducted.
A. For the convenience of intending purchasers, the prices of objects will be inse rt ed in the catalogue, when they are fur.
nished by the exhibitors .  Every endeavor wi ll  be used to insure correctness ,  but Her Majesty's Commissioners wi ll  hold
themselves in no way responsible for loss which may be incurred through error in such entries.
t Thus ,  in 1873, the works of John Phillip ,  R.A., and Thomas Creswick ,  R.A., were collected .  It is proposed to follow a similar
course in future years with the works of other eminent deceased artists. Her Majesty 's Commissioners have accordingly decided to
invite the owners of pictures painted by the following artists to intimate their willingness to lend such works for the International
Exhibition of 1874, and they request to be favored with any information respecting them.
PAINTERS IN  OM
John Constable ,  R.A. ... ... ... ... died 1837  I  David Robe rt s ,  R.A . ... ... ... ... died 18 6 4
Augustus Egg, R .A. ... ... ... ...  11 1863  David W il kie ,  R.A . ... ... ... ... „ 1841
PAINTERS IN WATER COLORS.
J. Coney  ... .. ... ...  died 1833 A. Pugin ... ... .. died 1832
J. S. Cotman  ... .. ... ... ... „  1842 J. M. W. Turner ,  R.A.  (Architecture only) „ 1851
F. Msckenzio  ... ... ... ... „  1854 C. Wild ... ... ... . .. ... ... „  1835
S. Front
...
. ..
.
.. ... .. „  1852
o e a ace w o o Jec s ina en or sa e c  ose o tenever possi e e ee at  t
1839
.33. Works by officers of the Army and Navy will be collected by a Committee, and exhibited Arrayand Navy'
-aeparately.*
34. Sketches made by artists in furtherance of their works, also the works of amateurs illustrating sketches.
thA6k 0%.vels, are eligible  for admission.t
35. Collectors who may desire to exhibit their collections of fine arts together may have space  Exhibition of
allotted upon making application before January 1st, in each year.' Collections.
36. Paintings and sculptures may either be works complete in themselves, or may form part of the  Decorative Fine
decoration of objects of utility, e.g., vases in pottery, fans, panels for furniture, wood-carving for furniture, Art.
.&c.,  provided that such objects are entitled to be classed as works of fine art.
(kie- 37. The Buildings to which Architectural Drawings, etc., relate must have been designed, coin- Architecture.
menced , or finished within ten years preceding that in which the Exhibition is held. Architectural Drawings
and Designs which have gained the Travelling Studentship of the Royal Academy, the Gold Medal of
the Royal Academy, or the Soane Medallion of the Royal Institute of British Architects, within the
preceding five years, will be considered admissible without other question than that of sufficiency of space.
Each Architectural Work should bear the name of the architect who designed, as well as that of the
artist  who painted it. Architectural Models should be submitted when possible. Drawings of Plans,
which can be admitted only as explanations of the general design, should be  on as small a scale  as possible. CopiesofAncient38. A producer will be permitted to submit for selection reproductions of any number of ancient and Medieival
or mediaeval  works of art. Works of Art.
ted39. Foreign works of Fine Art may be sent with the certificate of admission given by the respective CertifteaForeign Works.
Governments, or by the Academies, of the countries in which they are produced.
40. A ll  pictures and drawings must be in gilt or other suitable frames. Drawings with wide
margins are inadmissible. Excessive breadth in frames, as well as largely projecting mouldings, may
prevent pictures being admitted or obtaining the situation which they merit ; and oval frames should
be avoided, as they are difficult to arrange. Each picture or drawing must be in a separate frame, but a
series of drawings relating to one subject, very small miniatures, or sculptured gems, placed in a frame
not exceeding the Imperial size, will be admitted as one work.
Frames.
41. To prevent unnecessary trouble and expense to artists who may wish to exhibit  heavy  objects, Heavy objects of
such as Sculpture, Decorative Furniture, Architectural Models, and bulky reproductions,  photographs or Fine Art.
sketches of the works proposed for exhibition, with specification of height, and dimensions of the base,
should be sent to the Secretary on or before the 1st January of the year in which the Exhibition is held,
so that a decision may be come to as to the possibility of their admission.
42. To each work should also be securely attached a label bearing the title and the name and Label to be
address  of the artist and owner ; particular accuracy is requested in this respect. The prices of works, attached, with
pr1Cesif for sale, must be stated on the label accompanying the work ; and if not for sale the work must be so '
marked.
(For days of Receiving Works of Art, see par. 57).
REGULATIONS FOR MANUFACTURES, WITH THE RAW PRODUCE, MACHINERY, AND
PROCESSES EMPLOYED.-DIVISION II.
43. In 1874, Division II. of the Exhibition will consist of the following  classes  (See Special Rules manufactures.
.and separate  Notices) :-
Class 8. Lace (Hand and Machine made).
Class 9. Civil Engineering, Architectural, and Building Contrivances.
a. Civil Engineering, Architectural, and Building Contrivances.
b. Sanitary  Apparatus and Constructions.
c. Cement and Plaster  Work, etc.
Class 10.  Heating by all Methods,  and Kinds  of Fuel.
Class  11. Leather,  including  Saddlery  and Harness.
a. Leather ,  and Manufactures  of Leather.
b. Saddlery,  Harness, etc.
Class 12. Bookbinding.
'Class 13. Foreign  Wines, in the Vaults of the Royal Albert Hall.
Under Division it. (Manufactures) will be exhibited selected specimens of the finished manufacture, as
well as the raw material of the fabric in its different stages of production, and the machinery and
processes  employed in its manufacture.
41. All industrial objects submitted for exhibition should be limited to such specimens as are Duplicates not
necessary to show the manufacture and patterns in a satisfactory manner. No were duplicates can be admissible.
admitted ; the same design in a fabric may, however, be shown with different combinations of colors.
*
The officers of the Army and Navy have special opportunities of producing illustrations of scenery, buildings, and native
customs in all parts of the world, as well as representations of scientific warfare. The following is the Committee for this purpose
Captain II. B. It. the Duke of Edinburgh, K.G., R.N.
Field-Marshal It.  R. 11.  the Duke of Cambridge, K.G.
Captain  it.  S. IT. Count Gleichen, R.N.
Brigadier-Central Sir J. M. Aoyo, X.C.B., R.A.
Major-General  11.  R. Benson, C.B., late 17th Lanecrs
Colonel B. Biddulph, R.A.
Dr. F. Blake, RN.
Col. lion.  if. It.  Clifford. C.B., V.C.
Colonel Ilea. W. J. Colville
Lieut.-Col. Sir J. C. Cowell, C.B., R.E.
Colonel 11. Crealock, C.B.
Vice-Admiral Ilon. J. R. Drummond, C.B., R.N.
Colonel Alexander Elliot.
Colonel A.  It.  Ellis
Lieut.-Col. Sir  It.  Elphinstone, K.G.B., C.M.G., V.C., R.E.
Rear-Admiral Ewart, C.B., R.N.
Colonel T. Gallwev, R.E.
Captain B. C. Goff, Coldstream Guards.
Bear-Admiral It. A. Inglefield. G.B., R.N.
Lieutenant-Colonel It. Drury Lowe
Rear-Admiral Oliver, R.N.
Major J. F. D. Donnelly, R.E., lion. Sec. of the Committee.
t In 1873, 'Mr. Taylor lent fifty paintings by himself illustrating Indian  life and  scenery, which  were  displayed  as a series in the
Indian Court.
$ His Royal Highness the Due de Nemours also obligingly aided in supplying the void in the representation of French Art occa-
sioned by the International Exhibition at Vienna, by sending sixteen pictures representing the visits of Queen Victoria and the Prince
Consort to France in ]843, and of king Louis Philippe to England in 1841 (Nos. 261 to 277), and Sir R. Wallace has lent his unrivalled
collection of works of Ileissonnier, which are arranged together. (Nos. 244 to 258.) Mr. J. Aewton Mappin, of Sheffield, sent eighteen
interesting pictures from his collection, which are also arranged together as his contribution. (Nos. 323 to 354.) Sir Robert Peel contri-
buted paintings by Mr. Simpson, illustrating incidents in the Crimea (Nos. 1,501 to 1,514) ; and Mr. Maceallum contributed twenty-four
sketches from Egypt (Nos. 1,515 to 1,539).
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Collections of 45. With the view of increasing the educational value of the Exhibition, by chronicling the
ancient  works
industry will be progress of Manufactures, Her Majesty's Commissioners will reserve certain  spaces  in the Indstrial
admissible. Division for special collections of ancient works.
Retail Prices. 46. In the case of Industrial productions, the special reasons (such as excellence, novelty,- cl7 p-
ness, etc.)  why  it is exhibited should be stated, and whenever possible, the average retail price at wu'ch it
can be bought.
Exhibitors to 47. Exhibitors of Machinery must construct all necessary foundations, and provide their own
provide founda- drivin g belts and driving pulleys'H which are to be in halves, and bored to the pro er diameter of the maintions, pulleys,
shaftin aetc., for Machi- g, s notified to them by er Majesty's Commissioners. They must so supply and erect, at
eery. their own expense, any counter-shafting (including the necessary foundations) which they may consider
requisite to increase or reduce the speed to suit their own particular machines.
Goods manufac- 48. In order that exhibitors of machinery  and processes  may recoup the cost of the operations
Exhibition rgid
within the illustrated, they will be permitted to sell to visitors such results of the operations as are actuallytu
Building may be manufactured within the Exhibition building, on condition of the payment of a moderate royalty, based
sold to visitors. upon a head-money payment on the total number of visitors to the Exhibition.
Particulars e- 49. The following information should be supplied, with the Form of Preliminary Application  (Form
quired for No.  10), by proposing Exhibitors of Machinery  (Form No.  1(').
Machinery.
a. A plan of each machine, showing the position of driven-pulleys, the minimum space
required for attendants, and indicating the Marts of the machine which should be placed
most prominently for inspection by the public. An elevation would also be of use, if it
could be supplied without inconvenience.
b. A plan and section of the foundations required.
c. The weight of the machine.
d.  The amount of motive power, in  actual horse power,  required from main shafting.
e. Should water, steam, or gas be required, all necessary information as to the quantities of the
requisite supplies, which must be paid for by the Exhibitor  (See paragraph  12).
Exhibitors to 50. Exhibitors must make their own connections for gas, water,  and steam . They must also
pay for gas or provide and attach meters of sufficient capacity to measure the quantities of gas or water which they may
consume, and for which they must pay monthly to Her Majesty's Commissioners, at the rates actually
charged at the time by the Companies.
(The days for receiving Manufactures, 4'c., are stated in paragraph 57)
RECENT SCIENTIFIC INVENTIONS AND NEW DISCOVERIES OF ALL KINDS.-
DIVISION III.
Recent Scientific 51. Division III., Recent Scientific Inventions and Discoveries, will consist of objects the
Inventions. excellence and novelty of which are considered by the Committee of Selection to be so great as to render
it undesirable that their introduction to the public should be delayed until the proper year for the
exhibition of their Classes of Manufacture in Division II.
Objects hould 52. No objects will be admitted into Division III. which have been shown in previous
be new. International Exhibitions of this series, unless very important alterations or improvements have been
added to them since the date of their previous exhibition.
Information to 53. To assist the Committee of Selection in judging of the qualifications for admission of any
accompany Inventions submitted for exhibition in Division III., it is desirable that the Form of PreliminaryForms of  Appli-
cation. Application (No. 10,  Appendix G  28)  should be accompanied  by  a statement of the inventor's special
claims to novelty and excellence, and (if possible) by the written oinion of some scientific gentleman of
repute who has practically examined the invention.
Act for protec- 54. The Act of Parliament for the protection of Inventions exhibited at the Annual International
tion of inven- Exhibitions is entitled  "The Protection of Inventions Act,  1870," 33 and 34 Viet. chap. 27, and dated 14th
tions exhibited. July, 1870.
The day appointed for receiving objects in  this division is 11th March ,  1874.
APPENDIX A.
LONDON EXHIBITION  OF 1874.
Day of Opening, 55 . The fourth  of the present series of Annual International Exhibitions of Selected Works of Fine Art
April etb . (including Music),  Industrial Art, and Recent Scientific Inventions ,  will open at South  ' Kensington ,  London, on
Easter  Monday, the 6th April,  1874, and wi ll  close on Saturday ,  31st October, 1874.
classes of 56. Division  II. of the 1874  Exhibition will consist of the following classes  (See Special Rules and separate
Division II. Notices) :-
Class 8 . Lace (Hand and Machine made).
Class 9. Civil Engineering ,  Architectu ra l and Building Contrivances.
a. Civil Engineering ,  Architectural and Building Contrivances.
b. Sanitary  Apparatus  and Constructions.
C,
Cement and  Plaster Work, etc.
Class 10. Heating by all Methods and Kinds of Fuel.
Class 11. Leather including Saddlery and Harness.
a. Leather ,  and Manufactures of Leather.
b. Saddlery ,  Harness, etc.
Class 12. Bookbinding.
Class 13. Foreign Wines, in the Vaults'of the Royal Albert Ha ll .
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67. The latest days appointed for receiving each class of objects are as follows
Tuesday ,  10th February ,  Specimens  of  Ancient Lace.
Monday ,  17th „ Class 10. Heating by all Methods.
Monday ,  23rd  ,, Paintings  in Oil  and Water Colors.
Tuesday, 24th „
Wednesday, 25th „ Sculpture.
Thursday 26th » „
„
Friday ,
,
27th „ Fine  Art Furniture - Decorative  Works-Stained  Glass - Reproductions.
Saturday ,  28th „ Fine Art Furniture - Decorative Works-Architectural  Designs.
Monday ,  2nd March ,  Engravings -Photographs- Tapestries.
Tuesday, 3rd
Wednesday, 4th
Thursday, 5th
Friday, 6th
Saturday, 7th
Wednesday, 11th
Tuesday, 17th
„
Designs for  Decorative Manufactures.
Machinery  of all  classes.
Class 9 .  Civil Engineering ,  Architectural ,  and Building Contrivances.
Class 11 . Leather, Saddlery,  and Harness.
Class 12 .  Bookbinding.
Class 14. Recent Scientific  Inventions and new  Discoveries.
Class  8. Machine -made  and Modern Lace.
Days for delivery
of Goods.
.Foreign Wines  ( Class  13)  must be delivered  p unctually on the days which will  be  announced hereafter.
58. Exhibitors in Class 9 who may wish to show new methods of construction in actual operation ,  during the New methods of
Exhibition ,  will  (with the Committee's approval )  be allotted space in the West Annexe ,  whe re in to build or to erect construction
their plant , &c., in view of the visitors to the Exhibition . may be shownin operation.
APPENDIX B.
FOREIGN OBJECTS  SENT  THROUGH FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS.
59. In accordance  with the general rule  (paragraph  8), Foreign Governments  which desire  to insu re  the Statementshow-
Exhibition  of any of their Countries' productions belonging to the Classes appointed for the year must  make  known ing  the amountct sent
their intention  to send objects before the 1st January, 1874 ,  and must furnish her Majesty's Commissioners ,  on or for
ob
ob
f
je cts  seat.
before the  let January, 1874, with a statement on the Form, No. 8  (see Appendix C, p.  21), showing the  amount and direct byForeiga
nature of the space  required under the several  Classes and Sections  of each Division, when her Majesty ' s Com- Governments.
missioners  will immediately consider the applications from Foreign Countries with a view to the equitable distribu-
tion of the apace at their  disposal.
60. The objects must be delivered at the Exhibition Buildings , free  from all  charges  for carriage, etc., into the Delivery of
care of an agent , who will have them unpacked, and note the  state  in which the objects are found. The charges  for  objects
aovern-carriage from the vessels  arriving at London to the Exhibition Buildings are specified in paragraph  64. ments.
61. Her Majesty 's Commissioners will carry out the  arrangement  of all objects by their own officers.  To Arrangement of
enable them  to do this for articles of great size or weight which will require foundations or special  constructions, and objects sent by
the placing  of which will entail considerable labor, Foreign Governments  must  furnish the particulars of the Foreign
Fountsnecessary  foundations on or before the 1st January, 1874; and all such objects  must  be delivered at the Exhibition  tions or special
not later than  the dates specified above. Her Majesty's Commissioners will provide the foundations, but the fitting constru ctions.
must be done  by and at the expense of the Exhibitor or his agent.
62. In the case of Foreign Governments wishing to send all their contributions at one time the dates specified  Punctuality ne-
in Paragraph  57 may be anticipated, but in no case may they be over-stepped. The experience of the Exhibitions of -essary for
1871, 1872, and 1873, has shown the imperative necessity of insisting on the punctual delivery of objects. Foreign Goods.
63. Her Majesty ' s Commissioners , with the view of reducing  the expenses  of Foreign Governments  taking Arrangements
part  in the Annual International Exhibitions, and saving them possible difficulty and inconvenience, have decided  to for unpackinginspectionofGoode.
provide, without charge to Foreign Governments, persons  to  unpack the Goods, in the
Presence of the A gent deputed Fo
Forreign
gn G ods.
on behalf of each Foreign Government  to make a note of the state in which the objects arrive, but  it must  be clearly
understood that no responsibility of any kind  for loss or damage  attaches to Her Majesty's Commissioners.
64. In reference to the subject of the carriage of Foreign Goods from the  vessels in  which they arrive to the carriage of
Exhibition Buildings, Her Majesty' s Commissioners  recommend  Messrs . Chaplin and Horne, for the conveyance  of Foreign Goods.
Foreign Goods from the Wharves to the Exhibition.  Messrs. Chaplin and Horne will undertake to do this work at
the rate of Seventeen Shillings  and Sixpence  per Ton, which would include Lighterage, Landing, Clearing, and
Cartage to  the Exhibition Buildings, the same rate applying to the return Carriage of the Goods.
65. All charges for Freight,  etc., must  be prepaid, so that the Goods may be delivered from the vessel to Freight,
Messrs. Chaplin and Horne, without any payment by them.
66. Should Foreign Governments be desirous of accepting the services  of Messrs . Chaplin and Horne,  Her Bills of  Lading.
Majesty's Commissioners will be obliged by their directing  all  goods  for the Annual International Exhibitions to be
consigned to them, and by their taking  steps to insure  that all Bills of Lading shall be in Messrs. Chaplin and
Horne'e possession  before the arrival of the  vessel.
67. The Officers of Her Majesty's Commissioners  wi ll  examine  all bills, and certify to the correctness of the  Bills examined
charges , in accordance with the terms stated above, if requested to do so by Foreign Governments. by officers of
68. In the event of Foreign Governments desiring to  avail  themselves of the services of Messrs. Chaplin and Her Majesty'sg Commissioners.Horne,  Her Majesty's Commissioners request that an authority may be forwarded to their Secretary  as soon as  Authority from
possible ,  in the following  terms:- Foreign  Govern-
meats  to employ
Name of Country Chaplin andHorne.
To Messrs . Chaplin & Horne,
Swan with  Two Necks,
Gresham Street, London.
I hereby authorise you to receive  all Goods  sent to  the London  International  Exhibition of 1874, and to
convey them  from the  vessels to  the Exhibition Buildings ,  and again ,  at the expiration  of the Exhibition ,  from the
Exhibition Buildings to the vessels ,  at the  rate  of Seventeen Shillings  and Sixpence  per Ton each way.
(Signature)
69. It  will thus  be seen that the only expense  that  Foreign Governments need incur ,  beyond the  actual cost Cost to Foreiga
of carriage ,  will be  the payment of an Agent to inspect  the unpacking , and to note  the condition of the objects . Governments.
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FORM No. 8.
APPENDIX C.
SPECIMEN OF FORM TO BR FILLED UP AND RETURNED TO THE SECRETARY OF THE LONDON INTER-
NATIONAL EXHIBITION.
FOREIGN OBJECTS.
Space required STATEMENT  showing the '  AMOUNT and NATURE of the SPACE required by FOREIGN  GovEm a aNTS  under the
by Foreign
Governments. several CLASSES  of each DIVISION.
HORIZONTAL SPACE. VERTICAL SPACE.
In Glass Cases .  On Floor or On Wells .  On Screens.
Table.
Superficial Feet. Superficial Feet. Superficial Feet. Superficial  Feet.
DIVISION  I. FINE ARTS-
CLASS 1.-Painting of all  kinds, in Oil ,  Water Colors,
Distemper ,  Wax, Enamel ,  and on Glass,
Porcelain , &c. Mosaics  ;  Drawings of all
kinds
CLASS 2.-Sculpture, Modelling, Carving and Chasing
in Marble, Stone , Wood, Terra-Cotta, Metal,
Ivory, Glass, Precious Stones, and any other
Materials
CLASS 3.- Engraving , Lithography, Photography as a
Fine Art, executed during the preceding
. twelve months
CLASS  4.-Architectural  Designs and Drawings , Photo-
graphs of completed Buildings, Studies or
Restorations  of Existing Buildings, and
Models
CLASS 5.-Tapestries, Carpets, Embroideries, Shawls,
Lace, &c., shown not as Manufactures, but
for the Fine Art of their design in form or
color
CLASS 6.-Designs for all kinds of Decorative Manu-
factures
CLASS 7.-Reproductions,  i.e., exact  full-size Copies of)
Ancient or Mediaeval Pictures painted before
A.D. 1556; Reproductions of Mosaics and
Enamels ;  Copies  in Plaster  and Fictile
Ivory. Electrotypes of Ancient Works ofj
Art, &c.
TOTAL FOR DIVISION I.
DIVISION  H.  MANUF ACTURES-
CLASS 8.-Lace  (Hand and Machine made ) ... ...
CLASS 9.-Civil Engineering ,  Architectural and Building
Contrivances
CLASS 10.-Heating by all Methods and Kinds  of Fuel...
CLASS  11.-Leather, Saddlery, and Harness ... ...
CLASS 12.-Bookbinding ... ... ... ... ...
CLASS 13.-Foreign Wines... ... ... ... ...
TOTAL FOR DIVISION II.
DIVISION III.
CLASS 14.-Recent Scientific Inventions and Discoveries
in glass cases ..,  on wall  ...
For Division I.-Fine Arts (Classes 1 to 7) ...
on floor or table ...  on screen ...
in glass cases  ...  on wall  ...
IL-Manufactures  (Classes 8 to 13
on floor or table... on screen ...
m glass cases ... on wa ll  ...
III.-Scientific  Inventions  Class  14)
( € on  floor or table. ..  on screen ...
TOTAL
Horizontal  Space.  Vertical Space.
(Super ficial  Feet ). (Super ficial Feet).
SUMMARY.
Signature
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APPENDIX D.
ABRAicasMm is  FOR  INDIISTBIAL OBJECTS TO BE EXHIBITED FROM 1874 TO 1880.
70. The foll owing are the manufactures proposed for each of the seven Exhibitions to fo ll ow that of 1873 ; but m act
any modifications which may be found necessary wi ll  be duly announced. 1880.
1874.
Lace  (hand and machine made).
Civil eng ineering ,  Architectural ,  and building contrivances.
a Civil engineering,  architectural,  and building contrivances.
b. Sanitary apparatus and constructions.
c. Cement and plaster work, etc.
Heating by all methods and kinds of fuel.
Leather, including saddlery and harness.
a. Leather ,  and manufactures of leather.
b. Saddlery ,  harness, etc.
Bookbinding.
Foreign wines ,  in the vaults of the Royal Albert Ha ll .
1876.
Woven ,  spun, felted ,  and laid fabrics  (submitted as specimens of printing or dyeing).
Horologioal instruments.
Brass and copper manufactures.
Hydraulics and experiments.  Supply of water.
1876.
Works in  precious  metals, and their imitations.
Photographic apparatus  and photography.
Skins,  furs, feathers,  and hair.
ioultural  machinery and products.
di ing upon the r use.rtulosophieal instruments,  and processes  depen
Uses of electricity and magnetism.
1877.
Furniture and upholstery,  including paper-hangings and papier•mAch6.
a Furniture and upholstery.
b. Pape r- hangings and general decoration.
Health manufactures,  etc., promoting health, with experiments.
Machine tools.
1878.
Tapestry,  embroidery, and needlework.
(class.
a.  Stained glue used in buildings.
6. Glass for household purposes.
Military en  '  eering,  armour, and accoutrements,  ambulances,  ordnance,  and small  arms.
a. Clothing and accoutrements.
b. Tents ,  camp equipages ,  and mi li tary engineering.
c. Arms, ordnance ,  and ammunition.
Naval architecture - ships' tackle.
a. Ships for purposes of war and commerce.
b. Boats ,  barges ,  and vessels for commerce ,  amusement, etc.
c. Ships' tackle and rigging.
Additional.
d. Clothing for the navy.
Lighting  by all methods ,  with experiments.
Matting of all  kinds, straw manufactures.
Flax and hemp.
Iron and general hardware.
a. Iron manufactures.
1879.
b. Tin ,  lead, zinc ,  pewter, and  general brazing.
Dressing cases ,  travelling  cases, etc.
Horticultural machinery and products.
1880.
Chemical  substances and products,  and experiments,  pharmaceutical processes.
a. Chemical products.
b. Medical and  pharmaceutical  products-and  processes.
c. Oils ,  flax, wax.
Articles of clothing.
a. Hat3 and caps.
b. Bonnets  and general  millinery.
c. Hosiery ,  gloves ,  and clothing  in general.
d. Boots and shoes.
Sewing machines.
Railway plant, including locomotive  engines and carriages.
APPENDIX E.
FORM No. 5.
CIVIL ENGINEERING,  ARCHITECTURAL,  AND BUILDING  CONTRIVANCES.
DIVISION II., CLASS 9.
RULES FOR THE PREPARATION OF DIAGRAMS OF ANCIENT AND MODERN BUILDINGS OF ALL COUNTRIES.
1. The diagrams should be of a bold scenic character.
2. They should be executed on canvas, and may be in oil color or distemper.
3. They may be executed in colors or in monochrome.
4. They should be perspective views.
5. Each diagram should be at least 5 feet by 10 feet, but single diagrams ought not to occupy more than 10
feet in  height and 20 feet in length.
6. Each diagram should be attached to a roll er, and sent roll ed.
7. The scale should be clearly marked upon each diagram.
8. Her Majesty's Commissioners would be glad to have the  ri ght of purchasing the diagrams ,  if for sale, at the
prices attached  to them.
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APPENDIX F.
of
ExhIEIrIoN of FOREIGN WINES  IN 1874.
DIVISION II., CLASS 13.
1. Her Majesty ' s Commissioners have requested  the following  noblemen and gentlemen to act as  a coml4i
for making  an exhibition of the pure  wines of all  countries  in 1874, when the public  wi ll  be enabled to taste and
carry away  samples :-
Earl of Dunmore .  Mr. C. H . K ayser.
Viscount Powerscourt.  Mr. C. Lombard De Luc.
Lord  Skelmersdale .  Mr. H. Matthiessen.
Sir Daniel  Cooper,  Bart .  Mr. G. Moffatt.
Colonel Charles  Baring .  Mr. Joseph Prestwich.
Mr. E. L.  Beckwith .  Mr. E. Apps Smith.
Mr. Gordon  Clark.  Mr. Morgan Yeatman.
Mr. F. W.  Cosens.
2. The Exhibition  wi ll  take place  in the brick  vaults  of the Royal Albert  Hall,  which  are, in all respects, per-
fectly suited for the  purpose, and we ll  lighted.
3. The Corporation of the Royal Albert Ha ll  will  grant the free use of the vaults for the wine exhibition,
but the exhibitors  will have to  fit up,  at their own cost ,  the spaces all otted to them.
4. Growers, shippers ,  and importers only are eligible  to be exhibitors  ;  the place of growth must be given in
all  cases , and the name of the  grower, if possible.
5. Attendants of exhibitors will be allowed,  under regulations.
6. The exhibition will open on Easter Monday, the 6th April, 1874.
7. Growers ,  shippers ,  and importers ,  who desire to have space  allotted to  them, must  fill up the  accompanying
form.
8. The  wines must  be delivered punctually on the days which will  be announced hereafter.
LONDON INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF 1874.
FOREIGN WINES.
Here insert Name and Address . I or We'
' Here state  whether  Grower,
Shipper ,  or Importer.
' Insert name  of Wine.
• State where g ro wn.
Here state number, size,
marks ,  and quantity ,  whether
in Casks, Cases ,  or Bottles, and
any other particulars.
• space in Feet.
a
ofs
produced in,
hereby make app li cation for space to exhibits
FORM No. 6.
Wine,
in 1874, and request to haves Superficial Feet of Floor Space all otted
to me, which I am willing to fit up and occupy according to the rules which may be
laid down.
Signature
Sand Address
)( of intending
Exhibitor
NoTE.-This application should be delivered to the Secretary for the International Exhibitions of 1874,
No. 5, Upper Kensington Gore, at latest, on the 15th day of November , 1873, and as  much earlier  as convenient.
APPENDIX G.
FORM No. 10.
FORM OF PRELIMINARY APPLICATION.
Persons desirous of taking part in the International Exhibition of 1874 are requested to fill up this form, and
to forward it as soon as possible, but not later than the 1st of January, 1874, to Major-General Scott, C.B.,
Secretary, Offices of Her Majesty's Commissioners, Upper Kensington Gore, London, S.W.  :-
I  propose to submit objects named belo* for approval by the Committee of Selection, and, in the event of
their being accepted, I agree to conform to such rules and regulations as Her Majesty's Commissioners, may from
time to time lay down.
Division No. Class No. and Section, if any to which the object  belongs.
Signature of the Applicant
Postal Address in full
Her Majesty's Commissioners will be glad of the fullest information applicants may be in a position to give
at once respecting the objects they desire to submit for exhibition in 1874, stating the Division, Class, and Section,
to which such objects belong, according to the list.
NOTE.-Persons wishing to exhibit Machinery are requested to supply the information specified on the Form
No. 10', which can be had on application to the Secretary.
THE THREE DIVISIONS OF THIS EXHIBITION WILL BE SUBDIVIDED INTO THE FOLLOWING CLASSES:-*
I: -FINE ARTS. Fine Arts applied or not applied to Works of Utility.
Class I. Painting of all kinds, in oil, water colors, distemper, wax, enamel, and on glass, porcelain, etc. ;
mosaics ;  drawings of all kinds.
Class 2. Sculpture, modelling, carving and chasing in marble, stone, wood, terra-cotta, metal, ivory , glass,
precious stones, and any other  mate ri als.
Class 3. Engraving, lithography, photography as a Fine Art, executed in the preceding twelve months.
Class 4. Architectural designs and drawings, photographs of completed buildings, studies or restorations of
existing  buildings,  and models.
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Class 5. Tapestries,  carpets,  embroideries,  shawls, lace,  etc.,  shown not as manufactures,  but for the Fine Art
.Of their design in form or color.
Class 6. Designs for all  kinds of  decorative  manufactures.
Clan  7. Reproductions,  i.e., exact full  size copies of ancient or medieval pictures painted before A.D.1556.
productions of mosaics and enamels ; copies in plaster and flotile ivory. Electrotypes of Ancient Works of
DmsxoN II .- MaNVasovunzs.  Machinery,  Substances,  and Processes.
Class 8 .  Lace  (hand and machine made).
One 9 .  Civil engineering ,  architectural ,  and building contrivances.
a.  Civil engineering ,  architectural ,  and building contrivances.
b. Sanitary apparatus and constructions.
c. Cement  and plaster  work, etc.
Class 10 .  Heating by all  methods and kinds of fuel.
Class 11 .  Leather ,  including saddlery and harness.
a. Leather ,  and manufactures of leather.
b. Saddlery ,  harness, etc.
Class 12 .  Bookbinding.
Class 13. Foreign wines, in the vaults of the Royal Albe rt  Hall.
Machinery and raw materials for the group.
DIVISION III.-CLAss 14. Recent Scientific Inventions and New Discoveries of all kinds.
FORM No. 10a.
The following information  should be  supplied,  with the Form of Preliminary Application  (No. 10), by pro-
posing exhibitors of machinery.
a. A plan of each machine, showing the position of driven -pulleys ,  the minimum space required for
attendants ,  and indicating the parts  of the  machine which should be placed most prominently for
inspection  by the public.  An elevation would also be of use, if it could be supp li ed without
inconvenience.
A plan and section of the foundations required.
c. The weight of the machine.
d.  The amount of motive power in  actual  horse-power  required fro m main shafting.
e. Should water ,  steam ,  or gas be required ,  all necessary information as to the quantities of the requisite
supp li es ,  which must be paid for by the exhibitor.
SPACE RxgiIRED.
Glass-case space :-Length , Width , Height
Floor „ „ „ „
Counter ,, „ ,,
Wall  „ Height , Width , Projection
REQIIIRBMENT FOR PROCESSES  AND MACHINERY IN MOTION.
Actual horse -power required
Gallons of water per hour
Cubic feet of gas per hour
Diameter of steam supply pipe
Pressure of steam per square inch
Weight of  each machine
Cwt. Qrs.
Signature
S and Address
)) of intending
Exhibitor
APPENDIX H.
Foss No. 11.
LONDON INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF 1874.
PERMANENT COMMITTEE
The Marquis of Westminster, S.C.
The Earl Fitzwil li am, S.G.
The Earl of Dunmore
Lord Ronald Leveson -Gower, M.P.
Viscount  Poweracourt.
Sir Richard Wallace, Bart., M.P.
Sir James Watts.
S. Addington, Esq.
W. Agnew, Esq.
Captain W.  Baldwin.
E. L. S. Benzon, Esq.
H. W. F. Bolekow,  Esq., M.P.
A. H. Brown, Esq., M.P.
A. J. Brunton, Esq.
E. J. Coleman, Esq.
Alexander Collie, Esq.
O. E. Coope, Esq.
F. W. Cosens, Esq.
B. Dobree, Esq.
H. W. Eaton, Esq., M.P.
W. Fenton, Esq.
Joshua Fielden ,  Esq., M.P.
jr.  S. Forbes, Esq.
John Fowler,  Esq., C.E.
W. Graham, Esq., M.P.
FOR THE REPRESENTATION OF BRITISH PICTURES.
J. C. Harter, Esq.
J. Snowdon Henry, Esq., M.P.
John Hick ,  Esq., M.P.
Thomas Johnson, Esq.
John Kelk, Esq.
W. Leaf, Esq.
C. Lucas, Esq.
T. Lucas, Esq.
J. N. Mappin, Esq.
Hugh Mason, Esq.
C. P. Matthews, Esq.
J. S. Morgan, Esq.
A. Morrison, Esq.
George Paine, Esq.
John Pender, Esq., M.P.
W. Quilter, Esq.
R. Rawlinson, Esq.
Samuel Redgrave, Esq.
James Reiss, Esq.
William Smith, Esq., F.S.A.
Charles Waring, Esq.
H. Waring, Esq.
W. Waring, Esq.
J. Kemp Welch, Esq.
Lbs.
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WORKS of DECEASED ARTISTS.
Collections  of the  works of deceased eminent British artists wi ll  be made every year by Her Majesty's
Commissioners ,  to ill ustrate their career .  Thus ,  in 1873, the works of John  Phillip, R. A., and Thomas Creswick,
R.A., were coll ected .  It is proposed to follow a similar course in future years with the works of other eminent
deceased artists .  Her Majesty 's Commissioners have accordingly decided to invite the owners of pictures paintol by
the following artists to intimate their wi ll ingness to lend such works for the International Exhibition of 1873, and
they request to be favored with any information respecting them:-
PAINTERS IN OIL.
Died. Died.
John Constable, R.A. ... ... ... 1837 David Roberts ,  R.A. ... ... . 1864
Augustus Egg, R .A.... ... ... ... 1863 David Wilkie, R.A.... ... ... ... 1841
s
J. Coney ...
J. S. Cotman ...
F. Mackenzie ...
Died.
... 1833
... 1842
...  1854.
... 1852
A. Pugm  ..
J. M. W. Turner ,  R.A. (Architecture only)
C. Wild ... ... ... ... ...
Died.
1832
1851
1835
S. Prout  ... ... ... ...
36 and 37 Via.
C.  60.
an.  1873.
In the  case of any distinguished  artist  recently deceased ,  a selection of his works may be exhibited as a group.
Sketches made by artists in furtherance of their works,  also the works of amateurs illustrating their travels,
are eligible  for admission.
Collectors who may desire to exhibit their  coll ections  of Fine Arts together ,  may have space  allotted upon
making  application before let January in each year.
Annual International Exhibition Offices,
5, Upper  Kensington  Gore, S.W.
III.
[CIRCULAR.]
PROPOSAL OF THE PRUSSIAN GOVERNMENT TO EXPEL FROM THE COUNTRY ALL EMIGRATION
AGENTS, SUB-AGENTS ,  AND OTHER RECRUITERS WHO ARE NOT OF GERMAN NATIONALITY.
Downing street,
2nd September, 1873.
SIB,-Her Majesty's Government has been informed by the Prussian Government that, in
view of the inclination to emigrate spreading largely in some provinces, excited and nourished
principally by foreign agents, it proposes to expel from the country all emigration agents, sub-agents,
and other recruiters who are not of German nationality, and that from this measure it would
not be possible to except emigration agents sent from the British Colonies.
I have, &c.,
The Officer Administering the Government of Queensland.
PAINTERS IN WATER COLORS.
IV.
[CIRCULAR.]
" AN ACT To AMEND THE EXTRADITION  ACT, 1870."
Downing street,
22nd August, 1873.
MY LoRD,- I transmit  for your  information and guidance two copies of an Act passed during
the recent session of Parliament ,  entitled  " An Act  to Amend '  The Extradition Act of  1870.' "
The Officer  Administering the Government of Queensland.
[36 & 37 VICT.]
I have, &c.,
[Enclosure.]
EXTRADITION ACT, 1870 (AMENDMENT).
KIMBERLEY.
KIMBERLEY.
[CH. 60.]
CHAPTER 60.
An Act to Amend  "  The Extradition Act, 1870."
6th August, 1873.
BE it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of t
the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament  assembled , and by the
"
authority of the  same , as follows :
Construction of 1. This Act shall be construed  as one  with the Extradition Act, 1870 (in this Act referred to
Act and Short as the principal Act), and the principal Act and this Act may be cited together as the Extradition Acts,title.
33 and 34  Viet., 1870 and 1873, and this Act may be cited alone as the Extradition Act, 1873.
C. 62.
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2. Whereas by section six of the  principal  Act it is enacted as follows :-" Where this Act applies see s or
isosn
of
" in the case of  any  foreign  state, every  fugitive criminal  of that state who is in or suspected of being in 34 vict. c. 2.
and
any part of Her Majesty' s dominions , or that part which is specified in the order applying this Act (as
" the case may be), shall be liable to be apprehended  and surrendered in manner  provided by this Act,
" whet her the crime  in respect  of which the  surrender  is sought was committed before or after the
date of the order, and whether  there is or is not any concurrent  jurisdiction in any Court of tier
" Majesty' s dominions  over that  crime ." And whereas doubts have  arisen as  to the application of the
said section to crimes committed  before the  passing of the principal  Act, and it is expedient to remove
such doubts, it is therefore hereby declared that-A  crime committed  before the date of the order  includes
in the  said section a crime committed  before the  passing of the principal  Act, and the principal Act and
this Act shall be construed accordingly.
3. Whereas  a person who is accessory  before or after the fact,  or counsels , procures, commands, Liability of
aids, or abets the commission  of any indictable offence, is by English law liable to be tried and punished accessoriesdo
be
as if he were the principal offender, but doubts  have arisen  whether such  person as  well as the principal
offender can be surrendered under the principal Act, and it is expedient to remove such doubts ; it is
therefore hereby declared that-Every person who is  accused or  convicted of having counselled, procured,
commanded, aided, or abetted the commission of any extradition  crime , or of being accessory before or
after the fact to any extradition  crime, shall  be deemed for the purposes of the principal Act and this Act
to be accused or convicted of having committed such  crime , and shall be liable to be apprehended and
surrendered accordingly.
4. Be it declared, that the provisions of the principal Act relating to depositions and statements  on Explanation of
oath taken in a foreign state, and copies of such original depositions  and statements , do and shall extend a  vier o s2
and
to affirmations taken in a  foreign state, and copies  of such  affirmations.  to statements on
5. A Secretary of State may, by order under his hand and  seal, require  a police magistrate  or a oaa®rm lullingations.justice  of the peace to take evidence for the purposes of any  criminal matter  pending in any court or Power  of taking
tribunal in any foreign  state  ; and the police  magistrate  or justice of the peace, upon the receipt of such evidence in
order, shall take the evidence of every witness  appearing  before him for the purpose in like manner as if oritforeig
g
on
such witness  appeared on a charge against  some defendant for an indictable offence, and shall certify at minal matters.
the foot of the depositions so taken that such evidence  was taken  before him, and shall transmit the same
to the Secretary of State ; such evidence may be taken in the presence or absence of the person charged,
if any, and the fact of such  presence or absence  shall be stated in such deposition. Any person may,
after payment or tender to him of a reasonable sum for his costs and expenses in this behalf, be com-
pelled for the purposes of this section, to attend and give evidence and answer questions and produce
documents, in like  manner and  subject to the like conditions  as he  may in the case of a charge preferred
for an indictable offence. Every person who wilfully gives false evidence before a police magistrate or
justice of the peace under this section shall be guilty of perjury. Provided that nothing in this section
shall apply in the case of any criminal matter of a political character.
6. The jurisdiction conferred by section sixteen of the principal Act on a stipendiary magistrate, Explanation of
and a  sheriff or sheriff substitute, shall be deemed to be in addition to, and not in derogation or exclusion 3 vier c 3 land
of, the jurisdiction of the police magistrate.
7. For the purposes of the principal Act and this Act a diplomatic representative of a foreign state Explanation of
shall be deemed to include any person recognised by the Secretary of State as a consul-general of that diplomaticeand
state,  and a consul or vice-consul shall be deemed to include any person recognised by the governor of a consul.
British possession  as a consular  officer of a foreign state.
8. The principal Act shall be construed as if there were included in the first schedule to that Act Addition to list
the list of crimes contained in the schedule to this Act. of crimes inschedule.
SCHEDULE.
LIST OF CRIMES.
The following list of crimes is to be construed according to the law existing in England or in a British
possession (as the case may be) at the date of the alleged crime, whether by common law or by statute made before
or after the passing of this Act :-
Kidnapping and false imprisonment.
Perjury, and subornation of perjury, whether under common or statute law.
Any indictable offence under the Larceny Act, 1861, or any Act amending or substituted for the same, which 24 and 25 Viet.,
is not included in the first schedule to the principal Act. c.  96,  &c.
Any indictable offence under the Act of the session of the twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth years of the reign
of Her present Majesty, chapter ninety-seven,  " To consolidate and amend the statute law of England and Ireland
" relating to malicious injuries to property,"  or any Act amending or substituted for the same, which is not included
in the first schedule to the principal Act.
Any indictable offence under the Act of the session of the twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth years of the reign
of Her present Majesty, chapter ninety-eight,  " To consolidate and amend the statute law of England and Ireland,
" relating to indictable o f'ence.-e by forgery,"  or any Act amending or substituted for the same, which is not included
in the first schedule to the principal Act.
Any indictable offence under the Act of the session of the twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth years of the reign
of Her present Majesty, chapter ninety-nine, " To  consolidate and amend the statute law of the United Kingdom
" against offences relating to the coin,"  or any Act amending or substituted for the same, which is not included in
the first schedule of the principal Act.
Any indictable offence under the Act of the session of the twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth years of the reign
of Her present Majesty, chapter one hundred,  " To consolidate and amend the statute law of England and Ireland
" relating  to  offences against the person,"  or any Act amending or substituted for the same, which is not included in
the first schedule to the principal Act.
Any indictable offence under the laws for the time being in force in relation to bankruptcy which is not
included in the first schedule to the principal Act.
By Authority :  JAxas 0 .  Bawl ,  Government  Printer, William street , Brisbane
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 31st October, 1873.
T
HE following Instructions for the guidance of Officers in the Public Service, charged with the
receipt or disbursement of public money, having been approved by His Excellency the
'Governor in Council, are published for general information. Every Officer furnished with a copy
of these Instructions, is to send a written acknowledgment of the same, addressed to the Under
Secretary of the Treasury.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
INSTRUCTIONS TO CLERKS OF PETTY SESSIONS.
1.
The full amount of all Collections by Clerks of Petty Sessions  must  be paid into the Fuii  co llections
Treasury, without any deductions whatever, except the following, viz, :-Sums payable to Informers , to be pail'Treasury-ex-
or to hospitals, a portion of the tees received under the  Aliens Act,  Immigration Collections,  and ceptione.
Collections on account of Intestate Estates.
2.
When any property is sold by auction, by order of the Justices, the Account Sales shall be  Receipt of
sent to the Treasury with the net proceeds-The rec^.ipt of the Treasurer of the District hospital,  or a
esr,
Brisbane Ilospital,'for sums appropriated thereto, must accompany the Quarterly Accounts forwarded
to the Audit Office.
3.
The fee chargeable for administering the Oath of Allegiance, and for filing and copying the Fees for oath of
record of the same, is four shillings and sixpence; one shilling of this fee is to be remitted to the Allegiance.
Treasury, and the balance, three shillings and sixpence, is to be forwarded to the Registrar of the
Supreme Court.
4.
In Brisbane,  Collections shall  be paid into  the Treasury  fortnightly ,  viz., on the 15th  and  Time  of pay-
last  days of each  month; and  in the country ,  monthly, the  remittance being made  by the  first mail ment.
despatched after the last day of each month.
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vouchers.
Attested
accounts in
Bri sbane.
5.
Every remittance to the Treasury shall be accompanied by a sufficient Voucher .  Collections
on account of the Consolidated Revenue Fund, the Police Reward Fund,  " The Diseases in Sheep
Act,"  &c., &c., must be shown on the respective  Vouchers  supplied for the purpose.
6.
The Clerk of Petty Sessions in Brisbane shall furnish attested accounts of his collections to
the Audit  Office,  monthly, not later than  the 4th day  of each month, on the prescribed form.
7.
Attested Clerks of Petty Sessions in the country shall furnish to the Audit Office, quarterly, attested
acc' nts in  the accounts of Fees, Fines ,  Licenses ,  and other public moneys ,  collected by them ,  from whatever sourceInteo.
arising, on the proper forms. The accounts, accompanied by the butts of receipts used during the
quarter, must be placed in the local Post Office, not later than the 4th day of the month succeeding
Auctioneers' the quarter. When any property is sold by auction, by order of the Justices, the net proceeds shall
Account Sales. be included in the attested account of Fines. The quarters terminate on 31st March, 30th June,.
30th September, and 31st December.
Deposit under
Immigration
Regulations.
8.
Clerks of Petty Sessions, on receipt of any deposit under the  Immigration Remittance
Regulations, shall immediately remit the amount to the Immigration Agent, Brisbane, with a
statement , on the proper form, of the  names  and description  of Immigrants  whom the Depositor
wishes to introduce.
9.
Immigration On the 4th day of the month succeeding every quarter, Clerks of Petty Sessions  shall transmitReturn to  Auditto the Audit Office,  attested accounts, accompanied by the  requisite  butts of receipts,  of all sums
received by them during the quarter on account  of Immigration Remittances.
10.
Nil Returns, In the event of no Revenue being collected, the monthly and quarterly  accounts must still be
Acting as
Auctioneer.
Certificates by
Justices for
Pub licans' and
Auctioneers'
Licenses to
Treasury.
furnished to the Treasury and Audit Office respectively,  the latter duly signed and attested by a
Magistrate,  the word  00 Nil"  being written in the place for inserting particulars.
11.
In the case of confiscated or unclaimed property sold by auction by order of the Justices,
when the Clerk of Petty Sessions or Chief Constable acts as auctioneer ,  the commission allowed shall
be at the rate of five per cent.
12.
The lists of certificates granted by Justices, for Publicans' and Auctioneers' Licenses, are
required by taw to be transmitted to the Treasury within fourteen days from the issue of the
certificate. The names of the parties to whom Licenses for Billiards and Bagatelle are granted,
must be stated in the Monthly Returns to the Treasury.
13.
Copies to Audit Copies of both these lists of certificates are to be transmitted to the Audit Office quarterly,
office. on the forms provided for the purpose.
14.
Licenses to be  Licenses issued by the Bench of Magistrates are on no account to be prepared from loose forms,
issuedfrombook. but must be taken in numerical order from the books supplied for that purpose, and the butts
filled up to correspond with the licenses issued.
15.
Spoiled license  Should any license form be spoiled in filling up, or from other cause, the form is not to be
forms. destroyed, but shall be left attached to the butt, and produced to the Inspector of Accounts or other
officer duly authorised.
16.
Fees, Spirit  The fees payable by Wholesale Spirit l)ealers, and for Auctioneers' and Publicans' Licenses,
Dealeneensaandshould be remitted direct to the Treasury by the parties themselves. Fees for Country Publicans'
Publicans. Licenses, are, however, payable to the Clerks of Petty Sessions, and should be sent to the Treasury
accompanied by the necessary Certificates.
17.
Register of  To enable the Police Magistrate or Inspector to ascertain what persons in each district are
e,
Auctioneers, duly licensed, the Clerk of Petty Sessions shall keep a Register showing, under separate beads, the
Publicans, so. Wholesale Spirit Dealers,
Publicans receiving Certificates,
Auctioneers receiving Certificates,
Billiards and l3agatetlc Licenses,
and shall each month, from a List published in the  Government Gazette,  enter against the respective
names  the actual issue of the licenses by the Treasury as therein enumerated.
Any default in gazetting the names of persons entitled to licenses should be inquired into
immediately.
18.
0. P. S. to audit Clerks of Petty Sessions are required by the 31st section of the, Act, 27th Victoria, No. 22,
Poundkeepers' to audit the monthly accounts of the Poundkeepers, and to transmit certified copies of such accounts
accounts.
to the Treasur y , immediately after each audit.Certified ified  copies
to Treasury. 19.
Poundkeepers  Poundkeepers are required to hand the balance of the proceeds of each sale, together with a
pay toe . P. s. detailed account of the animals sold, to the Clerk of Petty Sessions within ten days from the date of
sale, to be forwarded monthly with his other Collections to the Treasury.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO CROWN LANDS AGENTS.
In addition to other Regulations now in force under competent authority, the following
instructions are to be strictly complied with :-
the amount received for deposits,  viz.:- 20  ; er r,•,• toBy the  first post after each sale by auction,
cent. on the price of each  lot, at  the fall of the hammer, shall be transmitted to the Treasury with Treasury.
the proper form (D.) filled up in every particular, according to the headings.
If any purchaser has paid for his lot in full, the  amount must  also be sent, together with the Payment in fun.
Deed and Survey Fees, and the  particulars  duly inserted in the voucher.
2.
At the termination  of one calendar  month from the day of sale, the amount received for Balances to
balances  and fees, shall be transmitted to the Treasury with the final report voucher duly filled in. Tressury
3.
A report according to form D, and the final report of each sale (the latter in duplicate), and Reports to Audit
both accompanied by the proper receipts, shall be forwarded to the Audit Office by the same post as office.
the returns alluded to in sections 1 and 2 are sent to the Treasury.
4.
Land Orders received on account of auction sales, shall be forwarded to the Treasury with Land orders to
a schedule  showing the number and amount of each land order, the total amount appropriated, and Treasury.
the available balance, if any, to be returned. '
5.
By the  next  post after each auction sale, the sale list containing the signature  of the purchaser sale Lists to
of each lot, shall be transmitted to the Survey  Office. Survey office.
6.
The Regulations of the 18th May, 1868, issued from the Department of Public Lands, with Selections of
reference to deposits on applications under the provisions of " The Crown Lands Act of  1868," are Land.
still in force, and.shall be strictly adhered to. All receipts on account of other selections than those
referred  to in the above Regulations shall be forwarded, at once, to the Treasury.
7.
When a remittance  is made  for more than one selection of land, whether under the Act of Remittances.
1868, or otherwise, a schedule of the purchasers' names, showing amount of each purchase, and elci one'
whether payment  was made in  cash or land orders, shall be forwarded with the ordinary vouchers.
8.
The second and succeeding years' rents under " The Leasing Act  of 1866," for Homestead Separate
Selections, and Conditional Purchases, shall be specified on separate vouchers for each denomination schedules fordifferent kin
and the money paid for the same to the Land Agent shall be
remitted to the Treasury immediately y
of select ons
Y P' Y  schEdule of
after the close of each month. purchasers.
INSTRUCTIONS TO GOLD COMMISSIONERS.
1.
On or before the 4th day of each month, the collections for the  past month shall be transmitted Payment to
to the  Treasury, accompanied by the prescribed form of Voucher.
corrolleecctio
tionss..
2.
An attested account of all collections, on the prescribed form, shall be transmitted to the Attested
Audit  Office,  on the 4th of the month succeeding each quarter. Spoiled or cancelled forms of Miners' dashoalce.
Rights and Traders'  Licenses  shall be sent with this account.
INSTRUCTIONS TO REGISTRARS OF DISTRICT COURTS.
Collections for each month shall be transmitted to the Treasury not later than the 4th day ray-onto to
of the following month, accompanied by the usual vouchers. Treasury'
Attested accounts of collections, for the period between the rising of one Court and the rising Attested
of the next Court., that is, the period comprised between the last two audits by the Judge, shall be sash Office.
transmitted to the Audit Office. These accounts must to be signed by the Judge, as examined
and approved.
INSTRUCTIONS TO PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS GENERALLY.
1.
Every Officer charged either with the receipt or disbursement of Public Honey, shall deposit  oofficeSeC pt geed
the same, as received,  in some  secure place, and shall be responsible for its safe custody. disbursement of
2.
public money.
In all places where a Local Bank is established, the actual Collections received are to be collection to be
lodged in the Bank -daily, to the credit of a public account to be opened for the purpose. UnderBank 'o
no circumstances  is an  officer justified in cashing either his own or other private cheques from
Government funds in hand, or in any way mixing up his public and private transactions, in his
bank account or otherwise.
3.
In addition to all other necessary books now or hereafter required to be kept, every officer,  Private cheques
either receiving or paying public money, shall keep a rough cash-book, in which each transaction, n,
casLslbookwhether by way of receipt or payment, shall be entered  as it  occurs. This book is to be balanced to be kept.
daily, and  the balance of cash on hand, with a memorandum of the cheques, notes, or coin, of which
the same is  composed, shall be shown at the close of each day 's transactions.
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO PUBLIC OFFICERS.
1.
Receipts. Receipts given by Officers for moneys paid to them on Public Account shall ,  in all cases, be
prepared on the duly appointed official form ,  taken from the books supplied for that purpose.
2.
All Collectors of Public Revenue in Brisbane ,  not before particularly alluded to, are
collection-Brisb ne, in required to pay their collections into the Treasury on the last day of each month ,  with such specialBrisbane,
monthly pay- form of voucher as they may have been directed to use.
meats. 3.
In the country, In the country ,  payments are to be made monthly, with vouchers as above.
monthly pay-
ments. 4.Collectors in Collectors of Revenue in Brisbane are required to send to the Audit Office,  monthly, not laterBrisbane,
monthlyattested than the 4th day of each month ,  an attested account of their collections.
account to Audit
office. 5.
In the country, In the country, a quarterly attested account of collections shall be sent to the Audit Office.
a quarterly ac-
count. 6.
Responsibility of It must be distinctly understood that the Head of every Department intrusted with the
heads of depart-
ments as to collection of public revenue is personally responsible for its due collection ,  and will be required to
collections  and Sign the attested accounts ,  containing the usual solemn declaration ,  before a magistrate.
accounts.
7.
Police Magis- Police Magistrates will be held responsible that all money transactions are daily posted in
blesrespon - the proper books by the Clerks of Petty Sessions, and that the returns and remittances which those
officers are called upon to make are punctually forwarded .  It will be also their duty to see that the
returns and remittances required by the 19th and 21st clauses of  "The Impounding Act,"  are
regularly sent to the Treasury.
8.
Discrepancies As every remittance to the Treasury is credited in accordance with the Vouchers therewith,between
and care must be taken by Collectors of Revenue in the interior that such vouchers correspond in
attested es. amount ,  and also in the sub-heads of revenue ,  with the quarterly attested account.
9.
Vouchers found When the Vouchers are found not to agree in amount ,  or in the sub-beads of revenue, with
not to agree, the attested account, the Collector of Revenue will be required to explain the discrepancy ,  and make
good any further amount which may be found to be due.
10.
Public moneys Public Moneys are on no account to be transmitted to the Audit Office ,  but must be forwardedto Treasury only.
to the Treasury direct.
11.
cheeqquentby Collectors of Revenue receiving private cheques on Government account will do so at their
own risk,  as they will be held responsible for the due payment of the same.
12.
Registered Letters to the Treasury ,  or other Public Department ,  containing remittances ,  shall beletters.
registered at the Post Office.  If not so registered ,  the sender will be held liable.
13.
rergnisltes or Government Officers are not allowed to receive perquisites or gratuities from the public forigratu tes.
anything done in their official capactity.
14.
Printed forms. Printed forms of accounts and vouchers are procured,  by requisition,  from the Government
Printer.
15.
Want of  forms Care should be  taken that a sufficient  supply of forms  is always  on  hand.  "  Want of forms"
no excuse. will not be accepted  as an excuse  for accounts not rendered .  Should the  necessary printed vouchers
not be on hand  at any  time, they must  be prepared  in manuscript.
16.
Examination  Before dispatching  accounts  to any Public Department they should be carefully  examined as
before posting. to whether the headings  and dates  are properly filled in ,  and whether they  are  duly signed and
completed  in every  respect.
17.
Accounts  with- Accounts  transmitted to the  Audit OTce need  not be accompanied by a letter ,  unless some
out letter. explanation or information connected with them be requisite.
18.
Explanation by In case it should be found impossible ,  on any particular  occasion ,  to forward  accounts or
Letter or collections it the proper time, a letter or telegra it explaining the cause of the delay must be
forwarded to the Ifead of the Department , to whJni the accounts or collections  ought to  have been
sent.
19.
lvit  Returns. \z'l:ere  to  money is collected, accounts shall still be scut, the word  " Ail"  being written in
the place for insetting  particulars.
20.
Answering  Queries  or letters calling for explanation  from any Public  Department,  are to be answeredqueries. promptly, and the fullest  information given that it  may be in  the power of the officer to afford.
21.
Payment of  When any Collector  of Revenue  shall have neglected to pay  his collections or to render his
salary  sus-
pended. accounts within  the time  prescribed by the above Regulations,  the  payment  of his  salary  shall be
suspended until his accounts shall have been satisfactoily adjusted.
22.
Disregard of Any  case of habitual disregard of the Government Regulations on the part of Collectors of
Regulations. Revenue, shall be submitted for the decision of the Executive ,  whether the Officer so offending shall
continue in the Public Service.
By Authority :  JAsas 0. BxAx  Government Printer ,  William Street ,  Brlebaup
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QUEENSLAND , I Proclamation by The Mostto wit.  Honorable GsonGS AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(t.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
N ORMANNY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers  vested in me by
" The Diseases  in Cattle  Act,"  and of all other
powers enab ling me in that  behalf; I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea  of any horned  cattle from  the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent  Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
.Tune, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
QIIEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  S  Honorable GsonGE AuGusTOs
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave .of
Mulgrave,  all  in the County'I of
York,  in the Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ;  a Member
CVORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the • Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance  of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases  in Cattle Act,"  and of all  other
powers enab ling me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction  or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland,  until this
my Proclamation  has been altered  or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction orim-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds , nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of oar Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- two, and in tae
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,  By Command,
A. H. PALMER. ! A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN ] I Gon SAVE  THE QUEEN!
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1873.
I7 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to appoint
FRAN% SCARR,
Commissioner  of Crown Lands for the Unsettled
District of Mitchell,
to be also Commissioner  for the Unsettled District
of Gregory North ; and
FRANCIS XAVIER HEENEY,
Commissioner  of Crown Lands for the Unsettled
District of Warrego,
to be also Commissioner  for the Unsettled District
of Gregory South.
A. H. PALMER.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 4th November, 1873.
[7IS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
lj of the  Executive  Council , has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN MACALISTER
to be Acting Railway Storekeeper, Northern Line,
Rockhampton.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 7th November, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to  appoint the undermentioned gentlemen to be
Magistrates  of the Territory:-
ROBERT BRIT, Warrego ;
FRANCIS DUTTON, Bauhinia Downs ;
ELIAS HARDING, Junr., Gracsmere ;
ALFRED MoncoM, Antigua, Mary River ;
WILLIAM Pococx, Townsville ;
THOMAS FRANCIS TAGG, St. Lawrence ;
WILLIAM JOHN TAYLOR, Brisbane ;
JOHN DAVID WITHAM, Zamia Creek.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 7th November, 1873.
I3 IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
S 1 notified that Writs have been returned to
His Excellency, certifying the return of the
undermentioned  gentlemen  to serve  as Members
of the Legislative Assembly of Queensland for the
Electoral Di tricts specified in connection with
their respective  names :-
DARLING Downs-Edward Wienholt, Esquire ;
WARwIcn- James  Morgan, Esquire.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th November, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned places to be addi-
tional Polling Places for taking the Poll for the
Election of a Member to serve in the Legislative
Assembly for the Electoral District of Maranoa.
Electoral District.
Maranoa
Polling Place.
Bungil Saw Mill.
Beagle.
A. H. PALMER.
QUEENSLAND , '  Proclamation by The Most
to wit.  )t Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Npr-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross , in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoRa!ANRY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council , Governor and Com.
mander .in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the ninth day of December, 1873, at the Rockhamp-
ton Land Office.
Part of Gracemere Run, Port Curtis District,
resumed from  the ten years ' lease.
About 120  square miles.
Commencing at the south boundary of portion 11,
parish of Gracemere, where it is intersected by the
telegraph line from Rockhampton to Gladstone, and
bounded thence on the north-west by the  south-east
boundaries of portions 11 and 10, garish of Grace.
mere, bearing south -west  to Gavial Creek about
forty chains ; then by that  creek  southerly about
forty chains ; then by the  south boundaries of
portions 59,  54, and  53, bearing west about one
hundred and seventy  chains to a point three miles
south -easterly from  the railway ; then by a line
parallel to the  railway and  distant therefrom three
miles, said line bearing  south -westerly about twenty
miles ; on the south by the  watershed  separating
the waters  flowing  into the lower Fitzroy River
from Gogango Creek and the Dee River, bearing east
north-easterly  about sixteen  miles ; then by the
western watershed of Gavial Creek northerly about
three and  a-half miles  ; then by  a line bearing east
about two and a-half  miles crossing  Gavial Creek at
the north boundary of portion 9, parish of Boulder.
combe ; then by the  eastern watershed  of Gavial
Creek southerly about two and a-half miles ;
then by the watershed  separating  Midgee Creek
from the Dee River  easterly about one  mile to the
head of Midgee Creek ; on the east by Midgee
Creek northerly to the telegraph line from Gladstone
to Rockhampton ; and on the north-west by said
telegraph line north-westerly  to the point of com-
mencement.
Given  under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-three, and
in the thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . Honorable GEORGE Aueusrrs
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normal Eby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Aulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Muigrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(r..s. )  in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORSI ANRY. of Her Majesty's :Bost Honorable
Governor  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
,nander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the tenth sub-section of
clause fifty-one of  " The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868," 1, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
road hereinunder described shall be and is hereby
opened as a public road.
Description of a Road one chain wide, resumed
from Selection No.  1,466,  Brisbane District
(E. Deshon).
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
389, parish  of Yeerongpilly, and bearing south
thirty minutes  east thirty- nine chains  and fifty-six
links along  its west boundary,  containing an area
of three acres  three roods and thirty-six perches.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at  Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane , this thirtieth day
of October,  in the yeai  of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the  thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by Tho Most
to wit . ) Honorable GEORGFS AuGUSTrus
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave , all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross , in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ; a Member
NouMAanY,  of Her  Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUBTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis  of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, as surveyed,
under the provisions of the said Act, on and after
WEDNESDAY, the third day of December, 1873,
at the  Brisbane  Land Office.
Portion No .  23,  parish of Mooloolah.
595 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this thirtieth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy -three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her Ma-
jesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. ' Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mul ;rave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANRY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
%HEREAS by an Act passed in the thirty-
third year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
"An Act to Amend the Laws relating to Town and
Suburban Lands,"  and numbered eight,  in clause
one power is given to the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, by Proclamation in the
Government Gazette,  to rescind, either wholly or in
part, any Proclamation setting apart any Crown
lands as town and suburban lands ;  and whereas it
is expedient to rescind all previous Proclamations
in connection with the unalienated lands in and
around the Town Reserve of Tiaro, in the Settled
District of Wide Bay and Burnett, with the view
of throwing the said lands open to selection by
lease, under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1868": Now, therefore, I,
GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Nor-
manby, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the
power and authority vested in me, and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, declare that all previous Proclama-
tions having reference to the lands as aforesaid in
and around the hereinbefore mentioned Township
Reserve, shall be and are hereby rescinded, of
which all persons are requested to take notice.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANRY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause one of  "The Homestead
Areas Act  bf 1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE. Marquis of .N ormanby, the Governor
foresaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
i'o, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the lands hereunder described shall be and
are hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, subject
,o the provisions of the said Act, and that the said
lands shall be open to Selection as Homesteads,
1856
and not otherwise ,  at the Brisbane  Land  Office, on
and after  WEDNESDAY, the third day of
December, 1873.
Description of the boundaries of a portion of the
Tambourine  Run, in the Moreton District,
formerly held under pastoral  lease , which, by
reason  of forfeiture for non-payment of rent,
is available  for Selection ; parish of Ward ;
county  of Tambourine.
5,240 acres.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of portion
4, and bounded thence on the west by the east
boundary line of that portion bearing south ninety-
fo'ir chains; thence by south boundary line of the
same  portion and  a line  in continuation bearing
west to the Coburg River or Cannigra Creek, and
by- that creek upwards about two hundred and fifty
chains in a  -straight line to the north boundary of
Sarabah Run resumed half ; on the south by that
boundary bearing east one hundred and twenty-
seven chains  and fifty links to Darlington Range ;
on the east by that range  northerly about one
hundred and forty-two chains in a straight line ;
and on the north by a line, being the south boundary
of the eight square miles resumed from Tambourine
Run, as proclaimed  in  the Government Gazette  of
the 2nd December, 1872, No. 123, folio 2017,
bearing west  about one hundred and ten chains to
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth
day of October, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
three, and  in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Qu ENsLAND , I Proclamation by The Mostto wit .  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York ,  in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave ' of
New Ross. in the County of Wexford,
(L.e.) in the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her  Majesty' s Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Cow=
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty ,one of  "The Crown
Lands -Alienation Act of  1868 ,"  I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection ,  under the provisions of
the said Act ,  on and after WEDNESDAY, the
third day  of December ,  1873, at the Maryborough
Land  Office.
TheDescription of lands open  to  selection under 44
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868."
The unsurveyed lands within the suburban area
in and  around the Town Reserve of Tiaro, exclusive
of an area of 1,000 acres as marked on the Land
Agent's official map.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. ' Honorable GEoRa AUGUBTUs
CONSTA.NTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Norii
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of York,
in the Peerage of the United King-
dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New
Ross, in the County of Wexford, in
(L.s.) the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Guvernor.  Privy Council, Governor'and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
j N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
j Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868," I, GEoRGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
proclaim that the lands hereunder described shall
be open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the third
day of December, 1873, at the Land Offices of the
districts in which they are respectively situated.
No. of
Por-
tion. !
I
1Registen
No of
APPon a
Name of
Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
Parish,
61a 91 G.F.Schneider
A.  Y.
80 0 0 Ipawioh Alfred
61 and 1338 T. Mitton ... 103 0 0 Brisbane Redolffe
es
63 1337 J. L. Banda... eB 0 0 Ditto Ditto
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy- three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor•
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NOaxANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most  Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor  and Com.
wander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with  the provisions of the
eighteenth section of  "  The Crown  Lands Alienation
Act of  1868," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the lands
hereinunder described shall be reserved for Town-
ship purposes.
TowN RESERVE ON TEREICA RUN.
County of Bentinck.
2,560 acres.
Commencing on Treverton's Creek at the north-
east corner  of mineral  selection  794 W., and
bounded thence on the west by a line bearing south
eighty chains ; on the south by a line beari ng east
1857
160 chains  ;  on the east by a line bearing north 160
chains  ;  on the north by a line bearing west 160
chains  ;  and on the remainder  of the  west by a line
bearing south eighty chains to the point of com-
. encement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy -three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUzsNSLAND , 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit . S Honorable GEORGE AucrsrU$
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of -Norni;w.by,
Earl of Mulgrave, t'scount Nor-
manby, and Baro, Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Rocs, in  the County of Wet  Cord,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Quvernor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N.  pursuance of clause one of  "  The Homestead
Areas Act  of  1872 ,"  I, GEORGE AUGUSTU9
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Execu ti ve Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be and
are hereby set apart as a Homestead  Area ,  subject
to the provisions of the said  Act, and that the
said lands sha ll  be open to Selection as Homesteads,
and not otherwise , at the Dalby Land Office, on
and after  THURSDAY, the 20th day of Novem-
ber, 1873.
Lands resumed foom Smbour Run.
About 9} square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of Middle or
Cattle Creek at the south-east corner of pre-emptive
portion No. 31, and bounded on part of the west by
aline  bearing  north one and a-half miles ; on the
north by a line bearing east about four miles ; on
the east by a line bearing south about two and
a-quarter miles ; on the south by a line bearing
west to Middle or Cattle Creek, and thence by that
Creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Yandilla,
this sixteenth day of October, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three, and in the thirty-seventh  year
of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Pub lic Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has approved of
the Unsettled District of Gregory being divided
into two Districts, viz. : Gregory North and
Gregory South, as hereunder described.
A. H. PALMER.
Unsettled Pastoral District  of Gregory North.
Commencing at the junction of the Thompson
and Barcoo Rivers, bounded thence on the south
by a true west line along the north boundary of the
Pastoral Unsettled District of Gregory South until
it is intersected by the 138th degree of  east longi-
tude ; thence on the west by said meridian of
longitude north along a part of the west boundary
of the Colony of Queensland until it is intersected
by the twenty-first degree of south latitude ; thence
on the north by said parallel along the south
boundary of the Pastoral Unsettled District of
Burke, east to the southern watershed of the
Flinders River and its tributaries, and by said
watershed in an easterly direction to the  western
watershed of the Barcoo River and its tributaries ;
thence on the east by said last-mentioned water-
shed along a part of the western boundary of the
Pastoral Unsettled District of Mitchell in a
southerly direction to the point of commencement.
Unsettled Pastoral District of Gregory South.
Commencing on the north-western watershed of
the Buloo or Corni Paroo River where  it is inter-
sected by the twenty-ninth degree of south latitude ;
bounded thence on the south by a true  west line
along a part of the south boundary of the Colony
of Queensland until it is intersected by the 141st
degree of east latitude ; thence on the west by a
true north line along a part of the west boundary of
the Colony of Queensland until it is intersected by
the 138th degree of  east  longitude ; thence on the
west by  a true  north line along a part of the west
boundary of the Colony of Queensland  until it is
intersected by a true west line from the junction of
the Thompson and Barcoo Rivers; thence on the
north by a true east line along the south boundary
of the Pastoral Unsettled District of Gregory North
to the junction of the Thompson and Barcoo  Rivers ;
thence on the east by a true south  line along a part
of the western boundary of the Pastoral Unsettled
District of Mitchell until  it strikes  the north-
western watershed  of the Buloo or Corni Paroo
River  ;  and thence  by that  watershed along the
western boundary of the Pastoral Unsettled District
of Warrego to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for  general information, that
application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of  1868,"  has been
made for the closure of the undermentioned roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
A. H, PALMIER,
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. 4pplioa4t • Situa tion .  Par ish. Ares.
i A.  I.J. Ewen Roadseparatingportion Oreenmount a 0
Davidson ,  98 from portion 99
and A. V.
and P.
Robin son
9 Ditto Road separating portion Oresumonat17 s 0
89 from portion 40
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1873.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N7
OTICE is hereby given, that the  Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the  particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1868," at the expiration  of three months
from the date hereof, by  instruments endorsed on
such deeds of grant respectively under his  Hand and
Seal of the Colony,  describe the lands intended to
be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall  be taken
1858
to have been inserted in the respective grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants respectively and every such deed
shall  operate and be construed accordingly.
(For the Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-10th August, 1871.
Name of Grantee-Richard Furlong.
Description of Land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement  twenty-four  acres and
six perches  (be the same more  or less ), situated in
the county of Livingstone and parish of Cawarral,
portion 10,  commencing  at the south-east corner of
portion 9, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing 183 degrees 41 minutes. ten chains and one
link ; on the south by  a line  bearing west twenty-
three chains ; on the west by a line bearing 351
degrees 52 minutes,  ten chains and one link ; and
on the north by a line east thirty chains and 58
links to  the point of commencement.
Description of Land intended  to be  granted.-
Commencing  at the south-east corner of portion 9,
and bounded thence on the east by a line bearing
183 degrees  41 minutes, ten chains and one link ;
on the south by a line bearing west twenty-three
chains  ; on the west by a line bearing 351 degrees
52 minutes , 10 chains and 10 links ; and on the
north by a  line bearing  east twenty-five chains and
eight links  to the point  of commencement.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-James Dignam.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland con-
taining by  admeasurement  forty-eight acres three
roods, be the  same more  or less, situated in the
county of Ward and parish of Logan, portion 99,
commencing  on the right bank of the Logan River
at the south-west corner of portion 98, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing east forty-
seven chains  and six links ; on the east by a line
bearing two  hundred and  nine  degrees twelve
chains ; on  the south by a line bearing west  forty-
six chains and seventy -five links to the Logan
River, and thence by that river downwards to the
point of  commencement.
Nature of error.-The  area being described as
forty-eight acres three perches, instead of fifty
acres ; and commencing  at the south-west corner
of portion 98, instead of 98A.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles Merkley.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel ofland in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement  fifty-two acres one rood
and eighteen  perches, be the  same more or less,
situated  in the county of Ward and parish of
Logan, portion  98, commencing  on the right bank
of the Logan River at the south-west corner of
portion 85, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing  east  fifty-three chains and eighty-one
links ; on the east by a line bearing south ten
chains  and fifty links ; on the south by a line bear-
ing west forty- seven  chains and six links to the
Logan River ; and thence by that river downwards
to the point  of commencement.
Nature of error.-The  land being called portion
98, area  fifty-two acres one rood and eighteen
perches, instead  of portion 98A, area fifty acres.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles McIntosh.
Description of land qranted.-All  that piece or
parcel  ofland in the colony of Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement  two thousand five
hundred and sixty  acres,  be the same  more or less,
situated  in the county of Merivale and parish of
Cunningham ,  selection  72. Commencing at a point
bearing  north and distant two chains and two links
from the north-east corner of selection 415 ; and
bounded thence on the south by a road two chains
wide bearing west twelve degrees north fifteen
chains and two links west four degrees thirty
minutes  north twenty-two chains,  south sixt,y
degrees west seventeen  chains,  and west fourteElrit
degrees north three hundred and sixty-four chains
and sixty-two links ; on the west by a line bearing
north thirty-one  chains and eleven links; on the
north by a  line bearing  east fifty-eight chains and
eighty-three links to a road one chain and fifty links
wide ;  again on  the west by that road bearing
north nineteen  chains  and eighty-two links to
another road  one chain and  fifty links wide ; again
on the north by that road bearing east fifty-six
chains  ; thence by lines  bearing  south thirty-four
chains and seventy- six links  east fifty-four chains
and fifty links, south three chains and ninety-three
links, and east fifty- six chains  to another road one
chain and fifty links wide; thence by that road
bearing south fourteen  chains  and seventy-two
links ; thence by lines  bearing  east fifty-seven
chains and fifty links, south three chains and
nineteen links,  east  fifty-six chains to another road
one chain and fifty links wide ; thence by that road
bearing south seven chains and sixty-six links to
another road one chain and fifty links wide ; thence
by that road bearing east fifty-eight chains and
fifty-three  links,  north one chain and seventy-two
links, and east forty-eight chains and thirty links ;
on the  east  by a line bearing south thirty-three
chains and seventy-one links; thence by a line
bearing west forty chains and two links ; and
thence by  a line bearing south thirty-seven chains
and two links to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended  to be  granted.-
Commencing at a point bearing north and distant
two chains and two  links  from the north-east
corner of selection 415; and bounded thence on
the south by a road two chains wide, bearing west
twelve degrees north fifteen chains and two links,
west four degrees thirty  minutes . north twenty-two
chains, south sixty degrees, west seventeen chains,
and west fourteen degrees, north three hundred
and sixty-four  chains  and sixty-two links ; on the
west by a line bearing north thirty -one chains and
eleven  links ; on the north by a  line bearing east
fifty-eight chains and eighty-three links to the east
side of  a road  one chain fifty links wide ; again on
the west by that road bearing north nineteen chains
and eighty-two links to another road one chain and
fifty links wide; again on the north by that road
bearing  east  fifty-six chains, thence by  lines bear-
ing south thirty-four  chains  and seventy- six links,
east  fifty-four chains and fifty links, south three
chains and ninety-three links,  east  fifty- six chains
to another road one chain and fifty links wide;
thence by that road bearing south fourteen chains
and seventy-three links ; thence by lines  bearing
east fifty- seven  chains and fifty links, south three
chains and nineteen  links , east fifty-six chains to
another road one chain and fifty links wide ; thence
by that road bearing south  nine chains  and sixteen
links to another road one  chain and fifty links
wide ; thence by that road bearing east fifty-eight
chains and fifty-three  links , north one chain and
seventy-two links, east forty-eight chains and
thirty links ; on the east by a line bearing south
thirty-three chains and seventy-one links ; thence
by a line  bearing  west forty  chains and two links ;
and thence by a line  bearing south  thirty-seven
chains and  two links to the point  of commence.
ment ,- exclusive of three reserved roads as marked
and shown  on plan  of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's office, the areas of which have
been deducted from the total area.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Frederick John Cobb
Wildash.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement two thousand five hun-
dred and sixty acres, be the same more or less,
situated in the county of Merivale and parish of
Cunningham-selection 71, commencing at a point
bearing west, and distant two chains and ninety-five
links, and thence north one chain and fifty links
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from  the north east corner  of selection 347, under
" The Leasing Act of  1866," and bounded thence
on part of the south by a road one chain and fifty
s wide, bearing west thirty-three chains and
hl%y-five links ; thence by roads, one chain and
fifty links wide, bearing south twenty-four chains
and eighty-five links, west thirty -seven  chains and
eighty links, north twenty-eight chains, west two
chains and thirty links, north twenty-five chains,
east fourteen chains and ninety links, north twenty-
nine chains and fifty links, east two chains and
sixty-nine links, north twenty-eight chains, east
one chain and thirty links, north twenty-nine
chains and fifty links, west thirty-five chains and
sixty links, north twenty chains, west forty chains
and eighty links, north thirty-five chains, west
fifty-nine chains, south seventeen links, west
twenty- six chains , north twenty-eight chains, west
four chains and forty links, north twenty-four
chains and forty-two links ; on the north by a line
bearing east two hundred and eight chains and
seventy-eight links ; and on the east by a line bear-
ing south two hundred and twenty-four chains and
eighty-nine links to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of a reserved road, one chain and fifty
links wide, as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's office, the area of which has
been deducted from the total area.
Description of land intended to be granted.-Com-
mencing at a point bearing west and distant two
chains ninety-five links, and thence north one chain
fifty links from the north-east corner of selection
three hundred and forty-seven under  " The Leasing
Act  of 1866," and bounded thence on part of the
south by a road one chain fifty links wide, bearing
west thirty-three chains fifty-five links ; thence by
roads one chain fifty links wide, bearing south
twenty-four chains eighty-five links, west thirty-
seven chains  eighty links, north twenty-eight
chains,  west two chains thirty links, north twenty-
five chains , east fourteen  chains  ninety links, north
twenty-nine  chains  fifty links,  east  two chains sixty-
nine links, north twenty-eight chains, east one chain
thirty links, north thirty-one chains, west thirty-
five chains sixty links, north twenty chains, west
forty chains eighty links, north thirty-five chains,
west fifty-nine chains, south seventeen links, west
twenty-six chains, north twenty-eight chains, west
four chains forty links, north twenty-five chains
forty-two links ; on the north by a line bearing
.east two hundred and fourteen chains sixty-eight
links, and on the east by a line bearing south two
hundred and twenty-four chains eighty-nine links to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of a reserved
road one chain fifty links wide, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's office,
the area  of which has been deducted from the
total area.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles Fitzsimmons.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement eighty-four acres, be the
same  more or less, situated in the county of Carlisle
and parish of Bassett, portion 53, commencing on
a road one chain wide at the south-west corner of
portion 52, and bounded thence on the south by
that road bearing west twenty-eight chains ; on the
west by a line bearing north thirty chains ; on the
north by a line bearing east twenty-eight chains ;
and on the east by a line bearing south thirty chains
to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing  on a road one chain wide at the south-
west corner  of portion 52. and bounded thence on
the south by that road bearing west one degree
north twenty-eight chains ; on the west by a line
bearing north one degree east thirty chains ; on the
north by a line bearing east one degree south
twenty-eight chains ; and on the east by a line
bearing south one degree west thirty chains to the
point of commencement.
Date of Grant-9th August, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles Fitzsimmons.
Description of land granted-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasuremont one hundred  and ninety.
three  acres , be the same more or less, situated in
the county of Carlisle and parish of Bassett, por-
tions 56 and 57, commencing on the left bank of
the Pioneer River, at the south -east  corner of por-
tion 55, and bounded thence on the west by the
east boundary line of that portion, bearing north
thirty-three chains to a road one chain wide ; on the
north by that road bearing east fifty- six chains to
another road one  chain-wide ;  on the east by that
road bearing south twenty-six chains to the Pioneer
River ; and on the south by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Description of land intended  to be  granted-Com-
mencing on the left bank of the Pioneer River, at
the south-east corner of portion 66, and bounded
thence on the west by the east boundary line of
that portion, bearing north one degree east thirty-
three chains to a road one chain wide ; on the north
by that road bearing east one degree south fifty-six
chains to another road one chain wide ; on the east
by that road bearing south one degree west twenty-
six chains to the Pioneer River ; and on the south
by that river upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the Reserve for Wharves at Maryborough,
established by notice of this date, has been placed
under the control of the Maryborough Municipal
Council.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st October, 1873.
AREA. FOR MINING LICENSES, NEAR CHINA.
MAN'S GULLY, LODE CREEK, DISTRICT
OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH, SITUATED
ON THE FOLKESTONE RUN.
IT is Hereby notified for general information that
the area hereunder described within the limits
of a reserve near Chinaman's Gully, Lode Creek,
in the District of Darling Downs South, shall be
available for Mining Licenses under the provisions
of section 33 of  " The Mineral Lands Act of  1872,"
on and after MONDAY, 17th November, 1873.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Description of a Reserve near Chinaman's Gully,
Lode Creek, available for Mining Licenses.
Extension No. 7.
Commencing at the north-east corner of  mineral
selection 420 B, thence bounded on the east by
mineral selection No. 126 W north six chains ; on
the north by mineral selection No.  652  W  west
ten chains ; on the west by mineral selection No.
333 B south five chains to its south  east  corner ;
thence continuing south one chain ; on the south by
mineral selection 420 B east ten chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
Notice is hereby given, that the  lands  hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
piAWses named  with respect to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TIMBER RESERVE, MAROOCHY.--BRISBANE AND
GYMPIE ROAD.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
780 acres.
Commencing on the Gympie road,  at a point
about eighty chains in a south-easterly direction
from the south-east corner of portion thirty-three,
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and bounded  thence on the north b a line bearing
out one hundred and twenty chains ; on the east
by a line bearing south ten degrees east eighty
chains  ; on the south by a line bearing west to the
Gympie road ; and on the south-west by that road
north-westerly to the point of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE.
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
1,160 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing west about
seventy-four chains from the nort h-east corner of
port ion 23, and bounded thence on the west by a
line bearing north eighty chains ; on the north by
a line bearing east 284 chains; on the east by a
line bearing  south ten  degrees east  eighty-two
chains ; on  the south by a line bearing west about
298 chains  to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING ,  STATION CREEK, RODD s
BAY.
About 3,200 acres.
Commencing on the west bank of Station Creek,
on the Rodd's Bay Run, at a tree marked broad-
arrow 5 in triangle ; thence west about 340 chains
to the River Boyne ; thence by that river down-
wards to the south-west corner of selection No.
126; thence by the south boundary of selection
No. 126 easterly to Station Creek ; and thence by
Station Creek upwards about 220 chains in a direct
line to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
selection No. 96.
RESERVE  FOR  CAMPING, RIVERSTONE RUN.
Parish  of Boyne.
About  3,000 acres.
Commencing  at the  west side of the main road
from Gladstone  to Maryborough  at a point due
west and distant ten chains  from the  north-west
corner of portion No .  30, parish of Boyne ; thence
being bounded on the east  by that  road in a
southerly direction to the north -west corner of
selection No.  68;  thence on the east by the west
boundary of that selection south to Machine Creek ;
thence by that creek upwards  to the  north  boundary
of the Calliope and Boyne Gold Field Reserves ;
thence west  by that boundary about 115  chains ;
thence north about 220 chains,  and thence east
about 120 chains  to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING, CALLIOPE RIVER ,  BOROON
RUN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.
W
'u HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section.,
It The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,
it is  provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR WHARVES ,  MARYBOEOUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough, town of
Maryborough.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the east corner of the reserve for
Immigration Depot, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing north thirty degrees
eighteen minutes east one chain ; thence on the
west by a line bearing north four degrees forty-five
minutes west eight chains fifty-three links to Bazaar
street ; on the north-west by Bazaar  street bearing
north thirty degrees forty-three minutes east about
three chains sixty-seven links to a creek ; thence by
that creek downwards to the River Mary; on the east
by the River Mary upwards to the public wharf re-
serve; on the south-east by a line bearing south thirty
degrees eighteen minutes west fifty links ; and on
the south-west by a line bearing west thirty degrees
eighteen minutes north four chains eighty-five links
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOE BOTANICAL GARDENS, MARYBOEOUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough.
2 acres 37 perches.
Commencing at the east corner of the Reserve
for Immigration Depot, and bounded thence on the
south-east by  a line bearing  north thirty  degrees
eighteen minutes east one chain;  thence on the
east by a line bearing north four degrees forty-five
minutes west eight chains fifty-three links to
Bazaar street ; on the north-west by Bazaar street
bearing south thirty degrees forty-three minutes
west, eight chains to the reserve for Telegraph and
Post O ffices ; and on the south-west by a line bear-
ing east thirty degrees eighteen minutes south four
chains ninety-six links to the point of commence-
ment.About 1,400 acres.
Commencing on the north side of the main road
from Rockhampton to Gladstone at a point ten
chains north from the north-east corner of selection
No. 80; thence on the south by the aforesaid main
road westerly to the Calliope River ; thence by
that  river downwards  to the south-west corner of
the East Stowe Agricultural Reserve ; thence by
the south boundary of that reserve and a line due
east therefrom about 170 chains ; thence south
about ninety-two chains to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive  of selection No. 66 and of any
alienated lands within the above boundaries.
RESERVE FOB  RACECOURSE ,  BUNDABERG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, portion
No.  26.
320 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and a-half wide
at a point bearing sixty-five degrees and distant
fifteen chains and ninety-five links from the south
corner of portion 16, and bounded thence on the
north-east by that road bearing 144 degrees twenty-
nine chains  and 146 degrees five chains and fifty
links to a road one chain wide ; on the south-east
by that road and a line bearing 238 degrees eighty-
two chains  and sixty-two links ; on the south-west
by a tine bearing 328 degrees forty-four chains
and thirty- one links  ; and on the north-west by a
line bearing  sixty-five  degrees  eighty-one chains to
the point of commencement.
Also,
Section 88, town of Maryborough.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY ,  BUNDABERG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, portion
No. 29.
40 acres.
Commencing on the Bundaberg road three
chains wide at a point bearing 210 degrees and
distant forty chains from the east corner of portion
27, and bounded thence on the south-east by that
road bearing 210 degrees twenty chains and two
links; on the south-west by a  line bearing 300
degrees twenty chains ; on the north-west by a line
bearing thirty degrees twenty chains ; and on the
north-east by a line bearing 120 degrees twenty
chains and one link to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A POUND ,  MILCHESTER.
Parish of Milchester.
2 acres.
Commencing nineteen chains south from the
north- west corner of Milchester Township Reserve,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west four chains and forty-seven links ; on the west
by a line bearing south four chains and forty-seven
links; on the south by a line bearing east four
chains and forty-seven links ; and on the east by a
line bearing north four chains and forty-seven
links to the point of commencement.
1861
E ISSRVE  FOR  SC8o0L  S ITE, KILLARNEY.
County of Merivale,  arish  of Sillarney.
6 acres  2 roods.
commencing on t%e left bank of the Condamine
er at  the north- west corner  of portion 167, and
baded thence on the east by a line bearing south
twelve chains and sixty links ; on the south by a
line bearing west eight chains and twenty-seven
links ;  on the  west  byy a line bearing north seven
chains and sixty -ohe links to the Condamine River ;
and on  the north -west by that river upwards to the
point of commencement.
department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1873.
T T is hereby  tioi;ifled  foi  general information that
1 the Lands as hereunder described ,  situated
within the Clermont  Town  Reserve, have been
withdrdiin from selection under the provisions of
the 41st clause  of  " The  Crown  Lands Alienation
.&&6 of  189$;" for the  purpose  of being offered at
ahiltioti {ee Tarn and 8ububan Lots.
(F*  the Secretary fbm Public Linda,)
Y, MALBON THOMPSON.
RBSazVn FROM SELECTION  FOR SURVEY IN TOWN
Io n SUR aBAN LOTS.
of  Clermont.uatr ,
6$0 f' ; tacres.
+M1.tbfl.aontk ,coraerOf selection No.
bOIedtbenoe 'bythe south-east ,boundary
0*e ic;p$kw ipjrnorth , fartyr-five degrees
ise tlatd.,in„ Went lnuation of ,same
,tb nee  ,on the  worth by,
k Brisk doenardei  to soiatls-east dorner of
n, eo s aa .  y. put of -fee east
o* :bdarihs; host  and by ai4lf?b. e
life..  04 s1i g ,  wthboundary,of ,selection  N o,
76 ; then ,. by p  of the west boundary of selection
No. esrjn  south to Douglas  Creek  ;  thence by
Do U downwards  to the south -east corner
of selection  No. 5 ; then by southern boundary of
selection  No. 26  and a line  bearing east to the -
nor wtst corner of  mineral  selection  No. 48A ;
on t e east  by the west boundary of that selection
beating south to the south -west corner of same
selection  ;  on the south by a line bearing west to
the north  corner  of selection No. 38 by the north-
west  boundary of that selection and by a line
bearing  west to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st October, 1873.
T It hereby notified for general information,
I Hat the Reserye for Public Purposes at
Towht le ,  established  by notice  in the  Govern.
,tent  thsette ,  under date the 16th October, 1873,
has  been  placed under the control of the Townsvi lle
Munici a1 Council.
i+or the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th October, 1873.
IN  pursuance  of the twenty -fourth section of
" 11w Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for Public purposes.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC  PURPOSES.
O u ty of Churchill, parish of Taratnpac,  portion
No.  401.
88 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River ,  at the south -east corner of portion 400, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bearing
west forty -three chains and twenty -two links to
a toad one chain wide; on the west by that road
bearing south seventeen chaitis to another road one
chain wide ; on the sotith by that road bearing west
thirty-flue chains to the Brisbane liver ; and on
the south-east by that river 1 wsrds to the point
of eomineheemeiit:
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  16th October, 1879.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
s f of the Executive Council,  directs it to be
notified in pursuance of the fifty-fifth  clause of
" The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869,"  that the lands
hereunder described have been resumed  from the
lease of the Terrica Run in- the Unsettled D istrict
of Darling  Downs, and that the  said lands have
been reserved  for Public purposes.
(For the Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
J. MAXPON THOffiPSON.
LANDS  RESUMED FROM TEnnicA RuN.
County of  Bentinek.
2,560 acres.
Commencing on  Trevetton's  Creek at the north-
east corner of mineral selection 794w ,  and bounded
thence on the west by a line bearing south 80 chains,
on the south by a line bearing east 160 chains,. on
the east by a  line bearing north 160 chains ;  oii the
north by a line bearing west 160 chains, and on the
remainder of the west by a line bearing south 80
chains  to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty -fourth  section of
"Thee Oroam Lando Alienation , Act of  .1868;
it is  hereby  notified for general .  information,  that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
racily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lalid6,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOB GRAVEL FOR ROAD PURPOSES,
BRISBANE AND WATERFORD ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of  Mdekenjtie.
370 acres.
Commencing  at the south -east corner of portion
227, and bounded thence on the north by part of
the south boundary  line  of that portion  bearing
west about  40 chains  ;  on the west by a line  beating
south 80 chains ; on the south  by a line bearing
east to the road . from Waterford  to Brisbane; and
on the east by that road northerly  to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  WATER ,  BEENLEIOB:,
County of Ward, parish of Boyd.
30 acres.
Commencing  on the  west side  of the  road froul
Beenleigh  to the Upper Albert  River Ferry, and
bounded on the north by a road  one chain wide;
forming the south  boundary of portion  117, parish
of Boyd,  bearing westerly ; on the west by a lino
bearing south in continuation  of the  west bounda rry'
of same portion about 20 chains  to the first iteif.
tioned road; and on the south -east by that toed
north -easterly to  the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOB PUBLIC PURPOSES,  TOWNSVILLB.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah,
town  of Townsville,  allotment  6A  of  Section
No. 1.
2 roods 28  perches.
Commencing on the northern side of hinders
street at  the south-east corner of the Lockup
Reserve, and bounded thence on the nort4-west by
a line  bearing north  27 degrees  east  3 chains 48
links to the Strand; thence by a line  bearing east,
27 degrees south 58 links ;  thence easterly ,  southerly
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and westerly by a semicircular line with a radius
of 174 links ; and by Flinders street bearing north
68 degrees west 58 links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE  FOR POLICE PADDOCK, ROCKHAMPTON.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
portion No. 4.
103 acres.
Commencing at the south -east corner of portion
No. 3 (Reserve for Gardens and Water), and
bounded thence on the west by a line bearing north
38 chains 50 links; on the north by the south
boundary of portion No. 2 bearing east 24 chains ;
on the east by a line bearing south 47 chains 40
links to Yeppen Yeppen Lagoon ; and on the south
by that lagoon north-westerly to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE  FOR RACECOURSE, RAVENSWOOD.
County of Gladstone.
142 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of a small creek
at a point bearing about 275 degrees and distant
about 44 chains from the south corner of portion 5
on Elphinstone Creek, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing 204 degrees 43 chains
and 75 links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
114 degrees 36 chains and 25 links to Elphinstone
Creek ; on the south-east by that creek upwards to
the junction of the small creek aforesaid ; and on
the north-east by that creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatapplication  under the 27th section f  " The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868, "  has been
made for the closure  of the undermentioned roads;
and all  persons  who may consider their interests
affected  thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department  their objections, in writing, within two
months  from  this date.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)*
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 D.H. Cud.
more
2 T. Foreman
W. Bryce
and T.
Brooks
Situation. parish.
Road separating selec-
tion r18 from selection
92
nnnamedon
Herbe rt
River
Road separating por-
tion 383 from port ions
319 320 and 321
Brassall
Area
A. R. P.
1 0 6
2 22I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
application under  the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of 1868,"  has been
made for the closure of the under-mentioned road ;
and all  persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
C. J. GRAHAM.
No.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area
A. R P.
1 I A. Phelps  Road separating por- Ztutdapilly 6 3 36
tions 158 and 159  fr om
portions 160 and 161
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd October, 1873,
N pursuance of the twenty-third section of  "The
I Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," it r
hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved  for the purpose of a Camping Ground for
Railway Laborers.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY LABORERS' CAMP.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich, portion  400A•
4 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on the left bank of Bundamba Creek
at a point about 1 chain and  30  links north from the
north-east corner of portion 401, and bounded
thence on the west by a line and portion 401 bear-
ing south about 4 chains and 30 links to the main
Brisbane and Ipswich road ; on the south-east by
that road bearing north 66 degrees 25 minutes east
about 13 chains and  50  links to Bundamba Creek ;
and on the north-east and north by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the  twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any special purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks  :  Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid,  the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE ,  SWAN CREEK.
County of Merivale, parish of  Robinson ,  portion
No.  199A.
23 acres.
Commencing on Swan Creek, at the south corner
of portion No. 199, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the south-west boundary of that
portion bearing 299 degrees 8 chains and 30 links ;
on the north by a line bearing west  2 chains ; on
the west by the east boundary of portions Nos.
206 and 208 bearing south 24 chains 41 links to
Swan Creek ; and on the south and east by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR B&CECOURSE ,  MABYBOROIIOH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough.
160 acres 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 120 degrees 30
minutes and distant 1 chain from the south corner
of portion 191 on a road 1 chain wide, and bounded
thence on the north-west by that road bearing 30
degrees 30 minutes 43 chains  ;  on part of the north-
east by a line bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 35
chains to another road one chain wide ; on part of
the south-east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes 11 chains and 44 links;  on the remainder
of the north-east by portion A and a road bearing
120 degrees 30 minutes 12 chains and 90 links to
another road 1 chain wide ; again on the south-east
by that road bearing 210 degrees 30 minutes 11
chains and 44 links ; on part of the south-west by
No. 7 and a road  bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes
12 chains and 92 links  ;  on the remainder of the
south -east by that road bearing 210 degrees 80
minutes 20 chains to another road 1 chain wide ;
and on the remainder of the south-west by that
road bearing  300 degrees 30 minutes 35 chains to
the point ofcommencement ,- exclusive of 4 acres
for a road 1J chain wide, and 1 acre and 23 perches
for another road 1 chain wide, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-Genreal's office.
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RESERVE FOR WATER ,  MARYBOROVGH.
County  of March, parish of Maryborough, portion
No. A.
13 acres 2 roods 14 perches.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at a point
bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes and distant 1 chain
from the east corner of the -Racecourse Reserve ;
and bounded thence on the north-east by a line
bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 11 chains and 88
links to another road 1 chain wide ; on the south.
east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30 minutes
11 chains and 44 links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes 11 chains and 88
links to the road first aforesaid ; and on the north.
west by that road bearing 30 degrees 30 minutes
11 chains and 90 links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th September, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOB CAMPING.
Top of Hervey' s Range ,  Townsville and Gilberton
Road.
201 acres.
Commencing at a point distant seventeen links
and bearing  two hundred  degrees thirty minutes
from  a gum-tree marked  broad -arrow  over R about
fifteen chains north-west  from Randall's public-
house , and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing west  thirty-seven chains forty  links  ; thence
on the  west by  a line bearing  south forty-eight
chains twenty -six  link  a ; thence  on the south by a
line bearing east forty -five chains  ninety-one links ;
and thence on the east by a line bearing north ten
degrees west forty-nine chains one  link to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE  Fos LANDING PLACE.
Parish  of Kelsey,  county  of  Herbert.
177 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the north -west corner of  portion
20, in the  perish  of Bassett ,  county of Herbert,
and bounded thence on the  south by the north
boundary of portions 20 and 19 bearing east  seventy-
one chains ;  on the east  by a line bearing north
twenty -five chains  ;  on the north  by a line bearing
west  seventy -one chains  ;  and on the west  by a line
bearing south twenty-five chains  to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOa LANDING PLACE.
Heath 's Creek,  Burdekin River.
10 acres I rood.
Commencing at a point  on Heath 's Creek bearing
one hundred and twenty -four  degrees and distant
seventy -two links from an ash-tree marked broad-
arrow over  IV, and bounded  thence on  the east by
a  he  south  1,040 links ; thence on the south by a
line west  1,000 links ; thence on the west by a line
north  1,160 links to Heath's Creek ; and thence by
that creek  easterly to  point of  commencement.
The above  reserve is  bounded on the east, south,
and west by  selection  No. 28, Bowen District.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING.
Gregory River,  at the  Junction of Cler ystal Brook
and Bowen Roads.
92 acres  2 roods.
Commencing at a point bearing one hundred and
thirty-three degrees and distant nineteen and a-halt'
links from a scrubwood  tree marked broad-arrow
over III, being the north-west corner of selection
No. 169, and bounded thence on the east by the
west boundary line of that selection bearing one
hundred and seventy-nine  degrees 5,000 links ;
thence on the south by a line bearing eighty-nine
degrees 2,000 links ; thence on the west by a line
bearing three hundred and sixty degrees 4,367
links to Gregory River; and thence by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  THE USE OF  THE DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC WORKS.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane, city
of Brisbane,  allotment  7 of section  23.
3 roods 24 perches.
Commencing on the south- east  side of Turbot
street three chains north-easterly  from  the west
corner of the section, and bounded thence on the
north-west by that street north-easterly four  chains ;
on the north- east  by a line south -easterly at right
angles  to Turbot street two chains and twenty-five
links; on the south-east by the north-west boun-
dary line of allotments 2, 3, and 4 south-westerly
parallel with Turbot street four  chains  ; and on the
south-west by the north-east boundary  line of allot-
ment 6 north-westerly at right angles to Turbot
street two chains and twenty-five links to the point
of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th September, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will
be reserved for the purpose of School Sites.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL  SITE,  BULIMBA.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba , portion
No. 1581.
23 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at the
south-east corner of port ion 125B, and bounded
thence on the east by that road  bearing 158 degrees
34 chains  and 25 links to a road 1  chain and 50
links wide ; on the south by that  road bearing 260
degrees 45 minutes 13 chains and 70 links ; and on
the west by  a line bearing  368 degrees  45 minutes
34 chains and I link to the point of Commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE, BUNDAMBA.,
County  of' Stanley, parish of  Bundamba ,  portion
No.  1711.
I acre 2 roods.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at the
north-west corner of a Water Reserve, and bounded
thence on the south by that reserve bearing 157
degrees 2 chains and 39 links, 112 degrees chains
and 36 links, and 46 degrees  5 minutes 4 chains and
11 links ; on the east by a line bearing north 26
minutes east 60 links ; and on the north by. a line
bearing west 7 chains and 3 links to the point of
wmmencement.
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Department  of Pabiic Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th September, 1873.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTIN GS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners  of Crown Lands under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," will hold the
Sitting in persuance  of the fourth  section of the
above-recited  Act at the  under -mentioned offices, on
he following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East  Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land  Office, Ipswich ,  the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in September, 1873, and there-
after  on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the firs
Tuesday in each month.
POST CIIRTIS DISTRICT.
At the  Land  Office, Rockhampton, on the
second  Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every  alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday  in each month.
WIDE BAY AND  BURNETT  D ISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in  every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in  every month.
At the )rand Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville,  the second
Thursday in September, 1873, and every
alternate  month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BuRKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, on the second
Tuesday in  every  third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
it the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in November, 1873, and there-
after on  the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
.t.t the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs.
day in November, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in October, 1873, and thereafter onthe
third Taosday in  Avery  alternate month.
LEICHHAEDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont,  on the last
Thursday in October, 1873,  and thereafte
on the last Thursday  in ever! alternate
month.
At the Land Office,  Springsure , on the fourth
Monday in October, 1873,  and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every  alternate
month.
In the event of any of the  above days falling on
a holiday, the  sitting  will be  held on the following
day.
Special sittings , when  necessary ,  in addition to
the above ,  will be duly notified  from time to time.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th September, 1873.
W
HEREAS,  by the twenty-fifth section of  11 Ile
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it  is
pro vided that before any Crown lands are per-
manent ly reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks  :  Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described. wi ll  be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  A.  SCHOOL AT  CALLIOPE.
County  of Clinton, parish of East Stotoe,  tows of
Calliope.
5 acres.
Commencing at a point  bearing about fifty
degrees, distant  about twelve  chains and twenty
links from  the east corner of allotment 1 of section
2, and bounded thence  on the  west by a line
bearing north ten chains and aeventr -three links;
on the north by a line  bearing east six chains sod
thirteen links ; on the  east by a line bearing south
five chains  and fifty- nine  links to the Gladstone
road  ; and on the south-east by that  road bearing
230 degrees  eight chains  to the point  of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY  AT MOGGILL.
County of Stanley,  parish  of Moggill,  portion No
249.
10 acres.
Commencing  at the north -east corner of portion
247, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west fifteen chains ;  on the west by a line
bearing north  six chains  and seventy links; on the
north by a  line bearing  east fifteen chains ; and on
the east by a line bearing  south six chains and
seventy links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th September, 1873.
N pursuance  of the twenty -fourth section of
I " The  Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby noti fied for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purpose named with respect
to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  A.  POUND  AT GAYNDAH.
County of Mackenzie,  parish  of Gayndah.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection  of Simon and
Porter streets, and bounded thence on the north-
east by Porter street bearing south-easterly five
chains.; on the. south-east by a line at right angles
to Porter street bearing south-westerly five chains ;
on the  south-west  by a line parellel  with Porter
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street bearing north -westerly five chains to Simon
strest  ; and on the north-west  by that street bearing
h-easterly  five chains  to the point  of commence-
ment.
BBmnavE FOR  BALLAST FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES
AT GoODNA.
County  of Stanley,  parish  of Goodna, part of
portion  154.
14 acres 3 roods.
Commenc ing at a point  bearing north and distant
about eight chains from the south-west  corner of
portion 160,  at intersection  of the railway line with
the west boundary  of portion 150, and bounded
thence on  the east by part of that west boundary
bearing north  to the north corner of original portion
154; on the north-west by  a road  one chain wide
dividing this land from portion  153, bearing south
sixty-one degrees thirty minutes west twenty-five
chaise and twenty -nine links  to another road one
chain  wide  ;  on the  south-west by that road  bearing
south forty-three degrees fifteen minutes east to
the Brisbane  and Ipswich Railway line ; and on the
south by that railway line  easterly to the point of
oommenoement-
EESHHVB FOR A  LANDING PLACE,  BAKER ' S CREEK,
MACKAY DISTRICT.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard.
113 acres.
Commencing in a mangrove  marsh at the south-
west corner of selection  230, and bounded thence
on the north  by that selection and a line bearing
out twenty-two chains  and twenty-five links to the
South Pacific Ocean; on the  east by the shore of
that ocean southerly  to the mouth of Baker's
Creek ;  and on the south -west and west by that
monk and its overflow upward to  the point of com-
a  asammt.
RHSHavi pen WATER ,  GALLOWAY PLAINS, GLAD-
STORE.
County of Clinton.
30 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of Clyde Creek at
the sout h-east corner of selection  71, and bounded
thence on the north by that selection bearing west
twaaty -. eves  chains  and thirty -six links to the
Kroombit .tpg4 ; ow  tie , west by that road bearing
174-  , e n}nef chains and fifty links ; on the
ssoutah by
eleati6u
-10086 bearing east thirty-sevenbt links to
sad su $ e rrtt reo&t by that creek  downwards  to
tbA pgiut or  commspoeuaent..
Department of Pltblie Lands,,
Brisbane,  4th September, 1873.
ERROR  IN DEEDS.
NOTICE . is here by given „  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned  in the Schedule hereunder
written ,  being erroneous in the particulars  therein
set forth ,  H is Excellency  the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from  the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such  Deeds  of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the  Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended  grantees, to the intent that by force
of the Act aforesaid they shall be taken to have
been inserted  in the respective  grants ,  and in every
deed containing  the erroneous names, and sueh
Grants respectively , and every such Deed shall
operate and be construed  accordingly.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date  of grant-22nd  June, 1870.
Name ofgrantee-Joseph  Ryne Hinds.
Description of land  granted-Fifty-four acres,
eonnty of Stanley, parish of Maclean, portion
ninety-two B.
Nature of misnomer-The  name Joseph Ryne
Hinds having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead  of Joseph Royal Hinds,
Name of intended  grantee-Joseph Royal  Hinds.
Name of party applying for  instrument -Joseph
Royal Hinds.
Date of grant-7th  August, 1872.
Name of grantee- Louise  Thom.
Description of land  granted - Thirty-seven acres
one rood eight perches, county of Livingstone,
parish of  Gracemere ,  portion nine.
Nature of  misnomer - The  name Louise Thom
having been inserted  as that of  the intended grantee,
instead of  Louise Thon.
Name of intended  grantee - Louise  Thon.
Name  of party applying  for  instrument - Louise
Thon.
Date of grant-21st  February, 1873.
Name of grantee-Frederick  Henze ll .
Description of land granted -Twenty-three  per-
ches, county of March, parish of Gympie, town of
Gympie,  allotment  No. 9 of section O.
Nature of  misnomer -The  name Frederick Hen-
zell having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee ,  instead  of Frederick Lumley Henzel.
Name of intended  grantee-Frederick Lumley
Henze ll .
Name of party applying  for instrument-Fre-
derick Lumley Henzoll.
Date of grants-21st  February, 1873.
Names of grantees-Adam  Walker  and George
Lamb.
Description of land  granted - Portions nine, ten,
eleven, twelve ,  and  fourteen, county  of Bebnore,
and parish  of St .  George, containing twenty acres
each.
Nature of  misnomer - The  names  Adam Walker
and George Lamb having been inserted  as that of
the intended  grantees , instead of Adam Walker
and Thomas George Lamb.
Names of intended  grantees-Adam  Walker and
Thomas George Lamb.
Name of party, applying  for instrument - Thomas
George Lamb.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in  the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the  provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date  hereof,  by an instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the  Colony,  describe the land intended to
be  granted ,  to the intent that by force  of  the Act
aforesaid it shall be taken to have been inserted in
the Grant, and in every Deed containing the
erroneous description ,  and such Grant, and every
such Deed, shall operate and be construed ac-
cordingly.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED To.
Date of grant-22nd'July,  1872.
Name of grantee-Robert  Ballard.
Description of land granted-All  that piece  ar
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, cos-
taining by admeasurement  one acre one rood  and
thirty-three perches, be the same  more or less„
situated in the county of March, parish of Gympie,
and town of Gympie ,  being allotment No. 2 of
1888
section P,  commencing  on the north side of Bligh
street, at the south-east corner of allotment one,
and bounded thence on the south by that street
bearing  ninety-two degrees  one chain  and forty-
one links and one-half of a link, and seventy-eight
degrees thirty minutes one chain and seventy-eight
links and one-quarter of a link ; on the east by the
west boundary line of allotment three bearing
three hundred and fifteen degrees three chains and
sixty-seven links; on the north-east by a line
bearing two hundred and ninety-nine degrees forty-
five minutes three  chains  and fifty links ; and on
the west by the east boundary lines of allotments
twelve and one, bearing one hundred and eighty-
three degrees fifteen minutes five chains and seventy
links to the point  of commencement.
Nature of  error-The bearing of the eastern
boundary being three degrees fifteen minutes
instead of three hundred and fifteen degrees as in
the deed.
Name of intended grantee-Robert  Ballard.
Name of party applying for instrument-Robert
Ballard.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th August, 1873.
I
I
IHE accompanying amended description of the
School Reserve at Moggill is substituted for
that published in the  Government Gazette  of the
16th November, 1872, folio 1920.
C. J. GRAHAM.
County of Stanley,  parish  of Moggill, portion No.
248.
16 acres 2 roods 32 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
north-east by one of said roads bearing three hun-
dred and twenty degrees thirteen chains and ten
links; on the north by a line bearing west eleven
chains and eighty links to another road one chain
wide ; on the north-west by that road bearing one
hundred and ninety degrees nine chains and eighty-
five links to the other aforesaid road ; and on the
south by that road bearing east twenty-one chains
and eighty-eight links to the point of commence-
ment.
Also,
10 acres 1 rood 34 perches.
Commencing at a point one chain east from A e
north-east corner of portion 269, and bouts bd
thence on the north-west by a road one chain wide
bearing seventy-four degrees fifty-one minutes ten
chains and four links to a road one and a-half chain
wide ; on the south-east by that road bearing 198
degrees twenty-one minutes  eighteen chains and
nineteen links ; on the south by another road one
chain wide, bearing west three chains and ninety-
one and a-half links to another road one chain
wide ; and on the west by that road bearing north.
fourteen chains and sixty-nine links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
W V V
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a Cemetery.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY ,  STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe.
12 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north, and distant
one chain from the north-west corner of allotment 6
section 18, and bounded thence on the south by
Funker street, bearing  east nine chains  and fifty-
three links ; on the east by a line bearing north
twelve chains and fifty-eight links ; on the north by
a line  bearing west  nine  chains and fifty-three links ;
and on  the west by McGlew street,  bearing south
twelve  chains and  fifty-eight links to the point of
commencement.
i
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st  August, 1873.
1
THE accompanying amended  description of the
Drayton and Toowoomba  Cemetery is sub-
stituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 31st May, 1873, folio 868.
C. J. GRAHAM.
County of  Aubigny, parish  of Drayton.
56 acres 2 roods 2 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the north-
east  corner of portion 267, and bounded thence on
part of the north by that road bearing  east  seventeen
chains and fifty links to another road one chain
wide ; on part of the east by that road bearing
south fifteen chains and sixty-two links ; oil the
remainder of the north by a line bearing east four
chains and fifty-nine links to a road one and a-half
chain wide; again onthe east bythatroad bearing 198
degrees twenty-one minutes eight chains and forty-
two three-quarter links ; on part of the south by
a line bearing  west  two chains and 18 links ; on the
remainder of the east by a line bearing 173 degrees
thirty minutes seven chains and five links ; on the
remainder of the south by the north boundary line
of portion 271, bearing west eighteen chains and
forty links ; and on the west by a line and the east
boundary line of portion 267, bearing north thirty
chains and fifty-seven links to the point of ccnu-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1873.
W V 1' HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The1  Crown. Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently  reserved for a School site.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FORA SCHOOL SITE.
County of Bentinek, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthorpe, allotments 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19,  and  20 of  section 8.
4 acres 2 roods 10 perches.
Commencing on the west side of Marsh street, at
the south-east corner of allotment 12, and bounded
thence on the east by that street bearing south
seven  chains and fifty links to Connor street ; on
the south by that street bearing  west seven chains
and ninety-six links; on part of the west by allotment
No. 21, bearing north four chains and fifty links ;
on part of the north by allotments Nos. 9, 10, and
11, bearing east four chains and sixty-two links ;
on the remainder of the west by a line bearing
north three chains, and on the remainder of the
north by allotment No. 12, bearing east three chains
and thirty-four links to the point of commencement.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  6th November, 1873.
1 T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Rent of the undermentioned Runs ,  situated
the Unsettled Districts ,  not having been paid on
or  before the 30th day of September last, they will
become absolutely forfeited unless the full  amount
of Rent in each case ,  with one-fourth added by way
of penalty ,  be paid into the Colonial Treasury
within ninety days thereafter ,  as prescribed by the
Acts and Regulations.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Name of Lessee. Name of Run.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
Humphery, F. T.
Lawless , C. and P. ...
Lawless , C. ... ...
Lawless , P. . ...
McKay, D. F. ...
Plummer , J. M. ...
Travis,  R. ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Buckingah ...
Boonimbah ...
Boonbagan ...
Winders .. ...
Bannia ...
Toondoongondy...
Ginger Ginger ...
Cloncose ... ...
BURKE DISTRICT.
Clifford and  Courtney
Ditto
Cowan Cowan and
Nichol
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Thompson, J.
Mossman, A....
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Keira ... ...
Marathon ..
Cowan Downs ...
Sorghum
No. 1
Sorghum
No. 2
Downs,
Downs,
Prarie, No. 2
COOK DISTRICT.
... Pine ...
... Copperfield
Nepowe ...
Preston ...
... Rienza ...
Rent.
£ s. d.
13
45
45
45
12
27
37
49
16 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0 0
22 10 0
25 0 0.
25 0 0
25 0 0
42 0 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Clynes,  P. ... Bingeyrang  ... 12 10 0
Gilchrist , Watt, and Co.l Balllon ... ... 72 10 0
Lloyd, C. G. H. Culgarra... ... 44 0 0
GREGORY DISTRICT.
Hammond, G . T. . i Argyle .. ... 6 5 0
Ditto  ... ditto (arrears) 1 0 10
Ditto ... .., Tenham ... .. 6 5 0
Ditto ,.. ... ! ditto (arrears) 1 0 10
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Anning , R. J. and F. A. Reedy Springs, 1 11 3
No. 2 (arrears)
Carr, J . C. ,.. Cardigan ... 37 10 0
Curr, Marmaduke  Gil Gunyah 9 7 6
Miles, W . ., Victoria Downs, 17 10 0
No. 1
Ditto ... ... Victoria Downs, 25 0 0
No.2
Mytton , E. ... Kinloch, No. 1 ... 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... Kinross ... ... 18 15 0
Plant and  Cues  ... Glenell  . 6 5 0
Ditto ditto (arrears) 4 13 9
Plant, E. H.... ... Collopy ... 6 5 0
Ditto ... ditto (arrears) 2 12 1
Wildash, F. J.  C  . Miles Lake 158 8 0
Ditto ... ....  G.  ... ... 108 15 0
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Earl, James
Miles, Wm.
Ditto
Ditto
North, J.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
... ... Mount Carmel  ... 25 0 0
... .., Hidden Valley ... 34 4 0
... ... Conway, No. 1 ... 36 0 0
... .. ditto  No. 2 30 12 0
... ... Tiptree  Hill, North 6 5 0
... ., ditto (arrears) 2 12 1
... ., ditto No.2... 6 5 0
... ... ditto  (arrears) 2 12 1
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Balfour , G. ... Columba... 12 10 0
Bank of New  South Clive ... . . . 43 0 0
Wales
Ditto  ... ...  Canal  ... ... 43 0 0
Ditto ...
... Ardah ... ...I 35 0 0
Ditto ... ... Canal, No. 2 35 0 0
Foot and Sons  ...  Moravia Downs ... 27 10 0
RENT OF RUNS IN UNSETTLED DISTRICTS-
-continued.
Name of Lessee.
LEICHHARDT
Name  of Run. Rent.
£ s.
DISTRICT- continued.
d.
Forlonge, W.... Harrow ...  6 5 0
Ditto  ditto (arrears) 5 4 2
Gilham, T. W. Baffle Block  3 15 0
Haly, C. R.  Arcadia, North ... 30 0 0
Joint Stock Bank Kynebil ... ... 14 10 0
Ditto ... North Yen Yen
Gurt
9 0 0
Logan, R. .. .. Lins Forest  27 10 0
London Chartered  Bank Wongaleigh  33 16 0
Mattherson, D. Ashfield ... ... 18 15 0
Morgan, Wm. Barwon Park 67 10 0
McCord and Skene Winchester Downs 18 15 0
McLean, M. J. Spring Creek, No. 20 12 6
2
Ditto .. ... ditto (arrears) 1 17 6
McMullen, J. F. ... 1Balling-le-roche... 34 2 0
Ditto ... ... Wilpenah ... 28 10 0
Ditto .. Belpannah .. 28 10 0
McPhillamy, C. ... Somerby... 37 16 0
Perkins, Thos. ... Conciliation Creek,
Block B
27 10 0
Ditto ... ... Repulse Creek,
N 2
28 0 0
I
Peter, McLeay, Boner,
Onslow and Onslow
o.
Carnarvon Creek, 30
No. 3
0 0
Ramsay , D. ... ... Roseylie ... ... 27 10 0
Ditto ... ... Goongella  ... 27 10 0
Ditto  ... ... Broadlea ... ... 27 10 0
Robertson and Want Galgathaa 13 2 6
Shannon, J. ... ... Saltbush  Park, 20
No. 2
0 0
Ditto ... ... Drumcondra ... 15 0 0
Tansey, M. ... ... Sutton ... ..  29 8 0
Ditto . . Wallburry ... 37 10 0
Want, R. C. ... Galgathaa East... 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Meroo  ... ... 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Miambaa  ...  13 2 6
Ditto ... ... Neeinbaa ... 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Widerege Wide- 27
rage
10 0
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Anderson, T.... ... Dulbydilla 35 0 0
Clarke and Hodgson... Oberina ... 51 5 0
Ditto .. !  Pannonia 46 5 0
Close, Thos. ... ... !  Manandilla , No. 1 49 10 0
Davy and Veness .. West Thomby .. 33 0 0
Dexter, J. C.... .. South Teelba 22 10 0
Gordon and Flood ... Morocco ... .. 60 10 0
Holland, J. ... ... Bendeena ... 27 10 0
Mellwraith, T.
...
Doogarry 62 10 0
McLean, J. D.
sentatives of)
(repre-  East  Billin 27 10 0
Ditto .. South ditto ... 27 10 0
.Ditto ... Upton 28 10 0
Ditto ... ... Mount Bindeygo 28 10 0
Ditto ... Bosnia  ... ... 28 10 0
Ditto ... Ravenna... .. 28 10 0
Ditto ... Mount Bindango 28 10 0
Ditto ... Mullock ... ... 33 0 0
Ditto  ... ... Isis  ... .. 33 0 0
Ditto ... Billin 27 10 0
Ditto North Billin 27 10 0
Ditto ... ... Maivale ... ... 27 10 0
Ditto .. Watershed 27 10 0
Seidel, E. F. ... ... North Durin Durin 11 5 0
Tate, Geo. ... Murra Murra ... 35 0 0
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Miles, Wm. .. ... Eversleigh, No. 1 75 0 0
Ditto ... ditto No. 2 30 0 0
Ditto ... ... ditto No. 3 16 5 0
Tweed, John ... ... Wyndeyer Creek 15 0 0
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Geary, E. M.... ... Boothalla  Block...  25 0 0
Ditto ... .. I  Junction Block ... 25 0 0
Hood, Torrance ,  and ! Bylang ... ... 12 10 0
Hood
Wilt s, Wm. ... ... Lower Eulo Left 16 0 0
Nicholls, John ... Call ene ... 75 0 0
O'Sullivan  Florence  ... Stockade  Block ... 28 15 0
Pain, Thos. ... Bowra West ... 70 0 0
Ditto Bandy ... 70 0 0
Ditto ... Goomorah ... 27 10 0
Pettiford,  Jas.., Bimbilla West ...  6 17 6
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for general informationthat in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands  are desirous ,  before survey ,  of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments  must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
OfIces of the districts in which the lands are
sit uated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner  for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth  clause  of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation  of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts  proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
 r1HE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
11 spewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office. George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 16th September, 1873.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
L N
is hereby notified for general
information, that the Crown Lands Office
for the Mitchell District has been removed frbm
Tambo to  Blacka ll .
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Crown Lands  office,
Bri sbane, 21st  July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
I'1' is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions  of the  41st section  of "  The Pastora,
Leases  Act of  1869' for renewed leases for four-
teen years  of the  runs in the  unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to tdie
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
foims to be obtained at his office. These lpplica-
tidns  will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing
leases , as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lam
Department  of Public Works,
Gold Fields  Branch,
Brisbane ,  4th November, 1873.
1 T is  hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Auriferous Leases are now
ready for  issue on payment of the balance of first
years rent, &o.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. In  Whose  Favor. Name of  Gold Field.
99 Messrs. Cooper, Ellery, and
Marks ... ... i Gympie.
129 Messrs .  Rogers , Bootb, and party
162 Messrs. Bonthron, Buckland,
and party
167 North Californian Gold Mining
Company ... ... ...
"
„
Department of Public Works,
Gold Fields  Branch,
Brisbane ,  4th November, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS AND  BUSINESS
LICENSES.
T is hereby notified for  general information, that
the undermentioned Miners'  Rights  and Busi-
ness Licenses have been returned as issued in the
Gold Fields  Districts  respectively  specified.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
ETHERIDGE GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 30th September, 1873,
MINERS '  RIGH7s.
No. Name.
69,202 J. H. Williams
59,203 J. Chasiling
69,204 A. Rarkie
69,206 J.  Stewart
69,206 A. Mann
69,207 M. Magna
69,208 Ah Tong
59,209 Ali Chin
69,210 D. Robinson
59,211 A. Brandt
69,212 J. Hall
69,213 E. W. Manton
69,214 A. Phillip
59,215 A. Phillip
59,216 J. V. Mulligan
59,217 A. Watson
69,218 J Dowdell
59,219 N. Hethrington
59,220 J. Elliott
69,221 J. Robb
59,222 F. Hart
59,223 E. Beavis
59,224 C. Dent
59,225 W. Geary
59,226 Good Day
59,227 H. Gresham
59,228 M. Carson
59,229 M. J. Ryan
59,230 E. Williams
59,231 L. Louis
59,232 A .  Harlowich
59,233 P. O'Neil
69,234 J. Woods
59,235 J. Greer
59,236 F. Bardaley
59,237 P. Abbstone
59,238 J. Ryan
59,239 J. McAllister
59,240 D. Lang
59,241 P. M. Martin
59,242 G. Easther
59,243 J.  Rodgers
1
No. Name.
59,244 J. H. Winter
59,245 P. Anderson
59,246 R .  Anderson
59,247 J. McIntyre
69,248 A. McKay
59,249 O. El li s
69,250 W. Mumm
59,251 J .  Rhodes
59,252 C .  McGavin
59,253 R .  Calvert
69,254 J. Naan
59,255 J. Chynoweth
59,256 J .  Donald
59,257 J. Vannom
59,259 D. Cole
59,259 F. McLean
59,260 F. Brennan
69,261 W. Mortimer
59,262 R. Sprightly
59,263 J. Turner
59,264  T. Mirrett
59,266 A. W. Hodgkinion
59,266 J. J. Way
59,267 J. Wade
59,268 M. Lynch
59,269 T. Park
59,270 J. Smith
59,271 J. Burn
:9,272 G. Bates
59,273 E .  Crawley
69,274 T. O. 'lean
69,275 A. Rattray
69,276 W.  Perrin
59277 W. Smith
59,278 M. Kirby
59,279 A.  W. Benn
69,280 E. Henry
69,281 R. Walsh
59,288 J. Smith
59,283 D .  McLaughlin
69,284 W. Beett
69,285 H .  Monize
BusiNass  LICENSES.
No. Name.  No. Name.
4,813 P .  M. Martin 4,814 Ah Hoo and Co.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
N OTICE is hereby  given, that the following
charges will  be made  by the  Analytical
Chemist for  testing ,  assaying ,  and analysing
minerals ,  ores, articles of commerce ,  victuals, &o.,
&c.
As soon as the necessary arrangements are made
,
fire assays will be undertaken , of which  due notice
wi ll  be given.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Assaying ores for chrom  (wet assay) ...
Assaying ores for nickel (wet assay) ..
Assaying ores for trobalt (wet assay)...
Assaying  ores  for antimony  (wet assay)
Assaying ores for arsenic (wet  assay)...
$ s. d.
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
1869
£ s. d.
Assaying metallic platina (wet assay) . 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for sulphur (sulphuric acid) 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for phosphor (phosphoric
acid) ... ... 0 5 0
Vssaying minerals for chlorine 0 5 0
assaying minerals for iodine ... ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying  minerals  for bromine ... 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for fluor (fluoric acid) ... 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for boron (boracic acid) ... 0 10 6
Assaying  minerals  for silicon (silicic acid) 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for carbon (carbonic acid) 0 5 0
Assaying  minerals  for cyan (Prussic acid) ... , 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for lime ... ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying  minerals  for barytes... ... ... 0 5 i
Assaying  minerals  for strontian ... 0 5
Assaying minerals for magnesia ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for alumina 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for potass, soda, lithia, each,
separately ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 6
Testing acids or sour liquors, for their strength
in anhydrous acid-
Sulphuric acid ... ... ... ...
Hydrochloric acid ... ... ...
Nitric acid ... ... ... ...
Acetic  acid  (vinegar ) ... ... ...
Tartaric  acid ... ... ...
Citric  acid , &c.... ... ...
Testing for their strength in alkali only-
Soda crystals  ... ... . ... ...
Soda ash ... ... ... ... ...
Testing alloys-silver  and copper
.
Assaying quartz for gold
...
Assaying ores for gold ...
..
Assaying  ores  for silver (wet assay )
... ...
Assaying ores for quicksilver (wet assay) ...
Assaying  ores  for lead (wet assay) ...
Assaying  ores  for bismuth (wet assay) ...
Assaying  ores  for copper (wet assay )... .
Assaying ores for zinc (wet assay) ... .
Assaying ores for cadmium (wet assay)
Assaying ores for tin (wet assay ) ..
Assaying ore s for manganese (wet assay) ...
Assaying ores for iron (wet assay) ...
Assaying ores for uran (wet assay) ...
Caustic soda ... ... ... ... ...
Potash ... ... ... ...
Liquor ammonia (gas water) ..
... ...
...
Common ashes ... .. ... ...
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 1 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
Testing wine or winemust, juices of fruits, &c.,
for acids, sugar, and alcohol .. ... 0 10 6
Testing manures, guanoes, &c., f w phosphates,
ammonia, and potash ... ... ... 0 10 6
Testing soy, salt, sugar, or chemical prepara-
tions, for their commercial value or purity 0 10 6
Testing a substance for a specified or sus-
pected adulteration, like drugs, mer-
chandise, victuals, butter, milk, &c. ... 0 10 6
Analysis of water,  ores in  which occur three,
four, or more bodies, and which are re-
quired to be quantitatively ascertained ... 3 3 0
Analysis of substances belonging to the Vege-
table and Animal Kingdom (zoochemical
analysis), from £1 Is. to £:1 3s., accord-
ing to demands made
Testing soils for one or two substances ... 0 10 6
Analysis of  soils ... . .. ... ... 3 3 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 27th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a new Road
from Allora to the Town Commonage, parish
of Goomburra, county of Merivale, referred to
in Notices dated 3rd -February, 1871, and 21st
February, 1873, folios 161 and 263, respectively, of
the  Government Gazette,  has been formally marked
and opened by the proper officer, and same is now
opened for public traffic.
72-3305. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF CAI.MBOOYA,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated 1st July,
1873, folio 1024,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a new Road from Cambooya
Railway Station to Eton Vale, parish of Cambooya,
county of Aubigny: Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road ; and it is there-
fore hereby declared expedient to open and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Drayton ; and all persons intending to cl;:im com-
pensation in respect of the said road, ar:- hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they
will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
73-2485. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 27th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ALLORA,
COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
{ TITH reference to the Notice dated 8th Sept-
1' P ember, 1873, folio 1534,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road from Hendon
to Allora, parish of Allora, county of Merivale :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the
Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred
to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Warwick; and all
persons intending to claim compensation in respect
of the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
73-2584. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF TOOTH, ELPHIN-
STONE, STEPHENS, AND FELTON; COUNTIES
OF AUBIGNY AND MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
' ITH reference to the Notice dated 4th July,
1873, folio 1023,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of it new Road from Clifton Rail-
way Station to the Leyburn and Drayton Road :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the
Act 4 William IV. No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said portion
of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared ex-
pedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Drayton ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
shove referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
!row such claim.
By  Command,
J. MALBON  THOMPSON.
73-3883.
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bepartment of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  31st October, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LIGHTHOUSES, COWAN COWAN AND
COMBOYURO.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th No-
veniber next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection  of Lighthouses at Cowan Cowan and
Cor iboyuro Points, Moreton Bay.
1=mnders to be endorsed  " Tender for Lighthouses,
Af o 'eton Bay."
I Ian, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seep , and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Off ce.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within whica it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tende ri ng ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per cent.
on amount of Contract as security for the due per-
formance  of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event that
be will execute and deliver, at the Office of the Civil
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER NO. 1 SANDY CREEK,
TARAMPA ROAD.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 5th
December next, from persons willing to contract
for the construction of a Bridge  over No. 1 Sandy
Creek ,  Tarampa Road.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Bridge
over No. 1 Sandy Creek, Tarampa Road."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
or at the Roads Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state  the time within which it is pro-
posed to  complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond to Her  Majesty for  securing
such performaree ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
B ri sbane, 30th October, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER IRONPOT CREEK, IPSWICH
TO NANANGO.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th
December next ,  from persons willing to contract
for the construction of a Bridge over Ironpot
Creek, on the Nanango road.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender,for Bridge over
Iron pot Creek."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
or at  the Roads Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed  form ,  and must
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten psi t
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th October, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE BARRACKS, WARWICK.
I IENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th
November next, from persons  willing to contract
for the erection of Police Barracks at Warwick.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Barracks, Warwick."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars  obtained , at this
Office, and at the Court House, Warwick.
Tenders must be on proper printed  forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must  be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit  the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Contract,  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that be will  execute and  deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual  notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for  securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  6th October, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE  OVER SWAN  CREEK ,  WARWICK
AGRICULTURAL  RESERVE.
MENDERS will  be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 14th
November  next ,  from persons willing to contract for
the construction of a Bridge over Swan Creek, on
the road from Warwick to Emu Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Swan Creek
Bridge."
Plan,  Specification,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars  obtained,  at this
Office,  also at the Roads Office, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract,  in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event ,  that he will execute and deliver, at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notifica-
tion of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing such performance  ;  otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender wi ll  not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
1871
Department  of Public Works,
Commissioner  for Railways' Office.
Brisbane , 17th October, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, under the 14th sectionof "An Act to make provision. for the Con-
struction  by the G overnment  of Railways, and for
the Regulation of  the same,"  assented to 3rd Sep-
tember , 1863, that his Excellency the. Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Map and Book of
Reference of the 3rd section of part of the Bris-
bane Extension  from Oxley into Brisbane.
The map or plan, and book of reference, can be
seen  at this Office,  and all parties  interested in the
lands to  be affected by the said intended Railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in writing, within one month from this date,
any well -grounded objection which may exist to
the adoption of the said line of railway, or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection
therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner of Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd September, 1873.
RAILWAY NOTICE.
IN order to expedite the settlement of claims for
Railway compensation, it is requested that all
persons  who have any claim for compensation on
account of land resumed for the purposes of the
Brisbane and Ipswich Railway Line, will forward
the Deeds or other instruments showing their title
to the land taken, or an abstract hereof, to the
Office of the Crown Solicitor, Queen street, Bris-
bane,  at the same  time that they forward their
claims for compensation  to this Office.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MIDDLE CHANNEL, MORETON BAY.
T
HE Venus Bank having extended still fur-
ther northward, masters of vessels are
cautioned that, with the Lighthouse at the Cape
open to the northward of the Yellow Patch Light,
a distance equal to the difference of their heights,
as previously directed, vessels will pass over the
end of the Spit with not more than 12 feet at low
water, and that to obtain a depth of 15 feet at low
water  the Lights must now be kept open a space
equal to about twice the difference of their heights.
As it may be difficult to estimate correctly this
distance, the Light at the Yellow Patch will shortly
be moved towards the line of the Channel, of which
due notice will be given. In the meantime, this
channel should in heavy weather be used with
caution.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and  Harbors,
Brisbane , 7th November, 1873.
NOTICE.
TRANSFERABLE AND REMITTABLE GOVERN.
MENT DEBENTURES.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 27th October, 1873.
N conformity with the provisions of  " The
1 Queensland Government Loan  Jet  of'  1872"
(36 Victoria, No. 24), His Excellency the Governor,
in Council, directs it to be notified that Scaled
Tenders will be received at this Office, until Noon
of WEDNESDAY, the 17th of December, from
persons desirous of purchasing the whole or any
portion of Queensland Government Debentures,
amounting to the sum of Two Hundred and Fifty
Thousand Pounds, to be issued under authority of
the abovenamed Act, subject to the undermentioned
terms  and conditions-viz. :-
1. Each Tender must be for the amount of one
or more Debentures, and must be endorsed
" Texderfor Debentures."
2. In the event of equivalent enders being re-
ceived, in excess of the Debentures for
disposal,  a pro rata  distribution will be
made.
3. The Debentures will be payable to the holder
for the time being, and will be  issued in
sums of £100, £200, and £500 each (as may
be required), secured upon the Consolidated
Revenue Fund of Queensland,  and will bear
interest at the rate of Four  per cent. per
annum , payable half-yearly on the let of
July and the 1st of January in each year.
4. The  principal  sum will be payable on the
1st January, 1913, either in Brisbane, Syd-
ney, Melbourne, or London, at the option
of the holder.
5. The interest  will commence  on the 1st Jan-
uary, 1874, and will be payable at the
Treasury, in Brisbane, or at the Office of
the Banking Agents in Sydney , Melbourne,
or London, at the option of the holder.
6. The Tenders will  be opened at the Treasury,
Brisbane ,  at noon on the above -named day
(17th December), in the presence of such of
the Tenderers as may desire to be present.
The minimum price .to be accepted by the
Government having been first placed on the
Table under Seal.
7. The amount tendered, if accepted,  must be
paid in cash, or in Queensland Government
Treasury Bills, in Brisbane,  on the lit
January, 1874, on which day  the Debentures
will be deliverable.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
TENDER  FOR QUEENSLAND G OVERNMENT
DEBENTURES.
SIB,
I hereby tender for £
Queensland  Government Deben.
Denominations  tures ,  in terms of the notice of the
required (a)  27th October,  at the price of
£ for every £100 of such
of £100 ea. Debentures, and I agree to accept
the same or  any less amount that
of £200 „ may be allotted to me and to pay
of £600 „ for them, in  cash  (b), in Brisbane,
on the first  day of January, 1874.
Name:
Address :
Date :
The Under  Secretary of the Treasury,
Queensland.
(ai It is particularly requested  that these blanks be filed up by
the Tenderer.
(b) Or Treasury  Bil ls, as the case may be.
I
QUEENSLAND TREASURY BILLS.
?'rHE attention of holders of Queensland Trea-
t Bury Bills due and payable the 31st December,
1873, is directed to the provision  contained in the
said Bills, which requires that notice shall be given
to the Colonial Treasurer, at  Brisbane, on or
before the 1st day of December  next , of the place
where such Bills are to be presented for payment,
viz., whether at Brisbane, Sydney, or Melbourne.
Should the holder of any Bills tail to give the
stipulated notice, such Bills will require  to be pre.
sented for payment in Brisbane.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 6th October, 1873.
1872
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November,  1873,
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES  of the above are now open at Allora,Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall, Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg. Burrenda, Calliope,
Cape River, Cardwell, Charlcville, Clermont.
Cleveland, Condamine, Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi,
Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gainsford, Gayndah.
George Town, Gilberton, Gladstone, Goodna, Goon-
diwindi, Greenmount, Great Northern Railway,
Gympie, Ipswich, limna, Kilkivan, Leyburn,
Mackay, Marlborough, Maryborough, Milchester,
Mount Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Nebo,
Normanton, Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Shipping Office (Brisbane), Springsure, S. and W.
Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville,
Warwick, andWestwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of'
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof', but
no interest whatever -will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P BELL.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1873.
POUND SALES.
T
HE following notification of the days appointed
for the sale of Impounded Stock which
appeared in the  Goi'ernment Gazette  of Saturday,
7th November, 1863, is hereby republished for
general  information.
A. H. PALMER.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, and in conformity with
the provisions of  " The impounding Act of  1863,"
section 26, has been pleased to direct that the
First and Third Tuesdays and the fast Friday in
every month, shall be the days upon which Sales
of Impounded Stock may take place at the several
Public Pounds in the Colony.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information,
that the several Clerks of Petty Sessions
throughout the colony are authorised to receive
Returns from Owners of Stock for the purposes of
assessment , under  " The Brands Act  of 1872."
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
"DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
NOTICE TO SHEEP-OWNERS.
THE attention of Owners of Sheep is hereby
directed to  " The Diseases in Sheep Act of'
1867  Further A mendment  Act"  (34 Victoria, No.
26), by which they are required to make to the
Crown Lands Commissioner in the district in which
the sheep are at the  time  depastured ,  on the  first
day of January next, 1874 ,  a return  of the number
of sheep owned by them, and ,  at the same time, to
pay into the Colonial Treasury it  sum of  five
shillings upon every thousand or part of a thousand
sheep, under a penalty of fifty pounds, in case of
neglect or false return.
In the event of no Commissioner having been
appointed to any district, the returns are to be
made to the Acting Commissioner of such district,
except in the case of Moreton and Wide Bay, and
Burnett Districts, whence they are to be made to
the Chief' Inspector of Sheep, who has been autho-
rised to receive the same.
As far as practicable, printed forms of return
will be supplied, but the non-receipt of such forms
will not afford a plea for exemption from penalty.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
QUEENSLAND BOARD OF GENERAL
EDUCATION.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
rI,HE Queensland Boarof Education w ll grant
Grammar School Scholarships annually to
deserving Pupils of the Primary Schools of the
Colony. The Board will pay the Grammar School
tuition fees of such Primary School boys as shall
prove themselves, on examination, to be fitted for
a higher class of education than is afforded in the
Primary Schools.
2. Examinations for Scholarships will be held
simultaneously at some time during the first three
weeks of the December of every year, one month's
notice at least to be given of the precise date of
holding. Examiners to be appointed by the Board.
3. The examinations for 1874 Scholarships will
take place in December, 1873, at Brisbane, Ips-
wich, Toowoomba,Maryborough, and Rockhampton
only, unless special application shall be made and
approved for holding examinations elsewhere ; but
candidates may present themselves from any Pri-
mary School.
4. Nominations of candidates, by the principa
teachers of their respective schools, must reach the
Education Office at least one month before the
date fixed for holding the examinations, and the
nominations must be accompanied by a statement
that the candidates are Primary School scholars,
not exceeding fourteen years of age at the date of
the examinations, that they have not been pupils
at a grammar school, and have been in fairly
regular attendance at a primary school for the
previous six months, and have been Queensland
Primary School boys for eighteen months.
5. Scholarships will be tenable, during good
behaviour and the pleasure of the Board, for three
years.
6. The examinations will be held under the
supervision of responsible officers of the Board
appointed for the purpose. The questions will be
the same in all places. The candidates' papers are
to be anonymous, distinguished by a motto or
number, and accompanied by a sealed envelope
containing the name and age of the candidate, the
whole to be forwarded under seal to the Secretary
of the Board, immediately after the examinations,
for transmission to the Examiners.
7. Successful competitors will be entitled,
through their parents or guardians, to elect the
particular Grammar School at which they shall
study ; and, in the case of change of residence, or
other sufficient cause shown, leave will be given for
transfer from one Grammar School to another.
8. The subjects of examination for 1874 scho-
larships will be the same as those prescribed in the
Board's printed regulations for boys who have
reached the fourth form in a Primary School.
9. The percentage . of marks entitling to a
Scholarship at the next examinations will be fifty
150) ; but in special cases, brought under their notice
by the Examiners, the Board may act independently
of this rule.
By order of the Board,
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
Isla
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  6th November, 1875.
SALE OF RUNS IN SETTLED DISTRICTS  BY AUCTION.
I N pursuance of the Regulations proclaimed respectively on the 4th January and 8th March, 1872,
under the provisions  of  `  The Crown Lands Alienation  Art of  1868 ,"  it is hereby noti fied for general
information ,  that a lease for five  7ears  of the Runs of Crown lands hereunder described, which have become
vacant by forfeiture or otherwise ,  will be offered for Sale by Public Auction ,  at the Auction Rooms of
A. Martin, Queen street ,  Brisbane , on TUESDAY,  23rd December ,  1873, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
The upset price per square mile at which each run will be offered ,  according to the estimated area,
in each case ,  is one pound sterling ,  and the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the term
of five years ,  ending on the 31st December, 1878.
A. deposit of the whole amount bid, being the  first year 's rent ,  will have to be paid at the time of
sale ; each subsequent year 's rent will require to be paid at the Treasury.
The runs offered for sale under this Notice will be subject to general selection, under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868 ,"  and in the case of an area exceeding one square mile
being alienated in one or more years ,  a proportional reduction of rent will be made in the payment
following such alienation.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the Runs ,  may be obtained by application
to the Under Secretary for Lands ,  Brisbane.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SALE AT THE AucTIoN ROOMS of A. MARTIN ,  QUEEN  S TREET, BRISBANE ,  ON TUESDAY, THE
23RD  DECEMBER, 1873.
Lot. Name of Run. Description of Boundaries.
Date of
Expiration
of Lease.
A  S.  d.
1 Stanley Plains
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
80 Commencing  at the  north -western corner  of Woodstock Run,
and bounded thence on  the north  by a  line bearing west,
being the boundary  of the Coast  Reserve ten miles ; thence
on the  west by the  eastern boundary of Repulse Plains
Run, being a line bearing south and passing about twenty
chains east of a tree marked  broad- arrow over XII eight
miles ; thence  on the south by a portion of the northern
boundary of Landsdowne  Run and a prolongation thereof
to Woodstock,  being a line bearing east ten miles ; and
thence on  the east by the boundary of Woodstock Run,
being a line bearing  north eight miles to the point of com-
31st Dec., ! 1 0 0
1878
2 1 Repulse Plains  ...  69 Commencing at the north -west comer of Landsdowne Run, I
and bounded thence on the south by a portion of the!
northern boundary of that run, being a  line bearing eastI
five m iles fifty chains ; thence on the east by the western
boundary of Stanley Plains Run ,  being a line bearing north
and passing through a point about twenty chains east of
a tree marked broad -arrow over XII to the Coast Reserve
eight m iles ; thence on the north by a line bearing west I,
{ twenty -five degrees north to the Ross River about four m iles'
forty  chains ; and thence on the west by the right bank of
the Rose River upwards, in a southerly direction, to the
point of commencement ... .., ... ... 31st Dec., 1 0 0
1878
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice,  that applica ti ons have been made to bring the Lands described below  under  the
provisions  of "  The  Beal  Property Act of  1861." Any person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description  and Situation  of Land .  Name of Applicant.
221 perches ,  being subdivision 6 of easte rn  suburban  Robert Nurcombe
allotment 33 ,  parish of North Brisbane ,  county of
Stanley
14q perches ,  being subdivision 3 of allotment  2 of Eliza Callaghan ...
section 64 ,  parish and  town of Rockhampton,
county of Livingstone
4 acres 3 roods 24 perches, being suburban allotment Harry Clifford Love
108, parish of South  Brisbane , county of Stanley
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
8th January, 1874.
8th December, 1873.
Ditto.
1874
Department  of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST  NOTICE.
4th November, 1873.
.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedierif
to open a new Road from Bundaberg to Boolboonda, counties of Cook and Bowen, District of Wide
Bav : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now  in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Offices ,  Bundaberg and T'eningering ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
73-3913.
By
CJ. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM BUNDABEBG TO BOOLBOONDA,  COUNTIES OF COON ABD Bowsnn,
DISTRICT OF WIDE BAY,  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT of COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
Register
B Roth.NO. Portion of  Road. No. of Reputed occupier .  Bearings . LChain . ilk ofSelec- Owner .  Chans. Road.
tion.
1 Through southern act- 637 Abraham  A. Pegg ...
npr of Port'oo No. 14,
parish of Otoo
Pegg
LL Through south -western 637 Abraham A. Pegg ...
corner  of Portion No. Pegg
14, pari sh of OtOO,
county of Cook
2 Thro ugh eastern por-
tion of Portion No.8,
parish of Tantitka
515 A.C.Walker
2a Continuation of above 516  A.C.Walker
running south-wes-
terly to uo rt b-east
gorner of  Portion No.7
ohs. Ike.
N. 272°  W E.  15 82
298° 15' 587 0
334° 40' 416 0
278° 30' 303 0
226° 446 0
242° 35' 416 0
33 46 2 chains  1 7497 0  2 chains S
15 41  150 links  ]a
40 83 160 links
78 61 150 links 12
242° 35' 29 31 2 chains 1l
212° 18' 11 54 2 chains) 8
8 Through  Portion No .  7, 612 Thomas  ( ...  212° 18'
parish  of Tantitha  Cooper 266°
4 Through Portion No. 6, 403
parish of Kolan
5 Read th ro ugh Portion 419
No. 7, parish of Kolan
6 Thro ugh south -east cor- 549
nor of Portion No.14,
parish of Kolan
205°
230°
230°
8. Johnston
J. P. Lyons
J. F. W od
7 Through Portion No .16, 550 A.  P. Wood  ...  230°
parish of Kolan  242° 30'
8 Starting  from north -  264 L.  Hansen L. Hansen  ...  242° 301
east  corner of Portion 269° 51'
No. 26,  and terminating
on its western bound-
ary. parish  of Bolan
9 Road running  along  228 N .  L. Smidt N. L. Smidt 370°
nort h boundary of
Portion 29,  parish of
Kolan
918 0 130 links 1
I chain
1 chain
AIM Remarks.
A.
1
X. P.
2 38 Forest  land. unim-
proved.
3 0
f
Partly aoru4 and
forest ;  contra
line marked.
1 26 Forest land, unim-
proved.
0 M
Unimproved
I land
forest
soil.
2 12 Unimproved forest
1 26
l land.
€
Forest land nbim-
proved.
0 3 Chiefly  scrub land.
0 28 Scrub land.
1
2 chains 0
26 88  L150link e Partly scrub and
636 0  '  150 link: I s 338 € forest, unimproved.
32 09  3050 links
10 74  160 links 14 {
Unimproved  forest3 183 t land.
29 45 150 links 4 1 283 Unimproved :crab
land.
10 Commencing  on Pin- ...  A. P. Barton A. P. Barton  204° 0' 6 0  3 chains 13 2 3 Crossing paddock
nook's Creek ,  and run -  209° 16' 12 60 fences ;  stony  ri dges
ning south-westerly 243° 0'  29 0
th ro ugh Moolboolaman
P re -emptive No. 1 to
its southern boundary
11 Through eastern corner 942 James James Pringle 153° 40' 301 0
of Mineral  selection  Pringle
No. 942,  near Bool-
boonda
12 A triangular slip along 940 Rogers,
the northern  boundary Walker,
of Mineral Selection and Cosa
Portion 940
116°
13A Commencing on the 937 Pingelly  ...  168° 20'
north -east boundary an4COW -  166° 40'
of Mineral Selection liahaw 168° 46'
No. 937,  and running
southerly to its south-
east boundary
16s Commencing at the 937 Pingelly  ...  206° 0'
no rt h-oast corner of and Cow -  2113° 30'
Mineral Selection No. lishaw
937, and south-wes-
terly and north-wes-
terly to its north-west
boundary
14 Commencing on the 940 Rogers , ...  293° 30'
south-east boundary  Walker,  270° 30'
of  Mineral Selection and Coss II 225° 20'
No. 940, and running 2149  46'
westerly and south -  186° 0'
westerly to, its south-
west corner
15 A t ri angular piece '  out 937 Pingelly
of the west corner of  and Cow.
Mineral Selection No. lishaw
937
16 Commencing  on the 370
north-east  boundary phy
of Mineral Selection
No. 870, and  ru nning
south-westerly to its
pagtlt.wWb  boundary
W. E. Mug-
1889 0'
186° 0'
le8° 20'
225° 0'
267° 0'
267° 0'
942°  W
ma:
o 0  171 Bound ri dge forest
land.
(301 0 ...  0 0 331 Forest laud, gra velly
ri dge.
14 51)
0 68 } 150 links 4 1 0 Open forest laud.
9 263
21 23 3 chains 8 0 0 Open  forest land,
7 05
1 01)
6 IS
11 2  1
8 chains  6 3 2  >cfdoo $n :Ban
lend.4  5
6 56
1 82 Irregular 0 0 13
2 6
2 48 3 chain:
14 19
3 52 Irregular
44
9 66 I ,an_,
e4
S 592
Ol!e6 fagst 14yd.
9 232 1f St eep rtegy oonn.tt ry  vysaltawlllana
1875
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having  deemed it expedient
to open a New Road from Brisbane and Gympie Road to Mooloolah Wharf  and Selections near the
same, parish of Bribie, county of Canning : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provi-
sions of the  Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference,
showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office,  Brisbane ,  and all persons interested therein  are requested to
transmit , in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-
grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
73-2277 By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Boon  OF REFERENCE  or ROAD *ROY  BRISBANE  AND GYMPIB ROAD TO MOOLOOLAH WHARF AND
SELECTIONS NEAR THE SAME ,  PARISH  OF BRIBIE ,  COUNTY OF CANNING ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD , UNDER THE  ACT OF CounciL 4 WILiIAk IV:, No. 11.
I
No. Portion of  Rand.
1 EntbrtngSeleotion 10on
Its western  boundary,
and running easterly
out across its eastern
boundary
Register
No. of
Seleo-
tloo.
1,386
3 Entering Selection 4, on 446
its western  bounda ry ,
and running easterly
out soross its eas tern
boundary
0
Length
Reputed Reputed  Bearings  of In Chains
Owner .  Occupier .  centre  line. of oentre
line.
Richard Wdst- William H.
away westaway
ohs. lks.
N.110° E. ... 0 le
79° 2 72
87° ... 12 10
108: .. 7 34
87.21 ' ...  14 43
Willlaifl H. Ditto
Westaway
87° 21' ...  0 69
86° 80' ...  14 36
82° 80' ... 7 16
31° ... 1 87
77° 20' ... 4 78
114° 80' ...  8 185
Entering selection  3, 444  Ditto  .,  Ditto  ...  114° 80 ' ...  0 78
on Its western  boon- 86° .. 8 23
dary ,  and running  69° 30' ...  8 11
north  -  easterly out
aoross its eas tern
boundary
67° 80' ...  6 12
37° 30' ... 10 17
20° 6 90
68° 3 88
88° .. 6 01
4 Entering Selection 6, on 448  Ditto ,,, Ditto  ...  66°  -.1  0 93
Its western  boundary ,  439  80' ... 0 46
and rtinntng  out north-
` easterly across its
northern boundary
0 Elitbi'Ing Sbleetlon Lon 448
Its  southern  boundar%
sad  rttgning  pnt,no
Iteasterly strop Its
astern boundary
e Entering  selection No, 418
1. on Its western
boundary,  and run.
glnnina Iorth iy
i
tnt
irecilon to  Eslounds,
Junction  ;  thence In
a nortberly direction
to the lower ford, Moo-
ioolah River
Branching  off Be sboy.•
towards the boat-
wharf in an easterly
direction  to  eas t boun-
dary of No .  1, near Its
northeast corner
98
19
86
00
81
98
24
40
20
0,10
66" 3&  ...  9 27
93° 30 ,... 10 70
640 8 98
78" ... 8 34
Bran.ehlng .otr  horn  xr We 16'  28 20
lounda function  to  the 90•
...
,..  21 14
southward and east-
w ssttward  boundary
and crossing the
ea of
No.,1,,near its south-'
.fart corner
D. McMillan  Ditto  ...  564 ... 0
43° 30' ... 12
8° e
18
37° .. d
40° 30' ... 12
10° 30' ... 7
81° .,. 5
580
... 6
88° ... 8
68°80' ... 1
71° 30' ... 8
69° ld ;.. 16
90° ... 0
Charles Bsl- Charles Bal- 900 ... 12
lenger  loom 200 ... 11
49° 30' ... 12
64° .. 11
49° 80' ... 11
336° 16' .., 6
$16° .,  43
48° 80' ...
93380  ... 8
Breadth
of Bond. Area. Remarks,
'N1 i 8 3 28
IItiimproted open
forest And, with
oha n scrub on
bank
HOmCotetd,
riv er
on
boundaty lino of
.1 obtain 3 0 28 8  Bid  46 Open
1 chain 4
isn
line scrub
1 11
I chain 0 0 89 € 'u W°s
)
Open forest land,
al,+ont sit acne
0 2 18  tented otr  and
breken tip with
the ylough
r  openforest land i
portions sOb-
dlvidsd by fms-
Kalou nd  litres.
11011
22 0  Sc
•Branob at 141
chains to  bttit
wharf
Lower  ford, Yoo-
loolah River
About 4 sores has
been beOken up
.with the p10ttgh
East boundary No.
I
1876
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  4th November, 1878.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency  the Governor , with the  advice of the Executive  Council,  having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Townsville to Ravenswood, and Branch Road from the said Roan
towarris Bowen ,  parish of Coonambelah ,  county of Elphinstone ,  district of Kennedy  :  Notice is hereby
gives, that in conformity with the pro visions  of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,  and now in force in this
colony, a Plan and Book of Reference , showing  the intended line of Road abovementioned ,  are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the Po lice Office ,  Townsvi lle ; and
all persons interested therein are requested to transmit„ in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Counc il ,
within one month from this date ,  any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
Occupier . !  Bearings.
73-3962. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM TOWNSVILLE TO RAVENSWOOD ,  AND BRANCH ROAD
FROM THE SAID ROAD TOWARDS BOWEN, PARISH OF 000NAMBELAH ,  COUNTY OF ELPHINSTONE,
DISTRICT OF KENNEDY ,
WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
I Commencing at the 1A T.
no rt hern boundary of Reg.
Selection IA.  and run-
ning south -westerly
to its southern boun-
dary
2 Commencing at the 2Aditto
no rt hern bounda ry  of
Selection 2A, and  run.
Wing south -westerly
to its western boun-
dary
3 Commencing at the
eastern boundary  of
Selection 3A, and run-
ning westerly to its
western boundary
4 Commencing at the
eastern boundary of
Selection No. 38, and
running westerly and
south -westerly to its
western boundary,
and including a re-
serv e at the intersec-
tion of the road with
the western boundary
of Selection No. 88
5 Commencing at the
road from Townsville
to Ravenswood, and
running south-east-
erly throughseteotiou
2A to the Roes River
3A ditto
38 ditto
2A ditto
TO BE PROCLAIMED PUBLIC ROADS ,  UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4
Reputed
Owner. Occupier .  Bearings.
Length
in
Chains..
Breadth
of Road2
Area. Remarks.
ohs. Ike. A. IL  P.
R. Towns W .  Morris ,.. 218° lb' 22 07 2 chains 13 3 8 Forestland. fenced
and Co. 196° 0' 41 93 in.
It.  Towns Agent of R.  195° 0' 10 63 2 chains 123 3 0 Forest land partly
and Co. Towns  182° 30'  3 30 fenc
,
ed on no rt h182° 30'  1 00 5 chains boundary.182° 30' 23 00
196° 0' 8 77
215° 30' 15 11 2 hai240° 30' 31 34 nsc
270°  46' 13 90
280° 45' 10 15
It.  Towns Unoccupied 260° 45' 20 27  2 chains 11 0 32 Unimp ro ved forest
and Co. 249° 0' 25 49 land .
269° 30'
279° 0'
6
3
34
93
Thomas Thomas 279° 0'  9 30 2 chains 40 2 0  Forest land, unim-
Attkin Attkin  250° 45' 48 96 proved on  Hue  of
262° 0'  10 50 road .
243° 30'  9 66
258° 30'  5 14
229° 30' 20 61
204° 15' 44 70
219° 16' 7 68
233° 0' 9 64
! 211° 30' 7 62
215° 45' 13 39
R. Towns Agent of R. 167° 30' 16 54  12  chains i 15 1 0 Forest lan d.  part ly
and Co. Towns  F 145° 0' 59 Si fenc ed on no rt h
boundary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed if
expedient to open a new Road through portions 115 and 156, parish of Geham, county of
Aubigny : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended
line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
at the Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
By Command,
73-4088 . J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 115 AND 156,  PARISH OF GEHAM ,  COUNTY OF
AUBIGNY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
No.
1
Por tion of Road.
From the south boun.
da ry  of portion 115,
parish of Geham, run-
ning north and no rt h-
westerly to its no rt h-
ern bounda ry
Register
No. of Reputed
Selec -  Owner.
tion.
115 Wil liam
Murphy
Length
in Chains.
ohs. Iks.
Unoccupied  N. 360°  E. 27 00
255° 4 25
277° 2 30
298' 2 68
344° 2 98
2 A triangular portion 156 I Dalton and Dalton and N.  32° E. 1 99
out of the nort h-west I Moore Moore
corner of po rt ion 156,
h of Geham
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks.
A.a.P l;
1 chain ...  4 0 21 1 Thickly -timbered,
we ll  grassed
ridges ; part of
east boundary
fenced  ;  land held
under  "LeathsgAel
'r 1808,"
0 0 14 Ploughed ground ;
north and west
sides fenced; land
held under  " Leas-
ing Act of  1886"
1877
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  27th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion No. 77 ,  Parish of Coomera, county of Ward  :  Notice is
hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 Wi ll iam  IV., No.  11, and now in force
in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane ,  and at the Po lice Office ,  Beenleigh ; and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date ,  any well -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
By Command,
73-3967. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 77, PARISH OF COOMEBA ,  COUNTY OF WARD, TO BB
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road . NNoo.a ft Reputed Owner . Occupier . Bearings . Lengthto chains
Breadth
of Road Area. Remarks.Selection. .
obs. lks. A. s.  P.
I Commencing on the 304 A.  Be ll  ... A.  Bell  ... 324° 9 0 1 chain 3 0 0 Foreet land,nn-
east boundary of 312° 6 0 fenced  and
Portion  77, and 2,
31
9 0 unimprovedI . t;
g north-wester
6° 38 6 70
its b boundary
Department of Pub lic Works,
Brisbane ,  27th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it ex-
pedient to open a near Road from Turner 's Creek to Warwick and Stanthorpe Road, through
, Selections ,  Warwick Register ,  Nos. 363, 754, 385, 676 ,  and 508, Rosenthal Run, county of
Merivale  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 Wi ll iam IV.,
'No. 11, and now in force m this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line
of Road above -mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at
'the Police Office, Warwick  ;  and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any we ll -grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-3643 W. J .  MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM TIIRNEB s CREEK TO WARWICK AND STANTHORPE ROAD,  THROUGH
SELECTIONS,  WARWICK REGISTER,  Nos. 363, 754 ,  385, 676, and 508, ROSENTHAL RUN, COUNTY OF
MERIVALE,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
Register
No. Portion of Road. No. ofSelec- Reputed Owner. Occupier.
tion.
A. Locks ... ...  A. Locke  ... N. 10° E.
338° 20'
312° 30'
12- 30'
04°
88 30'
14 30'
Length BreadthBearings . in Chains .  of Road. tea'
A.sr.
I Commencing on the War- J. 3L Firmbaeh J. M. Firm- N .  14° 46 '  E. 28 0O ( Unimproved
south boundary of wick bach 4311' 3000} 150links 8 2 10 { thi- •kly-ttm-
W arwick Register No. Register 27 30 '  1.08) bered sorest.
383, and running nor- No.
therly to its northern 363
boundary
2 Commencing on the War -  Geo. Webb ...  Geo. Webb ...  N. 27° 30' 4.921
south boundary or wick 710 30' 6.2'2
Warwick ltegisler No .  Register 420 8.00
754, and running No. 68° 30' 7.00
north-easterly and 754 90° 30' 3.80
northerly to its nor- 68° 30' 11.00 150 links 13 1 6
there boundary 66° 30' 5.50
3t° 7' 11'0
13° 50' 2000
10° 11.23
3 Commencing on the
south boundary of
Warwick  kcg. - er No.
385, and running
north-wecr .ariy to its
norther :,  boundary
4 Commencing on the
south boundary of
N arwioK Register No.
676, and running
north -easterly to its
no rt hern boundary
War-
wick
Register
No.
385
War-
wick
Register
No.
67b
Remarks.
Unimproved
thickly tim-
bered forest,
it ironbaik,
box, and oak
and stony
ridges,sandy
l soil.
2 07
12.00 ( Stonyridge,,
15 00 I  I thickly tim-
8 00 bered ; no
3 50 1 150links 7 1 32 i i mp ro ve-
4.75 I Inenta; near
2.42 t.ruad.
183
A Locke ... ...  Unoccupied  N. 14° 30' E. 7.17 150 li nks 4 0 25 Unimproved,
32° 20.52 open forest.
6 Commencing on the War- Forfeited N. 32° E .  1968 15011n1u 8 S lb unimproved
Routh boundary of wickist open forest.
Warwick ltegister No. Reger sandy soil.
608, and running No.
nort h - vaster y to 609
Junction with mad
already surveyed in
portion 508.
1878
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  27th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion 11 ,  parish of Enoggera ,  county of Stanley  :  Notice is hereby
given ,  that in conformity  with  the provisions  of the Act  4 Wi ll iam  IV., No . 11, and now in force in
this  colony,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are
now deposited at the  Office  of the Surveyor -General ,  and at the Po lice Office, Brisbane  ;  and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Counc il , within
one month from this date, any we ll -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the -Road in
question.
73-3609.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 11 ,  PARISH OF ENOGGEBA ,  COUNTY OF STANLEY,
TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion  of Road.
1 Commencing on the
south boundary of
Portion 11, and run-
ning north to its
north  boundary
Reputed Owner.
J. Free ...
Occupier.
Not occupied ...
Bearings.
North
Length Breadth Area .  Remarksin Chains. Rand.
chg. Ike. A. L P.
9 chains 1 chain 0 3 24 Scrub land, fenced
in, but not other-
wis e Improved,
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  24th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD-FIRST NOTICE.
Il
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having  deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Bowen to Mackay, parish of Dargin, count of Herbert,  District of
Kennedy ; Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the  intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Offce , Bowen ;
and all persons interested therein are requested  to transmit , in writing, to the Clerk  of the Executive
Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which  may exist to the formation
of the Road in question.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM BOWEN TO MACKAY, PARISH OF DARGIN, COUNTY Or
HERBERT, DISTRICT OF KENNEDY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT of
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
Reglster
No. Portion of Road. No. of Reputed Occupier .  Bearings . Length Breadth 1 Area .  Remarks.Selec- Owner .  in Chains .  of Road.
Lion.
1 Commencing at the
south-east bound-
ary of Selection
No. 14, parish of
Dargin, running
north-wes!erlv to
its north-west
bouudary
2 Commenoing at the
3
south-cast bound-
ary of  selection
No. 8, parish of
Dargin, running
norta-westerly to
its north-west
boundary
Commencing at the
south -ca+t hi M nd-
ary of Selection
No. 11, being the
nort: -wart bound-
ary  or Campine
Reserve , p:uiah of
Dargin. running
through Selacti m
No. 11 , in a n"rth-
erly dire_tioo. to
its north-west
No. 14 Towns and Towns and N. 3 22° E.
Cu. Co.  N. 3 491  E.
No. 8 Towns  and Towns  and N. 349° L.
Co. Co. N.344° 16'E
N. 358° 30'E
No. 11  Towns and Towns and N. 10° 30' E.
Co. Co. N. 352° E.
N. 334° 30' E.
31,13
4793
ch. lks.
2 0
A. R. P.I
15 2 264
8.16 i 2 0 10 2 0
4000 j
5'04
01891
63,20
6.81
18 0 0
boundary
4 Comm-ac 17 at the I No. 21 Towns  and Towns and N. 334° 3n' E. 3751 2 0 27 3 0
son '- en,t boon  I Co. Co. N.  320-  30'  F. 198;
ary of Selection N. 339' 4i'E. ]$'71)
No 21, parish of N.325° 4$' 22:58
Durgin,  running N. 321° 30' 2287
north-westerly to N. 312° E. 20.10
its north-west
boundary
5 Commencing  at the No.  15 John ... N.292°  It,,  R. 15.69 2 0 10 0 32
south-east bound- Robert son N. 317°  15' E. 3435
Selections Nos. 9,11, 14,
and 21. are  fenced in
in one paddock, fence
not near road, except
on the south-east
bounda,  y of Selection
No. 14,  and the north-
west bcnndaiy of
SOleetion  No. 21; in
rto+e two  places It
crosses the road
wlu,ro  the a are
lien red gates. The
laud i, pour forest
witi a lit •  1e plain
Poor forest  land unim-
proved.
ary of Selection
No. 15, parish of
Dargin .  running
north -westerly to
its north-west
boundary
1879
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st October, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portions 683, 48, and 46, parish of Indooroopilly, county of Stanley :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ;
and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive
Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation
of the Road in question.
Length Area.  Remarks.Bearings . in  chains. Road.
73-4275-W.  J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Boox CF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 683, 48, AND 46, PARISH OF INDOOROOPILLY,
COUNTY OF STANLEY , TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
IReristerl
No. Portion  of Road. No. ofSelec-  I
Reputed
Owner. Occupier.
1 Commencing on the C. Street... Not occupied
north-west boundary
of portion  663, and
running south-eas-
terly to its  east boun-
dary
2 Commencing on the E. Anderson Not occupied
west  boundary of
portion 48,  and run-
ning easterly to its
east  boundary
3 Commencing on the L. Stamm Not occupied
west boundary of
port ion 46,  and run-
ning easterly to
Railway Reserve
N. 122° 35' E.
N. 172° 4' E.
N. 170° 61' E.
N. 140° 6' E.
N. 140° 6' E.
N. 96° 58' E.
N. 86°  17'E.
N. 97° 17' E.
By Command,
ohs. lks.
5 00 One chain
6 00
5 10
4 79
0 41 One chain
6 60
4 50
3 79
Breadth
N. 97° 17'  E. 1 53 .  One chain
N. 124° 52' E. about
5 10
not otherwise im-
proved.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1873.
TENDERS FOR FLOUR.
THE following copy of an Advertisement by the Commissary-General, Madras, calling for Tenders
for the supply of two hundred and seventy-six tons of Australian Flour, deliverable at the
Bakery of the Indian Government, Bangalore, is published for general information.
Form of Tender can be obtained on application at this office.
5
SEALED Tenders in the form used in the Commissariat Department  (blank forms whereof can be
had on application at the Commissariat  O11ice  at Bangalore )  will be received  up to 12 o'clock  on the 6th
day of January, 1874 ,  by the Executive Commissariat  Officer  at Bangalore , for the Supply  by Contract
of the Articles mentioned  in the subjoined Schedule.
Tenders will be opened  by the Executive  Commissariat Officer at Bangalore ,  in the presence of
those interested who may choose to attend.
Each Tender must be accompanied  by the deposit (in Cash or Currency  Notes ) shown in Column 5
of the Schedule , and  in default of such deposit the Tender will be rejected  ;  no Tender will be received
after the time fixed for the opening  of Tenders.
No person making a Tender shall be allowed to withdraw his Tender for the space  of 60  days from
the date thereof ,  and in the event of his so doing his deposit shall be forfeited to Government.
Tenders should be superscribed  " Tenders for  the Supply  of Australian F/our."
All needful information may be had on application at the Commissariat  Office at  Bangalore.
Every Tender not made in the required form will be rejected.
The Commissary -Gener al  reserves  to himself the right  of rejecting Tenders without assigding any
reason for so doing.
The Tenderer ,  if successful , must, within  three days, deposit security of the nature and amount
speci fied in Column 6 of the Advertise :i.lent.
The successful Competitor  will be required to pay the  value of the Stamp under the provisions of
Clause  16, Schedule  I. of "  The General  Stamp Act,"  XVIII . of 1869.  Value of. Stamp about  Rupees 350,
more or less, according to total  cost of Flour, calculated  at rate of approved  Tender.
2 3
Description  of Articles Probable
to be Supplied . Quantity orNumber.
BCHE!ULE.
4
Period  of Delivery,
specifying  quaatities.
Tone.
Australian  Flour, 276 To be delivered as
best sort , war- follows :-
ranted to keep for 1874 Tons.
6 months . 15th March ... 70
15th May ... 70
15th August ... :0
15th Nov. ... 60
Total ...276
Place  of Delivery,
and to whom to be
made.
At the G overn-
luent Bakery,
Bangalore, free
of  all  expense.
A. H. PALMER.
6
Amount  I Amount of
of Depo sit in  Security in Cash,
Casa  or Cur- ! Curren'y Notes, or
rencyNotes  to govt. Promissory
accompany  Notes,to be furnished
the Tender . i  by the  successful
T enderer.
Ra.
3,000
I  A. a.
2 0
P.
2 Unfenced  and unim-
j proved forest land.
1 1 30 Unfenced  and unim-
0 2 29
proved forest land.
Partly  fenced but
At 20 per cent,
on the value of
the Articles
contracted for.
7
Fines for
each Breach
of Contract.
By order of the Commissary -General.
R. A. MOORE, Lieutenant -Colonel,
Asst .  Commissary -General.
J. LOUDON,  Colonel, Commissary-Gener al .
Commissariat Office,  Bangalore, 2nd September, 1873.
TIME TABLE.
Comm issioner for Railways ' Office,
B ri sbane, 1st September, 1873.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-On and
 after
 MONDAY,  8th September , 1873, the following  Time  Table  wi ll  come into operation until  further  notice.
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
PBET
ABOVE
HIGH
WATER
MARE.
MILES.
From From  Too-
Ipswich.  woomba.
65 Ipswich ...
111 8 ••• Walloon •..
140 12 ... Rosewood
198 18 ...  Western Creek
274 21 ... Grandchester
574 25  ...  Victoria Tunnel
335 29  ... Laidley ...
340 38  ... I  Gatton
465 49
82.35  Mahoney's Gate
85 7 Gowrie Junction
788 69  ... Murphy's Creek
1530 69  ... Highfields .
2005 76 ... Summit of Range
1928
 I 78 ... Toowoomba ...
85 7
12}
9490; 16
102 24
109 31
118 40
120 42
131
40
53
1 62
143 65
STATIONS.
Helidon
Mixed .  I Mixed.
UP TRAINS.
Mixed.  Mixed.
A.M. I A.M. I P.M.
... 10.0
...  10.28
... ... A
. A
I
arrive •11.13
I depart 11.17
... ... A
,., ,,. 11.54
.. 12.23
arrive 12.58
{ depart 1.13
4
arrive 1.53
depart •1.58
... 2.50
arrive 3.88
depart 4.11 10.50 4.0
... B B
... arrive ...  #11.16 ...
Gowrie Junction ... depart ... *11.25 4.25
For Williams' Camp ... ... A A
Westbrook Crossing ... ... ...  A A
P.M.
4.40
•5.8
A
A
5.47 •••
5.51 ••.
A
6.28
•6.57
7.32
7.47
8.27
9.19
10.7 •••
Cambooya ... ... ,.. ... 12.25 5-25 ... •••
Emu Creek Siding ... ... ... A A ...
King's Creek ,.. ... ... ... 1.18 6.18 ,,,
Clifton •.. ... ... ... 1.28 #6.28 , .,,
Allora ..
 •.• ... ... 2.5 7.5
Lyndhurst Road  ... ...  A A I ...
Warwick ... ... ... ... 2.45 7.45 ,..
85
90
97
106
114
127
130
Gowrie Junction  ..  depart
Gowrie
Oakey Creek ... ... ...
Jondaryan ... ...
Bowenville
 ... ... ...
Blaxland ' s Sid in g .., ...
Dalby ... ... ...
4.36
A
6.14
5.44
A
A
6.55
FEET
ABOVE
HIGH
WATER
MARS.
MILES.
From
Dalby.
From
Warwick.
STATIONS.
3
16
24
33
40
45
1928
2005
1530
788
465
340
335
574
274
198
140
111
65
'e Trains meet here,
Al Day  Tickets issued on Saturdays available  to return on the following  Monday.
Nova .- The Trains will stop only  at those places  at which they are timed to stop.
Dalby ... ... ...
... Blaxland ' s Siding ... ...
... Bowenvillo
 ... ... .•.
... Jondaryan ... ... ...
... Oakey Creek ... ..• ..
... Gowrie
... Gowrie Junction
 ...  arrive
Warwick ... •..
3 Lyndhurst Road ...
12 Allora
23 Clifton ... ...
25 King 's Creek
34 Emu Creek Siding
 ... ...
41 Cambooya
 ... ... ...
49 Westbrook
 Crossing  ... ...
.,, 521 For Wi ll iams ' Camp..  ...
68 Cowrie
 Junction
 ,..  arrive
47.45
62
54
61
71
81
92
101
105
109
112
118
122
130
Cowrie Junction
50.45 Mahoney 's Gate
65 Toowoomba
67 Summit of Range
Highfields ,.,
... Murphy's Creek
.,. Helidon ...
Gatton ...
Laidley
...  Victoria Tunnel
... Grandchester
,.. Western Creek
... Rosewood ..,
,, Walloon ,
..• i Ipswich .,,
...depart
arrive
I depart
...
I
arrive
depart
arrive
depart
... ...
... ...
1
arrive
depart
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Mixed.
 Mixed.
A.M. A.M.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed.
10.80 ..,
A ...
9.58
A ... .•.
8.40
A
Mixed.
A.M. ! P.M. ...
..,  8.5
... A
8 45
...  9'22
..•  9.32
... A
...  10-25
...  A
... A
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
#
5.10
A
5.50
6.28
6'38
A
7'31
A
A
... •11.25 *11.16 8'81 „,
B ... B ,.,
11.55 11.44 9.0
6.50 ... 12.4 ...
...
7.49 ... 12.58 .•• ...
...
; 8.44
• 1.58
2.2
...
• 9.24 ... 2'42
9 .39 ,,, 2.57 ,.•
10-9  ... 3.27 1
10.34 ... 8.62
11 .9 ... 4.27 ... ...
011.18 4.81
A ... A ..•
...
1162 ... e6'8 ,•.
12.20 ... 6.36 ..•
111
(A.) The
'
trains marked  thus, A ,  will stop by signal to  take up passengers , who will be charged the fare to the  Station  at which their  Journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight  at  those places can
only do so byy giving notice  at the preceding  Station  to the Guard of the Train, and paying the  fare at the  time of booking, from the place at which they j oin the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
(B.) The Trams leaving Toowoomba at 10 .50 a.m.  and 4.11 p.m. on the Up journey,  and  leaving Warwick at  8.5 a.m. and 6 .5 p.m. on the Down journey ,  wi ll , for the present ,  stop at th is  Cro ssing ,  subject
to the foregoing regulation.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
Total
£ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £  S.  d.
Week ending October  25th, 1873 400 6 9 1,87018 6 67 6 9 2,338 11 11
Corresponding week last year... 401 7 9 1,703 1 2 52 15 10 2,157 4 9
Increase 167 17 3 14 10 11 181 7 2
Decrease 1 1 0
Week ending November  1st, 1873 ... 384 19 0 1 1,867 8 2 44 18 1 2,297 5 3
Corresponding week last year ... 465 4 9I 1,970 5 2 75 13 3 2,511 3 2
Increase
Decrease 80 5 9 102 17 0 30 15 2 213 17 11
EDWD. DEIGHTON,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
TIME TABLE.
G
REAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY, the 14th instant , the following Time
Table will  come into operation  until further  notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations Up  Train,Mixed.
Miles
from  West-
wood.
Stations. Down TrainMixed.
a.m. P.M.
Rockhampton... 11' 0 Westwood ... ... 3.306
Gracemero ... 11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing ... ... A
15 Stanwell 12' 0 15 Stairwell ... ... ... 4.30
24 Rosewood Crossing A 24 Gracemere  ... ... ... 6' 6
30 Westwood ... 1.0 30 Rockhampton ... ... 6.30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A. will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey  terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  fr om the place at which they  join  the Train to the place
at which they propose to slight.
pURSITANT to the powers conferred upon me, as Judge of the Western District Court, by the Act
31 Victoria, No. 30, I do hereby appoint the following times and places at which Courts are to be
held in the Western District, in the Colony of Queensland, for the year  1874;  that is to say-
CRIMINAL  JURISDICTION. CIVIL JURISDICTION.
District and Town . Day of the Week. Date . District and Town. Day  of the Week. Date.
1874. 1874.
Dalby ... ... Friday ... 23 January Dalby ... ... Friday ... 23 January
Wednesday ... 22 April Wednesday ... 22 April
Monday ... 27 July Monday ... 27 July
„ 26 October „ 26 October
Toowoomba ...  ... Tuesday ... 27 January Toowoomba ... ... Tuesday ... 27 January
Saturday ... 25 April Saturday ,,. 25 April
Thursday ... 23 July Thursday ... 23 July
„ 29 October „ 29 October
Warwick  ... ... Friday ... 30 January Warwick ... Friday ... 30 January
Wednesday ... 29 April Wednesday ... 29 April
Monday .. 20 July Monday ... 20 July
„ 2 November „ 1 2 November
Stanthorpe  ... ... Tuesday ... 3 February Stanthorpe ... Tuesday ... 3 February
Saturday ... 2 May Saturday ... 2 May
Thursday ... 16 July Thursday ... 16 July
Friday ... 6 November Friday ... 6 November
Bmma  ... Saturday ... 18 April Roma Saturday ... 18 April
1 August
17 O
„ 1 August
t b17 October „ o erc
Condamine  ... ...  Monday ... 20 April Condamine ... ... Monday ...  20 April
„ 3 August „ 3 August
Friday ... 23 October Friday ...  23 October
Given under my Hand ,  this 18th day of  October ,  1873, at Brisbane ,  in the Colony  aforesaid.
CHAS. W. BLAKENEY,
Judge of the Western District Court.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1873.
THE following
 General Abstract  of the Average Amount of  the LIABILITIES and AssnTS  of the BANK  OF AUSTRALASIA,  within the  Colony  of QIIEENSLAND,  during the Quarter  fr om the 1st
JvLY to the  30th SRrrEarBRB,  1873, is  published in conformity with the third  section  of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT ,
 showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the  BANK or  AUSTRALASIA,  within the Colony of QUEENSLAND,  taken from the several Weekly Statements during the
Quarter from the 1st JULY to the 30th SEPTEMBER, 1873.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT.
£ a. d.
Notes in Circulation {Not bearing Interest  :::
. :::
7,639 13 10
Bearing Interest
Bills  in Circulation .. S  Not bearing Interest
:::t Bearing Interest
Balances
 due to other Banks  ... ... ...
Deposits  ............... { Not bea ri ng Interest ...Bearing Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabilities
2,993 16 10
50,291+ 6 4
73,972 11 1
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this  date ...
Rate of the  last  Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ...
Amount of the last Dividend declared  ... ... ... ...
Amount of the  Reserved  Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
1
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
7,639 13 10
2,993 16 10
124,266  17  5
134,900 8 1
£ 1,200,000 0 0
10'f cent . '# annum
60,000 0 0
...I
 330,M 10  7
ASSETS.
Coined  Gold and Silver and other Coined
 Metals...
Stamp Account
 ... ... ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion
 and Bars ... ...
Landed Property  ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks
 ... ... ...
Balances  due from  other Banks
Amount of all Debts  due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange,  and all  Stock and Funded Debts of
every description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bills, and Balances
due to the  said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount  of Assets
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£  S.  d.  £ s. d.
$5,846 14 5
101 9 10
9,000 0 0
112 4 7
228,67318 2
£ 273,734 7 0
JOSH. B. DIXON,  Manager.
A. H. BARLOW ,  Accountant.
I, Joseph Black Dixon, make  oath, that ,  to the beet of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract
 is a true  and faithful Account of the Average  Amount of Assets and .
 Liabilities  of the above
Bank during the period  specified ; and that the  same was  made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the  provisions  of the Act of the Governor  and Counc il, 4 Victoria , No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane ,  this 5th day of November ,  1873. JOSH. B .  DIXON.
SAMUEL HODGSON, Justice of the Peace.
I, the undersigned ,  being the Manager of the BAxs  or  AUSTRALASIA, do hereby offer to pay to the
 Commissioner of Stamps ,  under Act 30 Victoria ,
 No. 14 ,  Section 9, the sum of
 £ 57 6s .,  for the duty  afbot  the rate
of £3 per cent .  per annum upon the sum of  £ 7,639 13s .  10d., being one quarter 's composition  of the duty  payable on the annual average of the money value of the Notes in circulation of the said Bank ,  in th Colony
of Queensland ,  according to the annexed Return.
JOSH.
this 9th day of October,  1878.
.
 B. DIXON.
Colonial Secretary's O ice,
} Brisbane,  6th November, 1878.I1 E following General Abstract of the Average Amount of  the LIABILITIES and Aware of the Ulan ;.- BA3I4 or AusTnALIA, within  the Colony  of QuEENsLAND, ( ,ring the
1 Quarter from the 1st JULY to the 30(h  SEPTEMBEa, 1873, is published
 in conformity with the thirdseotion of the Act of bouneil, 4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial
 Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES
 and ASSETS  of the UNION  BANK or AvsTaALU , Within  the Colony of QIIUNsLAND ,  taken from the several Weekly Statements
during  the Quarter from the 1st  JULY  to the 80th 8zrTJJa86, 1573.
LIABILITIES.
 AMOUNT.
£
Notes in Circulation (
Not bearing Interest...
Bearing Interest
Bi ll s in Circulation Not bearing Interest ...Bearing
 Interest ...
Balances due to other  Banks ...
Not bearing Interest 109 813...Deposits ... Bearing Interest ...
,
270,805
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ... ...
Amount of  the Capital Stock paid up at this date ... ... ...
Rate of the last  Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ...
Amount of the last half -yearly Dividend declared ...
ToTALs. ASSETS.
a. d. £ a. d.
11 3
6 0
29,747 13 10  Coined Gold  and Silver, and other Coined Metals  ...
... ... ... ...
3,970 5 9 Notes  and Bi lls of other Banks  ... ... ... ...
Gold and
 Silver in
 Bullion- or  Bars  ... ... ...
Landed Property
Balances  due from other
 Banks  ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,)
2,927 6 4  Bills of  Exchange,-and  all Stock and Funded Debts
380,618 17 3
of every description, excepting Notes ,  Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
... £ 417,264,  3 2
... ... 1,250,000 0 0
. 13 per  cent.  per annum
... ... 81,250 0 0
Amount of  the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... 488,550 12 8
Total Amount of Assets
AMoVNT. ToTALs.
£  a. d. £ a. d.
......... 139,270 7 4
......... 176 10 3
......... 15,500 0 0
......... 198 15 9
......... 14,474 15 4
211,285 1 1
£ 380,906 9 9
A. THOMSON , Manager.
A. WOOLDRIDGE , Accountant.
I, Alexander Thomson, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract
 is a true  and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the  above Bank
during the period specified  ;  and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Counc il ,  4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane , this 4th day of November, 1873.
J. S. TURNEE, Justice of the Peace.
A. THOMSON.
1, the undersigned ,  being the Rfanager of the UNION BANK or AUSTRALIA,
 do hereby offer to pay
 to the 'Commissioner of Stamps ,  under  Act 30 Victoria ,  No. 14 ,  section 9,  the sum  of £223  2s. ld.,
for the duty ,  after the rate of  £ 3 per cent .  per annum ,  upon the sum of £29 ,747 13s. 10d., being
 one quarter ' s composition  of the duty  payable on the annual average of  the money  value .  of the  notes in
circulation  of the said Bank in the Colony of Queensland, according to the annexed return.
Dated  this 4th day of November, 1873. A. THOMSON,  Manager.
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OVERTIME GOODS SALE UNDER 114th CLAUSE "CUSTOMS ACT 1873."
N OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned  goods  will be Sold by Auction, by Mr. Artht
Martin, the Government  auctioneer ,  at his  Rooms, on THURSDAY, 20th November , 1873, on the
application of Mr. Robert  Sparrow, lessee of Flemming's Bond, under  the 114th clause  " Customs Act of
1873 ,"  the store rent on such goods  being now in arrear for the space of six consecutive months, unless the
said goods  are duly cleared from Bond, for home  consumption ,  or exportation ,  in meantime.
I t
-- -
Bond.
Porsyth's ...
Date.
1871.
May 26
1972.
March 8 ...
Ship. Master . Whence . Bond Mark. Merchant . Goods.
Decapolls  ...
Lord Ashley  ...
Almond  ...
Brlstowe  ...
1
London  ...
Sydney  ...
Q 686
N 716
H. Box and Son ...
Holmes and Ramsden
7 quarter -casks win e.
9 hds. ale.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector  of Customs.
Custom House,
Bri sbane, 15th  October, 1873.
" BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
NOTICE TO STOCK-OWNERS.
OWNERS of Horses and Cattle, to the number
of fifty-one bead and upwards, are hereby
notified that  the assessment  payable under the
above-named  Act, at the rate of two shillings and
sixpence per hundred, or portion of a hundred,
will be due on 1st January next, 1874, and may be
paid  to the Clerks of Petty  Sessions in the various
districts on or before that date.
Forms for return of stock will be supplied by
any Clerk of Petty Sessions.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar  of Brands.
Registrar of Brands Office,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1873.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Association
heretofore existing in connection with the
Bolwarra Tin Mine, District of Darling Downs
South, Queensland, is this day dissolved by mutual
consent;  the undersigned having vested the whole
of their interest in Mr. DAVID SAMUEL DlcKsoN,
who will henceforth deal with the same on his own
sole  responsibility.
P. N. TREBECK.
CHARLES McKAY.
JOHN MITCHELL.
(By his  Attorney,  Charles McKay.)
CHARLES SCHWEIG.
AUGUSTUS PARROT.
THOMAS HILES.
Witness to Signatures-
JAMas JACKSON.
Sydney, 30th September, 1873.
747 6s.
NEW DOLCOATII IIN MINING COMPANY
(LIMITED), IN LIQUIDATION.
A
MEETING of the Shareholders  will be held
at the Company's  Office,  Queen street,
on MONDAY, the 8th day of December next,
at 4 p.m., to rcecirre  the  final account of the
Liquidators.
A. IIOLL:IND, Li uidators.F REDK. UIIAFFERS, q
Brisbane , Gilt November, 1873.
769 3s. 6d.
'OTICE.
P
OUNDKEEPERS are requested to take  notice that
all Remittances on ,iccount  of Impounding
Advertisements , over  five shillings, must be made by
Poet-Offico  Order,  or cash ; otherwise  the advertisements
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printter.
The Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 3rd November, 1873.
IT is hereby notified, that FREDERICK RoBINsola,
of Adelaide, in the Colony of South Australia,
Esquire ,  Solicitor, has been appointed a Commis.
sioner for Affidavits, &c., for Queensland; such
commission  being determinable  on his ceasing to
remain on  the Roll of Attorneys  of the Supreme
Court of South Australia, and to reside within
twenty miles of Adelaide.
Also, it is hereby notified, that PETER C. CURTIS,
of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
Esquire, Chief Clerk in Equity, Supreme Court,
New South Wales, has been appointed  a Commis-
sioner for Affidavits &c., for Queensland ; such com-
mission being determinable on his ceasing to hold
the above appointment.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honor the Chief Justice.
NOTICE OF  ADJOURNED APPLICATION
FOR A CERTIFICATE OF CON-
FORMITY.
In the Supreme Court of New South Wales.
IN INSOLVENCY.
No. 11538.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Leggatt, of the
Home Rule, near Gulgong, butcher.
TO THE OFFICIAL ASSIGNEE AND CREDITORS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that aCertificate
meeting in the above-named estate was held
at Sydney on the twenty-eighth day of October
instant,  and stands adjourned till the second day of
December next, and that James Leg Batt, the above-
named insolvent, intends to apply to His Honor
the Chief Commissioner of Insolvent Estates, at
the Court room, King street, Sydney, on TUES-
DAY, the second day of December next, at 11 a.m.,
or as  soon afterwards as the course of business will
admit, that a Certificate be granted to him under
and according to the ]provisions of the Acts 5th
Victoria, No. 17 ; 7th Victoria, No. 19; and 25th
Victoria, No.  S.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of October, A.D.
1873.
EDWARD JAMES CORY,
Attorney for Insolvent,
G ulgong,
New South Wales.
By his Agent-
ROBERT HENRY MARINER FORSTER,
203, York street, Sydney.
748 6s. 6d.
1885
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
in  the Insolvent Estate of Raphael Tolano, of
Brisbane , hawker.
NOTICE is hereby given, that application willbe made on MONDAY, the twenty-fourth
-day of November instant, to His Honor the Judge
in Insolvency ,  that a Certificate  of Discharge
.under  the provisions of  " The Insolvency Act of
1864 "  may be granted  to the above- named Insol-
vent.
Dated this fourth day of November, 1873.
WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
765 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of  Joseph  Penny, of
Sugarloaf  Creek,  publican.
WHEREAS  the said Joseph Penny was, on
the 3rd day  of November  A.D. 1873,
:adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting  of the Court ,  to be holden be-
fore me ,  at the Supreme  Court  House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 10th day of November, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven o'clock ,  for the  Proof of
Debts against the said Estate ,  and for the election
of a Creditors '  Assignee if required ,  and also to
determine whether  any or what  allowance for sup-
port shall be made  to the Insolvent  up to the time
of passing his last examination , and whether
-any and what tools and wearing  apparel shall be
allowed to  the Insolvent ;  and a  Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on MON-
day, the 8th day of December, A.D. 1873, to com-
mence  at 11 o'clock, for the Proof of Debts against
the said Estate, and for such other matters con-
nected with the Estate as may be required to be
brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 3rd day of November,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official  Assignee.
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In the .  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Richard Thomas
Bellemey, of Brisbane, chemist and druggist.
HERFAS the said I:ichard Thomas Bellemey
was, on the 27th day of October, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House. Brisbane, on MON DAY,
the  9th day of Febru ry, A.D. 1874, to com-
mence at Eleven o'clock, for the last  examination
of the Insolvent,  and unless  the Court shall other-
wise direct , for the Insolvent  to make an  applica-
tion for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 8th day of November,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
756 6s. 6d.
NOTICE.
T
HE Seale  of Charges for the insertion of Advertise-
ments in the  Queensland Government Gazette  is
as follows :-
Advertisements relating, to  Insolvent c• Intestate
Estates, or Letters of Administration, 68. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relatmg to Impounded  Stock, Is.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will he charged for at. the
rata of 3s. for the first eight lines (or under),
and 3d. for every additional line, allo«nig ten
words to each liue.
Advertisers are reminded that No ADVIE::r;S,,.imN1
WILT, x": Issi.: irl,n in the  Gazelle  unless aeool;,), -,,,1 by
a reom '1- o -e ri' r:eat t(, cover the coat ui as ntoofiu,a
nec•oiwT, g  to :he aLoee seine.
L'y Order,
JA'M'S C. PT:n;,,
The GovERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts:-
$ s. d,
1873.
Nov. 1.-Municipal Council,  Mackay ... 0 7 0
1.-W. Whitman ... ... ... 0 1 0
1.-W. Bewley ... ... ... 0 5 0
„ 1.-C. Appleton ... ... ... 0 4 0
„ 1.-J. Downer ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 4.-T. Pickering ... ... ... 0 2 0
„ 5.-P. Lenihan ... ... ... 0 10 0
6.-W. D. Chase ... ... ... 0 5 0
„ 7.-P. Leniban ... ... ... 0 5 0
EmpattiNngs.
GW Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no such Adver-
fisentent will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by  a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of its
insertion.
I
MPOUNDED  at Tambo, on the 16th October, 1873,
by order of H. It. Dutton, Esquire. Driving ex-
penses, 2d.
One brown and white bdllock with cocked horns, nearly
blind both eyes, like JHB conjoined off ribs.
If not released on or before the 15th November, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
749
W. WHITMAN,  Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOUNDED at Blackall, from Barcaldine Downs,
on 16th October, 1873, by order of James Crombie,
Esq. Driving, 10s.
One bay horse, FB or FE over 1 indistinct near ribs.
Also, from Alice Downs, on 14th October, 1873, by
order of A. Torrey, Esq. Driving, 2s. 8d. each.
One black horse, like triangle near shoulder, M off
shoulder.
One hay  mare,  Pj  off shoulder, enlargement off hoof.
One bay mare, w over 8 near shoulder, SS off rump, D
oft' thigh.
One bay mare, like G near shoulder, like C 2 off shoulder.
If not released on or before 15th November, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
WM. XEN LEY, Poundkeeper.
6s. 6d.
I
750 5e.
TMPOUrcDED at Maryborough, from Antigue Plan-
tation, on 28th October, 1873, by order of A. H.
Brown, Esquire. Damages, E5; driving, 2s. lOd.
One bay mare, CL off thigh, CL off shoulder, off hind
and fore feet white, etiipe down face.
If not released on or before the 25th November, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JAS. DOWZER, Poundkeeper.
Judge.
752 1s.
1886
IMPOUNDED  at St . G eorge,  from Warroo, on the
25th October, 1873, by Mr. T. Dwyer, by order of
Mr. McDougall .  Driving ,  6s. each.
One bay mare, HD conjoined near shoulder ,  WS over 2
off shoulder, saddle-marked.
One bay mare, blaze ,  near feet white, , . over P reversed
near shoulder ,  JS near neck , 3DL off shoulder
(registered brand).
One bay mare, star, WT over WT near shoulder.
One bay mare ,  star ,  hind feet white, y over RC near
shoulder, heart (sideways)  near  thigh, off hip down'
One  chesnut horse, star , W (JJ conjoined  forming  li ke
W) near shoulder ,  triangle near rump.
If not released on or before the 25th November, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
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WM. D. CHASE,  Poundkeeper.
5e.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from the G len, on 29th
October, 1873, by Mr. John_ Wilson. Driving ex-
penses,  is. 6d. per head.
One grey  mare, CE near shoulder, C over like J and C
off shoulder.,
One bay  mare, 3 ver RO (the 0 with small bar to right
conjoined) near shoulder , star , and large snip.
One chesnut mare, black spots, like square or Q over MC
or MG  near shoulder, off hind heel white, star and
stripe.
One bay mare, BW over A near shoulder, A near thigh,
near  fore and hind heels white,  small star.
One bay mare, JC over - near shoulder and thigh ;
chesnut filly foal at foot, unbranded.
One bay entire, D-B  conjoined  near shoulder, near hind
heel white ; damages, £1.
One brown mare, like 0 over like L conjoined off
shoulder,  star, near  hip down, blind off eye ; bay
colt foal at foot, unbranded.
One brown entire, JL near shoulder, hind feet white,
star ; damages, £1.
One bay colt, like 6J and blotch near shoulder, near
fore and hind feet white, star and snip.
One iron-grey mare, like U near shoulder, star.
If not released on or before the 5th December, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
P. LENIMAN, Poundkeeper.
753 lOs.
IMPOUNDED from Banchory ,  on the 18th October`
1873, by order  of A. P.  Thompson, Esquire.
Driving, 8s .  4d.;  damages ,  2s. 6d. per head.
One dark -brown mare, black points ,  like JN conjoiner
indistinct near thigh, like 1 (or scratch)  nl. -
shoulder, long tail ; brown fill y foal at foot, un-
branded ,  of  hind fetlock white ,  few white hairs in
forehead.
Also, from the Springs, on the 20th October, 1873,.
by order of A. Small, Esquire. Driving and  damages,
10s. per head .
One flea-bitten grey mare ,  RP with an indistinct brand
over near shoulder, a near rump, 360 off shoulder,,
saddle marks, short tail.
One bay gelding, long tail ,  8 over PS over 22 over  li ke JI
near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th November, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
751
C. APPLETON, Acting Poundkeeper.
4e.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from the Reserve, on 4th
November, 1873, by Mr. Patrick McNamara.
Damages and driving expenses ,  3s. per head.
One bay mare, RF sideways  near  shoulder, star, hind
feet white.
One dark-bay horse, AC over MHL conjoined over 3
near shoulder, star and stripe, a little white on hind
feet.
One bay mare, illegible  near  shoulder ; bay filly foal at
foot, unbranded.
One bay filly, near hind foot white,  star , no brand
visible.
One bay mare, illegible brand near shoulder; bay filly
foal at foot, unbranded.
If not released on or before 2nd December, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
PATS. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
758 58.
BRISBANE :
Printed and  Published  by JAMES C.  BELL, Government  Printer,
William  street, 8th November, 1875.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 4th November, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Tenders will bereceived at this Office, until Twelve o'c ock
on MONDAY, the 15th day of December next,
for furnishing for the Colonial Service in the
several districts , the Supplies undermentioned, in
such quantities as may be  required during twelve
calendar months, commencing  1st January, 1874,
upon the  conditions  hereafter specified.
Printed forms of Tender 'nay be obtained at this
Office, and from the Clerks of Petty Sessions in the
several districts ; and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering , and two responsible persons as sureties,
agreeing  to be responsible for the due performance
of the Contract in the event of the Tender being
accepted, and undertaking in that event that they
will severally execute and deliver, within one month
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty, in such amount as the Government
may determine, for securing such performance;
otherwise such Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration . The Tenders to contain the names of
the tenderers  and their  sureties , and place of resi-
dence , at length. Each Tender must be in the proper
printed form,  and marked  " Tender for Provisions,
4-c-"
Further particulars and information may be ob-
tained  on application at this Office, and the several
establishments for which the supplies are required.
Separate  Tenders will be required for the articles
enumerated under Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
It is to be distinctly understood that the Govern-
ment will not necessarily  accept the lowest or any
Tender.
The towns and places for which contracts will be
required are as follows
Brisbane
Lunatic Asylum at Woogaroo
Penal Establishment at St. Helena
Benevolent Asylum at Dunwich
Maryborough
Rockhampton
Bowen
Townsville
Toowoomba
Roma.
The provisions  and other articles required are:-
No. 1.
Bread, 1st quality ... ... ... ... per lb.
No. 2.
Fresh  Beef ...
Salt Beef ...
Fresh  Mutton
Suet
Arrowroot ... ...
Rice
Tea
Coffee
Sugar, Soft... ...
Salt I
Coarse ::
Fine...
Maizemeal ... ...
Oatmeal ... ...
Pepper ... ...
Soap ...
Soda ...
No.  3.
1888
Tobacco Ame ri can 0.Cak
... per lb. 10. If the board,  arbitrators ,  or umpire, sha ll
decide  that  the article is not of proper  quality, it
must be immediately  replaced by  the contractoiaaja
failing of  which it will  be held at his risk, and th.)
substitute  will be  procured by the department
requiring  it, and the  expenses charged to the con-
tractor.
11. In the event of any failure or unnecessary
delay on the part of the contractor in furnishing
the articles when required , they will be  otherwise
procured and charged in like manner.
12. In cases where the article is of a perishable
nature, or from some other cause ,  injury would be
sustained ,  either by the parties to whom they are
due or by the contractor ,  by waiting for a Board of
Survey ,  the bead of the department or officer in
charge of  the party  or parties for whom the articles
are to be received, shall  have power to reject, at
the place of delivery ,  such article or articles as are
obviously of inferior quality, it  bein distinctly
understood that  he will be responsible to the Gov-
ernment  for so doing ,  and that the  contractor will
have a right to appeal to the Government, although
in the meantime he must take  back  the rejected
article and  supply good in  its stead  ; failing of which,
it will be obtained by the officer  or party requiring
it, and the expense  charged to the contractor.
13. A repetition of irregularity in the quality or
quantity of the supplies ,  or of any delay in delivery
or replacing  them when required ,  will also subject
the contractor, upon the report of the officer in
charge  of the  parties or establishment ,  to be mulct
in any sum not exceeding one-fourth of the amount
of his monthly  account ,  as the Government may
direct. It will also be in the power of the Govern-
ment ,  upon such repetition ,  to terminate the con-
tract forthwith.
14. It will be in the power of either Harty to
limit the duration of the contract, by giving, in
writing, a  notice of  one calendar  month to the
opposite party, of intention of ending the contract
at the expiration of that period, it being understood
that such notice can be given only from the first
day of a month.
15. The contractor will be required  to prepare
his own account, monthly or quarterly, in the pre-
scribed form, which he will deliver  in a complete
state to the officer receiving the supplies.
16. The value of all packages to be included in
the price demanded,-and no special charge for  ad
valorem  duty to be made.
17. It will be competent to any contractor, with
the sanction of the Government, to transfer his
contract on the first day of any month, provided
the party accepting the some on his behalf shall,
together with two sureties, execute a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing the due performance of the
contract on the terms and conditions originally
accepted.
Tobacco Pipes  ...  .. . ...  ...  per  gross
Salt  Butter...  ... ... ... ...  per lb.
Lime juice  ... ... ... ... ...  per quart
Port Wine  ... ... ... ... ...  per doz.
Brandy  ... ... ... ... ...  per gal.
Gin ... ... ... ...
English ) ( reputed quart  bottles per doz.
Ale and  } bottled { tPorter pin) 11((( „ „
Colonial Ale  (in wood )
V
... ... ...  per gal.
inegar  ...
... ... ...
Kerosene „
Sperm Candles
... ... ... ...  per lb.
Tallow ditto ...
Cotton Wick ... ... ...
No. 4.
Vegetables  (including Potatoes ,  Greens,
Pumpkins ,  Onions ,  and Turnips ) ...  per lb.
M ilk ... ... ... ... ... per quart.
CONDITIONS.
1. All the  articles required by this notice are to
be of the best  quality of their  several kinds.
2. Beef and mutton to be issued in such propor-
tions as may be required.
3. The  maizemeal to be of the finest  quality,
free from admixture of discolored grain.
4. The vegetables  to be supplied are-potatoes,
greens, pumpkins ,  onions , and turnips.
5. The supplies  for immigrants  in the  Brisbane
district are to be delivered at such places in the
city  as may be required  by the Agent  for Immigra-
tion.
6. The supply  of provisions ,  fuel, and  light, for
the penal and charitable establishments in Brisbane
are to  be delivered at these establishments by the
contractors . Those for St. Helena and Dunwich
will be  received  at the Colonial Stores, or Queen's
Wharf.
7. In respect of supplies for other services, they
are to  be delivered  at the nearest  fixed station, on
the requisition of the officer  in charge.
8. The contractor will be bound to furnish any of
the articles  tendered for, for any  service, in such
quantities  as may be required, when called upon to
do so by the Government.
9. In the event of a difference of opinion between
the contractor and the party receiving the supplies,
as to the quality, the same to be decided,  in cases
where the article is not of a perishable natu e, by a
Board of Survey. The party objecting shall name
one person as arbitrator, the contractor of his agent
another, and these two will (previously to any other
proceedings on their part) concur in naming a third
as umpire, who, in the event of the arbitrators not
agreeing in opinion, will be called upon for his deci-
sion, which shall be final. A. IT. PALMER.
By A tt.Lority- : J A v r.9 C. Tien,  Government Printer ,  William street ,  Bri sbane
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"BRANDS ACT OF 1812."
T
HE following  Statement  of Brands, being those Registered during the month of October last, is published  for general
information, in accordance  with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners , whose Names, Address, or Brands may be incorrectly stated, are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar ;  and in all such notifications  either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate of Registration
must be given.
P. R. GORDON,
Office  of Registrar  of Brands, Registrar of Brands.
Brisbane , 6th November, 1873.
Brand I No. of
Registered. Certificate
BbR
OBR
5 RI
Horses.
FORMER RRA..RD.
Cattle.
7095 Various ... Nil
7101 JS near shoulder .. 1 Nil
7102 Various ... ... 1 Nil
7107 Nil ... ... Nil
7132 Nil  .. Nil
7133  I  HB conjoined near, Nil
shoulder
7134 Nil ... ... Various
8BR.I 7135  JW .. ... JW
9 B R 7136  Various ... ... Various
B S b 7137 J MH ... ... Nil
B S 8 7167 Various ...
B S 9 71.90 Nil
B3 7191  Various ...
B4 7192  Various ..
B5  S 7196  MC near shoulder
B b S 7216  Various
B 8 S 7269 j JB
Name.
Wil liam Crack ...
James  Ali  Shin ..
Wi ll iam Goodrum
George  Bell ...
John  Muller ...
Henry Benyon ...
Bridget Rasor ...
John Wurtz ...
Wi ll iam Wulkling
Martin Hefferan ...
D over MD near ribs ' Dugald McDonald
J.W ...
.. I James Wilkie ...
Various ... ,,. 1 William Henderson
Various ... ' Jacob Banff
U over '' over U off Cornelius McCormack
side
Various
Various
... James Howe
... John Bell ...
B 9 S 7284  Various .. ... Various ... ... John Bade...
0 B S 7298  JS and 2 over JS ... Nil ... ... John Stilgoe
3 B S 7270  Various ... ... WR near shoulder ... John  Brennan
PROPRIETOR.
Rau or Farm where Ne ie.-t 7'ost Town
Brand is to be used. of R: a or Furor.
Laidley ... ... Laidley
Warroo ... ... Leyburn
... Reserve ... St. George
Pine Mountain ... Ipswich
Dundee ... Westwood
Dalrymple ... Dalymple
Racecourse ... ... Rockhampton
Victoria Farm ... Mackay
Turner's Hill ... Rockhampton
Carrier, Northern Dalby
Downs I
Laidley Creek ... Laidley
Bell's Hill ... ... , Murphy's Creek
Mary street ... Ipswich
Box Dale ... ... Wivenhoe
Churchill ... ... Ipswich
Rockhampton ... Rockhampton
Rocky Ridge, Heifer Warwick
Station
Stone Quarry ... Ipswich
Reserve ... ... Dalby
... Reserve ... ... Warwick
1890
Rctnd No. of
t u _.,tired.  Certilcate
4 B S 7233
b B S 7161
9 B S 7283
B T S 7302
B 4 T 7311
BST 7312
B 9 T 7313
G  BT 7162
f3 B T 7120
9 B T 7159
B U S 7285
BY2 7253
b B W 7236
B Y 5 7305
7 B Y 7098
B Z 7 7092
C 5 A 7287
f3 C A 7248
8 C, D 7232
3 C F 7199
b C F 7276
9 C L 7178
C N 9 7193
C 2 N 7278
'43P 7262
b C P 7103
7CT 7271
C  V b 7244
C 2 Y 7105
b C Y 7243
D A b 7188
D 2 A 7232
D 9 G' 7176
D 3 J 7263
2 D J 7247
D 4N 7144
D02 7264
D 7 R 7228
7 D R 7189
7 D S 7111
8  D S 7201
D U 5 7288
D5W 7154
E 2 A 7235
E 201 7245
E7H 7093
E K £i 7180
E G P 7272
3E R 7175
G E S 7309
9 E S 7145
7EW 7142
'1A 7315
F7C 7231
9F  H 7291
FG J 7147
F  b d 7222
7 1 J 7122
2 ' K 7303
F N 7 7207
OF ® 7117
F P 9 7292
PORKER BRAAD.
Horses. Cattle.
MB near shoulder ... MB near shoulder ...
Various ... Nil ...
Various ... ... Various ... ...
Various ... ... Various ... ...
TB near shoulder ... SB off ribs  and rump
JW near shoulder ...  Same
HB off shoulder ... HG off rump, FH off
loin
Various ... ... Nil ... ...
Various ... ... Various ... ...
Various ... ... Various ... ...
Nil ... ... ... Various ... ...
Nil ... ... ... AB off  ribs  and hip...
JW near shoulder ... Nil ... ... ...
HB near shoulder ... HB off hip ...
BY ... ... ... Nil ...
RY near thigh,  S near Nil ...
shoulder
Name.
Maurice Brosman...
Janes Barron ...
John Bell ... ...
Richard Best ...
Thomas Bool ...
James Weldon ...
Henry Bool ...
Timothy O'Brien ...
Trangott Braun ...
Thomas Bull ...
Gilbert Burnett ...
Augustine Balfe ...
John Wells ...
Hannah Barr y
PROPRIETOR.
Run or  Farm where  (  Nearest Post Town
Brand is to be used. of Run or Farm.
Luckey Va lley  ...  Stanthorpe
Barrowmount, West- Drayton
...
brook .. ...
Bundambah ... ...
... Reserve ... ...
... Commonage ... ...
... Town Common ...
... Commonage ... ...
... Ipswich ... ...
... Mackay ... ...
... Mitchell Downs ...
...  Tingalpa ...
... Kelvin Grove ...
... Hodgson's Reserve ...
Ipswich
Dalby
Dalby
Dalby
Dalby
Ipswich
Mackay
Mitchell Downs
Tingalpa
Brisbane
Roma
Nudgee ... ... Brisbane
Hermitage ... ... Rocky Waterholes
. .
His Honor Charles William
Blakeney
William Barnard... ... Town Reserve ... Gayndah
M ... ... ... MMM ... ... Catherine Cavanagh ... Commonage... ... Dalby
Various ... ... Nil ... ... ... Cyril Allies ... ... Cyrilwood ... ... Bundaberg
Like writing A over Same ... ... ... Alexander McDiarmed Northern Downs ... Dalby
writing V sideways
CF ...
Various
Various ...
W3A, F over '- near
shoulder,  1-4R off
shoulder
Nil ... ...
Various
CV ...
Various
Various
AD near shoulder ...
DG near shoulder ...
Various ... ...
Various ...
Various
D near shoulder
Various
Nil ...
Nil ...
RW near shoulder,
108 near thigh
CF off shoulder ...
Various ... ...
Various ...
W3A, F over - near
rump and ribs, 1-4R
off ribs
PC near rump and ribs
Nil ... ... ...
Various
CV ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ... ... ...
AD .. ... ...
DG off  rump and ribs
Nil ... ...
DD near rump, D near
ribs
D off ribs, rump, and
back
Various ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ... ...
PB off rump, and R
off rump
Charles Fischer ...
Cribb and Foote ...
Christivia Loff ...
John Cullen ...
Bell and Hyde ...
Peter Connell ... ... Severn River
John Coleman ... Cressbrook ...
Thomas McCabe ... ... Warwick ...
Christian Vogelgesang .. Yendah ...
Codrington Frazer Crawshay Murilla ...
James Cuddy ... ... Jimbour ...
Mary Ann Dingle
Andrew Doyle ...
Denis Gavin
John Adair
John Doherty ...
Daniel Duggan
James Doran
David Ruddell ...
Richard Ramage ...
John Sheahan ...
Daniel Salmon
George Henry Ferrier
William Dority ...
Pimpama Island ... Beenleigh
Rosewood Farm ... Ipswich
Dunlop, Jeebropilly... Ipswich
Canindah ... ... Mount Perry
Camboon ... ... Banana
Stanthorpe
Ipswich
Warwick
Tenningering
Condamine
Dalby
Mount Perry ... Mount Perry
Boonangar South ... Goondiwindi
Commonage ... Dalby
Connor's River .. St. Lawrence
Brisbane and Ipswich Brisbane
Railway
Kirkwood, Normanby Ipswich
Freestone Creek ...
Rockhampton ...
Bell's Hill ... ...
Stanthorpe ... ...
Cullin-la-ringo ...
Oakwood ... ...
Pimpama ... ...
Goodna ..Various ... ... Nil ...
Various . .. ...  Various
EH ... ... Nil ...
TH conjoined  ...  Nil ...
Various  ...  Various
Nil ... ... ... Nil ...
S reversed  near shoul - Nil ...
der
Various . .. ...  Various
Nil ...
Various ...
CFC near shoulder ...
WH near shoulder ...
C over JF ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ... ...
Various
Various
FP near shoulder
Nil ...
Various
Nil ...
WH off rump
Nil ...
JF off ribs ...
JF ribs
Various
FW ... ...
Nil ...
FP off rump
Alfred Emery
William Grundy ...
Ephraim Hughes ...
John Knight
Edward Pugh .
Dr. Eugenio Ricci
James Skelton ...
Charles Stanley ... ...
Edward William Deeger...
Charles Francis Cumming,
senr.
William Harch ...
John Ferris ... ...
James Fergusson ... ...
John Fearon ... ...
Frederick Kopp ...
Fred. Woodman ...
Owen Flanagan
Frederick Parcharrt
Ryecroft, North street
Bundambah...
Reserve ...
Glengallan ...
Nudgee ...
Town Reserve
Warwick
Rockhampton
Murphy's Creek
Stanthorpe
Springsure
Charleville
Pimpama
Goodna
Toowoomba
Ipswich
Surat
Warwick
German Station
Dalby
Junction  of Brisbane  Ipswich
and Bremer
Ingeringa ... ...
Town Reserve ...
Dalby ... ...
Albert River ...
Brisbane Road ...
Brackenridge
Mount Brewer and
Cawarral
Logan River ...
Maryborough ...
Commonage ... ...
Albert  River ...
Cunnamu lla
Normanton
Dalby
Beenleigh
Ipswich
Sandgate
Rockhampton
Beenleigh
Maryborough
Townsville
Beenleigh
1891
of
Rggisiered . CcrLilicate
011
F
a Gs.'. J
aNb
701P
0,
H2A
H5A
HBC
HC
H5D
HID
H5D
HbD
2HD
HF9
7HG
8Ha
bHN
H9P
H2T
4HT
9HT
HYb
JVb
J4Y
JbY
KA2
K2B
K1C
KD1
KK1
KW2
LB4
1LF
L1H
L4J
LMb
L1 5
7267
7265
Horse s.
Nil
Nil
7164  Various ... ...
7131 Nil ...
7281 GF off  shoulder ...
7319 G over JG ... ...
7155 Nil ... ...
7091 Various ... ...
7170 Nil ... ...
7246 P2 ...
7125 GR & ER near shoul-
der
7306 Various
7139 Various
7279  Various ... ..•
7121 Nil ... ...
7158 Nil ... ...
7138 Nil ...
7177 HII near shoulder ...
7212 Various
7240 Nil
7297 Nil
7119 HG
7310 H
GE off shoulder ...
Various ... ...
Nil ...
IL near shoulder ...
Various ... ...
Nil ... ...
FW ... ...
Various ... ...
Nil ...
7268 Various ... ... Nil
7289 Nil ... ... Nil
7301 Various ... ... Nil
7168 Various ... ... Various
7174 Various ... ... Various
7184 Various ... ... Various
7212 Various  ... ...  Various ...
7202 Nil  ... ...  Nil ...
7308 .-, over  Y ... ... over Y ...
7241 JY near shoulder ... Nil
7157 Nil ...
7229 Nil ...
7256 Various ... ...
7143 Nil
7266 K near shoulder and
thigh
7130 IWK off rump ...
7115
7265
7151
7140
7286
7259
7257
7096
7128
M b A 7277
M 7 A 7214
3 M A 7208
0  E 72094
M
7
E 717397
M7F 7251
Various
DMD near thigh
Nil
Nil ...
Nil
capital)
Cattle.
... WP off thigh
Various ...
Nil .. ...
GF off rump
Nil ...
Various
GN off hip ...
Nil ...
Nil
Various ... .
H off shoulder ,  No. off
rump
Various ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
WH of ribs ... ...
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
D off hip ... ...
Various ... ...
HG ... ...
H
Nil
Nil
Various
Name.
Wilhelm Pinnow ...
John Officer ..
George Campbell ...
John Tyson Donely
George Free ...
John Glasby ...
James Gallagher ...
George Neville ...
George Napper ...
George Powell
George Richardson
VLOPRIETOX
Nearest Post TornRun or Farm whe re
of Run or Farm.Brand is to be used. I
BeenleighLogan River ...
EuloHumeburn ... ,.,
LaidleyReserve  ... ...
CambooyaFelton ...
WarwickWestbrow ... ...
Canning Downs South Warwick
Warwick ... ... Warwick
Eton Vale ... ... Cambooya
Eagle Farm ... ... Breakfast Creek
Reserve ... Nanango
Canal Creek Diggings Canal Creek
Waterford .. Logan Reserve
Cabbage-tree Creek ... Brisbane
Stone Quarry ... Ipswich
Alma Hotel ... ... Rockhampton
Hollyhill, Dugandan Ipswich
near Albion Hotel ...  Breakfast Creek
Normanby Reserve ... Ipswich
Norman River ... Normanton
Queen's Beach ... Bowen
Loganholm ... Beenleigh
Westwood ... Mackay
Commonage... Allora
Blacksnake ... Gympie
Reserve ... Nanango
Tiaro ... Taro
Beenleigh ..  Beenleigh
near Fassifern Fassifern
Pimpama ... Pimpama
Calliope ...  Calliope
East  Stowe ... Gladstone
Commonage ... ... Dalby
Commonage... .,, Dalby
Condamine Plains ... Dalby
Commonage... ... Allora
Reserve ... ... Springsure
Ilighfields ... ... Highfields
Bundambah ... ... Ipswich
Gowrie road ... Toowoomba
Commonage ... .,. Calliope
Eagle Farm ... ... Breakfast Creek
.
...
August and Julius Haack
Ambrose Holland... ...
Christian Haffermeister ...
Cornelius  Hourigan
John Hodgson ..
William  Harland ...
Henry Hayward .. ...
Harrex and Desmond ...
Henry Dippel ... ...
Henry Fim ...
Henry Gogay ... ..
Henry Gwynnc ... ...
John Henderson ... ...
Henry Augustus Pock ...
Hopper and Thomas ...
William Hrbst ... ...
Thomas  Heasman... ...
Cecil  Richard Hervey ...
John bruery ...
... James Bell ...
John Yule, junior
Jet Young
... Alfred Keys ... ...
... Thomas Kennedy ... ...
... Charles Kidnear .. ...
Kenneth McLeod Davis ...
Michael O'Keeffe ... ...
Nil ...
K off shoulder, rump,
and ribs
IWK off  rump ... John William Korb
BB & AA off rump... John  Baker ...
Nil ... ... John Fox and Son
Various  ... ... Henry Lane ...
IL off rump or ribs... John Lander ...
Various ... ... 4 Michael O'Leary ...
Various ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
PW off rump
Eliza Brown ... ...
Frederick Winters
... Edward Robinson Starkey
... Lass Heinrich Johansen ...
Various ...
Nil ... ...
Nil
. Nil ... ...
... Various ... ...
M in half circle ...
Nil .
MY  (the F writing
capital)
JF conjoined ...
Various ...
M in half-circle ...
Nil .
MY (the F writing
3 M F
7156 JF conjoined
7181 Various
4 M N 7182  I M near shoulder
7 M O 72,54  1 MO
M7295  I  Va ri ousM P :::
7172 Various
M 5 R 7206 Nil
B M R 7315 Various ...
MM off rump ...
MO off hip .. ...
P over MC ribs ...
Nil .,, ...
Nil ,,,
A over WJ, WJ near
rump
James Mesklent .
Donald Macdonald ..
Andrew McMeekin, junior
John Madden ... ...
Ann Jane Moore ... ...
James Meredith ... ...
Alexander McDonald ...
Martin Flanagan ... ...
Michael Fogarty .,. ...
Alexander  Mein  Fairley ...
Michael Minchan...
Robert  McKenzie
Duncan McPherson
Peter Mitchell ...
Michael Ryan ...
Michael Russell ...
MST 7108 Various  ... ...  MMM near ribs  ...  Thomas Mahar ...
M 9T 7126  Nil ... ... Nil  .. Thomas Mills ...
7195 Nil
...
Nil
...
... Thomas  Morgan ...
MbW 7317 JW  ...  WH  ...  Jeremiah Welsh ..
PORMER BRAND.
Hell Hole, North Pine Brisbane
Marydale  ... Mooloolah
Nudges and  Valley ...  Brisbane
Lyon Creek ... .  Rockhampton
Booloomon  ... ...  St. George
Tingalpa  ... ... Tingalpa
Laiclley Creek ... Laidl o
South Pine River ...
Westwood .. ...
Marlborough ...
Goomburr a ... ...
Irishtown ... ...
Mona Farm ... ...
reserve .. ...
East Thornbv ...
Bald Hills
Rockhampton
Maiyborough
Allora
Toowoomba,
Gympie
Surat
St. George
Commonage  ... Leyburn
Perkin 's Farrar, High- Toowoomba
fields
. Hume street ... Toowoomba
... Springfield ... ... Doughboy
,,. Bald Hills ... ... Bald Hills
... 1 Amarna Farm ... Gympie
Commonage ... ... Copperfield
Commonage ... ... Warwick
Allora ... ... Warwick
Charters Towers .. Charters Towers
.. Mount Perry
.. Mount PerryHomestead .. . Walloon
1892
Brand I No. of
1te iatered.  Certificate,
Horses.
YORKER  DRAM
Cattle.
13MW 7242 MW near shoulder... Nil
1 MZ 7200 IM near shoulder, 2 IM near hip .,.
near thigh
N B G 7169 Various  ... ...  Various
N S D 7304 Various  ,.. -,. Various
N G; b 7211  W ,,, ... Nil
N 7 N 7186 gB  ... ...  Nil
I  N U 7226 Various  ... . Nil
BP off rump and ribs
Various ,,, ,..
Various
Various ... ...
Nil ,,, ,..
Nil ...
JPS near shoulder .,.
0° G R 7118 Various ... ... Crow's foot near ribs James Reynolds ,,,
P3B 7318 Nil
3 P B 7203 Various .., ,,.
Pis  7307 Nil ,,, ,..
P  4J  7204 Nil .., ..,
1 P L 7234 Nil .,, ,,.
P N 7 7210 Various
I P9 S 7146 JPS near thigh (the
JP conjoined)
PSW 7215 Nil ,,, -,.
P9W 7275 Various ...
6PW 7127 WP near shoulder .,,
2PW 7314 SW near shoulder ,..
Name.
Michael Wall ,.,
Isaac Mayne ,..
Nicholas  Baxter ...
Norman D'Arcy
John Wieting
John  Benn ...
Be rn ard Naughton
Paorc7F ruR.
Run ar F,u•m where Nc:n n.. t Post Town
Briuid  is to be  used. { of Yin  or Farm.
... Commonage  ... I Dalby
... Moggi ll ... ...  Brisbane
... Well Camp .,.
... Eight-mile Plains , , ,
Springsure ...
... Claverton ..
Nine-mile Waterhole
... Commonage
Bridget Pickering ,  junr.,..
Portus Brothers ,.. ,..
John Perina ... ...
John McPhee
Patrick Lynch , , , ...
John Peter Nelson .,.
John Powditch .,, ,..
Nil ... ... Peter Walsh .,,
Nil ... ... William Pearson ,..
WP near ribs,W rump William Petersen ,,.
SW off ribs ... ... Patrick Walsh .,.
7 R A 7280 Various ,,. ... Nil ,,,
R 7 C 7179 Nil ... ... Nil ..,
R 4 J 7106 Nil ,.. ... Various ...
R 5 J 7123 Nil .., ... Nil ...
R K b 7187 Nil ... ... Nil ...
R 7 L 7237 RL conjoined (the R LL ,.,
reversed) ,,, ,,.
4RL 7250 Various .., ... Nit ,,,
R N 7 7153 Various ... Nil
R 1 P 7100 PM conjoined (P re- Nil
versed) near shoulder
R Q 8 7273 JF near shoulder ... JF off rump...
R2 T 7152 TR . .., Nil ...
R 4 T 7294 Various ,,, ... Various ...
SR.W  7221  Nil .., ... Nil
S 8 B 7166 Nil
S C 8 7300 U over  re  near shoul-
der
S 5 C 7296 Various ... ...
2 S F 7109 Nil ... ...
3S  fin' 7258 Nil ,..
4S  H 7320 Nil
S 4 M 7165 Nil
S 9 M 7290 MS near  shoulder
S N 7 7223 Various
6  S R  7150 Nil ,,,
4 S R 7293  Various .,.
7 S R 7116 Various .,,
S 3 T 7260 x  over  x ...
S 4 W 7149 Nil
SSW  7129 SW near  shoulder
S9W ' 7299 2  over  WS  ,..
5 S W 7099 Various ...
SSW 7110 Various ...
9 S W 7124 Nil ...
Ti E
T7 01
TN7
4TT
8TT
T1U
T7W
7112 Nil
7194 Nil ... ..,
7141 Nil ... ...
7171 Various ,,, ..,
7227 Various ,,. ,..
7261 Nil ... ...
7230 Various .,,
7220 TM near shoulder ,, .
U 5C
UUb
AB near rump
Various ,.,
WS111 off ribs
FS near rump
Nil .,, .,,
Nil ,.. .,.
Nil
Nil ... ..,
SSS off rump ,,.
Nil .,. ,,.
Nil
Nil ,..
x over x ,
x over writing Ex ...
SW near shoulder ...
Nil
5 over JSD rump ...
Various ... ...
Nil ,,, ,..
Andrew Rickert  ...
Richard Cavanagh
Ranking and Jack
John Reid ..,
Rowland Kelley ..,
Robert Little ...
Robert Little  ...
'Thomas John Ryan
Peter Milloy McAuley
James Furnival ..- ,,.
Thomas Robinson
Alexander Robert, Terry ,,,
Robert Wilson ... ...
Gainsford
Eight-mile  Plains
Springsure
Charlev ille
Rockhampton
,,, Townsville
Commonage
Reserve
Farm nearToowoomba
Reserve
Emu Creek
Commonage .,.
Dalby
Caamboon
Kent 's Lagoon
Yaamba
Maryvale
Allora
Charleville ...
Elderslie ...
Lanark Downs ..,
Rocky Waterholes ..,
Brisbane. and Mount
BrisbaneGoodna ...
Swan Creek ,..
Boombah ,..
Reserve
Bungeworgorie
Stapleton ...
Daandine ..,
Amelia Barron ... .., Kedron Brook
Samuel Ceates ... ... Laiclley ,,.
Samuel McCracken
Friedrick Schneider
George Skyring ... ...
Ah Sam Him ,,. ...
Elijah Stubbins ... .,,
Michael O'Sullivan ,..
James Seaton ...
Robert Alexander Sim .,.
Richard Southall ,.. .,.
Robert Stewart
Thomas Huddleston Slater
William Sim .., ...
Susan Watson ... ...
Williaan Stilgoe ... ..,
William Stafford ... .,,
Stephen Williams ..,
William Smith .,.
JJ6 ..- ... Thomas Irving .., ..,
Various . , , ...  T homas Gallagher ...
Various ... James Tate
TN off rump . ..  Thomas Napper ...
Various ... ... Thomas Thorne .,,
Nil ... ... Albert B .  Thomson ...
Nil ,.. Thomas Gabriel Walker.,.
TM near shoulder  ...  Thorns Mather ... ...
Seventeen-mile Rocks
Bremer Creek, Mount
Walker
Bundaberg ...
Town Common ,..
Helidon .,, ...
Mcrivale „-
Bocnlcigh ... ,..
Dundathn .,- ,..
Fernside ,..
Comtuionage ...  ...
Rockhampton ...
Duudathu ... ...
Tarampa ..- ,..
Commonage ... .
Normanby  Reserve ,..
Durundur ... ...
Rockhampton ,.,
Lilly  Bank , , .
One-mile
Eight-mile Plains
Eagle Farm , . ,
Reserve ,,,
Avon Downs
Fernlecs ,,.
Highfields ,,,
Dalby
Rockhampton
Toowoomba
St. Lawrence
Greenmount
Townsville
Dalby
Banana
Fassifern
Yaamba
Roma
Allora
Charleville
Yatala
Clermont
Rocky Waterholes.
Brisbane
Goodna
Warwick
St. George
Dal by
Roma
Yatala
Dalby
Brisbane
Laidley
Oxley
Ipswich
Bundaberg
Dalby
Ilelidon
Roma
Bcenleigh
Maryborough
Village of Logan-
Dalrymple
Rockhampton
Maryborough
Ipswich
Dalby
Ipswich
Caboolture
Rockhampton
Village of Logan
Gy epic
Eight-mile Plains,
Breakfast Creek
Springsure
Clermont
Springsure
Highficlds -
7252 Writing M near hip .. over CM (M writ- Mark Cockerill ... ... Ipswich Road .,. Brisbane
and shoulder ing) of ribs . , ,
7217 AIII ... ... AHI .,. ,,. Hollinshead, Hazlerigg, and Shotover ... ... Gainsford
Baker
V Q4 7160 Nil ... .. Nil ... ... Vallentin Darr ... ... Mount Abundance ...  Roma
YP3 7198 Various ... ... Nil ... ... John Very Pickup ...  Reserve ... ... St . George
1893
:,and \o of
Itegslercd. t'(9'tiiicate
bVY
7114
7148
8WE
5WK
W SL
W9L
W3N
bW R
WYG
Y S 1
Horses.
rO[Un;n r.r.+ND
Cattle. Name. Run or Farm whereBrand is to be used.
M near rump .,. V near rump and ribs
WH near shoulder ... Nil ... ...
7113 Nil ... ... Nil ... ...
7163 WE near shoulder ... WE near shoulder ...
7218 WF near shoulder ... WF near ribs ...
7321 WK off  shoulder Nil
7219 ML near shoulder ... ML near side ...
7097 Nil ... Nil ... ...
7274 FN near thigh ... Various
7249 Various  ... ... WJR
7183  WY ... ... WY
Valentino Vallis .. . I Commonage...
William Thomas Hinton I Dangangal ..
William Edgar .
Wil liam Eastwell...
Wil liam Freestone
William Kennedy
William Lane
William G eorge Lane
Wil liam Newman...
William John  Rooney
William Yorke ...
Cardigan ... ..,
Fernham
Connnonage ... ...
Cape  River Diggings
Commonage... ...
... Logan
Seven-mile Creek,
Jebropilly
Goomburra ... ...
Green Wadle Gully
7104 T near ribs, 97 off ribs MC near ribs ... Henry Plantagenet Somerset Cressbrook ...
Y Z 7 7205 Nil ... ...  MJ conjoined  ... Christiana Alice  Marsden  Warrah ... ... Maryborough
Harwood
Z 'F 1 7225 Nil ... ... Various ... ...
I
John Fitzgerald .. ... Peri Plantation ... Mackay
Z Q J 7224 Nil ... ... Various ... .... John Francis William Pori Plantation ... Mackay
Fitzgerald
Z Z 4 7185  I Nil ... ... I Nil ... ... Archibald Colquhon ... Bnlimba ... ... Brisbane
BANDS TBANSPEBRED  during the Month of OCTOBER, 1873.
Brand.
H7H
PC1
No. of
Certi ficate. Tranaferror.
_I
377 Hill, Allen,  and Holberton
76 , Herbert  Briston Hughes
Transferee.
Govett and Thomson and Co. ...
Hughes and Shand ... ...
PBOPEIETOa.
Name of Than where Brand
is to be used.
Isis Downs
Wombah .,.
TH3i For owING BRANDS HAVE BEEN CANCELLED.
A H 1 Number of Certificate 410
b "F R „ 6498
Nearest Post Town
of  Run  or Farm.
Calliope
Gayndah
Townsville
Warwick
Dalby
Cape River
Dalby
Yatala
Ipswich
Allora
Toowoomba
... Ipswich
Nearest Post Town.
Isis Downs
Gayndah
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands
By Authority :  JAmzs 0. B&AL.,  Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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QCEENSLAND, ' Proclamation by the Most
to wit .  I Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York ,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross ,  in the County  of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoRMANBT,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of  the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
W  HEREAS by an Act passed in the thirty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign ,  intituled
The Diseases in Sheep Act of  1887, "  it is amongst
other things enacted that " no sheep shall be intro-
duced from an adjacent colony at any crossing-
places other than those appointed from time to time
byy proclamation in the  Government  Gazette."  Now,
therefore ,  I, GEORGE AUousrus CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby ,  the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my proclamation ,  appoint the undermentioned
place to be a crossing -place for the introduction of
sheep from the Colony of New South Wales
into the sheep district of Maranoa ,  namely :-
The place known as " The Broken Pole,"
situate at the confluence  of the  Ballandool
Creek and Moonie River.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this thirteenth day of
November ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy -three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUUEFNSLAND, 2  Proclamation by The Moat
to wit. S  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount  Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all in the County of
York ,  in the Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County  of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Corn,
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
W HEREAS by Proclamation under my Handand eal  bearing date the sixt enth day of
May last  " The Health  Act of  1872  "  was thereby
declared and proclaimed to be in full force within
the Municipality of the City of Brisbane in the said
Colony And  whereas under the provisions of the
said Act the said Proclamation will shortly cease
and expire And whereas it is deemed expedient
and necessary to renew the same  :  Now, therefore,
I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of
Normanby ,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with
the advice of the Executive Council ,  and under and
by virtue of  " The Health Act  of  1872, "  and of all
other powers enabling me in that behalf ,  do bereby
renew the said Proclamation in accordance with
the provisions of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, 'at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this thirteenth day of No-
vember, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -three,  and in the
thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN l
1896
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. s Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the  Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
t oRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The  Diseases  in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent  Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle,  in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to  a fine  not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ton pounds, to be recovered as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
Gon SAVE THE ( IUREN I
QUEENSLAND, I Proclamation  by The Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUa
CONSTANTINE , Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount N or-
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all  in  the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the  Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NTOUMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Comu-
mander-in-Chief of the C bony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
"The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle,  in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in t.-
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE TEE QUEEN !
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 14th November, 1873.
AIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that Writs have been returned by
the several Returning Officers certifying the return
of the undermentioned gentlemen  to serve as
Members of the Legislative Assembly of Queens-
land for the Electoral Districts specified in con-
nectiop with their respective names:-
PORT CUaTIs-The Honorable Arthur Hunter
Palmer, Esquire.
BowEN-Thomas  Henry Fitzgerald,  Esquire.
FORTITUDE VALLEY-Charles Lilley,  Esquire.
BURNETT-The Honorable  John Bramston,
Esquire.
ToowooMBA-William Henry Groom,  Esquire.
GYMPIE-Robert Stuart Lord, Esquire.
WARREGO---William Henry Walsh, Esquire.
DALBY-Tbe Honorable Joshua Peter Bell,
Esquire.
AUBIGNY-Edward Wilmot Pechey,  Esquire.
A. H. PALMER,
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to cancel the appointment of the intersection of
the Cleveland and Logan Roads, notified in the
Government Gazette  of 1st November  last as an
additional Polling-place for taking the poll for the
Election of a Member to serve in the Legislative
Assembly for the Electoral District of Bulimba,
and to substitute the Police Office, Brisbane, for
that purpose,  in lieu  thereof.
A. H. PALMER.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoBMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor:  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the ninth day of December, 1873, at the Rockhamp-
ton Land Office.
Part of Gracemere Run, Port Curtis District,
resumed from the ten years' lease.
About 120  square miles.
Commencing at the south boundary of portion 11,
parish of Gracemere, where it is intersected by the
telegraph line from Rockhampton to Gladstone, and
bounded thence on the north-west by the south-east
boundaries of portions 11 and 10, parish of Grace-
mere bearing  south-west to Gavial Creek, about
1897
forty chains ; then by that creek southerly about
forty  chains ;  then by the south boundaries of
portions 59, 54, and 63, bearing west about one
hundred and seventy  chains  to a point three miles
south-easterly from the railway ; then by a line
parallel to the railway and distant therefrom three
miles , said line  bearing  south-westerly about twenty
miles ; on  the south by the watershed separating
the waters  flowing  into the lower Fitzroy River
from Gogango Creek and the Dee River,  bearing east
north-easterly about  sixteen miles ;  then by the
western watershed of Gavial Creek northerly about
three and a-half miles ; then by a line bearing east
about two  and a-half miles crossing  Gavial Creek at
the north boundary of portion  9, parish  of Boulder-
combe ; then by the eastern watershed of Gavial
Creek southerly about two and a-half miles ;
then by the watershed  separating  Midgee Creek
from the Dee River easterly about one mile to the
head of Midgee Creek ; on the  east by Midgee
Creek northerly to the telegraph line from Gladstone
to Rockhampton ; and on the north-west by said
telegraph line north-westerly to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty -ninth day of
October,  in the year  of our Lord  one thou.
sand eight hundred and seventy-three, and
in the thirty -seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEEYSLAND, ' Proclamation by The Most
to wit . 3 Honorable GEonGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Norma nby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wex!brd,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANBY. of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
wander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the tenth sub-section of
clause  fifty one of  " The Crown Lands Alienation
Art of  1868," 1, GEORGE AUGUSTUS C ONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and  declare  that the
road hereinunder described shall be and is hereby
opened as a public road.
Description of a Road one chain wide, resumed
from Selection No.  1,466,  Brisbane District
(E. Deshon).
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
389, parish of Yeerongpilly, and bearing south
thirty minutes east thirty-nine chains and fifty-six
links along its west boundary, containing an area
of three acres three roods and thirty-six perches.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day
of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QURP:.S'_tND,  Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE.  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount N o.r-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross ,  in the County of Wexford,
(L.e.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
1\01 13IANRY,  of Her  Majesty' s Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the  Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty -one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act  of  1868 ," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CoxsTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council, do,  by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection ,  as surveyed,
under the provisions of the said Act, on and after
WEDNESDAY,  the third day of December, 1873,
at the Brisbane Land Office.
Portion No. 23, parish of Mooloolah.
595 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her Ma-
jesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation by The Most
to wit.  I  Honorable GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all in the County of
York ,  in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief  of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause one of  " The Homestead
Areas  Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by  this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare
that the lands hereunder described shall be and
are hereby s,!t apart as a Homestead Area, subject
to the provisions of the said Act, and that the said
lands shall be open to Selection as Homesteads,
and not otherwise ,  at the Brisbane Land Office, on
and after  WEDNESDAY,  the third day of
December, 1873.
Description  of the boundaries  of a portion of the
Tambourine Run, in the Moreton District,
foo-inerly  held under pastoral lease, which, by
reason of forfeiture for non- payment of rent,
is available for Selection; parish of Ward;
county of Tambourine.
5,240 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
4, and bounded thence on the west by the east
boundary line of that portion bearing south ninety-I
1898
four chains ; thence by south boundary line of the
same portion and a line in  continuation bearing
west to the Coburg River or Cannigra Creek, and
by that creek upwards about two hundred and fifty
chains  in a straight line to the north boundary of
Sarabah Run resumed half ; on the south by that
boundary bearing east one hundred and twenty-
seven chains  and fifty links to Darlington Range ;
on the east by that range northerly about one
hund  zed and forty-two chains in a straight line ;
and ou the north by a line, being the south boundary
of tho eight square  miles  resumed from Tambourine
Run, as  proclaimed in the  Government Gazette  of
the '2nd December, 1872, No. 123, folio 2017,
beari.lg west about one hundred and ten chains to
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth
day of October, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
three, and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by the Most
to wit. Honorable  GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of York,
in the Peerage of the United King-
dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New
Ross, in the County of Wexford, in
(,L.S.) the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do,. by this my Proclamation, notify and
proclaim that the lands hereunder described shall
be open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the third
day of December, 1873, at the Land Offices of the
districts in which they are respectively situated.
RegisterNo. of No. ofQUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation  by The Most Por-
tion. ApplicA-tiers.to wit,  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
Name of
Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
Parish,
CONSTANTINE , Marquis of Normanby,
61A ; 91 SchneiderG F
A. a.  P.
80 0 0 I swich Alfr edEarl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor. 81 and 1338
. .
T. Mitton ... 103 0 0
p
Brisbane Redolife
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of  62
63 1337 SandsJ L ' 88 0 0 Ditto Ditto. . ...Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross .  in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.)  in  the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
O:wsriwr.  Privy  Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council , do, by  this my Proclamation ,  notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection ,  under the provisions of
the said Act ,  on and after  WEDNESDAY, the
third day of December ,  1873, at the Maryborough
Land Office.
Description  of lands open  to selection under " The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868."
The unsurveyed lands within the .suburban area
in and around  the Town Reserve of Tiaro,  exclusive
of an area  of 1,000  acres as marked  on the Land
Agent 's official map.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty -ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
•
Qrri:NSLAND, '  Proclamation by The Most
to wit .  ) Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , T'' acount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron .  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all  in the County of
York ,  in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross ,  in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland; ,  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com.
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause one of  " The Homestead
Areas  Act  of  1872,"  I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by  this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the  lands hereunder described shall be and
are he re by set apart as a Homestead Area ,  subject
to the  provisions of the said  Act, and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection as Homesteads
1899
and not otherwise ,  at the Dalby Land Office, on
and after  THURSDAY, the 20th day of Novem-
ber, 1878,
Lands resumed foom Jimbour Run.
About 91  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Middle or
Cattle Creek at the  south-east  corner of pre-emptive
portion No. 31, and bounded on part of the west by
a line  bearing north  one and a-half miles ; on the
north by a line  bearing east  about four  miles ; on
the east by a line bearing south about two and
a-quarter miles ; on the south by a line bearing
west to Middle or Cattle Creek, and thence by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Yandilla,
this sixteenth day of October, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three, and in the thirty-seventh year
of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD 8AVR THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 13th November, 1873.
W
HEREAS by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
w ill be permanently reserved for a Quarantine
Ground,
A. H. PALMER.
RESERVE FOR  QUARANTINE GROUND, CURTIS
ISLAND.
About 1,280 acres.
Commencing at a rocky point on the north-west
coast of Curtis Island, about one hundred and
ninety chains in a south-west direction from the
Pilot Station ; thence east about ninety chains to
the main branch of Pacific Creek ; thence by
Pacific Creek downwards to the sea -coast ; thence
by the sea-coast in a  north-westerly and north-
easterly direction to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has approved of
the Unsettled District of Gregory being divided
into two Districts, viz. : Gregory North and
Gregory South, as hereunder described.
A. H. PALMER.
Unsettled Pastoral District of Gregory North.
Commencing at the junction of the Thompson
and Barcoo Rivers, bounded thence on the south
by a true west  line along the  north boundary of the
Pastoral Unsettled District of Gregory South until
it is intersected by the 138th degree of  east longi.
tude ; thence  on the west by  said meridian of
longitude north along  a part ofthe west boundary
of the Colony of Queensland until it is  intersected
by the twenty -first  degree of south latitude ; thence
on the north by said parallel along the south
boundary of the Pastoral Unsettled District of
Burke, east to the southern watershed of the
Flinders River and its tributaries, and by said
watershed  in an  easterly direction to the western
watershed of the Barcoo River and its tributaries ;
thence on the east by said last-mentioned water-
shed along a part of the western boundary of' the
Pastoral Unsettled District of Mitchell in a
southerly direction to the point of commencement.
Unsettled Pastoral District of Gregory South.
Commencing on the north-western watershed of
the Buloo or Corni Paroo River where it is inter-
sected by the twenty-ninth degree of south latitude ;
bounded thence on the south by a true west line
along a part of the south boundary of the Colony
of Queensland until it is intersected by the 141st
degree of east latitude ; thence on the west by a
true north line along a part of the west boundary of
the Colony of Queensland until it is intersected by
the 138th degree of east longitude ; thence on the
west by a true north line along a part of the west
boundary of the Colony of Queensland until it is
intersected by a true west line from the junction of
the Thompson and Barcoo Rivers ; thence on the
north by a true east line along the south boundary
of the Pastoral Unsettled District of Gregory North
to the junction of the Thompson and Barcoo Rivers;
thence on the east by a true south line along a part
of the western boundary of the Pastoral Unsettled
District of Mitchell until it strikes the north-
western watershed  of  the Buloo or Corni Paroo
River ; and thence by that watershed along the
western boundary of the Pastoral Unsettled District
of Warrego to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1873.
(T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"  has been
made for the closure of the undermentioned roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
A. H. PALMER.
S CHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant ,  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  B.  P.
1 J. Ewen  Road separating portion Oreenmount 8 0 0
Davidson ,  98 from po rt ion 99
and A. V.
and F,
Robinson
2 Ditto Road separating portion areenmount 17 2 0
39 from po rt ion 40
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1873.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
)TOTICE is hereby  given,  that the Deeds of
L' Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such deeds of grant respectively under his Hand and
Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended to
be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the respective  grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants  respectively and everysuch deed
shall operate and be  construed accordingly.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-loth August, 1871.
Name of Grantee-Richard Furlong.
Description of Land g)-anted.-All  that  piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement  twenty- four acres and
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six perches  (be the same more or less ),  situated in
the county of Livingstone and parish  of Cawarral,
portion 10,  commencing at the south -east corner of
portion 9,  and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing 183 degrees 41 minutes .  ten chains and one
link ; on the south by a line bearing west twenty-
three chains  ;  on the west by a line bearing 351
degrees 52 minutes ,  ten chains and one link ; and
on the north by a line east thirty chains and 58
links to the point of commencement.
Description  of Land  intended to be granted.-
Commencing at the south -east corner of portion 9,
and bounded thence on the east by a line bearing
183 degrees 41 minutes ,  ten chains and one link ;
on the south by a line bearing west twenty-three
chains ; on  the west by  a line  bearing 351 degrees
52 minutes , 10 chains and 10 links ; and on the
north by a line bearing east twenty-five chains and
eight links to the point of commencement.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-James Dignam.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland con-
taining by admeasurement forty-eight acres three
roods, be the same more or less, situated in the
county of Ward and parish of Logan, portion 99,
commencing on the right bank of the Logan River
at the south-west corner of portion 98, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing east forty-
seven  chains and six links ; on the east by a line
bearing two hundred and nine degrees twelve
chains  ; on  the  south by a line bearing west forty-
six chains  and seventy-five links to the Logan
River, and thence by that river downwards to the
point of  commencement.
Nature of error.-The  area. being described as
forty-eight  acres  three perches, instead of fifty
acres ; and  commencing at the south-west corner
of portion 98, instead of 98s.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles Merkley.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining  by admeasurement fifty-two acres one rood
and eighteen perches, be the same more or less,
situated in the county of Ward and parish of
Logan, portion 98, commencing on the right bank
of the Logan River at the south-west corner of
portion 85, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing east fifty-three chains and eighty-one
links ; on the east by a line bearing south ten
chains  and fifty links ; on the south by a line bear-
ing west forty-seven chains and six links to the
Logan River ; and thence by that river downwards
to the point of commencement.
Nature of error.-The  land being called portion
98, area fifty-two acres one rood and eighteen
perches, instead of portion 98A, area fifty acres.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles McIntosh.
Description  of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement two thousand five
hundred and sixty acres, be the same more or less,
situated in the county of Merivale and parish of
Cunningham, selection 72. Commencing at a point
bearing north and distant two chains and two links
from the north- east  corner of selection 145 ; and
bounded thence on the south by a road two chains
wide bearing west  twelve degrees  north fifteen
chains and two links west four degrees thirty
minutes  north twenty-two chains, south sixty
degrees west seventeen chains, and west fourteen
degrees north three hundred and sixty-four chains
and sixty-two links; on the west by a line bearing
north thirty-one chains and eleven links ; on the
north by a line bearing east fifty-eight chains and
eighty-three links to a road one chain and fifty links
wide ; again on the west by that road bearing
north nineteen chains and eighty-two links to
another road one chain and fifty links wide ; again
on the  north by that road bearing east fifty-six
chains ; thence by lines  bearing  south thirty-four
chains and seventy-six links east fifty-four chains
and fifty links, south three chains and ninety-three
links, and east fifty-six chains to another road one
chain and fifty links wide ; thence by that road
bearing south fourteen chains and seventy-two
links ; thence by lines bearing east fifty-seven
chains and fifty links, south three chains and
nineteen links, east fifty-six chains to another road
one chain and fifty links wide ; thence by that road
bearing south seven chains and sixty-six links to
another road one chain and fifty links wide ; thence
by that road bearing east fifty-eight chains and
fifty-three links, north one chain and seventy-two
links, and east forty-eight chains and thirty links ;
on the  east  by a line bearing south thirty-three
chains and seventy-one links; thence by a line
bearing west forty chains  and two links ; and
thence by a line bearing south thirty-seven chains
and two links to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing at a point bearing north and distant
two chains and two links from the north-east
corner of selection 415 ; and bounded thence on
the south by a road two chains wide, bearing west
twelve degrees north fifteen chains and two links,
west four degrees thirty  minutes.  north twenty-two
chains, south sixty degrees, west seventeen chains,
and west fourteen  degrees,  north three hundred
and sixty-four chains and sixty-two links ; on the
west by a line bearing north thirty-one chains and
eleven links ; on the north by a  line bearing east
fifty-eight chains and eighty-three links to the east
side of a road one chain fifty links  wide ;  again on
the west by that road bearing north nineteen chains
and eighty-two links to another road one chain and
fifty links wide; again on the north by that road
bearing east fifty-six chains, thence by lines bear-
ing south thirty-four chains and seventy-six links,
east fifty-four chains and fifty links, south three
chains and ninety-three links, east fifty-six chains
to another road one chain and fifty links wide;
thence by that road bearing south fourteen chains
and seventy-three links ; thence by lines bearing
east  fifty- seven chains  and fifty links, south three
chains and nineteen links, - east fifty-six chains to
another road one chain and fifty links wide ; thence
by that road bearing south nine chains and sixteen
links to another road  one chain  and fifty links
wide ; thence by that road bearing  east  fifty-eight
chains and fifty-three links, north one chain and
seventy-two links, east forty-eight chains and
thirty links ; on the east by a line bearing south
thirty-three chains and seventy-one links ; thence
by a line bearing west forty chains and two links
and thence by a line bearing south thirty-seven
chains and two links to the point of commence.
ment,-exclusive of three reserved roads as marked
and shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's office, the areas of which have
been deducted from the total area.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Frederick John Cobb
Wildash.
Descri tion of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement  two thousand five hun-
dred and sixty acres, be the same more or less,
situated in the county of Merivale and parish of
Cunningham-selection 71, commencing at a point
bearing west, and distant two chains and ninety-five
links,  and thence north one chain and fifty links
from the north-east corner of selection 347, under
" The Leasing Act of  1866," and bounded thence
on part of the south by a road one chain and fifty
links wide, bearing west thirty-three chains and
fifty-five links ; thence by roads, one chain and -
fitty links wide, bearing south twenty-four chains
and eighty-five links, west thirty-seven chains and
eighty links, north twenty-eight chains, west two
chains  and thirty links, north twenty-five chains,
east fourteen  chains and ninety links, north twenty.
nine  chains and fifty  links, east  two chains and
sixty-nine links, north twenty-eight chains, east
one chain and thirty links, north twenty-nine
chains and  fifty links, west thirty-five chains and
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sixty links, north twenty chains, west forty chains
and eighty links, north thirty-five chains, west
fifty-nine chains, south seventeen links, west
twenty-six chains, north twenty-eight chains, west
four chains and forty links, north twenty-four
chains and forty-two links ; on the north by a line
bearing east two hundred and eight chains and
seventy-eight links ; and on the east by a line bear-
ing south two hundred and twenty-four chains and
eighty-nine links to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of a reserved road, one chain and fifty
li nks wide ,  as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor -General 's  office, the area of which has
been deducted from the total area.
Description of land intended to be granted.-Com-
mencing at a point bearing west and distant two
chains ninety-five links, and thence north one chain
fifty links from the north- east  corner of selection
three hundred and forty- seven under  " The Leasing
Act of  1866," and bounded thence on part of the
south by a road one chain fifty links wide, bearing
west thirty-three chains fifty-five links ; thence by
roads one  chain fifty  links wide ,  bearing south
twenty-four chains eighty-five links, west thirty-
seven  chains  eighty links, north twenty-eight
chains, west two chains  thirty links, north twenty-
five chains ,  east fourteen cha in s ninety links, north
twenty-nine chains fifty  links, east  two chains sixty-
nine links ,  north twenty -eight chains ,  east one chain
thirty links, north thirty-one chains, west thirty-
five chains sixty links, north twenty chains, west
forty chains eighty links, north thirty-five chains,
west fifty -nine chains ,  south seventeen links, west
twenty-six chains, north twenty-eight chains, west
four chains forty links, north twenty-five chains
forty-two links ; on the north by a line bearing
east two hundred and fourteen chains sixty-eight
links, and on  the east by  a line bearing  south two
hundred and twenty -four chains eighty -nine links to
the point of commencement ,- exclusive of a reserved
road one chain  fifty links  wide ,  as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's office,
the area of which has been deducted from the
total area.
Description of land intended  to be granted-Com-
mencing  on the left bank of the Pioneer River, at
the south- east  corner of portion 55, and bounded
thence on the west by the east boundary line of
that portion, bearing north one degree east thirty-
three chains to a road one chain wide ; on the north
by that road bearing east one degree south fifty-six
chains to  another road one chain wide ; on the east
by that road bearing south one degree west twenty-
six chains to the Pioneer River ; and on the south
by that river upwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the Reserve for Wharves at Maryborough,
established by notice of this date, has been placed
under the control of the Maryborough Municipal
Council.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
1. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 31st October, 1873.
AREA FOR MINING LICENSES, NEAR CHINA-
MAN'S GULLY, LODE CREEK, DISTRICT
OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH, SITUATED
ON THE FOLKESTONE RUN.
IT is hereby notified for general information that
the area hereunder described within the limits
of a reserve near  Chinaman's Gully, Lode Creek,
in the District of Darling Downs South,  shall be
available for Mining Licenses under the provisions
of section 33 of  " The Mineral Lands Act of  1872,"
on and after MONDAY, 17th November, 1873.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Description of a Reserve  near Chinaman 's Gully,
Lode Creek, available for Mining Licenses.
Extension No. 7.
Commencing at the north-east corner of mineral
selection  420 B, thence bounded on the east by
mineral selection  No. 126 W north  six chains ; on
the north by mineral  selection  No. 652 W west
ten chains ; on the west by mineral selection No.
333 B south five chains to its south east corner ;
thence continuing south one chain ; on the south by
mineral selection 420 B east ten chains to the
point of commencement.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles Fitzsimmons.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement eighty -four acres, be the
same more or less ,  situated in the county of Carlisle
and parish of Bassett ,  portion 53 ,  commencing on
a road one chain wide at the south -west corner of
portion 52, and bounded thence on the south by
that road bearing west twenty-eight chains ; on the
west by  a line  bearing north thirty chains ; on the
north by a line bearing east twenty -eiglit chains ;
and on the east by  a line bearing  south thirty chains
to the point  of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the south-
west corner of portion 52, and bounded thence on
the south by that road bearing west one degree
north twenty-eight chains ; on the west by a line
bearing north one degree east thirty chains ; on the
north by a line bearing east one degree south
twenty-eight chains ; and on the east by a line
bearing south one degree west thirty chains to the
point of commencement.
Date of Grant-9th August, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles Fitzsimmons.
Description of land granted-All  that piece or
pastel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement one hundred and ninety-
three acres-be the same more or less, situated in
the county of Carlisle and parish of Bassett, por.
tions 56 and 57, commencing on the left bank of
the Pioneer River, at the south-east corner of por-
tion 56, and bounded thence on the west by the
east boundary line of that portion, bearing north
thirty-three chains to a road one chain wide ; on the
north by that road bearing  east  fifty-six chains to
another road one chain wide; on the east by that
road bearing south twenty-six chains to the Pioneer
River ; and on the south by that i iver upwards to
the point  of commencement.
i
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
Notice is hereby given, that the lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purposes named with respect to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TIMBER RESERVE , MAROOcHy.  BRISBANE AND
GYMPIE ROAD.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
780 acres.
Commencing on the Gympie road, at a point
about eighty chains in a south-easterly direction
from the south-east corner of portion thirty-three,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
east  one hundred and twenty  chain s  ;  on the east
by a line bearing south ten degrees east eighty
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west to the
Gympie road ; and on the south-west by that road
north-westerly to the point of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE.
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
1,160 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing west about
seventy-four chains from the north-east corner of
portion  23, and  bounded thence on the west by a
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line bearing  north eighty chains ; on the north by
a line bearing east  284 chains ; on the east by a
line bearing  south ten degrees east eighty-two
chains ;  on the south by a line bearing west about
298 chains  to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR  CAMPING,  S TATION CREEK ,  RODD's
BAY.
About 3,200 acres.
Commencing  on the west bank of Station Creek,
on the Rodd's Bay Run, at a tree marked broad-
arrow 5  in triangle ; thence west about 340 chains
to the River Boyne ; thence by that river down-
wards to the south-west corner of selection No.
126; thence by the south boundary of selection
No. 126 easterly  to Station  Creek ; and thence by
Station Creek upwards about 220 chains in a direct
line to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
selection No. 96.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING, RIVERSTONE RUN.
Parish of Boyne.
About 3,000 acres.
Commencing at the west side of the main road
from Gladstone to Maryborough at a point due
west and distant ten chains from the north-west
corner  of portion No. 30, parish of Boyne ; thence
being bounded on the east by that road in a
southerly direction to the north-west corner of
selection  No. 68; thence on the east by the west
boundary of that selection south to Machine Creek ;
thence by that creek upwards to the north boundary
of the Calliope and Boyne Gold Field Reserves ;
thence west by that boundary about 115 chains;
thence. north about 220 chains, and thence east
about 120 chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOB CAMPING ,  CALLIOPE RIVER, BOROON
RUN.
About 1,400 acres.
Commencing  on the north side of the  main road
from Rockhampton to Gladstone at a point ten
chains  north from the north- east  corner of  selection
No. 80; thence on the south by the  aforesaid main
road westerly  to the Calliope River ; thence by
that river  downwards  to the south-west corner of
the East Stowe Agricultural Reserve ; thence by
the south boundary of that reserve and a line due
east  therefrom about 170 chains ; thence south
about ninety-two chains to the point  of commence-
ment, - exclusive  of selection No. 66 and of any
alienated lands  within the above  boundaries.
RESERVE FOR  RACECOURSE, BUNDABERO.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, portion
No. 26.
320 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and a-half wide
at a point bearing sixty-five degrees and distant
fifteen chains and ninety-five links from the south
corner of portion 16, and bounded thence on the
north-east by that road bearing 144 degrees twenty-
nine chains and 146 degrees five chains and fifty
links to a road one chain wide ; on the south-east
by that road and a line bearing 238 degrees eighty-
two chains and sixty-two links ; on the south-west
by a tine bearing 328 degrees forty-four chains
and thirty-one links ; and on the north-west by a
line bearing sixty-five degrees eighty- one chains to
the point of commencement.
hereby given, that  at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently reserved  for the  purposes named with
respect to each.
(For the  Secretary  for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR WHARVES, MABYBOROUGE.
County of March, parish of Maryborough, town of
Maryborough.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the  east corner  of the reserve for
Immigration Depot, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing north thirty  degrees
eighteen  minutes  east one chain ; thence on the
west by a line bearing north four degrees forty-five
minutes west eight chains fifty-three links to Bazaar
street; on the north-west by Bazaar  street  bearing
north thirty degrees forty-three minutes east about
three chains sixty-seven links to a creek ; thence by
that creek downwards to the River Mary; on the east
by the River Mary upwards to the public wharf re-
serve; on the south-east by a line bearing south thirty
degrees eighteen minutes west fifty links ; and on
the south-west by a line bearing west thirty  degrees
eighteen minutes north four chains eighty-five links
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR BOTANICAL GARDENS, MARYBOBOUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough.
2 acres  37 perches.
Commencing at the  east corner  of the Reserve
for Immigration Depot, and bounded thence on the
south- east  by a line bearing north thirty degrees
eighteen  minutes east  one chain ; thence on the
east by a line bearing north four degrees forty-five
minutes west eight chains fifty-three links to
Bazaar  street ; on the north-west by Bazaar street
bearing south thirty degrees forty-three  minutes
west, eight chains to the  reserve  for Telegraph and
Post Offices ; and on the south-west by  a line bear-
ing east thirty degrees eighteen minutes south four
chains ninety-six links to the point of commence-
ment.
Also,
Section 88, town of Maryborough.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY ,  BUNDABERG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg,  portion
No. 29.
40 acres.
Commencing on the Bundaberg road three
chains wide at a point bearing 210  degrees and
distant forty chains from the east corner of portion
27, and bounded thence on the south-east by that
road bearing 210 degrees twenty chains and two
links ; on the south-west by a line bearing 300
degrees twenty chains ; on the north- west  by ea  line
bearing thirty degrees twenty chains ; and on the
north- east  by a line bearing 120 degrees twenty
chains and one  link to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A POUND,  MILCEESTEB.
Parish of Milchester.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
W  1'  " The Crown Lands Alienation Art  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
2 acres.
Commencing nineteen chains south from the
north- west corner of Milchester Township Reserve,
and bounded thence on the north by a line  bearing
west four chains and forty-seven links ; on the west
by a line bearing south four chains and forty-seven
links ; on the south by a line bearing east four
chains and forty-seven links ; and on the east by a
line bearing north four chains and forty-seven
links to the point of commencement.
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RESERVE  FOR SCHOOL SITE, KILLARNEY.
County of Merivale, parish of .Killarney.
6 acres  2 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at the north-west corner of portion 157, and
bounded thence on the east by a line bearing south
twelve chains and sixty links ; on the south by a
line bearing west eight chains and twenty-seven
links ; on the west by a line bearing north seven
chains and sixty-one links to the Condamine River ;
and on the north-west by that river upwards to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.
7T is hereby notified for general information that
1 the Lands as hereunder described, situated
within the Clermont Town Reserve, have been
withdrawn from selection under the provisions of
the 41st  clause  of  " The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1878," for the purpose of being offered at
auction as  Town and Suburban Lots.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FROM SELECTION  FOR SURVEY IN TOWN
AND SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of  Clermont.
580 acres.
Commencing at the south corner of selection No.
83, and bounded thence by the south-east boundary
of that selection bearing north forty-five degrees
east fifty-four chains and in continuation of same
line to Brewery Creek ; thence on the north by
that creek downwards to the south-east corner of
selection  No. 26 ; thence by part of the east
boundary of that selection bearing north and by a
line east along  the south boundary of selection No.
75 ; thence by part of the west boundary of selection
No. 5 bearing south to Douglas Creek ; thence by
Douglas Creek downwards to the south-east corner
of selection No. 5 ; then by southern boundary of
selection  No. 25 and a line bearing east to the
north-west corner of mineral selection No. 48A ;
on the east by the west boundary of that selection
bearing south to the south-west corner of same
selection ; on the south by a line bearing west to
the north corner of selection No. 38 by the north-
west boundary of that selection and by a line
bearing west to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st October, 1873.
T is hereby notified for general information,
I that the Reserve for Public Purposes at
Townsville, established by notice in the  Govern.
ment Gazette ,  under date the 16th October, 1873,
has been placed under the control of the Townsville
Municipal Council.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for Public purposes.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESFRVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
County of Churchill, parish of Tarampa, portion
No.  401.
68 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
Liver, at-the south-east corner of portion 400, and
hounded thence on the north by that portion bearing
west forty-three chains and twenly-two links to
a road one chain wide ; on the west by that road
bearing south seventeen chains to another road one
chain wide ; on the south by that road bearing west
thirty-five chains to the Brisbane River ; and on
the south-east by that river upwards  to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IT IS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
1 of the  Executive  Council , directs it to be
notified in pursuance  of the fifty-fifth clause of
" The Pastoral  Leases Act of  1869," that  the lands
hereunder described have been  resumed  from the
lease of the  Terrica Run in the Unsettled  District
of Darling  Downs, and that the said  lands have
been reserved  for Public  purposes.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
LANDS  RESUMED FROM  TERRICA RUN.
County of Bentinck.
2,560 acres.
Commencing on Treverton's Creek at the north-
east  corner of mineral selection 794w, and bounded
thence on the west by a line bearing south 80 chains,
on the south by a line bearing east 160 chains, on
the east by  a line  bearing north 160 chains, on the
north by a line bearing west 160 chains, and on the
remainder of the west by a line bearing south 80
chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Croton Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
It is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  GRAVEL FOR ROAD  PURPOSES,
BRISBANE  AND WATERFORD ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Mackenzie.
370 acres.
Commencing  at the south-east corner of portion
227, and bounded thence on the north by part of
the south boundary line of that portion bearing
west about 40 chains ; on the west by a line bearing
south 80 chains ; on the south by a line bearing
east to  the road from Waterford to Brisbane ; and
on the east by that road northerly to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER, BEENLEIGII.
County of Ward, parish of ]Boyd.
30 acres.
Commencing on the west side of the road from
Beenleigh to the Upper Albert River Ferry, and
bounded on the north by a road one chain wide,
forming the south boundary of portion 117, parish
of Boyd, bearing westerly ; on the west by a line
bearing south in continuation of the west boundary
of same portion about 20 chains to the first men-
tioned road; and on the south-cast by that road
north-easterly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES, TOwNSVILLE.
County of Elphinstone,  parish of  Coonambelah,
town of Townsville, allotment  61  of Section
No. 1.
2 roods 28 perches.
Commencing on the northern side of Flinders
street at the south-east corner of the Lockup
Reserve, and bounded thence on the north-west by
a line  bearing north 27 degrees east 3 chains 48
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links to the Strand ; thence by a line bearing east
27 degrees  south 58 links; thence easterly, southerly
and westerly  by a semicircular  line with a radius
of 174 links ; and by Flinders street bearing north
68 degrees  west 58 links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK,  ROCKHAMPTON.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
portion No. 4.
103 acres.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of portion
No. 3 (Reserve for Gardens and Water), and
bounded thence on the west by a line bearing north
38 chains  50 links ; on the north by the south
boundary of portion No. 2 bearing  east 24 chains ;
on the east by  a line bearing  south 47 chains 40
links to Yeppen Yeppen Lagoon ; and on the south
by that lagoon north-westerly to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOB RACECOURSE, RAVENSWOOD.
County of Gladstone.
142 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of a small creek
at a point bearing about 275 degrees and distant
about 44 chains from the south corner of portion 5
on Elphinstone Creek, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing 204 degrees  43 chains
and 75 links ; on the south- east  by a line bearing
114 degrees 36 chains and 25 links to Elphinstone
Creek ; OR the south- east  by that creek upwards to
the junction of the small creek aforesaid ; and on
the north- east  by that creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," has been
made for the closure of the undermentioned roads;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required  to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing, within two
months from this date.
(For the Secretary for Public  Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  R.  P.
1 D.H. Cud- Road separating selec-  unnamedon 1 0 6
more tion P18 from selection Herbert
92 River
2 P. Foreman ,  Road separating  por- Brassall 2 2  21
W. Bryce, tion 383 from portions
and T. 319 320 and 321
Brooke
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," has been
made for the closure of the under-mentioned road;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, withintwo
months from this date.
C. J. GRAHAM.
No.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
App licant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A.  U.  P.
Mutdapilly 5 3 361 IA. Phelps I Road separating por-
tions 158 and 159 from
portions  160 and 161
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-third section of  "The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
hereby notified  for general information that the
lands hereunder described have  been temporarily
reserved for the purpose  of a Camping Ground for
Railway Laborers.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY LABORERS' CAMP.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich.,  portion  400A-
4 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on the left bank of Bundamba Creek
at a point  about 1 chain  and  30 links north from the
north-east corner of portion 401, and bounded
thence on the west by  a line and portion  401 bear-
ing south about 4  chains and  30 links to  the main
Brisbane and Ipswich road; on the south-east by
that road bearing north 66 degrees  25 minutes east
about 13 chains and 50 links to Bundamba Creek ;
and on the north-east and north by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1873.
%T HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands  are per-
manently reserved from sale for any special purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A  SCHOOL  SITE, SWAN CREEK.
County of Merivale,  parish  of Robinson,  portion
No.  199A.
23 acreo.
Commencing on Swan Creek, at the south corner
of portion No. 199, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the south-west boundary of that
portion bearing 299 degrees 8 chains and 30 links ;
on the north by a line bearing west 2 chains ; on
the west by the east boundary of portions Nos.
206 and 208 bearing south 24 chains 41 links to
Swan Creek ; and on the south and east by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RACECOURSE , MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough.
160 acres 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 120 degrees 30
minutes and  distant 1 chain from the south corner
of portion 191 on a road 1 chain wide; and bounded
thence on the north- west  by that road bearing 30
degrees 30 minutes 43 chains ; on part of the north-
east  by a line bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 35
chains to another road one chain wide ; on part of
the south-east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes  11 chains and 44 links ; on the remainder
of the north-east by portion A and a road bearing
120 degrees 30 minutes 12 chains and 90 links to
another road 1 chain wide ; again on the south-east
by that road bearing 210 degrees 30 minutes 11
chains and 44 links ; on part of the south-west by
No. 7 and a road bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes
12 chains and 92 links ; on the remainder of the
south-east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes 20 chains to another road 1 chain wide;
and on the remainder of the south-west by that
road bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes 35 chains to
the point if commencement,-exclusive of 4 acres
for a road 1-1 chain wide, and 1 acre and 23 perches
for another road 1 chain wide, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-Uenreal's office.
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RESERVE FOB WATER ,  MABYBOEOUGH.
County of March, parish  of Maryborough,  portion
No. A.
13 acres 2 roods 14 perches.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide ,  at a point
bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes and distant 1 chain
from the east corner of the Racecourse Reserve;
and bounded thence on the north-east by a line
bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 11 chains and 88
links to another road 1 chain wide ; on the south-
east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30 minutes
11 chains and 44 links  ;  on the south -west by a  line
bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes 11 chains and 88
links to the road first aforesaid  ;  and on  the north-
west by that road bearing 30 degrees 30 minutes
11 chains  and 90  links  to the point of  commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 25th September, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOB CAMPING.
Top of Hervey's Range, Townsville and Gilberton
Road.
201 acres.
Commencing at a point distant seventeen links
and bearing  two hundred degrees thirty minutes
from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over R about
fifteen chains north-west from Randall's public-
house, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing west  thirty-seven chains forty links ; thence
on the west by a line bearing south forty-eight
chains twenty-six links ; thence on the south by a
line bearing east forty-five chains ninety-one links ;
and thence on the east by a line bearing north ten
degrees west  forty- nine chains  one link to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR LANDING PLACE.
Parish of Kelsey, county of Herbert.
177 acres 2 roods.
Commencing  at the north- west corner  of portion
20, in the parish  of Bassett , county of Herbert,
and bounded thence on the south by the north
boundary of portions 20 and 19 bearing east seventy-
one chains  ; on the east by a line bearing north
twenty-five chains ; on the north by a line bearing
west  seventy-one chains ; and on the west by a line
bearing south twenty-five chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR LANDING PLACE.
Heath's Creek, Burdekin River.
10 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at a point on Heath's Creek bearing
one hundred and twenty-four degrees and distant
seventy-two links from an ash-tree marked broad-
arrow over IV, and bounded thence on the east by
a line south 1,040 links ; thence on the south by a
line west 1,000 links ; thence on the west by a line
north 1,160 links to Heath's Creek ; and thence by
that creek easterly to point of commencement.
The above reserve is bounded on the east, south,
and west by selection No. 28, Bowen District.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
Gregory River, at the Junction of Chrystal Brook
and Bowen Roads.
92 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at a point bearing one hundred and
thirty-three degrees and distant nineteen and a-half
links from a scrubwood tree marked broad-arrow
over III, being the north-west corner of  selection
No. 169, and bounded thence on the east by the
west  boundary line of that selection bearing one
hundred and seventy-nine degrees 5,000 links ;
thence on the south by a line bearing eighty-nine
degrees 2 ,000 links ; thence on the west by a line
bearing three hundred and sixty degrees 4,357
links to Gregory River; and thence by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR THE USE  OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC WORKS.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane, city
of Brisbane , allotment  7 of section  23.
3 roods 24 perches.
Commencing on the south-east side of Turbot
street three chains north-easterly  from the west
corner of the section, and bounded thence on the
north-west by that street north-easterly four chains ;
on the north-east by a line south-easterly at right
angles to Turbot street two chains and twenty-five
links ; on the south-east by the north-west boun-
dary line of allotments 2, 3, and 4 south-westerly
parallel with Turbot street four chains ; and on the
south-west by the north-east boundary line of allot-
ment 6 north-westerly at right angles to Turbot
street two chains and twenty-five links to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  25th  September, 1873.
V V
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given,  that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will
be reserved for the purpose of School Sites.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL SITE, BULIMBA.
County  of Stanley,  parish  of Bulimba,  portion
No.  158A.
23 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at the
south-east corner of portion 125B, and bounded
thence on the east by that road bearing 158 degrees
34 chains and 25 links to a road 1 chain and 50
links wide ; on the south by that road bearing 260
degrees 45 minutes 13 chains and 70 links ; and on
the west by  a line  bearing 358 degrees 45 minutes
34 chains and 1 link to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE, BLTNDAMBA.
County of  Stanley, parish of Bundamba ,  portion
No.  171A.
1 acre 2 roods.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at the
north-west corner  of a Water  Reserve ,  and bounded
thence on the south by that reserve bearing 157
degrees 2 chains and 39 links, 112 degrees 3 chains
and 36 links, and 46 degrees 5 minutes 4 chains and
11 links; on the east by a line bearing north 26
minutes east 60 links ; and on the north by a line
bearing west 7 chains and 3 links to the point of
commencement.
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Department  of Public  Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th September, 1873.
'° CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF  COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public  information, that
the Commissioners  of Crown Lands  under  "The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868."  will hold the
Sitting in persuance  of the fourth  section of the
above-recited Act at the  under-mentioned offices, on
he following  dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office ,  Brisbane ,  on the first
Tuesday in  each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigh ,  the  first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the  first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba,  on the second
Monday  in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick,  on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine,  the second
Thursday in September,  1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday  of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi,  the firs
Tuesday in each month.
PORT  CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second  Monday in  every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in October, 1873,  and thereafter
on the third Thursday  of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office,  St. Lawrence ,  on the first
Monday in  each month.
WIDE  BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  on the first
Friday in  every  month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office,  Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and  every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville,  the second
Thursday in September, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Norman ton,  on the second
Tuesday in every third month.
1IARATOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma. on the second
Wednesday in November, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in November, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
4 L the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in October, 1.873, and thereafter onthe
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days fall ing on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings ,  when necessary ,  in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
xtotice thereof shall be published  in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL AT CALLIOPE.
County of Clinton, parish, of East Stowe, town of
Calliope.
5 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about  fifty
degrees, distant about twelve chains and twenty
links from the east corner of allotment 1 of section
2, and bounded thence on the west by a line
bearing north ten chains and seventy-three links ;
on the north by a line bearing east six chains and
thirteen links ; on the east by a line bearing south
five chains and fifty-nine links to the Gladstone
road ; and on the south-east by that road bearing
230 degrees eight chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  A.  CEMETERY AT MOGGILL.
Count / (f Stanley, parish of Moggill,  portion No.
249.
10 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
247, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west fifteen chains; on the west. by a line
bearing north six chains and seventy, links ; on the
north by a line bearing east fifteen chains ; and on
the east by a line bearing south six chains and
seventy links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th September, 1873.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is  hereby given , that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth , His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance  of the provisions  of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date  hereof, by  instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal  of the Colony,  describe the names of
the intended grantees ,  to the intent that by force
of the Act aforesaid they shall be taken to have
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been inserted in the respective grants, and in every
deed containing the erroneous  names,  and such
'Grants respectively, and every such Deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  nEFEEEED TO.
Date of grant-22nd  June, 1870.
Name of grantee-Joseph  Ryne Hinds.
Description of land granted-Fifty -four acres,
county of Stanley, parish of Maclean, portion
ninety-two B.
Nature of misnomer-The  name Joseph Ryne
Hinds having been.inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of Joseph Royal Hinds.
Name of intended grantee-Joseph  Royal Hinds.
Name of party applying for instrument-Joseph
Royal Hinds.
Date of grant-7th  August, 1872.
Name of grantee-Louise  Thom.
Description of land  granted-Thirty-seven acres
one rood eight perches, county of Livingstone,
parish of Gracemere, portion nine.
Nature of misnomer-The  name Louise Thom
having been inserted as that of the intended grantee,
instead of Louise Thon.
]Name of intended grantee-Louise  Thou.
Name of party applying for instrument-Louise
•Thon.
Date of grant-21st  February, 1873.
Name of  grantees--Frederick Henzell.
Description of land granted-Twenty-three per-
ches, county of March, parish of Gympie, town of
Gympie, allotment No. 9 of section O.
Nature of misnomer-The  name Frederick Hen-
zell having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of Frederick Lumley Henzel.
Name of intended  grantee-Frederick Lumley
Henzell.
Name of party applying for instrument-Fre-
,derick Lumley H enzoll.
Date of grants- 21st  February, 1873.
Names of grantees-Adam  Walker and George
Lamb.
Description of land granted-Portions  nine, ten,
eleven, twelve, and fourteen, county of Belmore,
and parish of St. George, containing twenty acres
-each.
Nature of misnomer-The  names Adam Walker
and George Lamb having been inserted as that of
the intended grantees, instead of Adam Walker
and Thomas George Lamb.
Names of intended grantees-Adam  Walker and
Thomas George Lamb.
Name of party applying for instrument-Thomas
George Lamb.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of " The Titles to .Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by an instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended to
be granted, to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid it shall be taken to have been inserted in
the Grant, and in every Deed containing the
erroneous  descrip tion, and such Grant, and every
such Deed, shall operate and be construed ac-
cordingly.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFEREED TO.
Date of grant-22nd;July,  1872.
Name of  grantees--Robert Ballard.
Description of land granted-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement one acre one rood and
thirty-three perches, be the same more or less,
situated in the county of March, parish of Gympie,
and town of Gympie, being allotment No. 2 of
section P, commencing on the north side of Bligh
street, at the south-east corner of allotment one,
and bounded thence on the south by that street
bearing ninety-two degrees one chain and forty-
one links  and one-half of a link, and seventy-eight
degrees thirty minutes one chain and seventy-eight
links and one-quarter of a link ; on the east by the
west boundary line of allotment three bearing
three hundred and fifteen degrees three  chains and
sixty-seven links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing two hundred and ninety- nine  degrees forty-
five minutes three chains and fifty links ; and on
the west by the east boundary lines of allotments
twelve and one, bearing one hundred and eighty-
three degrees fifteen minutes five chains and seventy
links to the point of commencement.
Nature of error-The  bearing of the eastern
boundary being three degrees fifteen minutes
instead of three hundred and fifteen degrees as in
the deed.
Name of intended grantee-Robert  Ballard.
Name of party applying for instrument-Robert
Ballard.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  28th August, 1873.
THE accompanying amended description of the
School Reserve at Moggill is substituted for
that published in the  Government Gazette  of the
16th  November ,  1872, folio 1920.
C. J. GRAHAM.
County of Stanley, parish of Moggill, portion No.
248.
16 acres 2 roods 32 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
north-east by one of said roads bearing three hun-
dred and twenty degrees thirteen chains and ten
links ; on the north by a line bearing west eleven
chains and eighty links to another road one chain
wide.; on the north-west by that road bearing one
hundred and ninety degrees nine chains and eighty-
five links to the other aforesaid road ; and on the
south by that road bearing east twenty-one chains
and eighty-eight links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1873.
T
HE  accompanying amended description of the
Drayton and Toowoomba Cemetery is sub-
stituted for that published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 31st May, 1873, folio 868.
C. J. GRAHAM.
County of Aubigny, parish. of Drayton.
56 acres 2 roods 2 perches.
Commencing on aroad one chain wide at the north-
cast corner of portion 267, and bounded thence on
part of the north by that road bearing east seventeen
chains and fifty links to another road one chain
wide; on part of the east by that road bearing
south fifteen chains and sixty-two links; on the
remainder of the north by a line bearing east four
chains and fifty-nine links to a road one and a-half
chain wide; again on the east bythatroad bearing 198
degrees twenty-one minutes eight chains and forty
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two three-4uarter links ; on part of the south by
a line bearing  west two chains and 18 links; on the
remainder  of the east by a line bearing 173 degrees
thirty minutes seven chains and five links ; on the
remainder of the south by the north boundary line
of portion 271, bearing west eighteen chains and
forty links ; and on the west by a line and the east
boundary line of portion 267, bearing north thirty
chains and fifty-seven links to the point of com-
mencement .
Also,
10 acres I rood 34 perches.
Commencing at a point one chain east from the
north-east corner of portion 269, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a road one chain wide
bearing seventy-four degrees fifty-one minutes ten
chains and four links to a road one and a-half chain
wide ; on the south-east by that road bearing 198
degrees twenty-one minutes eighteen chains and
nineteen links ; on the south by another road one
chain wide, bearing west three chains and ninety-
one and a-half links to another road one chain
wide ; and on the west by that road bearing north
fourteen chains and sixty-nine links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1873.
ATHEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868 ,"  it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for  any -public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette for  thirteen  consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a Cemetery.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE  FOR  CEMETERY ,  STANTHORPE.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe, town of
Stanthwrpe.
12 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north, and distant
one chain from the north-west corner of allotment 6
section 18, and bounded thence on the south by
Funker street, bearing east nine chains and fifty-
three links ; on the east by a line bearing north
twelve chains and fifty-eight links ; on the north by
a line bearing west nine chains and fifty-three links ;
and on the west by McGlew street, bearing south
twelve chains and fifty-eight links to the point of
commencement.
BURKE DISTRICT,
Clifford and Courtney
Ditto
Cowan Cowan and
Nichol
Keira ,., ...
Marathon ,,,
Cowan/Downs ...
Ditto .,. Sorghum Downs,
No. 1
Ditto ... ... Sorghum Downs,
So. 2
Thompson,
J.
Prarie, No. 2 ,..
COOK DISTRICT.
Mossman,  A.
Ditto
Ditto ,., ,,.
Ditto
Ditto ,.. ..,
Pine
Copperfield
Nepowe ,.,
Preston ,.,
Rienza ,..
Argyle
ditto (arrears)
Tenham ...
ditto (arrears)
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Clynes, P. ,.. Bineyrang 12 10 0
Gilchrist, Watt, and Co. Baltogn . ,. 72 10 0
Lloyd, C. G. H. , , , I Culgarra... .. 44 0 0
GREGORY DISTRICT.
Hammond, G. T. .
Ditto .., ,..
Ditto .,, ,,.
Ditto ,.. ...
Collopy 6 5 0
ditto (arrears) 2 12 1
Miles Lake ,,. 158 8 0
tiara ...  ...  108 15  0
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Anning, R. J. and F. A. Reedy Springs, 1 11 g
No. 2 (arrears)
Carr, J.  C.  Cardigan 37 10 0
Curr, Marmaduke Gil Gunyah ... 9 7 &
Miles, W. ... ... Victoria Downs, 17 10 0
No. I
Ditto ... ... Victoria Downs, 25 0 0
No. 2
Mytton, E. ... ... Kinloch, No. I ... 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... Kinross ... ... 18 15 0
Plant and Cass .,, Glenell 6 5 0
Ditto ... ... ditto  (arrows)  4 13 9
Plant, E. H.... ...
Ditto ,..
Wildash, F. J. C. ...
Ditto ,., ,..
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Earl, James
M iles, Wm,
Ditto
Ditto
North, J.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Mount  Carmel .,,
Hidden Valley ,,.
Conway, No. I ,..
ditto No. 2 ,..
Tiptree Bill, North
ditto (arrears)
ditto No.  2 ...
ditto (arrears)
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Balfour, G. ...
Bank of New South
Wales
Ditto .,. .,.
Ditto ,., .,
Ditto ... ,,.
Foot and Sons .,.
Forlonge, W.... ...
Ditto ,,.
Gilham, T. W.
Italy, C. R. .. ,..
Joint Stock  Bank ,..
Ditto ,,. ,..
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  6th November, 1873.
IT is  hereby notified for general information, that
the Rent of  the undermentioned Runs ,  situated
in the Unsettled Districts ,  not having been paid on
or before the 30th day of September last, they will
become absolutely  forfeited  unless the full amount
of Rent in each case, with one-fourth added by way
of penalty ,  be paid into the Colonial Treasury
within ninety days thereafter ,  as prescribed by the
Acts and Regulations.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief  Commissioner of Crown Lands.
lame of Lessee. Name of Bun. Bent.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
£ s. d,
Humphery, F. T. Buckingah .., 13 16 0
Lawless, C. and P. ... Boonimbah 45 0 0
Lawless, C. ... ... Boonbagan 45 0 0
Lawless, P. . , ... Windera .. 45 0 0
McKay, D. F. ... Bannia . 12 10 0
Plummer, J. M. Toondoongondy... 27 10 0
Travis, R. ,., ... Gingar Gingar ,., 37 10 0
Ditto ,., ,,, Cloncose ... ... 49 10 0
Logan, R.
LondonChsrtered Bank
Mattherson, D. ..
Morgan, Win. ..
McCord and  Skene ,,,
McLean, M. J. .
Ditto
McMullen, J. F.
Ditto ...
Ditto
McPhillamy, C.
Perkins, Thos.
Ditto
Columba...
Clive ...
No. 2
Creek,
10 0  011
22 10 0
25 0  0-
26  0  0-
25  0 0
42 0 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
6 5 0
1 0 10
6 5 0
1 0 10
25 0  034  4 
36 0 0-
30 12 0
6 5 0
2 12 1
6 5 0
2 12 1
12 10 0
43 0 0
43 0 0
35 0 0
35 0 0
27 10  0-
6  5 0
5 4 2
3 15 0
30 0 0
14 10 0
9 0 0
27 10 0
33 16 0
18 15 0
67 10 0
18 15 0
20 12 6
1 17 6
34 2 0
28 10 0
28 10 0
37 16 0
27 10 0.
28 0 0
Canal .,, ...
Ardah ...
Canal, No. 2 ...
Moravia Downs...
Harrow ..
ditto (arrears)
Baffie Block ...
Arcadia, North ...
Kynebil ... ,
North  Van  Yan
Gurt
Line Forest
Wongaleigh ,..
Ashfield ... ...
Barwon Park ...
Winchester Downs
Spring Creek, No.
2
ditto (arrears)
Balling-le-roche...
Wilpenah
Balpannah ...
Somerby...
Conciliation Creek,
Block B
Repulse Creek,
Peter, McLeay, Bonar, Carnarvon
Onslow and Onslow No. 3
Ramsay, D. ,,, . Roseylie ..
Ditto ... .. Goongella
Ditto .. Broadlea...
Robertson  and Want  Galgathaa
30 0  0%
27 10 0
27  10 0
27 10 0
13 2 6
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RENT OF Ru s IN UNSETTLED DISTnICTs
-continued.
Name  of Lessee. Name of Run. Rent.
I 1  £ a. d,
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT-- continued.
Shannon,  J. ... ... Saltbush  Park, 20 0 0
No. 2
Ditto  ... ...  Drumoondra 15 0 0
Tansey, M . ... ...  Sutton  ..,  29 8 0
Ditto ... ... Wallburry 37 10 0
Want,  R. C. ... ... Galgathaa East  ... 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Meroo ... 12 10 0
Ditto .., ...  Miambaa  ... 13 2 6
Ditto ... ... Neeinbaa 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Widerege Wide- 27 10 0
rege
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Anderson, T. , ...
Clarke and Hodgson .,.
Ditto
Close, Thos. ... ...
Davy and Veness ...
Dexter, J. C.... ...
Gordon and Flood ...
Holland, J. ...
Mcllwraith, T.
McLean, J. D. (repre-
sentatives of)
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Seidel, E. F.
Tate, Geo.
Dulbydilla ... 35 0 0
Oberina ... ... 61 5 0
Pannonia 46 5 0
Manandilla, No. 1 49 10 0
West Thomby ... 33 0 0
South Teelba ... 22 10 0
Morocco  ...  .. 60 10 0
Bendeena 27 10 0
Doogarry 62 10 0
East  Billin ... 27 10 0
South ditto ...
Upton
Mount Bindeygo
Bosnia ... ...
Ravenna... ...
Mount Bindango
Mu llock ... ...
Isis ...
Billin
North Billin ...
Maxvale ... ...
Watershed
North Durin Durin
Murra Murra ...
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Miles,  Wm. ... ...
Ditto ,., ,,,
Ditto ...
Tweed, John ... ...
Eversleigb, No. I
ditto No, 2
ditto No. 3
Wyndeyer Creek
27 10 0
28 10 0
28 10 0
28 10 0
28 10 0
28 10 0
33 0 0
33 0 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
11 6 0
35 0 0
75 0 0
30 0 0
16 6 0
15 0 0
WARREGO DISTRICT.
-Geary,  E. M.... ... Boothalla Block...  25 0 0
Ditto ... .  Junction Block ... 25 0 0
Mood, Torrance,  and Bylang  ... ...  12  10  0
Hood
Wiles, Wm. ... ... Lower Eulo Left 15 0 0
Nicholls, John ... Callene ... 75 0 0
,O'Sul li van Florence  ...  Stockade Block  ...  28 15 0
Pain, Thos . ... ...  Bowra  West ... 70 0 0
Ditto  ... ...  Bandy  ... ... 70 0 0
Ditto ... .,. Goomorah ... 2710 0
Pettiford ,  Jae... ... Bimbilla West  ...  6 17 6
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for general information
that in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands  are desirous , before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments  must  be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
ali enation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
L ands within certain districts proclaimed on Us
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
T HE first sheet of the New  Map  of the Colony,showing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price,  3s.
J.  MAT-BON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  16th September, 1873.
PASTORAL LEASES ACT  OF 1869."
UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
N
OTICE.- It is hereby notified for general
information , that  the Crown Lands Office
for the Mitchell District has been removed from
Tambo to Blacka ll .
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL  LEASES  ACT OF 1869."
IrT is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the 41st section of " The Pastoral
Leases  Act of  1869" for renewed  leases  for four-
teen  years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will  expire  on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing
leases , as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner  of Crown Larvae
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby  given,  that the following
charges  will be made by the Analytical
Chemist for testing ,  assaying ,  and analysing
minerals ,  ores, articles of commerce ,  victuals, &c.,
&c.
As soon as the necessary arrangements are made,
fire assays will be undertaken ,  of wh eh due notice
will  be given.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
£ s. d.
Assaying ores for chrom (wet assay) ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for nickel (wet assay) ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for trobalt (wet assay).. ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for antimony (wet assay) ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for arsenic (wet assay)... ... 0 10 6
Assaying  metallic platina (wet assay) 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for sulphur (sulphuric acid) 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for phosphor (phosphoric
acid) ... . ... ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for chlorine ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for iodine ... ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for bromine .. ... 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for fluor (fluoric acid) ... 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for boron (boracic acid) ... 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for silicon (silicic acid) .. 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for carbon (carbonic acid) 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for cyan (Prussic acid) ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for lime ... ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for barytes... ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for strontian ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for magnesia ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for alumina .. 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for potass, soda, lithia, each,
separately ...
Testing acids or sour liquors, for their strength
in anhydrous acid-
0 10 6
Sulphuric acid .. ... ... ... 0 5 0
Hydrochloric acid ... ... ... 0 5 0
Nitric acid ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Acetic acid (vinegar) ... ... ... 0 5 0
Tartaric acid ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Citric acid, &c.... ... ... ... 0 5 0
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£ a. d.
Testing for their strength in alkali only-
Soda crystals ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
Soda ash... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Testing alloys-silver and copper ... 0 1 6
Assaying quartz for gold ... ... . 0 10 6
Assaying ores for gold ... ... ... . 0 10 6
Assaying ores for silver (wet assay) ... .  0 10 6
Assaying ores for quicksilver (wet assay) ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for lead (wet assay) ...  0 10 6
Assaying ores for bismuth (wet assay) ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for copper (wet assay)... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for zinc (wet assay) .. . 0 10 6
Assaying ores for cadmium (wet assay) ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for tin (wet assay ) ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for manganese (wet assay ) ... 0 10 6
Assaying  ores  for iron (wet assay) ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying  ores for uran (wet assay ) ... ... 0 10 6
Caustic  soda  ... ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
Potash ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
Liquor ammonia (gas water) ... ... 0 5 0
Common ashes ... ... ...  0 5 0
Testing wine or winemust,,juices of fruits, &c.,
for acids, sugar, and alcohol . 0 10 6
Testing manures, guanoes, &c., for phosphates,
ammonia, and potash ... ... ... 0 10 6
Testing soap,  salt, sugar , or chemical prepara-
tions, for their commercial value or purity 0 10 6
Testing a substance for a specified or sus-
pected adulteration, like drugs, mer-
chandise, victuals, butter, milk, &c. ... 0 10 6
Analysis of water, ores in which occur three,
four, or more bodies, and which are re-
quired to be quantitatively ascertained .. 3 3 0
Analysis of substances belonging to the Vege-
table and Animal Kingdom (zoochemical
analysis), from £1 is. to £3 3s., accord-
ing to demands made
Testing soils for one or two substances 0 10 6
Analysis of soils ... ... ... 3 3 0
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, WIDE BAY AND BURNETT
DISTRICT, COUNTY OF BOWEN.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 16th Sep-
11 tember, 1873, folio 1567,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road from Mount
Perry to Boolboonda, Wide Bay and Burnett
District, county of Bowen : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, that His .Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road ; and it is
therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Teningering; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as areprovided
in the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
73-4453.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ENOGGERA.
SECOND NOTICE.
VV
W ITII reference  to the Notice dated 6th  Octo-
ber,  1873, folio 1676,  Government Gazette,
relative to the  opening  of a New Road through
portion 315 ,  parish of  noggera :  Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the  Act 4  William IV.,
No. 11,  that His Excellency the Governor ,  with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to-
confirm the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be  seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, and the Police Office, Brisbane ; and
all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and  form as are  provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MA.LBON THOMPSON.
73-1956.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF LOCKYER,
COUNTY OF CAVENDISH.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH! reference to the Notice dated 8th Sep-
tember,  1873,  folio  1534,  Government  Gazette ,
relative to the opening of a New Road from Main
Ipswich and Toowooomba Road to Lockyer's
Creek, parish of Lockyer, county of Cavendish
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,.
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are herebp reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will  be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-4058.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, MARYLAND RUN NORTH,
COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 8th Sep-
tember, 1873, folio 1533,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road through.
Selections Warwick Register Nos. 430 and 534,
and Maryland Run North, county of Merivale ;
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Ex-
cellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the
said portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyer-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, War-
wick ; and all persons intending to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be  forever  foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-4027.
1911
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th November, 187 3.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MARYBOROUGH,
COUNTY OF MARCH.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 14th Octo-
ber, 1873,  folio 1721 ,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening  of a New Road through the
90-acre Reserve,  in the town and parish of Mary-
borough  :  Notice is  hereby given ,  in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to  confirm the said por-
tion  of road ;  and it is  therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and  make the road referred to,
according  to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office  of the Surveyor -General, Bris-
bane ,  and the Police  Office, Maryborough ; and all
persons intending to claim compensation in respect
of the said road ,  are hereby reminded  that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days  fr om the date hereof, in such manner
and form  PA are. provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they wi ll  be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
By Command,
78.8810,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1873.
NRW ROAD,  PARISH  OF ALLORA,
COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
,SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH  reference to the  Notice,  dated Sth Sep-
tember , 1873 ,  folio 1533,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New  Road through
portion No. 2, pari sh  of Allora ,  county of Mari-
vale  : Notice is hereby given,  in accordance with
the Act  4 William  IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased  to confirm the said portion
of road  ;  and it is therefore  hereby declared expe-
dient to open and make the road  referred to, accord-
to  the Plan and  Book of Reference ,  to be seen at
i e Office of  the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and the
Police Office, Warwick; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded  that notice must be served
upon the  Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided  in the sixth  section  of the Act above
referred  to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73.4312.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF CLARENDON
AND BUARABA, COUNTY OF CAVEN-
DISH.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference  to the Notice  dated 26th Sep-
T tember,  1873 ,  folio 1602 ,  Government Gazette,
relative  to the opening of a New Road from
Gotten  to Cressbrook, parishes Clarendon and
Buaraba , county of Cavendish : Notice is hereby
given , in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice  of the Executive  Council, has been
Pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and itis therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make  the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office ,  Ipswich  ;  and all,  persons intending to
claim compensation in respect  of the  said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be  served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner  and form as are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act  above referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73.4344.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF INDOOROO-
PILLY, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice, dated let Sep-
tember, 1873, folio 1500,  Government Gazette,
relative  to the opening of a New Road through selec-
tion 201, and portion 49, parish of Indooroopilly :
Notice is hereby  given, in accordance  with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm  the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make  the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at
the Office of the Surveyor- General, and the
Police Office ,  Brisbane  ;  and all persons  intend-
ing to claim compensation in respect  of the said
road, are hereby reminded  that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty
days from  the date hereof ,  in such manner and
form  as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above  referred  to, or they Rill be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-3177.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF CAMBOOYA,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 1st July,
1873, folio 1024,  Government. Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a new Road from Cambooya
Railway Station to Eton Vale, parish of Cambooya,
county of Aubigny : Notice is hereby 'given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road ;  and it is there-
fore hereby declared expedient  to open and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Pollee Office,
Drayton ; and all persons intending  to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof ,  in such manner and form as  are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they
will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
73-2485. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 27th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ALLORA,
COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
®, r ITH reference to the Notice dated 8th Sept.
i' ember, 1873, folio  1534,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road from Hendon
to Allora, parish of Allora, county of  Merivale :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the
Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
1912
Council ,  has been  pleased to confirm the said
portion of road ;  and it is  therefore hereby declared
expedient  to open and make the road referred
to, according  to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen at the
office
of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane . and the Police Office, Warwick; and all
persons intending to claim compensation in respect
of the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are  provided in the sixth
section  of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
73-2684. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF TOOTH, ELPHIN-
STONE, STEPHENS, AND FELTON; COUNTIES
OF AUBIGNY AND MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
l%T ITH reference to the Notice dated 4th July,
i 1873 ,  folio 1023,  Government  Gazette, relative
to the opening of a new Road from Clifton Rail-
way Station to the Leyburn and  Drayton  Road:
Notice is hereby given ,  in accordance with the
Act 4  W illiam IV . No. 11,  that His Excellency
the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said portion
of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared ex-
pedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the  Surveyor- General,  Brisbane,
and the Police Office,  Drayton ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road ,  are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof ,  in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-3883.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 13th November, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE AND LOCK-UP, GLADSTONE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th
December next, from persons willing to contract
for the erection of a Court House and Lock-up at
Gladstone.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Court
Souse and  Lock-up, Gladstone."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
sees.  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Gladstone.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the  work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent.  on amount  of Contract, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  31st  October, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LIGHTHOUSES, COWAN COWAN AND
COMBOYURO.
T
ENDEBS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th No-
vember next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Lighthouses at Cowan Cowan and
Comboyuro Points, Moreton Bay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Lighthouses,
Moreton Bay."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars  obtained ,  at this
Office.
Tenders  must be on  proper printed  forms, and
must state the time within whica it is  proposed to
complete the work,  and at the  foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum often per cent.
on amount of Contract as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event that
he will execute and deliver, at the Office of the Civil
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise  the Tender will not be taken into  considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily
be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER NO. 1 SANDY CREEK,
TARAMPA ROAD.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 5th
December next, from persons willing to contract
for the construction  of a Bridge  over No. 1 Sandy
Creek, Tarampa Road.
Tenders to  be endorsed  "Tender for Bridge
over No. 1 Sandy Creek, Tp-ampa Road."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further  particulars obtained , at this Oce,
or at the Roads Office. Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must  state  the time within which it is pro-
posed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a  memorandum signed
by the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER IRONPOT CREEK, IPSWICH
TO NANANGO.
MENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the bth
December next, from  persons  willing to contract
for the construction of a Bridge over Ironpot
Creek, on the Nanango road.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Bridge over
Iron pot Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen and  further particulars obtained, at this Office,
or at the Roads Office, Ipswich.
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Tenders must be on proper printed form ,  and must
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver ,  at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane ,  within
fourteen days from the usual noti fication of  accept-
ance,  a Bond to Her Ma jesty for securing such
performance ;  otherwise the Tender will  not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessar ily
be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  14th November, 1873.
NOTI'CE is  hereby given ,  that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the proposed line
of Railway ,  Brisbane Extension ,  from Ipswich to
2 miles 30 chains ,  has been approved and confirmed
without any alteration  ;  and that in pursuance of
the 17th section  of the  Act 27 Victoria ,  No. 8, the
Government intend to proceed with the construc-
tion of the line of Railway  (Brisbane Extension)
from Ipswich to 2 miles 30 chains ,  according to
the Map or Plan and Book of Reference so con-
firmed, to be seen at this Office, and copy thereof
at the office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions at
Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department  of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  17th October, 1873.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  under the  14th  section
of  " An Act  to make provision  for the Con-
struction by the Government  of Railways,  and for
the Regulation of the same ,"  assented to 3rd Sep-
tember, 1863, that his Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive  Council, has
primarily approved of the Map and Book of
Reference of the 3rd section of part of the Bris-
bane Extension from Oxley into Brisbane.
The map or plan, and book of reference, can be
seen at this Office, and all  parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in writing ,  within one month from this date,
any well -grounded objection which may exist to
the adoption of the said line of railway ,  or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection
therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner of Railways.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd September, 1873.
RAILWAY NOTICE.
IN order to expedite the settlement of claims for
Railway compensation ,  it is requested that all
persons who have any claim for compensation on
account of land resumed for the purposes of the
Brisbane and Ipswich Railway Line ,  will forward
the Deeds or other instruments showing their title
to the land taken ,  or an abstract thereof, to the
Office of the Crown Solicitor ,  Queen street, Bris-
bane, at the same time that they forward their
claims  for compensation to this Office.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NOTICE.
TRANSFERABLE AND REMITTABLE GOVERN.
MENT DEBENTURES.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  27th  October,  1873.
N conformity with the provisions of  " The
1 Queensland .  Government loan Act  of 1872"
(36 Victoria ,  No. 24) ,  His Exce llency the Governor,
in Council, directs it to be noti fied that Sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office, until Noon
of WEDNESDAY, the 17th  of December, from
persons desirous of purchasing the whole or any
portion of Queensland Government Debentures,
amounting to the sum of Two Hundred and Fifty
Thousand Pounds ,  to be issued under authority of
the abovenamed Act, subject to the undermentioned
terms and conditions-viz.
1. Each Tender must be for the amount of one
or more Debentures ,  and must be endorsed
" tender  for  Debentures."
2. In the event of equivalent tenders being re-
ceived,  in excess of the Debentures for
disposal,  a pro rata  distribution will be
made.
3. The Debentures will be payable to the holder
for the time being ,  and will be issued in
sums of £100,  £ 200, and £500 each (as may
be required ),  secured upon the Consolidated
Revenue Fund of Queensland ,  and will bear
interest at the rate of Four per cent. per
annum, payable half-yearly on the 1st of
July and the 1st of January in each year.
4. The  principal  sum will be payable on the
1st January ,  1913, either in Brisbane, Syd-
ney, Melbourne ,  or London ,  at the option
of the holder.
5. The interest will commence on the 1st Jan.
uary, 1874 ,  and will be payable at the
Treasury ,  in  Brisbane,  or at the Office of
the Banking Agents in Sydney, Melbourne,
or London ,  at the option of the holder.
6. The Tenders will be opened at the Treasury,
Brisbane, at noon on the above -named day
(17th December ),  in the presence cf such of
the Tenderers as may desire to be present.
The minimum price to be accepted by the
Government having been first placed on the
Table under Seal.
7. The amount tendered ,  if accepted ,  must be
paid in cash, or in Queensland Government
Treasury Bills, in Brisbane ,  on the 1st
January ,  1874 ,  on which day the Debentures
will be deliverable.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
TENDER FOR QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT
DEBENTURES.
Slu,
I hereby tender for £
Queensland Government Deben-
Denominations  tures ,  in terms of the notice of the
required (a)  27th October, at the price of
£ for every  £ 100 of such
of £100 ea .  Debentures ,  and I agree to accept
the same or any less amount that
of £200  „  may be allotted to me and to pay
of £500 „ for them ,  in cash  (b), in Brisbane,
on the first day of January, 1874.
Name:
Address :
Date :
The Under  Secretary of the Treasury,
Queensland.
(a) It is particularly requested that these blanks be Wad up by
the Tenderer.
(b) Or Treasury Bills, as  Q*  case may be,
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QUEENSLAND TREASURY BILLS.THE attention of holders of Queensland Trea-
sury Bills  due and payable the 31st December,
1873, is directed to the provision contained in the
said Bills , which requires that notice shall be given
to the Colonial Treasurer, at Brisbane, on or
before the 1st day of December next, of the place
where such Bills are  to be presented for payment,
viz., whether  at Brisbane , Sydney, or Melbourne.
Should the holder of any Bills fail to give the
stipulated notice , such Bills will require to be pre-
sented for payment in Brisbane.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The. Treasury,
Queensland , 6th October, 1873.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 1st November, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above  are now  open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall, Bowen (Port
Denison ), Brisbane, Bundaberg,  Burrenda , Calliope,
Cape River, Cardwell, Charleville, Clermont,
Cleveland , Condamine, Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi,
Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gainsford, Gayndah,
George  Town, Gilberton, Gladstone, Goodna, Goon-
diwindi, Greenmount , Great Northern Railway,
Gympie, Ipswich, Jimna, Kilkivan, Le burn,
Mackay, Marlborough, Maryborough, Milchester,
Mount Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Nebo,
Normanton , Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Shipping Office (Brisbane ), Springsure, S. and W.
Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat,  Tambo, Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville,
Warwick, and Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest  will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent, per
annum ; on deposits exceeding  £100, but not
exceeding  £200, at the  rate  of five pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent .  per annum  on the  remainder;
on deposits exceeding  £200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours , and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter  or in person , at the Treasury, or at
any of th e above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P BELL.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1873.
TENDERS FOR SUPPLIES.
T
ENDERS  are invited for Supplies required for
the Public Service for the year 1874. (For
fu ll  particulars, see  Government Gazette, No.  105).
Nature.
Date of  Gazette
containing ori ginal
notice.
Provisions, &o.
Date to which Tenders
can be received at
this Office.
1873.
15 December.
H. H. MASSIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information,that the several Cle ks of Petty Sessions
throughout the colony are authorised to receive
Returns from Owners of Stock for the purposes of
assessment , under  " The Brands Act of' 1872."
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
1873.
8 November
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
NOTICE TO SHEEP-OWNERS.
THE attention of Owners of Sheep is hereby
directed to  " The Diseases in Sheep Act of
1867  Further Amendment Act"  (34 Victoria, No.
26), by which they are required to make to the
Crown Lands Commissioner in the district in which
the sheep are at the time depastured, on the first
day of January next, 1874, a return of the number
of sheep owned by them, and,  at the same time, to
pay into the Colonial Treasury  a sum of five
shillings upon every thousand  or part of a thousand
sheep, under a penalty of fifty pounds,  in case of
neglect or false return.
In the event of no Commissioner  having been
appointed to any district, the returns  are to be
made to the Acting Commissioner of such district,
except in the case of Moreton and Wide Bay, and
Burnett Districts, whence they are to be made to
the Chief Inspector of Sheep, who has been autho-
rised to receive the same.
As far as practicable, printed forms of return
will be supplied, but the non-receipt of such forms
will not afford a plea for exemption from penalty.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
" BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
NOTICE TO STOCK-OWNERS.
(`OWNERS of Horses and Cattle, to the number
0 of fifty-one head and upwards, are hereby
notified that the assessment payable under the
above-named Act, at the  rate  of two  shillings and
sixpence per hundred, or portion of a hundred,
will be due on 1st January  next,  1874 , and may be
paid to the Clerks of Petty Sessions  in the various
districts on or before'that date.
Forms for return of stock will be supplied by
any Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
Registrar  of Brands Office,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1873.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SUNKEN ROCK, NORTHUMBERLAND GROUP.
CAPTAIN Hannah, of the schooner " YoungAustralian,"  reports  having passed  over, and
got a  sounding of 4 fathoms  upon, a small patch of
rock, lying in the following position,  viz.:-
Westernpoint of N.W.  westerlyNo. 1 Percy Id 5 ..
The north -eastslan Islet  and peak of  south-west
Island of  4th Group  in line.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , 13th November,  1873.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MIDDLE CHANNEL, MORETON BAY.
T
HE Venus Bank having extended still fur-
ther northward,  masters of. vessels are
cautioned that, with the Lighthouse at the Cape
open to the northward of the Yellow Patch Light,
a distance equal to the difference of their heights,
as previously directed,  vessels will  pass over the
end of the S it with not more than 12 feet at low
water, and that to obtain a depth of 15 feet at low
water the Lights must now be kept  open a space
equal to about twice the difference of their heights.
As it may be difficult to estimate correctly this
distance, the Light at the Yellow Patch will shortly
be moved towards the line of the Channel, of which
due notice will be given. In the meantime, this
channel should in heavy weather be used with
caution.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Postmaster.
Department  of Ports  and Harbors,
B ri sbane ,  7th Novemb er , 1873.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for  general information , that the rent of the under-mentioned Runs  not having
been  paid on or before the 30th day of September last, they will become absolutely forfeited unless
the fall  amount of rent in each case,  together with one-fourth added by way of penalty, be paid into the
Colonial  Treasury within ninety days thereafter, as prescribed by law.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under  Secretary.
Run.
Collins J.
Halkett, D. H.
Norris, W....
Graham, Hugh ...
Ditto ... ...
Cowper  and Crozier
Emmerson, C.
Bent.
£ e. d.
MORETON DISTRICT.
... ...  ...  Moondoolan  ... ... ..  14 8 0
Sections , Oxley Creek ... ... ..  8 6 8
... ... ... Sections ,  Logan River  ... ... ...  23 1 4
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
Marian (conso lidated ) ... ... ..  83 14 0
... ... ... Dunmore  ... ... ... ... ...  3210 0
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
... ... ... I Windah ...
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
...  1  90 16 0
... ...  I  Eagle  Vale (arrears) ... ... ... 1  64 6 8
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1873.
SALE OF RUNS IN SETTLED DISTRICTS BY AUCTION.
IN pursuance of the Regulations proclaimed respectively on the 4th January and 8th March, 1872,
under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is hereby notified for general
information, that a lease for five years of the Runs of Crown ]ands hereunder described, which have become
vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of
A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on TUESDAY, 23rd December, 1873, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
The upset price per square mile at which each run will be offered, according to the estimated area,
in each case , is one pound sterling, and the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the term
of five years, ending on the 31st December, 1878.
A. deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
sale ; each subsequent year's rent will ret)uire to be paid at the Treasury.
The runs offered for sale under this Notice will be subject to general selection, under the  provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," and in the case of an area exceeding  one square mile
being  alienated in one or more years, a proportional reduction of rent will be made in the payment
following such alienation.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the Runs, may be obtained by application
to the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
(For the  Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SALE AT THE  AUCTION Rooms of A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET,  BRISBANE , ON TUESDAY, THE
23RD DECEMBER, 1873.
Date of 71
Got. Name of Run. Description of Boundaries . Expiration
ofLeeee.
$ b m
£ t, d.
1 , Stanley Plains ... , 80
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Commencing at the north- western  corner of Woodstock Run,
and bounded  thence on the north by a line bearing west,
being the boundary of the Coast Reserve ten  miles  ; thence
on the west by the eastern boundary of Repulse Plains
Run, being  a line  bearing south and  passing about twenty
chains east of a tree marked broad-arrow  over XII eight
miles  ; thence on the south by a portion of the northern
boundary of Landsdowne Run and a prolongation thereof
to Woodstock, being  a line  bearing  east ten miles ; and
thence on the east by the boundary of Woodstock Run,
being a line bearing north eight miles to the point of com-
2 Repul se  Plains  ... 59 Commencing at the north-west corner of Landsdowne Run,
and bounded thence on the south by a portion of the
I
31st Dec., 1 0 0
1878
and passing through a point about twenty chains east of
a tree marked broad-arrow over XII to the Coast  Reserve
eight miles ; thence on the north by a line bearing west
twenty-five degrees north to the Ross River about four miles
forty chains ; and thence on the  west  by the right bank of
the Ross River upwards, in a southerly direction, to the
point of commencement  ... ... ... ... ...  31st Dec., 1 0 0
1878
northern boundary of that run, being a hue bearing east
five miles fifty chains ; thence on the east by the  western
boundary of Stanley Plains Run, being a line bearing north
1916
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  4th November, 1878.
NEW ROAD. - FIRST NOTICE.
T1 IS Exce llency the Governor , with  the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1 1 to  open a new Road from Bundaberg to Eoalboonda, counties of Cook and  Bowen, District of Wide
Bay: Notice is hereby given, that in conformity viith the provisions  of the Act  4 William IV ., No. 11,
and now in  force  in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road
above -mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police
Offices, Bundaberg and Teningering ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well -grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-3913 . J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD  FROM BUNDABEBG  TO BooTBOONDA ,  COUNTIES OF COOK AND BOWEN,
DISTRICT OF WIDE BAY ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM  IT., NO. 11.
No. Portion  of Road.
Register
No. of Reputed
Selec- Owner.
tion.
Occupier.
1 Through southern cor- 537 Abraham A. Pegg
ner of Port ion No .  14, Pegg
parish of Otoo
IA Through south-western 537 Abraham A. Pegg ...
corner of Portion No. Pegg
14, parch of Otoe,
county of Cook
2 Through eastern per-  615 A.C.Walker
ttoa of Portion No. 9,
parish 'of Tantitha
2A Continuation of above 615  A.C.Walker
running south-wes-
terly to northeast
corner of  Portion No. 7
Bearings Length inChains.
ohs.  M.
N. 272°  06'E. 16 82
298° 15' 587 0
334° 40' 416 0
278° 30' 303 0
226° 445 0
242° 35' 416 0
Breath of Area. Berns  a.Road.
A. R. P.
1 chain 1 2 38 Forest  land,  unim-
-
(Partly  scrub and
1 chain 1 3 0 <1l forest;  centre
line marked.
2 chains 0 1 26 Forest land, unim-
proved.
242° 35' 29 31 2 chains 8 0 341 ss unimproved forest212° 18' 11 54 2 chains I t land, light soil.
3 Through Port ion No. 7, 612, Thomas  I ...  212° 18' 33 46 2 chains
pa ri sh of Tantitba Cooper 265°  497 0 2 chains
4 Through Portion No .  6, 403 S.  Johnstone  ...  205° 15 41 150 links
pariah of Kulen 230° 40 83 160 links
17
18
2 12
1 26
5 Read through Portion 419 J .  P. Lyons  ...  230° 78 61 160 links 12 0 3 Chiefly scrub land.
No. 7, parish of Kolan
6 Through south-eastcor-  649 J. F. W od  ..,  2300 918 0  15D  links  1 0 28 Scrub land,
ner of Portion No. 14,
parish of Kolan
7 Through Portion No . 15, 550  J. F. Wood ...
parish  of Kolan
B Starting  from north -  264 L .  Hansen L .  Hansen ...
east corner  of po rt ion
No.25 ,and terminating
on its western bound-
ary, parish  of Kolan
230° 25 69 15011nke 3 3 Partly  scrub and
242° 30'
269° 51'
32 69
10 74
150 links
150 links
S j forest ,  unimproved.
4 3 191 S Uniimn ved forest
Unimproved  fo re st
land.
f Forest land,  unim-
proved.
9 Road running along  226 N.  L. Smidt N. L. Smidt 270° 29 45 150 links  4 1 261  Unimproved  scrub
nort h boundary of
Portion  29, parish of
Kolar
laud.
10 Commencing on Pin-  ...  A. P. Barton A. P. Barton 204° 0' 6 0 3 chains  13 2 3 Crossing paddock
nock's Creek,  and run  2'9- 15' 12 50  fences; stony ri dges
ning  south-westerly 243° 0' 29 0
through Moolboolaman
Pre-emptive No. 1 to
its southern boundary
11 Through cistern  corner 942 James James Pringle  153° 40' 301 0  ...  0 0 171 Bound ri dge forest
of Mh  oral Selection  Pringle
No. 942, near Bool-
boonda
12 A triangular slip along 940 Rogers,
the northern boundary Walker,
of Mineral Selection and Cosa
Portion 940
116° 601 0
land.
o 0 331 Forest laud, gravelly
ridge,
ISA Commencing on the 937 Pingelly  ...  166° 20' 14 51
north -east  boundary  and Cow-  188° 40 '  0 88 150 links 4 1 0 Open forest land.
of Mineral Selection lishaw 166° 46' 9 26
No. 937,  and running (
southerly to its south- I
east boundary
13 Commencing at the 937 Pingelly ... 2080  0' 21 231 g chains 8 0 0
no rt h-east corner of and Cow=  293° 30' 7 05J
Mineral Selection No. lishaw
937,  and  south-wee-
terly and north-wee-
terly to its north-west
boundary
14 Commencing on the 040  Roger , ...  293° 30' 1 011
south-east boundary Walker, 270° 30' 8 18,
Open  forest land,
of Mineral Selection  and Cosa 2250 20' 3 71 . 3 chains  6 2 2 I Ridgy country, open
No. 940,  and running 2140 46' 4 52 +  forest land.
westerly and south -  188° 0' 6 56
westerly to its south-
west corner
16 A triangular piece out 937 Pingelly
of the west corner of and Cow-
Mineral Selection No. lishaw
937
16 Commencing on the 310  IT.  E. Mur-
n rth-east boundary  Pb)'
of Mineral Selection
No 370 ,  and running
south -weste rl y to its
. ,.I
south-Westbouudary
186° 0' 1 82 Irregular 0 013
1860 0' 2 66)
1a3° 20'  2 48 } 3 chains
225° 0' 14 18),
267° 0' 3 52  ;Irregular 9 2"267° 0' 3 44
30? 9
6  he J 150 ifnlb227° 5W 64
271° 0' 1 110
Open  forest Lad.
{ Steep ri dgy coun-
t try ,open  ibaMat land.
1917
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  4th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST  NOTICE.
H
IS  Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
to open a New Road from Brisbane and Gympie Road to Mooloolah Wharf and Selections near the
same, parish of Bribie ,  county of Canning  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provi-
sions of the Act 4 William  IV., No.  11, and now .  in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference,
showing the intended line of Road above -mentioned ,  are now deposited at the  Office  of the  Surveyor.
General,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police  Office,  Brisbane ,  and all persons interested therein are requested to
transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-
grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
78.2277 By Command,
J. MALBON  THOMPSON.
Boos OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM  BRISBANE AND GYMPIE  ROAD TO MOOL00LAH WHARF AND
SELECTIONS NEAR THE SAME, PARISH OF BRIBIE , COUNTY OF CANNING , TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
Pu LIC ROAD ,  UNDER  THE ACT OF  C OUNCIL  4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
Port ion of Road.No.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Reputed Reputed
Owner .  Ocoup ,er.
I Entering Selection 10 on 1,395 RlehardWest -  William H.
Its  we tern boundary, away Westaway
and running easterly
out across its eastern
bounda ry
Length
Bearings of in Chains Breadth Area.
centre line. of centre of Road.
line.
Ohs. Ms.
N.110 °  E. ... 0 18
79° ... 2 72
2 Entering  Selection 4, on 445 William' H. Ditto  ...  87° 21' ...  0 69
its western boundary ,  Westaway 65° 30' ... 14 38
and running  easterly 62° 30 ' ... 7 16
out across its eastern  31° .. 1 57
boundary 77° 20' ... 4 78
114° 30' ... 3 185
Entering Selection 3, 444 Ditto „ Ditto  ..  114° 30' ... 0 78
on Its western boun -  85° .. 2 23
da ry , and running  59030,  ... 8 11
no rt h  -  easterly out 66° .. 5 01
across its eastern 571  3O' ,.. 8 12
boundary  i 37° 30' ,.. 10 17
20° ... 5 90
56•° ,.. 3 88
4 Entering  selection  6, on 948 Ditto  ...  Ditto
its western boundary,
and  ru nning  out north-
easterly across its
northern boundary
0 Entering Selection 2, on 443 D.  McMillan
its southern boundary,.
and  ru nning out north.
easterly across Its
eastern. boundary
Ditto 1
87° ... 12 10 11 chain 3
103° .. 7 34
87° 21' .,.  14 42
66° .. 0 93
43° 30' ... 0 48
58° .. 0
43° 30' ... 12
8° .. 6
20° 30' ,.. 13
370  .. 8
40° 30' ... 12
10° 30'
01° ... 6
58° ... 6
66° ... 8
58° 30' ... 1
71° 30' ... 6
59° 10' ... 15
90° ... 0
6 Entering Selection  No. 442 Charles Bal- Charles Bal- 90° ... 12 90
1, On it+  western lenger lenger  290  .. 11 19
boundary ,  and nun .  49° 30'  ...  12 85
ning in  ano rt h-easterly 64° .. 11 00
61° .. 9 91
56' 30' ... 9 27
93° 30' ... 10 70
73° 30' ... 3 13
84° ... 8 98
78' ... 8 34
direction to Kalounda  491301  ... 11 81
Junction ;  thence in 3359 15' ... 5 96
a no rt herly di re crion 315° .. 42 24
to the lower ford, Moo- I 48° 30' 9 40
loolah River  I  338°
,,,
... 3 20
Branching  off as above*
towards the boat-
wharf in an  easterly
direction to east boun-
dars•  of No .  1, near its
i north -east comer
Branching  off fr om Ka-
lounda ] unction to the
southward and east-
ward, and crossing the
eastward boundary of
No. 1, near its south
out  corner
Open forest land,
about 80 acMM
1 chain  10 2 18 fenced off and
b k witho en u
1 chain
A. R. P.
unimproved open
228 forest land, with
sc ru b on river
bank
Homestead, on
boundary line of
3 0 26. 3  and 4. open
forest land, with
vine scrub
4 1 11
0 0 22  € Open  forest land,
unimproved
•I
p
to plough
r Open forest land;
port ions sub.
divided by fens
ing
Hnlounda Juno-
Lion
23 0 8'
335-151  ... 28 20
90° ... 21 14 )
Branch at 14
chains to boat
wharf
Lower ford, Moo-
loolah River
About  4 acres has
been broken up
with the plough
East boundary No.
1
_1918
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the  advice  of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Townsville to Ravenswood, and Branch Road from the said Road
towards  Bowen, parish  of Coonnmbelah, county of Elphinstone, district of Kennedy : Notice is hereby
giver:, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No.-11, and now in force in this
colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned,  are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Townsville ; and
all  ersons  interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one  month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
$oa.l in question.
7-3962.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOZ  OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM  TOWNSVILLE  TO RAVENSWOOD ,  AND BRANCH ROAD
FROM THE  SAID  ROAD TOWARDS BOWEN ,  PARISH OF COONAMBRLAH ,  COUNTY OF ELPHINSTONE,
DISTRICT OF KENNEDY, TO BE PROCLAIMED  PUBLIC  ROADS ,  UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4
WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Port ion of Road.
Registerl  - LengthNo. of IIi Reputed Breadth
Belgic- owner . Occupier.  Bearings . Chains. of Roadtton.
1 Commencing at the IA T.  B. Towns W.  Morris  ...
no rt hern boundary of Reg ,  and Co.
Selection 1 A, and run-
ning south -westerly
to its southern boun-
dary
2 Commencing at the 2A ditto it. Towns Agent of R.
northern boundary of and Co.  Towns
Belection2 4 andrun -
ring south-westerly
to Its western boon -
dart'
3 Commen cing  at the  at  ditto R. Towns Unoccupied
eastern boundary  of and Co.
Selection  at,  and  ru n-
ning westerly to its
western boundary
4 Commencing at the 38 ditto Thomas Thomas
eastern boundary of Attkin Altkin
Selection No. 38, and
running westerly and
south -westerly to Its
western boundary,
and including a re-
serve at the intersec-
tion of the road with
thewestern boundary
of Selection No. 38
5 Commencing at the  at  ditto R. Towns Agent of B.
road from Townsville and Co. Towns
to Ravenswood, and
ru nning south-east-
erly th ro ugh Selection
at  to the Rose River
ohs. Iks.
Area.
A.  IL  P.
Remarks.
218°
195°
15'
0'
22
41
07 112 chains931 3 8 Forest land, fencedin.
195°
1820
0'
30'
10
3
83
30 232 chains 3 0 Forest land,fenced on
pa rt ly
north182° 30' 1 00 5 chains boundary.182° 30' 23 00
196° 0' 8 77
216° 30' 16 11 2 chains240° 30' 31 34
270° 45' 13 90
280° 45' 10 15
260° 46' 20 27  2 chains 11 0 32 Unimp ro ved forest
248° 0' 26 49 land.
269° 30' 6 34
279° 0' 3 93
279° 0' 9 30 2 chains 40 2 0 Forest land, unim-
260° 45' 48 96 proved on line of
282° d 10 50 road.
213° 30' 9 66
258° 30' 5 14
229° 30' 20 61
204°
°
16'
'
44 70
219
233°
16
a
7
9
68
64
211° 30' 7 82
215° 45' 13 39
1671 30' 16 54  2 chains 15 1 0 Forest land ,  partly
145° 0' 59 61 fenced on no rt h
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,  having deemed it
expedient to open  a new  Road through portions 115 and 156, parish of Geham, county of
Aubigny: Notice is hereby  given , that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the  intended
line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane, and
at the Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing,
to the  Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist to  the  formation  of the Road  in question.
N. 360° E.
266°
277°
298'
341°
73-4088 . J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 115 AND 156,  PARISH OF GEHAM, COUNTY  OP
AUBIGNY, TO  BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No, 11.
Iia Portion of Road. No sofrl ReputedSeleo- 1  Owner.
Lion.
Occupier. Bea ri ngs.
I From the south boon -  115 William
dory of port ion 115, Murphy
pariah of Geham,  run-'
ning no rt h  and north-
westerly to its north-
ern boundary
2 A. triangular portion ,  166 Dalton and
out of the no rt h-west Moore
corner of portion 158,
parse of Geham
U aoccupied
Dalton and
'moors
boundary,
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  4th November, 1873.
By Command,
Length
In  chains
'he.  lka.
27 00
1
Breadth Area,
of Road. Remarks.
1 chain ...  4 0 21  Thickly-timbered,
we ll  grassed
ridges;  part of
east boundary
fenced; land held
under  "Leasing Act
of 1866."
0 0 14  Ploughed ground ;
north and west
sides fenced;  land
held under  "Leae-
inp Act  of'_868"
4 25
2 30
2 68
2 98
N. 32° E. i 1 99
1919
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  27th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion No. 77, Parish of Coomera ,  county of Ward :  Notice is
hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William  IV., No.  11, and now in force
in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office, Beenleigh ; and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date ,  any we ll -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
73-3967. J . MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 77 ,  PARISH OF COOMERA,  COUNTY OF WARD, TO BE
PROCLAIMED ABA PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road .
Register  I
No. of
Selection.
I
Reputed Ownor. Occupier . IBearings.
1 commencing on the 304 A. Bell A. Bell ... 324°
out  boundary of 312°
Portion 77,  and run- 332' 50'
ning north -westerly to
its north boundary
316° 38'
By Command,
Length Breadth
to chains .  of Road . Area.  Remarks.
chs. iks.
9 0
0 0
9 0
6 70
1 chain
A.  R.  2.
3 0 0 Forestland, un-
fenced and
unimproved.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 27th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it ex-
pedient to open a new Road from Turner's Creek to Warwick and Stanthorpe Road, through
Selections , Warwick Register, Nos. 363, 754, 385, 676, and 608, Rosenthal Run, county of
Merivale : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line
of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at
the Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which  may exist  to the  formation of the Road  in question.
By Command,
73.3643 W. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM TURNER 'S CREEK  TO WARWICK AND STANTHOBPE ROAD ,  THROUGH
SELECTIONS , WARWICK REGISTER, Nos. 363, 754, 386, 676, and 508, ROSENTHAL RUN, COUNTY OF
MERIVALE ,  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
Register
9 o. Port ion of Road . No. of Reputed Owner .  Occupier .  Bearings . Length Breadth Remarlts.Selee- fu Chains.  of Road
Lion.
1 Commencing on the War- J .  M. Firmbach
south boundary of wick
Warwick Register No. Register
383, and running nor- No.
therly to its northern 363
bounda ry
2 Commencing on. the War -  Geo. Webb  ...
south boundar y  of wick
Warwick Register No. Register
764, and running No.
no rt h -easterly and 754
no rt herly to its nor -
thern boundary
3 Commencing on the  I War- 'A. Locke... ...
south boundary of wick
Warwick Register  No. Register
385, and running  No.
nort h-westerly to its 385
no rt hern boundary
4 Commencing on the War- A Locke ... ...
south boundary of wick
Warwick Register No. Register'
676, and running No.
nort h-easterly to its 676
no rt hern bounda ry
Commencing  on the  War- Forfeited  ...
south boundary of wick
Warwick Register No. Register
608, and running No.
north - easterly to 1 509
junction with  road
already surveyed in
portion 508.
J M Firm N 41 45' E
A.  P4  P.
26.0(° Unim d. . .
bach
.
4  30'
prove((
30.00}  150 links 8 2 10  ( thick ly-tim-
7 30' 1.08) ((bared forest.
Geo. Webb ...  N. 27° 30' 4.921
710301 6122
42° 8-001 ( Unimproved
68-30, 7V0 thicklytim-
1 90° 30' 3.80 bared forest,
68° 30' 11.00 150 links  13 1 ironbark,
66° 30' 5.50 box ,  and oak
°
'
and stony32 7
° '
il •0
ridges sandy13 60 20.00 ,l soU10° 11.28 , .
A. Locke  ...  N. 10° E. 2'07
338° 20' 12.00
321 55' 1500 ! kly tim-
342 30' 800 i bered ; no
12 30' 150 links  7
.0 1 32 improve-
64- 475 ments; near
88. 30' 242 toad.
14^30' 1 '83
Unoccupied  N. 14° 30' E. 7.17  150 links 4 0 26 Unimproved,
32° 20.52 open forest.
... N. 32° E. 19.58 '  150links  2 3 15 Unimproved,
I openforest,
sandy soil.
1920
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane,  27th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
11
H IS Exce llency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it  expedient
to open a new Road through Portion 11, parish of Enoggera, county of Stanley : Notice is hereby
given , that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in
this  colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Read above-mentioned, are
now (leposlted at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ;  and all  persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in
quest ion.
By Command,
73-J609. J, MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 11 ,  PARISH OF ENOGGERA ,  COUNTY OF STANLEY,
TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  ROAD,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL  4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No.
1
portion Of Road.
Commencing on the
south boundary of
Portion 11,  and run-
ning north to its
north boundary
Reputed Owner. Occupier.  Bearings.
7. Free  ... .... Not occupied ... No rt h
Length Breadth
in Chains. OfRoad.
chs. Iks.
9 chains I chain
Area .  Remark s.
A. B. P.
0 3 24 Soivb  land, fenced
in, but at other-
wise improved.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  24th  October, 1873.
NEW ROAD-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having  deemed it  expedient
to open a new Road from , Bowen to Mackay, parish of Dargin, county of Herbert, bistnct of
Kennedy: Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
hbove-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Bowen ;
Und all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive
Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may  exist  to the  formation
of the Road in question.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF PART OF,
HiiiE1iET ,.  DISTRICT OF KENNE
CouNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No.
No. Port ion of Road .
1 Commencing at the
south -oast bound -
ary of Selection
No. 14, parish of
Dargin ,  running
north -westerly to
its north-west
boundary
S Commencing at the
south-east bound-
ary of Selection
No. 8, parish of
Dargin, running
north -westerly to
its.... north-west
boundary
0 Commencing at the
south-east bound-
ary of  selection
No., 11,  being the
b
shorunning
through Selection
4 'i Q.11,  in a no rt h-
erly direction, to
its north-west
boundary
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
ROAD FROM BOWEN TO MACKAY,  PARISH OF DABGIN ,  COUNTY O}r
Y, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A. PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER TIER ACT OF
Register
NQ, of
Selec-
tion.
Reputed Occupier .Owner. Bearings.
Length
in Chains.
Breadth Area .
of Road.
Oh. iks .  A. A. P.
No .  14 Towns and Towns and N. 3 22° E. 31.13 2 0 15 2 281
Co. Co. N. 3 49? E. 4793
No. 8 Towns and Towns and N. 349° E, 8116 2 0 10 2 0
Co. Co. N. 344° 16' E, 40.00
1 N. 368?  30' E. 6104
No. 11  Towns And Towns and N.  10° 30' E. 18.81  2 0 19 0 0
Co. Co, N. 352°  E. 93.20
N, 384°  30' E. 6'81
4 Commonoingat the No, $1
south  ast'bound-
ary of Selection
No. 21,  pariah of
Dargin ,  running
no rt h -westerly to
its no rt h-west
boundary,.
a Opppippncing at the No. 15
south-east bound-
ary of Selection
No. 16,  parish of
Dargin ,  running
no rt h -westerly to
its north-west
boundary
no rt -westbound-
ri iPa
Towns and Towns and N.  334° 30' E
Co. Co. N. 320° 30' E.
N. 339° 45'E.
N.  326145'
N. 321° 30'
N. 312° E.
John  ,,,  N. 292° 15' 1:.I
Robertson  N. 317° 16' E.
37.61
1986
16.70
22.68
22.87
2010
16.69
34,35
2 0 27 3 0
2 0 10  03%
Remarks.
Selections  Nos. 8, 11, 14
and 21,  are fenced in
in one paddock,fenoe
not now  toad ,  e=cept
on the south-east
boundary of Selection
No.14 ,  and  the no rt h ,
west bounda ry  of
Selection No. 211 in
those two pisoes it
crosses the  road
wher e there are
licensed gate, The
]end 1r boor,  forest
with a little plain
poor forest land uaia-
pro ved.
1921
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1873.
No. of  I  Reputed
Selec- Owner.
Lion.
PURSUANT to  the Advertisement issued from  this  Office, dated  21st January ,  1871 ,  it is herebynotified  that t e following g lemen have been  appointed members of the Trust for the Road
specified.
Road.
Broadsonnd Road ...
ROAD TRUST.
Trmtses.
George Fox ...
G. F. Tagg ...
H. Burkitt ...
E. Gilder
Wm. Armstrong
Occupier.
Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
21st October, 1873.
.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open  a new  Road through Portions 683, 48, and 46, parish of Indooroopilly, county of Stanley :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now  in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane;
and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive
Council ,  within one month from this date ,  any well -grounded objections which may exist to the formation
of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-4276 -W. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOON OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 683, 48, AND 46 ,  PARISH OF INDOOROOPILLY,
COUNTY OF STANLEY, TO EE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
Register
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing on the
north-west  boundary
of portion 683, and
running south-eas-
terly to its east boun-
dary
2 Commencing on the
west boundary of
portion 48,  and run-
ning easterly to its
east boundary
3 Commencing on the
west boundary of
port io n 46 ,  and run-
ning easterly to
Railway Reserve
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Where  Residing.
St. Lawrence.
ditto ... ... ...
ditto
ditto . .. ... .. I
ditto . .. ... ...
Length BreadthBearings, in Chains. Road.
ohs. lks.
C. Street ...  Not occupied N. 122° 36' E. 6 00 One chain
N.172°4'E. 6 00
N. 170°  51' E. 5 10
N. 1d0° WE.  4 79
... E. Anderson
... L. Stsmm
Not occupied N. 140° 6' E.
N. 96° 58' E.
N. 86°  17'R
N. 97° 17' E.
Not occupied  N. 970 17' E.
N. 124^  52'E.
Area .  Remarks.
A. R. F.
2 0 2 Unfenced and unim-
proved forest land.
0 41 One chain  1 1 30 Unfenced and unim-
6 60 proved forest land.
4 60
3 79
1 63 One chain  0 2 29  Partly fenced but
about not otherwise im-
5 10 proved.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands desc ri bed below under the
provisions  of "  The  Real Property  Act of  1861." Any person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act ,  on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land.
201  perches,  part of north-eastern suburban allotment
87, pa ri sh  of North Brisbane, county of  Stanley
49}  perehes,  being subdivision  15 of portion  83, parish
ofNorth  Brisbane , county of Stanley
201 perches,  being subdivision A of eastern suburban
allotment 66c, parish  of North Brisbane ,  county
of Stanley
1 rood 6 perches ,  being all otment 1 of section 39, parish
of South Brisbane , city of  B ri sbane , county of
Stanley
32 perches, being all otment  16 of  section  25, parish and
town of Ipswich , county of Stanley
1 acre 8 roods  31 perches ,  being allotments 1, 2, and 3
of section 12, allotment 8 of section  15, and allot-
ment 4 of section 17, and 2 acres  20 perches, being
suburban allotment 8, all in  the parish of South
Brisbane , county of Stanley
Name of Applioant.
Henry Wm. Wyborn
Patrick Shaughnessy
Win. Johnson ...
Maurice Lyons, as attorney
with power of sale of
Maria  Catherine Quirk
Robert Little
Frederick Hamilton Hart,
as attorney for the Trust
and Agency Company of
Australasia  (Limited),
Mortgagees exercising
power of sale
Date within which  a Caveat
may be  lodged.
11th December, 1873.
Ditto.
15th January, 1874.
15 December, 1873.
Ditto.
Ditto.
THE following
 SUMMARY of OBsERVATIoNs taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION, BRISBANE,  during the Month
SELF
-
REGISTERING
THERMOMETERS.
SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT BRISBANE, DURING  THE MONTH  OF OCTOBER, 1873.
LAT., 270  28' 3"  S.;  LONG .,  153° 16 '  15"  E.;  HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL ,  190 FEET ; DISTANCE FROM SEA-COAST, 10 MILES.
BAROMETER .  HYGROMETER.
Corrected to 320
Fahrenheit ,  and Temperature Temperature of
reduced to mean of Air. Evaporation.
sea level.
5
a m
m w
a
w
m
d  Cd
w co
a
W
Maximum ... ... ... ... 30.302 30.20430285 770 95.0 75.0 70.0 75.0 74.5 •78
Mean ... ... ... ... ... 30.129 30.007 30.098 72.9 77.7 64.8 64'7 675 61.2 55
Minimum ... ... ... ... 29'881 29.692 29.89x4 67.5 68.0 60-0  58.5 62.0 54.0 •34
Summary of October ,  1873 Mean  Shade  Temp., 71.8 degrees .  Rain fell on 5 days.
„ 1872 ., „ 89'4 9
„ 1871
., „ 68.5 1
„ 1870 n " 70'0 1
„ 1889 71.4 13
„ 1868 ,. „ 74-0 15
,. 1867 75'7 .. ., ,.
„ 18688 6815 9
1886 72'8 2
„ 1884 68'2 ., ., ., 9
1883 67-8 13
1862 „ ,. 88.3 „ 5 ,
Humidity.
SA
m
.83
•56
ma
aW
H
a
a
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
 Postmaster-General
General  Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland , 10th November, 1873.
of OCTOBER, 1873, is published for general information.
RAIN. WIND. CLOUD.
4.5
Summary of Direction.
9 a.m. 3 p.m. 9 p.m.
•94 167.0 123.0 59.0  78.0 97.0 64.0 33.0 •980
 240 N 6  NW3
76 148.3  113-7  62.5 74.1 81.9 58.3 237  041
68
 136-0  101.0 42.0 71.0 77'0 50'0 14'5 •000
Total Rainfall, 1.43 inches.
0-47
„  3-17
4-79
3.64
3'64
„ 0'25
393 „
090 „
1.34
9.30
,. 0.46
40
W 1 SW6
B 9 BE5
90 E0 NE1
NO  NW O N 3 NW 1 10
1
W3 SW1W0 SW1
80 SE7182 BE5
0-10.
S
a
m
a
0,
10
4'0 2.7
10
2.4
OZONE.
6 12
4-1 81
2 5E5 NE13E3 NE14 0 0 0
Evaporation ,  7.370 inches .
 Electrical Observations - 75 Positive ;  17 Negative .  Prevailing Winds, N.E.
8940 „ „ „ 85 „ 28 N.E.
6.820 67 „ 26 N.E., B.E.
6.285 37 „ 66 N.E.
6'680 62 „ 41 N.E., S.E.
7.929 62 „ 41 N.E., E.
7'199 85 „ 8 N.E., N.
6.054 65 „ 28 „ „ .. N.E., S.X.
N.E., S.W.
7.328
.. .. „ S.W., N.
7.898 80 „ 13 W., N.E.
7'398 78 „ 15 N.E., E. I
The weather has been warmer than usual during the month ;  the mean shade temperature ,  71.8°, being 1.2° over the average of this month for the previous ten years ,  and 2.5° over the previous three years. The highest reading in shade, 970,
was on the 27th ;
 the lowest on grass, 42.0°, was on the night of the 7th .  The mean baromet ri c readings have been about the average of the month  ;  the highest ,  30-302, was at 9 a.m. on the 16th ,  and the lowest, 29.692, at 3 p.m. on the 27th. Raba
(which varies much in quantity during this month )  fell on 5 days; the total fall, 1'43 inches ,  being 1.64 under the average ;  the greatest fall during 24 hours. 099 inches, was on the 20th .  For fu rt her information as to the rainfa ll  of the Colony, NO
the general summary published monthly in the  Government Gazette.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL
Government Meteorological Observer.
TIME TABLE.
Gowrie Junction ...depart ... *11.25 *11.16 8.31
Mahoney's Gate .. ... ...  B ... B
Toowoomba arrive  . • 11.55 11.44 9 0depart 6.50 ... 12.4 ...
Summit of Range ... ... ... ...
Highfield a ... ... ... 7.44 ... 12.58 ...
Murphy's Creek
la part *8.44 ... 2.28 ...
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY: On and after  MONDAY, 8th
 September, 1873,  the following Time Table will  come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.  Commissioner for Railways.
FEET
ABOVE
HIGH
WATER
PARR.
65
111
140
198
274
574
335
344
465
788
1530
2005
1928
MlLF.S.
From  From Too-1
Ipswich. woomba.
STATIONS.
Ipswich ...
8 ... Wa ll oon ...
12 ... Rosewood
is ... Western Creek
21 ... Grandcbester
25 ... Victoria Tunnel
29 ... Laidley ...
38 ... Gatton ...
49
59
Helidon
Murphy's Creek
69 ... Highields
76 ... Summit  of Range
78 ... Toowoomba ...
35
901
94
102
109
118
120
131
140
143
11.54
12.23
12.58
1.13
1.53
*1.58
2.60
3.38
4.11
B
85 7 Gowrie Junction ... arrive
Mixed.
A.M.
... 10.0
... 10.28
... A
arrive *11.13
I depart 11.17
... ... A
arrive
{ depart
1
arrive
depart
I
arrive
depart
82.35  ... Mahone 's Gate ...
85
90
97
106
114
127
130
I
7 Gowrie Junction ... depart ...
12; For Williams' Camp ... ...
16 Westbrook Crossing... ... ...
24 Cambooya ... ... ... ...
31 Emu Creek Siding ... ... ...
40 King's Creek ... ... ... ...
42 Cli fton ... ... ... ...
53 A ll ora ... ... ... ...
62 Lyndhurst Road ... ... ...
65 Warwick ... ... ... ...
... Gowrie Junction  ...  depart 4.36
... Gowrie ... ... ...  A
... Oakey Creek ... ... ... 5.14
Jondaryan ... ... ... 5.44
Bowenville .. ... ... A
... Blaxland's Siding ... ... A
Dalby ... ... ... 6.55
Mixed.
UP TRAINS.
Mixed.  Mixed.
A.Y. I P.M. P.M.
... 4.40
... * 5.8
... A
... A
6.47
... 5.51
... A
... 6.28
... *6.57
... 7.32
... 7.47
... 8.27
... 9.19
10'7
10.50 4.0 ...
B ... ...
*11.16 ... ...
*11.25 4.25
A A ...
A A ...
12.25 5.25 ...
A A ...
1.18 6.18 ...
1.28 "6.28 ...
2.5 7.5 ...
245 7.45 ...
FEET
ABOVE
HIGH
WATER
MARE.
1928
2005
1530
788
465
340
335
574
274
198
140
111
65
* Trains  meet here.
MILES.
Prom Prom
Delby .  Warwick.
STATIONS.
Mixed. Mixed.
A.M. A.M.
Dalby ... ... ... ... ...
8 ... Blaxland's Siding
 ... ... ... ...
16 ... Bowenville
 ... ... ...
24 ... Jondaryan
 ... ... ... ... ...
83 ... Oakey Creek ... ...
40 ... Gowrie ... ...
45 ... Gowrie Junction ... arrive
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed. Mixed.
A.M. I P.M.
8.40
A
A ... ...
9.58 ... ...
10.30 ... ...
A ... ...
... ... Warwick  ... ... ... ...  8.5 ... 5.10
8 Lyndhurst
 Road
 ... ... ... A ... A
12 Allora ... ... ... 8.45 ... 5.50
23 Clifton ... ... ... ...  9.22 ... *6'28
25 King's Creek ... ... ... ... 9.32 ... 6138
34 Emu Creek Siding
 ... ... ...
 A ... A
... 41 Cambooya ... ... ... ... 10-25 ... 7.31
... 49 Westbrook Crossing ... ... ... A ... A
... 521 For Williams' Camp... ... ... A ... A
... 58 Gowrie
 Junction  ...  arrive  ... ... ... ..
47.45 50.45
52 65
54 67
61 ...
71
81
92
101
105
109
112
118
122
130
Helidon
Commissioner  for W1 Ways' Office,
Brisbane ,  1st September, 1873.
arrive. *9.24 ... 2'42
i depart 9.39 ... 2.57 ...
Gatton ... ... ... 10.9 ... 3.27 ...
Laidlev ... ... ... 10.34 ... 3-52  ...
Victoria Tunnel ... A ... A" ...
Grandchester arrive
 11.9 ... 4.27 ...
depart *11.13 ... 4.31 ...
Western Creek ... ... A ... A ...
Rosewood ... ... ... A ... A ...
Walloon ... ... ... 11.52 ... * 5.8 ...
Ipswich ... ... 12.20 ... 5.36 ...
Al Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
NOTE.-The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers, who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at  those  places can
only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they ,join the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
(B.) The Trains leaving Toowoomba at 10.60 a.m. and 4.11 p.m. on the Up journey , and leaving  Warwick  at 8.6 a.m. and 5.5 p.m. on the Down journey, will, for the present, stop at this Crossing,  subject
to the foregoing regulation.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
£ s. d. £ s.  d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Week ending November 8th, 1873
... 493 17 0 1,825 16  5 45 6 0 2,364 18  5
Corresponding  week last year... ... 47916 0 1,798 6 4 44 1 10 2,322 4 2
Increase ...
Decrease ...
... 14 1 0 27 10  1 1 3 2 4214 3
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
TIME TABLE.
G
BEAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after  MONDAY, the  14th instant ,  the foll owing  Time
Table will  come into operation until further notice.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Book-
hampton.
Stations Up Train,Mixed.
Miles
from West-  Stations.
wood.
Down Train
Mixed.
A.M. p.m.
Rockhampton,,. 11. 0 ... Westwood  ... ... ,.. 3.30
6 Gracemere ... 11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing ... ... s
15 Stanwell 12. 0 15 Stanwell  ... ... ... 4'30
24 Rosewood Crossing A 24 Gracemere ... .. ... 5. 6
30 Westwood ... 1. 0 30 Rockhampton ... 5'30
All Day Tickets issued on Saturday .,  available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to  take up passengers  only,  who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which  they  propose to a light.
OVERTIME GOODS SALE UNDER 114th CLAUSE "CUSTOMS ACT 1873."
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned goods will be Sold by Auction, by Mr. Arthur
Martin, the Government auctioneer, at his Rooms, on THURSDAY, 20th November, 1873, on the
application of Mr. Robert Sparrow, lessee of Flemming's Bond, under the 114th  clause  "Customs Ac€ of
1873," the store rent on such goods being now in arrear for the Space of six  consecutive  months,  unless the
said goods  are duly cleared from Bond, for home consumption, or exportation,  in meantime.
Bond . Date. Ship. Master. Whence. Bond Mark. Merchant. Goods.
1871.
Forsythe. .. May 26
1872
... Decapolis ... Almond London ,..  Q 665 H. Box and Son ... 7 quarter -casks wine,
11
.
March 8 ... Lord Ashley ... Bristowe Sydney ..,  N 715 Holmes and Hamaden 9 hda. ate.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector  of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane , 15th October, 1873.
H
ALF-YEARLY RETURN of the Aggregate Average Amount of the Weekly Liabilities and
Assets of the  BANK  of AUSTRALASIA, within the Colony Of QUERNBLAND, from the 15th day of
April, 1873, to the 13th day of October, 1873, inclusive.
PUBLISHED PURSUANT TO THE ROYAL CHARTER OF INCORPORATION.
£ a. d. £ s d.
Bills in Circulation not bearing Interest 2,368 12 9 Coin and Bullion ... ...  36,276 2 0
Notes in Circulation  not bearing Interest 7,315 13 10 Landed Property (Bank Premises) ... 9,000 0 0
Bi ll s and Notes  in Circulation  bearing Notes and  Bills of other  Banks ... 102 7 4
Interest ... ... Stamp Account... ... ... ... 115 11 9
Balances due  to other banks ... ... Balances due from other  Banks ... ...
Cash deposited not bearing Interest ... 48,803 4 8 Debts due to the Corporation, including
Cash deposited bearing Interest ... 70,305 15 5 Notes, Bills, and other  Securities ...  217,864 0 6
Total Liabilities within the Colony £ 128,793 6 8 Total Assets within the Colony £ 263,358 1 7
12th November, 1873.
JOSH. B. DIXON, Manager
A. H. BARLOW, Accountant at Brisbane.
1925
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  29th October, 1873.
TENDERS FOR FLOUR.
THE following copy of an Advertisement by the Commissary-General, Madras, calling for Tenders
for the supply of two hundred and seventy-six tons of Australian Flour, deliverable at the
Bakery of the Indian Government, Bangalore, is published for general information.
Form of Tender can be obtained on application at this office.
A. H. PALMER.
S$ L n Tenders in the form used in the Commissariat Department  (blank forms whereof can be
had on application at the Commissariat Office at Bangalore )  will be received up to 12 o 'clock on the 6th
day of January, 1874 ,  by the Executive Commissariat Officer at Bangalore ,  for the Supply by Contract
of the Articles mentioned in the stlb 'oined Schedule.
Tenders wi ll  be opened by the Executive Commissariat Officer at Bangalore ,  in the presence of
those interested who may choose to attend.
Each Tender must be accompanied by the deposit  (in Cash or Currency Notes )  shown in Column 5
of the Schedule ,  and in default of such deposit the Tender will be rejected  ;  no Tender will be received
after the time fixed for the opening of Tenders.
No person making a Tender shall be allowed to withdraw his Tender for the space of 60 days froth
the date thereof ,  and in the event of his so doing his deposit shall  be forfeited to Government.
Tenders should be superscribed  "  Tenders for the Supply of Australian Flour."
A ll  needful information may bo had on application at the Commissariat Office at Bangalore.
Every Tender not made in the !'squired form will  he rejected.
The Cbnhinissarj-.General reserves to hiihself the right of rejecting Tenders without assigning any
reason for so doing.
The Tenderer ,  if suceessfiil ,  nltfst ; ;within three days, deposit security of the nature and amount
specified in Column 6 of the Adver'tisetnent.
The successful Competitor will be required to  ppayy the value of the Stam xnder the pro visions of
Clause 16, Schedule I. of "  The  Ge>ieral  'ttimp Act ,"  LVIII.  of 1869 .  Value of Stt rnp about Rupees 350,
more or less, according to total cost df Flour ,  calculated at rate of approved Tender:
SCHEDULE.
1 2
Description of Articles Probable
to be supplied.
Quantity or
Number.
Period of Delivery,
specifying quantities.
Tons.
Australian Flour, 276 To be delivered as
beet sort, war- follows :-
ranted to keep for 1874 Tons.
6 months. 15th March ... 70
15th May ... 70
15th August ... 70
16th  Nov. ... 60
Total ...276
4 5
Amount
of Deposit in
Place of Delivery ,  Cash or Cur-
and to whom to be rencyNotesto
made. accompany
the Tender.
Rs,
At the Govern- 3000
went Bakery,
Bangalore, free
of all  expense.
6 7
Amount of
secu ri ty in Cash,
Currency  Notes ,  or Fines foe,
Govt. Promissory each  jirpsohNotes, to be furnish of Contract.
by the successful
Tenderer.
At 20 per cent.
on the value of
the Articles
contracted for.
By order  of the  Commissary-General.
R. A. MOORE, Lieutenant-Colonel,
Asst .  Commissary -General.
J. LOUDON, Colonel, Commissary- General.
Commissariat Office, Bangalore ,  2nd September, 1873.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane,  13th November, 1873.
GBEAT  inconvenience having  arisen  from  per-sons in the country, to whom moneys have
become due from this Department ,  omitting to
attach an address to their vouchers ,  to which same
might be transmitted  ;  it is ,  requested that in future
all persons having claims against this Department
will append to their vouchers an address to which
amount of same may be forwarded.
JOHN  BRAMSTON,
Attorney-General.
QUEENSLAND BOARD OF GENERAL
EDUCATION.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
HE  Queensland  Board of Education  will  grant
T Grammar  School Scholarships annually to
deserving  .Pupils of the Primary. Schools of the
Colony. The Board will pay the Grammar School
tuition fees  of such Primary School boys.as shall
prove themselves ,  on examination , to be fitted for
a higher class of edubetion than  is afforded in the
Primary ,  Schools., -
2, Examinations for Scholarships will be held
simultaneous ly at some time during the first three
weeks of the December of every year ,  one month's
notice at least to be given of the precise date of
holding. Examiners to be appointed by the Board,
3. The examinations for 1874 Scholarships will
take place in December ,  1873 ,  at Brisbane, Ips.
wich, Toowoomba ,  Maryborough ,  and Rockhampton
only, unless special application sha ll  be made and
approved for holding examinations elsewhere ; but
candidates may present themselves fro m any Pri.
mary  School.
4. Nominations of candidates ,  by, the , pr,incipa
teachers  of their  respective schools ,  must reach the
Education Office at least one month before the
date  fixed for holding the examinations ,.  and the
nominations must be accompanied by a statement
that the candidates .are  Primary  School scholars,
not exceeding fourteen years .  of age at the date of
the examinations ,  that they have not been pupils
at ,a grammar school, and have been in fairly
regular attendance at a primary school for the
pprevious six months ,  and have been Queensland
Primary  School boys for  eighteen months.
5. Scholarships will be tenable, , during.  .good
behaviour and the pleasure of the Board, for three
years.
.1
6. The  examinations will be ,.,held under the
supervision of responsible ofAcers of the Board
appointed for the purpose, The questions will  be
1926
the same in all places. The candidates' papers are
to be anonymous, distinguished by a motto or
number, and accompanied by a sealed envelope
containing the name and age of the candidate, the
whole to be forwarded under seal to the Secretary
of the Board, immediately after the examinations,
for transmission to the Examiners.
7. Successful competitors will be entitled,
through their parents or guardians, to elect the
particular Grammar School at which they shall
study; and, in the case of change of residence, or
other sufficient cause shown, leave will be given for
transfer from one Grammar School to another.
8. The subjects of examination for 1874 scho-
larships will be the same as those prescribed in the
Board's printed regulations for boys who have
reached the fourth form in a Primary School.
9. The percentage of marks entitling to a
Scholarship at the next examinations will be fifty
(50) ; but in special cases, brought under their notice
by the Examiners, the Board may act independently
of this rule.
By order of the Board,
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
DISSOLUTION OP PARTNERSHIP.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
heretofore existing between the undersigned,
as General Merchants and Commission Agents,
carried on at Mary street, Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, under the firm of " Quinlan, Don-
nelly, and Co.," has this day been dissolved by
mutual consent. The business will continue to be
carried on by Mr. Quinlan on his own account, he
receiving all the debts due to, and discharging all
the liabilities of, the late firm.
As witness our hands, at Brisbane, this 8th day
of November,  1873,
M. QUINLAN.
NICHOLAS DONNELLY.
Signed by the said Michael Quinlan and Nicholas
Donnelly, in presence of W. E. MuEPRY,
Solicitor, Brisbane.
778 6s. 6d.
PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Business
£' hitherto carried on by Arthur Vandeleur
Robinson and Frank Russell Robinson,  as sugar-
planters, at the Lorne Plantation, near Mackay,
will in future be continued by the said Arthur
Vandeleur Robinson, Frank Russell Robinson, and
Henry John Goodwin Robinson, under the style
or firm of " Robinson Brothers." All debts owing
to or by the late partnership will be received and
paid by Robinson Brothers.
As witness  our hands, this 1st day of November,
1873.
ARTHUR VANDELEUR ROBINSON.
FRANK RUSSELL ROBINSON.
HENRY 3OHN GOODWIN ROBINSON.
Witness-Anruna  ELPHINSTONF Gnnv.
764 5s.
THE following Unclaimed Property, now in thepossession  of the Police Department, will be
sold by Public Auction, at Mr. A. Martin's Auction
Sale Rooms, on SATURDAY, the 29th November,
1873,  unless  previously claimed.
1 Leather bag, containing nipple wrench, bullets,
mandril for cartridge, &c.
2 Cattle bells
3 Crescent oil tins
1 Patchcutter, for bullets
2yBu lls-eye lanthorns
1 Carriage lamp
2 Spirit flasks
3 Iron weights, 3 and 21lbs.
2 Saddles
1 Bridle
1 Shawl, black and white check
2 Felt hats, white
2 Silver watches, lever
1 Silver watch-chain
1 Purse, 4 bills, 1 whistle, and 2 receipt stamps
1 Pocket-book, 3d. silver, 1;d. copper, and a bill
1 Pocket-book,  letters, &c.
1 Pocket-book , papers, &c.
1 Pocket-book,  letters, &c.
1 Memorandum book
1 Pair spurs
1 Cotton dress
1 Apron
1 Brooch
1 Sheet, white linen
1 Brown coat
1 Night-shirt
1 Box  collars
1 Roll white ribbon
1 Pair elastic side boots  (women's)
1 Crimean shirt, blue spots
1 Crimean shirt, grey
1 Crimean shirt, red bars
2 Guernseys
1 Flannel shirt
I White vest
1 Moleskin trousers
1 Colonial tweed trousers
2 Towels
3 White handkerchiefs
1 Pillow-case
1 Pair cotton socks
15 Linen collars
1 Pair elastic side boots
1 Opera glass
2 Travelling bags
1 Black cloth coat
1 Tweed coat
1 Brown coat
1 Moleskin trousers
1 Grey tweed  trousers
1 Blue blanket
3 Crimean shirts
2 White shirts
1 Flannel shirt
2 Blue silk  neckties
2 pairs  blucher boots
2 Sticks, 8 figs tobacco
1 Side pouch
1 Sheath for knife
2 Razors
1 Comb and brush
1 Pipe head
1 Patent lock
2 Syringes
3 Pairs tweed trousers
1 Blue jumper shirt
1 Oilskin overall
1 Vest
I Comforter
2 Crimean shirts
3 Flannel shirts
1 Blue dungaree shirt
2 Flannel drawers
1 Serge drawers
1 Pi llow and case
2 Towels
2 Boxes matches
1 Bottle salad oil
2 Woollen caps
2 Felt hats
1 Bar soap.
NOTICE.
P
OUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice that
all Remittances  on account  of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over five shillings ,  must be made by
Post -Office Order ,  or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will  be returned,
,. C, BEAL,
Gorerament Printter.
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IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The District
Courts Act of  1867," and by the authority of
the same, I  hereby appoint the  undermentioned
days for holding District Courts pt the several
towns and places in the Metropolitan District,
during the year 1874, that is to say :-
Criminal Jurisdiction .  Civil Jurisdiction.
AT BRISBANE.
Monday, February 2
Wednesday April, 8
Monday, June 8
Monday ,  August 10
Monday, October 6
Thursday, December 17
Wednesday,  February 4
Friday , April 10
Wednesday, June 10
Wednesday ,  Augusc 12
Wednesday, October 7
Monday, December 7
AT MARYBOEOUGR.
Thursday,  February 26
Thursday, July 2
Thursday ,  October 22
Tuesday, March 3
Tuesday, July 7
Tuesday, October 27
AT
Wednesday,  March 18
Tuesday, June 2
Tuesday ,  September 15
Tuesday, De cember 1
Friday ,  February 27
Friday, July 3
Friday, October 23
CIYMPIB.
Tuesday,  March 3
Tuesday, July 7
Tuesday, October 27
IPSWICH.
Thursday ,  March 19
Wednesday, June 3
JI Wednesday ,  September 16
Wednesday December 2
AT
EDMUND SHEPPARD,
Judge of Metropolitan District Court.
Brisbane , 8th November, 1873.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
As OF WEDNESDAY,  THE 5TH DAY OF NOVEMBER,
A.D. 1873.
GENERAL RULES AND ORDERS.
IT is ordered by the Honorable  Sir JAMES
COCKLE, Knight, Chief Justice of Queens-
land, and by the Honorable ALFRED  .TAMES PETER
LtTwYCHE, a Judge of the Supreme Court of Her
Majesty 's said Colony, in pursuance of all powers
and authorities vested in the Supreme Court of
Queensland  and the Judges thereof,  as follows
IN EQUITY.
1. Whenever it shall be  necessary ,  in any case
r.ot already provided for, to exemplify a decree or
order in Equity ,  no part of the statements or
allegations  contained in any bill, answer, petition,
notice of motion, affidavit, report, or certificate,
shall be recited or stated in any such exemplifica-
tion; but it shall be  sufficient  to state therein the
filing of the bill or petition or service of the notice
of motion, with the names of the parties thereto,
together with the prayer of the bill or petition
or object of the notice of motion, the filing of the
several answers and other pleadings or proceedings,
and the short purport or effect of any decree or
order made, had, put in, or taken before the date
of the decree or order exemplified and leading
thereto ; and no decree or order shall be so
exemplified until the Master shall have inspected
the draft of such exemplification, and shall have
certified thereon that the statement of the plead-
ings, decrees, orders, reports, certificates, and
proceedings therein contained is correct, and the
draft shall be signed by the party taking out the
exemplification ,  or his solicitor ,  and filed as a
record.
IN INSOLVENCY.
2. Any summons or order which ,  in virtue of
the Insolvency Rules of February 27th, 1866, or
of any other rules in Insolvency, would be suffi-
cient if under the hand of the Judge and the seal
of the court, shall be sufficient if made and pur-
porting to be made by and under the seal of the
court, as in the substituted Form No. 11 appended
to the  next rule.
3. Form No. 11 of the said Insolvency Rules
is cancelled, and the following substituted :-
SUBSTITUTED FORM No. 11  ( SECTION 44).
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
To the Sheriff of Queensland and his Assistants :
Whereas on the day of in the year
of our Lord , was duly adjudged
Insolvent ,  you are ordered as the Messenger of this
Court to seize and attach all and singular the real estate,
goods ,  chattels, rights, credits ,  and effects of the
insolvent ,  wheresoever and with whomsoever the same
may be, and to make an inventory of all property so
seized and  attached.
By the Court,
[L.s.] A. B.,
Registrar.
4. A Judge 's minute filed sha ll  be authority for
drawing up ,  and within the Regulation as of
Monday, the ninth day  of January,  A.D. 1865, for
sealing such summons or order.
5. Any summons or order in Insolvency made
in Chambers may be impressed within the meaning
of sections 4 to 7 inclusive  of  " The  Supreme Court
Act  of 1867,"  anything in such Rules in Insolvency
to the contrary notwithstanding.
JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
By the Judges,
(For J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar,)
GRESLEY LIIBIN,
Chief Clerk ,  Supreme Court.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth
J' section  of  " The Marriage Act of  1864,"
we, the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint JOSEPH CALLAGHAN, Esquire, of Spring-
sure , in the Colony of Queensland, Justice of the
Peace, to be a Justice of the Peace in the Regis.
trar's District of Springsure, who shall, by virtue
of this appointment, give consent in the cases pro-
vided for in and by the eighteenth and nineteenth
sections  of the said Act.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of October, A.D.
1873.
JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Joseph Sharp, late of Mirraparoo
Station, Warrego District, in the Colony of
Queensland, grazier, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expiration
of fourteen days from the date of the publi-
cation hereof, application will be made to the said
Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of the
above-named Joseph Sharp, deceased, may be
granted to Robert E. A. Wilkinson, of Sydney, in
the Colony of New South Wales,  accountant, and
Joseph Sharp McIntyre, of Toowoomba, in the
Colony of Queensland, commission agent, the Trus-
tees and Executors named in the said Will.
Dated this  13th day of  November, A.D. 1873.
EDWARD JOHN MAY,
Margaret street ,  Toowoomba,
Proctor for the said Robert E. A. Wilkinson and
770
Joseph Sharp McIntyre.
6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Justus Schorbach, late of Ipswich,
in the Colony of Queensland,  ta ilor, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Justus Schorbach,  deceased, may
be granted to Catherine Schorbach, of Ipswich, the
sole Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated this twelfth day of November, A.D. 1873.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Brisbane street, Ipswich,
Proctor for the said Catherine Schorbach.
By his Agent-
G. V. HELLICAR,
Town Hall Chambers, Brisbane.
771 6s. Gd.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Richard Ramsay, late of Ellena
street, Maryborough, Wide Bay District,
in the Colony of Queensland, surveyor,
deceased.
1 OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Government Gazette,  application will
be made to the said honorable Court, in its Eccle-
siastical Jurisdiction, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Richard Ramsay, deceased, may
be granted to Allison Ramsay, of Ellena street,
Maryborough aforesaid, the Executrix in the Will
named.
Dated this 5th day of November, A.D. 1873.
HENRY WALKER,
Maryborough,
Proctor for the said Allison Ramsay,
By his Agent-
WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Queen street, Brisbane.
773  6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James 1TcEvoy, late of the Logan
River, near Beenleigh, in the Colony of
Queensland, farmer, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named James McEvoy, deceased, may
be granted to Henry Plint, of Brisbane, accountant,
and James Honly Fitzgibbon, of Brisbane, dis-
pensing chemist, the Executors and Trustees named
in the said Will.
Dated this 13th day of November, 1873.
WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Proctor for the Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
772 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN IN SOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Augustus John Kosvitz,
of Brisbane, jeweller.
W
HEREAS the said Augustus John Kosvitz
was, on the 7th day of November, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden be-
fore me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 17th day of November, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
Debts against the said Estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent, up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 9th day of February, A.D. 1874, to
commence  at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate, and for such other  matters
connected with the Estate as may be required to
be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 15th day of November, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
HENRY J. WHITLEY,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Richard Bainbridge
Brooker ,  of Beenleigh ,  m illwright.
HEREAS  the said Richard Bainbridge
Brooker was,  on the 28th day of October,  A.D.
1873, adjudged to bean Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 9th day  of February, in.  1874, to commence at
Eleven o'clock , for the  last examination of the
Insolvent ,  and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 15th day of November, A.D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
777 6s. 6d. _
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Richard Harley,
of Brisbane, printer.
WHEREAS the said Henry Richard Harley
was, on the 12th day of November,  A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me,
at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the 24th day of November, A.D. 1873, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearinj apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on HONDAY, the 9th
day of February, A.D. 1874, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
Estate, and for such other matters connected with
the Estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 12th day of November,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H.  MISKIN,
Official Assignee.
HENRY J. WIIITLEY,
776
Official Assignee.
774 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Joseph Penny, of Sugar-
loaf Creek, publican.
11'T HEREAS the said Joseph Penny was, on
the 3rd day of November,  in.  1873,
adjudged to be Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the 9th day of February, A.D. 1873, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the last examina-
tion of the Insolvent, and unless the Court shall
otherwise direct, for the Insolvent to make an
application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 11th day of November,
A.D. 187 3.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. MTSKIN,
Official Assignee.
775 6s. 6d.
Judge.
Judge.
Judge.
Gs. 6d.
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The GovERNMBNT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
A, the following amounts:-
£ s. d.
1873.
Nov. 8.-W. Whitman 0 3 0
„ 11.-A. J. Stacy 0 1 0
11.-W. Wa llace 0 1 0
„ 11.-J. L. Denne 0 6 0
n 13.-J. Watson... 0 3 0
„ 13.-F. G. Mackay 0 7 0
„ 13.-R. Fitzgerald 0 14 0
,, 13.-P. Lenihan 0 6 0
14.-W. Tomkins 0 3 4
Empaunbings.
Poundkeepers  are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock  will be  charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING  rER ANIMAL ;  and no  such Adver-
tisement will be inserted  in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a remittance .ruficient  to cover the  cost of its
insertion.
CORRECTED BRAND.IMPOUNDED at Cunnamu lla , from Trunkey, on the
11th September, 1873, by order of Mr. E. Brown.
,One  brown mare, star forehead ,  off hind foot white,
-D near shoulder, blotch brand li ke .-'- near neck,
indistinct brand like diamond over 6 conjoined off
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 6th day of December,
1873, will be sold to defray  expenses.
ALEX. J. STACEY, Poundkeeper.
763 Is.IMPOUNDED at Goondiwindi,from M n imie ,  on 28th
April, 1873, by order of J. T.  M. Be ll,  Esquire.
Driving, Be. 8d. per head.
One brown mare, star, near hind foot white, little white
on off fore foot, PM near shoulder, WH conjoined
off shoulder, pulled tail ; brown colt foal at foot
unbranded.
If not released on or before 26th May, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
760
WILLIAM WALLIS,  Poundkeeper.
is.
I MPOUNDED at Tambo, from  Mount Enniski ll en,
on the 24th October, 1873, by order of Herbert
Garnett, Esquire. Driving  expenses , 5s. per head.
One bay horse, CAS near shoulder, like WO near
shoulder, off hind foot white, few white hairs near
foot ,  saddle -marked and fistula near  side ,  star in
forehead.
One bay filly , unbranded ,  star  in forehead,  long tail.
One black , entire, unbranded ,  few white  hairs on near and
hind feet.
If not released on or before  the 25th November, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
WILLIAM WHITMAN,  Poundkeeper.
762  Be.IMPOUNDED at Springsure ,  from Wongaleigh, on
the 28th October, 3873, by order  of J. Gregson,
Esquire .  Driving, is .  4d. per head  ;  damages, 2s. 6d.
,per head.
One bay horse ,  overT near  shoulder.
One bay mare,  JB off shoulder.
Also, from Wongaleigh, on the 29th October, 1873.
Driving, is. 4d. ;  damages ,  2s. 6d . per head.
One strawberry cow, cock horns, top off  near  ear, 7 over
KB conjoined (the K reversed) near ribs.
One brown and white bull, both  cars split , script A near
shoulder, near rump, and off rump, 6 near ribs ;
damages, £5.
One red and white heifer, near ear topped, WK7(registered) near ribs.
Also, from Wongaleigh, on the 31st October, 1873.
Six sheep (three ewes and three lambs), various ear-
marks,  both ears cropped, notch out front off ear,
notch out back  off ear, off  ear topped, tar brand
like .&  over C over T on back of one.
If not released on or before the 6th December, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
JOSEPH L. DENNE, Poundkeeper.
761 6s.IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from the Reserve, on 4th
November, 1873, by Mr. Patrick McNamara.
Damages and driving expenses, 3s.
One dark-bay horse, AC over MHL conjoined over 3
near shoulder,  a little  white on hind heels, star and
small stripe.
If not released on or before the 16th December, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
PATK. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
76G Is.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Chisms Gully, on
10th November, 1873, by Mr. Patrick  McNamara.
Driving and damages, 3s .  4d. per head.
One bro wn horse ,  J in circle near shoulder ,  hind heels
white, star and snip.
One brown  mare , blotch brands  near shoulder ,  like 4 near
thigh, near hind heel white ; brown fill y foal at foot,
unbranded, star, stripe ,  and snip ,  hind feet white ;
also ,  brown colt foal at foot ,  unbranded ,  fore and near
hind feet white.
One bay mare, HK conjoined  over W  near shoulder, M
now  thigh, H over illegible brand of  shoulder, blotch
near ribs ,  star, near hind heel white ; brown filly
foal at foot unbranded, off hind heel white.
One bay  filly, no brand visible, star.
If not released on or before 16th December, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
PATS. LENIHAN, Poundkoeper.
765 4e.
IMPOUNDED at Surat, from Combango, on the 29th
October, 1873, by order of J. Fleamen, Esq.
Driving ,  3s. 4d .  per head.
One brown horse,  star, like G}) over like HM near
shoulder.
One bay mare, blaze down face, JW near shoulder, AR
near thigh ; bay colt foal at foot, unbranded, blaze
down face.
One bay mare, blaze face, off hind foot white, SC near
shoulder ; foal at foot.
If not  released  on or before the 2nd December, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JOS. WATSON, Poundkeeper.
767 3s.
I
MPOUNDED  at Ipswich, from Cluen, Brisbane River,
on 7th November, 1873. Driving, 3s. 4d. per head
One bay mare,  like S near  shoulder, off hind foot white,
star and snip.
On bay mare, 108 off ribs, like GI over E over JF con-
joined near shoulder:; foal at foot.
One chesnut horse, near fore foot white, JM (sideways)
near shoulder, like 0< near rump, small star.
One bark-bay or brown mare, like PM near shoulder.
One bay mare, Jrj (the L reversed) near shoulder ; foal
at foot.
One chesnut horse, silver main and tail, like p4 over
JHF conjoined over 741  near  shoulder, 2 near thigh,
blind off eye, collar-marked, like JW over 630 off
shoulder.
One dark-bay or brown horse, small star, like over I
conjoined near shoulder, mark off quarter.
One chesnut mare, star and streak, blotch near shoulder,,
WB near thigh, two hind feet white.
Also, from Warrill  Bank , on the 8th November, 1873.
Driving, 3s. 8d. per head.
One black mare, star, near hind foot white, Me near
shoulder and thigh, white spots under belly.
One brown colt, like D8 near shoulder.
One bay mare, blotch near shoulder, A,F near thigh.
One bark-bay or brown horse, MH off shoulder and
ribs, like M over M over FR near shoulder.
One cheenut mare, blaze, two hind feet white, H near
shoulder, like rl reversed off shoulder; foal at foot.
If not  released on  or before the 2nd December, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
R. FITZGERALD, Pounkeeper.
768 13s.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Stewart's Creek, on 4th
November, 1873, by order of  Messrs . G. Smith and
Brothers. Driving, 6s. 8d.
One bay. mare, black points, CB over cross over J near
shoulder.
One black mare off hind foot white, C near shoulder,
short tail. -
One black filly, star, off hind foot white, like m over m
near ribs.
One bay mare, off fore and hind feet white, C over T
near shoulder, R near cheek, white face.
One roan horse B in triangle over S over over 7J near
shoulder, indistinct brand before R near thigh.
One chesnut horse, star, snip, DE near shoulder, HC
over 2 off shoulder, hind feet white.
One cheenut mare, white face, near fore leg white, bind
feet white, blotched brand like CC  near  shoulder,
blotched brand, like 102 near thigh.
If not released on or before the 15th December, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
769 7s.
BRISBANE:
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QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrare , Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in  the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANBY, of Her  Majesty's Most  Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act of the Parliament of
Queensland passed in the thirty-fifth year
of Her present Majesty's reign, intituled  " The
Elections Act of  1872," it is amongst other things
enacted that no election under the said Act
shall be liable to be questioned by reason of any
defect in the title, or any want of title of any
person by or before whom such election shall have
been bold en, if such person shall have really acted
at such  election , nor by reason of any formal error
or defect  in any declaration  or other instrument, or
in any publication  under  the said Act, or intended so
to be , nor by reason  of any such publication being out
of time ; and that the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, may adopt  such measures
as may be necessary  for removing any obstacle of a
merely formal  nature , by which the due course of
any election may be impeded, provided that the
validity of such  election , and the  measures  so taken
shall be forthwith declared by the Governor, by a
Proclamation for that purpose, published in the
Government Gazette;  and whereas a Writ was
issued for the election of a member to serve in the
Legislative Assembly for the Electoral District of
[No. 108.
Bowen, addressed to Henry Reginald Buttanshaw,
Esquire, the Returning Officer duly appointed for
the Electoral District, which said Writ was made
returnable on the twenty-second day of December,
1873 ;  and whereas  it hath been  represented to me
that the said Henry Reginald Buttanshaw doth not
possess the necessary qualification  required by
returning  officers appointed under the  aforesaid
Act, inasmuch as the said Henry Reginald  Buttan-
sbaw has not been  registered  as an elector for
the said Electoral District  of Bowen  ;  and whereas
the Returning Officer aforesaid  hath certified in
accordance with the provisions of the said Act,
that Thomas Henry Fitzgerald, Esquire, was duly
chosen as  the member for the  said Electoral
District of Bowen, to  serve  in the  Legislative Assem-
bly of Queensland : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
as such Governor aforesaid, do, by this my Pro-
clamation, "issued with the advice of the Executive
Council aforesaid, hereby declare that the election
of the said Thomas Henry Fitzgerald, Esquire, to
serve in the Legislative Assembly for the Electoral
District aforesaid, is valid, so far as the same is
affected by the want of title or qualification as
aforesaid in the said Returning Officer for the said
district.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty -seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
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QUEENSLAND , I Proclamation  by the Mostto wit . Honorable GaoaGE AvoUSTVa
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of N ormanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, a ll  in  the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron  Malgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(t,.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoRMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com.
mander -in-Chief  of the Colony  of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
1WHEREAS by an Act of the Parliament of
11 11  Queensland,  passed in  the thirty-fifth year
of Her present Majesty' s reign , intituled  " The
Elections Act of  1872,"  it is amongst  other things
enacted that no election under the said Act
shall be  liable  to be questioned by reason of any
defect in the title, or any want of title of any
ierson by or before whom such election shall have
been holden, if such person shall have really acted
at such election, nor by  reason  of any formal error
or defect in any declaration or other instrument, or
in any publication under the said Act, or intended so
to be, nor by  reason  of any such publication being out
of time ; and that the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, may adopt such measures
as may be  necessary  for removing any obstacle of a
merely formal nature, by which the duo course of
any election may be impeded, provided that the
validity of such election, and the  measures  so taken
shall be forthwith declared by the Governor, by a
Proclamation for that purpose, published in the
Government Gazette ;  and whereas a Writ was
issued for the election of a member to serve in the
Legislative Assembly for the Electoral District of
Gymliie, addressed to John O'Connell Bligh,
Esquire, the Returning Officer duly appointed for
the Electoral District, which said Writ was made
returnable on the twenty-fourth day of November,
1873; and  whereas it  hath been represented to me
that the said John O'Connell Bligh doth not
possess the necessary  qualification required by
returning  officers  appointed  under  the aforesaid
Act, inasmuch  as the said  John O'Connell Bligh
has not been  registered  as an  elector for the said
Electoral District of Gympie ; and whereas the
Returning Officer aforesaid hath certified in accord-
ance with the provisions of the said Act, that
Robert Stuart Lord, Esquire. was duly  chosen as
the member for the said Electoral District of
Gympie,  to serve in  the Legislative Assembly of
Queensland : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,  as such
Governor  aforesaid , do, by this my  Proclamation,
issued with the advice of the Executive Council
aforesaid , hereby declare that the election of the
said Robert Stuart Lord, Esquire, to servo in the
Legislative Assembly for the Electoral District
aforesaid, is valid,  so far as  the same is affected by
the want of title or qualification as aforesaid in the
said Returning Officer for the said district.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMEE.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to remove from the office of Official Assignee of
Insolvent Estates Mr. Henry John Whitley, who
was temporarily appointed during the absence
from the colony of Mr. Alexander Raff, and to
appoint the said ALEXANDER RAFF to be Official
Assignee of Insolvent Estates, in the place of the
said Henry John Whitley.
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to remove from the office of Curator of Intestate
Estates Mr. Henry John Whitley, who was tem-
porarily appointed during the absence from the
colony of Mr. Alexander Raff, and to appoint the
said ALEXANDER RAFF to be Curator of Intestate
Estates, in the place of the said Henry John
NV hitley.
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  18th  November, 1873.
PETTY SESSIONS.
IIS Excellency  the Governor directs it to be-
notified, that under the power vested in him
by the Act of Council, 11 Victoria, No. 41, he has
been pleased to cancel the  appointment of Nor-
mauby, in the  Po lice  District  of Bowen,  as a place
at which Petty  Sessions  may be holden.
A. H, PALMER.
By  Authority :  JAVza C.  BEAt, Government  Printer, William street ,  Brisbane.
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I
Proclamation by  The Most
to vit3  Honorable GsoRGB  AUGUSTUS
coN$TA.Tngs ,  Marquis  of Norman by,
Earl of lllalgrave , Viscount Nor.
ippnby ,  and Barca  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all  in  the County of
York,  in the Peerage of  the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Rose, in the County of Wexford,
(t.M) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NO81[ANBY.  of liter Majesty 's Most Honorable
Gov rsw .  Privy Council , Governor and Com.
mender-in-Chef  of the Colony of
Queensland and its  Dependencies.
WHEREAS  it has been deemed expedient to
1' eonetitute the Port of Broad Sound a
warehousing port for the warehousing of dutiable
goods intended for home consumption or  export-
ation re viotiti t to the payment thereon of duties :
Now therefore 1, GEOHGIZ AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Nbrmahb  ,  the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and
in pursuance of the power and authority vested in me
under the 11th clause of  " The Customs  Act of  1873,"
do direct it to be notified ,  that  from  and after the
1st December ,  1873,  the Port of  Broad Sound shall
be a warehousing port accordingly ,  and it shall be
lawful for the  Collector of Customs, by notice under
his hand ,  to appoint from time to time such ware-
house or warehouses at the said port as shall be
approved  of by him for the warehousing of dutiable
goods therein ,  subject  to the  law in that behalf
which is now or sha31 hereafter  be in force.
Given under my Hand and Seal at Government
House, Brisbane , this twentieth day of Nov-
ember ,  in the year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -three, and in the
thirty -seventh year o ' Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
QUERNSLAND , 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  3 Honorable (L)ne AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , t''scount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the Beerage of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wet Cord,
(z.s )  in the Peerage of  Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com•
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
HEREAS by an Act of the  Parliament of
Queensland, passed in the thirty-fifth yegar
of Her present Majesty' s reign , intituled  " The
Elections Act of  1872,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that  no election  under the said Act
shall be liable to be questioned by reason of any
defect in the title, or any want of title of any
person by or before whom such election  shall have
been holden, if such person shall have really acted
at such election, nor by reason of any formal error
or defect in any declaration or other instrument, or
in any publication under the said Act, or intended so
to be, nor by reason of any such publication  being out
of time ; and that the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, may adopt  such measures
as may be necessary for removing any obstacle of a
merely formal nature, by which the due course of
any election may be impeded, provided that the
validity of such election,  and the measures so taken
shall be forthwith declared by the Governor, by a
Proclamation for that purpose, published in the
Government Gazette;  and whereas a writ was
issued for the election  of a member  to serve in the
Legislative Assembly for the Electoral District of
Brisbane, addressed to Arthur Edward Halloran,
Esquire, the Returning Officer duly appointed for
the Electoral District, whieh said Wnt was made
returnable on the fourth day of December, 1873;
and whereas it bath been represented to me that
the said Arthur Edward Halloran Both  not possess
the necessary  qualification  required by returning
officers appointed under the aforesaid Act. inasmuch
JOSHUA P. BELL. ) as the said Arthur Edward $ allaran has sot bees
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registered  as an  elector for the said Electoral Dis-
trict of Brisbane, and whereas the returning officer
aforesaid hath certified in accordance with the
provisions of the said Act, that Robert Muter
Stewart, Esquire, was duly chosen as the member
for the said Electoral District of Brisbane, to serve
in the Legislative Assembly of Queensland : Now,
therefore, I, GEORGE AueusruS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, as such Governor afore-
said, do, by this my Proclamation, issued with the
advice of the Executive Council aforesaid, here] y
declare that the election of the said Robert Muter
Stewart, Esquire, to serve in the Legislative Assem-
bly for the Electoral District aforesaid, is valid, so
far as  the same is affected by the want of title or
qualification as aforesaid in the said Returning
Officer for the said district.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twentieth day
of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QVEENSLAND , I Proclamation  by the 11,„tto wit . Honorable GEORGE A ce i u,3
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Norman b ,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount N or-
manby ,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in  the County of
York, in the Peerage of the Unied
Kingdom;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANSY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.-
mander -in-Chief  of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
HEREAS by an Act of the Parliament of
Queensland,  passed  in the thirty-fifth year
of Her present Majesty' s reign , intituled  " The
Elections  Act of  1872," it is amongst other things
enacted that  no election under the said Act
shall be liable  to be questioned by reason of any
defect in  the title, or any want of title of any
person by or before whom such election shall have
been holden, if such person shall have really acted
at such election , nor by reason of any formal error
or defect in any declaration or other instrument, or
in any publication under the said Act, or intended so
to be, nor by  reason  of any such publication being out
of time; and  that the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, may adopt such  measures
as may be necessary for removing  any obstacle of a
merely  formal nature, by which the due course of
an election  may be impeded, provided that the
validity of such election, and  the measures  so taken
shall be forthwith declared by the Governor, by a
Proclamation  for that purpose, published in the
Government  Gazette ;  and  whereas a  Writ was
issued for  the election of a member to serve in the
Legislative  Assembly for the Electoral District of
Springsure , addressed to Charles Short Dicken,
Esquire , the Returning Officer duly appointed for
the Electoral District, which said Writ  was made
returnable  on the twenty-ninth day of December,
1873 ; and whereas it bath been represented to me
that the said Charles Short Dicken doth not
possess the necessary  qualification required by
returning officers  appointed under the aforesaid
Act, inasmuch as the said Charles Short Dicken
has not been  registered as an elector for the said
.Electoral District of Springsure ; and whereas the
Returning Officer aforesaid hath certified in accord-
ance with the provisions of the said Act, that
John Scott, Esquire. was duly chosen as the
member  for the said Electoral District of Spring-
sure ,  to serve  in the Legislative Assembly of
Queensland  : Now, therefore, I GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,  as such
Governor aforesaid, do, by this my Proclamati4,
issued with the advice of the Executive Council
aforesaid, hereby declare that the election of the
said  John Scott, Esquire, to serve in the Legislative
Assembly for the Electoral District aforesaid, is
valid, so  far as the same is  affected by the want of
title or qualification as aforesaid in the said
Returning Officer for the said district.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this twentieth day of
N ovember, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUeH:.v8r.A, ND,
I
Proclamation by The Most
to wit.  S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normauby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.e.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NOEMANSY, of Her Majesty' s Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander -in-Chief of  the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
`WHEREAS by an Act of the  Parliament of
W ` Queensland,  passed  in the thirty-fifth year
of Her present Majesty' s reign , intituled  " The
Elections Act of  1872,"  it is amongst  other things
enacted that no election under the said Act
shall be liable to be questioned by reason of any
defect in the title, or any want of title of any
person by or before whom such election shall have
been holden, if such person shall have really acted
at such election, nor by reason of any formal error
or defect in any declaration or other instrument, or
in any publication under the said Act, or intended so
to be, nor by  reason  of any such publication being out
of time; and that the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, may adopt such  measures
as may be necessary for removing any obstacle of a
merely formal nature, by which the due course of
any election may be impeded, provided that the
validity of such election, and the measures so taken
shall be forthwith declared by the Governor, by a
Proclamation for that purpose, published in the
Government Gazette;  and  whereas a  Writ was
issued for the election of a member to serve in the
Legislative Assembly for the Electoral District of
Mitchell, addressed to Alfred Henry, Esquire, the
Returning Officer duty appointed for the Electoral
District, which  said  Writ was made returnable on
the twenty-second day of December, 1873; and
whereas it hath been represented to me that Thomas
John Sadlier, who was duly appointed by the Gov-
ernor in Council to act in the stead of the aforesaid
Alfred Henry, doth not possess the necessary quali-
fication required by the said Act, inasmuch as the
said Thomas John Sadlier has not been registered
as an elector  for the said Electoral District of
Mitchell ; and whereas the said Thomas John
Sadlier hath certified in accordance with the pro-
visions of the said Act, that Boyd Dunlop More-
head, Esquire, was duly chosen as the member for
the said Electoral District of Mitchell, to serve in
the Legislative Assembly of Queensland : ow,
therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby,  as such  Governor aforesaid,
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do, by this my Proclamation, issued with the advice
of the Executive Council aforesaid, hereby declare
shpt the election of the said Boyd Dunlop Morehead,
"squire, to serve in the Legislative Assembly for
the Electoral District aforesaid, isvalid, so far as
the same is affected by the want of title or qualifi-
cation as aforesaid in the said Thomas John Sadlier.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty - seventh year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
Department  of Public Lauds,
Brisbane , 20th November, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive  Council, has  been pleased to
appoint
JOHN FERGUsoN
to be  a Trustee  of the Rockhampton Botanical
Gardens in the room  of W. J. Brown, deceased.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1873.
is  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM EDWARD PARRY OSEDEN, Po li ce Magis-
trate at Cunnamulla,
to be also Police Magistrate at Charleville, under
the provisions of the Act of Council 20 Vic., No. 32,
in the room of Francis Xavier Heeney. This ap-
pointment to have effect from 1st September last
past.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1873.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
iCT IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
11 the Executive Council, under the provisions
of the eighth section of the above recited Act, has
been pleased to appoint
HENRY E. EASTON, of Bills Billa,
to be a Sheep Director for the Sheep District of
Goondiwindi, in the room of Alexander Wyndham,
resigned.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  20th November, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the WharfReserve at Maryborough, established by
notice  of this  date,  has been placed under the
control of the Maryborough Municipal Council.
A. H. PALMER.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th November, 1873.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Recreation
Reserve at  Maryborough, established by
notice  of this date, has been placed under the
control of the following gentlemen astrustees, viz.:-
RICHARD BRINSLEY SHERIDAN,
HENRY STOWARD,
GEORGE HOWARD,
HENRY PALMER, and
PETER GRAHAM.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 21st November, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that Writs have been returned by
the several Returning Officers certifying the return
of the undermentioned gentlemen to serve as
Members of the Legislative Assembly of Queens-
land for the Electoral Districts specified in con-
nection with their respective  names :-
BRISBANE-Robert Muter Stewart, Esquire.
CLERMONT-The Honorable Charles James
Graham, Esquire.
EAST MORETON-William Fryar, Esquire.
IPswicH-The Honorable Arthur Macalister,
Esquire.
LEICHHARDT - Edmund Molyneuc Royds,
Esquire.
MSRYBOROUGR - The Honorable Berkeley
Basil Moreton.
MITCHELL-Boyd Dunlop Morehead, Esquire.
NoaiANnY-Oscar de Satg6, Esquire.
NORTHERN DowNs-Henry Thorn, Esquire.
SPRINGSUBE-John Scott, Esquire.
WICHHAM-George Edmondstone, Esquire.
WIDE BAY-William Gill Bailey, Esquire.
A. H. PALMER.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane , 18th November, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to appoint
Mr. WILLIAM POCOCK
to be an Alderman for the Municipality of
Townsville ,  under the provisions of section 17 of
" The Municipal Institutions  Act of  1864."
A. H. PALMER.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1873.
LL IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
l. of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. WILLIAM BELL
to be Chief Clerk of the Supreme Court of Queens-
land,  vice  Greeley Lukin, resigned.
JOHN BRAMSTON.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. 3 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, a ll  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NOJ MANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Uuvernor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by e ea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
Sou''h Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Pro.lamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
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any person concerned  in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEENI
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit . S  Honorable  GEORGE AvausTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgravo of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage of  the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.S.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
&ORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its  Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers  enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea  of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim  that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation , may be  seized and  forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation,  or attempting  to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation  of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred  and seventy -two, and in t:ia
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Mona
to wit . S Honorable Gi:ouan AUGOSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron Alulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Muigravo of
New Ross, in the County of `Vexibrd,
(L.s.) in the  Peerage of Ireland; a llfeniber
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governors. Privy Council, Governor and Com-
,nander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependenei A.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of the Act 31
Victoria, No. 46, respecting  the alienation  of Crown
Lands , I, the GovrRNoB  aforesaid ,  with  the  advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that  the following Lot of land will be
offered for sale by public auction, at the under-
mentioned place, at Eleven  o'clock,  on the day
specified, at the upset price affixed to Lot. (D'-
posit 20 per cent.)
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE,
ROCKHAMPTON,
ON MONDAY,  THE 22ND DAY OF DECEMBER, 1873.
TOWN LOT.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
town of Rockhampton.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Section.
No. of
Allotment
Area Price
per Acre.
A. R. P. £ a.
1  .1  123 j 4 1 0 2 0) 100 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit .  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CozesTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave ,  all in the  County of
York, in the  Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross ,  in the County  of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NoRMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Counc il , Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty -one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation  Act qf  1888,"  I, GEORGE
AvausruS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid , with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do, by this  my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the  said Act, on and after  TUESDAY,
the ninth  day of  December ,  1873, at the Rockhamp-
ton Land Office.
Part of  Gracemere  Bun, Port Curtis District,
resumed from  the ten years '  lease.
About 120  square miles.
Commencing at the  south boundary of portion 11,
parish of Gracemere, where it is intersected by the
telegraph line from Rockhampton to Gladstone, and
bounded thence on the north-west by the  south-east
boundaries of portions 11 and 10, parish of Grace-
mere bearing south-west to Gavial Creek, about
forty chains ; then by that creek southerly about
forty chains ; then by the south boundaries of
portions 69, 54, and 53, bearing west about one
hundred and seventy chains to a point  three miles
south-easterly from the railway; then by a line
parallel to the railway and distant therefrom three
miles, said  line bearing south -westerly about twenty
miles ; on the south by the watershed  separating
the waters flowing into the lower Fitzroy River
from Gogango Creek and the Dee River,  bearing east
north-easterly about sixteen miles ; then by the
western watershed of Gavial Creek northerly about
three and a-half miles ; then by a line bearing east
about two and a-half miles crossing Gavial Creek at
the north boundary of portion 9, parish of Boulder.
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combo  ; then by the  eastern  watershed of Gavial
reek southerly about two and a-half miles ;
then by the watershed separating Midgee Creek
from the Dee River easterly about one mile to the
head of Midgee Creek; on the east by Midgee
Creek northerly to the telegraph line from Gladstone
to Rockhampton ; and on the north-west by said
telegraph  line north-westerly to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand  eight hundred and seventy-three, and
in the thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND , I Proclamation by The Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE. Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(i.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBT, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The CrownLands Ali nation  Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor  aforesaid , with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify  and proclaim  that the  lands  hereunder
described  shall be open to Selection ,  as surveyed,
under the provisions  of the said Act, on and after
WEDNESDAY, the third day of December, 1873,
at the Brisbane Land Office.
Portion  No. 23,  parish  of Mooloolah.
695 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal , at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this thirtieth day of
October, in the year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in  the thirty-seventh year of Her Ma-
jesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  5 Honorable GEORGE AU USTUS
CONSTANTINE , Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.S.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause one of  "The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE. Marquis of .N ormanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the lands hereunder described shall be and
are hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, subject
to the provisions of the said Act, and that the said
lands shall be open to Selection as Homesteads,
and not otherwise, at the Brisbane Land Office, on
and after WEDNESDAY, the third day of
December, 1873.
Description of the boundaries of a portion of the
Tambourine Run, in the Moreton District,
formerly held under  pastoral lease , which, by
reason of forfeiture for non-payment of rent,
is available  for Selection; parish of Ward;
county  of Tambourine.
6,240 acres.
Commencing at the north -east corner of portion
4, and bounded thence on the west by the east
boundary line of that portion bearing south ninety-
four chains ; thence by south boundary line of the
same portion and a line in continuation bearing
west to the Coburg River or Cannigra Creek, and
by that creek upwards about two hundred and fifty
chains in  a straight line to the north boundary of
Sarabah Run resumed half ; on the south by that
boundary  bearing east one hundred and twenty-
seven chains and fifty links to Darlington Range;
on the east by that range northerly about one
hundred and forty-two chains in a straight line ;
and on the  north by aline, being the south boundary
of the eight square miles resumed from Tambourine
Run, as proclaimed in the  Government Gazette  of
the 2nd December, 1872, No. 123, folio 2017,
bearing west about one hundred and ten chains to
the point  of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty-ninth
day of October, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
three, and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD  SAVE  THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit .  ) Honorable GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of York,
in the Peerage of the United King-
dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New
Ross, in the County of Wexford, in
(L.s.) the  Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY. of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
TN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
1. Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
proclaim that the lands hereunder described shall
be open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the third
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day of December, 1873, at the Land Offices of the
districts inwhich they are respectively situated.
No. of IRegisterNo of Name of Land
'For-
tion.
i
Applica-
tion.
Lessee. Area. Agent s
District.
t
61A 91 G.F. Schneider
A.
SO
R.
0
P.
0 Ipswich
61 and  ! 1338 T.  Mitton .. 103 0 0 Brisbane
62
63 1337  1 J. L. Sands ... 68 0 0 I Ditto
Parish.
Alfred
Redcliife
Ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . ' Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross. in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.)  in  the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
third day of December, 1873, at the Maryborough
Land Office.
Description of lands open  to selection  under " The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868."
The unsurveyed  lands  within the suburban area
in and around  the Town Reserve of Tiaro, exclusive
of an area of 1,000 acres as  marked on the Land
Agent' s official map.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred  and seventy-three,
and in  the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th November, 1873.
IN pursuance  of the twenty-fourth  section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
A. H.. PALMER.
RESERVE FOR QUARANTINE GROUND FOR SHEEP,
MOGGILL ROAD.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Irdooroopilly,
portion  682.
87 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 681; and bounded
thence on  the north by that portion bearing west
thirty-six  chains  and thirty-eight links; on the
west by a line bearing south twenty-three chains
and forty-two links ; on the south by portion 684,
bearing east thirty-five chains and seventy-six
links to the aforesaid road ; and on the east by that
road bearing three hundred and fifty- six degrees
two chains and ninety-seven links, nineteen degrees
ten chains and ninety links, three hundred and
fifty-seven degrees six  chains and  sixty links, and
three hundred and twenty-six degrees thirty
minutes four chains and thirty links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER AND  GRAVEL FOR ROAD
PURPOSES , ALBERT RIVER.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
About 580 acres.
Commencing  on a road one and a-half chains
wide  at its  intersection by the west boundary of
portion 281, and bounded thence on part of the
east by a line bearing north thirty-eight chains and
ninety-six links ; on part of the south by a line
bearing east about twenty-three chains and fifty
links ; on the remainder of the east by portion'283
and a road bearing north seventy chains and eigtity-
five links ; on the north by a line bearing west
eighty-four chains and seventy-nine links ; on part
of the west by a  line bearing south thirty-one
chains and ninety-four links ; on the remainder of
the south by a line and a road bearing east twenty
chains  and sixteen  links ; on the remainder of the
west  by portion 282 bearing south forty-seven
chains and seventy-four links to the road first
aforesaid ; and on the south-west by that road
south-easterly to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK , VERESDALE.
County of Walsh, parish of Logan,  selection
No. 997,  portion No. 42.
84 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-west corner of portion 16, and bounded
thence on the west by that road bearing north
twenty-eight chains ; on the north by a line bear-
ing east  thirty chains ; on the east by a line bear-
ing south twenty-eight  chains  ;  and on  the south
by a line bearing west thirty chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION,  LAIDLEY.
County of Churchill, parish of Laidley.
About 45 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
south by one of said roads, dividing it from por-
tions 70 to 74 inclusive, bearing west about thirty-
one chains and 30 links to another road one chain
wide ; on the west by that road bearing north
fifteen chains to another road one chain wide ; on
the north by that road bearing east about eleven
chains seventy-six degrees about ten chains and ten
links, and east about two chains and fifty links to
the other road first aforesaid ; and on the north-
east by that road bearing one hundred and fifty-six
degrees forty-five minutes nineteen chains to the
point of commencement.
WATER RESERVE.
County  of Aubigny, parish of Tooth.
11 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and  fifty links
wide ,  at one hundred and fifty -five links east from
the north-east corner of selection 857 T .R., and
bounded thence on the west by that road bearing
one hundred and ninety-five degrees twenty
minutes thirteen chains and  forty- eight links ; on
the south by a line bearing east ten chains and
twenty -six links ; on the east by a line bearing
north twelve chains and ninety -six links ; and on
the north by a line bearing west six chains and
seventy links to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  20th November, 1873.
W HEREAS, by the twenty -fifth  section of" The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be  published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will  be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
A. H. PALMER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1873.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
L application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Al ienation  Act of  1868,"  has been
made for the closure of the undermentioned roads ;
and all persons who may consider their  interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
A. H. PALMER.
RESERVE  FOR WHARF  PURPOSES.
County of March, parish of Maryborough, town
of Maryborough.
13 perches.
Commencing  on the left bank of River Mary, at
the termination  thereon of the north-west side of
March street, and bounded thence on the south-
east by March  street south-westerly seventy links
to Wharf street ; on the south-west by Wharf
street north -westerly one chain ; on the north-west
by a line north-easterly  at  right angles to Wharf
street o  the River Mary ; and on the north-east
by that  river upwards  to the point of commence-
ment.
RESEBVB FOR RECREATION , TowN OF MARY-
BOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough.
57 acres 3  roods 25 perches.
Commencing  at the intersection of Alice and
Lennox streets,  and bounded thence on the south-
west  by Alice street north-westerly twenty-seven
chains ninety-six links  ; on the north-west by
Ferry street north-easterly  twenty chains sixty-
four  li nks  ;  on the north -east by gent street south-
easterly twenty -seven  chains ninety-three links ;
and on  the south-east by Lennox street south-
westerly  twenty chains eighty-two links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR  CEMETERY, CLIFTON HOMESTEAD
AREA.
10 acres.
Commencing  at the south -east corner  of selection
No. 916, Toowoomba  Register ,  and bounded on the
east by a line south about twelve chains and
seventy links to the southern boundary of the
Clifton Homestead  Area ; on the south by a line
west about seven chains and  eighty-eight links ; on
the west by a line north about  twelve chains and
seventy links to the south boundary of selection
916, Toowoomba  Register  ; and on the north by a
line east about  seven chains  and eighty-eight links
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1873.
W
HEREAS by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a Quarantine
Ground.
A. H. PALMER.
RESERVE FOR QUARANTINE GROUND, CURT18
ISLAND.
About 1,280 acres.
Commencing at a rocky point on the north-west
coast  of Curtis Island, about one hundred and
ninety chains in a south-west direction from the
Pilot Station ;thence east about ninety chains to
the main branch of Pacific Creek ; thence by
Pacific Creek downwards to the sea-coast ; thence
by the sea-coast in a north-westerly and north-
easterly  direction to the point of commencement.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Pariah. I Area.
A. R. P.
I I. Ewen Road separating port ion GrPenmount 8 0 0
Davidson,
and A. V.
and P.
99 from portion 99
2
Robinson
Ditto Road separatiugpo rt ion Greenmount'17 2 0
39 from portion 40
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1873.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
T OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
I Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such deeds of grant respectively under his Hand and
Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended to
be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the respective  grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants respectively and everysuch de ed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFEREED TO.
Date of Grant-10th August, 1871.
Name of Grantee-Richard Furlong.
Description of Land .granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining  by admeasurement twenty-four acres and
six perches (be the same more or less), situated in
the county of Livingstone and parish of Cawarral,
portion 10, commencing at the south-east corner of
portion 9, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing 183 degrees 41 minutes, ten chains and one
link ; on the south by a line bearing west twenty-
three chains ; on the west by a line bearing 351
degrees 52 minutes, ten chains and one link ; and
on the north by  a line east  thirty chains and 58
links to the point of commencement.
Description of Land intended to be granted.-
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion 9,
and bounded thence on the east by a line bearing
183 degrees 41 minutes, ten chains and one link ;
on the south by a line bearing west twenty-three
chains ; on the west by a line bearing 351 degrees
52 minutes, 10 chains and 10 links ; and on the
north by a line bearing east twenty-five chains and
eight links to the point of commencement.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-James Dignam.
Description of land granted.--All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queenslaizd con-
taining by admeasurement lorty-eight acres three
roods, be the  same more  or less, situated in the
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county of Ward and parish of Logan, portion 99,
commencing  on the right bank of the Logan River
at the south- west corner  of portion 98, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing east forty-
seven chains and six links  ; on the east by a line
bearing two  hundred and nine degrees twelve
chains  ; on the south by a line bearing west forty-
six chains  and seventy-five links to the Logan
River, and thence by that river downwards to the
point  of commencement.
Nature of error.-The  area being described as
forty-eight acres three perches, instead of fifty
acres ; and  commencing at the south-west corner
of portion 98, instead of 98A.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles Merkley.
Description o,f land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel  of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement  fifty -two acres  one rood
and eighteen perches, be the  same  more or less,
situated in the county of Ward and parish of
Logan, portion 98, commencing on the right bank
of the Logan River at the south-west corner of
portion 85, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing east fifty-three chains and eighty-one
links ; on the east by a line bearing south ten
chains  and fifty links ; on the south by it line bear-
ing west  forty- seven  chains and six links to the
Logan River ; and thence by that river downwards
to the point of  commencement.
Nature of error.-The  land being called portion
98, area fifty-two acres one rood and eighteen
perches, instead of portion 98A, area  fifty acres.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles McIntosh.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement  two thousand five
hundred and sixty acres, be the  same  more  or less,
situated  in the county of Merivale and parish of
Cunningham,  selection  72. Commencing at a point
bearing north and distant two chains and two links
from the north-east corner of  selection  145 ; and
bounded thence on the south by a road two chains
wide bearing west twelve degrees north fifteen
chains  and  two  links west four degrees thirty
minutes north twenty-two chains, south sixty
degrees west seventeen chains, and west fourteen
degrees north three hundred and sixty-four chains
and sixty-two links ; on the west by a line bearing
north thirty-one chains and eleven links ; on the
north by a line bearing east fifty-eight chains and
eighty-three links to a road one chain and fifty links
wide ;  again  on the west by that road bearing
north nineteen chains and eighty-two links to
another road one chain and fifty links wide ; again
on the north by that road bearing east fifty-six
chains ;  thence by lines bearing south thirty-four
chains and seventy-six links east fifty-four chains
and fifty links, south three chains and ninety-three
links,  and east  fifty-six chain§ to another road one
chain and fifty links wide ; thence by that road
bearing south fourteen chains and seventy-two
links  ; thence by lines bearing east fifty-seven
chains and fifty links, south three chains and
nineteen links, east fifty-six chains to another road
one chain  and fifty links wide ; thence by that road
bearing south seven chains and sixty-six links to
another road one chain and fifty links wide ; thence
by that road bearing  east  fifty-eight chains and
fifty-three links, north one chain and seventy-two
links ,  and east  forty-eight chains and thirty links ;
on the  east  by a line bearing south thirty-three
chains and  seventy-one links ; thence by a line
bearing west forty chains and two links ; and
thence by  a line  bearing south thirty- seven chains
and two links to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing at a point bearing north and distant
two chains and two links from the north-east
corner of selection 415; and bounded thence on
the south by a road two chains wide, bearing west
twelve  degrees north  fifteen  brains and two  Duke,
west four  degrees  thirty minutes. north twenty-two
chains , south sixty degrees,  west seventeen  chains,
and  west  fourteen degrees, north three hundred
and sixty-four chains and sixty-two links ; on the
west by a line bearing north thirty- one chains and
eleven links ; on the north by a  line bearing east
fifty-eight chains and eighty-three links to the east
side of a road one chain fifty links wide ;  again on
the west by that road bearing north nineteen chains
and eighty-two links to another road one chain and
fifty links wide ;  again  on the north by that road
bearing east fifty-six chains, thence by lines bear-
ing south thirty-four chains and seventy-six links,
east fifty-four chains and fifty links, south three
chains and ninety-three links, east fifty-six chains
to another road one chain and fifty links wide ;
thence by that road bearing south  fourteen chains
and seventy-three  links  ; thence by  lines bearing
east  fifty-seven chains and fifty links, south three
chains and nineteen links, east fifty-six chains to
another road one chain and fifty links wide ; thence
by that road bearing south nine chains  and sixteen
links to another road  one chain  and fifty links
wide ; thence by that road bearing east fifty-eight
chains and fifty-three links, north one chain and
seventy-two  links ,  east  forty-eight chains and
thirty links ; on. the east by a line bearing south
thirty-three chains and seventy- one links  ; toe ace
by a line bearing west forty  chains  and two links ;
and thence by a line bearing south thirty-seven
chains and two links to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of three reserved roads as marked
and shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's office, the areas of which have
been deducted from  the total area.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Frederick John Cobb
Wildash.
Description of land  granted.-All that  piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement two thousand five hun-
dred and sixty  acres,  be the same  more or less,
situated in the county of Merivale and parish of
Cunningham-selection 71, commencing  at a point
bearing west, and distant two chains and ninety-five
links, and thence north one chain and fifty links
from the north-east corner of selection 347, under
" The Leasing Act  of 1866," and bounded thence
on part of the south by a road one chain and fifty
links wide, bearing west thirty-three chains and
fifty-five links ; thence by roads, one chain and
fifty links wide, bearing south twenty-four chains
and eighty-five links, west thirty-seven chains and
eighty links, north twenty-eight chains, west two
chains and thirty links, north twenty-five chains,
east fourteen chains and ninety links, north twenty-
nine chains and fifty links, east two chains and
sixty-nine links,-north twenty-eight  chains, east
one chain and thirty links, north twenty-nine
chains and fifty links, west thirty-five chains and
sixty links, north twenty chains, west forty chains
and eighty links, north thirty-five chains, west
fifty-nine chains, south seventeen links, west
twenty-six chains, north twenty-eight chains, west
four chains and forty links, north twenty-four
chains and forty-two links ; on the north by a line
bearing east two hundred and eight  chains and
seventy-eight links ; and on the east by a line bear-
ing south two hundred and twenty-four chains and
eighty-nine links to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of a reserved road, one chain and fifty
links wide, as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's office, the area of which has
been deducted from the total area.
Description of land intended to begranted.-Com-
mencing at a point bearing west and distant two-
chains ninety-five links, and thence north one chain
fifty  links from the north- east corner  of selection
three hundred and forty-seven under  " The Leasing
Act of  1866," and bounded thence on part of the
south by a road one chain fifty links wide, bearing
west thirty-three chains fifty-five links ; thence by
roads one chain fifty links wide, bearing south
twenty-four chains eighty-five links, west thirty.
seven chains  eighty  links ,  north twenty-eight
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chains , west two chains thirty links, north twenty-
five chains , east fourteen chains ninety links, north
twenty-nine chains fifty links, east two chains sixty-
,nine  links , north twenty-eight chains,  east  one chain
,thirty links, north thirty-one chains, west thirty-
five chains  sixty links, north twenty chains, west
forty chains eighty links, north thirty-five chains,
west fifty-nine chains, south seventeen links, west
twenty-six chains, north twenty-eight chains, west
four chains forty links, north twenty-five chains
forty-two links ; on the north by a line bearing
east two hundred and fourteen chains sixty-eight
links , and on the east by a line bearing south two
hundred and twenty-four chains eighty-nine links to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of a reserved
road one chain fifty links wide, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's office,
the area of which has been deducted from the
total area.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles Fitzsimmons.
Description of land ,granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of  land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
tain ing by  admeasurement eighty-four acres, be the
same more  or less, situated in the county of Carlisle
and parish of Bassett, portion 53, commencing on
a road one chain wide at the south-west corner of
portion 52, and bounded thence on the south by
that road bearing west twenty-eight chains ; on the
west by a line bearing north thirty chains-, on the
north by a line bearing east twenty-eight chains ;
and on the east by a line bearing south thirty chains
to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the south-
west  corner of portion 52, and bounded thence on
the south by that road bearing west one degree
north twenty-eight chains ; on the west by a line
bearing  north one degree  east  thirty chains ; on the
north by  d line bearing east  one degree south
twenty-eight chains ; and on the east by a line
bearing south one degree  west thirty chains to the
point of commencement.
Date of Grant-9th August, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles Fitzsimmons.
Descri p tion of land  granted-All  that piece or
pastel of land  in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement  one hundred and ninety-
three acres , be the  same more  or less, situated in
the county  of Carlisle and parish of Bassett, por-
tions 56 and  57, commencing on the left bank of
the Pioneer River, at  the south-east corner of por-
tion  55, and bounded thence on the west by the
east boundary  line of that portion, bearing north
thirty-three  chains to  a road one chain wide ; on the
north by that road bearing east fifty-six chains to
another road one chain  wide ; on the east by that
road bearing south twenty-six chains to the Pioneer
River ; and  on the south by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted-Com-
mencing on  the left bank of the Pioneer River, at
the south-east corner of portion 55, and bounded
thence on the west by the east boundary line of
that portion, bearing north one degree east thirty-
three chains to a road one chain wide ; on the north
by that road bearing east one degree south fifty-six
chains to another road one chain wide ; on the east
by that road bearing south one degree west twenty-
six chains to the Pioneer River ; and on the south
by that river upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of" The Crown Lands  Ali ation  Act of  1868,"
it is  provided that before  any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any  public  purpose,
notice  thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOIIPSON.
RESERVE FOR  WHARVES, MARYBOROUGH.
County of March,  parish  of 1aryborough, town of
Maryborough.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the east corner of the reserve for
Immigration Depot, and bounded thence on the
north- west  by a line bearing north thirty degrees
eighteen minutes cast one chain ; thence on the
west by a line bearing north four degrees forty-five
minutes west eight chains fifty-three links to Bazaar
street; on the north-west by Bazaar street bearing
north thirty degrees forty-three minutes east about
three chains sixty-seven links to a creek ; thence by
that creek downwards to the River Mary; on the east
by the River Mary upwards to the public wharf re-
serve; on the south-east by a line bearing south thirty
degrees eighteen minutes west fifty links ; and on
the south-west by a line bearing west thirty degrees
eighteen minutes north four chains eighty-five links
to the point of commencement.
RESEaVE FOR  BOTANICAL GARDENS, MARYBOROUGH.
County  of March, parish of  Maryborough.
2 acres 37 perches.
Commencing at the east corner of the Reserve
for Immigration Depot, and bounded thence on the
south-east by a line bearing north thirty degrees
eighteen minutes east one chain  ;  thence on the
east by a line bearing north four degrees forty- five
minutes west eight chains  fifty-three  links to
Bazaar street  ;  on the north -west by Bazaar street
bearing south thirty degrees  forty-three  minutes
west, eight chains to the reserve for Telegraph and
Post  Offices;  and on the south-west by a line bear-
ing east thirty degrees eighteen minutes south four
chains ninety-six  links  to the point of commence-
ment.
Also,
Section 88 , town of Maryborough.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY, BUNDABEEG.
County of Cook, parish. cf Bundaberg, portion
No.  29.
40 acres.
Commencing on the Bundaberg road three
chains wide at a point bearing 210 degrees and
distant forty chains from the east corner of portion
27, and bounded thence on the south-east by that
road bearing 210 degrees twenty chains and two
]inks; on the south-west by a, line bearing 300
degrees twenty chains ; on the north-west by a line
bearing thirty degrees twenty chains ; and on the
north-east by a line bearing 120 degrees twenty
chains and one link to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR  A POUND, MILCHESTER.
Parish of Milchester.
2 acres.
Commencing nineteen chains south from the
north-west corner of Milchester Township Reserve,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west four chains and forty-seven links ; on the west
by a line bearing south four chains and forty-seven
links ; on the south by a line bearing east four
chains and forty-seven links ; and on the east by a
line bearing north four chains and forty-seven
links to the point of commencement.
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RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE, KILLARNEY.
County of Merivale, parish of Sillarney.
6 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at the north-west corner of portion 157, and
bounded thence on the east by a line bearing south
twelve chains and sixty links ; on the south by a
line bearing west eight chains and twenty-seven
links ; on the west by a line bearing north seven.
chains and sixty-one links to the Condamine River ;
and on the north-west by that river upwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING, CALLIOPE RIVER, BoBooN
RUN.
About 1,400 acres.
Commencing on the north side of the main road
from Rockhampton to Gladstone at a point ten
chains north from the north-east corner of selection
No. 80 ; thence on the south by the aforesaid main
road westerly to the Calliope River ; thence by
that river downwards to the south-west corner of
the East Stowe Agricultural Reserve ; thence by
the south boundary of that reserve and a line due
east therefrom about 170 chains; thence south
about ninety-two chains to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of selection No. 66 and of any
alienated lands within the above boundaries.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section ofy  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
Notice is hereby given, that the lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purposes named with respect to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TIMBER RESERVE ,  MAROOCIIY .- BRISBANE AND
GYMPIE ROAD.
County of  Canning, parish  of Maroochy.
780 acres.
Commencing on the Gympie road, at a point
about eighty chains in a south-easterly direction
from the south-east corner of portion thirty-three,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
east one hundred and twenty chains; on the east
by a line bearing south ten degrees east eighty
chains ; on  the south  by a line bearing west to the
Gympie road; and on the south-west by that road
north-westerly to the point of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE.
County of  Canning, parish  of Mooloolah.
1,160 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing west about
seventy-four chains from the north-east corner of
portion 23 ,  and bounded thence on the west by a
line bearing  north eighty  chains ; on the north by
a line bearing east 284 chains ; on the east by a
line bearing south ten degrees cast eighty-two
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west about
298 chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING,  STATION CREEK, RODD'S
BAY.
About 3,200 acres.
Commencing on the west bank of Station Creek,
on the Rodd 's Bay Run, at a tree marked broad.
arrow 5 in triangle  ;  thence west about 340 chains
to the River  Boyne ; thence by that river down-
wards to the south-west corner of selection No.
126 ; thence by the south boundary of selection
No. 126 easterly to Station Creek  ;  and thence by
Station Creek upwards about 220 chains in a direct
line to the point of commencement ,- exclusive of
selection No. 96.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING, RIVERSTONE RUN.
Parish of Boyne.
About 3,000 acres.
Commencing at the west side of the main road
from Gladstone to Maryborough at a point due
west and distant ten chains from the north-west
corner of portion No. 30, parish of Boyne ; thence
being bounded on the east  by  that road in a
southerly direction to the north-west corner of
selection No. 68 ; thence on the east by the west
boundary of that selection south to Machine Creek ;
thence by that creek upwards to the north boundary
of the Calliope and Boyne Gold Field Reserves ;
thence west by that boundary about 115 chains;
thence north about 220 chains, and thence east
about 120 chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RACECOURSE, BUNDABERG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, portion
No.  26.
320 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and a-half wide
at a point bearing sixty-five degrees and distant
fifteen chains and ninety-five links from the south
corner of portion 16, and bounded thence on the
north-east by that road bearing 144 degrees twenty-
nine chains and 146 degrees five chains and fifty
links to a road one chain wide; on the south-east
by that road and a line bearing 238 degrees eighty-
two chains and sixty-two links ; on the south-west
by a tine bearing 328 degrees forty-four chains
and thirty-one links; and on the north-west by a
line bearing sixty-five d grees eighty-one chains to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.IT is hereby notified or general information that
the Lands as hereunder described, situated
within the Clermont Town Reserve, have been
withdrawn from selection under the provisions of
the 41st clause of  "The Grown Lands Alienation
Act of  187 8," for the purpose of being offered at
auction as Town and Suburban Lots.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FROM SELECTION FOR SURVEY IN TOWN
AND SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Clermont.
580 acres.
Commencing at the south corner of selection No.
83, and bounded thence by the south-cast boundary
of that selection bearing north forty-five degrees
cast fifty-four chains and in continuation of same
line to brewery Creek ; thence on the north, by
that creek downwards to the south-east corner of,
selection No. 26 ; thence by part of the east
boundary of that selection bearing north and by a
line east along the south boundary of selection No.
75 ; thence by part of the west boundary of selection
No. 5 bearing south to Douglas Creek ; thence by
Douglas Creek downwards to the south-east corner
of selection No. 5 ; then by southern boundary of
selection No. 25 and a line bearing east to the
north-west corner of mineral selection No. 48A ;
on the east by the west boundary of that selection
bearing south to the south-west corner of same
selection ; on the south by a line bearing west to
the north corner of selection No. 38 by the north-
west boundary of that selection and by a line
bearing west to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st October, 1873.
T is hereby notified for general information,
I that the Reserve for Public Purposes at
Townsville, established by notice in the  Govern.
ment  Gazette,  under date the 16th October, 1873,
has been placed under the control of the Townsville
Municipal Council.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th October, 1873.
1' N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation let of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for Public purposes.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
County of Churchill, parish of Tarampa, portion
No.  401.
68 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River, at the south-east corner of portion 400, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bearing
west forty-three chains and twenty-two links to
a road one chain wide ; on the west by that road
bearing south seventeen chains to another road one
chain wide ; on the south by that road bearing west
thirty-five chains to the Brisbane River ; and on
the south-east by that river upwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" Eke Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
It is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR  POLICE  PADDOCK, ROCKHAMIPTON.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
portion  X0.  4.
103 acres.
Commencing at the south -east corner  of portion
No. 3 (Reserve for Gardens and Water), and
bounded thence on the west by a line bearing north
38 chains 50 links; on the north by the south
boundary of portion No. 2 bearing east 24 chains ;
on the east by a line bearing south 47 chains 40
links  to Yeppen Yeppen Lagoon; and on the south
by that lagoon north-westerly to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR RACECOURSE, RAVENSwOOD.
County of  Gladstone.
142 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of a small creek
at a point bearing about  275  degrees and distant
about 44 chains from the south corner of portion 5
on Elphinstone Creek, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing 204 degrees 43 chains
and 75 links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
114 degrees 36 chains and 25 links to Elphinstone
Creek  ;  on the south-east by that creek upwards to
the junction of the small creek aforesaid ; and on
the north -east by that creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
yT is hereby notified for general information, that
l application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1868," has been
made  for the closure of the undermentioned roads;
and all  persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
RESERVE FOR GRAVEL FOR ROAD PURPOSES,
BRISBANE AND WATERFORD ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Mackenzie.
370 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
227, and bounded thence on the north by part of
the south boundary line of that portion bearing
west about 40 chains ; on the west by a line bearing
south 80 chains ; on the south by a line bearing
east to the road from Waterford to Brisbane ; and
on the east by that road northerly to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER, BEENLEIGH.
County of Ward, parish of Boyd.
30 acres.
Commencing on the west side of the road from
Beenleigh to the Upper Albert River Ferry, and
bounded on the north by a road one chain wide,
forming the south boundary of portion 117, parish
of Boyd, bearing westerly ; on the west by a line
bearing south in continuation of the west boundary
of same portion about 20 chains to the first men-
tioned road; and on the south-east by that road
north-easterly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC  PURPOSES, TOWNSVILLE.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah,
town  of Townsville,  allotment  6A  of Section
No. 1.
2 roods 28 perches.
Commencing on the northern side of Flinders
street  at the south-east corner of the Lockup
Reserve, and bounded thence on the north-west by
a line bearing north 27 degrees east 3 chains 48
links to the Strand; thence by a line bearing east
27 degrees south 58 links; thence easterly, southerly
and westerly by a semicircular line with a radius
of 174links; and by Flinders street bearing north
68 degrees west 58 links to the point of commence-
ment.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Appli cant. Situation .  i Parish. Area.
I D.H. Cud- Road separating aelec-unnamed on
A. A.
1 0
P.
6
more
2  P.  Foreman ,
tion F1S from selection  Herbert
92 River
Road separating por- ' Brassall 12 2 21)
W.  Bryce,
and T.
Lion 383 from portions
319 320 and 321I
Brooke
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," has been
made for the closure of the under-mentioned road ;
and all  persons who may consider their interests
a ffected thereby ,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. I Applicant.
1 A. Phelps
Situation. Parish. Area.
Road separating por-
tions 158 and 159 from
portions 160 and 161
1lutdapilly
A. R. P.
5 3 36
1944
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-third section of  "The
IN  Croton Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purpose of a Camping Ground for
Railway Laborers.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY LABORERS' CAMP.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich, portion  400A.
4 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on the left bank of Bundamba Creek
at a point about 1 chain and 30 links north from the
north-east corner of portion 401, and bounded
thence on the west by a line and portion 401 bear-
ing south about 4 chains and 30 links to the main
Brisbane and Ipswich road ; on the south-east by
that road bearing north 66 degrees 25 minutes east
about 13 chains and 50 links to Bundamba Creek ;
and on the north-east and north by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1873.
W\ T HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section ofHER AS,
The Croton Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any special purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette for  thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE, SWAN CREEK.
County of Merivale, parish of Robinson, portion
No.  199A.
23 acres.
Commencing on Swan Creek, at the south corner
of portion No. 199, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the south-west boundary of that
portion bearing 299 degrees 8 chains and 30 links ;
on the north by a line bearing west 2 chains ; on
the west by the east boundary of portions Nos.
206 and 208 bearing south 24 chains 41 links to
Swan Creek ; and on the south and east by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RACECOURSE, MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of 111aryborough.
160 acres 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 120 degrees 30
minutes and distant 1 chain from the south corner
of portion 191 on a road 1 chain wide, and bounded
thence on the north-west by that road bearing 30
degrees 30 minutes 43 chains ; on part of the north-
east by a line bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 35
chains to another road one chain wide ; on part of
the south-east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes 11 chains and 44 links ; on the remainder
of the north-east by portion A and a road bearing
120 degrees 30 minutes 12 chains and 90 links to
another road 1 chain wide; again on the south-east
by that road bearing 210 degrees 30 minutes 11
chains and 44 links ; on part of the south-west by
No. 7 and a road bearing 300 degrees  30 minutes
12 chains  and 92 links ; on the  remainder of the
south-east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes  20 chains to another road 1 chain wide ;
and on  the remainder of the south-west by that
road bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes 35 chains to
the point of commencement,-exclusive  of 4 acres
for a road 112chain wide, and 1 acre and 23 perches
for another road 1 chain wide, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-Genreal' s  office.
RESERVE  FOR WATER, MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough,  portion
No. A.
13 acres 2  ro ods 14 perches.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at a point
bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes and distant 1 chain
from the east corner of the Racecourse Reserve;
and bounded thence on the north-east by a line
bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 11 chains and 88
links to another road 1 chain wide ; on the south-
east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30 minutes
11 chains and 44 links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes 11 chains and 88
links to the road first aforesaid ; and on the north-
west by that road bearing 30 degrees 30 minutes
11 chains and 90 links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
Top of Hervey's Range, Townsville and Gilberton
Road.
201 acres.
Commencing at a point distant seventeen links
and bearing two hundred degrees thirty minutes
from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over R about
fifteen chains north-west from Randall's public-
house, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing west thirty-seven chains forty links ; thence
on the west by a lipe bearing south forty-eight
chains twenty-six links ; thence on the south by a
line bearing east forty-five chains ninety-one links ;
and thence on the east by a line bearing north ten
degrees west forty-nine chains one link to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR LANDING PLACE.
Parish of Kelsey, county of Herbert.
177 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
20, in the parish of Bassett, county of Herbert,
and bounded thence on the south by the north
boundary of portions 20 and 19 bearing east seventy-
one chains ; on the east by a line bearing north
twenty-five chains ; on the north by a line bearing
west seventy-one chains ; and on the west by a line
bearing south twenty-five chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR LANDING PLACE.
Heath's Creek, Burdekin River.
10 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at a point on Heath's Creek bearing
one hundred and twenty-four degrees and distant
seventy-two links from an ash-tree marked broad-
arrow over IV, and bounded thence on the east by,
a line south 1,040 links ; thence on the south by a
line west  1,000 links ; thence on the west by a line
north 1,160 links to Heath's Creek ; and thence by
that creek easterly to point of commencement.
The above reserve is bounded on the east, south,
and west by selection No. 28, Bowen District.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING. -
Gregory  River,  at the  Junction of Chrystal Brook
and Bowen Roads.
92 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at a point hearing one hundred and
thirty-three degrees and distant  nineteen  and a-half
links from a scrubwood tree marked broad-arrow
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over III, being the north- west corner  of selection
No. 169, and bounded thence on the east by the
quest boundary line of that  selection  hearing one
hundred and seventy-nine degrees 5,000 links ;
thence on the south by a line bearing eighty-nine
degrees 2 ,000 links. ; thence on the west by a line
bearing three hundred and sixty degrees 4,357
links  to Gregory River ; and thence by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  THE USE  OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC WORKS.
County of Stanley, parish of North. Brisbane, city
of Brisbane,  allotment  7 of section 23.
3 roods 24 perches.
Commencing on the south-east side of Turbot
:street three chains north-easterly from the west
corner of the section, and bounded thence on the
north-west by that street north-easterly four chains ;
on the north-east by a line south-easterly at right
angles to  Turbot street two chains and twenty-five
links; on the south-east by the north-west boun-
dary line of allotments 2, 3, and 4 south-westerly
parallel with Turbot street four chains ; and on the
south-west by the north-east boundary line of allot-
ment 6 north-westerly at right angles to Turbot
street two chains and twenty-five links to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1873.WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will
be reserved for the purpose of School Sites.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE ,  BULIMBA.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion
No.  158A.
23 acres 1 rood:
Commencing  on a road 1 chain wide, at the
south-east corner of.portion 125B, and bounded
thence on  the east by that road bearing 158 degrees
34 chains and 25  links to a road 1 chain and 50
links wide  ; on the south by that road bearing 260
degrees 45 minutes  13 chains and 70 links ; and on
the west by a line bearing 35$ degrees 45 minutes
34 chains  and 1 link to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE  FOR SCHOOL SITE, BUNDAMBA.
County of Stanley, parish of Bundamba, portion
No. 171A.
1 acre 2 roods.
Commencing  on a road 1 chain wide, at the
north-west  corner of a Water Reserve, and bounded
thence on  the south by that reserve bearing 157
degrees 2  chains and 39 links, 112 degrees 3 chains
and 36 links , and 46 degrees 5 minutes 4 chains and
11 links ; on the east by a line bearing north 26
minutes east  60 finks ; and on the north by a line
bearing west 7 chains and 3 links to the point of
,commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th September, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sitting  in persnance  of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
he following dates
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane,  on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigh , the first Friday
in each month.
West  Moreton.
At the Land  Office,  Ipswich ,  the first Friday in
each month.
1)AELINO DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba , on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick,  on the second
Wednesday  in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby,  on the  first Friday
in each month.
A t the Land Office,  Condamine ,  the second
Thursday in September,  1873, and there-
after on  the second Thursday  of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi,  the  firs
Tuesday  in each month.
POST CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in October, 1873, and  thereafter
on the third Thursday of every  alternate
month.
At the Land Office,  St. Lawrence ,  on the first
Monday  in each month.
WIDE  BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land  Office,  Maryborough ,  on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie ,  the first Wednes.
day in every month.
At the  Land  Office, Bundaberg ,  the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land  Office,  Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in October ,  1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay ,  the second Thurs-
day in October ,  1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land  Office,  Townsville ,  the second
Thursday in September ,  1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell , the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURHE.
At the Land Office,  Normanton ,  on the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Roma ,  on the second
Wednesday in November ,  1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday  in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office ,  Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in November ,  1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
Al  the Land Office, St. George ,  the third  Tues-
clay  in October ,  1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the  Land Office, Clermont ,  on the last
Thursday  in October ,  1873, and thereafter
on the last Thursday in ever t  alternate
month.
At the Land Office ,  Springsure ,  on the fourth
Monday in October ,  1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting wi ll  be held on the following
day.
Special sittings ,  when necessary ,  in addition to
the above ,  will be duly noti fied from time to time.
C. J. GRAHAM.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
W lr HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  " Ther 1  Crown Lands alienation pct of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL AT CALLIOPE.
County of Clinton, parish of -East Stowe, town of
Calliope.
5 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about fifty
degrees, distant about twelve chains and twenty
links from the east corner of allotment 1 of section
2, and bounded thence on the west by a line
bearing north ten chains and seventy-three links ;
on the north by a line bearing east six chains and
thirteen links ; on the east by a line bearing south
five chains and fifty-nine links to the Gladstone
road ; and on the south-east by that road bearing
230 degrees eight chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY AT MOGGILL.
County of Stanley, parish of Moggill, portion No.
249.
10 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
247, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west fifteen chains; on the west by a line
bearing north six chains and seventy links ; on the
north by a line bearing east fifteen chains ; and on
the east by a line bearing south six chains and
seventy links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended grantees, to the intent that by force
of the Act aforesaid they shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants, and in every
deed containing the erroneous names, and such
Grants respectively, and every such Deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of grant-22nd  June, 1870.
Name of grantee-Joseph  Ryne Hinds.
Description of land granted-Fifty-four  acres,
county of Stanley, parish of Maclean, portion
ninety-two B.
Nature of misnomer-The  name Joseph Ryne
Hinds having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee , instead of Joseph Royal Hinds.
Name of intended grantee-Joseph  Royal Hinds.
Name of party applying for  instrument -Joseph
Royal Hinds.
Date of grant-7th  August, 1872.
Name of grantee-Louise  Thom.
Description of land granted -Thirty-seven  acres
one rood  eight perches,. county of Livingstone,
parish of Gracemere ,  portion nine.
Nature of  misnomer - The  name  Louise Thom
having been inserted as that of the intended  grantee,
instead  of Louise Thon. 41
Name of intended grantee-Louise  Thon.
Name of party applying for instrument- Louise
Thon.
Date of grant-21st  February, 1873.
Name of  grantee-Frederick Henzell.
Description of land granted-Twenty-three  per-
ches, county of March, parish of Gympie, town of
Gympie, allotment No. 9 of section O.
Nature of  misnomer -The  name Frederick Hen-
zell  having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee , instead of Frederick Lumley Henzel.
Name of intended  grantee-Frederick Lumley
Henzell.
Name of party applying for instrument-Fre-
derick Lumley Henzell.
Date of grants -2 1st  February, 1873.
Names of grantees -Adam  Walker  and George
Lamb.
Description  of land granted- Portions  nine, ten,
eleven, twelve ,  and fourteen ,  county of Belmore,
and parish of St. George ,  containing twenty acres
each.
Nature of  misnomer - The  names  Adam Walker
and George Lamb having been inserted as that of
the intended grantees ,  instead of Adam Walker
and Thomas George Lamb.
Names of intended grantees - Adam  Walker and
Thomas George Lamb.
Name of party applying  for instrument - Thomas
George Lamb.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
v Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles  to  Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by an instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended to
be granted, to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid it shall be taken to have been inserted in
the Grant, and in  every Deed  containing the
erroneous description, and such Grant, and every
such Deed, shall operate and be construed ac-
cordingly.,
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of  grant-22nd July,  1872.
Name of grantee-Robert  Ballard.
Description of land granted-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement one acre one rood and
thirty-three perches, be the same more or less,
situated in the county of March, parish of Gympie,
and town of Gympie, being allotment No. 2 of
section P, commencing on the north side of Bligh
street, at the south-east corner of allotment one,
and bounded thence on the south by that street
bearing ninety-two degrees one chain and forty-
one links and one-half of a link, and seventy-eight
degrees thirty minutes one chain and seventy-eight
links and one-quarter of a link ; on the east by the
west boundary line of allotment three 'bearing
three hundred and fifteen degrees three chains and
sixty-seven links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing two hundred and ninety-nine degrees forty-
five minutes three chains and fifty links ; and on
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the west by the east boundary lines of allotments
twelve and one, bearing one hundred and eighty-
three degrees fifteen minutes five chains and seventy
links to the point of commencement.
Nature of error-The  bearing of the eastern
boundary being three degrees fifteen minutes
instead of three hundred and fifteen degrees as in
the deed.
Name of intended grantee-Robert  Ballard.
Nanze of
Ballard.
applying for  instrument -Robert
a lard.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th August, 1873.
rrHE accompanying amended description of the
School Reserve at Moggill is substituted for
that published in the  Government Gazette  of the
16th November, 1872, folio 1920.
C. J. GRAHAM.
County of Stanley, parish of Moggill, portion No.
248.
16 acres 2 roods 32 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
north-east by one of said roads bearing three hun-
dred and twenty degrees thirteen chains and ten
links ; on the north by a line bearing west eleven
chains and eighty links to another road one chain
wide ; on the north-west by that road bearing one
hundred and ninety degrees nine chains and eighty-
five links to the other aforesaid road ; and on the
south by that road bearing east twenty-one chains
and eighty-eight links to the point of commence-
ment.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  6th November, 1873.
TT is hereby notified for general information, that
1 the Rent of the undermentioned Runs, situated
in the Unsettled Districts ,  not having  b een paid on
or before the 30th day of September last, they will
become absolutely forfeited unless the full amount
of Rent in each case , with one-fourth  added by way
of penalty ,  be paid into the Colonial Treasury
within ninety days thereafter ,  as prescribed by the
Acts and Regulations.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Name of  Lessee. Name of Run.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
Humphery, F. T.
Lawless, C. and P.
Lawless, C.
Lawless, P.
McKay, D. F.
Plummer, J. M.
Travis, R. .
Ditto ...
Buckingah ...
Boonimbah ...
Boonbagan ...
Wind era .. ...
Bannia ... ...
Toondoongondy...
Gingar Gingar ...
Cloncose ... ...
BURKE DISTRICT.
Clifford and Courtney Keira ...
Ditto ...  ...  Marathon ...
Cowan Cowan and Cowan Downs ...
Nichol
Ditto ... ... Sorghum Downs,
No. 1
Ditto ... ... Sorghum Downs,
Thompson, J. ...
Mossman, A....
.No. 2
Prarie, No. 2
COOK DISTRICT.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Pine ...
Copperfield ...
Nepowe ... ..,
Preston ...
Rienza  ... - ...
DARLING DOWNS  DISTRICT.
Clynes, P. ... . '  Bingeyrang
...I
Gilchrist, Watt,  and Co. Ballon
Lloyd, C. G. H. ... Culgarra...
Rent.
£ s. d.
13 16
45 0
45 0
45 0
12 10
27 10
37 10
49 10
10 0 0
22 10 0
25 0 0
25
25
0 0
0 0
42 0 0
7 10
7 10
7 10
7 10
7 10
12 10
72 10
44 0
RENT OF RUNS IN  U NSETTLED DISTRICTS
-continued.
Name of Lessee. Name of Run. Rent.
Hammond, G. T.
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
GREGORY DISTRICT.
£ s. d.
..•
Argyle .. 6 5 0
ditto (arrears) 1 010
Tenham ... 6 5 0
... ditto (arrears) 1 0 10
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Arming, R. J. and F. A.  I  Reedy Springs, 1 11 3
No. 2 (arrears)
Carr, J. C. ... Cardigan  ...  37 10 0
Curr, Marmaduke ... Gil Gunyah ... 9 7 6
Miles, W. ... Victoria Downs, 17 10 0
No. 1
Ditto ... ...  I  Victoria Downs, 25 0 0
No.  2
Mytton, E. ... Kinloeh, No. 1 ... 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... Kinross ... ... 18 15 0
Plant and Cass ... Glenell 6 5 0
Ditto ... ditto (arrears) 4 13 9
Plant, E. H.... ... Collopy .. .. 6 5 0
Ditto ditto (arrears) 2 12 1
Wildash, F. J. C. Miles Lake ... 158 8 0
Ditto ... ... Gara ... ... 108 15 0
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Earl, James
Miles, Wm.
Ditto
Ditto
North, J.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Mount Carmel ...
Hidden Valley ...
Conway, No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ..
Tiptree Hill, North
ditto (arrears)
ditto No. 2...
ditto (arrears)
25 0 0
34 4 0
36 0 0
30 12 0
6 5 0
2 12 1
6 5 0
2 12 1
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Balfour, G. ... ... Columba... ... 12 10 0
Bank of New South Clive ... ... 43 0 0
Wales
Ditto ... ... Canal ... ... 43 0 0
Ditto ... ... Ardah  ...  35 0 0
Ditto ... .. Canal, No. 2 ... 35 0 0
Foot and Sons ... Moravia Downs... 27 10 0
Forlonge, W.... ... Harrow ... 6 5
02Ditto  ... ditto (arrears) 5 4 2
Gilliam, T. W. ... Baffle Block 3 I5 0
Haly, C. R. ... Arcadia, North ... 30 0 0
Joint Stock Bank ... Kynebil ... ... 14 10 0
Ditto ... ... North Van Van 9 0 0
Gurt
Logan, R. ...  ...  Lins Forest .. 27 10 0
LondonCharteredBank Wongaleigh ... 33 16 0
Mattherson, D. ... Ashfleld ... ... 18 15 0
Morgan, Wm. ... Barwon Park ... 67 10 0
McCord and Skene ... Winchester Downs 18 15 0
McLean, M. J. ... Spring Creek, No. 20 12 6
2
Ditto ... ditto (arrears) 1 17 6
McMullen, J. F. ... Balling-le-roche... 34 2 0
Ditto ... ... Wilpenah ... 28 10 0
Ditto ... Balparnah ... 28 10 0
McPhillamy, C. ... Somerby... 37 16 0
Perkins, Thos. ... Conciliation Creek, 27 10 0
Block B
Ditto ... ... Repulse Creek, 28 0 0
No. 2
Peter, McLeay, Bonar, Carnarvon Creek, 30 0 0
Onslow and Onslow No. 3
Ramsay,  D. Roseylie ... ... 27 10 0
Ditto ... Goongella ... 27 10 0
Ditto Broadlea... ...  27 10  0
Robertson and Want Galgathea 13 2 6
Shannon, J. ... .... Saltbush Park, 20 0 0
No. 2
Ditto ... Drumcondra ... 15 0 0
Tansey, M. ... ... Sutton ... ... 29 8 0
Ditto ... ... I Wallburry ... 37 10 0
Want, R. C. ... ... Galgathaa East ... 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Meroo ... ... 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Miambaa ... 13 2 6
Ditto ... ... Neeinbaa ... 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Widerege Wide-  27 10  0
rege
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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RENT OF RUNS IN U NSETTLED  DISTRICTS
-continued.
Name of Lessee. Name of Run. Rent.
£ s. d.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Anderson, T.... . Dulbydilla ... 35 0 0
Clarke and Hodgson ... Oberina ... ... 51 5 0
Ditto ... ... Pannonia 46 5 0
Close, Thos. ... ... Manandilla, No. 1 49 10 0
Davy and Veness West Thomby ... 33 0 0
Dexter, J. C.... ... South Teelba ... 22 10 0•
Gordon and Flood ... Morocco ... ... 60 10 0
Holland, J. ... ... ! Bendeena ... 27 10 0
Mcllwraith, T. ... Doogarry ... 62 10 0
McLean, J. D. (repro- East Billin ... 27 10 0
sentatives of)
Ditto ... ... South ditto .. 27 10 0
Ditto ... ... Upton  28 10  0
Ditto ... ... Mount Bindeygo 28 10 0
Ditto ... ... Bosnia ... ... 28 10 0
Ditto ... ... Ravenna ... ... 28 10 0
Ditto ... ... Mount Bindango  28 10  0
Ditto ... ... Mullock ... ... 33 0 0
Ditto ... ... Isis ... ... 33 0 0
Ditto ... ... Billin ... ...  27 10  0
Ditto ... North Billin ... 27 10 0
Ditto ... ... Maxvale ... ... 27 10 0
Ditto ... ... Watershed ... 27 10 0
Seidel, E. F. ... North Durin Durin 11 5 0
Tate, Geo. ... .... Marra Murra ... 35 0 0
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Miles, Wm. ... ... Eversleigh, No. 1 75 0 0
Ditto ... ditto No. 2 30 0 0
Ditto ... ditto No. 3 16 5 0
Tweed, John ... Wyndeyer Creek 15 0 0
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Geary, E. M.... ... [ Boothalla Block... 25 0 0
Ditto ... .... Junction Block ... 25 0 0
Hood, Torrance, and Bylang ... ... 12  10  0
Hood
Wiles, Wm. ... ... Lower Eulo Left 15 0 0
Nicholls, John Callene 75 0 0
O'Sullivan Florence ... Stockade Block ... 28 15 0
Pain, Thos. ... ... Bowra West ... 70 0 0
Ditto ... ... Bandy ... ... 70 0 0
Ditto ... Goomorah ...  27 10  0
Pettiford, Jae... Bimbilla West ... 6 17 6
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February,  1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for general information
that in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous, before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
T
HE first sheet of the New Ma of the Colony,
shewing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  16th September, 1873.
"PASTORAL  LEASES ACT OF 1869." ri
UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.NOTICE.-It is hereby notified for general
information ,  that the Crown Lands Office
for the Mitche ll  District has been removed from
Tambo to Blacka ll .
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Crown Lands  Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
Is
is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the 41st section of "The  Pastoral
Leases  Act  of 1869" for renewed leases for four-
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
ru Tuths prior to the expiration of the existing
leases, as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown LanA-
Department of Public Works,
Gold Fields Branch,
Brisbane, 17th November, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Auriferous Lease is ready
for issue on payment of the balance of the first
year's rent.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. Name of Lessee. Name of Gold Field..
83 W. E. Murphy ... Gympie.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  16th October, 1873.
N
N OTICE  is hereby given, that the following
charges will be made  by the Analytical
Chemist for testing, assaying ,  and analysing
minerals, ores ,  articles of commerce ,  victuals, &c.,
&c.
As soon as the necessary arrangements are made,
fire assays will be undertaken , of which  due notice
will be given.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
£ s. d.
Assaying ores for chrom (wet assay) ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for nickel (wet assay) ... ... 0 10 if
Assaying ores for trobalt (wet assay ).. ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for antimony (wet assay) ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for  arsenic  (wet assay).. ... 0 10 6
Assaying metallic platina (wet assay) 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for sulphur (sulphuric acid) 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for phosphor (phosphoric
acid) ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for chlorine ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for iodine ... ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for bromine ... 0 10 if
Assaying minerals for fluor (fluoric acid) ... 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for boron (boracic acid) ... 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for silicon (silicic acid) .. 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for carbon (carbonic acid) 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for cyan (Prussic acid) ... 0
0
5 0
5 0Assaying minerals for  lime ... ... ...
Assaying minerals for barytes... ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for strontian ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for  magnesia ... ... 0
0
5 0
5 0Assaying minerals for alumina
Assaying minerals for  potass, soda , lithia, each,
separately ... . ... ... ... ...  0 10  &
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£ a. d.
Testing acids or sour liquors ,  for their strength
in anhydrous acid-
Sulpburic acid  ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
Hydrochloric acid  ... ... ...  0 5 0
Nitric acid ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Acetic acid (vinegar) ... ...- ... 0 5 0
Tartaric acid  ... ... ... ...  0 6 0
Citrie acid,  &c.... ... ... ... 0 6 0
Testing for their strength in alkali only-
Soda crystals  ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
Soda ash ... ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
Testing alloys - silver and copper  ... ,..  0 1 6
Assaying quartz for gold  ... ... ...  0 10 6
Assaying ores for gold  ... ... ... ...  0 10 6
Assaying ores for silver  (wet assay ) .. ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for quicksilver  (wet assay ) ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for lead (wet assay )  ...  ...  0 10 6
Assaying ores for bismuth  (wet assay ) ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for copper (wet assay)... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for zinc  (wet assay ) ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for cadmium (wet assay) 0 10 6
Assaying ores for tin (wet assay ) .. ...  0 10 6
Assaying ores for manganese  (wet assay ) ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for iron  (wet assay ) ... ...  0 10 6
Assaying ores for uran  (wet assay ) ... ...  0 10 6
Caustic Soda  ... ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
Potash ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Liquor ammonia  (gas water ) ... ... ...  0 6 0
Common ashes  ... ... ... ... ...  0 6 0
Testing wine or winemust ,  juices of fruits, &c.,
for acids ,  sugar ,  and alcohol . 0 10 6
Testing manures ,  guanoes, &c., for phosphates,
ammonia ,  and potash  ... ... ...  0 10 6
Testing soap ,  salt, sugar, or chemical prepara-
tions, for their commercial value or purity 0 10 6
Testing a substance for a specified or sus-
pected adulteration ,  like drugs, mer-
chandise, victuals ,  butter ,  milk, &o. ...  0 10 6
Analysis of water ,  ores in which occur three,
four ,  or more bodies ,  and which are re-
quired to be quantitatively ascertained ... 3 3 0
Analysis of substances belonging to the Vege-
table and Animal Kingdom (zoochemical
analysis ), from £1 is. to £:t 3s., accord-
ing to demands made
Testing soils for one or two substances  ... 0 10 6
Analysis of soils  ... ... ... ...  3 3 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N V
N OTICE is hereby given, that a New Road from
South Pine River towards Sandgate, referred
to in Notices dated 8th April, 1873, and 24th July,
1873, folios 673 and 1241, respectively, of the  Gov.
ernment Gazette ,  has been formally marked and
opened by the proper officer, and  same  is now open
for public use.
4750.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  18th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a New Roadthrough  Selection No. 125, parish of Basset,
county of Carlisle, referred to in Notices dated 19th
May, 1873, and 24th July, 1873 ,  folios 911 and
1241, respectively ,  of the  Government Gazette,  has
been formally marked and opened by the proper
officer, and same is now open for public use.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
3563.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  14th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD-FINAL NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a New Road from
Tinana Creek to Tin Can Bay, referred to in
Notices dated 12th June, 1873, and 24th July,
1873, folios 947 and 1240, respectively, of the  Gov-
ernment Gazette ,  has been formally marked and
opened by the proper officer, and the  same is now
open for public use.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1941.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, WIDE BAY AND BURNETT
DISTRICT, COUNTY OF BOWEN.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH  reference  to the Notice  dated 16th Sep-
tember , 1873, folio 1567 ,  Government Gazette,
relative to  the opening of a New Road  from Mount
Perry to Boolboonda, Wide  Bay and Burnett
District, county of Bowen  : Notice is  hereby given,
in accordance  with the Act 4 William IV., No.
it, that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to confirm  the said portion of road;  and it is
therefore hereby declared expedient  to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the  Office  of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Teningering  ;  and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect  of the said  road, are
hereby  reminded  that notice  must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof ,  in such manner and form as are provided
in the sixth section of the Act above  referred to, or
they will  be  forever  foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73.4953.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ENOGGERA.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 6th Octo.
her, 1873, folio  1676,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road through
portion 315, parish of Enoggera : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council,  has been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor.
General, and the Police Office, Brisbane; and
all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1956.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF LOCKYER,
COUNTY OF CAVENDISH.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice  dated 8th Sep-
tember, 1873, folio 1534,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road  from Main
Ipswich and Toowooomba Road to Lockyer's
Creek, parish of Lockyer, county of Cavendish :
Notice is hereby given,  in accordance  with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased  to confirm the said portion  of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred  to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference , to be  seen at the
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Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section'of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-4058.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, MARYLAND RUN NORTH,
COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 5th Sep-
tember, 1873 , folio  1533,  Government Gazette,
relative to  the opening of a New Road through
Selections  Warwick Register Nos. 430 and 534,
and Maryland  Run North, county of Merivale :
Notice is hereby  given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Ex-
cellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive  Council, has been pleased to  confirm the
said portion  of road ; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient  to open and make the road
referred  to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference , to be seen at the Office of the Surveyer-
General,  Brisbane , and the Police Office, War-
wick  ; and all  persons intending  to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary  within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as  are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will  be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73.4027.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MARYBOROUGH,
COUNTY OF MARCH.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 14th Octo-
ber, 1873, folio 1721,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road through the
90-acre Reserve , in the town and parish of Mary-
borough : Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according  to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at  the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane , and the Police Office, Maryborough ; and all
persons intending to claim  compensation  in respect
of the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof,  in such manner
and form as  are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed from  such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-3810.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th  November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ALLORA,
COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
7 ITH reference to the Notice, dated 8th  Sep-
tember,  folio 1533 ,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road through
portion No .  2, parish of Allora ,  county of Meri-
vale : Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 Wi lliam  IV., No. 11, that  His Excellency
the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Counc il, has been pleased to confirm the said portion
of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared expe-
dient to open and make the road referred to, accord-
ing to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seep at
the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
By Command,
• J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-4312.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD,  PARISHES  OF CLARENDON
AND BUARABA, COUNTY OF CAVEN-
DISH.
SECOND NOTICE.
1
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 25th Sep
tember, 1873, folio 1602,  Government Gazette
relative to the opening of a New Road from
Gatton to Cressbrook, parishes Clarendon and
Buaraba, county of Cavendish : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Ipswich ;  and all persons  intending to
claim  compensation in respect of the  said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof,  in such manner  and form  as are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referred
to, or they will  be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-4344.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF INDOOROO-
PILLY, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH referenc e  to the Notice ,  dated 1st  Sep-
tember, 1873,  folio 1500 ,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road through selec-
tion 201 ,  and portion 49, parish of Indooroopilly :
Notice  is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that  His Exce llency the
Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at
the Office of the Surveyor -General, and ' the
Police Office, Brisbane  ;  and all persons intend.
ing to claim compensation in respect of the said
road,  are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary ,  within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are  provided  in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-3177.
1951
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  29th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF CAMBOOYA,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference  to the Notice dated 1st July,
1873, folio 1024 ,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a new Road from Cambooya
Railway Station to Eton Vale ,  parish of Cambooya,
county of Aubigny : Notice is  hereby  given, in
accordance with the Act 4 W illiam IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road ; and it is there-
fore hereby declared expedient to open and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the  Office  of the
Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and the Police Office,
Drayton  ;  and all persons intending to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary ,  within forty days from the date
hereof ,  in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they,
will  be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
73-2485. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 27th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ALLORA,
COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 8th Sept.
ember, 1873 ,  folio 1534 ,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road from Hendon
to Allora, parish of Allora, county of Merivale :
Notice is hereby  given ,  in accordance  with the
Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
portion of road and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred
to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be  seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane , and the Police Office, Warwick ; and all
persons intending to claim compensation in respect
of the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the . date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
73-2584 . J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF TOOTH, ELPHIN.
STONE, STEPHENS, AND FELTON; COUNTIES
OF AUBIGNY AND MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
V 1
W ITH. reference to the Notice dated 4th July,
1873 ,  folio 1023 ,  Government Gazette, relative
to the open ing of a new Road from Clifton Rail-
way Station to the Leyburn and Drayton Road :
Notice is hereby given ,  in accordance with the
Act 4 William IV. No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said portion
of road ; and  it is  therefore hereby declared ex-
pedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office ,  Drayton ;  and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above refereed to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSO-
73-3883.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner  for Railways'. Office,
Brisbane , 20th November, 1873.
T OTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
\ and Book of Reference, with Amendments,1\1
of the proposed Line of Railway, Brisbane Exten-
sion , from 16 miles 13 chains to Brisbane, has been
approved and confirmed without any alteration ;
and that in pursuance of the 17th section of the
Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the Government  intend to
proceed with the construction of the Line of Rail-
way (Brisbane Extension) from Ipswich  to 16 miles
13 chains to Brisbane, according to the Map or
Plan and Book of Reference so confirmed, to be
seen at this office, and copy thereof at the office of
the Clerk of Petty Sessions at Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  20th November, 1873.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  under the 14th section
of  " An Act to make provision for the Con-
struction by the Government of Railways `' and for
the Regulation  of the  same,"  assented to 3rd Sep-
tember, 1863 ,  that His Exce ll ency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Counc il , has pri-
marily approved of the Map and Book of Reference
of the Ipswich Deviation Line of Railway from
3 miles 46 chains on the Toowoomba Line to the
commencement of the Brisbane Extension at
Ipswich.
The Map or Plan and Book of Reference can be
seen at this  Office,  and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Ra ilway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office,  in  writing,  within one month from this date,
any well -grounded objection which may exist to
the adoption of the said Line of Railway, or any
part thereof, or of any works proposed in connec-
tion therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner of Ra ilways.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Ra ilways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  14th November, 1873.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the proposed line
of Ra ilway ,  Brisbane  E xtension ,  from Ipswich to
2 miles 30 chains ,  has been approved and confirmed
without any alteration  ;  and that in pursuance of
the 17th section of the Act 27 Victoria ,  No. 8, the
Government intend to proceed with the construc.
tion of the line of Railway  (Brisbane Extension)
from Ipswich to 2 miles 30 chains, according to
the Map or Plan and Book of Reference so con-
firmed, to be seen at this Office,  and copy thereof
at the office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions at
Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 17th October, 1873.
N
OTICE is hereby given, under the 14th section
of  " An Act to make provision for the Con-
struction by the Government of Railways, and for
the  Regulation of the same,"  assented  to 3rd Sep-
tember, 1863, that his Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Map and Book of
Reference of the 3rd section of part of the Bris-
bane Extension from Oxley into Brisbane.
The map or plan, and book of reference, can be
seen at this  Office,  and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Railway
are hereby required to transmit to me; at this
Office, in writing, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objection which may exist to
the adoption of the said line of railway, or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection
therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner of Railways.
1952
Department of Public Forks, KILKIVAN (UPPER MARY) GOLD FIELD.
Gold Fields Branch, During the Month ended 31st October, 1873.
Brisbane 17th November 1873., ,
MINER'S  RIGHT.MINERS' RIGHTS AND BUSINESS
No. Name.LICENSES . 63,369 J . P. Chrietoe
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
hts and Busi-the undermentioned Miners' Ri g
ness Licenses have been returned as issued in the
Gold Fields Districts respectively specified. WARWICK GOLD FIELDS.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
During the Month ended 31st October, 1873.
BOYNE AND CALLIOPE GOLD FIELDS. MINERS, RIGHTS.
No. Name.  No. Name.During the Month ended  31st  October, 1873.
922 Peter Mansfieldh ll Dillon 5868 918 M
MINERS'
No. Name.
63,184  William W. Watt
63,185 John  Bain
63,186 William McKay
,ars a,
RIGHTS. 68,919 Geo. T. Marshall 58,923 William Yaldwyn
No. Name. 58.920 David O' Brien 68 ,924 J. M. Thompson
63,187 Samuel Hopgood 58,921 Thomas Blake 68,925 William Wright
63 ,188 George Hickson
63,189 Patrick Drimane
BusINBss LICENSE.
No. Name. GYMPIE GOLD FIELD .
930 Samuel  W. Evans.
During  the Month  ended 31st  October, 1873,
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name .  No. Name.
PEAK DOWNS GOLD FIELD. 63,479 Waugh Ring 63 538 Kennett Morrison,
During the Month ended 31st October, 1873. 63,480 James Cockburn 63,539 Frederick Brandert
540 Wm. Henderson63 481 John Riding 63
'
,RIGHTS.MINERS
482 Th 541 W G63 B k 63 n M th, omas ur e ra, i . c
No Name No Name. .. . 542 Win. Scott63,483 David Elliott 63,60,771 Richard Pugh 60,780 John Swain 63,484 R. S. Miller 63 543 Mary Anne Arnele,
60,772 Frederick Porter i 60,781 Daniel West 63,485 John Farnworth 63 544 Jamea Fraser,
60,773 John Porter 60,782 Edward Butcher 63,486 Henry Joseph 63 545 John Blackburn
60,774 Henry Weimeas 60,783 Daniel King 63 487 Wm. Taylor 63 546 Francis Mellon, ,
60,775 Joseph Hosking 60,784 Hector McLellan 63,488 Wm. Smerdon 63 547 Robert Newlands,
60,776 Henry List 60,785 John Milton 63,489 Matthew Ferguson 63 548 Jeremiah Ryan,
60,777 John Graham 60,786 James McHenry 63,490 Mary Areas. 63,549 Jonathan Lawson
60,778 Adam Syme 60,787 James,Eckles 63,491 Charles Cortesi 63 550 H. W. Mellor
60,779 Wm.  Morcom  60,788 Stephen Reeves ,63,492 Frank Wellington 63,551 Thomas McNulty
63,493 Thomas Andrews 63,552 Wm.  Babister
G63,494 Soloman Robinson 63,553 John lindon
63,495 James Meredith 63,654 Thomas Maloney
ROCKHAMPTON GOLD FIELD. 63,496 Thomas O'Dea 63,555 Andrew Collins
63,497 B. B. Smith 63,656 James GibbDuring  the Month ended 31st October 1873, . 63,498 Michael O'Brien 63,657  Mary Anne Hills
MINEkS' RIGHTS. 63,499 Thomas Pool 63, 658 James  McCorley
No. Name. No. Name.  63,500 Thomas Durbridge 63,559 John  Maulsbury
48,427 W. von If ornnfeldt 48,434 Carl Harnig 63,501 Robert Buller 63,560 Wm R. Goodwin
48,428  Rufus Smith 48,435 George Weir 63,502,.John Fitzpatrick 63,561 John Betes
48,429 Peter  Sing Hing 48,436 Thomas Beichne 63,503 Robert Hastie 63,562 G. W. Bollard
48,430 Ali You 48,437 Frederick Klappie 63,504 Thomas Elliott 63,663 James Logen
48,431 John  Ali  Fink 48,431 Richard Morris 63,505 Patrick Moore 63,564 John Wilmott
48,432 James Marris 48,439 Peter Cant 63,506 Lucy Warmall 63,565 Wm. Garner
48,433 Ah Foy 48,440 Henry Davis 63,507 Andrew Cockburn 63,566 Christian Kroft
Sh 567 M tth3 50 J h 3 Md llo a ew, n roe er 6 ,8 e6 orBusmiSH LICENSE. 509 Edward Godfrey 63 568 Harry Shatling63 , ,
No. Name. 63,510 Thomas H. Baker 63 569 George Ambrose,
3,272 John Casey 63,511 James Ryan 63,570 John Lyons
63,612 Isaac Moore 63,571 James Rogers
63,513 Alfred Hollyman 63,572 Jane Brown
63,514 Michael Darcy  63,51-3  James Air
574 James Wybrow63 615 Cornelius  Metcalf 63, ,TENNINGERING GOLD FIELD. 63,516 John Rowand 63,576 Sydney Shephard
During  the Month ended 31st October, 1873. 63,517 John Dundas 63,576 J. M. Henderson
MINERS'  RIGHTS. 63,518 John Rowand 63,577 Lewis Grant
W M G l 78 A M63,519 c i lex.m. l 63,5 cDonnellNo Name No Name
'
. . .. 63,520 David O Brien 63 579 James Bentley,
62,312 Alex . Walker 62,314 D. J. Byrne 63 52] John Conway 63 580 Walter Shove1 , ,
62,818  Joseph Mullen 63,522 Newman Wilson 63,581 Wm. Ascott
63,523 John Doyle 63,582 Henry Symons
63,524 N. P. Braughall 63,583 John Sexton
63,525 Wm. Horton  63,584  Carl Eisart
GAYNDAH GOLD FIELDS. 63,526 James Conway 63,585 W. M. O'Malley
During  the Month ended 31st October, 1873. 63,527 Win. Henry Mant 63,586 John Maddon
63,528 Richard Rice 63,587 Mary Connors
MINERS' RIGHTS. 63,529 Michael Ryan 63,588 John Broadbent
No. Name. No, Name.  63,530 John Mathews 63,589 Alex. McDoonald
60,484 George  Gregory 60,486 J. A. Bogild 63 531 Win. Holliman 63,590 C. H. Croaker
60,486  J. F. Wood 63,632 Charles Higgins 63,591 John Collins
63,533 James Crane 63,592 Joseph Simmel
63 593 J J Heilbron534 Thomas McGuire 63 M. ., .,
63,535  Daniel O'Neill 63,594 William Puller
GILBERTON GOLD FIELD. 63,636 Bernard Keating 63,595 Richard Milne63,637  John Geirke
Durin the Month  ended 30th Se tember 1873pg , .
M1XIMS' RIGHTS. BIIan se LlcmzO.
No. Name.  No. Name. No. Name.  No. Name.
45,274 Ali On 45,276 Thomas Upperton 1,158 Pack Barry I 1,160 C. H. Ball and Co.
65,276 Chuck Sue 158 #=FBO 
1953
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 13th November, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE AND LOCK-UP, GLADSTONE.
TEN DERS will  be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th
December next, from persons willing to contract
for the erection of a Court House and Lock-up at
Gladstone.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender  for Court
House and Lock-up, Gladstone."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Gladstone.
Tenders must be on roper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount of Contract ,  as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being  accepted,  and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown, Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days  from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Bridge
over  No. 1 Sandy Creek, Tarampa Road."
Plan,  Specification,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
or at  the Roads Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is pro-
posed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will  not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE  OVER IRONPOT  CREEK , IPSWICH
TO NANANGO.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  31st October, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LIGHTHOUSES, COWAN COWAN AND
COMBOYURO.
T
ENDERS  will  be received at this  Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th No-
vember next ,  from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Lighthouses at Cowan Cowan and
Comboyuro Points, Moreton Bay.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Lighthouses,
Moreton Bay."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per cent.
on amount of Contract as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event that
he will execute and deliver, at the Office of the Civ il
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender wi ll  not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER NO. 1 SANDY CREEK,
TARAMPA ROAD.
T
ENDERS will  be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 5th
December next, from persons willing to contract
for the  construction of a Bridge over  No. 1 Sandy
Preck,  Tarampa Road.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office, unt il
Four o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY , the 5th
December next ,  from persons wil ling to contract
for the construction of a Bridge over Ironpot
Creek,  on the Nanango road.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Bridge over
Ironpot Creek."
Plan, Speci fication ,  and form of Tender may be
seen and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
or at the Roads Office,  Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed form ,  and must
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver ,  at the Office
of the Civil  Crown Solicitor in Brisbane ,  within
fourteen days from the usual noti fication of accept-
ance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance  ;  otherwise the Tender will  not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Commissioner for Railways ' Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd September, 1873.
RAILWAY  NOTICE.
I
N order to expedite  the settlement of claims for
Railway  compensation ,  it is requested that all
persons  who have any claim for  compensation on
account of  land resumed  for the  purposes of the
Brisbane  and Ipswich Railway Line, will forward
the Deeds or other  instruments  showing  their title
to the land taken, or an abstract hereof, to the
Office of the Crown Solicitor,  Queen street, Bris.
bane,  at the same  time that they forward their
claims for compensation  to this Office.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
1964
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  31st ,  October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information,
that Licenses from the Treasury have been
granted to the undermentioned persons during the
Month of October, 1873.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
Name.
To
Place.
RETAIL LIQUOR.
Springer, W. Blackall
Harding, St. J. W. Clermont
Bernecker , A. C. F. ... ... Gilberton
Faulks, Jas. Gayndah
Harris, Jno. ... . Ipswich
Gront, Robt. ... ... Maryborough
Gosaner , Joseph ditto
Hannan, E. ... ... 1Mi llchester
McKeegan, E. ... ditto
Penny, John ... ditto
Teve lin ,  Thos. ... ... .. ditto
Tate , Richd. ditto
Wallace,  Wm. .,. ... ... ditto
Hunter, A. J. ... ... ... Ravenswood
Roberta, M. ... ... St. George
Laird, Rob. 'Stanthorpe
Moloney, Denis ditto
Sterne, Jno. ditto
Waterson, Wm. ditto
Neal, G. ... Surat
Ryan, P. ... Townsville I
Robertson Bros.
Rooney, Alex.
Howes ,  Saml. ...
Mo lls, G. $.
Pritchard, A. B.
Murphy, W. B.
Phillips,  Saml....
Ramsay, T.
McDonald, A. B.
McGoldrick, F.
Farley, H. ...
Scowaa,  S. P. ...
Haman ,  Jno. ...
To DISTIL.
... ... I Mackay
PACKET LICENSE.
... .., I "The Settler
ArcTIONEERS.
Brisbane
ditto
Maryborough
Roma
Toowoomba
BILLIARDS.
3. The Debentures will be payable to the holder
for the time being, and will be issued in
sums of £100, £200, and £500 each (as may
be required), secured upon the Consolidated
Revenue Fund of Queensland, and will bear
interest at the rate of Four per cent. per
annum, payable half-yearly on the 1st of
July and the 1st of January in each year.
4. The  principal  sum will be payable on the
1st January, 1913, either in Brisbane, Syd-
ney, Melbourne, or London, at the option
of the holder.
5. The interest will commence on the 1st Jan-
uary, 1874, and will be payable at the
Treasury, in Brisbane, or at the Office of
the Banking Agents in Sydney, Melbourne,
or London, at the option of the holder.
6. The Tenders will be opened at the Treasury,
Brisbane, at noon on the above-named day
(17th December), in the presence of such of
the'Tenderers as may desire to be present.
The minimum price to be accepted by the
Government having been first placed on the
Table under Seal.
7. The amount tendered, if accepted, must be
paid in cash, or in Queensland Government
Treasury Bills, in Brisbane, on the 1st
January, 1874, on which day the Debentures
will be deliverable.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
TENDER FOR QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT
DEBENTURES.
SIR,
Denominations
required (a)
of £100 ea.
of £200
of £500
on
Name:
Address :
Date :
I hereby tender for £
Queensland Government Deben-
tures, in terms of the notice of the
27th October, at the price of
£ for every £100 of such
Debentures, and I  agree to accept
the same or  any less  amount that
may be allotted to we and to pay
for them, in cash  (b), in Brisbane,
the first day of January, 1874.
... ..
... ...
Bowen
Copperfield The Under Secretary of the Treasury,
Dalby Queensland.
St th... ...
... ..
an orpe.
ditto (a) It is particularly requested that these blanks he  filled up by
... ... Townsville the Tenderer.
BAGATELLE.
)t) Or Treasury Bills, as the  case may be.
Downs, R. .
Kennington, T.
Major, W. ...
Brisbane
Rockhampton
Townsville
NOTICE.
TRANSFERABLE AND REMITTABLE  GOVERN-
MENT  DEBENTURES.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 27th October, 1873.
IN conformity with the provisions of  " The
Queensland Government (,oan Act  of 1872"
(36 Victoria, No. 24), His Excellency the Governor,
in Council, directs it to be notified that Sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office., until Noon
of WEDNESDAY, the 17th of December, from
persons desirous  of purchasing the whole or any
portion of Queensland Government Debentures,
amounting to the sum of Two Hundred and Fifty
Thousand Pounds, to be issued under authority of
the abovenamed Act, subject to the undermentioned
terms and  conditions - viz.:-
1. Each Tender must be for the amount of one
or more Debentures. and must be endorsed
" Tender for Deben1 r,, ."
2. In the event of equlial, at tenders being re-
ceived, in excess of the Debentures for
disposal,  a peo rata  distribution will be
made.
QUEENSLAND  TREASURY BILLS.THE attention of holders of Queensland Trea.
sury Bills due and payable the 31st December,
1873, is directed to the provision contained in the
said Bills, which requires that notice shall be given
to the Colonial  Treasurer ,  at Brisbane, on or
before the 1st day of December next, of the place
where such Bills are to be presented for payment,
viz., whether at Brisbane, Sydney, or Melbourne.
Should the holder of any Bills fail to give the
stipulated notice, such Bills will require to be pre-
sented for payment in Brisbane.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 0th October, 1873.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BAN%.
B
RANCHE S of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall, Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burrenda, Calliope,
Cape River, Cardwell, Charleville, Clermont,
Cleveland, Condamine, Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi,
Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gainsford, Gayndah,
George Town, Gilberton, Gladstone, Goodna, Goon-
diwindi, Greenmount, Great Northern Railway
1955
G mpie, Ipswich,  Jimna,  K ilkivan , Leyburn,
1V kay, Marlborough, Maryborough,  Milchester,
t Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Nebo,
Normanton, Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Shipping Office (Brisbane ), Springsure, S. and W.
Ra' way, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat , Tambo, Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville,
Warwick, and Westwood.
Deposits of five  shillings  upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest  will be allowed on deposits  not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
alfnum ; on  deposits  exceeding  £100, but not
exceeding  9200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will  be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be  made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during grdinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 13th  November,  1873,
TENDERS FOR SUPPLIES.
TENDERS  are invited for Supplies required for
the Public Service for the year 1874. (For
full particulars ,  see  Government Gazette,  No. 105).
Nature.
Date  of  Gazette
containing original
notice.
Date to which  Tenders
can be received at
this  Office.
Provisions, &c.
1873.
8 November ...
1873.
15 December.
H. H. MASSIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information,
that the several Clerks of Petty Sessions
throughout the colony are authorised to receive
Returns from Owners of Stock for the purposes of
assessment , under  " The Brands Act  of 1872."
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
"DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
NOTICE TO SHEEP-OWNERS.
T
HE attention of Owners of Sheep is hereby
directed to  " The Diseases in Sheep Act of
1867  Further Amendment Act"  (34 Victoria, No.
26), by which they are required to make to the
Crown Lands Commissioner in the district in which
the sheep are at the time depastured, on the first
day of January next, 1874, a return of the number
of sheep owned by them, and, at the same time, to
pay into the Colonial Treasury a sum of five
shillings upon every thousand or part of a thousand
sheep, under a penalty of fifty pounds, in case of
neglect or false return.
In the event of no Commissioner having been
appointed to any district, the returns are to be
made to the Acting Commissioner of such district,
except in the case of Moreton and Wide Bay, and
Burnett Districts, whence they are to be made to
the Chief Inspector of Sheep, who has been autho-
rised to receive the same.
As far as practicable,  printed forms  of return
will be supplied, but the non-receipt of  such forms
will not afford  a plea for exemption  from penalty.
(For the Colonial  Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
" BRANDS ACT  OF 1872."
NOTICE TO STOCK-OWNERS.
OWNERS of Horses and Cattle, to the number
of fifty-one head and upwards, are hereby
notified that the  assessment  payable under the
above-named Act, at the rate of two shillings and
sixpence per hundred, or portion of a hundred,
will be due on 1st January next, 1874, and may be
paid to the Clerks of Petty Sessions in the  various
districts on or before that date.
Forms for return of stock will be supplied by
any Clerk of Petty Sessions.
P.H. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
Registrar of Brands Office,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1873.
•
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SUNKEN ROCK,  NORTHUMBERLAND GROUP.
C APTAIN  Hannah, of the schooner " Young
Australian ,"  reports having passed over, and
got a sounding of 4 fathoms upon, a small patch of
rock ,  lying in the following position, viz.
Western point  of
... N.W.  westerlyNo. 1 Percy Island I "'
The north -east Islet and peak of south-west
Island of 4th Group in line.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane ,  13th November, 1873.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MIDDLE CHANNEL, MORETON BAY.
T
HE Venus  Bank having extended still fur-
ther northward , masters of vessels are
cautioned that, with the Lighthouse at the Cape
open to the northward of the Yellow Patch Light,
a distance equal to the difference of their heights,
as previously directed, vessels will  pass over the
end of the Spit with not more than 12 feet at low
water, and that to obtain a depth of 15 feet at low
water the Lights must now be  kept open a space
equal to about twice the difference of their heights.
As it may be difficult to  estimate  correctly this
distance , the Light at the Yellow Patch will shortly
be moved towards the line of the Channel, of which
due notice will be given.  In the meantime, this
channel  should in heavy weather be used with
caution.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane ,  7th November, 1873.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1873.
N
OTICE.-Mr. THOMAS ATKINsoN has been
'i appointed Assistant District Registrar for
Births and Deaths at Cabulture, in the Registra-
tion District of Brisbane, in the room of Mr.
William Armstrong, transferred.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
General Re  'stry Office,
Brisbane ,  21st November, 1873.
NOTICE.
R.  CHABLIS EDWARD BRDDOMB has been
11 appointed under the provisions of the Act
19 Vic., go. 34, to be District  Registrar of Births,
Marriages, and Deaths, for the district  of Somerset,
in the room of Mr. Frank  Jardine.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
1956
Department  of Public  Lands,
Brisbane ,  13th November ,  1873' k-
IT is hereby notified for  general information ,  that the rent of the under -mentioned Runs not having
been paid on or before the 30th day of September last, they will become absolutely  forfeited unless
the full amount of rent in  each case , together with one-fourth added by way of penalty, be paid into the
Colonial Treasury within ninety days thereafter, as prescribed by law.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under Secretary.
Lessee.
Collins J.
Hallett, D. H.
Norris, W. ...
Graham, Hugh ...
Ditto ... ...
Cowper and Crozier
Emmereon, C.
Name  of Applicant.
... ! 90 16 0
... 1 64 6 8
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TARE Notice,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of "  The Real  Property drt of  1861 ." Any person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land.
82 perches ,  being part of subdivision 4 of eastern
suburban allotment 71 ;  parish of South Brisbane,
county of Stanley
2 roods ,  being allotment 3 of section 6, parish of
Goondiwindi ,  and town of Goondiwindi
251 perches ,  being subdivision 1 of suburban portion
157, parish of North Brisbane ,  county of Stanley
Date  within  which a  Caveat
may be  lodged.
Lorenz Bik otherwise 18th December, 1873.
Laurence Pek
Harry Marshall ,  and Hous - 22nd January, 1874 6
ton (otherwise  " Henry")
Stewart Dalrymple Hay
Theodore Paetzholdt ...
1
22nd December, 1873.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that there is now due ,  in respect of the Lands mentioned in the Schedule
at the foot of this Notice, the respective sums set opposite to the descriptions of such lands in the
Schedule ,  for rates made by the Municipal Council  of Allora, for the  years ending December , 1873;  and
the owners of such lands are required to take notice that, unless the amounts so due, together with the
costs of and attending  this Notice,  be paid in One Year from this date ,  the said lands will be leased for
a term not exceeding fourteen years, and at the expiration of such term ,  from year to year ; or an
application will be made by the said Council to the Supreme  Court, or a Judge  thereof, for an order for
the sale of the said lands under the provisions of  " The Municipalities Act Amended Act,"  or of so much
of the said lands as may be necessary.
Dated at Allora, this 1st day of November, 1878.
Description of Lando by Number of Section ,  Allotment, and Locality.
section .  Allotment .  Locality.
8 6 and  7 Drayton and Arnold  streets ...
7 1 Forde and Drayton  streets ...
9 7 Arnold street  ... ... ...
8 6 Jubb and Herbert  streets ...
8 2 Forde street ...
4 8 Forde street  ... ... ...
1 6 and  7 Herbert and Warwick  streets...
6 8 Forde street  ... ... ...
7 7 and 8 Arnold street .. ...
8 1 Fords and Warwick  streets ...
20 2 Forde  and Darling  streets ...
Portion 24 Southern Suburbs ... ...
„ 64
£ s. d.
Run. Rent.
MORETON DISTRICT.
I  Moondoolan
Oxley
18  8 0
Sections,   Creek : I 8 6 8
... .•. .•.
Sections ,  Logan River .. 28 1 4
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
Mariana  (conso li dated ) ... ... ...  83 14 0
... ... ... ... Dunmore  ... ... ... ...  ...  3210 0
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
... ... I Windah ...
]KENNEDY DISTRICT.
... ... ...  I  Eagle Vale  (arrears)
near Hendon  ... ... ...
781
A. CAMERON,
Town Clerk.
Name of Owner or Reputed Owner. Amount ofRates Due.
Jacob Baroff ... ... ... ...
£ s. d.
2 18 4}
J. Collins ... 2 5 0
John Newton or B. Cribb ... ... 2 6 0
J. W. C. Gruchy or J. Lesslie ... 2 5 0
James Healy  ... ... ... ... 2 6 0
George Johnstone or B. Rix
'
... ... 2 6 0
Michael O Dea ... ... ... ... 4 10  0
E. J. Tibbatt ... ... ... ... 2 5 0
E. J. Tibbatt ... ... ... ... 4 10 0
E. J. Tibbatt ... ... ... ... 2 6 0
E. J. Tibbatt ... ... ... ... 2 6 0
John Douglas or B. Glennie ... .. 2 0 0
W. B. Hawthorne  ... ... ... I 1 10 0
18s_
-
1957
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  4th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
dS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it  expedient
to open a new Road from Bundaberg to Boolboonda, counties of Cook and Bowen, District of Wide
Bay : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Offices, Bundaberg and Teningering; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question. •
By Command,
73-3913. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Boox  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM BIINDABEBG TO BOOLBOONDA, COUNTIES OF COOS AND BOWEN,
DISTRICT  OF  WIDE BAY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
Register
No. Portion of Road. No. of ReputedSelec- Owner.
tion.
Occupier .  Bearings . Length In i Br ad of Area .  Remarks.Ro.
ohs. lks .  A.  R.  P.
1 Through southern cor -  537 Abraham A. Pegg  ...  N. 272°  08' E. 15 82 1 chain 1 2 38 Forest land. unim-
ner of Portion No. 14 Pegg proved.
parish of Otoo
1A Through south -western 537 Abraham A. Pegg ...
corner  of Portion No.
14, parish of  Otoo,
county of Cook
Pegg
33 48 2 chains  2 7 2 12 Unimproved tbrest497 0 2 chains S € land.
16 41 160 links Forest land, unim-
40 83 160 links 18 120  € proved.
78 81 150  links  12 0 3 Chie fly somb land.
2 Through eastern por-  615 A.C.Walker  ...  242? 36' 416 0 2 chains 0 1 28 Forest land, unim-
tion of Portion No . 8, proved.
parish of Tantltha
2A Continuation of above 515 A.O.Walker 242°  35' 29 31 2 chains JIInimFOTed forest
south-wee. 212° 18'  11 54 2 chains j s 0 1 land ,  light soil.
torly to north-east
corner of Portion No.7
3 Through Portion  No.  7, 512 Thomas 212° 18'
parish of Tantitba Cooper 266°
4 Through Portion No .  6, 403 6 .  Johnstone,  ...  205°
parish of Bolan 200°
6 Road th ro ugh Portion
No. 7, parish of Nolan
8 Thro ugh south-eastoor-
ner of Portion No. 14,
parish of Kolan
419 J. P. Lyons
549 J .  F. W od  ...  230° 918 0 160 links 1 0 28 Scrub land.
s
7 Through Portion No.15, 550 J. F. Wood  ...  230°
parish  of Nolan 242° 30'
8 Starting from north-
east corner  of Portion
No. 25,  and terminating
on its western bound-
ary, parish  of Nolan
9 Road running along
nort h  boundary of
Portion  29, parish of
Bolan
254 L. Hansen L .  Hansen ... 242° 30'
269° 51'
25 68 150 links
635 0 150 links
32 69  150 links
10 74 150 links
226 N.  L. Smidt N. L. Smidt 270°  29 45 150 links 4 1 265  Unimproved  scrub
10 Commencing on Pin-
nook 's Creek,  and run-
ning south -westerly
through Moolboolaman
Pre-emptive No. I to
its southern boundary
A. P. Barton  A. P. Barton  204° 0'  8 0 3 chains  13 2 3  Crossing paddock
209° 16' 12  60 fences ;  stonyrldg es
243° 0' 29 0
11 Through  eastern corner  94,2 James James Pringle  153° 40' 301 o ... 0 0 171  Sound ridge forest
of Mineral Selection Pringle
No. 942,  near Bool-
boonda
12 A triangular slip along
the northern boundary
of Mineral Selection
Portion 940
13A Commencing on the
north-east boundary
of Mineral Selection
No. 937,  and running
southerly to its  south-
east  boundary
13n Commencing at the
no rt h-east corner of
Mineral Selection No.
937, and south-wes-
terly and north-wes-
terly to its north-west
boundary
14 Commencing on the
south-east boundary
of Mineral Selection
No. 940, and running
westerly and south-
westerly to its south-
west corner
16 A triangular piece out
of the west  comer of
Mineral Selection No.
937
10 Commencing on the
nort h-east boundary
of Mineral Selection
No. 370, and running
south-westerly to its
south-west boundary
940 Rogers,
Walker,
and Cosa
298° 15' 587 0
334° 40' 416 0 1 chain 1 3 0278° 30' 303 0
226° 446 0
230°
116°
937 Pingelly  ...  166° 20'
and Cow- 166° 40'
lishaw  166° 46'
937 Pingelly
and Cow-
lishaw
206° 0'
293° 30'
940 Rogers . ... 293° 30'
Walker , 270° 30'
and Cosa  225° 20'
214° 46'
186° 0'
937 Pingelly
and Cow-
lishaw .
186° 0'
370 W.  E. Mur-  186.  0'
phy le8° 20'
125° 0'
267° 0'
257° 0'
242° 90'
227° 65'
271° 0'
601 0
3 3 38 Partly  scrub andj  forest, unimproved.
4 3 191  € II lnimproved forest
(Partly  scrub and
11l forest; centre
line marked.
land.
0 0 331 Forest laud, gravelly
ridge.
14 51
6 (38 150  links 4
9 25
21 23
7 05J 3 chains 8
1 01)
3 71 13 chains 6
4 52
6 58
1 82 Irregular 0
2 56
2 48 3 chains
14 18
3 52 Irregular 93 44
9 50
0 04S1I50 1lnka I
2 59
1 0
0 0
Open forest land,
Open forest land.
2 2 Ridgy country, open
forest land.
0 13 Open fores t land.
Steep ridgy coun-2  32 try,open forest land.
1958
Department  of Public Works',
Brisbane ,  4th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a New Road from Brisbane and Gympie Road to Mooloolah Wharf and Selections near the
same, parish of Bribie, county of Canning  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provi-
sion,j  of the Act 4 William IV .,  No. 11, and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference,
showing the intended line of Road above -mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-
Gen^ral, Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office, Brisbane ,  and all persons interested therein are requested to
trap  ;mit, in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council ,  within one month from this date, any well.
grornded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
72-2277 By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM BRISBANE AND GYMPIE ROAD TO MOOLOOLAH WHARF AND
SELECTIONS NEAR THE SAME ,  PARISH OF BRIBIE ,  COUNTY OF CANNING ,  TO BE PROCLAI MED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV .,  NO. 11.
No. Port ion of Road.
Register  I  Length
No. of Reputed Reputed  Bearings of In Chains Breadth
Selec -  Owner .  Occup,er .  centre 11ne, of centro of Road.
tion.  has.
1 Enteringselectionloon 1,385
its we -tern boundary,
and running easterly
out across its eastern
boundary
0 Entering selection 4, on 445
its western boundary,
and running easterly
out across its eastern
boundary
Entering Selection 3, 444
on its western boun-
dary,  and running
north  -  easterly out
across its eastern
boundary
4 Entering  Selection 5, on 448
Its western boundary,
and running out north-
easterly across its
northern boundary
0 78
2 28
8 11
5 01
6 is
Area.
ohs. lke. A. I.  P.
RiobardWest -  Will iam H .  N.110° E . ...  0 16 Unimproved open
away Westaway 79° ... 2 72 r  forest land, with870 ...  12 10 1 chain 8 8 28i
scrub on  ri ver1030  .. 7 34 l bank
87.  21'  ...  14 42
W111laW H. Ditto  ...  87-21-  ... 0 59
Westaway 65° 30' ...  14 88
62° 30 ... 7 18
31° .. 1 57
77020,  ... 4 76
114° 30' ...  3 186
Ditt o Ditto  ...  114° 30' ...
85° .
690 80 ...
68°
67° 30 ...
37° 30' ...
Ditto  ... Ditto
6 Entering selec ti on 2 ,  on 443 D.  MoMillan Ditto
its southern boundary,
and running out no rt h-
easterly across its
eastern boundary
6 Entering Selection No. 442
1, on  ti.,  western
boundary,  and run-
ning in a nort h-easterly
direc ti on to Ralounda
Junction ; thence in
a no rt herly direction
tothelower ford, Moo.
loolah River
Branching off as above*
towa rd s the boat-
wharf in an easterly
direction to east boun-
darv of No .  1, near its
north -east corner
Branching  of fr om  Ka.
lounda Junction to the
Southward and east-
ward ,  and crossing the
eastward boundary of
No. 1, near its  south-
out  corner
Charles  Bal.  Charles Bal-
lenger longer
}lchain  3 0 26
1
1 chain 4 1 11
Remarks.
Homestead, on
boundary line of
3 and 4. Open
forest land, with
vine scrub
10 17
$ w J
68° 0 83
43° 80' ... 0 46
58° ..
430 30' ...
20' 30' ...
37° ..
40° 80 ...
10° 30' ...
81°
68°
88° ...
68° 30' ...
71°30'...
50°10'...
1 chain 0 0 22 € Open forest land,
unimproved
0 09 1
I12 28
6 62
13  Be
8
12
7
6
8
0
15
0
29°
49° 30' ...
640
49° 3o ...
336° 15' ...
815° ..
49030,  ...
$38° ...
12 96
11 19
12 86
11 00
11 81
5 96
42 24
9 40
3 20
61° .. 9 91
68^ 30' ... 9 27
93° 30' ... 10 70
73°  30,  ... 3 13
64° ... 8 98
78^ ... 8 34
335° 15' ...  28 20
90° ... 21 14
I
Open  forest  land,
j1l
about 811  Sarw
2 16 fenced off and
bro ken up with
the plough
( Open  forest land;
port ions sub-
divided by  fenc-
ing
K,lo nda Junc-
tion
22 0 6.
0Branch at 14
II chains to boat
wharf
Lower ford, Moo-
loolah River
About  4 sores has
been broken up
with the plough
East boundary No.
1
1959
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  4th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Townsville to Ravenswood, and Branch Road from the said Road
towaris Bowen, parish of Coonambelah, county of Elphinstone, district of Kennedy : Notice is hereby
given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this
colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned,  are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane , and at the Police Office, Townsville ; and
all persons  interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this  date,  any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
By Command,
73-3962 . J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM TOWNSVILLE TO RAVENSWOOD ,  AND BRANCH ROAD
FROM THE SAID ROAD TOWARDS BOWEN ,  PARISH OF COONAMBELAH ,  COUNTY OF  RLPHINSTONE,
DISTRICT OF KENNEDY ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  PUBLIC  ROADS, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4
WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
Register
No. Portion of Road. No. of ReputedSelee- Owner.
tion.
Length BreadthOccupier .  Bearings .  in of Road .Chains.
1 Commencing at the IA T.  R. Towns W.  Morris  ...  218° 15'
no rt hern boundary of Reg, and Co.  195° 0'
Selection 1 A, and run-
ning mouth-westerly
to its southern  boun-
dary
2 Commencing at the 2Adltto R. Towns Agent of & 195° 0'
40-thern bounda ry  of and Co. Towns 182° 30'
Selection 2A, and run -  182° 30'
ning south-westerly 182° 30'
to Its western boon -  196° 0'
dary 215° 30'
240° 30'
270° 46'
260° 45'
ohs. ike.
22 3 07 2 2 chains41
9
83 S
10 63
3 301
2 chains
1 00 5 chains
77
2
31
8
1 11
00
2 chains9 34
13 90
10 15
Area . Remarks.
A. IL P.
13 3 8 Forest land, fenced
in.
23 3 0 Forest land, partly
fenced on north
boundary.
8 Commencing at the 3A ditto R.  Towns Unoccupied 2800  46'  20 27 2 chains 11 0 82 Unimproved forest
eastern boundary of and Co.  249° 0'  25 49 land.
Selection 3A, and run -  289° 30' 6 34
ning westerly to its 279° 0' 3 93
western boundary
4 Commencing at the 38 ditto Thomas Thomas 279° 0' 9 30 2 chains 40 2 0 Forest land, unim-
eastern boundary of Aitkin Aitkln 250° 46' 48 98 proved on line of
Selection No .  38, and 262°  0' 10 50 road.
running westerly and 243° 30'
south-westerly to its 258° 30'
western boundary,  229° 30'
and inol,ding a re- 204° 15'
serve at thrintersec. 219° 16'
tion of the road with 233° 0'
thewesterubounnary 211° 30'
of Selection No. 38 215° 45'
6 Commencing at the 2A ditt R. Towns Agent of R. 187°  30' 16 54
r 'ad f ro m Townsville and Co. Towns 146°  0' 59 81
to Ravenswood,  and
running sent -east-
erl,y through Selection
2A to the Ross Rivet
2 chains 15 1 0 Forest land, pa rt ly
fenced on nort h
boundary,
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  4th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having  deemed it
expedient to open a new  Road through portions 115 and 156, parish of Geham, county of
Aubigny : . Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended
line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
at the Police Office, Toowonmha; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-4088. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTIONS 115 AND 156, PARISH OF GEHAM , COUNTY OF
AUBIGNY, TO  BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC  ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF  COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
No. Portion of Rosd-
1 From the south boun-
dary of portion 115,
parish of  Gebam, run-
ning  north and north-
westerly  to its north-
ern boundary
2  A.  triangular portion
Out of the nort h-west
corner of portion 166,
p a, i, of Oohem
Register
No of
Selec-
tion.
Reput ed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings.
Length
in Chains.
Breadth
of Road. Area.
ohs. Iks. A. R. P.
115 William Unoccupied N. 300° E. 27 00 1 chain ... 4 0 21
Murphy 255° 4 25
277° 2 30
298' 2 68
344° 2 98
`166 Dalton and Dalton and N .  32° E. 1 99 0 0 14
Moore Moore
Remarks.
Thickly -timbered,
well  gras-ed
ridges; pert of
east bounda ry
fenced ;  land held
under  " LessMg4ct
of  IBM.-
Ploughed g ro und ;
no,  th and west
aides fenced; Lund
held under  "Leas-
lnai  Aet m  1866 "
1960
Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD .- FIRST  NOTICE.
27th October, 1874.
.
H
IS  Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council , having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion No. 77, Pa ri sh of Coomera, county of Ward: Notice is
hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 Wi lliam  IV., No.  11, and now in force
in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office, Beenleigh  ;  and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Counc il,
within one month from this date ,  any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
By Command,
73-3967. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 77 ,  PARISH OF COOMERA,  COUNTY OF WARD, TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road .
Register
No. of Reputed Owner. Occupier .  Bearings . Lengthin chains
Breadth
of  Road. Area . Remarks.Selection. .
ohs. lks. A.
R.
r.
I Commencing on the 304 A.  Be ll  ... A.  Bell ... 324° 9 0 1 chain 3 0 0 Forestland,un.
east boundary of 312° 6 0 fenced and
Portion 77,  and run- 332 °  50' 9 0 unimproved.
ning no rt h-westerly to I 316°  36' 6 70
its no rt h boundary
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 27th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed. it ex-
pedient to open a new Road from Turner's Creek to Warwick and Stanthorpe Road, through
Selections , Warwick Register, Nos. 363, 754, 385, 676, and 508, Rosenthal Run, county of
Merivale : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line
of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at
the Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-3643 W. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  FROM TURNER 'S CREEK TO  WARWICK AND  STANTHORPE  ROAD,  THROUGH
SELECTIONS,  WARWICK  REGISTER,  Nos. 363, 754 ,  385, 676, and  508, ROSENTHAL RUN, COUNTY OF
MERIVALE,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  ROAD ,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
Register
so.  Portion of Road. No .  of Reputed Owner .  Occupier.selec-
tion.
1 Commencing  on the War -  J. M. Firmbach J. M. Firm-
south  boundary of wick bath
Warwick Register  No. Register
363, and running  nor- No.
therly to its northern 363
boundary
2 Commencing  on the War- Geo. Webb ... Goo. Webb...
south boundary of wick
Warwick Register  No. Register
754, and running No.
north -easterly and 754
no rt herly to its nor-
thern boundary
3 Commencing on the
south boundary of
Warwick Register No.
385, and running
north -westerly to its
northern boundary
4 Commencing on the
south boundary of
Warwick Register No.
676, and running
no rt h -easterly to its
no rt hern boundary
Commencing on the
south boundary of
Warwick Register No.
508, and running
no rt h - easterly to
function with road
already surveyed in
portion 508.
Bearings. Length  Breadthin Chains .  of Road. Area. Remarks.
N4° 45' E. 26.0( l
7 30' 30.00 } 150 links
4 30' 1.08)
N. 27° 30' 4.92
71° 30' 6.22
42°  8-001
58° 30' 7'00
W  30' 3,80
68° 30' 1100 150 links
56° 30' 5.50
32° 7' 11.00
13050,  20.00
10° 11.28
War- A.  Locke. .. ...  A. Locke  ...  N. 100 E. 2107
wick 338° 20' 12.00
Register 321 55' 15.00
No. 342 30' 8.00 150  links385 12,  30' 3.50
644, 4'75
88° 30' 2.42
14 30' , 1.83
War- A Locke ... ...  Unoccupied N. 14° 30' E. 7.17 150  links
wick 32° 20'52
Register'
No.
676
A.  R.  P.
(Unimproved
8 2 10  {  thickly-tim-
(bored  forest.
13 1 6
7 1 32
(Unimproved
thickly-tim-
bered forest.
ironbark,
box, and oak
and stony
ri dges,sandy
tsoil.
8tonyridges,
thickly tim
bered ; no
improve-
ments; near
road.
4 0 25 Unimproved,
open forest.
War- Forfeited  ... ...  N. 32° E. 19.58 150 links  2 3 15  Unimproved,
wick open  forest,
Registers sandy soil.
No.
509
1961
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 27th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor,  with the advice of  the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion 11, parish of Enoggera, county of Stanley : Notice is hereby
given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in
this colon,  a Plan and Book  of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons
interested  therein  are requested  to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in
question.
By Command,
73-3609. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTION 11 ,  PARISH OF ENOGGERA ,  COUNTY OF  STANLEY,
TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER  THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No.
1
Portion of Road .  Reputed Owner.
Commencing on the
wrath boundary of
Portion 11, and run-
niag north to its
north boundary
Occupier .  Bearings.
J.  Was  ... ...  1 Not occupied  ...  North
Length Breadth
In Chains of Area .  Remarks.Road.
cha lks. A. IL P.
9 chains 1 chain  0 324 Scrub  land, fenced
in, but not other-
wise Improved.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  24th October, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open  a new  Road from Bowen to Mackay, parish of Dargin, county of Herbert, District of
Kennedy : Notice is hereby  given , that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11 , and now  in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above -mentioned ,  are now  deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Bowen ;
and all persons interested  therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive
Council, within  one month  from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation
of the Road in question.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM BOWEN TO MACKAY ,  PARISH OF DARGIN, COUNTY OF
HERBERT, DISTRICT OF KENNEDY ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A. PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER  THE ACT OF
C OUNCIL 4  WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
Register) I
No. Portion of Road . No, of Reputed fl Occupier.  Bearings . Length BreadthSeleo- Owner. In Chains .  of Road. Area Remarks.
Lion.
1 Commencing  at the No .  14 Towns and Towns and N. 3 221 E. SF13
south -east bound -  Co. Co.  N. 3 48?  E. 47.93
ary of  Selection
No. 14,  parish of
Dargin ,  running
north -westerly to
Its north-west
boundary
ch. Iks.  A. R. P.
2 0 15 228j
2 Commencing at the  No. 8 Towns  and Towns  and N .  349° E .  8.18 2 0
south -east bound -  Co. Co. N. 344°  15' K. 4000
ary of  Selection N. 358?  30 E. 5.04
No. 8, parish of
Dargin ,  running
north -westerly to
its north-west
boundary
10 2
3 Commencing at the No. 11 Towns and  Townsend N.  10° 30' E. 18.91 2 0 18 0
south -east bound -  Co. Co.  N. 3521! E. 63.20
ary of Selection  :f. 334°  30' E. 8.81
No. 11,  being the
no rt h-westbound-
ary of Camping
Reserve ,  parish of
Dargin, running
th ro ugh Selection
No. 11, in a no rt h- ----
erly direction, to - -
its no rt h-west
boundary
4 Commencing at the No. 21
south -east bound.
ary of Selection
No. 21,  parish of
Dargin ,  running
no rt h -westerly to
its no rt h-west
boundary
Towns and  Towns and N.  334° 30' E. 37.51 2 0 27 3
Co. Co. N. 320° 30' E. 19.85
N. 339°  WE. 15.70
N. 326° 46' 22.68
N. 321° 30' 22.87
N. 312° E. 20.10
6 Commencing at the No. 15 John
south-east bound- Robertson
ary of  Selection
No. 15, pariah of
Dargin ,  running
north -westerly to
its north-west
boundary
Selections  Nos. 8, 11, 14,
and 21, are fenced in
in one paddock, fence
not near  ro ad ,  except
on the south-east
boundary of Selection
No. 14, and the north-
west boundary of
Selection  No. 21; in
those two  places it
cro sses the road
where there are
licensed gates. The
land is poor forest
with a little plain
N. 292° 15'E. 15'69 2 0 10 0 32 Poor  forest land unim-
N. 317°  15' E. 34.35 pro ved.
1962
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st October, 1873..
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portions 683, 48, and 46, parish of Indooroopilly county of Stanley :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above.
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane;
and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive
Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation
of the Road  in question.
Breadth
73-4276-W. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 683, 48, AND 46, PARISH OF INDOOROOPILLY,
COUNTY OF STANLEY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing on the
north- west  boundary
of po rt ion 663, and
running south-eas-
terly  to its east boun-
dar y
2 Commencing on the
west boundary of
portion 48,  and run-
ning easterly to its
east boundary
3 Commencing on the
west boundary of
port ion 46, and run-
ning easterly to
Railway Reserve
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Reputed
Owner.
C. Street...
I
E. Anderson
L. Stamm
Occupier.  Bearings. 11 Length of
n Chains. Roa
Not occupied N. 122° 35' E.
N. 172° 4' E.
N. 170° 51' E.
N. 140° 6' E.
Not occupied  N. 140° 8' E.
N. 96° 58' E.
N. 88° 17'E .
N. 97°  17'E:
By Command,
d.
ohs. Ike.
5 00 One chain
8 00
5 10
4 79
0 41 One chain
5 50
4
503 79
Not occupied  N. 97° 17'  N. 1 53 One chain
N. 124^  52' E. about
5 10
Area .  Remarks.
A. a. P.
2 0 2 Unfenced and unim-
proved forest land.
1 1 30 Unfenced and unlm-
proved forest land.
0 2 29 Part ly  fenced but
not otherwise im-
proved.
TIME TABLE.
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On  and after  MONDAY, the  14th instant,  the following TimeTable will come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
6
15
24
30
Stations
Rockhampton...
Gracemere ...
Stanwell
Rosewood  Crossing
Westwood ...
Up Train,
Mixed.
a.m.
11. 0
11-24
12. 0
A
1. 0
Miles
from west.
wood.
Stations. Down Train
Mixed.
P.M.
.,. Westwood ... ... ...  3'30
6 Rosewood Crossing .,. ... A
15 Stanwell ... ... ... 4'30
24 Gracemere ... ,.. ...  5. 6
30 Rockhampton... ... ... 5'30
All Day Tickets  I,nned  on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
whirb their journey terminates. Passengers requiri ng to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guar d of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger  Goods and Live
Fares, Stock.
Week  ending November  16th, 1873 ...
Corresponding  week last year... ...
Increase .. ...
Decrease ... ...
£  s. d. £ s. d.
681 19  9  1,459 14 11
473 1 6 1,824 10 10
108 18 3
364 15 11
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
£ s. d.
67 18 0
48  10  0
24 8 0
Total.
£ s. d.
2,109 12 8
2,341 2 4
231 9 8
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
TIME TABLE,
SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN  RAILWAY .- On and after MONDAY ,  8th September,  1873, the following Time Table will come
IPSWICH , TOOWOOMBA ,  DALBY, AND WARWICK.
FEET
ABOVE
BLOB
W ATER
MALI..
MILxf.
From Fro m Too-
Ipswioh .  woombs.
STATIONS.
65 Ipswich ...
111 • 8 .. .  Walloon ...
140 12 ... Rosewood
198 16  ...  Western Creek
274 21 ... Grandchester
674 26 ... Victoria Tunnel
835 29  ...  Laidley ...
340 38  ...  Gatton ...
465 49 .. Helidon ...
788
1530
2005
1928
69 ... Murphy ' s Creek
69 ... Highfields .
76 ... Summit  of Range
78 ... Toowoomba .,.
82.35 Mahoney's Gate
85 7 Gowrie Junction
Mixed. Mixed.
UP TRAINS.
A.M. A.M.
... 10.0 ...
... ,.. 1088 ...
... A ...
A
arrive *11.13
depart 11.17
A
1154
12.23
arrive 12.58
{depart 1.13
J arrive 1.53
depart *1.58
... ,,, 2.60
arrive 3.38
depart 4'11
... arri ve
B
P.M.
10.50 4.0
B ...
•11.16
85 7 Gowrie Junction
 ...  depart .. . * 11.25 4.25
.,. 901 121 For Williams '  Camp ... .., A A
.., 94 16 Westbrook Crossing... ... .., A A
102 24 Cambooya ... ... ...  12.25 5.25
,,. 109 31 Emu Creek Siding
 ... ... ...  A A
... 118 40 King ' s Creek  ... ... ... ...  1.18 6.18
120 42 Clifton
 .., ... ... ... 1.28 *6.28
...  131 58  Allora  ... ... ... ...  2.5 7.5
,,, 140 62 Lyndhurst  Road
 ... ... ...  A A
143 66  Warwick... ... ... ... 2.45 7.45
25 ... Gowrie Junction
 ...  depart  4.86 ..,
90 Gowrie  ... ,.. ...  A
97 ' ... I Oakey Creek
 ... ...  5.14
106 .. Jondaryan
 ,..  544
114 ... Bowenville  ... .., ..,  A ..
127 ... Blaxland ' s Siding
 ,,, .,.  A ,.,
130 ... Dalby ... ... ...  6.55 ...
Al Day  Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
NoTE .- The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
M ix ed.
P.M.
4.40
05.8
A
A
5.47
5.51
A
6.28
•6.57
7-32
7.47
8.27
9.19
107
FEET
ABOVE
HIGH
WATER
MARL.
RILES
From From
Dalby. Warwick.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Bris:)ane, let  September, 1878
into  operation
 until further notice.
STATIONS.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Ra4"'ays.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed .  Mix ed. I Mixed. Mixed.
A.M. A.M. A.M. P.M. ...
Dalby .. ... ... ... ... 840
... ... 3 ... Blaxland's Siding ... . .. ... ...  A ... ...
16 ... Bowenvillo ... ... ... ... ... A
24 ... Jondaryan
 ... ... ... ... ...  9.58
40 ... Gow ri e ,.. ... ... ... ... A
45 ... (cowrie Junction ... arrive ... ... ...
33 ... Oakey Creek
 ... ... ... ... ...
 10.30 ...
... ... Warwick  ... ... ... ...  8.5 ... 5.10 ...
3 Lyndhurst
 Road
 ... ...  A A ,.,
... 12 Allora ... ... ... ... 8.45 ... 6150
23 Clifton
 ... ... ... ...
 9-22 ... *6.28 .,,
25 King's Creek
 ...  9.32 ... 6.08 ...
84 Emu Creek Siding ... ... ... ... A
41 Cambooya
 ... .., ... ...  1025  ... 7.31 ,,,
49 Westbrook Crossing ... .. ... A ... A ,,,
521 For Williams '  Camp ... ... ...  A
58 Gowrie Junction
 ...  arrive ... ...
... Gowrie Junction  ... depart ,..
... 47'45 50145 Mahoney's Gate  ... ... ..
1928 62 66 Toowoomba  .. f  arrive
ldepart  650
2005 64 67 Summit of Range
1530 61  ...  Highfields
 ... ...  7.44
788 71  ...  Murphy ' s Creek ff arrive * .ldepa rt  8.44
465
340
335
574
274
198
140
111
66
* Trains meet here.
81 ... Helidon  - arri ve *9-24depart 9.39
92 ... Gatton
 ... ... ...
 10.9
101 ... Laidley ... ... ... 10.34
105 ... Victoria Tunnel .. ... A
109 Grandcheeter arrive 11.9depart 011.13
112 ... Western Creek
 ... ...
 A
118 ... Rosewood
 ... ... ...
 A
122 ... Walloon  ,,, ,,, ...  11.52
130 ... Ipswich .., ... ... 12.20
A
*11-25  *11.16  8-31
B ... B ...
11-55  11.44  90
... 12.4 ...
...  12-58  ...
... 01 68 ...
...  22  ...
... 2.42 ...
,,,
 2-57  ...
...  3-27  ...
... 3.52 ...
...  4-27
 ...
...  4-31  ...
A ...
A ...
... *5.8 ...
... 5.36 ...
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers ,  who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight at those  places can
wly do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the plane at which they join the Train to the olaee at which thev propose to alieht.
(B.) The Train s  leaving Toowoomba at 10 .50 a.m .  and 4 .11 p.m .  on the Up journey ,
 and leaving Warwick at 8.5 am. and 5 .5 p.m. on the Down journey ,  will, for the present, stop at this Crossing, subject
to the foregoing regulation.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,
 21st November, 1873.
T
HE following
 General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and AsssTS of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK,  within the Colony of QIIEBNSLAND, during the
Quarter from 1st JIILY to 30th SEPTBMBEB, 1873, is published in conformity with the third section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
H. H. MASSIF,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and Assam of the AusTBALIAN JOINT STOOK
 BANK, within the Colony of QuUUNSLAxD, taken from the several Weekly
Statements ,  during the Quarter from the let Jtm' to 30th S zr rNIa a, 1873.
LIABILITIES.
Notes  in Circulation j Not bearing Interest
...tc Bearing Interest
Bills in Circulation
I
Not bearing Interest ...
Bearing Interest
Balances
 due to other
 Banks ...
Deposits
I
Not bearing Interest ...
Bearing Interest ..,
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at the close of the Quarter ended
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ...
Amount of the last Dividend declared and Bonus
 ... ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
9,280 10 1 Bills of Exchange,  and all  Stock  and Funded Debts
484,656 0 0
per cent. per annum, and
twnus  of 1s.  per share.
22,415 6 10
33,060 8 4
of every description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bills, and
Balances due to the said  Bank  from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets...
I
AMOUNT. TOTALa.
£  s. d. £ S. d.
86,134 19 4
12,804 7 8
24,68:4 15 5
4,861 14 3
1,887 14 5
......... 395,165  2  11
£ 525,637 14 0
WIL. JNO. TAYLOR,  Assistant Manager.
J. CANE, Sub-Accountant.
I, William John Taylor, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract  is a true  and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the
above Bank ,  during the period specified  ;  and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof ,  kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council ,  4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane,  this 6th day of November, 1873.
E. MAeDoNNELL, Justice of the Peace.
AMOUNT. TOTALS. ASSETS.
S. d. £ s. d.
85,494 1 7 Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ..,
Gold and Silver ,  in Bul lion or Bars  ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ...
475 7 1 Notes and Bills of  other Banks  ... ... ... ...
Balances  due from other Banks ...
Amount of all Debts due  to the Bank ,  including Notes,
255,6N 15  9
127,119 15 3  382,724  11 0
£ 477,974 9 9
WIL. JNO. TAYLOR.
I, the undersigned ,  being the Assistant Manager of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK  S ANK do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps ,  under  Act 30 Victoria ,  No. 14, section 9, the sum
of £641 4s .  Id., for the  duty  after the rate of £3 per cent .  per annum upon the sum of £85,49413 .  7d., being one quarter ' s composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money va,ktg of the
notes in circulation of the said Bank in the Colony of Queensland, according to the annexed return.
Dated this seventh day of November ,  1873 . WIL. JNO. TAYLOR , Assistant Manager.
Colonial Secretary's
 Office,
Brisbane,  18th
 November,  188
11
HE following  General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIA.BItmTISe and AssETS of the BANY OF Nsw SOUTH WALES,  Within the Colony of QUEENSLAND,  during the quarter fromT
the 1st JULY to the 30th SEPTEMBas,  1873, is published in conformity with the third section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT ,  showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANS of Naw BOUTS WALES,  within the Colony of Qvmw LANs, taken from the several Weekly Statements during
the  Quarter from the let JULY to the 30th  SsrTSYEES, 1873.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation J Not bearing  Interest
....Bearing Interest
B ills in Circulation ,. C
Not  bearing Interest ...
c Bearing Interest
Balances  due to other Banks ...
Deposits ... ............ J Not bearing Interest ... ...
.Bearing Interest
AMOUNT. TOTALS. ASSETS .  AMOUNT.
£ s. d. £ r. d.
34,086 7 8
229,919 18 6
Gold and Silver in
 Bullion and Bare
 ... ... ...
£  S.  d.
Stamp  Account
 ... ... ... .. .......
92,237 1 7 Coined Gold  and Silver and other Coined Metals...
Landed Property .. ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other  Banks
Balances
 due from other Banks
15,416 1 8 Amount of all  Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
579,006 6 2
Bills of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded ebts of
every description ,  excepting Notes, Bills ,  and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
TOTALS.
£ a. d.
175,580 3 2
41,742 7 1
19,657 18 2
4,914 4 10
6,268 19 11
735,490 8 2
Total Amount of Liabilities  ... ... ... ... £ 686,659 9 5 Total Amount of Assets ... £ 983,654 1 4
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ... £ 1,000,000 0 0
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ...  15'p  cent.  ' annum
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 75,000 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... 333,333 6 8
EDWARD D. DAY, Assistant
 Manager.
Brisbane, 14th November, 1813. JAS. M. DAVIDSON,  pro  Accountant.
1, Edward Donny Day, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract  is a true and  faithful Account of the Average Amount of  Assets  and. Liabilities of the above
Hank during  the period  specified  ; and that the  same was made up  from the Weekly  Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the  Governor  and Council  of the  Colony of New
Wales, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before  me, at Brisbane , this 14th day of November, 1873.
HENEr
 SCOTT , Justice of the Peace.
EDWARD D. DAY.
South
I, the undersigned, being the Assistant-Manager of the BANK  OF  NEw SOUTH WALES, do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, Section 9, the sum of £ 691 15s. 6d.,
for the duty after the rate of £3 per cent. per annum upon the sum of £92,237 is. 7d., being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual  average of  the money value of the Notes
 in circulation of
the said Bank , in the Colony of Queensland, according to the annexed Return.
Dated this  14th day of November, 1873. EDWARD D. DAY.
1966
Colonial  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  29th October, 1873.
TENDERS FOR FLOUR.
T
HE following copy of an Advertisement by the Commissary-General , Madras, call ing for Tenders
for the supply of two hundred and seventy- six tons of Australian Flour, deliverable at the
Bakery of the Indian Government,  Bangalore , is published  for general information.
Form of  Tender can be obtained on application at this office.
A. H. PALMER.
STALED Tenders in the form used in the Commissariat Department (blank forms whereof can be
had on application at the Commissariat Office at Bangalore) will be received up to 12 o'clock on the 6th
day of January, 1874, by the Executive Commissariat Officer at Bangalore, for the Supply by Contract
of the Articles mentioned in the subjoined Schedule.
Tenders will be opened by the Executive Commissariat Officer at Bangalore, in the pretence of
those interested who may choose to attend.
Each Tender must be accompanied by the deposit (in Cash or Currency Notes) shown in Column 5
of the Schedule, and in default of such deposit the Tender will be rejected ; no Tender will be received
after the time fixed for the opening of Tenders..
No person making a Tender shall be allowed to withdraw his Tender for the space of 60 days from
the date thereof. and in the event of his so doing his deposit shall be forfeited to Government.
Tenders should be superscribed  " Tenders for the Supply of Australian Flour."
All needful information may be had on application at the Commissariat Office at Bangalore.
Every Tender not made in the required form will he rejected.
The Commissary-General reserves to himself the right of rejecting Tenders without assigning any
reason for so doing.
The Tenderer, if successful, must, within three days, deposit security of the nature and amount
specified in Column 6 of the Advertisement.
The successful Competitor will be required to pay the value of the Staml- under the provisions of
Clause 16, Schedule I. of "  The General Stamp Act,"  XVIII. of 1869. Value of Slump about Rupees 350.
more or less, according to total cost of Flour, calculated at rate of approved Tender.
SCHEDULE.
1
Description of Articles
to be Supplied.
Australian Flour,
best sort, war-
2 - ' 3
Probable
Quantity or
Number.
Period of Delivery,
specifying quantities.
4
Place of Delivery,
and to whom to be
made.
5 6 7
Amount Amount of
of Deposit in Security in Cash,
Cash or Cur- Currency Notes,  or Pines for
reucyNotes to Govt. Promissory  each Breach
accompany Notes, tobefurnished of Contract.
the Tender. by the successful
I, Tenderer.
Tons.  ,
276 To be delivered as At the Govern-
follows :- went Bakery,
ranted to keep for 1874 Tons.
6 months. 115th March ... 70
15th May ... 70
15th August ... 70
15th Nov. ... 60
Total ...276
Bangalore, free
of  all  expense.
Its.
3 CJ00 At 20 per cent.
on the value of
the Articles
contracted for.
By order  of the  Commissary -General.
R. A. MOORE,  Lieutenant -Colonel,
Asst. Commissary -General.
J. LOUDON, Colonel , Commissary -General.
Commissariat  Office,  Bangalore ,  2nd September, 1873.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
Education Office,
Brisbane, 3rd November, 1873.
IT is notified, by order of the Board of Education,
that Exhibitions to the Grammar Schools, gained
by Primary School Boys, shall be of the value of
Fifty Pounds per annum, including school fees ; the
increase  to date from 1st January, 1873.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
. Education Office,
Brisbane, 18th November, 1873.
TO CARPENTERS, &c.
THE Board of Education will receive, until noon
on MONDAY, the 8th proximo, Tenders for
the erection of a School House and Teacher's
Residence at Killarney, near Warwick, in accord-
ance with plans and specification, which may
be seen on application to Mr. Allan Grayson,
K illarney.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
QUEENSLAND BOARD OF GENERAL
EDUCATION.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
i
THE Queensland Board of Education will grant
Grammar School Scholarships annually to
deserving Pupils of the Primary Schools of the
Colony. The Board will pay the Grammar School
tuition fees of such Primary School boys as shall
prove themselves, on examination, to be fitted for
a higher class of education than is afforded in the
Primary Schools.
2. Examinations for Scholarships will be held
simultaneously at some time during the first three
weeks of the December of every year, one month's
notice at least to be given of the precise date of
holding. Examiners to be appointed by the Board.
3. The examinations for 1874 Scholarships will
take place in December, 1873, at Brisbane, Ips-
wich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, and Rockhampton
only, unless special application shall be made and
approved for holding examinations elsewhere but
candidates may present themselves from any Pri-
mary School.
1967
4. Nominations of candidates , by the  principal
teachers of their respective schools, must reach the
Education Office at least one month  before the
date fixed for holding  the  examinations, and the
no%inations must be accompanied by a statement
that the candidates' are Primary School scholars,
not exceeding fourteen years of age at the date of
the examinations ,  that  they  have not been pupils
at a grammar school ,  and have been in fairly
regular attendance at a primary school for the
previous six months, and have been Queensland
Primary School boys for eighteen months.
5. Scholarships will be tenable, during good
behaviour and the pleasure of the Board, for three
years.
6. The examinations will be held under the
supervision  of responsible officers of the Board
appointed for the purpose. The questions will be
the same in all places. The candidates' papers are
to be anonymous, distinguished by a motto or
number, and accompanied by a sealed envelope
containing the name and age of the candidate, the
whole to be forwarded under seal to the Secretary
of the Board, immediately after the examinations,
for transmission to the Examiners.
7. Successful competitors will be entitled,
through their parents or guardians, to elect the
particular Grammar School at which they shall
study ; and, in the case of change of residence, or
other sufficient cause shown, leave will be given for
transfer from one Grammar School to another.
8. The subjects  of examination  for 1874 scho-
larships will be the same as those prescribed in the
Board's printed regulations for boys who have
reached the fourth form in a Primary School.
9. The percentage of marks entitling to a
Scholarship at the next examinations will be fifty
(50) ; but in special cases, brought under their notice
by the Examiners, the Board may act independently
of this rule.
By order of the Board,
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 13th November, 187 3.
G
REAT inconvenience having arisen from per-
sons in the  country, to whom moneys have
become  due from this Department, omitting to
attach an  address to their vouchers, to which same
might  be transmitted ; it is requested that in future
all persons  having claims against this Department
will append  to their vouchers an address to which
amount of same  may be forwarded.
JOHN BRAMSTON,
Attorney-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1873.
NOTICE. - The Revd. JAMES K. BLACK,
Minister of the Church of England, has
removed from Bowen, in the Registration District
of Bowen, to South Brisbane, in the Registration
District of Brisbane, and has given me notice of
such removal, in accordance with the provisions of
" The Marriage get of  1864."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
NOTICE.THE Partnership hitherto exis ing  between the
undersigned ,  carrying on business as Graziers
at Barambah , in the  district of Burnett, was
dissolved  by mutual  consent,  on the fourteenth day
of October last.
All debts  and liabilities  will be paid by George
Clapperton.
GEO. CLAPPERTON
THOS . JONES.
Witnesses- ALEXANDER PEAREY.
J. GUTHRIE.
782  3s. 6d.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
NOTICE.
THE Co-partnership hitherto  existing and known
as Fitzgerald and Others ,  carrying on business
at the Meadowlands Estate, Mackay ,  has this day
been dissolved  by mutual  consent so far as regards
the share and interest  of the  representative of the
late partner in the said firm, Mr. Charles James
King.
T. H. FITZGERALD.
M. A. T. KING.
Witness-FRANK H. S MITH,
Solicitor, Mackay.
Mackay, January 5tb, 1873.
THE Co-partnership Firm of Fitzgerald andOthers, lately carrying  on business as
Planters, &c., at Meadowlands, near Mackay, has
this day been dissolved by mutual consent.
The business of the said Co-partnership will, in
future, be carried on by Mr. Thomas Henry
Fitzgerald, for his sole use and benefit, and all
Accounts connected with the said Co-partnership
business  will be received and discharged by him.
E. B. KENNEDY,
(By his Attorney),
EDWARD TANNER.
T. HENRY FITZGERALD.
Witness-FRANK  If. SMITH,
Solicitor, Mackay.
Mackay, 14th October, 1873.
803 log.
POTOSI SILVER MINING COMPANY,
LIMITED.
AT an extraordinary ge e al meeting of share-
holders, held at the head office, 247, George
street, Sydney, on 7th  N  ovember,  1873,  to consider
the advisability of winding-up the Company, the
following Resolutions were unanimously passed,
viz.:-
1. That the Chairman's report, as circulated
among the shareholders, be adopted.
2. That,  in pursuance  of the recommendation
of the Directors, this Company be wound.
up voluntarily.
3. That Mr. Reuben Hall be appointed liquidator,
with a remuneration  of £50 for  his services.
4. That a return of capital be made at once, equal
to fourpence half-penny per share, to all
persons entitled to receive the same, on
surrender of scrip.
R. HALL,
247, George street, Sydney,
15th November, 1873.
783
Liquidator.
5s.
T.S. TIN MINING COMPANY, LIMITED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that at a Special
Meeting of the Shareholders of the TI Tin
Mining Company, Limited, held at the office of the
Company, Mary street, Gympie, on the 30th day
of October last, the following special  Resolutions
were  unanimously  carried, and  confirmed at a
special meeting  of the said shareholders, held on
the 15th day of November instant, viz. :-
That this company be voluntarily wound-up
under  the provisions of "  The Companies Act
of 1863 " ; and
That for the winding-up of the affairs of the
Company, Messrs. H. Joseph, W. H.
Couldery, Alexander Pollock, Thomas Smith,
and Robert  Stuart Lord, be the liquidators.
I
Gympie, 15th November, 1873.
784 . 3s. 6d.
1968
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that at a Meeting ofthe  Bench of Magistrates ,  held at Mitchell,
on TUESDAY,  the 4th day of November ,  1873, Mr.
REGINALD ARTHUR WIIIPHAM,  of Mitche ll  Downs,
was appointed Poundkeeper ;  such appointment to
take  effect from the 4th day of November ,  1873, for
the period of Twelve  (12) Months.
By order of the Bench,
MICHAEL BURKE,
Court House,
Mitchell, 4th November, 1873.
Acting C.P.S.
NOTICE.I HAVE this day appointed Mr. EDWARD
WILHINSON BATHURST as Bailiff of the
Western District Court, at Stanthorpe, in the
room of Patrick Nihill, discharged.
CHAS. W. BLAKENEY,
Judge of the Western District Court.
Western District Court,
Stanthorpe, 1st November, 1873.
NOTICE.
R. EDWARD WILKINSON BATHUEST has this
day been appointed Bailiff of the Small
Debts Court, at Stanthorpe, in the room of Patrick
Nihill, discharged.
By order of the Bench,
D. GA.LLWEY, C.P.S.
Court House,
Stanthorpe, 14th November, 1873.
NOTICE.
Police Office,
Maryborough , 15th July, 1873.WILLIAM P LMER WOOLSTON ,  Municipal In-
spector for the Municipality of Mary-
borough, was this day appointed Inspector of
Weights and Measures for the Police District of
Maryborough ,  vice  Thomas Perkins.
By order of the Court,
STANLEY G. HILL,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
THE following Unclaimed Property,  now in thepossession  of the Police  Department ,  will be
sold bby Public  Auction, at Mr. A. Martin' s Auction
Sale Rooms , on SATURDAY ,  the  29th  November,
1873, unless  previously  claimed. :--
1 Leather  bag, containing nipple wrench ,  bullets,
mandril for cartridge, &c.
2 Cattle bells
3 Crescent oil tins
1 Patchcutter ,  for bullets
2 Bulls-eye lantborns
1 Carriage lamp
2 Spirit flasks
3 Iron weights ,  3 and 221bs.
2 Saddles
1 Bridle
1 Shawl, black and white check
2 Felt hats, white
2 Silver watches, lever
1 Silver watch-chain
I Purse, 4 bills, 1 whistle ,  and 2 receipt stamps
1 Pocket-book,  3d. silver , 11,d.  copper ,  and a bill
1 Pocket-book ,  letters, &c.
1 Pocket-book ,  papers, &c.
1 Pocket-book ,  letters, &c.
1 Memorandum book
1 Pair spurs
1 Cotton dress
I Apron
1 Brooch
1 Sheet, white linen
1 Brown coat
1 Night-shirt
1 Box collars
1 Roll white ribbon
I Pair elastic side boots (women's)
1 Crimean shirt, blue spots
1 Crimean shirt, grey
1 Crimean shirt, red ,bars
2 Guernseys
1 Flannel shirt
1 White vest
1 Moleskin trousers
1 Colonial tweed trousers
-2 Towels
3 White handkerchiefs
1 Pillow-case
1 Pair cotton socks
15 Linen collars
1 Pair elastic side boots
1 Opera glass
2 Travelling bags
1 Black cloth coat
1 Tweed coat
1 Brown coat
1 Moleskin trousers
1 Grey tweed trousers
1 Blue blanket
3 Crimean shirts
2 White shirts
1 Flannel shirt
2 Blue silk neckties
2 pairs blucher boots
2 Sticks, 8 figs tobacco
1 Side pouch
1 Sheath for knife
2 Razors
I Comb and brush
1 Pipe head
1 Patent lock
2 Syringes
3 Pairs tweed trousers
1 Blue jumper shirt
1 Oilskin overall
1 Vest
1 Comforter
2 Crimean shirts
3 Flannel shirts
1 Blue dungaree shirt
2 Flannel drawers
1 Serge drawers
1 Pillow and ease
2 Towels
2 Boxes matches
1 Bottle salad oil
2 Woollen caps
2 Felt bats
1 Bar soap.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of John Peter Roche, late of Ipswich,
in the Colony of Queensland, saddler, de-
ceased, intestate.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honorable Court, that Letters of Administration
of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects
of the above-named John Peter Roche, deceased,
who died intestate, may be granted to James
Francis Roche, of Ipswich, in the said colony,
baker, the eldest brother of the said deceased.
Dated at Ipswich, this nineteenth day of Novem-
ber, A.D. 1873.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Brisbane street ,  Ipswich,
Proctor for the said James Francis Roche.
By his Agent—
G.  V. HELLICAR,
Town Hall, Brisbane.
793 6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George Wilson, late of Moggill,
farmer ,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expiration
of fourteen days from the publication hereof,
application will be made to the said Honorable
Court, that Letters of Administration with the Will
annexed of all  the goods ,  chattels, credits, and
effects of the above-named George Wilson, deceased,
may be granted  to Joseph Hucker, of Moggill afore-
said, the devisee named in the said Will.
Dated this 19th day of November, A.D. 1873.
CHAS. F. CHUBB,
Ipswich,
Proctor for the said Joseph Hucker.
794 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the matter of the Will of William Maclaren,
late of Blackall Copper Mines, in the Colony
of Queensland, storekeeper, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts in
the above Estate have this day been filed in
my Office, and all parties having any claims on the
said Estate, or being otherwise interested therein,
are required to come in before me at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Queen street, Brisbane, on
or before MONDAY, the twenty-second day of
December next, and inspect the said accounts, and
if they should think fit object thereto ; and if no
exception shall be taken to such accounts, the same
will be duly inquired into at my said Office, on the
above day, at the hour of Ten o'clock in the
forenoon.
Dated this twenty-first day of November, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
REES R. JONES AND BROWN,
Solicitors  for the Executor,
Registrar.
Quay street, Rockhampton.
803 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil of Charles George Gray,
late of  Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland,
gentleman ,  deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this Honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate
of the Will and codicil of the above-named
deceased may be granted to Robert John Gray, of
Brisbane, in the said colony, Immigration Agent,
and Henry Jardine Gray, of Maryborough, in the
said colony, Bank Manager, the sole executors
named  in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-first day of November, A.D.
1873.
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THOMPSON AND HELLICAR,
Town  Hall, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executors.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Hopkins,
of Rockhampton, bookseller.
WHEREAS the said William Hopkins was,
on  the 17th day of November, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 24th day of November, A.D. 1873,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of Debts against the said Estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required,andalso to deter-
mine  whether any or what allowance for support shall
be made to the insolvent up to the time of passing
his last  examination , and whether any and what
tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to the
Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the  same  place, on MONDAY, the 9th
day of February, A.D. 1874, to commence at Eleven
o'clock for the proof of debts against the said
Estate, and for such other matters connected with
the Estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 17th day of November, A.D.
1873.
W. H. MiaxiN,
799
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Insolvent  Estate of Joseph Walker, of
Goodna, near Ipswich, storekeeper.
WHEREAS the said Joseph Walker was,
on the 14th day of November, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me,
at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the 24th day of November, A.D. 1873, to
commence  at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against  the said Estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required, and also to deter-
mine  whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing  his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the  Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the 9th
day of February, A.D. 1874, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
Estate , and for such other matters connected with
the Estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 22nd day of November,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
800
Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Phillips and Prince, of
Stanthorpe, storekeepers."
W
HEREAS the said Phillips and Prince were,
on the 15th day of October, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the 8th day of December, A.D. 1873, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the last examina-
tion of the Insolvents, and unless the Court shall
otherwise direct, for the Insolvents to make an
application for their Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 22nd day of November,
A.D. 1873.
t
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
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Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
T
AKE Notice  that Plans of Distribution in the
undermentioned Estates now lie in the Office
of the undersigned ,  Supreme Court House, Bris-
bane ,  for the inspection of creditors  ;  and any
creditor or other person interested therein objecting
to the con firmation thereof ,  must lodge a caveat in
1970
the said Office, stating the grounds of such their
objections, on or before the sixth proximo, other-
wise  the said Plans of Distribution will, on MON-
DAY, the 8th proximo, be confirmed.
J. A. Inglis, first dividend of 7s. I'd. in the £.
E. McSweeney, first dividend of 3s. 12d. in the £.
Michael Skeene, first dividend of 2s. 6d. in the £.
Daniel O'Neil, first dividend of is. 81d. in the £.
Holmes and Ramsden, first dividend of is. 6d. in
the £.
Dated at Brisbane, the 20th day of November,
1873.
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W. H. MISKIN,
Official Assignee.
6s. 6d.
NOTICE.
P
OUNDKEEPERS  are requested to take notice that
all  Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements, over five shillings, must be made by
Post-Office Order, or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printter.
NOTICE.
T
HE Scale of Charges for the insertion of Advertise.
ments in the  Queensland Government Gazelle  is
as
follows:-
Advertisements relating to Insolvent c_ Intestate
Estates, or Letters of Administration, 6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relating to Impounded Stock, 3s.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eight lines (or under),
and 3d. for every additional line, allowing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No ADVEETISLMaN
WILL BE INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance suflicient to cover the cost of its insertion
according to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government, Printer.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts: -
2 8.  d.
1873.
Nov. 15.-J. Wilson ...
... ... ... 0 3 0
18.-Municipal Council, Allora ... .2 14 0
18.-W. J. Scott ... ... ... 0 4 0
19.-W. H. Smith ... ... ... 0 3  6
19.-T. Black ...
... ... ... 0 6 0
20.-J. Watson... ... ... ... 0 1 0
20.-P. Lenihan
... ... ... 1 3 0
20.-J. L. Donne ... ... ... 0 1 0
20.-R. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 2 0
20.-F. G. Mackay ... ... ... 0 3 0
20.-W. M. Macdonald 0 2 6
„ 21.-A. Blythe ... ... ... 0 3 2
21.-James Stewart ... ... ... 0 6  0
„ 21.-T. Pride ... ... ... 0 6  6
21.-W. D. Chase ... ... ... 0 5  0
)Fmpannbings.
Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no such Adver-
tisement  will be inserted in the  Gazette unless  accom-
panied  by a remittance.sufcient to cover the cost  of its
insertion.
CORRECTED BRAND.
IMPOUNDED at North Brisbane, from the street, on
the 20th October, 1873, by order of the Inspector.
One bay horse, star on forehead, snip on nose, near hind
foot white, M over JMM over writing G near shoul-
der, like 2 H under saddle, JO off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th November, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
E. HUGHES, Poundkeeper.
797 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from the municipality or
reserve, on the 12th November, 1873, by order of
the Municipal Council. Damages, 2s. 6d. per head.
One bay mare, B near shoulder ; bay foal at foot-.
unbranded. p
If not released on or before the 16th December, 1873,'
will be sold to defray expenses.
THOS. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
785 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from Ban Ban, on the 12th
November, 1873, by order of Hy. J. St. John,
Esquire, for trespass. Driving, 2s. per head.
One bay mare, blotch near shoulder, stripe down face ;
bay colt foal at foot, unbranded, bald face, near hind
foot white.
One chesnut colt, LW near shoulder.
One bay mare, E near shoulder, like H off thigh, near
fore and off hind feet white.
One bay colt, WH conjoined near shoulder, docked.
If not released on or before the 16th December, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
THOS. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
786 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Kinnoull, on the 11th
November, 1873, by ertler of J. Anderson, Esquire.
Driving, 2s. per head.
One bay mare, P over like near shoulder, P near
cheek, S off shoulder and thigh.
One bay mare, like w near shoulder.
One grey  filly, 22 near neck.
One bay horse, like FL conjoined (the F reversed) N
near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th December, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
W. J. SCOTT, Poundkeeper.
780 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Gladstone, from Riverston, on
November 7th, 1873, by order of A. H. Buchanan,
Esquire. Driving  expenses , 4s. per head.
One chesnut horse, OC over 8 near saddle, like 160 off
saddle.
One bay horse, v over 77 near shoulder, off hip down.
One bay mare, WD near shoulder, WD off shoulder;
with bay colt, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 2nd December, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
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J. WILSON,  Poundkeeper.
3s.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Glenora, on the 4th
November, 1873, by order of J. F. Bennett, Esquire.
Driving, 4s. 2d.
One bay mare, collar-marked, star on forehead, SM
near shoulder.
If not released on or before 15th December, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
JOSEPH L. DENNE, Poundkeeper.
788 is.
IMPOUNDED  at Ipswich ,  from Bundamba ,  on 14th
November ,  1873. Driving ,  8d. per head.
One chesnut horse, (ob(7 near shoulder, MI off shoul-
der, DYR near thigh, like blutch off rump, near bind
foot white, small star, hobble on one leg.
One brown filly, like K near shoulder, like g over T near
thigh, two hind feet white, star and snip.
If not released on or before the 16th December, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
792 2s.
I
MPOUNDED  at Surat, from Talavera, on the 11th
November, 1873, by order of A. Tooth, Esquire.
Driving, 8d.
One black horse, blaze down face, off hind foot white,
like blind off eye, like S over * over 20 near shoul-
der.
If not released on or before the 16th December, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
JOS. WATSON, Poundkeeper.
789 is.
1971
MPQUNDED at Allora, from the Reserve within the
Municipality, on 18th November, 1873, by order of
e Commonage Inspector, Mr. H. Ranehard.
One cream-colored  mare,  WH over C near shoulder.
One bay mare, DM over M near shoulder, like D near
thigh, and CN over CN off shoulder,  star , two bind
feet white.
One bay horse, JT near shoulder , star , off fore foot
white.
One bay mare, JK off shoulder, star.
One chesnut mare, Ri over $' off shoulder, like dot in
circle over dot in circle off thigh ; black foal at foot,
unbranded.
If not released on or before the 15th December, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
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JAMES STEWART,  Poundkeeper.
5s.
IMPOUNDED at St. George, from Bumble, on the 6th
November, 1873, by Messrs. R. H. and G. Hazard.
Driving, 6s. 8d. each.
One dappled-grey horse, short tail, like  I'd over CO near
shoulder.
One chesnut mare, near hind foot white, C near shoulder,
2 off shoulder.
One black horse, H near shoulder, H near rump.
One chesnut mare, blaze, J reversed over r-) near shoul-
der; foal at foot.
One bay mare, off hind foot white, p+C (conjoined) off
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th December, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
WM. D. CHASE, Poundkeeper.
795 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Mount Beagle, on 23rd
May, 1873, by order of Mr. A. Hirth. Driving, 4s.
Strayed from Pound on 5th June ; reclaimed on 5th
November, 1873.
One chesnut filly, like Q W near shoulder,  all legs white.
One chesnut colt, off fore and near hind feet white, like
mW near shoulder.
One bay horse, like QW near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th December, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
787 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from the Reserve, on
November 14th,1873, by Mr. Robt. Craig.  Damages
and driving,  3s. 6d.
One grey horse, 3 reversed over 3 sideways over T near
shoulder.
If not released on or before 16th December, 1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
P. LENIIIAN, Poundkeeper.
791 Is.
IMPOUNDEI) at Warwick, from the Ugly Mountain,on November 15th, 1873, by order of Mr. Martin
Crane. Damages and driving expenses, 4s. 6d. per head.
One blue-grey mare, PV conjoined (the P  reversed) near
shoulder,  star and sma ll  stripe.
One chesnut mare, TC near shoulder, TK off shoulder,
star , stripe, and snip, white  spots under saddle, near
hip down.
One roan mare , H6 conjoined  near  shoulder,  sma ll  star.
One bay filly, JJF near shoulder,  3 near  thigh, like 7
near  cheek, hind feet white.
One bay mare, T in C  near  shoulder, blotch over blotch
off shoulder, near fore and off hind feet white, star.
One bay mare, P near shoulder, star and blaze, both hind
and near fore feet white ; bay colt foal at foot,
unbranded.
One dark-bay mare, J sideways over J near shoulder, C
or G and illegible brand off shoulder.
One chesnut horse, JH (the H sideways) hear shoulder,
J over DW off shoulder, small star.
One chesnut  mare,  IL near shoulder.
One brown mare, - over L near shoulder, blotched JM
conjoined off shoulder, star ; chesnut filly foal at
foot, unbranded,  star , off hind foot white.
One bay mare, N over blotched J and blotch brand near
shoulder, like 111 over like  2 sideways  off saddle,
snip.
One bay mare, like K reversed or X over W near shoul-
der, X over W off shoulder ; bay filly foal at foot,
unbranded.
One bay mare, J sideways over JM near shoulder, star,
white spots  under saddle.
One black colt, ET over Cobb near shoulder, off hip
down.
One bay horse, like X or K in circle over blotch near
shoulder , ,. over  M near  thigh, hind feet white, star
and stripe.
One bay mare, J sideways over J off shoulder, BK over
JA over illegible brand and like 2 over H sideways
near shoulder, 250 near rump, near hind foot white.
One bay  horse, 3JJ near shoulder, off hip down (regis-
tered brand).
One chesnut horse, TS near shoulder, (gb1V off shoul-
der, bald face, collar-marked, off hind heel white.
One brown horse, CB  near  shoulder, bald face, hind feet
white.
One chesnut mare, MUM conjoined off shoulder, near
fore foot white, star and snip.
One brown mare, WM over indescribable brand near
shoulder, R in indescribable brand near thigh, off
hip down, S over 3 sideways over JN conjoined off
shoulder.
On  cbesnut horse, indescribable brands near shoulder,
white spots on back, small star.
If not released on or before the 16th day of December
1873, will be sold to defray expenses.
PATK. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
790 22s.
BRISBANE:
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Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 27th November, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned place to be an addi-
tional Polling Place for taking the Poll for the
Election of a Member to serve in the Legislative
Assembly for the Electoral District of Bundanba.
Eleotorsl  District.
Bundanba ...
Polling  Mee.
Redbank  Plains.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th November, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JoSHuA S. PEARCE
to be a Government Agent to accompany Ships
employed in Carrying Polynesian laborers between
the South Sea Islands and Queensland ,  under the
provisions of  " Tne Polynesian  Laborers Act of
1868."
A.K. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1873.
tS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
11 notified that Writs have been rqturned by
the several Returning  Officers certifying the return
of the undermentioned  gentlemen to serve as
Members of the Legislative Assembly of Queens.
land for the Electoral Districts specified in con.
nection  with their respective  names :-
BREMER - The  Honorable John Malbon
Thompson, Esquire.
OELEY-Samuel  Walker Griffith, Esquire.
WEST MORETON- James  Foote, Esquire.
A. H. PALMER.
ob.Lrunzent
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th November, 1873.
T-TIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
JLL of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ALFRED HENRY
to be Police Magistrate for Burke and Normanton,
in the room of Aulaire S. Morisset, transferred.
A. H. PALMER.
By Authority :  JAYaa 0. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, -Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by the Most
to wit. 3 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of Mul-
grave, all in the County of York, in
the Peerage of the United Kingdom ;
and Baron  Mulgrave of New Ross,
in the County of Wexford, in the
(L.s.) Peerage of Ireland ; a Member of
Noa2[ANnY, Her Majesty's Most Honorable Privy
Governor.  Council , Governor  and Commander-
in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
W
by an Act of the Parliament of
Y Queensland, passed in the thirty-fifth year
of Her present Majesty's reign, intituled  " The
Elections Act of  1872," it is amongst other things,
enacted that  no election ender the  said Act
shall be liable to be questioned by reason of any
defect in the title, or any want of title of any
person  by or before  whom such  election shall have
been holden, if such person shall have really acted
at such election, nor by reason of any formal error
or defect in any declaration or other instrument, or
in any publication under the said Act, or intended so
to be, nor by reason of any such publication being out
of time ; and that the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, may adopt such measures
as may be necessary for removing any obstacle of a
merely formal nature, by which the due course of
any election may be impeded, provided that the
validity of such election, and the measures so taken
shall be forthwith declared by the Governor, by a
Proclamation for that purpose, published in the
Government Gazette;  and whereas  a writ was
issued for the election of a member to serve in the
Legislative Assembly for the Electoral District of
South Brisbane, addressed to Frederick Rawlins,
Esquire, the Returning Officer duly appointed for
the Electoral District, which said Writ was made
returnable on the eighth day of December, 1873;
and whereas it bath been represented to me that
the said  Frederick  Rawlins  doth not possess
the necessary  qualification required  by returning
officers  appointed ender the  aforesaid  Act, inasmuch
as the said Frederick Rawlins has not been regis-
tered as an  elector for the said Electoral District
of South Brisbane ;  and whereas  the returning officer
aforesaid hath certified in accordance with the
provisions of the said Act, that Thomas  Blacket
Stephens, Esquire, was duly  chosen as  the member
for the said Electoral District of South  Brisbane, to
serve in the Legislative Assembly of Queensland :
Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normauby, as such Governor afore-
said, do, by this my Proclamation, issued with the
advice of the Executive Council  aforesaid , hereby
declare that the election of the said Thomas Blacket
Stephens, Esquire, to  serve in the  Legislative Assem-
bly for  the Electoral  District aforesaid,  is valid, so
far as the  same is affected  by the want of title or
qualification as aforesaid in the said Returning
Officer for the said district.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day
of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred  and seventy -three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit.  3 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby.
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
aranby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in  the County of
York,  in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgravo of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander -in-Chief of  the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
k v
HEREAS by an Act passed in the eleventh
year of Her Majesty s reign, intituled  " An
Act to enable  certain  public Hospitals  to sue and be
1976
sued  in the name  of their Treasurer and to provide
for the  taki ng and  holding of  Real Property belong-
ing to such Hospitals respectively,"  it is amongst
other things enacted that whenever the Governor
shall deem it expedient to extend the provisions of
the said recited Act to any hospital thereafter to be
established in any town of the said colony not
mentioned  in the said Act, it shall and may be
lawful for the said Governor to declare the same by
proclamation to be published  in the  Government
Gazette :  Now, therefore, I, the Governor afore-
said. do, by this my Proclamation, hereby extend
the provisions of the said recited Act,  as amended
by a certain other Act of Council passed in the
thirteenth year of Her  said  Majesty's reign, and
numbered twenty ; and by a certain other Act of
Council, passed in the twenty-sixth year of Her
said Mnjesty's reign,  and numbered  one; and by a
certain other Act of Council passed in the twenty-
ninth year of Her said Majesty' s reign, and num-
bered nineteen, to the " Charters Towers Hospital,"
which ,lets, from the day of the date hereof, shall
be deemed and taken to apply to the said " Charters
Towers Hospital." to all intents and purposes, as
fully and effectually as if the said Hospital were
specially named  in the said first recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh
day of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the  thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN  I
QUEENSLAND, '  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  f Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s,) in the Peerage  of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANEY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle ,  in violation of this my Proclamation ,  will be
liable to a fine not exceeding  fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds ,  to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
.Tune, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty -sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
DOD SAVA TUB 1um I
QUEENSLAND, '  Proclamation by The Most
to wit . I  Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
INORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of the  powers vested in me by
" The Diseases it Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will he
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in tie
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN  I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th November, 1873.
I
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the Land Commissioner, Cardwell Dis-
trict, to act  also as  Land Commissioner of the
Settled District of Cook.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th November, 1873.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF COOK.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the recently discovered Sugar Lands
on the .Johnstone River, in the Settled District of
Cook, are classified as agricultural lands, and that
no applications for land on that river or in its
vicinity will be accepted by the Land Commissioner
at Cardwell except the first year's rent is paid
according to such classification.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Colonial Secretary'a Office,
Brisbane, 28th November, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that the Writ has been returned by
the Returning Officer certifying the return of
THOMAS BLACEET STEP)ENS, Esquire,
to serve as a Member  of the Legislative Assembly
of Queensland  for the Electoral District  of South
Bria bane.
A. H. PALMER.
1977
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1873.
1 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following appointments in the Electric
Telegraph Department, viz.:-
following Selections of land ,  under the said Act,
are declared forfeited.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Mr. FREDERICK MOBLAND POULDEN 991
1304
to be Clerk in the Chief Office. 218
281
Mr. GEORGE MCWHIRTEB 397
26to be Supernumerary  Operator ,  Tenterfield. 242
246Mr. ROBERT KERR PACKER 254
to be Supernumerary Operator, Brisbane. 279
293
Mr. JOHN  BRENNAN , and Mr.  JAMES GERALD 295
McLOUGHRAN, 28
to be Supernumerary Operators, Rockhampton.
Mr. THOMAS  MATTHEW BARNES
to be Supernumerary Operator, Maryborough.
Mr. FRANCIS ONSLOW STOW
to be Supernumerary Operator,  Bowen.
Mr. CHARLES ANDREWS
to be Supernumerary Operator, Townsville.
Mr. JOHN BENJAMIN THONDLEY
to be Operator in Charge, Railway Telegraph
Office, Walloon.
Mr. FRANK ADAMS DARLEY
to be Operator in Charge, Railway Telegraph
Office, Grandchester.
Mr. EDWIN WRIGGLES
to be Operator in Charge, Railway Telegraph
Office, Laidley.
Mr. ALFRED SCOTT
to be Operator in Charge, Railway Telegraph
Office, Gatton.
Mr. WILLIAM  EDWARD BOULTON
to be Operator in Charge, Railway Telegraph
Office, Highfields.
Mr. JAMES HYLAND
to be Operator in Charge, Railway Telegraph
Office, Toowoomba.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by the Most
to wit. • I Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earlof Mul'grave,ViscountNormanby,
and Baron  Mulgrave of  Mulgrave, all
in the County of York, in the Peerage
of the United  Kingdom ;  and Baron
(L.s.) Mulgrave  of New Ross, in the County
NORMANBY, of Wexford, in the Peerage of Ireland ;
Governor.  a Member of Her Majesty's Most
Honorable Privy Council, Governor
and Commander -in-Chief'of the Colony
of Queensland and its  Dependencies .
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, ai d
in accordance with the provisions of the sixt -
first section of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Apt
of 1868," I, GEORGE AuousTUS CONSTANTIN ..,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, co
hereby notify  and proclaim  that the Leases of the
Name of Lessee . I Area.
Land
Agent's
Distriot.
W. Forbes ...
A.
80
B. P.
0 0 B risbane.
Ditto ... ... 427 0 01 Ditto.
C. Thorns ... 100 0 0 Beenleigh.
J. Wardley ... ... 500 0 0 Ditto.
P. Hetz ... 49 0 82 Ditto.
T. Neil ... 239 0  0 Clermont.
D. Little ... ... '1280 0 0 Mackay.
S. Fren ... 160 0 0 Ditto.
W. P. Morley 348 0 0 Ditto.
F. Williams ... 111 0 0 Ditto.
A. B. McGregor 200 0 0 Ditto.
J. Brown ... 158 2 0 Ditto.
J. Robertson ... 311 0 0 Bowen.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty-seventh day of
November ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the  thirty- seventh year of tier
Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. ' Honorable. GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my  Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands included in the
undermentioned selections shall be open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said Act, on and
after THURSDAY,  the fifteenth day of January,
1874, at the several Land Offices.
Register
No. of Name of Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent'sApplica- Dist!tiot.tion.
•1304  W. Forbes ... ...
A..
427
B.P.
0 0 Brisbane.
281  J. Wardley .. .. 500 0 0  Beenleigh.
254  W. P. Morley ... 348 0 0  Mackay.
293 A. B. McGregor 200 0 0 Ditto.
24. D. Little ... ... 11280 0 0 Ditto.
26 T. Ne il ... ... 239 0 0I  Clermont.
*  215 value of improvements on this selection.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
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QUEENSLAND , I Proclamation by the Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
No MANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
('overnor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The  Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," 1, GEORGE
Atr trsTUs CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after THURS-
D AY, the fifteenth day of January, 1874, at the
Bowen Land Office.
No. of
Portion.
*28
Name  of Lessee.
3. Robertson ...
Area,
A. B. P.
311 0 0
Land
Agent's
District.
Bowen.
 Forfeited selection No. 28, Bowen.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twent -seventh day of
November, in the pear o7 our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
GOD RAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND  Proclamation by the Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mu] rave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NoEMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
previsions of the said Act, on and after TUES-
DAY, the thirtieth day of December, 1873, at the
Brisbane  Land Office.
q
73
Begister'
No, of
Applloa-
tion.
use
Name of Lessee. l
Edward Bibend
Area.
A.  B. F.
140 0 0
Land
Agent's
District.
Brisbane
Parish.
Canning.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
GOP SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation by The Most
to wit . I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTus
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , V acount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all  in  the County of
York, in  the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(i..s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NOBMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's  Most,  Honorable
Governor.  Privy  Council, Governor  and Com.
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of the sixty-
first section of "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis
of Normanby, the Governor  aforesaid , with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the Leases of the following
selections  of land, under the said Act, are
declared forfeited.
Register  No. Land
of Name of Lessee .  Area. Agent's
Application .  Dist ri ct.
A. B. P.
326 T.  Warwick ... 79 3 0 Maryboro'
352 S. Staunton ... 126 0 0 Beenleigh
1409 J.  Martin ... 100 0 0 Brisbane
1148 A. Bailey ... 72 1 0 Ditto
1150 G. Browne ... 62 3 0 Ditto
540 F. Rachow 18 0 0 Ditto
1231 W. de E. Roberts 400 0 0 Ditto
1008 Ditto ... 415 0 0 Ditto
1051 Ditto ... 437 3 16 Ditto
190 F. R. Bode ... 83 2 0 Bowen
2355 W. Reed ... 80 0 0 Ipswich
246 P.  Rose ... 80 0 0 Toowoom-
b
751 F .  Lawrence  ... 105 0 0
a
Ditto
59
Sugar land W. Steele  ... 390 0 0 Brisbane
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(t.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
v 'icalA By, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Gurer,.or. Privy Council, Governor and Com-
uiander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"  I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
proclaim that the lands included in the undermen-
tioned selections shall be open to Selection, under
the provisions of the said Act, on and after
1979
THURSDAY, the eighth day of Jaunary, 1874, QUERNSLAND,  Proclamation by The Most
at the Land Offi t i hich thef th di t yces o ric s n we s
are respectively situated. to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
No of
Por- I
lion .
Register
No. of
Applica-
lion.
Name of Lessee Area,
Land
Agent's
Dist ri ot
Parish.
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
751 751 Frederick
A. R. P.
105 0 0 Too- Gehant
York,  in the Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
Lawrence woomba New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
190 190 Frederick
R B
'83 2 0 Bowen ...  (L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
'
S
obert ode NOamANBr, of Her Majesty s Most  Honorable
ugar
land.*
69 W. Steele 390 0 0 Bris-
bane
Albert
Gove rn or .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-River
• £ 600 to be added for improvem ents
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
. Queensland  and its Dependencies.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-three, and
in the thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
Gov SAVE THE QUEEN !
IN pursuance of clause one of " The Homestead
Areas Act  of 1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do; by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be and
are hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, subject
to the provisions of the said Act, and that the
said lands sha ll  be open to Selection as Homesteads
and not otherwise, at the Warwick Land Office, on
and after THURSDAY, the 8th day of January,
1874.
QUIEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. J Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby ,  and Baron Mul gr ave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York ,  in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and Baron Mul gr ave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoRnt&NwT,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of  the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause twelve of  " The Home-
stead Areas  Act of  1872 ,"  I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare
that the lands hereunder descri bed having been
resumed by Resolutions of both Houses of Parlia.
ment, shall be and are hereby resumed from the
lease of the Talgai Run ,  in the Settled District of
Darling Downs ,  for the purpose of setting them
apart as a Homestead Area unddr the said Act.
LANDS  RESUMED FROM  TALGAI  RUN,
About 8J square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Thane's Creek,
at the north-east corner of portion No. 67, and
bounded thence by Thane's Creek downwards to
the northern boundary of Talgai ten years'  lease ;
thence by that boundary  west till it is intersected
by a line due north, passing through a spot distant
five chains  'west of the west boundary of portion
No. 69; thence by a line south to southern boun-
dary of ten years'  lease , and by that boundary
south-easterly to Thane's Creek, and by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement ,- exclu-
sive of portions Nos. 67 and 69.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and hI the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
LANDS RESUMED  FROM TALGAI RUN.
About 81 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Thane' s Creek
at the north- east  corner of portion No.  67, and
bounded thence by Thane's Creek downwards to
the northern boundary of Talgai ten years'  lease ;
thence by that boundary west till  it is intersected
by a line due  north, passing  through  a spot distant
five chains west of the  west  boundary of portion
No.  69;  thence by a line south to southern boun-
dary of ten  years '  lease, and  by that boundary
south-easterly to Thane's Creek, and by that creek
downwards  to the point  of commencement ,- exclu-
sive of portions Nos. 67 and 69.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Government
House , Brisbane , this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in  the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty 's Reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, '  Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AuGusTUS
CONsTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in  the County of
York, in  the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
('L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Govern or .  Privy  Council, Governor  and. Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.IN pursuance of se tion hree of "The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid , do hereby notify and proclaim that the
land hereunder described is withdrawn from the
operation of the said Act, as being required for
Public purposes.
CAMPING RESERVE.
Warra Warra, County of Lytton.
60 acres.
Commencing on the west  side of  a lagoon at the
termination of part of the south boundary of Werra
1980
Warra pre-emptive  portion No. 1, thence by part
of the south boundary west 28 chains, thence by a
line south 21 chains 96 links, thence by a line east
30 chains  to the  lagoon , thence by the lagoon
northerly to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House , Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the  thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QVF.ENSr .AND,
'
Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manbj-, and Baron Mulgrave of
Musgrave, all in the County of
York. in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.9.i in  the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
hionMANBT. of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
ti, v,;r i or  Privy Council, Governor and Com•
wander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of the Act 31
Victoria, No. 46, respecting the alienation of Crown
Lands, 1, the GOVERNOR aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim  that the following Lot of Land will be
offered for sale by public auction, at the under-
mentioned  place, at Eleven o'clock, on the day
speci fied, at the upset price affixed to Lot. (De-
posit 20 per cent.)
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE,
ROCKHAMPTON,
ON MONDAY , THE 22ND DAY or DECEMBER, 1873.
TOWN LOT.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
town of Rockhampton.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Section.
No. of
Allotment Area.
Price
per Acre.
J I A. R. P. ! 2 s.
1  1  123  1  4  1  0 2 0 100 0
Given under  my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government
House,  .  Brisbane , this twentieth day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and seventy -three,
and in  the thirty -seventh  year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . J Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the  County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom;  and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.e.) in the  Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NoBMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868 ," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the  lands  hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under .the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the ninth day of December, 1873, at the Rockhamp-
ton Land Office.
Part of Gracemere Run, Port Curtis  District,
resumed from  the ten years '  lease.
About 120  square miles.
Commencing  at the south boundary of portion 11,
parish of Gracemere, where it is intersected by the
telegraph line from Rockhampton to Gladstone, and
bounded thence on the north- west  by the south-east
boundaries of portions 11 and 10, parish of Grace-
mere bearing south-west to Gavial Creek, about
forty chains ; then by that creek southerly about
forty chains ; then by the south boundaries of
portions 59, 54, and 53, bearing west about one
hundred and seventy chains to a point three miles
south-easterly from the railway ; then by a line
parallel to the railway and distant therefrom three
miles, said  line bearing south-westerly about twenty
miles ; on the south by the watershed. separating
the waters flowing into the lower Fitzroy River
from Gogango Creek and the Dee River, bearing east
north-easterly about sixteen  miles ;  then by the
western  watershed of Gavial Creek northerly about
three and a-half miles ; then by a line bearing east
about two and a- half miles crossing  Gavial Creek at
the north boundary of portion 9, parish of Boulder-
combe ; then by the  eastern  watershed of Gavial
Creek southerly about two and a-half miles ;
then by the watershed separating Midgee Creek
from the Dee River easterly about one mile to the
head of Midgee Creek ; on the east by Midgee
Creek northerly to the telegraph line from Gladstone
to Rockhampton ; and on the north-west by said
telegraph line north-westerly to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand  eight hundred and seventy-three, and
in the thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Z Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . I Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE'
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
1981
described shall be open  to Selection ,  as surveyed,
uu4er the provisions of the said Act, on and after
WEDNESDAY, the third day of December, 1873,
at the  Brisbane  Land Office.
.Portion. No. 23, parish of Mooloolah.
595 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one.
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her Ma-
jesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORNANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause one  of "Tice Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE. Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and  declare
that the lands hereunder described shall be agd
are hereby sA apart  as a Homestead  Area, subject
to the provisions of the said Act, and that the said
lands shall be open to Selection as Homesteads,
and not otherwise, at the  Brisbane  Land Office, on
and after WEDNESDAY, the third day of
December, 1873.
Description of the boundaries of a portion of the
Tambourine  Run,  ill the Moreton District,
formerly held under pastoral lease, which, by
reason  of forfeiture for non-payment of rent,
is available  for Selection;  parish  of Ward;
county of  Tambourine.
5,240 acres.
Commencing  at the north- east corner  of portion
4, and bounded thence on the west by the east
boundary line of that portion bearing south ninety-
four chains ; thence by south boundary line of the
same portion  and a line in continuation  bearing
west to the Coburg River or Cannigra Creek, and
by that creek upwards about two hundred and fifty
chains in a straight line to the north boundary of
Sarabah Run resumed half ; on the south by'that
boundary bearing east one  hundred and twenty-
seven chains  and fifty links to Darlington Range;
on the east by that range northerly about one
hundred and forty-two chains  in a straight line ;
and on the north by a  line, being  the south boundary
of the eight  square miles resumed  from Tambourine
Run, as  proclaimed in the  Government Gazette  of
the 2nd December, 1872, No. 123, folio 2017,
bearing west  about one hundred and ten chains to
the point  of commencement.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Govern-
ment House,  Brisbane , this twenty-ninth
day of October, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy.
three, and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMEK.
GOD SAVE TEE QUMN I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE ArGuSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County. of York,
in the Peerage of the United King-
dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New
Ross, in  the County of Wexford, in
(L.s.) the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NOBYANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
1
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governoraforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
proclaim that the lands hereunder described shall
be open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the third
day of December, 1873, at the Land Offices of the
districts in which they are respectively situated.
No. of
Pot
IEsgister
No of Name of Area.
Land
Agents Parish.
lion. JAppi ca-Llon.
Lessee. District.
010 91 G.F. Schneider
A. R. P.
s0 0 0 Ipswich Alfred
61 and 1338 T. Milton ... 103 0 0 Brisbane aedolifb
6203 1337 J. L. Bands... 68 0 0 Ditto Ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-ninth day of
October, in , the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEENI
QUEENSLAND, '  Proclamation by The Most
to wit . ) Honorable Goo AUGUSTU1
COZSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all in the County of
York,  in the  Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross. in  the County of Wexford,
(.s.)  in  the Peerage  of Ireland;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty's Most  Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor  and Com•
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu.
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said  Act,  on and after WEDNESDAY, the
third day of December, 1873, at the Maryborough
Land Office.
Description of lands open  to selection  under " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
The unsurveyed lands within the suburban area
in and around the Town Reserve of Tiaro, exclusive
of an area of 1,000 acres as marked  on the Land
Agent' s  official  map.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMEIL
GOD  SAVE  THE, QVW I
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Department  of Public Lunds,
Bri sbane, 28th November, 1873.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that the Racecourse
Reserve at Bundaberg ,  established by notice
in the issue of the  Government Gazette  of 1st
instant, has been placed under the control of the
fo llowing gentlemen as Trustees, viz.
JOSEPH HUGHES,
ROBERT  S TEVENSON,  and
ALEXANDER WALKER.
(For the Secretary  for Public sands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
B ri sbane, 28th  November, 1873.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th November, 1873.
`r
ERROR IN DEED..
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant
mentioned in the schedule hereunder written
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provis ions  of  " The Titles to Land Act  of 1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, under his Hand and Seal of the Colony,
describe the land intended to be granted, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, it shall
be taken to have been inserted in the  grant and in
every deed  containing  the erroneous description,
and such grant and every such deed  shall  operate
and be construed  accordingly.IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Croton  Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
Notice is hereby given ,  that the lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purposes named with respect to each.
(For the Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. 1.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES ,  LEICHHARDT
DISTRICT.
About 1,600 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about north
350 degrees east ,  and distant about 250 chains from
the north -west corner of mineral selection  No. 148 ;
thence west about 160 chains  ;  thence north about
fifty-one chains ; thence by the Fitzroy River
downwards about seventy -three chains in a direct
line  ;  thence east about  134  chains ; thence south
about 120 chains to the point of commencement,-
to include the permanent lagoons, and also a
quarry that has been opened for railway purposes.
No. 2.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES ,  ROCKY CREEK,
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
200 acres.
Commencing  at the north- east corner of mineral
selection  No. 148 ; thence west about fifty chains ;
thence north about forty chains; thence east about
fifty chains  ;  thence south to point of commence-
ment,-including the dam.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ,  CLIFTON HOME-
STEAD AREA.
County of .Iubigny, parish of Tooth.
About 78 acres.
Commencing on the road one chain wide at the
south-west corner of selection 916, Toowoomba
Register , and bounded on the north by part of
the south boundary of that selection beari ng east
about sixty -one chains and fifty-seven links to
the north -west corner of the ten acres Reserve for
Cemetery, and bounded on the east by the west
boundary of that reserve bearing south about
twelve chains and seventy links to another road
one chain wide forming the southern boundary of
the above -mentioned homestead area ; on the south
by that boundary  bearing west about sixty-one
chains fifty-seven links to the first-mentioned road ;
and on the west by that road bearing north about
twelve chains seventy links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR WATER, WARRA WAREA.
County of Lytton.
60 acres.
Commencing  on the  west side of a lagoon at the
termination of part of the south boundary of
Warra Warra pre-emptive portion No. 1; thence
by part of the south boundary west twenty-eight
chains ; thence  by a line south twenty-one chains
ninety-six links ; thence by a line east thirty chains
to the  lagoon  ;  thence by  the lagoon  northerly
to the point of commencement.
A. H. PALMER.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-23 August, 1866.
Name of Grantee-James Real.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland con-
taining by admeasurement four acres one rood and
ten perches ,  be the same more or less ,  situated in
the county of Churchill and parish of Brassall,
portion 327 ,  commencing on a road one chain wide
at the south-west corner of portion 318, and
bounded thence on the north by the south boundary
line of that portion bearing east eight chains and
ninety-five links ; on the east by a line bearing
south five chains; on the south by a line bearing
west nine chains and forty-five links to the aforesaid
road ; and on the west by that road bearing north
twenty-nine degrees fifteen minutes east two chains
and two links ; thence bearing north sixteen
degrees thirty minutes east two chains and eighty
links to the point of commencement.
Nature of error.-That  part of the west boun-
dary described as bearing north twenty-nine
degrees fifteen minutes east two chains and two
links should be north twenty-nine degrees fifteen
minutes east two chains and sixty -two 1mks.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
I A. H. PALMER.
RESERVE FOR  QUARANTINE GROUND FOR SHEEP,
MOGGILL ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly,
portion  682.
87 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 681; and bounded
thence on the north by that portion bearing west
thirty-six chains and thirty-eight links ; on the
west by a line bearing south twenty-three chains
and forty-two links ; on the south by portion 684,
bearing east  thirty-five chains and seventy-six
links to the aforesaid road ; and on the east by that
road bearing three hundred and fifty- six degrees
two chains and ninety-seven links,  nineteen degrees
ten chains and ninety links, three hundred and
fifty -seven  degrees six chains and sixty links, and
three hundred and twenty-six degrees thirty
minutes  four chains and thirty links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER AND GRAVEL FOR ROAD
PURPOSES ,  ALBERT RIVER.
County of  Ward,  parish of  Albert.
About  580 acres.
Commencing  on  a .road  one" and a-half chains
wide at its intersection  by the  west boundary of
portion 281 ,  and bounded thence on part of the
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east by a line bearing north thirty-eight chains and
ninety-six links; on part of the south by a line
aring  east  about twenty- three chains  and fifty
Inks ; on the remainder of the east byiportion 283
and a road bearing north seventy chains and eighty-
five links ; on the north by a line bearing west
eighty-four chains and seventy-nine links; on part
of the west by a line bearing south thirty-one
chains and ninety-four links ; on the remainder of
the south by a line and a road bearing east twenty
chains and sixteen links ; on the remainder of the
west by portion 282 bearing south forty-seven
chains and  seventy-four links to the road first
aforesaid ; and on the south-west by that road
south-easterly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR  POLICE PADDOCK, VERESDALE.
County of Walsh, parish of Logan,  selection
No. 997, portion No. 42.
84 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north -west corner of portion 16, and bounded
thence on the west by that road bearing north
twenty-eight chains ; on the north by a line bear-
ing east thirty chains ; on  the east by  a line bear-
ing south twenty -eight chains  ;  and on the south
by a line bearing west thirty chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION, LAIDLEY.
County of Churchill, parish of Laidley.
About 45 acres.
Commencing  at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain  wide, and bounded thence on the
south  by one of said roads, dividing it from por-
tions 70 to 74 inclusive, bearing west about thirty-
one chains  and 30 links to another road one chain
wide ; on the  west  by that road bearing north
fifteen chains  to another road one chain wide ; on
the north by that road bearing east about eleven
chains seventy- six degrees  about ten chains and ten
links , and east about two  chains and  fifty links to
the other road first aforesaid ; and on the north-
east by that road bearing one hundred and fifty-six
degrees forty-five minutes nineteen chains to the
point of  commencement.
WATER RESERVE.
County of Aubigny, parish of Tooth.
11 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and fifty links
wide, at one hundred and fifty-five links east from
the north- east corner  of selection 857 T.R., and
bounded thence on the west by that road bearing
one hundred and ninety-five degrees twenty
minutes thirteen chains and forty-eight links; on
the south by a line bearing  east ten  chains and
twenty -six links ; on  the east by a line bearing
north twelve chains and ninety-six links ; and on
the north by a line bearing west six chains and
seventy links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1873.
1 THEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
V V " The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
A. H. PALMER.
RESERVE FOR  WHARF  PURPOSES.
by a line north-easterly at right  angles  to Wharf
street to the River Mary ; and on the north-east
by that river upwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOE RECREATION ,  TowN OF MARY-
BOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough.
57 acres 3 roods 25 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Alice and
Lennox streets , and bounded thence on the south-
west by Alice street north-westerly twenty-seven
chains ninety- six links ;  on the north-west by
Ferry street north-easterly twenty chains sixty
four finks ; on the north-east by gent street south-
easterly twenty-seven chains ninety-three links ;
and on the south-east by Lennox street south-
westerly twenty chains eighty-two links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY , CLIFTON HOMESTEAD
AREA.
10 acres.
Commencing at the south-east  corner  of selection
No. 916, Toowoomba Register, and bounded on the
east by a line south about twelve chains and
seventy links to the southern boundary of the
Clifton Homestead Area ; on the south by a line
west about seven chains and eighty-eight links ; on
the west by  a line  north about twelve chains and
seventy links to the south boundary of selection
916, Toowoomba Register ; and on the north by a
line east about seven chains and eighty-eight links
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1873.
W
\ THEREAS by the twenty-fifth section of
r yr  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a Quarantine
Ground.
A. H. PALMER.
RESERVE  FOR QUARANTINE GROUND, CURTIS
ISLAND.
About  1,280 acres.
Commencing  at a rocky point on the north-west
coast of Curtis Island, about one hundred and
ninety chains in a.south-west direction from the
Pilot Station ; thence east about ninety chains to
the main branch of Pacific Creek ; thence by
Pacific Creek downwards to the sea-coast ; thence
by the sea-coast in a north-westerly and north-
easterly direction to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th November, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of  "  The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," has been
made for the closure of the undermentioned roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby ,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
A. H. PALMER.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS  TO BE  CLOSED.
County of March, parish of Maryborough, town No. Applicant . Situation .  Parish. I Area.
of Maryborough.
13 perches. 1 J. Ewen Road separatingportion  Greenmount
A.
8
a. P.
0 0
Commencing  on the left bank of River Mary, at
the termination thereon of the north-west side of
Davidson ,
and A. V.
and F.
99 from portion 99
March street, and bounded thence on the south-
east by March street south-westerly seventy links
t Wh f h b f 2
Robinson
Ditto Road separating portion Greenmount 17 2 0
o ar -weststreet ; on the sout y Whar
street  north-westerly one chain ; on the north-west
39 from portion 40
1984
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1873.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
10T OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles  to  Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof,.by instruments endorsed on
such deeds of grant respectively under his Hand and
Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended to
be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the respective grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants respectively and everysuch deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-10th August, 1871.
Name of Grantee-Richard Furlong.
Description of Land granted.-All  that  piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taming by admeasurement twenty- four acres and
six perches (be the same more  or less ), situated in
the county of Livingstone and parish of Cawarral,
portion 10, commencing at the south-east corner of
portion 9, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing 183 degrees 41 minutes. ten chains and one
link ; on the south by a line bearing  west  twenty-
three chains ; on the west by a line bearing 351
degrees 52 minutes, ten chains and one link ; and
on the north by a line east thirty chains and 58
links to the point of commencement.
Description of Land intended to be granted.-
Commencing at the south- east corner  of portion 9,
and bounded thence on the east by  a line bearing
183 degrees 41 minutes,  ten chains  and one link ;
on the south by a line bearing west twenty-three
chains ; on the west by  a line  bearing 351 degrees
52 minutes, 10 chains and 10 links ; and on the
north by a line bearing east twenty-five chains and
eight  links  to the point of commencement.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-James Dignam.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland con-
taining by admeasurement forty-eight  acres three
roods, be the same more or less, situated in th
County of Ward and parish of Logan, portion 99,
commencing on the right bank of the Logan River
at the south-west corner of portion 98, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing east forty-
seven chains and six links ; on the east by a line
bearing two hundred and nine degrees twelve
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west forty-
six chains  and seventy-five links to the Logan
River, and thence by that river downwards to the
point of commencement.
Nature of error.-The  area being described as
forty-eight acres three perches, instead of fifty
acres ; and commencing at the south-west corner
of portion 98, instead of 98A.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles Merkley.
Description of land ,granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement fifty-two acres oi}e rood
.and eighteen perches, be the same more or less,
situated in the county of Ward and parish of
Logan, portion 98, commencing on the right bank
of the Logan River at the south-west corner of
portion 85, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing east fifty-three chains and eighty-one
links ; on the east by a line bearing south ten
chains and fifty links ; on the south by a line bear-
ing.west forty-seven chains and six links to the
Logan River ; and thence by that river downward#
to the point of commencement.
Nature of error.-The  land being called portion
98, area fifty -two acres  one rood and eighteen
perches, instead of portion 98A, area fifty acres.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles McIntosh.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement  two thousand five
hundred and sixty acres, be the  same more or less,
situated in the county of Merivale and parish of
Cunningham ,  selection 72. Commencing at a point
bearing north and dlatant  two chains  and two links
from the north-east  corner  of selection 145 ; and
bounded thence on the south by a road  two chains
wide bearing west twelve degrees north fifteen
chains and two links west four degrees thirty
minutes north twenty-two chains, south sixty
degrees west seventeen chains, and west fourteen
degrees north three hundred and sixty-four chains
and sixty-two links ; on the west by a line bearing
north thirty- one chains  and eleven links ; on the
north by a line bearing east fifty-eight  chains and
eighty-three links to a road one chain and fifty links
wide ; again on the west by that road bearing
north nineteen chains and eighty-two links to
another road one chain and fifty links  wide ; again
on the north by that road bearing  east  fifty-six
chains ; thence by lines bearing south thirty-four
chains and seventy-six links east fifty-four chains
and fifty links, south three chains and ninety-three
links, and east fifty-six chains to another road one
chain and fifty links wide; thence by that road
bearing south fourteen chains and seventy-two
links ; thence by lines bearing east fifty-seven
chains and fifty links, south three chains and
nineteen links , east  fifty-six chains to another road
one chain and fifty links wide ; thence by that road
bearing south seven chains and sixty-six links to
another road one chain and fifty links wide ; thence
by that road bearing  east  fifty-eight chains and
fifty-three links, north one chain and seventy-two
links, and east forty-eight chains and thirty links ;
on the east by a line bearing south thirty-three
chains and seventy-one links ; thence by a line
bearing west forty chains and two links ; and
thence by a line bearing south thirty-seven chains
and two-links to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing at a point bearing north and distant
two chains and two links from the north-east
corner of selection 415; and bounded thence on
the south by a road two chains wide, bearing west
twelve degrees north fifteen chains and two links,
west four degrees thirty minutes. north twenty-two
chains, south sixty degrees, west seventeen chains,
and west fourteen degrees, north three hundred
and sixty-four chains and sixty-two links ; on the
west by  a line  bearing north thirty-one chains and
eleven links ; on the north by a line bearing east
fifty-eight chains and eighty-three links to the east
side of a road one chain fifty links wide ;  again on
the west by that road bearing north nineteen chains
and eighty-two links to another road one chain and
fifty links wide ; again on the north by that road
beating east fifty-six chains, thence by lines bear-
ing south thirty-four  chains  and seventy-six links,
east fifty-four chains and fifty links, south three
chains and ninety-three links, east fifty-six chains
to another road one chain and fifty links wide ;
thence by that road bearing south fourteen chains
and seventy-three links ; thence by lines bearing
east  fifty-seven chains and fifty links, south three
chains and nineteen links, east fifty-six chains-to
another road one chain and fifty links wide ; thence
by that road bearing south nine chains and sixteen
links to another road one chain and fifty links
wide ; thence by that road bearing east fifty-eight
chains and fifty-three links, north one chain and
seventy-two links, east forty-eight chains and
thirty links ; on the east by a line bearing south
thirty-three chains and seventy-one links ; t ence
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by a line bearing west  forty  chains and two links ;
and thence by a line bearing south thirty-seven
chains and two links to the point of  commence-
pent,-exclusive  of three reserved roads as marked
and shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's  office, the areas of which have
been deducted from the total area.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Frederick John Cobb
Wildash.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement  two thousand five hun-
dred and sixty acres, be the  same  more or less,
situated in the county of Merivale and parish of
Cunningham-selection 71, commencing at a point
bearing  west, and distant two chains and ninety-five
links, and  thence north one chain and fifty links
from the north-east corner of selection 347, under
" The Leasing Act  of 1866," and bounded thence
on part of  the south by a road one chain and fifty
links wide ,  bearing west  thirty-three chains and
fifty-five links  ; thence by  roads, one  chain and
fifty  links wide, bearing  south twenty-four chains
and eighty -fire links,  west thirty- seven  chains and
eighty links, north twenty-eight chains, west two
chains and  thirty links, north twenty-five chains,
east fourteen chains and ninety  links, north twenty-
nine chains and fifty links , east two chains and
sixty -nine links , north twenty-eight chains, east
one chain  and thirty links, north twenty-nine
chains and  fifty links, west thirty-five chains and
sixty links , north twenty chains, west forty chains
and eighty links, north  thirty-five  chains, west
fifty-nine  chains, south  seventeen  links, west
twenty-six  chains, north twenty-eight chains, west
four chains and  forty links, north twenty-four
chains and  forty-two links ; on the north by a line
bearing east  two hundred and eight  chains and
seventy -eight links ;  and on the  east by a line bear-
ing south  two hundred and twenty-four chains and
eighty-nine links to the point of commencement,-
exclusive  of a reserved road, one chain and fifty
links  wide,  as shown on  plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General' s office, the area of which has
been deducted from the total area.
Description of land intended to be granted. -
Com-mencing at  a point bearing west and distant two
chains ninety-five links, and thence north one chain
fifty links from the north- east  corner  of selection
three hundred and forty-seven under  "The Leasing
Act of 1866," and bounded thence on part of the
south by a road one chain fifty links wide, bearing
west thirty- three chains  fifty-five links ; thence by
roads one chain  fifty links wide, bearing south
twenty -four chains eighty-five links, west thirty-
seven chains  eighty links, north twenty-eight
chains ,  west two chains  thirty links, north twenty-
five chains ,  east fourteen  chains ninety links, north
twenty -nine chains  fifty links, east two chains sixty-
nine links , north twenty-eight  chains, east  one chain
thirty links, north thirty- one chains , west thirty-
five chains  sixty links, north twenty chains, west
forty chains eighty links, north thirty-five chains,
west fifty- nine chains ,  south seventeen  links, west
twenty-six chains, north twenty-eight chains, west
four chains forty links, north twenty-five chains
forty-two links ; on the north by a line bearing
east two hundred and fourteen chains sixty-eight
links, and on the east by a line bearing south two
hundred and twenty-four chains eighty-nine links to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of a reserved
road one chain fifty links wide, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's office,
the area of which has been deducted from the
total area.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles Fitzsimmons.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement eighty-four acres, be the
same more or less, situated in the county of Carlisle
and parish of Bassett, portion 53, commencing on
a road one chain wide at the south-west corner of
portion 52, and bounded thence on the south by
that road bearing west twenty-eight chains ; on the
west by a line bearing north thirty chains ; on the
north by a line bearing  east  twenty-eight chains ;
and on the east by a line bearing south thirty chains
to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the south-
west corner of portion 52, and bounded thence on
the south by that road bearing west one degree
north twenty-eight chains ; on the west by a line
bearing north one degree east thirty chains ; on the
north by a line bearing east one degree south
twenty-eight chains ; and on the east by a line
bearing south one degree west thirty chains to the
point of commencement.
Date of Grant-9th August, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles Fitzsimmons.
Description of land granted-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement  one hundred and ninety-
three acres, be the  same  more or less, situated in
the county of Carlisle and parish of Bassett, por-
tions 56 and 67, commencing on the left bank of
the Pioneer River, at the south-east corner of por-
tion 65, and bounded thence on the west by the
east boundary line of that portion, bearing north
thirty-three chains to a road one chain wide ; on the
north by that road bearing  east  fifty-six chains to
another road one chain wide ; on the east by that
road bearing south twenty-six chains to the Pioneer
River ; and on the south by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted-Com-
mencing on the left bank of the Pioneer River, at
the south-east corner of portion 55, and bounded
thence on the west by the east boundary line of
that portion, bearing north one degree east thirty-
three chains to a road one chain wide ; on the north
by that road bearing east one degree south fifty-six
chains to another road one chain wide ; on the east
by that road bearing south one degree west twenty-
six chains to the Pioneer River ; and on the south
by that river upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1 1  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR WHARVES, 1 IARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborougla, town of
Maryborough.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the east corner of the reserve for
Immigration Depot, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing north thirty degrees
eighteen minutes east one chain ; thence on the
west by a line bearing north four degrees forty-five
minutes west eight chains fifty-three links to Bazaar
street ; on the north-west by Bazaar street bearing
north .hirty degrees forty-three minutes east about
three chaihs sixty-seven links to a creek ; thence by
that creek downwards to the River Mary; on the east
by the River Mary upwards to the public wharf re-
serve; on the south-east by a line bearing south thirty
degrees eighteen minutes west  fifty links ; and on
the south-west by a line bearing west thirty degrees
eighteen minutes north four chains eighty-five links
to the point of commencement.
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RESERVE FOR BOTANICAL GARDENS, MARYBOBOUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough.
2 acres 37 perches.
Commencing at the  east  corner of the Reserve
for Immigration Depot, and bounded thence on the
south-east by a line bearing north thirty degrees
eighteen minutes east one chain; thence on the
east by a line bearing north four degrees forty-five
minutes  west eight chains fifty-three links to
Bazaar  street ; on the north-west by  Bazaar street
bearing south thirty degrees forty-three minutes
west,  eight chains to the reserve for Telegraph and
Post Offices ; and on the south-west by a line bear-
ing east thirty degrees eighteen minutes south four
chains  ninety-six links to the point of commence-
ment.
Also,
Section 88 , town of Maryborough.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY ,  BUNDABEBG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, portion
No. 29.
40 acres.
Commencing on the Bundaberg road three
chains wide at a point bearing 210 degrees and
distant forty chains from the east corner of portion
27, and bounded thence on the south-east by that
road bearing 210 degrees twenty chains and two
links ; on the south-west by a line bearing 300
degrees twenty chains ; on the north-west by a line
bearing thirty degrees twenty chains ; and on the
north- east  by a line bearing 120 degrees twenty
chains and one link to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR A POUND, MILCHESTEB.
Parish of Milchester.
2 acres.
Commencing nineteen chains south from the
north- west  coiner  of Milchester Township Reserve,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west four chains and forty-seven links ; on the west
by aline bearing south four chains and forty-seven
links  ; on the south by a line bearing east four
chains and forty-seven links ; and on the east by a
line bearing north four chains and forty-seven
links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE, KILLARNEY.
County of Merivale, parish of Killarney.
6 acres  2 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at the north-west corner of portion 157, and
bounded thence on the east by  a line  bearing south
twelve chains and sixty links ; on the south by a
line bearing west eight chains and twenty-seven
links ; on the west by a line bearing north seven
chains and sixty-one links to the Condamine River ;
and on the north-west by that river upwards to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
Notice is hereby  given , that the  lands  hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purposes named  with respect to each.
(For the  Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TIMBER RESERVE ,  MAEOOCHY .- BRISBANE AND
GYMPIE ROAD.
County of  Canning, parish  of Maroochy.
780 acres.
Commencing on the  Gympie  road, at a point
about eighty chains in a south-easterly direction
from the south -east corner  of portion thirty- three,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
east one hundred and twenty chains; on the east
by a line bearing south ten degrees east eighty,
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west to the,
Gympie road ; and on the south-west by that road
north-westerly to the point of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE.
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
1,160 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing west about
seventy-four chains from the north-east corner of
portion 23, and bounded thence on the west by a
line bearing north eighty chains ; on the north by
a line bearing east 284 chains; on the east by a
line bearing south ten degrees east eighty-two
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west about
298 chains  to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING, STATION CREEK, RODD s
BAY.
About 3,200 acres.
Commencing on the west bank of Station Creek,
on the Rodd's Bay Run, at a tree marked broad-
arrow 5 in triangle ; thence west about 340 chains
to the River Boyne ; thence by that river down-
wards to the south-west corner of selection No.
126;  thence by the south boundary of selection
No. 126 easterly to Station Creek ; and thence by
Station Creek upwards about 220 chains in a direct
line to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
selection No. 96.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING, RIVERSTONE RUN.
Parish of Boyne.
About 3,000 acres.
Commencing at the west side of the main road
from Gladstone to Maryborough at a point due
west and distant ten chains from the north-west
corner of portion No. 30, parish of Boyne ; thence
being bounded on the east by that road in a
southerly direction to the north-west corner of
selection  No. 68 ; thence on the  east  by the west
boundary of that  selection  south to Machine Creek ;
thence by that creek upwards to the north boundary
of the Calliope and Boyne Gold Field Reserves ;
thence west by that boundary about 115 chains ;
thence north about 220 chains, and thence east
about 120 chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING, CALLIOPE RIVER, BORooN
RUN.
About 1,400 acres.
Commencing on the north side of the main road
from Rockhampton to Gladstone at a point ten
chains north from the north-east corner of selection.
No.  80;  thence on the south by the aforesaid main
road westerly to the Calliope River ; thence by
that river downwards to the south-west corner of
the East Stowe Agricultural Reserve ; thence by
the south boundary of that reserve and a line due
east therefrom about 170 chains ; thence south
about ninety-two chains to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of selection No. 66 and of any
alienated lands within the above boundaries.
RESERVE  FOR  RACECOURSE ,  BUNDABERG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, portion
No.  26.
320 acres.
Commencing  on a road one chain and a-half wide
at a point  bearing  sixty-five degrees and distant
fifteen chains and ninety-five links from the south
corner of portion 16, and bounded thence on the
north-east by that road bearing 144 degrees twenty-
nine chains and 146 degrees five chains and fifty
links to a road one chain wide ; on the south-east
by that road and a line bearing 238 degrees eighty-
two chains and sixty-two links ; on the south-west
by a tine bearing 328 degrees forty-four chains
and thirty-one links ; and on the north-west by a
line bearing sixty-five degrees eighty-one chains to
the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1873.
T is hereby notified for  general information that
the  Lands as  hereunder described, situated
within the Clermont Town  Reserve ,  have been
withdrawn from selection under the  provisions of
the 41st clause of  " The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1878," for the purpose of being offered at
auction as  Town and Suburban Lots.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FROM SELECTION  FOR SURVEY IN TOWN
AND SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Clermont.
580 acres.
Jommencing at the south corner of selection No.
83, and bounded thence by the south-east bol4ndary
of that selection bearing north forty-five degrees
east fifty-four chains and in continuation of same
line to Brewery Creek ; thence on the north by
that creek downwards to the south-east corner of
selection  No. 26 ; thence by part of the east
boundary of that Selection bearing north and by a
.line east along  the south boundary of selection No.
75 ; thence by part of the west boundary of selection
No. 5 bearing south to Douglas Creek ; thence by
Douglas  Creek downwards to the south-east corner
of selection  No. 5 ; then by southern boundary of
selection  No. 25 and a line bearing east to the
north-west  corner of mineral selection No. 48A;
on the east  by the west boundary of that selection
bearing south  to the south-west corner of same
selection  ; on the south by a line bearing west to
the north corner of selection No. 38 by the north-
west boundary of that selection and by a line
bearing west  to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information,
that the Reserve for Public Purposes at
Townsvi ll e, established by notice in the  Govern-
ment Gazette,  under  date the 16th October, 1873,
has been placed under  the control of the Townsville
Municipal Council.
(For the Secretary  for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved  for Public  purposes.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE Pon  GRAVEL FOR ROAD -PURPOSES,
BRISBANE  AND WATERFORD ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Mackenzie.
370 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
227, and bounded thence on the north by part of
the south boundary line of that portion bearing
west about 40 chains ; on the west by  a line  bearing
south 80 chains ; on the south by a line bearing
east to the road from Waterford to Brisbane ; and
on the east by that road northerly to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER, BEENLEIGH.
County of Ward, parish of Boyd.
30 acres.
Commencing on the west side of the road from
Beenleigh to the Upper Albert River Ferry, and
bounded on the north by a road one chain wide,
forming the south boundary of portion 117, parish
of Boyd, bearing westerly ; on the west by a line
bearing south in continuation of the west boundary
of same portion about 20 chains to the first men-
tioned road; and on the south-east by that road
north-easterly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC  PURPOSES, TowNSVILLE.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah,
town of Townsville,  allotment  6A  of Section
No. 1.
2 roods 28 perches.
Commencing  on the northern side of Flinders
street at  the south-east corner of the Lockup
Reserve , and bounded thence on the north-west by
a line bearing  north 27 degrees -east 3 chains 48
links to the  Strand; thence  by a line bearing east
27 degrees  south 58 links ; thence easterly, southerly
and westerly by a semicircular  line with a radius
of 174 links ; and by Flinders street bearing north
68 degrees west 58  links to the point of  commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK, ROCKHAMPTON.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
portion No. 4.
103 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
No. 3 (Reserve for Gardens and Water), and
bounded thence on the west by a line bearing north
38 chains 50 links; on the north by the south
boundary of portion No. 2 bearing east 24 chains ;
on the east by a line bearing south 47 chains 40
links to Yeppen Yeppen Lagoon ; and on the south
by that lagoon north-westerly to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC  PURPOSES.
County of Churchill, parish of Tarampa, portion
No.  401.
68 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River, at the south-east corner of portion 400, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bearing
west forty-three chains and twenty-two links to
a road one chain wide ; on the west by that road
bearing south seventeen chains to another road one
chain wide ; on the south by that road bearing west
thirty-five chains to the Brisbane River ; and on
the south-east by that river upwards to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RACECOURSE, RAVENSWOOD.
County of Gladstone.
142 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of a small creek
at a point bearing about 275 degrees and distant
about 44 chains from the south corner of portion 5
on Elphinstone Creek, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing 204 degrees 43 chains
and 75 links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
114 degrees 36 chains and 25 links to Elphinstone
Creek ; on the south-east by that creek upwards to
the junction of the small creek aforesaid ; and on
the north-east by that creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"  has been
made for the closure of the undermentioned roads;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
(For the Secretary  for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. a. P.
1 D.H. Cud- Road separating selec-unnamed on 1 0 6
more tion F18 from selection
92
Herbert
River
2 T. Foreman, Road separating por- Brassall  2 2  21
W. Bryce, tion 383 from portions
and T.
Brooke
319 320 and 321
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," has been
made for the closure  of the  under -mentioned road ;
and all  persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby ,  are required to transmit to this
Depa rt ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1 A. Phelps Road separating por- Mutdapilly
A. R. P.
5 3 36
tions 168 and 159  fr om
portions 160 and 161
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-third section of  "The
I Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purpose of a Camping Ground for
Railway Laborers.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  RAILWAY LABORERS' CAMP.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich, portion  400A.
4 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on the left bank of Bundamba Creek
at a point about 1 chain and 30 links north from the
north- east corner  of portion 401, and bounded
thence on the west by  a line  and portion 401 bear-
ing south about 4 chains and 30 links to the main
Brisbane and Ipswich road ; on the south-east by
that road bearing north 66 degrees 25 minutes east
about 13 chains and 50 links to Bundamba Creek;
and on the north-east and north by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1873.
W
V r HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section - of
1  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any special purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each. ,
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE,  SWAN CREEK.
County of Merivale,  parish  of Robinson,  portion
No.  199A.
23 acres.
Commencing on Swan Creek, at the south corner
of portion No. 199, and bounded thence on the
north- east  by the south-west boundary of that
portion bearing 299 degrees 8 chains  and 30 links ;
on the north by a  line  bearing west 2 chains; on
the west by the  east boundary  of portions Nos.
206 and 208  bearing south 24 chains 41 links to
Swan Creek ; and on the south and east by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RACECOURSE ,  MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough.
160 acres 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 120 degrees 30
minutes and distant 1 chain from the south corner
of portion 191 on a road 1 chain wide, and bounded
thence on the north-west by that road bearing 30
degrees 30 minutes 43 chains ; on part of the north-
east by a line bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 35
chains to another road one chain wide ; on part of
the south-east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes  11 chains and 44 links ; on the  remainder
of the north-east by portion A and a road bearing
120 degrees 30 minutes 12 chains and 90 links to
another road 1 chain wide ; again on the south-east
by that road bearing 210 degrees 30 minutes 11
chains and 44 links ; on part of the south-west by
No. 7 and a road bearing 300 degrees 30  minutes
12 chains and 92 links ; on the remainder of the
south-east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes 20 chains to another road 1 chain wide ;
and on the remainder of the south-west by that
road bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes 35 chains to
the point of commencement,- exclusive  of 4 acres
for a road 112chain wide, and 1 acre and 23 perches-
for another road 1  chain wide, as shown  on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-Genreal' s office.
RESERVE FOR  WATER,  MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryhorough, portion
No. A.
13 acres 2 roods 14 perches.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at a point
bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes and distant 1 chain
from the east corner of the Racecourse Reserve ;
and bounded thence on the north-east by a line
bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 11 chains and 88
links to another road 1 chain wide ; on the south-
east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30 minutes
11 chains and 44 links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes 11 chains and 88
links to the road first aforesaid ; and on the north-
west by that road bearing 30 degrees 30 minutes
11 chains and 90 links to the point of  commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1873.W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will
be reserved for the purpose of School Sites.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL  SITE,  BULIMBA.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion
No. 158A.
23 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at the
south-east corner of portion 125B, and bounded
thence on the east by that road bearing 158 degrees
1989
:34 chains and  25  links to a road 1 chain and 50
links wide ; on the south by that road bearing 260
'degrees 45 minutes 13 chains and 70 links ; and on
the west by a line bearing 358 degrees 45 minutes
.34 chains  and 1 link to the point  of commence.
ment.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE ,  BUNDAMBA.
County of Stanley, parish of Bundamba, portion
No. 1714.
1 acre 2 roods.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at the
north -west corner  of a Water  Reserve, and  bounded
thence on the south by that reserve bearing 157
degrees 2 chains and 39 links ,  112 degrees 3 chains
and 36  links,  and 46 degrees 5 minutes 4 chains and
11 links ; on the east by a line bearing north 26
minutes east 60 links  ;  and on the north by a line
bearing west 7 chains and 3 links to the point of
commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th September, 1873.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
TT is hereby  notified for public  information, that
.l  the Commissioners of Crown Lands  under  "The
-Crown Lande Alienation  Act  of 1868," will hold the
Sitting in persuanoe of the fourth section of the
:above-recited  Act at the  under -mentioned offices, on
he following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office,  Bri sbane,  on the firstTuesday  in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh ,  the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office , Ipswich, the  first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba,  on the second
Monday in  each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
A t the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in September, 1873, and there-
after on the  second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the firs
Tuesday in  each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE  BAY AND BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
A.t the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
clay in October, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in September, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, on the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
&t the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in November, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in November, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
cay in October, 1873, and thereafter onthe
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHAEDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont,  on the last
Thursday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the last  Thursday  in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office,  Springsure , on the fourth
Eonday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday  in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days  falling on
a holiday, the  sitting  will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings ,  when necessary ,  in addition to
the above , will be duly notified from  time to time.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th September, 1873.
WHEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth  section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof sha ll  be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL AT CALLIOPE.
County of Clinton, parish of East Stowe, town of
Calliope.
5 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about fifty
degrees, distant about twelve chains and twenty
links from the east corner of allotment 1 of section
2, and bounded thence on the west by a line
bearing north ten chains and seventy-three links ;
on the north by a line bearing east six chains and
thirteen links ; on the east by a line bearing south
five chains and fifty-nine links to the Gladstone
road ; and on the south-east by that road bearing
230 degrees eight chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY AT MOGGILL.
County of Stanley, parish of Moggill, portion No.
249.
10 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
247, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west fifteen chains; on the west by a line
bearing north six chains and seventy links; on the
north by a line bearing east fifteen chains ; and on
the east by a line bearing south six chains and
seventy links to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous  in the particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended grantees, to the intent that by force
of the Act aforesaid they shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants, and in every
deed containing the erroneous  names , and such
Grants respectively, and every such Deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
1\ Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by an instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended to
be granted, to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid it shall be taken to have been inserted in
the Grant, and in every Deed containing the
erroneous description, and such Grant, and every
such Deed, shall operate  and be construed ac-
cordingly.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of grant - 22nd  June, 1870.
Name ofgrantee- Joseph  Ryne Hinds,
Description  of land granted-Fifty -four acres,
county of  Stanley, parish of Maclean ,  portion
ninety-two B.
Nature of misnomer-The  name  Joseph Ryne
Hinds having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead  of Joseph  Royal Hinds.
Name of intended  grantee - Joseph  Royal Hinds.
Name of party applying for  instrument - Joseph
Royal Hinds.
Date of grant-7th  August, 1872.
Name of grantee-Louise  Thom.
Description of land granted-Thirty-seven  acres
one rood eight perches, county of Livingstone,
parish of Gracemere, portion nine.
Nature of  misnomer -The  name Louise Thom
having been inserted as that of the intended  grantee,
instead of Louise Thou. ,
Name of intended grantee-Louise  Thon.
Name of party applying for instrument-Louise
Then,
Date of grant-21st  February, 1873.
Name of grantee-Frederick  Henzell.
Description of land  granted-Twenty-three per-
ches, county of March, parish of Gympie, town of
Gympie, allotment No. 9 of section 0.
Nature of misnomer-The  name Frederick Hen-
zell  having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of Frederick Lumley Henzel.
Name of intended  grantee-Frederick Lumley
Henzell.
Name of party applying for  instrument-Fre-
derick Lumley Henzell.
Date of grants- 21st  February, 1873.
Names of grantees-Adam  Walker  and George
Lamb.
Description of land granted- Portions  nine, ten,
eleven, twelve ,  and fourteen ,  county of Belmore,
and parish of St. George ,  containing twenty acres
each.
Nature of  misnomer - The  names Adam Walker
and George  Lamb having  been inserted as that of
the intended grantees ,  instead  of Adam Walker
and Thomas George Lamb.
Names of intended grantees - Adam  Walker and
Thomas George Lamb.
Name of party applying  for instrument - Thomas
George Lamb.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of grant-22nd  .July, 1872.
Name of grantee-Robert  Ballard.
Description of land granted-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement  one acre one rood and
thirty-three perches, be the  same  more  or less,
situated in the county of March, parish of Gympie,
and town of Gympie, being allotment No. 2 of
section P. commencing on the north side of Bligh
street, at the south-east corner of allotment one,
and bounded thence on the south by that street,
bearing ninety-two degrees one chain and forty-
one links and one-half of a link, and seventy-eight
degrees thirty minutes one chain and seventy-eight
links and one-quarter of a link ; on the east by the
west boundary line of allotment three bearing
three hundred and fifteen degrees three chains and
sixty-seven links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing two hundred and ninety-nine degrees forty-
five minutes three chains and fifty links ; and on
the west by the east boundary  lines  of allotments
twelve and one, bearing one hundred and eighty-
three degrees fifteen minutes five chains and seventy
links to the point of commencement.
Nature of error-The  bearing of the eastern
boundary being three degrees fifteen minutes
instead of three hundred and fifteen degrees as in
the deed.
Name of intended grantee-Robert  Ballard.
Name of party applying for instrument-Robert
Ballard.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1873.
PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
THE Lessees of the undermentioned Runs,
situated in the Unsettled Districts, having
made application for the instruments of Lease to be
issued to them by the Government, the following
descriptions of the boundaries thereof are hereby
published in pursuance of the 58th section of  " The
Pastoral Leases Act  of 1869."
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said descriptions, must forward their
objections, in writing, to this Office, before the
27th February, 187
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Name of District-Darling Downs.
Name of Run-Tiereyboo.
Estimated Area-1532 square miles.
Claimant of Lease-Henry Cardell.
Commencing at the junction of Colamboola Creek
with the Dogwood Creek, and bounded thence on
the north-west by the left bank of Dogwood Creek
downwards to a point about thirty chains in a direct
line above or up the creek  from  the junction on the
opposite bank of Eagle Creek, where it is stated
there is a tree marked B ; thence on the west by a
1991
eooth line to the Condamine River ; thence on the
soilth-east by the right bank of said river upwards
until it is  met by the west boundary of the Conda-
mine Reserve , being a point about three  miles in a
direct line above or up the river from the junction
on the opposite bank of the Caligwel Creek ; thence
north by the  west  boundary of said reserve to its
north-west corner about five and a quarter miles ;
thence by  an east line along part of the north
boundary  of said reserve to  the Condamine River,
and by the right bank of said river upwards to the
south -west corner  of the Yamo Run, being a point
situated  about two  miles  and three -quarters below
or down the  river  from the junction, on the opposite
bank  of Wieanbilla Creek; thence on the north-
east by a line bearing north forty-four degrees west
to Colamboola Creek at a point about two miles and
a-half in  a direct line  above or up the creek from
its junction  with the Dogwood Creek ; and thence
on the north  by the left  bank  of Colamboola Creek
downwards  to the point  of commencement.
Name of  District- Leiohhardt.
Name of Run- Llandilo.
Estimated Area- 25 square miles.
Claimants of Lease - The Corporation of the
Australian Joint Stock Bank.
Commencing on the right  bank of Tomahawk
Creek about half -a-mile above a hill  called  Langton
Edge ,  at a spot bearing south -east from a point
400 chains south -west from the summit  of a hill
called '  Mount Livingstone ;  and bounded thence on
the south -west by a line bearing south -east to the
left bank of Carbine Creek  ;  on the south -east by
the left bank of Carbine Creek downwards in a
north -easterly direction to its junction with Theresa
Creek  ;  on the north -east by  the right bank of
Theresa Creek upwards in a north -wester ly direction
about six miles to the junction  of Tomahawk
Creek ; and on the north by  the right bank of
Tomahawk Creek upwards in a westerly direction
to the point of commencement.
RENT OF RUNS IN UNSETTLED DISTRICTS
-continued.
Name  of Lessee. Name of Run.
Columba... ...
Clive ... ...
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Clynes, P. ... .
I
Bingeyrang 12 10
Gilchrist,  Watt, and Co .  Ballon  ... ... I  72 10
Lloyd,  C. G. H.  ...  Culgarra... 44 0
GREGORY DISTRICT.
0
0
0
Hammond, G. T.
.
Argyle 6 5 0
Ditto ... .. ditto (arrears) 1 0 10
Ditto ... . Tenham ... .. 6 6 0
Ditto ... ... ditto (arrears) 1 0 10
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Arming, R. J. and F. A. Reedy Springs, 1 11 3
No. 2 (arrears)
Carr ,  J. C. Cardigan  .., 37 10 0
Carr,  Marmaduke  ... Gil Gunyah ... 9 7 6
Miles, W. ... Victoria Downs, 17 10 0
No. 1
Ditto ... ... Victoria Downs, 25 0 0
No. 2
Mytton, E. ... ... Kinloch, No. 1 ... 18 15 0
Ditto  ... ...  Kinross  ... ..  18 15 0
Plant and  Cass  ...  Glenell  ... ...  6 5 0
Ditto ... ... ditto (arrears)  4 13  9
Plant , E. H.... Collopy ... ... 6 5 0
Ditto ditto (arrears)  2 12  1
Wildash, F. J. C. Miles Lake ,.. 158 8 0
Ditto ... ... Gars ... ...  108 15  0
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT..
Earl, James
Miles, Wm.
Ditto
Ditto
North, J.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Cro wn Lands  Office,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the Rent of the undermentioned Runs, situated
in the Unsettled Districts, not having been paid on
or before  the 30th day of September last, they will
become absolutely forfeited unless the full amount
of Rent in each case, with one-fourth added by way
of penalty, be paid into the Colonial Treasury
within ninety days thereafter, as prescribed by the
Acts and Regulations.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Name of Lessee. Name of Run. Rent.
£ a. d.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
Humphery, F. T. Buckingah 13 16 0
Lawless ,  C. and P. Boonimbah 45 0 0
Lawless, C. Boonbagan ... 45 0 0
Lawless, P. Windera .. ... 45 0 0
McKay, D. F. Bannia ... 12 10 0
Plummer, J. M. Toondoongondy... 27 10 0
Travis, R. Ginger Ginger ... 37 10 0
Ditto ... Cloncose ... ... 49 10 0
BURKE DISTRICT.
Clifford and Courtney
D
Keira ... ...  10 0 0
itto ...
... Marathon ...  22 10 0
Cowan Cowan and Cowan Downs ... 25 0 0
Ni holc
Ditto  ...
... Sorghum Downs, 25 0 0
Ditto  ...
...
No. 1
Sorghum Downs, 25 0 0
Thompson ,  J. ...
No. 2
Prarie ,  No. 2 ... 42 0 0
COOK DISTRICT.
Roseman,  A.... Pine ... 7 10 0
Ditto Copperfield ... 7 10 0
Ditto ... Nepowe ... ... 7 10 0
Ditto ... Preston ... 7 10 0
Ditto ... Riebsa ... ... 7 10 0
Mount Carmel ..,
Hidden Valley ...
Conway, No. 1 ...
ditto No.2 ...
Tiptree Hill, North
ditto  (arrears)
ditto No. 2...
ditto (arrears)
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Balfour, G. ...
Bank of New South
Wales
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ..
Foot and Sons
Forlonge, W....
Ditto
Gilliam, T. W.
Haly, C. R.
Joint Stock Bank
Ditto ...
Logan, B.. ..
LondonCharteredBank
Mattherson , D. •• ...
Morgan,  Win.  ...
McCord  and Skene ...
McLean, M. J. ...
Ditto
McMullen, J. F.
Ditto ...
Ditto
McPhillamy, C.
Perkins, Thos.
Ditto ...
Peter ,  McLeay, Bonar,
Onelow and Onslow
Ramsay , D. ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Robertson and Want
Shannon, J . ... ...
Ditto
Tansey, M.
Ditto ...
Want, R. C. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Rent.
£ s. d.
25 0 0
34 4 0
36 0 0
30 12 0
6 5 0
2 12 1
6 5 0
2 12 1
12 10 0
43 0 0
Canal ... 43 0 0
Ardah ... .. 35 0 0
Canal, No. 2 ... 35 0 0
Moravia Downs... 1 27 10 0
Harrow .. 6 5 0
ditto (arrears) 5 4 2
Baffle Block ., 3 16 0
Arcadia, North 80 0 0
Kynebil  ... 14 10 0
North Yen Yan 9 0 0
Gurt
Line Forest ... 27 10 0
Wongaleigh  ,..  33  16  0
Ashfield ... ... 18 15 0
Barwon Park ... 67 10 0
Winchester Downs 18 15 0
Spring Creek ,  No. 20 12 6
2
ditto (arrears) 1 17 6
Balling -le-roche ...  34 2 0
Wilpenah ... 28 10  0
Balpannah  ...  28 10 0
Somerby... 37 16 0
Conciliation Creek, 27 10 0
Block B
Repulse Creek, 28 0 0
No. 2
Carnarvon Creek, 30 0 0
No. 3
Roseylie  ... ...  27 10 0
Goongella 27 10 0
Broadlea... ... 27 10 0
Galgathaa .. , 13 2 6
Saltbush Park, 20 0 0
No. 2
Drumcondra  ...  15 0 0
Sutton ... ...  29 8 0
Wallburry  ..  37 10  0
Galgathae, But ... 12 10 0
Meroo ... ...  12 10  0
Miambaa ... 13 2 6
Neeinbaa 1210 0
Widerege Wide• 2710 0
rege
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RENT OF RUNS IN UNSETTLED  DISTRICTS
-continued.
Name of Lessee. Name of  Run. Rent.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Anderson, T.... ...
Clarke and Hodgson ...
Ditto ... ...
Close, Thos. ... ...
Davy and Veness ...
Dexter, J. C.... ...
Gordon and Flood ...
Holland, J. ...
Mcllwraith, T. ...
McLean, J .  D. (repre-
sentatives of)
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Seidel, E. F.
Tate, Geo.
Dulbydilla ...
Oberina ... ...
Pannonia
Manandilla, No. 1
West Thomby ...
South Teelba ...
Morocco ... ...
Bendeena ...
Doogarry
East  Billin ...
South ditto ...
Upton ...
Mount Bindeygo
Bosnia ... ...
Ravenna ... ...
Mount Bindango
Mullock ... ...
Isis ... ...
Billin ...
North Billin ...
Maxvale ... ...
Watershed
North Durin Durin
Murra Muria ...
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Miles, Wm. ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Tweed, John ... ...
Eversleigh, No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
Wyndeyer Creek
£ s. d.
35 0 0
51 5 0
46 5 0
49 10 0
33 0 0
22 10 0
60 10 0
27 10 0
62 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
28 10 0
28 10 0
28 10 0
28 10 0
28 10 0
33 0 0
33 0 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
11 5 0
35 0 0
75 0 0
30 0 0
16 5 0
15 0 0
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Geary, E. M.... .... Boothalla Block... 25 0 0
Ditto ... .. Junction Block ... 25 0 0
Hood, Torrance, and Bylang ... ... 12 10 0
Hood
Wiles, Wm. ... ... Lower Eulo Left 15 0 0
Nicholls, John ... Callene ... ... 75 0 0
O'Sullivan Florence  ... Stockade  Block  ...  28 15 0
Pain , Thos. ..  Bowra West  ... * 70 0 0
Ditto ... ... Bandy ... ... 70 0 0
Ditto ... ... Goomorah ... 27 10 0
Pettiford,  Jas... ... Bimbilla  West ... 6 17 6
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
T is hereby notified for general information
I that  in cases  where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous, before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must  be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALST-T.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South ,  will, on the  first  TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October ,  1872 ,  at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 28th May, 1872.
T
HE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
showing  the boundaries  of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the  supervision of
the Chief  Commissioner  of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office,  George  street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  16th September, 1873,
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT  OF 1869."
UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.NOTICE.-It is hereby notified for general
information ,  that the Crown Lands Office
for the Mitche ll  District has been removed from
Tambo to Blacka ll .
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL  LEASES  ACT OF 1869."
IP is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the  41st section of "  The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869" for renewed leases for four-
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica.
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration  of the existing
leases,  as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
N OTICE  is hereby given, that the following
charges will  be made by the Analytical
Chemist for testing ,  assaying, and analysing
minerals, ores, articles of commerce ,  victuals, &c.,
&c.
As soon as the necessary arrangements are made,
fire assays will be undertaken ,  of which due notice
will  be given.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
£ s. d.
Assaying ores for chrom (wet assay) ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for nickel (wet assay) ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for trobalt (wet assay).. ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for antimony (wet assay) ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for arsenic (wet assay)... 0 10 6
Assaying metallic plating (wet assay) . 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for sulphur (sulphuric acid) 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for phosphor (phosphoric
acid) ... ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for chlorine ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for iodine ... ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for bromine ... 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for fluor (fluoric acid) ... 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for boron (boracic acid) ... 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for silicon (silicic acid) .. 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for carbon (carbonic acid) 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for cyan (Prussic acid) ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for lime ... ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for barytes... ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for strontian 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for  magnesia  ... ...  0 5 0
Assaying minerals for alumina . 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for potass, soda, lithia, each,
separately ... ... .. ... 0 10 6
Testing acids or sour liquors, for their strength
in anhydrous acid-
Sulphuric acid ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Hydrochloric acid ... ... ... 0 5 0
Nitric acid ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Acetic acid (vinegar) ... ... ... 0 5 0
Tartaric acid ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Citric acid, &c.... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Testing for their strength in alkali only-
Soda crystals ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Soda ash... ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Testing alloys-silver and copper ... ... 0 1 6
Assaying quartz for gold ... ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for gold ... ... ... ... 0 10 .6
Assaying ores for silver (wet assay) ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for quicksilver (wet assay) ... 0 10 6
Assaying  ores  for lead  (wet assay ) ... ...  0 10 6
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Assaying  ores for bismuth  (wet assay)
Area ing ores  for copper (wet assay)...
Asying ores for zinc (wet assay)
Assaying ores for cadmium  (wet assay)
-Assaying  ores  for tin  (wet assay) ...
Assaying  ore s for manganese  (wet assay)
Assaying ores for iron (wet  assay) ...
Assaying ore s for uran (wet assay) ...
Caustic soda  ... ... ... ...
£ s. d.
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 6 0
0 5 0.
Liquor ammonia  (gas water ) ... ... ... 0 5 0
Common ashes  ... ... ...  0 5 0
Testing wine or winemust , j uices of fruits, &c.,
for acids, sugar ,  and alcohol  .. ...  0 10 6
Testing manures, guanoes, &c.,  for phosphates,
ammoniac and potash  ... ... ...  0 10 6
Testing soap ,  salt ,  sugar ,  or chemical prepara-
tions, for their commercial value or purity 0 10 6
Testing a substance for a specified or sus-
pected adulteration,  like drugs, mer-
chandise ,  victuals, butter ,  milk , &c. ... 0 10 6
Analysis of water ,  ores in which occur three,
four, or mo re  bodies ,  and which are re-
quired to be quantitatively ascertained ... 3 3 0
Analysis of substances belonging  to the Vege-
table and Animal  K ingdom  (zoochemical
analysis), from £ 1 Is. to £3 3s., accord-
ing to  demands  made
Testing soils for one or two substances  ...  0 10 6
Analysis of soils ... ... ... ... 3 3 0
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 19th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N
OTICE is  hereby given , that a New Road from
South Pine River towards  Sandgate, referred
to in Notices dated  8th April, 1873, and 24th July,
1873 ,  folios 673 and 1241 ,  respectively , of the  Gov.
eraa ant Gazette,  has been formally  marked and
opened by the proper officer,  and same is now open
for public use.
4750.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  18th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given , that  a New Road
through Selection  No.  125, parish of Basset,
county of Carlisle, referred to in Notices dated 19th
May, 1873, and 24th July, 1873,  folios 911 and
1241, respectively ,  of the  Government Gazette,  has
been formally marked and opened by the proper
officer, and same is now open for public use.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
3563.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 19th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that New Road from
Tinana  Creek to Tin Can Bay, referred to in
Notices dated 12th June, 1873, and 24th July,
1873, folios 947 and 1240, respectively, of the  Gov-
ernment  Gazette,  has been formally marked and
opened by the proper officer, and the same is now
open for public use.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1941.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, WIDE BAY AND BURNETT
DISTRICT, COUNTY OF BOWEN.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH:reference to the Notice dated 16th Sep-
tember ,1873, folio 1567,  Government Gazette,
relative  to the opening of a New Road from Mount
Perry to Boolboonda, Wide Bay and Burnett
District, county of Bowen : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance  with the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, that His  Exce llency  the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road; and it is
therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office,  Teningering  ;  and all persons intending to
claim compensation  in respect of the  said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are provided
in the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-4453.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ENOGGERA.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 6th Octo-
ber, 1873, folio 1676,  Government Gazette,
relative to the openin of a New Road through
portion 315, parish of lEnoggera : Notice is hereby
ggiven, in accordance with the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor.
General, and the Police Office, Brisbane; and
all persons intending  to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and  form as are  provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1956.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF LOCKYER,
COUNTY OF CAVENDISH.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 8th Sep-
tember, 1873, folio  1534,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road from Main
Ipswich and Toowooomba Road to Lockyer's
Creek, parish of Lockyer, county of Cavendish
Notice is hereby given,  in accordance  with the Act
4 William I V., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference , to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane , and the
Police Office ,  Ipswich ; and  all  persons intending
to claim compensation in respect  of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice  must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty  days from
the date hereof, in  such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
73-4058.
1994
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, MARYLAND RUN NORTH,
COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 8th Sop-
tember, 1873, folio  1533,  Government  Gazette,
relative to  the opening of a New Road through
Selections  Warwick Register Nos. 430 and 534,
and Maryland Run North, county of Merivale :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Ex-
cellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the
said portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open  and make  the road
referred  to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be  seen at  the Office of the Surveyer-
General, Brisbane , and the Police Office, War-
wick ; and all persons intending to claim com-
pensation  in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form  as are  provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-4027.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MARYBOROUGH,
COUNTY OF MARCH.
SECOND NOTICE.
W reference  to the Notice dated 14th Octo-ber, 1  1873 , folio 1721,  Government Gazette,
relative  to the opening of a New Road through the
90-acre Reserve, in the town and parish of Mary-
borough : Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient  to open and make the road referred to,
according  to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at  the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane , and the Police Office, Maryborough ; and all
persons intending  to claim  compensation  in respect
of the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must  be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner
and form as  are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed from  such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-3810.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ALLORA,
COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice, dated 8th  Sep-
tember,  1873,  folio 1533,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New !Road through
portion No.  2, parish of  Allora, county of Meri.
vale : Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No.11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said portion
of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared expe-
dient to open and make the road referred to, accord-
ing to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at
theOffice of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
By Command,
73.4312. J.  MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF CLARENDON
AND BUARABA, COUNTY OF CAV&±T-
DISH.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 25th Sep-
tember, 1873, folio 1602,  Government Gazette,
relative  to the opening of a New Road from
Gatton to Cressbrook, parishes Clarendon and
Buaraba,  county of Cavendish : Notice is hereby
given ,  in accordance  with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council,  has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road; and it
is therefore  hereby declared  expedient to open and
make the  road referred to, according  to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be  seen at  the Office of
the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane , and the Police
Office, Ipswich ;  and all persons  intending to
claim compensation in respect  of the said  road, are
hereby reminded that  notice must  be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date  hereof, in such  manner and form as  are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73.4344.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF INDOOROO-
PILLY, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice, dated 1st Sep-)Nr folio 1500,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road through selec-
tion 201, and portion 49, parish of Indooroopilly :
Notice is hereby given,  in accordance  with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at
the Office of the Surveyor-General, and the
Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons intend-
ing to  claim  compensation in respect of the said
road, are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed from  such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-3177.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 27th November, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PUBLIC OFFICES, MARYBOROUGH.T ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd
January next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Public Offices, Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Public
Offices, Maryborough."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Roads Office, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within whica  it is  proposed to
complete  the work, and at the foot of every Tender
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there must be a memorandum signed by  the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum  of ten  per cent.
on amount of Tender as security  for the due per-
formance  of the Contract  in the event  of the Tender
'being  accepted ,  and undertaking  in that event that
he will execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the Civil
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance  ;  other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  25th November, 1873.
TO CLOCK AND WATCH MAKERS.
REGULATING, ETC., CLOCKS AND WATCHES,
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
T
ENDERS  will  be received at this Office, until
four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, 19th Decem.
ber next ,  from persons willing to contract  $ir regu-
lating and keeping in repair the Clocks and Watches
belonging to the Railway Department ,  Southern
and Western Lines, for twelve months ,  ending 31st
December, 1874.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Regulating,
etc., Clocks and Watches ,  Southern and Western
Railway."
Specification and number of clocks, etc .,  etc.,
may be seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at
this Office  ;  at the Traffic Manager 's Office, Ipswich ;
and the Station Master 's  Office,  Toowoomba and
Warwick.
At the foot of each Tender there  must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and'
undertaking in that event  that they  will severally
execute and deliver, at the Office of the Civil Crown
Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty in a penal sum of £20 for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  13th November, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE AND LOCK-UP, GLADSTONE.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th
December next, from persons willing to contract
for the erection of a Court  House and Lock-up at
Gladstone.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for Court
House  and Lock-up,  Gladstone."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
Been, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Gladstone.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Contract, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown  Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond to  Her Majesty  for securing
such performance  ;  otherwise the Tender wi ll  not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  30th October, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER NO. 1 SANDY CREEK,
TARAMPA ROAD.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 5th
December next, from persons willing to contract
for the construction of a Bridge over No. 1 Sandy
Creek, Tarampa Road.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Bridge
over No. 1 Sandy Creek, Tarampa Road."
Plan, specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
or at the Roads Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is pro-
posed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond to  Her Majesty  for securing
such performance  ;  otherwise the Tender will, not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER IRONPOT CREEK ,  IPSWICH
TO NANANGO.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 5th
December next, from persons willing to contract
for the construction of a Bridge over Ironpot
Creek ,  on the Nanango road.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Bridge over
Iron pot Creek."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen and further particulars obtained ,  at this  Office,
or at the Roads  Office,  Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed form ,  and must
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver ,  at the Office
of the Civil  Crown Solicitor in Brisbane ,  within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept.
ance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ;  otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender wi ll  not necessarily
be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th August, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following Regulations to be
observed on the Waterford Ferry. Logan River, on
and after 1st December, 1873, in lieu of those now
in force thereat, in virtue of the provisions of the
Acts 2 William IV., No. 12, and 14 Victoria,
No. 5.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
FERRY REGULATIONS.
1. That the ferry be  leased by auction ,  tender, or
otherwise ,  as the Government may determine.
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2. That the ferry rates  and charges  shall be in
accordance with the annexed Schedule, and that
the same shall be  painted on boards,  and placed in
conspicuous situations on each side of the ferry, at
the cost of the lessee thereof. The lessee shall
also provide  scales and  weights, and keep the same
in a convenient place at the ferry.
3. The lessee will be required to make all im-
prove ments  and repairs  that maybe required at the
approaches to the ferry on each side of the River,
for a distance of 100 feet from low-water mark,
and  I  cave  the same in good order at the termination
of hi  lease.
4. The  lessee of the  ferry shall enter into a bond
in an amount  to be fixed by the Government, with
two a4ureties, for the due performance of his con-
tract , and for his  information  he will be supplied
with a copy of these  regulations.
5. The lessee will be required to furnish, and to
keep during the currency of his  lease ,  in a clean,
dry, and secure condition, such sufficient number
of boats and punts as the Government may deter-
mine  to be used on the ferry, and such boats and
punts must be approved of, and passed by an officer
appointed in that behalf by the Government. The
following are the dimensions required, viz.:-
Boats.-Not  to be less than 18 feet over all,
5 feet beam, to carry eight  passengers ;
two extra  passengers  may be carried for
one foot by one inch more in the foregoing
measurement  ; the number of passengers
each boat is licensed to carry to be painted
in legible characters in some  conspicuous
part thereof; a man  to be in constant
attendance with each boat, and each boat
to be provided with a safe rope or chain.
Punts.-Not  to be less than 40 feet long and
12 feet wide, inside measurement, 3 feet
deep, and decked over level with to of
gunwale ;  height of top rail 3 feet 6 inches
from the deck of punt, with three inter-
mediate  rails , to have fall-down flaps, be
well battened down to prevent cattle from
slipping, with chains and shifting cross-
bars at each end, and to be worked by a
rope  or chain across  the river,  and not less
than two men.
6. Life-buoys  and drags , with proper- appliances'
shall be furnished by the lessee, who shall be
required to have the  same in constant readiness for
anyy emergency.
7. During dark nights, and in the absence of
moonlight, there shall be lights kept burning and
properly trimmed on the steps of the ferry, on
each aide of the river, and the  lessee  shall provide
the same.
8. All persons  crossing  the ferry, with the follow-
ing eveeptions , shall pay the charges fixed in
Schedule, viz.
The Governor, and any person in actual attend-
ance upon  him, and any  carriages  or horses
of or belonging to him.
Ministers  of religion,  officers ,  soldiers, or
sailors , in Her Majesty' s service , proceed.
ing or returning on duty.
Any member of the Executive Government,
officers of police, troopers,  and constables
on actual duty,  and any  prisoners in their
charge.
All children  proceeding  to or returning from
any school, whether public or private ; all
officers and men connected  with Her
Majesty's Customs, and with the Roads
Department, when on duty.
N.B.-The horses or vehicles used by such
exempted parties shall  also be conveyed  across the
ferry free.
PENAL CLAUSES.
9. Any lessee of the ferry who shall infringe
upon, or act contrary to any clause or condition
contained in these reations, shall, on conviction
before two or more Justices  of  the Peace, be sub-
ject to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
10. In the event of two convictions within one
month against the lessee of the ferry, such con-
victions  shall cancel the  lease , and the Government
may at once  resume  the ferry.
11. If the lessee, or if any collector, boatman,
or ferryman employed by such lessee, shall demand
and take from any person or persons exempt from
payment of charges (and who shall claim such exemp-
tion), as provided  in clause 8  of these regulations, or
shall, under color of his office  as lessee , collector,
boatman, or ferryman, wilfully extort from any
person or persons any sum of money or thing of
value whatsoever, as and for, or in lieu of payment
of dues ; or shall refuse to permit and suffer any
person or persons to read, or shall in any manner
hinder or prevent any person or persons from
reading , the inscription on such boards ;  or shall
refuse to  tell his. Christian and surname to any
person or persons who shall demand to know the
same , on being paid the said dues, or any of
them, or shall  in answer give a false name or
names ; or upon  legal dues  being tendered or
paid,  shall detain  or wilfully obstruct, hinder, or
delay any person  or persons  from passing over
the ferry ; or if such  lessee,  collector, boatman, or
ferryman shall make  use of  any scurrilous or
abusive  language to  any traveller  or passenger ;-
then and in each and every such  case  the said
lessee  shall forfeit and pay for every such offence
any sum not exceeding five pounds, to be recovered
before any two or more of Her Majesty's Justices
of the Peace.
12. If any lessee, or collector,  boatman, or
ferryman employed by such lessee, shall neglect,
or  unreasonably delay  to take  across  the ferry any
passengers , or travellers of any description, or any
goods or wheeled vehicles delivered to him, in each
and every such case the said  lessee  shall forfeit and
pay for every such offence any sum not  exceeding
five pounds, in addition to any damage that may
arise from such neglect or delay, to be recovered as
hereinbefore provided.
13. If any person liable to the payment of any
dues under these  regulations  shall, after demand,
-neglect or refuse to pay the  same , or any part
thereof, it shall be lawful for anyone duly
authorised to collect the same, to prevent such
person from  passing  over the ferry until the dues
demandable from and payable by such person so
refusing to pay the  same be  paid and discharged.
14. Any person who shall intentionally evade the
payment of the dues, as per Schedule,  shall, unless
exempt from payment thereof, as provided  in clause
8 of these  regulations , upon conviction, be subject
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
15. No person  in a state  of intoxication shall be
permitted to cross over in any of the ferry boats,
except when in charge of the police.
16. The lessee shall have the exclusive right of
taking all  passengers , live stock, and goods across
the ferry ;  and no person  or persons shall ply for
hire, by conveying  passengers , live stock, or oods
across the river within a radius of three  migles of
the ferry,  unless  authorised to do so by the Govern-
ment, under a penalty not exceeding five pounds
for each offence, to be recovered as hereinbefore
provided.
17. The rent to be paid to the Colonial Treasurer,
in such manner as may be approved by the Govern-
ment, and intimated to the lessee ; and if not so
paid, the lease will be liable to be absolutely
cancelled at the option of the Government.
18. The  lessee shall, at the time of executing the
bond, give  a warrant  of attorney to enter upon
judgment ,  as a collateral  security for the due pay-
ment of the rent, should the Government so
desire.
19. The lessee shall not sub-let, or in any way
dispose of the ferry, without the express  sanction
of the Government.
SCHEDULE.
Ferry Dues and Charges.
s. d.
Every foot  passenger  with a parcel or par-
cels not exceeding 14 lbs. weight in all... 0 1
Single horse, with rider .. ... 0 8
All vehicles, of any description whatever, of
two or more wheels, loaded or unloaded,
drawn by one horse or other animal, in-
cluding driver, &c. ... ... ... 1 4
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Same ,  drawn by two horses, or other animals, s. d.
including driver, &c. . 2 0
Same  (with the exception of bullock teams),
drawn by more than two horses or other
animals ,  including driver, &c. ... ... 2 6
Bullock teams, with dray loaded or unloaded,
including driver, &o., and with or with-
out dray, in yokes, including driver ... 3 0
N.B.-The fares of passengers travelling in vehicles
d.e included in the foregoing charges.
Cattle or horses, or other large animals, un-
attached ,  each  ... ... ... ... 0 4
Sheep, pigs ,  goats ,  sucking calves or  foals or
other small animals  (dogs excepted ),  each 0 2
Goods.
Packages exceeding in all 14 lbs., and under
66 lbs. weight ... ... 0 4
Ditto, 56 lbs. and under 1 cwt. ... ... 0 8
Every 1 cwt., or more, at rate of per cwt. by
dead weight or measurement ... ... 0 6
Live stock to be put into and out of the punts by the
owners or parties in charge thereof. Goods and wheeled
vehicles, without horses or other animals attached, to be
put into and taken out of the punts by the  lessee.
The ferry to be opened for the transit of passengers and
goods, at all hours from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m., at the above
prices.
After 10 p.m. double all the above rates shall be charged
and paid.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following Regulations to be
observed on the Beenleigh Ferry, Logan River,
on and after 1st December, 1873, in lieu of those
now in force thereat, in virtue of the provisions
of the Acts 2 William IV., No. 12, and 14 Victoria,
No. 5.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
- FERRY REGULATIONS.
1. That the ferry be leased by auction, tender, or
otherwise, as the Government may determine.
2. That the ferry rates and charges shall be in
accordance with the annexed Schedule, and that
the same shall be  -painted  on boards  and placed in
conspicuous situations on each side of the ferry,
at the cost of the lessee thereof. The lessee shall
also provide  scales and  weights, and keep the same
in a convenient place  at the ferry.
3. The lessee will be required to make all im-
provements  and repairs  that may be required at the
approaches to the ferry on each side of the river
for a distance of 100 feet from low-water mark,
and leave the same in good order at the termi-
nation of his lease.
4. The lessee of the ferry shall enter into a bond
in an amount  to be fixed by the Government, with
two sureties, for the due performance of his con-
tract, and for his information he will be supplied
with a copy of these regulations.
5. The lessee will be required to furnish, and
to keep during the currency of his lease,  in a clean,
dry, and secure condition, such sufficient number
of boats and punts as the Government may deter-
mine to be used on the ferry, and such boats and
punts must be approved of, and passed by an officer
appointed in that behalf by the Government. The
following are the dimensions required, viz.:-
Boats.-Not  to be less than 18 feet over all,
5 feet beam, to carry eight passengers ;
two extra passengers may be carried for
one foot by one inch more in the foregoing
measurement ; the number of passengers
each boat is licensed to carry to be
painted in legible characters in some con-
spicuous part thereof ; a man to be in
constant attendance with each boat, and
each boat to be provided with a safe rope
or chain.
Punts.-Not  to be less than 40 feet long and
12 feet wide, inside measurement, 3 feet
deep, and decked over level with top of
gunwale ; height of top rail 3 feet 6 inches
from the deck of punt, with three inter-
mediate rails, to have fall-down flaps, be
well battened down to prevent cattle from
slipping, with chains and shifting cross-
bars at each end, and to be worked by a
rope  or chain across  the river,  and not less
than two men.
6. Life-buoys  and drags , with proper appliances,
shall be furnished by the lessee, who shall be
required to have the same in constant readiness for
an7 emergency.
. During dark nights, and in the absence of
moonlight, there shall be lights kept burning and
properly trimmed on the steps of the ferry, on
each side of the river, and the lessee shall provide
the same.
8. A ll  persons  crossing  the ferry, with the follow-
exceptions,  shall  pay the charges  fixed in
Schedule, viz. :-
The Governor, and any person in actual attend-
ance upon him, and any carriages or horses
of or belonging to him.
Ministers of religion,  officers, oldiers, or
sailors, in Her Majesty's service, proceed-
ing or returning on duty.
Any member of the Executive Government,
officers of police, troopers, and constables
on actual duty, and any prisoners in their
charge.
All  children proceeding to or returning from
any school, whether public or private ; all
officers and men connected with Her
Majesty's Customs and with the Roads
Department, when on duty.
N.B.-The horses or vehicles used by such
exempted parties shall also be conveyed  across the
ferry free.
PENAL CLAUSES.
9. Any lessee of the ferry who shall infringe
upon, or act contrary to any clause or condition
contained in these regulations, shall, on conviction
before two or more Justices of the Peace, be sub-
ject to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
10. In the event of two convictions within one
month against the lessee of the ferry, such con-
victions shall cancel the  lease , and the Government
may at once resume the ferry.
11. If the lessee, or if any collector, boatman, or
ferryman employed by such lessee, shall demand
and take from any person or persons exempt from
payment of charges, and who shall claim such
exemption, as provided in clause 8 of these regula-
tions,  or shall, under color of his office  as lessee,
collector, boatman,or ferryman, wilfully extort from
any person or persons any sum of money or thing
of value whatsoever, as and for, or in lieu of pa -
ment of dues ; or shall refuse to permit and sutler
any person or persons to read, or shall in any
manner hinder or prevent any person or persons
from reading, the inscription on such boards ; or
shall refuse to tell his christian and surname to
any person or persons who shall demand to know
the same, on being paid the said dues, or any of
them, or shall in answer give a false name or
names ; or upon legal dues being tendered or
paid, shall detain or wilfully obstruct, hinder, or
delay any person or persons from passing over the
ferry ; or if such lessee, collector, boatman, or ferry-
man shall make use of any scurrilous or abusive
language to any traveller or passenger ;-then and
in each and every such case the said lessee shall
forfeit and pay for every such offence any sum not
exceeding five pounds, to be recovered before any
two or more of Her Majesty's Justices of the
Peace.
12. If any lessee, or collector, boatman, or ferry-
man employed by such lessee, shall neglect or
unreasonably delay to take across the ferry any
passengers, or travellers of any description, or any
goods or wheeled vehicles delivered to him, in each
and every such  case  the said  lessee  shall forfeit and
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pay for every such offence any sum not exceeding
five pounds, in addition to any damage that may
arise from such neglect or delay, to be recovered
as hereinbefore provided.
13. If any person liable to the payment of any
dues under these regulations shall, after demand,
neglect or refuse to  pay  the  same, or any part
thereof, it shall be lawful for anyone duly autho-
rised to collect the same ,  to prevent such person
from passing over the ferry until the dues demand-
able from and payable by such person so refusing to
pay the same be paid and discharged.
14. Any person who shall intentionally evade the
payment of the dues as per schedule shall, unless
exempt from payment thereof ,  as provided in clause
8 of these regulations ,  upon conviction ,  be subject
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
15. No person in a state of intoxication shall be
permitted to cross over in any of the ferry boats,
except when in charge of the police.
16. The lessee shall have the exclusive right of
taking all  passengers ,  live stock ,  and goods across
the ferry ; and no person or persons shall ply for
hire, by conveying  passengers , live stock, or goods
across the river within a radius of three miles of
the ferry, unless authorised to do so by the Govern-
ment, under a penalty not exceeding five pounds
for each offence, to be recovered as hereinbefore
provided.
17. The rent to be paid to the Colonial Treasurer,
in such manner as may be approved by the Govern-
ment, and intimated to the lessee ; and if not so
paid, the lease will be liable to be absolutely
cancelled  at the option of the Government.
18. The  lessee shall , at the time of executing the
bond, give a warrant of attorney to enter upon
judgment, as a collateral security for the due pay-
ment of the rent, should the Government so desire.
19. The lessee shall not sub-let, or in any way
dispose of the ferry without the express sanction of
the Government.
SCHEDULE.
Ferry  Dues and Charges.
s. d.
Every foot passenger with a parcel or par-
cels not exceeding 14 lbs .  weight in all  0 1
Single horse , with rider . 0 8
A ll  vehicles, of any description whatever, of
two or more wheels ,  loaded or unloaded,
drawn by one horse or other  animal,
including driver , &c. ... ... ... 1 4
Same, drawn by two horses or other animals,
including driver , &c., ... ... ... 2 0
Same  (with the exception of bullock teams),
drawn by more than two horses or other
animals, including driver , &c. ... ... 2 6
Bu ll ock teams ,  with dray loaded or unloaded,
including driver, &c., and with or with-
out dray, in yokes, including driver ... 3 0
N.B.-The fares of passengers travel ling in vehicles
are included in the foregoing charges.
Cattle or horses ,  or other large animals, un-
attached ,  each  ... ... ... 0
Sheep, pigs, goats, sucking calves or foals,
or other small  animals  (dogs excepted),
each ...  ... ... ... ...  0
Department  of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  14th November, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given,  that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the proposed line
of Railway,  Brisbane Extension ,  from Ipswich to
2 miles 30 chains, has been approved and confirmed
without  any alteration  ;  and that in pursuance of
the 17th  section  of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the
Government intend to proceed  with the  construc.
tion of the line of Railway  (Brisbane Extension)
from Ipswich to 2 miles 30 chains ,  according to
the Map or Plan and  Book  of Reference so con-
firmed ,  to be seen at this  Office, and copy thereof
at the office of  the Clerk of  Petty Sessions at
4
2
Goods.
Packages exceeding  in all 14 lbs .,  and under
56 lbs.  weight  ... ... ... ...  0 4
Ditto ,  56 lbs .  and under  1 cwt. ... 0 8
Every 1 cwt., or more , at rate of per cwt.
by dead weight  or measurement ... 0 6
Live stock  to be put into and out of the punts by the
owners or parties  in charge thereof .  Goods and
wheeled vehicles , without horses  or otheranimals  attached,
to be put  into and taken  out of the punts by the  lessee.
The ferry to be opened for the transit of passengers
and goods ,  at all hours ,  from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m., at the
above prices.
After 10 p .m. double  all the  above rates sha ll  be
eharged and paid.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN' !RAILWAY.
TT is hereby notified that the following Goods
1 are carried in full wagon loads only. Minimum
weight, five tons.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Brick
Coal
Coke
Gravel
Hoofs
Horns
Manures  (not artificial ),  and boiling-down
refuse
Rags
Road Metal
Sand
Stone, Building.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
I r and Book of Reference, with Amendments,
of the proposed Line of Railway, Brisbane Exten-
sion , from 16 miles 13 chains to Brisbane, has been
approved and confirmed without any alteration ;
and that in pursuance of the 17th section of the
Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend to
proceed with the construction of the Line of Rail-
way (Brisbane Extension) from Ipswich to 16 miles
13 chains to Brisbane, according to the Map or
Plan and Book of Reference so confirmed, to be
seen at this office, and copy thereof at the office of
the Clerk of Petty Sessions at Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 20th November, 1873.
N OTICE is hereby given, under the 14th section
of  " An Act to  make provision  for the Con-
struction  by the Government of Railways and for
the Regulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd Sep-
tember, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has pri.
marily approved of the Map and Book of Reference
of the Ipswich Deviation Line of Railway from
3 miles  46 chains on the Toowoomba Line to the
commencement  of the Brisbane Extension at
Ipswich.
The Map or Plan and Book of Reference can be
seen at  this Office, and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in writing, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objection which may exist to
the adoption of the said Line of Railway, or any
part thereof, or of any works proposed in connec-
tion therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  of Railways.
Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
1999
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd September, 1873.
RAILWAY NOTICE.
IN order to expedite the settlement of claims for
Railway compensation,  it is  requested that all
persons who have any claim for compensation on
account of land resumed for the purposes of the
Brisbane  and Ipswich Railway Line, will forward
the Deeds or.other instruments showing their title
to the land taken, or an  abstract hereof, to the
Office of the Crown Solicitor, Queen street, Bris-
bane , at the same time that they forward their
claims  for compensation to this Office.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND TREASURY BILLS.
T
HE  attention of holders of Queensland Trea-
sury Bills due and payable the 31st December,
1873, is directed to the provision contained in the
said Bills, which requires that notice sha ll  be given
to the Colonial Treasurer ,  at Brisbane, on or
before the 1st day of December next, of the place
where such Bi lls are to be presented for payment,
viz., whether  at Brisbane , Sydney, or Melbourne.
Should the holder of any Bills fail to give the
stipulated notice, such Bills will require to be pre-
sented for payment in Brisbane.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury, .
Queensland ,  6th October, 1873.
NOTICE.
TRANSFERABLE  AND REMITTABLE GOVERN-
MENT DEBENTURES.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 27th October, 1873.
IN conformity with the provisions of  " The
Queensland Government  Loan Act  of 1872
(36 Victoria, No. 24), His Excellency the Governor,
in Council, directs it to be notified that Sealed
Tenders w ill  be received at this Office, until Noon
of WEDNESDAY, the 17th of December, from
persons desirous of purchasing the whole or any
portion of Queensland Government Debentures,
amounting  to the sum.of Two Hundred and Fifty
Thousand Pounds, to be issued under authority of
the abovenamed Act, subject to the undermentioned
terms and conditions-viz. :-
1. Each Tender  must  be for the amount of one
or more Debentures, and must be endorsed
" Tender for Debentures."
2. In the event of equivalent enders being re-
ceived, in excess of the Debentures for
disposal,  a pro rata  distribution will be
made.
3. The Debentures will be payable to the holder
for the time being, and will be issued in
sums of.X100, £200, and £500 each (as may
be required), secured upon the Consolidated
Revenue Fund of Queensland, and will bear
interest at the rate of Four per cent. per
annum, payable half-yearly on the 1st of
July and the 1st of January in each year.
4. The  principal  sum will be payable on the
1st January, 1913, either in Brisbane, Syd-
ney, Melbourne, or London, at the option
of the holder.
5. The interest will commence on the 1st Jan-
uary, 1874, and will be payable at the
Treasury, in Brisbane, or at the Office of
the Banking Agents in Sydney, Melbourne,
or London, at the option of the holder.
6. The Tenders will be opened at the Treasury,
Brisbane, at noon on the above-named day
(17th December), in the presence of such of
the Tenderers as may desire to be present.
The minimum price to be accepted by the
Government having been first placed on the
Table under Seal.
7. The amount tendered ,  if accepted ,  must be
paid in cash, or in Queensland Government
Treasury Bills, in Brisbane ,  on the 1st
January, 1874 ,  on which day the Debentures
will be deliverable.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
TENDER FOR QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT
DEBENTURES.
I hereby tender for £
Queensland Government Deben-
Denominations  tares, in terms  of the notice of the
required (a)  27th October, at the price of
£ for every £100 of such
of £100 ea. Debentures, and I agree to accept
the same or any less amount that
of £200 „ may be allotted to me and to pay
of £500 „ for them, in cash (b), in Brisbane,
on the first day of January, 1874.
Name:
Address :
Date :
The Under Secretary of the Treasury,
Queensland.
(a) It is particularly requested  that these blanks be filled up by
the Tenderer.
(b) Or Treasury Bills, as the  case may be.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK
B
RANCHES  of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall, Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burrenda, Calliope,
Cape River, Cardwell, Charleville, Clermont,
Cleveland, Condamine, Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi,
Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gainsford, Gayndah,
George Town, Gilberton, Gladstone, Goodna, Goon-
diwindi, Greenmount, Great Northern Railway,
Gympie, Ipswich, Jimna, Kilkivan, Le burn,
Mackay, Marlborough, Maryborough, Mile ter,
Mount Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Nebo,
Normanton, Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Shipping Office (Brisbane), Springsure, S. and W.
Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville,
Warwick, and Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
I
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 13th November, 1873.
TENDERS FOR SUPPLIES.
TENDERS are  invited for Supplies required for
1 the Public Service for the year 1874. (For
full particulars ,  see  Government Gazette,  No. 105).
Nature.
Date of  Gazette
containing original
notice. .
Date to which  Tenders
can be received at
this once.
Provisions, &c.
1873.
8 November ...
1873.
15 December.
H. If. MASSIE.
2000
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1873.
TT is hereby notified for  general  information,
1 that the several Clerks of Petty Sessions
throughout the colony are authorised to receive
Returns  from Owners of Stock for the purposes of
assessment , under  " The Brands Act of  1872."
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
"DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
NOTICE TO SHEEP-OWNERS.
T
HE attention of Owners of Sheep is hereby
directed to  "The Diseases in Sheep Act of
1867  Further Amendment Act"  (34 Victoria, No.
26), by which they are required to make to the
Crown Lands Commissioner in the district in which
the shee are at the time depastured, on the first
day of January next, 1874, a return of the number
of sheep owned by them, and, at the same time, to
pay into the Colonial Treasury a sum of five
shillings upon every thousand or part of a thousand
sheep, under a penalty of fifty pounds, in case of
neglect  or false return.
In the event of no Commissioner having been
appointed to any district, he returns are to be
made  to the Acting Commissioner of such district,
except in the case of Moreton and Wide Bay, and
Burnett Districts, whence they are to be made to
the Chief Inspector of Sheep, who has been autho-
rised to receive the same.
As far as practicable, printed forms of return
will be supplied, but the non-receipt of such forms
will not afford a plea for exemption from penalty.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
NOTICE TO STOCK-OWNERS.
OWNERS of Horses and Cattle, to the number
of fifty-one head and upwards, are hereby
notified that  the assessment  payable under the
above-named Act, at the rate of two shillings and
sixpence per hundred, or portion of a hundred,
will be due on 1st January next, 1874, and may be
paid to the Clerks of Petty Sessions in the various
districts on or before that date.
Forms for return of stock will be supplied by
any Clerk of Petty Sessions.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brand!.
Registrar of Brands Office,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1873.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
ALTERATIONS IN TIDAL SIGNALS EXHIBITED
FROM  LIGHTSHIP, BRISBANE BAR.
ON and  after  the 1st January, 1874, the Tidal
Signals now in use at the  Lightship will be
superseded  by the  following code ; the signals being
made from the yard arms  of the new Lightship,
instead of  from  a gaff end as at present :-
DAY SIGNALS.
On Bar .  In Cutting.
ft. in. ft. in.
Pendant  at yard arm ... ... 4 6 11 0
Flag ditto . 5 0 11  6
Ditto ditto dipped... 5 6 12 0
Ball ditto ... 6 0 12  6
Ditto ditto dipped... 6 6 13 0
Two balls  vertical  ditto... ... 7 0 13  6
Ditto ditto dipped... 7 6 14 0
Ba ll  over flag  ditto ... 8 0 14  6
Ditto ditto dipped... 8 6 15  0
Flag over ball ditto . 9 0 15 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 9 6 16 0
Ball at each yard arm ... ... 10 0 16 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 10 6 17 0
Flag at each  yard arm ... ... 11 0 17  6
Ditto ditto dipped... 11 6 18 0
Ball at one yard arm and Flag
at the  other ... ... ... 12 0 18 6
NIGHT SIGNALS.
On Bar.  In Cutting.
ft. in, in
White light ... ... 4 6 1 0
Red light ... ... ... 5 0 11 6
Green light ... ... ... 5 6 12 0
Red over white ... ... ... 6 0 12 6
Red under white ... ... 6 6 13 0
Green over white ... ... 7 0 13 6
Green under white ... ... 7 6 14 0
Red over green ... ... 8 0 14 6
Red under green ... ... 8 6 15 0
Two red lights vertical... ... 9 0 15 6
Two green lights vertical ... 9 6 16 0
Two red lights horizontal ... 10 0 16 6
Two green lights horizontal ... 10 6 17 0
Red and white horizontal ... 11 0 17 6
Green and white horizontal ... 11 6 18 0
Red and green horizontal ... 12 0 18 6
The pendant  and flags exhibited during  flood tide
will be  red, and during the  ebb tide blue.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , 27th November, 1873.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SUNKEN ROCK, NORTHUMBERLAND GROUP..
C APTAIN Hannah, of the schooner " Young
Australian," reports having passed over, and
got a sounding of 4 fathoms upon, a small patch of
rock, lying in the following position, viz.
Western point of N.W. westerlyNo. 1 Percy Island
The north-east Islet and peak of south-west
Island of 4th Group in line.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1873.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MIDDLE CHANNEL, MORETON BAY.
THE Venus Bank having extended still fur-
ther northward, masters of  vessels are
cautioned that, with the Lighthouse at the Cape
open to the northward of the Yellow Patch Light,.
a distance equal to the difference of their heights,.
as previously directed, vessels will  pass  over the
end of the Spit with not more than 12 feet at low
water, and that to obtain a depth of 15 feet at low
water the Lights must now be kept open I space
equal to about twice the difference of their heights.
As it may be difficult to estimate correctly this
distance, the Light at the Yellow Patch will shortly
be moved towards the line of the Channel, of which
due notice will be given. In the meantime, this
channel should in heavy weather be used with
caution.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , 7th November, 1873.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane , 29th November, 1873.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, in
conformity with the provisions of the 117th
section of  " The Real Property Act  of 1861," on
or after the 15th day of December next, to issue in
the name of Ann Mullan, of Oxley Creek, widow,
a provisional  Certificate of Title for ten and seyen-
tenths perches of land, being subdivision 11 of
western suburban allotment 71, situated in the
county of Stanley and parish of South Brisbane,
and more particularly described in the  Register
Book, vol. 45, folio 183; the original Certificate of
Title having been destroyed by fire.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
2001
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  18th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
rj
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Allora to Warwick : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with
the provisions of the Act 4 William  IV., No.  11, and now in force in this colony ,  a  Plan  and Book of
Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police  Office,  Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are
'requested to transmit in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council ,  within one month from this
date ,  any we ll -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
71-2052 . J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM ALLORA TO WARWIC K,  PARISH OF GLENGALLEN ,  COUNTY OF
MERIVALE ,  DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT
OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road. Reputed Owner.
I From the east boundary of The Cro wn  ...
Goomburrapre -eruptivepur -
chase No. 29,  running in a
south - easterly direction
th ro ugh Allors Common to
the north bounda ry line of
Glengallen pre-emptive pur-
chases Nos .  24 and 53
2 A small triangular piece of land C. H. Marsha ll  and
cut off the north-east corner J. Deuehsr
of Glengallen pre-emptive
purchase No. 24
3 From the north-west corner of Ditto  ... ...
Clenga llen pre-emptive pur-
chase  \o.  53,  running in a
south - easterly direction
through that portion to its
south bounda ry
4 F ro m the north boundary of Ditto  ... ...
Glengallen pre-emptive pur-
chase No. 22,  running in a
south-easterly direction to
its east boundary
6 From the west bounda ry  of Ditto ... ...
Glengallen pre-emptive pur-
chase No. 21 ,  running in a
south-easterly direction to
its south boundary
'E From the north boundary line Ditto ...  ...
of Glengallen pre-emptive
purchase No. 8,  ru  nning in a
south-easterly direction to
its east boundary
From the west boundary of Ditto ... ...
Glengallen pre-emptive pur-
chase No .  3, running in a
south-easterly direction to
Glengallen Creek
Fro m Glengallen Creek, running Ditto . .. ...
in a south -easterly direction
through Glengallen pre-emp-
tive purchase No. 4 to its
east boundary
9 From the west boundary of Ditto ... ...
Glengallen pre-emptive pur-
chase No .  6, running in a
south-easterly direction to
its south boundary
10 From the no rt h boundary of Ditto
Glengallen pre-emptive pur-
chase No .  35,  ru nning in a
south-easterly direction to
its south bounda ry
11 Fro m the no rt h bounda ry  of Ditto ...  ...
Glengallen pre-emptive per-
chase No .  41, running in a
south-easterly direction to
its south bounda ry
12 Fro m the no rt h boundary of Ditto ... .. .
Glengallen pre-emptive pur-
chase  No. 43,  running in a
south-easterly and a south-
westerly direction to its
south boundary
13
14
A small triangular  piece of land Ditto ... ...
out out of the west boundary
of Glengallen  pre-emptive
purchase No. 49
From the north boundary of Ditto
... ...
Glenga llen pre-emptive pur-
chase No. 44,  ru nning in
a south-westerly direction to
its south boundary
15 From the north bounda ry  of Ditto ... .. .
Glengallen pre-emptive pur-
chase No.  1, running in a
south-westerly direction to
Campbe ll 's Gully
Bearings. Length  inChains.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area .  Remarks.
ohs.
lks. A. a P.
E. 370  30' S. 1 29 2 chains 5 3 15
E. 24° 54'  B. 27 0
E. 34°  42' S. 3 15
E. 34°  42' S. 1 65 2 chains 0 0 10
E. 34P 42'  S. 68 81 2 chains 14 0 0
E. 53° 41'  S. 1 42
E. 63° 41'  S. 4 12 2 chains 0 2 0
E. 63°  41' S. 51 63 2 chains 9 3 25
E. 53° 41 '  S. S8 86 2 chains 16 3 32
E. 53° 41'  S. 5 14 2 chains 2 2 10
S. 28°  50'E. 3 35
S.  16° 15' E. 6 0
S. 16° 15' E. 1 0 2 chains 19 1 29
E. 46° 37'  S. 9 5
S. 30° E. 9 51
E. 37° 23' S. 62 61
N. 71° 52' E. 13 0
S. 28° E. 0 87
S. 28° E. 7 98 2 chains 6 1 17
S.  11° 30' E. 24 21
S.  119  30' E. 85 36 2 chains 17 0 11
S. 11° 30' E. 1 13 2 chains 16 2 12
S. 17° E. 82 26
S.  17° E. 17 26 2 chains 16 1 18
S.  46° E. 15 0
S. 17° E. 11 0
S.  7° E. 31 16
S.  20° 53' W. 9 75
S.  7° E. 8 8 2 chains 0 2 6
S.  20° 53' W. 2 95
S. 210° 53' W. 25 80 2  chains 6 2 9
S. 33°  43' W. 7 4
S. 33° 43' W. 64 6 2 chains 12 1 17
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NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
4th November, 1873.
.
H IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Counc il , having deemed it expedientJ to op n a new Road f om Bundaberg to Bo lboonda ,  counties of Cook and Bowen ,  Distr ct of Wide
Bay : Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV .,  No. 11,
and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road
above -mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police
Offices, Bundaberg and Teningering ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date,  any well-grounded  objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-3913. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FEOM BUNDABERG To BOOLBOONDA,  COUNTIES OF COOK AND BoWEN,
DISTRICT  OF WIDE  BAY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Through southern cor-
ner of Portion No. 14,
parish of Otoo
IA  Through  south -western
corner  of Portion No.
14, parish of Otoo,
county of Cook
2 Through eastern  per-
lion of Portion No.8,
parish of Tantitha
2A Continuation of above
running  south-wes-
terly  to north-east
corner of Portion No.7
3 Through Portion No. 7,
parish of Tantitha
Register
No. of
Selec-
Lion.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier.
537 Abraham
Pegg
A. Pegg ...
537 Abrat ,m
Pegg
A. Pegg ...
515 A.C.Walker
515 A.C.Walker
512 Thomas
Cooper
4 Through Portion No.6, 403:S,Johnstone
parish of Kolas
5 Read through Portion 419 J. P. Lyons
No. 7, parish of Kolan
6 Through south-eastcor- 519  1.  F. W od
ner of Portion No. 14,
parish of Kolan
7 Through Portion No.15, 550 J. F. Wood ..,
parish of Kolan
8 Starting from north- 254 L. Hansen L. Hansen ,..
east corner of Portion
No. 25, and terminating
on its western bound-
ary, parish of Kolan
9 Road running along 226 N. L. Smidt N. L. Smidt
north boundary of
Portion 29, parish of
Kolan
10 Commencing on Pin- ...  A. P. Bart on A.  P. Barton
nock 's Creek,  and run-
ning south- westerly
through  Iloolboolaman
Pre-emptive No. I to
its southern boundary
11 Through eastern corner 942 James James Pringle
of Mineral Selection Pringle
No. 942, near Bool-
boonda
12 A triangular slip along  910 Rogers,
the northern boundary  Walker,
of Mineral Selection  and Cosa
Portion 940
13k Commencing on the 937 Pingelly ...
north-east boundary and Cow-
of Mineral Selection  lishaw
No. 937, and running
southerly to its  south-
east boundary
13B Commencing at the 937 Pingelly ...
north-east corner of and Cow-
Mineral Selection No. lishaw
937, and south-wes-
terly and north-wes-
terly to its north-west
boundary
14 Commencing on the 940 Rogers, ...
south-east boundary Walker,
of Mineral Selection  and Cosa
No. 91', and running
wester].), and south-
westerly to its south-
west corner
15 A triangular piecs out 937 Pingelly
of the west corner of and Cow-
Mineral Selection No. liehaw
937
16  Commencing on the  370 w. E. Mur- ...
north-east boundary phy
of Mineral Selection
No.379, and  runnin g
south-westerly to its
south -nest boundary
Bearings . I Length inChains .
Breath of
Ate Remarks.Road. Area.
cbs, Ike.  A. U. IN
N. 272° 06'F. 15 82 1 chain 1 2 38 Forest land, mum-
proved.
299° 15' 587 0
334°40' 416 0 Partly scrub and
278°30' 303 0 1 chain 1 3 0. forest; centre
226° 445 0
lI line marked
242°35' 416 0 2 chains 0 1 26 Forest land, unim-
proved.
242°35' 29 31  2 chains
a s
Unimproved forest
212°18' 11 1 854 2  ch lli 0 34}, € land, light soil.
212°18' 33 46 2 chains Unimproved forest
265° 497 0 2 chains 7 2 1. land,
206° 15 41 150 links fForest  land, unim-
230° 40 883 150 links 1 26 proved.
230° 78 61 150 links 12 0 3 Chiefly scrub land.
230° 918 0 150 links 1 0 28 Scrub land.
230° 25 68 150 links 2 £ Partly scrub and
24'3°30' 635 0 3150 links f 3 38 C forest, unimproved.
242°30' 32 69 150 links Unimproved forest
269° 51' 10 74 } 4150 links 3  191 land-
270° 29 45 110 links 4 1 261 Unimproved scrub
264° 0' 6 0 3 chains 13
land.
2 3 Crossing paddock
209° 15' 12 50 fences; stony ridges
243° 0' 29 0
153° 40' I, 301 0  0 0 1711 Sound ridge forest
land.
116° 601 0 ... 0 033; Forest land, gravelly
ri dge.
166° 20' 14 51
166°40' 6 68 150 links  4 1 0 Open forest land.
166° 46' 9 °5
2°6° 0' 21 231 3 chains 8 0 0 Open forest  land.
293°30' 7 05
293° 30' I 01l
270° 30' 6 18 )
221° 20' 3 71 } 3 chains  6 2 2 Ridgy country, open
214° 4.5 4 52 { forest  land.
186° 0' 6 56)
186° 0' 1 82 Irregular 0 0 13 Open  forest land.
18.x° 0' 2 56)
15'b°20 2 48 3 chafes
22.1° 0' 14 18
267° 0' 3 52 IIrregular SSteep ridgy coun-
257° 0' 3 44l 9 2 32 t try,open torest laud.
242°30' 9 56 160  li nks2270 5.5 6 i61
271° 0' 2 59
2003
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 4th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a New Road from Brisbane and Gympie Road to Mooloolah Wharf and Selections near the
same, parish of Bribie, county of Canning : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provi-
sions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference,
showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the  Office  of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and at the Police  Office,  Brisbane ,  and all  persons interested therein are requested to
transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-
.grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
73-2277 By  Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM BRISBANE AND GYMPIE ROAD TO MOOLOOLAH WHARF AND
SELECTIONS NEAR THE SAME ,  PARISH OF BRIBIE ,  COUNTY OF CANNING ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No.
1
Portion of Road.
Register Length
No. of  Reputed  Reputed  Bearings of in Chains  Breadth
Selec- Owner .  Occupier .  centre line .  of centre of Road.
tion. line.
Entering Selection 10 on 1,385 Richard West -  William H.
its western boundary ,  away Westaway
and running easterly
out across its eastern
boundary
ohs. lks.
N.110° E. ... 0 16
79° ... 2 72
87° ... 12 10 1 chain
103° .. 7 34
87° 21' ... 14 42 J
2 Entering Selection 4, on 445 Williams H. Ditto  ...  87° 21' ... 0 59
its western boundary ,  Westaway 65° 30' ... 14 38
and running easterly 62°  30' ... 7 16
out across its eastern  311  1 67
boundary 77°  20' ... 4 76
114° 30' ...  3,185
Entering Selection 3, 444 Ditto .. Ditto  ... 114° 30' 0 78
on its western boun- 8.5° .. 2 23
dary, and running  59° 30' ,.. 8 11
north - easterly  out 66° 5 01
across its eastern 57°  30' ... 6 12
boundary 37° 30' ... 10 17
20° ... 5 90
56a ... 3 88
Entering Selection 5, on 448 Ditto
its western boundary,
and running  out north-
easterly  across its
northern boundary
,,. Ditto 56° .. 0 93
43° 30' ... 0 46
,5 Entering Selection 2, on 443 D. McMillan Ditto ... 56° .. 0 09
its southern boundary ,  43°30' ... 12 28
and running out north- 8° 6 62
easterly  across its  20°30' ... 13 86
eastern boundary  37° .. 6 91
40° 30' .. 12 91
10° 30' ... 7 89
610  5 80
58° 6 97
66°
.
8 98
58° 30' .. 1 98
71° 30' ,.. 6 00
59° 10' ... 16 29
90° ... 0 45
e Entering Selection No. 442 Charles Bal. Charles Bal- 90° ,., 12 96
1 on its western  lenger lenger  29° 11 19
boundary ,  and run- 40130' ... 12 85
ninginanorth -easterly 64° ... 11 00
direction to Kalounda 49° 30' ,. 11 81
Junction ; thence in 335° 15' ... 5 96
a northerly direction 315° 42 24
to the lower ford,  Moo- 48° 30' .., 9 40
loolah River 338° ... 3 20
Branching  off as above"
towards the  beat-
wharf  in an easterly
direction  to east boun-
dary of No .  1, near its
north-east corner
Branching off from Ba-
lonnda junction to the
southward and  Cast-
ward,  and crossing the
eastward boundary of
No. 1, near its south-
east corner
51° .. 9 91
661  30' ... 9 27
93° 30' .,. 10 70
73° 30' ... 3 13
64° ... 8 98
78^ ... 8 34
335° 15'  ...  28 20
90° ... 21 14
Area. Remarks.
Unimproved open
forest land, with
scrub on  ri ver
bank
( Homestead, on
boundary  line of
1 chain 3 0 26. 3 and 4. Open
forest land, with
J
1 chain 4 1 11
J
11 chain 0 0 22
1, vine scrub
Open forest land,
1  unimproved
Open forest land,
about 80 acres
1 chain 10 2 161 fenced off and
rb k tho en up wi
the plough
( Open forest land ;
portions sub
divided by fenc-
ing
Kalounda Junc-
tion
*Branch at' 14
chains to boat
wharf
Lower ford, Moo-
loolah River
About 4 acres has
been broken up
with the plough
East boundary No.
1
2004
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Townsville to Ravenswood, and Branch Road from the said Road
towar'ls Bowen, parish of Coonambelah, county of Elphinstone, district of Kennedy : Notice is hereby
given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this
colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of  Road  abovementioned , are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Townsville ; and
all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
By Command,
73-3962. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM TOWNSVILLE TO RAVENSWOOD, AND BRANCH ROAD
FROM THE SAID ROAD TOWARDS BOWEN, PARISH OF COONAMBELAH, COUNTY OF ELPHINSTONE,
DISTRICT OF KENNEDY, TO BE PROCLAIMED PUBLIC ROADS, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4
WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
1Register
No. Portion of Road. No. of I  ReputedSelec- Owner.
tion.
Occupier. Bearings.
1 Commencing at the 1A T. R. Towns W. Morris ... 218° 15'
northern boundary of Reg. and Co. 195° 0'
Selection  IA,  and run-
ning south-westerly
to its southern boun-
dary
2 Commencing at the 2A ditto it. Towns Agent of R. 195° 0'
northern boundary of and Co. Towns 182° 30'
Selection 2A, and run- 182° 30'
ning south-westerly 182° 30'
to its western boun- 196° 0'
dary 215° 30'
240° 30'
270° 45'
260° 45'
3 ' Commencing at the 3A ditto R. Towns Unoccupied 260° 45'
eastern boundary of and Co. 244° 0'
Selection 3A, and run- 269° 30'
ning westerly to its 279° 0'
western boundary
4 Commencing at the 38 ditto Thomas Thomas 279° 0'
eastern boundary of Aitkin Aitkin 250° 45'
Selection No. 38, and 282° 0'
running westerly and 243° 30'
south-westerly to its 259° 30'
western boundary, 229° 30'
and including a re- 204° 16'
serve at the intersec- 219° 15'
tion of the road with 233° 0'
the western boundary 211° 3(Y
of Selection No. 38 215° 45'
5 Commencing at the 2A ditto R. Towns Agent of R. 167° 30'
road from Townsville and Co. Towns 145° 0'
to Ravenswood, and
running south-east-
erly through Selection
2A to the Ross River
Length Breadth
in
of Road.Chains.
ohs. lks.
21 07, 2 chains41 93
10 63
3 30
1 00
23 00)
8 77
15 11
31 34
13 90
10 15
2 chains
5 chains
2 chains
Area. Remarks.
A. R. P.
12 3 8 Forest lan(L fenced
in.
23 3 0 Forest land, partly
fenced on north
boundary.
20 27 2 chains 11 0 32 Unimproved forest
25 49 land.
6 34
3 93
9 30 2 chains 40 2 0 Forest land, unim-
48 96 proved  on line of
10 50 road.
9 66
5 14
20 61
44 70
7 68
9 64
7 82
13 39
16 54 12 chains 15 1 0 Forest land, partly
59 81 fenced on north
boundary,
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it
g expedient to open a new Road through portions 115 and 156, parish of Geham, county of
Aubigny : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended
line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
at the Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-4088. J. MALBON THOMMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 115 AND 156, PARISH OF GEHAII, COUNTY OF
AUBIGNY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
No.  Port ion of Road.
Register,
No.  of!
Selec-
tion.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bea ri ngs.
Length
in Chains
ohs. IRs.
1 From the  south boun- 115 Will iam Unoccupied 1.  360° E. 27 00
dary or  portion 115, Murphy 255° i 4 2.5
pa ri sh of C eham, run- 277° 2 30
ning north and north- 298' 2 68
westerly to  its north- 344° 2 98
ern  boundary
i I
2  A t ri angular po rt ion 156 halton and Dalton and N. 32°E.  1 99
out of the north-west Moore Moore
corner of portion 156,
pans of Geham
Breadth Area.
of Road.
I
^
A. R. P.
1 chain... 1 4 0 21
Remarks.
fenced; land held
under  "LeasanpAe(
of  186( "
Tn ickly- timbered,
well grassed
ridges ;  part of
east boundary
o o 14  Ploughed  ground ;
no: th  and west
i sides fenced; bind
held under  " Leas-
in;/  Aet of  1866"
2005
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 13th November, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for  general information , that the rent of the under-mentioned Runs not having
been paid on or before the 30th day of September last, they will become absolutely forfeited unless
the full amount of rent in  each case , together with one-fourth added by way of penalty, be paid into the
Colonial Treasury within ninety days thereafter, as prescribed by law.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under Secretary.
Lessee. Run. Rent.
Collins J.
Halkett, D. H.
Norris, W....
Graham, Hugh ...
Ditto ... ...
Cowper and Crozier
Emmerson, C.
£ s. d.
MORETON DISTRICT.
Moondoolan  ... ... .. 14 8 0
... ... .. Sections, Oxley Creek ... ... ... I  8 6 8
,.. ... ... Sections , Logan River ... ... .. 23 1 4
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
Mariana  (conso lidated)
... ... Dunmora ... ...
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
... ... Windah ...
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
... ... Eagle Vale (arrears)
TIME TABLE.
83 14 0
32 10 0
90 15 0
64 5 8
G
REAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On  and after  MONDAY, the  14th instant , the following Time
Table wi ll  come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations Up Train,Mixed.
Miles
Stations. Down Trainfrom  West- Mixed.wood.
a.m. p.m.
Rockhampton... 11' 0 Westwood ... ... ... 3'30
6 Gracemere ... 11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing  ... ... A
16 Stanwell 12' 0 15 Stanwell  ... ... ...  4.30
24 Rosewood Crossing A 24 Gracemere  ... ... ...  5. 6
30 Westwood ... 1.0 30 Rockhampton ... ... ...  5130
All Day Tickets  Issued on Saturdays available  to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains  marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey  terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to  the Guard  of the Train ,  and paying  the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which  they propose to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares,
Goods  and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Misce llaneous. Total.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Week ending November 22nd, 1873
.,, ... 438 15 9 1,718 10 4 53 6 7 2,210 12 8
Corresponding  week last year ...
... ... 414 10 0 1,881, 4 10 41 17 0 2,340 11 10
Increase ... ... ... 24 5 9 11 9 7
Decrease 16514 6 129 19 2
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
TIME TABLE.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
`- Brisbane ,  1st September, 1873
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-
On and after  MONDAY,
 8th September ,  1873, the following Time Table will come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK. Commissioner  for Railways.
FEET
ABOVE
HIGH
W ATER
MARE.
MILES.
From  From Too
Ipswich. woomba.
65
111 8
140 12
198 18
274 21
STATIONS.
Ipswich ...
Walloon
Rosewood
Western Creek
Grandchester
574 25 ... Victoria Tunnel
335 29 ... Laidley ...
340 38 ... Gatton
465 49 Helidon ...
788 69 ... Murphy's Creek
1530 69 ... Highfields .
2005 76 ... Summit of Range
1928 78 ... Toowoomba ...
82.35 Mahoney's Gate
85 7 Gowrie Junction
Mixed.  Mixed.
A.M.
.,, 10.0
.,, ,,, 10.28
...
A
arrive *11.13
depart
5 arrive
depart
I
arrive
depart
11.17
A
11.54
12.23
12.58
1.13
1.53
*1.58
,,, 2.50
arrive 3.38
depart 4.11
... arrive
B
A.M.
10.50
B
*11.16
UP TuAINS.
Mixed. Mixed.
P.M. P.M.
... 4.40
:::
*5'8
A
A  :::
5.47 ...
5.51 ...
... A ...
... 6.28 ...
... *6'57 ...
... 7'32 ...
... 7'47 ...
... 8.27 ...
... 9.19 ...
10.7 ...
4.0
85 7 Gowrie Junction ... depart ... *11.25 1 4.25 ...
901 121 For Williams' Camp ... ... A A ...
,.,94 16  Westbrook  Crossing ... ... A  A  ...
102 24 Cambooya ... ... ... 12.25 5.25 ...
109 31 Emu Creek Siding ... ... ... A A ,,.
118 40 King's Creek ... ... ... ... 1.18 6.18 ...
.,, 120 42  Clifton ,.. ,,. ... ... 1.28 *6.28 ,,,
131 53  Allora ... ... ... ... 2.5 7.5
140 62 Lyndhurst Road ... ... ... A A ...
143 65 Warwick ... .. ... ... 2.45 7.45 ...
85 ... Gowrie Junction .. depart 4 36
,.. 90 ... Gowrie ,,. ...  s ...
... 97 ... Oakey Creek ... ,.. ... 5.14 ...
... 106 .,. Jondaryan .,. 5.44
,., 114 .,. Bowenville .. ... ... A ...
,,, 127 ... Blaxiand's Siding ... ,.. A ...
... 130 ,.. Dalby ... ... 6.55 ..,
FEET
ABOVE
HIGH
WATER
MARE.
1928
2005
1530
788
MILES
From From
Dalby. Warwick.
STATIONS.
*11.25 *11.16 8.31
B ... B
11.55 11.44 9.0
A.M. A.M. A.M. P.M.
Dalby ..
...
... ...  8.40
3 ... Blaxland ' s Siding  ... ... ... ...  A
16 ... Bowenville
 ... ... ... ... ... A ... ...
24 ... Jondaryan ... ... ... ... ...
 9.58 ... ...
33 ... Oakey Creek ... ... ... ... 10.30 ... ...
40 i ... Gowrie ... ... ... ... ... A
45 ... Gowrie Junction ...
 arrive ... ... ...
47.45
52
54
61
71
465 J 81
340 92
335 101
574 105
274 109
198 112
140 118
Ill  122
130
* Trains meet here.
Helidon ,.,
Mixed.
 Mixed.
...depart .,.
arrive
1. depart 6.50
. .. 7.44
5 arrive
`depart *8.44
i arrive *9.24
depart 9.39
Gatton ... ... ... 10.9
Laidley .,, ,.. 10.34
Victoria Tunnel A
Grandchester arrive 11 19depart *11.13
Western Creek ... ... A
Rosewood ... ,.. ... A
Walloon ... ... 11.52
Ipswich ... ... ... 12.20
DOWN TuAINB.
Mixed. Mixed.
12.4
12.58 ...
*1.58 ...
2.2 ...
2'42 ...
2.57 ...
... 3.27 ...
... 3.52 ...
4.27 ...
... 4.31 ...
A ...
... A ...
...  #5.8
... 5.36 ...
Al Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to returi6on the following Monday.
NOTE.-The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trams marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers, who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can
only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they.join the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
(B.) The Trains leaving Toowoomba at 10.50 a.m. and 4.11 p.m. on the Up journey, and leaving Warwick at 8.5 a.m. and 5.5 p.m. on the Down journey, will, for the present, stop at this Crossing, subject
to the foregoing regulation.
... Warwick ... ... ... ... 8.5 ... 5.10 ...
3 Lyndhurst Road ... ... ... A ... A ...
12 Allora ... ... ... ... 8.45 ... 5.50 ...
23 Clifton ... ... ... ...
 9.22 ... *6.28 ...
25 King's Creek ... ... ...
 9.32 ... 6'38 ...
34 Emu Creek Siding ... ... ... A ... A ...
41 Cambooya ... ...
 1025
 ... 7.31 ...
49 Westbrook Crossing ... ... A ... A ...
521 For Williams' Camp... ... ... A ... A ...
58 Gowrie Junction ,,, arrive ... ... ... ... ...
Cowrie Junction
50.45 Mahoney's Gate
65 Toowoomba ...
67 Summit of Range
Highfields ...
... Murphy's Creek
r,
Colonial secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  18th  November, 1873.
' [HE followin Amended General Abstract of the Average Amount of
 the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK OF NEW  Sov'rn  WALEe, within the  Colony of  QUEENSLAND,  during the Quarter
l1 from the 1st JULY to the 30th SEPTEMBER, 1873, is published in conformity with the third  section  of the Act  of Council,  4 Victoria, No. 13.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT,
 showing
 the Average Amount of
 the LIABrLITiEs and ASSETS  of the BANE or NEW  SOUTH WALES,  within the Colony of QUEENSLAND,  taken  fr om the several Weekly Statements during
the Quarter  from the 1st JULY to  the 30th SEPTEMBER, 1873.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation f Not bearing Interest
...
lBearing Interest
Bills in  Circulation..
I
Not bearing Interest ...
Bearing Interest ,.,
Balances due
 to other Banks ... ... ...
...Deposits ............... Not bearing InterestBearing Interest
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d. £ 8. d.
92,237 1 7
15,416 1 8
349,086 7 8
229,919 18 6 579,006 6 2
Total Amount of Liabilities
 ... ... ... ... £ 686,659 9 5 .
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... .,. ... £ 1,000,000 0 0
Rate
 of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
 ... ... ... ... 15 '' cent . V annum
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 75,000 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ...
 333,333 6 8
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined
 Metals... ...
Stamp Account ... ... ... ... ... ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion and
 Bars
 ... ... ...
Landed Property .. ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ...
Balances due from other
 Banks
 ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount
 of Assets
AxotNT . TOTALS.
8. d. £ 8. d.
175,580 3 2
41,742 7 1
19,657 18 2
4,914 4 10
6,268 19 11
735,490 8 2
£ 983,654 1 4
EDWARD D. DAY , Assistant Manager.
Brisbane , 14th November, 1873. JAB. M. DAVIDSON,  pro
 Accountant.
I, Edward Denny Day, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract
 is a true
 and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities  of the above
Dank during  the period specified ; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the G overnor  and Council of the Colony of New South
Wales, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn  before
 me, at Brisbane , this 14th day of November, 1873.
HENRY
 SCOTT, Justice of
 the Peace.
EDWARD D. DAY.
I, the undersigned, being the Assistant-Manager of the BANx OF NEW SOUTH WALES, do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act
 30 Victoria , No. 14, Section 9, the sum of £ 691 15s. 6d.,
for the duty after the rate of £3 per cent. per annum upon the sum of £92,237 1s. 7d., being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the
 annual average
 of the money value of the Notes in circulation of
the said Bank, in the Colony of Queensland, according to the annexed Return.
Dated  this 14th day of November, 1878. EDWARD D. DAY.
2008
General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  14th November, 1873.
,i
THE following  SuMM.EIES  of RAINFALL, taken at the undermentioned Stations throughout the.Colony, during the Month of SEPTEMBER, 1873, are published for general information.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster -General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER, 1873.
SHOw114G the Latitude and Longitude ,  and distance from Sea-coast of each Station  ;  also, the  maximum-_
fall during 24 hours, and date of same ,  the number of days on which Rain fell, and Total Rainfall of
the Month.
This Table will be continued monthly, and the returns obtained from new Stations added to it
as received.
Name of Station . froLatitude  (South ).  Longitude  (East). DistanceSea-coast .m
Maximum in  24
hours and date
No.  of
days Rain TotalRa in fall, . felL .
Miles. Inches. Date. Inches.
Banana  . ... 24° 30' 1500 10' 80 0.85 3rd 3 1.11
Beenleigh (Windaroo) ... 27 49 153 8 10 0.52 3rd 1 0.52
Bloomsbury  ... ...  20 39 148 32  12 0161 3rd 1 0 61
Bowen+  ... ... ... 20 1 148 16  on coast
Brisbane ... ... ... 27 28 153 6 10 0.50 3rd 4 0.86
Caamboon 25 1 150 25 105 0.85 3rd 1 0.85
Cabulture (Morayfield)T 27 7 152 55 5
Cape Moreton ... ... 27 1 153 28 on coast 0.84 4th 2 1.13
Cardwell ... ... 18 6 146 0 on coast 0.54 24th 5 1.23
Cashmere ... ... 18 3 145 13 50 0.10 28th 3 0.13
Charleville+ ... ... 26 35 146 6 350
Clermont ... .., 22 45 147 38 130 0.06 1st 1 0.06
Cleveland+ ... ... 27 32 153 18 on coast
Condamine ... ... 26 57 150 6 180 0'10 9th 2 0.20
Craven*  ... ... ... 23 10 147 0 180
Creen Creek* .,. ... 18 0 142 0 119
Dalbyy ... ... ... 27 30 151 15 112 0.10 3rd 1 0.70
Durah ... .. 26 20 150 28 135 4
Enoggera Reservoir ... 27 27 152 55 16 0.02 1st 1 0.02
Fairlie Plains ... ... 27 9 145 0 509 0.34 1st 1 0.34.
Gayndah 25 38 151 36 72 0.19 4th 2 0.23
George-tn, Ethridge Riv, * 17
Ri
57 143 40 176
Gilbert verT... ... 17 54 143 0 133
.Gladstone ... ... 23 50 151 20 on coast 0 78 4th 3 1.08
Goodna ... ... ... 27 36 152 56 21 0.58 3rd 2 0.98
G mpie ... ... ... 26 12 152 38 30 0.80 24th 2 0.85
B elidon ... ... 27 39 152 3 60 0.66 3rd 1 0.66
Herbert River, Lower ... 18 25 146 6 5 0.64 25th 3 0.94
Ipswich ... ... 27 38 152 48 28 0.75 4th 3 1.36
Junction Creeks ... 17 45 144 9 78
Kepppel Bay ... ... 23 28 151 4 on coast 1.00 3rd 2 1.10
Kimberley+ ... ... 17 28 141 0 on coast
Lytton ... ... ... 27 25 153 11  on coast 0.75 4th 2 1.10
Mackay ... ... 21 10 149 5 5 0.83 4th 1 0.83
Marlborough ... ... 22 57 150 1 40 0.40 3rd 3 0.80
Maryborough ... ... 25 35 152 43 18 1.17 3rd 5 1.903
Nebo* ... ... ... 21 55 148 10 50
Normanton ... ... 17 38 141 25 38
]Ravenswood* ... ... 20 20 146 50 70
Rockhampton ... ... 23 25 150 25 20 0.26 2nd 1 0.26
Roma ... ... ... 26 37 148 42 230 0.38 2nd 2 0.49
Sandy Cape 24 48 153 25 on coast 1.27 4th 4 1.93
Springsure (Rainworth) 24 30 149
3
0 180
16 t
0.50
0.80
3rd
4th
1
2
0.50
1.30St. Helena ... ... 27 26 15 on coas
St. Lawrence ... ... 22 21 149 30 8 1.12 2nd 3 2.17
Stanthorpe ... ... 28 40 152 0 0.50 3rd 5 0.68
Taroom ... ... ... 25 38 149 45 160 0.57 3rd 3 0.72
Toowoomba ... ... 27 34 152 10 80 0.84 3rd 2 0.89
Townsville+ ... 19 18 146 60 on coast
Valley of Lagoons* ... 18 23 145 0 i 140
16 90 1.10 d 1 1.10Warwick ... ... 28 12 152 3r
Waterviewt ... ... 18 5 146 10 5
Westwood* ... ... 23 38 150 8 45
Woody Island ... ... 25 21 152 57 on coast 0.68 2nd 2 1.15
* No Return received t  New Station . t  No rain fell.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer..
2009
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TARE Notice,  that applications have been made to  bring the  Lands described below under the
provisions  of "  The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by  himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form  B of said Act,  on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description  and Situation  of Land. Name of Applicant.
4 acres  3 roods 38 perches, being subdivisions 1 and 2
of suburban allotment 32, parish of Drayton,
county of Aubigny
32 perches ,  being allotment 14 of section 6 ,  parish and
town of Ipswich, county of Stanley
1 rood, being subdivision 7 of section 5 of allotments
120 and 121 ,  parish of Ipswich ,  county of Stanley,
John James  Stewart ...
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
29th December, 1873.
William Vowles ... ... Ditto.
Henry Buckley and Joshua Ditto.
Richmond Young, mort-
gagees exercising power
of sale
2 roods,  being subdivisions 3 and 6 of section 5 of Ditto ditto  ... ...
allotments 120 and 121,  parish of Ipswich, county
of Stanley
'9 acres 3 roods 26 perches,  being section 84, parish and  Win. Henry Walsh ...
town of Maryborough ,  county  of March
:20 perches ,  being northern half of allotment 16 of
section  8, parish of Chuwar, town of Ipswich,
county of Stanley
.371 perches,  being subdivisions 4 and 5 of western
suburban allotment 68 (sixty-eight),  parish of
South Brisbane,  county of Stanley
Ditto.
Ditto.
George Harrison Wilson Ditto.
and Charles Christopher
Cameron, attorneys, with
power of sale, of Eliza-
beth Lloyd, mortgagee
exercising  power of sale
John McCann ... ... Ditto.
General Post Office,
Brisbane , 29th November, 1873.
• No. 11.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER,  1873,
P
ERSONS  applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, are requested to
give the correct number of the page on which they may have observed their Names, as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission; and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists, and to place them where any person may see and
search them.
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
NOTE.-The DEAD LETTER, BRANCH of the General Post Office is opened for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.m to Four p.m.: on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
A. 27 Anderson Mrs. Ann M .,  Maryborough o
1 ABEL S. H .,  Toowoomba c 28 Andersen Arthur ,  Maryborough f
2 Ables Fredk .,  Mudgee Road c 29 Andersen Caroline ,  Townsvi lle c
3 A'Court Hon. C. G., Brisbane u k 30 Anderson  -,  farmer ,  Redbank Plains c
4 Adams  -,  Toowong c 31 Andreasen A. C., Brisbane c
5 Adams A., Charters Towers m 32 Andreasen Peder, Brisbane f
6 Adams Miss N., Charters Towers o c 33 Andres T., Ravenswood o
7 Adams  W., Welltown o 34 Andresen Hans, Rockham ppton f
8 Adsett Aaron ,  Kedron Brook c 35 Andrew Jack ,  Ravens*ood o
9 Ali  Choy, Jimna c 36 Andrews Mrs. Jane, Roma o and c (2)
10 Ali  Hing ,  Severn c 37 Andrew Thomas, Brisbane s
11 Ali  Lung ,  Brisbane Ranges n z 38 Andrison Miss C. P., Brisbane c
12 Ali  Shock, Talbot Creek c 39 Anthony Wm., Brisbane u k
13 Ali  Swee ,  Stanthorpe o c (2) 40 Anticovich Nicolo, Ravenswood c (2
14 linger Edward, Gympie u k 41 Archer Christian ,  Westwood c
15 Alback Michael, Ipswich c 42 Archer Wm .,  Brisbane o (2)
16 Albert Peter ,  Brisbane o c 43 Arlington Samuel ,  Copperfield
17 Aldred Wi ll iam,  Clermont  in 44 Arnold Mrs .  R., Brisbane u k
18 Allan R .  T., Broughton u k 45 Aslaksen Edlef, Bowen Downs
19 A lldridge W. Baron ,  Nanango o 46 Attwood Wm., Eurella o
20 Allen Edward ,  Stanthorpe s d7 Austin Miss Jane, Bundaberg
21 Allmond William ,  Brisbane s
22 Alwin George, Warwick u k B.
23 Alwin H .  J., Brisbane u k 1 BADLEY  George,  Brisbane u
24 Amess John ,  Brisbane o c and c (2) 2 Baker Mrs., Dalby s
25 Anders Francis, Charters Towers c 3 Baker A .,  Cunnamulla s
26 Andersen Anders, Dalby f 4 Baker Arthur .  St. George s
2010
5 Baker  Fred., Maryborough c 93 Bourke  Joseph, Dalby o c
6 Baker George, Toowoomba c 94 Bowers F., Lalby a (2)
7 Baker J., Breakfast Creek c 95 Bower Mrs. Fanny, Condamine o
8 Baker R ., Westwood m 96 Bowesscott E., Townsville u k
9 Baird -, Albert River North c 97 Bosley  D., Brisbane s
10 Baldwin William, Brisbane c 98 Boyal Thomas, Charters Towers c
11 Balfe Augustine, Kelvin Grove road e 99 Boyle Edward, Copperfield o
12 Balfe A. E., Ravenswood o 100 Bradley Edward, Normanby 0
13 Ball Mrs., Kelvin Grove c (2) 101 Bradley L. D., Roma c
14 Ball Luke, Junction c 102 Bradshaw George, Ipswich u k
15 Ball Thomas, Ipswich u k 103 Bradshaw John, Lutwyche c (2)
16 Ballantine Alexr., Blackall o 104 Brady Bartholomew, Toowoomba c
17 Ballantyne James, Noorindoo c 105 Bradey John, Warwick s
18 Bambling Matthew, Ipswich o 106 Braihann  George, Charters  Towers c and
19 Bannim Miss Mary, Brisbane c o  2
20 Barb Hermann, Carters Towers o 107 Brandt Albert, Ravenswood o
21 Barker W. and Sons, Townsville c 108 Brandt  Miss  Wilhehnine ,  Brisbane f
22 Barlow Charles, Stantborpe c 109 Brandwood J., Brisbane u k
23 Barnett R. C., Brisbane a 110 Bransom W., Brisbane u k
24 Barnham  W., Fleetwood c 111 Branton Francis, Toowoomba c
25 Barron - (carrier), Townsville c 112 Bread Alfred, Gympie u k
26 Bastard. William, Toowoomba a (3) 113 Bredesen 0., Gympie o
27 Bates Mrs., Brisbane c 114 Brennan Mrs. Toowoomba c
28 Bates James, Ravenswood o (2) 115 Brewer  Sam., Talavera s (2)
29 Bates  Thomas, Redbank o c 116 Bride Edmund, Brisbane u k
30 Battison George, Copperfield c 117 Bright Edward J., Townsville o e
31 Bauer Henry, Callandoon c 118 Brix Frederick, Maryborough o
32 Baxter John, Charters Towers o 119 Bronhaltz -, Toowoomba o c
33 Bayes J., South Brisbane c 120 Brooke Fitzherbert, Bingera o
34 Beagley C., Ravenswood e 121 Brosnan Timothy, Stanthorpe o c
35 Beardmore Miss F. C., Brisbane u k 122 Brow and Young, Pine River c
36 Beavis Ennis, Dotswood o 123 Brose Gottlieb, Middle Ridge c
37 Becker C., Bundaberg c 124 Brown Andrew, Maryborough u k
38 Beckham Mrs. M. A., Fassifern o c 125 Brown B. T., Charters Towers o
39 Beckman Wm., Toowoomba c 126 Brown D. R. C., Maryborough o c
40 Bee John, Stainburn Downs o 127 Browne George, Maryborough o c
41 Beeston James, Brisbane c 128 Brown Miss Henrietta, Westwood o
42 Bee ton Joseph, Brisbane o c 129 Brown John, Charters Towers c
43 Beeston Thomas, Toowoomba c 130 Browne John, Ravenswood o and o c (2)
44 Beirger Henry, Taroom c 131 Brown John, Rosenthal c
45 Belger John, Toowoomba c 132 Brown John E., Ravenswood u k
46 Belger Johann Joseph, Main Range c 133 Browne Selby, Brisbane c
47 Bencke Carl, Main Range c 134 Brown William, Rishton e
48 Bell Angus, Beenleigh c 135 Brown Wm., Queensland u k
49 Bell Cain, Chinchilla u k 136 Bruce J. E., Brisbane u k
50 Bell D., Brisbane c 137 Brunton Robert, Geham c
51 Bell George, Stanthorpe o 138 Bryan John, Tinana Creek e
52 Bell George, Townsville o 139 Buckland J. W., Stanthorpe c
53 Bell James, Ravenswood o 140 Budden F. F., Stanthorpe c
54 Belser  -, Dalby o c 141 Bugley Charles,  Brisbane u k
55 Bending Mrs., Redford u k 142 Bules  Captaii ,  Charters Towers c
56 Benett Owen, Three-mile Creek c 143 Bull Miss, Brisbane u k
57 Bennett J., Brisbane u k 144 Bull George, Dalby a
58 Bennett W., Ravenswood c 145 Bulpit Timothy, Brisbane m
59 Bergemann  Miss A., Brisbane e 146 Bunn -, Adelaide Lane e
60 Berry Mrs. H., Ipswich n z 147 Burgin John, Gympie u k
61 Berthelsen J., Maryborough o c 148 Burke Mrs. Fredk. W., Doughboy Creek o
62 Best  Henry, Ipswich e 149 Burly Antony S., Brisbane c
63 Bettens Samuel J., Bundaberg c 150 Burne Richmond, Toowoomba m
64 Bevan R. W., Copperfield u k (4) 151 Burnet John, Dotswood c
65 Binden J., Charters Towers c 152 Burns J. G., Maryborough c
66 Binnear Henry,  Stanthorpe 153 Burns Wm., Nanango c
67 Bird Henry, Westwood c 154 Burrows J., Ipswich c
68 Bird John, Toowoomba a (2) 155 Burton W., Dalby o e
69 Birtwell J., Charters Towers c 156 Butcher -, Copperfield u k
70 Bishop George, Middle Ridge c 157 Butcher W., Townsville o
71 Bishop William, Seham c 158 Butler A. F., Welltown o
72 Biss Edward, Stanthorpe o c 159 Butler John, Albert River o c
73 $erke Miss Anna, Brisbane f 160 Butterworth John, Charters Towers u k
74 Back Mrs. J. K., Toowoomba c 161 Buttler J. F., Fassifern o c
75 Brisbane cBlackford J. D. W.
76
,
Blackwell John, Ipswich c C.
77 Blackwood Robert, Roma o 1 CAHILL James, Townsville c
78 Blakely Miss Ellen, Ipswich c 2 Cain James, St. George c
79 Blakeney C. J., Roma c 3 Calderwood James, Brisbane c
80 Blain R. H., Roma o c 4 Callan -, Spring Creek c
81 Blair John, Brisbane s 5 Cameron -, Billa Billa c
82 Blann Edwin, Rockhampton u k (3) 6 Cameron Alexr., Charters Towers s (2)
83 Blatchley W., Balgownie c 7 Cameron D. H., Gympie o
84 Blewitt John, Brisbane u k 8 Cameron J. D., Pleystowe c
85 Blisner Mrs., Charters Towers c 9 Cameron John, Rishton c
86 Boff A., Copperfield c 10 Cameron Thomas, Gympie o
87 Bolingbroke Lynch, Logan's Lagoon u k 11 Campbell E., Brisbane o
88 Bolitbo Wm., Townsville o 12 Campbell Miss Lizzie, Gympie c
89 Bonar D. T., Warwick o c 13 Campbell Mary, Charters Towers o
90 Bonney A. E., Brisbane o c 14 Campbell Thos. Spring Creek c
91 Bourke James, Warwick c 15 Campbell Thomas, Maryborough n z
92 Bourke John, Copperfield s 16 Cannon G., Peak Mountain o
2011
17 Cannon James, Talavera c 104 Cox T. Price Wynne, Brisbane f
I Caporn W. G., Stanthorpe c 106 Craig  William,  Brisbane  u k
1 Carby Miss Sarah Jane, Charters Towers o 106 Crameri Pietro, Morinish s
20 Carher Samuel, Roma u k 107 Crane -, Gyympie c
21 Carlberg John, Rockhampton o c 108 Crisp G. C., Woolaton u k
22 Carlisle  Charles (or Ward J. H.), Brisbane u k 109 Crocker Lambert, Beenleigh u k
23 Carlsen  Fra. D. Maryborough o 110 Croker R. W., Brisbane a
24 Carmod M., Fassifern c 111 Cromber Andrew, Binbian c
25 Carroll  John, Stanthorpe c 112 Crompton -, Cawarral c
26 Carroll John, Charters Towers e 113 Cronan M., Stanthorpe c
27 Carson  Revd .,  Ravenswood c (2) 114 Cronan Peter, Rosenthal c
28 Carter  Mrs. R .,  Brisbane o 115 Crook Miss S., Charters Towers c
29 Casereto Henry, Charters Towers s 116 Cross George T., Brisbane f
30 Cason  IN. P., Brisbane a 117 Cross H. F., Brisbane a
31 Camper J. W., Maryborough o c 118 Croton Samuel, Felton u k
32 Cavanagh Edward, Okey Camp u k 119 Crowther John, Taroom c
33 Cavanagh James,  Millchester o c 120 Crust Robert, Kedron Brook c
34 Cavanagh William James, Mount  Brisbane c 121 Culton John, Gowrie Road c
35 Cawte James, Yengarie u k 122 Cunliffe J., Dalby c
36 Cersey  William Charters Towers c, 123 Curr Thomas, Dalby s (2)
37 Chambers  John , Townsville c 124 Currie Robert, Cenema o
38 Charel Mrs. M .,  Stanthorpe c 125 Currie S. B., Toowoomba c
39 Chason James, Ma  borough c 126 Cuskelly  James, Middle Ridge c
40 Chamnette F. T. de la,  Charters Towers o 127 Cuskelly Thomas, Middle Ridge c
41 Choorlock H., Brisbane c 128 Cuskellyy William, Middle Ridge c
42 Charlton Mrs. Mary ,  B ri sbane o 129 Cutler W. H., Gympie c and o c (6)
43 Christie Mrs. E .,  Townsvi ll e o
44 Chri stie  John ,  St. George o D.
46 Christensen S., Brisbane f
46 Clapham Samuel, Brisbane u k 1 DADDOW Stephen, Townsville o
47 Clark Emily ,  Brisbane c 2 Dahl Alfred Emil, Townsville f
48 Clarke James, St .  George o 3 Daly John M., Ravenswood c
49 Clarke Joseph, Warwick c 4 Daley Matthew, Cunnamulla s
50 Clark Miss Maria ,  Ravenswood c 5 Dam Miss K. M., Townsville c
61 Clark  T., Westwood c 6 Damm Jens, Noose, Saw Mills c
62 Clark William ,  Bowen Bridge n 7 Dams Charles, Rosewood Scrub c
53 Clark Wil liam,  Bowen Bridge m 8 Daubeney G. B., Brisbane c
54 Clausen Charles ,  Charters Towers o 9 Davidson -, Copperfield e
55 Clear Richard,  Highfields c 10 Davidson Adam, Warwick c
56 Cleaver  A. D., Gympie o 11 Davidson James, Callandoon e
57 Cleminson  John,  Brisbane u k 12 Davie William, Charters Towers o
58 Clinton R. B., Charters Towers s 13 Davies D. and W., Charters Towers u k
59 Clonen John, Roma c 14 Davies J. F., Maryborough c
60 Colonan Mrs., Ravenswood o 15 Davies William, Charters Towers u k (3)
61 Coleman  David, Ipswich o 16 Davies William, Brisbane c
62 Coles Richard  'unr., Brisbane o c 17 Davis Archibald, Ipswich c
63 Collins (late Raynbird) Mrs., Cabbage-tree 18 Davis E., Stanthorpe c
Creek c 19 Davis Edward Alfred, Rockhampton f
64 Collins Charles, Charters Towers s 20 Davis George S., Rockhampton f
65 Coll ins  Denis, Dalby c 21 Davis James, Redbank'c
66 Coll ins  Edward, Forbes o c 22 Davis John, Ravenswood c
67 Collins  James , Brisbane c 23 Dawkings Henry, Warwick c
68 Collins John ,  Brisbane  street c 24 Daws William, Ravenswood o
69 Collins  William, Forbes o c 25 Dawson Peter, Charters Towers e
70 Colvin William, Woogaroo s 26 Day Elizabeth M., Brisbane c
71 Condlin John, Charters Towers c 27 Day Estcourt, Brisbane u k
72 Conley David, Gympie o 28 Day Professor, Ravenswood u k
73 Connell  Michael, Gainsford o c 29 Deegan -, Spring Hill, Toowoomba c
74 Connell Michael, Copperfield c 30 Deegan Michael, Brisbane o
75 Connelly Michael, Dalby o 31 Deegan Michael, Gowrie road c
76 Conner  Mrs. Mary A., Brisbone o c 32 Delecotte  Paul, Maryborough in
77 Connolly Daniel, Toowoomba c 33 Dell Charles, Roma o
78 Connor Miss Eliza, Stanthorpe s 34 Denman G., Copperfield e
79 Connor Miss Mary Ann, Ipswich c 35 Devine E. A., Brisbane o
80 Conroy John, Ipswich c 36 Devin Henry, Ravenswood c
81 Conway John, Warwick c 37 Diehm Charles, Eagle Farm o
82 Coogan James, Stanthorpe c 38 Dike Con., Charters Towers o
83 Coogan Richard, Charters Towers in (2) 39 Dillon M., Charters Towers c (2)
84 Cook Daniel, Charters Towers o 40 Dimond J. D., Brisbane u k
85 Cook F., Brisbane c 41 Dingle John, Copperfield u k
86 Cook Jamase, Westwood c 42 Dingle William, Copperfield u k
87 Cooke Jeremiah, Roma o c 43 Dingwell Edward, Dawson Bridge in
88 Cooly James,  Banana o (2) 44 Dixon Miss C. E., Dalby c
89 Coonan  John, Gowrie Creek c 45 Dixon F., Brooks' Camp c
90 Cooney William, Noorindoo c 46 Doeblin Wm., Middle Ridge c
91 Cooper Captain, Maryborough c 47 Doherty Francis, Toowoomba c
92 Cooper Horatio, Maryborough o 48 Doherty Wm., Townsville c
93 Corbett -, Logan River c 49 Donoghue J. Ravenswood c (3)
94 Corbett Timothy, Kedron Brook c 50 Donohoe P., Westwood c
95 Corner Wm., Ipswich c 51 Donolan Mrs. Anne, Westwood o
96 Cosbey James, Blackall o c 52 Douglas C., Charters Towers c
97 Cotter William, Racecourse c 53 Douglas Morton, Ravenswood c
98 Covey Mrs. Anne, Toowoomba c 54 Douglas Samuel, Townsville c
99 Cowderoy -, Brisbane c 55 Douglass W., Yarrawin s
100 Cowper S., Rookwood u k 56 Dowling John, Stanthorpe o c
101 Cox Bridget, Copperfield c 57 Downey Redmond, Townsville in
102 Cox H., Warwick o 68 Downing Charles, Charters Towers o
103 Cox John, Charters Towers c 59 Downing Mrs. Martha, Bundaberg o
2012
60 Downer J. T., Maryborough c G.
61 Doyle Joseph, Copperfield c
62 Drake James, Yatala c 1 GAISER William, Dalby c
63 Drews Mrs. C., Toowoomba c 2 Galbraith James, Ravenswood o
64 Drysdale Alexr., Kroombit c 3 Galen John, Ravenswood u k
65 Duggan Mrs. Ellen, Townsville o 4 Gant James, Brisbane u k
66 Duglas -, Charters Towers c 5 Garrett John, Co?perfield c (2)
67 Duke James, Gympie e 6 Garton Thomas, rawnsville o
68 Dullon Michael, Bowen o 7 Garvey James, Table Top c
69 Dumaresq Captain, Brisbane c 8 Garvey John, Sprin Creek cg
70 Dunbar Captain Fredk., Warwick c 9 tbrook fGaudron Jacob, Wel
71 Duncan Mrs., Townsville o • 10 Gaul G. If., Ravenswood f
72 Duncan and Kitchen, Brisbane u k 11 Gaynor Patrick, Brisbane u k
73 Duncan Thomas, Ravenswood o 12 Gerichow A., Fassifern o e
74 Dundon John, Copperfield f 13 Gerichow C., Fassifern o c
75 Dunleavy A., Roma s 14 Gettler -, Toowoomba c
76 Dunn Miss W., Forbes o c 15 Giants Guiseppe, Townsville f
77 Dunston R. H. P., Gympie  c and n z (2) 16 Gibbon Robert, Copperfield a
78 Durness James, Townsville c 17 Gibbs W. M.. Maryborough c
79 Dwyer Joseph, Talavera c 18 Gibson A. G., Ravenswood a (2)
80 Dwyer Margaret, Warwick o 19 Gilbert Mrs., Brisbane c
81 Dwyer Miss Ellen, Toowoomba o 20 Gilbert John, Clermont s
82 Dwyer Nicholas, Logan River o 21 Gilbert T., Brisbane c
83 Dwyer Thomas, Toowoomba c 22 Gildart Mrs. Charles, Brisbane s (2)
84 Dyson Frank, Beaufort s (2) 23 Gildea  James,  Teebar c
24 Gilham -, North Ipswich c
E. 25 Gill C., Clifton u k (3)26 Gill John, Warwick c
1 EBNER George, Middle Ridge c 27 Gillham Mrs., Townsville c
2 Eddy James, Ravenswood o 28 Gillies John, Townsville c (2)
3 Edgar Miss Betsy, Brisbane c 29 Gleeson Wm., Stanthorpe c (2)
4 Edgar G. S., Logan Reserve u k (3) 30 Glennie Wm., Gympie o
5 Edmond Frederick, Dalby f 31 Glynn P. W., Toowoomba f and c (2)
6 Edwards A., Brisbane u k 32 Goggin Thomas, Gatton o c
7 Edwards George, Beaufort o 33 Goldby G. W., Mooroonda s
8 Eley Leonard, Bowen Downs s 34 Goodridge George, Wambo c
9 Elford John, Maryborough o c 35 Goodrow W. J., Maryborough c
10 Elliott James, Charters Towers c 36 Goodwin H,, Stanthorpe o
11 Ellis Hon. John, Brisbane c 37 Gordon and Crawford, Goongarry o c
12 Emmons J., Ballard's Camp c 38 Gorstledge If. D., Ipswich n z
13 Engard F., Rockhampton c 39 Gotcher Mrs., Valley c
14 England James, South street o c 40 Gouch John, Maryborough a (2)
15 Etheridge Alfred, Warree s 41 Goulding Charles, Amby Downs e
16 Eva William H., Blackall u k 42 Graham D. L., Toowoomba c
17 Evans D., Ravenswood o 43 Graham Mrs. Robert, Tweed River u k
44 Grant Miss, Brisbane u k
F. 45 Grant John C., Dalby o
46 Grann Miss Mary Ann, Charters Towers o
1 FANNING F., Stanthorpe c 47 Gray Thomas, Western Creek n z
2 Farrell Mrs. Catherine, Brisbane c 48 Green J. S., Charters Towers c
3 Faulkner Thos., Ipswich c 49 Greenalch Robert or James, Gainsford c
4 Faust Mrs. Ellen, Brisbane o c 50 Greening G. H., Maryborough c
5 Feehan M., Myall Creek o 51 Gregson Richard, Brisbane c
6 Feeney Mrs. Patrick, Ipswich c and a (4) 52 Greig George Fraser, Brisbane o
7 Fehrs C., Maryborough o c 53 Gresli Andrew, Normanby o
8 Fellows Thomas, Copperfield c 54 Griffiths F. C., Tinowon o c
9 Fennin -, Musket Flat e 55 Grions Miss Agnes, Gympie a
10 Ferris -, Brisbane c 56 Gross M., Townsville o
11 Fison Captain C., Townsville m 57 Groves William, Brisbane u k and o (2)
12 Fitz John, Copperfield c 58 Grube Bernard, Ravenswood f
13 Fitzgibbon Mrs., Brisbane a 59 Grunke Anton, Indooroopilly f
14 Flarety -, Westwood c 60 Gubel Johannes, Charters Towers o
15 Flemming H. B., Cunnamulla c 61 Gunderson Olaus, Gracemere f
16 Flerideng Miss K., Maryborough c 62 Gundloch Ernest, Ipswich o
17 Fletcher Eli, Brisburn u k (2) 63 Gunn Hugh, Oakey Creek u k (4)
18 Fletcher If., Nerang Creek p o and u k (3) 64 Gunn P. McD., Brisbane c
19 Flint F., Stanthorpe c
20 Flvnn Miss Susan, Brisbane u k H.
21 Fogg William, Fassifern c
22 Foley Maurice, Westwood c 1 HACKER Fred. H., Yabala c
23 Forbes John, Brisbane u k 2 Hairs G. W., Brisbane c and f (2)
24 Forman Richard, Ravenswood t 3 Hall Mrs. Jane, Toowoomba u k (2)
25 Forrest Thomas, Stanthorpe o 4 Hall Joseph, Copperfield u k
26 Forsyth Thomas, Gwambegwyne c 5 Hall Richard, Townsville c
27 Foster F., Townsville o 6 Hall S. W., Brisbane m
28 Fox C., Charters Towers o 7 Hamam August, Toowoomba o
29 Francis Thomas, Rockhampton c (2) 8 Hamilton Mrs., Teresa Creek c
30 Frantz George, Taroom o 9 Hamilton David, Banana o (2)
31 Fraser M., Charters Towers o 10 Hamon -, Townsville s
32 Freckettan Francis, Headington Hill u k 11 Hanbury Frank, Brisbane o
33 Fretwell -, Adelaide street c 12 Hancock F. J., Charters Towers c
34 Fries Mrs. Johanne, Maryborough c 13 Haneson H. F., Maryborough c
35 Frost Thomas, Westwood o 14 Hauley T., Brisbane c
36 Fry -, Cleveland Bay s 15 Hann James, Dalby c
37 Fulcher R., Brisbane o c 16 Hanneilsou -, Upper Mary c
38 Funck H., Brisbane o 17 Hanrahan Fredk., Coomrith o
39 Furlong Joseph, South Brisbane o 18 Hansen C., Stanthorpe c
40 Fursdon Mrs. E. H., Brisbane a 19 Hansen C., Maryborough o e
2013
20 Hansen Christen ,  Bundaberg f 108 Hutcherson Mrs., Townsville a
21 Hansen Christian ,  Westwood o 109 Hutton Robert, Stanthorpe c
22 Hansen  Jacob,  Maryborough o e (2) I.23 Hansen  Marie, Maryborough c
24 Hansen Rasmus ,  Ravenswood o (2) 1 1MMANUEL George, Copperfield c
25 Harding  Michael G.,  Brisbane u k 2 Ingram John, Brisbane o
26 Harding  William,  Ravenswood c 3 Innis  Charles, Warwick o
27 Hardman  J., Stanthorpe c 4 Ines Fredk. A. A., Ravenswood c (4)
28 Hardy James , Barambah c 5 Irvine  Mrs. J., Stanthorpe a
29 Harle  Miss Emily Jane,  Brisbane u k (2) 6 Irwin Charles, St. George c
30 Harman  William, Copperfield o 7 Irwin Edward, St. George c
31 Harmon  James, Copperfield f 8 Irvin  Robert, Brisbane s
32 Harpur  John Wm., The Oval c 9 Isherwood Robert, Goodna u k
33 Harris  Mrs., Wickham Terrace c  and o (2) 10 Ives Dettfef, Westwood c
34 Harris  B., Westwood c 11 Ivey L. B., Copperfield s
35 Westwood cHarris  T. J.
36
,
Harris  William, Ipswich c J.
37 Harrison  G., Brisbane u k 1 JACKSON Charles, Cawarral c
38 Harrison  H. B. Rogers, Westwood c 2 Jackson Thomas, Ipswich u k
39 Harrison  J., Ravenswood u k 3 Jacob Mrs., Dalby e
40 Harrison Pierce, Westwood c 4 Jacobson A., Toowoomba c
41 Hart Daniel, Maryborough a 5 Jacobsen Asmus, Stanthorpe  s and c (3)
42 Hartup A., Townsville s 6 Jacobson Mrs. A. E., Toowoomba o
43 Haseman  Abel, Ipswich p o 7 Jakopsen Miss Pauline, Townsville c
44 Hasker T., Rockhampton e 8 Jacobsohn S. W., Copperfield  s and c (4)
45 Hassen  Aloys, Stanthorpe s 9 James  and Hughes, Townsville c
46 Haswell  IT., Stanthorpe c 10 James S., Copperfield c
47 Hayes W. H., Ipswich c 11 Jamieson John, Stanthorpe s
48 Heaney T., Dalby c 12 Jamieson  Miss Margaret, Brisbane c
49 Heath M., Maryborough c 13 Jamieson Mrs. S. A., Brisbane o c
50 Helmore Mrs. J., South  Brisbane u k 14 Janetsky Louis, Ravenswood o
51 Hemling  Johan, Gainsford f 15 Jansson August, Brisbane f
52 Hemmond  E., Brisbane o e 16 Jellin John, Ravenswood c
53 Henderson  W. J., Warwick c 17 Jemeson -, Macdonald's Flat e
54 Hennessey -, Gympie c 18 Jenkins R., Ipswich o e
55 Hennessey  Hugh, Townsville s 19 Jensen N., Maryborough o
56 Henry James J., Gympie m 20 Jesperson Hans, Tiaro o
57 Herbert E., Townsville e 21 Jessen  E., Stanthorpe c
58 Herbig Elizabeth, Maryborough f 22 Jessop Mrs. C., Charters Towers u k
59 Herlihy J., Gympie o c 23 Jessop Joseph F., Charters Towers a (2)
60 Hershall J., Western Creek o 24 Jinks A., Brisbane c
61 Herzog  William, Maryborough e 25 Johnson Herbert, Richton c (2)
62 Hestop John, Stanthorpe o c 26 Johnson Kate, Ipswich o
63 Heulers  Henry, Charters Towers c 27 Johnson S., Warwick c
64 Hewitt David, Ravenswood  o and m (2) 28 Johnsen Peter Quist, Copperfield c
65 Hewitt E., Boanaraba o c 29 Johnsen William, Callandoon c
66 Hewett William, Townsville u k 30 Johnston W., Stanthorpe s
67 Hibbel Mrs. Matilde, Toowoomba o 31 Jones - (schoolmaster), Brisbane m
68 Hickey -, Ravenswood c 32 Jones Charles William, Rockhampton f
69 Hickey  S. P. (butcher), Kirk Diggings e 33 Jones Edmund, Ravenswood o
70 Hi ginson  J. J., Waterfield c 34 Jones Evan, Townsville o
71 Hi ll Mrs. Anne, Gympie o 35 Jones F. E., Stanthorpe, c and o (2)
72 Hi ll  C. M .,  Cawarral c 36 Jones IT., Stanthorpe c and o c (2)
73 Hi ll  Edwin  W., Charters  Towers m 37 Jones J., Ravenswood s
74 Hi ll  J. H., Brisbane u k 38 Jones James (sawyer), Ravenswood c
76 Hill J. M., Mount Abundance o and a (4) 39 Jones John, Townsville in
76 Hil lier Mrs . M. A., Brisbane o 40 Jones Mrs. H, A., Stanthorpe c
77 Hinds Mrs. Margaret , Gympie o 41 Jones Patrick, Charters Towers o
78 Hines  A., Dalby a 42 Jones Richard, Taroom u k
79 Hiskin  Arthur ,  Brisbane c 43 Jones Thomas, Boonara c (2)
.80 Hoban Catherine, Charters Towers o 44 Jones William, Townsville o
81 Hoban  John, Bauhinia Downs c 45 Jonston Robert, James street c
82 Hocking  W., Indooroopilly c 46 Jorgensen Anders, Stanthorpe e
83 Hof William,  Stanthorpe o c 47 Jorgensen C., Maryborough o c
84 Hoge Friedrich,  Goganjo e 48 Josephson -, Cawarral e
85 Hogg Thomas , Tiaro u.k 49 Jost Joseph, Toowoomba c (2)
86 Hoggart  John, Brisbane u k 50 Juille T. W., Bourke c
87 Holland John, Gainsford o c
88 Holloway Benjn. John, Brisbane u k K.
89 Holmes C., Bundaberg a 1 KAER Teodor, South Brisbane o
90 Holmes J., Queen street c 2 Kaley Edward, Three-mile Creek e
91 Holmes William, Brisbane m 3 Keating E., Macdonald's Flat o
92 Hooper John, Midroon c 4 Keefe -, Doughboy c
93 Hop Thomas, Copperfield c 5 Keifer D., Drayton c t2)
94 Hore Mrs. Walter, Samford u k 6 Kellow Joseph H., Brisbane o
95 Horn John Jacob, Clermont s 7 • Kelly H., Stanthorpe c
96 Hornung Mrs. Rosina, Maryborough c 8 Kelly H. J., Stanthorpe c (2)
97 Horsepool J., Owanyilla o c 9 Kelly George, Townsville o
98 Houlihan John, Brisbane m 10 Kelly John, Surat c
99 Howe Michael, Gympie s 11 Kelly John, Callandoon c
100 Howie James, Ravenswood o 12 Kelley Matthew, Copperfield c
.101 Huddart John, Canning Downs c 13 Kelly Matthew, Charters Towers o
102 Hughes Mrs. Anne, Ipswich o 14 Kelly Thomas, Maryborough o c
103 Hull A. A., Townsville c 15 Kelly Wiliam J., Copperfield o
104 Humphry John, Westbrook c 16 Kelso Daniel, Beenleigh o c
105 Hunter James, Ravenswood c 17 Kemp Edward, Callandoon c
106 Hunter Robert, Brisbane u k 18 Kempf Mrs Laura, Bald Hills o
107 Husting Miss M. Maryborough e 19 Kendall iV1iss Anne, Gympie o
2014
20 Kendle John H., Ravenswood o 57 Liscombe  Bros .  Messrs. ,  Ravenswood c
21 Kenedy Miss,  Brisbane c 58 Lister Thos. P., or Jack Twait,  Ravenswood o c
22 Kennedy D. W ., Charters Towers o 59 Little George,  Blackall c
23 Xennedy J., Brisbane  is  k 60 Livingstone Bernard ,  Townsvi lle o
24 Kennedy  Miss  K., Gympie m 61 Lloyd John,  Barcoo Stn. m
25 Kennedy Miss  L., Brisbane c 62 Lochey George, Toowoomba o
26 Kennedy  Miss Maria, Brisbane s 63 Loch James, Copperfield c
27 Kennedy  Miss  Norah,  Brisbane c 64 Loder Robert, Ipswich o c
28 Kenny James, Maryborough c 65 Loftus James, Roma e
29 Kessler  Christian, Redbank c 66 Longbourne A. H., Maryborough c
30 Sidman W., Ipswich c 67 Loughran Wm., Bundaberg u k
31 Killen M., Townsville c 68 Louries  Mrs. F. J. (storekeeper),  Townsvi lle a
32 King George  A., Glengallan c 69 Lovell W., Roma c
33 Kinnear  Henry, Ravenswood o 70 Lovejoy  Miss Caroline , Toowoomba c
34 Kinnear James  and Henry,  Ravenswood u k 71 Levenson H. (shepherd), Warwick o c
35 Kirkham Ann or Eliza,  Brisbane u k 72 Lowry Wm., Copperfield o
36 glower Friedrich , Ipswich e 73 Lucaine Mrs. Catherine ,  Ravenswood c
37 Knight -,  Brisbane u k 74 Lucas  B. (bricklayer), Copperfield c
38 Knight F., Westwood p o 75 Lurcock Arthur, Alice Downs o
39 Kundsen  Miss Marie, Brisbane f 76 Luscott Henry (bricklayer ),  Brisbane c
40 Koch Thomas, Toowoomba c 77 Lynch John, Roma a
41 Korff Francis, Leyburn e 78 Lynch Joseph, Rockhampton e
42 Krocher  Richard, Normanby e 79 Lynch Wm., Ipswich u k
43 Browse Hermann , Town Wall Station c 80 Lyons John,  Queensland a
44 Kruger Heinrich,  Brisbane o
45 Kruger H., Ravenswood o
46 Bucks Albert, Ipswich o 1 MADDEN Mrs. Jane, Maryborough o
47 Kuch Simon A., Stanthorpe o c 2 Madden John (bushman ), Stanthorpe o e
3 Madsen Peter, Dalby f (2)
L. 4 Madson  -, Brisbane c
1 LACHNER Miss E. L., Buckhalla u k (3) 5 Mahoney Thomas , Caamboon o
2 Laing Thaddeus, Gainsford o 6 Maloney Charles, Ipswich c
3 Lamb Alfred, Goodna c 7 Maloy James, Stanthorpe e
4 Lamb F. A., Goodna c 8 Malow Patk., Ipswich o c
5 Lancaster  James, Dalby e 9 Malvany -, Westwood c
6 Lander Annie, Townsville o 10 Maning Hereward H., Ravenswood c
7 Lander P., Native Cat Diggings c 11 Manly Mrs. Margt. A., Townsville  o c and c (2)
8 Lane A. (seaman), Maryborough o c 12 Mann Andrew, Warwick o c
9 Lane John, Indooroopilly o e 13 Manning Mrs. Ann,  Tatalia s
10 Lane J. R., Blackall s 14 Manning Thomas (carter), CQpperfield c
11 Lane Robert, Blackall o c 15 Marchant Mrs. Harriet, Gympie s
12 Langdon John, Copperfield u k 16 Marcusen Jens P., Westwood p o
13 Langford Mrs., Townsville m 17 Mardell Wm., Breakfoot Station c
14 Langridge David, Copperfield u k (2) 18 Marsden J., Maryborough c
15 Langston W., Copperfield u k 19 Marsh Miss, South Brisbane c
16 Large  Miss  Maria, Rockhampton c (3) 20 Marshall J., Brisbane, c
17 Larkham John, barque i° Chrisna,'  Noosa 21 Marshall Mrs. S., Gympie o
River c 22 Martin  Mrs. C. If., Warwick c
18 Larkin John, Stanthorpe f 23 Martin E. W. M., Brisbane u k
19 Larkin John D., Stanthorpe c 24 Martin John, Copperfield c and u k (2)
20 Larsen Henry, Charters Towers o 25 Martin Mrs., Townsville c
21 Larsen Jens, Westwood c 26 Martin Robert, Goodna c
22 Larsen S. S. T., Townsville c 27 Marton Thomas, Townsville o
23 LathIeau R., Peak Downs Copper Mines a 28 Mathers J., Charlotte street,  Brisbane e
24 Laurey Mrs. C., Banana c 29 Matthews D. (butcher), Fleetwood c
25 Lauritzen L. H., Ravenswood c 30 Matthews E. D., Westwood c
26 Laurie John, Nanango c 31 Matthews Geo., Townsville e
27 Lawrence Mrs. Agnes M., Brisbane o 32 Matthews Jas. F., Charters Towers o
28 Lawrence Henry, Ravenswood m 33 Matthew-son Jas., Bundaberg u k (3)
29 Leeke Thomas, Stanthorpe c 34 Matthieson Alexr., Brisbane o c
30 Lederhase Johannes, Brisbane f 35 Mawhinney John, Brisbane n z
31 Lee Bernard, Townsville o c (2) 36 Mayor Capt. (schooner, "  Marchioness of
32 Lee David (shepherd), Stanthorpe o c Lorne"), Townsville s
33 Lee George, Maryborough c (2) 37 Meade Daniel, Toowoomba o
34 Lee Mrs. James, Stanthorpe s 38 Meaney R. L., Brisbane c
35 Lee Mrs. Maria, Townsville o c (2) 39 Meier Christian, Welltown u k
36 Leggett -, South Brisbane c 40 Mellor Miss Mary, Fortitude Valley c
37 Lemin John, Copperfield u k 41 Mellor P., Ipswich c
38 Leoni Nicholas, Ravenswood s 42 Merlet C., Gympie c
39 Leopold -, Ravenswood c 43 Mertoll Dr. F., Charters  Towers c (2)
40 Lergade Chas.,  Brisbane s 44 Messerschmidt Thomas C., Normanby Gold-
41 Leroy Mrs. Olive,  Brisbane c field u k
42 Leston G. E., Charters Towers o 45 Mesten Alexander, Stanthorpe c
43 Letts U. James, Maryborough u k 46 Meston J. A., Myra c (2)
44 Leverton Mrs. Caroline,  Brisbane c 47 Metcalfe Joseph, Brisbane u k (2)
45 Lewis Henry J., Callandoon c 48 Mewett Wm., Bald Hills u k
46 Lewis J, Copperfield o 49 Miles -, Ipswich c
47 Lewis Wm., St George's Bridge c 50 Miles Chas., Westwood u k
48 Leiber Karoline, Brisbane c 51 Miller Edward, Dalby c
49 Lincoln Harry (care of H. A. Perkins),
Barangah o
52 Miller George, G. N. Railway  Extension,
Westwood c
50 Lincoln Henry, Gainsford s 53 Miller Mrs. M. F., Toowoomba o
51 Lind G. H., Gracemere f 54 Miller Peter (timber  getter ),  Bauppel c
52 Lindberg Otto, Ravenswood o 55 Miller Robert, Kinnoul s
53 Lindimayer Ch., Toowoomba o 66 Miller W., Milton e (2)
54 Lindgren Ar., Ravenswood o 57 Miller W., Native Cat Diggings c
55 Line John, Stainburne Downs o 58 Milligan Miss M. Jane, Rockhampton u k
56 Linnane John (miner), Stanthorpe o c 59 Mills W., Toorilla Plains u k
2015
80 M ilne John ,  New Zealand Gully a 18 McDonald Mrs. Jane, Constance at., Fortitude
61 Milner Geo.,  Brisbane u k Valley o a
62 Milnes  Geo., Stanthorpe o 19 McDonald J., Copperfield c
Milverton F., Copperfield o (3) 20 McDonald John, Copperfield o
Mingernaine  Wm., Maryborough c 21 McDonald Mrs., Toowoomba a
Mitchell -, Kedron Brook c 22 McDonald Mrs. R., Ipswich o
66 Mitchell David , Brisbane c 23 Mc  howall -, Roma u k
67 Mitchell M., Copperfield c 24 McFarlane  H. T., Roma c
68 Mittelstadt  Chas., Dalby c 25 McFie John, Hospital,  Brisbane c
69 Moffat Joseph, Ravenswood u k 26 MacGill J., Westwood o
70 Mohou P., Martin street, c 27 McGown  James ,  Bundaberg a
71 Moloney Jas.,  senr . (farmer), Warril Creek c I 28 McGrath  James ,  Townsville c
72 Monahan E ., Widgee c (3) 29 McGrath J., Moggill 0 0
73 Monahan E ., Nanangoc 30 McHarg J., Westwood c
74 Monham -, Aramac c 31 McIlwraith Thomas, Toowoomba u k
75 Monk John, Kyanga o 32 McIntyre  D., Brisbane c
76 Montandon Miss,  Ipswich c (2) 33 McIntyre Mrs. M., Spring Hill,  Brisbane u k
77 Montanton Miss  M., Depot, Brisbane u k 34 McIntyre Malcolm, Warner at., F. Valley e
78 Mortensen  Christine, Mary borough f 35 Mack Mrs. Mary, Copperfield c
79 Mortensen  Miss J., Maryborough c 36 Mackay A., Warwick c
80 Moore Miss  Anne, Stanthorpe c 37 Mackay F., Queensland u k
8l Moore  Miss A., Gympie o 38 Mackintosh K., Westwood c (2)
82 Moores Chas.,  Brisbane u k 39 McKay John (ship carpenter ),  Brisbane a
83 Moores Edwin ,  Brisbane c 40 McKean C., Stanthorpe c
84 Moore James ,  Brisbane a 41 McKenna  James H., St. George u k
85 Moore - ,  Brisbane u k 42 McLachlan  Andrew ,  Brisbane o
86 Moran Frank  (saddler ),  Brisbane o 43 McLaren  Alexander  (carrier),  Stanthorpe c
87 Moran Michael . Copperfield o 44 McLaren Alex., Harriaville o (2)
88 More Jemmy, Roma e 45 Mc Laren James, Westwood u k
89 Morgan David  (sawyer ), Spring Hill c 46 McLauchlan Angus (carpenter),  Brisbane o
90 Morgan Henry  F., Port Darwin u k 47 McLaughlin Chas., Charters Towers o
91 Morgan James,  Ipswich c 48 McLavy -,  Roma c
99 Morgan Mrs. J. T., Dalby c 49 McLean Robert (butcher), Stanthorpe c
95: Morgan Thomas, Mitchell Downs c 50 McLellan Duncan, Ravenswood o
94 Moring Frederick , Welltown c 51 McLennan --, Kedron Brook c
95 Moroney Joseph , Charters  Towers o 52 McLeod  James , Dalby o c
98 Morrow Miss Hannah, Brisbane c 53 McLeod John, Brisbane e
97 Morrow R, Tent  Hill, Gatton, o c 54 McLeod Roderick, Charters Towers o
98 Mo rt imer Miss Matilda , Maryborough o 55 McLoughlin Mrs. J., Stanthorpe o 0
99 Moynihan  Mary ,  Mooreland  Villa, Milton 66 McMahon James, Townsville o
57 McMahon Patrick, Stanthorpe u k
100 Mufford Thomas (miner ),  Charters  Towers c 58 McManus  James, Charters Towers o
101
,
Mufford Wm .,  Black Snake c 59 McMullin Wm., Stanthorpe c
102 Muldowney John ,  Upper  Camp, Ravens. 60 McNab Adam, Charters 'l'owers o
wood s 61 McNaughton A., Taroom c
103 Mulholland James ,  Ravenswood o 62 McNevin John, senr . (farmer), South Pine
104 Muller F .,  Redbgnk Plains c River c
105 Muller  T. L., Maryborough f 63 McPherson Angus ,  Stanthorpe e
106 Munro Fredk .,  Brisbane o 64 McSampson  A. M., Stanthorpe c
107 Munro Fredk .,  Townsville o 65 McTorly  George, Toowoomba e
108 Murphy Min Annie ,  Brisbane o
109 Murphy J . (shearer ).  Beaufo rt  Station c N.
110 Murphy Mrs.  Jane, Ravenswood o 1 NANKERVIS John,  Copperfield m
111 Murphy John,  Rockhampton o 2 Neill  J. De Courcy Warwick o 0112 Murphy Mrs%-W. B., Oakey Creek a 3
,
Nelson A .  C. South Brisbane o113 Murray Daniel P., Charters Towers o 4
,
Nelson Mrs Brisbane a114 Murray  G., Townsville o 5
.,
Nesbam Mrs .  Charles Doughboy c116 Murphy John. Sfruiterer).  Stanthorpe c 6 ,Nessi Guiseppe Toowoomba o116 Murray Mrs.  1., Stanthorpe o 7
,
Ipswich aNewcombe Geo.117 Murray Mrs. T., Toowoomba o 0 8
,
Newman Frederick C Brisbane u kE118 Murray T.,  Townsville.o 9
, . .,
Newport George Copperfield o119 Murray Mrs. Thomas,  Townsville o 10
,
ort- Clermont cNew120 Murray Miss E .,  Cintra ,  Brisbane a 11
p ,
Newsame W Brisbane o121 Myers A., Toowoomba c 12
.,
Nicholson - Welltown a]22 Myers Wm., Copperfield c 13
,
Nicoll Andrew (drover) Ravenswood o 0123 Mylohreest Captain  John ,  schooner "Peverell," 14
,
Nielson Jens, Brisbane oTownsville o (2) 15 Nielsen Miss Johanne Chr Brisbane f124 Myor Chas.,  Brisbane c 16
.,
Nielson K., Townsville f
17 Townsville cNielsen LawitzMe. 18
,
Nielsen M. (laborer), Maryborough o c
1 McADAM John, Stanthorpe c 19 Nielson N., Good Hope Plantation , Tiaroo
2 Macalister S., Beenleigh o c 20 Neilsen Paul, Maryborough e
3 McAlroy Patk .,  Brisbane o c 21 Nolan and Schucroft  Messrs .,  Ravenswood a
4 McAndrew  J., Waverly o c 22 Nolan Jeremiah, Goodna u k
d McAndrew Jas., Cabbage -tree Station c 23 Noonan  M., South Brisbane a
8 McAteer  John ,  Stanthorpe c 24 Noone Thomas, Roma c
7 McC ate Patk., Beenleigh o c 25 Norman Chas .,  Charters Towers o
8 McCa ll  Chas . (sawyer ),  Stanthorpe a 26 Norris  Mrs., Old Racecourse c
9 McCann - ,  Five -mile Water ,  Ipswich c 27 North Mrs. F., Ipswich a
10 McCarthy John, Gympie u k 28 Notley James ,  Stanthorpe o 0
11 McCarthy  Thos .,  Westwood o
12 MaCassall Francis , The Oval c 0.
13 McConvill  -,  Ravenswood c 1 OBBARD P., Yatala c
14 McCullock  A., Burenda a 2 O'Brien James, Taroom o
15 McDermott  and Doyle ,  Westwood c 3 O'Brien M., Fortitude Valley c
16 Me Dermot John, Goodna c (2) 4 O'Brien Wm.,  Stanthorpe s
17 McDonald James, Townsvile o c 6 O'Connell T . (carrier ),  Townsville o
2016
6 O'Connors Anthony, Ravenswood o 53 Powers Thos. (engineer), Charters Towers
7 O'Connors Cornelius, Brisbane u k s (2)
8 O'Connor Michl., Charters Towers o 54 Pressen Thos., Charters Towers c
9 O'Coners Thos., Charters Towers c 65 Price Harry, Peak Downs c
10 O'Farrell James, Gympie c 56 Pritcher -, Stanthorpe c
11 Ogilvy George, Waterford Hotel c 67 Provan Mrs. Robins, Toowoomba c
12 O'Gorman 0., Stanthorpe s 58 Pugh Geo., Rockhampton u k
13 O'Gread James, Stanthorpe c (2) 59 Purcell -, Kentwood c
14 Olear H. C., Stanthorpe c 60 Pustir Carl, Maryborough f
15 Olive Joseph, Westwood c
16 Olivey Wm., Ravenswood c Q.
17 Olrey Mrs., Rosewood Scrub c 1 QUILA Magnus,  Brisbane m18 Olsin Ardra, Townsville o c 2 Quinn Robert, Condamine c (2)19 Olsen Martin, Townsville o
20 O'Neill J., Stanthorpe a R.21 O'Neill M. J., Ravenswood c
22 O'Neill P. (carrier ,  Sprit  sure Road c
T
1 RALPH Mrs.,  Brisbane c
23 ownsvle oO'Neill Thos. B., 2 Rankin Chas .  R., St. George c
24 Opie John, Copperfield m (4) 3 Ransley Mrs.  Sarah,  Warwick c
25 OReilly Mrs. C., Ravenswood o 4 Ratz -  (farmer), Six-mile Creek c
26 O'Reilly John, St.  Helena , Morton Bay o 5 Raugh -,  Brisbane c
27 O'Rourke Thomas, Clermont c 6 Ray Mrs. L., Toowoomba c
28 Orr Mrs. 0., Townsville o 7 Raymond Arthur, Ipswich c
29 Osborne Josh., Brisbane u k 8 Reade P., Charters Towers o
30 Osborne Robert, Fleetwood c (2) 9 Ready Patk.,  Bandamba c
31 Osborne  Samuel,  Bundaberg c 10 Reardon Daniel, Gympie o
32 Ossenkopp A., Copperfield c 11 Reece J., Ipswich c
33 Ostwald -, Gympie c 12 Rees Thos., Fortitude Valley c
34 O'Solivan Rodger, Copperfield c 13 Regan Mrs. Bridget M., Mount Perry o
35 O'Toole James, Copperfield c 14 Reichter F., Canning Downs c
36 Ovel Miss Regine, Townsville e 15 Reid John, Warwick o c
37 Owens David, Charters Towers c 16 Remington R. T., Brisbane s
38 Owen Frederick, Maryborough m 17 Reinter Miss Louisa, Bald Ridge, Ipswich c
18 Townsville o cRenstrom Nils Comme Hotel
P. 19
, ,
Remstrom Nils, Townsville c
1 PAARMANN Peter, Halliford f 20 Renwick Henry, Charters Towers c (2)
2 Pain Mrs. M., Toowoomba a 21 Reymont Thomas, Stanthorpe c
3 Pain T., St. George c 22 Reynolds Geo., Copperfield c
4 Palmer Edwd. (carrier), Townsville u k 23 Reynolds Mrs. Jane, Brisbane m (2)
5 Palmer Edwd., Taroom c 24 Reynolds John, Brisbane c
6 Paragreen  Alexander, Townsville m 25 Reynolds W. If., Gympie c
7 Parish Miss Mary, Brisbane u k (2) 26 Richardson Mrs. Wm., Toowoomba o
8 Parish Wm., Cannon Downs c 27 Richardson Wm. R., Charters Towers c
9 Park Edward (saddler), Townsville o 28 Riches John S., Gulnabar a
10 Park Wm. MoC., Brisbane u k 29 Ricketts Geo., Logan c
11 Parker Chas. (carrier), Copperfield c 30 Ridler Geo., Cumkillenbar o
12 Parker E., Stanthorpe s 31 Ripley Joseph, Eton Vale c
13 Parks -, late of Gympie, Spring Hill c 32 Rile Miss Bury, Townsville o
14 Parsons,  Russe ll , Bowen  Bridge o 33 Rink Mrs. Mary,  Brisbane o
15 Parsons  W. J., Westwood c 34 Ripley Thos. A., Cleveland Bay u  k and c (2)
16 Pattinson Joseph, Charters Towers c 35 Roberts Chas., Toowoomba a
17 Pattison Joseph, Charters Towers c 36 Roberts Mrs., Warwick c
18 Pattison Wm., Fife Barnett, Copperfield o c 37 Robertson -, Brisbane c
19 Paul James, Brisbane u k 38 Robertson Joseph, Copperfield c
20 Paul John, Rockhampton u k 39 Robinson C., Townsville o
21 Pauline Mrs. Mary, Brisbane c 40 Robinson Dugald (mariner), Brisbane o
22 Payne Reuben, Brisbane u k 41 Robinson Mrs. G., Brisbane s
23 Pearson  Sarah, River Terrace o c 42 Robinson James, Brisbane c
24 Pedwell C. (carter), Copperfield c (2) 43 Robinson Thomas, Brisbane c
25 Peek S. J., Charters Towers a 44 Robinson W. L., Brisbane c
26 Peet Wm., Charters Towers c 45 Robson Miss E., Brisbane c
27 Pegg Jas., Morton Bay u k 46 Robson John (miner), Charters Towers c
28 Ponder M., Warwick o 47 Robson J., Charters Towers o
29 Pennel -, Redbank c 48 Robson W., Doughboy Creek u k
30 Pent H., Copperfield o 49 Rode Herman, Charters Towers o
31 Pentland Robert, Townsville c 50 Roddy Mrs. R., Charters Towers s
32 Peters  Mrs. (German), Ipswich o 51 Roddy 1 ., Charters Towers u k
33 Petis C., Stanthorpe s 52 Roger James, Brisbane o
34 Peyton C. Y., Roma a (2) 63 Rogers H., Brisbane c
35 Pfeiffer G. F., Toowoomba o 54 Roper T., Ty c (2)
36 Pfeffer Rudolph, Ravenswood o (2) 55 Rooney Hugh, Millbank Plantation, Bunda
37 Pherson Niels., Brisbane c (2) berg c (3)
38 Phillips Edwd., Brisbane u k 56 Rosemergy John, Charters Towers o
39 Phillips J. D., Rocky Point c 57 Rosentangel Richard, Charters Towers f (2)
40 Phillips Louis, Ravenswood o (2) 58 Ross  Alexr., Broughton River o c
41 Phipps Miss Charlotte, Brisbane u k 59 Ross H., Spring Hill c
42 Pickering Robt., Charleville c (2) 60 Rossiter John, Walloon o c
43 Pickett Mrs. John, Dalby c 61 Rostoed Jens S., Maryborough f
44 Plank John, Bundaberg c 62 Rowe Thos. P., Townsville c
45 Pollard Martin, Gympie c 63 Rowley Pat. (carrier), Copperfield c
46 Poole Joseph, Westwood c 64 Royle E N.,  Brisbane u k
47 Porter E. G., Undalla u k 65 Ruder Christy, Westwood c
48 Potts G., Brisbane u k 66 Russell W. R., Brisbane c
49 Powell J., Brisbane c 67 Rumley Thomas Herbert, Brisbane o
50 Power Mrs., Spring Hollow, Brisbane s 68 Rush, unr., W. C., Ipswich a
61 Power Jas. C., Charters Towers a k and 69 Russell  Mrs . Elizabeth, Charters Towers o
n z (2) 70 Russell Jas. (carrier), Westwood c
52 Power Thos. W., Ravenswood o 71 Russe ll S., Warwick c
2017
72 Enter  Ch., Toowoomba o 77 Sower Edwin, Railway Works,  Brisbane and
* Ryan D., Jimbour Woolshed c Ipswich Line o c
y Ryan David  J., Ravenswood o 78 Sparks Wi lm., Stanthorpe c
75 Ryan John, Ipswich o 79 Spearman W., Moreyfield c
76 Ryan Mrs . Margt., Toowoomba o 80 Speer James L., Barcoo District a
77 Ryan Michl., Stanthorpe n z 81 Spencely T., Tent Hill, Gatton o e
78 Ryan Michl., Ipswich c 82 Spencer  Bryan,  Brisbane o
79 Ryan Michl., Copperfield c
S.
83 Sprickley Chas., Charters Towers o
84 Spinks Mrs. Jane,  Burnet Swamp ,  near Bris-
bane o
85 Spinks  Jas. (farm  laborer),  Coomera o c
1 SABLICH Joseph, Charters  Towers n z 86 Splaine Geo., Lily Vale o
2 Salmon James  C., Warwick s 87 Spong S. M. (architect), Rockhampton o c
3 Sanders  F. J., Townsville o 88 Spong S. N., Railway Camp, Westwood o
4 Sangen Geo . Townsville o 89 Sprout Andrew, Townsville c
5 Sargeant  Aaron, Kelvin Grove c 90 Stahl Mrs. S. Marie,  Brisbane c
6 Sargent  Wm., Brisbane c 91 Stahl Claus, Brisbane f
7 Saner David. Warwick c 92 Stanbridge -, Breakfast Creek e
8 Saunders  Henry, Brisbane s 93 Stanbury James, Charters Towers o
9 Saunders  John, Cawarral c (2) 94 Stanley Frank, Normanby o
10 Saunders Laurence, Brisbane u k (2) 95 Stanley J., Stanthorpe a
11 Savage -, Toowoomba o 96 Stay Joseph, Stanthorpe c
12 Sawyer  S., Brisbane u k 97 Steorzbach Henry, Rockhampton f
13 Scanlon  Bartholomew, Brisbane u k 98 Stephens Stephen, Callandoon c
14 Schivardi Peter (miner ), Stanthorpe o c 99 Stephens Wm., Callandoon c
15 Schmidt Anton, Toowoomba a (2) 100 Sterling Miss Louisa, Fortitude Valley c
16 Schmidt Heinrich (miner ), Stanthorpe o c 101 Stevens Chas., Bundaberg c (3)
17 Schmidt Nils Lousen, Bundaberg o c 102 Stevens and Co., Messrs. H., e
18 Schneider Fredk. Mount Walker o c 103 Stevens John, Aramac o
19 Schofield G., Gyymmpie c 104 Stevens and Henzell  Messrs ., Bundaberg c
20 Scholefield R. W., Brisbane u k 105 Stewart George, Brisbane c
21 Schreiber R., Dalby o 106 Stewart George W., Wooroona c
22 Schwarz  E. G., Toowoomba c 107 Stewart John, Brisbane c
23 Scott E. F., Brisbane p o 108 Stewart Thos., Ravenswood c
24 Scott Francis, Goodna o 109 Stewart Wm., Nerang Creek e
25 Scott Mrs., Waterloo,  Brisbane o c 110 Sterling Wm. (carrier), road, between Rock-
26 Scott W., 70-mile, Ravenswood c hampton and Retro e
27 Scott Wm.,  Taroom s 111 Stockton Wyat, Moggill o e
28 Scott Yens  Peterson , Goongarry o 112 Stoker W. (carrier), Maryborough c
29 Seale H., Charters Towers o  113  $torse Jokn, Werribone c
30 Seaman Geo.; Stanthorpe a  114 Strahan Mrs. Henry,  Brisbane u k
31 Seevitz Geo., ship " Light  Brigade" u k 115 Strattman Kra. Cecilia, Toowoomba o
32 Semour Geo., Stanthorpe a 116 Streckfua Christian (laborer ), Stanthorpe o c
33 Senksen Joseph, Maryborough c  117 Street T. H., Gympie e
34 Sexton John, Stanthorpe a 118 Street W. C., Yengarie o
35 Shambrook Joseph, Crocodile Creek u k 119 Stuart R. J., Surat c
36 Shaw W., Warwick c 120 Stutz F., Spring Hill, Brisbane c
37 BrisbaSh --- - S leean , ne c 121 uey John, Aramac Hote , Marathon o
38 Sheels  Mrs. Mary Jane, Copperfield c 122 Sullivan Miss Lizzie, Brisbane o
39 Sheila  Mrs., Copperfield o e 123 Sutherland 1)., Ravenswood o
40 Shepherd Chas., Copperfield o 124 Sutsup Fredericka, Gympie e
41 Shepherd John, Gympie e 125 Sutter Thos. A., Ravenswood o
42 Siddins  C. J. G., Toowoomba o 126 Sutton Saml. (contractor), Stanthorpe o a
43 Sidey C.  S., Blackall a 127 Sutton Miss S. H., Ipswich p o
44 Siegel  A., Brisbane e 128 Svenson J., Ravenswood o
46 Sigmor  Fredk., Gympie o 129 Swadling James, Rockhampton u k
46 Simmonds  J. A., Brisbane a 130 Swallow Mark, Gympie o c
47 Simmons  T. L., Warwick o 131 Sweeney John, Brisbane a
48 Simpson  John, Copperfield o 132 Swords Edward,  Brisbane c
49
50
Sims Miss  T. A., Brisbane m 133 Syms Henry John, Logan c
Sk lt B i bJ 3
51
e on r s ane s (as., )
Skinner  and Co.,  Messrs  B., Breakfast Creek T.
1 TAIT Robert C., barque " Toftcomba,"
h52 Slaug
ter  John, Brisbane u k Brisbane f53 Slavm Patk., Stanthorpe o c 2 Tallis Samuel, Callandoon c
54 Small  Miss  S. M., Maryborough c 3 Tanner Thos., " Storm King,"  Brisbane u k
55 Smidt C., Gympie m 4 Tappenden Edwd., Dalby c
66 Smith Albert, Warwick a 5 Tate Mrs.  E., Brisbane c
57 Smith F., Ipswich e 6 Tavares Morton, Ipswich o
58 Smith Geo., Stanthorpe o 7 Taylor -, Dalby e
59 Smith Geo., Wallan e 8 Taylor Alexr., Brisbane c
60 Smith Harriet, Toowoomba o 9 Taylor Chas., Clermont u k
61 Smith Henry,  Taroom s  10 Taylor F. G., Stanthorpe o and a (2)
62 Smith Mrs. H. Payne,  Brisbane c  11 Taylor Geo. (stonemason), Brisbane o
63 Smith  John, Boyen Creek c 12 Taylor Gilbert, Charters  Towers m (2)
64 Smith Mrs. Patrick, Shingle Hut, Warwick o 13 Taylor Joseph (storekeeper ), Dalby a
66 Smith R. C., Toowoomba c 14 Taylor J., Callandoon c
66 Smith Rob. N., Goondiwindi o 15 Tekert August, Warwick o
67 Smith Thos., Logan Reserve o (2) 16 Thomas Mrs. Ellen, Stanthorpe o e
68 Smith W., Surat c 17 Thomas Henry (smelter ), Peak Downs u k
69 Smith Wm., Townsville e 18 Thomas Miss S. G., Brisbane u k
70 Smith W. C., Stanthorpe c 19 Thomas Stephen, Ipswich c
71 Smyth Mrs. Ellen, Ipswich o 20 Thompson Mrs., Brisbane o
72 Somerville  Thos. (miner ), Stanthorpe o c 21 Thompson -, Stanthorpe e
73 Sothern John Russell, Taroom u k and c (7) 22 Thompson David, Charters Towers c
74 Soerensen  Christian , Stanthorpe m  23 Thompson Frederick, Surat a
76 Sorensen N., Bowen Downs f 24 Thompson G. E., Nanango o
76 Sorrensen Peter,  Ipswich  in  26 Thompson James,  Stanthorpe o
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28 Thompson  as,  Brisbane o 29 Weir Robt., Ipswich o
27 Thompson John, Westwood c (3) 30 Weir R. M., Maryborough o o
28 Thompson Thomas, Copperfield u k 31 Wenham W., Toowoomba o
29 Thompson W. B., Burenda c 32 Wenzell Miss Eliza, Rockhampton o
30 Thomson Jas., Ravenswood s 33 Wernham Geo., Hornet Bank c (3)
31 Thomson Thomas, Townsville o 34 West C. T., Gregory River c
32 Thomson William, Maryvale, Warwick u k 35 Weyman John, Dalby u k
33 Thornton Andrew (joiner), Brisbane u k 36 Whalley John, Brisbane u k
34 Thynne Wm., Stanthorpe o 37 White James, Callandoon c
35 Tibbitts John, Logan Road u k 38 White John, Greenwood c
36 Tickeissen Otto, Charters Towers a 39 White Wm., Charters Towers o
37 Tighe Martin, Maryborough o 40 Whitehead Joshua, Gympie n k
38 Tippett  Reginald , Gympie c 41 Wholohan John, Warwick o
39 Tige Wm., Helensvale , Coomera c 42 Wholohan John, Glengallez o
40 Tobin  M., Brisbane o 43 Wicklerich George, Weranga o
41 Tomasine  Pietro,  Brisbane a 44 Wieoke T., Glengallen c
42 Tomlinson  T. (bricklayer), G. N. Railway, 45 Wiker A. Ollsen, Coppermines f
Westwood c 46 Wilder J., Stanthorpe a
43 Tracey  Hy., Brisbane o 47 Wilke John, Brisbane m
44 Tracy Jas., Dalby o 48 Wilkinson H. M., Bundaberg o
45 Treat F. B. (merchant),  Brisbane a 49 Williams Mrs. A., Gympie o
46 Tredenieke James, Enoggera c 50 Williams Emily, Stanthorpe c
47 Treefelt H., Charters Towers o 51 Williams E. (superintendent), Yandilla c
48 Tullo G. H., Charters Towers m 52 Williams H. T., Ravenswood o
49 Tung G., Roma c 53 Williams Jas. (carrier), Ravenswood c (2)
60 Tunn Hugh, Charters Towers u k 54 Williams John, Cunnamulla c
51 Turnhill Adam, Bald Hills c 55 Williams and Co.  Messrs . (produce mer-
62 Turner John, Westwood n z (3) chants), Brisbane c
53 Turner H. (sbi " Ramsey"), Brisbane n z 56 Williams Sydney, Ravenswood a
54 Tutzer Geo., Townsville o 57 Williams Wm., Stanthorpe a
56 Twate John, Copperfield c 58 Williams Wm., Upper Camp, Ravenswood o
56 Tyrrell Wm., Brisbane n z 59 Williamson Mrs. Mary Ann, Townsville o (2)
60 Willis Robert, Charters Towers n z
U. 61 Willmett Frank, Townsville o c (3)
1 UPPERTON T. F., Charters Towers u k 62 Wills G., Rockhampton u k
2 Urquhart  Duncan, Wando c 63 Wilson -, late Capt.  s.s. "Kangaroo,w
Brisbane c
V. 64 Wilson Chas. J., Charters Towers o65 Stanthorpe cWilson Jas.1 VALENTINE Robt., Stanthorpe c 66 , Welltown cWilson Jas.2 Venant Mrs. V., Nanango o 67 , Brisbane u kWilson Mrs.3 Vickers Thomas. Ravenswood o 68 , Toowoomba Gaol cWilson Miss Maggy4 Vickery -, Waronga o c 69 ,Mary Ann Ravenswood u kWilson Mrs5 Volk Ludwig, Blackall 0 70 ,. Brisbane a kWilson Robt.6 Voss Cornelius, Brisbane o 71 ,Wilson Thomas, Charters Towers c
W
72 Witter A., Brisbane o
. 73 Wood Jas., Copperfield o
1 Waddell James, Maryborough o c 74 Wood T homas , Copperfield o (3)
2 Waddel W. (lumberer), Gainsford c 75 Wong Quontong, Charters Towers c
3 Waker C., Brisbane o 76 Woolley Geo. B., Ravenswood s
4 Walker Mrs., Rockhampton e 77 Worker A., Brisbane c
5 Walker George, Bundaberg c 78 Wright Josiah, Townsville c
6 Walker George, Ravenswood c 79 Wright J. R., Townsville c
7 Walker Henry S., Glendhu o 80 Wright James A., " Storm K ing," Bris-
8 Walker John, Leichhardt street c bane u k
9 Walker Joseph, So. Brisbane f 81 Wright Win., Copperfield o
10 Waller J. T., Stanthorpe a
11 Walsh P., Kinkoora Stn. c Y12 Walters Miss Eliza, Maryborough o c .
13 Walters G. G., Hector Machine, Rockhamp- 1 YATES G. H., Tartha c
ton a 2 Yates Saml., Beenleigh c
]4 Walters L., Ipswich c 3 Yet Wah, storekeeper, Queensland a
15 Walters John, Gympie e 4 Young Chas., Brisbane o c
16 Walters John, Townsville u k (4) 5 Young George, Brisbane in
17 Walton E., Brisbane a k 6 Yule Udney, Brisbane u k
18 Ward Mrs. Mary, Reserve, Ipswich o c
19 Ward W. J., Cawarrel o Z.
20 Ware Wm., Ravenswood o
21 Wareham  Edwd. Ravenswood c 1 ZAHN Carl, Bundaberg o c (2)
22
,
Wareham  Joseph,  Stanthorpe s 2 Zillmann  Heinrich, Ipswich o
23 Warren  John M Normanby o
24
,
Warren  L. P., Brisbane o c Initials, &c.
26 Warke S.,  Brisbane o 1 YOUNG America, Barton  and Taylors'
26 Wasman F., Townsville o Circus,  Brisbane ,  m and t (2)
27 Watson James,  Townsville o 2 Proprietor  part of portion  156, Tingelpa,
28 W...ll Arthur,  B isbane c Doughboy c
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OTICE  is hereby given ,  that there is now due, in respect  of the Lands  mentioned  in the  Schedule
74  at the  foot of  this  Notice, the  respective  sums set opposite to the descriptions of such lands in the
Bbhedale, for rates made  by the Municipal Council of Allora, for the years ending December, 1873; and
the owners  of each  lands are required  to take notice that, unless the amounts so due, together with the
costs of and attending this  Notice, be paid in One Year from this date , the said lands will be leased for
a term not exceeding fourteen  years, and at the expiration of such term, from year to year ; or an
application  will be  made  by the said Council to the Supreme Court, or a Judge thereof, for an order for
the sale  of the said  lands under the provisions  of  " The Municipalities Act Amended Act,"  or  of so much
of the said lands as may be necessary.
Dated at Allora ,  this lat day of November, 1878.
Description of Lands  by Number  of Section ,  Allotment, and Locality.
Section .  Allotment .  Locality.
8 6 and  7 Drayton and Arnold  streets ...
7 1 Forde and Drayton  streets ...
9 7 Arnold street .. ...
3 6 Jubb and Herbert  streets ...
8 2 Forde street  ... ... ...
4 8 Fords  street ...
1 6 and 7 Herbert and Warwick  streets...
6 8 Forde street  ,.. ... ...
7 7 and 8 Arnold street .. ...
8 1 Fords and Warwick streets ...
20 2 Forde  and Darling  streets ...
Portion 24  Southern Suburbs
it 64 near Hendon  ... ... .
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Education Office,
Brisbane ,  19th November, 1873.
INSPECTOR OF SCHOOLS.
T
HE Board of General Education having deter-
mined  on appointing an additional District
Inspector of Schools at the commencement of the
ensuing  year, Candidates for the appointment are
invited to send in their applications, with testi-
monials, to  this Office, on or before WEDNESDAY,
the 31st of December proximo .  The salary will be
at the rate  of £360  per annum ,  with an  allowance
for trave ll ing expenses.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
Education Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd November, 1873.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
IT is notified, by order of the Board of Education,
that Exhibitions to the Grammar Schools, gained
by Primary School Boys, shall be of the value of
Fifty Pounds per  annum , including school fees ; the
increase  to date from 1st January, 1873.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
Education Office,
Brisbane, 18th November, 1873.
TO CARPENTERS, dsc.
THE Board  of Education will  receive,  until noon
on MONDAY, the 8th proximo,  Tenders for
the erection of a School House and Teacher's
Eesidence at Killarney. ;tear Warwick,  in acoord-
anoe with plans and pooi$cation,  which may
be sees on application ib Mr. Allan  Grayson,
YillMV.
B. BUTTERFLELD,
AftV  Setretary.
A. CAMERON,
Town Clerk.
Name of Owner or Reputed Owner. Amount ofRates Due.
£ S. d.
... Jacob  Baroff ... ...  2 18 4}
J. Collins ... ... ...  2 5 0
John Newton or B. Cribb  2 5 0
J. W. C. Gruchy or J. Lesslio  2 5 0
... James Healy ... ...  2 6 0
... George Johnstone or B. Rix  2 6 0
Michael O 'Dea ... ...  4 10 0
E. J. Tibbatt ... ...  2 6 0
E. J. Tibbatt ,,, ...  4 10 0
E. J. Tibbatt ... ...  2 6 0
E. J. Tibbatt  2 6 0
... John Douglas  or B. Glennie 2 0 0
... W. B. Hawthorne ... 1 10 0
18e.
The Chief  Justice's  Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane ,  26th November, 1873.
T is hereby notified, that  ARTHUR MANSFIELD
I ALLEN, of Sydney, in the Colony of New South
Wales ,  Esquire ,  Solicitor, has been appointed a
Commissioner for Affidavits, &c., for Queensland,
such commission being determinable on his ceasing
to remain on the roll of attorneys of the Supreme
Court of New South Wales, and to reside within
twenty miles of Sydney aforesaid.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honor the Chief Justice.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1873.
G
REAT  inconvenience having arisen from per-
sons in  the country,  to whom moneys have
become due from this Department ,  omitting to
attach an  address to their vouchers , to which same
might be transmitted ; it is requested that in future
all persons having claims aga in st this  Department
will append to their vouchers  an address  to which
amount of same  may be forwarded.
JOHN BRAMSTON,
Attorney-General.
NOTICE.A Register has been opened at the office of
the Superintendent  of Electric  Telegraphs,
Brisbane ,  for the registration ,  free of charge, of
the full  address at  which  fore'  telegrams reaching
Queensland ,  and bearing an abbreviated or arbitrary
address ,  are to be delivered.
Application  for registration to be made by letter
to the undersigned.
W. J. CRACKNELL,
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs.
Electric Telegraph De artment,
Superintendent's Office,
Brisbane,  27th Ncmamber,1878.
2020
N
OTICE is hereby given, that application will be
made to the Parliament  of Queensland during
its ensuing session, for  leave to introduce a Bill for
the incorporation  of a certain Company carrying on
business  in Sydney, in the Colony of New South
Wales, and at the Peak Downs, in the Colony of
Queensland , under the style of " The Western
Peak Downs Copper Mining Company (Limited),"
and for the  limitation  of the liability of the Share-
holders of the said Company, and for other purposes
to be in the said Bill expressed.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of November, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy -three.
PETER MACPHERSON,
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Solicitor for the said Bill,
Town Hall, Queen street, Brisbane.
6s.
Court House ,  Mill chester,
6th November, 1873.
PHILLIP  SOMER has this day been appointedPoundkeeper at Mi llchester.
By order of the Bench,
W. M. MOWBRAY, C.P.S.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
NOTICE.
THE Co-partnership hitherto  existing and known
as Fitzgerald and Others ,  carrying on business
at the Meadowlands Estate, Mackay , has this day
been dissolved by mutual consent so far as regards
the share and interest  of the representative of the
late partner in the said firm, Mr .  Charles James
King.
T. H. FITZGERALD.
M. A. T. KING.
Witness-FRANK H .  SxrrH,
Solicitor, Mackay.
Mackay, January 5th, 1873.
THE Co-partnership Firm of Fitzgerald andOthers ,  lately carrying on business as
Planters, &c., at Meadowlands,  near  Mackay, has
this day been dissolved by mutual consent.
The business of the said Co-partnership will, in
future, be carried on by Mr. Thomas Henry
Fitzgerald, for his sole use and benefit, and all
Accounts connected with the said Co-partnership
business  will be received and discharged by him.
E. B. KENNEDY,
(By his Attorney),
EDWARD TANNER.
T. HENRY FITZGERALD.
Witness - FRANK H. SMITH,
Solicitor, Mackay.
Mackay, 14th October, 1873.
803 10s.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND
A SITTING  of the above Court will  be held atthe Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane ,  before
the Honorable Sir JAMES CocKLE, Knight, Chief
Justice of Queensland ,  and Judge of the said Vice-
Admiralty Court , on MONDAY,  the 1st day of
December ,  A.D. 1873.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of John Chance, late of Goodna, } t
the Colony of Queensland, laborer, deceased., '
NOTICE is hereby given, that after  the  expira-tion of fourteen days from th  date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named John Chance, deceased, may be
ranted to Henry Francis McGrath, of Brisbane,
in the said colony, Doctor of Medicine, and Michael
Tuite, of Goodna, in the said colony, laborer, the
Executors named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of November, A.D.
1873,
MACNISH ANTI SON,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executors.
805 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of James Mercer, late of Townsvi lle,
in the Colony of Queensland, fisherman,
deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that after the expiration
of fourteen days from the publication in the
Queensland Government Gazette,  application will  be
made to the said Honorable Court ,  that Letters of
Administration of all the goods ,  chattels ,  credits,
and effects of the above-named James Mercer,
deceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted to
Catherine Mercer, of Townsville ,  in the said colony,
widow of the said deceased.
Dated this 19th day of November, A.D. 1873.
HENRY KNAPP,
Wickham street, Townsville,
Proctor for the said Catherine Mercer.
By his Agents-
ROBERTS  AND DALY,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
823 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Isaac Cumner, late of Lockyer's
Creek, near Gatton, in the Colony of Queens-
land, farmer ,  deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the  expire.
tion of fourteen days from the date of the publi-
cation hereof, application will be made to the said
Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of the
above-named Isaac Cumner, deceased, may be
granted to Benjamin Cribb and John Clarke Foote,
both of Ipswich, in the said colony, merchants, the
Executors and Trustees  named in  the said Will.
Dated this 21st day of November, A.D. 1873.
PETER MACPHERSON,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the  said Benjamin  Cribb and
John Clarke Foote.
807 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Joseph  Stockbridge , late of Warwick,
in the Colony  of Queensland, baker, deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that fourteen days
after the publication hereof, application will
be made to the said Honorable Court ,  that Probate
of the  Will of  the above -named deceased may be
granted to Anne Elizabeth Stockbridge, sole
Executrix in the said Will named.
Dated this 28th day of November ,  A.D. 1873.
HENRY BOYLE,
Proctor for the said Anne Elizabeth Stockbridge,
By his Agent-
Victoria  street,  Warwick.
PETu MACPHERSON,
Queen street, Brisbane.
816 Co. 6d.
2021
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George Wilson, late of Kholo,
farmer ,  deceased.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion  of fourteen days  fr om the publication
'hereof ,  application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court ,  that Letters of Administra ti on, with
the Will annexed, of all the goods ,  chattels ,  credits,
and effects of the above-named George Wilson,
deceased ,  may be granted to Charles Rucker, of
Mo gill, the devisee named in the said Wi ll .
Dated this 27th day of November ,  A.D. 1873.
CHAS . F. CHUBB,
Proctor for the said Charles Rucker.
817 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the W il l of Thomasine Eliza  K eller,  late of
Warwick , in the Colony  of Queensland ,  widow,
deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby  given ,  that, fourteen days
aft er the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honorable  Court, that  Probate
of the Wi ll of the  above-named Thomasine Eliza
Ke ller may be granted  to Charles Underwood,
one of the Executors in the said  Will named.
Dated at Warwick , this 26th day of November,
A.D. 1873.
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MATTHEW O'SULLIVAN,
Palmerin street , Warwick,
Proctor  for the said Charles Underwood.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Denis Creedy, of
Grandchester, farmer.
WHEREAS the said Denis Creedy was, on
the 19th day  of November, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me,
at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane , on MON-
DAY, the Sth day of December, A.D. 1873, to
commence at Eleven o'clock , for the proof of debts
against the said Estate, and for the election of a
Creditors '  Assignee ,  if required ,  and also to deter-
mine whether any or what all owance for support
shall  be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examina ti on,  and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel sha ll  be allowed to
the Insolvent  ;  and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place , on MONDAY, the 9th
day of February, A.D. 1874,  to commence  at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
Estate, and for such other matters connected with
the Estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 22nd day of November,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED  J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,
815
Official Assignee.
Judge.
6s. 6d.
The OovssNMBNT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the fo ll owing amounts:-
£ s. d.
1873.
Nov. 22.- T. Black... 0 3 0
27.-P. Lenihan 0 12 0
27.-R. A. Whipham 0 1 0
27.-F. G. Mackay 0 10 0
27.-W. Wallace 0 16 0
27.-E. Bradley 0 2 0
28.- E. J. Banbury 1 0 0
28.-H. Lloyd ... 0 1 0
28.-P. Somer ... 1 0 0
28.-M. O'Sulivan 0 6 6
28.-J. Stewart ... 0 1 0
„ 28.-J. Stewart... 0 4 0
„ 28.-J. H. Davis 0 1 2
lmponnbfngo.
SW Poundkeeperg are reminded  that  Advertisement,
of Impounded  Stock will be charged  for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and  no  such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless  accom-
panied  by a remittance .ruftcient to cover the  cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Millchester, Charters Towers, from
Powlathanga  Lake Station, 7th November, 1873, by
Messrs .  Walsh and Co .  Driving ,  5s. 10d .  per head.
One Chesnut  gelding,  W off shoulder ,  N near shoulder.
One bay gelding ,  D in diamond near shoulder ,  shield
near saddle ,  2 over 09 or 99  of  saddle.
One brown mare, 9 near thigh ,  off hind foot white, star.
One bay gelding, x off shoulder,  over m near
shoulder, mark near thigh like  a blotch brand.
One brown mare, small JA near shoulder ,  ho ll ow back.
One bay mare , A over V (both  writing capitals) near
shoulder,  large star.
One black mare, spade near shoulder, star.
One brown mare ,  y over 4A near shoulder ,  20 near  ri bs,
WS  of  shoulder.
One chesnut gelding, a near shoulder,  blotch brand like
horse-shoe or old bad back off saddle,  lump near
foot.
One bay mare ,  0 over cn over 0 near shoulder, white
spots on back.
One light -brown gelding ,  W over 60 near saddle, CC
and  li ke sma ll  V under near shoulder, old ,  and had
bad back.
If not released on or before the 6th December, 1873,
wi ll  be sold to defr ay expenses.
PHILLIP SOMER, Poundkeeper.
821 118.
MPOUNDED at Allora, from  Glenga ll en Swamp,
1 21st November ,  1873 ,  by order of  Mr. M. McDonne ll .
Damages ,  2s. 6d . ;  driving ,  is.  2d .  per head.
One bay mare ,  pA over R near shoulder ,  like E off hip,
near fore  foot white.
One bay mare ,  J near shoulder ,  heart near thigh, star.
One light -brown horse , heart near shoulder.
One ohesnut horse ,  P near  shoulder ,  4 off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 26th Decem be r, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JAMES STEWART, Poundkeeper.
822 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from the Municipality or
Reserve, on the 10th November ,  1873 ,  by order of
the Municipal Council .  Damages, 2a  6d. per bead.
One Chesnut horse, JT near shoulder,  stripe down face,
hind feet white.
One bay horse ,  JW near shoulder.
One bay filly,  indistinct  brand near  thigh, near hind foot
white.
If not  released  on or before the 16th December, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
THOS. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
804 3s.
MPOUNDED at Warwick ,  from the Ugly  Mountain,
1 on November 19th, 1873, by order of  Mr. Martin
Crane .  Damages  and driving  expenses ,  4e. 6d. per head.
One roan entire , HY sideways  near shoulder.
One bay mare, W near shoulder.
One brown  mare ,  DB near shoulder, star.
One Chesnut horse ,  like stirrup -iron brand off shoulder,
like 0 or p off ri bs, star ,  stripe,  and snip.
Also, from Chisolm 's Gully ,  on 19th  Novem ber, 1873,
by - Mr. Patrick  McNamara. Damages and driving
expenses ,  3s. 4d . per head.
One bay mare ,  DMD near shoulder, hind  heels white,
star.
One brown filly, Q6Q  near shoulder ,  off hind foot
white (registered brand).
One bay horse , writing T under CB near shoulder, M
near rump ,  0 near thigh ,  star, white spots under
saddle, saddle-marked.
One black  horse ,  B over 133 near saddle, white spots on
back.
If not released on or before the 26th day  of December,
1873, will  be sold to defray expenses.
PATK. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
811 8s.
2022
IMPOUNDED at Stanthorpe,  from Spring Creek, on
20th November, 1873.
One black mare , A (writing  capital )  near shoulder, MB
over 3 off saddle.
One roan mare ,  FH near shoulder.
On 21st November, 1873.
One bay horse ,  near hind  foot white,  star, co llar-marked,
SF off  shoulder.
One draught bay mare ,  saddle-marked ,  F near shoulder,
• CF near cheek.
One light -bay horse ,  hind feet white ,  like RE blotched.
One dark -bay filly,  star,  -  across d over 8 near  shoulder.
One bay mare, docked tail , A over JM  (conjoined) over
writing  JD sideways  (conjoined )  over  c over LE
near shoulder.
One draught blue-roan mare ,  8 over JH  (con]joined)
over WK  near shoulder ,  Win circle near  thigh, HW
conjoined over 2 off shoulder.
One brown  filly,  star ,  unbroken ,  near hind  foot white, A
over JM (conjoined)  near shoulder.
One bay mare ,  m over like  OK (conjoined )  near shoul-
der.
One chesnut horse ,  coll ar and saddle-marked ,  star,
over Z over W over A near  shoulder, WT off
shoulder.
One grey mare ,  collar -marked, JC over T over RW over
w ri ting E near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 27th December, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
One chesnut horse, off hip down, RR over 8 near
shoulder,  R near thigh ,  3 near cheek.
On 24th November, 1873.
One bay horse ,  star ,  snip ,  near hind  foot white ,  saddle-
marked ,  S near shoulder.
One ye llow -bay horse ,  star ,  snip, indistinct  brand like A
over  AM or AH near shoulder with blotched brand.
One bay mare ,  TA near shoulder.
One bay mare , JV (writing  capitals )  over EB.
One bay mare ,  M over M near shoulder.
If not released on or  before 6th January, 1874 ,  will be
sold to defray expenses.
Also from  Ba llandean ,  on the 20th November, 1873.
One bay entire colt, star and  snip ,  white hind foot,
over  Or  near shoulder.
One chestnut mare ,  white face, D over R near  shoulder.
If not  released on or before  27th December ,  1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
E. J. BANBURY ,  Poundkeeper.
819 20s.IMPOUNDED at Goondiwindi, from Bengali a on the
18th November ,  1873 ,  by order of J. Lalor ,  Esquire.
D ri ving ,  5s. per head.
One chesnut gelding ,  star, hind feet white, Z over M
near shoulder ,  M over Et off shoulder ,  off hip down.
One flea-bitten grey gelding ,  MR conjoined etched
near shoulder.
One bay  mare ,  M off shoulder  and thigh , ,fig over MG
near  shoulder.
One black mare ,  F over  88 over.. over  WS near shoulder,
- over WS near ribs, like MC over WS near thigh,
like Cl! or GT off shoulder; bay filly foal at foot,
unbranded.
One brown or taffy  gelding, bald face, fore coronets
white, W over P+ D near shoulder, X off shoulder.
One  flea-bitte n grey gelding ,  w ri ting W near  thigh, JB
over  0 over DT near  shoulder.
One black  filly, m over S near shoulder ,  m near thigh,
docked tail.
One bay mare ,  dock  tail, white patch near  ribs, SW near
shoulder ,  broad -arrow  over D off thigh.
One chesnut  gelding, star ,  hind feet white, cq over DZ
over C- B near shoulder.
One hay mare ,  star and snip ,  P near  cheek , a near neck ;
bay colt foal at foot ,  unbranded.
One bay mare ,  off hind coronet white, W Q off  shoulder
brown colt  foal at foot ,  unbranded.
One bay geldin g, TA over  C near shoulder ,  mark on off
shoulder something like brand.
One bay gelding, T over T near thigh.
One black mare, blaze ,  U over A conjoined  near shoul-
der ; black colt foal at  foot,  unbranded.
One black  filly, white  face, E near neck ,  off hind coronet
white.
One black mare ,  star ,  hind  feet white ,  2 over H over 6
over H near shoulder, 5 near thigh.
One bey  filly,  star and snip , hind feet white, SAH or
8AH near shoulder.
If not released on or before  the 26th  December, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
WILLIAM WALLIS,  Poundkeeper.
17s.
IMPOUNDED  at Roma, from Rocky Bank, on the
21st November ,  1873 ,  by order of D. Ross, Esquire.
Driving, 4s.
One brown horse ,  P4 over P near shoulder ,  like W o-
MC off shoulder.
One bay mare ,  near hind foot white ,  bell on, 8 near
shoulder and thigh ,  7 near cheek.
One bay mare,  17 over U over ti over S m near
shoulder.
One bay filly ,  U over 5 near shoulder.
One brown mare ,  indistinct brand  like SE over . over
H near shoulder ,  like SE off shoulder ,  like J near
neck ,  scars near rump.
One bay mare ,  indistinct  brand like  H near shoulder,
like JH off  thigh ; foal at foot.
One bay horse ,  indistinct brands like K over W over M,
with like S cove ri ng the W and M, near shoulder,
indistinct brand off shoulder ,  hind legs white, star,
snip.
One bay mare, W near shoulder and near thigh, near
hind leg white, star, snip.
One  chesnut  colt ,  H off  shoulder and neck ,  like TAB(registered )  near rump ,  white face, short tail.
One roan filly, MC off rump.
If not released on or before the 27th December, 1873,
wi ll  be sold to defray expenses.
810
F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
109.
IMPOUNDED  at Warwick  from the Ugly  Mountain,on the 15th November, 1873 ,  by Mr .  Martin Cr e.
Damages and driving expenses ,  4s. hd. per head
( wrongly described  in a former advertisement).
One brown  mare , WM over  writing N  near shoulder, R
in indescribable  brand near  thigh ,  8 over B sideways
over writing  N off shoulder ,  off hip down.
One brown  mare, J sideways over JM near  shoulder, J off
shoulder ,  star, white  spots under  saddle.
If not released  on or before the 26th December, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
P. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
813 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Oakwood Station,oa the 17th November, .1873 ,  by order of Mr.
Bulmore ,  for trespass . Driving ,  10s. each.
One bay horse ,  SSB near shoulder ,  indistinct brand like
M off  shoulder ,  saddle -marked.
One bay horse ,  like  -  over Z near shoulder, white stripe
down face ,  near hind  foot white, saddle-marked.
If not released on or before the 16th December, 1873,
will be sold  to defray  expenses.
E. BRADLEY, Jwoa, Poundkeeper.
809 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick,  from the Reserve, on the4th November , 1873 ,  by order of Mr. Patrick
McNamara .  Damages and driving expenses, 3s.
(wrongly described in a former advertisement).
One bay filly ,  F near shoulder, near hind foot white,
star.
If not released on or before 26th December ,  1873, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
P. LENIHAN,  Poundkeeper.
812 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick ,  from the Ugly  Mountain,
on the 15th November, 1873, by Mr.  Martin Crane.
Damages  and driving,  4s. 6d.
One black filly, JR near shoulder , star ,  and snip.
If not released on or before  16th December ,  1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
PATE. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
814 1s.
IMPOUNDED  at Toowoomba ,  from Highflelds, on the
25th November ,  1873 ,  from the cultivation of Mr.
Edward Brobison .  Damages ,  20s. ; dri ving ,  1s. 2d.
One brown mare, MC or MOneer shoulder.
If not released on or before the 23rd December, 1873,
wi ll  be sold to defray expenses.
HANNAH LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
820 1s.
BRISBANE :
Printed and Published by JA iezs 0. Best'  Government  Printer,
William  street, 29th  November, 1873.
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QUEENSLAND , 1  Proclamation  by The  Most Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
to wit . J  CONSTANTINE ,  Marquis of Normanby ,  Earl of Mulgrave,
Viscount Normanby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of Mulgrave, all
in the County of York, in the Peerage of the United King-
dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New Ross ,  in the County of
(L.s.) Wexford, in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member of Her
NORMANBY,  Majesty's Most Honorable Privy Council ,  Governor and
Governor .  Commander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS the Legislative Council of Queensland now stands Prorogued
to Tuesday ,  the sixteenth day of December ,  1873: Now, I ,  GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby ,  in pursuance of the power
and authority in me vested ,  as Governor of the said Colony ,  do hereby
further Prorogue the said Legislative Council to TUESDAY ,  the sixth day
of January, 1874.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane, this
twenty-ninth day of November ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy -three ,  and in the thirty-seventh
year of Her Majesty 's Reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
2024
QUEENSLAND, 1Proclamation by The Most Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
to wit. CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, Earl of Mulgrave,
Viscount Normanby, and Baron Mulgrave of Mulgrave, all
in the County of York, in the Peerage of the United King-
dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of New Ross, in the County of
(L.s.) Wexford, in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member of Her
NORMANBY, Majesty's Most Honorable Privy Council, Governor and
Governor.  Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependences.
IN pursuance of the power and authority vested in me, as Governor ofthe Colony aforesaid, Is GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of
Normanby, do hereby proclaim that a Session of the Legislative Council
and Legislative Assembly for the Colony of Queensland for the Despatch of
Business shall commence and be holden on TUESDAY, the sixth day
of January now next, at Twelve o'clock noon, in the Legislative Council
Chambers in George street in the City of Brisbane ; and the Members of
the said Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly respectively are hereby
required to give their attendance at the said time and place accordingly.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this
twenty-ninth day of November, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three, and in the thirty-seventh year of
Her Majesty's Reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
By Authority :  JAYas C.  BILL, Government Printer , William street ,  risbane.
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PAYMENT OF RENTS UNDER  " THE LEASING ACT OF 1866."
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  3rd December, 1873.
T
HE attention of Lessees of lands selected under the provisions of  "The Leasing Act of  1866" is
directed to the provisions of the sixth clause thereof, which provides that-"  The rent for the
second and every succeeding year shall be paid in cash in advance to the Treasury ,  in Brisbane, and in
default of such payment in advance ,  the lease shall  be forfeited ,  and the land and all improvements
thereon shall revert to the Crown ; but the Lessee may defeat such forfeiture by paying into the
Treasury ,  in Brisbane ,  in cash, within ninety days of such original rent day, a sum equal to the annual
rent, together with an additional sum equal to one -fourth part thereof by way of penalty."
The rents under this Act are due on the 1st of January in each year.
For the convenience of Lessees who reside at a distance from Brisbane ,  the Local Land Agents
have been instructed to receive and transmit ,  on behalf of the Treasury, the rents of such lands as have
been selected at such local offices. .
The  accompanying  schedule contains all  selections made under  "  The Leasing Act of  1866,"
excepting those which have been forfeited for non-payment of rent. Rents which may be received
upon such of these selections as may have been forfeited by operation of law, will be deemed to have
been received conditiona lly ,  and without prejudice to the right of the Government to deal with the same
according to the provisions contained in the Act in that behalf.
For the Secretary for Pub lic Lands,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
M
$
M j.
a c Lessee . County. Parish . Area.
Date of Eighth Year's
x
.
c.. Application. Rent, 1xm
o
z
A. R. P. £ a. d.
BRISBANE.
1866.
4 91 E. J .  Bennett , , .. Stanley Redland 67 0 0 19 Nov. 8 19 7
5 89 Hugh McDonald .. „ 94 0 0 „ 9 15 0
11 274 Charles Kislingbury . , .. „  Redcliffe 43 1 0 7 Dec. 4 18 9
12 283 „ .. .. „ „ 43 1 0 4 18 9
13 290 37 2 0 4 5 11
18 J .  Sommer ... „ I Redland 66 0 0 5 Dec. 7 11 3
2F 284 A .  Hausman and G. R. Fife .. „ Redeliffe 41 3 0 7 Dec. 4 15 8
42 Charles Corcoran .. .. „ Mackenzie 58 2 0 3 Dec. 6 14 0
271 A .  Librenz .. .. Ward Moffatt 42 0 0 29 Oct. 3 18 9
72 149 Thomas H. Stanley Redcliffe 18 0 0
17 Dec.
4 4 9150 .. ... 2 19 0 0
75 284 Edward Frene fOxley 24 1 0 24 Nov. 4 17 1286 y .. .. „ 22 2 0
76 285 Thomas Freney .. .. „ „ 57 0 0 5 Nov. 5 18 9
79  104 John Lyons .. .. „ Warner 42 2 0 10 Nov,  4 8 6
2026
Lessee. County. Area.Parish.
BRISBANE - contiaued.
A. B. P.
1866.
129 289 John Reedman  .. Stanley Yeerongpilly 49 0 0 19 Dec.
180 288  ,Alfred  and J .  T. Reedman  60 0 0 „
1867.
131 21  Robert Vievers .. ,. Ward Gilston 87 1 0 7 Jan.
1866.
146 91 Ann O'Connor .. .. Stanley Yeerongpilly 18 0 0 5 Nov.
1867.
203 16 R. Callaghan . Ward Gilaton 145 0 0 2 Feb.
204 16 J .  Tuesley and N . McLeod .. „ I 72 0 0 1 Feb.
1866.
206 84  Catherine O'Connor ,  Stanley Yeerongpilly  40 1 35 5 Nov.
307 79 Edwin  Hatton  .. .. „ I „ 25 0 36 28 Dec.
1867.
26310 € 11323 J Buckle Nundah € 29 1 32
26 } 29 Mar.
186 20 1 24
313 187 J .  Leacy and  S. Simpson 20 1 24
188 20 1 24
75 0 0
314 81  John  Barter  ... „ Yeerongpilly 18 2 0 , 2 6 3
318 31 W.  Hiscock and  J. Hopkins.. Ward Logan 79 0 0 13 April 9 17 6
319 36  87 0 0 9 March 10 17 6
175 18 3 0
321 176 Robert Speedy Stanley Nundah 18 3 0
177 18 3 0
826 45 John Simpson .. „ Canning Canning 57 3 0
327 3  Benjamin Backhouse  .. „  11 117 0 0
393 24  G eorge Raff .. .. Caboolture 337 0 0
,344 25 „ 380 0 0
346. 104 Jorgen and Henry Bock Ward Boyd
1
346 2 Lewis Adolphus Bernays Stanley Burpengarry
3
347 5 Lewis Adolphus Bernays, and Warner25 S. M .  Frankland '}
357 ( 2
376 288 1
. 289
416 3
417 4
433 62
Frederick Shaw
F. O. Darvall
Reuben O li ver
„
Charles Simpson .. ..
25 3 0
22 1 8
31 0 0
26 0 0
Z 20 0 0
Ward Darlington 67 0 0
Stanley Redcliffe 20 0 020 0 0
Ward Wickham 104 0 0
Date of
Application.
Eighth Ye"" S
Rent ,  187x. -
5 12 3
6 17 6
10 17 10
1 17 6
18 2 6
9 0 0
4 3 9
2 17 7
7 0 0
25 Mar. 7 13 0
25  Mar.  7 0 4
15 March 7 4 1
9 April 14 12 6
2 April 42 2 6
47 10 0
1866.
7 Nov. 9 7 6
15 Nov. 8 6 0
19 Nov. 4 15 10
1867.
25 Feb.
2 April
25 Feb.
„ „ 130 0 0 „
Canning Canning 34  0 0 27  Mar.
1866.
486 83 Edwin Hatton . Stanley Yeerongpilly 42 3 0 18 Oct.
496 232 H y.  Weber and Wm. Weber Ward Moffatt 45 0 0 3 Dec.
497 239 „ 45 0 0
498 46 A .  1). Mi llar and C. R. Mi llar Stanley Yeerongpi ll y 82 0 0
509 85 Mary Burns  .. .. „ „ 18 0 0
528
31
43 Zaehariah Stephens .. .. „ Warner 24 2 0
44 „ 13 24 2 0
551 52 John Be ll  ,. „ Canning Canning 53 2 0
562 63  „ „ „ 47 0 0
676 €  1251  Jessie and Wi ll iam Hil li er Stanley Redcliffe 18 0 0126 18 0 0
11
30 Oct.
5 Nov.
1867.
24 April
11
5 Jan.
11
2 Jan.
11
1866.
281 Martin Frenoy .. .. „ Oxley 21 2 0 30 Nov.
21 2 0  11580 282 9)
283 27 0 0 „
583 220
584 233
695 42
596 234
616 20
618 291
644 197
1867.
D. C. McArthur „ Redcliffe 24 0 0 21 Jan.
22 0 0  91
Wm. Anderson . Canning Canning 42 0 0 8 Jan.
E. R. Drury .. .. Stanley Redcliffe 27 0 0 12 Jan.
W. J. Brown .. .. Ward Gilaton 77 3 0 9 Jan.
1866.
Thomas Baker .. .. Stanley Yeerongpilly 51 0 0 18 Dec.
R. Fabian  .. .. „ Mackenzie  36 1 0 27 June
671 5 Joseph Walsh Lee
682 8 H. Mowing,  C. Berndt, W.
Muchow, W. Noe, J. Lotz,
and F .  Hollznow  .. ..  Ward
31 W. H.  Baynes710
3 W. E. Murphy742
Stanley21 A. L.  Smith743
177 Wm. Dyson776
178 „777
23 John James .  C. and S. Walker778
Ward8 Emma Smith779
8 7 6
5 0 0
13 0 0
16 6 0
4 5 0
3 19 10
5 12 6
5 12 6
10 5 0
2 5 0
6 2 6
6 13 9
5 17 6
4 10 0
7 5 10
3 0 0
2 16 0
6 5 0
3 7 6
9 14 1
5 16 11
4 10 4
Seventh Year's
1867. Rent.
Nundah 73 0 0 1 July 9 2 6
1866.
Boyd
Nerang
Teviot
Caboolture
Yeerongpilly
19
Caboolture
Teviot
Eighth Year's
Rent.
39 3 16 29 June 4 i% 4
8event ears
1867. Rent, RN4.
82 0 0 8 July 10 5 0
96 0 0 10 Aug. 12 0 0
68 0 0 1 Aug. 8 10 0
32 0 0 8 Aug. 4 0 0
37 0 0 „ 412 6
51 0 0 12 Aug. 6 7 6
87 0 0 10 Aug. 10 17 6
2027
Lessee. County. Parish. Area.
A.  U.  P.
BRISBANE- continued.
Date of
App lication.
seventh years
Rent, 1874,
1867.
403 Stephen Cuthbert  .. ..  Stanley Kedron  10 0 0 6 Aug.
797 404 10 0 0 3 15 0
405 10 0 0
Eighth Year's
Rent.
1866.
( 71  Ambrose Holland Samford  20 0 0  27 Nov.
831 j 2273 ', 0 16 6 13 9„
74  It  „ 22 0 16  19
163  James Gordon  ,r Warner  20 0 0  3 Dec.
833 25164  It 0 0 7 9 0r,
165 It  » 20 0 0
Seventh  Year's
Rent.
1867.
851 28 Charles Wm. Cox  „ Redland  104 0 0 4 Sept.  13 0 0
852 30  66 0 0 7 0 0
853 31  74 0 0 9 6 0
854 32 r, 68 0 0 910 0
855 44 It 63 0 0 6 12 6
856 12943 0 0 16 2 6
857
„
92 E J. Bennett  62 0 0 7 16 0
858
.
6393 0 0  7 17 6
859
„
94  97 0 0  12 2 6
868 2 E .  W. Murphy  Ward  Teviot  95 0 0  10 Aug.  11 17 6
887 203 Christian Kruger Stanley Mackenzie  31 0 0  23 Aug.  17 6
888 66 C.  B. Whish Burpengarry  64 0 0  29 Aug.  8 0 0
891 185 T.  E. D. Byrne Tingalpa  62 0 0  21 Aug.  6 10 0
892 186 „  40 0 0  5 0 0»
Eighth Year's
Bent.
1866.
984 16  George Raff .. .. Canning Canning 30 0 0 10 May 316 0
985 10 11 32 0 0 „ 4 0 0
987
11
George McLean .. .. Stanley Samford37 41 2 0 23 May 5 3 9
999 110  John Collings  .. ..  Ward Boyd 77 0 0 9 May 9 12 6
1003 34 David Ferguson .. „ Logan  69 2 0 10 May 8 13 9
seventh Yews
Rent.
1867.
1009 101  D. F. Longland .. .. Stanley Redland  100 0 0 12 Sept. 12 10 0
1030 96 » 66 0 0 2 Sept. 8 5 0
1031 97  55 0 0 „ 617 6
1032 98  81 0 0 „ 10 2 6
1033 99 „ 46 0 0 „ 516 0
1034 100  73 0 9 2 60
1036 45  C. W. Cox  41 2
„
0 6 Sept. 5 3 9
•1091 262  Thos. King Oxley  50 0 0 8 Oct. 6 5 0
1096 24  C. L. Macdonald ,  T. H. Coul-
eon, and F .  J. Coulson  ..  Ward Teviot  133 0 0 5 Oct. 16 12 6
1097 26 109 0 0 „ 13 12 6
1098 26  14400 „ 1800
1099 34 206 0 0 „ 25 15 0
1100 11 12 636 93 0 0
1101
„
39  161 0 0 „ 20 2 6
1102 41 168 0 0 „ 21 0 0
1103 43 237 0 0 „ 29 12 6
1134 28  Robert Spencer  . ,  Stanley Cleveland  35 0 0 21 Sept. 4 7 6
1868.
1160 90 Mary  Burns  .. .. „  Yeerongpilly  18 0 0 8 May 2 5 0
1867.
1166 213 E. R. Drury .. .. Stanley Tingalpa  40 0 0 15 Oct. 5 0 0
1868.
1171 55 John Adsett  .. ..  Ward Teviot 225 1 0 27 Jan. 28 3 2
1175 509 Andrew Schroder .. .. Stanley Kedron  15 2 6 1 Feb. 3 17 9511 „ ..
„ „
15 2 6
1196 22 Wm .  Anderson  .. .. „  Caboolture 50 0 0 10 Feb. 6 5 0
71 John Todd and Elizabeth
11991 Ellen Todd .. Warner 21 0 0 26 Feb. 5 6 0
72
"
,,
21 0 0 Itr
i
1867.
1204 423 Wm Munro .. .. ..  Redcliffe 69 0 0 7 Oct. 8 12 6
2028
a Lessee. County.
BRISBANE- continued.
1222 80 Edwin Hatton .. .. Stanley Yeerongpilly
124) 17a Robert Vievers .. Ward Gilston
( 26 Robt. Malcolm and Jae. New-
12.2 { man  .. Canning Canning
27
12,:1 7 Thomas Steele .. .. Ward Wickham
166:3 286 Edwd. R. Drury .. .. Stanley Redcliffe
1649 221
1650 222
1651 232
1662 110
408
1812 212
1882 262
1890 266
1892 264
1896 ! 145
1930
2019
Christopher Thompson Mackenzie
Peter Jackson and Wm. Slack „ Perry
Edwd. Robt. Drury . , Tingalpa
David Yaun .. Ward Coomera
Queensland National Bank .. „ „
Alexander Fortune
John Beatie .. . I „ ` „
473 „
28 Mich. Molony and Patk. Egan Stanley Mackenzie
IPSWICH.
1 133 William Tidman . Stanley Bundamba
15 27 Charles St. Vincent Verrall .. Churchill Mutdapilly
19 102 Edwin John Sealy .. ..
27 30 D. S. Thistlethwayte .. .. „ Flinders
28 223 Adam Geizer .. .. „ Jeebropilly
29 221 „ .. „
32 95 Darby McGrath .. „ Mutdapilly
33 96
34 97 „ .. .. „ „
35 98 „ .. .. „
71 John Webster .. .. „ Walloon
909 72 .. .. ,,
C 73 „
49 179 William Bole .. .. „ Flinders
56 29 Carl Rick .. .. „ Mutdapilly
57 220 Adam  Geizer ..  .. „ Jeebropilly
59 28 Joseph Alfred Reid .. .. „ Mutdapilly
61 93 Darby McGrath .. „ „
63 92 ,,
68 173 Laurence Ford .. „ Purge
69 99 Darby McGrath .. , . „ Mutdapilly
459 169 James Burnett
647 197 J. Gutleridge
805 229 Ann Lennon
821 104 Michael  Brennan
111 359 James Carroll •,
822 96 William Kerwin
828 103 John McEmery
160 169 John Dwyer
416 162 Robert Mullins
112 163 ,,
807 244 John Overend Rose
110 245 „
817 153 Cornelius McCormack
101 94 Darby McGrath
679 100
667 3 Sarah Harlin
88 4 „
89 5
90 6
486 7
91 8
92 9
93 10
94 11
95 12
96 15
97 16
98 17
99 18
„
Pari sh. Area.
A. R. P.
22 3 4
84 0 0
25 2 0
37 2 19
80 0 0
Date of
App lication.
Seventh Year's
Bent, 1874.
r
£ a. d.
1867.
10 Sept.  .2  17 6
2 Sept. 10 10 0
7 Oct. 7 17 10
Is
Eighth Year's
Rent.
26 Feb.. 10 0 0
Seventh Year's
1868.
27 0 0 6 Jan.
1867.
31 3 0 9 Dec.
40 0 0 „
48 3 0
45 0 0 15 Nov.
40 0 0 6 Dec.
75 0 0 15 Oct.
80 0 0 29 Oct.
160 0 0 23 Sept.
80 0 0 29 Oct.
160 0 0 24 Aug.
1868.
87 0 0 4 Feb.
57 2 12 17 Feb.
1866.
40 0 0 8 Dec.
62 1 0 5 Dec.
47 0 0 20 Nov.
109 0 0 1 Dec.
35 3 0 29 Nov.
42 2 0
100 0 0 2 Nov.
104 0 0
100 0 0
100 0 0
17 0 0 29 Nov.
15 2 23
18 1 8
67 2 0 1 Dec.
61 3 0 20 Nov.
42 2 0 29 Nov.
62 1 0 5 Dec.
100 0 0 2 Nov.
100 0 0 „
60 0 0 26 Nov.
100 0 0 2 Nov.
1867.
Flinders 68 1 0 2 Jan.
Stanley
Churchill
Jeebropilly
Purge
Ipswich
Purge
Stanley Bundamba
„ „
Churchill Jeebropilly
H „
Purge
Mutdapilly
„
Stanley Burnett
„
57 0 0 8 July
1866.
84 0 0 22 Oct.
106 0 0 24 Oct.
35 0 0 25 Oct.
83 2 0 27 Oct.
79 0 0
58 0 0
36 0 0
49 0 0
37 2 0
45 2 0
62 2 0
100 0 0
100 0 0
50 0 0
66 0 0
61 3 0
65 0 0
67 0 0
68 0 0
89 0 0
114 0 0
85 0 0
63 0 0
45 0 0
45 0 0
45 0 0
45 0 0
11
29 Oct.
30 Oct.
,,
1 Nov.
2 Nov.
„
1867.
3 Jan.
Rent.
3 7 6
3 19 5
5 0 0
6 1 11
5 12 6
5 0 0
9 7 6
10 0 0
20 0 0
10 0 0
20 0 0
10 17 6
7 4 0
Eighth Year's
Rent, 1874.
4 3 4
7 2 4
4 17 11
12 9 9
3 13 7
4 8 6
12 10 0
13 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
5 6 9
6 11 9
6 7 9
4 8 6
7 2 4
10 8 4
10 8 4
6 5 0
10 8 4
8 10 4
Seventh Year's
Rent.
7 2 6
Eighth Year's
Rent.
10 10 0
13 5 0
4 7 6
10 8 9
9 17 6
7 5 0
4 10 0
6 2 6
4 13 9
6 13 9
7 16 3
12 10 0
12 10 0
66
7 0
7 14
8 2
8 7
8 10
11 2
14 5
10 12
7 17
6 12
5 12
6 12
5 12
0
0
1
6
6.
0
6
6
6
6
6
2029
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Area.
A. R. P.
Date of
Application.
Eighth Year's
Rent, 1874.
£ a. d.
1866.
330 101 Darby McGrath Churchill Mutdapilly 100 0 0 2 Nov. 10 8 4
680 102 „ 101 0 0 10 10 5
331 103 101 0 0 10 10 5
332 104
„
„ „
101 0 0 10 10 5
333 105
„ n „
101 0 0 10 10 5
.
334 106 101 0 0 10 10 5
335 107 83 0 32 8 13 4
102 108 101 0 0 10 10. 5
103 109 „ „ 101 0 0 10 10 6
104 110 101 0 0 10 10 5
105 116 „ 104 0 0 10 16 8
106 117 „ „ 100 0 0 10 8 4
107 118 n 100 0 0 10 8 4
108 119
„ „ „
100 0 0 10 8 4
109 120 . . . . „ „ 100 0 0 10 8 4
806 228
„
Ann Lennon .. „ Jeebropilly 84 0 0 5 Nov. 8 15 0
534 64 W. Peters and Heinrich Welge „ Mutdapilly 65 3 0 „ 6 16 8
174 69 Johann Dickher .. .. „ „ 62 2 0 6 10 2
161 2 Philip Gimpel .. .. „ „ 55 1 0 7 Nov. 5 14 9
162 23 Carl Miser .. „ „ 7tJ U U 8 4 7
118 Adam McDonald and James
816 Little .. .. „ Walloon 43 3 0 „ 6 19 8
119 23 2 28 „
829 38 William Carson  .. .. „ Flinders 75 3 38 12 Nov. 7 18 1
819 63 Robert Ryan  .. .. „ Purges 139 0 0 14 7 11
820 64 Edward Moore  .. .. „ „ 156 0 5 16 5 1
818 65 11 11 195 3 11 „ 20 8 0
153 171 Daniel Dwyer  .. .. „ „ 87 0 0 16 Nov. 9 1 3
154 172 „ 65
6
0 0
0
„ 6
6
15
11
5
3155 176 3 0 „
813 231 Carl Fred. Wm. Runge .. „ Jeebropi]y 60 3 0 14 Dec. 6 19 0
128 120 Duncan Stewart .. „ Walloon 35 0 0 4 0 2
844 6 Charles Hines  .. .. ,, Mutdapilly 84 1 0 9
6
12 10
843 7 11
"
60 0 0 „ 17 6
809 9 Andrew Watherston .. .. „ North 56 0 0 15 Dec. 6 8 4
808 12 Thomas  Hook .. „ „ 56 0 0 17 Dec. 6 8 4
830 17 Anne Elizabeth Watson ... Stanley Bundamba 51 0 0 19 Dfc. 5 16 11
834 329 Peter Stevenson  .. .. „ Ipswich 55 0 0 22 Dec. 6 6 1
838 196 J. C. Foote .. .. Churchill Jeebropilly 77 0 0 24 Dec. 8 16 6
639 132 William George .. Stanley Bundamba 37 0 0 27 Dec. 4 4 10
812 215 Benjamin Williams  .. .. Churchill Jeebropilly 42 2 0 29 Dec. 4 17 5
342 334 Thomas Long .. .. Stanley Ipswich 46 0 0 30 Oct. 4 6 3
841 17 John Salway .. .. Churchill Mutdapilly 79 2 0 31 Dec. 9 2 3
1867.
142 8 Michael Gobel . . .. „ 72 1 0 2 Jan. 9 0 4
143 56 R.  McLaughlan .. .. „ „ 76 0 0 4 Jan. 9 10 0
138 40 John Watson  .. „ Tarampa 40
40
0 0
0 0
7 Jan. 6
5
0
0
0
0139 41 11
J h C k l..  St Bundanb 28 0 0
11
9 Jan
1061 147 ooo ..n
an ey a
28 134
. 7 0 9
845
150
130
11
J. C. Foote .. Churchill
11
Flinders 65 3 0
11
18 Jan. 8 4 1
712 224 Joseph Platz .. .. ,, Jeebropilly 42 0 0 21 Jan. 5 5 0
641 47 J. Dick and Sons .. .. „ Flinders 81 0 0 It 10 2 6
846 72 August Kleist .. . . „ Mutdapilly 62 2 0 28 Jan. 7 16 3
563 88 James Dick Purge 80 0 0 31 Jan. 10 0 0
560 154 P. Connor,  junr. .. „ „ 96 0 0 1 Feb. 12 0 0
564 210 John Dowling  ., .. Brassall 43 0 0 7 Feb. 5 7 6
565 211 42 0 0 11 5 5 0
678 51
11
W. Meier , , .. „ Flinders 68 1 15 8 Feb.
8 10 6
637 29 William Ewing .. .. „ „ 138 0 0 11 Feb. 17 5 0
714 259 John Hine .. .. Stanley Goodna 35 0 0 „ 4 7 6
619 13 Daniel Bryan .. .. Churchill North 50 3 0 14 Feb. 6 6 7
489 16 John Kelly .. .. „ ,, 48 3 0 , 6 1 7
849 74 Benjn. Cribb .. :: „ Mutdapilly 72
72
0 0 15 Feb. 9
9
0
0
0
0848 76 0 0 „
850 77 Wilhelm Truloff and Wil liam
Heuer  .. .. ! „ „ 62 2 0 7 16 3
207 16 F .  Brauer .. .. „ „ 54 0 0 23 Feb. 6 15 0
367 36 Harriet Mary Dean  .. .. it „ 77 3 0 „ 9 14 1
368 38 T. B. Cri bb .. „ „ 87 0 0 „ . 10 17 6
369 39 „ .. .. „ >, 76 3 0 „ 9 11 7
1867
414 7 Wm. and Joseph North .. CavendishWivenhoe 62 0 0
.
25 Feb. 7 15 0
351 260 James Lindsay .. Stanley Goodna 31 0 0 26 Feb. 3 17 6
209 5 William and Joseph North .. Cavendish Wivenhoe 59 0 0 „ 7
10
7
0
6
210 8 „ .. .. „ „ 80 0 0 „ 0
2I'L 9 „ .. .. „ „ 87 0 0 „ 10 17 6
2t`' 199 James Ivory .. .. Stanley Ipswich 88 0 0 27  Feb. 11 0 0
168 198 Nathaniel Watson .. .. „ „ 90 0 0 6 March 11 5 0
170 234 Michael Ratz .. .. Churchill Jeebropilly 56 3 0 11 March 7 1 7
165 261 R. Archibald Stanley Goodna 32 0 0 13 March 4 0 0
156 194 Johan Christian Mack, Wil-
helm Guth, and Michael
Mack .. .. Churchill Jeebropilly 64 0 0 16 March 8 0 0
2030
Q
5
0.p
e .2 Lessee .  County .
I
Parish. Area.
A. B.  P.
IPSWICH- coniimued.
167 196 J. C. Foote  Churchill Jebropilly 57 0 0
172 97 Albert Samuel Thorn.. Mutdapilly 70 1 0
163 13 James Dunlop Tarampa 41 1 0
837 14 John Beer  „ 64 0 6
340 106 James Foote F linders 46 0 0
169 173 George Harris  Jeebropilly  53 0 0
167 22 „  North 45 0 0
166 22 John Marsteller  Stanley  Kholo 66 0 0
228 96 J. Gulland Churchill North 67 0 0
412 107 Stephen Marsh  67 0 0
413 108 81 0 0
400 109
„
T. B. Cribb  64 0 0
401 110 96 0 0
402 113
„
„ ... 56 0 0
380 67 Thomas Graham Gatton  46 0 0
409 69 Charles Richard Lloyd  „ 51 0 0
171 104 James Foote Mutdapilly I 42 0 0
312 48 William and John Casey Normanby 36 2 0
337 58 James Goame 33 1 16
378 61 11 33 1 16
338 62 11 36 0 32
341 60 Jane  Champion „ 42 0 0
339 69 George Harris 40 1 32
429 73 Thomas Roderick „ 35 0 0
223 1 Henry Mort „ Mort 82 0 0
161 105 Stephen Marsh „ North 43 0 0
152 106 ,, 53 0 0
379 66 Janet Graham „ Gatton 47 0 0
359 68 J . Cumner „ „ 57 0 0
686 278 Samuel Pearson Welsby  Goodna 42 3 0
687 279 48 0 0
603 280 61 3 0
60t 281
„
„ 51 2 0
511 2 John Philips Mutdapilly 83 0 0
( 72 Robert Savage  „ on Murphy's
623 j Creek 29 1 0
73 19 2 0
483 95 George Thorn  Mutdapilly 47 3 0
466 71 J. C. Foote 62 2 0
533 67 Thos .  Robertson  „ 72 0 0
541 3 John Yates 83 0 0
488 114 T. B. Cribb „ North 53 0 0
492 94 George Thorn e Mutdapilly 65 0 0
521 23 John Reid  Stanley Burnett 45 0 0
520 26 45 0  0
„
472 92 J .  Hunter Churchill North 30 0 0
519 24 George Douglass Roebuck  „ Mutdapilly 72 0 0
484 3 James Theaker 11„ 87 1 0
529* 93a Samuel Somerville  Stanley Chuwar  30 2 30
439 20 Eugene Daly 67 0 0
540 30 James  Wriggles 118 2 0
456 56 Edred Heady Blunt 111 0 0
487 131 Wi lliam Hodges Bundamba 43 0 0
1018 47 George  Harries Churchill Normanby 34 2 0
360 65 Harriet Young „ Gatton 51 0 0
482 89 George Thorn It 1Mutdapilly 75 0 0
681 26 T. B. Cribb Churchill Mutdapilly  97 2 0
640. 78 Daniel Duggan 6211 2 0
626 149 Stanley Bundambah  30Thomas Gardiner 2 0
627 14 Wil liam Cowan Churchill Flinders 90 0 0
648 95 Margaretha Hahn „ Jeebropilly  40 0 0
629 118 John Crowe 24 1 12
630 119 11 30 1 0
646 122 Frederick Frank 49 3 0
705 225 J. North Brassa ll  20 0 0
693 228 20 0 0
688 231 20 0 0
692 234 20A 0 0
650 215 John Howes 43 0 0
704 196 Robert Wilkinson Purge  75 0 0
706 55 Patrick Sherry „ Walloon  26 2 22
709 56 „ 27 3 18
708 231 James Slack 30 0 0
711 237 Michael Shea  „ 41 2 0
707 238 „ 37 0 30
691 263 Richard Watson 30 0 0
690 265 Patrick Shea 30 0 0
666 257 W.  McCarthy 80 0 0
Date of
Application.
Eighth Years
Rent , 1874.
1867.
£ s. d.
16 March 7 2 6
21 March 8 15 4
22 March 5 2 10
„ 8 0 0
25 March 5 15 0
26 March 6 12 6
1 April 5 12 6
„ 7 0 0
4 April 8 7 6
7 2 6
„ 10 2 6
„ 8 0 0
„ 12 0 0
„ 7 0 0
„ 615 0
„ 6 7 6
8 April 5 6 0
„ 4 11 3
„ 4 3 1
„ 4 3 1
„ 4 10 6
„ 5 5 0
„ 5 0 10
„ 4 7 6
„ 10 5 0
„ 6 7 6
„ 612 6
„ 5 17 6
„ 7 2 6
29  March 6 6 7
„ 6 0 0
„ 7 14 1
„ 6 8 9
9 April 10 7 6
10 April } 6 1 7
11  )
„ 6 19 1
11 Ap ril 7 16 3
„ 9 0 0
12 April 10 7 6
13 April 6 12 6
15 April 8 2 6
„ 5 12 6
„ 612 6
1866.
16 April 3 15 0
17 April 9 0 0
24  April 10 17 10
6 May 3 16 6
„ 8 7 6
20 May 14 16 3
„ 13 17 6
25 May 5 7 6
18 June 4 6 3
4 April 6 7 6
28 May 9 7 6
seventh  year's
Rent.
1867 .
8 July 12 3 9
5 July 7 16 3
3 July 3 16 3
8 July 11 5 0
„ 5 0 0
„ 3 0 10
„ 315 8
„ 6 4 5
„ 210 0
„ 2 10 0
„ 2 10 0
„ 2 10 0
„ 5 7 6
„ 9 7 6
„ 3 6 8
„ 3' 9 8
„ 3 16 A
„ 5 3 -*
„ 4 13 0
„ 3 15 0
„ 31 5 0
„ 3 16 0
2031
V
m
°
Lessee. County . Parish . Area . Application .
Of n.
Date nth YeSBent, 1874.
A. B. P. £ s. d.
701 265
698 266
700 267
624 49
623 0
645 80
622 4
716 70
649 176
662 248
633 249
761 81
762 82
763 195
764 196
765 197
781 70
750 46
751 47
752 48
755 232
IPSWICH - co»tiaued.
1867.
Patrick Shea  .. ..  Churchill Walloon 33 1 20 8 July 4 8 6
30 0 0 „ 3 15 0
James  Shea 30 0 0
John  Charles Me .. .. „ North 21 0 0  2 12 6„
1) 11 27 0 0 „ 3 7 6
Andrew  Simple  30 0 0 3 16 0
James Cain  .. .. „ Goobnan 48 0 0 „ 6 0 0
G eorge Harris „ ..  „  Normanby 33 0 0 9 July 4 2 6.
Jeebropilly 70 0 0 10 July 8 15 0
Edward McCarthy  .. .. „  Walloon 45 1 0 „ 6 13 2
Patrick Doyle  .. .. „ „  43 1 0 „ 5 8 2
James Ivory  .. • .  Stanley Bundambah 115 0 0 16 July 14 7 6
„ .. .. „ „ 129 0 0 „ 16 2 6
Ipewicb 114 0 0 „ 14 5 0
19a n n 16 7  0
109 0 0 „ 13 12 6
Wilhelm  Band  • , Churchi ll  Mutdepi lly 62 2 0 7 16 3
John Charles Ihle  .. .. „  North 30 0 0 20 July
2
3 16 0
12 6
„ .. .. „ „ 21 0 0 „
23 0 0 ,, 2 17 6
Carl Bergmann and Gottlieb
Wieland  ,. ,. „  Jeebropilly 63 3 0 24 July 7 19 5
753 81 Johann Cronan „ North 30 0 0 29 July 3 15 0
759 82 Jacob Bauf  „ •. „ ,, 30 0 0 „ 3 16 0
782 98 Henry  Hayward  Mutdapi lly 65 0 0 31 July 8 2 6
770 209 Christian  $ aafanmaister and
John Bade  .. ,. „  Jeebropilly 44 3 0 6 Aug. 5 11 11
769 183 Thomas Chalk  „  Flinders 79 2 0 8 Aug. 9 18 9
775 184 James Walton . . .  .  102 0 0 12 15 0
872 187 Daniel Porter and George Sims 91 0 0 „ 11 7 6
766 191 Thomas Beckwith  ,. .. „ „  93 0 0 11 12 6
771  195  J.  C.  Foote .. .. „ 95 1 0 „ 11 18 2
768 74 J .  W. Crosby .. , . „ Normanby 78 0 0 „ 9 15 0
767 87 Wi lliam Watkins  .. ..  19 10 0
870 46 Daniel McAuliffe ,  jun.  Forbes  136 0 0 9 Aug. 17 0 0
869 22 George Edwards . , .. „ Thornton 57 0 0 „ 7 2 6
871 23 George Harris „ „ 0 0 0 6 5 0
741 86 J .  Dick, W. Dick ,  M. Dick,
and J .  Dick ,  jun. .. .. „ Purge 88 0 0 10 Aug. 11 0 0
925 31 William Patrick ,  jun. „ Tarampa 57 0 0 12 Aug. 7 2 6
946 32 „ ., ..  „ „  42 0 0
„
5  5  0
926 83 It ., .. „ „  42 0 0 „ 5  5  0
929 34 Daniel Patrick  .. „ „  42 0 0
,,
6 5 0
928 35  „ .. •• „ „  42 0 0
,,
6 6 0
924 36 William Patrick ,  sen. • . „ „ 42 0 0 „ 5 5 0
740 61  George  Pu llen .. . . „  North 30 1 0
„
3 15 8
738 82 Harry Finney .. ..  „  Normanby 78 0 0 „ 9 16 0
737 210 George K elly .. .. „ Jeebropilly 42 3 0 14 Aug. 5 6 11
795 856 R. Morrow  .. ..  Brassall 20  1 17 2 10 11
796 357  91  .. •• „ „ 23 1 0 „ 2 1$ 2
922 54 William Heffernan  .. „  Walloon 21 0 0 15 Aug. 2 12 6
923 57 18 3 27 „ 2 7 4
927 39 Samuel  Davis  Edwards „ Flinders 88  0 0 20 Aug. 11 0 0
874 12 Arthur Wienholt  „  Cavendish Clarendon 105 0 0 23 Aug. 13 2 6
876 17
„ .. „ „  98 0 0 „ 12 5 0
876 23  ,, „ „  98 0 0 „ 12 5 0
873 44 Alexander V. Carpendale  160 0 0 20 0 0
878 45  „ .. .. „ ,, 160 0 0
„
20 0 0
879 47
0 5g, " •. .. "
» 160 0 0 20 0 0
88 „ .
,
.. „ „ 160 0 0 „ 20 0 0
881  48
88 2 49
120 0 0
„
16 0 0
883  63
„ .. .. „ „  120 0 0 „ 15 0 0
„ .. „ „ 80 0 0 10 0 0
934  252  Henry Jacobs  .. ..  Churchill Jeebropilly 61 0 0 7 12 6
935 253  „ .. .. „ 1$ 121 0 0 , 15 2 6
947 254  „ .. .. ,,  31 102 1 0 „ 12 15 8
941 110 Patrick Riddy .. . . „  Normanby 107 2 0 24 Aug. 13 8 9
914 233 John Rea .. .. Walloon 39 3 18 26 Aug. 4 19 8
913 234 „ 38 0 0  4  15 0
945 115 William Johnston  „  Normanby 70 0 0 „ 8 15 0
942 61 John and William Wienholt ,, Blenheim 180 3 0 29 Aug .  22 11 11
948 41 „ .. ., „ „ 91 3 0 11 9 5
893 36 „ .. .. 60 0 0 6 5 0
894 37  „ .. .. „ „  83 0 0 „ 10 7 6
904 88  „ .. „  81 0 0 „ 10 2 6
005 39 94 0 0 „ 11 15 0
99 0 0 „ 12 7 6_05  40
9 0 „ .. .. „ 80 2 0 „ 10 1 3
900 51  „ ' .. •• „ „ 49 0 0 „ 6 2 6
901 55  „ .. •• „ „  52 1 0 „ 6 10 8
902 56  „ .. •• „  „ 42 2 0 „ 5 6 3
903 58  „ •• .. ,, „  63 2 0 „ 7 18 9
906 48  „ •• •. „  I Laidley 88 1 0 „ 8 10 8
2032
Lessee. County.  Parish.
IPSWICH-co,tinued.
Area.
A,  B.  P.
Date of
Application.
Seventh Yee s
tent, 1874.
£ s. d.
1867.
896 44 John and Wm. Wienholt Churchill Laidley 63 2 0 29 Aug. 7 18 9
897 45 63 2 0 „ 718 9
898 46 63 2 0 „ 718 9
951 194 James  Stewart „ Flinders 107 3 0 30 Aug. 13 9 5
1107 62 John and William Wienholt „ Blenheim 229 0 0 4 Sept. 28 12 6
1125 232 John Rea „ Walloon 47 2 10 11 Sept. 5 18 1
1133 10 William Smith Cavendish Wivenhoe 46 0 0 13 Sept. 5 15 0
1234 10 Robert Reddacliffe Stanley Kholo 91 0 0 24 Sept. 11 7 6
1235 11 90 0 0 „ 12 5 0
1114 165 Henry Parcel Churchill Normanby 80 0 0 5 Oct. 10 0 0
1060 164 Daniel Coleman 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
1123 151 Arthur Ramer 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
1063 150 Abraham Cross 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
1104 144 Francis McCann and James
Martin 112 1 0 „ 14 0 8
1038 126 John Lowndes . • „ „ 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
141a Timothy Ronan . • • . Stanley Chuwar 12 0 0
1127 144 11 2 16
.
„ 6 12 0
145 11 2 16
1151 19 James Wriggles 134 0 0 16 15 0
1092 44 Mary Kehoe .. •. Churchill Normanby 33 0 0 7 Oct. 4 2 5
11091 354 William Morrow .. „ Brassall 23 1 0 418 7355
::
,, 16 0 26
1148 123 Charles George Wilson .. „ Normanby 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
1150 134 „ .. .. „ „ 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
1147 122 „ .. .. „ „ 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
1149 133 „ .. „ „ 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
1037 112 Helen Robertson Adams .. „ „ 107 1 0 9 Oct. 13 8 2
1094 47 James Real .. • • „ Forbes 103 0 0 14 Oct. 12 17 6
1095 48 „ ., •• „ „ .111 0 0 „ 13 17 6
1228 19 John McGrath . .. „ Mutdapilly 53 2 0 5 Nov. 6 13 9
1231 23 Caroline Ochsenkopf.. • • „ „ 82 2 0 2 Nov. 10 6 3
1227 18 John McGrath .. . . 44 2 0 5 Nov. 5 11 3
1214 60 J. C. Foote • . „ Forbes 102 0 0 30 Oct. 12 15 0
1223 10 Gottlieb and Thomas Jenner „ Franklin 87 0 0 6 Nov. 10 17 6
3041 27 Henry Moore Aldham . • Stanley Burnett 45 0 0 28 Nov. 5 12 6
1606 130 James Heenan .. • . Churchill Laidley 40 0 0 29 Nov. 5 0 0
1663 132 Patrick Downey 11 35 0 0 „ 4 7 6
1605 45 Johann Schmidt and C. Kruger „ Forbes 59 0 0 4 Dec. 7 7 6
1661 109 John Statham .. .. „ Normanby 123 1 0 9 Dec. 16 8 2
1602 39 J. N. Waugh .. • • „ Goolman 48 2 0 30 Dec. 6 1 3
1608 151 George Miles Challinor .. „ Purga 63 2 0 27 Dec. 7 18 6
1868.
1610 i87 Wil liam Carson .. • • » „ 31 0 0 2 Jan. 3 17 6
1609 59 Carl Geess .. .. „ Walloon 34 1 26 3 Jan. 4 6 1
149 Thomas Power .. .. Stanley Chuwar 11 2 16 14 Jan.
1174 150 11 2 16 „ 6 10 6
154 11 2 16 „
1820 167 R. J. Jefferies Churchill Normanby 108 0 0 „ l 13 10 0
1824 166 101 0 0 12 12 6
1823 96 G. Harris 130 1 0 8 Jan. 16 5 8
1751 136 Darby McGrath • • Mutdapilly 31 0 0 6 Jan. 3 17 6
1756 135 34 0 0 „ 4 5 0
1757 132 37 0 0 „ 412 6
1753 131 54 0 0 6 Jan. 6 15 0
1752 129 29 0 0 „ 3 12 6
1755 128 31 0 0 „ 317 6
1754 126 37 0 0 „ 412 6
1738 125 29 2 0 „ 313 9
1742 11 108 0 0 „ 13 10 0
1740 10 128 0 0 „ 16 0 0
1741 9 114 0. 0 „ 14 5 0
1739 8 61 0 0 „ 712 6
1746 6 91 0 0 „ 11 7 6
2074 160 John Wienholt .. • • „ Laidley 40 0 0 19 Feb. 5 0 0
2073 168 William Wienholt .• •' „ 180 1 0 11 Feb. 22 10 8
2052 169 John Wienholt .. ••• „ >, 130 0 0 5 Feb. 16 5 0
2051 170 William Wienholt .. .. „ „ 117 1 0 „ .14 13 2
2049 184 Arthur Wienholt .. . • „ 53 0 0 7 Feb. 6 12 6
2048 59 William Wienholt .. .. >, Blenheim 161 3 0 4 Feb. 20 4 5
2050 60 1
. •
164 3 0 19 Feb. 20 12 0
2081 65
7
John Wienholt „ 211 1 0 4 Feb. 26 8 2
2013 66 John and William Wienholt.. 160 3 0 „ 20 1 11
2014
2015
70
72
130 2
138 1
0
0
5 Feb.
„
16 6 3
17 5 8
2012 182 Mathew Toms and Sealey
Perrett , • .. „ Flinders 109 0 0 28 Feb. 13 123 6
2017 228 Joel Parcell .. .. „ Fassifern 80 0 0 22 Feb. 10  00
2002 163 Samuel Watson .. •. Cavendish England 50 0 0 29 Feb. 6 5 0
2001 114 72 0 0 „ 9 0 0
1999 113 70 0 0 „ 8 15 0
2080 112 60 0 0 „ 7 10 0
1187 22 Thomas Bell Stanley Chuwar 144 0 0 27 Jan. 18 0 0
2033
4 Z
Z$ LOU". County . Pariah .  Area.
Date  of
oApplication .
A.  N.  P.
IPSWICH-continued.
1868.
1186 80  James Ivory  .. .. I  Stanley Bundamba  68 0 0 31 Jan. 7 5 0
1186 78 ,, ..  11 63
r
1 0 11 6 13 2
5 02030 265 Thomas Head  .. .. Chu chill Jeebropilly  106 0 0 11 13
2032 h F h  45N 0 0 27  Jan 5 12 6n ort16 Jo lynn 91
1704  22 Collin Peacock and Michael
.
1867.
McAnalen  .. .. „ Fassifern  320 0 0 27 Aug. 40 0 0
1706 11 A. W. Darvall • , .. „  Brassa ll 80 0 0 22 Aug. 10 0 0
1711 21 Darby  McGrath  .. .. „ Jeebropilly 250 0 0 26 Aug. 31 5 0
1705 4 Richard Watkins  .. .. „  Brassall 80 0 0 21 Aug. 10 0 0
1710 16 Mary  Moran  . • .. „ Walloon  80 0 0 28  Aug. 10 0 0
1744 7 Olivia Vance .. „ „ „  80 0 0 22  Ang. 10 0 0
1729 89 John  Adams  . , . , „ Flinders  120 0 0  4 Sept. 15 0 0
1713 261 James Tighe .. .. „ Jeebropilly  89 3 0 31 Oct. 11 4 5
1709 3 A. R. Balfour .. .. „ Flinders 80 0 0 21 Aug. 10 0 0
1708 2  William  John Morrow .. „ »  80 0 0  1, 10 0 0
1707 65 William Worland .. „ „  160 0 0 28  Aug. 20 0 0
1712 5 Samuel Davis Edwards  80 0 0 20 Aug. 10 0 0
1734 192 W. Kent  and E . Wienholt ., „  Fassifern  320 0 0 21 Sept. 40 0 0
1737  201 Matthew Mullins .. .. „ „ 100 0 0 23  Sept. 12 10 0
1750 1 William  Smith  „ Tent. Hill 240 0 0 20 Aug. 30 0 0
1784 46 Alexander  Victor  Carpendale 80 0 0 2 Sept. 10 0 0
1777  12 George Harris ..  320 0 0 23 Aug. 40 0 0
1780 87  George Duncan .. .. „  100 0 0 4 Sept. 12 10 0
1779 47 William Cook  120 0 0 2 Sept. 15 0 0
1786 62 Arthur Hodgson and Robert
31 A 26 5 0Ramsa .. .. „ „ 210 ug.0 0
1781 169 Norman M. Rule  150 0 0 7 Sept. 18 16 0
1898  91 Robert Jeffrey  and Donald
8 S 10 0 0McDonald .. .. „  Brsssall  80 0 0 ept.
1884 213 David McLaughlin  .. .. „ Thorn  100 0 0 10 Oct. 12 10 0
1939 406  William  Warland  .. „ Flinders  80 3 34 30  Dec. 10 2 6
1940 20 Denis Barlow .. .. „  11 80 0 0 26 Aug. 10 0 0
1944  179 John Wilson „  Goolman  152 0 0 19 Sept. 19 0 0
1961  212 Alexander Johnson and John
Maxwe ll .. .. „ Flinders  80 0 0 10 Oct. 10 0 0
1952 53 Henry Thorn  .. „ Thorn 320 0 0 29 Aug. 40 0 0
2094 260 James  Stack and  John Shea... „ Walloon  80 0 0 31 Oct. 10 0 0
2107  167 John Creedy .. „ Alfred  99 0 0 17 Sept. 12 7 6
2113 208 Alexander Victor Carpendale Cavendish Clarendon  80 0 0 3 Sept. 10 0 0
2186 232  Michael McAnalen , jun. . Churchill  Fassifern  80 0 0 22 Oct. 10 0 0
3186 231 Michael  McAnalen, jun., and
10 0 0C. Peacock .. .. „ 80 0 0 11
2181 165 J. Boyce .. .. „ North  80 0 0 16 Sept. 10 0 0
3033  92 Fred. Dowe .. .. „ Walloon  100 0 0 3 Sept. 12 10 0
3026 49 James  Portley .. .. „ Grandchester  80 0 0 2 Sept. 10 0 0
3016 8 Geo.  Mills Challinor  .. .. „  Purge  130 0 0 26 Aug. 16 5 0
3026 180 R .  Gi ll  (Trustee) .. .. „ Alfred 110 0 0 18  Sept. 13 16 0
TOOWOOMBA. li
R
gth
ent
Year's
, 1874.
1867.
115 130 John Brown ... Aubigny Geham  73 0 0  3 Jan. 9 2 6
366( 14 James Paterson .. .. » Gowrie  15 3 16  6 March 4 1 6Z 15 16 3 0
404 S 134 John Quinlin .. .. „ 21 0 0 } l April 5 6 0
tt 135 21 0 0
420 151  Edward Fitzpatrick170
24
38
0 4
1 25 „ 7 16 1
422 152 30 3 20 7 8 9169 28 „234
421 153 18 1 25 4 19 5154 21 2 10
426 c 172  William  McMillan 29 2 8 Z » 6 14 7205 24 1 10
3635 212  Thomas Conroy 14
3 38 3 14 1
t 213 14
„2 28
870 c 220  George Downes 20 0 0 6 13 9221 33 2 0
371 222 33 2 6 6 13 4223 n .. u 20 0 0
372 224 20 0 0 6 0 0225 20 0 0
362 € 232  Mary Bailey „ 25 2 0 13 9233 20 0 0
234 20 0 0 6 0 0
235 20 0 0
354 € 238 20 0 0 „ 5 0 0247 20 0 0
248 20 0 0356 ( 6 0 0249j 11 20 0 0
Seventh Year's
Bent, 1874.
2034
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0 . Saw0 Lessee . County .  Parish . Area .
Date Of
plication.Ap
sEighth Year
Bent, 1874
o
A. B. P. £ s. d.
TOOWOOMBA- couts»ued.
1867.
356 250 Mary Bailey Aubigny Gowrie 34 1 0  1 April 4 5 8
407 252 Alfred Langton » » 25 0 0 512 6263 11 „ to 20
.0 0 II  11
405( 142 William Jordan „ )I 21 0 0 J8 April 5 10 11143  1, » 23 2 25
1023 1 246 Elizabeth Sloan „ 91 20 0 0 17 April } 5 0 0257
Mary Bailey „
20
20
0 0 )1
0 0 24 April
1019 255 20 0 0 )1 710 0
266 )I 20 0 0
84 Henry William Fisk .. 22
it
035 25 April
979 86 It 91 17 328 7 12 686
.. „
21It 0 0 1)
980 9192
..
11
91
It 20
it 31
1 0
128
11
„
3 6 8 9
146 » „ 26 1 11 „ I2981 147 23 136 8 16 9
148 21 0 0
„ I
„ S
1866.
907 129 Dominico Mazza „ Geham  43 0 0 22 Nov. 4 9 7
DRAYTON AND TOOWOOMBA.
t
1867.
Ren ,
1874.
974 8 Robert Tooth Aubigny Haldon 103 0 0 11 July 12 17 6
975 9
I
11 103 0 0  12 17 6
917 16 Lachlan McPherson 80 0 0 8 July 10 0 0
1224 17 W. B. Tooth 232 0 0 „ 29 0 0
919 18 Robert Tooth 181 0 0 „ 22 12 6
967 20 91 198 0 0 „ 24 15 0
915 21 Lachlan McPherson 79 0 0 „ 9 17 6
916 22 11 79 0 0 „ 9 17 6
969 25 Archibald McPhail 78 0 0 „ 915 0
921 26 Robert Tooth 78 0 0 „ 9 15 0
920 30 77 0 0 „ 912 6
973 29 77 0 0 „ 912 6
964 198  „ Clifton 96 0 0 to 12 0 0
963 199 to )1 95 0 0 It 11 17 6
971 202 1) „ 113 0 0 Is 14 2 6
972 203 246 0 0 11 30 15 0
968 207 90 0 0 it 11 6 0
970 206 »  31 „ 217 0 0 „ 27 2 6
938 206 » „ 84 0 0 „ 1010 0
918 208 » „ It 261 0 0 „ 81 7 6
666 216 )1 90 0 0 „ 11 5 0
667 30  John Herbert „ Meringandan 80 0 0 17 July 10 0 0
669 32 120 15 0 00 0
668
1)
31 86
„
0 0 „ 10 16 0
758
c
88 Daniel Thomas White Douglas 23 3 9 18 July 6 19 1
89 11 23 3 9 )11
730
1P
14 W. B. Tooth Haldon 103 0 0 25 July 12 17 6
721 642 Eliza Salter Bowden .. Geham 58 0 0 12 Aug. 7 6 0
783 664 James Murphy 118 0 0 „ 14 15 0
787 665 I) 109 0 0 „ 13 12 6
10 0 00786 670 11 .. .. 80 0  to
722 671 Mary Loveday 147 0 0 11 18 7 6
1118 216 Fredk. Tooth Clifton 90 0 9 24 Sept. 11 5 0
1612 38 W.  Hogarth and W .  C. Beattie Felton 108
0T b
0 0 11 Nov. 13 10 0
5 1 42 5 12 N1601 146 Joseph Gould .. ..  „ oowoom a 4 ov.
1868.
2045 200  W. B. Tooth Clifton 309 0 0 29 Feb. 38 12 6
1991 204
,,
311 0 0  It  38 17 6
1990 209 to „ 112 0 0 to  14 0 0
2031 641  Eliza Salter Bowden .. Geham 40 0 0 14 Feb. 6 0 0
1867.
1237 223 F. Tooth Clifton  153 0 0 29 Aug. 19 2 6
1236 222 11 „ 165 0 0 1) 20 12 6
1217 220 Charles Fairhurst  » » 99
14
0 0  It  12 7 6
1 17 7 61073 221 „ » 3» 0 10 1)
1620 146 W. B. Tooth 320 0 0 11 40 0 0
1635 115 William Frederick Murphy .. Geham 110 0 0 9 Sept. 13 15 0
1636 156 Michael Dalton 11 80 0 0 16 Sept. 10 0 0
1641 227 Fredk. Tooth Clifton 320 0 0 16 Oct. 40 0 0
1637 222 )1 1) 320 0 0 17 Oct. 40 0 0
1642 221 91
30
320 0 0 16 Oct. 40 0 0
1640 6  George Beresford King Meringandan 320 0 0 23 Aug. 40 0 0
1632 23 Michael Stack Culhane Ramsay 100 0 0 28 Aug. 12 10-0
1633 197 William Wilkes Cavendish Taylor 80 0 0 30 Sept. 10 0,
1638 155 M. Tanzey  Aubigny Douglas 80 0 0 17 Sept. 10 0 0
1665 230 Fredk. Tooth it Clifton 320 0 0 17 Oct. 40 0 0
1672 218 P. Bodkin Hal don 100 0 0 14 Oct. 12 10 0
1720 412 William Andrew Meringandan  100 0 0 20 Dec. 12 10 0
i W Pilton 157 19 12 60 0 23 Au1768 lliam George ilson59 W
147
g. in  7 60 01769 68 it ..  I, it It
2035
i
.
a° o
„
Lessee, County. Parish. Area. DateApplication.
Seventh Yet a
Rent, 1874,
z
A. R. P. £ s, d.
DRAYTON AND  TOOWOOMBA- conttinnued.
1809 192 G.  H. Davenport  .. ..  Aubigny Clifton 240 0 0
1867.
23 Sept. 80 0 0
1831
1832
207 Wil li am W ilson
G
240 0 0 3 Oct. 30 0 0
209  Win. eorge W il son .. 239 2 23 „ 29 19 2
1843 217  „ .. .. „ „  240 0 0 7 Oct. 30 0 0
1992 224 269 2 0 17 Oct. 33 13 9
1759 228 John Hay 240 0 0 4 Oct. 30 0 0
1749 290  Win.  G. Wilson 240 0 0 1 Nov. 30 0 0
1787 288 Robert Smith 240 0 0 31 Oct. 30 0 0
1864 211 Wil li am George Wilson  .. „ „  308 0 0 4 Oct. 38 10 0
1799 325 „  .. .. „ Haldon 320 0 0 15 Nor. 40 0 0
1868.
1879 670 W. B. Tooth  .. .. 240 0 0 25 Feb. 30 0 0
1880 671 „ .. .. „ 240 0 0 11 30 0 0
1867.
1691 37 Thomas All en  .. .. Ramsay 200 0 0 29 Aug. 25 0 0
1692
„
38  .. .. 3200 0 to 40 0 0
1698 36 W il liam Hawkes  . , .. „ „  100 0 0 „ 12 10 0
1868.
1843 480 W .  B. Tooth  .. .. „ Haldon 240 0 0 23 Jan. 30 0 0
1964 479 it 160 0 0 1) 20 0 0
1950 478  „ 240 0 0 9) 30 0 0
1965 623 Wm . G. W ilson .. .. „ „ 240 0 0 17 Feb. 30 0 0
1938 622  Win.  Wilson  .. .. „ 14 240 0 0 „ 30 0 0
1867.
1945 400 Alexander Campbell  .. .. „ is 240 0 0 24 Dec. 30 0 0
1946 401 Wm '. G. Wilson to „  240 0 0 „ 30 0 0
1947 402  Win.  Wilson  „ „  240 0 0 „ 30 0 0
1949 408  Win.  G. W ilson  „ 1) 12 240 0 0 „ 30 0 01948 404 „ , , ... „ „  240 0 0 „ 30 0 0
1963 405, Win.  Wilson .. .. „ „ 240 0 0 „ 30 0 0
1917 488 it  . , .. „ „ 240 0 0 28 Jan. 30 0 0
1868.
1918 521 John Hay  .. .. 320 0 0 4 Feb. 40 0 0
1981 485 W.  Wilson  .. .. „ „  240 0 0 20 Jan. 30 0 0
1932 484 „ .. „ „ 820 0 0 40 0 0
1966 482 240 0 0
„
31 Jan. 30 0 0
1934 481  Wi lli am George W il son ..  „ to  320 0 0 28 Jan. 40 0 01909 494  William Wilson .. ..  „ is  240 0 0 „ 30 0 0
1867.
2090 355 is Clifton 219 2 0 2 Dec. 27 8 9
2093 366 Wi ll iam George Wilson .. „  130 0 0 „ 16 5 0
2091 360 Wil liam W il son .. .. „ Is  320 0 0 „ 40 0 0
2046 369 „  .. .. „ „  189 1 9 11 17 8 42114 358 „ „ ..  is is  269 3 16 „ 33 14 82092 356 „ .. .. „ „  209 0 16 „ 26 2 9
2409 357 „ .. ..  „ „  251 2 16 „ 31 9 0
1868.
2187 486 Alexander Campbell  .. .. „ Haldon 320 0 0 20 Jan. 40 0 0
3004 483 Win.  Wilson .. „ 11 305 0 0 91 38 2 6
1867.
3036 289 Win.  G. W ilson  .. „ is P ilton 160 0 0 2 Nov. 20 0 0
WARWICK. Eighth Year's1874.Rent1866 ,
7 434 Peter Affieck Merivalo Robinson  49 0 0
.
1 Dec. 6 12 3
8 462 J. Affieck 43 2 0
„ 419 8
9 447 Peter Affieck 41 0 0 „ 4 13 11
10 442 „ 40 0 0 „ 4 11 8
16 423  James Hurley 40 0 0 4 11 8
21
22
393  James McAra is
„
394
39
38
3 0 1
1 14
„
„
410 9
4 8 0
23 432  Peter Affieck 60 0 0 „ 514 7
24 I{433 49 0 0 i „ 5 12 325 411  Patrick Morrissy . . 42 0 0 1 „ 414 7
30 445  J. Affieck 40 0  0 „ 411 8
31 476  William Affieck
„  53 016 „ 6 1 836 474 52 2 0I 6 0 337 468  J. Affieck 43 2 0
„
419 838 421 Philip Leahey 88 0 0I
„
4 7 062 391  James McAra 40 218 1
„
413 354 4,64 J.  Affleck 43 2 0
„
,. 419 856 444
i
40 0 0 1 » 4 11 858 410 Patr ck Morrissy 46 0 0 5 5 562 431 Peter  Affleck 49 0 0
„
512 364 443 J. Affieck 40 0 0
„
„ 4 11 8
k6653 465  Charles Siebenhausen Aubigny Tabletop
40
48
2 16
0 0
„
8 Nov.
4 13 0
5 0 0555
656
104  Thomas Brown
105 is
„
48
48
0 0
0 0
10 Nov.
„
5 0 0
6 0 0
657 115 4800 „ 500
114 67  Isaac Hardwick 45 1 19 13 Nov. 4.12 2
670 68 »
„
47 2 0 4 19 0
2036
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WARWICK-continued.
Date of
Applioation.
Eighth Year's
Bent, 1874.
B e. d.
1866.
611 69 Isaac Hardwick ... ... Aubigny Table Top  43 1 18 13 Nov.  4 8. 0
198 70 to ... ... „ „ 38 2 36 11 3 15 8
593 106 Henry Smith ... 48 0 0 14 Nov.  5 0 0
594 107 „ ...
„
48 0 0 5 0 0
117 112 Charles Siebenhausen
„ „ 48 0 0 5 0 0
122 179 John Magee ... „ 46 2 0 16 Nov.  4 18 6
123 180 „ ... 46 2 0
„
4 18 6
954 114 Conrad Meiser ...
„ „
48 0 0 23 Nov. 5 0 0
955 191 Colin McCullock Merivale Robinaox  62 0 0 80 Nov. 6 9 2
950 192 ,, 37 0 0 11 3 17 1
966 187 John Bremen ... „ 60 1 0 1 Dec. 6 17 9949 468 J. Affieck ... 37 1 0 4 6 1
642 469
„
37 3 0 4 6 3
643 470 It 41 1 19 4 14 10
544 471 It 48 0 19 5 10 0
545 472 William A 1eck 52 0 32 5 19 6
646 473
„
52 0 82 5 19 6
1867.
713 134 B. McManus ... ...  Aubigny Table Top 50 2 8 28 Jan. 6 6 1
434 68 P .  Flanagan ... Merivale Pratten  64 0 0 6 Mar. 8 0 0
692 108 Edmond Lambert Thornton... » Canning  58 0 0 16 Mar. 7 5 0
177 119 „ ... ... » 68 0 0 „ 7 6 0
410 69 Thos. Steele ... ... » Pratten 49 0 0 28 Mar. 6 2 6
411 60 „ ... to „ 44 0 0 It 510 0
234 1 William Butler Tooth ... Aubigny Clifton 40 0 0 1 April 5 0 0
244 2 9 55 0 0 „ 617 6
245 3 Y1 » 48 0 0 „ 6 0 0
235 6 60 2 16 „ 7 11 6
236 7 „ 60 2 16 „ 7 11 6
246 8 60 2 16 „ 7 11 6
247 9 49 2 16 „ 6 4 0
248 10 I 49 216 „ 6 4 0
249 11 49 2 16 „ 6 4 0
250 12 49 2 16 „ 6 4 0
251 13 49 2 16 „ 6 4 0
262 14 „ 49 216 „ 6 4 0
253 15 1, 49 216 » 6 4 0
254 16
„
49 216 „ 6 4 0
255 17 60 2 16 „ 7 11 6
288 18 60 2 16 „ 7 11 6
256 19 n 60 2 16 „ 7 11 6
239 20 „ 60 2 16 „ 7 11 6
240 24 » 40 0 32 „ 5 0 6
241 26 60 0 0 „ 7 10 0
243 26 „ 64 0 0 „ 8 0 0
242 27 „ » 68 0 0 „ 810 0
237 28 61 0 0 „ 712 6
257 29 60 2 16 „ 7 11 6
268 30 .60 2 16 „ 7 11 6
259 31 » 60 2 16 „ 7 11 6
260 32 to 60 2 16 „ 7 11 6
261 33
„ „ „
49 2 16 „ 6 4 0
262 34 » 49 2 16 „ 6 4 0
263 35 49 2 16 „ 6 4 0
264 36
„
»
49 216 „ 6 4 0
266 39 to 60 2 16 „ 7 11 6
436 40
„
60 2 16 „ 7 11 6
266 41 N 60 2 16 » 7 11 6
267 41a
„
60 2 16 „ 7 11 6
268 47
„ » » 36 0 0 „ 410 0
269 48 35 0 0 „ 4 7 6
270 49 83 0 0 „ 4 2 6
271 68 60 2 16 » 7 11 6
437 59 60 2 16 „ 7 11 6
272 60 60 2 16 „ 7 11 6
803 60a „  60 2 16 ,, 7 11 6
286 37 John W. Wood 99 0 0 „ 12 7 6
287 38 99 0 0 „ 12 7 6
288 42
„
50 0 0 „ 8 5 0
289 43 60 0 0 „ 6 5 0
290 44 » 50 0 0 „ 6 5 0
587 46
„
50 0 0 „ 6 5 0
291 50 » 58 236 „ 7 5 2
292 64 „ 50 0 0 „ 8 5 0
293 55 60 0 0 „ 6 5 0
438 67 60 0 0 „ 6 5 0
294 61 » 99 0 0 „ 12 7 6
538 62 99 0 0 „ 12 7 6
539 90 » 139 2 0 „ 17 8, 9
295 91 139 2 0 „ 17 8
296 92 „  139 2 0 „ 17 8 9
297 93 139 2 0 „ 17 8 9
298 94 139 2 0 „ 17 8 9
299 99 139 2 0 „ 17 8 9
2037
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A. R. P.
1867
£ s. d.
362 48 George Clark ... Me rivale Dalrymple 435 0
.
0 1 April 54 7 6
273 9 » 77 0 0 „ 912 6
274 9a 73 0 0 „ 9 2 6
276 12 80 0 0  „ 10 0 0
276 13. 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
277 14 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
278 16 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
361 16 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
279 19 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
280 20 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
281 21 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
282 23 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
283 28 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
284 39 „ 75 0 0 „ 9 7. 6
286 40 60 0 0 „ 7 10 0
430 144 Thomas Rowitt ... Aubigny Table Top  58 3 0 6 April 7 6 7
431 145 George Rowitt ... 56 1 24 „ 7 1 0
976 c 188 John Be ll Merivale Robinson 37 0 0 20 April 7 19 3..'189 „ 26 3 34
„
507 373 James McMahon ... 49 8 0 16 May 6 4 5
508 377 2048
0 0 „
0 810 0
983 367 40
0
0
„
0 4 June 5 0 0
1002 136 John Hinrich Hebbel Aubigny Table Top  41 0 4 „ 6 2 5
978 140  John Nicolaus Tanzor 39
„ „
1 17 „ 4 18 2
178 10 Stephen Ryan ... Merivale Pratten  64 3 35 12 Mar. 8 1 11
1866.
1029 182 John Hall Aubigny Table Top 46 2 0 20 Nov. 4 16 10
1027 183 Wm. Deacon 69 3 0 21  Noy. 7 6 0
„ „
1867.
Seventh  Ye
187
a
4.r's
695 8 Louis Kurtz ... Merivale Leyburn 33 0 0  4J  uly 4 2 6
725 11 Matthew Liddy 50 0 0 17 July 6 6 0
726 12 „ 55 0 0 „ 617 6
723 40 Richard Tambling 59 0 0 „ 7 7 6
720 11 Edward Warber Pratten 60 3 25 5 Aug. 7 12 6
1630  44 Ann Tooth
... Aubigny Stephens 160 0 0 9 Nov. 20 0 0
1631 45  „
... „ „ 160 0 0 „ 20 0 0
1664 22  John Morrisson ... Merivale Deuchar 54 0 0 „ 6 15 0
1652 23  Patrick Canaven 43 0 0 „ 5 7 6
1653 24
„
47 0 0 „ 6 17 6
1643 29 Robert Bell 40 0 0 „ 5 0 0
1619 42 W. B. Tooth
... Aubigny Stephens 160 0 0 „ 20 0 0
1611 43 „
1657 37 George Wi ll ett
... „ 16011
... Merivale Deuchar 51
0
0
0 „
0 15 Nov.
20 0
6 7
0
6
1656  36  • William Groves
1817 26 Ann Tooth
... „ 4811
... Aubigny Stephens 82
0
3
0 16 Dec.
0 20 Dec.
6 0
10 6
0
11
1868.
1818 23 „ 89 2 0 13 Jan. 11 3 9
2007 30 Walter Groves ... Merivale Deuchar 48 0 0 29 Feb. 6 0 0
2005 15 Robert Wood 72 0 0 31 Jan. 9 0 02006 14 Thomas Amies 64 0 0 „ 616 0
1867.
1017 101 Charles Smith ... Cunningham 320 0 0 24 Aug. 40 0 0
1230 173 It 320 0 0 26 Aug. 40 0 0
1215 161 Alex. McDonald ... 320 0 0 12 Sept. 40 0 01216 137 Charles Smith .
, 320 0 0 23 Au g. 40 0 0
1229 157 Alexander McDonald Killarney 320 0 0 „ 40 0 0
1221 159
„ 320 0 0 17 Sept. 40 0 0
1208 158 320 0 0 „ 40 0 0
1145 161 George Clark Allora 120 0 0 23 Aug 15 0 0
1146 162
„ 120 0
.
0 „ 16 0 0
1042 151
„ 109 0 0 „ 13 12 6
1043 166
,f 120 0 0 „ 16 0 0
1069 169 124 0 0 „ 15 10 0
1070 180 114 0 0 „ 14 5 0
1209 163 120 0 0 16 0 01210  154 129 0
„
0 „ 16 2 6
1220 167
„ 113 0 0 14 2 6
1219 168 98 0
„
0 „ 12 5 0
1130 155 111 0 0 „ 13 17 6
1131 156 89 1 0 „ 11 3 2
1182 157
„
1136 182
110 0 0 „ 13 16 0
1137 183 William Butler Tooth ... 133
... „ 91
0
3
0 29 Aug.
0 „
16 12
11 9
6
6
1138 184 „
... 94 0 9 29 Aug. 11 15 0
1128 152 George Clark 134 0 0 23 Aug. 16 16 0
1129 166
„ 120 0 0 15 0 01'14)6 164 120 0
„
0 „ 15 0 0
X05 153 136 0 0 „ 17 0 0
1213 158 96 0 0 „ 12 0 0
1212  159 H 88 2 0 „ 11 1 3
1211 160 120 0 0 „ 16 0 0
2088
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WARWICK- continued.
1867.
1051, 186 James Brown  .. .. Merivale Allora 104 0 0 29 Aug. 13 0 0
105'; 186 „ .. .. „ „ 132 2 0 „ 16 11 3
171 65 C. H. Marshall Leslie 320 0 0 27 Aug. 40 0 0
167 N 85 Daniel Long and John Long  Cunningham 160 0 0 3 Sept. 20 0 0
1671- 77 George Mawhirt .. „ 80 0 0 2 Sept. 10 0 0
16€ 73 Amos  Hall .. .. „ 150 0 0 „ 18 16 0
16(:1 268 Hugh McLachlan  Killarney 100 0 0 2 Oct. 12 10 0
16i 3 83 Theophilus Howell .. .. „  „ 320 0 0 3 Sept. 40 0 0
1607 -82 „ ,. .. >, 320 0 0 „ 40 0 0
1640 76 Allan Grayson  Cunningham 100 0 0 2 Sept. 12 10 0
16:0 236 C. H. Marshall  Leslie 320 0 0 ... 40 0 0
1669 163 Michael and Bartholomew
Brosnan Wildash 200 0 0 13 Sept. 26 0 0
1728 140 K. Hutchison  „ 320 0 0 22 Aug. 40 0 0
.1727 141 ,,  „ 320 0 0 „ 40 0 0
1702 280 James Hart  „ 160 0 0 3 Oct. 20 0 0
1697 320 Denis Devaney and Jeremiah
Ran 150 0 0 14 Nov. 18 15 0
1701 243
„
G. A. McDonald .. ..  Cunningham 320 0 0 16 Oct. 40 0 0
1700 246 „ .. .. „  „ 320 0 0 „ 40 0 0
1698 247 „ .. „ „ 320 0 0 „ 40 0 0
1789 248 236 0 0 „ 29 10 0
1695 324 Alexander McDonald Killarney 200 0 0 26 Nov. 25 0 0
1694 244 Charles Smith .. .. „ Cunningham 80 0 0 8 Oct. 10 0 0
1696 323 „ .. .. „  „ 160 0 0 13 Nov. 20 0 0
1834 322 „ .. .. 271 0 0 4 Nov. 33 17 6
1803 321 „ ,. .. „  „ 160 0 0 13 Nov. 20 0 0
1838 314 „ 90 0 0 18 Nov. 11 5 0
1837 277 Alexander McDonald 90 0 0 8 Oct. 11 5 0
1836 246 Charles Smith .. .. „ 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
1840 182 „ .. .. „  „ 320 0 0 8 Sept. 40 0 0
1839 181 „ .. .. ,>  „ 320 0 0 11 Sept. 40 0 0
1835 184 „ .. .. 320 0 0 6 Sept. 40 0 0
1687 100 J. B. Bettington .. .. „ Killarney 180 0 0 „ 22 10 0
1719 102 Nano Thornton .. .. „  Wildash 100 0 0 „ 12 10 0
1714 112 Samuel Cooper 100 0 0 10 Sept. 12 10 0
1723 103
.. 21
CunninghamJohn Thornton .. „ 80 0 0 4 Sept. 10 0 0
1716 98 Henry Edward Jones .. „ Wildash 80 0 0 7 Sept. 10 0 0
1716 97
„ .. .. „
„ 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
1718 270 Charles Smith .. .. „ Cunningham 80 0 0 8 Oct. 10 0 0
1717 271 is  .. „  „ 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
1868.
1770 221 Chas. Henry Green , . .. „  Allora 126 0 0 28 Jan. 15 15 0
1867.
1797 250 Charles Brown Fisher . , „ Glengallan 120 0 0 7 Oct. 15 0 0
1796 251 „ .. „  „ 120 0 0 8 Oct. 16 0 0
1795 119 A. McDonald and C. Smith.. Cunningham 320 0 0 23 Aug. 40 0 0
01793 121 ,, Robinson 320 0 0 „ 40 0
1791 122 „ .. .. Cunningham 320 0 0 „ 40 0 0
1792 120 „ .. .. „ „ 320 0 0 „ 40 0 0
1853 279 Hurtle Fisher „ .. „ Glengallan 120 0 0 4 Oct. 16 0 0
1862 278 „ .. .. „ 120 0 0 „ 16 0 0
1864 414 Wm .  Dundas Fisher .. .. Goomburra 240 0 0 19 Dec. 30 0 0
1868.
1903 663 Charles Henry Green Glengallan 80 0 0 29 Feb. 10 0 0
1916 564 „ „ 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
1916 565 „ „ „ 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
1929 276 ,, Goomburra 200 0 0 9 Oct. 26 0 0
1957 616 „ 80 0 0 1 Feb. 10 0 0
1904 616 „ Glengallan 80 0 0 it 10 0 0
1922 662 Goomburra„ 80 0 0 6 Feb. 10 0 0
1905 511 „ 80 0 0 28 Jan. 10 0 0
1923 612 „ .. 80 0 0 4 Feb. 10 0 0
1924 518 Glengallan 80 0 0 7 Feb. 10 0 0
1906 619 „ .. 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
1925 620 „ .. H 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
1867.
2112 313 John Murray Cunning6ham„ 161 0 0 14 Nov. 20 2 6
2096 310 Frederick Hudson „ Wildash 80 0 0 30 Oct. 10 0 0
1868.
2011 476 Arnold Wienholt .. .. „ Gladfield 80 0 0 16 Jan. 10 0 0
1867.
2086 185 is Gladvale 80 0 0 11 Sept. 10 0 0
2097 186 „ „ Gladfield 80 0 0 10 Sept. 10 0 0
2009 187 ,l „ 80 0 0 11 Sept. 10 0 0
2008 188 „ n „ 160 0 0 „ 20 Q 0
2099 190 „ „ 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
2102 68 „ 160 0 0 31 Aug. 20 01 0
2103 68 „ „ „ 160 0 0 „ 20 40
2009 74 „ 01 320 0 0 2 Sept. 40 0
1921
78
205 0 0 25 12 6
1897 79
„
„
„
„
320 0 0
„
„ 40 0 0
1896 67 „ 320 0 0 31 Aug. 40 0 0
1894 130 D .  M. Smith, junr. Cunningham 320 0 0 26 Aug. 40 0 0
2039
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£ a. d.
2039 136 Charles Smith  . , Merivale Cunningham 320 0 0
1 .
26 Aug.
A
40
40
0
0
0
01902 139 Alexander McDonald.. • • „ „ 320 0 0 ug.23
1920 143 D. M. Smith, junr . • • . • „ 320 0 0 29 Aug. 40 0 0
1900 142 C. D. Smith .. „ 320 0 0 23 Aug. 40 0 0
1901 138 Alexander McDonald  .. „ „ 320 0 0 „ 40
40
0
0
0
1899 127 it , , , . „ 320
320
0
0
0
0
26 Aug.
40 0
0
01898 118 „
1933 131 Charles Smith 320 0 0 29 Aug. 40 0 0
1936 132 Alexander McDonald .. 320 0 0 „ 40 0 0
1936 134 D. M. Smith ,  junr . • • „  Wildash  • . 320 0 0 „ 40 0 0
2037 882 Alexander McDonald • • „ Cunningham 280 0 0 8 Oct.
S
35
40
0
0
0
02143 160 „ „ 320 0 0 ept.11
2038 162 320 0 0 it 40 0 0
2041 269 » • • „ „ 320 0 0 7 Oct. 40 0 0
2040 272 320 0 0 8 Oct. 40 0 0
1878' 278 320 0 0 •. 40 0 0
68
118
$74 820 0 0 „ 40 0 0
0
.
320 0 0 7 Oct. 40 0 0
1683, 242 C. H. Marshall  .. • . ..» Leslie 320 0 0 24 Oct. 40 0 0
100 )k- Charles Smith  . • „ „ Cunningham 150 0 0 27 Sept. 18 15 0
lam C. H. Marshall '
..
„ Les lie 80 0 0 24 Oct. 10 0 0
1 2' Arthur  Hodgeon and  Charles
H  enr Green „  Goomburra  .. 320 0 0 23 Aug. 40 0 0
210Z 175 0.'H:' (!'sea  • , „  Glengallan , . 200 0 0 12 Sept. 25 0 0
1868.
2084 , 606 Thomas  Allwood • . , . „ Goomburra 240 0 0 4 Feb., ,
1970 004 Charles  Henry Green  .. „ „ 240 0 0 „ 30 0 0,
1867
9100 ' 198 ;, • . .. „ Glengallan  . , 320 0 0
.
31 Aug. 40 0 0
1868
$e3 665 Samuel Cooper  • • • . „  Wildash . • 80 0 0
.
24 Feb. 10 0 0
187  , , 578 Charles  Henry Green „ Goomburra  .. 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
2079 674
..
80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
207 ; .$72
.
.. 1) 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
1974
1"
240 0 0 13 Feb. 30 0 0
197 1o it •• .. „ ,, 320 0. 0 4 Feb. 40 0 0
1
,
609 .. .. „ „ 240 0 0 „ 30 0 0
1970 IN „ .. .. „ 240 0 0 „ 30 0 0
1978 602 „ .. „ „ 240 0 0 16 Jan. 30 0 0
1968 490 , .. » „ 240 0 0 „ 30 0 0
1973 489 320 0 0 „ 40 0 0
1980 975
» •• .• „
„ 240 0 0 „ 30 0 0
1867.
1987
1988
893
892
K. Hutchison  . • .. „  Wildash .. 80 0 0 4 Dec.
10 0 0
1986 891 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
888 • • „ Cunningham 80 0 0 29 Nov. 10 0 0
332 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
00 1 80 0 0 10 0 0,, „
2085 880 80 0 0 ,, 10 0 0
977
'
is
'
Cirohne Madeline  Green  • •
'
„  Goo-burr.  .. 80 0 0 23 Aug. 10 0 0
98t ' .: 84 BanksJohn Joies „ 11 320 .0 0 26 Aug. 40 0 0
2044 363 Charles Henry Marshall  .. „  Leslie • , 157 0 0 29 Nov. 19 12 6
2147 886 Alex.  McDonald Cunningham 80 0 0 „ 10
10
0 0
2166 842 D. M. Smith, junr . • • „ „ 80 0 0 ;, 0 0
2163 348 „ .. „ „ 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
2164 841
• • . •
80 0 0 10 0 0
2152 345
it
,, ,, 80 0 0
„
„ 10 0 0
2161 377 J. B. Bettington  • . .. „ Wildash .. 80 0 0 5 Dec. 10 0 01868.
2162 474 100 0 0 10 Jan. 12 10 0
1867.
2164 371 80 0 0 5 Dec. 10 0 0
2165 372 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
2163 373 » •. >, „ 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
2149 341 D. M. Smith, junior  .. „  Cunningham 80 0 0 29 Nov. 10 0 0
1868
2156 427 Charles Smith  • • „ „ 80 0 0
.
4 Jan. 10 0 0
2157 425
„ .. .. „ „ 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
2159 424 80 0 0 » 10 0 0
2158 426 80 0 0 10 0 0
2116 559 129 0 0 29 Feb. 16 2 6
2128 428 80 0 0 4 Jan. 10 0 0
2129 429 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
2130 430 80 0 0 10 0 0
2125 499 J. B. Bettington  .. „  Wildash ,  . 80 0 0 30 Jan. 10 0 0
212 500 80 0 0 4 Jan. 10 0 0
21g. 501 80 0 0 30 Jan. 10 0 0
1867.
2123 368 J. B. Bettington  .. .. Merivale Wildash 80 0 0 6 Dec. 10 0 0
2146 369
„ It  „ 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
2124 370 It  „ 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
2119
21
348 D. M. Smith, junr . .. , . „  Cunningham 80 0 0 2 Dec. 10
10
0
0
0
20 849 It  .  11 80 0 0 „ 0
867
2040
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Date of
Appltoatton.
Seventh Year's
Rent,  1874.
1867.
2121 350 D.  M. Smith ,  jun. .. .. Mer ivale Cunningham 80 0 0 2 Dec. 10 0 0
2122 351 11 .. .. 11 11 80 0 0 11 10 0 0
2117 334 Alex .  McDonald .. .. „ „ 80 0 0 29 Nov. 10 0 0
2118 335 ,, .. „ „ 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
2131 329 G .  A. McDonald .. • . „ „ 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
2176 346 Charles Smith .. .. 160 0 0 „ 20 0 .0
2161 339 D .  M. Smith . . .. „ 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
2150 838 11 .. .. „ 80 0 0 , 10 0 0
2166 398 Alex .  McDonald .. 11 247 0 0 16 Dec. 30 17 6
2167 394 J. B. Bettington .. .. „ Killarney 80 0 0 4 Dec. 10 0 0
2170 390 11 .. .. „ 11 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
2169 389 11 .. .. 11 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
2168 388 „ .. .. „ „ 80 0 0 „ 10 0 0
2173 387 „ .. .. „ 80 0 0 51 10 0 0
2171 386 „ .. .. „ 80 0 0 11 10 0 0
2172 385 •„ .. .. „ „ 80 0 0 11 10 0 0
2138 384 „ .. -. „ „ 80 0 0 11 10 0 0
2137
2160
383
378
„
11
..
..
..
.. „
Wildash
80 0
80 0
0
0
11
5 Dec.
10 0
10 0
0
0
2134 379 11 .. .. 80 0 0 11 10 0 01868.
2135 497 21 .. .. „ 80 0 0 30 Jan. 10 0 0
2136 498 .. .. „ „ 80 0 0 11 10 0 011 1867.
2175 347 Alex.  McDonald .. .. „ Cunningham 100 0 0 29 Nov. 12 10 0
2132 328 C.  D. Smith .. .. „ 11 80 0 0 1 10 0 0
2115 827 Alex .  McDonald .. .. „ „ 140 0 0 „ 17 10 0
2174 183 11 .. .. „ 11 315 0 0 29 Aug. 39 7 6
2133 129 G .  A. McDonald .. .. „ 316 0 0 11 39 10 0
2145 128 11 .. .. „ „ 320 0 0 „ 40 0 0
2189 126 Alex .  McDonald .. .. 252 0 0 11 31 10 0
2141 307 11 •. „ ,320 0 0 30 Oct. 40 0 0
2140 136 Charles  Smith .. .. „ 320 0 0 29 Aug. 40 0 0
2142 125 G. A. McDonald .. .. „ 320 0 0 „ 40 0 0
2144 124 1$ .. .. „ 320 0 0 2 Sept. 40 0 0
2196 111 M. L. Downing .. .. Wildash 100 0 0 10 Sept. 12 10 0
2197 311 John Downing .. .. „ 80 0 0 31 Oct. 10 0 0
1868.
2194 639 Charles Hy. G reen .. .. „ Glengallan 80  0 0 17 Jan. 10 0 0
2193 636 „ .. .. „ 80 0 0 10 Feb. 10 0 0
2191 538 „ ,• 80 0 0 11 10 0 0
2192 537 „ .. .. 80 0 0 11 10 0 0
3003 517 „ .. .. „ Goomburra 80 0 0 6 Feb. 10 0 0
2184 477 Arnold Wienholt .. .. „ Gladfleld 80 0 0 21 Jan. 10 0 0
2190 153 Chas .  Hy. Green .. „ Goomburra 200 0 0 13 Sept. 25 0 0
2198 508 „ .. .. „ „ 240 0 0 4 Feb. 30 0 0
3001 496 „ .. „ „ 320 0 0 28 Jan. 40 0 0
3034 607 240 0 0 30 0 0
3007 315 C. D. Smith .. .. „ Cunningham 115 0 0 20 Nov. 14 7 6
3008 214 Chas. Hy. Green .. „ Allora 91 2 0 14 Feb. 11 8 9
3009 218 „ .. „ 103 3 0 11 12 19 5
3010 217 .. .. 93 1 0 28 Feb. 11 13 2
3011 557 C. D.  Smith .. .. „ Cunningham 160 0 0 „ 20 0 0
3012 558 „ .. .. 11 120 0 0 „ 15 0 0
1867.
3013 72 J.  B. Bettington .. .. „ Killarney 200 0 0 6 Sept. 25 0 0
3014 104 „ .. .. „ 11 120 0 0 2 Sept. 15 0 01868.
3016 560 C. D. Smith .. .. „ Cunningham 80 0 0 29 Feb. 10 0 0
3017
3018
661
219
91
Arthur Hodgson
..
.
..
.
„
»
11
A llora
80  0
105 0
0
0
11
27 Feb.
j 10 0
13 2
0
6
3019 656 C. D. Smith
.
..
.
.. „ Cunningham 320 0 0 28 Feb. 40 0 0
3020 228 Ch .  Hy. Green .. .. „ Allots 97 0 0 10 Feb. 12 2 6
$022 229 97 0 0 „ 12 2 6„ •• .. " 97 0 0 12 2 63022 230 „ „1867.
3023 415 C.  D. Smith .. „ Cunningham 240 0 0 27 Dec. 30 0 0
3024 337 11 80 0 0 29 Nov. 10 0 0
3027 397 Thos.  Robinson .. .. » Wildash 80 0 10 16 Dec. 10 0 0
1868.
3028 225 Chas .  Hy. Green .. .. „ Allora 97 0 0 14 Feb. 12 2 6
3029 226 „ .. .. » „ 97 0 0 „ 12 2 6
3030 227 „ .. 97 0 0 „
18 7
12 2 6
6 .
$031 396 J .  B. Bettington .. .. „ Killarney 8o 0 0 28 Nov. 10 0 0
3032 99 C. D. Smith .. .. Cunningham 320 0 0 7 Aug. 40 Q 01868.
3086 514 „ .. .. „ „ 240 0 0 5 Feb. 30 0 01867.
W38 174 Ann
..
..
Robinson 80 0 0 9 $ept. 10 0 0
8098 174 ok
,, 80 0 0 16  Sept. 10 0 0
2041
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DALBY..
1616 1 John Watts
1617 2
1794 39
1798 168
Joshua Peter Bell
1,
1907 41 Bell and Sons
1908 42 Joshua Peter Be ll
1960 109 John Donovan
1910 470 J .  A. Bell
1911 469 Marmaduke Bell
1912 468 J. P. Bell
1926 467 J. A. Be ll
1914 466 11
1928 465 J .  P. Bell
1927 464 It
1913 460 Marmaduke Be ll
1967 459 J. P. Be ll
2088 458 Jno .  Alexr. Be ll
1965 456 J .  P. Bell
2087 455 Jno. Alexr. Bell
1964 454 J .  P. Be ll
2086 453 Jno. Alexr. Bell
1958 452 Marmaduke Bell
1966 451 J. P. Bell
1959 450 J.  A. Bell
1961 449 J. P. Bell
1872 446 Marmaduke Be ll
1870 445
1869 443 „
1867 441 is
1875 439 „
1891 438 J .  A. Bell
1969 416 Thomas Bell
1871 417 Marmaduke Be ll
1873 418 Thomas Be ll
1874 437' ,,
1876 442 Marmaduke Be ll
1877 440 Thomas Be ll
1941 444
1942 447
„
11
1886 448 J. P. Bell
1883 457 Thomas Bell
1886  461 Marmaduke Bell
1963  462 Thomas Bell
1962 463 is
3000 106 Bell  and Sons
3006 316 • ,,
2199  40 Samuel Hawkes
2189  43 Bell  and Sons
2188  44 Mark Blundell
2195 45 Walter Driver
2177 63 Joshua Peter Bell
2178 60 „
2180 233 Bell and Sons
2179 234 It
2183 61 John Alexander Bell..
3005 62 Thomas Bell
Aubigny
1867.
St. Ruth 78  0 0 1 3 Dec. 9 15 0
„ 80 0 0
Cumkillenbar 320 0 0 29 Aug.
100 0 0 31 Aug.
320 0 0 30 Aug.
200 0 0 30 Mar.
160 0 0 5 Sept.
1868.
240 0 0 8 Jan.
240 0 0 „
256 0 0 „
240 0 0
„ 320 0 0
240 0 0 „
„ 120 0 0
„ 240 0 0 „
240' 0 0 „
220 0 0
160 0 0 „
240 0 0 „
256 0 0
80 0 0
„ 240 0 0
„ 240 0 0 „
240 0 0
142 0 0
„ 240 0 0
240 0 0 „
is 240 0 0 „
is 240 0 0 „
„ 240 0 0 „
„ 240 0 0 „
it  240 0 0  is
„  240 0 0 9 Jan.
is 240 0 0 14 Jan.
„  240 0 0 8 Jan.
„ 240 0 0
„ 240 0 0 „
is  240 0 0
„ 240 0 0
is 320 0 0
„ 240 0 0 „
is 240 0 0 ,,
„ 240 0 0
240 0 0 „
1867.
11 „ 99 2 0 3 Sept.
80 0 0 21 Nov.
100 0 0 30 Aug.
99 1  0
80 0 0 1 „
100 0 0
160 0 0 2 Sept.
160 0 0
200 0 0 22 Oct.
80 0 0 26 Oct.
320 0 0 2 Sept.
320 0 0 „
LEYBURN  (Now WARwrex).
140
134
408
993
'72
38
39
60
John Charles Clay
Samuel Large
Margaret Large
Chas. Bell
Merivale Leyburn
11
MARYBOROUGH.
608
490
470
527
591
467
)910
911
503
940
939
1 John Cran
15 Ellen Kerr
16 Donald McDonald
7 Henry Bonarius
7 Jane McMeekin
64 George Douglas
1 Rob. Travis
2 H. C. Corfield
8 F. H, Atherton
27 Thomas Cornwe ll
28 1 „I
85 0 0
81 0 0
71 0 0
58 0 0
1867.
2 Jan.
4 Jan.
16 Mar.
18 April
1867.
Lennox Dennison  78 0 0 2 Jan.
44 0 0 „
50 0 0
March Unnamed 148 0 0 „
„ Walliebum 45 0 0
Lennox St. Mary 63 0 0
March Tiaro 78 0 0 „
82 0 0
73 0 0
71 0 0
64 0 0
10 0 0
40 0 0
12 10 0
40 0 0
25 0 0
20 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
32 0 0
30 0 0
40 0 0
30 0 0
15 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
27 10 0
20 0 0
30 0 O
32 0 0
10 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
17 16 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
40 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
12 8 9
10 0 0
12 10 0•
12 8 2
10 0 0•
12 10 0
20 0 0'
20 0 0
25 0 0
10 0 0
40 0 O
40 0 0
Eighth Year's
Bent, 1874.
10 12 6
10 2 6
8 17 6
7 5 0
Eighth Year's
Rent, 1874.
9  15  0
5 10 0
6 5 0
18 10 0
5 12 6
7 17 6
9 15 0
10 5 0
9 2 6
8 17 6
8 0 0
2042
Lessee. County. Pariah. Area.
A. R. P.
MARYBOROIIG H-continued.
577
601
471
109 Jane Walker .. • . March Maryborough
40 David White „ Walliebum
44 G. Horsberg,  H. S. Grenfe ll ,
and R . Murdock  (trustees) „ Tiaro
468 45 ,
559 13 Robert Christie , . Lennox. Denison
499 14 Edward Millar and John Millar
460 18 James Watson Campbell .. „ „
569 20 James Allen .. .. „ ,
606 9a William White •• March lllaryborough
607 12
373 46 G. Horsburg, H. S. Grenfell,
„
and R. Murdock (trustees) „ Tiaro
350 134 Hy. Cox Corfield .. . • „ Elliott
233 94 Samuel Benstead .. .. „ Young
200 66 Charles Waldoek . • .. Lennox. St. Mary
201 25 J. T. Atherton .• .. March Tiaro
199 26 Thomas Cornwell .. . • „ „
396 135 Richard Heath . • .. „ Elliott
394 136 „ .. .. „ ,
491 22 Francis Winterheld „ Tiaro
217 50 G. Horsburg, H. S. Grenfell,
and R. Murdock (trustees) „ Tinana
329 72 Diana Noakes .. •. Lennox St. Mary
328 73 Hugh Hutchison .. .. „ „
1004 2 ; Frederick Habler .. .. „ Denison
462 30 Henry Challands .. . • „ „
989 25 John Silvester Bradburn ,.. Denison
990 57 Martin Braun .. .. March Tinana
531 108 Jane Walker .. „ Maryborough
689 40 James Stewart and James
Mcllraith • • .. „ Young
£  8.  d.
1867.
87 0 0 2 Jan. 10 17 6
53 3 0 „ 6 14 1
47 0 0 „ 5 17 6
47 0 0 3 Jan. 5 17 6
41 0 0 „ 6 2 6
42 0 0 5 5 0
45 0 0 10 Jan. 5 12 6
76 0 0 16 Jan. 9 10 0
56 0 0 25 Jan. 7 0 0
113 0 0 „ 14 2 6
60 0 0 18 Feb. 7 10 0
134 0 0 23 Feb. 16 15 0
55 0 0 25 Feb. 6 17 6
54 0 0 2 Mar. 6 15 0
70 0 0 19 Mar. 8 15 0
69 0 0 „ 8 12 6
77 0 0 21 Mar. 9 12 6
109 0 0 „ 13 12 6
70  0 0 25 Mar. 8 15 0
60 0 0 3 April 7 10 0
64 0 0 „ 8 0 0
63 0 0 „ 7 17 6
71 0 0 15 April 8 17 6
86 0 0 11 May 10 15 0
45 0 0 24 June 5 12 6
53 0 0 20 June 6 12 6
85 0 0 27 May 10 12 6
69 0 0 2 Jan. 8 12 6
1867.
617 21 Henry Armitage  .. . •  Lennox Denison 73 0 0 8 July
106 Jane Walker  •. ..  March Maryborough 29 0 0 „
718 18 W illiam White .. .. „ Walliebum 66 2 0 „
717 19  , .• .. 74 3 0 91
793 19 William  Auteliff  .. ..
, Elliott  123 0 0 12 Aug.
794 20  , .. .. „ „ 103 0 0 „
1121 20 William  White .. .. 21 Wa lliebum 76 2 0 19 Oct.
1120 21 11 . • ..  11 11 109 1 0 26 Oct.
1627 128 Henry Armitage  .. ..  Lennox Denison 54 1 0 14 Nov.
1628 129 .. .. „ „ 53 0 0 „11
1806 43 Alfred Henry Brown.. .. „ „ 73 0 0 27 Dec.
1800 45
„
•. .. „ „ 49 0 0 „
1868.
18 ,9 66 Hercules timith .. .. March Young 47 0 0 10 Jan.
1867.
1807 99 George Brims .. . • „ „ 59 0 0 28 Dec.
1868.
1844 167 John Eaton  .. .. „ „ 51 2 0 4 Jan.
1815 6 Walter Hay .. .. „ Tiaro 76 0 0 2 Jan.
1816 10 „ .. .. „ „ 72 2 0  111867.
1801 17 Walter Hay, jun. . • .. „ „ 80 0 0 24 Dec.
1868.
1758  I  65 J. Hame ll  .•  .. „ Young 52 0 0 10 Jan.
1867.
1162 61 Martin Braun  .. .. „ Tinana 80 0 0 18 Dec.
1161 58 „ •.  .. „ „ 52 2 0 „
1868.
1745 31.  Christian Frederick Brandt ..  Lennox Denison 89 0 0 20 Jan.
2023 62 John Hay  ..  March Young 60 ( 0 7 Feb.
1191 43 Thomas Stephen Lawless Pyne,
Clement Paul Lawless Pyne,
and Hugh Lumley Lawless
P ne .. .. „ Tiaro 45 0 0 „
1192 42
,,
.. .. „ „ 45 0 0 „
1183 41 „ .. •. „ „ 45 0 0
1181 38 ... „ „ 90 0 0 „
1193 37
„
.. .• „ 59 3 0
1180 36
„
.. ..
,,
49 3 20 „
2077 16 William Al fred Hay . • ... „ „ 53 1 0  11
2047 4 William Farnham  . • . • „ St. Mary 51 0 0 12 Feb.
2027 170 J. Hodgkinson  .. .. „ Young 56 2 0 5 Feb.
Date of Eighth Year's
Application.  Rent, 1874.
Seventh Year's
Rent, 1874,
9 2 6
3 12 6
8 6 3
9 6 11
15 7 6
12 17 6
9 11 3
13 13 2
6 15 8
6 12 6
9 2 6
6 2 6
5 17 6
7 7 6
6 8 9
9 10 0
9 1 3
10 0 0
6 10 0
10 0 0
6 11 3
11 2 6
7 10 0
5 12 6
5 12 6
5 12 l
11 5 0
7 9 5,
6 4 L
6 13 2
6 7 6
7 1 3
2043
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MARYBOROIIG H-continued.
2024 179
2075
2076
2029
2042
33
34
.90
19
Carl Schmidt and Frederich
These
John Eaton
James  Rankin • .
R. H. Blissett
March Young
Mary
Young
Lennox  1 Denison
GAYNDAH.
136
994
GLADSTONE.
51
62
Wi ll iam Hampson
John George Walker..
Seventh Year's
Rent, 1874
£ s. d.
6 3 2
7 5 0
6 15 0
4 5 0
9 17 6
Eighth Year' s
Rent, 1874.
6 15 0
6 10 0
Bghth Year' s
Rent, 1874.
1866.
Edward Lannigan .. .. Livingstone Karkol 57 2 0 117 Nov. 5 19 9
„ „ 49 3 0 20 Nov. 5 3 4
49 3 0 „ 5 3 4
60 0 0 17 Nov. 6 5 0
44 1 0 „ 4 11 10
88 0 0 , 9 3 4
54 1 0 20 Nov. 5 12 8
J. H. Wilkinson .. • • „ Gavial 36 0 0 24 Nov. 3 15 0
Patk. Flynn .. .. „ „ 47 0 0 20 Dec. 5 7 8
J. H. Wilkinson .. .. „ „ 32 0 0 „ 3 13 4
33 0 0 „ 3 15 7
MacKenzie
,,
Toughboyne
„
Area.
A. B. P.
41 1 0
58 0 0
54 0 0
34 0 0
79 0 0
54 0 0
52 0 0
Date of
Application.
1868.
5 Feb.
27 Jan.
11
29 Jan.
20 Jan.
1867.
7 Jan.
24 April
Seventh Year's
1867. Rent1874.
1603  I 60 I Henry Friend .. .. I Clinton Calliope 58 0 0 1 28 Dec. I  17'5  0
ROCKHAMPTON.
20 65
41 45
42 46
43 47
44 48
908 64
,515 52
967 45
309 61
572 48
573 49
1867.
197 35 Peter  Fitzallan Macdonald  .. „  Yaamba 130 0 0 11 Feb. 16 5 0
1016 229 James  Bennett Gracemere  26 0 0 4 April 6 10 0230 „ 26 0 0
1021  € 231
26 0 0 15 0
232 36 0 0 „
225 Francis  George Newbold 24 0 0 5 April
226 16 0 0  6 11 21013
227 12 2 27
1012 167 Edward Bates  Rockhampton 64 0 0 8 April 10 6 11168  It 28 3 0 „
991 40 Peter Fitzallan Macdonald  .. „ Yaamba 76 0 0 10 April 9 10 0
1001 42 91  .. .. „ 1) 86  0 0 „ 10 15 0
504 812 Peter Murray  .. .. „ Nicholson 40 0 0 12 April 5 0 0
606 818  „ „ 40' 0 0 „ 5 0 0
1024 98 Robert and William  England „ Archer 49 0 0 23 March 6 2 6
1026 108  „ .. „ „ 61 0 0 7 12 6
1006 56 Peter Fitzallan  Macdonald  .. „  Yaamba 49 0 0 10 April 6 2 6
986 57 ,,  .. .. „ „ 55 0 0 6 17 6
463 241 Edward  Cross • • .. „ Gracemere 50 1 20 6 May 6 5 6
616 192 E .  Bates . • , , „  Rockhampton 41 0 0 9 May 5 2 6
501 245a  John  Mo re ton  .. .. „ Murchison 39 0 0 „ 4 17 6
469 246& James Drake  .. „ „ 36 3 0 „ 4 11 7
514 40 H .  S. Smith  .. „ Gavial 41 0 0 27 May 5 2 6
517 233 Francis  George Newbold :: Gracemere 16 0 0 „ 5 5 0251 26 0 0 „
S18 247 •• •• 27 220 6 13 11252 „ 26 0 0 „
26 H. S.  Smith .. .. „ Gavial 11 2 0
512 27 „ „ 12 0 0 „ i  4 17 10
28 15 3 0 „ J
613 31  19 0 0 6 17 6
Z 32 „ •• •• „ „ 36 0 0 ,
4,64 63 James Cunningham .. ., „ „ 29 0 0 4 June 7 5 064 „ 29 0 0 „
473 28 Peter Fitzallan Macdonald .. „ Yaamba 66 0 0 21 March 8 5 0
474 30  „ .. „ 62 0 0 It 7 15 0
475 31  .. .. „ 72 0 0 „ 9 0 0
1111 310 Peter Murray .. Nicholson 40 0 0 12 Oct. 5 0 0
1119 65 J . Chapple .. .. „  Gracemere  97 0 0 14 Oct. 12 2 6
1083 206 Jane Hartley .. . , „ „ 66 0 0 23 Oct. 8 5 0
1082 190 Jane Hartley
_.
„
2255 0 0 10 2 6
1233 224 Fran11cis  George Newbold 138 2 0 29 Oct. 17 6 3
116s- 199 William Sutton 43 0 0 1I28 Nov. 5 7 6
1813 192 Arthur Montgomery  Savage..  60 0 0 `14 Dec. 6 5 0
1059  209 M. Reilly 1 40 2 0 5 1 3960 I 34  E. Carroll i „ Gavial 33 0 0 I 4 2 6
1629  64 R. M . Hunter Bouldercombe 232 0 0 28 Dec. 29 0 0
I
2044
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ROCKHAMPTON- continued.
1159 186 William Sutton Livingstone Gracemere 42 2 0
1868.
17 Jan. 5 6 3
1158 201 E. Macare 48' 0 0 11 Jan. 6 0 0
1172 184 William Lutton 37 2 0 21 Jan. 4 13 9
1173 185
» 37 2 0 4 13 9
1178 29 Peter Fitzallan Macdonald Yaamba 43 0 0 6 Feb. 5 7 6
1188 221 Francis George Newbold .. Gracemere 82 0 0 27 Feb. 10 5 0
1189 222
„
79 2 0 9 18 9
1190 223 !, 167 0 0 20 17 6
MACKAY.
884 24 George  Francis Bridgemann Carlisle  ..
1867.
Greenmount  42 0 0  19 July 5 5 0
1035 25 Edward Clarke 45 2 0 11 5 13 9
1143 97 R. J. Je$'ray 64 0 0 29 Aug., 8 0 0
1144 98 it 68 0 0 8 10 0
1198 23 George  Francis Bridgemann 42 0 0 25 Sept. 5 5 0
1867. Eighth Year'sRent,  1874,
358 100 J. B. Watt and W. O. Gil-
christ ,f 155 0 0 27 Feb. 19 7 6
736 124
» 71 1 0 8 May 8 15 4
1866.
598 120 John Walker 119 0 0 17 Nov. 14 17 6
599 137 !r 165 3 0 17 5 1
1197 103 Johann Ivers 55 0 0 6 17 6
ST. LAWRENCE.
1867. Seventh Year's.Rent, 1874.
37 Frederick Newton Woods Murchison St. Lawrence 20 0 0 29 Oct.
1243 43 „ 20 0 0 7 10 0
44
n
It 20 0 0
41 Smithsoand G itH Chid e 20 0 0 19 Nov.1164 42
.. g y
20 0 0 „ 5 0 0J
BOWEN.
1867. Eightht 9 4.
441  1 Henry and Peter Bell Elphinstonel Coonambelah  45 0 0  24 April 5 12 6
442  2 45 0 0  5 12 6
4443 !!  „ 20 0 0 6 5 08 30 0 0
444 5 r,  „ 45 0 0  5 12 6
445 6 it  45 0 0  5 12 6
446  7 45 0 0  5 12 6
447 10 !! „ 45 0 0  5 12 6
12 42 0 32448
19
8 18 329 0 16
449 13 37 2 0  4 13 9
450 14  45 0 0  5 12 6
451 15  30 0 0  3 15 0
462  16  30 0 0 3 15 0
17 a 30 0 0453( 6 5 0
18 20 0 0 1
495  31 Fanny Louisa Martyn Herbert Kelsey  57 0 0 4 May  7 2 6
684  48a James Hall Scott  75 0 0 13 May  9 7 6
685 50  !, !! 100 0 0 12 10 0
683 51  74 0 0 9 5 0
699 49  » r, 75 0 0  9 7 6
642 69 James Gordon .. !! !! 53 2 0  6 13 9
70 It 72 0 0  9 0 0
703 68 George Thomas Sinclair 46 0 0 29 May 5 15 0
702 71 John Sprole 91 2 0 3 June 11 8 9
696 72 G. Raff and J. S. Turner 102 0 0 5 June 12 15 0
628 9 Charles James Crofton 49 0 0 17 June 6 2 6
659 8 1 Jon Johnston „ 77 0 0 13 May 912 6
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QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation by The Most
to wit.  S  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor.
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York ,  in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoRMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com.
wander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by"  The  Diseases  in Cattle Act ,"  and of all oth r
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
,by  sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South  Wales  into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation  :  And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland ,  contrary to this my
Proclamation ,  may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation ,  or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation ,  will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds ,  nor less
than ten pounds,  to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -two, and in the
thirty -sixth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE  THE Q.UFEN I
[No. 114.
QuEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . S  Honorable GEORGE AuauaTUS
11
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all  in  the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross ,  in the  County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
LToRMAN]BV,  of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its  Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in 'me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf ,  I, the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland ,  until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation  :  And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland ,  contrary to this my
Proclamation ,  may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds ,  nor less
than ten pounds ,  to be recovered  as in  the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty -first day of
June ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
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QIIEENSLAND;  '  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoBMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and. Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, in
this behalf, I, GEORGE  AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, do
hereby proclaim that the following shall be deemed
to be a Gold Field within the meaning and for
the purposes  of the Act of Council, twenty Victoria,
No. twenty-nine, entitled  "AnAct to Amend the Laws
relating  to Gold Fields,"  that is to say, the Palmer
Gold Field,  comprising  the whole watershed of the
Palmer  River westward from the coast ranges, to
its junction with the Mitche ll  River, pastoral dis-
trict of Cook.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty -seventh
day of November, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
three, and  in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN!
QUEENSLAND,  2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor,
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after THURS-
DAY, the fifteenth day of January, 1874, at the
Bowen Land Office.
No. of
Portion.
*28
Name of Lessee.
J. Robertson ...
Area,
A. R. P.
311 0 0
Land
Agent's
District.
•  Forfeited selection No. 28, Bowen.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Bowen.
QUEENSLAND, I Proclamation by the Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount 1`ior-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands included in the
undermentioned selections  shall be open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said Act, on and
after THURSDAY, the fifteenth day of January,
1814, at the several Land Offices.
Register
No. ofApplies-
Lion.
I
Name of Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
A. R. .P.
*1304 W. Forbes ... ... 427 0 0 Brisbane.
281 J . Wardley ... ... 500 0 0 Beenleigh.
254 W .  P. Morley ... 348 0 Mackay.
293 A. B. McGregor ... 200 0 0 Ditto.
242 D. Little ... ... 1280 0 0 Ditto.
26 T. Neil ... ... 239 0 0 Clermont.
•  816 value of improvements on this selection.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of  Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND  Proclamation  by the Most
to wit. I Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that. the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after TUES-
DAY, the thirtieth day of December, 1873, at.the
Brisbane  Land Office.
oQ RegisterNo. of Area.Name of  Lessee.Applica.
tion.
Land
Agent's
District.
Pari sh.
73 1138 Edward Bibend
A.  R' P.
140  0 0 BrisbaneCanning.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
November, in thy year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of  Mer
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN!
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QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation  by the Most
to wit .  Honorable GEORGE  AUGLTS'lus
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount '. or-
manby ,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York ,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(LS.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBy,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Counc il ,  Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty -one of  " 71e Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868 ,"  I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and
proclaim that the lands included in the undermen-
tioned selections shall be open to Selection, under
the provisions of the said Act, on and after
THURSDAY ,  the eighth day of Jaunary, 1874,
at the Land  Offices  of the districts in which they
are respectively situated.
No. o
Por-
Register
No. of Name of Lessee Area
Land
Agent 's Pariah
tion. Applica-tion.
. .
District
.
A. B. P.
751 751 Frederick 105 0 0 Too- Geham
190 1 190
Lawrence
Frederick 83 2 0
woomba
Bowen ...
sugar) 59
Robert Bode
W. Steele 39U 0 0 Bris- Albert
sad.*, bane River
*  $ 600 to be  added  for improvements.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-three, and
in the thirty -seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND , 2  Proclamation by the Most
to wit. J Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTus
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all  in the County of
York ,  in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoRMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause twelve of  "  The Home-
stead Areas Act  of 1872 ,"  I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare
that the lands hereunder described having been
resumed by Resolutions of both' Houses of Parlia-
ment, shall be and are hereby resumed from the
lease of the Talgai Run, in the Settled District of
Darling Downs, for the purpose of setting them
art as a Homestead Area under the said Act.
LANDS RESUMED FROM TALGAI RUN.
About 81 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Thane 's Creek,
at the north-east corner of portion No. 67, and
bounded thence by Thane's Creek downwards to
the northern boundary of Talgai ten years ' lease ;
thence by that boundary west till it is intersected
by a line due north ,  passing through a spot distant
five chains west of the west boundary of portion
No. 69  ;  thence by a line south to southern boun-
dary of ten years '  lease, and by that boundary
south -easterly to Thane's Creek, and by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of portions Nos. 67 and 69.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty-seventh day of
November ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEENI
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by The  Most
to wit. ' Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York ,  in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause one of  " The Homestead
Areas  Act  of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the  advice of the Executive Council,
do, by  this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be and
are hereby set apart as  a  Homestead Area ,  subject
to the provisions of the said Act, and that the
said lands sha ll  be open to Selection as Homesteads
and not otherwise ,  at the Warwick Land Office, on
and after  THURSDAY ,  the 8th day of January,
1879.
LANDS RESUMED FROM TALOAI RUN.
About 8a square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Thane 's Creek
at the north-east corner of portion No .  67, and
bounded thence by Thane's Creek downwards to
the northern boundary of Talgai ten years '  lease;
thence by that boundary west till it is intersected
by a line due north ,  passing through a spot distant
five chains west of the west boundary of portion
No. 69; thence by a line south to southern boun-
dary of ten years '  lease, and by that boundary
south -easterly to Thane's Creek ,  and by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement ,- exclu-
sive of portions Nos. 67 and 69.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty-seventh day of
November ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's Reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
I
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QIIERNsLAND ,
'
Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Musgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
ft '.8.1 in the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
No %ANBY, of Her Majesty's Most  Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor  and Com.
inander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
INpursuance of the authority in me vested, andin c ordance  with  the provis ons  of the Act 31
Victoria, No. 46, respecting the alienation of Crown
Lands, I, the GOVERNOR aforesaid , with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that  the following Lot of Land will be
offered for sale by public auction, at the under-
mentioned place, at  Eleven o'clock, on the day
specified, at the upset price affixed to Lot. (De-
posit 20 per cent.)
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE,
ROCKHAMPTON,
ON MONDAY ,  THE 22ND DAY OF DECEMBER, 1873.
TOWN LOT.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
town of Rockhampton.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Section.
No. of
Allotment Area.
Price
per Acre.
A.  R.  P. £ s.
1  1  123 4 1 0 2 0 1 100 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in  the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAYE  THE QUEEN  I
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the ninth day of December, 1873, at the Rockhamp-
ton Land Office.
Part of Gracemere Run, Port Curtis District,
resumed from  the ten years '  lease.
About 120  square miles.
Commencing  at the south boundary of portion 11,
parish of Gracemere , where it is intersected by the
telegraph  line from Rockhampton to Gladstone, and
bounded thence on the north-west by the  south-east
boundaries of portions 11 and 10, parish of Grace-
mere bearing south-west to Gavial Creek, about
forty chains ; then by that creek southerly about
forty chains ; then by the south boundaries of
portions 59, 54, and 53, bearing west about one
hundred and seventy chains to a point three miles
south-easterly from the railway ; then by a line
parallel to the railway and distant therefrom three
miles , said line bearing south-westerly about twenty
miles ; on  the south by the watershed separating
the waters flowing into the lower Fitzroy River
from Gogango Creek and the Dee River, bearing east
north-easterly  about sixteen miles  ; then by the
western watershed  of Gavial Creek northerly about
three and  a-half miles  ; then by a line  bearing east
about two  and a-half miles crossing  Gavial Creek at
the north boundary of portion 9, parish of Boulder-
combe ; then by the eastern watershed of Gavial
Creek southerly about two and a-half miles ;
then by the watershed  separating  Midgee Creek
from the Dee River easterly about one mile to the
head of Midgee Creek ; on the east by Midgee
Creek northerly to the telegraph line from Gladstone
to Rockhampton ; and on the north-west by said
telegraph line north-westerly to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House , Brisbane , this twenty-ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-three, and
in the thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public  Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th December, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purpose of a
Cemetery.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY- NEAR CASHE'S CROSSING.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Bunya.
18 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain and twenty-one links east from the south-
west corner  of portion 44, and bounded  thence on
part of the north by a line bearing west one chain
twenty-one links ; on the east by a line bearing
north seven chains and fifty-eight links ; on the
remainder of the north by a line bearing west
eighteen chains and seventy links to the aforesaid
road; and on the south-west and south -east by that
road bearing 170 degrees three chains and sixty
links, 130 degrees five chains and nine links, 136
degrees seven chains and ten links, 129 degrees twe-
chains and thirty -six links , eighty-eight degrees
four chains and fifty-five links, forty-seven degrees
three chains and eighty-eight links, and twenty-two
degrees three chains and seventeen links to the
point  of commencement,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th December, 1873.
is hereby notified for general information, that
I application under the 27th section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868 " (31 Victoria,
No. 46) has been made for closing of the under-
mentioned Road ; and all  persons who may consider
their interests  affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections, in
writing ,  within two months from this date.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
LD.Oraham Road separating por-
tions 411, 412, and 413
from portions  414  and
415
Brassall
A. H. P.
4 0 4
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th November,  1873,
SETTLED DISTRICT OF COOK.
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the recently discovered Sugar Lands
on the Johnstone River, in the Settled District of
Cook, are classified as agricultural lands, and that
no applications for land on that river or in its
vicinity will be accepted by the Land Commissioner
at Cardwell except the first year's rent is paid
according to such classification.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 28th November, 1873.IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
Notice is hereby given, that the lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purposes named with respect to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. 1.
RESERVE FOR  RAILWAY PURPOSES, LEICHHARDT
DISTRICT.
About 1,600 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about north
350 degrees  east,  and distant about 250 chains from
the north-west corner of mineral selection No. 148 ;
thence west about 160 chains ; thence north about
fifty-one chains; thence by the Fitzroy River
downwards about seventy-three chains in a direct
line; thence east about 134 chains; thence south
about 120 chains to the point of commencement,-
to include the permanent lagoons, and also a
quarry that has been opened for railway purposes.
No. 2.
RESERVE' FOR  RAILWAY PURPOSES, ROCKY CREEK,
LEICHHAEDT DISTRICT.
200 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of mineral
selection No. 148; thence west about fifty chains ;
thence north about forty chains ; thence east about
fifty chains; thence South to point of commence-
ment,-including the dam.
RESERVE  FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ,  CLIFTON HOME-
STEAD AREA.
County of dubigny, parish of Tooth.
About 78 acres.
Commencing on the road one chain wide at the
southwest corner of selection 916, Toowoomba
Register, and bounded on the north by part of
the south boundary of that selection bearing east
about sixty-one chains and fifty-seven links to
the 4orth.west corner of the tea acres Reserve for
Cemetery, and bounded  on the east  by the west
boundary of that reserve bearing south about
twelve chains and seventy links to another road
one chain wide forming the southern boundary of
the  above-mentioned homestead  area  ; on the south
by that boundary bearing west about sixty-one
chains fifty-seven links to the first-mentioned road ;
and on the west by that road bearing north about
twelve chains seventy links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR WATER, WARRA WARRA.
County of Lytton.
60 acres.
Commencing on the west side of a lagoon at the
termination of part of the south boundary of
Warra Warra pre-emptive portion No. 1 ; thence
by part of the south boundary west twenty-eight
chains; thence by a line south twenty-one chains
ninety- six links  ; thence by a line east thirty chains
to the lagoon ; thence by the lagoon northerly
to the point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th November, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant
mentioned  in the schedule hereunder written
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Titles to Land Act  of  1858'..
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, under his Hand and Seal of the Colony,
describe the land intended to be granted, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, it shall
be taken to have been  inserted  in the grant and in
every deed containing the erroneous description,
and such grant and every such deed  shall  operate
and be construed accordingly.
A. H. PALMER.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-23 August, 1866.
Name of Grantee-James Real.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland con-
taining by admeasurement four acres one rood and
ten perches , be the  same more or less ,  situated in
the county of Churchill and parish of Brassall,
portion 327 ,  commencing on a road one chain wide
at the south-west corner of portion 318, and
bounded thence on the north by the south boundary
line of that portion bearing east eight chains and
ninety-five links ; on the east by a line bearing
south  five chains; on the south by a  line bearing
west nine chains and forty-five links to the aforesaid
road ; and on the west by that road bearing north
twenty-nine degrees fifteen minutes  east  two chains
and two links ; thence bearing north sixteen
degrees thirty minutes east two chains and eighty
links to the point of commencement.
Nature of error.-That  part of the west boun-
dary described as bearing north twenty-nine
degrees fifteen minutes east two chains and two
links should • be north twenty-nine degrees fifteen
minutes east two chains and sixty -two links.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th November, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth  section of
` The Crown Land.,  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for  general information that
the lands  hereunder  described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the  purposes named with respect
to each.
A. H. PALMER.
RESERVE  FOR QUARANTINE GROUND FOR SHEEP,
MOOOILL ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly,
portion  682.
87 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 681; and bounded
thence on the north by that portion  bearing west
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thirty-six  chains and  thirty-eight links ; on the
west by  a line bearing  south twenty-three chains
and forty- two links ; on  the south by portion 684,
bearing east  thirty-five chains and seventy-six
links to the aforesaid road; and on the east by that
road bearing three hundred and fifty-six degrees
two chains  and ninety -seven links ,  nineteen  degrees
ten chains  and ninety links, three hundred and
fifty-seven  degrees six  chains and sixty links, and
three hundred and twenty-six degrees thirty
minutes  four chains and thirty links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR  TIMBER AND GRAVEL FOR ROAD
PURPOSES ,  ALBERT RIVER.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
About 580 acres.
Commencing on a road one and a-half chains
wide at its intersection  by the  west boundary of
portion 281, and bounded thence on part of the
east by a line bearing north thirty-eight chains and
ninety-six links; on part of the south by a line
bearing east about twenty-three chains and fifty
links ; on the remainder of the east by portion 283
and a road bearing north seventy chains and eighty-
five links ; on the north by a line bearing west
eighty-four chains and seventy-nine links ; on part
of the west by a line bearing south thirty-one
chains and ninety-four links ; on the remainder of
the south by a line and a road bearing east twenty
chains and sixteen links  ;  on the remainder of the
west by portion 282 bearing south forty-seven
chains and seventy-four links to the road first
aforesaid ; and on the south-west by that road
south-easterly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR POLICE PADDOCK, VERESDALE.
County  of Walsh,  parish  of Logan,  selection
No.  997,  portion No. 42.
84 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
nort h-west corner of portion 16,  and bounded
thence on the west by that road bearing north
twenty-eight chains  ;  on the north by a line bear-
ing east thirty chains ; on the east by a line bear-
ing south twenty-eight chains ; and on the south
by a line bearing west thirty chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION, LAIDLEY.
County of Churchill, parish of Laidley.
About 45 acres.
Commencing  at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
south by one of said roads, dividing it from por-
tions  70 to 74 inclusive,  bearing  west about thirty-
one chains  and 30 links to another road one chain
wide ; on the west by that road bearing north
fifteen chains  to another road one chain wide ; on
the north by that road bearing east about eleven
chains seventy-six  degrees about ten chains and ten
links, and east  about two chains and fifty links to
the other road first aforesaid ; and on the north-
east by that  road bearing  one hundred and fifty-six
degrees forty-five minutes nineteen chains to the
point of  commencement.
WATER RESERVE.
County of Aubigny, parish of Tooth.
11 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and fifty links
wide, at one hundred and fifty-five links east from
the north-east corner of selection 857 T.R., and
bounded thence on the west by that road bearing
one hundred and ninety-five degrees twenty
minutes  thirteen  chains  and forty-eight links ; on
the south by a line bearing east ten chains and
twenty-six links ; on the east by a line bearing
north twelve chains and ninety -six links ; and on
the north by a line bearing west six chains and
seventy links to the point of commencement,
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th November, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of 186A."
it is provided that before any Crown lands  are
permanently reserved from sale for airy public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the  purposes
named with  respect to each.
A. H. PALMER.
RESERVE FOR  WHARF  PURPOSES.
County of March, parish of Maryborough, town
of Maryborough.
13 perches.
Commencing on the left bank of River Mary, at
the termination thereon of the north-west side of
March street, and bounded thence on the south-
east by March street south-westerly seventy links
to Wharf street ; on the south-west by Wharf
treat north-westerly one chain ; on the north-west
by a line north-easterly  at right angles to Wharf
street to the River Mary ; and on the north-east
by that river upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  RECREATION, TOWN OF MARY-
BOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough.
57 acres 3 roods 25 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Alice and
Lennox streets, and bounded thence on the south-
west by Alice street north-westerly twenty-seven
chains ninety-six links ; on the north-west by
Ferry- street north-easterly twenty chains sixtyy-
four links ; on the north- east  by gent street south-
easterly twenty- seven chains  ninety-three links
and on the south-east by Lennox street south-
westerly twenty chains eighty-two links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY, CLIFTON HOMESTEAD
AREA.
10 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of selection
No. 916, Toowoomba Register, and bounded on the
east by a line south about twelve chains and
seventy links to the southern boundary of the
Clifton Homestead Area; on the south by a line
west about seven chains and eighty-eight links ; on
the west by a line north about twelve chains and
seventy links to the south boundary of selection
916, Toowoomba Register ; and on the north by a
line east about seven chains and eighty-eight links
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  13th November, 1873.
WHEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall  be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a Quarantine
Ground.
A. H. PALMER.
RESERVE  FOR QUARANTINE GROUND, CURTIS
ISLAND.
About 1,280  acres. -
Cgmmencing at a rocky point on the north-west
coast of Curtis Island, about one hundred and
ninety chains in a south-west direction frau the
Pilot Station ; thence east about ninety chars to
the main branch of Pacific Creek ; thence by
Pacific Creek downwards to the sea- coast  ; thence
by the sea-coast in a  north-westerly and north-
easterly direction to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for  general information, that
application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"  has been
made for the  closure of the undermentioned roads ;
and all persons who may consider  their interests
affected thereby,  are required  to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing , within two
months from this date.
A. H. PALMER.
seven chains and six links  ;  on the east by a line
bearing two hundred and nine degrees twelve
chains;  on the south by a line bearing west forty-
six chains and seventy -five links to the Logan
River ,  and thence by that river downwards to the
point of commencement.
Nature of  error .- The  area being described as
forty-eight acres three perches,  instead of fifty
acres ; and commencing at the south -west corner
of portion 98, instead of 98A.
Date of Grant - 29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee - Charles Merkley.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Aica t ; Situation. Parish. Area.
A. X.  P.
1 J. Ewen Road sel,arating portion tireenmount 8 0 0
2
Davidson ,
and A. V.
and F.
Robinson
Ditto
98  fr om portion 99
Road  separstlug portion Oreenmount 17 2 0
39  fr om portion 40
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1873.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in  the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such deeds of grant respectively under his Hand and
Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended to
be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall  be taken
to have been inserted in the respective grants and
in every deed  containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants respectively and everysuch deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-10th August, 1871.
Name of Grantee-Richard Furlong.
Description of Land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land  in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement  twenty-four  acres and
six perches  (be the same  more or less ),  situated in
the county of Livingstone and parish of Cawarral,
portion 10,  commencing  at the south -east  corner of
portion 9, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing 183 degrees 41  minutes. ten chains and one
link ; on the south by a line bearing west twenty-
three  chains ;  on the west by  a line bearing 351
degrees  52 minutes ,  ten chains  and one link ; and
on the north by a line east thirty chains and 58
links to  the point  of commencement.
Description of Land intended to be granted.-
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion 9,
and bounded thence on the east by  a line  bearing
183 degrees  41 minutes ,  ten chains  and one link ;
on the south by a line bearing west twenty-three
chains ; on  the west by  a line  bearing 351 degrees
52 minutes ,  10 chains  and 10  links ;  and on the
north by  a line bearing  east twenty-five chains and
eight links to the point  of commencement.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee - James Dignam.
Description  of land  granted .-All  that  piece or
par  of land  in  the Colony of Queensland con-
tai by admeasurement forty-eight acres three
roods, be the same more or less ,  situated in th
county  of Ward and  parish of Logan ,  portion 99,
commencing on the right bank of the  Loga River
at the south -west corner of portion 98, and  bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing east forty-
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel  of land in the Oolony of  Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement  fifty-two acres one rood
and eighteen perches, be the same more or less,
situated in the county of Ward and parish of
Logan, portion  98, commencing  on the right bank
of the Logan River at the south- west corner of
portion 85, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing east fifty-three chains and eighty-one
links ; on the east by a line  bearing south ten
chains  and fifty links  ;  on the south  by a line bear-
ing west forty -seven chains and six  ' links to the
Logan River ; and thence by that river  downwards
to the point  of commencement.
Nature of error.-The  land being  called portion
98, area  fifty-two acres one rood  and eighteen
perches ,  instead of  portion 98A,  area fifty acres.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles McIntosh.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony  of Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement  two thousand five
hundred and  sixty acres ,  be the same more or less,
situated in the county of Merivale  and parish of
Cunningham ,  selection 72. Commencing at a point
bearing north and distant  two chains and two links
from the north-east corner of  selection 145 ; and
bounded thence on the south by a road two  chains.
wide bearing west twelve degrees north fifteen
chains  and two links west four degrees thirty
minutes north twenty-two chains, south sixty
degrees west  seventeen  chains, and  west fourteen
degrees north three hundred and sixty -four chains
and sixty-two links ; on the west by a line bearing
north thirty-one  chains and eleven links; on the
north by aline bearing east fifty- eight chains and
eighty-three links to a road one chain and fifty links
wide  ;  again on the  west by that  road bearing
north  nineteen chains and  eighty-two  links to
another road  one chain  and fifty links  wide ; again
on, the north by that road bearing east fifty-six
chains  ; thence by lines bearing south thirty-four
chains  and seventy- six links east  fifty-four chains
and fifty links, south three  chains and  ninety-three
links ,  and east fifty -six chains  to another  road one
chain and fifty links wide; thence by that road
bearing south fourteen  chains and  seventy-two
links ;  thence by  lines bearing  east fifty-seven
chains and fifty links, south three  chains and
nineteen  links,  east  fifty-six chains to another road
one chain and fifty links wide ; thence by  that road
bearing south seven chains and sixty-six links to
another road one chain and fifty links wide ; thence
by that road bearing east fifty-eight  chains and
fifty-three links, north one chain and seventy-two
links, and east forty-eight chains and thirty links ;
on the  east by a line bearing south thirty-three
chains and seventy-one links; thence by a line
bearing west forty  chains and two links ; and
thence by  a line  bearing south thirty- seven chains
and two links to the  point of commencement.
Description of land intended  to be granted.-
Commencing at a point bearing north  and distant
two chains and two links from the  nort h-east
corner of selection 4f5; and bounded  thence on
the south by a road two chains wide,  bearing west
twelve degrees north fifteen chains and two links,
west four degrees thirty minutes. north twent -two
chains ,  south sixty degrees ,  west seventeen chains,
and west fourteen degrees, north three hundred
and sixty -four  chains and  sixty-two  links ; on the
west by a line bearing  north thirty- one chains and
eleven links  ; on the north  by a line bearing east
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fifty-eight chains and eighty-three :: nks to the east
side of a road one chain fifty links wide ;  again on
the west by that road bearing north nineteen chains
and eighty-two links to another road one chain and
fifty links wide ; again on the north by that road
bear in g east  fifty-six chains, thence by lines bear-
ing south thirty-four chains and seventy-six links,
east fifty-four  chains  and fifty links, south three
chains and ninety-three links, east fifty-six chains
to another road one chain and fifty links wide ;
thence by that road bearing south fourteen chains
and seventy-three links; thence by lines bearing
east fifty-seven chains and fifty links, south three
chains and nineteen links,  east  fifty-six chains to
another road one chain and fifty links wide ; thence
by that road  bearing  south nine chains  and sixteen
links to another road one  chain and  fifty  links
wide ; thence by that road bearing east fifty-eight
chains and fifty-three  links , north one chain and
seventy-two links, east forty-eight chains and
thirty links ; on the east by a lino bearing south
thirty-three chains and seventy-one links ; thence
by a line bearing west forty chains and two links ;
and thence by a line bearing south thirty-seven
chains and two links to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of three reserved roads as marked
and shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's office, the areas of which have
been deducted from the total area.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Frederick John Cobb
Wildash.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement  two thousand five hun-
dred and sixty acres, be the  same more or less,
situated in the county of Merivale and parish of
Cunningham-selection 71, commencing at a point
bearing west, and distant two chains and ninety-five
links, and thence north one chain and fifty links
from the north-east corner of selection 347, under
" The Leasing Act  of 1866," and bounded thence
on part of the south by a road one chain and fifty
links wide, bearing west thirty-three chains and
fifty-five links ; thence by roads, one chain and
fifty links wide, bearing south twenty-four chains
and eighty-five links, west thirty -seven  chains and
eighty links, north twenty-eight  chains,  west two
chains and thirty  links , north twenty-five chains,
east  fourteen chains and ninety. links, north twenty-
nine chains and fifty links,  east  two chains and
sixty-nine links, north twenty-eight chains, east
one chain and thirty links, north twenty-nine
chains and fifty links, west thirty-five chains and
sixty links, north twenty chains, west forty chains
and eighty links, north thirty-five chains, west
fifty-nine chains, south seventeen links, west
twenty-six chains, north twenty-eight chains, west
four chains and forty links, north twenty-four
chains and forty-two links ; on the north by a line
bearing east  two hundred and eight chains and
seventy-eight links ; and on the east by a line bear-
ing south two hundred and twenty-four chains and
eighty-nine links to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of a reserved road, one chain and fifty
links wide,  as shown  on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's office, the area of which has
been deducted from the total area.
Description of land intended to be granted.-Com-
mencing at  a point bearing west and distant two
chains ninety-five links, and thence north one chain
fifty links from the north-east corner of selection
three hundred and forty-seven under  " The Leasing
Act of  1866," and bounded thence on part of the
south by a road one chain fifty links wide, bearing
west thirty-three chains fifty-five links ; thence by
roads one chain fifty links wide, bearing south
twenty-four chains eighty-five links, west thirty-
seven chains  eighty links, forth twenty-eight
chains,  west two chains thirty links, north twenty-
five chains,  east  fourteen chains ninety links, north
twenty-nine chains fifty links,  east  two chains sixty-
nine  links, north twenty-eight chains, east one chain
thirty links, north thirty-one chains, west thirty-
five chains sixty links, north twenty chains, west
forty chains eighty  links,  north thirty-five chains,
west fifty -nine chains ,  south seventeen links, west
twenty-six chains, north twenty-eight chains, west
four chains forty links, north twenty-five chains
forty-two links ; on the• north by at  line bearing
east two hundred and fourteen  chains  sixty-eig
links, and on the  east  by a line bearing south two
hundred and twenty-four chains eighty -nine links to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of a reserved
road one chain fifty links wide, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General 's office,
the area of which has been deducted from the
total area.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles  Fitzsimmons.
Description of land granted.-A ll that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
tainin g by admeasurement  eighty-four acres, be the
same more or less, situated  in the county of  Carlisle
and parish  of Bassett , portion 53,  commencing on
a road one chain wide at the south- west corner of
portion 52, and bounded thence on the south by
that road bearing west twenty-eight chains ; on the
west by a line bearing north thirty chains ; on the
north by aline bearing east twenty-eight chains ;
and on the east by a line bearing south thirty chains
to the point of commencement.
Description of' land intended to be granted.-
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the south-
west corner of portion 52, and bounded thence on
the south by that road bearing  west one de ree
north twenty-eight chains ; on the west by a line
bearing north one degree east thirty chains ; on the
north by a line bearing east one degree south
twenty-eight chains ; and on the east by a line
bearing south one degree west thirty chains to the
point of commencement.
Date of Grant-9th August, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles Fitzsimmons.
Description of land granted-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement one hundred and ninety-
three acres, be the same more or less, situated in
the county of Carlisle and parish of Bassett, por-
tions 56 and 57, commencing on the left bank of
the Pioneer River, at the south-east corner of por-
tion 55, and bounded thence on the west by the
east boundary line of that portion, bearing north
thirty-three chains to a road one chain wide ; on the
north by that road bearing asst fifty-six chains to
another road one chain wide ; on the east by that
road bearing south twenty-six chains to the Pioneer
River ; and on the south by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted-Com-
mencing on the left bank of the Pioneer River, at
the south-cast corner of portion 55, and bounded
thence on the west by the east boundary line of
that portion, bearing north one degree east thirty-
three chains to a road one chain wide ; on the north
by that road bearing east one degree south fifty-six
chains to another road one chain wide ; on the east
by that road bearing south one degree west twenty-
six chains to the Pioneer River ; and on the south
by that river upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.
W HEREAS, by the' twenty-fifth section of"The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the pilleriod
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described w be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  WHARVES, MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough, town
ofMaryborough.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the  east corner  of the  reserve for
Immigration  Depot, and  bounded thence on the
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north-west by a line bearing north thirty degrees
eighteen minutes east one chain ; thence on the
vest  by a line bearing north four degrees forty-five
Ittiutes west eight chains fifty-three links  to Bazaar
street; on the north-west by Bazaar  street bearing
north thirty degrees forty-three minutes east about
three chains sixty-seven links to a creek ; thence by
that creek downwards to the River Mary; on the east-
by the River Mary upwards to the public wharf re-
serve;  on the south-east by a line bearing south,thirty
degrees eighteen  minutes  west fifty links ; and on
the south-west by a line bearing west thirty degrees
eighteen minutes north four chains eighty-five links
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  BOTANICAL GARDENS, MARYBOROIIGH.
County of Marcie, parish of Maryborough.
2 acres 37 perches.
Commencing at the east corner of the Reserve
for Immigration Depot, and bounded thence on the
south-east by a line bearing north thirty degrees
eighteen minutes east one chain; thence on the
east by a line bearing north four degrees forty-five
minutes  west eight  chains  fifty-three links to
Bazaar  street ; on the north-west by Bazaar street
bearing south thirty degrees forty-three  minutes
west , eight chains to the reserve for Telegraph and
Post Offices ; and on the south-west by a line bear-
ing east thirty degrees eighteen minutes south four
chains  ninety-six links to the point of  commence-
ment.
Also,
Section 88, town of Ma borough.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY , BUNDABERG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, portion
No. 29.
40 acres.
Commencing on the Bundaberg road three
chains wide at a point bearing 210 degrees and
distant forty chains from the east corner of portion
27, and bounded thence on the south-east by that
road bearing 210 degrees twenty chains and two
links ; on the south-west by a line bearing 300
degrees twenty chains ; on the north-west by a line
bearing thirty degrees twenty chains ; and on the
north-east by a line bearing 120 degrees twenty
chains and one link to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A. POUND, MILCHESTER.
Parish of Milchester.
2 acres.
Commencing nineteen chains south from the
north-wrest corner of Milchester Township Reserve,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west four chains and forty-seven links ; on the west
by a line bearing south four chains and forty-seven
links; on the south by a line bearing east four
chains and forty-seven links ; and on the east by a
line bearing north four chains and forty-seven
links  to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL  SITE,  KILLARNEY.
County of Merivale, parish of Killarney.
6 acres  2 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at the north-west corner of portion 157, and
bounded thence on the east by a line bearing south
twelve chains and sixty links ; on the south by a
line bearing west eight chains and twenty-seven
links ; on the west by a line bearing north seven
chains and sixty-one links to the Condamine River ;
and on the north-west by that river upwards to the
point of commencement.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
Notice is hereby given, that the lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purposes named with respect to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TJ,IBER RESERVE ,  MAROOCHY .- BRISBANE AND
GYMPIE ROAD.
County of  Canning, parish  of Marooclay.
780 acres.
Commencing on the Gympie road, at a point
about eighty chains in a south-easterly direction
from the south-east corner of portion thirty-three,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
east  one hundred and twenty chains ; on the east
by a line bearing south ten degrees east eighty
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west to the
Gympie road; and on the south-west by that road
north-westerly to the point of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE.
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
1,160 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing west about
seventy-four chains from the north-east corner of
portion 23, and bounded thence on the west by a
line bearing north eighty chains ; on the north by
a line bearing east  284 chains ; on the east by a
line bearing south ten degrees east eighty-two
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west about
298 chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING, STATION CREEK ,  RODD'S
BAY.
About 3,200 acres.
Commencing on the west bank of Station Creek,
on the Rodd's Bay Run, at a tree market broad-
arrow 5 in triangle ; thence west about 340 chains
to the River Boyne ; thence by that river down-
wards to the south-west corner of selection No.
126;  thence by the south boundary of selection
No. 126 easterly to Station Creek ; and thence by
Station Creek upwards about 220 chains in a direct
line to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
selection No. 96.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING, RIVERSTONE RUN.
Parish of Boyne.
About 3,000 acres.
Commencing at the west side of the main road
from Gladstone to Maryborough at a point due
west and distant ten chains from the north-west
corner of portion No. 30, parish of Boyne ; thence
being bounded on the east by that road in a
southerly direction to the north-west corner of
selection No. 68 ; thence on the east by the west
boundary of that selection south to Machine Creek ;
thence by that creek upwards to the north boundary
of the Calliope and Boyne Gold Field Reserves ;
thence west by that boundary about 115 chains;
thence north about 220 chains, and thence east
about 120 chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING, CALLIOPE  RIVER, BOROON
RUN.
About 1,400 acres.
Commencing on the north side of the main road
from Rockhampton to Gladstone at a point ten
chains north from the north-east corner of selection
No. 80; thence on the south by the aforesaid main
road westerly to the Calliope River ; thence by
that river downwards to the south-west corner of
the East Stowe Agricultural Reserve ; thence by
the south boundary of that reserve and a line due
east therefrom about 170 chains; thence south
about ninety-two chains to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of selection No. 66 and of any
alienated lands within the above boundaries.
RESERVE FOR RACECOURSE,  BUNDABERG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg ,  portion
No.  26.
320 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and a-half wide
at a point bearing sixty-five degrees and distant
fifteen chains and ninety -five links from the south
corner of portion 16, and bounded thence on the
north-east by that road bearing 144 de-rees twenty-
nine chains and 146 degrees five chains and  fifty
links to a road one chain  wide ;  on the south-east
by that road and a line bearing 238 degrees eighty-
two chains and sixty -two links ; on the south-west
by a tine bearing 328 degrees forty-four chains
and thirty -one links ; and on the north -west by a
line bearing sixty-five degrees eighty -one chains to
the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.
T is hereby notified for general information that
the Lands as hereunder described, situated
within the Clermont Town Reserve, have been
withdrawn from selection under the provisions of
the 41st clause of  "The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of 1878," for the purpose of being offered at
auction as Town and Suburban Lots.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FROM SELECTION FOR SURVEY IN TOWN
AND SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Clermont.
580 acres.
.'ommencing at the south corner of selection No.
83, and bounded thence by the south-east boundary
of that selection bearing north forty-five degrees
east fifty-four chains and in continuation of same
line to Brewery Creek ; thence on the north by
that creek downwards to the south-east corner of
selection No. 26 ; thence by part of the east
boundary of that selection bearing north and by a
line east along the south boundary of selection No.
75 ; thence by part of the west boundary of selection
No. 5 bearing south to Douglas Creek ; thence by
Douglas Creek downwards to the south-east corner
of selection No. 5 ; then by southern boundary of
selection No. 25 and a line bearing east to the
north-west corner of mineral selection No. 48A;
on the east by the west boundary of that selection
bearing south to the south-west corner of same
selection ; on the south by a line bearing west to
the.north corner of selection No. 38 by the north-
west boundary of that selection and by a line
bearing west to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for Public purposes.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
County of Churchill, parish of Tarampa, portion
No. 401.
68 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River, at the south-east corner of portion 400, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bearing
west forty-three chains and twenty-two links to
a road one chain wide ; on the west by that road
bearing south seventeen chains to another road one
chain wide ; on the south by that road bearing west
'thirty-five chains to the Brisbane River ; and on
the south-east by that river upwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"  The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR GRAVEL FOR ROAD PURPOSES,
BRISBANE AND WATERFORD ROAD.
County of  Stanley, parish  of -Mackenzie.
370 acres.
Commencing at the south -cast corner of portion
227, and bounded thence on the, north by part of
the south boundary line of that portion bearing
west about 40 chains ; on the west by a line bearing
south 80 chains ; on the south by a line bearing
east to the road from Waterford to Brisbane;
on the east by that road northerly to the poi; dnttt, f
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  WATER,  BEENLEIGH.
County of Ward, parish of Boyd.
30 acres.
Commencing on the west side of the road from
Beenleigh to the Lipper Albert River Ferry, and
bounded on the north by a road one chain wide,
forming the south boundary of portion 117, parish
of Boyd, bearing westerly ; on the west by a line
bearing south in continuation of the west boundary
of same portion about 20 chains to the  first men-
tioned road; and on the south-east by that road
north-easterly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC  PURPOSES, TOWNSVILLE.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonamhelah,
town of Townsville, allotment  6A  of Section
No. 1.
2 roods 28 perches.
Commencing on the northern side of Flinders
street at the south-east corner of the Lockup
Reserve, and bounded thence on the north-west by
a line bearing north 27 degrees east 3 chains 48
links to the Strand ; thence by a line bearing east
27 degrees south 58 links; thence easterly, southerly
and westerly by a semicircular line with a radius
of 174 links ; and by Flinders street bearing north
68 degrees west 58 links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PADDOCK, ROCKHAMPTON.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
portion No. 4.
103 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
No. 3 (Reserve for Gardens and Water), and
bounded thence on the west by a line bearing north
38 chains 50 links; on the north by the south
boundary of portion No. 2 bearing east 24 chains ;
on the east by a line bearing south 47 chains 40
links to Yeppen Yeppen Lagoon ; and on the south
by that lagoon north-westerly to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR RACECOURSE, RAVENSWOOD.
County of Gladstone.
142 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of a small creek
at a point bearing about 275 degrees and distant
about 14 chains from the south corner of portion 5
on Elphinstone Creek, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing 204 degrees 43 chains
and 75 links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
114 degrees 36 chains and 25 links to Elphinstone
Creek ; on the south-east by that creek upwards to
the junction of the small creek aforesaid ; and on
the north-east by that creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any special purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL SITE, SWAN CREEK.
County of Merivale, parish of  Robinson,  portion
No.  199A.
23 acres.
Commencing on Swan Creek, at the south corner
of portion No. 199, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the south-west boundary of that
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portion bearing 299 degrees 8 chains and 30 links ;
on the north by a line bearing west 2 chains ; on
the west by the east boundary of portions Nos.
206 and 208 bearing south 24 chains 41 links to
Swan Creek; and on the south and east by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RACECOURSE, MAEYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough.
160 acres 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 120 degrees 30
minutes and distant 1 chain from the south corner
of portion 191 on a road 1 chain wide, and bounded
thence on the north- west  by that road bearing 30
degrees 30 minutes 43 chains ; on part of the north-
east  by a line bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 35
chains to another road one chain wide ; on part of
the south-east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes  11 chains and 44 links ; on the remainder
of the north-east by portion A and a road bearing
120 degrees 30 minutes 12 chains and 90 links to
another road 1 chain wide ; again on the south-east
by that road bearing 210 degrees 30 minutes 11
chains and 44 links ; on part of the south-west by
No. 7 and a road bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes
12 chains and 92 links; on the remainder of the
south-east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes 20 chains to another road 1 chain wide;
and on the remainder of the south-west by that
road bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes 35 chains to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of 4 acres
for a road la chain wide, and 1 acre and 23 perches
for another road 1 chain wide, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-Genreal's office.
RESERVE FOR  WATER, MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough, portion
No. A.
13 acres  2 roods 14 perches.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at a point
bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes and distant 1 chain
from the east corner of the Racecourse Reserve;
and bounded thence on the north-east by a line
bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 11 chains and 88
links to another road 1 chain wide ; on the south-
east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30 minutes
11 chains and 44 links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 300 degrees 30  minutes 11 chains and 88
links to the road first aforesaid ; and on the north-
west  by that road bearing 30 (le Tees 30 minutes
11 chains and 90 links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 ,"  has been
made for the closure of the undermentioned roads;
and all persons *ho may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
(For the  Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO DE CLOSED.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 25th September, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved  from sale for any public
purpose ,  notice  thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby  given , that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid ,  the lands  hereunder described will
be reserved  for the purpose of School Sites.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOE  SCHOOL SITE, BULIMBA.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion
No. 158A.
23 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at the
south-east corner of portion 125B, and bounded
thence on the east by that road bearing 158 degrees
34 chains and 25 links to a road 1 chain and 50
links wide ; on the south by that road bearing 260
degrees 45 minutes 13 chains and 70 links; and on
the west by a line bearing 358 degrees 45 minutes
34 chains and 1 link to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL SITE, BUNDAMBA.
County of Stanley, parish of Bundamba, portion
No.  171A.
1 acre 2 roods.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at the
north-west corner of a Water Reserve, and bounded
thence on the south by that reserve bearing 157
degrees 2 chains and 39 links, 112 degrees 3 chains
and 36 links, and 46 degrees 5 minutes 4 chains and
11 links; on the east by a line bearing north 26
minutes  east 60 links ; and on the north by a line
bearing west 7 chains and 3 links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th September, 1873.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sitting in persitance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
he following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
.East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
A t the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in September, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
No. Applicant . Situation.  Parish . ( At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the firstArea. Tuesday in each month.
D. H.  Cud- Rosd separating selec- unuamedon
PORT CURTIS DIS'1'Ricr.
1 0 6 At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
2
more
T. Foreman ,
Lion  FIS from selection Herbert
92 River
Read separating por- Brasaall
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
2 21 Thursday 1873 and thereafterin OctoberW. Bryce,
and T. I
tion 383 from portions
319 320 and 321
,, ,
on the third Thursday of every alternate
Brooke month.
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At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND  BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  on the  first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At  the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in September, 1873, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed•
nesday in each month.
SETTLED  DISTRICT  OF BURHE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, on the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in November, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in November, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
clay in October, 1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month. '
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time  to time.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the Rent of the undermentioned Runs, situated
in the Unsettled Districts, not having been paid on
or before the 30th day of September last, they will
become absolutely forfeited unless the full amount
of Rent in each case, with one-fourth added by way
of penalty, be paid into the Colonial Treasury
within ninety days thereafter, as prescribed by the
Acts and Regulations.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
RENT OF RUNS IN UNSETTLED DISTRICTS
-continued.
Name of  Lessee. Name of Run.
BURKE DISTRICT.
Clifford and Courtney  Beira ... ...
Ditto ... ... Marathon ...
Cowan Cowan and Cowan  Downs ...
Nichol
Ditto ... ... Sorghum Downs,
No. 1
Ditto ... ... Sorghum Downs,
No. 2
Thompson ,  J. ... Prarie, No. 2 ...
COOK DISTRICT.
Mossman , A.... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ..
Pine
Copperfield
Nepowe ...
Preston ...
Rent. °
£ e. d.
10 0 0
22 10 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
42 0 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
7 10 0Ditto ... ...  I Rienza ... ...
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Clynes,  P. ... . I Bingeyrang  ...  12 10 0
Gilchrist, Watt, and Co.  Ba ll on 72 10 0
Lloyd, C. G. H. ... Culgarra...  44 0 0
GREGORY DISTRICT.
Hammond, G . T. ... Argyle . .. ... 6 5 0
Ditto ... .. ditto (arrears) 1 0 10
Ditto ... ... Tenham ... ..  6 5 0
Ditto ... ditto (arrears) 1 0 10
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Anning, R. J. and F. A. Reedy Springs,
No. 2 (arrears)
1 11 3
Carr, J. C. ... ... Cardigan ... 1 37 10 0
Curr, Marmaduke ... Gil Gunyah ... 9 7 6
Miles, W. ... ... Victoria Downs, 17 10 0
Ditto ...
Mytton, E. ...
Ditto ...
Plant and Cass
Ditto ...
Plant, E. H....
Ditto
Wildash, F. J. C.
Ditto ...
SOUTH
Earl, James
Miles,  Win.
Ditto
Ditto
North, J.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
No. 1
Victoria  Downs, 25 0 0
No. 2
Kinloch, No. 1 ...
Kinross ... ...
Glenell
ditto  (arrears)
Collopy .
ditto (arrears)
Miles Lake ...
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
... Mount Carmel ..
... Hidden Valley ..
... Conway, No. 1 ..
.. ditto No. 2 ..
... Tiptree Hill, North
.. ditto  (arrears)
ditto No. 2...
... ... ditto (arrears)
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Balfour, G. ...
Bank of New South
Wales
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Foot and Sons
Forlonge, W....
Ditto
Gilliam, T. W.
Haly, C. R.
Joint Stock Bank
Ditto ...
Logan R.,
London Chartered Bank
Name of Lessee. Name of Run. Rent. Mattherson, D.
...
Mor an Wing , .
McCord and Skene
...
...£ s. d. McLean, M. J. ...
BURNETT DISTRICT.
Humphery, F. T. Buckingah ... 13 16 0 Ditto
Lawless, C. and P. Boonimbah ... 45 0 0 McMullen, J. F.
Lawless, C. Boonbagan ... 45 0 0 Ditto ...
Lawless, P. Winders .. ... 45 0 0 Ditto
McKay, D. F. Bannia ... 12 10 0 McPhillamy, C.
Plummer, J. M. Toondoongondy... 27 10 0 Perkins, Thos.
Travis, R. ... Gingar Gingar ... 37 10 0
Ditto ... Cloncose ... ... 49 10 0 Ditto ...
18 15 0
18 15 0
6 5 0
4 13 9
6 5 0
2 12 1
158 8 0
108 15 0
25 0 0
34 4 0
36 0 0
30 12 0
6 5 0
2 12 1
6 5 0
2 12 1
Columba... ... 12 10 0
Clive ... ... 43 0 0
Canal ... ... 43 0 0
Ardah ... 35 0 0
Canal, No.' 2 ... 35 0 0
Moravia  Downs ... 27 10 0
Harrow .. 6 5 0
ditto (arrears) 5 4 2
Baffle Block ... 3 15 0
Arcadia, North ... 30 0 0
Kynebil... ... 14 10 0
North Yan Yan 9 0 0
Gurt
Line Forest ,.. 27 10 0
Wongaleigh ... 33 16 0
Ashfield ... ... 18 15 0
Barwon Park ... 67 10 0
Winchester Downs 18 15 0
Spring Creek, No. 20 12 6
2
ditto (arrears) 1 17 6
Balling-le-roche...  34 2 0
Wilpenah ... 28 1ft0
Balpannall 28 10 0
Somerby... ...  37 16  0
Conciliation Creek, 27 10 0
Block B
Repulse Creek, 28 0 0
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RENT OF RUNS IN UNSETTLED  D ISTRICTS
-continued.
>! Name  of Lessee. Name of Run. Rent.
£ s. d.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, bold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation  of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
LEICHHARDT DITTRICT- continued.
Peter, McLeay,  Bonar,
Onslow and Onslow
Ramsay , D. ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Robertson and Want
Shannon, J. ...
Ditto
Tansey, M.
Ditto
Want, R. C.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
No. 2
Carnarvon Creek,
No. 3
Roseylie ... ...
Goongella ...
Broadlea... ...
Galgathan
Saltbush Park,
No. 2
Drumcondra ...
Sutton ... ...
Wallburry
Galgathaa East ...
Me ro o ... ...
Miambaa ...
Neeinbaa .
Widerege Wide-
rege
30 0 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
13 2 6
20 0 0
15 0 0
29 8 0
37 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
13 2 6
12 10 0
27 10 0
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Anderson, T.... ...
Clarke and Hodgson ...
Ditto ... ...
Close, Thos. ... ...
Davy and Veness ...
Dexter, J. C.... ...
Gordon and Flood ...
Holland, J. ...
Mcllwraith, T. ...
McLean, J. D. (repre-
sentatives of)
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Seidel, E. F. ...
Tate, Geo. ...
Dulbydilla ... 35 0 0
Oberina ... ... 51 5 0
Pannonia 46 5 0
Manandi lla , No. 1 49 10 0
West Thomby ... 33 .0 0
South Teelba ... 22 10 0
Morocco ... ... 60 10 0
Bendeena  ... 27 10 0
Doogarry ...  62 10  0
East  Billin ... 27 10 0
South ditto ...
Upton . ...
Mount Bindeygo
Bosnia ... ...
Ravenna ... ...
Mount Bindango
Mullock ... ...
Isis ... ...
Billin ...
North Billin ...
Maxvale ... ...
Watershed
North Darin Darin
Marra Marra ...
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Miles, Wm. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Tweed, John ...
Everaleigh, No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
Wyndeyer Creek
27 10 0
28 10 0
28 10 0
28 10 0
28 10 0
28 10 0
33 0 0
33 0 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
11 5 0
35 0 0
75 0 0
30 0 0
16 5 0
15 0 0
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Geary, E. M.... ... Bootballa Block... 25 0 0
Ditto ... . Junction Block ... 25 0 0
Hood, Torrance, and Bylang ... ... 12 10 0
Hood
Wiles, Wm. ... ... Lower Eulo Left 15 0 0
Nicholls, John ... Callene ... ... 75 0 0
O'Sullivan Florence ... Stockade Block ... 28 15 0
Pain, Thos. ... Bowra West ... 70 0 0
Ditto Bandy ... ... 70 0 0
Ditto Goomorah ... 27 10 0
Pettiford, Jae... ... Bimbilla West ... 6 17 6
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for general information
that in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands  are desirous , before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
O4Rces of the districts in which the  lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
1HE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
showing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may  be  had at the Public
Lands Office, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 16th September, 1873.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
`T OTICE.-It is hereby notified for general
. information, that the Crown Lands Office
for the Mitchell District has been removed from
Tambo to Blackall.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
"PASTORAL  LEASES  ACT OF 1869."
IT
is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions  of the 41st section of "  The Pastoral
Leases  Act of  1869" for renewed  leases  for four-
teen years of the  runs  in the unsettled districts, the
current  leases of  which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica.
tions will require to be lodged  not later  than three
months prior to the expiration of the  existing
leases,  as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCR TULLY,
Chief Commissioner  of Crown Lan
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the following
charges will be made by the Analytical
Chemist for testing, assaying, and analysing
minerals, ores, articles of commerce, victuals, &c.,
&c.
As soon as the necessary arrangements are made,
fire assays will be undertaken, of which due notice
will be given.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
11
£ s. d.
Assaying ores for chrom (wet assay) ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for nickel (wet assay) ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for trobalt (wet assay).. ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for antimony (wet assay) ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for  arsenic  (wet assay)... ... 0 10 6
Assaying metallic plating (wet assay) . 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for sulphur (sulphuric acid) 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for phosphor (phosphoric
acid) ... ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying  minerals  for chlorine ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for iodine ... ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying  minerals  for bromine ... 0 10 6
Assaying  minerals  for fluor (fluoric acid) ... 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for boron (boracic acid) ... 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for silicon (silicic acid) .. 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for carbon (carbonic acid) 0 5 0
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£  8.  d.
Assaying minerals for cyan (Prussic acid) ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for lime ... ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for barytes... ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for strontian ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for magnesia ,,, ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for  alumina 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for potass, soda, lithia, each,
separately ...
Testing acids or sour liquors, for their strength
in anhydrous acid--
0 10 6
Sulphuric acid ... ... ... 0 5 0
Bydrochloric acid ... ... ... 0 5 0
Nitric acid ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Acetic acid (vinegar) ... ... 0 5 0
Tartaric acid ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Citric acid, &c.... ... 0 5 0
Testing for their strength in alkali only-
Soda crystals ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Soda ash... ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Testing alloys-silver and copper ... ... 0 1 6
Assaying quartz for gold ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for gold ... ... ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for silver (wet assay)  ...  ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for quicksilver (wet assay) ... 0 10 •6
Assaying ores for lead (wet assay) ,.. 0 10 6
Assaying ores for bismuth (wet assay) ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for copper (wet assay)... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for zinc (wet assay) ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for cadmium (wet assay) ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for tin (wet assay) .. ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for manganese (wet assay) ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for iron (wet assay) ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for uran (wet assay) ... ... 0 10 6
Caustic soda ... ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Potash ... ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Liquor ammonia (gas water) .., .. ... 0 5 0
Common ashes ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Testing wine or winemust, juices of fruits, &c.,
for acids, sugar, and alcohol . 0 10 6
Testing manures, guanoes, &c., for phosphates,
ammonia, and potash .. ... 0 10 6
Testing soap, salt, sugar, or chemical prepara-
tions, for their commercial value or purity 0 10 6
Testing a substance for a specified or sus-
pected adulteration, like drugs, mer-
chandise, victuals, butter, milk, dec. ... 0 10 6
Analysis of water, ores in which occur three,
four, or more bodies, and which are re-
quired to be quantitatively ascertained ... 3 3 0
Analysis of substances belonging to the Vege-
table and Animal Kingdom (zoochemical
analysis), from £1 Is. to £3 3s., accord-
ing to demands made
Testing soils for one or two substances 0 10 6
Analysis of soils ... ... ... ... 3 3 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st December, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF DEUCHAR
AND GLENGALLAN, COUNTY OF MERI-
VALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W reference to the Notice dated 13th Sep-t 1 -tember, 1folio 1535,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through
Glengallan pre-emptives 62 and 61, in the parishes
of Deuchar and Glengallan respectively : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road ; and it is there-
fore hereby declared expedient to open and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Drayton ; and all persons intending to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof', in such manner and form  as are  provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they
will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
73-1526. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, WIDE BAY AND BURNETT
DISTRICT, COUNTY OF BOWEN.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH 'reference to the Notice dated 16th Sep-
tember,  1873,  folio 1567,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road from Mount
Perry to Boolboonda, Wide Bay and Burnett
District, county of Bowen : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road ; and it is
therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Teningering ; and all persons intending to.
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are provided
in the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-4453.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ENOGGERA.
SECOND NOTICE.
v
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 6th  Octo-
ber,  1873, folio 1676,  Government Gazette,
relative to the openin gg of a New Road through
portion 315, parish of Enoggera : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 Wi lliam IV.,
No. 11 ,  that His Exce ll ency the Governor ,  with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, and the Police Office, Brisbane ; and
all  persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road ,  are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof ,  in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command, .
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-1956.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF LOCKYER,
COUNTY OF CAVENDISH.
SECOND  NOTICE.
l[ 7 ITH  reference  to the Notice  dated 8th Sep-W tember ,  1873, folio 1534,  Gov er nment Gazette,
relative to the opening  of a New Road  from Main
Ipswich and Toowooomba Road to Loeky W s
Creek, parish  of Lockyer,  county of Cavendish :
Notice is hereby given ,  in accordance with  the  Act
4 William IV., No. 11,  that His Excellencyrlthe
Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to con firm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the
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,Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
ai hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said portion
of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared expe-
dient to open and make the road referred to, accord.
ing to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at
the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Warwick; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
73-4058.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, MARYLAND RUN NORTH,
COUNTY OF . MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
\ TITH reference to the Notice dated 8th Sep-
tember,  1873, folio 1533,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road through
Selections  Warwick Register Nos. 430 and 634,
:and Maryland Run North, county of Merivale :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Ex-
,eellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the
said portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyyer-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, War-
wick ; and all persons intending to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-4027.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MARYBOROUGH,
COUNTY OF MARCH.
SECOND NOTICE.
WT TITH reference to the Notice dated 14th Octo-ber, 1873, folio 1721,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road through the
`90-acre Reserve, in the town and parish of Mary.
borough : Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV.,  N o. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane, and the Police Office, Maryborough ; and all
persons intending to claim compensation in respect
of the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner
and form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore.
closed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-3810.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ALLORA,
COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
j][T ITH reference to the Notice, dated 8th  Sep-
tember,  folio 1533 ,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road through
portion No .  2, parish  of Allora,  county of Meri-
vale : Notice is hereby given ,  in accordance with
the Act 4 William  IV., No.11,  that His Excellency
the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
By Command,
73-4312. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF CLARENDON
AND BUARABA, COUNTY OF CAVEN-
DISH.
SECOND NOTICE.
% J
ITH reference to the Notice dated 25th Sep-
tember, 1873, folio 1602,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road from
Gatton to Cressbrook, parishes Clarendon and
Buaraba, county of Cavendish : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
leased to confirm the said portion of road; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73.4344.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF INDOOROO-
PILLY, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice ,  dated 1st  Sep-
tember, 1873,  folio 1500,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road through selec-
tion 201, and portion 49, parish of Indooroopilly :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
4 Wi lliam IV ., No. 11,  that His Excellency the
Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby  declared expedient o
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at
the Office of the Surveyor -General, and the
Police Office ,  Brisbane  ;  and all persons intend-
ing to claim compensation in respect of the said
road ,  are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary ,  within forty
days from the date hereof ,  in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73-3177.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 27th November, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PUBLIC OFFICES, MARYBOROUGH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd
January next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Public Offices, Maryborougb.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Public
Offices, Mary borough."
Plan, Specification. and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Roads Office, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed  forms, and
must state  the time within whic h  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per cent.
on amount  of Tender as security for the due per-
formance  of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event that
he will execute and deliver, at the Office of the Civil
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise  the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily
be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th November, 1873.
TO CLOCK AND WATCH MAKERS.
REGULATING, ETC., CLOCKS AND WATCHES,
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, 19th Decem-
ber next, from persons willing to contract for regu-
lating and keeping in repair the Clocks and Watches
belonging to the Railway Department, Southern
and Western Lines, for twelve months, ending 31st
December, 1874.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Regulating,
etc., Clocks and Watches, Southern and Western
Railway."
Specification and number of clocks, etc., etc.,
may be seen, and further particulars obtained, at
this Office ; at the Traffic Manager's Office, Ipswich ;
and the Station Master's Office, Toowoomba and
Warwick.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute and deliver, at the Office of the Civil Crown
Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty in a penal sum of £20 for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Public Works;
Brisbane, 13th November, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE AND LOCK-UP, GLADSTONE.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th
December next, from persons willing to contract
for the erection of a Court House and Lock-up at
Gladstone.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Court
House and Lock-up, Gladstone."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Gladstone.
Tenders must be on  proper  printed forms, and
must state  the time within which  it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Contract ,  as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that he will execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown  Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  1st December, 1873.
IT is hereby notified or general information, that
the following Tender has been accepted ,  viz.:-
For the erection of Passenger Station, S. and
W. Railway,  Brisbane - Mr. JOHN PETRIE.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 4th December, 1873.
BULIMBA FERRY.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on MONDAY, 15th instant,
from persons wishing to lease the above Ferry, for
the term of two years.
Conditions of lease and  full particulars can be
obtained at this Office.
The highest or any Tender  not necessarily
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 28th November, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been  pleased
to approve of the following Regulations to be
observed on the Waterford Ferry, Logan River, on
and after 1st December, 1873, in lieu of those now
in force thereat, in virtue of the provisions of the
Acts 2 William IV., No. 12, and 14 Victoria,
No. 5.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
FERRY REGULATIONS.
1. That the ferry be leased by auction, tender, or
otherwise, as the Government may determine.
2. That the ferry rates and charges shall be in
accordance with the annexed Schedule, and that
the same shall be  painted on boards,  and placed in
conspicuous situations on each side of the ferry, at
the cost of the lessee thereof. The lessee shall
also provide  scales and  weights, and keep the same
in a convenient place at the ferry.
3. The  lessee  will be required to make all im-
provements and repairs that may be required at the
approaches to the ferry on each side of the River,
for a distance of 100 feet from low-water mark,
and leave the same in good order at the termination
of his lease.
4. The  lessee of  the ferry shall enter into a bond
in an  amount to be fixed by the Government, with
two sureties, for the due performance of his con-
tract, and for his information he will be supplied
with a copy of these regulations.
6. The lessee will be required to furnish, and to
keep during the currency of his lease, in a clattnn,
dry, and secure condition, such sufficient  numfter
of boats and punts as the Government may deter-
mine to be used on the ferry, and such boats and
punts must be approved of, and passed by an officer
appointed in that behalf by the Government. The
following are the dimensions required, viz.:-
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Boats.-Not  to be less  than  18 feet over all,
5 feet beam, to carry eight  passen gers ;
two extra passengers  may be carried for
one foot by  one inch more  in the foregoing
measurement  ;  the number of passengers
each boat  is  li censed to carry to be painted
in legible characters in some conspicuous
part thereof;  a man to be in constant
attendance with  each boat, and each boat
to be provided with  a safe rope or chain.
Punta .-Not  to be  less than 40 feet long and
12 feet  wide, inside measurement, 3 feet
deep, and decked over level with top of
gunwale ; height of top rail 3 feet 6 inches
from the deck of punt, with three inter-
mediate  rails , to have fall-down flaps, be
well battened down to prevent cattle from
slipping, with chains and shifting cross-
bars at  each end, and to be worked by a
rope or chain across the river, and  not less
than two men.
6. Life-buoys  and drags ,  with proper appliances'
shall be  furnished  by the lessee ,  who shall be
required  to have the  same in constant readiness for
any  emergency.
7. During dark nights ,  and in the absence of
moonlight ,  there shall  be lights kept  burning and
properly trimmed on the steps  of the ferry, on
each side of  the river , and the lessee  shall provide
the same.
8. All  persons crossing  the ferry, with the follow-
ing exceptions ,  shall pay the  charges fixed in
Schedule, viz.
The Governor ,  and any person in actual  attend-
ance upon him, and any carriages or horses
of or  belonging to him.
Ministers of religion,  officers, soldiers, or
sailors, in  Her Majesty 's service ,  proceed-
ing or returning  on duty.
Any member of the Executive Government,
officers of police, troopers, and constables
on actual duty, and any prisoners in their
charge.
All children proceeding to or returning from
any school, whether public or private ; all
officers and men connected with Her
Majesty's Customs, and with the Roads
Department, when on duty.
N.B.-The horses or vehicles used by such
exempted parties sha ll  also be  conveyed  across the
ferry free.
PENAL CLAUSES.
9. Any lessee  of the ferry who shall infringe
upon, or act contrary to any clause or condition
conta in ed  in these regulations,  shall , on conviction
before two  or more  Justices of the Peace, be sub-
ject to  a penalty  not exceeding  five pounds.
10. In the event of two convictions within one
month against the lessee of  the ferry, such con-
victions shall  cancel the lease,  and the Government
may at once  resume the ferry.
11. If the lessee, or if any collector, boatman,
or ferryman  employed by  such lessee , shall demand
and take from any person or persons exempt from
payment of charges (and who shall claim such exemp-
tion), as provided in clause 8 of these regulations, or
shall, under color of his office  as lessee , collector,
boatman, or ferryman, wilfully extort from any
person  or persons any sum of money or thing of
value whatsoever, as and for, or in lieu of payment
of dues; or shall refuse to permit and suffer any
person or  persons to  read ,  or shall in any manner
hinder or prevent any person or persons from
reading , the inscription on such boards ; or shall
refuse to  tell his christian and surname to any
person or persons who shall demand to know the
same , on being paid the said dues, or any of
them, or shall in answer give a false name or
names ;  or upon legal dues being tendered or
paid, shall detain or wilfully obstruct, hinder, or
delay. any person or persons from passing over
the Peaty ; or if such lessee, collector, boatman, or
ferryman shall make use of any scurrilous or
abusive language to any traveller  or passenger ;-
then and in each and every such case the said
lessee shall forfeit and pay for every such offence
any sum not exceeding five pounds, to be recovered
before any two or more of Her Majesty's Justices
of the Peace.
12. If any lessee ,  or collector ,  boatman, or
ferryman employed by such lessee ,  sha ll  neglect,
or unreasonably delay to take across the ferry any
passengers , or travellers of any description, or any
goods or wheeled vehicles delivered to him, in each
and every such case the said lessee sha ll  forfeit and
pay for every such offence any sum not exceeding
five pounds, in addition to any damage that may
arise from such neglect or delay, to be recovered as
hereinbefore provided.
13. If any person liable to the payment of any
dues under these regulations shall ,  after demand,
neglect or refuse to pay the same ,  or any part
hereof, it shall be lawful for anyone duly
authorised to collect the  same,  to prevent such
person from passing over the ferry until the dues
demandable from and payable by such person so
refusing to pay the  same  be paid and discharged.
14. Any person who shall intentionally evade the
payment of the dues, as per Schedule ,  shall, unless
exempt from payment thereof ,  as provided in clause
8 of these regulations ,  upon conviction ,  be subject
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
15. No person in a state of intoxication sha ll  be
permitted to cross over in any of the ferry boats,
except when in charge of the police.
16. The lessee shall have the exclusive right of
taking all passengers , live stock,  and goods across
the ferry ; and no person or persons shall ply for
hire, by conveying  passengers , live stock,  or goods
across the river within a radius of three miles of
the ferry, unless authorised to do so by the Govern-
ment, under a penalty not exceeding five pounds
for each offence, to be recovered as hereinbefore
provided.
17. The rent to be paid to the Colonial Treasurer,
in such manner as may be approved by the Govern-
ment, and intimated to the  lessee ;  and if not so
paid, the lease will be liable to be absolutely
.cancelled at the option of the Government.
18. The lessee shall, at the time of executing the
bond, give a warrant of attorney to enter upon
judgment, as a collateral  security for the due pay-
ment of the rent, should the Government so
desire.
19. The lessee shall not sub-let, or in any way
dispose of the ferry, without the express sanction
of the Government.
SCHEDULS.
Ferry Dues  and Charges.
Every  foot passenger with a parcel or par-
cels not exceeding  14 lbs. weight in all ...
Single horse , with rider
s. d.
0 1
0 8
All vehicles, of any description whatever, of
two or more wheels, loaded or unloaded,
drawn by one horse or other animal, in-
cluding driver, &c. ... ... ... 1 4
including driver, &c. ... 2 0
Same  (with the exception of bullock  teams),
drawn by more than two horses or other
Same, drawn  by two horses, or other  animals,
animals, including  driver, &c. ... 2 &
Bullock teams, with dray loaded or unloaded,
including driver, &c., and with or with-
out dray, in yokes, including driver ... 3 0
N.B.-The fares of passengers travelling in vehicles
are included in the foregoing charges.
Cattle or  horses , or other large  animals, un-
attached, each  ... ... ... ...  0 4
Sheep, pigs, goats, sucking calves or foals or
other sma ll  animals  (dogs excepted ),  each 0 2
Goods.
Packages exceeding in all  14 lbs., and under
56 lbs. weight ... ... ... ...  0 4
Ditto, 56 lbs. and under 1 cwt. ... ... 0 8
Every 1 cwt., or more, at rate of per cwt. by
dead weight or measurement ... ... 0 6
Live stock to be put into and out of the punts by the
owners or parties in charge thereof. Goods and wheeled
vehicles, without horses or other animals attached, to be
put into and taken out of the punts by the lessee.
The ferry to be opened for the transit of passengers and
goods, at all hours from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m., at the above
prices.
After 10 p.m. double all the above rates shall be charged
and paid.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  1st December, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS AND BUSINESS
LICENSES.IT is hereby notified or general information, that
the undermentioned Miners' Rights and Busi-
ness  Licenses have been returned as issued in the
Gold Fields Districts respectively specified.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
CHARTERS TOWERS GOLD FIELD-confh.eed.
During the Month ended 31st October, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS - continued.
No. Name.
57,337 John Rivers
57,338 Frank Parrott
67,339 John  Kingleside
57,340 C.  Seuchardt
57,341 Edward Auth
67,342 Wiliam McKinn
67,343 Isaac Davis
57,344 M .  Budderich
57,345 J.  C. Hutton
57,346 Hans Peterson
67,347 P. Joyce
67,348 John Wilson
57,349 Catherine Riley
57,350 James Fox
56,816 W. Robb
66,817 L.  C. Mill er
56,818 W. Canty
66,819 H. Houghton
66,820 C. D. Luley
66,821 W. Dillon
66,822  John Morris
66,823  John Morris
56,824  J. E. Larkin
56,825 Henry Cooper
56,826 Ashley Coble
66,827 M. I. O'Sullivan
56,828 George  Mitche ll
RAVENSWOOD GOLD FIELDS.
During the Month ended 31st October, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name.
62,867 Alex. J. Foster
62,868 E. H. C. Bristowe
62,869 Robt. Hayles
62,870 Ah Tim
62,871 H. Burstall
62,872 T. Burstall
62,873 H. W. Bateman
62,874 R. Hayles
62,875  E. H. C. Bristowe
62,876 J .  P. Hansen
62,877 J. P. Hansen
62,878 'A. C. Haldam
62,879 W. R. Thompson
62,880 John Swis
62,881 B . Canney
62,882 Adolp. Lange
62,883 Joseph Hannan
62,884 Henry Tracy
62,885  Joseph Tracy
62,886 C.  Stenhem
62,887 J. Ganor
62,888 Larry Johnston
62,889 F. Wumbug
62,890 A. Danielson
62,891 W. Grant
62,892 Michl. Wakeham
62,893  W. H. Hamilton
62,894  Robt. Lucas
62,895 John Lucas
62,896 Saml. Fren
62,897 Francis Anderson
62,898 Alex .  Hamilton
62,899  John Kennedy
62,900 R . Anderson
62,901 J. Sloan
62,902 A. Daunt
62,903  Peter Johnston
62,904 Thos. Gracey
No.
62,905
62,906
62,907
62,908
62,909
62,910
62,911
62,912
62,913
62,914
62,915
62,916
62,917
62,918
62,919
62,920
62,921
62,922
62,923
62,924
62,925
62,926
62,927
62,928 E. T. Tannen
62,929  A. Hartland
62,930 Ricd. Gurney
62,931 C. Fry
62,932 An Hoon,
62,933  John Penny
62,934 Ed. Combo
62,935 Ah Cin
62,936 Ah Pan
62,937 Robt.  Dickson
62,938 Ah Pan
62,939 Toi Kin
62,940 J. Wilson
62,941 Frank Nolan
62,942 L. Von Cappelle
Name.
John McGuire
John Watson
J. White
A. R. Taylor
J. Halcron
Wm. Sellenthin
Henry Caffall
Henry Caffall
G. E. Forbes
Luke Muller
Pat Shean
Fred. Grant
George Padmon
John Benny
W. L. Ives
W. L. Ives
Wm. Conden
H. Warber
N. J. Peyton
N. J. Peyton
A. Hammond
Wm. Pearson
Wm. Toon
BUSINESS LICENSES.
56,829
56,830
66,831
66,832
66,833
56,834
56,835
66,836
56,837
66,838
66,839
66,840
August Gulach
Joseph Crawford
Pat McMahon
J. W. Jenkins
John O'Neill
John  Strainer
F. Longenberg
Ch. Scarborough
R. McPhee
R. Rankin
Thos. P. Smith
56,841 Armando Doublet
56,842 James Kidney
66843 John Braseell
66,844 Owen Williams
66,845 A. Hoepfner
56,846 W. F. Paine
56,847 Henry S .vill e
56,848  Thos. White
56,849 Henry Kohs
66,850 An Yong
56,851 G. Klatte
56,852  P. Peterson
56,853 F. Albert
56,854 M. McSweeney
56,855  G. Kitchiagham
No. Name
57,369 J. Byrne
57,370 Ab Bow
57,371 Martin McAvory
67,372 Reuben Russe ll
67,373 Henrieh Ahlers
57,374 Joseph Ratcliff
57,375 W. Warren
67,376 T .  P. Brown
67,377 James Ross
67,878 James Parr
67,379 John Jones
67,380 P. L. Svensdon
57,381 James Moore
67,382 Pat ri ck Devitt
57,383 E .  Hannam
57,384 Henry Holt
57,385 Wil liam Field
67,386 D .  McGregor
57,387 Rees Howe ll
67,388 L. McLean
67,389 F .  Pentzke
57,390 W.  Hampstead
57,391 L. J. Young
57,392 Hugh Williams
67,393 W.  Craine
57,394 Thos Martin
57,395 Thos. O'Rourke
57,896 James Stevens
57,397 John Byrne
57,398 W. Little
57,399 Thos. Rose
67,400 T. B. Lloyd
57,401 V.  Fraddelom
67,402 James Hi ll
67,403 J. Thygerson
57,404 J.  S. Davis
57,405 James Moxham
57,406 William Dane
57,407 A. Lenakren
57,408 Samuel Preston
57,409 P. K. Murray
57,410 James Borne
57,411 M. Pelevet
57,412 J.  Dowling
67,413 J. Chapple
57,414 Hans Anderson
57,415 E .  Roberts
57,416 James  Callagan
67,417 James  Callagan
57,418 John Hill
57,419 Wm. Campbell
57,420 Albert Deane
57,421 Joseph Callan
57,422 Samuel Preston
57,423 James Borrie
67,424 R. K. Murray
57,425 John A. Connor
57,426 John A. Connor
57,427 W. Brockwell
57,428 Edward Hynes
57,429 M. Martin
57,430 Patrick Beles
57,431 Thos. Donoghue
57,432 P. Flood
67,433 John Smith
67,434 John Ross
67,435 Fred .  Harris
No. Name. No. Name. 56,856 Wm. Lee
4,526 John Lough  4,628 Bateman &Rnther• 56 ,857 Wm.  Edwards
4,527 David Buchanan ford 66, 858 George Soutar
66,859  J. C. Larkin
--- - 56,860 Wm. Ryan
56,861 Jorgen Knudsen
CHARTERS TOWERS GOLD FIELD.
56,863 F. M. tanley e
56,863  Join  Stanley
During the Month  ended 31st  October, 1873. 56,864 Thos.  Hickers
67,365 John Canty
MINERS'  RIGHTS.  57,366 E .  Rothnell
No. Name.  No. Name. 57,367 Thos. Ross
57,291 Charles Buckley 57,314 Charles Wallace 57, 368 B . P. Watkis
57,292 W. R. Williams 57,315 John Watts  Bromms LICENSES.
57,293 F. Drozinim 57,316 A. H. Morrisby  No. Name.  No. Name.
57,294 James Hassett 57,317 William Wilson 4,478 Isaac  Lessner 4 ,483 W. A. Ross and Co.
57,295 J. A. Hoag 57,318  John Eccles 4,479 Thomas Buckland
57,296 David Huston 57,319 John  E. Chall oner 4,480 Joseph Newman
57,297 Thomas Buckland 57,320 John Pendrigh 4,481 John  E. Rutherford
57,298 W. T. Donovan 57,321 Henry Madden 4,482 Thos. Stannard
5 1 ,299  Charles Stewart 57,322 Thomas Millins
57,300 George Dodd
57,301 Lewin Bulgin
67,302 John Foley
57,303 Thomas Warbus
57,304 Oreenzo Grumillo
57,305 R. H. Watson
57,306 Joseph Bailey
57,307 F. L. Walker
57,308 John Macdonald
57,309 Thomas Poole
57,310 James Simpson
57,311 William  Simpson  57,334 John  Bracewell
57,312 Michael Hatton 57,335 Edward Lucke
57,313 J. Crane 57,336 P. Wright
57,323 James Ward
67,324 James Macdonald
57,325 Fred. Weston
57,326 Edward Conley
57,327 Archd. Gibson
57,328 J. A. Holmes
67,329 Edward O'Brien
57,330 Peter Campbell
57,331 W. W. Harrison
57,332 William Kitchen
57,333 Benj. Cavey
4,484 E. B. Mowbray
4,485 C. G. Lamond
4,486 Richard Johns
NORMANBY AND MOUNT  WYATT GOLD
FIELDS.
During the Month ended 31st October, 1873.
MINERS'
No. Name.
37,641 David Tooney
37,642 Patrick Anderson
37,643 William Deicke
37,644 Richard  Keatinge
60,252 James Morgan
60,253 Hunter Orr
60,254 James George
Henry Miller
RIGHTS.
No. Name.
60,255 Peter Neilson
60,256 George Holmes
60,257 Edward Townsend
60,258 Andrew Miller
60,259 James Dow
60,260 John T. Teare
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 28th November, 1873.
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IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
'to approve of the following Regulations to be
observed on the Beenleigh Ferry, Logan River,
on and after 1st December, 1873, in lieu of those
now in  force thereat, in virtue of the provisions
of the Acts 2 William IV., No. 12, and 14 Victoria,
No. 5.
By Command.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
FERRY REGULATIONS.
1. That the ferry be ]eased by auction, tender, or
otherwise, as the Government may determine.
2. That the ferry rates and charges shall  be in
accordance with the annexed Schedule, and that
the same shall  be  tainted  on boards  and placed in
conspicuous ituations on each side of the ferry.
at the cost of the lessee thereof. The lessee shall
also provide scales and weights ,  and keep the same
in a convenient place  at the ferry.
3. The  lessee will be required to make all im-
pro vements and repairs  that may be required at the
approaches to the ferry on each side of the river
for a distance  of 100 feet from low-water mark,
and leave the same in  good order at the termi-
nation of his lease.
4. The lessee  of the ferry shall enter into a bond
in an amount  to be fixed by the Government, with
two sureties , for the due performance of his con-
tract, and  for his information he will be supplied
with a  copy of these  regulations.
5. The lessee  will be required to furnish, and
to keep during  the currency of his lease , in a clean,
dry, and secure  condition, such sufficient number
of boats  and punts  as the Government may deter-
mine to be used on the ferry, and such boats and
punts must be approved of, and passed by an officer
appointed in that behalf by the Government. The
following are the dimensions required, viz.:-
Boats.-Not  to be less than 18 feet over all,
6 feet beam, to carry eight passengers ;
two extra  passengers  may be carried for
one foot by one inch more in the foregoing
measurement  ; the number of passengers
each  boat is licensed to carry to be
painted in  legible characters in some con-
spicuous  part thereof ;  a man to be in
constant attendance  with each boat, and
each  boat to be provided with a safe rope
or chain.
.Punts.-Not to be less than 40 feet long and
12 feet wide, inside measurement, 3 feet
deep, and decked over level with top of
gunwale  ; height of top rail 3 feet 6 inches
from the deck of punt, with three inter-
mediate rails, to have fall-down flaps, be
well battened down to prevent cattle from
slipping, with  chains  and shifting cross-
bars at each end, and to be worked by a
rope or chain  across  the river, and not less
than two men.
6. Life-buoys and drags, with proper appliances,
shall be furnished by the lessee, who shall be
required to have the  same in  constant readiness for
as!y emergency.
7. During dark nights, and in the absence of
moonlight, there shall be lights kept burning and
properly trimmed on the steps of the ferry, on
each  side of the river, and the lessee shall provide
the same.
8. All persons crossing the ferry, with the f'ollow-
ing exceptions, shall  pay the charges fixed in
Schedule, viz.
The Governor, and any person in actual attend-
ance upon him, and any carriages or horses
of or belonging to him.
Ministers of religion, officers, oldiers, or
sailors , in Her Majesty's service, proceed-
ing or returning on duty.
Any member of the Executive Government,
officers of police, troopers ,  and constables
on actual duty, and any prisoners in their
charge.
A ll  children proceeding to or returning from
any  school, whether public or private ; all
officers and men connected with Her
Majesty 's Customs and with the Roads
Department ,  when on duty.
N.B.-The horses or vehicles used by such
exempted parties shall  also be conveyed across the
ferry free.
PENAL CLAUSES.
9. Any lessee of the  ferry  who shall infringe
upon, or act contrary to any clause or condition
contained in these regulations, shall, on conviction
before two or more Justices of the Peace, be sub-
ject to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
10. In the event of two convictions within one
month against the lessee of the ferry, such con-
victions  shall cancel the  lease,  and the Government
may at once  resume  the ferry.
11. If the lessee, or if any collector, boatman, or
ferryman employed by  such lessee , shall demand
and take from any person  or persons  exempt from
payment of charges, and who shall claim such
exemption, as provided in clause 8 of these  regula-
tions,  or shall, under color of his office  as lessee,
collector, boatman,or ferryman, wilfully extort from
any person or persons any sum of money or thing
of value whatsoever,  as and  for, or in lieu of payy-
ment of dues ; or shall refuse to permit and sufl'er
any person or persons to read, or shall in any
manner hinder or prevent any person or persons
from reading, the inscription on such boards ; or
shall refuse to tell his christian and surname to
any person or persons who shall demand to know
the same, on being paid the said dues, or any of
them, or sha ll  in answer  give  a false name or
names  ; or upon legal dues being tendered or
paid, shall detain or wilfully obstruct, hinder, or
delay any person or persons from passing over the
ferry ; or if such lessee, collector, boatman, or ferry-
man shall make use of any scurrilous or abusive
language to any traveller or passenger ;-then and
in each and every such  case the said lessee shall
forfeit and pay for every such offence any sum not
exceeding five pounds, to be recovered before any
two or more of Her Majesty's Justices of the
Peace.
12. If any lessee, or collector, boatman, or ferry-
man employed by such lessee, shall neglect or
unreasonably delay to take across the ferry any
passengers , or travellers of any description, or any
goods or wheeled vehicles delivered to him, in each
and every such  case  the said lessee shall forfeit and
pay for every such offence any sum not exceeding
five pounds, in addition to any damage that may
arise from such neglect or delay, to be recovered
as hereinbefore provided.
13. If any person liable to the payment of any
dues under these regulations shall, after demand,
neglect or refuse to pay the same, or any part
thereof, it shall be lawful for anyone duly autho-
rised to collect the same, to prevent such person
from passing over the ferry until the dues demand-
able rom and payable by such person so refusing to
pay the same be paid and discharged.
14. Any person who shall intentionally evade the
payment of the dues as per schedule shall, unless
exempt from payment thereof, as provided  in clause
8 of these regulations, upon conviction, be subject
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
15. No person in a state of intoxication shall be
permitted to cross over in any of the ferry boats,
except when in charge of the police.
16. The lessee shall have the exclusive right of
taking all  passengers , live stock,  and goods across
the ferry ; and no person or persons shall  ply for
hire, by conveying  passengers , live stock, or goods
across the river within a radius of three miles of
the ferry,  unless  authorised to do so by the Govern-
ment, under a penalty not exceeding five pounds
for each offence, to be recovered as hereinbefore
provided.
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17. The rent to be paid to the Colonial  Treasurer,
in such manner as may be approved by the Govern-
ment, and intimated to the lessee ; and if not so
paid, the  lease  will be liable to be absolutely
cancelled at the option of the Government.
18. The lessee shall, at the time of executing the
bond, give a warrant of attorney to enter upon
judgment, as a collateral security for the due pay-
ment of the rent, should the Government so desire.
19. The lessee shall not sub-let, or in any way
dispose of the ferry without the express sanction of
the Government.
SQHxDULS.
Ferry Dues  and Charges.
a. d.
Every foot  passenger with a parcel or par-
cels not  exceeding 14 lbs. weight in all 0 1
Single horse,  with rider  ... ...  0 8
All vehicles, of any description whatever, of
two or  more  wheels, loaded or unloaded,
drawn by one horse  or other animal,
including driver, &c. ... ... ... 1 4
Same, drawn  by two horses or  other animals,
including driver, &c., ... ... ... 2 0
Same (with the exception of bullock  teams),
drawn by more than two horses or other
animals, including  driver, &c. ... ...  2 6
Bullock teams, with dray loaded or unloaded,
including driver, &c., and with or with-
out dray, in yokes, including driver ... 3 0
N.B.-The fares of passengers travelling in vehicles
are included in the foregoing charges.
Cattle or horses, or other large animals, un-
attached, each ... 0 4
Sheep, pigs, goats, sucking calves or foals,
or other small animals (dogs excepted),
0 2
Goods.
Packages  exceeding in all 141bs.,  and under
56 lbs. weight 0 4
Ditto, 56 lbs. and under 1 cwt. . 0 8
Every 1 cwt., or more, at rate of per cwt.
by dead weight  or measurement 0 6
Live stock to be put into and out of the punts by the
owners or parties in charge thereof. Goods and
wheeled  vehicles, without horses or other animals attached,
to be  put into and taken out of the punts by the  lessee.
The ferry to be opened for the transit of passengers
and goods ,  at all hours, from 6 a.m. to 10 p .m., at the
above pri ces.
After 10 p.m. double all the  above rates sha ll  be
skarged and paid.
SOUTHER"T AND WESTERN RAILWAY.IT is hereby notified that the following Goods
are carried in full wagon loads only. Minimum
weight,  five tons.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
28th November, 1873.
Brick
Coal
Coke
Gravel
Hoofs
Horns
Manures  (not artificial),  and boiling-down
refuse
Rags
Road Metal
Sand
Stone, Building.
Department  of Public Works,
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  20th November, 1873.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Z an
and Book of Reference, with Amendments,
of the proposed Line of Railway,  Brisbane Exten-
sion ,  from 16 miles 13 chains to Brisbane , has been
approved  and confirmed  ;  and that in  pursuance of
the 17th section of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the
Government intend to proceed with the construc-
tion of the Line of Railway (Brisbane Extension)
from 16 miles 13 chains to Brisbane, according to the
Map or  Plan and  Book of Reference  so confirmed, to
be seen at this office, and copy thereof  at the office
of the Clerk of Petty Sessions at Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways .
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, under the 14th sectionof  " An Act to  make  provision  for the Con-
struction by the Government of Railways: and for
the Regulation of the  same,"  assented to 3rd Sep-
tember, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has pri-
marily approved of the Map and Book of Reference
of the Ipswich Deviation Line of Railway from
3 miles 46 chains on the Toowoomba Line to the
commencement of the Brisbane Extension at
Ipswich.
The Map or Plan and Book of Reference can be
seen  at this Office, and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in writing, within one month from this date,
any well-Founded objection which may  exist to
the adoption of the said Line of Railway, or any
part thereof, or of any works proposed in connec-
tion therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  of Railways.
Department of Pub lic Works,
Commissioner for Ra ilways' Office,
Brisbane ,  14th November, 1873.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the proposed line
of Railway,  Brisbane Extension ,  from Ipswich to
2 miles 30 chains, has been approved and confirmed
without any alteration  ;  and that in pursuance of
the 17th  section of  the Act  27 Victoria ,  No. 8, the
Government intend to proceed with the construc-
tion of the line of Railway  (Brisbane Extension)
from Ipswich to 2 miles 30 chains ,  according to
the Map or Plan and Book of Reference so con-
firmed, to be seen at this Office,  and copy thereof
at the office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions at
Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd September, 1873.
RAILWAY NOTICE.
IN order to expedite the settlement of claims for
Railway  compensation ,  it is requested that all
persons who  have any claim for compensation on
account of land resumed for the purposes of the
Brisbane  and Ipswich Railway Line, will forward
the Deeds  or other instruments  showing their title
to the land taken, or an abstract hereof, to the
Office of the Crown Solicitor, Queen  street, Btis-
bane ,  at the same  time that they forward their
claims for compensation  to this  Office.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
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NOTICE.
TRANSFERABLE AND REMITTABLE GOVERN-
MENT DEBENTURES.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 27th October, 1873.
I N conformity with the provisions of  " TheQueensland Government L an Act of 1872"
(36 Victoria, No. 24), His Excellency the Governor,
in Council, directs it to be notified that Sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office, until Noon
of  WEDNESDAY, the 17th of December, from
persons  desirous of purchasing the whole or any
portion of Queensland Government Debentures,
amounting to the sum  of Two Hundred and Fifty
Thousand Pounds, to be issued under authority of
-the abovenamed  Act, subject  to the undermentioned
,terms and conditions - viz. :-
1. Each Tender must be for the amount of one
or more Debentures ,  and must be endorsed
" Tender for  Debentures."2. In  the event of equivalent enders being re-
ceived, in excess of the Debentures for
disposal ,  a pro rata  distribution will  be
made.
3. The Debentures will be payable to the holder
for the time being, and will be issued in
sums of £100, £200, and £500 each (as may
be required), secured upon the Consolidated
Revenue Fund of Queensland, and will bear
interest at the rate of Four per cent. per
annum , payable half-yearly on the 1st of
July and the 1st of January in each year.
4. The  principal  sum will be payable on the
1st January, 1913, either in Brisbane, Syd-
ney, Melbourne ,  or London ,  at the option
of the holder.
-5. The interest wi ll  commence on the 1st Jan.
nary, 1874, and will  be payable at the
Treasury, in Brisbane,. or at the Office of
the Banking Agents in Sydney, Melbourne,
or London, at the option of the holder.
6. The Tenders will be opened at the Treasury,
Brisbane, at noon on the above-named day
(17th December), in the presence of such of
the Tenderers as may desire to be present.
The minimum price to be accepted by the
Government having been first placed on the
Table under Seal.
7. The  amount tendered ,  if accepted ,  must be
paid in cash, or in Queensland Government
Treasury Bills, in Brisbane ,  on  the 1st
January, 1874, on which day the Debentures
will  be deliverable.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
QUEENSLAND TREASURY BILLS.THE attention of holders of Queensland Trea-
sury  Bi lls due and payable the 31st December,
1873, is directed to the provision contained in the
said Bi lls, which  requires that notice shall  be given
to the Colonial  Treasurer ,  at Brisbane, on or
before the 1st day of  December next, of the place
where such Bi lls are to be presented for payment,
viz., whether  at Brisbane ,  Sydney ,  or Melbourne.
Should the holder of  any Bi ll s fail to give the
stipulated notice, such Bi ll s wi ll  require to be pre-
sented for payment in Brisbane.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 6th October, 1873.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  1st November, 1873.
QUEENSLAND  GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall, Bowen (Port
Denison ),  Brisbane ,  Bundaberg ,  Burrenda ,  Calliope,
Cape River ,  Cardwell , Charlevi lle,  Clermont,
Cleveland, Condamine ,  Cunnamulla ,  Curriwillinghi,
Dalby, Drayton ,  Gatton, Gainsford ,  Gayndah,
George Town ,  Gilberton ,  Gladstone ,  Goodna, Goon-
diwindi ,  Greenmount ,  Great Northern Railway,
Gympie, Ipswich ,  Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyyburn,
Mackay, Marlborough ,  Maryborough ,  Milchester,
Mount Perry, Murphy 's Creek, Nanango, Nebo,
Normanton ,  Ravenswood ,  Rockhampton, Roma,
Sh Aping Office  (Brisbane), Springsure, S. and W.
Railway,  Stanthorpe ,  St. George ,  St. Lawrence,
Surat ,  Tambo ,  Taroom ,  Toowoomba ,  Townsvi lle,
Warwick, and Westwood.
Deposits of five shi llings upwards will be received
from any depositor ,  subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest wi ll  be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100 ,  but not
exceeding  £ 200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four ounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding  £ 200, the above rates of
interest will  be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person ,  at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
1
TENDER  FOR QUEENSLAND  GOVERNMENT
DEBENTURES.
I hereby tender for £
Queensland Government Deben-
Denomi nation s tures ,  in terms of the notice of the -
required (a) 27th October, at the price of
£ f f h
of £100  as.
or every £100 o suc
Debentures, and I  agree to accept
the same or any less  amount that
of £200 „ may  be allotted to me and to pay
of 2500 „ for them ,  in cash  (b),  in Brisbane,
on the first day of January, 1874.
Name:
Address :
Date :
'The 'Under Secretary of the Treasury,
ill Queensland.
(a) It is particularly requested that these  blanks  be Ailed up by
the  Tenderer.
10) Or Treasury  Bills, as the case may be.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th December, 1873.
POLICE DISTRICTS.
T
HE  following amended descriptions of the
Police Districts of Toowoomba and Etheridge
are hereby substituted in lieu of the former descrip.
tions of the said districts, published in the Supple.
ment to the  Government Gazette  of Saturday, 2nd
August, 1873.
A. H. PALMER.
POLICE DISTRICT of ToowooMBA-
Commencing at the Great Dividing Range, and
bounded thence by the watershed separating King's
Creek from Dalrymple Creek and by a line bearing
west to the Warwick Railway at the north boundary
of portion 186, parish of Allora ; then by the rail-
way northerly  to King's Creek , and by that creek
to its junction with the Condamine River; then by
that river and its north branch downwards to the
western boundary of Warwick selection No. 96, by
the western boundaries of that portion (Tumaville)
pre-em tive purchase IV., Warwick selections 230,
308, 407, and 262, south-south-westerly, and by a
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cont;nuation of the same to the watershed separat-
the Condamine River from tributaries of the
aWgrwan River  ;  then by said watershed ,  and that
separating  the Weir River  from Commoran Creek
and Yarre ll  Creek ,  and a line north-westerly to the
junction of Borrinda Creek, and a line north-west
to the northern watershed of the Weir River ; then
by that watershed easterly, and by the southern
watershed of Wilkie's Creek to the north-west
corner of Cecil Plains 10 years' lease ; then by the
north boundary of that lease and of West Prairie
and East Prairie 10 years' lease easterly  ;  then by
a line bearing north to Oaky Creek at the west
boundary  of Jondaryan pre-emptive purchase
XXV III. ;  then by Oaky Creek and the east bound-
ary of Bowenville Towns Reserve ,  and a line north
to the watershed separating Oaky Cre ek  fr om M all
Creek, and by that watershed to the Great Dividing
Range ; by that range and a line bearing south to
the south -east corner of Toowoomba selection 216 ;
then west three chains sixteen links ,  and south to
the Toowoomba Railway, and by the railway to the
Great Dividing Range; then by a line east 230
chains ; then south to the Great Dividing Range,
and by that range southerly to the point of com-
mencement.
Courts of Petty Sessions - Toowoomba and
Drayton.
POLICE DISTRICT  OF ETHERIDGE.
Commencing at the junction of the Etheridge
River with the Gilbert River, and bounded thence
by the watershed  separating  those  rivers south-
easterly to the Great Dividing Range ; then by said
range  northerly to latitude twelve degrees south,
and by that parallel of latitude true west to the
Gulf of Carpentaria ; then by the shore of the Gulf
southerly to latitude seventeen degrees south, and by
that parallel of latitude true east, and by a line
beating south to the junction of the Gilbert River
with the Einasleigh River, and by the Gilbert River
upwards to the point of commencement.
Court of Petty Sessions-Georgetown.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th November, 1873.
T
THE following Rules and Regulations of the
 Charters Towers Hospital, having been ap-
proved  and confirmed  by His Excellency the
Governor in Council, are hereby published in the
Government Gazette  for general information.
A. H. PALMER.
RULES OF THE CHARTERS TOWERS
HOSPITAL.
Name and locality.
1. The Charters Towers Hospital, Charters
Towers Gold Fields.
Objects.
2. To afford medical aid to in-door and out-door
patients, and to supply the destitute sick with food
and other necessaries.
Funds.
3. That the institution be supported by voluntary
contributions ,  charges to  pay-patients,  and police
fines, together with such aid as the Government
may  afford.
Government.
4. The government of the institution shall be
vested in  persons  qualified according to Acts of
Council, who shall alone be entitled to a vote, or to
take any part in the administration of the affairs.
Qualification.
5. A donation of ten (10) pounds  in one sum shall
constitute the donor a governor for life ; a donation
of two (2) pounds shall constitute the donor a
governor for twelve months ; a donation of one (1)
pound shall constitute the donor a contributor for
twelve months ,  in accordance with Act 26 Victo ri a,
No. 1.
Mode of  voting.
6. Every subscriber contributing at least one
pound  (£ 1) annually ,  or ten  (10) pounds in one
sum, shall be entitled to one vote at every it neral
meeting, and may vote either in  person by
proxy. When voting at election of officers, the
proxies of governors or contributors  (who must
themselves be governors or contributors) shall pro-
duce their written authority to the chairman, who,
after reading it, shall have it examined by the
scrutineers  appointed by him ; only  in case of a
contested election shall  the voting be by ballot, at
all  other times the voting shall be open.
Powers of governors  and contributors.
7. Every contributor giving one pound annua lly
shall  have the privilege of recommending two
out-patients. Every governor contributing two
pounds annually sha ll  have the privilege of recom-
mending one in :patient and two out-patients ; every
governor contributing four pounds annua lly shall
have the privilege of recommending two in-patients
and four out-patients ; and every Governor contri-
buting six pounds and upwards annually shall  have
the priv ilege of recommending four in-patients and
six out -patients .  Besides these.patients ,  who shall
be free of charge, every governor may recommend
any number of paying patients, provided that such
contribution, as above, be paid in  one sum.
Of visiting  committee.
8. That the members of the visiting committee
alone be empowered to admit destitute patients,
excepting  cases  of emergency.
Of patients admitted by Surgeon.
9. That all patients admitted by the  Surgeon
without the recommendation of the visiting com-
mittee, shall, if able, pay the sum of one pound one
shilling weekly.
Of patients.
10. That patients admitted by a ticket, A or B,
shall be free of charge ; all other patients shall be
admitted by a ticket on form C, and shall be
I charged at the rate of three shillings per day. In
all cases of patients chargeable to the Government,
an order under the hand of an officer of competent
autho ri ty ,  shall  be deemed a sufficient guarantee.
Proxies.
11. The written authority for proxies to vote
shall only be in force for the particular meeting for
which it  was given.
Of officers.
12. The officers of the institution shall only be
chosen from amonst the governors or contributors,
and shall be as follows  :- Trustees ,  treasurer ,  presi-
dent, vice -president ,  secretary ,  two auditors, and a
committee of twenty.
Members of committee.
13. All  honorary officers shall be  ex  officio  mem-
bers of committee.
Surgeon.
14. The Surgeon shall be appointed by, and be
under the control of, the committee.
.Annual general meeting.
15. An annual general meeting  shall be held on
the first Monday in November in each year, for
the following purposes :-To elect officers, and if
necessary to regulate all salaries for the  ensuing
year ; to examine accounts  for the past year ; and
to transact any business  of which due  notice may
be given.
Special general  meetings.
16. That special general meetings may be called
by the Secretary, giving fourteen days' notice by
advertisement of the day of meeting, and of the
purpose for which the meeting is called, on aJho-
rity of the committee, or on a requisition addr ssed
to him, signed by at least five governors or contri-
butors, stating the object for which they wish the
meeting called.
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A quorum.
17. Twelve governors or contributors shall con-
etitn) a quorum at general meetings, but if such
number  shall not assemble and proceed to business
within one hour from time fixed for the meeting,
no business  shall be done at that time  ;  but in such
case  there shall be another meeting ,  on the same
day in  the following week, and at the meeting any
number  of governors or contributors exceeding six
sha ll constitute a quorum.
Alteration of rules.
18. Notice of proposal to alter, or to add to these
rules,  must be given in writing to the Secretary,
and by him advertised fourteen days prior to an
annual or general  meeting.
Chairman of meetings.
19. The president, or in his absence the vice-
president, shall be chairman of all meetings. In
the absence of the president and vice-president the
meeting shall elect a chairman.
Treasurer.
20. The Treasurer shall be empowered to sue and
be sued on behalf of the institution ; his cheques
on the bank account must bear, besides his own,
the signature of a committee-man, and be counter-
signed by the Secretary. In the absence or illness
of the Treasurer the bank account may be operated
on by cheques signed by the Secretary and two
members of committee, or by three members of
committee . The Treasurer shall keep, for public
inspection , a list of persons entitled to vote ; he
shall render to the committee a quarterly account
of all receipts and disbursements, on the first
Monday in February, May, August, and November
respectively.
Secretary.
21. The Secretary shall conduct all  correspon-
dence, attend all meetings ,  whether general or
committee ,  to take minutes of the proceedings, and
to assist the committee in any business which may
be allotted to them ; he shall keep a record of all
cheques drawn at the bank ,  and shall lay before
the committee an account showing the amount
expended during the quarter ; he shall produce
receipts for all  payments made by him ,  and examine
all accounts aga in st the hospital.
Auditors.
22. The Auditors shall examine the accounts
half-yearly ,  and shall certify to the correctness of
the Treasurer 's statement.
Committee.
23. The committee shall  meet on the first Mon-
day in February , May,  August ,  and November, for
the examination of the Treasurer 's accounts. The
committee shall  meet on the first Monday in every
month to issue warrants for the payment of moneys
due to the officers of the institution ,  and for other
debts lawfu lly contracted  ;  to confirm or annul
admissions made by the Surgeon and visiting com-
mittee since the previous meeting, and to entertain
all other applications made in conformity with the
rules herein provided for the admission of patients ;
to receive and institute correspondence on matters
connected with the institution ;  and to arrange
glane for the improvement of the buildings of the
osppital, subject to the trustees .  The committee
shall  have power to appoint a sub -committee from
amongst themselves for any specific purpose, and
at each monthly meeting shall  appoint a visiting
committee of three for the ensuing month, to
nspect the hospital weekly.
Vacancies.
24. In case of any vacancies occurring among the
officers of the institution ,  the committee shall have
power to fill up the vacant posts at their usual
monthly meetings.
Of religious ministrations.
25. Any patient can at any time procure the
ministration of any minister he may think proper.
JOHN E . RUTHERFORD,
Chairman.
The above Rules were adopted at a _public
meeting of contributors  to the  Charters Towers
Hospital, held at the Court House, Milchester, 18th
October, 1873.
H. WYNDHAM PALMER,
President C.T.H.
THOS . MOWBRAY,
Treasurer.
FORM OF TICKETS.
Foax A.
To the Visiting Committee of the Charters Towers
Gentlemen,
Hospital. .
Please admit  the bearer as an
in-door patient into the Charters Towers Hospital, and
I certify  from personal  knowledge that he is unable to
pay the hospital charges.
I am, gentlemen,
Your obedient  servant,
FORM B.
To the Visiting Committee of the Charters Towers
Hospital.
Gentlemen,
Please admit the bearer as an
out-door patient of the Charters Towers Hospital, and
I certify from personal knowledge that he  is unable to
pay the hospital charges.
I am, gentlemen,
Your obedient servant,
Foux C.
To the Visiting Committee of the Charters Towers
Hospital.
Gentlemen,
Please admit the bearer as an
in-door pay-patient of the Charters Towers Hospital.
I am, gentlemen,
Your obedient  servant,
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the  thirty-seventh year of Her Ma-
jesty's reign.
NORMANBY.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 13th November, 1873.
TENDERS FOR SUPPLIES.
T
ENDERS are invited for  Supplies  required for
the Public Service for the year 1874. (For
fu ll  particulars ,  see  Government  Gazette,  No. 105).
Nature.
Provisions, &c.
Date of  Gazette
containing ori ginal
notice.
1873.
8 November ...
Date to which  Tenders
can be  received at
this Once.
1873.
15 December.
H. H. MASSIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1873.
T is hereby notified for  general  information,
I that the several Clerks of Petty Sessions
throughout the colony are authorised to receive
Returns from Owners of Stock for the purposes of
assessment , under  " The Brands Act  of 1872."
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
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Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th December, 1873.
PAYMENTS UNDER THE LEASING CLAUSES OF "THE MINERAL LANDS ACS
OF 1872."
T
HE attention  of Selectors under the Leasing clauses of  " The Mineral Londe  Act of  1872" is.
directed to sections  6 and 7 of the  General Regulations ,  dated 31st  October, 1872 , which provide
that the rent chargeable must be paid on or before the 2nd January in each year ,  and to section 29 of the
Act, which  provides for forfeiture being defeated if rent and penalty are paid within ninety days there-
after.
The following list of payments due on the 2nd of January  next,  is published for general infor-
mation.
(For the Secretary  for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Register
No. Local No. Area. Year.Lessees. Beat.  Balances Due.
A.  B,  £ e. d.
Jae. Muggleton and George  Smith  ...  100 0 0 3rd  25 0 0 Penalty £2 1 8
Ditto  ... ... ...  200 0 0 3rd  50 0 0 It 434
R. W. Scholefleld, W. R. Anderson ,  and 40 0 0 3rd  10 0 0 „  042
Jno. Ahern
... Ditto  ... ... ...  20 0 0 3rd 5 0 0 „ 0 2 1
W. Ronald, C.  Webster ,  and Jas.  Mug- 100 0 0 2nd 25 0 0
gleton
Rockhampton , W. Robertson and C. Keeley ... 160 0 0 2nd 30 0 0
No. 12
8 .. 22 J. G. Hess and  J. A. Zschammer  ...  160 0 0 2nd 16 13 4
9 „ 24 Ditto  ... ... ...  160 0 0 2nd  16 13  4
10 „ 41 John  Geo. Hess  ...  40 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
11 43 J .  Cook W .  Absolon Jno. Absolon  and 40 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
12
G. R .  Absolon
45 W. Absolon ,  R. Baker, and M. 20 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
McCluskey
13 „ 46 G .  R. Absolon and W .  Watson 40  0 0 2nd 3 6 8
14 „ 47 W. Absolon,  R. Baker, and M. 80 0 0 2nd  6 13  4
McCluskey
15 „ 48 G.  R. Absolon and William Watson  ...  20 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  13th November, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that the rent of the under -mentioned Runs not having
been paid on or before the 30th day of September last, they will become absolutely forfeited unless
the full  amount of rent in each case ,  together  with one-fourth added by way of penalty ,  be paid into the
Colonial Treasury within ninety days thereafter ,  as prescribed by law.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under Secretary.
Lessee.
Collins J.
Halkett, D. H.
Norris, W....
Graham, Hugh ...
Ditto ... ...
Cowper and Crozier
Emmerson, C.
Run.
MORETON DISTRICT.
... Moondoolan
Sections,  Oxley Creek
... ... ... Sections, Logan River
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
... ... ... ...
Mariana  (consolidated )
Dunmore
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
... ... ... I Windah ...
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
... ... ... I Eagle  Vale  (arrears)
Bent.
£ s. d.
... ,.. .. 14 8 0
,,, I 8 6 8
... ... ..
:
23 1 4
...
...
...
. 83 14
3210
0
0
... 90 15 0
... 54 5 &
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice ,  that  applications  have been  made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions  of  " Be Real Property Act of  1861 ."  Any Person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said  Act, on or before  the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description and  Situation  of Land. Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveatmay be lodged.
1 rood 2 perches ,  being all otment 10 of section 27 ,  Charles Sydney Dick Mel -  6th January, 1873.
parish and town of Rockhampton ,  county of bourne, otherwise Charles
Livingstone Sydney Dick
1 rood 311 perches ,  being subdivision 12 of eastern Ebenezer Lethem  ...  Ditto.
suburban allotment 46, parish of North Brisbane,
county of Stanley
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th  November, 1873.
NEW ROAD.--FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it  expedient
to open a new Rodd from Allora to Warwick : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with
the provisions  of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of
Refd' enee, showing  the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are
requested to transmit  in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this
date , any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road  in question.
By Command,
71-2052 . J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM ALLORA TO WARWICK ,  PARISH OF GLENGALLEN,  COUNTY OF
MERIVALE ,  DARLING DOWNS  DISTRICT,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC  ROAD, UNDER THE ACT
OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Port ion of Boad Reputed Owner .
1 Prom the east boundary of The Crown ...
Goomburra pre-emptive pur.
chase No .  20, running in a
south  -  easterly direction
through Alloys Common to
the north boundary line of
Glengallen pre-emptive pur-
chases Nos .  24 and 63
2 A sma ll  trlangnier piece of land C. H. Marshall and
out off the northeast  corner J .  Deuohar
of Gleugallea  pre-emptive
purchase No. 24
3 From  the north -west  earner of Ditto  .,. ..,
Gleogalkn mpehe
Cochase No .  63, mailing a
ebYth  -  easterly  direction
through that port ion to its
swath boundary
4 Fuca the  with  -boundary of Ditto  ... ...
sou Rye-emptivetbsQ1ip` r:
ewtth direction to
its esstb
6 Prom  the  west boundary  of Ditto  ... ...
GiergWen prs + mptive pnr-
chase No .  21, running !n a
southessttrly  direction to
its south boundary
0 From  the north boundary line I Ditto  ... ...
of Glengallen  preemptive
purchase No. 8, running in a
south-easterly direction to
its east boundary
From the west boundary of Ditto  ... ...
Glengallen pre-emptive pur-
chase No .  3, running in a
south -easterly direction to
Glengallen Creek
From Glengallen Creek ,  running Ditto  ... ...
in a south -easterly direction
through Glengallen pre-emp-
tive purchase No. 4 to its
east boundary
9 From the west boundary of Ditto
... ...
Glengallen pre-emptive pur-
chase No. 5, running in a
south-easterly direction to
its south boundary
10 Prom the north boundary of Ditto ... ...
Glengallen pre-emptive pur-
chase No .  35, running in a
south-easterly direction to
its south boundary
11 From the north boundary of Ditto  ... ...
Glengallen pre-emptive pur-
Chase No .  41, running in a
south-easterly direction to
its South boundary
12 From the north boundary of Ditto  ... ...
Glengallen pre-emptive pur-
chase No. 43, running in a
south-easterly and a south-
westerly direction to its
south boundary
13
14
A Small triangular piece of land Ditto ... ...
cut out of the west bounda ry
of Glengallen pre-emptive
purchase No. 49
From the no rt h bounda ry of Ditto
.,. ..,
Glengallen pre-emptive pur-
chase  No. 446 ru nning in
a south -westerly direction to
its south boundary
15 From  the north boundary of Ditto  ...
Glengallen pre-emptive pur-
chase No .  1, running in a
south-westerly direction to
Campbe ll's Gully
Bearings. inLengthC i
Breadth
of Area, Remarks.
nsha Road.
ohs. Ike . A. K.  P.
E. 87° 30'  S. 1 29 2 chains 6 3 16
E .  24° st  S. 27 0
E .  340  42' S. 3 16
E .  34° 42'  S. 1 85 2 chains 0 0 10
E. 84° 42'  S. 68 81 2 chains 14 0 0
E. 63° 41' S. 1 42
E. 63° 41 '  S. 4 12 2 chains 0 2 0
E. 530  41'  S. 51 M 2 chains 9 3 26
E. 630  41'  S. 88 Be 2 chains 16 3 32
E. 53° 41'  8. 5 14 2 chains 2 2 10
S.  28° 60' E. 3 36
S.  18° 16' E. A 0
S. 16° 16'  E. 1 0 2 chains I9 1 29
E .  48° 37' 8. 9 5
B. 30° E. 9 51
E. 37° 23'  S. 62 61
N. 71° 62' E. 13 0
B. 28° E. 0 87
S.  28° E. 7 98 2 chains 0 1 17
S .  11° 30' E. 24 21
S.  11° 30'  E. 85 36 2 chains 17 0 11
8. 119 30' E. 1 13 2 chains 16 2 12
8. 17° E. 82 26
S. 17° E . 17 26 2 chains 16 1 18
S.  48° E. 15 0
S.  17° E. 11 0
S.  7° E. 31 16
S.  20° 53' W. 9 76
S. 7° E. 8 8 2 chains 0 2 a
S.  20° 63' W. 2 95
S. 20° 63'  W. 25 80 2 chains 6 2 9
S. 33° 43' W. 7 4
S.  33°  43'W. 84 0 2 ohatnn 12 1 17
GENERAL ABSTRACT
 showing the AVBBAGB
 L IABILITIES and Asewrs ,  and of the CAPITAL and PROFITS of the undermentioned BANKS
ended on the 30th September, 1873.
BANKS.
Union Bank of Australia ... ..
Bank of New South Wales ... ...
Bank of Australasia ... ...
Commercial Bank ... ...
Australian Joint Stock Bank ... ...
Queensland National Bank ... ...
ToTALa
 ... ... ... 265,175 0 0
LIABILITIES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th December, 1873.
of the COLONY of QUAJ0 iLAND, for the Quarter
Notes in Circulation
not bearing Interest ,
Notes in Circulation
bearing Interest,
Bi lls  in Circulation
not bearing Interest,
Bills In  Circulation
bea ri ng  interest.
Balances  due to other
Banks .
Deposits not  bearing ! Deposits bea ri ng Total
 Liabilltie4Interest .
 Interest.
£ a. d. £ S. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
29,747  1810 ... 8,970 6 9 ... 2,927 6 4 109,1113  11  3 270,805 6 0 417,264 3 2
92,237 1 7 ... ,.. 16,416 1 8 349,086 7  8  229,919 18  6 686,659 9 5
7,6391810 ... 2,993  16 10 ... ... 60,294 6 4  73,972 11  1 134,900 8 1
25,011 10
 9 ... 5581811 ... 3,154 0 9 110,577  5 10 82,226 12  0 221,528 8 3
85,494 1 7 ... 476 7 1 ... 9,280 10  1 256,604 16  9  127,119 15  3  477,974 9 9
25,044 18
 5 ... 362 5 5 ... 10,074 4 4 61,948 10 10  147,893 7 3 245,323 6 3
8,360 14 0 ... 40,852 3 2 937,324 17 8 931,937 10 1 2,183,650 4 11
AS ETS.
BANKS. Coined Gold
 and
Silver ,  and other
Coined Metals .
Gold and Silver in
Bullion or Bare, and
Stamp  Account.
Government
Securi ties. Landed Property.
Notes and Bills of
other Banks.
Bal ances du
other Ban
e from
ks.
£ a. d. £ s. d. £ d. £ s. d. a. d. £ s. d.
Union Bank of Australia ... 139,270 7 4 176 10  3 ... 15,600 0 0 19816 9 14,474 15  4
Bank  of New South Wales ... 175,580 3 2 41,742 7 1 ... 19,657 18  2 4,914 4 10 6,268 19 11
f Ak t l iB 35 846 1 6 101 9  10 9 000 0 0 112 4 7oan us ra as a
Commercial  Bank
...
...
,
81,327
4
6 11
...
...
,
11,200 0 0 3,813 7 10 43014 6
Australian Joint Stock Bank ... 86,134 19  4 12,804 7  8 ... 24,683 15  5 4,861 14  3 1,887 14  5
Queensland National
 Bank ... 56,626 1 6 13,008 18  1 ... 17,432 4 2 89 7 7 19,099 4 7
TOTALS ... 574785 12  8 67,833 12 11 ... 97,478 17  9 13,989 410 42,161 8 8
BANKS. Capital paid upto date. Rates  per annum  last Dividend. Bonus.
£
Union Bank of Australia ... 1,260 ,000 13 per cent. per annum ...
Bank of New South Wales 1,000,000 15 per cent .  per annum
Bank of Austral , feia ... 1,200,000 10 per cent. per annum ...
Commercial Batfa'' ... 400,000 20 per cent .  per annum
Australian Joint Stock Bank 484,666 8 per cent.  per annum Is. per share
Queensland National Bank 114696 ...
Amount of all debts due
to the Banks ,  including
Notes ,  Bins ofE =change,
and all Stook and
Funded Debts of every
description,  excepting
Notes ,
 Bills, and Balances
due to the said(Banks
from other Banks.
Total Amount of
Assets.
£ s. d. £ a. d.
211,286 1 1 380,905 9 9
735,490 8 2 983,654 1 4
228 ,673 18 2 273,734 7 0
218,418 11 11 315,190 1 1
395,165 2 11 525,537 14  0
253,638 16  4 359,894 12  3
2,042 ,671 18 7 2,838,916 5 6
Amount of last Dividend
declared.
Amoipit of the Reserved
Profits at  the time of
declaring  such Dividend.
a. d. £ a. d.
81,260 0 0 488,550 12  8
76,000 0 0 334,333
,
6 8
60,000 0 0 i0883(4 10 7
40,000 0 0 180,000 0 0
22,415 6 10 33,060 8 4
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
TIME TABLE.
Commissioner for Railways Ofce,
Brisbane; 1st September, 1875.
SOIITHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY .- On and after  MONDAY ,  8th September,  1873,  the following Time Table will  come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.  Commissioner for Railways.
parr
ABOVE
HIGH
wATRA From I
HART
STATIONS.
Too-IFrom Mixed.. I-pswich . omba.wo
1 A.M.
65 Ipswich ... ... 10.0
111 8 Walloon ... .,, 10 28
140 12 Rosewood A
198 18 ...  Western Creek . A
274 21 ...  Grandchester I
arrive  * 11.13
674 25 ...  Victoria Tunnel
depart 11.17
... ... A
806 29 ..  Laidley ... 11.64
NO 88 ...  Gatton ... 12.23
486 49 Helidon ... arrive 12.58depart 1.13
788 69 ...  Murphy's Creek 5 arrive 1.53depart  01.58
.1530 89 ...  Highfields ... ... 2 50
2005 76 ...  Summit of Range
1928 78 ...
 Toowoomba ...
I
arrive 3 .38
depart 4 .11
82.86 Mahoney's Gate B
85 7  Gowrie Junction ... arrive  ...
85 7  Gowrie Junction ...  depart ...
901 12#  For Williams' Camp ... ...
94 16  Westbrook Crossing ... ... ...
102 24
 Cambooya .. ... ... ...
109 31
 Emu Creek  Siding ... ... ...
118 40
 King's Creek  ... ... ... ...
120 42
 Clifton ... ... ... ...
131 53  Allora ... ... ... ...
140 62 Lyndhurst Road ... ... ...
143 65 Warwick  ... ... ... ...
85 Gowrie Junction ...  depa rt  4.36
90 1 ... Gowrie  ... ... ...  A
97 Oakey Creek ... ... ... 6.14
106 Jondaryan  ... ... ...  5.44
114 Bowenville ... ...  A
127 Blaxiand's  Siding ... ... A
I80 Dalby ... ... ...  6.56
UP TRAINS. TEXT
ABOVE
MILES
M ixed. Mixed.  Mixed.
HIGH
WATER,
MARK.
Prom F
Dalby .  Wa
rom
rwick.
A.M.
...
P.M. P.M.
... 4.40 ... ...
05.8 ... ... 3 ...
A 16
... ... A ... ... 24 ...
... ...  5.47 ... ... 33 ...
... ... 5.51 ... ... 40 ...
... ... A ... ... 46 ...
.., .  6.28..
... ... *6.57 ... ... ...
... ...  7.32 ... ... ... 3
... ... 7.47 ... ... 12
... ... ...
23
... ... 8 .27 ... ... ... 25
... ... 9119 ... ... ... 34
41
10 7 ... 49...
10 .60 4.0
.
...
621
B ... ... ... ... 68
011.16  ... ... ...
...
* 11.25 4.25 ... ... 47.45  3045
A A ... 1928 62 66A A ...
12.25 5.25 ... 2005 64 67
A A. ... 1630 61 ...
1.18  6.18 788 71 ...1.28 *6.28 ...
2.6 7.5 ... 465 81
A A ...
2.46 7.45 340 92
335 101
574 105
...
274 109
... ...
.. ...
198 112
... ... ... 140 118 ...
... ...
111 122 ,.,
... ...
65 130
* Trains meet here.
STATIONS.
Dalby .. ... ...
Blaxland's Siding  ... ...
B owenv ill o ...
Jondaryan
 ... ... ...
Oakey Creek ... ... ...
Gowrie ...
Gow ri e Junction  ..,  arrive
Warwick ... ...
L dhuret Road
Allora
 ... ... ...
Clifton ... ... ...
King's Creek
 ... ... ...
Emu Creek Siding
 ... ...
Cambooya
Westbrook Crossing... ...
For Wi ll iams '  Camp.
Gow ri e  Junction  ...  arrive
Gowrie Junction ...depart
Mahoney's Gate ...
Toowoomba arrive{ depart
Summit of Range ... ...
, Highfields
 ... ... ...
I
Murphy 's Creek
He li don ...
Gatton ...
f arrive
l depart
arrive!
i depart
Laidley
Victoria Tunnel
Grandchester
Western Creek ... ...
Rosewood
 ... ... ...
Wa lloon ,., ... ...
Ipswich ... ... ...
DOWN  TRAINS.
Mixed. Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.
A.H. A.M.
...
... ...
... ...
... ...
... ...
...
A.M.
8.40
A
A
9.68
10.30
A
P, M.
...
... ...
... ...
...
 8.5 ... 5.10
A A
...  8.46 ... 6.60
...  9.22 ...  0 6.28
...  9*32 ... 6.38
...  A ... A
10.26
 ... 7'31
... A ... A
A A
*11.25 011.16 8.31
... B B ...
11.55 11.44 9.0 ...
6.50 ... 12 .4 ... ...
7.49 ... 12 .58 ... ...
•1'58 ...
*8.44 ... 2.2 ...
09.24 ... 2.42 ...
9.39 ... 2.57 ...
10.9 ... 3.27 ...
10.34  ...  8.62 ...
A ... A ...
11.9 ... 4.27 ...
011'13 ... 4.31 ..,
A ... A ..,
A A
11.62  ... 05.8
12.20 ... 5.36
Al Day  Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo ll owing  Mon4y.
NoTS .- The Trains will atop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will  stop by signal to take up passengers,  who will  be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can
owly do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the , and paying the fare at the time of booking,  from the place at which they , join the Train to the place at which  they  propose to alight.
(B.) The Trains leaving Toowoomba at 10.50 a.m. and 4.11 p.m. on the Up journey, and leaving Warwick at 8.5 Lin. and 5.5 p.m. on the Down journey, will, for the present, stop at this Crossing,  subject
to the foregoing regulation.
I
arrive
depart
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goode and Live
stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
Total.
£ r. d. £ r. d. £ s. d. £ r. d.
Week ending November 29th, 1873
... 408 16 6 1,44419 7 64 7 9 1,913 3 10
Corresponding  week last  year...
... 404 8 0 1,723 16 1 47 17 2 2,175 16 3
Increase
*
16 10 7
Decrease 6 6 278 16 6 2R2 12 IS
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
TIME TABLE.
G
- BEAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after MONDAY, the 14th instant, the following Time
Table  will come into operation until further  notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Mlles  fr om Miles
Rook -  stations Up Train,Mixed from west- Stations.hampton . . wood.
Down Train
Mixed.
a.m.  P.M.
... Rockhampton ... ... ... 11' 0 ... Westwood ... ... ...  3'30
6 Gracemere  ... ... ...  11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing .,. A
16 Stanwell  ... ... ...  12. 0 15 Stanwell  ... ... ...  4'30
24 Rosewood Crossing ... ... A 24 Gracemere  ... ... ...  5' 6
30 Westwood  ... ... ...  1. 0 30 Rockhampton ... ,,, ...  6.30
AU Day Ticket . Issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo llowing Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the  station  at
which their journey  terminates.  Passengers requiring to slight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Gustd of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they  join  the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
1
N OTICE is hereby given, that there is now due, in respect of the Lands mentioned in the Schedule
at the foot of this Notice, the respective  sums set  opposite to the descriptions of such lands in the
Schedule, for  rates made  by the Municipal Council of Allora, for the years ending December, 1873; and
the  owners  of such lands are required to take notice that, unless the  amounts  so due, together with the
costs of and  attending this Notice, be paid in One Year from this date, the said lands will be leased for
a term not exceeding  fourteen  years , and at the expiration of such term, from year to year ; or an
application  will be made by the said Council to the Supreme Court, or a Judge thereof, for an order for
the sale of the said lands  under the  provisions  of  " The Municipalities Act Amended Act,"  or of so much
of the said lands as may be necessary.
Dated at  Allora, this 1st day of November, 1878.
A. CAMERON,
Town Clerk.
Description of Lands by Number of Section ,  Allotment ,, and Locality.
section.  A llotment.  Locality.
8 6 and 7 Drayton and Arnold st re ets ...
7 1 Forde and  Drayton stre ets ...
9 7 Arnold street  ... ... ...
3 6 Jubb and  Herbert streets ...
8 2 Forde st re et ... ...
4 8 Forde st re et ...
1 6 and 7 Herbert and Warwick streets...
6 8 Forde street  ... ... ...
7 7 and 8 Arnold  street  ... ... ...
8 1 Fords and Warwick st re ets ...
20 2 Forde and Dar ling streets ...
Portion 24 Southern Suburbs ... ...
64 near  Hendon  ... ... ...
Name of Owner or Reputed Owner. Amount ofRates Due.
Jacob Baroff  ... ... ... ...
£  Z.  d.
2 18 44
J. Collins  ... ... ... ... ... 2 6 0j
John Newton or B. Cribb ... ... 2 6 0
J. W. C. Gruchy or J. Lesslie ... ... 2 5 0
James Healy  ... ... ... ... 2 5 0
George Johnstone or B. Rix
'
... ... 2 5 0
Michael O Dea
E. J. Tibbatt
... ...
... ...
...
...
...
...
4 10 0
2 5 0
E. J. Tibbatt ... ... ... ... 4.10 0
E. J. Tibbatt ... ... ... 2 A6 0
E. J. Tibbatt ... ... ... ... 2' 6  0,
John  Douglas or B. Glennie ... 2 0 0
W. B. Hawthorne ... ... ... I 1 10 0
781 185.
2073
0
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
"DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
NOTICE TO  SHEEP -OWNERS.
THE attention of Owners of Sheep is hereby
directed to  " The  Diseases  in Sheep Act of
1867  Further Amendment Act"  (34 Victoria, No.
26), by which they are required to make to the
Crown Lands Commissioner in the district in which
the sheep are at the time depastured, on the first
day of January next, 1874, a return of the number
of sheep owned by them, and,  at the same  time, to
pay into the Colonial Treasury a sum of five
shillings upon every thousand or part of a thousand
sheep, under a penalty of fifty pounds, in case of
neglect or false return.
In the event of no Commissioner having been
appointed to any district, the returns are to be
made to the Acting Commissioner of such district,
except in the case of Moreton and Wide Bay, and
Burnett Districts, whence they are to be made to
the Chief Inspector of Sheep, who has been autho-
rised to receive  the  some.
As far as practicable, printed forms of return
will be supplied, but the non-receipt of such forms
will not afford a plea for exemption from  poaalty.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
" BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
NOTICE TO STOCK-OWNERS.
OWNERS of Horses and Cattle, to the number
of fifty-one head and upwards, are hereby
notified that  the assessment  payable under the
above-named Act, at the rate of two  shi llings and
sixpence per hundred, or portion of a hundred,
will be due on 1st January next, 1874, and may be
paid to the Clerks of Petty Sessions in the various
districts on or before that date.
Forms for return of stock will be supplied by
any Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
Registrar of Brands Office,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1873.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane , 4th December, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that JosarH HODGBLONG, of Brisbane,  has this d y been ad-
mitted as a Chemist and Druggist.
K. CANNAN,
President.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS,
Secretary.
N.B.-The Medical  Board meet on the first
Thursday in each month ,  at half-past 10 a.m ., at the
Immigration  Office, William  street, Brisbane.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MIDDLE CHANNEL, MORETON BAY.
T
HE Venus Bank having extended still fur.
ther northward,  masters of vessels are
cautioned that, with the Lighthouse at the Cape
open to the northward of the Yellow Patch Light,
a distance equal to the difference of their heights,
as previously directed, vessels will pass over the
end of the Spit with not more than 12 feet at low
water, and that to obtain a depth of 16 feet at low
water the Lights must now be kept open a space
equal to about twice the difference of their heights.
As it may be difficult to estimate correctly this
distance, the Light at the Yellow Patch will shortly
be moved towards the line of the Channel, of which
due notice will be given. In the meantime, this
channel should in heavy weather be used with
caution.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports  and Harbors,
Brisbane ,  7bh November, 1873.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
ALTERATIONS IN TIDAL SIGNALS  EXHIBITED
FROM LIGHTSHIP, BRISBANE BAR.
(-)N and after the 1st January, 1874, the Tidal
V Signals  now in use  at the Lightship will be
superseded by the following code ; the  signals being
made from the yard arms of the new Lightship,
instead of from a gaff  end as at present :-
DAY SIGNALS.
On Bar .  In Cutting.
ft. in.  ft. in.
Pendant at yard arm ... ... 4 6 11 0
Flag ditto ... 5 0 11 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 5 6 12 0
Ball ditto ... 6 0 12. 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 6 6 13 0
Two balls vertical ditto... ... 7 0 13 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 7 6 14 0
Ball over flag ditto ... ... 8 0 14 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 8 6 16 0
Flag over ball ditto ... . 9 0 15 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 9 6 16 0
Ball at each yard arm ... 10 0 16 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 10 6 17 0
Flag at each yard arm ... ... 11 0 17 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 11 6 18 0
Ball at one yard arm and Flag
at the other ... ... ... 12 0 18 6
NIGHT SIGNALS.
On Bar .  In Cutting.
ft. in.
M.
in
White light ... ... ... 4 6 11 0
Red light ... ... ... . 5 0 11 6
Green  light ... ... ... 5 6 12 0
Red over white ... ... ... 6 0 12 6
Red under white ... ... 6 6 13 0
Green over white ... ... 7 0 13 6
Green under white ... ... 7 6 14 0
Red over  green ... ... 8 0 14 6
Red under green ... ... 8 6 16 0
Two red lights vertical... ... 9 0 15 6
Two green lights vertical ... 9 6 16 0
Two red lights horizontal ... 10 0 16 6
Two green lights horizontal ... 10 6 17 0
Red and white horizontal ... 11 0 17 6
Green and white horizontal ... 11 6 18 0
Red and green horizontal ... 12 0 18 6
The pendant and flags exhibited during flood tide
will be red, and during the ebb tide blue.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , 27th November, 1873.
Education Office,
Brisbane ,  4th December, 1873.
TO CARPENTERS, &c.
rHE Board  of Education will  receive ,  unt il  noon
on MONDAY,  the 29th instant ,  Tenders for
the erection of a School House at Warwick, in
accordance with plans and specification, which may
be seen on application to Mr . J. A. Canny,  Primary
School, Warwick ; or to R. G.  Suter, Esquire,
Town Hall , Brisbane.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
Education Office,
Brisbane , 19th November, 1873.
INSPECTOR OF SCHOOLS.
T
HE Board of General Education having deter-
mined on appointing  an additional District
Inspector of Schools at the commencement of the
ensuing  year, Candidates for the appointment are
invited to send in their app lications, with testi
monials, to  this Office, on or before WEDNESDAY,
the 31st of December proximo.  The salary wi ll  be
at the rate of  £350 per annum ,  with an allowance
for travelling expenses.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
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Education Office,
Brisbane , 3rd November, 1873.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL'SCHOLARSHIPS.
IT is notified, by order of the Board of Education,
that Exhibitions to the Grammar Schools, gained
by Primary School Boys, shall be of the value of
Fifty Pounds  per annum , including school fees ; the
increase  to date from 1st January, 1873.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
Education Office,
Brisbane , 18th November, 1873.
TO CARPENTERS, &c.
T
HE Board of Education will receive, until noon
on MONDAY, the 8th proximo, Tenders for
the erection of a School House and Teacher's
Residence at Killarney, near Warwick, in accord.
ance with plans and specification, which may
be seen on  application to Mr. Allan Grayson,
Killarney.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1873.
G
REAT inconvenience having arisen from per-
sons in the country, to whom moneys have
become due from this Department, omitting to
attach an address to their vouchers, to which same
might be transmitted ; it is requested that in future
all persons  having claims against this Department
will append to their vouchers  an address  to which
amount of same may be  forwarded.
JOHN BRAMSTON,
Attorney- General.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnei',-`ipphitherto  existing between  the undersigned,
Alexander Victor Carpendale, Walter Vanneck,
and William Arcedeckne Vanneck,  as graziers,
under the firm of " Carpendale, Vanneck, and Co.,"
in the  stations  known as Grantham  and Fanning
River, and the Stock thereon, respectively, has
been, this day,  dissolved ,  so far as relates to the
said William Arcedeckne Vanneck.
All debts due to or by the said Partnership will
be received and paid by  the said  Alexander Victor
Carpendale  and Walter  Vanneck, who will, in
future ,  carry on the  said stations in partnership,
under the  firm of " Carpendale and Vanneck."
Dated  this 2nd day of December , A.D. 1873.
A.V. CARPENDALE.
WALTER VANNECK.
WILLIAM A. VANNECK.
Signed by  the said  Alexander Victor
Carpendale , Walter Vanneck,
and William Arcedeckne Van.
neck, in the presence of
831
CHARLES  STUART  MEIN,
Solicitor,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
NOTICE.
T
HE Co-partnership hitherto  existing  and known
as Fitzgerald and Others, carrying  on business
at the Meadowlands Estate, Mackay, has this day
been dissolved by mutual  consent so far as regards
the share and interest of the representative of the
late partner in the said firm, Mr. Charles James
King.
T. H. FITZGERALD.
M. A. T. KING.
Witness-FRANK H.  SMITH,
Solicitor, Mackay.
Mackay, January 5th, 1873.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 5th December, 1873.
T
HIS is to certify that Mr. JAMES REID, of
Brisbane , having exhibited evidence of com-
petency  as a Surveyor , has been Licensed to effect
Surveys under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," and subject to the
rules of this Department.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
NOTICE.
LEASING ACT  OF 1866."
UPON  payment of Balances of Rent under the
above Act ,  it will  also be necessary to pay
the usual Deed Fee on each portion.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor -General.
NOTICE.
A Register has been opened at the office of
the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane ,  for the registration ,  free of charge, of
the full address at which  foreign  telegrams reaching
Queensland ,  and bearing an abbreviated or arbitrary
address, are to be delivered.
Application for registration to be made by letter
to the undersigned.
W. J. CRACKNELL,
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs.
Electric Telegraph Department,
Superintendent 's Office,
Bri sbane, 27th November, 1878.
THE Co-partnership Firm ofFitzgerald and
Others, lately carrying  on business as
Planters, &c., at Meadowlands, near Mackay, has
this day been dissolved by mutual consent.
The business of the said Co -partnership will, in
future, be carried on by Mr. Thomas Henry
Fitzgerald, for his sole use and benefit, and all
Accounts connected with the said Co-partnership
business  will be received and discharged by him.
E. B. KENNEDY,
(By his Attorney),
EDWARD TANNER.
T. HENRY FITZGERALD.
Witness-FRANK H. SMITH,
Solicitor, Mackay.
Mackay, 14th October, 1873.
803 J OS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that application will b
made to the Parliament of Queensland during
its ensuing  session , for leave to introduce a Bill for
the incorporation of a certain Company carrying on
business m Sydney, in the Colony of New South
Wales, and at the Peak Downs, in the Colony of
Queensland, under the style of "The Western
Peak Downs Copper Mining Company (Limited),"
and for the limitation of the liability of the Share-
holders of the said Company, and for other purposes
to be in the said Bill expressed.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of November,
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-three.
PETER MACPHERSON,
806
Solicitor for the said Bill,
Town Hall, Queen street, Brisbane.
6s.
2075
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A
SITTING  of the above Court was held at
the Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane , before
His Honor Sir James Cockle , K night, Chief Justice
of .%Queensland ,  and Judge of the said Vice-
Atdniralty Court ,  on Monday ,  the first day of
December ,  A.D. 1873 .  No business being on the
1
aper, the Court was adjourned  till FRIDAY, the
9th day of December instant.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of the Act of Parliament ,  31 Victoria,
No. 10, and of the Personal Estate of George
Mole, late of Inglewood ,  deceased.
To Duncan McDonald, of Goondiwindi, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  carrier, and to any
other person or persons interested in the
Estate, or related to the above -named deceased.
TAKE Notice ,  that unless you apply for and
obtain Letters of Administration to the Per-
sonal Estate of George Mole, deceased ,  or show
cause within one calendar month after the date
hereof, to the satisfaction of the Supreme Court of
Queensland ,  or the Judge thereof, why an order
should not be made for me to collect ,  manage, and
administer the said Estate of the said George
Mole ,  I shall, at the expiration of the said one
calendar month ,  apply by Petition to the said
Court ,  or the Judge of the said Court ,  for such
order ,  and the same will  be made accordingly.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane ,  the 6th day of December, 1873.
Memorandum  :- Cause wi ll  be expected to be
shown by you ,  if at all , on WEDNESDAY, the
7th day of January next ,  at Ten o'clock ,  before the
Judge then sitting, in Chambers ,  at the Court
House, Queen street ,  Brisbane.
838 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Wi ll  of Henry Brooke Elcock ,  late of Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland ,  clerk,
deceased:
1 T OTE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
l£' tiICon of fourteen days from the pub lication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application wi ll  be made to the said Honorable
Court, that Probate of the Wi ll  of the above-named
Henry Brooke Elcock, deceased ,  may be granted
to Elizabeth Anna Elcock ,  widow ,  sole Executrix
named and appointed in the said Wi ll .
Dated at Brisbane ,  this 4th day of December,
A.D. 1873.
MACALISTER  AND MEIN,
Proctors for the Applicant,
Queen street, Brisbane.
830  6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of James Mooney ,  late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, a Member of
the Queensland Po lice Force, deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Govern ment Gazette,
application will  be made to the said Honorable
Court ,  that Letters of Administration of all  and
singular the goods, chattels ,  credits, and effects of
the said James Mooney, deceased ,  may be granted
to John Mooney ,  of Brisbane aforesaid ,  brother
and only next of kin to the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this 3rd day of December,
A.D, 1873.
832
MACALISTER AND MEIN,
Proctors  for the Applicant,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Chapple ,  late of Stanwell, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  licensed victualler,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will  be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above -named James Chapple ,  deceased, may be
granted to Maria Eliza Ann Chapple ,  of Stanwe ll ,
in the colony aforesaid ,  widow ,  and Richard Josias
Robinson ,  of Rockhampton ,  in the colony aforesaid,
merchant ,  the Executrix and one of the Executors
and Trustees named in the  said Will ;  Henry Walters
Risien, of Gracemere ,  in the colony aforesaid,
gentleman ,  the other Executor named therein,
having renounced the trusts of the said Wi ll .
Dated at Rockhampton ,  this twenty -second day
of November ,  A.D. 1873.
REES R .  JONES AND BROWN,
Proctors for the said Maria Eliza Ann Chapple
and Richard Josias Robinson,
Quay street ,  Rockhampton.
By their Agent-
W. E. MURPHY,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
839 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Wi ll  of Catherine Bauer, late of Toowoomba,
widow ,  deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the accounts
of the Executors  in  the above Estate have
been filed in the Supreme Court of Queensland,
and all  parties having any claims on the said
Estate ,  or being otherwise interested therein, are
required to come in before me, at my Office,
at the Supreme Court House, Queen street, Bris-
bane,  on or before THURSDAY ,  the eighth day of
January, 1874 ,  and inspect the said Accounts,
and if they should think fit, object thereto; and
if no exception shall  be taken to such Accounts,
the same wi ll  be duly inquired into by me on that
day, at eleven o'clock in the forenoon ,  at my Office
as aforesaid.
Dated this 27th day of November ,  A.D. 1873.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of
Queensland.
Gusravus HAMILTON,
Toowoomba and Brisbane,
Proctor for Wm. Hy. Groom and Joseph Wonderley,
Executors of the deceased.
836 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Wi ll  of David Maine, late of Maryborough,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  mariner,
deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expiration
of fourteen days from the date of  the publi-
cation hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
appli  cation will  be made to the said Honorable
Court, that Probate of  the Wi ll  of  the above-
named David Maine ,  deceased, may be granted to
Johanay Maine ,  of Maryborough aforesaid, the
Executrix named in the said Wi ll .
Dated this fourteenth day of November, A.D.
1873.
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WM. BARNS,
Kent street, Maryborough,
Proctor for the said Johanay Maine.
6s. 6d.
2076
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Robert Haswell, late of Ipswich,
in the Colony of Queensland, innkeeper,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication  hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Robert Haswell, deceased, may
be granted to Emily Jane  Haswell , the sole
Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated at Ipswich, this third day of December,
A.D. 1873.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Brisbane street, Ipswich,
Proctor for the said Emily Jane Haswell.
By his  Agent-
G.  V. HELLIGAB,
Town Ha ll , Brisbane.
829 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of William  Sim, late  of Dundathu,
near Maryborough, in the Colony of Queens.
land, saw miller  and timber merchant,  deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland  Government Gazette,
application  will be made to the said Honorable
Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods , chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named William Sim, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted  to Ann Sim, of Dundathu afore-
said , widow of the  said deceased.
Dated at Maryborough, this twenty-sixth day of
November, A.D. 1873.
WM. BARNS,
gent street , Maryborough,
Proctor for the said Ann Sim.
826 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Wi ll iam Jager, of
Rockhampton ,  butcher.
N OTICE is hereby given ,  that application will  be
made to His  Honor the  Judge in Insolvency,
on MONDAY,  the 9th day of February, 1874
(the day appointed for hearing such application),
that a Certificate of Discharge under the provisions
of  " The Insolvency  Act of  1864 " may be granted
to the above-named Insolvent.
Dated this twenty -fourth day of November, A.D.
1873.
MACALISTER AND MEIN,
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
Queen street ,  Bri sbane.
833 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Richard Harley,
of Bri sbane , printer.
W
HEREAS  the said Henrv Richard Harley
was, on the 12th day of November, A.D.
1873, adjudged to bean Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting ,  to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 16th day of February , A.D. 1874,  to commence at
Eleven o'clock , for the  last examination of the
Insolvent ,  and unless  the Court  shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 24th day of November, A. D.
1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. MISKIN,
835
Official Assignee.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Olivey, of
Cleveland Bay, splitter.
HEREAS the said William Olivey wsui. on
the 3rd day of December, A.D. 13,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appmt a
First Public Sitting of the Court,  to be  holden be-
fore me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 9th day of February, A.D. 1874,
to commence  at Eleven o'clock, for the Proof of
Debts against the said Estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee if required, and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for sup-
port shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time
of passing his last examination ,  and whether
any and what tools  and wearing  apparel shall be
allowed to the  Insolvent  ;  and a  Second Public
Sitting of the Court,  at the same  place, on MON-
DAY, the 9th day of  March , A.D. 1874, to com-
mence at Eleven  o'clock, for the Proof of Debts
against the said Estate ,  and for  such other  matters
connected with the Estate as may be required to
be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 6th day of December,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
837
Judge.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of George Henry Hoszfeldt,
of Rockhampton,  carrier.
W HEREAS the said George Henry Hoszfeldt
was, on the  21st day of November, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be  an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden be-
fore me , at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 8th day of December, A.D. 1873,
to commence  at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
Debts against  the said Estate, and for the  election
of a Creditors'  Assignee , if required,  and also to
determine  whether  any or what allowance for
support shall  be made to the Insolvent, up to the
time of passing his last examination ,  and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the  same  place, on
MONDAY, the 9th day of February, A.D. 1874, to
commence  at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate, and for such other matters
connected with the Estate as may be required to
be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 21st day of November,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
W. H. MIBHIN,
Official  Assignee.
834
Judge.
6s. 6d.
NOTICE.THE Scale of Charges for the insertion  of Advertise.
mente  in the  Queesilasd Government Gazette  is
w follows:-
Advertisements  relating to  Insolvent o_ Intestate
Estates ,  or Letters of Administration ,  6s. 6d.
each.
Adve rt isements relat in g to Impounded  Stock, Is.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eight lines (or under),
and 3d. for every additional line, allowing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No  ADVRBTISEMENv
WILL BR INSERTED  in the  G azette  unless  accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the ooat of  its insertion
according to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
2077
NOTICE.POUNDREEPERS are requested to take notice that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Ad, tieements ,  over five shillings ,  must  be  made by
Post -  ffice Order ,  or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will  be returned.
J. 0. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GovsnxxENT PBINTSB acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts:-
1878 .
. .
Nov. 29 .-J. L. Denne ... ... ... 0 1 0
,, 29.-J. Fisher  ... ... ... ... 0 6 0
29.-W. Barns  ... ... ... ... 0 6 6
„ 29.-W. Barns ... ... ... ... 0 6 6
Dec. 4.-R. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 1 0
,, 6.-J. Stewart... ... ... ... 0 1 2
5.-A. Geddes... ... ... ... 0 1 0
S.-W. Kewley ... ... ... 0 10 0
3fmponnbingo.
Q Powndkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock  will be charged for at the rate of
ONB SHILLIN G  PNB Axux.L ;  and no such Adver-
tisement will be inserted  in  the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a remittance  sufficient  to  cover the  cost of its
insertion.
CORRECTED BRAND.IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Bundamba, on the
14th November, 1873. Driving, 8d.
One Chesnut horse, f9bQ near shoulder  (registered
brand), MI off shoulder, DYR near thigh, like
oa over J off rump ,  near hind foot white, small
star.
If not released  on or before the 16th December, 1873,
wi ll  be  sold to defray  expenses.
828
R. FITZGERALD ,  Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOUNDED  at Blacka ll, from Northampton Downs,
on the 16th November, 1873, by Thomas Rome,
Esquire .  Driving ,  4s. 2d. each.
One red and  white cow ,  FJ over  -  off rump.
One white  cow, FJ over  li ke m off  ramp.
One white  cow, FJ over  8  of  rump, red ears.
One roan  cow, FJ  over  0 off  rump.
One roan cow,  FJ over like m off ramp.
One red and  white bull  calf, unbranded.
If not released on or before  16th  December,  1873, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
WM. KEWLEY, Poundkeeper.
842 6s.
d£ s
IMPOUNDED at Springsure,  from Glenlee, on the
17th November, 1873, by D. L . Williams,  Esquire.
Driving ,  8s. 8d.
One bay gelding ,  off hip down ,  like S near shoulder,
indistinct  brand like 8 off shoulder.
If not released  on or before the 16th December, 1873,
wi ll  be sold  to defray  expenses.
JOSEPH L. DENNE ,  Poundkeeper.
827 Is.
IMPOUNDED  at Ro ll eston ,  from Moravia ,  on the 8th
November ,  1873, by Messrs . Foot and  Sons. Dri-
ving,  IN.  ; damages ,  2s. 6d . per head.
One grey horse , like Hrz conjoined (the w  reversed) off
shoulder ,  4 off saddle ,  collar-marked.
One black  horse,  like `4 c.,  over J over like JF conjoined
near shoulder ,  collar -marked.
One bay horse ,  SL near thigh ,  sma ll  star  and snip.
One chesnut  horse ,  MD over C4  near shoulder ,  star and
snip, white mark  on neck , saddle and co llar-marked.
One bay horse ,  M- over like IT near shoulder.
One black or dark-brown  horse ,  like small  25 or S5 over
large MC over  e, near shoulder ,  two hind feetwhite,
star and snip.
If not released  on or before the 15th December, 1873,
wi ll  be  sold to defray  expenses.
J. FISHER, Poundkeeper.
826 6s.
I
MPOUNDED  at Yaamba, on the 25th November,
1873 ,  by R. E .  Love ll , Esq.
One bay mare ,  like -C or c-,O off shoulder  ;  horse foal
at fgot  unbranded.
If not released  on or before 26th  December ,  1873, will
be sold to defray expenses.
A. GEDDES,  Poundkeeper.
841 Is.
MPOUNDED at Allora ,  from Allora  Commonage, on
I the 25th November, 1873, by order of Henry
Renhart ,  Commonage Inspector .  Damages ,  2s.  6d.;
driving,  Is.
One bay mare ,  W over 5 near shoulder, star.
One bay mare ,  B off shoulder ,  two hind feet  white, star.
If not  released  on or before  the 26th December, 1875,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
J. STEWART,  Poundkeeper.
840 2s.
BRISBANE:
Printed and Published by JAMes 0. Bzsr., Government Printer,
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VOL. XIV.] MONDAY , 8TH DECEMBER, 1873. [No. 115.
"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
T
HE following Statement of Brands, being those Registered during the month of November l ast, is  published for general
information, in accordance with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners, whose Names, Address, or Brands may be incorrectly stated, are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar ; and in all such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate of Registration
must be given.
P. R. GORDON,
Office of Registrar of Brands ,  Registrar of Brands.
Brisbane ,  4th December, 1873.
Brand
Registered.
4BT
BUa
BU4
BU5
BUb
BU7
BU8
BU9(3 U
B1U
B2U
B3U
B
B 96
BbU
B7U
B8U
B9U
a B U
obernuxntt (6a)tttt
.Aft
PORMEB warn.
Horace.
7332 Nil
7330 JO
7329 Various
7328 Various
7350 Various
Cattle.
... Various
Nil
Same7352 G in B off ribs and
rump
7353 Various
7402 M  near  shoulder, No.
near thigh
7416 Various ... ...
7472 Nil ... ...
7351 TB ... ...
7431 Various
7473 Various ... ...
7474 Nil  ...
7484 ^ over G  near shoul-
der and thigh
Various
Various
Various
Anchor off ribs
TB ...
Various ...
Va rious
W off  shoulder
Nil ...
7485 Various ... ... Nil
7486 W over H ... ... Nil
7492 Nil ... ... Nil
7493 Various ... ... Nil
7494 Nil Nil
Name.
I James Hill
Joseph Cossart
James Wales
John McAteer
August Beitzel ...
Garret Byrne
James  Brisbane
John Maxwell ...
John Coutts ...
John Brown ...
Thomas Brown ...
Robert Burns ...
William Hawkes ...
George Ward ..
Alexander Goudie
Johnson McIntosh
William F. Collie...
Morgan Hays ...
John  Squires ...
Archibald  Banks ...
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Nearest Post Town
of Run  or Farm.
Tambo ... ... Tambo
Perseverance ... Highfields
Mackay ... .. Mackay
Highfields and Hodg- Drayton
son's Creek
Sandy Creek, Ferney Ipswich
Lawn
Quart Pot Creek ... Stanthorpe
Spring Hill ... Grandchester
Maxwe ll ton, Church Ipswich
Bank
Reserve ... ... Dalby
Bowen ... ... Bowen
Cunnamulla ... ... Cunnamulla
Burnside ... ... Yatala
Emu Creek ... ... Greenmount
Bundaberg ... ... Bundaberg
Town Common ... Dalby
Gwambigaine
Combarngo ...
Gowrie Road
Warwick
Cootharaba ...
Taroom
Surat
Toowoomba
Warwick
Gympie
2080
Pend No. of
R _.stered. Certificate,
1BU 7359
2 B U 7475
3 B U 7502
4 B U 7503
b B U 7415
B Y 1 7407
B 5 W 7354
7370
BOY 7387
9 C A 7432
C 2'F 7400
3 C ::p 7462
C 9 R, 7322
8 C R 7338
C2>( 7505
C Y 5 7343
C Z 2 7392
DaB 7512
D9E 7383
D4J 7334
D5J 7491
DbJ 7481
GDJ 7346
DK4 7450
7471
D W 7373
1
7323
D 2 Y 7384
EA9 7514
9EC 7428
EbE 7500
3EH 7363
E K7 7414
E2P 7335
E3P 7441
E8S 7340
8B 7394
9B 7423
1FC 7446
F7F 7483
F5H 7443
F 3 J 7395
F5J 7419
4FK 7333
7FM 7421
bFP 7413
FIR 7 367
7411
7FR 7490
01D 7451
40 E 7438
bGF 7410
5 G1 G1 7435
9G G1 7422
a3J 7349
a5J 7348
abJ 7360
aaJ 7439
Q9J 7455
7385
G3P 7358
a
7369
s Y 3 7429
9  H A 7464
H 9 C 7426
H 2 D 7345
POBMER BRAND.
Horses.
Nil ...
Various ..,
JD near shoulder
Various
Various
Various
Various .,.
Various
Va rious
Various
Various
Nil
Various
JR
Va rious
Various
Various
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Various ...
Various ...
Various ...
DK
TF near shoulder
Nil ...
Nil
Various
JA near shoulder ...
EC ...
JM conjoined near
shoulder
WH conjoined ...
Nil ... ...
Various ... ...
Various ... ...
Nil ... ...
Various ...
Nil
W ...
Various
Va ri ous ...
Various , ..
Va ri ous ...
Va ri ous
WM off shoulder
EMI
pg ... ...
N il  ... ...
Nil ... ...
DS near shoulder ...
GE near shoulder ...
GF ... ... ...
GG off shoulder ...
G over  4 near shoul-
der
JG ... ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil  ... ... ...
Various ... ...
G ... ... ...
Nil  ... ... ...
Nil
WT near  shoulder ...
Various ... ...
Cattle.
Nil
Various
VL near hip...
Various ,,. ..,
Nil ... ...
Various ...
WB off rump, B off
neck
Name,
,., George Bridges ...
,,, Martin Hayes
Joshua Dransfield
Christian Wertwein
John Bignell
E. Marwedel and Co.
William Bennett ...
Various  ...  ... William Beitz ...
Nil ... Arthur Howard Boydell ,..
Various ... ... Adam Clause ... .,.
Various ... ... Carl Frank ,.. ...
Nil ... ... Patrick Currin .,,
Nil ... ... Ross Brothers ...
JR . Jane Razey ... ...
Various .. William Joseph Castling
Various . I Thomas Coveney ... ...
Various ... ... 1 Carl Zahl .., ,..
Various ...
D] off rump...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Various ...
Various ...
DK ...
Nil ...
DW ...
Daniel Baldwin ..,
Deadliff Frederick Evers...
John Dundass ... ...
Joseph Draydon ...
James Downey ...
James McDowell ...
Daniel Kelly
Thomas Fitzpatrick
Donald Wilson ...
Nil . William Donaldson
Various ... ... William Day ...
JA off ribs ...
Nil ...
Same ...
Elizabeth Austin
Ernest Chardarvvine
John McMahon ..,
Same ... ...
Nil ,. ,,.
EPnear ribs and rump
Various .,, ...
ES off ribs ... ...
Various ... ...
Various ...
WC over C off rump
FF over .j off ribs...
Various ,,, ...
Various ...
JF off shoulder ...
Nil ... ... ...
Nil ... .., ...
EMI ... ...
Nil ... ...
F S,  near ribs... ...
Various ...
GE over 4 off  ribs ...
GG or GG over 2
off rump
G over  0  and No. off
rump, G shoulder
Nil ... ... ...
JG off rump, 5 off
shoulder
Nil .. . ...
EIV near ribs ..,
Nil ... ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ... ..
Nil ... .
Nil ... ... ...
William Harvey ..,
Ernest Klinge ,,,
Emma Flay ...
Edward Powell ,,,
Edward Sloane ..,
Frederick Braver... ..
Frederick Berg
William Francis Cartmill
Ferdienand Freiert ...
Herrmann Huth ... ...
James Fitzgerald ... ...
John Freese ...
Frederick  Korn ,..
W. F. Marsha ll  ...
Francis Archibald Primrose
Franz Reeser ,..
Frederick  Reppel... ...
Frederick Rahmann ,..
David Shield
George England
George Foote
George Calton
George Alexander Grenier
John James Gentle ...
John Galleyher ... ...
John Gilmore
George Ivory ...
John Grey
George Malvern Leigh ,..
George Phillips
George Thompson,  junr,...
Gottlieb Yenner ...
PROPRIETOR,
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Nearer. Post Town
of Run  or Farm.
Oatlands, South Pine Bald Hills
Dinner Camp, Harris- Ipswich
vi lle
Five-mile Creek ...
Ruthven street ...
Widgegonara ...
Helidon ... ...
Ipswich ... ...
Logan River... ...
Albinia Downs ...
Cardwell
Toowoomba
Cunnamulla
Toowoomba
Ipswich
Logan Reserve
Rolleston
Sandy Creek, Yeeron- Brisbane
pilly
Main Range... ... Toowoomba
Gracemere Creek ... Gracemere
Tauronga ... ... Beenleigh
Town Common ... Dalby
Commonage ... Townsville
near Mount Flinders Ipswich
Seven-mile Creek ... Ipswich
Bulimba .  Bul.imba
Rosedale, Fleetwood Westwood
One-mile ... ...
Warwick ... ...
Doughboy ... ...
Bumpy ...
Gowric Creek ...
Upper Calliope .,,
South Brisbane
Logan
and
Oxley .., ...
Warwick ... ...
Mount Pleasant ...
Commonage ...
Inglewood „
Gympie
Warwick
Tingalpa
Maryborough
Toowoomba
Calliope
South Brisbane
Oxley
Warwick
North Pine
Clermont
Inglewood
'.Gown Common ... Dalby
Middle Ridge Toowoomba
Green Park, Two-mile Gympie
Kholo, Brisbane River Ipswich
Bowen ... ,.. Bowen
Reserve ...
Nerang Creek ...
Jane street, Valley ...
Moure's Pocket ...
Black Flat ... ...
The Pocket ...
Churchill ...
Town Reserve
Perth street ...
Carrington ...
Loudoun ...
Reserve .
Burrum River
Ipswich
Nerang Creek
B risbane
Ipswich
Ipswich
Warwick
Ipswich
Gayndah
Toowoomba
Toowoomba
Dalby
Roma
Maryborough
Eidsvold ... .,,
Tarampa ... ...
Loudoun .. ...
Murphy's Farm ...
Oxley Creek... ,.,
Reserve ...
Barclay street ...
A llora .
Five-mile Water
Yandilla .,.
Dawverme
Leichhardt street
Toowoomba ...
Carrier ...
Gayndah
Ipswich
Dalby
Toowoomba
Oxley
Toowoomba
Brisbane
Allora
Ipswich
Yandilla
Rockhampton
Brisbane
Toowoor
Dalby  '-
Nil ..: Nil . .. ... ...  John Hamer  ...  Barr 's Scrub ... ...  Beenleigh
Nil ... Nil ... ... ... James Head  ... ... Theresa  Creek ... Copperfield
Various  ... ...  Various ... Hugh Darragh ... Eight  -  mile Plains Eight -m ile  Plains
Hotel
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Brand i • o. of
Registered. IFificate
H 2 K 7368
H 3 K 7480
HGL 7506
H N 7 7427
H 2 N 7406
H5N 7398
6 H P 7496
5HP 7361
9HP 7440
H  6T 7380
H 4 T 7405
b H U 7356
H 3 Y 7487
Horses.
3OB 0 BB BBA3D.
Various ...
Nil ...
Various ...
Various ...
N il
JH conjoined
shoulder
N il  ...
Various ...
near
JP ...
M in ace of hearts ...
GH ... ...
Nil ...
JG near shoulder ...
J 7 E 7463 Nil
KE2
5'K J
KS5
7460  Nil ... ... ' Various
7449 Nil ... JK conjoined
7433  MC near shoulder  ... Nil ...
7325 NS ,,. ..- Nil ...
1 L H 7365 Various
'L G J 7453 Various
L 3 J 7454 Various
aL M 7337 Nil
L 2 U 7408 N il
LW4 7434 JW
M 5 A 7390
M 9 A 7470
7 M E 7513
4MF 7420
M 9P 7479
S MP 7436
M b R 7379
2M R  7391
4M R 7468
MaW 7339
M a Y 7489
M 9 Y 7424
7 M Y 7376
... Nil
Various
Nil
... Nil
N il
Nil
A near neck ...
Nil ...
PL1 and  various ...
Various .. ...
JP off thigh...
8 over PM near shoul-
der
JM conjoined .
S over F near shoulder
Various ... ...
Nil ... .,.
Various ... ...
Various .., ...
Nil ... ..,
Cattle.
Various ...
Nil ...
Various ...
N il
Various
Same, shoulder,
or rump
N il
Various
Nil
Same ...
ML ...
N il  ..
PMP off ribs
JB conjoined
Nil ,.,
Nil ...
Same ...
Various
N il
PM off ribs
Same ...
Nil ..,
Various ...
Nil ...
Various ...
Various ...
C over MC
N A 2 7347  Nil ,.. ... Nil
N J 1 7475 Nil  .,, ... Nil
1 N L 7511 Nil ... Various
N N 3 7442 N near  shoulder ... Nil
N1)< 7366 N il  ... ... N il
O C 3 7377 CB  ... ...  CB off rump
O 4 S 7465  XX ... ... XX ...
JOY 7501 Nil ... ...  Nil ,,,
SF  D  7461 Nil ...
PIE 7371 Nil ...
6 P H 7331 PH ...
2P R 7456 Nil ...
P T a 7386 PT
1 P T 7452 JP  conjoined
R b D 7378
b R D 7466
R E 3 7459
Rae 7477
R b G 7448
6 R H 7397
a R M 7382
R3 P 7336
RY2 7418
6 S B 7364
CH
N il
PH
Various
PT
Nil
Various ... Various
NilRD conjoined (the ii
to left) near shoul-
der
Nil Nil
Nil ... ... 2H off rump
Various ... .... Various ...
N il  ... ... WE off ribs
Various ... ... Various ...
Various ... .. Nil
CH near shoulder, 6 Various
off shoulder
TB near shoulder ... KKK near side
1
Name.
... O'Hara Kelly
... William Henry Hick
... Samuel Holmes
Hinton Brothers ...
Henry Hooton ,..
ribs, Joseph Houston ...
Henry Preston, junr.
John and Hugh  Passmo re
John Power ...
Michael Hart .,.
William Haslet ...
John Hull
Joseph Michael Healy
... Edward Joseph Bains
... William McKee ...
Jeremiah Keliher...
John  Keenan ...
... Francis K. Stringer
... Levinge and Hervey
... Johann Lubach ...
... Joseph Lloyd Jones
... William McLaughlin
.., Frederick  Burue ...
... John Walker ...
Alexander Mathew
Archibald Murray
Elworthy and Mellor
Michael Ford ...
John Power ...
Patrick Maher .,.
John Mercer
John McEwan Reid
Miles Rielly ..
W illiam McMaster
Daniel Mclnnerney
James Mylett ...
Mary Crumpton ...
John Anderson ...
Robert Jarvis .,,
James Nuttall ...
John Niblock
Knox and McCord
rnoreII ven.
Rmi or Farm where
Brand  is to be used.
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Town Common ... Dalby
Millchester ... ... Millchester
The Haughton ... Townsville
Reserve  ...  ... Springsure
Jimboomba ... ... Village of Logan
Peak Mountain ... Ipswich
Charleville .. Charleville
Eagle's Nest, Ellan- Cambooya
gowan
Reserve ... ... Roma
Coomera ... .. Coomera
Gympie ... ... Gympie
Goongarry ... ... Taroom
Laidley ... ... Laidley
... Kangaroo Point
Commonage ...
,,, Gympie ...
... Reserve ...
,., Tahitc Farm
Brisbane
Toowoomba
Gympie
Dalby
Tiaro
... Gilberton ...
... Logan River...
... Cotherstone ...
... Cardbeign ..,
... Charleville ,,,
,,, Commonage...
Yatala
Beenleigh
Clermont
Springsure
Charleville
Dalby
Manumbar ... .... Nanango
Commonage ... ... Darby
Imbil ... ... Gympie
Drayton ... ... Drayton
Town Common ... Dalby
Kangaroo Point ... Brisbane
Lower Herbert ... Lower Herbert
Cluen ... ... Wivenhoe
Ipswich ... ... Ipswich
Morinish  ...  ... Rockhampton
Stephen street ... Toowoomba
Beaudcsert ... ... Village of Logan
Redland ... ... Cleveland
Caboolture ... ... Caboolture
... Tingalpa  ...  Tingalpa
...  Bulimba  . .. ... Bulimba
... Reserve  ... Warwick
Euroka . .. Gayndah
... Mary O'Connell  ... ...  Logan Road ... ... Eight-mile Plains
... Claudius Buchanan  Whish  Brisbane  ... ...  Brisbane
... C. Ommanney  ... ... Bellenden  Plains . .. Cardwell
Peter Daley ... ...
James Henry Pleace
Patrick Hogan ...
Patrick Ryan ...
Patrick Tracy ... ...
James Pont ..,
Graccincre ... ... Gracesuere
Caboolture  .. ... Caboolture
Spring Creek  ... Toowoomba
Gammie Swamp  ... Ipswich
Gympie ... ... Gympie
Tummaville ... ... Lea burrs
Robert Reid
... Richard Doran
Consort Cliff  ... Oxley
Goodna ... ... Goodna
Richard Statham ... ...
Robert Peter Grant ...
Thomas Roderick Gray ...
Robert Houston ... ...
Robert Miller ... ...
Robert Patton ... ...
Richard Varley ... ...
Stewart's Creek ... Roma
Vine Hill Farm ... Too woomba
Bald Hills ... Bald Hills
Peak Mountain  ...  Ipswich
Calliope Saw Mills ... Calliope
Cairdbeign ... ... Springsure
Dundas ... ... Ipswich
... Thomas Boyle • ... ... 6ommonage... Dalby
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Brand
Registered.
No.  Of
Certifcate,
Horses.
7SC
S4D
SbF
9SH
2SL
-Spa
SRb
7327
7372
Nil
Various
7507
7444
7476
7403
7381
7326
S 5 R 7509
S 7 R 7508
b 'S  R 7469
S S T 7388
S b T 7425
b T Gt 7437
T 2 J 7401
T 5 J 7355
T N b 7389
3 T N 7344
3 T O 7462
2 T P 7404
b T P 74j97
OTT 7467
5 T T 7399
T U 7 7375
1 T U 7445
2T W 7498
T Y 2 7430
U1T 7374
U U 6 7341
U 4 U 7504
U e U 7342
Y3Y 7499
V7W 7357
W4A 7510
W 5 A 7458
W S A 7457
WOE 7412
OWL 7`47
5 W N 7324
7 W R 7409
O W Y 7396
NOSMas BRAND.
Various ..
WS near shoulder ..
Nil ... ..
Various
SP ...
Nil ...
Nil
SE near shoulder
PS near shoulder
Various ,,,
Various ...
Various ..
Nil ...
T
Various ...
Nil ...
Various ...
Nil
Various ...
Nil ...
N il
Fleur-de-lis ...
JT over W ...
Various ...
N il
N il
Various
Nil
D-Y
N il
WA conjoined
Various ...
Various
JC near thigh
Various ...
Various
Nil
Various
)(5 B 7482 Various
1X C 7475 Nil
1Y J 7417 N il
(little. Name
Nil,,, I Charles  S. Stringer
D in circle off rump 1John Andrew Dunlop
and ribs
PS ...
WS ...
WIT near rump
Various ...
SP ... ...
Nil ... ...
... Various
SE near shoulder and
rump
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
... l.G over GG
... Nil
... Nil
... Nil
.. Various
,., Nil
... Various
... Nil
Nil
... Nil
... Nil
... N.B.
,., JT over W
... Nil
... Nil
... Nil
... Various
Nil
.., Nil
,.. Various
Same ...
Various ...
Nil ,..
FS near ribs
Nil ...
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil ...
Nil
Nil
Nil
Francis Schrick ... ...
William Stirling ... ...
John Holliday
Jonas William Foster Stan-
well
Carl Sporcr ... ...
Montague Stringer ...
Richard Stephens ...
Phillip Somer ... ...
Samuel Reid ,..
John Stewart
Thomas Siddins ...
James Graham .,.
John Titcombe ...
John Toobey,junr.
Thomas Neden ...
Thomas Noonan ...
Thomas David Ogg
Thomas Prior ...
Thomas Ponder ...
James Tuckerman
John Thomas Teare
Laurence Munro ...
Nugent Wade Brown
Joseph Webb
Thomas Yenner ...
PROPRIYTOH.
Run dor
is to be
Farm wuhseerde
gran.
Tahite Farm
Oxley Creek...
Allora
Doughboy Creek
Halfway Creek
Mackay ...
Sunshine
Tahite Faun
Bundauba ...
Mi ll chester ..
Rose Dale ,.
Bell's Creek
Goodna ...
Reserve ...
Cedar Creek...
Town Reserve
Darlington Mills ...
Gammie Swamp ...
Inglewood ... ...
Wolca ... ...
Burenda ... ...
Boondoo
Normanby Gold-fields
Dotswood ... ...
Gin Gin ... ...
Stanthorpe ... ...
Carrier ... ...
Henry Rourke ... ... Dotswood ...
Patrick O'Shanesy ... Middle Creek
... John Edward Walker ... Cardwell ...
Samuel Offord Suffolk Farm
William Augustus Dorsey Curra illinghi
Jolm Williams ... ... Lytton
,,, William Wilson Ansel] ...
,., Alexander Wakenshaw ,,,
,,, Alice Watson ,., ...
,,, George Wieneke ...
,,, William Fry ...
,,. William Lyon ...
William Weldon ...
,,, William Reid ...
.., Charles Wyatt .,,
Lagoons ...
Fulham ..
Grosvenor Downs
Reserve ...
Highfields ...
Oxley Creek
Taabinga ...
Oakwood ...
Commonage ...
Nearest Post Towm
of Run or Farm,
Tia ro
Oxley
Allora
Doughboy Creek
Beenleigh
Mackay
Clermont
Tiaro
Ipswich
Millchester
Tiaro
Mackay
Goodua
Roma
Village of Logan
Nanango
Toowoomba
Ipswich
Inglewood
Mount Perry
Burenda
Currawillinghi
Normanby
Townsw ille
Maryborough
Stanthorpe
Dalby
Townsville
Gracemere
... Cardwell
... Rockhampton
Currawillinghi
Doughboy Creek
Mackay
Springsure
Nebo
Roma
Highfields
Oxley
Jondaryan
Charleville
Townsville
,,, IIartenstein and Barney... Pimpama Island ... Pimpama
,,, James Crawford ... ... Angellalla ... ... Charlevillo
James Sommers ... ... West Side, North Pine Bald Hills
Z A 6 7393 Various ... I Various ... -.. + August Zahl ... ... Seven-mile Creek ... Ipswich
1 I) `
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BssNne TuNarzsssn  during the Month of NovsicaaH, 1873.
Brand. No.  Ofertifoate. Transferrer. Transferee. Name of Run where Brand Nearest Post Town.is to be used.
10.0 1761 Cooper Brothers  ... ... ...  Marcus Travers  ... ...  Coomoobooleroo ... ... G ainsford
EMS 1692 Elliott and Moore ... ... McKay and Black  ... ...  Tilpal  ... . ... ...  Rockhampton
T1 F 4903 Thomas Floyd  ... ... ...  William Wilson Scafe  ...  Carpenter's Waterhole  ...  Clermont
1 N B 4650  Isaac  Markwell  ... ... ...  The Trustees of Anne Markwell Ingleby  ... ...  Logan Reserve
STATBMBNT  of BHANDB  ALLOWED  and RHatSTHRHD  to PUBLIC POUNDS during Month of NoVRMBRR, 1873.
Pound at which  Brand is to be used.
Mitchell Downs
Millchester.
CORRECTION.
Brand
Registered.
aRJ
No, of
c ertificate
FORMER BBJED.
Harem Cattle.  Name.
PBOPRIETOL
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
6574 Nil ... ... I John Finlay Ross Yalebone Creek
Nearest Poet Town
of Run or Farm.
Roma
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
By Authorit y  J. sss 0. Bair .,  Government Printer, William  street,  Brisbane
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Colonial Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane, 12th December, • 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified for general
K information, that a Writ under His Excellency's hand hath been issued
and the following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member
to serve in the Legislative Assembly of Queensland for the Electoral
District of BURNETT in the room of The Honorable JOHN BRAMSTON
Esquire whose seat in the said Assembly bath become vacant by reason of
the resignation thereof by the said Honorable JOHN BRAMSTON, Esquire.
Place of Nomination ... ... Gayndah.
Date of Writ ... ... 8th December, 1873.
Date of Nomination ... ... 20th December, 1873.
Polling Day ... ... 29th December, 1873.
Return of Writ ...
... ... 5th January, 1874.
A. H. PALMER.
By Authority :  JAMES C. BEAL,  Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane
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VOL. XIV.] SATURDAY, 13TH DECEMBER, 1873.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 11th December, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs the sub-
joined Despatches received from the Secretary
of State for the Colonies, to be published for
general information.
A. H. PALMER.
No. 1.
REVISED REGULATIONS  ON THE SUBTECT OF LAND
PRIVILEGES  TO NAVAL AND MILITARY OFFICERS.
MY LORD,
[CIRCULAR.]
Downing street,
13th September;1873.
I transmit  to you Revised Regulations on the
subject of Land Privileges to Naval and Military
Officers , and I have to request that you will insert
them in the Book of Colonial Regulations, in lieu of
the existing Rules, numbered from 392 to 401
inclusive.
I have, &.c.,
KIMBERLEY.
The Officer Administering the
Government of Queensland.
ENCLOSURE IN NO. 1.
392. The only colonies which now offer land
privileges to naval and military officers are British
Columbia, Natal, and British Honduras.
393. The officers to whom such privileges are
offered are, (a) naval officers of the military branch,
of all grades not lower than that of sub-lieutenants ;
(b) military officers of all grades not lower than that
of subalterns of 7 years' standing ; (c) regimental
staff officers ; and (d) medical officers of both ser-
vices, of not less than 5 years' standing.
394. The officers not entitled to land privileges
are, naval and military chaplains ; commissariat
officers ; subalterns under 7 years' standing
medical officers of less than 5 years' standing
midshipmen ; cadets ; warrant officers of every des-
cription ; officers of any of the civil branches of the
navy or army ; and lastly, officers who have ceased
[No. 117.
for the space of three calendar months to belong to
Her Majesty's service, and have not obtained the
memorandum of rank and service hereinafter
mentioned.
395. In British Columbia a certain quantity of
land is granted in lieu of remission of purchase
money. In the two other above-named colonies,
land must be purchased under the land regulations
for the time being in force in the colony, and a
certain amount of the purchase money is then
remitted. These allowances are regulated by the
rank and length of service of the officer, as shown
in the following scales:-
In British Columbia.
Acres.
Field officers of 25 years' service, in the whole ... 600
Field officers of 20 years' service, in the whole ... 500
Field officers of 15 years' service, in the whole  ...  400
Captains of 20 years' service and upwards, in the
whole ... ... ... ... ... ... 400
Captains of 15 years' service or less, in the whole 300
Subalterns of 20 years' service and upwards, in the
whole ... ... ... ... 300
Subalterns of 7 years' service and upwards, in the
In Natal, and  British Honduras.
200
Field officers of 25 years' service and upwards, in
the whole ... ... ... ... ... 600
Field officers of 20 years' service and upwards, in
the whole ... ... ... 500
Field officers of 15 or less years' service, in the
whole ... ... ... ... ... ... 400
Captains of 20 years' service and upwards, in the
Captains of 15 years' service or less, in the whole
Subalterns of 20 years' service and upwards, in the
whole
Subalterns of 7 years' service and upwards, in the
400
300
300
whole ... ... ... ... ... ... 200
Although these scales refer only to military officers,
they apply also to naval officers, who will receive
allowances corresponding with their relative rank
to officers in the army, as prescribed in Her
Majesty's Order in Council of 11th June, 1863.
396. Any officer desirous of availing himself of
these privileges must obtain a memorandum, if a
naval man, from the Lords Commissioners of the
Admiralty, and if a military man, from the office
of the Officer Commanding-m-Chief, specifying his
rank, length of service, and date of retirement.
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This document will not be issued more than once
to the same officer ; and it must, within one year
from the date of the officer's retirement, be pre-
sented to the governor of one of the above-named
colonies, otherwise the officer will not be entitled
to any land privileges in the colony. No document
from the office of the Secretary of State is
necessary.
397. As the sole object of the regulations is to
encourage the  bona fide  settlement of naval and
military officers in the colony, an officer, on presen-
tation of his memorandum of rank and service to
the Governor, will receive in the first instance a
location ticket only, for the land which in British
Columbia he may obtain, or which in either of the
two other colonies he may have purchased to the
extent of his remission money.
398. At the expiration of two years from the
date of such location ticket, the officer, on paying
the customary survey and other fees, will receive
in exchange for it a Crown grant, provided he can
show to the satisfaction of the Governor, but not
otherwise, that he is a  bona fide  settler in the
colony, and has not only continuously resided
therein since the receipt of his location ticket, but
that he has resided on the land described in it for
such length of time, and made substantial and per-
manent improvements thereon of such description
and value as the Governor may have prescribed in
any general notice published by his authority in
the Government Gazette  of the colony. In Natal,
before a grant is issued, the officer should be re-
quired to show that he has resided on his land for
not less than six months in each of the two years
since he received his location order ; that he has
erected a residence and farm buildings to the satis-
faction of the Surveyor-General ; and that he has
cultivated or stocked the land in such manner as
may be certified by the Surveyor-General, to show
a bona fide  intention to continue in the beneficial
occupation of the land or to have imparted to it an
enhanced saleable value.
399. If application should not be made for a
Crown grant in exchange for the location ticket
within a twelve month from the expiration of the
two years for which it was issued, the officer's
claim will be considered as extinguished, and the
land will absolutely revert to the Crown. No
transfer of the land will be allowed or be valid
until a Crown grant thereof has been obtained.
400. But if an officer has obtained a memorandum
of rank and service and dies before he can obtain a
location ticket, the Governor of the colony is
authorised to make the memorandum available, as
he may think proper, in favor of a child or children
or other nearest representative of the deceased,
who will then become entitled to the same rights,
and be subject to the same conditions, as attached
to the deceased. In case an officer dies after the
location ticket has been obtained, the land to which
it refers will be granted to his legal representative.
401. As the land regulations in the above-named
colonies are liable at any time to be altered, Her
Majesty's Government cannot guarantee the per-
manence of these regulations,-nor can the amount
of remission in purchase money made to officers be
increased on account of any increased value which
may at any time be set upon the Crown lands in
the colony.
No. 2.
REGULATIONS FOR AN EXAMINATION OF CANDIDATES
FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE OF INDIA, TO BE
HELD IN MARCH, 1874.
MY Loan,
[CIRCULAR.]
Downing street,
15th September, 1873.
I transmit to you, at the request of the Civil
Service Commissioners, the enclosed Regulations for
an examination  of Candidates for the Civil Service
of India, which is to be held in March, 1874.
I have, &c.,
KIMBERLEY.
The Officer Administering the
Government of Queensland.
[ENCLOSURE  IN No.  2.]
EXAMINATIONS FOR THE CIVIL SER-
VICE OF INDIA.
REGULATIONS FOR THE OPEN COMPETITION  OF 1874.
N.B.-The Regulations  are liable to be altered in
future years.
1. On Tuesday, March 24th, 1874, and following
days, an examination  of candidates will be held
in London. At this examination not fewer than
candidates  will be selected, if so many
shall be found duly qualified. Of these,
will be selected for the Presidency of Bengal,
[ for the Upper Provinces, and
for the Lower Provinces], for that of
Madras, and for that of Bombay.*
Notice will hereafter be given of the days and place
of examination.
2. Any person desirous of competing at this exa-
mination, must produce to the Civil Service Com-
missioners, before the 1st of February, 1874, evi-
dence showing :-
(a)
(b)
That  he  is a natural -born subject of Her
Majesty.
That his age ,  on the 1st March ,  1874, will
be above seventeen years and under
twenty-one years.  [N.B.-In  the  case  of
natives  of India  this must be certified by
the Government  of India ,  or  of the Presi-
dency or Province in which the Candidate
may have resided.]
(c) That he has no disease, constitutional affec-
tion, or bodily infirmity unfitting him, or
likely to unfit him, for the Civil Service of
India.f
(d) That he is of good moral character.
He  must also pay such fee as the Secretary of
State for India may prescribe.$
3. Should the evidence upon the above points be
prima facie  satisfactory to the Civil Service Com-
missioners, the Candidate will, upon payment of the
prescribed fee, be admitted to the examination.
The Commissioners may, however, in their discre-
tion, at any time prior to the grant of the certificate
of qualification hereinafter referred to, institute
such further inquiries as they may deem necessary ;
and if the result of such inquiries, in the case of
any candidate, should be unsatisfactory to them in
any of the above respects, he will be ineligible for
admission to the Civil Service of India, and if
already selected, will be removed from the position
of a probationer.
4. The examination will take place only in the
following branches of knowledge :-
:darks.
English Composition ... .. ... 500
History of England-including that
of the Laws and Constitution ... 500
English Language and Literature ... 500
Language, Literature, and History
of Greece ... ... ... 750
Rome ... 750
„ France ... 375
„ Germany ... 375
„ Italy ... 375
Mathematics (pure and mixed) .. 1,250
Natural Science: That is (1) Che-
mistry, including Heat ; (2)
Electricity and Magnetism ; (3)
Geology and Mineralogy ; (4)
Zoology ; (5) Botany ... 1,000
The total (1,000) marks may
be obtained by adequate pro-
ficiency in any two or more of
the five branches of science in-
cluded under this head.
Moral Sciences : That is, logic,
Mental and Moral Philosophy... 500
Sanskrit Language and Literature ... 500
Arabic Language and Literature ... 500
a The number of appointments  to be made,  and the number  in.
each Presidency , &c., will be  announced hereafter.
t Evidence of health and character must bear date not earlier
than the 1st January, 1874.
The fee for this examination will be 45 ,  payable by means of a
special stamp ,  according to instructions which will be communi-
cated to candidates.
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Candidates are at liberty to name, before February
1, 1874, any or all of these branches of knowledge.
No subjects are  obligatory.
5. The merit of the persons examined will be
estimated  by marks ; and the number set opposite
to each branch in the preceding regulation denotes
the greatest number of marks that can be obtained
in respect of it.
6. No candidate will be allowed any marks in
respect of any subject of examination, unless he
shall be considered to possess  a competent knowledge
of that subject.*
7. The examination will be conducted by means
of printed questions and written answers, and by
viva  voce  examination, as may be deemed necessary.
8. The marks obtained by each candidate, in res-
pect of each of the subjects in which he shall have
been examined, will be added up, and the names of
the candidates who shall have obtained a
greater aggregate number of marks than any of the
remaining  candidates will be set forth in order of
merit, and  such candidates shall be deemed to be
selected candidates  for the Civil Service of India,
provided they appear to be in other respects duly
qualified. Should any of the selected candidates
become disqualified, the Secretary of State for India
wi ll  determine  whether the vacancy thus created
sha ll be filled up or not. In the former case, the
candidate  next in order of merit and in other
,,respects  duly qualified, shall be deemed to be a
selected candidate . A selected candidate declining
to accept  the appointment which may be offered
to him will be disqualified for any subsequent com-
petition.
9. Selected  candidates, before proceeding to India,
will be on probation for two years, during which
time they will be examined periodically, with a
-view  of testing their progress in the following
subjects :-t
1. Oriental  Languages :
Sanscrit  ... ... ... ... 500
Vernacular-' Languages of India
(each)  ...  400
2. The History and Geography of
India ... ... ... ... 350
3. Law ... ... ... ... ... 1,250
4. Political Economy ... ... ... 350
In these examinations, as in the open competition,
the merit of the candidates examined will be
estimated by marks, and the number set opposite to
each subject denotes the greatest number of marks
that can  be  obtained in respect of it at any one
examination. The examination will be conducted
by means of printed questions and written answers,
and by  vied yore  examination, as may be deemed
necessary. The last of these examinations will be
held at the close of the second year of probation,
,.and will be called the " Final Examination," at
which it will be decided whether a selected candi-
date is qualified for the Civil Service of India.
10. Any candidate who, at any of the periodical
examinations, shall appear to have wilfully neglected
his studies, or to be physically incapacitated for
pursuing the prescribed course of training will be
liable to have his name removed from the list of
selected candidates.
11. The selected candidates who, at the Final
Examination, shall be found to have a competent
knowledge of the subjects specified in Regulation
9, and who shall have satisfied the Civil Service
Commissioners of their eligibility in respect of age,
health, and character, shall be certified by the said
Commissioners to be entitled to be appointed to the
Civil Service of India, provided they shall comply
with the Regulations in force, at the time, for that
Service.
s "Nothing can be further from our wish than to hold out
premiums for knowledge of wide surface and of small depth.  We
are of opinion, that a candidate  ought to  be allowed no credit at all
for  taking  tip  a subject  in  which  he is a snare Smatterer,"-Report  of
Committee of 1854. A deduction of marks will be made under
each subject,  including Mathematics.
t Full  instructions  as to the course of study to be pursued will
be issued to the successful candidates as soon as possible after the
result of  the open competition is declared.
t Including, besides the languages prescribed for the several
Presidencies , such other languages as may, with the approval of the
Commissioners , be taken up as subjects of examination.
12. Applications from persons desirous to be
admitted as candidates are to be addressed to the
Secretary to the Civil Service Commissioners,
London, S.W., from whom the proper form for the
purpose may be obtained.
16th August, 1873.
The Civil Service Commissioners are authorized
by the Secretary of State for India in Couneil to
make the following announcements
(1.) Selected candidates will be permitted to choose, *
according to the order in which they stand in the
list resulting from the open competition  as  long
as a choice remains, the Presidency (and in
Bengal the division of the Presidency) to which
they shall be appointed, but this choice will be
subject to a drerent arrangement, should the
Secretary of State, or Government of India,
deem it necessary.
(2.) No candidate will be permitted  to  proceed to
India before he shall have passed the final
examination, and received a certificate of
qualification from the Civil Service Commis-
sioners, or after he shall have attained the age
of twenty four years.
(3.) The seniority in the Civil Service of India of
the selected candidates shall be determined ac-
cording to the order in which they stand on the
list resulting front the final examination.
(4.) It is the intention of the Secretary of State to
allow the sum  of £50  after each of the three
first half years of probation, and  £150  after
the last half year, to each selected candidate
who shall have passed the required Examina-
tions to the satisfaction of the Commissioners,
and shall have complied with such rules as may
be laid down for the guidance of selected
candidates.
All selected candidates will be required, after
having passed the second periodical Examina-
tion, to attend at the India Office for the pur-
pose of entering into an agreement binding
themselves ,  amongst other things, to  refund in
certain cases the amount of their allowance in
the event  of their failing  to proceed to India.
For a candidate under age a surety will be
required.
(6.) After passing  the final examination, each
Marks.
candidate  will be required  to attend  again at the
India Office, with the  view  of entering into
covenants and giving a bondfor  £1,000, jointly
with two sureties, for the due fu flment of the
sane. The stamps payable on  these documents
amount to £1  10s.
Candidates rejected at the final  Examination
of 1876  will  in no case be allowed  to present
themselves for re-examination.
CIVIL SERVICE OF INDIA.
FORM OF  APPLICATION ;  TO BE FILLED UP  Y
CANDIDATES.
This Form  must be sent  so  as to be received at the
Office of the Civil Service  Commission  before the
1st of February,  1874.
Date
SIR,
I beg to inform you that I desire to be a
candidate at the forthcoming Examination for the
Civil Service of India.
As required by the Regulations, I transmit here-
with-
(1.) A certificate of my birth, showing that I
was born on the day of
18 , and that therefore my age on
March 1, 1874, will be above 17 years
(complete), and under 21 years.f
(2.) A certificate signed by
of my having "  no disease , constitutional
affection, or bodily infirmity unfitting me
for the Civil Service of  India."$
 This choice must be exercised immediately after the result of
the open competition is announced, on such day as may be fixed
by the Civil Service Commissioners.
t (1.) If a General Register Office certificate cannot be obtained,
the instructions printed on the other side will show what evidence
should be supplied. If evidence is already in the hands of the
Commissioners, strike out "A certificate of my birth," and insert
"Evidence is already in the possession of the Commissioners."
$i2.) The terms indicated by the marks of quotation must appear
in the certificate, which must be given after personal examination,
and bear date not earlier than lot January, 1874.
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(3.) Proof  of my moral character, viz.
(1) A testimonial from
(2) A testimonial from*
(4.) A statement of the branches of knowledge
in which I desire to be examined ,  viz. :-t
I have also to state , with  reference to Section 2,
Clause  (a), of the Regulations ,  that I am a natural-
born subject of Her Majesty.
I am, Sir,
Your obedient  Servant,
Name in full :
Address
To the Secretary,
Civil  Service Commission.
EVIDENCE  OF AGE  TO BE REQUIRED FROM CANDI-
DATES FOR  THE CIVIL  SERVICE OF INDIA.
1. Every candidate born in England or Wales
should produce a Certificate from the Registrar-
General  of Births, Marriages, and Deaths, or from
one of his provincial officers. This Certificate
may be obtained  at Somerset  House, or from the
Superintendent  Registrar of the District in which
the birth took place.
II. A candidate who is a Native of India must
have his age certified by the Government of India,
or of the Presidency or Province in which he may
have resided.
III. Every other candidate  not producing the
CertUlcate  mentioned in Clause 1, must prove his
age by statutory declaration, and should also, if
possible, produce a record of Birth or Baptism
from some official register ; under which term may
be included the parochial registers of baptisms,
the non-parochial registers of baptisms and births
deposited at Somerset House under Acts of Par-
liament , the register kept at the India Office of
persons born in India, &c., &c. This regulation
applies-
1. To all candidates not born in England or
Wales.
2. To candidates who, though born in England
or Wales, cannot produce the Registrar-
General's certificate.
The Civil Service Commissioners reserve to them-
selves the right of deciding  in each case  upon the
sufficiency of the evidence produced, but they sub-
join the following general rules for the guidance of
candidates :-
(a.) The declaration should specify precisely
the date and place of birth, and should, if
possible, be made by the father or mother
of the candidate. If made by any other
person, it should state the circumstances
which enable the declarant to speak to the
fact. If an entry in a Bible or other
family record be referred to, the Bible or
other record must be produced at the time
of making the declaration, and must be
mentioned in the  declaration  as having
been so produced.
(b.) If the candidate was born in England or
Wales, the declaration must contain a
statement, that after due inquiry no entry
has been found in the books of the Regis-
trar-General; or a separate declaration
must be made to that elect.
(c.) If no extract from any register is produced,
the declaration must contain a statement,
that after due inquiry no such record is
believed to exist; or a separate declaration
must be made to that effect.
(d.) Statutory declarations must be exactly
in the form prescribed by the Act of 5 and
6 William IV., c. 62. A printed form, if
required, will be supplied on application
to the Civil Service Commissioners.
N.B. Clergymen , as such , are not qualed to
take declarations.
. (3.) Two testimonials must be sent bearing date not earlier than
1st January ,  1874.  One of them  should be given by an intimate
acquaintance  (not a relative )  of not less than three or four years'
standing ;  the other ,  if the candidate  has recently left school,
should be  given by his  late schoolmaster ,  or if he has had employ-
ment of any  kind, by his  late employer .  If the candidate  has
been at any University ,  he should send a ce rt ificate of good
conduct from his College tutor.
+(4.) If mathematics be named ,  state whether pure or mixed, or
both are intended ;  if natural science be mentioned, state which
branches.
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUB
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor.
manby, and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all  in the County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in  the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NOR!KANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the  powers  vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf ,  I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, nor less
than ten pounds, to he recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE Q.IIREN I
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation by The Most
to wit.  I  Honorable GEORGE AuGusrus
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor•
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the  Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ; a  Member
NORIIANBY, of  Her Majesty's Most  Honorable
Governor. Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of  all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive  Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction  or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my  Proclamation  has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent  Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced  or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited: And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -first day of
June, in  the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two ,  and in the
thirty-sixth  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th December, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
-to  appoint
WILLIAM HENRY GROOM,
FREDERICK TARTER SMITH,
WILLIAM HOWE,
SAMUEL BEATTIE,
ALFRED JOHN POTIER,
JACOB Lw, and
JULIUS ZIEMAN,
to be Trustees of the Stanthorpe General Cemetery.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 12th December, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive  Council, has  been pleased to
.appoint
ALBERT JAMES CALLAN
to be a Member  of the Committee of Management
-of the Toowoolnba Hospital , in the  room  of Arthur
Tyton Blackiston, resigned.
A. H. PALMER.
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit . 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of  Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
L.S.) in the Peerage of  Ireland  ;  a Member
.NORMANBY, of  Her Majesty 's Most  Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
TN pursuance of the authority in me vested, in
j this behalf, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, do
hereby proclaim that the following shall be deemed
to be a Gold Field within the meaning and for
the purposes of the Act of Council, twenty Victoria,
No. twenty-nine, entitled  "AnAct toAmend the Laws
relating to Gold Fields,"  that is to say, the Palmer
Gold Field, comprising the whole watershed of the
Palmer River westward from the coast  ranges, to
its junction with the Mitchell River, pastoral dis-
trict of Cook.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh
day of November, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
three, and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands included in the
undermentioned selections shall be open to Selec-
tion , under the  provisions  of the said Act, on and
after THURSDAY, the fifteenth day of January,
1874, at the several Land Offices.
Register
No.  OfApplica-
tion.
*28
*1304 W. Forbes ... ... 1 427 0 0 Brisbane.281 J. Wardley ... ... 500 0 0 Beenleigh.
254 W. P. Morley ... 1 348 0 0 Mackay.
293 A. B. McGregor ... 1 200 0 0 Ditto.
242 D. Little ... .. 1280 0 0 Ditto.
26 T. Neil ... ... J 239 0 0 Clermont.
* $ 15 value of  improvements on this selection.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEFNSLAND,  Proclamation by The Most
to wit .  ' Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby,  and  Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage of the United
li.in dom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Boss, in the County  of Wexford,
(L-S., in  the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
No;i;_ANin, cf Her M ajesty 's Most Honorable
U.,m i'. oe-  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
,nander -in-Chief of  the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty -one of  "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council, do ,  by ,  this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection ,  under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and a ft er THURS-
D ilY, the fifteenth day of January, 1874, at the
Bowen Land Office.
No. of
Portion.
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AIIGIISTIIS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
TN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
11 Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Name of Lessee.
Name of Lessee.
J. Robertson ...
Area.
Area.
A. R. P.
311 0 0
Land
Agent's
District.
Land
Agent's
District.
Bowen.
* Forfeited selection No. 25,  Bowen.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN !
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QUEENSLAND , '  Proclamation by the Most
to wit . .) Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave,  Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all  in the County of
York,  in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoRaeANB,Y, of Her Majesty' s Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN
pursuance of clause twelve of  " The Home-
stead Areas Art  of'1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the lands hereunder described having been
resumed by Resolutions of both Houses of Parlia-
ment, shall be and are hereby resumed from the
lease  of' the Talgai Run, in the Settled District of
Darling Downs, for the purpose of setting them
apart as a Homestead Area under the said Act.
LANDS RESUMED FROM TALGAI  RUN.
About 8 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Thane's Creek,
at the north-east corner of portion No. 67, and
bounded thence by Thane's Creek downwards to
the northern boundary of Talgai ten years' lease ;
thence by that boundary west till it is intersected
by a line due north, passing through a spot distant
five chains west of the west boundary of portion
No.  69;  thence by a line south to southern boun-
dary of ten years' lease, and by that boundary
south-easterly to Thane's Creek, and by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of portions Nos. 67 and 69.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALAIER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation  by The Most
to wit. ) Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUs
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all  in the  County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.S.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NOBMANB4, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
'V pursuance of clause one of  " The Homestead,T
Areas Act  of 1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be and
are hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, subject
to the provisions of the said Act, and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection as Homesteads
and not otherwise , at the  Warwick Land Office, on
and after  THURSDAY,  the 8th day of January,
1874.
LANDS  RESUMED PROM  TALGAI RUN.
About 8i square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Thane's Creek
at the north-east corner of portion No. 67, and
bounded thence by Thane's Creek downwards to
the northern boundary of Talgai ten  years' lease ;
thence by that boundary west till it is intersected
by a line due north, passing through a spot distant
five chains west of the west boundary of portion
No.  69;  thence by a line south to southern boun-
dary of ten years'  lease , and by that boundary
south-easterly to Thane's Creek, ; and by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of portions Nos. 67 and 69.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's Reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
QUEENSLAND ' Proclamation by the Most
to wit.  S  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " Tire Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUES-
UAY, the thirtieth day of December, 1873, at the
Brisbane Land Office.
c o
Register' LandNo. of INameofLessee. Area. Agent's Parish.
6
Applica-I
tion. District.
73 I 1138 Edward amend i 140 0 0 Brisbane Canning.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty-seventh day of
November,  in tba year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy -three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
For  the Secretary for Public Lands,)
JOHN  BRAMSTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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QVZZNSLAND, Z Proclamation  by the Most
to wit . 3 Honorable GEORGE ArGrSTUI
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normauby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County Of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of V,"exford,
(us.)  in the  Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoEMANBY, of  Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown,
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AuGVSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of lNormanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
proclaim that  the lands included in the undermen.
tioned selections shall be open to Selection, under
the  provisions of the said Act, on and after
THURSDAY, the eighth day of January, 1874,
at the Land Offices of the districts in which they
are respectively situated.
No. o RegisterfN LandFor- o. o Name  of  Lessee. Area. Agent's Parish.
tiou . Applica-tion. District
A. R. P
751 751 Frederick 105 0 0 Too- Geham
190 190
Lawrence
Frederick 83 2 0
woomba
Bowen
Sugar 59
Robert Bode
W. Steele 390 0 0 Bris- Albert
and.* bane River
*  8900 to be added for improvements.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-three, and
in the thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALM ER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN  !
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th December, 1873.
LAND COURT, ROCKHAMPTON.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatthe Land Commissioner, Rockha pton, will
hold a  Court for the purpose of dealing with applica-
tions for Land under the Conditional Purchase
clauses of  " Tlie Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," on TUESDAY, the 23rd instant.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th December, 1873.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"Tlie Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazelle  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purpose of a
Cemetery.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY- NEAR CASHE' S CROSSING.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Bunya.
18 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain and twenty -one links east from the south-
west corner of portion 44, and bounded thence on
part of the north by a line bearing west one chain
twenty-one links; on the east by a line bearing
north seven chains and  fifty-eight  links ; on the
remainder of the north by a line bearing west
eighteen chains and seventy links to the aforesaid
road ;  and on the south-west and south -east by that
road bearing 170 degrees three chains  and sixty
links, 130 degrees five chains and nine links, 136
degrees seven chains and ten links, 129 degrees two
chains and thirty-six links , eighty-eight  degrees
four chains and fifty-five links ,  forty-seven degrees
three chains and eighty-eight links ,  and twenty-two
degrees three chains and seventeen links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th December, 1873.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868 " (31 Victoria,
No. 46) has been made for closing of the under-
mentioned Road ; and all persons who may consider
their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections, in
writing, within two months from this date.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBO THOMPSON.
1
No. I Applicant.  Situation . Parish.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th December, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," it is
hereby notified for general information that the
lands  hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved  for the  purpose of  a Quarantine Station.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  QUARANTINE GROUND.
Great Sandy Island.
About one square mile.
Commencing on the western shore of Great
Sandy Island, at a point half-a-mile north from
the white cliffs ; and bounded on the north by a
line bearing east one mile ; on the east by a line
bearing south one mile ; on  the south by a line
bearing west  to the shore of Hervey's Bay ; and on
the west by the said bay northerly to the point of
commencement.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
R.D.Craham Road separating por-
tions 411, 412, and 413
from portions 414 and
415
Brassall
Area.
A. R. P.
4 0 4
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th November, 1873.
SETTLED DISTBUCT OF COOK.
TTIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the recently discovered Sugar Lands
on the Johnstone River, in the Settled District of
Cook, are classified as agricultural lands, and that
no applications for land on that river or in its
vicinity will be accepted by the Land Commissioner
at Cardwell except the first year's rent is paid
according to such classification.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 28th November, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
Notice is hereby given, that the lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purposes  named  with respect to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. 1.
RESERVE  FOE RAILWAY  PURPOSES , LEICHHARDr
DISTRICT.
About 1,600 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about north
350 degrees east, and distant about 250 chains from
the north-west corner of mineral selection No. 148 ;
thence west about 160 chains; thence north about
fifty-one chains; thence by the Fitzroy River
downwards about seventy-three chains in a direct
line; thence east about 134 chains; thence south
about 120 chains to the point of commencement,-
to include the permanent lagoons, and also a
quarry that has been opened for railway purposes.
No. 2.
RESERVE FOR  RAILWAY PURPOSES, ROCKY CREEK,
LEICHHAEDT DISTRICT.
200 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of mineral
selection No. 148 ; thence west about fifty chains ;
thence north about forty chains ; thence east about
fifty chains ; thence south to point of commence-
ment,-including the dam.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC PURPOSES, CLIFTON HOME.
STEAD AREA.
County of Aubigny, parish. of Tooth.
About 78 acres.
Commencing on the road one chain wide at the
south-west corner of selection 916, Toowoomba
Register, and bounded on the north by part of
the south boundary of that selection bearing east
about sixty-one chains and fifty-seven links to
the north-west corner of the tea acres Reserve for
Cemetery, and bounded on the east by the west
boundary of that reserve bearing south about
twelve chains and seventy links to another road
one chain wide forming the southern boundary of
the above-mentioned homestead area. ; on the south
by that boundary bearing west about sixty-one
chains fifty-seven links to the first-mentioned road ;
and on the west by that road bearing north about
twelve chains seventy links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER, WARRA WARRA.
County of Lytton.
60 acres.
Commencing on the west side of a lagoon at the
termination of part of the south boundary of
Warra Warra pre-emptive portion No. 1 ; thence
by part of the south boundary west twenty-eight
chains ; thence by a line south twenty-one chains
ninety-six links ; thence by a line east thirty chains
to the lagoon ; thence by the lagoon northerly
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th November, 1873.
ERROR  IN DEED.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deed of Grant
mentioned in the schedule hereunder written
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Titles to Land Act  of 1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, under his Hand and Seal of the Colony,
describe the land intended to be granted, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, it shall
be taken to have been inserted in the grant and in
every deed containing the erroneous description,
and such grant and every such deed shall  operate
and be construed accordingly.
A. H. PALMER.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-23 August, 1866.
Name of Grantee-James Real.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland con-
taining by admeasurement four acres one rood and
ten perches ,  be the same more or less ,  situated in
the county of Churchill and parish of Brassall,
portion 327, commencing on a road one chain wide
at the south-west corner of portion 318, and
bounded thence on the north by the south boundary
line of that portion bearing east eight chains and
ninety-five links ; on the east by a line bearing
south  five chains; on the south by  a line  bearing
west nine chains and forty-five links to the aforesaid
road ; and on the west by that road bearing north
twenty-nine degrees fifteen minutes cast two chains
and two links ; thence bearing north sixteen
degrees thirty minutes east two chains and eighty
links to the point of commencement.
Nature of error.-That  part of the west boun-
dary described as bearing north twenty-nine
degrees fifteen minutes east two chains and two
links should be north twenty-nine degrees fifteen
minutes east two chains and sixty-two links.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I ` The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
A. H. PALMER.
RESERVE FOR QUARANTINE GROUND FOR SHEEP,
M000ILL ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly,
portion  682.
87 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 681; and bounded
thence on the north by that portion bearing west
thirty-six chains and thirty-eight links ; on the
west by a line bearing south twenty-three chains
and forty-two links ; on the south by portion 684,
bearing east thirty-five chains and seventy-six
links to the aforesaid road ; and on the east by that
road bearing three hundred and fifty-six degrees
two chains and ninety-seven links, nineteen degrees
ten chains and ninety links, three hundred and
fifty-seven degrees six chains and sixty links, and
three hundred and twenty-six degrees thirty
minutes four chains and thirty links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER AND GRAVEL FOR ROAD,
PURPOSES ,  ALBERT RIVER.
County of Ward,  parish  of Albert.
About 580 acres.
Commencing on a road one and a-half chains
wide at its intersection by the west boundary of
portion 281,  and bounded thence on part of the
east by a line bearing north thirty -eight chains and
ninety-six links ; on part of the south by a line
bearing east about twenty -three chains and fifty
links ; on the remainder of the east by portion 283
and a road bearing north seventy chains and eighty-
five links ; on the north by a line bearing west
eighty-four chains and seventy-nine links ; on part
of the west by a line bearing south thirty-one
chains and ninety -four links  ;  on the remainder of
the south by a line and a road bearing east twenty
chains and sixteen  links;  on the remainder of the
west by portion 282 bearing south forty -seven.
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chains and seventy-four links to the road first
aforesaid  ;  and on the south-west  by that road
south -easterly  to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR POLICE  PADDOCK,  VERESDALE.
County  of Walsh, p arish  of Logan,  selection
No.  997,  portion  No. 42.
84 acres.
Commencing  on a road one  chain wide at the
north-west corner of  portion 16, and bounded
thence on the west by that road bearing north
twenty-eight  chains ;  on the north by a line bear-
ing east thirty chains ; on the east by a line bear-
ing south twenty-eight chains ; and on the south
by a line  bearing west thirty chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOIL  RECREATION, LAIDLEY.
County of Churchill, parish of I.aidley.
About 45 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
south by one of said roads, dividing it from por-
tions  70 to 74  inclusive ,  bearing  west about thirty-
one chains and 30 links to another road one chain
wide ; . on the west by that road bearing north
fifteen chains to another road one chain wide ; on
the north by that road bearing east about eleven
chains seventy-six degrees about ten chains and ten
links, and east about two chains and fifty links to
the other road first aforesaid ; and on the north-
east by that road bearing one hundred and fifty-six
degrees forty-five  minutes nineteen chains to the
point of commencement.
WATER RESERVE.
County of Aubigny, parish of Tooth.
11 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and fifty links
wide, at one hundred and fifty-five links east from
the north- east corner  of selection 857 T.R., and
bounded thence on the west by that road bearing
one hundred and ninety-five degrees twenty
minutes thirteen chains and forty-eight links ; on
the south by a line bearing east ten chains and
twenty-six links ; on the east by  a line bearing
north twelve chains and ninety-six links ; and on
the north by a line bearing west six chains and
seventy links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th November, 1873.
W
HEREIS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently  reserved  from sale for  any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
A. H. PALMER.
RESERVE  FOR WHARF  PURPOSES.
County  of March,  parish  of Maryborough, town
of Maryborough.
13 perches.
Commencing on the left bank of River Mary, at
the termination thereon of the north-west side of
March street, and bounded thence on the south-
east  by March street south-westerly seventy links
to Wharf street ; on the south-west by Wharf
treet north-westerly one chain ; on the north-west
by a line north-easterly at right angles to Wharf
street o the River Mary ; and on the north-east
by that river upwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION ,  TOWN OF MARY-
BOROrGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough.
57 acres 3  roods 25 perches.
Commencing  at the  intersection  of Alice and
Lennox streets, and bounded thence on the south-
west  by Alice street north- westerly twenty-seven
chains ninety-six  links ; on the north-west by
Ferry street north-easterly twenty  chains sixtyy-
four links ; on the north-east by gent street south-
easterly twenty-seven chains ninety-three links;
and on  the south-east by Lennox  street south-
westerly twenty chains eighty-two links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY ,  CLIFTON HOMESTEAD
AREA.
10 acres.
Commencing  at the  south-east corner of selection
No. 916, Toowoomba Register, and bounded on the
east by a line south about  twelve chains and
seventy links to the southern boundary of the
Clifton Homestead Area ; on the south  by a line
west about  seven chains  and eighty -eight links ; on
the west by a line north about  twelve chains and
seventy links to the south boundary of selection
916, Toowoomba Register ; and on the north by a
line east about seven chains and eighty-eight links
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 13th November, 1873.
WHEREAS, by, the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868,"  it is  provided that before  any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for  any  public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a Quarantine
Ground.
A. H. PALMER.
RESERVE FOR QUARANTINE GROUND ,  CURTIS
ISLAND.
About  1,280 acres.
Commencing at a rocky point on the north-west
coast of Curtis Island, about one hundred and
ninety chains in a south -west direction from the
Pilot Station; thence east about ninety chains to
the main branch of Pacific Creek ; thence by
Paci fic Creek downwards to the sea -coast ; thence
by the sea -coast in a north-westerly and north-
easterly direction to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th November, 1873.
I T is hereby noti fied for general information, that
application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 ,"  has been
made for the closure of the undermentioned roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
A. H. PALMER.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. J,: Situation.  Pariah. Area.
A. i. P.
1 J. Ewen Road separating portion Greenmount
Davidson ,  98 from portion 99
and A. V.
and F.
Robinson
8 0 0
2 t)itto  Road separatiugportion  Greenmount 17 2 0
39  fr om portion 90
I
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1873.
ERROR IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from  the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such deeds of grant respectively under his Hand and
Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended to
be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the respective grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants respectively and everysuch deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant=10th August, 1871,
Name of Grantee-Richard Furlong.
Description of Land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement  twenty-four  acres and
six perches (be the same  more or less ), situated in
the county of Livingstone and parish of Cawarral,
portion 10,  commencing  at the south-east corner of
portion 9, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing 183 degrees 41 minutes.  ten chains and one
link ; on the south by a line bearing west twenty-
three  chains  ; on the west by a line bearing 351
degrees 52 minutes , ten chains and one link ; and
on the north by a line east thirty chains and 58
links to the point of commencement.
Description of Land intended  to be  granted.-
Commencing at the south-east  corner  of portion 9,
and bounded thence on the east by a line bearing
183 degrees 41 minutes,  ten chains  and one link ;
on the south by a line bearing west twenty-three
chains ; on  the west by a line bearing  361 degrees
52 minutes , 10 chains and 10 links ; and on the
north by a line bearing east twenty-five chains and
eight links to the point of commencement.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-James Dignam.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland con-
taining by  admeasurement  forty-eight acres three
roods, be  the same more or less , situated in th
county of Ward and parish of Logan, portion 99,
commencing  on the right bank of the Logan River
at the south- west  corner of portion 98, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing east forty-
seven chains and six links  ; on the east by a line
bearing two hundred and  nine  degrees twelve
chains ; on  the south by a line bearing west forty-
six chains  and seventy-five links to the Logan
River, and thence by that river downwards to the
point of commencement.
Nature of error.-The  area being described as
forty-eight acres three perches, instead of  fifty
acres ; and commencing  at the south-west corner
of portion 98, instead of 98A.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles Merkley.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining  by admeasurement fifty-two acres one rood
and eighteen perches, be the same more or less,
situated in the county of Ward and parish of
Logan, portion 98, commencing on the right bank
of the Logan River at the south-west corner of
portion 85, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing east fifty-three chains and eighty-one
links; on the east by a line bearing south ten
chains  and fifty  links ; on  the south by a line bear.
ing west forty-seven chains and six links to the
Logan River ; and thence by that river downwards
to the point of commencement.
Nature of  error.-The land being called portion
98, area fifty-two acres one rood and eighteen
perches, instead of portion 98A, area fifty acres.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles McIntosh.
Description of land granted.-A ll that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement  two thousand five
hundred and sixty acres, be the same more or less,
situated in the county of Merivale and parish of
Cunningham ,  selection 72. Commencing at a point
bearing north and distant two chain9 and two links
from the north-east corner of selection 145 ; and
bounded thence on the south by a road two chains
wide bearing west twelve  degrees north fifteen
chains and two links west four degrees thirty
minutes north twenty-two chains, south sixty
degrees west seventeen chains, and west fourteen
degrees north three hundred and sixty-four chains
and sixty-two links ; on the west by a line bearing
north thirty-one chains and eleven links ; on the
north by a line bearing east fifty-eight chains and
eighty-three links to a road one chain and fifty links
wide ; again on the west by that  road bearing
north nineteen chains and eighty-two links to
another road one chain and fifty links  wide ; again
on the north by that road bearing  east  fifty-six
chains ; thence by lines bearing south thirty-four
chains and seventy-six links east fifty-four chains
and fifty links, south three .chains and ninety-three
links, and east fifty-six chains to another road one
chain and fifty links wide ; thence by that road
bearing south fourteen  chains and  seventy-two
links ; thence by lines bearing east fifty-seven
chains and fifty links, south three chains and
nineteen links, east fifty-six chains to another road
one chain and fifty links wide ; thence by that road
bearing south  seven  chains and sixty-six links to
another road one chain and fifty links wide ; thence
by that road bearing east fifty-eight chains and
fifty-three  links,  north one chain and seventy-two
links, and east forty-eight  chains and  thirty links ;
on the east by a line bearing south thirty-three
chains and seventy-one  links ; thence by a line
bearing west  forty chains and two links ; and
thence by a line bearing south thirty -seven chains
and two links to the point of  commencement.
Description of land intended  to be  granted.-
Commencing at a point bearing north and distant
two chains and two links from the north-east
corner of selection 415; and bounded thence on
the south by a road two chains wide, bearing west
twelve degrees north fifteen chains and two links,
west four degrees thirty minutes. north twenty-two
chains, south sixty degrees, west seventeen chains,
and west fourteen degrees, north three hundred
and sixty-four chains and sixty-two links ; on the
west by a line bearing north thirty-one chains and
eleven links ; on the north by  a line bearing east
fifty-eight chains and eighty-three links to the east
side of a road one chain fifty links wide ;  again on
the west by that road bearing north nineteen chains
and eighty-two links to another road one chain and
fifty links wide ;  again on  the north by that road
bearing east  fifty- six chains , thence by  lines bear-
ing south thirty-four  chains and  seventy-six links,
east fifty-four chains and fifty links, south three
chains and ninety-three links, east fifty- six chains
to another road one chain and fifty links wide;
thence by that road bearing south fourteen chains
and seventy-three links; thence by lines bearing
east  fifty- seven  chains and fifty links, south three
chains  and nineteen  links, east  fifty-six chains to
another  road  one chain and fifty links wide ; thence
by that road bearing south nine  chains and sixteen
links to another road one chain and fifty links
wide ; thence by that road bearing east fifty-eight
chains and fifty-three links, north one chain and
seventy-two links, east forty-eight chains and
thirty links ; on the east by a line bearing south
thirty-three chains and seventy-one links ; thence
by a line bearing west forty chains and two links
and thence by a line bearing south thirty-seven
chains  and two links  to the  point of commence-
ment.
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went, - exclusive of three reserved roads as marked
and shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor -General's office, the areas of which have
been deducted from the total area.
Date of Grant- 29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee - Frederick John Cobb
Wildash.
Description of land granted .- All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
ta ining by admeasurement two thousand  five hun-
dred and sixty acres, be the same more or less,
situated in the county of Merivale and parish of
Cunningham - selection 71, commencing at a point
bearing west ,  and distant two chains and ninety-five
links, and thence north one chain and fifty links
from the north -east corner of selection 347, under
" The Leasing  Act of  1866 ,"  and bounded thence
on part of the south by a road one chain and  fifty
links wide ,  bearing west thirty-three chains and
fifty -five links ; thence by roads, one chain and
fifty links wide ,  bearing south twenty-four chains
and eighty -five links, west thirty-seven chains and
eighty  links ,  north twenty -eight chains ,  west two
chains and thirty links ,  north twenty -five chains,
east fourteen chains and ninety  links ,  north twenty.
nine chains and fifty links ,  east two chains and
sixty-nine links, north twenty-eight chains, east
one chain and thirty links, north twenty-nine
chains and fifty links ,  west thirty -five chains and
sixty links ,  north twenty chains, west forty chains
and eighty links ,  north thirty -five chains, west
fifty-nine chains, south seventeen links, west
twenty-six chains ,  north twenty-eight chains, west
four chains and forty links ,  north twenty-four
chains and forty -two links ; on the north by a line
bearing east two hundred and eight chains and
seventy -eight links  ;  and on the east by a line bear-
ing south two hundred and twenty -four chains and
eighty -nine links to the point of  commencement,-
exclusive  of a reserved road, one chain and fifty
links wide ,  as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor -General's office,  the area of which has
been deducted from the total area.
Description  of land  intended to begranted.-Com-
mencing at a point bearing west and distant two
chains ninety -five links, and thence north one chain
fifty links from the north -east corner of selection
three hundred and forty -seven under  "  The Leasing
Act  of  1866,"  and bounded thence on part of the
south by  a road one chain fifty links wide ,  bearing
west thirty -three chains fifty-five links  ;  thence by
roads one chain fifty links wide ,  bearing south
twenty -four chains eighty-five links ,  west thirty
seven chains eighty links, north twenty-eight
chains, west two chains thirty links ,  north twentp-
five chains ,  east fourteen chains ninety links, north
twenty-nine chains fifty links, east two chains sixty-
nine links ,  north twenty -eight chains ,  east one chain
thirty links ,  north thirty -one chains ,  west thirty-
five chains  sixty  links ,  north twenty chains, west
forty chains eighty links, north thirty-five chains,
west fifty -nine chains ,  south seventeen links, west
twenty-six chains, north twenty-eight chains, west
four chains forty links ,  north twenty -five chains
forty -two links  ;  on the north by a line bearing
east two hundred and fourteen chains sixty-eight
links ,  and on the east by a line bearing south two
hundred and twenty-four chains eighty -nine links to
the point of commencement ,- exclusive of a reserved
road one chain  fifty links wide ,  as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor -General 's office,
the area of which has been deducted from the
total area.
Date of Grant- lst  July, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles Fitzsimmons.
Description of land granted .- All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
tain ing by admeasurement eighty-four acres, be the
same more or less, situated in the county of Carlisle
and parish of Bassett ,  portion 63 ,  commencing on
a road one chain wide at the south -west corner of
portion 52,  and bounded thence on the south by
that road bearing west twenty -eight chains ; on the
west by a line bearing north thirty chains ; on the
north by a line bearing east twenty -eight chains ;
and on the east by a line bearing south thirty chains
to the point of commencement .
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the south-
west corner of portion 52, and bounded thence on
the south by that road bearing west one  degree
north twenty-eight chains  ;  on the west by a
linebearing north one degree east thirty chains ; on the
north by a  line bearing east one degree south
twenty -eight chains  ;  and on the east by a line
bearing south one degree west thirty chains to the
point of commencement.
Date of Grant - 9th August, 1873.
Name of Grantee - Charles Fitzsimmons.
Description of land granted - All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement one hundred and ninety-
three acres ,  be the same more or less, situated in
the county of Carlisle and parish of Bassett, por
tions 56 and 57, commencing on the left bank of
the Pioneer River, at the south-east corner of por.
tion 56 ,  and bounded thence on the west by the
east boundary line of that portion, bearing north
thirty-three chains to a road one chain wide ; on the
north by that road bearing east  fifty-six chains to
another road one chain wide ; on the east by that
road bearing south twenty -six chains to the Pioneer
River ; and on the south by that fiver upwards to
the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to  be granted-Com-
mencing on the left bank of the Pioneer River, at
the south-east corner of portion 55,  and bounded
thence on the west by the east boundary line of
that portion ,  bearing north one degree east thirty-
three chains to a road one chain wide ; on the north
by that road bearing east one degree south fifty-six
chains to another road one chain  wide ;  on the east
by that road bearing south one degree west twenty-
six chains to the Pioneer River  ;  and on the south
by that river upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th October, 1873.
W 1' 1'
HEREAS ,  by the twenty-fifth section of
 " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall  be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks  :  Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently reserved for the  purposes  named with
respect o each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOE WH&avFs ,  MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough ,  town of
Mary borough.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the east corner of the reserve for
Immigration Depot, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing north -  thirty degrees
eighteen minutes east one chain  ;  thence on the
west by a line bearing north four degrees forty-five -
minutes west eight chains fifty-three  links to Bazaar
street ; on the north-west by Bazaar street bearing
north thirty degrees forty -three minutes east about
three chains sixty-seven links to a creek  ;  thence by
that creek downwards to the River Mary; on the east
by the River Mary upwards to the public wharf re-
serve; on the south-east by a line bearing south thirty
degrees eighteen minutes west fifty links ; and on
the south -west by a  line bearing west thirty degrees
eighteen minutes north four chain s eighty-five links
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR BOTANICAL GARDENS, MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough.
2 acres 37 perches.
Commencing at the east corner of the Reserve
for Immigration Depot, and bounded thence on the
south-east by a  line bearing north thirty degrees
eighteen minutes east one chain ; thence on the
east by a line bearing north four degrees forty-five
minutes west eight chains fifty-three links to
Bazaar street  ;  on the north-west by Bazaar street
bearing south thirty degrees forty-three minutes
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west, eight chains to the reserve for Telegraph and
Post Of ces ; and on  the south-west by a  line bear-
ing east thirty degrees eighteen minutes south four
chains ninety-six links to the point of commence-
ment.
Also,
Section 88, town of Maryborough.
RESERVE FOR  CEMETERY,  BIINDABERG.
County  of Cook , parish  of Bundaberg, portion
No.  29.
40 acres.
Commencing on the Bundaberg road three
chains wide at a point bearing 210 degrees and
distant  forty  chains from the east corner  of portion
27, and bounded thence on the south-east by that
road bearing 210 degrees twenty chains and two
links; on the south-west by a line bearing 300
degrees twenty chains ; on the north -west by a line
bearing thirty degrees twenty chains ; and on the
north-east by a line bearing 120 degrees twenty
chains and one link to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A POUND, MILCHESTER.
Parish of Milchester.
2 acres.
Commencing nineteen chains south from the
north-west corner of Milchester Township Reserve,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west four chains and forty-seven links ; on the west
by a line bearing south four chains and forty-seven
links ; on the south by a line bearing east four
chains and forty-seven, links ; and on the east by a
line bearing north four chains and forty-seven
links  to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL  SITE, KILLARNEY.
County of Merivale, parish of Killarney.
6 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at the north-west corner of portion 157, and
bounded thence on the  east  by a line bearing south
twelve chains and sixty links ; on the south by a
line bearing west eight chains and twenty-seven
links ; on the west by a line bearing north seven
chains and sixty-one links to the Condamine River ;
and on the north-west by that river upwards to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1873.
r N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
j "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
Notice is hereby given, that the lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purposes  named with respect to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TIMBER RESERVE , MAROOCHY:  BRISBANE AND
GYMPIE ROAD.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
780 acres.
Commencing on the Gympie road, at a point
about eighty chains in a south-easterly direction
from the south-east corner of portion thirty-three,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
east one hundred and twenty chains  ;  on the east
by a line bearing south ten degrees east eighty
chains  ;  on the south by a line bearing west to the
Gympie road ; and on the south-west by that road
north-westerly to the point of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE.
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
1,160 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing west about
seventy-four chains from the north-east corner of
portion 23, and bounded thence on the west by a
line bearing north eighty chains ; on the north by
a line bearing east 284 chains ; on the east by a
line bearing south ten degrees east eighty-two
chains  ; on the south by a line bearing west about
298 chains  to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING , STATION CREEK, RODD s
BAY.
About 3,200 acres.
Commencing on the west bank of Station Creek,
on the Rodd's Bay Run, at a tree marked broad-
arrow 5 in tri angle ;  thence west about 340  chains
to the River Boyne ; thence by that river down-
wards to the south-west corner of selection No.
126; thence by the south boundary of selection
No. 126 easterly to Station Creek ; and thence by
Station Creek upwards about 220 chains  in a direct
line to the point  of commencement ,-exclusive of
selection No. 96.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING, RIVERSTONE RUN.
Parish of Boyne.
About 3,000 acres.
Commencing  at the west side of the  main road
from Gladstone to Maryborough at a point due
west and distant  ten chains  from the north-west
corner of portion No. 30, parish of Boyne ; thence
being bounded on the east by that  road in a
southerly direction to the north-west corner of
selection No. 68 ; thence on the east by the west
boundary of that selection south to Machine Creek ;
thence by that creek upwards to the north boundary
of the Calliope and Boyne Gold Field Reserves ;
thence west by that boundary about 115 chains;
thence north about 220  chains, and thence east
about 120 chains to the point of  commencement.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING ,  CALLIOPE RIVER ,  BoEooN
RUN.
About 1,400 acres.
Commencing on the north side of the  main road
from Rockhampton to Gladstone  at  a point  ten
chains north from the north- east  corner of selection
No. 80; thence on the south by the aforesaid main
road westerly to the Calliope River ; thence by
that river downwards to the south-west corner of
the East Stowe Agricultural Reserve ; thence by
the south boundary of that reserve and a line due
east therefrom about 170 chains ; thence south
about ninety-two chains to the point  of commence-
ment,-exclusive of selection  No. 66 and of any
alienated  lands within the above  boundaries.
RESERVE , FOR RACECOURSE, BIINDABERG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, portion
No.  26.
320 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and a-half wide
at a point bearing sixty-five degrees and distant.
fifteen chains and ninety-five links from the south
corner of portion 16, and bounded thence on the
north-east by that road bearing 144 degrees twenty-
nine chains  and 146 degrees five chains and fifty
links to a road one chain wide; on the south-east
by that road and a line bearing 238 degrees eighty-
two chains and sixty-two links ; on the south-west
by a tine bearing 328 degrees forty-four chains
and thirty-one links ; and on the north-west by a
line bearing sixty-five degrees eighty-one chains to
the point  of commencement. .
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.
r T is hereby notified for general information that
1 the Lands as hereunder described,  situated
within the Clermont Town Reserve, have been
withdrawn from selection under the provisions of
the 41st  clause of  "The Crown Lands Alienation
Act  of 1878," for the purpose of being offered at
auction as  Town and Suburban Lots.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FROM SELECTION FOR SURVEY IN TOWN
AND SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Clermont.
580 acres.
Jommencing at the south corner of selection No.
83, and bounded thence by the south-east boundary
of that selection bearing north  forty-five  degrees
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east  fifty-four  chains and in continuation of same
line to  Brewery Creek ; thence on the north by
that creek downwards  to the south -east  corner of
selection  No. 26 ; thence by part of the east
boundary  of that selection bearing north and by a
line east along  the south boundary of selection No.
75 ; thence by part of the west boundary of selection
No. 5 bearing south to  Douglas  Creek ; thence by
Douglas Creek downwards to the south -east corner
of selection  No. 5 ; then by southern boundary of
selection  No. 25 and a line bearing east to the
north -west corner of mineral selection  No. 48A.;
on the east  by the west boundary of that selection
bearing south to the south- west  corner of same
selection  ; on the south by a line bearin west to
the north corner of selection No. 38 by the north-
west boundary of that selection and by a line
bearing west  to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth  section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified  for general information, that
the lands  hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for Public  purposes.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOB PUBLIC  PURPOSES.
County of Churchill, parish of Tarampa, portion
No.  401.
68 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River, at the south- east  corner of portion 400, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bearing
west forty-three chains and twenty-two links to
a road one chain wide ; on the west by that road
bearing south seventeen chains to another road one
chain wide ; on the south by that road bearing west
thirty-five chains to the Brisbane River; and on
the south-east by that river upwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
` The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR PUBLIC  PURPOSES,  TOWNSVILLE.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah,
town of Townsville,  allotment  6A  of Section
No. 1.
2 roods 28 perches.
Commencing on the northern side of Flinders
street at the south-east corner of the Lockup
Reserve, and bounded thence on the north-west by
a line bearing north 27 degrees east 3 chains 48
links to the Strand; thence by a line bearing east
27 degrees south 58 links; thence easterly, southerly
and westerly by a semicircular line with a radius
of 174 links ; and by Flinders street bearing north
68 degrees west 58 links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOB  POLICE PADDOCK,  ROCKHAMPTON.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
portion No. 4.
103 acres.
Commencing at the south -east corner of portion
No. 3 (Reserve for Gardens and Water), and
bounded thence on the west by a line bearing north
38 chains 50 links ; on the north by the south
boundary of portion No. 2 bearing east 24 chains ;
on the east by a line bearing south 47 chains 40
links to Yeppen Yeppen Lagoon ; and on the south
by that lagoon north-westerly to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR RACECOURSE,  RAVENSWOOD.
County of Gladstone.
142 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of a small creek
at a point bearing about 276 degrees and distant
about 44 chains from the south corner of portion 5
on Elphinstone Creek, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing 204 degrees 43 chains
and 75 links ; on the south -east by a line bearing
114 degrees 36  chains  and 25 links to Elphinstone
Creek ; on the south- east  by that creek upwards to
the junction of the small creek aforesaid ; and on
the north-east by that creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty- fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any special purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks  :  Notice is
hereby given , that  at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described wi ll  be
permanently reserved for the purposes named, with
respect to each.
RESERVE FOR  GRAVEL FOR ROAD PURPOSES,
BRISBANE AND WATERFORD ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Mackenzie.
370 acres.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of portion
227, and bounded thence on the north by part of
the south boundary line of that portion bearing
west  about 40 chains ; on the west by a line bearing
south 80 chains ; on the south by a line bearing
east to  the road from Waterford to Brisbane ; and
on the  east  by that road northerly to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  WATER,  BEENLEIGH.
County of Ward,  parish  of Boyd.
30 acres.
Commencing  on the  west side  of the road from
Beenleigh  to the Upper Albert River Ferry, and
bounded on the north by  a road  one chain wide,
forming the  south boundary of portion 117, parish
of Boyd, bearing westerly ;  on the west  by a line
bearing south in  continuation of the west boundary
of same portion  about 20 chains to the first men-
tioned road  ;  and on  the south-east by that road
north-easterly  to the point  of commencement.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE ,  SWAN CREEK.
County of Merivale, parish of Robinson,  portion
No.  199A.
23 acres.
Commencing on Swan Creek ,  at the south corner
of portion No. 199, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the south-west boundary of that
portion bearing 299 degrees 8 chains and 30 links ;
on the north by a line bearing west 2 chains; on
the west by the east boundary of portions Nos.
206 and 208 bearing south 24 chains 41 links to
Swan Creek ; and on the south and east by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RACECOURSE ,  MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough.
160 acres 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 120 degrees 30
minutes and distant 1 chain from the south corner
of portion 191 on a road 1 chain wide, and bounded
thence on the north-west by that road bearing 30
degrees 30 minutes 43 chains ; on part of the north-
east by  a line  bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 35
chains  to another road one chain wide ; on part of
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the south-east by that  road  bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes 11 chains and 44 links ; on the remainder
of the north-east by portion A and a road bearing
120 degrees 30 minutes 12 chains and 90 links to
another road 1 chain wide ; again on the south-east
by that road bearing 210 degrees 30 minutes 11
chains and 44links; on part of the south-west by
No. 7 and a road bearing 300  degrees  30 minutes
12 chains and 92 links ; on the remainder of the
south-past by that road bearing 210 degrees 30
minu 0s 20 chains to another road 1 chain wide ;
and ('1 the remainder of the south-west by that
road 1 earing 300 degrees 30  minutes 35  chains to
the p( ;at of commencement,-exclusive  of 4 acres
for a i cad 1.1 chain wide, and 1  acre  and 23 perches
for another road 1 chain wide, as shown on plan of
surve y deposited in the Surveyor-Genreal's office.
RESERVE FOB  WATER ,  MARYBOBOUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough,  portion
No. A.
13 acres 2  roods 14 perches.
Commencing  on a road 1 chain wide, at a point
bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes and distant 1 chain
from the east corner of the Racecourse Reserve ;
and bounded thence on the north-east by a line
bearing 120  degrees  30 minutes 11 chains and 88
links to another road 1 chain wide ; on the south-
east  by that road bearing 210 degrees 30 minutes
11 chains and 44links; on the south-west by a line
bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes 11 chains and 88
links to the road first aforesaid ; and on the north-
west by that road bearing 30 degrees 30 minutes
11 chains and 90 links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
rT is hereby notified for general information, that
j application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," has been
made for the closure of the undermentioned roads;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
(For the  Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
J.  VA  BON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
situation.
D.H. Cud- Bond separating seleo-
more Lion rls from selection
92
T. Foreman,  Road separating For-
W.  Bryce ,  tion 383 from po rt ions
and T.  319 320 and 321
Brooke
Parish. Area.
A. R. F.
unnamedon 1 0  6
Herbert
River
Wassail  2 2  21
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall  be published  in  the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will
be reserved  for the purpose of School Sites.
C. J. GRAHAM.
R ESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE ,  BULIMBA.
County of Stanley, parish of  Bulimba,  p ortion
No. 158A.
23 acres 1 rood.
Commencing  on a road 1 chain wide, at the
south-east corner of portion 1258, and bounded
thence on  the east by that road  bearing  158 degrees
34 chains and 25  links to a road 1 chain and 50
links wide ; on the  south by that  road bearing 260
degrees 45 minutes 13 chains and 70 links ; and on
the west by a line bearing 358 degrees 45 minutes
34 chains and 1  link to the point of commence.
ment.
RESERVE  FOR  SCHOOL SITE, BUNDAMBA.
County  of Stanley, parish of  Bundamba ,  portion
No.  171A.
1 acre 2 roods.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at the
north-west corner  of a Water  Reserve, and bounded
thence on the south by that reserve bearing 157
degrees 2 chains and 39 links, 112 degrees 3 chains
and 36 links ,  and 46 degrees 5 minutes 4 chains and
11 links  ;  on the east by a line bearing north 26
minutes east 60 links ; and on the north by a line
bearing west 7 chains and 3 links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th September, 1873.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sitting in persuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
he following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane,  on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING  DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba,  on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick,  on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalbf, on the first Friday
in each month.
A t the Land Office, Condamine,  the second
Thursday in September, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every  alternate'
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY  AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in each mouth.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards,
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At the Land Office, Townsville,  the second
Thursday  in September , 1873, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed•
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land  Office ,  Normanton ,  on the second
Tuesday in every  third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Roma , on the second
Wednesday in November, 1873, and there.
after on the second Wednesday  in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in November, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
aay in October, 1873, and thereafter on the
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the last  Thursday in every,  alternate
month.
At the Land  Office, S ringsure , on the fourth
Monday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every  alternate
month.
In the event  of any of the above days falling on
a holiday,  the sitting  will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings ,  when necessary , in addition to
the above ,  will be duly notified from  time to time.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Crown  Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  6th November, 1873.
IT is hereby  noti fied for general  information, that
the Rent  of the  undermentioned Runs, situated
in the Unsettled  Districts, not having been paid on
or before  the 30th day of September last, they will
become  absolutely forfeited  unless  the full amount
of Rent in each case, with one-fourth added by way
of penalty, be paid into the Colonial Treasury
within ninety days thereafter, as prescribed by the
Acts  and Regulations.
W. ALCOCR TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Name of  Lessee. Name of Run.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
Humphery, F. T.
Lawless , C. and P.
Lawless, C. ...
Lawless, P. ...
McKay, D. F.
Plummer, J. M.
Travis, R. ...
Ditto ...
Buokingah
Boonimbah
Boonbagan ...
Winders.. ...
Bannia ...
Toondoongondy...
Gingar Ginger ...
Cloncose ... ...
BURKE DISTRICT.
Clifford and Courtnay
Ditto ...
Cowan Cowan and
Nichol
Ditto ... ...
Keira ... ...
Marathon ...
Cowan Downs ...
Sorghum Downs,
No. 1
Ditto ... ... Sorghum Downs,
No. 2
Thompson, J. .. Prarie, No. 2 ...
COOK DISTRICT.
Mossman, A....
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Pine
Copperfield
Nepowe ...
Preston ...
Rienza ...
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Clynes, P. ... . Bingeyrang
Gilchrist, Watt, and Co. Ballon ...
Lloyd,  C. G. H.  ...  Culgarra...
Rent.
£ s. d.
13 16
45 0
45 0
45 0
12 10
27 10
37 10
49 10
10 0
22 10
25 0
25 0
25 0
42 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7 10 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
12 10 0
72 10 0
44 0 0
RENT OF RUNS IN UNSETTLED DISTRICTS
--continued.
Name of Lessee. Name of Run. Rent.
GREGORY DISTRICT.
Hammond, G. T.
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Argyle .. ..
ditto (arrears)
Tenham ... ..
ditto (arrears)
£  S.  d.
6 5 0
1 0 10
6 5 0
1 0 10
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Arming, R. J. and F. A.
Carr, J. C. ...
Curr, Marmaduke ...
Miles,  W. ... ...
Ditto ...
Mytton, E.
Ditto ...
Plant and Case
Ditto ...
Plant , E. H....
Ditto
Wildash, F. J. C.
Ditto ...
Reedy Springs, 1 11 3
No. 2 (arrears)
Cardigan 37 10 0
Gil Gunyah ... 9 7 6
Victoria Downs, 17 10 0
No. 1
Victoria Downs, 26 0 0
No. 2
Kinloch, No. 1 ... 18 15 0
Kinross  ... ... 18 15 0
Glenell .. 6 5 0
ditto (arrears)  4 13  9
Collopy ... 6 5 0
ditto (arrears) 2 12 1
Miles Lake ... 158 8 0
Gara ... ... 10815 0
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Earl, James
Miles, Wm.
Ditto
Ditto
North, J.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Mount Carmel ...
Hidden Valley ...
Conway, No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2
Tiptree Hill, North
ditto  (arrears)
ditto No. 2...
ditto (arrears)
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Balfour, G.
Bank of New South
Wales
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .. ...
Foot  and Sons ....
Forlonge , W.... ...
Ditto ...
Gilliam, T. W. ...
Haly, C. R. ...
Joint Stock Bank
Ditto ...
Logan, R.
London Chartered Bank
Mattherson, D. ...
Morgan , Wm. ...
McCord and Skene ...
McLean, M. J. ...
Ditto
McMullen, J. F.
Ditto ...
Ditto
MoPhillamy, C.
Perkins, Thos.
Ditto ...
Peter, McLeay, Boner,
Onslow  and Onslow
Ramsay , D. ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Robertson  and Want
Shannon,  J. ... ...
Ditto ...
Tansey, M. ...
Ditto ...
Want, R. C. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Columba...
Clive ...
25 0 0
84 4 0
36 0 0
30 12 0
6 6 0
2,12 1
6 5 0
2 12 1
12 10 0
43 0 0
Canal ... ... 43 0 0
Ardah ...  35 .0 0
Canal, No.  2 ... 35 0 0
Moravia Downs ...  27 10 0
Harrow ... 6 5 0
ditto  (arrears) 5 4 2
Baffle  Block  ...  3 15 0
Arcadia,  North  ...  30 0 0
Kynebil ...  ... 14 10  0
North Yen Yan 9 0 0
Gurt
Lins Forest ... 27 10 0
Wongaleigh  ...  33 16  0
Ashfield ... ... 18 15 0
Barwon Park  ... 67 10 0
Winchester Downs 18 15 0
Spring Creek, No. 20 12 6
2
ditto (arrears) 1 17 6
Balling-le-roche... 34 2 0
Wilpenah ... 28 10 0
Balpannah ... 28 10 0
Somerby... 37 16 0
Conciliation Creek, 27 10 0
Block B
Repulse  Creek, 28 0 0
No. 2
Carnarvon Creek, 80 0 0
No. 3
Roseylie ... .. 27 10 0
Goongella  27 10  0
Broadlea... 27 10 0
Galgathaa 13 2 6
Saltbush Park, 20 0 0
No. 2
Drumcondra  ..is  16. 0 0
Sutton  .... ...  29 8 0
Wallburry .. 37 10  0
Galgsthaa East ... 12 10 0
Meroo  .. ... 12 10 0
Miambaa  ...  13 3 6
Neeinbaa  12 10  0
Widerege wide- 2710 0
rags
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RENT OF RUNS IN UNSETTLED DISTRICTS
-continued.
Name of Lessee. Name of Run.
Boothalla Block...
Junction Block ...
and Bylang .., ,..
£  S.  d.
Anderson, T...,
Clarke and Hodgson ...
Ditto ...
Close, Thos. ... ...
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Davy and Veness ... West Thomby ...
Dexter, J. C.... ... South Teelba ...
Gordon and Flood ... Morocco ... ...
Holland, J. ... Bendeena ...
Mollwraith, T. Doogarry ...
McLean, J. D. (repre-  East Billin ...
sentatives  of)
Ditto ,.. ... South ditto ..
Ditto ... ... Upton ...
Ditto ... ...  Mount Bindeygo
Ditto ... ...  Bosnia  ... ..
Ditto ... ... Ravenna... ..
Ditto ... ... Mount Bindango
Ditto ... ... Mullock ... ..
Ditto ... ...  Isis  ...  ..
Ditto ... ,.. Billin ..
Ditto ... ... North Billin ..
Ditto ... ...  Maxvale  ... ..
Ditto ... ... Watershed
Seidel, E. F. ... ... North Durin Durin
Tate, Geo. ... ,..  Murry Murry ...
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Miles , Win. ... Eversleigh, No. 1
Ditto ... ditto No. 2
Ditto ... ditto No. 3
Tweed , John ... Wyndeyer Creek
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Geary,  E. M....
Ditto
Hood, Torrance,
Hood
Wiles , Wm. ...
Nicholls, John
O'Sullivan Florence
Pain, Thos. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Pattiford, Jas...
Dulbydilla ... 35 0 0
Oberina ... ... 51 5 0
Pannonia 46 5 0
Manandi ll a, No. 1 49 10 0
Lower Eulo Left
Callene ...
Stockade Block ...
Bowra West ...
Bandy .. ...
Goomorah ...
Bimbilla West ...
Rent.
33 0 0
22 10 0
60 10 0
27 10 0
62 10  0
27 10 0
27 10 0
2810 0
28 10 0
28 10 0
28 10 0
28 10 0
33 0 0
33 0 0
27 10  0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10  0
11 5 0
35 0 0
75
30
16
15
0 0
0 0
5 0
0 0
25 0
25 0
12 10
0
0
0
15 0 0
75 0 0
28 15 0
70 0 0
70 0 0
27 10 0
6 17 6
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for general informationthat in cases where applicants, for Mineral
Lands are desirous, before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments  must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSH.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1872.
THE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
showing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Offioe, George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
l ?
OTICE is hereby given, that Mr. RlcsaaD
WILLIAM CURTIS has been this day ap-
pointed by me under 116 clause  "Customs dot of
1873" a Port Gauger for the purpose of weighing,
measuring, or gauging goods in any bonded ware-
house in Brisbane, for the sole satisfaction of the
importers or proprietors of such goods.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs, Brisbane,
11th December, 1873.
BOARDING STATIONS, PORT OF MORE-
TON BAY.
UNDER 14TH CLAUSE, 37 VICT., No. 1.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that with the consent
of The Honorable the Treasurer, I hereby
appoint the undermentioned Boarding -Stations at
this Port for vessels entering or departing to bring
to for the boarding or landing of officers of the
Customs, when signalled so to do ; and that I
further direct, with such consent as aforesaid, that
the signals to be used at or off such Stations for
stopping vessels for the purposes aforesaid, shall
be (for the day-time) flags J W of the Inter-
national Code of Signals. and at night a red light.
Any master or pilot in charge of any vessel
within the limits of either of such Boarding Stations
who shall fail to heave or bring to on such signals
being duly hoisted, shall be liable, under the above
clause , to a penalty of £30. .
THREE  BOARDING  STATIONS, MORETON BAY-
Lytton-Off the Customs boat-shed.
Signal to  be hoisted from Flag-staff at boat-house.
Off the Water Police Hulk " Proserpina."
Signal  to be hoisted from the Hulk.
Moreton Island-On  the Five Fathoms Bank,
Yule Roads, abreast the boat-shed at the Pilot
Station.
Signal to be hoisted from Flag-staff at boat-shed.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane ,  2nd December, 1873.
BOARDING STATION, PORT OF KEPPEL
BAY.
UNDER 14TH CLAUSE , 37 VICT., NO. 1.
N OTICE is hereby given , that with the consent
of The  Honorable the Treasurer, I hereby
appoint the undermentioned Boarding Station at
Keppel Bay for vessels entering or departing to
bring to for the boarding or landing of officers of
the Customs when signalled so to do ; and that I
further direct ,  with such consent as aforesaid, that
the signal to be used at or off such Stations for
stopping vessels for the purposes aforesaid ,  shall  be
(for the day -time ) flags JW  of the International
Code of Signals ,  and at night a red light.
Any master or pilot in  charge  of any vessel
within the limits of either of such Boarding
Stations ,  who shall  fail to heave or bring to on
such signals being duly hoisted, sha ll  be liable,
under the above clause ,  to a penalty of £30.
BOARDING STATION, KEPPRL BAY-
Pilot Station.
Signal to be hoisted from Flag-staff at Pilot
Station.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Bri bane, 2nd December, 1873.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for  general  information, that
the within- named persons  have been licensed
to occupy for pastoral purposes the undermentioned
Runs, situated in the UNSETTLED DISTRICTS, in
accordance  with the provisions of  " The Pastoral
Leases Act  of 1869," 33 Victoria, No. 10, and the
Regulations established thereunder.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Cobbareena.
Licensee-Robert Mackie.
Estimated  area-60 square miles.
Commencing at the north- west corner  of Malara,
thence bounded on the north by the south boundary
of Upper Wiembilla westerly to the eastern
boundary of Cooloomallee ; thence southerly about
nine miles  ; thence on the south by an east line to
the south- west corner of Malara  Run ; and on the
east by the  western  boundary of that run northerly
to the starting point.
Name of Run-South Glen.
Licensee-Edwin  Holmes.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing on a branch of Undulla Creek
known as Horse Creek at a tree marked broad-
arrow over N about three and a-half miles above
the south boundary of the Culgara Block, and
bounded on the west by a line south eight miles ; on
the south-west by a line south-east to the range
dividing  the waters  of the Condamine River from
those of the Moonie River ; on the south-east by
that range north-easterly to the west corner of the
Liddeldale Block, being the head of Horse Creek,
and on the north-east by that creek downwards to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Kaywanna East.
Licensees-Jacob Low and William Low.
Estimated  area-30 square miles.
Bounded on the east by the west boundary of
Tarewinabar West Run, and a northerly continuation
of that boundary ; on the south by part of the north
boundary of Yarrilwanna Run ; on the west by the
eastern boundary of Kaywanna Run ; and on the
north by watershed of the Weir and Moonie
Rivers. This is a strip of country about one and
three-quarter miles wide, between Kaywanna and
Tarewinabar West Runs.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Name of Run- Frankvale.
Licensee-Charles Robert Haly.
Estimated  area-90 square miles.
Bounded on the east by broken country, on the
south by the Robinson River until it strikes the
Glenhaughton Block ; thence alonf the boundary of
that block until it strikes Craig a Creek Block ;
thence along the boundary of that block, on the
north and west by the watershed of Palm-tree and
Arcadia Creeks.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Culgoa X.
Licensees -Frederick John Cobb Wildash and
Kenneth Hutchison.
Estimated area-100  square miles.
Commencing at the west angle of the Culgoa
Back Run, on the north side of the Culgoa River;
bounded thence on the south-west by a north-west
line ten miles ; thence on the north-west by a north-
east line ten  miles  ; thence on the north-east by a
south- east  line ten miles to the north angle of the
said Culgoa Back Run ; and thence on the south-
east by a south-west line along the north-west
boundary of last-mentioned run ten miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Culgoa Y.
Licensees-Frederick John Cobb Wildash and
Kenneth Hutchison.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the  west angle  of the Tako Run,
on the north side of the Culgoa River ; bounded
thence on the south-west by a north-west line along
portions of the north-east boundaries of the Culgoa
Back and Culgoa X Runs ten miles ; thence on the
north-west by a north -east  line five miles ; thence
on the north-east by a south-east line along a part
of the south-west boundary of the Miamonungmdi
South Run ten m iles to the north angle of the
aforesaid Tako Run, and thence on the south-east
by a south-west line  along  the north-west boundary
of last-mentioned run five miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Culgoa Z.
Licensees-Frederick John Cobb Wildash and
Kenneth Hutchison.
Estimated area-85  square miles.
Commencing at the west angle of the  Miamonun-
gindi South Run on the north side of Culgoa River,
bounded thence on the south-west by a north-west
line along part of the north-east boundary of the
Culgoa Y Run six and a-half miles ; thence on the
north-west by a north-east line thirteen miles and
one chain ; thence on the north-east by a south-east
line seven  miles to the north angle of the Jangalby
West Run ; thence on the south-east by a south-
west line along the north-west boundary of last-
mentioned run five miles to the north-east boundary
of the aforesaid Miamonungindi South Run ; thence
again on the south-west by a north-west line along
a part of the north-east boundary of last-mentioned
run to its north angle forty chains ; and thence
again  on the south-east by a south-west line along
the north-west boundary of said Miamonungindi
South Run, 631 chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Miltonise.
Licensee-Robert McMicking.
Estimated  area-64  square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the
Callowhey Run, on the south bank of the Maranoa
River ; bounded thence on the north-east by a
south-south- east  line along the south-west boundary
of said run about seven  miles ;  thence on the south
by a west line about ten miles; thence by a north-
west line about eight miles to the south angle of the
Yarara Lake Run ; thence by a north- east line
along a part of the south-east boundary of last-
named run  about six miles and three chains to
the south-west boundary of the Glenlyon Run ;
thence by a south-east  line along  a part of the
south-west boundary of last-mentioned run to the
north-west boundary of Cypress Vale Run; thence
by a south-west line along a part of the north-west
boundary of last-named run to its west angle ;
thence along its south-west boundary, being a south-
east line five miles to its south angle ; thence by a
north-east line along the south-east boundary of
said Cypress Vale Run, five miles to the right bank
of the Maranoa River ; and thence by the Maranon
River downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Keepit.
Licensees-Peter Moore and Edward Moore.
Estimated  area-948 square miles.
Commencing at the west angle of Glenarm Run,
and bounded thence on the north- east  by a south-
east line three miles ; thence on the north-west by
a north-cast line about two and a-half miles to the
west angle of the Bona Vista Run ; thence by a
line five miles along the south-west boundary of
the Bona Vista Run ; thence by a part of the
north-west boundary of the Bulourbul Run seven
miles ; thence on the south-west by a north-west
line eight miles ; thence on the north-west by a
north-east ling to the starting point.
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Name of Run-Bulourbul.
Licensees -Peter Moore and Edward Moore.
Estimated area-60 square miles.
Commencing at a marked tree at the south corner
of the Ivanhoe Run, and bounded on the south-east
by a south-west line ten  miles along  the boundary
line of the Yarara Lake Run ; thence on the south-
west by a north-west line five miles ; thence on
the north- west  by a line running north-east to the
south corner of Bona Vista Run, and by part of
the south -east  boundary of last-named run to the
west angle  of Ivanhoe Run ; thence by the south-
west boundary of Ivanhoe Run to the starting
point.
Name of Run-Boanbirra No. 1.
Licensees -Archibald McDonald and Peter
McDonald.
Estimated  area- 100 square miles.
Commencing  at a point about twelve  miles in a
south-westerly direction from the south-west corner
of Moorundoora Run, on the west side of the Mun-
gallala Creek ; thence on the east by a south line
ten miles  ; thence on the south by a west line ten
miles  ; thence on the west by a north line ten miles ;
and thence on the north by an east  line ten miles
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Boanbirra No. 2.
Licensees-Archibald McDonald and Peter
McDonald.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east of Boanbirra No.
1 Run ; thence on the east by a north line ten miles ;
thence on the north by a west line ten miles ; thence
on the west by a south line ten miles ; and thence
on the south by the north boundary of Boanbirra
No. 1 Run to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Boanbirra No. 3.
Licensees-Archibald McDonald and Peter
McDonald.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the north-east corner of Boanbirra
No. 2; thence on the east by a north line five miles ;
thence  on the north by a west  line ten miles  ; thence
on the west by a south  line five miles  ; and on the
south by an  east line  ten miles to the point of com-
mencement ,  running along  the northern boundary
of Boanbirra No. 2 Run.
Name of Run-Tuludunna.
Licensee-William Wentworth Bucknell.
Estimated area-92 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Tomoo No. 1 Run on the east side of the Mun-
gallala  Creek ; bounded thence on the north by an
east line  about seven and a-half miles to the west
boundary of the Hellespont Run on the west side
of Willam Creek ; thence south along a part of that
boundary to the north boundary of the Cytheria
Run ; thence west along a part of that boundary
to the north-west angle of last-mentioned run;
thence south along its west boundary to the north
boundary of the Phocis Run ; thence  west along a
part of said boundary to the north-west corner of
last-mentioned run; thence south along its west'
boundary to the north boundary of the Byzantium
Run ; thence west along a part of said boundary
to the north-west corner of last-mentioned run ;
thence south along the west boundary of said
Byzantium Run to its south-west angle; thence by
a west line  three miles to the east boundary of the
Tomoo No. 2 Run ; thence north along a part of
the east boundary of last-mentioned run to its
north-east angle ; thence west along a part of the
north boundary of last-mentioned run to the south-
east angle  of Tomoo No. 1 Run ; and thence north
along  the east boundary of last-mentioned run to
the point of commencement.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Greenvale.
Licensee-Archibald Berdmore Buchanan.
Estimated  area-30 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of J. T.
Allen's Elizabeth Creek Run on the low scrub.
ridge watershed dividing the waters of the Barcoo
from those of the Ward River and Elizabeth Creek,
and bounded thence on the north-west by a line
being part of south-eastern boundary of said Eliza-
beth Creek Run, bearing south-westerly about three
and a half-miles to northern boundary of Glanmire
Run ; thence by that boundary south-easterly
about three miles until it meets the north boundary
of Eastbourn Run; thence by part of that boundary
about four miles easterly to western boundary of
Narambla Run ; thence by part of western boun-
dary of Narambla Run northerly about two miles
to northern boundary of said run ; thence by part
of that boundary easterly until it cuts the low scrub
range before referred to ; and thence by that range
northwesterly to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Opal.
Licensee-John Franklin McMullen, Inspector,
Union Bank of Australia.
Estimated area-76 square miles.
Commencing at a marked tree broad-arrow over
P4 on the eastern boundary of Listowel Downs No.
3, situated on Pleasant Creek, and about three miles
north from the south-east boundary of that run,
and running north to the north-east boundary of
same  run ; thence by a line east about nine miles to
the range between the Langlo River and Pleasant
Creek ; thence by a line south to the mountains
running parallel with Pleasant Creek ; thence by
those mountains westerly to the south-east boun-
dary of Listowel Downs No. 4; and thence north
to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Charlotte Plains.
Licensee-John Bignell.
Estimated area-25 square miles
Commencing at a point one mile west of north-
east corner of Widgegoara Run and about fourteen
miles easterly from north-east corner of Kudnapper
Run ; thence west five miles ; thence north five
miles ; thence east five miles ; thence south five
miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Pine Hill.
Licensee-John Bignell.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the north boundary of
Charlotte Plains Run one mile east from north-
west corner of said run ; bounded thence by a line
west five miles ; thence north five miles ; thence
east five miles ; thence south five miles to point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Sedan.
Licensee-Frederick Burne.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the Paroo. River on its east
bank at the north-west corner of Kargoolnah Run
at a marked tree broad-arrow over 11 ;. thence east
about four miles to the west boundary of Kar-
goolnah East Run ; thence north ten miles ; thence
west about six miles to the Paroo River ; thence
south by that river to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Metz.
Licensee-Frederick Burne.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the east bank of the Paroo
River at the north-west corner of the Sedan Run ;
thence east about four miles; thence north ten
miles ; thence  west  about six miles to the Paroo
River; and thence by that river southerly to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Strasburg.
Licensee-Frederick Burne.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the east bank of the Paroo River
at the north-west corner of the Metz Run ; thence
by a line east about four miles ; thence north ten
miles ; thence west about  six miles to  the Paroo
River; thence by that river southerly to the point
of commencement.
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Name of Run-Orleans.
Licensee-Frederick Burne.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the west bank of the Paroo
River at a point opposite the south-west corner of
the Sedan Run ; thence west about  six miles ;
thence north  ten miles  ; thence east about four
miles  to the Paroo River ; thence by that river
southerly to the point of commencement,-ex-
elusive of any land previously held under  license,
lease , or promise  of same  from the Crown.
Name of Run-Paris.
Licensee-Frederick Burne.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the west bank of the Paroo
River at the north-east corner of the Orleans Run ;
thence west about  six miles  ; thence north ten
miles ; thence east about four miles to the Paroo
River ; thence southerly by that river to the point
of commencement,- exclusive  of any land pre-
viously held under license,  or lease,  or promise of
same  from the Crown.
Name of Run-Berlin.
Licensee-Frederick Burne.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the west bank of the Paroo
River at the north- east corner  of the Paris Run ;
thence west about six  miles  ; thence north ten
miles ; thence east about four miles to the Paroo
River ; and thence by that river southerly to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Gogolo.
Licensee-William Arthur  Bucknall.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the west side of the Langlo
River at the south-west corner of Quilbery Run,
thence west five miles ; thence north eleven miles ;
thence east about four  miles  and twenty chains to
western boundary of Baykool Run ; thence south
about six miles to south-west corner of Baykool
Run ; thence east about sixty chains to western
boundary of Quilbery Run ; and thence south by
that boundary five miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Yena.
Licensee-William Carmichael.
Estimated  area-54 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Dillalah
Retro Run, thence west five miles ; thence north
ten miles ; thence east about  five miles  and three-
quarters to the western boundary of Dillalah West
Run ; thence south by said western boundary five
miles to northern boundary of Dillalah Retro Run ;
thence west by part of northern boundary of Dil-
lalah Retro Run about three-quarters of a mile to
western boundary of Dillalah Retro Run ; and
thence south by that boundary five miles to point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Ashford.
Licensee-William Carmichael.
Estimated area-50  square miles.
Commencing at a box-tree marked A distant two
miles south and five  miles  west from north-west
corner of Yens Run ; thence west  five miles crossing
Walter's Creek ; thence north ten miles ; thence
east five miles crossing Walter's Creek ; and thence
south ten miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Callala.
Licensee-James Tyson.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Gum
Holes Run ; thence west five miles ; thence north
ten miles ; thence  east  five miles ; thence south ten
miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run--Dangarell.
Licensee-Edward William Dreyer.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing oa the western bank of Sullivan's
Creek at a point where it is cut by the northern
boundary of Pingine Run ; thence west about five
miles more or less ; thence north ten miles ; thence
east about five miles more or less to the creek ; and
thence by the creek downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Culta.
Licensee-Edward William Dreyer.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the east bank of Sullivan's
Creek at a point opposite the south-east corner of
Dangarell Run ; thence east about five miles, more
or less  ; thence north ten miles ; thence west about
five miles, more or less, to the creek ; and thence
by the creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Opal Creek.
Licensee-Edgar Julian Borrowes.
Estimated area-50  square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked X on the west
side of a dry creek, a head tributary of Bundilla
Creek, and about twelve miles west from north-
west corner of Retrac Run ; thence  ten miles
south ; thence five miles east ; thence ten miles
north, and thence five miles west to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Uhroka.
Licensee-David Parry Okeden.
Estimated  area-25 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the eastern boundary
line of the Munquin block about half a mile south
of the north-east corner of said block ; thence
south along eastern boundary of the  same  five miles;
thence east five miles along northern boundary of
the Speeliug block ; thence north five  miles ; thence
west five miles  to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Watershed.
Licensees-John Fraser, Charles Brown, and
John Monkton Brown.
Estimated  area-46 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the run
known as Carnarvon North, and bounded thence on
the west by a line north about one mile to the
Great Dividing Range ; thence by that range
easterly and south-easterly to the  range separating
the Warrego Valley from that of the  Maranoa;
thence on the east by that range southerly till it
meets a prolongation of the line forming the
northern boundary of the run  known as Carnarvon
East ; thence on the south by that  line westerly
about nine miles, more  or less,  to the eastern boun-
dary of Carnarvorf North Run ; thence  again on
the west by the eastern boundary of Carnarvon
North Run aforesaid six miles north; and thence
again by the northern boundary of that run six
miles west to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Gidgee Camp.
Licensees-James Williams, Francis Williams,
Thomas Williams, and George Williams.
Estimated  area-25 square miles.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of Lower
Bowra West Run ; thence east five miles ; thence
north five miles ; thence  west  five miles ; thence
south five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Quandon.
Licensee-William Brown Bradley.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south- east corner of Hariman
Run ; thence east five  miles  ; thence north ten
miles ; thence west five miles ; thence south ten
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Boogana.
Licensee-Ernest James Stevens.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked cross in square,
about five miles south from north-west corner of
Injamulla Run, and bounded on the east by a line
running north ten miles ; thence west by a line ten
miles ; thence south by a line ten miles ; thence
east by a line ten miles to the point of commence-
ment.
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Name of Run-Tamboryne.
Licensee-Ernest James Stevens.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Boogana
Run, and bounded on the north by a line west ten
miles ; thence by a line south ten miles ; thence
east by a line ten miles to the south-west corner of
Boogana Run ; and thence by a line north ten miles
to the point df commencement.
Name of Run-Kenilworth.
Licensees-James Francis Cudmore and Ken-
neth Budge.
Estimated  area-56 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Cudmore
Run ; thence east three  miles ;  thence south about
seven miles ; thence west about eight miles to the
south-east corner of Tara Run; and bounded on the
west by the east line of Tara Run about seven
miles north ; thence east about five miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Tara.
Licensees-James Francis Cudmore and Ken-
neth Budge.
Estimated  area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Peringa
Run ; thence south ten miles ; thence east ten
miles ; thence north ten miles to southern boundary
of Dowling 's Creek Right Run, or its prolongation
easterly ; thence by a line  east  about ten miles to
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Yalyery.
Licensee-George Owen Lyon.
Estimated  area-26 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the northern boundary
of Humeburn North Run where Yalyery Creek
cuts it ; thence due east two and a-half miles ;
thence north five miles ; thence west five miles ;
thence south five miles ; thence east two and a-half
miles to the point of commencement. Yalyery
Creek joins the Paroo River on its west side about
twelve miles above the junction of Sullivan's Creek,
and runs nearly parallel to Sullivan's Creek.
Name of Run-Burrundulla North.
Licensees-George Henry Cox and Vincent
James Dowling.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Win-
bourne Run ; thence south ten miles ; thence east
ten miles ; thence north ten miles ; and thence
west ten miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Barnum.
Licensee-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated area-55 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Quamby
Run on the Bulloo River; thence north eleven
and a-half miles; thence east about six and a-half
miles ; thence south about six and a-half miles ;
thence west about four miles ; thence south about
five miles ; thence west about two miles and a-half
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Naunton.
Licensee-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated  area-92 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Cheshunt
Back Block No. 2 Run ; thence north about eight
miles ; thence east about sixteen and a-half miles ;
thence south about three miles; thence west about
eight miles ; thence south about five miles ; thence
west eight and a-half miles to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Belfast.
Licensee-Archibald Berdmore Buchanan.
Estimated area-54 square miles.
Commencing atthe north-west corner of Owthorpe
No. 4 Run ; thence west about six miles and twenty-
eight chains ; thence south eight miles and forty
chains ; thence east six miles and twenty-eight
chains ; and t! enre north eight miles and forty
chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Bangor.
Licensee-Archibald Berdmore Buchanan.
Estimated area-39 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Owthorpe
No. 8 Run ; thence south about six miles to the
northern boundary of Prairie Run ; thence west
about six and a-half miles to the eastern boundary
of Owthorpe No. 9 Run ; thence north about six
miles to the southern boundary of Owthorpe No. 8
Run ; and thence by part of that boundary about
six miles and a-half east to point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Down.
Licensee-Archibald Berdmore Buchanan.
Estimated area-52 square  miles. -
Commencing at the south- east  corner of Owthorpe
No. 9 Run ; thence east about eight miles ; thence
north about four miles to southern boundary of
Prairie Run ; thence west by part of southern
boundary of Prairie Run about four miles ; thence
north by western boundary of Prairie Run about
five miles ; thence west about four miles to eastern
boundary of Owthorpe No. 9 Run ; and thence
south by part of that boundary about nine miles to
point of commencement.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Lacy.
Licensee-Boyd Dunlop Morehead.
Estimated area-37 square miles.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of Rider
Run, and thence bounded on the north by an east
line six miles forty chains, to the north-west
boundary of Corinda Run; thence by a south-west
line being part of the north-west boundary of said
run about three miles sixty-five chains ; thence by
a south-east line being part of the south-west
boundary of the said last mentioned run about two
miles  fifty chains to Corinda Creek ; thence on the
south-east by that creek downwards to a point
where it is met by the east boundary of Rider Run ;
and thence on the west by a north line being the
east  boundary  of last-named run seven miles
sixteen chains  to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run - Deadlock.
Licensees - John Wienholt ,  William Wienholt,
Arnold Wienholt ,  Edward Wienholt, and
Arthur Wienholt.
Estimated area- 84 square miles.
Deadlock commences at the point where the
south boundary of Deepwater intersects the west
boundary of the Thornleigh Run ; thence south
twelve miles ; thence west seven miles  ;  thence
north twelve miles ; thence east seven miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Belvoir.
Licensees - John Govett ,  James Thomson,
Thomas Russell ,  and Lewis Thomson.
Estimated area- 96 square miles.
Belvoir is bounded on the east  by the  west boun-
dary  of Deadlock Run twelve miles ; on the south
by the south boundary of Deadlock produced eight
miles ; thence on the west by a line running north
twelve miles ; thence on the north by a line running
east eight miles to the west boundary point of the
Deepwater Run.
Name of Run - Cleanskin.
Licensee - Charles Lumley  Hill.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Welbeck
Run, thence west twelve miles  ;  thence south ten
miles ; thence east to the boundary of Isis Downs-
No. 10;  thence by the boundaries of that run and
Welbeck  to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Rokewood.
Licensee - Thomas Russell.
Estimated area- 96 square miles.
Commencing  at the south- east corner  of Gowan
Run ; thence  west twelve miles ; thence south eight
thence  east twelve  miles ; thence north
eight miles to the point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Coliban.
Licensee-Thomas Russell.
Estimated area-37 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Lau-
riston ; thence north ten miles  ;  thence east two
miles forty chains to Ravensbourne Creek ; thence
following that creek to the north-west boundary
of Prairie Run ; thence south six miles ; thence
west four miles twenty chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Bloomfield.
Licensee-Thomas Russell.
Estimated area-88 square miles.
Starting at the south-east corner of Glen Stuart
Run; thence five miles north; thence five miles
east to Dalkeith; thence south by the west boun-
dary of that run to its south-west corner ; thence
by the boundaries of Dalkeith and Swaylands to a
point on the south boundary of Swaylands one mile
west of its south-east corner ; thence by a line
south to the north-west corner of Camberwell or
Boree Creek, and following the boundaries o,{
Camberwell and Forest Hill to a point on Ravens-
bourne Creek where the north and west boundaries
of Forest Hill meet ; thence south about three
m iles ; thence west six miles to the east boundary
of Prairie Run ; thence north tour miles to a point
in Ravensbourne Creek at the north-east corner of
Prairie Run ; thence following the course of
Ravensbourne Creek to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Tylden.
Licensees - John Govett, James Thomson,
Thomas Russell, and Lewis Thomson.
Estimated  area- 100 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Barcal-
dine Downs No. 3 Run ; thence five miles north ;
thence ten  miles  west ; thence ten miles south ;
thence ten  miles  east ; thence five miles north to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Wearyfoot.
Licensees-John Peter and Co.
Estimated area-85 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Ollera ;
thence five  miles  west; thence south  sixteen miles ;
thence east  six miles forty chains ; thence north
seven miles; thence  west one mile  forty chains;
thence north  nine miles  to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Daunton.
Licensees -John Peter and Co.
Estimated area-56 square miles.
Commencing  at the  north -west corner  of Weary-
foot ;  thence seven miles west  ;  thence eight miles
south ; thence  seven miles east ; thence  eight miles
north  to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Fullarton.
Licensees-Jobn Peter and Co.
Estimated  area- 56 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Weary.
foot ; thence seven  miles  west ; thence eight miles
north ; thence  seven miles east ; thence  eight miles
south to the point of  commencement.
Name of Run-Bedaurie.
Licensees -John Peter and Co.
Estimated area-68 square miles.
Commencing  at the north- east  corner of Small-
berry ; thence east eight miles ; thence south eight
eight and a-half miles ; thence west eight miles ;
thence north eight and a-half miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Meadowsland.
Licensees-John Peter and Co.
Estimated area-68 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west cornerof Bedaurie;
thence south eight and a-half miles ; thence east
eight miles ; thence north eight and a-half miles ;
thence west eight miles to tLe point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run- Beaconsfield.
Licensees-John Peter and Co.
Estimated  area- 88 square miles.
Commencing at the north -east  corner of Pickwick
Goshen ; thence by a portion of the south boundary
of Budgerigar to the north- west  corner of Rodney
Downs ; thence south by the west boundary of
Rodney Downs ; thence east by a portion of the
south boundary of the last- named  run to the north-
west corner  of Venar ; thence south by the west
boundary of that run to the north- east corner of
Daunton ; thence west by the north boundary of
that run ; thence by a portion of the east boundary
of Bedaurie ; thence by  a portion  of the north
boundary of the last- named run  to the east
boundary of Stuart Downs ; thence by the boun-
daries of that run and Pickwick Goshen to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Birdstone.
Licensee -Archibald  Berdmore Buchanan.
Estimated  area-81  square miles.
Commencing at the north- west  corner of Oak-
hampton, thence  west nine  miles ; thence south nine
miles  ; thence  east nine  miles ; thence north nine
miles to the  point of commencement.
Name of Run-Totness.
Licensee-Archibald Berdmore Buchanan.
Estimated area-81 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Bird-
stone,  thence west nine miles ; thence south nine
miles ; thence east nine miles ; thence north nine
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Bradninch.
Licensee-Archibald Berdmore Buchanan.
Estimated  area -76; square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Totness,
thence south eight miles and forty chains ; thence
east nine  miles ; thence north eight miles and forty
chains ; thence west nine miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Bampton.
Licensee-Archibald Berdmore Buchanan.
Estimated  area-73 square miles.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of Brad-
ninch, thence  east nine  miles ; thence south to the
northb oundary of Clipstone; thence west about
four and a-half miles to the north-west corner of
Clipstone ; thence south one mile ; thence west
about four and a-half miles to the south-east corner
of Bradninch ; thence north  eight  miles and forty
chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Brixham.
Licensee-Archibald Berdmore Buchanan.
Estimated area-91 square miles.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of Welbeck
North ; thence north six miles and forty chains ;
thence west thirteen miles and fifteen chains ; thence
south  six miles  and forty chains ; thence east
thirteen miles and fifteen chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Battery.
Licensees-John Govett and James Thomson.
Estimated area-88 square miles.
'Commencing at the foot of the Gowan Range, at
a point about four miles west of the south-west
corner of Terrick Terrick ; thence east about four
miles to the said south-west corner of Terrick
Terrick ; thence north ten miles ; thence west
twelve miles ; thence south about four miles ;
thence following the foot of the Gowan Range to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Alfred Downs No. 4.
Licensee-Angus MeNaughton.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the west corner of Alfred Downs
No. 2; thence north-west five miles ; thence north-
east ten miles ; thence south-east five miles ; thence
south-west ten miles to the point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Venture No. 1.
Licensees-James Thomas Allan and Herbert
Garnett.
Estimated  area-100. square miles.
Commencing at a point on Lagoon Creek, five
miles  helow a waterhole known as Troo er's Camp ;
thence by  a line  southerly five miles ; thence
easterly parallel to the said creek ten miles ; thence
northerly  ten miles ;  thence westerly parallel with
Lagoon Creek ten miles ; thence southerly five
miles  to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Venture No. 2.
Licensees-James Thomas Allan and Herbert
Garnett.
Estimated  area-100 square miles.
Commencing on Lagoon Creek adjoining the
western boundary of Venture No. 1; thence fol-
lowing that boundary northerly five miles ; thence
westerly parallel to the creek ten miles ; thence
southerly crossing the creek ten miles ; thence
easterly parallel with the creek ten miles ; thence
northerly five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Venture No. 3.
Licensees-James Thomas Allan and Herbert
Garnett.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing on Lagoon Creek adjoining the
east  boundary of Venture No. 1 ; thence following
that boundary in a northerly direction five miles ;
thence easterly parallel with the creek ten miles ;
thence southerly ten miles crossing the creek ;
thence westerly parallel with the creek ten miles ;
thence northerly five miles to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Venture No. 4.
Licensees-James Thomas Allan and Herbert
Garnett.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing on Lagoon Creek adjoining Venture
No. 3 on the east ; thence following that boundary
northerly five miles; thence easterly parallel with
the creek  ten miles  ; thence southerly crossing the
creek ten  miles ;  thence westerly parallel with the
creek ten miles ; thence northerly five miles to the
point of  commencement.
Name of Run-Vacy No. 1.
Licensee-Gilbert Gostwyck Cory.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the Barcoo River,
where the said river is intersected by the south-
west boundary of Isis Downs No. 11 Run ; thence
north-west five miles ; thence by a line parallel with
the river downwards fifteen miles ; thence south-
east  five miles to the Barcoo River; thence follow-
ing the course of the said river upwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Vacy No. 2.
Licensee-Gilbert Gostwyck Cory.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the Barcoo River
where the said river is intersected by the south-
west boundary of Isis Downs No. 7; thence south-
east five miles ; thence by a line parallel with the
course of the said river downwards fifteen miles ;
thence north-west to the said river about five miles ;
thence following the course of the said river
upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Bona Vista No. 1.
Licensee-Gilbert Gostwyck Cory.
Estimated  area-100 square miles.
Commencing at a point on Louisa Creek, where
the said creek is intersected by the south-east
boundary of Vacy No. 2 Run ; thence about north.
east  by the boundary of that run about four miles
forty chains ; thence by a line parallel with the
upward course of the said creek ten miles ; thence
by a line at right-angles to and intersecting the said
creek eight miles ; thence by a line parallel to the
downward course of the said creek fifteen miles to
the boundary of Vacy No. 2 Bun ; thence by the
boundary of the said run to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Bona Vista No. 2.
Licensee-Gilbert Gostwyck Cory.
Estimated area-80 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Bona
Vista No. 1 Run; thence by a line parallel with the
upward course of Louisa Creek ten miles ; thence
by a line at right-angles to and intersecting the
said creek eight miles ; thence by a line parallel
with the downward course of the said creek ten
miles  to the south-east corner of Bona Vista No. 1
Rttn ; thence by the east boundary of that run to
the point of commencerent.
Name of Run-Total No. 1.
Licensee-Gilbert Gostwyck Cory.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing on the Thirty-mile Creek five miles
from its junction with the Thompson River, thence
north-east five miles ; thence by a line parallel
with the upward course of the said creek ten miles ;
thence by a line at right angles to and intersecting
the said creek ten miles ; thence by a line parallel
with the downward course of the said creek ten
miles ; thence north-east five miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Total No. 2.
Licensee-Gilbert Gostwyck Cory.
Estimated  area-100 square miles.
Commencing on the Thirty-mile Creek where the
said creek is intersected by the south-east boundary
of Tocal No. I Run, thence by a northerly line at
right angles to the said creek five miles ; thence by
a line parallel with the upward course of the said
creek ten miles ; thence by a line at right angles to
and intersecting the said creek ten  miles r thence
by a line parallel with the said creek downwards
ten miles ; thence by a line at right angles to and
intersecting the said creek at the point of coin-
mencement five miles.
Name of Run-Vergemont No. 4.
Licensees-James Thomas Allan and Herbert
Garnett.
Estimated area-39 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west point of Alfred
Downs No. 3 Run, thence by  a line  west to the
boundary of Vergemout No. 3 Run; thence follow-
ing the boundary of that run to the Thompson
River; thence by that river upwards to south-west
boundary of Alfred Downs No. 3 Run; thence by
the boundary of that run to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Breedon No. 3.
Licensees-James Thomas Allan and Herbert
Garnett.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at a point:on Breedon Creek (a
tributary of the eastern branch of Maneroo Creek),
where Breedon Creek is intersected by the northern
boundary of Breedon No. 1, or Breedon No. 2
Runs ; thence west five miles ; thence by a line
parallel with the upward course of the creek ten
miles ; thence east ten miles ; thence by a line
parallel with the downward course of the creek
ten miles ; thence west five miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Bothwell No. 1.
Licensee-John Tweed.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Isis
Downs No. 11; thence north-west five miles ; thence
by a line parallel with the north-west boundary of
Vacy No. 1 Run ten miles ; thence south-east five
miles ; thence by the boundary of Vacy No. 1 Run
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Bothwell No. 2.
Licensee-John Tweed.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south corner of Bothwell No.
1 Run ; thence by the boundary of that run north-
west five miles ; thence by a line in a south-westerly
direction parallel to the north-west boundary of
Vacy No. 1 Run ten miles ; thence south-east five
miles ; thence ten miles to the point of commence-
meat.
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Name of Run-Bothwell No. 3.
Licensee-John Tweed.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the north corner of Bothwell No-
I Run ; thence north-west five miles ; thence by a
'line in a south -westerly direction parallel with the
north-west boundary of Bothwell No. 1 Run ten
miles ; thence  south-east five miles  ; thence by the
boundary of Bothwell No. 1 Run to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Bothwell No. 4.
Licensee-John Tweed.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south corner of Bothwell No.
3 Run ; thence north-west five miles ; thence by a
south-westerly line parallel with the north-west
boundary of Bothwell No. 2 Run ten  miles  ; thence
south-east five miles ; thence by the boundary of
Bothwell No .  2 Run ten miles  to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Bothwell No. 5.
Licensee-John Tweed.
Estimated area- 60 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of the north-west
boundaries of Bothwell No. 3 and Bothwell No. 4
Runs ; thence by the boundary of Bothwell No. 3
Run in a north -easterly direction  six miles ; thence
north- west five miles  ; thence by  a line in a south-
westerly direction parallel with the boundaries of
Bothwell Nos. 3 and 4 Runs twelve miles ; thence
south-east five miles ;  thence  by the boundary of
Bothwell No. 4 to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Haughton Vale No. 1.
Licensee-George Haughton.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the Thompson River
where the said river is intersected by the southern
boundaries of Jundah and Holborn Hill ; thence
west  five miles  ;  thence by a southerly  line parallel
with the course of the river. ten miles  ; thence east
five miles to the Thompson River ; thence following
the said river upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
downward course of the Thompson River, ten miles ;
thence on the south by an east line about ten miles
to the south-west corner of Holborn Hill Run ;
thence on the  east by the west boundary of the
said run ten miles to  the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Chaunsit No. 2.
Licensee-James Nisbet.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Chaunsit
No. 1 Run; and bounded thence on the south by a
west line ten miles ,  being the north boundary of
said run ; thence on the west by a line parall el with
the west boundary of Cocone Run about  ten miles ;
thence on the north by a line east ten miles to the
north-west corner of Cocone Run ; thence on the
east by a southerly line about ten miles, being the
the west boundary of the said run to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run - Chaunsit No. 3.
Licensee-James Nisbet.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the north -east corner of Chaunsit
No. 2 Run ,  and bounded on the south by a west
line ten miles ,  being the north boundary of said
run ; thence on the west by a northerly line parallel
with the west boundary of Boora Run about ten
miles  ;  thence on the north by an east line ten
miles to the north -west corner of Boora Run ;
thence on the east by the  west boundary of that
run ten miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Emu Hi lls.
Licensee - Dyson Lacy.
Estimated area-90 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Coreena
Run ; thence south six miles  ;  thence east five and
three -quarter miles  ;  thence north twelve miles ;
thence west nine and a-quarter miles. to the
north-east corner of Bellabad Run; thence south
by that run six miles to the north boundary of
Coreena Run  ;  thence east by that run three and
a-half miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Over Reach.
Licensee-Charles Lumley H ill.
Estimated area-90 square miles.
Bounded on the north by part of the south
boundary of Longreach Run and that line produced
west to Hossington Run twelve and a-half miles ;
on the west by part of the east boundary of
Hossington Run and that line produced south to
Deepwater seven and a-quarter miles; on the
south by parts of the north boundaries of Deep-
water and Thornleigh Runs and that line produced
east to Chain of Ponds Run twelve and a-half
miles  ;  and on the east by part of the west boun-
dary of Chain of Ponds Run and that line produced
north to Longreach seven and a-quarter miles.
Name of Run - Hughendon.
Licensee - John Joseph Auerbach.
Estimated area-96 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of St.
Helena Run ,  and bounded thence on the east by a
line bearing north twelve miles  ;  on the north by
the south bounda ry  of Darnhall Run bearing west
eight miles  ;  on the west by the east boundary of
Mary Downs Run bearing south twelve miles to
the north bounda ry  of St. Helena Run ; and on the
south by St .  Helena Run to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Haughton Vale No. 2.
Licensee - George Haughton.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the Thompson River
where the said river is intersected  by the  southern
boundaries of Jundah and Holborn Hill Runs ;
thence east five miles ; thence by a southerly line
parallel with the course of the said river ten miles ;
thence west five miles to the Thompson River ;
thence following the said river upwards to the
point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Cameron Downs.
Licensee-Robert Christison.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Landsborough
Creek at a box-tree marked VD over cross about
thirty- five miles above Eversleigh Run ; thence
up the  main east branch of that creek ten miles ;
thence west five miles ; thence southerly parallel
to said creek ten miles ; thence east five miles to
the point  of commencement.
Name of Run -Mingeburra.
Licensee-Robert Christison.
Estimated area- 25 square miles.
Commencing on Landsborough Creek at the
north -east corner  of  Cameron Downs Run  ;  thence
up said creek five miles ; thence west five miles ;
thence southerly parallel to creek five  miles  ; thence
east five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Chaunsit No. 1.
Licensee-James Nisbet.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Holborn
Hill Run, and bounded on the north by a west line
10 miles ; on the west by a line parallel with the
I
Name of Run-Mary Downs.
Licensee-John Joseph Auerbach.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing  at the south -west corner of Hughen-
don Run, and bounded thence on the east by the
"est boundary of Hughendon Run bearing north
twelve miles ; on the north by a line bearing west
eight and a-half  miles  ; on the west by a line south
t \velve miles to Haziewood Run ; and on the south
by parts of the north boundaries of Hazlewood
and St . Helena Runs bearing east eight and a-half
miles to the point of commencement,
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Name of Run-Douglas Downs.
Licensee-John  Joseph Auerbach.
Estimated  area-100 square miles.
Commencing  at the south-west corner of Mary
Downs Run ,  and bounded  thence on the east by the
west boundary  of that run bearing north twelve
miles ; on the north by a line west eight and a-half
miles  ; on the west by  a line south  twelve miles to
the north boundary of Quorn Run ; and on the
s iuth by parts of the north boundaries of Quorn
r id Hazlewood  Runs cast  eight and a-half miles to
tte point of  commencement.
Name of Run-Hazlemere.
Licensee -John Joseph Auerbach.
Estimated area- 98 s uare miles.
Commencing  at the south- west corner  of Douglas
Downs Run, and bounded thence on the east by the
c'est boundary of that  run bearing  north about
fourteen  miles to Ernestina  Run ; on the north-west
b the south-east boundaries of Ernestina and
Moselle Runs bearing south- west  about twenty
miles  to Colston Run ; and on the south by parts of
the north boundaries of Colston and Quorn Runs
bearing east  about fourteen miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Fernhirst.
Licensee-John Joseph Auerbach.
Estimated  area-90 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Darn-
hall Run, and bounded thence on the south by the
north boundary of Mary Downs Run, bearing west
eight and a-half miles ; on the west by a line bear-
ing north about nine and a-half miles to Blackall
Downs Run ; on the north-west by BIackall Downs
Run to the north-west corner of Wellshot Run ;
and on the east by the west boundaries of Wellshot
and Darnhall Runs to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Fittleworth.
Licensee-John Joseph Auerbach.
Estimated  area-40 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Fern-
hirat, and bounded thence on the east by the west
boundary of that  run bearing  north about nine and
a-half milts ; on the north-west by part of the south-
east boundary of Ernestina Run bearing south-west
about twelve miles to the north corner of Hazle-
wood Run ; on the west by a line south about two
miles ; and on the south by the north boundary of
Douglas Downs Run bearing east about eight and
a-half miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-St. Brides.
Licensee-James Devereux.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the east branch of
Maneroo Creek where the  said  creek is intersected
by the northern boundary of Sahara Run ; thence
west five miles ; thence parallel with the said creek
upwards ten miles ; thence five miles east to
Maneroo Creek ; thence following the course of
the creek downwards ten miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Planet.
Licensee-James Devereux.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the east branch of
Maneroo Creek, where the said creek is intersected
by the northern boundary of Sahara Run ; thence
five miles east ; thence parallel with the course of
the said creek upwards ten miles ; thence five miles
west to Maneroo Creek ; thence following the
course of the said creek downwards ten miles to
point of commencement.
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Kangaroo Hills No. 1.
Licensees-John Allingham and Christopher
Allingham.
Estimated area-32 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Tuppal
Run on Camel Creek and bounded thence by a line
east four  miles , being the north boundary of Tuppal
Run ; thence by a line parallel to the general course
of Camel Creek northerly eight miles ; thence west
four miles  to Camel  Creek ;  and thence by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Kangaroo Hills No. 2.
Licensees-John Allingham and Christopher
Allingham.
Estimated  area-32  square miles.
Commencing at the confluence of Camel Creek
with the Burdekin River, and bounded thence on
the south by the Burdekin River upwards to a
point four miles in a straight line from the startin
point; thence by  a line  east four miles to Came
Creek ; and thence by that creek downwards to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-K angaroo  Hills No. 3.
Licensees-John Allingham and Christopher
Allingham.
Estimated area-32 -square  miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Camel Creek at
the north-west corner of Kangaroo Hills No. 1
Run, and bounded thence on the south by the north
boundary of that run bearing east four m iles;
thence on the east by a line parallel to the general
course of Camel Creek northerly eight miles ;
thence by a line bearing west four miles to Camel
Creek ; and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Kangaroo Hills No. 4.
Licensees-John Allingham and Christopher
Allingham.
Estimated  area-56  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Douglass
Creek at a point six miles above the confluence
thereof with the Burdekin River, and bounded
thence on the south by a line west about four miles
to Tomahawk Creek ; thence by that creek upwards
about eleven  miles  ; thence by a line bearing east
about ten miles to Douglass Creek ; and thence by
that creek downwards to the point of commence.
ment.
Name of Run-Kangaroo Hills No. 5.
Licensees -John Allingham and Christopher
Allingham.
Estimated  area-44 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Tomahawk
Creek at a point immediately opposite to the south-
west corner of Kangaroo
To.
No. 4 Run, and
bounded  thence  on the south by a line west four
miles  ; thence on the west by a line parallel to the
general  course of Tomahawk Creek northerly about
eleven miles ; thence on the north by a line east
four miles to Tomahawk Creek ; and thence by
that creek downwards to the point  of commence.
ment.
Name of Run-Kangaroo Hills No. 6.
Licensees-John Alhngham and Christopher
Allingham.
Estimated  area-32 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Douglass
Creek at the north-east corner of Kangaroo Hills,
No. 4 Run, and bounded thence on the south by a
line bearing west four miles, being part of the
north boundary of that run ; on the west by a line
parallel to the general course of Douglass Creek
northerly eight miles ; on the north by a line bear-
ing east four miles to Douglass Creek, and thence
by that creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Kangaroo Hills No. 7.
Licensees-John Allingham and Christopher
Allingham.
Estimated area-32 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Douglass Creek
at a point immediately opposite to the south-east
corner of Kangaroo Hills No. 4 Run ; and bounded
thence on. the south by a line bearing east four
miles ; thence on the east by a line parallel to the
general course of Douglass Creek northerly eight
miles ; thence on  the  north by a line bearing west
four miles to Douglass Creek ; and thence by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Kangaroo Hills No. 8.
Licensees-John Allingham and Christopher
Allingham.
Estimated area-35 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Tomahawk
Creek at the north-east corner of Kangaroo Hills
No. 5 Run, and bounded thence on the south by a
line bearing west about eight miles to the south-east
boundary of Kangaroo Hills No. 1 Run ; and thence
by that boundary line and Kangaroo Sills No. 3
In  north-easterly to Tomahawk Creek ; and
thence by that creek downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Kangaroo Hills No. 9.
Licensees-John Allingham and Christopher
Allingham.
Estimated area-45 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Burdekin
River at a point bearing south six degrees thirty
minutes west  from the south-east corner of Tuppal
Run, and bounded thence on the west by a line
bearing north sir degrees thirty minutes east eight
miles  ; thence on the north by a line bearing east five
miles ;  thence on the east by a line bearing south
to the Burdekin River,-and thence by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Reedy Springs No. 4.
Licensees-Richard Arming, John Anning, and
Francis Albert Anning.
Estimated area-30 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the left bank of the
Clark River, immediately opposite to the north-
west corner  of Yering Run, and bounded thence
on the north-east by a line bearing north-west five
miles ; thence on the north-west by a line parallel
to the  general course of the Clark River south-
westerly  six miles ; on  the south-west by a line
bearing south-east five miles to the Clark River,
and thence by that river downwards to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Kangaroo Hills No. 11.
Licensees-John Allingham and Christopher
Allingham.
Estimated area-32 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Burdekin
River at the south-east corner of Bagatelle Run,
and bounded thence on the west by the east
boundary of that run bearing north  seven miles
twenty chains ; thence on the north by a line
bearing east about six miles to the  western
boundary of Kangaroo Hills No. 2 Run ; thence
on the east  by the last-mentioned boundary line
bearing south-south-westerly to the Burdekin River,
and thence by that river upwards to the point of
commencement.
Burdekin River ; thence by that river downwards to
its confluence with Douglass Creek; and thence by
that creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-South Merino.
Licensees-John Mitchell and Patrick Gilbert
Gill.
Estimated  area-28 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burdekin
River at the south-east corner of Merino Downs
Run, and bounded thence on the north-west by the
south-east boundary of that run bearing south-
west five miles and sixty chains ; thence on the
south-west by a line bearing south-east about three
miles to the Clark River ; and thence bB that
river downwards to its confluence with the urde-
kin River ; and thence by the Burdekin River
upwards to the point of commencement.
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Spring Lawn.
Licensee-Thomas Holt.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Commencing at a point one and a-half miles south
from the north-west corner of Blue Mountain Peak
No. 2 Run, and bounded thence on the north by a
line west five miles ; thence on the west by a line
south five miles ; thence on the south by a line east
five miles to the western boundary of Blue Moun-
tain Peak No. 2 Run ; thence on the east by said
boundary north five miles to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Enghien No. 2.
Licensee-Charles Parbury.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Blowhard Creek
at a point where the south boundary line of Enghien
Run crosses same, and bounded thence on the north
by that boundary lice bearing west five miles ;
thence on the west by a line bearing south ten
miles ; thence on the south by a line bearing east
about five miles to Blowhard Creek ; and thence by
teat creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Doorunna.
Licensees-Albert Andrew Wright and Frede-
rick Wentworth Wright.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Diamond
Downs Run, and bounded thence on the south by
a line bearing east five miles ; thence on the east
by a line bearing north five miles ; thence on the
north by a line bearing west five miles to the east
boundary line of Diamond Downs Run ; and thence
by that boundary line bearing south to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Briar Field.
Licensees-John Mitchell and Patrick Gilbert
Gill.
Estimated  area-45 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burdekin
River at the north corner of Niall Run, and
bounded thence on the south-west by the north-
east boundary of that run bearing south-east five
miles and ten chains ; thence on the south by a
line bearing  east six miles  ; thence on the east by
a line bearing north to the Burdekin River ; and
thence by that river upwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Spring Grove.
Licensees-John Mitchell and Patrick Gilbert
Gill.
Estimated area-42 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Douglass
River at the south-east corner of Kangaroo Hills
No. 4 Run, and bounded thence on the north by
the south boundaries of Kangaroo Hills Nos. 4
and 5 Runs, bearing west eight miles and crossing
Tomahawk Creek ; thence on the west by a line
bearing south about four and a-half miles to the
Name of Run-Lilla Plains.
Licensees-Albert Andrew Wright and Fre-
derick Wentworth Wright.
Estimated area-30 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the western boundary
line of Vicenza Run where Logan Creek crosses
same, and bounded thence on the east by part of
said boundary line and a prolongation of same
bearing north six miles ; thence by a line bearing
west five miles ; thence by a line bearing south
about six miles to Logan Creek, and thence by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Teenie Plains.
Licensees-Albert Andrew Wright and Fre-
derick Wentworth Wright.
Estimated  area-30 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the western boundary
of Vicenza Run where Logan Creek  crosses same,
and bounded thence on the east by the said boundary
line and a prolongation of same bearing south six
miles ; thence by a line bearing west five miles ;
thence by a line bearing north about six miles to
Logan Creek ; and thence by that creek upwards
to the point of commencement.
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Name of Run.-Horbury Grove.
Licensee-Thomas Holt.
Estimated  area-43 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Belyando
River at the north- east corner  of Capricorn Run, and
bounded thence on the south by a part of the north
boundary of that run bearing  west four miles ;
thence by a line bearing north about  ten miles and
twenty chains to the Belyando River ; and thence
by that river upwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Mount Jessie.
Licensed-Arthur Hunter Palmer.
Estimated  area-83 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Belyando
River at a tree marked SBI opposite to the south-
west corner of the Mount Cecilia Run; bounded
thence on the south by a west  line eleven miles ;
thence on the west by a north line eleven miles to
the south boundary of the Ashenhurst Run ; thence
on the north by an  east  line four miles to the left
bank of the Belyando River; and thence by that
river upwards to the point of commencement.
COOK DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Dashwood.
Licensee-Alexander Stuart.
Estimated  area- 35 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of  Carpen-
taria Downs East Run, on the north .bank of the
Lagoon Creek, and bounded thence on the west by
the east boundary of that run north- westerly seven
miles ;  thence on the north by  a line bearing east
five miles ; thence by a line parallel to the first
south-easterly  seven miles  to the Lagoon Creek ;
and thence by that creek to the point of  commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Snake 's Valley
Licensees-Charles Collins and Thomas Collins.
Estimated area-40 square m iles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Lynd
Water Run, and bounded thence on the north by
a line bearing west five miles ; thence on the west
by a line bearing south eight miles ; thence on the
south by a line bearing east five miles to the west
boundary of Lynd Water Run ; and thence by
that boundary line bearing north eight miles to
the point of commencement.
BURKE DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Sussex No. 2.
Licensees-Robert Gray, Charles Gray, and
Mowbray Gray.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Commencing on the Flinders River at the south-
west corner of Bund Run, and bounded thence on
the east by the western boundary of that run
bearing north six miles and twenty chains ; on the
north by part of the south boundary of Fairlight
No.  I  Run bearing west five miles and twenty
chains ; on the west by a line bearing south four
miles to the Flinders River opposite a point thirty
chains below a tree marked broad-arrow over
XXXVIII ; and on the south by that river up-
wards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Dixey.
Licensee-Wellington C. Bundock.
Estimated area -37 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked B x H on Neelia
or Minamere Creek, five miles above the upper
boundary of Minamere Run, and bounded thence
on the west by a line bearing south five miles ; on
the south by a line bearing  east  seven miles thirty-
two chains ; on the east by a line bearing north
about five miles to Minamere or Neelia Creek ;
and on the north by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Alva.
Licensee-Donald McIntyre.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on a plain at a tree marked K about
thirty miles distant on a bearing east 36 degrees
south from the junction of the Gilliot with the
Cloncurry River; and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing north-east five miles ;
-on the north-east by a line bearing south -east ten
miles ;  on the south-east by a line bearing south-
west five miles ; and on the south-west by a line
bearing north-west ten miles to the point of com-
mencement.
Marne of Run-Sedan.
Licensee-Donald Campbell.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the east bank of the Cloncurry
River at a point opposite a tree marked broad-
arrow over LXXX over A ; and bounded thence
on the north-east by a line bearing south-east four
miles ; on the south-east by a line bearing south-
west ten miles ; on the south-west by a line bear-
ing north-west seven miles sixty chains to the
Cloncurry River ; and thence on the north-west by
that river downwards to the point of commencement.
GREGORY DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Berella North.
Licensee-Charles Marshall Nutting.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked N at a point where
the track from Wilson's River to Kyabra Station
crosses  Korungulla Creek ; thence five  miles north ;
thence west ten miles ; thence south five miles ;
thence east ten miles to the point of commence-
ment.
NOTE.-Korungulla Creek is about twenty miles north
from northern extremity of Kalboora West Run.
Name of Run-Berella South.
Licensee-Charles Marshall Nutting.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked N at a point where
the track from Kyabra Station to the Wilson River
crosses Korungulla Creek ; thence five miles south ;
thence ten miles west ; thence five miles north ; and
thence ten miles east to the point of commence-
ment.
NOTE -Korungulla Creek is about twenty miles north
from northern extremity of Kalboora West Run.
Name of Run-Bungindery.
Licensees - Patrick Durack and Michael
Durack.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked M about fifteen
miles south -easterly from south-west corner of
Mount Ortheven Run, and close to road  leading
from Thylyungra Head Station to Moble Run
(applied for in the Warrego District) ; thence
north five miles ; thence west ten miles ; thence
south five miles ; and thence east ten miles to the
point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Owwirree.
Licensee-Robert Doyle.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the right or western bank of
Cooper's Creek, at the south-east corner of Maapoo
Run, as amended ; thence extending up the creek
ten miles  with an average depth of five miles.
Name of Run-Stanley.
Licensee-Neil Hugh Macdonald.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Morinish
West Run, on Annie Creek ; thence north about
seven miles more or less; thence west ten miles ;
thence south about three miles more or less to the
creek ; and thence by the creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Turtulla.
Licensee-Neil Hugh Macdonald.
Estimated  area-100 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked N on the  east side
of Cooper's Creek, at the south end of Didhelgima
Waterhole, and about thirty-four miles westerly
from Nilparoo  East  Run; thence  east  ten miles;
thence north  ten miles  ; thence  west  ten miles to
the creek ; and thence downwards by the creek to
the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Calilpie.
Licensee-Neil Hugh Macdonald.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Turtulla
Run, on the east side of Cooper's Creek ; thence
east  ten miles ; thence north ten miles ; thence
west  ten miles to Cooper's Creek ; and thence by
the creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Dunoon.
Licensee-Neil Hugh Macdonald.
Estimated  area-50  square miles.
Commencing  at the north-west corner of Calilpie
Run, on the  east side  of Cooper's Creek ; thence
east  about five  miles ; thence  north ten miles ;
thence west  about five miles to the creek ; and
thence downwards by the creek to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Glasgow.
Licensee -Neil Hugh Macdonald.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing  at the north -west  corner of Dunoon
Run on the east  side of Cooper's Creek ; thence
east about five miles ;  thence north ten miles ;
thence west  about five miles to the creek ; and
thence downwards  by the creek to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Greenock.
Licensee-Neil Hugh, Macdonald.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the west side of Cooper's Creek
at a point opposite the north-west corner of Calilpie
Run ; thence west about five miles ; thence north
ten miles  ; thence east about five miles to the creek ;
and thence downwards by the creek to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Edinburgh.
Licensee -Neil Hugh Macdonald.
Estimated area-60 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Greenock
Run on the  west side  of Cooper's Creek, thence
west about  five miles ;  thence north ten miles ;
thence  east about  five miles to the creek ; and thence
downwards by the creek to the point of commence.
ment.
Name of Run-Wombundery South.
Licensee-John Fraser.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Cooper's Creek
at the south-west corner of Wonbundery Run,
thence east five miles ; thence south ten miles ;
thence west five  miles  to the creek ; and thence by
the creek  upwards to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Merrie Merrilla.
Licensee-John Fraser.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Cooper's
Creek at a point opposite the south-west corner of
Wonbundery Run ; thence northerly along the creek
five miles ; thence west five miles ; thence south ten
miles  ; thence east five miles ; thence north five
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Western Downs North.
Licensee-John Costello.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Western
Downs Run ; thence north five miles ; thence west
ten miles ;  thence south five  miles  ; and thence east
ten miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Western Downs West.
Licensee-John Costello.
Estimated area-40  square miles.
Commencing at a point on the western side of
Costello's Creek, opposite the south -western corner
of Western Downs Ruir; thence west about five
miles ;  thence north eight miles ; thence east about
five miles to the creek ; and thence by the creek
upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Kyabra North.
Licensee-John Costello.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing  at the south-west corner of Touro
Run, on the right bank of Kyabra Creek ; thence
east about five miles ; thence south ten miles to
northern boundary of Kyabra Run, or its pro-
longation eastwards; thence west about five miles
to the creek; and thence downwards by the creek
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Loch Derg North.
Licensee-.John Costello.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Wheo Run, on the left bank of Kyabra Creek ;
thence west about five miles ; thence south ten
miles to northern boundary of Loch Derg Run ;
thence east about five miles to the creek ; and thence
by the creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment
Name of Run-Hughes.
Licensee-Herbert Brixton Hughes.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Upper
Conbar East Run, on the Wilson River ; thence
south ten miles ; thence east five miles ; thence
north ten miles ; thence west five miles to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Tamati.
Licensee-Herbert Brixton Hughes.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Pastoria
Run, on the Wilson River ; thence south ten miles ;
thence east five miles ; thence north ten miles ;
thence west five miles to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Gindina.
Licensee-Herbert Brixton Hughes.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Lubrina
East Run, on the Wilson River, thence fifteen
miles south ; thence five miles east ; thence fifteen
miles north ; and thence five miles west to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Tipperra.
Licensee--Herbert Brixton Hughes.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Nocka-
tunga East Run, on the Wilson River; thence
south fifteen miles ; thence east five miles ; thence
north fifteen miles ; thence west five miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Wippo.
Licensee-Herbert Brixton Hughes.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of
Queemarree South Run, and the south-west corner
of Nockatunga East Run, on the Wilson River ;
thence ten miles south ; thence ten miles east ;
thence ten miles north ; thence ten miles west to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Merri.
Licensee-Herbert Brixton Hughes.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing  at the south-east corner of
Queemarree South Run, on the Wilson River ;
thence  test ten miles  ; thence south five miles ;
thence east ten miles ; thence north five  miles to
the point  of commencement.
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Name of Run-Pady Pady.
Licensee-Herbert Brixton  Hughes.
Estimated  area- 50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Noeka-
burrawarry South Run, on the Wilson River ;
thence east ten miles ; thence south five miles ;
thence west ten miles ; thence five miles north to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Bute.
Licensee-Herbert Brixton Hughes.
Estimated  area- 50 square miles.
Commencing on Graham 's Creek, at the south
oast  corner of Rothesay Run ; thence about five
miles  west ; thence ten miles south ; thence about
five miles east to Graham 's Creek  ;  and thence by
the creek downwards to the point of  commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Hobkirk.
Licensee-Herbert  Brixton Hughes.
Estimated area- 50 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Nocka-
burrawarry North Run, on the Wilson River ;
thence east ten miles ; thence north five miles ;
thence west ten miles ; thence south five miles to
point of  commencement.
Name of Run-Heeney.
Licensee-Herbert Brixton Hughes.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing at, the north-east  corner  of Quee-
marree North Run, on the Wilson River; thence
north five miles ; thence  west ten miles ; thence
south five miles ; thence east ten miles to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Horse Run.
Licensee-Herbert Brixton Hughes.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of Heeney
Run ; thence ten miles north ; thence five miles
west ; thence ten miles south ; thence five miles
east to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Meadows.
Licensee-Herbert Brixton Hughes.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west  corner  of Lubrina
West Run, on the Wilson River ; thence west five
miles ; thence south fifteen miles ; thence east five
miles ; thence north fifteen miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Ilberry.
Licensee-Herbert Brixton Hughes.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Branch
Block Run, on the Wilson river ; thence ten miles
north ; thence five miles west ; thence  ten miles
south ; thence five miles east to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of  Run-Pamamarro.
Licensee-Herbert Brixton Hughes.
Estimated area- 50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Conbar
'West Run, on the Wilson River; thence ten miles
north ; thence five miles west ; thence ten miles
south ; thence five miles east to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Herbert.
Licensee-Herbert Brixton Hughes.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Upper
Conbar West Run, on the Wilson River ; thence
ten miles north ; thence five miles west ; thence
ten miles south ; thence five miles east to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Rothesay.
Licensee-Herbert Brixton Hughes.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on Graham's Creek, where it is cut
by the south boundary of Pady Pady  Run, or its
prolongation east or west; thence west about five
miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence east about
five miles to the creek ; and thence by the creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Ascog.
Licensee-Herbert Brixton Hughes.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Graham's
Creek, at a point opposite the north- east  corner of
Rothsay Run  ;  thence about five miles east ; thence
ten miles south  ;  thence about five miles west to the
creek ; and thence by the creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Arran.
Licensee-Herbert Brixton Hughes.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of Ascog
Run, on Graham's Creek ; thence about five miles
east ; thence ten miles south ; thence about five
miles west  to the creek ; thence by the creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Gunnen.
Licensee-John Costello.
Estimated  area-64 square miles.
Commencing on the east side of Cooper's Creek,
at a point opposite the south-east corner of Lough
Neagh Run ; thence east about one mile ; thence
south about ten m iles to northern boundary of
Western Downs North Run ; thence  west ten
miles ; thence north about four miles to Cooper's
Creek ; and thence by the creek upwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Yass.
Licensee-John Costello.
Estimated  area-36 square miles.
Commencing  at the south- east corner  of Lough
Neagh Run,  on the western  bank of Cooper's
Creek ; thence west about  nine miles; thence south
about six miles  to Cooper's Creek ; and thence by
the creek upwards to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Dry Creek.
Licensee-John Costello.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the east side of Costello's Creek,
at a tree marked JC five miles up the creek from
the south- west corner  of Western  Downs Run ;
thence  five miles east  ; thence south  ten miles ;
thence west five miles ; thence north  ten miles to
point of commencement.
GREGORY DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Money.
Licensees-James  Scanlan and John Costello.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a gum-tree marked C. S. on the
eastern bank of Whitula Creek and at the south
and of Money Money waterhole, and about fifty
miles north-west from Wombundery Run, thence
east about five miles ; thence north ten miles ;
thence west about five miles to the creek ; and
thence by the creek downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Whitula.
Licensees-James Scanlan and John Costello.
Estimated  area- 50 square miles.
Commencing on the western bank of Whitula
Creek at a point opposite the south-west corner of
Money Money Run, thence west about five miles ;
thence north ten miles ; thence east about five
miles to the creek ; and thence by the creek down-
wards to the point of  commencement.
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Name of Run-Clare.
Licensee-James Scanlan.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the east side of Kyabra Creek
at the south-west corner of Grabben Gullen Run,
thence running ten miles up the creek with an
average depth of five miles.
Name of Run-Scarriff.
Licensee - James  Scanlan.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the west side of Kyabra Creek
at the south-east corner of Springfield Run ; thence
running ten miles up  the creek with an average
depth of five miles.
Name of Run-Limerick.
Licensee-John Costello.
Estimated  area-56  square miles.
Commencing  on the west side of Cooper's
Creek at the south-west corner of Yass Run ;
thence north six miles  ;  thence west about seven
miles ; thence  south about  ten miles more or less
to the creek;  and thence  by the creek upwards to
the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Goonbabinna.
Licensee-Robert Doyle.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Owwirree
Run, and extending thence fifteen miles up the west
side of Cooper's Creek, and having an average
depth of five miles.
Name of Run-Murning.
Licensee-John Costello.
Estimated area- 50 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked C in square about
forty  miles  west from the south-west corner of
Whitula Run ; thence west ten miles ; thence south
five miles ; thence east ten miles ; and thence north
five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Baltinglass.
Licensee-John Costello.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the  east  side of Farrar's Creek,
at a tree marked C in square about thirteen miles
west from the western boundary of Murning Run,
and about  one mile  north of Coocoo waterhole ;
thence east five miles ; thence south ten miles ;
thence west five miles to the creek, and thence by
the creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Goulbourne.
Licensee -John Costello.
Estimated area- 45 square miles.
Commencing  at the north -west corner  of Gunnon
Run on the east side  of Cooper 's Creek ; thence
south  about ten miles ; thence west about nine
m iles to the  creek ;  and thence  by the creek
upwards  to the point  of commencement.
Name of  Run-Humbug.
Licensee - Tames Hammond.
Estimated area - 50 square miles.
Commencing  on the east side of Kyabra Creek
about five  miles  down the creek from the north-
west corner  of Grabben Gullen Run ; thence
running ten  miles  down the creek with an average
depth of five miles.
Name of Run-Coramundra.
Licensee-James Hammond.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the west side of Kyabra Creek
at a point opposite the south-west corner of Humbug
Run ; thence running ten miles down the creek
with an average depth of five miles.
Name of Run-Marranumbla.
Licensee-Robert Doyle.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Tooka-
barnoo Run on the southern bank of the Wilson
River, extending thence ten miles down the Wilson
River and Cooper's Creek, passing the junction of
said river and creek and having an average depth
of five miles.
Name of Run-Barmarooh.
Licensee-Robert Doyle.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the northAvest corner of Marra-
numbla Run, on the southern bank of Cooper's
Creek, extending thence down the creek ten miles,
and having an average depth of five miles.
Name of Run-Rasmore.
Licensees-Patrick Durack and Michael
Durack.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked T, about fifteen
miles north-easterly from Thylyungra South No. 1
head station ; thence east five miles ; thence north
ten miles ; thence west five miles ; thence south
ten miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Farrar.
Licensee-John Costello.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Baltin-
glass  Run, on the  east side  of Farrar's Creek ; thence
east  about seven miles ; thence south fifteen miles ;
thence west about three miles to the creek, and
thence by the creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Bywong.
Licensee-Michael Tully.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the west side of Farrar's Creek,
at a point opposite the north-west corner of Farrar
Run ; thence west about three miles ; thence south
ten miles ; thence east about seven miles to the
creek; and thence by the creek upwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Berellem.
Licensee-John Farrar.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the west side of Farrar's Creek,
at a point opposite the north-west corner of Curra-
willa Run ; thence west five miles ; thence south
ten miles ; thence east five miles to the creek ; and
thence by the creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Currawilla.
Licensee-John Farrar.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the east side of Farrar's Creek,
about two miles north of Courongulla waterhole,
and at a tree marked F, about twenty miles north-
west of Murning Run ; thence east five miles ;
thence south ten miles ; thence west five miles to
the creek ; and thence by the creek upwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Finland No. 1.
Licensee-John Graham.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a tree on the west bank of
Cooper's Creek marked WL, at the lower boundary
of the Maapoo Run, thence five miles north ; thence
ten miles west; thence five miles south to the
creek ; thence by the creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Finland No. 2.
Licensee-John Graham.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a point on Cooper's Creek where
it is intersected by the western boundary line of
Finland No. 1 Run, thence five  miles  north ; thence
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ten miles west; thence five miles south to the
creek ; thence by the creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Nam of Run-Warnambool.
Licensees-Robert Bostock, George Ware, and
William Ware.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Finland
No. 2 Run on Cooper's Creek, thence about five
miles north ; thence ten miles west ; thence about
five miles south to the creek ; and thence by the
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Coolumaroo.
Licensees-Robert Bostock, George Ware, and
William Ware.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the southern bank of Cooper's
Creek opposite the south-west corner of Finland
No. 2 Run, thence about five miles south ; thence
ten miles west; thence about five miles north to
the creek ; and thence by the creek upwards to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Naccowlah.
Licensee-Neill Hugh Macdonald.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Turtulla
Run, on Cooper's Creek ; thence fifteen miles south-
erly along Maccowlah Billabong, with an average
depth of five miles.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 16th September, 1873.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.NOTICE.-It is hereby notified for general
information, that the Crown Lands Office
for the Mitchell District has been removed from
Tambo to Blackall.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Crown Lands  Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
I i is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the 41st  section  of "  The Pastoral
Leases Act  of 1869" for renewed leases for four.
teen years of the  runs  in the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained  at his  office. These Applica-
tionq will require to be lodged not later than three
mouths prior to the expiration of the  existing
leases,  as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Laada
GYMPIE GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 30th:November, 1873.
MINERS'  RIGHTS.
No. Name.  No. Name.
63,596 John  Percival 63,644 Jane Hughes
63,597 Hans  Obsen 63,645 Francis Clarke
63,598 Richd. Goodworth 63,646 Edward Quin
63,599 Charles  Smith 63,647 James Wall
63,600 Hugh Stett 63,648 George Spencer
63,601 Thomas Jarvis 63,649 Powell Bleimann
63,602  And. McLachlane 63,650 John Corry
63,603  Edmund Jones 63,651 John  Harrison
63,604 John Chapman 63,652 Joseph Nordlohn
63,606 Thos. Richardson 63,653 Chs. Jos. Horden
63,606  Fredk. Finselbach  63,654  Louis Finselbach
63,607 William Gibson 63,655 George Hall Jones
63,608 Trustees  Welch  63,656  John T. Atherton
Presbyterian Church 63,657 Geo. T. Lockeyer
63,609 Trustees  Welch 63,658 Michael O'Hageu
Presbyterian Church 63,659 Frederick Weston
63,610 Wm. Fitzpatrick 63,660 John Holmes
63,611 George Steinhage 63,661 William Spencer
63,612 H. Bradford, jun. 63,662 John Stokes
63,613 Wm Carmichael 63,663 Wm: Dick
63,614 George Pieken 63,664 Joseph Reilly
63,615 William Martin 63,665 C. H. Kent
63,616 P. McGregor Berrie 63,666 Sarah Taylor
63,617 John King 63,667 Henry Muller
63,618 Wm. Baker 63,668 David Collins
63,619 George Kitt 63,669 J. W. Smith
63,620 Samuel Irvine 63,670 John Thompson
63,621 Robert Huggins 63,671 Hein Kulster
63,622 Peter Macfie 63,672 Daniel Macgroarty
63,623 Charles Gilliver 63,673 Robert Gunn
63,624 James Healy 63,674 George Wriede
63,625 Thomas McColm 63,675 Lee Chong
63,626 John Wall 63,676 John Draper
63,627 Edward Farrow 63,677 Wm. Walsh
63,628 Henry Moyes 63,678 Charles Shenpfluge
63,629 William Allen 63,679 W. Archer
63,630 George Jeffery 63,680 John Usher
63,631 Peter Geo. Biddle 63,681 Robert Craig
63,632 Timothy Molloy 63,682 Fredk. Macoy
63,633 J. C. Poer 63,683 S. M. Frankland
63,634 Anne Tully 63,684 Patrick Green
63,635 Wm. Stockley 63,685 Joseph Dawson
63,636  Lawrence Bolton  63,686  James Young
63,637 Richard Jones 63,687 Hugh Rose
63,638 Wm. Newman 63,688 Wm. Fdk. O'Neill
63,639 Edward Burke 63,689  Francis  O'Donnell
63,640 Wm. Houldsworth 63,690 Walter Scott
63,641 Hy. Houldsworth 63,691 Patrick Fox
63,642 Patrick Hogan 63,692 Michael O'Sullivan
63,643 Patrick Raliegh
BuslNEss  LICE-,;STS.
No. Name. No. Name.
1,161 Teviotdale and 1,162 Henry Schirmer
Young
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
J
N OTICE is hereby given, that the following
charges will be made by the Analytical
Chemist for testing, assaying, and analysing,
minerals, ores, articles of commerce, victuals, &c.,
&c.
As soon as the necessary arrangements are made
fire assays will be undertaken, of which due notice
will be given.Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th December, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS AND BUSINESS
LICENSES.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Miners' Rights and Busi-
ness  Licenses have been returned as issued in the
Gold Fields Districts respectively specified.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
WARWICK GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 30th November, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
64,059 M. Drougesen 58,928 George Thorn
58,917 Augustus Evans I 58,929 Edward Fowley
68,926 George Richardson 58,930 Thomas C. Mosley
68,927 Kin Sue
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
£ s. d.
Assaying ores for chrom (wet assay) ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for nickel (wet assay) ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for trobalt (wet assay).. ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for antimony (wet assay) ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for arsenic (wet assay).., ... 0 10 6
Assaying metallic platina (wet assay) . 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for sulphur (sulphuric acid) 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for phosphor (phosphoric
acid) ... ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for chlorine ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for iodine ... ... ... 0 10 6
Assaying  minerals  for bromine ... 0 10 6
Assaying  minerals  for fluor (fluoric acid) ... 0 10 6
Assaying  minerals  for boron (boracic acid) ... 0 10 6
Assaying  minerals for  silicon (silicic acid ) ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for carbon (carbonic acid) 0 5 0
Assaying  minerals  for cyan (Prussic acid) ... 0 5 0-
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Assaying minerals for lime ... ... ...
Assaying minerals for barytes ... ... ...
Assaying minerals for strontian ... ...
Assaying minerals for magnesia ... ...
Assaying  minerals for alumina .
£ a. ci persons intending to claim compensation in respect
of the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must  be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section  of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
73-432. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Assaying minerals for potass ,  soda,  lithia, each,
separately  ... ... ... ... ...
Testing acids or sour liquors ,  for their strength
in anhydrous acid-
Sulphuric acid  ... ... ... ...
Hydrochloric  acid  ... ... ...
Nitric acid  ... ... ... ...
Acetic acid (vinegar) ... ... ...
Tartaric acid . .. ... ... ...
Citric acid, &c.... ... ... ...
Testing for their strength in alkali only-
dSo a crystals ... ...
... ...
Soda ash... ... ... ... ...
Testing all oys - silver and copper ... ...
Assaying quartz for gold ... ... ...
Assaying ores for gold ... ... ... ...
Assaying ores for silver (wet assay) ...
Assaying ores for quicksilver (wet assay) ...
Assaying  ores  for lead (wet assay) .
Assaying ores for bismuth (wet assay) .
Assaying ores for copper  (wet assay )... ...
Assaying ores for zinc (wet assay) .. ..
Assaying ores for cadmium (wet assay) .
Assaying ores for tin (wet assay) .
Assaying ores for manganese  (wet assay) .
Assaying ores for iron (wet assay) .
Assaying ores for uran  (wet assay ) ...  .
Caustic soda ... ... ...
... ...
Potash ... ... ... ...
Liquor ammonia  (gas water ) ...
.
Common ashes ... ... ... ... ...
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 10 6
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 1 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 6 0
Testing  wine or winemust ,  juices  of fruits, &c.,
for acids,  sugar, and  alcohol .. 0 10 6
Testing manures, guanoes , &c., for phosphates,
ammonia, and  potash  .. .. .  0 10 6
Testing  soap, salt ,  sugar ,  or chemical prepara-
tions,  for their  commercial value or  purity 0 10 6
Testing  a substance for a specified or sus-
pected adulteration ,  like drugs, mer-
chandise,  victuals , butter, milk, &c. ... 0 10 6
Analysis  of water, ores  in which occur three,
four, or more bodies, and which are re-
quired to be quantitatively ascertained ... 3 3 0
Analysis of substances  belonging to the Vege-
table and Animal Kingdom (zoochemical
analysis ), from £1 is. to  £ 3 3s., accord-
ing to demands made
Testing soils  for one or two substances  ...  0 10 6
Analysis of soil s ... ... ... ... 3 3 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th December, 1873.
NEW ROAD-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that New Road from
Cambooya Railway Station to Eton Vale,
referred to in Notices dated 1st July, 1873, and 29th
October, 1873, folios 1024 and 1778 respectively of
the  Government Gazette,  has been formally marked
and opened by the proper officer,  and same is now
open  for public use.
73-3004. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th December, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF KELSEY,
COUNTY OF HERBERT.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice wdated 14th
October, 1873, folio 1721,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road from Bowen to
Ravenswood, parish of Kelsey, county of Herbert :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the
Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred
to, according  to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane ,  and the Police Office, Bowen ; and all
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  1st December, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF DEUCHAR
AND GLENGALLAN, COUNTY OF MERI-
VALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 13th Sep-
tember, 1873, folio 1535,  Government  Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through
Glengallan pre-emptives 62 and 61, in the  parishes
of Deuchar and Glengallan respectively : Notice is
hereby given,  in accordance  with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road ; and it is there-
fore hereby declared expedient to open  and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Drayton ;  and all persons  intending to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth  section  of the Act above referred to, or they
will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
73-1526. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st December, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the following Tender has been accepted, viz.:-
For the erection of Passenger Station, S. and
W. Railway, Brisbane-Mr. JOHN PETRIE.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PUBLIC OFFICES, MARYBOROUGH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd
January next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Public Offices, Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Public
Offices, .aryborough."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Roads Office, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within whit i it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must  be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per cent.
on amount of Tender as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event that
he will execute and deliver, at the Office of the Civil
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 25th November, 1873.
TO CLOCK AND WATCH MAKERS.
REGULATING, ETC., CLOCKS AND WATCHES,
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, 19th Decem-
ber next, from persons willing to contract for regu-
lating and keeping in repair the Clocks and Watches
belonging to the Railway Department, Southern
and Western Lines, for twelve months, ending 31st
December, 1874.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Regulating,
etc., Clocks and Watches ,  Southern and Western
Railway."
Specification and number of clocks, etc., etc.,
may be seen, and further particulars obtained, at
this Office ; at the Traffic Manager's Office, Ipswich ;
and the Station Master's Office, Toowoomba and
Warwick.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute  and deliver, at the Office of the Civil Crown
Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual  notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty in a penal sum of  E20  for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not bQ
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th December, 1873.
BEENLEIGH FERRY, LOGAN RIVER.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on TUESDAY, the 23rd
instant, from persons  wishing  to lease the above
Ferry, for the  term  of Two Years.
Conditions  of lease ,  and full particulars, can be
obtained at this Office, and at the Court House,
Beenleigh.
The highest or any Tender  not necessarily
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1873.
BULIMBA FERRY.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on MONDAY, 15th instant,
from persons wishing to lease the above Ferry, for
the term of two years.
Conditions of lease and full particulars can be
obtained at this Office.
The highest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 28th November, 1873.
l
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive  Council, has been pleased
to approve  of the following  Regulations to be
observed on the Waterford Ferry, Logan River, on
and after 1st December , 1873, in lieu of  those now
in force thereat,  in virtue of the provisions of the
Acts 2 William IV., No. 12, and 14 Victoria,
No. 5.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
FERRY REGULATIONS.
1. That the ferry be leased by auction, tender, or
otherwise, as the Government may determine.
2. That the ferry rates and charges shall be in
accordance with the annexed Schedule, and that
the same shall  be  painted on boards ,  and placed in
conspicuous situations on each side of the ferry, at
the cost of the lessee thereof. The lessee shall
also provide scales and weights ,  and keep the same
in a convenient  place at the ferry.
3. The lessee will be required to make all im-
provements and repairs that maybe required at the
approaches to the ferry on each side of the River,
for a distance  of 100 feet  from low-water mark,
and leave the same in good order at the termination
of his lease.
4. The  lessee  of the ferry shall enter into a bond
in an  amount to be fixed by the Government, with.
two sureties ,  for the due performance of his con-
tract, and for his information he will  be supplied
with a copy of these regulations.
5. The  lessee  will be required to furnish, and to
keep during the currency of his  lease, in a clean,
dry, and secure condition, such sufficient number
of boats and punts as the Government may deter-
mine to be used on the ferry, and such boats and
punts must be approved of, and passed by an officer
appointed in that behalf by the Government. The
following are the dimensions required, viz.:-
Boats.-Not  to be less than 1.8 feet over all,
5 feet beam, to carry eight passengers ;
two extra passengers may be carried for
one foot by one inch more in the foregoing
measurement ; the number of passengers
each boat is licensed to carry to be painted
in legible characters in some conspicuous
part thereof; a man  to be  in constant
attendance with each boat, and each boat
to be provided with a safe rope or chain.
Punts.-Not  to be less than 40 feet long and.
12 feet wide, inside measurement, 3 feet
deep, and decked over level with top of
gunwale ; height of top rail 3 feet 6 inches
from the deck of punt, with three inter-
mediate rails, to have fall-down flaps, be
well battened down to prevent cattle from
slipping, with chains and shifting cross-
bars at each end, and to be worked by a
rope or chain across the river, and not less
than two men.
6. Life-buoys and drags, with proper appliances,
shall be furnished by the  lessee,  who shall be
required to have the same in constant readiness for
any emergency.
7. During dark nights, and in the absence of
moonlight, there shall be lights kept burning and
properly trimmed on the steps of the ferry, on
each side of the river, and the lessee shall provide
the same.
8. All persons crossing the ferry, with the follow-
ing exceptions, shall pay the charges fixed in
Schedule, viz.
The Governor, and any person in actual attend-
ance  upon him, and any carriages or horses
of or belonging to him.
Ministers of, religion, officers, soldiers, or,
sailors, in  Her Majesty' s service , proceed-
ing or returning  on duty.
Any member of the Executive Government,
officers of police, troopers, and constables
on actual duty, and any prisoners in their
charge.
All children proceeding to or returning from
any school, whether public or private ; all
officers and men connected with Her
Majesty's Customs, and with the Roads
Department, when on duty.
N.B.-The horses or vehicles used by such
exempted parties shall  also be conveyed  across the
ferry free.
PENAL CLAUSES.
9. Any lessee of the ferry who shall infringe
upon, or act contrary to any clause or condition
contained in these regulations ,  shall ,  on conviction
before two or more Justices of the Peace, be sub-
ject to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
10. In the event of two convictions within one
month against the lessee of the ferry, such con
victions shall cancel the  lease , and the Government
may at once resume the ferry.
11. If the lessee, or if any collector, boatman,
or ferryman  employed by  such lessee ,  shall  demand
and take from any person or persons exempt from.
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payment of charges  (and who shall  claim such exemp-
tion ),  as provided in clause 8 of these regulations, or
shall, under color of his office as lessee, collector,
boatman ,  or ferryman ,  wilfu ll y extort  fr om any
person or persons any sum of money or thing of
,y4 na whatsoever ,  as and for,  or in  lieu of payment
t0 lues; or shall refuse to permit and suffer any
person or 'persons to read, or shall  in any manner
hinder or prevent any person or persons from
reading, the inscription on such boards ;  or sha ll
refuse to te ll  his Christian and surname to any
person or persons who shall demand to know the
same, on being paid the said dues, or any of
them ,  or shall in answer give a false name or
names  ;  or upon legal dues being tendered or
paid, shall detain or wilfully obstruct ,  hinder, or
delay any person or persons from passing over
the ferry  ;  or if such lessee, collector ,  boatman, or
ferryman shall  make use of any scurrilous or
abusive language to any traveller or  passenger;-
then  and in each and every such case the said
lessee shall  forfeit and pay for every such offence
any sum not exceeding five pounds ,  to be recovered
before any  two or more of  Her Majesty 's Justices
of the Peace.
12. If any lessee, or collector ,  boatman, or
ferryman employed by such lessee, shall neglect,
or  unreasonably delay  to take acro ss the ferry any
passengers ,  or travellers of any description, or any
goods or wheeled vehicles delivered to him,  in  each
and every such case the said lessee shall  forfeit and
pay for every such offence any sum not exceeding
five pounds,  in  addition to any damage that may
arise from such neglect or delay, to be recovered as
hereinbefore provided.
13. If any person liable to the payment of an
dues under these regulations shall, after demand,
neglect or refuse .  to pay the same, or any part
hereof, it sha ll  be lawful for anyone duly
authorised to collect the same, to prevent such
person from passing over the ferry until the dues
demandable from and payable by such person so
refusing to pay the same be paid and discharged.
14. Any person who shall intentionally evade the
payment  of the  dues, as per Schedule ,  shall, unless
exempt from payment thereof, as provided in clause
8 of these regulations ,  upon conviction ,  be subject
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
16. No person in a state of intoxication sha ll  be
permitted to cross over in any of the ferry boats,
except when in charge of the police.
16. The lessee shall  have the exclusive right of
taking all  passengers ,  live stock ,  and goods across
the ferry  ;  and no person or persons shall  ply for
hire, by conveying passengers , live stock ,  or goods
across the river within a radius of three miles of
the ferry ,  unless authorised to do so by the Govern-
ment, under a penalty not exceeding five pounds
for each offence, to be recovered as hereinbefore
provided.
17. The rent to be paid to the Colonial Treasurer,
in such manner as may be approved by the Govern-
ment, and intimated to the lessee ; and if not so
paid, the lease wi ll  be  liable to be absolutely
cancelled at the option of the Government.
18. The lessee shall, at the time of executing the
bond, give a warrant of attorney to enter upon
judgment ,  as a collateral security for the due pay-
ment of the rent, should the Government so
desire.
19. The lessee shall not sub-let, or in any way
dispose of the  ferry, without the express sanction
of the Government.
SCHEDULE.
Ferry Dues and Charges.
Every foot passenger with a parcel or par-
a. d.
eels not exceeding  14 lbs.  weight in all ... 0 1
Single horse , with rider ... ... ...  0 8
All vehicles, of any description whatever, of
two or more wheels, loaded or unloaded,
i drawn by one horse or other animal, in-
I eluding driver , &c. ... ... ... 1 4
including driver , &c. . 2 0
Same  (with the exception of bullock teams),
drawn by more than two horsgp or other
Same , drawn by two horses, or othe ' animals,
animals ,  including driver , &c.... ... 2 6
Bullock teams ,  with dray loaded  or unloaded,  a. d.
including driver, &c., and with or with-
out dray, in yokes,  including  driver ... 8 0
N.B.-The fares  of passengers travelling in vehicle s
are included in the foregoing  charges.
Cattle  or horses ,  or other large animals, un-
attached, each ... ... ... ... 0 4
Sheep , pigs ,  goats, sucking calves or foals or
other  small  animals  (dogs  excepted ),  each 0 2
Goods.
Packages exceeding in all  14 lbs .,  and under
56 lbs .  weight ... ... ... ... 0 4
Ditto,  56 lbs .  and under  I  cwt. ... ... 0 8
Every 1  cwt., or more, at rate of per cwt. by
dead weight  or measurement  ... ...  0 6
Live stock to be put into  and out of the punts by the
owners or parties in charge  thereof.  Goods and wheeled
vehicles ,  without horses  or other animals attached, to be
put into and taken out  of the  punts by the lessee.
The ferry  to be  opened for  the transit of passengers and
goods ,  at all hours from 6  a.m. to 10 p .m., at the above
prices.
After 10 p. m. double all the above rates sha ll  be charged
and paid.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  28th November, 1873.
HIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the adviceof th  Executiv Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following Regulations to be
observed on the Beenleigh Ferry ,  Logan River,
on and after 1st December ,  1873 ,  in  lieu of those
now in  force  thereat, in virtue of the provisions
of the  Acts 2  William IV., No.  12, and 14 Victoria,
No. 5.
By Command.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
FERRY REGULATIONS.
1. That the ferry be leased by auction,  tender, or
otherwise, as the Government may determine.
2. That the ferry rates and charges shall  be in
accordance with the annexed Schedule, and that
the same shall be  painted on boards  and placed in
conspicuous situations on each side of the ferry,
at the cost of the lessee thereof. The lessee shall
also provide  scales and weights ,  and keep the same
in a convenient place at the ferry.
3. The  lessee  will be required  to make all im-
provements and repairs that may be required at the
approaches to the ferry on each side of the river
for a distance of 100 feet from low-water mark,
and leave the same in good order at the termi-
nation of his lease.
4. The lessee of the ferry shall enter into a bond
in an amount  to be fixed by the Government, with
two sureties, for the due performance of his con-
tract, and for his information he will be supplied
with a copy of these regulations.
5. The lessee will be required to furnish, and
to keep during the currency of his lease , in a clean,
dry, and secure condition, such sufficient number
of boats and punts as the Government may deter-
mine to be used on the  ferry,  and such boats and
punts must be approved of, and passed by an officer
appointed in that behalf by the Government. The
following are the dimensions required, viz.:-
Boats. -Not  to be  lees than 18 feet  overall,
6 feet beam, to carry eight  passengers ;
two extra passengers may be carried for
one foot by one inch more in the foregoing
measurement  ; the number  of passengers
each boat is licensed to carry to be
painted in legible  characters in some con-
spicuous part thereof  ;  a man to be in
constant attendance with each boat, and
each boat to be provided with a safe rope
or chain.
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Puste .-Not  to be less than 40 feet long and
12 feet wide, inside measurement, 3 feet
deep ,  and decked over level with top of
gunwale  ;  height of top rail 3 feet 6 inches
from the deck of punt with three inter-
mediate rails, to have fall-down  flaps, be
we ll  battened down to prevent cattle from
slipping, with chains and shifting cross-
bars at each end ,  and to be worked by a
rope or chain across the river ,  and not less
than two men.
Life-buoys and drags ,  with proper appliances,
sh 11 be furnished by the lessee ,  who sha ll  be
re uired to have the  some  in constant readiness for
an r emergency.
During dark nights, and in the absence of
mc onli ht, there sha ll  be lights kept burning and
pr.)perly trimmed on the steps of the ferry, on
each aide of the river, and the lessee shall  provide
the same,
8. All  persons crossing the ferry ,  with the follow.
inqq  exceptions,  shall  pay the charges fixed in
Schedule, viz.:.. .
The Governor ,  and any person in actual attend-
ance upgn him, and any carriages or horses
of or belonging to him.
Ministers of religion ,  officers,  soldiers, or
sailors, in Her Majesty 's service, proceed-
ing or returning on duty.
Any member of the Executive Government,
officers of police, troopers ,  and constables
on actual duty, and any prisoners in their
charge.
A ll  children proceeding to or returning fro m
any school ,  whether public or private ; all
officers and men connected with Her
Majesty 's Customs and with the Roads
Department ,  when on duty.
N.B.-The  horses or vehicles used by such
exempted parties shall  also be conveyed across the
ferry free.
PENAL CLAUSES.
9. Any lessee of the ferry who shall infringe
upon, or act contrary to any  clause or  condition
co tained in these regulations, shall, on conviction
before two or more Justices of the Peace, be sub-
ject to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
10. In the event of two convictions within one
month against the  lessee of the ferry, such con-
victions shall cancel the lease, and the Government
may at once resume the ferry.
11. If the lessee, or if an collector, boatman, or
ferryman employed by such lessee, shall demand
and take from any person or persons exempt from
payment of charges, and who shall claim such
exemption ,  as provided  in clause 8  of these regula.
tions ,  or shall, under color of his office  as lessee,
collector, boatman,or ferryman, wilfully extort from
any person or persons any sum of money or thing
of value whatsoever, as and for, or in lieu of pay-
ment of dues ; or shall refuse to permit and suffer
any person or persons to read, or shall  in any
manner hinder or prevent any person or persons
from reading, the inscription on such boards ; or
shall refuse to tell his christian and surname to
any person or persons who shall demand to know
the same, on being paid the said dues, or any of
them, or shall in answer give a false name or
names ; or upon legal dues being tendered or
paid, shall detain or wilfully obstruct, hinder, or
delay any person or persons from passing over the
ferry ; or if  such lessee , collector, boatman, or ferry-
man shall snake use of any scurrilous or abusive
language to any traveller or passenger -then and
in each and every such case the  said lessee shall
forfeit and pay for every such offence any sum not
exceeding  five pounds, to be recovered before any
two or more of Her Majesty 's Justices of the
Peace.
12. If any lessee, or collector, boatman, or ferry-
man employed by such lessee ,  shall neglect or
unreasonably delay  to take across the ferry any
passengers, or travellers of any description, or any
goods or wheeled vehicles delivered to him, in each
and every such case the said lessee shall forfeit and
gay  for every  such offence any snm not exceeding
five pounds, in addition to any damage that may
arise from such neglect or delay, to be  recovered
as hereinbefore provided.
13. If any person liable to the payment of  any
dues under these regulations shall, after dem
neglect or refuse to  pay  the same, or any part
thereof, it shall be lawful for anyone duly autho.
rised to collect the same, to prevent such person
from passing over the ferry until the  dues demand.
able from and payable by such person  so refusing to
pay the same be paid and discharged.
14. Any person who shall intentionally  evade the
payment of the dues as per schedule shall, unless
exempt  from payment thereof ,  as provided in clause
8 of these regulations, upon conviction, be subject
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
15. No person  in a state  of intoxication shall be
permitted to cross over in any of the ferry boats,
except when in charge of the police.
16. The lessee shall have the exclusive right of
taking all  passengers, live stock, and goods across
the ferry ; and no person or persons shall  ply for
hire, by conveying passengers, live stock, or goods
across the river within a radius of three miles of
the ferry , unless  authorised to do so by the Govern.
ment, under a penalty not exceeding five pounds
for each offence, to be recovered as hereinbefore
provided.
17. The  rent to be paid to the Colonial Treasurer,
in such manner as may be approved by the Govern-
ment, and intimated to the lessee  ;  and if not so
paid, the lease will  be liable to be  absolutely
cancelled at the option of the Government.
18. The  lessee shall,  at the time of executing the
bond, give a warrant of attorney to enter upon
judgment, as it collateral security for the due pay-
ment of the rent, should the Government so desire.
19. The lessee shall not sub-let, or in any way
dispose of the ferry without the express sanction of
the Government.
Sclmrtl.
Ferrer  This.  xnd Charger.
Bvery foot passenger  with  a parcel or par ,
eels not exceeding 14 lbs. weight in all
Single horse, with rider ... ..
All vehicles ,  of any description  whatever, of
two or more  wheels,  loaded or unloaded,
drawn by  one horse  or other  animal,
0 1
0 8
including driver, &c. .., 1 4
Ssr e, drawn  by two horses or other  animals,
including driver , &c., . 2
Same  (with the exception of bullock  teams),
drawn by more than two horses or other
0
animals, including  driver, &c. ... ...  2 6
Bu llock teams ,  with dray loaded or  unloaded,
including driver, &c., and with or with-
out dray ,  in yokes , including driver ... 3 0
N.B.-The  fares of  passengers  travel ling in vehicles
are included in the  foregoing charges.
Cattle or horses ,  or other large animals, un-
attached, each ... ... .. 0 4
Sheep ,  pigs, goats ,  sucking  calves or foals,
or other  small animals  (dogs  excepted),
... ... ... ... ...each 0 2
Goods.
Packages  exceeding  in all  14 lbs .,  and under
56 lbs. weight ... ... ... ... 0 4
Ditto, 56 lbs. and under 1 cwt. .. ...  0 8
vary  1 cwt., or more, at rate of per cwt.
by dead weight or measurement ... 0 6
Lite stock to be put into and out of  the punts by the
owners or  parties in charge  thereof .  Goods and
wheeled vehicles, without  horses or otheranimalsattached,
to be put  into and taken  out of the punts by the lessee..
The ferry to be opened for the transit of passengers
and goods ,  at all hours, from 6 a.m. to 10 p .m., at the
above prices.
After 10 p .m. double all the  above rates shall be
ebar§ed  and paid.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
T is hereby notified that the following Goods
are carried  in full wagon loads  only. Minimum
weight, five tons.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways Office,
28th November, 1873.
Brick
Coal
Coke
Gravel
Hoofs
Horns
Manures (not
refuse
Rags
Road Metal
Sand
Stowe, Building.
artificial),  and boiling-down
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  20th November, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Planand  Book of Reference ,  with Amendments,
of the proposed Line of Railway, Brisban @ Exten-
sion ,  from 16 miles 13 chains to Brisbane ,  has been
approved and confirmed  ;  and that in pursuance of
the 17th section of the Act 27 Victoria ,  No. 8, the
Government intend to proceed with the construc-
tion of the Line of Railway  (Brisbane Extension)
from 16 miles 13 chains to Brisbane ,  according to the
Map or Plan and Book of Reference so confirmed, to
be seen at this office,  and copy thereof at the o ffice
of the Clerk of Petty Sessions at Ipswich.
A.  0 . HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  20th November, 1873.
N
OTICE is hereby given, under the 14th section
of  "An  Act to  make  provision for the Con-
struction by the Government of Railways  and or
Me Regulation of the same ,"  assented to 3rd `Sep-
tember ,  1863 ,  that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council ,  has pri-
mar ilya pp rovedof the Map and Book of Reference
of the Ipswich Deviation Line of Railway from
3 miles  46 chains on the Toowoomba Line to the
commencement of the Brisbane Extension at
Ipswich.
The Map or Plan and Book of Reference can be
seen at this Office,  and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in writing ,  within one month from this date,
any well -mounded objection which may exist to
the adoption of the said Line of Railway, or any
part thereof ,  or of any works prdposed in connec-
tion therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner of Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 14th November, 1873.
TOTICE is hereby  Riven ,  that the Map or Plan
NOTICE Book  of Reference  of the proposed line
of Railway, Brisbane .Extension , from Ipswich to
2 miles 80 chains ,  has been approved  and confirmed
without any alteration ; and that in pursuance of
the 17th section of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the
Government intend to proceed with the construc.
tion of the line of Railway (Brisbane Extension)
from Ipswich to 2 miles 30 chains, according to
the Map or Plan and Book of Reference so con-
firmed , to be seen at this Office, and copy thereof
at the office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions at
Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd September, 1873.
RAILWAY NOTICE.
IN order to expedite the settlement of claims for
Railway compensation ,  it is requested that all
persons who have any claim for compensation on
account of land resumed for the purposes of the
Brisbane and Ipswich Railway Line, will forward
the Deeds or other instruments showing their title
to the land taken, or an abstract hereof, to the
Office of the Crown Solicitor, Queen  street, Bris-
bane, at the  same time  that they forward their
claims  for compensation to this Office.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 8th December, 1873.
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS.P
ERSONS  having Claims against the Govern-
ment are requested to mender Vouchers for
the same before the close of the month, in order
that payment may be made ,  as far as possible, on
or before the 31st  instant.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
NOTICE.
TRANSFERABLE AND REMITTABLE GOVERN-
MENT  DEBENTURES.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 27th  October, 1873.
IN conformity with the provisions of  "The
Queensland Government Loan  Act of  1872"
(36 Victoria, No. 24), His Excellency the Governor
in Council, directs it to be notified that Sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office, until Noon
of WEDNESDAY, the 17th of  December, from
persons desirous of purchasing the whole or any
portion of Queensland Government Debentures,
amounting  to the sum of Two Hundred and Fifty
Thousand Pounds, to be issued under authority .of
the abovenamed Act, subject to the undermentioned
terms and conditions-viz. :--
1. Each Tender must be for the amount of one
or more Debentures, and must be endorsed
" ZisWer  fbr  'Ve4entate."
2. In the event of equivalent tenders being re-
ceived, in excess of the Debentures for
disposal,  a pro rata  distribution will he
made.
3. The Debentures will be payable to the holder
for the time being, and will be issued in
sums of £100, £200, and £500 each (as may
be required), secured upon the Consolidated
Revenue Fund of Queensland, and will bear
interest at the rate of Four per cent. per
annum , payable half-yearly on the 1st of
July and the 1st of January in each year.
4. The  principal  sum will  be payable on the
let January .  1913, either in Brisbane, Syd-
ney, Melbourne ,  or London ,  at the option
of the holder.
5. The interest will commence on the 1st Jan-
uary, 1874, and will be payable at the
Treasury, in Brisbane, or at the Ofce of
the Banking Agents in Sydney, Melbour,ae,
or Loudon, at the option of the Bolder,
6. The Tenders will  be opened at the Treasury,
Brisbane ,  at noon on the  above-named  day
(17th  December ),  in the presence of swell of
the Tenderers as may desire to be present.
The minimum price to be accepted by the
Government having bees  Apt paced on the
Table under Seal.
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7. The  amount tendered ,  if accepted ,  must be
paid in cash, or in Queensland Government
Treasury Bills, in Brisbane , on the 1st
January, 1874, on which day the Debentures
will be deliverable.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial  Treasurer.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn t
any of the above branches during ordinary ox
hours ,  and on Saturday evenings.
Fu rt her information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
TENDER FOR  QUEENSLAND  GOVERNMENT
DEBENTURES.
SIE,
I hereby tender for £
Queensland Government Deben-
Denominations  tures, in terms of the notice of the
required (a)  27th October, at the price of
£ for every £100 of such
of £100 ea .  Debentures ,  and I agree to accept
the same or any less amount that
of £200 „ may be allotted to me and to pay
of £600 „ for them, in cash (b), in Brisbane,
on the first day of January, 1874.
Name s.
Address :
Date :
The Under Secretary of the Treasury,
Queensland .-  - - --
_- -
--
(a) It is particularly requested that these blanlu  be filled up by
the Tenderer.
(b) Or Treasury Bil ls , as the case may be.
QUEENSLAND TREASURY BILLS.
T
HE attention of holders of Queensland Trea-
sury Bills due and payable the 31st December,
1873, is directed to the provision contained in the
said Bills, which requires that notice shall be given
to the Colonial Treasurer, at Brisbane, on or
before the 1st day of December next, of the place
where such Bills are to be presented for payment,
viz., whether  at Brisbane , Sydney, or Melbourne.
Should the holder of any Bills fail to give the
stipulated  notice, such Bills will  require  to be pre-
dented  for payment  in Brisbane.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial  Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 6th October, 1873.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES  of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall, Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burrenda, Calliope,
Cape River, Cardwell, Charleville, Clermont,
Cleveland, Condamine, Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi,
Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gainsford, Gayndah,
George Town, Gilberton, Gladstone, Goodna, Goon-
diwindi, Greenmount, Great Northern Railway,
Gympie, Ipswich,  Jimna , Kilkivan, Leyburn,
MMackay, Marlborough, Maryborough, Mile ester,
Mount Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Nebo,
Normanton ,  Ravenswood ,  Rockhampton, Roma,
Shipping Office (Brisbane ),  Springsure , S. and W.
Railway, Stanthorpe ,  St. George ,  St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville,
Warwick, and Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor ,  subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
,exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
glbr annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information,
that the several Clerks of Petty  Sessions
throughout the colony are authorised to receive
Returns from Owners of Stock for the purposes of
assessment , under  " The Brands Act  of 1872."
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial  Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
NOTICE TO SHEEP-OWNERS.
T
HE attention of Owners of Sheep is hereby
directed to  " The  Diseases  in Sheep Act of
1867  Further Amendment Act "  (34 Victoria, No.
26), by which they are required to make to the
Crown Lands Commissioner in the district in which
the shee are at the time depastured, on the first
day of January next, 1874, a return of the number
of sheep owned by them, and, at the same time, to
pay into the Colonial Treasury a sum of five
shillings upon every thousand or part of a thousand
sheep, under a penalty of fifty pounds,  in case of
neglect or false return.
In the event of no Commissioner having teen
appointed to any district, the returns are to be
made to the Acting Commissioner of such district,
except in the case of Moreton and Wide Bay, and
Burnett Districts, whence they are to be made to
the Chief Inspector of Sheep, who has been autho-
rised to  receive the same.
As far as practicable, printed forms of return
will be supplied, but the non-receipt of  such forms
will not  afford a plea  for exemption from penalty.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane , 11th December, 1873.
REDUCTION OF INTERCOLONIAL RATES OF
POSTAGE.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified for general information, that on and
after the 1st January, 1874, the Queensland Inter-
colonial Postage Rates will be reduced to the
following :-
Letters, Overland and  by  Sea-Two-pence (2d.)
per half-ounce (g-oz.
Parcels and  Book Packets-  s. d.
Not exceeding 1 oz. ... ... ... 0 1
1 oz., but not  exceeding 2 oz. ... 0 2
2 oz., but not  exceeding  1 lb. ... 0 4
1 lb., but not exceeding a lb. ... 0 8
lb., but not exceeding ; lb. 1 0
4 lb., but not exceeding 1 lb. ... 1 4
And so on, increasing  four-pence (4d.) for each
I lb. or fraction of a * lb.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane ,  8th December ,  1873.
NOTICE.
11iT11.  JAMES REIn,  of Brisbane ,  is this day
ll  licensed as a Surveyor qualified to act under
the provisions and for the purposes of  " The Real
P; operty Act  of 1861."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th December, 1873.
PAYMENTS  UNDER THE  LEASING CLAUSES OF "THE MINERAL LANDS ACT
OF 1872."
T
HE attention  of Selectors under the Leasing clauses of  " The Mineral Lands  Act of  1872" is
directed to sections 6 and 7 of the General Regulations ,  dated 31st  October, 1872 ,  which provide
that the rent chargeable must be paid on or befo re  the 2nd January in each year ,  and to section 29 of the
Act, which  provides for forfeiture being defeated if  re nt and penalty are paid within ninety days there-
after.
The following list of payments due on the 2nd of January  next,  is published for general infor-
mation.
(For the Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Register i
No. Local No. Lessees. Area Year. Rent .  Balances Due.
A. R.  F, £ s. d.
1 ... Jas .  Muggleton and George Smith  ...  100 0 0 3rd 26 0 0 Penalty £2 1 8
2 ... Ditto  ... ...  200 0 0 3rd 60 0 0 It 43  4
4 ... R. W. Soholefield ,  W. R. Anderson ,  and 40 0 0 3rd  10  0 0 „  04  2
Jno. Ahern
6 Ditto  ..  20 0 0 3rd 5 0. 0 „ 0 2 1
6 ... W. Ronald,  C. Webster,  and Jae.  Mug-  100 0 0 2nd 26 0 0
gleton
7 Rockhampton, W. Robertson and C.  Keeley  ...  160 0 0 2nd 30 0 0
No. 12
8 „ 22 J .  G. Hess and J .  A. Zschammer  ...  160 0 0 2nd 16 13 4  1
9 „ 24 Ditto  ... ... ...  160 0 0 2nd  16 13  4
10 „ 41 John  Geo.  Hess ... ... 40 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
11 „ 43 J .  Cook, W. Absolon ,  Jno. Absolon, and 40 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
G. R. Absolon
12 „ 46 W .  Absolon ,  R. Baker ,  and M .  20 0 0 2nd  1 13  4
McCluskey
13 „ 46 G. R. Absolon and W .  Watson  ...  40 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
14 „ 47 W. Absolon ,  R. Baker, and M. 80 0 0 2nd  6 13  4
McCluskey
15  „ 48 G. R. Absolon and William Watson  ...  20 0 0 2nd 1 6 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  13th November, 1873.
IT is  hereby notified for general information ,  that the rent of the under -mentioned Runs not havingbeen paid on or be e the 30th day of September last, hey will become abs lutely forfeited unless
the full amount of rent in each case ,  together  with one-fourth added by way of penalty ,  be paid into the
Colonial Treasury within ninety days thereafter ,  as pre scribed by law.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under Secretary.
Lessee. Run. Rent.
£ s. d.
MORETON DISTRICT.
Halkett, D. H. ... ... ... ... ... .... Sections ,  Oxley Creek  ... ... ...  I 8 6 8
Norris, W..... ... ... ... ... ... .. Sections ,  Logan River 23 1 4
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
Graham ,  Hugh  ... ... ... ... ... ... I  Mariana (conso lidated ) ... ... ....  83 14 0
Ditto ... ...
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
Cowper and Crozier  ... ... ... ... ...  I Windah  ... ... ... ... ... . 90 16 0
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Emmerson ,  C. ... ... ... ... ... ... I Eagle Vale (arrears ) ... ... ...  1 54 6 8
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice ,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of "  The Real  Property Act  of 1861 ."  Any person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name  of Applicant,
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
22A  perches ,  being subdivision 16 of eastern suburban  I William Smith  13th January, 1874.
all otment 32, parish of North Brisbane ,  county of
Stanley
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  18th November, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,  having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Allora to Warwick  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with
the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of
Reference ,  showing the intended  line of Road above-mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor -General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are
requested to transmit in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this
date ,  any we ll -grounded objections  which may  exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
71.2062.  J. MALBON TIHOMPSON.
BOOK  of REFEUNOB OF BOLD FROM ALLOkL TO WARWICK ,  PARISH OF GLENGALLEN ,  COUNTY OF
MERIvALs ,  DANLIxa Dowxs DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT
OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Portion  of Boad.  Reputed Owner.  Bearings.
1 $rom the east  boundary of  The  Crown ... E. 374  30' B.
Goombnrra pre-emptive Par-  E. 24° 54' S.
chase No. 29,  running in s E.  $4° 42' S.
south  -  easterly direction
through Allora Common to
the north boundary line of
Glengallen pre-emptive pur-
chases Nos. 26  and 53
2 A sma ll  triangular piece of land C. H. Marshall and E. 340 42'8.
out off  the  north-east  corner J .  Deuchar
of Glenga llen pre-emptive
purchase No. 24
3 Fro m the north-West cower of  Ditto  E. 34° 42'  S.
Glenga llen pre-emptive pur- E .  53° 41' S.
chase No. 64  running in a
south - easterly direction
through  that portion to its
south boundary
4 Fro m the north boundary of Ditto  ... ...  E. 63° 41'  8.
Glengallen pre-emptive pur-
chase No .  22, running in a
south-easterly direction to
its east boundary
5 F ro m the west bounda ry  of Ditto  ... ...  E. 53° 41'  S.
Glengallen pre-emptive pur-
chase No .  21, running in a
south -easterly disegtl,oa to
its south boundary
6 From the north boundary line Ditto  ... ...  E. 530 VS.
of Glengallen pre-emptive
purchase No .  8, running in a
south -Wterly direction to
its nest boundary
From the west bounda ry  of Ditto  ... ...  E. 53° 41'  B.
Glengellen pre-emptive r- 8.28 °  50' E.
chase No .  3, running  ?.I a 8. 16° 15' E.
southeasterly direction to
Glengallen Creek
From Glenga llen Creek ,  running Ditto  ... ...  8.16° 15' E.
in a south -easterly direction E. 46° 37' 8.
through Glengallen pre-emp -  S. 30° E.
tive  purchase  No. 4 to  its E. 37° 23' 8.
east boundary N. 71° 52' E.
5.28° E.
9 From the west  boundary  of Ditto ... ... S. 28° E .
Glengallen pre-emptive pur- S. 11° 39 E,
chase No. 5, running in a
south-easterly direction to
its south boundary
10 From the north boundary  of Ditto  ... ..,  8.11° 30' E.
Glengsllen pre-emptive pur-
chase No .  36, running in a
south -easterly direction to
its  south boundary
11 From the north boundary  of Ditto  ... ...  S. 119  30' E.
Glengallen pre-emptive pur- 8.171  E.
chase No .  41, running in a
south-easterly direction to
its south boundary
12 From the  no rt h bounda ry  of Ditto  ... ...  S.  17° E .
Glenga lle8 preemptive pur-  S.  46° E.
chase No. 43, running  in a S. 17° E.
south-easterly and a south- 8. 7° E.
westerly direction to its 8.20°  63W.
South boundary
13 A small triangular piece of land Ditto ... ...  S.  7° E.
cut out of the  west boundary  &  20°  63'W.
of Glengallen pre-emptive
purchase No. 49
14 From the no rt h bounda ry of Ditto ... ... S. 20°  53' W.
Glenga llen  pre-emptive pur- S. 33° 43' W.
chase No .  44, running in
a south-westerly direction to
its south boundary
15 From the north boundary of Ditto  ... ...  S. 33° 43' W.
Glengallen  pre-emptive pur-
chase No. 1, running in a
south-westerly  direction to
Campbell's Gully
Length In
Chains.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
sohs A* IL  11..
1 89 9 chains 5 3 15
27 0
3 15
1 66 2 chains 0 0 10
68 81 2 chains 14 0 0
1 42
4 12 2 shams 0 2 0
61 63 2 chains 9 326
86 88 2 chains 16 3 32
5 14 2 chains 2 2 10
3 35
6 0
1 0 2 chains 19 1 29
9 5
9 61
62 61
13 0
0 87
7 98 2 chains 6 1 17
2¢ 21
85 36 2 chains 17 0 11
1 13 2 chains 16 2 12
82 25
17 26 2 chains 16 1 18
15 0
11 0
31 16
9 75
8 S 2 chains 0 2 6
2 06
25 80 2 chains 6 2 9
7 4
64 6 2 chains 12 1 17
THE following
 SummAnY of OBsnavATIONs taken at the MBTEOROLOGICAL STATION,
 BRISBANE , during the Month of NOVEMBER, 1873, is published for general information.
THOMAS L. MURRAY-PRIOR,
 Postmaster-General.
SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL ORRERVATIONS TAKEN AT BRISBANE, DURING THE  MONTH  OF NOVEMBER, 1873.
LAT., 270  28' 3"  S.;  LONG .,  153° 16' 15"  E.; HEIGHT  OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL, 140 FEET ; DISTANCE FROM  S EA-COAST ,  10 MILES.
RA1OYETR1. BY610YATZ1.
Corrected to 320
Fahrenheit ,  and Temperature Temperature of
reduced to mean  of Air.  Evaporation.
sue level.
8
Minimum
Mean ...
Minimum
30.199
... ... ... 29989
-m
30.100
28.872
d04 0
h9O 186 84.0
r29.980 73.2
29702 66.0
90'1
799
710
77.4 72.0
6 8 95
62.0 56.0
87.0
68.6
60.0
w d
8slI-1EOI 3 UU&INo
TRS1xoxSTila.
Humidity.
E
Lr
m m
890 94
61.8 •f8
64,0  •37
.94
53
'28
.6
146
Summary  ofDirection.
8 a.m. 8 p.m.
W 1 8W8 W6 SW1
7  BE  8 8 0  BE  9
•45 82.01 740 47.0 70.0 890 54.0 9.0 •000 80
 0  7E2 E4  NE 11
9 P.M.
N2 NW4 10
WO 6W3
4.
81 BE6
E2 HE 12 1
10
4.6
0
OZONE.
0 0
Fr
.Ni N
10 7 12
3.0 37 7.6
0 1 4
summa ry  of November, 1873 Mean Shade Temp., 73.3 degrees. Rain fell  on 10  days. Total Batnfall , 6.39 inches .  E vap oration ,  6.860 in ches. ElectrioalObaervations - 81 Positive ;  29 Negative .  Prevailing Winds , ,N.E, B.E.
1872 729 10 .. „ 6.26 „ 6930 ,. 61 » 39 „ „ »  E., N. E.
1871 71.8 14 439 8.615 „ » 68 „ 24 S.E.
1870 75.4 10 8.48 6790 .. 56 ,, 39
» 1889  w 76'8 „ 7 3.37 7-160 68 „ 32 N.E., S.E.
1868 74.1 6 ., „ 2.26 7.152 „ w 54 „ 36 B.E.
1887 74.6 4 214 6778 » 82 „ 8 „ N.E.,N.
1868 76.0 8 1.38 7.881 „ 41 » 49 „ n „  W.E, N.
1965 73.1
 „ .. 4 ,. „ 0.8.9 11 will Dr.
1864 72.0 7 2.36 „ ,. 7'88! ,. ,. n N.E.. 8,E.
T883 73.0 5 493 6'804 n 66 » 34 n „ n N.E.,8.
1882 74.2 9 098 8.064 „ 68 ,. 22 N.E., S.E.
The weather has been slightly cooler than usual during the month the mean shade temperature ,  73.3°, being 0 '3° Under the average of the previous ten years, and 0.1° under the previous three years .  The highest reading in shade ,  960, was on
the 13th ;  the lowest on grass ,  470°, was on the morning of the 8th. The mean ba ro metric readings have been about the average of the month  ;  the highest, 80.199 ,  was at 9 a.m. on the 4th, and the lowest ,  29.894 ,  at 3 p .m. on the 23rd .  Rain (which
varies much In quantity du ri ng this month )  fall on 10 days ; the total tall, 6.30 Inches ,  being 174 over the ave ra ge; the greatest tall during 24 hours ,  201 inches ,  was on the 26th .  For further informat ion as to thentta m of the  colony,  see the
78 140.0 106.4 52.8 70.1 84.2 611  24.1 •179
Pa,
to
RAIN. WIND. CLOOD.
r
1.00 162.0 120.0 62.0 79.0 96.0 68.0 36.0  2.010 226 4  NW2 NO  NW  O
General Post
 Office,
Brisbane,  Queensland,  10th D eeembe'  11873.
4
g eral summary published monthly In the Government Gazette. EDMUND  MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
TIME TABLE.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  lot September, 1873.
OUTI{ERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-On and  after  MONDAY, 8th September, 1873, the following Time Table  will  come  into operation until further notice.
Is
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY,  AND  WARWICK.
V1*T
ABOVR
SIBS
WATRR
MARE.
MILLS.
From From Too-
Ipswich .  woombs.
STATIONS.
66 Ipswich ...
111 x Wa lloon ... ... ...
140 12 ...  Rosewood  ... ... ...
198 is ... Western Creek ... .
274 21  ... Grandchester
arrive
€
depart
574  25 ... Victoria Tunnel ... ...
396 29  ... Laidley ... ... ...
340 38  ... Gatton  ... ... ...
466 49  ...  Helidon  ...
arrive
I depart
788 59  ... Murphy's Creek
arrive
4 depart
1530 69 .. Highfields .. ... ...
2005 76  ...  Summit of  Range ... ...
1928  78 ... Toowoomba  ...
arrive
t depart
85 7  Gowrie  Junction  ...  arrive
82.36 Mahoney 's  Gate  ... ...
Mixed.  I Mixed.
UP TRAINS.
Mixed.  Mixed.
A.M. A.M .  P.M. P.M.
10.0 440
10.28 ... ...
 5.8 ...
A ... ... A ...
A
011-13
 ... 6.47 ...
11.17 5.61
1154
 ...
 ... 6.28
12.23
 ... ... #6.57
12.68
 ... I
 ...  7.32 ...
1.13
 ...  ... 7.47 ...
1.53
*1.68 8.27
TEST
ABOVE
BIOS
WATE&
MALL
"ILEA
From F ro m
Dalby .  Warwick. Mixed.
P.M.
STATIONS.
A.M. A.M.
Mixed.
A.M.
... Dalby 8 40
3 ... Blaaland'a Siding
 ... ... ..
 A
,,, 16 ... Bowenvi ll e  ... ... ... ... ... A
... 24 ... Jondaryan  ... ... ... ...  9.58
33 ... Oakey Creek
 ... ... ... ... ...
 10.30
40 ...
 Gowrie
 ... ... ... ... ...
... 45 ...
 Gowrie  Junction  ...  arrive  ... ...
A
2.50 ... ... 9.19
3.38 10 7
4.11 10.50 4.0 ...
B B ... ...
... *11.16
85 7 (cowrie Junction  ...  depa rt  ... * 11.26 4.25
901 12 1  For Williams '  Camp ... A  A.
94 16 Westbrook Crossing ... ... ...  A A
102 24 Cambooya  ... ... ...  12.25 5.25
109 31 Emu Creek Siding  ... ... ... A A
... 118 40 King's Creek  ... ...  1.18 6.18
120 42 Clifton  ... ... ... ...  1.28 *6.28
131 53 Allots  ...  ... ... ...  2 5 7.5
... 140 62  Lyndhurst  Road  ... ... ... A A
148 65 Warwick  ... ... ... ...  2.45 7.46
i30
Gowrie Junction  ...  depart
Gowrie
Oakey Creek
Jondaryan
Bowenville
Blaxland's Siding
Dalby ...
4.36
A
5.14
5.44
A
A
6.55
1928
2006
1530
788
465
340
335
574
274
... 198
... 140
... 111
... 65
* Trains meet here.
... Warwick  8.5 ... 5.10 ...
3 Lyndhurst
 Road  ... ... ... A ... A
.,. 12 A llora ... ... ... ...  8.45 ... 5.50 ...
,,. 23 Clifton  9.22 ... *6.28 ...
... 25 King's Creek  ,.. ... ... ...  9.32 ... 6.38
34 Emu Creek Siding
 ... ... ...
 A ... A ...
41 Cambooya ... ... ... ...  10.26  ... 7.31 ...
49 Westbrook Crossing... ... A ... A ...
521 For Williams ' Camp ... ... ... A ... A •••
58 Gowrie Junction ...  arrive ... ...
Gowrie  Junction
 ...  depa rt
47.46 50*45 Mahoney's  Gate ... ...
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed. Mixed.
... *11.25 #11.16 8.31
62 65 Toowoomba .. arrivedepart 6.50
64 67 Summit of Range
61 ...  Highflelds  ... .. ...  7.44
71 ... Murphy's Creek arrive
*8.44{depart
{81 Helidon
arrive #9.24
depart 9.39
92 ...  Gatton  ... ... ...  10 9
101 ... Laidley
 ... ... ... 10.84
106 ... Victoria Tunnel ... A
109  Grandchester
1arrive 119depa rt  *11.18
112 ... Western Creek ...
118 ... Rosewood
 ... ... ... A
122 ... Wa lloon ... ... ... 11.52
130 ... Ipswich ... ... ...  12.20
B B
11.55 11.44 9.0
124
,,, 12.58 ...
... *1.58 ...
... 2.2 ...
... 2.42 ...
... 2 57 ..
352
A ...
... 4.27 ...
... 4.31 ...
A ...
*58
... 5.36 ...
Al Day Tickets  issued on Saturdays available to return  on the following Monday.
Noon.- The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains  marked thus ,  A, will stop by  signal to take up passengers ,  who will be  charged the fare  to the Station at which their  Journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight ]k, `ase places can
only do se .'y" giving notice at the preceding Station to  the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the  Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
(13.) The Trains  leaving Toowoomba at 10.50 a.m. and 4.11 p.m. on the  Up journey,  and leaving  Warwick at  8.5  am,  and 5.5 p.m. on the Down  journey, will, for the present,  stop at this Crossing,  subject
to the foregoing regulation.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live
Fares. Stock.
s. d. £ s. d.
Week ending December 6th, 1873 .,. , ..  456 5 6 1 ,569 19 10
Corresponding  week last year ... ... ...  327 11 9 1,067 11 3
Increase ... ... ... 12813 9 502 8 7
Decrease
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that it is intended in
the ensuing Session of Parliament to apply
for a Bill to amend an Act intituled  ".An Act to
Incorporate the Proprietors of a certain Banking
Company called the Bank of New South Wales and
for other purposes therein mentioned."
Dated this 4th day of December, A.D. 1873.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Solicitors for the said Banking Company.
Parcels and
Misce llaneous.
£ s. d.
57 12 8
55 16 8
1 16 0
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
TIME TABLE.
G
BEAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after  MONDAY, the 14th  instant, the following Time
Table will  come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations Up Train,
Miles
I from  West-Mixed. wood.
Stations. Down TrainMixed.
a.m. p.m.
Rockhampton... 11. 0 Westwood ... ... ... 3.30
6 Gracemere ... 11.24 6 Rosewood Crossing A.
15 Stanwe ll 12. 0 15 Stanwell ... ... 4.30
24 Rosewood  Crossing A 24 Gracemere ... ... ... 5. 6
30 Westwood .,. 1 0 30 Rockhampton... ... ... 5.30
All Day Tickets issned on Saturdays available to return on the fo llowing Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey  terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only  in  so by giving notice at the preceding
'Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they  join  the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
NOTICE TO STOCK-OWNERS.
OWNERS of Horses and Cattle, to the number
of fifty-one head and upwards, are hereby
notified that  the assessment  payable under the
above-named  Act, at the rate of two shillings and
sixpence  per hundred, or portion of a hundred,
will be due on 1st January next, 1874, and may be
paid to the Clerks of Petty Sessions in the various
districts on or before that date.
Forms for return of stock will be supplied by
any Clerk of Petty Sessions.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar  of Brands.
Registrar of Brands  Office,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1873.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that  it is  intended in
the ensuing  Session of the Parliament of
'Queensland  to apply for a Bill to enable and
empower  the Rockhampton Gas and Coke Company,
Limited, (incorporated under the provisions  of  "The
Companies  Act  1863, ")  to manufacture Gas and
Coke, and supply  the same to  the inhabitants of
the town  of Rockhampton  and its  suburbs ; and to
empower  the said Company to do all things
necessary  in and about supplying the same, and to
dig pose  of the residuum from the  said manufacture,
.,and for other purposes  therein mentioned.
Dated  this second  day of December, A.D. 1873.
REES  R. JONES AND BROWN,
853
Solicitors for the said Company.
5e.
858
Total.
£ s. d..
2,083 18 0
1,450 19 8
632 18 4
4s.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MIDDLE CHANNEL, MORETON BAY.
1
HE Venus Bank having extended still fur-
ther northward, masters of vessels are
cautioned that, with the Lighthouse at the Cape
open to the northward of the Yellow Patch Light,
a distance equal to the difference of their heights,
as previously directed, vessels will pass over the
end of the Spit with not more than 12 feet at low
water, and that to obtain a depth of 15 feet at low
water the Lights must now be kept open a space
equal to about twice the difference of their heights.
As it may be difficult to estimate correctly this
distance, the Light at the Yellow Patch will shortly
be moved towards the line of the Channel, of which
due notice will be given. In the meantime, this
channel should in heavy weather•be used with
caution.
G. P. HEATH, Commander IL.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
I Brisbane ,  7th November, 1873.
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NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MIDDLE CHANNEL, MORETON BAY.
T
HE  Lighthouse at the Yellow Patch having
been moved to the north-east of its former
K.'
vessels using the Middle Channel are-
from this date to the 5th February-to keep the
Cape Moreton light open to the northward of the
Yellow Patch light, a space equal to the difference
of their heights.
On and after the 5th February the lights are to
be kept in line while passing through this Channel.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , 8th December, 1873.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
ALTERATIONS IN TIDAL SIGNALS EXHIBITED
FROM LIGHTSHIP, BRISBANE BAR.
®N and after the 1st January, 1874, the TidalSignals now in u e at the Lightship will be
superseded by the following code ; the signals being
made from the yard arms of the new Lightship,
instead of from a gaff end as at present -
DAY SIGNALS.
On Bar. In Cutting
ft. in. ft,  in
Pendant at yard arm ... ... 4 6 11 0
Flag ditto ... 5 0 11 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 5 6 12 0
Ball ditto ... 6 0 12 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 6 6 13 0
Two balls vertical ditto... ... 7 0 13 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 7 6 14 0
Ba ll  over  flag ditto ... ... 8 0 14 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 8 6 15 0
Flag over ball  ditto ... ... 9 0 15 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 9 6 16 0
Ball at each  yard arm ... ... 10 0 16 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 10 6 17 0
Flag at each yard arm ... ... 11 0 17 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 11 6 18 0
Ba ll  at one yard arm and Flag
at the other ... ... ... 12 0 18 6
NIGHT  SIGNALS.
On Bar. In Cutting.
Education Office,
Brisbane , 19th November, 1873.
INSPECTOR OF SCHOOLS.
T
HE Board of General Education having deter-
mined on appointing an additional District
Inspector of Schools at the commencement of the
ensuing year, Candidates for the appointment are
invited to send in their applications, with testi
monials, to this Office, on or before WEDNESDAY,
the 31st of December proximo. The salary will be
at the rate of £350 per annum, with an allowance
for travelling expenses.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
Education Office,
Brisbane , 3rd November, 1873.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
IT is notified, by order of the Board of Education,
that Exhibitions to the Grammar Schools, gained
by Primary School Boys, shall be of the value of
Fifty Pounds per annum, including school fees ; the
increase  to date from 1st January, 1873.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1873.
G
REAT inconvenience having  arisen  from per-
sons  in the country, to whom moneys have
become due from this Department, omitting to
attach  an address  to their vouchers, to which same
might be transmitted ;  it is  requested that in future
all persons having claims against this Department
will append to their vouchers  an address  to which
amount of same  may be forwarded.
JOHN BRAMSTON,
Attorney-General.
ft. in. ft. in
White light ... ... 4 6 11 0 NOTICERed light ... ... 5 0 11 6 .
Green light ... ... 5 6 12 0 " LEASING ACT OF 1866."
Red over white ... ... 6 0 12 6 PON payment of Balances of Rent under theRed under white . 6 6 13 0 U..
Green over white 7 0 13 6 . above Act, it will also be necessary to pay...
Green under white ... 7 6 14 0 the usual Deed Fee on each portion.
Red over green ... S 0 14 6 A. C. GREGORY,
Red under green
.
8 6 15 0 Surveyor-General.
Two red lights vertical .. 9 0 15 6
hts verticalTwo reen li 9 6 16 0g g
Two red lights horizontal 10 0 16 6 NOTICE.
Two green lights horizontal 10 6 17 0
W
E intend to apply on TUESDAY, January 6th,.
Red and white horizontal 11 0 17 6 1874, to the Bench of Magistrates at War-
Green and white horizontal 11 6 18 0 wick, for permission to erect a Gate on the road
Red and  green  horizontal 12 0 18 6 from Emu Creek to Warwick, on the eastern line
endant and flags exhibited during flood tideThe of selection 550 and western line of Selection 106,p
will be red, and during the ebb tide blue. Warwick Register, Parish of Cunningham.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
WILDASH AND HUTCHISON.
Canning Downs, 2nd December, 1873.
3 d
Department of Ports and Harbors,
.s. 6851
Brisbane , 27th November, 1873.
Education Office,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1873.
TO CARPENTERS, &c.
T
HE Board of Education will receive, until noon
on MONDAY, the 29th instant, Tenders for
the erection of a School House at Warwick, in
accordance with plans and specification, which may
be seen on application to Mr. J. A. Canny, Primary
School, Warwick ; or to R. G. Suter, Esquire,
Town Hall, Brisbane.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
W
E, the undersigned, hitherto trading at
Adelaide, Port Adelaide, and Brisbane,
under the style and firm of " John Hart and Co.,"
hereby give notice that we have this day admitted
into Partnership CHABLrs HAWKES TODD HART„
and that the business of the new firm will in future
be carried -on under the same name as formerly.
JOHN HART,
HENRY HUTH WALTERS.
Dated at Port Adelaide,
1st December, 1873.
869
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DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
NOTICE.
THE Co-partnership hitherto  existing and known
as Fitzgerald and Others ,  carrying on business
at the Meadowlands Estate , Mackay, has this day
been dissolved by mutual consent so far as regards
the share and interest of the representative of the
late partner in the said firm, Mr .  Charles James
King.
T. H. FITZGERALD.
M. A. T. KING.
Witness - FRANK H .  SMITH,
Solicitor , Mackay.
Mackay, January 5th, 1873.
THE  Co-partnership Firm of Fitzgerald andOthers, lately carrying on business as
Planters, &c., at Meadowlands, near Mackay, has
this day been dissolved by mutual consent.
The business of the said Co-partnership will, in
future, be carried on by Mr. Thomas Henry
Fitzgerald, for his sole use and benefit, and all
Accounts connected with the said Co-partnership
business will be received and discharged by him.
E. B. KENNEDY,
(By his Attorney),
EDWARD TANNER.
T. HENRY FITZGERALD.
Witness-FRANK H.  SMITH;
Solicitor , Mackay.
Mackay, 14th October, 1873.
803 30s.
T.S. TIN MINING COMPANY, LIMITED.
k? OTICE is hereby  given , that  at a Special
1 Meeting of the Shareholders of the T.S. Tin
Mining  Company, Limited, held at the office of the
Company, Mary  street,  Gympie, on the 30th day
of October last, the following special Resolutions
were  unanimously carried, and confirmed at a
special meeting  of the said shareholders, held on
the 15th day of November  instant, viz.:-
That this company be voluntarily wound-up
under the provisions of "  The Companies Act
of  1863 "; and
That for the winding-up of the affairs of the
Company,  Messrs.  H. Joseph, W. H.
Couldery, Alexander Pollock, Thomas Smith,
and Robert Stuart Lord, be the liquidators.
Gympie, 15th November, 1873.
844
B. FINNEY, Secretary.
3s. 6d.
NOW READY,
CHART OF COOK HARBOR, ENDEAVOUR
RIVER,
SHOWING Soundings and Sand Banks, withSailing  Directions, Surveyed by Lieutenant
E. R. Connor, R.N. To be had at the Port Office,
Brisbane . Price, Is.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that application will be
made to the Parliament of Queensland during
its ensuing session , for leave to introduce a Bill for
the incorporation of a certain Company carrying on
business  in Sydney, in the Colony of New South
Wales,  and at  the Peak Downs, in the Colony of
Queensland,  under  the style of " The Western
Peak Downs Copper Mining Company (Limited),"
and for the  limitation  of the liability of the Share.
holders of the said Company, and for other purposes
to be in the said Bill  expressed.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of November, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-three.
PETER MACPHERSON,
Solicitor for the said Bill,
Town Hall, Queen street, Brisbane.
806 6s.
To the Worshipped the Justices of the Peace in
and for the District of Port Curtis.
I HEREBY give notice, that I intend to make
application to the Court of Petty  Sessions, at
Gladstone, on MONDAY, 5th day of January, 1874,
for a license  to erect two Swing Gates on the Road
from Gladstone to Mount Alma Station-one Gate
about 100 hundred yards east of where the said
road crosses the Calliope River, and the other Gate
about one mile on the Gladstone side of the first
gate.
JOHN LOCKWOOD GRAHAM,
Per  HENRY FRIEND, Agent.850
Upper Calliope.
4s. 6d.
NOTICE.STOLEN from Greenbank, near Dalby, Bayy
Gelding, three (3) white feet, branded JI'
over AL near shoulder.
Lost between Moraby and Condamine Township,
Li ht-bay Pony, short tail, fore feet white, branded
EV4 near  quarter , JT near shoulder.
JAMES HUNT,
Superintendent.
Daandine Station,
1st December, 1873.
843 3s.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A SITTING of the above Court  will be held atthe Supreme  Court House,  Brisbane , before
His Honor Sir JAMES  COCKLE, Knight, Chief
Justice of Queensland , and Judge of the said Vice-
Admiralty Court, on FRIDAY, the 19th day of
December instant.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
11th December, 1873.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of the Act of Parliament, 31 Victoria,
No. 10, and of the Personal Estate of George
Mole, late of Inglewood, deceased.
To Duncan McDonald, of Goondiwindi, in the
Colony of Queensland, carrier, and to any
other person or persons interested in the
Estate, or related to the above-named  deceased.
T
AKE Notice, that unless you apply for and
obtain Letters of Administration to the Per-
sonal  Estate of George Mole, deceased, or show
cause  within  one calendar  month after the date
hereof, to the satisfaction of the Supreme Court of
Queensland, or the Judge thereof, why an order
should not be made for me to collect,  manage, and
administer  the said Estate of the said George
Mole, I shall, at the expiration of the said one
calendar month, apply by Petition to the said
Court, or the Judge of the said Court, for such
order, and the same will be made accordingly.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, the 6th day of December, 1873.
Memorandum :-Cause will be expected to be
shown by you, if at all, on WEDNESDAY, the
7th day of January next, at Ten o'clock, before the
Judge then sitting, in Chambers, at the Court
House, Queen street, Brisbane.
838 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Howel Price Lloyd, late of Glad-
stone, in the Colony of Queensland,  gentleman.
OTICE is hereby given to creditors and others
.L' to send in to the undersigned Administrator,
their claims against the Estate of the said  Intestate,
on or before MONDAY, the twenty-fifth day of
May, 1874.
ALFRED WITT,
Of Miriam Vale, Gladstone, Administrator
849
in the Intestate Estate of the said Howel
Price Lloyd, deceased.
6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John O' Malley, late of Springsure,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  carrier ,  deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion ,  with the Will annexed ,  of the above-named
John O' Malley ,  deceased ,  may be granted to
Bridget  O'Malley,  of Rockhampton ,  in the said
colony, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated this eleventh day of December, A.D. 1873.
WILLIAM KNOX D'ARCY,
Denham street, Rockhampton,
Proctor for the said Bridget O'Malley.
By his Agent-
WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
862 6s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods  of John  Renda ll , late of Moorland
Villa, near Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queens-
land, Head Master of Normal School, de-
ceased.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that  after the expira-
of fourteen days from the date of the publi-
cation hereof ,  application will be made to the said
Honorable Court, that Letters of Administration of
all the goods ,  chattels, credits ,  and effects of the
above-named  John  Renda ll,  may be granted to
Amelia Letitia  Rendall, of  Brisbane aforesaid, the
widow of the said deceased.
Dated this eleventh day of December, 1873.
WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Amelia Letitia Rendall.
861 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Philip Shanks, late of the Ipswich
Agricultural Reserve, in the Colony of Queens-
land, Congregational Minister ,  deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expiration
of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable  Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Philip Shanks, deceased, may be
granted to Jane Shanks, of the Ipswich Agricultural
Reserve, the sole Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated this eleventh day of December, A.D. 1873.
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PETER MACPHERSON,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Executrix.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Lewis Phillips and
Samuel Louis Prince, trading as  " Phillips
and Prince ,"  of Stanthorpe ,  storekeepers.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that application will
be made to this Honorable Court, on MON-
DAY, the ninth day of February next, that a
Certificate of Discharge under the provisions of
"The Insolvency Act of  1864" may be granted to
each of the above -named Insolvents.
Dated this eleventh day of December, 1873.
860
W. E. MURPHY,
Solicitor  for the  Insolvents,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of  David Edwards ,  late of Townsvi lle,
in the  Colony of  Queensland ,  solicitor,.
deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Accounts of
the Administration in the Estate of the
above-named deceased have been  filed in the Office
of the Supreme  Court  of Queensland  by Charles
Stuart Me in , the Administrator  of the  said Estate.
And all  persons having claims against the said
Estate, or being interested therein, are required to
come in before me at my Office ,  Supreme Court
House, on or before the 5th day of January next,
to inspect the said Accounts, and, if they think fit,
object thereto; and if no exception shall be taken
to such Accounts ,  the same will be duly inquired
into, at my said Office, on the above day, at the
hour  of Ten  o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this 4th day  of December , A.D. 1873.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
ARTHUR MACALISTER,
Proctor for the Administrator,
Queen street, Brisbane.
Registrar.
863 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of George  K ing, late of Meeting
Camp ,  near Springsure ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  carrier ,  deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira.
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application wi ll  be made to the said Honor-
able Court ,  that Letters of Administration of all
the goods ,  chattels, credits ,  and effects of the above-
named George King, deceased ,  who died intestate,
may be granted to Edward Bates ,  of the Port
Curtis Road ,  Rockhampton ,  in the colony aforesaid,
dairyman ,  the lawfully constituted attorney of
John King ,  of Old Leake ,  in the County of Lincoln,
in that part of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland called England, farmer ,  father
of the said deceased.
Dated at Rockhampton ,  this sixth day of Decem-
ber, A.D. 1873.
REES R . JONES AND BROWN,
Proctors for the said Edward Bates,
Quay street,  Rockhampton.
By their Agent-
W.  E. MURPHY,
Queen street, Brisbane.
854 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Hopkins, of
Rockhampton ,  bookse ller.
WHEREAS  the said William Hopkins was,
1 y on the seventeenth day of November,
A.D. 1873,  adjudged to be an Insolvent,  I hereby
appoint a Third Public Sitting ,  to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane, on
MONDAY,  the 16th day of February, A.D. 1874,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the last exami-
nation of the Insolvent ,  and unless the Court shall
otherwise direct, for the Insolvent to make an
application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the eighth day of December,
A.D. 1873.
A. J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. MISEIN,
Official Assignee.
842 6s. ed.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In  the Insolvent Estate of Joseph Walker, of
Goodna, near Ipswich.
WHEREAS  the said Joseph Walker was, on the
11 14th day of November ,  A.D. 1873, adjudged
to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a Third
Public Sitting ,  to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 16th day of February ,  A.D. 1874, to commence
at Eleven o 'clock ,  for the last examination of the
Insolvent ,  and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certi ficate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 8th day of December,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDE E,  RAFF,
857
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Denis Creedy, of Grand-
cheater, farmer.
TATHEREAS the said Denis Creedy was, on the
V 19th day of November, A.D. 1873, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third*Publie
Sitting, to be Bolden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 16th day
of February, A.D. 1874, to  commence  at Eleven
o'clock, for the last  examination  of the Insolvent,
and unless  the Court shall otherwise direct, for the
Insolvent to make an application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 8th day of December,
A.D.1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
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NOTICE.
TKE Scale of Charges for theinsertion of Advertise-meats in th  Qreenslcwd  Government Gazette is
as  follows:-
Advertisements relating to Insolvent of Intestate
Estates ,  or Letters of Administration ,  6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements  relating  to Impounded Stock, Is.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 8s. for the first eight lines (or under),
and 3d. for every additional line, allowing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No ADVBRTISEMBNT
WILL  BE INSERTED  in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of its insertion
aeoording to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
'The GovBBNxBNT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts:-
£ s. d.
1873.
Dec. 6 .- P. Hansen  ... ... ... ... 0 1 6
6.-W. D. Chase ... ... ... 0 2 0
6.-T. Black ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
6.-H. H. Smith ... ... ... 0 3 6
8.-Cribb and Foote ... ... ... 0 3 0
8.-J. Wilson ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
8.-H. Friend ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
9.-W. J. Scott ... ... 0 1 0
11.-Cowton and Irwin ... ... 0 3 6
11.-R. Fitzgerald . 0 5 0
A. Whipham ... ... 0 1 2
12.-E. J. Bradley ... ... ... 0 15 0
12.-R. W. Gaden ... ... ... 0 1 0
12.-W. Whitman ... ... ... 0 15 0
Empcnnbingsa.
fW Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PEE, ANIMAL;  and no such Adver-
tisement  will be  inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a remittance  sufficient to cover the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Bremer Mille, on 5th
December, 1873. Driving, 10d.; damages, 2s. 6d.
6
per  head.
ne bay horse, star, near hind heel white, H near
shoulder, like spur brand near cheek.
One dark-brown  mare,  like HI over 29 near ribs, hind
feet white, small star. Damages, £2 10s.
One brown mare, like MS near shoulder,  star .  Damages,
2210s.
One bay horse, hind feet white, like JT near shoulder.
One bay horse,  star , fore and near hind feet white, like
stirrup brand near ribs.
If not released before the 6th January, 1874, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
852 5s.
Judge.
6s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, on the 30th November,
1873, by order of J. Anderson, Esquire. Driving, 2e.
One bay or brown horse, star, near hind foot white,
over G over AH conjoined over like writing W near
shoulder, G off thigh.
If not released on or before the 6th January, 1874,
will be sold to defray expenses.
W. J. SCOTT, Poundkeeper.
847 is.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, fromt e Municipality or
Reserve, on  the 10th November, 1873, by order of
the Municipal Council.  Damages ,  2s. 6d . per head.
One chesnut  horse, JT near shoulder, stripe  on face,
hind feet white.
One bay filly, indistinct  brand near  thigh, near hind
fetlock white.
If not released on or before the 26th December, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
THOS. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
845 2s.
Judge.
IMPOUNDED at St. George, from Doondi, on 17th
November, 1873, by W. Baldwin, Esquire. Driving
expenses, 3s. 8d. each.
One brown horse, short tail, star and snip, JB near
shoulder.
One dark-grey horse, blotched brand like W or H over
like writing X near shoulder.
If not released on or before 16th December, 1873, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
WM. D. CHASE, Poundkeeper.
846 2s.
6s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED  at Gladstone ,  fro m East Stowe, 25th
November, 1873, by order of J. and W. Bell.
Driving expenses , 2s. 6d. per head.
One black filly, ffi near  shoulder.
One bay filly, CI near shoulder.
One bay filly, like GP near hip.
If not released  on or  before 26th  December, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
J. WILSON, Poundkeeper.
848 3s.
I
MPOUNDED at North Brisbane , for trespass in
paddock, 5th December, 1873, by E. Skeyren,
Esquire.
One grey horse, FS over JHE conjoined near shoulder,
2 near rump.
Also, from Brookfield.
One flea-bitten grey horse, D in diamond near shoulder.
One bay entire, .. over F over .. over F near shoulder,
.. over F near thigh, off hind foot white.
One red and white  steer , JM off rump.
Also, from Nudges.
One roan bullock, like p42 (the J reversed) off ribs, SC
off rump.
Also, from Hill End.
One brown horse, TL off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th January, 1874,
will be sold to defray expenses.
864
E. HUGHES, Poundkeeper.
6s.
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IMPOUNDED at Stanthorpe, from thePolice Pad-
dock, on the 28th November, 1873, by order of
Sergeant McKiernan.
One black mare,, near hind foot white, MN conjoined
over MN conjoined near shoulder.
From Cannon Creek, on the let December, 1873, by
order of Alfred Greenup, Esq. Driving fees, is. 8d.
per head.
One'bay horse, JH conjoined over 2 near shoulder.
One by mare,  star, near  hind foot white, (0  b d near
shoulder,  1-0  off shoulder,  1-0  off thigh.
One black horse,  star , snip, hind feet white, saddle-
marked,like E near shoulder, PP off shoulder.
One black mare, hind feet white, star, broken hobbles,
saddle-marked, R3 over JH conjoined  near  shoulder,
T over m over MS off shoulder.
One chesnut mare, hind feet white, blaze, - over o
near shoulder, over o off shoulder.
One bay, mare, star, snip, off hind foot white, collar.
marked, near shoulder.
From Cannon Creek, on the 3rd December, 1873, by
order of Alfred Greenup, Esq.
One grey horse, 2 near shoulder, 2 near thigh.
If not  released on  or before the 27th December, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
E. J. BANBURY, Poundkeeper.
865 8s.
IMPOUNDED at Stanthorpe, from Spring Creek, on
the 5th December, 1873, by order of Alfred
Greenup, Esquire. Driving, is. 8d. per head,
One bay mare,  star, FH over Z in circle off shoulder,
Z in circle off thigh.
One chesnut horse, blaze, 8 over L near shoulder, WO
off saddle.
One grey horse, like 72 near neck, HY over indistinct
brand near  shoulder.
One Chesnut horse, hind feet white , star , saddle- marked,
I in circle off saddle, 3 off shoulder.
One bay horse, off hind foot white, saddle-marked, ;r+,
over p near shoulder , JS near saddle.
From Spring Creek, on the 6th December, 1873, by
order of Alfred Greenup,  Esquire.
One brown  mare,  star, three white feet,  D near shoulder,
BB near saddle ; foal at foot.
One chesnut mare, blaze,  R near shoulder ; foal at foot.
If not released on or before 27th December,  1873, will
be sold to  defray  expenses.
866
E. J. BANBURY,  Poundkeeper.
7e.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, from Rookwood, on
1 the  let December ,  1873 ,  by James Read ,  Esquire
Driving expenses, lOs.
One bay horse, JR near shoulder, ,7.- over 5  of  shoulder,
near eye blind, collar-marked.
If not released on or before the 26th December, 1873,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ROB. W.  GADEN,  Poundkeeper.
867 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Nive Downs, on the
28th November, 1873, by orner of T. J. Brodie, Esq.
Driving expenses, 8s. 4d.
One grey horse, MC over 2 off thigh, PK off shoulder,
ML conjoined near shoulder ,  saddle-marked.
One bay mare, ZY over 0 off shoulder ,  T near shoulder,
with flatula.
One bay colt, unbranded, three feet white, star and snip.
One roan horse, WK near shoulder, black points.
One bay mare, W off thigh, like H8 near shoulder, two
shoes on.
One black mare, 7 near rump, 7 off rump, piece hide
round neck, M near shoulder.
One brown mare, HB over 0 near shoulder, W over W
over .- off shoulder, both hind feet white, 0 near
cheek.
One blue-roan filly, unbranded.
Also, at Tambo, on the 26th November, 1873, by order
of William Bell, Esq. Driving expenses, is. per head.
One yellow and white bullock, .iB conjoined off ribs,
crippled.
One red and white cow, like (ri near thigh, like A off
rump, indescribable brand off ribs.
One light roan cow, registered brand like MK7 or WK7
near ribs  (the two letters are blotched ),  tip off near
ear.
One yellow and white cow, TS near rump, piece out near
ear.
One yellow and white calf, unbranded.
One yellow and white bullock, T new rump, + off ribs,
like W off rump.
One red and white bullock,
.
near rump ,  0 near thigh.
If not released on or before the 26th December, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
868
W. WHITMAN, Poundkeeper.
15e.
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N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria ,  No. 25, section 173, it is notified that the
I undermentioned Deed of Composition has been registered in this Office
No. Date of Deed. Names and Desc ri ption of Parties. Nature and Effect of Deed. Date ofRegistration.
1878.
227 24 November Michael Conroy,  of Toowoomba, in the
Colony of Queensland,  licensed publican,
of the one part ; and the several creditors
of the said Michael Conroy,  of the other
part
Deed of Composition whereby
the said Creditors have
agreed to accept a com-
position of seven shi ll ings
in the pound on the amount
of their respective debts
and claims against the said
Michael Conroy ,  as in said
deed mentioned
Lodged in the
Office of the
Registrar of the
Supreme Court
of Queensland,
on Saturday, the
thirteenth day of
December, A.D.
1873, at half-
paat Ten o'clock
in the forenoon.
Entered and re-
gistered same
day.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar of the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
By Authority :  Jsxas  0. BeLL ,  Government Printer, Wiliam street , Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by Tho Most
to wit . Honorable GEOSGL AUGVSTUS
CONSTANTINE. Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and  Baron  Mulgravo of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.e.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of the Act
31 Victoria , No. 46,  respecting  the Alienation of
Crown Lands , I, the Governor  aforesaid , with the
advice of  the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim  that the following Lots of Land will
be offered for sale by public  auction at  the under-
mentioned place, at Eleven  o'clock ,  on the day
specified ,  at the upset price affixed  to each Lot
respectively . (Deposit 20 per cent.)
And I further notify and proclaim that such of
the said Country Lots  as may remain  unsold shall,
at and  after Eleven o'clock on the day following
such auction,  be open to  selection  by purchase, at
the upset price ;  and that on and after the thirtieth
day following  such auction sale, the Country Lots
which may  remain unsold ,  and are not withdrawn
fro m sale, shall be open to  selection  by lease, at the
annual rent  established by the Act for the  class to
which the land may belong.
NOTE.- Portions under 40  acres ''  cannot be
elected by lease except  as Homesteads.
The Deed Fees and Survey Fees on the under-
mentioned Lots will be charged according to the
following scale :-Under 1 acre, £112s.; 1 acre and
under 5 acres , £ 1 18s. ; 5 acres and under 10 acres,
£2 12s. ; 10 acres and under 15 acres , £ 2 18s. ; 15
acres and under 20 acres,  £ 3 4s. ; 20 acres and under
30 acres , £ 3 12s. ; 30 acres and under 40 acres, £3
18s. ; 40 acres and under 50 acres , £ 4 8s. ; 50 acres
and under 60 acres, £4  13s.;  60 acres and under 80
acres , £ 5  Is.;  80 acres and under 100 acres , £ 517s. ;
100 acres and under 120 acres , £ 6 2s. ; 120 acres
and under 160 acres , £6 14s.  ;  160 acres and under
240  acres, £7 6s. ; 240 acres and under 320 acres,
£7 14s . ;  320 acres and under 480 acres , £ 8 10s. ;
480 acres and under 500 acres , £ 9 8s. ; 500 acres
and under 640 acres , £918s. ;  640 acres , £ 10; above
640  acres and not exceeding 1,000 acres, £14.
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE,
MARYBOROUGH,
ON MONDAY ,  THE 26TH DAY OF JANUARY, 1874.
No. of  No. of No. of
Lot. Portion. Area.
Price
per Acre.
A. B. P. £ a.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of March, parish of Tinana.
1 103 ... 42 0 0' 0 15
2 104 ... 45 0 0 0 15
3 105 ... 45 0 0 0 15
4 109 ... 44 2 12 0 15
5 110 ... 49 3 32 0 15
6 111 ... 38 3 27 0 15
7 112 ... 38 2 20 0 15
8 100 ... 45 0 0 , 0 15
9 101 ... 45 0 0 0 15
2136
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Section.
SUBURBAN LOTS.  SUBURBAN LOTS-continlued.
No. of
Allotment
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
130
130
131
131
131
131
131
131
131
131
131
131
131
131
131
131
133
133
134
134
135
Ares.
A. B. P.
14 3 3
17 2 32
16 2 25
28 3 34
29 0 6
29 0 3
29 0 0
29 0 13
29 3 28
29 3 37
29 3 36
42 0 38
20 1 30
20 130
20 1 30
22 3 26
24 2 15
2218
23 3 32
27 0 5
29 1 36
Price per No. of
Acre. Lot.
£ s.
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
No. of
Section.
No. of
Allotment Area.
Pries t+e
A. B. P.
135 2 20 220  l w0
135 3 15 3 13 1 0
135 4 9 3 13 1 0
Parish of Maryborough.
7 186 3 1 17 2 0
8 186 4 0 7 2 0
11 186 11 1 29 2 0
1 187 11 1 29 2 0
2 187 11 129 2 0
Given under my Hand and Beal,  at Government
House, Brisbane,  this sixteenth day of
December,  in the year of oar Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in  the. thirty -seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD  Siva  THB QIIBBN!
By Authority  :  JAUS. 0. Best ,  Government  Printer ,  Wilset I street ,  Brisbane.
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QvssasL A3D, I Proclamation  by the Mostto wit .  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CoNsTASrnrs ,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Musgrave , Viscount Nor.
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all  in the County of
York ,  in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross , in the County of Wexford,
(re.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NosxANS y,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief  of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
W HEREAS by an Act of Council passed inthe second  year of the reign of Her
Majesty Queen Victoria, and numbered two, for
regulat ing the police in certain towns, and for
removing and preventing nuisances and obstruc-
tions ,  and for the better alignment of streets
therein, it was amongst other things enacted, that
whenever  the Governor, or Acting Governor for the
time being ,  should deem it expedient to extend the
said  Act to any towns in the said colony, in addi-
tion to those specially named therein, it should and
might be lawful for the said Governor, or Acting
Governor for the time being, to declare  the same
by Proclamation : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the power
and authority so vested in me by the said recited
Act, do, by this my Proclamation, hereby direct
that the provisions of the said Act, as amended by
a certain  other Act of Council, passed in the
eleventh year of Her said  Majesty's  reign, and
numbered forty-four, and by a certain other Act of
Council  passed  in the nineteenth year of Her said
Majesty a reign ,  and numbered  twenty-tour, be
extended to the town of Roma ,  in the Police
District of Roma ,  and that for the purposes of the
said  Acts the boundaries hereinafter described shall
be taken to be the boundaries of the said town,
namely:-
Commencing on the right bank of Bungil Creek
at the south -east corner of selection ,  36, Roma
Register,  and bounded thence on the south by a
line bearing west along the south boundaries of
selections Nos. 36, 32 ,  and 6, Roma Register, and
of portions  184, 185 ,  to south -west corner of the
last-mentioned portion ; on the  west  by the road
forming the western boundaries of portions 186,
182, 181,  178, and of sections  90, 87,  86, and 83;
thence on the north by the road forming the
northern boundaries of sections 83, 84, 23, of
suburban portions 29, 26,  25, and 22, of sections
20 and 21; thence crossing Bungil Creek by same
road, forming  northern  boundaries of sections 76
and 76 ; on the east by the  road forming the eastern
boundaries of sections  76, 78. 80,  and 82 to Bungil
Creek ; and thence by Bungil Creek  downwards to
the point  of commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this nineteenth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred  and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEF .NSLAND , P roclamation  by The Most
to wit .  J Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York,  in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of  Wexford,
(r,.s.) • in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
Noeir u  sy ,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council,  Governor and Com-
•inander-in-Chief of  the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
', ' HEREAS by  an Act of the Parliament of
i Queensland ,  passed in the thirty -fifth year
of Her present Majesty 's reign ,  intituled  " The
Elections  Act of  1872 ,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that no election under the said Act
shall be liable to be questioned by reason of any
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defect in the title, or any want of title of any
parson by or before whom such election shall have
been holden, if such person shall have really acted
at such election, nor by  reason  of any formal error
or defect in any declaration or other instrument, or
in any publication under the said Act, or intended so
to be, nor by reason of any such publication being out
of time ; and that the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, may adopt such measures
as may be necessary for removing any obstacle of a
merely formal nature, by which the due course of
an election  may be impeded, provided that the
validity of such election, and the measures so taken
shall be forthwith declared by the Governor, by a
Proclamation for that purpose, published in the
Government  Gazette ;  and whereas a Writ was
issued for the election of a member to serve in the
Legislative Assembly for the Electoral District of
Balonne, addressed to Reginald Charles H. Uhr,
Esquire, the Returning Officer duly appointed for
the Electoral District, which said Writ was made
returnable on the thirtieth day of December
1873; and whereas it hath been represented to me
that the said Reginald Charles H. Uhr doth not
possess the  necessary qualification required by
returning officers appointed under the aforesaid
Act, inasmuch as the said Reginald Charles H. Uhr
has not been registered  as an  elector for the said
Electoral District of Balonne ; and whereas the
Returning Officer aforesaid bath certified in accord-
ance with the provisions of the said Act, that
Adam Walker, Esquire, was duly chosen as the
member for the said Electoral District of Balonne,
to serve in the Legislative Assembly of Queens-
land : Now, therefore, I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, as such
Governor aforesaid, do, by this my Proclamation,
issued with the advice of the Executive Council
aforesaid, hereby declare that the election of the
said Adam Walker, Esquire, to serve in the Legisla-
tive Assembly for the Electoral District aforesaid, is
valid, so far as the same is affected by the want of
title or qualification as aforesaid in the said
Returning  Officer for the said district.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this nineteenth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GoD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounti,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as m the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE  TUB QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit.  '  Honorable GEORGE AUOusrus
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normauby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the- Colony- of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
Vi
sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
ctoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds , nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -two, and in the
thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, I Proclamation  by The Mostto wit. Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in  the County of
York,  in the Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANBY, of Her  Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
" The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling  me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim  that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned  in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting  to introduce or import any
Department of Public Worlis,
Brisbane, 16th December, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ALFRED HENET, Police Magistrate, Cloncurry,
to be Gold Commissioner. This appointment to
date from the 1st instant.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th December, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
IN pursuance of the provisions  contained in the
Act of the Parliament of New South Wales,
20th Victoria, No. 29, intituled  " An Act  to  Amend
the Laws relating to Gold Fields,"  His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
ALFRED HENRY
to be an officer for determining the extent and posi-
tion of the Claims to which each person  is entitled
under any Miner's Right, Lease, or License issued
under the provisions of such Act, and for  marking
out such  extent.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  16th December, 1873.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of he Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
FITZROY W.  H. SOMERSET, Police Magistrate,
Townsville,
to be Gold Commissioner.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th December, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
IN pursuance of the provisions contained in the
Act of the Parliament of New South Wales,
20th Victoria, No. 29, intituled  " An Act to Antend
the Laws relating  to  Gold Fields,"  His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased  to appoint
FITZROY W.  H. SOMERSET
to be an officer  for determining the extent and posi-
tion of the Claims to which each person is entitled
under any Miner 's Right ,  Lease ,  or License issued
under the provisions  of such Act, and for marking
out such extent.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1873.
j] IS Exce ll ency the Governor ,  with the advice
11  of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following appointments in the  Electric
Telegraph Department ,  viz. :-
Mr.  FBBDEBICK EDWARD RAINS,  First Operator,
Bowen,
to be appointed Station Master ,  Townsvi lle,  vice
Mr. H. E .  Young ,  resigned.
Mr. Joai& MAYNE,  First Operator ,  Tenterfield,
to be First Operator ,  Bowen.
Mr. JOHN THoMAs
to be First Operator, Tenterfield.
THOS. L. MURRAY PRIOR.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to appoint the Palmer River Gold Fields, in the
Police District of the Etheridge, to be  a place at
which Courts of Petty Sessions shall be holden,
under the  provisions  of the Act of Council, 3 Wm.
IV., No. 3.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane , 13th December, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive  Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. WILLIAM MATTHEW MOWBRAY
to be Registrar of the Northern District Court at
Millchester. This appointment to take effect from
the 1st instant.
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial  Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane ,  16th December, 1873.
A. H. PALMER.
QUEENSLAND ,  Z P roclamation by The Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance with the  provisions of the sixty-
first section of "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis
of Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the Leases of the following
selections of land, under the said Act, are
declared forfeited.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee.  Area. Land  Agent'sDistrict.
C l O'o onial Secretary ffice,s
Brisbane, 19th December, 1873.
*17 G. Lane .
A.
40
R. P.
0 0 Brisbane
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be *57 T. B. Tippet 36 3 30 ditto
notified that Writs have been returned by 196 H.Oppermann 100 0 0 Beenleigh
the several  Returning Officers, certifying the return 1355 A. Bucks ... 80 0 0 Ipswich
of the undermentioned gentlemen  to serve as 211 S. Webber ... 56 0 0 Toowoomba
Members of the Legislative Assembly of Queens- 608 P. Walsh ... 166 0 0 ditto
land for the Electoral Districts specified in con- 622 Ditto .. 80 0 0 ditto
nection with their respective  names :- 175 W. K. Porter 123 0 0 Rockhampton186 G. T. Bird ... 25 0 0 ditto
BALONNE-Adam Walker, Esquire. 255 J . O. Portus 120 0 23 ditto
BLACKALL-Peter Fitzallan MacDonald, 260 Ditto ... 140 2 9 ditto
Esquire. 316 R. Hutcheson 160 0 0 ditto
BULIMBA-William Hemmant, Esquire. 325 C. W. De Via 72 0 0 ditto
BUNDANBA- Simon Fraser ,  Esquire. 326 Ditto ... 66 0 0 ditto
CARNARVON-The Honorable Ratcliffe Pring, 327 Ditto ... 58 0 0 ditto
Esquire. 329 W.  Stewart... 421 0 0 ditto
ENOGEGEBA-James Robert Dickson Esquire 331 W. Orr, junr. 108 0 0 ditto, ,
408 R GartonJ 158 1 24 dittoFASSIFERN-George Thorn, junr., Esquire. 455
..
FJ Adam 80 0 0 dittoLOGAN-Philip Henry Nind, Esquire. 456
..
Ditto 80 0 0 dittoMABANOA-Thomas Mcllwraith, Esquire. 470
...
T. Hayes .. 160 0 0 dittoMtLGRAVE- Walter Scott, Esquire. 485
,
T. Francis ... 80 0 0 ditto
ROCIHAMPTON - Charles Hardie Buzacott, 486 J. Cowan ... L60 0 0 ditto
Esquire. 530 T. Hayes ... 200 0 0 ditto
STANLEY-John Pettigrew, Esquire. 656 W. Lynch ... 160 0 0 ditto
A. H. PALM , ER.
Colonial Secretary's O ffice,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
The Honorable JOHN BRAMSroN, Esquire,
to be a Magistrate of the Territory.
A, H, PALMER.
• Under  "  Immigra tion Act  of  1869.'
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
0 0D SAVE THE gUXEN I
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QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to wit .  3 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
and after  TUESDAY, the  twenty -seventh day of
January, 1874 ,  at the Rockhampton Land Office.
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby, R,eg[ster -1,Land
Viscount Nor- No. ofEarl of  Mulgrave Name of Lessee. Area . Agent's, Appliea-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave, of tion.
District.
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
A. IL P.
York, in the  Peerage of  the United  530 T. Hayes 200 0 0 Rockhamp-
Kingdom  ;  and Baro n Mulgrave of ton.
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
( s.) in the  Peerage of Ireland ; a Member Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Government
Nol YANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"  I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection ,  under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twenty-seventh day of January, 1874, at the
several Land Offices.
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
December ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
NO. Of
Por tion.
O
G b
A aRe
Name of Lessee . Area .
Land
Agent's
District.
174' 17 G. Lane  ...
A.  R.  P.
40 0 0 Brisbane
57'0 57 T.  B. Tippet  ... 36 3 30 „
211 211 S. Webber ... 66 0 0 Toowoom-
i  in
• Under  " Immigration Act  of  1869."
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this eighteenth day of
December ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the  thirty-seventh year of Her Ma-
jesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by The Most
to Nit . S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE. Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount No.r-
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its  Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The CrownLands  Alienation  Act of  1868 ," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
the Governor  aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do ,  by this my  Proclamation,
notify  and proclaim  that the lands included in
the undermentioned Selection  shall be pen to
Selection ,  under the provisions  of the said Act, ou
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit .  S Honorable GEORGE AUGUBTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earlof Mulgrave ,ViscountNormanby,
and Ba ro n Mulgrave of Mulgrave, all
in the County of York,  in the Peerage
of the  United Ringdom  ;  and Baron
(L.s.) Mulgrave of New Ross, in the County
NoRMANBY,  of Wexford, in the Peerage of Ireland ;
Governor .  a Member of Her Majesty's Most
Honorable Privy Counc il, Governor
and Commander -in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872 ," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Counc il,
do, by this  my Proclamation ,  notify and pro claim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be and are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall  be open to Selection as Home-
steads, classed as Agricultural ,  and not otherwise. at
the Land Office,  Toowoomba ,  on and after TUES-
DAY, the twenty- seventh day of January, 1874.
0
District . Parish. County. Area . Late Lewes.
A.
808 Toowoomba Haldon Aubiguy 155 Patrick Wash
622 Ditto Ditto Ditto 80 Dit to
Value of improvements must be paid at time of application;'
843 on Selection 808, and 818 on Selection No. e23.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this eighteenth day of
December ,  in the year of our  lord  one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the  thirty-seventh year of  li ar
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND , I Proclamation by the Mostto wit. Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Mem ber
NonxANar ,  of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section one of  "The Homestead
Areas  Act of 1872,"  I,  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE.  Marquis of Normanby ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Counc il ,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall  be and
are hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, subject
to the provisions  of the  said Act ,  and that the said
lands sha ll  be open to Selection as Homesteads,
and not otherwise ,  at the Bundaberg Land Office,
on and after  TUESDAY,  the twenty -seventh day
of January, 1874.
LANDS RESUMED FROM CONSOLIDATED RUNS OF
OTOO AND WELCOME CREEK, KNOWN As TAN-
TITHA.
3,440 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Welcome
Creek by the line dividing the leased from the
resumed portions  of the Otoo and Welcome Creek
Runs,  and bounded thence on the south-west by
that dividing line south-easterly about 430 chains;
on the south-east by  a road forming  the north-west
boundary  of pre-emptive  selection  No. 8 of 684
acres bearing north-easterly eighty chains; on the
north-east  by a line north-westerly parallel to the
south-west  boundary about 430 chains to Welcome
Creek; and on the north-west by that creek up-
wards  to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this eighteenth day of
December , in the  year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in  the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QvasNSLAND, '  Proclamation by The Most
to wit . )  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CoNSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor.
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all in  the County of
York,  in the  Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross. in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANET,  of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, in
this ,behalf, I,  GEORGE AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,
Marquis of  Normanby, the Governor aforesaid, do
hereby proclaim that the following shall be deemed
to be  a Gold Field within the  meaning and for
the purposes  of the Act of Council, twenty Victoria,
No. twenty- nine,  entitled  "AnAct to Amend the Laws
relating  to Gold Fields,"  that is to say, the Palmer
Gold Field,  comprising  the whole watershed of the
Palmer River westward from the coast  ranges, to
its junction with the Mitchell River, pastoral dis-
trict of Cook.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh
day of November, in the  year  of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred  and Seventy-
three, and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN1
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by the Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands included in the
undermentioned  selections  shall be open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said Act, on and
after THURSDAY, the fifteenth day of January,
1814, at the several Land Offices.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Land
Name of Lessee Area.  Agent's
District.
A. 8. P.
01304 W. Forbes ... ... 427 0 0  Brisbane.
281 J. Wardley ... ... 600 0 0  Beenleigh.
254 W. P. Morley ... 348 0 0 Mackay.
293 A. B. McGregor ... 200 0 0 Ditto.
242 D .  Little ... ... 1280 0 0 Ditto.
26 T. Neil ... ... 239 0 0 Clermont.
E16 value of  improvements  on this selection.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy -three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of  Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUI ENGLAND,  Proclamation by The Most
to wit . Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.e., in the  Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
Noli1iANBv. of Her Majesty's Most Honorab:e
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
.nander.in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its  Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868 ," 1,  GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marq uis of Normanby,
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the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after THURS-
D AY, the fifteenth day of January, 1874, at the
Bowen Land Office.
No. of
Portion.
*28
Name of Lessee.
J. Robertson ...
Area.
A. R. P.
311 0 0
Land
Agent's
District.
Bowen.
*  Forfeited selection No. 28, Bowen.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in  the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary  for Public Lands,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QDErNSLAND, '  Proclamation  ,  by The Most
to wit.  s Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of  Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANSr, of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after TUES-
DAY, the thirtieth day of December, 1873, at the
Brisbane  Land Office.
oQ
P4
Register!
No. of
APP 1108-1Name of Lessee.
tion.
73 1138 Edward Btbend
Area.
A. 8. P.
140 0 0
Land
Agent's
District.
Brisbane
Parish.
Canning.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
.JOHN BRAMSTON.
GOP SAVA THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND  2  Proclamation  by the Most
to wit. $ Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the nited
Kingdom ; and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief. of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall  be and
are hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, subject
to the provisions of the said Act, and that the
said lands  shall be open to Selection  as Homesteads
and not otherwise, at the Warwick Land Office, on
and after THURSDAY, the 8th day of January,
1874.
LANDS RESUMED FROM TALGAI RUN.
About 89 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Thane's Creek
at the north-east corner of portion No. 67, and
bounded thence by Thane's Creek downwards to
the northern boundary of Talgai ten  years' lease ;
thence by that boundary west till  it is intersected
by a line due north, passing through a spot distant
five chains west of the west boundary of portion
No. 69; thence by a line south to southern boun-
dary of ten years' lease, and by that boundary
south-easterly to Thane's Creek, and by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement,- exclu-
sive of portions Nos. 67 and 69.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's Reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
QUEENSL AND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit .  '  Honorable  GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of  Normanby.
Earl of  Mulgrave,  Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York , in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of  Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANDY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief  of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
A17GUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
proclaim that the lands included in the undermen-
tioned selections sha ll  be  open,  to Selection, under
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the  provisions  of the said Act, on and after
T1IIWAY, the eighth day of January, 1874,
at the Land Offices of the districts in which they
are respectively situated.
No. o
Por-
tion.
Register
No. of
APplioa-
tion.
Name or Lessee. Area .
Land
Agent's
District
Parish.
A. B. P.
761 761 Frederick 106 0 0 Too- Geham
Lawrence woomba
190 190 Frederick 83 2 0 Bowen ...
Sugar 59
Robert Bode
W. Steele 390 0 0 Brie- Albert
and bane River
*  2800 to be added for improvements.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-three, and
in the thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  19th December, 1873.
j T is hereby  notified for  general  information, that
i application under the 27th section of  " The
frown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 " (31 Victoria
No. 46 )  has been made for closing  of the under-
mentioned Road  ;  and all  persons  who may  consider
their interests affected  thereby ,  are required to
transmit to this Department their  objections, in
writing ,  within two months  fr om this date.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No.
I
Applicant.
D. F. Long-
land ...
Situation. Parish. Area
Road separating port ion
98 from port ion 99 ... Redland ...
A.  IL  P.
3 9 38
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th December, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," it
is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder  described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
Stradbroke Island, Moreton Bay.
WATER RESERVE.
County  of March, parish of Tinana, portion No. 4
of section  126.
43 acres 2 roods.
Commencing  on a road one chain wide, at the
west corner  of allotment 3, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing one hundred
and ninety-s,Pven degrees fourteen chains and ninety-
six links to another road one chain wide ; on the
south-west by that road bearing one hundred and
..seven degrees twenty-nine chains and four links to
another road one chain wide ; on the south-east by
that road bearing  seventeen  degrees fourteen chains
and ninety-eight links ; and on the north-east by
allotment 3, bearing two hundred and eighty-seven
degrees twenty -nine chains  and four links to the
point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOR ROAD PURPOSES.
County of Churchill, parish of Normanby,  resumed
from selection  496,  portion  91.
15 acres 2 roods 23 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain  and a-half wide,
and two chains and twenty-two and a-half links
south from the south-east corner of portion 88, and
bounded thence on the east by that road bearing
south twenty-one chains and seventy-one and a-half
links ; on the south by a line bearing west fourteen
chains and thirty-one links to the west side of a
road one chain and a-half wide ; and on the north-
west by that road bearing forty-two degrees eleven
minutes ten chains and eighty-one links, seventeen
degrees thirteen minutes thirteen chains and sixty-
two links, and forty-eight degrees twenty-four
minutes four chains and two links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
County of March, parish of Gutchy.
96 acres.
Commencing  on a road two  chains  wide, at the
south-west corner of portion 12, and bounded thence
on the north by a line bearing east fifty  chains ; on
the east by a line bearing south twenty  chains ; on
the south by a line bearing west forty-four chains
and eighty-six links to the aforesaid road ; and on
the south-west by that road bearing three hundred
and twenty-two degrees three chains and ninety-six
links, and three hundred and fifty-one degrees
seventeen chains and eight links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1873.
W V 1'
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
 Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid , the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Public Buildings.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE  FOR PUBLIC  BUILDINGS.
County of Cook, parish  and town  of Bundabery.
Section No. 3.
5 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Maryborough
and Quay streets, and bounded thence on the
north-west by Quay street bearing north-easterly
ten chains to Barolin street ; on the north-east by
that street bearing south- easterly  five chains to
Bourbong street ; on the south-east by that street
bearing south-westerly ten chains to Maryborough
street; and on the south-west by that street bearing
north-westerly five chains to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC  BUILDINGS.
County of Cook, parish and  town  of Bundabery.
Section No. 4.
5 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Quay and
Burrum streets, and bounded thence on the north-
west by Quay street bearing north-easterly ten
chains to Maryborough street; on the north-east
by that street bearii.g south-easterly five chains to
Bourbong street ; on the south-east by that street
bearing south-westerly ten chains to Burrum street;
and on the south-west by that street bearing north-
westerly five  chains  to the point  of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th De cember, 1873.
LAND COURT, ROCKHAMPTON.
IT is hereby  notified for general information, that
the Land Commissioner ,  Rockhampton, will
hold a  Court for  the purpose of dealing with applica-
tions for Land under  the Conditional  Purchase
clauses of  "The Crown  Lands Alienation Act of
1868 ," on TUESDAY,  the 23rd instant.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th December, 1873.
I N pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of  "ThuCrown Lands Alienation Ac  of  1868," it is
hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purpose of a Quarantine Station.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR  QUARANTINE GROUND.
Great Sandy Island.
About one square mile.
Commencing  on the western shore of 'Great
Sandy Island, at  a point half-a-mile north from
the white  cliffs ; and bounded on the north by a
line bearing east one mile  ;  on the east by a line
bearing south one mile ; on  the south by a line
bearing west  to the shore of Hervey's Bay ; and on
the west by the said bay northerly to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
!Brisbane ,  5th December, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatapplication under the 27th section f  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868" (31 Victoria,
No. 46)  has been made for closing of the under-
mentioned Road; and all  persons who may consider
their interests affected thereby,  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections, in
writing ,  within two months from this date.
(For the Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
Applicant.
E.D.Oraham
Situation.
Road separating por-
tions 411, 412, and 413
from portions 414 and
415
Parish.
Brassall
Area.
A.  IL  P.
4 0 4
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th December, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently  reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice  thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period  aforesaid , the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purpose of a
Cemetery.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY- NEAR CASHE's CROSSING.
County of Stanley, parish of Bunya.
18 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain and twenty- one links east  from the south-
west corner  of portion 44, and bounded  thence on
part of the  north by  a line bearing west one chain
twenty-one links ; on the east by a line.  bearing
north seven chains and fifty-eight links-on the
remainder of the north by a line  bearing west
eighteen chains and seventy links to the aforesaid
road ;  and on the south-west and south -east by that
road bearing 170 degrees three chains and sixty
links, 130 degrees five chains and nine links, 136
degrees seven chains and ten links ,  129 degrees two
chains and thirty-six links, eighty-eight degrees
four chains and fifty-five links, forty-seven degrees
three chains and eighty-eight links, and twenty-two
degrees three chains and seventeen links to the
point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  28th November, 1873.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF COOK.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 3 of the Executive council, directs it to be
notified, that the recently discovered  Sugar Lands
on the Johnstone River, in the Settled District of
Cook , are classified as agricultural lands , and that
no applications for land on that river  or in its
vicinity will be accepted by the  Land Commissioner
at Cardwell except the first year' s rent is paid
according to such  classification.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th November, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
Notice is hereby given, that the lands  hereunder
described have been temporarily  reserved for the
purposes  named with  respect to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. 1.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES ,  LEICHHAEDT
DISTRICT.
About 1,600 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about north
350 degrees  east,  and distant about 250  chains from
the north-west corner of mineral selection No. 148 ;
thence west  about  160 chains ; thence north about
fifty-one chains; thence by the Fitzroy River
downwards about seventy-three  chains in a direct
line ; thence east about 134 chains ; thence south
about 120  chains  to the point  of commencement,-
to include the permanent  lagoons ,  and also a
quarry that has been opened for railway  purposes.
No. 2.
RESERVE FOR  RAILWAY PURPOSES,  ROCKY CREEK,
LEICHHARDT  DISTRICT.
200 acres.
Commencing at the north- east corner of mineral
selection No. 148 ; thence west about fifty chains ;
thence north about forty chains ;  thence east about
fifty chains ; thence south to point  of commence-
ment ,- including  the dam.
RESERVE  FOR PUBLIC  PURPOSES, CLIFTON HOME-
STEAD AREA.
County of -Aubigny, parish of Tooth.
About 78 acres.
Commencing on the road one  chain wide at the
south-west corner of selection 916, Toowoomba
Register, and bounded on the north by part of
the south boundary of that selection  bearing east
about sixty-one chains and fifty- seven links  to
the north-west corner of the ten  acres Reserve fox
Cemetery, and bounded on the east by the west
boundary of that  reserve bearing south about
twelve chains and seventy  links  to another road
one chain wide forming the southern bounda ry  of
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the above -mentioned homestead  area  ; on the south
by that undary bearing west about sixty-one
s fi seven links  to the first-mentioned road ;
and on the west by that road bearing north about
twelve chains seventy links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE Pon  WATER, WARRA WARRA.
County of Lytton.
60 acres.
Commencing on the west side of a lagoon at the
termination of part of the south boundary of
Warra Warra pre-emptive portion No. 1; thence
by part of the south bounds y west twenty-eight
chains ; thence by a line south twenty-one chains
ninety-six links ; thence by a line east thirty chains
to the lagoon; thence by the lagoon northerly
to the point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th November, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant
mentioned in the schedule hereunder written
being erroneous in the particulars there in  set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions  of  " The  Titles to  Land Act of  1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, under his Hand and Seal of the Colony,
describe the land intended to be  granted,  to the
intent that ,  by force of the Act aforesaid ,  it shall
be taken to have been inserted in the grant and in
every deed containing the erroneous description,
and such grant and every such deed shall  operate
and be construed accordingly.
A. H. PALMER.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-23 August, 1866.
Name of Grantee-James Real.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland con-
taining by admeasurement four acres one rood and
ten perches, be the same more or less, situated in
the county of Churchill and parish of Brassall,
portion 327, commencing on a road one chain wide
at the south-west corner of portion 318, and
bounded thence on the north by the south boundary
line of that portion bearing east eight chains and
ninety-five links ; on the east by a line bearing
south five chains; on the south by a line bearing
west nine chains and forty-five links to the aforesaid
road ; and on the west by that road bearing north
twenty-nine degrees fifteen minutes east two chains
and two links ; thence bearing north sixteen
degrees thirty minutes east two chains and eighty
links to the point of commencement.
Nature of error.-That  part of the west boun-
dary described as bearing . north twenty-nine
degrees fifteen minutes east two chains and two
links should be north twenty-nine degrees fifteen
minutes east two chains and sixty-two links.
thirty- six chains  and thirty-eight links ; on the
west by  a line  bearing south twenty-three chains
and forty-two links ; on the south by portion 684,
bearing east thirty-five chains and seventy-six
links to the aforesaid road ; and on the east by that
road bearing three hundred and fifty-six  degrees
two chains and ninety- seven links ,  nineteen degrees
ten chains and ninety links, three hundred and
fifty-seven  degrees six chains  and sixty  links, and
three hundred and twenty-six degrees thirty
minutes four  chains and  thirty links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER AND GRAVEL FOR ROAD
PURPOSES ,  ALBERT RIVER.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
About 580 acres.
Commencing on a road one and a-half chains
wide at its intersection  by the  west boundary of
portion 281,  and bounded thence on part of the
east by a lino bearing north  thirty-eight  chains and
ninety -six links  ;  on part of the south by a line
bearing east about twenty -three chains  and fifty
links ; on the remainder of the east by portion 283
and a road bearing north seventy chains and eighty-
five links  ; on the  north by a line bearing west
eighty-four chains and seventy-nine links; on part
of the west by a line bearing south thirty-one
chains  and  ninety -four links  ;  on the remainder of
the south by a line and a road bearing east twenty
chains and sixteen links  ;  on the remainder of the
west by portion 282 bearing south forty-seven
chains and seventy -four links  to the  road first
aforesaid  ;  and on the south-west  by that road
south- easterly to  the point  of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR POLICE PADDOCK,  VERESDALE.
County of Walsh, parish of Logan, selection
No.  997,  portion  No. 42.
84 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-west corner of portion 16, and bounded
thence on the west by that road bearing north
twenty-eight chains ; on the north by a line bear-
ing east  thirty chains ; on the east by aline bear-
ing
south twenty-eight chains ; and on the south
by a line  bearing west  thirty chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR  RECREATION,  LAIDLEY.
County of  Churchill ,  parish  of Laidley.
About 45 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
south by  one of said roads, dividing it from por-
tions  70 to  74 inclusive ,  bearing west about thirty-
one chains and 30 links to another road one chain
wide ; on the west by that road bearing north
fifteen chains to another road one chain wide ; on
the north  by that  road bearing east about eleven
chains seventy-six degrees about ten chains and ten
links, and east about two chains and fifty links to
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
A. H. PALMER.
RESERVE  FO`}; QUARANTINE GROUND FOR SHEEP,
MOGOILL ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly,
portion  682.
87acres  2 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 681; and bounded
thence on the north by that portion bearing west
the other road first aforesaid ; and on the north-
east by that road bearing one hundred and fifty-six
degrees forty-five minutes nineteen chains to the
point of commencement.
WATER RESERVE.
County of Aubigny, parish of Tooth.
11 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and fifty links
wide, at one hundred and fifty-five links east from
the north-east corner of selection 857 T.R., and
bounded thence on the west by that road bearing
one hundred and ninety-five degrees twenty
minutes thirteen chains and forty-eight links ; on
the south by a line bearing east ten chains and
twenty-six links ; on the east by a line bearing
north twelve chains and ninety-six links ; and on
the north by a line bearing west six chains and
seventy links to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notico is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the pcLiod aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
name  1 with respect to each.
A. H. PALMER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general inforifl ,tion, thatapplication under the 27th section of  " The
Crown lands Alienation Act of  1868," has been
made for the closure of the undermentioned roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
A. H. PALMER.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
RESERVE  FOR WHARF  PURPOSES.
Cou;lty of March, parish of Maryborough, town
of Maryborough.
13 perches.
Commencing on the left bank of River Mary, at
the termination thereon of the north-west side of
March street, and bounded thence on the south-
east by March street south-westerly seventy links
to Wharf street; on the south-west by Wharf
treet north-westerly one chain ; on the north-west
by a line north-easterly at right angles to Wharf
street o the River Mary ; and on the north-east
by that river upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  RECREATION, TOWN OF MARY-
BOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough.
57 acres 3 roods 25 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Alice and
Lennox streets, and bounded thence on the south-
west by Alice street north-westerly twenty-seven
chains ninety-six links ; on the north-west by
Ferry street north-easterly twenty chains sixty-
four links ; on the north-east by gent street south-
easterly twenty-seven chains ninety-three links;
and on the south-east by Lennox street south-
westerly twenty chains eighty-two links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY , CLIFTON HOMESTEAD
AREA.
10 acres.
Commencing  at the south- east  corner of  selection
No. 916, Toowoomba Register, and bounded on the
east by a line south about twelve chains and
seventy links to the southern boundary of the
Clifton Homestead Area ; on the south by a line
west about seven chains and eighty-eight links ; on
the west by a line north about twelve chains and
seventy links to the south boundary of selection
916, Toowoomba Register ; and on the north by a
line east about seven chains and eighty-eight links
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1873.WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for an public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a Quarantine
Ground.
A. H. PALMER.
RESERVE FOE  QUARANTINE GROUND, CURTIS
ISLAND.
About 1,280 acres.
Commencing at a rocky point on the north-west
coast of Curtis Island, about one hundred and
ninety chains in a south-west direction from the
Pilot Station ;thence east about ninety chains to
the main branch of Pacific Creek ; thence by
Pacific Creek downwards to the sea-coast ; thence
by the sea- coast in a  north-westerly and north-
easterly  direction to the point of commencement.
No. .Iicaz`. Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  X. P.
I J. Ewen Road separating portion Greenmount 8 0 0
2
Davidson,
and A. V.
and F.
Robinson
98 f ro m portion 99
Ditto Road  separatlugpo rt ion Greenmount17 E 0
39 from portion 40
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1873.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
T
OTICE is  hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned  in  the Schedule hereunder1`
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor wi ll , in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instruments endorsed on
such deeds of grant respective ly under his Hand and
Seal of the  Colony,  describe the lands intended to
be granted ,  to the intent that ,  by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall  be taken
to have been inserted in the respective grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants respectively and everysuch deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFEREED TO.
Date of Grant-10th August, 1871.
Name of Grantee-Richard Furlong.
Description of Land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement twenty-four  acres and
six perches (be the same more or less), situated in
the county of Livingstone and parish of Cawarral,
portion 10, commencing at the south-east corner of
portion 9, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing 183 degrees 41 minutes. ten chains and one
link ; on the south by a line bearing west twenty-
three chains ; on the west by a line bearing ,351
degrees 52 minutes, ten chains and one.link ; and
on the north by a line east thirty chains and 58
links to the point of commencement.
Description of Land intended  to be  granted.-
Commencing at the south-east  corner  of portion 9,
and bounded thence on the east by a line bearing
183 degrees 41 minutes,  ten chains and one link ;
on the south by a line bearing west twenty-three
chains ; on the west by a line bearing 351  degrees
52 minutes, 10 chains and 10 links ; and on the
north by a line bearing  east  „enty-five  chains and
eight links to the point of commencement.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.,1
Name of Grantee-James Dignam.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland con-
taining by admeasurement forty-eight acres three
roods, be the same more or less, situated in the
county of Ward and parish of Logan, portion 99,
commencing  on the right bank of the Logan River
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at the south-west corner  of portion 98, and bounded,
thence og1  the north by aline bearing east forty-
seven gains and six links ; on the east by a line
bearing two  hundred and nine degrees twelve
chains  ; on the south by a line bearing west forty-
six chains  and seventy-five links to the Logan
River, and thence by that river downwards to the
point of  commencement.
Nature of error.-The  area being described as
forty-eight acres three perches, instead of fifty
acres ; and commencing  at the south -west corner
of portion  98, instead of 98A.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles Merkicy.
Description of land granted.-A ll that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement fifty-two acres one rood
and eighteen perches, be the same more or less,
situated in the county of ward and parish of
Logan, portion 98, commencing on the right bank
of the Logan River at the south-west  corner of
portion 85, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing east  fifty-three chains and eighty-one
links  ; on the east by a line bearing south ten
chains and  fifty links ; on the south by a line bear-
ing west forty- seven chains  and six links to  the
Logan River ; and thence by that river downwards
to the point  of commencement.
Nature of error.-The  land being called portion
98, area fifty- two acres  one rood and eighteen
perches, instead of portion 98A, area  fifty  acres.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles McIntosh.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement  two thousand five
hundred and  sixty acres , be the  same more or less,
situated in the county of Merivale and parish of
Cunningham,  selection  72. Commencing at a point
bearing north and distant two  chains and two links
from the north- east  corner of selection 145 ; and
bounded thence on the south by a road two chains
wide bearing west twelve degrees north fifteen
chains and two links west four degrees thirty
minutes north twenty-two chains, south sixty
degrees west  seventeen chains, and west fourteen
degrees  north three hundred and sixty-four chains
and sixty-two links ; on the west by a line bearing
north thirty- one chains  and eleven links ; on the
north by a  line bearing  east fifty-eight chains and
eighty-three  links  to a road one chain and fifty links
wide ;  again on  the west by that road bearing
north nineteen chains and eighty-two links to
another road one chain and fifty links wide ; again
on the north by that road bearing east fifty-six
chains  ; thence by lines bearing south thirty-four
chains  and seventy- six links  east fifty-four chains
and fifty links, south three chains and ninety-three
links, and east fifty- six chains  to another road one
chain and fifty links wide; thence by that road
bearing south fourteen chains and seventy-two
links ; thence by lines bearing east fifty-seven
chains and  fifty links, south three chains and
nineteen links,  east  fifty-six chains to another road
one chain and fifty links wide; thence by that road
bearing south seven chains and sixty-six links to
another road one chain and fifty links wide ; thence
by that road bearing east fifty-eight chains and
fifty-three links, north one chain and seventy-two
links ,  and east  forty-eight chains and thirty links ;
on the  east  by a line bearing south thirty-three
chains  and seventy-one links ; thence by a line
bearing west forty chains and two links ; and
thence by  a line  bearing south thirty-seven chains
and two links to the point of commencement.
Deso-i tion of land intended to be granted.--
Commencing at a point bearing north and distant
two chains and two links from the north-east
corner of selection 415 ; and bounded thence on
the south by a road two chains wide, bearing west
twelve degrees north fifteen chains and two links,
west four degrees thirty minutes. north twenty-two
chains, south sixty degrees, west seventeen chains,
and west fourteen degrees, north three hundred
and sixty-four chains and sixty-two links ; on the
west by a line bearing north thirty- one chains and
eleven links ; on the north by a  line bearing east
fifty-eight chains and eighty-three links to the east
side of a road one chain fifty links wide ;  again on
the west by that road bearing north nineteen chains
and eighty-two links to another road one chain and
fifty links wide ; again on the north by that road
bearing  east  fifty-six chains, thence by lines bear-
ing south thirty-four chains and seventy-six links,
east fifty-four chains and fifty links, south three
chains and ninety-three links, east fifty- six chains
to another road one chain and fifty links wide ;
thence by that road bearing south fourteen chains
and seventy-three links; thence by lines bearing
east  fifty-seven chains and fifty links, south three
chains and nineteen links, east fifty-six  chains to
another road one chain and fifty links wide ; thence
by that road bearing south nine  chains and sixteen
links to another road one chain and fifty links
wide ; thence by that road  bearing east  fifty-eight
chains and fifty-three  links , north one  chain and
seventy- two links ,  east  forty-eight  chains and
thirty links ; on the east by a line bearing south
thirty-three chains and seventy- one links  ; thence
by a line bearing west forty  chains  and two links ;
and thence by a line bearing south thirty-seven
chains and two links to the point of commence-
ment.
ment,-exclusive of three  reserved  roads  as marked
and shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's office,  the areas  of which have
been deducted from the  total area.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Frederick John Cobb
Wildash.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement  two thousand five hun-
dred and sixty  acres , be the same  more or less,
situated in the county of Merivale and parish of
Cunningham-selection 71, commencing  at a point
bearing west, and distant two chains and ninety-five
links, and thence north one chain and fifty links
from the north-east corner of selection 347, under
" The Leasing Act of  1866," and bounded thence
on part of the south by a road one chain and fifty
links wide, bearing west thirty-three  chains and
fifty-five links ; thence by roads , one chain and
fifty links wide, bearing south twenty-four chains
and eighty-five links, west thirty- seven chains and
eighty links, north twenty-eight  chains , west two
chains and thirty links, north twenty-five chains,
east fourteen chains and ninety links, north twenty-
nine chains and fifty links,  east two chains and
sixty-nine links, north twenty-eight chains, east
one chain and thirty links, north twenty-nine
chains  and fifty links, west thirty-five chains and
sixty links, north twenty chains, west forty chains
and eighty links, north thirty- five chains, west
fifty-nine chains, south seventeen  links, west
twenty- six chains , north twenty-eight chains, west
four chains and forty links, north twenty-four
chains  and forty-two links ; on the north by a line
bearing east  two hundred and eight  chains and
seventy-eight links ; and on the east by a line bear-
ing south two hundred and twenty-four chains and
eighty-nine links to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of a reserved road, one chain and fifty
links wide, as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's office, the area of which has
been deducted from the total area.
Description of land intended to be granted.-Com-
mencing  at a point bearing west and distant two
chains ninety-five links, and thence north one chain
fifty links from the north- east  corner of selection
three hundred and forty-seven under  " The Leasing
Act of  1866," and bounded thence on part of the
south by a road one chain fifty links wide, bearing
west thirty-three chains fifty-five links ; thence by
roads one chain fifty links wide, bearing south
twenty-four chains eighty-five links, west thirty-
seven chains eighty links, north twenty-eight
chains, west two chains thirty links, north twenty-
five chains, east fourteen chains ninety links, north
twenty-nine chains fifty links, east two chains sixty-
nine links, north twenty-eight chains, east one chain
thirty links, north thirty-one chains, west thirty-
five chains sixty links, north twenty chains, west
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forty chains eighty links, north thirty-five chains,
west fifty-nine chains, south seventeen links, west
twenty-six chains, north twenty-eight chains, west
four chains forty links, north twenty-five chains
forty-two links ; on the north by a line bearing
east two hundred and fourteen chains sixty-eight
links, and on the east by a line bearing south two
hundred and twenty-four chains eighty-nine links to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of a reserved
road one chain fifty links wide, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor. General's office,
the area of which has been deducted from the
total area.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles Fitzsimmons.
Description of land granted.-A ll that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement eighty-four acres, be the
same more or less, situated in the county of Carlisle
and parish of Bassett, portion 53, commencing on
a road one chain wide at the south-west corner of
portion 52, and bounded thence on the south by
that road bearing west twenty-eight chains ; on the
west by  a line  bearing north thirty chains ; on the
north by a line bearing east twenty-eight chains ;
and on  the east by  a line bearing  south thirty chains
to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the south-
west corner of portion 52, and bounded thence on
the south by that road bearing west one degree
north twenty-eight chains ; on the west by a line
bearing north one degree east thirty chains ; on the
north by a line bearing east one degree south
twenty-eight chains ; and on the east by a line
bearing south one degree west thirty chains to the
point of  commencement.
Date of Grant-9th August, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles  Fitzsimmons.
Description of land  granted-All that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement  one hundred and ninety-
three acres, be the  same  more or less, situated in
the county of Carlisle and parish of Bassett, por-
tions 56 and 57, commencing on the left bank of
the Pioneer River, at the south-east corner of por-
tion 55, and  bounded thence on the west by the
east  boundary line of that portion, bearing north
thirty-three chains to a road one chain wide ; on the
north by that road bearing  east  fifty-six chains to
another road one chain wide; on the east by that
road bearing south twenty-six chains to the Pioneer
River ; and on the south by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted-Com-
mencing on the left bank of the Pioneer River, at
the south-east corner of portion 56, and bounded
thence on the west by the east boundary line of
that portion, bearing north one degree east thirty-
three chains to a road one chain wide ; on the north
by that road bearing east one degree south fifty-six
chains to another road one chain wide ; on the east
b7 that road bearing south one degree west twenty-
six chains to the Pioneer River ; and on the south
by that river upwards to the point of commence.
ment.
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
east one hundred and twenty chains ; on the east
by a line bearing south ten degrees eebt eighty
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west to the
Gympie road ; and on the south-west by that road
north-westerly to the point of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE.
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
1,160 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing west about
seventy-four chains from the north-east corner of
portion 23, and bounded thence on the west by a
line bearing  north eighty chains ; on the north by
a line bearing east 284 chains  ; on the east by a
line bearing  south ten degrees east eighty-two
chains ;  on the south by a line bearing west about
298 chains  to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING, STATION  CREEK, RODD'S
BAY.
About 3,200 acres.
Commencing on the west bank of Station Creek,
on the Rodd's Bay Run,  at a tree  marked broad-
arrow 5 in triangle ; thence west about 340 chains
to the River Boyne ; thence by that river down-
wards to the south-west corner of selection No.
126; thence by the south boundary of selection
No. 126 easterly to Station Creek ; and thence by
Station Creek upwards about 220 chains  in a direct
line to the point of  commencement ,-exclusive of
selection No. 96.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING ,  RIVERsTONE RUN.
Parish of Boyne.
About 3,000 acres.
Commencing at the west side of the main road
from Gladstone to Maryborough at a point due
west and distant ten chains from the north-west
corner of portion No. 30, parish of Boyne ; thence
being bounded on the east by that road in a
southerly direction to the north-west corner of
selection No. 68 ; thence on the east by the west
boundary of that selection south to Machine Creek ;
thence by that creek upwards to the north boundary
of the Calliope and Boyne Gold Field Reserves ;
thence west by that boundary about 115  chains ;
thence north about 220 chains, and thence east
about 120 chains to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING ,  CALLIOPE RIVER ,  BonooN
RUN.
About 1,400 acres.
Commencing on the north side of the main road
from Rockhampton to Gladstone  at a  point  ten
chains north from the north- east  corner of  selection
No. 80 ; thence on the south by the aforesaid main
road westerly to the Calliope River ; thence by
that river downwards to the south-west corner of
the East Stowe Agricultural Reserve ; thence by
the south boundary of that reserve  and a line due
east therefrom about 170 chains ; thence south
about ninety-two chains to the point  of commence-
ment,-exclusive of selection No. 66 and of any
alienated  lands  within. he above boundaries.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
Notice is hereby given, that the  lands  hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purposes named with respect to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TIMBER RESERVE ,  MAROOCHY .- BRISBANE AND
GYMPIE ROAD.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
780 acres.
Commencing on the Gympie road, at a point
about eighty chains in a south-easterly direction
from the south- east  corner of portion thirty- three,
RESERVE FOR  RACECOURSE,  BUNDABBRG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg,  portion
No. 26.
320 acres.
Commencing  on a road one  chain  and a-half wide
at a point bearing sixty-five  degrees and  distant
fifteen chains and ninety-five links from the south
corner of portion 16, and bounded  thence on the
north-east by that road bearing 144 dereeP, twenty-
nine chains  and 146 degrees five chains and fifty .
links to a road one chain wide ; on the south-east
by that road and  a line  bearing 238 degrees eighty-
two chains and sixty-two links ; on the south-west
by a tine bearing 328 degrees forty- four chains
and thirty-one links ; and on the north-west by a
line bearing sixty-five degrees eighty-one  chains to
the point  of commencement.
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Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th October, 1873.
WHLREAS, by the twenty- fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks  :  Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
(For the Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR WHARVES, MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough, town of
Maryborough.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the east corner of the reserve for
Immigration De 8t, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing north thirty degrees
eighteen minutes east one chain; thence on the
west by a line bearing north four degrees forty-five
minutes west eight chains fifty-three links  to Bazaar
street ; on the north-west by  Bazaar street  bearing
north -hirty degrees forty-three minutes east about
three chains sixty-seven links to a creek ; thence by
that creek downwards to the River Mary; on the east
by the River Mary upwards to the public wharf re-
serve; on the south-east by a line bearing south thirty
degrees eighteen minutes west fifty links ; and on
the south-west by a line bearing west thirty degrees
eighteen minutes north'four chains eighty-five links
to the point of commencement.
RBsEavE FOR BOTANICAL GARDENS, MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough.
2 acres 37 perches.
Commencing at the  east corner  of the Reserve
for Immigration DepOt, and bounded thence on the
south-east by a line bearing north thirty degrees
eighteen minutes east one  chain; thence on the
east by a line bearing north four degrees forty-five
minutes west eight chains fifty-three links to
Bazaar street ; on the north-west by Bazaar street
bearing south thirty degrees forty-three minutes
west, eight chains to the reserve for Telegraph and
Post Offices ; and on the south-west by a line bear-
ing east thirty degrees eighteen minutes south four
chains ninety-six links to the point of commence-
ment.
Also,
Section 88, town of Maryborough.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY ,  BUNDABEBG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, portion
No.  29.
40 acres.
Commencing on the Bundaberg road three
chains wide at a point bearing 210 degrees and
distant forty chains from the east corner of portion
27, and bounded thence on the south-east by that
road bearing 210 degrees twenty chains and two
links; on the south-west by a line bearing 300
degrees twenty chains ; on the north-west by a line
bearing thirty degrees twenty chains ; and on the
north-east by a line bearing 120 degrees twenty
chains and  one link to the point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOB  A POUND, MILCHBSTEB.
Parish of Milchester.
2 acres.
Commencing nineteen chains south from the
north- west corner of Milchester Township Reserve,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west four chains and forty-seven links ; on the west
by a line bearing south four chains and forty-seven
links ; on the south by a line bearing east four
chains and forty-seven links; and on the east by a
line bearing north four chains and forty-seven
links to the point of commencement.
I RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE, KILLARNEY.
County of  Merivale , parish of %illarney.
6 acres 2 roods.
Commencing  on the left  bank of the Condamine
River at the north -west corner of portion 157, and
bounded  thence  on the east by a line bearing south
twelve chains and sixty links ; on the south by a
line bearing west eight chains and twenty-seven
links  ;  on the west by a line bearing north seven
chains and sixty -one links to the Condamine River ;
and on the north-west by that river upwards to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.
7T is hereby notified for general information that
1 the Lands as hereunder described, situated
within the Clermont Town Reserve, have been
withdrawn from selection under the provisions of
the 41st clause of  "The Crown Lands Alienation
Act  of 1878," for the purpose of being offered at
auction as  Town and Suburban Lots.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,) -
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FROM SELECTION FOR SURVEY IN TOWN
AND SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Clermont.
580 acres.
commencing  at the south corner of  selection No.
83, and bounded thence by the south- east boundary
of that selection bearing north forty-five d grees
east fifty-four chains  and in continuation of same
line to Brewery Creek ; thence on the north by
that creek downwards to the south- east corner of
selection  No. 26 ; thence by part of  the east
boundary of that selection bearing north and by a
line east along  the south boundary of selection No.
75 ; thence by part of the west boundary of selection
No. 5 bearing south to Douglas Creek ; thence by
Douglas Creek downwards to the south- east corner
of selection No. 5 ; then by southern boundary of
selection No. 25 and a  line bearing  east to the
north-west corner of mineral selection No. 48A;
on the east by the west boundary of that selection
bearing south to the south- west corner of same
selection  ; on the south by a line bearing west to
the north corner of  selection  No. 38 by the north-
west boundary of that  selection and by a line
bearing  west  to  the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th October, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for Public purposes.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR  PUBLIC PURPOSES.
County of  Churchill , parish of  Tarampa, portion
No. 401.
68 acres.
Commencing  on the right bank of the  Brisbane
River , at the south- east corner of portion 400, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion  bearing
west forty- three chains  and twenty- two links to
a road one  chain wide ; on the west by that road
bearing south  seventeen  chains to another  road one
chain wide ; on the south by that road  bearing west
thirty-five chains to the  Brisbane River ; and on
the south- east  by that river upwards to  the point
of commencement.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of"The Crown Lands Alie ation Ac  of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE Pon  GRAVEL FOR ROAD  PURPOSES,
BRISBANE  AND WATERFORD ROAD.
County of  Stanley , parish of Mackenzie.
370 acres.
Commencing  at the south- east  corner of portion
227, and bounded thence on the north by part of
the south boundary line of that portion bearing
west about 40 chains ; on the west by a line bearing
south 80 chains ; on the south by a line bearing
east  to the road from Waterford to Brisbane ; and
on the east by that road northerly to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  WATER,  BEENLEIGH.
County of Ward, parish of Boyd.
30 acres.
Commencing  on the west side of the road from
Beenleigh to the Upper Albert River Ferry, and
bounded on the north by a road one chain wide,
forming the south boundary of portion 117, parish
of Boyd, bearing westerly; on the west by a line
bearing south in continuation  of the west boundary
of same portion  about 20 chains to the first men-
tioned road.; and on the south-east by that road
north -easterly to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR PUBLIC  PURPOSES , TOWNSVILLE.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah,
town of  Townsville ,  allotment  6A  of Section
No. 1.
2 roods 28  perches.
Commencing  on the northern side of Flinders
street at  the south- east corner  of the Lockup
Reserve, and bounded thence on the north-west by
a line bearing north 27 degrees east 3 chains 48
links to the Strand; thence by a line bearing east
27 degrees south 58 links; thence easterly, southerly
and westerly  by a semicircular  line with a radius
of 174 links ; and by Flinders street bearing north
68 degrees  west 58 links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK ,  ROCKHAMPTON.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
portion No. 4.
103 acres.
Commencing  at the south-east corner of' portion
No. 3 (Reserve for Gardens and Water), and
bounded thence on the west by a line bearing north
38 chains 50 links; on the north by the south
boundary of portion No. 2 bearing  east  24 chains ;
on the east by a  line bearing  south 47 chains 40
links to Yeppen Yeppen Lagoon ; and on the south
by that lagoon north-westerly to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE  FOR  RACECOURSE,  RAVBNswooD.
County of Gladstone.
142 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of a small creek
at a point bearing about 275 degrees and distant
about 44  chains from  the south corner of portion 5
on Elphinstone Creek, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing 204 degrees 43 chains
and 75 links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
114 degrees 36 chains and 25 links to Elphinstone
Creek ; on the south-east by that creek upwards to
the junction of the small creek aforesaid ; and on
the north-east by that creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd Octobe 1873.
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HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
1 " The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved  from sale for any special purpose,
notice thereof shall be published  in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks  :  Notice is
hereby given, that at the  expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently  reserved  for the  purposes named with
respect o each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL  SITE, SWAN CREEK.
County of Merivale, parish of  Robinson ,  portion
No. 199A.
23 acres.
Commencing on Swan Creek, at the south corner
of portion No. 199, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the south-west boundary of that
portion bearing 299 degrees 8 chains and 30 links ;
on the north by a line bearing west  2 chains ; on
the west by the east boundary of portions Nos.
206 and 208 bearing south 24 chains 41 links to
Swan Creek ; and on the south and east by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RACECOURSE ,  MAEYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborouyh.
160 acres  20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 120 degrees 30
minutes and distant 1 chain from the south corner
of portion 191 on a road 1 chain wide, and bounded
thence on the north-west by that road bearing 30
degrees 30 minutes 43 chains ; on part of the north-
east by a line bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 35
chains to another road one chain wide ; on part of
the south-east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes 11 chains and 44 links ; on the remainder
of the north-east by portion A and a road  bearing
120 degrees  30 minutes  12 chains and 90 links to
another road 1 chain wide  ;  again on the  south-east
by that road bearing 210 degrees 30 minutes 11
chains and 44 links; on part of the south-west by
No. 7 and a road bearing 300 degrees  30 minutes
12 chains and 92 links ; on the remainder of the
south-east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes 20 chains to another road 1 chain wide;
and on the remainder of the south-west by that
road bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes 35 chains to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of 4 acres
for a road 1a chain wide, and 1 acre and 23 perches
for another road 1 chain wide, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-Genreal' s office.
RESERVE  FOR WATER ,  MAEYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough,  portion
No. A.
13 acres  2 roods 14 perches.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at a point
bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes and distant 1 chain
from the east corner of the Racecourse Reserve;
and bounded thence on the north-east by a line
bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 11 chains and 88
links to another road 1 chain wide ; on the south-
east  by that road bearing 210  degrees 30 minutes
11 chains and 44 links ; on the south- west  by a line
bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes 11 chains and 88
links to the road first aforesaid ; and on the north-
west by that road bearing 30 degrees 30 minutes
11 chains and 90 links to the p tint of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1873.
IT is hereby  noti fied for general information, that
1 application under the 27th section of  " Tlce
Crown  Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"  has been
made for the closure of the undermentioned roads;
and all  persons who may consider  their  interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
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Department  their  objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
(?-)r the Secretary  for Public  Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. App licant . Situation . Parish. Area
A. A. P.
1 D.H. Cud- Road separating seleo. unnamedon 1 0 8
more tion 718 from selection
92
Herbert
River
2 T. Foreman ,  Road separating per. Bras sall 2 2  21
W. Bryce ,
and T.
tion 383 fro m po rt ions
319 320 and 321
Brooke
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th September, 1873.
WHEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved  fr om sale for any  -public
purpose, notice thereof sha ll  be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of thego
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will
reserved for the purpose of School Sites.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOB SCHOOL SITE, BULIMBA.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion
No.  158A.
23 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road I chain wide, at the
south-east corner of portion 125B,  and bounded
thence on the east by that road bearing 158 degrees
34 chains and 25 links to a road 1 chain and 50
links wide ; on the south by that road  bearing 260
degrees 45 minutes 13 chains and 70 links ; and on
the west by a line bearing 358 degrees 46 minutes
34 chains and 1 link to  the  point  of  commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE, BUNDAMBA.
County of Stanley, parish of Bundamba, portion
No.  1714.
1 acre 2 roods.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at the
north-west corner of a Water Reserve, and bounded
thence on the south by that reserve bearing 157
degrees 2 chains and 39 links ,  112 degrees 3 chains
and 36 links ,  and 46 degrees 6 minutes 4 chains and
11 -links ; on the east by a line bearing north 26
minutes east  60 links ; and on the north by a line
bearing west 7 chains and 3 links  to the point of
commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th September, 1873.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
is
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sitting in persuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
he following dates
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane ,  on the  first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich,  the first Friday in
.each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land  Office, Toowoomba ,  on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land  Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday  in each month.
At the Land  Office ,  Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
A t the Land  Office, Condamine ,  the second
Thursday  in September ,  1873, and there-
after  on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the  Land Office, Goondiwindi, the  first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday ,  in October ,  1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the  Land Office,  St. Lawrence ,  on the  first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND  BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough ,  on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the  Land Office,  Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office,  Bowen, the  fourth Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville,  the second
Thursday  in September , 1873,  and every
alternate  month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed•
nesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BUBHE.
At the Land Office; Normanton, on the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA  DISTRICT.
At' the Land Office,  Roma, on  the second
Wednesday in November, 1873,  and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate month.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in November, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each  alternate month.
&t the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
aay in October, 1873,  and thereafter onthe
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
A.t the Land Office, Clermont , on the last
Thursday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the last Thursday  in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, Springsure, on the fourth
Monday in October, 1873 ,  and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every  alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days  fall ing on
a holiday, the sitting will be held  on the following
day.
Special  sittings ,  when necessary , in addition to
the above, will be duly  noti fied  from  time to time.
C. J. GRAHAM.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
I T is hereby notified for general information
that in cases where applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous, before survey, of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the  lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSA.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st November, 1872.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Mineral Land
Commissioner  for the  District of Darling
Downs South, will, on  the first TUESDAY  in every
month, hold his Court Sittings ,  as prescribed in the
sixth clause  of the  Regulations  with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October ,  1872,  at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 28th May, 1872.
T HE first sheet of the New Map of the Colony,
showing the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared  under the  supervision of
the Chief  Commissioner  of Crown Lands, is now
published. Copies may be had at the Public
Lands Office ,  George street .  Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for  general  information, that
the Rent of the undermentioned Runs, situated
in the Unsettled Districts, not having been paid on
or before the 30th day of September  last , they will
become absolutely forfeited  unless  the full amount
of Rent in each  case, with  one-fourth added by way
of penalty, be paid into the Colonial Treasury
within ninety days thereafter, as prescribed by the
Acts and Regulations.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Name of Lesgee. Name of Run.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
Humphery, F. T. ... Buckingah ...
Lawless , C. and P. ... Boonimbah ...
Lawless ,  C. ... ... Boonbagan ...
Lawless,  P. .. ... Windera.. ...
McKay, D. F. ... Bannia ... ...
Plummer, J. M. ... Toondoongondy...
Travis ,  R. ... ... Gingar Gingar ...
Ditto ... ... Cloncose ... ...
BURKE DISTRICT.
Clifford and Courtnay
Ditto
Cowan Cowan and
Nichol
Ditto .., .,.
Ditto ...
Thompson, J.
Mosiman, A....
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Keira ... ...
Marathon ...
Cowan Downs ...
Sorghum
No. 1
Sorghum
No. 2
Downs,
Downs,
... Prarie, No. 2
COOK DISTRICT.
.. Pine
... Copperfield
... Nepowe ...
Preston ...
Rienza ...
Rent.
£ s. d.
13 16
45 0
45 0
45 0
12 10
27 10
37 10
49 10
10 0
22 10
25 0
25 0
26 0
42
RENT of RUNS IN UNSETTLED DISTRICTS
t-continued.
Name of Lessee. Name of Run. Rent.
£ s. d.
GREGORY DISTRICT.
Hammond, G. T. ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .., ...
Argyle .. ..
ditto (arrears)
Tenham ...
ditto (arrears)
6 5 0
1 0 10
6 5 0
1 0 10
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Anning, R. J. and F. A.
Carr, J. C. ... ...
Curr, Marmaduke ...
Miles,  W. ... ...
Ditto ...
Mytton, E.
Ditto ...
Plant  and Cass
Ditto ...
Plant,  E. H....
Ditto
Wildash, F. J. C.
Ditto ...
Reedy Springs,  1 11  3
No. 2 (arrears)
Cardigan  ...  37 10 0
Gil Gunyah 9 7 6
Victoria Downs', 17 10 0
No. 1
Victoria Downs, 25 0 0
No. 2
Kinloeh, No. 1 ... 18 15 0
Kinross  ... ... 18 15 0
Glenell .. . 6 5 0
ditto (arrears) 4 13 9
Collopy ... 6 5 0
ditto (arrears) 2 12 1
Miles Lake  ...  158 8 0
Gars  ... ... 10815 0
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Earl, James
Miles, Wm.
Ditto
Ditto
North, J.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Mount Carmel ...
Hidden Valley ...
Conway, No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Tiptree Hill, North
ditto (arrears)
ditto No. 2...
ditto (arrears)
25 0 0
34 4 0
36 0 0
30 12 0
6 5 0
2 12 1
6 5 0
2 12 1
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Balfour, G. ..
Bank  of New South
Wales
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ..
Foot and Sons
Forlonge, W....
Ditto
Gilliam, T. W.
Haly, C. R. ..
Joint Stock Bank
Ditto ...
Logan, R.
London Chartered Bank
Mattherson, D. ...
Morgan, Wm. ...
McCord and Skene ..
McLean, M. J. ...
Ditto
McMullen, J. F.
Ditto ...
Ditto
MoPhillamy, C.
Perkins, Thos.0
0
0 Ditto ...
0 Peter, McLeay ,  Bonar,
Onslow and Onslow
Ramsay,  D. ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Robertson  and Want
Shannon,  J. ... ...
0
0 0
Columba... ... 12  10,  0.
Clive ... ... 43 0 0
Cana] ... 43 0 0
Ardah ... 35 0 0
Canal, No. 2 ... 35 0 0
Moravia Downs... 27 10 0
Harrow .. 6 6 0
ditto (arrears) 5 4 2
Baffle Block ... 3 15 0
Arcadia, North ... 30 0 0
Kynebil ... . 14 10 0
North Yan Yan 9 0 0
Gurt
Line Forest ... 27 10 0
Wongaleigh ... 33 16 0
Ashfield ... ... 18 19 0
Barwon  Park ... 67 10 0
Winchester Downs 18 15 0
Spring Creek, No. 20 12 6
2
ditto (arrears) 1 17 6
Balling-le-roche... 34 2 0
Wilpenah ... 28 10 0
Balpannah ... 28 10 0
Somerby... 37 16 0
Conciliation Creek, 27 10 0
Block B
Repulse Creek, 28 0 0
No. 2
Carnarvon Creek, 30 0 0
No. 3
Roseylie  ... .. 27 10 0
Goongella  ..  27 10  0
Broadlea ... ..  27 10  0
Galgathaa 13 2 6
Saltbush  Park, 20 0 0
Ditto
Tansey, M.
Ditto
Want, R. C.
Ditto
Ditto
7 10 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Clynes, P. ... .. I Bingeyrang 12 10
Gilchrist, Watt, and Co. Ballon ... ... 72 10
0 Ditto
0 Ditto.
Lloyd, C. G. H. Culgarra... 44 0 0l
No. 2
Drumeondra  ...  16 0 0
Sutton . .. ...  29 8 0
Wallburry .. 37 10 0
Galgathaa  East  ...  12 10 0
Meroo ... ... 12 10 0
Miambaa ... 13 2 6
Neeinban 12 10  0
Widerege Wide- 27 10 0
rege
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RENT of Rtrxs IN UNSETTLED DISTRICTS
--continued.
Name of Lessee. Name of Bun.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Anderson ,  T.. ...
Clarke and Hodgson ...
Ditto ... ...
Close ,  Thos. ... ...
Davy and Veness ...
Dexter , J. C.... ...
Gordon and Flood ...
Ho ll and , J. .. ...
Mcllwraith, T. ...
McLean, J .  D. (repre-
sentatives of)
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Seidel,  E. F. ...
Tate ,  Geo. ... ...
Bent.
£ s. d.
Dulbydilla ... 35 0 0
Oberina  ... ...  51 5 0
Pannonia 46 5 0
Manandi ll a, No. 1 49 10 0
West Thomby ... 33 0 0
South Teelba ... 22 10 0
Morocco ... ... 60 10 0
Bendeena  ... 27 10 0
Doogarry ... 6210 0
East Bi ll in  ... 27 10 0
South ditto ... 27 10 0
IIpton ...  2810 0
Mount Bindeygo
2810
0
Bosnia  ... ..  28 10 0
Ravenna ... ...  28 10 0
Mount Bindango 28 10 0
Mu llock  ... ..  33 0 0
Isis  ... ..  33 0 0
Bil li n  . .. 2710 0
North Billin .. 27 10 0
Maxvale  ... .. 27 10 0
Watershed 27 10 0
North Durin Durin 11 5 0
Murra Murra  ... 35 0 0
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
M iles, Wm. ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Tweed, John ...
Eversleigh, No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
Wyndeyer Creek
75 0
30 0
16 5
15 0
0
0
0
0
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Geary, E .  M.... ...
Ditto ...
Hood ,  Torrance, and
Hood
Wiles, Wm. ... ...
Nicholls, John ...
O'Sullivan Florence ...
Pain, Thos. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Pettiford ,  Jas... ...
Boothalla Block... 25 0 0
Junction Block ... 25 0 0
Bylang ... ... 12  10  0
Lower Eulo  Left 15 0 0
Callene  .. .. 75 0 0
Stockade Block ...  28 15 0
Bowra West  ... 70 0 0
Bandy  ... ... 70 0 0
Goomorah  ... 2710 0
Bimbilla  West  ... 6 17 6
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 16th September, 1873.
PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.NOTICE.-It is hereby notified for general
information , that the Crown Lands Office
for the Mitchell District has been removed from
Tambo to  Blacka ll .
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Crown Lands Office,
Bri sbane, 21st  July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL  LEASES  ACT OF 1869."
IT
is hereby  noti fied  that Applications under the
provisions  of the 41st section of "  The Pastorai
Leases  Act of  1869" for renewed  leases  for four-
teen  years of  the runs in  the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the  existing
leases, as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lad"
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the following
charges will be made by the Analytical
Chemist for  testing, assaying ,  and analysing
minerals ,  ores, articles  of commerce ,  victuals, &c.,
&c.
As soon as the necessary  arrangements are made,
fire assays  will be undertaken, of which due notice
will be given.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
£ s. d.
Assaying ores for chro m (wet assay ) ... ...  0 10 6
Assaying ores for nickel  (wtt assay ) ... ...  0 10 6
Assaying ores for tro balt  (wet assay ).. .  0 10 6
Assaying ores for antimon  (wet assay) ... 0 10 6
Assaying ores for arsenic  (wet  assay )...  0 10 6
Assaying metal li c plating  (wet assay) 0 10 6
Assaying minerals for sulphur  (sulphuric acid) 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for phosphor  (phosphoric
acid) ... . ... ... 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for chlorine  ... ...  0 5 0
Assaying minerals for iodine  ... ... ...  0 10 6
Assaying minerals for bromine  ...  0 10 6
Assaying minerals for fluor  (fluoric acid ) ...  0 10 6
Assaying minerals for boron  (boracic acid ) ...  0 10
Assaying minerals for si licon  (sili cic acid) 0 5 0
Assaying minerals for carbon  (carbonic acid) 0 5 0
Assaying  minerals  for cyan  (Prussic acid ) ...
Assaying minerals for  lime ,,, ... ...
Assaying minerals for barytes...
... ...
Assaying  minerals for st ro ntian ... ...
Assaying  minerals for magnesia ... ...
Assaying  minerals for alumina .
0 5 0
0 6 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
Assaying minerals for potass, soda ,  li thia, each,
separately  ... ... ... ... ...  0 10 6
Testing acids or sour liquors, for their strength
in anhydrous acid-
Sulphuric acid ... ... ... ...
Hydrochloric  acid  ... ... ...
Nitric acid ... ... ... ...
Acetic acid (vinegar) ... ... ...
Tartaric acid ... ... ... ...
Citric acid, &c.... ... ... ...
Testing for their strength in alkali only-
Soda crystals ... ... ... ...
Soda ash. .. ... ... ... ...
Testing alloys-silver and cop per ... • ,..
Assaying quartz for gold ... ...
Assaying ores for gold ... ... ... ...
Assaying ores for silver (wet assay ) .. ...
Assaying ores for quicksilver (wet as say) ...
Assaying ores for lead  (wet assay ) ...  ...
Assaying ores for bismuth (wet assa y) ..
Assaying ores for copper  (wet assay ) ... ...
Assaying ores for zinc (wet assay) ...
Assaying ores for cadmium  (wet assay) ...
Assaying ores for tin (wet ass ay) .. ...
Assaying ores for manganese (wet assay ) ...
Assaying ores for iron (wet assay) ... ...
Assaying ores for uran (wet assay) ... ...
Caustic soda ... ... ... ... ...
Potash ... ... ... ... ... ...
Liquor ammonia (gas water ) ... ... ...
Common ashes ... ... ... ...
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 1 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
Testing wine or winemust ,  juices of  fruits, &c.,
for acids,  sugar , and alcohol . 0 10 6
Testing  manures ,  guanoes , &c., for phosphates,
ammonia ,  and potash  ... .. ...  0 10 6
Testing soap ,  salt, sugar ,  or chemical prepara-
tions,  for their  commercial value or  purity 0 10 6
Testing  a substance for a specified or sus-
pected adulteration,  like drugs, mer-
chandise , victuals, butter , milk, &c.  , ... .0 10 6
Analysis of  water ,  ores in  which occur three,
four, or more bodies, and  which are re-
quired to be quantitatively ascertained ... 3 3 0
Analysis of  substances  belonging to the Vege-
table and Animal K ingdom (zoochemical
analysis ),  from £1 le .  to £:3  Si.,  accord-
ing to demands made
Testing soils for one or two substanc es  ...  0 10 6
Analysis of sails  ... ... ... ...  3 8 0
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th December, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS AND BUSINESS
LICENSES.I T is hereby notified or general information, that
the undermentioned Miners' Rights and Busi-
ness Licenses  have been issued in the Gold Fields
Districts respectively specified.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
YARROL GOLD FIELD.
During the Month of November, 1873.
MINERS'  RIGHTS.
No. Name .  No. Name.
49,001 George Somervi ll e 1 49,002 Samuel Sayer
BOYNE AND CALLIOPE GOLD FIELDS.
During  the Month ended 30th November, 1873.
MINERS'  RIGHTS.
No. . Name.
63,190 Reubin Bailey.
ROCKHAMPTON GOLD FIELDS.
During the Month ended 30th November, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name.
48,441 D .  McMurrich
48,442 Charles York
48,443 W. S. Wilson
48,444 George Pridmore
48,445 Robert Gray
48,446 Edward Stamp
48,447 Lewis Williams
48,448 George Gannon
No. Name.
48,449 Jerry Hawkey
48,450 George Walters
62,051 James Card
62,052 Henry Mears
62,053 Christian Jorlensen
62,054 John Egginton
62,055 Edward J. Miles
ETHRIDGE  GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 31st October, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
59,286A. Bates 59,809W. Logan
59,287G. A. Borck 69,310 W. Logan
59,288R. Morton 69,311 J. Kerr
59,289F. Hannah 59,312 J. Harland
59,290W. Miller 59,313 M. Rollston
59,291T. Wood 59,314 R. Morris
59,292A. Kemp 69,315 E. W. Lockhart
59,293 M. Foley 59,316 Ali  Foy
59,291 J. Turner 59,317 J. Foy
59,295 J. Hopkinson 69,318 J. P. Foy
59,296 P. Mullayne 59,319 W. O'Brien
69,297 J. Clark' ; 69,320 Cai Som
59,298 W. Scott 69,321 Ah Lie
59,299 H. McFarquar 59,322 Lowin Cow
59,300 Ed. Byrnes 59,323 D. McGee
59,301 M. Byrnes 59,824 G. Lettch
59,302 Jas. Burn 59,325 H. West
59,308 E. J. Willian 59,326 J. Juely
59,304 P. Morrisey  69,327 C. Job
59,305 M. Mulcaly 59,328 P. Harmer
59,306 W. S. Benton 59,329 D. Murray
59,307 Ah Chin 59,330 D. Murray
59,308 Ah Foo 59,331 Fow Gow
Busneiss
No. Name.
4,816 Hodgkinson and
Cranford
4,816 P. M. Martin
4,817 J .  Edwards and Co.
LICENSES.
No. Name.
4,818 W. M. Smith
4,819 W. Gordon
4,820 H. Lewis and party
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1873.
ROAD TRUSTS.
BRISBANE DISTRICT.
R
EFERRING to the Notice issued from this
Department, 29th August, 1873, and published
in the  Government Gazette,  30th August, folio 1457,
appointing Road Trustees, Oxley Farms Roads,
Boylands Pocket District, it is hereby notified that
Mr. W. M. CsHILL has been appointed Trustee in
the place of Mr. JOHNSTON, resigned.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th December, 1873.
NEW ROAD-FINAL NOT.T E.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a New Road from
N  Cambooya Railway Station to Eton Vale,
referred to in Notices dated 1st July, 1873, and 29th
October, 1873, folios 1024 and 1778 respectively of
the  Government Gazette,  has been formally marked
and opened by the proper officer, and same is now
open for public use.
73-3004. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th December, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF KELSEY,
COUNTY OF HERBERT.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 14th
October, 1873, folio 1721,  Government  Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road from Bowen to
Ravenswood, parish of Kelsey, county of Herbert :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the
Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open aid make the road referred
to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Bowen ; and all
persons intending to claim compensation  in respect
of the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof,  in such
manner  and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from  such claim.
By Command,
73-432. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  1st December, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF DEUCHAR
AND GLENGALLAN, COUNTY OF MERI-
VALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 13th Sep-
tember,1873, folio 1535,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through
Glengallan pre-emptives 62 and 61, in the parishes
of Deuchar and Glengallan respectively : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road ; and it is there-
fore hereby declared expedient to open  and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be  seen at the  Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Drayton ; and all persons intending  to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they
will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
73-1526. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th December, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTFIERS.
BRIDGE OVER BALONNE RIVER, NEAR SURAT.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
January next, from persons willing to contract for
construction of a Bridge over the  Balonne River,
near Surat.
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Tenderst ,  to be endorsed  " Tender  for Bridge,
Balonne River."
Plan,  Specification,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
or at the Roads Office, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is pro-
posed to complete the work ,  and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event, that he wil l execute and deliver at the
Office of the  Civil  Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual noti fication of
acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance  ;  otherwise the Tender will  not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PUBLIC OFFICES, MARYBOROUGH.
rI ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd
January next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Public Offices, Maryborougb.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Public
Offices, Maryborough."
Pla1.111 ecification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Roads Office, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within whici it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per cent.
on amount of Tender as security for the due per.
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event that
he will execute and deliver, at the Office of the Civil
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considers.
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th December, 1873.
BEENLEIGH  FERRY, LOGAN RIVER.
T
ENDERS will  be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.in. on  TUESDAY,  the 23rd
instant, from persons wishing to lease the above
Ferry, for the term of Two Years.
Conditions of lease, and full particulars, can be
obtained at this Office, and at the Court House,
Beenleigh.
The highest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department  of Public Works, .
Brisbane ,  28th  November, 1873.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following Regulations to be
observed on the Waterford Ferry, Logan River, on
and after Lyt December, 1873, in lieu of those now
in force thereat, in virtue of the provisions of the
Acts 2 William IV., No. 12, and 14 Victoria,
No.5.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
FERRY REGULATIONS.
L That the ferry be leased by auction , tender, or
otherwise, as the Government may determine.
2. That the ferry rates  and charges  shall be in
accordance with the annexed Schedule, and that
the same shall be  painted on boards,  and placed in
conspicuous ituations on each side of the ferry, at
the cost of the lessee thereof. The lessee shall
also provide scales and weights, and keep the same
in a convenient place at the ferry.
3. The  lessee  will be required to make all im-
provements and repairs that maybe required at the
approaches to the ferry on each side of the River,
for a distance of 100 feet from low-water mark,
and leave the same in good order at the termination
of his lease.
4. The lessee of the ferry shall enter into a bond
in an amount to be fixed by the Government, with
two sureties, for the due performance of his con-
tract, and for his information he will be supplied
with a copy of these regulations.
5. The lessee will  be required to furnish, and to
keep during the currency of his lease,  in a clean,
dry, and secure condition, such sufficient number
of boats and punts as the Government may deter-
mine to be used on the ferry, and such boats and
punts must be approved of, and passed by an officer
appointed in that behalf by the Government. The
following are the dimensions required, viz.
Boats.-Not  to be less than 18 feet over all,
5 feet beam, to carry eight passengers ;
two extra  passengers  may be carried for
one foot by one inch more in the foregoing
measurement  ; the number  of passengers
each boat  is licensed  to carry to be painted
in legible characters in some conspicuous
part thereof; a man to be in constant
attendance with each boat, and each boat
to be provided with a safe rope or chain.
Punts.-N  ot to be  less  than 40 feet long and
12 feet wide, inside measurement, 3 feet
deep, and decked over level with top of
gunwale ; height of top rail 3 feet 6 inches
from the deck of punt, with three inter-
mediate rails, to have fall-down flaps, be
well battened down to prevent cattle from
slipping, with chains and shifting cross-
bars at each end, and to be worked by a
rope or chain across the river, and not less
than two men.
6. Life-buoys and drags, with proper  appliances,
shall be furnished by the lessee, who shall be
required to have the  same  in constant readiness for
anyy emergency.
7. During dark nights, and in the absence of
moonlight, there shall be lights kept burning and
properly trimmed on the steps of the ferry, on
each side of the river, and the lessee shall provide
the same.
8. All persons crossing the ferry, with the follow-
ing exceptions, shall pay the charges fixed in
Schedule, viz. :-
The Governor, and any person in actual attend-
ance upon him, and any carriages or horses
of or belonging to him.
Ministers of religion, officers,  soldiers, or
sailors, in Her Majesty's service, proceed.
ing or returning on duty.
Any, member of the Executive Government,
officers of police, troopers, and constables
on actual duty, and any prisoners in their
charge.
All children proceeding to or returning from
any school, whether public or private ; all
officers and men connected with Her
Majesty's Customs, and with the Roads
Department, when on duty.
N.B.-The horses or vehicles used by such
exempted parties shall also be conveyed across the
ferry free.
PENAL CLLUSES.
9. Any  lessee  of the ferry who shall infringe
upon, or act contrary to any clause or condition
contained in these regulations, shall, on conviction
before two or more Justices of the Peace, be sub-
ject to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
10. In the event of two convictions within one
month against the lessee of the ferry, such con-
victions shall cancel the lease, and the Governnieu%
may at once  resume the ferry.
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11. If the lessee ,  or if any collector ,  boatman,
or ferryman employed by such lessee ,  shall  demand
and take from any person or persons exempt from
payment of charges  (and who shall claim such exemp-
tion ),  as provided in clause 8 of these regulations, or
shall, under color of his office as lessee ,  collector,
boatman ,  or ferryman ,  wilfully extort from any
person or persons any sum of money or thing of
value whatsoever ,  as and for ,  or in  li eu of payment
of d tea  ;  or shall  refuse to permit and suffer any
pper; )n or persons to read, or shall  in any manner
hintar or prevent any person or persons from
reai ng, the inscription on such boards  ;  or sha ll
refu  :e to te ll  his christian and surname to any
pers to or persons who shall demand to know the
same ,  on being paid the said dues, or any of
thei i, or shall in answer give a false name or
nan: es  ;  or upon legal dues being tendered or
£ s. d.
Same  (with the exception of bullock t a.ms),
drawn by more than  two horses or other
animals, including driver, &c. ... . 2 6
Same ,  drawn by two  horses ,  or other animals,
including  driver , &c. ... ... 2 0
Bu ll ock teams ,  with dray  loaded or unloaded,
including driver, &c., and  with or with-
out dray, in yokes, including  driver ... 8 0
N.B.-The fares  of passengers travelling in vehicles
are included in the  foregoing charges.
Cattle or horses ,  or other large animals, un-
attached ,  each  ... ... ... ...  0 4
Sheep,  pigs ,  goats, sucking calves or foals or
other  small  animals  (dogs excepted),  each 0 2
Goods.
paid, sha ll  detain or wilfully obstruct ,  hinder, or Packages exceeding in all 14 lbs .,  and under
delay any person or persons from passing over 56 lbs .  weight  .. ... ... ...  0 4
the ferry ; or if such  lessee,  collector,  boatman,  or Ditto,  56 lbs.  and under 1 cwt . ... ... 0 8
ferryman shall make use of any scurrilous or
abusive language  to any traveller or  passenger ;-
then and in each and every such case the said
lessee  shall forfeit and pay for every such offence
any sum not exceeding five pounds, to be recovered
before any two or more of Her Majesty's Justices
of the Peace.
12. If any lessee, or collector, boatman, or
ferryman employed by such lessee, shall neglect,
or  unreasonably delay  to take across the ferry any
passengers, or travellers of any description, or any
goods or wheeled vehicles delivered to him, in each
and every such case the said lessee shall forfeit and
pay for every such offence any sum not exceeding
five pounds, in addition to any damage that may
arise from such neglect or delay, to be recovered as
hereinbefore provided.
13. If any person liable to the payment of any
dues under these regulations shall, after demand,
neglect or  refuse to pay the  same,  or any part
hereof, it shall be lawful for anyone duly
authorised  to collect the  same,  to prevent such
person from passing over the ferry until the dues
demandable from and payable by such person sb
refusing  to pay the  same be  paid and discharged.
14. Any person who shall intentionally evade the
payment of the dues ,  as per Schedule ,  shall, unless
ezem  t from payment thereof ,  as provided  in clause
8 of these regulations ,  upon conviction, be subject
to a penalty  not exceeding five pounds.
15. No person  in a state  of intoxication shall be
permitted to cross over in any of the ferry boats,
except when in charge  of the police.
16. The lessee shall have the exclusive right of
taking all  passengers , live stock, and  goods across
the ferry ; and no person  or persons  shall ply for
hire, by conveying  passengers , live stock, or goods
.across  the  river within a radius of three miles of
the ferry,  unless authorised  to do so by the Govern-
ment, under  a penalty not exceeding five pounds
for each offence, to be recovered as hereinbefore
provided.
17. The rent to be paid to the Colonial Treasurer,
in such manner  as may be approved by the Govern-
ment, and intimated  to the lessee  ;  and it' not so
paid, the lease will be liable to be absolutely
cance ll ed  at the option of the Government.
18. The lessee shall, at the time of executing the
bond, give  a warrant  of attorney to enter upon
judgment,  as a collateral  security for the due pay-
ment of the rent ,  should the Government so
desire.
19. The lessee  shall not sub-let, or in any way
dispose of  the ferry, without the express sanction
of the Government.
SCHEDULE.
Ferry Dues and Charges.
d.s.
Every foot passenger with a parcel or par-
cels not exceeding 14 lbs .  weight in all  ,.. 0 1
Single horse ,  with rider ... 0 8
All vehicles, of any description whatever, of
two or more wheels, loaded or unloaded,
drawn by one horse or other animal, in-
cluding driver , &c. ... ... 1 4
Every 1 owt., or more, at rate of per cwt. by
dead weight or measurement  ... ...  0 6
Live stock to be put into and out of the punts by the
owners or parties in charge thereof .  Goods  and wheeled
vehicles, without horses or other animals attached, to be
put into  and taken  out of the punts by the  lessee.
The ferry to be opened for the transit  of passengers and
goods, at all  hours  from 6 a .m. to 10 p .m., at the above
prices.
After 10 p.m. double all the above  rates sha ll  be charged
and paid.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  28th November, 1873.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to approve of the following Regulations to be
observed on the Beenleigh Ferry, Logan River,
on and after 1st December, 1873, in lieu  of those
now in force thereat ,  in virtue of the provisions
of the Acts 2 William IV., No. 12, and 14 Victoria,
No. 5.
By Command,
J. MAI,BON THOMPSON.
FERRY REGULATIONS.
1. That the ferry be leased by  auction, tender, or
otherwise, as the Government may determine.
2. That the ferry rates and charges shall be in
accordance with the annexed Schedule, and that
the same  shall be  fainted  on boards  and placed in
conspicuous situations on each side  of the ferry,
at the cost of the  lessee thereof. The lessee shall
also provide  scales and weights ,  and keep the same
in a convenient place at  the ferry.
3. The  lessee will be required  to make all  im-
provements and repairs that may be required at the
approaches to the ferry on each side of the river
for a distance of 100 feet from low-water mark,
and leave the same in good order at the termi-
nation of his lease.
4. The lessee of the ferry shall  enter into a bond
in an amount to be fixed by the Government, with
two sureties , for the due  performance of his con-
tract, and for his information he will be supplied
with a copy of these regulations. `'
6. The lessee will  be required to furnish, and
to keep during the currency of his lease, in a clean,
dry, and secure condition ,  such sufficient number
of boats and punts as the Government may deter-
mine to be  used  on the ferry,  and such boats and
punts must be approved of, and passed by an officer
appointed in that behalf by the Government. The
following are the dimensions required,  viz.:,
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Boats.-Not  to be less than 18 feet over all,
li feet beam, to carry eight passengers ;
two extra passengers may be carried for
one foot by one inch more in the foregoing
measurement  ;  the number of passengers
each boat is licensed to  carry to be
painted in legible characters in some con-
spicuous part thereof ; a man to be in
constant attendance with each boat, and
each boat to be provided with a safe rope
or chain.
Pints.-Not  to be less than 40 feet long and
12 feet wide ,  inside measurement, 3 feet
deep, and decked over level with top of
gunwale ; height of top rail 3 feet 6 inches
from the deck of punt, with three inter-
mediate rails, to have fall-down flaps, be
well battened down to prevent cattle from
slipping, with chains and shifting cross-
bars at each end, and to be worked by a
rope or chain across the river, and not less
than two men.
6. Life-buoys  and drags , with proper appliances,
shall be furnished by the  lessee,  who shall be
required to have the same in constant readiness for
any emergency.
7. During dark nights, and in the absence of
moonlight, there shall be lights kept burning and
properly trimmed on the steps of the ferry, on
each side of the river, and the lessee shall provide
the same.
8. All persons  crossing  the ferry, with the fbllow-
ing exceptions, shall  pay the charges fixed in
Schedule ,  viz. :-
The Governor, and any person in actual attend-
ance upon him, and any carriages or horses
of or belonging to him.
Ministers of religion, officers, soldiers, or
sailors, in  Her Majesty 's service ,  proceed-
ing or returning on duty.
Any member of the Executive Government,
officers of police, troopers, and constables
on actual duty, and any prisoners in their
charge.
All children proceeding to or returning from
any school, whether public or private ; all
officers and men connected with Her
Majesty's Customs and with the Roads
Department, when on duty.
N.B.-The horses or vehicles used by such
exempted parties shall also be conveyed across the
ferry free.
PENAL CLAUSES.
9. Any  lessee of  the ferry who shall infringe
upon ,  or act contrary to any clause  or condition
conta ined in these regulations , shall, on conviction
before two or more Justices of the Peace, be sub-
ject to a penalty not exceeding  five pounds..
10. In the event of two convictions within one
month  against the  lessee of the ferry, such con-
victions  shall cancel the lease, and the Government
may at once resume the ferry.
11. If the lessee, or if any collector, boatman, or
ferryman  employed by such lessee, shall demand
and take from any person or persons exempt from
payment of charges, and who shall claim such
exemption, as provided in clause 8 of these  regula-
tions, or  shall, under color of his office  as lessee,
collector, boatman,or ferryman, wilfully extort from
any person  or persons any sum of money or thing
of value whatsoever, as and for, or in lieu of pay-
ment of dues  ;  or shall refuse to permit and suffer
any person or persons to read, or shall in any
manner  hinder or prevent any person or persons
from reading , the inscription on such boards ; or
shall  rePise  to te ll  his christian and surname to
any person  or persons  who shall demand to know
the same , on being paid the said dues, or any 9f
them, or shall in answer give  a false name or
names ; or upon  legal dues being tendered or
paid, shall detain or wilfully obstruct, hinder, or
delay any person or persons from passing over the
ferry ; or if Such  lessee , collector, boatman, or ferry-
man shall  make use of any scurrilous or abusive
Language  to any traveller  or passenger  ;-then and
:n each and  every  such case the said lessee shall
forfeit and pay for every such offence any sum not
exceeding five pounds, to be recovered before any
two or more of Her Majesty's. Justices of the
Peace.
12. If any lessee, or collector, boatman, or ferry-
man employed by such lessee, shall neglect or
unreasonably delay  to take across the ferry any
passengers, or travellers of any description, or any
goods or wheeled vehicles delivered to him, in each
and every such case the said  lessee sha ll forfeit and
pay for every such offence any sum not exceeding
five pounds, in addition to any damage that may
arise from such neglect or delay, to be recovered
as hereinbefore provided.
13. If any person liable to the payment of any
dues under these regulations shall, after demand,
neglect or refuse to pa the same, or any part
thereof, it shall be lawful for anyone duly autho-
rised to collect  the same , to prevent  such person
from passing over the ferry until the dues demand-
able from and payable by such person  so refusing to
pay the same be paid and discharged.
14. Any person who shall intentionally evade the
payment of the dues as per schedule  shall, unless
exempt from payment thereof, as provided  in clause
8 of these regulations, upon conviction, be subject
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
16. No person in a state of intoxication shall be
permitted to cross over in any of the ferry boats,
except when in charge of the police.
16. The  lessee  shall have the exclusive right of
taking all  passengers , live stock,  and goods across
the ferry ; and no person or persons shall ply for
hire, by conveying passengers, live stock, or goods
across the river within a radius of three miles of
the ferry,  unless authorised  to do so by the Govern-
ment, under a penalty not exceeding five pounds
for each offence, to be recovered as hereinbefore
provided.
17. The rent to be paid to the Colonial  Treasurer,
in such manner as may be approved by the Govern-
ment, and intimated to the lessee ; and if not so
paid, the lease will  be liable to be absolutely
cancelled at the option of the Government.
18. The lessee shall, at the time of executing the
bond, give a warrant of attorney to enter upon
judgment, as a collateral security for the due pay-
ment of the rent, should the Government  so desire.
19. The lessee shall not sub-let, or in any way
dispose of the ferry without the express sanction of
the Government.
SCHEDULE.
Ferry Dues and Charges.
Every foot passenger with  a parcel or par-
s. d.
eels not exceeding  14 lbs .  weight in all  0 1
Single  horse ,  with rider  ... ... ...  0 8
All vehicles, of any description whatever, of
two or more wheels ,  loaded or unloaded,
drawn by one  horse  or other  animal,
including driver, &c. ... ... ... 1 4
Same,  drawn by  two horses  or other  animals,
including driver, &c., ... ... ... 2 0
Same (with the exception of bullock  teams),
drawn by more than two horses or other
animals,  including driver, &c.  ... ...  2 6
Bullock teams, with dray loaded or unloaded,
including driver, &c., and with or with-
out dray, in yokes ,  including  driver ... 8 0
N.B.-The fares  of passengers  travelling  in vehicles
are included in the  foregoing charges.
Cattle or horses ,  or other large animals, un-
attached, each ... ... ... .. 0 4
Sheep,  pigs, goats ,  sucking calves or foals,
or other small  animals  (dogs excepted),
0 2
Goods.
Packages exceeding in all 14 lbs .,  and under
56 lbs. weight .. ... ... ... 0 4
Ditto, 56 lbs. and under 1 cwt. . 0 8
Every 1 cwt., or more ,  at rate of per cwt.
by dead weight  or measurement 0 6
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Live stock to be  put into  and out  of the punts by the
owners or parties in charge  thereof. Goods and
wheeled vehicles ,  without horses or other animals attached,
to be put into and taken out  of the punts  by the lessee.
The ferry to be opened for the transit of passengers
and goods ,  at all hours ,  fr om 6 a.m. to 10 p.m., at the
above prices.
After 10 p .m. double all the  above rates shall be
•'aarged and paid.
JOUTHER?N AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
IT is hereby notified that the following Goods
are carried in full wagon loads only. Minimum
weight, five tons.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways Office,
28th November, 1873.
Brick
Coal
Coke
Gravel
Hoofs
Horns
Manures  (not artificial ),  and boiling-down
refuse
Rags
Road Metal
Sand
Stoi<e, Building.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  20th December, 1873.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the Ipswich Devia-
tion Line of Railway ,  from three miles forty-six
chains on the Toowoomba line to the commence-
ment of the Brisbane Extension at Ipswich, has
been approved and confirmed without any altera-
tion  ;  and that in pursuance  of the 17th  section of
the  Act 27  Victoria ,  No. 8, the Government intend
to proceed with the construction of the Ipswich
Deviation Line of Railway ,  from three miles forty-
six chains on the Toowoomba line to the com-
mencement of the Brisbane Extension at Ipswich,
according to the Map or Plan and Book of Reference
so confirmed ,  to be seen at this office,  and copy
thereof at the office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions
at Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Ra ilways.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1873.
I N
OTICE is hereby  given , that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference, with Amendments,
of the proposed Line of Railway, Brisbane Exten-
sion , from 16 miles 13 chains to Brisbane, has been
approved and confirmed ; and that in pursuance of
the 17th section of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the
Government intend to proceed with the construc-
tion of the Line of Railway (Brisbane Extension)
from 16 miles  13 chains  to Brisbane, according to the
Map or Plan and Book of Reference so confirmed, to
be seen at this office, and copy thereof at the office
of the Clerk of Petty Sessions at Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1873.
N
OTICE is hereby given, under the 14th section
of  "An Act to make provision for the Con-
,struction  by the Government of Railways and for
the Regulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd Sep-
tember, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has pri-
marily approved of the Map and Book of Reference
of the Ipswich Deviation Line of Railp4ey from
3 miles  46 chains on the Toowoomba Lee to the
commencement  of the  Brisbane Extension at
Ips wich.
The Map or Plan and Book of Reference can be
seen at this Office,  and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in writing, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objection which may exist to
the adoption of the  said  Line of Railway, or any
part thereof, or of any works proposed in connec-
tion therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner of Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  14th November, 1873.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the proposed line
of Railway ,  Brisbane Extension ,  from Ipswich to
2 miles 30 chains ,  has been approved and confirmed
without  any alteration  ; and that in  pursuance of
the 17th  section of  the Act 27 Victoria,  No. 8, the
Government intend to proceed with the construc-
tion of the line of Railway  (Brisbane Extension)
from Ipswich to 2 m iles 30 chains, according to
the Map or Plan and Book of Reference so con-
firmed, to be seen at this  Office,  and copy thereof
at the office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions at
Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
.Brisbane,  22nd September, 1873.
RAILWAY NOTICE.
IN order to expedite  the settlement of claims for
Railway compensation, it is requested that all
persons who  have  any claim for compensation on
account of land resumed for the purposes of the
Brisbane and Ipswich Railway Line ,  will forward
the Deeds  or other instruments showing their title
to the land taken,  or an abstract hereof, to the
Office of the Crown  Solicitor ,  Queen street, Bris-
bane, at the same time  that they forward their
claims for compensation  to this Office.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NOTICE TO DEPOSITORS IN THE
GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
IT is hereby notified that applications for theWit d awal of Deposits cannot be received
between the 1st and 7th January inclusive, during
which time the Head Office will be closed for the
purpose of preparing the Annual Savings Bank
Accounts.
Deposits will, however, be received  as usual
during the above time.
Attention is also called to the regulation that
Pass-books must be sent to the Treasury on or
before the 31st January, in order  that  interest may
be entered, &c.
W. L. G. DREW.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 16th December, 1873.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, Rth December, 1873.
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS.
PERSONS having Claims against the Govern-
ment are requested to render Vouchers for
the same before the close of the month ,  in order
that payment may be made, as  far as possible, on
or before the 31st  instant.
JOS LU4 P. BELL.
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NOTICE.
TRANS)' ABLE AND  REMITTABLE  GOVERN-
MENT DEBENTURES.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 27th October, 1873.
e
IN conformity with the provisions of  " The
Queensland Government Loan Act  of 1872"
(36 Victoria, No. 24), His Excellency the Governor,
in Council, directs it to be notified that Sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office, until Noon
of WEDNESDAY, the 17th of December, from
persons desirous of purchasing the whole or any
portion of Queensland Government Debentures,
amounting to the sum of Two Hundred and Fifty
Thousand Pounds, to be issued under authority of
the abovenamed Act, subject to the undermentioned
terms and conditions-viz.
1. Each Tender  must  be for the amount of one
or more Debentures, and must be endorsed
" Tender for Debentures."
2. In the event of equivalent enders being re-
ceived, in excess of the Debentures for
disposal,  a  pro rata  distribution will be
made.
3. The Debentures will be payable to the holder
for the time being, and will be issued in
sums  of £100, £200, and £500 each (as may
be required), secured upon the Consolidated
Revenue Fund of Queensland, and will bear
interest at the rate of Four per cent. per
annum , payable half-yearly on the let of
July and the 1st of January in each year.
4. The  principal  sum will be payable on the
1st January, 1913, either in Brisbane, Syd-
ney, Melbourne, or London, at the option
of the holder.
5. The interest will commence on the 1st Jan-
uary,  1874, and will  be payable at the
Treasury,  in Brisbane , or at the Office of
the Banking Agents in Sydney, Melbourne,
or London, at the option of the holder.
6. The Tenders will be opened at the Treasury,
Brisbane , at noon on the above-named day
(17th December), in the presence of such of
the Tenderers  as may desire  to be present.
The minimum price to be accepted by the
Government  having  been first placed on the
Table under Seal.
7. The amount tendered, if accepted, must be
paid in cash,  or in  Queensland Government
Treasury Bills, in Brisbane, on the 1st
January, 1874, on which day the Debentures
will be deliverable.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
TENDER FOR QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT
DEBENTURES.
SIR,
I hereby tender for £
Queensland  Government Deben-
Denominations  tures, in terms  of the notice of the
required  (a)  27th October, at the price of
£ for. every £100 of such
of £100 ea.  Debentures ,  and I agree  to accept
the same or any less  amount that
of £200  „ may be allotted to me and to pay
of £600 „ for them, in cash (b), in Brisbane,
on the first day of January, 1874.
Name:
Address :
Date :
The Under Secretary of the Treasury,
Queensland.
(a) It is particularly requested that these blanks be filled up by
the Tenderer.
(b) Or Treasury Bills ,  as the owe may be.
QUEENSLAND TREASURY BILLS.
THE attention of holders of Queensland Trea-sury Bills due and payable the 31st December,
1873, is directed to the provision contained in the
said Bills, which requires that notice shall be given
to the Colonial Treasurer, at Brisbane, on or
before the 1st day of December next, of the place
where such Bills are to be presented for payment,
viz., whether at Brisbane, Sydney, or Melbourne.
Should the holder of any Bills fail to give the
stipulated notice, such Bills will require to be pre-
sented for payment in Brisbane.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial  Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 6th October, 1873.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES  of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall, Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burrenda, Calliope,
Cape River, Cardwell, Charleville, Clermont,
Cleveland, Condamine, Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi,
Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gainsford, Gayndah,
George Town, Gilberton, Gladstone, Goodna, Goon-
diwindi, Greenmount, Great Northern Railway,
Gympie, Ipswich, Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn,
Mackay, Marlborough, Maryborough, Milchester,
Mount Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Nebo,
Normanton, Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Shipping Office (Brisbane), Springsure, S. and W.
Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville,
Warwick, and Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding 2200. the above rates of
interest will  be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  16th October, 1873.
"DISEASES  IN SHEEP  ACT OF 1867."
NOTICE TO SHEEP-OWNERS.
THE attention of Owners of Sheep is herebydirec d to  " The Diseases in Sheep Act of
1867  Further Amendment Act " (34 Victoria, No.
26), by which they are required to make to the
Crown Lands Commissioner in the district in which
the sheep are at the time depastured, on the first
day of January next, 1874, a return of the number
of sheep owned by them, and, at the  same time, to
pay into the Colonial Treasury a sum of five
shillings upon every thousand or part of a thousand
sheep, under a penalty of fifty pounds, in case of
neglect  or false return.
In the event of no Commissioner having been
appointed to any district, the returns are to be
made to the Acting Commissioner of such district,
except in the case of Moreton and Wide Bay, and
2160
Burnett Districts ,  whence they are to be made to
the Chief Inspector of Sheep , who has  been autho-
rised to receive the same.
As far as practicable ,  printed forms of return
will be supplied ,  but the non -receipt of such forms
will not  afford  a plea for exemption from penalty.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information,
that the several Clerks of Petty Sessions
throughout the colony are authorised to receive
Returns from Owners of Stock for the purposes of
assessment , under  " The Brands Act of  1872."
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
" BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
NOTICE TO STOCK-OWNERS.
OWNERS of Horses and Cattle, to the number
of fifty-one head and upwards, are hereby
notified that the assessment payable under the
above-named  Act, at the rate of two shillings and
sixpence  per hundred, or portion of a hundred,
will be due on 1st January next, 1874, and may be
paid to the Clerks of Petty Sessions in the various
districts  on or before that date.
Forms for return of stock will be supplied by
any Clerk of Petty Sessions.
P.R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
Registrar  of Brands Office,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1873..
Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane , 11th December, 1873.
REDUCTION OF INTERCOLONIAL RATES OF
POSTAGE.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified for general information, that on and
after the 1st January, 1874, the Queensland Inter-
colonial Postage Rates will  be reduced to the
following:-
Letters, Overland and by Sea-Two-pence (2d.)
per half-ounce (2-oz.)
Parcels and Book Packets- s. d.
Not exceeding 1 oz.  ... ... ... 0 1
1 oz., but not exceeding 2 oz. ... 0 2
2 oz., but not exceeding lb. ... 0 4
lb., but  not exceeding lb. ... 0 8
lb., but not exceeding lb. .. 1 0
lb., but not exceeding  1 lb. ... 1 4
And so on ,  increasing four-pence  (4d.) for each
}  lb. or fraction of a I lb.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MIDDLE CHANNEL, MORETON BAY.
T
HE Lighthouse at the Yellow Patch having
been moved to the north- east  of its former
position ,  vessels using  the Middle Channel are-
from this date to the 5th February-to keep the
Cape Moreton light open to the northward of the
Yellow Patch light,  a space equal  to the difference
of their heights.
On and after the 5th February the lights are to
be kept in line while passing through this Channel.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
ALTERATIONS IN TIDAL SIGNALS EXhD3ITED
FROM LIGHTSHIP, BRISBANE BAR.
ON and after the 1st January, 1874, the Tidal
Signals now  in use at the Lightship will be
superseded by the following code ; the  signals being
made from the yard arms of the new Lightship,
instead of from a gaff end  as at present
DAY SIG NALS.
On Bar .  In Cutting
ft. in. ft. in.
Pendant at yard arm ... ... 4 6 11 0
Flag ditto ... 5 0 11 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 5 6 12 0
Ball ditto . 6 0 12 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 6 6 13 0
Two balls vertical ditto... ... 7 0 13 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 7 6 14 0
Ball over flag ditto ... 8 0 14 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 8 6 15 0
Flag over ball ditto ... 9 0 15 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 9 6 16 0
Ball at each yard arm ... ... 10 0 16 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 10 6 17 0
Flag at each yard arm ... 11 0 17 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 11 6 18 0
.Ball at one yard arm and ]"lag
at the other ... ... ... 12 0 18 6
NIGHT SIGNALS.
On Bar .  In Cutting
ft. in. ft. In
White light ... ...
... 4 6 11 0
Red light ... ...
... 5 0 11 6
Green light ... ...
... 5 6 12 0
Red over white ... ..
... 6 0 12 6
Red under white ...
... 6 6 13 0
Green over white ...
... 7 0 13 6
Green under white 7 6 14 0
Red over green ... ... 8 0 14 6
Red under green 8 6 15 0
Two red lights vertical...
... 9 0 16 6
Two green lights vertical
... 9 6 16 0
Two red lights horizontal ... 10 0 16 6
Two green lights horizontal ... 10 6 17 0
Red and white horizontal
... 11 0 17 6
Green and white horizontal
... 11 6 18 0
Red and green horizontal
... 12 0 18 6
The pendant and flags exhibited during flood tide
will be  red, and during the ebb tide blue.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaater.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1873.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1873.
G
REAT inconvenience having arisen from per-
sons in the country, to whom moneys have
become due from this Department, omitting to
attach an address to their vouchers, to which same
might be transmitted ; it is requested that in future
all persons having claims  against  this Department
will append to their vouchers an address to which
amount of  same  may be forwarded.
JOHN BRAMSTON,
Attorney-General.
NOTICE.
LEASING ACT OF 1866."
UPON payment  of Balances of Rent under
above Act, it  will also be necessary to
the usual Deed Fee on each portion.
A. C. GREGORY,Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane ,  gbh December, 1873.
the
pay
Surveyor -General.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1873.
NOTICE.
T
HE undermentioned Mineral Selections having become forfeited by reason of non-compliance with
the conditions prescribed in  " The Mineral Lands Act  of 1872," it is hereby notified that the same
will be open to selection as Mineral Lands, according to the surveyed boundaries thereof, on and after
TUESDAY, the 27th day"of January, 1874, at the Rockhampton Land Office.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Portions.
Local No.
Register
No. On Area.
A It.  P.
2 and 4 ,  sec. 21A 1860 Samuel Hinton Near Springeure 1st October, 1872 77 0 89
,6 see. 21A ... 1926 Ditto Ditto ... 12th October, 1872 169 0 28
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th December, 1873.
PAYMENTS UNDER THE LEASING CLAUSES OF "THE MINERAL LANDS ACT
OF 1872."
T
HE attention of Selectors under the Leasing clauses of  " The Mineral Lands Act of  1872" is
directed  to sections  6 and 7 of the General Regulations, dated 31st October, 1872, which provide
that the rent chargeable  must  be paid on or before the 2nd January in each year, and to section 29 of the
Act, which provides for forfeiture being defeated if rent and penalty are paid within ninety days there-
-after.
The following list of payments due on the 2nd of January next, is published for general infor-
mation.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Register
No.
1
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
22 J. (1•. Hess and J. A. Zschammer ... 160 0 0
24 Ditto ... ... ... 160 0 0
41 John Geo. Hess 40 0 0
43 J. Cook, W. Absolon, Jno. Absolon, and 40 0 0
G. R. Absolon
46 W. Absolon,  R. Baker, and M. 20 0 0
McCluskey
46 G. It. Absolon and W. Watson  ...  40 0 0
47 W. Absolon, R. 'Baker, and M. 80 0 0
McCluskey
48 G. R. Absolon and William Watson ... 20 0 0
»
,,
is
Year.
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
2nd
Rent. Balances hue.
£ s. d.
25 0 0 Penalty £2 1 8
50 0 0 „ 434
10 0 0 „ 042
5 0 0 „ 021
25 0 0
2nd 30 0 0
2nd 16 13 4
2nd 16 13 4
2nd 3 6 8
2nd 3 6 8
2nd 1 13 4
2nd 3 6 8
2nd 6 13 4
2nd 1 5 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that the rent of the under-mentioned Runs not having
been paid on or before the 30th day of September last, they will become absolutely forfeited unless
the full amount of rent in each case, together with one-fourth added by way of penalty, be paid into the
Colonial Treasury within ninety days thereafter, as prescribed by law.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under Secretary.
Lessee.
Halkett, D. H.
Norris, W. ,
Graham ,  Hugh ...
Ditto ... ...
Cowper and Cro zier
Run.
MORETON DISTRICT.
Sections,  Oxley  Creek
... ... ... ... Sections , Logan  River
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
::: ::: ::: ... Mariana  (consolidated )
Dunmore
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
... ... ... .. Windah ...
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Emmerson , C. ... ... I Eagle Vale (arrears)
selected by
Lessees.
Locality.
Area.
A. x. P.
... Jas. Muggleton  and George Smith  ...  100 0 0
... Ditto ... 200 0 0
It. W. Scholefield, W. R. Anderson, and 40 0 0
Jno. Ahern
... Ditto ... ... ... 20 0 0
W. Ronald, C. Webster, and Jas. Mug- 100 0 0
gleton
Rockhampton, W. Robertson and C. Keeley ... 160 0 0
No. 12
„
,,
„
Rent.
£ s. d.
... ... .. 8 6 8
... ... .. 23 1 4
... ... ... . 83
32
14
10
0
0
...  1 90 15 0
... ... ... 1 54 5 8
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Department of Public Works,, 1
Brisbane ,  15th December, 1873.
NEW ROAD.- FIRST  NOTICE.
HIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Lowerford ,  Mooloolah River ,  to Mountain Creek ,  parish of Mooloolah,
county of  Canning : Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions  of the Act  4 Wil liam
IV., No.  11, and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of
Road above -mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General ,  and at the Po li ce Office,
Brisbane ;  and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the
Executive Council, within one month  fr om this date, any we ll-grounded objections which may exist to the
formation  of the Road  in question.
By Command,
73-4209. * J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOS of REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM LOWERFORD ,  MOOLOOLAH  RIVER ,  TO MOUNTAIN CREEK, PARISH
OF MOOLOOLAH ,  COUNTY OF  CANNING, MOBETON DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A. PUBLIC ROAD,
UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier.
IBearings . Length
Brea
In  Chains. Bow
dth
l.
Area, Remarks.
ohs' lks. ohs 1ks. A. 8. P.
813 F. P. Hearne F. P. Hearne N. 324° 15'E. 1 56 2 60 2 1 4 Homestead selec-
265- 10 42 1 0 tion under 1868
3080 9 22 1 0 Act.
762 John xlnmond Unoccupied N.314 '  (YE. 7 35
3420  10 77
1 0 3 0 0 lC diti lon ona se ec-
tion under 1888
N. 190 0' E. 7 14 Act.
361° 4 65
Portion of Road.
1 Entering Portion No.
37 on its southern
boundary,  and run-
ning north -westerly
to its western boun-
dary
2 Entering Portion No.
28 on its southern
boundary ,  and run-
ning  north-westerly
to Sts  western boun-
dary ;  again entering
Portion No .  28 on its
western boundary,
and running nor-
therly to  Mountain
Creek
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Selections 201, 40, and 316, parish of Darlington, county of Ward :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and
now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Beenleigh ;
and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive
Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation
of the Road  in question.
By Command,
73-4274. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS 201, 40, AND 316, PARISH OF DARLINGTON,
COUNTY OF  WARD, DISTRICT OF MORETON ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS  A PUBLIC  ROAD,  UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No.
1 Commencing  at the
south-west corner
of Portion  No. 17A,
and running east
through Portion
No. 19
2 Commencing at the
south boundary of
Portion No. 17A,
and running nor-
therly to  its north
boundary
3 Commencing at the
south boundary
of Port ion  No. 23,
and running nor-
therly to its no rt h
boundary
Port ion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings.
Length
in Chains
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks.
201 Wm. Per- Wm. Fer- N.  W. (YE.
ohs.
16
Ike.
00
ch. ika.
1 chain
A.
1
Jr.,  P.I
2 25 Unimproved forest land;
guson
40 John Ha ll
guson
John Hail N. 10° 0' E. 10 60 1 chain 2
Homestead selection.
1 11 Part forest and part
19° 0' 6 80 scrub  ;  Conditional
9? 0' 4 00 selection under 1868
21° 0' 1 80 Act. o - _
316 Otto Wolff Otto Wol ff  N. 21°  DIE. 15 34 1 chain 1 2 5  Unimproved scrub;
Homestead selection.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  15th December, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
H to  open a new Road through selections Nos. 11, 4, and 457, parish of Darlin ggton , county of Ward :
Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of  the Act 4 William' IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned ,  are now deposited at the  Office  of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office, Been-
leigh ;  and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing , to the Clerk of the
Executive Council, within one month from this date ,  any we ll-grounded objections which may exist to the
formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-4271. J. MAT, ON THOMPSON.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS  NOS. 11, 4,  AND 457, PARISH OF DARLINGTON,
COUNTY OF  WARD,  DISTRICT OF MORETON ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  ROAD ,  UNDER THE ACT
OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No.  Po rt ion of Road.
1 commencing at the
north-east corner of
portion Na 128A. and
running west along
its south boundary
1.  Commencing at the
south boundary  of
pardon No. 1, and
running  north-east-
toaft
an
and
boundary
y
8 Commencing on the
went boundary of
po rt loh No. 46, and
running east to a
Government Road
Register
No. of
selec
tion.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings.
Length
in Chain,.
Breadth
of
Road
Area .  Remark s.
chs. lke.
11  I J. Spence J .  Spence N. 270° 0' E. 20 42 One chain 2 0 91, Unimproved  forest;
conditional selec-
4 A.  Newbolt ... N. 46° 0 '  E. 16 50
tion  under  '88 Act.
15° 0' 9 00 One chain 5 0 90 Unimproved forest
67° 0' 10 00 land ;  conditional
90° O' 15 49 selection  under '65
467 A.  Dunn ... N. 90° 0' E.  12 08 One chain 1 0
Act.
11 Unimproved forest
land; conditional
selection under'68
Act.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 15th December, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IlIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Goondiwindi to Callandoon, county of Carnarvon : Notice is hereby
given , that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this
colony , a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned,  are now
deposited  at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,and at the Police Office, Goondiwindi ; and
all persons  interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within  one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
By Command,
73-4636. J . MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  of ROAD FROM GOONDIWINDI TO CALLANDOON, COUNTY OF CARNARVON, DARLING
DOWNS DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM
IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of Reputed
Selec- Owner.
tion.
Occupier. Bearings . Lengthin Chains.
Breadth
of Road. Area.  Remarks.
ChB. Ike .  A. R. P.
A From the south boun - ...  The Crown R. Holmes... N. 283° E. 90 00 5  chains  70 0 0 Box fiats covered
dary of port ion 68,  284° 35 00 with patches of
parish of Goondiwindi ,  297° 13 23 briglow scrub and
and running about swamps; held under
west by no rt h to the pastoral lease by
boundary of Goon- R. Holmes
diwin a  and Broom-
field Bans
B From the boundary  ...  The Crown J. Jenkins  ...  305° 45' 35 00 5 chains 300 0  0  Box flats and briglow
between Goondiwindi 275° 30' 160  QQO0  scrubs ; held under
and Broom field Runs, 256' lit 77 pastoral lease by J.
running westerly and 228° 82 00 Jenkins
south-westerly to 253° 66 00
twelve miles from 280° 30' 50 00
Goondiwindi 314° 27 00
252° 20 00
278° 30' 40 00
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 15th Decem'J r, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,  having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Mooloolah Flat to Saltwater Creek and  Kalounda  Heads, parish of
Bribie, county of Canning : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book or Reference, showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor- General,
Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office ,  Brisbane  ;  and all persons  interested therein  are requested to,
transmit , in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month  from this  date, any
well-grounded objections which may  exist to the  formation of the Road  in question.
73-4684.
By Command,
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM  MOOLOOLAH FLAT TO SALT  CREEK AND KALOUNDA HEADS,
PARISH OF BRIBIE ,  COUNTY OF CANNING, TO  BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Port ion of Road .
Register
No. of Reputed Owner . Occupier . Bearings . Length Breadth Area . Remarks.
Selection. in chains, of  Road.
ohs. Ike. A.  R.  P.
1 Entering port ion No .  65 1243 Wood  and Rieb2 Unoccupied N. 90° E. 18 44 1 chain 2 3 17 Unimproved
on its western boun- N. 45° E . 10 10 forest land
1 dary, and running conditional
easterly and north- selection
easterly to its no rt he rn under 1868
boundary Act.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 15th December, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it ex-
pedient to open a new Road through Selections Nos. 884 and 1234, parish of Mackenzie, county
of Stanley , district of Moreton : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference,
showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-
General , Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons interested therein are
requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this
date,  any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-4268. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS Nos. 884 AND 1234 ,  PARISH OF  MACKENZIE,
COUNTY  OF STANLEY,  DISTRICT OF MORETON,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC  ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
Begister
No. Port ion of Road . No. of Reputed Owner .  Occupier .  Bearings.selec-  I
tion.
1 Commencing at the 864
north-west corner of
portion No.  215, and
running south-easterly
to its south boundary
2 Commencing at the
north boundary of
portion No.  222, and
running southerly to
the Albert River
1234
Forfeited ... ...
T. Lillis ...
Length Breadth
in Chains .  of Road. Area .  Remarks..
chs. lks . A. R. P.
Forfeited  ... N. 189° E. 4 95 1 chain 2 2 2 Part sorub•
131° 9 58 and part
127° 6
213° 3
42 forest.
191° 0
68
40
T. Lillie ...  i N. 191° E. 6 99 1 Chain 2  1 28 Improved for-
167° 6 31 est land;
166° 12 0 homestead
selection.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  15th December, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it
expedient to open a new Road from Pimpama to Carter's Ferry, through Selection No. 311,
parish of Darlington, county of Ward, Moreton District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity
with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and
Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Beenleigh; and all persons interested
therein are  requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which may  exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
73-4270. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM PIMPAMA TO CARTER 'S FERRY, THROUGH SELECTION  NO. 311,
PARISH  OF DARLINGTON, COUNTY OF WARD, MORETON DISTRICT,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS,A PUBLIC
ROAD,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No.J Port ion of Road.
Register LengthNo. oP  Reputefl  Breadth
Selec- Owner . Occupier.  Bearings .  in of Road.Chains.tion.
N. 105° 0' E.J. M. Douglass1 An irregular piece of  311 J.  M. Dou-
126°land taken from the' glass
north-west corner of
portion No. 24
ohs.  iks.'
1 50 Irregular
0 40
Area.
A. R. P.
0 0 10
Remarks.
Improved  forest land ;
Homestead Selec-
tion  under 68 Act.
2165
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  15th December, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST  NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive  council,  having deemed it expedient
H to open a  New 'Road from Toowoomba to High fielcl.;,  parish of Geham, county of Aubigny :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions  of the Act 4 William IV.,  No. 11, and now
in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned ,  are now deposited at the  Office  of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police  Office,
Toowoomba  ;  and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the
Executive Council, within one month from this date ,  any well-grounded objections which may exist to
the formation of the Road in question.
73-4708 By Command,
J. MAT BON THOMPSON.
BOOB :  OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM TOOWOOMBA TO HIGHFIELDS ,  PARISH OF GEHAM,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
A Commencing on  the
west boundary of por.
tion 212, and running
south -westerly to the
south-west corner of
po rt ion 215,  parish of
Geham
Register
No. of Reputed
Boise - Owner.
tion.
Occupier. Bearings. Length Breadth Area .  Remarks.in  Chains .  of Road.
The Cro wn Unoccupied
Commencing on the  ...  The Cro wn Unoccupied
north-west boundary
of po rt ion 177, and
running south-west-
erly to the no rt h-
west boundary of por-
tion 180, parish of Ge-
ham
ohs.  Ike*  A,  A.  P.
N. 160°  45'E.  12 00 150 links 5 3 25 This road now
193° 10 e0 forms the west
210° 45' 16 00 boundary of
213° 30' 5 39 Toowoomba -
Register No.
940; light red
soil, heavily
timbered.
N. 262° 30' E. 7 00 150  links 8 0 0 Crown of  ri dge,
246° 6 00 light red soil,
222° 32 50 thickly tim-
1991 30'  9 60 bered, and part
light scrub.
TIME TABLE.
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after  MONDAY, the 14th  instant, the  following Time
Table wi ll  come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Niles from
Rook-
hampton.
stations Up Train,Mixed.
Down Train
Mixed.
a.m.
Rockhampton  ... ... ... 11. 0
6 Gracemere  ... ... ... 11.24
15 Stanwell  ... ... ... 12. 0
24 Rosewood Crossing ... ... A
30 Westwood  ... ... ... 1. 0
Miles
from West-
wood.
stations.
p.m.
., Westwood ... ... ... 3-30
6 Rosewood Crossing ... ... A
15 Stanwell ... ... ... 4-30
24 Gracemere ... ... ... 6. 6
30 Rockhampton... ... 6.30
All Day Tickets Issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo llowing Monday.
(A.) The Tra ins marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers  only, who  will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey  terminates .  Passengers requi ri ng to slight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place  at which they  join the Train to the place
at which they pro pose to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
£  s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Week ending December 13th, 1873 ... 551 0 0 1,559 11 2 49 2 10 2,159 14 l
Corre§r+onding week last year...
... 625 16 9 1,360 17 0 49 12 2 2,036 5 11
Increase
V
198 14 2 123 8 1
Decrease 7 16 9 .., 9 4
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
TIME TABLE.
STATIONS.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-
On and after
 MONDAY,  8th September, 1873, the following Time Table will  come into operation
• IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
FEET
ABOVE
HIGH
WATER
MARE.
MILES.
From  From Too-
Ipswich.  woomba.
STATIONS.
Mixed.  Mixed.
UP TRAINS.
Mixed.
 Mixed.
A.M. A.M .  p.M. P.M.
65 Ipswich ... ... ... 10.0 ... ... 4.40
111 8 ,.. Wa lloon ... ... ...  10.28 . .. ... * 5.8
140 12 ... Rosewood ... ... ... A ... ... A
198 18 ... Western Creek ... ... A ... ... A
274 21 ... Grandchester
arrive *11.13 ... 5.47
depart 11.17 ... ... 6.51
574 26 ... Victoria Tunnel ,., ,,, A ... ... A
335 29 ... Laidley ... ... ... 11'54 ... ... 6.28
340 38 ... Gatton ... ... ... 12.23 ... ... *6.57
465 49 ... Helidon ... arrive 12.58 ... 7.32{de art 1'13 .., ... 7'47
788 59 ... Murphy's Creek
arrive 1'53 .,, ...
I depart •1'58 ... ... 8•27
1530 69 ... Highfields ... ... ... 2.50 ... ... 9.19
2005 76 ... Summit of Range . ... ..
1928 78 ... Toowoomba .., arrive 3138 .. 10.7I depart 4.11 10.50 4.0 ...
... 82.35 Mahoney's Gate ... ... B B ... ...
85 7 Glowrie Junction ...  arrive ...  *11.16 ... ...
85 7  Gowrie Junction ,,, depart ... *11,25 4.25 ...
903 121 For Williams'  Camp  ... ... A A ...
94 16 Westbrook  Crossing ... ... ... A A ,..
102 24 Cambooya ... ... ... 12.25 5'25 ...
109 31 Emu Creek Siding ... ... ... A A .,,
118 40 King's Creek ... ... ... ... 1.18 6.18 ...
... 120 42 Clifton ... ... ... ... 1.28 *6.28 ,,,
131 53 A ll ora ... ... ... ... 2.5 7.5 ..,
140 62 Lyndhurst Road ... ... A A ,,,
143 65 Warwick ... ... ... ... 2.45 7'45 f ...
... 85 ... Gowrie Junction .. depart 4.36
... 90 ... Gowrie ... ... ...  A
... 97 ... Oakey Creek ... ... ... 5.14
... 106 ... Jondaryan .. ... ... 5'44
114 Bowenville ... ,. A
127 ... Blaxland's Siding ,.. ... A ... ...
130 ... Dalby ... ... ... 6.55
FEET
ABOVE
HIGH
WATER
MARK.
MILES
From From
Dalby. Warwick.
45
... 47.45
1928 62
2005 54
1530 61
788 71
'.. 465 81
... 340 92
335 101
... 674 105
274 109
198 112
140 118
111 122
... 65 130
* Trains  meet here.
Brisbane,  1st September, 1873.
until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed. Mixed.
A.M.
Dalby ... ... ...
Blaxland's Siding ... ... ...
... Bowenville ...
... Jondaryan ...
... Oakey Creek ... ... ... ...
...
 Gowrie
 ... ... ... ...
... Gowrie Junction ... arrive ...
58 Gowrie Junction ,,,
 arrive ... ...
A.M.
Mixed. Mixed.
A.M.
840
A
P.M.
... A ... ...
... 9.58 ... ...
... 10.30 ... ...
... Warwick ... ... ... ...  8.5 ... 5110 ...
3 Lyndhurst Road ... ... ... A ... A ...
12 A ll ora ... ... ... ... 8.45 ... 5.60 ...
23 Clifton ... ... ... ...
 9'22 ...  416.28 ...
25 King's Creek ... ... ... ...
 9.32 ... 6.38 ...
34 Emu Creek Siding ... ... ... A ... A
41 Cambooya ... ... ... ... 10'25 ... 7.31 ...
49 Westbrook Crossing ... ... ... • A ... A ...
52; For Williams' Camp... ... ... A ... A ...
Cowrie Junction ...depart ... *11.25 *11.16 8'31 ...
50.45 Maboney's
 Gate
 ... ... ...  B ... B ...
66 Toowoomba ... arrive 11.55 11'44 9'0 ...{depart 6'50 ... 12.4 ... ...
67 Summit of Range ... ... ... ...
... Highfields ... ... ... 7.44 ... 12'58
... Murphy's Creek arrive  ... *1.58
Idepart 8 .44 ... 2'2
Helidon
Commissioner  for Railways '  Office,
3 arrive  * 9.24 ... 2.42
ldepart 9.39 ... 2'67 ... ...
Gatton ... ... ...  10.9 ... 3'27 ...
Laidley ... ... 10.34 ...
 8.52 ... I .••
Victoria  Tunnel ... ... A ...  A.
arrive  11.9 ... 4.27(1 d h tr oan c es r
€ depart *11.13 ... 4'31 ... ...
... I Western Creek ... ... A ... A ...
Rosewood
 ... ... ...  A ... A ... ra `
Walloon ... ... ...  11.52 ...
 * 6'8 ... .,;
Ipswich ... ... ...
 12.20 ... 6'36
Al Day Tickets  issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo ll owing Monday.
NOTE.-The `'gins will stop only at  those places at which  they are  timed to stop.
(A.) The Trams  marked thus ,  A, wi ll  stop by signal to take up passengers , who will be  charged the fare to the Station at which their Jourl >4y terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can
only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to  the G uard of  the Train,  and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they , jo in  the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
(13.) The Trains leaving Toowoomba at 10.60 a.m. and 4.11 p.m. on the Up journey,  and leaving Warwick at 8.6 a.m. and 6.6 p.m. on the Down journey,  Will, for the present,  stop at this Crossing,  subject
to the foregoing regulation.
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Surveyor -General 's Office,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1873.
T N reference to the List of Rents of Land taken up under  " The Leasing Act  of 1866," in the
1 Government Gazette  of the 4th instant, No. 113, the following corrections are notified.
A. C. GREGORY,
- Surveyor -General.
zo
ad County.
A.  E.  P.
32 95 Darby McGrath
33 96
34 97
))
))
35 98  „ ... ...
805 229 Ann Lennon  ... ... ...
821 104 Michael Brennan
111 359 James Carroll  ... ... ...
822 96 William Kerwin
828 103 John McEmery
160 169 John Dwyer ... ... ...
415 162 Robert Mullins ... ...
112 163  „ ... ...
807 244 John Overend Rose ... ...
110 245 ,,
817 153 Cornelius McCormack
101 94 Darby McGrath ... ...
-679 100 ))
IPSWICH.
Churchill IMutdapilly ... 100 0 0
))
It
))
))
Stanley
Churchill
Parish.
104 0 0„ „
It 100 0 0
„ 100 0 0 „
Jeebropilly ... 84 0 0 22 Oct.
Purga ... 106 0 0 24 Oct.
Ipswich  ...  35 0 0 25 Oct.
Purga  ...  83 2 0 27 Oct.
Area. Date ofApplication.
1866.
2 Nov.
it 79 0 0 „
58 0 0 29 Oct.15
Stanley Bundamba  ...  36 0 0 30 Oct.
49 0 0
Churchill Jeebropilly ... 37 2 0 13
))
))
,; 45 2 0 It
Purga ... 62 2 0 1 Nov.
Mutdapilly ... 100 0 0 2 Nov.
„ 100 0 0 ,)
MACKAY.
598
599
1197
120
137
103
John Walker ...
))
Johann Ivers ...
Carlisle
))
))
Greenmount...
11
119 0 0
165 3 0
1866.
17 Nov.
))
1867.
27 Dec.)) 55 0 0
Eighth Yeses
Rent, 1874.
£ s. d.
10 8 4
10 16 8
10 8 4
10 8 4
7 17 6
9 18 9
3 5 7
7 16 6
7 8 1
5 8 9
3 7 6
4 11 10
3 18 3
4 5 3
6 10 2
10 8 4
10 8 4
12 7 11
17 5 1
Seventh Year
6 17 6
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of °'  The Real  Property Act  of 1861."  Any person desiring to oppose  must  do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
De.oription  and Situation  of Land .  Name of Applicant.
1 rood 2 perches ,  all otment 10 of section 27, pariah and
town of Rockhampton ,  county of Livingstone
1 rood 311  perches, being subdivision 12 of eastern
suburban all otment 46, pariah and town of North
Brisbane , county  of Stanley
221 perches ,  being subdivision 6 of eastern suburban
allotment 33 ,  parish of North Brisbane ,  county of
Stanley
201 perches, subdivision A of eastern suburban allot-
ment 66o, parish of North Brisbane, county of
Stanley
21I perches,  being subdivision  1 of portion 175, parish
of North Brisbane, city of Brisbane, county of Stanley
1 acre 1 rood 16 perches, being eastern suburban allot-
ment 10A, parish of North Brisbane, county of
Stanley
:36 perches ,  being allotment 2 of section 8, parish and
town of North Brisbane ,  county of Stanley
Education Office,
Brisbane , 16th December, 1873.
TO PAINTERS, &c.
T
HE  Board of Education will receive until Noon
on MONDAY, the 29th instant, Tenders for
painting the School Buildings at Eagle Farm, and
repairing the damage caused by white ant.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
Data within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
Charles Sydney Dick Mel- 6th January, 1874.
bourne ,  otherwise Charles
Sydney Dick
Ebenezer Lethem Ditto.
Robert Nurcombe ... 8th January, 1874.
William Johnson,... ... 15th January. 1874.
John Wallace Barnett ... 20th January, 1874.
William Leworthy Good Ditto.
Drew and James Gibbon,
trustees with power of
sale under wi ll  of Henry
Charles Rawnsley
Samuel Gower  ... ...  20th February, 1874.
Education Office,
Brisbane, 16th December, 187 3.
TO PAINTERS, &c.
T
HE Board  of Education wi ll  receive until Noon
on MONDAY,  the 29th instant ,  Tenders for
painting the School Buildings at Moggi ll .
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
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Education Office,
Brisbane ,  16th December, 1873.
TO BUILDERS, &c.
T
HE Board of Education  will receive until Noon
on MONDAY, the 5th proximo, Tenders for
the erection of a New School Building, for Girls
and Infants, at Petrie Terrace, in  accordance with
Plans and Specification  which may  be seen on
application  at this Office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting  Secretary.
Education Office,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1873.
TO CARPENTERS, &c.
1
THE Board of Education will receive,  until noon
on MONDAY, the 29th instant, Tenders for
the erection of a School House at Warwick, in
accordance  with plans and specification, which may
be seen  on application to Mr. J. A. Canny, Primary
School, Warwick ; or to R. G. Suter, Esquire
Town Hall, Brisbane.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
Education Office,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1873.
INSPECTOR OF SCHOOLS.
T
HE  Board of General Education having deter-
mined on appointing an additional District
Inspector of Schools at the commencement of the
ensuing year, Candidates for the appointment are
invited to send in their applications, with testi
monials, to this Of ice,on or before WEDNESDAY,
the 31st of December proximo. The salary will be
at the rate of £350 per annum, with an allowance
for travelling expenses.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
Education Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd November, 1873.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
IT is notified ,  by order of the Board of Education,
that Exhibitions to the Grammar Schools, gained
by Primary School Boys ,  shall be of the value of
Fifty Pounds per annum ,  including school fees ; the
increase to date from 1st January, 1873.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
General Re gistry Office,
Brisbane ,  18th December, 1873.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified for public information,
in conformity with the 5th section of  " The
Marriage Act,"  that
The Revd. CHARLES WESLEY ROBINSON ,  Minister
of the United Methodist Free Church ,  Brisbane,
is registered in this office as a Minister of Religion
authorised to celebrate Marriages in Queensland.
And it is further notified ,  that the undermen-
tioned Clergymen ,  already registered ,  have given
me notice of their change of residence ,  viz.:-
The Revd .  JAMES J. HORAN, Roman Catho li c
Minister ,  from the Registration District
of Clermont ,  to that of Brisbane ; and
the Revd .  JOHN GODFREY HAUSMANN,
Junr., Presbyterian Minister ,  from the
Registration District of Rockhampton, to
that of Stanthorpe.
The names of the Revd .  ROBERT PEARCE,
Wesleyan Minister ,  and the Revd. C. H.
EAGER,  Minister of the United Methodist
Free Church ,  have, at their own re-
quest, been removed from the Register of
Ministers authorised to celebrate Mar-
riages.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 18th Decembeq.1.873.
NOTICE.IT is hereby notified or public information,
in conformity with the 5th section of  " The
Marriage Act,"  that I
The Revd. HENRY JEP'soN CAMPBELL, Church of
England Minister, at Allora,
has been registered anew in this office as a Minister
of Religion authorised to celebrate  Marriages in
Queensland.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given , that  it is  intended inthe  ensuing Session  of the Parliament of
Queensland to apply for a Bill to enable and
empower the Rockhampton Gas and Coke Company,
Limited, (incorporated under the provisions of  "The
Companies Act  1863,") to manufacture Gas and
Coke, and supply the same to the inhabitants of
the town of Rockhampton and its suburbs ; and to
empower the said Company to do all things
necessary in and about supplying the same, and to
dispose of the residuum from the said  manufacture,
and for other purposes therein mentioned.
Dated this second day of December, A.D. 1873.
REES R. JONES AND BROWN,
853
Solicitors for the said Company.
5s.
TOTICE is hereby given, that  Mr.  RICHARD
llIl WILLIAM CURTIS has been this day ap-
pointed by me under 116 clause  "Customs Act of
1873" a Port Gauger for the purpose of weighing,
measuring, or gauging goods in any bonded ware-
house in Brisbane ,  for the sole satisfaction of the
importers or proprietors of such goods.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs, Brisbane,
11th December, 1873.
BOARDING STATIONS, PORT OF MORE.
TON BAY.
UNDER 14TH CLAUSE, 37  VICT., No. L
NOTICE is hereby given, that with the consentof The Honorable the Treasurer, I hereby
appoint the undermentioned Boarding Stations at
this Port for vessels entering or departing to bring
to for the boarding or landing of officers of the
Customs, when signalled so to do; and that I
further direct, with such consent as aforesaid, that
the signals to be used at or off such Stations for
stopping vessels for the purposes aforesaid, shall
be (for the day-time) flags JW of the Inter-
national Code of Signals. and at night a red light.
Any master or pilot in charge of  any vessel
within the limits of either of such Boarding  Stations
who shall fail to heave or bring to on such  signals
being duly hoisted, shall be  liable,  under the above
clause , to a penalty of £30.
TuaEE BOARDING  STATIONS, MORETON BAY-
Lytton-Off  the Customs boat-shed.
Signal to be hoisted from Flag-staff at boat-house.
Off the Water Police Hulk " Proserpina."
Signal to  be hoisted from the Hulk.
Moreton Island-On  the Five Fathoms Bank,
Yule  Roads, abreast  the boat-shed at the Pilot
Station.
Signal to be  hoisted from  Flag-staff at  boat-shed.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane, 2nd December, 1873.
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BOAR  G STATION, PORT OF KEPPEL
BAY.
UNDSa 14TH CLAUSE, 37 VICT., No. 1.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that with the consent
of The Honorable the Treasurer,  I hereby
appoint the undermentioned Boarding Station at
Keppel Bay for vessels entering or departing to
bring to for the boarding or landing of officers of
the Customs when signa lled  so  to do ; and that I
further direct, with such consent as aforesaid, that
the signal to be used at or off such Stations for
stopping vessels for the  purposes  aforesaid ,  shall  be
(for the day -time )  flags JW of the International
Code of Signals ,  and at night a red light.
Any master or pilot in charge of an vessel
within the limits of either of such Boarding
Stations ,  who shall fail to heave or bring to on
such signals being duly hoisted, shall  be  liable,
under the above clause, to a penalty of £30.
BOARDING STATION, SEPPEL BAY-
Rlot Station.
Signal to be hoisted from. Flag-staff at Pilot
Station.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane ,  2nd December, 1873.
NOW READY,
CHART OF COOK HARBOR, ENDEAVOUR
RIVER,SHOWING Soundings and Sand Banks, with
Sailing  Directions , Surveyed by Lieutenant
E. R. Connor, R.N. To be had at the Port Office,
Brisbane .  Price, Is.
Court House, St.  George,
9th December, 1873.
T
HE Bench  have this day appointed Mr.
WILLIAM BENNRDICT SMITH  Bailiff  of the
Petty Debts  Court, for  twelve months.
REGINALD C. H. UHR,
Police Magistrate.
DISSOLUTION  OF PARTNERSHIP.
N OTICE is hereby given ,  that the Partnership
hitherto existing between the undersigned,
James Pringle ,  Alexander Pringle, and Thomas
Shankie ,  in the trade or bus in ess of Mining
Adventurers ,  at Mount Perry ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  under the firm of " Pringle and
Shankie," was this day dissolved by mutual con-
sent.
Witness our hands, this twenty-ninth day of
November ,  A.D. 1873.
JAMES PRINGLE,
ALEXANDER PRINGLE,
THOMAS SHANKIE.
Witness- W. PRITCHARD MORGAN,
870
Solicitor, Mount Perry.
6s.
To the Worshipped the Justices of the Peace in
and for the District of Port Curtis.
I HEREBY give notice, that I intend to make
application to the Court of Petty Sessions, at
Gladstone, on MONDAY, 5th day of January, 1874,
for a license  to erect two Swing Gates on the Road
from G,..gdstone to Mount Alma Station-one Gate
about 100 hundred yards east of where the said
road crosses  the Calliope River, and the other Gate
about one mile on the Gladstone side of the first
gate.
JOHN LOCKWOOD GRAHAM,
Per  HENRY FRIEND, Agent.
Upper Calliope.
850 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
TAKE Notice, that Plans of Distribution in the
1 undermentioned Estates now he in the office
of Alexander Raff, Official Assignee , Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, for the inspection of
creditors  ; and any creditor or other  person inter-
ested  therein, objecting to the confirmation thereof,
must lodge  a caveat in  the office of the said Official
Assignee , stating the grounds of such their objec-
tions, on or before the 3rd day of January next,
otherwise  the said Plans of Distribution  will, on
WEDNESDAY, the 7th day of January, be
confirmed
In the Estate of Walter Davidson,  a second
dividend of 6s. 91d`. in the R.
In the Estate of Charles Beevor Daveney, a
dividend  of 9s . 9d. in the £.
In the Estate of John Oxley Portus, a divi-
dend  of 3s. 7;d. in the £.
In the  Estate of Francis Hughes, a dividend
of 3s . 6Ad. in the £
In the Estate of James Alexander John
Macleod, a second dividend of Is. 6d. in
the £.
Dated  at Brisbane , this 20th day of December,
A.D. 1873.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
876 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Hugh Graham, late of Maryborough,
in the Colony of Queensland , grazier,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that an Account of
the Administration in the above Estate,
in correction, and extension of, and in substitution
for, the Administration accounts filed herein, on
the twelfth day of July, 1870, and the twenty-ninth
day of June, 1872, respectively, having, by virtue
of an  order of His Honor the Chief Justice of the
said colony, made on the fifteen day of December
instant, been filed in the office of the Registrar by
Henry Palmer and Andrew Wedderburn Melville,
the Executors of the Will of the  said deceased,
all  persons  having claims on the said Estate, or
being otherwise interested therein, may come in
before me at my Office, Supreme Court House,
Queen street,  Brisbane , on or before the twenty-
first day of January next, to inspect the said
Account, and, if they shall think fit, object
thereto.
Dated this seventeenth day of December, A.D.
1873.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
MACNISH AND SON,
Proctors for the said Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
877 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Samuel Youren, late of Mount
Perry, in the Colony of Queensland,  miner,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Government Gazette,  application will
be made to the said Honorable Court, that Probate
of the Will of the above-named Samuel Youren,
deceased, may be granted to John Frederick
Burgoyne, of Mount Perry aforesaid, doctor of
medicine, and John Hosking, of Mount Perry
aforesaid, miner, the Executors named in the said
Wi ll .
Dated this seventeenth day of December, A.D.
1873.
W. PRITCHARD MORGAN,
Mount Perry,
Proctor for the said Executors.
By his Agent-
874
ENTER MACPHERSON,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
2170
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent  Estate of David Williams, of
Rockhampton,  laborer.
WHEREAS the said David  Williams was, on
the 12th day of December, A.D. 1873,
adjudged  to be  an Insolvent , I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me,
at the Supreme Court House,  Brisbane , on MON-
DAY, the 9th day of February, A.D. 1874, to
commence  at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against  the said Estate, and for the  election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required,  and also to deter-
mine whether any or what  allowance for  support
shall be  made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination , and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ;  and a  Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the 9th
day of March, A.D. 1874,  to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts  against the said
Estate, and for such other matters connected with
the Estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 20th day of December,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W. H. MISXIN,
Official Assignee.
875 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
TN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of  James  D'Alderson
Watson, of Westwood, near Rockhampton,
saddler.
W C
HEREAS the said James D'Alderson Watson
was, on the 12th day of December, A.D. 1873,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden be-
fore me, at the Supreme Court House,  Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 9th day of February, A.D. 1874,
to commence  at Eleven o'clock, for the Proof of
Debts against the said Estate, and for the  election
of a Creditors' Assignee if required , and also to
determine  whether any or what  allowance  for sup-
port shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time
of passing  his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on MON-
DAY, the 9th day of March, A.D. 1874, to com-
mence at Eleven o'clock, for the Proof of. Debts
against  the said Estate, and for such other  matters
connected  with the Estate as may be required to
be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 20th day of December,
A.D. 1873.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
876
Judge.
6s. 6d.
NOTICB.THE Scale of Charges for the insertion  of Advertise-
ments in the  Queensland G overnment  G azette  is
as  follows:-
Advertisements  relating  to Insolvent  of Intestate
Estates ,  or Letters of Administration ,  6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relating to Impounded Stock, I/.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eight lines  (or under),
and 3d .  for every additional  line,  allowing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No  ADVEBTISnMENT
WILL BE INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless acct npanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover  the cwt  of its  insertion
according  to the above scale.
NOTICE..
P
OUNDKEEPERS  are requested  to taken ;ee that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements , over five shillings ,  must be made by
Post-Office Order,  or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will  be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVERNMENT  PRINTEE acknowledges the  re ceipt
of the following  amounts:
$  S.  d.
1873.
Dec. 15.-W. Wallis ... ... 0 1 0
„ 17.-W. P.  Morgan ... 0 5 0
17.-A. J.  Stacey ... 0 4 0
18.-R. A. Whipbam ... 1 3 0
18.-E. Bradley... ... 0 1 0
19.-H. Lloyd ... 0 3 0
19.-G. H. Wilson and Co. 1 1 0
19.-P. Lenihan 0 8 0
19.-E. J. Banbury ... 0 4 0
1Etnpounbingo.
Cg Pound keepers are reminded  that Advertuemeat,
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ; and no such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a  remittance sufficient  to cover the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell Downs, from Amby Downs,
23rd November, 1873, by order of J. L. Andrew,
Esquire. Driving, 2s. 8d.
One dark-bay horse, JB over 3ME near shoulder, W
over JF near thigh, Star,  off ear split.
One bay mart, M over indistinct brand near  shoulder,
QQ over Q off Shoulder.
One iron-grey filly, T3S over 1O B  near shoulder, 96
near thigh.
One grey horse, DH near shoulder.
One black horse, G diamond D over like writing A near
shoulder, hind feet white.
One chesnut horse, .. over J near shoulder,  JT near
thigh, J:4  off shoulder, bind  legs white, blaze.
One chesnut  mare,  .. over J over writing W near
shoulder, hind feet white.
One bay mare, B over CG near shoulder.
One dark-brown filly, unbranded.
One light-brown filly, unbranded.
One bay mare, WS5 near shoulder, star.
If not released on or before 26th  December, 1873,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
Also, from Amby Downs, 4th December,  1873, by
order  of J. L. Andrew, Enquire.  Driving ,  2s. 8d.
One bay filly, like JR conjoined  near  shoulder  and near
saddle, A6G off shoulder.
One bay mare, .. over JL near shoulder.
One chesnut fillly, JL  near  shoulder, JL near thigh.
Also, from Forest Vale, 4th December, 1873, by order
of J. Lethbridge, Esquire. Driving, 6s.  8d.
One grey draught horse ,  J over  5 near shoulder, J near
thigh.
Also, from Mitchell Downs  Run, 6th December, 1873,
by order of R. W.  Stuart, Esquire.
One bay horse, black points, Co off shoulder , SN near
Shoulder.
One roan  filly, ML7 near shoulder, like JE near rump.
One bay horse, PiG over DE  near shoulder, 2 off
shoulder.
One iron-grey filly, .. over R off rump.
One black  horse,  unbranded.
One black  mare,  like writing H near  shoulder, 8 near
rump,  like cross  off shoulder.
One cheenut  filly, S near shoulder.
Also, from Amby Junction, 6th December,  1813,  by
order of L. C. Williams, Esquire. Driving, 4s.
One cheenut horse, M near shoulder, M near thigh.
If not released on or before the 6th January, 1874,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
By Order,
JAMES 0. BEAL,
Government Printsa, 873
R. A. WHIPHAM , Poundkeepor.
23s.
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IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Murweh, on the
9th Member,  1873 ,  by order of Mr. Beit, for
trespass .  living ,  8e. 4d.
One chesnut mare ,  branded EJ  now  shoulder, white
face.
If not released on or before  20th  January ,  1874, wi ll
be sold to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY,  Junior, Poundkeeper.
872 1s.
IMPOUNDED  at Stanthorpe,  from Spring Creek, on
the 28th November ,  1873, by order of Alfred
Greenup ,  Esquire. Driving fees ,  is.  8d .  per head. (Lost
on the  29th November , from Pound yard ,  re impounded
on the  13th December).
One roan horse ,  BW near shoulder.
One brown horse ,  star ,  blind off eye ,  AF near shoulder.
Also, on the  13th December ,  1873 , from Same place,
by order of Alfred Greenup,  Esquire. Driving fees,
is.  8d .  per head.
One black  horse,  bell on ,  saddle -marked, 389 near saddle
T over SH off shoulder.
One bay horse ,  saddle -marked,  K  over W near  shoulder,
HR off shoulder.
If not released  on or before the 20th January, 1874,
will be  sold to  defray  expenses.
E. J. BANBURY, Poundkeeper.
890 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Westbrook, on
the 13th December, 1873, by order of Messrs.
McLean and Beit .  Driving expenses ,  3s. per head.
One bay horse, like RH over 0 or C  near  shoulder,
white face, off hind foot white.
One dark-chesnut mare, WP near shoulder, white face
and feet.
One bay horse ,  like M over cross near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 20th January, 1874,
will be sold to defray expenses.
HANNAH LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
889 3s.
IMPOUNDED  at Cunnamu ll a ,  from Quilbury, onthe let December ,  1873 ,  by order of Edmund
Geary, Esquire .  Driving expenses ,  13s. 4d.
One chesnut mare, star and snip, 8 over m over J (the
Pq J conjoined )  near shoulder ,  S over Pq over J (the
pq J conjoined)  near thigh.
One bro wn mare ,  ABB near shoulder ,  the cent re  letter
indistinct.
One brown colt, hind  feet  white, blotch brand like HOB
near shoulder.
One bay horse, like IM over m near shoulder, the w
blotched.
If not  released on or before the 20th January, 1874,
wi ll  be sold to defray expenses.
ALEX. J. STACEY, Poundkeeper.
871 4e.IMPOUNDED at Warwick ,  from Logan ' s Creek, on
the 16th December, 1873, by order of Mr. Patrick
McNamara .  Driving expenses, 5s. per head.
One grey mare , a near shoulder ; roan filly foal at foot,
unbranded.
One roan mare , ..  over like C near shoulder ,  near fore
and hind heels white ,  bell on, star.
One chesnut mare, JP conjoined near shoulder ,  near. ear
sli t.
One grey mare ,  small  blotch and  M over N near shoul-
der, N  near  neck ,  two sma ll  blotches over C or G
over like  blotched  3 off shoulder ,  like a brand
blotched off ribs, saddle -marked.
One black horse, MC and two small  blotches near thigh,
hind feet white.
One grey mare ,  JM over 2 near shoulder.
One black horse, J over MD near shoulder ,  star and
snip ,  white spots under saddle.
One bay entire ,  unbranded ,  stripe down faee.
If not  released  on or before the 20th January, 1874,
wi ll  be sold to defray expenses.
PATS. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
888 8s.
BRISBANE :
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QiEENsz u D, 2  Proclamation by The Most
to wit.  S  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTOB
CONBTANTINE,  Marquis  of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all  in  the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(n.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
mander-in -Chief. of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me byThe Diseases in Cattle Act,"  an of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of New
South Wales into the Colony of Queensland, until
this my Proclamation has been altered or revoked by
a subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
oattle , in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds , nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two, and in the
thirty-sixth  year  of Her Majesty's  reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
QUEENSLaxo, 2  Proclamation by The Most
to  wit . S  Honorable GEORGE AwusTus
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all  in the County of
York, in  the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Musgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford.
(r,.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ;  a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Qovernor.  Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the powers vested in me by
"The Diseases in Cattle Act,"  and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the introduction or importation
by sea of any horned cattle from the Colony of
Victoria into the Colony of Queensland, until this
my Proclamation  has been altered  or revoked by a
subsequent Proclamation : And I do further notify
and proclaim that any cattle introduced or imported
into the Colony of Queensland, contrary to this my
Proclamation, may be seized and forfeited : And
any person concerned in such introduction or im-
portation, or attempting to introduce or import any
cattle, in violation of this my Proclamation, will be
liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds,  nor less
than ten pounds, to be recovered  as in the said
recited Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- two, and in  the
thirty-sixth year of  Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I 1 GOD  SAVE  THE QUEER  I
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QIIauuaLkm  , '  Proclamation by The Most
to wit . f Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor•
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all  in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Rosa. in the County of Wexford,
in the Peerage  of Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANDY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor and Com•
mender-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the eleventh
year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled "  An
Act to enable  certain public  Hospitals  to sue and be
sued in the name  of their Treasurer  and to  provide
for the taking and holding of' Real Property belong-
iny to such  Hospitals respectively,"  it is Amongst
other things enacted that whenever the Governor
shall deem it expedient to extend the provisions of
the said recited Act to any hospital thereafter to be
established in any town of the  said  colony not
mentioned in the said Act, it shall and may be
lawful for the said Governor to declare the same by
proclamation  to be published in the  Government
Gazette :  Now therefore, I, the Governor afore-
said, do , by this my Proclamation, hereby extend
the provisions  of the said recited Act, as amended
by a certain  other Act of Council passed in the
thirteenth year of Her said Majesty' s reign, and
numbered  twenty ; and by a certain other Act of
Council,  passed  in the twenty-sixth year of Her
said Majesty' s reign , and numbered one; and by a
certain other  Act of Council passed in the twenty-
ninth year of Her said Majesty' s reign, and num-
bered nineteen , to the " Stanthorpe Hospital,"
which Acts, from the day of the date hereof, shall
be deemed  and taken to apply to the said " Stan-
thorpe Hospital ,"  to all intents  and purposes, as
fully and effectually as if the said Hospital were
specially named in the  said first recited Act.
Given  under my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-fourth day of
December , in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the  thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, Irs`73.
HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleasedto accept the resignation of the  commission
held by
JOHN ROBERTSON Ross, Esquire,
as Captain in No. 5 Company of the Queensland
Volunteer Rifle Brigade.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor  has been pleasedto accept the  resignation  of the  commission
hold by
JAMES E. O. DALY, Esquire,
as Lieutenant  in No. 4 Company of the Queens.
land Volunteer Rifle Brigade.
A. H. PALMER.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane , 11th December, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. HENRY BRAMSTON
to be Registrar  of the Metropolitan  District Court,
B risbane, in the room  of Walter  Clare Cardew.
This appointment to take effect on the 1st proximo.
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1873.
II
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
WALTER CLARE CARDEW
to be a Magistrate of the Territory.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd December, 1873.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WALTER CLARE CARDEW
to be Police Magistrate for the Districts of Ley-
burn and Inglewood, under the provisions of the
Act of Council 20 Vic., No.  32, in  the room of
Henry  Bramston , transferred ; such  appointment
to take effect on 1st January, 1874.
A. H. PALMER.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  22nd December, 1873.
i] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that Branches of the Government Savings
Bank shall be opened at
MARATHON and
ONE-MILE  (near Gympie).
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  22nd December, 1873.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. HENRY R .  RENDALL and
Mr. A. J. WooDnorFE,
to be respectively Second and Third Gaugers, in
connection  with H.M. Customs at Brisbane.
Appointments to take effect from the 1st Jan-
uary, 1874.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by The Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby,  and Baron  Mulgrave, of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and Ba ro n Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.a.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NORMANDY, of Her Majesty's Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor and Com-
mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty- one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described sha ll  be open to Selection ,  under the
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provisions  of the  said Act ,  on and after  TUESDAY,
the to enty -seventh day of January ,  1874, at the
eever$Land Offices.
No. of tom Land
Portion. l0. Name of Lessee . Area . Agent's
x a
District.
A.  B.  P.
225• 17 G. Lane ... 40 0 0 Brisbane
157* 57 T. B. Tippet ... 36 3 30 „
211 211 S. Webber ... 56 0 0 Toowoom-
ba
• Under  "Immigration  Act  of  1889."
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her Ma-
jesty' s reign. .
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by the Most
to wit.  I Honorable GEORGE AU USTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Normanby,
and Baron Mulgrave of Mulgrave, all
in the County of York, in the  Peerage
of the United  Ringdom ; and Baron
(L.s.) Mulgrave of New Ross, in the County
NoRMANBY, of Wexford, in the Peerage of Ireland ;
Governor.  a Member of Her Majesty's Most
Honorable Privy Council, Governor
and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section one of  "The Homestead
Areas Act of 1872,"  I, GEORGE  AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor -
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be and are hereby: set apart as Homestead Areas,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection as Home-
steads, classed as Agricultural ,  and not otherwise, at
the Land Office, Toowoomba, on and after TUES-
DAY, the twenty-seventh day of January, 1874.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by Tho Most
to w't.  ,) Honorable GEORGE AuousTUrs
CONSTANTINE. Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount N o r-
manby, and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all in the  County of
York, in the  Peerage of  the United
Kingdom ; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(LI.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a Member
NoaiAxsx ,  of Her Majesty's  Most Honorable
Gever „or.  Privy Council, Governor and Com.
wander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The CrownLands Alienation Act  of  1868, "  I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS  CONSTANTINE, Marquis of  Normanby,
the Governor  aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands included in
the undermentioned Selection shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the twenty-seventh day of
January, 1874, at the Rockhampton Land Office.
i
o+
z a
District. Parish. County. Area. Late Lessee.
608 Toowoomba Nation Aubigny 165 Patrick Walsh
-622 Ditto Ditto Ditto 80 Ditto
Value of improvements must be paid at time of application;
£49 on Selection 608, and £16 on Selection No. 622.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House , Brisbane , this eighteenth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by the Most
to wit. 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
Register Land
No. of Name of Lessee. Area.  Agent's
Applica-
tion.
District.
A. R. P.
530 T. Hayes 200 0 0 Rockhamp-
ton. (L.s.)
NoIMANBY,
Governor.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE  Q UEEN 1
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
in the Peerage of Ireland; a Member
of Her Majesty's Most  Honorable
Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section one of  "  The Homestead
Areas  Act of  1872 ,"  I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE.  Marquis of Normanby ,  the Governor
aforesaid , with  the advice  of the  Executive Council,
do, by  this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall  be and
are hereby set apart as a Homestead  Area,  subject
to the provisions of the said Act, and that the said
lands sha ll  be open to Selection as Homesteads,
and not otherwise ,  at the Bundaberg Land  Office,
on and  after TUESDAY,  the twenty -seventh day
of January, 1874.
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LANDS RESUMED FROM CONSOLIDATED RUNS OF
OTOO AND WELCOME  CREEK , KNOWN As TAN-
TITHA.
3,440 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Welcome
Creek by the line dividing the leased from the
resumed portions  of the Otoo and Welcome Creek
Runs, and bounded thence on the south-west by
th, t dividing line south-easterly about 430 chains ;
on  he  south -east by a road forming the north-west
bo:,.ndary of pre-emptive selection No. 8 of 684
ael, ,.s bearing north-easterly eighty chains ; on the
no: th-east by a line north -westerly parallel to the
sol: th-west boundary about 430 chains to Welcome
Cr,,ek; and on the north-west by that creek up-
wr. rds to the point of commencement.
i}iven under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the  thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. J. GRAHAM.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN!
QUEENSLAND'  ' Proclamation by The Mod
to wit. S  Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Nor r* nby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave,  all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of  Ireland; a Member
N ORM ANBY. of Her Majesty' s Most Honorable
Governor.  Privy Council, Governor  and Com.
,Hander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty- one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"  1,  GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor  aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after THURS-
D AY, the fifteenth day of January, 1874, at the
Bowen Land Office.
No. of
Portion.
QUEENSLAND , 2  Proclamation  by the Most
to wit. S Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave ,  Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave ,  all  in the County of
York,  in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom  ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross ,  in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland  ;  a Member
NoRMANBY, of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
`Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " Tice Crown
I Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 ,"  I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid,  with the advice of the
Executive Council, do , by this my  Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lands included in the
undermentioned selections shall be open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said Act, on and
after THURSDAY,  the fifteenth day of January,
1874, at the several Land Offices.
Register
No. of
Applies-
non.
Name of Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
+1304  W. Forbes ... ... 427 0 0
281 J. Wardley ... ... 500 0 0
254 W. P. Morley 348 0 0
293 A. B. McGregor 200 0 0
242 D. Little ... ... 1280 0 0
26 T. Neil ... ... 239 0 0
Brisbane.
Beenleigh.
Mackay.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Clermont.
* $ 16 value of imp ro vements on this selection.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
.GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN  1,
*28
Name of Lessee.
J. Robertson ...
Area.
A. H. P.
311 0 0
Land
Agent's
Dist ri ct.
Bowen.
* Forfeited  selection No. 28, Bowen.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by The Most
to wit. Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor.
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ;  and Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of Ireland ; a  Member
NoRMANBP,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council, Governor  and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act  of 1872," I, GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby, the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall  be and
are hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, subject
to the provisions of the said Act, and that the
said lands  shall be open to Selection  as Homesteads
and not otherwise, at the Warwick Land Office, on
and after THURSDAY, the 8th day of January,
1874.
LANDS RESUMED FROM  TALGAI RUN.
About 8'. square miles.
Commencing  on the left bank of Thane' s Creek
at the north -east corner  of portion  No. 67, and
bounded thence by Thane 's Creek downwards to
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the northern boundary of Talgai ten years'  lease ;
thence by that boundary west till it is intersected
by a line due north, passing through a spot distant
five gins west of the west boundary of portion
No. W; thence by a line south to southern boun-
dary of ten years'  lease,  and by that boundary
south-easterly to Thane's Creek, and by that creek
downwards  to the point of commencement,- exclu-
sive of portions  Nos. 67 and 69.
Given under my Hand and  Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's Reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
q OD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, I P roclamation  by the Mostto wit .  Honorable  GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave , Viscount Nor-
manby ,  and Baron  Mulgrave of
Mulgrave , all in the County of
York,  in the Peerage  of the United
Kingdom; and Baron  Mulgrave of
New Ross, in  the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage of  Ireland  ;  a Member
NORMANBT,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor  and Com-
mander -in-Chief  of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
QUEENSLAND Proclamation by the Most
to wit. 5 Honorable GEORGE AUGUSTUS
CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby,
Earl of Mulgrave, Viscount Nor-
manby, and Baron Mulgrave of
Mulgrave, all in the County of
York, in the Peerage of the >7nited
Kingdom ; and  Baron Mulgrave of
New Ross, in the County of Wexford,
(L.s.) in the Peerage  of Ireland  ; a Member
NORMANBY,  of Her Majesty 's Most Honorable
Governor .  Privy Council ,  Governor  and Com-
mander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its Dependencies.
N pursuance  of clause  forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act  of  1868 ,"  I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE, Marquis of Normanby,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that  the lands hereunder
described shall be open  to Selection ,  under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after TUES-
DAY, the thirtieth day of December, 1873, at the
Brisbane  Land Office.
o
Register LandNo. of Name of Lessee Area . Agent 's Parish.
w
)
Applies. . District.Lion.
A. X* r.
73 1138 Edward Bibend 140 0 0 Brisbane Canning.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -seventh day of
November ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
and in the thirty-seventh year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Pub lic Lands,)
JOHN  BRAMSTON.IN pursuance of clause forty-one of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, GEORGE
AUGUSTUS CONSTANTINE,  Marquis of Normanby, the
Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and
proclaim that the lands included in the undermen-
tioned selections shall be open to Selection, under
the  _pprovisions of the said Act, on and after
THURSDAY ,  the eighth day of Jaunary, 1874,
at the Land Offices of the districts in which they
are respectively situated.
No. of Register
Por- i No. ofA li Name of Lessee . Area .
Land
Agent's Parish.
Lion. pp cation. District
X
A. 8. P.
751 751 Frederick 105 0 0 Too- Geham
Lawrence woomba
190 190 Frederick
Robert Bode
83 2 0 Bowen ...
sugar
and.'
59 W. Steele 390 0 0 Brie-
bane
Albert
River
*  8600 to be added for improvements.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand  eight hundred and seventy-three, and
in the  thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. H. PALMER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd December, 1873.
LANDS ON THE JOHNSTONE RIVER,  SETTLED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
IT is hereby notified  that the lands situated
within the watershed of the  Johnstone River
and its tributaries ,  except those already applied for
up to date under the  leasing clauses  of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"  are withdrawn from
selection, pending the  reservation of such areas
as may be required  for public  purposes ,  and the
survey of the remainder of the available land for
sale by auction.
C. J GRAHAM.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1873.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT  OF 1869."
lj HIS Excellency th  Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive Cou cil, directs it to b
notified in pursuance  of the fifty- fifth section of
" The Pastoral Leases  Act of  1869,"  that the lands
hereunder described have been resumed from the
leases of the runs called St .  David 's Falls,
Wefheron,  and Wateranga ,  in the Burnett District,
and that the said lands will  be reserved  for Public
purposes.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESUMPTION FROM ST. DAVID s FALLS RUN.
1,038 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Burnett
River, at a point about one mile and a-quarter in a
direct line below or down the river from the ferry
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at the Mingo  crossing  ; thence  west  about one
hundred and  seventeen chains  ; thence south to the
Burnett River; and thence by the left bank of the
Burnett  River downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESUMPTION  FROM WETHERON RUN.
236 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at a point about eighty-five chains in a direct
line above  or up the river from the ferry at the
Mingo  crossing  ; thence south about thirty-two
chains  ; thence east to the north- east  boundary of
Wetheron Run ; thence by part of that boundary
in a north-westerly direction to the Burnett River ;
and thence by the right bank of that river upwards
to the point of commencement.
RESUMPTION  FROM WATEBANGA RUN.
60 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at a  point about one mile and a-quarter in a
direct  line  below or down the river from the ferry
at the Mingo  crossing  ; thence east about thirty
chains ; thence  south to the south-west boundary
of the Wateranga Run ; thence by part of that
boundary in a north-westerly direction to the right
bank of the Burnett River; and thence by that
river 'downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th December, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for  general  information, that
application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868" (31 Victoria
No. 46) has been made for closing of the under.
mentioned  Road ; and all persons who may consider
their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit  to this Department their objections, in
writing, within two months from this date.
C. J. GRAHAM.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
I D. F. Long-
land ...
Road separating  portion
98 from po rt ion 99 ... aedland ...
s. R. F.
3 3 36
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th December, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it
is hereby notified for  general information  that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved  for the  purposes  named with respect to
each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE Fo il  TIMBER.
Strad broke Island, Moreton Bay.
WATER RESERVE.
County of March, pariah of Tinana, portion No. 4
of section  126.
43 acres 2 roods.
Commencing  on a road one chain wide, at the
west corner  of allotment 3, and bounded thence on
the north-west by that road, bearing one hundred
and ninety -seven degrees  fourteen  chains and  ninety-
six links to another road one chain wide ; on the
south-west by that road bearing one hundred and
seven degrees twenty-nine chains and four links to
another road one chain wide ; on the south-east by
that road bearing seventeen degrees fourteen chains
and ninety-eight links ; and on the north-east by
allotment 3, bearing two hundred and eighty-seven
degrees twenty-nine chains and four links to the
point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOIL ROAD PURPOSES.
County of Churchill, parish of Normanby, resumed
from selection  496,  portion  91. 1m
15 acres 2 roods 23 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain and a-half wide,
and two chains and twenty-two and a-half links
south from the south-east corner of portion 88, and
bounded thence on the east by that road bearing
south twenty-one chains and seventy-one and a-half
links ; on the south by a line bearing west fourteen
chains and thirty-one links to the west side of a
road one chain and a-half wide ; and on the north-
west by that road bearing forty-two degrees eleven
minutes ten chains and eighty -one links, seventeen
degrees thirteen minutes thirteen chains and sixty-
two links ,  and forty -eight degrees twenty-four
minutes four chains and two  links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
County of  March, parish  of Gutchy.
96 acres.
Commencing on a road two chains wide, at the
south-west corner of portion 12 ,  and bounded thence
on the north by a line bearing east  fifty cb  ains ; on
the east by a line bearing south twenty chains ; on
the south by a line bear ing west forty-four chains
and eighty -six links to the aforesaid road ; and on
the south -west by that road bearing three hundred
and  twenty-two  degrees three chains and ninety-six
links,  anthree  hundred and  fifty -one degrees
seventeen chains and eight links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," it is
provided that before aLQ Crown lands are perma-
nently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently reserved for Public Buildings.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC  BUILDINGS.
County of Cook, parish  and town  of Bundabery.
Section No. 3.
5 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Maryborough
and Quay streets, and bounded thence on the
north-west by Quay street bearing north- easterly
ten chains to Barolin street ; on the north-east by
that street bearing south-easterly five  chains to
Bourbong street ; on the south-east by that street
bearing south-westerly ten chains to Maryborough
street; and on the south-west by that  street bearing
north-westerly five chains to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
County of Cook, parish  and town  of Bundaberg.
Section No. 4.
5 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Quay and -
Burrum streets, and bounded thence on the north-
west by Quay street bearing north-easterly ten
chains to 117aryborough street ; on the north-east
by that street bearn.r south-easterly five chains to
Bourbong street ; on tae south-east by that street
bearing south-westerly ton chains to Burrum street;
and on the south-west by that street bearing north-
westerly five chains to the point  of commencement
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th December, 1873.
LAND COURT, ROCKHAMPTON.
T T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 the Land  Commissioner , Rockhampton, will
bold a Court for the purpose of dealing with applica-
tions for Land under the Conditional Purchase
clauses of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868 ," on TUESDAY, the 23rd instant.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th December, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of  "Tie
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868," it is
hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purpose of.a Quarantine Station.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE  FOR QUARANTINE GROUND.
Great Sandy Island.
About one  square mile.
Commencing on the western  shore of Great
Sandy Island, at a point  half-a -mile north from
the white cliffs ; and bounded on the north by a
line bearing east one mile; on the east by a line
bearing  south one mile ; on the south by a line
bearing west  to the shore of Hervey's Bay; and on
the west by the said bay northerly to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th December, 1873.
TT is hereby notified for general information, that
! application under the 27th section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " (31 Victoria,
No. 46 )  has been made for closing of the under-
mentioned Road  ;  and all  persons who may consider
their interests affected thereby, are required to
transmit to this Department their objections, in
writing , within two months from this date.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE or ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation. Pariah. Area.
1 E.D.Graham Road separating por- Brassall
A. H. P.
4 0 4
tions 411,  412,  and 413
fr om portions 414 and
415
twenty-one links ; on the  east by a line bearing
north seven chains and  fifty-eight links; on the
remainder of the north by a  line bearing west
eighteen  chains and  seventy links to the  aforesaid
road; and on the south-west and south-east by that
road bearing 170 degrees three chains and sixty
links,. 130 degrees five chains and nine links, 136
degrees seven chains  and ten links, 129 degrees two
chains  and thirty-six  links,  eighty-eight  degrees
four  chains and  fifty-five links, forty-seven  degrees
three chains and eighty-eight links, and twenty-two
degrees three chains and  seventeen links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th November, 1873.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF COOK.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the recently discovered Sugar Lands
on the Johnstone River, in the Settled District of
Cook, are classified as agricultural lands, and that
no applications for land on that river or in its
vicinity will be accepted by the Land Commissioner
at Cardwell except the first year's rent is paid
according to such classification.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department.of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th November, 1873.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
Notice is hereby given, that the lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purposes named with respect to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. 1.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES ,  LEICHHARDT
DISTRICT.
About 1,600 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about north
350 degrees east ,  and distant about 250 chains from
the north -west corner of mineral selection  No. 148;
thence west about 160 chains; thence north about
fifty-one chains ; thence  by the  Fitzroy River
downwards about seventy-three chains in a direct
line; thence east about 134 chains; thence south
about 120 chains to the point of commencement,-
to include the permanent lagoons, and also a
quarry  that has been opened for railway purposes.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th December, 1873.
W
IIEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The  Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thi rt een consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby  given,  that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved  for the purpose of a
Cemetery.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY-NEAR CASHE'S CROSSING.
County of Stanley, parish of Bunya.
18 acres  2 roods.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain and twenty- one links east from  the south-
west  corner of portion 4.4, and bounded thence on
part of the north by a  line bearing  west one  chain
No. 2.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES ,  ROCKY CREEK,
LEICHHABDr DISTRICT.
200 acres.
Commencing attthe north-east corner of  mineral
selection No. 148 ; thence west about fifty  chains ;
thence north about forty chains ; thence east about
fifty chains ; thence south to point  of commence.
ment,-including the dam.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC  PURPOSES ,  CLIFTON HOME.
STEAD AREA.
County of Aubigny, parish of Tooth.
About 78 acres.
Commencing on the road one chain wide at the
south-west corner of selection 916, Toowoomba
Register, and bounded on the north by part of
the south boundary of that selection bearing east
about sixty-one chains and fifty-seven links to
the north-west corner of the tea acres Reserve fox
Cemetery, and bounded on the east by the west
boundary of that reserve bearing south about
twelve chains and seventy links to another road
one chain wide forming the southern boundary of
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the above -mentioned homestead area .  on the south
by that boundary bearing west  ,,u.;nt sixty-one
chains fifty -seven links to the first-mentioned road ;
and on the west by that road bearing north about
twelve chains seventy links  to the  point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  WATER, WATEA WAREA.
County of Lytton.
60 acres.
Commencing  on the west side of a lagoon at the
termination  of part of the south boundary of
Warra Warra pre-emptive portion No. 1; thence
by part of the south boundary west twenty-eight
chain s ; thence by  a line  south twenty- one chain s
ninety-six  links ; thence by a line east thirty chains
to the lagoon; thence by  the lagoon northerly
to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th November, 1873.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant
mentioned  in the schedule hereunder written
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Titles to Land Act  of 1858,".
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, under his Hand and Seal of the Colony,
describe the land intended to be granted, to the
intent that,  by force  of the Act aforesaid, it shall
be taken to have been inserted in the grant and in
every deed containing the erroneous description,
and such grant and every such deed shall  operate
and be construed accordingly.
A. H. PALMER.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFEREED TO.
Date of Grant-23 August, 1866.
Name of Grantee-James Real.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of  land in the Colony of Queensland con-
taining by  admeasurement  four acres one rood and
ten perches ,  be the same  more or less, situated in
the county of Churchill and parish of Brassall,
portion 327, commencing on a road one chain wide
at the  south-west corner of portion 318, and
bounded thence on the north by the south boundary
line of that portion bearing east eight chains and
ninety-five links; on the east by a line bearing
south five chains; on the south by  a line  bearing
west nine  chains and forty-five links to the aforesaid
road ; and  on the west by that road bearing north
twenty-nine degrees fifteen  minutes east  two chains
and two links ; thence bearing north sixteen
degrees  thirty minutes  east  two chains and eighty
linos to the point of commencement.
Nature of error.-That  part of the west boun-
dary described as bearing north twenty-nine
degrees fifteen minutes east two chains and two
links should be north twenty- nine  degrees fifteen
minutes  east two chains and sixty-two links.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for  general  information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved  for the purposes named with  respect
to each.
A. H. PALMER.
RESERVE FOR  QUARANTINE GROUND FOR SHEEP,
MOGGILL ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Indoaroopilly,
portion 682.
87 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on a road one  chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 681; and bounded
thence  on the north by that  portion bearing west
thirty-six chains and thirty-eight links ; :3 the
west by a line bearing south twenty -three chains
and forty-two links ; on the south by portion 694,
bearing east  thirty-five  chains and seventy-six
links to the aforesaid road ; and on the east by that
road bearing three hundred and fifty-sin degrees
two chains and ninety-seven links ,  nineteen degrees
ten chains and ninety links, three hundred and
fifty- seven degrees six chains  and sixty  links, and
three hundred and twenty-six degrees thirty
minutes four chains and thirty links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER AND GRAVEL FOR ROAD
PURPOSES, ALBERT RIVER.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
About 580 acres.
Commencing on a road one and a-half chains
wide at its intersection by the west boundary of
portion 281, and bounded thence on part of the
east by a line bearing north thirty-eight chains and
ninety-six links ; on part of the south by a line
bearing east about twenty-three chains and fifty
links ; on the remainder of the east by portion 283
and a road bearing north seventy chains and eighty-
five links; on the north by a line bearing west
eighty-four chains and seventy-nine links ; on part
of the west by a line bearing south thirty-one
chains and ninety-four links ; on the remainder of
the south by a line and a road bearing east twenty
chains and sixteen links  ;  on the remainder of the
west by portion 282 bearing south forty-seven
chains and seventy-four links to the road first
aforesaid ; and on the south-west by that road
south-easterly to the point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PADDOCK ,  VERESDALE.
County of Walsh, parish of Logan,  selection
No.  997,  portion No. 42.
84 acres.
Commencing on a road one  chain wide at the
north-west csrner of portion 16, and bounded
thence on the west by that road bearing north
twenty-eight  chains  ; on the north by  a line bear-
ing east thirty  chains  ; on the east  by a line bear-
ing south twenty-eight chains ; and on the south
by a line bearing west thirty  chains to  the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  RECREATION, LAIDLEY.
County of Churchill, parish of Laidley.
About 45 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads,
each one chain wide, and bounded thence on the
south by one of said roads, dividing it from por-
tions 70 to 74 inclusive, bearing west about thirt '-
one chains and 30 links to another road one chain
wide ; on the west by that road bearing north
fifteen chains to another road one chain wide ; on
the north by that road bearing east about eleven
chains seventy-six degrees about ten  chains and ten
links, and east about two chains and fifty links to
the other road first aforesaid ; and on the north-
east  by that road bearing one hundred and fifty-six
degrees forty- five minutes nineteen chains to the
point of commencement.
WATER RESERVE.
County of Aubigny, parish of Tooth.
11 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and fifty links
wide, at one hundred and fifty-five links  east from
the north-east corner of selection 857 T.R., and
bounded thence on the west by that road bearing
one hundred and ninety-five degrees twenty
minutes  thirteen chains and forty-eight  links ; on
the south by a line bearing east ten chains and
twenty-six  links ; on  , the east by  a line bearing
north twelve chains and ninety -six links ; and on
the north by a line  bearing west six ohains and
seventy links  to the point  of commencement.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th November, 1873.
jf HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
11 1  " The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for  any public
purpose, notice thereof sha ll  be published  in  the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is  hereby  given , that  at the expiration of
the period  aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will  be permanently reserved  for the  purposes
named with respect to each.
A. H. PALMER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"  has been
made  for the closure of the undermentioned roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
A. H. PALMER.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
RESERVE  FOB WHARF  Puaposns.
County of March, parish of Maryborough, town
of Maryborough.
13 perches.
Commencing on the left bank of River Mary, at
the termination thereon of the north -west side of
March street, and bounded thence on the south-
east  by March street south-westerly seventy links
to Wharf street ; on the south-west by Wharf
treet north-westerly one chain ; on the north-west
by a line north -easterly at right angles  to Wharf
street o the River Mary ; and on the north-east
by that river upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION , TOWN OF. MARY-
BOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough.
57 acres 3 roods 25 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Alice and
Lennox streets ,  and bounded thence on the south-
west by Alice street north-westerly twenty-seven
chains ninety -six links ; on the north -west by
Ferry. street north- easterly twenty chains sixty-
four nks ; on the north- east  by Kent street south-
easterly twenty -seven chains ninety-three links ;
and on  the south- east  by Lennox  street south-
westerly twenty chains eighty-two links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR  CEMETERY , CLIFTON HOMESTEAD
AREA.
10 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of selection
No. 916, Toowoomba  Register,  and bounded on the
east by a line south about twelve chains and
seventy links to the southern  boundary of the
Clifton Homestead Area ; on the south by a line
west about seven chains and  eighty- eight links ; on
the west by a  li ne north about twelve chains and
seventy links to the south boundary of selection
916, Toowoomba Register; and on the north by a
line east about seven chains and eighty -eight  links
to the point  of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 13th November, 1873.
W
HEREAS,  by the twenty-fifth aection of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for  any  public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a Quarantine
Ground.
A. H. PALMER.
REsERv1 FOB  QUARANTINE GROUND ,  CURTIS
ISLAND.
About 1,280 acres.
Commencing at a rocky point on the north-west
coast of Curtis Island, about one hundred and
ninety chains in a south-west direction from the
Pilot Station ; thence east about ninety chains to
the main branch of Pacific Creek ; thence by
Pacific Creek downwards to the  sea-coast  ;  thence
by the sea-coast in a north-westerly and north-
easterly direction to the point of commencement.
No. Aican t. Situation. Parish. Area.
1 Ewen Eoadseparating portion
A. IL  r.
Oreenmount 8 0 0
2
Davidson ,
and A. V.
and F.
Robinson
98 fro m portion 99
Ditto Road separatiug portion Greenmount 17 2 0
39 from portion 40
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1873.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Exce llency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions  of  "The  Titles to Land
Act of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such deeds of grant respectively under his Hand and
Seal of the  Colony,  describe the lands intended to
be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the respective grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants respectively and everysuch deed
shall  operate and be construed accordingly.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-10th August, 1871.
Name of Grantee-Richard Furlong.
Description of Land .granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement  twenty-four acres and
six perches (be the same more  or less ), situated in
the county of Livingstone and parish of Cawarral,
portion 10, commencing at the south-east corner of
portion 9, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing 183 degrees 41 minutes. ten chains and one
link ; on the south by a line bearing west twenty-
three chains ; on the west by a line, bearing 351
degrees  52 minutes , ten chains and one link ; and
on the north by a line east thirty chains and 58
links to the point of commencement.
Description of Land intended to be granted.-
Commencing at the south- east  corner of portion 9,
and bounded thence on the east by  a line  bearing
183 degrees 41 minutes, ten chains and one link ;
on the south by a line bearing west twenty-three
chains ; on  the west by  a line  bearing 351 degrees
52 minutes , 10 chains and 10 links ; and on the
north by a line bearing east twenty-five chains and
eight links to the point of commencement.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-James Dignam.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of  land in  the Colony of Queensland con-
taining by admeasurement forty-eight acres three
roods, be the same more or less, situated in the
county of Ward and parish of Logan, portion 99,
commencing  on the right bank of the Logan River'
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at the south-west corner of portion 98, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing east forty-
seven chains  and six links  ; on the east by a line
bearing two hundred and nine degrees twelve
chains ; on  the south by a line bearing west forty-
six chains  and seventy-five links to the Logan
River, and thence by that river downwards to the
point  of commencement.
Nature of error.-The  area  being described as
forty-eight acres three perches, instead of fifty
acres ; and commencing at the south-west corner
of portion 98, instead of 98&.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles Merkley.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement fifty-two acres one rood
and eighteen perches, be the same more or less, -
situated in the county of Ward and parish of
Logan, portion 98, commencing on the right bank
of the Logan River at the south-west corner of
portion 85, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing east fifty-three chains and eighty-one
links ; on the east by a line bearing south ten
chains and fifty links ; on the south by a line bear-
ing west forty-seven chains and six links to the
Logan River ; and thence by that river downwards
to the point of commencement.
Nature of error.-The  land being called portion
98, area fifty-two acres one rood and eighteen
perches, instead of portion 98e, area fifty acres.
Date of Graut-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles McIntosh.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement two thousand five
hundred and sixty acres, be the same more or less,
situated in the county of Merivale and parish of
Cunningham, selection 72. Commencing at a point
bearing north and distant two chains and two links
from the north-east corner of selection 145 ; and
bounded thence on the south by a road two chains
wide bearing west twelve degrees north fifteen
chains and two links west four degrees thirty
minutes north twenty-two chains, south sixty
degrees west seventeen chains, and west fourteen
degrees north three hundred and sixty-four chains
and sixty-two links ; on the west by  a line  bearing
north thirty-one chains and eleven links ; on the
north by a line bearing east fifty-eight chains and
eighty-three links to a road one chain and fifty links
wide ; again on the west by that road bearing
north nineteen chains and eighty-two links to
another road one chain and fifty links wide ; again
on the north by that road bearing  east  fifty-six
chains ; thence by lines bearing south thirty-four
chains and seventy-six links east fifty-four chains
and fifty links, south three chains and ninety-three
links, and east fifty-six chains to another road one
chain and  fifty  links wide ; thence by that road
bearing south fourteen chains and seventy-two
links ; thence by lines bearing east fifty-seven
chains and fifty links, south three chains and
nineteen links,  east  fifty-six chains to another road
one chain and fifty links wide ; thence by that road
bearing south seven chains and sixty-six links to
another road one chain and fifty links wide ; thence
by that road bearing  east  fifty-eight chains and
fifty-three links, north one chain and seventy-two
links,  and east forty-eight chains and thirty links ;
on the east by a line bearing south thirty-three
chains and  seventy-one links ; thence by a line
bearing west forty chains and two links ; and
thence by  a line  bearing south thirty- seven chains
and two links to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended  to be  granted.-
Commenting at a point bearing north and distant
two chains and two links from the north-east
corner of selection 415; and bounded thence on
the south by a road two chains wide, bearing west
twelve degrees north fifteen  chains and  two links,
west four degrees thirty minutes. north twenty-two
chains, south sixty degrees, west  seventeen  chains,
and west  fourteen degrees, north three hundred
and sixty-four  chains  and sixty-two links ; on the
west by a line bearing north thirty-one  chains and
eleven links ; on the north by a line bearing east
fifty-eight chains and eighty-three links to the east
side of a road one chain fifty links wide ; agait.on
the west by that road bearing north  nineteen chains
and eighty-two links to another road one chain and
fifty links wide ; again on the north by that road
bearing east fifty-six chains, thence by lines bear-
ing south thirty-four chains and seventy- six links,
east fifty-four chains and fifty links, south three
chains and ninety-three links, east fifty- six chains
to another road one chain and fifty links wide;
thence by that road bearing south fourteen chains
and seventy-three links ; thence by lines bearing
east fifty-seven chains and fifty links, south three
chains and nineteen links, east fifty-six chains to
another road one chain and fifty links wide ; thence
by that road bearing south nine chains and sixteen
links to another road one chain and fifty links
wide ; thence by that road bearing east fifty-eight
chains and fifty-three links, north one chain and
seventy-two links, east forty-eight chains and
thirty links ; on the east by a line bearing south
thirty-three chains and seventy-one links ; thence
by a line bearing west forty chains and two links ;
and thence by. a line bearing south thirty-seven
chains and two links to the point of commence-
ment.
ment,-exclusive of three reserved roads as marked
and shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's office, the areas of which have
been deducted from the total area.
Date of Grant-29th May, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Frederick John Cobb
Wild ash.
Description of land granted -All that  piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement two thousand five hun-
dred and sixty acres, be the  same more or less,
situated in the county of Merivale and parish of
Cunningham-selection 71, commencing  at a point
bearing west, and distant two chains and ninety-five
links, and thence north one chain and fifty links
from the north-east corner of selection 347, under
" The' Leasing Act of  1866," and bounded thence
on part of the south by a road one chain and fifty
links wide, bearing west thirty-three  chains and
fifty-five links ; thence by roads, one chain and
fifty links wide, bearing south twenty-four chainsand eighty-five links, west thirty-seven chains a d
eighty links, north twenty-eight chains, west two
chains and thirty links, north twenty-five chains,
east  fourteen chains and ninety links, north twenty-
nine chains and fifty links,  east  two chains and
sixty-nine links, north twenty-eight  chains, east
one chain and thirty  links,  north twenty-nine
chains  and fifty  links , west thirty-five chains and
sixty links, north twenty chains, west forty chains
and eighty links, north thirty-five chains, west
fifty-nine chains, south  seventeen links, west
twenty-six chains, north twenty-eight chains, west
four chains and forty links, north twenty-four
chains and forty-two links ; on the north by a line
bearing east two hundred and eight  chains and
seventy-eight links ; and on the  east  by a line bear-
ing south two hundred and twenty-four  chains and
eighty- nine  links to the point of  commencement,-
exclusive of a reserved road, one chain and fifty
links wide, as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's office, the  area  of which has
been deducted from the total area.
Description of land intended to begranted.-Com-
mencing at  a point bearing west and distant two
chains  ninety-five  links,  and thence north one chain
fifty  links  from the north -east  corner of selection
three hundred and forty-seven under  " The Leasing
Act  of 1866," and bounded thence on part of the
south by a road one chain fifty links wide , bearing
west thirty-three chains fifty-five links ; thence by
roads  one chain fifty links wide, bearing south
twenty-four chains eighty-five links, west thirty-
seven chains  eighty links, north twenty-eight
chains , west two chains thirty links, north twenty
five chains,  east fourteen  chains ninety links, north
twenty-nine chains fifty links,  east two chains sixty-
nine  links, north twenty-eight chains,  east one chain
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thirty links, north thirty-one chains, west thirty-
five chains  sixty links, north twenty  chains, west
fort chains eighty links, north thirty-five chains,
we fifty -nine  chains ,  south  seventeen  links, west
t1F my-six chains, north twenty-eight  chains, west
four chains forty links, north twenty-five chains
foxtytwo links ; on the north  by a line bearing
east two hundred and fourteen chains sixty-eight
links, and on  the east by  a line bearing  south two
hundred and twenty-four chains eighty-nine links to
the point  of commencement ,- exclusive  of a reserved
road one  chain fifty links wide, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's office,
the area of which has been deducted from the
total area.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles Fitzsimmons.
Description of land granted.-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement  eighty-four acres, be the
same more or less , situated in the county of Carlisle
and parish of Bassett ,  portion 53 ,  commencing on
a road one chain wide at  the  south -west corner of
portion 52, and bounded thence on the south by
that road bearing  west twenty-eight chains ; on the
west by a line bearing  north thirty chains ; on the
north by a  line bearing  east twenty-eight chains ;
and on the east by a line bearing south thirty chains
to the point  of commencement.
Description  of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing on a road one  chain wide at the south-
west corner  of portion 52, and bounded thence on
the south by that road bearing west one degree
north twenty-eight chains ; on the west by a line
bearing north  one degree  east thirty chains ; on the
north by a  line bearing east  one degree south
twenty-eight chains ; and on the east by a line
bearing south  one degree west thirty chains to the
point of commencement.
Date of Grant-9th August, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Charles  Fitzsimmons.
Description of land granted-All  that piece or
parcel of land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by  admeasurement  one hundred and ninety-
three acres , be the same more or less, situated in
the county of Carlisle and parish of Bassett, por-
tions  56 and 57, commencing on the left bank of
the Pioneer River, at the south-east corner of por-
tion 55, and  bounded thence on the west by the
east boundary line of that portion, bearing north
thirty-three  chains to  a road one chain wide ; on the
north  by that road bearing. east fifty-six chains to
another road one chain wide; on the east by that
road bearing  south twenty-six chains to the Pioneer
River ; and on the south by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted-Com-
mencing  on the left bank of the Pioneer River, at
the south-east corner of portion 55, and bounded
thence on the west by the east boundary line of
that portion, bearing north one degree east thirty-
three chains to a road one chain wide; on the north
by that road bearing east one degree south fifty-six
chains  to another road one chain wide ; on the east
by that road bearing south one degree west twenty-
six chains  to the Pioneer River ; and on the south
by that river upwards to the point of commence.
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alieu;rtion Act of  1868,"
Notice is hereby  given,  that the lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purposes  named with respect to each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
TIMBER RESERVE , MAROOCHY.- BRISBANE AND
GYMPIE ROAD.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
780 acres.
Commencing  on the Gympie road,  at a point
about eighty  chains  in a south-easterly direction
from the  south-east  corner  of portion thirty-three,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
east  one hundred and twenty chains ; on the east
by a line bearing south ten degrees east eighty
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west to the
Gympie road; and on the south-west by that road
north-westerly to the point of commencement.
TIMBER RESERVE.
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
1,160 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing west about
seventy-four chains from the north-east corner of
portion 23, and bounded thence on the west by a
line bearing north eighty chains ; on the north by
a line bearing east 284 chains; on the east by a
line bearing south ten degrees east eighty-two
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west about
298 chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING,  STATION CREEK,  RODD'S
BAY.
About 3,200 acres.
Commencing  on the west bank of Station Creek
on the Rodd' s Bay Run, at a tree  marked broad-
arrow 5 in triangle  ; thence west about 340 chains
to the River Boyne ; thence by that river down-
wards to the south- west  corner of selection No.
126 ; thence by the south boundary of selection
No. 126 easterly to Station Creek ; and thence by
Station Creek upwards about 220 chains in a direct
line to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
selection No. 96.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING, RIVERSTONE RUN.
Parish of Boyne.
4bout 3,000 acres.
Commencing  at the west side of the main road
from Gladstone to Maryborough at a point due
west and distant ten chains from the north-west
corner  of portion No. 30, parish of Boyne ; thence
being bounded on the east by that road in a
southerly direction to the north-west corner of
selection No. 68 ; thence on the east by the west
boundary of that selection south to Machine Creek ;
thence by that creek upwards to the north boundary
of the Calliope and Boyne Gold Field Reserves ;
thence west by that boundary about 115 chains ;
thence north about 220 chains, and thence east
about 120 chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING, CALLIOPE RIVER,  BORooN
RUN.
About 1,400 acres.
Commencing on the north side of the main road
from Rockhampton to Gladstone at a point ten
chains north from the north-east corner of selection
No. 80; thence on the south by the aforesaid main
road westerly to the Calliope River ; thence by
that river downwards to the south-west corner of
the East Stowe Agricultural Reserve; thence by
the south boundary of that reserve and a line due
east therefrom about 170 chains ; thence south
about ninety-two chains to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of selection No. 66- and of any
alienated lands within the above boundaries.
RESERVE FOR RACECOURSE, BUNDABERG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg, portion
No.  26.
320 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and a-half wide
at a point bearing sixty-five degrees and distant
fifteen chains and ninety-five links from the south
corner of portion 16, and bounded thence on the
north-east by that road bearing 144 degrees twenty-
nine chains and 146 degrees five chains and fifty
links to a road one chain wide ; on the south-east
by that road and a line bearing 238 degrees eighty-
two chains and sixty-two links ; on the south-west
by a tine bearing 328 degrees forty-four chains
and thirty-one links ; and on the north-west by a
line bearing sixty-five degrees eighty-one chains to
the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1873.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
It is  provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named  with
respect o each.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE  FOR WHARVES , MARYBOROUGH.
County of Murch, parish of Maryborough, town of
Maryborough.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the east corner of the reserve for
Immigration Depot, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing north thirty  degrees
eighteen minutes east one chain ; thence on the
west by a line bearing north four degrees forty-five
minutes  west  eight chains fifty-three  links to Bazaar
street ; on the north-west by Bazaar  street bearing
north i hirty degrees forty-three minutes east about
three chains sixty-seven links to a creek ; thence by
that creek downwards to the River Mary; on the east
by the River Mary upwards to the public wharf re-
serve; on the south- east  by a line bearing south thirty
degrees eighteen minutes west fifty links ; and on
the south-westby a line bearing west thirty degrees
eighteen  minutes  north four chains eighty-five links
to the point of commencement.
RRSEaVR  FOR BOTANICAL GARDENS, MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough.
2 acres  37 perches.
Commencing at the east corner of the Reserve
for Immigration Depot, and bounded thence on the
south- east  by a, line bearing north thirty degrees
eighteen minutes east one chain ; thence on the
east by a line bearing north four degrees forty-five
minutes west eight chains fifty-three links to
Bazaar  street ; on the north-west by Bazaar street
bearing south thirty degrees forty-three minutes
west, eight chains to the reserve for Telegraph and
Post Offices ; and on the south-west by a line bear-
ing east thirty degrees eighteen minutes south four
chains ninety-six links to the point of commence-
ment.
Also,
Section 88, town of Maryborough.
RESERVE FOB  CEMETERY ,  BUNDABERG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundabery, portion
No. 29.
40 acres.
Commencing on the Bundaberg road three
chains wide at a point bearing 210 degrees and
distant forty chains from the east corner of portion
27, and bounded thence on the south-east by that
road bearing 210 degrees twenty chains and two
links ; on the south-west by a line bearing 300
degrees twenty chains ; on the north-west by a line
bearing thirty degrees twenty chains ; and on the
north- east by a line  bearing 120 degrees twenty
chains and one  link to the point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOB  A. POUND,  MILCHBSTE$.
Parish of Milchester.
2 acres.
Commencing nineteen chains south from the
north-west corner of Milchester Township Reserve,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west four chains and forty-seven links ; on the west
by a line bearing south four  chains and  forty-seven
links ; on the south by a line bearing east four
chains and forty-seven links ; and on the east by a
line bearing north four chains and forty-seven
links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR  SCHOOL  SITE, KILLARNEY.
County of Merivale, parish of Killarney.
6 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at the north -west corner of portion 157, sad
bounded thence on the east by a line bearing south
twelve  chains  and sixty links ; on the south by a
line bearing west eight chains and twenty-seven
links ; on the west by a line bearing north seven
chains and sixty-one links to the Condamine River ;
and on the north-west by that river upwards to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1873.
T is hereby notified foi general information that
the Lands ' as hereunder  described ,  situated
within the Clermont Town Reserve, have been
withdrawn from  selection  under the provisions of
the 41st clause of  " The Crown Lands  Alienation
Act  of 1878," for the purpose of being offered at
auction as  Town and Suburban Lots.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FROM SELECTION FOR SURVEY IN TOWN
AND SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Clermont.
580 acres.
Jommencing at the south corner of selection No.
83, and bounded thence by the south-east boundary
of that selection  bearing  north forty-fi ve degrees
east fifty-four chains and in continuation of same
line to Brewery Creek ; thence on the north by
that creek downwards to the south-east corner of
selection No. 26 ; thence by part of the east
boundary of that selection bearing north and by a
line east along the south boundary of selection No.
75 ; thence by part of the west boundary of selection
No. 5 bearing south to Douglas Creek; thence by
Douglas Creek downwards to the south -east corner
of selection No. 5; then by southern boundary of
selection  No. 25 and a line bearing east to the
north-west corner of  mineral selection  No. 48A;
on the  east  by the west boundary of that selection
bearing south to the south-west  corner of same
selection ; on the south by a line bearing west to
the north corner of selection No. 38 by the north-
west  boundary of that selection and by a line
bearing west to the point of dommencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for Public purposes.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC  PunrosEs.
County of Churchill, parish of Tarampa, portion
No.  9401.
68 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River, at the south-east corner of portion 400, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bearing
west forty-three chains and twenty-two  links to
a road one chain wide ; on the west by that road
bearing south seventeen chains to another road one
chain wide ; on the south by that road bearing west
thirty-five chains to the Brisbane River ; and on
the south-east by that river -upwards to the point
of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th October, 1873.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
$The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it  is'  hereby noti fied for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have' been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
(For the Secretary for Pub lic Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
RESERVE FO E,  GRAVEL FOB ROAD PURPOSES,
BRISBANE  AND WATERFORD ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Mackenzie.
370 acres.
Commencing  at the south -east corner  of portion
227, and bounded thence on  the north by part of
the south boundary line of that portion bearing
west about 40 chains  ;  on the west by  a line bearing
south 80 chains  ;  on the south  by a line bearing
east to the road from  Waterford  to Brisbane ; and
on the east by that road northerly  to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR  WATER ,  BEENLEIGH.
County of Ward, parish of Boyd.
30 acres.
Commencing on the west  side of the road from
Beenleigh to the  .Upper Albert River Ferry, and
bounded on the north  by a road one  chain wide,
forming the  south boundary of portion 117, parish
of Boyd ,  bearing westerly  ;  on the west by a line
bearing south in continuation  of the  west boundary
of same portion about 20 chains  to the first men-
tioned road ; and on  the south-east by that road
north- easterly  to the  point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES,  TOWNSVILLE.
County of  Rlphinstone , parish of Coonambelah,
town of Townsville,  allotment  6A  of Section
No. 1.
2 roods 28 perches.
Commencing on the northern side of Flinders
street at the south-east corner of the Lockup
Reserve, and bounded thence on the north-west by
a line bearing north 27 degrees east 3 chains 48
links to the Strand  ;  thence by a line bearing east
27 degrees south 58 links; thence easterly, southerly
and westerly by a semicircular line with a radius
of 174 links ; and by Flinders street bearing north
68 degrees west 68 links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PADDOCK, ROCKHAMPTON.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton,
portion No. 4.
103 acres.
Commencing at the south -east corner of portion
No.. 3 (Reserve for Gardens and Water), and
bounded thence on the west by a line bearing north
38 chains 60 links; on the north by the south
boundary of portion No. 2 bearing east 24 chains ;
on the east by a line bearing south 47 chains 40
links to Yeppen Yeppen Lagoon ; and on the south
by that lagoon north-westerly to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR RACECOURSE,  RAVENSWOOD.
County of Gladstone.
142 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of a small  creek
at a point bearing about 276 degrees and distant
about 44 chains from the south corner of portion 5
on Elphinstone Creek, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing 204 degrees 43 chains
and 75 links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
114 degrees 36 chains 'and 25 links to Elphinstone
'Creek ; on the south-east by that creek upwards to
the junction of the small creek aforesaid ; and on
the north-east by that creek upwards to the point.of
commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  2nd. October, 1873.
W
' T HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1 " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any special purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described wi ll  be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOB A SCHOOL SITE, SWAN CREEK.
County of Merivale,  parish of Robinson ,  portion
No.  199A.
23 acres.
Commencing on Swan Creek ,  at the south corner
of portion No. 199, and bounded thence on the
north -east by the south -west boundary of that
portion bearing 299 degrees 8 chains and 30 links ;
on the north by a line bearing west 2 chains ; on
the west by the east boundary of portions Nos.
•206 and 208 bearing south 24 chains 41 links to
Swan Creek  ;  and on the south and east by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  RAcEcouRsE,  MARYBORODGH.
County  of March,  parish of Maryborough.
160 acres 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 120 degrees 30
minutes and distant 1 chain from the south corner
of portion 191 on a road 1 chain wide ,  and bounded
thence on the north-west by that road bearing 30
degrees 30 minutes 43 chains  ;  on part of the north-
east by a line bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 35
chains to another road one chain wide ; on part of
the south-east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes 11 chains and  44 links;  on the remainder
of the north -east by portion A and a road bearing
120 degrees 30 minutes 12 chains and 90 links to
another road 1 chain wide  ;  again on the south-east
by that road bearing 210 degrees 30 minutes 11
chains and 44 links; on part of the south-west by
No. 7 and a road bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes
12 chains and 92 links ; on the remainder of the
south-east by that road bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes 20 chains to another road 1 chain wide ;
and on the remainder of the south-west by that
road bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes 35 chains to
the point of commencement ,- exclusive of 4 acres
for a road 1' chain wide ,  and 1 acre and 23 perches
for another road 1 chain wide, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor -Genreal 's office.
RESERVE  FOR  WATER ,  MARYBORouGH.
County of March, parish of Maryborough ,  portion
No. A.
13 acres 2 roods 14 perches.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide ,  at a point
bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes and distant 1 chain
from the east corner of the Racecourse Reserve ;
and bounded thence on the north-east by a  line
bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 11 chains and 88
links to another road 1 chain wide ; on the south-
east by that road bearing  210,  degrees 30 minutes
11 chains and 44 links- ;  on the south -west by a  line
bearing 300 degrees 30 minutes 11 chains and 88
links to the road  first aforesaid  ;  and on the north-
west by that road bearing 30 degrees 30 minutes
11 chains and 90 links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 25th September, 1873.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks:
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Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will
be reserved for the purpose of School Sites.
C. J. GRAHAM.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL SITE, BULIMBA.
County of Stanley, parish. of Bulimba,  portion
No. 158A.
23 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at the
south-east corner of portion 125B, and bounded
thence on the east by that road bearing 158 degrees
34 chains and 25 links to a road 1 chain and 50
links wide ; on the south by that road bearing 260
degrees 4,5 minutes 13 chains and 70 links ; and on
the west by a line bearing 358 degrees 45  minutes
34 chains and 1 link to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL SITE ,  BUNDAMBA.
County of Stanley, parish of Bundamba, portion
No.  171A.
1 acre 2 roods.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide, at the
north-went corner of a Water Reserve, and bounded
thence on the south by that reserve bearing 157
degrees 2 chains and 39 links, 112 degrees 3 chains
and 36 links, and 46 degrees 5 minutes 4 chains and
11 links ; on the east by a line bearing north 26
minutes east 60 links; and on the north by a line
bearing west 7 chains and 3 links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th September, 1873.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," wi ll  hold the
Sitting in  persuance of the fourth  section of the
above-recited  Act at the  under-mentioned  offices,  o n
he following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office,  Brisbane ,  on the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land  Office, Beenleigh ,  the first Friday
in each month.
Brest Moreton.
At the  Land Office ,  Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, on the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, on the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, on the first Friday
in each month.
Al  the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in September, 1873, and there-
after on the second Thursday of each alter-
nate month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIs DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, on the
second Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday, in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the third Thursday of every alternate
month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, on the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE  BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, on the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first W1 ies-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first. Tues-
day in each month.
•  BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month-
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in October, 1873, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville ,  the second
Thursday in September, 1873, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the second Wed-
nesday in  each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, on the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, on the second
Wednesday in November, 1873, and there-
after on the second Wednesday in every
alternate mouth.
At the Land Office, Surat, on the first Thurs-
day in November, 1873, and thereafter on
the first Thursday in each alternate month.
w the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in October, 1873, and thereafter onthe
third Tuesday in every alternate month.
LRICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, on the last
Thursday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the last Thursday in every alternate
month.
At the Land Office,  Springsure , on the fourth
Monday in October, 1873, and thereafter
on the fourth Monday in every alternate
month.
In the event of any of the above days fa ll ing on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. J. GRAHAM.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1873.
MINERAL LANDS.
IT is hereby notified for general information
that in  cases where  applicants for Mineral
Lands are desirous, before survey,  of amending
the boundaries given in their applications, the
amendments  must be lodged at the Mineral Lands
Offices of the districts in which the  lands are
situated.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WM. HENRY WALSA.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st November, 1872.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that the Miner al  Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South ,  will , on the first  TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings ,  as prescribed in the-
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
al ienation of or otherwise deal ing with  Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
31st October, 1872, at Stanthorpe.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  28th May, 1872.
V
first sheet of the  New Map of the  Colony,
howing  the boundaries of the Surveyed
Runs, &c., prepared under the supervision of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, is now
pub lished .  Copies may be had at the Public
Lauds Office ,  George street. Price, 3s.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the Rent of the undermentioned Runs, situated
in the Unsettled Districts, not having been paid on
or before the 30th day of September last, they will
become absolutely forfeited unless the full amount
of Rent in each  case , with one-fourth added by way
of penalty, be paid into the Colonial Treasury
within ninety days thereafter, as prescribed by the
Acts and Regulations.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Name of  Lessee. Name of Run.
BURNETT  DISTRICT.
Humphery, F. T.
Lawless , C. and P.
Lawless, C.
Lawless, P.
McKay, D. F.
Plummer, J. M.
Travis, R. ,..
Ditto ...
Buckingah ...
Boonimbah ...
Boonbagan ...
Winders.. ...
Banns ...
Toondoongondy...
Ginger Ginger ...
Cloncose ... ...
Rent.
£ s. d.
13 16 0
45 0 0
45 0 0
45 0 0
12.10 0
27 10 0
37 10 0
49 10 0
BURKE DISTRICT.
Clifford and Courtney Keira ...
Ditto Marathon ...
Cowan Cowan and Cowan Downs ...
Nichol
Ditto Sorghum Downs,
No. 1
Sorghum
No. 2
Downs,Ditto ...
Thompson, J. Prarie, No. 2
COOK DISTRICT.
Mossman , A.... .... Pine ...
Ditto ... ... Copperfield
Ditto ... ... Nepowq ...
Ditto ... ... Preston ...
Ditto ... ... Rienza ...
10 0 0
22 10 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
42 0 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Clynes, P . ...  Bingeyrang 12 10 0
Gilchrist, Watt , and Co.l  Ballon  ... .... 72 10 0
Lloyd,  C. G. H. Culgarra... .... 44 0 0
GREGORY  DISTRICT.
Hammond, G . T. ... Argyle ... ...
Ditto  ditto (arrears)
Ditto  ... Tenham ... ..
Ditto ... ... ditto (arrears)
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
6 5 0
1 0 10
6 5 0
1 0 10
Arming, R. J. and F. A. Reedy Springs, 1 11 3
No. 2 (arrears)
Carr, J. C. ... . Cardigan ... 37 10 0
Curr,  Marmaduke  ... I Gil Gunyah ... 9 7 6
Miles, W. ... .... Victoria Downs, 17 10 0
No. 1
Ditto ... ... Victoria Downs, 25 0 0
No. 2
Mytton, E. ... ... I Kinloch, No. 1 ... 18 15 0
Ditto . ... ... I Kinross ... ... 18 15 0
Plant and Cass ... Glenell 6 5 0
Ditto ... ... ditto (arrears) 4 13 9
Plant, E. H.... ... I Collopy .. 6 5 0
Ditto ... ditto (arrears) 2 12 1
Wildash, F. J. C. Miles Lake .. 158 8 0
Ditto ... .... Gars ... .... 108 15 0
RENT OF RUNS IN UNSETTLED DISTRICTS
-continued.
Name of  Lessee. Name of Run.
£ s. d.
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Earl, James
Miles, Wm.
Ditto
Ditto
North, J.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Mount Cannel .. 25 0 0
Hidden Valley ...  34 4 0
Conway, No. 1 36 0 0
ditto No. 2 ... 30 12 0
Tiptree Hill, North 6 5 0
ditto (arrears) 2 12 1
ditto No. 2... 6 5 0
ditto (arrears) 2 12 1
Balfour, G.
Bank of New South
Wales
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Foot and Sons ...
Forlonge, W.... ...
Ditto ...
Gilham, T. W. ...
Haly, C. R. .. ...
Joint Stock Bank ...
Ditto ...
Logan, R..
London Chartered Bank
Mattherson, D. ...
Morgan, Win. ...
McCord and Skene ...
McLean ,  M. J. ...
Columba ...
Clive ...
Canal ... ...
Ardah ...
Canal , No. 2 ...
Moravia Downs...
Harrow .
ditto (arrears)
Baffle  Block .:.
Arcadia, North ...
Kynebil ... ...
North Yan Yan
Gurt
Lins Forest
Wongaleigh ...
Ashfield ... ...
Barwon Park ...
Winchester Downs
Spring  Creek, No.
2
Ditto ... ditto  (arrears)  1 17  6
McMullen, J. F. Balling-le-roche... 34 2 0
Ditto ... Wilpenah ... 28 10  0
Ditto  ... Balpannah  ... 28 10 0
McPhillamy, C. ... Somerby... ... 37 16 0
Perkins, Thos. ... Conciliation Creek, 27-10 0
Ditto ...
Peter ,  McLeay, Boner,
Onslow and Onslow
Ramsay, D . ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Robertson and Want
Shannon, J. ...
Ditto
Tansey, M.
Ditto
Want, R. C.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Block B
Repulse
No. 2
Carnarvon
No. 3
Roseylie...
Goongella
Broadlea...
Galgathaa
Saltbush
No. 2
Creek, 28 0 0
Creek, 30 0 0
Park,
Drumcondra ...
Sutton ... ...
Wallburry ..
Galgathaa  East ...
Meroo ... ...
Miambaa ...
Neeinbaa .
Widerege Wide-
rege
Rent.
12 10 0
43 0 0
43 0 0
35 0 0
35 0 0
27 10 0
6 .5 0
5 4 2
3 15 0
30 0 0
14 10 0
9 0 0
27 10 0
33 16 0
18 15 0
67 10 0
18 15 0
20 12 6
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
13 2 6
20 0 0
15 0 0
29 8 0
37 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
13 2 6
12 10 0
27 10 0
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Anderson, T.... ...
Clarke and Hodgson ...
Ditto ...
Close, Thos. ... ...
Davy and Veness ...
Dexter, J. C.... ...
Gordon and Flood ...
Holland, J. ...
Mcllwraith, T. ...
McLean, J . D. (repre-
sentatives of)
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ...
Seidel, E. F. ...
Tate, Geo.
Dulbydilla 35 0 0
Oberina ... ... 51 5 0
Pannonia 46 5 0
Manandi ll a, No. 1 49 10 0
West Thomby ... 33 0 0
South Teelba ...  22 10 0
Morocco ... ...  60 10 0
Bendeena  ...  27 10 0
Doogarry ... 62 10  0
East  Billin ... 27 10 0
South ditto ...
Upton . .
Mount  Bindeygo
Bosnia ... ...
Ravenna ... ...
Mount Bindango
Mullock ... ...
Isis ...
Billin ,..
North Billin ...
Maxvale ... ...
Watershed
North Durin Durin
Murra  Murra ...
27 10 0
28 10 0
28 10 0
28 10 0
28 10 0
28 10 0
33 0 0
33 0 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
11 5 0
35 0 0
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RENT OF RuNs IN UNSETTLED DIsruicre
-continued.
Name of Lessee. Name  of Run. Rent
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Miles , Wm. ... ... Evereleigh, No. 1
Ditto  ... ditto No. 2
Ditto ... ... ditto No. 3
Tweed , John ... ... Wyndeyer Creek
WARREGO DISTRICT.
£ s, d.
75 0 0
30 0 0
16 5 0
15 0 0
Geary, E. M.... .... Boothalla Block... 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... Junction Block ... 25 0 0
Hood, Torrance, and Bylang ... ... 12 10 0
Hood
Wiles, Wm. .. Lower Eulo Left 15 0 0
Nicho lls, John ... Callen ... 75 0 0
O'Sullivan Florence ... Stockade Block ... 28 15 0
Pain , Thos. ... ... Bowra West ... 70 0 0
Ditto ... ... Bandy ... ... 70 0 0
Ditto ... ... Goomorah ... 27 10 0
Pettiford, Jas... ... Bimbilla West ... 6 17 6
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  16th September, 1873.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT  OF 1869."
'UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
N OTICE.- It is hereby notified for general
information ,  that the Crown Lands Office
for the Mitchell District has been removed from
Tambo to Blacka ll .
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
I'1` is hereby notified that Applications  under theprovisions of th  41st section of"  The Pastoral
Leases  Act of  1869" for renewed  leases  for four.
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica.
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing
leases, as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lam
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1873.
MINERS' RIGHTS AND BUSINESS
LICENSES.
IT is hereby notified or general information, thatthe undermentioned Min rs' Rights and Busi-
ness  Licenses have been returned as issued in the
Gold Fields District specified.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
PEAK DOWNS GOLD FIELD.
During the Month ended 30th November, 1873.
MINERS '  RIGHTS.
No. Name.  No. Name.
60,789  Terrace Malan  60,797 G. W. Kettle
60,790 Ah Sin 60,798 Wm. Williams
60,791 Sis  Loch 60,799 Howard Smith
60,792 Anton Stocker 60,800 C. Appleton
60,793 Dennis  Cavanaugh 60,801 H. W. Hutton
60,794 Saml . Hall 60,802 Robt. Armitage
60,795 Paul Johnston 60,803 J. McEwen
60,796 John McKay 60,804 John Black
BesnNEss LICENSES.
No. Name. No. Name.
3,747 See Lee I 3,749 Ring Hap
3,748 Jas. McCormaeh
I
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th October, 173.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the following
charges will be made by the Analytical
Chemist for  testing, assaying, and analysing
minerals ,  ores, articles of commerce , victuals, &c.,
&c.
As soon as  the necessary arrangements are made,
fire assays  will be undertaken, of which due notice
will  be given.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
£ e.
Assaying ores for chrom  (wet assay ) ... ... 0 10
Assaying ores for nickel (wet assay ) ... ... 0 10
Assaying  ores  for trobalt (wet assay).. ... 0 10
Assaying ores for antimony (wet assay ) ... 0 10
Assaying  ores for arsenic  (wet assay )... ... 0 10
Assaying metallic platina (wet assay) 0 10
Assaying minerals for sulphur (sulphuric acid) 0 5
Assaying minerals for phosphor. (phosphoric
acid) ... ... ... ... ... 0 5
Assaying minerals for chlorine ... ... 0 5
Assaying minerals for iodine ... ... ... 0 10
Assaying minerals for bromine ... 0 10
Assaying minerals for fluor (fluoric acid) ... 0 10
Assaying minerals for boron (boracic acid) ... 0 10
Assaying minerals for silicon (silicic acid) .. 0 5
Assaying minerals for carbon (carbonic acid) 0 5
Assaying minerals for cyan (Prussic acid) ... 0 5
Assaying minerals for lime ... ... ... 0 5
Assaying minerals for barytes... ... ... 0 5
Assaying minerals for strontian ... ... 0 5
Assaying minerals for  magnesia  ... ... 0 5
Assaying minerals for alumina 0 5
Assaying minerals for potass, soda, lithia, each,
separately ... ... ... ... ...  0 10
Testing acids or sour liquors , for their  strength
in anhydrous acid-
Sulphuric acid ... ... ... ...
Hydrochloric acid ... ... ...
Nitric acid ... ... ... ...
Acetic acid (vinegar) ... ... ...
Tartaric acid ... ... ... ...
Citric acid, &c.... ... ... ...
Testing for their.strength in alkali only-
Soda crystals ... ... ... ...
Soda ash... ... ... ... ...
Testing alloys-silver and copper ... ...
Assaying quartz for gold ... ... ...
Assaying ores for gold ... ... ... ...
Assaying ores for silver (wet assay) ... ...
Assaying ores for quicksilver (wet as say) ...
Assaying ores for lead (wet assay) ...
Assaying ores for bismuth (wet assay ) ...
Assaying ores for copper  (wet  assay ) ... ...
Assaying ores for zinc (wet assay) ...
Assaying ores for cadmium (wet ass ay) ...
Assaying ores for tin (wet as say) ... ...
Assaying ores for manganese (wet as say) ...
Assaying ores for iron (wet assay) ... ...
Assaying ores for uran (wet assay) ... ...
Caustic soda ... ... ... ... ...
Potash  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Liquor ammonia (gas water) ... ... ...
Common ashes ... ... ... ...
6
0 5 0
0 5 ()
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 1 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 10 6
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
Testing wine or winemust, juices of fruits, &c.,
for acids, sugar, and alcohol .. 0 10 6
Testing manures, guanoes, &c., for phosphates,
ammonia, and potash . ... 0 10 6
Testing soap, salt, sugar, or chemical prepara-
tions, for their commercial value or purity 0 10 6
Testing a substance for a specified or sus-
pected adulteration, like drugs, mer-
chandise, victuals, butter, milk, &c. ... 0 10 6
Analysis of water, ores in which occur three,
four, or more bodies, and which are re-
quired to be quantitatively ascertained ...  .3  3 0
Analysis of substances belonging to the Vege-
table and Animal Kingdom (zoochemical
analysis), from £1 1s. to £'s 3s., accord-
ing to demands made
Testing soils for one or two substances ... 0 10 6
Analysis of soils ... ... ... ... 3 3 0
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  23rd December, 1873.
IT
3¢ hereby notified for general information,
4at the undermentioned Auriferous Leases
are ready  for issue, on payment of the balance of
first  year's  rent, etc.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
No. in whose favor. Name of Gold Field.
portion of road  ;  and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred
to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Bowen ; and all
persons intending to claim compensation in respect
of the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from  the date hereof ,  in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section of  the Act  above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
70  Messrs .  McGhie and  Joseph,
Trustees
Gympie. By Command,
149  Cherry and McCowan .. J. MALBON THOMPSON.73-432
151  James Kenny .
165  Messre .O'Brien and O'Keefe
166  „ Morecambe and others n
80 „ Heinemann andothers l Ravenswood.  Department of Public Works,
33 Hitchins,  Dutton, and
others Brisbane, 1st December, 1873.
85
., Browne and Peyton „ NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF DEUCHAR
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  22nd December, 1873.
ROAD TRUSTS.
BRISBANE DISTRICT.
REFERRING to the Notice  issued from this
Department , 26th May, 1871, and published
in the  Government Gazette,  27th May, 1871, folio 779,
appointing Road Trustees ,  Beenleigh and Cedar
Creek Road Trust, it is heresy notified that
Messrs .  W. S. STEPHENS  and PETER McLEAN
have been appointed Trustees in the places of Messrs.
C. Munro and Peter McLean ,  resigned.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a New Road
from Ipswich to Eden Station, referred to
in Notices dated 26th March ,  1873, and 24th
July, 1873,  folios 589 and 1240, respectively, of the
Guvernmeng  Gazette,  has been formally marked and
opened by the proper officer,  and the same is now
open for public use.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
78.702.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  23rd December, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that a New Road from
Gympie Road to Rush Creek, referred to in
Notices dated 2nd June, 1873 , and 24th July,
1873 ,  folios 948 and 1241, respectively , of the Gov-
ernment  Gazette,  has been formally marked and
opened by the proper officer, and the same is now
open for public use.
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
73.5225.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th December, 1873.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF KELSEY,
COUNTY OF HERBERT.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH  reference  to the Notice dated 14thOctober, 1873, folio 1721,  G vernment Gazette,
relative  to the opening of a new Road from Bowen to
Ravenswood , parish of Kelsey, county of Herbert:
Notice  is hereby  given, in accordance  with the
Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor , with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to confirm  the said
AND GLENGALLAN,  COUNTY OF MERI-
PALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
'ATITH reference to the Notice dated 13th Sep.
tember,1873, folio 1535,  Government  Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through
Glengallan pre-emptives 62 and 61, in the parishes
of Deuchar and Glengallan respectively : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road  ;  and it is there-
fore hereby declared expedient to open  and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor -General,  Brisbane ,  and the Police Office,
Drayton;  and all persons  intending  to claim com-
pensation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice  must  be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they
will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
By Command,
73-1526. J. MALBON  .THOMPSON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th  December, 1873.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER BALONNE RIVER, NEAR SURAT
TENDERS  will  be received at this  Office,  untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
January next ,  from persons will ing to contract for
construction of a Bridge over the Balonne River,
near Surat.
Tenders to  be endorsed  "Tender for  Bridge,
Balonne River."
Plan, S ecification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
or at the Roads Office, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state  the time within which it is pro-
posed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be  a memorandum signed
by the party  tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per  cent .  on amount  of Tender  as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that he w il l execute and deliver at the
Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
I
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PUBLIC OFFICES, MARYBOROUGH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd
January  next,  from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Public Offices, Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender ,for Public
Offices, Maryborough."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Roads Office, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum often per cent.
on amount of Tender as security for the due per.
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event that
he will execute and deliver, at the Office of the Civil
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise  the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted. .
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.IT is hereby notified thatthe following Goods
are carried in full wagon  loads only .  Minimum
weight, five tons.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways Office,
28th November, 1873.
Brick
Coal
Coke
Gravel
Hoofs
Horns
Manures (not
refuse
Rags
Road Metal
Sand
Stone ,  Building.
artificial ),  and boiling-down
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 20th December, 1873.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the Ipswich Devia-
tion Line of Railway, from three miles forty-six
chains on  the Toowoomba line to the commence-
ment of the Brisbane Extension at Ipswich, has
been approved and confirmed without any altera-
tion ; and that in pursuance of the 17th section of
the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend
to proceed with the construction of the Ipswich
Deviation Line of Railway, from three miles forty-
six chains  on the Toowoomba line to the com-
mencement  of the Brisbane Extension at Ipswich,
according to the Map or Plan and Book of Reference
so confirmed , to be seen at this office, and copy
thereof at the office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions
at Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department  of Public Works,
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 20th November, 1873.
? OTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
1 and Book of Reference, with Amendments,
of the proposed Line of Railway,  Brisbane Exten-
sion, from 16 miles 13 chains to Brisbane , has b---
approved and confirmed  ;  and that in pursuant(
the 17th section of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the
Government intend to proceed with the construc-
tion of the Line of Railway (Brisbane Extension)
from 16 miles 13 chains to Brisbane, accordi?W to the
Map or Plan and Book of Reference so confirmed, to
.be seen at this office, and copy thereof  at the office
of the Clerk of Petty Sessions at Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  20th November, 1873.
N
OTICE  is hereby given ,  under the 14th section
of  "  An  Act to make provision for the Con-
struction by the Government of Railways and for
the Regulation of the same ,"  assented to 3rd Sep-
tember, 1863 ,  that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council ,  has pri-
marily approved of the Map and Book of Reference
of the Ipswich Deviation Line of Railway from
3 miles 46 chains on the Toowoomba Line to the
commencement of the Brisbane Extension at
Ipswich.
The Map or Plan and Book of Reference can be
seen at this Office,  and all  parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended Ra ilway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this
Office, in writing, within one month from this date,
any we ll-g rounded objection which may  exist to
the adoption of the said Line of Railway, or any
part thereof ,  or of any works proposed in connec-
tion therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner of Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 14th November, 1873.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the proposed line
of Railway ,  Brisbane Extension ,  from Ipswich to
2 miles 30 chains ,  has been approved and confirmed
without any alteration  ;  and that in pursuance of
the 17th section of the Act 27 Victoria ,  No. 8, the
Government intend to  proceed  with the construc-
tion of the line of Railway  (Brisbane Extension)
from Ipswich to 2 miles 30 chains, according to
the Map or Plan and Book of Reference so con-
firmed ,  to be seen at this Office,  and copy thereof
at the office  of the Clerk of Petty  Sessions at
Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways ' Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd September, 1873.
RAILWAY NOTICE.
IN order to  expedite the settlement of claims for
Railivay  compensation ,  it is requested that all
persons  who have  any claim for compensation on
account of land resumed  for the  purposes of the
Brisbane and Ipswich Railway Line ,  will forward
the Deeds or other instruments showing their title
to the land taken, or an abstract hereof, to the
Office of the Crown Solicitor ,  Queen street, Bris-
bane, at the same time that they forward their
claims for compensation to this Office.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 8th December, 1873.
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS.
P
ERSONS  having Claims against the Govern.
ment are requested to render Vouchers for
the same before the close of the month, in order
that payment may be made, as far as possible, on
or before the 31st instant.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
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NOTICE TO  DEPOSITORS IN THE
GQXERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
IT is hereby notified that applications for the
Withdrawal of Deposits cannot be received
between  the 1st and 7th January inclusive, during
which time  the Head Office will be closed for the
purpose of preparing  the Annual Savings Bank
Accounts.
Deposits  will, however, be received  as usual
during the above time.
Attention is also called  to the regulation that
Pass-books must  be sent to the Treasury on or
before  the 31st January,  in order  that interest may
be entered, &c.
W. L. G. DREW.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 16th December, 1873.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
ALTERATIONS IN TIDAL SIGNALS EXHIBITED
FROM LIGHTSHIP, BRISBANE BAR.
0
N and after the 1st January, 1874, the Tidal
Signals  now in  use at the Lightship will be
superseded  by the following code ; the signals being
made from the yard arms  of the new Lightship,
instead  of from a gaff  end as at present :-
DAY SIGNALS.
On Bar.  In Cutting
n. in. ft. ni
Pendant at and arm ... ... 4 6 11 0
Ditto  ditto dipped ...  5  6 12 0
Ball  ditto . 6 0 12 6
Ditto ditto dipped ...  6 6 13 0
Two balls, vertical ditto ...  ...  7 0 13 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 7 6 14 0
Ba ll  over fla  ditto ... 8 0 14 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 8 6 15 0
Flag over ball ditto ... 9 0 15 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 9 6 16 6
Ball at each  yard arm ... ... 10 0 16 0
Ditto ditto dipped... 10 6 17 0
Flag at each  yard arm ... ... 11 0 17 6
Ditto ditto dipped... 11 6 18 0
Ball at one  yard arm and ?'lag
at the  other ... ... ...
NIGHT SIGNALS.
12 0
On Bar .  In Cutting
ft. in. ft. in
White light ... 4 6 11 0
Red light 5 0 11 6
Green light  ...
... ... 5 6 12 0
Red over white  ..
... ... 6 0 12 6
Red under white ... ... 6 6 13 0
Green over white ... ... 7 0 13 6
Green under white ... ... 7 6 14 0
Red over green ... ... 8 0 14 6
Red under green ... .. 8 6 15 0
Two red lights vertical... ... 9 0 15 6
Two green lights vertical ... 9 6 •16 0
Two red lights horizontal
... 10 0 16 6
Two green lights horizontal ... 10 6 17 0
Red and white horizontal
... 11 0 17 6
Green and white horizontal
... 11 6 18 0
Red and green horizontal
... 12 0 18 6
The pendant and flags exhibited during flood tide
will be red, and during the ebb tide blue.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
4Portmaster.
Department of Ports aiyl Harbors,
Brisbane,  27th November, 1873.
NOTICE TO  MARINERS.
MIDDLE CHANNEL, MORETON BAY.
T
HE Lighthouse at the Yellow  Patch having
been moved to the north- east of its former
position ,  vessels using  the Middle  Channel are-
from this date to the 6th February-to keep the
Cape Moreton light open to the northward of the
Yellow Patch  light, a space  equal to the difference
of their heights.
On and after the 6th February the lights are to
be kept in line while passing through this Channel.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , 8th December, 1873.
QUEENSLAND TREASURY BILLS.THE attention of holders of Queensland Trea-
sury Bills due and payable the 31st December,
1873, is directed to the provision contained in the
said Bills, which requires that notice shall be given
to the Colonial Treasurer, at Brisbane, on or
before the 1st day of December next, of the place
where such Bills are to be presented for payment,
viz., whether at Brisbane, Sydney, or Melbourne.
Should the holder of any Bills fail to give the
stipulated notice, such Bills will require to be pre-
sented for payment in Brisbane.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial  Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 6th October, 1873.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1873.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK
B
RANCHES of the above  are now  open at Allora,
Banana , Beenleigh, Blackall, Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burrenda, Calliope,
Cape River, Cardwell, Charleville, Clermont,
Cleveland, Condamine, Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi,
Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gainsford, Gayndah,
George Town, Gilberton, Gladstone, Goodna, Goon-
diwindi, Greenmount, Great Northern Railway,
Gympie, Ipswich, Jimna, Kilkivan, Leyburn,
Mackay, Marlborough, Maryborough, Milchester,
Mount Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Nebo,
Normanton, Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Shipping Office (Brisbane), Springsure, S. and W.
Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville,
Warwick, and Westwood.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits  not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ;  on deposits exceeding. £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above  rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue
Deposits can be made and money  withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency' s Comipand,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
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Colonial Secretary 's OPoce,
Brisbane ,  24th  December, 1873.
SUPPLIES FOR 1874.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Tenders for the Supply of
Provisions , &c., on account  of the Public  Service
for the year 1874, at Brisbane ; Lunatic Asylum
Woogaroo  ;  Penal Establishment at St. Helena ;
Benevolent  Asylum Dunwich ; Tooivoomba ; and
Rockbampton ,  have been accepted :-
BRISBANB--
Class No . 1.-Arthur Billet.
Class No. 2.-Co-operative Company.
Class No. 3.-Michael Hughes.
Class No .  4.-Michael Hughes.
LUNATIC ASYLUM, WoooASaoo-
Class No. 2.-John Adsett.
Class  No. 3: Michael Hughes.
Class  No. 4.-John Williams.
ST. HELENA-
Class No .  2.-Co-operative Company.
Class  No. 3.-Michael  Hughes.
Class No. 4.-Michael Hughes.
DUNWICH-
Class No. 2.-Co-operative Company.
Class No. 3.-Michael Hughes.
Class No .  4.-Michael Hughes.
ToowooMBA-
Class  No. 1.-John  Hartne ll .
Class  No. 2.-W.  Handcock.
Class  No. 3.-W.  Handcock.
Class No. 4.-W. Handcock.
Roc$HAMPTON-
Class No. 1.-W. Pattison.
Class No. 2.-W. Pattison.
Class  No. 3.-W.  Pattison.
Class  No. 4.-W . Pattison.
A. H. PALMER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1873.
"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
NOTICE TO STOCK.OWNERSS, ,
OWNERS of Horses and Cattle, to the number
of fifty-one head and upwards, are hereby
notified that the assessment payable under the
above-named Act, at the rate of two shillings and
sixpence per hundred, or portion of a hundred,
will be due on 1st January next, 1874,  and may be
paid to the Clerks of Petty Sessions in the various
districts on or before that date.
Forms for return of stock will be supplied by
any Clerk of Petty Sessions.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar  of Brands.
Registrar  of Brands Office,
Brisbane ,  1st October, 1873.
Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  11th December, 1873.
REDUCTION OF INTERCOLONIAL RATES OF
POSTAGE.ISIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
noti fied for general information ,  that on and
after the 1st January , 1874 , the Queensland Inter-
colonial Postage Rates will be reduced to the
following :-
Letters ,  Overland and by  Sea-Two-pence  (2d.)
per half-ounce  (1-oz.)
Parcels and Book Packets-  s. d .
Not exceeding 1 oz. ... ... ... 0 1
1 oz., but not exceeding 2 oz. ... 0 2
2 oz., but not exceeding I lb. ... 0 4
lb., but not exceeding lb. ... 0 8
lb., but not exceeding lb. 1 0
lb., but not exceeding 1 lb.  ...  1 4
And so on, increasing four-pence  (4d.) for each
lb. or fraction of a I lb.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Mr. RICHARDWILLIAM CURTIS has been this day ap-
pointed by me under 116  clause  " Customs det of
1873" a Port Gauger for the purpose  of weighing,
measuring ,  or gauging goods  in any bonded ware-
house in Brisbane , for the sole  satisfaction of the
importers  or proprietors of such goods.
"DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
NOTICE TO SHEEP-OWNERS.
T
HE  attention of Owners of Sheep is hereby
directed to  " The Diseases in Sheep Act of
1867  Further  Amendment  Act "  (34 Victoria, No.
26), by which they are required to make to the
Crown Lands  Commissioner  in the district in which
the sheep  are at  the time depastured, on the first
day of January next, 1874, a return of the number
of sheep owned by them, and, at the  same  time, to
pay into the Colonial Treasury a sum of five
shillings upon every thousand or part of a thousand
sheep, under a penalty of fifty pounds, in case of
neglect or false return.
In the event of no Commissioner having been
appointed to any district, the returns are to be
made to the Acting Commissioner of such district,
except in the case of Moreton and Wide Bay, and
Burnett Districts, whence they are to be made to
the Cliiet Inspector of Sheep, who has been autho-
rised to receive the same.
As far as practicable, printed forms of return
will be supplied, but the non-receipt of such forms
will not afford  a plea  for exemption from penalty.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1873.
1T is hereby notified for general information,
that the several Clerks of Petty Sessions
throughout the.colony are authorised to receive
Returns  from Owners of Stock for the purposes of
assessment , under  " The Brands Act of 1872."
(For the Colonial  Secretary,)
..' JOHN BRAMSTON.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs, Brisbane,
11th December, 1873.
BOARDING STATIONS, PORT OF MORE-
TON BAY.
UNDER 14TH CLAUSE, 37 VICT., NO. 1.
\TOTICE is hereby given, that with the consent
of The Honorable the Treasurer, I hereby
appoint the undermentioned Boarding Stations at
this Port for vessels entering or departing to bring
to for the boarding or landing of officers of the
Customs, when signalled so to do ; and that I
further direct, with such consent as aforesaid, that
the signals to be used at or off such Stations for
stopping vessels for the purposes aforesaid, shall
be (for the day-time) flags J W of the Inter-
national Code of Signals. and at night a red light.
Any master or pilot in charge of  any vessel
within the limits of either of such Boarding  Stations
who shall fail to heave or bring to on  such signals
being duly hoisted, shall be liable, under the above
clause, .to a penalty of £30.
THaas  BOARDING  STATIONS, MoaETOx BAY-
Lytton-Off  the Customs  boat-shed.
Signal  to be hoisted  from Flag-staff at boat-house.
Off the Water Police Hulk " Proserpina."
Signal to be hoisted from the Hulk.
Moreton Island-On  the Five  Fathoms Bank,
Yule Roads,  abreast  the boat- shed at the P il ot
Station.
Signal to be hoisted from  Flag-staff at boat-shed.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector  of Customs:
Customs,
Brisbane, 2nd 1)ecember51873.
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NOTICE.
Local No.
THE undermentioned Mineral Selections  having become forfeited by reason  of non-compliance with
the conditions  prescribed in  " The Mineral Lands Act of  1872," it is hereby notified that  the same
will be open to selection as Mineral  Lands, according to the surveyed boundaries thereof, on  and after
TUESDAY, the 27th day of January,  1874, at the Rockhampton Land Office.
Portions.
2 and  4, see. 21A
6 sec. 21A ...
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  18th December, 1873.
Locality.
Near Springsure
Ditto ...
Register
No.
1860
1926
MORETON DISTRICT.
C. J. GRAHAM.
On Area.
A. R. P.
77 0 39
169 0 28
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th December, 1873.
PAYMENTS UNDER THE LEASING CLAUSES OF  " THE MINERAL LANDS ACT
OF 1872."
T
HE attention of Selectors under the Leasing clauses of  " The Mineral Lands Act of  1872" is
directed  to sections  6 and 7 of the General Regulations, dated 31st October, 1872, which provide
that the  rent chargeable  must be paid on or before the 2nd January in each year ,  and to section 29 of the
Act, which provides for forfeiture being defeated if rent and penalty are paid within ninety days there.
after.
The following list of payments due on the 2nd of January next, is published for general infor-
mation.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Rspster
ho.
7
8
9
10
11
12
18
14
15
Lessees. Area.  Year .  I Bent. Balance. Due.
A.  B.  P.
... Jas. Muggleton and George  Smith  ...  100 0 0
... Ditto 200 0. 0
R. W. Scholefield ,  W. R. Anderson ,  and 40 0 0
Jno. Ahern
Ditto  ... ... ...  20 0 0
W. Ronald ,  C. Webster ,  and Jae .  Mug- ]00 0 0
gleton
Rockhampton ,  W. Robertson and C .  Keeley  ...  160 0 0
No. 12
„
Selected by
Samuel Hinton
Ditto ...
22 J. G .  Hess and J. A. Zschammer  ...  160 0 0
24 Ditto ... ... ... 160 0 0
„ 41 John  Geo. Hess  ... ... ... 40 0 0
„ 43 J. Cook, W .  Absolon ,  Jno. Absolon, and 40 0 0
„
„
It
G. R.  Absolon
45 W. Abeolon,  R. Baker, and M. 20 0 0
McCluskey
46 G. R .  Abeolon and W .  Watson ... 40 0 0
47 W. Absolon ,  R. Baker, and M. 80 0 0
McCluskey
48 G. R .  Absolon  and Wi lliam Watson  ...  120 0 0
£ a. d.
25 0 0 Penalty £2 1 8
50 0 0 „ 434
10 0 0 „ 042
3rd' 5 0 0 ,, 021
2nd 25 0 0
2nd 30 0 0
2nd 16 13 4
2nd 16 13 4
2nd 3 6 8
2nd_ 3 6 8
2nd 1 13 4
2nd 3 6 8
2nd 6 13 4
2nd 1 5 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  13th November, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that the rent of the under-mentioned Runs not having
been paid on or before the 30th day of September last, they will become absolutely forfeited unless
the full amount of rent in each case,  together  with one-fourth added by way of penalty ,  be paid into the
Colonial Treasury within ninety days thereafter, as prescribed by law.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under Secretary.
Lessee.
Halkett, D. H.
Norris, W....
Graham, Hugh ...
Ditto ... ...
Cowper and Crozier
3rd
3rd
3rd
let October, 1872
12th October, 1872
Run. Rent.
::: ;: :: ... I Sections , Oxley Creek  . ... ... ...  I 8 6 8
Sections ,  Logan River 23 1 4
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
Mariana  (consolidated ) ..  83 14 0
... ... ... ... I Dunmore  ... ... ... ... ...  I 32 10 0
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
... ... ... ... I Windah ...
gEN'vEDY-IBTRIQ
...  1  90 15 0
$mawrooa;_Qr .K s_`_...` .. __- ragleValeZ aeaiars) --- ...'-'... .. T 54 5 8
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  15th  December, 1973.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Lowerford, Mooloolah River, to Mountain Creek, parish of Mooloolah,
county of Canning : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of
Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police OBice,
Brisbane  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the
Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the
formation  of the Road  in question.
By Command,
73-4209. J. MALBON THOMPSON. '
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM LOWEBFORD ,  MOOLOOLAM RIVER ,  TO MOUNTAIN CREEK ,  PARISH
OF MOOLOOLAH, COUNTY OF CANNING, MORETON DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED ASA PUBLIC ROAD,
UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL  4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings
I
I
Length Breadth
in Chains. Road.
Area .  Remarks.
ohs. lke* cha lks. A. R, P.
819 F. P. Hearne F. P. Hearne N.324° 15'E. 1 56 2 50 2 1 4 Homestead selec-
266° 10 42 1 0 tion under 1868
308° 9 22 1 0 Act.
762 JohnKinmond Unoccupied N.314' O' B. 7 35
342° 10 77
0 3 0 0 Conditional seleo-
Lion under 1868
N. 19° 0' E. 7 14 Act,
361° 4 65
I Entering Portion No.
37 on he southern
boundary, and run-
ning north-westerly
to its western boun.
dary
2 Entering Portion No.
28 on its southern
boundary ,  and run-
ning  north -westerly
to its western boun.
dary  ;  again entering
Portion No. 28 on its
western boundary,
and running nor-
tberly to Mountain
Creek
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  15th December, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
j to open a new Road through Selections 201, 40, and 316, parish of Darlington, county of Ward :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and
now in force  in this colon,  a Plan and  Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Beenleigh ;
and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing , to the Clerk of the Executive
Council, within one month from this date ,  any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation
of the Road in question .
By Command,
73-4274. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS  201, 40,  AND 316, PARISH OF DARLINGTON,
COUNTY  OF WARD ,  DISTRICT OF MORETON ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
I Commencing at the
south-west corner
of Portion No. 17A,
and runnluk east
through  Port ion
1
2 Commencing at the
0
south boundary of
Portion No. 17A.
and rurntng nor-
therly to its north
boundary
Commencing at  the
south boundary
of Portion No. 23,
and running nor-
therly to its north
boundary
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
201
40
M
Reputed
Owner.
Wm. Fer-
guson
Occupier.
Win. Fer-
guson
John  Hall :John gall
Otto Wolf 1 Otto Wolf
Bearings. Lengthin chains.
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks.
1 ohs. lks. Ch. 1ks.  I A. Y. P.
N. 900  0'  E. 18 00 , I chain 1 2 26 Unimproved forest land ;
Homestead selection.
100 OE. 10 60 1 chain ! 2 1 11 Pa rt  forest and part
1 0 '  6 80 sc ru b ; Conditional
9°0'  4 00 selection under 1868
21° 0'  1 80 Act.
N . 21° 0•E.  16 34 1 chain  1 2 5 Unimproved scrub;
Homestead  selection.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  15th December, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through selections Nos. 11,  4, and 467, parish of Darlington ,  county of Ward :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.. No. 11,
and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office, Been.
Leigh ;  and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the
Executive Council, within one month from this date ,  any well-grounded objections which may exist to the
formation of the Road in question. -
By Command,
73-4271. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Boon OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  S ELECTIONS  Nos. 11,  4, AND 457, PARISH OF DARLINoTOlf
COUNTY OF  WARD,  DISTRICT OF MORETON ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER  THE ACT
OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Port ion of Road.
1 Commencing at the
north -east  corner of
portion No. 128A, and
running west along
its north boundary
2 Commencing at the
south boundary of
portion No. 1, and
running no rt h-east-
erly and easterly to
its east boundary
S Commencing on the
west boundary of
portion No .  48, and
running east to a
Government Road
Register
No. of
Selec-
Reputed
Owner Occupier .  Bearings.
Length
in Chains
Breoafdth
Area . Remarks.
tion.
. . Road.
ohs. Ike. A.  R. P.
11 J. Spence  ; J. Spence N .  2701 0' E. 20 42 One chain  2 0 9; Unimproved forest ;
4 A. Newbolt N. 46° 0'  E. 16 50
conditional selec-
tion under  '88 Act.
15° 0' 9 00 One chain 5 0 30 Unimproved forest
67° 0' 10 00 land ; conditional
90° 0' 15 49 selection under '88
467 A. Dunn N. 90° 0' E. 12 08 Oneohain 1 0 11
Act.
Unimproved forest
land ; conditional
selection under'65
Act.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 15th  December, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council , having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Goondiwindi to Callandoon, county of Carnarvon  :  Notice is hereby
given ,  that in conformity with the provisions  of the  Act 4 W illiam  IV., No. 11,  and now in force in this
colony, a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road abovementioned ,  are now
deposited at the  Office  of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office,  Goondiwindi ; and
all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date ,  any we ll -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
By Command,
73-4636. J. MALBON THOMPSON.
Boon OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM  GOONDIWINDI  TO CALLANDOON,  COUNTY OF CARNARVON,  DARLING
DOWNS DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF  COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM
IV., No. 11.
No. Port ion of Road.
Register
No. of Reputed
Selec- Owner.
tion.
Occupier. Length BreadthBearings . in Chains, of Road. Area, Remarks.
A Prom .. the mouth  boon - ...  The Crown  R. Holmes  ,..  N. 283° E.
dary or port ion  68, 284°
ohs. Ike. A. R. P.
00 W 5
Chains
70 0 0
35 00
parishof0oondiwiudl ,  297° 13 23
and running about
west by north to the
boundary of  Goon-
and Broom-diwindi
seld Runs
B Prom the boundary  ...  The Crown J. Jenkins ...
between Goondiwindi
and Broomfield Runs,
running westerly an
south-westerly to
twelve m iles  fr om
Goondiwindi
Box  We  covered
with  patches of
briglow scrub and
sa amps ;  held under
pastoral lease by
R. Holmes
305° 46' 35 00 5 chains 300 0 0 Box cats and briglow
276° 30' 180 00  scrubs  ;  held under
258' 111 77  pa-coral ease by J -
228° 82 00 Jenkins
253° 86 00
280° 30' 50 00 -
314° 27 00
252° 20 00
278° 30' 40 00
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  15th  December, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,  having deemed it el p edient
1 L to open  a new Road  from Mooloolah Flat to Saltwater Creek and Kalounda  Heads, parish of
Bribie, county of Canning : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now  in force in  this colony, a Plan and Book of  Reference, showing the
intended  line of Road abovementioned ,  are now deposited  at the Office of the Surveyor -General,
I ;risbane,  and at the Police  '  Office,  Brisbane  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to
I•anamit, in writing, to  the Clerk of the Executive Council,  within one month from this date, any
V ell -grounded objections  which  may exist  to the formation of the Road  in question.
By Command,
73-4684 . J. MALBON THOMPSON.
i.OOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM MOOLOOLAH FLAT TO SALT CREEK AND KALOIINDA HEADS,
PARISH OF BRIBIE ,  COUNTY OF CANNING, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL  4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
10. Portion of Road . BNgo.
ofr
Reputed Owner . Occupier . Bearings . Lengthin chains
Breadth
of Beak Areas Remarks.Selection . .
ohs. !k& A.  . P.
1 Entering port ion No .  65 1243 Wood and Riebd Unoccupied N. 90° E. 18 44 1 chain 3172 Unimproved
te rn  bou
o
i
N. 46° E. 10 10 forest landn-
nrt'
s
conditional
eas terly and north- selection
easterly to its no rt he rn under 1888
boundary Act.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th  December ,  1873..
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it ex-
pedient to open a ner Road through Selections Nos. 884 and 1234, parish of Mackenzie, county
of Stanley, district of Moreton : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference,
showing  the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office,  Beenleigh  ;  and all  'persons interested therein are
requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this
date,  any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road  in question.
By Command,
73.4268.  J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS Nos. 884 AND 1234, PARISH OF MACKENZIE,
COUNTY OF STANLEY ,  DISTRICT OF MORETON ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A. PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THN
ACT OF  COUNCIL 4  WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
Regle
No. of
Selec-
tion.
1 Commencing at
no rt h -west corner
po rt ion No. 216,
running mouth-east
tops mouth bound
the
of
and
erly
ary
884
2 Commencing at
north boundary
the
of
1234
portion No .  222. and
running  southerly to
the Albert River
Reputed Owner .  Occupier .  Bearings . Length  Breadthin Chains .  of Road . Area, Remarks.
Forfeited ...
T. Lillis ..
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  15th  December, 1873.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,  havin q  deemed it
expedient to open a new  Road from Pimpama to Carter 's Ferry, through  Selection  No. 311,
parish of Darlington , county of Ward, Moreton District : 1\ otice is hereby given, that in  conformity
with the provisions  of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now  in force  in  this colony ,  a Plan and
Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road  abovementioned ,  are now deposited at the
Office of the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane ,  and at the  Police Office , Beenleigh  ;  and all  persons interested
therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within  one month
from this date ,  any well-grounded  objections  which may exist  to the formation  of the  Road in question.
By Command,
73-4270 . J. MALBON THOMPSON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM PIMPAMA TO CARTER'S FERRY ,  THROUGH SELECTION No. 311,
PARISH OF DARLINGTON ,  COUNTY OF WARD, MORETON DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  A.S.  A PUBLIC
ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF  COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
1 An irregular piece of 311
land taken from the
no rt h-west corner of
pardon No. 24
Reputed
Owner.
ohs. Ike. A.  IL  P.
...  Forfeited ...  N. 189° E. 4 96 1 chain 2 2 2 Part scrub
131' 9 58 and part
127° 6 42 forest.
213° 3 68
191° 0 40
N. 191° E. 6 99 1 chain 2 1 28 Improved for-
167° 5 31 est land;
156° 12 0 homestead
selection.
Occupier. Bearings.
J..M. Dou -  J.M.Dougiaes '  N. 106° 0' E.
glass 126°
Length Breadthin
Chains . of Road.
I_-
ohs. Ike
1 60  Irregular
0 40
V Ares,
A.  It,  P.
0 0 10
Remarks.
Improved forest land ;
Homestead Selee-
tion under  '68 Act.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  15th December, 1873.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST NOTICE.
11
HIS Excellency the Governor,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a New Road from Toowoomba to High fields ,  parish of Geham, county  of Aubigny : "
Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of the  Act 4 William IV., No.  11, and now
in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office,
Toowoomba  ;  and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the
Executive Council ,  within one month from this date, any well Rlonnded objections which may  exist to
the formation of the Road in question.
73-4708 By Command,
J. MALBON  THOMPSON.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM ToowooMBA TO RIGHFIELDS ,  PARISH OF GEHAM,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER TH8 ACT OF COIINCIL
4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
A Commenting  on the
west boundary of por-
tion 212, and running
Register
No. of
Belec-
tion.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier, Bearings.
... The Crown Unoccupied N.160 ` 46' E.
193°
210° 46'
south -westerly to the
south-west corner of
portion 216,  parish of
Gab=
Commencing on the  ...  The Cro wn Unoccupied
north-west boundary
of portion 177, and
running south west.
erly to the no rt h -
west boundary of por -
18Q pariah of Ge-
Length Breadth Area,in Chains .  of Road. Remarks.
ohs. lks .  A. Y. P. -
12 00 160 links  5 3 25  This road now
10 60 forms the west
15 00 bounda ry  of
213030, 5 39 Toowoomba
tegister No.
940; light red
soil, heavily
timbered.
N. 292°  30' E. 7 00 160 links 8 0 0 Crown of ridge,
246° 5 00 light red soil
223° 32 60 thickly tim-
199° 30' 9 60 bared,  and part
light scrub.
TIME TABLE.
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY .- On and after  MONDAY ,  the 14th  instant, the following Time
Table will  come into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles fr om
Book .
iumpwn.
stations Up Train,Mixed.
Miles
f ro m west-
wood.
stations.
Ir
Down  Train
Mixed.
a.m. P.M.
Rockhampton... ... 11.0 Westwood ... 9'80
Graoemere  ... ... 11.24 6 Rosewood Qrossing ... A
15 Stanwell ... 12.0 15 Stanwell ... 4'30
24 Rosewood Crossing ... A 24 Graoemere 6. 6
90 Westwood ... 1.0 30 Rockhampton,.. 6.90
All Day  Tickets Issued  on Saturdays  available  to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The  Trains marked  thus ,  A. will stop by  signal to  take up  passengers  only ,  who will be obarged the fare to the Station at
wbL!h their journey  terminates .  Pwenger requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
station to  the Gua [d of the Train ,  and paying  the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the plate
at which  they prop ose to alight.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1873.
TENDERS FOR AUSTRALIAN MUTTON.
rraE following  copy of an  Advertisement,  by the  Commissary-General, Madras ,  calling for Tenders for
the supply of 26,400 lbs. of Australian Mutton,  deliverable at  the Commissariat Stores, Rangoon,
is publislied for general information.
Form of Tender can be obtained on application to this  Office.
A. H.  PAL  R.
No. 218.
SIAM  Tenders in the form used in the Commissariat Department  (blank forms whereof can be had of
application at the Commissariat Office at Madras) will  be received up to 12  o !clock  on the 3rd day of
April,  1874, by the Executive Commissariat Officer at Madras,  f.Ihe supply by Contract of the Articles
mentioned in the subjoined Schedule.
- Tenders will be opened by. the Executive Commissariat Officer at Madras,  in the presence of those
jnoeeested who may choose to attend.
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Each Tender must be accompanied by the deposit  (in Cash or Currincy Notes )  shown in Cplumn 6
of the Schedule  ;  and in default of such deposit the Tender will be rejected .  No Tender will be,eieived
after the time fixed for the opening of Tenders. r
No person making a Tender shall be allowed to withdraw his Tender for the space of sixty days
from the date thereof ,  and in the event of his so doing his deposit sha ll  be forfeited to Government.
Tenders should be superscribed -"  Tenders for Australian Mutton," and will be subject to all
terms and conditions  provided  in this Advertisement ,  or in the form of Tender.
A ll  needful information may be had on application at the Commissariat Office at Madras.
Every Tender not made in the required form will  be re)jected.
The Tenderer ,  if successful ,  must within three days deposit Security of the nature and amount
specified in Column 6 of the Advertisement.
The Commissary -General reserves to himself the right of rejecting Tenders without assigning any
reason for so doing.
The successful Competitor will  be required to pay the value of the Stamp, under the provisions of
Clause 16,  Schedule I .  of the General Stamp  Act XIII. of  1869 ; value of Sta mps  about Rupees 20, more
or less ,  according to total cost of mutton calculated at the rate of the approved Tender.
SCHEDULE.
1 2
Desc ri ption  of Articles Probable
to be supplied . Quantity orNumber.
baetriljan  Mutton,
bast sort, war-
rant4d to keep for lbs.
19 months  ...  26,400
3  4
Period of Delivery ,  specifying
Quantities.
To be delivered  as follows to
Rangoon  Commissariat:-
For Tonghoo-
On let July ,  1874 ... 3,000
viz.:- lbs.
In 11b.  tins ... 250
In 4lbs. do. ... 500
In 61be.  do. ... 2,260
On let October,  1874  ...  3,000
viz.:-  lbs.
In llb. tine ... 260
In 4lbs.  do. ... 600
In 6lbs. do.  ...  2,250
On let January, 1875...  3,000
viz. :- lbs.
In lib .  tins ... 250
In 41bs.  do. ... 600
In Elbe.  do. ... 2,260
On let April ,  1875  ...  3,000
viz.:- lbs.
In Ilb .  tine ... 260
In 4lbs .  do. ... 500
In gibe. do. ...  2,250
viz.  :-  lbs.
In lib .  tins ... 300
In 41b&  do. ... 600
In 61be6  do. ... 2,700
12,000
Place of
Delivery,
and to
whom to
be made.
For Thayetmyo-
On let July ,  1874  ...  3,600
viz.:- lbs.
In 11b.  tins ... 300
In 4lbs.  do. ... 600
In 61bs.  do. ... 2,700
On 1st October,  1874...  8,600
viz.:-  lbs.
In llb. tine ... 800
In 41bs.  do. ... 600
In 61bs.  do. ... 2,700
On let January,  1876 ...  3,600
viz. - lbs.
In 11b.  tins ... 800
In 41bs.  do. ... 600
In 61bs. do. ... 2,700
On let April,  1875  ... 8,600
1444 O
0 e 7
Amount of
Amount of security in Cash, PinesDeposit in Cash Currency Notes, foror Currency or Government BreachNotes to Pro missory Notes
of ('on-accompany to be furnished by  tract.
the Tender. the successful
Tenderer.
Re.
500
By order of the Commissary-General,
R. BENSON, Colo4e4 {+itf4sQoeary -(>rsrerat;
Commissariat Office,  Madras,  30th October, 1873.
TIME TABLE.
MILES
SOIITHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY .-On and after  MONDAY,  8th September,  1873, the following Time Table will  come into operation until further notice.
IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
.FRET
ABOVE
HIGH
WATER
HA31.
65
111
140
198
274
574
335
840
Prom  From Too-
Ipswicb .  woombs.
8
12
18
21
STATIOES.
Ipswich ...
Walloon ...
Rosewood
Western Creek
Grandchester
26 ... Victoria Tunnel
29 ... Laidley ...
88 ... Gatton ...
485 49  ...  Helidon
788
1630
2005
1928
59
69
76
78
82.35
86
102 24
 Cambooys ... ... ... 12.25 5.25
7
Murphy's Creek
Highfielde
Summit of Range
Toowoomba ...
Mixed.
 Mixed.
10.0
A.Y. A.M.
,., 10.28
A
A
I
arrive •11.13
depart 11.17
... ... A
,,, ,,, 11.54
12.23
arrive 12.58
{depart 1.13
Jarrive 1.53
4 depart *1.68
2.50
arrive 3.38
UP TRAINS.
Mixed. Mixed.
P.M. P.M.
... 4.40
.., *5.8
... A
647 ...
5.51 ...
... A ...
... 6.28 ...
... *6.67 ...
... 7.32 ...
7.47 ...
,,, 8.27 ...
... 9.19 ...
10.7 ...i. depart 4.11 10.50 4.0
Mahoney's Gate
Cowrie Junction  ...  arrive
B B ...
.. *11.16 ...
86 7 Gowrie Junction
 ...
 depart ...  * 11.26 4.25
901 121  For Williams ' Camp  ... ...  A A
94 16 Westbrook Crossing ... ... ...  A A
,,, 109 81  Emu Creek  Siding  ... ... ...  A A
118 40
 King's Creek
 ... ... ... ...
 1.18 6.18
... 120 42
 Clifton ... ... ... ...  1.28 *6.28
,., 181 58  Allora ... ... ... 2.5 7.5
.,, 140 62
 Lyndhurst  Road  ... ... ...  A A
... 143 66 Warwick
 ... ... ... ...  2.45 7.45
86 ... Gowrie Junction
 ...  depart 4.36
... 90 ... Gowrie  ... ... ...  A
97 ... Oakey Creek
 ... ... ...
 5.14
106 ... Jondaryan 544
114 ... Bowenvi ll e
 .. ... ...  A
,,, 127 ... Blaxland ' s Siding ... ... A
130 .:. Dalby
 ... ... ...  6.65
FEET
ABOVE
HIGH
WATER
MARE.
1928
2005
1530
788
465
340
335
574
274
198
140
111
65
* Trains meet here.
Prom From
Dalby .  Warwick.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  let September, 187$.
STATIONS.
Dalb
3 ... B1 d's Siding
16 ... Bowenvi ll e  ... ... ...
24 ... Jondaryan  ... ... ...
33 ... Oakey Creek
 ... ... ...
40 ... Gowri e
45 ... Gow ri e Junction  ...  arrive
.RBER.T,
Commissioner  for ilways.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed.  Mixed.
A.M. A.M.
Mixed.
A.M.
8'40
A
A
9.58
10.30
A
Mixed.
Warwick
 ... ... ... ...
8.5 ... 5.10
,,, 3 Lyndhurst Road
 ... ...
 A ... A
12 Allora
 ... ... ... ...
 8.45 ... 5.50
,,, 23 Clifton
 ... ... ... ... 9.22 ... 46.28
,,,  25 King's
 Creek
 ... ... ... ...
 9.32 ... 6138
,,, 34 Emu Creek Siding A ... A
41 Cambooya •..  10-25  ... 7.31.
A A49 Westbrook Crossing ,
,,, 521 For Wi ll iams '  Camp ... ... •••  A
68 G J t
A
owns un Ion amveo
Gowrie Junction  ... depart
47 45 50.46 Mahoney's Gate
52 66  Toowoomba ..
64 67 Summit of Range
61 ... Highfielde ...
71 ... Murphy ' s Creek
81 ... He li don ...
92 ... Gatton ...
101 ... Laidley
105 ... Victoria Tunnel
109 ... Grandchester
112 Western Creek
118 ... Rosewood  ;..
122 ... Wa ll oon
130 ... Ipswich ...
*11.25 *11.16
B
arrive 11.55 11.44
I depart 6.50 ... 12.4
7.44 ... 12.58
arrive ... ... 41.68
1 depart 48.44 ... 2.2
arrive  * 9.24 ... 2.42
l depart  9 .39 ... 2.57
10.9 ... 3.27
... ... 10.34 ... 3.52
. A ... A
arrive .11.9 ... 4.27
depart *11'13 4.31
... ... A ... A
... ...
A ... A
... ... 11'62 ... 45.8
... 12.20 ... 5.36
8.31
B
9.0
Al Day  Ticket .  issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo ll owing Monday.
NOTH.- The Trains w il l stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The  Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by  signal to take up passengers ,  who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their Journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to ali ght at those places can
only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to  the Guard  of the Train, and pay in g the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they pro pose to alight.
(13.) The Trains leaving Toowoomba at 10.60 a.m.  and 4.11 p.m.  on the Up journey,  and leaving Warwick at 8.6 a.m.  and 6.6 p.m. on the Down journey,  will, for the present,  stop at this Crowing,  subject
to the foregoing regulation.
HTLIR
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TARE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions  of " The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging , by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the day named.
J_
Descri ption and Situation of Land. Name  of Applicant.
Emanuel Barnett
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
Sc; perches ,  being  allotment 7 of section  34, parish of
North  Brisbane , city of  Brisbane , county of
Stanley.
BOARDING STATION, PORT OF KEPPEL
BAY.
UNDER 14TH CLAUSE, 37
7
Y ICT ., No. 1.NOTICE is hereby given, that with e consent
of The Honorable the Treasurer, I hereby
appoint the undermentioned Boarding  Station at
Beppel Bay for vessels entering or departing to
bring to for the boarding or landing of officers of
the Customs when  signalled so  to do ; and that I
further direct, with such consent as aforesaid, that
the signal to be used at or off such Stations for
stopping vessels for the purposes aforesaid, shall be
(for the day-time)  flags  JW of the International
Code of Signals, and at night a red light.
Any master or pilot in charge of any  vessel
within the limits of either of such Boarding
Stations , who shall fail to heave or bring to on
such signals  being duly hoisted, shall be liable,
under the above clause, to a penalty of £30.
BOARDING STATION, KEPPEL BAY-
Pilot  Station.
Signal to be hoisted  from Flag -staff at Pilot
Station.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane, 2nd December, 1873.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
REPORTED  REEF , PRINCESS CHARLOTTE'S
BAY.
A1R. J. M. McCourt, master of the schooner
" Wikingen,' reports sighting, in the following
position , a reef partially dry at low water:-
Jane Table Land .. ... S.E. southerly.
Northernmost Flinders Island E.N.E.
A depth of 7 and 8 fathoms was found  close to on
all  sides.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1873.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
TEMPORARY LIGHT, FLAT TOP ISLAND,
PIONEER RIVER.
ON and after this date, until further  notice, a
temporary light will be exhibited from the
Signal Station  on Flat Top Island,  at an elevation
of 220 feet above the  sea level . The light, in fine
weather, wi :l be visible about 10 miles,  except in a
line with Round  Top island, when the light will be
obscured  on a W.N.W. bearing,  through an  are  of
less than a  quarter of a point.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports  and Harbors,
Brisbane, 20th  December, 1873.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
27th February, 1874.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane ,  13th November, 1873.
G
REAT inconvenience having arisen from per-
sons in the country, to whom moneys have
become due from this Department, omitting to
attach an address to their vouchers, to which same
might be transmitted ; it is requested that in future
all persons having claims against this Department
will append to their vouchers an address to which
amount of same may be forwarded.
JOHN BRAMSTON,
Attorney- General.
NOTICE.
" LEASING ACT OF 1e66."
UPON payment  of Balances  of Rent  under the
above Act, it will  also be necessary to pay
the usual Deed Fee on  each portion.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
Education Office,
Brisbane,  16th December, 1873.
TO PAINTERS, &c.
THE Board of Education will receive until Noonon MONDAY, the 29th instant, Te ders for
painting the School Buildings  at Eagle Farm, and
repairing the damage caused by white ant.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
Education Office,
Brisbane,  16th December, 1873.
TO PAINTERS, &c.
THE Board of Education  will receive until Noon
on MONDAY,  the 29th instant ,  Tenders  for
painting  the School Buildings  at Moggi ll .
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
Education Office,
Brisbane, 16th December, 1873.
TO BUILDERS, &c.
THE Board of Education will receive until Noon
on MONDAY, the 5th proximo, Tenders for
the erection of a New School Building, for Girls
and Infants ,  at Petrie Terrace, in  accordance with
Plans and Specification which  may be seen on
application at this Office.
Fl. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting  Secretary,
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Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane , 24th December, 1873.
IT is hereby notified for general information,
that .a Money Order Office will be opened at
One-mireek , on the 1st January, 1874.
THOS. L. MURRAY-PRIOR.
Education Office,
Brisbane,  4th December, 1873.
TO CARPENTERS, &c.
TrI HE  Board of Education will  receive,  until  noon!I on MONDAY, the 29th  instant, Tenders for
the erection of a School House at Warwick, in
accordance with plans and speci fication ,  which may
be seen on application  to Mr. J. A. Canny, Primary
School,  Warwick ;  or to  R. G. Suter,  Esquire,
Town Ha ll , Brisbane.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting  Secretary.
Education Office,
Brisbane,  19th November, 1873.
INSPECTOR OF SCHOOLS.
T HE Board of General Education having  deter-mined on  appointing an dditional District
Inspector of Schools at the commencement of the
ensuing year,  Candidates for the appointment are
invited to send in their  applications,  with testi
monials, to this Office ,  on or  before WEDNESDAY,
the 31st of December proximo .  The salary will be
at the rate of £360 per annum ,  with an allowance
for travelling expenses.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
Education Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd November, 1873.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
IT is notified, by order of the Board of Education,
that Exhibitions to the Grammar Schools ,  gained
by Primary School Boys, shall be of the value of
Fifty Pounds per annum ,  including school fees ; the
increase  to date from 1st January, 1874.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Acting Secretary.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given,  that it is intended in
the ensuing Session of Parliament  to apply
for a Bill to amend an Act intituled  "An Act  to
Incorporate the Proprietors of a certain Banking
Compang called  the Bank of New South  Wale. and
for other  purposes  therein  mentioned."
Dated this 4th day of December,  A.D. 1873.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Solicitors for the said Banking Company.
'858 48.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that it is intended in
the ensuing Session  of the Parliament of
Queensland  to apply for a Bill to  enable and
empower the  Rockhampton Gas and Coke Company,
Limited , (incorporated  under the  provisions  of  •' The
Companies  Act  1863,")  to manufacture Gas and
Coke, and supply the same to the inhabitants of
the, town  of ltockham ton and its suburbs ; and to
empower  the said Company to do all things
necessary  in and about supplying  the same, and to
dispose of the residuum  from the said  manufacture,
and for other purposes  therein mentioned.
Dated  this second day of December, A.D. 1873.
868
REES R. JONES AND BROWN,
Solicitors for the said Company.
as.
NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
IN pursuance of  " The District Courts dot of
1867," and by authority  of the same , I hereby
appoint the following days and times for holding
District  Courts during the year 1874, at the several
towns or places in the  Northern District  hereinafter
mentioned ,  that is to say-
Oriminal  Jurisdiction. Civil  Jurisdiction.
AT ROCYHAMPTON.
Monday ,  March 2.
Monday, June 8
Monday, September 7.
Monday, December 7.
Tuesday , March 3.
Tuesday, June 9.
Tuesday ,  September  S.
Tuesday ,  December 8.
AT GLADBTONE.
Wednesday,  March 11 Wednesday,  March 11.
Wednesday,  September 16. Wednesday, September 16.
AT TOWNSVILLE.
Friday,  March 20. Friday, March 20.
Friday, July 10. Friday, July 10.
Monday, October 12.  Monday, October 12.
AT MILLCHESTER.
Thursday,  March 26. Thursday,  March 26
Saturday, September 26. , Saturday,  September 26.
AT BOWEN.
Tuesday,  March 31. I Tuesday,  March 31.
Tuesday, July 14. Tuesday, July 14.
Wednesday,  October 14.  Wednesday,  October 14.
AT MAcniT.
Thursday ,  April  2. Thursday ,  April 2.
Thursday, July 16 Thursday ,  July 16.
Friday ,  October 16 Friday ,  October 16.
AT CLERMONT.
Saturday,  May 80 Saturday,  May 30.
Saturday,  November 28. Saturday,  November 28.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge of the  Northern  District Court.
Rockhampton,  13th December, 1873.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estate of Charlotte Power and W illiam
ter ,  late of Brisbane ;  Awadenny  (Kan.
T ), late of Bowen  ;  Charles Harrison,
late of St .  George  ;  Barnabas  K ey, late of
Blacka ll  District ;  Johannes Bohn ,  late of
Mackay  ;  Michael Finecane and Morgan
Brien ,  late of Dalby  ;  James McNee, late
of M ilchester  ;  Mod (Chinaman ),  late of
Rawbe lle ; Charles Fidder ,  late of Bowen
Downs  ;  Thomas Rodgers, late of Koo.
nooroo ; Eric Andersen ,  late of Owanyilla ;
George Christian Neilsen ,  late of Tindale
Plantation  ;  Thomas Moroney ,  late of
Mitche ll  Downs; and John Stevens, late
of Gladstone Dist ri ct.
PURSUANT to Act of  Parliament , 31 Vic.,
No. 10,  all persons having any claims against
the Estates of any of the above-named deceased
persons ,  are to come  in  and prove their debts at my
Office,  Queen street, B ri sbane ,  on or before the
twenty-seventh day of February next, or in default
they  will be peremptorily excluded from all  benefit
accruing from the said Estates.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Supreme  Court House,
Brisbane,  27th  December, 1878.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Barnett Brodnitz ,  late of Rock.
hampton; in the Colony of Queensland, mer-
chant, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above -named Barnett Brodnitz ,  deceased, may
be granted to Simon Bromberg ,  of Mackay, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  merchant ,  and Carl Harden,
of Rockhampton ,  aforesaid ,  accountant ,  the Execu-
tors and Trustees named in the said Will.
Dated at Rockhampton, this thirteenth day of
December , A.D. 1873.
REES R. JONES AND BROWN,
Proctors for the  said  Executors,
Quay  street,  Rockhampton.
By their A. ent-
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Tambo, on 4th Decem•her, 1873, by order of Wi lliam Be ll, Esquire.
Driving expenses,  Is. per head.
One iron -grey mare ,  MUG near shoulder ,  white face.
One brown filly, unbranded ,  white face ,  two ° ind feet
white.
If not  released on or before the 6th January, 1874,
will be  sold to defray expenses.
W. WHITMAN , Poundkeeper.
895 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Tambo, on the 1st De.
cember ,  1873, by order of William  Be ll , Esquire.
Driving expenses, Is.
One brown filly, JO  (the 0 blotched ),  like JC near
shoulder,  long tail.
If not released on or before 6th January,  1874, will
be sold to defray expenses.
W. WHITMAN ,  Poundkeeper.
894 Is.
W. E. MURPHY, MPOUNDED  at Clermont ,  from Langton  ` Downs
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
,I
on the 14th November,  1873, by order of A. J.
901 6s. 6d. Elliott,  Esquire. Driving,  is.  6d. per head.
One bay filly,  long tail,  M near shoulder.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
One bay gelding ,  star and snip, two fore and off hind
feet white ,  collar-marked ,  T over HD over  li ke E
of the following amounts:- near shoulder.
$  S.  d. One brown gelding,  like JML  (conjoined)  near thigh,
1878. indistinct brand off shoulder.
Dec. 20.- Hughes and Cameron  ... ...  1 0 0 One black gelding,  hind feet white,  O over O near
„ 20.-Cribb and Foote ... ... ... 1 0 0 shoulder.
22.-C. A Teton 0 14 0 One bay gelding,  hollow back,  near hind and near fore
22.-W. Whitman ... ...  0 15 0 feet white,  slit off ear,  HOOD near neck,  CV over
22.-J. Fisher ... ... ... ...  0 2 0 MQ near shoulder.
22.-A. Goode ... ... ... ...  0 1 0 One bay gelding ,  star, like JT indistinct near shoulder.
22.-M. Wafer ... ... ... ...  0 15 0 ot r leased on or before 15th DecemberIf 1873 ill
,, 23.-W. J .  Scott ... ...  0 1 0
, wn e ,
ld to d f x eb23.-Municipal Counc il,  Roma ... 1 5 0 ray e p nses.e so e
24.-T. Black  ... ... ... ... 0 2 0 C. APPLETON, Acting  Poundkeeper.
24.-J. W.  Barnett . ... .  4 0 0„ .. .. 891 6e.
NOTICE.
I ff 1HE scale  of Chazies for the  insertion  of Advertfw
11 meats in the  Queensland  Government  Gazette  is
as follows:-
Advertisements  relating  to Insolvent of Intestate
Estates,  or Letters of Administration, 6s. 6d
each.
Advertisements  relating  to Impounded Stock, Is.
per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 8s.  for the first eight lines  (or under),
and 8d .  for every additional line, allowing ten
words  to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that  No ADVERTISEMENT
WILL BE INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the oat of its insertion
seoordiug to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES 0. BEAL,
Government Printea
Empounbings.
fa Poundkeepere  are reminded  that  Advertisement.
of  Impounded  Stock will be charged for at the rate of
NE SHILLING  PER ANIMAL ;  and no  such Adver-
tisement  will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a  remittance sufficient to cover the cost of it#
insertion.
I
MPOUNDED at Clermont, from Blair Athol, on
21st November ,  1873 ,  by order of Mr. R. Wicks.
Driving and trespass ,  4s. 6d .  per head.
One grey gelding ,  like S reversed near shoulder, 8  now
thigh.
One ohesnut  gelding ,  long tail, like  A02 over W near
shoulder, few  white hairs  in forehead.
One brown  gelding ,  star ,  near  hind fetlock  white, 8 near
neck , like A over  PI near shoulder ,  P near thigh,
A near rump.
Also, from Gordon Downs, the same day, by order of W.
Kilgour,  Esquire . Driving  and trespass ,  11s. 6d.
per head.
One black entire colt ,  long tail, 0 or  large circle off
shoulder.
One bay  gelding, star and snip ,  hind feet white ,  indistinct
brand over  like qI near thigh, like PAl indistinct
over + in circle near shoulder.
One bay mare ,  sma ll  star ,  near hind fetlock white, P over
like n near  shoulder, LH or LM blotched  over like
0 off shoulder.
Also, from  Lanark Downs, on the  25th November, 1873,
by order of Mr. P. O ' Ma lley, agent for Mr .  Sinclair
Boyd . Driving, 15s. per head.
One bay mare , star, W  over A8,  near shoulder.
One black gelding ,  star ,  long ta il , Em near shoulder,
HB off shoulder.
If not released  on or before  the 27th December, 1873,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
0. APPLETON,  Acting Poundkeeper.
892 8s.
IMPOUNDED  at Taroom , fr om Kinnoull ,  on the 30th
November ,  1873 ,  by order  of J. Anderson ,  Esquire.
Driving, 2s.
One bay or brown horse, star, near hind foot  white,
over G over  AH (conjoined )  over  like writing
near shoulder, G  of  thigh.
If not released on or before the  6th January, 1874,
wi ll  be sold to defray expenses.
W. J. SCOTT,  Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED  at Gayndah,  from Wetheron, on the
17th December,  1878, by order of Messrs. B. and
S. Moreton.  Driving,  2s. per head.
One bay horse,  (ti near shoulder and hip.
One bay mare, E near cheek ,  like 5 over  a  near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 20th January, 1874,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
THOS. BLACK,  Poundkeeper.
900 2s.
2208
IMPOUNDED  at Nebo, from Oxford Downs, on the
26th iovember ,  1873, by order  of C. W . Toussaint,
Esquire. Driving ,  as.  4d.
One dark -bay horse, AF near shoulder ,  F near ramp or
thigh, near fore fetlock enlarged, star and snip.
If not released on or before the 6th January, 1874,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
897
A. GOODE, Poundkeeper.
1s.
IMPOUNDED  at Tambo, from  G reendale , on the 29th
November ,  1873 ,  by order of L. S. Omaby. Driving
25. 6d . ;  damages, 2s.
One iron -grey horse , white  face , AW over R5$ near
shoulder.
One bay mare ,  J over  M in C near  shoulder ,  off hind
foot, small  star in forehead.
One yellow-bay colt, unbranded,  star in forehead.
One brown  filly, unbranded ,  near hind foot  white, star
and snip.
One red-roan mare ,  star and white spots ,  L in 0 near
shoulder, roach  back, hind feet white.
One oheenut mare, 5170 near  shoulder ,  like spur 1
spur  off shoulder ,  bell and strap  on neck.
One brown mare ,  B in C over A7X near shoulder, like
writing h over  -  over h over - near  thigh, old
scar on the small  of back ,  sma ll  star.
One dappled-grey mare,  unbranded.
One brown mare,  CB over HK near shoulder, CB near
neck.
One brown filly, unbranded.
If not released on or before  the 6th January, 1876,
will be  sold to defray  expenses.
W. WHITMAN,  Poundkeeper.
898 105.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from  Ravensboarne, on the29th November ,  1873  by order of J. W. P well,
Esquire. Driving  expenses , 8s 4d. per head.
One dark iron -grey mare ,  like gL conjoined  near shoulder,
black points.
One brown filly, unbranded.
If not released on or  before the 6th January, 1874,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
W. WHITMAN,  Poundkeeper.
893 2s.
IMPOUNDED  at Ro ll eston , from  Albina Downs, onthe 8th ecember,  1873 , by T. F. Josephson,  Esquire.
Driving expenses ,  4d. per head.
One black mare ,  like w ri ting h over half -circle near
shoulder ,  like writing  h over half  circle over A7g
near thigh, star, bind feet white.
One brown  filly,  A7K  near shoulder ,  star  off  hind foot
white.
If not released  on or before 20th January ,  1874, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
J. FISHER ,  Poundkeeper.
898 25.
BBIBBANE t
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